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LIST
aloc. = alocal.
abs. = absolute,
abstr. = abstract.
acc. = accusative.
act. = active.
adj. = adjective.
adv, == adverb,
adv. acc. = Adverbial Accusative.
Af. = Afel or Aphel.
ap. = apocopated.
an. hey. == drag heyouevor.
Appos. = Apposition.
Aq. = Aquila.

Ar. = Arabic, the Arabic
version.

Aram.=Aramaean(Chaldee,
Syriac).
Art. = Article.
c., constr. = construct.

caus. = causative.
ch. = chapter.
cod. = codex.
cogn. = cognate.
coll. = collective.

com., comm. = common.
comp. = compare.
concer. = concrete.
conj. = conjunction.
conseq. = consequently.

OF ABBREVIATIONS.
D. 1. = Dagesh lene.

num. ord. = ordinal number,

du. = dual.

obj. = object.
Onk. = Onkelos.

epic. = epicene.
e. g.=exempli gratia, for

opp., oppos. = opposed.

fut. = future.

org. = organic. ©
p- = page.
Puy pers. = person.
Pa. = Pael.

gen. = genitive.

part. = participle.

example.
f. = feminine.

fig., figur. = figuratively.
Gent. = Gentile.

pass. = passive.

Gr. Ven. = graec.- veneta,
the Venetian Greek ver-

patr. == patronymic.

sion.

Pers. = Persian.
Pesh. = Peshito.

Hif. = Hifil or Hiphil.
Hof. = Hofal or Hophal.

pf. = perfect.

i. e. = id est.

Pih. = Pihel.
pl. = plural.
pr. dem. = pronoun
strative.

ib. = ibidem.
ident. = identical.
imp. = imperative.

Phenic. = Phenician.
demon-

impf. = imperfect.
inf. = infinitive.
inter). = interjection.

prob. = probably.
prop. = properly.

intr. = intransitive.

refl. or reflex. = reflexive.
Sam. == Samaritan.
Sanskr. = Sanskrit.
sc. = scilicet.
sing. = singular.
spec. = specially.

Lat. = Latin.
LB. d. Or. = Literaturblatt
des Orients.

LXX = the Septuagint version.
m. = masculine.

Puh. = Puhal.

st. c. = status constructus.

Makk. = Makkeph.

subst. = substantive.

constr. = construct state.

Malt. = Maltese.

Dag. = Dagesh,

metaph., metaphor. = metaphorically.

8., suff. = suffix, suffixes.
syr. = Syriac, the Syriac
version.

dat. comm. = dativus commodi.

mod. == modern.
Nif. = Nifal or Niphal.

Talm. = Talmudic.

defect. = defective.
def. == definitive.
den. or denom. = denominative.
deriv. = derivative.

nom. = noun.

. = יגישTargum, Targums,
Targumic.

nom. verb. = verbal noun.

tr. = transitive.

N. p. = proper name.
NT. = New Testament.

transp. = transposed.
V., VS. = verse,

D. f. = Dagesh forte.

num. card.= cardinal number.

w= Psalm.

PREFACE TO THE SECOND GERMAN EDITION.

The demand for a second edition of this dictionary has come
sooner than I could have anticipated, viz. after the lapse of a year.
This new edition is increased by a copious Grammatical and Analytical Appendix, and by repeated revision, correction and enlargement of the dictionary itself in the spirit of advancing science, and
in the interest of youthful students. But however flattering it may
be to the author that his lexical treatment of the materials of the
Hebrew tongue, notwithstanding the authority of half a century
(Gesenius), corresponds to the present state of Hebrew philology,
he must not neglect to repay the indulgence of the students of
Holy Writ by repeated siftings of the lexical materials. This
edition has not been issued simply like the former one, even apart
from the Index and the Appendix; although the productions of
O. T. philology since the conclusion of the first edition last year,
and the exegetical advances connected with it, could only be inconsiderable. The materials of the language have been reviewed,
the latest exegetical and philological

improvements

have been

made use of for the dictionary; and thus many articles, with all
their brevity, bear the traces of continued labour. This perhaps
might be the fitting place to mention briefly the linguistic view
which I have consistently maintained since 1834, and according
to which the materials of the Hebrew language are here treated
lexically. It is the more necessary to do so, since many scholars
in general go on in the antiquated track, and shrink from the
examination of advanced philology. It is well known that since
the founding of Hebrew grammar and of Hebrew lexicography
the idea has prevailed, that primitive roots lie at the basis of the
verb-stems which form the points of development for all grammatical changes; and this view presses upon the impartial enquirer
so clearly and convincingly, thatnothingbutdefective mental activity
can overlook it.

These primitive roots I have called here, after
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Grimm’s example, organic. I have discovered them by comparison of the verbal stems one with another in the language
itself and with those of the dialects, and have afterwards added
the result to each stem. If we take by way of example the first
stem of a verb in the dictionary which has three consonants,

viz. 738 with the primitive signification to be separated, isolated,
it is immediately forced upon us in enquiring after the organic

root, that it can only lie in דב bad, and that א must have been
added to the peculiar formation of the stem in the second period
of the development of the language, when the Semitic separated
from the Iranian. A proof of this manner of investigation is the

stem of the verb 72 (belonging to the noun 72 and to 793) which
has a similar fundamental idea, and consequently covers itself
with the form 2-8; as also that the organic root in 5——"B and

Y—"B gives back the form as well as the idea in a modified state.
To this may be added, that the Arab. 515 corresponds to the
Hebrew AS, that (3 signifies to part, to separate, so that not a
shadow of doubt can exist concerning the organic root*. The
organic roots of the stems of all the Hebrew verbs can be
ascertained so clearly and distinctly, that the determination of the

idea is by their means accurately defined, and the literal sense of
many passages amounts to certainty. It is a sort of philological
prejudice to avoid these discoveries. Comparisons of organic
roots with those of the Indogermanic tongues only stand in the

second line, and do not form a necessary part of Hebrew lexicography but belong to the science of comparative philology generally, from which Semitism cannot be excluded. In my
dictionary, however, the former as well as the latter is treated

subordinately, since it serves solely for the understanding of
Scripture, and has only to offer what is necessary to the elucidation
of the Sacred Text. The establishment of the fundamental idea of
a verb-stem, its successive changes, the copious proofs for all
significations, the interpretation of difficult passages, or at least

the endeavour not to ignore or to shun them as other earlier
* It was indeed more difficult to perceive the organic roots in 032, Nay, m3,
TAS &c. from the stems, but after a systematic analysis, and a comparisonה

cognate

Semitic and similar Indo-Germanie roots, they may be shown so clearly, that ו
‚any well-founded objection can be raised against them.
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dictionaries have done — this forms the true, proper kernel and
essence of the present dictionary, to which the discovery of primitive roots in groups, and the comparisons within Semitism, are

merely small additions. In a lexicon devoted to the service of
exegesis, I have almost wholly omitted comparison with the IndoGermanic, adding only here and there a little according to the
approved “etymologische Forschungen auf dem Gebiete der indo-

germanischen Sprachen”

by Pott. Attention has also been bestowed

on the establishment of rare stems of verbs and of organic roots,
with the accurate grounding of their signification, although repre-

sented in the Old Testament by a derivative noun, or by a proper
name only. This peculiarity of Hebrew Lexicography was rightly
asserted a century ago; since neither the Hapaxlegomena nor the
greater number of proper names could be interpreted by the side

of the small remains of old Hebrew writings. I have therefore
sought to carry out such a mode of enriching lexicography, with
the greatest possible logical consistency. The proper names of the
Old Testament have received a great number of Hebrew verb-stems,
an abundance of rare noun-forms considerably enriches the Hebrew
language; and the increase comes first to benefit Hebrew and then
Semitic philology. The interchange of the consonants of one organ
of speech, which has its foundation in the language itself, as well
as the allied idioms the Aramean and Arabic, were necessary
guides in the linguistic investigation of proper names.

In con-

sidering the signification of such names I also arrived at the
important conviction respecting the Old-Semitic theology, that
in it ideas of God or gods may be perceived from whom attributes
were assigned in the giving of names. The giving of names was
generally an act of religious consecration, concentrating itself in
‚an eulogy, in an appeal to God or to any divinity, as a confession.
The Semites, as well as the ancient Hebrews, were not monotheists
from the beginning, as modern scholars assert in order to rob revelation of its merit; but polytheists, whom nothing but revelation

made monotheistic. The polytheistic mind long continued in the
nation; and although the divinities appeared no longer as independent beings, they still bore distinguishing epithets. Under the

words 28, 292, 99, "QR, "AB, ON, MS, BY, MN, ON, “Te,
Tits 66, which express

some

aspect or attribute of divinity
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and therefore stand for the deity, proofs are given for what has
been said.

Almost

all groups

of words, with the exception

of the

few which have continued to stand on the lowest step of mere
feeling (Interjections), or those indicating position and relation
to the speaker or listener (pronominal roots), proceed, as is
known, from roots indicating ideas*. If the action, quality or

existence of a thing be communicated through the medium of
language, the existence which was before perceived and considered, and the appearance of things that reveals itself by sounds,
are expressed by the word. The expression of the idea which
attaches to the word, whether it describes action, motion, operation

and being (a verb), or gives expression to a simple declaration,
an apprehended object or phenomenon (a noun), is the so-called
stem which etymology must seek out and explain. Where the
noun represents the idea limited or at rest, we must consider it a
derived form, and reduce it to a root of the primitive idea. Whether
the noun occurs repeatedly or but once, whether the derivation
from the active or passive conception of the verb be easily
ascertained or not (Primitives), cannot be a guiding principle to

etymological research. If we take for example the first verse of
the Bible, we meet with four so-called primitive nouns )שאר=שאְר
onde,

ץֶרֶא and maw), which

can

only be perceived in their

essential meaning by going back to presupposed stems of verbs.
As in rare nouns so also in proper names there lies a rich

material of language, which the lexicographer and the linguist
must make use of; for in Hebrew as in all other languages, proper

names conceal a rich treasure of old linguistic monuments; and
for Hebrew the radical ideas deduced from proper names and
archeological forms of words are the more necessary and productive amid the few remains of old writing, as they present
glances into old Semitism. I have therefore bestowed greater attention than, I believe, has hitherto been done, upon the develop-

ment of the roots of verbs from proper names, by comparison
with the Semitic dialects, as well as on the meaning

old forms;

of their

and upon an investigation of the primitive view

* Compare my “Lehrgebäude d. aramäischen Idiome” etc. (Leipzig 1835. 8.)
pag. 80—83.
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according to certain principles evolved by in-

quiry. For names which are not Semitic, such as Persian, Egyptian,
Indian, Armenian

&c., I have made use, besides the old helps

(Jablonsky, v. Bohlen and others), of the new (Haug, Philos.
Luzzatto, Bunsen, Benfey and Stern*, Rosellini, Gildemeister**,
Grotefend, Rawlinson, Ign. Rossi, Oppert and others).
Besides a scientific investigation of the stems of verbs from
nouns preserved, besides the discovery of very ancient materials

of the Hebrew language that have come through the medium of
proper names, for certain groups of speech as well as things, a
number of monographs
examined,

that

have

ancient familiar sources.

has
more

been made use of and accurately
or

less

successfully

advanced

the

Of such monographic works I will men-

tion only: Hupfeld’s Essay on Hebrew Particles (after the example
of my system of the Aramaic idioms); Larsow, de dialectorum
ling. syr. reliquiis (Berlin 1841); Roediger, Attempt to decipher

the monuments of Himyaritic writings; Tuch, On the Sinaitic inscriptions; Ewald, On the Phenician views of the creation of the
world (Göttingen 1851, 4); Knobel, “Die Völkertafel der Genesis”
(Giessen 1850, 8); Schimk, de numis biblicis (Wien 1835, 4);

Cavedoni, Biblical Numismatics, translated from the Italian by
Werlhof (Hannover 1855-56, 8); Hengstenberg, Beiträge zur Einleitung in’s A. T.; Bertheau, Zur Geschichte der Israeliten, zwei
Abhandlungen; de Luynes, Essai sur la numismatique etc. (Paris
1846, 4); H. v. Niebuhr, Geschichte Assur’s und Babel’s; Lepsius,

Chronology of the Egyptians; v. Gumpach, Alttestamentliche Studien; de Saulcy, Recherches sur la numismatique judaique (Paris
1854, 4); Wood and Dawkins, Ruins of Palmyra and Baalbek.
These and similar single works whose mention here would be too

tedious, abundantly complete the excellent exegetical works of the
last decennia, and offer to the lexical inquirer such rich materials,
that he is reduced to a sharply defined system and to judicious
limitation.

\

With respect to the topography and geography of Palestine,
as well as the geographical names in the Old Test, excellent
recent works of travel have contributed to an accurate. know* Of the former also “Uber das Verhältniss der ägypt. Sprache zum semit.
Sprachstamm” (Leipzig 1844).
** De rebus Indicis (Bonn 1838).
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ledge, and have more firmly established the etymologies too.
Besides the older but always useful travels of Arviewx, Bachiene,
Berggren, Bruce, Buckingham, Burckhardt, Chardin, Clarke,
Hasselquist, Jaubert, Jolliffe, Ker Porter, Korte, Laborde, Lorent,

Maundrell, Olivier and others, it was especially Robinson’s
“Palästina und die südlich angrenzenden Länder” (3 vols.), and
his later “Biblical Researches in Palestine”, that rendered the
best service to the geographical portion of this dictionary. But
J. Wilson’s “Lands of the Bible”, Schultz’s “Jerusalem”, Williams’

“Holy City”, Tobler’s “Bethlehem und Palästina”, Van der Velde’s
“Reise durch Syrien und Palästina”, Porter’s “Five years in
Damascus”, Lynch’s “Narrative of the United States’ expedition to
the river Jordan and the Dead Sea”, and many other recent
works have been likewise consulted. As careful an examination
as possible has been bestowed on the meaning of geographical
names outside Palestine; and I have repeatedly arrived at con-

clusions which deviate in part from those most recently adduced. I need only refer to 3Wx, םיִניִס and שישְרִתה With
regard to comparison of the Semitic dialects, of the Aramzan and
Arabic, or consultation of the Coptic and other dialects not Semitic,

I have a few more words to say, for this department appears
to offer welcome materials for judges. A scientific lexicography
of the languages in question does not yet indeed exist, but the

lexicons extant are not so imperfect as to make it impossible for
one to find the true development of ideas and meanings with the
assistance of the Semitic dialects. From the study of Arabic literature, for example, many things may be supplied to and corrected

in Arabic lexicography; but for the comparison of one dialect we
can but seldom draw out of it, since the fundamental signification,

which is the only guiding principle, can rarely be met with in’
reading. Owing to the explanation of Arabic verb-stems by means
of incidental, remote meanings found in one writer, distinguished
Arabic scholars have too frequently been led into errors and false
lexical conceptions, which might have been avoided by comparison
with Hebrew or Aramean. In going to the Arabic for an explanation of rare Hebrew words, I have proceeded most conscientiously

as far as the etymological and lexical study of Arabic makes it
possible; and if a few of the numerous comparisons of Arabic
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xu

be not certainly proved, this cannot be prejudicial to the whole
work.
May this second edition meet with a reception as favourable
as that which was indulgently accorded to the first. Teachers

and scholars will certainly recognise in it the hand of improvement, and a confirmation of the old proverb “Dies diem docet”.

u

Zn
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This first and larger volume of my dictionary on {he writings
of the Old Testament treated according to the latest and most approved advances of lexicology, I give with sincere confidence to

an impartial public; the edition in parts having already awakened
among interpreters and inquirers into the Semitic tongues a feeling
favourable to the new work. For the third time since 1834 I have
investigated etymologically and compared linguistically the treasures of the ancient Hebrew; I have reviewed with a true estimate

of the Semitic spirit the peculiar material of the language of the

Old Testament; and the knowledge I have gained has kept me
alive to the conviction that the cessation in Hebrew lexicography,
which has lasted for nearly forty years and has not been perceptibly interrupted by late attempts begun too often in a per-

verted manner, is about to give way to great advances in acquaintance with the Hebrew tongue. In a new dictionary of the Old
Testament, which orientalists and theologians generally desire,
and which the highly-esteemed publisher has professed himself
ready to issue at a great sacrifice, the public demand not merely
a strict account of current meanings and the reduction of them to

their originals, not merely a high esteem for the received text,
completeness of articles explaining the forms of K’ri and K’tib,

_ the union of brevity with the proof-passages equally necessary,
an observance of the Masoretic orthography and accents, the
accurate

combination

of derivative words

with their stems,

but

also a profound comprehension of the stems of verbs and pro-
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nouns as the foundation-stones of the whole language, by which
the establishment of the fundamental signification ceases to appear
fictitious.

With this view I have aimed at a more certain grasp,

and as far as possible a complete knowledge of this very ancient
language.

I have endeavoured to understand its peculiarities, to

penetrate the laws of its formation; and it is for the public to
decide, whether I have shewn the capacity to set forth the know-

ledge I have acquired, clearly and intelligibly.
But we have to do not merely with fundamental linguistic

knowledge, but also with all remote Hebrew antiquity, with the
application of the certainty which has been gained to exegesis and
theology; and this aim, which must animate the Hebrew lexicographer, stirs up the conscientious inquirer to combine an impar-

tial exegesis of the Old Testament with lexicography.

Besides the

analysis of Hebrew stems, and the separation of the organic kernel

from the inorganic husk; besides the secure establishment of
the fundamental meaning, and the comparison of organic roots
with those similar or allied in other stems; besides the logical
development of manifold meanings from the primitive signification, with the Hebrew or Semitic views lying at the foundation,

which is a leading principle in restoring a sensuous idea: I have
had regard to interpretation

and archeology,

for every word

occurring in a difficult passage has been treated exegetically and
archeologically with special attention.

Of everything else, as well

as of the whole field of Hebrew lexicography which has been
elaborated anew, an intelligent public will be able to form their
own judgment after some use of the book. Even lexicography
should be a work of art in its kind, whose worth and object may
be perceived by a cursory glance, without its being necessary
to say a word to explain what the author wishes and aims to
accomplish.

Leipzig, July 1857.

Dr. Julius Fiirst.

A CONTRIBUTION
TO THE

HISTORY

OF HEBREW

LEXICOGRAPHY.

When I published the first part of this Dietionary I promised to give as
an appendix a short history of Hebrew Lexicography.
That promise I now
endeavour to fulfil; though the work has proved more extensive and exhausting
than I couid foresee; and its aims and objects urgently warn me to limit my
space. It is self-evident that by a history of lexicography cannot be intended
here the proper preliminary studies of lexicographers — that is to say, a
representation of the resources and languages necessary to explain Hebrew
words, such as Gesenius understood its main purpose to be. Nor can it include

arguments to shew how useful a consultation and comparison

of the Ara-

maean idioms, of the Arabic, Himyaritic, Ethiopic, Amharic, Phenician and even

of the Coptic languages at times must be in the decipherment of many Seripture words. No one also will expect a bibliographical enumeration of all the
Hebrew dictionaries published since the introduction of printing, such as
J. Ch. Wolf gave, up to his own time, in his great Hebrew Bibliotheca; since
my purpose does not call for such enumeration. I contemplate rather, a concise
sketch shewing how the explanation of the words belonging to the Hebrew
language was historically developed by degrees; how an alphabetical arrangement was first attempted in a peculiar and strange manner consisting of an

abstract of old Hebrew dictionaries

which had almost disappeared,

and of

similar works belonging to that department in the first thousand years of the

common era.
Scripture itself already interprets numerous names of persons and places
in order to deduce from them, or to confirm and expand, certain historical
events!; which interpretations often contain a lexical view confirmed by later
inquiry *. In a still more extended way attempts were made in the post-biblical

and Talmudic time (till 500 after Christ) to interpret the proper names; and views
of the connection of stems and their true meanings as confirmed by later
inquiries may be easily perceived from a small essay which I undertook
in 18453. Many Talmudic teachers (Meir, Jeshuah ben Qorcha and others) are
famous as interpreters and expositors of personal proper names*. Biblical names
1 Aug. Knobel, Genesisp.XIX. —? e. g. 7} from Man = m TÜR formed out of
Wry; Vp. from yp = mn; Dawa from EN nw and ‘many Sthers.” The’ stems man
to ins, m (AR) = הנק to get,‘the ‘compensation ‘of a quiescent sound by the Dagesh. in
MON, the elision of ע in לאומי are lexical and grammatical possibilities; but yetthey

could not have been intended in the act of name-giving; rather does another signification
seem to have been thought of in TR .לאומוע —

3 Printed in the New Zijjon by Pro-

fessor Goldenthal, Leipzig 1845. 8. — 5 Yoma 886 (prq); Midr. rab. 27a (WAT).
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of places and nations are explained by such as were better known in subsequent times, by the traditional migrations of peoples and their supposed

ramifications already adduced in the Talmud

and Targums!;

names

according

of animals

are

frequently

elucidated

and even the

to derivatives

from

Hebrew stems 5.
A treatment of the Hebrew language according to its popular idiom and
poetical style, according to its dialects and archaeological inflections (in the
Song of Deborah, the Song of Solomon, in Hosea &e.) in northern Palestine,
according to the dialect of Ashdod (Neh. 18, 23) and Galilee (Matth. 26, 7) — all
this belongs rather to a history of the Hebrew language®. It has also been proved
long ago in monographs, that the Mishna, that code of traditional laws which was

collected towards the end of the second century in Aramaean, contains many
elements of the old vulgar Hebrew, and is fitted to enrich the stock of words
in the ancient language +.
In addition to the explanations of personal and local names, together with
those of words

that occur but once

or seldom,

almost

all the treasures

of

Hebrew scattered throughout the great works of the Talmud and Midrashim, are
interpreted for ethical, homiletic and legendary-historical purposes,

so that a

collection of them would give a sort of Hebrew dictionary of the Talmudic
time’. There existed also in the course of these centuries an incipient
linguistic consciousness, that Aramaean in general, and the Babylonian, Syrian,
Galilean and Nabathaean in particular, sometimes too the Phenician, Arabic,
and even the old Persian, with all their diversities, are useful in clearing up
ancient Hebrew words®; without our being able to speak of a scientific consciousness of comparative philology on that account.
In the Christian church,
in which but a few fathers of this time (till 420 after C.) shew a slight knowledge
of Hebrew, those only can be regarded who learnt the language and the
Biblical traditions by intercourse with Jews and Jewish teachers; translating
and interpreting the Old Testament in the spirit of what they learnt. To these
belong Justin the Martyr (150 after C.), Clement of Alexandria (200), Origen (230),
Ephrem the Syrian (360), and especially Jerome (till 420); but they are all
inferior to the Talmudic doctors in the interpretation of words. The last alone
has shewn a better understanding of Hebrew, from his acquaintance with the
geography and topography of Palestine which he got from a learned Jew of

Tiberias (386)?, in his book on Hebrew proper names
situations

of Hebrew

with the names

and

localities (389); but particularly in his “Quaestiones et

traditiones” upon the Old Testament books %
1 Jerus. Meg. p.5>; Midr. Rab. p. 322; comp. Jerus. Targ.I. and 11. See the interpreters of the so-called ethnographical table. Jos. Schwarz, das heil. Land (Frankfurt
on the Main 1852. 8v0). — 2 6. g. הדיסח , הפנא,and map, Chull. 68%. — 3 On the
Galilean dialect all has been collected from the Talmud by Lightfoot, Opp. vol. II.
p. 232 and following. — 4 Comp.A.Th. Hartmann, Supplementa ad W. Gesenii Lexicon

e Mishna petita. Rostock 1813. 450.

Gesenius, Thesaurus linguae Hebraicae, partes I.

II. III.
1829—1853.
4to, A. Geiger’s Lehr- und Lesebuch zur Sprache der Mishna,
2 parts. Breslau 1845. 8vo. ‘Leopold Dukes, die Sprache der Mishna. Lexicographisch
und grammatisch betrachtet. Esslingen 1846. 8v0. — 5 A copious gleaning respecting
the grammatical and lexical views of the Talmudists is found in Mos. Konitz’s book yon
(Ha-Oyen). Wien 1796. 4to. — 5 Comp. e. g. Jerus. Schekal. 8b; 122; Nedarim 52a;

Pesachim 412; 872; Soth. 40b; Abod. Sara 24b; Berach. 60b, and other places. —
7 Preface to the Paralipom.

—

8 See Rahmer, Die Hebr. Traditionen in den Werken
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About 400 after Christ the great Amorite Asche (+ 426) who had begun the
concluding part of the Eastern or Babylonian Talmud, is said, according to the
account of Haja (about 1000 after C.), to have written a book concerning the
doctrine of the vowel-signs (Sepher Ha-nikküd), in which the non-pronunciation
of certain letters in the words of Scripture’ &c. was treated of, especially in the
spirit of that vowel-mysticism which was afterwards such a favourite

theme,

on

the basis of the doctrine respecting the four gutturals (ymin), of the peculiarity
of Resh in pronunciation, of the exceptional dageshing or hardening of the

Aleph-sound in Scripture, and of the Alphabet-rule Atbash (Wans)?.

This

book, which witnesses by its very name to the existence of a voweldoctrine in its first origin, was called “The great Nikküd-book”, when
another appeared afterwards (about 900 after C.) from Ibn Sargddo; and it was
esteemed a work of the old Babylonian Academy?.
All the Talmudic writings, namely the Babylonian and Palestinian Talmud, the works of the
Midrash, in short all Jewish productions till 400 after Christ, exclusive of

the inserted pieces of prayers, national songs, riddles, elegies, sayings, are
written down in the familiar language of their time, without any endeavour
to make use of the old Hebrew; and without desire to put the thoughts
in an unmixed pure language, whether Hebrew or Aramaean.
But since the
Talmudic teachers were very often obliged to return to the Bible as the source,
and had to enter into the explanation of Biblical words for dogmatical or
homiletic purposes, they must necessarily have been in the possession of
grammatical and lexical rules. This was actually the case. The Talmudic
writings contain a large number of grammatical remarks, of syntactical
subtleties, and lexical observations, but always incidentally; without independent
treatment, and linguistic consciousness. In the Talmudic time the pronunciation of Hebrew was observed with the greatest scrupulousness, and was named
nip; although punctuation-signs did not then exist. Reference was made
to this received pronunciation or NApn,
if a mispronunciation had to
be removed, 6. ₪. when םיעבש Lev. 18, 5 was not to be pronounced D’YSW
but oiyaW; when בלחב Exod. 23, 19 was not to be pronounced ana "but
ne.
But the pronunciation of a wordsin favour of a received doctrine or its
application to ethics and homiletics &e. was named n07, and thus arose the
Talmudic formula 87722 DN Wr there is a root (a foundation) for the received
pronunciation , nba ‘DN wn there is a foundation for the pronunciation of the

teaching

handed

down

or

of the

current

tradition.

‘Besides

the

received,

established pronunciation (NR), and the pronunciation in favour of traditional
doctrine (m7), and besides an exact consideration of the full or defective
orthography (on, 272), the Talmud has also preserved traditions concerning
the form of the text, as well as open and closed Parshioth (nipınd, nimne);

concerning words provided with points (mi}p2272), floating or suspended letters
) תּלילתninmin), hooks &e., which the Masora received at a later time.
Active endeavours to attain to a scientific knowledge of the Hebrew
language appeared more decidedly in the first half of the sixth century. When the study of the Talmud was no longer attractive amid the
des Hieronymus. Breslau 1861. 8vo. — 1 6. ₪. the second w in “Dw w". — 2 In the Sepher
ha-Qemizah of Gaon Häja )ההצימקה “)D), quoted in Botarel’s Commentary upon the.

Sepher Jezira. — 3 Botarel 84.
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frequent closing of the Babylonian
of the traditions became exhausted,

and

academies,

ulterior

attention was more directed

to Scripture. By using the incipient existing materials of the Talmudic
time, perhaps also by means of the Nikküd-book of Ashe, one Acha in Irak
developed a peculiar Hebrew system of vowels and accents; which, when
another appeared in Tiberias, was called the Assyrian or Babylonian Nikkid,
and is still preserved in three very old Bible-manuscripts'. To it belonged

also a Masora deviating in many ways from that of Tiberias, the traces of
which are still found in Odessa manuscripts, where a difference sometimes
appears in K’ri and K’tib, in the Masoretic designations of accents, and in the
Not much later one Mocha (about 570) at Tiberias, with his son
formulas?.
Moses (about 590), constructed another system of vowels and accents, choosing
the system of Acha as a foundation; a proper Masora attaching to it in the
widest sense; and father and son became celebrated as the great primitive

Masoretes who established the Tiberian Nikküd?, which has also been adopted

among us‘. The treatise Sopherim which appeared in Palestine about 600,
and which gives in 21 chapters directions for writers and readers of the Thora,
instructions for order of prayer and the synagogue-ritual, has also a special

Masora (6, 7), mentions (13, 1) some distinctive accents (Atnachta and SofPasuk), enumerates the K’tib alphabetically (7, 4), knows many divergences
between Easterns and Westerns (10, 7; 13,10; 21,1); and probably arose in the

school of Mocha at Tiberias. The author of the treatise Sopherim with which the
so-called small treatises are closed, was Jonathan, a Masorete in Tiberias, who
is not only quoted as an authority for the Masora, but also passes for the

author of all the small collected treatises®.
Pinchas and Chabib.

Other Masoretes about 600 were

1 In one of de Rossi’s mas. of the Pentateuch (cod. 12), this system is called in the
postscript NER Pos Tp? and contrasted with "2930 '‘Tip2. This Assyrian system is

also designated in the same place as ba2 ץֶרָאְמ and 9729 .דָפּוכְמ

In an old Aboth-

Commentary (Kerem Chem. IV. p. 203) the same system is named "by 71P3 and contrasted with the ינְרְבְט 7p} or the 87930 pP, while a לָאְרְשִי PIN sap) is distinguished
from both in a remarkable way.

With reference to the Babylonian accent-signs, a memo-

rial of them has been preserved in the D124") םיִמָע of the Decalogue.

Compare my

Geschichte des Karäerthums (Leipzig 1862. 8ve) Pp.15.16. See also Pinsker, Likkuthe
Kadmonijjot (Vienna 1860. (דס8 T. 33 seq. (This book consists of Text and Supplements, here denoted by T. and 8.) — 2 Pinsker 1.1. T.35 note, and 177. Nissi (about

naming of the vowels החתאפ ,MaNp, and of the accents הָחּותְרְּב dobro for
nowy, dobro for 8393, Tyg for ram and generally the same modeofexpression as that of Ben- Asher points of itself to Tiberias. — 5 Comp. my Geschichte desKaräerthums p.19—20. Upon Pinchas and Chabib see the same work pp. 18.19.
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These founders of various systems of vowels and accents, of the Masora,
and with them also of the first elements of grammar, usually appended their works

to Bible-manuscripts; though they also frequently wrote them down in special
Nikküd-books, as we learn from that of Mocha and his son Moses!.
As early
as 600 there originated with the advocates of these two systems, and with
those of the Tiberian one in particular, which was most widely spread, modelmanuscripts of the O. T., supplied with vowels and accents, having the great
general and the lesser Masora, in the Aramaean idiom. About 600 we first
meet with the intelligence of a Zeläli-manuscript, which was made at Hilla or
Heläla, a town built in the vicinity of the ruins of the old Babel, and which was
furnished not merely with vowels and accents, but also with Masora copiously.

About 1500, when a part of it was sold into Africa, it was already 900 years
old?; about 1136, when a great persecution of the Jews took place in the
kingdom of Leon, it had been brought from thence to Toledo, where the
grammarian Jacob ben Elasar made use of it, after 1136, in his work Sepher haSchalem;

whence

Kimchi

quotes

it,

who

had

not

seen

it himself?

The

Machasora Rubba which appeared soon after in Syria, attaches itself to the
Heläla-manuscript; having likewise the vowels, accents and Masora written

upon it, and being quoted as credible and authentic in the oldest Biblical
manuscripts‘.
Even in the 7 century, Sinaitic manuscripts, and those
of Damascus, Jerusalem, Jericho and Sanbuk®, obtained credit and authority; and arguments were sometimes adduced out of them relative to

vowels and accents, or sometimes the Masora.

In like manner the following

teachers in this department, mentioned in Bible-manuscripts, may belong
to the same time: the head of a school, Pinchas (probably in Tiberias), who
is quoted beside the Tiberians (Baale Tebarja), the great Machasora and
Ben-Asher®.
The Masoretes Jonathan and Chabib, who are adduced immediately after Mose ben Mocha, likewise belong here; and may have made similar
classical manuscripts of the Bible.

In the following or 8 century, the study of the original Hebrew text,
combined with a conscientious acceptation of single words according to their
traditional vowel-sounds, and of clauses with their accents, as well as with the
1 Ben Jerochimin Pinsker, Likk. ₪. 62., mentions their 71p5 .ררפס — 2 Juchasin ed.

Constantinop.
109,10.

—

3 Michlol 93a; 156a; Dietichsry, word 333;

Comment.

on Ps.

From the quotations in Masora- "Glosses, and sometimesin’ grammatical works it

was cited by Norzi and others.

I was the first to give an explanation of יִלאָלַה רֶפְס

in Literaturbl. d. Orients; comp. also my “Gesch. des Karäerth.” p. 22. — הבור אָריזִחמ
is the usual name of a large 67011081 ritual-work for all the year, in which besides
prayers, poems and precepts, the whole Bible is found with the necessary additions. The
word is formed after the Syriac Grae , which means a ritual of the ecclesiastical year.

The orthography 77377 refers us to Palestine orSyria. It was quoted afterwards under the
name of אָּתְריִזחַמ be nao Rainy. A Bible-manuscript alone was also called רוזחמ > 8

e. g. the manuscript made

in the year 1010 after Ben-Asher (Pinner, Prosp., Appendix). -

5 "99> BD, יקשה "pn, יִמָלַשיְרָי "PD, Amt Po, "pray pp, all named after
localities like NIT,

besides being often quoted iin manuscripts, and by grammarians

(Kimchi and others), are also very frequently mentioned by Norzi. Among the towns and’
localities אָלאלַה Ba, im, "270, only prard is unknown to us. — 6 In the oldest
manuscript of the Péntateuch (on ‘Gen. 22, 2, Ex.3,8), in
i that of the year 1010 (on Prov.

20, 11, Job 32, 3), comp. Pinsker, Likk. T.29 and 31; in Ben-Asher’s Kuntras haMasoret, vide "Heidenheim’s Mishpete ha-Teamim,

p. 54a.
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Masora embracing both the lesser and the whole,

was

considerably promoted

by the more decided and frequent appearance of Karaitism.

The invention of

the system of signs for facility of reading, which had taken place nearly 200
years before, after the example of the Syriac, by means of an increased acquain-

tance with the old language had not only made

the origin of new Hebrew

religious poetry possible !, but had also procured acceptance? for Anan’s Karaite

principle (about 760 after Christ) “search diligently into Scripture”, by awakening

a grammatical or natural interpretation; and had caused a greater diffusion of

Bible-manuscripts furnished with vowels, accents, and Masora. Testimonies for
the grammatical, lexical and Masoretic study of the language, for explanations

of grammatical

laws

numerous in the 8

and

interpretations

and 9* centuries.

of Hebrew

words

became

more

Anan, the founder of the Karaite sect,

wrote in 760 after Christ a commentary on the Pentateuch, and a nıy7 "pd. His
disciple Malich ben Harmala in Jerusalem wrote about 780 a commentary on

the Pentateuch with explanations of the words. The Karaite Nissi of Bazra
(790) wrote a commentary on the Pentateuch in the form of a book of
precepts.
Benjamin Nahavendi, and many other Karaites until 800, wrote
Seripture- commentaries. .Daniel-el-Kümasi wrote about 850 a “book of precepts”,
developed from the Pentateuch, in which numerous interpretations of words
necessarily appeared. Mose ben Adonim of Dar‘ah (Fas) about 870, whom

Sahl adduces as a grammarian (()קדקדמ also wrote interpretations of words,
which the Lexicographer David ben Abraham quotes. In like manner Meborach
in Jerusalem, is celebrated as a grammarian; although nothing but poems of
his are preserved. Zemach, the head of the school at Pumbadita, wrote about
875 a Talmudic dictionary, in alphabetical order; which, besides explanations of
matters contains also those of words*. About 880 Eldad, an unreliable narrator of
the history of the ten tribes, belonged to the list of interpreters of Hebrew words;
and was recognised as an expositor by his contemporaries Ibn Koreish, as well as
by others afterwards. Zemach, the head of the school at Sora (about 890), communicates to the Keirawänites in his views respecting Eldad, that a great
difference prevailed between the scholars of Palestine and those of Babylonia
with reference to the vowel-signs and accents,

the Masora,

and

other subjects

connected with the criticism of the Scripture-text ‘.
With regard to the differences ()ןיָפּולַח between the Easterns or Babylonians

(snyTa, nam ,(ישְנַא and the Westerns or Palestinians ()יאברעמ it is to
1 Jose b. Jose, Jannai, Elaser b. Kalir, Jochanan ha-Kohen in Palestine, Simon b.
Keifa and David b. Hina in Babylonia, none later than the 8th century, probably even in
. the 1sthalf of the 7th, Pinchas also of Tiberias (600) wrote a collection of commandments

in the form of a didactic poem, see my Geschichte des Karäerthums p. 18.

Asaph ben

Berechia of Jericho wrote (about 630) his work upon medicine in pure Hebrew.
Also
Jochanan ben Sabda (about 650) of the same place. — 2 ‘Anan wrote, after 761, a commentary upon the Pentateuch, and a Sepher ha-Mizvot to put together the laws of the

5 books, and to explain them according to the sense of the words, both in the Talmudic -

Aramaean language.
Benjamin Nahavendi also wrote, about 780, a commentary
upon the Pentateuch, upon Isaiah, Daniel, and the 5 Megillot, in the new Hebrew.

Nissi ben Noack (about 790) mentions in his work upon the Decalogue, many com-

mentaries

()םינררַתַפ and commentators ()םירתףפ before him, and commends

strongly

the Babylonian vowel- and accent-system, as‘well as the Masora. — 3 This dictionary
is known to us by quotations in the Juchasin of Abr. Sakkuto at the beginning of the
16th century. Comp. also Zeitschrift der deutsch -morgenlindischen Gesellschaft
XII.
p- 144. XIV. p. 320. note 2. — + The Gutachten is printed with the narrations of Eldad.
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be remarked, that these reach farther up than the origin of the two vowel- and
accent-systems in the 6 century. We know from passages of the Babylonian

and Palestinian Talmuds, that as early as the 3" century after Christ, there
was a difference in respect to the pronunciation of certain words of the Scripture,
as well as their exegetical interpretation’, between the Easterns and Westerns,
which is partly expressed by the formula “3pm לאi. e. do not read thus, but thus.
And we know also, that many deviations oftheSeptuagint and of Jonathan on the

Prophets originated by using the Eastern system of reading. The difference consequently reached back almost to the living period of the language. The Eastern
system presented the traditional pronunciation, which the Septuagint, Jonathan
and the Babylonian Talmud followed. The prepos. 379, e. ₪. with the suffix in
»»9n has, as is well-known, the peculiarity of being used at the same time for
the 34 person singular, and the 1* person plural; but /bn Labrath has already
proved that the Easterns in pronunciation
and afterwards distinguished
them by using for the 3° person singular 727272, and for the 1° person
plural 127972, in pronunciation and vocalising. נא and 722°% were also different;
but both were pronounced 323% in the West. In the Talmud, the pronunciation
of these words was treated of; the Palestinian Talmud following the Western,
the Babylonian Talmud, the Eastern pronunciation.
The Westerns read Zech.
14,5 0n922 (from 033); whilst the Easterns read omd2} (Nif. of pnd). Jonathan
and the ‘Septuagint ‘follow the Easterns in their translation, for they render
 ְכַסְתּםIn Ez. 5, 11 the Western Masora reads YJ3N, what it marks as K’tib; but
the Easterns read דנא ,and Jonathan has translated accordingly. At the origin
of the two systems ‘these ןיפולח were normal, or found their expression in both.
The two Masorete-schools, that of Ben-Asher and that of Ben-Naphtali in the
9 century, represented the difference; and the national grammarians Ibn
Balam, Ibn Sarük, Ibn Labrath, Ibn Glandch, Ibn Esra and others, revert to
the old diversity. Pinsker has devoted a particular treatise to these פלח גcomparing Eastern manuscripts, and beginning with the year 816 after Christ.
From 880—900
after Christ independent works belonging to
this department appear; but before I adduce their excellent authors here,
it is necessary to present the fundamental principles upon which gram-

mars

and lexicons

were

composed

up to the time of Ibn Chayydg.

The

3 following parts of grammar were the most important, till the year 1000 after
Christ: 1. The doctrine of letters with their transitions into one another when
they belong to the same organ of speech; and in a few cases other changes

also, but particularly the pronunciation of the guttural sounds and Resch;
2. the doctrine of the vowel-signs, their application according to the Masora,
and the farther development of the vowel-system; the doctrine of Dagesh and
Raphe, of Meteg and Gaya, and of other signs; 3. the doctrine of accents, both
in the 21 books of Scripture, and in the three named .תמא To these important parts then, according to our view, grammar proper was limited in
developing the laws of the formation and variation of words, according to the

current logical or hermeneutical rules ()תרדמ of the Mischnaic and Talmudic
time, whether the eight of Hillel or the thirteen of Ismael, or thirty-two
of the Galilean Jose, or their reduction to a smaller number. By comparison of an unknown word-form of Scripture with another that was known, by
1 Kerem Chemed IX. p. 69.
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parts to the whole,

RR
the laws of

so that rules se the

‘
a whole’,
language were derived, and connected into

inflexion of nouns and verbs &c. followed naturally, and a foundation be = Er

syntax also. With reference to the arrangement and plan of dictionaries 1

remarked, that the oldest lexicographers in their alphabetical disposition of roots
had taken as their guide either the two firm, unchangeable stem-sounds, 88 חס
) (טחto נסח, mid, mid, or quite arbitrarily put the first two consonants of a
stem at its head, whether they were the firm radical ones or not, 6 g. 2210 Er
 מלto p27, and therefore also רא to MIN, רע to 7%, without being Ore sparing

in the development of interpretations on that account. At the beginning of a
stich-word (gate, Ws), all the words to be explained in it stand enumerated in
their connection; then follows their explanation; before each letter that stem is
first explained which has only that one letter for a root, e. g. >, as the only
radical in 52.
Sometimes there is before each letter a grammatical treatment
of it, its "changes,
its applications to word-building, or of the relations
of words to one another. But with all external defectiveness, which is shown
more or less in arrangement and plan, the natural native view of the formation

of Hebrew stems, which ben “Alän, Ben-Asher, Ibn Sarük, Ibn Labräth, Saadia,
Ali ben Sulleimän, David ben Abraham,

even Nathan in his Arüch,

and Rashi

adhere to, should be carefully noticed. A comparison of stems within the
language, and with those in the Semitic dialects, already proves convincingly,
that they are often compounded of firm and loose constituents.
I shall now try to continue an enumeration of the authors of works in
Hebrew philology. Jehudah ben ‘Aldn of Tiberias (about 880), but living and
working in Jerusalem

(died 932), wrote

a Hebrew

grammar

“Light of the eyes” )םֶיָניָע 71x79), a dictionary (nam),

with the title

in which the pro-

nunciation of Resh was treated as a peculiarity of the Tiberians; and a commentary (ji9n2) on the Pentateuch, with a 1188028 ?.
About the same time as Eldad (880), of whom nothing is known except
what others communicate, Jehudah Ibn Koreish, skilled in languages, of Tahurt
in Marocco, flourished in Fas, who understood the Berber language, besides the
three original Semitic languages and another popular language of that region,

who studied the Mischnah and Talmud, the Koran and Arabic poets, and was

well-fitted to write works upon the Hebrew language

others.

He composed:

and its comparison with

1. A Hebrew dictionary (ins) in alphabetical order,

according to the peculiar arrangement already mentioned,

viz. that before each

group of words (4), belonging to a letter, there was a chapter concerning
those words which have only the letter in question for a radical thema, as
well as a chapter concerning the changes of that letter. Not only does the

author himself “mention this dictionary in his Risdlet®; but Ibn Sarük,
Ibn
Labräth, Ibn Ganäch and Kimchi, Ibn Esra and Hadassi also
quote explanations

from it’,

2. Risdlet lu) or a letter to the congregation of the Jews at Fäs,

1 Comp. Eschk. Alphab. 163 seq. and the

grammar Kelil Jophi

of Ahron

(composed at Constantinople 1294, and prints there 1581. =
=
usual Kunje he was also called Jachja Abu Sakarijja, and by Kimchi en
with a transposition
of the name, Ali ben Jehudah (Michlol 108 b) = Jehudah b. ‘Ali (= Alan),
with the surname

IT

(ascetic).

As a grammarian

he is called in Dod Mard.

.ילבבה See
Pinsker 1.1. — § Chapter 2. p. 47. ed. Bargös, article nvbrabx, to which11> Pinsker
1, 1. T.
108. has
already called attention. —

4 Ibn Sarük, Articles תַהְבִאנ JS, mex, Owe ;
.

=
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This Risälet!,

now

printed

from

a defective manuscript, which the author himself wished to be regarded as the
second ‚part of the dictionary, exhorts the congregation first of all, not to banish
‘the Aramaeie Targüm from schools and synagogues, and to consider the great
value which the Aramaean has for a knowledge of Hebrew.
After the intro-duction follow 3 sections:
a) an explanation of difficult Hebrew words, from

the Targfim, in alphabetical order; b) an explanation of Hebrew words from
the Mischnah and Talmud;
c) a comparison of Hebrew with Arabic &c.?;

anonymously by /ön Esra*; 4. a homonymie )םיִפְמַּמְשִּנַה  תמשN32), mentioned by Jehudah Hadassi®.
Almost about the same time (about 900) there lived at Tiberias the great
master of the Tiberian system of vowels and accents, and of the partial as
well as entire Masora, Ahren ben Mose ben Asher, usually called: BenAsher, who became at last the centre and new founder as it were
of these
scientific subjects; after the scattered and boundless works before him by
Mocha, Mose, Pinchas, ben ‘Aldn and others. His most important writings were:
1. רשא  ןב, רפסthe restoration of a standard text of Scripture, furnished with
accents and vowels as well as the Masora, by which a.stop might be put to
the disorder in this department. This Scripture-copy of Ben-Asher gradually procured for itself general acceptation for all times®, though not without
opposition on the part of the contemporary Babylonian Ben-Naphtali.
2. A
Masora-book called Masoreth Ben-Asher", in which the Masora is noted

both at the particular word of Scripture®, and presented as a whole at the
conclusion of the original text, in a summary manner®.
3. The book
accents 1°, a representation of the accent-system for.21 books of Scripture,

of
as

well as the doctrine of accents concerning the 3 books of Scripture, Psalms,
after that Raschi upon Jer. 12, 20; Ibn Labräth article ףּולא ; Ibn G’anäch and Kimchi
article maw; Ibn Esra on 0% Am. 6,10; Eschk. 31>, 999. Ibn Esra names it on

account of the beginning bx בא ,and with a symbolical name שחיה 2% (Mosnajim,
preface). — 1 Fragments of it were first communicated by Schnurrer (Eichhorn, Bibliothek III. p. 952). Wetzstein, who copied in Oxford the whole Risälet, gave the introduction
with a translation and notes in the Litteraturblatt des Orients 1842. no. 2. J. J. L. Barges
and B. Goldberg have now published the entire manuscript, as far as it exists. Paris 1857.

8vo,

From the Risälet Ibn G’anäch (see Kimchi, art. ףרכזא and 71955), Ibn Esra

(e. g. Job 9, 26) and Hadassi quote. — 2 In this Risälet are’ employed: ‘a) the com-

munications of Eldad upon the explanation of Hebrew words;

b) the Sepher Rephuoth of

Asaph, which old authorities also quote; c) the book of the Halachot of Simon Kahira
{about 890), in the explanation (p. 40) of Biblical words; d) the Pesach-Agada (p. 27) in
use among the Jews. — 3 Pinsker, Likk. S. 65.— + Sephat Jeter no. 104. — 5 According to

the account in Ez. Chaj. (ed. of Del.) p. 46. — 5 Maiméni (Hil. Sepher Tora 8, 4) found
this original writing of Ben-Asher’s inEgypt, whither it had been carried from Jerusalem;
and reckoned it of sufficient importance to correct the Bible manuscripts according to it.

— 7 ןב-רשא . — תרוסמ8 Called pen nabn, mig

nyo". — ? In a ms. of the

year 1010 ()עשת ,which is now in Petersburg, are found both the Masoras of Ben-Asher,

in a peculiar, difficult, Hebrew dialect.

The general Masora at the close is composed in

difficult Hebrew rhymes. Pinsker, Likk. T. 130. The Masoras written in Aramaean since

the times of Mocha and Pinchas, were corrected and enlarged according to the Masora
of Ben-Asher, and have therefore been preserved in Aramaean down to our time.
A short chapter from the Masora-book, headed ארקמה , רדסand closing with םיליכשמהו

42929, is found in Dukes’ Kuntras ha-Masoret, p.36. — 10

Named םימעטה ( יקודקד)מ,רפס

more correctly perhaps after the beginning םיממעטה  דוס70.
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all like his Masora-book,

treatise

upon

consonants

and

in hard,

vowels,

abstruse,

of which

Hebrew

only a few

accents 5

fragments have come down to us, inserted in his small work upon

To this treatise which is rather grammatical, Saadia, in the first quarter of
the 10* century, wrote objections and refutations (nis7Wn), also in awkward
5. A collection of 80 Hebrew words written
verses like Ben Asher’s book.
like others, but with a different signification‘. As an antagonist of Ben- Asher,

Mose ben David ben Naphtali appeared in Bagdad (522), who wrote a small
work upon the doctrine of vowels and accents, as well as upon Masoretic
variations belonging to Scripture, in strong opposition to Ben-Asher 5, His
opinions are still preserved in the tables of variations between the two (Chilluphin) in our larger Bible-editions; although the usual decision was in favour of

—

Ben- Asher.
After these numerous preparatory works in Babylon and Palestine, whence
the study of the Hebrew language spread to Egypt, North Africa, and
Spain, we meet with such important works in this department in the 10"
-century,

that the fruitful

beginning

of Hebrew

philology may

be rightly

designated by them. In the first quarter of the 10 century Saadia ben
_ Joseph (born 892, died 942) of Fayyüm in Upper Egypt wrote a number of
works relating to Hebrew philology, which served to stimulate and direct
later times® after he had translated all the Scripture into Arabic, with the
addition

of shorter

or longer

commence the series, viz.

exegetical

scholia.

His

grammatical

works’

1. a Hebrew grammar (Sepher Leschon ‘Ibrit) con-

sisting of ten treatises (OVW, (םיִרָמאַמ * 2. Refutations of and criticisms
Then follow his lexical treatises (TS,
upon the work of Ben-Asher®.
‚Dune Bd), viz. 1. a dictionary of the Hebrew language in alphabetical
1 First printed in the Rabbinical Bible of Venice 1518. folio, but only consisting of a
few fragments. The subsequent copy of Dukes after a manuscript of Luzzatto’s, under
the unsuitable name of תֶרְסִּמַה ( סֶרַטְכּוקTübingen 1846. 16.( ,has not only a very
divergent text, but also a piece of his grammar and partieularly that upon the poetical
accents, which latter W. Heidenheim has correctly printed in his edition of the Psalms
.(4 edition, Rödelheim 1842. 16). A commentary upon the first chapter of Ben-Asher
concerning the poetic accents was supplied by S. Baer, in his Torath Emeth, Rödelheim

1852. 8%. — 2 תוָדּוקְּנהְר  קוד תליתואַה. 'סThe small divisions תייתואה niTain הלא

in Dukes1. 1. p. 57, היוא "yD 41, םימודקה OVP )קוחרמ ( יתא,48 יס ןמ יש תּותּוא
(upon ya)

55 are preserved. —

3 Dunash Ibn Labräth has defended

Ben-Asher

against Saadia, in a work which still exists partially in manuscript. Jehudah Ibn Balam
‘made use of Ben-Asher’s as well as Ben-Naphtali’s works in his א רקמה772900, as also in

his commentary upon the Pentateuch (see Chalüz II. p. 61). — + תרגוז Dying, only
mentioned by Hadassi (Eschk. no. 163. and 173.), and in-so obscure a manner, that one
does not know whether it is to be looked upon as lexical, or as belonging to his

Masora-work. — 5 In his Day}

nitapyt לע Nan he spoke about ערלמר ליעלמ

דגש ורפי, 3775 ,poP ,WN  חטופיםdna tuoba ,stnecca sa eno nac llits eviecrep morf
the differences ()םריפרלח in our large Bibles at the close. — 6 Ibn Esra counts him
‘among the WIRT iw "art, and characterizes him especially as "592 HS 71017 שאר
Dip. For the first time in 1849 I enumerated in the Litteraturbl. des Orients ch. 683 seq.
the philological works of Saadia, with the writings for and against him. — 7 הגללא an,
Hebrew yobs “pd. — 5 The 10 treatises discuss the consonants, the gutturals (חהא2)

the inflections ()םיפּולָחַה ,the vowels (7173), Dagesh and Raphe, the accents, rules for

reading, the joining together of words ()םיפררצ |nouns, particles.
sometimes quoted singly. —

The treatises are

9 These תרברשתת 6ע8 composed in Hebrew verses in rhymes,
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2. an
order! and in Hebrew, in which each letter is named nem;
interpretation of the Hapaxlegomena? and a comparison of them with analogous words

Karaites.

from the Mischnah,

Talmud,

and Targüm;

In our editions these have increased to 91.

written against

the

He wrote besides, a

work on Hebrew rhetoric®, in which he treats at length of word-building, style,
grammatical

anomalies,

and the use of Hebraism in rhetorical style.

Dunash

Ibn Labräth wrote criticisms upon the works of Saadia (nianwim); and Ibn
Esra defended him, in his Sephat Jeter, against these attacks. Before Saadia
(900) the Masora-book m 287 MD ’D was already known. It was a kind of lexical
Masora, put together in" alphabetical order, and began with MD (1 Sam. 1, 9)

and M238} (Gen. 27, 15), which appear only once (hence the name), and contained grammatical remarks 4 in addition to Masora. The grammarian Isaac
ben Jehudah (in the 13 century) in his SUR ’D (ms.) does not identify it with
the great Masora®.

Jehudah Ibn Ba‘lam, Kimchi, Joseph Ibn ‘Aknin mention this

work, which is preserved in Paris in manuscript®.
The treatise which is
the oldest of the lexical Masora, containing 360 paragraphs of traditional

remarks on the sacred text with particular relation to the number of exceptions &c. has been published under the title: “The book Ochlah W’Ochlah
(Masora), edited, translated, and furnished with explanatory remarks, after a
manuscript in the imperial library of Paris, by Dr. S. Frensdorj (Hannover
.1864. 4)”; but since 1038, when Elias Levita mentions it, it had been lost

to eritics of the text.

Professor Hupfeld has also found a copy in the Uni-

versity library at Halle. A contemporary of Saadia, Ahron ben Joseph ha-Cohen
Ibn Sargädo of Bagdad, Gaon at Anbar, belongs here, as a commentator on

the Pentateuch and author of a 717257 720; whilst it is the province of a
history of Jewish literature to speak of his ו works’. Ibn Ba‘lam in his
commentary upon the Pentateuch cites his linguistic explanations of the Pentateuch-commentary ®; and Ibn Esra next mentions him under the name ןרהא

maw UN 127°.

The Gaon Haja speaks of his p37 ’p in MERI IPD;

and of his Halachite opinions

a few

are cited in Rashi’s Sepher ha- Partes

(fol. 26 seq.). Contemporary with Saadia in Fayyfim one Jachja Ibn Sakarijja
(Jehudah) e-Kétib in Tiberias translated the Bible into Arabic!°, Somewhat
later than Saadia’s linguistic works in Egypt, those of Abu-Sahl Dunash
(Adonim) Ibn Tamim in Keirawän (born about 900, and died about 960) meet

us,

Like his teacher Israeli (died 940) he applied himself besides other

sciences (such as medicine, philosophy, astronomy, mathematics &ec.) to the
Hebrew language, and wrote a special Hebrew grammar, containing a comparison of the linguistic phenomena characteristic of the Hebrew and Arabic

1 ya OD, AMD “9 Nine .פס — 2  ןיעבסלא הטפללא הדרפלא. ריספתFor
a bibliographical notice of this work see my Bibliotheca

Jud. Vol. I. p. 269. —

5 ae}

 הַקְדֶטPwd ning. — 4 In the citation in the Arabic work upon הָטיִחְש  תּוָכְלַהin
ten ‘chapters (ms.) it is called fol. 40 הלכאו  קודקדלאו יפ באתכ הלכא.תרסמלא
Geiger ,Jüd. Zeitschr. I. 816. — 5 It is said there: הלכא  אתרוסמב יתבר 'סרINN

 ואכלהGrätz, Gesch. V. p.555. — 5 Geiger 1.1. p. 291 and 317. — 7 He wrote besides,
a commentary upon the Sepher Jezirah, a philos. dissertation against the Aristotelian
views concerning the eternity of the world &c. See my Bibliotheca Judaica vol. IIE.
p. 246. — 8 On Deut, 21,12 &e.; comp. Chalüz 11. p.60. — 9 Pentateuch-commentary

upon Gen. 49, 6—7; Deut. 33, 6; Exod. 36, 15 (short recension); Lev. 18, 6 86. —
10 De Sacy, Chrest. Ar. L.p. 350. —

11 He came from Iräk and lived in Keirawän, where

he was educated under Isaak Israéli ben Suleiman.
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languages.
The study of Hebrew as well as of other scientific subjects
generally, was transplanted from Africa into Spain, where it was fully developed.

Menachem
Tortosa

ben Jakob Ibn Sarük (born 910 and died about 970) called from
to Cordova

by the high Jewish Minister Abu-Jusuf Chasdai ben Isaak

Ibn Shafruth (born about 915,
dictionary? of Holy Scripture,
by the help of the scientific
earlier interpreters ()םיִרְתְפ and

died about 970), wrote a copious Hebrew
including the Aramaean of Daniel and Ezra;
works of Ibn Koreish and Saadia, of the
poets .()םיזיִרָחמ A grammatical introduction

precedes each letter (Hama); and introductions relating to the preliminary
grammatical studies divided into ten chapters, supply in it the place of a
grammar °.
Against this lexical work of Menachem, Dunash (Adonim) Ibn Labräth

ha-Levi* (born about 920, died about 980) wrote a kind of Anti-dictionary
(Teshuboth

or

Menachem,

consisting of 160 criticisms

Sepher

ha-Shoroshim),

following

the

alphabetical

order

of

(but properly 200, as is expressly

noted in the refutations); besides a large introductory poem against Menachem
consisting of 108 strophes, as well as a panegyrical poem comprising :41
strophes dedicated to Chasdai®. Upon these lexical anti-criticisms, Ibn Sarük, or
rather his disciples Jehudah ben Daud (Ibn Chayyüg), Isaak Ibn Chiquitilla and
(Ephrayim) ben Kafron wrote refutations of the attacks and defences®, which
are still preserved, though defectively, in two mss. at Florence and Parma”.
In such Teshubot of the disciples in defence of their teacher Menachem, only
50 of the 200 attacks of Dunash are refuted; against which 50 again, an
attack of the scholars of Dunash was directed, which is also preserved in the
above-named manuscripts.
The contest begun between Menachem and Dunash

and continued between their followers (Jehudah ben Shesht and others)
already mentioned, is of great interest in relation to a knowledge of
Hebrew philology, of the new Hebrew poetry, and of the state of Jewish
culture in Spain, in the tenth century®. A turning-point in the view taken
1 Ibn Esra in the Mosnajim, preface; Ibn Tamim’s Jezira-commentary, preface (ms.
in several libraries), see Litteraturblatt des Orients 1845. ch. 568. His teacher Jsraéli
(about 900) employed himself likewise with Hebrew grammar, though only incidentally
(see a fragment of the Jezira-commentary in Dukes’ Kuntras ha-Mas. p.9. note, and p. 73).

— 2 Called PTS “PQ or INST רפס also Dro yar.
See at length concerning Ibn Sarak my Bibl. Judaica vol. 111. p.248—250, where writings and essays upon
him are pointed out. —

3 This dictionary appeared for the first time after 5 manuscripts,

edited by H. Philipowski. London 1859. 8v0 (228 pages). A fragment of the grammatical introduction was formerly given by Wolf in his B. Hebr. vol. III. p. 692—695;
more fully by Dukes in his Lit. Mittheilungen p. 125—148. (Stuttg. 1849. 8vo). .The
articles ,תחבא IN, ANA, דג ,WA, INN, תרפטרט are printed in Litteraturbl. d. Or.

1843. ch. 186 and 661. — + He came from Bagdad, but lived in Fas, and was called thence
to Cordova by Ibn Shafrath. — 5 These תובושת were printed after 3 manuscripts by
H. Philopowski; with exegetical and critical notices by Dukes and Kirchheim. London

1855. 89. — 6 Hebrew טכוד  לע תסיפת.תובווטת

These Teshubot were ascribed to

Menachem himself, by the grammarian Profiat Duran in his work SEN השעמ (ms.).

Fragments of these refutations, so far as they are quoted in Duran’s Ma‘ase Ephod, were
communicated by Dukes in the Litteraturbl. d. Or. 1849. ch. 33 —35. — 7 In the manuscript at Parma, these refutations are expressly ascribed to the disciples of Menachem

(on RS). — 3 Pinsker has the best on this subject with reference to Menachem
in Likk. T. 116. 128. 144. 170— 175.198; 8.45. 157 — 163; concerning Dunash ibid. T. 4.
9. 57. 66. 8.157.162. 164.

With the aid of Pinsker’s criticism , Grätz has applied this

in his History of the Jews, vol. 5.
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of the stems of Hebrew verbs was caused by Jehudah ben David Ibn Chayyäg,
who was

born in Fas,

and,

as Mose

Ibn Esra

reports

lived in Cordova,

where he became the teacher of Samuel Ibn Naghdila (ha-Nagid).

He was the

first, who after the Arabic model, established the triliteralness of Hebrew
stems, even of those provided with quiescents, lengthening and double rootletters; who sought accordingly to elucidate in his works not only lexical
arrangement and interpretation but grammatical rules also; and his views have
been accepted by all later Hebrew philologers who proceeded from the Spanish
school, Ibn Esra, Ibn Ba‘lam, both the Kimchis, Parchon and others, even down

to our time’, On account of this system with its consequences, the teachers
of the Hebrew language in the 11 and 12 centuries, the chronographer
Abraham ben David, the grammarian Ibn Esra*®, and the lexicographers Parchon* and Kimchi® consider him the first actual founder of Hebrew philology.
He wrote: 1. a book concerning verbs with quiescent letters®, in 3 divisions,
namely a collection and explanation a) of all אפ and פג b) of all ; c) of

all .הל

2. a book of verbs whose second and third radicals are the same’.

These two single works which still exist in Oxford in Arabic®

and in two

Hebrew translations by Mose Ibn Chiquitilla and Ibn Esra, are still found in
many libraries, discuss along with the lexical enumeration of verbs, their grammatical formations and changes in particular, and do not enter into an exposition of passages of Scripture as a part of the explanation of words. To this
belongs 3. his work on the signs or the Sepher ha-Nikkid®, in which the vowels,

the Sh’ba (8a), the system of accents, and the Gaja (N79) are treated at
length 1°, Ibn Chayyüg was a very great authority to the great grammarian and
lexicographer of the 11‘ century Ibn Gandch, who pays most regard to
‘him in the grammar and dictionary. But notwithstanding this esteem, [bn
Ganéch wrote his Kitab-el-Mustalchik that is “the supplementer”, in the form
1 He bears in Arabic the name Jachja Abn- Sakarijja Jehüdah Fasi. — 5 In his book
of tradition he says: ‘‘Jehuda ben David Fäsi, named Chayyüg, has restored the holy
language to its purity, after it had been already forgotten in all the dispersion”. —

3 In the list of philologists (preface to Mosnaj.) it is said of him: “he is the most learned of
the masters of the Hebrew language, the chief of all who gave forth deep thoughts before
him”, In Sephat Jeter no. 74: “the grammar of the Hebrew language was not known,
until Jehudah ben David, the chief of grammarians, arose”. In Sapha Berurah, ed. Lippm.
p. 256. he says: “know, that all older teachers of the language assumed as the roots of

ירד,  ישבylno רד,  ;שבrof ywM ylerem ;yw rof  כגעylno ;ע
 גdna rof ,IMM  כזהylno
 םdna ;7 .... siht saw eht weiv fo nbI ,hsieroK nbI ;karaS ylno nbI htarbaL ekowa a
little from the sleep of ignorance &c., and God opened the eyes of Jehudah to perceive
the quiescent letters, how they are added, are wanting, or change”. — 4 In the preface
to his dictionary he says of him, that there had been revealed to him what even a

Saadia had not known. — 5 In the preface to his Michlol: “and the chief of the
teachers of the Hebrew language was Jehudah Fäsi, called Chayyfig; he found Hebrew
grammar

perverted

in his

time”

₪0. —

6 In the Hebrew

translation

of Ibn Esra

 ספר אותיות הנוחni taht fo nbI allitiuqihC ; אותיות הסתר והמשך02" .barA
US, — 7 Hebrew לפכה “pd. — 3 Catalogue of Nicoll and Pusey
nl Se

p. 7 following: Ure, no. 458 and 459. — 9 Arab. aati! "US: — 10 These works
were used by Ibn Parchon, Kimchi, Balmes, down to Heidenheim.

Allthree were printed

in a Hebrew translation by Leopold Dukes, after a Munich manuscript: no. 1. according to
Ibn Esra’s, and the המדקה according to Ibn Chiquitilla’s translations;

no. 2 and 3.

> according to the latter’s translation, but no. 3, with the additions of the other translator;
Frankfort on the Main 1844. 8vo,
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Samuel ha-Nagid, a disciple of

Ibn Chayyüg, wrote against this book; and Ibn Ganäch wrote on the other his Kitab el-Taschvir, as he wrote against another adversary his Risalet el- Tanbi .

He wrote besides a Kitäb el-Takrib, and a Kitäb el- Tasmijah with relation to

Ibn Chajjüg.
Before we

.
touch upon the next results of Hebrew philology

,
3
in Spain

immediately after Ibn Chayydg , it will not be uninteresting to turn back to the
East whence the first impulse came. Contemporary with Saadia who lived
at Fayyüm in Egypt, Jeshuah Ibn Sadäl Ibn Daud el-Hiti (about 920), wrote a
commentary’ upon

the Pentateuch

and Job; his son Abwl-Fardg

Ahron

ben

Jeshuah (about 940) also wrote an Arabic commentary on the Pentateuch,
and a special grammatical work. The head of the school at Pumbadita,
Ahron Ibn Sargddo, wrote (about 940) a Nikküd-book in the sense of mysticism;
and a commentary upon the Pentateuch which Jehudah Ibn Bal‘am mentions
in his exposition of the 5 books!. Similar commentaries were written by
Chassan ben Mashiach, whom Ibn Esra mentions under Ben-Mashiach; by Jeshuah
ben Ahron (about 960), and by Sahl ben Mazliach el-Fäsi. Many other Karaite

teachers of the 10 century also composed grammatical books, which promoted
the study of the Hebrew language. Conformably to our purpose however, we
shall only cite a few of the lexicographers of the tenth century who lived in the
East, and who deserve more attention and respect than even Saadia and Ibn

Sarük, in a history of Hebrew lexicography.

David ben Abraham of Fäs?, a

younger contemporary of Saadia and Ben-Jerochim and living perhaps before Zon
Sarük, wrote a large and copious Hebrew dictionary in the Arabic language,
arranged in the old national manner mentioned above, called in Arabic ףילאת,

and in Hebrew תרבחמ or PN, which, notwithstanding a few unimportant
defects, has still maintained its position well’. He says himself (preface and
article 0d), that his predecessors had already composed well- arranged Hebrew
dictionaries, that he himself had only followed in their paths, and had merely
deviated from them in establishing interpretations (792); that there had
been alphabetically arranged dictionaries (MiJjT4R), as there had been long
before him exegetes and grammarians.
Appealing to the old grammarians
) (אלדקדוקיןand exegetes ,()ןירספתלא he enters largely into the grammar,
Masora, the Tiberian vowel- and accent-doctrine. Every irregularity in vowels
and accents, which had become almost canonical in his time, the syntactical
subtilties, the constructions of verbs with prepositions, and the unusual forms of
1 See Bibl. jud. vol. III. p. 246. — 2 Arabic Abu Suleimén 120000 ben Ibrahim elFäsi, as the name is in the title of his dictionary ()ףילאת written in Arabic. — 3 The

only existing manuseript was found by A. Firkowitsh of Eupatoria in the year 1830 in the
cellar of a Karaite synagogue at Jerusalem, along with other old papers.

The manu-

script is divided into 2 parts: the first contains the Hebrew roots from x to ", the second

from כ to n. The existing 313 quarto-leaves are written upon cotton paper now much
corrupted by age, the Arabic in Hebrew square characters, each line consisting of about

50 letters, and a page from 26—30 lines. At the beginning of part 1, the first and
perhaps also the second leaf of the preface is wanting; and at the end of the second part
a leaf is wanting, containing the stich-words Sn and wn. The manuscript has besides

a number of superscriptions and subscriptions, but from which the age of the manuscript cannot be ascertained. See Pinsker, Likk. T. 117—167, whom we must speci-

ally thank for his communications about this manuscript, the numerous
of it, and his carefully collected observations respecting the author.

fragments
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verbs, are considered more cautiously and acutely, than they are by his successors; so that his dietionary is the best which has remained to us from those

times, to judge from the numerous specimens of it which Pinsker has printed 1.
Besides the dietionary, he wrote a book upon the vowels and accents (Sepher ha-

Nikküd), as well as commentaries upon parts of Scripture, 6. ₪. upon the Psalms,
the Song of Solomon, 6.
About 1050 after Christ, one Ali ben Suleimdn wrote a large Hebrew dictionary in the Arabic language, for which he took that of David ben Abraham as
the model. He himself says in the preface, that he had before him an extract
from David’s work composed by Abu Said Levi ben Jephet, which he had laid
at the foundation of his work and enriched with independent additions.
According to his own account, he made use of the works of Ibn Chayyüg (Jachja
Ibn Davud), Ibn Koreish and el-Sheich el Fäzl Abwl-Fardg Harün alone, in
his lexical treatise, besides that of David. Like his predecessors he did homage
to the old lexical system in the establishment of roots from two or one consonant-letter only; and found in /bn Chajjdg’s assumption of their triliteralness an
innovation to be rejected. He supplied the missing words and stems in the
dietionary of David; but sometimes inserted sections of his own upon grammatical subjects, which bore particular titles. If too great an admixture of
(Karaite) exegesis is seen in the dietionary of David; the work of “Ali, on the
contrary, is distinguished by rich grammatical additions.
Of the peculiarities
of this Iggaron? it is especially to be noted, that it often corrects difficult
words of Scripture by adopting changes of letters, and even substitutes
others for them occasionally; that uncommon words are sometimes explained.
according to the sense and connection, at other times from the language of the
Mischnah and Talmud, from the dialect of the Targüm which is here called
Syriac, and often from the Arabic very successfully. He is also the first that
occasionally explained proper names.
Although his copy of Scripture was
accurately supplied with vowels, accents and Masora, and he had before
him the works connected with these, he still moved very freely, attending, where it seemed necessary, neither to them nor to the K’ri and
K'tib?. The works of Héja ben Sherira, the famous teacher of the academy

at Pumbadita

(born

969,

died

1038),

which

are

not

unimportant

for

Hebrew philology, should be particularly noted. Besides commentaries on
most of the books of Scripture, which are quoted occasionally by Ibn Esra,

David Kimchi and others‘, he wrote a Hebrew grammar (prpT DR)
mentioned by Ibn Bal‘am in his grammatical dissertations upon the particles
(part. 133) and upon the verba denominativa (verb wwx)*. Also, a Hebrew
dictionary called tt (el-Chävi), that is the gathering, translated into Hebrew by Ibn Esra as HON MED, which is arranged alphabetically after
1 Likk. T. 122—167. — 2 Enumerated in 18 points by Pinsker, Likk.T.177—182. Each
letter is called Bad (gate), and consequently the whole consists of 22 gates. —
The manuscript of this dictionary is with Firkowitsch, and is not rightly described in Geiger’s scientific
Journal III. 442. no. 1; but is completely so by Pinsker 1,1.T.175 seq. It forms a folio
volume of thick parchment-like paper, containing 429 leaves. Pinsker gives there the
large preface in the Arabic original, with his Hebrew translation, and then frequent
examples from the dictionary itself, in his Hebrew translation. — 4 See Rapaport’s
biography of Häja (printed in Bikkure ha-Ittim of 1830) note 28. — 5 In ms. at Paris.

Bibl. Imper. AF. II. 497.
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dictionaries where the order is regulated by

of many Arabic

In this dictionary written

the last radical letter (e. ₪. דצר under Daleth).

in Arabic, which extended to the Biblical Chaldee also, the language of 7
of the
Mishna, as well as a comparison of the Arabic, and sometimes even

old Persian, was applied to the explanation of Hebrew words, as may be Ot
from the quotations of Zén Bal‘am in his commentary upon the Pentateuch ”
of Ibn Esra, of David Kimchi

in his book of roots?,

his grammar

and his

/
interpretations of Scripture‘, of Rashi® and others.
We now return to Spain, where Hebrew grammar and lexicography
had received in the 11 and 12 centuries that highest development which

The grammarian Isaak ben Saul
gives the tone even to our own time.
in Lucena, a disciple of Ibn Sarük and teacher of Ibn G’anäch, wrote a

dictionary (Yin3s), which Levi ben Jephet expressly quotes’; and from which

Ibn Gandch8, Mose Ibn Esra®, and Abraham Ibn Esra*® took explanations.
Isaak Ibn Chiquitilla in Cordova, a disciple of Ibn Sarük and teacher of

Ibn Glandch, also wrote explanations of Hebrew words, possibly in the form of
a dictionary 1”.
This history may now close with that distinguished inquirer in the
department of the study of the Hebrew language, who became a model to his
later contemporaries (Jehuda Ibn Bal‘am, Mose Ibn Chiquitilla, Salomon Ibn
Gebirol), and to his immediate successors (Ibn Esra and both the Kimchis).

This inquirer was Abu'l-Walid Merwän Ibn Ganäch‘® of Cordova, called in
Hebrew Jona (born 985). Here belongs first his great linguistic work Kitab elTankich, i.e. “bookof inquiry” (Ruf WLS), in Hebrew קודקד "20, which
is divided into two great parts, of which the first, Kitdb el-Luma’, that is “book

of variegated fields”,
grammar;

dictionary.

in Hebrew המקרה "20,

the second, Kitäb

el-Azül,

treats at length of Hebrew

that is "0005

of roots”, is a Hebrew

The dictionary is the only one which Jon Esra mentions by name

of the seven works of Ibn G’andch, and designates as valuable; [bn Parchon, who
himself made a Hebrew translation of it, thinks it worth while to treat of it 14;
1 On Numbers and Deuteronomy preserved in Oxford (see Chalüz II. p.60). The
dictionary of Häja is there expressly called el-Chävi, as in Tanchüm upon Judges
8,16. — 2 Frequently in his grammatical and exegetical writings, as at Deut. 32, 39; Is.
46, 8; Am. 1, 27; Ps.58, 10; Job 41, 15; 6, 10; 13,27; 21,32. In the preface to Mos-

najim he says of it: “it is full of learning, and perfect beauty”, and to judge from

the conclusion there, it was written םיירגהה . — ןושלב3 Articles box, ,שאב  עלב,
גדל, דאה, חגג, חמד, מור, ,dN נחל, נקד,, עגר, ערער, ,hT ,SET שקד, הצדה.
—

te. g. on Is. 5, 5; 35, 14; Jer. 12,6; Ezek. 19, 10. —

5 On Judges4, 19; Hos. 3, 4.

— § Häja has also given explanations of difficult Talmudic words from the Arabic or
Persian, 6. ₪. of תרכרנס (see Kimchi’s dictionary, article pip); and one perceives this
from his remarks upon the Mishna-order Tohorot, which have just been printed. —
? Pinsker, Likk. 8.65. He names the author .קדקדומה — 8 Kimchi, dictionary, article
ריף, — 9 See Wolf”s Bibl. Hebr. vol. III. p.4. — 10 On Deut.32, 17; Is.27,5; Sephat Jeter

no. 68. — 11 Arabic slubäs in Ibn Gandch. — 15 Quoted by Ibn Gandch in his
“Supplementer” (el-Mustalchik) to Ibn Chajjüg’s work, on artiele 3;

and this by David

Kimchi in Michlol on .קצר He also had a share in the replies to én Labräth; see
Pinsker, Likk. ₪. p. 159. 161 and 165. — 13 On account of the meaning of אנג (wing)

ST. Falaquera names him in the Mebakkesh p. 24 םיפככה bya; and in a manuscript of
the Kitab 61- Luma’ (at Oxford), there follows in the address immediately after the name
= ns saying רבד  םיפנכ דיגי. — לעבר44 Mosn. preface; Ibn Parchon, preface to his

uch.
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and the translations of it by Isaak ha-Levi, Jehudah el-Bargeloni, Salomo Ibn
Parchon and Samuel Ibn Tabön, of which only the latter are preserved!, sufficiently

prove its high importance.

In this dictionary he made use of the works of

Ibn Koreish and Saadia, the writings of Ibn Sarük, and his teacher Ibn
Chayyüg, but with a thorough sifting of existing materials, with a profound
use of Arabic and Aramaean dialects and Talmudic traditions, and with an exact

observance of the Masoretic laws and precepts, as well as the received Tiberian
rules respecting vowels and accents. Dukes has already shown’, how frequently

Ibn Esra in his expositions of Scripture and grammatical

writings (Mos-

najim, Zachot, Sapha Berura), Kimchi in the Michlol and book of roots, and
later authors too, quote him as an authority. The first part of his work

on the language )קודקדה ( תרבחמis, as already mentioned,

his Kitab el-

Luma’, in Hebrew המקרה "DD, a copious grammar of the Hebrew language
in 46 sections, on which Joseph Ibn Caspe is said to have written a com-

mentary ®. This work lies, in the original Arabic
dictionary‘,

still unprinted

at

Oxford;

copy,

the Hebrew

as well as the

translation of Jehuda

Ibn Tabén is at Paris (no. 473 and 490) in two mss.; and Heinrich Ewald
has supplied us with an excellent description of the contents®.
B. Goldberg has collated these two Paris manuscripts of the grammar; and the
learned Raphael Kirchheim has published them, with a biography of Ibn

Ganäch (Frankfort on the Main 1856. 87°); at the end of which the
objections to Ibn Ganäch’s grammar are printed from the manuscript of Ma‘ase
Ephod ®,
If we survey the writings of Ibn G’andch, the great linguistic work, as
well as his other small treatises, we are involuntarily impressed with the view,
that a profounder knowledge of the vowel- and accent-system was already
lost in part in the 11 century; more than 500 years having passed since its
1 Ibn Tabén’s translation of the dictionary is found in the Vatican no. 54, and
in Madrid (see De Castro); a postscript in the former contains a notice of the 3 earlier
translations.

The Arabic original text is at Oxford (Ure, no.456 and 457). Extracts from a

Hebrew translation, which an earlier possessor of Profiat Duran’s Maase Ephod wrote
on the margin, have been communicated by Zuzzatto in K. Ch. V. page 34 806in his commentaries, and Schnurrer in his philological dissertations, have given extracts

from the Arabic.

W.Gesenius made very copious extracts from the Arabic original,

and used them in his Thesaurus. — 2 Literaturhistorische Mittheilungen 820. (Stuttgart 1844. 8vo) in the article “Jona ben Ganäch”. — 3 Delitzsch, catalogue of the
Hebrew manuscripts in the Leipzig Rathsbibliothek, p. 304. — 4 Ure, no. 455. —

5 Beiträge zur Geschichte der ältesten Auslegung und Spracherklärung des alten Testa-

ments (Stuttgart 1844. 8vo) p. 141—149.

—

6 By the way, the smaller writings of

Ibn Ganäch, which are preserved in Arabic (Ure, no. 134—136) and always furnish
a contribution to his philological activity, may be here enumerated: a) Kitab elMustalchik, that is “the supplementer”, containing nothing more than appendices and
corrections to Ibn Chayyüg’s two works 1137 רפס and לפכה .רפס

b) Risälet el-Tanbih,

that is *a letter of awakening”, addressed to an anonymous friend, in which he repels
the attacks upon the above-mentioned book. c) Risdlet el-Takrib w’al-Tashil, that
is “a letter of approximation and facilitating”, in which the science of grammar is
made clear for beginners, and what is difficult of cémprehension in the writings of
ibn Chayyüg, 18 explained. d) Kitäb el-Taswih, that is “ book of adjustment” of the

objections to Ibn Chayyüg, with the attacks upon the same.

There is also e) the

Kitéb el-Tashwir, that is “the book of putting to shame”, in which the attacks
and objections of Samuel ha-Nagid are repelled. This has not been preserved in
manuscript.
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invention. Ibn G’anäch himself complains in’ the preface to his grammar, that
a knowledge of the Hebrew language was only looked upon in his time as a
secondary thing. But nothwithstanding our scantier knowledge of this part

of Hebrew philology, history cannot refuse him the testimony, that by means
of his glowing zeal and comprehensive studies, he became the restorer, and for
us the new founder of Hebrew grammar and lexicography.

All that had been

attained in this department of science in the first thousand years; what the
family of the Kimchi, what Ibn Esra, Rashi and their successors had accomplished, which afterwards became a type and incentive to Christians in their

scientific researches into Hebrew, finds its culminating point in those works of
Abu’l- Walid Merwän Ibn G’anäch, in which the close of the first, and the
beginning of the second thousand years, meet together.
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Coptic Alphabet.
The 25 letters formed entirely after the Greek, to which 6 were added, borrowed from

hieroglyphic pictures, making 31 in all, are the following:
Form.

Name.

Pronunciation.

A

a

AAha

Q@,

a, frequently pronounced ¢,

B

4

Bıaa

ß,

b

Yr

₪"

דא

2

ב

a

a

Aaraa

6,

d

€,

€, sometimes pronounced ₪,

€

€

6

3

8

Sita

H

H

Hra

n;

&

0

%

Osta

9,

th

I

5

Tasta

vw

i

R

R

Kanna

x,

&

א

a

4,

1

u

M

Th

uw

m

H

it

א

ב

5
0

5
°

3
0

§ x
05

u

1

Is

z,

p

pP

p

Po

0

r

6

6

Crma

0,

8

T

T

Tar

2

rT

.

Te

tip DD sqiibies
ike$y,abidhereit

+

®

Pr

9

ph

x

x

1

x,

ch

yg

וע

Bs

1

ps

u

w

Ww

₪,

5

Uj.

₪

5 פ | >

א.

G4

Wes

Whe 4,

sh

₪

%

es

f, ph, Greek g.

[be | שש

3

2

Sopr

h or the spiritus asper (<)ofthe Greeks.

x

5

₪ | @

צד

New

dsh, .ג

|| ee

T

+

Ts

ti

/

|

In the Coptic language, which arose out of the Egyptian in the second century after Christ, three dialects
are distinguished, the Sahidic (Thebaic), Memphitic, and Bashmuric, the first of which has an inclination for
the harder, the last for the softer letters. Each of these has also its peculiarities, both with relation to
the
hanges
of
ts and its vowels and diphthongs,
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Syriac Alphabet.
The 22 letters, in form, name and pronunciation, are as follows:

an

Name.

Attheend. | Nadie. | beginning.
1

1

Olaf

ao

a

2

Béth

x

Ss

\ר

Gomal

r

?

=

. Dolat

א

a

₪

ס

רק

ef

=f

1

Zain

a

+

4

a

ar

6

| 00
Théth

Pronunciation.

wasf |? ofthe Gracks, X of the Hebrews.

245 | b or bh (m)
=

goo

gh

AS? | d or dh

la |ג
olo | w
<I

C of the Greeks, the French g,

₪

|y

ב |ch BeSemen of ate
A | thort

2

4

a

a

“Kof,Chof

S

ב

8

aa | ch, palatal k
ES [1

Sa

|]

»

₪

_Mim

:

Nün

gauss | m

ww

2

2

Semkat

VON

ב

s

16

=

ב

2

Pé

1S | p, also ph = +

$

&

Zodé

be

2

כ

Köf

as

| k guttural; or k

3

5

Risch

u

[

es | shor §

+

+

UN

=

-

%

2

URS

Greek.

=

/

Schin

2

2

Tau

₪ |ב

asus | 8
IS | the Hebrew ע
8 = tg

of the mouth,

8,

02 | tor th, also t, Engl. th,

The five vowels in Syriac are someti
mes expressed by points, sometimes
by signs borrowed from the
The vowels

consisting of points are: a = Pocho
,

e — R’bozo, i — 000020,

0 =or—

S’kofo,
The vowels derived from the Greek,
and similarly named are 1:4
=
Of other orthographical signs or
such as are necessary for reading,
it is only necessary to note the follow
ing:
» Ruchocho, the fine point beneat
h the letters 245
=, when they are aspirated, and
2. Kuschoyo above the
same letters, when they are Prono
unced hard and "without aspira
tion. 3. Marhethono is the name
above a vowelless letter which is
of a line
followed by a like vowelless one
following consonant. 4, Mehag
yono is a line below the vowell
ess letter which is followed
denoting its pronunciation with
by a like one,
a shorteora. 5. Lineola occultans
is a line under a letter not to be
6. Ribaj are the two horizontal
pronounced.
points above a word, to distin
guish the plural from the singul
ar when they
uo.or ©

E2020.
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Arabic Alphabet.
The series of 28 Arabic letters, three of which stand for vowels also, is as
follows:
Form.

ore

Niue |Coupled with| Coupled with| Not united

Name.

and following ו Feten|. letters>|"leiter.

Pronunciation.

=

L

=

ו

ה

4

=“

?

=

| Be

b

a

un

37

w

Té

t

x

Ca

3

wy

Te, thé

torth, Greek >.

=n

6

>=

6

Gim, , Dshim | 5
§, ₪inFrench |before eort,
eor

=

>

” of the Greeks, Hebr. N.

Hä

h, a sharp h, Hebr. 7

a

=

ae

:

Ha, Cha

ch, ae 0 in Rache in

=

A

-

5

Däl

d

=

0.

-

9

Dal, 41

d, a lisping d

5

va

=

2

R&

r

-

5

=

(

Zé

Z in English and French.

-

UM

a

Ur

Sin

5 Hebr.

2

שא

4

שש

Shin

sh, 8

בא

va

Pr)

ye

Sad, Zad

8, a sharp 8, Hebr. X

7

ua

4

ye

b

מ

b

5

Ta, Tha

t, th

a

b

2

b

Za, Ts

7, » lsped t

2

5

=

56

Ain

Sy of the Hebrewa.

x

&

5

6

Gain

&, a rough, guttural r

&

wi

5

-

Fé

f

א

S

3

5

Kaf

k, a guttural &, Hebr. ק

A

Ss

9

Köf

k, a palatal &

| Dad

© or i)

d, a fiat s

XXXVI

Form.

Pronunciation.

Name.

Coupled with! Coupled with| Coupled with| Not united

30 הeding |the preceding |the following | with another
an 1 on OW Ing
letter.
letter.
letter.
etters.

4

A

J

+

₪

5

:

ג

.

ש

%

א

-

ק

4

6

J

5

ש

Lam

1

Mim

m

nüN

.

55

&

Hé

h pronounced sharp.

|

-

3

Wäw

v,wendfi

|

3

Ss

Ye

pi

Besides
the three
18 11 Wäw and Y&,
which were formerly used to denote the vowels d, i
and ü, the following signs for short vowels were introduced at a later period: 1.<_, Fatah, a or e;
2. , Kasr, ior y, sometimes e; 8. 2 , Damm, 0 and u. The other signs for reading are:
»_°_Gazm or

Sukiin (rest), corresponding to the Sheva of the Hebrews. 2._“_, Tashdid, a sign of the doubling or strengthening of a consonant, corresponding to the Dagesh forte of the Hebrews. 3._2_, Hamz (stitch),asign arising out of
6 over Elif, to express it as a consonant, i. e. the spiritus lenis; also over Wäw and Yé, when they come in
‚place of such Elif.
4._2, Wazl (union), is the sign over Elif hamzaed, whose vowel is absorbed by the
preceding; which appears with Elif of the article, the imperative of the first form of firm verbs, &c.
5.—=, Madd (extension), put over an extended Elif, when a mere Hamz is written for the hamzaed Elif which
immediately follows.

N
N, called sox (=Na8), Alef, pro- is also a consonant, 6. 8. לָאַשְי pronounced Yish-dl.
perly signifies as a name Ox, Plutarch
By the twofold use of ’Alef as a conquaest. symp. IX 2 § 3; the letter had sonant and a vowel the following cases
actually among the Phenicians the out- are to be explained. 1. The occasional

lines of an ox’s head x, % , but originally it only expresses the initial
sound of this word, which was « The
‘Alga of the Greeks is the same name,
but its form is derived from the Phenician Alef-figure and it stands at the
head of the original 22 letters in the
western alphabets which are formed in
imitation of the Greek, as it does also
after the Phenician, in the other Semitic alphabets. As a numeral, though
not in the old Biblical Hebrew, “Alef
signifies 1; with two points or a little
stroke above ,)א ( א1000; as an abbreviation it is said to express in Phe-

sounding of the “Alef after final syllables with 1, 6, f long, denoted by 1
and“, when an 4 tone follows those syllables; a peculiarity that may have been
afterwards obliterated in pronunciation.
Thus 6. g. in x°p3 Jo. 4, 19; nino Jos.

10, 24; nıas Is. 28, 12; iy Zxcn. 1,7;
ipo Era. 0 7; אובר  פאi 66, where
this rare ל
has bean preserved from the remains of a pronunciation
which was afterwards lost. See these
words. a or e in terminations, usually
with ,-לד are sometimes to be found com-

bined with ,-א in the Aram. or Phenic.

nician monuments jas monumental stone,

manner, as אָבוצ , 8070, yet also archai-

more rarely WN man.
The pronunciation of “Alef as a consonant consists in the gentlest guttural

nam: &c. In many, 1

cally in proper names, Nid, ,אביצ QI,

a is con-

tracted from ai, as אמ from "ממי .
—
sound inaudible without a vowel, which 2. The prefixing of Alef in
i words beginmay be compared with the Greek spiri- ning with a vowel, the vowel attaching
tus lenis (~) forming along with the itself to, the “Alef as if to a consonant,
breathing ,לד which is partially audible, 6. =. IN % רוא " שיא ל05 &e.; and in
a proper sound which can then be pro- the later Aramaean pronunciation yi or
nounced with all the vowels, like every ye are sometimes absorbed ini and then
other consonant, as ax ’ab, ONAN "ebüs, augment the original Alef-sound, e. g.
“ak ’omar 66. Asa "vowel:letter "Alef, “wy (ows)p. n. 1 Cur. 2,13; UN (er)
though seldom, expresses d, as in DNP it is Mic. 6, 10; mars an) 0 11

kam Hos. 10, 14, טאל

Juvees 4, at" (as some would read). — 3. The same

ninny 6% Prov’ 34, T, ANF dag is the case where a syllable beginning
Nex. 13, 16, שאר rash Prov. 10, 4, with y or w has weakened the y or
DIRTY ‘asdsél "Lav,16, 8, ınnya Ez. 47, w into vowels, e. g. DRIP, ONT,
11 Ktib, at, viz. as a plural-ending, mixay, ,םיִאבְצ Mina, ּםיִאְת out of

 אףäkh as a suff where indeed, since

Dea,

the introduction of written vowels, the
vowel letter seems superfluous. But “Alef

Dvn, where the ‘original “forms still
appear. — 4. But on the contrary where
the initial syllable vowelled in 4,

is also used for 6, so far as the A-

sound generally passes into the E-sound,

Den, תב

pray, min and

é or 6 appears hardened into a semi-

used in the middle of the word, as vowel on account of the preceding
xq Prov. 6, 11, ya 1000188. 12, 5 vowelled final sound, there is a sign

and others.

As a syllable-divider "ל of the later pronunciation approaching
1

N

N

2

N or N sometimes serves as a pre
to the Aramzan, 6. g. 98224 out of
Sa; axis Ri) 1 Sam. 22, 18; positive where the word begins with

( היוצרAkira) Zecn. 11, 13; “ann a consonant which has its firm vowel,
(main = IA) corn, a small
for ak '2 Sam. 1, 8; Zucn. 4, 2; 6 ga

 אפ5, "9; 7, 3; para 1 Can. 6, 8 coin; FIR 0
out of SS Ex.6, 24. — 5. In pre-  אזקיםbesides
cup. Comp.
ceding, “Alef loses its short a and then
edom)
blood,
appears only as orthographical, as in
טא האספסף. ,11 4 -) ,)TNO ro si -ne

tirely lost, 6. ₪. pads ()םימראַה 2 Cur.
22,5; pos (-D87) Eccrzs. 4, 14;
nn (arb) Ez. 20, 87; F728} Casi
28, 16; nips (nists) Nex. 3, 13;

Aram.

DIS;

nut;

הביא

a pustule;

opt chains; DAN, basin,

ל
DIR (pronoun.
Augustin on Psalm 136;
aN

equivalent to רג

NTH riddle BS,‚garden; Mod. Greek
200 for ov; Gr. 4985 and &y0€s, Lat. sta-

tus, Fr. état. But the short vowel prepositive became

already a firm vowel

forming a separate syllable by the
more vardly 4is this the case in the short doubling of the following sound, in
a preceding, as WN1 (out of TWN) many words of northern Palestine, e. g.
29011. 11, 5. — 6.After the spiritus
lenis of the ’Alefis lost and the vowel

TIPS a sedan out of 71949 (Syr. 5ץ+45]

cradle), TIES palace out of 772, Ar.
it bears is the only thing remaining, the
vowel so left attaches itself to the pre- „OS; more frequently in Aram. 6. g.
ceding vowelless consonant so that the Dax blood, J5N garden, and many others.
א
Nin IN, TN,
"Alef either remains otiose, e. ₪. AND Yet the prosthetic N,N,
(3) Is. 10, 33; טאש (ON) Ez. 25, 6; TWN, joy, and others, are not to be
 (שאים) כשאים.xeN ;7,5 nE aT )5a( explained on this principle.
In the more complete root- or stem6, 8; אונ As) Ps. 139, 20, or enformation,
which has three sounds, “Alef
tirely disappears, 6. ₪. ny (ni) Jos
41,17; maw (ַאְט-) 1 Sam. 1, 17; pain is regularly unorganie in relation to the
(nin) Gen. 25,24. Bomelimes, however, mother-form or primitive root, i. e. it
does not belong to the original formathe vowel of the Alef attaches itself to
tion of the root, whether the mother
the preceding syllable- closing consonant,
forms in such roots made with ’Alef be
by which the syllable is altered, e. g.
organic and the last forms, or whether
מִלָאכָה, MN I>, ןּואְרמ Jos. 12, 20, any they hold good as such only relatively
Jur. 29, 22, man Jos 29, 6 out "of to the derivative ones.
This farther

mand, NNR, "ira, ANTS, TINO,
and many ‘others.

Nor  אappears 1. as a prefixed sound
in many words, whose beginning

ap-

pears too hard to be uttered by two
consonants the first of which is vowelless,

in order to modify the double sound
by the prefixed vowel a or e which
again is sustained by “Alef. Thus MIVEN

bracelet besides 142%, Y4tN arm besides
v1; also where thesstrong form no longer
appears, e. ₪. TDN brood, SaEN finger.

development is made by “Alef: 1. as an

initial sound to simple monosyllabic primitive roots, in order to form firm stems

with two sounds, 6. ₪. Ta8 (root 2),
Max (root ,(חב TaR (root 7) Dax (root
44), PAX (root (קב TaN (root 9), say
(root Ss). The inorganic and perhaps

at first simply inseparable prefix “Alef
is easily recognised in this formation,
in as much as its relative mother forms
are found in the language itself partly

without the prepositive, partly with
2.28 a prepositive in the adjective for- other prefixes, as e. g. the above primation, in order to express an intensive, mitive roots in 73, 722, 73, 272, ,קב
emphatic or abiding quality, e. g. “TON "a3, 73, and many others. It is only
horrible, wild, 3TDN lying, MAR native, where such "Alefis evidently dialectic
Play firm, hard, mars decaying, and and softened from », e. ₪. Dax out of
many others.
Day, that there is no real Alef-initial

אכ

אב

sound, — 2. As a medial sound, where

"Alef, developing itself out of the middle
vowel a in monosyllabic stems, became
so firm as to give rise to stems with

three sounds, 6. ₪. DN, OND, 83,
WN2, INT, INT, IN2, אט &e., whose

should therefore be translated, Father,
i.e. God of eternity, the Eternal, as yoovov
motne in the Orphics means SaturnHercules: comp. 38 in proper names. —
2. Preserving the leading qualities of a
father the word is next used to denote

relative mother forms sound as 8, tb, benefactor, care-taker, supporter, Jos 29,
or a
language itself, partly in the circle of spiritual benefactor and care-taker, i. e.

& ברe., and still appear partlyi
in the 16; a beneficent ruler Is. 22,21;

Semitism. Even here the “Alef appears teacher, instructer, counseller, particuas a stem-sound and consequently or- larly in salutations and addresses to
ganic, when it is dialectically inter- priests and prophets Jupgzs 17, 10;
changed with ‘dyin or is softened from

18,19; 2 Kines 6, 21; 13, 14, whereas

it in certain cases, e. g. INm, DRG, on the contrary teachers and prophets
SW, Ns besides בעמ Sey, pe ‘and employ son and daughter. Comp. Aram.
bya, which comparisons of roots within NAN master, teacher; in the church abbas,
Homnitéamn easily confirm. — 3. As a final papa, pope, and many others. — 3. From
sound, where by adding an “Alef mono- the latter spiritual sense the Hebrew
syllabic roots are farther developed into sometimes expresses by “Ab counsellor,
dissyllabie ones, 6. ₪. N32 (root 73), chief adviser of a higher personage, hence
Nra (root 13), NB (root (טב 93 (root Visier, 2395 for example, Joseph is so

 (ברand many others.

called Gen. 45,8; 68078006 zazno Haman

is called Gr. Est. 13, 6, and Lasthenes
is termed zacyo 1 Mac. 11,32; as also
nN, Dn, 6. "IN, "AT; once c. aX, in
a king calls himself son in relation to
ander to denote an ancient proper name, a prophetic counsellor 2 Kınas 8, 9.—
in proper names however more fre- 4. From the father’s prerogatives the
quently “ax besides "a8, "a8 and Hebrew expresses by the word still
“ay; with suf. "aN, where. the i, as a farther, lord, possessor, holder; hence
reranant of the root-form with three the figurative expression, I salute the
sounds, unites with the i of the suff.; grave, Thou art my lord, Jos 17, 14,
farther TAX, aN, where the fore-tone i. e. the grave possesses me. But this
as (e. "AN, as in the cognate words

a remains because the accent rests upon signification commonly appears only in
₪ but on the contrary elsewhere םכיבא, proper names compounded with יִבַא
;אַבִיהָםthe pl.nias, 6. nian, with suf. “AN, “SN, comp. IA9Y "IR, לייבא
“Daa, טָכיִתְבַא , proceeds from a primi-

tive form 128, which is more frequent
in Aramaean, as TS, “TAIN, post,
and in Arab. „st in the construct state,

Dar, TIMER, לייבא
בּוסיִבַא
 אבילin order to express the possession and mastery of a power or vir-

tue 60. i. e. to possess strength (71233),
and then the feminine plural ending, power (5°11), fame (717), splendor GM),
which originally expresses nothing more protection GB), goodness (a), light
than the collective idea of parents, is (os = pin) 60. as the proprietor and
blended with this form) ]ather, and prinlord (ay),so to speak. Elsewhere בא
cipally degetter, cognate in sense mpi;

the commonness of this usage makes it is used in surnames
unnecessary to quote examples. Setting
out with this fundamental conception

in more artificial language, as in the Arabic, e. g.
het 52
!כ"Abul-ma ali, father of dig-

i. 6. creator, God Jun. 2,27; Deut. 32,6;
Is. 63, 16; 64, 7. In the honorary

5. In so far as the father is the founder
of a domestic society, a race or a fa-

the Hebrew frequently uses it in a tro- nities, i.e.kan crass ₪ Abul
pical sense viz. 1. the spiritual begetter, chusni, father of beauty, i. e. peacock. —
Messianic title war

Is. 9, 5 it |mily, ‘ab denotes among the Hebrews
1*

4

אב

אב

head of a family or progeny (cognates in the primitive root ‘ab must be regarded

sense TPN, UN, ,תובָאתיִּב Ww, Nv,
ma

Wa), hence anna family-circle,

in itself as identical with the pa in patri

in Sanscrit, pa in pater, va in vater.

the domestic society of an ancestor; from
which follows the signification grandfather, ancestor, forefather Gen. 28, 13;

 באm. God, as 38 above, conceived
of asthe ereator, benefactor, care-taker,

older forefather, the word ןושאְר is ad-

names, denoting God.

ded to designate the primitive progeni-

the stat. constr. it must co-operate with

ruler &e. but once c. from בא for "IN
head or ancestor of a people Grn. 10, 21; in Gen. 17,4 5  םילגJin” בָא head-an-
ovis Jinas Gey. 17,4 5 progenitor cestor of a number of nations, in or-
of a number of nations, where the der to express the name 057938 (which
construct “a8 is chosen for "AR, in or- see) better, therefore referred to a
der to explain םָהָרְבַא When ancestor person. But it is usually taken as
is not clear enough in relation to an the first member of compound proper
As the form of

tor Is. 43, 27. — 6. According to the others, though mostly expressing a
latter view the Hebrew uses it figura- co-ordination.
So e. g. in the proper

tively to express the progenitor of a names "228 (God is light), 07738 (God
company, the founder of a corpora- over a raging multitude), O28 (God iis ele-
tion or art (Phenician ,בר .6 .₪  בר שָרָחvated), "aX (God is existing), pipwar
Kır. 4, 3 head- architect, as also in (God is prosperity), for ax must ‘have
later Hebraism) the creator and inventor, been originally an honorary title or
the first doer Gen. 4, 20; 4, 21 the be- epithet of God, to which "3, DipW are
ginner of all that play on the harp and appended or which is ne
ofwith
pipe; next the first framer and fashioner,
a quality (05), so that therefore IX is
Jos 38, 28. — For the signification of
a8 in proper names see under יבא and

not properly” speaking subordinated to
the following noun or adjective.
In

38. On "ax 2 Kınas 5, 13, Jos 34, 36 such proper names בא is interchanged
see "an.
with "aN; for "2°28, DAYS, "Wan,
The organic form of 38 was originalso occur. "Comp. the Phenic.
ally perhaps ₪2, in the " grammatical au
formation of the language 758 and "328, SIR“ aN (God is mighty) n. p. of ’EI.
which is still preserved in e.; out of this In proper names one may however re-
 אבappears to have been smoothed away
in the development of the language, and
the construct forms "ax and ,רבא the

»

plural niax, Arab. 9

tain ab like El and Jah, if we under-
stand by it that aspect of the Deity
only which 28 can have. The cod.

are so to be Samar. presents בא for 58 Devt. 33, 3,

which can only be a mistake in tran-
explained. Similarly as in Hebrew is
seribing.
the Phenician 28 c. "28 Krr. 13, 2, with
a8, Aram. abs. m. father, ancestor,
suff. "28 Met. 4, 5, pl. תבָא Kır. 1,3
Dan.
2, 23; 5, 22; Ezr.
4,15; 5,2, with
entirely of the same formation. Another old form was 738, and He explains suff. "AN (with Patach becanse the "= is

os! and

sounded but weakly after the Syrian
manner), TION, MAR, proceeding from

the Aramzan

plurals WIN,

wat, Arab.

Lol as well asthe appear- the form ובא;pl. }73N, 6. and before a

ake ofHe in the construct state in some
Semitic languages.

But as the forms

look like derivates from ה"ל they have

suffie תהבא , where again a form with

He lies at the foundation.
a8 (with suff.San; pl. c..aN; stem 233)

been taken as if they came from man m. freshness, strength, jan? Jos 8, 19 in
in the sense of to beget (cognate nak),

which may be right as to form with relation to their appearance in the circle

of the development of language;

but

its strength,

i. e. in its greenness;

pean the fresh, green grass,
wt

Sone oF

Sorom. 6, 11. Comp. Ar. Gf meadow;

אכ
UI fresh spring-water, called so from
its freshness.
28 (Talm. ak, def. Ran, with suf.
TaN for mas, the dagesh forte resolved by 2 prefixed, as in the He-

brew words 12729 for van Psaum 64, 7,
Lament. 3, 22, po for 7127 Is.
23,11 an nen is"prefixed) "Aram. m.
a young sprout, bud, but also frait
Dan. 4, 9 11 18; in ‘the Targ. it is
used for the Hebrew “ and yan,
and the denominative Day to produve
fruit is derived from it. See 2 aN, 238.
 בָאappears only as an Piece wait
of יבא in compound proper names, where
the Yod with the following Yod or “Alef
is moulded into a syllable ya, and then
the a in "38 is blunted into e, 6. ₪.
 אבִיסףfrom | NORTON, "mas from

אבר
(without prey), and so Jar. 50, 6; Ez.

34, 4 16, stronger than mm. Then also,
to ל
abroad, to wander in a forsaken state, with Don of the place whence

one wanders Dur. 11,17; Jos. 23, 16;

 הָאְבְדִיםthe ewiles Is. 27, 13; comp. On.
12.— 2. to be lost, to dsappec, to cease,

e. ₪. 121 (remembrance), “wy, MIN,
mon, "בל (courage), pn and pliers
with ‘yn of the place whence it disappears. Hence to dispense with, with the
object accompanying which is given up,
properly to cease, 6. 8. nixy דבא -32, 28 dispensing with counsel, 1.
counselless, where דבא is the ee

of TaN; to be vain, useless, with> or

| 7 of the person to whom something
is fruitless, Ps. 142, 5; Am. 2,14; Jur.
49, 7. — 3. To cease, perish, of men,
animals 86. Nu. 17, 27, hence דבוא unweידיתרrm
אב.
fortunate Jos 29, 13; 31,19; to perish
JER. 48, 46; to A cut off Jorn 1, 11.—
ak see .בוא
4. To lose something, with the accusative
228 (unused) intr. to be fresh, green, of the thing lost, 1 Sam. 9, 20, derived
intensive to blossom, to bear fruit, comp. from the second signification and asSyr. בה to put forth blossoms, to suming a transitive sense, while all three

sprout, Targ. nay, Ar. Ol to be fresh,
green (according to the derivatives).
From it come aN, DIN.

( אָחְנְבאequivalent to Feliz, Pro-
sper) : n. p. of a Persian eunuch at the
court of, Achashwerosh Esra. 1, 10.
Probably’ identical in its composition
with jn32 and therefore abridged from
 [א]בכequivalent to 432 and Nn from jn
(comp. 7990); and as the first member

of this proper name is found in Bayaiog
Her. II, 128, Bayoag Aix. V.H.IV, 8,
so the second appears in Oravys Her.
III, 68, Ab-ten [father of Feridun] (Malcolm, Hist. of Pers.), if it be not a mere

termination. See jn33, "143, where also
another explanation iis given.

are intransitive. Derivatives TIN, Tak,

perhaps 7138 and 7738.

Pi. sax (& for 6 as in ppy Mat. 3, 3;

fut. TaN, “TAN?) caus. of Kal, there:
fore 1. to drive into banishment Task 15,7;
to scatter round about, to disperse 23, 1
and cognate in sense with pp of a
herd. — 2. to cause to disappear, to destroy Is. 26,14; to squander, Jim Prov.
29, 3; to let go, to destroy something,

to take away Eccuzs. 9, 18; בל 7, 7 to
destroy the mind. — 3. to 0
root
out, applied either to men Ps. 9, 6;
Ez. 22,27, or destroy applied to things,
2 Kınas 21, 3; to lessen Jos 12,23. —
4. to give up for lost ie to wpa
to seek after) 1000188. 3 ל
אבדין

may.

Tas (fut. san, also דבאי in a very

Hif. PANT (as also TAN with ₪ for

small pause) inte, properly: to be iso-

&; fut. TAR, in the voluntative הָדיִבא
 מSANS Jar. 46, 8, because a ‘ba
gives either a, e.g. PIN, or 6, 6 ₪

lated, forsaken; hence 1. to wander about

1 Sam, 9,3; Driäa among the peoples
Ley. 26, 38, רבא was Deur.26,5 an Doin, from ןיזאא  ליכאאHos. 11,4;
Aramzan wandering about; un Jos 32,11) caus. of Kal, but stronger
Tak 008 4, 11 a lion wandering about than Pi. 1. to cause to disappear, with

אבר

6

אבה

Tap Ps. 88,12, לאש and ny Prov. 15,
11; 27, 20 "Ki cognate in sense. In
Nu. 24,19; Jer. 25, 10; hence to cut the New Testament appears ABaddov
offs destroy, annihilitate, with jan out of TER) personified as prince of Orcus,
Oxap. 8, or also By aTpI out of the which is translated by AnoAlvov Apoc.

‚the accusative of the object, Jos 14,

19; with jan of the place or circle

midst of the people Luv. 23, 30; to lay 9, 11.

waste ZuPu. 2,5; to extinguish (the name),
with םֶיָמָשַה nomn

out of the world

(the region of the world is termed
 הַשָמָיֶםnon) Devt. 7, 24.

The stem in this inorganic form is
written in the same manner in Syr.

TTIS and 7728 (c. 712%, according
to the form am Ez. 40, 43) m. destruction Estu. 8, 6; 9, 5. The form is late
and Aramaeising.
Aas I. (3. pl. once NAAN, see N; fut.
 הבאיfrom mas", 2. fut. sg. once Kan

- 2of, Sam. ’abad, Tare. san; Ar. Prov. 1, 10, merely retaining the 6
if, 1. to separate from something, to vowel and with @ in the second syllable
flee, 2. to lose oneself in speaking, to as in ףסי 2 Sam. 6, 1; thm 20, 9, and

speak obscurely, 3. to be waste, spoken as in Nn? from Ans Devt. 8 21, here
of a country; and from the signification too "Alef has come from He) intr. 1. to
bend, to incline, of a reed (see TAX),
“to sink” is derived Bot misfortune. hence to be bowed, miserable, poor, used
But the organic root is Sa, which is properly like 13% to be oppressed, hum-

also preserved in 72 (see this), and the bled, troubled, only in the derivatives

usual Arabic form פט in this sense
may also be nothing but דב organic.

TAN (fut. ,באר Targ. 72”) Aram.

N and MAN. — 2. to incline oneself,
to bend to something, to apply oneself,
hence to be willing,

to incline the will,

intrans. to disappear, with ןמ of the ob-

Jos 39, 9; Is. 1, 19, to obey, rarely with

 דבאm. annihilation, destruction Nu.
,24 20 .24 The form is the same as that

ing (cognate in sense with 872), to be

ject .פא 10, 11. — Af. 7295 (for דבוא the accusative “of "that to which one
Targ., from דבאא , דבאהas in Hebrew, turns, Proy. 1, 25; usually follows the
fut. דב , Targ. ,דיברו inf. ,אדבלה mI, infinitive with or without 2, sometimes
Targ. also 7358) as Hif. in Hebrew with also with 5 of the person whom one
the accusative of the object Dan. 2, 18, obeys Psat 81, 12; seldom absolutely
or with >2,12 24. — Hof. דבּוה (formed in the signification to be willing Is. 30,
after the Hebrew manner) ‘pass. of Af. .15 For the most part it stands with
a negation ND, JN, DN notfo

be will-

disinclined Prov. 1, 25 30; Ex. 10, 27;
of 4p remnant, yon worm.
Devr. 10, 10. — 3. to wish, to desire, to
MIN (after the form br} spoil) f. long for something, Derivative mPa.

1. the lost, perditum Ex. 22, 8, which one
The organic element of the stem
finds again Luv. 5, 22 23. The form is  ה- אָבni eht lacirohpatem gninaem ot“
that of the neuter. 2. in K’tib Prov. be inclined, to apply to, to wish, de27, 20 destruction. If 7938
;
should be sire” is still found in AN) and ax,
read here, it is an abstract form like with a softened labial sound in N
mye; see however MAN.
as also in the Arabie ot to strive, et

MIIN (K’tib Prov. 97,20) m. equivalent to ןילבא (with the softening of
the ending 73” into ה comp. 53,
 (שוכלמה,noitcurtsed fi  אַבדהsi ton ot eb
read.
( ןודבאa rare formation) m. destruc-
tion, hence the place of annihilation,
the kingdom of deathספ 
,22 with

a proposal; but the fundamental idea
“to bend oneself”, as TAN and jan
and the Arabic ah properly to shrink,
to withdraw, to turn away from something i.e. to reject, to loathe it, still
points to a connection of the root with
22, Tn TIT (i. e. to a connection of
the initial "a-sound with mand >) in

אבת

אבה

which the radical idea of bending,
bowing and inclining lies.

that may be connected with the Sanscrit

as (which see),i. 6. בא follows the analogy of nouns which spring from 4”,
though they are primitive words.

brought to the Semites by the instru-

ibha-s (elephant); which explains why
ON II. an assumed verbal stem for the Hebrews had not the name Fil

MAN m. only in Jon. 9, 26 as a more

exact designation of swift-sailing ships
(ninıy). It should probably be accented

mentality of the Sabeans. The groundform of the name may also exist still in
él-épag, el-ephas, eb-ur; the first syllable
él) however appears to be a remnant of
fl. See am.
JAN a ‘rare st. c. from ax and in

TaN and derived from maw after the form
 דהMER, 80 that it signifies areed, a bul- Hebrew only in the proper name ליגּובַא
K'tib 1 Sam. 25,18, but usual in "Ararush, properly the flexible, hence May 'א
bic. This st. c. is Phenician in
i the names
as אָמְניֶלָּפ Is. 18, 2 ships which are of plants described as Phenician in
made from reeds and sail rapidly (Schul- Dioscorides and Apuleius, 6. ₪. MEIN
tens, Iken). Comp. Arab. +L reedpole, 000016. 0)
4 23);

4.31 reedstalk (Samachsch. n.16). Others

read הָביֶא from בוא (enmity, robbery),

or take "aN in this sense and translate
pirate or robber-ships. Targ.and Jerome
derive it from 33%, and understand fruit
(ax), Ion Koreish and Saadja understand
flood, fluctus ingens, like the Arabic
a All these are less probable. Since
Abai in Abyssinia is a name of the

MEP MAN Bovgyovuadi.e. xqvoonönn (ib.)
and םיצוצובא Butzutzim i. e. brassica
silvatica (Apul. 127), where bu is abbreviated from “abu.

DINAN n. p. K'tib, see .ובא

aN interj., an exclamation of pain
(Kimchi) Prov. 23, 29 who has pain,
who has woe? It appears to have been

developed only as a collateral form
Nile (comp. Isenberg’s Dictionary of the of iR, coming as it were from "IN;
Amharic language p.124), max ‘x might comp. «ißoi, Syr. e2ol (ubija) woe! To
be Nile-sailing vessels.

this group of sounds belongs also "38
significa~
SoouBos,

( הכאonly pl. Day, comp. mW, and "3, though in a modified
, הנויHea, and this plural only with tion. "The translators (LXX
the article and contracted pram out of Targ. 819, Syr. 12009) took
mann, and this again closely connected noun like sibs, formed from

it for a
a8 (to

only ‘with 70, a tooth, inםיִּבַהְנַט( m be bent).
DASN (with6 for &as in “is, oR,
elephant, hence pany 1 Kings 10, 99;

in 2 Caron. 9, 21 the LXX translate THN; ‘pl. (םיסּובַא m. crib, rack, manger

odortes dlapavewor, Vulg. ebur, i. e. ele- Is. 1, 3; where no oxen are the crib is
elsewhere abbre- empty Prov. 14, 4; will the wild buffalo
viated simply into 75 1 Kınas 10, 18; abide by thy crib JoB 39, 9. The root
,22 ;39 Ps. 45, 9; Am. 3, 15; brought is Dax to fodder; comp. gatvy crib and
home as wares from the Tyrian colony mat- copa to fodder. See הֶרוא,TIN,
wwyn Tartessus, the southern coast of aN.
Spain, with the Phenician-Jewish fleet,
Tas (unused) tr. is usually contogether with םיפק and Dan.
Since sidered a collateral form of as Is.

phant’s tooth, ivory;

these artieles, procuredin commerce with 9, 17, to which is given the significaTarshish, came properly from Libya or tion to turn, to draw (of the sword)
the north coast of Africa and may have and consequently cognate with 727GEN.
been purchased thence on return voyages 3,24. Ibn G’anäch, Kimchi and Tanchum

from Tarshish, the name is perhaps have adduced this explanation.
taken in the first place from the Coptic have thought of the Arab. ,

chow elephant (see Lassen, Ztschr. f. d.

Kunde d. Morg. IV, 1 p. 18), though

Others
29) 4

|

IL. to threaten, as Ibn Sarük. However the

אבחה

אבי

organic root-syllable חבַא appears to be an epithet of the divine being and proidentical with that in man and navy ceeding from the primitive times of the
and the signification is, to destroy, to Semitic people like by, ,להר so the ordiannihilates. comp. the Arab. in to nary signifieation of the st. constr. in
names formed with ax (or לא,  הר1, 173,
perish, to spoil. Derivative man.

AIAN (only 6. nnas) f. destruction,

“en, לעב,and forms from a height,

snatching off, Hz. 21, 20 to all their gates heaven, as "a, "m in compound
L bring destruction of the sword i. e. the proper names) cannot be maintained in

destroying sword.

LXX

000706 bop- the usual sense.

MOAN

"a8, “SN (as "IN,

“28, “int, “bh, “ay, “pw, OR,

gatas, Targ. אָּבְרַח BOP.

(only pl. ,םיִחָטַבא

Sam.

“bya, “bya, ~bya, דיּכְלַמ,“pe and

 (בְּמָחִיםm. melons, pumpkins Nu. 11, 5; many others) is amalgamated with the

Targ. ךרפפלמ 1. 6. wyloménor. As it is following member into a single concepdistinguished in Scripture from NWR, so tion, without its being subordinated, siit is from Melopepon in the later dia- milar examples existing elsewhere in the
lect of the people, Mischna T’rum. 8, 6, language. So e.g. 20758, DYNAN, M73,
and therefore it appears to have been M38 and בארי cannot possibly be transa peculiar kind of melon. The Arab. lated, God of the Father, Father of God,
85 כ ג!א, , ,sola

ecnehw

semoc

Span. budiecas, Fr. pastéques,

eht Father of Jah and Jehovah’s Father, be-

is the

cause it would manifestly be without
sense; and IR, DNDN, O7), translated

same word, since “Alef in Hebrew is by God of Jah, God of God, Jo of God
The root is noa I. and not would give an absolute blasphemy.

prosthetic.
DAK.

Proper names compounded with "יבא
or other epithets of God, being united
and complete conceptions in themselves,
said, How? Had the prophet commanded must be regarded as reflections and
thee some great thing, wouldest thou not remnants of a very ancient, powerfullyhave done it? How much more 60. — growing religious life in which the im2.ah, oh that, as an exclamation of de- pulsive religious idea strove to embody
sire, JoB 34, 36: oh that Job might be itself by giving names to the most betried! Hence Targ. RPA we wish i. 6.
loved object, as new creations also miroh that! And of this opinion were all ror themselves in the formation of prothe old translators, who rendered it by per names in the course of a new life,
Yan or ix though they thought of e.g. 707 awry will be graciously requited
the stem Man. "as 18am. 24,12; 2Kınas
1 Cur. 3, 20; »2947D8 to Jo are mine eyes
2, 12; 6, 21; 13, 14 is the honourable 4,36. Proper
names compounded with
way of addressing AN,
and
has as are therefore as little taken from
"AN inter}. 1. how? as an exclamation of wonder, 2 Kınas 5, 13: and they

nothing in common with this word. The

term is obviously connected with יב and

family life as those compounded with
"ax and לי &e.; nor do they denote a
dignity or position in the family circle,

“428; and the assumption that "AN arose
from 39 and that this is = "> which
but embody old complete conceptions,
came from 4), has no foundation.
very ancient

"AN 1. x. p.f. 2 Kinas 18, 2 abridged
from man 2 Cur. 29,1; comp. the Phenician "AN Kir. 23,3 n. p. m. perhaps

religious invocations and
eulogies, somewhat like the way in
which, in later times, the liturgical ex-

pression הי  ףדוהpraise Jah was devefrom .לעביבא — 2. c. of בא in com- loped into the proper name myn — inpound personal proper names forming vocations and eulogies which
imparted a
the first member of the compound. As dignity in
the giving of names. It seems
 אבgenerally in proper names can only therefore most suitable
in interpreting
be taken for a surname of God, being the compounds
lexically, either to retain.

אביאל

MIN

9

the epithets of the divine Being with- Chaboras, with the signifieation meadowout translating them, as 7, 379, 7, ground, grass- and pasture-land, comp.
dN, "RN, "BN, or merely "to connect  !כpascuum, pasture, connected with

them with the verb to be and the names bp (earthbank) a,x bm (bank of grassof God. — 3. Very seldom does the land), where a colony (main) dwelt, and
st. ¢. "AN appear as the first member Ezekiel remained a week, Ez. 3, 15. A
of a compound name in order to de- Tel ’Abib might very well be the name
signate the head of a race or father of of a place on the Chaboras (comp.
a nation (comp. >N72°2N). — 4. More Amm. Marc. 14, 3 Abore amnis herbide
frequently יבא appears in connexion ripe), but the locality is not yet ascerwith names of places, to express the tained. — For explanation of the root
lord of a country, city, village &e., 6. ₪. comp. a8 and the Phenician 42) 2°38
2D a8, Sp "BN and many others. 2ABıBAußo» Diosc. 3, 106 white “flower,

EIN (Ab is לש that is, the creating, ‘protecting and nourishing God is to

be invoked as the mighty, as by, which
see) n. p.m. 1Cur. 11, 32; but i
in 2 Sam.
23, 31 719 (strength, an ‘epithet of *El)
appears as the second member, and as
the complete name =} (light, also an
epithet of ’El) in 1 Cur. 8,33. To understand this proper name we must compare בָאיִלְא,AMIN, AN, ,לָאיִלֶא הלא
and many öthers, whence it may "be
recognised as an invocation in an old
religious petition-song. See }ia>¥ and "3.

king’s lily, Syr. ACES flower.

SON (’Ab is revolving time) n. p.f.
1 Sam. 25,3; 1Car.2,16. For it there

are also EN and K'tib Spas.

The

words ba and 2B are forms from ליג
the revolution of time, period, comp. un
and Wr; רבא is an old form in addition

to "aN. by is once shortened into לג
2 Sam. 17,"25. See יבא

Saran s. Dura.
Baran 5. Day,
Tak 8. TAN.

FON AN (‘Ab is gatherer i. e. pro ןדיִבאCA is judge) n. p. m. of a
tector) n. p. m. Ex. 6, 24; contracted
phylarch of the Benjaminites Num.1, i
nova, 1 Cur. 6, 8, immediately from
morF eht slellarap " אקישפט77;
Honan. For the signification comp. the

proper names ON, NOTDN( ביִבָאfrom בבָא( m. properly sprout,

mney,

NaI,

Phenie. שפטבעל one

sees that Dan is not the name of a place.
ITS (’Ab is knowing) 1. n. p. m.
2, 14;

more definitely 1. ear Luv.
Gen. 25, 4, compounded of 937-738,
‘x הרשה Ex. 9, 31 the barley (stood in)
For a more exact explanation
DIN.
the ear; comp. 3933 Mauss ib.הנְפָנִים 
11993,

comp. YIN, spin, I,
7729" Sone OF Sot. 2, 13, where a state
yw and. 7), “where the one memis expressed by the accus. — 2. time of
ber is always Er (which see) and the

the ear, specially connected with WM

other gives the appellations

of God

Ex. 13,4, month of the ear-time, accord-
in great variety. Comp. the Phenic.
ing to tradition the month 35") in the
080000 (App. 8, 41). —
later Hebrew, corresponding. to April. n. p. Dp?7}
Inasmuch as ןושארה uns Ex. 40, 2 2. n. p. of a Midianite tribe on the way
Palestine and Sinai,
;17 Lav. 23,5 is the usual expression between South
where is a city 128 (Abda), in Ptolem.

for this, ביִבָאָה wyn appears in the
the tribe Abida in the
Pentateuch only as an unusual peri-" Epos. Or it is
(Burckh., Ar. 672).
Asyr
of
vicinity
phrasis, perhaps in order to convey an
IN (Ab is Jah) 1. n. p.m. 1 Sam.
allusion to the Egyptian name of the
month enun, 470000 (Plut. de Isid. p. 372)
which was of consequence to their wor-

8, 2; but the form interchanges with

EN 2 Car. 13, 1 and pray (which
ship there, though otherwise they do not see) 1 אא 15, 1 -% 2 f. 2 Car.
coincide. — 3. n. p. of a place on the 29, 1, for which also abridged יבא
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(which see). ‚Comp. the Phenie. x. p.
‘( אַבִיבעלAb is Baal).
OR (’Abis Jahu) n. p.m. see mas.
( אּוהיִבַאavröseog)n.p. m. Ex. 6,23;
comp. "sdk, Na. Nu he, he hin:
self, self, like hu among ‘the Persians,

אכים

per, miser, by doubling the final radical

sounds, The Coptic 60138 is perhaps
taken merely in the signification of }1773N.
|( הנויכא formed from a8, comp.
yias) f. only in 1800188. 12, 3 According to the LXX, Vulg. Arab.: the caper,

abzdg, éxeivog among the Greeks (Simon. namely the berry of the caper tree,
Onom. 549), denotes God in the religious which with its pepperlike seeds prousus loquendi, and therefore NI73N is vokes to appetite and lust; or incitement
like the proper names 58°38, Thai.
itself (hence the Targum אָבְּבַשַמ coha( דוהיִבַאAb is renown, see N) Nn. ps

bitation; Ibn G’anach sof ₪ desire; Ibn

m. 10m. 8,3; ’Aßıovd Mar. 1, 18. Comp.
the proper names , דוהmim and in
classical proper names Cleopas , Patro-
clus, Cleopatrus, -ra and others. In He-

Parchon MINN; Greek Ven. ögefis); or
lastly the “privy member (Kimchi “ax
Daw): all derived from the significa-

names ,7  לאhence A778 and IS,

ZoBravvovd

tion to desire, to covet, and conseq. caper-

brew proper names Ti,( דוה splen- berry. This meaning is also confirmed
dour, fame) is an epithet of the divine by the Phenician תנלבא (Diosc. 2, 204)

satay and לאימע aa

(Eoßı- with allusion to

and bya herba, $ov» stands by mistake for vov#)

in the properest sense may be compared. caper, as well as by the MI PAN
The cognate in sense 739 fame stands( caper-) berry, berry generallyi
in the
similarly in the n. p. aan.
language of the Mishna; the parallels
( ליחיבאAB is light) n. p. f. 1 Cur. in the members of the preceding verse

,2 .29 Er is to be derived from הל Kccuzs. 1. 6. (PU and 33m, see these)

Gm)לה = with the signification to glit- also refer to fruits.
ter, to shine, comp. 3°38; it is possible,
however, that DUP AN is only a variation

+הנליִבַאה an
means therefore: the caper-berry (i.e. excitement) is destroyed ("an fut. Kal from

2), probably with antithetic allusion
of Doan,
to an expression Sa TAH, the caper
( לוַחיִבַאAB is strength) n. p. m.
is green. See רופי The explanation
Nun. 9, 5.
difficulty, necessity, from MIR (4 éninoIN (with suf. ABN, pl. (םיִניִבָא
m. ל

vog scil. Coon) in Symm., or insight from
oppressed (see may), as Wy mana = 29a in Ibn Esra and Jerome

(from 139): needy, poor, beside >27 and can no longer be adopted.
od Devt. 24,14; Ps. 72,13; andiin op( בּוסיִבאAb is goodness) n.p.m.1CHR.
position to "wy rich, happy 49, 3. Like

Bm frequently, and 1} Din) Ps. 10, ,8 ;11 comp. the proper names 30,
18, םיִנִבָא denotes Ps. 12, 6; Ts. 41,17 dyn, ןוטרבט , דהינְדאדבלטand Don.
( לטיבאAb is
 וקn. .2 f.
and poetically DIN IN 29, 19 the

people who are unfortunate, or in want

2 Sam. 3, 4; comp. .למ לטיומחis formed

of help; and like רקע together with its as a noun From Sau II. (toprotect, cover),

cognates it denotes the pious unrighte-

comp. Mp.

ously oppressed and suffering, conseBra ve is clearness, splendour) n.
quently it is equivalent 4 קיֶּדצ Am. 2, 6. p. m. standing as a collateral form

TWIN 22 Ps. 72, 4 is 0

for of mas, in Kings, and םי can only
have the oo
of a (daylight,
splendour) for ,היas "3 יִבָא  סעabridgearly christian church, rests upon Mar. ed רג = . םָי לָאיִבַאI (which see) is
5, 3, and is equivalent to, oppressed,
the original Hebrew form for Dir acpious exiles, Is. 25,4; Syr. Doaof pau- cording to the Phenician pronunciation.
Dray the needy, the oppressed. The
name of the sect Dan, Zbionites, in the
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Comp. as parallels the proper names

SETA, TR, OR, לאומי,הרג

see) chiefly stands for it.

APB. APTA, SEN.

Comp. רנו

See by 1

Unmıan (Father-0 27 GE the
 "ַסְיְבֶאN. 2 m. contracted from
founder of one of the four leading tribes ONAN (which see).
of southern Arabia, adduced as the 9.
WBN (Ab is help, comp. Attaholf,

descendant of Joktan (Kachtan) Gen.

10, 28; 1 Car. 1,22. One of these four
South-Arabian nations is called among

Adolf i. e. father’s or God’s help) n.
m.1.in the Gileadite family Josn. 17, 3:

6, 34; patron. “NDT יבא Abi
the Hebrews x", in Theophrastus (hist. Jupezs
the Exrite 6,11 24. A contracted’ form

plant. 9 ,9 Mal, transposed from Mail, is WON Nom. 26,30, whence the patron.
in Dionysius Perieg. (957 ss.) and in “1358 in the same place. 2. also elseStrabo (XVI, 1112) Mini,

and dwelt

where, though seldomer 2 Sam. 23, 27;

according to Ptolemy (6, 1, 23) and 1 Car. 7, 18.
Pliny (h. n. 6, 32) in the middle of PTR, ah.

South Arabia where they carried on a

Comp. לָאְרזלירז ו

ae
עלְב- אביsee Dray and ִןיְבְל

large trade in incense, and were deno-

SIR 6 ריִבַא from 42x) adj. m.,
minated péya E9vos.
durable,
strong, a rare collateral form
Omar (Ab is king) 1. n. p. of
of
‘Tas
(comp. HN, רושא step), as
several kings of Philistia (of Gerar,
Gath &e.) Gun. 20,2; 26,1. Since Abi-

melek, king of Gath in David’s time

a

substantive protector,

warrior,

hero,

only used in Gen. 49, 24; Is. 1, 24, to

(Ps. 34, 1) has also the additional name

designate the God of Israel.

of EN 1 Sam. 21, 11, it appears rather
to have been a name which the Hebrews
gave to the kings of Philistia, a title
of honour as it were. In this relation
the Turkish YLL! Atabeg, Bokhar.

valiant (an intensive form) manly, powerful, courageous, forcible, but usually a
subst. a valiant, courageous man , with

GALI Atalik, Pers. sLaol, Padishah,

Zöthiop. abba nagasi &e. have been com-

“WAN (pl. Da) adj. m. properly very

the addition of בל Ps. 76, 6; in the
signification hard-hearted, obdurate only

in Is. 46, 12, comp. בל pin.
tively, Tara, ora

ל

Figuradignified,

pared, which express in words the same great man, Lament. 1, 15; Jur. 46, 15;
thing. But the commonness of this pl. (like po aN Junens 5, 25) distinname elsewhere, its interchange with guished, e. 2 Dyan b> food of the

ae. en .

and its connexion

distinguished, i. e. excellent’‘food, manna,
Ps. 78, 25 (LXX &ozos arydiom, comp.
Wisd. 18, 20); the first, most excellent
of a class, e.g. yaa ras 1Sam. 21, 8.
aka 18.10,13 K'tib is contracted Brom
mand and signifies, like a hero, a
mighty one; the K’ri reads "22, much,

copious. Poetically םיִריִּבַא is applied
1. to powerful oxen Is. 34,7, fully "as
where TonS stands in the parallel 182 oxen of Basan Ps. 22, 13, because
passage 2 Sam. 8,17. See 727 and "ny. they are known to be strong on account
( בָדָכיִבְאAd is noble) n. p.m. 1 Sam. of the good pasture. Metaphorically
,7 ;1 ,16 ;8 ;17,13 ,31 ;2 comp. 273, kings Ps. 68, 31, where the peoples are
persons, JuDGES 8, 31; 1 Car. 18, 16,

SIR, Sams, mem.

Seeאבי .

ַ(םַעְניִבAbiis עת n.p.m. Junszs
,4 ;6 ,5 ;1 comp. DPS IN, DY.

called calves (0533). 2. to the spirited
horse Jur. 8, 16; 47,3; 50, 11; nits
 אַבִּירִיורgallop of his ו JUDGES 5,22

(see um).

“338 (Abiis light) תק 1 14,
’( םֶריִבַאAb as high, elevated) n. p.m.
50; “put the shorter form "2328 (which Nom. 16, 1; 1Kmes 16,34. A shorter
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form is .םֶרְבַא In order to explain these columns of smoke; Ibn Parchon correctly
PY mixy is an accusative to
compoun is with DA we must compare WB.
the proper names 09, DID), DI, denote becoming something. As the diאִדְנִירֶס,DIR, Bam, Din and mn. rection up, upward comes by maxi, the
 רפwas a "very aneient epithet ofthe stem can only mean to turn, to whirl,
highest deity, as among the Pheni- to roll like 3, 5whose organic rootEnis

cians of Baal (Saturn), comp. DD »ya 73, 72; Arab. Gf to be pressed, JL

spoken of the Libyan Baal (Gesen. "Mon, to be complicated. Another and cognate

p. 453), ‘Papas (D4) 6 dyorog 0606 in class is formed by words in 73, 72"2,
Hesych.
גשיבא

(Ab as wandering)

1 Kies 1,3.

n. p. f.

33, a participial noun

from לבשה signifies wandering about,
going astray, and was an epithet of the
Semitic gods since the rovings of the
races were looked upon as wandering

72° &e., to which the Arabic JL

belongs and from which the Syriac and
Arabic translations have taken the explanation.

boy I. (fut. לבאר intr. to fall to ruin,
to sink down, hence 1. to fade, to wither,
to perish, of the field, of plants, of green

journeys of their deities (s. Movers, Phö-
nizier II, 2: wanderings of El, Astarte, grass, of the vine (wit for 724 in
Cadmus &c. pag. 59 and following).
poetical diction) Is. 24,4 7; 33,9; JER.
"( ערשיבאAd as prosperity) n. p. m. 23,10; Jo. 1,10; figuratively to mourn,
1 Cur. 5, 30; 6, 35; Ezr. 7, 5; comp. wither, of pastures AM. 1, 2. Comp.
 לשand the proper names הליש ba, Dax, dap, Arab. Jaf, has, Syr.

Sudan,טוא .

Vato, bat also ST, Sam. “abal, Arab.

 רּושיִבאCAB is ability, rectitude) n.( geldon) cel in che signification

to
p.m. 1 Cur. 2,28; contracted from “aN mourn, lament.
2. poét. (for which in
;153“ the latter is also found in
Wr. prose Hithp.) to hang the head, to mourn,
The form md )רּוש( is as in Yard, of men, perhaps too of pining, wasting
,2159 wrad, and similar compounds are away, as the effect of mourning, with
fond in4 San Br), יָשַרְאָלָה  עלof the person or thing over which
שר
one mourns Hos. 10, 5; Jur. 12, 11;
( ישיבאAb is existing, contracted from Jo 14, 22; put along with man to com( יִשָייִבַאn. p.m. 1 Sam. 26, 6; comp. plain, for the purpose of strengthening
Sn, "Wy,השר 
For it there is also the idea Is. 3, 26; 19, 8. Derivatives
the dns

form "Wan 2 Sam. 10, 10.

nibwray )47 is > prosperity) N. DP. m.
ieee 15,2, or also pipwar abridged

 אבלadj., day.
Hif. ( האבילfut. daR) caus. to cause

to mourn, to bring about mourning, Ez.31,
15 in the day of his descent to the
2 Cur. 11, 20, for which 13, 2 לָאיִרּוא grave I caused amourning; LAMENT.
elsewhere identical with the son of 2, 8 he made the rampart and wall
David 2 Sam. 3, 3.
to lament.
Hithp. San (pros.) to afflict oneself,
MIR (Ab is distinguished, noble)
n. p.m. 1 Sam. 22, 20, contracted from to mourn, either absolutely or with לע
mas Marx 2, 26 יל
comp. more rarely לא of the person or thing,
the proper names"), gan}, 0, Im 1 Sam. 15, 35; "16, 1; 28am.
14, 2; 6 g.
and oon).

 עלחמתover a "dead person, לעמהלע over

JEN dm. Ley. Is. 9,17 Hithp. ךָּבאַָה transgression, 1028. 10, 6.
To this stem belongs the primitive
to roll itself together, yer MANS WANN
root 5a-y, which also exists in 5273,
and they (the Hy (יכבס roll them- and by interchange of the labial sound

selvestothe mounting up of smoke,

in "8, bi"; the harder form how-

i. e. they wind themselves upward in ever seems the organic one.

:
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bay I. (not used) ir. to lead, to
drive, a cow, and its organic root לבא
identical with לבי 11. Hence the proper
name .ליבא
bay.II. belonging to bax, see Dan.
( לבאunused) intr. to shoot forth, to
grow, ‘to spring forth fresh, from the

organic root 52 with the idea of fresh
springing and sprouting, Arab. Ae and

to the tribe of Naftali, beside 7179, now
Merg Ajün, beside the territory תֶרּגּכ
i.e. about the sea of Galilee, near to
j7. The city is also called merely Dan
2'Sam. 20,14 18. Josephus (Ant. 7, 10)
calls ABehuoxs, as Scripture does Abel,
a metropolis in Israel. See ma»n"n"2.
2.  השטיםDas Num. 33, 49 n. p. of a
eity in the neleiboarhagd of Dw, a
district in the Moabite territory, on the
other side of Jordan, opposite to Jericho,
which is also put for it Num. 25, 1;
Josu. 2, 1; Mic. 6, 5, without the two
being identical on that account. Josephus (1. 6. 4, 7; 5, 1) mentions -4Bihy
as 60 stadia distant from Jordan, and

₪ of the moisture and freshness of
the young green grass, Syr. NA grass,
green. Comp. the Hebrew root in the
stems ba"2, ba ()לּוּב 1, da (553) IL,
aw, all"ל ide with the or- as situated near ’JovAuds (72) and
ganic root in bax. Derivatives Dan Byomod (nsw (תיּב (De"Bello Jud.
5, 3); Eusebius (under "Srayeid i.e. pny,
subst., DAN.
bay 7.a fresh, grassy place, meadow,
usually of places overgrown with luxu-

riant grass in the Jordan-valley or any

Surreiv) describes it as near "YD "רה
and Steph. Byz. says of it קו mols
ini tH “Jopdavy 70700.
See nny,

mew ma. —

3. םיִמָרְּכ DAN (meadow

other, specially 1. of a grassy place in of the vineyards) Juvces 11, 33 n. p.
the neighbourhood of waw-ma (which of an Ammonite border-town like רערע
see) in the territory of Judah 1 Sam. in another direetion, and according to
6, 18, but for which the LXX and Tar- Euseb. (under IßeAuurzeAov) 6 (Jerome
gum read 128, with relation to v.1415; 7) Roman miles from jiny”"32 37

but in the text stands הָלּודְּנַה DAN the (i. e. Philadelphia). — 4. Hain Son
great meadow, which was "upon the military field of Joshua’s campaigns (mio
 (להושעand the ausm mp was about
Bet-Shemesh. — 2. 7. 2. ofa city 2 Sam.

(meadow of the dance) n. p. of a town
in the territory of Issachar , near the
bank of the Jordan in the district of
jew na, from which it is distant 10
20, 18; with He local הָלָבָא 8
Roman niles, Jupgzs 7, 22; 1 8
Abel 20, 14, which 1 however also re- 4,12; 19,16. Eusebius and Jerome delates to the "question where? in 20,15: signate it more exactly by “4Behuaehat
mana in the direction toward "Abel and Abelmaula respectively. The place

(one mutha forestwards, in the dis- navy lay somewhat lower.—5.D77¥73 לבא
trict of the forest 1 Sam. 23,15). It is (meadow of Egypt) n.p. of a place "beside
described as לאְרְשְיִּב ON} ריע and in Sat 325 (buck-thorn floor) on the other
the neighbourhood of הכעמה na, but
not identical with the latter 2 Sam.

20,14 15.

It is the place lying north

of Merém, het "Abel, 48646 in Euseb.
(Onom.) between דל and Paneas,
1 Kings 15,20. More frequently, however, לבא appears with more exact de-

side of Jordan Gew. 50, 11, which Jerome puts tertio ab Hierico lapide, duobus
millibus a Jordane, and identifies with

man na; the narrator in Genesis le.
has ‘explained it ove Say (Egypt's
mourning). — 6. um ban meadow at
the water) 2 Cur. 16, 4 (comp. Jun. 4, 4

signations appended, as 1.m>97-m3 לבא ABehuasiv, Jerome Abelmea) is identi-

or Moo ‘a 'ִא 2 Sam. 20,18; 1 Kies cal with Abel Bet-Maächa and is only
as a later
15, 20; 2 Kınas 15, 29 n. p. ‘of a city chosen by the Chronist
Abel, which is
i adduced as belonging to collateral name on account of its position
the.northern boundary of Palestine and at the sea of Merdm. It is said to be.
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the present Abel el-Kameh, to the north ‘the latter case arose its use as an exof Dan on Mutullah, at a brook which pression of opposition (comp. D248, TON):
runs into the river Dertan. Robinson, however, certainly; but the antithesis lies
New Bibl. Res. 459. Wilson, the lands in the connexion of the sentences only,

of the Bible &c. II. p. 168.
while the adverb itself merely expresses
Day (c. “Dax from Sax as apy from certainty. — 2. In later writings: but,
apy, pl. m. Dba, 6 Dan, 7 “niba) yet, however, Dan. 10,7 21; Ezr. 10, 13;

adj. mourning, troubled, bowed down Gen. 2 Cur. 1, 4; 19, 3; 33, 17, where the
37, 35; Is. 61, 2; of inanimate things: antithesis always lies in the sentences.
desert, waste, destr oyed, Lament. 1, 4. Dan never expresses of itself a denial.

DS-baR perhaps: mourning for the The stem is bans IIL to bind fast, to
mother, Ps. 35, 14; IE יקבא mourn- twist together, ‘whose root lies also in
ing for Zion, Is. 61,3. Ar. ust, Sam. dara, ba”, baz; Ar. db, Ad is proabil, the pious one (comp: "29, 8, bably from the same root and abridged.
The Aramean D72 comes from D3 equi23), among the Syrians: a non, and
valent
to Hebr. 23 (which see).
so also among the Karaites day or
N L (unse 1. to be firm, hard,
jr ילבא the genuine pious Israelites
(Karaites).
comp. a8 1. 727 (root ,ןב ( ןמAr. me
Pas (with suff. O28 , 7238)m.mourn- to be hard, thick, „| and others. From
ing, ©. ₪. 732, sip Gen. 50, 11; Esra. it comes jay. — = to flow constant, en4,3; howling.Mic. 1 8; דיִחָי  אperhaps: during, comp. 28. Thence comes 7238
the only i, e. eoceptional mourning JER. K'tib. Both ideas are here connected

6, 26; Am. 8, 10; > 'ִא My to cause

as in jaN, proceeding from the fun-

mourning for any one GEN. 50, 10; Jur.

damental signification to be firm.
as II. (unused) to turn, wind, re-

6, 26; Ez. 24,17; 'ִאדלֶא  ארק'ִּפ40 dv

to mourning Am. 5, 16; א "2%,a8, ma
volve, “only a collateral
mourning days, -clothes, -house GEN. 27, From it comes jak.

4166. man, jib, dine, an, בוט Din,
“nD are used as the antithesis,

form of jx.

TaN (with suf. pas, pl. Oa, 6.238)

f. frm, hard, hence 1. a rock, a stone
AN (6. (לברא m. river, stream, of the Gen. 31,45 46; Ex. 7, 19 in every state,
 אוּליEuleus, one source of which springs polished or rough, and therefore con-

forth in Susiana Dan. 8, 2 3 6 (Jefet, nected with maw, ns, ;בצחמ porn
Raschi, Ibn ‘Esra). The ‘stem is Dan to  אבנים1 Sam. 17, 40 the smooth “of stones

flow, and the noun is developed’ after i. e. smooth stones.

Often as material:

the form 239%. From the cognate לבי of stone, which is also designated elsethe synonymous dan has originated ac: where by nouns; joined with jy Prov.
cording to the form "and. It is possible

that day is an Aramaised form of ba
(Jefet), «comp. "8? and "wrx.
( לבאproperly ines: definiteness,

17, 8, por Is. 54,12, map Ez. 27, 22,

"32 Zucu. 9, 16, and perhaps um ore
MENT. 4, 1: a precious stone, but also

without an adjunct Exon. 39, 10, like

certainty) only used as an adverb 1. cer- the Ar. =, Syr. 15[5,ZBthiop. ebn, or
tainly, really, yea surely, in truth, for
in connbeian with the names of precious
sure, vero,
Gun. 17,19; 42, 21; 2 ‘Sax.
,14 ;5 1 Kmas 1, "43; 2 Kınas 4, 14, stones, as Bd, uw,

Dow,

maps

commonly employed to introduce a dis- Ez. 1, 26; 10, 9; Is. 54,12; Ex. 267.
course as the Latin immo vero. Hence the Then generally every stone, 6 5 metallic
Targum renders it by אָמְשּוקְּב ,and the ore, ore Jos 28, 2, comp. Arab. dual
LXX by vai, always expressing the firm yb = the two metallic ores, 1. e. gold
assurance of a thing

which was either

absolutely unknown or doubted of. From

and silver, mown ’N, a stone with the
image of an idol ‘Ley. 26, 1; P'S a
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wall stone 2 Sam. 5,11; m» 'N a corner-

stone JoB 38, 6; הממ N a burden-

אבן

ano tod Aoyaß i. e. בּגְרַא DENN, by

which, however, they merely wished to

stone 2/8013. 12, 3 (for practice in
i lifting; shew ‘that "Eben ha- Esel lay in the

stone-heaving was a youth’s play in Pa-

neighbourhood of a place ’Argab.

lestine, as Jerome relates); שלק  'אa 3498 and 339. —

See

b) Irma 128 (memo-

sling-stone 9,15; "4 'א limestone Is. 27, rial stone of ‘Bohan son of Reuben) JOSH.
9; שיט N al 1 Cur. 29, 2. Meta- 15, 6, the name of a place on the borphorically Ta’ hail-stone i. e. hail der between the territories of Judah and

Benjamin.

See 7a. — ce) nonin 2
(serpe
11, which is | also called jay alone, comp. at nt-stone) proper name of a place
235 ןיע (fuller’s well) on the east

falling down like little stones

Josu. 10,

Pers. ss
(senkge) little stone i. 6
hail, Syr. 3 Ists; שיִבָנְלֶא  יִנָבַאcrys0
hail Ez. 13, 11; un“ N flery
stones Ez. 28, 14 16 Een of masses

side of Jerusalem

1 Kines 1, 9; see

npn. — d) “ype Ja8 (stone of victory)

proper name of a memorial stone set
up at Mizpeh 1 Sam. 4,1; 5, 1; 7, 12,
of fire lying about on the םיהלא WIP רה over against PPX in Judah a OSH. 15,
according to Asiatic belief, the Alborg 53), which lay iin the neighbourhood of
(comp. Is. 14, 13). A poetical combina- waw-na. See רז — The stem is
tion appears in 07257 ‘N properly stone 1281 (which see); ‘the Arab. !שב hard,
of dumbness, i. e. the dumb stone Han. 2,

thick, firm, x! knot, ₪ knot, pro19; 5802 ‘x rock of Israel i.e. J יי tuberance, goes back to the same stem;
Gen. 49, 24,like Dy piv ay 2 Sam. 23,
Syr. Hef’ (1 Par. 2,7) stone, Sam. ben

3. — 2. Weight, from the heaviness and

weight of the weighing stone (comp.
Prov. 27, 3 and the German Gewicht)
proceeding from the internal conception

the same;

but

=

usually stands for

stone in ו
in Syr. bh.
{PR (unused) Aram. equivalent to

of jas Lev. 19,36; 7387 Ja8 two sorts of Hebr. j28 I.
weights Devt. 25,13; ‘Prov. 20,10 23;
Tas ‘S32 in the King's weight 2 Saar.
14, 26 ie. royal shekels which were
heavier than the usual ones; סיפדינבַא
weights of the purse i. e. the smallest
weights that lay in the purse Prov. 11; npn ’S lead-weight Zucu. 5,

Derivatives jax and
j28 (def. 8238) Aram. f. a stone Dan.

2, 34 45; 553 'א a burdensome stone

 סד5, 8; 6, 4, ive. a heavy large stone.
In the Targum is also the form jax,
more rarely ND"2.
yak (only 0 DAR) f. a round disk
or plate, hence 1. DIN Jer. 18, 3 the
- Saar "אtin-weight 4, 10 for I
met; hence figuratively WaAN plum- two round wood- plates or wheels on
mets of desolation Is. 34, 11, parallel to which the potter forms his vessels, Targ.
קוהתהף,comp. Am. 7, 8; 2 Kies 21,13. NITD, Syr. ip i.e. wheel, disk, Vulg.
— 3. in proper names of certain places rota. It is therefore only a collateral
where stones were used for boundary form of jp cognate with ךפא wheel, disk
marks, called among the Romans lapides (which see). — 2. םֶיְנְבָא Ex. 1,16 when
termini, and also for monuments (GEN. ye deliver the Hebrew women look to the

28,18; Jost. 4, 3). Men endeavoured

in ancient times to preserve the knowledge of important events by monumental

DAN: if it be a boy, kill him; but if it
bea daughter, she may be allowed to live.

Interpreters have conjectured that the

stones. Such were: a) לאה a8 (sepa- word means, some say a seat used by
ration-stone) 1 Sam. 20, 19, the name of the midwives (Targ. ,אָרְּבִתַמ Sa ad.
a place between Rama and Nob. The
LXX have rendered it by the proper
name ‘EoyaB i. 6. ,בָּגְרַא and so v. 41

, Raschi and Kimchi MER בשומ

si), others bathing tub, where the’
new-born

child

was

washed (Gesen.

they have translated ann Denn by Thes.), others uterus, from its condition :

אבנה

אבק
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meaning to collect, to bring together, Ar.
, also (as,
derived from 733. But neither the con- uss! equivalent to
dition of the bearing stool nor of the then metaphorically to fodder, feed, i. ©,
bathing tub in ancient times, still less to stuff or cram in, to take in nourishthe use of םֶיָכְבָא for uterus admits of ment in abundance, comp. NDO equivathese explanations. It is best to com- lent to FON to collect, then to feed,
pare for Exod. the expression 925% whence comes NBD/2 fodder; then from
Prov. 25,11 and to take D223 "for the this fundamental idea is developed
two hinds or sexes, hence: and look to  מאָבוּסlike 71932 granary from "4 to
the two sexes.
The signification kind, collect. Comp. טל properly to gather

(Ibn G’anäch, Jos. Kimchi, Parchon)

sex (genus) is connected with that of together, to bring together in abund-

turning, circle, wheel; Arab. gh ש„uf ance (equivalent to upd), and then to
time is also derived from the idea of nourish richly, Talm. to feed.
circle. See PR.

Ian (K’tib) n. p. of a river which
rises on “HON, the top of Antilibanus,

Sone or Sox. 4, 8, and with the river
“p42 flows through Damascus 2 Kınas
5, 12. The stem in this root is jas
equivalent to a8 in the collateral
signification to flow continually, con-

gen

(pl. my”) f. swelling up,

blain, ‘pustule Ex. 9, 9 10; comp. the
Talm. העוב pastule, ַעּוְּבָעַּב watery

pustule, Syr. sears swelling, here
formed from the reduplicated form taken from »ı2 (which see) with a prosthetic. Comp. the Coptic root hehe, and

stantly, comp. Is. 33, 16; Jur. 15, 18 8600 to boil up.
Yas (unused) intr. to shine, glitter,
and the cognate in sense Ins; the Ki
has put M228 in preference (which see). hence to be high. Organic root ץב;comp.
DIAN (with suff. 70238, pl. (םיטד m. ya (pyr), Ar. Gols, 7372, 729, בח

girdle, priest’s belt, ornamental girdle, Aram. Yas, whence אָצְבַא tin. In the
Ex. 28, 4 39 40; 29, 9; 39, 29; Lev. same manner derivatives from dp” to
8,713; 16, 4, transferred from the shine are used to designate high places.

Pentateuch in Is. 22, 21 to the sash of' From this come the proper names Pak,
a person of rank. The old, original BN.
root, for which the Targum has 7
YVAN (height; comp. 9°52, NPD)
Syr. Hason, Samar. emian, and as Jo- n. p. of a city in the tribe of Issachar,
sephus represents (Antigg. 3, 7, 2: Joss. 19, 20.
Movons ₪2 סלע 8
₪07 ירא
ISIN (splendid, beautiful) n. p. of a

oe‘

pests bg, 6

130

ueue-

Imnores, 80009 0 xahodper), is probably borrowed Bora the old Egyptian.
See the stem o2a and the Aramean
NWI.

"IR

n. p. m. 1 Sam. 14, 51, pro-

judge of the northern Israelite races,

born in Bet-Lechem of Zebulon (Josu.
19, 15) Jupezs 12, 8 10.
pa I. (unused) tr. to grind, to triturate, to rub or scrape into small pieces,

bably abridged from ניבא 14, 50. whence Pas, REN. ‘The organic root
LXX Aßevone.
is PA"N; comp. Ar. (Er to cut in little
DAS (only part. pass. DIAN) ir. to pieces, ane many others.
feed, ‘nourish, fodder, as DAN frequently
pas I. (Kal unused) tr. a weakened
signifies in the Mishna- dialect, hence
diay רוט a fed ox Prov.15,17; pha

5, 3 [4,23], Targ. .אמר The deri-

form of pan to fold round, embrace, to
wrap round. Only in Nif. panı (fut.
Pars, inf. with suf. Spans) to embrace one
another, hence to struggle, to wrestle,

nary,

Gen. 32, 25 26, alluding to pa. In
like manner לת to Baal: wrestle

 אבוסיםfatted fowl (see sana) 1 Kines

vatives DIaN manger, erib, סובאמ gra-

barn, point to a fundamental

אבק
from bn» to embrace (which see). The

אברך
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wrap, cover, Ar. wai, whence כ ג
wing. The organic root "3-8 is some-

root pak is also in p3"7, pay, and
even Baschi thought of this comparison;
Ar. Set to wind, comp. Jax. Ibn Sarük

what

and Ibn Esra have rendered it by "B23
and have therefore taken it as a eno-

moan.

harder in רַפדֶא (to ER). —

if.

ant JoB 39, 26 is denominative from
“aN. — From this word come “ay and

minative from PAX, comp. xövıs and

“SBN (from 428 IL) m. wing, pinion,

xovivecd at, ה (wrestler’s dust) and

e. g. of the dove, ו 55, 7; ofthe
eagle Is. 40, 31; “ass EN length of
wing, i. 0. of longwing Ex. 17, 2; comp.
Targ. רבא ,Syr. 1:21 the same. — From
this comes s Hif. ANT to spread out the

madkaisiv, arena and pulvis in Latin;
but this interpretation is less probable.

Pas (ec PAN, with suf DPI) m.
bruised, pounded earth, dust, especially

the fine particles (429 being the larger wing (a8) Jos 39, 26.
ones), which fly up easily and spread parallel.

D1933 tbo is

themselves Is. 5, 24; 29, 5; Ez. 26,10;
( הָרְבָאpl. with suff. MAIER)/.wing,
Deut. 28, 24; comp. pow and PI dust, feather, with which the bird protects or
derived from a like fundamental signi- covers anything, Ps. 91, 4; TI3N"O8
fication; Arab. sli pounded, destruc- 7231 77701 Jos 39,13 stands for’ is DN
 יחnog is the (ostrich? 8) wing the
tion and dust; pe pulvis.
wing and feathers of a stork? Fi-
MPN (only = (תֶקְבַא f. powder of guratively, protection, screen, applied to
spices, aromatic powder, Sona oF Sot. God Devt. 32, 11.
6
ל םֶהְרְבַא
of a multitude) n. p.
Tas I. (unused) intr. according to of the founder of the Hebrew and SouthArabian peoples, who had the original
the derivatives (Tas and aK) to be
name DAN (which see) changed into
strong, firm, powerful, vigorous. The
Dyan as he was to be the progenitor
organic root is "as, which is also
of
many nations, e. g. the Ishmaelites
found in "275 and בד> in the same
(whence the Nabathzans and Kedarenes)
eniheations Ar.
to be fleshy, fat, the Edomites, and many South-Arabian
strong. This fundamental signification tribes &c. The appellation is correctly
of strength in the root רב manifestly explained by םיוג בַא- ןומהGen. 17, 5.
comes from to be pressed or drawn to- The second part of the name 579, Ar.
gether, the same transference of idea
In, , signifies multitude, a dran תו
being also found in "23, Ar.
IL VIL. of people, from םְֶר (which see) cognate
VIL. to bind together and then to make with םער,039 (inAB). From Hebrew
firm, 125 to connect. Similarly רשק קזח, history the’ name came to the Arabians
and the. transposed —, ו(a8) he bound who expressed it by men In protogether, strengthened, Ay. prevailed, ob- phetic language 'א stands for Israel geviously point to this combination of idea, nerally, Mic. 7, 20, properly ‘x 991 Is.

and the root in “an is therefore iden-

tical with it too. ‘Talm. “an to fasten,
pI
fortifications; NUN firm, de-

41, 8; Jur. 33, 26; 'ַא TOR is applied

to ‘Jehovah Ps. a7 10. ”See D4.
 ךרבאa cry or Srelammtion: of the
finite, real (see Dan); לבא member,
Egyptians
before Joseph, addressed to
properly a bone (comp. bys). From it
him
or
the
passers
by, Gen. 41, 43. One
come "aN, AN, and 438 in the proper
sees from the context that it is old
name “Syn.
Egyptian and must contain an imperaa8 IL mathe) to veil, cover, espe- tive. Sometimes it has been taken for
cially of birds protecting and covering the Coptic amen per or anpen dow or
with their wings; comp. m2> to en- bend the head, from ane head and per

2

אברם
to bend,

sometimes

or aq

per to bow

oneself,

from the Coptic root hwp

to cast down

and Abrok

אגרה
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reading

the

BRS} (unused) existing only in n. p.
 גגbut perhaps the Semitic stem is
not Jan, but 374, whence the Hebrew

latter after prefixing a with x as the proper ‘name = 1 Ci. 5, 4. Seeגוג .

sign of the second person; but this
is not only against Coptic grammar,
but also assumes the improbable fact
that the Hebrews did not retain the
leading vowel. The explanations of the

versions, 6. % Targ. JITAN=אּכְלַמְל NAN,

338 and 338 n p. of an Amalskilich

king “(pony Ton) 1 Sam. 6 15. This
name of the Amalekite kings may have
existed even before the time of Samuel,

Nume. 24,7.

Hence 348 stands poeti-

cally for pony generally .אט 24, 7,
xnov£, plainly appear to be conjectural. for which the Samar. text reads au.
The other signification of bowing the The gentile name "438 of Haman Esta.
Syr. LXadwo Let father and rulers LXX

knee (Jerom. and Aqu.), Origen yove-

3, 1 is therefore explained by Josephus
(Ant. XI, 6,5) zö yEvos 408907
bend the knee &c. appears to allude to and so too by Jewish tradition. The Sethe Hebrew "ine to bend the knee, which mitic name 338 or 4148 among the Ama1/0505 Gr. Ven. yovumeteiv, Ar. Erp. 1225, |

certainly comes nearest the old Egyptian formula.

DIAN

(74d is elevated) n. p. of the

progenitor of the Hebrews afterwards
named םֶהָרְבַא Gun. 17, 5. The proper

name DIR (which wae) similar in sense
and the numerous proper names compounded with 64, as ,םֶרמַע DDH,
 אדרםand others, lead to the right explanation. See "an.
"WAN (contracted from WAR) n. p.
m. 28am. 10, 10, for which ישיִבַא: usually
appears.
oi>wan (abridged from ('שיבא 2.p
of a son of David 2 Sam. 3, 3 by —

lekites dwelling with kindred Edomites

and Canaanites

was dedicated (Jos. Ant.I, 10, 4; Jewish
wars IV, 9, 7), who is designated as a
Phenician in the tradition of the Titans;

especially as the Greek Ogyges-tradition

is also derived from Phenicia.

"JUN see AAN.
IN 0

ir. to bind, tie together;

to fitin, unite compactly, whence M38,
comp. Targ. "38 and Talm. 438 with
their manifold derivatives in this signification, Ar. A>|; but the root is דא
which is also found in 5 (553), fom

But in the later genealogy he is called which דיג comes.

“Ban 1Kınas 15, 2 comp. 2 Cur. 11, 20.

is certainly identical

with the Phenician 4538 Ogyg-es, the
Titan-king, to whom the oak at Hebron

Onlyi
in the harder

k-sound do the words mx, 117°, Ar.
A>», 198 (in ₪ p. TR), Ar. Oh

His daughter Tenn (2 Sam. 14, 27) was
married to Uriel of Gibah, from which
marriage sprang may» or W752, the dus, m” 0 ‘Syr. po-s, Ar O30 and
spouse of Rehoboam, "9 Curon. 1 2; others exist in the same fundamental
1Kınas15,2. Maächa was also a grand- signification.
daughter of Absalom.
TAN (formed from AR, m.; pl. nit)

MAN (hollow passes) n. p. of an Is- aly "properly bound together, hence
raelite station in the desert Nun. 21,10.

bundle,

bunch, e. g. ais Ex. 12, 22

whence

NIN (equivalent to Boyelos 2 Tim.

3. a knot, a loop, a fetter, = nis
 רמזהbands of injustice, Is. 58, 6,

1; 15) n. p. of the father of David's

which is parallel עוטר niaxın (sin

Hyssop-bunch, Hyssop- bundle , used for
See ann.
sprinkling; metaphorically 2. a band,
NIN (unused) intr. to flee, Ar. lof, troop, company 2 Sam. 2,25; comp. ban;

hero we
23,

from the place mm 2 Sam.

is equivalent to u Ez. 9,9); 4. chain-

ing together, putting ו

hence’

AN

DIN
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(heaven’s) vault, arch, Am. 9, 6, comp.
"up  פא3, 38; Ar. xbly, firm build-

ganic root Di" is also in לג (53) to

ing,Y corey Hgatio.
aN and aay, see JAN.
TN m. a nut, a nut-tree, 'א MD} nut-

3 (to collect) is connected with 553.
Sax (only ¢. pl. aa) m. 1. drops,
 אנלידטלdew-drops Jon 38,28, LXX_Bo-

garden, ₪086 OF Sou. 6,11. With rela-

hovg 800000 (more correctly Béloug dg./

Bering: flow; on the contrary, the Ar.

tion to the Ar. > Pers. eer Syr. Targ. אלט 7°04; from bay. 2. spring,
only in ‘the proper names pba, TaN.
Hit, N appears only as i
The
word therefore cannot have a stem Tas,
and the less so as it has been probably
taken from the Mediterranean (IndoGermanic). In the dialect of Ghilan
aghuz. The Talm. Nyx, Armenian

oda (double spring) n. p. of a place
on the border of Moab Is. 15, 8, LXX
Ayaletp, according to Euseb. 8 miles
south of רע 1. e. Areopolis. It is the

Ayohha (hay) of Josephus (Antigg.
engus, the cognate n> equivalent to Th} XIV, 1, 4), if this be not the nbay of
(comp. a2 and maw) point to a Is. 15, 5. It must not however be conconnexion with the “Old--High-German

Anus, Lat. nur &e., and the original
form may have also been among the
Semites engus THIN, TAN.
AABN (received, among the 073m)

מ.  יק.m fo a esiw nam esiwrehto -nu
known, the son of Jakeh (772), to
whom the collection of Prov. 30, 1—33
is ascribed. Since this form of name

is frequent (comp. 9772, Dana, ‘121,
yar, Siw) and the idea of collecting,
receiving actually appears in proper
names (comp. HD, (תָלָהק,perhaps Agar

founded with םִיְלְגִע Ezex. 47, 10.
DIN (annsed) ir. to collect, draw
together. The organic root is therefore
D3”S, which also appears in bs (p73,

whence aaa), Ar.
the same, whence

water.

a>

«+> to collect, x
a collection of

The cognate roots in D2 (012),

Dy (Oy), M7 and many others confirm the fundamental signification of
this word. Derivatives Dax and 717238.
DAN (not used) intr. a weak form
from 639 to bend or bow oneself, hence

is not symbolical. The Targ., Ibn ‘Esra
and others have not understood it so.
In the primitive times, however, AN

literally of the bending of the reed or
cane, comp. Is. 58,5; figuratively to be
bent, bowed, 0
Derivatives DAR,
may have been an epithet of God, like pax; Jimas. Though Day is used for it
as a verb, yet if we may 7 conclude from
the others here mentioned.

TIAN )6- (תרח /. properly berry, corn,

the derivatives, Day appears to be more

hence the smallest coin-weight, a little original, especially as analogies in the
ay nO. 'א a little silver-coin 1 Sam. dialects only suit the latter. From it

2,36. The x is prosthetic, and mais are derived pax 2. and jinis 2. The
Eco ma) equivalent to 193 (from 73) organic root is Dak.
DAN (pl. 6. mar):adj. m. sad, humbled,
has the like signification, as gran from
granum.

The stem therefore is not “aN

Wo" aas bowed in spirit Is. 19, 10,

(which see), but 173, 88 belongingto ma comp. Ar. >» Stem DAN.
Syr. 125anf the same, ZBthiop. agär. The
DAN (paus. DAN, 6- DAN, pl. pan, but
Vulg. ieofferat [7138>]nummum [n92]) 6 MAR, with suff. omas) m. 1. (from
has incorrectly understood הָרּוַא tomean

assembly, and so derived it "from “aN.
TaN see TIAN.

bay ‘(mot used) intr. to flow, to flow
down, to drop, whence 238. The or-

DAR)

₪

collection of water,

confluence,

and so like mip from mp, but next
a pool, place ו water is collected,
connected with nv Is. 14, 23; 41, 18;
Ps. 107, 35; 114, 8, or also without it
Ex. 7, 19; 8, 1; Is. "42, 15, but always
2*

אנמון
a pool

or a collection of water which

refreshes Is. 35, 7; Ps. 107, 35.

The

stem is DIN, comp. Byr,haf a pool, Ar.
a collection of water.

אגרטל
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2. (from Dax)

reed, rush, then a collection of bulrushes
or canes with the swamps belonging to
them, which served for strongholds, Jer.
51,32 and the reeds they have burnt with

=

=

fire; comp. Ar. x24, pl. »L>! reed-bush,

then fence, which word Ibn G’anäch has
compared.

teral form of Dax to collect, heap together , applied to men and armies; Ar,
Wis the same; from it comes

FAN (after the form 3x, only in oh,
DPI, with suff. 138) m.‘heap, crowd,
troop, therefore like לוח an army Ez.
12, 14; 17, 2; 38, 679 22; 39, „ei
comp. Ar. > a crowd of men, >
troop; hence the Targ. rightly תֶיָרְשִמ
armies. Symm., Ibn G’anäch and Kimchi
connect it with the Aram. Ma wing.

 ןומְנַאm. .1 a pool, collection of wa-
AN (fut. 43885) tr.1.t0 collect, bring toter, and so like Ban. Hence tp) Toys gether, 6. ₪. nourishment in harvest-time,

Jos 41, 19 ]90[ a pond seething with the Prov. 6, 8; 10,5; to gather in the grapes
sun-heat; the mp2 of 17 is also to be Devt. 28,39. Figuratively (not used) to
referred to Joy. Stem Da. Versions and introduce, to receive, like 58; whence

interpreters ‘ave conjectured. 2. (from
DAN) rush, reed with which the head
bowed in humility may be compared
Is. 58,5. jiması BD Is. 9,13; 19, 15

is derived the proper name “13x. The
organic root MR, is also in Aramzan

“373, at, Syr. in to bring together,
to heap, Hebrew רג (793), whence 37.
palm top and rush figuratively for high
— 2. (not used) to gain, make gain, deand low, parallel to 291) WNT, as an serve, from the idea of gathering, bringold saying. From this comes poetically
ing together;
a rush-cord, oxowos, which they drew

existing only in the dia-

lects. — 3. a third signification | to barthrough the nose of animals, Jos 40,
gain
for, as Targ. “ax, Syr. mils Ar.
;26 comp. Plin. hist. nat. 19, 2 junco
Grascos ad funes usos 6

Versions and

2 is cognate with the root in ne,
but is not found in Hebrew “a. See
hook or the like, with a head bent like the
reed, but always derived from the reed. however max.
NBN (def. noun) Aram. f. letter,
AN
(not used) intr. to be bow-shaped,
rT
official document, Ezra 4,811; 5, 6;
hollowed or made concave. The organic

interpreters have taken i238 here for

inal,
root is ja", cognate with 9-53 to bend Erf, in the Nasirean 0

א
ת
ר
י
ג
נ
,
א
ת
ר
י
ג
נ
d
n
a
.
n
i
m
i
d

א
ענגירונ.
oneself, -ה2m to incline, to lower, ןח
(am) and others,in which lies the idea See m:n.
( לטְרְנאonly6.pl. רלטרגַא( m. a word
ofthe bent and ee
comp. Ar.
used only by Ezra for cup, bowl, Eze.

es to be rough, Gef hunch-backed,

,1 ,9 properly hollowed out, despened,

‚comp. 50; LXX wvxzüges, Esr. Ap.
JAN 66- Ja, pl. תֶכָבַא(m. bowl, basin, omovösie, Vulg. phialae. The Syriac HA
to receive the sacrificial blood, from its is said to express the same in sense.
hollowed, bellied form Ex. 24, 6; “be According to the Talmud (see Ibn Esra
niaR7 Is. 22, 24 vessels of cups, op- on the passage) from יקמ ( רגא )םָּב-re-

is] cheek.

Derivative 43N.

posed to םיִלָבנַה 53 vessels of flagons; ceiving the lamb’s blood, 1. 6. tantamount
bowl;

according to Simonis

TOT 8 goblet of rounding i. e. round

to para

goblet, Sona or Son. 7, 3.

from "למחר  )למafter the Ar. Ab)
blood - receiving; by others (Pfeiffer,
Hottinger, Wahl) the origin has been

Syr, WY

pitcher, Ar. lS! washbasin, Targ.
 וּנְכָאfan, NIN pit.
FAN (not med) tr. is only a colla-

sought for in Persian, but without suc-

cess. The x is manifestly nothing more

אגרף

ארבאל
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than prosthetic, and therefore Su is might perhaps iin 2 Sam. 13,16 be read
best derived from 03 (which see) with  (אדדת/. properly turnings, windings,
the derivative ending כ which is also from דוא 11. to turn; then causes, cirfound in bay, (see the letter 5).
cumstances, occasions, as ad turn, then
AN

m. : fist, closed hand, with which

one strikes Exop. 21, 18; figuratively

cause, Ar. Aw

causa, ב motive,

manner, from JLS to turn, Da (c. 553)

 אִ' רטועtsf fo rewop ,sI ,85 ,4
sehT
turn, and thence circumstance. "The word
is prosthetic and the stem 475 to put
only occurs in the difficult phrase

or pack together. Talm. ‘x bya violent, monk! ost APs הְָרַה nN be
'ִ אNon handful.
2 Sam. 13, 16, let it not be the occasion,
תרAN (zi.ninas, with suff on aN) i, e. let it not cause this evil which is
f. only in writings of the Persian pe- greater than the other. The LXX could
riod: official document, writing, edict, ac- not explain the passage and translated
count, letter Nex, 2, 7-9; 6, 5 17 19; according to the context un 6
2 Cur. 30, 1 6, brought by the messenger 97 weydim 7 xoxic, without "> יִחֶאדלַא
on horseback (&yyeoos, from the Per- myst may having stood in their text.
sian; Hebr. 77 2 Cur. 30, 6). With In ‘practice ‘it is however mostly conrespect to the Persian 3öl engare, nected with by only and is thus a causal
writing, from Wy Lt engariden, to particle: on account of Gen. 21, 11 25;
26, 32; Ex. 18, 8; Num. 12, 1; 13, 24:
write, as also 076006 courier derived properly propter causes with a following

properly speaking

from

signifying tabellarius —

», Lot and

ל

ayya-

oevew to compel to. serve as a messenger,
Talm. 879238 court-serjeant —, the pre-

genitive; רתרדאדלע for my sake Josu.
14, 6; seldom by way of strengthening

 לדגתJer. 8, 8 for the sake of

all the causes, on account of all this.
sent word may perhaps have been taken
NTN a stem falsely assumed for
from the Hebrew “as in the sense of
Aram.
a8; see "IN.
a to roll, and therefore 'א is like perhaps to nba, or it may have come
 בֶרֶאI. (Kal not used) intr. to pine

from the Semitic root רגב (which see),
ZEthiop. naggara, equivalent to "pd, and
so ‘8 would be tantamount to “BB. In
any case the word bears a genuine

Hebrew stamp, as well as the Aramzan

away, languish, consume,

tab-escere, to

be destroyed, applied to the mind (wip),

as 551 to the eyes. Only in Auf.האדיב 
(inf. "with > 1 Sam. 2, 33 sa), with
omission of He for להאדיב comp.לחטיא 
80001. 5, 5; mmin .sI 8,3;  שד32,
9 ₪ to cause tolanguish,
;11 איבְל

form N73N.
IN (after the form ni, 77, 2; with
suff. oy) m. properly war neydien eoncr.
to trouble, make sorrowful, 18am. 2, 33.
veil of vapour, fine cloud, vapoury mist,
Comp.) 85  ובאהDeur. 28, 65; na
which rises from the earth Gen. 2, 6;
Lev. 26, 16. The organic root is
un
is? "un ipi> Jos 36, 27 they (the
water--diops) trickle through his vapour- oeN, which still exists in 0-27, 37
cloud as rain. The accusative רט caused

the other.accusative to be written with.
The stem is דוא I. to veil, surround,

(any) and is farther developed iin an;
cognate 31 (any), 77-27, Ar. Sto (med.
Waw).

a8. II. (not used) tr. to arrange, to
poury covering, atmosphere, ‘comp. ונע prepare, Ay. ost and conj. II. to form,
eloud, from 322 to cover, veil. The or- bring up. Only preserved in the proper
thography a in many mss. makes no name DN24N.
difference in the sense.

Ar. of (med. Je), hence out veil, va-

 דאor mak (only pl. תלְרא ,with suf.
יתודא

PHAR;

rarely

nie, which

DIN see לָאְּבְדַא
beats (diseipline is with ’EL,

from

ארר
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אדון

the subjection is expressed by >72 Is.
26,13. Frequently also as an addition
or
honourable address to Ton in ur
like SIR, mia2, 297, Nw, also of
an
1 Sam. 24, 9; 26, 19, or also in
an ל
race GEN. 25, 13; 1 Cur.
other
addresses
with names Nom. 11,
1, 29. In the LXX Noßdent is cor-

8, Ar. ost information,

education,

and bx) n. p. of a son of Ishmael, and,

rupted from 4
on account of the 28, like the German Herr, English sir;
b) Tursband, consort, GEN.18,12; e) stewpreceding Naßaiod.
JIN (mot used) intr. to be powerful,
strong, then trans. to overpower, overcome, and therefore like 18, whence
טהר. Many stems with the initial sound
sare often closely related to those whose
initial sound is a, comp. eb and Tas,

ard,

as substitute

of the lord, Gem.

45,8 9; Ps. 105, 21; d) proprietor, possessor, Gun. 42, 30; 1 Kinas 16, 24; all
derived from the general idea of lord. —

3. The highest ruler and lord, God Ps.

114, 7, more frequently ָּץֶרָאָהל ןודא

Lordof the whole earth JosH. 3, 11 13;
Daw and Sax. Here therefore belong“
TIN Mic. 4, 13; Zucu. 4,14; 6, 5; Ps.97,5,
RT Mar. 3,Las EINEN
and TmD. Derivatives are the proper or א ל

names “38, TIN, TR, FN and JAN. mas, or with the adjunct תואבצ 0
The stem דָדַה is“cognate | the proper Is. 1, 24, or merely ר"ל Ex. 23, I. =
Apart from the different significations
names 77 and "77, Ar. ₪ equivalent of the word the following peculiarities

to A& and like the Hebr. sus (370).
TIN equivalent to TIN and = 77
and m, only in the proper name
( אדרֶםwhich see) equivalent to .םֶרדדדַא
TIN (powerful, mighty; comp. "Ty,
by)’ n. p. m. of an Edomite royal de
scendant, who escaped (1 Kınas 11, 17)
during the slaughter in David’s time
2 Sam. 8, 13; 1 Cur. 18, 12; but 2
is the reading iin verse 14. 0 or TIN
was a national and guardian ‘deity ‘of
the Syrian races and also of the Edo-

mites.

See 47.

MIN belonging to niqk see דא

in certain forms are note-worthy 1.7258

(my lord) is a courteous address from
children to parents Gen. 31, 35, to
teachers and seers 2 Kınas 6, 5, espe-

cially to kings, fully 79% aN, or
generally to persons, to whom one shews
respect Gun. 44,7; 1 Kives 1, 17. This
form is also used a)iin short addresses or
replies "258 "2 Gun. 43, 20; 44,18; Num.

12,11; Jupaus6,13; "נא אֶלGen. 23,
11; 42,10;1Sam. 1,15; SR “35 1 Sam.
22,12; b) iin nddressen which have the

name,

e.g.

a5 an apposition to the name

ינדא Num. 11,28; von IR

1 Kınas 18, 7, but more ל of persons absent 2 Sam. 11,11; Gen. 24, 12.
He or she that speaks usually represents

STN (powerful; equivalent to IR,
from say) n. p. m. of a chief (wit) at
self as דבק or 4728. c) This singular
Casiphia iin Ezra’s time Ezr. 8,17; ~dx
suffix as such was soon left unnoticed

THN Ty ibid. stands for HN} EN

in the language so that it even remained

ya (c. 78, with suff. “aN, וננדא | where one would have expected TR
pl. םינדא ,with suff. TIAN, Das) m Num. 32,25; 36, 2; Gun. 47,18, hence
properly settler, determiner, commander,

 אדננוonly appears by way ofexception

ruler, from TaN to fix, determine (which in 1 Sam. 16,16. The my in such forms
see), ‘hence iin the comprehensive appli- of speech is almost without significance,
cation of it in Scripture 1. commander, comp. Syr. “po, French Monsieur. —
ruler, king 1 Sam. 24, 11; Ps. 12,5;
2. םינדא in the plural form also with
Jer. 22,18. — 2, lordin the most. ge- suffixes, did not become concrete till
neral sense, consequently a)in opposi- later, agreeably to its abstract signifi-

tion to 539 slave, servant, Prov. 30,
cation dominion, power, and therefore
10; Mat. 1, 6; Is. 24, 2, or also in it was
used as a singular in construction
antithesis to החפט and AN, and where
and in personal addresses, e. g. ינדא

ארון
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yun the lord of the land Gen. 42, 30
33; ףסוי  ינדאthe lord of Joseph 39, 20;
MBP  אלניםa strict lord Is. 19, 4. Tr
this manner occur "DIN, WIN, TER,
TE, DON, AN &. in all significations of the singular. Sometimes

ארין
22, 18 was the death-wail at the symbolical funeral obsequies of the God
Adonis in Phenicia (Amm. 19, 1), and
the prophet may have chosen this dirge
on purpose. Phenician and Hebrew proper names compounded with 77% (see

 (אַדְנֶר בְזֶקera ot eb denialpxe ylbaeerga
also it is applied to God, Ps. 135, 5. to the primitive view that ןודא is an
expresfavourite
But for God a more
epithet of Deity, which, like 7, לאו
יִנַא

sion is םינדאה  ינדאDevt. 10,17;

Ex. 4,10; ונינדא Pr

8,2; 9 EBEN

an, >23, PIE and others, is also put
for the name of God itself.

Is. 51, 22. "The plural Dea, which
TITS (strong) n. p. m. Nen. 7, 61,
appears but seldom as an actual plural
for
which Ezr. 2, 59 has 78, in signi2;
19,
Gen.
and is also so construed,
Is. 14,13; Deur. 10, 17; Ps. 136, 3, is fication equivalent to SIR. "See TIN.
therefore in this case the abstract
( רודאoriginally a form belonging
form, as it exists in Hebrew also to the proper name םירודא which is

in DTN omnipotence, Day dominion,

 קדושים1108. 19, 1, Den 1 Sam. 19,13

still preserved in 1 Mäcc. 13, 20)m
fire, splendour (see 148), then like RR

a was taken personally afterwards, 3, 248 in address or also in narrative

longing to southern Judah was also
named from the Edomite deity 78.

16 nn. pen fey םיִחָלט dimissal, (which see) the name ‘of an old Semitic
OmU» oppression, nwo Ps.101, 3, p78) fire-god. An Edomite town or one be-
is applied to God, like 94x in the sin- The form “38 and רדא 0
gular-use.

appears.

The Masora ‘counts up 134

Perhaps too the proper “name D458 com-
places where X is so (SR) used Gen. pounded of" םֶר 4x, and “He as the
18, 3; 19, 18." The suffix is written — name of a god should be identified
for -= in order to distinguish it from ast with JIN.
Gen. 19, 2, which is actually taken’ for
( םירודאDouble ‘adér) n. p. of a town
plurality. "But that - is really a suffix
the territory of southern Juda, be-
may be recognised from Ps. 16, 2; 35, in
WI and mpry, which Rehoboam
side
23 and from the circumstance that it
to be fortified, 2 Cur. 11, 9;
caused
never appears with the article as DR;
It is the Admga be-
Aödwgei.
LXX
and when God calls himself "35% Is. 8,
longing to Idumea in the post-exile
7, this only shews that the suffix was
period (Jos. Ant. 13, 6, 4; 13,9, 1) and
already left wholly unnoticed as in .ינדא
sit 1 Mace. 13, 20. It iis said to re-
In the Phenician 75x adon, like 5¥3 ‘and present the present Dura, westward of
ja", is first used as an honorary epi- Hebron. The dual has arisen from the
thet of Deity, 6. ₪. of jan »r2 and former name רודא 88 a designation of
npsn, and also with the suffix ןנדא the double city, upper and lower, and
Ga lord) seldom j72 merely; even the this formation is usual in the names of
Pentateuch knows the Phenician deities cities, comp. D128, םֶיַתְמְר pn?27,
(Devr. 10, 17) under the appellation
)RED  טערים,ywynD ריתי לתין
אדניס. 725 (my lord) appears as a de- pwn, טינרח an ‘many others. See

finite local deity belonging to Byblus  רדiR and SAN.
and Cyprus,viz.“4 done,which Hesychius

rightly explains by deonöryg uno Dowi-

 יראaram. adi, ‘properly a word de-

noting ‘place, ibi,correlative to ןיא ubi?
and as the latter is formed from יא 8)
by appending ann, so is ןידא from “IN.
curs. The exclamation “ir I78 יה However it is used more definitely to
 הלהoh Adon (lord)! oh his ‘glory! JER. express the relation of time: then, at

xov, while, as in the Hebrew mr -the

proper significance of the suffix entirely
disappeared; more rarely TR alone oc-

אדיר
that time, tunc, as a consequent with
respect to what goes before: thereupon,
hereupon, Dan. 2,15 17 19 25 48; Ezr.
- 4, 9; with the Aramezan accumulation

of particles: TYX2 at that time, then Dan.
2, 14; hence j73N-}72 from that time,
since Eze. 5, 16, ‘with the supplying of
»> דע till now. The original form רדא
is only dialectically different from the
Hebr. ix Ps. 124, 3, from which the
Hebr. TS as the Ar Of from {df, is

developed; but the Syr. <+,+a follows
another analogy. See 77.
IN (with suf. IN, pl. pv"; adj.

fem. NIS, comp. תַמְלַט from n>)
adj. and subst.: bright, splendid, glorious

(from 38 equivalent to 4717 to shine,
glitter) applied to the name of God Ps.

DIN

24
:(רתְרדַא

.1 for mantle,

properly

the

wide, large over coat in which persons
wrapped themselves, which was also
reckoned the most costly and splendid,
Jos. 7, 24; gi) 'א Shinär-mantle, i. e.
ו
ל
from Shinär or Ba-

bylonia (see Pliny VIII e. 48) 7, 21;
but especially the hairy prophet’s mantle
made from the skins or hair of camels,
in its full form “yy 'ַא Zeom. 13, 4

(comp. 1 Kınas 19, 13; 2 Kınas2, 8 13
;14 Jon. 3, 6, una Hier, 11 ‚37), to

which belonged ir Tiny Coovy

ליי

Mar. 3, 4. — 2. The pride of the mea-
dow, the dress of the meadow, green,

parall. 7797 ying 2803. 11, 3.
( אילדַאPers.; ätar belonging to Ized)

N. 0 "of a son of Haman Esrta. 9, 8.
93, 4; hence prin- (4 is equivalent to רדא ,Pers. ätar,
chief, lord, 2 Cur. and 87 a noun-suffix.)
with repetition of
DIN (not used) tr. to fit firmly to
7
DT their lords
one
another, to bind, to stamp firmly, 3
brothers 10, 30; a noble, hence לָפְס
DIN cup "of the nobles i. e. precious, dam; cognate םֶדָה (which see), Ar. 1
splendid Junges 5, 25, a poetical cir- to fit, bring or "keep together. The

8, 2, to God himself
cipal, distinguished, a
23, 20; Nex. 3, 5;
the suffix EIS

cumlocution, as pas om Ps. 78, 25; root דא DIT is also in 7-n7 DL.
noble, Ps.16, 3 the noble in whom is all Derivatives TTS, MAIN N. 2 . 28
my pleasure. "The Da” יִצְפָחִִלָּכ is1 suborn. P., DINn. p., DIN n. 2
dinated as a supplement to the construct
DIN (without flexion) m. man, or
"TR, comp. Is. 29,1; 43,21. Thence
ד דן
metaphorically, powerful, mighty, of the collect. men, in the widest sense Ps. 68,
waves Ex. 15, 10; great, majestic, of the 19; 76,11; or D4N-S> 708 21, 33 to excedar Ez. 17, 23, oft the vine 17,8, of a press the same, "In "the very frequent
fleet Is. 33, 21;; mighty, powerful, applied use of the word the following peculiato gods, kings and peoples, 1 Sam. 4, 8; rities are observable. 1. DIN is a spePs. 136, 18; Ez. 32, 18; hence רידא cial proper name of the first man in
alone is already applied to God Is. 10, the history of creation, Addu, Adamus.
34 (comp. v. 13 428), to a king or leader Hence it is retained as a proper name
Junans 5, 25, to shepherds (parall. (םישר in the versions, and in this special sense
Jur. 25, 34, and even to the cedar Zecn. it occurs several times with the article

11, 2. Comp. םיִריִּדַא, the Lybio-Phenician name

of Alles, brother of 1

(Maxim. Tyr. VIII,
2 250), TINTEN
ginians an epithet
tyle (Augustin, ep.

DIRT (comp. 5937, jy)

in the first

chapters of Genesis, Elsewhere the article
stands in a collective sense even with

7; Mart. Capella IV
among the Cartha- DIS. — 2. From this special name arose
of deity and of Be- the poetical circumlocution
DIN“ja, in
17; Priscian II 6. 1 plur. DAN 122
or DIRT "23 for man, men,

VI§.45; VII§. 32), רידא  שארRusaddir, Puosadigior, name of the Tangier viz. in order to denote an antithesis to
God or in addresses by God. But this
cape, which is now yay uly, Capo
periphrasis, after appearing but seldom
Bianco. — The adjective feminine as Num. 23,19; Drur. 32,8; 1
Sam. 26,

NIS is used substantively (with suff. 19 86. did not become usual tillthe later-

DIN

DIN
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period of the language, when “72 seems
almost as though it had grown along

IS

Gen. 2,7; 3, 19, comp. 0070/0009:

and ‘the 1

that the first man

was

with it. In Syr. L&i;S has become a ‚made from dust or earth is really gesingle word and even stands for Adam,
Targ. טנאדרּב or W273; the Biblical expression is a poetical one in the Pers.

2

(merdüm zade) son of man,

Ar. pol al, pl. pol ar, Byr of,
Maltese brydem, Phenic. DIS 66. — 3. As
an original designation of kind or species DIN in the sing. סע DIN-"23 in the
plural”is applied to man or men of the
multitude, in opposition to Israel Jur.
32, 20, or to nobler men Jos 31, 33;
Hos.6,7; usually referring to the enemy

(as a contemptible man) Ps. 124, 2. Ac-

cordingly na

with

שיא Is. 2, 9; 5,

neral and old, without the necessity
of supposing a red; brown colour of the
earth in Palestine being required, since
MS does not at all come from the

stem DAS (to be red) and the limitation

to a particular colour of the earth does
not lie in the Mosaic document. In
any case DN has been originally formed
into a proper name, and has therefore
remained without flexion, even where
the appellative conception man or men
must be understood and one expects a

construct, 6. ₪. Prov. 6, 12 dynba nts
equivalent to JIN שיא ibid.
DIN

(3 pl. (ימדא intr. to be red,

15, שיִאדיִנב "Ps. 49, 3 or Er 82, 7
e. ₪ applied to the colour of corals,
designates the lower class, the Syr.wei)
and roy being used for such antithe- blood, coceus, Ar. roh edt, Targ. DIN,

tie ideas. But oN 1000188. 7, 28 is thence on account of the beauty of this
seldom used as wy, without implying colour, in the dialects, to be beautiful,
such a distinction. — 4. Like שיא in the lovely. 09292572 DEI MIN redder than
signification some one, any one, aliquis, corals were they in body Lanenr. 4, 7,
Lav. 1, 2; Jos 32, 21. See oy. — ive. fresh, blooming (of colour). Youth5. Collect. men; and therefore there are ful freshness is expressed by the bloomcertain phrases in which D4N stands as ing, white colour of the body. Duy
a kind of apposition, e. g. Dos Nop wild body, is in the accus. as 1 Kings 15, 98
of men, wild among men, i. e. a wild he was diseased in his feet Tre).

man, Gen. 16,12; DIN 502 foolish among
men i.e. 8 foolish man, Prov. 15, 20; or
where it follows in the genitive, =
DIN ON the poor among men i.e. poor
men, "Ts. "29, 19; DIN mat Hos. 13, 2
sacrificing people; pine “5°09 Mic. 5, 4
anointed men; DAR ןושאר the first among
men i.e, the first man 3 15,7; or with
2 6 ₪. DIN’ OIA Prov. 23, 28. —
6. In opposition to the animal, hence

Pu. DIN (from DIN, comp. 70» Ps.
80, 11 from >,

רט from TB "Nan.

3, 7), only as a participle DIN, pl.

Desa, to be red-coloured, 6 g. the
shield of the warrior with blood, the
hide with colour, Naw. 2, 4; Ex. 25, 0.
Hif. arty to be red, papery to
shew red, "then to grow red Is. 1, 18.
The Hifil is used in this signification
as it is elsewhere in verbs denoting
the human in םֶדא "aan Hos. 11, 4, colour.
comp. 2 Sam. 7, 17. a
7
Hithp. DANN (for DI", comp. PION,
of a city at the Jordan Josu.3, 16, wapnn) to shew itself red, to play red,

twelve Roman miles distant from ee of wine, Prov. 23, 31.
in the Manasseh territory (now Sotha),
This stem was probably formed oribut without its situation or any traces

of it being more exactly determined.

ginally from D4 or rather the primitive
DIN, and therefore it signifies primarily

The proper names ל
MQIN, TIN, MIR
present a point of contact for ‘the ety-

to be of a blood-red colour. Derivatives

mological explanation.
In the derivation of this primitive
word Scripture appears to allude to

per name Dyan.

DIN, DIN, DISS, 218, and the prooT (sim oN) adj. m., TWIN f-, pls

DIN
m. DRIN,

1. red, red-shining,

26
in pro-

ארמרם

times belonged עלס PI, nb, 3,

phetic vision applied to a red horse with

933 83, 717, mn and many thier
allusion to the shedding of blood, Zrcu. (see these words), ii. e. the wider tracts
1,8; 6, 2; to the red appearance of water of Arabia. See yy. — 2. ₪ p. m. of
caused by the red earth 2 Kınas 3, 22; the progenitor of the Edomites, ’Edöm,
to the youthful freshness of cheeks, in who is properly called 1p (which see).
connexion with nx Sone or Sox. 5,10 This is transferred, as Edom the name

(comp. Lament. 4, 7). — 2. the node of the country also was, to the inhabibrown pottage of lentils is termed Da tants Gen. 36, 1. The constant enmity

as a substantive, Gen. 25, 30, pour:
»id1ov in Diog. Laert, 7, 1, 3, because

between the Edomites

after they had

subdued the former inhabitants ()םיֶרח
lentils were usually cooked ‘with the and their Israelite half-brethren led ‘the

red-brown pods. See DAR.
old narrator to represent the history of
DIN f. a red precious stone, Ex. 28, Esau in such a manner that the name
17, וא 2
Vulg. sardius, Targ. nox is derived from red-brown pottage
1p, Gr. Ven. 00005 carbuncle, Saad. or the red colour of the skin, Gen. 25,
=f wetls &e., always derived from 25, as well as wy and ריש ib., which,
however, are onlyin substance different
the red colour.
names of the rough mountain-land. Since
DIR (rarely DiTR; fortress, from DIN) history recognises only the original in1.n.עיf. the mountainous territory ’Edöm, habitants םירה (equivalent to םירה

in Greek writers (Jos. NT. &e.) ’Idovueie

(after the vulgar or Phenician pronun-

ciation of DAN), which lies high and
secure on the south-eastern boundary

mountaineers), who had possession ‘of
mount

ריעָש ,and the vy

“23 Deur.

2,48 12 22, who afterwards subdued
them, DR could not have been a people

of Palestine, intersected by rocky clefts,
of that name who immigrated into the
extending from the southern extremity
country, but must have been adopted
of the Dead sea to the Hlanitie gulf of
the Red sea. Originally perhaps it may by the Esauites as a name for the land.
have stretched only to the mountain — 8. It is very remarkable that sometimes DIX stands for DON, i.e. that
district el-Sharah ${,.%, generally only agreeably to the context and parallels
to the mountain-land (hence it was sub- nothing but Aramaea can be understood
sequently called JU> G'ebdl, VeBodgon, by Dox, as 1 Car. 18,11 comp. 2 Sam.
Gebalene). But it may 6% altered in 8,12; on the contrary DAR 8,13 stands
extent at different times Gen. 36, 32 43; for N 1Cur.18,12; Ps. 60,2; 1Kines

Ex. 15, 15; Num. 24, 18; 34, 3; Josm. 11, 16; we may compare 2 Kınas 14, 7,
15,1; 2 Sam. 8, 14; 1 Kinas ₪ 14 ff; as also 2 Car. 20, 2; םימּורא 2 Kınas

22, 48 and elsewhere. Sometimes N ץֶרא
16, 6 is for DM, N
the K'ri alstands for it Gen. 36, 16 21 31, more
ready
corrects.
The
original
cause of
rarely 'א Mm» Gen. 32,4; Jupazs 5,4;
this interchange lies in the resemblance
1 1140043. 4, 15; partly in exchange
of Dalet and Resh in Semitic writing

with ריש ry VS or ."שדרה

8

DIR signifying the land, it is taken
for the people or inhabitants, Edomites,
in which case it is masc. 6. ₪. Nums.
20, 20. In the same sense is also em-

(comp. "791 1 Cur. 9,15 and "731 Nen.
11,17; Saar 0083. 7, 1 and “101 1 Cur.
2, 6; satin 2 Cur. 24, 26 ‘and sar
2 ד
,13;22  תַפיִרGun. 10, 3 ‘and
ney 1 Cur. 1, 6; pty 1,7 and D237

ployed DIN "23 Ps. 137, 7, or 'yona
Lament. 4,“or 22, as in the names of Gun. 10, 4). — An die proper name
other countries, poy “at the Edomite mase. bin דבש (which see).
wilderness 2 Kınas 3, 8 is the unculBas Cos, Ds") adj. m., תנדמדא
tivated steppe from the Edomite capital (pl. nist") f.red here and here, reddish,
32 to ham. To Edom at different applied to the red colour of the spots

ארמח

ארן
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in leprosy Lev. 13, 19 24 42 43 49;

ridge of hills on the border between

14, 37. Reduplicated names of colours, Judah and Benjamin Joss. 15, 7; 18,
6 ₪ PART: mans, denote a Fikenens 17, so called probably in the first into the colour specified, and as in all stance from the colour of the earth in
such reduplications (pope, 2297, the hills (see .(םֶדָא From this came
appellation of a distinct place which
חלקלק, mene,  אפס92927) are the
lay
on the ascent of this hill-range,
but organic ‘root-sounds doubled.

DIR הקבל (terrace of the red-brown
TOTS (¢. N78, with suff. 278, pl. hills),‘opposite to Gilgal, a place which
niet) f: prop. the firm, hard body of Jerome still found in Maledomim and
the earth, from DIS; hence 1. the firm translated by 09000000 mugodin,’ ascensus
earth in opposition to Dia Gen. 2,9 19; ruforum, but which he referred to the

8, 17, and as an element, humus 2, 7,
out of which this or that is made Ex.
20, 24; generally: the terrestrial globe,
sphere Gen. 4,11; 6,1; 7, 4; ‘RF "2B
the surface of the “aur Gey. 2,6: Ps.
104, 30. — 2. specially: thick earth
suitable for banks or building, arable
land, field Guy. 4, 2; Jo. 1, 10; 2, 21;
a7 Jay to tll the ground Gun. 3, 23;
 אי1 ' איש אa namdnabsuh , nee
tor, ' אהב אeno detcidda ot gnillit eht
ground 2 ‘Cur. 26, 10; sometimes the
field with its produce Is. 1,7. — 3. metaphorically: land, country, province, 6. ₪.
ns 18. 14, 2, טָרְקַה  'א290 2,16,

shedding of blood.

"ATS

(also in) adj. m. reddish,

applied to the hair, Gen. 25, 25; fresh,
applied to the colour of the face 1 Sam.
16,12; 17,42; comp. DIN. LXX mugöcuns, Vulg. ee literally, without its

being necessarily referred to the hair
only.

ROIS

(Pers., from 027 tha,

Zend. the highest Being, aad ta from
data, i. e. given by the highest Being;

with a

n. p.m. of a Persian,

Esre.1, 14,

IN ot used) ir. to make fast or

Sete? = (in Ez. ‘fioguentiy) Ez. 11, 17

firm, to set, hence IN; metaphorically
תומדא donde to determine, command, rule, dispose,

forPalestine or Canaan;
Ps. 49, 12. — 4. (fortress) ne"7. of a
town in the tribe of Naftali Josu. 19, 36.
ATS (fortress) n. p. of one of five
towns in the vale of n-7y which was

whence

comes

178, j7N and perhaps

also j78 and ins. There is a similar
transference in 707, whence Ton. The
Arab. „se to make firm,.yAs a firm

afterwards destroyed with nyo and הרמע dwelling, is cognate; fartiser 119, 782
Gen.10,19;14, 2 8; Deur. 29, 22; Hos. (which see).
11, 8.
TIS (strong) n. p. Ezr. 2, 59; inter“QTR (formed from DIN 7; fortress) changes with yr. The frequent va-

n. p. of a town in the tribe of Naftali,
Jose. 19, 33 (comp. a8 4); MR.

Sp ib, as the Talmud (Jer. Meg.
1,1)

hi assumed, “Adami. (and) ha-Nekeb,
LXX סו (Adp8) xat Naßox (Nex).
It was afterwards called 7797 (Talm.1.c.).
( אדמיpl.  אדרמיםK'ri 2 Kınas 16,6;
2 Car. 25,14; 28, 17, or Dunn 1 Kines
11,17) gent. m. "Edomite, תיא pl. nant)
f. an Edomitish woman מס 23,8; 1Sam.

21, 8; 1 Kınas 11,1, formed from DAR.

riation in orthography between — and
3 or - has a foundation in the SyriacPhenician pronunciation, which utters

= as 0.

: ןדא Aram. a form equivalent to Hebr.

i718, but only in the proper names 1822
(Bel--Adonis), j18°77723 and לפהודארז
Sardanapalus. But see these words.
TIS (paus. JIN; pl. DIN, > BITS
with suff. רינדא or) m. properly
the solid, hence fundament , basis, pe-

See פרא and Dy. Pin 22, DIN "33 destal of a pillar, Sona or Son. 5, 15;
are usually employed for the plural,
the lower board-plate in poard-walle Ex.
DIN (the red-brown) n. p. of a 26,19 ff, then threshold generally; figu-

ארני
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ratively foundation of the earth, Jos

,38 .6 Stem JIN.
IN

see וודא

“JIN first part of compound proper

ארר
Dp ITs ("Adon is assisting) n. p. m.

.; דעת2,13 .8,13 InNea. 10, 17 92278

stands inatend, the epithet of Jah bp
or D°p? (helper) interchanging with 57?

names; properly speaking nothing but

itself.

common

and 2 Cu. 10, 18 םֶרדַה for דדא- "and
BT, דלא and st being the Pheni-

DIR (‘Adon is elevated) n. p. m.
constr. IN with the connecting sound i
in proper names (comp. op")1¥ and many 1 Kınas 4, 6; but for this there is in
others). It appears to fave been more 2 Sam. 20, 24 and 1Kınas 12,18 BAHR,
in Phenician.

TR, PIS TIN,
comp. IN.

See pla" 78,

OPIN,

DIN;

cian pronunciation for the Syrian deity

’( קזבדינדאAdon of Besek) n. p. of 777. Hence Sanchoniathon (p. 34) writes

a Phenician king of pya (see also 180809. Here 348 or דדה as the first
pia) Junezs 1, 5—7.
Perhaps the member of the compound changes with
Phenicians had a sanctuary of Adonis“ 21s. See SIN.
here. As Byblos is 08116 8
( רדKal not used) intr. to shine,
 פסחand Byblius Adon (Martian. Ca- lighten, metaphorically to be splendid,
allep ed .tpun .lihp .p 45) טס
80 excellent, distinguished, renowned, far‘Adwng (Nonuus, dion. XLI. 157) was
spoken of, Adoni-Besek may have been
used in the same way, and was sub-
sequently converted into the proper
name of a person.
ATTN ("Adon is Jah) n. p.m. 1Kixes
1,5; New. 10, 17. It is used interchangeably with ms 1 Kines 1, 8
or DRS Ezr. 2, ia, ‘but is alwaya
Be like the other epithets of God,

comp.

MSN,

,והיה op yyy.

proper name N

ףהינדא

famed, or also, to be powerful, great,
extensive, all proceeding from the fundamental idea of shining. Hence come

“38, doubtfully 148, 8,

 הIS,

TTS, the

pens, DN, DN.

Only the או TAN? to shew oneself’ glorious, splendid, renowned, powerful, with

am any thing, Ex. 15,11. "478315, 6
is part. in the constr. with the Teranant
of the i as a connecting vowel, comp.

On the  אִסְרִיGun. 49, 11, 'n223 31, 39, "2h,

בוט see under ain.  לִקְחִיIs. 22, 16. For Tan Gen. 27,40 the

("Adon is ‘ Jah) n. p. m. Sam. Pentateuch reads INH (when thou

1Kıas ,1 ;8 ,2 ;52 rof hcihw  אלנלהshalt be powerful); but it has probably
done nothing more than paraphrased
stands in 0 1 2 Sam, 3, 4.
the difficult word Yan. — Pi. Ts (mot
DIS see vi.
‘( קדצהינדאAdon is righteousness) used), whence "58, aN, NaN. ae

TINT (fut. 0) to glorify Is. 46, 21.
Josu. 10,1 3. P4% (right, salvation) is — On the organic root see 7753.
“IN (height, top) 1.n. p. of a place in
i
a very old epithet of the highest deity

N. p. of a Canaanitish king at Jerusalem
among the Phenicians,

hence in their

proper names p72"">5n, PIE.

The

father of the Gabiri (0933) is called
Sadun,

Svdeu,

Svdix,

Feder i. 6. PIE

the South of Judah near “Edom; with

a local M738 Joss. 15, 3, described as
situated between ae and spp. But
in the briefer description of the southborder Nums. 34, 4 it is called הרצה
“aN (Addar-court); and since }i9¥1 is
omitted there, 178 may perhaps be different from 'א רצחודwhich is equivalent

and (= קודצ hebr. קידצ( as the just-
ae ‘deity; whence Philo’s expla-
nation (in Eusebius) by 0000108. In He-
brew this epithet appears sometimes as
an abstract noun PTX in PPIX, some- to or.
“WN occurs besides in the
times as an adj. noun in Pie and יוצדק proper name R תורטע 1088. 16, 5; 18,
PILI}, סע PII seco "to the Phe- 13. See nino>. In composition "78
nician ‘pronunciation.
is rendered in the Targ. by NAN

ארר

(threshing--floors), and the Aram. TaN 8
in fact from the same origin. — 2. (mighty
one, lord) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 8, 3, which
name however is TAX in Nowe. "26, 40.

(See this word).

אררכן
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TIN m. 1. dress, ornament, as also
nN; Zucu. 11, 13 רקיח ’S ₪ costly or-

nament Gconically). —'3.as NR mantle
Mic. 2, 8.
SIR (c. pl. TR) Aram. f. a
open place which being trodden
was used as a threshing-foor in the
Dan. 2,35. Targ. 78 (def. NOS,

IN (not used) Aram. intr. equivalent
to Hebr. IN, whence AN.

"IN and 158 (Assyr.) m. 1. fire, comp.
Zend. ätar, Pers. ‚öl the same, and therefore connected with the Aram. רדא as
the name of a month, though in its
origin it may have been different. —
2. Ized, representing fire, hence fire-god
generally. But only in the proper name

large
T2@I78 and in "73778. In relation to
down
the’stem רדא may “be referred to IR,
East,
with since this Hebrew stem also points to that.
SITTIN (pl. yaraı, def. 832°) m.
suf. ATS; pl. ame, NR, def. ST)
astr ologer ‘of the fire-god Adar, hence a
usually for 974; Syr. tof, Ar. ast taken name of high dignitaries associated with
from the Syriac and resolving the hard satraps and others, Dan. 3, 2 3. Since
middle sound into n. The stem is רדא the second part of the compound word
in the signification to be wide, from ( זרpl. aia, def. (ִּאָיְרְז besides NWN,
the Hebrew “3%.
bean and "713 Dan. 2, 27; 4, 4; 5,7
“TN m. name of the 12. month in the 1 signifies in
i ‘the first place soothsayer
Hebrew lunar year beginning with j0%, (comp. Dan. 4, 14) and astrologer, then
corresponding to our March Esra. 3, a kind of priestly class generally, and
713; 8,12; 9, 115 &.; Aram. Eze. is not confined merely to the placing
6, 15; ddd 1 Mace. 7,43 and Joseph. of the horoscope, the first member "78,
(Ant. IX, 4, 7), Syr. .ל The Syrians can denote nothing else than the highest
and Arabians received it as they did deity of those mixed peoples to whom

the priests were dedicated (see 78).

the other names of the different months
from the Aramaeans. Since the name

Perhaps the priests of the fire-god may

the “post-exile, later Hebrew writings;

are mentioned before them.

of this month, as also baw, 1262, 797, have occupied a place in courtly rank
Ds, nay and we, appears only iin next to the satraps and stadtholders who

and since tradition (Rosh ha-Shana c. 1)

SITTIN

Aram. adv. Ezr. 7, 23, ac-

looks upon them all as derived from cording to the connexion either quickly,
Babylonia; besides, inasmuch as they nimbly, zealously (hence the Rabbins reare found among the Palmyrenes, Sy- present it by Myra, (תוְריִהְנְּב or:
rians, Kurds, Baalbekians, with greater rightly, exactly. ‘As ‘it appears in the
or less variation, one must look for Aramzan official letter of the Persian
the names of the months as far as the king, in which other old Persian words

Hebrew is concerned, only among the are also found (comp. 73573, 172 and

Aramaeans, who are the medium of others), it has been derived from the
their adoption. These names among
the Arameans, as well as among the Persian End rightly, diligently, or
Phenicians and Persians, have reference wel) „eo in the right, rightly.
to worship (comp. זפת and others).
 ףדדאn.p. of a Syrian deity who re-
Hence רדא must be’ put beside the

presents the revolutions of the year (from
“IN= "an, which see), consequently a
“iqy), and is farther allied to the Zend sun-god ‘Gee FI, TITS), existing only
atar, Pers. pt, to Ized (fire-god), son of in T2278 as a part of the compound.
Ormuzd, to whom March may have been
( ןפךראpl. D%3") m. a gold Persian
sacred. Comp. 18, 11398, TAIN,
homonymous Syrian

Sigg, DIN.

deity "8

(see

coin of the value of an Attic yovoovs

אררם

אהב
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(18s. 6d. English) ₪ Darik, 1 Cur. 99, 7 ; ’Eögasiv, Eus. (Onom. under Astaroth)
Eza. 8, 27, Grecised Aagsixos. Reckon- 348066. The last-mentioned gives its
ing by Darics was usual among the Jews distance from 422 as 25 Roman miles

under the Persian dominion. This coin- and from Abila'as9. In Arabian geoname is old among the Persians, and graphers it is called wleyd!, now.Draa,
appears already in the Cyropedia (V, whose distance from Damascus is about
3, 3), and the Grecised

form

alone

24 Arabian miles. —

2. A town in the

could mislead Jahn (Hinl. II. p. 345), so territory of Naftali Josn.19,37.— The
as to derive it incorrectly from Aagesios. original form is 9978 from 997= 951,
For םיקפְרדא or O25" (without dagesh with x prosthetic; and after an i with-

lene, as sometimes after 4, comp.
wand, 299) the form םיִנּומָּכְרַּב or

 דמניםalso appears Ezr. 2, 69; Nex. 7,
70 71 72, and one sees even from this

out

the

accent

was

arose out of this.

annexed

“7458

,

( תֶרָדַאwith suf. ins, EHI) 7.

that א is prosthetic. }>- appears to see IN.
WAN a stem adopted for the infinitive
be abridged from .מכ The Persian
word has been derived from Dara (king) absol. S78 Is. 28, 28 for 47, and chosen
and Kaman (bow), or from Dara and solely on account of its coincidence with
we (image), or from 5,0 dergah, aula, the future. Comp. inf. absol. 5x for ףלס
and „u man prince, that is kingly court,

Jer. 8,13; Zurn. 1, 2.

because on one side was the stamp of

( בחאbut with the e sound Sms in
7₪
pause
or where the second root-sound
bow. Others identify it with decyyy,
going
into
a simple syllable must have
as a weight, whose etymology is not in
Greek. Perhaps we should look here a long vowel, likewise before suffixes
as JN, ITN, PTX and others; fut.
for the origin into “5X, as in NIT
the king’s image,

and on the other a

Adar-Mars.

=

ne

as) and 25x", but first person בהא

Mar. 1, 2 as often in verbs ND, once
ams Prov. 8, 17, comp. "ny Gen. 32, 5,
JATIN ("Adar is king) 1. n. p. of N having arisen out of & NN, and
an Assyrian deity, 2 Kınas 17, 31, to therefore this last form must have come
whom the inhabitants of D11429 (which from בהאא;inf. constr. am 1100188. 3, 8
see) burnt their children, consequently and the feminine formation mans; but
a sort of Adar-Mars i. e. sun-god, who in the imperat. בהא , pl. רבהא and with
was thought of as a destroying being. the suf. or in pause again from 258,
Hence 511359 in Berosus is also called hence (הבהַא 1. trans. to love, dyanür;

דרם
see
 אDDN.

the sun-town. More probably it has
been moulded together out of 5372 TR

sensuously, of love between the sexes
1 Kmes 11, 1; 100078. 9, 9; or men(which
tally of the love of parents, friends,
see), Syr. yipu. — 2. n. p. of an Assy- virtuous or vicious love Gen. 37, 4;
rian king 2 Kınas 19, 37; Is. 37, 38, Ps. 99, 4; 1108. 12,8. This conception
transferred from the name of the god.
seems to be used in the most varied
IN (Targ. def. NIE) Aram. f. relations, sometimes inmost desire and
arm, metaphorically power, Ezr. 4, 23, wishing for a thing, sometimes reaching
like 241. N is prosthetic, as also רד or pressing after something, finally
sometimes doing with a strong incli(which see). The stem is ot.
nation,
to be fond of doing, to like. The
"I IN
and 'א is equivalent to 270

(corn-district, plantation) n.p.f.
modifications of the conception, though
1. capital of Wa (Batanea), which be- coinciding in a central point, are shown

longed afterwards to the territory of according to the construction:
with the
Manasseh, Num. 21, 33; Devur. 1,4; 3,1 accus. of the person
or thing to love in
10; Josw.12,4; 13,12 31. LXX’Ede air, the widest sense Gen.
24,67; Prov. 4, 6;

אהב
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Hos. 3,1; with> of the person to bestow

love upon one, to be devoted to, 1/7. 19,
18 34; with ב to be attached to, to have

pleasure in something, ama kn
Eccuzs. 5, 9, and he who is attached
to money, has no produce, similarly to
a pat, Yen; with ? and the infin. to
be fond of doing, to like Hos. 12, 8;
Is. 56,10; with "> in the apodosis, to
rejoice that. Part. m. 258; f. nak,
sometimes poetically “Hank: a friend,
male or female, beloved, male or female

Ps. 38, 12; Hos. 10, 11, but always
more than 3, Derivatives: 238 (DAR),
ank, Tar.

Nif. SR to be beloved, properly to

with the organic root in an), a8n,
maהא

AN (only pl. (םיבהא m. 1. firtations.
Hos. 8, 9 Da7a WNT they deal out in-

trigue (ina bad sense), probably for the
sake of alluding to 'א NTT, they carry
on intrigues, i. 6. they practise amours..

— 2. charms, graces; ‘x marx hind of
graces Prov. 5, 19, a flattering address.
to a woman.

( בהאאwith suff. Das;ע 1. (אֶהָבִיםm.
.1 loves, as on

and BIaTR

the plural Prov. 7,18. —
singular amour,ל 

used in

2. In the

Hos. 9, 10 and

they became abominations, like their love.

MAIN 6. na”, with suf. nam) ]love one another; only in ‘the participle
pram, the beloved 2 Sam. 1, 23 1. 6. in properly a fem. form of the infinitive
this "place, who have loved one another. of Kal, hence loving, with the accusative
of the person or thing, 6. ₪. Gen. 29, 20;.
Pi. a8 to love violently, to woo, only Deut. 7,8; 184.18, 3; 20,17; 1 Kines.
in the partic. aN, pl. DANN, lover 10, 9; Hos. 3, 1, where, however, it may
Hos. 2, 7 9 12 14 1% Lament. 1, 19, also be taken as an infinitive, since it
with 239 and nun brought together. is connected like an infinitive with >,
To this‘ belongs also 2. pers. pl. 6

aan Prov. 1, 22 from A787, since
the fut. Kal is .ּובָהָאָּמ The 8 ‘has arisen
from&, afterä,as often happens, has
passed ‘into &.

Pe‘al‘al 27378 (an intensive form
which arose "by repetition of the last

two root-sounds, comp. 47770) to love
strongly, woo. But for ּובָהְבְהא Hos. 4,
18 (Jerome: dilexerunt) the 8
tion appears to be separated, with repetition of the personal suffix, as 1258

5 and 2.

Oftener it is a noun, after

the form of mins, 777229, and has for
the most part the Bean love, an:
antithesis to ,ְהָאְכֶט 000788. 9, 1 6;
love between the sexes SONG OF Sot. 2,
5; 5, 8; 8, 4; applied to love, ל
tion ‘and attachment in general, Prov.

10, 12; 17, 9 (comp. 1 Per. 4, 8; 1 Cor.

13, 4); sometimes concer. beloved, Sone
or Sou. 2, 7; 3, 5; 8, 4. The figure
in Sone or Sox. 3, 10 is bold: its interior is inlaid with love for one of the
( הבוZn Parchon); comp. "ınnnx Ps. daughters of Jerusalem.
88,17, where ın is repeated. See 2727.
 בָהְבַהַאsee ITN.
The stem 358 is identical with.Sny
mans see ook.
(which see) and 219, where
is har םיִבָהַאsee ome.
dened into ח and 33 but the root can
N
(not eed intr. to be strong,
only 4 SS, ANN, 23°, since the
powerful, properly speaking a farther
Ar. os, Targ. 10, Hebr. בח (239), development of דא (MR), whence as is.
5
Syr. ou signifies to love, and the harder
sound, perhaps 71, appears to have been vu known “R73, Ar. Off (med. Je) and
primary in the root, consequently an, ₪4 (med. Waw); דע (42) is also cognate.

from which arose בה and 24.

Since the On the farther development of stems
Ar. = properly means to desire, in with two sounds into those with three by
338 the first sensuous conception is hardening the inner vowel-sound into.
obviously “to desire, to reach after He, see 7. According to others 78 is
something”, and therefore it is cognate tantamount to THN, THs (to seize), which,

אהר
however, is less probable.

br
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Derivatives

the

proper names 738, .דהא
TIN (power, for powerful) n. p. m.
‚Gen. 46, 10.
TIAN see TINK.

In connexion with NIPX it is

where?

equivalent to NiDN FTIR where? The

pronominal stem יהis perhaps originally
nothing but an equivalent of אה 1

see! But see ,יא  יאI.
Dan I. (Kal not used) intr. to be
AR (powerful, strong) 1. n. p. of a
clear,
toshine, glitter, from DAN, cognate
judge, ‘Juveus 3, 15; 4, 1; the LXX
and Vulg. have 717% (strong), the Syr. with ( הלob), Ar. JE. Only in Hifil
and Ar. have read ‘sing (with Resh), DIN (fut.N) to give light, to shine;
from 478 =". Since Ehud was a son Jop 25,5 SND "ND and it appears not
of Gera oy), דּוהֶא must be read in- bright i. e. is not perfectly pure (Targ.
stead of TR in 1 Cur. 8,6. — 2.name amd, LXX 00x 97000086 Jerome:
of another ‘Benjamite
1 Cur. 7, 10.
non "splendet); yet one ms. (Kenn. n.
 תחאinterj. an exclamation of com- 219) hasb}. Others have taken ליהי
plaint, woe! ah! For the most part with for ba, which, however, cannot be
“ יר35% following, 7088. 7, 7; Jupczs brought ‘into harmony with our textual
(t=

6, 23; Jer. 1,6; also with the addition
of other words, 6 ₪. MI 'א alas, my
daughter, Jopaus 11,35; Tay "א 2Kınas

reading.
 אלהDI. (not used) equivalent toחל 

Gm): to be round, ring-shaped. The stem

6, 5, somewhat seldomer with 6 5 has been lengthened by the hardening
bind יא woe to the day Jo.1,15. The of the middle sound, as in 738, 8,
N is prosthetic, and the shorter form Sn, Da. Derivatives baie, Hans,
 ההalso appears Ez. 30, 2, which is אֶהָלִיאָב,
Habs and Hasbun.
blunted off into fin ma 25, 3. To
ons  לומpl. DID TTR and (תלה m
this relationship belong’ sin, ,וה FN,
and in the Semitic dialects verbs ex- aloe-wood, aan, the ne
pressing pain are also formed from them.

NIN (river, stream) n. p. of a river
where “Bora rested with his countrymen
returning home from Babylonia, into

and precious wood, which the Hebrews

used in addition to “% (myrrh) and
yap (cinnamon) for strewing upon and
perfuming the couch; but also taken for
the Aloé perfoliata, a favorite ornamen-

which another stream (4737) flowed. It tal plant, which they cultivated in the
is not far from the district 875d; hence

luxurious

gardens

of Palestine

and

 אהוא172 הענ. 8,15 21 31. eines the whose plantations were celebrated by
locality and name of this river have
not yet been investigated, many have

the poets, Prov. 7, 17; Song or Son.

4,14.

The pl. nib” signifies properly

thought of the Adiava river in Adiabene the Aloé-tree; but this distinction is not
(Amm. Marc. 23, 20), which might suit preserved in Num. 24, 6 and Ps. 45, 9,
perhaps, if we were to read NIN, and and the pl. is applied generally as in
if it were not perceptible from Ezr, 8, names of plants (comp. םיִּתְשַּפ,D299)
15 17, that it must be looked for in after 54% had been adopted. for Aloé,
the neighbourhood of a place in north- &46n Jon. 19, 39 as an imported article
eastern Media. In any case the ety- of Phenician commerce together with
As to the name Sty addy
mology of the root must not be sought the name.
in the Hebrew.
itbelongs, no less than “ia pode, yap
xivvapor, PLP nacoie, 72 vaodog, טל
“AN (from IS) see THAN.
Andor,
mp rc and others, to the ar( אהיfrom  הרand ₪ prosthetic) a
ticles רו
by the Phenicians to the
emall interrogative, dialectically only in Semites and Greeks, the former having
Hos. 13,10 14 (twice) for mas: whither ? been the first that carried on a trade

אהל
in foreign perfumes and spices; but the

proper origin of the name

אחלים
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must be

Era  בְּאְהָלJungns 5, 24 above women
in the patriarchal family, i. e. above the

looked for in India, as D593, 7%, and blessed! — 3. SR
others must be derived from Indian (family, race) n. p. m. 1 Car. 3, 20.
tongues. For this purpose the name — From this are derived

‘aghil is compared, heard by Europeans
for Aloé in farther India.

Seis (with suf. "boy, TR, TRAN,

DN (fut. ("ְלהַא denom. to tent, i. e.
to pitch tents or to go about with
tents, Gen. 13, 18, then like D2 to
wander, and so construed with דע 13,12,

and frequently Hoy besides Day, with
a local TR, retaining 0, as "הלנה for — Hif. ליהאה (fut. SN, contracted
99 יל  לראתfor 38, tal before  הלcomp. Tre for PINS) Is. 13, 20
 וspec. with a local as הֶרעצ

ma; pl. oom besides ‘Tk and למ ג
reduplicated form likewise before the

suffix)f. tent of nomads Gen. 9, 27, so
called from its ring-shaped, round form.
₪6 לַהָא . דHencet 2x3 רנוכש
8
8, 1 as in the sing. ‘GEN. 4,20, nomads.
It is especially applied to the old Israelite sanctuary, which, like a nomad
‘tent, was moveable and could be carried

to pitch one’s tent.

MON

(tent, temple) n. p. f.

8

symbolic name for Samaria Ez. 23,4 5
36 44. Here the form arose out of

( הלהits own sanctuary) i. e. which
possesses its own sanctuary.

( בָאיִלָחִאfamily founded by ’4B i. 6.
God) 2 . למEx. 31, 6; 35, 34. Since
 לָהֶאand the fominine form bs were
certainly used as proper names, Dias

abouts in its full form דעומ DIR tent of might be compounded with an epithet
meeting, most ‘frequently iin the Pentateuch; also יל  דאthe tent of Jehovah
1 Kies 2, 28, ray יא tent of the law

of God in the farther development of
the name, as DY people, WR and nn
man, Na abbreviated na dwelling, and

Nome. 17, 23, or merely לָהֶא 1 Car, others. Comp. DIED, bewinn, byawn,
15,1; 17, a Ps. 78, 60 or Sain Ex. 39, dyna and see too San.
33, .
the exterior of the ‘tent, the
round roof, distinguished from 43¥79.  "הבלIN (from Ne the sanctuary
Metaphorically 1. habitation, dwelling- init) n. וה" symbolical name for Je-
place 808 8, 22; 21, 28; Prov. 14, 11, rusalem formed by Ezer. (23, 4 11 22
therefore tantamount to, ma, and so )36 and contrasted with the name Tax

citadel 1 Kınas 8, 66 or by eircum- for Samaria, This sort of formation in
Jocution n7a 'א Ps. 133, 3; poetically of feminine nouns did exist, as maıgarl
the eitadel of the sun where he abides, the mother of Manasseh shews, 2 Kinas
Ps. 19, 5, which is called 4231 Has. ,21 ;1 and though the prophet thought
3, 11. In this general sense it stands of ’ symbolising yet he followed given

therefore for pons (hall) Ez.41,1, where
the 5

have aldu. —

2. Like the

forms, as in "ON.

The - יis not a

suffix, but a connecting i.

( הָמָביִלַהֶאpeople of the sanctuary)
N.P- 0 ‘of aHivvite and mother of many
6.8. ףסוי Sk Ps.78,67 the people of Jo- Edomite races Gen. 36, 2 14 18 25;

Ar. dat, originally people who inhabit
a tent, then: people, race, family, so
seph 1. 6. the ten tribes, because Ephraim

1 Cnr. 1, 52. M22 is the name of 8
sanctuary on a height and seems to
have been used in very ancient times

was the chief of them. In like manner
377 'א Is. 16, 5; inyın2 'א Lamenr.
aelite
2,4; םיִלָחא peoples Ps. 83, 7; families, in proper names among extra-isr
races, since traces of it are still found
persons Zucn. 12,7. Hence Yale may in names of places.
mean poetically the family of the patriarchs, as a family »ar 950479, and

thus the praise of the heroic wife םישָב

more see DIT.

 אֶחָלִיםsee DAN.

אהר
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"MN (not used) intr. equivalent to
MR (ix) to be enlightened, illuminated ;
comp. 138. Derivatives n. p. STS, FIN.

TIN (enlightened) n. p. of the first

18,19 comp. 1 Sam. 29, 3; and so it is
distinguished from D8 In interrogative

clauses in the second question where

something is put which is entirely dif-

ferent.

oF

¢

Comp. Ar. „| or rather, also

high priest, brother of Moses Ex. 4, 14
26; 6,13 20; 7,7 12 19, Aaron, Aagay explained by ho. — b) if perhaps, or
Lux. 1, 5, and Ar. wy Hérin. As perhaps, Lat. sin, where {X announces

he was the progenitor of the priestly

a case which revokes the preceding Luv.

family, the priesthood were spoken of 4, 23 28; Ma9a7ıma IN or if perhaps he
as ןהפה PUAN יִנָּב Jose. 21, 4, or na answers thee 1 Sam. 20, 10 (Vulg. si

 אהרןPs. 115, 10 12.

In the Talmud forte); prim. רט or if perhaps he takes

 אהרניםalso appears for the same thing.

hold of Is. 27, 5; דא דרשif then perhaps

The mountain רה where Aaron died
Num. 20, 28; 33, 38, is now called

may be sometimes translated be it so

There יכרהא

 תיכהare also formed. ‘Lay. 26, 41, comp. 2 Sam. 18, 13; Ez.
21, 15; Mar. 2, 17.

In this sense it

vy ich Ju> (mount of the prophet Harfn). For the etymology comp.

that, be it then so, but the connecting

אוּרי, גר

oF of
element is entirely lost; Ar. ₪ sh e) or if, putting quite another case, for

IN (according to the form ,רצ 1p,
m
1
from (הָרָא m. request, desire, Prov. 31, 4
K'tib desire for "2. See, however, ix 2.
 אן1. conj. (pronominal stem) the in-

which however "> iX also stands Ley.
13,16. Most of the gradations are capable of being recognised only by means
of the connecting clauses.— 2. ix K’tib
Prov. 31, 4 as an interrogative, for

ו

which the K’ri reads "3 (comp. Gen. 4, 9)
vel or aut, probably allied to א in where? "SU is (so to say:) where is
0108176 and exclusive or, hence either

mann, and to 1 and, as the Latin vel

(or) is formed from ve (and). Where
two objects are merely separated and
free choice between them indicated
without making anything prominent,
the connexion with 4 is still visible, as

strong drink? But it is also possible
that im or יא as an interrogative like
m contains within itself a negation
and so one might translate, not strong
drink! The group ,לא ,8" ,38  יא8
to the fact that we have here to deal

for example in the double position ix with a pronominal stem, much as a de... לא Ex. 21, 31; Luv. 5, 1 either ... rivation from M1 (comp. Lat. vel from

or, sive... sive, or threefold ix ... AN velle) commends itself. — 3. subst. m. in
.  אל5, 21 23, or where an in is
omitted in the first member Num. 5, 14, the sense of "x island, coast, perhaps in
“pin, which see.

where 1... 1 might stand just as well

IN I. conj. (pronominal stem) if, 6
instead un
finally it is si, existing only in "258 and pba. It
5, 14. In is distinguished from ix, in which the
the perfect disjunctive element prevails, and from
like 7 consecutive.
ON, which expresses pure condition,
— Where לא
from this simple method, the following without respect to the circumstance
gradations in its signification may be whether the transaction be conceived
seen: a) or rather, correcting as it were of as taking place or not; and from
what was spoken before, whether in the >, which is commonly used only in

Prov. 29, 9; or there is
‚mm רשא Nome. 9, 20; or
interchanged with 1 Nume.
this sense לא stands before

way of limitation, 6. g. “BY IN or rather

cases of hope. See "ban. — 2. subst. m.

₪ tenth (third of a month) Gen. 24, 55; in the signification of "X, but probably
or in the way of enlargement, e. g. וא in TDN alone.
HMI or rather that thou seest, Jupars
( לָאיאAb is ’El, contracted from

אוב
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 בול.pmoc 324 morf  (אַבִיזֶר2. p. may perhaps be considered as a proper name.
m. Ezra 10, 34.
Saar see Dan.
 בואL (mot used) inte. to be hollow,
“AN 1 (unused) 1. to turn, wind, surhollowed, bowed. With the stem aN is
cognate Aram. בא (238), whence comes

 אַבְּּב6

round, i. e. like 239 either intr. to move

(comp. von ‘from om), with a and turn about circularly, or trans. to

aides initial od

in Arab. le

to

surround,

embrace,

close about,

and

be hollow, bellied, > skin, belly, metaphorically like 230, Ar. Jk,
and also the Hebr. בָּּג belonging to turn, occasion, cause something. Hears
are derived דיא,( דואwhich see), niqk.
the proper name .ברג Derivatives בוא 719 has the same sensuous fundamental
and the proper name nak.

idea, and differs from the present only
2. to be powerful, firm,
strong, a metaphor which is also found

 בואI. (not used) intr. fe return, turn in sound. —
about, to amend, Ar. כו (med. Waw).

in Ty and bar, properly to be encircled,

This stem 38 (258) is identical with ay firmly surrounded, comp. the German
(a7) and בט ( )בּושas the interchange “streng” and “Strang” (Hebr. "Wp,
of בלי and בוי shews; from this comes

the proper name בלא (which see).

mm, PIR); Ar. Sl (med. Je), whence

( בואpl. niak) m. 1. skin for water come ost and Of strength. Derivative
or wine, JoB 32, 19 like new bottles i. ₪. באד. — 3. to veil, to cover, also from
like skins filled with new wine that the fundamental ‘signification of sureasily burst. Hence Targ. 77235, Jerome rounding, spec. applied to a cloud veiling
.דא
laguncule, Kimehi ni) and so others. the horizon, comp. 733. es
The stem is 28 in the signification
The Ar. signification in ot to bend
which has been given, and both nam and
proceeds
from to writhe (with pain or
 דאכproceed from a similar fundamental
sense. — 2. The hollow belly of conjurers, anguish) and is also found in ;לוח the
in which the conjuring spirit (zvdov, meaning to be troublesome, burdensome
rabb. on») resides, and speaks hollow is properly speaking, to be firmly de
as if out of the earth. Hence meta- rounded or pressed; derivative =
phorically, partly this spirit, which was hardship.
interrogated for enchantments, Dzur.18,

11;1Sam. 28, 8; 1Cur.10,13; Is. 8,19,
partly the enchanter himself, éyyaozgi-
| pud-og Is.19,3. Also in general: a necromancer, who awakes the dead out of
the earth in order to reveal the future
by their means, Lev. 20,27. 25x muy
to appoint necromancers 2 Kınas 21, 6;

2 Cur. 33, 6; 'אָה , 'אה ריקהmH

 דואIL. (not used) see the noun x.

( דואpl. )7770 m. fire-turner, poker, ru-

tabulum, consequently from tax 1. 1; but
since 98% is described as smoking Is.
7,4 or taken from the fire Zzou. 3, 2 or
from the burning Amos 4, 11, it cannot
mean poker, but only fire-Brand „38°

the Targum דא for |) (Jos 12, 5)

1 Sam. 28, 3 9 to cut of, to put away and the versions have taken it. Pro-
the necromancers; א n2Y2 skilled in bably the root) דא 73%( is here tanta-
necromancy 28, 7.
mount to the Aramaean NIN, Ar. 1 to

MIDIN see ndk.

burn.

( אובילprop. part.=baR from bar IL.)

MITIR see nizk.

p. of an overseer of David's camels

MIN I. (Kal unused) intr.1.equivalent

) (עלמומליסwho is himself designated
an Ishmaelite (Peru) 1 Cur. 27, 0

to mas to be inclined to an object, hence
to will, desire. Derivatives IR, ,יואב

The Ar. title for camel-overseer dust n. p. “IN.
2 —

2. (not used)
3% to dwell, in-

אוה

אויל מררך
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habit, properly to incline, establish oneself, as הנ passed fon. a like fundamental signification to that of dwelling,

encamping. Hence .יא
Pih. 8 (fut. 387) to desire strongly
or eagerly , in a good as well as a bad
sense, and also in the signification to
strive after Ps. 132,13 14, always with
the accusative of the object. The sub-

ject of the affection is usually denoted
by wp2 Devt. 12, 20; 708 23,13; Prov.
21, 10. Derivative הוא

Hithp. ( הִסְאָנָהfut. ap. wn) to shew

to far (in Tin) to look forth, hence to
wait, hope. Derivative
“TAN (hoped for) n. p. m. NER. 8, 25.
bmn n. p. of the sixth son of Jok-

tan ‘and thence patriarch of the district
Zanaa

in South Arabia Gen. 10, 27,

where the kings of Yemen resided.
Arabian tradition names Jf;! ’Asäl or
Zanaa ben "Asal the founder of Zanaa,

and ’Usal is still retained as the old
name of this district. In the passage
Ez. 27, 19, where in our present text

Dra 8 pointed, the versions have
taken it as a proper name, only the
of the object Jer. 17,16; Am. 5,18; or LXX read dran && 407 Vulg. לזלאמ ex
also absolutely to have a desire 2 Sam. Mozel, Aqu. and Syr. לזואמ from Ural.
23, 15; with 5: to long for something See deans,

oneself wishing or desiring, then generally: to long for, with the accusative

Prov. 23, 3 6. man manny to long
a longing ii. e. to have a vehement desire
21,26; Ps.106,14.— Derivative ל
mn 1
The root וא-ה as 1-aN
זן

ד

vi

has no con+

nexion with the Ar. sr to long for,
desire in its original signification, since

this means properly adspirare, to breathe
upon; on the contrary it coheres with
5

ws! to bend, incline, i.e. to settle down,
encamp, dwell (similarly the Hebrew

man), Syr. wel to make inclined, “elf
to be inclined.

IN Il. to measure off, mark, properly equivalent to min. Only in Hithp.
man (in the form םכל  םָתיִּנַאְתַהNom.

אוו

0.

An exclamation

of sor-

row: woe! alas! Ik appears absolutely
but seldom Num. 24, 23, or with the

accus. Ez. 24, 6. Most frequently it
oceurs with > Now. 21, 29. It stands
parallel with יובא Prov. 28, 29, which

is also connected with it radically, “an,
mn, יהא and the nouns , יאTIAN are
cognate.

IR (inclination) n. p.m. Nume. 31, 6.

 היואinterj. equivalent to "in Ps.
,120 ,5 of which it is a farther deve-
lopment.

DN (pl. (םיִליִוָא m. properly equi-

valent to >, with which it is cognate
by root: 0 loose, from Sx, and by
34, 10) to mark for oneself’, to sign, if it a common transference to folly,badness:
does not rather stand for םֶתיַּתַה (from a fool Prov. 1,7; 7, 22; pony ‘x 10,7
mn). Derivative men 1 "פא 49,26
a fool of lipsie. a 0
BR רַפּומ
boundary ; on the contrary nix (from 16, 22 correction proceeding from ‘fools;
MN) a sign, my and nix as the sign
wow Dim the fool (godless), who takes
of ‘the accusative are not to be derived
root JOB 5,"8. Allied in sense to N,
from IR II.

mis III. belonging to יא (pl. DR),
N, N,

see these words.

593 and לב

BEN see “DIN.

mn  ויל₪
n. p. of a king of the
usually connected with שפנ Deur. 12, Chaldean empire, who followed Nebu15; Hos. 10,10. On Prov. 31, 4 some chadnezzar 2 Kines 25, 27; Jur. 52, 31.
read the K'tib WN equivalent ‘to TAN; ya (which see), or written Tann "and
Twa, is the name of a Chaldean god,
but see .לא
Merodach- -Mars, and is also found in
( זואnot used) perhaps tantamount
the Chald. royal
IN (c. man) f. desire, lust, longing,

names Mesese-Mordak,

אול

אולי
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Sisi-Mordak, Merodach- Baladan, Mardok-

Empad; ya, which Greek authors write
Eve, Böik, Apiha-, Evihad-, "Eßıdar-,

(am) and am Obm).

The Ar. J,וto

be foremost, first, to rule, 6

is the Sanskr. äbhila, terrible (Bopp Js[the first, Targ. לרא (def. (אָלְנַא or
Gl. 32), and therefore a quality of Mars. En (def. (אל beginning, commönceThe connexion with DR “fool” is ment, confirm the possibility of such a
therefore only accidental. ©

stem in Hebrew,

though the alleged

Dis (Kal unused) intr. to be slack, derivatives )םללא,DJ's, Dis and others)
inert ,loose, inactive, metaphorically to
be foolish, evil, godless, since slackness

and looseness

are usually applied to

folly and vice, as vice versa vigour and
force are transferred to integrity, virtue

and ability (comp. 5°). From similar
fandamental ideas proceed Day and 502
(which see), which in their ‘derivatives
5°03 and ba) are allied in sense to SN.
— Onlyin"Air. Dea (3. pl.ybain; 1. pl

ayia), formed ‘from לואנ (after the

need not necessarily be traced back to

it, still less myx Prov.14,24.

Rather

shonld the preposition לאלמ before, over
against Neu. 12, 38 K'ib be derived
from it, originally a noun after the form

of Nain; which see.

ban (with suff. םלרא;pl. c. "ons R’tib)
m. properly strength, from baneI., then

1. body Ps. 73, 4 (Ibn “Esra), comp. Dy,
Ar. Jl. — 2. of a person, powerful,
mighty, chief, 2 Kınas 24,15 K’tib, cor-

form ms Num. 32, 30; Joss. 22,9): to responding to bir Tin and רש vs. 14;
shew oneself foolish, to become

a fool but yet modified again, possessors, the

Nom. 19, 11; Is. 19, 18; Jur. 5, 4; 50,
36. Derivatives Suan, “DIN, from Pi.
npis. Belonging to the stem bay isi the
organic root DIR, as also thatin >,
which is found harder in Pad, rn,ba,
and then in Aramaean 517}; the Ar.+
to be slack, weak, is of similar origin.
 אלI. (not used) to be strong, power-

ful,

stout,

chained,

properly

twisted,

just

to

be
as

firmly
in pin,

mp, Wp, and לוח (belonging to Sin),
a "ko 8

Hence

of idea is found.

it is applied to strength and

firmness generally in men, animals,
trees &c.; Ar. Js! to be thick, meta-

phorically as Hebr. שפט to 0 dull.
Derivatives bar, לא  לאDIN, DAN,
DAN, TAN, תוליא 2 2. pie, "לא
The stem ba in 0 signification is
cognate with לוח and the root לא is
then extended to a stem TDN. The Ar.
ff, 5 (VII) is also cognate, and
also the root of Jf (body) and others.

rich. For "358 the K’ri has chosen the
usual יִליִא Ex. 15,15; Ez.17, 13.
DEN (formed from SR) adj. m.
foolish, א  הקר20% 11, Da foolish
shepherd.
 ילואn. p. of the river Eulaeus, Dan.
8, 2,by which Susa is surrounded (Plin.
h. n. 6, 31; Arr. exp. Al. 7, 7), and
where is also the Choaspes (Her. 1, 188;
Str. 15, 728); in Pehlevi Aw Halesh i.e.
the pure water, now Kara-Su. ’® ןיב
Dan. 8, 16 between the two banks of the
Eulaeus.
 ילואand “DN adv. and conj. from
aN in its conditional signification or if,
but if, and רכ not, hence 1. if not, ei un
Num. 22,33, hence Ibn ‘Esra renders it

by "215, since the latter, taken. from 19
and ילequivalent to"), signifies for the
most part if not. In this sense it is
connected with the perfect. From the
original if not arose 2. perhaps, applied
in cases of fear, doubt, hope, mockery

Gun. 16, 2; 18, 24; 24, 5; Is. 47, 12.

Hence 3. if perhaps Hos. 8, 7.

Signi אולI. (not used) intr. to be forward, fications 2 and 3 require to be joined
first, chief, then: to strive forward, to go with the imperfect, and the language
before, to begin. In this signification of departs from this usage only in a few

the stem, לא (18) appears allied to לח cases. — 4, whether perhaps? ifperhaps?

אולים
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און
sees

one
. DIR] 8 13, 3 4. Hence
consequently. in some passages equivaer antithesis lies
prop
the
that
nly
plai
lent to Ar. Jal, In Num. 22, 33 it
in the connexion of the clauses.
stands for Not. — In the same way rather
. IR, המדואדמ and on by
comp
א
is compounded unmore, Aram. n>", On
not.
Ar.
tho) abridged ?ל now, Maltese evvella comp. the

16 בלש a

on the contrary the

DON (with suff. "228, formed from

Pih. EN) r. 1. folly, a foolish occurrence,

Ar. 3 da signifies only whethertt be a foolish thing, silliness, a word frequent
that, and is not connected with N.
in Solomon's proverbs, elsewhere occur םילּואsee DAN.
ring only in Ps. 38, 6; 69, 6. As in
ally applied
( םלּואin constr. with Kametz im- var, 'ִא is also metaphoric
to others
ding
Accor
—
ness.
;erup .lp .c ,’bg‘ .pmoc 2221,  מִשְאָבto’ wicked
ence,
preced
rank,
high
IL.)
לא
(from
2.
a2, pl. ,1359" ( "םיִבָאְשַמm. properly
,a
fitted or joined into one another,

hence

Prov. 14, 24 the precedence of fools

I. But this explanation
vault, arch, formed as a noun from DPN") play upon nb3s
is not necessary.
(from םלֶא wich see), and therefore be-
( רמואmountaineer, from רמָא( n. p.
sides Dank the original DIN frequently
anEdomite and name of an Edomite
of
occurs also. As a technical expression
tribe Gun. 36, 11; 1 Car. 1, 36. The
in building it denotes: 1. hall, vestibule,

Canaanite people ‘had also a tribe on,

 השערniod .zE ,04 7 ;hcrop ( א' הַכְּפָאwhich see) of like derivation.
1 Kies" ,7 7 a ,hcrop-enorht .i .e eht
PS I. (not used) intr. to breathe, blow,
peculiar arching over the throne which
enlarges into a hall; and because judg- allied in sense to bax, hence figurament was also administered in this hall,

tively, 1. to be empty, vain, transitory,

ti saw demret TgiWoD ;naD  א' העמודיםnothing, i. e. to be like a passing breath,
porch of pillars 7 "6. Such porches or like vapour, as ba (see too (קיר is
halls stand in connexion with ma Ez. similarly applied’ metaphorically. -,40 ;48  לָכיַה1 Kınas 7, 21; oan Ez. 2. to be wicked, sinful, worthless, hypo;41,15 and Boas 2 Cur. 15, 8 and 29,7 critical, properly to be deceitful in ap17 might stand very well for the temple,
as the LXX, Ibn Ganäch and Kimchi

have understood it. The Coptic eAau
has been adopted from the LXX. —
The stem is Dax to bind, from the inter-
lacing of the beams (comp. ty), like
MIR arch from ,38 ‘ תְלַמְלַאcitadels,
likewise from DN; “put the rendering

pearance, false, as elsewhere (comp. Dam)
the vain and empty denotes figurative y

falsehood, flattery &c. From the second
signification follows naturally 3. to be
idolatrous, a manifestation of sin in Serip-

ture. Derivative j18, doubtful 72x.
The stem 78 (RS) appears with a
stronger breathing in a ml which

by vestibulum, porticus is inexact, and see), and the root-elements *an, han for
the LXX often retain the Hebrew ‘word. the primary idea are also found in the

See Dx. — 2. (solitary, from םלָא( n. p. Mediterranean (Indo-Germanic);

comp.

Sanskr. an to breathe, whence the Sanskr.
 םֶלּואadversat. Adv., compounded of an-ila; Gr. &v- wos, Lat. an-ima, an-imus,
Goth. ana, hence us-ana to expire. From
an or if, if, and b> from mas (comp. DW the idea “to breathe, to fetch breath,
from MW) not, whence the adversative breathe after” (a work) arose the meansignification of the word: but, however, ing, to rest, refresh, revive (comp. (שפנ
but if (LXX סט viv adda, nevertheless,
which seldom suits however) Joz 2, 5; whence Ar. ot (med. Waw) to feel com5, 8. Of most frequent occurrence is fortable, to rest.
 ןואII. (not used) intr. to exert, la-
pois) yet on the contrary, but yet Gun.
28,19; in two adversative clauses םלּוא bour; to strive, to fatigue; hence 1. to.

m. 1 Opp. 7,16; 8, 39.
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gain by working, to obtain by labour and

און

surname 18 Hos. 12, 12, the full form

2. to

being IR bye תירק 6, 8. — 4. The

grieve, to suffer, to feel sorrow, anguish
or distress; the language has made
use of the same metaphor iin 729 also.

poetical name IR ns or 18 for Bethel
must be strictly distinguished from a

 )ןוהIL), Ar. ar (med. Je), to be fati-
gued, weary.
The fundamental conceptions of 718 I.
and II. are probably connected, so far

probably takes the place of the earlier
name of the Phenician deity. — 5. 18
for ןוא proper name of the Egyptian
city On i. e. Heliopolis Ez. 30, 17, if
it be not generally only a different
orthography with allusion perhaps to
the idolatry there Jer. 43, 13. TS is
also to be so explained in the proper
name ıx"nyp2 Am. 1,5, ie. it is written for ןוא Heliopolis, city of the sun in
Syria (Plin. 5, 22), perhaps by way of
reference to pies "we 1, 3; and so
'sonyp2 is the celebrated Baalbek.
SIE. (with suf. יקרא;pl. םיכרא,from
 אוּןI. ) 1. properly Vierer: working
oneself weary, then: hardship, labour,
burden, consequently harm, distress (al-

toil, to get e. g. riches, property;

city IS m3 in the northern territory
Derivatives 28, FR, DYNN, and the of Benjamin, eastward of Bethel and
proper names IN, םנוא ןנוא
not far from רע 7088. 7, 2; 18, 12, as
In this signification too is used וא also from another town of the same
) (אוּךwith the stronger aspiration in וה name 1 Sam. 13, 5; 14, 23, where וא

as the act of self-exertion is properly
₪ panting or gasping. But since the
senses in the derivatives
differ
so
widely from one another, they are here
given apart for the sake of easier ap-

prehension.
Mt (with suf. Doin; pl. DR) m
properly a breath, hence 1. 0
vanity, like Sam, consequently a trifle
Is. 41, 29 (parall. don); 2803. 10, 2

(parall. “pu, x78, (לבה — 2. wickedness, sinfulness, ‘falsehood , sin, flattery,

lies, "these qualities being thought of as
nothingness, and without stability, as
MAN and max were the reverse. In
this sense ווא is most frequently employed Nome. 23, 21; 1085, 6; 11,11
14; 36, 21; Ps. 66, 18; lense the sinner,
liar, fatterer isi called DS wy Prov. 6,

lied in sense to by) Ps. 55, 4; closely
connected with מע distress, destruction

10, 7; 55, 11; 90, 10, always in a me-

taphorical way similar to ony Haz. 1,3
(parall. 522); 3, 7; Is. 59, 4; on the
contrary JER. 4, 14 pix is from RI

12; Jos 34, 36; 'ֶא  לעפ31, 3; also in win”]2 son of my hurt i. e, son of pain
theplural 'א 3 22, 15; with refund | Gun. 35, 18; Ra in my sorrow DEuT.
to the vain, 0
idle, are used 26,14;  אוניםans bread of sorrows i. 6.
poetically wan, ,רצק Dan, Ta), um, sorrowful repast ,|1108. 9,4. One might,
va, א  רדjust as one or other however, take 07258 here and in Prov.
figure iiscarried out. — 3. idolatry (comp. 11, 7 for a participial noun from ןוא
Sam) 1842.15,98 רצפה {DAM ןֶרָאְר and (comp. ain, vi) afflicted, sorrowing.
idolatry and the serving of oracular images — 2. the aa, property, possession

is rebellion. But Symm. and the Vulg. which have been obtained by toil and
read D°D IMT fix} (sin of idolatry). Then weariness; Jos 20, 10 pin his substance
also as concrete: idol Is. 66, 3. In allu-

sion to this meaning the city לאדתיּב
the chief seat of Israelite image- -worship,

i. e. what belongs to him; fig. punishment
i. e. what is deserved from the work of
sin, Ps. 94, 23 (24s); 108 21,19 (4758).

iR (with suff. Spin, DIN; pl. (םינא
was called 478 na Hos. 4, 15; 5, 8;
10, 5 or simply ווא 10, 8; and the pro- m. 1. equivalent to וואIL.“substance Hos.
phet says,, referring to the same name

of mockery,
Am. 5, 5 89 77 לא תיבה
and Bethel shall come to nothing.

The

12,9; — 2. effort 12, 4; then metaphorically, power, str ength in general, also
in the plural םיכרא Is. 40, 26; Jop 18,7;

idolatrous city of דב also received the spec. applied to the power of Behemoth
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40,16; to the power of begetting Psaum
105, 36, hence ןוא  תישארfirst-born
Gen. 49, 3; Deut. 21, 17; Ps. 78, 51

Coptic wn to count, to measure.
the measures

As all

and weights of the Phe-

from exertion and labour. — 3. (power)

nicians passed from them to the Greeks
and Semites (comp. 6 man; הרג xe
007009 ap 4009. ID 400061 IND (ע0070
and came from them assuredly to Egypt

n. p. m. Nums. 16, 1.

also, the stem 5% belonging to TAX

and ןוא poetically son generally, Jos

18,12. The idea of power proceeds here

 ןואand x (Egyptian: sun) 1. n. p. seems perhaps to be old Semitic, espeof a eity in lower Egypt on the
bank of the Nile, the chief place
nome called after it Gen. 41, 45
,46 ;20 written 718 Ez. 30, 17.

cially as "at, 13, TNO, AP, ma and

east
of a others are of Semitic origin. Probably
50; AN (m) is equivalent to ףא (nes which
The see) to surround, to encompass, hence

prophet Jeremiah (43, 13) paraphrases MD"N something round. Comp. the Talm.
the old Egyptian name by שָמְש m3 HIN, turn, way, manner, as PX in its
(temple of the sun), the Arabie by metaphorical acceptation.
 זפואn.p. of a gold country, whence
Us (pas (fountain of the sun); the
LXX have 112000349, Heliopolis; Plin. Bra and בד were brought, interchanged
,5( )11 oppidum solis; and there was with שיִשְרַת and pin 795. 10, 9; Dam.
really a famous temple of the sun 10, 5, comp. Ps. 45, 10; 1 Cur. 29, 4.
with a great priesthood (Her. 2, 3 59).( In the first passage ’Ofir is put for Ufas
In Coptic this city is also written Wn, by the Targ., Syr., Theod.) The geIT

and oeım, oswstr

light has been com-

pared. —

nuine Hebrew

79 might

lead

to the

2. n. p. of another town of taking the proper name זפרא as Semithe sun in Syria, for which, however,
tic, compounded of 1X coast (see 18 and
N is written. Seeבְּקְעַתדאָנָן 
 (ארand 1p gold, i. e. gold coast. But
IN (also ,כא Talm. ןכלאנ the ter- though the Hebrew may have thought

mination %- is equivalent to 71-5 rich,
gain-bringing) n. p. of a eity in the

of such a derivation in the word, the

country is still represented as a distant
neighbourhood of Lydda (7), built by one, which only sea-faring people could
the Benjamites,
which was populous reach; and it is not improbable that it
in the post-exile age Ezr. 2,33; 1 Car. is originally like “pin, 07755 and others,

8,12. In the neighbourhood was found
a plain which is called 'א nypa Nen.

6,2, where many hamlets (27485) were.
— Comp. thePhenician nin Una, proper
name of a Tingitan river, and xyin-336
the name of a Numidian town. "

of foreign origin. Since it is also inter-

changed with naw Ps. 72,15, and this
is regarded as belonging to south Ara-

bia like pin, "Ufas must be unhesitatingly looked upon as the name of a
gold coast in southern Arabia,

which

MIN K’tib see תובא belonging to originated in an Indian colony there,
the Indians having other emporiums
ty
DIN (ability, power; formed from TR besides in that territory. TAN might
with (-ם proper name of a Horite and then have arisen from the Sanskrit viof a Horite tribe Gen. 36, 23; then also
of a Jew 1Cur. 2,26. The noun-ter-

pägd, a name of the district of Hypha-

sis, whence the colony proceeded. See
a favourite one in pw and .ריפוא —  זפומany 1 8
proper names, comp. םּתָעג 10, 18 was read by the Syr.
זפּואמ T

mination D- was

Edomite

292, DMT, DYN, DIY; so too -ן|

and interpreted by Ofir;

but it may

1258 (the same) x. p. m. Gun. 38, 9. have been a peculiar gold place in the
( ףואnot used) tr. a stem presup- vicinity of THAN, as there was besides

“pin a “pi there, in Arrian (Peripl. '
posed for הָפיִא in the signification to p. 13.
18) and Plin. (h. .מ 6, 26) Maphameasure; and one might compare the ritis
or Maphartis.
See TBA.
ö
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TEN (written also “pix, Dk)
1.x. p. of the 11th son of Joktan Gun.

south-western Arabia; but it is probably

10, 29; 1 Cur. 1, 23, hence too of an
Arabian tribe, as all the Joktanite names
are at the same time the names of Ara-

TR (rarely ;ןפא ₪ PIN; pl. DDR,

coast; or compared with Maphartis in

of Indian origin.

bian tribes. — 2. (with a local MDR)
 וee a hee: a רו chariot
proper name of a province, distriet or wheel Ex. 14, 25; Is. 28, 27 (belonging
eity in Arabia, where was the seat of to 793 and A233). Hence it is apthat tribe, which as the name of a place plied to the wheels under the ten bases
(like ,לזּוא naeh, Naw, Mn and of the ten vases in Solomon's temple,
others) wasthe cause ot the personal!name
being introduced into the ethnographical
table. The Scripture says that Solomon’s
ships with Phenician seamen fetched

thence gold, sandalwood (a7), Dn>,

where we learn from the description
(1 Kınas ch. 7) that they had naves
(aan) and therefore turned about

anles (2979), to which they were fastened by tenons

(nit);

in other re-

spects they had felloes (nas) and. spokes
Nam, 'א on» then (op&n) like common wheels. It is also

precious stones, silver, ivory (am)

and other hina
became usual designations 1 Kınas 9,28;
10, 11; Ps. 45, 10; Jos 28, 16; Is. 13,
12: 1 Cur. 29, 4; '2 Cur. 8, 18; 9, 10.
Poetically ריפוא "stands for gold gene-

rally, JoB 22, 24, the product bearing

applied to the wheels of the threshing
machine, which, rolling over the lying,
loosened sheaves, separated the grain
from the chaff; and hence it is used of
wheels of an instrument for putting to
death, which was made like a threshing
machine to execute the punishment of
threshing bodies to pieces Prov. 20, 26
(comp. 2 Sam. 12,31; 2 Kınas 13,7; Am.

the name of the country, comp. .שיטְרת
From the Biblical accounts we gather
the following results, 1. that "Ofir was
a coast land, to which people came in
ships, 2. that the main articles of com- 1, 3). In prophetic vision it is also apmerce were gold, precious stones and plied to the wheels of the divine throne,

other costly things, 3. like ,לזוא naw

which are called in Dan. 7, 9 779393

and others it must be looked for in and whose wonderful form is described
southern Arabia, in the vicinity of Naw, in Ez. 68. 1 and 10. See px.
TDN, TDW, Op.

The fact that Jo-

sephus Cant 8, 6,4) looks for it in India, that many Indian articles of com-

merce are found among the productions

( ץואpart. YS, pl. םיִצָא( .1 intr. pro-
perly pressed together, hence fo be

narrow, applied to space 1083. 17, 15.

— .2 trans. to press, to drive, Ex. 5,18;
hence to hasten. — 3. refi. to urge oneself, .

which the Hebrews traded in there, and
that the Arabic sometimes renders it by to hasten, to be in haste, e. g. רישעהל to
welt,{, must be explained on this ground angen riches Prov. 28, 20; 8122 JOSE.
that ’Ofir like Ufas was founded by an
Indian colony and was the emporium to sie fot: 'א םיִרָבְְּב to be 7 in words
which Indian things were brought for i.e. thoughtless ‘29, 19; with 47 to hasten
exchange. Accordingly the LXX transfrom, withdraw Jur, 17,16.
late it by Zoyaod, 2000, Zovgeig &e., |!
Hif. ( הטיץfut. yrs) to urge on any
thinking of the Egyptian name for India-(Copt. Cogsp), but which is nothing one, with 2 of the person Gun. 19,15, or
else than the סשק2. 06 of Ptolemy and with the infin. following, Is. 22, 4. > The
the Odzzaoa of Arrian, that cannot be stem YN in its fundamental signification
identical with ’Ofir. — With relation to sounds in Syr.מTalm.yx; with audible
the origin of the word, it has been de- initial sound in P72, ying ina wider
mired from לא
4 (coast) and =>» equivalent sense to hasten, flee also in "9 (my).
“zis (e. (רצוא pl. nigsix, “sk,
to Buy riches, hence |
riches-
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6. אִיצְרָית, ER) m. properly the laid up, at a distance, to be bright with prosperity
inelosed, ‘preserved, from "8 (which see) Is.60,1.— 2. to become clear, applied to
after the form opin, pba, hence 1.a the eyes, as the sign of enlightenment
store, stock Prov. 15, 16; 21, 6 20; of

1 Sam. 14,27 (K’ri) 29; comp. Ps. 38,11;

provisions (RER: av, m) 2 Our. 11, 69,24; Lament. 5,17, as vice versa hurt

11, or of precious things Hos. 13, 15. and hunger obscure the eyes. — 3. to
Most frequently it is applied to the trea- grow green, to sprout, to blossom, also in
sures of the temple, called TR, ma 'א v2, m7, mt 86. coming from the idea

"or DTN ‘a ,'א or to those of the of shining. Derivative “ix II.
Nif. 553 (fut. Min; inf. ‘with, mind
royal house. Figuratively and poetically

39, ,חור שר דרב ךשח

 א38, 22; from a) 1. to be light, shining, glorious,

Prov. 10, 2; Is. 45, 3; Jur. 10, 13. —

applied to God, hence part. “iR? cognate

2. store-house, treasury, conservatory Ps.

in sense with "48 Ps. 76, 5. —

33,7; Jo. 1,17; 2 Cur, 32, 27; but ma

Kal, to become clear, to become day, 2 Sam.

2. as

swing Neu. 10, 39; Mat. 3,10 עא mg 2, 32; figuratively, to enlighten, to dawn,
Dan. 1, 2 stands as the completa ex- applied to the soul Jos 33, 30. The Nifal
pression for it.— For רצלראה we also find sometimes coincides with Kal intrans.,
written in Zeca. 11, 13 Sin (Syr., as one may see from D4 and 049, ךַתָנ

Kimehi), which means the temple treasury and 7m}, >p and 5p? and others. Deand is used as an apposition to יל ma. rivatives nix L, mr, ‘DOAN, TR, TN
Hence the Targum אָלְּכְרַמִא  רבhand of and perhaps N, with the proper
the master of the nn. Syr. In se:
Derivative
TEN (denom. from (רצוא to heap into
a treasure, to collect, or to lay up in store

names "58, לאירו TAN, TTS,
TANTS and many others.

Hif, ( הָאִירfut. TNT, ap. INN) caus.
1. to lighten, to spread light, with1 לע over

2 Kinas 20, 17; Is.39,6; figuratively to something Gun. 1,15 17; Ex. 25, 37; with
heap up, viz. violence and robbery Am.3,10. 5 of the person, to ude it clear 9 some
Nif. nen? (fut. WEN) to be laid up in one, to enlighten Ex.13, 21; Is. 60, 19;
store, along with em denom. from jo Nexu.9,19; with the accusative of the ob-

Is. 23, 18.

ject and sometimes too with > of the per-

son, to enlighten, to make clear Ex.14, 20;
Neu.
9, 12; Ps. 77, 19; 97,4; but also
comp. ליכוא Hos. 11,4; דיבא Jur. 46,8;
intrans. like Kal and therefore without
in the voluntative eis) to set over the
a preposition, to be light, to be lightened,
treasury, with לע Nzu. 13,18,
to glimmer, Jos 41, 24; Ez. 43, 2; Ps.
The noun רצוא and also its denomi- 139,12, properly to spread clearness,—
native ZN are formed from the stem 2. to kindle, to burn, e. g. dry boughs
“x8 (which see).
Is. 27, 11, the sacrificial and altar-fire,
( רואor X, after the form "ir, Win, Mau.1,10, lamps Num.8,2.— More frequently it is employed in metaphorical
sid; 5 pl. ירא fut. ראי; inf. Sin) pro-
senses which appear in Hifil as numerous
perly equivalent to my to burn, blaze, as in the noun “ix, and of which the
but in a limited fundamental signifies, principal are these: a) Day 7 to ention 1. to be clear, to lighten; applied to
lighten one’s eyes, i.e. to animate, enliven,
the morning or the rising sun: to become
to preserve in life Prov. 29, 13; Ps.
bright, TR ריבה the morning lightened i. 6.
13, 4; in particular of spiritual enlivenHif. ( האצירbut only the fut. ,ריצוא

it became dee Gun. 44, 3; impers. 448} ing and brightening, i.e. to give insight
>02 and it be light for you iSam. 29, 10; Ps. 19, 9; Ezr. 9, 8. b) םיִנָּפ 7 to eninf. Tiny ךלוה going and lightening i. e. Tighten the face, i. e. to brighten one up
becoming clearer Prov. 4,18, comp. 7215 1000188. 8, 1, opposite to םינפ Naw to

}5173 Esra. 9, 4. Figuratively to lighten disfigure the countenance; figuratively
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to be ness 1. e. bright day; “ix “pint lightenfavourable, with 3 Ps.119,135; > 118, ing, shining luminaries Ex. 32; 8; Jos
27; 59 31,17; EN Nun.6,25; Dan.9,17; 29,3 iN} by his lights Da nya 'א
spoken of God, to look gracious,

" אתPs, 67,2 of the person or ‘hing whodis Is. 30, 26 the light of seven days ie. of
favouraple, seldom absolutely Ps.80,4, creation-week. — 2) figuratively in manior with the omission of 0°29 118, 27. 9 to fold metaphors, viz. a) light of life, life
enlighten in the sense of to teach’ 119, Jos 3,16 20, as life is also called seeing
130; comp. the cognate in root mA}. — the light, Ps. 49, 20; Jos 33, 28, fully
bung רוא 33, 30; Ps. 56, 14. b) freDerivative the proper name ראב
quently prosperity, happiness, good fortune
To the stem “ix belongs the organic
root IN, which is also found in RR (if Jos 18, 5; 22, 28; 38,15; Ps. 36, 10;
97, u; 112, 4 Prov. 13, 9; Mic. 7, 8
kt? 6 Semitic), 11-8 1., Won. This
(the figure of light is often carried out
root appears besides with a harder in- by a verb annexed). Hence “1x is apitial sound in 7- IL, רַח-ה II. In
plied to God Ps. 27, 1 beside Sun; 'א
Arabic ie are only preserved 4from
OR To 1s.10,17. is Jehovah so far as he
thisstem 0 to kindle, ₪ glow, ,/and constitutes the salvation of Israel. Heis
₪(slto set fire to, / fire; and the Ara-

also called םלרע "ir 60,19 20, as Israel

in a similar “aspect is termed Baia רוא
maean has also derivatives of the same.
1s.42,6; 49, 6 the salvation of the ‘peoples.
 רואI. (with suff. Sin; pl. אררים only 9 enlightenment , instruction Ps. 48, 3;

Ps.136,7) m. (also Jos 36, 32, since bet- pvpy ‘ind for the enlightenment of the

ter mss. read Toy for 3°53), 1. light, 6. ₪. nations Is.51,4. d) pp Tis light of the
the early one, that of the early dawn face i. e. grace, favour Ps. 4,7; 44, 4;
Jupezs 16, 2, of the sun Is. 30, 26, of 89,16; then cheerfulness, joy J03 29, '24.
the moon 13,10, of the stars Jer. 31,35, - The pl. םיֶרּוא stands for nisivra in
of the dark weather-cloud i. e. Hghining this sense, but its single occurrence can
Jos 37,15, of the lamp Jer. 25, 10; determine nothing for the signification.
NIP? רוא light of the splendid stars Zucn.“ — kp Am. 8,8 see “ND.

,14 6 (the ןואפקי which accompanies

should be read according to the K’tib
JINBP? they draw themselves together and

reread to ninp?); generally put with
m,

my,

הגנו

שמשו

mad,

om,

iNT. (pl. nhin, Phi) a green, blooming plant, a sprout

verdure,

ne םחפ

 עליהאררIs.18,4 as a clear (lovely) heat
on the fresh 5

תרא upd to gather

 הבBasis, », =, End the opposite herbs 2 Kısas 4,39; nin למthe (lifeof Sun and פא Is.9, 9; 05

26, giving) dew of herbe Is. 26, 19. This

noun is derived from "ix in the signification to shine, glitter, so far as verbs
light. More rarely the genitive that be- of shining are also applied metaphori
cally to blossoming, sprouting, ripening;
longs to ix and explains it is omitted,
comp. 772 ,()ץצנ Tt, Tat, mp &c.,
so that‘ רזא stands alone for the early
likewise Samar. nab to shine and to
light Neu. 8, 3; Jop 24,13, daylight Ex.
,10 ,23 sunlight Jos 3, 9; 31,26 or sun sprout, Syr. oS fire and 12308 flower.
Is. 5, 30; Has. 3, 4 (comp. 0608 Od.
“AN (pl. DON, BR) m. 1. light7, 533), gninthgil soJ 3,73;  על פפיםcountry light-district i. 6. land of the
“ix MOD 36, 32 he covers tha lightning sun-rising , somewhat like the Homeric
with his hands. Without announcing the moos 76 € nelıov ce (D. pw’, 239), allied
definite light more exactly or even with- in sense to nam east country. Only in
out meaning it, it sometimes denotes the pl.: יי 2739 muna Is. 24,15 praise
clearness, glitter, splendour, Ps. 78,14; God in the east countries; the prophet
;139,11 is םוי Am.8,9 day of bright- names in the same place as the opposite
and therefore different Kom:"irn, which
is the name of the body itself that gives

אור
lands Dt INS coast-lands of the Mediter-

ranean i. ©. of the west.
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tedetorytec) have translated according to

Comp. as a the etymology, and have therefore ren-

parallel case 59, 19, where in praising

dered them well in part. — 4. n. p. of a

God 35973 and Uny-nArn are used; in city of the Casdim, hence called ‘ny
like manner. 45, 6 and others. In Arabic, D7710>, where the home of Abraham and
however, ef: ₪ ri means the north, his family was Gen. 11, 28 31; 15, 7;
the north country i. e. the region of dark- Nea#.9,7. In wandering to Canaan from
this town he arrived first in Charran,
ness, of night, comp. Talm. Tix, אָּתְרּא which was also looked upon as the city
evening, Zab. 301 spirit of darkness (see

ORT), and accordingly one must trans-

late םיָרָא northern countries, looking upon
Dann Tipyn in Ps.107,3 and Is. 49, 13
as parallels to םיה "x... .םיִרא In any

of his birth or home on account of its
vicinity Gen. 12,1; 24, 4 10, comp. Acts

7,2 4. We should therefore look for IR,
agreeably to the Scriptures, whether it

was a town, or as the LXX (ywo« rap
case the connexion and parallelism re- Xaddaiov) take it the name of a counquire us to understand here certain lands try, in northern Mesopotamia in the
and districts, eastern or northern. —2. fire, vicinity of Charran where a Chaldean
flame, glow Is. 44, 16; 47, 14; שא AN nomad-horde may have
dwelt. For the
50,11 glow of fire; 'na 935 Ez.5,2 to more exact determination of the place,
destroy by fire; figuratively altar of burnt- the views of Nicolaus Damasc. (Jos. Ant.
offering Is.31,9, the parallel being an 1,7, 2) and Eupolemus (Eus. praep. ev.
in the same figurative sense. — 3. Only 9, 17) which assumed as identical with

in the pl. םירּוא (with suf. (ףירּוא properly instruction, enlightenment, revelation,

used exclusively in the plural to denote

the high priests’ oracular image which
was in the shining breastplate of judg-

ment )טפַשִּמַה ( ןועההלַאalong with oan

Ur a town Ovgiy in Babylonia, subsequently called Kauegivy, have been com-

pared, others combining with them the
fort mentioned by Ammian (25,8) Ur in
north-eastern Mesopotamia, a six days’
journey west of Hatra. But inasmuch

(which see). Both consisted, according as the former explanation is impossible
to Philo (vit. Mos.), of two small oracular in itself, since Scripture can mean noimages that symbolically represented thing but Mesopotamia, a fortress is also
revelation and truth and were consulted an unsuitable place for a nomad-horde,
in difficult cases Ex. 28, 30; Lev. 8, 8. which could hardly have dwelt
in sucha

' באDNY to ask the Urim 1 Sam. 28, 6; place. Hence it is best to attempt to
‘NJ םָפְשְמְּב SW to ask after the sentence of the ’Urim Nump. 27, 21. As

the ’Urim and Thummim were entirely
unknown in the post-exile period, the

formula DYanbı םיִרּואָל  דע דמע ןהפEze.

determine nothing more exactly. The
etymology of the proper name “AN 8

either Semitic, signifying east country, or

equivalent to “it mountain, or it is to be

looked for in the

languages as
2,63 or ‘ny 'אָל ןהפהThy דע , אפו7, though it had comeArian
from 6 mye.

65 till a priest appear with”Urim and Accordingly one might compare
the Zend
Thummim arose for undecided cases
of vara i. e. fort (Vend. p. 130), Sanskrit
justice. Instead of the usual combination Ur a town,
Pers. awra = Kalah a fort.
Dan םירוא there is found in Drur. 33,8 The
Syrian lexicographers explain Ur
PVR) Pan thy Thummim and ’Urim.
But where םיררא stands by itself Now. by |ES. Jewish and Arabian tradition,
27, 21, or occurs parallel with תומלח followed by Jewish and Christian interand ְםיִאיִב 1 Sam. 28,6, it must be taken preters, have taken } as an appellative
in the sense of fire, perceiving in it the
for Urim and Thummim, The versio
(LXX OyAwos zul Ganev,

ns
Vulg. doc-

Irina et veritas, Gr. Ven. ו

origin of Abraham’s furnace, — 4. (En-

lightener) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 11, 35; comp.
zu) the proper names “AN, MON, FRIAR,

אורה
DEAN, TNT, ,רג , הרגnd,
the later RB, "NIB.
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 הֶרואf. equivalent to רוא .1 light Ps.

,133 ;12 .2 figuratively prosperity, wel-
jar, Esra. 8,16.
 אוָרותBee

ארוה

“TAN (Poids)n.p. m. Ex.31,2; also
written ar 1 Kmas 4,19. See A.
dye (EI is light) n. p.m. 2 Cur.
13, 2. Ttis once interchanged with הינפצ
1 Cur. 6,9 21, where "18 may be combined with PS (= ype). "See “AN.
IN (Jah is light) n. p. m. 2 Sam.

MIN
especially as the plur. is תותוא and is

also masculine. Derivatives ny, nix. On

the other hand, the old noun nix and the
ny which is used as an accusative-prefix

can only be descended from nas III

MIN IL (but fut. nina, INN), voluntat.
MARI after the form win han being

the Nif. for that reason) 1. properly to

come, then to agree, to be willing, to be

disposed, with> of the person whom one

is to comply with, Gun. 34, 15 22 23;

to consent to, that not with יִתְלְבְל following, 2 Kınas 19, 9. ms (from mans)

Gen. 23,13 is referted ' to this by some,
and the passage translated: if thou conTR (the same) x. p.m. Is. 26, 20. sentest. The stem nv is the original form
of ה תֶא- only the forms here mentioned
MAIN see TN.
are taken in
i the figurative sense to agree.
DIN I. (perhaps the stem for wrx, — 2. (not used) to come in, go in, conTREN, WN, NUN) intr. to be powerful, sequently in the original signification of
strong, allied in
i sense to "23; see, how- MAN. Derivative jinx K’ri Ez. 40, 15.
11,3; Is.8,2; Nun. 3, 4.

ever, Uw I.

Dis III. (i. e. תֶא equivalent to w+)
 שואII. as a stem to UN, see EN I. intr. to be, exist, exclusively in Ara-

 שואIII. (not used) tr. to support,
strengthen. The stem Wy is then equiva-

lent to TUN, Ar. Gr, - as the proper

maean. As the noun שי (comp. "3, nn)
and the proper name יט are from un, so
from תא come the noun ,תיא the proper

names SO, לָאיִתיִא

4 hs accusative

names SUN, MON, השוי =( ( דאָיprepos. nix, ny. The stem nx, ,שי perarose from this farther developed stem, haps Pothier developed in
i aus, is cognate
so from the shorter form came yi and with the Mediterranean (Indo- Garmante),
wri. Others indeed compare the Ar. Sanskrit as, Lat. es-se, and ds to sit; and
otto make a present of, to present with ; is also connected with the stem TUR.
mix 1. (pl. nink, nh-, with suf. nk,
but as Wx appears in Hebrew as a stem

and the proper names Wri? and mann  (אתתםm. properly the writing or sign
appear to coincide in their stem, the engraved, indented, hence 1. a character,
דו

ו

sign, mark, Gen.4,15; 2 Kınas 20, 8. —
.2 covenant-sign, in full mya nie ie,
the
sign of acovenant between God and
MIN I (not used, an assumed stem
man
in general, or with Israel in par-
for nx, pl. Dons 1 Sam. 13,20 21) tr. to
ticular, for the sake of remembering the
engrave, indent, cut in, beans metaphoricovenant; also nix alone Gen. 9,13; 17,
cally to mark, sign; cognate perhaps with
;11 Ex. 31,13; Ex. 20,12. As selon
the stem DR then Dy (LAY) to pierce, enwas a covenant to Israel, the separate
grave, whence uva ‘style, and also nx to laws (circumcision, the sabbath &e.) were
cut into, whence ny, pl. Dm, comp. ‘the signs of the covenant. Transferred to
Ar. ₪ to eut in. On the supposition of the religious signs of the heathen in ni
derivation
bable.

already given is more pro-

the existence of this stem in Hebrew the nink onhix Ps.74,4 they (the heathen)
noun nix might very well be derived have made their religious signs into signs,
quite grammatically after the form לק, perhaps applied to the statue of Jupiter

MIN
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which Antiochus caused to be erected in occasionally written fully;from mix IIL.)
the temple and so obtruded on the Jews m. like the other form nx (which see),
(1 Mace. 1, 30-97; 3 Macc.
5, 24-27). But that is used with the grave suffixes
then also it came to denote — 3. symbol (Dans, Of"), properly the being, existin general, nink Ps. 74, 9 sanctuaries, ence, essence, body, hence person; “PRI
-E

comp. the Ar. Lf applied to the sacred
books. — 4. Military standard of single
tribes, flag, different from 534, the banner
of three tribes together, Nums. 2, 2. —
5. time-sign for the purpose of marking

certain portions of time Gun. 1, 14. —

"an Deny Hac. 2, 17 and your person
did not turn to me, so that it properly
serves as a kind of pronoun for greater

emphasis, like Dy, we and Di.
From the fundamental signification of
mix and תא body, being, person, which
then passes over as in the case of Dry
into the signification self, essential, pe-

6. omen and prodigy, along with npia and
like the latter signifying, an omen or
sign of something future, a premonitory culiar, so far as it occupies the place
sign 18. 8,18; 20,3; Ez. 4, 8, and in all of a person, and the essence of a perthe significations of npin whether as a son or thing, the following peculiarities
sign of a future occurrence, a sign and are to be explained: 1. A noun is made
proof of a thing &e., or a wonder gener- prominent as subject at the beginning

ally. — 7. memorial, properly a monu- of a sentence or part of a sentence by
ment by way of remembrance Is. 55, ns (nix) prefixed, which may be ex-

13. — These significations all proceed
from sign as in the Mediterranean (Indo-

plained by as to, guoad, or in some
similar way, usually when there is a
Germanic), comp. 7 prodigium &e., trangition to something new Ez. 17, 21;
Phenic. nk, Arab. !אנ,Aram. ny, tel. 44, 3; Is. 57, 15; Nen. 9, 19, or when

In the frequent use of this word the the subject is prominently adduced by
a special expression in an inserted
feminine construction can

only pass for
an exception, Gen. 9, 12 17; Josn. clause 2 Kınas 10, 6; Jur. 45, 4; Ez.
4,6; 24,17; 1Sam.10,7; Ezux. 4, 3; 35, 10. — 2. With the subject before

Jer. 44,29, which might take place for >=, when something is summed up by
that means Ex. 1, 14; Jupans 20, 44
many reasons.
As to the derivation, the word is
usually taken as having its origin in
MR סע ny from ms to mark, for
which the Arabic is appealed to, where
5

3! has the same meaning.

But even

if the stem ms actually exists in Hebrew in the signification to fix the limits

of, whence minn Gen. 49, 36 boundary
is derived, that circumstance does not
compel us to assume the same stem
for nix also, especially as in Arabic

the

noun

5

xf in its manifold

senses

46; Dan. 9, 13, or before numeral
words in general 2Sam.21,22.— 3. For
the purpose of emphasising or making
prominent the subject in a passive or
intransitive connexion of the discourse

Gen. 4, 18; 17, 5; 27, 42; Ex. 10, 8;
21, 28; 25, 28; 27, 7; Lev. 10, 18;

Nom. 26,60; 32,5; Deur.12, 22; 20, 8;
1 Kies 2, 21; 2 Kinas 18, 30; Jer. 35,

14; 38, 4; 50, 20; 708. 7,15; 2 Sam.

21, 11; Am. 4, 2; Prov. 16, 33, where
the verb cannot always be taken as

impersonal or the neuter of the passive

as it were, since all cases could not be

cannot always be referred back to So! properly explained by that means, and
Hence it appears preferable in my opi- the intransitive connexion could not be

nion to look for its stem in תּוא 1

resolved, e.g.1Sam. 20,13;

2Sam.1 1,25;

MIN IL (only with suf. JR, Dir” 108. 22,17; Nun. 9, 32 and elsewhere.
In this sense also ny before the subject
Ez, 23, 45 47, oanin

2088. 23, 15,

usually written defectively AR, TOR,

אתל, OR, אתם, ON, yet these too are

should be taken, where it stands after
₪ ר and, since that and can give no
accusative force to ny, and the accom-

MIN
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panying verb as intransitive or passive
obviously refers to the eircumstance that
ny stands in this case before the subject,
and that the clauses are more circumstantial, e. ₪. Num. 3, 26; Jer. 27, 8; 36,
22; 2Kinas 6, 5; Hz. 20,16; 2 Car. 31,

MIN
can only have one suffix 2 Sam. 15, 25,

or where another mood of the verb does
not admit of the apposition of the ac-

cusative as a suffic Gen. 4, 15; but in
in. general without being confined to
certain cases. — 4. It is used as an
17; Neu. 9, 34. This original and toler- accusative sign i. 6. MN, or the more
ably frequent application of תֶא (mix), closely attached and shorter “mx, beafter its signification as a noun had fore substantives, whether they go bebeen dropped, in order to bring forward fore or come after the verb by which
the subject in certain cases in a more they are conditioned, whether they are
emphatic way than it could be done by more or less definite, relate to persons.
the article or by הד and אּוהַההis often or things, whether they have the article,
misapprehended by versions and inter- or reject it in poetical discourse or
preters because they have been led briefer expressions. In this application.
astray by its preponderating use with “ns also stands with different pronouns
the object. Thus e. g. the Targ. and in order to put them into the accusative
Vulg. in 1 Sam. 17, 34 read x), and e.g. TR whom? Mion this; WRN
interpreters have taken nx in the sense the person whom or the thing which; or
of with; in 2 Kınas 6, 5 לֶזְרְּבַהדִתֶא 8 also with other words, when they are
been taken for ‘23 תא the axe, edge supposed to be nouns, 6. 8. לֶפדתֶא Gen.
of the iron, i. e. the iron hoe, and so in 1, 21; with numerals Nume. 7, 7, when
many cases, which is unnecessary after they seem to belong to substantives.—
the explanation that has been given. — 5. The accusative-sign also stands in
But the most frequent use of ny (nix) rare cases before substantives and other
is 3. as a sign of the accusative, depend- words, where they cannot be regarded
ing either on an active verb following as expressive of the object. This is
Has. 2, 5, or preceding Gun. 24, 30; done a) in designations of time Ex. 13,
25, 20; Ex. 9,16; 1 Sam. 25, 2; 2 Sam.
6, 21; 1 Kinas 20, 12; even in cases
where the active verb has become a
noun in the infinitive, having the article Jer. 32, 16; or between the verb
active and subject Is. 20,1; Gun. 4,15;

Josu. 14, 11, or where in consequence

7; Deur. 9, 25; b) in announcing the

going to a place Junges 19, 18. But
in cases 4 and 5 there is not only great
license in putting or omitting the "NN,
but it is also interchanged with other
prepositions. — 6. Another use of the

present accusative-particle

is the re-

flexive, when the vocable appears as a
of the verb a double accusative is required and one of them is prefixed with separate word with a suffiz, e. g. OMS
a suf. (nix) Deur. 31, 7; Jur. 25, 15; Jer. 7, 19 themselves; Ez. 34, 2 8 10.
The acceptation of it as a reflexive
Ecerzs. 12,9. Where the object, which
might be extended all the more readily
must have the sign of the accusative
as this self, just as in the case of WE),
in consequence of the verb active, is a
personal pronoun, תוא appears in its ny, D434, comes from the original signiplace with a suffix, as ,ךתא & רתאe., if fication of it, and the reflexive syllable
“nq, Aram. “nx &c. in verbs, originated
that pronoun cannot be attached to the
verb itself as an accusative suffiz: i. e. in our present תֶא (nix). — 7. Very

nis becomes the bearer of the personal

seldom does another preposition follow

pronoun in the accusative, which is al- the accusative-sign before the noun, for
ways the case when emphasis requires the purpose of combining two relations
2 Sam. 19, 32
the accusative of the personal pronoun by two prepositions, as
he
went
over
Jordan
with
("NN) the king
Nume. 22, 33; Jur. 7, 19, or when the
him upon,
conduct
to
mau)
TIPSY
verb has two objects in the personal
pronoun and the Hebrew verb active (and) over Jordan. The K’ri endeavoured

אות

to avoid such an accumulation, by read-

ing 3777, as the versions also did.
Its frequent interchange with another
preposition is something merely exter-

nal.

IN
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In this case it appears accident-

because they belong to a quite different
group.
IN (pronominal stem) adv. demon. originally ibi, there, as a correlate to יא

ally as my also, is smoothed down to ) (אַרwhere? transferred to time: then,
“ny and signifies with.

Though

this

about that time, at that time, 1. definitive

preposition reads with the suffix "nx, in relation to the past, and therefore
FN, its resemblance without the suffix where the perfect is suitable. It should
causes a confusion of the two, so that be rendered accordingly at that time,
even “Hin appears for "nN and vice then, Gun. 4, 26; 49, 4; Ex. 4, 27; 15,
versa, especially in
i
land 2 Kies, 1 ER.,
Ezex. and elsewhere, 6. ₪. in's for ins
2 Kines 1, 15; 3, 11; 8, 8; pin for
 אֶמָּם6, 16 and other places, rarely in
i
the earlier Scriptures, 88 1083. 14, 12;
2 Sam. 24, 4.
The derivation of this vocable, which

reads independently before

a

suffix

nix, and as an accusative-particle close-

ly “before

a

noun MN (before Mak-

kef ng), must be looked for, as already

mentioned, in the verb ar (my) IIL
to be, exist, and nix like ny is a nounform, like those which are often deve-

loped out of concave stems (19).

As

original nouns DS and nis properly
denote being, existence, essence, and are

15; Jose. 22,31; Jupaus 13, 21; 2 Sam.
21,17. — 2. in relation to a transaction
unfinished by the narrator or that is

proceeding. Here it should be rendered
by then, hereupon and is connected with
the imperfect Gun. 24, 41; Ex. 12, 44;

15,1; Lev. 26,34; Num. 21,17; .מס
4, 41; JosH. 8, 30; 10, 12. It is incorrect to suppose that the imperfect depends in this case upon זא and stands
for the perfect, since that is solely

conditioned by the nature of the Hebrew imperfect, and stands even after
DAB, after vau consecutive, elsewhere
moreover in the course

of a sentence

(Jos 3, 3; 15, 7), not

caused

by

external abe
— 3. It also
stands in connexion with the imperfect,

also identical by root with wa, דרשו when it really expresses the future, Ps.
) אֶתis equivalent to ww, as, 2 and
this fact becomes still “clearer from the
Aram. accusative-sign, Targ. mn), Syr.
he, rightly explained by BarAn as

person, body, being (xmasy

א. ב5459.

st wld

Hence the successive deve-

96,12; or —4. in order to introduce the
apodosis with then, Jos 9,31; Prov. 2, 5,
to which belong too Jer. 22, 15; Ps.
40, 8; for it does not signify therefore,
as a causal word, but stands before
the apodosis, announcing the succession

lopment ‘of its usage proceeds from this

of time; nor is it pleonastic 2 Sam. 2,
27, since it introduces the apodosis here

difficult of determination when we consider םצ ys, Un) and the Ar. pa-

also with yea then, and the member of
the verse must be translated: surely then
they would have gone up not before the

original noun-signification and is not
5

rallels GI, אָכ But it is easily seen morning 60. — Connected with prepo-

also that “the reflexive syllable "n or sitions we find simply INA, once sepa-

20, 35), used in stems passively in
i Ara-

rated into IN“ JER. 44, 18, either in
the signification from that time onward
i. e. since then, or time finished as

‘appears of the Tau being unradical and
‘unessential, it cannot possibly be identi-

ancient times, Prov. 8, 22; 2 Sam. 15,
34; Ps. 93, 2; Is. 16, 13; 44, 8; 45,21;

the Aramaean -nx (Ps. 76, 5; 2° Cur.

maean and Aithiopic, must have come
from the same vocable; and since the  אדis applied to the past, and therereflexive element actually lies in תא and fore a) adverbially: formerly, heretofore,
‚DIN as in their parallels, and no trace in former time, before, from of old, from
48, 357;

Jer, 44,

18, parallel with
fied with the Ar. 3], Aithiopie hija, &e., chin, סדק Dit "2p,
and antithetic

NIN

אזוכ
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to my, without taking any reference
thereto into the sentence itself; Lat.

Dan. 2, 5 8, and in the Talmudic for-

mula rates ‘p NIS. Since the signification of לזא does not suit in Daniel
sition and conjunction setting out with — for to go out is pp? 2,13, and לזא

olim, connected with ille.

b) a prepo-

a commencing point in the past and
therefore giving a reference to the sentence: from that time onward, since, extunc, from when, followed either by a
noun, or the injinitive, or the perfect,
Ex. 4,10; 5, 23; Ror 2, 7; Ps. 76, 8.

is never synonymous with אצי 9,23 —,
the versions and interpreters’ render it
by ,ריִרְש sa, xppin, and since the
part. fem. not only does not suit Daniel,
but is impossible in the Talmudie formula, NTIS appears to be merely an
This pronominal stem is not to be adverb from a stem Tix. As a verb
derived from a verb הֶזֶא or sin, but the signification might ‘be: to fasten, to

should be looked upon as an abridgment

of רזא Ps. 124, 3, which is compounded
of
‘equivalent to ty and the pronominal stem 4 (comp. Wy). The Arabic
4 is also abridged from 1

confirm, to determine, to bespeak, order,

comp. 7%, Ar. dues to be firm, Ab;
to lan rm,
dation &e.

hence Olay foun-

and from
NTIN (from iN) Aram. adv. deterthe Aramacan PIR, IR G in) has mined, firm, unalterable, undeniable, mon
arisen the Samaritan oN“besides TRS,  אִיspn Dan. 2,5 8 the word from me is
and Of is still farther ‘abbreviated in unalterable, i.i e. the thing is firmly deconnection

with שאו

38 dis, Ads,

termined, where NTN
as an adverb does
ITS

not agree with the gender of the noun.
where nothing but 0 remains of it.
The Talmudic 95 ‘> 'א means: 4
NIN (part. pass. my =הזא Dan. 3, certain one is consistent, true, with relation

22; ‘inf.nwa from אזאמ with suff.mm) to his opinion. — But as the verb TIN
Ara, trans. to kindle, 20 light with the does not oceur elsewhere, the adverb
accusative, Aramaean with,לDan. 3,19: NTIN appears nowhere except in the
ma הזה wont to be heated (mim equi- two passages of Biblical Aramaeism,
valent to "x in new Hebrew). In the and inasmuch as אָדְדְרְדִא Ezra 7, 23
Targums’s .‘stands for pry and pa. appears to be NTINTTIN and the adverbs
The stem זא-א is only” a secondary NIBOR, NITIIS are also formed exi the same way, it is not imform of שא wR) which is also found ternally in
in the Aramaean nN| (nN) belonging to probable that NTN as well as the latter
words is old Persian, with which may
yoy. The Arab. ,[ shews the relation- be compared azdd, assiduous (Inscription
ship more plainly.
of Nekschi Rustum v. 43 45).
as (not used) intr. to shine, glitter,
then -metaphorically as usual, to bloom,
sprout, grow. As the fundamental signi-

fication in 21-8 is found in the verbs
am, ay, son, so is the metaphorical

one in 30-9, Am ul;

IN see IN.
ais m. 00000706, hyssop, a well
known aromatic plant, which grows on
walls 1 Kines 5, 13, and when bound

in bunches (Tas) serves as a brush or

it appears fan in sacred sprinklings Ex. 12, 22;

therefore that the conception of the
word was expressed of plants generally.

Lev. 14, 4 6 49 51.

Derivatives iy and the proper name

under the name 418, according to
Saadja, Maimüni, Ion Ganäch, Kimchi,
Tanchüm, Bertinoro it was organy, called

ER.

Among the dif-

ferent kinds of hyssop, comprehended

Bein (shining, beautiful; formed from
among the Greeks ögiyavov, among the
ar) n. p.m. 1 Cur. 11, 37.
2 It was the PheTS (not used) Aram. only in the Arabians zo,
form TIN in the formula ’x 9% nor nicians who brought Sity to the Greeks
4

אזור

אזל
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and other Semites along with the name,

5,15, where "137 is called ןוְרְּכַז תַחְנִמ
of and from which, as being }1y n2972, oil
eastern plants and shrubs, 6. ₪. DRY and frankincense were omitted, that
as

is the

case

with other names

GVvxauvog, NUN 69006, iad ,אטווש MDD this connexion of ideas has prevailed
xvmoog &c. In the Greek we can still in the application of ‘x. The signirecognise the Phenician pronunciation,
and therefore the derivation must likewise be referred to the Phenician. The
stem would be atx, had the word not

fication “name

of God” as the highest

and holiest has arisen out of “sacrifice”
in the Mishna, and so the names of God

in Scripture are there termed ni4>18.
Yet this signification may be also con“ITN m. a belt, girdle for the loins nected with that in רכז (which see).

been adopted from distant Asia.

(om, pdt) Is. 11, 5; Ez. 23, 15;

D Nw 'ַא girdle of linen Jer. 13,1; on the
contrary רע ’s girdle of leather 2Kınas1,
8 was the prophets’ girdle. Seldom: fetter
Jos 12,18, connected with “ox. It is
formed from the stem “us like 2378, and
the same noun ‚I! is found in Arabic
Marx. 14,51 for owdev, where it denotes
a covering, a cloth, generally.

bie I. (3 f. nopg an Aramaean form
for הלא Devt.
arm JER. 2,36
comp. 258 from
a rare poetical

32, 36; once the future
contracted from “IND,
58x, 8 from (רַחַאַא
verb (yet common in

Aramaean) intr. to go, having the numerous secondary significations of J":
hence ja ‘x to fail, applied to food
1 Sam. 9,7; or to dry up, applied to

water Jos 14,11; without a preposition,
to vanish, spoken of power (77) .כמ
then, at that time, only in Ps. 124, 3-5. 32, 36, and 45 ‘x in the signification of
Compounded of יז = my and ,א then i> To (Sone or Sox. 2,11), to go away
shortened into the more common זא Prov. 20, 14. The passage Jun. 2, 36
(which see). Comp. 78, הז
: Rn יִלָזִפדהַמ why goest thou very much
PIN for PINS see yt denom.
1. 6. why runnest thou, is difficult, and adTTIDIN (with suf. (ְהָתְר f. an ex- mits of various interpretations. In this
pression in the language of sacrifice, sense >t? is formed from dis which it
which means according to the rendering may be (comp. 87). Yet it might as
of the versions (LXX prypdovror, Vulg. well be taken from 23 (intrans. to be low,
memoriale) properly meat-offering of re- vile, common), and then the imperf. לזר
membrance (1193/3) i. e. either what brings would have the same form as bw, >p>,
the persons sacrificing to the remem- and the passage would mean: why art
brance of God, or what brings God thou so very bad, a sense adopted by the
gratefully to the remembrance of the older interpreters. Derivative ₪. p. dix.
The stem is frequent in Aramaean, as
sacrificers. Hence it is formed according to Hifil from 421, denoting that the Targ. dix, Syr. \7f, Samar. asal; the
8 (pronominal stem) adv. demonstr.

holiest part of the meat-offering which
Arabie for it is Jt; (med. Waw), and also
was consumed upon the altar Luv. 2, 2
9 16; 5,12; 6,8; Num.5,26. But the Jie. One easily “perceives that the root
portion was named ’ not merely as it is DIR and the fundamental idea not “to
go away, roll off,” but, as Aramaean
was applied to all kinds

of mma dedicated to God and burnt upon the usage proves, “to go” generally; and
altar; the pure frankincense set out with this conception comes originally from the
the shew-bread (in vases) Lxv. 24, 7, idea “to stir, to move, to move about
and which was burnt upon the altar hither and thither”, the opposite of rest,
‚was also so termed (Jos. Ant. 3, 10,7). as is the case in 75:7, Aram. 74. Hence
In this sense also the verb ‘DTT means the root lies also in לז ,)551(  לס6
to sacrifice Is. 66,3, or to consecrate ge לאII. an assumed stem to braun Ez,
‚nerally 49, 1. One sees from Nums. ,27,19 but see לזוא and draxn.
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Ge
BUN (separation, division) n. p. of a ol;
but it may be more conveniently
memorial stone between Rama and Nob, referred to the follow
ing verb wwtl—

‚which with jax 1 Sam.20,19 became the But the See

used is

name of a place (see 134): The Ar,, Syr.
IST, fut. ךיזאר
and LXX read instead of it thn and the imper. DI, ren) |proper
ly to incline

LXX also read 3458 for 138; but the
textual reading gives a satisfactory sense,

the ear, to direct the ear, i. e. to hear

attentively, to observe, perceive Is. 1, 2;

bi (3 pl. רלזא,1 .;אָכְלִַא עזimperat. 8,9; with לא  > סעEx. 15, 26; Devr. 1,
45; Ps. 77, 2; Jos 34, 2

16 to listen to
“yy with thavowel deamuback for dig) something, 5 obeysome
one; with the ac-

Aram. to go Dan.2,24; Ezr.5,15; with

cusative to perceive, hear JoB 33,1; 37,

4 to go away Dan. 6,19 20; Eze, 4,23; 14; Ps. 17, 1; 86,6; seldom poetica
lly
5,8. See din.
with רצ for N Nun. 23,18. Mostly in
IS see nis,

Is (dual 0218 which stands for the

the signification to grant, spoken of God
who hears prayer; or to obey, spoken of
men. Contracted forms are ןיֶזָא from

plural also; on the contrary the plural TRS Jos 32,11; 97172 from ןיזאמ Prov.
nipts, belongs to proper names, from 718) 17,4, as often occurs in verbs No. Def. ear’ as the organ of hearing Devt. rivatives are the proper names 5173187
15, 17; Ez.12,2. So in the phrases mV,

Ya “34, De, ,ארק ,3

TMMIIN , BIN.

 ןנאתה, Jar &e.

IS I. (not used) trans. to weigh, to
which’ are “sil ‘understood. maus
Drs Ez.24,26 making the ears hear, caus- ponder; determine, settle; hence Pihel וזא
ing‘them to hoa Dias 2720 to hear with Eccrus. 12, 9 to weigh, prove, parallel
one’s own ears Ps. 44, 22; Jos28, sean PM. Derivatives are DYYIND and ןזי (c.

"== JIN in the proper name m with
The primitive ik, Ar. al and ol, Yod distinguishing it from הָינזא
Targ.} 738 (def. אדא contracted KIN),
The stem has come from 417, Ar. ₪- 91
Syr. af, Lf, Zab. Incl, should not be
changing
Yod into “Alef; and to jı in
‘derived from a verb-stem jıs which
the signification weighty, heavy,” hence
became a denominative, but appears to
‘be formed from IN 00, auris, after the „to be ar belongs Dun JER.5,8; the
form {Wa,whence the femininema8a Hos. Ar. 9= to be strong, powerful, points

‘10,6. Ifone were to try to get to the de- to the ל view.
{Is IL. (not used) ir. to make, prepare,

‘rivation bysaverb-stem, TX א be equi-

-valent to STto cut, comp. 5,51point, so hence ךדא an implement; but the stem of
that ךדא would be named from its pointed this noun is probably 71 (17), and it is
; shape. ‘From IN once formed have arisen formed like pry, fromptwith prosthetic.
MS, TIN and nists,, with the denomi-

IK (with suff. FZIN,, according

to

‘native
many mss., Ibn Koreish and other lexiJIN (not used) intr. to 'hear, hearken; ' cographers (ףינזא.עו m. implement, furnito perceive; from Kal comes only the de- ture Devt. 23,14. If it is to be derived
rivative ji belonging to the proper name

from ךזא,it can only be in the significa-

to cause to understand, propose, comp. Ar.

Germanic), and as Ibn 2

5
mtv; comp. the Arabic ©,öl, which is tion of the Arabic oly to adorn, set in
likewise adenominative, Pihel 8, only order, whence דא will be equivalent to
. assumed for Eccixs.12,9 according to the ₪33 dress, metaphorically arms, then
versions (Aquila,Gr. Ven., Syr.,Targ.) and implement, as a similar transference of
‘the aneient interpreters (seeIbn “Esra): idea is found in Mediterranean (Indocompares
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the Arabic שו; interpreters comparing IN), since usually Dar stands and the
also the Aramaean 477, 77, Syriac > stem PRI for it is certain. Arab. ;yl in
0. But since no trace of a verb IR is its fundamental signification is connected

found in this sense either in
i Hebrew or with pin.
, the LXX
and Vulg. already preuppésing another
derivation in 0iv7, balteus (sword-belt),
it is right to assume with Parchon and

other lexicographers that א is merely
prosthetic to 77 (from aT IL), and then
 ךis of the same origin as the Aramaean

Tt, Bh Ar. upg) &e., just as other nouns
beginning with? ke א prosthetic, comp.

IN (fut. ,רזא with suf. "29787, as
Amon from nox) ir. properly to bind,
to bind about, ‘hence to gird, gird about,

6. ₪. DINOT, Jos 38, 3; Dunn Jer.1, 17
to gird. the loins,i. e. to equip; and like
all verbs of putting on, with the accu-

sative of the thing put on: ‘Tit ‘x to
gird with a girdle 2 Kınas 1, 8; ָּיִפא

nın> Jos 30, 18 to put on ee the
manner of an under coat, i. e. firmly
attaching to; figuratively ליה ‘x to equip

אזק,אֶזֶּרֶע- See yay IL
EIN (om pin after the form Dad, with ו 1Sam. 2,4. Derivative ik.
nd; point, top) n. p. of a village iin
Nif. "3832 to be equipped, furnished,
the vieinity of the two Böth-hörön, built girded; with 2 Ps. 65,7 instead of the
by 7484 an Ephraimitess, to which accusative of the object.
the name Sherah was given by way of
Pih. 38 (part. 187, fut. 487; but also

distinction from another ix 1
7,24. with dagesh omitted in "TN, arm
See nis,
from tem) properly a mere intensive
mips (pl. of JIN; 6. MIDIS; top, corner) of Kal: to-gird about, to arm, equip, with
 יתp. of a city in the territory of Naph- a double accusative, especially in a
tali at mount Tabor, hence called nis figurative sense applied to joy, power, Ps.
nian Josu, 19,34, which Eusebius found 18,33 40; 30,12; 2 Sam. 22,40. "ran
in Aouresd (ning) in
i the district of Sip- nipry 8. 0, 11 armed wih burning
phoris ("ier). nis, (Ey) as well as WA arrows, in Gada to set fire to, or the
is formed from the primitive IR, trans- putters of flames (see קמ i. e. fire-setters.

ferred from the resemblance

of moun-

tains in shape to names of places there

More rarely with the omission of one

accusative Is. 45, 5, where 571 is to be

existing, just as yl also became the supplied.
name of a mountain (comp. 720, nibd2

in Yian (תיִלְסַּכ

Hitp. aan (fut. WINN) to equip one-

self, to arm, gird oneself Is. 8,9, but

always absolutely and without an accompanying accusative; Ps. 93,2 the accum. drying up, from חב (which see). Hence sative belongs to wad.
is derived only the denom. Hifil חינזאה
The stem “tk is ‘allied in funda(retaining the formative letter) to appear mental idea to “ON, “zx, but the orto dry
up i. e. to dry up, Is. 19, 6.
ganic root is AT, as is proved by the
"QIN (from היִכָדִא ;hearing by Jah) n. stems רז (Af), רצ( ")ררצand the organic
2. m. Nun. 26, 1
“218 is from the roots in 173, רצה1 er Tun, Arainfinit. I8.
MIN (Jah is hearer) n. p. m. Nun. maean TI. The Arabic,»₪ to gird, to be
10, 10; formed from TER (c. (ןזא and .הי strong, fc 3 3 to make fast, surround,
Comp. "the proper names N), am. proceeds like’ the Hebrew pin from a
mais (after the form 3138, 1198) adj.

PIN (only plural (םיִקזַאm. equivalent similar fundamental idea, as the cous

to 5 fetters Jur. 40,1 (where in
i several 21| a covering and the denom.
mss,‘only Dp), 40, 4, N, is prosthetic (see cover, still shew.

4 to

2
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ַ אָזֶרְועhtiw( .fus  (אָזֶרעִי/. equivalent
to Aram. vint with א prosthetic, Jur.
23, 12.
MIR (e. 197; without plur.)m. 1, na-

mother’s side can only be discovered from
the connexion Gun. 24, 29; Mat. 1, 2.
Yet one finds a more exact determina-

tive, born in a country, spoken of men,
opposed to "3 Ex. 12, 49; Luv. 16, 29;
17, 15; 18, 26; fully YRTS Ex. 12,
19; Now. 9,14. Then applied to things:
inborn, native, a thing which has originated and come forth in the place where
it is; hence spoken of a tree which grows
in its own soil and has not been transplanted Ps. 37, 35; a native tree is also
a strong tree, because one that has grown
where it is from the beginning is stronger
than a transplanted one, in which sense

wishes to speak more plainly, e. g. with
the appended Ax”}2, DNJa, הָשָאְדְוְּב

the LXX

and Vulg. generally have

88006, cedrus. — In these connected
significations ‘xis formed directly from

the stem mat (which see) after the form
אַכזב

rare. —

2. equivalent to the

proper name rat (see 1 Cur. 2,6) of the
tribe of Judah mar receives here the
 אprosthetic); whence arises the patron.

tion where the degree of relationship is
a point of importance, or where a person
nm.

חַא brother is used in a still

greater variety of ways than 28, being
transferred and borrowed most Every,
and though an exhaustive enumeration
is unnecessary on account of the easy
recognition of the particular meaning in
a given place, yet the following gradations of signification deserve mention:
1. friend, companion, with relation to mental brotherhood 2 Sam. 1, 26; 1 8
9,13; Jos 6,15; 19,13.—2. By enlargement of brotherhood transferred to persons belonging to one family, race,
country and people, and therefore much
the same as relation, fellow-countryman,
i. e. of a nearer or more distant circle
as one belonging to the same internal brotherhood Gen. 13, 8; 14, 16;
29, 12; Num. 8, 26; 16, 10; Jupczs

IS an Ezrahite, a descendant of mt
or mas, spoken of jns 1 Kies 5, 11; 14, 3; 2 Sam. 19, 13; Is. 66, 20; Neu.
Ps. 89, 1, and of 775 88, 1; compare 3,1. Those of the same family, tribe,
on both 1 Cur. 2,6. But though Heman people 600. may be looked upon as bloodand ’Ethan are adduced
the tribe of Judah and
זרח,yet in 1 Kings and
of Levitical descent are

as belonging to
descended from
the Psaum those
meant 1 Cur. 6,

29; 15,17 19; 16,41 42; 25,1 4, since
a no was in the genealogical tree there

also (1 Cur. 6, 6).

"DTN see ny.

ns I יִחַא.6),also in proper names
MS, and my; with suf. ‘nx, THe and
DTN, , Da"; plur. DNS, with suff. “nN,
He oe PHN,
as oflew happens

related brethren in a figurative sense.
Still widening out the circle farther, so
as to extend it to other peoples and men,
to whom one stands in near relationship
or with whom he is allied by origin,
it denotes — 3. an ally, confederate, Am.
1,9; Gen.9,25; Num. 20,14; אז 11,

12 14; 2 Car. 5,12. — 4. Extended to
"| the widest human circle and arising out
of a moral view is the signification:
neighbour, fellow man Luv.19,17; 25,35;
Devt. 21,1; 23,21, the same as 4 in
this respect. — 5. "From the last and
widest sense has come the use of it for

inthe case of an impossible reduplica- any one, with שיא preceding, alter.
tion, e. g. DOM; PON and Do "My, DF") alter, the one. . the other, just like the
usage of 4. ON, e.g. PANDY שיא
M. properly’ a very old word of ל

one to another Caw 42, 28; Ex. 16, 15;
DANN שיא one antler Ex. 10, 23;
and before annexes. It denotes brother web שיא one from the other Gur.
in general, in the very frequent use of 13, 11; shorter IR Ws one against anit, but whether a uterine brother (Gen. other Gaon, 7,10; PON} Um one as the
49, 5) or half-brother by the father or other Ez. A, 17; Daur % 11, and so in
ship, forming with aN, DH one kindred,

and almost so meiner hose in constr.
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For greater va-

Targ. nx (def. NON), Syr. Le, and the

riety the word is applied besides
2)... שיא Is. 19, 2, even to animals
Jo. 2,8 and mais things Ex. 25,
20; 37, 9. — 6. my fellow appears in
poetical and figurative discourse in order

still-existing st. c.1X in the proper names
אַחָאָב, JAMS confirms this; but in the
 וformation the forms ra and
rs, already appear, being perceptible

all possible varieties.

to compare a person with something, or

to put one by the side of another to shew
likeness of disposition, habits 60. Jos
30, 29; Prov..18, 9, as elsewhere “an

28, 24 ‘and 24 Jos 39,29 are used. —

from the construct state; as the grammati-

cal forms יבא 80  באfromבא are also prominent. TN, is the usual construct state,

and appears so with the suffixes (BSR, ,

by", and PH, THN, WT with the

abiding tone a, because the accent rests
upon
i, see 38) and in the numerous
names seems peculiar, whether it be the
proper
names connected with it; but Any
first member as הָּחַא,rs, or the sealso
appears
in proper names, though
cond as MN. The frequent application
rarely
)6.
₪.
mir),
and may be easily
of it in such compounds as in the case of
28 (comp. 3272°8, and 3, TIN, and seen from the derivatives MIR, nin.
7. The use of my in ו

38, aH,

proper

and "IR, an, and ASN,

In the

dialects this double ‘gramma-

 אַחִינְעםand “AN &.), and the ascrip- tical formation is more strongly npr
tion of divine epithets as 6. ₪. 28, 7222, sented: in|Arabic the st. constr. is af
TAT, FAO, 979, DP, 27, 095 and others,
(eel, laf and the form gehiis still perwhich in
4 voller cases are connected with
m, 7, 37, shews that חַא is also to be ceptible in the dual Sl, plural 87
taken as. eapressive of’ the divine Being Targ. S38, ,Syr. vocal &e., as also many

(see .יבא In general my may have been
current as an epithet of‘deity as a friend,

maker of covenants, and promoter of
brotherly association. As a more exact
determination of חַא in this signification
cannot be given any more than that of
aN, because it belongs rather to the very
ancient Hebrew doctrine of God, I have

derivatives presuppose the form achu.
These grammatical forms ächt, achd follow

the analogy of derivatives from 5, without there being any reason for actually
deriving nx from a stem MAR, which
equally applies to "ax, and בא Besides

these forms that follow known, analogies
left it untranslated in the interpretation of cognate words, a form reduplicating
of proper names compounded with it, as the guttural was at the foundation of the
in the case of ax. — 8. my Ez, 18, 10 idea, which can be seen from the plural
in the member of the verse my Fs) Dons, Targ. 8, Syr. Lia’, from the
" מְאֶלָהman, has been looked upon as plural form before the suffixes (ms,TR
an "orthographical mistake arising from &e.), and the Arabic also appears in the
THN, because the LXX, Vulg. and Syr.
singular Al
;
A like analogy in the case

hare omitted it; but nx may be Ezekiel’s

orthography for 78, "and it might be of ax is only presented by the Aramaean

translated, and he does only some one of xan. But though the organic root is not
these things, but it is better to take me clear and the connexion with the Mediin the signification of: שיא vs. 7. De- terranean (Indo- Germanic) does not meet
rivatives Mink, FINN, and ny, IR, IM, the view as in AN, yet we must not on
m in proper ‘names.

The organic form is my here also as

that account assume חא (MAR) or AN
as the organic root, since the harder re-

in the case of ax without’ doubling the duplication probably arose in certain
guttural sound, Phenician חַא 6. 8. 78) forms by the mere pronunciation. The
rejection of N, from "18, and ‘my, in some
Mel. 1,2; ms ja Plaut. 1, 3), Ar. 4 , proper names, 6. ₪. been from. DETR,»
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orn from ons, might perhaps be stands by contraction, Compared with
worthy of attention, but these can be the contracted Targumic form ans,

explained in another way.
Syr. =] father’s-brother, 'א has been
MN II. (only sing. and rare) /. pro- translated in the sense of ti. But INTIS
perly fire, from ms (mm), then: chajing- is not very different from TAIN, באי
dish, which heats winter chambers in (see "28 and ny 1.(
the east JER. 36, 22 23; LXX éoydoa
any see SNS.
mugoe, Vulg. 0% Syr. ‘and Targ. fire,
Ibn Ganäch mama, more or less con-

jecturally ; Ar. ₪

In the Talmudie

time the word was no longer intelligible
(Sab. 20 a).

mS II. (only plur. (םיִחַא m. equivalent to AR meadow, םיִחַא Pa Kor

Jan (Ach 3i.e. God is knowing) n. p.
m. 1 Cur. 2, 29. 32 (from ja) intelligent, knowing, is in proper names like
 ידעa quality of God, comp. ma; and
ny is a very old epithet of God Tiles.בא

TS see MN.
( דַחֶאa shorter form sx Ez. 33, 30

Hos.13,15 to bear fruit between meadows. for MR, out of which came next the
Guided by N55 and influenced by Aram. form דח the same, hence "HN even
the apodosis, the oldest interpreters and in the absolute state Gun. 48, 22; Is. 27,
lexicographers have explained the word ;12 66,17 K’tib; Zece. 11, 7; but regu-
DAS in this manner; but the usual larly the constr. "only is Sm; "oh noms)
signification brethren may be retained.
num. card. m. 1. one, unus, with the fe-

 האinterj. an exclamation of grief: minine formed from it nos (which see),
ah! alas! woe! Ex. 6, 11 with >; but made into a formal adjective Gen. 1, 9;
me 21, 20 is uncertain in this’ signi-
fication, many taking it there forאך .
By Bis it together with mt inהָאַח 
Jos 39, 25 another interjection "has been
made out of it expressing malicious joy

,2 ;24 ,11 ;6 ,27 45 &e. Besides the
frequent adjective use of 7X it appears
.2 in enumerating the days of the month,

Erye. 2) is said to denote tones of la-

2,11; Ex. 25, 32; 28,17; Num. 11, 26.

rst, primus, WIT? 'א Dina on the first

ey of the month “Eze. 3, 6; 7,9; 10,16
; Nex. 8, 2, and with "the omission
aha! (see nxt). On ny comp. =! (Schol. ofci Gen. 8, 5; Ez. 26, 1; 2 Car. 29,
on Hamas. p. 222). — Derivative nk. 17; also in the’ enumeration of years,
Ezr.1,9;
HN (pl. with suf. TS) Aram. Ezr. 6 2. of a reign Dan. 9, 1
seldom, however, in counting the days
7, 18, the same as Hebr. MN brother,
of the week Gen. 1, 5 (comp. Ar. pr?
which see.
d=, Syr. Eves) rs, pia tov ouBBoTR (only pl. nk) m. properly a
zo» Acts 20,7; 1 Cor. 16, 2). Because
howling animal, formed from the interthis mode of ‘speaking isi rare in Hebrew,
jection ny, but then concrete, howlet, even Josephus (Ant. I, 1, 1) and Philo
Germ. Una, doleful ereatures that dwell (de op. mundi) looked for something
among ruins, Is. 13, 21. The versions
else in it. — 3. The meaning the first
and interpreters have conjectured that is also expressed by IHN in enumerait either means howling, or some anitions, namely where ינשה ,  ישְלָשַה6.
mal that lives among ruins. Hence it
should neither be derived from MON nor aces which may indeed be also translated the one, like the Latin unus, alter,
mx. The Phenician pl. םיחא ₪ IR tertius, Greek pia, Sevtéon, toity GEN.

mentation.

But when a second only follows, there
ANTS (formed from בא and חַא as an stands in the other member of the verse
appeal to God, i.e. God as creator is a also 118 Gen. 10, 25 or even SON Ex.
friend) n. p. m. 1 Kınas 16, 28; 22, 40; 18, 8; 2 Sam. 14, 6, or a and. לרבה
Jer. 29, 21; for which ans Jer. 29, 22 8
4,10. When put after the noun

אחד

ms alone is often put for 87, because the numeral is already definite in
i
itself Gun. 42,19; Nume. 28, 4; 1 Sam.
13,17. — 4. In repetitions, e.g. ‘an THN, or both with the article:

אחר
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the one

nent, but a mere indefinite oneness is

intended, hence like the indefinite article 6. g. 'ִא  איִבָכ1 Kınas 20, 13 z90-

pyrng tug; the א prefixed as in Aramaean in wiTp THN a holy one (angel)

. the other, unus ... alter Ex. 18, 3; Dan. 8,13; 1 Kıwas 19,4; Ez. 8, 8 (in

Juans 16, 29, or also SN}. .. דָחֶא a similar way does שיא stand, or the
+++ THN}, the one - . the other ... the plural o79" Is. 65, 20); in the same
third 1 Sam. 10, 3; or distributively method: some one, aliguis, nonnemo, 6. ₪
each one Nume. 13,2; 34,18.

The fol- ' אDit some day 20. 14,7, hence 'אדןיִא

lowing formulas should be understood  ל"א עסon eno .emuN ;51,61 1 seıK
in this sense: Thy דַחַאְל (THN st. abs.) 8, 56. — 8: This stenification appears
Ig. 27, 12 one after the other, singly ;
omitting the first 78 in דחַא INN (an)
Is. 66, 17 one after thé other, man for
man, Targ. אָציִס Na NYO, and so
Theod., Symm., Syr.“and others, because Sms was already read instead of
TAN; דַחַאהMN דה one with the other
Ez. 33, 30, where דח has arisen out of
TON; דָחֶאּב TAN one to the other, Jos
41, 8,comp. N
um vs. 9; דָחֶא.

in those instances especially where 'א
in the construct state is connected with

a noun following, 6. g. oy InN Gen.
26, 10 some one of the people; 22, 2;

Lev. 13, 2; 2 Sam. 6, 20, which mode
of expression again is weakened into
the mere designation of the indefinite
article an or a, e. g. NIA ION a pit

Gun. 37, 20; so too 2 Sam. 6,20; 8
2,10. —

SON, Aram. 0773, Gr. 0"

&va (1 Cor. 14, 31) is used. adverkially

any) one to the ‘other, 1 Kraus 5, 25. as one i. 6. together Is. 65, 25; 1028. 2,
The “plural םידחא in this sense: indivi- 64; 1800188.
6 (Junans 20, 8 REN
duals , some, Gen. 27, 44; 29, 20. — TAN stands instead of it); still farther
. ITY is sometimes made strongly pro-

minent in the signification of, the known

and definite individual, or one, applied

pine into one, into unity Ez. 37, 17.
The same

original

numeral

(card.

numb.) is pronounced in the feminine
to Abraham Is. 51, 2;. to God Jos 31, nos from MS, in pause nny, and
15, in which sense it may be translated so in connexion with ten my ,'א 8

the only one, the one alone, a single one

Mar. 2, 10; אְל-דַחֶא none 2, 15; Soy the masculine רשע . דַחַאThe feminine
a single one GEN. 19,9. Here belongs admits of as various significations and
also my» ₪ single one, spoken of God acceptations as InN. The following are
Jos 23, 13. The 2 is put to announce,
in what respect something appears, comp.
Ex. 6,3; Ps. 39,7; 68,5. In Phenician

‘Na (Mass. 3 and 4) means: for each one,
every one. — To this is attached the
usage of the word for: sole, chief, put
after the noun Ez. 7,5; Jupaus 16, 28,

the most noteworthy: 1. the signification
only, especial, extraordinary, e. g. 127
mga nme Ez. 7,5 a misfortune, an only
misfortune , but one may read with the

Targum, Syr. and others 499 רַחַא 1199
evil upon evil; NON DP? a singular revenge
Jupazs 16, 28, standing alone, having

or even the numeral alone Song or Sor. just the same meaning as 1771) Sone
6, 9. — 6, This method of making ‘x or Souom. 6, 9. — תַחַאְל.2 nis Eccrzs.
prominent while it is firmly attached to 7, 27 in the same sense as Sos STN).
the noun, appears in the signification — 3. once, the nouns by» or>
or
one and the same, ©. ₪. TON DIP on one
and the same day GEN. 27, 45; 41, 11.

in the case of time niny being omitted,
i. 6. the feminine numeral is placed
In a similar sense םידחא when it is alone as a neuter 2 Kınas 6, 10; Ps.
attached to the noun in m plural Gen. 62, 12; 008 40, 5. ony, 228, "האמ

11,1. — 7. Vice versa 'y is used where

no 0

is definite or promi-

are used in the same way.
The organic form דחא ,belonging to

אחר

אחור
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AS, nny (comp. Ar. ol, Targ. “7, whence "nN after the form WW, properly rushes, then reed-grass generally,
Sy. rs, Sam. achad) has not only no like juncus from jungo, as in Greek

verbal root in Semitic, but agrees with

numeral roots in Mediterranean (Indo-

oxoivos
means a bulrush and a rope. Thus an
is originally parallel with Nah. The
rushes (elsewhere rope)
Targumie Np

Germanic), as numbers generally do from
one to ten, e. g. Sanskrit &ka, with d which is put"for it refers to this origin.
dropped, and ékatera one of two, pre- In the Talmud אָכְרְהַא also appears in
served in Greek in éxareoog, éxaotos. the significa
tion ‘reed-grass, and the
— Derivatives דוחא a proper name, and Coptic oeır reeds is related to it, as are
TAN (denom. from In), only in Hithp. the preceding forms. In Phenician aM
SON to do a thing cleverly (in strength) seems to be still found in Xovdova,
Ez. 91, 21. m}, Ar. A>,, might be Xoväoiu, designated as Phenician by
eonsiderenl a secondary form. But though Dioscorides (4, 4; 4,52); but this is unthe ancients and also Jin Gandch, Kimehi certain.
TIN constr. of MN in proper names,
and others have thought of a similar

explanation, yet the LXX and Vulg.,
because the denom. word-stem among

see Ma,

the Hebrews was only current in Mm},

(which see) stands for it Gen. 46, 21.

took Sms as =

(Hm), Jon Kor eish as

= זַחֶא ‘and some mss. read even ירחאפה
turn thyself backwards, and therefore itex-

Mins.

TAN n. p. m. see THIN;
MIN

once "MN

f. saying, declaration,

proof

presses with "99°, "9a and air

JoB 33, 17. See mn.
AIR (from ny and הָחֶא which see) f.

2. intr. to intertwine, to twist together, to

האַחחי.

a turning to all sides (722 is to be brotherhood Zucu. 11 14. Itiis a late noun,
supplied, comp. 6, 2: turn thyself for- more frequent = the Mishna and the
ward). See m (Phenic. 71, hence dialects (Ar. SA, Syr. 122.1); Talm.
3m, Dot) and its derivatives.
denom. nam.
mins "(&om חַאדּוחַא ,comp. DNDN)
ANS (not used) tr. 1. to unite, to
attach, to bind around, to treat brotherly, N. 2. of a Benjamite 1 Cur. 8, 4, for
perhaps merely a denom. from nx (which which vs. 7 has mn, which means
see), as!the Aram. NN to sew together, the same thing. Hence the patronymic
 האחוחי1Car. 11,12 29, יחחאה 2 Sam.
Ar. lef to be a brother or friend, de- 23, 98 i. e. of the family of mam; but
nominat. from nN,¢|, henceל
IR. — in 23, 9 for naja we should read

entwine, spoken of rushes.
In’, Ons.

Derivatives

See ny and my in .םיִחַא

RON (c. nx-) Aram. f. the solution
(of riddles) Dan. 5, 12, from sin=

ins m. what grows in water, in a Hebr. 117; it is properly "the infin. "Aph.
 ימוחIN(God [nx] effects propagation ;
swamp, grass, reeds, particularly Nilegrass Gen. 41, 2 18; Jos 8,11. The for ™, in comp. ayia, perhaps also

LXX ) and Es and the same in Pam = ana) n. p. m. 1 Car. 4, 2.
18.19,7 even for Hebr. nie) and Ben- Possibly also it may be formed from
Sira (40, 16) have retained it as an old

Egyptian word (Copt. pi-akhi ws-a8s, piachi sı-axıs, achei aces, ‚pi-egi TI-Has,

nin with א prosthetic.

“ine (from ony; pl. c. “nN, with
suff. “ony, posi) m. 1. the backside,

Theb. ache ance). But since it has no hinderpart, rear, tergum, i. e. the hinder,
suitable derivation in Coptic, and the part of a thing, the antithesis to DD;
grammatical formation is also Hebrew,
it may be derived from a denom. stem
Mh to bind, which is used in the Mishna,

metaphorically the west, opposite to סדק

east, Is. 9,11; 00 23, 8 (comp. למשל :
2) hence in the plur. collectively ‘the

אחות

אחות
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quarter behind (as םיִכָּפ in like manner  ףנתחַא,  ותחאonce Nums. 6, 7 inn;
expresses collectively the quarter before), pl. תויחא only with suff. nn Kr
though it is only translated the back, the JosH. ,2,13  ףסויחאEz. 16, 52, THAIN
hinder side Ex. 26, 12; 1 Kines 7, 25; Jos 42, 11, brent 1 Chr. 2, 16;; but
2 Cur.4, 4. Figuratively mins is ap- there is also another plur. with suff
plied to God looked at Ex. 33, 23, op- “ning Joss. 2, 13 K'tib, ךיתוחַא Ez. 6,
posed to D°9p, which has been a treasure 81 55 61 for pink, Damme Hos.
for allegory. — 2. More frequently as 2,3 for my) f. sister of full blood, Gen.

an adverb of place, just as Dp, DIP, ,4 ,22 sister by a stepmother 20, 12 or
 ךורהאare employed, in the sipuineation by a ‘stepfather Lav. 18,11, in short it
behind, from behind, backward, a) pro- is used as variously as MX, and, as is

perly as a noun in the accus.,

 לראpointed out there more fully (ax-na,

usually stands for the adverb, Ar. Iay DY NZ, AN myx-na), where the deptes
of relattanehiyiis meant to be specialised,

hence pp} Tiny Ps. 139, 5 behind‘and
before i. 0"entirely, for which Isaiah has
9,11 img... 7p, rather expressing, however, the quarter of the heavens,
from the east .... from the west, LXX
ag גוסס Cine, Targ. oq.
DB
“ins, Ez.2,10 before and behind, 1 Car.
19, 10; 2 Cun. 13, 14 on all sides, for
which also Time םיִנָפַמ 2 Sam. 10, 9
stands. This adverb ismost frequently
used in connexion with verbs in order

18, 9. The idea of the relationship involved in sister is transferred to a relative, kinswoman Jos 42, 11, one of the
same tribe or country Nums. 25, 18, niece
Ez. 16, 55 according to the LXX, and
is as in the case of nx, hence ninx
like ny is an endearing address, SONG OF
Soron. 4,9, as the Ar.
xf, Lat. soror.
Figuratively תוחַא is סמ of sister

cities or kingdoms Jur. 3, 7; Ez. 16, 46;
23, 31, so far as they stand in near

to modify their signification by back- relationship to one another; and so it
wards, backward, e. g. '8 >23 Gen. 49, is employed like ny in order to express
17; 8 בוש Ps. 9, 4; 56, 10; Lieu,
1, 8 or in
1 א 35 Ps.44,A Is.
44, 25; Lament. 1, 13; 2, 3;
3403
2 Sam. 1, 22; Ps. 35, 4; Is. 42, 17;
' אman to etrike back Ps. 78, 66; x Sir

a close mental relation Prov. 7, 4, or
generally to denote a firm connection

tions, as: sim from behind, opposite to
 מִפָנים2 Sam. ‘10, 9; from the west Is.9,11;

vg“ “OR,

away, turning the back. — 3. as an adverb of time, later, in the future, comp.

ground-form with theä in ät is fused
into 6, where the ä preceding is lengthened in the absolute state, and is seldom

Jos 17, 14.

In the expression mux

mniny-by Ex. 26, 3; Ez. 1, 9 ny de-

notes simply the other like may, and
Is.1,4;;’ wp Is.28, 13. b) with preposi- is to_be taken on the whole ו שיא
"The feminine singular form nin has

sind after 203 to turn backward Ps. 114, arisen from "MN, connected with the
9;
: ְ'ָא הָיָהto be backwards, i. e. fallen feminine termination at. The ü of the

D7p, time before, past, only with 5, as

N Is. 41, 23 in the time following, uttered sharply as in םיִחַא (inne); in
 לא37 to hear into the following time Aramaean the6 passes into 4, hence
42, 23. The later interpretation nates we have there nny, Syr. [aus for (asl,
is alao in
ג Arabic.
and

Derivatives תינרחא
שכבו

“IN denom. from “tnx, only Hithp.
man to turn oneself backwards i. e.
westward Ez. 21, 21, as many wish to

read for Rn.
See IMS.
> ( אֶחותconstr. ning, with suf. יתחא

comp. .תומח The pl. תויחא 8 out
from the ground-form יִחַאfor the sake
of distinction from the sing., while the

fem. plur. attaches itself immediately to
the ground-form; or it also proceeds
from ATS in nin after the form min
from mn, where however the accent

must also remain

before

the suffix

אחז

אחוה
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(comp. (מכלתיר. We should therefore house, by means of cedar beams. Spoken
read “Dink Josn. 2, 13 K'tib &. In of doors: to bolt Neu. 7, 3, properly to

Aram. the "plur. nin, Syr. af pro- fit in or insert the bolts; ‘hence ini Aram.

ceeds from a form רחא like the Ar. cla

TOS (fut. thys, comp. ,ראי but
usually TEIN — 6 from aa, as elsewhere
in ND, andé in the last syllable like
the pause-forms iin דבאי רמאי, לכאי,
—,

אחד, Syr. pal to shut up. — 3. to take
out,‘take away from a number, with 77,

therefore 118 Nume. 31, 30
24,6 taken out, comp. 433.
uses MAN, and SHNDN for
rivatives הֶּזִחַא and denom.

47; 1 Cur.
The Targ.
1253. DeTON, pro-

once 1° 2 Sam. 20, 9; imp. pl. יזחא
per names THR, IR, OR, WOR,
like Aal besides a from Th) trans.
DIT, nin, Tri.
1. to lay“hold of, seize, take, hence like
Nif. TON to be held fast, with 2 Gen.
a pıınm, Ar. > Aal, with 2 of the
member or object, to lay hold of some- 22, 13; tobe caught, with 2 by something Gen. 25, 26; Ex. 4, 4; Jupaus thing, Eoouzs. 9, 12. — The other Nifal20, 6; 1 Kınas 1, 51; Jos 16, 12; Ps. form IX), fut. Im), is a denomin. from
73, 23; Sona or Soon. 7, 9; also ge- IHR.
nerally to grasp, to lay fast hold of
"Pi. TON (part. tms) to enclase, ensomething, to hold, in a spiritual or figu- compass, 9373 JoB 26, 9 the outside,
rative relation 6. ₪. Jos 38, 13; Eccues. i. e. round about the throne.
2, 3; 7, 18, opposite to ran. ITN
Hof. rs (only part. (םיזחאמ to be

 בגליTIER "Jos 23, 11 my foot holds fastened, with » to a thing 2 Car. 9,18.
fast byhis steps i. 6. I do not lose his
The stem IS, Targ. ns, Syr. rel,
tracks; always, however, agreeably to
the nature of a, denoting the laying Ar. Ast, has for its organic root ITS,
hold of an object by one part of it, not and its collateral forms are in the stems
the whole. With the accusative of a a8, TP7¥, TH, 7979, which express
person or thing: to take, to seize, to lay
hold upon, Jupans 12,6; 16, 21; Sona
or Sotom. 2, 15; 3, 4; Ps. 56,1; 139,
10; most frequently of shuddering, terror, pain, hunger, misery and such like,
which seize some one, Ex.15,14; 28am,

cognate ideas.
( זַחֶאconstr. זחא in compound proper

names; grasper, ‘holder, se. Jah is) 2. p.
m. 2 Kınas 18, 1; 1 Cur. 8, 35; see
MER, IMST. As an attribute of God
THIN holder, is synonymous withזר 

1,9; Jur. 49, 24; Ps. 48, 7; 105 80, 16;
figuratively to hold, applied to the eye- helper and with a derivative from "in

lids that they do not close, Ps. 77, 5: (mim surrounding, protecting), from
thou holdest the lids (nid, Aram. which the interchanges of names are to
Tyan) of my eyes; seldom as with 3 to be explained.
hold fast by something Jos 17, 9. TON
MIN (e. ni”, with suff. int"; formed
mar ras 2 Car. 25, 5 to Kalle lance from the adject. thy) 7. properly that
and shield, then to equip generally, "IMS
which is seized, laid hold of, hence posaT] equipped with the sword Sone OF
session, comnacted with טרי and 722 Gen.
Soom. 3, 8. — 2. to hold together, to
join, to fit, to pin into one another, in 47, 11; Luv. 25, 46; most frequently
architecture, proceeding from the idea spoken of the possession of land, conof taking, laying hold of; pa TTS to fit nected with PX or am Lev. 27, 24;
into the wall, to fasten inte the temple- Nom. 27, 7. ‘Accordingly Palestine is

wall 1 Kınas 6, 6; prima Ez. 41, 6 called bY3B-"23 'א 1088. 21, 41 or DR
fastened. In this sense with the accusat. 22,19. "Elsewhere |appear the following
to lay hold of something,

to hold fast,

1Kines 6, 10: and it (the side-building)
joined to the house, i. e. held by the

expressions: yt

תּזְחַא Ez. 45, 7 pos-

session of the city, סלע  יאGen. 48, 4;

 א' קבר,32 9 noissessop fo a ,enidlipes

אחזי
and many others.
denom.

אחין

00

From this comes the

united, closed, from .דוח hence riddle

Dan. 5,12; Syr. 2ן 2] and from it the
 זחאנNif. (fut. trys) to put oneselfin denom. a to give dames Then
is

possession, with a of the thing Gun. 34,

;10 ,47 ;27 Num. 32, 30; Josn. 22, 9 prosthetic, comp. IT =
MIN (God is Jah) n. P. m. 1 Sam.
.19 The form has been made after the
analogy of verbs רפ by way of distinc- 14, 1 1181808 11, 29. In 2 Cur. 10,15

tion from Trap.

Minis) (holder, protector) n. p.m. Nex.
11, "1B: for which there is in 1 Cur.
9, 12 ;sans (encompasser, defender) from

there is
i instead aj ; another time 1 Car.
8, 4 minx, which see.
 ףהיחא.2 p. m. 1Kmes14, 6.

( דּוהיִחַאGod is renown) n. p. m.
Nun. ,43 ;72 .pmoc אַבִיהוּד.
( ויחאGod is Jo; = m) n. p. m.
1. 1Kınas 22, 40; 2 Car. 20, 35; the
LXX and Vulg. read היזחא which ‘they 2 Sam. 6,3.
pronounced according to the Phenician( דֶחיחַאGod is mysterious; from m)

oan.

( אַחַזִיהJah is holder)

Syrian

method

Oyatiag,

n. p. m.

Ochazias. —

2. 2Kines 8, 24, for which 2 Cur. 22, 6

have "419 "(Jah is helper) and 2 Cur.
21,17 TRI, In proper names those
of cognate senses were often interchanged.

 ףהיזחא.2 p. m. 1Kınas
22, 40,
DINN (preservation; from IMs, with
8 formative termination

D-2 n. po m.

n. 2. "m. 1 Cur. 8, 7.

DAWN

(Ach1.6. God, is good) n. p.

m. 1 Sam. 14, 3; see בּוטיִבְא

TO MN (Ach i. e. god, of origination)
n. p.m. 2 Sam. 8, 16; 35° is an abstract
noun from 75} (which see), comp. NiRMNrion ווקi.e. god, of 1 2.
m. 1 Chr. 6,10; but instead of itin 6,20

1 Cur. 4, 6.
isn, Luxe 3,26 21060, from חמ = rm
MAR (Philistine) n. p. m. Gen. 26, (comp. nm from m, non from An) to
26. The termination m= for 12880. proper melt, dissolve, hence nm equivalent te
names is still found in the Philistine ‘ מלתdissolution, death.
n’93, and the explanation of the above
“boy ("Achi. e. God, is King) n. p

by‘the Hebrew THN is uncertain, because

we have not yet obtained a clear knowledge of the idiom of the Philistines.

m. 1 Sam. 21,2; see 7272928.
ar

(’Achiis Man i.e. My, the male

divinity of Min, רכמ Is. 65,11) 1.n.p.
( חַחֶאnot used) intr. to Aura, be on
of a heathen Anakite Num. 13,22; JosH.

fire, hence ie a

Arab. bagto burn,

15,14; Jupens1,10. The goddess I)

whence serheat, "fio he hee to glow. a, among the Phenicians Onka, was
also worshipped as a male deity ya May

The proper name Hinx, (which see) does
(Movers, Phin. I. 649-50). Hence the
not belong here,
name is formed according to analogy,
"FIN (abridged from FAM) ₪. p. m. from 8. — 2. n. p. m. in the later
1 Cur. 5,15; 7,34; comp. "38,
period 1 Chr. 9,17. See 27, -ןמ
"TIN ncn. from הָחא comp.
Cee (Ach i. e. God is power,
Zeuxis) n. p. m. GEN. 46, 21, for which dominion) n. p. m. 1 Sam. 14, 50; comp.
1Cur.8,6 has TIME.
n. p. YI, from Hey which see.
DNYTIN (God founds fellowship) n. p.
DIR (’Achis ו
2  ךיfor Dy) n. p.
m. 2'Sam. 23,33; 1 Cur. 11, 35.
m. 1
7 ‚19. In proper names D- at the
NTIN (pi,rns) Arce. f. equi- end is frequently interchanged. with וכ
valent to the Hebr. Bm, properly the and ms has an analogy in DIN.

אחינרב
"( בָדְניִחַאAch is noble) n.p.m. 1 Kınas

same

Dans.

41,4; comp.אַבינדב DYN

אחמתא
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(Ach is grace) n.p.f. 1 Sam.

14, 50; 25,43; see DYSAR,

as in STON, TOR,

MIR,

MAIS,

‘sony a particle of wishing: oh that!
would that it were! with the imperf. following Ps.119,5. The vocable of wish-

TOR (Achi. 6 God, is supporting)
n. p. m. Exon. 31,6; comp. ‘7729 in the - i>, Aram. "25, יל in “bax, "ar, the
proper name "775720. ףהי therefore corSeer make the last syllable easily
responds to "N.
et
So too the first syllable my
( רזעיחאAch is help) n. p. m. Num. is known by the word of exclamation
,1 :12 1 Cur. 12,3; comp.רָזְעיִבַא ,“TOR. ny. Hence it is compounded of nx oh!
)אַחִַיקֶם
8 Men, .2 and רקequivalent to %> i.e. "1. The verm. 2Kınas25, 22; comp. DRIN, ,DPM, sions (LXX ögehov, Targ. am, Syr.

,pE ,yrpO יהלד, dna המואל

;

( םֶריִחַאAch ii. e. God, is evalted) 2.

wa), old lexicographers and interpret-

ers (Kimchi, Parchon, Ibn Esra) have

thought of its being a noun in the plural
m. Nun. 26, 38, for which there is in from Mt to ask, or Moh, Aram. אָלח
1 Cur. 8,5 Daan םֶרּוחַא = and perhaps to please; but such an ו noun-

also UN} ng Gun. 46, 91 = WNT,

formation from ל does not occur else-

equivalent to;םֶריִחַאpatron. 725";; comp. where.
DIES. Perhaps the proper names Bon
“Sms the same, 2 Kinas 5, 3, only
and םֶרּוח are abridged fromאַח' 
that the last part of the 7
is
( עֶריִחַאAch .6.1 God, is a friend; רע expressed "2, which is no more a negais formed from my‘) after the form ד tive than יל but must be considered an

in) = p. m. Num. 1, 15; comp. byw.

 וof "372.

On the negative

( רַחָשיִחַאAchi.e. God, is sity light; additions ‘2 and ילsee under .אל

ang = 2 in D938) n. p. m. 1 Cur.7,10;
(יִפָחַאproperly ahtidsed from Tibor,
comp.שְחרְיָה 
separating, stopping sc. Jah is; from Sos)
“ws (from “Wry, ,“Ach is abili- n. p.m. 1 Cur.2,31; 11, 41.
pbmx after the form בָלַחַא,MTN, see
ty) n. p.m 1 Kısas 4, 6; perhaps not
 רש,but( רשי c. Ws) should be assumed אַחְלָמָה
ashe groundform ; comp. the cognate
‘pads (the final ₪ is accentless as
Ty in .הָלָאְרִשַא
in (הֶלְילf. name of a precious stone Ex.
Sahne (God [mig] is a spinner of 28, 19; 39, 12, in the LXX and Vulg.
plans, i. 6 counsellor) n. p.m. 2 Sam. rendered amethyst, in the Targ. 8939” Te

15,12. See bon.

(colour of the bear-star), which ‘version
we may suppose to have intended a si-

ony (not used) pe to separate, keep milar stone. In Hebrew this stone is so
off, hinder, Arab. Jo Derivative x. p- called from its hardness (see bat), formed

ET.

from Doms hard.

( אָחְמְחַאread ’Achmötä, for(אַחמַתֶן 
aon (fruitful place; from 257) n. p.
n.
pe
‘of the metropolis of ancient Media,
of a town in the tribe of Asher, Junges
1,31. 008%. 19, 29, where this very name  אָתְניִדְמ23"  ידNNT Eze. 6, 2, by

is wanting in Haas bana, 'א Senn, which no other place iismeant than 4 186-

tava, Egbatana)לב is here ß), afterwards
that בָלֶח corresponds to .בָלָחַא In "the Hamadan, 7357, Arab. .!4%, as also
from Cheleb to Achlab should be ‘read, so

cod. Vat. 2470080 stands, i. e.dd Xeheß.

ילווה

6 ,22 ehe (Ant.11,4,6)

See 57 and maby. — The form is the and the Vulg. understood it. ‘According to

אחסבי
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Lassen it means place of horses )0
agvadana i. e. immootacia); see Ind. Biblioth. TIT. p. 36. Like the proper name
"ms, the noun הָריִּב which being applied
to und was transferred from it at a

אחר

off, delay, Targ. A718, Syr. pucl, puaw to,

procrastinate, delay, and likewise in other
dialects.

The fundamental idea, as one

may easily see from the derivatives, is
not the cessation or holding back of
later period to the temple-mountain, activity, but either relates to time: to be
belongs to the old Persian or Aryan behind, to be later, so that another opeclass of languages. Comparisons with the ration precedes, or to place: to follow, to
Semitic proper name nn, or with the be in a posterior condition, so far as
Aramaean אָהְמִחַא a chest, Hebr. 24, something is before.
have not the slightest ground of pro רַחַאAram. the same, hence AR,
bability..
ירחא
“InN, pans, JAIN.
“JOMN (contr. from MH, blooming,
AN (from ms, therefore in pl. DAR,
דדן: דו

shining se. Jah is; from Son = aby, atk) Jos 31, 10 Yan) adject. m., NINN (pl.
n.p.m. 2 Sam. 23, 34, for which "8 stand

ninny) 7 properly מ
delaying,
in 1 Cur. 11,35, ‘which may be similarly
retarding, hence 1. following, when someinterpreted. According to others conthing has gone before to which it stands
tracted from 172 "MN.
in a definite relation

2 Kinas 6, 29;

wlan (only 1 fut. "8 = רחַאא ,comp. 2 Car. 3,11; Gun. 17, 21; most freas, and 3. fut. רחיי =  רחלK’tib) intr. to quently 2. another, other, a second, alius,
remain behind, to tarry, delay, to remain alia (comp. secundus from sequi, properly
in a place, א 32,5; 3253" ya 8 2 Sam. the following) Gen. 4, 25; 29, 19; 30,
20,5 to tarry יי 0 time. Derivatives '24, partly opposed to the adject. Ins,
partlyin the signification foreign, parallel
tno dna ny Ex. 22,4; 34,14; Dr. 28, 32. Subst.

Ans, SPS, “IHN, Time, ons, MIN,

אחליו אחרית

,mS מחרת

the proper names Hans, nis.
Pih. omg (3 pl. ורחא for ne, "but fut.
SMS", part. men) "T. to remain behind,
delay, tarry, with the infin. following,
Gen. 39,19; Devur. 23,22; Eccuzs. 5, 3;
to delay, defer, put of with the accusative of the object, Is. 46,13; Gen. 24,
56. — 2. to do late i. e. to procrastinate,

hence to tarry late, with לע at a thing
Prov. 23, 30; with 2 of time, 6. g. Ua
in the night i. e. till late into the night
Is.5,11, yet with the infinitive also, 6. ₪.
na N to sit late Ps. 127, 2. — 3. intrans. to stay, to delay, to linger (cognate

 רַחַאIs. ,48 11 ו

to nS DN an-

other God i. e. idol; elsewhere substan-
tively only in theו 
another,
a stranger Jos 31,8 10; Is. 65,22. In

" ורהמms Ps. ,16 4  'ַאcan be nothing
but the substantive "ms as in Is.
1
and the object of “7, which has the
accusative after it in the signification to
buy, to barter, a woman, metaphorically
strange gods, comp. Jer. 2, 11. This is

shewn by the fact, a) that. 179 appears
no where else in Kal in the sense to
hasten, b) even Pihel according to the
nature of the verb is construed only with

in sense to mar, (ששוב Ps. 40, 18;  אלand על, and c) "x never appears
70,6; 1.9, 3, Dan. 9,19, hence with. asan adverb, but ny. The annexation of
out prepositions after it. Derivative perhaps .רַחַא
=
Hif. only 3 fut. sing: with vau con-

“rs to proper names for the purpose of
distinguishing two places of the same
name appears peculiar. So Ezr. 2, 31;

secutive 917191 2 Sam. 20, 5 as from m  פא7,33 34 to ,324 Do1y. But it would
ns; but it is Kal, andshould beread ‘be a great mistake to suppose that these
should be taken as names of towns in
in the Krri WT like sm.

..%
the passages referred to; for not to men>| (II. tion that no trace is found of the name
II. V.) in the signification to loiter, put of a city Day, 12) and bby as names
The stem Sms soundsin An;

אחר
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of cities must be connected with NAAR, Ps. 78,71. In this sense are construed
ms is seldom put for the plural others the verbs ey, Na, ,בּוש may with on,
108 8,19. — 3. later, as elsewhere ןירחא some too with Amen. - 9 behind in the
Ps. 109, 13; Jos 1, 3. In the same sense back of; west of, Ex. 3,1; but this
way other significations may be ap- signification is rare.
plied, as they result from the conception
More ie iatis the use of the conofthe verb. — 4. (lateling)n.p. m. 1 Car.
7,12.
time: יב יי
25,18; Jose.
> רָחַא (abs. Gen.18,5; 22,13; 24,55; 2,7; 7,8. As an adverb of time ‘the ini
Ruts 2, 2; Prov. 24, 26; Ez. 40, 1; finitive or רשא frequently follows it

Hos. 3, 5 &c.; more frequently in the Gen. 5, 4; 14, 17, so that a sort of conconstr. Sm;;pl.c. AN; with suf. SDR, junction after that arises out of it; but
אחריף, Doran)’ m. properly hinder, the conjunction lies only in Wy. ירחא
later, after (see (ירחא ; for as one sees
from ‘the accentuation and inflection, the
word is formed from “178 somewhat like

as a particle of time
nected with 2

27 (from N) by changing the ground

24,4 רשאכ Tom ‘Tose. 2,7;/ "31 Sam.
12, 21; NTIS Esr. 9, 10; תאז"לכ א

vowel into -, together with a forward
accent on account of the guttural. But

commonly itis 1.an adverb, as so many
other nouns, supposed to be in the aceusative, become adverbs, a) of time:
after, then, Gen. 10, 18; 24, 55; Prov.
24, 26; Hos. 3,5, always joined to the
‘imperfect later Gen. 30, 21; Ex. 5, 1;
hereupon, then Gen. 38, 30, joined to ‘the
perfect; behind, likewise ‘of time Gen.
18,5; b) of place: following Ruts 2, 2;
behind Gen. 22,13, hence the Vulg. has
‚post tergum, but the LXX, Syr. and Sam.
Pent. read x. — 2. a preposition: after,
a) of time, before the noun in the construct state Gun. 9, 28; 11,10; hence
with a following infinitive noun where
it means after that Ex. 18, 2; Lev. 14,
43; Num.6,19. So too in the following

compounds: 73 ‘x properly, after it was

is also conand particles,

9 Cur. '35,20. — 2. as an aden ofplace
and a preposition: after, behind, Gun. 32,
21; Jupazs 5, 14. In this sense many
verbs 0 ‚going, an after

16, 13; Fon 24, 61; "on 24, 67; ףדר
35, 5; הוה Ex. 23, 2; טיִּבַה 33, 8; mar

34, 15; Ron Nun. 32, 11 19; Dsvr. 1,
-36; NY" Jos. 8,17; op Jovwss 10,1;

 שובstoR ,1 ;51 }in 1.exaS 52,7 בוא
5,11; 777 41, 63;  לק71, 35; na ,22
20; Say) 25, 13; חלט "2 Sam. 3,26; רז
1Kmas 1, 7 yn 19, 20; 229 2 Kınas
9,25 and othens either put after or before, or depending on, the verbs. —
3. as a preposition, before nouns, in the
signification after, behind, Jupaus 18, 12;
Ne». 3, 16, without being caused by a
verb. In all these senses appears in like
manner its plur. with a suffiz, i.e. ירחא ,

80, hereupon Lev. 14, 36; הז  'א2 Car.
32,9; WY, רחא after that Ezux. 40,1;
אחריף ;אחרינו, ,narT אחריכם, אחריו
bat in
i this connection sometimes ו
ting an intercalated clause, as 6. g. רחא mans,  אחריהםas an adverb or preposi..( זְאתcomp. JoB 42,16) after this; so tion. — 4. In addition to the applications
Jon 19, 26: and after this i. 6. and then of “ns just mentioned in the constr. plur.
- they have siripped of my skin — and and with a suff. plur. the following rare
out of my body, i. e. sensibly, will I see cases should also be noted: a) constr. pl.
God (ash). The expression םיִרָבְּדַה TR sometimes appears in the original subRyn after these things i. e. hereupon, stantive meaning: hinder part; of the
isfrequent, Gen. 15, 1; 22,1. — b) of spear: the lower part, which is stuck into
place: behind, Jupexs 3, 22; 2 Kines the ground, therefore תיקחה  יִרְחַאְּבwith
‘11, 6; 25, 5; Ps. 68,26; Sona of Sox. the lower part of the spear2 Sam. 2, 23;
2,9; hence רַחאמ from after 2 Sam. 7, 8; ל

אחרון
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41, 15. — b) “ony Prov. 28, 23 in the Exop. 4,8; Daur. 24, 3. — 3. of place:
 הlater, ‘after, at last, which is westward (comp. Sims), hence 'אָה Da
a more extended form of the adverb Ans; the western sea i. e. the Mediterranean
elsewhere it is only a prepos. with the Deur. 11, 24; 34, 2; Jo. 2, 20; the
suffix in the 24 passages where it ap- eastern is ‘the Dead sea. — 4, The plural
pears. — c) We have still to notice its  אהרניםis also used substantively for
numerous combinations with other par- posterity, later races 108 18, 20; Is. 41,
ticles (conjunctions, prepositions &e.), as:

4; Eccves. 4,16. —

5. The feminine

after that 2 San.19, 31, and perhaps with

larly with the prepositions a, >, 9:
lastly, finally Duvr. 13, 10; Nom. 2, 31;

“wx, “ons, Targ. "7 apa, Ar. lo dee,  אחרנהis applied as an adverb, particu-

the omission of the relative Lev.25,48;
ip "ns, Targ. jp "na, Syr. a 5
thereupon, thereafter Gen. 15, 14; u
WR, I> after that, posteaquam, postquan,
GEN. 6,4; תאְז “nN Jos 42, 16 after

Dan. 11, 29.

7

4,8; comp. לָיַחיִבַא

MAN (from nx “NN; following "Ach
16 Go) mpi me Cee dr.
Onin (from ליח NN; following the
this, comp. הנד  ירחאDan. 2, 29, “na possessor ofpower, i.e. God). p.m.1 Car,
Targ. onEx. 34, 92; ירחַאַמ from

after, usually after verbs which are other יִרָחֶאAyo. adj. f. another, a second,
wise construed with “any ,)בּוש “hd,
consequently
with feminine nouns 123%
mn), to express in that manner the
Dan.
,2
;39
77°
;7,5 רק
;8 written
thing which is opposite, hence 'א or
in the Tare. “nix, 0%
withבִּירָא
pn often remains untranslated, i. 8. we
render simply either after or away from,

Gen. ,62 ;12 em .moN 42,41 dna אע
Devr. ,92 .72 ehT sneuaB mrof saw

Num. 14,43; 1Sam.12,20; 2 Sam. 2,27;
MR,
אחרי- מןalso stands for it 1 Car. 17, 2
Sometimes of time: after Eccuzs.10, 14.

Farther: 3 ירחאמ after, behind Non. 4,
TR

Sa ‘thereupon, prop. from this

dine on 2San. 3, 28; 2 Cur.32,23; -bx
 אחריbehind me 2 Kınas 9, 18. —

The

Hebr. SMS, comp. DIN, 71230;

and the feminine of this formisdeveloped

partly by Nz (def. xn), partly by ~
(constr. n°, “def. Nn”).

"AIR )6- mans, def. KM’ITS) Aram.
0 the late, the future Dan. 2, 28; else-

stem is “G8 (which see); ‘wheres also where nid, MD are its substitutes.
comes SON; ‘but the comparison with the

 ירחאHebr. seeאַחַר .

Zöthiop. decker, Arab. %.4>0 good (Ew.
Lehrb. 8. 78) with the assumed rejection
of d, is not necessary. On Shy in proper
after this i. 6. in the future Dae 2, 29
names, see MANN, Sram. |
45; as Dip) Dan. 7, 24 arises after
( ןורחאpl. םינרה( םינרחא adj. m., them. Sms must hrassumed asthe ground-

BAER 7. formed from the noun “ns with

form of it. In Targumic Aramacism sna

the termination - ןוand in its manifold( from רַתַא(stands for it.
senses like “WN, namely 1. hinder, fol-
PANN (for jan; the Yod is put in
lowing, later, Future, coming, e. g. applied
the
K°tib for pronunciation’s sake to disto race (13) Ps. 48,14, to day (ein)
Prov. 31,25, to time (ny) Is. 8, 23; op- tinguish it from JAN) Aram. adj. last,
Dan.4,5[8] pans 397 and until as the last,
posite to . ןושאָרAs 4 substantive: later,

after i. e. he who appears last; along

different from the adj. JATIN another. The

with ןושאְר describing the eternity of terminations Ir and 7, are ‘adjective ones,
God Is. 44, 6; figuratively the revenger Syr. HZ,
who arises ‘last, cognate in sense to Digi
MAIN (formed from 4px; comp.
108 ,19 ,25 — .2 latter, second, another,
 (לָאשית7 properly the late, hence

אחרית
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2 (sing. nd) were placed 6,2.— As
the word is evidently ofthe same origin as
fore "3 'ִאּב Gen. 49, 1 ” the future; 2000776 it has been correctly rendered
principally the happy future Jer. 29,11; by Satrap, especially as we know from
31,17; Ps. 37,37; Prov. 24, 14. an history that the Persian kings sent
5 'א there is a ₪
to one Prov. "34, satraps into the provinces (Cyrop. 8, 6,
20; and therefore it is put with pn. 1 7) and that the country was divided
- 2. end, issue, e. g. of the year Dam into satrapies (Herod. 3, 89 &e.), of which
11,12, of certain relations Prov.23,18; according to Josephus "there are said to
opposite nun“) 1000188. 7, 8; Ts. 46, 10. have been as many as 360 (Antig. 10,
ame 'R the end of his discourse Eccıes. 11, 4). Without regarding the period
10,13. But in prophecy it is distinguished when the satraps were instituted or their
from Vp. in this respect that it does not number we have simply to examine the
designate the issue itself but the re- etymology of the word, which is said to
motest occurrence before the end (77) mean according to von Bohlen: Khshadrapan, Satrap of the military boundDan. 10,14. Also the end of life, death,
ary;
according to De Sacy: KshätraNunm.23,10. — 3. what is left or remains,
ban, satrap of the province. On the
a sense which is only determined more
coins of Suräshtra one has in fact deexactly by the connexion, Ez. 23, 25;
ciphered the Sanskrit-form Kshatrapa,
generally remainder, last, Prov. 23, 32.
which is, according to Lassen (Zeitschrift
— A, the uttermost, most distant Ps. 139,
für die Kunde des Morgenlandes III. 260)
9. — 5. posteriority, aftergrowth, or conguardian of the warriors of the
crete those who come after Ps. 109, 13;
host, but more correctly it is like the
Jer. 41,17; Am. 4, 2.
Zend Shéitra paiti protector of the
 תירחאAram. see “ON.
province (from Kshétra, province). But
MIR Aram. m. adj. another, alius, e.g. granting this explanation, it is only the
old Persian that can be normative for
py people, nation, Dan. 2,44; הלא
subst. another 2,11; 5,17; 7,24. "This ad. the word, and accordingly it has been
jective form has been farther developed found written Khshatrapdwd in an old
out of רחוא and in the Targ. it is also Persian inscription of Behistun (III, 3).
written Tanks and Arms. But there are This may be either traced back to the
1. the end of a period, the future, parti-

cularly in the phrase םימיה ‘x, there-

also Aramaean forms with Alef rejected,
6 g. adj. ir, Sam. 719; “yin and many
others; in like manner the Syr. ers.
MAR adv. backwards Gun. 9, 23;
1 Sam. 4,18. The termination -תי gives
the adverbial character to the word which

same

theme

with the termination

van,

or it may use the synonymous -pdna,
Sanskr. -pa, Zend -paiti. Agreeably to
this explanation and admitting the א

prosthetic, the form should have been

expressed in Hebrew and Aramaean
jo7Törs. Since the part שָחַא is found
is here formed from an adjective ןרחא, elsewhere, it is better to look upon the
as from the adj. {57 comes nm.
word as compounded of טחא i. e. Ksha
PTO (read "A ckhashdarpan; on- (old Pers. Kshaja, new Pers."Sha, from

ly in the pl. םיֶכַפ 6. 22”) m. name of a primitive form Kshatra) king, 7 court,
the persons in the Persian empire who

and 4p (from pd to protect) guardian,

were highest after the king (Dan. 3, 2) i. e. court-guardian of the king, stadt-

whose number was the same as that of holder.
the provinces, namely 120, Dan. 6, 2
IPTTEON (only pl. 22”) Aram. m.
comp. Esru.1,1, and whose dignity sur- the same as in Hebrew Dan. 3, 2 3.
passed that of the mm», and therefore
( שרושחאonce K’tib own Este.
of all the other seven dignitaries, as

p23, j'a73978, and others 3,3. Above 10, 1; Persian) n. p. or title of a Perthe 120 Äckhashdarpenim only the three sian = Ezr. 4, 6; Esra. 1, 1 and
5
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frequently in this book; Dan. 9,1. Ac-

formed

cording to the places where he is mentioned, 'א was that Persian and Median
ruler, who had for his wife a Jewess

adopted from the Persian 1 Cur. 4, 6.

temple; whose son too was Darius that
became a vassal-king over the Chaldeo-

the new Persian Askadär. The messengers or royal servants were taken,

from

TION

the Persian Snwnx
(only

and

in plur. 59477)

Esther, and for minister one Mordecai, m. equivalent to “möge whilst the
under whom the historical cireumstances formative syllable 7- is appended: royal
narrated in the book of Esther hap- messenger, ambassador, EstH. 8, 10 14.
pened, and at the beginning of whose Acadvöng, -a messenger, mentioned
reign the Samaritans sent a calumnious among the Greeks as a Persian word
libel to hinder the rebuilding of the and interpreted by 4718208 arose out of
Babylonian empire, Dan. 9, 1. According
to Toz. 14, 15 he was also conqueror

of Nineveh.
that we

From all this it follows

must understand Xerzes who

became ruler of the great Persian empire 485 B.C. After his assassination
about 467 B. C. Artachshasta (Artawerxes

Longimanus) took upon him the gov-ernment of the Persian empire, while
his son Darius Nothus was placed over
Babylonia as a vassal-king (because
being sprung from the Jewess and not

if we may judge by the name, from a
peculiar cast of the Kshattra, who
were not of pure descent on the mother’s
side, to which fact not only does the
Sanskrit Kshattra point, signifying originally such a mongrel,

but also the

explanation of x by boa 22 (Este.
1. c.)i. e. sons of slaves, seeqa. Other
explanations of this ’x are less probable,
according to the context: as that of Jbn
‘Esra from wn king and nw, Pers.

„uf estar or im] estar, mule ‘(springfrom the noble family of the Achseme-|?
ing from the union of an entire horse

nides, he was called the bastard). — The

first member of the name Wor= Khsha
equivalent to Kshja (new Pers. Shah) ie.
king, also exists מ
(great king),
a name of the Armenian princes; the

second member שָרְוָש or WwW coincides
with the name of Xerxes, Khshhershe and
Khshwershe deciphered in the cuneiform
writing, where also a fluctuation in the
reception of w appears, as it does here.

WAIN see WITUNN.

with a she-ass), estar properly speaking,

being abridged from the Sanskr. agvatara, swift goer, mule. Thus the word
is equivalent to muli regit, and the Persian version has אהרתשא for O97 in

Gun. 36,24.

The same remark applies

to the derivation

proposed by Rashi,

who takes the second member as

ül

ushtur, camel, Sanskr. ushtra. In any
case the signification was early forgotten,

since the LXX, Vulg. and Syr. have omit( רָתשִחַאPersian) from wn king, ted the word entirely in their versions.
which is
i also found in שָרְוָשַחְא pores,
AAN (from MIR or NINN) see Th.
and nw, Zend. Khshattar, Khshathr, new
Persian Askadär (comp. Sanskr. Kshattri

a kind of mongrel,

who may have

been taken for the service of the public)

messenger, courier, hence in composition,

royal messenger, and as an apposition to

AAN Aram. see nm.

DN (also in pause;

from DON) m.

properly concealment, secrecy, then un-

observedness, but usually an adv. concealed, secret, still, noiseless, slow, hence

רֶ? בּפוּקים, TIW  רכב.arsE ,8 01 .41 DN ףלה to step along noiselessly, quietly,
But for the second member of the com- of a mourner 1Kınas 21, 27, where the
pound the form j7n¥ also appears, a Targ., Syr. and Joseph. (Ant. 8, 13, 8),.
circumstance that makes no change who render it sometimes whispering,
either in the derivation or meaning. sometimes bare-footed, have merely conjectured. ליָכלא Ton ON} Hos. 11,4 and
See jin wn.
gently I bear
“(bapin = DSN from .
( יִרְּתְשַחַאmessenger, courier) n. p.m. 533) for him. More frequently by appears :

DN
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DON

in connexion with 9, 6. g. un) Tom Is. buckthorn) n. p. of a place on the other
8,6 to flow slowly, noiselessly, spoken of side Jordan, which was subsequently
mbes; yap יקדטַאְל 2 Sam. 18, 5 gently named pent, Dax (bay) Gey. 50, 10
(deal) for my sake with the young man 11. Jerome understands by it moan ma
(LXX ysicaode and Vulg. servate merely
give the sense). For ox} also stands uN’
as an adverb in the signification covered,

obscure, comp. mad, 012, 6. ₪. 27]
 למox? 708
TL and the purpose,
is it so concealed by thee, i.e. so obscure
and covered?
The stem of ON is DUN which see;

two miles distant from Jordan.”

TON (properly ןוסָא ,from jun; see
OY) m. braided, twisted, yarn, םיִרְצִמ ‘RN
Prov. 7, 16 Egyptian yarn, which was
celebrated in
i ancient times as Egyptian
linen (Plin. h. n. 19,3; comp. Is. 19, 9;

Ez. 27,7). Ibn Koreish has already compared ‘with it the Aram. yor, which
but the inappropriateness of it has led stands in the Targ. (on Nums. 4, 32;
many interpreters and versions to derive Josn.2,15 and elsewhere) for cord,rope
the adverb un) and und from usb.
am, San), and has interpreted סע 'א
UN (from vos; with suff. “TON; pl.

sometimes bywoLbL&e ropes, sometimes

Den) m. 1. equivalent to ON noiseless-  =)שש דט,sdaerht elihw eht .rG ,.neV

ness, peaceful ease, hence "and adv. ac-

Kimchi, Parchon and others have turned
more or less to the same sense. As an
convenience Gen. 33, 14; Targ. 1723, article of commerce fetched from Egypt
as also Kimchi and ‘predecessors tale the Phenicians knew it under the apON = ON. — 2. conerete veiling, con- pellation ‘us (pron. ‘otoni), and with
cealing, hence a necromancer, which suits this name (comp. yra, 0993, 7) it
the radical signification very well, comp. came to the Greeks as 7
7
 לטsorcerer, from wid to veil, ה
but the origin of the word is genuine
Onlyin the plural pan Is. 19, 3. The Semitic.
 הof signification 2 from the

cording to my noiseless way, easy way, slow

Ar. u to speak softly, to murmur,
whisper, is given as early as by Ibn
Gandch; but not to mention that the
usage elsewhere of Dx and uN does a
suit this derivation, even in Arabic it

is only a collateral form of 5 (deri-

DEN (not used) tr. to veil, conceal,

cover. uy and דע is the same root,
which is found in ,הרע 7-9, bar
which is not Ben

with ie Ar. i

Derivatives DY, DN.

DES tr. to close, 6. g. the lips Prov.
17, 28 in order not to speak, the ears
14, 13 and Is. 33, 15 not to hear. Part.

vatives b5b;5, ib) and seems to
pass. DN closed: םיִמָמַא נופה םיִּפְקִש
be more onomatopoeic.
TOS (not used) tr. to pierce, force 1 Kınas 6,4 windows of‘closed ‘(Targ.
vane) bars, i, e. immovable, whose
into, fasten, Ar. Abs and Abt proceed- cross bars or lattices could not be shut
ing from a like ב
significa- and opened at pleasure, like other wintion. But the organic root is TON, dows (2 Kınas 13, 17; Dan. 6, 11);
Aram. DEN, “Ma, and is also found  חלרנים אָממלת.zE ,4 61 62 ro ' אnisin
in the cognate m.
TON

m.

Hence

1. Euer,

thorn- -.

Jupgzs 9, 14 15; Ps.58, 10, Ar. ott,

Targ. דמא (pl. Ton) "and DEN (pl.
yen), Syr. Lia, Zab. טאטא Phen.
(Diose. 1, 119) only pl. us (Aradiv).
— 2. ERS 4 (threshing floor of the

closed i. e. latticed a
The expression in the Targum: open without
and closed within (on 1 Kınas1. c.) is
said only to mean that the lattice-work

of the opening was fixed within.
these passages also the Ar.

On

«3! has been

compared, and 947 to slit Jur. 22, 4
has been collated; but since רק was

5*
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used for to slit or split, and the break-

interr.: where? ubi?

correlative

to ge

ing through of a window was denoted

(in (רזא there, but used in this short
by it, nothing but closing with lattices form’ only before a suffix, as TS where
(is) he? Jos 14, 10; 20, 7; Ex. 2, 20;
can by meant by .'א
Hif. Don (fut. ow) Ps. 58, 5 to PAR where (art) thou? Gun. 3, 9; Das
close, the ears.
where (are) they? Nau. 3, 17. "But אא
The stem por, Ar. ₪ Targ. DON, 2 Kınas 19, 13 (comp. Ta, 37, 13 mae)
Syr. 2541,has for its organic root DU°S, Mic. 7, 10 iy to be taken as May. For
which is also found in : nu, DEM, Dax once occurs loosely connected with
with another t-sound in on m, פח0, the pronoun, :הא oF הא Zecu. 1, 5;
Ar. plas, 1 ri, and. arisingל Nipy Dan Is. 19, 12 is put for the ake
of greater ל
where are
of the sibilant t-sound Bon, Ar.
;
Hebr. by, Dr &e.; but in all the nu- as NipN with .הא In Arab.
merous stem-groups of the root no trace interrogative pronoun quis?
comes a sort of noun in the
of the signification to splitis found.

jes (not used) tr. to weave, bind,
spin, properly to tie, hence 3108 (which

see). The root is 0°, which returns
in N20, ןצ (belonging to mp2, mx)

they then?

2 is the:
which beformation

of a feminine and plural form. — From
this pronominal stem are derived m,
TS, 8, which see.

ל יא

constr. of (אַר interrog.

ad, , where? correlative to (Aram.)הי 

&e., 0 seal, 2-52: comp. Ar. ob there. It signifies 1. qualis, 1. e. a man

bundle.

TON

(fut. ear)

tr. 1. to enclose,

of what condition? 20008, who? It oc-
curs only in the construct state (from

surround; with לע Ps. 69, 16 to close ,( רַאand since it stands only before de-
upon one. Jerome renders it by coro- monstrative pronouns or adverbs, and
nare, certainly thinking upon “by, never by itself like Tax, nothing but
which

is cognate ב

by root.

-E

The stem “ES, Ar. „bi to surround,
is connected by signification with the
cognate "29, but in the organic root
also with Say, ,,רַמדִּכ ,99°  רוטand
others. — 2. (not freed) to bind, where
the organic root is connected with that
in N77, "up. Hence comes the pro-

its interrogative power remains,

it imparts to the pronouns.

a) 1"

which

Thus e. g.

which? what? 1 Kines 13,12;

2 Kings3,8; 2 Cur. 18, 23; Esru. 7,5;

more frequently however with respect
to place than person, i. 6. My in the
sense of here, hence" הז x where? 18am.
;9,18 1 Kines 22, 24; Is. 50,1. Some-
times this is written as one ‘word MIR

(which see). b) im 8 from what?
Pih. as ‘(not used) to bind, figura- whence? Gen. 16, 8; Jungzs 13, 6;
1 Sam. 25, 11; opposite to FN whither?
tively to ‘lame. Hence “tan.
per name Sn.

TOR (lamed one) n. p. m. Ezr. 2,16
42; Ne#.7,21. In relation to the signification comp. the Latin proper names
Scaeva, Scaevola, Laevus, Laevinus.
TEN adj. m. bound, i. e. lamed, impeded, ₪ = ja) רב in the right hand
 פטס3 15 and 20,16 i. e. left-handed.

Comp. Ar. oat dumb, properly bound,
tongue-tied.

—

.2 just the same as N “where?

or

also how? but without a suffix and so
supplying in
1 a measure its place, Gun.
; Deur.; 32,37  תינחדיא1 Sam. 26,

10oes is the spear?! mbox ONTD יא
Jer. 5, 7 how shall I pardon in consideration of this? (see nxt). — This
form "8 is also found as the first mem-

ber of compounds in Ma, MDD,
אִיכָה,Mb, defect. NiPN; and that it
is ‘sorrelative to 1, is seen from the

5 N (with suf. I,
/
,פא
םי
228,
DIN)
adv. correlatives formed fron it: 11 qualis,

אי

אי
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Lia talis 80. In the Targ. the interrogative "N appears in the compounds

Arabia. —

PER who? Na which? 72% whence?
 איכדיןhow? nm יאwhen? PPE whence?

Gun. 10,5 andlEnge) 2, 11 are the western

2. island, e. g.
₪ applied to

“mp2 Jer. 47,4, םיִתָּכ 2,10.

pag MR

islands washed by seas, which the םילג

offshoots of the 14 Japhetic descendants
had already peopled at the time when
the ethnographical table had been comas used it commonly means not; only posed; and these western islands were
employed before some nouns and ad- then called by the Hebrews simply םריא
jectives as a negative, e. g. IN un- Is. 40, 15; 41, 1 5; 42, 4 10; 49, 1;
clean, i. e. guilty JoB 22, 30; דָּבְכְדיא 51, 5; 59, 18; 60, 9; Ez. 39, 6 and so
n. p.m. 1 Sam. 4, 21, whieh is there contrasted with the oer Ts. 42, 15.
explained even as &zıuos, without honour. For םילגה 2 or simply DN appears
See, however, Dans, Tann. — The idea also Dt AR Is.11,11; 24,15; ; Esta. 10,1
of negation is usually explained as hav- the sea lands, wield is also used by the
ing arisen out of the sense of asking, Hebrews for the west, opposed to rArn.
because analogies for it are actually The old Hebrew word רש appears in
found in the language, comp. m, Le; this signification (IV.) alsoin Phenician,
but if it be compared with the Iariher e.g. 032 WW +. 6. םיִכָב 8) island of the
WL (renaminal stem) interrog. adv.
where there? correlative to רה
but

developed word of negation TS, TR &e., Sydyk ‘children i. e. Kossura; םשב יא
and with the Athiopic 4 not, we per- 0. 6. BND WY) 1100000000, fir--islands,
ceive that the original conception

of a name of the Baleares; תצרא N Jar-

denying was so expressed.
sath (Ptol. 4, 2) a maritime town in
 יאII. interj. oh! perhaps allied to Mauritania, and there too in the femiEn. 2,10. ץֶרֶא 28 Eccues. 10, nine form N°N, MN as a proper name

of a part of" Syracuse, but it seems to
16 woe to thee, land! וליא 4, 10 woe to have belonged exclusivel to the Phey
him! See .רזא
nician-Hebrew dialect only. As the
 יאII. abridged from יבא in com- stem of the word is M18 to dwell somepound proper names, 6. g. AIR, Dans, times assumed, 80 that the noun is for "X
“yan, and it is not improbable that( comp. "2, 9), sometimes M2 in the
of m2, so that the noun
neve ni 327  אי.maS1 4, 12 אי
6 0
out of "38, ‘the narrator alluding ‘merely stands for "3 (comp. רה equivalent to
to the dienification without. Comp. D818 m); and this view is to be preferred
because the latter verb actually occurs
out of .לָאּובַא
x or וא appears to have
in Hebrew.
 יאIv.(pl.Day, once Aram. ın Ez. been another form for "x: in Hebrew

,26 ,18 constr. oo) m. 1. coast, coast-land,

ie. habitable land adjacent to the sea,

this has been assumed in TDAN and “pin,

and the Phenician has it in the form
particularly applied to the maritime re-‘ Oya i, 6. 922 לא for Phenicia.
gions of the Mediterranean, to the Phe-
 יאV. (only in plural oO») m. prop.
nician colonies in North Africa, Spain
screecher,
howler, a concrete from the
.66 Ez. 26,15; 27,3. This prophet uses
the expression pa TWN ’ 26, 18 of
coast--lands, which are mere coasts round
about, i. e. islands. So of the coast
region TiTUNX 1. 6. Philistia Is. 20, 6,

abstract signification “howling”; hence

jackal Is. 13, 22; 34, 14; 7. 50, 39,
from its nightly howl, as also in Arab.

it is called So!

„pe. The form need not
of רצ and * ips 23, 2 6, muon Ez. be considered as developed either out
,27 7 win Ps. ,72 ;10 םיִּוָאwithout of “8 and so identical with the Arabic

reference or “appendage Dan. 11, 18 of word, or as from 2, but may be de-
the maritime states of Asia Minor, Ez. rived immediately from "x, the sound of
,27 15 of the east and south eons of this animal. See יא II. und TAN.

איב
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איה

( ביִאnot used) trans. properly to hurt,|read
2  איבהand many interpreters take
it in this sense (see Max); but the posasperse, despise, hence to attack. It has
sible explanation is given above accordbeen assumed that the stem is such
ing to the textual reading. It
merely on account of ,בא where the
mentioned moreover, that Rashi
Yod is consonantal, but ברא is properly
‘Esra take it as the name of
the ground-form in the same sense as
for Euboea, the original seat
219 (hence comes 29:7 Lamenr. 2, 1),

of which the former is only a weaker
form. The Targ. (on Lament. 2, 1) renders Ty by ץוק to reject,

despise very

correctly, and with this sharper initial
sound the root is in Aramaean

248 to

contemn, despise, hate, Arab. Ole (med.
Je) to blame. Derivatives ברא and the
denomin. 28, תָבְיִא,Ta, and perhaps
the proper name Sinn.

AN (oftener ann, with suf. יביא
ak

pl. Dak, constr. רבא(m. enemy,

may be
and Ibn

a place,
of the
Eolians. This rests on the Talmudic
tradition (J. Megilla ch.1), that Euboea
was colonised from o> and that it
stands for the latter. Ships of Chittim
are known in Scripture as early as Num.
24, 24.
mass (constr. N2°&, with suff. "328;
from 3%) fem. a female enemy; Mic. 7,
8 10.
TR (with suff. 8, DIDS, OF, FIG
contracted from 8) mase. prop. turning,

divine arrangement, equivalent to 720,

hater , opposer in the widest sense, ap- hence misfortune, fate, destruction; or
plied to attacking enemies Ex. 15, 6 9; properly strait enclosure, embracing

Ps.7,6, to the blasphemer and despiser round about, hence strait, necessity, opof God Ps. 74, 10, to a single enemy pression, misfortune Jos 31,3 23; Prov.
1 Sam. 19, 17, or collectively to a hostile 1, 26 27; 17,5; 8 Div Jos 21, 30;

people Jur. 31, 16.

The predicates of Im, 18, 17; 46, 21; Os. 13; Prov. 27,10

ak are manifold, 6 ₪. 79, AT, לרה

an unioetunale day, day “of destruction,

"33, and many expressions are formed

fatal day; לא "X Jos 31,23 the destruction of God ii.e. caused = God. Mss. also

with ברא which we shall have to adduce
with the verbs in question and on other

occasions.

The noun is a participial

one, formed either from may, as "nd,
 שערfrom “pd and “3W, or directly from

write TS in the sense of mist, vapour,

otherwise X; but our text ig decided in

favour of דא The stem is 18 (which
see) and the noun is after the קיח

the stem (which was notin use as a verb) pP", shorter forms for 78, PT, קיר the

without retaining the idea of the verb;

cognate in
hence although it is often used, it has original signification may be at
as a verbal participle the accusative sense with 29. The Arab. of with its
after it but once 1 Sam. 18, 29. Hence
 איבתand the denom.

derivatives is
i " allied to דא in this sense.

See .הדוא
258 (only (יּתְבְיֶאְר to be an enemy, to
 הא.1 fem. name of a bird of prey
hate, with the accusative Ex. 23,22. As
unclean in the eyes of the Israelites
the mode of speaking in other cases was
 ארב ל,7171 siht yradnoces noitamrof -noc Lev.11,14; Dr.14,14, which has a keen
tinued to be rare.

MAN (after the form MI"; constr.
na”) fem. enmity, hatred, 2 'ִא תישה
+++ PB to raise enmity between...and...

Gen. 0 15; ‘g"N>a without hate אנו
35,22; ‘wa in enmity 35,21; noi» ’s Ez.
25,15 a 35, 5 eternal i. e. irr econcilable

enmity. — For:may Jos 9, 26 many mss.

sight Jos 28,7. Sa‘adja and Ibn G’anäch
translate it \
502]

owl, Kimchi mag-

pie, LXX and Vulg. vulture or kite;
but all have merely indulged in conjecture, since only thus much is per-

ceptible from the connexion that the bird
of prey so called is allied to the היד
(which see) and that the Hebrews understood by it the whole genus (79). In

איה

איך
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Arabic a kind of hawk is called

3

proper names,

comp. nbn7, ‘Tipe, NT,

from its cry Ly, and it is possible that oop, and it signified accordingly: ill7 was so ה

from the ery "x. —

8

one, which suited the fate of the

2. (vulture) n. p.m. Gun. 36, 24; 2 Sam. hero. But tradition (Apokryphon of the
3,7. Names of birds appear in Hebrew Alex. Vers.) speaks of his earlier name

as proper names of persons, 6. g. הממ
mai, 237, Mean, man, mi, Sn.

234, ’Ioßaß, who was an Edomite (Gen.

mans, and many others.

26,24 or ביש 1 Cur. 7, 1 K’ri. Hence

36, 33), and the LXX and Vulg. name
On PN comp. the proper "names Shahin bin as the hero of the book: air, "1038,
(kind of falcon) among the Persians and Job, which is elsewhere a proper name
Turks, Falco, Milvius among the Ro- Gen.46,13, standing also for 2182 Nun.

IN (pronominal stem; from "א with  יובmust either be taken as a form with
the demonstr.
51.) 1. adv. interrog.: where?
correlative to M27 see there. This simple
interrogative word where? stands alone,
without being connected with a suffix.
Elsewhere the form רַא appears instead
of it, Gen. 18, 9; 19,5; 38,21. But if
it be associated with a suffix, the connexion is a very loose one, 6. ₪. היא

a firm א prosthetic; and 34> (from 39°

equivalent to the Ar. Wf to turn, return
to God) like בלא will signify converted
one; or it is a Pihel-formation from
aN= בו with the same meaning, Ar.
vist he that turns himself.

bare (from 9247738) 2. p. of a Ty-

 הֶם2908. 1, 5 for pax where are they? rian princess who became wife of Ahab
Just as in the case of 8 the question king of Israel, and was notorious for
is usually conceived in such a manner the introduction of the Phenician Baalthat it is almost equivalent to a nega- worship, 1 Kines 16, 81; 18,4. dat is
tive 2 Kınas 18,34; Jer. 13,20. may א equivalent to 5121 (whieh 506) heavenly
or where? NADY MAN where ever? —2. ad- dwelling, eitadel, ‘consequently allied in

verb. indef. wherever , every where

over,

wheresoever JoB 15, 23, where it concludes the sentence. For TIAN once WN
appears in K’tib Jer. 37,19, which stands

for ךולא with the old plural ending, traces
of which are still preserved in verbs and
particles (comp. 358, 198).
MS see "X V.

sense to 719% (which see) in the proper

name 74972 bya=bay 592, and ax in
the first member nearly corresponds as

an epithet of the supreme deity to >¥a.
See day and "an, The highest divine
being, "Baal among the Phenicians, is
conceived of as enthroned in the seventh
heaven in the fire-citadel (531, sat,

ion).

PN tid ₪. mm.

ADS (pronominal stem) interrogative
 בויא.2 p. of the well known hero of adverb: where? for the elsewhere sethe book that bears his name, ’7yyob 0
;1,1 2,7 10 ;11 ;3,1 6,1 &c. whom

the prophet Ezekiel (14, 14 20) accounts
a model of piety along with 7) and

,5827 three types of goodness, just as
Jeremiah (15, 1) reckons Moses and Sa-
muel, Ben-Sira (49, 4) David, Hezekiah
and Joshua, and the Koran the three
prophets Nuh, Hud and Sälech. — Ac-
cording to the Hebrew orthography of

the name it appears to be derived from

parate form mi x 1 Kines 13, 12; Jos
38,19 24; ; yet mss. vary in writing ‘them
together.
DIN see NV. (perhaps from 8).
TS (pronominal stem, abridged from
ma) interrogative and qualitative ad-

verb: how? how so? Gun. 44, 34; 1 Sam.
16, 2; but the comparative element
often disappears as in quomodo, or is absorbed by the interrogation-power (sel-

the denomin. a8, after the form 7iDW, dom the reverse) and so only the quali דולר,as the same form appears in other tative how (like JS, 7°8 in the Targum)

אידכבור
remains,
2 Kınas 17,28; לט 3,18, like
nag. Besides, like הכא it is used asan
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taken for the fundamental signification.

But Hebrew dispenses with stems having
exclamation of pain ‘or astonishment Is. the middle i-sound ;and the alleged traces
14,4; Ps. 73,19 or with the accessory of an interior é-sound in derivative nounidea of negation, and therefore it is stems are referrible to רע or more corresolvable into a simple negative, Ex. rectly to stems of one syllable with a
(oR, ,לא >, 54) and should be ex6, 12.
plained
"according to the known rules
TIAN (fameless) n. p. m. 1 Sam.

4,21, which is explained there by 53 that apply to stems having two letters.

See Dix I. and II.
7129. But this signification perhaps 118
DAR (plur. (םרלפא originally comm.,
only used by the narrator accommodatively; and the proper name has pro- afterward only m. a stag, hart, belonging
bably been abridged from Ti2>2""I8. to one family with 3% and 972132 Dur.
12,15; 14,5; 15, 22, described as springComp. 324°.
ing or running swiftly Is.35,6; Lament.

nas (pronominal stem) interrog. 1,6, as panting and crying for the water
and qualitat. adverb: how? with all the brooks. Ps. 42, 2 also used of the hind
shades of the abridged form 7x, yet prin- and construed with the feminine. In
cipally with the intermingling of an ex- favour of this correct sense is the Pheclamation of pain or astonishment, Deut. nician 55% (Mass. 5.9) and D> בֶרצ
1, 12; 18, 21; 2 Kmas 6, 15; Lament. (ib. 9) the young of the stag, comp. רפש
1,1; Is.1,21; with the exclusion of the pry Sone or 801.2,9; ; the Targ.אלא

interrogative sense Devt.12,30; Jupces
20, 3; as a mere interrogativa where?

 אלוSyr. Kal’, Ar. dal, 1 ZEthiop.

like the simple "x, Sona or Sot. 1, 7. chajäl, and also the translation of the
This compound adverb exists in Ara LXX and Vulg. Zagos, cervus. But
maean in different forms, e. g. Targ. the derivation is much more difficult.
RIN, IPS. PS. PH, Syr. KT, al,

yal,

From 18 I. לא would be (after the form

Te, 39, 7) prop. the strong, power-
ful, ה for which the Zithiopie chajal

MN (pronominal stem) the same, (sn) aappears to speak, and to which the
compounded of > and "x, but only in simple 578 points. But inasmuch as the

sex of the stag is not prominent, and
Scripture distinguishes it rather by

the sense of where, ubi, without a question
2 Kinas 6,13. The K’ri has 55x. Some
mss. have Mb°x, with which it coincides
in a sense that suits here.

nimbleness, the word may be derived

( וכיִאpronominal stem) see TS.

running are identical in many verbs), so

from Day לוח=in the signification “to

turn”, then “to run’ ” (turning and swift-

that >» would properly mean nimble,

( הָכְכיִאpronominal stem) adv. how ?
a swift-runner.
connected with the imperfect, Sone or
( ליאconstr. ,»>  לאonly Ez.31,11;
Sox. 5,3; Esra. 8, 6, compounded of "x
.
l
p
sdop dna  לפseno  אָלִים01 24, 8
and "53 ita, but appearing only in later
.
r
t
s
noc tab .zE 12,23  (אָלִיm. .1 power,
Hebraism. See M22.
strength, coner. hero, warrior, powerful one,

Pa (not used) an assumed stem to chief, Ex. 15, 15; 2 Kınas 24, 15 K’ri
degen Dis, ,לא day &e., in which a (identical with לוח sing 24, 14) Ez. 17,
Yod as the allesed second radical sound ;13 ovis לא ,1 11 hero, compeller of the
is either audible, or visible in the ortho- natn, EIN. סע8069 OIE, TOR
graphy. On this assumption 5° and ליג ,32 21 the mightiest ofו 
ie, the
have been compared, as also the Greek
130, ethoo; while to turn, revolve has been

greatest heroes, Vulg. potentissimi ro-

bustorum.

ia} לא as an epithet of the-

אול
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Messiah Is. 9, 5 according to Aquila,
Symm., Theod. and Saadja mighty hero

 "אwas also applied to animals not belong-

ing to jN2, they sometimes saidאילהצאן 

(therefore לא is not God). In the pas- Ezr.10, 19 comp. Gun. 31, 38. The pro-

sages in Ezex. many mss. (see Norzi) phetsו 
aaa Dry Devt. 32,
have ,ל"א "2°; in the passage in Isaiah 14 or nina} SN Ts. 60,7 as rams se-

the interpretation usually adheres to DR, lected for sacrifice i. e. the fattest. Seripand even in Jos 41,17 םיִליא heroes is ture supposes the ram furnished with
already the reading. Comp. לא IL — horns, with which it pushes Dam. 8,
2. a sirong tree, hence the name of an 3 4 and by that means develops great
oak, terebinth, perhaps also palm, so strength, hence a symbol of the Medoespecially the pl. oro Is. 1,29; DDN Persian empire 8, 20. — 4. a term of

57,5; defective with suff barby Ez.31, architecture (constr. D8, pl. ody or
14; but in the latter it is pointed DDN. DEN, with suff. To) pilaster (prop. ram,
PIZT “by Is. 61,3 oaks of righteousness, comp. the German Bock in Eisbock), i. e.

1 e. consecrated to God, parallel with
* 282, consequently the opposite of the

the projection which always springing,
pillar-like, out of adjacent recesses on
both sides, fronts towards the space where
is the entrance and through passage. It

 אִילִיםof idolatry, perhaps images made
out of the oak 1,29; 57,5, so that קדצ appears at halls and doors (o> and (רעומ
(which see) seems 6

to be an epithet Ez.40,9 21 24 29 33 36 38 49, at side
chambers ()םיִאָת 40,10 16 21 29 33 36,
at the parts of the temple where ‘leaks
Gun. 14,6, a ‘place in
i the neighbourhood and posts are 41,1 3; 1Kınas 6,31, in the
of mount Sei
ir, where the Horites dwelt, gate and temple on two sides Ez.40,10
and which lay near the wilderness of 26 34 48 49; 41,1, which were generParan, LXX regepidos 7016 Doody. — ally of the same measure as chambers
b) n. p. 0°78 (in mss. also םיִלֶא or םֶלרא and walls, and were as broad as was

of God, equivalent to ,רי Hence come
a) n: p. FIND Sw (Terebinth of Paran)

with a local ag; palms) name of the the wall of that space to which the D>)"
seventh station of the Israelites on their
march from Egypt Ex.15,27; 16,1, where
stood seventy palmtrees. In these proper
names the Targ., Sam., Jerome, Arab.
as well as Kimchi, Rashi, Parchon and

belonged,

and in which the chambers

a plain overgrown with trees, without
respect to the kind of the trees, which
is quite possible in consideration of the

other versions have indulged in
i conjecture more or less; and accordingly one
is driven to the connexion of the text
and the derivation. It may very well
be brought into association with DS,
comp. Aquila Ez.40,14 zoioue and x010g,
so far as it resembles in a measure a
buttress to the ram.

themselves were. The LXX frequently
abide by «iA and interchange םֶליֶא with
poy or םֶלּואָג the Targ. has the same
word RDN, EN (in 1 Kınas 6, 31 the
others understand by 578 or the pl. םיָליא punctation should be ITS); but the

noun 73% being from the same stem,
and perhaps DDN even outside proper
names is nothing more than grove, bush,
wood, a plantation generally, and so
cognate in sense to עמ Is. 61, 3. In
any case 'א denotes a strong,

stedfast,

firm tree, contrasted with the more perishable plants. — 3. ram, so called from
its strength like aries Gen. 15, 9, 22,
13, an animal used for sacrifice, fre-

 ליאוpl. םיִליִא andםיִלָא ,see Di.
bay (from a I.) m. power Ps. 88, 5,
Targ. ad. The Syriac has retained
the word in wef,
( הָלּיִאconstr. MAYR; pl.mio>s, constr.

quently mentioned in the Old Testament, hence ovan, Ww 'א 15,9; Lav.

mbs) 7. 1. hind Jon 39, 1; Ps. 29, 9,

22, Lav.19, 21;"Noms. 5,8; and since

mb

5,15; Db, Dur, ‘DBD לואEx. 29, noted for its agility 18, 34; Har. 3, 19;
'ַא Sone סע Sor. 2, 7, ma

ג
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Jur. 14, 5 hind of the field; as a pleasing image of the wife Prov. 5, 19. —

 אִילֶםenin( semit ;sbb .lp ילקים,
א
DDR, also nina) m. a rare archi-

2. equivalent to הָליַא (in nibsy) or MPR tectural expression which appears only
oak, hence '>} art 'א Gen. 49, al a in Ezex. chapter 40 and resembles the
stretched (slender) oak, that presents beau- analogous form Dan making its plural
tiful boughs, LXX -otéheyos dvaımevor. in the same manner (comp. ey and
— 3. רַחְָשַה  תַלּיַאPs. 22, 1 name of a pain), but is yet different from it. Ik
lost poem in which the hind of the dawn
was spoken of, called so after the same
manner as was the elegy of David and

means, a sort of hall-like space that re-
cedes and projects, where the hall-shape

is made by theםיִליָא i.e. the projecting
pillar-like walls at entrance and exit,
Jonathan's Aa was celebrated in it and its base is the . ףסA רעש could
(1, 22). “mw 'ַא was an expression therefore have several D>" i. 6 niaby
Jonathan np (2 Sam. 1, 18), because

familiar to the Hebrews to designate the

,40 ,16 but always as a"principal part

like the Ar. ats.

of the gate 40, 21, still worthy of spe-
cification along with the gate 40, 25

לbas see MID.

25 29 33 and like the םיִאָּת and prey

vide (deerfield; comp. the German

needing to be measured 40, 21 24 29

first light of the morning (Jer. Berach.),

29 ,33 furnished with windows 40, 16

33 ;36 whilst םלוא is a hall built on
the outside. In ‘subsequent times DIR
Jose. 10, 12 beside םיִבָלַעַש and ריש may have been interchanged with BdAN;
Hirschau, Hirschfeld, Hirschberg) 1. n.p.
of a Levitical city in the tribe of Dan
Wy or Do", which the LXX in Junges

therefore the LXX, Vulg., Targ., Ar,

1,35 take as an appellative ()םיִליַא and

.ryS etalsnart ti yltrap ekil ) אולם6

so written for ins Josx. 19, 33 or yon.
yidıy (oak-grove, oak-bush; from
 אולL) 1. ₪. p. of a town in the tribe
of Dan 7088. 19, 43, different from
os 19, 42, but it must have been in

51,14 62; 64, 82; 1 Kies ,6 ;3 ,7;6
2 Cur. ,3,)4 yltrapekil‘ אָילִים. Instead
of the plural aa" the K'tib has con-
stantly למלוא or לכלא in the singular.

its neighbourhood, since it is put with

pears to be of the same origin, and one

translate bears. — 2. n. p. of a city in LXX have even 0/0, éléu' for the
the territory of Zebulun Junges 12, 12, werbeH  אולם8, 61; 7,04 9 04 84;

Since the signification is only an off-

shoot from that of הםֶלּוא the word ap-

 שעלביםand ww ma 1 Kinas 4, 9; might therefore derive it from D2N.

in its ‘vicinity lay pn ma.

Entirely

distinct is TION (also written TR or
Toy) Josm. 19, 33, which lay on the
border between Naftali and Zebulun. —
2. TOR, OR (strong, hero) n. p. of a
Hittite, Gun. 26, 34; 36,2. — 3. n. p.
ofa judge belonging to Zebulun, Junges

12, 11.

( תּוְליִאoak- or palm-grove;

from

Sax L) n. p. of the well-known Edomite

DR (palms) n. p. see DR 2.
 תומליאsee DIN.
nas

see bby.

EN (def. אלא or 713”) Aram. m.

a tree Dan. 4, 7 1117 23, Syr. wu,
in the Targ. for yz. It is properly like

the Hebrew form To, or, only that
it denotes here a tree generally, comp.

6 doüs. Others combine לא with it in
signification of bush and Dam
Red Sea 1 Kınas 9, 26; 2 Kinas 16, 6; bushes, so far as it is parallel with 1
2 Cur. 8, 17; 26, 2, but commonly Is. 1, 29 or 91972 61, 3, and take tree
‚written no (which see).
from bushy; but this meaning is only
midi f. strength, power, protection secondary.
non (a grove, a palmgrove; or Ni)
Ps. 22, 20, Targ. npn; formed from
sea-port

DN.

on

the

eastern gulf of the the

n. p. of the Edomite harbour- town on
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the east gulf of the Red Sea Deur. 2, | SION (with a reduplication of the
8; 2Kinas 14, 22; 16, 6; according to
Eusebius (under 1.48) ten miles east
of 339, according to Pliny (5, 12) 150
Roman miles from md; the gulf is

called from this town (among the Greeks
 ששגתיAiléva, LXX Aiko [To],
Aus, Jos. Athavn; Procop. Ailds) the
Elanitic. At present there is a fortress

termination poetically Mma"; constr.
Mas, with swf. “ray; pl. nimm) 7
after the form ma, am, ma, terror, fear, which "a person or thing in-

stils, Jon9,34; 13, 21; 33, 7; 'ִא mow
222 to send fear before Ex. ₪

27;

by 'ִא sop) Josm. 2, 9 and Ps. 55, 5
fear falls upon one; on ma" the far

(räs) there, named X13! artic, sur- which a king inspires Prov. ‘20, 2.

rounded with palmgroves, and the ruins
of the former eity Elat still exist under
the name Gelena. See nib*y. The femi-

cian (and in the Edomite dialect), 6% ₪

 ןיאI. (pronominal stem compounded
of the interrogative "N and the demonstrative vocable (מ- 1. adv. interrog.
where? correlative to the words et N,

nay people, תפר mistress; and in Phe-

TS (in ty) that once ee

nine termination n- is usual in Pheni-

nician pronunciation the form mio

also

stands for NIX.
nom sag"aba, DAN.

language, comp. Ar.

Kl who? of wh:

in the

1 where?

Syr.

kind? (qualis?) where

the peculiar nature of יא (which see)
DIN (an unused stem assumed: for manifestly appears. But this TS in
DN, mans and DEN) intr. to be vio- Hebrew is still preserved only in conlently moved, to be ‘terrified , affrighted ; nection with a: 7N72 from where?

but the stem is properly by (DAN), and whence?
Din might as well be formed from the

usually

with

the imperfect

Josx.9,8; Jupeus 17,9; 19,17; 2 Kinas
latter, as Dan from Dp (Dip). Cognate 6, 27; 20, 14; Jos 1, 7; 28, 12 20;
im meaning to DR is DF (am) to be Jon. 1, 8; Naw. 3, 7; Is. 39, 3, very
violently moved, to reel,and ny (ory) seldom with the perfect Gun. 42, 7, or
belonging to D>».
entirely without a distinct verb in the
Dadj. m. „man f.formidable, terrible, sentence, and merely including the verb
eng,

cognate in sense to eat,

to be Gen. 29, 4; Num. 11, 13.

Haz. 1,7; figuratively, majestic, applied the K’tib

reads

for it the

Once

abbrevi-

to the majestic appearance of warlike ated form x whence? 2 Kinas 5, 25.
troops with banners (n}5373) and of the As in the case of "x the interrogative
pies recedes in this word Joss.
beautiful, Song or 802008. 6, 4 10.

4, but it should not be taken relaDIN (only pl. DS; after the form
0
on that account. In Ps. 121,1
23) m. 1. terror, dread Ps. 88, 16. —
2. idol, properly bug-bear, an object of it should be taken as an interrogation
terror to the worshippers, Jer. 50, 38, expressing longing desire. To x coroF

as m¥2_2, Aram. N2MT, comp. IND ap- responds the Ar. cpl 4, Talm. 9227,
plied to God. — 3. DS, DEN (giants,
properly terrors), a name of the original
inhabitants of the banks of the "Arnon,

and of Moab generally. They were
mND giants, for which the Moabites
said םיִמָא Deuvr. 2, 11 and the Ammonites ara 2, 20. They were spread
over the Moabite םִיַתְיְרִק 78 Gen. 14,5,
and according to the Targ. “and ee
are said to be identical with the DR}

contracted from .יאהב

See IN.

 יאII. (pronominal stem 60
of the negative vocable" = יא N, with
the addition of the demonstrative -n,
like x L, but in the application and
formationמ 
more a noun of

the form of ליל ,hence constr. ‘N, with
suff. "DIN,

ae,

Fa,

BIN,

732" N,

DAR, u) a word of negation, in its

= np) 36, 24, whom the Horite m

primitive meaning sometimes an adverb,

met in the desert.

not, non,

sometimes

an adjective, none,

ER
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nullus, lastly, occasionally a substantive,
nothing, nihil, according as the con-

fore the infinitive, which is taken as
a noun, 6. 8. ןיבה PN without understanding Ps.32,9. ‘e)expressing the nega-

plication, the two grammatical forms X
and ךיא i.e. the state absol. and construct are to be distinguished: 1. x as
a negative in the absolute state, when
it closes the part of the sentence after
the subject and so forms along with it
a full sentence, also in slight pause, or
including within itself the verb to be,
or generally, when it is free like שי
and not subordinate, 6. g. 78 DIN? Gun.
2, 5 and a man was not theres’ pp TR
Jos 35, 15 there is not anything, which

tion of existence generally, "3:7, DPN,
 יפוbeing similar words, and so subordi-

nexion requires.

As to its general ap-

he has ‘punished; TON?

nating itself to the subject: thus before

nouns, 6. ₪. 9272'S Junges 17, 6 there
is not a king; before participles, eg. 8
my Ps. 14, 1 there is not a doer i. 6

none does. With partieiples it also expresses

a negative present, 6. ₪. DIN

 שבועhe is not hearing i. e. he hears not
Jer. 7, 16, or an immediate future 37,

14; seldom does it appear in union with
the imperfect 38, 5. But the ןיא that

Gen. 30, 1; subordinates itselfin this manner may

Ex. 32,32; Jupers 9, 15 and if not .
then, where it closes fhe first conditional
clause. As a vocable,subsisting by itself, independent and not subordinate
TS (in pause 73) stands at the close

also take a more independent place in
the sentence, 6. g. קילצ TR DAR Eccuzs.

7, 20 ₪ 'צ  אג 'ָאbom er Ty JER.
38,5 for 'ר = א. d) TS joins itself to
the infinitive with ל > 8 ay PS

I a sentence either in interrogative
AEN? it is not to stand before thee
positions to denote an antithesis Ex.
1. 0. one cannot withstand thee 2 Cur.
17, 7; Num. 13, 20; 2 Sam. 17, 6 in
20, 6; Ezr. 9, 15; Esra. 8, 8; also in
the signification no, not, or as a subst.
narrating the past 2 Cur. 5, 11; 35,15;
nothing 1000188. 3, 19, or as a complete
very seldom with the omission of 9, 6. g.
idea, there is or was nothing, especially
 ערהPR it is not to compare Ps. 40, 6

so 7.8], in pause 7137 1 548. 9,4; Jos
for .רעלה e) as a negative pabord ints
3,9; “Prov. 14, 6. Hence py Te. 40,
to the words >> every, all, 127 thing,
23 0 nothing, comp. לאל is und&v JOB
somewhat , ann

something, it reverses

24, 25, TRD as nothing, as a nothing Is.
the idea like x, e. ₪. 727 PS Ex. 5,
40,17; 41, 11 12; Ps.39,6; Hac. 2, 3;
there wanted regt. e. almost Ps. 73, 2; 11; Jur. 38, 5, mann IR "1 Kines 18,

wad yup Jur. 30, 7 none, properly 43 not 0

nothing, is as it; 37x12 of nothing Is. 41,
24, Allied in sense are DEN, DDR. —
2. ןיא as a negative in the construct

state:

a) appearing

before

the noun

and subordinate to it (see יא “na,
3), corresponding to the German ל
un-, or the English in-, e. g. Eon

TR

1 6 "nothing, D> TE

none, Num. 11, 6; 2 Sam. 12, 3; Prov.

18, 7; Ecctzs. 1, 9. See Nd. f) in
connexion with another negative "an
preceding,

in order to strengthen the

signification, which must be represented
by because there is not Ex. 14,11; 2 Kınas
1,3. g)To this head belongs especially
the construct 7X in connexion with a.

Gen. 41, 49 without number; 193 ןיא
verbal suffix, where the subject and
Ex. 21, 11 without money.
By such as- predicate are combined with the verb
soeiation there is formed poetically a to be superadded in idea, and thus somekind of new adjective, e. ₪. ליא  ןיאthing complete in itself is expressed, as
Ps. 88, 5 strengthless, pn rs "Puov. also שי  הנהN, sw, DN, nk, 2,
25, 3 unsearchable, המוח ןיא
8 72s by, EN 6
employed, 5 N
 לMor  אין28, 27 rich (comp, 1 am not Ex. 5,10; 1998 he is not ie

ND, ,לא  "אלו3). In other: eases Psa is no more, Gen. 5, 24. For the suffix
alien stands for the same, 6. ₪. pea ם- the form -למ or 1%, also appears
 חלמהwithout a wall Bz. 38,11.

b) be Ps. 59, 14; 73, 5.
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We have still to notice ng
yy and js in connexion with3, >,

>, 7a: PS2 equivalent to Nba without
Prov. 5, 23, or when there was not yet

MES (a pronominal stem compounded of יא and mb) adv. interrog.
1. of place, where here? where there? or

merely a strengthened where? ubinam?

8, 24, synonymous with DIBA; TR? as Gen. 37, 16; Ruta 2, 19; 1 Sam. 19,
nothing,

almost,

cognate

in sense

to

ny72D; TS? equivalent to Nb> to which
not In. 40, 29, so that not Eze. 9, 14;
8% so that not Is. 5, 9; no one "Jer.
10, 6; and so 77872 8 Ted.
The derivation of this word from a
stem IN is sufficiently refuted by a reference to the primitive words ראה יא
(comp. X, JN, Aethiop. i-) and אנ
(comp. the Meiiterramean an and na as
ideas of negation) in their expression

22. — 2. how? of hat hind? Jupazs
8, 18; Vulg. quales fuerunt viri? and

so the Syr. and Arabic. It appears that
mb

in this sense was put for Mow

(2Kınas 6, 13 K’tib), as vice versa הָכיא
Sone סע Sox. 1, 7 stands for MDR. -

3. of what form? Is. 49, 21. — 4. when?
at what time? Jos
4,7. — In all significations this DS is interrogative, and
the meaning how? still exists in wis
keifa. See b.

of negation. Arab. u, Targ. תיל
NIN (a pronominal stem comSyn. bas is in Hebrew שי ND, which pounded of the demonstrative יא or N,
is often used for our ןיא
and Nip = 45, 15) adv. demonstr. so then
’N (pronominal stem, compounded Junens 9, 38; Prov. 6, 3, used in quesof N and -n) equival. to "x not, hence tions or lively discourse to give them
 יטTS it is not, interrog. 1 Sam. 21, 9

emphasis,

had arisen from EN, if, whether, which
in Ar. is wl in Syr. ‚| and to which

feminine is UN; with she "ON,
TE, Tw, השיא and from the extended groundform three times the plural

wR I. (lengthened from wy by omitand is it not? comp. Ps. 135, 17 טיי
The LXX and Vulg. explain it as if it ting the reduplication of ,ש hence the

the Hebr. 7 corresponds in part.
“IPN (from (רֶזְליִבַא x. p. m. Nome.
26, 30; hence the patronym. "13" there
also.

FIN see mg.

אִישִים, as also the diminutive .ןושיא
The usual plural, however, runs as
D'GIN, constr. "WIN, with suf. "WN,
BIN, TON, &e., probably at " frst
אַנּעים8 also the Samaritan reads in
the text Gen. 18,16; 19,10 16, and there-

MEN (seldom MEN, constr. MEN;
after the form הביא as) f. 1. a mea- fore from the singular-theme WEN)m
sure of grain Noms. 5, 15; Is. 5, 10, prop. strong, from שא (BUN), like רב
according to Josephus (Ant. 15, 9, 2) an from “23, then generally 1. a man,
Attic pédipvog, 48 yoivixes (about 15% a) with relation to strength, courage and
bushel English) or as much as a na valour as qualities belonging to a man
for liquids, 3 Hyd, 10 "na, or vo 1 02. 4,9; 26,15; 1 Kınas 2,2, comp.
‘gn or ">. The 1% have eitherנר vir, avyo; b) with reference to age and

tained the term in oiyel, oipi, olyı, so antithetic to n1 1Sau.2,33;

ec) as

90066 igi, because the name was widely
known, or rendered it by zoia ו

a husband, opposed toa wife Gun.2,24:
3,6; Lev. 20,10; Num. 5, 12; Rure 1,
(a ןואלָססש they put for a md). It is 11; a) with reference to sex, ‘therefore
possible that the word should be re- male, masculine, applied to men Lev.
garded as originally Egyptian, since it 15, 18; 18, 6; Ez. 22, 11, ar to beasts
is also found in Coptic; but the Hebrew Gen. 7,2, for which “Dt also stands 6,19;
certainly thought of a Semitic deriva- also used of children of the male sex
tion, comp. x. — 2. Figuratively mea- 4,1; 1Sam.1,11. In this sense it is

sure generally, Ez. 45, 10; Micu. 6, 10. combined with rms to denote both sexes
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Ex. 21, 29; 35, 29; 36,6; Nume.
5, 6; prop. a man of Israel, plur. Sy? "WIN
6,2; Dev. 17,2; Jupans 9, 49; 21, 1 Sam. 7, 11; 4953 "HIN Junans 12, 5:
21; Esra. 4,11. Children are frequently In this relation “the. singular is internamed in addition by themselves. In all changed with the plural or the sing. is
these ramifications the sex of the man used as a plural collectively and so conis the fundamental idea, to which was

strued, Jupces 8, 22; 20,33. From this

added that of strength as the special signification arises another: inhabitant,

characteristic of the male. — 2. man, citizen, warrior, subject, when שיא or
without regard to the sex-relation, so “Win stands before proper names of perfar as the human being is presented in sons or places, applied to masters, genthe man according to oriental ideas: erals, princes &c., as may be seen from

a) in contrast with God man is set forth

the examples already given and from

nearly equivalent to mortal 108 9, 32; 1 Sam. 23,3; 24,5; 1 Kınas 10,8; Prov.
12, 10, consequently oppos. to רי Lav, 25, 1. Rarely does שיא appear in sub27,16; Num.30,3; Josn.10,14; 1 Sam. ordination to another noun in order to
13, 14, Dy Noms. 23,19; in particular denote relationship, succession &c., prinnwa, is ‘opposed to Dy Gen. 32, 29; cipally before DYT>N as a periphrasis for
1 Sam. 2,26; 1s.7,13, and therefore -N> minister or servant ofGod, prophet 1 Sam.
wr 31, 8 means not human i. e. god- 2,27; Deur.33,1; 2Cur.8,14, sometimes
like, cognate in sense to DIN-ND. In even for angel Jungzs 13,6, — 3. From
other places the usual term to express the second signification comes the sense

this idea is WR JoB 5,17; 9, 2; 25, 4; own, possessor &c., as 29a or ja, when
Ps. 9,20. b) in opposition to the beast it subordinates itself in the construct
. Gem. "49, 6; Ex. 11,7. c) collect. men. state to that neuter or abstract noun
 ארֶץ לאדאיטa dnal tuohtiw nem noJ which it possesses or with whose at-

38, 26, so too DINTND.

DIE, vay tribute it is invested, 6. g. ]INWN

2 Sam. 7,14 human vod i. e. with which
one chastises men, comp. Hos. 11, 4.
d) In the sense of person generally, with
out respect to sex, strength, age, and

Prov. 6, 12 man of vanity i. e. one
who possesses 7x. In this manner the
language applies it very frequently to
supply by means of such a circumlocu-

without regard to any antithesis, שיא or tion the want of definite adjective forms

nwo, stands before other nouns or "be- that prevails in Hebrew, 6. g. "27 שיא;
fore. adjectives, forming as it were the ayn, MR, NPI, 232, O°, הַביִט UN;
indefinite article, 6. ₪. before psx, bon, ןושל & שיא., and this sort of

מצקיח,PS, wp, Ww, D9, nia, periphrasis is even more common than

wa, סירס or in the plural םיִאָטַח םיִשנאwith 93 or }2. But the’x cannot always
Num. 32, 14, where שיא 4  לאentirely be thought of as the possessor; accordל
in translation; particularly ing to the nature of the following nouns
does this occur with gentile names, e. g. it must also be taken as expressive of
 א' שָבָרִי.nuG ;41,93  א' יְהוּדִרי.etsE ;5,2 origin or derivation, or as having to do

pir ’s, Guy. 37, 28; Dn

'א Jar. with the object of the following noun,

6. = TIN "WIR Gen. 24, 13 the inkabi-

26,22; Bam 'א 43, 9, but always to
make the nouns prominent, and give them
a certain emphasis. Before proper names

the city; Bine "Wan 26, 7 the inhabi-

 האישmust stand for prominence-sake
Nuns. 12,13; Jupaus 17, 5; 1 Kınas
11, 28; Esra, 9,4; Dan. 9, 21, because

man abiding in the field; nina N
1 Kınas 9, 27 shippersi. 6. men "having

tants of ‘the city i. e. those belonging to
tants of the place; nip UM 25,27

a

to do sith ships; Dyn שיא 1 Sam. 31, 12
on the contrary שיא before names of a warrior i, e. one belonging to the
peoples lands and cities is subordinate, army, which is also used occasionally
₪. לֶאְרְשִי  שיאNu. 25,8 an Israelite, in a collective sense for bin Wr. In:

it cannot be subordinated ‘in this case;
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like manner שיא stands alone, where it 9,4, supposing it to follow the analogy
is put after 334 Is. 21, 9, for Sn שיא of םישוכע 7% Am.2,8, and partly punc1 ihe sense of Day». Ps.
warrior, and instead of it also DIR 22, tuate it םישנָא in

6. So too 522 and ja are used. — 4. The 127,2. More correctly Rashi and ‘others
word gradually came to lay aside its understand nowy, in the sense of (other)
nature as a noun, just as DIS, TS, 24 people, therefore dread of other people,

and others are applied.

In this sense

because the mourning meal was always
Hence the
Targ.and Vulg. have translated correctly
as far as the sense is concerned.
The form of the noun שיא as already
mentioned, is extended from ty, which
original form is confirmed by the feminine mee, mux, and the denominative

 אישsignifies a) any one Gun. 13, 16; prepared by other persons.
Ex.16,19; Sone or Sox.8,7; Spatially,

repeated שיאwy Lev. 15, 2;"אט 5,12,

comp. DIN; oy ןיאGen. 39,11 no one. 5
distributively, each, particularly שיא שיא
Noms. 1,4, for which also UM SON שיא
my 13,2, Josu. 4, 4 stands. שיא after
ל
 הylralucitrap taht hcihwsi N

(which see); accordingly the
stem can be nothing but שא (ww). See

the subjeet of discourse, e. g. wry? Gun.
45, 22 to each one, where byob pre- wx. From the original wy has come
cedes, טיִאָל Zecu. 10,1 where Dab goes in compound proper names a) the abbefore; but > is omitted when it already breviated “wx (comp. "ng from nx), as
stands in the preceding connexion Gen.
41,12; Nuue. 26, 54; 1 Sam. 30, 22,

it is found in the name yay and in the

noun WW;

b) דשא (in“baw, YAN,

 (אַטְחוּר5 such abbreviations ofen 06Gun. 23, 6 every one of us; §25n שיא eurring in proper names. So the Pheevery one his sword 34, 25; 40,5; 41, nician שא (Ath.2,2; Plaut.1,6 10 12
11; 42,25 66.; ON שיא 1 Kınas20, 20 16; 2, 46 56), ה was ron
every one the other In place of it we have ys (us), is,
i es, comp. in the same language
also U» Ex. 35,21; שיא שיא
4; bx which was pronounced el, il, yl (ul),
um שיאPs. 87,5; DR) שיא  דק1,8, and nv (the accusative-sign), pronounas we say each oe every ‘one. d) an ced ys, yth; "Öns aman who, thereantithetic or additional member to 2 fore also NUR (Kit. 4, 1) woman. From
MR, תיִמָע or also to שיא in order to the extended form wx, which appears
express a comparison: the one... the likewise in compound proper names
other, alter... alter Gen. 9, 5; 11, 3 7; (nur ,שיא Tom, Sm“ Um), ןושיא
18, 11; 26, 31; 31, 49; 37,19; Lev. is formed. See yay, ןושא “( שיאdE
19,11; 25,17; Is. 3,5. On the very -(אָשin proper names, and VER. See
various ways of putting שיא as an an- also Us and Wins. Hence the denomtithetic or additional member to חא or inative
€) every man,

every one, e. ₪ 427272 שיא

2) see under these two words them-

Hitp. San (from שא=WR) to con-

selves. In this sense we should understand Gen. 15, 10 and he laid his every

duct oneself as a man, wisely, Is. 46, 8,
as the Targ. has also a denominative
wyNnY or Wiens, but here it renders

piece (apathy) opposite to its other; the
suffix in Soma is antithetic to that in
ayy, and שיא with ‘a forms one idea.

ARE.

e) Ttis seldom the impersonal one 1 Sam.
9,9; perhaps also Guy. 13, 16. — The

WSs I (not used ; from Way = ns III.
belonging to Aram. (תיא m. 1. equival.

following expression should be specially

to שו being, emistence, essence; hence the

noticed: םישָכַא DI Ez.24,17 22, where
the Targ. and Vulg. take N
in the
sense of םיִלָבַא,but interpreters partly
punctuate Downe, comp. םינלא  םָחָלHos.

proper name "B"N synonymous with רומר

(which see), comp. ns and the proper
name יַחיִא (see mx) that comes from it.
— 2. But the orthography שא is only

אישדבשת

אית

00

used, perhaps to distinguish it from שיא
שיא-( ליחhero, i. e. God, is power)
aman, 2 Sam. 14,19; Mic. 6, 10, where, proper name of a grandfather of the
however, many mas, read Um against general (1 Kınas 1,35) and 12871010 hero
the Masora.
Benaiah, who belonged to >yx2p (Josn.
MWA-wWN (hero-Baal) n. p. of a son of ,15 ;21 New. 11,25) 1 Car. 11, 22, for
Saul 2 Sam. ch. 2-4, for which in 1 Cur. which name perhaps שיא ַח stood

8, 33 and 9, 39 the name Dyawy stands.
The original name לעב was afterwards
paraphrased by nwa Jer. 11, 13; Hos.
9,10 (comp. also mussen, nwa); שיא
or "UN, שא was an vapithet of ‘God, like

abridged in the source of the history of
2 Sam. 23, 20,

leading

to the ortho-

graphy יח u, already corrected by the
Kri into m“ wx. Comp. the proper

names Sra, bone 12 (2 Cur. 17, 7).

"ay, MR.

BR nd to be Aramaean proTIMER (hero, i. e. God, possesses nunciation for S}) .מ p. m. 1
2,13.
renown) n. p.m. 1 Cur.7,18. See the See wx IL, ישי and nx.

proper names דוהיבא ,STH, Rd,

sit, rim.

TION (demomin. and diminut. from
 אישwith the termination -ön, comp.
ite) m. 1. little man, manikin, little image
of the eye, pupil, that which man guards

and protects as the noblest thing, usually only with 7% following, Dur. 32,

10, Prov.7,2 or 12 na Ps.17,8, comp.
the same figure in
t Arab. 9
!שי
1400416 aAAos 1105. ei ל not
little daughter, which aAo® means), Gr.

( תיאnot used) m.
0

1. Hebr. being,

essence, from תראו IIL; hence the

proper names "n° and Gas in)אִיתִיאָל .
The stem( תא my) isi equival. to( >שו win)
belonging to , שוand to שא belonging to
 שיאIL, comp. Sanskrit as, Pers. Epon,
Latin esse; but since שי is in Arab.

umal, Syr. dal, a concave stem (19) must
be assumed as its original. The proper

name "J" (which see) is probably from
 תיא = שיאand therefore it is to be ex-

plained as the proper name "MN, con-
00, x0gd0ı0v, xogacidior, Lat. pupa,
sequently as synonymous withישי 
pupula, pupilla &. &c., as the ancients
long ago remarked. — "2. figuratively: especially as the Chronist is fond of inter-
middle, so far as the pupil is thought of changing names have a like significa-
as the middle of the eye, hence 279 'א tion. In that case one would be obliged
Prov. 7, 9 midst of the night i. e. the to assume for the sake of יִשיִא a stem
deepest night; ‘Twn 'ִא 20, 20 midst of wan = war (may TIL). — 2. " (absol. not
the darkness, i. e. deepest darkness, where used, def. Talm. xm, but usually in
the K’ri, however, reads jıöx (which Biblical Aramaeism- "ON, an adjective
see). In addition to this explanation of form developed out of mx) Aram. m.

the word already given by Jos. Kimchi,
Rashi brought forward another, according to which it signifies the black, dark

being, existence,

consequently synonym-

ous with Hebrew ©) and like it weak-
ening into a particle, but in con-

)(הַשתור:thus 719 'ִא would be the Black nexion with a suffix shewing traces
of the eye i.e. the pupil, הלל  'ִאthe dark- of a plural like so many other particles
ness of the night (parallel mbpw), and in Hebrew (comp. ns, nn, 493, 773)
TUT N the darkest i. e. thickest dark- and Aramaean (comp. Ana). Including
ness; comp. Coptic Rane, Kans dark- the verb to be, as is the case with other
ness, and mane ex Aare the dark of the particles of the same kind, it expresses
eye, pupil. The stem would then be wx it as wy there is, properly there is a
(which see) out of which the noun ןלשיא being, in which way ms is used in the
sprung, after the form "inp, רּודיִּכ,and

 אששוךafter the form bea.

Targ.; with the negative, nv, תיל Syr.
Aes, from תיא ND there is not, Arab.

איתי
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, This vocable sounds in Samar.

faithful (O8 nN possession of God); Jefet

mR, תֶאגm2, whence one sees the con-

(Comment. on Prov. in ms.) found a
whole doctrine relating to God in the

nexion “with nix and m8 as an accu-

sative-sign (see nix) which in fact is of verse, and since the time of Cocceius (in
his dictionary) interpreters have turned
the same origin.

ml.

(being, living, comp. (רשיִא it into Sy "NN, which, however, is in-

Hebr. n. p. m. 1 Car. 11, 31, for which
in 2 Sam. 23, 29 stands "mx, which is

synonymous with "nx. See DN. —

2. (an adjective form developed out of
nx, which therefore stands absolutely
like תיא in the Targ.;

with suffixes

NIN, TER ,ןיכיִתיִא Winx) Aram.

admissible.
DAN 2. p. see DDN.

DEN Ps. 19, 14 see Dan.

“Irs (abridged -

may) n. Pe

m. Ex. 6,"23; 28,1. See “yan.

ION (from yrs after the form AIR,

m. there ms properly, as ,תיא , שיאו שיai being contracted into 9; Jos 33, 19
ON; with suff. QO; .עושי ‘ םיִנָחיִאand
 » ד אשיereht si a ,gnieb na gnitsivoe"
DR) m. properly” an adjective, 1. conone,  לin use entirely like שי as a
particle, e. g. HPN יִתיִא Dan. 2, 28 there tinuing, constant, perennial, abiding, with
reference to time, hence JoB 33, 19 and
is a God i. e. aGod is existing; 3,17 the restlessness am of his members is
29; "aa יִתיִא 5, 11 there is a man; with
constant, where {n& is adj. belonging to
a negation יחיאל there is not 2,10 11;
3"; old, 6. ₪. IES “4g JeR.5,15 an old
3,25 29; without a noun, there is none,
eople i, e. who have continned for a
4,32. In ‘allthese cases the Targum has
long time, parallel לר “13. In the
mx. But the adjective element of the
Phenician mythology Ts (pronounce
termination in MN is entirely forgotten,
Itan, Iton) was called the highest deity,
and the same stands both before the
and the Baal of primitive times was
plural and the feminine noun 2, 30; 3,

named ns >22, Bel-Itan, וב
19. 3 78 some one has Ear. 4, 16. Con“the
nected with participles, e. g. ריח 3,18, (Strabo 16,1), which is interpreted
old Beel” (Ctes. var. hist. 13,3; Movers,
 כָּהַל2,26, Pony, 3,15, it is a circumlooution for the narrative present. The
Hebrew ושרmust be compared generally.
pies ‘(from max II; the rare forma-

tion was perhaps occasioned by 7127)
m. entrance Ez. 40,15 K’ri, but here
adjectively, antithesis nm»; the Targ.

Phoen.I.254&c.). From that very ancient

period, in which jn"s the old still existed
as an epithet of the highest being, proceeds the name of the month םינתַאה דרי
1 Kings 8, 2 for ‘Yun, inasmuch as the
months were called after the names of
gods among all the Semites and ancient

has merely by conjecture ny, and
the LXX by putting Kunden” only
thought upon the opposite of 3725. The
K'tib has jinx after the form yaw:

peoples, as also 1y and S92 (which see)

tive of תּואIl.

&e. — 2. Applied to rivers and streams:

refer thereto; and probably the proper.

name jn°& should also be explained in

accordance with that fact. Then the
(from DY = Dw), which is also a deriva- plur. would stand as in the case of םיה
לא

( איילexistence of El, from תיא perennial , inexhaustible, hence 'א om
and לאיwith the connecting vowel) n. 0 Deur.21,4, Am.5,24 unerhausted brook,
of a Benjamite Ner.11,7, and since opposite to A138; "subst. jos NIT Ps.

this proper name

existed, DED

74,15 streams ‘of inexhaustibleness, iie.

Prov.30,1 is to be .יי for 4 el, everflowing streams (which do not dıy
1. 0. as a name in the way given. But up in summer); ְנָתיִאְל Ex. 14, 27 to

the LXX and Syr. Hexapl. already its flowing. — 3. Applied to power and
symbolised ‘x, understanding by it the strength: firmness, u spoken of the
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rocky abode of the ‘Amalekites Nums.
21,21, parallel 930; 'א 12) Jur.
9

73, 1; 189, 11; before adverbs 1 Sam.
25,
Ps. 73, 13; before the perfeet
Aabitution of sang which is called and imperfect: however, Jon. 2, 5; Ps.
¥20 "am 49, 16; adv. iowa Gun. 49, 24 49,16. The signification only, rare in
in strength 6
i
רו pl. DIN Mic. 6, 2 ">, appears most conspicuously in the
rock mountains, described more particu- present word. In this sense of only,
larly by vs "on and parallel with nothing else than, 8 also stands at the
DT; metaphorically: mighty, chief Jos beginning of a sentence without limiting
12, 19, comp. an. — 4. Figuratively: any thing in relation to what precedes,
harsh, rough, hard, properly violent Prov.

e. g. Is. 34,14 15, for which קר is the

13, 15, opposite to jr. — 5. (God as very usual word 28, 19; Ps. 32, 6.— 4. More
ancient) proper name of a wise man and rarely as an explanation of what goes
poet, but also of other persons 1 Kınas before and consequently a supplement
to it, just like "9, in the sense of for,
5,11; Ps. 89,1. See "51x.
6. g. 2 Kınas 24,"3; Ps. 39,12; 68, 22.
The word ‘8 is developed out of the
— 5. By virtue of the meaning cerstem n> (which see). The same is in
tainly, yea, ‘JS is used in admonitions

Arab. ws, from 53, Phenie. jw.

and therefore before the imperative: yea
( ףאpronominal stem) adv. and conj. certainly, 1Sam. 18,17; Jer. 28, 7. —
.1 properly like "D> (JN was originally 6. J8 is sometimes variously in its signiabbreviated from a) conj. relat. 6tt, fication modified by particles following,
quod, that, therefore before dependent whether they belong to it or not. So
clauses, e. g. Gun. 44,28 and I suppose 6 ₪ לא N only that not, tantum ne,
that (78) he is torn in pieces; JupaEs 1 Sam. 12, 20; ON FN however to, in,
,3 ;24 ;20,39 Zurn. 3, 7 I thought that Nome. 18, 3; on 21, 23; but in Is. 14,
)78( thou wouldst not fear. Hence like 15; DR לא but if now יי 22, 19;
2" it is left untranslated before direct רשא IS only that which Ex. 12, 16;

language, or is also like »3 taken as an
assurance, certainly, yea, assuredly, certe,

neta N only on this condition nn: 34,
15; ma JN yea really! Gen. 26, 9;

Gen. 26,9; 29,14; Ex. 31,13; 1 Kives הז EN that this Jur. 10, 19; "Re EN
,22 ;32 1 Sam. 16, 6; 25, 21.—2. Equi- however as Dur. ,12 ;22  המEN yet
valent’ to "D as a sign of the apodosis: now JoB 16, 17; DW ךא yea there! Is.
so, then, particularly in admonitions, e. ₪. 34, 14 15; ‘by ףא surely of such sort
Ex. 12,15 so (78) shall ye put away the
leaven on the first day; 1 Cur. 22, 12.
— .3 Most frequently it is an expres-

are JOB 18, 21; "2 78 only that 1 Sam.

8, 9; Targ. יא Due. More rarely do.

particles go before, 6 JS 72 for surely.
> again has the same sense. So 6. ₪. 2 Kınas 5, 7; TN קב solely , a strong
Is. 63, 8 and he said: they are yet (JS) only ו
Neus, ‘12, 2; sma אל
my people. Nd N but not Gun. 20, 12. not he surely 003 23, 6. — Some have
sion of opposition:

but, however, yet, as

MINE IN but this Luv. 11, 4 and so considered my Ez. 18, 10 and 21, 20 as
Nom. 26, 55; Devr. 18, 20; 1 Sax.29, 9. a different orthography of 78; but the
The idea of limitation is attached to opinion is not well founded.
this sense: only, tantum, nonnisi, tantum-
Tes (not used) tr. to bind, fold. up
modo, and that too with the utmost en-
hence to strengthen, Ar. KG] to
largement of the idea, e. g. before the 0
perfect, in order to give it the sense of fortify, to twist; cognate to MI, TAN.
the plusquamperfect
Gun. 27,30; Jupazs Hence the proper name TDN.
;7,19 before nouns where it may be
translated only, only just, scarcely, quite,

TaN (fortress, castle) proper name of

a cityin the land of "228, beside daa, >

nr to the context, Dnur. 28, 29; JIS and הנְלּכ mentioned as the oriIs. 16, 7; 19, 11; Ps. 39, 12; 62, 10; ginal residence of Nimrod Gen. 10,10, °
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and therefore one of the oldest cities hard, terrible, cruel, Prov.5,9; 11,17;
The LXX read 98 Jar. 6, 23; 8 son a messenger who
‘Aeyad, and Bochart compares the river brings terrible tidings Prov. 17, 11; apin hither Asia.

407065 at Sittakene, conjecturing that plied to punishment Jzr. 30, 14; to the
the whole country was called 738 at day of judgment Is. 13, 9. Collect.
an earlier period; but from the context tyrants Prov. 12, 10; Jur. 50, 42.
Sittakene lies too far eastward. Le Clerc
אַכְזְרִיּת
מ
morf ] (אַכְזֶרִי.
has compared 208606, a city below fierceness, cruelty, Prov. 27, 4. The
Ninus, where the Lycus flows into the abstract termination üth is usually made

Tigris (Ptol. 6,1). The Talmud under- from adjectives, comp. MIND,שְלִיצוּת 
stands by it 1 oma 10a) a city ava. from N33, 729.
But the Targ. and Ber. Rab. (37 8.5)
(הֶליִכַאan infinitive noun from 52x)

have interpreted it more probably by
concrete: a meal 1Kınas 19,8.
y'p22 Nisib in Mesopotamia, which was f. 7
DN
(Philistian) x. p. of a Philistine
also the sense understood by the Syriac,
king in Gath in the time of David and
reading, as it does, “aN.
Solomon, 1Sam. 21,11. If the Philistine
 אַכָדִּיבsee 2 TDN.
aN (after the form abn from 215) dialect was Semitic, Wo should be
derived from Wo = wy (which see)
adj.m. properly deceiving, "lying, hence:
to
roll together (spoken. of the serpent),
drying up Jur. 15, 18, oppos. to nN,
with the omission of ony a failing brook, Ar. we, and 02» (which see). In
with an allusion at the same time to the that case as an extended form for Woe

city 2178 (which see). — The form is it has, like the proper names um,
usual iin‘adjective--formations, comp. Ar. io, some such sense as serpentcharmer,

serpent-master,

comp.

Zagny-

OAs [deceitful.
dav. LXX: 2427000, Aryis, which has
DON (winter-brook; with a local led Hitzig (Urgesch. p. 80 £.) to think
 (אַכְזִיבָה1.n. p. of a seaport in the terri- of the Mediterranean “4yyions.
tory of Asher, prop. in Galilee on the

Day (inf. constr. לכאב “Do, with

border of the territory of Asher Josn. 19, prefives SOND, "Rp, with suffices TR,
29; Jupaus 1, 31, according to J oseph.
and Jerome nine miles from i29. Josephus (Bell. Jud. 1, 13, 4) calls it ’Ex-

dinnov, Ptol. (5, 15) וה

FN, usbaR; also mbox, usually with

5: DON, but once as an infinitive
8
Pliny noun 1 Sam. 1, 9 as הַליִכִא

‘Ecdippa (5, 15, 17) from Aram. 2728; 19, 8; imp. SON, “DDN, TEN; fut. DDN,
Talm. 2173, Ar. 23, Jerome Dippa, bok and הלא in pause Sous, yet aban
now Dsib, 8
near Räs el-Nakürah. Ezex. 42,5 is not for Ya) trans.
— 2.n. p. of a city of the tribe Judah prop. to annihilate, to rub away, hence
Jose. 15, 44; Mic. 1, 14; but it is not 1. to eat, applied to men, with the acascertained whether itbe identical with cusative of the food (am, np, aby,
212 Gen. 38, 5 or xa7> 1 Cur. 4, 22. nia, םיִבָכְּי and many others) Ex. 34,
“IN (after the dem a1>8) adj. m. 28;"Prov. "23, 8; Gen. 3,18; Deur. 12,
properly nearly equivalent toyup, from

“id= "1a, Ar.

, to break in pieces,

to ‘damage, hence 1.bold, daring , Jos

41, 2 'א  אלnone bold. —

2. in a bad

15: 23, 25; rarely with 5 as an accu-

sative, in later writings Lament. 4, 5.
On the other hand it is used with 72
to eat of something Gun. 3, 11; Ex. 34,
15; Lev. 7, 21; 25, 22; Devr. 26,14;

sense: cruel Jos 30, 21; Lamunr. 4, 3. Is. 59, 5; Jos 31, 17; Rura 2,14; with
— 3. destructive, applied to poison Deur. a to eat “of something "along wan Ex. 12,
32,33, where the Samar. however reads 43-45; Lay. 22,11; Junass 13, 16;
ar א
figuratively, to devour somewhat 2 Sam.
Baron. (formed from (רֶזְכַא adj. m. 18, 8. — 2. To animals, with the like
6*
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extension and construction Gen. 37, 0
33; 40,19; Ex. 10,5; Is. 65, 25; Hos.

see 2°. With respect to 135m Jos
20, 26, “2NF arose out of “Nn ="Nn,

2,14; Jo. 1, 4; 2, 25; Has. 1, 8; Ps. and consequently belongs to Kal, whither
106, 20; Jon13, 28; hence dai Jupaxs the sense already points. Derivatives
14, 14, like Js2 could and for an ( אכלPhen. (אַכלָא, M228, TD"DN, לכאמ,
epithet of the lion. — 3. To lifeless nbonn, תֶלְלִמ nian 9 Cur. 2, 9).
things, in the signification to consume,
“Nif. Sony(fut. boy) pass. of Kal Gen.
destroy , remove, sweep off, according to 6, 21; Ex. 13, 3; יל 17,13 or to be
the thing it is applied to. So 6. g. of fire allowed to be eaten; figuratively as in
and flame (wx, 12:73) Num. 21, 28; 26, Kal, (applied to fire) to be consumed, Ex.
10; Is. 10, 17; Ex. 15, 4; Ps. 78, 63; 22,5; 2928. 1, 18.
JoB 15, 34; 29, 20; heat Gun. 31, 40;
Pi. bey balonging 9 ּוָקְכָאְת see Kal
the sword 2 Sam. 18, 8; Jur. 2, 30; at the end.
idolatry (niga) 3,24; ar dent zeal (asp)
Pu. 52% to be consumed, e. g. by fire
Ps. 69, 10; hunger Ta, 9,19; wrath Ex. Ex. 3, 2;."אגא 1,10; by the sword Is,
15, 7; the land Lav. 26, 38; Nom. 13, 1,20. Hence perhaps the proper name
32; Er.7,15; deadly ו
0 18,13; BEN and Dax.
to which other languages also present
"Hf. SON (1 perf. "N228F, "N22NT;
analogies. — 4. The signification to eat fut. brows), causative: to make eat up, to

is metaphorically applied e. g. to eat of
love i. e. to use it, to woo; generally
to enjoy e. g. spoken of the enjoyment
of mental intuition Ex. 24,11; Prov.
30, 20; with 2 Jos 21, 25; to taste
Deut. 4, 28; to consume, hence the
phrases to devour the people, the poor,
i.e. to plunder, to rob them, Ps. 14, 4;

Has. 3, 14; Prov. 30, 14, fully RU N
Dy to eat theflesh of the people Mic. 3, 3;
to eat up the judge i.e. to slay him Hos.

7, 7; to grind, a people .מס 7, 16;
Jar. 10, 25; to consume the days i. e.

to spend them Ecouzs. 5, 16; to devour
words i, e. to receive them greedily JER.

15, 16, hence to eat a roll Ez. 2,8; 3,1
(comp. Apoc. 10, 9 10) i. e. to take it
into oneself; to eat the field i. e. to partake of the fruits of it, Gen. 3, 17; Is.

-1, 7; to eat bread i. e. to partake of a

give to eat, in the manifold figurative

expressions of Kal, always with a double
accusative Prov. 25, 21; Deur. 8, 16;
Ez.16,19; to cause to enjoy Is. 58, 14;

only once with ya of the food, Ps. 81,
17.

Inasmuch

as the trace of a con-

struction with לא is not found, and
 אֶלדbar ON cannot be said, ליכלא
Hos. 11, 4 can neither be an imperfect
for ליכאַא nor a noun equivalent to
var; ‘rather does it seem to be a
North-Palestinian and Aramaean form
for 5°28 from 5% (which see). See also
DB. The infinitive sam Ez. 21, 33
should likewise be referred to bap.
Derivative n2>N/2.
The stem לכ Ar. IST, Sam. daR,
Syr. Naf is comnected in its organic
root with the root in לכו I. to which

meal Gun. 31, 54; with a negative: to many significations refer.
fast 1Sam. 28, 20; to eat at one’s table

i. e. to be nourished by one Ps. 41, 10;
to eat before God, spoken of the sacrificial feasts Deut. 12, 7; to eat ashes
like bread i. e. to live in sorrow Ps, 102,
10, hence generally to live, continue alive
Am. 7,12; Eccuus. 5,16, for which rea-

son, “py N applied to the serpent GEN.
3,14 should not bo understood of eating
earth but of abiding, living in the dust;
to eat his own fleshi, e. to pine away

‚Ecouns. 4, 5 80.

DON )8 perf. f. 738 for תלָכַא אpl.

 ; אַכלוTut. DON) Aramaean, the same,
Dan. 7 30; 7 71923. For an alleged
different meaning of the verb 528 in
Var 'א 3, 8; 6,25, namely to call, proclaim, ל

see PIP.

Jar (with suff. (רֶלְכָא m. 1. food,
especially fruits, grain Gen. 41,35; Ps.
78, 30; properly nourishment, support,

On 90> Ez. 42, 5 Ar.
Ar. AST; comp. Phenician אלכא )6
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of grain) n. p. of a Byzakian city. Fi- to work, Ethpeal to urge on oneself, to
guratively: food of fire, of animals, be industrious. — Kimchi has compared
therefore also booty Jon 9,26. —

2. as

APR with HD to bend, i. 6. to bend to-

an infinitive noun: eating, 80 ָלְכָא “D> gether, to curve; but this sense does
Ex. 12, 4; א "p> 16, 21 every one ac- not well suit. Others understand it to
cording to ie eating.

06

a new

formation

from

12 hand in

Sa, also Say, 2. p. of a sage to the sense of to handle, as the derivative
whom the gnomic poet ’Agür dedicated

py Jos 33, 7 is taken by the LXX;
but our assumption best corresponds to

(and as such the Masora, Targum and

the usage of the dialects. The Ar. att|

his אשמ Prov. 30, 1. As a proper name

old interpreters have taken it) DBS might is a denomin. from st saddle.
be taken as equivalent to N ‘in the
FIN (with suff. (יִפְכַאm. stroke, only
sense of one that has pined away, sorrowful; but the LXX and Syr. con-

in 708 33, 7: and my stroke will not
fall heavy upon him. The Syr. translates

sidered it the 1° imperfect from >> or
it: and my saddle (Talm. 338) 1. 6. burbp, and the moderns have followed the
den, Targ. אנףט burden; but these senassumption. See DN.
ren (after the ‘form maxy, and so

the feminine of daR) f. the eating 1Sam.
1, 9, or also as bok: food Gen. 1, 29,

ses also proceed from the fundamental
idea already given. The LXX render

7 xeig pov, reading "921.
ION (not used) tr. to plough, properly

fodder Jer. 12, 9. With 5, however,
to dig, Ar. A to dig, 1 a pit; but
it is generally ‘to be counted a verb.
( ןקאfrom 97 with & demonstr. out the organic root is רָכָא which is found
of a, as in IN out of (ַא-רז adv. 1. like

also in 3, 7-3, רק0

"p72:

a strengthened 2: therefore, in a re-

"ps (this .
3 the reading of"the Sy-

184m. 15,32; 1Kınas 11,2; Jur. 3, 23;

438 (formed from “28 equivalent to

sumptive apodosis Ex. 2, 14; Is. 40, 7, riac, "Tare., Jerome and others for 428)
the proper name of a place Gen. 10, ‘10,
comp. an ; or as, comparing = just as,
viz.
Nisibis, +9.
According to the
like "27 in the Targ. Jur. 3, 20; consequently almost equivalent to aap. - stem “28 it should signify field.
TOR see “DN.
2. assuring, like 2: surely, GEN. 28, 16;

4, 10; Is. 53, 4. —
precedes:

3. limiting what nok, as 1372 from nbn; pl. pay, with

but, only, however,

tantum,

suff. (טכיִרפפ m. he who is oceupied with

ZepPu. 3,7; Ps. 31, 23; 82,7; Is. 49, 4, the field, a husbandman Jer. 14, 4; 31,
for which EN stands more frequently, 24; 172%] 'ִא 51, 23 the husbandman and
abridged from "a8. — The Targ. ren- his team. ‘The same word is in the Targ.

ders it by noua, N72>7, Da, and sax, Syr. Tel and hence a derivative
the LXX appear to have taken it at
various times as 2 DR.

See too 9. verb (Wiseman hor. p. 86, 2), Ar. Kir
but in ager, 009 German acker, 2 is

It is not to be traced back to a verbal

the root (comp. ax7, occa, Germ. egge).
WON (not used) intr. equivalent to
Flas (rare) tr. to push, to strike,
hence to drive on, spur on, with לע on way (which see) to roll up in the form
stem.

account of its original "signification of a serpent, comp. 02%.
Prov. 16, 26: for his mouth (which de- proper name WIR.

Hence the

sires to eat) pushes upon him (159)
WIN (from nap) n. p. of a Phenii, e. urges him on (to labour); so the cian city Josm. 11, 1; 12, 20, which
LXX éxBialerat, Vulg. compulit. In Syr. belonged subsequently to the tribe of
of also appears with SS to drive on Asher 19,25. According to the Syriac,

אל

and perhaps the Phenician language also
it means
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a dedicated place,

i. e. one

where a sacred station was.

and if the imperfect, it denotes a distinct
command: e. g. mom Sy kill not! is a

wish, but חַצְרַת Nd Ex. 20, 13 thou shalt
not Beall!lisa categorical command ‚though

 לאI. (pronominal stem) pron. dem. bx often borders upon the latter 2,804.
a gentle reference to a thing and em- 8,17; Prov. 3,1 3. It is specially to
phasizing of it, weaker than 7}, Hence be noticed that in later writings לע
arises its modification

into the artiele

in Arabic, and exceptionally in Hebrew
in some remains still, as o°372>8 1Kınas
,10 11 ,12 also written DaiaN 2 Cur.
,2,7 and ring Gen. 10, 26, which was

stands for לא Ez. 9, 5, just as לא stands
for 59 10, 1; 12, 12 19. — 8. More
rarely does it stand thus in mere declarative positions Psaum 34, 6; 41, 3;
2 Cur. 14,10,

where it expresses

a

subjective interest like ov wy. In both
cases it immediately precedes the imshorter form לֶא in wras>y Ez. 13, 11; perfect, and rarely do any words interevidently adopted through the medium
of the Arabic. Yet it also exists in the

perhaps also in the proper names ups, vene, JER. 15,15; Ps.6,2; still seldomer

Tina, אָקְתְלֶאְא but always attaching does it interchange with ba (from 33)
itself” ind to the noun or proper name Ps. 141, 4. — 3. 5x often stands adverlike the common >, and therefore ad- bially without a verb, when it forms a

duced with it in the alphabetical series.
Arabic words are adopted with the ar-
ticle in the Syriac and in modern lan-
guages.
Yet this application must not
be extended too far in Hebrew. Thus

clause with the exclamation belonging

to it, e. ₪. "nda לא yet not my daughters!
 אנט1, 13; Sms”“by 2 Sam. 13,12. In
particular it is ‘joined to 83 to express

a deprecating sentence briefly, Gun. 19,
.6 .₪ 8 in Dino Prov. 30, 31 as in 18 yet not! though still the imperfect frenya-on 12, 28 is the negative particle, quently follows Gen.13,8; 18,3 30 32;

and ~>x in proper names 18 merely the Num.10,3 1. Farther it stands before nouns

See mar,אל , in exclamations expressing imprecation,
e. ₪ ,לטדלַא  רמָמדִלַא2 Sam. 1, 21. To
this head belongs תוָדאדלַא 2 Sam. 13,
byIL. (pronom. stem) a negative word 16 no occasions! i. e. cause not! which

shorter form of לֶא God.
( ףלאAram.) and "Ton.

which is connected by root with 8D, אל, the LXX have paraphrased by יִחְצְדְלֶא
"5, "2 and must not be derived from a myth 7723172 יִּכ in order to evade this

verb iem,

It is applied in Hebrew in

the following ways:

1. as a conjunction

in the sense of un, ne, to express in the

feeling of the speaker an unwillingness

use of לא 16 also forms a sentence by

itself as a request 2 Knes 3,13 not so!
oh not so! —

4. like py interrogative

and negative with the perfect, 6. ₪. לא

or not-wishing; hence it is always con- DAU do ye make no incursion? 1 Sam.
nected with the voluntative of the im- 27, 10 (the Targ., Syr., Ar. have underperfect to denote dissuasion &. Thus stood whither? the LXX and Vulg.
e. ₪. dissuasively Gun. 22, 12; Ex. 16, seem to have read רב“bx; but the textual
29; 1 Sam. 26, 20; JeR.17, 21; wishing reading may be retained). More rarely
Gen. 43, 23; 1 Sam. 17, 32; 2 Kınas 18, in the sense of אָלַה Psarm 121, 3, or
31; Jer.7,4; asking 1 Sam. 26, 20; Ps. presupposing a condition and denial: as

51,13; Daw. 9,19; assuring and pre- ND DN, if not 2 Kınas 6, 27.— 5. In rare

cases quite substantively like Nb, "D3,
TW, e.g. Seb Did (LXX 6 ovder, Targ.

dicting as certain 1 0. manifesting the
subjective feeling of the speaker originally in a wish Gun. 49, 4. It always
stands with the inperfect and with it too
if possible in its shortest form; on the
contrary N which is exactly equivalent

for the purpose of denying the idea contained in nouns, 6. ₪. ny/2“>8 Prov. 12,

to non, ovx, chiefly precedes the perfect,

28 immortality ; DR and the noun joined

8519) to make as nothing Jon 24,25 ‚comp.
789 703. Here belongs its application
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together in one word: DIPIR irresistible,

אל
express direction to or towards, as those

Prov. 30, 31: a king of whom there is of viewing, seeing, obeying, of calling,
no withstanding i. e. who marches along longing, hoping, of leaning upon, trusting, in which case the dative with > stands
as a conquering hero. Hence
BEN (not used) to be nothing, nihili elsewhere. E. g. mW Gem. 4, 4; טיבה
esse. This stem is commonly adopted Exo2.3,6; 29 Is. 17,7,207 38, 2;—
mW 2 Sam. 11,16; Be 1 Kınas 12,15;
for the derivatives rn and .לולא 6
 בישקה. פא,9;34 ae Exop. 19, 9;
the words in question.
( לאpronominal stem) Aram. the same" 37 ‘Lav. 12, 2; an Exon. 19,9; ארק
Jose. 10, 24; par Ex. 14, 10; — mx

as לאIL.in Hebr. in a variety of senses,

Nom. 36, 13; yo JER. 49, 20; עּדופַה
Gun. 45, 1; — py nbd, הָּפצ ו
4, 17; on Ps. 119, 30; map Hos. 12,
 לאTIL (in לֶאְבְמ( God, see bad.
7; nya Prov. 3,5; ww ae also; דל
 לאIV. asa groundform for be. See Jur. 10, 2 86 c) Here belongs also
אלו.
the signification towards, expressing a

Dan. 2,24; 4,16; 5,10. In the Targums
it appears "but seldom.

 לאI. (pronominal stem; in the sing. remoter direction to another agency, in
which case it is especially interchanged

only constr. "5X, but 6
the mere with by, e.g. Ez.44,7 in the direction of
constr. pl. "ON, ‘with suff. "28 pause "28, your abominations; ֶהָעומְשַהל 1 Kınas
TON, TN, Tbe, mR, aOR, pare, 10,7 towards the fame; “big anny Day.
 סחיִלאand babs, poetically sy, 11, 23 to make a league with. in addition;
I in use, as also the prepositions  אלה אחיתה81,81.veL ni noitidda ot reh
“DNA, IR, Im, 23, Pa, , דע לעare sister, i. e. besides her; םֶיַפַכְדלֶא LAMENT.
seen partly iin the traces of a plur. be- 3,41 to the hands i. e. besides them. So
fore the suff., partly in the constr. state) too the signification upon in dividing and
prop. setting out with a demonstrative measuring Ezex. 45, 2, which may be

conception and therefore pointing to properly rendered are; in addition
something, but exclusively in the forms to. With this is connected d) the dativenow adduced a prep. to, towards, ad 6. use of D8 with many verbs, so far as

expressing direction or mere tendency they properly express direction, e. ₪.
in a local view. The very frequent use after 402 Ex. 25,16; "2m Jo. 4,8; ללה
of the word may be classified under the
Gen. 12,15; לט Ie.14,10; הל 1
following leading significations: 1. de-
noting nothing but local motion or direc- 2,27 &e., for which ל usually stands. In
tion whether spoken of the body or the this sense we should also take “DN TOR
mind, answering the question whither? is a terror to me Jos 31, 23 i. 6. Iam
to what? It should therefore be trans- afraid. e) After many verbs Dy has the
lated to, towards, ad, versus, mo0g. In signification towards, erga, as a ramificathis sense are construed with it a) verbs tion of the dative-conception, 6. g. הש
2 Cur. 16, 9; poe Jos
of local motion, e. g. Mp2 Gen. 1, 9; 2 Sam. 3,8; הָיָה

ka Ex. 3, 13; san Toe 7,23; 797
Deur.; 14,25  חלש19
nos Gen.
12,6;  שוב61, 9;  מְהַר81, 6; סור
2;
?xn 91, 6;  הוציא91, 8;  רוּץ42, 92;
TON? ,52 ;8 nu ,72 ;22 an ,72 ;84
mu,noxE‘51, 31;  קרב.eni 7,9; הקריב
.nuN ,51 ;33 ybn .tveD 71, 8; הפליף

29, 24; לאה  ןיאit is not towards Gen.
31,5; EN םימחר 7722 43,30. f) Still
farther it has the signification against,

contra, adversus, sig, mo0c, expressing a
hostile direction, as after the verbs D’p

Gen. 4, 8; 352 Exon. 14, 5 yar 1 osH.
10,6; הל Jupezs12,3; די  הדב1 Sam.

29,27 and others:answering the question 5,6; NON Zucu. 14, 2; Nd? Is. 0 4 &e.

whither? to what? b) verbs denoting In ont cases this signification is to be
the turning of the mind i. e. such as elicited merely out of the context, since

אל
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the verbs are also construed with >x always denoting rest in a place, mere rest,
in other senses; they have also more Hence came b) the meaning of dx 8
frequently an accusative of the object expressing the idea of regard to the noun,
after them, g) Expressive of move- an abiding with or at something which
ment and therefore prop. denoting to- is moved into the neighbourhood of the
wards >¥ is also used where it can be ren- actor so that reference may be made to
dered before, coram, e. g. after 797 (Hif.) it. This לא may be rendered as to, with
Noum.13,30

man my» Junezs11, 36;

respect to 2 Sam. 18, 27; on account of

 קרא1 Saar. 26, 14; DD ne 2 San. 2, 21,1; over Hos. 12, 5; about 1 Sam. 1,
28;“m3 2 Kinas 5,25; "37 "Jos 42,7, 27; of Jer. 40, 16; for, ןיְכְנלֶא for
to, לפלא
though "this motion be purely mantal certain 1 Sam. 26, 4; 5
according
to
ER
1088.
15,
13; and
and is hardly perceivable at times. h)
Denoting direction or motion into something, hence entering or pressing into, to
be translated by in, Lat. in, among, Lat.
inter, for example in Gen. 8, 9; Exon.
25, 21; Deur. 11, 29; 1 Kınos 9, 24;
Jon. 1, 5; among 1 Sam. 10,22; Jur. 4,

so other modifications

that

have ori-

ginally proceeded from the idea of
reference to; hence many verbs which
cannot be well thought of without a
close reference are construed with oy,
e.g. 792 2Sam. 1, 24; priv JoB 29, 24;

3; Ezek. 2,6. Figuratively EN בָצְלְתַה br Jupazs 21,6; ללפתַה 1 4%.1,97 ;
6 spo
 לבto be grieved into the heart i. e. "from ara Gen. 20, 2; 37 Jer.
the heart Gun. 6 ‚6; קיַחדלֶא into the bosom Ps. “69, 27; mar Nom. 25, 1; 077 Ts.‘8,
Lament. 2,12. This in often seems equi- 19 &e., wars: bx may be Fender br
valent to within, 6. ₪. ךיִבעַשדלֶא Devt. over, with, about, of and the like; but
17,5 within thy gates, properly between frequently. too it interchanges with other
&e., or through, per, for example דלא prepositions. — 8. Besides the two prinrinap, Nums. 25, 8 properly into her cipal meanings just mentioned dx is
still to be noticed a) before a noun following
a noun with 77 preceding, i. e.
direction must be rendered by upon, לא
stands for by, so Ezux. 18, 6; 32, 6, as DN... 7a, from... to, from... evento; it
vice versa לעfor לֶא Is. 65, 7; 1 Sam. serves «) to give emphasik, e. ₪. Sm

pudenda, right through; but where the

20,24 &e., which is sometimes |

by the Keri Lastly i) expressing the
limit of motion or direction, hence synonymous with 79 in the sense even to,
unto, usque ad, thus םֶימָשַההְלֶא Jer. 51,
9 even to the heavens; amen by Jos 40,

Day Ps.84,8 from strength to strength

i. e. with increasing strength; "og m2
 רצהJER.9,2 with increasing wickedness;

ß) for sompreliension, 6 ₪ WN ןזמ
Ps. 144, 13 from kind to kind i. e. of
every kind; 7) to circumseribe locally,

23 even to his mouth; 8, 29; Gun. 6, 16; e. 8. MYRTTOR הֶצֶקַהְוִמ Exon. 26, 28
also where it is tantamount to towards, from oneend to another; הפה  לאen Ezr,
versus Dan. 8, 9.— 2. From the various 9,11; 8) to eireumseribe time, 6 g. תק
senses of motion which in their modifi- ny-by 1Cur. 9, 25; םלידלֶא Diem Nom

cations are sometimes softened down al- 30, 15; &) to pisoumperiba persons, eg.
$37 "im Ps. 105, 13; but 7 is somearose a) the meaning at, by, near, apud, times omitted in the first half-member,
| Juata, prope, eis, e.g. jnywry-dy 1 Kınas 6. ₪. DB"DN םיִנָּפ Gen. 32, 31; לֶא- הָּפ
13, 20 at the table; Dm-dR Jer. 41, 12 mp Nun. 19, 85 — ₪( ES between. two
at the water; Be Ps. 109, 14 with Gods nouns of the same kind to express the
דיר
אל
 א.vorP ,03 01 ot sif ;drol  אלone to the other (like ער... UN, unus.
 ילסף.nuG 75,14 ot ;hpesoJ  אְלדכָּלדפָנִיםalter), 6. ₪. MIR הז Exon. 14, 20; 36,
to all faces Ezex. 7,18; comp. too Gen. 10; Is.
2, 4; Ps. 42, 8; Ezek. 21, 29, —
40, 14; 49,29; Lav. 4,7; 5,9; Josn. 9 EN in ita signification to, towards,
5, 2 1 Saar. 17, 3; 1 Kınas 8,"30> upon 60. as a particle of motion is some-most to prepositions of place at, with,

a
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times omitted and the accusative put instead Hos. 7,11; Nag. 2,6; Prov.5,5;

tion from a verb as the root must be

rejected.

Jungzs9, 44; 11, 29; Is. 34, 15, as also
nian stands for .אובמהלָא - a) oy is

by I. (pronominal stem abridged

often connected with other particles, viz.

from ‘ela, a demonstrative vocable com-

with prepositions, adverbs, conjunctions

&e. as EN

Ez.6,10; Bose Exon.

pounded of '-Za, and connected with the
demonstrative dx as an article, and with
57, just as the French 76 coheres with

Exex. 31,10; nipa-by 10, 2 PER iste: the Latin ille. A stronger form than’ ela,
by their sleniifcations are model, a namely Mx “dle, is blunted out of an

thing that is noticed under the particles old plural termination, as the Aramaean
themselves. — 4. Very seldom does לא yon, Aethiop. ellä, ellö still shew) pron.
appear in its original demonstrative demonstr. pl. these 1 Cur. 20,8; with the
sense as a demonsir. adverb, pointing to article 547, e. g. לֶאָה DWN, Gen. 19, 8

an object, a
in the sentence "לא
"לֶאְר.. here... there Jer. 51,3, before
the imperf. — The absolute state לא of
this 5x, which does not appear, coincides
entirely with D8 IL; or לֶא is here
shortened from the pronominal stem DN,
which is also the case with the article SR.
As to the form of this preposition, לא
which is always closely connected with
the noun, is manifestly derived from an

absolute form 5x, which latter may yet
be recognised in certain forms with suf-

fixes (128, T2N &e.). The plural use

these mens EN, Days 19,25; Devr. 4,
42; 19, 11; ES nies Gam, 26, 8 4;

dyn םילגה Daur. 7,22; by nayinm
Lay. 18, 27; but it occurs only in
the Pentateuch and thence in Chronicles. The use of this pronominal stem
as a plural of My cannot be explained

by the form, but by the fact that the
personal

idea in it had disappeared.

See bx.
( לאpronominal stem) Aram. equi-
valent to the Hebrew לא II. Only in
Ezr.5,15 K’ri, for which the K'tib has

before the suffix in Hebrew is a well
known peculiarity which holds good in  אֶלָהsynonymous with the Targumic Ya,
the case of other prepositions, and the or - with the Hebrew a, since J.EREM.

constr. plur. “2% J0B3,22; 5,26; 15,22; 10,11 adopts MBN as ‘Aramaean.
29,19, like the Arab. a shews that by
DN II. (with the article 5x4, with
also is nothing but a constr. in the sin- a suf, only "5xin the 184188; pl. םיִלא
gular. In the Targ. לֶא is paraphrased or DON Exop. 15, 11; from Dar or הלא
just according to the context by Dy,

to be strong,

though it is a primitive

TR, 2, DIP, "BN, by &e.
word) m. 1. a very old Semitic name of
With regard to ihe derivation the the highest deity, which already appears
pronom. stem 1 (58) may be supposed in the pre-historic period: God. x on acan abridgment of the compound e-la, count of its universality stands both for

comp. Copt. eAa (Bashm.), hence eAa-ı
to me, eAa-q to him, eAa-c to her &c.,

and accordingly the organic form would

bed, J, Coptic ra. The 6 (8), Coptic e,

the God of the Hebrews, Jehovah Num.12,
18; 23, 22, as well as for the gods of
another nation, or idols Is. 44, 10 15;
45, 20; 46, 6; but for Jehovah usually

stands לאח Gun. 31, 18; Devt. 7,9, or
 אל אלהים.neG ,33 ;02 ,64 ;3 .woN ,61
significations in, ad, a, prae, circa, apud 22, also טיִהְלֶא by₪ Josn. 29,22; Ps.
(Peyr. Lex. ling. copt. p. 29 seq.), so it is 50, 1, or םיִלֶא לאDan. 11,36, or byiis
found in לבדַא ,Copt. 680%, as a in TR connected with certain adjectives as with
(from IR), TRS (from (רֶזַא is a pro- nd, DD 4Y, Jiy9y &e. or is otherwise paraDeut. 32, 4; Ps. 89, 8. The
nominal stem. In any case the deriva- ו
is -also an old pronominal stem and as

it (e) in Coptie has still in itself the
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universality of the original meaning of of Deity, ON is very often applied in the
 ואלand the circumstance that it does not formation of proper names, partly as the

primitively express the true God א

last member

&boynv as its cognates in sense ports,

DNB, DNAN, לאומל , bern), partly as

,)לָאּומְש SND,

DEP,

mim,  יחdo, inasmuch as it might the first, ‘where it either remains wholly
unchanged (m) or is shortened into לא
caused the ‚almost constant addition (TS, TyTN, TAIN, TTR, PEN,
of an attribute in the genitive, to de- nbpbn, פלא DPN, םענלא. EN
scribe the true God, hence with 179% “DOR, רזא  לפלא הטלmy),
Ps. 78, 35; "18 Gen. 48,3; nn 16, 13; and in this “abridged form is also ap םללע,21 ;35 "RIP Ex. 20,5; Ban Davr. pended as an epithet to the names of
4 ;31 ‘ ןחfan. 34, 6; EN Devt. the deities,6.g. of jpn, xp, .דכרת Usu;32,4  יחJos. 3, 10; nis 1 Sam. 2,3; ally, however, the EN en
into לא
aD "Jon 36, 5; nal 36, 26; Tia Ps. is connected with the following member
29, 3; תמא 31,6; nibry JER. 51,56 6. by means of the union-vowel "— which
also denote the gods of the Semites,

By putting these together and uniting

is very common in proper names Gps,

with them other expressions of “El one

anon &e.). But the abbreviations in
-by, “oy prove nothing towards the de-

might almost elicit a complete doctrine

of God. The following should be especially remarked: a) the nationalising
of the name, in addition to the above-

rivation of the word, since the construct-forms in proper names have the
frequent abridgments, 6. ₪. “197, רומח

mentioned emphasising or appending of "ימו,“IND, “HB, “VI, "rap from ,ער
the national names of God, by adding on, מי =  טליnn, m», Dy, ER, and do
the word by ib) Gen. 33, 20, or the name
not follow the ₪
grammatical anaof the people ws Daur. 33, 26, or logy. In this usage it is to be noticed,
some

national partieular Gen. 31, 13.

moreover,

that

it is sometimes

inter-

b) As לא once denotes even the god of changed with Sya (o77> 2 Sam. 5, 16

the other Semites Is. 44, 10, there is
added, for the sake of distinguishing him
from “El of Israel, “rs Exon. 34, 14;
or  זרPs. 81,10; or 42) Devt. 32,12. Im
this usage לis sometimes interchanged

and yıraya 1 Cur. 14 7. ax, san, im,
m“ „AR "&e. whence its מ
88 8
ame of deity is manifest. — 2. strength,

might, hence the phrases 7} Dep m Prov.
with >ya, 6 ₪ nya by Jupess 9, 46, 3,27, 71 שָי-לָאְל Gen. 31,29; Mio. 2,1,
identical with nna bya 8,33; 9,4; as 1 לֶאְלTR Devr. 18, 32; Nam. 5,5 the
also in the Syrian name beau Ts. 7,6 hand is, is not to might (mmighty) ie.
i, 6 DNIY we may conjecture that לא to possess or not to possess power. See
should be taken for ba. A rare peri- 71. Concrete: hero, mighty one, but in
phrasis for the non-Hebrew ’El is לָאְדאל this sense only the constr. Sw, pl. DON,
Devt.32,21 Ungod. 6( לאis used as an

adjective to nouns to denote the highest,
most excellent, most distinguished, 6. ₪.
Sava Ps. 36, 7 mountains of God i. e.
the highest mountains; DN“ TW 80, 11

constr. IR, and therefore to be referred

to DR as it is always written with Yod;

only iin Ezer. 31,11 O45 O8; in 32, 21
ar likewise stands for SR, which many
mss. still read. Hence the signification
cedars of God i. e. the ‘tallest cedars. hero does not belong to dx, but only to
Comp. the like use of * Gen. 13, 10; DIN, constr. לי,plur. aby, constr. 9;
Ps. 104, 16, 11 (which see) and Day, anain Is. 9, 5 even by ‘virtue of the ord) The plural signifies only Gods Exop. thography לא is to be translated God.
15,11; Dan. 11, 36, and in this sense — 8. For קמח 31, 14 where DIOR
moby יבPs.89,7 sons of Gods i. e. angels, their oaks is the reading, we should either
comp. ‘Die „2. e) As a designation put DASS, since D°D"8always stands in
of the highest divine Being, as the name this sense; or we should punctuate DAD |

אל
after the Arabic.
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As a name

of the

station םיִלֶא many mss. write instead
ord; but according to the sense, only
אִילִים, Dow is right. — 4. ram Jos
42, 8; but orb stands here for םיִליִא
from by and therefore does not belong

from a verb-conception; as indeed a con-

siderable

number of derivatives

from

אל,with the fundamental signification

of "strength, are found in the language.

But even in this case Sy, which may
always have

come

from a verb-con-

ception, should be accounted primitive;
pression in architecture pilaster, Sx, and from it are derived secondarily
constr. 5°, is always used, and where TEN, SION, TDN, Tid, Don, dade and
the mss. have the constr. dx, it is there the numerous "proper names where לא
written for ליא as the Aramasan OR for appears entire or abbreviated; then לא
(ax L) and as, pips and again the
אל, also SEN See bp.
to the present word. —

5. As an ex-

‘Though the use of the divine name

proper names Eom this stem.

Dy is frequent only in Hebrew with
 לאI. (pronom. stem) as a collateral
mx, DON, yet numerous traces of form of pronoun demonstr. לא see לא I.
it are also found in the dialects.

The

Syriac translator has the form thf in
18.14,18 ;Ps. 22,2; Marra. 27,46; Mark
15,33 for God; the Samar. often wa-

N I. (pronom. stem) as constr. of
DR I. ‘see לא I. prepos. The attempt to
derive this ON from a root הָלָא= 5

vers between > and "28; among the to incline to one, es5 to be helpful, is
Zabians “| is a name of the sun, 1. ₪. opposed to the peculiarity of pronomiof the highest planetary God, as traces
of a Moabite ’El-eultus under the name

nal stems.

ER II. as an abbreviation of לא God
of Np?" by highest ’El are also found in in proper names, e. g. TaTON, SEEN
the city called from this cultus or wor- and others. See x IH. and the proper

ship N2¥>N (which see, and comp. Hebr.

and Phenic, 71792 dy, Aram. רע tN).
The Arabic

dictionaries likewise enu-

merate as names of God del, J, %
The Phenicians

being nearest to the

names in question.

NON (= ₪ עי HRN, oaks strong as
oak, comp. German Eckhart= Eichhart)
n. p.m. 1 Kınas 4, 18.
 שיִבְּגְלֶאm. stiffened, ice, then meta-
phorically ‘crystal, compounded of was,
which appears thus 108 28, 18, and

Hebrews, have לא both in their doctrine
of God and their sanctuaries, 6. ₪. HA
dx as Kronos אש &£oyyv, “IA in “Ihog
in Sanchoniathon, by-ma house of God by לא = the article, adopted through
as name of Betyis or pillars and
stones dedicated to “El; so also in their

the medium of the Aralke Ez. 13, 11
13; 38, 22, which was all the easier
0

vE

personal proper names, 6. ₪. 58319 "Evv- because the word itself is Ar. („sl
ioc, dam Hanelus, bxob Fasilus, 5833 congelatum). The Coptic aA stone has
Gagilus, Dun’ Meoorvlos, Mezetulus, also been compared with the first memMustulus, erin Medadulus, 579 Uzu- ber 8, but it is more natural to take
lus, לאָּתַשְק Castulus 60. and םיִלאָּבְבְש it as the article. See was and van.
0
formed out of the plural
an see band.

 נְאֶלִיםand in their names of places 6. ₪.

 קנְתָאלKavımın,

-Ma, לאָבראְּב Gunela,

 לתלCartilis 86.

ON CEI is a Friend) n. p.m. Num.
Comp. n. p. TOR of si-

They also use it 0 9 27.

änpellatively to denote other deities. —
As to the derivation, it has been considered from the time of Saadja, who
translates it by OL} mighty, as coming

milar signification.

On רד"comp. the

proper names 757, "77, Ty

&e.

 אֶלְדְּכָה1 = < of ₪ Midianitish-
Arabic tribe Gun. 25, 4; 1 Cur. 1, 33.

from ay I. to be strong, and so derived Here  אלappears to be the article, —
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2. n. p. of an Ephraimite 1 Cur. 7, 0
according to some mss., for which the

textual reading is 117Y5y.
TON see לא

אלה

by comparing the Ar.
is (to make fast
and to swear) to fasten, from Fox to be
fast, firm, and ee correspon ling Ar.
root would be ששwhence Jt
| swearing.

nby I. (from >y IIL; or perhaps
farther‘developed out of 58) 1. (not used)
intr. to be strong, powerful, stout, spoken
of men, trees &e.; הָָלֶא Hos. 4, 2 stands
perhaps by exception for infin. Hifil.

 הֶלאII. (imperat. fax) only a col-
lateral from of Das, obs tolament Jo.
1, 8; comp. Syr. tif, Ar. Jf

nb (with a impure in first syllable as
Comp. >8 (518 L.). Derivatives 428, 7728 in mn; with suff. יתְלא,indy; pl. mar,
(after the form im) and the proper nb-) 2 1. an oath Gen. 24, 41 (allied
name NX. — 2. tr. to strengthen, to in sense is 192 24, 8) Ab the oath
swear, confirm by an oath Junges 7, 2; sworn to me; / לס Lev. 5, 1 the loud
Hos. 4, 2. Derivatives ,הלא . — הלאתoath; 3 by ny 1 Kinas 8, 31 to
3. (not used) to curse, wiih significa- bring one to”swear, to lay an a upon
tion arose from the curses, common at one; 1B nix Hos. 10, 4 false oaths;
the taking of oaths, directed against the

violation of the oath, comp. Sanskrit
gap

to swear

and

curse.

—

4. More

in an external sense: to be fat, as the
German feist is allied in sense to fest;

wna ban Ps.59,13 from cursing and

lying ie. perjury, comp. Hos. 4, 2;
TOR na 2 Cur. 6,22 for ’S שיא NB the
swearer comes forward, and therefore Na,

not MN3.— 2. a covenant confirmed by
hence 5728.
Hif. ( האלהinf. with suff. לתלאהל an oath, sworn to, GEN. 26, 28, or rather
fut. apoe. "לא from mbit = (הָלַאְי +cau- the oath taken at the time of the coThus the word is used as a
sative: to make firm, powerful, to confirm, venant.
swear to, or to cause

to swear,

to con-

firm by an oath, 1 Kines 8, 31; 2 Car.
6, 22; 1 Sam. 14, 24 with the accusative. — From this in Hos. 4, 2 the infinit.

supplement to ma and is put along
with it Deur. 29, 11 13; Ez. 16, 59;

17, 18; but man mio Deur. 29, 20
are the curses, which were uttered with

‘Kal הָלֶא is used for the infin, Hifil

the covenant and so belongs to signifi-

to make ‘it like ,חצר 25, HR? in that

cation 3. More rarely does it stand
like na along with הָעּבְש,so 'ָאְב אּב
Nena. 10, 30 to enter into a covenant,
comp. תיִרָבָב na Ez. 16, 8; causative
'ִ הַבִיא בְא.zE" ,71 ,31 htiw eht -asucca

place. Since dhavefare הָלָא properly ex-

presses the idea of confirming, assuring,
in Hos. 4, 2, where it is taken in a bad
sense, it seems to have become so by
nothing but its connexion with um
tive of the person, ‘the phrase being
there, and so W127 TON means fo swear
there distinguished from my תיִרָּב תַרָּכ
and liei.e. to swear falsely, to be pexjured
— 3. curse, imprecation, connected with

(comp. Barhebr. 405 “vo [ses to swear

and lie). Hence false oaths which are
meant to be broken are also expressed

exclamations of swearing, as was wont
in covenants to guard against perjury

Jos 31, 80; Prov. 29, 24; Zucu. 5, 3;
by the noun xy תָלָא Hos. 10, 4. See applied to the curse which devours ‘the
the noun mba.
land because of the breaking of the
The idea of swearing is obviously covenant Is. 24, 6, or by means of which
connected with heavy, firm, weighty, it mourns JER. 23,10. ‘xt תַעְבַָש Noms.
Lat. jurare properly to make fast by 5, 21 oath of the curse je. the solemn
contract, comp. Sanskrit ju, Gr. dox0¢ formula of cursing; spoken of the im-

oath, and éoxavy enclosure, In Hebrew precatory section Dur. 29, 13 18 19;
the original conception would be to 30, 7; of the punishment following the
make oneself fast, to make binding, or curse "Dan. 9, 11; figuratively the sub-
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ject of the curse Jer. 29, 18, as m3

is also applied, Nume. 5, '21.
moR (from bar IIL.) f. oak, terebinth,
1088 24, 26, Targ. אָתְלִא comp. 7x.
This EN appears to exist in the proper name Town.
( הלאnot used) f. goddess, only in the
proper names הלאְדְי ,, הָלאְרַּמANP.
imek (from by ie.
ג Da, hanes iin the
mss.  אלהalso) 0 1. daR called so from

mr it is connected with a great variety

of prepositions, e.g. 5
TPN-ny Gun. 46,25;
mby-by Lament. 1, 16; 5, 17 &e. The
less frequent and shorter ‘form of it is
2s 11. (which see).
"This pronominal stem is perhaps com-

pounded of לא and 75, both originally
personal demonstrative vocables, which

have however lost the personal; and
therefore in the fusion the word is used
as a plural. The first member לא ל

its strength, Gun. 35, 4; Jupaus 6, 11 still exists as an independent pronominal
19; 2 Sam. 18,
1 Cur, 10, 12; but stem in the Targ. yp, Talm. ולא,Syr.

distinguished from"לא Hos. 4,13; Is. >]

6, 13, though belonging to the same
genus. The old translators and interpreters hesitate between terebinth and
oak, as they do also in the case of

&c., where the terminations >

<7, 1- &. are the remains of old plu-

ral endings; so in the Phenician םלא
(Mass. 13, 16) like ps for Tbs; and
accordingly OR must here be ‘assumed

DIN, TOR, ןיֶלַא;sometimes they render as the organic root of mp.

With reby spect to the second member, either the
tree, bush, very seldom by valley, plain, >, in הֶזְלַה must be compared, or the
meadow, whence we see that nothing reduplication of ל is taken as euphonic,

it with reference to the Aram. a

accurate was known about it at a very
early period. — 2. xi pry (terebinthslope) the name of a place not far from

mpiy, and הכוש 1 Sam. 17, 2 19; 21,
18, (strvength) n. p.m. 1 Kmes 16,
6; 2 Kines 15, 30, and also the name
of an Edomite tribe Gen. 36, 41, by

and the ending -ה shortened from }-,
and therefore the remnant of an old

plural termination. See x II.
FON (with prefia “2x2; constr. TON,

def. Kos; with suff. הלא ןיההלא

InN,

TDN

along ‘ith prefines

whom perhaps the Edomite seaport nid aba, ןוחהלאל ; pl. TOR, constr.
 הוdef. NN” Aram. m. like the He(see (תוליִא or no" was built.
mb (rare)m. synonymous with x II.
God, enlarged at the end with an accentless a, as 273; only in the proper
names הָלֶאְרַשַא "שי
 הלאRR

stem) demonstr.

pronoun, these, used as a plural to the
singular ,הז if, 17, mNT, הֶז Sometimes it begins the sentence, serving to
comprehend and enumerate Gen. 2, 4;
6, 9, sometimes it resumes at the ond.
Nun. 35, 29, i. e. it refers either to the
preceding or following. Yet it is commonly: placed after the noun Lev. 18,
26; Num. 1, 17; 1Kmas 7, 9, in numbers always Gun. 9,19; 22,23; Ex. 21,
11; 2 Sam. 21, 22; Is. 47, 9; Zecn. 4,
10, and the language deviates from this

brew הלא "God, not spoken specially
of J ehovah, but of every God Dan. 3,

28; JOON nN stands only in the sense
of anaes God 3,29.

Jehovah was de-

noted by the appended terms אימש 'א
2, 18 37 44; Eze. 5, 11; 39 יא Dan.
2, 45; byt? 'א Eze. 6, 14; 7,15;

 רלN 7,19; By א Dan. 3,26 32;
5,18; יח  'א6, 21 &c., "and yet the def.

NbN de also. nad of Jehovah without
any addition 2, 20. nae ma 5, 3,
Ezr. 4, 24 is the temple, "and Tey רב
Dan. 3, 25 means an angel, as in He-

brew Da A:

Gey. 6, 2.

Here the

singular is used more frequently than

in Hebrew; yet the plur. also is not
infrequent with a singular sense, applied both to Jehovah and other gods,

but rarely. MPN... MPN these... those
Jost. 8,22. More comprehensiveis “52 Jer. 10, 11; Dam. 3, 12.
oN see abe.
 אלהGun. 10,29; 14, 3;15,10. Like

See TiN.
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the most high and true God Dur. 32,
15; Ps. 50, 22; Ha». 3, 3 &e., for which
( ולאpronominal stem) Aram. inter- also apn’ stands Ps. 114,7; and when
ject. behold! en, ecce, Dan. 2, 31; 4, 7 the Psalmist says 18,32: whois לא be;10 .7,8 It arose from the demonstra-
sides, the true God only can be meant.
tive לא with an old termination, just
in הלא Na רשאק Jos 19,6 to
as הגה and the shorter( ןָה comp. Ar.
DIOR see ION.

SD are likewise developed out of a
demonstrative idea. The synonymous
748 in the Targ. has come from another

whom God brings it with his own תא But the very ancient use of the pl. DTN
for God is most frequent, because the

ancients conceived of the Deity as an
group; and the assumption of the old aggregate of many infinite forces (comp.
interpreters that 15% arose out of TR is אַדנים,  קְדשיםHos. 12,1). In this view
unfounded.
' אPeary 1. the true and most high
( ולאpronominal stem) conj. if, si, God, Jehovah, and is used in the widest
in respect to time, as םֶא usually is, extent, even where a mere contrast to
joined to the perfect, ’ Eccuzs. 6, 6; Esta. human nature is intended Zzcu. 12, 8;

.7,4 It is compounded of ab and DN Ps. 8,6; Ez.28,2. Like tidy it is some.
(which ne came through the me- times construed with the singular Gen.
dium of ys,Ar. %,}, Syr. ef), and came 1,3; 2Kmas19, 4 16; Ps.7,10; 57,3,

In the Targ. sometimes with the plural Gen. 20, 13;
31,53; Josm. 24,19. At a later period,
and Mishna, however, it is more fre-
however,
the construction with the pluquent, and is even compounded still
ral was avoided as polytheistic: hence
more in "sah; comp. Syr. anf if, ]בב it is said 1 Car. 17, 21 ‘xm am for
late into use in Hebrew.

if not.

' אDo 2 Sam. 7, 23; ףיקלא  הזNen.
PN (also ty" Dam. 11, 38; with 9, 18 for x הָלֶאEx. 32, 4, and the

prefix. oy TN and Ton,

as is fre- Samaritan Pentateuch on this account
quent in the case of nouns whose ini- Gen. 20, 13; 31, 53; 35, 7; Ex. 22, 8
tial sound is a vowelless x; only in changes the plural into the singular. poetry in the sing. ‚ in Jos, Is., Has., 2. the national god, the guardian deity
Psaums, or also in the later writings of any people, Gen. 17, 7; Jon. 1, 5;
through the influence of Aramaean, as Jupgzs 1, 16, and therefore applied to

in Dan., Nex. and Cur.; but regularly
in the plur, DTN, constr. “ON, with
suff. TDN &e.) m. God, synonymous
with לא of which it is obviously a
farther development. In the application of the word, we must first separate
the form of the ‘singular from the plu-

the national God of Israel i. 6. Jehovah,
usually yy) or Ex. 5, 1; בקי א
Ps. 20, 2; bass א 47, 10; or along

with » 18,29; ‘Lav. 18 and 19. As an
epithet of Jehovah Dzvr. 4, 35, 1Kmes
18, 21 ’x oftener stands with the article,

DSN ‘Gen. 5, 22; 6,9 11; 17, 18 &.,
ral. The former, construed with an ad- but also without the article: Gun. 1,1;
jective sing. or plur. is applied: a) to and ' אboth in prose and poetry is inheathen gods, Dan. 11, 37 and he has not
terchanged with mim) without any disregard for any god, spoken of Antiochus
tinction. Thus e. 8 N Say Dan. 9, 11;
Epiphanes, who robbed the temples (Polyb. 31,4) and wished to destroy the usual ‘S09 Gen. 1, 2; 4, 38; 'א ma in

worship (1 Macc. 1, 43; Diod. 34, 1); Garon. and Ezra, BERN Ion 1, 1 8;

אלה מעזים
8 deq fo eht ,sessertrof ' מִלָאֶךִ אGan. ,23 ,2 sediseb sti -noc
nexion with 7. Yet though there is no
spoken of " Melkart at Tyre;
TION,
 נכר11, 39 strange i. e. heathen god; historical distinction in the signification
of both, one appears at least in their

 זר > לאלהףHaz. 1,11 this his power
application, inasmuch as the one or the
(attributing) to his god. b) Applied to other was
used at certain periods of the

אלוה
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living language and therefore by cer-
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₪

ordinary, comp. St, though no other
tain writers. The historical books J osh.,
example of it is found: and perhaps
Judges, Samuel, Kings) have 4 in predominant usage; in Job רי prevails in also the addition of 'א to NDD, interthe prose parts, in the poetical לא and rupted by the suff., Ps. 45,7 thy elevated

mon; the Proverbs have דל but Eceles., thrones so too may 'א in DR 'א
Daniel and Jonah almost exclusively N; 45, 8 be taken thy exalted God; but
these cases stand isolated. — We may
in the Psalms sometimes ₪0 sometimes
 איprevails, just according to age; and
in Genesis a twofold recension has been
assumed according to this double use.

— 3. Like by, accompanied by adjec-

now give those modifications of the
fundamental idea, according to which
py לא is really applied to a plurality,

consequently where the signification God
is laid aside. Here belong: 1. where it

tives or attributes in
i the genitive, which
belong to the highest and universal God, is applied to heathen gods Ex. 12, 12;
it denotes the most high and the uni- 2 Cur. 28, 23, a use that is very exwhich is naturally adoptversal God of humanity, e.g. with םימשה tensive,

ed wherever polytheism is implied. —
ya Gen. 24, 3; bi Mic. 6,6; 2. A farther application of 'א is its use
bau Nes. 1, 4; nines Am, 3, 13; to denote judges Ex. 21, 6; 22, 7 8,
nipa“bo)  הרוחותNon. 16, 22; Tas Ts. properly God’s judgment, where the.
65,16; DIP, Daur. 33,27; Pix Ps.4,2; judgment is before God (comp. Deut.

 יטע81 74; on ,95 ;81 21 ;2,34 non
,109 ,1 wieתה א 
in the con-
struct state, and the latter seldom ap-
pear as a mere apposition 80, 5. It
must be considered as a mere doctri-
nal thing, when the Targ., Sam., Sa‘adia

19, 17), hence LXX correctly: 70 אס
zijgıov tov 0800, and the Targ. accord-.
ing to the sense Nn". — 3. angels,

as also םיִלָא 8 used Ps. 97, 7; 138,1,

where EX, Vulg., Targ., Per, and
others translate angels, as also in Ps.
and sometimes also the LXX and Vulg. 8,6; 82,1 6; Gen. 3, 5 the translators
translate the nameםיה 
לא,where a clo- and ancient interpreters render 'א by
ser contact with humanity iis expressed, angels; but this explanation of ‘x in
as is done with רי also, by angel &. — the places cited is not at all certain,
4, Like 5x, ost is applied to the because the old translators and intergods of the Semites and other peoples preters manifestly wished to avoid aneither with the addition 1325 Gen. 35,2; thropomorphisms, and in the passages
no2 Ex. 20, 23; "207 34, 17, םיוגה in question 'א can be taken otherwise.
Devr. 29, 17; ye 2 Kınas 17,'27; Only the periphrasis םיהלא ya for
DA Ps. 96, 5, or with the name of angels 108 1, 6; 2,1; 38, 7 is certain,
the people whose god is meant, 6. =. after the analogy of םיִלָא 2 Ps. 29,1
Yan Jose. 24,15; DIN Jungs 10, and םיִשודק 89, 6. But oi ae if one
6; ain ibid.; םיִנלצ 1 Kınas 11,5; will not take it as an abbreviation of
 קרו9 esaeT 1, ₪  חמת81, 43; or 'א-|אישby itself denotes ghost, spirit
osla  אלהיםenaid 71, 92,
 וto 1 Sam. 28,13, that is to say, in the singular
Ba‘al 1 Kixas ,81 ,12 ot a elamef ytied sense; LXX, Vulg., Syr., Ar. have gods,
,11 ,5 to a made iimage Ex. 32, 1. From Targ. angels, Josephus a godlike image,
the Israelite point of view such a deity but more or less by conjecture. — 4. kings

is called oT >N-ND 2 Kınas 19, 18. — i.e. much the same as earthly gods, like
.5 Like לא it is added to nouns to ex- our Majesty, Ps. 82,1 6; otherwise they
press what is highest .66 .6 'אה.8  רהPs.

are called sons of God 2,7; 89, 27.

the’ adverbialםיהלאל . Jon. 3, 3 extra-

Syr. aS; Arab. 7

The noun הלא feleewhere used by the’
68,16 spoken of mount Bashan; א a3
Semites:
Phenic. in Sanchoniathon p. 28°
of rain ,65 ;10  'אnan Gen. 35, 5;
ילּותפכ 'א
8 &e, Here belongs 0" Ehosip םיַהְלֶא.1.0;Targ. Tor, Sam. ma,

- ‘with the art‘
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rarely) plain, valley, meadow, because
xf) is a very old ulterior developthese trees were planted by springs or in
ment of לא which is by all means to |be meadows. This ’ appears 1, in its aptaken as primitive, and the verbs 10]to plication to old Israelite sacred oaks and
terebinths which had themselves a cerworship God, J [to be afraid, astonished, tain reverence paid to them, or beside
seem to have been formed from the noun; which there was a sacred. station. Thus
on the latter verb comp. Aram. NPM, a) Syn Pipe (oak of the pillar; syn is a
as also TB, םיִמיִא ,M2022.
noun like maxi) at Sichem J UDGES9, 6,
( ללאfrom ללא whieh see) 1. (not perhaps the same at which in Joshua’s
used) name of a Phenician and Syrian time the sanctuary was Josu. 24, 26,
deity as man (Ezer. 8, 14), perhaps of where Jacob buried the strange gods
Adonis, as ‘a symbol of the fruit of the Gen. 35, 4, and where there was provine, whose death might therefore re- bably at one time a heathen cultus. (ל 'א
present the cutting off of the grapes, the Dr294979 (oak of the magicians) the name
vintage, which happened in September, of a place also in the neighbourhood
when in Syria the festival of Adonis was of Sichem Jupazs 9,37, where oracles
kept, and which month by the orientals were probably communicated in the
is towards the end of the year (Jerome earlier heathen time; comp. the oaks of
on Ezek. 1. c.; Julian, orat. 4). From the oracle at Dodona (Odyss. §, 327).
this name of a deity is to be explained e) ian ’x (oak of Tabér) name of a
eht naicinehP .x .p goiuivohE“ )" א;ָלוּלnoted oak in the vicinity of Bethel 1 Sam.
Jos. Ant. 9, 14, 2). —

2. name of the

10,3.

Mount Tabör was a holy place,

closing month of the eastern year, cor- like its homonymous ‘AzaBigrov (Tian)
responding about to our September, Nua.

,6,15 the civil year had already begun

in the island of Rhodes formerly inhabited by the Phenicians, where a

temple of Zeus ‘AraBioiog (App. 12, 27)
existed; and perhaps the oak was dewhich they took from the names of gods dicated to Tabor. d) wann WR (oaks
(Rosh ha-Shana ch. 1). The name of this of Mamre) a name of consecrated oaks
month runs in Syriac SCUf, Sam. Il, belonging to the Emorite Mamre, in the
with “tin, because of the late adoption
of the names of the months by the Jews,

7%

neighbourhood of Hebron, where Abra-

Kurd. ., yy {(Eildn for Eilül), Ar. 0! \ ham built and dedicated an altar to JeBaalbek. ılovA, with little variation, as hovah, and where God appeared to him
in Hebrew, whence we see the wide- Gun. 13,18; 14,13; 18,1. In the time
spread use of the Aramaean appellation.

The stem is probably Dax synonymous
with 53% to glean (the ‘vine), to cut
the latest grapes off, generally to have
the last gathering, as the death of Adonis is conceived of in adulto flore secta-

rum frugum (Amm. Mare. 19,1; 22, 9).
 לולאII. only in K'tib for ליל Jur.

41, 41, seeאָליל 

of Josephus (Bell. Jud. 4, 9,7; Ant. 1,
10, 4) an Ogyges-oak was there; and

even in Constantine’s time an altar stood
under Abraham’s oak which he converted into a church (Soerat. Hist. Eccl.
1, 14). e) main ןיִלֶא or ma ion
(teacher’s oak) name of a consecrated oak
in the neighbourhood of Sichem Gen.
12,6; Deur. 11, 30. mia seems an an-

nos (from. Ya I; plur. 0%”, constr.

cient epithet of a deity (see in).
f) םיֶּפָנצְּב ( ךרְלַמoak of Zaanannim) Josu.

”) m. oak, terebinth, properly a strong

19, 33 or Dura 'x K'tib Junges4, 1

tree, spoken of the ever-green terebinth n.p.of a place iin the vicinity of WIP, in
or the strong-leaved oak (see ליא,Ta, the territory of Naphtali, as far as which
my), as also the LXX, Venet., Syr., the nomadic tribe of the Kenites pitched
Vulg., Symm. and others usually vender their tents; so called perhaps from an
the word; the versions translate it (but oak consecrated at o-329% (which see),
~
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 סע013% (which see), where there may( family, tribe): head of a family or tribe,
have been before a Phenician sanctuary. applied to the heads of the Edomites in
It should be remarked, however, that particular Gen. ch. 36; 1Cur.1,51-ch.4.
mss. and translators sometimes inter- At a later period it was also spoken of
change jibx and im. — 2. (strong, Jewish chiefs Zecu.12,5 6, and accordpowerful) n. p. m. Gen. 46, 14; Nume. ingly some Jewish teachers have the title
;26,26 hence the patronym. OR in the of mips, as Elasar in Spain (850) and
latter place. Elsewhere the orthography Chefez (1000). This sense too did not

is also Jo.
yids (from DR = DR; plur. םיִנּלַא
constr. wioR)m. 1.‘oak, stands distinguish-

come from the adjective. — 6. Like nox.
n. p. of a city Zeon. 9,7, comp. ףלֶא
See 2x.

wads (perhaps wild-place, derived
ed from a8 Is. 6,13, andiscoupled
with
from
טיל consequently not from שלא
mar (white poplar or storax plant) Hos.
4,‚13 and mem (holm-oak) Is. 44, 14. n.p. of an Israelite station in the wilder-

We must assume a peculiar species of ness a 33,13.
 לכולN (EL is giver; comp. 06000 009(
oaks when it is viewed along with 7138,
Mas, “bx &e. The oaks of Bashan n. p- m. 1 Cur. 12,12; 26,7. See the

(un EN or War (רכלפַא were cele- proper names 731, "531, Saat, m,
sarin, "in

brated: they were used in ship-building
Ezex. 27,6 and are applied poetically
as a figure of greatness and distinction
Is.2,13; Zeon.11,2. — 2. (strong) n. p.
m. 1 Cur. 4, 37.

‘roy (not used) intr. to be muddy,
rt
\

dirty, spoken of water, but figuratively
for the most part like 29m: to be corrupt,

FADN (and HPN, with suff. רפילא ;pl.

in a moral sense. Nif. חלַאנ (3 pl. (וחלאכ

Deby, constr. EN and (יִפְלַא adj. m.

13 &c.); Jos 15,16, parallel to ayn.
The organic root might benas, identical with that in 277, "חל72TI. &e.,

prop. hanging to, attaching to, hence 1. tame,

spoken of a lamb Jer.11,19, as Jerome
already understood it; but Jon Labrät
and Ibn Koreish have ‘taken it in no. 4
signification as a noun; others derive it
from 28 family, in the sense of familiaris; which explanations are less to the
point. — Then asanoun 2. friend, from
hanging to, attaching to (comp. “a7,

to be corrupt, Ps. 14, 3;53, 4 (Rom. 3

since no other suitable analogy i
is found
in the dialects.

ODN (CEL is kind) 1. proper name
of a Davidic hero, a son of Ja ari (a2)

or Ja‘ir ("y2), who smote the giant
Lachmi 2 San. 21,19; 1 Car. 20, 5. —

Ar. ees Prov. 16, 28; 17,9, hav- 2. proper name of another hero 2 Sam.

ing the same sense as 34 (19, 4) and 23, 24.
sometimes paralle] to it Mic. 7,5, or as
 ולאstat. constr. from EN with the
y1v2 Ps.55,14. Here probably belongs vowel of union % employed as the first
the passage Jer. 13, 20: since thou thy- member in numerous proper names comself hast ו
them to thee, as pounded with לא,in order to express the
friends )םיִפְלַא(at thy head i.e. thou hast highest divinity of the Semitic people,
before chosen the Chaldeans as friends. as is done by 2x (see “"28), 777, ,"וי "17?

— 3. husband, properly friend, Jer.3,4; and others. Asan epithet of this nature it
Prov. 2, 17, therefore also Ep! (Jur. 3, is interchanged with "5y2 (Ba‘al) 2 Sam.
20; Hos. 3, 1) is put instead of it. — 5, 16, 1 Caron. 14, 7 and with -i7
4 A collateral form of Has bullock, 2 ‘Kas 23,34, whether the change took
as epicene also applied to the female place from free choice or for euphoPs. 144, 14, consequently it is not de- ny. This construct-form is also some
rived from the original idea of the ad- times exchanged for the abbreviation

jective. — 5. Denominative from לא of לֶא into לֶא (1 Cur. 3, % 14,5 — Ex.
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6, 22; א. טנפ8,30), or disappears entirely,

the prophet Elijah of Tishbeh (natin)

 אלpassing into the second member, 6. g. 2 Kines 1,3, who is also called EN
 עַמיאָל1 Cur. 3,5 arises out of םֶעיִלֶא 1 Kınas 17,1,*"Adiag Marru. 11,14, and
2 Sam. 11, 3. As happens in the case who became at a later period the centre
of "AR, “rm, &e., the member stand- of a rich circle of traditions. — 2. proper
ing in the construct state is fused with name of other persons 1 Cur. 8,27; Ezr.
the following, without subordination, into 10, 21 26.

a single conception, so that it should not
be interpreted as a genitive, but as an

apposition (see "יבא(.Consequently they
ought to be taken together as very ancient invocations of God and eulogies
borrowed from an old popular liturgy
used in the dedication of what was dearest, as also other antique nations, the
Egyptians, Phenicians &c. invested what
was dearest to them with the names
and religious formulas of their deities
and saints.

( אליהףSelf-' El, auröFeog) n. p. m.

1 Cur. 26,7; 27,18. See NAT IN,

( אּוהיִלאSelf-El) n. p. m. 1. Jo»
ch. 32-35, but sometimes written WON.
—

.2 1 Saw. 1,1; 1 Car. 6,12 19 alter-

nating with BON and ax “bx.—

3.1 Car.

02,21.

 יִניְָּיְלא.6 .6  יכיעIrby to God
are mine eyes directed, as ifit had arisen

out of Ps. 123, 1 &e.) n. p. m. in the
later period of ‘the language Ezr. 8, 4;

aby (EI is father) n. p. m. Num. 1 Cur. 26, 3, for which, however, 3, 23;
1, 9; 16,1; 1 Sam. 16,6; 1 Cur.
16, 4; ,4 ;36 ,7 8 &e, TOR stands. In 1 Our.
comp. לאלא  לָאיִבא, and aN in proper 8,20 “by occurs instead of it, which
names.
is merely abridged out of’yisay. Hence

( לֶאיִלֶאEI is God) n. p. m. 1 Cur. the LXX have “Ehtavai.

,11 .46 See DEAN,

 יִניָעְְיְלֶאsee “DPI

ON.

Amos (EI is)n. p.m.1 Cur. 25,4.
ramdy CEI is protector) n. p. m.
MAR is a partieipial noun from תא 1. 2 Sam.23, 82. See Nan.
(see too (יִתיִא with an elongation by
means

of accentless a.

In place of it

saint (EI as ander of harvest-

stands 25,27 הָחיָלַא with the absorption rain; comp. the bp names nat, 7794")
n. p. m. 1Kmas4, 3
of 2
dbx (also Dar; plur. םיִליֶלֶא , DEM) m.
TION (synonymous with To) n. p.
1. a small image of a god, which among
m. Num. 34, 21.
\
ype (EI is knowing) n. p. m. 2 Sam.

the

Egyptians

and

Phenicians

gave

oracles, erecting itself (Servius on Aen.
6, 68; Plin. h. .ם 37, 58). Hence it is put
along with “pw jit, and nop Jur. 14,

5,16, for which 1 Cur. 14,7 has 94733.
See a8, The name appears tohave
been in use among the Syrians also,
14 א It is“usually applied to little
1 Kines 11, 23.
images of heathen deities or idols generOR (from as IL) fem. the fat tail ally Luv. 19, 4; 26, 1; Is. 2,8 18 20;
of oriental sheep, "which was commonly

consumed with the fat (am) as a sacri-

19,3; 31,7; to the images of the gods

at Memphis, the central seat of Egyptian
fice Exon. 29, 22; Lzv. 7,3; 8,25 and worship Ezmux. 30,13; with the addiis deseribed as הצצה  תל3,9. In the tional idea of the greatest contempt, in
 לאPs. 96, 5; 97,7;
dialects (Arab. xt, Targ. 8758, Syr. opposition to םיה
1 Cur. 16,26; Has. 2,18. The K'tib has
INN) the same word exists; and when once for itba JER. 14,14.— 2, Figurathe LXX once translate it by dogvs, they tively in the later time of the language:
ga"

follow later usage.

lie, falsehood, parallel to “pw Jos 13, 4;

moe (‘Hl is Jah) 1. proper name of folly Zecu. 11,17, nase

from the.
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original signification idol. The Syr. war

m. Idumaean Gen. 36, 4; 1 Cur. 1, 35;

low, ][יב idolatry, heresy, are con- 308 2,11. See tp.
nected with it.

The forms 558 and ליקא are develop-

( לפלאEL is judge) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
,11 .35 In sense this proper name coin-

cides with map, DEW PN, הָיָטַפַט and
other compounds of.Dew ns ו Comp.
contempt. Other traces of asimilar for- moreover DaB, Sen. |
mation are found in Hebrew. A verb
antes CEL is distinction) n. p. m.
bbe “to be nothing” is neither found
ed from לא with the termination 01 and

ül to express the idea of lessening and

1 Cur. 15, 18. The original proper name

in]
Hebrew nor in the dialects. The Arab.

mp iis fused together from Ar11""52, as

St to be weak, low, is connected with
the Hebrew לא
 ףֶלֶמיִלאCEL is king) n. p. m. Ruta
.1,2 See 7272728.

it stands in the above place beside proper
names ending in 773"; but להר was lost
by contraction, and "therefore another

initiatory word was prefixed.

Dob "ON (CEI is deliverance) n. p. m.

( ןילאpronominal stem; an old plural 2 Sam. 23, 34; 1 Cur. 3,6, for which
formation made from לא these by means DPBON standsin 14, 5. Comp. ,לֶאיִטלפ
of 71, as in 797, PRN, comp. 5ms, TPN) mob».
Aram. pron. demonstr. plur.: these, Dax.

2,44; 6,3; 7,17.
place ‘of it 6,7.

4px also stands in

FON (EI is gatherer i. e. protector;

REN (Elis a rock) n. p. m. Num.
1,5; 2,10; comp. the proper names X,

deny, UY, ETT.

N
CEL is protector) n. Pp. m.
from NN) n. p. m. Nume. 1, 14; 3,
Num.
3,
80,
instead
of which ype also
24. See ONAN.

noe CEL is help) n. p. m. Gen.
15, 9; Exon. 18, 4; Ear. 8, 16; 1 Car.
7,8; 15,24; 27, 16; 2 Cun. 20, 37. See

Sa, ST, Ah, IPN, WITT.
“DDN see "2MN.
apa (El is gatherer or founder of

families and communities) n. p. m.
11, 3; 23, 34; instead of which
3, 5 has Sa. םע in personal
names is often an epithet of God
founder

of kinsmen

occurs Exon. 6,22; comp. also the:proper
names IP, smb, ype, like jipy and
Tee, might signify the dark, wintry

region, darkness, night (seeרּוא TR);
and it is possible that in the case of

these compounds it may be taken in
this sense.

 אקsoy (EL is rejecteri.6. of a people)
2 Sam.
n.
2. "of a Davidie hero of m, (72)
1 Car.
Jungs
7,1, hence ילרחה 2 Sam. 23, 25,
proper
as the which is wanting in the parallel passage

or of the state;

1 Cur. 11,27, because the gentile noun

and is therefore like the names of Deity was like ‘that of the preceding proper

" ואל1B 86 applied to God (-Am), name. Np from Nip.
m, דב D4, op &. Comp. for exaul aa, לאימל DYN, A392,

( לאםיִקָיEI is setter up or assister)

n.p. m. 2 Kinas 18,18; transformed into
‘Tay, "דוקי דוח
ד
טק
mpm 2 8
23, 34; 1Car.3,15. In
יקנ
 ינע,sayD ,syb
4 theNew Testament (Marra. 1,13; Lux.
by,  ערDn, "more rarely DN in ,3 )30 ’Edvaxetu. Comp. the proper names
DTS, אמש  טאלDeas, and with Dip), Dynp? and those compounded

the absorption of 3 or Nin Dey, out of

with bp, viz. DPM, DPI, HRT,

ay bin; Dyba, 0953), סעְקְר ‘and per- Symp, "here bp or = is spoken of

God.
haps ale DInN. See py 2.
WON
p.
n.
riches)
of
dspenter
i
is
TDN CEL

rvs

seo .השילא
[15

vs

7*
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( עַבָשיִלֶאEl is founder of the cove-

nant) nep.f. Exop.6,23; the Greek form

puroy

(EI is salvation-dispenser)

proper name of the famous prophet and

"ElioaBer Luxe 1,7 arose out of אִלִישַבְעַת diseiple of Elijah, 1 Kınas 19, 16 &e.;
(comp. nyauim 2 Cur. 22, 11, alternat- in Luxe 4, 27 ’Elicoaiog. See .עט
ing with בשיח 9 Kınas 11, 2) a col-
’( טפילElis judge) n. p.m. 2Cr.
lateral form of . עַבטיִלֶאComp. the ,23 .1 See JPN, DEU.
proper names 2B,| תש va “Na and
 הָתיִלֶאsee STR.
the Greek n. p. Bagoupas (Acts 15.,22),
( ףלאpronominal stem) Aram. pron.
which is perhapsרַב -בש2 (son of the
covenant) formed after the analogy of demonstr. pl., these, hi, placed after maseu-
line nouns only, and so far distinguished
yay-na (daughter of the covenant).
mie (Samar. ws )n.p.of aGreek from the term "ax which is cognate
tribe beside Im, which the Mosaic eth- in sense Dan. 3, 12 &.; 6, 6 &e.; ₪
The addition 7, to
nographical table adduces as the son of. ;4,21 ;5,9 .6,8
Javan, Gren. 10, 4; 1 Cur 1,7. Since EN br, see be) which is also found
Javan is the Ionic tribe, we have to ex-' in 72 73, P23, is an old pronominal
plain ’x as the Aeolic, the Jonians and stem that occurs in Arabic appended to
Aeolians being the two leading tribes of demonstratives, and its use as a suffix
the Hellenists. In this manner Josephus of the second person has been developed
(Ant. 1, 6, 1), Jerome (quaest. in Gen. therefrom. See 77.
10, 2) and Zonaras (ann. 1,5) have unBEN) I. (not used) a stem assumed
derstood the word. This Greek race
for  אלI. and 5x. But even if the
formerly dwelt in Thessaly, Euboea,
stem
were in use, it would be a seconBoeotia, Anatolia, Peloponnesus &e. (see

Knobel, die Völkertafel p. 81-86), and at dary one from the pronominal stem לא
the tine of Ezekiel (Ez.27,7) they also See לא1 Drag and לּוְלֶא IL. should be

inhabited Aeolis in Asia Minor, stretching
from the Cyzicus beyond Mysia and
Troas as far as the river Hermus, as
well as over the west coast of Asia Minor,

and the opposite islands (nt) generally.

In their great commercial trade the Phenicians brought from them red and blue

purple (mas and n35n). The Hebrew
form is developed from the fundamental
form Aikeic. See Im
( עּושיִלאEl is good fortune) n. p. m.

referred to לֶא III.

BEN) I. (not used) intr. synonymous
with 53° (which see) i. 6. the stem לאis
=), of which הלאis a farther dovelopment, to complain, sigh for, Ar. וע comp.
Gr. Dicken, 6AoAvlsıv. See however

"DDN.
bby III. (not used) intr. equivalent
to  אלGay) to be strong, powerful, stead-

fast. Derivatives Tas, TPR.
BEN IV. (not eed) belonging to
proceeding from the8.verse. See PID IN,  אלולI. See Aramasan .ללא
שוע
EN (not used) Aram. trans. to gather
ESSEN N (Elis requiter) n.p.m. 1 Car. in, to collect into a barn, spoken of the
3, 24; 24, 12; New. 3, 1; Ezr. 10, 24 harvest, usually of the vintage, to
27. See the proper name au.
dress , consequently equivalent to ללע
( עמשילאEI is hearer) n. 2 m. Nv.( which see); whence לולא I.
,1 ;10 2 Saar. 5, 16; 1 Cur.
2, 41; 3, 8;
sbdx interj. woe! Jos. 10, 15; Mic.
2 Kınas 25, 25; 2 Cur. 17, 8. But 7, 1; with ל of the person, as in other
in1 Cur. 38,6 it stands for ושלא which exclamations of grief. The termination
the Chroniele-writer perhaps interpreted "= appears to be like that which is in
DUIPN. See ww.
many pronominal stems. It is usually
2 Sam. 5, 15, for which in 1 Cur. 3, 6
WN stands, written by mistake and
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‘assumed that it is to be derived from

which

the verb 538 IL; but it is more likely
that the interjection has formed the basis
of the verb, as the Greek 0009000808
avalew, Gdodvtew were developed out
of the exclamations HN, m=",
385 in Phenician worship.

LXX and Vulg. read pbx, dow, utique.

is otherwise

silent?

But

the

Others point pos 0 judges! without the
sense becoming more facile. — 2. Ps,
56, 1 out of an old poem in which the

words םיקחר DIR N24 stood, and to the
measure of which the nal was sung.

( םֶלֶאKal unused) tr. 1. to bind to- Among the many alterations of this
phrase which have been made in order
gether, to tie (kindred in sense with to get a suitable sense, perhaps my
naz, mar. ), hence BON. — 2. like punctuat
ion םֶיְדקָחְרִמ ( תני לאdove of
 רט דגTHE to bind, to fit into one an-
other, inter twine, interweave, arch; hence

God from the remoteness of the sea)
which may have been the commencement of an exile-song, is still the most

pbx,( םלּוא pl. Dean),( םֶליַא pl. Dad”,
na); ‘then to make firm generally. De- appropriate. |הנרי like in symbolises
rivative mas 11. — 3. to draw together Israel. ~
the mouth, or more correctly: to be bound

DDN (pl. (םיִמָלַא adj. m. dumb, in the

ie. tongue-tied, hence to be dumb b (see 738), sense of having a permanent bodily deto be silent,

comp.מ 

THs rhasans

xra,M7 ;53 .rA ,siuQ .ryS

fect, hence the intensive form, Is. 56, 10;
בל2י
]. Haz. 2,18. Subst.: a dumb person, Ex.

Derivatives nbs, nbs, han. — 4. to 4, 11; Is. 35, 6.
be dumb, silent therefore to be solitary,
pbx m. as a noun besides ;ָםֶלּוא but
figuratively to be isolated, widowed, comp. DEN i
isthe more original form, since the
Ar.
to be dumb, unmarried. Deri- word has been abbreviated from pbx’.

vativesspade, mmasl. 098, MIN and The signification is the same as that of
the proper nameODOR. All these signifi- ( אולםwhich see).
cations proceed from the objective funda-
“Db adv. Jos. 17, 10 is the same as
mental notion of “binding, making fast,”
=e

and even the Arab. ₪ “to writhe with
pain, doluit” comes from the same root,

as is obvious from bar I.
Nif. pox (fut. pbs) to be dumb, mute
Is. 53, 7;"Ex. 3, 26; Day. 10, 15, out

the adversative adverb םלוא (which see).

D4 Dos (compounded of 3772 and the
article 58) m. the name of a precious
wood brought from ’Ophir, 1 Kınas 10,

11 12; also written םיִּפּונְלַא 2 Cur. 2,7;

of shyness, fear &e. or by command, 9, 10 11. While Parchon and others
understand coral-like wood (according to
opposite to “27 Ez. 24, 27.
the usage of the Talmud Kelim 13, 6
Pih. DR to bind ee om make fast,
a1 28 1is coral), Kimchi translates it wid/
6 ₪ sheaves Grn. 37, 7.
The organic root is manifestly DD-x, red-coloured wood; but it is more corwhich is still perceptible in 04-3 (which rect to take it as sandal-wood, which is
called in Sanskrit mocha, תה
It

see), D273, Du», Dan, פלד7 (which was imported by the Arabians from Insee) &e. with. a +
Significa- dia and Persia.
tion that is cognate. This fundamental
may (from םלָא pl. aby and nina”,
notion has received a variety of modifieations only in the process of its enlarge- with |‘suff. rnb) f. prop. the bound,

ment into stems.

hence bundle (ofgrain), sheaf, Gen. 37,7;
Ps. 126, 6; allied in sense to max, ayy.

 םֶלֶאsee aD.
The stem is DDN.
nbs (rare) m. 1. dumbness, silence,
 גּוְמְלַאsee EN
 א צדק.sP ,85 2 od( ey neht yllaer
ַ( רָרּומְלsome mss. דָדְלַא( .7 pe
the silence of justice i. e. justice
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of the first Arabian Joktanite race Gen. state Is. 47, 8, where theiimage is con10, 26; 1 Cur. 1,20.
According to tinued (see nos). — 3. Only in the pl.
the Arabie tradition, the race Gorhom, ( אַלְמְַתperhaps from vias= ins)
who dwell at first in Yemen, then in Is. ‘13, 22 (parallel a3 (ילכיה Ez. 19, 7:
Hegas and Tehama, is derived from towers, palaces (comp. םֶלֶא 2 and pba).
Kachtan; the name of its kings Modhadh
In the former place the Targ. Vulg. 'Syr.
(Ueslide) is compared with our 3747 and many interpreters take it as if it

(niis the article), El-Modad would thus were a collateral form of m4z7248 (comp.
be equivalent to the progenitor of the
of the Gorhomites. Others compare the map, Targ. ,אָלַמְרַא Syr. ו Arab.
Kachtanite tribe 01_+ (Murad) in Yemen, x;A) or had originated from niya8by
and therefore read“ 7158; others again
compare El-Mätät, brother of Chimjar

mistake, as some mas. still read it; but

it is more correctly derived from poy 2,
and so the Targ. (and LXX) has iken

and son of Saba (Ptolem. 6, 7, 23).
it in the latter passage, translating ער
Tobe (contracted from Ta mas,
(as Jupaus 8, 16 by (רַבּמ lay waste,with-

king’s oak, and referring to the Phenieian oak-worship, remains of which

out reading on that account yop (from

Asher 0083. 19, 26.

20, 3; — 2. pl. fig. time of
nila, a condition of widowhood to the

29). See
were preserved among the Hebrews
N
also Josu. 24, 26; Jupaus9,6 37; למ
[which see]is then the name of the deity) penn") fo
n. p. of a Phenician city in the tribe of 19; 2 Sam.
The assimilation

pay.
(with suf. הָתּוכְמְלַא ,plural
Ay widowhood, Gun. 38, 14

of n is rare, and possible only in a people Is. 54, 4.
proper name.
nginx adj. m. properly one concealed,
( ןמלאfrom pos) adj. m. forsaken, not named, hence as a pronoun: a certain
widowed, with ja of the person by whom one, quidam, 6o 680, connected with „oe
one is forsaken Jur. 51,5. The feminine( which see) Rura 4, 1; 2 Sam. 2A, 3;
,7327228 however, is concrete. Comp. the
2 Kınas 6,8; comp. Ar. al, ₪ unus,
Phenician 228 widower.
ullus, aliquis, the interchange of ל with
Woon (formed from Jay; a changes
in words belonging to the stem DN

into 6 in abstract formations, as “99

has arisen from 93) m. widowhood, figuratively of a forsaken state Is. 47,9, like

mas vs. 8.

often appearing.

See DAR.

 ןלאAram. see 28, TEX and DR, MPN.

DION ("El is delight) n. p.m. 1 Our.

BEN (prop. adj. fem. of 22s) F.
1. widow, prop. isolated, forsaken (see
nox 4), hence she is frequently adduced

11, 46.

See DIOR,

.םענ

dy (EI is over) n. p.m. 2 Kınas
24, 8; Esr. 8, 16. See m.

along with Din: Ex. 22, 21; Dsur. 10,
EN n.p. of an east-Asiatic or Ba18; Jur. 7, 6; Ez. 22, 7, * Daur. 27,
19; Ps. 94,6 or 2 מ ie10 as pro- bylonian-Assyrian eountry which can no
tastlon| eas and wanting help. Elsewhere longer be discovered, Gen. 14,1 9. The

it is spoken of widows as a peculiar
class of women

Gen. 38, 11, together

with mwing and man Lev. 21, 14; 22,
13; Num. 30, 10; "Ez. 44, 22; or vith
reference to their forlorn state Der. 24,
17; Jos. 24, 3; 29,13; Ps. 146, 9; asan
addition to הָטָא 9 Sam. 14, 5; 1 Kinas
7,14. — 2. Figuratively of a widowed

Jerusalem Targum renders it by רשאלּת

(comp. Is. 37, 12), and so understands

by it an Assyrian province. If this be
so, the words לא oak and dp hill would
only be additions to "ON, Su.
WSN (Elis ale n.p.m. 1 CHR.
7,21. But דע may also bedays and

אלעדה
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‘( הָדְֶלֶאElis ornament)n.p.m.1 Cur.
,7 .10 Comp. mm.
"TD ON (Elis victorious). p.m.1 Car,

19, 5. “TY = יז see 19.
BEN CEL is helper) n. p. m. Ex. 6,

אלף

order to eultivate the field, particularly

oxen and heifers, which signification also
comes from the original idea of binding,

as jugum from junge. Hence םָלֶא 1
(which see) and ip 4. — 4. (not used)

tr. to unite, bind together , for example,

23; 1 San. 7,1; 2 Sam. 23, 9; Ezr. 8, many single things into one mass, hence
33; 10, 25; 10 23,21. Comp. רָזיִלֶא tek 2 and denom. ףיל ג אהor to be united,
PTR,

N

&e.

The abbreviated

form ditugos Luxe 16, 20 (Talm. 19%)
has arisen out of *Pledlaoos.
אָלְעְלN (and a5 the exalted °El) n. p.
of a town on the other side of Jordan
(so called from the Moabite worship of

to form a union, hence nbs 3 (which see).
i the stem
The idea of binding together in

Ho is also in the Arab. „all and Syr.
joining
9 hence 133 ship,i.e. thej
together of planks, but the organic root
is", since Ar. _&), Syr. „as, Aram.

‘El, Phenician 94729 5) which belonged
ned mean to bind together.
to Reuben, and where subsequently the
Pih. MEN (fut. ,פאר part. ףלמ conMoabites dwelt Nom. 32, 3 37; Is. 15,

According to tracted in the Aramaean way from
Eusebius 6 v.) it was a mile from }iawn.  (ביאלםto teach, with a double accusative
Ruins of it still exist, called Jleif el-Al of the person and thing, 703 15, 5; 33,
(Burckhardt’s travels in Syria, p. 365). 13; proceeding from the second signi;4 ,16 ;9 Jur. 48, 4.

mings (El is creator) n. p. m. JER.

fication of Kal, as 1795 from 199, comp.
Targ. אלף,Syr. RN ינפלמ ‘Jos 35,

29, 3; 1 Cur. 2, 39; 8,37. Comp. Demy,
11 he who teaches us, from .ףלמ
 וטיאלmy, שיאל
 יעשי, ומעט
Mon. The ל Toy and in die Aramaean manner השעו  ישעare participial

nouns also, though originally like 3 perf.
sing. See .הש

if. MR
which see.

denom.

from

Nee 2,

SEN (pause hy, with suf. WON; pl.
 םיִפְלִאconstr. “DON, with suf. ‘pede,
ַ טָהיִפְלdual םָיפל( m. 1. onlyiin ‘the

FON (fut. MaRN) intr. prop. to bind, plural, oxen, heifers, Ps. 8, 8, denoting

together with ]ןאצ[ הנצ sheep and goats
tame house-animals, properly animals
with one, to unite with. one, to hang tamed to the yoke, cattle for the yoke,
upon one, comp. Ar. wild hence 9758 1 comp. ja-mentum (beasts of burden, of

to unite with one, comp. Ar. SI covenant, hence 1. (not used) to associate

draught) from jungo. See max 3. Also
(which see), Ar. call and perhaps too like 2008 and bos as epicene it is ap-
 אלו3 (prop. associate, friend) meta- plied to cows Duurt. 7,13; 28,4 18 51,

phorically head of a tribe, Sheikh, like
the Arabic _ı>Lo (companion, and pre-

since the derivation does not require
the meaning of ox exclusively. In the

fect, prince) and Jz have proceeded from Psalter the form 41>8 seems to have

a similar point of view; if ax in this been selected for the feminine gender
sense be not a denomin. from ףלא 3.—
2. to learn, i.e. to make oneself familiar

Ps. 144, 14, and as epicene is construed
with the masculine form of the verb; but

in the passage cited y1> may also be
with something, to bind intimately, Prov. taken in the third signification. Also in
22, 25, as also ‘172 (which see) in ad- the Phenician Ma iis steer (Mass. 3) and
dition to learn has also the meaning
therefore 2x is the name of the first
to accustom oneself to something, comp.
letter of the alphabet iin that language,

Targ. ףלא and 423, Syr. „Sf, SS, in as Plutarch says (quaest. symp. 9, 2, 3)
Zabian => only in this sense. — 3. (not did td Doivinag ovew xaheiv tov Bois;
used) tr. to yoke in e. g. animals, in and sx ןישְלַה according to Dioscor,

אלף
(IV, 126), 2007100009,

14
the name of a

plant among the Carthaginians. — 2. As
a numeral,

a thousand,

properly the

union of many individuals, a mass (see
mas 1 and 4), then fixed to a definite
number, as alsoל
“N72 properly denotes
a number, then a hundred; hence ףלא
could signify a myriad in Aethiopic.
Along with nouns ‘x usually stands be-

אלף
the one is regulated by the sex of ’
6. ₪. םיִפְלִא  תנמְשNum. 2, 24; nya

rot 1 Cur. 5, 18; טיִפְלא nese 18, 4;
nbs הָאַמ 2 Chr. 25‚6; nbs nen Nom.2,
9, where the defining number, 1
stands sometimes in the abs. state, some-

times in the construct, and plurality is
also expressed often
by nos. The
dual is nw=>N 2000, and is sometimes
fore them, and the nouns noe Gen. 20, put before, sometimes after the noun,
16 or 183”49> 2 Kınas 15, 19, 937 the latter being either in the singular
Ex. 12, 37, 299 1 Sam. 13, 5, “ma or plural Junges 20,45; 18.86,8 ; 1 Car.
1 Kınas 12, 21, לוח mag 2 Cur. 25, 6, 5,21. Hence the denom. Hiiphil ףילאה
as Num. 35, 4, שיא JUDGES 15, 15, to bring forth thousands, to cast forthin
"5 1Kınas 5, 25, 323 Is. 7,23 and the -thousands, spoken of sheep Ps.144, 13.
like, follow in the singular as express- — This signification of the noun nr
ing collective ideas. This usage how- pears also in the dialects, 6. g. Ar. eat.
ever is not constant, for it also follows
the noun plural Deur. 1, 11;
8

Syr. EN, Maltese elf &., and it is

3, 4; 5, 6; 2 Kines 3, 4; 1 Cur. 29, 7, clear from the meaning of myriads in
though more in the later period of the the Aethiopie that ‘x properly denotes,
language. But when 'א does not stand like 129, FN}, a number bound together
in close connexion with the noun,

but

should only be expressed in the sentence, the noun comes before it Num. 31,
33 45; 1 Kinas 8, 63; 2 Kınas 24, 16;
and this mode of speech, which is a
favourite one in Aramaean, is also extended at a later period of the language
so far as to be used where the numeral
is closely connected with the noun
2 Car. 30, 24; Ezra 1, 9. Elsewhere
it is usual to place the distinction in
the position of the numeral before or

to rake: a ante whole: from 42x 4.

The use of’x for a large round number

Gun. 24, 60, Mic. 6, 7 a
firm this derivation. —

to con-

8. properly a

union of*family members, therefore association of the members of a family or
tribe, larger communities into which

every race was divided, which communities again had their presidents or
rulers )םיִשאָר, םיִפּולַאZecu.9,7; 12,5).
(Synonymous terms are nmin, an,

oay.) Hence the word always denoted
a smaller division of a tribe or race Is.
the narrator intends by what is enu- 60, 22 (px), parallel vis; Jupazs6,15
merated, or by the number itself. (See co- (ex), parall. a8 na; "Nom. 1, 16;
pious remarks on this point in Shoroshe 10, 4 36; Deur. 33, 17; JosH. 29, 21
Lebanon, pag. 191—195.) As a large 30; 1 Sam. 10, 19; 23, 23. Metaphoround number 48 stands either alone, rieally: the seat of such a community
after the noun on the emphasis which

Is. 30,17; 60, 22; 100088. 7, 28; Jos

1, 3; 33, 23; Ps."84, 11, or put before
the noun 90, ‘4; Is. 7, 23; 100018. 6, 6;
Sone or Sot. 4,4; Ps.105, 8; seldom
put after it 50, 10, where ףלא is to be
referred to "77. In the same way the
plural םיִפְלַאiis used, either alone Ex.
20, 6; 1 ‘Sam. 18, 8; or put before the

or family group, civitas, 1110. 5, 1. —
4. n. p. in the enumeration of the cities

in Benjamin’s territory: 10883. 18, 28
“DAANT] םָלֶאָה Yarı. Since עלצ appears
as a Benjaminite eity 2 Sam. 21, 14, and
 יְִירדְהַיְבוּסִיJunges 19, 11 or simply
 הבוּסיJost. 15, 8, poetically "DI?
Zecn. 9,7 (for J eradalem) is4 tantamount
noun in the construct state Nums. 10, to pant Jupezs 19, 10 11, Hoyt can
36; Ps. 68, 18; Mic. 6,7. The num- only be a Benjaminite city ‘that‘lay beber which defines the thousands more tween ¥>¥ and ,סבי and it suits the

closely stands before HPN or םרפלא and connection very well if ףלא Zucu. 9, 7
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should be read as fi and understood

wpon n. p. of the birth place of the

of the present city which belonged to 0. “Nahum; according to Jerome
Judah and Benjamin together, like 0133. (on Nahum) the little village Elkesi

Jefet read Josu. 18, 28 "9135 ףלאה vox (rps) in Galilee which he saw him-

taking it for the name of a single city; self, and of which ruins still existed in
his day; according to Epiphanius (de

he also states that in his time a quarter
of Jerusalem with Zechariah’s grave was
still so named.

vita prophet. 17) néoav tod Iooddvov

sig ByyaBao Er viijg Sums; accord אלף.marA ekil eht werbeH  אל2: ing to Cyril. Alex. (on Nah. 1, 1) Elkese,
6
Dan. ,1,5 also written mos 7," ou 02 auın 09900 mov tig Tovdateav
;10 pl. according to the K’ri 7958 7,10, yooug; and according to Assemani (B.

for which, however, the K’tib has אַלְפִיםOr.1,525) that |

(| two miles north

of Mosul on the east bank of the Tigris,

BON see HIN.
popbs n. p. m. 1 Car. 14, 5, see

“ir
ליפט
Open (EI effects noble achievement)

where the tomb of the prophet is still
shewn. But we must decide in favour
of a place in Palestine. Hence the gen-

tile "po Nam. 1, 1. — With respect
to the derivation, לא as in the names
N. Pe m. 1 Cur. 8, 11, see BB, יִתְלְצָפ
of the towns דלתא NEON, TPN,
VON (Kal =) intr. to cleave fast NoyON, may be only a en form of
to something,
Ar. ₪ and ij to hang ( לאwhich see) God, and wp, Ar.ו 

together, only in bin. YBN to press firmly may be taken in the sense of bow, fig.

upon something, figuratively to press, urge power, might, like the Phen. proper name

strongly JuDGES 16,16, where the >stands
with a compound sheva after losing

dagesh forte.

Comp. Syr. = and I

to constrain, and the Sam. pon, of the

לאָּתַשְק,”775 (Castulus, -la, -linus: Mor-

celli, Afr, christ. II. 357), therefore both
together EPs power. Besides שק a form
wp, שק may have existed, and so in
Jerome, Epiphanius and others Elkesi

same meaning, with ל changed into 4. ( )ישָקְלַאA form MmBp>s may have
— The organic root is Yo"y and is appeared also. The ןישיק rising at the

foot of Tabör and flowing through the
plain of Esdraelon may have been named
JPRON x. p.m. Ex. 6, 22, see jax hy. from this word, as it is called in Ar.
lu> re? because its mouth is at
 אָלְקוּםm. no-withstanding, Prov. 30,
Khaifa; and perhaps Elkosh might be
31 a king, whom there is no with- looked for at this river.

also found in Yan,
cohere firmly.

©, Ar. yal to

standing, who marches along victorious,

formed like nya-by 12, 28 with לא not.
Others compare the Ar. ee] people,
‚and translate: with whom is the people

(so LXX).
MIPON (CEL is possessing) n. p. m.
Ex. ₪4 the father of Samuel 1 Sam.
1,1, who because he dwelt in Ramah in
the ל of םיפוצ or Hix PIN is also

map or see שֶקֶלֶא
nein see unbe.

( שלאnot used) seeאלש .
sinds

n. p. of a town

in the

Di of Simeon 7088. 19, 4, improperly
15, 30 counted to Judah, along with
others; in 1 Car. 4, 29 this name is

simply Thin. — According to Berosus
called "pix MIpbR 1 Car. 6, 11; 12, 6; (p. 50) Mvdicca or תר (Phenician
6, 8; 2 Cur. "28, 7. As to derivation, n>in=ny2i, Aram. 7577), the wellcompare the proper names 95172773 Phe- known deity of the male and female
-nician לעַבייִכְקֶא and DROP (from לא np), physical principle of generation among
-the name of the Punic town 0 0012 &e. the Babylonians, was also 0911060 0%
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better 002070 (T>in, nyain), and the
place was probably named after the Phenician deity, like 7593 (53), 17572 in
its vieinity. See Shin, bin.
NEMOR (or הָק3 27 ota Levitical
city in the tribe of Dan Josu. 19, 44;
21,23. Npn (prop. Npn) is a name of
the primitive deity 4ayy in the Babylonian and Phenician cosmogony (Damascius ed. Kopp. Frankfurt a. M. 1826.
p. 258), sprung from the union of Tauthe

(ann = ah) and Moymis (7a =0),

1Kınes 15,10.

EN denotes 1. princess,

i. 6. a mother

caring for the people 002088 5, 7. —
2. female possessor 103 17, 14; comp.
 אב4. — 3. people, a collective people,
a’ collective community, Is. 50, 1; Jur.
50, 19; Ez. 19, 2; Hos. 4, 5, hence the
Targ. Ne. — 4. mother-earth, the
common mother of mankind, Jo 1, 21,

comp. Ben-Sira 40,1. — 5. mother-city,

denoting the placing and making firm metropolis, but
of the wild chaos (from mn, NPA, oy] ריק 2 Sam.
mon, Ar. „US VIIL). dy from לאis stands for it in
appended as an epithet, as in the case Hebrew appears

of Taim and others.
 הָקְפְלֶאsee NPMPN.

d) the 0000817088 of a

race and people generally, Ez. 16, 3 45;
18.50, 1, or of all mankind Gen. 3, 20.
In its manifold figurative applications

only in
i the expression

20, 19; elsewhere ax
that sense, 8, 1.

The

to have understood by

it a city to which the surrounding ham-

lets (nis) belonged; comp. Phenician

orbs 2 of a town in the tribe of ox, Ar. al, Malt. am, the same; also
sal JosH. 15,59. pm is the cosmo- umtng, mater are used in the same sense,
gony-deity Adyos or -oy mentioned in — 6. with F715 Ez. 21,16 point, head,

Damascius (see NpM>N) along with Adyn

(RBA), ו

(from Rn, Jon).

firmness, establishment

commencement, whence two or more ways
go out, and therefore tantamount to שאר

1

(v. 25).

Itine translated by cross-

DS (from DR i. 6. DAN equivalent to

way, comp. Ar. ef; however it may also
oxp and perhaps in be taken like the Arabic Saybtt 4

DN i.ne; Drak) only In
i proper names, as

DRIN, ER,

DIaR = םָא"יִבַא DIT = DNTAN, DXDT
= (פָאדליַח Mm. people, community, comp.

mas, Ar. vip especially py. Hence
pectupé the proper names

See DEN.

SAN, IR.

ny see DAN.

main street.

Since m (perhaps originally: holder
together) is a primitive word like ay,
the verb-idea
to bind together, with
which it is manifestly connected, can

only be derived from the noun in the
first instance. With the noun the words
for mother, nurse, in most languages

DY I. (with suf. “ay, spay, ins, may be compared.
DSTO; pl. niay) = mother, a) first of all,
the corporeal one Ex. 2, 8; 2Kınas 4,30,
hence the expression AN” 12,“na spoken
of uterine sisters on the mother’s side

Gen. 20,12; Jupezs 8,19, which stands

See mx.

ON 11. belonging to םיִמָא ,see DIN.
ON (pronominal stem, almost always

with Makkef following) prop. conjunct.
condit., in conditional clauses, at first

poetically for corporeal generally Ps. 69,

exactly like the Ar. £,1, Syr. ‚[ in form

oN, like the Sultana Walida in the Tur-

and optative sentences,

9; Sona or Sou. 1,6. In the annals of
and signification. But from the frequent
reigns the queen-mother because of her
and very various use of this particle in
influence on the reign as 19733 is called
conditional, demonstrative, interrogative
kish empire, 1Kınas 2,19; 14,21; 15,2

a separation

and classifying of its meaning into the

13; 22, 42; in this respect the grand- following summary is necessary: 1, O8
a is a conditional conjunction in all sorts

mother too is so called 15,10. b)
stepmother Gen. 87, 10. 9 ל

of conditional clauses, where a first po-
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sition refers to a following one, and is as being obvious of itself, םא appears
our simple ;f, si, quodsi, Dsor. 8, 19; not only to include the sense of cerJupaus 4, 8; 1 Kos 9, 6; ND פא if tainly, certe, omnino, but also the idea
not GEN. 4, 2 With respect to time of denial, 6. g. Gen. 26,29 certainly thou
DY is sometimes joined to the perfect wilt do us no hurt, but properly: if thou
Gen. 18, 3; 47, 29; Luv. 25, 28; Nom. wilt do us hurt, then ...; 1 Sam. 3, 14;
5, 28; Esra. 5, 8, sometimes to the im- 2 Sam. 11, 11; 1 Kines 1, 51; always
perfect Gen. 4, T; Ex. 4, 8; Am. 6, 9; joined to the imperfect, seldom to the
but the perfect is also to be taken in perfect Jer. 15, 11. 85 ox may be
the sense of the imperfect Gen. 43, 9; translated in this case certainly , Nome.
Ps. 7, 4; Jos 11, 13; Is. 4, 4. It is 14, 35: certainly I will do this, prop. if
but seldom a sign of the actual past I don't do this, then ...; Jose. 14, 9;
1 Sam. 21,5; Jos 8, 4; 9,16. In any 1 Kanes 20,23; 705 1,11. It is to be
case the imperf. or perf. with Vau consec. taken in the same way, when expres‚stands in the second member, in the sions of confirmation by oath, dissuacontinuation of the sentence, except sion ₪6. precede, Sona or Sou. 2, 7;
where an actual past is to be expressed Nea. 13, 25; also where the connexion
in the apodosis, Ps.127,1.
From this with an oath is less apparent Jupaus
signification the following branch off: 5, 8; 2 Kines 3, 14; Is. 22, 14; Prov.
a) the use of DN in putting forth pro- 27, 24, In this sense DX'T is equivalent
minently certain cases, 6. ₪. as an apo-

dosis Ps. 63,7.. , when I think of thee;
in the protasis Jos 7,4 when I lay me
down, then ... Ex. 1, 16; Jur. 14, 18,
where the perfect always stands and
px might be rendered as often as.
Hence this DN appears especially in
describing permanent states and re-

to אלה nonne? Nump.17, 28; Jos 6,13.
e) The omission of the 3
in other
cases also when two conditional clauses

follow one another, is quite intelligible,

since the apodosis of the first may be
easily supplied in idea Junges 9, 16-20.
f) ox is applied also where the one
member of the sentence is assumed notpeated acts, Gen. 38,9; Num. 21,9, and withstanding the other, i. e. where the
might even be translated always when, second member appears in antithesis
More rarely does "3 stand in place of to the first; and it may be translated
it, Junges 2,18, or wx Deur. 11, 27, although, just like the Arabic¢
ie Is.
or ON is in ‘the clause ‘describing the 1,18; 10, 22; Jur.
5, 2; 1,1 15,1;
case in such a way that no apodosis
22, 24; 51,14; Ecczes. 11, 8. 2) From
follows Jos 17, 13, where it remains
the same fundamental signification if
wholly untranslated. b) its use in pre- arises the sense of except only, but, in
supposing almost impossible cases, where
its connexion with ">, when a negaDN with the imperfect following might
be rendered if . . should, so should, or tive clause precedes, prop. but when, eawould... also, Am. 9, 2-4; Os. 4; Is.10, cept when, Gun. 32,27 29; Lev. 22, 6;
22; Ps. 50, 12; 139, 8; Jos 34, 14. Is. 55, 10; Am. 3, 7; Prov. 25,17; but
9 the connexion of DR in this signi- nx "> may be so ‘translated even if no
fication with the participle Junges 9, negation precedes, Gun. 40, 14 only thou
15; 11, 9; and therefore it stands be- wilt remember me; Jos 42, 8; Nums.

side un or ךיא with a suffix, Gun. 24, 24, 22; sometimes stronger aN "22

49; Ex. 8,17; Jupaus 6, 36; 18am. 19,
11, where the participle is to be taken
as a futurum instans; more rarely with
the infinitive and a suffix Jos 9, 27,
which may be resolved into the participle. d) In formulas of asseveration

and swearing, where the second clause
in which one binds himself is wanting

except only Jupeus 7,14. In asseverations and oaths, only, 2 Sam. 15,21 K’tib.
But where ox “2 is merely continuative,
it denotes yea if Prov. 2, 3, or although

Jer. 51,14.

Here belongs too

h) the

use of םֶא in the mutual connection of
different cases put forth as possible,
which are as it were a repeated condi-
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wills this and i/ one wills

nexion is the same as in the German

terrogative clauses DN or Ds), or simply

that! oh that! utinam! prop. containing

in the first member; otherwise 7, is re-

Prov. 24, 11; in 1 Car. 4, 10, however,

tion Cf one

that), in which instance either DX}... םא wenn: In many compounds the other
i.e. sive... sive, either... or, wikia: Lor vocable is so strongly prominent that the
stands 1 ‘Kins 20, 18; Jur. 42,6; Ez. signification of oN is wholly lost Gen.
2,5; Eccues. 12, 14, or DN. םא.. Exop. 47,18. — 3. Like the conditional word
19, 13; Lev. 3,1; Dror. 18,3, or in in- 5, as a particle of wishing: oh if! would

Ex in the second member in the sense of a condition in spite of the feeling that
or Gun. 27, 21; Am. 3, 3-6, where either it is impossible. Connected with the im הJosa. 5,"13 or ףאה Jon 34,17 is put perf. Exon. 32, 32; Ps. 81,9; 139,19;
peated Num. 13,18. Also in a question the partiele of request N) accompanies
where the clause is solely dependent on it; also with the perfect Gen. 30, 27;
a preceding one, DN is put in the mean- and strengthened by »» with the iming whether 2 Kives 1, 2, for which 7 perative

Grn. 23,13. — 4, Like ,וה ma

stands elsewhere GEN. 8, 8; and in the as an exclamation: behold! lo! en! Hos.
formula םא 975° m Esra, 4, 14 it can

12,12; Jos 17, 13; Jun. 31, 20, prop.

like interrogative which may also be
knows if not = perhaps. A frequent use taken affirmatively, and therefore was
of this sort, of the conj. Dx in the dis- originally nonne, is not? as אלה may be
even be resolved into a denial:
junctive question DN

who

...'7,, ‘DR . ףאה.

Dy... Di with the meaning+?
ל „..or?
or in an indireet question in the second
member after verbs of asking, searching, doubting, with the meaning whether,
has obviously arisen out of its applica-

understood in like manner, and DNT is

elsewhere equivalent to Xp, Nums. 17,
28. This סאהis therefore butthe remnant
of an interrogative proposition where oN
is more frequent.

As to the derivation of ON, since

tion in double conditional clauses, and it is identical with the Arab. ol; Syr.
therefore the interrogative element is

sometimes very weak, and the antithesis d, Samar. DX and 78, Aethiopie ema,
is not at all perceptible Jos 4,17. i) In Hörer ןק which also appears as a con-

its connexion with other particles DN ditional vocable Luv. 25,20; Jur. 3, 1,
may still be translated in various ways, perhaps it is of the same origin; yet
e. ₪ DN Dal and even if 1. 6. even sup- we must regard m as original. In Ara-

are used for different
pose Eccrxs. 8, 17; Nb-ox Ezer. 3, 6 bic different forms
a «
>
5
after a preceding denial: but (comp. Gan. significations (el, oh ob oh 0 in
24, 28), and it is unnecessary to punc- which the later development is manituate with the Targum and Peshito fested. In the later, strong "PX from
 לאON ="bN; DN 1D JER.51,14 although,  אך לףm saw ydaerla denekaew otni .n

or yea if Paar 2, 3, only Gen. 40, 14, Even if it could be assumed that DR is

but 32,29; םא “nba Junans 7,14 except
only; oN ףא OB 36, 29 where an affirm-

ative position precedes how much more
60. — 2. As a particle of time: when,

originally compounded of two pronominal stems, the opinion that it was pro- |
nounced םיִא and DAN, and is connected
with the plural termination (Benfey), iis

quando, since, quum, usually connected entirely without warrant or meaning.
with the perfect, which must be transDN (only in plur. (םיִָּגָא m. people,
lated partly as a pluperfect, partly as a
prop.
a union, association, Ps. 117, 1.
future exact. So Is. 24,13: when the.
vintage will be over; Am. 7, 2; Prov. 3, The masculine plural may also be formed

24 &c. Here belong too: פא“3tall when, from AN after an Aramaean model
ull that Gun. 24, 19; טנא 0 21, for where Nit has only "98 in the plural.
which 9 alone stands 2 Kınas 7, 3; דע
NEN (pl, YES) Aram. f. synonymDR UN, ‘Nom. 32, 17; Is.6,11. The con: ous with Hebrew man, an ell, Dan. 3, 1;
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Eze. 6, 8 and frequently in the Targum.

ION (not used) trans. an assumed

אמה

(yet the Samar. Pent. has occasionally
nix), similar examples being found
elsewhere. As to derivation ’S is quite

stem to the noun$
MAN: to bind, tie to-

like הָחָפַָש from naw, but in ‘use it ap-

would itself cohere with the original

Dinas; plur. nix) f. 1. tantamount to

to have denoted a nobler state,
gether, spoken of family association; but pears
1 Sam. 25, 41.
in that case מַא-ה would only be a
TAN (Gon DIN; constr. NaN; dual
farther development of DR (DuR), and

conception in bY. Since, however, the DN pole cite metropolis, 2 Sam. 8, 1:

verb does not occur, the noun המא and David took the bridle of the metromay be regarded as original, together polis (ms ara) out of the hand of the
Philistines, i. e. he subdued it; a mode
with DN.

 אָמָהhtiw( sewiffus מְתִי,
 אMON;

of speaking which the Arabs have also.

Abandoning the rare expression the
plur. img, NAT”, constr. nine, ‘with Chronist (1 Car. 18, 1) has instead of
supfia יהא with the retention of ON specifically ָּהיֶתְִב na, and accordthe third radical sound ה in the forms ingly 'א is used ‘of the Gath-provinee.
of the plural, which more frequently According to some ‘Nt ann is the proper

happens to the d-sound in the singular name of a city (Le Clere) as TaN NPA
in Arabic, Aramaean and Talmudic) f.
.1 a maidservant, handmaid, female slave,
properly the one that belongs to, is con-
nected with the family; hence put with
say Ex. 20,10; Luv. 25,44 &. or with
ns u Jo219, 15. ’g”j2 an honour-
able expression for slave Ps. 86,16; 116,

2 Sam. 2, 24; and the Syr. and Ärab. appear to have read Mas many, the
Vulgate 99217 ann, the LXX mann;
but the explanation now given is the
most suitable. — 2. fore-arm, prop. joint
of the hand, where the upper and lower
arm divide, and therefore quite like.

16 serves as a sign of the deepest hu- DEN, comp. OX 6; hence elbow -Joint,
mility; but in prose it is spoken only

then arm, and lastly more specially the
of an actual son of the maid, Gen. 21, fore or lower arm. From this comes: ell,
;10 Jupgzs 9, 18. — 2. secondary ie, cubit, properly a man’s arm conceived
concubine, 1. 6. a maid espoused in addi- as a measure, like the German elle in
tion to the wife, after the oriental custom, ellenbogen; very frequent in this sense
Grn.21,10; 30,3; comp. from a cognate in Hebrew Ex. 37, 25; 38,13 &. mana
root the Coptic grme and קצגוז wife. —  אישDevt. 3, 11 after Se measure of a
.3 Figuratively as an expression of hu- man’s arm, as we speak of a man’s height,
mility, spoken of women in addressing a man’s size. With relation to measurthe more distinguished 1 Sam. 25, 25; ing by ells or cubits 98 in the singular
1 Kines 3,20, and even of the mother
is sometimes placed after the number,
to her son when he is a distinguished
Gen. 6, 15; 7, 20, sometimes before it
person 1,13. In this sense the word
Ez.40,42; 42,4 (nian in the same way
also appears in the signification rever-
encer adorer, as 739 is used of men Ex. 26,16; 2 038.8, 8 4 8), sometimes
in opposition to a deity 1 Sam. 1, 11,  איfollows the number with 2, partly in
order to give the measure by merely anjust as in the Phenician proper names
nouncing the number it reaches to Ex.
( תֶרּתְשְעִתַמַאKit. ,2 ,)3 ( אָרְגיִתְמַאPlaut.
26, 2; 36,9 15, partly to express the
poen. 5, 2),
contents of the cubits Ez. 47,3. nins3
The word ‘x, Arab. - Targ. אמא Man Max Ez. 43, 13 after cubits (con-

and 3728, Syr. [ןמבפ 86. appears in the sisting) "of the (usual) cubit. In this sense
dialectsin the plural sometimes as though accordingly also in the figure 7223 NEN
it proceeded from a ground-form TON, , Jer. 51,13 the ell of thy being cut ‘off
sometimes as if from one with firm He i.e. when thou shalt be cut off, like
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what is woven סע spun which is cut off cation. Some explain ‘x in the sense of
according to cubits, as Jerome already yak (Nom. 11, 12) moudayaryos (#372),
understood it; comp. 38,12. As in the tutor, suppor ter, educator, or of WAN
case of other measures and weights (Lament.4,5) son. Many other explanathey distinguished between a common
and a sacred cubit: the former had five

handbreaths, the latter six, being equivalent to twenty-four fingerbreaths. —
3. door-rafter, door-basis, foundation Is. 6,
4; Vulg. superliminaris cardinum, LXX

70 vnégvgor, like nimm and ypwy,
described approximatively; comp. Targ.
Nix  מסEzux, 41,24, Arab. Lit root,
beginning ofa chin — A. (aqueduct[after
the Aramaean and Talmudic usage], as
the Vulg., Jerome, Aq. and Targ. al-

ready translate) n. p. of a hill Max n233
2 Sam. 2, 24.
TAN is perhaps sing. of DRAN see DIN.

tions of the personified המכה appear in |

the Midrash (on Gen. 1 ‚i in the farther
development of the doctrine. But the
interpretation now given is sufficient
for the passage of Scripture in question.
— 2. in the form of ןומה for ins as
an epithet of ya in the Phenician theogony; hence yan bya (LXX Badapoin)
proper name of a city, Sone or 801. 8,
11, perhaps in Samaria, comp. Jonren
8, 3 Behopow. In the word Yin (constr.
1243), occurring in the phrases ןומה
brown and N) yim, Ezekiel (Ez. 30, 10
15)nmay have all the more readily alluded

to the Egyptian ing, because the name

in full is pix 8. See pias.— 3. (workmaster, maker) n. p. m. 1 Kınas 22, 26;
16, 44, like Ma} ibid. v. 30 besides 3). 2 Kınas 21,18-26; Nuw.7,59, for which
SWAN 7. equivalent to DY mother Ez.

TAN (from DN, only plur. mas) f. occurs in Eze, 2, 57 AN (which see).
a tribe, race, spoken of smaller communities of people Gun. 25,16; שאר

The personal proper name was probably

used after the epithet of Baal, if Jinx
MON me 25,15 eas of a people. Comp. and "738 were not formed from Ox. —

Ar. xal people, ol (epithet of Moham-

A. n. p. of an Egyptian (as also of an
Aethiopic and Libyan) supreme deity,

who was chiefly worshipped at Thebes,
pol ruler. Perhaps mas 2 Sam. 8,1 is Jur. 46, 25, hence ins N3 Nau. 3, 8

med), out of the people, uneducated,

the same.
STAN (otherwise NEN, plur. def. NNaR)
Aram. i tantamount to the Hebrew MER
Dan.3,4
7 31; 5,19; 7,14; Ezr. 4,10.

It is distinguished from py which means
the whole people, and qe which expresses the idea of one language, denot-

ing only that race among a people which
is more closely connected within itself.

stands for a name of Thebes (see X).

The Greeks and Romans compare this
Amon (Auuodv) with Zeus (Herod. 2,42;
Diod. 1,13). As of Egyptian origin ‘x
is said. by Jablonsky to be contracted
from the Coptic amos-oeın light-giving

into amovn, which again in hieroglyphic
inscriptions was written aan, and that
connected with px means Amün-sun 1. 6.

sun-god. That “Amén really represented

YION Lm. 1. equivalent to yay (which this aspect of nature-power is apparent
from the fact that the hieroglyphic de-

see) a builder, architect; with relation

signation is.a sun-pillar,

that he is

to a feminine noun a female architect, 6. ₪. figured with a ram’s head and coincides
the hypostatic and personified wisdom
with the Baal of the Phenicians. Others
of God in creating (17213), whose archi- derive 'ַא from the Coptic amon, mont to
tectural agency in the world began with nourish, or from Morn, mas to persevere,
creation Prov. 8, 30; as it is also called remain firm 666. But all these and similar
teyvitig Wispom 7, 21. Accordingly the

LXX translate ‘x ו

sogia, the

derivations, so far as the Semitic root
can be referred thereto, shew that the

Vulg. cuncta componens, the Syr. Hero name of the Egyptian deity may have
paraphrasing in this the proper signif been adopted from Semitism, especially
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as the same word appears in Phenician
also as an epithet of Baal.
The form as is only a North-PaJestinian and Phenician orthography for
yay, and as many mss. and interpreters read Tes for the latter, the former

seems likewise to have been pronounced
’Ammon, especially if one compares the
Phenician. ‘The Phenician ךרמא appears

YVAN (valiant, strong) n. p. m. father
of the prophet Isaiah, Is. 1, 1; 2 Kınas
19,220; 20,1. For the explanation of
the name comp. MSN, "EAN.
“AN n. p.m. Ezr. 2,57, forwhich ךרמא
stands in Nxx. 7, 59; probably it is a

shorter form for yay (= ins), which also
lies at the basis of ןינימַא ;yet Tiny and
"an may also be derived here from םא

as an epithet of ןֶחיִאדלַכב (hence the
name of a Phenician cape Ammon-Baal- (which see).
Iton, Strab. 17, 3) just as the word is
DAN see DIN.
here applied to the hypostatised and per ןיניִמַאn. p.m. for ion 2 Sam. 13,
sonified 00/6. Even the Egyptian ins
was considered to be without beginning ,20 which attested by the Targ. Kimchi

(Plut. de Is. 31); according to Manetho declares to be a diminutive form, as
(Plut. 1. ce. 9) he was the concealed one; it is also in the Arabie; but as ‘this
according to Jamblichus (de myst. 8, 3; form is without example in Hebrew, and
comp. Euseb. Pr. Ev.11,7) he was called the Septuagint wants it, we may regard
the world-creating Önmovgyös and arti- it as developed accidentally out ofאמִין 
ficer, and therefore there is said of him
VAN (also pos; after the form px)
what in Prov. 8,12 is spoken of 71351,
with which the "explanation of yay” in adj. m. firm, spoken of a covenant 2 Sam.
the Midrash (1. c.) by 932%, 192% agrees. 15, 12; sirong Jos 9, 19; powerful Is.
The meaning of pillar was also ‘thought 28, 2; with n> Nau. 2,2; Jos9, 4; or
of, as is given under no. 4.
 לבAn. 2,16 strong in power or courage
TaN11.only Jur. 52, 15 written for i.e; powerful or bold.
yah.
TAN m. prop. the extended, the pro םיִנּומָאsee aN.
jecting, hence 1. summit, top of a tree
(‘ הָנּומָאwith suf.יִתְכּומְא ,INN, pl. Is. 17,6;— 2. summit of a mountain, and
 ; תומאformed from TaR) fi ‘firmness, generally a mountain-castle, tower, 17, 9:

= mp8.

Ex. 17, 12 and his hands were firmness

the desolation of the forest and of the moun-

ie. irra security, Is. 33, 6 and there tain-top i.e. of the forests and mountainshall be security of thy times i, e. thy castles, which they (the mountaineers,

times will be secure; fidelity, opposed to ar) have left because of Israel; a genuine
“py Prov. 12, 17 22; calmness, tran- historical allusion. See "Ay and נא
quillity, opposed to haste in order to get
boy intr. to fade, become loose, to
gain 28, 20 comp. 20, 6; honesty, up-
rightness Jur. 5, 1; Ps. 37, 3; 119, 30;
goodness 119, 75 as an adverbial accu-
sative i. e. graciously; veracity 89, 25;
Daur. 32,4; favour Ps. 36, 6; fulfilment
ofa given promise 89, 2; confidence 89,3;
conscientiousness 2 Kınas 12,16; 2 Our.
,34 ;19 pak 'ַא Is. 25, 1 highly ‘faithful,
prop. an adverbial accusat. All these
significations proceed from the funda-

languish,

especially spoken of plants;

then like a» and ADP? to long for a
thing, to hope, Ar. dul. In Kal only
the part. pass. fem. Hz. 16, 30 in mm

N22 Tann how has thine heart languished

(with lust)! But already the LXX read
JH2> 7» Hvyazega cov, and it might also

be translated: what hope is there of thy
daughter! i. e. what is there to expect
'אin Scripture spoken of God Dzour. 34, from the immoral mother in relation to
,4 of men Has. 2,4 never occurs in the the daughter and young family? “p78
sense of faith, iorıs, which it did not would thus be a noun, after the form
mental one in VaR to be firm, confident.

take till the latest period of the language.

moray, הָכּולְמ
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Pul. Sox, part. Sarg, but in Ps. 6,3
Dor, for ‘x9, only poetically 1. to jade,
languish, wither, applied to plants and
fields Is. 16, 8; 24, 7; Naw. 1, 4; Jo.

whence the participle 28 Esta. 2, 7;
substantively Num. 11, 12; 2 Kınas 10,
15; Is. 49, 23 bringer up, fosterer, guarBan, יה
and fem. nyak 2 Sam.

applied to men Ps. 6, 3 EN out of’).

4,4; Rura4, 16; part. pass. ya Laamanr.
4,5 Bose up, כרת “Dyin scarlet robes.

—

In this signification that of nourishing

1,12; to pine, tobe withered, with Sorrow,
2. to mourn, to be sorrowful, dejected,

spoken of persons 1 Sam. 2,5; Jer. 15, may have been implied also, as is seen
9; Hos. 4, 3; figuratively to go to ruin, from the Ar. le which is identical
applied to the earth &e. Is. 33, 9; JER. with the root inDers; but the meaning
14, 2; Lament. 2, 8.
“to carry” is not perceptible; comp. "7/29,

On the root comp. Dar, 522 &e.; the

organic root is here ל"א which is ‘alin

found in .למק

bp>>, Wo. — 3. Figuratively: to mahe
something "fast, firm, to ל

faithfully

upon something, Ar. opal hence part.
ban 0 in Ez. 16, 30 see bp.
pass. pl. םינומא Ps. 12, 2; 31, 24 the
boon (only pl. 09“) adj. m. weak, faithful, firm, rıoroi, prop. the supported,

decaying, poor Ngu. 3,34. The form is comp. “nd Is. 26, 3. Derivatives Poy
one that has arisen from das redupli- (pl. (םינזמָא , הנומאTAN, Tee, mar,
cated, andé has continued firm from the Daas, DIR, mak, הנמא 1 and the proper
original intransitive conception.
names Toms, Toms, .יִתְַמִא — 4. (not
DIOS (not used) tr. to unite, bind to- used) to flow continuous, constant, applied
gether. This idea of unitedness is im- to a river, also in jm"s connected with
plied in ny (stem- or family-uniting one, fast, firm. Hence "the proper name
i. 6. mother) which is probably primitive. man 2.
"Nif. AN? (fut. yası) 1. to be fastened,
Another formation from the stem DR is
“ns, expressing the idea of belonging
together, being united, whence ax, she

supported, or to be firms applied to a

house, מאב M72 1 Sam. 2, 35; 25, 28;

belonging to the family and ednnectal 1 Kınas ti, 38 a jirm house, figuratively
with it, as 23 from new. Then ox an unbroken line of posterity ;aa םדקמ
like by denotes to be united in one, Is. 22,23 25 firm place. — 2. to be supfrom the fact of all the individual mem- ported, fostered Is. 60, 4, where the
bers of a people belonging together. dagesh is omitted in Arosa as in may
Comp. mateoyer DN, םאָל and oy. The (Ruru 1, 13). — 3. tobe true, reliable,
Arab. afhas exactly the same meaning.
See too x, DR, TaN, TN and the

faithful, e.g. spoken of God Is. 49, 7, of
men Gen. 42, 20; 1 Kines8, 26; 2 Car.
1,9, ofa messenger Prov. 25, 13, of
a witness Jur. 42, 5, of a prophet or

proper name DIN.
\
DIAN (gathering-place) n. p. of a city priest 1 Sam. 2, 35; 3, 20, particularly
in the tribe of Judah Josu. 15, 26, in of fidelity and loyalty to God and his
covenant, with m¥(“my) Psat 78, 8 37;
the vicinity of Tin.
Is. 1, 21. mn Tan? one honest or faith-

 ןמאI. trans. 1. (not used) to fasten, ful in spirit Prov. 11, 13; 27,6: faithful

to make fast or strong (see Nif.), spoken

of a house: to build; then: to act the architect, to bring something together, to make;

hence 728 (which see) and ji. From
the signification to make firm follows that
of to support, prop; hence n3aKR 1. —
2. Figuratively to maintain, foster, bring

up, properly to support,

strengthen,

(i. e. well-meant) are the wounds of a
friend;

thence

generally:

true Psatm

111, 7. With a play upon the word
and idea Is. 7,9: to prove oneself. —
4. to be durable, lasting, e. g. spoken of

the uninterrupted flowing of water Is.
33, 16; Jur. 15, 18, opposed to ai
of lasting diseases Deur. 28, 91
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durable promises Is. 55, 3, of abiding

covenants Ps. 89, 29, just as many forms
of this stem in Syriac have the same
signification.

Pih. ya only in the Sam. cod. of the
Pentat. for Hifil Ex. 4,15 8 9; 14,31;

garded as belonging to the stem. See
my system af the Aramaean idioms

(Lehrgeb. der aram. Idiome I. 146 &c.).
yas (after the form (םכח m. 1. workman,

artificer, opifer, artifex Sona or

Sou. 7, 2; it may be derived from ax.
19,9; Num. 14, 11; Dzvr. 1, 32; 28,66 very well. But this word is in Aramaean

without altering the signification of the TER and stands for won and awn, Syr.

Hifil.

Lissel, so that למ

And abe Koreish

Hif. vasıı (fut. ,ךיקאר ap. Tas?) 1. to
read AR (out of ERn=jaRn). It seems
hold fast by a thing, with 3, e. g. by
God Is. 7, 9: if ye do not "hold ל to be formed from Pu. denoting properly
28, 16: iphowter holds fast (by God),
shall not flee; to support oneself upon

practised, fit. — 2. Adj. masc. as a basis
for the following a8. — 3. Equivalent

hence to trust, with 3 in to ins in the proper name i728 derived from it.
any thing, like the Ar. “x! with ₪2
yas adj. ge 1. sure, true, firm, like

something,

Gen. 15, 6; 708 4, 18; Deut. 28, 66:

and thou wilt have no trust in thy life the Ar. ah

Syr. UST.

Substan-

i.e. thou wilt be tired of thy life; to tively: fidelity, מא mon Is. 65, 16 the

give faith (trust) to a person or thing,

with 5 Gen. 45, 26; Prov. 14,15; more
rarely with > following Ex. 4,5, or with

the infinitive and Ps. 27, 13, or without 5 Jon 15,22, where one might trans‘late it hope. Only once does ’x7 stand
with the accusat. in the sense to count
‘safe Junges 11, 20: he did not count it
safe for Israel to pass through. — 2. Only
in Jos 39, 24 in the sense to make a
pause, to stand still, spoken of the
horse (comp. Virg. Georg. 3, 83), going
back to yas in the signification to stand

firm, as also the Targ. and Peshito employ ‘x.
The stem yay, whose first significa-

tion ו

to the Ar.ob, is also

in the Ar. = and

poland in some

senses in the Syr. Ei“Tarp. IS; but
the organic root is MS, such as is still

found in the Mediterranean.

God of faithfulness i.e.
i
who keeps fidelity. Hence adverbially: truly, certainly,
either at the beginning of a discourse
Jer. 28, 6, or especially as a confirmation at the end of sayings and poems,
single or double Num. 5, 22; Deur. 27,

15 &.; .אפ 5, 13; Ps. 41, 14; 72,19;
89, 53. From this Tas the Hebrew MAN

from AN = MIAN is to be derived, Phenician PPB,

e. g. WT) MBN תא a sign

of truth shall be (Poen. 1 ,9( — 2. Asa
ground--form to the proper name JAN ,

in the sense of ax 3.

j

ya m. confidence, faithfulness Is. 25,

1; comp. Phenician yak firmness (Kit.
1, 2). Derivatives 138, 2728, DIN.
TIAN (see P28 2) 7 1.the established,
determined, therefore covenant Nex. 10,
1, Ar. sul; decree or statute 11, 23,
parallel san ni. — 2. proper name

Is. 30, 21, denom. from a} which see.
yas (part. pass. of Af. yer) Aram.

of a ridge of Antilibanus (Talm. ns)
Sone or Sot. 4, 8, from which comes the
proper name of a river that flows with
“| 1p (now Awag) through Damascus

tantamount to the Hebr. yas I.; but in
use only in
i Af. ןמיה (Targ. a
Syr.

2 Kınas 5, 12 K’ri, but for which the
K’tib has Mar (which see); the Targ. un-

JON IL. only in Zif. ןימאה for ןימיה

derstands also in Sone or Sot. by הנמא
the ‘x 73; and it has been conjecturally
construed with:3 Dan. 2,45; 6,5 24. —
The m, in this very word in the dialects, identified with the modern Sr The
also appears to have been partly re- name is to be taken from jaX in signi8

waa, Ar.-

2), like the Hebr. ןימאה
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fication 4, if Antilibanus received its
name from the river.
MIAN 1. f. bringing
up, tutelage Este.
2,20, from yas 2. — 2. fem. from ןמא
truth, hence adverbially truly, vere, re

vera JosH. 7,20. Here it is only a dia-

strued with ja: to prevail over one, to
be stronger than he Gun. 25, 23. Deritives pny, PRR, THIN and the proper names "Y/N, RIN, 97717, Vin.

Pih. VEN (ut. var) to make strong,
with 22 to make the ‘heart hard, obstinate

Devt. "2, 30; 15, 7; 2 Car. 36, 13; to
make fast, to strengthen, the temple 24,
latter for M728. Tn Hebrew, feminine 13; the heaven Prov. 8, 28; an idoforms are frequently converted into ad- latrous image Is. 44, 14; to make couverbs, 6. ₪. הנרשאר at first, MITTIN at rageous, bold, by assistance given Deur.
last, תומס "uprightlys תּוָכְלמ royally 3,28; Is. 41,10; to strengthen, e. g. the
sinking knee Jos 4, 4; the arm Ps. 89,
Esra. 5, 1.
MIR as a singular to niynk see 22; Prov. 31,17; to support 2 Cur. 11,
17; to harden, the strength Prov. 24, 5;
אמנת.
Am. 2, 14; to plant, make jirm, Ps. 80,
an (from yas, as j72>0 from Don, 16 18. In these and similar senses ’x
lectic variation of DIN,

as the cod.

Samar. at Gun. 20, 12° actually read the

but jaxis here equivalent to Jinx, hence: is often quite synonymous with pth,
adherent of ‘Amén, comp. proper name and obviously proceeds from the fin
yay)
n. p. m. 2 Sam.3, 2; 13, 1-39; damental signification already given,
1 Cur. 4,20. Once JH mE (which gee) without the notion of selecting ever occurring, which some have assumed. Destands for it.
DIAN (from y28 with the termina- rivative PAN.

Hif.  הלמרלto act courageously, vation ‘B) adv. truly, certainly, verily, vere,
profecto, partly with the imperfect Jos liantly, to put forth strength Ps. 27, 14;
, 12, partly with the perfect 9, 2; 31, 25.
Hithp. VN to collect all the strength,
so also with other particles, as an 19,4;
"> 12, 2; 08 19, 5; Targ. smuhpa. On to shew oneself bold, rash, courageous, to
b- in adverbs see the letter n. Comp. take courage 1 Kinos 12,18; 2 Car. 13,
7; תסצצ 1, 18.
man.
“pan (from aß) adv. equivalent to
SAN Gun. 18,13, elsewhere always with
interrogative 7, "Ps, 58, 2: do ye speak
in truth &e.

MIAN 7. 1.4 pillar, post, column,
only in plural nisnk, 2 Kınas 18, 16,

Targ. nDipd, Syr.Mut LXX éorngıyueva; as a partic. feminine properly:

"The cognate in root, Yamı confirms

the fundamental signification of the stem,
as Fax is equivalent to pin and yuan.
VOX II. (not used) intr. to glisten,
to aia Ar. Uae, the same.
Hence
yar

vias (only in pl. DLN) adj. m. deep
red, the colour of the horses ZECH. 6, 3

i the second passage even the
the supporting. — 2. a foster-mother,a 7 (where in
context demands DAN), therefore the
nurse, see VIX I, 2.
VON I. (fut. VAN?) intr. 1. (not used)

LXX have zvgéo/; comp. the German

fuchs.

The one translation of the LKX

to be sharp, especially applied to the by wagoi, Targ. PHP ash-coloured, that
sharp, clear, dazzling colour of deep
of Aquila xapzegoi, Vulg. fortes 820. have
red. See, however, vias 11. for the dearisen solely from misapprehension of

rivative Pax. —

2. the idea of sharp-

ness transferred and applied to the mind,
to be sharp, vigorous, bold, strong, Deovr.

31, 7; 2 Cur. 13, 18, usually connected
with לח and opposed to xy, non
.JosH. 1 6 7; 10,25; 2 Car. 33,7; con-

the true meaning.

VON (with suff. (יִצְמַא m. see "IHN,

PDR.
VOR

m. valour, strength, 108 17, 9.
YAN (constr. prx) m. see EIN. >
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(after the form MAUS, from

the infin. with > i. 6. niond to say i. ₪.

yay ='yak) f. strength, 2808. 12, 5: namely (LXX déyoo, Léyovees) as a forthe inhabitants of Jerusalem are strength

(i. 6. strong) to me.
"SON (from ץֶמא valiant) n. p. m.
Neu. 11,12; 108. 6,31. It is possible
that it may be abridged from .היצמא

( הָיִצְמִאJah is strong) n. p. m., in

mula of quotation, particularly after
verbs of announcing 1 Kınas 2, 39, of
sending off an account 5, 16, of commanding Rura 2, 15, of calling 1 Sam.
5,10, of swearing 1 Kınas 2, 23 &e. in
which cases the direct words follow Ex.

6,10.

 לָאמֶרwith the omission of 427

2 sanıK ,41 1 nettirw ּ ;אמציהו21, 22; En stands immediately before a direct
Am. ;01,7 1 .raC ;43,4 ,6 .03 .neC address, and as it were pleonastically
Hop.
even after “an Guy. 31, 29. In this
wees
IN (may 1 pers. sg. perf. Ps.16, 2 much-used signification to say 'X is con=
Tan; inf. abs. ine, constr. רומא strued a) with the accusative of what
and nian, with
wi prep. niga &e., but with is said Gun. 41,54; 44,16; Jur. 5, 2;
14, 17; sometimes too with 5 of the

2: Sand, with 7: ראה ‚with suff.“TN,

TIN} 3 sg. fut. רמאיו in pause with Vau
cons. רמו , elsewhere “rani; 3 fem.
תאמר,pause 28M, with Vau TaNm] p.
 המר2 sg. fut. Span, pause sin, ‘with
Vau cons. spin; 1 sg. fut. רמא with
Vau cons. “7281, more rarely Sa}; pl.

person Gen. 22, 3; this accusative is
also implied in "2 "Gen. 32, 5; 1 Sam.

9,9.

b) more rarely with יִּכfollowing

iiop 36, 10, where however "R is taken

in the sense command.

c) In the later

Hebraism, seldom in the earlier, ‘8 sometimes occurs absolutely as well as "27,
also. Yan 2 Sam. 19, 14 and ורמי Ps. where the thing said is not found Ex.
139, 20 with the omission of Alef) intr. 19, 25; 2 Car. 2, 10; 32, 24, in which
1. (not used) to stand prominently up- respect other verbs too of declaring,
wards, to project upwards, to reach high pointing out &c. omit the object Gen.
up, hence to be elevated, high, comp. 9,22; but in all cases what is said can
Tas, "an 1, the proper names “aN, be easily supplied from the context, 0
“ia, רמוא end below Hithp. SRH. that 'א stands absolutely only in apThis fundamental signification is esta- pearance. In Gen. 4, 8 alone and Cain
blished not only by the derivatives men- spoke to his brother Abel the thing spoken

tioned, but also by comparison with the is more difficult to supply (from verse 7).
stems of similar words,

as "am

emi-

Hence the Samar. and LXX have added

 הַשָדָהmp5, and old mss. have put a
piska
after vn; but it is merely a
 א- מר.66 eeS osla .marA 827" rednu‘.war“
nere, sursum elatum esse, רמהu, a

—3.From this external signification flows

case of omitting what is
the Samaritan
for ag in Levir. 20,
would not depart from

that which respects the mind: to say, manner

prop. to press out sounds
to cause to sound forth,
spoken of the unconnected
by the horse Jos 39,25.

from within,
and therefore
sounds made
It is already

by root different from nay to string

said. In like
has put "24
2, because it
ihe customary

use of ‘x. d) with 5x or ל

the per-

son, to whom or of whom something is
said Gen. 3,16 17; 2Kınas 19, 32; =.

words together, presupposing the act of 22, 18, more rarely with לע 27, 19 or
combining. Hence "RN as not com- with the accusative itself Gun. 43, 27
pleting a thing in itself and not satis- 29; Num. 14, 31, quite irrespective of
fying, causes what is said always to the manner in which what is said is
follow it, which 437 needs not do, e. g. expressed. e) with לע of the person,
Lev. 1, 2: speak to the children of Israel to say something against one, Ez. 35,

and say to them (what follows), where ’X 12; 2 Cur. 32, 17. — Besides the use
introduces what is to be said Num. 5,12; of N in this very frequent significa6, 2; 15, 2. This explains the use of tion we meet with it in the following
8*
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modifications of the same sense: 3. to
name, call by name, with 5 of the person or thing or also with an accusative
Is. 5, 20; 8, 12; Ecouzs. 2, 2; say
0 (so)= (house of J nob Msn) 2,
7, which the Targ. has paraphrased by
“one may call with justice”. — 4. to
admonish Jos 36, 10. — 5. to promise,
2 Cur. 32, 24. — 6. to announce, declare Ex. 19, 25. — 7. to praise, laud,
or perhaps only to declare, opposite

fore a monosyllabic word "18)) 1. to be

said, told, 108. 2, 2; Jur. T,32; to be
revealed, ‘communicated Dan. 8,26; with

> or by of the person Noms. 23, 23;
Ez. 13, 12.

Often "as stands imper-

sonally: it is said, dicitur, dictint, particularly

in quoting popular sayings

Gen. 10, 9; 22, 14; Num. 21, 14. —
2. to be "named, "with ל of the person
Is.4,3; 19,18; 61,6; 62,4; Hos. 2,1.
Hif. “ANT to miabz say, Pr promise,

to 73 אָל Ps. 40, 11 (comp. 145, 6); with the accusative of the person to
145, 11; ‘Is. 3, 10; yet the meaning whom one promises, Dur. 26, 17: thou

to mention , to make mention of may be
more appropriately retained in these
places, as in Gen. 43, 27, and that is
properly to say. — 8. to say to oneself,

hast promised God this day &e., and ¥.18:
and God has promised thee this day &e.,
as Ibn ‘Esra and Jehuda ha-Lewi have
rightly explained. The interpretation

prop. 323 ’8 to say in the heart, as the of the 27001 by to raise (after meaning
1 of Kal) given by Ibn Gandch, Kimchi
47,8; Ps. 4, 5; 10,6 11; 14, 1; Zern. and Parchon, or to choose used by the
2, 15, or בֶבְלְלoccurs Hos. 7, 2. But LXX and Vulg., is less suitable and
 לבis also omitted Gun. 26, 9; 44, 28; not so well founded.
Ex. 2,19; 1Sam. 20, 3; 2 Sant. 21, 16;
Hithp. “aan only in Ps. 94, 4: to
phrase in reality runs Gen. 17,17; Is.

1 Kinas 5,19; 8,12. What is mentioned lift up oneself’, to boast, brag (so Kimokt,
follows either in a succeeding clause, Ibn ‘Esra and others); but it may be
or in the accusative, or lastly it is taken in the signification to conduct onewholly omitted. With the use of ‘x in self in a commanding way or imperious6%.
this signification the Hebrew man ‘and
ly, from yay 9. Comp. Ar. rs.
mip, Ar. JG, Gr. pny may ie comRespecting the original meaning of
pared, which likewise pass occasionally
into the meaning

to think,

to suppose.

— 9. to command like the Ar.

5

01, par-

the stem “ax and its organic root the

most necessary information has been
already given in adducing the numerous

tieularly in later Hebraism Ps. 33, 9; senses; and therefore I shall only men-

105, 31 34; Jop 9, 7, either with a fol-

tion in addition, that this verb occurs

by } אפאצי 13, 9, or with the accusative

friendliness (in a friendly way) of one.

Latin jubere legem;

another

lowing infinitive having > 108. 1, 17, in all Semitic dialects. Comp. the Pheor with a clause following introduced nician 2 םענ ( רַמָאPoen. 2,56) to speak
of what is commanded 1 Kinas 11, 18; Comp. especially 2} 11. with its nuJos 22, 29; 2 Cur. 29, 24, comp. the merous derivatives, and a IV. On
or also. with omis-

direction of the original con-

sion of the object, but with the addition ception see under Aram. TEN.
of 5 of the person, 2 Sam.16,11.— All
TON, (pause aN; 3 fem. NaN from
these senses ‚proceed from the funda-  ; אַמְרַתipers. 38; ;part.רַמָא ‚pi.PPIs
mental meaning to say. Hata’) ya“ inf.רמאָמ and רמִמEze. 5, ii, fut. (רמאי
Ps. 139,20 should be taken1in the sense Aram. 1. to say, with 1 of the person

of sre nbz in the same place (ni) Dan. 2,25 and accusative of the thing

for wD, see Ni) 2 6 they elevate 7 1, to communicate a thing orally or
(thy ne), they call thee. Derivatives in writing 7, 1, used as in Hebrew by
TAN, TRS, TR, TaN, Tax, רמָאמ; way of introducing what is said, 2, 8
see al "the proper names,
26; 6,13. Part. pl. ןירמא 3, 4 is used
Nif. ( גאָמרfut. TAN}, pause 912”, be- impersonally like the Hebr. ‘Nig, Syr.
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>
Hence "an. — 2. to command,
Dan. 2,46; 3, 13. See other meanings
of the stem under TER and Hebr. a.
TAN (constr. (רַמַא seo TDN.

high, viz. Jah is) 1. n. p. m. Jur. 20, 1.

— 2. (hill-place) proper name of a place,

mentioned beside חלמ bn 86. Ezr. 2, 59.
 רָמאm. .1 equivalent to ‘tay (poet.)

“AN (with suf. iva; pi.DTN, 6. word, discourse, Ps. 19, 4, and then like
 (אִמְרִיm. 1.top, of a tree, ouly i Gow,  רבבthing, res, aliquid, aOB 22,28; promise
49, 21 BUTTER tops of beauty i. 6. Ps.7 9, comp. 427 56,5; eulogy 19, 3,
comp. 07927 v. 4 1 proceeding from
beautiful tops, as the LXX translates.
word. — 2.song
— 2. word, discourse, utterance (allied the originalו 
in sense to 33), but only poetically, of victory, hymn, Ps.68,12. The sense
Nome. 24, 4, usually connected with DR; is uncertain in Has. 3, 9, where inter-
"ur Jos 6, 25; mp 8, 2; ma Prov. preters have tried all the meanings now
1,₪ תַעָב 3, 12; spe Is. 32, 7; my, given; perhaps threat.
Prov. 22, 21; 095 16,24 &e.; only once

“ian (not used) m. mountain,

from

in prose Tose. 24, 27, Im this sense R “Va 4; hence the gentile noun N,
may be applied as variously as the which see.
verb, just according to the context, and
MON (from va; constr. NIN; pl.
even the meaning poetry may be adopted
irae,
constr. niga) % like say in
occasionally. — 3. command, Jos 20, 29.
— In signification the word is equivalent

to aß, as va equivalent to מש ,and
the forms taken from it in the 8 in-

stance are TAN, 7728 and the proper
name "N.

significations 2 and 3,and also used only
poetically Gun.4,23 ;Dior. 32,2&c. The
use of "728, however, is more frequent.
TIAN (from ‘Way, like M419 from
2) i same as Maas Lament. 2, 17.

oy (def. xox in the Targ.; pl.
“TAN (projecting, from TR 1) n. p.
pa) Aram. m. "lamb, young sheep, pro- m. Nun. 3,2; 1 Cur. 9,4; comp. “Yan.
perly: wool-bearer, woolly, Ezr. 6, 9 17;

"OR (from Ha) noun gent. m. A

7,17, comp. Targ. =רמיא ‘WAN and NEN
rite, i.e. mountaineer, name of one of the
for Hebrew mba>, waa, Syr. igsf, "Ar. greatest and most important of the races
| lamb, Phenielan "an (Mass. 9). It of the Canaanite or Phenician people,
night be derived from "a8 in the sense who dwelt almost wholly in the interior
of to jut out, erigere, eminere, as all of Palestine at the time of the conquest
words denoting hairs, bristles, proceed of “Canaan by the Israelites, and therefrom verbs signifying “to stick out”. fore standing for Canaan generally,
‘The Aram. “a2, whence רמע wool, Gen. 48,22; Deur.1,20. The Phenician
has a similar meaning, and the Hebrew Amorite race first settled on the other
"ax might also be cognate in root. See side of Jordan, which is hence called
 עמרand ‘vax. Considering, however, “ANT PIS Jupexs 10, 8, where they
that TER denotes the young of sheep, founded two kingdoms, a southern one
a lamb, it seems more appropriate to with the metropolis }iawry 11, 22, Num.
derive it from רמא in the sense of to 21,13 34, and a northern one with the
spring forth, sprout, ‘then to bear, spoken metropolis יִעְרְדָא 21, 33. They afterwards became powerfal on this side of
of sheep, as the Ar. 2[ means to bring Jordan also. The great importance of

forth numerous young; ; from which again the tribe and its spreading over all
Palestine led to the designation of the

themeaning |to speak may be taken, since
“sprechen” in the Germanic tongues pro-

collective

pre-Israelite

inhabitants

as

perly means spriessen, sprossen, i. e. to Amorites Gen. 15,16; 2 Sam. 21,2; Am.
sprout.
2, 9. See "MR.
MON (Jah is promiser) n. p. m.
"AN (projecting forth, prominent i. e.
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1 Car. 5,33 37; Nen.10,4; 11,4; Ezr.
10, 42; Zer. 1,1. Sometimes 77728,
stands for it. The form Yan, is construct

from רכש (promiser).
( ּוְיִרַמַאthe same) n. p. m. 2 CHR.
,19 ;11 ‘but in 31,15 and +4

8

it stands for ma.
DOOR ₪ pe of a king of “33% at
the time of Abraham, Gen. 14,1 9.Since
Semites dwelt in Shin‘ ar according to
the ethnographical table, the etymology
of the name must be sought in Semitism.
We may regard it as compounded of

Is. 89, 8 like max םילש Jur. 14,13 enduring , steadfast "peace. — 2. confidence,
security, certainty, rightness, Drur. 13,
15; 108%. 2, 19; 2 Sam. 7, 28; Nen. 9,
33; Jur. 42,5. — 3. fidelity i. e. that

quality which keeps the word or promise given Ps. 30, 10; 45,5; 54,7;
57,11, and even fulfils words of threaten-

ing, represented as a peculiar virtue in
God, kings, men, and usually joined
with "on Gun. 24,49; Ps. 25,10; Prov.
20, 28. Hence God ia called 'א  לעPs.
31, 6, or ’x DR 2 Car. 15, 3. 4%
tegrity, blamelessness, 8

opposite

opposed to lying Gun. 42,16;

veracity

DN (like ox) which is often met with to עשב Junezs 9,16; Nex. 7, 2; Ezzx.
in proper names (see ny), and of 597 the 18,9, “hence friendship Esra. 9, 30; unname of the Aramaean "Saturn, Syr.<5, 0
Exop. 18,21. — 5. truck, as
and so it is similar to the Hebrew ידי

Day; ל is only a termination like = Prov. 22, 21, particularly in relation to
religious truth and the true announce-

( שמאnot used) intr. equivalent to ment of the future Ps. 25, 5; Dan. 8,
( שמurn) to give way, to disappear,

to

cease, to recedes hence wry. —Like many
other stems in Nb, War is also a farther
development of the organic root in WR

which is found in( שמ er); ihe same
stem seems to be in the Ar. re) yesterday. Neither the root nor the stem appears in use in the other dialects as
the idea of a verb.

12; 9, 13. Hence it is frequently connected with the word of God Ps. 119,

142, with prophecies JER. 26,15 &c. See
may.

NOAA

(with suf. לּתַחַחְמַא הpl. 6.

ninn-) f.corn-sack, LXX, 0000008 GEN.

42,27; 43,12. See nna, comp. תחפסמ
from nu.
( יִתְמַאfrom may; veracious) n. p.

WAN m. prop. the disappeared, the m. 2Kınas 14, 25; Jow.1,1. The Arab.
form (<4; and the
past, from war, hence 1. yesterday, Jon has theה 
30,3: האוט  אthe yesterday of desolation proper name Maré aiog, Syr. 22 (Marra.
ie. the ‘long desolate places; but inter- ,)10,3 is perhaps 'nn = "nn, if it be
preters and versions take it here in the not abbreviated from mıma = mınnn.
sense of night, comparing it with the
MAN (from Inn0
=
inh, with
Aramaean 80728 darkness. As an adverb
N prosthetic) Are, adj. f. strong, poweryesterday, already, long past, 2 Kinas 9,

26, as לּוָמָמַא,comp. Is. 30,33. — 2. spe- ful, prop. well-hipped (comp. delumbis,

cially: the closed, vanished, conseq. the delumbatus) Dan. 7,7, of which the masc.
last, preceding night,5

19, 24; 31,29

is HAN, comp. "Ars from the masc.
STAN 2, 39, where the feminine is also

42. The Arab. Ro) yesterday, and the formed merely by
and Aramaean nn.

verb Law to make at even, as a derivative from wol, presuppose the Hebr.
signification.

=n.

See na

js (pronominal stem contracted from
18) adv. interrog. prop. where? hence

MAN (contracted from MIAN,=NIN ; in the Targ. for ‘x, but in Hebr. whither?
with ‘suff. SON, , TEN) /. prop. "firmness, 1 Sam. 10, 14, in which signification it
stability , from. yax L, hence 1. spoken stands for M28 (j8 with -ה of motion).
of time: continuance, duration, 'ִאְנ Dow  כדדאןuntil when? how long? quousque?

אן

Jos 8, 2; 182 (K'tib) whence? 2 Kınas
5, 25, for 3. The contraction of the
vowels ai between two consonants into
4 is frequent in Hebrew, e. ₪. jn7 from

pnt, wz from wry. See TN, IR.
( ןאpronominal
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stem)

AR &e.

1. whither? in pure double questions
TINT... VIN whence?... and whither
Gun. 16,0 Or FINDA... TON whither? .

and hence? Jupans 19, 17, or מל ג

MIN? to whom?...and whither? Gun. 39,
18. But also in the simple question

see "IN, whither? 2
Sam.2,1; 2 Kınas6, 6; Zecn.

2,6; 5,10; Ezex. 21, 21; or aN alone,

IN ability see Tin.

N

Sona OF Sou. 6,1, written in

the second member m2 גד 139, 7.
18 Heliopolis see iX.
Agreeably to the nature of interrogative
whither? sometimes including
NIN (pronominal stem contracted particles
a negative may be resolved into nowhere,
from אָכְהַא,written also My) intenjec- Gen. 37, 30; Deur. 1, 28; 2 Sam. 13,13.
tion: oh now! I pray, obsecro, quaeso, — 2. With suppression of the interrogastanding at the beginning of the sen- tive-power, thither, hither, after עַדְי אָל
tence where X} cannot usually be put. 1083. 2, 5; New. 2,16, but without reIt either follows the imperative Gen. nouncing it entirely. Here belongs also
50,17; Ps. 118, 25; may 2 Kınas 20, 3; the artificial compound which originated
Is. 38, 3; Ps. 116, 4, or the future apo- in the second period of the language
eopate Nex. 1,5 1, or it stands en- ma? 28 1 Kines 2,36 42; 2 Kines5,
tirely as an exclamation without refer- 25 hither and 0% i, e. any whither;
ence Exop. 32, 31; Dan. 9, 4; "38 Jon. in 138 the¢ at the end of the word has
1,14; 4, 2; Peace 116, 16. In urgent been resolved out of a in consequence
entreaties it can even follow 82. — The of the coincidence of too many a’s,
little word of entreaty 82, which also comp. המ for ma. — 3. With suppresappears by itself, and the exclamation sion of the idea of motion, where? Rura
 אהas a collateral form of ,ה make 2,19; Is. 10, 3. — 4. Of time: when?

the composition and meaning clear; but

 ייSay till when? how long? Ex.

RIN (or הכא ; pronominal stem) Aram.

however, already Ibn Koreish ‘reads u)

the x) is already somewhat obliterated 16, 25; Ps. 13, 2; Jon 18, 2; but jx also
by the orthography mas; and when? or standa "for it.
TION see NIN and 8.
m was uttered less. "enelitieally 8,
 אאand ‘738 were accented; or two acMIN see TIN 2.
cents were given, אלא
MIN I. (only in 5 plur. 5397, which,
Herson. "pronoun, equivalent to Hebrew intr. synonymous with 78 (728) to com אניI,Dan. 2, 8 23; 3, 25; 4, 6; 7,15. plain, lament, mourn, Is. 3, 26; 19, 8.
This pronominal stem is in Syr. ui, Zeh: Hence 28, "INN, and see the proper
name

DION.

RIN,, Samar. הָכִא and NIN, Arab. Gt,
The organic root, if our textual readAsthiopie ani, Amhar. ené,Malt, yn, yna, ing be right, is 5-38 as a farther deynae &c. For its linguistic derivation velopment of jx, with ‚the fundamental
see "ON.
signification “‘respirare”. Hence itis con( אנאnot used) Aram. equivalent to nected with jx I. (see TR) and 7 (which
mei. in Hebrew. Hence jx7 which see. see) where thee,comparison also is given.

( כנאAram.)
800 AN.

belonging

to "328 But the Ar. = to groan, sigh, can ב
be compared with nox, Arab.

mas II. (not used) intr. nal equinas (pronominal stem, once IN;
from }ואwith --ה of motion) adv. interrog. valent to הנע IL, man and 923, Aram.
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אנוש

to which is added the plural termina-:
tion 3 (comp. 98, TPN). See 21724.
IN (pronominal stem) Aram. pers.
shape (see "92). That the designation pron. m. they, ti, isti Dan. 2, 44, elseof ship proceedes from this idea may be where לכד and in the Targ. 3, Syr.
seen from the choice of "> Is. 18, 2,
ela, et, Sam. aan. It originated from
from 71350, and the Greek Yaöhos ( היןoutof hu-un) plur. of am, by prefixnan: to be bent, hence to be bellied, spoken
of vessels which are able to hold something on account of their bent or bellied

 מ%

8

"aN, MAIN and הבא

ing the pronom. stem דנא (asoceurs in
K'tib.
TaN.) DOOR &e.) and the He is absorbed
nas III. (Kal unused) intr. to be a by the dagesh (see my Lebrgeb. der
convenient, suitable, proper time, like the Aram. Idiome I. p. 238). The feminine
5
form is יבא they, eae, istae Dan. 7, 17,

Ar. ah then: opportunum esse, to come

which arose out of 9773-28. On the origi-

up exactly to, to suit exactly (comp. oe nal forms ןוה, ךוהm. re; 77 f. (comp.
accidit, obvenit); hence maxh. Figura- 7H, PH and Wak io and .וכ 18 ויש
tively to lie with, prop. coire, to fit to see Kam. The Punic ynnocho (Poen. 1,
something; henee mann, if this meaning 3 7) is הכ ja here, and is not 0
is not rather to be referred to |
ל
Lin with 138.
the original signification “respirare”, 0
BIN (from wax,as the Aramaean
that the idea of the verb may be taken still is; ‘plur. Dewan „, constr. "WIN, from
as prop. to pant, snort, to be hot.
WIN) m.
8 ‘poetical expression for
Pih. "138 (by accident or adaptation) man, collectively spoken of the human
to cause to meet, to join something, hence
to bring on, to cause Ex. 21, 13, joined

with .דיל
Puh."FN to be brought on, which may

race Deur. 32, 26; Jos 7, 17; 9, 2;

Ps. 8,5; Is. 56,2. It is very ‘seldom
taken like wx

for a single definite

individual, Ps. 55, 14; Jos 5,17. Some-

also be paraphrased by to happen, fall times there is poetically wie ja Ps.
out, to befal &e. with > of the person 144, 3, as is done in the case of DIN
Prov. 12, 21 or bx Ps. 91,10 and the collective; the parallel is DIN"72 Ps.
accusative of the thing that is brought on.
Hithp. Sn prop. to allow to happen
to oneself, "hence to seek occasion (comp.
the noun הנאת occasion) 2 Kınas 5, 7

with > of a "person, in order to injure.
From this signification of לTS some

have derived ns ("nx) as if it were
contracted from MON; but see תא (with
suffix im) and nan.
TIIN
see NON.
wet
1

8,5, and like ,שיא  'ִאis likewise conkrnsted with God Jos 4, 17; 25, 4; 33,
12. Hence the word before us denotes
mortal, decaying man 25,6; Ps. 8, 5,
particularly low-minded, corrupt man
Ps. 9,20 21; 56,2; 66,12, as שיא 0
is so used, without this signification
being necessarily involved in the fundamental conception, and without its being
actually there, comp. Ps. 8,6. Elsewhere 'א also appears in the sense of

IN (pronominal stem) person. pro- common men, the people, 6. ₪. Bins OITA
noun: we, only in 7.42, 6 K’tib (usual Is.8,1 with the people’s stylus i. 6. ina
in the Mishna) for which the K’ri reads character that all may read, comp. Has.
the usual 121728. The organic root may

2,2 for the thing itself; and for the

manner of expression, xara 000070
Garar.3,15.— The plural pw, which
to it, being found. Besides, this pro- arose out of םישננא (see (שיא"which
nominal stem appears so in the suffix the Samaritan actually has sometimes,
as also radical. But a more probable belongs entirely to ww as far as usage
origin is ,כא Coptic am or א (see (יִנַא is concerned; and therefore its mean-

be "x, the radicallycognate Sanskrit
nau, "Greek vo, Lat. nö-s corresponding

AIS
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ings should be looked for there. The con-

nection between Way and Wan, OWI,

אנחנו

DER) /. prop. straitness, state of an-

xiety, and then the complaint which one
and םישונא is explicable by ‘the well- utters Ps. 102, 6, parallel with 7437 Is.
known north- Palestinian (and Pheni- 35, 10; sigh Ps. 31, 11. הָתַחְַא 1 21, 2
cian) peculiarity of pronouncing— like

must be understood as "put for החד

-i.e. a like 0. See wax. — 2. (man) (comp. הָתְלְלִו 15,8 =  החדmar Ex.
n. p. of a grandson of ‘Adam, a son of 9,18-mJi
=
ie. Löment for it (Babylon).
ny Gen. 4, 26; 5,6 9. 'ִא in "the ante-

NITUN (pronominalstem) Aram. pron.
pers. pi:like the Hebrew ףכחכַא,we, Dan.
3,16 17; Ezr.5, 11; and also MIN 4,
16. After separating the pronominal
stem "IN, which is also found elsewhere
(i. e. WR.) Arvoog (Herod. 7,98) appears (see "38), there only remains xan, which
as theproper name of a Sidonian. See is equivalent to 12M, נא and finds its
way I.
explanation under MER.
TWAIN f. only in Ps. 69, 21, taken
MIN see NIT,
as a substantive by the LXX and Vulאַנְחנו
8 stem; paus.1araN;
gate; but according to our text it reads
abbreviated

ף
כ
ח
כ,paus. 1772) pron. pers.
 אָכְוּעָהand can therefore be nothing but
we,
in
use
exclusively
as the plural of
the imperfect of wry (which see).
 אנand "SR Gun. 42, 13; 43, 8 &.,
Mas (not used) intr. to groan, prop. whilst oy appears only in JER. 42, 6
to begrieved (a harder form is PIN, cog- Ktib, and the abbreviated a2 is only
nate p37); only in Nif. man) properly in Gun. 42, 11; Ex. 16,7 8; "Nom. 32,
to feel oneself vexed, hence to sigh, 32; 2 Sam. 17, 12; Lament. 0 42. It
lament, with לע Ez. 9, 4 21,12 or with stands 1. often connected with a partiva of the thing on aneount of which eiple in order to denote a present transone laments Ex. 2, 23, but also abso- action, either before it Gun. 37,7, Deut.
lutely to sigh, to mourn Lament. 1, 4 8 1,28, or after it Gen. 19,13; 42, 21;
11; spoken of animals Jo. 1,18, parallel 1Car. 29, 13, but with a fine distinction
with Dax Is. 24,7. By way of climax in the accentuation of the discourse. —
is added: with breaking of the loins Ez. 2. In the same manner with adjectives,
diluvian ד was an original conception of the primitive man and parallel
with DIN, but afterwards it became the
name of a person, like Manu (man):
among the Indians. In Phenician Wis,

21, 11 i. e. so violently that the loins

which are seldom placed after it Nen.

might almost burst, and תְּריִרְּמּב i. e.

5, 3, commonly before it 0083. 2, 17;

= שפנ ma with sorrow or mourning.

The stem mas (Targ. max, Syr. and

9,22; 2 Kınas 7,12. — 3. As with all
personal pronouns, 'א is put before or

after the verb with a personal suffix
Zab. mil, Samarit. “anach, Ar. 23/( is3 of for the sake of greater emphasis on the

the same signification as P28 with the

personal Gen. 44, 9; 47,19;

.פס 1,

harder k-sound; and since Pas is ob- 41; Jose. 9,19; this is particularly freviously eonniestoll with 927, eos aye quent in the later writings Lament. 5,
a, ang-ere &c., the original idea to be

grieved plainly appears, and therefore

7; Ez. 33,10; Ezr. 4,3; 9, 7; 10, 2;
Neu. 5,8 &e. To this belongs also the

MN. is another and farther carrying out repetition of ‘8 with particles which are
ofthe idea. The organic root lies in ,חרא already connected with the suffix -ףכ
as well as that of am Nag. 2, 8, pi, 2 Sam. 5, 1.
As to the derivation, it has been reAr, 85.
a,
Syr. jou &e.;

garded (Gesenius) as arising from "IR,

whilst of FHaR the root is .לא
belongs

To this

like כא out of "2, either by repetition
of it (Ewald), or simply by adding

FDIS (with suf. nN; pl. with suf. the suffix ףכ (Gesen.) after changing the

אנחרת
> into rn.
The most
look upon
DEN, WIN

אני
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Neither opinion is correct.
appropriate explanation is to
כא (as it is found in "9-8,
ke.) as a very old pronomi-

nal stem, also occurring as an element
in the Coptic pronominal formations

(e. ₪. Theb. an-on, Bashm. an-ar &e.),
and ףכה the proper word for we. In

sent transaction Gun. 9, 12; 27, 8; 41,

9. —

2. to the definite verb in the

first person, to put emphasis on the
personal 14, 23; 34, 30; Ex. 6,5; 33,19
(where "N also appears as an accusative
Gen. 27, 34). This is particularly the
case in the later Hebraism, as 6. ₪. in
ECCLESIASTES, Danten &c. In like man-

this ונח the 1-, whether abridged from ner for emphasis with the noun and the
וּן- or D3-, is the plural designation, as suffix " Gen. 17,4; 40,16. It is still
is also the case in the synonymous 7,es} more emphatic when יקא  ףאLev. 26,

(see לא,TN, Mb) and just as in en
the = is nothing but the inseparable

pronoun

of the first person

singular;

16 41, רכא Da Eccuus. "2, 15, Is. 66, 4
stand together. Sometimes, however,
this ‘8 is separated by particles from that

stem כה is which it is meant to emphasize, Ecouzs.
then merely the harder form of .כא In 1, 16. — 3. רנא is used for strengthenAramaean the plural 3- has passed into ing the suffix of the first person in parthe remaining pronominal

N= (comp. Nay he for א WN, ON),

ticles, by which it expresses all cases

hence RNIN, TIN =ונחNR, and the Dan. 8, 1; Prov. 8, 14.

—

4. Like

Maltese and Mauritanian “achna ()אנחא all personal pronouns it includes the
as well as the Aethiopic gna (and hena)
we are explained by the same kind of
transition. Besides 9-, Aram. N=, there
was, however, in Aramaean another
plural ending ,-ן which is still pre-

served in the

verb to be, so that it makes a complete clause with what is said Gun. 15,

7, particularly in the phrase רי  'אEx.
6,"6&e. — 5. "28 is repeated for the sake
of greater emphasis Devt. 32, 39; Is.

Targ. 128, Samar. BS, 48, 15. — 6. The pause-form "28 stands

Coptic anon, .וז abridged into an-it

we (but where this j- an may have

not merely at the close of a sentence
Gen. 50,19, but also with a discourse

been smoothed from 73, and therefore that does not conclude 27, 34, as well
coincides by mere accident with 1; of as in certain phrases 6. ₪. in "28 יח

the feminine) = ,כא Syr. —e, Sam.
PMN =ונח(8); ad as the Palestin-

Num. 14, 21. See also the proper name

jan 7» Syr. — appears for the former,

"On the form "N rests the suffix of
the first person 7 and 2, of the

DIN.

so the Nasir. ,ןינח PITS appears for the
-) and
latter as a degenerate form. With the verb (as on נא the suff, YB, "וכ

י
ב
of
the
noun,
while
sometimes
א
shorter m coincides the Ar. ops.

ל תֶרַחְנא

only, sometimes the pronominal stem לא
way or pass) n. p. of was obliterated. Hence we cannot get

a town in the tribe of Issachar Josu. 19, from this any thing that contributes to
.19 The א is prosthetic, and n= non the explanation of the origin of N.
(hollow way or pass, comp. Ar. tie> G res But on comparing the pronominal radi-

cal word כא in the other pronouns it is

cava) is a feminine form of Am.

( ינאpronominal
N

pers. comm.

easily seen

that -י in 3

is the in-

stem; pause 8) separable pronoun, since the Coptic ı as
I, opposed

to MAR

a suffix, 6. ₪. from po face po-s my face,

Gen. 31, 44, to אּוה ,4111 .86 Its own is the same. כא is also found again in
plural is נא Jur. 42, 6 K’tib, instead Coptic in am among the pronouns.
of which, ‘however, 1728 or abridged

“IN (without plur.) m. fleet, 1 Kınas

 ףנחְנehrunronly appears. "Like the other 9, 26 27; 10, 11, Vulg. classis; prop.
personal pronouns ‘N is joined 1. to the collective ‘word: a number of ships which
participle, in order to express

a pre-

are connected as a whole.

Hence the

PIs
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N m. prop. pointed, a point, hence
Chronist has for it in the parallel places
2 Car. 8, 18; 9, 21 the plural min. as an instrument used in building:

But it also occurs as a feminine in the pointed hook, goad, used for tearing or
sense of a single ship in 1Kınas10, 22; drawing, comp. רימש ; only in Am. 7,
Is. 33, 21.— a the similar Ar. Ul 7 8 spoken of the pointed and measuring hook of desolation; ךנא  תמוח7, 7
means vessel, and 6 and others 0 a pointed wall, pinnacle, literally a wall
combine there the senses ship and vessel, pointed and rising up into a pinnacle.
it is to be derived from may 1.
Hence the LXX, Symm. and the Syr.
pointed
PIN (pl. nis, 2 Cur.8,18 ninzis have rightly rendered 7
K'ib) Tem. ship, 4on. 1, 3 4 5; Prov. iron for the purpose of engraving. But
Ibn Koreish,
, Tanchum,
30,19; but the plural is more frequent Aquila, Ibn Ganäch
1 Kines 29, 49; 2 Cur. 20, 36; 'ָא hE Kimchi and others explain a8 lead or

Jupaes 5,17 to abide in ships (as a tin, like the Ar. ag, Syr. Ki, Armen.
guest or sailor);

‘§ Hin Gen. 49, 13

anak, Sanskrit näga (tin) &e. and thence

either equivalent to Den ,ףה or it plummet, perpendicular line, by which
means

ship-tackle;

'א ַ יִשְנ1 Kınas 9, they judged of the uprightness of walls:
From the coun- thus 8 main a wall of the plumb-line.
tries to which ships were wont to sail, But the latter explanation has not a
they are called שיִשְרַת ‘8 22, 49; Is. good foundation in the conception of
2,16; and perhaps: TaN "א Jor 9, 26 the verb.
27 sea-faring people.

should be so understood (see mas "and

IN (pronominal stem; in pause
ma); Wid 'א Prov. 31, 4 merchant
י
ִ
ב
ְ
ל
ַ (אperson. pronoun I, a fuller form
men, which export manufactured wares.
for
“2, appears especially in the older
The K'tib MR, as the Samar. codex
also writes in Dur. 28,63, has changed period ‘of the language, and therefore
„Into j-; which was also done in
i other it is not found in Ezer. (but in 36, 28),
Cases at an earlier period of the lan- Eccuzs., Dan. (but in 10,11), Ezr., Neg.
i 1,6) and Cur. (yet in 1 008.17 ,1(.
guage, comp. Max = ra bys= (but in

‘bye. See max n.

It is applied like 3x (which see) in the

BEN 8 complaint , lamentation, Is.
29, 2; Lament. 2, 5; from maxI.
DOIN (lamentation or sorrow of the
people) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 7,19. But יא
Tas אּוה 3, may signify ‘the Deity, ‘as

Midrash has already compared with "OR
the Coptic asıor (Thebaic with omission

God.

son it appears that -י in "958 is the

cases there adduced, ‘and therefore it is
unnecessary to quote examples. — The

of the vowel atx, with € for x on account
of the preceding m: attic; Memphitic
en” among the Persians and N17) "28 anon; Bashmurie anak) and no doubt
te the Cabbalists denote the ab- has ever been entertained of their musolute objectivity and subjectivity of tual relationship. From their compari-

As in the proper names 81728,

person,
 אִבִיאָל = אֶלִיהוּאand  אֶלִיאָלthe  הוּאis same pronominal stem of the first|

which is also met with in "8 and in
the suffix, and that this personal sign
of the first person + is omitted in Egypto Dy dR.
tian, according to the peculiarity of the
MIN (not used) intr. to be pointed, Coptic. The anoch (43x), Phenician 728
sharp, or what is otherwise allied (Ath, 4,1; Kit. 2, 1; 3, 1; Poen. 1, 15
to this idea; the root would therefore 16; 2, 35), which remains after this,
be "8, which is likewise found in exactly corresponding to the Egyptian
( חנperhaps belonging to 3m) and anon, amar, is easily recognised as a
an epithet ‘of God, so is the proper
name O9728 equivalent in signification

in m. Hence 738. Another explanation | may be seen under 8.

compound of an and on, Hebrew כא and

>-, especially since the כא appears in

אנן

אנק
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the latter in כַא-י,כַא- לכָח66. and the German nab-el, old high German napar is employed iin the former in various alo &e.). Comp. also Ar. 3G eminere,

ways to make pronominal stems.

Thus

there remains only och, Phenic. ech, longum et elatum esse, and we the
Coptic or, ar, which makes in essence
the pronoun of the first person, and

projecting of the camel’s hump. Hence

MN, and the denominative
ma (probably no more than a demay be observed in the comparison of
languages (Sanskrit ah-am, Greek 6% nomin. from AN, comp. DUN from yh;
Latin ego &e.).
fut. ףכאר(intr. to be unwilling, provoked,
JS (not used) i. 6. 78 intr. equiva- angry, Kal only in poetical discourse,
lent toהכאI.and 42m, to lament, mourn, with 2.0f the person with whom one is
Stand or, Targ. 528, distinguished
nie Mishna from ban. Only in Hithp.
in
prop. to shew oneself sad, then to com-

plain, to murmur Num. 11, 1; Lament.
3,39; LXX yoyyilew. Ihn Mera.derived
it incorrectly from TN.

DAN (only participle Dak) to urge,
press, compel, Estu. 1,8: not compelling;

Targ. ,סנא Syr. “af, whence it has
been adopted in Estazr.
The root is
d2-8 with the fundamental signification
to prick, goad, still existing in סנש
and 93; whether it be also connected
--with w2-¥ (which see), Ar. mis,
problematical.
DIN (only part. 03x) Aram. equivalent to the Hebrew DON, hence figuratively Dan.4,6 to cause ‘distress, trouble,
i. e. to be troublesome, grievous.

Fas (unused) intrans. to be raised,
arched, hilly, then metaphorically from

angry 1 Kınas 8, 46; 2 Car. 6, 36; Ps.
85, 6; Is. 19, 1; Ezr. 9,14; seldom with

2 Ps. 60, 3, or absolutely Ps. 2, 12;
79,5; comp. Ar. ast to turn away from
a thing, to be reluctant to, to be angry,

5
also denomin. from _&l. In prose there
usually occurs instead

Hithp. ( התאפףfut.  (רְתאפףto be angry,
with 2 of the person מטע 1,37; 4,21;

9,8 20; 1Kıncs 11,9; 2 Kınas 17, 18.
Hence הפנא

( םנאnot used) Aram. equivalent to
Hebrew nis L; hence the nounאנף .
FIR (only plural PDN, with suff.
MRS; from ףנא= Hebr. EIN) Aram. m.
synonymous with the Hebr. DIDS face,
properly the projecting, visible and

prominent aspect of man Dan. 2, 46;
3,19, as the Hebrew 072» also derives
its meaning from a similar view (which

see). Comp. .ףא

MEIN f. parrot, Luv. 11, 19; Dezur.
the projecting, elevated and raised side
of the face (see ףא from 428 and Aram. 14, 18, from denom. 28, so called from
PPI) and specially from the standing its jrascibility. So according to the Araout’ nose; just as the meaning of םיִנָּפ
9 6
, a sort of eagle
has been derived from a similar point bic Bern (comp.
of view. The root is na which is from
5 to be angry) and the Talm.

still found in 52 ()םיכ 111. to be raised,
arched, projecting (whence nig), 7232,

mans m3, after the same etymology.

The L
have 9
sandpiper,
whence the noun 453, with some ‘mofrom DIN = 22 I. cursitare, which is

dification of the labial sound in בנו also possible.
from which is the proper name 23 (hill),
pas (fut. pan») 1. (not used) intr. to
and in 7-33, Ar. 3 eminere, elatum
esse, whence the proper name 423 (height,

hill or heaven). The signification of this
root is also in the Mediterranean (comp.
Sanskrit nabhi, Pers. ndf, Lett. nabha,

be narrow, strait, pressed, the stem being

connected with ןקכהה,Aram. קב ו
80 angere, eng &e.), Arab. 91 particularly spoken of the narrow, long,

אנקה

אנת
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stretched neck, as ראָּנַצ neck from רּוצ for ( אישwhich see). Some have made the

to be strait. Hence קא — 2. Figuratively, to groan, Hated.‘of the wounded

fundamental signification to be sociable,

to enter into connexion with, referring to

and dying Jur. 51, 52; Ez. 26, 15, i. e. the Arab. ut associate, friend &e.;

to ery out with pain, comp. max. Hence
TAN:

but since this sense is not certain even

in Arabic, it is better to compare the

 אPan? to groan, sigh, as MIN? Ez. organic root in it GNS with the Arabic
,9 ;4 DF part 24,17 mourn, be silent!
Li to grow, sprout, so that WARN proi. e. mourn in silence.
perly means sprout, shoot, plant; ‘as also

PIN (constr. Np) 7. 1. an infinitive

noun: sighing, complaining, joined to "32
Mat. 2,13; the mourning, e. g. of captives

the proper names ny (from תש = >nw),
TR (from ןק = = הp to create), DR» חלש
(comp. Sone or Sox. 4, 18), ban, לבּות

Ps. 79, 11 or of the poor 12, 6, Syr. םנ-]ג in primitive history only express this
with apocopation of Olaf. — 2. (only original conception differently. Derivaabs.) name of a species of lizard, generally of an unclean reptile Lev. 11,

30, which Onkelos has rendered יל
hedgehog, the Jerus. Targ. 877 mbb,
N mp2, and about which versions
and interpreters in general have indulged in conjecture. It is the feminine form of p28 in the signification of
ms 1., consequently a reptile with a
narrow, long neck.

tives WR, BWIN, Aram. .שנא

WIN see Win.
( אנשDan. ,2 01 ;naw .fed nun dna
also RUM K’ri 4,13 ,14 רוtheK’tib
has RBI, comp. Phonicien| שונא pl.
"םיִשָנַאthe Hebrew form 4, 14, in the

Targ. "however 782 from ןישנא on Ps.
)62,10 Aram. m. like the Hebrewאנט 

man or collectively men Dan. 2, 10; 3,

10 .&  רב שנאson of man, i. 6. in ‘the
likeness of man 7,13, is according to
 אכוטוה/.) intr. to be sick, ill, then figur. most interpreters the Messiah, the vide
to be painful, dangerous, spoken of an tov avSouov of the New Testament
arrow-wound Jos 34, 6, of suffering Is. and in the usus loquendi of the book
17,11; Jer. 30,12 15; to be melancholy, of Enoch. But inasmuch as the old
mournful, of a day 17, 16; to be sick Testament knows nothing of a divine
1. 6. morally bad, spoken of the heart nature belonging to the Messiah, and
17,9, always proceeding from the fun- moreover that ascribed to the 'א 2“ is
damental signification “to be sickly”, attributed to the saints of the most high
as one sees from Nifal, hence joined to in verses 18 22 27, it can only be as-
DIN I. (only in part. pass. UN m.,

man.
Nif. ax to be sick (incurable) 2 Sam.

ig ih,

°°"

The stem ’x has for its organic root

WIR, as may be seen from the syn-

sumed that by the expression is intended
the 7731799 "Wop, the Jewish people.
DAN (not used) intr. to incline to, to
lean ‘to"something, to turn to one side

onymous ( נשBR) 2 69,21 and סנ 4 - (cognate in sense 95%), hence the preposition my ("NS, ‘with a suffia "AN),
Is. 10, 18, Syr. «al and ul, Ar.
contracted from m28, properly side, then
(Abdallatif p. 118) and from "the Medi- beside, with. — With the stem nay, which

terranean (Sanskrit nag, Gr. voo-siv &e.).
As in Mediterranean so also in Semitism
the sibilant afterwards passed into a
k-sound. A connexion with טנא II. for
wir is hardly imaginable.
 שנאI. (not used) an assumed stem
for WR man, as )שטָא( שא is assumed

also exists in Aethiopic (enta there means
side and as a preposition with), the Ar.
 גto PIERRE, bend, from which comes
$0-

Kies, Me side, dis beside, and the
Hebrew 729 111. in "Vay are cognate

(see nx, AR); also the Ar.ie to bend,

אנתה

אסיף
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E

45

2-

oe

öl to be flexible, belongs to the Solto injure, Lis to cause damage, yd,
same.
yas to break, which seem to be con( המנאpronominal stem) Aram. pron. nected with the Hebrew stem.

pers. masc. thou Dan. 2, 29 31 37 38;
,3 ;10 ,5 13 18 22 ;23 ,6 17 ,21 for

ION m. oil-vessel, oil-Rask, 2 Kines
4,
2, according to Kimchi an ointmentwhich the K’ri punctuates Am i. 6.
vessel
from 710 (which see), in which
MN (in the Targ. also my), which is
case
X
would
occupy the same place exgen. comm. in Aramaean. — The initial
sound כא in this compound pronominal actly as מ in 49979. But 88 א does not
stem is already known from יכנא and appear elsewhere as prosthetic in the
formation of nouns, Rashi has assumed

"DDR and is preserved in the Ar. i,

TOR (equivalent to 59) as the stem, and

Maltese ynt, Aethiop. an-sta, Amhar.
-an-ste, but it may have begun early to
assimilate itself. to the following stem,

the noun is to be taken as like yy,

yun

( ןוסאfrom Fox) m. hurt, damage,
since n in the Syriac Auf is only pre- mischance, coupled ‘with the verbs Nop,
served orthographically and has like- mp Gun. 42,4 38; 44,29 or הָיָה fx
wise disappeared in the Hebrew MAN ai, 22 23.
and Zab. xms. On the other pronominal
TOR (after the form סא ,hence for
stem 4 (An) see TAN.
TOR; plur. DION) m. band, fetter, so

IR (pronominal stem), Aram. pron.
pers. m. ye, Dan. 2,8, the plural of MAIN

or MAN, also in the Targum PAN with
the ‘assimilation of n. The organic form

Ne) ma JER. BT, 15 house of the prisoners, prison, allied in sense to na

N99'7; plur. םירוסאה  תיִּב8

16,

21 25. DYSON. alone Ecouzs. 7, 26;
for it is pam, Arab. öl. Hence the Jupexs 15, 4 fetters, spoken of the
final n is merely a weakening of m in arms of the coquetting wife. To this is
Aramaean (the closing » in Greek arose reckoned also the expression םירּוסה תיּב
out of m in Sanskrit). From this has 1000188. 4, 14, viz. as being eontracted
5

originated the Hebrew Onx (which see). from םירסַאה ,like םימרה 2 Cur. 22,5
See the explanation of the plural sign from יראה 2 Kınas 8, 28;" according to
72", Hebrew 5 from n3-, below under
the Targ. to be explained from Dad
DAN.
Jer. 17,13 in the signification degenerat-

ON see NON.

ed, turned aside, i. e. idolaters, or per-

NON (not used) trans. to heal, like the haps more correctly fleeting from רוס
(which see), and consequently סירה
a: Non, Syr. ו Arab. er 66 in should be read. But the former explanathe same sigmification. Comp. "NON,,Es- tion alone is suitable in our text.
sene. Hence
AON (plur. OR) Aram. m. like
NON (healing one, physician) n. p. of a
the Hebrew ‘ON fetter Dan. 4,12; Eze.
king’of Judah 1Kınas 15,8, 4oeMarru, 7, 26.
1,7, and of another 1 Car. 9,16. Of the
AON (plur. (םירּוסַא m. see “ON.
same meaning is the proper name 22
=ND5 8,37, and since this is abridged
MON (or HON) m. prop. the וי
from Fp) = ND 9,43 (comp. Sx»), ing of fruit, wine, grain, hence: ingather-

80 NDN is also to be regarded as an “old ing time, harvest, x an Ex. 23,16; 34,
abridgment of היאָסַא whence at first 22 at the close of the year (awn תאצ
MON, (Jah is healing).
mei (תַפּקְּפ spoken of the feast of
tabernacles,
oxyvornyia, as a thanksTON (not used) trans. to violate, in5-

giving feast for the finished harvest of

jure, hence .סא Comp. Arab. 5 and the fruits and vineyards, or of harvest

אסיר
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generally Luv, 23, 39; Deur. 16,13 6.
Formed from NOS after the form mon,

Day, TEI, TER.

TON (plan. DIOR) m. 1. prisoner,
inthe prison (ia) Zecn.9,11; Lamenr.

אסף

syrienne p. 38-40) apr) Nat is a
translation of ‘ox, so dat this name is
compounded of uahina (= asna,=ukehina, Sanskrit ukehita) great, distinguished

(829) and par (Sanskrit para) principal,
high,
elevated ()אררקר and therefore forms
3, 34; 'א MND Is. 14,17 to gat free the

prisoner; fettered Pa. 69, 34; an exile

a title; but,the first member of the word

68,7; 79,11; 102,21; figuratively 107, is dsnap or asnap, to which is joined the
10; Zeca. 9,12. It is distinguished rightly explained par (para).
from SION only by this that it is con( תנסאEgyptian) n. p. of a priest’s
stantly anoun, while the latter is merely
daughter
at Heliopolis, who became
a participle. Yet the K’tib Gun. 39, 20
22 also gives to 1708 the substantive Joseph’s wife Gun. 41,45; 46,20. The
sense. — 2. Synonymous with "10k fetter LXX read ‘doevéd and 7Aceved. In the
Jungzs 16, 21 25 in K’tib, for which last syllable na, Ned, we recognise the
Coptic Hest, ‘name of the Egyptian
the K’ri reads AON.
Minerva or Pallas, written in Greek
"ON (an intensive form from “px,
authors N7i9, Niz, and dx is the Coptic
but almost with the same meaning, like ac (is), consequently together: dedicated
“ON and “Ok, Wax and aN) masc. to 20686 2comp. the Egyptian proper names
1 captive Is. 10, 4; 24, 22; ‘42, 7
compounded with Nit or Neit: Niryzis
2. (a secondary form of os, Osir, (Herod.3,1), Nitocris (2,107), Psammean epithet of Adonis, common in Phe- nitus, Pateneit 6. With na Nat i. e. Neit
nician in proper names; see under "D8)
are connected the names 34900706, 1%

n.p.m. Ex.6,24; 16 822. Comp.
Phenieian ַרָסאּבַב mown as proper vais, Tavaiıns, Tavaiıs , Phenician
man &e.
names.
FON (fut. ףסאר,before suff. or plur.
DON (not used) trans. to heap together,‘togather, to bring together to a
-><><

place, comp. Ar. 2

-

--

‚in which

is included the idea of bringing and

~o82; of which future there is also a second form like the Hifil of nor: DON”,

ms, ,ףסא not 1 Sam. 15, 6; 2 Sam.

6, 1; Ps. 104, 29, so far as noN in
carrying together, Aram. jDN,, Syr. =
Hifil coincides with 55" to cause to
where the m is weakened into n. The gather, to add, written with א Ex. 5, 7;
organie root is BON.

1 Sam. 18, 29; "with m— of motion nok

DON (only plur.D°RDN,) m. store house, Mic. 4,6; inf. abs. nbs Jer. 8, 13, Zara.
granary Devt. 28, 8; Prov. 3,10, where
the grain is heaped up together, from
DON,

ON

1,2 wands.in connexion with the 18 person of the future for nid, comp. שוא
Is. 28, 28, but elsewhere regular Mic. 2,

(after the form 3158 from הנס 12) trans. prop. to snatch together, to

dwelling ini:the thornbush, spoken of God, scrape together, to take or draw tocomp. 725 Ya Deur. 33, 16) n. p. m. gether, hence 1. to gather, collect, grain
Ex. 23, 10, corn .מסע 11, 14, ears
Eze. 2, 50.
Rura 2, 7, the corn standing in stalks
“BION (Assyr.; in some mss. ‘oN, Is.17,5; to bring into the barn, the fruits
hence the LXX 14008/0000( n. p. of of the field Ex. 23, 16; Luv. 23, 39,
an Assyrian king, who led foreign wine Dur. 16, 18, dried fruits, oil 6.
people into Samaria and with whose JER. 40,10; comp. the nouns MON, FOR,
name is joined the epithet NRT RBI nox. Then metapharioaliy: to collect, gold
Ezr.4,10. It is possible that it isamere 2 Kınas 22,4; Num. 21,16; bones 2 Sam.
Assyrian title. According to Philox. Luz- 21,13; to gather men Ex,3,16, to gather
zatto (Le Sanscritisme de la langue As- together Zura. 3,8, particularly applied to.
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the gathering of nations 2508. 14, 2,

Nif. 382 (once "3 Ps. 47, 10 for
1. to assemble Jupaus
with "לֶא of the place into which they 16, 23, with bx or > whither persons
are collected Gun. 42, 17; Dur. 22, 2, assemble or repair Lay. 26, 25; 2 Cur.
seldom with לע 2 1808 22, 20. — 2. to 30, 3; with לע to gather together against
gather in the sense of drawing together, one Gen. 34, 30; Ps. 35,15; Mic. 4,11;
armies Dan. 11, 10, exiles Is. 11, 12 &o, ' (באref. ofKal

snatching up together,

JER.10,17; figura-

28083. 12, 3, or also whither, if the place

tively Prov. 30, 4; to draw in, with- be a height Am. 3,9. Then also passive
draw, 32 'ִא to 0
their shining of Kal: to be heaped up Prov. 27, 25;
Jour 2,10; 4, 15; Didw-ny 'א to with- spoken of a herd to be driven in Gen.
draw peace i, e. to take it away JER. 29, 7. — 2. pass. of Kal in the 24 signi16,5; 71 'ִא to draw in the hand i. e. to

fication: to be brought together Jur. 8, 2,

Gen. 49, 33; to draw together i. e. to
take, catch Has. 1,15; to draw in, in
the sense of to take to oneself, to take
under the protection, with 5X of the place
Devt. 22,2 or with the accusative Jos.
20,4; spoken of the glory of God which

Noms. 12, 14; figuratively to put up a
sword into the sheath Jur. 47, 6. —
3. pass. of Kal 3: to be gathered i. e. to

desist from something 1 Sam. 14, 19; to be received Ex. 9,19, to be withdrawn,
07539 ‘8 with לֶא of the place to draw spoken of shining Is. 60,20; particularly
back the feet, a figure of one dying in the expression to be healed, of a leper

receives one, i. e. to enter into the glory

die, in the phrase to be gathered to (>)

his forefathers i. e. to be gathered to
them into the region of shadows, with

אֶלַדְעַם,NIAN7dN, oralso Ninapby GEN.

22, 20,
of God Is. 58, 8; six or תַעְרְצִמ  'א25, 8; טמפ 2, 10; 7
to receive foie leprosy’ or him who is seldom DON? alone Nums. 20, 26; Jos

thrust out by leprosy, 1. 6. to heal 2 Kınas
5,6 11; M39 'S to withdraw anger 1. e,
to pour forth anger no more Ps. 85, 4,
like ON awit 78, 38. — 3. to gather in,

27,19. To this signification is anne
that of dying, perishing Hos. 4,3; ceasing, disappearing Is.16,10; 60, 20; JER.

48, 33.

DEN Pih. to gather with zeal, to collect
vigorously, Is. 62,9; to receive to oneself
where, reproach Gen. 30, 23; Is. 4, 1;
Jupezs 19,15; to bring together, close,a
™, vn, pon, maus 2 ie ל in
in the sense of to take away from some-

procession Nom. 10, 25; generally explicthe soul applied to God or men) i. e. to able by Kal.
cause to die 008 18, 25; Ps. 26, 9;
104, 22, fully Das FON to take to joe

NON Puh. to be gathered, taken together ‘

Is. 33,4; Ezex. 38,12, with לע

self Joa 34, 14; frequently with the Hos. 10, 10; הָפְסַא NEN to be collected

omission of שפכ % in the simple sense
of allowing to die=to destroy, to snatch
away 1 Sam. 15, 6; בקר "pom, dying of
hunger Hz. 34, 29; ewes the expression

nian (or (לע “by N to gather to the fathers
i. e. "to cause

to die, to cause to come

to the fathers, 2 Kınas 22, 20; 2 Car.
34,28. — 4. to hold 0
march Is. 58,8. See Pihel.

Hif. ( האסףfut. DDR) adopted by some
at 1 Sam. 15, 6; Ps.104, 29, 1951 2 Sam.

to close,a 6,1 &e.; but these forms are always
At 2 Sam. better considered as belonging to Kal.

6,1 the LXX, Vulg., Syr. and Ar. read

 יסin the sense of HON" and he gathered; but it suits the context better to
translate and he enlarged, from no». De-

rivatives DON ()םיִּפְסַא, nOR, BON,
MBON,, NOS, and the proper name FON

and FONTAN, HONN.

like heaps Is. 24,"22, where ‘Nas a verbal noun strengthens the thing. In addition to this form there was also in the
language an intensive one ףספסא to be
collected here and there, whence OPO’,

Forms

of 90>,

as ןּוְפיִסאְּת="pin Ex.

5,7 &e., should be looked for tinder 207,

since they sometimes

run into one an-

other merely on account of the relationship of the stems.
 ףַפַאְתַהHithp. to gather themselves to-
gether Deur. 33, 5.

אסף

The stem np has for its organic root
 אֶהסףand is connected with na’) 1-20
not merely in form but also in “original
conception; even in the formation of
the stem the one has arisen out of the
other.

MON (collector i. e. protector, spoken
of God, comp. Ps. 27,10,

the same

is also said of God in the proper names

FONTAN, NOMIN, OTN) 2.

אספתא
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verse

designed

for the close

of the

canon: the words of the wise (OST)
are as goads (i. e. the divine Scriptures
lead), and like driven nails are the men
of the assembly, where ‘pdx, "292 cor-

responds to the b’n>n, in the first
member of the verse, and generally to

the post-canonical 134747 nd2> "Wx,
to the Mishnaic םימָכח “2 (Abot ch. 1),

- of the denoting the synod that conducted all

father of Joah 2 Kinas 18, 18 37; Is. the great religious and political affairs
36,3.—2. of a singer and poet in David's after the time of Nehemiah.
DON (after the form 1397, 102»)
time of the Levitical race of Gershom,
called הזה 1 Cur. 6, 24; 15,17; 16, 5; f. assembly, heap, Is. 24, 22, "LXX aura
2 Car. 29, 30. In 12 pean (50.73- 83), yon, strengthening the nom.
but which cannot have been composed
 אספסףhtiw( eht elcitra האסי = האס
byAsaph because of their contents, nd» in the Aramaean manner, from nos,
stands either by itself,

or joined to

see Puhal) m. prop. a number of people

“tara, SDw, Tinta .ריש The pos- gathered together from all quarters, but

terity ofDoar GEN יב 1in the time of only with the article: rabble Nums. 11,

Ezra and Nehemiah appear as singers
and officers belonging to the temple
Eze. 2,41; 3,10; אפצ 2,8; 7,44. See

,4 similar in signification to( בר בר a
mixture of all sorts of people, LRX
eriuinzos, the IlaugpvAcı of the Greek
pow aN, and םֶסֶיִלא
colonies) Ex. 12, 38 (properly same as
TON (only plur. D>BDN,, constr. "BON,) ,2734 as also the Targ. takes it), who
adj. m. prop. gathered in, heaped up, joined the Israelites in their exodus
but plur. substantively a gathered in from Egypt, for the purpose of colonis-
The form is like that of
store, hence םיּפְסאַה, ma 1 Car. 26, 5 ing Canaan.
store-house in the temple, without ma Smsnp, yw and others, consequently
26, 17; םיִרְלַשה "BON, store-chambers of it is for nbnon,
the gates Nes. 12, 25.
( אָנְרַפְסֶאAssyrian) Aram. adv. di-
DON (plur. constr. PON) m. ingather- ligently, carefully Ezr. 5,8; 6,8 12 13;
ing, fruit-gathering , harvest, Is. 32, 10; 7,17 ;2126 LXX groiuos, errıuehos, én-

figuratively Darm ‘8 33, 4 harvest of

885009 Vulg. studiose, diligenter; Rashi

the locusts as a ‘figure of carrying off; and Ibn Esra mam.
Like ns,
PIP POS Mic. 7,1 harvest of the summer ww, nw, and others this’ word
fruits. See MON.
passed out of old Persian into Ara-

REDS a Zend. and generally Medi- maean. Von Bohlen compares yb, 33
terranean expression for horse (Pers. asp, ze ,nanref ,ylesiw netragesoK s\ = עס
Zend. agpa &e.). Since the horse was
regarded as holy, a gift of the pure

סב

seperi, isperi, completely, ‘Haug

as a substantive, assembly , particularly
in plural nipoN, Eccuzs. 12, 11 in the

td usual in proper names, abridged from

the old Pers. as-parna i. e. completed,
primitive element water, as well as a quite, where parna is part. of the Zend.
symbol of Behram, many Persian and péré to complete. These derivations,
Assyrian proper names are compounded however, are very uncertain.
with it. See xnson.
NMDON (Pers.) n. p. of a Persian
MBON (only "plur. nipdy) adj. fem. Esra. 9,7, from the Pers. asp, Zend.
(from nbs) prop. collected, but merely agpa (seeSon) horse, and the syllable
data given, hence given by the horse (i.e.

אסר
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by the god Behram in the form of a

Pih. "ON see POR.

Puh. “ON to be taken captive Is, 22, 8,
horse); comp. Aonudarns or dondöns
as a Persian proper name (Diod. Sic. 6 = nvipn “by the bow, where *p stands
2, 33).
for ’p oR, as in 21, 17.

TON (fut. Sbay, "any, with suf.

The stem “ON (Targ. "dN, Syr. 7

באס:part, pass. MON; inf6. MOND, “2) ]& גe.) is intimately related to
tr. 1. to bind together, fetter, make fast, “is (which see),( רצא which see), 19
with cords, chains 600. 2 Sam. 3, 34; Ez.
and "29 &e.; but ‘the organic root is
3,25; 008 16, 5; Jos 36, 8; ABN
MOB, ‘as is seen from comparison.
Ps. 146, 7 fettered. Then, to put in pri“ON (not used) Aram. equivalent to
son generally, even if not in fetters
2 Kines 17, 4; 23,33; hence TOR a Hebrew “ON. Hence OR, "OR.
prisoner Gun. 40,35; Is. 49,9; figuraTON an Assyrian word, used in com-

tively of the fetters of love, Sone or

pound “Assyrian proper names: at the
end of them 6. ₪. in "oxb» (which see),
“oN
(which see) ‘and others, and
bind the sacrifice with thick-twisted twigs ;
Sou. 7,6. —

2. to bind e. g. the foal to

(2) the vine Gen. 49, 11; Ps. 118, 27:
to put horses to Ex.14,6; 1Sam.6,
7; Jur. 46,4, generally to yoke or ie
ness, a chariot Gun. 46, 29, and without
mentioning the object that is harnessed

1 Kınas 18, 44; figur. הָמָחְלִב ‘8 to bind
on a dispute, a quarrel, to commence it

1 Kines 20, 14; 2 Cur. 13, 3; to gird,
exactly in the sense of "1" 708 12, 18;

in the form “os as the first member of’

the compound in -.ןִדַחדרסַא

It corre-

sponds to gira in Sanskrit in the sense
of commander, leader, head, the short
ending a in Assyrian not being heard;

the Greek xdo« also originated from
the same word.

“ON (constr. ax Num. 30,13, but beNen. 4, 12. — 3. to bind i. e. to put a fore a suffix only the form “ON ; appears)m.
binding on oneself, in the sense of to
vow not to do a thing, in the votive for-

a vow of renunciation, abstinence, a vow not
to do a thing, Num. ch.30; "ox תב 30,
mula שפנהלע “BX AON to bind a fetter
14 oath of abstinence. Comp. 0 a
upon oneself i,i ©. to take upon oneself
the same; in the Mishna EX, “HON in
a vow of abstinence (opposed to "12 to
this sense.
vow to do) Num. ch. 30; comp. Aram.
TON (only with suf.; pl. DION with
"DR, Syr. wol in this sense; the Ar.
a singular meaning) m. equivalent to
to interdiet” is derived from the idea of "os Num. 30, 5 6 8 15. As in mer
binding. — 4. In the sense to bind oneself, and mes, Np and n>, the intensive
to unite oneself, sexually, it is intimately
form here does not appear to alter the
related to the Ar. _&s, and accordingly meaning.

the Phenician name of the deity "dN
(pronounce oa is to be explained like
the Ar.
cOnjux, spouse, as an
epithet of Adonis (Steph. Byz. de urb.;
Pausan. 9, 41, 2); hence “Ox "258 and
the Phenician proper names “ONTIY,

“OND, TONIC,

TON (constr. TOR, def. NID) Aram. m.
royal prohibition, interdict Dan. 6,8 9 8
14 16 (LXX ögıowos, döyue), from “ON

to forbid, Ithpe. "dmx in Targ.
PUTTIN Change n. p. of the son
of Sennacherib, king of Assyria after

WI yON and others. his father, about 696 2. C. 2 Kınas 19,

Comp. the proper name STON. Derivatives

“AON, PON, AN, “DN, nb, pin.

37; Is. 37, 38; Ezr. 4, 2.

"0x is no-

thing but “Dy (which see) in רֶסאְלְפ,
Nif. "Ds pass. of Kal: to be fettered "ann 80, and is here somewhat
JUDGES 16, 6, to be held in captivity altered merely by the laws of euphony,
Gen. 42, 16.
because it is not at the end; 49h is,

“FOS

AN
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"according to Ph. Luzzatto (see “225),
the Assyrian hadhuna victorious, from

‚an Assyrian root 7, Zend. hadh (Sanskrit sadh) to conquer, with the adjective

diterranean languages anger is conceived
of as a snorting, glowing or smoking
of the nose. Hence they said for to be
angry, 2 ON 17 Gun. 30,2; Ex. 4,14;

’Esar-Haddon signifies ac-

amy Ww Devt. 29,19; Ps. 74, 1; לע

cordingly the victorious commander. The
different forms in the LXX and Euseb.

2  צףMb and ּהָל Ez. 5,13; 7,8; חל

2460086, in Tosrr 1,21 Sayeodoves, cod.

2 AN 7,3; ns "95 Is. 30, 1 Ps. 2,12;

suffix

una.

“Alex. Yayegdov, in Josephus Aooagayoddas , Nayoodes,

arise in a great de-

gree out of the Biblical form.

2 ףא Ps.78, 21; לע ON Sm: עמ 42, 18;

AN Dn Mic. 7 18 &e.; for to cease bi

angry, a HS AN Gen. 27,45; Num. 25,
4; na TBI Ps.37 ‚8; for to heap anger,

“AON (Persian) ₪. p. of the Jewish  אףBrom Jos 36,13. As a noun it is
wife of שְרְושַחַא female hero of the said of anger: ףאדיִרָח Ex. 11,8; 1 Sam.
book of Esther, who was previously 20, 54; ףא ‘ ןורהNom. 32, 14; ףאmin,
called ma (which see) Esın. 2, 7. JoB 40, 11; ףא TY Ps. 90, 11; AR pyr
According to the Talmud, Targ. II. (em Lament. 2, 6; sometimes AR alone an

Prov. 21,14. Besides we
Esra. 2,7) and Jalkut, ‘x signifies star, 0
Venus-star (7133, אה
with comparison have the following: ns nin Zupu. 2, 3;
of the Persian ANNO i. e. 3, Liw sitareh, ns ny Jer. 18, 23; rs שוא Prov. 29,

 אסתראie. buf in Zabian, ,אריתסא 22; EN bya 22, 24; ₪ EIN "Devt. 7, 4.
i. 0. Greek 000. And in reality the AR JIN is putting offof wrath i. e. longZend. gtara,

Sanskrit stri is of like

suffering Jer. 15,15, and in this sense

signification, so that X would only be occurs the verb ns as Is. 48, 9. But
in ףצ m2} Ps. 10, 4 ףא has the meaning
prosthetic.
nose.

In the meaning of wrath DEN is
Ex. 34, 6,
's “xp Prov. 14, 17; elsewhere merely

( עאdef. )898 Aram. m. wood Dan. used in the phrases ‘x x

5,4; Ezr.5,8, usually looked upon as
coming from 'y¥.

in the formula brews by Dan. 11, 20

AR (from p38, nox, from כא ;with suff. not by the wrath of a man (and not in
“BN, TDN, DE; du. DIEN, constr. "EN, with battle, but by snares), spoken of the
suf. WEN, Tax) m. prop. the projecting, death of Seleucus. — 3. face, facies,
the prominent (see 28), hence the vi- as that which projects in the appearsible, projecting side of the face (comp.

m») and so 1, the nose as the prominent

ance of men, only in dual DYEX, especially in the phrases: 'ַא mines Gen.

19,1; ‘8 1p 1Sam. 24, 9; יא 99D 2 Cur.
11, 20; Is. 3,21; Ez. 23,25; Prov. 30, 7, 3, here םֶיָפַא in cha accusative de33; Ps. 115, 6; or of animals Prov. 11,  לthe idea of the verb more close22; 108 40,24. As a projecting thing ly; DRY bp) 2Sam. 14, 4; הוחפשה
it is poetically compared to a far-look-  עסNY)  נפלGun. 48,12; 18am. 20, 41.

thing of the face, whether of men Num.

ing tower, Sona or Sou. 7,5; comp. Ar.
ו-32] cape and mountain-summit.
The
dual according to this meaning is used
of the two nostrils, nares, Gun. 2,7; 7,
22, and since the breath is drawn in

EN occurs in the sense of "359 only in
1Sam. 25, 23, since it cannot be taken

there in the sense of IBN DD? on acnyt
count of the following apy.

sweat of the face Gey. ee19. PRIN
and given out through them, it is called DEN yes
has a similar meaning in the
mex mq Ex. 15, 8, Lament. 4, 20, and

and also the sing. nos Ez. 1,6, and
AN me Sona or Sor. 7, 9 scent of the Targ.,
Num. 12, 14, and therefore
Jerus.
xpos
nose i.e. the smell of the breath. With
all the senses of יב
there
have
they
this meaning is connected: 2. anger, ira,
the nose as snorting, just as in the Me-

also: way, 1010-8100 &e., a >

and

אף

AN
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Yel. Hence it may also be explained  אף על72,6;  צף מן.sP 81, 94; אף בל
why the Aethiopic 4% signifies mouth,
the mouth being here looked upon as
a visible part of the face; in which
sense IR is to be taken perhaps in Ez.
8,17, since the Barsom (Mm4iatT) was
held betes the mouth by the Persian
sun-worshippers (Hyde, hist. rel. v. p. ed.
I. p. 350). The dual in םִיִפִא should
then be explained like the ‘plural in
2%» (which seo). — 4. Like 05 (which
see) and nodcwmoy in the sense person,
and therefore 5758 means persons 1Sam.

1,5 (the dual bes has here nothing
but the force of a ‘plural, and therefore
does not denote exactly two; the LXX
incorrectly read DEN). — 5. DIER (face
1. 0. presence, viz. of God, comp. END)
n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2, 30 31. — The stem
DIN appears to be only a denom. from
ER in the sense of anger; but ףא 1
is derived from 428, which exists also in
-

ee

the Ar. Wis.

Is. ,04 ;42 tn sD TNE dna ,tey,tub dna

neve .vEL62, 44; > אף

1  לֶאON

Esra. ,5 ;12  ףאךיא,18.41 26 .86 In all
these cases א is taken for even, yea even,
imo, imo certe, prop. nothing but a

strong and, to which is added the idea
of the .following particle or pronoun.
In ףא "> the emphatic hs and, actually,
yea, ‘causes it a) to be equivalent to an
exclamation, prop. and is it realiy so

that Haz. 2,5; 1Sam. 21,6; 14, 30, or to
an interrogation really? Gen. 3,1; b) an
ascending gradation in certainty with

respect to a preceding position, adding
the chief particular which is still want-
ing, and to be translated if an affir-
mative clause precedes, how much more
2 Sam. 16,11; Prov.15,11, if a nega-
tive, how much less 1Kınas 8, 27; 3

;9,14 (with the omission of 2) 4, 19.
Sometimes oN AS is similar, 36, 29. -

.3 More rarely in other cases for the
sake of making clauses emphatic, to

FINS (pronominal stem, properly a be translated by even, notwithstanding,

Just so, as an antithesis or gradation,
preposition with, at, generally the ex- .10008 ;2,9 Song or Sou. 1,16; 1Sam.
pression as a preposition of rest and ,2 ;7 Is. 26, 9; Ps. 65, 14; 74, 16. —
also of motion near: at, to, before, to- .4 The reduplication ףא nS Is.46, 11,
ward, both ideas flowing together in to denote different things as meeting in
other languages also. From this has one respect, is only an emphatic ex-

been developed the idea of a conjunc-

tion, so far as it denotes something in
the neighbourhood or moved thither; it

is then) conj. and signifies in general:
also, e. ₪. רירחא  ףא2 Sam. 20, 14 also
after him i.e. near after him, and conse-

en like 1...1 38,15, Ps. 76,7, or
םָּג. Ex. 10, 25 26, and may be
|

as well...as also,

not only

. but also, prop. nothing but even.

even, and...and. 03 appears too in all
these cases, so that the two are inter-
quently different from 53, which merely
changed. — Besides, the following cases
increases; likewise Lxv. 26, 16; Deur. should be noticed: a) when the inter-
15, 17. In this sense 4¥ stands 1. to rogative particle appears in the member
make pronouns emphatic, .מסע 2, 11 of a sentence where is also tx, it prefers
even they; Prov. 22,19 even thee; so too to join the latter, e. g. ףאה Gen. 18,
Prov. 23,28; Junans 5,29. In the two- ya 0 ry ףצה Amos 2, 11, comp. Ar.
fold sentence 2 Kinas 2, 14 this em-

phasis of the pronoun (8 AR) isi a graGh 3WG; sometimes the interrogativo
dation of the personal idea in the verb particle is left out, 48 is therefore equi191 and it must be translated: and valent to ףאה Gun. 3,1. b) ףא is someactually he smote the water i. e. hardly times transposed, acsording as the emdid he smite it, till &e., in the same phasis is intended, e. g. nx לל
138,
sense 88 "U uy Sone or Sor. 3, 4. — 7 for לע ON; DN ON Jos 36, 29 for
2. to make particles emphatic, e. g. AS BN.
Doe ףא JoB 19, 4; 34,12 yea truly;
Etymologically, as N is abridged
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from "2N, 80 is AR from "SR, the ori- Ben-Sira 21, 5 palaces, palace-tents,
ginal form appearing in the Jerusalem Talm. NOES, plur. 772328 the same &e.)
Targum on Gen. 27, 33 and perhaps in with dagesh following iis only prosthetic

"DON; the abbreviated form ms, Targ.
m8, Syr. «I is connected in the root /
with 3 and the copulative 1 and. Also
Nb, 3p in NEIN, NIN, iN, is cognate
with it.
AN (pronominal stem) Aram. the same,
Dan. 6, 23.

TES (fut. 1x2) tr. to bind, bind about,
gird, ‘with > of the person and 2 of the

object, a girdle (aum Ex. 29, 5; Lev.
8, 7; from which fundamental pent
cation the meanings to veil, clothe, cover,

draw on have been developed,
seen from the derivatives.

as in iR, and the noun 77 should
then be derived from ne) (which see).
But the stem may also be TaN, Aram.
JPN, whence 7758 in the sense of MIN,
 םDAN, after the model of 22% from Spy.

From this then a secondary verb 12
may have arisen. The Syr. 12,31 tower
appears to confirm the idea.

MON (fut. sens, פת 1 Sane. 28, 24;
imperat. AAN in pause out of פא Ex.
16,23) tr. to bake, with the accusative
of the object and dhe material Lev. 24,5;

as is spoken of ob Is. 44, 15; nixn Gen.

Hence TER,

Tix, on and perhaps 72x.
The stem TOR is not found, it is
true, in Aramaean and Arabic in this
signification, but yet traces of it are
preserved. The organic root is TD"N,

19,3; mn Ez. 46, 20; קצב Ex. 12,39;
6 Lav."24, 5. The haking was done

upon coals Is.44,19.

Part. mas Gen.

40,1 baker, Oxkélos Nenn; pk רש
40,2 chief baker, a 0
in Egypt,
as among the orientals generally, Syr.

also found in 17%, Ar. dio (to bind, Won 1%; fem. pl. nipR 1 Sam. 8,13.
fetter), with change of the p- or d-sound Derivative px, on the contrary for
in דבר, בר- צו תבnave &e.

oY adj. m., הדפא f. see MEN.

TEN see TiN.
SEN (constr. תא ,with suff.INS,

PEN see under par.
Nif. ana to be baked, Luv. 6, 10;
23, 17; Sama in the oven 7, 9.
The stem TPN is written in the Targ.

sex, Syr. Li, Ar. preserved only in

fromax) f. 1. girding

binding about,

x au girdle of binding

i. e. fastened

85 by which however the fundamental

Pitch. According to the Ar..
was (Ham,
P. 712) high tower, tower-Tike tent,

adv. ' demonstr. prop. here, so there, but

girdle, Ex. 28, 8; 39, 5, from “bx, signification to make ready, to prepare,
therefore the Syr. , "Samar. and Sa‘adia is confirmed. But it is more probable
look upon it as allied in sense to the that this verb in Arabic belongs to anlatter. — 2. coat, covering (cognate in other group. Here on the contrary the
meaning By), Is.30, 22 (where n2572 organic root is ,ְהָפְַא which is found
am is opposed to 12 (יִקיִסְפ of the modified in Ma-b, 33; comp. the Sanscovering of idols. Others, however, un- krit pac, Pers. bakh-“hen, back-en &e.
‘derstand it of the idol itself; a double
IDN a rare form for Mp (which
view that is already contained in Jer. see), "belonging to the stem EN (which
Sabbath ch. 9.
see), for which some have incorrectly
IBS (with suff. $7728) m. palace-tent, adopted a stem MPN with the meaning
great pavilion, Dan. 11, 45, with 303 to to measure.

3 to build aloft, the x in this word

ae in אָנְדַּפַא Targ. on Jur. 43, 10 for

 ריִרָּפַשtent, Syr. Hrsf 1 Cur. 15, 1,

( ופאpronominal stem; only in Job)
mostly of time: now then, zoré, in lively
discourse Jos 9, 24; 24, 25: if not, then
who &e.; SEN IN where now then 17,15;
IDR יד ,19 6 mow then; ang NTמי 
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19, 23 oh that then! It is compounded See אִפְדָה.-- 3. (oracle-givingi. e. oracleof א=" (demonstr. pronom. stem) and giver) |n. p. m. Nume. 34, 23.
4p equivalent to Mb (which see), md
TES (not used) a stem assumed for
(which see). It may, however, be also
DAN
(which see) and rpm (which see)
taken as interrogative, from the twofold
character of x, comp. Phenician 4p m

what then? (Poen. 2, 63) = פא rm.

in the sense to shine, to glitter; gee, however, these words.

FBS (not used) intr. tantamount to

NIDN (pronominal stem) adv. derp" ‘to" snatch at something, to hunt,
monstr. equivalent to Spx, then: so then strive. Verbs אפ and רפ are often interin lively discourse, in demanding or in- changed with one another. Hence the
ferring, and in questions for the sake of
proper name IT°EN.
emphasis: tandem, more, therefore, GEN.

27, 33 87; Ex. 33,16; Is. 19, 12; Hos.
13,10; 2Kmas10, 10. From BER interrogative it is also different in orthogra-

phy; but on the other hand nip*x stands

MEN (equivalent to MBN; striving)

2.

of a Benjamite

1 Sam. 9, 1.

SON (for Spx, from px 2.) adj. m.,
EN (pl. nie)7 weak or tenderin the

for it inJupazs 9,38; Prov.6, 5 without stall, unripe, Ex. 9, 32 spoken of the
distinction in meaning. See "N and nip. ears of wheat and rye, which being yet
TIEN (seldom bx, after the form young were not smitten by the hail;
Sins, aims, iON, therefore for TDN) hence not ripening late, late-growing, as
m. prop. he clothing, but especially some incorrectly translate, since this is
Comp. Targ. לפא
1. of the upper priestly or kingly garment merely secondary.
or shoulder-covering, ephod (LXX énupis, tender, young, of sheep; then late-born.
Ag. érigooppo., éxévdvua, Vulg. super- In the Mishna 5*5x is the opposite of
humerale, Targ. אְדרפיא ;the Syr. has 2a (Shbiit 6, 4). The LXX (öyıne)
retained the Hebrew word in 12,5, the and Vulg. (devaimma) have rather given
the meaning than a literal version.
Coptic in eborsr), made of purple, blue,
DIEN 2. p. m. see TS 5.
red and golden threads, and consisting
of two halves like the mass-gowns of
PEN (constr. PER ;pl. D’PDN ,constr.

priests (Jos. Ant. 3, 7, 5), of which the ON, "with suff. (ויָקיִפִפ m . 1.= per,
girdle (au) that ‘kept them together ey adject.: strong, mac, firm,
formed an essential part Ex. ch. 28; 29; therefore 072372 יקיִפִא 705 41, 7 the
39; the lower mantle was called לועמ strong of shields i. e. firm Ehieldes then

 האפורEx. 28, 31.

Such an ephod was

substantively: a strong, powerful one, a

worn "by the high priest Ex. 28, 4, by hero, 12, 21, parallel 2773; figuratively

David in priestly functions 2 Sane 6,14, firm, condensed, hence bar, mar "PEN
1 Cur. 15, 27 (hence Ja Tax), by the
40, 18 bars of brass. Comp. on this
boy Samuel consigned to the priests signification the proper names PER, PEN,
1Sam. 2,18 28, as also by other lower
PPR and MPN, all from the verb PRN.
officiating priests 22, 18. — 2. as pertaining especially to the priests 14, 3, — 2. prop. Guns deep, hence ground
it was used for a sign of oracle-giving (of a valley), depth, bed, cleft, םי 'S
23, 6 9; 30, 7, without a particular 2 Sam. 22,16; ya 'א Ps. 18, 16; 43, 2;
oracle-image being necessarily thought Sone oF Sor. 5, 12 ;Jo. 1, '20 founda:
of. This priest’s robe was put on or tions of the sea, of the rivers; valley
produced at the giving of oracles Jupans (cognate in sense 4) Ez. 6, 3; 36, 4 6,

8, 27; 17, 5; 18, 14 17 18 20; Hos.

particularly like לח a valley watered

by a torrent 35, 8; Ar. oh. See poxI.
connected with it and the ephod was — 3. torrent, a ial 5% or valleyabused by those who had no right to brook, which is dried up by the summer
IL
it, it is named along with the םיִפָרְמ heat Ps.42,2; 126,4. The stem isppx
3,4.

As the Urim and Thummim

were
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The different senses of this word
cannot be referred to one stem, as some

29; put with 7555 Prov. 7, 9, zur Jo.
2, 2, ZEPH.l, 15,sometimes ‘without’ co-

have attempted to reduce them artifi- pulative Ex. 10, 22; opposed to DATE =
cially, just as little as the manifold 18.58,10. 1337 nbex 8, 22 thrust’ into
nouns in Arabie can be derived from
one stem.

deep darkness, “where 'א is the accusative, while in Jer. 23, 22 it is ‘Na 1732.

( קיפאfortress) n. p. of a city in the כַּאפַלֶה Prov. ,4 91si ni ynam .ssm ;5
03 of Asher, where Phenicians dwelt

Jupezs 1, 31; elsewhere it is called
PEN Jost. 19, 30, which see.
 אפירseeאופֶיר 

“PAN.

but it stands for ‘Rad.

‘DNA 727 Is.

59,9 to wander in darkness, opposite to
nimm.

BEN (=>bex, from bop; judging)

TEN (not used) a stem assumed only n. p. m. 1Cm. 2,37; comp. “the proper
for the noun

הכפַא appearing in the

Samaritan codex, which isi actually written in Arabic Sst, in Aram. TEN.
TIEN in the Samaritan codex for
 הַפְכָהGen. 19, 29, from JEN; on the
other hand it ha תוקפה Devr. 32, 20
for nam.

bay ( (not used) intr. 1. to be dark,

names 535, mbbp, לָפיִלֶא
DS (not ae

a stem assumed for

the nouns ןפלא (pl. (םיִּפָפִא and JPR
(with suff. 728) intr. to revolve, roll,
turn, to move ‘Gn a circle); consequently

it is = 28 11. (whence 73%, which see),
> to turn &e. Accordingly the organic root would be Ps, which has been
developed farther in another manner in

dusky, gloomy, of the night, cognate in 1-2 (which see) to turn. From the idea
sense to .שה That it is to be taken of the verb to turn, to revolve &c. are
with the medial e may be perceived derived the nouns for wheel (comp. 2),
from the derivatives DBR, ODN. Ar. course or circle of time (comp. „U and
34 to conceal Gase, to sink, of the es &c.), circle, winding, then turn, mosun. The organic root is identical with

that in >p-wW, as also in Arabic the

dus, 700708 &c., so that the Ar. „ul

meaning “to be small, low, little, weak”
is explicable from this fundamental
signification. Another sensuous idea for
it is to be veiled, Ar. (has, then to be

time should be derived from ot Hence

stalks; Aram. to be weak, young, of sheep

with silver carving is the word spoken

WPAN, IPR.

( ןפאfrom PN) see WPAN.
TER (with suf’. 1200)m.only in Prov.
dark; but it is not necessary to assume
it here. — 2. to be low, tender, weak, of 25,11: like apples ofgold (or head-tops)
born late, prop. to sink, to bow down,
applied to the tender stalke, Derivatives

SER, DPN, DPN, DDR, -הלפאמ
San adj. m. dark, 0
spoken of days Am. 0 20.

sunless,

ag "by, where Symm. (£v אס avzoö),
Vulg. (in tempore suo) and Ibn Ganäch
explain it time, as the Ar. =שטו=

so that ריִנָפָאדְלְע 37 is ne

to

inva 42715, 23. Greek Venet. (ent tov
SDR m. darkness, gloominess, parti- 700409 re), Kimchi and others take it
cularly thick Jos 8, 6; 10, 22, allied as equivalent to ךפרא wheel, viz. upon its
in sense to Twn Is. "99, 18, opposed to wheels, i. e. striking quickly. According
‘Tix JoB 30, 26; DER jay 28,3 the stone to another explanation in Ibn G’anäch
concealed in darkness (ina deep pit); figur. ‘x would be tantamount to 1°28 its wages
misfortune 23,17, concealment Ps. 91, 6.
from 0°25 turn, modus, ratio, Ar. שי

SDN (after the form הָבָפַהְו with

rob |
to ol, and in the Talmud pk mode,
Eon darkness, deep obscurity Deut. 28, way, turn, is actually taken in the sense

suff. Snob; pl. nibeR) f. ו
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of a different signification. Most correctly
therefore: according to its manifoldness,

“ie. according to its different ways,
which can also be justified etymologi-

from a negation in the language.

It

stands at the beginning of limiting propositions Nums. 13, 28; Deur. 15, 4;
Jupeus 4, 9; 2 Sam. 12, 14 or in the

middle of the proposition Is.45,14; 54,
15, in which sense thé connected phrase
"2 EN is to be taken: except that, only
Gen. 47, 15 16; to disappear, cease, of thati.e. but however Ax. 9,8. — 3. only
on Ps. 77, 9; ‘to be annihilated, of 73 in dual tops Ez. 47,3 steps i, e. as fax

cally.

DAN intr. to fail, spoken of money

extortion 0 16, 4; of a tyrant 29, 20. as a step” is reckoned, viz. ankles, equiThe stem DH"x is a farther development valent to 09, as many versions and inter-

of ספ 6. bop (which see), and the Targ. preters have understood it, not soles of
the feet the extremities of the feet, as
 אפסstands for "BT, Dur], Ar. uid.
Ibn G’anäch supposes. See op. — 4. in
DEN (not used) intrans. to step, comp. the proper name of a city De ספא
dbp 2; hence figuratively to spread, to (extension of the brooks) in the tribe ‘of
Judah 1 Sam. 17,1, for which ‘3 ספ
be plentiful. Derivative ספא 3.
OPN (once dual poopy, ‘constr. plur. stands in 1 Car. 11, 13, so that’s must
be explained here by the meaning no. 3.
DER) masc. properly the disappearing, See bog 77Op.

ceasing, coming to an end, hence 1. end,
"ODN adv. except, not, nothing farther,
close of a thing, i. e. where it ceases,
the extreme limit: PON "DEN the ends of in the formula דו "ODN? 18. 47, 8 10,
the earth = the distant lands Dvr. 33, 2. 2,15 and nothing farther. It is
17; 1 Sam. 2,10; Ps. 2,8; Prov.
30, 4; the DPS with the © of union, as in
Is. "45, 22; Mic. 5, 3; Zucn. 9,10, ‘for ‘ זֶלָתִיand “23, which very old conwhich elsewhere ץֶרָאָה nixp (which see) structive form is then applied to an
occurs, comp. Hom. neiguzu yaing &e.
— 2. the condition of vanishing, nonexistence, want, nothingness, but only as
a negative adverbs no more, no further,
not, a) connected with something else,

like JIN: Ty DENT 2 Sam. 9, 3 is there

adverbial use. The LXX, Vulg., Targ.,

Syr. &e. have exroneously taken it for

ops with the suffix --ל in the sense of except me, which is contradicted by דע ספא
2 Sam. 9, 3.

YEN (not used) intrans. to breathe,

not more? equivalent to דיש PRO, or blow, from the organic root ¥2-x, which

absolutely ספא Am. 6, 10 nobody , no- also exists inל
79? and with the “guttural
thing = TS; bi in the sense of without, sound softened in 1-9. Hence SEN. —
none, therefore = "pa, Nba, before a 2. to breathe, to snort to hiss, spoken
noun, as Dip '
א
5,8 no more room; of the serpent, as הפ is applied to the
xy 'א Deur. 32, 36, 2 Kinas 14, 26 panting cries of a woman in labour; Syr.
no more kept; more ‘frequent in this ise to bleat, Arab. L5 to snort; IIND to
relation is D2x3, e. ₪. without hope Jos
7,6; without wood Prov. 26, 20; without
a man’ s hand Dan. 8, 25; but Ne Prov.
14, 28 is by want, Is. 52,4 by ‘nothing =
without cause; €) nothing, nihilum, nihil

(cognate in sense ın, TS, SPR, TR)
Is. 34, 12; 40,17; 41, 1249, to which
also 52, 4 ‘belongs, a meaning that pro-

ceeds from that of ceasing, coming to
an end; most frequently d) like "nba,
naar in. the sense except, or with a
limitation, only, which usually proceeds

blow, of the wind; mp to send forth, of
sounds 600. Deriv. nbpn.

YEN m. breath, figuratively nothing,
nothingness Is. 41, 24, hence parallel to

TN, DER.

ION (for MSR; comp. eb», Mair
for הָפְלְע ma; en (עַפָא Tem. propthe Beeching, hissing, therefore adder,

viper Is. 30, 6; Jos 20, 16. Comp, Targ.
neyox, Talm. Npx, Arab. se; so too
the Copties!ina ו
A
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FON (not contracted in reduplicat- at the foot of Lebanon between Balbek
ing the p-sound as otber words in (9ע

intr. prop. to turn, revolve,

but used

and Byblus (Burckh. I. 70), which

is

called Jupaus 1, 81 prpy, and Joss. 12,

18 PON. — 2. proper name of a strong
definitely trans. to surround, to encircle,
place on the east side of the sea of Galiin a figurative sense spoken of the “ban,
lee, near Hippo (x»N), where Eusebius
 מִשַבְּרִידְמְנֶתniy', with the accus. of the

person לSam. 22, ל  לע40, 13.
The organic root ףא is identical with

=D (239) according to ths laws of rootbuilding, and the Ar. a, whence SU

(Onom.) points out a fort Apaxe which

still exists under the name gail (Burckh.

I. 539) 1 Kmas 20, 26 30. But others
more correctly understand by it —
3. proper name of a city in
i the plain of

Davo? 1 Sam. 29, 1 in the tribe of Isfrom NEN i, 6. HN the name of the place sachar, situated, according to the OnoNEN (pronounce Ippo) place protected masticon, near En-Dor (M45 PY or 132).
round about (comp. 33 &e.) i. 6. Hippo. — 4. (written pox) proper name of a

time, is the same. In Phenician is derive

"Innow in Africa is called upon a Sido-

place over against Sry jay 1 Sam.

nian coin )רצ NZ NEN 595 ON DID)

and probably identical with MPS, in the

1

NBN; comp. also ]5[ cover; and see HAN. mountains of Judah Josu.15, bo, — 6

cording to the natural derivation it is

PEN I. (not used, only a collateral from the stem pps; however the myth of
form of py) intrans. to be sunk, bent, Adonis has already combined the stem
deep, spoken of an inlet, ravine or valley;5 with pax (pan) to embrace (Etym. Magn.
hence p'pN. The organic root is פא ₪
Bochart Can. p- 748).
)(דמק
( קפאfortress) n. p. of a place, see

 קַפאI. (not used) intrans. to flow, pas +
to pour out; hence prey 3. The organic
 הקפא6) same) n. p. of a city in
root is Po", which is found in pe-o I. the tribe of Judah 1083. 15, 53. See
and in a modified state in 7-28, np"ol, par +

maw, Jw 6.
“IPN I. (not used) intrans. probably
DEN (Kal not used) intrans. to be equivalent to 9 ()רֶרָּפ to be pounded,

stout, firm, strong, prop. held fast together; only Hithp. PENN to subdue
oneself, to apply force to oneself, to compose or restrain oneself, Gun. 43, 31;
45, 1; Esra. 5, 10; ana wong Is. 42,
14 a be still and refrain oneself’; RO
pwn 63, 2 to restrain compassion.

ground to powder, cognate with H2"3
(which see). The organic root is SDR.
Hence “py.

TEN OL (not used) trans. to wind
round, bind about, cover, by modification
from "8% (which see), Syr. rss. Hence

Comp. Ar. Er The fundamental signi- “ph,
“BS II. (not used) 1. intrans. to bear
fication may proceed from “to embrace
firmly, to embrace, encompass” (comp. fruit, to increase, to be fruitful &e., a
mp and pım), and perhaps the stem is stem assumed for ,םִיַרְפֶא NIN, -הָת
tobe put along with pax II. (which see). which should be referred to op L—
Derivatives PDX, the proper names 2. to bear, a stem assumed for "ןיירפא
MPR, PER; קיפא and

but see mp 1.

PEN (fortress ;with 4 of motion RER)
1. n. p. of a city in Asher Jos. 13,4.
It is the “Apaxa (Phenician MPN) on
the Adonis river (Euseb. Const. 3, 55;
Sozom. 2,5), the present village Pf

ed, bruised, hence 1. fine dust (as the
noun Pt from PRD), a figure of transitoriness, Gen. 18, 27; Jos 30, 19, put along
with “By; metaphor. nothingness, Jos

“EN (from “px I.) mase. prop. scatter-
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13,12 dust-poems i.e. worthless; 'א 12)
Is. 44, 20 to grasp at nothingness. 2. ashes, i. e. the dust that remains from

אפרסי

of Palestine 00883. 16,5; 17,8; Hos. 9,
13. After the separation of the kingdom
Ephraim formed the centre of Israel, which

things burnt, Nums. 19,9 10 (there = was then poetically termed by the pro7), comp. cinis with 090 (dust); as the phets osx Is. 7, 2; Hos. 4, 17 6.
orientals mourned in ashes 2 Sam. 13, 'ִ חר א.soJ ,71 ;51 ,91 ;05 ,42 03 saw
19, Is. 58, 5, figuratively mourning Ps. called the northerly mountain of Pales102, 10, and. as an antithesis including tine (“Ebal, Gerizim &c.), as the southern
a play upon the words to "x Is. 61, 3. was 77777 רה 11,21; and after Ephraim
To strew ashes is a figure of ‘multitude, in its tivalry with Iudah laid claim to
Ps. 147,16. ‘3 nN} Hz. 28,18 to burn the national name Israel, this phrase is
interchanged with ENG} רה (which
to ashes.
“DN (from MDR IL.) covering, head- see). X רעב 2 Sam. 18, 6 is the name
covering , head- ornament , head- dress, of a forest distriet on the east bank of
1 Kınas 20,38, comp. Syr. ie Targ.
 מַעְפָרָא, Talm. תֶרְפָעַמ , Ar.

, turban

the Jordan in the vieinity of Gilead 17,

26, and is probably a continuation of
the course of the woody mountains of
Ephraim. Inasmuch as 'א in the pro-

&. The Syriac, Vulg. and ers have
phets was a periphrasis for the kingdom
incorrectly thought of "ax.
of the ten tribes Is. 9, 8; 17,3;
8
TION (plur. non") masc. young brood (aaa 7,2 in Ephraim i. e. in the
(of birds), chicken, Devr. 22,6; Ps.84,4; kingdom of the ten tribes) Hos. 4, 17,
Jo» 39, 30; formed from 142 (which so 8 רעומ 2 Kınas 14,13 was the name
see) with א prosthetic.
of the gate on the north side of JeruTIER masc. sedan, litter, ferculum,
Song or Sor. 3,9. LXX gogeiov, Kimchi

salem, elsewhere also called 2733 רעש
Jur. 37,13; Zec#.14,10, about where the

prosthetie see above p.2; 71792 (after the
form 71799) is to be derived from mel.
to bear (which see). The Aram. אירופ
Talm. ,ְאָיְרְּּפַא Syr. Lied &e. is more

is. — 2. n. p. of a city 2 Sam. 13, 23,
identical with 7'122 (which see) 2 Cur.

nib> ma BEN man. On the firm א Damascus gate (Robinson IL. 177) now

13, 19 K'ri, "Eqoain or Egoégu Joun 11,
54 iin the neighbourhood of the wilderness of Judah, and with ’Epoor in Euseb.

general, "and in the Sone or Sox. the
word is merely adopted out of the north- (under the word), 8 miles from Jerusalem,in the neighbourhood of Bethel
Palestine dialect.
(Jos. Jewish wars 4,9, 9): originally it
( םיִרְּפֶאformed as a plural from a
is not at all connected with our DYAPN.

en noun=יִרּ יִרְפַא :fruit, posterity) The designation of a proper name by a
.1 n. p. of the second son of Joseph. derivative of 1799 is very suitable, since
Gen. 41, 52, Hos. 13,15 already point  פָּרִיGen. 30, 2,"Devt. 7, 13 is so used;
to the correct derivation from mB (so comp. the proper name Kégnos (ame)
too Hos. 14, 9 and other places; 4, 16;

2 Tm.4,13.
and 10, 11 there appears to be even an
( יסרפאpl. )”9:8 Aram. gent. mase.
allusion to the noun map); consequently
the א is prosthetic and the plural is name of the inhabitants of a state
chosen on account of the collective idea, OWN in Assyria, whence colonists were
as in the proper names ( םישוח nina, brought to Samaria Eze. 4, 9. Accord-

nistmmand others. Adopted as ason of ing to Rashi: Persians, consequently it
Jacob Gen. 48, 18 seq. he became the is equivalent to "045, pl. N}09» Dan.
head of a warlike, powerful and numer- ,6 29 K’ri, with‘ א prosthetic. Others
ous 188611616 tribe Num.1,33; Josn.17, have sometimes thought of the Parrhasii
;14 Jupaus 8,1; 12, 1-6, which received

in eastern Media,

the most fruitful territory at the division

habitants of Prusias (Cellarius on Pliny

sometimes of the in-
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ep. 10, 85) or Pyrisa-bora (Amm. 1,23)

בטס

to hear,

to attend

to something.

&e.; but the question cannot be decided Hones the proper name jay.
according to the evidence that exists.

TIDER (splendour viz. of God, from
axe
1.)₪p. m. 1 Car. 7, 7, for which,
SON
(and 919”) Aram. gent.
however,
in 8, 3 ְדּוהְיְב oceurs in 8
m. name of an Assyrian tribe, probably
sense almost the same.
the Paratakenians between Media and
JASN (hearing viz. of God, from
Persia (Herod. 1,101) Ezr. 4, 9; 5, 6.

ב
צ
ֶ
 א2.) n. p. m. Gun. 46,16, for which
 יכְססְרפאsee "DOOR.
the nearly synonymous N Noms. 26,
nes (fruit, posterity) 1. n. p. m. 16 occurs.
DAN (with suf.-y2-, pl. ni92", from
equivalent to DNDN, with which it
coincides in signification (from ap). yay with א prosthetic) f. finger, Lev.
Hence comes the Gentilem."758 1 Sam. 4, 6; Song or Sou. 5, 5, particularly
1, 1 belonging to the tribe’ of Ephraim the forefinger, which one dips into any(in Josephus vis סוס xdnoovyias) thing Luv. 9, 9; Nume. 19, 4; ‘3 חַלָש
Jupgzs 12,5; 1 Kınas 11,26. — 2. with Is. 58, 9 to ו out the ne, by
4 of motion הָתְרְפֶא (to "Epkrath) n. p. way of ee (comp. Persius 2, 33;
of the Ephraimite distriet Ps. 132, 6; Martial 2, 28, | ; Plaut. Pseudol. 4, 7,
we should here understand especially 45, and Ar. a 'ִאְּב  הָרּוהProv. 6,

Tod, as by רעי Tip is meant Day .תיק
—

3. (fruitfulness) n. p. of a wife SR

Caleb 1 Caron. 2, 19, pronounced also
ANN 2, 50; 4,4; from her along with
herhnehand Caleb a place was called

mnX 322 2, 24, which is probably
identical with DDR 4.— 4.n.p. of a
eity in Judah which is elsewhere called

13 to point at vith the Angers, i.e. to seek
to injure by mysterious hints. ‘x, how-

ever, is transferred a) to the hand generally Is. 2, 8; Prov. 7, 3; Ps. 8, 4;
DTN א Ex. 8, 15; 31, 18 the hand
of God i. e. God power, God Himself,
comp. Devt.9,10; Luxe 11, 20; b)Angerbreadth, as a measure, the fourth part

br na Gen. 48, 7, with & of motion of a mob Jar. 52, 21; ¢) with 0339
EN 35, 16° 19; 48, 7; Ruta 4, 11; 2 Sam. 21, 20 toe, comp. Ödxtukos. The
LXX in an appendix to Fas. 15, 59. stem is poe I (which see) to catch,
Poetically the elose union of Endena take, as finger iin German is 5 fangen;

mp Mic. 5,1 has become one name.
Hence is derived the Gentile "NEN the noun in Arabic is eel, evel
1 Sam. 17,12; plur. DN IN Ruta 1,2
ie. belonging to ’Ephräth = Bethlehem.
DSN Aram. f. the same, Dan. 5, 5,
See np 2.
and ‘toe 2, 41; in the Mishna, the Hifil
ax to stretch out the finger, comes
DON (not used) a stem assumed for
from it.
 תפימ0
see); but it comes from

Syr. $y,

na (which see).
Dhos (old Persian) Aram. m. only
in Ezr, 4,13, according to the context:
income, revenue, as Rashi, Ibn ‘Esra and
others take it; but without a certain
derivation, since Pehlevi afdom i. e. end
gives no suitable sense.

ABN (not used) intr. 1. transposed

TEN (not used), part. DER, only a

Samaritan orthography for Des Ex.
5, 13; perhaps for םיצוא=BIER.

( ליצאconstr. pl. יליצא ion DER)
m. 1, ‘prop. corner, end, whens a thing
is broken off, hence ‘the extremity, PINT 'S
Is. 41, 9, parallel אה nixp, Symm.

dyxow, as also YP, (from yep) actually
appears in a similar metaphorical way.

from"yas to shine, glitter. Hence the — 2.only in pl. Bx. 24,11 (comp. v. 9)
proper name }ia¥N. — 2. equivalent to separated, selected, אא 87080706 noble,
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אצליה

with ya, but for which the Samar. co“7, and at a later period in a religious dex reads לציר
The stem bun “to tear away, tear
sense םרעּורפ Pharisees; comp. Ar. el.

comp.  כְזִירִיםin this signification from

Perhaps also connected with significa-

loose, to take away” is connected in its

organic root with the roots in >¥-2,
bya,
DW") &e. and has its analogies
cian (Mass. 467 &e.)תלצי. = תליצי
in
the
dialects.
definite pieces of the sacrificial animal,
DEN (constr. DER) m. distinguished,
from לצי= DEN.
see
Tuben.
dew (eh constr, aa) m. 1. joint,

tion 1, much

like m» &c.

Pheni-

of the arm Ez. 13,18 i, e. the knuckles,
buy (not used) to lean upon, attach
elbows, and ‘perhaps the shoulder-joints, oneself tto, to incline to, proceeding from
hence it is there used according to the the fundamental signification of binding,
versions and interpreters like האas a
attaching Ar. hes to bind together,

designation of measure, comp. Syr. Legs.

2. in architecture: a wall of union NGA root, Ar to make firm. The org
41, 8, where we should probably read root is DER, which is also found in
EN instead of .הלה — The deriva- Bey (which see), לשד8 &e.; Ar. Abs
tion is from ben, because signif. 1
originally denotes the joint or knot, to incline to, 5 Kt to hold fast towhich binds together the upper and gether &e. Hanke לצֶא and the proper
lower part of the arm; as also ax has name D¥N 2.
Pih. N only in the derivat. Sx,
proceeded from the same point of view;
MINEN.
comp. Targ. pays =Hebr. sy.
"bay (noble, choice, from (לצַא 1. ₪. p.
( הָליִצַאpl. nibzy) 1 equivalent
to Sie 1: arm- or shoulder-joint, either m. 1 08. 8, 37; in pause buy 8,38. —

—

where the upper and lower arm or where

2.(slope, declivity, from San)!‘proper name

the arm and shoulder join, Jur. 38,12,

of a place Zecu. 14, 5, not far from

Targ. "pas. —

or ירהדאיג ,both iin the neighbut it is uncertain, whether DEN isi here identical with

2. as a measure like DIT

ER Ez. 41, 8, or like Sty 2 an ex- bourhood of J erusalem
pression in architöekurs, if TOWN should
not be the reading there.

DENT תיּב Mic. 1, 11.
EN (with suff. ax) m. 1. Bares
DEN to separate, divide, take away,
take out, ya יִּתְלְצֶאְר Nom. 11, 17 I will slope, eokivitg, then side, comp. Ar.
take out of i. 6 “take away from,which al Hebrew op) side, district,
5 to bind (Sup); partieularly למ
dipedatays, to refuse, Bu

tale away,

Eccues. 2, 10; with 5 of the person
Gen. 27, 36 to select for one, i. e. to
reserve, which again the Samar. codex

at the side of 1 Sam. 20, 41; 1 Kives 3,

20; Hz. 40,7; but like "נפל it can be
0-9 here as a preposition at the side

of, near (comp. the French de chez). —
gives ליצה cognate in sense to .ליִּדָבַה 2. a prepos. beside, at, by, Gun. 41, 3;
In Ez. 49, 5 some read as the 3 future Ley. 1, 16; 1 Sam. 5, 2 &c., as other
of Kal לצי = aban for 19557 they take prepositions of the same meaning have
away, which is not necessary. Deriva- proceeded from the fundamental signitives ,ליצָא DEN in the proper name fication side in the noun. — 3, (declivity,
 פצליהיand the proper name vun 1. slope) n. p. of a place in ‘xm na Mic.
‘Nif.  נאצלto be separated, spoken of 1,11, perhaps identical with לצא 2
14, 5.
space Ex. ‘42, 6.
Hif. DENS (only in fut. DENI =
mda (distinguished is Jah) n. p.m,
-bENH) to take away, Num. 11,25, 2 Can. 34, 8.

אצם
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DES (not used) equivalent to py
to be strong, firm, powerful, hence
DIN (strength, power viz. of God)

Ne Ps m. 1 Cur. 2, 15 25.

particularly of the supreme Ba‘al in the
mythology of the Phenicians, Babylonians &., hence in compound proper
names of deities, persons, localities 0.

TIIEN f. equivalent to 19% stepchain, " ankle-chain or -ornament , comp.

6. ₪. YAN = DIR

(which see), the

Phenician Hercules,

i. e. Ba‘al as a

Lat. pedica; then metaphorically arm-

decessor of Ninus among the ‘Assyrians

band, arm-ornament, bracelet, Nume. 31,

wrestler and hero; Arbel-us (9358), pre-

(Beros. p. 61), who is otherwise called
50, 2Sam.1,10, on account of similarity Arbyl-as (Glycas p. 244), i, 6. 238;
in shape. Itiis ‘possible, however, that 'א Aoyahevs (Excerpt in Etym.

magnum

should be derived from דעצ= 123 (arm) under Gades), i. e. Archal (258) or
in the signification of arm-band, like the Archol (5598), as a Phenician name of
Ar. ds, agthe stem would be דעצ Hercules, the vanquishing giant (comp.
the Hebr. proper names 531°, 52377 with
(which see) =
(יְכַלָיָה. See ar and RN, Syn, NON.
TS (not - ir. to a together
 רֶאsee TR.
and 4

up, comp. Ar. a

to bind

firmly together and to bring into a
heap; by transference to bind together.
Hence רצוא and denom. "zx, Nif. "N32,
Hif. WERT, and. the proper name SER.

NIS I. (not used, a stem assumed

for the proper name אָרא,for WW, DSN,
DRS, the proper name “sbypay) intr. to
be strong, powerful, courageous. The organic root א רֶא- is also found in "N72

SEN m. leader, prince, either= Sans (which see), 5 “8 &e., comp. &g-ew to
krit ischara or the Zend. gara; only in make strong, hence "4ens, the powerful
one, Mars; 606009 valiant.
the proper name “ENT.

“EN m. equivalent ‘to ER, only in

the ‘proper names

KIN II. (not used) intr. to burn,

"ERIW, "רָצאָשְלב glow ;"the organic root is NN, which

נבוּכַדְנָאאָר

NER (union) n.p.m. Gen. 36, 21; Ar.

is found in 48 (MR), ראד 4 and with
a stronger guttural sound in 7m,
with which also הרי II. is cognate.

of 0
Hence S858, לאירא NN
N (rare) properly adj. m. very
NN = RE Jah is ממ N. PM.
glowing, sparkling, bright-coloured; then
1
Cur.
7, 38.
as a substant. carbuncle Is.54,12. From
bag
m. hearth, Bz. 43, 15 K’tib,
mp (which see).
out
of
NaN
(from NIN IL) with the terips (rare) epicene: roe, roe-buck or
doe Deut. 14,5, according to the Targ., mintation br, comp. "Ar. 8,hearth. The
Ar., Syr. wild goat or wild roe; formed LXX read 602 (yy), which the K’ri
fromTRS = TPW from pre 1= poy Ar. also prefers, and in fact Isaiah 29, 1
is (the Sam. codex ronda 9), so has also the same for ,ליִאְרַא perhaps
called from its slender, narrow neck; to allude to hero of God. See ORT.
DAN (not used) a collateral “form
comp. Ar. Gls, Talm. אָקַא אַקָא stag,
roe. Perhaps px (pps) aquivalent to of RR, which is only in the proper
name יִלָאְרַא
01 of similar signification, should be
assumed as the stem.

EN m. only in םיִלָאְרֶא.עז Is. 33, 7

according to some mss., in the sense of
PRs (not used) see pr.
hero. This form is used in Talmudic
רֶא רא.6) as די from ;24‘ from NAN 1; in the meaning angel. But our text

not used) m. strong man, hero, ‚giant, has S84N.

אראל

Sane (with suff. Day) m. strong,
powerful
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Hif. (only 2971, according to Kimehi

hero, collect. : heroism, distin-

guished 18. 33, 7, formed from RR (88) usual nt of contraction) to lay wait
and the noun-ending >- (after the form 1 Sam. 15, 5. As the Hifil does not
522), which is attested besides by the appear elsewhere, the LXX and Vulg.
doubling of the 7; hence also Sa‘adia

have read 25873, Targ. ףרכלנ and some

999
mess (their nobles). On account of mss. (Kenn. 111; Rossi 715) 722 But
the rareness of the word with such a we may abide by the textual reading.
suffix some mss. already read DDN or
The stem 258 is in Arab. = (to

;ארְאַלָיםthe Targ. Symm. Theod. Aq. re-

bind), for the figurat. sense Si, Syr.
solve it into Dit HNN, and others have
taken it for לא  יראBut if the former of (to bind), whence 11-55 a bulrush,
acceptation hardly merits consideration, juncus; and as in np, bi &c., in Ar,
30
Gr. Boles ddarey &e. the
the latter is liable to the objection that
a shortening of "48 into, or a doubling |
above ideas are connected; in addition
of Z in לא for 1 is withont analogy.
5
+

See .לאיִרַא

to which SH, whence x3 1 (twist), may

It isan old explanation of this wort be compared. The organic root is 237K,
is also found in 99 6. In adto derive it from 534, like the Ar. Js which
dition to this original signification the

to go quickly, so that DNS =FNP in verb also meant, according to the derithe same verse, whence also bes angel vatives: to grate up, to enclose, hence
in the Talmud may be explained; but Ma; it was used moreover of the closthe assumption of such a Hebrew stem
has no secure basis.

ing “oF the hand- or finger-joints, hence

Mans, and of the binding or putting to-

se of huts, hence ברא ,278 3 and 4
aN see NTN.
NEN (aro valiant) n. p.m. GEN. (court) and לאּבַרא &e. "But stems have
been assumed for some of these deri46, 16; ‘Noms. 26,17; patronym. “ONIN vatives (which see) that belong perhaps
for gi in the latter place.
to other groups.

 בראI. (fut. במר ir. .1 to bind, at-
tach, ‘weave, only in
i the figure: to weave

plots, none odscew, to lurk, with Devt.
;19,11 Ps. 59,4 or with byof the per-
son Junans 9, 34; Jos 31,9; also with

the accusative of that for which one lies
in wait Prov. 12,6; or absolutely lurk-

ing to reconnoitre JoupGEs 9, 32; Prov.
;7,12 Jos 31, 9. Partiviple ברא a lier

AN II. (not used) to browse, see

אַרְבָה
EN

m. 1. a lying-in-wait,

lurking

or ambush Jos 38, 40. — 2. place of
lying-in-wait where animals lurk in
ambush, covert 37, 8, parallel 219;
yet the latter may ‘also be derived from
signification 3. — 8. (not used) court-

in wait, Josx. 8, 2 12 14 &e., but also yard, village, prop. an union of huts or
houses (comp. 43) from aan 1; hence
Jupezs 20, 33), if ברא be not here a the proper name “bean. — A. 0
collective form’ like Tak. Derivatives proper name of a city where one of
,278 ,38 ,28  בראמand perhaps David's heroes was born, whence the
.( = בראnot used) tojoin together in Gentile “a58 2 Sam. 23, 5 perhaps
a row (huts), hence the proper names equivalent to .ברא
,38 ,28  לאּבְרַא,. — תיבְרַא.3 (unused)
 בראas a collect. see ann L
to.lattice, shut ups hence Mao.
ark (with suf’. Jan, bah) m. 1. cuncollect. the liers in wait, of an army,

Pih. 258, only in part. Deane lurkers,

liers in wait, with >» J UDGES 9, 25.

ning ‘plots, laying wait for Jur. 9, 7;

Hos. 7, 6. — 2. ground-form of nase.

ארב
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( בראcourt) n. p. of a city in the sent form the singular 358, and the
tribe of Judah Jose. 15, 52; comp. constr. pl. nia like ni font 723; but
the singular. is more probably Maan.

a8 4.

EISEN (EPs court) 1. proper name
of a hamlet in upper Galilee in the

MAW (pl. nia-, with suf. benny)

8 prop. ‘the Iatticed, enclosed, hence
tribe of Naphtali, between Sepphoris generally window e. g. of heaven, flood("mex) and ‘Tiberias (87729), nine Ro- gate, from which the rain is said to
man miles from Legio (Buseb. sub voce; flow down Gen. 7,11; 8, 2; dove-cote
Is. 60, 8; chimney or hole for the smoke
1 Macc. 9,2; Jos. Antig. 12, 11, 1; 14,
Hos. 13, 3; all these senses from ברא I.
15,4; Bell.Jud. 1,16; Vit. 37 66),which

nia w Grams 35N; court) n. p. ‘of a
is called in the Mishna Dans (hence
i the tribe of Judah 1 Kinas 4,
the Gentile "paqx Aboth i, 10; nypa place in
dane Jer. Ta‘anit 69b; comp. alee 10, in the neighbourhood of "> in the
 רְבָּלִיתmyo &e.). This is said to be plain of Judah on the Philistine bor-

the 'ַא mg "Hos. 10, 14 which mad or der. Comp. the proper names a8, .ברא

 טַלְמִנְאֶסֶרis said to have laid waste

yas (abridged from >ya4N; giant-

when he first invaded Israel. — 2. n. p.
of a city in Assyria in the neighbour-

Ba‘ al or Ba‘al--Hercules) 1. proper name
of the progenitor of the giants in

 וknown from Alexander’s victory there, to which Arbela some refer

hence —

hood of Gaugamela (5723723 camel-hump), Phenician and Babylonian mythology,
70 AoßyAa in Strabo (16, 1, 3), dey! in also the founder of the oldest cities;
Hos. Le. —by was employed in forming
the names of places by all Semites (see
above p. 91); on 278 see the word.
MAW (after the form MYDS) m. a
locust,especially that species which appears in swarms (gryllus gregarius) Ex.
10, 4 14 19; Junezs 6,5; Jo. 1,4, men-

2. proper name of the ancient

city Jia (comp. Num. 13, 23), the old
Phenician JAIN תירק 1.6. city of Arba‘al
Gan. 23, 2; Jost. 15, 54; 20, 7, on
which account ya nop might be

used also (comp. bya reap) Nex. 11, 25.
— The stripping off ‘of the d= or d=
from לעב or by2 exists in Phenician
(comp. the proper name Yan?
=SYN?

tioned with Dydd, Sn, לח "on, ‘Topas , Juba, i.e. Ba‘al is ioveliness,
אר=( אַכand in Hebrew (comp.
DY, pay asa peculiar kind, yet some- viz.
proper name yawr=>yaun); and רַא

times employed generally. According
to Ibn ‘Esra and Kimchi 'א is developed as the first member of the ‘compound. is
in any case to be regarded as the conout of a5, because they appear in
struct of A (= AR), since it appears as
numerous ו but agreeably to the
analogy of 13, Don, p22 &e. the stem the name of a deity with Sy" (which
see).

See N.

may be 258 TI. to browse upon, to tear
YDS 6. e. 327 with א prosthetic;
off (comp. Ar. - „2 to eat off), whose
fem.
nyas, 6. nya, with suf. OM228;
organic root בָרְַא is also found in ya",
pl.
taken
|as ten DIVAN; dual expressing
na 6.
ZN (from 258; only in plur. constr.
derivatives font עַבְר are 939, 924,
nizqy) /. prop. noose, hence figuratively

plot, Is. 25, 11: and he causes his pride

to sink together with the plots of his hands
(i.e. which his hands have formed). But

Kimchi also adduces

the signification

wrist, Ar. ot joint, from 258 I. to
join to.

ya‘) the cardinal number four, ‘put before a noun in the plural Gun. 23, 16,

Jer. 49, 36, or put after it JosH. 19, 7.

Since the numbers from 3 to 10 are
properly nouns of multitude, the fem.
sing. was considered a collective, and

Jos. Kimchi adopts for the pre- stood accordingly even before masculine
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nouns, both in the status constructus and
as an adverb without the construct state.

At a subsequent period the masculine

was used as an adjective with a fem.
noun, and the fem. with a masculine
noun, Gen. 14,9; Junges 9,34. Seldom
does the number stand alone, where the

noun is to be supplied, Prov. 30, 24:
four things. In the genitive placed
after the noun it denotes in the enumeration of numbers: fourth Zecu. 7, 1.
Joined to רע masc., ָהָרְט fem., 928
stands with the formar Gen. 46,‘ob,
yas with the latter 2 Curon. 13, 21.

ארגון

fem. mags 2 Kınas 23, 7; plur. mase.

DIR Is.19, 9, םיִגְרּוא 272 (see Tz")
1 Sam. 17,7; 2 Sam.31, 19; 10% 20,5
a weaver’s Bean, with which the shaft

of a spear was usually compared. Derivatives 378, 1498 and also, according
to some, aia from JAN.

The stem JR is in Ar. =1, only
that it appears there in the signification
“to weave cunning, to excite discord”,

Coptic epx, wpx to shut up close together. The organic root is ,גרא which
is also found in a9, modified Im

The plural means forty, which is fol- with relation to the Mediterranean, arclowed by the noun in the singular Gen. ere, &ody-vm, Lat. aranea = aracnea
5,13; 7,4, and which is often applied (comp. lumen from luemen) have been
in Scripture as a round, symbolical compared.
number Num. 14,33 34; 32,13; Deur.
2,7 and elsewhere, comp. Marrs. 4, 2.
The Aegyptians, Arabians and Persians
also take 40 for a round number (e. g.
tschil minär=40 towers, spoken of the

ruins of Persepolis). But in 1Kinas 5, 6

AN m. 1. prop. plait, texture, 'אָה ID}
1000008 pin, reed, Jupaus 16, 14; —

2. shuttle, prop. the weaving hither and
thither, to this side and that side, Jos

7, 6.

2348 see ai.
 אַרְבּצִיםstands for תַעַּבְרַא 2 Cur. 9, 25.
 בֶּגְרַא.1 239( with א prosthetic; the
The stem 2 appears to be a primitive word for the number four; but very stony, from 33 =34) proper name
neither has the connexion of it with of a territory in ‘Bashan on the other
a Mediterranean root nor its derivation side of Jordan with 60 cities (Is) nan),
from the Semitic been yet discovered. over which גש reigned 120. 3, 413 14;
Various derivatives from ¥a9N may be 1 Kinas 4, 13. According to the Tar-
seen under Ya. Hence the denumeral gum it is ‘identical with the later pro-

(verb derived

from a numeral)

vince Trachonitis (31249, zgagwwizıg=

 לברto make or be four-sided, four- the stony) — the name "being merely a
cornered , from which the part. pass. Greek translation of the Hebrew —, now
Pam, MAI fs mya pl. four-sided called Lega (Burekh. I. 195), which suits
or 8
"Ex. 27, 1;"38, 16; 30, 2. the state of the ground well. But it
-ümay have also embraced at times Gau-

Comp. the Ar. ₪ to be foured, &

lanitis (Golan), Auranitis &c. The city
and fortress Payaß& beyond Jiordan
part. Yana (fem. na, plur. niyaya) )239(in Jos. (Antig. 13, 15, 5), the xauy
foursquare 1 נאס |
7, 31, almost "like AoyoB, 15 Roman miles west of Gerasa
(Euseb. Onomast. under 40768) and in
רבע.
va)
Eusebius’ time named “Eoyafa (3358),
DAN (f 928 m.) Aram. four Dan.
to form four. — Puh. 934 to be fourfold;

3, 25; 7,236 17.

the 235 of the Mishna and Talmud, are
probably identical merely in derivation:

a8 (fut. 3487, in the ulterior for- — .2 (heap, number) n. p. of a man of
distinction under Pekah 2Kmes 15, 25.
mation  (תארְרtr. to plait, the hair in
VAS Zedr. and Aram. m. equivalent
locks Jupans 16, 13; to weave, of the
spider Is. 59, 5, then to weave generally, to 72398 (which see), from which it
hence גרא a weaver Ex. 28, 32; 35, 35, originated, Dan. 5,7 16 99;
2,6.
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TIS 6. 6 798, equivalent to 19>
TAN Gas with an old termination
+) m. chest, box, only in 18am.6,8 11 descent, concrete sprout) n. p. m. GEN
15, from 358 to shut up. On the finalad-

46, 21; Num. 26, 40; patronymic 77%

Nom. 26,40. The change into 748 1 Cur.
ditions of sibilants see was», -שa
wr—nbn 866.;for arg- comp. ‘arca, 60 x- avy 8,3 appears to have arisen from con(hedge), arx &c. TN is formed agree- founding the last two similar letters.
ably to a similar view.
VARs m. 1. purple-muscle, indigenous
to the Phenician and Laconian coasts,
MOO Pver., purpura,

from

which

the

red purple is prepared, distinguished
from the muscle of the blue purple
(nsan). Elegant locks are compared
to the form of the purple-muscle Sone

VTS (descendant, from 78) N. Ds Me
1 Cur, 2, 18.

ws I. (not used) intr. equivalent to
NaN L to be powerful, strong, courageous ;

hence ,ירא 8,

Devos I. and perhaps

also the noun OR. The organic root
T=" is also in Mediterranean.

or Sou. 7, 6. — 2. Usually it appears
TN II. (not used) intr. equivalent
only with relation to the colour of a to wy IL. to burn, glow, comp. רא (78),
material, as we have to understand in NT ‘Gn (לֶאְרַה and ar (Num. 21, 30),
Ez.27,7 16 the purple-muscles brought
5
from the Grecian coasts, beside n22m; with a harder guttural שייח Ar. S|
hence: stuffs coloured with red purple,
to
heh compared with al to make
which, fabricated by the Tyrians, were
exported to all quarters Ex. 26,1; 27,
s to kindle &e., and in Mediter16; 28,6, fully with 732 Nom. 4,13 or 0% areo, ardeo, uro &.
Hence
 די8
8, 26; generally it stands DET
TN, 2.

with man, pra, 799, Wy, dw 6.

as a precious cloth. In Au mas arose
out of this old Hebrew and Phenician

MIN II. (poet.) tr. to pluck, to pull,
in order to gather in, with the accusative
Sone or Sou. 5, 1; to pluck off, of the

form, 138, Syr. rar (with change of vinestock Ps. 80,13; comp. Aethiop. "AR

the מ into 1, comp. an, Aram. mm),

which Form passed over to the Arabs
(ght h,Persians (ol) !(and others.
Hence every derivation bading up to
WA (from 38 and 717, from DAR and
ni from ו ‘and רֶא or 358 and 7)

should be "rejected a priori, as also

topluck, sx to reap, in Mediterranean
aig-ev. The nouns IR and AR,
mans, cannot, however, ‘be derived from
this ‘word, since a connexion of the
verb with stall, hurdle, crib, is not
natural.

MIN Iv. (mot used) tr. to knot, io

every derivation from a foreign language

plait, to fit together &c. comp. Ar. (6)1,
(Sanskrit rägavat, coloured, furnished
IE (Tas) aa
with colour). As j- is a usual noun- hence STN, mar,
ארוןending and א prosthetie appears else‚where, the stem can only be 039 II.
IN (pronominal stem) Aram. interj.
(which see) of the same meaning as see! Dan. 7,2713.
3- is the old
DPI; comp. mR and Arabic eld; abridged plural form for D1-, as in לא
(which see), "dig (see PN), and as in
variegated marble. See pay I.
the Targ. DIN, which appears for ףרא as
TIN (not used) intr. to proceed from, a conjunction. Aramaean "8 is like the

be descended from, a secondary form
of 79, as רפ and אפ frequently run
into one another.

names iR and

Hence

the proper

Hebrew לא a pronominal stem of mul-

tifarious senses, of which also traces
are found in שא-ר and other words;

and these stems are different only dia10
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1660108117; as the Coptic

pronominal

stem Aa is connected with po, ep, and

is also in use there as a pronominal
stem.

TIAN (posterity, from TOR) n. p. m.
Nom. 26, 17; Gentile ידורא ‘Gen. 46,16.
TIS m with א prosthetic; refuge
or place of refugees) 1.n.p. of the ninth
son of Canaan, but only as a Gentile
"3798 Gen. 10, 18, i. 6. the Phenician
race of the Ardédians on the mainland,
and the state Aradus or Antaradus, now

eben

see TON,

( הָמּורַאfrom ;430 height) n. p. of a
city in the territory of Sichem Jupazs
,9,41 and perhaps equivalent toרומה 
(which see) or Tan (which see also).
 םיִמירַאKtib, see poy and ‘at, and

ארמ

ve (also AS, constr. ןרְרַא(fem. (m.
only in 2 Sam. 6, 6 seq. 2:Cur. 8, 11)
chest, box, for keeping things in, hence

1. mummy-case, sarcophagus, Gun.
50, 26.
Ruad (oly,), sloping over against the The word is found in Coptic also; in
island- stale The Jerusalem Targum, the Jer. Targ. nnipo7b3 7Awoooxonsior.
therefore, renders "4798 by "327777028, - 2. money-chest or trunk for money
to which Maratus, Mariamne, "the road- gathered into it 2Kınas12,10 11; comp.
stead Carnos 6:0. belonged; see TER. — Talm. 8°58 money- chest. — 3. Most
2) proper name of the Phenician island- frequently: ‘the sacred ark where the two
state Aradus (Jer. Meg. ch. 1 o717=""R), tables of the law were kept Ex. 25, 14
founded by Sidon through the instru- 15 &e., for which also sometimes occur
mentality of refugees (Strabo 16, 2, 13),  א העדת.xE ,52 ;22  לדam ,x‘ .tveD
whose inhabitants were skilful seamen 10, 8; nan יא דOSH. 3, 6; 4 .ןורא
and valiant warriors Ez.27,8 11; 1 Cnr.
1,16. Aradus to the south of Carmel

1 Sau. 5,3; יהל  'א2 Bam.6,2.

appear the forms ob, / ולו Ber ;today the island is called 0.
The
stem is 779 (which see, and where the
Phenician forms are also to be found).

chest, אָתיְרַא fish-holder; we must therefore assume mas IV. as a stem, in the

The Ar. un!{and טלi,
explained by
(Scylax peripl. 104), the island Aradus
near Crete (Pliny h. n. 4,20) and those wols, Targ. Po Byr.(2631, are the
in the Persian gulf (Strabo 16. p. 766. same word, and that n is not ל is
784) were colonies of this tribe. In Arabic seen from the Talmudic NN moneysame sense as for!
mains &e., hence iA,

masan “obscuration of the o-sound; plur.
AIR = MANS, only in constr, MS, for

is prop. fitted into each ל like arca
from arcere to enclose, to encompass.
TIAN =. p.m. 2 Sam. 24, 20 seq.,
for which man, stands in 20,16. See

which there is also DIR) fem. ‘prop.
hedging, hurdlework, from max IV.;

Ts (only part. pass. ms) intrans.

STAR (= 758 according to the Ara-

hence

manger,

crib;

more

definitel

1 Kines 5,6; 2 Cur. 9, 25; 32,28 stall,

N

to be hard, firm, strong, Ar(551to draw

or more correctly horse-stand, each horse
having his own crib and place; as also

together, to be firm, 5)
1 ; it is therefore

diay in the Targ. and for stall’;plur.

mental signification.

Ps, constr. DAN; Syr. Sich, Ar. Sf

is TAX which is also found in YI,

praesepe denotes stall.

Aram. NN for

TAN (only in the transposed form
TS.) fem. crib, trough, 2 Our. 32, 28:
and coves (i. e. indenfatione or recesses) to
the cribs; consequently= TIN.
FAR see TIN.

2

se

identical with PR, Ar. ‚5, in its fundaThe organic root

 "הזn,ur R &e. Hence םיִזָרַא Ez. 27,
24 firmly turned, firmly bound, spoken of

the cords of thread )םימרב 3), which
the Tyrians bought up as raw material

in order to use them in weaving; if
nrg should not be taken there in the

IN
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sense of the cognate D’yAr, (comp. ץמא
MAN (wanderer= TIN) 2. p.m. Ez.
and pian). Yet ory, may be taken with 2,5; 71 One. 7,39.

greater probability for a species of yarn,
and so be explained as a noun, like

( חראwith 005 MR; plur. nino,
constr. Mamas, with suffir DO, bab Acs

mban, owan, and םימרב 23. Deri- retaining

"Gholem in the’ sing.ארחותם 
vatives, the jproper name vi and
(.60 fem. prop. turning, direction, then
TAN (plur. OTIS, constr. "TIN, with .1 poet. path, way, literally Gen. 49, 17;
suffiaPN) m. cedar, go called from the Ps. 8,9; 19, 6, or figuratively for walk,

firmness of its roots, whose tall (Is. 2, 13) manner of life in
3 all the senses of 1)
and beautiful wood was used in temples .e .g %9 ' א.sP ,911 ;101 yp"  א9
1 Kanes 6, 9 86., palaces 2 Sam. 7, 2, ;104  'א טווחProv. ;6,5 bow R Is.26,
ships Ez. 27,5, pillars Is. 44, 14, parti- 8 &e. aes way, manner, Gen. 18, 11
cularly in tables 1 Kınas 6, 18; and was the manner as of women i. e. their Auzus
also employed as a figure on account of menstruus; yet it may also be taken
its tallness and beauty, Num. 24, 6; Ez. here in the signification no. 2 of max
17, 23; 31,8; Ps. 80, 11. Derived from
=  קחi. 6. monthly. — 3. comprehending
Tx this noun is found in all Semitic
the idea of time in MIN as a noun:
dialects, and in some is even applied to
every slender and high tree. This is to course, and then in the sense of lot, fate,
be explained as in the case of ול"x, which condition J0oB8,13. — 4. poet.: wayfarer,
word also denoted originally a special as if for& וטיא חרא e.; hence Ibn Koreish:

tree.
( הֶזְרַאfrom )81 fem. cedar-wainscot-
ing, "cedar- work; Zero. 2,14:

loosened the wainscoting
comp.עצה .
OPN see TON.
MIN

he has

(see mar 7

ft

a

1. intrans. prop. to direct or

Lot (as תק and other words

are so used) Jos 31, 32, and so likewise
in the plur. nis 6, 19, so that it al-
most coincides with nimk caravan.

MAR (Targ. ray; plur. 44s, constr.
with suffiz mn) Aram. fem.

the same Dax. 4, 34; 5,23, Elsewhere

this word in Aramacan frequently oc-

curs for the Hebrew 777.
ms
(plur. nim”, prop. part. fem.
walk with one; part. Tok a wayfarer, a
as a “noun) fem. prop. the wandering,
. guest (prop. equivalent to 2330 one that more definitely: company of travellers,
turns himself, goes about) Junens 19, caravan, troop Gun. 37, 25; Is. 21, 18.
17; 2 Sam. 12,4; JeR.14,8; ook yon
TON (out of the mase. ny; from
9, 1 a lodge of wayfarers. Derivatives
turn towards a certain

quarter,

hence

to wander, to go, with םל 108 34, 8 to

m8, הָחְרֶא and the proper name TIN. mas 1 ‘with suff. (לתָחְרַא fem. appointed,
—2. (not 'used) trans. to direct, to deter- msn out, dimensum ‘(of food), hence

like קח that which is allotted and set
apart for nourishment, supply of food,
The fundamental signification of the support generally, Jur. 40,5; am 'א
stem ’N to turn oneself, direct, is connected with that of TOR tendere, and 2 Kınas 25, 30, Jur. 52,34 a constant
support; specially a dish or mess Prov.
the signification no.2 is developed לה of
15,17 i.e. a definite portion once for all.
mine, to decree, appoint ;derivative .הָחְרַא

it, In Arabic₪ „N is principally applied
to the mua zer direction

of time,

"AN (after the form 73>, "24, from

therefore 852 a section of time, a turn

 ;פארהplur. DPN, only for lions made
from metal melted ‘end gilded over by

of time,; 6 chronicle; the organic

6, 34 doors of gates, distinzaished from

root, however, is My and is closely
related to that in ne =, בא, אMID Ke,

art oN, 1 Kınas 10, 20, comp. mye
nis ribs; yet תיְרַא also occurs in
this. meaning

and for ‘image-work in

10*
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«the shape of lions, 1 Kınas 7, 29 36; 2. (Hero ’El) n. p.m. Ezr.8,16, perhaps
10,19; 2 Car. 9,1819) epicene, masc. a identical with DRS 1in the proper name

lion, prop. the powerful, courageous,
éoe-o¢, Num. 24, 9, as a figure of the
rulers of the people Ez. 22, 25; along
with 37 represented as a rending beast,
sometimes fluctuating
IS

in

form

2 Sam. 28,20; Lament. 3,10.

with
The

 אַרְאָלִיGEN. 46, "16, as elsewhere many

names (comp. bang) have arisen out of
a very old name of deity. — 3, An
epithet of Jerusalem 18. 29,1 2 7, i. 6.
the hero-city, the unconquerable, Aq. and

Symm. ga» 9809) but the Targ., Saadia
and almost all Jewish interpreters take
38; ‘x, p> Jupens 14,5. -- na Ps. it in sigmification 4 (which see), and
3%. 17 may stand for יִראָהְּכ as in Is. considering the passage Is. 31,9, where
38, 13 and be brought into ‘connexion Jerusalem is celebrated as a sacred
with יִנּופיִקַה or "3225, hence: (they hearth of the everlasting fire, it is more
surround ae) like a lion, in hands and advisable to choose this signification. —
feet; but neither the versions nor the 4. hearth, altar (Targ. (ַאָחְּבְר Ez. 43,
young lion is vated nivas, 715 Jur. 51,

Masora have so understood it. See "Nd.

— Only tthe Aramaean (Targ.758, 8,
Syr. LT, comp. Hesych. An [ms]
7 Mawe ind Svoov; Lab. mase. NON,

fem. NDR)

and Hebrew- Phenician

15 16 K’ri, LXX

סוג where, how.

ever, the K’tib has more correctly BEN
(which see); according to the old interpreters also Is.29,1 2 7. Butthough the

Talmud (see Kimch’s Lexicon under
the word) and all the ancient expositors
look upon it as a compound, it is still

dialects have preserved this word, from
which, however, according to Ibn Koreish very doubtful whether it should be taken
it has "passed into the Berber (arier) and as compounded of As, and dy, and not

perhaps too into the Armenian (arriudz)
dialects. See aN.

rather as standing for Sn, Arab. 8([
focus. See -לָאְרַה The sacred hearth at

DRAN (on defectively (לָאְרא 0. Jerusalem with the everlasting fire might
1. hero (from max 1.) equivalent to DRAN, well be termed ליִאְרַא or ,לֶאיִרַא and
אַרְאִיל, NON, ‘only iin 2 Sam.23,20 and that again be used for Jerusalem gener-

1 Car. 11,22, Targ. 83924, in which

sense it may either be but a secondary

ally.

"PAN (Persian) n. p. m. Esta. 9, 9,
Agıdaios, arising perhaps from the Zend.
not to take by” for God; or it may be airja ("A8) and 060 (7) giving what is
regarded as a compound of יִרָא and לא worthy. The abridgment of ddéo into
form

of those

nouns, so that one has

and so translated hero of God i. e. great dai also exists in the proper name Acı-

hero. More probably still >y5x, in the géovns. See

above places may

be explained as a

( אָתְדיִרַאPersian) .₪ p. m. 1091. 9,
Moabite proper name (hero El); as the
;8
formed ‘from the Zend. airja-data.
Phenician לעַבִיִרַא (Arybas) also appears
According
to others from "AS, = ahura
as a proper name of a Sidonian prince;
and so the passage should be rendered:

animating
= Ormuzd, and data, or from

as Hari- (Vischnu-)data.
SPAN )ה- is equivalent to the terJosephus seems to have understood it.
DNDN, (like לַעַביִרַא in Sidon) being the mination nm, comp. map?) 1. epicene,
name of the Moabite Hercules or Mars masc. identical with יִרָאlion, 1 8
might very well become a proper name, 13, 24 &e., applied like the latter in
especially since the land and metropolis manifold ways, without any distinction
of. Moab (LXX on Is. 29,1; Theodoret between them. — 2. (lion = hero) n. 2
on Is. 15, 1; 29,1) were called Ariel m. 2 Kınas 15,25; comp. jny, Ws, pow,
after this "Moabite god, and the country nixa> as proper names, the Phoenician
about Areopolis (’Ariel) “4omrizs. — proper names “48, (Aris, Arin Liv. 26,
the two

(sons) of “Ariel in Moab,

אריה
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JAN Aram. equivalent to Hebr. Ts;
= תֶרּתְשַעיִרַא (Aristo Liv. 34, 61; der whence MP.
oto Diod. 3, 41), as well as the use of
IN nat used) intr. 1. to be suited,

49; Cie. pro Scauro 14, 18), רתשיִרַא

the Arabia (lion), Pers. ad, Turk. adapted, prepared for, Targ. yay, Ar.
rm
and the names of the Yon in JF in שו — 2. tr. to make suitable, to
Vester languages.
mas (plur. def. NOTIN) Aram. epic. restore, rectify, calm, heal, Arab. J le
mase. equivalent to Hebrew marys, Dan. hence arg in which sense the root
is also found in Mediterranean.
The
6,8; 7,4.
fundamental
signification
would
thus
SIR see TION.
proceed from “to set to rights, to preiR Char) 1.n.p.of an Assyrian pare”, and would be connected with
king of “pes Gun. 14, 1 9, according may. But since MNS D and "ira proto טענה 1,6 of a Big of Day. — ceed from the fundamental sense to bind,
2. ₪. p. of a captain of the royal guard and 25 is spoken of the repairing of
at the court of Babylon Dan. 2,14. It the breaches in walls (PIB, YI) =,אפר
appears to be the Sanscrit arja noble or of the restoration of the state, it
and ak = ka as a suffix to adjectives, seems more correct to find the original
without the latter altering the meaning idea in uaa, and so TI is= 358,
essentially; from arja-ak aryök has been

formed here, or the suffix is merely Ar. (Ssat&e. See,
smoothed away into 7 (comp. 722, דל
JAN Aram. same
Par, TI. Tara, Ta, TIA, 7902). be suited, adapted,
( יסירַאPersian) n. p. m. Esta. 9, 9. form for Er) Ezr.
IN
(fut. "FAS,
plur. A482)
intrans.
rt
eae
| 87

however, M258.

as Hebr. TOR 1 to

Tas (an extended
4, 14 with >.

JAN adj. m., הפרא f. long Jos 11,9;
enduring 2 Sass, 3, 2

to stretch, extend, prolong, i.e. to be long,
78 (for which occurs in the absol.
spoken of branches Ez. 31,5; transferred
to time, to endure 12, 22; Gun. 26, 8. state JON, comp. ןסק and bP; only in

Derivatives IR, TR, TIN, TIN, TIN constr. TIN, like pO Ex. 19, 18 from
Hif. לירה (fut. TR) causative of yw, רָכַש Prov. 11, 18 from sb) adj. m.

Kal, used in a great variety of vice
to stretch out, the tongue Is. 57, 4;
make long, to lengthen, days Deut, 22, 7
Da) Tan 08%. 24, 31 &e. to live
long, prop. to make the day long, generally to last long, applied to a reign
Prov. 28, 2; with the omission of 0773"
Eccuss. 7,15; to continue long im the
doing of evil, 8, 12; to extend, lengthen Is. 54,2; to cause to stretch out, i.e.
to make long 1Kmas8,8; 2 Caron. 5,9.
Figuratively: to abide, tarry Num. 9, 19
22, Ar. dy 1; to put off, to delay, 6. ₪. AR
anger ae 19, 11; Is.48, 9; שפנ feeling Jos 6, 11.
The organic root in 7" is connected
with that in n'7"8, REE &c. With the

stem comp. the Ar. Jy[and the Aram.
ארף,Syr. yt &e.

long: hence the combinations “aN TIN
Ez. 17,3 long of wings i.e. long-winged;

Dips an Ex. 34,6, Num.14, 18, or TR
HR JER. 15, 15 long in anger i.e. patient

(see a8); 17 TI Ecouss. 7, 8 enduring, patient. But as may also be taken
as a noun, which suits in part even
better, or as the construct of TR.
TS see ‘JIN.
JAN m. 1. length, see TIN. — 2. n. p.
of a city in the land of Shin‘ar or the

kingdom of Nimrod Gen. 10, 10 (LXX
06% [TIN], Syr- «>5f Oroch) mentioned
with ba2, "28 and 71359», not belonging to ‘Assyria, or Syria a Mesopotamia. According to the Jerusalem Targ. I.

and II. (also Jerome and Ephrem) 094

Edessa,

whence

the

later Edessenes
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DIN

are called Lait’; according to the Mid- arises, hence 'א  הלעה30, 17; 33, 6 ‘to
rash (Ber. rab. ch. 37) it would be = ורח heal, which is applied like אפר to the
(which see). But both explanations leave restoration of a state, the repairing of
the proper territory of Nimrod, and must

walls Neu. 4, 1, or generally to resto-

therefore be decidedly rejected. Accord- oe 2 Our. 24, 13. Comp. the Ar.
ing to the Talmud (Joma 10a) it is
MAD "TN or MSN I. 6. ’Oeyon, south of 4 ) and the stem Ts above. Since
Babylon in the neighbourhood of the the healing of a wound consists in the
Euphrates (Ptol. geogr. 5, 20, 7), from laying on of a plaster, in the scar that
which city the race ‘Ooynvot in south- rises above the wound (comp. mp»n,
western Babylonia (Ptol. 1. 1. 5, 19, 2; a3), it has been translated plaster,
Strab. 16; Plin. .ג n. 6, 30, 31) received scar, but without the necessity of astheir name (see 1248); on the contrary suming another fundamental significathe city Agaxxa, Aracha, Arecca on the tion for the verb.
Tigris (Ptol. 1.1. 6, 3, 4; Amm. Mare.
 הָּכְרַאAram. see NDI.
23, 6, 26) on the

border of Susiana

sD 8 Aram. n. p. of the city 'Ooyxon,

and Babyloniaiis constantly called NO"

in the Talmud, and cannot be meant the old Hebrew ‘Tas (which see), in Syhere, since it lies near Susiana. Java riac [235%], Talm. mia zix 1. 6. MID5N.
put by the Talmud )1. c.) for 128 is to Hence the gentile “DIN, ‘ple יָאְנְּכְרַא Ex.
4, 9 the inhabitants “of Orchoé, ‘Le. the

be looked for in the vicinity of MIR,

On the ruins of Ta see ‘the Chaldean race of the ‘Ooyyvoi (see TR),
Journal of the German Oriental Society who are named as colonists along with
Orchoé.

3. n.p. of a cityon Persians, Susianians, Elymaeans 0.
“ADIN see ADIN.
n3792; but it appears not to have be"DIN see FIN.
louse, to the Israelites. Hence the gentile "298 1084. 16, 2, 2 Sam. 15, 32, in
DIN (not used) intr. equivalent to

IX, 332; X, 726. —

the border ofEphraim, between 14> and |

the second of which passages the LXX

translate "DINT by 6 doyeraigos Aavid
= 0 Apoyi écaigos 4., and therefore they
read NT AZ (DING.

(ּףֶראwith suff.DEN) m. length Gen.
;6,15 Ex. 26, 2; but for the most part
metaphorically 6 ₪. Da 'א Ps. 21, 5,
Jos 12, 12 length of life, great age;
DTN"'א Prov. 25,15 patience. See’ 2.
On another TAR see TIS 2.
NDA (or 712”) Aram. f. Dan. 4, 24
continuance , duration (Pseudo -Sa‘ad.),
tarrying (Rashi); a longer season 7, 12.
From ךרא= Hebr. Jas.
( אָבְּכְרַאwith suff. (אַרְכּבָתָהּ Aram..f.
prop. commissura genu, then knee Dan.

,5 ,6 from 257 (comp. בכר in the Mishna)

Da (which see), 09 (024 I), מָר-ה IL,
De) I. 1. to be High,
high, to rise up; hence
DAN (which see), gent.
From the cognate stem

Arab. 5
the proper
יקרא and
רע of the

to be
name
MIR.
same

meaning comes ןלמרע (see psy IIL). —
2. to be strong, firm, spoken of a building, prop. to be large and high, whence

 אַרְמוןand the proper name SS.

DAN (constr. DAR; high region, height,

mountain--land) 1.n. p. of the land lying
between Phenicia and the Euphrates,

Aramaea, and then — 2. of the Semite
race dwelling there about the Lebanon
mountains 1 Kines 8, 5; 15,18; 22, 3
31 &e., whose chief city is ‘Damascus,
for which reason their district is some-

times called pip’ 'א 2Sam. 8,5; 108.
18,5; these inhabitants are called espeand  אַצִילoriginate in a similar view.
cially Aramaeans 2 Kınas 8, 28. But
( אַרְכָהtwice  (אַרוּכהf. healing (cogthis race spread even to nas (which
nate in sense with TED). 'א  החְמצIs. see) 1 Cur.
19, 6, 2
Sam. 15, 8,
58, 8 or 'א Amar JER. 8, 22° "healing which bordered on the land
east of Jorto bind, Ar. >)אגו elbow: as also ar

ארמון

ארן
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dan Deur. 3, 14; 7088. 12, 5; 13, 11

high, is identical with the Hebrew DR.

18. Westward of the Damascene Aram
they spread to am) na (which see) Since ₪ Al to bind firmly together is con2 Sam. 10, 6 or Sin (which see); north- nected with the Hebrew bby, so aba
west to JR (ik) Baalbek, VI na 116 (e. pl. nih) is only a secondary form,

0080008 in Laodicea) Am. 1, 5; north- a frequent interchange of ר and taking
east from Damascus to הברצ (which see) place in these very stems. See also
Ps. 60, 2; 1 Car. 18, 5; 1 Sam. 14, 47,  הרמוןand DAT.
IN (pl. DAN, once with the arand also on the other side of the Euphrates, between it and the Tigris, to ticle 097 = יראה 2 Cur. 22, 5) gent.
Mesopotamia, called DAX j72 Gun. 25, (from pon):Mey הפרא f.Ananas, male
20; 28, 2, 779 Gen. 48, 7 BAR min and female, either a western i. 6. a SyHos. 12, 13, םירהג BAR Gus. 24, 10 &e. rian 2 Kınas 5, 20 or eastern 1. 6. a Me-

Like the name 2D (which zoe) this sopotamian Gen. 25, 20. The district
too gradually acquired an extended may have been extended, as Arim, Erem,
meaning, since at first it merely denoted the inhabitants of the high re-

gion. At the time of the Peshito Mesopotamia was regarded as the proper
Aramaean-land, and therefore it retains
for it ‘x, while it calls the remainder
of the region, which was inhabited more

by Romanised Aramaeans, D178 (2 Sam.
8,5 &c.). In the present Hebrew text

Trem, Orem in the claasios are the names
of different tribes all of whom belonged
to the Aramaeans.
AAN (secondary form for 948) gent.
Mey תימרא 8 Aramaean, but in the fem.
as an adverb, in Aramaean, in the Ara-

maean language Dan. 2, 4; Ezx. 4, 7.

Owing to the Syro-Phenician pronun-

ciation, 72148, pl. DAN, stands for it
DAR already occurs for niWN 2 Sam. 8, in 2 Kınas 16, 6 K’tib.
13;"Ps. 60, 2; 2 Cur. 20, 2; and vice
man 1 Car. 7, 14 see .ירא
versa we must read DIN for DIT in
 ארמים2 Kınas 8, 29 see "HR.
1 Cur. 18, 11, comp. 2 Sam. 8, 12. This
“aN (palace-born, Palatinus, from
name 'א,which isi applied sometimes to

some-

ins) מ. p.m. 2 Sam, 21, 8.

times to the land, sometimes in the
singular (2 Sam. 10, 14 15), sometimes

the race (Syrians, Aramaeans),

Tiberius born at the Tiber Be:

in the plural (10, 17 18), is given by
the Scripture to the founder of a race,
who is the son of bY Gun. 10, 22: but
like all the names there it must be

taken as ethnological rather than personal, — 3. n. p. of a grandson of Nahor
Gen, 22,21. — 4, n. p. of an Asherite
1 Car. 7, 34.

Comp.

( ןֶראnot used) 1. to beslender, spoken

of the chamois, Ar. - Syr. Jf. 2
.2 to be thin, of a tall-growing tree.
The fundamental signification of this
stem

may be to stretch,

extend

Arab.

5 to stretch the ears, and the organic
root yrs, which may also be found

( ןומְראconstr. pl. npnsy, where 0 in TR. More suitable, however, is ‘the
disappears; with suff. vn) m. pa- root js with the signification of וב
lace, fortress, citadel, Is. 25, 2; Jur. 17, ) רְוּןwhich see) to be firm, hard, comp.
;27 Am. 1,4 &e. usually comprehending Ar. or) to be lasting, firm, 5, to
many buildings, and therefore used with make fast, |). , hardness. Hence 1
na 1 Kınas 16, 18; 2 1868 15, 25,

the proper names JON, AMIN, PR,
where א is the general word. The
Targum has translated incorrectly TR MAR, a8. The same root may "also
hall. Figuratively applied to the temple be assumed in yin, mn.

of God Jer. 30,18. — It is formed from
DS with ji-, and the Arab. - 5 to be

TON (or FAI) see FYI, FIP

TIN % FD.
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Onomasticon; parallel to axiva Nume.
21, 28; if nina 592 be taken as the
jan) ie. a firm and hard tree, cognate
name
of a town, parallel 1-2
with ray Is. 44, 14. Thus it is exTI
(Jah is strong) n. p. of a Jeplained erording to the Mishna, sometimes cedar, sometimes pine (Tanchüm busite 2 Sam. 24, 18 K’tib, for which
Jerushalmi); it is also used there for also 3598 (from WN, FR = TN) was
the mast of a ship (199 לש IIR), as written ‘according to the Phenician proyn (Aram. in) means ‘pine and mast. nunciation; which was then changed
The stem is Is (which see)= jan (which into MINN, (= (הָיְכּוְרַא 2 Sam. 24, 20 &e.,
see), comp. ToS and am. — 2. (strength, and then again by wiping out the הד
power) n. p. m. 1 Car. 2,25. See 3258. into 18. 24, 16 K’tib.
IN see IN.
MR (power, strength) n. p. of a Horite Gen. 36, 28; of the same significamE (farmed"from TIN: strong) n. p.
tion as the proper name 798 (which see). m. 1 Cur. 3, 21.
MIINN epicene f. a hare, an unclean
IN (from ןָרֶא with the termination
animal, Ley. 11, 6; Dur. 14, 7, Ar. y=: strong one, hero) n. p. of a Jebusite
ws 1 Syr. 2351, prop. runner, rambler, 1'Cur. 21,15. Elsewhere 2708 stands
from 329 (which Ts Gandch has assumed. for it.
as the stem). But it may be derived
yas (not used) intr. to flee hastily,
also from 228 (M2298 from na28) to go equivalent to ya (which see) and cognate
along quickly, to run along, to hasten,
the
(perhaps = םףַכָא assumed for tig root of with pay (which see also); Ar,

IN m. 1..prop. beam, pole (comp.

mean, but comp. the Ar. a to acce-

same. "Hence the proper name

IND =

yarın (which see).

lerate, 41S to hasten &c.), which makes
y ארAram. equivalent to Hebrew Pas
no change in the fundamental significa- (which see).
tion.
DAN (def. NY4S) Aram. f. equivalent
( הנראig) .2 p. m. 2 Sam. 24, 6
to the ‘Hebrew VIS earth, Dan. 2, 35;
K°tib,’ דא Oov&, which might be a 8, 31 86 by changing 7 into > which

feminine form of yas; but the usual

reading is IR.

yw

(from 129: rushing

stream)

is frequent in Aramaean.

oN.

See the verb

318 Aram. adj. m., NIXf.low, deep,
with 2 Dan. 2, 39 lower than. The
(>72), the boundary between the territory of Belka (i. e. the territory from K'ri reads there 238 for the K’tib 8298,
1.n.p. of a river and then of a valley

Arnon to Jabbok Junges 11, 13) and

because 395% is compared with a per-

Karrak, formerly the southern limit of son. In the Targ. it signifies below, at
Trans-jordanic Palestine towards Moab the last, e.g.99= HIND, S492 =PIN,
(Noms. 21,13 26). Rising in the Ara- literally from belowi.6.ו on the
bian mountains (Jos. Ant. 4, 5, 1) it final syllable, ö$&vrov0v, a grammatical
runs into the Dead Sea. It is now called term in Hebrew.
>
Mugab.
’8 nina Noms. 21, 28
“DAN (constr. (תיצְרַא Aram. f. the
are the rocky series. of hills along its bottom (of a pit) Dan. 6, 25.
banks as far as ,רע on which a town
FAN (not used) intr. to stretch, exwas built, also called bya nina Josm.
tend
, or to be stretched, extended, Ar.
13, 17; perhaps in the above passage
of Nums. nina "29a is to be taken 6
₪ hence DAN tract, extent of land,

as equivalent to’ bya nina. — 2. .מ p. in TID.

More probably, however,

of the Arnon- district, ‘Arnona in the the stem’ ’S is identical with SR L;
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comp. Ar. 1 to knot (cognate₪
2Hh, fluid; hence y 5s firm land in anti35 0%

5

plaited hair, cord),

wf in x | knots &. The transition
to’ border is the same as in Dag. For

the root comp. N=») &e.
AR

m. 6

thesis to D7.

With

’x is to be com5

-

-

pared TAN to be firm, Ar. yf a to
be had, ere to be hard, firm, &. The
organic root is Yo:

Derivatives YR

and the proper name NE".

דשכפר

THIN (from 754 with א prosthetic,
belonging to the couch, from 129; Syr.

- couch) n. p. of a Syrian city, in the
vicinity of man 2 Kınas 18, 34; 19, 13;
Is. 10, 9; 36, 19; 37, 13; Te 49, 23.
In the Geographical ב
of Maräsid (ed. Juynbol I. 47), a hamlet ob, {

( ץֶרֶאwith the article YIN, with a
of motion 728, but which is equivalent to PIN Tor. 34, 13; 37, 12; Is. 8,

23; pl. (תנצְרא 7 (nass, onlyin Gun.
13, 6; Is. 9, 18; 18,2; 26, 18; 66,8)

earth, as firm land i. % a dense firm
mass, in opposition to the water Gen.
1, 10 28 &., as in other languages
also
the appellation for earth originates
(Arfäd) north of Haleb is noticed. More
probably, however, ‘x is only a dialectic in the idea of firm and hard; comp.

variation of 9778, which stands already in the Sanskrit dhard (earth) prop. firm

the ethnographical table Grn. 10,18 be-

land, from dhri to hold fast. In the very

ians, It was
metropolis of
land, and also
ent mainland

hence the inhabited world near to us

side mam; and the Hamathaean territory frequent use of this word it denotes:
actually bordered on that of the Arad- a) the earth in opposition to the heaven,
probably the name of the
the Aradians on the mainthe name of the independstate.

THIN 1. proper name of a son
of Shem, ‘then — 2. of a Semitic race
Gay. 10, 22 24; 11,10-13, that should
be looked for on the east side of the

Tigris beside םליק and .רּושא — Jewish

Gen. 1, 24, with Dv2W, the universe Gun.
2,4; 14,19 22; Ps. 69, 35, consequently
including the seas pean pos land of life
means

this world where we liye Is. 38,

11; 53,8;

Ps. 27,13;

52,7; 116, 9;

142, 6; Jor 28,13, in opposition to Sew,
ar: Also world re Ps.2,2, so ‘far
as our earth is understood by it. b) earth

as an element, a material, 'אָל Ps. 12,7

tradition (Jos. Ant, 1, 6, 4 Jupiry1,1( with respect to the sorthy part.

ce) the

as well as the fathers (Eusebius, Je- ground, hence the phrase הצרא הוחפשה

rome &c.) and most ancient and modern
interpreters understand by "Arpachshad

a tribe of the Chaldeans,

especially

that which inhabited Aggamayizis (Ptol.
geogr. 6, 1, 2), a district of northern
Assyria, bordering eastward on Media,
northward on Armenia.
It has been
thought that the word is compounded

Gen. 33, 3; 37,10.

In this sense "PON

occurs once, JoB 12, 8, for eta שמר anti-

thetic parallel 637 97. With this signification the Aramaean adjective Yan and
the noun "248 (which see) En associated;

and in Ar. the denomin. \ 10 is derived

from the same.
d) piece of land Gen.
23,15; field Ex. 23, 10, hence like ager;
i. e. Chaldean--province. But "from its where the name of a city or mountain
 שיthe district belonging to it JosH.
bordering upon Aryan lands and from
other difficulties attending this deriva- 8,1. e) land, territory of a people Gen.
tion it is probable that it arose out of 21, 32; 708%. 13, 25 &e., consequently
Aryapakshata i. e. that lying at the side fatherland Gun. 24,4; land of habitation
Devt. 19,2; nias N Gun. 31,3 the land
of Arya.
of the fathers, i. €. where they have alYous (not used) intr. to be hard, firm, ready dwelt. ox or 'אה is frequently
dense, Aram. Y4N, in opposition to used of Palestine, Ps. 37, 9 11 22 29;

of ( אֶרָףAR), Ar. Sy, and

>= THD

ארצא
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Jor 1, 2; but also of Egypt Ex. 1, 7 push aside, to abhor”; the organic root
10; 3, 8. In this sense mass frequently may therefore be also in “N82 (which
means lands Gen. 26, 3, or also pro- see), Ar. 5 from5 and consequently
vinces 1 Cur. 13, 2; תוצראה is spoken
of heathen lands 2 Cur.13,9; 17, 10. identical with 23. The א in 4x, which
To the word 'א ל
the Ar. is in Arabic © and in farther developus)1 Targ. ax, Syr. uf )ץ changed
¥, or into >, as is sometimes the case

ments ,(ש has also in Hebrew arisen from
the harder guttural sound, and so the

root

in רח-א

to

separate,

to

sever,

in Aramasan, hence) also Aram. NPWS

(which see).

whence N and jinn (which see),
The stem is POX (which Aram, N-רח, to wipe away, for which

see), though in usage 'N may ‘be looked
upon as primitive, The Armenian ard
field, Gothic airtha, Anglo-Saxon éord,

German erde, Greek 40008 (humum) 6.
may proceed in part from a like stem.

NEIN (firmness, prop. firm, strong,
viz. Jah iis, softened from "NEW, as N=

the Ar. - stands, is identical with
ours.
DIN (pause טררא ; by way of explanation the Armenian ararats creation and the Zend. ärjavarta holy land

have been compared) 1. n. p. of the high-

is often made out 01 יא -( n. p.m. 1Kınas

est mountain-cone in the high distriet
of Armenia, twelve miles south west of
( קראfrom yoy, 9 passing into pP; Erivan Gen. 8, 4; hence all the high
def RPI’) Aram. f. earth, Jer. 10, 11. mountains on the plateau of the Araxes
valley are called טררא ( יִרָהGen. 8, 4).
An explanation of this word is already
It
is especially the present Aghri Dagh
attempted in the Midrash rab. ch. 13.
or the great Ararat (Pers. Kuhi Nuch
IS (1% person mins; part. ;ררא i.e. Noah’s mountain, in the classics
16, 9.

imper. 24 before Makkeph "I, plur.
NN; fut. HRS) tr. to curse, to devote
EN
‘Gey. 27, 29; Num. 24,
“AON in particular is very frequent
a formula of cursing (the opposite

7773) Gen. 3,14 &.
cursers

to
9.
as
is

miygaR Jos

6 21808, Armen.

massis) and Kutshuk

Dagh or little Ararat. —

2. ₪. p. of the

Armenian high land where the Ararat
mountains were situated, consequently
of that part of Armenia which is si-

8 tuate between the Araxes and lakes Van

of the day, magicians; AIR?

Mar. 2,2 and I will turn into a eee

and Urmia;

fully טררא yox 2 Kines

19, 37; Is. 37,38.

— 3. n. p. of all Ar-

menia, divided into many

kingdoms.
a and ףרוא Jupers 5, 23 used as רּורא
Hence טָרְרֶא  תיִכָלַמַמJer. 51, 27, adin aformula of cursing ‘anilstrengthened

See however

duced together with an Grkich gee) and
1228 (which see), if indeed the plural

"Nif. N23 (out of OR}, as n¥2, bm Ez.

itself be not used in relation to these.
The Targ., Syr. and Ar. have דרק

by the infin. absolute.
TaN.

25, 3; m, nm Mar. 2, 5; part. pl.
PTR, 05 ie. the Gordish or Kurdish
ps3) to 0 cursed Mat. 3,9, with 3 of
mountains,
which rests, however, upon
the ‘thing wherewith.
another
tradition.
Pih. 978 (3 perf. with suff. MANN) to
"JIN 2 Sam. 23,33 stands for יִרלַה
curse much, Gen. 5, 29; to bring a curse,
spoken of the curse- bringing water Num. (which see) 1 Curon. 11,35. The latter
chap. 5, where םיֶרְרְאִמis in alliteration is the more correct.
with oy.

Hof.  הוארto be cursed, Num. 22, 6.

The

stem is mx, Ar. ‘S

with

the

fundamental signification “to reject, to

( שרֶאnot used) tr. to seek after some-
thing, tolong after, to desire; hence NUR.
The stem N is connected with the Ar.
us) to- desire, 5
8
to be 801200 with

ארש

a longing for; but the organic root ty"
is also in oy, where the fundamental
signification to press into something

mologies have been attempted, which

are not so satisfactory.

is

 שאI. the stem of( שיא out of wx),

(Kal not used) prop. to take,

mug, mus and of the denon: שאפה
see N 1

easily recognised.

ws

אש
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seize, then: to take something for oneself,
UN II. the stem of שא (which see),
to take possession of; to buy.
MER, TWN, see Wwe II.
Pih. WIN with TEN to take a wife to one אש111. mets fo  אִשִישָה, אשיש, 6
self (cognate in
i sense with niv2) Deut.
wwe
II.
20, 7; 28, 30; or with the omission of
MER 2 Sam. 3,14; Hos. 2,21 22, prop.
N (only constr. in the compound
to take possession of, to espouse.
proper names DaUN, YAWN, (רוחשַא m. a

Puh. ( ארטיpart. Mw for ('אמ to be

betrothed, of a maiden Ex. 22, 15; Deur.

man.

See these proper names and .שיא

 שא.1 (from Box IL, with suf.אשי ,

chap. 22. The stem ’s, Ar. we (hence Baus dropping the dagesh) f. (like
ue spouse, une לbride,bridegroom), nix, 7», Wau with a few exceptions;
Aram. 038 (comp. um“I to farm, | כ yו Mase. סו in JER. 48, 45; Ps. 104, 4;
farmer, of a garden, of land, Talm. ,סירא Jos. 20, 26) fire as an element, in the
largest use Gen. 19, 24; 22,6 &.; con-
Sam, DR farm), is elosely connected

nected with 7795 15, 17, ‘mad Ex. 3,
with (‘ ירשwhich see), Ar. 4s,33 the ,2 Tay 13, 21, “ona Lev. 16,12, mon
organic root, therefore, is DAX.
,13,24 Sn Ps.21,10 &e.; wNa nae ‘or
 תשראf. wish, desire, Tone, Ps. a שא , ןתָנme, mie &o. means to
,21,3 parallel with 22 mixn; from way. burn with fire. Among the manifold ap-
Sentence (Kimchi) or detailed statement

(Targ. and Parchén) are conjectural.

plications of the word the following are
to be observed: a) שא די Num. 11,1 3,
1 sanıK ,81 ,83 TWaD 2 אש
8

 אַרְפִחִשְשְאָאosla(  ָּאEze. ,4 8 01,1, NE 1 ,21 ,61,1soJ * Nn א
11 23; xno 71;; Persian) n. p. of the Gan. ,91 ,42 erom ylerar sw ,enola
Persian king Amaveraes, a name borne lightning because God was supposed to
by Pseudo-Smerdis and Artaxerxes
Longimanus, Ezr. 4,7 81123; 7,1711

12 21; 8,1; Eze. apoer. 8, 1; Nex. 2,1;
5,14; 13,6. "The orthography appears to
be similar to that found on an inscription
of Nakshi-Rustum and on several Pehlvimedals, Artha-Shetr i. e. Arta-chshatar

dwell in fire and to send lightning out
of it Ex. 3,2; 19,19; 24,17; Deur.4,
;15 ,5,4 just as the fire to consume
sacrifices Num. 16, 35 and to destroy
sinners Lev. 10, 2 proceeds from Him,

for which reason one durst not approach
Him with unholy fire (mr ty) Lev. 10,
(anginnyy) mighty king (the first part of ;1 Num. ,3 ;4 ,17 ;2 ,26 .61  שאIN

theword is found in Arta--banus, -phernus, Ex. 28, 14 16 are erg stones thrown
-bazus, comp. Hesych. Agzaioı, of jowes, about as if from the (fire-vomiting)הר 
7090 Igocutg; the last is the Zend. khshe- Dion. b) UN as an element of de-
tro or shetrao king: hence the Hebrew struction Jon 15, 34; 20, 26; hence the

which latter 0

Persian

fhe modern

50 (| Ardeshir is formed. But

another derivation, viz. from Arta-K ‘hasadeh i. e. son of the great king, may be

expression

to come into fireand water

Ps. 66,12, i. 6. into extreme danger; or
also as an element of purification Mau.

.3,2

c) flame of wrath, in connexion

with ףא Deur. 32,22; Jur. 15, 14, and
applied generally to violent feeling JER.

adopted for the sake of the Hebrew mode
of writing the word. Several other ety- ;20,9 Ps. 39,4.

d) war-fre, war-flame

אש
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Is. 10,16; 26, 11. e) heat of the sun
Jozi 1, 19 20. 1( shining, glitter Nau.

2, 4 and perhaps also 2 Kines 2, 11;
6,17. Derivatives MER, MER. — ny שא

therefore

equivalent. to Saw;

conse-

quently not from Ya) n.p.m. 1 Car.4,21.
( אָשבְּעַלHero-Baal) n. p. m. 1 Cur.

8, 33; 9, 39; elsewhere = תשּבד שיא
see nw. — 2. The ground-form of (which see).
( אישwhich see) man, only in Ez. 8, 2
LXX Of.
6 avdoog =DIN 1, 26, from ww

L

TON (not used) 1. trans. to pour, to

(which see). This form is still preserved moisten, to wet, Syr. rat cognate with
in Phenician, 6. ₪. "n> wy (Athen. 2) Ira. The organic root is דשא ,which
Kırısvs, now שָא (Mel. 3 and 4) a man is also found in “78, רט לmony
(which see). — 2. intrans. to pour out
of Sicca in Numidia.
( שאdef. NUR) Aram. fem. fire, Dan.

largely over a thing, Arab. 103 to water,

to pour. Derivatives דא ,THN, הדשא ,
NUN (def. NMUN, Taf) is also Ara- non and perhaps דד
macan.
"TER see TUN,
WN I. (an abridged construct form of
TER masc. outpouring (of brooks),
 אישin the proper names JUN, DYN hence’ ‘metaphorically the place where
brooks flow down, a ravine, Num. 21,15,
and as a basis for yxy) mase. man.
Ye 11 = Hebrew vn.

A feminine form

UN II. an original form for the com-

Targ. אתמרמ Bw, Kimchi “4 yn.

TUN see TITWN.
TDN Covad from mase. TER; plur.
an old poem, according to the Maseretis
orthography; but the LXX read wy; naw, constr, ns סע niT”) 7 equival.
Phenician ty = רשא (Mass. 5, 8 &e.) to TER, a sloping’ place where torrents
 נָדַרUN (Melit. 1). See also 2 Sam. 21,19 flow “together: the bed of a valley, a
ravine, then foot of a mountain (Ar. iw
compared with 1 Cur. 11, 23.
pound ר-אַש,only in Nume. 21, 30 in

( שאin many mss. U; from אש to radix montis, from pouring out, PasSO

be = ws) masc. tantamount to שו being, ravine, from Guo to pour out) Devr. 8,
existence, essence, and then used as wr 17; 4,49 and taken thence into Josn. 10,
2 Sam. 14, 19; Mican 6,10; Aramaean
oF

40; 12, 3 8; 13, 20; usually applied to
the ravines "of mabe (which see) whose
top was Nebo, and that too even where

"my, Ar. ual. From it has arisen the
proper name "UN = "Ur. See שיא 1.
nizwx alone stands (— the plural is
( אשplur. res, def.NWN, with ‘suffi used of many sloping plains), which
Sie) Aram. mase. foundation, Ezz. 4, ravines are described as 2m or the
12; 5,16; 6,3; Ar. wl: See wuy, I. southern limit of Palestine 12, 3.
TITWN (fortress, castle) n. p. of a
bows (equivalent to byawy, שא as
Philistine royal city, one of the most
 אשand  בלbeing merely abridged forms important among the five principal cities
of. שיא and >23; not from baw there- of the Philistines 083. 11,22; 15, 46;

fore) n. p- m. ‘Gan. 46, 21; 1 Car. 8,1.

1 Sam. 5,1; Is. 20,1, and a border for-

) אֶלin proper names ‘also. becomes EN tress of Palestine towards Egypt; Greek

and DN.) Patron. "Daun Num. 26, 38, 4100709, now a village, Asdud. Gentile
where the Samar. cod. has bya = “TITWE , and fem. -תיֶד applied to a
“Spawn.
dialect of Ashdod Neu. 13, 23. Since
the
Greek orthography presupposes an
FUN (from wy =שיא,and ja from
Tix, and 143 which is assumed as the
12, intelligent hero; not from 2% there- stem, ‘commonly occurs in a bad sense,
fore) n. p. m. Gen. 36, 26.
and therefore ill suits an established
DAWN (abridged from byawe and city, it seems better to refer the word
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to TUR, with ד reduplicated, and so it plicable only according

to this sense.

would have an analogy in niTus.
b) concubine Guy. 30, 4, comp. yuratnes
TWN (one word according to the I. 24, 497. ce) bride Gen. 29,21. d) woMasora) fem. only in Duur. 33,2. If we

abide by the Masoretic orthography and
the received pointing, NTUN may be =
 אשתin the signification of MEN, and

man, without reference to condition 31,
35; 2 Sam. 1, 26; maiden Gen. 24, 5;
Sone or Son. 1,8; Is. 4,1; with
a genitive following to denote qualities, as ןח NUN a lovely woman Prov.

identical with niTon, Joss. 12, 8 or
11, 16, Si תשא a brave woman Ruth
made NTN 12, 3. As the theophany 3, 11. e) with reference to the female
of Deur. 1.e. is deseribed as proceeding sex, and therefore applied to animals
from four sides and 422

is similar

to Yan Has. 3, 3, the verse should be
translated: God came from Sinai and appeared to them (41) from Ser, he appeared (to them, 1) in brightness from
Paran, and he came forth to them (4122)

also Gen. 7, 2; comp. yuvy, femina, after

the same manner.

f) with reference to

the female character in its weakness, timidity, helplessness &c. Is.3,12; 19,16;
Jer. 51, 30; Nauw.3,13, to which transition there are analogies in the classics;
out of Wp mas (which see), having with relation to moral weakness EccLes.
TEN in the south, where 72%, "2", 7,26 28. The phrase müs 15) Jos
שָדְק רה ראפ, na) are names ofHanse io 1 as an appellation of.sinful, feeble
man has arisen out of this view. g)
whence God revealed himself to Israel:
’| with mins or my following it denotes
and in the case of the last he hadאשת 
comparison:

the one...

the

other (see

on the south (comp. Siphre on the place). wrx). h) every (see un) Ex. 3,22; Am.
See MI.
4, 3
The word 'א is derived, according to
( השאnot used) intrans. to be firm,
Gun.
2,23, from Wx 1. 6. in the first place
close, to be firmly fitted together, Arab.
from the original form of it (tx); but
5
Lu to support, i. 0. to make firm, con- no construct state was formed fromל
TEN,
sequently it is ו
to wx (say), because a secondary form תשא existed ;
Arab. | (whence | base) and vel to
be firm, hard, and wy (wr) IL, from

and where such state was expected, they
put muy as an apposition, e. g. mir MER,

EN 'ִא,Uran 'ִא 708%. 2,1; " JupGEs

which come BR’, win? Derkvatiren
19,1; 1 Koes 7,14; but elsewhere NR
mög and 5
היוטַא besides the proper
is used instead, Pror. 11,16; Hos.1, 2.
names PUNT, -ףה2 ; השיon the con- Seengx. The usual plural Ds, constr.
trary for"N see Tun. "Comp. ,השי to "02, is formed from DBI, eons "ON,
which belongs היו firmness.
to distinguish it from the masculing, conMEN (with suffi ory) fem. fire, only sequently from wax II. (which see); yet
in Jer. 6,29 K’tib, which the K’ri reads the stem for it may be also הנ =war IL,
on ;שא Aram, NUN fem. the same.
especially as שנא
is* connected
MEN (ny is taken for the construct, with Arab. Liss to grow, sprout. In the
which is with the suffix "DUN, Ps. 128,3 dialects also all the stems here (UN, שנא
FWY; plur. Dw, constr. ישנו once plur. and "w3) are represented.

mis Ez, 23 ,44) fon a woman, used in
manifold ways like ,שיא thus a) a
married woman Gen. 24, 0 25,1; Ex.

TWN (constr. mun; plur. constr. "EN;
from. “wy fire) m. prop. sacrificial fre,
altar-flame, a burning, spec. sacrifice Lv.

21,4; hence mux לב a Ausband 21, 3, 22,22; Num. 28, 3; in the most general
ay תשא Lev. 18, 1 stepmother. The sense Lev. 24,7. Most frequently in the
expressions sin 02, Op, הָיָה Gem. formula ייל  אEx. 29,18 or with the
4,19; 20, 12: i Sam. 18°17 "are ex- addition of ַחְחיִנ mob; in the plural
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 אש ירLuv. ,2 ;3 ,7 ;53 naicinehP  למ אשMela (mbpwr) &c.

(Num. )5,6 the same.
( היושאwith suffie Snir)

When As-
syria afterwards "became a great king-

fem. dom, רּשַא also comprehended Meso-
support, pillar, Jer.50, 15 Kr ib, parallel potamia, the Euphrates-distriet Is.7,20;
; המוחfrom TÜR, comp.( שא which see),; 8,7 2 Kınas 17,6; 18,11; 1 6
Arab. 7
nis,

Perhaps we should read

from the singular -היִנָשַא

Babylonia (Arr. 1. 6. 7, 19, 21; Herod.

)1,178.122 2 Kınas 23,29; Jer.2,18;
Lament. 5,6; 102. 10, 28 (comp. Jupıra

MIN see Frwy, and UN.
1,1 ;7 2,1 ;4 ,)5,1 Elymais, Syria and
REN (only constr. NER Kr) mase. other territories (Strab. 16 p. 736), and
same as 15% (which see) K'tib dark- even the kingdom of Persia Ps. 83, 9,
ness Prov. 20, 20, consequently from Ezr. 6, 22, when the latter took the
WN or UN with the diminutive ending place of the Assyrian one. In parti-
 הוThat  אישmay be considerably cular it signifies also — 4. Syria Ps.
shortened has been already seen in wy 1. ,83,9 especially the Syrian kingdom of
but ywx 11. (which see) may be as- the Seleucidae; and ’x in Is.19, 23 24
25 may also be understood of Syria. In
sumed as the stem with greater prothis sense יִרּושַא AnD in the Mishna is
bability.
to be taken for our square character,
ION (not NR.) see TWN.
which was developed out of the Syrian ;
“RUN in the sense of WN see TER. and the fact that the Assyrians are
NEN (from sw L; hero, mighty) called Ssur, Ssura in the Median cunei-
form inscriptions, and that the Syrian
1. proper name of the second son of DY, inhabitants of Kurdistan call themselves
who followed D>" Gen. 10, 22; 2. ‘of Surdn, as well as the origin of the name
the ancestor of the Asiens, and there- Syria, refer to some connexion with Sy-
fore a name of the Semitic people the ria, — 5. n.p. of a city and district in
‚Assyrians themselves (in old writers the south of Palestine and to the east

Aoovgss, 240000606, Assyrii) who dwelt of Egypt Gen. 25,18; hence the gentile
on the east side of the Tigris north plur. DEN proper name of an Arabian
west of Elam, and spread thence westrace Gen. 25, 3 (mentioned withלטושים 
wards. — 3. (level, plain) n. p. of the
land Assyria on the east side of the and םימָאְל ,as descended from 747) which
Tigris Gen. 2, 14, so that when one inhabited this province. — 6. 7. p. of a
crossed the Tigris from Mesopotamia, city of Assyria Gen. 2, 14, where at a
he came hither (Arrian Alex.3,7). Since later period Seleucia on the Tigris
it is specifically distinguished from Me- (8n5d) was built, according to the Tal-

sopotamia (Barhebr. chr. syr. p. 386), mud (K’tubot 10b).
Babylonia (Is. 11, 11), and by the anMEN, n. p. of a territory which becients from Susiana, Media and Armenia, longed to that of Israel; hence an adit is the land between Mesopotamia and jective with the article “iss as the
Media, along with the territories Adia- designatio of a tribe 2 Sam. 2,"9. This
n
bene, Arbelitis, Sittacene &e. according "TER, was sometimes taken for a district
to Ptolemy (6,1). In full form TS PIS of the city Wx
(which see) Josn. 17,
Is.7,18. Of the cities or countries com- 7, sometimes,
‘according to the Targum,
prehended in Assyria there appear in for a circuit of
Asher, and as such it was
Scripture(Gun.10,11 12 &e.) only תּובחְר distributed to Manasseh
0083. 17, 11;
( שירwhich see), 5113°3 (which see), חלּכ but since the Vulg., Syr. and Ar.
read
(which see), 704 (which see), MOHN (which mög i. 6. that which is
spoken of in
see), sundry (which see) and DNDN Daur. 3,14; Josm.12,5; 13,13; 1 Cur.
(which 'see); in the classics besides 2, 23, we may either write so, or take
Oharcha (822 =8373), Gaugamela (“34 it in the same sense.
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holding wine rests on a comparison of
WN or “NBN see TUR, רשא
TEN (the hero i. 6. God is free) vor with sheAram. 723, whence 7x3 ;
Arabic ook whence Yano} pitcher.
n. p. m. 1CuR.2,24. See .שיא
TIMER (only plur. with suf. N

TEN (not used) tr. to bind, to bind

Ki) jem. support, pillar, Jur. "50, 15; together, to interlace, like the Talmudic
from "WN.
Us (Bechorot 44b); hence TUR, dui.

NOUN (see mus) 2. 2 of a god The stem ‘x is cognate with the Ar.
of tho Hamathaeans

2 Kınas 17, 30,

worshipped under the figure of a "bare

5

to interweave, entwine,

buck, like Mendes of the Egyptians. 5 3 whence
Comp. Zend. eshem a Dew, agmano heaven, with Js,

eu

band,

3 and
and

also

; while the organic
Pers. eshmani devil, asuman heaven, root lies, more or less modified, in pun,
which, however, does not explain ‘x, pig, קז L, nt whence nr, לט &e.
more exactly. It seems preferable to
TOR (pl. יִכְשַא according to the
assume the identity of the Hamathaean

divinity xıy"ös, with the Phenician god
of medieine Thür, Chamat having possessed a Phenician settlement and being
in general looked upon as a son of
Canaan (Gen. 10, 18), see jaw.
MYON see STUN.

wow (only constr. plur. (רוטישַא m.

Mishna:

the intertwisted testicles)m

bond, cord, particularly the testicle- cord
Ley. 21, 20, from TER (which see), hence
the chorda spermatica; accordingly
Kimchi has for it D3, and the Talmud

also D>wy, Ar. rl

dur (pl. תַילפשַא ,constr. n>>we,

1. ruins Is. 16, 7, properly piece of a 58) m. 1. a לול or cluster of grapes,
foundation (as soi 58,12 is also a Noms. 13, 24 but also with the addi~~ cognate in sense 73°73, comp. Ar.

ul base and a remaining trace), because
the foundations remain as ruins after the

destruction of buildings. But according
to the parallel passage Jer. 48,31 "WR
appears to be taken for "28, as if it
were the reduplicated form of ישיא
(ER); See ww I. — 2. cake, pancake,
properly something spread out, flat,
Hos.3,1 raisin-cakes, as an idol-offering,
comp. M’7'P2 (from mp¥ to make flat,
broad), ל
placenta, from .0%-

flat, old high German preiting, cake, from
preit = broad.

See wwy I, 2.

tion 0°22» 13, 23, Gun. 40, 10, or 24
Sone or Sox. 7,9, hence grapes, spoken
of the date-clusters Sone or Sou. 7,8, Ar.
‘thal; of the cypress-blossom 1, 14.— It
may have been formed from soy with

the termination öl (comp. >¥33, 390,
55p), and the Aramaean Koi Bo
may proceed in like manner ‘from =
us. This explanation is confirmed
by the Talmudic ma Sy Dawe ovary,
m2iDwe disciples (Sota 47 a) ie. an
union of followers (comp. Jan) 66. —
2. n. p. of a Canaanite Gun. 14, 13 24.
— 3.n. p. of a valley in the neigh-

bourhood of jam distinguished for
TOWN (pl. תושישא from Wwe IL) grapes, Nums.13,23; 32,9; פט

fem. same as טישא 2: pancake, cake for
a journey, 2 Sam. 6,19 and 1 Cur. 16,3

so called from the "Canaanite Esheol,
and retained as a name on account of
put with ְְַּּםֶחְל poe nam, "BUS; the vine-branch which was cut off there
or with men as a means of animating Noms. 13, 24.
and refreshing Song or Sox. 2,5, in
TIDWN 1. proper name of a Japhewhich sense the Jer. Targ. I. took it for tite, son of "23 (Cimmerian) Gen.
mre Ex. 16,31; as also the LXX, 10, 3. As his two brothers are no"
Vulg. and Targ. understand it The and man, the ethnographical signifi~
Talmudic explanation leather bag for cation of the name can only be ex*
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fore be explained as in the case of jo'x,
— 2.n. p. of a tribe that derived their both being named from the idea of
descent from 12>Wy and that still dwelt strength. Like ךְלֶא (oak, terebinth) Dux
at a later period ‘together with the Ar- was also looked upon as a sacred, conmenians JER. 51,27; according to Greek secrated tree; and so the Dwy in say רֶאְּב
and Roman accounts on the other side Gen. 21, 33, in 51729 1 Sam. 22, 6, and
of Taurus. Agreeably to the latest eth- in שבי 31,13 should be taken.
nographical researches, as well as Jewish
pai (with suf. למשא;pl. with suff.
tradition, we understand by the word
the race that forced their way at a very 7728) m. 1. fault, guilt , transgression
early period from Asia to Europe, partly Jzr.51,5; Prov.14,9: guilt is an interacross the Tanais, partly across the preter or index Carel~)of fools, oppos. to
Hellespont, taking up their abode in WEI; לע 8  איִבָהGun. 26, 10 to bring
Scandinavian and Germanic lands. See guilt upon one i. e. to lead one into sin;
SWRA Tamm to go on in transgresKnobel, die Völkertafel p. 33-43.
“DWN (with suf. DWN) m. 1. only in sions, Ps. 68, 22, — 2. the thing through
plained by constant reference to them.

Ez, 27,15 and Ps. 72,10, gift, present,

which guilt is contracted, trespass Num.
5, 7 8. Most frequently — 3. a trespass-offering distinct from תאטַה sinoffering Lev. ch. 5; 14. The cases in

established price, -„from רכש 11. (which
see). The assumption that it originated
in "BUN (in the sense of piece of which DWN was presented are given in
money, ‘Armen. aspar, a coin) must be
5,1517 21; 14, 12; 19,21; Num. 6,12.
rejected. — 2. (only in 2 Sam. 6, 19 The LXX translate it zo טס ayvoiag
read by the LXX for “pws in our pre(Ez. 40, 39 seq.), or zo tio הו
sent text) a sweet drink, as the Targ., (Lev.7, 7), or 7 mhyjppédece (Nome.
Vulg., Syr. and others "understand it, 6, 12).
from 9% I. (which see).
DEN (not used) intrans. 1. same as
bog (not used) intr. to be firm,

Dun, to glisten, gleam, to shine, of the
pressed close, pressed firmly together, sun. — 2. figuratively to be bright, serene,
hence to be eng; hard, comp. Ar. 5 friendly, gracious; a similar metaphor to
that found in md, Day and “73. Deri-

to make Ar; AG to hold firmly to-

gether,

ast firm,

and

the cognate

vatives: the proper names ROWE, Vow
(Phenician), maw 4. — "The ‚etymo- :
logical correctness of this meaning has

de; &c. The organic root is Sur,
Pound with modification in by"R (which been fully established under Dwn, a form
whose initial sound is merely ‘softened
see). Hence
down into pwx. Compare a monograph
SUR
 וto Kimchi Sux)m“| by Alois Müller: Esmun, ein Beitrag
like 6 a tamarisk Gen. 21, 33; but zur Mythologie des orientalischen Alterneither versions nor interpreters give thums (Wien 1864. 8) p. 14 et seq.

this special meaning, translating sometimes

a) grove,

wood, plantation

(Gr.

DEN (only Lev. 5, 19 and Num. 5,7

DBE; fut. Dw) intr. 1. to be desert,
Venet., Vulg., Samar., Jerus. Targ. I. waste, isolated, devastated, e. g. yay
and IL; Beresh. rab. él 51), hence the
Samar. Tone, any for MIN; some- Hos. 14, 1; may Ez. 6,6. The organic
root is DW", “identical with that in DW
times b) tree, oak (Onk., Symm., Syz.,
Arab.) or terebinth 1 Saat 31, 13= mar ); טס (שמפ.e& .pmoc .ryS אי
1 Cur. 10, 12, But the meaning pro- wasteness; Syn. 2 to be dark, hence
bably passed from the special to the fass2c} darkness. From this figuratively
general, as in Tax, MeN; the significa- — 2.to be condemned, to atone, to suffer
tion “tree” in the Mishna should there- Ps. 34, 22 23; Jur. 2, 3; Hos. 5, 15;

DON
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10, 2; 20%. 11,5; Prov. 30, 10, prop.

properly

the

object

of

trespassing,

to be exterminated, spoken of men or comp. 7% and nxun Hos. 4, 8, only in
beasts, of the destruction of the land Am. 8, 14 iz R to which they said
Is. 24, 6, as a punishment for sin;— DoT יח but here perhaps המשא
3. to commit a fault, to transgress, with should be understood as identical with
4 of the person whom one offends Lev.  אשימא7197, which was brought to Sa5,19, Nume. 5,7, and with ב 1 maria as a god of the Hamathaeans
or > Lev. 5, 5 of the thing in which 2 Kınas 17, 30.

one commits a fault; also absol. to be

guilty. — The going wrong is either a
missing of the aim, a taking away and
lessening (sum), or a rebellion against
some one, a violent invasion of something (we), or a separation and depar-

se from good (oye).
re to commit

Comp. the Ar.

a fault,

prop. to hold

back from a thing, hence in- the derivatives: to remain behind, to tarry, to
be lazy. Derivatives DUN adj., OWN,

maus, WE.

"Nif. Dun? to suffer for, be punished
Jorn 1, i8, spoken of the destruction
of flocks.
Hıf. DWNT

to punish,

to condemn,

Ps. 5, 11.

TOWN see MIDUR,
an (pl. pnw, after the form
yadn, EI, Sovin) m. solitude, wilderness, then as a place of the dead ()םיִתְמ
equivalent to naar ()תּומְלצ kingdom
of shadows, nae braun Is. 59, 10
in desolate places like the dead i. e. in
the realm of shadows; the םללש "nn sit
Daum Lament. 5, 6. In this sense
the versions and old interpreters have
translated it. The stem is bwx to be desolate, and in the termination dn the nasal
sound is sometimes doubled; or nyx is
9- -

here the same as
5
2 gloominess (see N). The Phenician ןמטא
(Esmfin) belongs to yaw in mag, הנה

( םשאpl. םיִמְשַא( adj. m. guilty i. 6.
נים-.
either burdened with guilt Gen. 42, 21,
yoy (not used; from Dix) m. pro2 Sam. 14, 13, or bound to atone for
guilt Ezr. "10, 19. — 2. subst. a guilty perly anything gleaming, shining, warmone, Ezr. 10, 19: and the guilty (gave ing, hence sun; and accordingly from

their hands, 077 12793, to bring) a ram

the healing power and warmth of the

sun, the Phenician god of medicine,
Esmun, the healing power of the sun
personified. It is the Phenician Aescuwith ל (as 3:78, 7872) Lav. 5, 26; but lapius who like the sun also represents
the generative and preserving power; and
umally a substantive: 1. fault 1Car. 21,3,
oy nous Lev. 4, 3 to the fault of the the surnames of Aesculapius ayhoonys
people i. e. so that the people incur (Hesych.) &e. are in accordance with this
Naw, and maws 4 are
guilt; > תּומָשַא Dy ons 2 Cur. 28, derivation.
_
|
only
collateral’
forms of aus; and in
10 you ‘have faults ‘with you against ...;
Ps. 69, 6. — 2. guilt, 2 Car. 28, ₪ the Inscription of Eschmanazar in Sidon
Ezr. 9, 6 7 15; 10, 10; RER Ha another reading DWN (DYN) is supposed
to trespass much 2 Car, 33, ‘23; me- to be the same.
TIAUN (plur. nimnus) f. a watch
taphor. trespass- offering, 'S 22 Lev. 22,
16 the sin of a trespass, i. e. which con- (from RW), connected with mama (the
sidered as guilt must be expiated by genitive expressed by 3, comp. Ps. 137,
DUN; 'א Din 5, 24 day of the trespass- 7; 18.9, 3) night-watch, vigilia, quien,
offering, ii.e. when it was presented. — as a portion of the night, but commonly
3. condemnation, punishment of sin, without this addition Ps.63,7; Lament.
2 Cur. 28, 13 aby“ maui the con- 2,19; yet in Ps. 119, 148 some explain it
demnation ofJehovah upon us. — 4. idol, like ni 77, 5 eye-lids, see MARY.
11
for their treapass,
TOWN (constr. ma~) f. prop. inf. Kal:
the being in fault, and as such connected
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( אַשְמָרֶתfrom )371 f.same 89 אַשַמְרֶהnwa; Syr. «sas, in Ithpe. to pray,
night- watch, the night being divided prop. to whisper, like wn to whisper
into three of them. The first was called
 שאר תיָרְמְשִאLament. 2,19; the inter-

and to swear to, whence שחל whispering,

sorcery and. (softly whispered) prayer;
mediate one min 'א Tenens 7,19; Ar. Lies the same, therefore iu
the last pa יא Ex. 14, 24; 1 Baar. signifies a theosophist, wladlOe theo11, 11.
sophy; perhaps in a modified form in
sum to listen, to hearken attentively,

Jers I. (not used) intr. to be hard, wheres בק oracle, sentence. Comp. the
middle high German losen, prop. = laufirm, strong, Arab. gel Ghones: 1
schen, Gothic hlausjan, originally to hear,
hardness), ( ושhence. slhard ‚strong), to listen, derivative loos = oracle, revealSpas to be firm, protected, 255 to ed (prop. heard). The verbs שח and ,שחל
be hard, Targ. ,ןטע  ןשאthe same, cognate in sense, proceed from a similar
therefore ןישא ey, firm, hard. It is view, and according to Bar Bahlül =]
cognate with 797 in the organic root. is actually used in the sense of wm.
Derivative, the proper name EN.
From another fundamental meaning nop
aks II. (unused) intr. to be dark, (which see) proceeds, and again from another und, Den but the three verbs,

obscure, Targ. jn (hence jin darkness), cognate in sense, have certainly had difZabian +] (Has! darkness), and it is ferent shades of meaning imparted to
perhaps connected with 782. Hence them here.
comes ji and perhaps also ןושיא
DON (prop. part.; plur. pow, def.
Prov. 7, 9 and 20, 20 after the form epuy) Aram. m. an enchanter, Dan. 2,

Mina = in, Win.

See yauin.

IWS (with suff. *azwy) m. a lattice,
a lattice-window JuvaEs 5, 28, Prov.

27;4, 4,5, 71115 along with םיִּכַח

"BD ‘and others. See "wx.
( ףשאpl. םיֶפד( m. an enchanter, ma-
gician, Dan. 1, 20; 2, 2; distinct from

7,6, properly a pinning into Sach other,
and. therefore equivalent to 3>wy (see nun.
 (שַלבּיםfrom ay =בלט The nouns
MEN Aram. m. the same Dan. 2, 10.
Im ‚ab, HN in their stems express
MEN (with suff. ine”, from mw I.)
similar ideas.
IWR (fortification) n. p. of two different cities in J udah, Josu. 15, 33 43;
the one name, however, may stand for

maw.

JON (declivity, slope, from JPW, see
bun, EN) n. p. of a city ind udah Jose.

fe 1. "quiver (prop. what takes receives)
which one fills with arrows Ps. 127, 5,
and in which something may be collected and concealed Is. 49, 2; Jur. 5,
16; 'ַא "23 arrows LAMENT. 8,13; 'א Nba
to au the quiver Is. 22,6; 'א for 'א "33

Jos 39, 23. —

2. (only in pl. nw;

15,"52, along with ברא and .המוד

rarely nipwr,

once

to do a thing in a lurking, mysterious
way, therefore to practise enchantment,
as far as enchantment consists in mut-

of a gate in Jierusalem, dung-gate Nua.
2,13; 3,1314; 12,31. — The singular

with the

article

nips = nips) dunghill, dirt-heap,
( ףשאnot used; a collateral form
rubbish, a) as an image of humiliation
of WD) intr. to speak softly, to murmur, Ps. 113, 7; 1Sam. 2,8; b) as the name

tering magical forms, comp. Syr.-ae{
to practise magic, which stands for the

Hebrew 424 Devt.18,11. The organic

root is ney, which is found also in

form TDW
ל
is preserved in
i the Mishna;
but in Hebrew the plural is used, because 'ַא expresses a collective idea. The

stem is DW II. (which see), comp. Lax.
dust;

on "the other hand, the plural:

אשפנז
minswx

has come

from

אשר

8
another

form

new.

where 72> should be supplied; 23, 19
to cause

to go in the sense

of to guide,

BUN (Persian) n. p. m. Dan. 1, 3. lead, Is. 3, 12; 9,15, opposed to men
to lead away from the path.
Etymologically it is compared with the
Puh. TER to be led, guided Is. 9, 15.
proper name 123 UN, as DUN with DUN,
TEN I. (not used) intrans. 1. to be
and if this be. correct, uN must be the
name of the Ases-race head (the LXX united, by love, marriage 606. Hence
singularly enough translate 1 0%
HUN, DNR, Su 1. Comp. Tina. —
ran), the original ancestor of the 2."10 be firm, strong, pressed together,
Germanic and Scandinavian peoples. 733 steadfast, cognate with רשדק,151 &e.
or 428 would be the second part of the The organic root is SER, ieh: isalso
word. But the derivation of it is still found in רש (778) IV. "&e.; and from
obscure.
this fundamental signification “WN means
“EWN masc. only in 2 Sam.6,19 and in the Mishna to confirm. Derivatives
1 Cur. 16,3, according to the Targ. (418) TEN (name of a tree), TNA, Aram.
portion, from "BW = “PD to measure, x27WN, and then. p. of a city "WN.
determine. According to the LXX we
SDR (not used) intrans. equivalent
should read Saws (which see); and pro- to soe (which see) and also to "wx II. (in
bably it has exactly the meaning of
 אִשְרָהES,
MEYER) to be connected, unit-

“avy (which see). The Phenician pro-

Pi Ar.
, spoken especially of conAwag (App. fragm. Numid. 4) should be fidential or intimate union. Hence “vx
written "BON, comp. Hebr. n. p. mpd. in the proper names לאְרַטַא and Dy by.
MHUN (from mB IL; plur. ninswy)
“DN, constr. רטא ,see DYTDN.
per. name Aspar (Sall. Jug. 108 seq.),

fem. ‘same as הָּפְטַא2. rubbish LAmenr.

4,5, Targ. NADP, Ibn G’anäch diye,
Tanchom k
k
rope (olin oak)

n. p.

of a

Philistine city between may and MS)
on the Mediterranean sea JupGEs 1, 18;
14,19; 1Sam.6,17, where a village of
the same name still‘exists, Askalän. Because the Ascalon district was rich in
onions, they are called Ascaloniae, Esca-

lots (Plin. 19, 32; Diose. 1,124). Gentile
Wibpun. See לסט

NEN (not used) intrans. equivalent
to nö (which see): 1. to be straight,
even (of away); whence the proper name

(of the land) "wx. —

2. in a moral

sense: to be right, honest, upright, righte-

ous, so far as this is represented in
a plain, straightforward line of conduct.
Derivative 7x in TORTEN, , which is

interchanged "with Nw). כ 3. to be
prosperous, happy, metaphorically represented by the evenness of a situation, the same metaphor being found in

 רשֶאI. (imp. plur. 18x) intrans.  טרand “> (Has. 2, 4). Perhaps howequivalent to רש IL, 4m (see רּוש (תָּוּר ever from Sw IL. Hence the proper
to go about, un ל
"then generally:
to go, to wale. to step along, 12 'א

name

WR, TÜR, THN.

Pih. ah danom. from “wy (which see).
Puh. ac denom. from THN (which see).
Proy. 9,6 to go along upon the way.
_E
TON T (happy, from “WON, as the
Comp. Ar. 5} to go, whence 3) foot- name iss interpreted iin Grn. 30, 13; comp.
trace, Aram. “nx, the same, from which the proper names Felix, Faustus, Forcomes רַתַא trace. The organic root is tunatus, Eudaemon, Callitychus, EutyWK, which is modified in sn, 77 6. chus, Macarius; see however (םיִרָשא
Hence WR, WW.
1. n. p. of a son of Jacob and then
Pih. MER (fut!(רשָאְי. to cause to go for- founder of the tribe of the same name
wards, with 2 in a ‘thing Prov. 4, 14, Gen. 30,13; 35, 26, thence the territory

11*
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TEN mase. step, walk Ps.17,11; Jos
of Asher Josu. 17,7; 19,24 &c. Gentile
"ur Jupazs 1, 32, — 2. only in plur. 31,7, same as “Wr 2; comp. “oN =
DUN, (which ie comp. 78, In the “ON.
Phenician, a proper name pow AoggvTOR (only constr. plur. “yw; with
nos (Jos. contra Ap. 1,18), abridged from suff. ףירשא TIER besides ּוהָרְשַא 0

ִבְדָאשָרֶם
0

interchanges with םֶרָתְטנ  = אשריךּ היהיHT  אַשְרִיכֶסerehw"
2406-,whence we may infer the form of the construct state is pre-

the Phenician identity of maus, with served even before the suff.) masc. formw.
tune, happiness, hence as an interjection
aN II. (out of SW; fortress, from in the construct state: hail! happy! benue IL) n. p. of a city east of םכש fore the nouns שיא or שיאה Ps. 1, 1;
Joss. 17,7, on the border of Manasseh, 112, 1; box 32, 2; 84, 6 13; Pror. 3,
and on the road to Seythopolis (jx sn) 13; "33 Ps. 34,9; 40,5; שנא 1s.56,2;
according to Eusebius )8. v.). But Kimchi Tox 5,17; “is Ps. 33, 13; סע 89, 16;
thinks that’s is the name of the race, and
that Anne WNT means, from the
border of Asher toMichmethath, as 17,
11 refers thereto.

WR masc. 1. (only plur. ox, ,from
TÜR it) equivalent to ‘wn, the name
of a tree, commonly sherbin-cedar, larch,

as “awn (which see) has been taken, or

before the ‘plural nouns Dewan 1 Kınas

10, 8; 0739, 2 Cur. 9, 7; bs Prov.
20, 7; or "before compound and participles which have

become

nouns

and

express their ideas, e. g. before 3
ia »oim Psaum 2, 12; yuo-mipy 32, 1;

San 41,2; ma in 84,5. Yet the
noun following is
1 sometimes omitted and
must be supplied,

so that the relative

according to Kimchi, box-tree (2i7PBN). - follows Ps. 137,8 9; 144,15; 146,
pinön"na Ez.27,6 is referred to JWivory: 5, or this too is often omitted after a
out of לתל ive. inlaid with sher- construct state (see Ex. 4,13; Ps. 81, 6)
bin-cedar; Kimchi refers tin תב to um.
which is here fem. asa collective meaning
plank-work, and we must construe Tom
a) iby By na thy deck, daughter of
the sherbin-cedar (i. 6. made of sherbincedar), they have overlaid with BY
ü
Yet

and “YON attaches itself closely to the
following word Ps. 65, 5.— The plural of
this word is based upon the collective
idea of an abstract, and the application
of it as an interjection exists likewise

in the Aram. 7 7330, Arab. Ib &e
The reading “ay 2 Sam. 23, 21 Krib

see in TUN. Hence the denom.
Pih. UN to pronounce happy, Gen. 30,
bears the appellation “nxn, and there- 13; Mar. 3, 12 15; Jos 29, 11.
Puh. WY to be mails happy, Ps. 41, 3;
fore it is looked upon in Is. 60,13 as TAR,
Prov.
3, 18.
along with mn from 477. — 2. (with
WGN (with suf. "NöR) masc. prosperisuff. INN, plur. with suff. UN.) fem.
analogy of 72773 in that 5

"The tree

is named

TIN

from firmness , as

once

a) step, walk Jop 23,11, hence3R an

ty Gun. 30, 13.

. hold fast the step on belie
Ps. 17,
WY (a compound pronominal stem)
3S, 1212 to make sure the step; man
pron. " pelat. (without distinction of num"0 step totters 37, 31; ya's Haus "the ber or gender) who, which, forming the
step glides away from something 44,"19; relative in prose (like הד or 31 in the
' אee the step has slipped 73,2. The poets), and explaining, at the head of a
use of the plural as a singular iin con- clause, a noun preceding. As a most

struction occurs here more frequently
‚Ps. 37, 81; 73,2 K'tib. b) by a usual
metaphor: conduct Prov. 14, 15. The

important word in dependent sentences
it stands: 1. where it is supplemented

stem is WR L

the head of the relative clause (since it is

by the personal pronoun and stands at

אשר
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a sort of particle), both together expressing what the relative in other languages
does, 6. ₪. I NTN, what lives Gen. 9,
3, where x? completes the mere relative WN. ‘8, stands therefore, a) when
it concerns the subject, in which case

אשר
3. It introduces a new noun not yet
present in the preceding sentence. Thus
used, ‘N, may be partly the subject of
the sentence e. g. man->y 'א 1 Kınas
16,9 who is (set) over the house , partly
the object connected with nx 6. ₪. ny

the pronoun should be taken as a no-

Nap? TY, Gun. 49, 1 that which will hap-

e.g. Nb? 'א Jur. 32,3 whom he shut up,

ER, by Jer. 15, 4- Itis true that N

i dependent on a stat. constr.
minative .כט 20,15; Ps.16, 3; 2Cur. pen; partly is
8, 7; b) when it relates to the object, or a preposition 6. ₪. רשאל Am. 6, 10;
where 5 ‘merely imparts to רשא the

does not at all cease in this case to

idea of the object; c) when oN is express relation to the preceding noun,
neither subject (nom.) nor ‚object (accus.), but it is also itself a noun by its rebut a subordinate idea is the thing it
chiefly relates to, 6. ₪. IP
א 6
harvest Jos 5, 5, where j- goes along
with DN. This supplementing of the
unpersonal רשא by the personal pro-

ference to what follows, and upon

it

as such a clause of its own depends.

— 4. x in the accusative i.e. conceived
of as subordinate, may express place,
time and manner like any other noun,
noun may be ‘dispensed with: «) where whether it refers, without prepositions,
' אalready expresses the idea of the sub- to a preceding noun that expresses
ject Dzur. 23, 5, or in smaller clauses, such an accusative Gen. 35, 13; 40,
or before each finite verb because the 13; Deur. 9, 7; 2Sam. 19, 25; 1 Kines
personal is already contained in it; 11, 27, or as in the last two places is
B) where it may already stand as ex- the supporter of what follows, and has
pressing the idea of the object alone, reference to what precedes only as an
If in the
which is especially the case in smaller accusative of this nature.
former
case
TWX,
can
denote
with
respect
clauses, or where things are spoken
to
time
then,
when,
with
respect
to
of: but where 7) it relates to a subordinate idea, it must not be wanting place where, with respect to manner that,
either after the noun or preposition; wherefore, as, in the latter case "WY, לע
and ‘x can stand without being supple- 1 Kines 18, 12 may denote whither,
mented only when it refers to nouns TER, boa 2 6 7,7 wherever, WOR, "2
expressing time, place, way, manner, for as Ex, 14,13, oon as DEUT. 4,‘19,
6. ₪ NATUR DIY 2 Sam. 19, 25 1 Kings 14, 19, Jos 4.5, “Wx, DD just
till the “day. he came; MATTER bipn2 as ZEPH. 3, 7, Biers 1 Cun. 13, 6 (comp.
Gen. 35,13 in the place ‘where he spoke; 2 Sam. 6, 2); ‘and in
i this usage even תא
TUN, WITT this is the reason why.. may stand before it when it also de1 Kınas 11,27. — The occasional want pends on an active verb Devt. 9, 7;
of the pronominal supplement converts 29, 15; 1 Sam. 2, 22; 1 Kınas 8, 31;
' אalso into a usual relative, and as 19,1; 2 Kinas 8,5, where it means where,

such it stands 2. still farther descrip- as, when. Hence Ox, standing at the
tive of a. noun already mentioned, 6. g. head of a sentence in the sense of when

FAN TEN, DING the men that were with 17.4, 22, Num.5,29, 1 Kınas 8,33 38
him. But inasmuch as a descriptive can only be explained by this usage;
clause of this sort may be supplied by yet one has always to think of a rea suitable adjective appended, ‘x, is ference, which "Wx follows as an accufrequently dispensed with here, and that sative involving a‘general relation, just
too in all cases mentioned in 1 under as elsewhere the construct state before
a, B, y, e. g. Gen. 15,18: in a land ‘x, in that accusative is frequently ad(which) is not to them 60. By this means opted in order to express the relations
the sentence is more contracted. — of place, time and manner Gen. 39, 20;
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Lav. 4, 24 33; Deur. 4, 10; .תת
12. |sign of the genitive are preserved, inasIn this sense we lave רשאב  | יכלmuch as it expresses the idea of belongwherever [02688 1, 17, in full form |ing to, which is characteristic of the

שם- בְּאַשרGun. 21, 17 or -םשTWN, Dinna

genitive, e. g. לאומש  רשאYin 1 Sam.

2 Sam. 15, 21; TER» from. where Ex. 5, 13,8 till the set time of "Samuel; תֶאְו-
11; TEND as, just as, ut 32,19; 1 Sam, |דה  רשאyo 1 Kinas 11,25 and be8, 6 &e. — 5. Sometimes 'א passes into side the mischief of Hadad (yet the vera relative conjunction, for which יִּכ |sions have already supplied ax in the
stands elsewhere, so that א also means former, and ‘wy in the latter "place);

occasionally: a) that, e.g. 1x, Tiy Zion.
8, 20 it shall be yet that ; nay, בוט
 ד5, 4 it is good that. Itis then
interchanged with >32, e.g. WN apy for
this reason that GEN. 26, 5, 2 Sam. 12,

6, besides "> apy 12, 10; TER, wad
in order that Josn. 3, 4, besides ">

yw? 11, 20 with a small alteration of
the sense; “NON, 797 so that Ez. 12, 12,

besides »3 py Is.7,5. b) Asa relative
conjunction with 2 and > (which can
never be without the support of SUR)
in רשאב while; of place, where; TURD

AN] WR, "279 שיא 2 Sam. 23, 21
K'tib, an “Egyptian of distinction (i. e. of
consideration, size), instead of which
therefore

1 Cur. 11, 23 has 719 שיא

(but the K’ri already reads in the former
 מַרְאָהwry).
‘As to the origin of this pronoun, TWX
must be looked upon as a dialectic collateral form of Dux, especially since
the Aramaean "x in 14 is only dialectically different from |
"לא (in or);

Hebr. 53x perhaps = רבא and in the
Coptic too the same interchange isi found.

as, sicut, where א corresponds to = “WN or SN is naturally therefore comin signification. c) In order to introduce pounded of three different vocables which
a consequence in sentences interrogative have a good foundation in the pronomior implying admiration, 'א is used in nal stems. This relative appears shortthe sense of so that, that, Eccurs.7,21; ened in the Phenician into wy (which
Devt. 28, 27; Mat. 8, 19 &e., for which see); in later Hebrew (for example in the

"2 stands elsewhere. 9 In order to express object and design in a sentence:
that, in order that, with the imperfect
Gen. 11, 7; 1088. 3, 7; Deur. 4, 40.

Mishna) it is abridged as by} (which see),
Aram. 5°, elsewhere in earlier as well
as later Hebrew as - or -W, where the
Resh is resolved into the following

Here belong also הל ur, Dan. 1 10 aoe or is merely abridged into ₪
that not (see may Sona or Sot. 1,7), (see יש ₪ w).
 לTWA on account of Jon. 1,8. 9 In
SiON, (EI is allied) n. p.m. 1 Cur.
clauses

relating

when, quum,

to time

TEN,

means

for which > stands else-

4, 16. iD constr. of “ize which is equi-

where, particularly in the sense when-  מלto the Phenician “ox (Osiris), an
ever = as often as, with the imperfect epithet of Ba‘al, husband of TUN.
1 Kınas8, 33; Tun» while, in sofar as,
MON TWN (from “WR, and aby =x,
=
because (passing to the cause) Gen. 39, see tb) n. p.m. 1 Cur. 25,2; for which
9 23; rarely does the simple “wx stand Toro (Tor after ו
reading)

for this idea Devr.11, 27, for which, how- stands in 25, 14.
ever, as coineiding with ox 11, 28, the
( הֶרשאUR Deor. 7,5, Mican 5,
meaning when has been 8
here ;13 pl. תיָרָשאנ see OWN) /. name
of
also; רשאמ from that, i. e. on this account, a Phenician
Edda, who is sometimes
Pecans Is.43,4. f) Like רשאכ the simple identified
with the Sidonian Astarte
'ִ אalso means as Is. 54, 9; JER. 33, 22; Jupazs 2, 3 (compared
with 3, 7) and
48, 8, as "2 is used aluewhere Is. 62, 5 stands beside Dv, though again
se-
- 6 Some traces of “WN as a mere parated from him. In usage ‘X
denotes
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1. the idol of this female deity of the
Phenicians consisting of a pillar Deur.
16, 21; Junazs 6, 25 30.
STNG
oKmas 18,4 is to bs taken collectively,
and is therefore identical with OUR
2Cur. 31,1, image-pillars of Ashera. So
too הרשא "2 Kınas 21, 3 is identical
with תורָשא 2 Cur. 33, 3 in this signification. — 2. the female deity of the
Tyrians whom Jezebel introduced into
Israel, different from the usual Phenician 'א, 1 Kinas 18,19; 2 Kines 21,7;
23,4 7; 90088. 15,16, and to whom ocRe a neben (which see) was erected 1 Kines 15,"13. She was then identified with nomwy, as the LXX, Symm.,
the Syr. and ‘others translate. — 3. the
image or image-pillar of this goddess,
so far as it was only dedicated to the
goddess without being the image of the
idol in itself 1 Kınas 16, 33; 2 Kınas
13, 6; 17,16; 21,3; 23,6 15. — The

plural תּורשא denotes: a)like םיִלָעִּב nothing more than the plurality of forces
united in the goddess, and may therefore be always applied to asingleiimage
2 Cur. 33,3, and be identical with TEN,
2 Kines 21,3; b) Ashera-worship, imageworship, idolatry generally 2 Car. 19, 3.

The images of 'א were upright wooden

It appears

more

correct, ‚however, to

explain TAUN socia, conjux, viz. of

by, from" Sur, as the cognate Phenician “ON (Osir) husband is an epithet of
Baal. Perhaps the personal proper name
“We was originally=the Phenician “PN
or the masculine of mx in the sense
already given, because’ proper names are
frequently names of a deity.

Sevan (= byty)x.p.m. Now. 26,
31; Josn. 17, 2; patron. -יִלֶא Num. 1. ₪.
 אַשַרִיםylno(ni .lp htiw .ffus שריך,
א
& םהירטאe.) m. male images of Ba‘al,
of wood, symbolising Baal as a generat-
ing power, and distinct from oya, i722, .
nia, 0502, 2 Kınas 23, 14, 2 Cur.
,14 2 &e., ‘without its being any where
determined that it symbolises the female

principle. The singular Yu meant per-
haps originally the same as 5

band (i. e. of Astarte).

hus-

.

NITEN Aram. m. wall Ezr.5,3, prop.
a firm: thing, formed from “we with the
termination na. The Semitic derivation
is questionable, however; since the same
termination is in אנא
WLS I. (not used) intr. 1. to be

powerful, strong, spoken of men; cogpillars or stems of trees, whose tops and
boughs were cut off, and which were wor- nate in sense with 423, comp. Ar. um
shipped partly asssymbols of the Phe- to be firm, hard. Derivatives שיא (TUR,

nician nature-god, partly as the numen
ee Hence the following are used with
my 1 Kınas 14, 15; ביצה 2 8
0 10;"ma 1Kınas14, 33; say 2 Kines
14,6 or דימה 2 Cur. 33, 19; שמ 5
16, 21; Sau 2 Chr. 34,4; yn? 34,7
> 14,2; na» Ex.24,13. This is the
reason why the LXX, Syr., Ar., Sam.,
Graeco Venet., Aquila and many interpreters have translated sometimes tree,
sometimes grove.

“wy, UN), ,השא NBy, js and the
denom. ששאפה (which see). — 2. tr. to
make strong, ‘firm, to establish. Hence

Urs, הָשיפא

Hithp. WYNN} see .שיא

DEN IL (not used) intr. to glow,
to burn, comp. Aram.

א זא- ,ny.

Deri-

vatives טאו MER, mi.

( תשאformed from שיא= שא with the
addition of eth without. an accent, the
The word is usually derived from tone continuing upon the ground- form;
‘1x and explained, the fortune-bring- with suf. "MSR, TER and THUN) /. ₪
ing, goddess of good fortune, like the woman, same as MWR, Deut. 21, 11,
Phenician Venus or Astarte, and the Ba- 1 Sam. 28, 7, Ps. 58, 9 in the absolute
bylonian xnTain, Mylitta. But consider- state; but it is usually applied in the
ing that N "denotes a pillar, TUR to be construct state and before suffixes GEN.
straight, upright has also been compar ed. ;11,29 .12,17 nvix is also in Phenician -
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(Kit. 4, 1) 6. ₪. nm4a mux a woman from the tally used at a league of hospitality
Berytus (Movers, Phön. Texte I. 112). (tessera hospitalis), and .תא
In the Aramaean forms NDS,

NDI,

NDR, 122] &e. (the nun is inserted to

AN (pronominal stem) pron. person.

(24 person sing.) m. thou, written thus

resolve the hard t-sound) a form nny =
five times without ד 1 Sam. 24,19; Ps.
mys lies at the basis.

6, 4; Eccues. 7,22; 708 1,10; Nex. 9,

Siemaie (hollow-way, from SW) n. p. 6, which the Kr corrects ato TAN.
of a city in the plain of Judah, be- See TIAN.
longing to the Danites 7088. 15, 33;
19,41; 002688 13, 25, which Ensebius

‘places incorrectly between Azotus and

AN (pronominal stem) pron. pers.
(24 person
}
sing.) 1. m. thou, an abridged

Ascalon. Gentile 1 Cur. 2,53. — As to form of ms Nom. 11, 15; Deur. 5, 24;
the derivation, the word is a noun-form Ez. 28, 14. The reason for this abbrewhich has arisen out of the conjugation viation has not always been discovered,
of the verb constituted by “HN (that and therefore the LXX and Syriac read
may have been more frequent in the in Ez. 1. ce. nx with. — 2. f. thou, GEN.
earlier period of the language, to judge 24,23; Junezs9,10; five times in pause
by the Phenician) and which is only EN Gun. 12, 13; Rura 8,9 11; 1 Sam.
preserved in some proper names. On 25, 33; Prov. 7,4. — For N the orithis conjugation of the verb constituted ginal form יִּתַא also appears seven times
by "ns comp. the Phenician “yndx to in K’tib; but the K’rireads Sn, effacing

be shut up (Kit. 29, 2), the futures orang
(estimim) I am ו
(Poen. 3, 23),
dans (ysthiyal) I request (ib. 1, 2) beside Saws (ysyl) Iask (ib. 1, 10), ION
(ityida) I am perceived (ib. 1,8), bony
(etalam)Iam grown up(ib.8 23). dam,
PNwY, Manwy and yanwy should therefore be referred to לאש gie, maw and
Ih.
IMEN

the old form Junges 17,2; 1 Kmas 14,
2; 2 Kmas 4, 16 23; 8, 1; Ez. 36, 13;
JER. 4, 30.

See MAN.

Ms I. (before Makkeph "nz; before a
grave suf. ,םֶכְתֶא but also ponix Joss.

23,15; DANN besides DANN; yan Ez.
23, 46 besides yanix) |"properly subst.

m. same as nix Ti. (which see) existence,
being, essence, body, and therefore like
Aram. m. rebellion Ezr. 4,
 עצםself, essential.
It is used as the

15 19, from 73 (which see).

( ןוּתְשֶאrest) n. p.m. 1008. 4,11 12.

Seeןוש .1 Comp. beaux.

sign of an accusative, or to give prominence to a noun as subject 666. Comp.
the Phenician ny (yth, et) nota accusa-

MANN n. p. of a ד
eity in tivi (Poen.1, 1 3 6 10 66. Tripol. 2, 3),
mountains of J udah, for which with suff. pony (ib. 3, 28). The sucyiamwy also stands Josu. 21,14; 1Sam. cessive development of its significations
the

is given under nix II., and like that

30, 28; 1Cnr. 4,17; 6,42. See tw II. word it
is to be derived from max II.

and mw. Comp. לת Perhaps, however, in the signification to spread.

MN IL (before Makkeph ny ;with suff.
"AR, Ss, Donk, contracted from HIN=

DaAMwN n. p. same as Many (which
 אנתand to be derived from MIR to incline,
see).
lean upon, turn) prop. m. side, support,

( תאfrom max; pl. Ing, def. nn,

with "suff. “Tiny) Aram. m. equivalent

but only used as a preposition: at (comp. --

the Ar. dic, Aethiopic ent), with, exto Hebrew nix wonder, sign, Dan. 3, 32
pressing fellowship or accompaniment.
;33 ,6 ,28 cognate in sense with Tan; In this sense many
verbs are connected
comp. ‘Phenician ny. (et,yth) sign, token with תא to modify their signification
of recognition (Poen.1, 8), spoken of after this preposition, e. g. ng בכש
:

את
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to lie with Gun. 19, 33; "na TIP to stand

5,18, where LXX and Vulg. read Donk,

with, to help Num. 1, 5; “ny ןולto spend the Tare. Donk
the night with one a 19, 13; “ny a0)
my II. (with suff. ing; pl. (םיִתָאm
to sit beside Junazs 17,11; הָמְחְלִמ 72, matttock , coulter of a plough, hoe, prop.
“NN ביר to carry on war, ‘to strive with;
“rg םיל שהוnya nap to enter into a

anything cutting into, from max I (which
see) 1 Sam. 13, 20 21.

covenant, to make peace with; תֶא- JONI
 תֶאIv. (pl. D’ns, with suf.(אַתִיכֶם 
to make a matrimonial alliance with &c. Mm. equivalent to תא IIL, of which it is
Where itis capable of being taken in the merely a collateral’form Is. 2,4; Mican
meaning against depends entirely on the ;4,3 Joru 4,10. The stem of it ny is
verb Gun. 14, 9; Num. 20, 13; 1 Car. ( =תאMAR L) belonging to my 1.
20, 5; Prov. 23,11; Jur. 38,5, which
( תֶאbefore Makkeph) from את see

arises, however, only from the sense

with. The same is the case with the meaning at, close by 18am. 7,16; upon 1 Kines
9,25; besides Ex. 1, 14. "Other modifications of the signification are: a) at,
as an expression of particular care
Gen. 30, 29; 39, 6 or close attachment
to something 5, 24; םיִָּפַתֶא especially
is so used in a subjective acceptation Ps.
16, 11; 140,14. b) with, cum, as an
expression of accompaniment, union,
Gen. 15, 18; Junges 1, 16; 2 Kınas 6,
e) among Gun. 43, 16; 2 Kines 9,

ns 1, nix 1.
ms (before Makkeph) from תֶא 1.
see ny II.

( תאonly before suf. , יתאsm &e.)
see nix I.

NON in Dxur. 33, 2 only, according
to many mss.; Is. 21,12; 1 plur. רנתא
Jur. 3,22 = .ּונאָתֶא — TDN commonly

stands for it (which see).

NON (only in Eze. 5, 16; elsewhere
in
Biblical Aramaean MAR; 3 pl. ing;
25. d) at, locally considered 1 Kınas 9,
part.
TDN; inf. Na = RON; imp. pl.
26. It is very often interchanged with
by (which see) and may also be taken ing) Aram. to come, Dan. 7, 22; Ezr.
in other collateral senses, which are 4, 12; 5, 3, with ל or by ah hers See
easily perceived from the context. — In Hebrew Hn.

connexion with other prepositions we
have chiefly to notice the very frequent
use of תֶאְמ meaning on the part of,a
parte alicujus, then generally from, with
which verbs and nouns of going forth,
sending, requiring, receiving &c. are
coupled Gen. 8, 8; 26, 31; 38, 1; Ex.
11,2; 25,2; 708 2,10 &e.; often too it
is =D. ny Is. 44, 24 K'ri stands
in the sense of "3m Hos. 8,4. Some-

times my is put for mya Gun. 49, 25,
when מ has preceded. In Phenician
( אתms) is
i the same, hence "mx (Kit.

Af. "היתיDan. 5,13; 3 pl. rn 5, 3;

inf. no

5, 2) to bring, with the ac-

cusative or > of the object Dan.5,3 23.
of. mn (which passed over into :יַתיַה
thence the fem. sing. mong Dan. 6, 18;
3 pl. vn 3, 13) to be brought.

( לַעְּבְתֶאwith-Ba‘al) proper name of
a Sidonian king 1Kınas 16, 31. In Jo-
seph. (Ant. 8, 13,1; c. Ap. 1, 18) two
sgnik era ylralimis dellac"
עס ה

.0000 i. 6  לָעָבְּתֶא,comp. the Pheni-
cian proper name Syarız (Gerb. 1, 2).

2,2; 29, 2), "myw (sitti) which I have In this sense the proper name DEHN ==
with me (Poen. 1,8). — On account of  לָאיִתַאhas been taken; but see ps.
the similarity between ng 1. and 11. with
MAN I. (seldom uns, whence the 1°

or without Makkeph, great uncertainty
pers. ‘of.pl ותא
= RON; ful. ODN) Jos
exists in different books, interpreters
and versions wavering between the two 37, 22; — - contracted. into > ANNA =
—a fluctuation that extends even to the
= RON; making the
form with a suffix, though they are ex- ‘Dave. 33,
prominent תאי Is. 41, 25
ternally distinct (see ni IL) 6. g. JER. first a

אתה
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from InN; 5 pl. VON? Ps. 68, 32, or
with } JPEN; pl. imp. AR Is. 21,12
with relationto the future thatis formed

the idea of personality is strengthened
by it. —

3. Like all pers. pronouns it

implies in itself the verb to be, so that it

so) intr. 1. to come, with 2 or דל of the forms a complete sentence with what is
person, to whom one comes Mic. 4, 8; expressed Gen. 3,19; 29,15; 32,18. In
Jun. 3, 22. — 2. like Na: to happen, with other respects the wide use of ANN, AX,
ace. Jos 3,25. — 3. to go, to pass away, DAN, JAN may be easily seen from.Nol-

spoken of years, i.e. to flee 16, 22. Part.

dius (Concord. partt. p. 106- 118).

As to derivation, התא has arisen from
fem. pl. ni*n& coming things, ‘the future,
futura, t& pédovta Is. 41, 23; 44, 7; TIMIN, as a comparison with the same
45, 11. Hence according to some, the forms in the dialects clearly shews
noun Jim for jirns; see, however,

(Targ. Sms, m38, Ar. | Malt. ynt,
max 1.
Aethiopie ansta, 8
anete). The
Hi. ma (from IHR) to bring; imp.

pl. vn Is. 21,14; "Jen. 12, 9.
The stem Fins (NPS: Targ. NON,

assimilation of » is begun already in the

Syriac (Syr. al). “iN is a pronominal
stem, which is also met with in TON

nox, Syr. 12, Ar. Ls) is in all the (which see), 123298 (which see), יק"כא
Semitic ה
but the organic root (which see), Coptic am or ' &e.: acis -NS, as the existing root nx (MR IL.) cordingly, only mm or 9 remains as a
proves.
characteristic designation of the second
AAN II. (not used) should be as-

person,

together with the fem.

"m or

abridged m te, with which the characsumed for the noun ins (which see); teristic ד in the Coptic forms nr-x,
but according to others {NX is the stem. סדה- (א098- (אK-aTm ,sedicnioc nehw
See jing.

MEN (a pronominal stem compoundedof ae with a slight pause "nx Ps.
2,7; 551 25,7, in a stronger one,AN
Ps. 56,1 elsewhere instead of MAN appear also, AN and my which see). pron.
pers. (24 person) m. thou, to which “3,

and ארה (which see) are put in contrast
Gzn. 31,44, whose plural was originally

DIAN (fromDANI, comp. Aram. PMI,
Ar.ail)still perceptible from the verb-

affix ın-, but usually smoothed away
into DAN you. Like N it is connected
1. with the part. expressing the present
of an action Ex. 7,27.— 2. with the verb
of the second person, particularly with
the future or imper. in order to make
the personal prominent with emphasis
Gen. 21,26; 41,40; Jupaus8,21, where

also הָּתַא
ל
sometimes appears as an accusative, Gun. 49, 8.

The same is the

one strips off the concluding -r (a sign
of the 2 pers. masc. 6. ₪. pw-r thy face,

Hebrew 7). Ta is usually written in Hebrew ın, sometimes also n, and in different Semitic dialects the vowel too is
thrown away, consequently m, of which
there are traces in Hebrew also. In
applying it as a verb-affix to the preterite it usually appears without the
accent, M-, once accented mB Ps. 90, 8;
rarely does the fuller form m occur;
in the future, however, -m only \appears.
MON see NON.

MAR (the Samaritan text has In’;
pl. mann) f. she-ass Gen. 32, 16; 45,
23 6. , while רומח denotes an ass m.;

poetically an ass is termed '8"j2 Gen.
49,11. The word appears to be formed
from a stem "nx with the formative

syllable ;-ןו yet it has also been derived from JEN to be slender, flexible,

case with nouns and the suffixל
7-1Sam. cognate in sense with 77%, which also
21,2; Ps. 44,3, though seldomer. Most suits the Eastern ass. Better perhaps
frequently, however, the emphasis is from ON (which see) to be strong.
given by joining it to ףא or 05 Nume.

VAAN (def. N32") Aram.

m. an oven,

27,13; Eccues. 7, 22; Prov. 22, 19; or furnace, Day. ch. 3. It is formed from
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ny (NNN) =שא to burn (like "9m from m following. — The characteristic form
7) with the nouns ending 3 Syr. Dm ("IR is prefix) arose from Dim,
1162], Ar. Ser or
, Rabbin. אנות which after laying aside the m is still
preserved in the affix to the verb (an),
tüna with N rejected, Pers. tün, there- and sam the dialects also confirm (Ar.
fore not from 42m.

PAIRS (pl. PANN, with suf. אָהיק
 תא,

a, Aram. NN, PAN, EMI).

-םּו

fr which the LXX read a) m. a is an original ending of the pl. masc.,
break, in galleries and buildings, then the afterwards smoothed off into 0; comp.
gallery itself Ez. 41,15 K’tib. See pnx.  אלףTN, 7 as a plural in the verb
&e. Probably the Phenician too pro"MN (a compound pronominal stem)
nounced this pronoun Dnx; therefore it
pron. pers. (2° person) f. thou, only in occurs as a suffix, Poen. 1, 1 isthim
seven places according to the K’tib malchy macom syth ip’ יִבְלַמ and
Junszs 17, 2; 1 Kınas 14, 2; 2 Kines  זאתye are the mohvovyor of this place.
4, 16 23; 8, 1; JER. 4, 30; Ez. 36, 13,
for which,

however,

the K’ri

already

reads the usual mx. This pronoun which
has arisen out ‘of "MN is to be ex-

plained as ns, so that the characteristic is "M, and +specially denotes
the feminine.

The

"יתד is still pre-

served as a verb-affix to the perfect
for the 24 person fem. at somewhat later
period of Hebraism, viz. in Sona or So-

DAN (the LXX have DAN ‘Odap) n. p.

of an Egyptian locality ‘on the border
of the Arabian desert, after which this
part of the wilderness was named, and
the second place where the Israelites
encamped after the exodus, Ex. 13, 20;
Nume. 33,6 8. It has been explained
by the Coptic atıom boundary of the sea,
which is doubtful.

LOM., JEREM., Ezux. and Ruts, as also in
the future, where, however, ית likewise
appears; but the n should be regarded
as a mere after-sound.
The form א

diame see bin, dan, binm and Dam.

common, appears in use like mx, and
sometimes stands, according to ‘the Aramaean view, for the masculine also.
See MN.

from IEW) pron. pers. (24 pers. plur.)

abridged from it, which has become

"AN (same as °N°N) n. p. m. 2 Sam.
15, 19 22; 18, 2; 23,29; for which
there is in 1 Cur.11,31 “rN.

IN see ny 2.
"my. The Samaritan text reads so

in Gun. 31, 6.

Stamey see bin, למ
AN (a compound pronominal stem
fem. ye, only in Ez. 34, 31; elsewhere

mans 65%. 31, 6 or TDN Ex. 13, 20,

doubling the nasal as in man, mM. It
arose out of ןיֶּתַא = attiin.

ION (not used) intr. to be strong,
powerful,

connected by root with jnv

and 4n> (which see), spoken especially
of the strength of the Eastern asses.

Derivative perhaps .ותא

PDS )קים-, with suf. sapMY K'ri)
m. terrace, gallery, stair, from POS, Ez.

41,15 16; 42,3 5; Targ. 7 (elsewhere
forַ יְצוּע1 Kınas 6,5), LXX otod, neeioruAo».

DNS (a compound pronominal stem
from’ et) pron. pers. (24 p. pl.) m.
ye, applied like Spx and 8, proofs
of which see in Noldius (Concord. partt.

p. 120—124).

 לּוְמְתֶאsee bin,ול .

JOS see IN.

Pals) or am” see IN.
IHR (from. mn) > gift, reward,
harlot’s reward, Hos. 2, 14.

AR (out of Many, God bestows
reward) n. p.m. 1 Cur. 6, 26.
JINN (with slight pause 73”, with suff.

RID, pl. pany) m. 1. gift, present,

Once, however, Ez. 13, particularly a harlot’s hire Ez. 16, 31,

20, it stands for jnx, occasioned by the with mit Mica 1, 7.

Metaphorically

אתק
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ב

( רתאdef. אָרְתַא( Aram. m. place, prop.
riches as a gift of the false ₪005 1108. 9,
1; Mic.1,7; gotten by harlotry Is.23,18. step, walk, track (of walking) Dan. 2,

— 2, (same as mE) ₪. p. m. 1 Car. ;35 Ezr.5,15; "7 ’8 where 6, 3 = He-
4, 7. See jan and mn.
brew TER Dip; from this the preposi-
PAS (not used) tr. to remove, in- tionרַתאָּב after Dan. 7, 6 7 from "DR,
termit (spoken of a terrace- building), prop. after the track ob with suff. Jana
hence ,קיִּתַא prms. Accordingly the ,2 39 (excluding the Alef) after thes
organic root pos would be identical andy Ezr. 5,1517 or mans 6,5
with that in pn“ 2"(which see).
in its place; רַתַאילּ אָל no where Dan.
2
TAS (not used) intr. to spread out, , 53.
DIAMN (places, districts; sing. Ins)
to stretch wide; hence “nN in the proper names D’YnN and Jam (which see). N.P. ofa placein the south of Palestine
The organie root SDR isan found in Noms. 21, 1; but the Targ., Syr. and
‘n-> (which see), Ar. . = 3 to bend Vulgate take it for pam (partic. of
sim) on account of the article,
the bow. More probably is Sn-§ =n 1
DAS (not used) 1. 6. nx belonging
(mn) to go the stem for it (comp. רשא
to go along, whence TUR trace).
to ny IV. (pl. ovmy) same as my I.
TIN see DIN.

DDS (not used) Aram. equivalent
SDR (not a Aram. equivalent to to the Hebrew wwe II to burn, glow;
Hebr. SDR (which see). Derivative
whence jinx.

כ
cal for n’a in names of places, 6 =
mainwya
from many ma; in Phenician
signifies house, tent, the letter being said
i a peto have had in old writing the form of proper names ra is “shortened in
2 called na )= (תִיַּב Béth, as a name

a tent, as it still has in Aethiopic; but
as pieture-writing was not the basis of
the Semitic alphabet, the name has probably been selected merely for the sake
of the initial sound. The Bara of the
Greeks is the same name, since the
figure of the Greek B came from Phenicia. As a numeral ב is two, 3 2000.
In compound proper names, where the
most various abridgments are found,
traces are preserved of the use of Béth
as an abbreviation-sign, thus 1. for wen
seldom for "3, 6. g. 772 from 77772; per-

culiar way even into m.
The pronunciation of Beth as a consonant is 6, clearer and softer than the

dull, labial » >; and as in the three

classes of consonants

a transition ap-

pears from the sharp into the softer

sound of the same organ, or vice versa,
so there is a frequent interchange of 3
and 5, more rarely of it and ,מ either.

for the purpose of modifying the original idea of a word, or from yielding to

Aramaean influence, e. ₪ 3 and 33;

“7p and “73; >22 and ben; van and
haps אָרָאְּב ‘from RAR” 12; bana from DED; לזרפ and San; gar @ Sam. 10,
 המחל135; bybwea from ; oe maby from 16) ant Tai (1 Cur. 19, 16); ןֶבֶא and

'בר"צ

Pea ‘from 2733; mya from

13; עּוטְרְב from 13; Boys from
 בושcomp. in the Mishna "aa from
aaa. — 2. for DYE, 6 ₪. ja from
 לbya = ns; comp. Phenieian pos
from bey לעב (Numid. 3, 3). — 3. lo-

wR; OND and SND; דב IL. and the organic rootin 2” א vo» and wan. More

rarely does ב or » interchange with מ
6. 8. TINT and ךַרארְּבְנ NW and nna;
pmo and ana; F729 מ 979) Aa
 רפהPR and Damp; Sn» and 433; קמח

*
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5
and pan; Yat 87+. >51; Wt Ar. 2 &e. (which
Bere see) from 743; comp. the Arab.

Sometimes this interchange took place 2), to strangle, from O,, noose; Aram.
in order to have an alliteration by 3172 locust, from 173 = yar &e.
means of the organic permutation, 6. ₪.
( "בpronominal stem; with suff. =;
m
(for (ןוביד Is. 15, 9, to have
7a
and הָבְּ Ps. ,141 ,8  בוja, =,
an alliteration with Du. Hence the
LXX often have u for 0, e. ₪. mar WA, , "כב סבD73 and D3, mat,
Aewa Jose. 21, 13; 11332 "Iduvsıa "Ke. ma and ma) an “inseparable preposi-
Comp. also Mekka för."Bekka, Greek tion: in, in the widest use of that word,
 דלוגfor uelitto. Sometimes the per- nearly corresponding to the Latin in
mutation extends to all three letters, (with the accusative and ablative) or to
8.6.נְשַף,aw: and DW), or also to 4,e.g. the Sanskrit locative, and which is always
Nai, NDI, my and. NDP, or definitely dependent, on account of its single and
בpasses ‘over into the still weaker sound abridged sound. It is the most general
w, e.g. 827 into 7777, 833 into Mp &e., preposition for motion near, and the
but seldom into the vowel u, 6. ₪. "na varieties which proceed from this primi-
yw from Yaw-na. The double or da- tive meaning are developed in the fol-
geshed Béth in passing into the western lowing order: 1. pure vicinity of rest,
languages is converted into md, e. =. expressing, as it were, the immediate con-
Aram. 2938 ambuba, 522% in Sanchon. tact of rest, like Lat. in with the abla-
tive, viz. a) in a local sense: in, at, to

‘TevouBea., קוקְּבַח 7
(the m in (answering to the question where?) e. g.
the dialects _ passes even into n, 6. >. 722 at the fountain 1 Sam. 29,1; Dada
‘hp Ar. Ai, תָלְּבָש Ar. Luis) and
in Bemitie itself, ₪ NB1210=NBO.

in the heavens Ex. ,20 ;4  רעבat the
gate 2 Kines; 7,17  דבin the sanc-
Comp. the Phenieian proper name 35 tuary LAMENT. ,2;20 732  ריeye to eye
Koußaßos (Movers, Phin. I. 687), NEIN Nun. 14,14. b) in the sense of time, 6. ₪.
imbole (Poen. 1, 2). Seldom is m put MIWA mW year to year Devt. 15, 20;
before’a 5 not doubled, e.g. 249 (= 259) vn win month to month 1 Cur. 27,1.
xagdpBiog (or the original m‘ converted

into B, e. g. 22 LXX Neßowd, Jos.
NeBowdys); >25 cap Boxy; Adußda from
N7722.
"In the completer root- or stemformation Béth frequently appears with

9 in an adverbial sense, 6. g. 793, 793,
pana, DYD2 &e. (which see). With thisis
connected the use of 2 d) before the infinitive, 6. ₪. priva in laughing Prov.

14,13 &e.,but which may be resolved by

relation to the mother-form as un- conjunctions in connexion with preposiorganic, i. 6. not belonging to the tions, according as one thinks of time,
original state of the root; and it is place or circumstance along with the
used in such farther development: 1. as action, so that 3 may be translated by
an initial sound to simple organic roots while, after that, ‘when, then, although, beto make out of them enlarged stems cause. e) Standing before certain nouns
of two syllables, 6. g. 7372 (HAR), or particles it converts them into pre-

va (PD), Pra (Py, We Em, Ana positions or particles, 6. ₪. Tiyan (see
Gn! -הAm); 1חַטָב (mb), "973 (st), TIP), PRB (see TR), DENE (see DN),
Dia (ap &e.,; without our knowing
anything more exact of the signification
of such Béth. — 2. as a final adjunct

usa

or "Ua in that, i. @. while (see

SUR), “aa (see “"ay,), "73 (see m),
„>22 (see op), in

(see ik), 273

in the forming or derivation of new (see Ha), sie (see Rn), 92 (see
words (pluriliterals): in this manner 2- >). Tt serves generally to form adjecin 318539 from Woy (which see); -ב in tives: mamma quick EccLes. 4,12, oxmoa

( טעלבwhich see); perhaps also 3258 sudden 2 Cur. 29,36, naira daily Non.
(whence M2298) from JAN; -ב in Pose] 9,19 &c., where 2 is indeed nothing more

3
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than at, in, ina subjective sense. When 3. 2 as an expression of accompaniresolved it may also denote according to ment, with, prop. at something, whether
(secundum), hunc in modum, in the man- such vicinity of accompaniment be conner, e. g. JoB 34, 36, particularly in ceived of as helping or adjunct, serv2273, and therefore it is capable of ing as an instrument, or ruling and

being translated like 3: 122323 accord-

working, in which case it may be trans-

ing to our image Gun. 1, 26; ina
according to his likeness 5, 1; לרר after
the manner Am. 4, 10. f) Tt ‘next passes
over, in reality, into as, and is consequently still more like5, = in the manner of,
6 g. P22 ₪ between Is. 44, 4, inter-

lated through or by. In such sense ais used
a) of accompaniment in the signification
with, as 732 DYS with much people Num.

changeably with >; jWya Ps. 37, 20
like smoke; “mwa "like the morning-red
Hos. 10, 15. g) As connected with v2

20, 20; "77053 ‘with my disciples Is.8,16;
anda Jun. 11,19 with its fruit. Hers

belong also ihe compound particles Nb2,
TN2, 222, לֶכְּב-תאְז &e., as well as the
construction of the verbs DIP, 707, ,אב

pp &e., which express the idea of appreaching
with something. b) as an exginal signification was between, and as
(like the Latinג
in with inter) the ori-

n2"2 becomes na Prov. 8, 2, ₪.
41, 9, Jos 8, 17, so it miele be entirely
smoothed away into 2. This leading
sense of 2 explains how it is — 2. that

pression of the instrumentality or means

which

accompany

the

action,

as a

subordinate matter, in, which case it
may be translated dy, sometimes with,
as הושמ 712 by Moses 600. In this sense

many verbs are construed with 6
3 שגנ to approach to Is. 65,5; 3 a חלש 2 a).joined to nouns forms numerous

to put the hand to 1Sam, 24,‘fl: a2 אנ to adverbs, as n> with or by strength i, e.
bear in something (in a Inden) J087,13. strongly; and so "172, apa, wa,

With 3 are construed: a) verbs of hang- manga, mana,

bh, nba &e. 9 it

ing upon, holding fast by something, ande. with verbs which take, in order
relating to outward and sensible ob- to supplement themselves, the cause, the
jects,6.8.727, TS, PUNT, 932, Dap c&e.; author, the instrumentality and the
b) verbs oteattachment ‘to, holding by, means, 6. ₪. 2 159 to faint by or from
trust, belief in a thing, relative to mental Lamenr. 2,19; a nn Ez. 7,15 to die
acts, 6. ₪. PANT, MDR, ,הפח רחְזנ
1 bys 2 NEIN to prophesy by Fan,23,13;
6( verbs of withstanding, 6 2. 533, Bun, a yaw to swear by, as the Latin per;
Sup, NDT, Ws, Un>, Tan &e. ;
N verbs 3 ad Jose. 10, 11; 2 wp Ez. 34, 18;
of asking oe or more correctly of 2  קראIs. 58, 1; a 729 to do work hi

inquiring, e. ₪. ,לאש ,& ארק שרדe.; Ex. 1lie

to. use one for work;
e) verbs of being pleased with ו
 השנor a MUT to take interest by one
e.g. 7772, TE, 729, Maw, or also those i.e. to lend to one Deur. 15, 2; Nen.
of the contrary, as DN, “bys, map &e. ; .5,11 y) 2 denotes the material which

f) verbs of abiding in or ling upon
a thing, relating to the senses, as ms,

Tin, DRG, MT &e.; g) verbs of abi.

is supposed to be the means, 6. g. nix'yaa
out of looking-glasses Ex. 38, 8; nums
out of brass 1 Kınas 7, 14; Tara out of

ing in or"dwelling upon what relates to wool Lev. 13,52 66. According to
this
the mind, as ,אפק POX, dT, dbp, ,רד view a is to "he taken before numbers,

TR Im, m, דיעה my, min, ללה when something isi summed up by that

it isel thus’ in means, in which case it may be trans-
the lated ‘consisting in, e. ₪ Bryan con-
action be for or against it, so that 3 may sisting of seventy, Deut. 10, 22. 8 3 an-
be translated over, for, against. — With nouncing that for which a thing takes
&e.;: and מ

reference

to an

object whether

this fundamental idea of the vicinity of place,

particularly

in verbs

of ex-

rest, in which an occasional idea of change, selling, taking, in denoting re-
motion is only apparent, is connected ward or price &., 6. ₪. D3 for bread

ב
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Nex. ,5 ;51 23pw .tveD ,91 12 rof eht| ,stnetnoc .6 .₪ avin ni lwof .nu,G7 12
lifes לא Ts.7, 25 foraיי 
om i. e. in respect to fowl. — 8. It shews
for Rachel Gen. 29, 18; W232 Prov. 7, the existence of a subject in a quality,
23 for his life; in the same sense 0% so that the latter includes the subject
it means on account of Gen. 18, 28. — of which only it consists. Here the
4. With relation to objects 2 denotes the preposition may be translated by as,

being in a place wherein, where it may

6 ₪ Ex. 6, 3 1 appeared

be translated within, among, inter, in 6.
e. g. eta among them Ps.139, 16; Dina
among “the peoples Lament. 1, 1; ann
among women Sone ספ
,1 2 ּםיִרטְק
among the conspirators 2 Beat: 15, aL,
Hence it is used with verbs which
direct their action upon objects in such
a way as not to take in the whole but
to affect a part only, 6. g. 2 Ni} to bear
in something Jos 7,13 1. ₪. a“ part of
the burden; 2 1277 to smite in or among
i. e. to smite a part of them 2 Sam. 23,
10; in like manner 3 DON to eat of somedine, a mn to drink of something,
 הרג ב.ek — .5 ,ta ,drawot syawla
denoting decided vicinity, thereat, as it

as the mike god i. e. consisting in EN

were; different from bx, which expresses
motion toward without nearness. Ac-

יבמ dyn

“18, comp. Ezr. 3, 3; 1 Cur. 7,23; 9,
33; or it stands vice versa to give prominenee to the predicate, e. g. 1x3 אּוה
he is a single one Jos 23,13 i. ®. existing as one; Ex. 32, 22 they are לרב in

evil (see höwerer En! UL); ind 3 in
Jah consists his name i. e. Jah ishis
name Ps. 68,5; Is. 26,4; na} pima he
comes as fics 40, 10. Poetically, a
statement generally is introduced by it,
but

in Hebrew

more

rarely,

in the

dialects more frequently, particularly
in Phenician and Arabic.
As to the derivation a has been looked
upon 1. as an abridgment of ma (within,

in), especially as the meaning agrees
pretty well, as m3 in Aramaean is abbreviated into רב “2, the Arabic wu

cording to this signification it is construed with verbs implying such motion being also smoothed away into >< in
as is connected with the attainment geographical names, and as 2 appears
of its object and remains within the there also in Hebrew; comp. the Coptic
limits of motion, not passing into rest os house and in, the German in from inn
or divergence from a straightforward a dwelling. — 2. It has been derived
course, 6. g. 722 jD3 to give into the from איב (from אב like N73 from N),
hand, ba maw he sends into them i. e. out of which the Aramaean aand afterinto there midst, 2 רד to tread into
wards 3, > arose. According to this
something; besides, verbs of ruling view it signifies entrance. It appears
or of hostile invasion, 6. ₪. 129, 77, more suitable, however, to regard 3 in

aw, ba, 29, pnb &e. When the its short form as a vocable belonging

motion is 9
to something upward, 2 should be translated upon, e. ₪.
TEN. upon thy head 1 Kınas 2, 24. —
6. in the signification unto, into, in with
the accusative, 6. ₪. ovawa unto the
heaven (as far as heaven) Gen. 11, 4, for

which לא is used in Jur. 51,9; hence
certain verbs with 2 occur in nee sense,

e.g.2 paw 1 Kınas 16, 11.— 7.Thisב

to language generally, and as cognate
with 1.
2 (pronominal stem) Aram. prepos.:
in, with, by Dan. 2,19 34; 5, 2, like the
Hebrew 3.
 אָּבsee nia.

(הָאְּבfor , הָאיִּבwhich is in 18 mss.

of Kennicott; “from ,אוב comp. (המיק

forms an ulterior dewelopment of the notion of in with the ablative, which exists
in other languages also, in, in regard

f. entrance, Er. 8,5.

of, after

Aram. adj. fem. ee

a whole has been briefly put

together, to classify it according to the

NWAND (def.xm-, formed from wea)
4,12.

evil-minded הי

באר
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Wa (Kal unused) tr. same as רב Bered Gen. 16, 14; 24, 62; 25,11. But
it should be translated perhaps with
“Np for-are, to bore, to dig, to dig
reference to "12 Jupeus 15,19 the rockthrough. For the ו
comp. N 2

well of vision. c) YB 82 (oath- or
and the Arab. 56 to dig, 4 to in- covenant-well) n. p. of a city in Judah,
vestigate. But "pa (to split) is not a harder form, ee it belongs to another
group. Derivatives ya, תיִרֶאְּב ,INS,

ara, “2, "pina.
Pih. ANS, inf. רֶאּב ,imp. Na, to grave

(letters), ih לע upon something Deut.

on

the southern

border

of Palestine,

which afterwards belonged to Simeon
and was

notorious for idolatry,

Gun.

21,31; 26,33; Jos#.15,28; 19,2; Am,
5,5. When one wished to mention the
ancient boundaries of Palestine, he said
Day דֶַנ-רָאְּב 772 2 Sam. 17,11; at the
present der two wells are Epcken of

8,27; Has. 2, 2; 80 yodew means originally, 16 grave. — 2. Figurat. to explain,
to investigate, prop. to dig out, eruere
sensum, Dur. 1,5; comp. infin. ‘12
Eccuus. 9, 1.

which is said to be identical with “Na

AND (with suf. 783; .עז niasa,

Jupazs9,21 see maya. — 4. Only iin

well-water ; mx ‘2 ‘Bucy. 23, 27 narrow

11, 39, comp. "72 from, 7835 now elBirch 6 N) Robins, New Biblical Researches p. 190. — 5. This nina is

there
as (Robins. Palest. I. 338).
See עפ . On "sa תלעַּב Jose.
8

constr. nina, once nia Gen. 26 , 18) the plural nina (wells, fountains) n. p.
r. 1. like רובpit, vault, Ps. 55, 24; 69, of a Gibeonite, then a Benjamite city
JosnH.9,17; 18,25, inhabited even after
a also applied to a loampit Guy, 14,
the exile Ezr.2,25, which, according
— 2. a well, dug out to hold water
to Eusebius (s. v. 37009), is said to
0 21, usually with the addition of oa
have been seven miles from JerusaGuy. 21, 19, or םייח  םימ19, though lem on the way to Nicopolis. Gentile
a Hands alone 29, 2; יב"2 Nun. 20,17 nun 2 Sam.4,2 &., also "73 1 Cur.
well out of which one cannot come;
metonym. fountain Gen. 16,7 14; figur.
of the spring of marriage-pleasure Prov.
5,15; but different from 7,2. — 3. (with

6 of motion (הָרָאְּב n. p. of a station
of the Israelites’ in the wilderness,
Num. 21, 16-18, identical perhaps with

DIOR ay Is. 15, 8. Another "ya is

added to 79923 (Num. 33, 31) Deur.
10,6 as the |proper name of a station of
the Israelites in the wilderness, for which

8180 }p37-723 alone stands; see therefore PI

a. Comp. the Phenician ראב

( אתwonder-well) n. p- of the fountain

mentioned in 1 upezs 9, 21, which is a
place on the way to 1ב
from of Arethusa at Syracuse; תר sa Berytus
Sichem. — The following names of in Phenicia (Steph. Byz. sub voce: אגו
places are compounded with “Wa: a) רָאְּב die 0 8008009" Bre yee To pogue zug

DYN (well of Elim) n. p. of a locality «vroig) which is called mining Ez. 47,16.
 אר2 detcartnoc( tuofo 38; זע. (בארות
on the border of Moab Is. 15, 8, per-

haps the same as “ya Num. 21,16-18. 7 reservoir of water, cistern Jur. 2, 13
As the seventh station Ex. 15, 27 is and K’tib 2 Sam. 23, 15 16 20.

also termed ם"לַא (according to some mss.)

NN (caplainer ; perhapsfromnAy "73
eh of heroism, see ON) n. p.m. 1Cu.
but the supreme deity was worshipped
| 7‚37.
in Moab under the name 5x (see DIN,
IN (the same) x. p.m. 1 Cur. 5, 6.
N2Y?N), and it is better to take Elim
( יִרָאָּבthe same) n.p.m. Gen. 26, 34;
for the name of a god. (ל 84"  יחלas
(according to the Bible etymology: well Hos. 1, 1.
UND (fut. Wa) intr. 1. to stink, to
of the living God, looking upon me) n. p.
of Hagar’s well between Kadesh and be loathsome Ex. 7,18 21; 8,10; 16,20;
one might be tempted to translate palms;

באש
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— figur. 2. (not used) to be hated, notorious,

bad,

disagreeable;

io, Sam. טָאְּב or Bea.

בבל

Herlinge, Härtlinge) Is. 5, 2 4; prop. an

adject. to 01339, Aq. camgiai,
The stem is 078%, J erome ל
comp.

Syr.

closely connected with wa (wa) in the
original idea to change colour, to become

opposed to, contrary to, bad, except that
in the one case what is said of the colour, is in the other spoken ofthe substance of a ל The Ar. un to be

Symm.

“IND contracted ‘ina, see SON:
aa (gate) see 43 and ana, maa.

733 (constr. naa, from a2i.6. 23)

f. prop. opening, hence 1. (not used)
gate; — 2. figurat. 79 naa 2908. 2,
12 apple of the eye, prop. entrance, gate
unhappy, on to be bold, wanton, in of the eye, the apple being regardlike manner ul, ag? to shudder at, ed as a sort of entrance or door to
and Aram. n}12 to change colour &c. are the eye, its centre-point (comp. Talm.
only farther metaphorical applications.  פיבhollow, pit; «2 canal; ana, ob
‘Comp. besides Way. Hence ,שָאְּב  הָשאְּבgate, see 232); NIB (22, (5ןאב Aram.
בְּאִָים
the same.
In the constr. state it ap-

 אזWRI) (reflexive) to shew oneself pears shortened into (79) na Ps. 17, 8,

bad, repugnant , to make oneself hated,

Lament. 2, 18, where the ' ןּושיִא

with ny )"תֶא( or 2 of a person, to one, and whence the tears come. See na.
1 Sam. 13, 4; 2 Sam. 10, 6; 16, 21.
"QA (fatherly, from bab Pehl. father,
Hi. Oyo (fut. (שיאבנ 1 to cause comp. n. p. 833 in the Mishna) n. p. m.
to stink e. 6 ointment, Eccrzs. 10, 1; to
spread a stink Ex. 16, 24; in full form
many’ to make the odour bad, but
only figuratively to make loathsome, hated
5, 21, then omitting ns and with
3 of the person, to bring ‘into bad repute
Gen. 34, 30; 1 Sam. 27,12. — 2. in the

Ezr. 2, 11; Neu. 7, 16.

baa (with a of motion maa) n. p.
of the celebrated metropolis of the Babylonian- Chaldean empire on the Euphrates, Babylon, so called according to
Gen. 11, 9 from the confusion of tongues

sense of who (wa) to shame, to make

(533, Aram, aba to confuse, Hebr. 532),

‘ashamed, 6. g.tga" Prov. 13,5 = wat,
beside ""pr172, comp. שיבמ
.26 שיאכה

the ruins of which are still found in "the

Is. 30, 8 pointed .שיאבה
Hithp.  הִחְבְּאָטto make oneself odious,

neighbourhood of Hella (ile, Rabbin.
noxbdit) Gen. 10,10; 2Kmas 17,24; 20,
12; 24,15; Mıc.4, 1080. It was also ied

to (oy) one, 1 Cazon. 19, 6.
at the same time 1.as the name of the BaUNI FE the same, impersonal (like bylonian-Chaldean empire, besides 132,
as
sm to be sorry) with לע Dan. 6,15 (op- Sy poy, םיִרָשּכ  'א18. 14,4; -posed to nda "%0 be of good odour” and the name of the ‘Assyrian empire, where
“to be good”; comp. בלמ to be good, and

GLb to have a good smell),

Babylon was the capital of the province
2 Car. 32, 31; 33,11. Subsequently, at
the time of the Persian dominion, it was

ND (with suff. לשֶאְּב,Dw; an older also — 3. a name of Persia Ezr. 5,13;
form for urn) m. 1, stink, with the verb Nex. 13,6. — 533 as a celebrated capimay, which is also connected with the tal Jer.50,12, surrounded by enormous

walls 51, 12 58, with its iron gates Is.
45, 2, hanging gardens (in the form of
terraces Jos. Ant. 10, 11, 1), with its
MND f. (from wa) a stink-weed, bad boundless luxury and its love of pleaor poisonous weed, Jos 31, 40.
sure Is.14,11; 47,1; Jer.51, 39; Dan.
D'S (from wes; only in pl.) m. bad 5, 1, and with its remarkable fortunes
or uneatable grapes, late grapes (German &e., is described at length by Greek
12
noun mon Is. 34,3; Am.4,10; Jo.2, 20;
— 2. the ‘gromnd-form of nies, Dwr.
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בגוי

11; a wife Ex. 21,8; a husband Jer.
3, 20; a friend קיר 1,2 66.) to beToy (which see). Subsequently, a city tray, with the accusative Ps. 73, 15;
founded in Egypt, almost opposite to like 927 to spoil, rob Is. 21, 2, henee
Memphis (see Literaturblatt d. Orient the real climax 7352 דגובה 21, 2,
1849 p. 358), by Babylonians who left wa ova 24, 16, 772 saa Jur. 12, 1;
their homes under Cambyses (Jos. Ant.  חן בודNE .saH ,2 5 !llew ees( RA )9
11,5; Strabo, Geogr. 1,17; Ptol. 4, 5), the drunken man (equivalent to שיא
was called Babylon.
yr) robs; then generally to sin, to

writers, and especially by Berosus.

In

Jun. 25,26 and 51,41 it is also termed

With

regard

to

the

derivation

of commit injustice, once even IN 343 Ps.
59,6; most frequently in this sense occurs the part. plur. D193, opposed to
Idiome p. 167); yet it is not impossible pws, D’RITE 6. (in "Has. 1,5 the
that the name was originally formed LXX and Syr. read 07733 for onia2);
from לב 232 court (gate) of Bel, or Prov. 13,15: and the conduet of sinners

daa, that from 5352 is, indeed, grammatically correct (see Lehrg. der aram.

from לבד“a(= (ריִּב Belus-town, or the is bold (see my).
like.

Derivatives

12,

n}733, 7392.

baa Aram. f. the same, used of the
The stem, it is true, is not in use in
city or province Day. 2,12 48; 3,1; 4, the dialects, but its fundamental signi26; sometimes with אָתְּבַר great as an fication is easily perceived from the or-

adjective, like תמח Am. 6, 2 and Aide פוגסח4 weyadyiin inscriptions.

ganic root 19-3 (comp. 73-8, 73, TP72);
and a like transference in לעמו Är.

23 (in the Targ. def. 8332; only un, dis, go 1 confirms it.
72 (with suf. “132 without dagesh
in pl. def. (אָיְלְבַּב Aram. gent. m. Babylonian, i. e. belonging to the city of in 3; pl. D7733, constr. "133; once Ps.

Babel Ezr. 4, 9; Hebrew לבב 132 Ez.
23, 23.

45, 9 pl. niqya) m . (fem. only in Lev.

6, 20,but the Bhrinvitan copy has mase.)

32 m. food (comp. Ar. als; Pers. sly 1. covering, clothing in the proper and
usual sense, cloth Gen. 28, 20; 1 Sam.

food, Sanskr. bhag= pey- ₪1 Ibn Gandch 19,13; 1 Kınas 1,1; a tegument over
and Kimohi Dena), only in K'tib Ez, 25, the sacred vessels Nums. 4, 6-13, comp.
7: pad aad 703 to give for food (i.e. to Ar. ols clothing, cover; in particular
destruction). But as the K’ri and LXX

read 72, as םילגל 12) appears in 26,5,

a kind of upper-garment Gun. 39, 12,

beside לרעב Ezr. 9, 3 5. Figuratively,

and as in 47, 13 הג arose out of 717, Is. 52,1; '59, 17; 61,10. —

it is advisable perhaps to retain ”.

2. covering,

deceit, faithlessness, treachery,

robbery,

If, however, the K’tib reading be fol- sin Jur, 12, 1; Is. 24,16; comp. 732 2:
lowed, it need not be regarded as fornina (originating from n774j2,comp.
eign; but it may be derived from 412

 הללללתfrom ;הלפלותhere the form passes

(which see).

over as in nindh Prov. 1, 20 into the

( בגרfut. ,2337 Mar. 01,2 )3327 .rt fem. pl.) f. treachery, deal Zen. 3, 4.

.1 (not:used) to cover, veil, clothe, whence
.732 — Figurat. 2. to cover, to conceal,
then to

act

covertly,

to deceive,

deal

2 (only fem. 3433 with the ₪ impure remaining in “the first syllable)

falsely, absol. 1 Sam. 14, 33, Jos6, 15, adj. m. faithless Jer.3,7 10 interchanged
or with 2 of the person whom one de- with 32.

"93"(perhaps from 3733, יִנָג = ווג
ceives Jur. 3, 20; Is. 33, 1; Hos. 5, 7,
rarely with ומ Jar. 3, 20. Out of this comp. mal, ma; belonging to thepeople)
signification has been developed that of  יתp. m. Bm. 0 0 Nes. 7, 7 (perhaps.
to forsake faithlessly e. g. God, Jur. 5, from the Persian bhapavan happy)»
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S32 see 225 (constr. 54).

 לְבְבָּכָהGun. ,12 ,92

) בְּנְתָאnaisreP( .n .p .m דט.
01.
“x3 appears to be the Bay- of Persian
proper names, as Bayögelos, Bayaios,
Bayandeys, and may be the -35 in the

semitemos 327W

2i, 9 .2 ,edutilos ,ssenitpme ylno
constr pl. "ya, JoB 17,16: into the soli-

tude of the grave it (i. e. hope) descends
(F779דָרָּפ= ,like הָנֶחְלַשִת Junens 5,

proper name 4043 and perhaps also the 26 ==  חלשmon

Is. 28,3

pn);
=


in meaning to

 חגבַאin‘ אָתְגבַא With this "33, 328 have
been compared sometimes the Zend. baga

" לאט7a is only er

proper names O--zavns,

722 IL) m. 1. yarn, "thread, yorn-web,

(the sacred word, then a name of Ized), Is." 38, 10, 1 cannot be translated
sometimes the Sanskrit bhaga (felicitas). bars, which it never means.
NN or J", Non“ (also in the Persian
72 11. (in pause ,דב pl. 072; from
Ca-tanes, Pe-

tanes) has been compared sometimes prop. twisted into one another, metawith the Sanskrit tanu, Pers. ten (body), phorically linen, particularly white linen
while it has sometimes been regarded

as a termination (ta, tana= dana, given).
92 (Pers) n. p. m. Esrn. 2, 21.
Instead of it
Nm (Pers.)n.p. m. Estu. 6,2. See
NEN] and ana.
1 (from:Tal;; plur. DN72, constr.
"73,| with suff. 172) m. 1, dismembered,

belonging to the 732, 372, 01039», nnd,

DISS, Mp2,

TION of priests and die

tinguished. persons Ex. 28, 42; 39, 28;
Luv. 6, 3; 16, 4 23 32; 1 Sam. 2,18;
2 Sam. 6, 14. oa collectively white
linen garments Ez. 9,2 311; 10,2 6 7;
Dan. 10, 5; 12, 6 7. — 2. branches, of
a tree, so called from interweaving;
only in pl. oa: ‘a mwy Hz. 17, 6 to
singled out, separated, hence Ex. 30, 34 get branches; םיִדב  הממ19, 14 staff of
323 דב separated upon separated i e. branches, holding together the branches
each apart, part by part. The con- or twigs. Of this signification a farther
nexion of two nouns with 3 expresses development is: a) a pole, bar, staff, prop.
their closest likeness. From this signi- wound together of branches, Ex. 25,14;
fication arose 725 (the state constr. 27,6 66. Comp. German Baum, and the
of דב with 5, as “may together with, Greek xdia. It is possible that the

mg before, AND ‘to meet, opposite, idea of firmness and stiffness arose from
that of being wound together, inter-

2B: before &e.) prop. to the being alone
of, ‘subordinate to the following word,
or even standing alone. It is in con-

woven, hence pole, beam. See, however,
1211. b) only in the pl. members, Ar.

nexion with ya (79 725) a) ₪ preposition:

195, prop. branches of the body, in
full form “iy “ya Jos 18, 13 branches
also 739% Gen. 26,1; 46, 26, רשא San (members) ofthe body (“4x for body also
except what Num. 6, 21; 1 Kinds 10, 13; in 19, 26); 92 לכאי ibid.: it eats his
2 Cur. 9, 12, with suff. i722 encept members. ©) only in
1 pl. Hos.11,6: knots
Him Duvr. 4, 35; לע sab Eze. 1, 6. of human beings, compact masses, conseb) an adv.: only 1
seorsum, quently 72 =12%, which suits there.
solum Ezr. 1, 6; Eccres. 7, 29; Is.
Tal (only gl.םיִדַּב,with suff. 9°73;
16, 13, in which’ sense it is in pause from 772 II.) Mm. prop. ל talk, chatsab. It is often connected with a suffix, ter, hence lies, brag Jos 11, 3; אל-ןכ
besides, except Nom. '29, 39; Dur. 3,5;

also as an adjective, solus, a, um,

as

mya Is. 16, 6, Jun, 48, 30 his groundless

“ya I alone Nom. 11, 14; ‘Devr. 1, 9; lies i. e. lying oracles; once concr. liars
saab Ps. 51, 6, in pause דב Ex. 18, Jur. 50, 36 i. e. the astrologers (Is. 47,
14; boyd hig, 29, 13; $735 Gen. 2, 13), who appear fools (44, 25) because

18; Hab "Ex. 22,26; 079% Gun. 43,32; of their predictions which do not take

‚here the suffix fom. pl. ‘is sometimes

place.

12*

25
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Dxur. 32,12; for which 772% is used in
Nume. 23, 9; Ps. 4, 9.
712 (from T78"72 dedicated to Adad,
it, 6 ₪ 1272 (which see); so likewise see I) n. Dp. of an Edomite royal fa שבד8
 וinto 73, 6. ₪. הָיָדְּב mily, Gen. 36, 35.
(which see). Comp. the Phentcian pro12 see "J.
per names wea (Kit. 3, 3), mop>ata
13 (abridged from a9 wor- |
(Karth. 5, 5), תֶרתשְְרּב (ib,2) &
shipping Jah) n.p.m. Ezr.10, 35. See 7.
N72 (part. with suf. x73 for Nya)
Sg (pl. םיקד;from 5431.) m. 1. pro בּדseeבד .

Ta abridged from 739, and still more
72, in proper names compounded with

prop. 70 speak, to prattle, to brag, Bareo-

Aoyeiv, hence to lie, with 3279 to invent
of oneself, i. e. to fabrioate iKınas 12,

33 (where the K’tib has Tan ‘2 to in-

vent alone); Neu. 6, 8. For its organic
root the stem has א
“ta, which is also

perly “divided, separated, hence leadalloy (plumbum nigrum, i. 6. stannum,
Plin. h. n, 24, 16; 33, 9), which is separated by smelting. םיִליִדְב several
kinds of lead-alloys Is. 1,"25. — 2. the
name of a metal mentioned with gold,
silver, iron, lead, brass, by which is
understood a sort of tin (xacoiregos,

found in 72 (773) הו Nba, Moos,
Talm. טפ (whence Dpos, bye, טיפ 0
and it corresponds tothe Syriac וז Ar.
Ee (L IV.); but to invent , to form is
transferred in Zabian (Ir>) to the pot-

Aram. 877003) Nume. 31, 22; Ez. 22,
18 20; En a8 ZecH. 4, 10 prop. tinweight, then plummet, perhaps = Bk

ter’s work, as in רצ I.

npn

712 I. (part. sia) intr. to be se-

5, 8.

$53 I. (Kal unused) tr. to divide,

parated, forsaken, solitary, Ps. 102, 8; separate; derivatives ליִדָּב,72, mb7an.
Is. 14, 31; Hos. 8,9. Derivatives דבI, The organic root 5473 is also found in

Tas and 733. The organic root רב is 7-57 &e.; but the Ar. Jos (to change,
also found in a8 (which see), for to" exchange) should not be brought
which the Ar. has SG. and somewhat
modified in 7-2, Ip &c. as well as

in the corresponding Ar. Jo to divide,
separate.

into connexion with it.

Nif. 5333 (fut. 573%) to separate oneself, to be ‘separated, “with 7a Nums. 16,
21; Ezr. 9, 1; 10, 11; to be excluded

10, 8; with the omission of jr and with
72 I. (not used) intr. to be inter-  אלto separate oneself from a thing and

woven, “intertwined , spoken of twigs, of pass over to another 1 Cur. 12,8; to be
The chosen as a committee, with or without
fundamental signification proceeds from 5 23,13; Ezr. 10, 16.
the idea of binding, twisting into one | Hf. ליִּדְבַה 1. to separate, divide (prop.
with 3
another, the same organic root being causat. to cause a a

ropes of yarn &e.; hence 71].

.  וביךEx. 26,33; >... 772 Gem. 1, 6;
found also in 19”, 192, 143-4, .6תבדצ,
The meaning ‘beam, in Aram. דב"Ar. Ley 20, 25; Ez. 29,ie 42, 20; 72..
3G, has perhaps come from that of 722 Is. 59, 2. — 8. part i. e. to pull
erossing,

twisting into one another,

in the Hebrew הרוק , “ap, Ar. "S

as

&e.

712 III. (not used) same ag N7a
(which see). Derivative sa II.
2

m. solitariness, separation, waste-

off, Lev. 1, 17; 5, 8. — 3. to separate
from others, to 0
out, select, with

accusat. of the person and ya wherefrom
Noms. 8,14; 16,9; Deur. 10,8; 1Kmas
8, 53; to exclude, with ya Nex. 13, 3,

by Is. 56, 3.

“Hof. bias see M273.
ness, only as adverb (noun in accusat.)
-solitarili desolately, alone, coupled with
5-2 IT. (not used) intr. to drop, to
the 8 307, ןכש my Luv. 13, 46; flow out, flow down (cognate in sense
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with נסף, צְרָהbelonging to 42, (ירצ

2
112 @ 112 i.e. dedicated to Dan

particularly applied to a sweet-“smelling = Eshmun; see 77) 1. n. p. of a Judge

resin or gum; whence M293, nouns ex-

1Sam.12,11, for which the Syr., LXX
and Ar. read pia, because ee had for
taken from dropping out. The stem ‘a in oyna there Tun; but the Targ.,
pressing kinds of resin being generally

this signification has for organic root Kimchi and others understood it to be

%7"3, which reappears modified in לט av, who was a Danite (7773). It
Ge
Ar. db &e. Comp. the Greek Bö«AA-eıv. is possible that 773 =7739 =11739 (see
7a) Jupezs 12, 108. = 2 n.p.m.1 Car.

572 (constr. >23) m. a part, tip, IN 'ב 2 17.
tip of the ear, Am. 3,12; prop. same as
pla (inf. constr. pi7a) 1. (not used)
“ta piece, different in purport and etyintr.
to be rotten, chinky, tottering, hence
mology from un.
Pla. — 2. tr. to press into something, to
m>72 (modern Hebrew pl. (ְםיַחְל m. break through something; metaphor. to
1. the sweet-smelling resin or aromatic examine, search into, in order to mend
gumdrops of an Indian (and after- 2 Cur. 34,10, as “pr and “pa proceed

wards of a Bactrian) tree (from 542 II. from a ‚similar view (comp. Aram. Pa,
which see), being the transparent, wax-

like resin bdellium, Bö&\Atov, which was Syr. or, ep); but p72 cannot at all
an article of commerce. Aquila, Symm., mean to restore, to build: up, as the LXX
Theod., Vulg., Josephus and others al- and Vulg. understand it. With the stem
ready understand the Biblical ‘a in this pia is cognate pn2 (which see); and
sense. Hence from the form of the drops the organic root is P7"2, which reap— 2. pearl, with the shining of which the pears in p3, pan, Aram. ptm.
grains of manna were compared Nun.
pia (with suff. 77.12) m. the tottering,
11,7; which appears in Gun. 2,12 along ‘ie rotten (of a house), a rent, breach
with oT (which see) and gold as an 2 Kınas 12, 6; ’a xiv ibid. to find out
important and valuable product of India ₪ rent; ‘3 pn 12, 8 9 13 to repair;a

(Abn is explained by the Targ. on leak in 8 "ship Ez. 27, 9 27.
1 60%. 1, 23 una תְָּקְפִמ DN; Aramaean NP 72 canal.
hence 1273 is translated mp |
in Talm.

Joma 758, ‘and so understood by Sa‘adja,

Comp. the

272 (kom “p12 = Rad worship-

Kimchi, and others). This word appears ping "Melkar ; רה “abridged from (רֶקֶלִמ
in Aramaean in the forma m42 (Onk. n. p. m. 2 Kuda 9, 25.
772 Aram. same as Hebrew 413;
def. Nn>32), M2173 (def. אָחְלְלִב חַלְדּב
(Jer. Tare. def. Nb 73), passinginGreek only iin Pa. "72 Dan. 4, 11 to scatter,
into BöoAx-o», Boehi-tov (proceeding from throw about ; comp. Ar. dy, Syr. >,
m24a, 1573), in Pliny h. n. 12,19 into Sam. 472.
Walden (nba = (חלְדּב all which are
( הֶהְּבnot used) intr. 1. to be empty,
perceptible from the Hebrew form.
Coming from 42 11. 542 (543) is like Br to be empty, uninhabited,
the ground-form, ‘as BdoA-, Böchh- in waste, Aram. Nia, Syr. ,ןח in the
Greek arose out of the same, having reduplicated form on} to be terpassed to it from the Semitic; n— is the rified (comp. Hebr. nw); derivative
remnant of an old derivative syllable,

which also has been preserved in the
Aramaean na>¥, חפלצ eel, npn len-

til &e.
m

See ."הלר
an incorrectly adopted stem for

the proper name 473 (which see).

ara. — Hence 2. to be desolate, to be
waste, mp2 also appearing in the same

 וal use; spoken especially of
the primitive chaos.

aa (= 172 after the form 2) m
emptiness , wasteness, spoken of Dein

pra
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tive chaos out of which the world arose

with 9 e.g. ןיחל  יבProv.28,22 to catch

Gen. 1, 2. In this primitive signification was ra taken in the Biblical cos-

21; to hasten forward in ‘trepidation , to

mogony,

and used in establishing the

dogma (j287 ©) respecting creation.
Hence Aquila translates ovdév, Vulg.
vacua, Onkelos and Samarit. נקיה The
Phenician cosmogony has converted 7:72
act into a personified expression denoting the primitive substance, and as
a deity, the mother of the races of the
gods; the Aramaean name תּוהָּב ,m3,
 בְּהוּתָאBaod, Bv$-05, 0

for the mo-

ther of the gods, which passed over to
the Gnostics, Babylonians and Egyptians,

eagerly at gain, comp. nbs, Krri 20,
fleePs. 48, 6 (cognate in sense 7512),
Jer. 51, 39, with 73" Ez. 7, 27 to wring

the hands (from terror).
Pih.  בהל1. to terrify, to confound, with
the accus. of the person Ps. 2, 5; Jos
22,10; 2 Car. 32,18; 35, 21. 7

to

quicken into haste, with accus. of the person: Way תָעְּמַשּו Dan. 11, 44 and
tidings put “him to haste; metaphor. with
 עלor 2 to drive to haste 1000188. 5, 1;
7,9; to drive on a thing with haste Ezz.

4,4 Kr (see 7332); to accelerate Esrn.
2,9. Derivative Homa.
Puh. ( פיהלpart.  (מִבְהָלto be hasty, rash,
interchange of 5 and m, though it has a
different conception in its application to Esra. 8, 14; nbyan Prov. 20,21 K'ri,
a cosmogony. Metaphorically Is. 34,11. as the versions also read, spoken of
ond (not used) intr. to shine, glisten, Mor: an accelerated inheritance i.e. gotis identical therewith. Möt, prop. Bad
(na), originated in Phenician from an

Ar. su

to be pure. It seems cognate

ten with unjust haste, for which the

K’tib reads naar (from Dia).

with ya (Mia).
Hif. Sa 1. to terrify Jos 23, 16.
DIZ m. a kind of white marble (Ibn — 2. to accelerate , to do hastily Esın.
Gandch), alabaster Esta. 1,6; the LXX 6,14. — 8.70 scare away hastily 2 Cur.

incorrectly

0000/0009.

Kimehi has

compared the Arab. Lis (marble-like
stone).
( ְּליִהְּבAram. from D433) f. eagerness,
haste.

‘35 adv. hastily, quickly, Ezr.

26, 20.

The stem Dia is identical with the
Ar.
65," מ for > as elsewhere;
but’ the organic root is Dana (Aram.
sm), which is also perhaps found in

 הלII. (see >57 IL).
( לָהְּבPe. A, Aram. the same.
WSIS adj. m. shining, enlightening, spo-

32,4."

ken of the sun, Jos 37, 21.

See m.

bn (Kal unused) intr. to be terrified,
surprised, to shudder, Ar. hes; meta-

phorically (like 12m) to move restlessly,’
very quickly or hastily, to be restless,
hasty, as a sign of insecurity and
terror.

Nif. 3343 (fut. (לַחְבִר 1. to be terrified,

In Phenieian the stem appears with a

harder pronounciation b32, hence d33
(Athen.) 4 =לּוהּב,,5723 surprised. De-
rivative 3972.
Ithpe. man )= ;ְ'ִתֶא inf. 6. MAAN
= 'ִ (אֶת1. to be astonished, Dan. 3, 24:
and he rose up with terror (infin. as a
noun). — 2. to do hastily 2, 25; to hasten
6, 20.
Pa. ( בהל572°) to terrify, with the

affrighted 1 Sam. 28, 21; 2 Sam. 4, 1;
Ps. 6, 3 4; 90, 7; 10 be surprised, to aceus. of the object, Dan. 4,2 16; 5,6
shudder Jos 21, 6; to be in violent com- 10; 7, 15 28.
motion Ps. 6, 3, with ja Eccues. 8, 3;
Ithpa. Deans to be terrified Dan. 5, 9.
"2272 GEN. 45, 3 in presence of or de
cause ofa thing. — 2.00 be hasty, quick,
mon (a, mips) f. terror, surprise
Zera. 1, 18 a destruction, and certainly Lev. 26,16; Is. 65, 23; Ps. 78,33. Jer.

a speedy one )הָלַהְבְב in the sense of 15, 8: pain and terror )ריע=, ריצ6

mem Is. 10, 23 ‘and Hama 65, 23);

= ערx).

בהם
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to be smoothed away. The stem oa
oma (mot used) intr. to be dumb,
(172) is a collateral form of DNB, DB
yale, a ese to be silent, we to be (hence map) to be fat, stuffed, Ay.

dumb.

From u

(= 79173) one sees

that there was tere too a stem 2, to
which also
2 the dumb one, barbarian (Maltes. “ybhem) points.
masa (constr. mama, ‚withsuf. mas,

an, on“, retaining the e-sound, comp.

5 to be thick, full; ee the same &c.

( ןֶהּבwithout a pl.) f. prop. a stump,
a stopper, the stumpy, thick finger, hence
the thumb, coupled with די in Ex. 29,
;20 Lav. 8, 23; with 539, "the great toe
Ex. 29, 20; Lev. 8, 23 24, From the
same point "of view the thumb is called

ini28, nan; pl. nim, 0080. (תלמהב in the Targ. and Samar. jir9® the thick
f.prop. the dumb, speechless, irrational finger (see also
comp. pollex from
charactebeing, brutum, as Scripture
rises it Ps. 49, 13; 73, 22; Job 18, 3.
Hence generally beast, animal as a collective, opposed to DA, um Ex.11,7;
12, 12; Ez. 14, 13 17 19 21; 29, 8;
then in
i a more limited sense: 1 a fourfooted animal, tame or wild, particularly
in the plur. with PR following Devt.
28, 26; Is. 18, 6; "1 or mea 1 Sam.
17, 44, Jo. 1, 20, or שו Mica 5, T.
As contrasted with birds and reptiles:
tame beasts and wild Gun. 6, 7; Ex. 9,
25; Prov. 30, 30. — Usually 2. four
footed tame

beasts, pecus,

opposed to

pollere; Ar. me and „Les! the same.

772 (only in pl. nigita) f. the same
Jupszes1,6 7. The Samar. codex has
this word for 12.
172 (thickness, fatness) n. p.m. more

exactly designated as j21N'"73 Jos. 15,
6; 18,17.

From him a place ‘2428

(which see) on the confines

of Judah

and Benjamin was named.
pra (not used) intr. to shine, to be
|
illuminated, hence to be white, pale; comp.

wild (mm, הָרָשַה nam) Gem.1, 24; 2, Targ. pa (pa enlightened, Af. קָהְבא

20; 7, 14, applied to sheep, oats, cite, to make shining, Talm. 77373 celebrated,
hence ‘at pn Gun. 47, 18=ןאצה TBR "pa="pita like קיחּב = Syn. aa
“pat spn 47,17; applied to draught> and
cattle, asasses, -- Gun. 94, 23; 36, to be white &e.; Ar. 67
לט to appear;
6; 2 Kınas 3, 17.
to be white,
5
nian (sing.) m., only in Jos 40,
15, the Nile-horse, as appears plainly

from the description (Jos 40,15-24) and
from its being put with the crocodile.
Coptic n-eze-emmws water-or, as the

Nile-horse is called (comp. Ital. boma-

Mishna pak to enlighten (whence! הֶקובַא
a torch). One sees that the stem is a
farther development of p2.

 קהבm. a whitish pale eruption on the
skin Ley. 13, 39. According to the ety-
mology the LXX has Egos, the Jerus.
Targ. “ne; Ar. Ge the same.

vino, Ar.
5, immonotapos),
which the Hebrew has allowed to be
faintly seen in the form mira, perרזMQ (not used) intr. to shine, hence
haps belonging in the first instance to
to beשו
comp. Syr. jun, Arab.
the plural of .הָמָהְּב From Jos1.6
Behemot becomes in legendary lore a or &e. in the most various metaphofabulous gigantic animal generally.
tical meanings. The stem is a farther
“3.
(72 (not used) intr. to be pressed to- development of the organic root
Derivatives "72 and
gether, to be blunt, thick, stuffed; hence

JB (together with 73) ‘and the proper
name 772.

In Arab. the root is +2

hence xg» rock, whence 72 appears

mans (plur. nista) f. a white spot

on the "skin, Ley. ch. 13, from whatever

causes it may have arisen, and whatever

בוא
shade it may have had.
for it Nas,

בוא
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The Syr. has

Targ. -ארהב

 בוא.frep( ;aN 2 .mef ecno  את2 Sam.
,14 ;3 8 pl. ואבו once AND Jur. 50, 5;
on the other hand ואב ,27 18 is either
for the inf. xia by transposing theוא 
or for 4837 after the Yod was absorbed
by the preceding "-, 88 vice versa in
m nant) Ex. 15, 2; 1 pers. pl. Mana,
1'Sam. ‘95, 8 92; imp. Nia, N, with a

 דע16,5 or» 1Sam. 9,12, with the accus.
of the person or place to whom or which
one comes,

Is. 19, 23; Lament. 1, 4;

the place whence, "is coupled with m
Gen. 16,8. In this sense metaphorically:

a) to be born, to appear 120018. 1, 4;
niand3> Ps. 71,18 to every one who is

borni.e. to posterity. b) with דע or לא
to reach to one, i. e. to be equal ‘to him,

2Sam. 23,19 23; 1Car.11,21; applied
to inanimate things with the accusative,

of motion riya Bane,20, 21;+ inf. Nia, Na,
once האב 1Kinas 14,12, with suff."a,
TNE, “Na pause ךאפ also MONA, ןאב and
Marl; fut. was, , אביonce ia 1 Kınas

to reach to something, of ramparts JER.
32,24. c) to reach, with דע or לא whither
Ex.22,8, Num. 32,19, particularly spoken
of a report or an account Gen. 18, 21;

with suf. zusam JoB 22, 22; 2 fem.

ginally to hit, with 59, Dy, >, or with

,1312" K'tib; 38991 ‘K'tib for inn 12, 1 Kınas 2, 28; in this sense too ‘with
3 12; 3 ,naf ecno מַּבְאסָה
 ו95 Esra. 9, 11; elsewhere mp5 אָּב
out of myian Devt. 33, 16, where the Gen. 6, 13 is come before me ie. has
presented itself clearly to me. d) to
4 has passed over into ¢; this form is
come upon, to fall upon (suddenly), ori-

rarely sian
Ez. 22,4, a chorter form
the aceus., 6. ₪. of an enemy, the sword,
for "Non, ‘whence arose myian, and out a destroyer, poverty &e. Gun. 34, 27;
of that again nNan= nga 1 Sam. 25,34 Jos 15, 21; 20, 22; Ez. 32, 11; Prov.
Kx, and "nNan inthe same place accord: 28, 22; seldom in a good sense, with
ing to the K’tib) intr. 1. t0 90, to wander,  עלJos. 23, 15. e) to come to pass,
like 72:7, with which it is interchanged evenire, fo be fulfilled, in a subjective
in this sense; ; usually with announcing sense, spoken of wishes, promises &c.
the limit of one’s going, in the accus. Devt. 13,3; 18am. 9, 6; Is. 42,9; Jur.
Gun. 37, 30; Is.7, 24 25; Jon. 1,-3; 17, 15; ; opposites Ba, .בוט Inthis sense
with 97 inserted 1 Sant ,22 ;5 htiw  אלit is alsa used: f) of inanimate things,
Is. ,22 51 denehtgnerts( yb ;ID htiw to come near, as of the FIDAO Jos 37,9;

2 Nom. .6,23 According to this signi- rm) 41, 8; םי 38, 11; ON 3, 24; si
fication it means a) like Tor (en) 5 ‚21; דואProv. 6, 15. 8) Itis applied
metaphorically to walk, to live, with to time, % ₪ םימָי Jur. 7, 32; ny Ez.
MS (CAS) or DY of the person with whom 7, 12; דעומ Ps. 102, 14 Ke,, to deone lives, Ps. 26, 4; Prov. 22, 24 (for note partly what Eappens, partly that
which is to be in future, hence Dart

which Jos 31,5 has Tem) b) in many

figurative expressions, e. g. TBN-DNבא 

Is. 27,6 the future times, comp. nam
(or’x-by) to go to ₪ woman i.e.to cohabit 41, 23. h) It appears in a variety
with her Gun. 16,2; 19,31; Yanby na of modifications just according to the
to go to his fathers 16. to die, 15, 15; preposition with which it is connected,

poetically nia i7"19 אב to go to the e. 8. with 2: to come with somewhati. e.
habitation of the fathers (cognate iin sense

( ףסאכPs. 49, 20 86. — 2. Distinguish-

to bring, דל Tata Na 1 Kines 13,1 he

brought a word of God (without אב

ed from pH in this that it expres- 25917
18 32; 20, 35; in 1 Sam. 3,
ses the limit of going, to arrive, come

21 it means

at, E0Xouat,

powered by it); mibiva xa Ps. 66, 13

6ןא1 , Tom

denoting

the

in the Pan of God, over-

going as not yet ended and not hay- to bring whole burnt-offerings = to sacriing reached

its limit, 1000188. 5, 15; fice; Eccuxs. 5, 2 for a dream brings

with לא Jupczs ,3 ,20  לע2 Sam. 15, 4, me בר &e.; יל  תוְרָבְנְב ינלאna Ps. 71,

בוא
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16 to bring songs of victory (433 equi- 19,23; to treat in common, to enter into

valent to 2) of the Lord God; hence

a covenant Ez. 16, 8; Nex. 10, 30; to

the parallel is TDN, comp. >
| to press into a circle of friends (s403) Gay.
bring. On the contrary DY32 Na 1 Cur. 49, 6; to come into, DETRR into the con4,38 to be adduced by name, prop. to
reach with the name, different from
"Bon Na Jos 3, 6 to enter into the
number i. e. to be received among the
number. From this signification may
be understood still farther i) the use of

gregalten, i.e. to be received into it Devr.
23, 2; to participate in (3) a thing i. e.

to attain to Ps. 69,28; with a to fall into

a thing, e. ₪. into strife Prov. 18,6, bloodguiltiness 1 Sam. 25, 26; with 3 to advance, to progress in, 6. םימיּב Gen.
Nab (to come, infinitive with 5), as a 24,1 סע םינָשּב
19 (as theLXX,
preposition, towards, versus, unto, with Vale, Syr., “Ar, read for nwa) 1. 6.
relation to place, Num. 13, 21; 34, 8; to become older; םרררע “IDA Ra Ez. 16,
Ez. 47,15; for which alsonst- דענט
7 to advance in the highest ornaments ;
3,3, 1Cnn. 5,9 stands, and. giving more to turn in, spoken of the sun, i.e. to go
prominence to the idea of the verb down Gun. 15, 17, opposite NY); to be
Ray (till thy coming) Gen. 19, 22, brought in, corn, Luv. 25, 22 (comp.
Junass 6, 4, or MONA, ANA Gun. 10,19; Mian); to come in as revenue 1 8
13, 10; 1 Sam. 15, 7. Nabr from de 10, 14; wR Na to stand the fire Num.
veloped itself out of אָבְל and is 1 31, 23. Derivatives MN, Non, ANA.
lowed by דע 1 Kınas 8, 65; 2Kınas 14,
Hif. 833 (with suf. 30 &e.;Bf
25; Am. 6, 12 — 8. 40 ite, intrare, Ra; ; 2 pers. nN, ָתאיִבַה and nan,
ingredi, to press into, an intensifying neat; 1 pers. Span "and Annan, and
of signif. 2 (for which the Targ. has thus this flexion is still fluctuat
ing in
559, Syr. Ns, Ar. dso); opposite ner. many forms) causat. of Kal in all the
The place into which one goes is con- three principal meanings: 1. to cause
strued with 2 1 Sam. 9, 12; Ez. 2, 2, something to 80 i.e. to guide, e. g. the

hence 422 Na 2 Kınas 18,21 to pene- axe, Ps. 74, 5; with >x, to lead to one
trate into the hand; with by Gen. 19, 3; Deut. 33, 7. — 2. to cause to come, to

Esra. 6, 4; with the accus. Ps. 100, 4. bring to, to offer, with accus. of the one
naa אצי to go out and in Duur. 28, 6; ject, also of inanimate things, and with

Ps. 121, 8, rarely with

a>

added  אֶלor 5 of the person, Gen. 2,19; 43,9;

1 Sam. 29, 6, 2 Kınas 19, 27, which de- ‘Luv. 4,5; 2 Car. 9,10; Is. 16,3; 1Sam.
notes metaphorically the whole actions 9,7; sometimes the object must ‘be supand conduct of a man, as 2277 חַרא plied. Metaph. to call together Est.5, 10;

poetically Pg. 189,2. With nb or the with by to bring something upon one Gen.
accusative Num. 27,17 to stand before 6, 17, with
> orbx 798. 15,8; 32, 42,
one, to conduct hes cause. Rarely in also of good things Gen. 18, 19; to fulfil
the sense to go about freely Jur. 37, 4 (prophecy, a word given 86( Is. 37,26;
as an antithesis to sit captive; to bear 46,11; Jar. 39, 16. — 3. to draw in, to
an office 1 Cur. 27,1; to enter and retire,

with accusative of time naw on the
sabbath 2 Kines 11, 9, spoken of the

Levites officiating. In this sense many

cause to enter, to lead in, to bring in, e.g.

into the house Gen. 43, 17, into the fortress Ps. 66,11; to pull in Gen. 19, 10;
to bring home (a wife) Jupaus 12,9; to

phrases and expressions are formed by bring (into judgment) Jos 14, 3 i. e. to.
N3, in which it may be variously trans- accuse before a tribunal; איִבָהְנ איצוה
lated, as: to enter (into the house of the Num. 27,17, 1 Cur. 11, 9 to lead to war
husband) 0083. 15, 18, with bx Dan. and out ofits to cause togo down (spoken
11, 6; DaWna אב to go into judgment of the sun) Am. 8,9; to store i.e, to lay
Is.3,14, JOB 22,‘4 ive. to aera with up grain 2 Sam. 9, 10; to inter 2 Cur.
2 to associate with one JosH. 23, 7; Is. 28, 27; to put into Ex, 4,6; 25, 14;°

בוב
Lament. 3, 13. —

times disappears,

= wa;

The final א some-

as רבה RurH 3, 15

"ay 1 Kınas 91, 29 = was;

comp. 427 1 81808 12, 12 .=אָבָי
Hof. xan (3 fem. תאבוה after the
Aramaean manner, 3 pl. NT; part.
N272; אבלמ on the contrary is a noun)

pass. of Hifil, Gun. 88, 11; 43,18; Ex.
27, 7; Luv. 10, 18; 13, 2 in the most
diverse significations.
Derivatives nai, Ran.
Some remains of the stem NIB are

found in the dialects (Arab. sls to turn
back, to turn in, 26 and כ to sleep

with &e.); but other verbs are commonly
in use for it there; while nit is very often
applied in Hebrew, and as it would
seem, in Phenician also, 6. g. x5) (Sard.

5), 233 (Tug. 5). The organic root
N32, compared with the Greek ßd-w
(Bai-vo), Sanskrit gd, German ge-hen &e.
has the series of senses here given; but
the reduplicated

2 x 5 to press in has

also been compared.

( בובa reduplicated stem, unused)
intr. to be hollow, open, whence aa, 7133;
Aram. 22 the same, from which comes
 ברבאjute, ambuba, where an m was

בול
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N2 (perhaps 12 2508. 4, 10 is = 13,
if it does not belong to 112; fut. 133)
tr. prop. to tread down (1a =03), hence
to despise (by words), to esteem little,
with accusat. of the object Prov. 1, 7,
the object somewhat remote 23, 22, usu-

ally with 5 11,12; 30,17; to overlook,
6, 30; 13, 13; 14,21; 23,9; elsewhere
only in Sone or Sox. Comp. 712 and
mia. The organie root ta which also
exists in סב &e. is enlarged in +g»
(to

push away, to reject, to despise)’ Hence
THQ m. 1. contempt, mockery (along.
with 1997, mina) Ps. 31, 19; 119, 22;
123, 4, which one shews to something.

or endures; לע tra 723 708 12, 21, Ps.
107, 40 to pour out contempt (reproach)
upon; ‘a vay 123, 3 to receive contempt

abundantly; ming
tr 'ב 1708 31, 34 the
contempt of families; ’a2 היה Gen. 38, 23

to be despised. — 2. proper name of a
Nahorite, and then of an Arabian
tribe, which, like pay, חוש (which see)

and others, inhabited a part of "Edom

Gun. 22, 21; Jer. 25, 23.
Gentile "12 108 32, 2. —
1 Cur. 5, 14.

Hence the
3. ₪ p. m.

 הזוב15 an object of contempt

Neu.

inserted before 5; Ar. ob, from which

732 (from maya) .מ p. .זמ

8

wh door, and others. Comp. the Coptic
88 hollow, hole.

792 see nya.

( בובunused) tr. either to put into a

3, 63.

2 (from “IN“Ja:
n. p. m. Nuu. 3, 6

striver, wisher)

right state, to prepare (food), then to
gie (Kal unused) intr. to be entangled,
cook, to bake, whence the noun 4a, with
perplexed, Arab. JL, properly to turn
which compare the Sanskrit pad, Pers.
bak-ten &e.; or the fundamental signi- round about, identical with the organic
fication is to eat, to take food, comp. root in Ta”R, 72°, 72"d, and modified
Sanskrit bhag, whence bhakshja food, in 5p" 86. The fundamental signifiGreek yay-sw, Pers. and Ar. „L;s food, cation is connected with that of to intertwine, to get entangled. Derivative
the

latter from sls, sly. According to

the former explanation the organic root
would be 43, identical with that in MEN,

Ar. „5-5, MIDI. &.

מבוּקה.

Nif. ‘523 (3 p. pl. 1282) 1. to wander
about, with 3 of the place where Ex.
14,3. — 2. to be perplexed Esın. 3, 15;

( בודbelonging to ma?) see mn. Jo.1,18.
pap (not used) 1. intr. to bubble, to
12 belonging to the proper name
flow, to stream forth copiously, to spring

"32, which 6.

forth; hence לףבמ , לוב1. — 2. to sprout _
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this sense dai18 perhaps cognate in sense

016 also; or the noun לףב is abridged
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forth, to bring forth, whence S12 2. In ches rod,

tree, which still exists in ZEthi-

with the enlarged Arabic stem (\e», from from bay, in this sense.
which comes (has tree, Asttobe large,
2 (not used) intr. properly to be
if the latter does not belong to another

bellied, thick, then to be high (e.g. by
heaping up), en, whence הב and the
proper name nina. — The סעganic root
according to the second signification, in Da is cognate with the stems Dep, Ar.
- €

group.
The organic root 52 is also found,

bax (which see; Ar. 0-5 Syr. Ne 3 35 to be thick, to be ו 4in
#25 to be
&s), in general in bod, Da" and in circumference, 0172 (793), Ar.
firm,
thick,
swollen;
"and
the
idea
of
a 806 Ar. das.
height in 93 is a farther development
 בולm. 1. rain, hence לוב 173 1 Kınas of this fundamental signification; comp.
6, 38 rain--month,, afterwards called
yen, the eighth in
i the Jewish year,
from the new moon of November till
that of December (Kimchi). In the Targ.
‘2 is here taken in the sense of fruit, and
therefore is translated Naar 9% 777
(harvest-month); the J erus. 'Talm, (Rosh

Greek Pwuög height, altar, probably
from the Phenic. Nva.2 (bomo), Pine from

the Phenician 1233 Syr. 145 height
(Peshito 1 Sam. 10, 23); Pers. ele (bam)
top &e.

72 (only 2d person m32 Ps.139,2;

ha-Shana ch. 1) has derived it from 523 part. pl. םיִָּב JeR.49,7, ass the LXX and
withering (of the foliage), or from Ayam. Syr. already ו it; part.sing.only
dia clod, or from ללב to mix fodder, in the proper names בשא ,Jans, abridgall which is less suitable. Considering ed in 5733) prop. tr. ‚to split, divide, Ar.
that the LXX write Baad, that the ex- ob, and therefore like xoivw, cerno
tant remains of the names of months (see 712), but only metaphorically, (by
(1, JS, (ביִבָא are the names or sur- judgment and sagacity) to perceive, to

names of certain deities, we may look
upon לוב as the name of a god, equivalent to לו Daa also appearing in
Palmyrene inscriptions as the name of a
deity. 5 in bya was early softened into
the vowels 0, u, so that it was sometimes
pronounced and written Bol (54a), some-

times Bul (12), of which softening other

understand, to mark, to know, with > of
the object Ps. 139, 2; absol. Jur. 49,7:

counsel has departed from the wise ()םיִנָּבִמ
Hence the proper names 7212, "23, "3a
=973, Ja in הָיָכָּב and a7", ₪ the nouns

an, pan, yaa Ktib, ךיב(pa) p72,
nina, mal (from (תניב

Nif. Yin) (1 person 'ni523; part. 192,
traces exist in Hebrew. The softening
in this very word occurs frequently in
i pl. 639) to shew oneself ‘discreet, to be
Palmyrene (e. ₪. n. p. ia539. AyAißoAog, knowing, intelligent, Is. 10, 13; coupled
i273) and Phenician (bia = nba in with pon Gen. 41, 33 39, san being
conceived as dwelling in the ‘heart of
the names of cities; bean son).
=
— 2. sprout, fruit, metaphor. fodder the 7333; 727 7722 1 Sam. 16, 18 knowJo 40, 20, where לב is not abridged ing of speech, "eloquent, .פא 4, 22; oppo-

from ya. — 3. block, log, stock, only site 520.
along with Vx Is. 44, 19. This meaning
has been so combined with the 2d that
one translates prop. twig, shoot (from

 בול2), or image i.e. made of wood (from
bra 2), its fruit as it were. But block,

Pih.  בינןto give heed, to attend, with
the accus. to somewhat Dur. 32, 10.
Hif.1. pay a7, ania; part.
Yan; inf.Dan, with suff. הניבה imp.
jan; fut. Pad) 1. caus. to cause to under-

stock, log, is a more correct sense, either

stand, to teach, inform, with > of the

from 51a= by2, bp2 (p72), Ar. Ks,

person and the accusative of the thing,
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71232 (from הידהנוב understanding is
Dan. 8, 16, 2 Cur. 35, 3 K’ri, Jos 6,
24, or dx of the thing Ps. 33, 15, or with Jah) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2, 25.
with the accusat. of the person ממ
"932 (together with "ga; Jah is under8, 9, then with a double accusat. Ps.
standing,
from j12) .מ p. m. .אמ
15.
119, 27; to make wise, intelligent JoB
32, 8; to give insight, merely with ל of See "pa.

( סּוּבpart. pl. 6932, north-Palesti-
the person Dan. 11, 33. 72% teacher
1 Car. 25, 8; 27, 32; םיִניִבָמ Nun. 8,3 nain yhpargohtro =  ביcomp.קלמים 
interpreters of Scripture. — 2. Almost 2 Kınas ,61 )7 .snart ot dnert ,nwod ot
the same signification as Kal, because stamp upon, with 3 into something, Zmou.
the latter was little used: to distinguish ,10 5 into the mire (heroes treading into
something with intelligence, to know, to the mire i. 6. their conquered enemies);
understand, to mark, with 2 in a thing, with accusat. to crush with the feet= con-
Dan. 1, 17; 9, 23; Nes. 8, 12; some- ,reuq ,eudbus .sP 44, 6; 06, 41 )מים,ק
times with 2 to have skill in a thing, (;םירצIs. 63,6; withלע of place 14, 25;
2 Curon. 34, 12; with accusat. Mican

metaphor. to despise Prov. 27, 7. De-

4, 12; Jos 28, 23; also absolutely Is. rivatives “D132, הָפּובְּמְ the proper
40, 21; or with infinit. following .מ names 593), "Da.

8, 2.

Hif. II. }73 (from 47a", rejecting the
formative h, which was done at a later
period of the language; 3 pers. j‘2 Dan.
9,23; 1 pers. יִתְליִּב Dan. 9, 2; infin.

absol. "2 Prov. 23, 1; imp. pa, ,הניב
37°32) in the second meaning of Hif. T
to mark, with 2 of the place where, Dan.
9, 2; with the accusat. Dan. 10,1 he

marked the word (Vulg.), where the LXX

Pih. opt (inf. with suf. p2pwia Am.
5, 11, ש dialectically for d, ‘Tike ןיירש
for (ןוירס to destroy, to lay waste, with

accusat. Is. 63, 18; Jer. 12, 10; spoken
of the sanctuary:

to desecrate, comp.

סא0780000 T& 0706 1 Macc.3,45 51,
dy Dan. 8, 13; rarely with by Am.
2"11 to plunder, as the Targ., Vulg.,

LXX &. have understood it without

reading D20W2. See waa II.
Hof. 0257 to be trodden, Is. 14, 19.
‘ בּמַרְאָהSb ibid. (and he gave heed to the
Hithp. opianiy to stamp with the feet
vision) the M372 is a noun with the accent
drawn back, as Ez. 19,14. The imper. is round about , to tread about, with 3 in
mara Ps. 5, 2; wa 50,22, with accusat. something, Ez. 16, 6 22.
The organie root da, Arab. BG, is
 וin the senses of Hif. II, 2.
Derivatives ,הָכיִּב 2 (72) and the closely connected with that in 0979,
read 992°; on the other hand in mar

proper name

Ta.

Hithp. han] (pause 197; imp. any;
fut. an), pause 2) prop. to consider

with oneself’, hence to mark,

we-9, סַמְדְר (which see), where מ פ סע
stand for =.

DID (not used) intr. to spring forth,

attend to boil up, bubble up, metaphor. to swell
something, with לע Ps.37,10; JoB31,1; up, Targ. Pa. yaya; hence mPayaN,

Dy 1 Kınas3,21; Is. 14, 16; a JER. 23, (which see). — The’ organic root עבalso
20; 30, 24; דע Jos 32, 12; 38, 18; exists in 7-92 and =
accusat. Is. 43,"18; 52, 15; Jon 37,14;

Ps. 107, 43, according to which con-

while the Arabic verbsא>

structions the sense is modified; also
absolut. to shew oneself attentive Is. 1,3;

to the same.

to look about, with > of the thing Jur,
9,16; to mark, 2,10.
 ןובAram. the same. Derivatives 373

(s2"3), ya.

(which "see);

(to rush up),
5 (to bubble forth), eu V. belong

( ץובnot used) 1. intr. to shine, to be
bright (Aram. ךיצהב light), metaphor.
to be high; Ar. yas the same. —

2. to

בוץ
be white.

Derivatives הציב , ץובthe

proper names

pea.
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צלב , "ea. See pars,

32 (in Ez. Cur. Estu.) m. byssus,
a fine white cotton (different from 72
linen) and the stuffs made from it, the

בוש

oe Arab. „u. Derivatives "ia, 2
72 I. see m3.

( רבwith a ofmotion 74-, pl.(פרלת 
m. same as “Na a pit, a hole, Bx, 21, 33;

Ps. 7, 16; usually transferred to 4 4
dresses of kings, priests and rich. men
1 Car. 15, 27, 2 Cur. 5,12, Esru.1, 6, cistern 1 Sane 19, 22, where rain-water

a product ‘of Edom Ez. 27, 16 (as פרא was kept Lav. 11,36,which was walled
round with stones Deur.6, 11, and when
should be taken there), different from the dry served for a prison Gun. 37, 24;

somewhat similar wy of Egypt 27,7, for
Jur. 38, 6 seq.; 2908. 9,11. — 2. a
which only by degrees it may have been prison, hole, dungeon Is. 24, 22, in its
pat, 10038. 4, 21, 2 Car. 3,14 compared full form in this sense Yia'7 ng Ex. 12,
with Ex. 26,31. As a genuine Semitic ;29 Jur. 37,16. — 3. grave, Sepulchre,

word all the dialects have it (Targ. 13,
Syr. Tas, Ar.33); and from the Pheni-

cians ai it came into the Greek ))000009(

ysis (height) proper name of a rock
near Gibeah, 1 Sam. 14, 4.

daed .sI ,81,83 osla רדל אֶלַאַבְנִיבר
,14 19 the dead lying in graves of stone

(the dead of note); 2‘  יִתְּכְרִי,14 15 the
hinder parts i, e. the depths o,
of the grave,

pia I. (not used) 1. intr. to be waste,
desert. The organic root pa is hardened

out of that in 1-13 (which see); the
fundamental signilication i
is to be empty,

i. 6. open, pierced, Ar.

 רובsy 0m Prov. 28,17 to hasten to the
grave, i. e. to meet death; רובדידרי the

— 2. tr.

to make empty, to evacuate; merken
to plunder, depopulate. Derivativan 2a,

cognate in sense withלאש ,PIN nann;
grave of the lowest parts, 1. e. the under-
world Ps. 88,7. — 4. a well, a spring,
out of which water is drawn by a water-
wheel, Eccrzs. 12, 6; sometimes wath 2a
fresh spring Jar. 0 7 K’tib, hence ’2

jinw Ps. 40, 3, pebria Prov. 5,15.

ih

this signification itis interchanged with
. הָקּובְמThe Arab. Gk, Gb to hap-“ Na (which see) 2 Sam. 23,15 K’tib, or
pen, to befall &e. isל 
with DAB. with 3 Jer. 6, 7 K’ri. — 5. @ pit, a
hollow, 1 Sam. 13, 6; MOT Tia (Beitle-

pia II. (not used) intr. to be 7

hollow) 2 Sam. 3, 26, the name of a place

deepened, whence P2p2 (which see) out

which was called, according to Josephus
(Ant. 7, 1,5), Brows i1. 6. 077g (kettle-
place; = רב na), twenty "stadia from
Hebron. ‘ia Jos 9, 80 seeבר .

of the reduplicated orm; comp. Maltes.
buk (hollow) reed; ל

to hollow

out. Perhaps in this stem the „organic
root Pa is cognate with that in pa-N

bone to PER (tube).
 קובII. (not used) intr. to speak,

 שוב1 (wa; the forms with the in-
trans. 0- pronuneiation of the perfect
are vis, mya, nwa, “nwa, nwa, Vs;

prop. to utter sounds, as other verbs of part. pl. pia; 7 and. imp. wis; jut.
speaking come from the same funda- win) for wiss, because the personal premental signification; hence the proper formatives were pronounced as in verbs
names PRR» ,; יקב היקב9727 comp.  (פרintr. properly to be pale, white, dun,
Ar.

₪

mouth.

spoken of the appearance or colour; me-

taphor.to change colour, to be ashamed, ie.
 הקוב.7 depopulation, Nau. 2,11.
to grow pale from shame; applied to the
sun to be obscured, Is. 24,23; JER.15,9;
 רקובsee Spa.
spoken of the land to be desolate Jur.
 רובGai) same as “Wa 1. to dig 51,47; of a fountain to be dried up Hos.
through, only 2. metaphor. tosearch out, 13, 15; usually applied to man, either
inf. constr. 13> to examine Eccuzs. 9, 1; absolut, Jer. 48, 39; 50,12; Ps. 22, 6,
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 סעwith a of the thing of which one is become bad, corrupt, Jo.1,10 12 17 &e.;
ashamed, Jur. 2,36; 48,13, i. 6. which metaphor. to be ashamed of, Is. 30, 5.

brings shame by disappointing; hence

wid II. (inf. win) intr. to extend,

sometimes to be disappointed, embar-
rassed, JuDGES ,3 25  דע שובeven to spoken of time; hence wis דע until the

embarrassment (see:wa III). Comp. Ara- extension 1. 6. very long, Junezs 8, 25;
maean תֶהְּב ,2
Derivatives mon, 2 Kines 2, 17; 8, 11. ‘Accordingly the
Targ. has אגס 2.

nwa, van, oa.
Pih Gwin
to extend, to delay, to tarry,
Du
‘Hf. I. שיִבָה (perf. only in Ps. 44, 8; Ex. 32, 1;
Jupans 5, 28.
53, 6; but part. and fut. constantly), to
The organic root שב is here simply
put to shame, to prepare shame, hence
to mock, to disappoint, with accus. of modified from wp (see whe), 7p; and the
fundamental signification is to spread,
extend; transferred to time, to lengthen

the person, Ps. 44, 8; 53, 6; to bring
shame Proy.29,15; ‘with 72 ‘of the thing,
which disappoints, Ps. 119, 116.

unduly. The Aram. ארנס proceeds from
17. 11. שיבוה (37; only the perf.) a similar point of view.

1. to deceive, with the accus. 2 Sam.19,6:
thou disappointest to day all thine own
servants (038 persons). — 2. to have
shame, to shew disappointment, then, like
many Hifil-forms, expressing the signification of the inchoative: to become
ashamed,

to be ashamed,

Jur.

2, 26;

 השבf. shame, Mic. 7,10; Ez.

8

m2 (not used) intr. to put up (at
an inn), to pass the night, to remain,

abides comp. Ar. ws, Targ. for ,ויל
Syr.Xo, Malt. bejjet to dwell, to nestle &c.
This verb may, however, be derived

6, 15; 10, 14, distinguished from the from mia, mia (b’n2), and the proper
intrans. Kal. As an inchoative verb it organic “root na to ma may signify:
stands absolutely Jur. 48, 20; seldom to be deepened, opened, comp. mip, TIM

with 72 of the thing by which one be- and na (nna). Derivatives nva ‘aud.‘the
comes ashamed, Jar. 10, 14. — 3. to act words connected with it.
shamefully, Hos. 2,7 [5].— The inter792 (denom. from ng) Aram. to pass
change of the sounds = and i- appears
the
night, Dan. 6, 19.
to have been deeply grounded in the
72 (with suf. 12; from 113)m.1. roblanguage (comp. תעפומ and תַעַפיִמ ;
 הָישִירand  הושירTH and bir &e.) bery, prey, cognate in sense with Dow,
and it is unnecessary to assume a stem

 יבשfor Hifil I.

Hence

the proper

name wa».

Is. 8, 1; usually accompanying the verbs

113 Nom. 31, 32, הָיָה and> mm, > ןַתָנ
Devt. 1, 39; Tne 15, 13. ‘Spoken also
of captives, Cognates in sense יבש

Hithp. "oyany to be ashamed (mutually) Gun. 2, 25.
pen. — Metaphor. 2. riches, Ez. 29,19;
in which meaning it is cognate with
waa I. (Kal unused) intr. same as
המון- 6 mm.
 בָּאָשin a subjective sense, to be bad,
( אָזָּבonly 3 pers. plur. ANTS) tr. to
hated; the organic root Wa is radically
connected with wa.

Pih. Oia (= une) to act viciously;
with by of aren to bring evil upon

one, Am. 5,
Hif. I. es to act badly, almost
like an intrans. to be bad. The part.

cut through, to tear in pieces; Is. 18, 2:

whose land streams cut, i. 6 Aethiopia.

—

The organic root is -;א2„ cognate

Aram. 9-13=Hebr. d=“3, since verbs

 א'כoften coincide with 9b (comp.א 

Aram. 9733). According to Jewish inter-
29 occurs frequently Prov.10,5; 14, preters (see Kimchi) ANTS is said to stand
35, opposite Dp; fem. muna 12, 4 for "Ta hea Aram. Tara, in Mishna
Aff. II. uni tones wy Is. 30,5,
Taya, Ar. G3 to seatter about copiously)
where the K’ri reads woah = (טיבה to to water abundantly. See
mm.
ae
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ma (part. act. ya, part. pass. "73;
fut. Fran, apoc. 2) tr. 1. to disperse, to
scatter, to lavish; hence metaphor. הב
 דְרָכִיםProv. 19, 16 to divide the (reli-

prop. to separate, divide, to withdraw;
hence to plunder, rob, carry off booty,
and absol. to make a prey of, Num. 31,

to scorn (cognate in
i sense a>, opposite

ia) to be plundered, nr; 24, 3; Am.

52, 1 Sam. 14, 36, in full form sa 113,

ma Is. 33, 23; 2 Gm, 25,13; or with
gious) ways, i, e. not to apply himself
to the one worship of God, opposite to the accus. of the object Gun. 34, 29;
mean "ml, comp. םיִכָרְּדדתֶא Wp JER. Deur. 2, 35; or finally with the accu
sative of the place which is plundered,
5%"13; הב Die Ps. 73, 20 thou makGen. 34, 27; with 2 to plunder among,
est their’ image “disappear. — 2. Figurat.
mya) 1 San. 14, 36; generally to
pa
to despise, reject, esteem lightly, with
accus. of object Num. 15,31; Ps.69, 34; pillage, Ex. 39, 10. ‘Hones Ta, ma.
Nif. 192 (3 p. pl. 3722; inf. Ham; fut.
Ez. 17,16 19; with9, to mock, to laugh
3, 11.
Puh. 112 to be pillaged, Jur. 50, ar
6,16; 1 Car. 15, 29, "for which also לע
Neu. 2,19; manya M12 to hold despicable
The organic root 12 is in Ar.>
in his eyes, with inf. following Esru. 3, 6,
729) 2 Kines 19, 21; Is. 37, 22. 2 Sam.

Derivatives jira, M137, Ma.

Aram. 113 (13), 73, Syr. ןש רו

Nif. 123 (part. mT), ple 27433) 1. to signif. 1 be connected with signif. 2,
i.e. 12 with 7-72, is questionable.
be scattered about, to be thrown about, JER.

yeaa (a late word; from 13)m
22, 28 (cognate in sense לשוה,oun),
comp. Lamenr. 4, 2; figurat. to be com- contempt, Esta. 1, 18.
mon, profane, i. e. to be for all, Mar.
MIT2 (same as Mnit-nva: place
1,712. — 2. to be despised, rejected,
pushed aside, Is. 53, 3; Ps. 15,4; Mar.
2,9; Dan. 11, 21: and in his place a

rejected one (Antiochus Epiphanes) appears.
Hif. 11377 to make contemptible, Esru.
1, 17. %
From the connection of the meanings

of excellent olives; mint, Tt a collateral

form of mq after the type Dy, DN,
such exchange of ~ and — often oceurring; סע m1°7 is here after the form vi,

constr. ni) proper name of a place iin

Judah, Jos. 15, 28.
( לבnot used) intr. to be hard, firm,

here given it may be seen that the or- thick. Hence (by resolving the dagesh
ganic root in ל „a is connected with into r) 5193, n. p. "193; figur. comp.
the Aramaean tata to disperse, Ar. 33 us to be strict, hard: Phenician npta
to scatter about; and also |, in the basalt, whence the Greek 800000776 ironmarble, of which Pliny says: quem vocant
sense of vBoilew ו here.

basalten, ferrei coloris atque duritiei,
unde et nomen ei dedit. Cognate is שב
rejected; vote rejected by men Is. (which see), whence ua, so called from
the hardness of the basalt-soil.
49, 7; parallel 2 ayn.

mya (only constr. }3) adj.m. despised,

172 (from (זזב7 .1ל

prey, En.

9, 7;"Esra. 9, 10; — 2. possession, property, Dan. 11, 24, See 13.

pla I. (not used) intr. 1. to break
forth (spoken of the sun), to shine forth,
to flash; comp. Ar. gy to rise (of the

72 (perf. usually in the resolved form, sun), in like manner (39. — 2. to
once Ya Zucu. 4, 10, 1442 Devt. 3, 7; lighten round about, to scatter rays, comp.

but fut. 19, inf. Ta, via) trans. 1. same

as na 0 "despise, esteem lightly, with

ל

the object 2003. 4, 10, but where

perhaps ta stands only dialectically for

Syr. =p, Targ. pi2, Ar. to throw out,
to sow. Derivative pra.

pla I. (not תש

tr. same as P13

ta. — 2. equivalent to 72 (773) or Nia, (which see), to divide, to tear, comp,

בוק
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the ripened, from “12 II. (which see);
hence a young man in the prime of
pia m. lightning, the zigzag of the manhood, along with הָלּתְּב Dzur. 32,
25; Is. 62, 5; 2 Car. 36, 17; metaphor.
lightning’s flash, only in Ez. 1, 14; interchanged with pra 1, 13. It is pos- a young warrior JER. 15, 8; ja ירוחּב
sible that pra is merely a different or- Ez. 30, 17 warriors of Héliopolis, 6
thographical ‘form of pra, like jin 7, the garrison, spoken of the warlike caste
of the Calasirians (Herod. 2, 166); ריס
13 of jinn 7, 12 14. But “ and ז are nana circle of the youths, Jar. 6, 11;
Byr. of, Aram. pra to break.

Hence

the proper name pia.

seldom exchanged for one another.

a champion, Jur. 49, 19; hence always

Pla (breach, fissure) n. p. of a city the nucleus of the population Is. 23,4
in ‘he north of Issachar, not far from Jur. 9, 20; opposite םיִנָקֶז 81, 19. —
was on the west bank of the Jordan;

2. part. pass. of M2 I. Dhan, 1 Sam.

according to Eusebius between Neapo- 9, 2. See na I.
lis (03¥) and Scythopolis (~w-n73)
712 m. same as 7173, Ig. 23,13 K’tib.
Junens ‘1, 4 seq.; 1 Sam. 11, 8. The
"2 (constr. (ריִחְּב adj. m. chosen,
king of it was called pya-*24 (which
select, choice; subst. a chosen one, a tried
see).
one, 2 Sam. 21, 6; Is. 42, 1 6
gie! (fut. "3432) tr. only a collateral
bmp 1. intr. to feel loathing, abhorform of ‘1B to strew about, to scatter,
metaphor. to divide (abundantly) Dan. rence, with 3 at something Zecu. 11, 8;
11,24. This form was adopted through Targ. "2 m Syr. So; opposed to
Aramaean influence, where “13, sro “2 "73; comp. Hebrew bap. — 2. tr. to
(hence אָרְזּב ,Lior> seed-com), -13 ap- curse, abhor, Ar.
Puh.  בחלto be cursed. Part. nna
pear; comp. Ar.oy oe the same. The
organic root is “i732, as in IM.
Pih. 12 to scatter, to put to füght,

K'tib Prov. 20, 21.

Translators | read

with the K’ri תלה

Ps.68,31 (elsewhere "12 53, 6; 89,11);

{2 (fut. m2, inf. constr. ma) 1. tr.
to prove (metals in the fire), hence along
( אָתְזְבPers) n. p. m. Horn, 1, 10. with n7% Jur. 9, 6; Zeom. 13, 9; prop.
an" is identical with xoim (in an) to cause to glow, the organic root of
and formed from zäta born ‘(Bopp, Gom- 7°2 being identical with that in yn-w.
par. Grammar p. 37); the first syllable - Metaphor. 2. to purify (from dross),
agrees either with “11 in that proper JoB 23,10: he purifies me (from dross),
name (which see) or "72 is adopted I come forth as gold. Figur. to try (the
many read there theiimp. רז

for it.

heart) Jer. 12, 3; Ps.17, 3; 1 Cur. 29,

27,
( ןוחְּבfrom yma) adj. m. a trier of 17; Ps. 7,10, the walk +3 .מ
metals; Jen. 6, 27: I have set thee for a the reins nits 11, 20, the thoughts nya
trier of metal Grn) same as "23, "¥3)
among my people; yet "239 may be
here equivalent to "a7( מ without me-
tal), since 72 just ‘before ב is often

Ps. 139, 23; “to search out, Ps. 26, 2;
66, 10, ‘with 3 of that with which one

searches, Mar. 3, 10; to examine, Jos
12,11. Hence .ןַחְּב — 3. to divide, split,
a farther formation of 12, hence a) to

smoothed away in this manner, comp.
penetrate into something, to punish,
372‘ Jupcxs 8, 2.
chastise (Ar. ..„=®) 70 7, 18; cognate
> ( בּחוּןpl. with suff. (וינּוחב m. watchin
sense mp, proceeding from.a similar
tower, tower, of besiegers Is. 23, 13
point
of view; b) to review, for example
K’ri; hence the Targ. has NM.
the doings of God, i. e. to criticise, Ps.
na (for רוחב ,after the Form DPR ; 81,8; c) to espy, to view (see 4) 11,4
pl. png, with suff. (רירוחב m. 1. prop. - ’ Derivatives ja, 773, pre.
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Nif. 1722 to be proved, examined Gen.
42, 15 16; Jos 34, 36.
The Siem 72, as it is expressed in
Hebrew in significations 1 and 3, has
in the first for its organic root 7773

(cognate 72.1), and is for the B44
fuller form of ja, in which signification
only it is equivalent to the Ar. „= “to

בחר

of the obj.
read “an.

1Sam. 20, 30, where the LKX
‘3 is construed in the same

way, when it has the secondary idea to

have pleasure in a thing,

to love, with

accusative 2Sam. 15,15; witha Is.
1
Part. pass. רוחב (pl. constr. na) select,
distinguished among P3.89, 20; metaphor.
beautiful Sona or Sou. 5, 15; partieularly

applied to choice troops Ex. 14, 7; Jupens

separate” &c., the conversion of Hebrew 5
20,15; 1Sam. 24, 3. Sana Jun. 49, 19 and
into Arabic m frequently appearing elsewhere. In no case are both senses to 50, 44 is a noun. Derivatives רַחְבִמ I,
“man, בְּחִיר, Tina 2, the proper name
be combined.

772 (from ra 3) m. watch-tower Is.
32, 14; = Yan Ne». 3, 25 27, beside

nn.

 "אז1133" to be chosen, selected Prov.
,10 ,20 ‘with 7 to be better than 8, 10

bp; comp. m3, yn2.
;19 Jun, 8, 3; with 5 to be pleasing to
yma (from 2 1) m. 1. trial, proof, one Prov. 21,8.
hence ‘a 38 stone of trial 1. 6. tried stone
Puh.  בחרto be selected, i. e. to be exIs. 28, 16. — 5. (from fa 3) examination, reviewing (which ‘retards action
by weighing a thing on all sides, and

therefore) procrastination, only in Ez.
21, 18 [13]: for ₪ mustering hither and

thither (Wa) and a delaying (a2, as is

cepted, only in
i Eccuus. 9, 4 K'tib: for

who is excepted?
lators read “377,
against the accent.

The K’ri and transwhich

however

is

To the stem "12 corresponds the Ar.
rm like jn2 to the Ar. oss but the

to be read for m, from the verb m,
which see) — since even the rod of cor- organic root is "172, which exists also
rection is not heeded — will not take in ,רח .רַח- הNo other signification of the stem appears to have any
place.
connexion with it, since the root here

373 I. (fut. A72%) tr. same as jn2:
in Arabic i
whence >=
r
1. to prove (metals by the fire), prop. division.
° au
m 2

to glow, hence to purify Is. 48, 10: 7
purified thee (from dross) in the furnace of

Wa II. (not used) intr. 1. to mature,

distress (parallel 27%), where one ms.

ripen, whence sina 1 out of רוחב (which
has 7172; to try Jos 34,4, parallel עדי see), DY413, nina; cognate 423, Aram.

to examine, with accusative 2 Cur. 34,6: naa &e. ‘applied to ו
age. — 2. to
he examined their houses, in which sense hasten forwards, to advance, like the Ar.
it is equivalent to "pp Ps. 17, 3, ןחְּב
כב.
Hence perhaps Puh. Ara Eccues.
(3, b) 81, 8, if it be not better there’ to
9,
4
K'tib:
for who among all ‘the living
take ona iin the sense of to kindle, after
its organic root (1572, comp. (רח,as Cap- marches on i. 6. among them continues
pellus does (Crit. sacra III, 5). — 2. to to live, has hope. Derivative "72 2.

choose, to seek out, prop. to put to the
test, with the accus. 2 Sam. 16, 18;
1 Kings 14, 21; Ps. 33, 12; most fre-

 רַחָּבIII. (not used) intr. to be deep,

low, "prop. divided through, deepened;
ecneh eht reporp seman  בּחָרִיםdna ;חרם
ב

quently with 3 of the object, Drvr. 7,
6; 184. 10,24; Is. 44,1; yo... 52 913 comp. Ar. =division, rent, a great
108 36, 21 to 0
the one before the river, prop. like mp3, ל low land,

low country.
“M2 m. same as ‘ana = "na which
thou ‘will choose over (i. e. from) me; withל see.
13
other; ma
‘ato choose out of something Gun.
6,2;; rarely with >», 2Sam. 19,39: what

1
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( םירזרבlow ground, low land) n. p. of 12,5; cognate in sense 179. Therefore

a Benjaminite city 2 Sam. 3, 16; 16,5; it is aithen used absolut, Prov. 11,15, or
;19,17 1 Kınas 2, 8; according to Jo- with 3 of the place, Am. 6, 1, together

sephus (Ant. 7,9, 7) Bayovore, Baxy. in
the vicinity of Jerusalem. But the Targ.,
Rashi, Kimchi and others identify it
with maby 1 Cur. 6,45 and with yin>y
JOSH. 21, 18, and therefore it is derived
from m IL. See bona.
ְּ םיִרָחpl.m. youth Now.11,28.
pl. for the abstract also in:

The

ninna pl. f. the same Eccrzs. 11,

9; 12, i.
DMS (low.ground, from Ara IIL.) n.
p- of a city whence one of David’s
heroes sprang; hence the Gentile Ama
1 Cur. 11, 33, for which alae) stands
2 Sam. 23, 31. ‘Originating perhaps from
Dan- ma, Don same as Dam 7088. 9,

38; "Syr. and Ar. have Bam.
nD3 (Kal unused) intr. same as 873,
 בדIII. to talk thoughtlessly, foolishly,
rashly; to make a rash, ill-advised utterance; hence N13, comp. Ar. כ

with PRB. —

3. With the pdditional

idea of careless forgetfulness of God,

to be unconcerned (about God's will) Is,
32, 9-11; Prov. 14,16; sometimes with

232 28, 26; the opposite imp 28, 14 to
live in awe,

to be concerned about the

will of God.

Derivatives run, naz 1,

mp3,

nina.

"Hf. mesh to cause to abide secure,

free from care, with לע of the place, Ps.
22, 10.

The stem nia is in Ar. 2 א V. VIL

and „lb; is a collateral form for the signification relating to physical objects; but
the organic root is n2~2, which is also
found in ny-w, Ar.
-w, EO-w)
Ge

es

שלי

-fe

&e.

no3 II. (fut. (חַטְבִכ intr. prop. to
hang’ upon something, therefore figur.
to trust, frequently with 2 2 Kınas 18,

5; Jur. "39, 18; seldomer with by to rely
bad discourse. Another formation ap- upon something Ez. 33, 13; Has. 2, 18;
pears in 0 (which see) Ps. 29, 8, Ar. with the insertion of the dativus compoe.
modi (of advantage) 2Kınas18,21; JER.
Pih. 802 (fut. 81927) to pronounce, in 7, 8; with by Jungzs 20, 36; 2 Kies
vows, oaths, particularly to talk idly Luv. 18,29; Is. 36, 7; Ps. 31, 7 86, 2; Prov.
3, 5; OF connected with the areusative
5,4; with Donpiva ibid.; Ps. 106, 33.
nD2 (not used) same as אב whence pina to complete the idea, 2 Kınas
18, 19; Is.36,4. At a later period there
the noun Maia = .הסב
was used for it vines שי with dy 1. 6
7102 (our text has ja) m. talk, prattle to hang upon something, Eccrzs. 9, 4: for
every one who becomes ripe (comes into.
Prov. 19, 18; opposite non .ןישל
the world and falls off like ripe fruit),
nea I. (fut. MEAN) intr. prop. to ex- trusts to life.
tend, "therefore 1. (not used) to be wide,
Hif. UIT

to cause

to trust,

with

spread out, extended, then to be thick, aceus. of the person and לע of the thing
stuffed; comp. Ar. sah, RAUF thick, Jer. 28, 15; 29, 31.

The organic root is mana, which also
fat; whence MAN a sort of gourd, a
nb, and does not apmelon, a thick, puffed-out fruit; com- exists in ny,
are in a similar manner Haba. - pear to be ‘connected with nual De2.to be or live secure, careless, “calm, rivative sings.

Jupszs 18, 7 27 (along with (טקש
( הסבfrom nos L)
spoken of the unconcerned life which fearlessness, confidence,
is passed inan unguarded, open eountry accusative as an adverb:
(at nam) 18,10, or in Dione pus Jar. securely, unconcernedly,

m. 1. security,
usually in the
without danger,
with the verbs,
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win Gen. 34, 25, בטי 1 Sam. 12, 11, of men Num. 5, 22; which is filled with

 הָיָהJunons 8, 11, Toy Prov. 10, 9,

meat Ez. 3, 3 (where the LXX have
128 1, 33, one Ez. 30, 9, "a9 Mic. oröua for atin), Prov. 13, 25; 18, 20;
3, 8, and very rarely alone Ts. 32, 17, that of a beautiful woman is comwith טק . שהMore frequent is mab, pared to a wheat-sheaf Sona or Son.
also with’ 228 Jop 11,18, 92 24, 93, 7, 3. Seldom applied to animals Jos
mnt Ps. 78,53, ya Is. 14, 30 &. — 40, 16. Always with the idea of com-

‘pass and thickness, therefore metaphor.

2."proper name of a Syrian town situated
‘the belly-shaped (and rounded) upper half
in אבוצ DIN 2 Sam. 8, 8, which David
of the capital of a pillar 1 Kınas 7, 20.
took and occupied with a garrison, along — 2. the bearing body, NDI ןטב the
with יתרב (which see). The versions body of the pregnant Eccuns. ‘11, 5; geread may, 1 Cur. 18, 8 moan, which nerally mother’s body, uterus Jer. 1,5;
reading appears to be the safer one, in- Jos 31,15; Hos. 12, 4; ‘as~ya Junges
asmuch as the head of a Syrian tribe 13,5, ’a"ım Is. 46, 3, 'am 48, 8 from
was called may (Gen. 22,24). See na. births ‘infallform DY j92 Juans 16,17;
nm02 (from moa.) f. repose, se- Jos 31,18; "202 3,10 the womb in which
curity Is. 30, 15, with ER.
I was. The fruit ofthe body, a child is
imma (from nya IL.) m. trust, con- therefore called ‘3 "4 Is. 13,18, ‘a-"2

Prov. 31, 2, יב ar Hos. 9, 16; plur.
( תוחְמַּבfrom nya I.) pl. f. security,‘ a "23 JoB 19,‘17 ‘full sisters 1. e. which

206006 Is. 36, 4; Eccues. 9, 4.

came forth kom one ‘a; figurat. Joz 38,
29 bosom, whence theiice came. — 3. Abe.
plies a collective idea. On Ps. 51, 8 tract. pregnancy Hos. 9, 11, as a state
after iy} and succeeded by 175; comp.
and Jos 38, 36 see ninn.
Syr. "ד as a denom. — 4."Figurat,
pay (prop. Aram.) intr. to cease, to
belly, body of a thing, i. e. the interior,
tranquil life Jos 12, ‘63 the Jewish inter-

preters render nigpwha. The plural im-

dest,

to be at leisure,

to rest

from

labour Ecoues. 12, 3, Ar. Abs transferred to nothingness or vanity, Maltese

batal.

like „as, e. g. of digs Jon. 2,3, then
the inmost part, the bosom of man Jos
15, 35; Ha». 3, 16. — 5. (hill, height)

The organic root is 54-2 with Ne De of a city ‘in Asher Joss. 19, 25

the fundamental signification to rest, to (Euseb. Batya’), 8 miles east of Ptoleleave off, which is modified in Bag 7 Ar. mais; it is said to have been called
afterwards BeBerév (03”"3). See nba.
Jas (to be lazy, stretched out),

bya (3/.nbea; part. f.x3u3) Aram.
intr. to cease, to rest from labour’, Eze.

4,24; Syr. 2, in Targ. for naw.

1203 (formed from 43, in Mishna
R203; ‘only iin pl. 0°02) m. pistacia-nut,
with an almond- shaped kernel Gun.

Pah. S133 (3 p. pl. 3193; inf. xbu3) to 43, 11, so called from its bellied form.
forbid, to hinder Ezr. 4 21 23; 5, 5; The translators have put nana 6.
(terebinth), because they understood it
6, 8.
122 (not used) intr. 1. to be stretched
out, extended, cognate with jn» and
02 (which see); hence — 2. to be thick,

. be Pistacia terebinthus (Linnaeus);
Ar. plas = mon.

( םיִנטְּבhills, heights) proper name of
a city in Gad 083. 13, 26.
“3 a common pronounciation for m3

entended, applied to the belly &c. De1179/1708 ]Q3, M203, the proper names
723, obs. The organic root is ןמדב in names of places, as "30-72 (Jos. Ant.
which is also found in ןח 9072, In” 7, 1, 5 Byotge), elsewhere mein;
JOB,
Pre 6
שן- (בּיסן) יrof ;“wwW  בּיהצוּר.ccaM1
rot
( ןסבwith suff. 2) f. 1. belly, body, 6,0 Vulg. Bessur &e.; ee Beferéy,
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elsewhere j92; probably also רָתיִּב 26,13; Jos 24, 11; Is.2,4. When the
Betar. It was only used, however, in nouns, between which a separation is intended to be made by 373, are not placed
the later period of the language.
interj. an exclamation of pressing together, there occur pa > . a Gen.
1,18; 13,3; 16,14; 5.. .ya
6
entreaty, of wishing or of asking, Oh
2 Sam, 19, 36; Ez. 41, 18; Mar. 3,18;
that, I pray, in addressing superiors
Bi... PB Jozx 2,17; ya. ya Is. 59,
with ינדא Gen. 43, 20, 1 Kınas 3, 17,
2. Many verbs expressing the ‘ideas of
or 24K Josx.7, 8, Juans 6, 15, 18am. dividing, separating, judging, valuing,
1, 26, ‘to ask for a favourable hearing} seeing into, sitting, stepping through 6.
the translators (LXX déouct, dSedpedor, are thus connected with ךרב in the ways

Vulg. obsecro, Targ. 1922 &e.) render

it more according to the sense than
literally. On the other hand, in "28 73

just given, e. ₪. "725 Gun. 1,6; 535"

Ex. 11, 7; p°97 rau, ביר  הָיָהDevt.

upon me 1 Sam. 25, 24 (comp. 2 Sam.14, 25, 1; "Prov. 6, 19 &e. It has rarely
9) רב belongs to 3 ‘with suff (see 3). As the signification as well...as also, sive
..sive, 2 Sam. 19, 36, 2 Car. 14, 10,
"aN ‘and יובא (which see) appear as which is frequent in the Mishna. — The
exclamations, "2 obviously belongs to plural form is applied as that of other

the same group, without 1932 or הבא
having to be assumed as the stem.

prepositions )רַחַא,nn), for the most part
where the suffix also has a plural sense,

17 see 12 Hif. II.
e. g. 02°2"2 Josu. 3, 4 (seldom with the
2 (only constr. רב;with suf. רכיב singular sense); cat on account of this
az pause 723,22; 1. pl. D272, only plural sense the K’ri changes לכיּב Josn.
with suff. 92373, ana, Be, םכיניב;
2. pl. nina usual in ann. ‘with suff
mia, onda; dual p73) m. prop.
division, separation, and therefore con-

3,4 &e. into .ריכיִּב The construct plur.

nina (= Targ. תניב Syr. MUS = Targ.
"272, Syr. us, constr. pl. of the masc.

form, comp. the abbreviation in na)
crete ו
(space between two things), is the feminine form, and is met
with only in Ezkk. ‘without suffix,
Arab. „as. But in this sense only the e. g. chap. 10. Compounds with other
dual Dns 1 Sam.17,4 23, space between
two armies, meralyuue (Hurip. Phenic.

v. 1285). Hence /a5 Wry one standing as
a go-between for two armies, a champion
who decides between the two (Joseph.,
Kimchi); the LXX sometimes "Ansocaihs
0
+
sometimes with a free
rendering ang .0700עע6 But as a rule

prepositions are: ןיָּבְדלֶא between, among,

with accusat.

Ez. 31, 10;

panby high

between 19, 11; תניא 10, 9; jan
forth from Base 'Ps. 104, 12, hence

ob34 ya Gun. 49, 10 i. 6. ex utero
Gr = poy); 2 ninan Ez. ch. 10 =
> pan away from between; }
Pas= Tin

it occurs only in the construct 473 (with or like the simple ןיָב among, Is. 44, 4,
suff. and the double plural) prepos. be- where mss. read pap and the LXX

among: םיחא 7a Prov. 6, 19 supply nv. See mg 1
brethren; Dr ya Jos 30, 7
v2 (pl.with suf. ןהיניּב ,ji”) Aram.
the bushes; Dy ya Ex. 13, 9 prepos., the same, Dam. 7,5 8 In the
the eyes, i. 6. on the ו
sing. (ja) as in the pl. (ara) it is the
It usually separates two nouns, denot- construct form; in the Targ. we have
ing as it were the interval, duality being also the constr. fem. תניב and constr.
either expressly asserted. Noms. 7, 89; pl. naa.
tween,
between
between
between

Zxcu.6,1, or naturally implied Ex. 12,

6; 13, 16; Hos. 2,4; Zeon.9,7, or lastly
being obvious from the context Gen.

"3 as a noun Dan. 10,1, see 33.
2

(constr. mo", with suf. 02n2°3;

1,6 18; 16, 14; with the plural Prov. pl. niga) f. understanding, insight, pru-
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N

dence, chiefly by teaching, instruction, 1 19, specially of the fortress belongProv. 1,2; the intimate understanding of ing to the temple (afterwards Antonia)
aan 4 5;usually joined with the verbs Neu. 2,8, whose head was called ‘amt רש
 השבילwpa, pian, 97, הנק Is. 29, prince of the palace or fortress 7, 2.
The word is regularly formed in the
24; Prov. 16, 16; Dan. 8,15; 0‚22 es
also a stronger expression of המכה Hebrew way from רב (>), Sanskrit
Dan. 1, 20; understanding (of a predic- vri, Zend. vere (to defend, to foster, to

tion) 8,15; 9,22; generally with ba,

surround, to protect), and this organic

Ran, span. pany) moa ys 1 Car. root is also found in ,רבא 9273, 1273
13, '32 tohave insight of the times , i. e.

&e.; 1972 is derived from “2, as the

to understand the times, spoken of the Zend. vara (fortress, prop. fence), Pers.
children of Issachar, comp. the יעְדְי baru ly (castle) are from a similar root.
D’ny at the Persian court Est. 1, 3i. The frequency of this word (bora, bara,
In connexion with Deur. 4,6 it is bar) in the compound names of Persian
applied in the Talmud to a knowledge cities (Persa-bora, Pyrisa-bora, ’Eorö-

of astronomy. The plural Is. 27,11 is 89600 Koyxo-Bag &e.) led the LXX and
put as an abstract for the sing. In הניב Josephus to write the Hebrew הָריִּב in
Dan. 10,1 the accent is drawn back on Greek Bagic, since the latter was exaccount of the following 5» (comp. Ez. tensively current in the Greek world.
19, 14), and it should neither be taken

Derivative .תינריב
my. (pl. nia~) f. fortress, castle,
2
(= (אָיִּב Aram. fem., the same, fort, 2 Car. 17, 12; 27, 4, frequent in
Dan. 2, 21.
the Targ. for the Hebrew nias. The
( הָצְיִּבonly pl. 2292; from ya) 0 word is formed from הָריִּב comp. by
an e99, of birds Devt. 22, 6, of the viper way of analogy the Parkan name of a
Is. 59, 5, of the ostrich "Jor 39, 14; 3 place Baeıyvn (Ctes. Pers. 4), Sanskrit
> Miaqy, eggs forsaken Is.10,14; Ar.3
Kars, varana (fencing in) from the same root.
ma (from nia which see; pause n72,
Aram. NDB.
( ריבfom “a) m. same as בְּאָר a with d of motion MINIS, pause “73; constr.
well, only in Jer. 6,7 K’ri, for which m3, with d of motion mama; with suff.
ima, הלב plur. D’n2 bottim, abridged
K'tib has "in.
from minis 060% and therefore doubling
NV (def. Nn 73) Aram. f. a fortress,
the following consonant as a compensaas an imper. nor as a noun T2-

at Ecbatana ()אָתְמַחַא in Media Ezr.

6, 2, i.e. the acropolis there; elsewhere
in Aramaean, fortress generally; Syr.

(2,25. See ma.

tion, constr. na) m. (f. only in Prov.
2, 18) like Soe, nip, house in the
widest sense, ל
also tent, hut,
tower, palace, temple, Gen. 33, 17 (where
mizd is the opposite), 2 Kınas 23,7 &c.

mya (only Dan. Cur. Nea. Esta.)
f. fortress, castle, palace, hence 1. the which is clear from the context. In
fortress Susa, Neu. 1,1; Esta. 1, 2; 2, frequent use, the applications of ‘a are
3; different from the city Susa which to be classified as follows: 1. an actual

was built adjoining the fortress (called habitation of men or gods with all different gradations: a) tent, Gun. 27, 15;

in Herod.5,53 z& Buowdyia r& Meuvorie).
As the seat of the Persian government
whence commands issued, the fortress
Susa is mentioned in Esru.3,15; 8,14;

tabernacle,

Ps. 5, 8; in full form ma

 האל היםsuapuJ ,81 ,18  ייam 1 .maS
1, 7; in like manner the little tent- like

Dan. 8, 2; then transferred to the city temple of Ashera (Astarte, Mylitta)
Susa belonging to the fort, and so inter- woven by women, 2 Kmas 23,7 (comp.
changed with pwr =» Est. 8,15; 9,6. Ezex. 16, 16): tent of the paramours
~— 2, temple-fortress, temple, 1 Cur. 29, (nw IPT 1. 6. of the consorts of Astarte),

ma
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which was set up in the court of the (comp. Diod. Sic.1,57) or also m7 alone
temple; little temples on high places, "Ka Is. 14, 18; the body, a dwelling-place
nin2:7 1 Kines 19, 32; 2 Kınas 23, 19, of the soul, is called an ma Jos 4,
erected at the altars in such localities. 19 (clay-hut); ma means the dwelling-

b) habitation of men, Gen. 19, 2; Ex. place of animals in the wilderness 39,
20,17; Jupaus 18, 2; 5373 na a great, 6, the web of the spider 8, 14, the nest

ie. palaes- like, Ronse 2 Kınas 25, 9. of the moth 27,18, of the bird Ps.
c) palace, castle, Gun. 12,15, also with 84, 4 66. In the case of inanimate
the addition 7597 2 Sam. 11, 9, there- things: conservatory, case Ex. 26, 29;
fore n7am->y or "abs רשא  לof the poet. wez-ma Is.3,20 scent-case, smell.
palace, ‘minister of the court, 1 Kınas 4, ing- bottle; Ez. 1, 27 which has a case
6; 16,9; 2 Kınas 18, 18, cognate in round about i. e. setting off the enclosed
sense 125‘Ts. 22,15. d) temple, sanctuary, all the more brightly by its splendour;
2Sam.7,5 27; 1 Kınas 2,36; the temple place, space, 6. ₪. Neu. 2,3 the city, the
at J erusalem, usually תיבה 8,19; Ez. place of the graves of my fathers; n°
43, 4 12, in full form די nal Eımas  סָאתָיִם1 Kines 18, 32 space of two RD;
3,1, Dat na 8, 13 temple to dwell in, ys m3 Song or Sou. 2, 4 wine- keep,
Jor a habitation Ger Dat), OUT לאה na in the vineyard, where the vine-keepers
1 Cur. 9,11, called by. way of contrast indulge in wine. In this sense for the
to the movable tabernacle םימָללע  תבשmost part ‘a is to be taken in compound
1 Kies 8,13, once m25 vn temple- names of places. — 3. the interior, inner
sanctuary, same as wap or nat alone, part (enclosed in a circle), opposed to
Ez. 48, 21; ‘2:7 רה Mican3,12 temple- yin; only as adverb like yim, e. g.
mountain; so also it is applied to temples man from within Gen. 6, 14; > nıan

of the gods, of 1133 1 Sam. 5, 2, of b¥a 1 Kınas 6,16, > nai) Num. 18,6 within
1 Kınss 16, 32, Jim 2 Kmas 5, 18,

thes > nvange by 2 Kinas 11, 15 into;

702 19, 87 &e. — In this most general mma "Ex. 28, 26 inward, man

from
within
1
Kines
6,15.
moa
in
the
aceusat.
signification we have to notice besides:
“abs m3 Gun. 39, 20, אלפה  'ב1 Kinas before nouns hence at, prop. within
22, ‘27, Nasa ‘2 2 Car. 16, 10, ‘a Gan. 24,23. — 4. Metaphorically family

inhabitants of a house, comp.
ee Jun. 37, 4, “ONT '3 37, 15, “ (prop.
5

Sa 37, 16, Mau ב Gen. 42, 19 pri- Aof tent and family), race Gen. 7, 1;
son, jail; avin "תב 1
Lev. generally, what belongs to a family,
25,29; iba na castle, fortress JUDGES people, servants &c. 50,4, hence maja

9, 6; yeas רעו ‘a 1 Kmas 7, 2, also

Gen. 50, 2 or nia sb Jur. 2,14 a

 הערm3 simply Is. 22, 8 fore Konz
of ‘Lebanon, a part of Solomon’ 8 ee
‘ הגךA garden-house 2 Kıncs 9, 27;
niD2 "20, 13 treasury, side

slave,

a maid;

or that’ in ו

the

family is continued, posterity, children
Ex. 2,1; 1 Sam. 20, 16; 1 Kinas
12, 16;

ma a

to found a posterity Devr. 25,

pds ‘2 armoury or arsenal ibid. &e. 9, 'Ruru 4, 11, and so nia הע 2 Sam.
Here belong also the designations of 7,11; Sather goods, possession, Gen.
certain parts of a house, as D BONE 'ּב 15, 2; Ex. 1, 21; Esma. 8, 1. בָאתיִּב
store-house, etore-chanber, 1 Cur. 26,iD mean eher ran Bas, family of
a part of the temple; Bra ‘2 Harem the father, Gen. 24, 23; 46, 31, or family
Esra. 2, 3; 97 הָּתְשִמ  מdrinking-hall, house, as the smallest division of the
7,8 &. — 2. Metaphorically applied races; pl. niay ma Ex. 6, 14, Num.
to a place where, or an object in which 1, 2, elliptically nae alone 31, 26;

something is or dwells, 6. ₪. to Sk Jos
17,13;

Jon. 14,1.

By a farther ו

the grave is therefore called people Ex.27,14; interchanged with 23
 מלעדmg 30,23, םליע na Ecoues.12,5 2 Cur. 35, 21; Ez. 2,5; Is. 31, 2; Israel

N
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is therefore called... 4 na. ‘Hos. 8, 1,
comp. olxos Geo Hebr: 3,6..— 5. proper
name of a Moabite city, only with the

article matt Is. 15, 2, perhaps = ma
 דִבְלְתַיִםJur. 48, 22.
The noun m2 (from ma). sounds

IS MD (see pw I. 3 and 4) proper
name of a city 1.in northern Benjamin;
— 2. in the neighbourhood of joins
and W272 1 Sam. 13, 5. — 3. poet. for

Bethel, Hos. 4,15.

See ןֶנא תב

OR m3 (EVs place) n. p. of an old
like an old word from the same stem royal city of the Canaanites Josu. 12,
in the dialects also (Targ. ma, Syr. 16, originally denoting nothing but the
Was, ded, Ar. caw &e. with the like mountain with the sanctuary, which was
manifold meanings), and even the plural called by Abraham לָאתיִּב  רהGen. 12,
formation has also there occasionally the 8, Jost. 16, 1, while the city proper

irregular stamp (comp. Syr. 25); in was called mb (which see); then the
Phenician the construct na (n*3), with
suf. "na, appears in the same variety

latter stood for the former also 16, 2;

18, 13, till at last 175 was entirely supof senses, 6. ₪. D2¥ M2 grave (Malt. planted, as soon as it was assigned to
2,1), אלמ na (Tug. 5) "Hades; comp. the territory of Benjamin 18, 22. A
ה

distinction was made between Abraham’s

6

 בִּיתהאל7 and the city לֶאדתיִב as
ma (constr. ma, def. 7-, with suff. Jacob termed m 28,19. The altar

sms; pl. na) Aram m. the same, Dan.

there erected by Jacob with the name

2,5; Thence Rab ‘a Eze. 6,4 or m3  אל בִּיתדאָל.neG ,53 7 evag spahrep ot
oh Dan. 4, 27 hing? s house; אהא "3 this height with its sanctuary the name
Ezr. 5, 2 temple, also una alone 5 3; Sana Dion 1Sam. 10,3. Bethel was
nora ‘a 5,17 treasury; Sa) ‘a 6,1
house of the rolls; Namen = Dan. 5,10
banquet-house.
m2 1. prepos. between, abridged from

( בִּינָתcomp. nigra in Ez., תַניִּב and תניב
in the Targum) 6 8. nian ma Prov.
8,2 between the ways; תיל ma Ez. 41,
9 between the sides (side-chambers); ma
 אבנים708 8,17 between stones. The

Syr. Doo in this signification may have
originated also in the same manner. The
present natural abbreviation gave rise to

the opposite, viz. that תב was sometimes
resolved into 72, 6. g. ןחיס ןיב
48,

45='ַס na (place of Sichem) i. 6. iawn.

MAL.

a

construct of 73, occurs

situated twelve Roman miles north of

Jerusalem on the way to 05% in mount
Ephraim, Jupeus 4,5; 1 Sam. 13,2. For
a considerable time ‘the tabernacle stood
there 10,3. When it became the chief
seat of idolatry afterwards 1 Kınas 12,
28 seq., it was also called ןוא n°2 Hos.

10,5. Gentile יִלֶאָה na 1 Kinas 16, 34.

-- בָּרִיתSy ne ‘Juans 9,46 or bya תיּב
na 9, 4 is not the name of a place,
but“ means temple of the covenant- Baal

or covenant-El, worshipped by the Shechemites.
DER m3 see DEN, DEN.

DROW MD see bay.
בא

m2 only in 1 Cur. 4, 21.

According to some it is said to be die
in very many compound names of places tical, as the name of a place, with the
as a first member, to express, according proper name 924, "8 Iya (Josx. 19,2);
to signification 2, place, locality, examples
of which are found in the other Semitic
dialects also; comp. also the Latin fanum
joined with the names of deities in compound names of cities (Fanum Fortunae, Fanum Herculis etc.). The most
important names of places compounded
with m3 are:

but it is probably a mere personal pro-
per name, m2 denoting here family.

ion bya na see yiem bya and

yion.

"NID MD (place of the cistern;
wR from (יִראָּב n. p. of a city of Simeon 1 Cur. 4, 31, for which the pa~
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mown md

rallel in 7083. 19, 6 has nixad ma also (Targ.) םֶרָּכ ngp2 m3, or (Nidda
(which see). The LXX (Baröuegın0r9) 19°) םֶרָּכַה ng “TPP.
have read nina ng 1.6. myx‘ or (233)
pian m2 (place of remoteness)
nina Joss. 19,8; 1 Sam. 30, 27.
N. p. “of a village in
i the neighbourhood
m2  בּיתued of the ford; a
of Jerusalem at the brook Kedron 2 Sam.
abridged from 33, comp. nopn) N. P. 15, 17; perhaps the extremity of this
of a city on the ‘east bank of the Jor- city.

dan Jupaus 7, 24, according to Origen
mina yan m2 (place of the sunidentical with יול (Joun 1, 28). chariots) n. p. of a city in Simeon, on
On the aphaeresis of ¥ see .דב
m
(a place prolate by walls
round about) n. p. of a city in Judah,
1 Cur. 2,51; Gentile ma 27, 28. Different Bain a, “a, ni, man,

pnt.

 ביתנלseeלגל .
ו תיִּב למ

the Philistine border, 0.1 Cur,
4, 31. The worship of the sun was

practised in Canaan by the Phenicians;
hence names of persons and places have

a reference thereto (Un m3, רצח
Mord, םיסוס  רצחוuw, Su &e.).
 קמעהm2 walter:place) n. p. of a

deiin Asher Josn. 19,27. In the Mishna
place) n. p. of a simply p22, in the Talm. (Ta‘anit 21)

city in "Moab Jer. 48, 23; comp. N2723 Pag 22. See ppx.
in Galilee (Erach. 32 2).
spon m3 (place of the sheep-binding
pimaaT M2 see Drnbay, orbs, i. e. for the purpose of shearing) 7. p.
nia.

of a city in the neighbourhood of Sa-

Yarma (Dagon-place) n. p. of a maria, in full form םיערה ‘y ‘a 2Kınas

10, 12°14, LXX Baus ardd, according
to Eusebius on'the great plain 25 miles
from Legion (Megiddo). According to
the Targum, which Rashi follows, m2
the time of Eusebius between Jamnia na תַשיִנְּב (place of the shepherds?
and Diospolis. The 7137 ma 1 Sam. 5,2 union).
 הברעה772 (place of the desert)
is the Dagon-temple; and 1 Macc. 10,
city1.in the territory ofJudah, so called
from the former worship of Dagon there
90838. 15, 41; — 2. on the borders of
Asher 19, 27. A 7197 “DD existed at

83 is to be so understood.
( זריִב תומישיהplace of desolations)

n. Ds "1. of the ‘northern border-city of
Judah Josu. 15, 61, which was also

N. pe of a Moabite city east of Jordan

reckoned to Benjamin 18, 22. —

2. of

Reuben 13, 20; later it became Moabite
again Ez. 25, 9.

tain-place) n. p. of a city of Gad at the

towards the Dead Sea Nums. 33, 49, a southern city of Judah near the Edo.1088 ,12 ,3 afterwards assigned to mite border, 15, 6. See many.
 הֶרָּכַהMD see DAT na.

 םיִרָּכַהFQ seo DSH ra.

DAN ma (place of the height, moun-

Jordan, Josa.13,27, which is called in
Noms. 32, 36 ja ma, at the modern

Nahr el-Rämah. Subsequently it was
called אָתַמְר m2 (by the Syrians and
in the Talmud), the difficult word (oo,
of a city not far from 3pm, between it 3) being altered. In Joseph. (Ant. 18,
and Jerusalem on a height (Jerome) 01) it is ByOagougoé. Herod Binde
Jer. 6,1, Neu. 3,14, which the LXX ren- it in honour of the wife of Augustus
der sometimes ו
 )םיִרָּכַהm3), ‚Aıßias (Livias); in Joseph. (Ant.18, 2,1)
sometimes
Baud aycope (D929 rina), Vulg. טס.
17 ma see DAT nn.
Bethacara (A737 na). As there was a
famous valley’ there, the eity was called
mows ma (acacia-place) proper
2937 ma ל
Poe comp.
Gofna, a city: in Judea, from 755) n. p.
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name of a city between We na and a city in Judah 7088. 15, 60 LXX,
Mair bay Jupess 7, 22, in "Manasseh, 2Sam. 23,14 24, in full Form mat 5 =
on the way to הָדָרְצ

aan na מק

Jopaus 17, 789; 19,1; 1 Sam. 17,12,

n. p. of known as David’s birth-place 16,1, six

a city in Benjamin 1083. 15, 6; 18,19 Roman miles south of J erusalem (Euseb., Jerome) situated on a rocky height,
21, three miles from J aricho and two

from Jordan, now Hagla; Jos. (Ant. 13, called also nm py (which see) Gun. 48, 7.
1, 5) has 00076 i. e. -ayade (ma Gentile ana ma 1Sam.16,1, for 7
 להfor 20000000 1 Macc. 9, 62 64, also oceurs “DEN 17, 12, once wand
which, however, does not suit the con-

1 Cur. 20,5.

TS.

(which see).

was called 71799 the upper (on the moun-
tain)-Josn. 16,5; 21, 22 (therefore the
ascent is ןורח ma הלעמ ,10 ,)11 the
other inrm the lower 16, 3; 18,13 on
the border of the tribes of Ephraim and

case distinct from’ Sichem. —

mp) na (refuse-place; > sign of
nexion well.
pn age) (place of grace) proper the genitive) 2 p. of a city otherwise
name of a place in
i Dan, 1 Kings 4, 9; unknown, in Judah or Benjamin, Mic.
but others take it as an addition to 1, 10; perhaps identical with py
 ןורחma (place of hollows) n. p.
nid m2 (rampart-house) n. p. 1. of
of two cities in Ephraim, twelve miles a castle or (according to the Targ.) of a
north west of Jerusalem, in the neigh- locality at Sichem 102068 9, 20, idenbourhood of Nicopolis, of which the one tical with naw bin 9, 46 49; in any

2. of a

castle or a fort with the quarter belonging to it, in Jerusalem on mount
Zion 2 Kines 12, 21, which stretched

down to xb (which see).
jira m2 see 4972.
 הכעמra (see הכעמ( n. p. of a
way (1 Macc. 3, 16 24); therefore also city at the foot of Hermon, in the ex-

Benjamin in the valley at a pass be-
tween the hills (Jos. Jewish war 2, 19,
)8 and where there was a narrow hollow
it is called ‘nh = tin Josm.10,11.

At treme north of Palestine, near to 75 &c.
2 Sam. 20, 14; it serves to designate

the present day they are the upper and
lower Beit Ur (Robinson Palestine III.
.)273 When without any thing appended
2 Cur. 25,13 (in Juprr#, the two books
of the 1110045888 &e.) the Mishna and

Talmud understood aBet Horon situated
in Judah. Seeחַרניֶם .

ani) M2 see nijyy.
J) MD see Hanna.

DAN more "exactly 20, 15, in order to
distinguish it fromב 
of the same
name. The part of Syria bordering on
Beth Ma‘acha was called 72 ’3 DAN or

max, n2372 2 Sam. 10, 6; Josh. 13,
13 “ke.
m

ma see F732.

 תיב ןדע7
ofIRRE NR Nn. De
3 ma 8
n. p. of a of a ‘Syrian royal city on Lebanon, Am.
Philistine ‘stronghold in
i Judah, not far ,1 ,5 which was called by the Greeks
from Mizpeh 1 Sam. 7, 11, which Jo- (Ptolem. 5, 15) Ilagaödeıcog and is still
sephus (Ant. 6, 2,2) and the LXX read preserved there in the name of a hamlet.
"> na, the Syr."and Ar.Bo) ma (which
VAY  ביתsee Nya.
they have also for ןשה 7 19( i. e. old
( תיב תוְנשplace of echo) n. p. of a
Mizpeh (August. de civ. dei 17, 7).
eity in Judah, 708%. 15,59. The Byd-
aviy of Euseb., four Roman miles from
mina ma see nina.
Hebron, is Dy in Jos. 15, 50, and
pidזna (battle-place) n. p. 1. of a the same also is Berayn Junges 1, 9.
"2 ma see ID 13.

eity in“Zebulon , 084. 19,15. — 2. of

( תיּב תנעthe same) n. p. of a city
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in Naphtali 108. 19, 38, which the Ca- polis. For yw mz (LXX 300000
naanites continued to inhabit 8
oop; Jos. יה
1, 33, Euseb. 27000006 but identical in 1 Sam. 81, 10 12

([ע138000

occur

ךש ‘3, 2 Sam. 21,

according to him with xopyy Batavaia, | 12 78 ‘a; changed farther in the Ar.
15 miles from Diocaesarea.
, Talm. j9°2.
ש
( תיּב תורמשעplace of Astarte-wor-
wins m2 (sun-place, called so from
ship) n. p.of a priestly city in Manas-
the worship. ‘of the sun) n. p. of lia
seh not 9 from תיּב ןש 1 Sam. 31,10, priestly city in Judah, on the south
for which appears elsewhere ninnwy eastern border of Dan 0088.15,10; 21,
1 Cur. 6,56  סעmanWya=’y תיב Josu. 16; 1 Sam. 6, 19 15; 2 Kies 14,
72,12.
1Cur.6,44; under Ahaz the Philistines
 טלפma (place of escape) n. p. of‘ took it 2 Cur. 28,18. As a Danite town
a city in the south of Judah Joss. 15, it is mentioned 1 Kinas 4, 9, being iden;27 New. 11, 26. Gent. "weit 2 Sam. tical as such with שמש vy Jose. 19,
,23 .26 See ion.
;
41. At the present day there are still
 רועָּפma (place of Ba‘al-Pe‘or) n. p. ruins of it called (mu „me (Robins.
of a Moabite city in the east of Jordan, Palestine III. 224 seq.). Gentile na
over against Jericho, in the neighbour-" OW 1Sam. 6,14. om רה Jupens
hood of mount 4199, afterwards assigned
to the Reubenites Devt. 4, 46; Jost.
,13 .20 See ive.
VEE ( בִּיתplace of destruction) n. p.

1 35 is aiiferent, —2a

city iin Naph-

tali Jose. 19, 38; 1026881, 33. — 3. a
eity in Issachar Jose. 19, 29. — A. the
Egyptian city ןא Heliopolis Jur. 43, 13,

explanatory of the foreign word.
man ( בִּיתfruit-tree-place) n. p. of
 רּוצna (place of rock) n. p. of a
city in the mountains of Judah, the a city in Judah Josm. 15, 53; now
of a city in Issachar Josu. 19, 21.

.boundary towards Idumea Josn. 15,58;
2 Car. ,11 ;7 . אפא.3,16 It is ‘also

Taffüch (Rob. Palest. IL. 700).

known in Maccabean history (Bowdcovea)

The use of n'a in compound names
of places in Palestine is also fre-

,111400.4,99 ;61 6,7 ;26 ;14,33 2Macc.
,13 .19 ‘According to Eusebius it was
20 Roman miles from Jerusalem towards

quent in other respects, 6. ₪. DI, m3
(Erubin 19°); sm ma (Jer. Ta‘anit
6 ult.); "122 na (Ser. Shebiit 9, 2);

Hebron. LXX: B79-, 120000000.
present it is called Beit-Sür.

At  היניna; Nap "ma Bysgayy (Matth.
21, 1); ByGavio. (RP na; NY =NI
 תיָּב בּוָחְרsee Sim.
Tare. Jer. on Ex. 15 end) Math. 21, 17;
IN MB (place of security) n. p. of 600606 (7433. na) Jonn 1, 28; “(aca city in Manasseh Jos. 17, 11 16, cording to the Vulg.) Bethkexis ea
which could not be conquered ‘ill late yep) 1 Macc. 9, 62, elsewhere ’p pay

Jupazs 1,27; 1 Sam. 31, 10 seq., comp.

Josu.18, 21; . Browse (won ma)‘Joan

1 Kınas 4, 12; (according to 2 Macc.
12,29) 600 stadia from Jerusalem. After
the desolating march of the Scythians in

Sometimes in the course of time it was

5,2; BySouidd (872 ng)Jomv1,45 &c.

changed into קמ (see (ץיצק ,IPD (see
Palestine (Jur. 4,5 13; 5,15 16; 6,22 an), Im (see Us), YP (seewy),
23; Herod. 1, 105), soon after 632 B. 6.
it was called, probably from being pos- ( בעלsee Sm), mia(see “a), or was ensessed by the Scythians (Sync. p. 214), tirely omitted (see ai}, Mas, OB,
Snvddv nölıs (LXX on Junazs 1, 27) pag, 22, >33, nies &e.), or was
or 2000080040 (Jos. Ant. 5, 1, 22; 12, abridged into יבor 3 ‘(which see). Its
eh5; 13, 6, 1; 1 Mace. 5, 52; 2 Mace. use is manifold and frequent in the
2, 29). It was the southern border- Phenician and other Semitic dialects.
= of Galilee, and belonged to DecaWHA (constr. n\2; rare) m. palace,

בכא

as a genitive to 33 נטע 1,5; 7,7.
As no analogy to such a collateral
formation of na exists, it was taken

perhaps from the old Persian.

822 (not used) intr. to flow out, to
trickle forth, as in drops, Ar. LG and

> the same; comp. "22. Hence
NDS (pl. םיִאְכְּב(m. prop. resin-dropping, hence 1. the name of a tree like
the balsam-shrub

now

בכור
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growing

about

Mecea, Bacha, so called from the drop-

according to the Phenician, that name
must have been pronounced 13%, רכש
(Aun, Axsı). Derivatives m3, ms,
"23, m3, and the proper name. bes.

Pin. m3 to weep violently, with ‘by
for one Jer. 31, 15; with the accus. to
bemoan Ez. 8, 14,
The organic root 7-52 lies also in
N=23, 7272 &e., modified in 1-38, 9372,
Pz, da &e., - the fundamental. ign:
gation is to flow out &e., Ar. ens (to

ping of a resin when its leaves are cut

weep), 3 (to rain excessively); comp.

2Sam. 5, 23 24; 1 Cur. 14,13 14; Ar.
2&3. The Targ. Ta or man (Ar. w95
mulberry -tree) of the Jewish inter-

MDa m. a weeping Ezr. 10,1, = "3.

preters is a mere conjecture. —

2) Poe

plu-ere and plo-rare.
D3

see 123.

22 (with suf.ּהָרּוּכְּב 18. 28,4; elseNoa Ps. 84,7 Bacha-valley; according
to. Josephus (Ant 7,4) the name of a where only the plur. ְםיִרּוכּב constr. (רהה
vale in the neighbourhood of the Re- m. 1. firstlings (of fruits, grain) which
phaim-valley near Jerusalem, through were offered in the temple Lev. 2, 14;
which the pilgrims travelled to Jeru- 23,17. With the addition of novi Ex.
salem; but the Psalmist may have also 23,19 it means the first of the firstlings,
alluded to the signification (valley of "3 pr 2 Kinas 4, 42 i. e. bread baked
weeping, i.e. mournful, desolate valley), from fresh corn; ‘253 Di day of the firstlings
comp. nya>¥ איג Ps. 23, 4. See nda. Nom. 28, 26 i. e. the festival of weeks,
at which the firstlings were offered Ex.

MDD (fut, ap.732, 8 pl. 1337;

23,16; 34,22; nary “D3 Nom. 13,20

part. Tem. sing. main after the form 11195, the first ripe grapes. — 2. Same as הרוכב
mom; inf. 134, mba, e. MiDa) intr. prop. the early fig, which ripens at the betoim, therefore to weep (to shed tears) ginning of summer )ץיק 07) Is. 28, 4,

Ex. 2,6; Num. 11,10; metaph. to mourn,
and was relished as a dainty. — Hence
lament, in cases of misfortune 2 Sam. 15,
denom.
23, with repentance and regret Ezr. 10,
Pih. 933, to bear early fruit Ez. 47,12.
1; Zecu. 7,3; to bemoan, with accus. of

( רוכְּבand ,334 with suf. "922; plur.
object Deur. 31, 13, with > Jur. 22,
10, Jos 30, 25, ‘by Jupans 11, 37, by ping, constr. "153, applied to men,
2 San. 1, 24. Yetiin connexion ‘with by  תּוְרְכְּבapplied to animals; only in
it may mean to make up to one with
weeping, to press upon one Num. 11,13,
or locally to weep lying upon one Gen.
45, 15. »92’3 2 Sam. 13, 36 to weep
violently ;"13 בto weep bitterly Is. 33, 7.

Nex. ‘10, 37 is there an exception to
both cases; for the fem. sing. usually

( הָריִכְּבm. prop. abstract, the being
matured (after the form

“img,חלים 

( לוכש, concrete first birth i. e."the first

‘92 Mic. 1, 10 is rendered by the born, particularly the male, but in Serip-
( אאcod. Alex.) of éy “Axeip (Arein ture only with reference to the first
same as Aun, or we should read of &v nettogeb fo eht rehtaf desoppo( 0 (צָעִיר
‘Auxet un) i.e. 123 = 1292 in Acco (parallel
n3), as the Arabic also explains, and as

interpreters have maintained since Reland
(Pal. p.535); the punctuation of i>3 does
not need to be altered into ipa, since,

Gen. ,52 ;31 ,53 ,32 deilppa ot nem
,41,51 and then to animals also Deut.
;15,19 but where a strict distinction
is intended, pas ‘a Ex. 13,13 expresses
the former, ara 13, 15 the latter.

בכורה
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In the plural another form stands for
the first-born of animals Daur. 12, 6 17.
Metaphor. רוש "93 a firstling ox Devr.
33,17
6 Ephraim, as the head of a
very powerful race, in whose name there
is also an allusion to map Hos. 13, 15.
nya ‘a Jos 18,13 the first-born of death

ie.” Vassording to Jos. Kimchi) the most
terrible, incurable disease (elephan-

Baı$71), where was the sanctuary, and
where the assemblies of the people
were held. The name was either origin-

ally DNA = םיִאָכְּב (Bacha-plantation),
or mina was changed on the occasion

referred to, into D°93 (abstract).
32 cod. Sams, Gen. 43, 33 for

Jia. |

tiasis), as diseases are thought to be-

ְּ הָריִכadj. f. first-born, oldest, fem.

cording to Ibn Parchon) the most fearful death. םילד  יִרּוכְּבIs.14,20 the firstborn of the poor i. e. the first descend-

The opposite isצעִירָה 
moa
= יִכָּב Gun. 50, 4 mourning-

long to the family of death; or (ac- to the mase. “ipa Gen. 19, 31; 29, 26.

ants of a poor family, or (according

time.

222 (not used) intr. to break forth,
to Kimchi) the most wretched. Hence
denom.
to break through, equivalent to are
Pih. "23, to make as first-born (4453), hence 1. to break through as a firstling,
to be early, to ripen early (spoken of
to give the birth-right Deur. 21, 16.
Puh. 22, to be born as a "ia Lev. a fruit, of a child), to appear first, to

27, 26.

be born first (comp. 108).

Derivatives

iif. ‘23, to bear a רכב to bear a
first child ‘Jer. 4, 31.

S123,

"23,

הָרְכְּב and

denom.

ריִכְבַה ,723 ,23 ,123

"23,

 בכר33,

 בְּכִירָהand the’ proper names nibs,
122 see TID.
( הָרּכְּבin the Mauritanian bükor, aan, 22. — 2. to break through, to
break forth (of the day), comp. קב Ar.
boccöre, ‚Spanish albicora) f.the early fig,
3
(to da early), re2 (to be early, to
which ripens in June and is a delicacy
Mic. 7, 1.

Hos. 9, 10: as the first fig hasten), » >(morning). — 3. to be early,
at its early ripeness.
metaphor. to be young, as late is = old;
 הָרוכְּבsee ma>2.
hence 23, 53 and the proper names
mina (first birth) n. p.m. 18am. 9,1." 22, "53; inArabic the stem is inter בָּכּת4 = "39 Gen. ,53 .8 eeS osla ebene wich &s. The organic root is

on the ו

or and ph.

22, which is also found in רחב IL,
p73 &e., comp. Aram. "33.
1. weeping Devt. 34,8; Ps. 30, 3 along
( רכבpl. c. 3) m. a young camel,
with Dax, PIN, “m der with ל Is. the foal of, a camel (Ion Gandch) Is. 60,
"D2 (in pause “23, with suff. 52) m.

38,3, Dann ‘Tun. ‚31, 15. Metaphor.

lamentation, mourning, pene ae

;6 Ar. „X, young camel,

2 virgin.

accord-

Elsewhere with the The Targ. , )ןיגוהAr. pas dromedary)

ing to the context.
verbs M22 2Sam. 13,36; אָטָנ Jur. 9,9;

and Vulg. (dromedarius) may have under-

my 48,5; me. 15, 3; “2 22,4 &e. stood in "952 the noun “2, as it lies at

ao

ha lg

(of water in mine), the basis of 7293, which was the opinion

JoB 28, 11: he binds the streams from
trickling; so Ödxgvov and lacrimae are
also used.
p32 n. p. of a place on the way

of Sa‘adia, Ibn Esra and others.

But

the usual explanation should be preferred.
ADA (youth)n.p. m. Gun. 46,21; Num.
26,
35, where is also the Gentile "23.
from babs to Bethel Jupaus 2,1 5, perhaps identical with nipa ya below
DB adj. m. (only fem. pl.) ikl sind,
EN תיב (LXX éni cov וש nal ént spoken of figs Jar. 24,2; the combi-
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nation of the phrase תוְרְּכַּבַה pm is to rectly interchanging with ds Ps. 141, 4.
be explained as םיצָר “anda (Ps.78, 49). In Hos. 9,16 it is selected by the K’ri

for "22, or interchanges with Nba JER.
2,11; Is. 44, 9. x¥an~>a Ps. 17,3 that
formed from “3 and corresponding to thou mightest not find (anything)! also belongs here. With ףא Is. 40, 24: not yet,
gr in human beings. Comp. Ar.

252 see רכב

 בַּכְרָהf. ₪ young she-camel Jur. 2, 23,

scarcely, for which אל stands elsewhere

sand? ra > (virgin), pe (foal of the
camel);

5 (a foal).

2 Kınes 20, 4; also without
33, 23.

ms Is.

Etymologically it is abridged

from "52 and is connected with Nba,
(with suf. ina) f. 1. first- ma, perhaps too with ba in Da; as
birth1.e. the being born first; opposite ihe Ar. ne (quin immo, but), Re
צְעִירָה. — 2. birth-right Gen. 25, 31;
(immo vero), Syr. 2 (non) 86. be27, 36, in full form 'ִּבַה DEW Deur.
2

long to this group.

21, 17.

3923 (= n4>3, youth)n.p.m. 1 Cur.
8, 38; 9, 44.
133 (youth) n. p. m. 2 Sam. 20, 1.

Comp. also the Phe-

nician לב not, with the imperf. 6. ₪. ba
pyrt>> 72) (Mass. 15) it shall not be to the
priests, ‘compounded with a strengthen-

ing x viz. dary (ib. 18.21) not at all, with
the part. pass. (mw) or imperf. Gm)

2 the original form of bax, where
The root must not be looked for in a
 אis added. To this stem baand “m3 stem which is a verb. The Coptic bei
osla gnoleb ees(  בל11.(
except, M-hoA extra, praeter, e-hoA
>a (from nba) Aton, thought, care;
 לעba niy to take care of one Dan. 6,15;
comp. Syr. > heart, spirit, prop. con-

(52”8) immo, should also be compared.

sya, sy are compounded with >a.

ba ו

from >¥3, as לב I. from

sideration; Ar. 00 (from 3 to have bya, with » elided) m. Bel, Belus, the
a care for) care, consideration. Hence supreme deity of the Babylonians Is.
the idea in this phrase has only an in- 46,1; Jer. 50, 2; 51, 44 (where there
is an alliterative reference to it by means
eidental accordance with .בל

of 333), Greek BjA. In the astrological
>2 I. only in the proper name 3893 conception of the gods, the planet Ju(which see), abridged from >¥3 (which piter was understood by לב (Diod. 8.2,
see), if the name be Semitie; or from 80); among the Zabians Kur, To Bel
ba, as D8 in לֶאְבַמ from .לא This shorthe Babylonian tower was dedicated.
tening is frequent in Phenician proper bais shortened in’ba3 into da, and also
names, e. >. לבתעש (Num. 4, 1), danon
(ib. 2, 3), yan 55 (Karth. 12, 1) 6. =|in compound proper names into Da (see
852); Zab. Sao, Palmyr. Yin. See
2 II. (pronominal stem; in com- bya. The signification:is: mighty, "strong,
pounds also 53) a negative particle: not,

in poetical diction

1. for the simple

word of negation x» in the sense of not,

comp. the Phrygian royal name Ball».

52 is the form of the name
,לבwhich

is found in the local name baz, 16
non, ovx (see Nb), with the perf. Ps. 10,
tower of Bel; tradition (Amm. "23, 8)
11; 21,3, or the imperf. 10,4 6; 49,18;
making Bel the builder of the fortress
Prov. 10, 30; Is. 26, 14, also, a in the

Babel, whence the city was named, as
case of אל; with an adjective Prov. 24, in
well as the builder of the famous walls

23 or with a preposition 23, 7, as a surrounding the city (Eus. praep. ev. 9,
simple term of denying, like Px. — 2. for 41: Byhov BaßvAäve reixeı יול
by in the sense of u, ne (see DN) with
ba 1. abbreviated from the particle
an imperf. following Ps. 10, 189;
44;
see ba II. — 2. abbreviated from
ba,
93, 1; that not, lest Is. 14, 21, and di-

בלא
>a (which see).
nyba &e.

בלה
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See 7793 and perhaps

ken of the breaking forth of the morning-

red, to shine out, comp. "p32. Derivatives

( "ָאְלָּבnot used) a stem adopted for  ִבְלִיגִיתand the proper names mapa, ">a.
Hif.  הבליג1. to cause to break in,

the constr. pl. ida Jur. 38,12, so that
the singular form nba would be after
the form ibn; and the Aram. stem
nba is really” equivalent to "oa, the
same noun

having

גןיִאְלּבbut see Yib2.

there

the

plural

to break loose, with accusat. of the ob-

ject, e. g. דש desolation, with לע of the
person Amos 5,9. The Targum renders
according to the sense "237, which all
the

ancient

interpreters

agree

with;

comp. a similar figure 5, 6 with nby.

ba I. (Pe. unused) Aram. intr. to In this sense is the derivative noun
rn.
na"2273 JeR.8,18 also to be taken; therebe concerned about, to be considerate, to
fore it is a
(being a participial
have a care for, Ar. MG to examine noun), like the verb, with by. — 2. to
(carefully). Hence >a.
have splendour, i. e. to be clear, like

Pah. x3 to afflict, vex, with accus.
(by >) of the person, to bring down,
Dan. 7, 25; comp. Ay IV. and VII.
for ya in the Targ. The Hebrew 53
has already a farther developed sense.
אָלְּבIL. (Aram.) see "D3.
Nba sometimes

interchanges

SET (comp. Ar. conj. V. to be clear)
Ps. 39,14; Jos9,27; 10,20. The old
commentators have rendered it accord-

ing to the sense by pron, the Targ.
by "aan, 1p.
The ‘organic root 4272 lies also in

32-8, MD-B, Pema &e., the idea of breakwith

ing “forth, separating, dividing, being
By and is therefore coupled with the fundamental in them all; the significaimperf. Jur. 2, 11 (Is. 44, 9 with >a), tion of shining also lies in the root of

Lament, 4, 14; still oftener like "a it the verb How.
is joined to nouns in order to express
mada (Aue forth, i. e. firstborn;
their negation. It appears to belong
to the group of the negative words

(>a, "ba, n93).

See אל and יִלְּב

WINDS l.n.p. ofa Babylonian king,
father of ‘7773.2. surname of Merodach
himself 2 Kınas 20,12; Is. 39,1;‚in Josephus 6 Badédac. The latter isi identical

see nue) = p. m. Nen. 12,18; for which

10, 9 has „>.
302 (the same) n. p. m. Nua. 10, 9.
52 (from 78,2 i. e. Bel-’Adad)
n. p- "of a friend of Job, JoB 2,11; 8,1;

18,1; 25,1. a8, (which see) was a
sational deity of the Edomites, and >a
(Zab. 2) is a farther abbreviation of

perhaps withMagdaxéumosdos of Ptolemy,
721 before B. C. If the name be Semitic,
it signifies Baal-"Adonis (da= bya and >a or לב (comp. 7995 and 44), as per =אדוTy), as JIN לעב (Numid.5,1) ap- haps in the proper names Dybn, Ama
pears in Phenician also; but since 7m for Maya.
is not Semitic, it is better to explain bala-

dan from the Sanskrit 26076 (power) and

nba (fut. 233; inf. with suff. 13;

part. m. m3) f. 123) 1. to fall to pieces, to
"zunda Dan.7,1 stands for רַצאְשְלְּב be rubbed in pieces, to be rotten, of clothes
Deur.29,4; Josu.9,13; with by Devt.
(which see).
dhana (riches) 1.6. having power and riches.

29,4 to fall of from ii. e. to be Worn out

253 (Kal not used) intrans. to break
forth or break in rashly and suddenly,

on the body 0088. 9, 4 5; figuyat. of
the growing old, falling away of the

of a disaster; cognate pba to break in heavens and the ‘earth, which are said
to fall in pieces like worn out garments,

quickly with desolation, ‘Arab. EAs (to Is. 50, 9; 51,6; Ps. 102, 27. — 2. to
tear away quickly), ato shine out, spo- consume away Ps. 32,3, to grow old
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Gun. 18,12, substant. 753 the withered, ‘terrors of the darkness of the grave; 27,
20; 30, 15; 'ּב om king of terrors 18,
fallen to pieces (by בק>) Jos 13,28. De- 14 is death personified , 6 »garog eyo
Saverov (Hebr. 2, 14), or king of the
rivatives ma, "22, “iba, תיל
Pih. 93 (inf.nibs) to
i consume, wear lower world, Abaddon (Apoe. 9, 11), as
decrepid, Ex. 23, 43; vanished as dust,

Be in a bad sense, prop. to make to
fall in pieces, to rot, 6. ₪. wa, רוע
Lament, 3, 4, רצ (form) Ps. 49,15; 0
destroy 1 Car. 17, 9; in a good sense:
to use = to enjoy Is. 65, 22; applied to
time: to spend (comp. coipew Biov) Jo

the Targum has understood it. — 2.
sudden death, Ez. 26, 21, as mia Is.
65, 23; ‘anya כ
73, "19 by”sudden
death.

mada (tender; from 193 IL.) 1. n. p.
fe Gen. 30,3; 35,22. — 2. (civitas) n. pof a place 1 Cur. 4,29, prop. a farther

21,13 K’tib, where the K’ri reads 133,
as vice versa 36,11 69 mss. read "33, form of 792 Joss. 19, 3, identical with
and here "23 has incidentally the mean- mya (which see).
ing of m3 (Jur. 20,18; Jos 36, 11).
wba (tender) n. p. m. Gen. 36, 27;
The organic root T=“ba is connected

with that in dacs, "לב34"Arab, Ay (to ae 7,10.

‘92 (a collateral form for 12) Aram.
be rotten, of clothes) = ie, Targ.
f.
consumption,
hence metaphor. a taz on
nda, "ba. See also ba 1
articles consumed, excise, Har. 4,13 20;
ma3 adj. m., 153 f. see 133.
7, 24, like 73:7, (prop. course) toll. The
„03 f. 1. the withered, emaciated

ancients conjectured head-money

Ezex. 23, 43, — 2. n. p. of a city Josu.
19, 3, called elsewhere 293 (which
see).

NIT.

rified, to be surprised, Ar. Gy harden-

Yod

(2

iba Jur. 38,12 see Yihn.

“iba (only constr. pl. nio2 סע ib2,
mp2 L (Kal unused) intr. to be ter- comp. pray and םיאבצנ the ‘vowel-sign
was

omitted after the consonant

ing the third radical sound. The verb Yod, as in m3 2998. 2,6) m. prop. the
Dra (which see) belongs to this root, as act of falling לin pieces, of waxing old,
ג קהלsi detcennoc htiw .pm ehT -adnuf but only concrete: worn out clothes, rags,
 וnoitacifingis si ot rettot ot dna Jer. 38, 11 12, coupled with םיִחְלמ
[ro, to be fearful.

Pih. 3323 (part. plur. 093%)

1. to

and niand; Syr. Lis,

terrify, to put into fear, Exr.4,4 K'tib,

agxtuda (also ~wha Dan. 5, 1;

to overthrow hastily, to prepare a speedy

Behistun inscription (x corresponds to

where the K’ri has the usual bn; 7, 1) surname of Daniel at the court of
comp. Syr, «Ss (quadriliteral) to ter- Nebuchadnezzar Dan. 1,7; 2, 26; 4,5
6 15 16; 10,1. "x is the tshara of the
rify. — 2. (not used) to destroy suddenly,
downfall for, as from bi12. Derivative

naa.

ish), signifying leader, lord (see Le
Sanscritisme etc. p. 65), then perhaps

m3 I. (not used) intr. to be weak,

the name of a god, or equivalent to
“ON in Assyrian proper names, like the

weakly, tender, Arab. א The organic

Sanskrit gira (commander, leader); אשט

root is MS; identical with the root in or NW is the Zend. genitive-sign tsha;

 לפדַא.2 Derivatives, the proper names
nada, 1722.

ba (which see) is well known, or it
also should be explained as the name of
an Assyrian god; i.e. all together: Bel

"TADS (
(pl. nis, constr. (תלהלב f. (or= Sanskrit päla, maintainer) of the
1. terror, death-terror, Is. 17, 14; usually the pl.Jos 18, 11; nabs 'ב 24,17

lord. But the name has not been satisfactorily explained as yet.
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2 (or N22) Aram. same as Hebrew
mba (which ee), to fall to pieces. Derivative pa.

also can sometimes be Similarly rendered). The latter is interrogative in ann,
2 Kınas1,3 is it not because; the negation

being made stronger by the addition of
py Ex. 14, 11. 8b Wx, p39 without
(Arab. 5 Is. 38,17: nmin "Wea APU whom not Ecouzs. 3, 11; comp. WY, DY
723 thou securest my soul ‘from the pit of with whomsoever GEN. 31, 32. For other
perdition, i. e. thou enclosest, protectest compounds, e. g. 53752, see these.
it; if it be not a poetical substitute for
baba (with suff. 45355) m. usually
nny "27 so that there is no pit. See
farrago, mized provender (from 552 to
oa 1 (from 7153) masc. perdition

"3 I.

mix); more correctly corn for cattle, which

> II. (pronominal stem) a negative was tossed with the fan and winnowparticle: not (comp. ba, NDB), used ing shovel and was salt Is. 30, 24,
1. along with nouns like TS to express called 553 even at the mowing Jo 24,
denial of them, like the English no, un-, 6. The word is connected with לוב 2 and
in-, -less, according as it is more or less 513), originating from לב(=)ללּבa
= (933)
closely connected with them, e. g. "ba to sprout, grow. In Jos 24, 6 "many
Da without water Jos 8,11; -םש “ba Jewish interpreters have taken it as
30, 8 without a name, i. 6 ine
" לףba not his=foreign, which suits the

wh "53 unclothed 24,10; N99""22 with- context well. — Hence denominative

out money 31,39. Here islonga too its
552 (fut. apoe. לברר K’tib, for which
close dombination with an adjective the K’ri has van) to fodder, with ל
or participle , to express its negation, J קפה 19, 21.
e. ₪. חיש "92 unanointed 2 Sam. 1, 21,

yw יל ‘unheard Ps. 19,4; Mae, ולב
unturned Hos. 7, 8. More rarely a.

before verbs, to deny the action, either
before the perfect, as Tor יִלְּב Is. 14,6
he has not ceased i. e. without inter-

sand 2 (from 2-23)m. (according

to Kimchi) not what i.e. nothing, nihilum

Jos 26,7, comp. 427 85. It is.a word
created merely by poetry. Targ. na72
m2 7R97 םעדִמ ,LXX éni obderdg. Ac-

mission; or with the imperfect, as "53 cording to other Jewish interpreters it
papn Jos 41,18 [26] it does not hold. In is a noun from
both cases לב and אָלְּב are also put; rope, band.

nba signifying cord,

 ליעלdetcartnoc( morf  ב;ְּלִי רַעלin
pause bya-) m. not-height CH subst. m.
of place it appears thus: a) "2-49 Mar. from הל like 432, "92, from 739, my)
3,10 till without, Ps. 72, 7 tillnone, as 6 depth, .6 =  'ִבons 2 Sam. 23,5
“nba דע is also used; b) a27by because and Ps.18, 5 streams ofdepth ie.
i
deep
Gen. 31, 20. ions closely joined to streams, a personification of the dangers
other prepositions and almost as inde- of death; metaphor. worthlessness ,low-
pendent particles appear the following: ness , nequitia, with שיא 1 Sam. 25,
and once the K’tib has tba for 53 Hos.
9,16.

Less closely joined to particles

"323 before a noun, properly nothing but

an intensive "22 Deur.4,42, Jon 36, 12
without, where Aus, should be supplied,
elsewhere Nba also; "92> without, Is. 5,
14; Jos 38, 41; 41, 25; an without,

;25 2Sam. 16,7; 20,1; 1 Kınas 21, 13,

3 ‘Tovazs 20, 13; 1 Sam. 2,12; 25, 17,
na 1,16, or Intensifad with - 3 un
Daum. 13, 14; Junezs 19, 22, to denote

some lowness or worthlessness in
i a per-
before nouns, participles and infinitives son (e. g. rebellion, idolatry, inhospi-

Is. 5, 13; Lament. 1,4; Duur. 9, 28, tality &c.); omitting "Wy 2 Sam. 23, 6, or
ws 708 34,18; a " personificalion of
may paraphrase it by so ‘that not, because Assyria Nau. 2,1. Elsewhere connected
not, because none, so that nobody (as ba with דע Prov. 19, 28, Dax 6, 12, 73"
or also before verbs 28, 55, where one

obs
Nau. 1, 11.

‘a 127 Ps.41,9; 101,3
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which), in sacrificial language Ex. 29,40;

worthless thing, facinora, res improbas

Lev. 7, 10; Num.8,8. — 2. as in ba},

(comp. n35¥, “137 Ps. 65, 4); separated

> metaphor: to shoot forth, sprout, grow.

Devt. 15,‚9.At a later period (N. Test., Deriv. 22.
Sibylline books, Old Testament Psend-

epigraphal works &e.) the abstract 5923

became a name for the prince of the lower
world, whence Bediae (1 Cor. 6, 15),
Syr. suds,

552 (1 pers. perf. "M3, 1 pers. im-

The stem לבis in Ar. de and is also
found as an organic root inda-x, לבש

sa, da 66. in modified senses. The
same organic root appears in many stems
of the dialects.

nba (inf. constr. b'>2) trans. to bind to,

perf.“plemba2= 522, likenats from Din, to ohut fast, by a nose-band (794), a bridle

mop? = tap) &e) trans. 1.to miz, to (amg), generally to bridle, to bind, Ps. 32,
mingle with one another, to confound, e. g. 9. The Syriac כ-?םב has the same meanmy language, Gen. 11,7 9. In this
ing; and the Targ. pp dumb proceeds
sense appear with a reduplication the
from a like fundamental signification.

Arab. JUL, Syn S484, Targ. dada,

The organic root is D2-3, also found
Malt. balbel &e., applied especially to lanin ,לא D273 &c.; and the Ar,ne (IV.)
guage. Hence the city 532 (which see)
was

named, according to Gen. 11, 9.

to be silent seems to be of the same
fundamental meaning as the Aram. 052.

Derivatives 592 (according to Kae) Deriv. (according to some) 373.
:
with 6 denom. 53. See Dan. —
pba (only part. (סלרב tr. to scrape
2. (not used) of prohibited intercourse, to
cohabit curnally in a prohibited manner,

like baba of the Jerus. Targ. on Gen.
49,4, "ן2 ( יבincestuous intercourse)
ae: the Zabians (cod. Nas. 2, 60).
Hence San. The form 533) Is. 64,5 is
to be regarded as a future apoc. Hif.
from 53), standing for 5321, for which

into, to nip,

the mulberry fig or

sycamore (RU),

to make it ripe the

sooner (Plin. "1 n. 18, 14; Theophr. h.

pl. 4, 2), which was either an additional task of the shepherd’s ()רקרב
or belonged to the preparation of his
food. Then perhaps: to cultivate mulby drawing back the accent arises >29, berry figs, to gather figs (Syr.) Am. 7,
as ‘071 1 Cur. 20, 3 for .רש — au 14; LXX xvilov, Vulg. vellicans, on
ing to the original signification, with
belongs to the stem .לבש
which the stems 075, yp, סֶלָּפ 86. are
Hithp. 535307 (fut. Sam) to mix said to be cognate. "According to Aquila

oneself, to be mived (according to Kimchi), (sgevveoy oux.) the fundamental meaning
with3among, Hos.7,8 (comp. verse 11): is to examine, seek out, same as Targ.
Ephraim mixes himself with the heathen wha, here to seek for figs as a means
i. 6. the heathen press into his posses- of life; according to Tanchum like the
sion. According to others it is from Talm. סב to mix, it means to mingle
ba= dap to grow old, to fade, which is sycamore leaves for fodder, which is
neither well founded in the language, less suitable. It cannot be a denom.
nor suitable to the sense.
from 052 (according to the Ar. and

bba U. 1. intrans. to flow, to drop Aethiop. ‘the fig), because הממ 06
not accompany it in that case.

{of the eye), then to be moistened, e. g.

ona Ps. 92, 11 I am moistened i. e.
yop (fut. 333%, inf. constr. yD) tr.
anointed; comp., however, an IL. De- to swallow, to devour, of men Is. 28, 4,

ziv. yban. More frequently trans. 1. to of beasts Jon. 2,1, Jun. 51, 34, of the
moisten, ‘to wet over (in particular the
pass. part. with 2 of the object with

earth ימעט. 16, 30, hell Prov. 1,12,

the deep Ps. 69, 16, particularly of
14

בלע
greedy and total swallowing.
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Figur.

to have in possession (acquired property)

2 3.— 2. concrete: thing swallowed, Jur.

51, 44 i. e. the robbed temple-vessels

Jo» 20, 15 18; to destroy entirely Ps. which were deposited in Belus’s temple
124, 3; to Bring into his power JER. 51, (comp. Is. 49, 24; Dan. 1, 2). — 3. abs34; proverbially (as similarly in Arab.) tract: destruction, Ps. 52, 6. — 4. (cleft,
é
 רקיre  ערJoB 7,19 till I swallow my

spittle i.e, in a moment; comp. 9232
Noms. 4, 20 (omitting pH), and von. Deriv. 922 and the proper names gba, py>3.
Nif. "yday figurat. to be destroyed, Hos.
8, 8; yay יב Is. 28, 7 to be overcome

prop. swallow, comp. 2,40) n. p. of a
small town at the southern extremity
of the Dead Sea, afterwards רעצ Gen.

14,2; see Euseb. under Bade. — 5. (consumption, destruction) n. p. m. GEN. 36,
32; 46, 21; 1 Cuz. 5,8. Patronym. “ba
by wine; comp. Dar 28, 1, “ay &e. as Nome. '26, "38.
also the Ar.

א

.

1922 (a pronominal stem compound-

( לבpause לב inf. constr. בל ed of דעand לב;only in constr. pl. “433,
p-" ללב fut. ya) 1. to swallow up "to- with suff. ידע &c.) prepos. prop. “not
tally (epitiley, ‘hence proverbially »533( ba) 1 (>), nothing to, without to,
_(inf.) Nums. 4, 20 = קר yda9 like the usually except; with ya (as in "han,
swallowing (of spittle) ie.
1
ina "moment;
 (מאיןe. ₪ שיא van Nums. 5,0
LXX sanıva. SeeKal. Figurat. yx ‘3
Prov. 19, 28 to devour mischief (what

besides the man,

ה "39 2 Sam. 22, 32

brings mischief) greedily; comp. JoB 15, except God, Saba Is. 43,11 beside me,
16. — 2. Like Kal, to destroy, to anni- and so still farther compoanded an
hilate, spoken of men Ha». 1, 13, of 2 Kies 18, 25, “493771 Is. 44, 6. —
God Lament. 2, 2 8, cognate in sense
with תיחשה ,TaN 6 and in the greatest variety of figurative uses 18. 25,7 8,
of the destruction of a country, a place,

Lament. 2,5; 2 Sam. 20,19.
49,19 desiragen, waster.

This sort of firm‘junction of two particles is rare in Hebrew, and has per-

haps an analogy in Syn» Neu. 12, 38;

but the fundamental signification is
i ea9>279 Is. sily seen from דע and bs; comp. Syr.
u p>.

Puh, vipa to be destroyed, Jon 37, 20:

952 (from דע and לב = 5a; only
in constr. pl. "1953, with suff. yes,
tion to be prepared for one 2 Sam. 17, 16. "1952, p. 4") prepos. the same, without,
Hithp. »aanıı to destroy oneself’ to except Gen. 41,44; Is.45,6. In Jos34,
sweep away, hence to vanish, spoken of 32 the construct plan,"3953 also stands
wisdom Ps. 107, 27,
before an imperfect, the latter being
The stem ללב(Ar. x >, Targ.993 &e.) conceived of as expressing the idea of a
has for its יו - meaning to swal- noun (= MR We what I see). Yy52
low, to gulp down (eat), as is perceptible Gen. 14, 24 and 41,16 forms the clause
from the Aethiopic and from derivatives; of a sentence by itself according to the
the organic root is 33“, which is also original meaning not to me i. e. it does
found in ¥5, 997d IL ‘Go the Targ. not concern me. See ba.
py 1. n. p. of a heathen Syrian
quadrilit. bebo == 95a) &e.
prophet
belonging to ‘inp (which see)
( עלּבwith suff. "bs, 19”) m. prop.
on
the
Euphrates, who was hired
swallow (see #53), 5 1. (likeבְּבַלַע 
does a man’ then speak, that he should be

destroyed? with » of the person: destruc-

.Nums, 4, 20 and יִעָלְּב Jos 7, 19, see

by the Moabites to curse Israel Num.
22, 6 seq.; Deur. 23, 5 6; Josm. 13,

ya) Lay. 21,4 (according to the LXX 22; Mic. 6, 5; LXX תשסו As by
vba for by3) he shall not defile himself (people, race, see DY") appears very
for"a moment (Sanwa), to profane himself; often in proper names, we may look
-accordingly it is an intensifying of 21, upon b¥>a as made up of by and ba

בלק
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= >a) one not belonging to the people

72 (according to the Midrash ba

i. e. a foreigner, or of םעדעלַבְי= םעָלְבָי703 +. 6. 10) bya Econus. 10, 11, or
abridged n¥>3 (conqueror, corrupter of 8513) >. p. m. Ezr. 2, 2; Neu. 7,7.
the people, comp. Laonicus,

Nicolaus,

Nicodemus &e.), the abbreviated form

uyba 1 Cur. 6, 55 also appearing in
the name of a place 69527 Josa.17,11.
Jewish mediaeval tradition has identified
Balaam with the wise man Locmän, and

Perhaps from W532 (Aram. )Mer with
the ending }-.

na (prop. 753, developed from the
prepos. לב = ba into a feminine form
[comp. ya and m3, nina], only with

therefore derived the name from Y53 suff. “nba, aba) ל except, without,

and the formative syllable -ם ,6 Locmän from
(to swallow). — 2. (conquering-place) n. p. of a city of Manasseh
in the neighbourhood of Megiddo 1 Cur.
6, 55, see pyda>.

1 Sam. "2, 2 except thee; Hos. 13, 4 except me.

( יִּתְלְּבprop. an old construct form
of nba, formed with i of union [comp.

 יתְלּזor], which form was employed

i the language; see(אַפְסִי 
pea (in Kal only the part. with suff. adverbially in

mp>ia) tr. to waste, destroy, Is. 24, 1, a negative particle (like "92, 53 &e.):

.1 except, only, without, but, before an
LXX donpooy,Rashi any, and ו
in sense by Scripture’ itself (Nas. 2,11) apodosis ("naAT more before one word)
limiting the ‘protasis, Gen. 43, 5: only
with pa 1 (see pra) or pa (see pea) Is.
if your brother be with you, where DN is
Le Metaphor. to plunder. The same
to be supplied to ‘2; except Ex. 22, 19;
signification is 20 iy the Ar. BG Nome. 11,6; Josn. 11,19; Dan. i, 18:
(as is seen from 85 כ wilderness, qua- but his reproach he will recompense to

him; hence DX "N32 Am. 3, 3 4 unless
drilit. al; to be waste &e. ), Syr. aso
if i.e. unless it be that; Rn Gen. 47,
(hence IZasa
So the being plundered, ;18 Jupens 7,14. — 2. Rarely connected
poverty), Ar. GL to be destroyed, with an adjective iin order to deny what
waste, depopulated. The fundamental it expresses (as "93), 6. ₪. 79D "nda Is.
signification of the organic root pa” 3 ,14 6 incessant, Sid יִתְלִּב T Sam. =
appears to be to break off, to put away, 26 unclean, or also ‘with the verb, e.
remove, to separate; and the root itself “eX non 395 "2 18. 10, 4 they 2
is identical with that in po-n, קלדמ 6. not sink down under the prisoners (933
non is like non 59) a single idea); so
Deriv. the proper name pbs.

Puh. 72 is incorrectly" assumed for
Nau. 2, 11, since mpear (which see) is
a noun.
pea (waster, destroyer) n. p.m. NUMB.
22, 2 seq.; Jupaus 11, 25; Mic. 6, 5.

wba see Wb2.
ngnwd2 (and “¥vnba Dan. 7, 1)

too Oma דע before nouns or verbs Nump.
,21 ;35 208 ,14 .19 —  יִתְלְבָלis often
wall before the infin. constr. (whereלא 
never stands), in which

case לו that

would otherwise be prefixed to the in-
fin., is put before "mp2, meaning not
to, that not, in order not to, Luv. 26,15;
Devr. 4, 21; Jost. 23, 6; Jmr. 35, 8;
Dan. ,9 : בrarely hofore the finite
verb, Ez. 13, 3: that which they have not

Ns De "of the last king of the Chaldeans
Dan. 5,1; 7,1, identical with Nabonned,
Nabonnedoch, Neboden (in Berosus, Al. seen. Anden from not, because not, with
Polyhistor, Abydenus, Eusebius), Ado- the infin. Numsurs 14, 16; Ez. 16, 28

Büvnrog (Herodot), 00260006 (canon of (see 7).
n2 (after the form המק from Dia,
the kings), Nabunita (inseription at Bisutun). Etymologically the name agrees only 1in Ez. 20,29 does it appear to be
with רצאשטטְלַּב (which see), for NW is divided with the freedom of BZ into

_ only a modification of wn.

מה

בא
=  מה באtahw semoc
14

htiw 6 fo
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motion 723; pl. mina, constr. nina or בְּמְתִיד,as if the original derivation
Nun». 22, 41 &e.; but because of the had ‘disappeared, as the plural-usage

similarity ‘of the construct and absolute in fact already indicates. — Most frestates another construct plural was also quently 5. height, hill, a place of sacriformed in *~ and attached to the plural fice and of the sanctuary, according to
feminine termination ni-, as in תושארמ

the practice of all ancient peoples of

and others, ni- being regarded rather worshipping the deity on high places;
as an ending for the individualised col- and as long as the Israelite sanctuary
lective idea, only on this occasion6 aa was only a moveable tabernacle, the term
been shortened into 5, 1. e. j- into - ‚| signified also a high place used for the

with suf. יתלמב,hina, vnina and is. Israelite worship of God 1 Sam. 9, 12;
53, 9 ning, ‘pina, (למיתומּב. f. lea 1Kines 3,4; 2Kines 12,2 4; Is. 36, 7;
height, an elevation ie pia), a hill, in 1 Cur. 13, 29. But on the prospect of

topographical statements, e. ₪. 19" תב setting up a national sanctuary Deut.
12, 13 seq. the worship on high places
Jer. 26, 18 and Mic. 3, 12 the ‘heights
was prohibited as a heathen custom, and
of the forest, i.e. wild, anbulle heights;
pais nina Ez. 36, 2 everlasting heights its extermination was enjoined upon
rulers 1 Kınas 15,14; 22, 44; 2 8
1% bet m 36, 1, opposed to רה 12,4; 14,4; 2 Cur. 14, 2 &.—a thing

TID ch. 35; nina pédtieally 2 Sam. 1, which the pious themselves did not al19 25 ive. yobs ירח ,1 ;21  ןֶנְרַאnina ways succeed in effecting. As worship
Nome. 21, 28 the rocky hill-ranges of the was offered there and sacrifices performArnon’s banks. — 2. It is applied to ed with incense 1 Kınas 3, 2 3; 22,44;
designations of places, as bya nina as altars were erected 2 Kinas 18, 22;
(Ba‘al’s-heights) n. p. of a Moabite eity a temple there was called nina ma
on the Arnon Numa. 22, 41; 7083. 13, temple of the heights 1Kines 12,31; 18,
17; nivaa (heights) n. p. of a place in 32 (oppos. to יל m3), for which allonia
Mo‘ab Noms. 21, 19, identical with frequently stands alone, 1 Kınas 11, 7;

>a mina.

It appears to have been

used in the Moabitish and perhaps too

in the ’Edomitish (see (המבילהא 5%
for the usual 1933 and. המר — 3. Fi-

Amu. 7,9.

nina m3 is also andesitoud

to mean the little temple-tent of Ashera,
which was placed on heights 2 Kınas
17, 29 32 and was often made of va-

gurat. YIN Inga K'ri Dev. 32,13, Is. riegated cloths or pieces of cloth Ez.
58, 14, ‘Am. 4,13, Mic. 1, 3 heights of 16,16. The priests serving there were

die wth i. e. mountains:

בע nm

Is.

termed תומב »37> 13,33; 2 Kines
23, 9.

14, 14 heights of the clouds,i
ie. exceeding TS nina Hos. 10, 8 the מ of Bethheight; 07 "nga Jos 9, 8 heights of the Aven. pn? יב Am.7,9 spoken of buildsea, 1. e."high-“rolling waves; AT סע ings exciting the anger of God. To

ninay Tay 2 Sam. 22,34, Has. 3, erect a ‘3 as a place for worship is
19° to cause to tread on the mountain called 132 Jer. 7, 31; 19, 5; to go up
heights (i. e. secure places of refuge); to the worship is
i הלעה 48, 35. Metaelsewhere in Kal also ‘a~>y 713 Daur.
phor. 2 is a place of dolar, hence
33, 29; Amos4, 13; Mic. 1,3. Here the
K'tib ו reads nina. — 4. Like Dyan = ‘places of Ba‘al-worship Jur.
19, 5; ron ‘2 7, 31 idolatry in Tophet
Beopds in
i Greek: grave-mound, tomb, only
(in the valley of Hinnom); it is even
in Ez. 43, 7, where Dnia2 may stand
grammatically correct forbnivaaa, in their

an abstract, apostacy Mic. 1, 5.

‚3, ma2, a3 see .הנ
tombs, but which the Targ. reads pnia
(immin2); and in Is. 53, 9, where we
bana (from "9743 circumcised ; but
should either read with 3 mss. ויתמב perhaps according to the Ar.
, fol(parallel "2p, comp. wera Jon 21, 32), lower of moderation) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 7,33.
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102 see in.
MAD ₪. p. see man.
bya mins see m3.
mga 8 false form for "HRS, see .הב

2Sam.13,4; 18,12 20. Sometimes 72
expresses "the true, genuine, and as it
were the hereditary idea of the noun
with which it is connected, e. ₪. "72

on Ps. 72, 1 adding to the force of
Ton,

a

case

not

uncommon

among

12 mase. 1. (plur. O3; from 717)
the orientals; so too Tanna 45, 14,
part. intelligent, knowing, only in
1 plur. D972 Niza 45,10 queen, queens. b) 72 is
Jar. 49, 7, elsewhere only in the com- joined to the names of animals, to depound proper names jarıs, jaws (which
note the young, but without distinction
see), abbreviated in rma, an. — 2. of sex, e. ₪. D’ANY772 foal of the DY

ground--form to the plur,Da, "for which
ja is usual in the sing. ‘But - is not

(which see) Ps. 29, 6, parallel 533; =
"pa young heifer Lev. 9,2, a name for

the base here, since it does not remain  לmia Lev. 12, 6 a young dove;
in the construct, but a sing. j2 = "a " אֶתִין3 Gen. 49, 11 = 92; INE ינּב
after the form of m3, jt, דש must be young sheep, לה Ps. 114, 4; בש "3
presupposed,
147,9 young ravens; רָשְנדיִנְּב Prov. 30,
iD (constr. "j2, once ja Gun. 49, 22, 17, 092 the young of the sparrow
more rarely “72, in compound proper Ce) ‘Jos 39, 16 (comp. ni2); metanames "72, "j2, or abridged "2, "2, poet- phorically applied to p22 of ושי (which
ically 92 Nume. 23, 18; 24, 3, or "23 see) 38, 32 in astrology. 9 Itis transGen. 49, 11; with suff. 92,23 72 pause ferred to plants with the omission of the
; בו יבנ יבד.e& eht 0 .esam 8i ,ana genitive 794, which, however, is supconstr. 23 , fen. תנו constr. M23 and so plied in idea; hence fem.: shoot, young
with suf. which 8
presupposes a twig, GEN. 49, 22, where nob is an adj.
sing. ja== Aram. רב after the form 315, nn, fem. to it; Ps. 80, 16, where in verse 18
1 whence the fem. na 1. 6. m, as the iB 8 resolved into DAnj2, as m»,
Ar. wads is connected ‘with 13) m. prop. which the right (9772) hand planted, is
begotten, born, therefore 1. a child, resolved into "> שיא — 3. j2 is conwithout distinction of sex, רכז  בJER. nected with masculine or feminine nouns
20, 15, Is. 49, 15 a child, a ‘male, plur. to express a virtuous or vicious per-

frequently ps children, Gen. 3, 16;
21,7, LXX téxva, audio; םינב אל
1 Can. 2, 30 childless. — Definitely 2.
son, i.e. a male child (opposite na Ex.
1, 16 22, or along with na to denote
both wanders) 21,31; Lev. 12,6; JUDGES
11, 34; Ex. 14, 20; 44, 25 &e., because

sonality, i. e. to denote more definitely

and in a more intensive form mental
souship, to set forth inheritance of virtue
or vice without respect to actual natural
childship, as n3772:7 n19,3"j2 1 Sam.
20, 30 the son of a ‘perverse "of rebelliousness, i, e. of a perverse and rebellious

woman, where the LXX and Vulg. read
the male only” constitutes childrenship may) for ;תועכ 7329 aa Is. 57, 3 sons
in the Hebrew view. In the frequent of the sorceress Cr = 970); Jos 30, 8;
use of this word (see my Hebr. Con- 100088. 10, 17 א = Le grandson
cord. s. v.) we have to notice the follow- Gen. 29, 5, like רב  קא5,1 (comp.
ing applications: a) son in the proper 2808. 1, 1),pl. pa Gen. 32,1, though
sense Gen. 4,25; 16, 11 &e.; hence DN=72

in the plural when a more exact state-

Gun. 27,29; 43,29, ag” = 49,8 brother ment is required םיב "32 stands Ex.

by the שו 8 wiles and by the father’s. 34, 7, particularly with Dina Devt. 6,
Besides, it is used as zai¢ in the mean- 2; Prov. 17, 6; Jur. 27,7. "This usage
ing of boy, youth, parallel with רעב solves a number of apparent contradieדסא. 7, 7 Sone ספ 2, 3. Ta וב tions in the lists of names given by the
king’s son, prince, heir to the throne, Chronist, partly in relation to his own
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narratives 1 Car. 6, 28 (comp. 16, 5), dicates of kings were dsoyerys, Siorgepartly in relation to those of other "his- ons, 2008 vidg. Of the latter significatorical books in Seripture. To this head tion is also יל "2a Ps. 82, 6. See
belongs

the signification posterity

in

 אהליםdna .ybny — sA na sisehtitna

lists of names (comp. vidg Matra. 1, 1 to ‘DON "22, ‘principally in the later
20), particularly as a constr. pl. along period ofthe ‘language, DIN"]2 appears,
with the names of tribes and founders

pl. DIN or ‘NYT 7133, which is also to be

of races, 6. g. dytv? 122 Israelites Ex.
taken in this meaning. See DIN and
1,9 or apy? "23 Ps. 17, 16, "az 733
Aram. 42. — 5. Sonship (comp. בא my)
Hebrews Gen. 10, 21, yy 723 “Ammon

transferred to other relations, as to that
ites 19, 88, תֶחדיִנְּב Hittites 23, 3, "23 of dependence of the vassal upon the
 אל0
Tan 22 Kodupenes lord, to the close relation of master and
Is. 21, 17, non >92 Ezer. 16, 28, "23 pupil, of protégé and patron &e., hence
maim Jews Jur. 33, 30 &e., fy whieh a) subject, vassal 2 Kınas 16, 7, with
ra sometimes stands, e. ₪ apa תיב say. b) ward Ex. 2,10; disciple, youth,
Is. 2,5, לֶאְרְשְי na 14, 2, הדוח ng e. 5 איִבְנֶּב
7, 14a disciple of the proJER. 3, 18, nor ns Am. 5,6, "71 ma phets, belonging to the prophetic order,
1 Kınas 12, 19 &. The sing. is ex- particularly in the plur. םיִאיִבְכ 723
pressed by 73272 שיא Lev. 17, 13, the 1 Kınas 20, 35; 2 Kinas2, 3; 4, 1 &e.,

plur. by “an Nun. 8, 16 or Yan praia, as the prophetic schools under Elijah
16, 2. In like manner קנש ינָבNom. 13, and Elisha were called, whose relation
33 or D729, "23 Devt. ‘4,98 Anak’s to their masters was more intimate than
children i. e. the posterity of ‘Anak. In that of the םיִאיבְנַה Dan or NPI? to Sathis sense "23 sometimes stands in poetic

diction in ‘connection with the Gentile
plural, the name of the people alone
being sufficient in other cases, 6. ₪. "23
Ds Am. 9,7 the Cushites, the poster-

ity of Cush; םיִנָנּיַה 122 Jo. 4,6 the Javanites &e., comp. veg Ayo

iin Homer;

muel; comp. Greek 0000, ₪000, Syr. +>,
plur. constr. «I2, Arab. a, 86. in a
similar sense.

Vice versa the master is

also called in Hebrew a8 (which see);
the teacher-poet, therefore, addresses his
reader as a Prov. 2,1; 3,1 &e. 6( protégé, favourite, hance applied to Israel
as the son of God Ex. 4,22; Hos. 11,1;

 נְכָרִים5) Is. 2,6 =n33. After this
analogy. we should translate םיהלא  ינבPs. 80, 16; in the plur. Ts. ia2; 30, 19.
Jos 1, 6; 2,1; 38,7, and םיִלָא 23 Ps. d) one belonging to, a relative, companion.
29, 1; 89, 7 liches also N שיא So (according to the Targ., Symm. and

Junens 13, 6) angels (ayyekoı, messeng- Midrash) םיהלא "22 Gen. 6, 2 seq. is to
ers), who dwell in
i heaven 89, 7, i. e. who be understood as meaning companions
are descended from God in their higher, of the distinguished ones (see OTN) 1.6.
spiritual nature, and resemble Him; as persons of distinction; DAN" man, also
the Targ. (ַ)אּיִכָאְל and the LXX plur.’§ 723 1. ₪. belonging to the human
(&yyekoı) understand the phrase; comp. species (see DIN); Tray יִנָּב Ps. 72, 4

Aram. 73 רב Dan. 3,25. According to the poor; "טורח RB Ecczzs. 10, 17 noble
senses 3 and 4 of םיִהלֶא the phrase 272 (in the same sense 797 Is.2,6); by 9a
is to be understood (spoken of kings,

heads of the people) to mean a glorious

Jer. 17, 19 belonging to the people ie.
the people themselves Ex. 33,2; 37,18.

and exalted scion of divine power and
discipline, hence morally god-like (comp.
2 Sam.7,14; Ps.89,27), from which Ps.
2,7 is intelligible; such a representation being in fact extensive in the old

— 6. “4B often

appears with imper-

world, as among the Greeks the pre-

ship, attachment, subjection, or in what-

sonal nouns as a farther developed
poetical combination, to denote the
closest relation to such nouns, whether
spiritual or figurative descent, relation-
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ever way it may be conceived. To this
belongs: a) its union with names of
places and countries, but only in plur.
constr.: DIP “22 Gen. 29, 1 easterns i.e.

wna

(Athen. 2, 1), it signifies him

that is born

at the time in question,

here at the new moon, like the Greek

Novunvıos (1 Macc. 12 ‚16); comp. Yarız,
Arabians, yey ‘a Ps. 149, 2, and so (see Sog), "naw (nes naw) as proper
with 37 Is. 21, 17, ףרנ Jur. 2, 16, names. — 7. The following peculiar-

oy

Ez. 16, 26, רּושא 23,7, daa 23, ities in the use of the word have still

15, S78 27, 11 Bei,to denote the Kedavente, Egyptians, Assyrians, Babylonians, Arvadites &e. Other local references belong here, as "2372 Gun. 17,
12 or.492 32 Ps. 18, 45,"elsewhere alsa

 ואישma-]2 Gen. 15, 3, also 797 17,
12; armen "23 Eze. 2, 1; of animals

333 Daur. 32, 14. 0 Figurat. a
 רוIs. 21,10; yeaa Jos 19, 17; 2

to be noticed:

a) In parallelism there

usually stands in the second member
... Jp antithetic to the name Num. 23,

18; Jupaus 5, 12; Is.7, 9; in prose also
from disinclination to the name itself
1 Sam. 10, 11; 20, 27 31; 22, 7 8 9;
25,10. b) It is applied like שיא (which
see) to compound proper names and not
merely fused together with the other
member (see /2923),though also connected

MDUR ו 3, 13, ‘for which occurs
once MDW alone Jon 39, 23; ְְּב-תֶשְק with it loosely, e. g. ֶּב-ְלָיַח Cur.17,7
in the plural, 6. ₪.
41, 20. "See "22, 12, 193, ו Nous, (see .(ליָחְהַשיִא But i
aaa,
pit
wa,
paaı2 &c, the
nun. e) It is 0
with abstract
case
of
the
propernames
is perceptible. ==
nouns to denote the possession of a
quality, a virtue or a vice; or with 8. (intelligent, master = 337) 1 Cur. 15,
other nouns to express dependence, de- 22) n. p. of one of the Dr among hs
scent, the fact of being ruled, similar- Levitical chorus- -singers 1 Cr. 15, 18,
ity, comparison &ec., in short to express but who is omitted in 15,20 and 37119,
a relation of the mind. So bın=7a put in his place 15, 21, probably "be1 Sam. 14, 52 strong; naja 20, 31 cause he died suddenly (perhaps like
worthy of death i. e. having incurred the nity 13,11). His music-choir may have
penalty of death; nist7"j2 Deur. 25, 2 been called 2b nım (death of Ben, comp.
worthy of being smitten; dyrbanqa 1 Sam.  זאYOR 13, 11) Ps. 9,1, as a choir
after ךּותּדָי
25,17, y2U-ja Is. 5,1, -רַחְטqa 14,12, of ‘singers was also. a

puaqa Gun. 15, 2, הלהב Ps. 89, 23,
nin way "33 2 Kmas 14, 14, הוגה /
Bar. 4, 1, Aöya 105
7, -ץחמ "93
28, 8, min a Ps. 79, 11, -יִנָע "32

Prov. 31,5, Aion, "32 31, 8, bang
“Is. 49, 20, maw

54, 1, prensa

62,1; bis a sign of the genit. (see 9

and Ihe article occurs in various ways

elsewhere in proper names (see .לה —
Hence the denominative
Nif. 7322 to obtain children,

ya by Grn. 16, 2, because
inflected after the analogy

with

72 was
of הלו

Hos. 2,6, רק
" צה23 Zuon. 3, 14 6
For the most‘part, poets go farther into but iin Zabian the denominative is
such combinations. d) It is united to |>
With reference to Gen.16,2 and Deut.
nouns of time, of age, to express any
relation to them, e. ₪. םיִכּוקְז ja Gun, 25,9 ja is derived by Kimchi, Parchon
37, 3 born in old age; pv „a Ps. and others from 122 (to build up, to set up,

197, 4; ֶּב-ְהָלְיְל Jon. 4, 10 that arose in establish), the builder (of the house) as it

a night, comp. Syr. [seas po, Talm. a
nn; הָנָשֶֶּב Lev. 12,6 one year old;

and with numerals appended to denote
age Gen. 17,17; נפת 52,1 &. But
where it appears in proper names compounded therewith, 6. ₪. Phenician

were. But the ground-form is 72 with a
vowel that hardly holds the consonants
together, a dialectic offshoot of 12 (comp.
a and "13, where r and n also interchange, probably through the medium of

1), Syr. +2; and — passed sometimes into.

12
=
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sometimes into —, a case

of trans-

"3 stands also "132 2 Kınas 23, 10,

formation not infrequent; then - for See Dir and .יג
the absolute state arose out of —. This
Tara (free; comp. Tr) n. Ds Me
genealogy is be seen from the plural
1 Kings 4, 8.
(022), from the fem. sing. (n3) and plur.
bug (valiant) n. p. m. 2 Cur. 17,
(ni) &c. The ground--form mentioned
7;
comp. the proper names So,
is probably a primitive word like ax,

(חַיָל ח
m8, without its being derived from a  אַביחולSapo )=ַל
wr Gow gracious, very good; 325
verb, and the construct forms 2 and
12, as "IN, “TY, and “aN, “Inn, is an epithet of deity, as is apparent
point to a cognate effort in the de- from 420, BON, PTT, ןנחוי ,לאי
velopment of language. As a primitive N21, man, mn, pm bya &e.) n. 2.
word bar, ban, ber, has an assonance in m. 1 Cm. 4‚20.
language generally; comp. Pers.

„2,

IR. Shah-pur=king’s son; Latin puer,
por-in Marcipor &e.

Tom2
ל
see the proper
names on, MOM) n. p. m. 1 Kınas
4, 10.

12 (only constr. pl. "33, with suff.
( יריבfortunate) n. p. m. 1 Sam. 9,
ara, (ןוהיִנָּב Aram. the same Dan. 2, 1 K’tib for a2 (which see) as the
25; 6, 25; Ezr. 6, 9; 7, 23.
for the sing.

73 Hands name of the tribe; elsewhere written in

one word

and defectively; separated

ֶּב- בָדָניִבאn. p. m. 1 Kınas,4, 11. only as a Gentile ar"j2 1 Sam. 9, 21,
( בָדְניִבַאwhich see) is to be regarded as with the article for definiteness ara

Jupgzs ;51,3 2 .maS ;11,61 .rulp בּני
"IINT2 (son of my hurt, see וא IL) "2 JUDGES ,91 .61 lacitnedI htiw31“

nomen numinis.

n. p. of Benjamin,

given by Rachel

Gen. 35, 18; and therefore only an incidental name.
72373 (dedicated to the hero i. e. to

God) n. p. m. 1 Kınas4,13.

OR 72.

See 434,

“PTA (lance-bearer) n. p. m. 1Kınas
4,9.

See “23.

717712 (a dedicated one of Hadad’s)
n. p. of a Syrian king 1 Kınas 15, 20;

20, 1; 2 Kines ch. 8. 17 (which see)
was the supreme deity of the Syrians.

soa? iis TER
1 Sam. 9, 1, 2 Sam.
,20 ,1  דמו,28 PATER bein pro-

bably = 94 puc(

)aS ro איש

forms the gentile and "77 alone suf-
fices for "72 1Sam.9,4. 7'972 also ap-
pears by itself as a proper name; else-
where it is the member of a word in
,772222 an (which see).

a7]
ara

see 477277932.
(dedicated to the confederation;

see Dy) n. p. m. Gun. 19, 38, afterwards

yay.

N12 (infinitive 82272, also with Ds
The Edomites also worshipped this god Rd) Aram. the same as 193, with
under the name of TIN, TH (which see), accus. of object Ezr. 5,2 3 13 17; 6,8.
and compounded their proper names with Itpe. NJanS pass. to be built, rebuilt Exr.
it (see TTS, DTN, 7752); comp. רָזנְרִדַה 4,13; 5,8 16; 6, 3; with accus. of the
Ban), aa, MN.
material 5, 6. See m».
23773 (son of ea
the whim192 and ya (3 pers. "with suff. 133;
perer; DIT = ji from ןנה = yes, Ar. 1 pers. with suff.mn, 8 p. pl. 423; part.

to whimper) n. p. of a man Jer. pl. 723; inf. ְהָינְבִמ 9 p. pl. fut. 792)
 ל31 32; 19,2 6; 32,35 &e., who pos- Aram. the same Dan. 4,27; Ezr. ch. 5.
sessed a valley (a) in the neighbour- Deriv. 4723.
hood of Jerusalem. In connexion with
naa (2 pers. nya 1 Kinas 9, 3; fut.,
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13), apoc. 73%), Stimes 113371; inf. abs.
m3, constr. M32, with suff.Damien and

"32, 32} ‚man

See also ja, ja and

בת.

according to Ezekiel’s peculiar manner
 "אז232 .1 to be built, to be built up,
‘77022 16,31= (ךמה tr. prop. to dispose, set up, inthe wide sense of Kal, 1 Kines
to set up, to place, like the Ar. ,.y3, ;3,2 ;6,7 Jer. 30,18; Neu. 7,1; to be
built again, e.g. Pann and בוחר Dan. 9,
hence 1. to build, to erect, establish, to
raise, with accus. of the object, as a ;25 Ez. 36, 33. — 2. Figurat. tobe placed
in prosperity 66. Jur. 12,16; 31,4; Ma.
house Deut. 20, 5; a palace 1 Kınas 22,
;3,15 JoB 22,23; to beו 
with
39; an altar 9, 25; a city 22, 39; a
accus. of the thing by which Ps. 89, 3,
temple 16, 32; a tower 2 Cur. 27, 4;
or with 2 Prov. 24, 3. — 332 Gen.
sanctuaries on heights 2 Cur. 33, 19;
ships Ez. 27, 5; also spoken of the ,16 2 and 30, 3 is a denom. from 72
parts of a great building 1 Kings 9, 24; (which see), which follows in general
2 Kınas 15, 35; Ez. 4, 2 &.; even of the method of הל in inflection and in
the beginning of a building 1 Kinas 6, derivatives.
The stem 23 is like the Targ.
1 (comp. 2 Cur. 3,1). The material out
of which something is built is also put na, Syr. H>, Ar. Lis, where also exin the accus. Ex. 20, 22; Deur. 27, 6; amples of the wider senses occur; but
1 Kinas 15, 22; 18, 32; Is. 9,9; Ez. 27,
5, more rarely with 2 1 Kines 15, 22. the organic root is 71-32, Ar. >; and
The funThen: to build upon 16, 24; to overlay the Hebrew 422 is the same.
e. g. walls 6,15, with 2 of the material, damental signification appears to be to
in which case, however, the object make firm, identical with that iin ja"SL,
governed by 132 remains in the accusat. 1277, IN.
“22 (familyship, from j32=ma)n.p.
=
Also with =: "to build upon along with,
to participate in building Zucn. 6, 15; m. Neu. 3,24; 7,15, for which in Ezr.
Nex. 4, 4; with לע (like 473, Son) to 2, 10 3; Ezr. 8, 33; 10, 0.
build over, to obstruct by building, to enMiJ2 see na.
close. That by which the building rises
"2 = m3, posterity) n. p.m. 2 Sam.
is also put with a Mican 3,10; Has.
23, 26; 1 Cur. 6, 31; 9, 4 K’ri, where
2,12. More rarely to build up (what
the Ktib reads Yan3 6 ו Neu. 3,17;
is destroyed), to rebuild, Josu. 6, 26;
1 Kines 16, 34; 2 Kmas 14, 22; Am. 9, 8,7; Ezr.10,29. In Eze. 2,10 it atanda
14; a7 פילטר Ps. 122, 3 eri
salem rebuilt to fortify i. e. to build up
with fortifications 1 Kınas 15, 17; 2Cur.
11,6. Improperly it is applied to the
creation of the woman Gen.2,22, where

 לַעbeing the nearest object (being made
into a woman,

mun?) stands in the ac-

for “pa (which see).

"32 (see 1292; perhaps, however, from

3)
n.p.m. .א 9, 4.
P2

n. p. of a city in Dan, in

the neighbourhood of yingyına, nya &e.
Jose. 19, 45, for which’ Enseb. has Baouxel, nak far from “Alwrog (HiTdR);

cusative. — 2. Figurat. to establish family but this appears to have been (423)
happiness i. 0. posterity (m3), with ? of  בִּרְקָאִיat a later period, while ‘the
the person 1 Sam. 2, 35; to set up a former retained the name unchanged
throne 1. e. dominion (ep) Ps. 89,5; of (Sanh. 32 b). pa appears to be an
peoples, to bestow prosperity or sail being. original local name, either like the Ar.

with accus. of the person JER. 24, 6;

42,10; generally to establish 1, 10; 18,
9; 31, 4; Ps. 28, 5; Eccuns. 3, 3; to
give a lasting place to Zucu. 5, 11 80.-Derivatives ma, m, 7222, man

and the proper names

man, לאב

xy stony land, or with reference to
322 (which see) place of prickly plants;
2 stands for na, the two being ex-

changed for one another elsewhere in

Scripture (see 72).
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a
(Jah is intelligent, from 113;
more "probably from 72 Jah’s devoted
one, since only the vowel is here lost)
n. p.m. 2 Sam. 20, 23; 1 Cur. 4, 36;
11, 31; 2 Cur. 20, 14; Ezr. 10, 25.
1192 also stands for it.
732 f. only Ez. 41, 13 a building,
equivalent here to 1913, for which it

seems to be a periphrasis, It arose by
means of the suff. -ָי from 7122, as
1 cod. and the versions have; ‘and as

appellation the word always appears.
separated (see }772"-j32), which the LXX

(viot "Teuvi) and Vulg. (Alü Jemini) do.
not appear to have understood.
12 m. a building, generally in the
language of architecture the wall of a
court, a partition-wall Ez. 40,5 (Rashi

main,

LXX

sometimes zo dtogiLor);

both in 42, 1 and in 41, 12 the additional
structure in the west consisting of ninw,

generally a part of the building (like
22 may be understood in the same the Ar. al building and wall), withsense, it is not necessary to read הניב out any necessity for ever reading
‚partition-wall.
ID = m3) n. p.m. 2 Sam. 8,18;

72.

23,30; 1 Cur. 15, 18-24; 27, 34; 2 Car.

5, 4.

31, 13; Ez. 11, 1.
pp "22 proper name of a station
of the Israelites in the Sinai peninsula, between ninoia and aa רח
or in their neighbourhood Nom. 33, 31,

i 1792 (def. ארה Aram. m. a wall Ezr.
79°22 (perhaps = n93"2 posterity from
32 [722] ="123, as in Arab.) n. p.m. Neu.

10, 14.

The drawing back of the ac-

cent may have arisen in pronunciation,

after the disappearance of the abstract

where were cisterns (N42) Deut. 10, 6. termination.
If the name of the place is to be exO32 (not used) an assumed stem
plained “‘sons of Ja‘akan”, i. e. after a for SEEN (which see) in the sense of tr.
nomadic tribe Ja‘akan, we might com-

to bind, bind about, gird about, either in

pare the Edomite race m Gen. 36, 27; consideration of bandh in Sanskrit (to
but see Tp
2122 see 2.
ara
ing to Ibn
was born
Sam. cod.

bind), Pers. Wis (bend), Goth. bindan
66. having the same idea in them; or

(fortunate, from '1"72; accordEsra from 5'277, because he
to Jacob in his old age, and the
actually has 0353; but the

perhaps 0228 (= 22x) is put for Das,
so that BEN is = TER (which see), and
cognate with nay, "aay, niy &. But
since the noun appears only in the

use of 37722 elsewhere contradicts this Pentat. (once out of it in Is. 22,21) as
assumption) n. p. of Jacob’s youngest belonging to the priests’ dress, and was
son, whom his mother called
Gen. 35, 18, ancestor of the
tribe named from him (‘3 Ya
 בִּי3 or ‘2 man) Nom. 1, 36

יִנְואדוְּב
Israelite
or man
37; 26,

already looked upon

as a foreign ex-

pression by the Targ. and Jos.; since
moreover the Semitic dialects present
no explanation of the stem: it is better

(with Kimchi, Parchon and others) to
41, "who received their territory between regard the word as adopted from old

Ephraim, Judah and Dan Josu. 18, Egyptian, and therefore quadriliteral.
11 seq. 'ִּב  רעשJur. 37,13 and Zncn. 14,
122
(i. e. 72; not used) tr. same as
10 means the northern gate of Jerurt
salem, elsewhere םיִרְפַא Dy 2 Kınas m, Ar. שנו to restore, setup. Hence
14,13, the present Damascus--gate. The the proper names 33°32, aan, a2, 22.
district of Benjamin is called either
02 Aram.intr. to be unwilling, to bear
‘a yay Jur. 1, 1; 17, 26, or Ya Poy
1 Sam. 9,4, if ths לש  לnot rather a ill-will "against, along with ףצק Dan. 2,
piece of the Benjamite territory stretch- 12, therefore the Targ. on Prov.25, 23
ing into another tribe.
In the Gentile takes סיִנָּב ; =םעְזְנat Jon 16, 10 it has.
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NO°23 wrath; and the Samar. has DB to member, 6. ₪. n. p. yao (which see);
irritate Devt.32,16 forxzp. The Ar. oad comp. Phenisian YIN or Ih) (Tovßes,
is not somisersd with its but probably "Topas, .100869(=yan: yaran (Annibas,

uxt IV. to be provoked at a thing, to Chanebo)= byaan; בטח (Chinisbo)
The fundamental signifi- =byauyım. In this very word bya, 1
cation appears to be to snort (asin mS at the end is stripped off; which is more

be surprised.

from the noun DR); and the organic
root might then be 02-3, cognate with
the root of the Sanskrit ndsa (not from
snd), Latin nas-us, German Nas-e 6.
R912 see 1722.

rarely the case in the firstmember, e. g.

mp27292 Bomilcar= mby2.
D2 abridged from bya in the com-

pound proper name

yawn (which see)

= dyawn; comp. Phenician Bytayov
1912 (from 7193772 given up to dis- (Etym. magn. s. v.) from 7137 by2.

persion or wandering, i. e. one wandering ;
NY2 and nya (8 pl. iva, 1 pl. N73;
my, Ar. 55 X. to be scattered; see part. 33, אש pl. 773; inf. אָעְבִמ put
ג

a) n. p. m. 1 Car. 8, 37; 933 9, 43.

 (אָבְעָאAram. tr. to desir ey request, “with

MTIDE (given to trust in Jah='0"72,  מוfrom some one Dan. 2, 16 23 49;
see 3) m. p. m. Nex. 3, 6. Comp. n. p. to seek, with accus. 2, 13; 6, 5; to beg,

io.

with ןּנִחְתַא construed with om 6, 12
"O2 (conqueror, subduer, from סב or DIR a 2,18 or 2 6, 8, sometimes
which see) n. p. m. zr. 2, 49. da is also with the addition of the noun 793
like oy, 77, A, 7 a participal noun, 6, 8, mma 6, 14. Deriv. 192.
Pah. בעי6 pl. fut. Ysaı=p9-) to ask
1 being an adjective--termination. "23,
23 and others may also be developed urgently, ‘with לof the person Dan. 4, 33.
from verbs .ד
“Wa (not used) an assumed stem for

DOS s. on.

the particle ya, ge

For this purpose

02 (not used) intr. prop. to begin the Ar. Ar and 2

to be separated,
removed,
VI.
to
remove
oneself,
to withto ripen, hence to be unripe (of grapes),
eee
draw,
Syr.
Ethpe.
Bol,
Af.
pol
with a
Ar.
2 to begin to do, to begin,
similar
meaning,
and
plow
remote,
|כ
ל
> fresh, beginning, also
removal,
Aethiop.
intr.
to
be
otherwise,
tr.
an unripe date. The fundamental
to
make
otherwise,
to
alter
60.
have
been
signification, however, is rather to be
sour, of an unripe grape or date (comp. compared. Accordingly the signification
Targ. n4972 on Prov. 10, 26 for Yan); to be back, to be behind has been fixed
hence in Arab. partly to look sour, partly upon for 733. But though many particles
to be unripe, metaphor. to begin gener- have arisen from the stems of verbs
ally, comp. Oppaniver from 00005: Targ. (comp. “ms, non &e.), and a comparison of ‘the Arabic (after Danz), the
"O23, Syr. „an to look sour, fretful, unSyriac (see above), the Aethiopic (Gewilling, to despise; the organic root senius) &e. is so near at hand, yet the
might then be 1073, also found in WY old Lexicographers (Kimchi, Parchon &e.)
(which see).
have regarded 3 as a preposition conND (collect.) m. sour, unripe grapes, nected with 7Y, and fixed the significacognate in sense םיִשָאָּב Is. 18, 5; Ez. tions accordingly. The Arab., Syr. and
Aethiop. verb would in that case be
18, 2; Syr. 1245. ;
"93 m. the same, Jos 15, 33.

bya. Others compare 733 to cover, to
veil, which, however, suits a few meanit forms the last ings only.

 עבabridged from 592 in compound
proper names

when

looked upon merely as a variation of

בער
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192 (a pronominal stem compounded 2, 9 only expresses from something. —
of 2 and רע and regarded as a united 2. behind i. e. close upon something, after
whole; therefore before the suff. like verbs of shutting, enclosing, JupGEs 3, 22
a noun or an infin. of this form, e. g. and the fat closed up thick behind the
& מעםe.; but where it is attached less blade, i, e. the blade which had peneclosely to the following noun, ל coming

trated with the haft was enclosed by

after, 192 sometimes stands, both forms ‘| the fat; ia dM Junezs 3, 23 he
being also interchanged in a noun, shut the door behind him (Eglén), the
e. ₪. 923 and "24; with noun-suffizes, shutting one (Ehüd) being outside,
as prepositions “glsewhere, viz. “Ia, ie. he shut him in; םדעב 973001 9,51

7722 pause TVA, TWA, Ma, הדב they shut themselves in "into the tower)
WIA, DIDS, DIVA; only in
i Ps. 139, i.e. they shut it behind them; 7301
1 "does pa appear with the util
- Taya 2 Kinas4,4 and shut the door
of a verb; ‘the trace of a plural suff. is behind thee, i. e. and shut thyself in.
shewn only in
i 729993 Am. 9, 10 [which The suff. has only an apparent reflexive
many mss. however efface], while it force, when the shutter remains within
is frequent in ns, ,תחת ( ןיבprepos. and closes himself up. ipa. . son
properly like apud (from ape ad) at, Gen.7,16 he closed it behind ל where
near. According to the sense of the the shutter isi different from the person:
single parts of the compound (see דע shut in; on the contrary to close behind
and 3) and without denying the nature one who has been brought out, is ex-

of these parts, the following significa- pressed by ’s רחא "aD Gun. 19,6, comp.
tions adopt a gradual succession in 2 Sam. 13, 17. In this sense ya is to be

place: 1. so far as דע expresses direction, in answer to the question whither?

but with the sense of 2 predominant:
a) at, beside, near (like the cognate
apud), as 1 Sam. 4, 18 he fell at the side
of the gate, since he had sat 4, 19 K'ri

men 777 די (UXX רעש elsewhere
 ידלֶאstands); main ya 2Sam. 20,21
beside the wall, oralso through the (holes

for shooting of the) wall.

The expres-

taken after the verbs ךוש Jos 1, 10,

70:71 3,23, 943 Lament. 3,7, 122 Gen.
20, 18, pon ‘Jos 9, 7, וגה Ps. 3, 4,
ZECH. 12, 8 &e. In allthese passages
the door or thing is closed behind one
or a thing, while the closer is without;

the additional idea of around or about
lying either in 272972 and such like
words, or in the verb, being usually,
however, unexpressed. Hence the mean-

sion 193 mm DIRT Am. 9,10 to bring
ings of mse’, augi are not to be found
down ‘misfortune upon one speedily is
i in-
deed peculiar, but it is akin to this. here. Seldom is 333 wanting in such
b) at... toward, meaning thereat, e. g. Is. a case as 1 Sam. 1, 5; ‘or’3 is put and the

i
is 'to be supplied Jon.
32,14 bby and 72 are at the holes (of verb of ה
wild beasts), 1. 6. in the desert solitude 2, 7. In this sense we are to underholes will be formed beside the pleasure- stand 2 van Sone or Son. 4, 1 from
towers. When it is governed by a verb behind . . forth i.i e. behind ... forth. —
which expresses motion between (through)
something, it nr also be translated
through, e. g. Jo. 2, 8 and they plunge
through the spears un e. between the
spears, they run in among them) and

do not break off (their march).

3. Expressing direction to and striving
after an object, giving prominence to

the signification of ,דע many verbs
which denote praying, "Gniereading for,
atoning, seeking God, asking, taking

So in heart &c. for one, are construed with

the phrase ןרלחה 792 through the lattice- sya in the sense of for, direction to-

work of the window, הָכְבְשַה a,

Ia

wards an end being denoted.

So after

any 66. after ףיִקַשה GEN. 26, 8; Pair Sen Gey. 20,7, “pp Ex. 32, 30,
.0088 ,2 ;15 bP 2'Kinas1, 2; nia Jo. N pot 1 Sam. 7, 9, pron 2 Sam,
;2,9 ; where, however, ja Sone or Sot. 10,12, "son nb? 2 Kınas 19,4, wor

nya
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"ons Jur. 91, 2, ץֶרָּפּב tay Ez. 22, 30, — 2. to be searched thoroughly Ox. 6. —
aria) Ez. 8, 24, SIN Uns 2 Sam. On the stem see 13 and 23°72, where

12,16, ->8 wy Is.8, 19; then ven NIP is the organic root; on the connexion
Jur.11,14 to call to God (for expiation)
ony) 133 for their transgression,

but

of ideas see שָחְר wpa &e.
mya (3 p. pl. iga, 1 pl. N2"92; part.

the LXX read here appropriately n23; mya) Aram. same as אָצְב which see.
mp my Ez, 45,22; Dam to take a pledge
Pah. Ya see NY.
for one, for Sm

another is a surety,
wa (constr. my, with suf. m”)
Prov. 20, 16; wp2 Iya jn2 708 2, 4
Aram. f-, petition, request, Dan. 6,8 14,
to give up for the lifes הלל  'הלעה42,8; from 192.
 מmd to bring presents ofשש 
ya see jya and >ya.
% one, 6,22; — for being always ex-
192 (shepherd, froin YR) n. p. m.
pressed by 533 which is different from
Sy, though the latter is also used some- Noms. 22, 5; 1 Cur. 1, 43.
times, and from mon, inasmuch as it
 םיִתּועְּבons , יתדfrom nz32; the
is never applied to place. Here belongs plur. is often a form of the abstract:
too Ty Twa TP se. שיא jn? 708 2, 4 formation) pl. m. terrors, Jos 6, 4; Ps.
every one gives 'רנע for "רו i, e. to re- 88, 17.
ceive( רול see( 2 ; רלProv. 6, 6 for
192 (not used) 1. ir. = 1372 (which

a whore (thou givest all) even to a piece

of bread. In both these instances N},
more rarely הָיָה ,as Ps. 139, 11 and
night will be light for me, is to be sup-
plied. This meaning for (in favorem)
is only the figurative application of at,
near &e. and is nothing but a modifica-
tion of דל in a cognate sense effected

see) iin the proper name mon: to split,
divide, separate, Ar. צב ₪ split, divide),

var; II. (to divide), hence the noun
yaa. (part), comp. }"Lo (to separate),
whence the proper she mwa=19n (part,

i. e. meted out by God), like the proper names Pen, mar &e. — 2. intr. (like

by 3, with which many verbs are
construed. Hence it is interchanged the Ar. 3 to be valiant, bold, cou9
with 2 Jo. 2,9. The Ar. Ass behind rageous, whence wu courage, uf
is to be explained in the same manner. a strong man) to be strong, courageous,

-69-

The Samaritan translation supplies its

place by 7902 (at), understanding it as
a similar compound.
nya (fut. mya), resolving in Aram.
manner the ai 14] final sound into ay
2 pl. ryan, imp. pl.°93 Is. 21,12, comp.

firm.

See wpa.

193 (a segolate form from 1¥2, and

not to be explained ty 4a) 1.(@ part viz.
of God, or courage, valour, victory) n. p-

m. Ruta 2,1. — 2. (firmness) a symbol.

proper name of one of the two pillars

92! 33, Fyn Dzvr. 8,13, yımın Is. before the temple, the first of which
40,18) intr. same as 93 (213) to spring was called 7°), 1 Kınas 7, 21.
forth, bubble up, hence applied to the boilOya (fut. (טעבר tr. to tread down, to
ing of water by fire: to cook Is.64,1; fig. beat out (with the feet), transferred from

to desire ardently, to ask eagerly or press- the ox Deur. 32,15; figurat. to despise
ingly (comp. Aram. xy3, N22 "23, fee); 1 Sam. 2,29. The stem is in the Targ.
after the Aramaean ‘usage to ask re- nya = = Hebr.3 also to tread the grapes,
peatedly Is. 21, 12; Ar. le) the same. Spr. 385 or ASS, for which wna is likeDerivat. according to some 22, 2.

Nif. 5932 1. to be shot forth, pressed
out, to break forth, Is. 30, 13 like a
breach threatening destruction, breaking

out (growing) on a high projecting wall.

wise used in the Targ. and Talmud in
Arabic this idea lies in „ws and Ben

(see 193); lax» IV. to EN
2

Jos 30, 24 has been taken by
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some (Levi ben Gershom, Arnheim &e.) torious Assyrian army; miBDN יקעב
as = Aram. 193; but see "y.
Eccuus. 12, 11 the masters (wise men)
92 (sith suff. nya) collect. m. of assemblies i, e. the great synod. "293
cattle, pecus, wegen Ex. 22,4, the Targ.

“py and Syr. jraS> being used for Hebr.
nina (Gen.1,24). It is certainly formed
in the first instance from “va (which

ng yet 2 Sam. 1, 6 horsemen might be
translated abeotding to the usual signification of wap either the lords of the
equestrian troops, i. e. the principals of
them; or it might be taken as pleonastic

see), consequently cattle in the fields, like the German “die Herren Reiter”;
like the Ar.
, to which the Aethiopic see, however, under Wop. b) possessor,
also points; thon like the Aram. ia = owner of a thing, so far as he commands
sya (raw, wild, uncultivated, coarse, or rules it, in the widest application,
stupid) - 3
applied to roughness
and coarseness. Considering, however,
thaty3does not occur again in Hebrew,
and has here the suffix m~, the LXX

e. ₪ with iat following Ex. 21, 34,
הבית
7 sie 21, 28 i. e. possessor
of‘the pit, of the Poise, of the ox &c. So
in combination with the nouns IX, wp,

and Samar. (as the Sam. cod. shews) nia, 233, רש Daun, DAT, nie,
read Tayany obwy he shall pay for  לשין6 denoting the possession of
what has been ‘fed upon,
phrase the text.

and so para-

these objects, the ruling or having them.
Sometimes also it is applied to him who

bya (not used) intr. 1. to be big, should possess something, to whom it
mighty, strong, to vanquish, cognate Ae-

belongs,
3, 27.

though he has it not, Prov.

In this

sense

it is sometimes

thiopic (to be rich), Ar. = (to be large); separated from the object which one
on the other hand der to be afraid, to possesses, which can only be perceived

despise, to terrify, & Ars to refuse &e. from the context 17,8; 16,22; EccLks.
have their analogy only in
i the Hebrew

a m2 2903. 11,8 (opposed to 2 "n2).
— 2. “metaphor. to possess, to have. De-

rivat. 592 with the denom. bya, 59, ba
(a, ba), mea,

7,12; 8,8. e) MR bya Ex. 21,3 lord
of a 3% husband, oftener bya alone

Devt. 22,22; 24, 4; 2Sam.11, 26; Jo.
1, 8; Hos. 2,18; Prov. 12, 4, like the

nipya, pn, Sup, Ar. ic (husband). On bya Ley. 21,4

 בעלתSee also 2.
"The primitive stem לע which, certain as it is in its meanings and "deri-

vatives, receives but little explanation

in the Semitic dialects, appears rather
to have its source in the Mediterranean

(Sanskrit bala, strength, Lat. val-ere,
prop. to be strong &e.).
22 (p. 292, constr. in proper names
“Sea, “bya; with suff. ילעב ,M223; pl.
by, constr. a, with suff "93,
Dir95, for the sing. according to a very

see 3a. d) The constr.»392 stands before

the names of cities, denoting the dwellers,

citizens, hence *232 interchanges with
aa and WIR (comp. "9 88. 21,12 with2,
4 5( Josn. 24,11; Junges 9,2 47; 20,
5; 1 Sam. 23, 11; 2 Sam. 21, 12, also

before vn
LXX

JupGEs 9, 51, which the

render ה

0 nyovpmeror.

— 2. (owner, lord = (ןרְדָא n. p. of the
supreme

god common

to all the Syro-

Phenician peoples, whose worship the

Israelites too frequently adopted Jupars
2,11 13; 3, 7; 8, 33; 10, 10,-as they
ancient usage expressing the ideas of met with these ד
when
lord, ruler, but ןקילעב for the actual they immigrated Num. 22, 41; always
lured) m. 1. prop. mighty, great, strong, with the article לַעַבַה on account of

rich, master, therefore a) lord, in rela- its appellative signification , which is
tion to subordinates, Drs ילעב Is. 16, omitted only in the constr. state. In
8 lords of the heathen i. e. "their con-

order to give different aspects in the

querors, subduers, spoken of the vic- interpretation. of it, or other parti-
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cular references, it appears with additions that fix it more preeisely,

thus

 דגbya. The part of Hermon at which
siht ytic ,doots

saw

dellac n 'הר ב

a) moa bya Junazs8, 33; 9,4 covenantBaal i. e. with whom a covenant has

Juvaus .3,3 See Jin. — g) ion a

been concluded (comp. Ex. 23, 32; 31,

to the tower of Baal or Saturn in the

12-16), to whom sacrificial gifts were
vowed,

by whose

name

men

swore

(Jur. 5,7; 12,16) and from whom protection and blessing were expected in
return; alternating here with לא JupcEs
9,46. — b) Baal-Gad, a name of the for-

Bail of the heavenly dwelling, referring /
seventh heaven, 71972 (Deur. 26, 15; Ps.
,68 )6 being similarly used elsewhere;
consequently identical with baat bya

dna eht

naicinehP

ynudoheeB . )בעל

oy, in Sanchon.p. 14 explained xvguo¢

oveavod,

in Augustine on Judges do-

tune-bringing Baal, conceived of as the minus coeli); hence the name of the
prosperity- dispensing Jupiter-star and place 9372  לעבnı2 (place of Baal-Meon)
such like, n. p. of a city Joss. 11,17;
12,7; 13,5 at the foot of mount Jar

Josu. 13,17, abridged by the omission
of ma Num. 32, 38; 1 Cur. 5,8; and
still farther abridged into ya (which

(G'ibl el-Sheik‘), in the neighbourhood
of which was also the town Jin לעב see). — h) 499"  'בBaal of the shame-un-

1 Cur. 5,23. See 7A, 73. — c) ןומה  'ּבcovering (comp. Jerome on Hos. 9, 10:
Baal-Hamön, a name of the Phenician Phegor in lingua hebraea Priapus ap-
Baal, representing the nature-power of pellatur) Num. 25, 3 5, Ps. 106, 28, in
the Egyptian “Amon (Sun-god), and whose honour virgins yielded up their
thence the name of a city in Samaria, innocence, who was worshipped in Moab,
where the worship of this Baal may and who gave his name to a mountain
have been established Song oF Sot. 8, there (see 7195) Num. 23, 28. — i)ב' 

11. See Jing1. 2 and ing. — d) 3537 ‘a me

Baal of the P’ratzim- mountain

Baal as the keeper off of vermin (see (see DE»), a name of Baal who may
Sp), a name of Baal at Ekron in have had his worship on םיִצָרָּפ ,a moun-
Philistia 2 Kınas 1,2, similar to Zeus tain celebrated for ancient victories (see
amouvos or mviaygos (Paus. 8, 26, 4;| ’p- Is. 28, 21); whence the name of
‘Plin. 10, 40) or the Myiagrus of the Ro- a place which was interpreted on the
mans (Solin. Polyh. ch.1). In the East occasion of a great victory 2 Sam.5,20;
flies are a great plague (Oedmann, ver- 1 Cur. 14, 11. neq, 71277, aiyp and
mischte Sammlungen IV. p.80 seq.); and others belonged to the sacred mountains
that Baal was a tutelary deity against of antiquity, as at a later period 71322
them, is conceivable. — 6( רצה ‘aa name and others, which received their names.
of Baal as tutelary god of Hazér (see partly from Baal representing some na-
iz), then x. p. of a place in the vi- ture-power or other, partly from their lo-

cinity of the city ory

(which see) cal conditions.
—k) jipx ’2.Baul- Tsephon

2 Sam. 13, 23, or ype (which
 פ0. 19,19 K’ri. Frequently also
Phenician received surnames from
places of his worship, where he

see)
2 in
the
was

or - Typhon, a name of Baal as represen-
tative of the opposite of mundane order
and harmony &c. (see }ip%), or of the god
ruling in winter. To this manifestation

sabi ’2 Zeus Aipue (Numid. 4, 1) 86.--

Ex. 14, 2; in Palestine or the former

adored as a special tutelary deity, e. g. of Baal, the city jipy( 'ב see px) in
 צרbya (Malt. 1,1), 197 'ּב (num. Tars.), Egypt seems to have been dedicated

f) Yin 'ב Baal as a tutelary deity of Canaan, jip¥, תַפצ .66 — )1 ‘ השלa the
Hermon, a name of Baal after the place Baal worshipped at השלט as a tutelar
of his worship, a protecting god of
the snowy Hermon-mountain, which
mame was then transferred to a place
1 Cur. 5, 23, in the neighbourhood of

deity and then the proper name of a
city 2 Kines 4, 42 in the land of ‘0
1 Sam. 9, 4; according

to Euseb.

and

Jerome 15 Roman miles north of Dios-
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district, conse-

of one

member

of the proper

name)

quently not far from Gilgal and Bethel. passes for a) a personal n. p. m.
The LXX and Euseb. read 'ש m3, 1. 6. 1 Cur. 5, 5; 8,30; b) the proper name

592 is dropped, as in yon” nm. See of acity in Simeon 1 Cur. 4, 33, which
 — טלשה1m) an "wis Baal as Phallus

may be identical with "wa nbya Josh.

of Dionysus,

19,8. — 5. In applying the ‘name לעּב
to appellations of places, it is sometimes used with the modification that

as Priapus

in the cu-

cumber field (Jer. 10,5 and the explanation in the Lerrer or JEREM. v.
70), whence the proper name of a town
not far from 1933 Jupazs 20, 33, which
Euseb. and Jerome read “yan na. See
"nn. — As the highest universal deity in
i
Phenicia, Syria, Libya, Babylonia &c.,
as the male, the begetting principle of
nature, as the sun-god and the king of
heaven &c. he is always called in Scrip-

describes it more exactly (as 4 S33,
ype 592); sometimes nz is prefixed (eeo
m, השלט “yp); it is seldom joined
to הורס(cm), as ‘bya תירק Josu. 15,60,

or to nina (heights), as bya ning Now
22, 41. On the abbreviations see >a,
ba. Hence denom.
bya (fut. 5927) to be lord, possessor,

ture לעבַה Junges 6, 25, 1 Kives 16, to rule, with the accusat. Is 26,13, or
31 &e. constituting with niwnwy» JuDGEs 4 of the object 1 Caron. 4, 22; "oftener
2,13 or Aus, 2 8
23,“4 the entire
heathen worship of the Phenicians. In
this sense appears ‘a na 1 Kınas 16,
32, ‘am יִאיִבִכ
22, ah “a9 9 Kınas
10, 19, 33 yaw? Jer. 12, 16 6
The

plur. oröya 10088 2, 11, 1

7, 4,

1 Kines 18, 18 may Siher be der

to take to wife, to marry (prop. accord-

ing to the oriental view to rule the
woman, as the Ar. Ue) Devr. 21, 13;
24,1; Is. 62, 3; m293 Gen. 20, 3 the
mar ried one.

Nif. 5923 to be taken to wife, to be
married Prov. 30, 23; figurat. to be in-

stood as niyun, 2 Car. 19, 8 or םיִרָשא habited Is. 62, 4.
14,2, of the images of Baal, or of the
Belonging to >¥a and compounded

manifold aspects of Baal, i. e. of the.
plurality of forces united in him. — with it are the following proper names
3. As a designation of the highest being here adduced alphabetically to facilitate
among a great part of the Semites, as reference.

the nomen numinis like >i (which see)
or 17 (which see), Sa, is ‘applied, like
them, to the formation of proper names,

 תיִרָּב592 see bya and nya.

 גדay ees 3D dna 7, גד

ja 522 6 bya and hh.

partly as the last member (e. g. byans,
ay bya see 593 and 3931.
 בעל2, SBawN, לעַּבְרִי,278), partly
pn "ya (Ba‘al is gracious) n. p. of
as the first, 6. 6 pn bya, 71533, and in an Idumean king Gen. 36, 38, and also
many =. 2. >92 may have been chanced elsewhere 1 Cur. 27, 28. ,ןנח , ןחmasc.
into Di or m in order to efface the חן, fem. an, are very old epithets of
allusion to heathenism, as is seen from the Deity, as appears from the proper
>18 2 Sam.5,16 = yaya 1 Cur. 14, names ,ןח , דדנַחD873, ,הנח לָאְמִנִח
7.Much more frequent is
| the formation

of proper names with it, in Phenician, 6. ₪. Samy (Gerb. 1, 2); byana
(Karth.8); byandn (Numid. 1,2); Span
(2, 3); Syawinon (2, 2); Syn (Kit.
26); bya oust (Numid. 7, 1); Yyasyn
(Malt. 3, 1); byamwn Namid. 1, 4);

ORT,

man, Man, PHN, pain,

pan ‘Bo, In N

NIT was

an

epithet of Astarte or Coelestis, hence
the proper name Nm there
אָפַחְרְבְש
Karth. 5 5) ןח an epithet of El, "Eshmin, Baal, Melcar; hence the proper
names Een) (Kit. 3, 1), Yodansın (8,1.
( טִיבַעלae2 1,3); לַעַבְנַתִמ (7, 1) &e. 2), yyayn (Malt. 2, 3. 4), לַעַמָּנַח (am,
— 4) bys (probably with the omission Numid. 1), “phan (Hamilcar, Au
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:469( If} an epithet of Melcar 66. 6. ₪. others. — 3. With the article הלבה
am Himileo, 41931 Chinisdo &e.
(dedicated to the worship of Baaltis) nepe
of a mountain in Judah Josn. 15, 11,
Siem DY see bya and "xn.
probably the part of the J nn
won 593 see bya and a.
72 $23 see Da, ra and 7372; comp. tains at 7592. — 4. n. p. of a place in
the south of Judah on the Edomite
border Josa. 15, 29, which then belonged to Simeon; abridged or altered

also 2.

“ip bya see bya and “Ye.
Dep Spa see bya and py.

into 192 19, 3, or 752 1 Cur. 4, 29.

ibybya see bya and iby.

maby bya see 593 and השלט
"nn bya" see >a and Sam.
( לבwhence ba,ל 
see; it ap-
pears still more abridged as -y2 in the
proper name »1:393, like bya as ~>ya
in the proper name 'mdya, then as ba
e. g. in j1852) Aram. m. same as Hebr.
ga in
i the sense lord, possessor,

there-

—

5. The ו

to Baal,

deity corresponding

called in Phenician

(my Indy), Bias,

"ny

Byers, therefore

“ya nbya, n. p. of a city on the south-

ern border of Simeon Joss. 19, 8, for

which 1 Car. 4, 33 has merely bya,
abridged from “3 ‘2; comp. the Phenic.

 בְּאָרAIP on a gem of Berytus. —
6. pl. “nibya to designate the Baaltis-

fore yn לָעְּב Ezr.4,8 9 17 prop. lord of worship iinall forms, like n\292 for לע

whence nipya n. p. of a place in the
southern part of Judah Joss. 15, 24.
;5,3 ;6,6 or according’ to Ezra Apocr. In 1 Kınas4,16 the very same eity is
0 ,25 Jos. (Arch. 11, 2) and Kimchi &e. meant, only the prep. 2 is omitted before
= dT, WO chancellor ; but the former Beth, as is often the case.
is more probable. In Phenician nya
nibya see הלב
(Numid. 3, 3) is considered to be con-
21, 28 same as

the (royal) decree i.e. either stadtholder,
and so the parallel is 1779, comp. Ezr.

tracted. from םַעַט by2 (see 4).

mina bya Nums.
bya nina Josn. 13, 17 (see ji). The
plur. of bya denotes the multiplicity of

mp2 (constr. m292) fem. 1. coner.
mistress, possessor, בוא ‘a 1 Sam. 28, 7 forces conceived of in the one power,
an enchantress (see 158), OPW ‘a Nau. as is frequently the case in names of
3,4 a female magician i. e. who endeav- deities.
ours to work by secret intrigues; תיבה 'ּב
ons  בּעליsee 532.
1 Kines 17,17 mistress of the house. —
 לי יְהוּדָה2 Sam. ,6 2 spahrep
2. abstr. dominion, possession, property

(of Baal), or dwellership from bya dweller,
as the feminine form is often used for

equivalent to לעב הָדּוהיִּב the city Baal
in Judah, different from "לע iin Simeon

an abstract, hence a) (Ba‘al-city) n. p. 1 Cur. 4,33; this then would be= m
of a city on the northern border of Ju-  פעלJosn. 18, 14. See mya.
dah Jose. 15,2 9 and on the western
כ
smdr2 (Bel is a) n.
border of Benjamin, which is also called
has
16
5,
Sam.
2
sometimes byanıpn (Ba‘al-town) 15, 1 Car. 14,7, for which
60, sometimes Dy) nap 15, 9. But DION. On „32 see STAR,
it is very doubtful heller pm 29.2 ( "הָיְלָּבJah isi iter) n. p.m. 1 CHR.
2Sam.6, 2, for which 1 Car. 13,‘6 has
pay? np, should be taken as the name

ofa ‘place Ae same as 723.2, since accord-

,12 .5 On the composition of two names
of the godhead making one proper name

seeאָבִיאֶל .
oda (perhaps from 0°23."72 or Sa
pty) n. p. m. Jur. 40, 14.
or הָדּוהְי Yan ‘should be referred. to
is) 1.n.p.of a
nbya (dedicated to Baalt
15
“with the LXX, Targ., Vulg. and
ing to 008.18, 14 it seems here to be a
remnant of ay sa ay DID NAP;
27,

Laon

wi
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city of Dan on the border of Judah 1 083.

Is. 30, 27; of burning wrath 62, 1; ya

 מאפהHos. 7, 4 to be heated i.e. glowing
hot by the baker, consequently much the
derstood 1Kınas 9,18to liein the neigh- same as an intr. like 497 (ibid.) tr. firebourhood of "73 and ןגרה ma (which maker (perhaps 11, 9 “7y heat). — For
see), according to the Talmud and Jos. Jer. 10, 3, Ez. 21, %6 Ps. 94,8 see the
(Ant. 8,6,1); but lc. it is put in the vi- denom. ‘of "ya. — Deriv. 192, proper
cinity ofרמְדַּת (which see). — 2. n. p. of name mayan; see 732.
a city beside sioqn, built or fortified by
Pih. ya (inf. nya, with suff. םרעב
Solomon, 1 Kınas 9,18, which 2 Car.8,6 fut. 32): 1. to kindle, to put ‘ to, "Ex,
does not contradict, Ba‘albek (Sutss) or 22, 4: Jur. 7, 18; Ez. 39, 10 ‘(cognate
19,44, comp. 15,10, which was therefore

also called .הלב This ‘a must be un-

Heliopolis, also called דג >93, has either in sense (קישה 7

been considered the same, or it should

2 00  םיצעLev.

6, 5; תָקיִז Is. 50, 11; ni 2 Cur. 13,
11, 8
with aceus. of the object

be looked for at least in that neighbourhood. The Jules put by the Arabic Seldom intrans. like the Kal to burn.
version at Jos. 12,7 for דג >92, seems  בער7a Is. 40, 16 is not sufficient to
to be ,תל
burn (the ו
44, 15. — 2. to
destroy
by
burning,
hence
metaphor. to
 בעלת' בְּאֶרseeבלה ,
192 (perhaps from jy-by2 = 799 ‘a
which see; in Phenician names of places
such an abbreviation of 522 is frequent)
n. p. of a place in Moab Num. 32, 3,

root out, to remove, to annihilate, with
 מךof the place and accus. of the object
Deut. 13,6; 17, 7; 26,13 (cognates in

sense mabe, satin); to take away 594
(a dung- heap) 1 Kınas 14,10.

Without
which is called in 32, 38 in »>2, a giving the name of a place Nom. 24,22;
Jur, 48, 23 iy ma, and in Josx. 13, Is. 6, 13 and even that will be destroyed
again; 4, 4 "ya ming) and by the spirit
17 yon bya ma. See yon.
 (= אנעב8297j2 son of grief, i. 6. of destruction. With ירחא to cut off after
one 1 Kınas 14, 14; 21,‘21, — 3. From
patient, pious) n. p. m. 1 Kinas 4, 12;
the preceding signification has arisen:
Neu. 3, 4.
to feed upon, e. ₪. םֶרּכ Is. 3, 10; 5, 5;

71392 (the same) n. p.m. 2 Sam. 4, 2; with 2 of the whole, a part of which is
i

23, 29; Neu. 7, 7.

Wa (fut. "939; part. f. ,הרע הרב
nays, ond in
i Hos. 7,4 793 ductuating
 ייmasc. and fern.) 1. tr. to kindle,
set fire to, with 2 of object Is. 30, 33;
then to burn, to consume יי in
sense DON), with accus. of object Ps.
83, 15; or to reach on fire to something
and to ‘consume it, with 2 708 1,16; but
2 also expresses locallyin, among, Jee
44, 6, Ps, 106, 18, or upon (a whole)
omitting the accus. of the part Is. 43, 2,
Lament. 2, 3, or the means by which,

consumed, Ex. 22,4. Deriv. aya.
Puh.  בערto be kindled Jur. 36, 22.

Hif. ya

(fut. (ררעְבר causat. 1. to

cause to burn , to kindle, with accus. of
the object Ex. 22,5; with wy and ’2 of
the object Tongue 15, 5 to burn up;

ya 2 Cur. 28, 3, if 4939) be not here
= Say; comp. 1 Kınas 16, 3. The
means by which: na Ez. 5,2; on the

contrary jUr2 Nau. 2, 14 is the accus.
with 2 essentiae into smoke. — 2. with
 אחרי1 Kınas 16,3 to root out thoroughly,
literally after, behind, — 3. to feed upon

Ex. 22, 4.
The stem ’a has its analogy in the
Esru. 1,12, of evil Is. 9,17. — 2. intr.
JUDGES 15, 14. Metaph. spoken of anger

to burn, to blaze, Is. 1, 31; 4, 4; 9, 17; fundamental and collateral meanings,
sometimes with the addition of Ne Ex. in‚the dialects (Targ. "ya to burn, Ar.
3,2; to glow Man. 3,19; to sparkle, with 5 2‚ wrath, Syr. 5 to bar away &c.);
 מןwhence 2 Sam. 22, 9; ‘figurat. of anger but the organic root is ya, since, 8
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cognate ground-sense

NWA (valour, boldness) n. p. of a
" king of Israel 1 Kınas 15, 16.

is found in רע

(any see Hos. 7,4; 11,9), A132 &e.

Wa (not used) intr. to be wild, rough,
not built upon, spoken of land, a field,

ya (from mag see Hp)

n. p. m. 1 Car. 6, 25.

a district, comp. Targ. רב (13) to be
( הָרּתְשָעְּבfrom ‘y-nga; see 2) n. p.
waste (= by Hebr.), Ithpa. Tan, Ithpe. of a Levitical city in Manasseh Josn.
any,

Af. sain.

The Helen

a

21, 27, for which niyndy (which see)

Jos 89, 4 like the Targ. Ia and רב (def. stands iin 1 Cur. 6, 56.
x3) should either be referred to this
Aya (Kal unused) intr. to be terri-

root “a, or to רבaan the same mean-

ing, after the Ar. * 5,
; whence > a field,

fied, 4 be afraid, Ar. ig attonitus fuit,
Syr. DSO timuit; on the contrary the

o-a desert. Many verbs with the middle -» Ar. rt
appears to correspond more

have been developed out of monosyl18016 stems (19; see ¥); and the organic

nearly to Wap. Deriv. Hnya, ows.
Nif. ny 6 pers. mr) to be terriroot 2 has a Mediterranean analogy fied, afraid, with 39% or pn of, 1Cur.
beside the Semitic, for this meaning. 21, 30; Estu. 7, % Dan. “8, 17.
‘See 43, Ia. Derivat. רעב with the dePih. 093 (3 far.sing. with cuff"INNA;
nom. רב "aya, and perhaps the proper
annya for ּףהתַתה וpart. fem. with suff.
names "רעב Noa.
pz from nya out of mnvan, like

WA = 1. (notused) same as רב field, naw 1 Kınas 1, 15) to put into terror,
wood, "generally what is not built upon, to alarm, with accus. of the object
hence 92. — 2. Metaphor. wildness, Is. 21,4, Jon 7, 14, 6. ₪. mas, nibs,

roughness, Aram. 113, hence fig. want of nis &e. The accessory idea of suddencultivation, silliness, stupidity, with טיפ ness is not found even in 1 Sam. 16, 14.
Ps. 92,7 a rough, uncultivated man, and
nya f. terror, restlessness JER. 8,

the same without שיא 73,22; with 593
15; 14,19; opposed to הָפְרַמ (rest).
49, 11. Comp. the Talm. 0
רוב
va (ors yea) 6 swamp, a morass,
uncultivated, wild; “ia = ,רעב nia,

:
Targ. איוב stupidity; 73 not built mud Jer. 38, 22.. =
MX
(from
ya,
plur.
in
Ez. neva
upon. — “ Hence the denom.
after
the
Aramaean
mode,
which
the
a (fut. 932; part. (רעב intr. to be
‘stupid, foolish, metaphor. to be bad Jun. Masora reads oth) f. swamp,.slough Jos
8, 11; 40, 21; Hz. 47,11, coupled with
10, 8; Ps. 94, 8.
₪ "922 to be infatuated Is. 19, 11;
JER. 10, 14 21.
Wa m. a taking away, a removing

Naa, where הנק and Nah grow;

nya, pl. pga, Ar. Kaas slough.

ys.

Targ.

See

iz2 (K'tib; from I23) adj. m. high,
Is. 4,4 It is prop. infin. Pihel.
inaccessible,
steep, ‘273 97 Zucu. 11, 2
( ארעבperhaps a wood from רעב n. p.
1

Cur. 8, 8, which is called Wh (per- the high (situated on “the highest top of

haps שרח haut be read) in 8, 9. Per-
haps fromתב -( ארעdaughter of the fresh)
from "הרע = ארע III.
mya (fromsy) f. a burning Ex.
22,5. See sy.
wya (not used) intr. to be valiant,
.

252
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bold, Ar. (ue, yo.

Hence

Lebanon) wood. The K’ri
| “XB (from WR) m. ore
silver, same as “va, hence
spin 108 22, 4 the Ophir

reads "3.
of gold and
םיִקָחְנ ı22
(gold) shall

be ore of the mining-pits.

“ED (shining or high from Ya, see
oa) n. p. m. Ezr. 2, 17.
( בָּצִירfrom ;3“ constr. בְצִיר with
51*

בצל
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suff. 23) m. 1. time of cutting off phrase  בצ923 Jur. 6,13, Prov. 1,19;
the grapes, vintage (prop. eutting off of 15, 27, Ez. 22, 27 also in the meaning
berries, like "27 cutting of fruit) Lev. to ‘plunder; once with the addition of
26, 5; Is, 24, 13. As the gleaning was 2) Has. 2, 9, where Joakim is meant
called nibdiy Mican 7, 1, the proverb (see Jur. 22,17). 222 Jer. 51,13 is
arose: better the gleaning oe . than the considered to be an infin. with the
vintage of ... (where in sega the suff. of thy being cut off (see Sax); but
Dagesh in Beth isi omitted; comp..1 Sam. though possible as far as the form is
23, 28; Ez. 32,30). It also atands for concerned (comp. "#93 Jos 7,19, Dyp2
 מ קָצִיר,84.23 — .2 .jda .m ir’K ni Am. 1,13), yet the passive sense isunZxcn. 11, 2 = Viv (which see) high, proved, and it is better referred to .עצב
steep. See “x2 3.
Pih. 2 (fut. 9237) 1. to cut of 6. 8.
OND (not used) intr. to be furnished the thread from the thrum Is. 38, 12;
metaphor. of the cutting of the thread
withaשhusk
(laminated), to have a husk, of life: to tear loose, to destroy JoB 6, 9.
בש
Ar. as, comp. by» to peel, Pih. to — 2. to complete, make an end of
peel of. The organic root is D¥~3, (comp. Y7, from yp); metaphor. to eze>22, also found in DEN to tear loose, cute Is. 10, 12; 7808. 4, 9; Lament. 2,
bE} to separate &e. ;
; comp. Greek oxia- 17. LXX ולד -- 0 to get gain
on, oxva-sber, Cerna Schal-e, schäl-en

greedily, hence to overreach Ez. 22, 12.

‚&e., as also bow, Son, .לוט Deriv. bia.
With the stem in question the Targumie
>23, 913, Syr. “2, Ar
bea (onlypi. mba) m. prop. 3
growth, hence onion Numz. 11,5; comp. and
3 (mhich properly belong together) are cognate; and to these also
Syr. 165 Ar. er
belong yx, mp &c. The organic root
( לֶאְלַצְּבfrom 'צהןב El as protec-
lies in .צב
tion; later among the Jews DNDN; the
( עצבpause ‘a, with suf.בצעל , F232,

Talm. explains it= לצ( לא x. 7. m. Ex.
,31 ;2 Ezr. ,10 .30  לצfor לצ appears
also in voaby, nmbx (according to
some).
max3 (from ’2"72 asking) n. p. m.

Ezr. 2, 52; in Nun. 7, 54 reba (the
same).

 בּצְלִיתseeבצלוּת 

bya) m. prop. torn off, torn away,
hence 1. robbed, properly snatched to

oneself by violence, generally unright-
eous possession or gain Prov. 1,19; Has.
,2 ;9 corruption Ex. 18, 21; Jupazs 5,
;19 extortion 1 Sam. 8, 3; cognate in
sense , קשTU), mW. Figur. gain,
| profit Gen. 37, 26; Jos 22, 2. — 2.Perhaps same as VR: termination , ceasing,

Ysa (fut. 923%; inf. constr. 223; imp. destruction JER. 51, 13.
 בצwith an accentless suff. bys) tr. to

Ysa (not used) intr. to swell up,
tear off, to tear in pieces, break of, separate, cut of, hence 1. to break in spoken of the fermenting of mud, comp.

pieces, to beat or strike off, 6. ₪. DBO! (the
Ar. yas . yas (to bubble forth), Aram.

projections of the temple-roof borne by the

pillars) on the head of all of them Aq. 9, 1.  בצבץto press forward &c. Deriv. V2
— 2. Metaphor. to break off, i. e. to stop, mina.
the march (rAß), spoken of the marchpea intr. 1. (according to Rashi) to
ing of locusts Jo. 2,8. — 3. Usually to swell, of the feet, to get callous spots
get gain (comp. לש 1. 6. to snatch un- (comp. > V. to extend, swell out, then
righteously to self, to rob one, עצבי =
to get eallous spots, boils) Drur. 8, 4;
Jos 27, 8 though he gains (unjustly); Nen. 9,21; — 2. (not used) to rise on high,
 בצעPs.10,3 = yw, especially so the to swell up, whence קצב (which see);—

בצק
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3. (not used) to overtop, of a place; Deriv. 2,

"Ba, Wea, “¥372, comp.
ye, whence ץב Ps. 68, 31.
see). — The stem is remotely connected
Nif. 233 to be restrained, to be made
with mba 1 (which see); the organic inaccessible, only figurat. of man (plan),
root is צב which exists also in PO-2 with 75 of the person, Gen. 11, 6; JoB
whence the proper name npea (which

&e. According to the opinion of Kimchi 42, 2.

the fundamental signification is to flow,

after the Ar. (ga, (spuit) &e., which

Pin. Wea to fortify Is. 22, 10; Jun.

51, 53

The signification of the stem now givhowever is only a collateral form of
en
is fully established in the Aram. (see
ga; according to the Sam., Vulg.,
meaning 1) and Ar.
) II. (amputavit),
Alex. = 972 to be cracked. But all the
and even the Ar. sense, to see, is to be
above explanations suit the derivatives, explained, like the Hebr. 2, of cutting,
and have their analogy in
5 6.
separating. But for sign. 3 the stem "¥-3
has
been compared with רצ to be firm,
ps2 (with suff. px) m. dough, prostrong;
and for the derivatives of 4, 40m,
perly the swelling mass, named from
its extension, Ex. 12, 34 39, 2 Sam. 13, Don, even 22 1 have been compared
8, Hos. 7, 4, irrespective of fermenta- with "3%, considering to gather grapes, as
synonymous with ingathering. The suction.

development, however, of all the
MPSA (height, hill; comp. Ar. x23) cessive
significations rejects these explanations.

n. p. of a city in Judah Josn. 15, 39;
2 1808 22, 1.

From pxa.

Wa (fut. 723%) tr, 1. with accus.

22 (pl. (םיִרְצְב m. 1. piece of ore,
i.e. gold and silver ore, broken out of the
mine, and mentioned as a costly thing

to cut off, grapes Lev. 25, 5; to gather
grapes JupGEs9,27; Luv. 25,11. Hence
“gia vintager, a figure of the depopulating enemy Jur. 6, 9; 49, 9; Os. 5.
Deriv. 22. — 2. to ל to ו

along with pix (ar) and nipyin HOD
Jo» 22,24: and laid (a part,pass. of
mi) on (thy) soil is gold ore i. e. such

off taking place elsewhere. Deriv.n7%2.

Devt. 4, 43; Jost. 20,8; LXX Booog,
and identical with Boose (3) in
i Gilead

will lie before thee; the pl. (according
to Kimchi) יִרְצְּב “TO mm) 22, 25 thy
metaphor. Ps. 76, 13: he lessens (i. e. gold ores will be immense Cor powerfal),
restrains) the deflance of the powerful, the Comp. Talm. (K’tub. 67) אָכיִרָפ 8377
Targ. using "22 for Hebr. 993 and Syr. or 8550, which Arüch explains: 31
3,2 &e. in this sense, and a similar meta- N Se PITye ope. — 2. (strong
phorical application of verbs of cutting place) n. p. of a Levitical city in Reuben
— 3. Metaphor. to cut off from something,
to separate; hence to fortify (of walls,

cities &c.), so הָרּוצְּב Is.2,15 and ning
Is.37,26, the separated being conceived
Fe
of as inaccessible; comp. Arab.
to
refuse, and giv to enclose, nba &c. Of
a forest: to be steep Zucu. 11,2. Figurat.

ninza Jer. 33, 3 enclosed, i. e. incomprehensible,

1Macc.5, 26; the explanation of the Je-

rus. Targ. by pone (?)is obscure. Another cityin this district, north of Arnon
was called 7722 JER. 48, 24 (which see).
— 3.(Godiis aDEREN n. p.m. 1 Cur.
7, 37, comp. n. p. "22%.

"22 (after the form an?) m. same
as nga ore of gold, figurat. 23 אל Jos

0
to the under- 36,19: not riches (comp. םינב Nd childstanding. Deriv. Yiza, 72 2, 1923, less 1 Cur. 2, 30; םיִנָפ ND Ecouzs. 10,10
"%272, .ם . ץem. — 4. kunused) ac- without a face i. e. without edge); the ne-

cording to Ibn Gandch: to break, of ore gative אל here also refers to "ZN" לבג
(in mining language), like the Ar.
11> and (not) all the forces of strength,

(724), whence 5 gold and silver ore.

i.e. he values (722) neither riches nor

mya
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strength; but most take רָצָּב as רצ and

tence, words, sc. of God, from קב IIL)

2. ‘W272 Jer. 6, 27 is said by some n. p. m. Ezr. 2, 51; Nex. 7, 58.
PaR2 (a reduplicated form from
to be = "3773 (without money), 4/3
being abridged as in 723% JUDGES - it, according to the analogy of
8, 2; but it is more suitable there to  מועטועfrom yD; yet Jerome pronounces

equivalent to bokbok, after the form IRR) m. prop.
hollowed out, deepened, hence a bottle,
1 Kınas 14, 3 for honey; a vessel easily
1723 (formed from mga) = 1. fold, broken as being of earth Jer.19,1 10;

take רָצְבְמ as a noun

“xa, which agrees with the context.
See yin2.

pen, Mic. 2,12, consequently like אָלָכִמ in reference to which noun the verb Ppa
from N22, parallel "25; therefore the
Targ. has NADA;

but the LXX

(&v

Yanpaı) and the Syr. read 7722; and

(which see) was used 19, 7. The Syr.

/
, Malt. bakbyka &c. are the same;
as Bixog "of the LXX also belongs to it.

m papa (speech of Jah, from pra 111.(
11, 17; 12, 9 5.
(comp. Is. 34, 6). — 2. (fortification, see Nee
“a 2) a) n. p. of the chief city of
“papa (reduplicated from "pa, see
Edom, Gen. 36, 33; Is. 34, 6; 63, 1; “pa)
n. p. m. 1 Cur. 9, 15.
JER. 49, 13; Aa, 1, 12; LXX Bao,
"Da 6.6. בְּקְיַהוּ= בּוּקִיhtuom fo ;doG
Ar. 0-0 Greek ook It is the see psp) n.p.m. Noms. 34,22; Eze.
(Bozaire) in| 7, 4,
present village 84
Gebail, with large ruins, situated on
11292 (the same) n. p.m. 1 Cur. 25,
others take it for the name of a eity

a height.

There is an allusion to the |4 13
( ַעיִסְּבonly pl. EPPA, constr. ער a)

signification to hold a vintage (see (רָצְב
Os. 5. b) xp. of the city Bostra (Amm.
Mare. 14, 8), Boorga (Steph. Byz. s. v.)

in Hanran (Abulfeda), 24 Roman miles

m. cleft, fissure, breach 13.22, 9, breach in a

wall Am.6,11. A stronger word than 00.

bn2 see >p7.

from 27% (Euseb.); but not mentioned
at all inthe Bible. — 3. n. p- of a city in
Moab on the Arnon Jur. 48, 24, named in
1Macc.5 ‚26 Böosogutogether with Booög

v2 (inf. with suf. OYpa; imp. with

(see Kimchi; Schnurrer, diss. p. 173) Ps.

20, 8, which is termed poetically Ps.

suff. En fut. ar) tr. to cleave, to
(Aa). — A הָרְצַּב on the Euphrates, is divide, = accus. of the object, as the
adduced in the Midrash on Lanexr. 3,16. sea Ex. 14, 16; Is. 63, 12; Ps. 78, 13;
wood Eoorzs. 10, 9;a Soc Is. 48, 21,
82 (pl. niqea) 7. same as Nea spoken of the miracle of Moses Nums.
9, 10; 10, 1, and so built up after the

form הסל maps; of this the pl. ninga

74, 15, to divide spring and brook i. e.

to cleave the rock in order to bring
JER. 14, 1 (denoting
as a collect. forth spring and brook; wm>1 (name
continuance) would be explained of of a rock in 179) Toes 15,“19; with

drought. Interchange of such forms as
mya and תֶרְצְּב,also exists in mp3,

2 to cut into the earth, i. e. to ו Ps.
141, 7; to rip up e.g.the pregnant Am.
nhwe.
1, 13; the shoulder Ez. 29, 7, , to
 ןוְרָּצְּבm. steep height, fortress, ZECH. wound; figurat. with 2 to break through,
,9 ,12 opposite "ia 9, 11; comp. 23. a camp 2 Sam. 23,16; to break into,
 תֶרְצַּבf. want ofrain, drought, iene a city, with accus. 2 Cur. 21,17, ie. to
2" rau Jer. 17, 8, which is called in conquer it 32,1; to bear, an act that takes
place by the opening and splitting of the
,14 1 ‘nine; comp. the Targ.בּצוּרְתָא 
eggs;
Nif. and Pih. occurring in this
the same; pad “zy below.

sense 18. 59, 5. According to the deri-

paps l.a bottle, see Papa. — 2.(sen-

vatives, this verb has also the meaning:
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to make a breach, into a wall, to divide
into halves, to make cracks in the ground
&c., referring back to the fundamental
sense. Deriv. 993, 2pa, Ip.
Nif. 9733 to open itself, to "burst asunder, e. 8. רבע 708 ,26 ,8  רהZzcu. 14, 4,
TAIN Num. 16, 31, ץֶרֶא 1 Kınas 1, 40,

place, a low plain,

be opened, of Yon ‚Gen. 7, 11, ninien
Prov. 3, 20, um Is. 35, 6; to be con-

stands in topographical descriptions and
names of places, 6. g. in} ‘a Duvr. 34,

MYPA (constr. nypa; pl. niypa) =
prop. "cleft, broken’ ground, or a cut

(between mountains) , hence: a sunken
a valley,

opposites

הר, 099 Deur. 8, 7; Is. 40,4; Ps.
104, 8; a place enclosed by mountain
sides, private and quiet, Ez. 3, 22; 37,1;

 אבותJos 32, 19; pass. of Kal, to generally a plain, Gen. 11, 2. Hence 2

quered Ex. 30,16; Jar. 52,1 to be born 3, maxn ‘2 Jose. 11, 8; NY ‘a Am. 5
Is. 59, 5; of the breaking forth of light, the plain lying about ibe Syrian Heliopolis; 71927 ‘2 Josm. 11,17; 12,7 the
Is. 58, 8 (comp. 122).
valley lying at the foot of Hormon and
Antilibanus, in the neighbourhood of
the Jordan-springs; 4218 ‘2 Nex. 6, 2
a plain about Ono, near Lydda, where
NT יב Dan.
78,15, cliffs ()תורוצ Jos 28,10; to rip hamlets were built;
up 2 Kmas 8, 12; to tear in pieces, of 3, 1 the valley near the city Dura in
animals Hos. 13, 8; 2 Kines 2, 24; to Babylonia (see (ארּוד; 19372 or 719972 ‘2
divide (eggs) i.e. to hatch Is. 59,5. Sel- 2 Cur. 35, 22, see San. At a later period
dom causative: to cause to break forth Ez. of the language it is still more frequent,

Pih. pa (fut. עקבי intens. of Kal:
to split, aie Gey. 22, 8; spoken of
‘streams Has. 3,9 with the accus. PIN,
so that the earth appears; a rock Ps.

13, 11 13.
Pu.  בעpass. to be conquered (of a

being exchanged with nvg (see D828)
or joined to it (see 927 ra, many na).

city) Ez. 26, 10; to be ripped up Hos.

Pie I. (1 pers. "mp2, 8 pers. pl. with
suff. DIPRA; part. PRi=) tr. 1.t0 depopuHif.  הברעto conquer (a city) Is. 7, 6; late, prop. to waste, to make desolate,
to break through to (>) one, 2 Kines 3, 26. Is. 24, 1, with קב to plunder, Nau.
Hof.  הבקעto be conquered, JER. 39, 2. 2, 3, Targ. 172. — 2. Figurat. to make
poor, empty, ey (counsel) Jer. 19, 7,
Hithp. ‘Spann to be cleft, to burst,
chosen for the purpose of having a verJosu. 9, 13; Mic. 1, 4.
bal allusion to papa; comp. TaN 49, 7,
The stemspa is in Targ. SPP MRP
vba Is. 19, 3 saidDE muy. The LXX
Syr. Nas, Aethiop. to open; and in
have understood it according to the
14, 1 [13, 16]; to be burst open (of leathern bottles) 1088. 9, 4.

Arabic is ‘only preserved in the noun

Kas (1973) &e.; but eX: IL (to cut
in pieces) is cognate; and the properly

0

stems

sense=קב (spasm) and הצע =" "WIN;
which, however, must be rejected as
regards Is. 19, 3.
Nif. paz (3 fem. 933 for P32, comp.

are \25 (to cut ma, PTZ, TERR, "Top, הבס inf.
asunder), ) 55 (to separate, divide). קב pists fut.pias). to be wasted, empty, deentirely coincides with 52». Hence the populated, Is. 24, 3; parallel 12. Figurat.
organic root is X-pa=pa 1, which lat- to become empty, poor, spoken of חור

ter is first changed into עב and from
the nature of » into עקב
 עקבm. half, but a

(i.e. intelligence, parallel 7x») Is. 19, 3,.
and therefore coupled with "92.

Po. ppia to depopulate , lay waste,
spec. half- parallel mar (to winnow, scatter the inshekel, Gun. 24, 22; LXX ögayun, the habitants) Jar. 51, 2.
half of a
לי
The fundamental signification of the
NYP2 Aram. 7. same as Hebrew Typ stem pa is to make open, empty i. e. to
desolate: the similar pa I. being also
(which see) Dan, 3, 1.
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intrans.; this fundament. signification is solved into D1"p 22). In usage it denotes
usual in IV. Aethiop., a has nothing 1. coll. omen, " heifers, black cattle, LXX
Bosc, Bovxddic, put along with 4Nx,
in common with pa, 3 (to flow, to bang, Oar Gen. 12,16; 26,14; Ley.
break forth,=13- whence perhaps pa}. 27, 32, without distinetion of sex 3, 1;
 קקּבI. (only part. Ppia) intr. to also cows Dur. 32,14;.2 Sam. 17, 293
sa of the vine Hos. 10, 1; comp. Jos 1,14; nipy pa Gen. 33,13 sucking
kine. To express Saale animal, "pai
Ar. B (to bloom out), prob. cognate a young heifer is used besides רוש"Gun.
with עקב in the sense “to break out”.

18,7; Noms. 8, 8 (pl. "p32 723 28, 11),
The LXX, Symm., Aq. have (1. c.) the as an apposition to 8 young heifer, young
signification to climb, to grow luxuriantcow Ex.29,1, Lev.4,3, to Day young calf

ly; the Targ., Ibn Esra and others to be
Lev. 9,2&., on which account it appears
empty, from pp21.; but only that given
to denote rather the species to which
above suits 6 context.

these belong, ’2 n549 Devt. 21,3, 1Sam.
Pps (Kal unused) tr. prop. to split, 16, 2, Is. 7, 21 young cow (helonging
to cut theough, to break through, like to the class of 3); WB ph possesthe Ar. _&s, hence 1. to plough, to cleave

the soil, like 73, Bam, Mp, »pa are
transferred from a similar fad meaning to ploughing. Deriv. “pa, and denom. "pa. — 2. Figurat. 0 break out,

to Break jorth, of the early light, like
Spa and “nw from a like groundsense. Deriv. “aps. — 38. to divide, separate, like 712, hence

Pih. “pa (fut. 227) to divide, with
 ל- TR between

. . and, i. e. to search

into, to examine Ly: 27, "33; with > of
the object: to judge of, consider 13, 36,
with accusat.: to review, look after, to
count again, to inspect, the flock Ez. 34,

11 12, in order to protect or punish;
with “ms to search after, to look after,
i, e. to weigh Prov. 20, 25, but also
without “nN in this sense, 2 Kınas 16,
15: it shall be for me to weigh i. e. 1
shall have to weigh; with 2:
to קש
attention on something,
to consider
with pleasure Ps. 27,4; parallel 2 Tin.

sion of omen Gey."26, 14;"יב 49 JOEL

1,18 herds of oxen. Metaphor. artificial
images of oven 1 Kınas 7, 29.

But if

 בְּקְרִים2 Cur. 4, 3 has this meaning, it
is written for Dype 1 Kines7, 24, since
the pl. does not appear elsewhere. —
2. Rarely: a single ox, so particularly in
the case of numerals Ex, 21, 37 [22, 1];
Noms. 7, 3; with mx 1 Sam. 11, 7. —
3. (not used) transferred to other flocks

(comp. Targ.‚pin apa on Is. 7, 25;
the Syr. 1,05 spokenalso 6. ₪. of swine
Luke 8, 32; Ar. לכ the foal of a horse).
Deriv. the denom.
“pa (part. (רקרב to be a herd, without distinguishing the kind of animals;
spoken of one who herds sheep Am. 7, 14,
as the Targ. and LXX rightly understand, without reading pi».

“pa (plur. םיִרָקְּב 5 if from another
ne form) m. prop. breaking forth (of
the morning-red), hence the dawn, the

“p2 (constr. “pa, with suff. 293) morning Gun. 44, 3; 2 Sam. 23,4: mornan (m. Ex. 21, 37; f. Jos1, 14) as
a collective word prop. cattle for the

plough (Am. 6,12), armentum (according to Varro prop. aramentum), a herd,

for the use of field-labour, to which the
single word "ii is related as ןאצ to
 שהnip to רצ

the sing.,

therefore

only in

the’ pl not appearing till

2 Car. 4, 5 (Nena. 10, 37 np

stands

for mp2, and Am. 6, 12 has been re-

ing without clouds.

The act of shining

out orbreaking forth is expressed by ix
Jupazs 16, 2; 1 Sam. 14, 36; Mic. 2, 1;
by nw Is. 21,12; by הָיָה Ex. 10, 13;
but also by Fp Ex.14, 27 “(as with 3%
Devt. 23, 12); or by the noun אצומ
Ps. 65, 9; and “pb stands opposed to
 שרבGuy. 1,5, or ae to םירהצ Ps. 55,
18. Figuratively ‘ais a symbol of prosperity Jos 11, 17. When “pa is ap-
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plied to a coming morning, the mean- Ezr. 2, 62; Ps. 40, 17; with » to seek
ing is to-morrow morning, crastina lux after something, to search for, Jon 10, 6;
Ex. 29, 34; Lev.19,13. In the former with inf. constr. following and » to seak,
as well as the latter sense “pa is fre- to will, to strive, Deur. 13, 11; 1 Sam.
quently used as an adv. in ae morning 14, 4; "Esra. 6, 2; Ps. 37, 32; with ini
Ex. 16, 7; Ps. 5, 4; more frequently sertion of the dat. commodi: to seek for
“RE? 30, 6 in prose pen Gen. 19, 27; self Lament. 1,19, to seek out for self
1 Sam. 19, 2; less frequently does it Jupges 18,1; 1 Sam. 13, 14. Here
bear the sense of early, soon, Ps. 49, should be noticed the peculiar phrases:

15. "ֶקְּבַּב “pas Ex. 16,21, םיִרְקְבְל Jos

7,18, or pepsd Ps. 73, 14, aps pa

DS
’2 to seek the face of one i.e. to
visit one in order to gain his favour; of

1 Cur. 9, 27' express the distributive, ie.
i

God, to seek his presence, i. e. to pray to

Kimchi) the denom.
“Ba to appear every morning, Ps. 27,

to turn to him, to pray,

every morning.

Derivat. (according to him 1 Kınas 10, 24; Hos. 5,15; Ps. 24,

4; but see "p32.

6; Prov. 29,26; Sony ’ to seek God i.e.
to be penitent

(a supplement is “ng אָצַמ Deur. 4,
29) Ps. 105, 3; Prov. 28,26
strive after something, to endeavour, with
aceusat. "> Noms. 16, 10, nizawn

In Arab.
-X» and other forms with
Käf appear in this signification; both
stems in that language generally run- Eccuzs. 7,"56, ara Ins. a 1 86
ning into one another; the versions freseldom with 5 of the object Pray. 18,1;
quently give the sense in paraphrase.
usually in this sense with an infin. folmp2 (an infinitive-noun) f. a looking lowing and ל,Ex. 2,15 &c., also withafter,En.34,12. See “p23.
out > Jer. 26, 21, which, howavey) may
mp2 fem. examination , inquisition, also be taken in signification 1. Other
gener. ‘punishment (according to Saadia), phrases should be noticed: ‘p ny] ’2
chastisement (as in pp) Luv. 19, 20; to strive after the hurt of one Num. 35,
perhaps from "pa =‘Aethiop. לקב Ar. 23, 1 Sam. 24, 10, for which "5x 19 'ִּב
is in 19,2, opposite 5 הבלט ‘a Ps. 122,
₪ to strike.
9; 'ִּנפש פa" ot kees eht efil fo ,eno .i .6
wpa (Kal not used) tr. to seek, to to plot against the life 1 Sam. 20,1, but
desire, to wish; then: to seek out, to also in a good sense, to preserve it Prov.
choose. The fundamental signification 29,10; comp. wa2> wy Ps. 142, 5. —
is as in the cognate "pp, Ar. is, to 3. To seek = to require, to demand, with
divide, to separate from each other in accusat. of the object Jur. 45,5, but
order to judge of, disgregavit, to examine, with ya Nen. 5,12, Ez. 7,26, Daw. 1,20
figurat. to press into something (see 712), or 1972 ‘of the pers. of whom something isi
to look after something, to search, to required Gen. 31,39; Is.1,12. To this
which the other senses are attached, head belongs the phrase ִפ3279 ‘p DF 'ּב
hence not to feel; comp. wan, שרד byw to require the blood of any one from any
with a cognate fundamental meaning. one, i. e. to take revenge upon one,
The stem is in the Targ. wna, Syr. 2 Sam.4,11; without 07 1 Sam. 20, 16.
aus, Zab. ass, Ar. as. The organic — 4. to visit, to revenge, punish, JOSH.
root is שב (win-2 &e.
2 also found in 22, 23; comp. "pa. — 5. to ask, with

ו שק

72 Ezr. 8, 21 or Sao of the person
see), Ar. ge (to seek, seek Este. 4, 8 and לע of the object for which

one asks, Esru. 7, 7. Derivat. mupa.
Pu. wpa (fut. wpa?) to be sought, to
Pi. öpa (fut. (טקבי
to seek (perbe
sok out, to be examined Ex. 26, 21;
severing}, opposite to nxn (Song סע
Sox. 3, 1), absol. 2 Kınas2,17, or with Jer. 50, 20; Esta. 2, 23.
out), Ss (to tear off).

acensat. of object (cognate in sense u)

( השָקַּבwith suff. TWP; only late).
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f. a request, desire, with האש Esra. 5,8; supplied ( ארךJos. Kimchi): without (7x)
Eze. 7, 6.
oxen no (rs) granary has corn; or (Ibn
72 (even without pause) and רב m. Esra) רב is opposite to miwian-ay: a
1. corn, grain, either winnowed and granary ‘is without owen, but much &e.
cleansed Gen. 41, 35; 42, 25; or what

is on the threshing floors Jo. 2, 24, or
even on the stalk Ps.65,14; "a nn» An.
8,5 to open the corn (-grace), for the
purpose of selling (comp. Jer. 50, 26);
 מפל בר,8 6 tahw sllaf morf niarg .e.i
chaff;  משאַתדבר5, 11 presents or gifts
of grains רב nop Ps. 72, 16 superabundance of corn; "a "ax Gen. 41, 49 to
heap up grains רב  רבות42,3 to sell grain;
 בר3272 Prov. 11,26 to withhold the sale
of corn &e. We have still to notice the

2 (post; with suf. 73) m. son,
Prov. 31, 2, therefore (according to the
Talm, and Midrash) sa apwa Ps. 2,12
kiss,i. e. do homage to, the son (of God)
i. e. the king (comp. verse 7). It is a
primitive word (see 42), out of which
in the first instance 53 ‘has come (see on
בָּנִים,niga, na), a thence ja (which

see). In Phenician, some proper names
appear to be compounded with "a, as
in Hebrew with ~j2, thus 42728," Vermina, Beo-, Oveouwas (Liv. 29,33) &e.
proverbial saying: רּבַהַתֶא Jans "m
22 (def. 842; from רָרְּב.1.6 )"= רב
Jur. 23,28 what has the chaff to do with
the wheat 1. 6. the unessential with the Aram. m. the field, open country, in oppoessential. — רבis usually (Ibn Esra, Kim- sition to the city, and therefore for the
chi) derived from “13, since the latter is Hebrew הָדַט in the sense not built upon;
used in Jur, 4, 11 of winnowing; but with nn "Dan. 2,38, en 4, 20; so

the fluctuating pronunciation (“2 and also the Syr. is, Arab.
2), its ren to corn on the stalk,

&c. See
sya. As an adverb it is used in various

the Ar. - (wheat) which Saadia puts ways like the Hebrew yan, e. g. 8735,
for it, appear to shew that it is a pri- Na” 6.
mitive word, perhaps resembling theLat.
72 (with suf. 792) Aram. m. son,
far (D. Halicar. 1,2 rod gaggds, 0 xu- Dan. 3, 25; 7,13; Ex. 5,1.
Aoöuev nusig Klar). —

2.

a field, Jos

39, 4, like the Aram. "3 and ‘a, Ar.

"2 (oma רוב Jos 9, 30, with suff.
3; from 73) m. 1. cleanness, pureness,

> (see “Y2); but it is scarcely con- wath p> Jos 22, 30, or די 2 Sam.

nected with signification 1.
12 I. corn, see רב 1.
 ברIL. field, see "a 2.

93 IL (pl. constr. =) adj. m., 193
f. 1. in a moral sense, tried, approved,

99, 21, "Ps. 18, 21 25, seldomer alone
2 Sam. 22, 25, fig. of purity in actions,
| integrity. — 2. same as na (cleansing)
salt of lye or alkali, for washing Jos 9,

 בברPs. 2, 12 kiss i. 6. do homage
to the chosen (king); 72 like Ya else-

30, or for smelting metals Is. 1,25. Comp.
Phenician רב (Tugg. 7) clean.
82 (fut. NII, inf. constr. אָרְּב
imp. 873) trans. 1. (not used) to cut,
form, fashion, as Ma I (which see);
comp. Pih. Hence
—2. to create, spoken
of the divine creation of the world Gen.
1,1; Is. 40, 28; of the wind Am. 4, 13;
of man Gun. 1,27; of light and dark.

where. See 43. — 3. clean, i. e. free
from something, empty (Kimchi) Prov.
14,4 = "a2; but here too “a is translated corn, ל there is either to be

ness Is. 45,7; as the Arab. {> and 5
have this meaning, where one may always suppose the forming of given
materials; joined with רצ and הש as

pure, clear, Ar. *3, with 22» Ps. 24,4;
73,1; or without it 19,9;
a physical sense, beautiful
6, 10. — 2. chosen, select,
a favourite. In this sense
expositors (from polemical

Jos 11,4. In
Sona or Sou.
consequently
many Jewish
motives) take

ברא
cognate in sense, Is. 45, 12 18.

The

LXX render it by zoveiv, which (as Procopius of Gaza mentions) also signifies
creating out of a shapeless primitive

material.
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Subsequently, however, when

the doctrine of creation from nothing
)יט מאיך, oitaere xe )olihin ,esora -zx
Lew was “chosen (Aq. Symm. Theod. and
the later LXX). Metaphorically, particularly in the second part of Isaiah (20
times): to found, to produce, to make, to
cause to arise, Is. 40, 26; 65, 18; also in
a moral sense to cause something to arise

where the LXX read םֶכיִרְבַהְל (from
‘Jaa, hence &vevloyeicdaı) for pans.

JIN

(a collateral form of pita

Is. 39, 1) 2 Kınas 20, 12, surname of a

king of Babylon.

See an.

( הָיאָרְּבabridged from יִבְרָאיָה Jah

is creator) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 8, 21.
"ND ₪ p. of a place, joined with
na (which see), either transposed from

בְּאָרִי,or 82 (from =אָרְּב Ny) meaning

to be strong) is the strong, an ‘epithet of
the lion, therefore ’a na 1 Cur. 4, 31 is

45,7; Ps.51,12. תושעל Noa Gen. 2,3 interchanged with ninsb תיב
he made in creating, i. 6. he created anew,

6

comp. Nive) Saar. אָררּב Eccrus. 12,1

AR

creator. Usually construed with accus.
of the object Jer. 31,22; but also with
accus. of that into which Gen. 1, 27;
Is. 45,18; Ps.89,48. Derivat. Aa,
and the proper name N72.
Nif. 8732 pass. to be created, Gen.
2,4; to arise, N93] DY Ps. 102, 19 the
 למלthat arise; to be born, Ez. 28,13
on the day of thy %
spoken of new
occurrences, Is. 48,7
Pih. 893 (inf. aad imp. 83) to fell,

“272 (after ‘the form pap2, NAT,

see a2.

consequently from רב or רב pl. (םיר
m. a bird fattened for the table of Solomon 1 Kings 5, 3; in the pl. fowls, as
the Targ. Syr. Ar. and Vulg. understand. But since in Hebrew םיִרְּפצ stands
elsewhere for fowls (Nex. 5 18), Kimchi,
Tanchum and others understand goose,

as a peculiar species (comp. Syr. 15030

swan), since they were highly prized by
the ancients, when fattened. The stem
i.e. to fend forth
to cut down (a wood) JosH. 17,15 18; ‘2 is 1272 to 6
313 Ez. 23,47 to cut in, to pierce, Targ.
sounds, Ar. ry"5, therefore = much
3135 to engrave, like ppm Hz. 21, 24
i. e. to draw. The Targ., LXX, and sereeching and 0 goose, prop. screecher
other old interpreters have translated (comp. Gans = 747, Sanskrit hansa, Lat.
it sometimes as equivalent to 42 to anser i. e. the sound-uttering).
select, sometimes as jpn, which is unnecessary.
xe

(Kal not used) intrans. only a

2

(not used) intr. 1. to be separat-

ed, divided, dismembered, same as 8
and 058; it is not connected with the

collateral form of ny (which see) to Aram. 73, Syr.;Br; the Ar. Oy?5 (to hail)
be filled, to be full, then to be fat, to be is a 0
from Oy3 (hail). Hence 73
well-2 to be ed lusty. In Ar. the with denom. 743, and na. — 2. to be
-

Boe

stems sy 2

he and the cognate

group 5 Ss1
כ have a like meaning, so that 5, m and w are obviously
interchanged here in the first radical

scattered about,to be sprinkled, therefore to

be sown, like 4; deriv. the proper name
73. — 3. According to Kimchi: to have
haul-like spots, and so a denom.

from

a2; more correctly it is metaphor. to

be "many-coloured, variegated , spotted,
sprinkled, spoken of the skins of animals, as the Lat. spargo (Virg. Eel. 2,41;
name "N73.
dıandocn
Hif.  הַבְרִיאto nourish, to give nutri- Aen.7,191) and Greek rdoow,
in which ‚sense the stem
used;
so
being
ment, with accus. of the person and 47
₪ -דִרָּב-ע6
of the object with which 1 Sam. 2, 29, appears in Ar.transposed ds).

sound.

cognate.

5% (which see) is a remoter
Deriv. nv,

and the proper

22
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Pih. An alleged inf. of nina, seeniya.
132 m. prop. ice-corn (comp. 7778
Hif. naar (inf. constr. nian, fut.
seed-corn), then hail Ex.9,18 22; יב Dar
Is. 28, 2 the flowing down of haili ®. 133) to give to eat, with accus. of the
Bene: ‘2 jas 30, 30 hailstone; as person and thing 2 Sam. 3, 35; 13, 5;
a destroyer of the crops ‘a is used figu- comp. Aram. "438 also in the sense to
rat. for invading punishment Is. 28,17; dung. Deriv. m, תָּרָּב,nina.
30, 30. Ar. ,דב Syr. 1252, the same.
773 (blessed, scil. of El, Benedict)
n.p. m. JER. 32,12; Nun. 3,20; 11,5.
Hence the denom.
192 to hail, with the addition n743
( םְרָּבplur. DmiN3; assonant with
in the accusat. Is. 32, 19: and he will ( םיזגללm. only in Ex. 97, 24, (according
only hail the forest, i. e. (according to to Kimchi) a costly cloth of the Tyrians,
Kimchi) not the crops nor the city.
woven out of threads of various colours,
772 1. (seed-place) n. p. of a place which was an artiele of commerce among
in the desert of “nd Guy. 16,14, which them, = 02/0/0206 of the Greeks, conse-
stands in verse 7 for רוש itself; Targ.

quentlyakind of damask.

soap. — 2. (spottedness) n. p.m. 1 Cur.
7 "20 (see 143).
TAR (pl. 6773) adj.m. party-coloured,
spotted, sprinkled (see 792 3), spoken of

pares the Ar. eyA 5 (a cloth or stuff made
of colours of different threads),
(woven from two-coloured threads). The
LXX (exAsxrol) and the Vulg. (pretiosae)

Kimchi com-

the skins of goats Gen. 31, 10, of horses

read .םיִרּורְּב

Since DY2 means to twist

2808. 6,3; cognate in sense with maby, together firmly (into 2 cord) out of
but different from 172. In Arabic the use many threads, to make fast, such a spe-
is more extensive e. 8. of party-coloured cific cloth may be understood by Dia,
garments &e.; so too the Syr.17;2. The which was applied for the purpose "Of
name 760008, pardus, which is also in covers, curtains &c. (see 0°23).
Syr., also originated in a like significawin 1. (dialect. for nina; (םישּורְּב.1ע
tion of 92 3.
m. a lance (from wis L) .אגא 2, 4-72 G verbal noun after the form 2.) .עז -- םרwith suff.וישר ; from waIL)
aa) f. hail, (according to Kimchi) an m. a tree of Lebanon Is. 14,8; 37,24;
60,13, whose wood was used for various
apposition to a2 Is. 32, 19.
purposes, for floors and doors 1 Kınas

m2 L Gap, pl.474) tr. 1. (not used)
to cut, to cut in pieces, sacrificial animals,

5, 22 24; 6,15 34, for ships Ez. 27,5;
put together with Sin, Ten, TN
as a 0
precious wood Is. 41, 19;

conseq. = the fundamental signification
of na (which see), Ar. sr and Sy? 2 Car. 2,
It is therefore employed
(to cut). Deriv. .תיִרְּב — 2. Metaphor. as a N of the great 2Kınas19,23;

to separate, choose, select, with accus. of Is. 37,24.

In 2 Sam. 6, 5 the reading

the object 1 Sam. 17, 8; comp. רב (Ana). pyar Tyropn has been substituted
— 3. (not used) to be dane, serene, pure, for wing "yy"boa after 1 Cur. 13, 8,
of the ether, comp. 13; coming from the
fundamental meaning “divide”. Deriv.
לreבר.

as the אא "also ‘read in their second

text (é ioyvi xai &v @daic). The LXX
understand by it in many places the
cypress, or a tree like it, to which the

m2 IL. (fut. 19327) prop. tr. same as Lat. bratum (Plin. h. n. 13, 17), Greek
ng, Kr (which see) to nourish; but 80009 &e. point; less often cedar, oak
weed intrans. to nourish oneself, to eat (Vulg.), pine &c.; the old interpreters
2 Sam. 13,6 10, sometimes with the ad-

dition of or 12, 17. The fundamental
meaning does not come from to cut, but
to fill.

understand a sort of cedar; in Phenic.
it denoted pine, therefore puja יא i. 6.
 אי ברשים,eodovzılI ,dnalsi-enip eht eman
of one of the Balearic isles on an in-
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scription; whence we may infer that several trees were designated by the term.
See vn IL, and na.

ברח

a (see anita, a2) and this possibly

into “3 (see לfrom >a), can hardly be
doubted by those who know the laws
M72 (from 42 IL.) 7. same as תּוְרּב of the Hebrew language. See 2.
food, nourishment, Lament. 4, 10.
A
K’ri see nina.
mana f. the same, Ps. 69, 22. See
bra (out of br3 from TB) m. iron,

aFT I.

nina m. a north-Palestinian pronun-

as a metal Nums. 35, 16, which is
fetched out of ‘the earth J OB 28, 2, 80

ciation of win Sone or SoL.1,17; Syr. called from its hardness and firmness;
lese, adopted iin Ar. as Lb, , - as ‘2 בכר Josu.17,16 chariots covered with
iron “plates; 'ב non: 2 Sam. 23, 7 to be

in the Targ. öth, üth rn sometimes
fenced with iron (comp. 2 Kinas 9, 24)
looked upon as a ‘feminine termination,
i, e. with iron armour; ‘2 DY Jos 19,
a plural 172 was employed there, without assuming the th not to be radical. 24 an iron pencil, with which letters are
For nina appears in the Targ. and Phe- engraved; }ip¥/ ‘a Jer. 15,12 iron from
nician the form תַרָּב (pl. pnts, 6 ANRI>), the north, which was firmer; niwy ‘a Ez.
27,19 wrought iron
= steel. Metaphoric.
according to the ‘usual change of6into
a) hard, pressing, spoken of 028, oY
4; from which form come the Greek
Devt. 28, 48; stiff-neckedness Is. 48,4;
Bows, Lat. bratum.
b) made of irons
i
aze, sword, fetter ‘&e.
mnin2 n. p.of acity mentioned with Deur. 27, 5; Ps. 105, 18.
men, rs, pipet Ez.47,16. One sees
“793 (tom 9793, man of iron, strong)
from the context that the Syrian nan
n. p. m. 2 San. 17, 27; Ezr.2, 61.
which is too far to the north cannot be
ms (inf. constr. 12; imp. 193; fut.
meant here, which the LXX read before
77% (Nums. 34,8). It is better to un- m3) inte. 1. to run away, to go away
derstand the na 108%. 19, 35, yan (inhaste), to flee, either absol. Gen. 31,
1 Car. 6, 61, which is also ל nan 22, Ex. 14, 5, or with jn of the place
(1 Cur. 18, 3; Meg. 6°) and was iden- from whence 2 Sam. 19, 10, or from before
tified with Tiberias (see nam). We may Jos 20, 24; with nxn from the neightherefore identify nnn. = (התוראּב bourkood of 1 Kınas 11, 23; with 357
perhaps with Berytus (Byovrds iin "Steph. Ps.139,7, 2 Cur. 10,2 or נפל of the
Byz. s. v., Bsgön in Nonnus, in Pheni- person before whom Jon. 1, ‘Lo, or with
cian "N32, IB, m3), that very old Phe- nn out of the power of one Jon 27, 22,
nician city on the coast. See “nha.
and with the accus. of the place whither

ma (not used) tr. to cut into, to Jon. 1, 3, or also with 5x Nume. 24,11,
or > Nun. 13,10; with ירחא in the sense

pierce, transfix, cognate with 1» IL,

to jlee after, to pursue, 1Sam. 22,20. In

ye IL. (which see); comp. Targumie the imp. 75 is usually added as a "dativus

3 the same; whence 8173 incision (of

commodi Gen. 27,43, Am. 7,12, to ex-

the skin) &e. ‘Desi. (according to some) press a sort of reflexive like “s’enfuir”,

the proper name nirya or M2773; comp.

‘a usually stands as a more exact expression of the idea of 012 Jupaus 9,21,
טֶלְמְנ .184 ,19,18 ‘ לצאJer. 39,4, ‘and

wing = rie. The noun לזרב  ממהthe
proper name Yorga are derived from
21a (which see).
ning (olive-well) n. p. f. 1 Cur. 7,

principally of bs 2 Sam, 13, 37. DAP
ma) Jon. 4, 2 to seek to anticipate by

31 Kb, for which the K’ri has n'ra.

fight; m2) any Gen. 31,27 to flee se-

ny and the other form nit (see (הָיַתְיִב cretly, but nana maa to flee in hiding
are clear in their meaning, and that oneself Dan. 10,7;; ping (viz. 19) ‘2 to
“Na may be still farther abridged into flee far away Is. 22, 3; sometimes ‘ap-
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plied to time Jos 9, 25, or in a men-

m,

ND

(pl. mina)

f. fat, thick,

tal sense 14,2. — 2. Figur. with Fina, GEN. 41, 5; 1 Kınas 5, 8; Jupczs 3,
to go through Ex. 36, 33 i. e. to bolt

through; comp. Targ. רובע bolt, from
עבר

Deriv. m3,

ma,

maga.

Hif. mao 1. Ener, ‘toתו flee, with
accus. to put to flight Jos 41, 20; 1 Cur.

17; also with the addition sa Gen.
41, 18; full, of ears 41, 7; nourishing

Han. 1,16 (of food), yet it "ts better to
take לage here as a noun, since לכאב
is masculine elsewhere; vigorous, ofthe

8,13; to drive away, with לעמ from a body Ps. 73,4. ma Ex.34,20 stands
place "Non. 13,28. — 2. to reach across for הָאיִרְּב without” having a masc. "3.
with a bar, Ex. 26, 28 from one end to
the other.

The lem naa, Targ. 792, Ar. 6=
cognate on has n"2 for its organic
root, oe

nd, TN

is also found

in nye,

ma (many mss. have 193; plur.
Ban; formed from the intensive form
mas) "adj. m. 1. (LXX and Syr.) fleet,

ְִּ הֶאיf. created, become, Nums. 16,

—.30

.2 ya Has. 1,16

is the adj. em,

which has become a noun.
Seeבּרִיא .
( הָיְרְּבafter the form my) f- food,
2 Sam. 18, 5 7 10, same as mya and
nia.

m3 see N73.
ַ בְּרִיחsee 1103.

maa (plur. םיִחיִרְּב ,constr. 77”) m.

hastening forward, of the serpent Is. 27, 1. bar, |prop. the bar of wood that passes
1, a symbol of Egypt; but others take it across to close doors, mentioned along

(see Kimchi)=yin 2p» ringed, a designation of the crocodile, as the Vulg., Aq.
and Symm. appear to have understood
it, which is more suitable to Egypt.
Metaphor. Jop 26, 13 ma Um is the
northern (fleet or twisted) dragon, a star
near the north pole, to whose influence
storms were ascribed. — 2. oN"2 Is.

with np and המלח as a fastening Deur.
3, 5; 1 Sam. 23, 7; Jur. 49, 31; some-

times for the binding and fastening together of boards Ex. 26,26. To destroy
the bars Am.1,5, Naw. 3,13, Lament. 2,9,
means figur. to destroy the strong parts

of acity; the contrary being to strengthen
the bars Ps. 147, 13. The bars of the
earth Jon. 2,7 i. e. which barricade an

43, 14 is difficult. According to the
Tare. and ancient interpreters (see entrance into the interior. — 2. AccordKimchi) it is parallel to ninaya: in ships ing to the Targ., Sa‘ad., Kimchi same as
(see ַחיִר as a noun). Ewald reads mya fugitive Is. 15, 5.
 כִּירֶםpa
after Zere. 1,14. More
A902 (equivalent to הע יִרהןּב
=דב
correctly : andIstrike off all bolts (comp. m "unfortunate) n. Pp. m. Gen. 46, 17;
45, 2; Lament. 2, 9), thus m2 is 1 Cur. 7,23; 8,13; 23,10. Parone
= m. — 3. (feeing) n. p.m 1 ‘Cur. wa Nun. 26,44, as from mya. See
3, 22."
ברע.
“AMIS 2 Sam. 23, 31 from pm,
na (from Y43) /- same as 4 a masee pons.
terial for eleansing, mentioned with m
12 (= (יִרָאְּב 2. p. m. 1 Cur. 7, 36. (virg-ov), the one denoting a mineral,
"2 Im. for the fem. 213 which see.

the present word a vegetable kali Is.
2, 22; salt of lye, got from soap plants

of
"3 IL m. only Jos 37,11 according
(Ar. שאו or As), used for fulling
to the Targ. purity (of the ether) from
and cleansing garments; hence םיִסְּבְכִמ 'ּב
mya =a (which see), then the ether Mat. 3, 2.
itself; but according to Kimchi, the noun
3 (with (יִתיִרְּב- 7. prop.cutting
is a "(which see) = a

in pieces (of the sacrificial animal), hence

92 (from N42, ו lengthened metaphor. covenant, league, Gen. 21, 27,
out of 83; pl. Des, constr. (ראה adj. from the custom of going between the
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-parts of the cut animals; and therefore
‘to make a covenant is ’a noe 26,28; 31,
44; Ex.34,10; elsewhere also ב סיקה

ברך

Jia, Syr. לע Maltese

byrek, berrek

(in a metaphor. sense), Ar. שק (of the
camel) 80. Dexiv. 792. — 2. to bow
‘Ez. 16, 60; Dae 29, 11; Gen. 17, 2. the knee (before God)= to do homage
‘To break a טק is “ealledl Yan, to, to worship, invoke, then to pray,
“a, now Deut. 4, 23, Mat. 2, 10, ְרֶא praise, utter blessing, as the knee was
Ps, 89, "40, nay Hos. 6, 7, now Mat. bowed along with it, a metaphor. use
which is found in the dialects also.
2,8, 'ּב ay 1Kivas 19, 10; a3 “pe Ps. Only the pass. part. 7172 praised, blessed
‘44,18 &e. In the pace sense ‘a deGen. 9,26; 14,19, constr. ‘7192 24, 31;
notes a contract between nations Josu.
pl. םיִבּורְּב 1 Sam. 23, 21, constr. 12792
9,6, friends 1Sam. 18,3, married persons
Is. 65, 23; fem. sing. mamma Ruts 3, 10;
Mat. 2,14; but especially does it denote
אא
ו
6 erehweslE
the covenant of God with the fathers,
which is named תּוְבָא ‘2 Deut. 4, 31, or only Pih., to which belongs the inf. ךרְרּב
JosH. 24,10 out of 7i92, and also 2 Sam.
BON“ ‘a Lev. 26, ‘45, ‘or the covenant:
of God with Israel generally Joss. 7,11; 8,10; 1 04. 18,10. It is used, in the
Ps. 132,12; in which sense the things most general signification to bless, of
promised in the covenant, the things God and men Gen. 9, 26; 14, 19, of
that are the media of what is promised, the fruit of the body and of food Dzur.
‘the objects that constitute the conditions 28, 4 5, of the prosperity of the married
of the covenant, and the signs themselves state Prov. 5, 18 &c. Derivat. 7993,
are called na, ,6. 8.’27 PN covenant- the proper names 7743, NDI, mas,

‘a Ins, 2,

וש ‘a3 אובו קיזחה

רבע

land Ex. 30, '5 i. e. Palestine (comp.
Hebr. 11, 9 yi 96 énayyediag); N27

mag, WMD IA.

 אש3 pass. of signific. 2 of Kal:
to be blessed, with 2 of the person by
whom Gun. 12, 8; 18, 18; 28, 14.
law ‘35 nimm Deur. 9, 9, ‘a ןירא
Pih. aa and 772 (inf. 9 Jia in1088. 3, 6, “3 "po Ex. 24,7, 2 Kınas stead of Fina Jost. 24, 10, with suff.
23,21, u "97 (the ten 8
1993; inf. 6. a2; imp. aa; fut. 7333,

‘353 Mat. 3, 1 messenger of the ace
i.e. Messiah. As designations of the

ments) Ex 34, 28 frequently occur. As

a sign of the covenant ‘a is circumcision
‘Guy. 17,10; and so in Dan.11,30 32 as

apoc. T7127) in the widest sense of Kal: 2,
viz. a) to pray to, to call upon (God),

with accus. of the object Deur. 8, 10;
2 Cur. 20, 26; sometimes the object is
i
‘of the fathers, the Hebrew theocracy; Dan. awa Davr. 10, 8 or 4 nya 21, 5, de9,27: and he will make the covenant. dif- noting the worship of the divine name
feult to many for a week i. e. the religion by invocation in prayer, and formed
of the fathers will be very difficult to after the phrase * nya Nop. Hence
many because of suffering; m2 1733
figurat. to pray to 0
Is. 66, 8
11,22 prince of the covenant (Onias II.) he prays to idols. b) to bless, spoken
i. e. the head of the theocracy. Some- of God Gun. 24, 1; to prosper 24, 35,
times תיִרָּב is people of the covenant Dan. with a double aceusat. Deut. 12, 7 or
peculiar to the later diction: the. religion

11, 28, and so perhaps may also תיִרּב
py Is. 42, 6 be taken.
2 I. (fut. 7222) tr. 1. to bow, bend
(the ‘knee), hence=to kneel, with the
addition of br>9a~>y 2 Cur. 6, 13 and
"25 (before) the person before whom
one kneels Ps. 95, 6, with >>. In this
fundamental signification (therefore not
denom. from 773) appears. the Targumic

also with 2 of the thing Ps. 29, 11; to
dedicate Ex. 20,11; to bring to prosperity
23,25; or of men, to utter blessings, to
impart blessing Devt. 28, 8, 1 Sam. 2,
20, always with accus. of object, and
but seldom with > Nuu. 11, 2. ec) to
greet, which consists in blessing, stronger

therefore than > pibw> לָאְש 2 Kines 4,
29; Prov. 27, 14; with accus. of object,

ברך
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whether at coming Gen. 47, 7, 2 Sam.
6,20, or departing Gen. 47, 10, 1Kınas
8, 66, or also at staying Gen. 24, 60;

 עלja2 2 Kies ,1 ;31 2 .ruC ,6 4

'p andy Ta) to
of a person ie. to
1Sam. 13,10. To this latter signife, from the custom
belongs d) to give the parting salutation to born child on the

be born on the ane
be born to a person,
of placing the new-
knees of the father

one, in a bad sense, i.e. to wish away, to or grandfather for solemn recognition
imprecate upon one, to curse, to revile, with (comp. Il. 9,455; Odyss. 19, 401) Gen.
accus. 1 Kınas 21, 10; 705 1, 5; 2, 5; ,50 ;23 pips IR Jos 3, 12 the knees
on the contrary it means to bless Ps. (of the,mother) took up first. Metaphor.
10, 3. The weak expression to dismiss lap, to which the child was accustom-

might be used euphemistically for to ed and on which it was caressed, there-
fore ‘a-by ywyw Is. 66, 12, or where

curse, to revile, since it was specially
applied to men against God, though
analogy in the Semitic dialects admits
of directly opposite meanings in a word
as possible; in no case should we ex-

one lays himself as a sign ofEtendernens,

e.g. 'a59 20,

Ty. Junges 16, 19,

2 Kınas 4, 20, consequently like the
German “Busen” , bosom, with a similar
of figure. The tottering of the knees, ex-

plain it as “to entreat destruction
God”, since it is principally used of pressed by ‘a קיפ Nau. 2, 11, nipya ‘3
blaspheming God.
Jos,4 ,4  תלa Is. 35, 3, is a ‘figure
Puh. 372 pass.

of Pih. Jos 1, 21;

Noms. 22, 6; Prov. 22, 9.
Hif. 337 caus. of signif. 1 of Kal,
to cause to kneel down,

of 1

andin nr} mabn ב the knees

melt to water Ez. 7,17 it even ‘stands for
the 235 of Jos. 7,5, denoting despon-

to cause to en- dency. Bay oa Ez. 47,4 water reach-
camp, camels Gun. 24, 11.
ing to the knees (where pv stands forמ ,
Hithp. aan partly as Niphal to be comp. 1-Kines 16, 24).

blessed Gun. 22,18,

partly to regard

JIS (part. 2; p. pass. 72) Aram.

oneself 0168860 with 3 of the person by
whom Jur. 4, 2; to glory, praise, vaunt same as Hebrew 742I.Dan. 3, 28; 6, .
11. — Pah. 773 6 pers. M273; par
Devt. 29, 18.
The stem 592, which appears in Phe- 2%) same 8 Hebr. Pihel Dan.2‚19
nician, in the Targ., Syr., Arab., Aethiop.,
Maltese, both in its fandamental and
metaphorical sense, has been also compared with 255, ‘Aram. 237, whence

( אַרְפְּבָאwhich ges) &e.; but 4 is more
correct to compare Pp with the groundsense to bend in, to fold over.

73 DO. (not used) an assumed stem
for 71993: to pour out strongly, comp.

Ar. 52 (continuo pluit); but see M293.
“JID (after the form nam) adj. m.;
only  = בְּרָבָהblessing-dispensing, liberal

Prov. i, 25.
 רבm. blessing, 6 RI.
122 (dual 03292) = prop. bending,

20; 4, 31; Syr. כ
une (plur. with suff. “iDa) Aram.
f. equivalent, to Hebr. 773 Dan. 6, 11;
comp. Syr. .עס Elsewhere too אָבּוּכְרַא
(which see), from a stem 227.
ַּ( לֶאְכַרan old form for Een on

the ‘separating boundary between the
Arabic, Aramaean and Hebrew; El is
blessing) n. p. m. Jos 32, 2 6; comp.

a?ae

D2 (withhainterrog. 194377, constr.

no, "with suff. 40273; pl. mio, 6
nina, with suf. pa nia) 7 blessing,

benediction, salvation (opp. moon), 1. the
invocation of blessing e. g.of a dying person

dual (because man has a pair of them)

Gen. 27,12, of the unhappy Jos 29, 13,
of the pious Prov. 11,11, or for the pious
Deut. 11, 26; בות 24, 25 benedic-

for plural Jupans 7, 6; 1 Kınas 8, 54,

tion ofbad, — 2. the cansequence of bless-

curve, hence the knee Is. 45, 23, elsewhere

Kneeling is expressed by ‘a לע »4> or ing i. e. prosperity, the favour of God,
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with  ירGey. 39, 5, Deur. 33, 23 or Tim.

The pools in jiaum Song or

alone Is. 19, 24, sometimes with the fol- Sou. 7,5 were distinguished by the cleanlowing genitive of him who is blessed ness and clearness of the water. — The
i.e. prospered Gen. 28, 4; 49,26. God’s word has been derived from ָךְרֶּב
to
blessing is with some one is expressed: pour out; and the Ar. &Ss, which
is
‘a4 n293 Gan. 39, 5, or also with ל put for it, belongs
to the same; yet it
1s. 44,3, or לֶא- Ps. 129, 8. In the plur.: has also been taken for incurvity,
breack
gifts of fortune, favours of God, blessings (from 742 1).
Gen. 49,25; Ps.84,7 God’s gifts Is. 65,
11272 (Jahis blesser; 2 is abridged
8; 2 "BWA 0 Senge showers i.e.
from
a
LXX Bageyias; comp. Is.
fruclifying Ez. 34, 26; wholesomeness,
peace, hence 2 Kinos 18,31 deal peace- 8,2) n. p rom 1 Can: 8, 20; 9,16; Neu.
1 alternating with
fully with me. — 3. Metaph. coner. happy, 3,4, nd in 20.
highly blessed, particularly in the phrases ap
7.

729377 Gen. 12,2, 290%. 8, 18, תיִשָה

nist Ps. 21, 7. — 4. (El is 6
n. p. m. 1 Cm. 12, 3. — 5. (originally
=119'73, but interpreted blessing by the
Chronist) proper name of a valley in the
neighbourhood of ¥pm 2 Cur. 20, 26.
rk (consir. n>", pl. nia
ya; from
773 IL) f. @ pond, for watering gardens
Eccrxs. 2,6, perhaps identical here with

177372 (the same)n.p.m. Zecu. 1,7.
sha. 2 which the Samar. Pent. reads

for nb4n Gen. 2,12 and the Samar.
version ‘puts for 75%. It means beryl,
adopted from the Aramaean vulgar dia-

lect, in which an)i42 also appeared.

0% (not used) tr. 1. to make firm,
to twist together firmly (a rope), particu7997’ Nex. 2,14, the laying out of larly out of different coloured threads,
which was False to Solomon according cognate in sense with Sn», ban, 023
to Josephus (Bell. Jud. 5, 4, 2). So of &e.; then to weave together out of dif--the pool at Hebron 2 Sam, 4,12, at
אל
Gibeon 2,13, which is named טיּבר bya

in Jer. 41,12. From Jin (which see),

to twist together (a rope), especially so

 לבto make fast, py? 5
a spring on the west side of mount II. and ןIV.
יש
Zion, were formed two pools: a) 739377 TOpe, = (woven out of many threads)
miro the upper pool Is. 7, 3; 36, 2, a garment, also of the twisting together
identical with the upper Gihon-sutilor of threads of different colours, hence to
Derivat. piva. —
2 Car. 32, 30 and perhaps also with be many-coloured.
 הפפיךpy Neu. 2,13, now called by the 2. (not used) intr. to struggle against, to
inhabitants Birket el-Mamilla; b) 13731 resist something, prop. to be hard, firm,
mina the lower pool Is. 22,9 at the whence the Aram. D732; comp. Ar. m
south-west point of Zion, in ihe valley, to strive against, to have a disinclinacalled in the New Testament the lower

Gihon, now Birket el-Sultan (Robinson
Bibl. Research. I. p. 483 &c.). Hezekiah
stopped the water of the upper pool
2 Kınas 20, 20, 2 Car. 32, 20; and it
was called afterwards mad "aIs.22,11
with reference to the reservoir Doimeen
the two walls. 717720 ’2 pool of the city

tion,

ey? aversion,

conseg,

= sper-nere.

D3 (see 053) Aram. adv. prop. firmly,
certainly, same as לבא,Syr. sep2, therefore partly adversative: however, yet,
partly assuring:

certainly, yea Dan. 2,

28; 4, 12 20; 5, 17; Ezr. 5,13.

derivation from the Sanskrit
of Samaria 1 Kınas 22,38; mau ’2 pool paramam, is baseless.

of 11°70 א

he soul cast slope

of Zion at the mouth of the Tyropoeon
(Robinson I, pp. 493-498. 500 seq.), and

therefore quite distinct from that of the

2

The
param,

(not used) belonging to 32°73,

which see.

 ענרב.₪ p. of a place at WIP, with
29
16

ברע
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which it is mentioned for easier recognition Nums. 32,8; Deur. 1,19 22.
One may compare the Ar. x235
(green
or blooming meadow), and look for it
on the southern border of Palestine in

‘Ein Hasb (south east of Kurnub, north

written instead; comp. the Coptic Apux
lightning. — 2. splendour, fulgor, spoken
of 277 Deur. 32, 41, תינח Has. 3, 11,

yn Zucn. 9,14, pp Daw. 10, 6; ’3 wah
Ex. 21, 33 because. of the lightning i.1 e.
that it may lighten; poét. prs the glittering missile 108. 20, 25, comp. Arab.

of Ein el- Weibeh) Robins. Pal. III, 43. See
um. 2; as elsewhere y— is an ‘addition » U (sword). — 3. (shining or lightning)
at the end, as for examp. in 27928, n. p. m. 1068 4,6; comp. the Pheni-

POND, Yan, Y272>¥ (comp. Toy), 593 clan n. p. m. Barea, Barcas i. e. קרב
= consequently the stem might be and the fem. אקְרַּב (Virg. Aen. 4, 632),

32.

„2 (not used) tr. to present with a
gift, to distinguish with gifts, comp. Ar.

PIB see page and 17,73.

( סוקְרּבfrom 274" party-coloured, see

er V. (to give); hence 973, 43, per-

( = סקרp. m. Ear.
2, 53.
( ןקרבpl. )”%0 m. a kind of thorn or

haps oa.

nettle, from burning (see pra 2) Jupezs

ערב7 viz. of EI) n. p. m. Gen.
,14 .2 Perhaps also the proper name

,8,7 as Aq. and Symm. understand it,
comp. bat from רח to burn. The LXX
19%92 belongs here, which however the retain the word. Hesychius (Bagaxivy)
Scripture alters in sense;
ekat aPm sa = בר.

or we

may

APIS (from 943) f. gift, 103 7,23:
for she was a gift to his house, after he
had lost his children. The explanation

by הצר is less suitable.
( קֶרְּבnot used) intr. 1. to shine, glitter,
lighten, then also perhaps to flash with
lightning, like the Ar. Gy? , Syr. 072;
comp. Sanskr. b’räg with a one mean-
ing. Deriv. p42 with the denom. pra,
 תֶקְרְּב,DRM, I.4a, and the ii. p.ברק 
 — קרב2.0 hie cognate in sense with
 רחverbs of giving or containing light
being frequently transferred to burning;
derivatives, perhaps 22 and the proper
name P13. — The organic root is pra,
which is also found in Pr, Par

Aram. 3978, MIT &e.

4

explains it under dxardca.
pla and תֶקְרַּב f. emerald, as the
LXX, Vulg. and Josephus understood
it Ex. 28,17, Ez. 28,13, so called from

its glittering (see pia); the Sanskrit

marakata, Greek o- uogaydos are identical.
mp2 see NPI.

2

(1 person *ninaa, part. f. 793,

part. "pass. a,

inf. na after the form

Tu דרו with’ suff. pia); on the contrary inf. ma Eccuss. 0 1, see 2) tr.
1. to separate, to 6

out,

to sever,

Ez. 20, 38, with a out of which, selected

on

account

of ma.

In this

sense particularly םיִרּורּב 1 Cur. 7, 40
and 9,22, niq72 Nes. 5,18 chosen, select,

with 3;to which, like 5 Da. Deriv.
“a. — 2. to cleanse (see Hif) grain, in
Kal only figuratively, of speech and in

rn (constr. Pas;עז ,םיִקָרְּב. with suff. a moral sense, Zepu. 3,9; 192 JoB 33,
קיו5 m. 1. lightning 2 Sam. 22, 15, 3 clean, pure; metaphor. to polish, to

where the LXX read the denom. pP. point, arrows Is. 49,2, comp. Hif. Also
To send lightning, with nad Jos 38, 35; figurat., to prove, to purify, Eccues. 3,
to hurl lightning, with 2 Ps. 18, 15. 18. Deriv. "a, na, 13a. — 3. (not

“bd ‘a הַטָע Jer. 10, 13 to make the used) to be clean3. 6. empty, like "p32
(which see); hence רב (which see) Bron.

lightning forrain, as messengers going before; YEN ’a Nam. 2,5 the lightning runs

14,4.

The nouns 43, “a (corn) have

Gigs). in
i Ex. 1, 14 Pr2 (which see)is been, it is true, derived from 33, but,

ברש
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see them. In the meaning feld, ground,

a2 is formed from "Ya only secondarily ; a in the meaning son is a primi-

בשל

tion to be frm, strong, durable;

hence

it is identical in its organic root with

that in yrs, Tae 86. Comp. the
farther development ‘of it in the proper
tive word.
Nif. 23 (part. Ma}; tmp. pl. (ּורָּבַה to name 273.
keep oneself (morally) pure Is. 52, 11;
puna (streng, thick) n. p. m. Gun.
coupled with Hithp. for the sake of 14, 2; formed from waa IL. by the adassonance 2 Sam. 22, 27; Ps. 18, 27.
dition of -ע (see Yoh); comp. Ar. כ2
Pik. 3 (inf. 3) 9 purify, to clear
(thick),
enlarged from a similar 66
from sin, Dan. 11,"35 along with ףרצ
an» (not used) same as wa 1.
and a9.
Hif. ( הברinf.  הברcausat. 1. to make Deriv. ni9.
clean (grain), by separating the chaff
“153 (from mina cypress: the deity
Jur. 4, 11; 2. to polish, to point (arworshipped
ini the cypress) n.p. of acity in
rows),” properly to make them clean,
Aram Zoba, mentioned with nya =n29,
?
Hithp. Haan (fut. aan?) and Wann Syr. ans) סע N30, situated on the 0
(Ham, chosen here after the manner +0 6 Euphrates 2 Sam. 8, 8, which is
of the Aram. Ittafal on account of Dann not, however, to be identified with the
and in order to have an assonance with seaport Berytus, Bewdv in Sanchonia722) 1. to purge, to purify, to cleanse thon (p.18) was the name of a deity of
Lebanon, who was called in Phenician
oneself (morally) Dan. 12,10, along with
Byeovd (p. 24) ie. mhz, being the
na, aan. — 2. to appear clean female principle of Jao-Adonis, among
(morally) i.e. good and gracious, spoken the Syrians of El-Adan (hence the proof God, 1. 6. to feel him as such 2 Sam. per name 78758 712 Kyn-El-Adan, the

22,27; Ps. 18, 17.

The fundamental signification of the
stem ( ברAr. "5 and Aram. in many derivatives) is
i to ‘divide, separate, whence

all the meanings have been developed.

v2 I. (not used) tr. to cut, pierce,
therefore same as 12 (which see), Targ.
793; and cognate with m», pop, Ar.
Sy. Deriv. wina 1 Carica) Nag. 2, 4
=a, just as the sibilants are interchanged in north Palestinian authors;
comp. WWD) = wb? 3, 18.

 שרבIL. (not used) an assumed stem
for ברש
2:to spread, extend, consequently same as DB, Tp. But the cypress is

name of a "Babylonian king); nd the
Syrian town may have been so called
from the worship of the god. In 1 Car.

18,8 712 (which see) stands for it, which
was another name of the town, denoting
the male principle, El-Adan.
“ima (cool-brook) n. p. of a brook

Gm) ‘not far from Ziklag 1 Sam. 30, 9
10 21; it is considered to be the small
stream "which rises at Debir, and flows
south of Gaza, under the modern name
of el-Sheria, into the Mediterranean sea.
From the constant use of the article
with it we may infer that an appellative
meaning was thought of. See “wa II.
 הֶרושְּבsee mba.

more distinguished “for the firmness and

( לשperhaps transposed fromשבל 

the almost incorruptibility of its wood
(Theophr. plant. 5,3 and 8; Plin. H. .א
16,79), being like cadanqwood’in durability; for which reason alone it is coupled
with the cedar Is. 14, 8, or with "177
and wan. It seems helle, therefore,
' to assume as the fundamental significa-

to
to bubble up) intr. to rise, to 0
boil, not spoken of water, but of what
is cooked in it, consequently= to be
dressed or to be done Ez. 24,5; figurat.

to ripen, spoken of ears Jo. 4, 13 i. 6.
to be cooked by the sun. Comp. Aram.
pow, Greek zero, Lat. coqui &e. ina
16*

בשל
like metaphorical sense.
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Derivat. wa

odour, fragrance,

but in use as a con-

crete: what diffuses a sweet smell, spices,
adject.
 ןבסEx. 30, 23 cinnamon of spice
Pih.  בשלto cook, by water (trans.),
with the accusat. of the object, 6. =. i. e. spicy or sweet-smelling cinnamon;
68
1 "73 23, 19, nm 2 Kınas particularly in plur. of spicery 25, 6,
4,38, and witht2 ‘of the Kessel! Nom. 11, which was an article of commerce 2 Car.
8; 2 ‘One. 35, 18; also to dress or pre- 9,1. ’a Un) Sona or Sou. 4, 14 the
pare by fire, to roast, broil,

2Sam.13,8;

noblest spices. "The scent of them is called

 הַמִּבַשְלִיםna house of the cooks Ez. 26 I  בָזל4, 16. The wordi
is naturally trans24, ‘Deriv. nbwan.
ferred to all sorts of fragrant plants,
Puh.  סו במeb dekooc .xE ;9,21 .veL also to ointments, and is applied to the
balsam-shrub.
6,21; opposite 7 (raw) 1 Sam. 2,15.
nia m. the same, Ex. 35, 28; ‘275map
Hi. S835 to make ripe, to ripen,
30, 23 spicy reed; “ait תונורע Sona סע
Gen. 40,10, of bau.
pws (abridzed from O3) adj. m., Sou. 6, 2 beds of balsam plants. The
nbwa 0 cooked, done, Num. 6,19; subst. Greek יח (piv) came into Greek
the thing cooked Ex. 12, 9.

through the medium of the Phenician.

powa n. p. of a Persian officer in Palestine Ezr. 4,7. If the name be Hebrew,

36, 3; 1 Kines 4, 15.

it may have ‘been formed from pow-ja
(peaceful) ; if Semitic, it may be from

maw

(lovely) n. p. f. Gun. 26, 34;
n- is an old

feminine termination.

jw (not used) intr. to be hard, rocky,

of basaltic ground, therefore
the formative syllable b=; but it is cognate with >1a (which see); and as
probably to be explained ‘from the old the decay of basalt-stone effects fruitful
Persian.
and fat pastures, the verb may also
Su

== chs (to be strong, severe) with

spoken

(not used) intr. to breathe out, have signified to be fruitful. Deriv. the
proper names JWa, 7832.
to breathe forth, of scent, hence to have
rs)2 (in prose with the article; Basalta sweet smell, to be fragrant (Targ. 603,
land)
1) n. p. of a mountainous, fruitSyr. ao), metaphor. to be agreeable,
ful country on the other side of Jordan,
Du

in proper names. (Pa. pga, Syr. yan Bashan, celebrated for its oak-forests
?אto make pleasant orto season; the Is. 2,13, Ez. 27,6, and fat pastures, so
Ar. כvi signifies the same, whence Lic that the heifers, goats and cows of
a sort of balsamic shrub.) The funda- Bashan were proverbial Devt. 32, 14;
mental signification of the stem is tea Am. 4, 1; Ez. 39, 18. The limits of
_ perceived from the organic root Dina Bashan are determined from Dur. 3,

also found in py (which see) and Bb} 10 13; Jose. 12, 4; 13,11 12 30; 17,
therefore the meaning to flow 1,5; 1 Car.5, 23. LXX Bacar, Bacaout cannot be adopted. Besides oda vinıs; in Josephus 12070000 after the Araand

in Aramaean, a still harder form pop

maean (Targ. ךכתמ , Yan, Syr. 1220);

existed; and as a Pahel form םֶסְלּב came now el-Buttein. The name has come
from the former, so from the latter came from the fact of the soil consisting of
6932, whence 7772048. Derivat. nwa, weather-beaten basalt-stone, as one still

m. balsam-

identifies basanite-formation with basalt.
 ארץoften stands with it for better designation 1 Cur. 5, 11, particularly to
distinguish the city סב 5, 16 23 from

(pl. (םיִמָשְּב m. prop. aromatic

it. — 2.n.p. of a city in Bachan, see 1,
yw( בonly with the dh-addition, 32)

pps, nipa, and the proper names nis,
bon, Dan.

pwa (with suf. Wa)
“plant, Sone or Sot. 1.
pa

בשס
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f. shame Hos. 10, 6, formed from שוב
2 IIL. (not used) intr. to swell up,
with the termination 4; (comp. 25%), to be full, spoken of the body being full
whence the feminine arose. Yet as this of flesh, Ar. ve V. (to swell up). The
form is always too abnormal, it is better
organic root is "W-a, cognate with ראש
perhaps to derive it from u.
in “NU. Hence’

owa belonging to Wiz, see O12 and

“wa (from “wa III; once Prov. 14,

waa.
30 plur. pies, Arsen on account of
“wa I. (Kal unused) tr. cognate either the following Hinz») collect. m. prop. the

with Sm» (Ar. \ chs) to utter sounds, words;

or.connected with “np (Aram. “we, Ar.

3) to show,to make manifest (bywords),
alee to0 pag (to open, to begin). The
Ar.

„is (to be cheered by joyful in-

 וappears rather to be derived
from the noun כ ()=הָרְשָבor secondarily from
. Metaphor. to announce
(tidings, intelligence), good or bad,
whence 703; but for use as a verb we

full, thick, swelling (comp. Ar. oss
body, from “large, thick”), hence 1. flesh
(as the German Fleisch is connected with
‚Fülle, niéo, ple-nus), of the body of
beasts Gun. 41, 2 or of men 2, 21;
the flesh of cattle which is eaten, or
from which persons abstain when fasting
Dan.10,3, whose properties are described
by aaa Gen. 41, 2, py 41,19, יַח Ley.
8,17 &e. and which is put along with
 עורJos 10, 11, ney Ps. 102, 6, 922 Is.
22, 13. It is ad for the petal pal part

usually find*
Pih. “wa (part. “yg, fut. (רשבי to of a meal Jos 31, 31; metaphor. כט
announce, to relate, to tell of, with accusat. of the object, as p7% Ps. 40, 10,

32, 42. —

2. Metaphor. body (like the

German Fleisch) Ps. 16,9; 84, 3, op-

posed to בל or 7433; more rarely instead
Is. 60, 6; ‘with’ "accusat. of the person to of it is Aida byy Jos 2,5; once םיִרָשּב
whom the announcement is made Jur. Prov. 14,30; but always ‘he living body,
20,15; 1Sam. 31,9; 2 Sam. 18,19; Ps. which has wy Lev. 17, 11 and mA Jos
68, 12: the publishers (of victory) to the 12, 10, though wp is also contrasted
great army; and with 2 of the place with ikon account of its extended sigwhere, Ps. 40,10; 2Sam. 1,20. It was nifications. Hence in a collective sense
originally without the secondary idea living beings, which have flesh Gen. 6,
of the good or joyful, and is therefore ap- 13, particularly men, the human race,
plied also to a defeat 1Sam. 4, 17; on 6, 19, with the additional idea of transthe contrary coupled with ברט 1 Kines1, itoriness 6, 3, Jos 10, 4, and so opposed
42; generally, to relate, but frequently, to the Divine Being and to spirit (9).
to announce good, glad tidings &e. Hence Is.31,3 in the sense transitoriness, frailin the part. a messenger of good things, ty, comp. 6605 in the new Testam., "2
a bringer of good news 2 Sam. 18, 26;
[re as among

 סוב18.69,7, npr? 1 Cur. 16, 28, Sb

Is. 40, 9.

077 in the Talmud,

the Zabians, Ar. „us. ‘3 093) EccLes.
12,12 weariness of the body ive.
i of bodily
efforts ‘a pint 2 Cur. 32,8 a human i. e.

Hithp. “vant to be announced, to receive good tidings 2 Sam. 18, 31.
The fundamental signification of the
stem is: to make manifest or to say weak arm; "בny wong Eccres. 5, 6
publicly something unknown, cognate to cause the body to sin. Ina good sense
 לב בי.zE 91,01 a namuh ,traeh .desoppo
with "np, Aramaean “We, Ar.
to one of stone. — 3. Applied to single

Wa II. (not used) belonging to the parts of the body, as: the skin Ps. 102,

proper name “‘3, after the Ar. 3
to be cool, fresh; ררשב ,however, may
also be 0
to “wa I.

6 (see Kimchi); 2 101868 6, 30; euphemist. pudenda viri Gun. 17, 11, in full
form 1799 “wa Ex. 28, 49, ome. being

בשר
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similarly used. — 4. Figurat. like :ראש translate it by yuvy. Elsewhere: fosterrelative, supposed to be a part of the daughter Esta. 2, 7; maiden Junges 12,
family-body, as may be seen from Gen. 9; female pupil, worshipper, disciple MAL.
2,23. So Jupaus 9,2; 2 Sam. 5,1; 19, 2,11. By transference not merely is the
idea of age disregarded, but generally
13; Is. 58, 7.
“ia (def. wiv) Aram. m. the same, that of descent alone is prominent, and
Dan. 2, 11; 4, 9; 7, 5.

MIWA (also 40) f. 1. announcement,
intelligence, message, 2 Sam. 18, 22: and

so it is not applied to a proper daughter,
e. ₪ DIN niga Gun. 6, 2 the women

descended from Adam, opp. to םיח
 לא723;
 בידנהתבSone or Sox. 7,2 born ofa ah, 3

the tidings are not profitable to thee )אצמ ive. ‘nobly-born mp7) nina Ps.
0 Ta
prop. to obtain, find, viz. areward), as the queens, born as queens (see רבfor which
LXX here render (supplying 000080.800(; once even na alone is used 45,11. But
 יִבWy 02,81 messenger. Though usually in bw na Dan. 11,17 (speaking ofthe
good tidings are meant, we see from daughter of Antiochus, Cleopatra) the
 בִּ' טובה,72,81 taht siht gninaem si ton
contained in the word. — 2. a reward
for tidings, 2 Sam. 4, 10: which was (1777
is to be supplied) that I might give him
a reward for his tidings. See “ba I.

ww assumed by some to Wyia, see
waa.

mwa (with suff. “nwa, pnwa &e.; from
waa 1) f. shame, as an affection of the
mind Ps. 40, 16, Zura. 3, 5, usually
with ,םינפ as it shews itself by red-

actual daughter is meant,

and genea-

logised in apocalyptie language accord-
ing to mother and grandmother. In its
proper sense of daughter it is very often

employed (see my Concordance s. v.) as
well as 43 (which see). Metaph. a) along
with nouns to describe some quality,
where the fem. stands in relation to the
nouns, of which it supplies the place,
e.g. רישַה miza Eccrus.12,4 the singers,

for( םיִרָפִצ which isi fem.). — b) with the
names of animals in order to express

ness of the face JER. 7,19; Dan. 9, the feminine, 6. ₪. 739277 na Lev.11,16;
7 8; disgrace, ignominy, in their mani- pl.  רענהnina Is. 13,21 (see Sam). -

festations, ponsed, = shameful Has. 2, 10,
joined to wad, 159, 183 (see (הטשוב
Ps.44,16; 109, 29, to express the idea of
covering with shames then slavery ZEPH.
3,19; shame-bringing Is. 30, 3. Figurat.

c) With names of cities or countries, to
which also ריע and 7 N belong, na
denotes the female inhabitant belonging
to them by birth or abode, 6. ₪. nis3

pwn Sone סע Sox. 1, 5, comp. Luge
a) the pudenda, in full form תַטְּבדהְיִרָע
23, 28 “Guyardgoes ו
re ‘a
Mic. 1, 11 or הָוְרָע nYa 1 Sam. 20, 30;
Is. 3,16; רי  'ִּבLament. 3,51; ץֶראָה ’
b) an expression of contempt, for bya
Jer. 3,24; 11,13; Hos. 9,10, and so in Gen. 34, |, בש na in éliteconnection
the proper names תב , תָעְביִפְמ שיא6. is often taken collectively: the inhabi-

tants, the citizens, hence the people conmwa f. only a eélintaral form of ceived of as a whole, born in the land
nia in the proper name ma? (which or city, the people generally appearsee).
‘ing in the language of prophecy as a
na Aram. see nia.
female (Is. 47, 1 seq.), interchanged with
na I. (out of n33=n33 from the mase. "23, sometimes also with ma, 6 ₪
= רב with suff. יִתּב‘from "N23; pl. צר- בתPs. 45, 13, own na Is. 37,
nia, “constr. n%3, like the pl. masc. 22, mens 16,1, DIN "ns Lamenr. 4,
D3, constr. 3) f. daughter, opposite 22, םָיָרְצְמדתַּב Tan. 46, 11, שיִשְרַתדתַּב
1 15 &e.
to 2 Ex. 21, ai: without distinction of Is. 28,1, mamma ו
age, as duydenp, therefore also maiden, To this heloties ‘by e. ₪. "ayna JER.
virgin, woman, GEN. 30,13; Jupaus 12, 8,19, seldom the plur. “By niga Ez. 13,
9; Is. 32,9, and so the אא sometimes 17, used interchangeably with רומצ "22,
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by which phrase prop. Dy is only strengthened, as poetically s174-na Mıcan 4,14
[5, 1] belonging to troops i. e. troops
= 7974 723 2 Car. 25,13. But in this
sense one may regard na as abridged
from nia, m3. Theiimage is still far-

mg

same as Ar. 80.0

ws

wild

game). — Here belong both לֶאּותְּב 1.
and bina, Ina, and the following compounds of proper names:
Dayna

%. p. of a place in the vici-

nity of ind Sone or Sox. 7,5. 037

ther eatiiod out by prefixing Spina Is. perhaps = .הבר
23,12; 47, 1; Jur. 46, 11; Lament. 1,
15, also with" ny Jur. 14, 17, to denote
a population or Citizens never conquered
or never to be conquered. This mode
of expression is then transferred to the
place or country itself, if it be conceived
of with its inhabitants, 6. ₪. ןריצדתב Is.
1, 8, baa-na Ps. 137, 8, i. 6. Zion and
Bohlen. in relation to which the inhabitants are denoted by the addition
of naw” Jer. 46, 19, comp. 48, 18. —
d) In Connection with nouns of time or

with numerals, it signifies age in the
case of a female, as ja does in the case
of a male Gen. 17, 17. — e) In connection with cities or with ריִע na denotes what

belongs to a city: environs,

farm-stead, village, particularly in the
pl. niza Nume. 21, 25; Josm. 15, 45;
Jupexs 11,26 &e. —f) In parallelism, in
i
the second member it is set over against

the name in the case of females, just as
it is applied to proper names fem., like
ja to masc. — Besides, the following

peculiarities should be observed: a) na
 עיךPs. 17, 8, Lament. 2, 18, usually
taken for dail of the eye, i. e. what
naturally belongs to the eye; but it
seems more correct to take ma as an

sauna (belonging to the sworn covenant, see Yaw) ₪. p. f. Guy. 26, 34;
1 Kanes 1, 15; it is possible, however,
that it arose out of »1J-na (daughter of
prosperity), whence 1 Cur. 3, 5.

( עּושדתּבsee Yaw-na) n. p. f. 1 Car.
3, 5.

ma I. (pl. pina)m. (f. only in Is.
5, 20) prop. the hollswent out, receptaculm (from nna [which see]i. 6. תב =תִּב
from m3 0 hollow out), the bath, a measure of liquids, same as mex of dry
goods Hz. 45, 11 14, 2 Cur. 2, 9 &e.;
according to Josephus (Ant. 8, 2, 9)
= 72 sextarii, 8'/, gallons; comp. in
Mishna nz f. measure generally, then
an adv. time, MON M32 at once.
n2 (plur. ya) drei, m. the same,
Ezr. 7, 22.
na II. an abbreviation of ng see
na 1.

na IV. an abbreviation of 32
na 1

see

m2 V. = ma see לֶאותְּב
ra the 0

form of םיִתָּב see N23.

gar! (not used) tr. to cut off, to se-

abbreviation of naa (see m3). b) "na

parate, metaphor. to lay waste, same as

Dun Ez. 27, 6, which has been translated daughter of the sherbin-cedar i. e.
made from sherbin; but it is more probable that we should read there DY TUNN3

See Om.

nna IL, comp. Ar. a; whence הָתָּב

mma (from mn2=nnall) f. a cutting of,, metaphor. desert (comp. 1473)
(from .(רּושַאָּמ ce) miga Gun. 49, 25 has Is. 5, 6, or end = Tb»; yet the former
been translated with Saadia and others is more correct, if we compare}
mina.
shoots (see 43), or collect. branches, and
mPa (from nna IL; pl. nina) 5 deso construed with the sing. 39x (comp.

niga in the Mishna); but the entire pas- solation, Is. 7, 19: valleys of desolation
sage, which the LXX already misunder- i.e. desolate valleys; perhaps, however,
stood and the Samar. 10948 יִריִכְצ "23 cut off, cliff, reef’ so that the place may
" שור29, is perhaps better translated be translated in the clefts of the crags.

=ד
ם דג
= OPN,
mma =,הָתָּב as יִתֶא
 "לאותב.1 (inhabitants or“ ל ofEl,
mountain-deer in their lurking-place (niga

with ligen (on the passage), reading nia:

בתוך

wna
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from ma which see) n. p. of a city in 21,13; Jupaus 11, 37; יב “73 Ez. 23,3
Simeon 1 Cur. 4, 30, written in an

abridged form Sına 1088. 19, 4. Another town with a similar name Bervdove, Bethulia, medina (from (הּיָלָאּוַתְּב
not far from nt סמ 8 height, is mentioned in the apoeryphal book of Judith
only 4,6; 6,1114; 7,3. — 2. (man
of El, changed out of Span) n. p. m.
Gen. 22, 22; 24, 15.
ina as an infin. from 7n2=pn2
is read by some for Jima Gen. 15, 10;
see ‘710.

virgin breasts,

TID (adherent of Jah) n. p. ]- 108.

4, 18; comp. "23 and לֶאּותְּב
DMD see na.

"102 see Fina.
n2 (not used) tr. to divide, separate

(Ar. es), cognate with 573; then: to
be separated from fleshly leide
Deriv. הָכּותְּב , םיִלּותְּבְנon the contrary
the proper names Yan and Inbana are
abridged
from .לָאּותְּב
bara Jose. 19, 4 see byınz 1.
pha (Kal unused) trans. to cut
( הָלּותְּבfrom on3; constr. nb-, pl.
asunder,
Arab. ול (see 7n3) and 3
nibs, with suff. sprang) 1 properly
The
organic
root is pn-2, also found
separated from intercourse with a man,
hence a virgin, who is not yet espoused
Gen. 24, 16, Ex. 22,15, 2 Sam. 18, 2,
opposed to Sana Devt. 32, 25; Is.62,5;
JeR.51,22; ; sometimes also as an addition
to "32 Dsur. 22,28 or 7995 Jupczs 21,
,12 to ning Lev. 21,3, na"Jungzs19, 24.
— .2 a betrothed or newly-married woman

in PON, poo? &c.
Pih.  בתto cut in pieces, with a of
the instrument Ez. 16, 40, Targ. עזב

yin Is. 23, 12, baa 47,1, ovr Jan,

"23 (with suff.172; pl.o- Na, constr.

alae (Kal unused) tr. to divide into

pieces,to divide, Gen. 15, 10; comp. Ar.
73, „io and
2 (02, as the Samar.
BE
has
in
‘the
derivative) with the
Jo. 1, 8, if by2 do not rather signify
same
meaning.
The
organic root is
(like dominus in Latin) beloved, Jur. 2,
;32 comp. vougn of the LXX, puella" a2. Hence "na and the proper name
ann.
and virgo in Virgil, and the Ar.
5
Pih. “na to cut in pieces, Gen. 15,10.
.3 an addition to ma before names of
Wa Kae prep. after, formed from
countries and cities (see na) in order to

ר
ַ
מ
א
ָּ באחר = בafter the place, Syr. 5X53
express the state of not being conquered,
.6 g. applied to ine 2 Kınas 19, 21, see “Dn.
,46 ,11 mm Lament. 1, 15, “and also
with "99" na . פא,14 ;17 yet it sup-

an) m. 1. what is cut off, a piece, of
an animal cut up, Gen. 15, 10, where
seilp eht ecalp fo an htiw יִשַרְאָל
31. the Samar. has "93; JER. 34, 18 19. —
— The fundamental meaning “of separa- 2.a place cut through, a place cleft, hence

tion is perceptible from Sods (nun), Syr. according to the LXX ‘a “445 Sone or
fica &e., and therefore the assumption Sox. 2,17 mountains cleft.‘through; comp.
of the ee ripe (from Sma =wa) or however ine.
 ןוְרֶתַּבn. p. of a place on the other
of a diminut. from na should be rejected.

medama see לאו
ping (like yng, םימּולע,Dept

side of Jordan, from which one came to
 סינחמ28am. 2,29. Ag. Bedwoo, Vulg.
Bethoron: hence they regarded it as a

to denote the state of the. age by an contraction of iafı m3. But the latter
abstract) m. pl. virginity , maidenhood: place is unsuitable as ‘lying on this side
partly signs of virginity consisting of of Jordan; and it is better to compare
it
the blood-stained bed-clothes Daur. 22, with( ןרההתיב afterwards Livias or Ju-

14, partly the condition of a maid Ley. lias) on the Jordan.

Ana

גא
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AnS I. (not used) intr. same as na

nna II. (not used) tr. same as na

(ms) to be hollowed out, for the recep- to lay waste, prop. same as 13, accordtion of a thing; and as M3, a receptaculum, is derived from that; so here ing to a usual metaphor; comp. Ar. 3

(to cut off), deriv. mina.

na II. (which see) comes from this.

, בcalled 425 (equivalent to 794 i.e. Besides, the relationship of ג to the fol-

Sra למ = ,( as the name of a letter pro- lowing letters
bably signifies camel, not because it is rare cases:
be a softened
said to have the made form of a camel’s
neck in old writing, e. g. on the Mac- yan IL; 6923,
cabean coins (4,7), in the Aethiopie (1)

and Phenician (/, 7) alphabets,

but

takes place, though in

a) to Yod, which may
palatal sound, 6. ₪. 97
6727; comp. = and הָפינ

ur and "WD; vv and ee Aram.
Bun; “WW? to-day, „you; — b) to
Beth, since it is evident that a closer

because the word begins with this sound.
The I of the Greeks is the Phenician
figure in a reverse form; and its name relation must have existed between the
among them, Tappaו = 
(as the two letters, 6. ₪. 593 Jur. 3, 14 and >93,
Mishna also pronounces), is identical 32 and ,בצי  אָגes ie as vice versa

with ours, except that here 4, as a sound,

ו na, 43) Dan. 1, = 433;
is called gi from an unknown influence; |ee
AT
and therefore 723 was converted into Aram. Bay (to be ‘congas =Ar. \

the un-Hebrewלמ 

It is pronounced

gh, aspirated ghh, and only in Arabie did
it become afterwards a sibilant, without
ceasing on that account to be connected
with the palatals. As a numeral 4 is

and way = Syr.
, &e.; comp. 523,
Phenician bak (ordern Gobl), Greek
308106. In Mediterranean, the k- and psounds more frequently interchange, 6. ₪.

quingue, Sanskrit panca; loqui, Sanskrit
three, 3 3000; in Phenician it may have lap; Aayas, lepus from lek, lep, to
passed for an abridgment of 543 (Cil. A). spring; 460.20 = pello; öltyog, Sanskrit
From the close relationship of the alpa &e.; — 6( to.Lamed, e.g. 728 and

palatals 4 is interchanged with n, >, ק mad; comp. uölıs and uöyıs. — Quite
and » (partly as belonging to them,
 וare 12 Ez. 25,7, ma 47,13 for

see 9), partly according to dialectic ta and הז ays = 19, poy ‘Aram. 7m;
diversities (see mp3, PM, יִבָּג2 ke. ); a, fact that can be explained partly by
partly within the’ language itself.

So

the old writing,

partly by making the

with ח in ma, em; Das, Da; רד g-sound sibilant (comp. Leßeler = Gy730; לוג  לוח₪ "ren; am, an &e.;; beleth).
In complete stem-formations Gimel
33; 934,
3393; Va, "03; Os, DDD; "83, “23 frequently appears in the initial sound
&e.; with ק ‘in 233, בב yaa, לב as unorganic, i. 0. as not belonging to

with > in 123 ">; bas,

 דרTB: גר, RS  דsup; TH, to the original state, e.g. in bas, 9773,

 גד קצףpey ;.e& htiw » ni

,1 273 &c.; in Arabic it is also sed as

“DY;  מל מל,saip  ימס,327 97 ,& an addition, at the pad in the making of
₪

finally mh the Ar. 5, as STA Aris

(to raise a dispute).
the LXX have often
brew » by Gimel, e.
Poayav, 9 yousg,

new words, 6. ₪.

= (bandy-legged)

On the contrary from ues crooked.
expressed the HeN} (not used and belonging to the
g. my Tala, 99
t monosyllabic roots) 1. intr. to
smalles
mas Peyud &e.

גא

גאון
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be high, elevated, to be above, to rise up,
cognate with the stem enlarged to ANS

cian (see ying and na); in Arab. only
it (to rise up, to set oneself on high)

(which see); hence the reduplicated form can be compared; but the organic root
nang (Pih. (ָאָגא to be above, over some- is Ni, which still lies perhaps, at the
thing (cognate in sense by in MADD basis of several forms.
dmeogov),

and from that the noun "by

AN IL. (not used) intr. same as ה
(which.
see; thence “3, M3) and SH
this organic root be undoubledly right
for the stems mona, navy &e. still we (whence N74, N°#) to be hollowed, of bog

contraction 14 (which see). But though
must rather assume as a fundamental

meaning to the necessarily reduplicated
form 44 —

2. tr. to cover, to cover over,

of a roof, of the surface of a thing;
just as words in
i Mediterranean have pro-

ceeded from a like fundamental signification (tectum, 78700, Dach &e.). To

or low land, where water has collected
and remains. Perhaps the idea of being
deep or hollow is connected with that
of, the bellied or arched. Deriv. RE.
INS > pride, haughtiness Prov. 8, 13.

SIN} (out of the intensive form; pl.

Ess) adj. m. high, lifted up, large Is. 2,
12; Jos 40, 11 12, cognate in sense
Ge
>. (to spread out, over a surface). — The with 89; but also in a bad sense, highidea “to be bellied, arched, hollowed minded, "proud, haughty Jer. 48,29, subst.
out” lies in 3 (which see), and 3 II. a sinner Ps. 94, 2; Prov. 15, 25; op-

this belongs the Ar. reduplicated form

Pih. (redupl.) Nan3 see NA.
NA (abridged from 13) adj. m. highminded, proud Is. 16, 6; comp. Phenician Ni from 183, whence the proper

posite ov.

uyanz CEL iis elevation) n. p.m. Num.
13, 15; comp. the Phenician >yan3, a
proper name.

"Xi is an abstract form,

from Ns.
\
name Byes Gabal (Baal is elevated).
INS (a frequent form of nouns from
The K'ri Ps. 123, 4 supposed the c.
pl. "sa, perhaps from N} or FNS. See Mb; "constr. MINS, with suff. ins)1.ma-

איז

Pins elevation, of God Deur. 33, 26;
Ps. 68, 35: his highness over Israel, i. e.
ms I. (fut. 832, inf. abs. ARs) intr. who, as the lofty one, protects Israel. 1. to shoot forth, to rise up (of plants), 2. In a bad sense, of men, haughtiness,
grow up JoB 8,11 (comp. navy, Aram. pride, arrogance, ostentation Prov. 14, 3,
N370); to swell out (of water); "to mount cognate in sense 235 573, 12 &e. Ps,
up (of smoke), in nay Is. 9, 17; to in- 31,19; Is. 9, 8; 5 המ to act proudly
crease Ez. 47, 5; to stretch forth, “lift up Ps. 31, 24; ‘AIp pride. compasses about
(of the head) Jos 10, 16, comp. mins. — 73, 6. Once for ‘3 שיא a haughty man
2. Figurat. to be Woks elevated, over- 36, 12. Arrogance Is. 18, 18. Figurat.
topping (in a spiritual sense), i. e. (of of the sea Ps. 46, 4: the high swelling of
God) to be majestic, glorious Ex. 15,1 21, the waves.
Of the scales of Leviathan
or otherwise to be great, excellent, comp. Jog 41, 7 high-arching, as an adverb:
mina; but also in a bad sense, to be with high arches ;but according to Aquila,
proud, haughty (in derivatives), also ap- Jerome and others ='13 body, back.
plied to proud conquerors and princes;
( םיִלּאָּבpl. after din(עשוּקים 

opposites are (1114) DW, 333, m2” (whence

>, >).

Deriv. האג אנ הא אג

TaN, ia,
n. p.EN

TINS, "הג (from ss);

The stem ‘3 has been retained espe-

cially in Aram. (783, 1\( and Pheni-

m. pl. 7 (abstract) redemption, deliverance,

Is. 63, 4; according to others a pass.
part.

INA (after the form ןלֶזח I>; constr.
Ving, with suf. Tin; Ez. 16,56=
= ךנה

according to Ezekiel’s orthography) m.

MIN

גאל
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used in as various ways as הֶראג and: from an enemy, from force, from slavery
mana, 1. highness, elevation, majesty, of or death, i. e. to liberate, to redeem, with
God Ex. 15, 7, Mican 5, 3, Is. 2, 10 accus. of the object and 2 Jer. 31,

(cognate in sense 79); ‘32 Diy 24, 14
to shout for joy for the majesty.

God

11, Ps. 107, 2, or ya of the’ person from
whom Gen. 48,16; Ps. 103, 4; Hos. 13,

is therefore termed >xy'v? ‘3 Hos. 5, 5,
apyr ‘3 Am. 8, 7 (comp. Sg חצנ
1 Sam. 15, 29). Metaphor. of thunder
Jos 37, 4, of men (ironically) 40, 10

14; to deliver, from slavery e. g. of
Egypt Ex. 6, 6, of Babylon Is. 43, 1;

(cognate in sense 35); or also as a
designation of idols Ez. 7, 20, made
of ornamented things. — 2. splendour,
excellency 18. 60, 15; Naw. 2, 3; of Palestine as the glory of Israel Ps. 47,5;
figurat. excellency of the banks e. g. of
Jordan Zucu. 11, 3, of Egypt i.e. of

is a deliverer from dangers Is. 59, 20,
Ps. 19, 15, with x, רצוי &.; Israel

from dangers Lament. 3,58, which are

conceived

of as

enchaining.

Hence

by is often an epithet of God, as He
is prophetically termed Dan} Is. 35,9,

in full form יל “bang 62, 12. b) to set

free, a slave, 1. 6. to redeem him Luv.
25, 48 49; to deliver something dethe Nile Ez. 32,12. — 3. pride, haughti- dicated, vowed, 1. 6. from the bonds that
ness Prov. 8,13; 16,18; Is. 16,6; Am. prevent its use 27, 13, or to repurchase
6, 8; arrogance Jos 35,12; pride, of the what is sold, i. e. to deliver it from
its present possessor, to ransom 25, 25;
waves 38, 11; cognate in sense X},
hence (as Symm. Theod. LXX underin
use
in
TINA 60. — This noun was
stand it) Jop 3,5: the darkness and the
Phenician, as was generally the same kind shade will redeem it i. e. recover it as

of noun-forms from הל (comp. }i>2, Hesych. Baxyov' xavduor, from M23; ןולע
Plaut.1,1 3 11, from hy), particularly
in proper names, 6. ₪. M2NIky Gunela
@. Tor), ְּלעַּבְלֶאְנִא Gunelma(= Gun
El Baal) proper name of a city; and in
the Poenulus (2, 67) appears also ba "283
(Gune bel) majesty of Baal.
\
MANA (an intensive form) f. same as

they once had possession (Gen. 1, 2); to

TANS (after the form MEN} i. 6. an

marrying the childless widow of the

redeem the blood of the slain, i. e. to

revenge, in full form Das By hence fre-

quently םּדַה  לָארגNume. 35,19, Devt.

19,6, 2Sam.14,11, seldom לאל merely
Num. 35, 12; and since only the nearest
of kin had the duty of redemption and
blood-avenging BE also means simply:
a blood-relative Ruru 4,1 8, 1Kmas16,
na highness Ps.93,1; great, elevated Is, 11, cogn. in sense with NW, 272; comp.
12,5; splendour, excellency 26,10; pride, Ar. ne blood-avenger and blood-rela5
haughtiness 28, 1; figurat. swelling, of
tive. "ih Rura2, 20 (one) of our kinsthe sea Ps. 89,10; mounting up, ascent,
men. Connected with the duties of Goél
of smoke Is. 9, 17.
was (according to custom) also that of
intensive form from 83 IL.) valley Ez.
7,16; 32,5. Frequently the K’tib reads
instead of it na (from 873), or also

deceased, which, according to Dur. 25,
5-10, only the Levir had to do; and
Josephus (Antig. 5, 9,4) has incorrectly
explained a Levir at Ruta ch. 4. Hence

nin)s (see TR).
of Dh) Ror
83 (from 13 after the form 77/38, dug (as it were a denom.
duty.
marriage
the
perform
to
means
3,18
םינויאג

ray, 7199, only in plural
— 2. (unused) intr. to be loose, unfettered,
K'tib) m. proud, haughty Ps. 123, 4,
unbound, hence figurat. to be
ראב (the proud i. e. free,

where the K’ri reads 5°24”
of the oppressors).

profane, rejected, desecrated, abandoned;

in which

sense

its usage

is manifold

N (fut. 827) tr. 1. to loose, to set (Nif. dy32; Pib. לא Puh. >yh; Hif.
Nif-Puh. לאל
free what was bound or fettered (cognate Sonat; Hithp. bay;
Hebrew thinks
"The
583).
noun
the
like
in sense "MT, MAB), hence a) to loose

bye
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of what is holy as inaccessible to an tion, which extends even to possessions
unconseerated one, and for him it is which are to be sold for the first time

locked up; this twofold signification is
also found in לח (957), which belongs
here by root; comp. BeßyA6w. Deriv. Ded,
DIANA, הלא and the proper name לא
( לא אfut. )7385 pass. of Kal: 1.to
be redeemed 6. g. what is sanctified Lev.
,27,33 what is sold 27, 27; to be bought
back, of what has been sold Is. 52, 3;
rarely reflexive to redeem oneself Lrv.
,25 .49 — .2 to be polluted, profaned,

Jur. 32, 8 (the LXX read 7573); price
of redemption Lay. 25, 26; a “field to be
redeemed Rutu 4, 6. — 2. relationship,

which has the right of redemption, hence
‘3 om Ez. 11,15 a relative, which the

LXX read הלו — On Maccabean
coins (Tin roR3) also in the sense deliverance, freedom; Phenician 7243 (after
the form 27) the same; therefore as
a proper name Gala (Liv. 29, 29). The

by blood or sin Zepx. 3, 1; perhaps in masculine form bins (pronounce gul,
comp. ji} gun) is found in the Phenician proper name Gul-alsa, Gul-ussa 6.
23 (prop. part. of 293 I; pl. 0°33)m.
Pih. 283 to defile (God) by offering husbandman, peasant, 2 Kınas 25, 12
polluted animal sacrifices Mar. 1, 17.
K’tib, for which the K’ri reads 0°33° in
Puh. ( באלpart. hr, fut. ui) 1.t0 the same sense (from 23%), according to
be polluted, spoken’ of םֶחְל sacrificial Jur. 52, 16.
food Mau. 1,7, רי mul, 19, --9.Ac בפin pause belonging to 24, seeב .

the farther developed Aramaean signifi-
cation to make oneself unclean, to pollute
oneself.

cording to the 1
meaning: to
( בגfrom ;322 pause a, with suff. "34,
be rejected, with ja from Ezr. 2, 62;
7335
constr. pl. יג ic suff’.יס 
Nen. 7, 64.
Nif. and Puh. 833 (after an Aramaean pings) m. prop. hill-ie, arched, gibbous

sense) to be soiled Is. 59,3; Lamenr. 4, (connected by root with the Latin gibb-
14.

It is prop. a passive form of Nif.

Hif. >88 )ָא for 5 in the Aramaean
manner; comp. DRIN = NWT 11104 7,
15, IR = הזרה according to some
Zurn. 2, 14 from mr 2, 11, bows
= םיִּכְשַה Jur. 25, 3) to soil, to make unclean Is. 63, 3.

Hithp. bean to defile oneself, to make
oneself unclean, by the food of idolaters
Dan. 1, 8.
The fundamental signification of the
stem is to separate from something, to
divide off, whence to untie; the Arabic

stems h>9 (to separate), es (to open,
to disjoin) belong thereto; in Hebrew
Dea, לח and more remotely also ma

belong’ to the same group.
DRS see MNS
bys (oonetr.pl. ana) m. desecration,
profanation Nez. 13, 29.
mon: (from the mase. DRS) א 1. redemption, of a sold field, repurchase
Lev. 25, 24; metaphor. right of redemp-

osus), hence 1. the back, of men Ps.
,129 ,3 of the Cherubim Ez. 10, 12 if
the text here be correct. —

2. a hill, as

being arched and heightened, therefore
hill of the altar i. e. the upper part, the
upper surface Ez. 43,13, for which the
LXX read maya 123, comp. Greek 40
tos; hill of a shield i.i 6. boss, Ar. os
(shield), JoB 15,26 with the thick bosses
of his bucklers, as one goes equipped to

meet the enemy; of the arched hills of.
bulwarks, bulwarks 13,12. —

3. vault,

booth of harlots, fornix, LXX וש
MOQVIKOY, TO MOErEIOY Ex. 16, 24, along
with 2 and 799, where harlotry was
practised. by the” num in the service of nature-gods 16, 31 39; consequently cognate with map in origin
and signification. — 4. the rim of a
wheel, felloe, 1 Kinas 7, 33, also according to the LXX Ez. 10, 12, or if one
thinks of the back, the felloe is theré

the back for the spokes.

=3 (with suff. mas; but also pl. al,

particularly the constr. “Ba, with suff.

24

mala
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man; from 393 1.) Aram. m. equivalent

and Syr. sometimes תג sometimes בל
to "Hebrew בג in the sense of back, , geographical trace which was 7
therefore הב 3-59 K’ri Dan. 7, 6 upon its ost.
back, the fem. suff. referring to 11175
a (def. N2}) Aram. m. a pit, caverna,
but "according to the K’tib to but) a cistern, where lions were shut up,
(panther) which is masc., and therefore Dan. an 6, Targ. for "53; comp. Ar.

the plural means the two sides enelos-

.,

ing the back (comp. the Greek 7& vara,
also sides), and is to be explained like
0°28; hence the plural suffix 33. In the

Ss, 8
, Syr. Lda 60. If the stem
be 233 TIL, a} is = 343 (215 IL) which
see; but אב may stand for Nani as the

Tate. (and Talmud) בגד or “Barby
appears as a preposition , upon, super,
supra= "953 in Hebrew, the hilly

ord is spelled in
i Syriac.

SE I. (not used) trans. same as 35
(278) 1; Zi &c. to hollow out, deepen, to

and arched back being regarded as the
most visible part of the body; and there- dig out; Syr. “ox, hence Ling a grave;
fore 23 in one respect coincides with Ar. lis the same, = a ditch. Hence
‚DB. The LXX and Vulg. have trans- according to some NZ}.
Jated in this sense in the passage above;
823 I. (not used) trans. to collect,
which, however, is unnecessary. With
relation to the special meaning side, water in a reservoir, cognate with 193

Syr. =. (side), and therefore the pre-

(belonging to the proper name 733); "to

pos. at, near,apud,
a
prope, the stem בג gather in (revenue); comp. Targ. Naa
is to be taken= 223, as may be seen (to collect tribute), Syr. Loy, Ar. ne

from the Syr. waa SE at, Ar. We

(side), and from the stems 235, m22, ףנח and eee in a wider signification, espe&e. Possibly a3 Dan. 7, 6 may be so cially the Hebrew 1p and 213 IIL, and
besides the Targ. ב whence 224 (to
understood.
gather in). Derivat. Na.

23 (for the part. pass. ביג from 273 L,

= often arising out of "-;; pl. (םיִבָג m
‘1. prop. split off, cut off, "מ 0 bone
1 Kines 6,9, of cedar-tables; comp. שרק
of similar derivation. — 2. Prop. hollowed out, deepened, a hole (from = 11. =

N23 (pl. with suff 7833) m. a col-

lection ‘(of water), same as hir then
concrete a cistern Is. 30, 14, a lake Ez.
47,11, formed by the water that remains "after the spreading sea has re835), hence a pit, a cistern, a spring, turned. See, however, 34 2 and naz I.
223 (not used) intr. to be anche,
Jer. 14, 3; comp. Aram. 33, Ar. ₪and Hebr. Ra. Such a cistern was com- gibbous, then: to be crooked, bent. Deriv.
‘monly funnel-shaped (Diod. 19, 94), and גב, 128, mal, the proper names 14

the mouth proportionately small (Xen.

(248), Tina: The stem בג is cognate

Anab. 4, 5, 25); it did not always contain water, as is seen from the Aram.

is also found
with nD, בֶק & וגe., and i
as an organic root in m

OR, Pia
(ae

a} for .רב — 3. a locust, properly what בָּג- ח,9-33 &e.; in Arab. the stem is
collectsin swarms (comp. 28) Is. 33,
> (hump).
4, a participial-form of 293 II. = maa
to collect, to flock together; elsewhere

a3 stands for it (which see).
25 (or 343) n. p. of a place where
David inflicted slaughter

on the Phi-

Cle, whence

223 I. (not used) Aram. intr. same as
Hebrew 223, which see. Derivative
Aram. 33.

22 I. (not used) Aram. formed from

with the Hebrew 23%
Jistines 2 Sam. 21, 18,19. In the parallel  גבand connected
passage 1 Car. 20, 4 6 it is sometimes
‚given "33, sometimes n3, by the LXX

See Aram. aa.

235 II. (not used) Aram. tr. same as

גבה
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Hebrew a3 II. (which see), to deepen,

eagle, and then metaphorically of dwell-

to hollow out.

ings like these nests Jer. 49, 16, Os.

123 (only pl. niaa) f. 1. the arch of 4; of high flight Jos 39, 27; with other
infinitives, like "awry, as an adver’ Ps.
the eye, the black Luv.14,9; Ar. >
113, 5; Jos 5, 7.
(the upper felloe, as it were, of the eye).
Hof. 237 (not used), whence the

— 2. same as
The fem. form
hill (same as
 גִבְּתָא6

23 4. felloe Ez.1, 18. —
had also the Agaifeation
933); hence the Aram.
Joun 19, 13; comp. the

proper name

aan.

The stem isintimately connected with
maa, Yaa, Ar. Ga. The organic root is

proper name Tina} (tom הב and 33  בהout of which a great number of
stems have been developed.
(which see). See a3.
m3 (or 324, constr. 793 1 Sam. 16,
23a ground--form to jinaa, which
see.
7% but more frequently הבנו according
ze} the construct state of 723, which

see.
roa (3 p. fem. 87733, in the Ara-

maean orthography of Ez. 31,5, comp.
27, 31; inf. aaa,

fut. 293; yet the

34 fem. pl. once Area

Ez. 16, 50,

where the guttural h was treated as in

 להfor the sake of assonance) intr. 1. to
rise to a height, from the ground (see

7237), to shoot up high, of trees Ez.
19,11; 31,5 10, i. e. to be high, of an
upright state, with the addition of Rip

31,14 or המרק 31, 5; to overtop, of men

to the well known interchange of a and

0; pl. (םיִחבּנ adj. m., a3 (pl. (תיהובנ
fem. 1. high, of stature 1 Sam. 9, 2; of
a tower 18. 2,15; a mountain 30, 25; a
tree Ez. 17, 24; a gate Jer. 51, 58; a
wall Deut. 3,5; a horn Dan. 8, 3; a
battlement 2. 1, 16; a hill 1 Kines
14, 23; the gallows Estu. 5,14. As a
subst. abstract 1333 Eccues. 12, 5 what
is high, i. e. a hill, a mountain, of whose
height old men are afraid; as a concrete:
a high, high-placed one. The pl. 0923

5, 7 is to be explained of God, after
the manner of pte, DW Hos. 12,

1, bia Eccuzs. 12,1; in which sense
mina Ps.138 ‚6 also oceurs in the singular,
nit, wies. In derivatives, it is applied according to some. — 2. haughty, proud,
to hills, towers, mountains, gates, walls, arrogant, with 072"¥ Ps. 101,5, 32 Prov.
horns &e. — 2. to be high (in a hori- 16, 5, or חור Eccuxs. 7,8; but minh is
zontal sense) over something, with ya also a subst. pride, arrogance 1 Sam.
Jo 35,5, or לע Ps. 103, 11, of clouds, 2, 3, or concrete D723 the proud Is.
the heaven 606 — 3. Figurat. to be 5,15.
elevated, renowed, Is. 52, 13; 55, 9; to
mA (with suf.im33, D123; pl. constr.
be placed high 103 36, 7; or in a bad 123) m. 1. height, ofcedars "Am. 2,9, of
sense, to be high-minded, proud, haughty,
stature 1 Sam. 17,4, of a tree Ez. 41, 8;
arrogant Is. 3, 16; Jur. 13,15; Ez. 16,
50; Zern. 3,11; often with the addition the upper side (33) of felloes Ez. 1, 18;
of 3) Ps. 131, 1; Ez. 28,2; 2 Cur. 26, pl. Da "35 the ‘heights of heaven J OB
16; "Prov. 18, 12. Deriyat, mas (and 11,8, like ow Mah 22,12,—2. Figurat.
nhs), ma}, TQ, Tas (according to height elevation, majesty, Jos 40, 10; or
in a bad sense haughtiness, pride, arsome).
rogance, with ףא Ps. 10, 4; בל 2 Cur.
 הtrees, with ya over something 1 Sam.
10, 23; Ez. 31,5; cognate in sense with

Hif. 343 (fut. 7222, poet. part.
 (מַגְבִּיחִיcausat. to cause to shoot up high, 32, 26; ַחּוְר Prov. 16, 18; or alone Jar.
48,29; Ez.19,11; 31, 10 14.
a tree Hz. 17, 24; to raise up, the low
73
(not used) tr. same as N24
to
21, 31, the entrance Prov. 17,19 ie.
ITT
חד
a high house; to build the nest in a high

collect, gather in, applied to the collect-

situation (on the crags), spoken of the ing of tribute, comp. Targ. a3, Syr.

גבהות
9

toy, Ar. Lag. Deriv. the proper name
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f. haughtiness, Is.2,11 17.

The word 5123, formed like the abstract 5123, properly means at first enclosing, surrounding, then as a concrete
edge, margin,

border &e. and is there-

Yan (or >33, with suf. anal; plur. fore derived from 533.
py, with suf. (ףיִלּובְּב am. prop. the
Sins see Da.
extremity, the last of a thing, where it

is at the end or begins, and by which
it is enclosed or encompassed. Hence

aban} (and ma5, from 525; with

suff. ותל ; pl. nidaas, with suff.ayaa)

1. the border, edge, surrounding margin, f. i. enclosure , ‘of a field Is. "98, 25;
e.g. of the altar &c. Ez.43,13 17, where margin of the earth by which it is sethe Vulgate has for it margo, finis; cured against the sea, shore Ps. 74, 17.
the boundary which divides one field — 2. boundary, limit, Num. 34,2, hence
from another Drut.19,14; 27,17; Hos. ‘3 גישה ,Tdi Is. 10, 13, Jon 24, 2 to
5,10 (comp. 7923); ‘henee metaphor. remove the boundary i, e. to rob; then
‘3 or to displace the boundary Prov. like לבב a bounded district Devt. 32, 8.
22, 28, i. e. figurat. to destroy firmly123 (rarely 53, with swf. 09523;
established institutions; ‘3 227 15, 25 pl. Brian, pqs, constr. "Was, with
to establish a definite possession; then the
suff. oa) adj. m. strong, powerful,
margin, shore (of the sea) Jur. 5, 22;
Ps. 104, 9. Most frequently — 2. ior Gen. 10, 9; mighty, omnipotent, Is. 9,5;
valiant, ל warlike, hence "524 Ton
der in the widest sense, the border of’
a province Gun. 47, 21; Num. 20, 23; Dan. 11,3 of Alexander the great; fre-

1088. 18, 10; Ox. 7; Jose. 13, 30; the

quently as a substant.

a strong one,

₪

warrior, with 51 Jupses 11,1, or 1
Ps. 103, 20, or also without them JER.
51,30; Ps. 120, 4; hero, heros, Gen.
6, 4 (LXX yiyos)s, 2 Sam. 23,8. Metaphorically an active, a valiant an able,
an upright man 2 Sam. 22, 26; 1 Kinas
11,28; Rurn 2,1; a leader, of warriors.
tending the borders, or’3"59 5737 2993. Is. 3, 2, or of othera 1 Cm. 9, 26; also
2, 8; a definite native land Jur. 31,17; in a bad sense: a violent man Ps. 52, 3,
the territory belonging to a place J UDGES and in other places in the greatest
11, 18, and as several territories be- variety of collateral senses. The Ar.
longed to one city, in the plural 1 Sam.
Us and Syr. kan are identical with
5,6; 2 Kınas 15,16; 18, 8. Comp. Lat. it; but they are limited to more special

limit on one "side Nom. 34, 6 7; JOSH.
15,2; then a district with its "border
round about, district generally Gen. 10,
10, Ex. 10, 14 &c., especially where
the entire compass of a land or place
is meant Mat. 1, 4; Am. 6, 2; ’3 ביחְרה
Am. 1, 13 to enlarge the district, by ex-

fines. In Phenician pba (Gubulim Poen. meanings.
1,9) signifies specially, quarter. Hence
( אָרּובְּבdef. nny") Aram. f. power,
the denom.
dag (fut. 54291, before Makkeph san)

omnipotence, Dan. 2, 20 23.

 בורהhtiw( 4]. זע גאּבְרְתִי. mia,
trans. with accusat. to draw out a boundary Dsur.19,14; to form a boundary, to with "suff. ventas) f. 1. power (bodily),
bound Josu. 18, '20, where 5923 is the strength, Eccuns. ‘9, 16, oppos. to a2;
object; without "the ‘object Nun. 34, 6: strengthening 10,17: forstrengthening and

532 bin pri (according to the read- not for drunkenness (on); pl. nimaa col-
ing of the Samaritan cod. on account

lect. strong power of life Ps. 90, ‚20; va-

better to read 59232); with a: to border

with mamonb Is..36, 5, sometimes con-

of the difficulty of 51231, where it is lour, courage, military spirit J upass8, 21,
upon 203.

2.

crete fort םיִרְּheroes, the most spirited

Hif.  הנבילto set bounds around, to warriors Is. 0 25; Jer.49,35; or applied

enclose Ex. 19,12 23.

to the prophetie spirit Mic. 3,8; power,

גבח
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might, of the horse Jos 39, 19; of the
sun JupGes 5, 31; unrighteous might

sense of oil-cup, lamp (Acpradior), which

is possible, indeed, but not necessary
JER. 23, 10.— 2. Metaph. noble achieve- — 2. Metaphor. the cup of flowers, calin,
ment, mighty achievement, of God Is. 33, Ex. 25, 31 32; cognate in sense nYaR, Ar.
702
13, Ps.145, 11, or of men 1 Kies 15, Kaas.
23; 2 Kines 10,34; omnipotence, of God

23 (prop. adj. m. (after the form
Ps. 21,14 (therefore in Syr., the Mishna
DOD,
"DON, Dar, POM), 19723 (constr.
and the New Test. for God Himself) or
of men Is. 30, 15; glorious achievement ras, with suff. Ana) 2 prop. disposPs.71,16; 'ג  םער6
14 the thunder ing, dling, leading, powerful &e., but
of his onesie. far-sounding fame; vic-

tory, Ex. 32, 18; Syr. [264 mighty
achievement.

See San.

this meaning,

oe with a high fore-

only as a subst. master, lord, Gen. 27,
29; fem. the reigning queen 1 Kınas 11,

19 (comp. Greek déozowa); or the queen-

mother 15,13; 2 Coron. 15,16; Jer.
Ma (not used) intr. to be high, of 13,18. The form has arisen in the first
the forehead, a mark of baldness in instance from "23, and this abridged
the fore part of the head; consequently from 33; hence the fem. n7a4 in the
cognate with הב oe Ar. lis having construct state and with suff. Gen. 16, 8

head, Targ. naj of height in stature.
Deriv. mai, nas.
23 (after the form "39, חרק 6.
from. Pihel) adj. m. having a high fore-

9, Is. 24,2; 47,5 once even in the absolute state.

77°35 see ריב

%*23 (from W323) m. properly firmly
drawn together, stiffened, frozen, hence

head, i. e. bald (on the fore part of the ice, with jax hail (see was Ez.13,11,
the LXX strangely thought of
bald at the back of the head (mei  אָלְכָּפִיסHas. 2, 11); figurat. from its

head) Lev. 13, 41, different from חרק where
to Sifra).
mma (with suf. immas) f. baldness

similarity: al J0B 28,18, as xovozal-

ios likewise denotes ice, and crystal was
(in the fore part of the head), as a ble- looked upon as ice (Plin. h. n. 37, 2);
mish Ley. 13,42; metaphor. a bare place the Targ., therefore, has merely 5173,
of a cloth, on the outer or right side

13, 55.

whence by transposition Ar. )yAs, which

means not only beryl, but also crystal.

"23 (ingatherer, from mas) = p. m.

Non. 11, 8; Talm. "was, Syr. Keay,

52 (not used) tr. 1. to bind firmly
together, to twist together closely, to weave

 םיִבָּבI. (springs, er) n. p. of a together, to bind about; comp. 221, BD,
place not far from Jerusalem, mentioned bap &., Ar. dus (to interweave, to
as being on the road which the Assy- bind together), 0 ms, Dam) a

rians took thither Is. 10, 31; it is un-
certain whether it be identical with 23.
 םיִבָּגII. see

ב

3°35 see 233 from IPED

( בעfrom ;339 constr. ,3272 with

suff. 3; pl. םיִעיִבָּ with suff.33)

band, Jus a rope, Targ. 523, Syr.
So
—

bind) 60. Deriv. mbaan, map 23.
2. to press firmly or thickly together,

to draw closely together, transferred to
other objects, i. e. to make dense, thick,
jirm, large, to cause to become a thick,

m.1.a cup, crater, of silver Gen. 44, 3, and therefore a bent, arched mass (comp.
with which one divined 44, 5, and out 123); Ar. MS (athick, firm mass), 0

of which liquid was poured into the
goblet (Did) Jur. 35,5; so called from its( large, thick, dense), Jü> belly, jae.
hollow, arched form (comp. 2257, y312). a thick mass, 815: hump (ofthe camel).
In Ex. ch. 25 the LXX take it in the It is therefore applied to a mountain,
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a hill, as a thing heaped together and

ע8 'Ielexımı 709₪ ov To ‘EBoainoy Eye
bound into a solid mass. Deriv. the 17906 or 553 (which see), and from this
proper names 523 (7933), 533, >53 (ac- come Bopi-og = IvBi-og, Alcobile (i. 6.
cording to the LXX), the Hebrew and El-Gobel 535-by) of the Peutinger ta-
Phenician 33. — 3. Figurat. to enclose, bles, the Arab. dimin. =
and the
to encompass , to border, spoken of an Targ. x75353 1 Kinas 5, 31; 2 Kınas
edge, the border of a field, enclosure,
12, 13 &e. The syllable רַא- put besurrounding, bank, shore oe prop. to
fore it in the Targ. is the same as that
bind about with a string; comp. finis
in ya, DaB 6.
and funis, English boundary, properly a
bay  וland) n. p. of a mounthread. The surrounding, edge or border
of a thing is conceived of as a sort of tain-district inhabited by the Edomites,
line which encloses it sometimes wholly, at the south of the Dead Sea, in Ara-

sometimes in part. Deriv. 5123 (533) bia Petraea, mentioned with ‘Amalek,
Ammon, P’leshet Ps. 83, 8. By it is
and 12534, with the denom. bag.
meant a district of the Edomite mountains, which Josephus (Ant.2,1,2; 3,2,1)
bos „ וdistriet), n. 2. of the calls Foodies, but whose inhabitants he
Phenician city Byblus (Büßlos, see 3) terms ItoBadizou (9, 9, 1); Hus. and Steph.
situated on a height (Strab. 16, 2, 18 Byz. have Papakea, “hea, 158088 -Anvn,
 ופאÖ eq Bwovg twOs puxgov brenden which territory they limit sometimes to
tig $aldrens) not far from the Mediter- a smaller, sometimes to a larger; now
ranean Sea, celebrated as the oldest in Gbal (SLs) identical with Syria Sobal
bag see Daa and לבג

the world (Steph. under BvßAos; Eustath.

on Dionys. v. 913), south of the parentland Sidon; then of the whole ancient
kingdom Byblus, including that of Berytus, both as the name of a land, as
well as in an ethnographical respect,
contrasted with the southern neighbours
in 7933 (low country). Metaphorically
applied to a race of the Byblians in
 בלpt Ez. 27, 9 the Byblian masters

of Judith 3, 1 (Vulg.) and the crusaders. Here too as well as in 523, there
existed a form a4 (hence 1 000

Sobal). The Jerus. Targ. (on Gen. 33,
3—14 17; 36, 8—9) puts Nbas (Gentile 8533) for ריעט generally, as does
also the Samaritan. Out of Dax has
been formed the Phenician NPEEN (Ga-

bala) the proper name of a eityin Phenicia; but out of 533 has been formed
(in the building of ships). Comp. the daar (Mer-gabl-um, proper name of a
name 533 75m Sey Enylus (“Evvios eity of Baetica in Spain). The 7535

is also mentioned elsewhere, Arrian in the Mishna along with Galilee (Sota
2, 20), in Alexander’s time king of 49°) arose out of 9243, which was conByblos, on a Byblos-coin. Hence the sidered the eastern border of Galilee

Gentile "p33 Gyblite i. 6. Byblian, e. g. (Jos. Bell. Jud. 4, 1, 1).
boa m. is read by the LXX for לוב
Junges 2, 9, Ps. 78,54, Ez. 11,10 11,
is looked upon as=ba (mountain), and
is translated ögos. But 51233 is more

an ץֶראַה 1088. 13, 5 the land of the
Gyblites, as far as which the northern
boundary of Palestine is announced as
reaching; pl. 0°34 1 Kınas5,32, who
at the time of the construction of Solo-

mon’s temple were subject to the Tyrian
king Hiram. — From the orthography

correct.

523 see לוב

>23 has arisen the present Arab. name

 ְּבְלָהsee גְבוּלָה

slip (Gibla) with its diminut. us,

 לתees pam

the rare BißA-ıos (LXX

in Ezek. at the

her) see .לבג
place mentioned; Zos. 1,58); but there
nb33 (an abstract form like n173Y)
existed also a form לב (comp. Euseb.
Onom. p. 421: ל "mög Dowiuns, f. same as 239 prop. twisted, woven,
17
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or intertwined, then concrete (according
to the LXX and Jin Gandch) twisted

גבע

16: a mountain of summits, 1. e. a mountain abounding in summits, referring to

the tops of Antilibanus (jw= 7), as
work twisted (of gold threads) Ex. 28, Symm., Aq. and Jerome understood it;
work, lace-work, a broad chain like net-

22; 39,15, explained by nay myyn. ' הָרִים ג,86 7:
1 yllih sniatnuom eht( .tsbus
The Targ, - Saadia have border, ie. appended in order to express an adject.
of similar length; the Syr. and Samar.: corresponding to the idea, as הלּותְב 7492

doubling i. e. doubled (from 523 = 559), 1 Kınas 1, 2, Mus םיִדּוהְּיַה Nun.
1, 2).
123 (not used) intr. 1. to be bent, to
yaa (not used) intr. 1. same as בג L

which, however, is less suitable.

be drawn together, to bow, to stoop (cog-

to be rounded,

bent,

of a cup,

or any

nate with 729 which see), hence 424; thing round or bent; deriv. »°a3, D923,
comp. Ax. 7 - and Gyre (hence figu-

— 2. to be high, arched, gibbous, whence

2. to 233, 19239, the proper names 323,
curdle, of milk, to coagulate, of a fluid,  עה1933, 8923, 233. Both senses,

rat. to be cowardly, fearful). —

proceeding from signif. 1, whence 7333; as is evident from ‘the connexion of aa
comp. the numerous similar forms of with 24, n23, 713, flow into one anthe stem in this sense in the Targ. 723, other, fie hompedl and gibbous shape
Syr. a Ar.
86. — 3. Figura- being conceived as round, bent, and
25
tively to be 5
together, to be drawn high-arched; comp. Ar.
together (into a mass), spoken of a hill,
YD} (hill, top) 1. proper name of a
hump, bunch, top; then: to be arched, Levitical city in Benjamin (LXX I «ßo«)
gibbous, topped, of a mountain; to be JosH.18,24; 21,17; 1Car.8,6; 2Cur.
solid; hence 3235. Derivatives of this 16,6 (along with Mizpeh); Ezr. 2, 26;
signification are also preserved in the Nex. 7,30; 11,31; 19, 99, 5
dialects: Ar. „US
.
table--land, hill; mo- distinct from Ya, forming the nordern Hebrew ל792233, 7724 bill.
thern border of the kingdom of Judah
The organic root of this stem, in the 2 Kines 23, 8, Zucu. 14, 10, as 7194

signification given, is }-23; the stem be- did the southern one. It is said (by
longs to those formed by 7 out of simple Euseb. and Jerome) to have been 5 Roorganic roots; and the roots in N-Dp,
mp are cognate with it. Another sense
is hae by the Aram. 23 (to be
bent, arched), which is to be derived from
the organic root 24; hence Pai = ,בג

man miles from Gofna(71995, DOW G’ifna)

towards Neapolis. It is
i “stil preserved
in the village G'ibijja at Wadi el-G'ib
between Singl (Bet-El) and Gifna (Robins. Pal. III. 298). — 2. another form of

spoken of the arch ‘of the eye. —

the proper name*y

123 adj. m. gibbous, hump-backed, Luv.
21, 20, prop. contracted in the spine
(LXX, Vale.., Ibn G’anäch and others);

20, 33, 1Sam. 13, 3,‘also 72222 ‘4JupGxs

according to the Jerus. Targ. (see Kimchi)

33 (which see) Junges

20, 10, 1 Sam. 13, 16, 1 Kives 15, 22
(beside Mizpeh, now Nabi Samwil), er
which, as well as 2 Cur. 16, 6, is pro-

very dark or brown (after the Aram. bably= 1923: consequently it is the
7723 =Hebrew 23), which, however, is present Geba between el-Suweinit and
Wadi Farah, i. e. between Michmash
improbable.
(Muchmas) and Ramah (el-Ram). In the
1925 7. milk curdled, coagulated, Jos
vicinity was perhaps the place "ya
10, 10, ‘with which the embryo, formed Yaa (hill-wood, see 74372) Jupazs 20,
of coagulated semen, is compared; hence
33, — 3, 2. p. of a city not far from
cheese is incorrect.
1923, consequently like it situated near
123 (after the form ללהכ;pl. 2933) Kanal and Michmash Is.10,29, probably
m. mountain-summit or top, ‘hence Ps.68, the same as הָרָשב mya3 Junens 20,31.

גבע בנימן
—

4, another
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for ןוְבּג allusion to the shameful deed described

2 Sam. 5, 25, as may be seen from the in JupGus ch, 20. This ’3 is named in
parallel place 1 Car. 14, 16.
1 Sam. 11,4; 15, 34; 28am. 21,6; Is. 10,
29
לאש npay (a the birth-place ofSaul),
a2 923 (hilly place of Benjamin)
15; 14,16;

n. p. of a city in Benjamin, Jupazs 20,

or also 22 ‘3 1Sam.13,2

the ancients put for it.

Gentile  ִּבְצָתִי1 Cur. 12, 3. Besides, the

10, 1Sam.13,16, for which in 13,3 923 2 Sam. 23, 29; 1 Chr. 11,31, andis גה
alone stands 1 Kınas 15, 22, but which te ba ihe ode Tuleil el. Fé (dats
in any case is identical with 71233, which Seat) (Robins. Bibl. Res. II. 144. 317).
 אָעְבְּב933"=( Rill-inhabitant) n. p. m. following" designations of places are
compounded with ’3: a) max ‘4 (hill of the
1 Cur. 2, 49.
( הָעְבּגconstr. n233, with suff. 'ny33, waterfall) n. p. of a hill 2 Sam. 2,24 in

AI; pl. ni923, constr. nivai, with ‘suff the neighbourhood of 3423 at m3. b)
Pi) = 1.‘ahill, Is. ,40 4ו
with Miwa P23 (hill of the field) n. p. of a
place not far from myaa Jupazs 20, 31,
: רהwith the adjectives may 1 Kines
,14,23 JER. 4, 24, maiz Is."30, 25, 7739 which is also called yas Is. 10, 29.

Ez. 6, 13 (opposite wy 35, 8), which e) 293 '3 (hill of the leper) n. p. of a hill
has שאר 2 Sam. 2, 25, ning Jur. 49, in the north of J erusalem, to which the
lepers were probably obliged to withdraw
,16 particularly a Hlace of view Nom.
Jer. 31, 39; in Josephus (B. J. 5, 4, 2)
,23 ,9 and a high watch-tower whence
Beleda (perhaps mya). d) EN
announcements are made far and wide
Mic. 6,1; Zerm.1,10. Metaphor. a) pri-( hill of God) n. p. of a Tall at the town
mitive hill or primeval mountain, which of Gibeah, where a sanctuary may have
sank into the earth at the creation existed 1 Sam, 10, 5; according to some
of the world; hence fig. the first crea- it is identical with % רה 2 Sam. 21, 6 (as
tion 108 15,7; Prov. 8, 25; Hos. 4, 18; is read for דל ma). e) הליכהה ( 'גHull
2 Car. 28, As in full fan. םֶלוע niya3 of beauty) n. p. of a hill inthe south of
hills of primeval time Gun. 49, 26; Devt. the wilderness of Ziph 1 Sam. 23, 19;
;33,15 Has. 3,6. b) Aills of worship, 26, 1 8. f) הָרּומַה nay (shooter’ shill)
where the gods had their places.of wor- n. p. of a hillin the ‘neighbourhood of

ship and their pillars Jur. 13, 27. In D323 in the plain my Jupazs 7, 1.
See main. g) nibs יב (hill of the
of idolatry: ןומָה םיִרָה nivag 8, 23 foreskins) n. p. of a hill in the neighfrom the hills of worship (the LXX, bourhood of 5333 Jose. 5, 3. h) ג
Vulg. and Syr. read 492372 = 1933),a pawn (hill of Jerusalem) n. p. of a
particular it is often used in descriptions

noise from the mountains ₪ of יב refer-
ring to this noun also), which is all
“pw. ce) specially of Zion, Is. 31, +
Ez. 34,26. — 2. (hill, like dunum in Gas.

hill of Jerusalem Is. 10, 32, mentioned
with Zion. i) on» 3 (hillofPhinehas)
n. p. of a hill ‘in the mountains of
Ephraim 0088. 24, 33, according to
man, Gallic, and British names of cities, Euseb. (under I«ßaas) the hamlet 1%-

comp. Lugdunum, Caesaro-, Augusto-) Bade (sm33), 12 miles from Eleutheron. p.of 8 city in Benjamin Jupges19,14, polis, having the grave of Habakkuk.
erom yltcaxe debircsed yb 222727  — אשרmins ג hill of frankincense Sone

and therefore with the article 30,5- 43; or Son. ‘4,6 is merely a figure, like
according to Josephus (Ant. 5, 2, 8) 20  הר הפרni eht emas .esrev — .3 ₪ .p
or 30 (Bell. Jud. 6, 2, 1) furlongs (stadia) of a city in Judah in the neighbourfrom Jerusalem towards the north. In- hood of Kirjat-Je‘arim Josu. 15, 57;
stead of it there is in 1 Sam. 13, 3 16; comp. 1 Sam. 7,1; 2 Sam.6,3 4. — In

14,5 and elsewhere( בג which see). Phenician Ny23 (wai, written Gippa,
In 37 m

Hos. 9, 9; 10, 9 there is an

comp. yina3) is the proper name of a

17*
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city of Mauritania (Aug. ep. 65); still that account, since the cognate Arab.
farther, 935 (Goba, itin. 18), ny23 (Cho- head (to have buds), + (cup, goblet),
bat, Ptol.) occur as proper names "of cersd. &e. comprehends both.
tain places.
MYIZ (hill) n. p. of a city in Benja11923 (Rül-place) n. p. of a hill-town
min Joss. 18, 28. As it stands along
four Roman miles from Bethel (Zuseb.),
with תירק i. 6. OD? 'R, it is probably
and the leading place of the four
identical
with 33 in Judah Josu. 15,
confederate cities (Gibeon, Kephira,
57.
DM)
mp or םיִרָע ‘2 was ceded,
Be’erot, Kirjat-Je‘arim) Josu.9,17. It
The
was allotted to Benjamin 18, 25, given like הג by Judah to ל
up to the priests 21, 17, and though LXX "read 100006 (nivas), Euseb.
strictly distinct from Yaa and 1933 it 10000 (Yiny23); and there may have
was sometimes interchanged with them

(see 923); now called Lusuf ei-Gib
(Robinson Bibl. Res. II. 135), At an

been different ways of pronouncing the

name.

MY} in compound names of places,
early period, there was in the place a see M933.
legal sanctuary with the great m3
imy23 see ny24 and בג
1 Kinas 3, 4 seq., with the tabernacle
and an altar for sacrifice 1 Cur. 21, 29;
223 (from 133, hence 3 plur. in pause
2 Cur. 1,3 13. There was also a large 77233;: fut. nay) inte. to be strong, powerpond 2 Sam. 2,13, Jur. 41,12, as well ful,"קר of bearing arms, either abas a desert belonging to it 2 Sam. 2, solutely 1 Sam. 2, 9, with 3 of the ob-

24,

Gentile 12924 is applied to the ject by which, or with 4 according to
Jer. 9, 2, or with 2 1
5, 2, or לע
ritory 2 Sam. 21, 1 seq., 1 Cur. 12, 4, Ps. 117,2, 2 Sam.1,23 of the object over
who are elsewhere called םיִיִתְנ (which which one is strong; with 2 stronger
inhabitants of the whole Gibeonite ter-

see).

than Ps. 65,4; 2Sam.1,23. From this
signification arose that of to conquer Ex.

ּ תועָבsee NY23.

ָּ לָעְבm.
figuratively
Targ. I. and
Tanchum in

prop. a small
(according to
II., the Samar.,
Murshid &e.)

flowers, Ex.9,31

cup, hence
the Jerus.
[dn Gandch,
the calix of

and the flax had a calixz

17,11; to swell up, of water Gun. 7, 18;
with ageusat. לרה to get influence Jon
21, 7 &c., which can be all referred
to this fundamental signification. De-

rivat. "33, 33, 23,

aaa,

nal,

i. e. it flowered. In the Mishna: flower, mans, and the proper names "לאב
flower-cup or what is concealed and en- בר
closed in it, e. g. the calix of hyssop,
Pin. 23 (fut. 2333) to make strong, to
origanum &c. on account of its cup-like help, with accusat. of the object Zecn.
form. — The word is formed fromב 3 10,6 12; Dam, to put to more strength

7"23=( cup) with the diminutive termina- Eccres. 10 10; ‘opposite maa Bar.
tion ל like 559p (from op), bau Derivat. 7425.
(from Toy), for rhich also לוב is1 found
Hif.  הַגְבִיר1. to procure ascendency,
in anne, WB, d= in למשח - לּוin to exert strength, with > of the dative
ben &e. (see letter 4), and which is Ps, 12,5. — 2. in a bad sense, to make
also met with in the dialects. When the

LXX, Vulg. and the Sam. (2) under-
stand it to mean seed-bud, seed-capsule

difficult , Dan. 9, 27: and he will make
the covenant difficult to many i. e. they
will hardly be able to bear it on account

(though the appearance of it with that of enmities and suffering.
Hithp. ( הברfut.23m) to shew oneof the ears of barley is not possible), this
may have arisen only from another view, self strong, to defy, with הלא
without having a different derivation on Jos 15, 25; with לע to get the victory
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over one Is. 42, 13; absolutely to increase, to grow Jos 36, 9.
The fundamental signification of the
stem is to be drawn together, to be
pressed together, as the Ar.
> (to bind

passage,

it might be the later city of

Judea x"33"n'2 (Ptol. 16,4 Baetogabra)

or 7735 “ra (Betogabri iin the Peutinger

tables, Beth-gebrim in William of Tyre)

between Ascalon and Bleutheropolis, for
which another list had pra.
together, to make firm, whenee
atAlPROTA (El is a hero) n. p. of an
gebra i. e. a drawing together of the
parts into a whole) still shews; comp. angel, who explains symbols and makes
“ar. The development of the idea is as prophecy clear, Dan. 8,16; 9,21. It is
in pin, רשק 60. The organic root is the o-ryo שיא become a proper name,
33, "which also exists in Mas, 3-2 as the ‘prophets were called in the pro(which see), as well as in ‘the Arab. phetic period, in whom the spirit of
God was manifested.
to be fleshy, fat, strong.
vn
- (not used) intrans. to draw to“agg (constr. "33 Ps. 18, 26, where
gether, to condense, to become firm; of
pan stands substantively; pl. 0933)m
l.a valiant soldier, a warrior, Tings

5, 80, Jur. 41, 16, or generally man,
with the additional idea of strength Jos
40,7. But usually, like רכז applied to the
male sex in general Devt. 22, 5; thence
metaphor. a married man Prov. 6,34, or
a man 30,19, Jur. 31, 22 (opposite pet

Jur. 43, 6, or 1 Ex. 12,37). Poetically
boy, Jop 3,3 a boy is conceived. Then
universally: man, JER.17,7; Prov. 20,

ice: to stiffen; the Arab. = (whence
me coagulated) and |4, as also
(hard, thick) are connected with
>
it; comp. Talm. mwawaa a hill, Derivatives טיב ,:72  לאn. p. W232.
MR

see ine.

NA23 see 7123.
Yimaa (either height, formed from 123,

24 (comp. Phenician רב Tug. 6), parti- or contracted from jinya3) n. p. of a city

cularly in opposition to God, and therefore like שיא in the sense ‘of one JER.

in Dan Josn. 19, 44; 21, 23; 1 Kinas
15, 27.

Eusebius read the דמו ְּןותָּב

23,9, every one Jo. 2, 8. — 2. (strong) (Taßadcr), Josephus xnas (Taßado);
n. p. m. 1 Kinas 4, 19.

and it was subsequently called nas.
33 (with 4 of motion 734, with suff.
which see.
“a; pl. sag, with suff. Da) m. prop.
733 Ps. 18, 26, see .רב
that which covers or is spread out over
"23 Aram. m. same as Hebrew "33 something; hence roof, the flat roof of
Orientals (as tectum from tegere, otéyy
Dax."2, 35; 5,11.
ae

723 in the proper name 433 i722,

ב
ww roof, from
725 (in Tarp 7295; only in pl. 933, from 076809, Ar.
def.  (ִּבְרוּאAram. m., the same, Dan. [nyu] to spread out) 7088. 2,6 8; 1 Sam.

9,25 &c.; metaphorically roof of a gate
2 Sam. 18, 24, of a tower Jupaszs 9, 51,
of an apartment Ez. 40, 13, of an altar
Ex. 30, 3. — In Phenician 23 is a pro-

3,8 12; 6, 6 &e.

723 see ‘Taj.
ma

see 122.

N72}
see mi
( רבבpl. constr. 33)

Aram. m. same

as 23 Dan. 3, 20.

“ZA (gigantic, high, comp. Syr. kan)

tecting roof, a protection; hence there
the proper name Deas (protection of El),

see Morcelli, Afr. christ. IT. p. 322. The
noun should be considered as originating in the reduplicated form Naxı.

n. p.m. Ear. 2, 20, for which in Neu. 7, See x}. Comp. besides DR, >79 &e.
25 71924 (high) stands as a mase. proper
 דג1 (from 59 L.) ni. prop. decision

name, As names of cities follow in the = fortune, especially a favourable for-
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tune; hence 1. good fortune, ruyn, Gen. which was distinct from another 737.
30, 11 according to the K’tib 732 adv, e) 147559479 (tower of Gad) n. p. of a city
fortunately (LXX & zuyn, Vulg. feliciter, in Judah, Joss. 15, 37. Comp. 11. —

Jerus. Targ. I. nam x572); but the K’ri
has דג Na fortune comes i. e. has turned,

a reading which Onk. Syr. &e. follow.
— 2. an epithet of the fortune-bringing deity in Phenician and Babylonian
worship,

the god of fortune,

connected

5.2. p.m. 1 Sam. 22,5 &. — As a.proper
name it should be often taken for a
nomen numinis only; comp. the proper

names "75, 73, N73, MA, תַּג See דג
73 11. (only in 4333; Persian) Aram.
m. place, city, Zend. gäta place,

old

with 592 (Babylonian 53) the highest Pers. gada city. See 2343.
deity of fortune; hence דג>va (Baal as
73 1. (with suf. in the ‘proper name
the bestower of good luck) \N. 2. of a city
"3,
"from 773 [) m. same as 3 fortune,
at the foot of Hermon Josa. 11, 17;

12,7; 13,5, where the sanctuary of the than the name of the fortune-bringing
deity ofthe Babylonians, of their planet
god was. Some understand by it Jute,

whose ruins still exist.

See bya. In

the astronomical explanation of mythology, one understands the planet Jupiter, the most lucky of all the stars

(Ar. good fortune).

Comp. the Pheni-

cian 73 U1 Rusgada

Venus (M292, mymwy) or of J upiter
(PIE) favourable to the fortunes of individuals, to both of which the Israelites

offered worship in exile Is.65,11. Comp.
in Punic the proper name pops (Gada-

(promontory of lius i.e. Gadalyun, Gad is Elyon) Harduin,

Gad) n. p. of the sea-port Cirta in Numidia. — 3. an epithet of Venus or
Astarte, who was worshipped by feasts
(lectisternia) Is. 65, 11 together with‘
> (luna). In Phenician דג or 7a (3)
was an epithet of Astarte i. e. Venus;
hence the proper name nnuy73 (Karth.
3), or of 1293 (Venus); ‘hence the proper name 3273 (Giddeneme, see
Poen. 5, 3). An. p. of a son of Jacob
Gen. 30, 11 (prop. dedicated to the deity
Gad), head of a tribe named after him,
and from whom also the territory allotted
to it was called Dur. 3, 12 16; Josu.
13, 24-28; Ez.48, 27 28. Hence ץֶרא

acta cone. 11. 878; Syr. im the same,
In 245 temple of fortune, and pl. In
great and small fortune; Ar. Os, the
same.

73 II. (probably out of 333 from 13;
comp. Targ. 8374, Phenic. = Toıö in
Diosc. 3, 54) m. coriander, perhaps so
named from the serrated, indented leaves,
or the furrowed corns Ex. 16,31, Num.
11, 7; with whose white seed-corns the
manna was compared. The Jer. Targ.,
Syr., Ar, Kimchi 60. translate it by

“ads, NAIM Le. ל (coriander) ;

Aush, a ‘round grain.
 גד%81 31, 7,  בָּנִי גד.muN ,1,23 aim
2 (only def. pl. 823273) Aram. m.
= ₪. 20, 8; "and the Gentile יג
atreasurer Dan. 3,23, from דג= זַגtreausually 37, solle the Gadites Dur,

3, 12, for’ witch also 73 alone stands,
Daun 27,13. — The following geographical. names are compounded with

73 as a nomen numinis:

sure (perhaps from the Pers.
ix treasure) and רב (Pers. ls an “adjective
termination from the Sanskrit wri, Zend.

a) 7am bm vere to defend, to protect) holder. But the

2 San. 24, 5, commonly: the river-valley
which belongs to Gad i. e. the Jabbok; but
probably 73:7 should be taken here as the
name of a god, after whom the Jabbok
‚was called. b) דג j2°7 Num. 33,45 46,
commonly: the Dibon belonging to the

perfectly analogous form is "any from

n7 and “a (see an) where the - of
the first word is thrown forward in the
compound. But since the Aram. “213
(which see) stands for it in Ezr. 7, 31,
it appears preferable to take it from 13=

tribe of Gad; but more probably Dibon Zend. gätu (place), old Pers. gada "in
of Gad, where his sanctuary was, and Pasar-gada (Persian’s city), hence local

גרגר
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bind together, like the organic root in
גד,  אנד,ROT ?”pR ,.e& dna tuo fo
that has arisen the ‘conception of being
33 and 373 see 7773 I
together in a troop.
BR (ineisian, cleft) n. p. of a staHithp. Tann) to crowd themselves totion of the Israelites, coupled with רח gether, to collect in a crowd, with accus.
פוט. 33, 32, not far from 133 TD;
of the place whither Jnr. 5, 7, where
‘Devr. 10,7 3343. The first form is mss. and the LXX read “Hin (to dwell
from Pihel, the second from Pual.
in repeatedly), but incorreetly; in
i MicAH
TATA (with a of motion 77573) 2. p. 4, 14 there is an allusion to T3"n2.

of a ‘place Devt. 10, 7, called elsewhere

MP

TEA Sam. see 774 I. Pih.
un} L (i.e. 73; fut. 737, pl. 9949) ir.

TIA (imper. 775) Aram. same as Hebr.
TH I. Dan. 4,11 20, spoken of cutting
down trees.

ma I. (not used) intr. to rise, of

1. (not used) to cut into, the skin,a earth, to swell up on high; whence ,הד
בְדָרֶה. The same meaning belongs “to
field &e., whence 173 II. and IB

to cut off, to cut (cognate A); hence —
2. metaphor. to decide, determine, with

the Ar. OS, applied to mounds of earth
that rise up as banks; metaphor.

of

 עלupon a thing, Ps. 94, 21 they decide
upon (373) after 53 mss., otherwise 3713)) swelling flesh; hence Ä> (bank), d>
the life of the 0

to measure out

to, spoken of fortune. Deriv. the proper
names ,דג 774, 73, DN.
See jan
and ד

Pih. (redupl.) 7273 to cut into, spoken
of a ravine or a cutting of the earth.
Deriv. n. p. 7373, Samar. 11137.

Puh. (redupl.) 7273 pass. "Hence the
proper name

m.

Hithp. in to cut oneself in the skin,
to wound “oneself, belonging either to
heathen worship or to the priests of
Baal, and practised elsewhere by bands
of the cinaedi who went about with the
Syrian goddess, 1 Kınas 18, 28; or as
a sign of mourning Jer. 16, 6; 41, 5,

(a good condition of the body or corpulence), o> (fatness); figuratively applied to mental highness. The organic
root
73 is therefore identical with
that in ,דגה Ar. AS (comp. os highland, breast

ma II. (not used) tr. same as 1731.
1. to cut off, to separate, to sever, to
cast out, especially of thrusting out

the fruit of the body, Ar. ede; hence
"33 2 and m). — 2. to measure out
to, to determine, like "31; deriv. "13 1
in the proper name na ןיל na (out. of
n7) and 533 =הד

m5 1 figs nj73, with suff. i454)
which was interdicted by Mosaism, as f. prop. a heightening of the earth, to
a heathen practice Deur. 14, 1.
The stem דו 0

with 73, TR,

is in Ar, Om and De, Targ. 73 &e.
The accessory idea “to strive or hasten
after a thing zealously, quickly”

enclose water, therefore bank 088. 3,
15; 4,18; Is. 8,7; 1 Car. 12,15; comp.

Ar. JS, Syr. py. Consequently >>.
7773 11. same as 773, see “73 I.

773 (a fem. form ofthe mase. 751.) /an epithet of Venus (njney or 1233) asa
Ta I. (not used) intr. to come to fortune-bringing goddess, iin the astrolo-

found in Hebrew in the cognate In

one another, to collect together in crowds,
to unite, in a good as well as a bad
sense; whence 173 I. — The fundamental signification of the stem is to

gical conception an epithet of the planet
Venus or little fortune (among the Zabian Arabians), for which the Phenician

has also 73 (“713). Hence הדג ( רצחcourt
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of Gadda) n. p. of a city in Judah 10
15,27, so called perhaps originally from

the Euphrates Deur. 1, 7, the wilder-

the Gadda-worship; TAN, 77090, DOA,
nya and others taken from the old

mass,

ness

2,7 &c.;
of mw,

then

of compass

“a, ba, nam,

and
ND>,

nia 80. Gun. 21, 8; Daur. 4, 7; Jose,

heathen worship of the Phenicians being

7,26; 99, 10; 1 Kınas 10,18; 2 8

also joined to “xn and made designa-

25, 9 &c. whether it be in number and

tions of places. In Phenician there was
1. a feminine form n73 (comp. תל=
ny2), contracted m3, as an epithet of
non (Tanais), and so together, like the
Hebrew "5 5y3, the proper name of a
city nimm (on a coin) i. 6. Tingis,
Tiyyıs, in Mauritania.
The numer-

multitude, in importance and extent,
or in weight, violence, power &c. It is

ous names of places ms in Palestine
probably arose in like manner from
דה = גָדַת. — 2. 7773, whence a proper

name of the Mauritanian city Gilda =
Gidda in Tingitania.

TITA L (pl. 09973, 6. 97973) m. prop.
the crowded together, therefore troop,
a collection of warriors, and that a) a
wandering band, greedy for booty, and
predatory Gun. 49, 19; 1 Sam. 30, 8;
2 Sam. 3, 22; 2 Kınas 5, 2; םיִדּדְּנ שיא
Hos. 6, 8 a robber, plunderer; figurat.
of invading or pressing suffering Jos
19, 12; abstract the excursion of a band
2 Sam. 3,22. b) a troop of warriors, to
attack 1 Cur. 7, 4; 2 Cur. 26, 11; ירש
01773 leaders of warlike troops, 2 Sam.
4,2. Here belongs also 77727 123 2 CHR.
25, 13 or poetic. ana “Mican
4
[5, 1] soldiers, who surround the king
708 29, 25; fig. army of angels Jos
25, 3. — In the same sense the Syr.
Box, Ar. dis (with n inserted).

7373 11. (from 773 L) m. a furrow
Ps.65,11, prop. an incision.
TATA (only pl. niy-; from 73 L)
f. an incision, a cutting (of the skin) Jur.
48, 37.
Si (onc543
e Gen. 1, 16; constr. לדג
>73, before Makkeph 593 K'ri, with suff.
65373; pl. En, Doig, constr, "943,
with suf. 1793) adj. m., mb (or הלודג ;
pl. no, ,תו midi”) f. great (opposite
75%) in length, extent Gen. 19, 11, of
men with gigantic bodies Daur. 9, 2;
Josu. 14,15; of the sea Nume. 34,6 7,

applied to fear Jon. 1, 10, to joy Nen.8,
12, to sorrow Gen. 50,10, to the penal
judgment of God Jo. 2, 11, and generally to the greatness and importance of
a thing Gen. 39, 9, to Di) high 29, 7.
With reference to age ’3 means older,
oldest Gun. 10, 21; 27,1; with reference
to might, distinction, nobility, riches,
strength, distinguished, very powerful
Ex. 11, 3, influential 2 Kines 5, 1, of
note 4, 8, mighty Eccues. 9, 14 (of a

warlike prince), Jer. 27, 7, Prov. 18,
16, in high office 25,6, rich Nau. 8, 10,

loud (of the voice) Prov. 27, 14 &e.
‘st Ton 2 Kınas 18, 19 the great king,
an appellation of the Assyrian kings,
ruling over kings as vassals, like 7272
 מִלְבִיםEz. 26, 7, Dan. 2, 37, or “Wan

53737 Ez. 17,3 of the Babylonian king.
So also the old Persian and the Sassanides call themselves on their inscriptions.

91737 Dal the crocodile, a symbol of
Egypt; ‘33 רה Zeon. 4, 7 the great
mountain, i. e. the great hindrance;
Siam ןהפה the high-priest Hac. 1, 1;

697} great men Prov. 18, 16.

nip43

Ps. 12, 4 great i. e. proud, used as an

abstract; comp. the Greek péya (Od. 16,
243) and meywhe.

5555, TBAT see TD T3,
SVT (only pl. o-p173, constr. 7)
m. reviling, reproach, scorn Is. 43, 28,
Zeru. 2, 8, particularly by actions.

MID} f. reviling, reproach Ez. 5, 15.
DAT see Mp3.
iB see 73.

“TA (from 73 IL) f. 1. Venus or

Astarte, same as 73, 73, hence fortune;

then the nature-deity of fortune, hence
“1A-P29 (fountain of Gad) n. p. of a city

in Southern Palestine at the Dead Sea,

in Judah Josu. 15,62; 1Sam. 24,1 2;
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Ez. 47, 10; Sone or Sor. 1, 14; which
seems to have been earlier called rn
“2m 2 Curon. 20,2. The LXX write
Ey 0004, -16806 (1737 Tz) or ’Fyyadi

53 (from לדג hence with suff. 354 5

Jos 31,18, and part. 573; fut. 2) tr.

(not ae) 1. to twist, interweave. into

CT?) Pliny and Solinus heard ad threads, strings &e., whence 573; comp.
ae or 1737712 (Kıyada, Engadda), by >on (which see), 4 Jos (to twist towhich means the derivation given comes וו
Kr (to bind together), Targ.
out still more clearly. See “sn .ןצצה Dai, Syr. I — 2. intr. to be dense,
— 2. (plur. D773, constr. 73; from
m3 II) mase. ‘properly the ‘pushed
out, the cast out, spoken of the fruit
of the body, foetus, then abiding by
one kind of foetus spec. the young
of goats, a kid, joined to ny» Gen. 38,
17; Junges 6, 19; 13, 15 19, but also
alone Ex. 23, 19; 34,26; Devt. 14, 21;
comp. the Phenieian Nu (Mass. 9), Ar,
o> (a kid), Bids. (the young of
a gazelle).
"Th patr. from 13, which see.
TA (from ד Jovianus)n. p.m. 2Kınas
15, 14.

"73 (from 73; the same) n. p. m. Num.
13, 11.

firm, stout, strong, as verbs of binding

elsewhere (wp, 23, 922, dan, din,
mm), whence

3 (of phallic’

ו

comp. 5573  =יברvn. 14, 12 with Journ
2, 2, oh = py, Ar. JA» (strength,
EN
‘Metaphor. to grow i. e. to become stronger Gen. 38,14; to grow up,
ny (“mN) with one 1 Kınas 12, 8; to become or be larger, older Gen. 21, 8; Ex.
2,11; to become or be rich Jer. 5, 27
(along with BY); to grow or be violent Jos 2, 13 (of pain), strong, extraordinary Gen. 19, 13, exalted, great
2 Sam. 7, 22, Psat 104, 1, high, distinguished Gun. 41,40; to grow or be dear
1 Sam. 26,24; to be or become far-reach-

ing Dan. 8,10. It is used generally in
the widest significations relating both
ing) n.p.m. Num. 18, 10; comp. the Phe- to body and mind, to denote powernician NIMWP
I, המעיד and the Hebr. ful growth or advance.
The transitive fundamental signification is still
גד-בעַל
m5 (after the form 279; pl. with perceptible from Jos 31,18, he honoured
suff. To K’tib) /. = 3 1 Car. 12, me as a father. Dexiv, לדג Tora,
ma, Bs D497, D547 and the proper
15 K'tib, ‘a bank.
names ana, Ann, mu.

( לאיElis Gad, 1. 6. fortune-bring-

73 (pl. m, with suff. 70973) =

a kid Sone or Sou. 1, 8.

Pih. ( דלuae = דל, inf.>73, fut.
Da) to ‘cause to become strong or great,

53 see 543.
to make great or strong; hence 1. to
wT! m. 1 a heap, heap of sheaves bring up Dan. 1,5, Hos.9, 12, to cause
Ex. 22, 5, Jupazs 15,5, opposite המק  נto grow NUMB. 6, 5, Is. 44, 14, to make
comp. Arab. mad, ewok for the wanton Ez. 31, 4. — 2. to raise high
Esta. 5, 11; to make distinguished or
Hebrew ל and ‘vhs (heap), the former of powerful 2 Cunow. 1, 1; Josua. 3, 7; to
which also signifies.a crowd of men accord- praise, to extol (God), with 5 Ps. 34,4,

ing to Kamus (p. 834); more frequent:

or the accusat. 69, 31. Deriv. the proper
names 573, om.
Puh.  לto be trained up Ps. 144, 12.
Kar — 2. a tomb, tumulus, prop. a
Hif. ( הדילfut. 5y73) caus. 1. to make
heap of stones over a grave Jo» 21, 32 great, with accus. of the object, as היו
(cognate in sense mn Is. 53, 9, "ו Is. 28,29, םישעמ Eccuzs. 2,4, תעשי
105 8, 29 =לַג &e.), for which the form 2 Sam. 22,51, "לקשט Am. 8, 5, הָרּודְמEx.
ly, however, |the form there is with ₪
um, ני
Targum. ,שידָג Syr.

wads 00008 in Arabic.

See .שד

24,9; קו “139 TOK 33 Gun. 19,19;
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‘ הרותrn Is. 42, 21; with adv. "22729 comp. Ar. 030 (a rein or halter of
1 Car. 22,5 to Hike exceedingly great. braided thongs). In the LXX and Onk.
To this belong the expressions: ‘37 the vulgar expression for the same,
mp Os. 12 to rejoice aloud, from mis- which came into use in the Grecian
chievous joy (elsewhere ביִחְרַה הפ Is. period, was 7719993, 40007880 - dor,
,57 ,4 Psatm 35, 21); but for which which is prop. ‘equivalent only to 429;

by npa 'yı Ez. 35, 13 also appears.
With "Sy to boast over one i. e. to deride

and that was afterwards supplanted by
nox (Jerus. Targ. I. and IL, Syr. and
him, to set oneself above him Ps. 35, 26; Mishna) when it came into general
55, 31; .reJ 84, 62 24;  הג' עלדג בולreligious use. — 2. festoon, an ornament

Zurn. 2,8 seo bia; לע spy ילד io set the on the capitals of pillars, though a
heel upon one i. e.to attack him Ps. 41, chain-work )תרְרָשְרש Tea) not twisted,
.10 With by to do what is great with one 1 Kmes 7, 17.
1 Sam. 12,'24, where we may supply
the infin. ‘nib, which ‘often occurs

Jo. 2, 20, Ps. 126, 2, as we must also
supply other infinitives e. g.nina> 1Sam.
.20,41 — .2 inchoative: to mount up, to
grow, to become violent Lament. 1, 9;
Dan. 8,4 8 11; or figurat. to raise one-

,fles ot esaercni .szuocE 61,1; 3393 'הג

nh (with suf. 1973, once 4243)m

greatness, magnitude Ez. 31, 7, but usually in a figurat. sense foie Deur. 32,
3, ewceedingness Num. 14, 19, might Ps.

79, 11, majesty Deut. 5, 24 ee בבל 4
Is.9, 8 insolence, pride.

ab (from 543; as 95573 also was

to be great in heart i. e. to be high- used, the usage ductuating and may

minded 8, 25, comp. 22> 57} Is. 9, 8. being sometimes written) /. same as gi

Hithp. Yan to shew’ oneself great or greatness, majesty, of God and men, 1 Cur.
powerful, Ez. 38, 23, along with טָדקַתַהנ 29,11, fame Ps. 145, 6; in the plural
with לעin a bad sense: to magnify one- mighty " deeds 1 קל
consequence,
self above, to act insolently, Is. 10, 15; Esta. 10, 2.
Dan. 11, 36 37.

oT (Jah is great; 513 constr. of a
RB, constr. 573 (comp. the Phenician form” לדג = 5473, comp. yon and (ןטק
bone Cilie. F.), = Si; see 572.
n. p. m. 2 Kings 25, 22, “for which
( לדconstr. pl. Sp) aif, m. 1. as wD also stands in JER. 39,14; Zepu.
a usual participial adjective in
i the sense
of growing, mounting up, becoming great,

connected with the infin. absol. Gen.
;26,13 1 Sam. 2,26. — 2. strong, able,

with reference to the phallus, coupled

with “wa Ez. 16, 26.
be see D443.
bay (the very great, the gigantic, or
an epithet of a deity, after the form

1733) n. p. m. Ezr. 2,47 56.

on (only pl. Du) m. prop. twisted,

151.

ams

(the same) n. p. m. JER. 38,

1;1 Cur, 25, 3.
nam n. p. of one of the five musical sons of Heman 1 Cur. 25, 4 29,
probably forming along with the names

of his four brothers (“19 aa) BaP
meine Yi mon 1. 6. T have dealt
out fame and victorious help; I have spo-

ken oracles in fulness) an old prophetic
saying with which an oracle began,

turned, of threads, hence 1. (extending whose words were applied as names to
over the border of the upper garment, the five; the tone itself pointing to this

fixed on the four ends) tassels, made of explanation.
twisted threads, Daur. 22,12 ands תציצ
oa (not used) trans. same as םדק
Num. 15, 38 39, standing also for lock

(49),
5 &. to cut off
like the Syr. Be (on Sona or Sor. 1, to fell, Ar. Pd,
to destroy, annihilate.
With
10 11;
1 Tim, 2,99; 1 Pur. 3, 3) Ez. 8, 3; the insertion of » (see
») Pih. Dy73 to

m
overthrow,

to lay waste,

TM
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whence

the | ry &c.; then to reproach, mock, revile.
Darivative MEAT.
Pih. 273 (part. n729) to revile, to
blaspheme, partieularly God Num. 15,
30; 2 Kınas 19, 22; to despise, by deeds
in sense na. Deriv.
Ez.20,27; cognate i

proper name bY33. But see v3.
Ta (not used) tr. same as 0; see
py.

a n. p. m., see DPS,

YA (fut. Saar) tr. to cut of (= >13,

 דAPR.

The «organic root of this stem is 2173,
which is also found in 7-57 with a
tree, Is. 10, 33; to break asunder, a staff
Zecu. 11, 10 14: to destroy, a city similar transference; comp. Sanskrit tap,
Pers. täf.

Arab. soe, cognate עדר L.), to fell, a
LAMENT. 2, 3; to break, the arm (241)

1 Sam. 2,31, i. e. the posterity, being
the strenge of a family, for which
however the LXX read »I7; to shave
of, the beard Is. 15, 2, for which in the
parallel passage דפש 48, 37, stands 793

which is also eritically correct.

|

972 (pl. nin) f. see mom.

WA (fut. 13%) tr. prop. to enclose,
Comp. to atige around, to surround (comp. "11,

5

the Ar. poet mutilated.

ER (pl. םיִפּודּג ,constr, %973) m. see

גו

Derivat. the

proper names 71973, "2", and perhaps
0973.

Nif. 9342 (once 9932 JER.50,23) pass.
to be cut off, of the iron head of a
hammer Jur. 50, 23; to be broken, of
the horn i. e. of power, 48, 25, or of
the horns of the altar i. e. its points

299, 109, IMD), hence to enclose round

about, 6 0 maß Jos 19, 8, 7137 Lament.
8,9, so that one cannot go out; like
all verbs of enclosing it is eonstraed
with 792 3, 7. 1a '3 to build a wall
around, to surr ליה with a wall, either

to Hinder the invasion of enemies, Ez.
13, 5; 22, 30; or to shut up Hos. 2, 8.
Metaphorically to wall up, Pp a breach
Am. 3,14; to be overthrown, put in ruins, in walls Is. 58,12; Am. 9, 11. The Part.
of Dean ” Ezex. 6,6; to be annihilated pl.or 2 Kınas 12,13 masons is a deJunezs 21,6; Is. 22, "25.
nom. from 1
The stem is in Ar.
Pih. 933 ו 273; fut. 9737, pause
„A> (to 8
and „del IL. IV.,
2) to cut asunder, to 2
םיִנָמִח
the idea of shutting out being second-

2 Cur. 34, 4 7, םיִליִסֶּפ Deur. 12,3,

ary; the organic root is 7373. Derivat.

 אשרים7,5; to break in pieces, ihe
293, 773 (belonging to רד 2, n933;
bars Is. 45, 2; to break off, the horns,
the proper names 473 m m3, 3338),
i. e. to destroy the power, Ps. 75, 11.
S73, 773 42), mT, nie, Ding.
Puh. 373 to be cut down, Is. 9, 9.
75 (constr. “74, comp. boy, לב
 ןועְדּכae i. e. warrior; comp. Is.
with
suff. 7, pl. I) =) comm.,
,10 )33 n. p. of a shophet or judge,
Jupaxs ch. 6-8, who was also named properly what hedges about, 8
around, hence 1. a wall, to keep off
52391 (which see),
enemies Ez. 13, 5, or to shut up Hos.
Dp TA (desolation, from D3) n. p. of 2,8; about a vineyard Num. 22, 24;
a place at the entrance of the wilder- Prov. 24,31; about the רצח of the temple
ness, on the way from mn JUDGES Ez. 42,10; 5 m» to build up a wall, to
20,45. LXX 1906 (753), ‘cousequently protect a sity Mic. 7,11 (opposite’s 72
from 733=033. But probably from >73. Is. 5, 5, Ps. 80, 13), - figurat. EcceLxs.
II = ira) n. p. m. Num.1, 11. 10, 8; a fence Ps. 62, 4. Here in all
cases

"12 is a noun,

properly a part.

7 (Kal unused) tr. prop. to cut activ. — 2. a walled place Ezr. 9, 9,
into, to hurt, Ar. de, sd, Syr. where 73 stands for 475; comp. Ar.

|
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71372 ( הרmount Machaerus). — 2. (enclosure,
shutting up) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 8,
wall). — 3. (fortress, from 933 = 3)
81;
9,
37.
n. p. of a city in Judah, in full form
IITA (pl. NITE, NTE, constr. N44,
ayaa 1 Car. 2,51, but the Gentile

poe

(a place protected around by a

27713 27, 28 after the original form. The
expression, in the second and third sense,

with "suf. Ana) f. 1. a wall, as a
fortification, ‘therefore figurat. fence Ps.

was usually in Phenician equivalent to 89, 41; hedge Nau. 3, 17 (which is made
the Greek zeigos, therefore 473 (Plin. 4, artificially) ; hurdle, caula, mandra,
36: Poeni Gadir, ita Punica ו
Jer. 49, 3, fully with ןאצ Nom. 32,16,
septum significante; Avien. v. 268: Pu- Zura. 2,6, or ןאְצֶל Num. 32, 24; Arab.
nicorum lingua conseptum locum gad dir a mes pen. In Hos. 2,8 7473 stands

vocabat; Hesych. Tadaga' ra megupod-

yuare) or “38, (with Alef prefixed, in for mats and belongs therefore to 713.
— 2."with the article ‘ast (the fortress)
the Berber wall, borrowed from the Phenician) is still preserved in
j inscriptions n.p. of a city in Judah Josu. 15, 36,
as the name of many places. So a) Agha- 1 Cur. 4,23, different from 173, pny,

der (TS) n. p. of a Phenician colonial
town in the province of Susa in Africa,
in full form 0937 738, (Carian fortress) Kagınöv zeiyog (in ‘the account of
Hanno in Periplus), out of which arose
afterwards Agurem. b) “738, (Gadir,

Agadir, Gades) n. p. of the city Gades
on the west coast oeSpain. Deriv.
72 (only part. pl. 2974) denom. from
“Ih, to make a wall; part. a mason,

2 Kıncs 12,13.

“14, in whose

neighbourhood

city named Dy}. Gentile na

was

a

1 Cur.

12, 4.

MINT (wall-work; the plural should
be taken collect.) n. p. of a city in Judah Josn.15,41; with the article 2 Cur.
28, 18.
“YTS see 5.
MATI 7. court-enclosure
where 5 mss. read niyo.

DNATA

Ez, 42, 12,
See .הניגה

(double-fortress) n. Dp. ‘of a

VTA (fortress) n. p. of the metropolis city in Judah, 7088. 15, 36.
of a small Canaanitish kingdom Josu.
u) (not used) tr. 1. to heap, heap
12, 13, between "47 and mon. Perup,to
‘accumulate; „Targ. W3 (to measure
haps it has been preserved iin רד SR
in
heaps),
Syr. Len, a heap, Ar.
(Taanit. 20°), which is called in the

New Test. and elsewhere 57372 merely OS IL, to which also wore &c. be(Maydado Marra, 15, 39). As the con- longs. Derivat. wo 1. — 2. to press
struct of 733, consult the word.
together into a hill and make firm, comp.
ITA or W173 1. (fortress; comp. Ar. Ar. 0
(firm, strong); hence W173 2.
hee wall) n. p. of a town in the moun- The organic root is vr); also found in
tains of J udah, in Jerome Gedrus (10 w3-y (which see).
miles from Diospolis) Jost. 15, 58;
ma I. (not used) intr. to be deepened,
1 Car. 4, 39; at the present day the
ruins Gedür ‘are north of Hebron (Robins. Bibl. Res. 11. 388). But this is not
clear. Another 173, situated on a mountain on the other site of Jordan in Peraea

hollowed out

(within),

to be bellied,

arched, of a lowland, a marsh; hence =,

m4 and perhaps 5 in the proper name

 גיחזיThe same ‘meaning is in 1. the
is adduced in the Mishna (Sh’biit 9, stem Ni, whence 83, according to some
2) as being surrounded with a wall in mss. for ma; 2. the stem 3 IL, enancient times; and the mountain on larged fom: N}, whence
ה21 3. the

which it stood was called רוד73 ( רָהJe- stem N"3, whence
N13, איג  איFrom
rush. there), in the neighbourhood of the reduplicated form
of this monosyl-

גה
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18016 stem arose the Aram. ,גג 17373 belly, i. e. what is arched, but only
butt, cask (comp. 84 and 33); 80 in like
manner there originated in a cognate

stem Le, reduplicated boLs, the noun|oas
drinking cup.

na IL (not used) tr. is the organic

metaph. the middle, the midst, internum,
medium, therefore 432 Dan. 3, 25 and 7,

15 or Niya 4,7 = Hebr. Fina; אְגָל 3,

6= ind; win 3, 26 = ‘Fina; ‘with

suf. "1132 Ezr. 5,7 = 4pina, 7132 4,15 =
mainz, ‘and also frequent elsewhere in

root ‘belonging to 1773, which see.
Aram. and Ar. Comp. Syr. my Ar. =
m3 only in Ez. 47, 13, according to within. The same metaphor is also in
the LXX, Targ. Vulg.='17, as 47,15.
; (belly, the middle, the midst),
Single mss. read ,"א "3, m3 Eews), N},
ob
(within); and רב has become conunderstanding plain, ל district, as
Aram. in this sense, after the
in
stant
the Syr. has WJ; but this does not give
language had adopted 35 for the back.
a suitable sense.

em;

with suf. "3ו : רבFa) m

ma (fut. 5992) tr. to thrust away, 1. same as Hebr. 13 the Tach, Prov. 10,
to withdraw, to remove, 6. ₪. Tita (a 13; 19, 29, exposed to blows Is. 50, 6,
bandage) Hos. 5,13; therefore the’ Sy-

on "which enemies set the foot 51, 23.
— 2. same as Aram. 15 the middle, the

to heal, parallel x3; comp. Syr. EN

interior; רבן Jos 30, 5 out of the midst

riac and ancient interpreters translate
intr. to flee, id remove.

The organic

root is TR, Ar. x (to scare), reduplicat-

(of men). On the Phenician 13 see .הר
nia see Aram. 13.

 בוI. (only part. pl. 033 K’tib) tr.
ed sho, and is also found in ההד IL, .1 same as בגי to cut through, to dig
 הגדיIL; Ar. sr Syr. Ke. "Hence through (the earth), with the plough,
m3 (after the form yg) /- prop.
removal (of a bandage), hence a healing (Kimchi) Prov. 17, 22 (LXX). More

correctly with Targ., Syr. &e. = ma

whence בג 2 Kines 25,12 a husbandman,
for witch ‘the K’ri has 33°; comp. wl
(to cut), VII. to dig. — 2. to cut off, to

cleave, spoken of wood; hence 24 (out of

body: a joyful heart does good to the u. =D he organic root also exists, in
body; parallel 273 (the bones). But it a modified form, in rm” &e.
might also be written for TID mitigation,
313 II. (not used) tr. to deepen, to
or come from 71773 after the Ar. kgm, to hollow out, to dig out; so too in Aram.

brighten up.

34 (334) IIL, whence 33. The organic

wa (fut. 32) intr. to bow oneself root is also in the Hebrew n-23 I

Tin. Deriv.
down, to prostrate oneself, 6. ₪. הצְרא (which see), whence N23 =

ב
ג
2.
(which
see).
(to the earth), 1 Kinas 18, 42, in prayer;
( בגזnot used) tr. to bring together,
with > 2 Kınas 4, 34 35 over someHebr.
an
with
collect, crowd together, or intr. to troop
thing. It is cognate
togethers whence 343 ,.1 ,235"  בג.3 The
m.

3 its
this sense is Gdentival in
7a (with suf. 53a, ,נג O93 from 71 stem 33 in with that in 8733, קהבּג.
root
c
organi
ie. רג = 113) m. the back, ‘particularly
Ar. > and |
in the phrase רג  יקשה ירחאto cast be- (Targ. 823, Syr. Fu
and with the root
&e.
7-17
hind the back i, e."intentionally not to Aram. 353),

regard 1 Kınas 14,9; Ez. 23,35; Nez.

in Sam.

9, 26.
” (constr. 43, with an a-after- sound
Nig; with suf. 5, mag) Aram. m. prop.

a swarm of locusts , Nau. 3, 17, Targ.
 אבלג, , אבala the same, hence of the

.
 גבmof(‘ 515 ).LII .m .1 emas sa  גב3

גובי
appearance

of the locust

gryllus gregarius. —

גוה
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in swarms,

had already become that of a people,

2. (= 3} 2 Sam.

the other names 34372, 438 (which see),

21, 18; hill-place, from 23 1.) n. p. of Samar. 3448, Gent. "398, 338, Phenic.

a place 2 Sam. 21, 19, for which the 318, also arose.

LXX and Syr. have the synonymous

Another explanation

from the Pehlvi koka moon (see Grab-

=} (hill), and the parallel passage 1 Cur.
20, 4 "73 (sloping place). See ah.

schrift des Darius p. 64), because they
prayed to the moon, is improbable. A

9245 (or "ah; יב is a very old adject.

Semitic etymology is also possible. From
the reduplicated form Nang (see nal,

termination, as in ibn, Senior, air)
collect. m. prop. what collects in troops,
hence a swarm of locusts, Nau. 3, 17:
as swarms of locusts upon swarms of
locusts; Am. 7, 1; comp. Targ. "Si and

"N2ig (pl. 66% 8353).

whence 33) in the sense of to be high,
overtopping,

375 might signify a moun-

tain, a summit; comp. Ar. >>

(breast,

ofaship,i.e.something heightened). Fig.
this stem would mean gigantic, great of

Aj] (see sim, aan and aan) 1. n. p. stature, powerful, warlike (cognate nm
of a.mixed race dwelling in the extreme

north, comprehended by the Greeks under
the name of the Scythians, thence transferred — 2. to the centre and representative of the race, to their king, Ez. ch. 38.
39. Gog comes forth from the distant
north (38, 15; 39, 2), the prince of ,שאר

jun, 521m (and probably also of d’n)

Is.18,2); comp. Sanskr. kü to be mighty,

kavi (in the Védas, Pers. 5 ( king, modern Persian „5 (kav) warlike, valiant,
in which sense the Amalekite name
 אַגג, 3338, 338, the Hebrew proper name
373, and the Phenician 3438 in the story

of Ogyges may be taken. In Gun. 14,1
Symm. has taken "לכ for 443, and translated it by “Scythians”.

with his army of cavalıy (38,15) marching against the people of Israel, when he
MAL (fut. 3933, 732) tr. 1. same as
is miraculously encountered (38, 17-23)
and annihilated (39, 1-8). In the later 2 I. and 73 II. (which see) to cut
tradition which sprang from Ezekiel’s de- into something, to scratch, to wound, figuscription, 443 along with 4437 represents rat. of a warlike troop, e. g. ap? Gun.
the mixed population of the north, the 49,19 the rear, i. e. to inflict a complete.
Scythians and Caucasians &. — 3. n. p. defeat; hence ,דג the Phenic. 773 (see
of the country of the people Gog, i. e. 73). — 2. Figurat. to press, with the acof the Scythians, but only in the Aro- cusat. whereinto Gen. 49,19; to drive on

CALYPSR 20,8, Mwy together with Ma&yosy,

as it has become a geographical name
in Arabic also. — 4, According to the
cod. Samar. and the LXX, by 3a Num.

24, 7 is understood nothing more than
353, tradition (Sabb. 118) making the
Messianic time to be distinguished by
an antecedent struggle with Gog. —
5. n. p. m. of a Reubenite, 1 Cur. 5,4.

As to the signification of 343 it ap-

pears to mean mountain i. e. Caucasus
(Pers. 5,5 Koh, Ossetic ghogh mountain,
and even the classical name Caucasus
originated in Koh-Käf), since Caucasus
was the chief seat of the Scythian peoples. The hardening of the last sound

(A) into g (gog from Koh) seems to have
taken place early; and when the name

in haste Has. 3, 16; comp. Ar. om. 3. Metaphor. to decide, determine, measure out to, of fortune, fate &e. Deriv.

ד גד

 דוגII. (not used) tr. to bind, to fetter;
comp. Ar. OL: (to fetter), SK (to hinder),

but especially the organic root in Tara,
RP &e. Deriv. m.

M4 I. (not used) intr. properly to be

hilly, arched, gibbous, consequently same
as 33, Targ. 3ב L, Ar. ok, cognate’
with 35, 9-23 &c.; then metaphor. to:
ascend and appear visible aloft, e. g. of

the back or belly &e. Deriv. רג (from’
m3) and m3, “3, 3, the proper

name

.שרר

;
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ma IL. (not used) tr. to hollow out, Targ.; comp. Ar. je, (to flee away),

deriv. ג jie (transfugit), Syr. KR to pass, to disappear. Deriv. 143. — 2. (unused) to fly,
(Aram. 13). Comp. Ar. > low country, to
to deepen, like בג IL, Noa;
“>

.

Sy deepening, recess.

soar away;

cognate in sense my, of

birds. Deriv. 143 in its diminutive bra,
—

3. to go over,

to cross, transire, water;
ma IIL. (not used) intr. same as 177 cognate
in sense “a9. Deriv. a, mm.

to gather together in troops, to collect, Ar.

Nif. 1543 (3 pl. arg for "7133, as mss.

s> (to call together, to collect); de- still have it; the punctuators wavered

גצ. "43 2.
between the stem ta and 75) to disapima f. 1. body, prop. belly, Jo 20, pear, to hasten away, to flee, to be gone,
29, = 13 2., LXX 606, Kimchi tas, con- and therefore according to the Targ.
sequently from mia I. More correctly, Nau. 1,12: though they be numerous and
after Targ. (PH), Rashi (sn), Ion Esra yet ever so many, yet they shall disappear
) (אַמְפָהand others sheath, quiver, from and pass away (9393).
Hif. ray (only'"fut. apoc. 43") for 137,
ms I. to deepen out, as 172 (which see)
because
the punctuators had in their
is"similarly derived. — 2. a lifting up, JoB
22, 29 for when they are lowered, thou mind the stem 13) caus. to make to flee,
promisest lifting up (Rashi, Ibn Esra); to make to hasten, to drive on, Num. 11,
in a bad sense: pride, haughtiness, 33, 31: and it (the wind) drove forward
17; figurat. sin, iniquity, Jer.13,17. It quails from the west.
is usually taken as an Aramaeism for
 גוזל.lp( htiw 05  (בְּרדָלָירm. ₪ young
Sa, especially since TRS is in use; bird, formed from 143 with the diminu-

but ma I. may even of itself be connected. with m3. In Phenician 735
(Gawan) = נאג (elevated) is the proper name of the old deity of the Byblians; 13 (majesty), hence the proper
noun masculine Pov (Givalius 1. 6.
-iun, majesty of “Elyon).
m5 Aram. f. pride, Dan. 4, 34.

ma (only pl. ov, with suf. 778
K’tib) m. a person, a being, consequently
=a; but only in pl. people, Ez. 36,13

tive syllable -ל- (comp. 5952), particularly
of the young "dove GEN. 15, 9, Deur.
,32 ,11 and also of other birds; Ar.

dee, Syr. (transposed) 15
„1, Pheni-
clan dria (gozol), whence the name of a

plant ‘bras( ריצח Azir-gozol, Apul.
herb. 65); the Ar. Je (to 000 like a
dove) is denomin.

( ןזרבpass, ford, properly a place of
passage,

from 713 with the formative

syllable }-) n. p. 1. of an Assyrian tract

14 15. See vis.
of land situated at a river of the same
ּ ווI. (not used) same as הָרָב I. and name (j143), where there may have been
223|(which see), Aram. 233 I. Deriv. 2

a ford; ‘hence fully רהב 'ג 1 Cur. 5, 26,

named with man, “ian, NIT (which
Na II. (not used) same as 715 II. and see), to which ail, of the ten tribes in

Derivat. Aram, (114) רג an earlier deportation, and afterwards
the ten tribes 2 Kines 17,6 and 18,11
13 (after the form Dip, 14; with suf (a adduced here as a territory with ">

Aram. 233 III.
which see.

 (גלזרm. refuge, perfugium, Ps.7 1,6; ie.
place or person to which one flees.

m) were carried captive.

This river

Gosan is the Kisel-Osen rising in the
north of the Zagros and falling into the
Td intr. 1. to flee, to escape, to hasten Caspian sea (Ritter, Erdkunde / 111. 590,
away, a collateral form of Ty, Wan; .)615 From it — 2. a city in Media
hence שיח 13 "2 Ps.90, 10: for it(om between the mountain Chabor (viz. the
their pride) quickly hastens away, refer- Assyrian Khabir el-‘hasanijja in Jakuti,
ring to "3 according to the LXX and to distinguish it from the Mesopotamian)
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and the Caspian sea received the same
name, ] 00/6 in Ptolem. (VI, 2); and

the appellation may have been extended
to a whole territory. It is a question
whether in 2 Kinas 17,6 and 18, 11
‘a רע (along with nm 9) should not
be read for “m, and whether this territory should not be understood; Jewish
tradition supposes קב i. 6. Gäzaca, the
summer residence of the Median kings.

—

3. n. p. of a country in Mesopota-

mia, between the rivers רָבָּכ (Ptol. Xa-

Bagas, Strab. 240000 Aboras, Plin.

גויה

“in (a shorter form of "93, whence f.
m}, as the Aram. 43 from ,וג =היל
 ליהout of 79 from m; with. ‘suff.
ME omitting one "Yod;: pl.0-ו constr.

7 also Di, as mss. read, with suff.
Jiu Ez. 36, 13 14 15 from a sing. m5

(which as), and 7h Gen. 25, 23 K'tib,
Ps. 79, 10 with the omission

of Vau

quiescent) m. 1. (from 115 I.) the body
(as the fem. 11733), prop. belly (cognate
in sense ar), "transferred to the whole
body; figurat. being, person, even of individuals, Gen. 20,4; 25,23. See m

Chabora, Syr. Kabir &e.) and Saccoras,
— 2. (from 733 IIT. )prop. the connected,
Tavlovinıs, now Kaushan, Is. 37, 12,
2 Kines 19, 12, mentioned along with crowded together mass, hence people,
177 (Kagoeı, Carrae) in north-western populace, confluxus hominum, in the
Mesopotamia, and 9x9 (Ptol. 5, 15 ‘P;-

widest sense like ny (which see), and

so a) of Israel Gen. 12,2; Deut. 32, 28;
Josu. 3,17; 4, 1; 10,13; 2 Sam. 7,23;
Is. 1, 4 Zuen. 2,9 &e., but רי is is
never used for # Dy; in the sense of
push forth, the fruit of the body, i. e. to inhabitants, citizens 2 Cur. 15, 6, Prov.
bear, Mic. 4,10, coupled with bar to bein 14, 34, and so also םיָרּג Ez. 36, 13 14
labour; whence mi. - 2. (unused) intr. 15. b) most frequently a non-Isr aelite,
to spring forth, to bubble up, of water; but specific people Duur. 28, 36 49 50,
whence the proper names 14, 712. 1 Kınas 18, 10, also of a colonist race
But usually in the
2 Kines 17, 29; or of single tribes
11]. war (fut. ,חרג apoc. mami; inf. Is. 14, 32 (the Philistines), 18, 2 (the
ma abridged from 35) to break forth Aethiopians), Zern. 2,5; Jer. 25,12 6
(of an army), with 2 of the place c) heathen people generally, hence with
Jupgzs 20, 33; to break forth, of the sea the accessory idea of enemies, oppressors,

odga) in Palmyrene &e.
ma (imp. fem. 34 for “4, as רעד =
 (אוּרִי = ארי" לושר.1 .rt ot dnes ,htrof ot

Jos 38, 8, evidently adopted from the Ps. 2, 1 &e., in which sense it is opimage of the bursting forth of the foe- posed to ny the Jewish people Devt.
tus; to bubble up, to stream forth (water), 32, 43; the pl. ova especially is used

with 2 through something, Ez. 32, 2:
and thou burstest forth (with water-jets)
through thy nostrils (pra = Ta
from mh = החג Jur. 8,16, sing. the
snorting, pl.the nostrils), of the 0

in this’ manner Ps. 2, 1; Is.42,6. This
view of ’3 became usual in later times,

the LXX, Ar., Syr. and others having
taken it so even where Israel is meant.
d) a troop, flock, of animals, as of locusts
Jo. 1, 6, of wild beasts Zepn. 2,14, as
Oy too sometimes denotes, Prov. 30, 25,

with "לא into something, 708 40, 0
On the stem na comp. the Ar. ,
Greek 20906 (Hom. 11. 2, 87), Latin gens
(to spout forth water-jets), 51S (to (Virg. Ge.
4, 480), Ar. 6 For ovis (in
drive or push forward), Targ. ma (to the pl.) as a proper name, see prs.
break forth, of wind), Syr. N (as the

Hebr.) 6.

7°13 (from the mase. =a;

c.g,

The organic root is also withsuff.Im pl. nn, with suff.orn,
found in nm.
mn”) = body, prop. belly (like the Syr.
ma Drains the same, whence Afel
Loc.) and that sometimes living Gen. 47,
MIN (part. fem. pl.j}3"3%) to break through,
18, Nex. 9, 27, also supra-terrestrial Ez.
of wind, Day. 7, 2.
1, 1 23; Dax. 10,6; sometimes dead, a
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corpse (cognate in sense "32 1Sam. 17, Deriv. 532, 537, 53” (= 538) in proper

46, 1522) Nau. 3,3; 1 Sam. 31,10 12; names. — 4, tr. to surround, to enclose,
Ps. 110, 6; also of beasts Jupaus 14, 8 9. a district, in which sense DA stands elseona (crowd of peoples, mixed people) where (which see); comp. 293, whence

n. p. 1. of a tribe in 5353 (which see), 23; Ar. J> circumference. Deriv.
(793). The
ה
in the neighbourhood of Dor Jost. 12, u 3, Da, Ria, mo
23, perhaps because a non-Phenician

race had settled there. — 2. of a people
in 5°93 (which see), whence

the ter-

common form in use is

Hif. >37 (in the abridged form ליג
fut. 5°39, apoc. לג  לבinf. ליג Ki

ritory was named 0437 5°34 (boundary

out of San) in the sense of Kal, as
of the mixed peoples) Is. 8, 23. In this often in middle-vowelled stems (see 73,
-Goyim-boundary was situated the city a4, םּושו maw, ma, N &e.) a new
byiaı muon Junges 4,2 13, so called Kal, as it were, is formed by this
to distinguish it from another non. shortening: 1. to rejoice 1. 6. joyfully to
Perhaps 5323 Jose. 12, 23 is identical move in a circle (hence it is stronger

with una, as nip>3 18, 17 is with than ni, טיט 323), either absolutely
tribe Ps. 32, 11; Zecn. 9, 9; Is. 49, 13; 65,
 גל18,18. of an ו
whose king dym is mentioned in Gen. 18; or with 2 of the object, in which
14,1. Symm. " understands by the word

Scythian tribes (Sxv0ox), without perhaps reading on that account 0°45 (see
a). — 4. of peoples in Asia minor
and Europe whose lands are washed by
seas and are therefore termed ON Gun.

one rejoices, & ₪. הָעּושיִּב Ps. 9, 15,

soma 31, 8, a Is. 41, 16, ana Ps.
149,2 &c.; very seldom with by Zepn.

3, 17. — 2. to serve God in a "solemn,
religious dance (comp. 337), an intensive
of 723 Ps. 2, 11, where, however, ac10, 5; 298. 2, 11.
cording to some, the 2 signification
— 3. to turn oneself, with pain,
belongs.
by (1 pers. na Is. 65, 19; fut. Daan
to mourn, with לע over a thing Hos. 10,
K'tib Prov. 23, 24; inf. 944 ibid. Kuh) 5, parallel Dans; לרב appears to stand
intr. 1. properly to turn oneself in a
there as = ליח in order to have an
circle, to go in a whirling motion, hence assonance with 15.
figurat. to exult 1. e. to move round in
moi (prop. part, fem. Kal of 7133, to
a circle for joy, to rejoice Prov. 23, 24
K'tib; with a Is. 65, 19 to rejoice over denote the collective idea or the abstract,
ny of
ae ONG bry by (so all versions read hence without a pl.) f. 1. a compa
1, 11; 9,
Ezr.
es
captiv
,
exiles
hed,
banis
not
does
לַא
for "DR, though elsewhere
6; Zecu. 6, 10. — 2. capoccur in union with the imper.) Hos. 9, 4; Jur. 28,
hment, 6. 'גַה.₪ "29 JER.
banis
exile,
,
tivity
1, rejoice not, as the nations; yet one
4,1; Ez. 12,4: as
may take סוג here rather as a noun, 46, 19, 'גה a Ezr.
vity: 1 CHron.
capti
into
forth
and the construction as in 2 Sam. 1, 21. the going
Ezr. 2,1 the capComp. 335 in a cognate fundamental 5, 22 until the ewile; 10 &e. "Connected
3,
Nau.
tivity of exile;

meaning, " whence an, Ar. dle (med. with verbs 'ג  איִבָה2 Kınas 24, 16 to

Vau, to dance), Zab. Ting in Ethpa.

lead into

ewile;

'גב NE? Jur. 29, 16,

Deriv. יג ,1  — תֶלִיִי חלי2. to turn, ‘sa Toit 49, 3 to go into ewiles "sa בהוט
to writhe, on. "fear, ‘like לוח which is Ezr. 6,21 to return from emile; 'גה להק
radically cognate (which see), to fear, Ezr. 10, 8 the congregation of exiles. See
toqquake, but only in Hifil; comp. Ar.
under 733.

023 and the double meaning of "hp. --

3. to turn or move in a circle, to move

forward in a definite circle, of time
(cognate in sense 477); Ar. the same.

m5, Ai

.n -p
( גילןfrom 34;4 ,elcric )noiger
ch
(whi
1. 4 a Levitical free city in Wa
Maof
tory
see), belonging to the terri
18

גומץ

‚nasseh Deut. 4,43, 1 Cur. 5, 56, Joss.
20,8 K’ri, for which the K’tib has in the

two latter passages 753 (which see); Joseph. (Bell. Jud. 1, 4, 4)Tavıavn; called
by Euseb. xoun 607,
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heightening,

arching,

thickness,

with

reference to the middle part of the
animal body; this is the case in He-

brew 13, 73, 7793, 793, Dax, Arab.

and situated,

בב ll &c. where the
‘according to the Talmud (Menachot 9 2 ws,
names
for
pally, back, body, are borover against BR. — 2. of the territory
named after it, | וו
-avitig (Jos. rowed from such fundamental meaning.
‘ib. 4, 1, 1), divided into upper and lower
Ganlanitis, designated as the eastern border land of Galilee. The name is preserv-

ed till the present day in we (Galan),
the appellation of a Syrian mountain.
you (for Y7222, part. Pu. from p73,

rejecting the 2) m. prop. the deepmade,

hence pit Eccuzs. 10, 8; Targ.

yer, pars, Syr. Isa&e.

It may be, therefore, that 1131. and IL,

214 I. and II. &e. are connected.
AN II. (Kal unused) tr. same as 3h,
man,

BD 606. to enclose, to conceal,

to encompass; comp. Syr. ן

a net,

i.e. what takes in, =, to fish, to hunt.

Hif. 291 to shut 6. ₪. nina Nen. 7,
3; comp. the Talmudic הפנה pn.

DAD. prop. a body, tke:seid, >
pa (not used) tr. i. e. כ same as 45 but only in use for a corpse 1 Omron.
to cover around, to protect. Deriv. the 10,12 for 7173 (1 Sam. 31, 12); also in
proper name

na.

"25 (protected, screened) n. p.m. GEN.
46, 24.

Patron. 1 Curon. 5, 15.

via (fut. 913°, inf. constr. yı3 and >)
intr. to יי out (the breath of life),
God taking back the breath he gave
(Gun. 2,7), Ps. 104, 29; to expire, to decease, preceding ny Gan. 25,8 17; 35,
29; but for the most part generally,
to ie, to perish Gen. 6, 17; 7, 21; Num.
20, 29; Lament. 1, 19; Jon 3,11, along
with ָתֶרָכ ZECH. 13, 8; figurat. זמ"9 to
vanish because of i.e. to suffer much,
to perish almost, Ps. 88, 16 I am af
flieted and vanish away from instability. — The fundamental signification
of the stem does not lie in to draw one-

Greek in the’same manner déuag, can

&e.; Ar. kun @ corpse.
“3 a ground--form to ,לר which see.

ih (pl. om ia and minis; with suf.
רתיו

from  גרV) m. ₪ whelp (of the

lion) Fan. 51, 38; Nag. 2,13. The noun
גר
usually stands for it.
 רוI. (fut. 9937) intr. to gather them-
selves together, to crowd together, with a

hostile design Ps. 56,7; with by against
one 59,4; hence fig.(like AN) to turn
(into a house), to lodge (as a stranger),

peregrinari, to dwell Gun. 35,27, Junezs
,17 ,7 particularly of a רג Ex. 12, 49,
of individuals Ruts 1, 1,"Ts. 23, 7, of
whole tribes Ps. 105, 23; also of animals
self together, to collect (= 3), not in Is.11,6. In this sense, it is construed
hungering, according to the Arabic, but either with 3 of the place where Juncus
in to breathe out; and the stem is con- ,19,16 Ps. 105, 23, with ny of the pers.
nected, in its organic root 9_ “3, with with hom Gen. 32, 5,
"with the ac:

eusat. of the object ’Jupaxs 5, 17 or of
the person Ps. 120, 5, or with “my of
I. (not used) intr. same as 34 the
person Lay. 19, 34 and

DD, MB, MEN.

A

(233), a: 1. (a9), ma L: to be giblious, ,16 .29

arched, thick, whence 1994; comp. Ar.

ol, Sle to be thick, gross, in contrast with to be fine. — The funda-

na

also ying
Jos, 19, 15 a domestic,

a slave, coupled with 728; according to

the LXX,

Jerome and ethers a neigh-

bour (cognate in
i sense md), as the fem.

mental signification of body, has al- nia תַרָּג Ex. ,8 .22

“ways

proceeded in the language from

 ייYaka ong Ps:

,15 1 to dwell in the tabernacle of God,
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i.e, with God; in the same manner ןכש reduction to their sources is preferable

(Ps. 68, 7)is ‘connected with the aceusat.
of the place where, Ps. 5,5 the evil man
does not dwell with thee. Deriv. man,

toan union which is only too ingenious.

name N.

of wrath, the Dane of hunger, thirst

 רגIV. (fut. 9133, inf. 93) intr. 1. to
“a, Ta, MAA, perhaps 14, רג (also in glow, to seethe, to boil up, to ferment
proper nee), 392, mann, the proper (comp. "99 IIL, Ar. ys, of the boiling
Hithp. Sein (fut. 943-7) to sojourn,
to lodge, with’ Oy with 1 Kines 17, 20.

Jer. 30,23 and Hos. 7, 14;see רג I.

&e.); hence figurat. of the seething and

boiling of unslacked lime (see .רג —
2. same as ma and the cognate :רו to

The organic root of this stem is also be angry, to be zealous, to be exasperated,
found in גאה Aram. ,רד 9371 &e.; absolut. Is. 54,15 behold they are very
zealous (against thee), but that does not
the transition from the fondamental
come from me; or with "MN against, רגדימ
signification to gather together to that
whoever is exasperated against "thee
TEN
of going into, turning in, is also in HON.
Is. ibid. erroneously taken by the Targ.
Na I. (fut. 37) intr. prop. to tum and others in the sense of to gather tooneself, to shrink back, but mostly in gether. — 3. tr. to stir up, to incite, to
the definite sense to be afraid, with ךמ kindle, e. ₪. strife (according to the Targ.)
Deur. 18, 22, »3972 Deur. 1, 17, 1 Sam. Ps.140, 3, if we should not rather read
18, 15, Jos 19,"29, or the anemsat, of.. 1737 (from the Pihel 743).
Daur. 32, 27; to ba concerned, REN
 רּוגV. (not used) intr. to suck, of

with > about something Hos. 10, 5,
parall. Say. In a good sense, to have young

to draw

animals, properly to moisten,
in moisture; comp. say IV.

reverence, awe: “4 ya of God Ps. 22,
24; 33, 8; Jos 41, 17. Deriv. Sim (whence 12) and the organic root in
and Tan, aim. — A farther develop- 2373 (to flow out). Deriv. the noun 113 1
ment of the stem is presented by "47> and 43.

(which see).

73 I. (from 993 V; pl. םיִרּוג,,םיִרָג

 הסגיררto be anxious, to be with suff. 3°15) m. same as ‘15, a young
afraid, with by (after the Syr.) of or on animal, that sucks, generally a whelp,
account of a thing Hos. 7, 14, parallel catulus, particularly of the lion Ez. 19,
ron; but the LXX and mss. read 2 3 5, in full form 4748 13 Gen. 49,
span with reference to 1 Kines 18, 9, Devt. 33, 22, Naz. 2, 12, distinet
28; the old interpreters have taken it from PD, an animal which is somein the sense to gather themselves together, what grown; seldom that of the ןמ
with relation to Duur. 14, 1, Jur. 16, Lament. 4,3. The same appears in difHithp.

6 66. But the explanation already given
is preferable.

ferent forms in Arabic (Gurw, Girw,

G’arw) and Syriac (Gärjo, Gürjo, Giro),
and is also applied to other animals.

Na II. (Kal unused) tr. same as רג
73 11. (from “13 L) m. a dwelling,
(m) =ba to roll, to turn round, of ‘ound, a hospice, hence 1. ben רג (hospice of
heavy things. Deriv. is in bats. Baia Ba‘al) n. p. of a city in Arabia 2 Cur.
Prov. 21, 7 and 3maa ‘Has. 0 16
26, 7; comp. Phenician vans (for 23294)

under 723.
Hithp. an to whirl itself upward,
to whirl, of a whirlwind Jar. 30, 23,

hence cognate with bin.
This meaning of the stem may pos-

sibly be combined with “5 IL; but the of a ב ‘not far from ger ו
natural separation of the 'stems and a see) 2 Kınas 9,27; 15 is here shortened
18*
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from  על1 comp. Phen. “3 (Gor), Persian, Pehlevi, Zend, Sanskrit &c.; and
as the word is not found in Semitism
proper name of a city in Africa.

( לרconstr. ,75 with suf. 9353; till late and then comes through the

pl. תּוְלְרְְג( m. prop. a little stone, small
and round (from ‘3 a round pebble
[m3 IIL.) with the diminutive termina-
tion 5-) for casting lots, like pipos
(Rabbinic 01200), 1. lot, in a general
sense Lav. 16, 8; 1 Cur. 24,7 &.; in
dividing an inheritance Josn. ‘ch. 15-19,
booty Ps. 22,19 or otherwise Josu. 17,

;14 .19,1

To cast lots is expressed by

3 nor 8801. 81, 8, 97) 6,81, הפיל

medium of the Aramaean, it can only
have been introduced out of the Aryan
tongues. For that we have the Sanskrit
gandsha (treasure-house), Zend. ganza,
Persian gindsh, Pehl. gandsh &e., in all
of which n is unorganic, and g changed
into z (see 4). This form of the noun
then passed over into Aramaean, after
a Persian transformation of the a-sound.
The original form without n inserted,
also penetrated in many ways into Ara-

Is. ,43 ,71 neD ,yaeP ,61 ,33 mu .oJ maean, most of all into the classical
,4 ,3 7m Luv. 16, 8; with לע of the languages (Lat. gaza, Greek yala); comp.

thing upon which the lot isi cast Ps. 22,
.19 Passively, the lotis cast is expressed
by >93 Jon. 1, 7; the lot is drawn by
 'ג לעmay Lev. 6 ,9‚ 2  'גNx" Joss. 19,
;10 to divideby
bylotby"99 Par iCur. 24,5.
- .2 the portion that falls to one (by lot)
Junges 1,3; figurat. destiny, portion Ps.

,16 ;5 Dan. 12, 13. See 5%.
7713 (as if from 915) m. K'tib Jur. 2,
25 for 7593 (which see).
waa (not used) tr. to heap together,
to curdle, to draw together into a lump,
of a clod; to make firm; hence was,

Hesych. Tala nage Tlégoas Baaidevoy,
9 ob & לש modldv Yepöusvor Gogot.
Curt. 3, 13, 5.

mL (constr. pl. 43) m. 1.a shearing,
of ןאצ Devt. 8, 4, wap Jos 31, 20,
i. e. the shorn wool, vellus. — 2. meadow- shearing, mowing, i. e. either the

young

shoots that remain

after the

mowing (Kimchi) Ps.72,6, or the mown

grass itself; 72% דג the hing’s mowing,
Am. 7, 1, ie. the early mown grass belonging to the king.
73 I. (constr. pl. יז with n in-

wg, the proper name 75%. — The or serted) m. treasure, Esta. 3,9; 4, 7;
ganic root in wa is identical with that see Aram. 13.
‚in t2-4 ו ו
73 (in compounds; def. N13; in Biblicomp. Ar, gs
(to collect, to put together); a farther de-

velopment of the root is in Way (which
see), Ar. Uae ke. ‚ perhaps after wis
had preceded. The meaning to search
out in the Syr. a is connected with
the Hebrew Wa (ws). But see ww.
wha m. prop. clod, lump, of arth
‘(root un), crust of the earth; figurat. a

cal "Aramaeism only in pl. 7723, def.
Nn723, with n inserted as a compensation for Dagesh) Aram. m. treasures,
where the incomes of tribute and taxes

were laid up, Ezr. 6, 1, which were also
deposited in the archives. Napa תיב
Ezr. 5,17; 7,20 treasury, yatopudcxioy.
This form of the name is also found in

the late Hebrew >133 (from 3), in the
small ball, a little lump, i. e. a boil of
compound late Hebrew word San, with
the leprosy, which makes the skin
ashy-gray and lumpy (comp. the ex- the total disappearance of the יי
pression: glebam in os injicere) Jos 7, sound in the Aram. “333, in the Syriac
kat, א But besides this form
5 Kri.

73 (not used, in combinations 13; see
m=n) m. treasure. This form of the
noun, at the basis of the late Hebrew
qa (which see), appears in forms in the
Targ., Talm., Syrian, Zabian, Armenian,

there was also another, 73 (which see),
in use, to which belong qa (which see),
Targ. and Talm. nia, Syr. Ir ir

(Barhebr. p. 425), וב &c.; and all

forms may be traced back to these two.
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sura, hence with jax 1Kınas 5, 31, Ez.
Syr. ler
It is compounded of tg 40, 42, 1 Cur. 22,2 hewn stone, א ed
stones; also by itself concrete, squared
(shortened 13) and 2 (see 7273).
stone Ex. 20, 25; Is.9,9; Lament. 3, 9;
RB (only pl. van) Ära. m. the Am. 5, 11.
same, Eze. 7, 21, Syr. oP
The first
( לfut. )%315 tr. prop. to cut off, to
part is from Ni}=NT (see 13);in Pers.
separate, to tear away &c. like the cog-
as in Pehl. the same word occurs with
nate roots DER, 5¥-3, Dw-2, Ena 6.
n inserted.
The significations iin use are ‘hoe: "1.00
ma (not used) trans. to cut, to hew pluck away (a spear), 'ִּפ 3273 out of the
(stones), whence nt}; comp. Aram. "13, hand of a person 2 Sam. 23, 21; 1 Cur.
Syr. hy (to 0% ont), Ar. je ₪ ,11 ;23 to take (as ה pledge from the
orphan), ךיב away from something Jos
cut in pieces, divide); consequently it ;24,9 to rob, take possession of, (by vio-
"ats m. a treasurer, Ezr. 1,8, comp.

is merely a farther development of 15 lence) e.g.
(md). is Ps. 71, 6 and the proper

miza Guy. 31, 31, na Jos

,20,19 0727 nya Gen. ,21 ,25  רדJoB

name aL) belong to mm.
,24,2 nity Mic. 2,2, sian Deur. 28, 0
( הָזּבconstr. n13) he= 14 shearing, to plunder, with accus. of the object,>
Junges ch. 6; in full form Any nd Prov, 22, 22, jiras Ps. 35, 10, ox1 4
6, 73.
Proy. 28, 4 &e.; , לזMETS 3 Lv. 5,
ma (= יז from 113, a pass, a ford) ,23 Ez. 18, 18 to appropriate to self the
n.P. ‘of a place, prob. in the neighbour- thing 0
upon. Figurat. 'ג טפט Is.

hood of 71322W; hence the Gentile »25t4 ,10 2 to rob righteous ‘judgment , i. e. to
1 Cur. 11, 34, as Dur or ןשי one of refase a righteous sentence; 9) an ‘3°
David’s 1 is designated. Perhaps Jos 24, 19 to consume 0
of

we should read "3153. The etymology heat. — 2. to strip off, to draw off, to
18 as in Ya; comp. Phenie. ufi3 Joza

(in Strab. Im. p. 140. translated Transfreta) proper name of the city Julia.

flay the skin, with }2 of the person
Mic. 3, 2 figurat. meaning to oppress;

comp. Ar. Jas. Deriv. DI, DIR, als
13 (part. 713; inf. constr. try and 43; on the contrary לזלג belongs to 113.
Nif. 5132 to be robbed, of sleep, Prov.
imp.7 "43, pause "13; fut.ap. 303) tr. to cut
.
off(wool), to shear Tehsap), with accusat. 4, 16.
of what is shorn 1 Sam. 25, 4, and 5 of
( לזabridged from 513) m. what is

the person for whom, 25, 7 9 Sam. 13,
23; to cut the hair of the head (NI, or
 זרhair on the crown) from off the
forehead, as a sign of mourning Jos 1,
20; Mic. 1, 16; Jer. 7, 29. Also according to "the ‘derivatives: to cut hay,
to mow meadows, Arab. to cut fruit. 1371
Noms. 11, 31 and 17433 Nam. 1, 12 see
under 113. Derivat. ג L, 13 ‘and the
proper name a - The fundamental
signification is “eto cut off, to separate” 5
identical with YER» 713 &e.; Syr. Ku

robbed, plunder, Lev. 5, 21; Is. 61, 8.

( לnot construct of 513) m. the same,
Ez. 18, 18; or figur. Ecouzs. 5, 7.
 הלf. the same, Lav. 5, 23; Is.
3, 41.

DR (unused) tr. to cut off, to divide,
hence to eat up (of locusts); cognate
no> in D9>, DIP in םףֶרק,073, Aram.
Lee
eds &e. ; Int the orDan, is >
ganic root is DI}, which occurs elsewhere. Deriv. Drs.

Targ. 13, Ar. 3
Ta
Pi. 073 (not used), figurat. to swagger,
7 (shearer) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2, 46.
to exaggerate; comp. ‘Talmud. napa hym1,
form
perbole, Dar} exaggeration. Deriv. the
the
ָּ( תיִזfrom M13 after
proper
name ora.
cae-
caesio,
,
stones)
(of
hewing
mb) 7.
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DT m. a devourer, a kind of locust,

be lost, Lament. 3, 54. —

2. to be de-

mentioned along with ליִסַח and הָּבְרַא creed, determined, Esra. 2, 1.
Hif. 1373 (not used), whence 91379.
Jo. 1, 4; 2, 25; Am. 4, 9; according
to the Targ. ‘sotלח i.e. the ereep- Lee stem’s, identical with “ER; Tare.
ing locust, without wings; according to

the Syr. Hoa (the stripping off); according to the LXX xdymy, caterpillar.

ER GA
n. p. m. EzR. 2, 48;
New. 7,
na 2 fa (which see),as ינליש
from Sons.

3, Syr. iy Ar2 >

and the trans-

I forms 13, PAR» Ar. 372
x
&e., is
clear in its fundamental signification,

so that the collateral senses easily flow
from it; and for that of decree, the ana-

logy of the Aram. pop, vous, Ar.
&c. may be compared, ל the idea
proceeds from that of cutting. The or-

Yd (not used) tr. prop. same as 73 ganic root, however, which is also found
to cut down, to fell (trees), but also
equivalent to M13 to hew; also to lop
off the branches, so that the trunk alone
remains;

eda &e.

comp.

the Ar. E>)

Deriv. 13.

ey

>

in רט II. (to saw), רצ 2 &e., is 173,
צר-ק.

"73 (plur. (םיִרָדִפ m. 1. ₪ piece, part,
of sacrificial animals Gen. 15, 17; figurat. a division of the sea Ps. 136, 13. 2. (precipice, a steep place) n. p. of a

DTA (with suff. 413, DYT3)m.prop. a Phenician

lopping off of ל

concrete a tree

royal

city between

Beth-

Hörön, Lydda, and the Mediterranean
without its branches, a trunk, a stock, Sea Josu. 10, 33; 12, 12; 16, 3; afterJos 14, 8; then generally a ‘stem, Is. wards a western border-place of Ephraim,
11,1, even a newly- planted one 40,24; and assigned to the Levites 21,21. De-

Ar. eda) but Syr. yey for Hebrew stroyed by the Egyptians, it was restored
BI; Ar. 82%
a part torn off,
sy> by Solomon, 1 Kines 9,15-17; while in
a stock.

4

oF

David's time it was in the hands of the

Philistines 2 Sam. 5, 25 (in 21, 18 34

Wa (fut. 1937, imp. 433 fut. rar only stands instead), 1 Cur. 14,16.
in signif. 2) tr. 1. to cut down, to fell,
wood 2 Kınas 6, 4; to cut in pieces, to
divide, 13> 1 Kinas 3, 25, םי
136,
13; to consume, like לכ with accus. of

the object Has. 3, 17; ןיוגנדלע ’3 to con-

sume on the right hand Is. 9, 19. According to Nifal and the derivatives it
i has also

the meaning to destroy, cut off, 2 from

something; to be shelving, of a territory;
to be burst, rent, by heat;
to separate, a hall 86. — 2. to decide, Jos 22,
28. Deriv. “13, TAA, 13, the proper

names 3, רז rr, mars, man).

Nif. רז pass. 1. to be א off, sepa-

bius determines

Nicopolis to be 4 miles.

Afterwards it

was called with a fem. termination man

(Eus.), 7473 )1 Cur. 14,16, Jos. , Strabo),
mars Tolyoa 1 Mkookn; 7, 45,
3

adj. m. see man.

“YA see -יִרָזג

( רזpart. ,31“ pl. ara, def.(גִזְרַגָּא 

Aram. tr. = Hebrow רז ,2 to decide,

determine (the fate), hence 413 Dan. 2,
;27 ,4 ;4 ,5 7 11 determiner (of fates),

astrologer, with ns,“ םסרח i> and
Dan.

This TA exists also in
i ETN,

rated, i. e. to be excluded, ךמ from a which see.

thing, Is. 53, 8; 2 Cur. 26, 21; mn AQ
יר
88, 6 to be excluded from the hand

Euseits distance north of

Deriv. son

Tthpe. "13s (3 fem.TIEN for nwa",

comp. nay Dan. 5, 10) pass. to be se(i. e. the guidance) of God; absolutely, parated, ‘torn away, with ja from
someand with the addition of the dativ. com- thing Dan. 2,45, or to tear
oneself away
modi Ez.37,11: we are cut off i.e. ex- 2, 34,

_ cluded (rom the agency of God); to

m5

see 5

2.
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mie) f. 1. properly cut off, divided,
hence a secluded place, separate place,

7129, and the stem 773, Targ. j13, Syr.
ety 60. might be looked upon as a deEz. 41, 12-15; 41, 1 10 18; LXX zo nomin.
See, however, 103.
dnélownor, what remains (of the temple

buildings). — 2. cut (of the body), out-

‚line, figure, form, metaphor. body, breast,

face, forming the cut of a man, Lament.
4,7, as the Targ., Syr. 620. understood it;
comp. An. Ar. 3 the same.
NW (cone (תרזג Aram.f. a decree,
sentence, fatum, Dan. 4, 14 21, parallel
TN; comp. 7771} the art of soothsaying.
VITA see TA 2.

ְ הָר26( mss. have הָריִזָב( f. prop.
adj. fem. to FIR (from sing. 3) Lev.16,
:22 a land separated (from cultivation),
.1.6 a desert (see 513), LAX 77 aßuros,
Vulg. terra solitaria, hence 4277 is used

for it 16,10 21 22; Ar. לכ unfruitful
land. Comp. Phenis, mars (Gisira) n.p.
of a eity in Africa (Ptol.). Improbably
bare land, even if "13,
Ar
, allows
this meaning.
we
"115 (prop. Gentile of 75) n. p. of a
heathen race in the south of Palestine,
mentioned with רוש and Egypt 1 Sam.
27,8. The Gizrites inhabited the land
of םֶָלַמ (LXX in the place) at the
southern border of Palestine as far as
( שורwhich see); and this district may
have been called רז
ma (with suff. m) m. a bursting
through, from the mother’s body, birth,
Ps. 22,10: for thou wast since my Birth
(mi = man; 72 is omitted on account

of its repetition in ’an) from my mother’s womb.

nna (not used) intr. to bow oneself,

ma (unused) see *7n3.
"TT

(diminisher , ER

n. p. m.

2 Kinas 4, 31; 5, 25; 8, 4; elsewhere
 גיחזיstands for it. 1 is usually considered to be a compound of Tas
(valley of vision); but it may be also an
intensive form of 173 =wn.
on (not used) intr. to ee. to burn;

cognate, the transposed a7. But here
ch is only a hardening of ‘hy and the
Ar. de> (to be heated, zealous, angry
&e.) is cognate with 13 (see 173); this A
again is only a hardening of the interior
a-sound, so that the organic root prop.
is gal, also found in -הaD; Ar. dee.

Deriv. da, nam.
Oma (for לחג after the form op; pl.
dma, constr. “ona, with suff. Tom,

om) f.a burning coal (of wood), witch
was “employed for cooking, baking, or
burning, Ez. 24, 11; Is. 44, 19; Prov.

6, 28; the relation to on» (black coal)

is les from Prov. 26, ai; but שא oma
usually occurs Lev. 16, 12; Ez. 10, 2.
Figurat. lightning, 2 Sam. 22,13; Ez. 1,

13. ‘p שאְָרדלְכ a Tan Prov. 25,22 to

discharge coals on the head of one, i. e.

to make him ashamed.
ron גד₪ suff. (ְיּתְלַח f. the same,
Is. 47, 14; 'ִגהתֶא 122 to quench coals
2 Sam. 14, 7 is proverbial, i. e. to destroy
the last shoot.

ona (not used) intr. to glow, to burn,
then metaphor. like nn &e. to be heated,

burned, blackened; comp. Arab. ashe:

to bend oneself; _Whenee perhaps ,ןוחְּנ Derivative
oma (blackness) n. p. of a son of
which see. Ar. Laz, Tome the same.
Nahor's Gen. 22,24, and thence of an.
yima (with suff. 4773) m. prop. the
Aramaean dark-coloured race.

bent, bowed, therefore the belly (from
ma (unused) intr. to bend or bow
bending) of creeping animals, Guy. 3,14;
Lay. 11, 42. This noun may be derived oneself, deriv. 713. The stem is written
from ming, Ar. Las (to bow oneself); in Targ. 13, Syr. oy and that it was
consequently “3
3 would have the form of also the Arab. ==

-

we see from the
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dy (valley of ’EI-Phtah; see nS, MD)
pluriliterals formed from it (comp. >
to be contracted); but the organic root n. p. of a valley in the north of Zebuis 73, also found in 9-5», Aram. lon, 1088. 19, 14 27. — d) םירבעה יג
m. ‘See also mm.
(valley of the ‘Abarim-mountain; see
Wa (not - intr. same as "13 to D929) n. p. of a valley of mount ‘Abarim by which it is formed, running

bow down oneself, or same as
to from west to east, over against the sea,
sink down, to conceal, whence ze
This valley, which is called perhaps in
a hollow. Derivative
Zucu. 14,5 םירהדר ,is described by Ez.
“IA (prostration, concealment) n. p. 39,11 as םיִרָבְלָה  רגvalley of nomadie
troops, of the Scythians, whom he calls
m. Har. 2, 47.
( יבconstr. ;3" from m) comm. prop. pay 39,11 14. -- e) םיעבצה ( 'ָגvalley
a morass or lowland, therefore 1. a of ‘the wild) n. p. of a ‘valley at the
valley, a low place, into which the Benjaminite city םיעבצ (Neu. 11, 34)
stones of houses are thrown by the 1Sam.13, 18; there was also there a plane
swollen stream, Mic. 1,6, at the foot of  הר צבעיםanhsiM( allahC ,2 .)01 —
a city Jos. 8, 11, without being a f) norהדיג (valley of salt) n. p. of the

ravine; different from Sm, Pay, APP,
לס

cognate. —

5. with the article

"un. p. of a place in the plain of
Moab (ania mp), where Pisgah rises,
and at which people arrived from nina or
>¥a nina (which see), Deur. 34, ₪

Ghor adjoining the great salt mountain
two miles and a half long Chasm

Us-

dum (7Auf
), at the south of the
Dead re יי
the territories of
Judah and Edom, 2 Kınas 14,7; comp.
Robinson, Palest. II. 483. — 2) DIT

.3 ‘applied iin designations of places, as( valley of mountains) a symbolie and pro-

also spa, Pay, >m. The following phetic name of a valley, formed by the
are met with: a) pbn-( יג valley of cleaving of the mount of Olives (8 stadia

whimpering, Josu. 15, 8; 18, 16, in full
from Jerusalem) into two parts, from

form Bra

 יגJosn. 15, 8; 18,16;

2 Car. 33, 6 or םֶפַהדיִנְב 4" 2 Kınas 23,
10 K'tib (see) םֶלֶה 33 n. 2 of a wally
south east of J erusalem, where children
were sacrificed to Moloch, whose proper
burning place was called mpm (which
see); this valley is also termed accord-
ing to the LXX simply אי 37 (the valley,

east to west, and termed הָלדְּג איג
Zecu. 14,4; the two halves of the mountain arising from the formation of the

valley, are to give way towards the
north and south,

through which great

valley stretching to DER (a pause form
of DER) people will flee from the earthquake 14, 5. —

2( im

רב (valley of

with the article) Jur. 2, 23. Afterwards
the ל a symbolic and prophetic
the name was contracted
es T. yéevva, name for the lower city of Jerusalem,
Targ. 6373, Arab.
> &c.) and re- where Isaiah and others before him announced oracles, Is. 22, 5.
ceived a ‘farther meaning. = ₪
( החרשיםvalley of craftsmanship) n. Dp. of
"A (for “43, and only in the pl. nw)
a place near דל and לכלא in Benjamin, see 2
Neuem. 11, 35; also written םישרח איג
N (unused) tr. same as 711; IL. and
1 Caron. 4 14, whence it is evident
ma. Derivative SSE

that it belonged to Judah earlier,
whose inhabitants were actually crafts-

men.

To name colonies or places from

NY} (an יי 80801846 form for 813
from N = הג=113; pause NS, constr.
N, after the analogy of "3; “pl. ming

erafts (in wood or stone) appears not
unusual, as myn, in the circle of Kb

heathenism (nis: ליל4). -- ec) map

2 Kınas 2,16; Ez. 6, 3;1 Sam,
17,3; but xx 17, 52;is for ma, as may

גיא
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be seen from the same verse) f. a valley, way to the wilderness of Gibeon 2 Sam.
same as “3 1 Sam.17,3 66. — NIT is 2,24, for which the LXX, Vulg.,

a) Num. 21,20, פט 3,29 and4,46 the Symm., Theod. read N73.
name of a valley at Pisgah, over against
sive תי b) 1 Cur. 4, 39 of a valley
not far from 73; ©) Jur. 2, 23 of the

valley of Hinnom. d)’a7 רעש New. 2,13

( ןוחיגstream; kom m3) 2 p. 1. of
the second of the four rivers of Para-
dise which flows about the entire land
of Wr» and its source-land 2 Gen.

15; 3,13; 2 Cur. 26, 9 is the name of a .2,13 7% (which see) as the original
gate ofJ erusalem iin the west wall. — In
seat of man (2,15; 3,23; 4,16; Is. 51,
compounds it appears in 1. כה  איגNex.
3; .zE ;31,82 ,13;8 :eT 9
(מ
11, 30, or 05:7°73 איג
7 ‚32 &., see
lightfal locality in the east Gen. 2, 8,
2. — 2. pon אי 1 Cur. 4,14, see which may be determined more exactly
0 — 3. wt איג Is. 22,1, see "3. — by the geographical description of the
4 mdi איג 2 Car. 25, 11 or מ  איגfour rivers. According to Josephus (Ant.
2 Sam.8,13, "Ps. 60, 2, see יג =  אי,1 ,)1,3 Kimchi and others, and as it ap-
( צִפַתָהleute) n. p. of a valleyiin pears also, from the LXX, Jur. 2, 18
Judah not far from mura 2 Car. 14, 9. Ben-Sira 24, 37, it means the Nile,
— Figurat. םינמשדאיג (valley of תמש which flows through all the southern
Is. 28,14 a designation of Samaria; איג lands (wD) that fall under the narrator's
point of view. Hence the historian
mao Jer. 7,32 and 19,6 J ו
must have thought of the origin of the
isso named as asilent field of the dead;
aig ןומה NA (valley of the tumultuous Nile in Asia, which is possible from
multitude of Gog) a symbolic and pro- the accounts in Strabo, Arrian and
phetic name of the valley where Gog’s Pausanias. The Semitic use of Gaihün
armies will perish Ez. 39, 11 15; איג for the Ozus or Araxes (Jakut in Golius),
for Pyramus in lesser Armenia
and
nya>% valley of darkness i. e. fearful
Cilicia
(Abulf.
Ann.
II,
44),
and
for
the
valley Ps. 23, 4.
Ganges (see Reland, de parad. §. 17),
N" (contracted from (אָר /. same as has led interpreters to other explana-
NN and only in
i Zeca. 14, 4; more fre- tions, without however enabling them

quently in plur. תואיִג K’ri 2 Kines 2, to solve the paradise-riddle by to
the relations of countries and peoples
16; Ez. 6,3; with suff. sping 35, 8.
now well known.
See Bertheau: die
N°}, (abridged from (ארב /. same as

 גיאIs. 40,4. Elsewhere the form היא
appears, which see.
3° (from 75) m. a band, sinew, vein,
Gen. 32, 33 of a sinew; of the veins
of the body Ez. 37,6 8; Jos 10, 11; ’3
mp 108 40, 17 nerve of the testicle.

der Beschreibung der Lage des Para-
dieses zu Grunde liegenden geographi-
schen Anschauungen, 1848. — 2. a
name of the Nile, Jer. 2,18 LXX, as
the sense of the place requires; comp.
Sir. 24,37. — 3. name of a fountain on
the western side of mount Zion 1 Kınas

Figurat. לזר  'ָבan iron band (of the

,1 33 ;38 2 Car. 32, 30; 33, 14; it

ting; Ar. dad (fetter), 8Ä&> neck-rope.
"TD see 173.

I. 512). Altogether different is the
fountain mW at the south eastern de-

neck) i. e. an inflexible neck Is. 48, 4. formed two pools, the upper
tical with the upper pool
Comp. Targ. 1%}, Syr. ו sinew, tendril, ,18 ,17 and the lower, 18.
denom. 73 to divide the sinew by cut- upper Gihon iis still called

ra see חו
ma (water-fall) n. p. of a place not
far from mas nyay (which see), on the

Gihon, iden-
in 2 8
22, 9. The
so (Robinson

clivity of Zion in the mouth of the
Tyropoeon (Robinson I. 493-seq.), which
the Targ. incorrectly puts for it.

 יזחיְגsee “HT,
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honourable

by see .ל

memorial

Gen. 31, 46 48

(parallel הבצמ 31,51) or ignominious
ba (after the form Di, 9%) m. a one; in full form pyar, 53 Josu. 7, 26;
revolution, of time, a generation, hence

= 117; only in the proper name

fem.

 אביגיל1 Sam. 25, 8, for which the contracted form > (mp. wy, wry), shortened into >a, “also appears.
( ּולwith suff. "273, 099%) m. 1. ex-

2 9% 18,17; rill of stones about which
roots wind themselves JoB8,17; which is

prominent above the furrows of the field
Hos. 12, 12. — 2. a heap of ruins, ruins,

a heap of ashes (parall. (הלפמ Is. 25, 2;
Jar. 9, 10; 51, 37; Jos 15, 28; pbs

ultation, joy, an apposition to החמש D3 2 Kınas 19, 25 and Is. 37,26 waste
Jer. 48, 33; Jo. 1,160;
3 San ruins. It seems 0 to have the meanPs. 65, 13 of halle, to get a joyful ap- ing hill of the dead; at least ליג = לג

pearance; “253 mn 43, 4 for nat (53) Jos 3, 22 has this sense. For
79991 Is. 16, 10. "But ליג Hos. 9 1 is the proper name nbs see the word itself, — 3. a spring (parall. 12%) Sona
an imper. — 2. a revolution, of time,a
generation, an age,= רול metaphor. age,

Dan. 1, 10 the boys, those of your age,
as Theod., the Vulg., Syr., Ibn G’anäch
&ce. understand it. Comp. Ar. das, Sam.

( גילfor Hebrew 717, Greek yevedt), ליג
in the Mishna &c. —

3. a tomb, tu-

mulus, lengthened out of 53 = ba Jo
3,22.

oF Sot. 4, 12; wave, billow, "JON. 2,4.

To the roaring of such waves are applied
ving Jos 38, 11, 7127 Jur. 51, 42, jing
Ps.65,8; comp. ‘theCoptic - (ductus),

לגin the proper name 53°38, seeול 
by(after the form 5%, from bbs, but
only with suff. or in the pl. and in the
resolved form 994, םיִלָלְג,constr. ">a;

mas f. same as ליבה ewultation, Is. comp. 1)>%, Te, פררה from לצ רש
65, 18,
 הרtherefore without” any reason for
mony or M93 (circle, region; it stands assuming a form 553) m. 1. prop. a heap,
what is heaped together (see 3), hence a
for 719%3 after the form ,ןיְציִח 71>")
n. p. of a city in the mountains of Judah, in the neighbourhood of Hebron
JosH. 15,51; 2 Sam. 15,12. Deriv. the
Gentile wo 2 Sam.15, 12; 23, 34.

no

(n- an old feminine termina-

tion) f. same as 93 Is. 35, 2.
22 (from NH; protection) n. p. m.,
1 Kınas 16,21 22; comp. רג

( בירom  גרIv.) m. see רג
( ירdef. srs) Aram. m. same

dung-hill, a dung-heap, מ 1, 17,
parall. 427; with the addition DIRT תאצ
men’s dung Ez. 4, 12 15, which, like

mySx (cows’ dung), was used for fuel
in a country without wood (Plin. H.
N. 36,59; Liv. 38, 12); comp. 543, Ar.

ls , Targ. 853,553, Talm. לג = now.
—2.a tomb, in the lengthened form ליג

108 3,22; see bs. — 8. same as dads 2

stubble, char, Jos 20, 7 like his stubble
as he vanishes away for ever (see Ps. 83,
Hebrew רג Dan. 5,5.
14; Jos 41, 20 21; comp. Targ. bs,
cr m. only in Jos 7,5 K'tib, and See IL,in the sense dust, from a like
equivalent to ,ג
fundamental signideationy: but NachIE) (from ws; firm, strong) n. p. m. mani (followed by Wolfson) explains it
turning (comp. 553 2) and translates:
1 Can. 2, 47.
Da in the proper name ליבא see scarcely does he turn, comp. Prov. 12,
7. The explanation already given suits
"יל
better.
Da (pause לג pl. DN53, constr. “ba,
55 (only with the suff. ms cruise for

with suff. 7723, וילג  הילfrom 355) oil, oil-vesse
l, ZecH. 4, 2, from its round
m. 1. a heap of stones, by way of form. See bbs.
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NE (part. N25, seldom Mb}, part.

tain-land (like o-y53 from mag = 958).

pass. ,"לג "23, where a is tented as a Comp. thePhenician 3253 (Gilba, Gilva),
guttural; inf.(אָלְגִמ. Aram. tr. same as proper name of a Numidian city, as
Hebr. m3, prop. to bare, uncover, hence well as NT73 proper name of a city in
to discover, to communicate, to reveal, Africa (Polyb. 1, 74).
e. 8.17 Dan. 2,19 28 29 30 47, NOPD,
DADS (pl. 0533, with suf. wb")

m.

2, 22.

1. prop. what turns itself, revolves,
hence a wheel, particularly of a kind
of war-chariot that rolls along rapidly,

Af. see "D3.

ab (not used) tr. to cut of, to shave poet. =
2549 Is. 5, 28; Jun. 47, 3; Ez.

of, the:hair; comp. Ar. ls

and

AS, 23, 24; 26, 10; a water wheel
Kecmme,
12, 6, on which the rope of the bucket
ads to draw off, hence als ex- winds; the wheel-work of the heavenly
uviae. The organic root is בל 3, Bor. chariot-throne Ez. 10, 18, yet more proThe intrans. idea to be bare, waste, is bably here whirlwind (as in Ps. 77,19) in
which the thunder resounds; the wphipling
only preserved in the proper name yas
of wheels Ez.10,2 6; the eig of dust
enlarged by ». Deriv.
i. e. what is driven לוו by the whirlaba (pl. (םיִבָלַג m. a hair-cutter (in wind (chaff) Ps. 83, 14, Is. 17,"13,parallel

Hebr. non, Syr. an &e., but also Ar.

constant employment) Ez.5,1; Syr. fos. Yr(comp. Ar. da, Targ. x}, Syr. tL.)
(the same); Targ. בל 6
But it had also the signification sphere,
y353 n. p. of a mountainous tract in Is- as TQ0Y0S TIS yevéosms (James 3, 6), Syr.
sachar, where there was not only a moun-

tain (6 miles from jsW"n"2), but also
a place of the same name (Eus. Onom.),

&c. the same; in which sense interpreters (Luther, Coccejus, Rosenm.) have
taken it in Ps. 77, 19.

bads (with .suff. 719353) Aram. m.
last battle with
1 Sam. 28, 4; 2 a Dan. 7, 9.
21,12; 1 Cur.
355 (constr. 5353) m. 1. a wheel, of a
mount Gilbo‘a
en
machine Is. 28,28. — 2. (usulay the cities D237 and pax (which see),
ally with the article; with a of motion
and where Saul fought his
the Philistines and fell
31,1 8; 2Sam.1, 6 21;
10,1 8. At the foot of

not far from one another 6 Sam. 28, 4;
29,1). At another point of the mouniain rose a fountain (he), Tubania, now
En-Galüd, reaching to the town of
Jezreel, gad it was here where the
Israelites pitched their camp; this fountain was the Dor-fountain (Mi7"7'2), at
which, in the valley of Jezreel, stood the

town En--Dor, put by the LXX for ויש
A village Gelbön now lies at the
of the mountain (Rodins. Pal. II.
170). — As to the derivation, the
is sometimes considered as coming

back
157.
word
from

Siam (fountain of ebullition), on account of the fountain Tubania springing

up at its foot (79-20), sometimes as =
Ya3 (hill).with Zinserted. But it has probably arisen from 223 (which see) with
 עfor the final sound (see pana, 7873 &e.)
in the sense of bare mountain, bare moun-

Massa) ₪. p. of a city between in?
and Jordan (50 stadia from J ordan, 10
from Jerusalem, according to Josephus)

Jos. 4,19 20; 5,10; 9,6; 10,6; 14,6;
15, 7, in whose

N

neighbourhood

was

1Sam. 15,4, for which the LXX

read’ 3; once 'גַה ma .אמא 12,29. Under
Samuel there was "there the tabernacle,

the place of assembly, the legal worship
and tribunal 1 Sam. 7,16; 10,8; 11,14;
15, 21 33; afterwards prophets dwelt

there 2 Kınas4, 38; and frequently there
was also an organised heathen worship
in the place Jupgzs 3, 19, Hos. 4, 15;

9,15, Am. 5, 5, occasioned perhaps by
former heathen inhabitants. — 3. (according to Rosenm., Win., Maur. and
others) n. p. of a Canaanite royal city be- |
tween Dor and Thirza, where the dwellers consisted of a mixed heathen people

גלגל

(pris) 1083. 12, 23; probably also the

name of a district belonging to it. Another Canaanite district in the vicinity,

where the chief population also consisted
of לג (which see), was called 5") Is.
8, 23, where lay Yien, WIP, Din "2,
( הרעותwhich see) and other ice, on
which account the LXX have identified it with 593, as they have also in
1 Maccas. 9, 2 both Gilgal and Galil. —

4, n. p- of a city, six Roman miles north
of Antipatris Devr. 11, 30 (comp. Gen.
12, 6), still known to Euseb. under the

name of Galgule, and accurately designated by him. —

As an appellative

it has been translated

גלה
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etymologically

round form) Junges 9, 53; 2 Kınas 9,
35; then figurat. a single person, individuum, like the Latin caput, German

Kopf, English head, and Hebrew שאר
(Junezs 5, 30). 2 adv. by the head,
for each head, Ex. 16, 16; םֶתְלָּגְלְגְל for
each person, viritim Num. 1, 2. — On the

noun comp. the Syr. ue,

Arab.

KAS, in the N. T. 1017006 (xgaviov
zöros, calvaria), where sometimes thefirst, sometimes the second / is elided;

and the reduplicated form of 93 forms

the basis.
ָּ(רֶלnot used) tr. to crust about, to

cover around, to enclose, whence 24.
Comp. 03», Hop in their original signi-

a) place of a heap of stones, a monument
of stones, with reference to Josu. 4, fication, and Latin clad, whence claud,.
19-24, especially as the twelve me- &e.; mn 1 especially is cognate with it.
morial stones might be connected with
( דלwith suff. 793) m. skin, prop.
the heathen worship of the aborigines,

comp. דק bi Gen. 31, 47; perhaps also = covering of the body 108 16, 15;

from

the eireular form in which

twelve stones were set up.

the

b) a wheel-

r dhe, Targ. 753, 753 6

the

same, and the verbs there are, borrowed

shaped height, conseq.=395, if the city. from it; hence they are denominatives
was really built on a height; comp. the in the sense of “to draw off”.
great and little wheel in the Riesenge-

birge.

c) With reference to the ety-

mology given in Josu. 5,9, explaining
the interrupted passover-feast, Josephus
translates it (Ant. 5, 1, 11) 19004000.
But more probably it is circle, district,

nba I. (inf. abs. 71°93, constr. nib3;.
fut. Son, ap. Dan) tr. prop. to make
bare, naked, bald, therefore in the fun-

damental signification == חֶלָג (to scratch
off, to shave), hence 1. to make bare,

like the cognate in stem 55} (which smooth, polished, abradere, polire, of a
see), nib»53 Josu. 18, 17 also standing writing table, a metal plate tora lookfor babar 15,7, and ליל Josa. 12, 23 ing-glass &c., perhaps cognate with לג
according to the LXX; vabsequently

5393 (see Euseb., Terms, and the ancients) was ו
) ל1 000
Golgol). In Phenic. comp. לגל "N (coast
of the circle) n. p. of the city Igilgili

(Iyıkyieı Ptol. 4, 2; littus Igilgilitanum
in Amm. 29, 5, 5; now Gigelli in the
neighbourhood of the river Ampsaga in

Algiers); 5393 (@ulgol) n. p. of a Phenician settlement in Cyprus.
DADS see D304.
baby see babs,

in Aram. 553; whence Ty Pe Comp. Ar.
de; Shes und am .— 2. to

make bare, uncover, the shame, the face,
(see Nif.), hence fig. to lay open, to unveil, דרס Am. 3,7; Prov. 20,19; to communicate, to make known Esta. 3, 14,

with > of the person, or with the =
cusative ’» IK ()התַא 2 Sam. 7, 27;
reveal (of God) 1 Sam. 9, 15; 6
2 Is ‘3 to open the ear to one i, e. to
make him susceptible of something Jos
36, 10, or by (3) something 36, 15; to
open, py Nom. 24,4 in a spititual

mbads (with suff. n5393, pl. with sense= to have intuitions to open, “PQ
suff. prydaba; from bbs) ג head, skull Jer. 32, 14 (oppos. Onn); sometimes
(of a man), ¢cranium, 0 called from its

also without “pd 32, 11.

ma
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Nif. 51333 (fut. 5333) pass. to be uncovered, unveiled, „N Ex. 13,14, ni7oh

the head of the captives (into exile) Am.
6,7.

moi an emigrant from home, i. e.

dan 2 Sam, 22, 16, “pda Jun, 13, 22, a stranger (parallel 57) 2 Sam. 15, 19,

ay Ez. 23, 29;ל
to be discovered, where for ךמקְמְל the א Vulg., Syı.,
of םיִעְשפ Ex.21,29, apie Is.56,1; to Ar. and mss. read 0; pbs exiles Am.
‚become known Jos 38,17,ibaa Daur. 6,7; part. fem. mais the banished Is. 49,
29, 28 the known, oppos. ninao3; to be 21. Very seldom does the land sinn
mentioned Is. 23, 1; reflexive io reveal for its inhabitants Jupaus 18, 30, Am. 5,
oneself, with dx 1 Sam. 3, 21, ל 23,1, 5, Jur. 1, 3, yet often in the prophets,
 עלof a person 53, 1; to shins oneself, without one being able to give the fun10 appear 1 Sam. iA, 8; to bare oneself’ damental signification a reference to the
land. Deriv. mips, mais.
2 Sam. 6, 20.
Nif. m (fut. ap. 32) reflex. 1. to turn
Pih. nbs (1 pers. יִתיִלַּג,“Na; imp.
itself down, לע upon something, Is. 53,1:
 וגלfut. mon, ap. 33) to uncover, m
Lev. 20, 11, m» Devt. 27, 20, wna" “3p and the arm ofJehovah, upon whom did it

Jos 41, 5, mba Rurs 3, 4,pba Naz.
3,5; to open, um» Ps. 119, 18; figurat.

turn itself down? i, e. who has felt its
omnipotence? Am. 5,24: and let judgment

roll itself down 6, as the Targ., Syr.,
to 9 manifest , to reveal, to communiJerome read, but referring it to mal;
cate, םיִרּתְסִמ JER. 49, 10, nipay Jos
the
punctuators read 537) and derive it
12, 22; "tounveil 20, 27. The objeet
from
553) like water. — "2: to depart, to be
BR stands in the accusat., rarely
removed, with a of the person Is. 38, 12.
with לע Lament. 2, 14; 4, 22.
Pih. 4 (imp. apoc. ,לג fut. ap. ba)
Puh. ms (part. a) to become manifest, to be ‘open Prov. 27, 5; to be discovered, after she has concealed herself
Nag. 2, 8.

to roll down upon,

to hurl. down upon,

with לע of the object i. e. to punish

Lament. 4,22, parallel np» Lamenr. 2,
Hithp. san (fut. ap. 23m?) to un- 14; to hurl forssand, to roll forward,
cover oneself Gun. 9, 21; figurat. to reveal with "nn from one 18. 57, 8, where the
preceding }}73Tis the object; to roll along,
oneself, to disclose oneself Prov. 18, 2.
like the billows of the sea in fulness

np} IL. (inf. abs. 1°33, constr. ni>3; so DibW non» Jer. 33,6 (comp. Is. 48,
imp. הל fut. Tan, ap. Ya) intr. prop. 18; 66, 12; Am. 5, 24); to roll away
same as D3 (vba) to roll forward, to from, with bon of the person Ps. 119,
drive forward, to turn forward; comp.
Ar. As and Ye &e., therefore with

an assonance

to 5353 in Amos 5, 5;

22; to draw away, to take away, O72 תא
Is. 22, 8; to drive away, 35) Is. 16, 3.

Puh. nbs to be driven (into exile)

hence 1. to withdraw, in the sense of Nau. 2, 8; "but according to others from
to disappear, to vanish, ריצה Prov. 27, mal

Hif. 7235 (or also 133%, in all forms
25, »121 708 20, 28, ia? 1Sam.4, 21,
 משושיIs. 24, 11, with זמ‘of the person of the perfect; inf. תִִלְגַה and with preHos. 10, 5 ein an assonance to fix 2 with the absorption of He; fut.
D749). — 2. to wander away (into exile),
_ of a people Is. 5,13, Am.1,5, of Judah
Lament. 1, 3, of Israel Amos 7, 11 or
the house of Israel Ez. 39, 23, of Ezekiel 12,3, sometimes with the addition

of Sia "by out of the native land

_ 2 Kınas 17,"23, Jer. 52, 27, or other-

ap. ban) causat. to drive (into exile), to

lead away, particularly great masses
2 Kınas 25, 11; Jur. 52, 28; with accusative of the "object, and accusative
or "5X of the place whither 20, 4; Ez.
39,28; with ya of the place from שו
29, 4.

Hof. may (3 fem. after the Aramaean
wise with 9 ‘of a place Ez. 12, 3,
Mic. 1, 16; טיל WN 'ָב to wander at manner nba; part. pl. 0°23 ='7%)

גלה
pass. Jer. 13, 19; 40, 1.
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Deriv. the

m3 see nop from 543.

m3

iba (pl. constr. 1244) m. covering,
mantle, “mban ’3 coverings of blue purple
Ex. 27, 24, ‘as Aq., Symm., LXX, Targ.,

Syr. and others take it, confirmed by
the Targumie b)3,- פיג Bons, אָמיִלְג
haps also a3 4, 2 should be taken for ₪6 The explanation that bids isd}
mba (formed from >}) 7. 1. same as

> oil-cruet, oil-vessel ZecH. 4, 3 (per-

np}, as pian Hos. 13, 2, 13 Prov.
2 is, one Nes. 5, 14, pa Ps. 49, 15,
Daran 55, 16); קמ  בחזהnba EcCLES.“12, 6 oil-vessel (aT ‘as ZECH. 4,
12 =רַהְצַי oil)i. e. giving to the body
the nourishing flame of life; comp. Copt.

raw stuff i. e. cloth merely woven but

not yet coloured with תֶפָבְמ has no
foundation in the old versions and interpreters.

1193 (from 515 after the form 4i41,
 (לציןis twice in K’tib for Ti, which

REAWA 610106 — 2. oruet-shaped form of see.
capitals ()תּרְרתַפ 1 Kınas ch. 7; 2 Car.

ch. 4, Targ. 97238 (basins), Syr. ty. —
3. same as Da 2,‘only in
i pl. water-springs,

in full oa nbs Jost. 15, 19; Juners
1,15. See nba.
 הsee גולֶה from 357 IL
iba same as Aram.( אל which see).
( לבconstr. nibs, def, Rama; from
73) Aram, 0 carrying away, exile, hence

mids (from 953 IL; also nbs; with

suff. וניתולג for mrs) |a carrying away,
exile, = הל Ez. 1,₪ 33, 21, but usually concrete, exiles , המלט ‘g Am. 1, 6
the captives in full number, referring to
Jo. 4, 6; 771771 ’3 the exiles of Judah Jur.
24, 5; wip / Is.20, 4 those carried away
to Aahiogia; 4 ‘3 the exiles of God i. 6.
Israel 45, 13; Ozap. 20 and the exiles

9 "23 exiles Dan. 2, 25; Ezr. 6, 16.

of this district )לחה = port which see)

babs (only pl. 0x5, constr. ">=, with
suff. 7 n2">-, וילד frequent espe-

of the ten tribes (shall take possession

of the sons of Israel i. e. of the kingdom

of, 14") what belongs to Phenicia as
cially in Ezekiel) m. prop. a heap of
far as Zarfat; and the exiles of Jerusastones, a mass of stones (in the same
lem who are in Sefarad shall take the
sense

DYY1a7 1s.57,13), statue(comp. >53 cities of the
south; comp. Aram. 753.
and ל Palm. 224 stone); and then, as an

expression of contempt, concrete, idols,
mba (Kal unused) intr. to be bare,
generally idolatrous sanctuaries and sym- smooth, naked, cognate
with 93 I.; Ar.
bols Ez. 8, 10; 20, 8 24, mentioned
a>
(to
be
bare),
ae tr., Pers, nts
with Deon 2 Kınas 23, 24, | שקוּצים

Devr. 29, 16, קמ Ez. 8, 10, niayin ealvus, Germ. kahl; see the verb pon.
16, 36, DEN 30, 13, םיבצע Jur. 50,
Pih. i245 (fut. M237, inf. ma) to לש
2; To serve them is ai by ‘3 my bald, to shave of, שאר (the
‘hair of the

Ez, 22,3, yon ריניע Ni} 18, 12, head) Devr. 21, 12, aap
Lev. 14,

9,
42 אמ ,20 5  ירחאmar 6, 9, ףאנ IRI תַאָּפ 21, 5; with
aceus. of the per7 ny 23, 37, הָאְמְטְל y “pig 22, 3, son: to "shave the hair
of the head

and
397 2 Kınas 17, 12, 3 ירחא  להbeard 1 Car. 19, 4; without the object

1 Kınas 21, 26
3 to ae them away “2 Gen. 41, 14; figurat, to cut off the
is expressed ‘by TaN Ez. 30, 8 von hair of the healt - the hair of
the feet
1 Kines 15, 12, 31 Ez. 20, 8, naw i. e. to destroy the whole land, Is. 7, 20.
6,6 &
אא Gece. 0%
Puh. ms pass. 00688 16, 17 22;
&ödunne), Targ. (xn}30) and Syr. have Jur. 41,5.
for it designations of nothingness; others
Hithp. Yan to shave oneself, absol.
have thought of >53, 53 and taken it
Lev. 13, 33, or with the accusat, Num.
for a word analogous to dant = day,
6, 19.
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bb)

nds Aram. tr. same as 723 II. De- steeply west of the Dead Sea, by
which the LXX incorrectly understand
rivat. 703.
Af. "23% to drive into exile Ear. 4, 10; Galilee.
midds (circles, circuits) n. p. of a
5,12.
ynda (pl. םיִניֶלָגְג from 33 1.) m. city in the north of Benjamin, over
1. a smooth, polished table (for writing), against Maaleh Adummim Joss. 18, 17,
especially one of metal Is. 8,1; Talm. which is called 5393 15, 7 (which see).
ons (fountains) n. p. of a place in
ms} a smooth edge. — 2. (according to Targ., Vulg., Kimchi, Rashi) a
hand-mirror, i. e. a polished plate of
metal 18. 3,23; more correctly (according to the LXX) transparent, fine stuff
(Arab.  יתor mantle, covering (see

Benjamin, north of Jerusalem, 1 Sam.
25, 44; Is. 10, 30.
ָ( תִיָלPhilistian) n.p. of a Philistine
giant, 1 Sam. 17, 4 seq.; 2 Sam. 21,19.

One of David’s heroes smote a brother
of his called “jamz 1 Car. 20, 5.— The
derivation must be looked for in the
Philistine idiom, as also that ofאחזת 
*b”) m. prop. capable of turning, hence (which see); and the termination ath
1. the folds of a door, the two boards for masculine proper names may be
of which may be turned and folded over explicable only by this circumstance.
upon each other 1 Kınas 6, 34, for which According to Hitzig (Geschichte und
Ez. 41, 24 has 12072; Talm. ,לג Dad Mythologie der Philist. p. 76), m7)3 is=
door. — 2. a cylinder, i. e. what is turned, the proper name I'wvievr7ys, 1. 6. sooth-
Sona or Sou. 5,14, Esra. 1,6; parallel sayer, sorcerer. Yet a Semitic dialect
may. — 3. same as "32, 522 circle, was spoken in Philistia.

5; IL).
baba (constr. לרבאpl. DA”, constr.

cireuit, district, whence םררגה 5°24 (dis5b; (i.e. ba, 1 person mia, also
trict of the nations) n. p. of a district
plur.
resolved "553; inf. and imp. >} or
in the mountains of Naftali (Gibl
Szaffad) Is. 8, 23, where nun, JupGEs bis, abi; part. 224) trans. 1. like the
4,2, Up, Josm. 12, 22 and Sign lay, cognate radical xéAd-ew, cell-ere, to
and which is also called simply לילנה drive forward, to turn, to move forward,
with 59%
Jos. 20,7; 1 Cur. 6,61; (comp. 1 Macc. to roll away, a8 Gen. 29, 3,
5,9;
Jos.
הָפְרַח
figurat.
11,63; Top. 1,1). הָליִלָּנַה 2 Kınas 15, from a place;
to
forward
roll
to
"לא
with
22;
119,
29 or לילנה  ץֶרֶא1 Kınas 9, 11 forms Ps.
16, 3;
Prov.
upon
roll
to
33;
14,
Sam.
1
the north of Naftali, where was also a

(where i397 should be supnon-Israelite population. Solomon gave Ps. 22,9
his cause upon one, comp.
roll
to
plied)
90 cities in this district to Hiram, who
v. 174 ano geortidos
Agam.
Aeschyl.
see)
(which
ץֶרָא
bi2>
them
called
down Prov. 26, 17;
roll
to
Badeiv;
₪009
1 Kmas 9, 11-13. In after times all
push out (excrements), hence
or
drive
to
and
northern Palestine between Samaria
chaff, dust, hence

bby 1; to roll about,
Sidon was comprehended under ליל 7
ba 3, bapa. In this signification לג is
’3
Tedikaia, which was divided into

we,

pina ’3 and pox (Shebiit connected with 755 II., comp. Ar. do

(to wander forth). — 2. (not used) intr.
9, 2).
move round, to move in a circle
( הָליִלְּגpl. תְּל"ֶלְּב( ./ same as 2984 3 to turn, to in sense 239), to whirl, to
(cognate
circle, district, territory, of Philistia Josu.
circle, hence >4>3, 9°23; ְהָליִל nibs,
,13,2 Jo. 4,4, of the Jordan Josu.
heap together, to roll to01,22 11 = 32934 934.  הג' הַקְדְמונהbaba, Dba; to

gether, hence לג 1 and 2; to roll, to float,
Ezux. 8,74 the eastern boundary in the
mba 3,
fountain, a of the waves, hence >3 3 and

description of the temple
to be circular,
designation of the district which slopes the proper name ni;
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round, of a cruet, kettle, hence Da 2 Ezr. 5,8 and 6,4 stone of heaviness, i.e.
a heavy, large stone, hewn; perhaps
(see לג 2).

Nif. 533 (fut. bar) to roll together, of (as in Talm.) stone, whence 2°73 (which
a book-roll, figurat. of the heavens Is. see); comp. Ar. lo, de &e. Accord34,4; to rollforward Am. 5, 24 (according to the received orthography Dan).

ing to the LXX, Ezra apocryph. and
others prop. finely polished, well cut or

Pih. (redupl.) 5394 1. to roll down, polished stone, marble, fromb3=7753, Ar.
from (77) the points of rocks Jer. 51, A> to polish, to make smooth.
25. — 2. (in derivatives) to turn, to
oP (weighty; see 553 3) n. p. m.

move in a circle, to roll about, e. 5 of
wheel-work, a whirlwind, whirling dust, Nen. 12, 36.
balls &c.; and with the additional idea
ob} I. (fut. O9) 1. tr. to wrap toof rounding, to encircle, to enclose. Degether, to fold together, nq 2 Kinas

rivat. baa, D4D4.
Puh. 1. Sy. to be rolled (in blood),

2, 8.

red Is. 9, 4.

po-a, D2-n &e., and from this funda.

arched, hence .ָתֶלָנְל | ו
Hif. >37 (fut. ap. Dan) to roll away,

to be rolled together into a firm ball-shape

In its organic

root,

02-3 is

of a garment, i. e. figurat. to be dyed closely connected with that in "םלדא

Puh. II. (redupl.) 53593 to be rounded, mental signification has been developed

mass, to be hard, firm (see TmabnR,
nm and bug). Deriv. 033. — 2. intr,
Gen. 29, "10. In derivat. also to roll toto
be rough, unformed , undeveloped (see
gether, hence mb 402.

ם
ֶ
ל
ָ;(גTalm. of an undeveloped, unculHithp. I. bbann to roll oneself, 072
tivated, rough man; 024 MW a woman
2 Sam. 20,12; to roll oneself down upon

(22) one, 1. 6 ‘to fall upon one Gen. 43, not yet bearing, fruitfulness being considered as her development. Derivat.
18, along with by ben.
גלְמוּד
Hithp. II. 535 ins ‘to roll oneself upon,
of enemies, Jos 30, 14.
nds II. (not used) ir. to veil, to cover
dba (constr. 553, with suff. only for. about, "Targ. bis, whence x73, Ar.
2
signification 2; see Dba) m. 1. same as o>
in ו
the same signi לג1 dunghill 1 Kınas ,01,41 Ar. gle. fication lies also in D2, which see. De— .2 turning (see nap), circumstance, rivat. D193. — This stem is obviously
opportunity, occasion, Lat. circumstantia, a farther development of >a (to encircle,
only in constr. or with suff. and con- to enclose, surround) by means of m,
nected with 2 as a prepos. on account or perhaps of 7-53 (in ji1p3 a cover Is.
of, for the sake 7 (see תרדא( i. 6. in the 3, 23; comp. in another sense N-53;
matter of the...
So bban Gen. 39, 5 the Talmudic 71,93 margin may be so
(cognate in sense 4215), qbban 30, 27, named on account of its enclosing what
055532 Deur. 1, 37, for which at a
is written); as the Syr. א (veil, coverlater time “9 Mabn was used. Comp.
ing) and the stems in yda-pvg, 20-99
Arab. Ma = הבס and iS, and as a ( גupper covering), old high Gerprepos. with suff. VIE also.— 3. (great, man clei-t, high German Klei-d &c. shew.
important; see 224) n. p. m. Nex. 11, The organic root is 53, not connected
17; 1 Car. 9, 15.

bby see 53.
bby Aram. m. (according to Ibn Esra,

with 053 I.

aba (with suff.
3) m. prop. the
wrapped together, rolled together, lump,
ie. what is not yet formed and unfolded

Kimchi) prop. the revolving, rolling (of (zo évzdg Bovor), therefore (according
to
stones), hence heaviness, weight, ‘3 Jas LXX, Symm., Vulg. &c.) the embryo, Ps.
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139,16; comp. Talm. 23 the undeveloped, unfolded.

mb} see .דול

ya IL. (not used) intr. to be firm,
strong, hard, thick; comp. Ar. AXe, hic

Gn the derivatives),

1053 adj. m., mamaba f. 1. unfruit-

and the organic

root in 9”), לכ &e. Comp. besides the
Ar.



 אto be hard. Derivat.
ful, of a wife Is. 49,29; figuratively of proper names
293 and "95.
night Jos 3, 7, so far as no fruit of

the body comes forth in it. ob} lies

at the foundation of the word; and the

Syr. Kay also makes the origin of it
clear; and 00 is a very old derivation-

the

sya
see 1953.
:
ה +
1953 (strong, powerful, from >53 IL,

with the deriv. syllable dd; see Tmnb3)

syllable (see letter Daleth, beginning);
comp. öd in the proper names 2,
527 (which see), dd in 1 (whence

1. (designation of a person) x. p. m.
found especially in the tribes of Manasseh and Gad Num. 26, 29 30; Jupars
11,1 2; 1 Car. 5, 14. Patron. 1253

name

Jupezs 11,1; 12,4. — 2. (designation
of a place, rocky mountain), a) 19'937 I

yi7W 4g), 7999 (which see), the proper
“322,

Aram.

pe

from pp,

Syr. go (line, series) from \pu. —

2. Metaph.: desolate, waste, of han תדע (Gilead-mountain), the name of a limeJos 15, 34, i.e. without house and child; stone mountain on the other side of
Jordan, intersected by many valleys
forsaken, solitary, 30, 3 solitary from
and fissures, and forming many plateaus
want and hunger. In Arab. there are
rich in pastures, Gen. 31, 21 23; Deut.
also the metaphors hard, of rocks, 3,12; Sone or Sou. 4,1; 6,5; Jer. 50,
stony, of the ground, severe, of man &e., 19; Os. 19. This Gilead-mountain runs
without this being the signification from through the territories of Reuben and
which one sets out in tracing the rest; or Gad as well as the northern province
without venturing to assume 1/25, dus of Manasseh Deur. 3,12 13 (comp. the
as the stem.
description in Zuseb. Onomasticon); and
the present name of the mountain-pass
pba I. (Kal unused) ir. same as לג
south of pa? from east to west, dlela
(farther developed by ») to roll, to roll or-Öe-, is still a remnant of it, without
forward, to drive (incessantly), to roll being altogether topographically identifarther (see Hithpahel); cognate in stem
cal on that account. Jupazs 7, 3 "P27}
Yan (to hurl forward).
7
Sn and shall go to their home from
Hithp. span to roll oneself forward,
mount Gilead making a circuit (i. e. formto move oneself violently forward, Prov. ing an arch in order to surround the
17, 14 before it moves forward with position of the enemy, since return by
violence (i. e. before strife becomes irre- the direct route was cut off by the enpressible) leave off strife; 18,1 he rolls camping of the Midianites in the plain
himself along (i. e. breaking through all of Jesreel). — b) ’37 YIN (Gilead-land)
bounds) against all counsel; 20,3 and name of the land nearest mount Gievery fool moves forward 1. 0. allows him- lead (comp. Num. 32,1, Deur. 2, 37), in
- self to go on, and so provokes strife.
which "132 YN, Pa? לחנ , Tan ay &e.,

"This signification of the stem ‘3 float- particularly jwa, were not yet included
ed before the minds of the translators

in the Targ., LXX, Syr., Vulg. and
the old interpreters generally, and is
also the one etymologically established
(comp. 53, Yon, 83-80 cell-ere); while
the Arab. ₪ > is only connected with
m

Je.

Devr. 3, 10 13; Jose. 12, 5; 13, 11;
17,1; Mic. 7, 14; 1 Caron. 5, 16; but

then it comprehended all north of the
east-Jordan

land

as far as Jabbok,

while the south, now Belka and Aglün,
Afterwards
still remained excluded.
the name became wider, and embraced
19
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‘both the district of the tribes Reuben,

 תיִּתְחַּמin the singular Jupges 1,15, or

Gad and half Manasseh, and also Bashan;
i. e. it reached south to the brook Arnon, north as far as mount Her-

;15,19 as Beth-Horon was by ךייֶלָע and

 תלand njann in the pinral Josa.

Yin 1088. 16, 8 5.
mon (@ibl el-Sheich) Deut. 3, 8; 4, 38;
PA (from ps) 1. a subst. m. (not
34,1; Junges 20,1; 2 Kınas 10, 33.
used)
the ground--form to 7723 in 1172372,
Hence it happens, that Gilead as a terPhenie.
(Erye. 2) ma, assembly , “con
ritory stands sometimes for the province

of Reuben merely 1 Sam. 13, 7; some- gregation; hence the proper name
times for Gad especially Junges 5, 17, jmoyma (Gamalius i. e. Gamaliun, see
or for Gad and Reuben together Ps. Morcelli, Afr. chr.) i. e. congregation of
60, 9; 108, 9; sometimes for the district Elyon; hence heap, Ar. >< heap, adv.
of the 2'/, tribes Num. 32, 26; Deur.3,

12-16; Josm. 12, 2 5; 13,11; Am.1,3
600.

To the cities which received the

apposition 72553 or 7953 belong תומא

מ

heaps.— 2.a conjunct. (as a subst.

a putting together, annexation, addition,
therefore a particle of addition), whose

Devt. 4, 43, ‘wa Junges 21,8, רעו senses may be arranged in the follow-
1 Cur. 26, 31. "The inhabitants were ing manner: a) also, poe adding to
called ‘3 "Y28 Jupaus 12, 4, or simply something preceding, Gen. 3, 6; 7, 3;
19, 21, therefore "> Da yea also Ror

253 12, 5. Even after the exile Gilead
is mentioned as a geographical

name

2, 21 (see FARin eorresponding clauses

Da... DA also... also i. e. as well... as
14, 2; Bell. Jud. 1, 4, 3) puts together aps not only... but also GEN. 24, 25;
10000706 or Cokadyvy and Moabitis; Ex. 10, 25; 12, 31; 1 Sam. 17,36; Jer.
51,12. Sometimes even, even also, i. e.
but the name Perea is more usual.

1 Mace. ch. 5 and 13; Josephus (Ant.13,

Ih n. p. same as 4953, of which
it may have been originally a collateral form; Scripture gives it a histo-

the conjunction intensifying the idea in

that part of the sentence where it stands,

and consequently bearing a relation to
something going before, which must fre-

zical origin Gen. 31,41 and puts דלג

quently be supplied in thought, Prov.

ָּשֶל3( pers. pl. 7853) intr. (according
to my "Concordance) to stretch’ oneself,
to lie down, with a at something (see
72) Sone or Sox, 4, 1; 6,5; Ar.
cognate Wan (which see). But thin

the idea its favourite place is at the be-

19,2; 20,11.

In this strengthening of

ginning of sentences in the signification
even, Prov. 14, 20; 17, 26; Eccuus. 10,
20; with a negation or after one: not even,
not so much as, 2 Sam.17,12 13; Ps.14,
3; 53, 4; Di AN even also is stronger

meaning hardly suits for a comparison
of locks, and the LXX, Jerome, Syr. Lev. 26, AA, b) Di increasing and adhave taken the fundamental significa- ding stands, for the sake of emphasis,
tion to be either, to appear, to become with personal pronouns repeated: likevisible, or after the Aramaean (Targ. wise, self, Gun. 20, 5 and even she her-"Bud rising, a hill) to ascend. More self said, i. e. she aid likewise, especorrect seems to be the sense to move eially when the personal pronoun is the
forward, to roll forward, to move down; intensifying of the suffix Gen. 4, 26;

comp. the organic root in W391. Yen
see), b2-B, or better in סלח >"זמ

vals / Teap down.
mba see MDs.
mds (springs; comp. bibs) proper
name of two places in southern J udah.
They were distinguished by תיל and

10, 21; 27, 34; 2 Sam. 17, 5; 1 Kınas

21,19; "Prov. 23,15; more rarely in
i the
case of repeated verbs, in
i order to give
intensity to the action, in the significa-

tion even, really, truly, yet, Gen. 31,15;
46, 4; also merely for emphasis and for.
laying stress upon a thing, before nouns,

Jupers 5,4, Jo. 1, 12, Lamenr. 4,
15, Jos 15, 10, very seldom put after
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them Gen. 20,4. c) comprehending, not together, to be stout, to be firm, strong; to
simply adding: together, 6. ₪. םכינשדג
both together, uterque, Gun. 27, 45; “OR

be packed together, to be put together, of
the fist, hand.. Deriv. ah.
 שַכִיהָסProv. 17,15; 20,10; bp a even
Pih. 793 (not used) to set firmly, to
alltogether Inner 9,49; 2 Gan 19, 31; establish, a post, a garrison. Deriv. 133.
Eocues. 7, 21; particularly before numThe stem "3 is entirely identical, in
bers. To this "belongs also הָתַע  הגnow its fundamental meaning, with the Ar.
also, yea now, prop. yet even now, which
oases As (to be drawn together, firm,
suits in many passages Gun. 44, 10;
hard), which is used in many deriva1 Sam. 19, 16; Jo. 2,12; Jos 16, 19;
tives; consequently with ץמק Arab.
 ַּדעְתָהmah and what now (takes place) ae
1Kinas 14, 14. d) adversative: even then, |+
7723 (only pl. (םיִדד m. prop. firmly
even so, 1. e. yet, Hz.16, 28 ;Eccouns. 8,12;
Ps.129, 2, which is merely a consequence set, established, hence (like ביצנ ,(בצמ
in the position of the clauses. e) confir- a post, a garrison, Ez. 27, 11: ihe sons
matory: even, indeed, much, Gen. 29, 30 .of Arwad were with thy army round about
and he loved even; Hos.9,12; Jop16,19. upon thy walls, and as a garrison in thy
towers; LXX gvAuxes (garrison), and so
NID] (Kal unused) tr. 1. to draw toSyr., Aquila; but the Vulg., Rashi, Künchi
gether, to bind together, to collect, con- and others interpret it dwarfs, pigmies,
sequently from the organic root N}, thinking of 1124 (span, fist) men as long
which is also in Das, Da (np), "Ar. as the fist, i. e. Tom-thumbs; the Targ.
3 &c. Deriv. x2. — 2 as an en- has taken it as the name of a Phenician people, translating Cappadocians
largement of the idea: to.draw in (water), (NRL IDR), because it has probably taken
to suck in, to sip ins comp. Targ. >13, Dyas = 07723 from 733 (which was
Talm. x723, Dx3.
so understood by Armenian writers and
Pih. N to sip up, to drink in, hence Syncellus). Jerome has valiant warriors
figurat. (according to Symm., Jerome, (bellatores), daring (comp. Syr. Iran

Kimchi and others) Jon 39,24: he drinks

up the ground with vehemence and rage,
1. 6. the war-horse runs over the ground
quickly; the same figure being in the
Arabic
Arf.  המיאto cause to drink or sip
up, Gun. 24, 17, parallel mp wry 24, 43.
Nah m. Egyptian papyrus -- plant , the

paper-reed, papyrus-rush, Coptic ram

the same, out of which boats were made,

stubbornness, Arab. o> hard, firm),
without on that account reading man.
ns m. span, fist, prop. what holds
together, from 724= PRR,
hence a
measure JUDGES 3,16, as the LXX have
orıdaum, span, Vulg. palna manus, Aq.,
Symm. yoördog zakasoriaios. The Targ.,

misled by the Aramaean form קל
which signifies arm or ell, renders it by

Nm (staff).
glide along easily (Plin. 13, 21—26).
Da see D3.
The papyrus-reed grows in the marshes
rd see In.
of the Nile Jo 8,11, and is placed on a
bara
-- part. pass. from 532},
par with the reed Is. 35, 7. ‘4 is usually
but
used
as a subst.) m. 1. a ל
derived from Nas 2, ie. from sucking
in the water, with appeal to the bidula child, which wants the breast no more,
papyrus (Lucan. Phars. 4,136); more cor- grown, Is. 11, 8; 28, 9; Ps. 131, 2. —
rectly from אב 1, hence prop. rush, like Besides: 2. (matured, » strong) n. p. m.
juncus from jungere, which ןומְנא (which 1 Car. 24,17. — 3. in תיִּב-'ָג (place of
see) and the Talmudic 23 (rush) confirm. camels) n. p. of a city in “Moab Jar. 48,
23 (see ma); comp.N2725 in Galilee, Gau-

a Man, 37153 Ex. 2, 3, Is. 18, 2, which

Ta (not used) intr. 1. to be drawn

gamela (ona 3) according to Strabo =
19*
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with the addition of 94 Ps.7,7 or 19%
Proy. 31,30; very seldom with 4 of the
( למend ‘bas"with suf’ גגל pl. person Deor. 32,6; Is. 3,9; Ps. 137, 8.
Since it denotes, according ‘to its origi( םיִלּומְּגm.an act,“good or bad, but only
nal conception, completed, finished, free
olxog xaumAov, a town in Assyria; con-

sequently 4725 = 0135.

with reference to others, with 07) action towards one, it might also naJupezs 9, 16, Is. 3, 11, Prov. 12, 14, turally mean to requite 2 Sam. 22, 21,
or without it Op. 15, 2 Cur. 32, 25; pl. Ps. 18, 21, as this concludes the ac-

stifeneb fo( )doG .sP 301, 2; 9 ‘3  השיבtion. Hence ches to do, should not be
compared. Deriv. 51723 (>73), הכו
 עלfo eht nosrep .sP ,4,92 ro 'ָ השיב
Sınan,
and the proper nameSEN ‘p una Jo. 4,4, Os. 15, Drop:‘to give
Lament. ,3 ,46 .vorP ,21 u ro htiw

back to one his deserti.e. to recompense;

2. to make ready, to make ripe, a child,
to make it cease to suck, to wean, 1 Sam.

so too ’3 bbw, with > Is. 59, 18, Jer. 1, 24, hence with the added am Is.
51,6 or לעof the person Jo. 4, 4. Sel-
28, 9; deriv. ba3 1. (which see), and
dom punishment, Is. 35, 4; parallel DP 2.
the proper name Sars 2. Weaning, which
morna (pl. mibrn3) f benefit, 2 6 took place very late (2Macc. 7,27), was
19, 37; 18.59 ,18;recompense Jur. 51,56. connected with an entertainment among
3 (not used) intr. to be pressed, to the Hebrews (Gen. 21, 8) and Egypbe firm, prop. to draw oneself together tians (1Kmas11 ,20). From this signification is perhaps derived that of לג
firmly, comp. yap, therefore App to applied to the complete, mature, grown
round, firm, pressed bodies; Arab.
the same. 2
₪
var (not used) m. sycamore, as a hard,
unripe, and therefore unwholesome fruit
(Diose. 1, 182), then the sycamore-tree,
so called "from its hardness; like 79,

TRA, TY. A more usual term was
 קמהwhose etymology is similar
ו
see).
7723 ey, 0

up camel, in opposition to a young DNS)

"22 (which see), comp. 5723, 21723 anc
the proper name "573; elsewhere perhaps intr. to be ripened, mature, strong,

whence the proper name 5123. Figurat.
to make ripe, full, of the grape, Ts. 18,5;
to bring to maturity Nume. 17, 23.

Nif. 5932 pass. of mipatlioat 2. to be
weaned, Gen. 21, 8; 1 Sam. 1, 22.

With ’3 the Ar. LE (X.) to be full,
5
ripe,
d4S (IL) to complete, and de>
ma sycamore, Ar.
, Talm. 1794)
n. p. of a city in Imdah P Cur. 28, 18, (to be perfected i. e. beautiful) areidenwhich was still standing at a later,even at tical; and all the significations may be
the Talmudie, period. Comp. the name of traced back to the fundamental one.
a city Sycomenon, in the neighbourhood
52 IL. (not used) intr. same asbarII.
from

of Carmel (Onomast.), now Gimzü (91723), 1 Baar a burden, to labour, comp. bn,
east of Lydda (Robinson, Palest. III.

pp. 56. 57).

on} I. (fut. >i93) tr. prop. to bring
to an end, to make ready, to complete,
hence 1. to do completely , to deal with
one, to do to, what is good, with לע Ps.
13, 6; 103, 10; 116, 7 or the accus. of
the person I. 63,7; to benefit Prov.11,
17, but also with the addition of Sin
31,12 or הבוט 1 Sam. 24,18, and also
with the accusative of the thing, So

Ar. (4 to carry. Deriv. perhaps ל
and לּומָּג 3.

 למL in the proper name

ליל

which see.

yapII.(pl. nrb123, 6. "123) m. camel,
the grown one (see Sa, Saag 3), con-

trasted with "33 (which see), the young
one. It is the well-known strong animal belonging to Palestine Ezr.2, 67,
Arabia Jupezs 7, 12, Egypt Ex. 9, 3,
too the reverse: to do evil, to shew evil, Syria 2 Kınas 8, 9, which serves the
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inhabitants of the desert for travelling
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23 to perfect for one, 138, 8.

Deriv.

Gun. 24,10; 31,17,aswell as for carrying |the proper names 4723, .יהיה — The
burdens 18. 30,6 and for warlike opera- stem ‘3 is organically a
with
tions 21, 7; in which their riches con- >23; and in the Psalms should be rather
sisted, 708 1,3; 42,21. Construed with explained by the Aramaean idiom.
the feminine it means the female camel,
 ָּמַר.rtsnoc(  (גָמָרsee .32771
Gen. 37, 25. The name of a letter of
( רַמָּגpart. pass. 9793) Aram. tr. to
the alphabet, is written 5723 on account of
the incipient sound. — The word passed complete, to despatch, Ezr.7, 12.
from the Semitic (Hebr. 23, Syr. tx,
a (completion or perhaps heat) n.
p.
f. Hos. 1, 3; according to Jerome a
Arab. de> &e.), since the animal was
indigenous especially in Arabia, to other vanishing away from passion, which also
peoples (Copt. zamorA, Gamova, Greek suits 723.

»&unlog, Lat. camelus); and even the
Sanskrit kraméla, more frequently kra-

mélaka, appears to be merely an etymological transformation of the foreign Semitic word (an enduring, powerful animal;
comp. krama strength), since elsewhere
uschtra, Pers. uschtur appears instead.
( ילcamel-possessor) n. p.m. Nume.

21,31.

mie) 1. .מ p. of the Japhetic founder
of the people "72) Gun. 10, 2, from whom
TOUR, MEY and man were derived 10,
3;“then-p. of a people descended
from Gomer Ez. 38, 6, whose warriors
serve with the Togarmites in the army
of Gog. In Jerus. Targ. 1 and Midrash

Gen. rabba ch. 37 ’} is interpreted by

NPN, PIS (and thence in Juchasin ed. Krak. p- 185°)
i. 6. Phrygia (not
from. למ after the form “27, same as Africa), probably with reference to the
brag) np. m. Nume.1,10; 2 20; LXX derivation (72) = Aram. רב a coal,
I 0000.
hence prop. xaconexavperyy), with which
Dida I. (unused) tr. 1. to collect, to also Bochart (Phal. 111. 8) agrees. But
heap, to bind, to put together, like the the Phrygians formed only a small branch
of the Togarmites (Jos. Ant. 1, 6, 1;
Ge
Ar,
; deriv. 03.
Comp. Dax,
O29,
Hieron. quaest. in Gen. 10, 3) and canו
rt
vet
BIS, ‘bp&c. The noun 472372 is also not exhaust the primitive people Gomer.
The Talmud (Joma 10°) interprets ‘5
derived from it; see D728 m.
by nn Germani i. e. the Asen-race
jaja} I. (not used) intr. to strive, to of the Ashkenaz who dwelt early in
desire, long for, like the Ar. p> 5 Ascania in Asia Minor along with the
Phrygians, in the Trojan times, and
₪ bebns (EI is a recompenser ; ana

&e., Hebr. mp, Gr. xdu-o, adu-vo inhabited generally, the north west of
&c.;; perhaps the stem is ms. Deriv. Asia Minor (N78). But this race is only

according to some, 1237.

a branch of Gomer and can as little ex-

eee (not used) ir. to make deep, tom, haust the primitive people as the interof the Armenian writers (Euseb.
a pit, comp.Ar.
. Yass (to be low), yet pretationArmen. U, 12; Syncellus pag.

Chron.
91), viz. the Cappadocians. Doubtless ‘4
spise), Targ. ya (to hollow out, a pit), means the original race of the CimmeSyr. Ethp. to dig out &c. Deriv. mM. rians (Kimpéoiot, Cimmerii 66. of which
is Cymr), who pre( גָמַרfut. ,327 )7337 .rtni ot emoc the ground-form
3 Taurica
vailed at an ancient period in
to an end, to cease, Ps. 12, 2; to disap-
py} from 3 hence
name
the
(under
pear 7, 10; to be gone 77, 9; but ir.
with by to come to a valid deiarming- the name Krim) and the Bosphorus,
tion respecting one’s case 57, 3; with and afterwards migrated to the coun(to sink), 5

(to eount as low, to
ER
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tries of Asia Minor, while the rest came
under Seythian rule. In their farther

expeditions they emerged
appellation

Cymbrians
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or

under

the

23, 30; with ‘pap 2 Sam. 15, 6 to steal
the wena of one, ie. to gain it for oneself. Derivat. 223.

Cymmerians

(KiuBoot, Cimbri).
( הָיְרִמְּבJah is requiter) n. p. m. JER.

3,92.

Puh. 335 (inf. abs. =53) pass. to be
stolen, with ya of the place whence, Gun.

40, 15; Ex. 22, 6; with bx Jos4, 12 to
steal eccretly ‘upon one.

Hithp.  הִסְגגָבto withdraw by stealth
i.e. noiselessly and singly, prop. to
13 (with suff. "23, ‘128; pl. 0°23; from repair to a place by stealth 2 Sam. 19, 4,
The stem ’s(Targ. 233, Syr. al, &e.)
33) comm. , prop. a place hedged or
is
still perceptible in its fundamental
fenced boat, marked out, hence a
garden, a park, ₪
applied to the signification in the Arabic is (to bend
garden of the first human beings, Gen. to a side), as also wis (side) shews;
ch. 2 and 3, which was in j7% and an it should therefore be compared with
image of the most beautiful garden Ez.  חנ ביס.06
tuB eht cinagro toor
A903

36,10.

(the same) n. p. m. JER,

28,13; 36,35; Jo.2,3, whence also it is gab, since the inserted n sometimes

was named poy ג Ex. 31,8 9, or disappears in the Semitic branches of
 ל73 Gen. 13, 10, Is. 51, 3 &c; a denn

the stem.
335 (pl. raza) m. a thief, fur, Ex.
39,4 and 52,7 a rol park. Once it 22,1 6; Jur. 2, 26; Zucu. 5, 4; an
stands for >a Sone or Sot. 4,12. — 48 D'a33 bands of thieves Is. 1, 24.
\
(Targumic 18) TAN, NBA, Ar. xis &e.)
7323 (after the form 1513) f. what
is identical, in its fundamental significa- is stolen, Ex. 22,2 3.
tion, with the Greek xöozos, Lat. hortus,
P23 (Egyptian and connected with
Zend. vara, vare &c., and even with
0792 (which see), 00080006, from the Kvoögie) n: p. m. 1:Kınas 11, 20.
2 (pl. niza) /. a garden (= 43) Is.
Zend. pairi-daéza, an enclosure.

of herbs Daur. 11, 10; RT

ia ₪

223 (fut. 3532; part. pass. f. constr.

1, 30; Jos8, 16; Am. 4, 9; comp. the

Phenician 2 )%08

Uno Kunoiav Tape

“1334 = naps) tr. to turn off, to bend .deicog Etym. M.).
oe
ae, like the Ar. ais and i>,
7133 (in late writings) /. the same,
hence: to purloin, to steal, with accusat.

of the object Gun. 31, 32, Ex. 21, 16,
Devt. 24,7, or also absolut., where nothing but the action is regarded Ex.
20,15; Jose. 7,11; Prov. 30, 9; metaphor. to carry off, of a whirlwind, Jos
21,18; 2933 Gen. 30, 33, Prov. 9, 17
what is stolen, unrighteously acquired;
 בְּבְבְתִי ירמtahw si deirrac ffoni eht yad
Gey. Bi"39, Figur. to deceive, xigntew,

Son& or Sox. 6,11; Esru. 1,5.
123 (not used) tr. 1. to bring together,
to gather in,
é like the cognate words 819:
Targ. כָּנָש,Ar. u, ys hence 2. to

conceal, to fade, comp. Targ. 733, Syr.
Hy, Arab.
im, whence Talm. [9]
BE,

0

3. to wrap

up to-

gether, to inwrap, to form into a ball, to

envelop, the stem appearing in this sense

connected especially with בל Gun. 31, in Ethiopic also. Derivat. 133.
20 26. Derivat. 77233, the proper name
123 (only constr. pl. 133) m. a coverna23 (perhaps).
ing, a cloak, a mantle (from 125 3) Ez,
Nif. 23% pass. Ex. 22,11.
27,24 (parallel nibs), made from. ovina,
Pih. En to steal industriously or often, in which the Tyrians traded. In Targ.
particularly used in a figurative sense Ez. 27, 24 and Targ. Esta. 1,3 pra,
to purloin the revelations of others Jer.

23

is used in the sense of coverings;
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only the radical מ is resolved into the Aram. n3; on the contrary the Hebrew
doubled sibilant (7'173, "774); while in na should be referred to nbs.
"793 from דג (which see) ‘the reverse is
yimaa (= Jinn; from a mase. 73 arose
the case.
33, from which }in24, great protection)
123 belonging to "733 Esra. 3,9; 4,7,
n. "2.m. New. 10,7; 12,16; outofwhich
see Ti.
came "ine 12, 4
3 (constr. "433, pl. 11124, def. NP793)
mya (inf. abs. S935 fut. (העבר intr.
Aram. m. see זג
to
cry, to roar, of oxen, cows 1 Sam.
 פָּבָדִיםfrom 2 see .37
nite) (plur. D124)

m. a treasure-

6,12, Jos 6,5, Targ. 93, Syr. IK =

 צעקgenerally; also to sing (comp. NY.

chamber, among the old interpreters= in the Masora); and yodv, Sanskrit gait,
 אוצר1 Cur. 28,11. As 7- is the extra- Pers. kau and gau the ox, may be com-

Semitic suff. ie TA is the usual

ג pared with 16. Deriv. .הע In addition
to the organic root ganh or gaa there

(which see), the gaza of the classics.

On the termination Jz see 772
77), PHB, FITS, Tan &e.

(in existed another, kdw or kd, from vu

123 (1 person רבב , inf. absol. 4523)
tr. prop. to hedge about, to surround,
to hedge in, hence 43, =, m; therefore to protect, to screen, ith

N or לע

of the object Is. 31, 5; 37, 35; 38, 6;
2 Kines 19, 34.

Derivat. the proper

name yin.

the verbs xp, (in ASP), al, 3,5 &e.
come. See דק
mya 0% of cows) n. p. of a place
at the east of Jerusalem Jur. 31, 39.
The Targ. understands by it, with relation to the stem 1193 (mugire, boare),
a place אָלְגָע ( תַכָרְּבcow-pool); but the

Syr. has insogs (rock--hill), taking it as
Hif. ( הנרfut. yan) to ‚protect, to guard, = msi and appearing to understand the
with לעZecn. 9, 15, like Kal, סע with prominent rocky point on which the
2 of the object 12, 8, because pro- fortress of Antonia stood.
ceeding from the Fondänmental significaby: (fut. 993%) tr. prop. to separate,
tion to cover protectingly; comp. the Phenician proper name nymwy273 (protégé. to exchude, same as by} (which see) and
of Astarte) Corth. XI, 6 and 7; Tan, the Arab. Är> (to separate), hence to
Pih. (not used), derivat. 1337.

(tent, protection, honse, hence sanctuary), from which comes the adject. 338

holy (Mass. 5). Derivat. We
Identical with

73 (724); es

5

are 73 (713), 12 (327) &e. in fundamental
signification.

thrust aside,

to reject,

to abhor,

with

accusat. Luv. 26, 30 43 44 or 2 of the
object Jur. 14, 19; to deny Ez. 16, 45.
The idea of qrofination comes from

that of rejection. Derivat. 5» and the
proper name לע3.
Nif. 5333 to be rejected, cast away, of

23 (mot used) Aram. tr. to bend off the shield of one fleeing, 2 Sam. 1, 21;
(aside), to turn aside, like the Ar. ere comp. Phenic. 533} to be buried (Malt.
-22, 1).
(to give way to the side), >, BS
Hif. 59353 (fut. 5932) to let be cast out
(to turn aside), consequently cognate
of a bull, Jos 21, 10.

with the Hebrew 129 and 233. So others.
But such a sense of the verb may be

(the seed),
According to the fundamental signifi

as it exists in 2-2, MIX &e. Derivat.

the meaning to desecrate, to profane, is

543, >€3, the stem is
derived perhaps from the noun 43 (which cation given of
(to reject), and לח II.
‘Nee
with
al
see) side, wing, yet it is more correct to identic
take as the organic root 51-3 to cover, (which see) belongs to the same group;
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transferred from the other; so Aram.
to soil.

comp. Phenic. 823 (Gippa, top) n. p. of
a city in Africa (Aug. ep. 65). Figurat.

293 (rejection) n. p. m. Jupaus9, 26. (like 33, 1a) body, person, 232 Ex. 21,
335 m. aversion, rejection, Ez. 16, 5.

3 4 with his person i. e. alone, povog.

( תגplur. pa, with suf. mpa; from
Wa (inf. constr. 43, "723; imp. 123; mp4) Aram. m. a wing (perhaps profut. 4939) vun prop. to cry, as the Syr. ceeding from the idea of side) Dan. 7,
= Ar. Ar , and perhaps also
in numerous enlargements of the idea,
this stem being found also in the IndoGermanic tongues. Hence to call at,
to address harshly, to snort at, with 3
of the person Gen. 37, 10; Is. 17,13;
Jer. 29,27; Rura 2,16; to chide, to
threaten, to curse, with accusat. of the
object Ps. 9, 6; 68, 31; Mar. 3, 11, or
also with 2 Nan.1,4; Ps.106,9; cognate

in sense O97 Is. 11, 15. Deriv. 7593,

npn.

793

i

\

(constr. mya) f. threatening,

harsh. address, Is. 51, 20; reproof Prov.
13,1; rebuke Is. 50, 2.

4 6, but different from the Hebrew na
which is derived from פי Yet the

stem here may also be 453 in the sense
Ge

of to cover, Ar. im

&e.

nD3 (not used) trans. to collect, to
gather together, therefore cognate with

maj.

The organic root also exists in

navy, Ar. Was.
Hif. 713377 (not used) to collects hence
the part, pan = p72 in the proper
name

uvm.

22 (not used) intr. same as 23, jD3
to be crooked, to be bent, or to bend. The

vipa (fut. 89233) intr. to be pushed or organic root is j-D3, 7-23, enlarged by
moved, to and fro, 2 Sam. 22,8; Ps. 18, n. Arab. .„&> the same; hence . 2
8; comp. Targ. way, to push, hence eyelid, vine, from the bent form. Deriv.

way =Hebrew mad, Syr. =
=

in va).

Arab.

The organic root is also found

VER (with suf. "25, ipp3, 023; pl.
 (בְפָנִיםcomm. (m. only in Hos. 10, 1,

Deriv. the proper name wyn. 2 Kınas 4, 39) a vine, grape-vine, Is. 7,

Puh. wy) to be shaken 705
20.
Hithp. 1. wean to totter to and fro,
of the drunken | JER. 25,16;

to wave

23; 24,7, in full form 72:7 723 Num. /
4; the stock of the vine Gen. ‘40, 9;
mv a wild vine-stock 2 Kınas 4, 39, 4

46, 8.
Hii: II. Wyant the same, 2 Sam.

wild cucumbers. Targ. ךפוג,Syr. Weg

part of the Ephraim-mountains,

live in the profoundest peace.

the same. To sit under the vine Mic. 4,4,
22,8; Jen. 5, 22; “46,7.
to invite under the vine Zucu. 3, 10, to
ur (quaking, shuddering) n. p. of a eat of his vine 2 Kinas 18, 31 i. e. to

with

 הר7083. 24, 30; Jupazs 2, 9; hence
‘a ילחנ (the valleys lying about Gaash)

where

Else-

‘3 is a figure of the Israelite

people Ps. 80, 9, as also 249 18. ch. 5;
the:proper name of a locality 2 Sam. 23, called the lururiant vine Pia 3 Hos.
30; 1 Cur. 11, 30.
10,1 (see ppa), or nm ‘5Ez. 17, 6.
onm>3 oe םתעה יגa valley burnt,

dried” up) n. p. of an Edomite people
Gan. 86, 11 16, perhaps called so from
their dwelling--place.
A (from rps; with suff. ipa; constr.
pl.”33) m. same as 33, רג the back, i. 6.
the high point, the summit; hence 25

Bi (not used) intr. same as 233 0
be arched, hilly, hunch-backed,

Arab,

nis hilly land; or perhaps only
equivalent to xa (na). Deriv. na.
FDA (unused) Aram. tr. to cover, to

shut , whence Af. נא to shut up, nba
 מרומיםtops of the heights Prov. 9, 3; = Hebrew nd", Talmudic NBR a wall

גפר
shutting in, 424 to surround, Ar. i>

a covering of fruit or leaves, Guss
steel-covering (of a rider) &e. Deriv.
Aram. 43.

222 (not used) intr. to be strong, hard,
especially of a tree, hence cognate with
"23, 33; the same meaning is borne
by" the stem "23 to "pd, and by the
Aramaean stems. "23, IPD, 12D in derivatives; in which signification the
stem is also preserved in the Indo-Germanic tongues; whence xvz«g, cupressus,
pine. The Targ., Greek-Venet. and old
interpreters thought of this sense, when
rendering "55 by cedar. Deriv. 55
and ָתיִרְפ
ae) m. a hard, strong tree, whose
wood was used for ships Gen. 6, 14,
and from which also a kind of resin
(see np) flows; 3 רצע should therefore be taken as TR YP, ie. “53 determines the general Pe About the kind
of tree meant by "3 the greatest diversity
of opinions prevails among the old translators and interpreters: the Targ. and
Greek-Venet. have cedar; Bochart and
Celsius cypress; an anonymous Greek
version bor;

Syriac juniper or willow;

the moderns fir-tree; in no case should
it be translated bitumen.

m5}
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(formed from “pi with the

termination n—-) f. resin of the Gophertree, then as a combustible, brimstone

foreigner, hospes, prop. abiding as a
stranger in a foreign land Gun. 15, 18,
Ex.2, 22, along with awin a setiler
Gen. 23, 4, Num. 35, 15 6 6. he who
though not a native is yet naturalised
as an inhabitant), opposite to mars
Num. 9, 14; 15, 30, or ny Deur. 1, 16,
adduced in the charitable laws along

with bins, M228, 39 Jur. 22,3; 208.
7, 10; ו Er

to whole tribes Ex.

22, 20. The LXX have 0000800, zo0¢-

saree, Sevos, and twice the very word
itself yaogas (8773); but the signifieation proselyte is only a later one. In
Is. 5, 17 the LXX understand by m3
the wandering herds, i. 6. sheep or goats,
without reading 0743 on that account. —
2. Figurat. a pilgrim Ps. 39, 13, 1 Cur.
29,15, comp. Da; a protégé, one deserving protection Ps. 146, 9; comp. in
the compound Phenician proper names
(protégé of Astarte) IegdNMP

oreatos, לַעַּבְרִגִִע (= ~ny) 6.
73 (from רג IV.) m. lime Is. 27,9, as
the Targ., Syr. and Ar. render; comp.
Ar.

>,

‚US the same; Phenic. Ny

(Gira, Guira, lime-place) n. p. of a town
in Numidia.
= (pl. ni5h) m. same as 413 Jer. 51,
38; Nag. 2, 13.
N (enmity; see 793) n. p. m. Gen.
46, 21; Jupeus 3, 15.

23 (not used) ir. 1. to tear off, to
Gen. 19,24; Is.30,33; 34,9; mentioned
with Dine, שא  חלמas a material of scratch ,to scrape off, cognate 73; but
destraction,
= (constr. pl. 3) adj. m., הרג (7)
f- 1 "dwelling , abiding, of a רג "Ex. 12,
49; Luv. 16,29; joined with ma, slave,
servant Jos 19, 15; or neighbour Ex. 3,
22. Poetically ‘inhabitant of the earth, a

man, hence 33 D373 (far from men) Jor

28, 4, parall. Dire; according to Rashi,
Gershuni and others "4 is here a subst.
dwelling -place, a bed. — 2. subst. a
strange shepherd 18. 5, 17, without reading “3 on this account.

"3 ‘(once ריג 2 Car. 2, 16; with suff.
TR: רג pl. D8) m. 1. a stranger,a

the Targ. 293, Syr. Sey, Ar. y>
may be derived from the noun.
The
organic root is 3773, 773, also found

in בר (a), ma (am). —

2. to despise,

to revile, according to a usual metaphor

(see gm).
a

Deriv.

m. scab, scabies, scurf, scurvy

Ley. 21, 20; 22, 22.
am (Biapiser, ail 1.n.p. m. 28am.
23, 38; 1 Cur. 11, 40. — 2. only
in n933
2 (hill of the beet) n. p. of a hill at
Jerusalem Jun. 31, 39.
a

see 53.
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at the Syrtis Minor. Whether the Iega» (pl. 09394; from 378 under
ysonvoi Marra. 8, 28 were a remnant of
“4 I) m. ₪ berry, of the olive Is. 17, the race in question, is still very un-

6; ‘in the Targ. and Mishna along with certain.
 גרגירalso in the sense granum, 0
2 (Kal not used) tr. prop. same as
grain, e. g. of wheat, of the grape, salt
then to scratch,
&c., whence the denom. 4398, Ar. Pr nam, ‘pon to scratch into,
the Targ. 774,
as
,
ly
“general
shave
to
bean. One sees from this that the funThe organic root is
damental signification is properly what Syr. ל Ar. =

is insulated, separated (comp- 7799) ie.
a corn, kernel; but that it is totally unconnected with to be round.

M1975 (only pl. nos, 6. mar and
to be “explained like the plurals in Dp,
;צִנָּארְיתfrom Ta IL.) f. prop. a fissure,
a hole, the wind-Pipe, the oesophagus, the

throat; Arab.
(hole, a hollow); and
also AR7% (from 1X) prop. means fissure,

sag

(Aa,

Dot),

comp.

Italian

gratt- are, French gratt- er, English to
grate, scratch, German kratz-en, Lat.
rad-ere &c.
Hithp. San to scratch oneself, with
2 of the instrument Jos 2, 8.

zer I. (Kal unused) intr. prop. same
as הָרָחto glow, to burn, hence to kindle,
to ieו
Ar. SE the same, ana

opening. Then generally the neck PRov.

 לש6 V. VI), Aram a3, ley,

1,9; 3,3 22; 6,21.

Pa. (reduplicated) a

The Ar. ==

to provoke;

(to gurgle) is denom., as from the Latin the same signification also lies in the
gurges (depth, abyss) gurgulio (wind- stem 4.
pipe), the German Gurgel (whence the
Pih. na (fut. 732) prop. to inflame,
verb gurgeln), the English gurgle; comp. to cause to
9kindle, hence to make jealous,
also the Phenician na} (= M478 i. 6. to provoke, to stir up, strife (717%) Prov.
Gigart, depth, ravine) n. p. of a city in a 18; 28, 25; 29, 22; so the Targ.
Phenicia, Greek yiyagrov; “43 (Gir|. , Syr. >“FY &e. Deriv. the proper
giris, a gap, a fissure) n. p. of a moun- name N.
tain in Libya.
Hithp. mean (fut. ap. Nam?) to excite
wana (not used) intr. to be slimy,

oneself, to be stirred up, to be angry,2

of slime, with one Jur. 50, 24; Prov. 28, 4; to
to drive, to push ‘forth) formed by partial be stirred up to war ()הָָחְלִַל Dan. 1,
25, ie. to throw oneself |
into strife Devt.
reduplication. Deriv. Way, 3.
0-9 from טרָּב (to swell,

wWAIA see Wah.

"WAT (from 74) n. p. of a Phenician people who had come over from
the territory of Manasseh on the other

2, 5, with 3 of the person against one

2, 19, or of the thing 2 Kivas 14, 10,
but also in the sense of to excite war
Devr. 2, 9, or absolutely to carry on
war, to press on in combat; T}9"73 even

side of Jordan (Euseb. Onom.) Gen. 10, to his fortress i. e. Gaza Dan. 11, 10.

16; 15,21, but who were omitted in the Deriv. 939.
enumeration of the single tribes as too
173 II. (not used) tr. to split, to
unimportant to be mentioned Ex. 3, 8 hollow, to hollow out, conseq. ="1394 from

17; 13, 5; 23, 23; 33, 2; 34,11; Num.

( גרwhence (ַרְגַּרָת, and connected in
appeared from the political theatre after its organie root with רע (MPI.whence
Moses’s time. Later tradition and po- man), RI &c. pais? Prov. 21,7, and
13, 29; Deur. 20, 17 86. and who dis-

pular history found them among the
Phenician tribes in northern Africa,

where also a city Girgis (W373) existed

aaa דוri 15 are to be referred to
‘ גרand the meaning to snatch, to collect, should not be assumed. Deriv. 193;

גרה
on

the contrary +173 comes
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from רג

:

Ta

see IM.

( םיִּזְרְּבformed from 143, as a collect.
( הרגafter the form Mad; from 13) pl.: desert mountain; according to others
7 same as "373 prop. the separated, mountain of the Gerizite tribe, see 13)
sundered, little, hence a grain, a kernel, n. p. of a part of the Ephraimite moun-

but only metaphor. the 20% part of a tains (therefore always coupled with 47),
Spy Lev. 27, 25; Num. 3, 47; comp. over against 53°y, the city Daw or Na-
and granum (com); hence a plus being between the two, in a valley
ה
small weight of brass or iron, used as( Jupexs 9,7), where the Samaritan wor-
a coin.also, So were the 000(0/ of the ship was afterwards established Devt.
Greeks. Comp. too 8737 in the Mishna, ,11 ;29 ;27,12 .7088 ,8 ;33 Jos. Ant.
the smallest weight "of the Persians, ,11 ,7 ;2 ,11 ,8 ;2 in ‘the LXX 1

from «3/9 a corn. AIR is a secondary

ו

TR (from 143 with the termination
form. — 2. bruised, made small, chewed
the
in
comp. ור m. an axe Duvr. 19, 5,
en,
swallowed;
i. e. food already
phrase ‘a הלכה Lev. 11,3 4, ‘3 973 11, Is. 10, 15, to cut wood or stone; comp.
;7 comp. rumen (connected with en). the cognate 91372, Zab. Bi, and the
ITS (with suff. “293, 7217) m. prop, Ar. in many forms. It is by no means a
j13, as some make it;
swallow, wind-pipe, ‘hence throat, as an quadriliteral from
the
איצה
is
an.
Targ.
7,
115,
Ps.
1,
58,
Is.
organ of speech
and of swallowing 69, 4; Jer. 2, 25;
O74 (not used) tr. to hollow out, to
metaphor. neck Is. 5, 16; Ez. 16, 11;
denen, in order to put something in;
cognate in sense ראּוצ which is of
cognate ba. Deriv. Dotan (which see).
similar origin. Arab. uh> the same.
a5 ad}. m. (in the cod. Samar. in
See na and ja.
Gen. 49, 14 for D3) bony, strong, which
MAT} (from 43) ₪ shelter, prop. an inn
the Samar. translator, however, read
Jer. 41,17.
DM.

na (Kal unused) tr. to divide, separate like the Ar. yy> (to separate).

bn} (not used) a stem adopted for
Sala "(Which see), but which should be
The organic root 1773 is also found in
derived from “13; it is also assumed for
ora, 077 86. and as the meaning
“544 Prov. 19, 49 K'tib, but all the
coincides with “ti, the two are interancient translators and the Masora read
changed. Hence according to some 7773, bar. See 43.
and the proper names םיּזְרִּג,.זר
adj. m.
destroyed
i
Nif. 1733 to be separated i.e.
Ps. 31, 23, for which there stands elsewhere "1142 88, 6; and 14 mss. have it
so in the first passage.
TA see DI.

:>) 2.
"3 (waste-land; comp. Ar.>

of a territory in the south of Palestine,

Shy (before Makkeph ~>43)
only in Prov.19, 19, but for ‘which we
should read wich the K'ri 57, as the

Masora already prescribes (see Norzi),

and for which there are analogies in
2 Kines 22, 13; Dan. 11, 14.

DR

(not used) intr. to be shielded
around with skin,

around, to be covered
mentioned with “713 and P2727, רוש hence only a collateral form of op cute
m,
and םיַרְצִמ accordingly the ו
obductum esse. Deriv. 073, “deno
were called a 1 Sam. 27,8, which the ng and the proper name ומר perhaps
K’ri reads “13 (see 33). Comp. the ָרִים
Phenic. Na (waste station) n. p. of a
D3 (pl. with suff’ wats) m1. (not
Phenician town in Africa (Polyb. 1,74).
dused) “properly a covering, a shiel

Seo EM.
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ing around, hence skin (cognate in sense
;(לרcomp. Sanskrit darm-a, Pers. kerm,

Talm. pip (skin). Deriv. denom. p43.

a threshing-floor firmly, i. e. to make it
level; TR Is. 21, 10 son of the threshing-floor, i. e. the trodden grain, as an

— 2. like “iy (Jos2,4; 18, 13; 19, 36) emblem of Israel; poét. ’3 of the grain
body generally Prov. 17,‚22, like the Ar. itself 708 39, 12, perhaps omitting “43

(see EUR). — Some names of places
are
also compounded with 3, as TENT 3
power, D4 רומח Gen. 49, 14 ass of
> (body) and u; ; figurat. strength,

strength, i. e. a ‘strong ass, Vulg. asinus

fortis, 5

Gen. 50, 10 (see 1);

PIN 3 1Cr.

Targ. Das (Prov. 8, 28) 21,15 (ee WR); 793 9 (a‘firmly esta-

„us, the same. See Blished threshing-foor) 2 Sam. 6, 6, for

for pray,Ar

 — גָּרִים3.4 bone, proceeding like nx which in 1 Car. 13, 9 stands 71772’
(threshing - floor of the spear; see also
from the idea of strength Prov. 25, 15,
Jos 40, 18; in which sense the Targ. H32) PP).

bay, Syr. py &e. — 4. like xy, 3,

DI intr. to be broken to pieces, to be

wed: the essence of a thing, i. e. “itself,
res ipsa, 2 Kines 9, 13 on the steps
themselves (for which Aramaean presents
an analogy), where Targ., LXX, Ar.,
Syr. have only guessed at the sense.
Derivative

crushed to pieces, therefore cognate with

Dna denom.

to draw

off the skin,

to

fay, of beasts of prey Zepn. 3, 3: their
judges are evening - wolves , they do not
strip off the skin in the morning, i. e. in
their insatiableness they complete their
nightly employment of robbing in the
night; the LXX, Vulg., Targ., Syr. have
translated correctly according to sense:

89, DT (which see); figuratively of
the soul,

to be dissolved, crushed, with

4 for a thing Ps. 119, 20, i. e. to be devoted to a thing with great desire; comp.
wt properly to rub in pieces, then to
search after, and so too Aram. 073 to
inquire, to learn, NO 4 doctrine sought
out. For the fundamental signification
comp. Targumic 093, Syr. wir, Ar.

=
See DI}.
HAif. ( הַגְרִיסfut. 8992) to break in
pieces, to crush, e.g. the teeth by gravel,

they let nothing remain. The Targ. 27} (on Lament. 3, 16.
Ps. 27, 2), Syr. rr, Ar. 5%

(to shave

off, to abstract) are also denomin.
Pih. 093 to draw off the skin (from the
bones), an image of victory Nun. 24, 8;
metaphor. to gnaw, the sherds of a cup
Ez. 23, 4.
093 (pl. with suff. im) Aram. m.

ya I. (fut. 9532) tr. prop. to cut off,
to cut away,

to remove,

hence הע  רגב,

and so 1. to shave of, pt Jur. 48, 37
(for which in Is.15, 2 213), a meaning
that the Syr. Sp. also has; figurat. to
take away, to scour off, Hz.5,11, where
the
following dDinn Nd} gives the mode,
a bone Dan. 6, 25.
but where the LXX read DIN )6/0000a
(strong) n. p. m. 1 Cur, 4, 19.
feat, see on Prov. 15, 32) Twill indulge
ֶּ( ןnot used) tr. toplane, to make my inclinations (opposite PENDN), comp.

smooth;

comp.

Ar.

smooth. Deny.
9” ₪
te
725 (with ₪ of motion 7, with suff.
“28; pl. mph, constr. nigh) f. prop.
a level, open Place,‚area, locus compla-

Prov. 29,18; to purloin, deprive of, snatch
away , non JopB 15, 8: and hast thou
purloined "wisdom to thyself? i.e. captured
it as a booty; to withdraw, Diy, with

ya of the person 36, 7. — 2. to diminish,
to abridge, pr (the appointed portion)

natus, like Ar. שק=י ay hence a Ez. 16, 27; to lessen, to withdraw, 227
threshing-floor, because it consisted of (God’s word) Jer. 26, 2, 11391 mıba Ex.

= oben level place Num. 15, 20; 18, 21,10; to weaken, to Besen, Am (de הַדְרִיך ל.ruJ ,15 33 ot daert nwod votion) Jos 15, 4, and with 2 of that
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which is lessened Deut. 13,1; 000.
3, 14.
Nif. 9993 (fut. 993), pause 2") to be
diminished Ex. 5, 11, to be abridged, Dy
Noms. 27, 4, Son 36, 3; to be less
esteemed 9, 1 to be air, from

away, Prov. 21,7 Bin) snatches them
2
of; comp. Ar.
— 4. intr. figur. to
move about any ie, i.e. to abide,
to dwell (see Hithp.), comp. Lat. versari, Hebrew .רג — 5. fut. 43° (which,
however, may also be the fut. Nif. ) to
(ya) something Ley. 27, 18.
The organic root of thts stem lies in roll up, to draw up, the food already
24, which is also found in "A, A; chewed (7793) Lev. 11,7, as the Syr. zu,
and the Sanskrit cri, xeo-w, car-ere, Ar. > IV- and VIL; but this meaning
20-08 &c. appear to be connected with
in Hebrew is still doubtful.
it; Ar. ₪ כ to shave off.
Nif. assumed for 37 Lev. 11, 7 and
ya IL. (Kal not used) tr. to swallow, for ni732 Jos 20, 28; “put the former isi
to draw up, to drink violently, in the or- fut. Kal of "23, the ‘lates the Nifal of
"a2 (which see).
(to draw), Syr. “"Hithp. “ian assumed for 1 Kınas
en root = Ar. _
Ar. Pr
Palmniiie רגר but 17, 20; Jer. 30, 23; Hos. 7,14; which
fornia, however, may also "be derived
לin

Pih. 23 (fut. 9233) to sip up, draw up,

from 13 (which see).

In all the five meanings of this stem
Jos 36, "QT: for “heswallows drops of
water; comp. Ar. > to draw in, sip, lies the fundamental signification to
turn, to roll, so that %%3 appears to be
swallow (water).

merely a harder form of 223; comp.
AM tr. 1. (not used) to snatch, to Ethiop. angargara, to roll.

take together , to press together into a
"a II. (Kal not used) tr. to sepaball, corripere; deriv. 738 — 2. to
rate, ‘to divide , to take away, coinciding
snatch away, to float away
of a river
therefore in its organic root with that
Jupass 5, 21, as the Syr. en for Hebr. in 9-93, hence הרג 1., 13°98 and 919373;
 נשסףAr.
> I. and IV. the same. to disunite , to crush Ges 73); to chew,
— 3. to tear off, clods of earth; deriv. to grind to pieces, whence’ ma 2.;
92; comp. >
a piece of earth split, to hollow, whence na to a
i, e. to cut in pieces. All these meantorn off, also V3.
to sweep away, verings can only be perceived from the
rere. — The organic root is 373, also derivatives; Syr. and Ar. the same.
found in gm.
Puh.  גררto be divided into pieces, to

ML

Ge 3; fut. 992, with suf. be sawed asunder 1 Kınas 7, 9.

a8, aan and perhaps alsoלma; but
also fut. רג‘Lev.11,7 after the manner
of an intrans.) tr. same as b3 to turn
about, to roll; the forms of which

ane (from 4431; circle, -- 2.
of a "place in Philistia, which formed
a distinct kingdom Gen. 20, 1; 26, 1;

’3 לחב 26,17 the valley lying beside it.
word in Semitic, belonging to the de- At the present day, ruins three hours

rivatives, being also interchanged with
the latter; hence 1. tr. to turn in a circle,

south of Gaza are still called Gerdr.

wna (not used) same as 093, which
Hence
per name 24, like 5°23. — 2. tr. to roll see, Ar. (ym.
along, to roll together (see Hithp.), comp.
Da (with suff. 93) m. rubbed into
to encompass, to enclose; hence the pro-

NES (irruit), i. e. to scrape together,

to pieces, “bruised, gravel, Lev. 2, 14 16;

collect, with the net, Has.1,15 he rakes
it together with his net. — 3. to roll forward, to move forward, i. e. to snatch

comp. 073, 870793, איר in the Mishna

and Talmud, "Hebr. הסיר Ar. =
coarsely broken in pieces.
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nwa

wn) I. (fut. WB) tr. to drive, to of motion BEER) 1. n. p. of the northrust, to expel, a people from their thern district belonging to Manasseh,
father-land, with "357 of the person on both sides of the Jordan, from mount
before whom Ex. 34, ‘11; to put away, int (which see) to the Sea of Gennea wife, from (jp) one, hence W743 saret (n72>), mentioned with 8,
divorced Luv. 21,7 14; Num. 30, 10; to Twa, on, 7990, with a foreign pocast out, to drive "about, nn) wed, said pulation Devt. = 14; 0083. 12, 5; 13,
of waters Is. 57,20. In the same sense 13; so called perhaps. on account of the
wo I. (Deur. 2,12; 9, 1) according to bridges of passage across. Hence the
the interchange of a andי(see 3), is Gentile “473. In the same sense the
used. Hence the org. root is W173, ca Vulg., Syr. and Ar. have taken יִרּושאַה
(which see) 2 Sam. 2,9. — 2.n. 2. of a
Deriv. the proper names pun, ir
territory in Syria having its own kings,
Nif. wa? 1. to be driven forth, to be
as nom and others, 2 Sam. 3,3; 13, 37
cast out, Jon. 2, 5. — 2. only a trans38; ‘14, 23; called for distinetion- sake
posed form of Wan to rage, to boil up
 רוש ראב,15 ,8 and to be looked for
stormily, of the sea, 18. 57,90; Au. 8, 8;

perhaps at che Orontes, where at the
Pih. vn (inf. abs. רג ,fut. WI3%) to present day is G’isr Shaghr. — 3. n. p.

see wa.

drive out, to expel, with accus. of the

person (Gen. 4,14; 21,10) and ןכ the

of a district in the south of Palestine
Jost. 13, 2; 1 Sam. 27, 8.

"NWA see .רּושָג
place out of which (Ex. 11,1; Nun. 22 ,6)
and with "392 from before one Ex. 23,
 םשָּגII. (not used) intr. to pour out,
29; to divorce, a wife, Mic. 2, 9.
to pour down, diffundere, to flow down,
Puh.  גרto be driven forth Ex. 12,39; hence pws I. and the denom. ows. The
Jos 30, 5.
organic root appears to ben—wa, enlarged
UM II. (not used) tr. same as U II. by m into a new stem, and is still found
to take hold of, seize upon, snatch away inwno-4, 779, without the root being
to oneself; therefore also to rob, whence
m3, comp. Syr. N; to take possession “of, hence van; figurat. of fruits:
to gain, to bring in, whence un.

on m. fruit gained, produce, what is

brought iin (parallel האוב , comp. wn),
Devt. 33, 14 ony 1"fruit of the months

(cod. Sam. nn ur).
mo

(Bam wa IL) f. extortion,

discoverable in the dialects.

ows II. (not used) ir. to touch, to
feel, like its organic root עב which is also
found by itself; then to be palpable,
firm, thick, whence the proper names

ows I. or IL. and 723; see Aram. ni.

Here also the organicae is D-W,s, found

besides in wa, es

and oe. Syr.

wer and wy &e.; comp. too +

(to

robbery, Ez. 45, 9, as the LXX under- be hard), =
(to be hard, cruel,
stand it.
stern).
( ןושרגbanishment, exile) n. p.m. Gen.
owa
(pl. DWI, constr. aa) m.
,46 ,11 Gentile „u Nom. 3, 23; yet rain, e. > 8 strong rain 1 Kanas 18,41;
sometimes interchanging with ows Ez. 13,11; a continuing one Ezz. 10,9

1 Cur. 6, 1.
( םשַרָּגthe same) n. p. m. Ex. 2, 22,
but for which Scripture ore the ety-
mology of םשדרג  ===)םשDw, hence
the LXX have סו
ar (bridge-land, from Ws; with a

13; like the regular (early or latter)
rain Lev. 26, 4; Jur. 5, 24; Jo. 2, 23;
accompanied with wind 2 Kınas 3,17;

Prov. 25, 14; beneficent and reviving
Hos. 6, 3; Ex. 34, 26; 2808. 14, 17;

thunder-rain and other pouring rain.
The more usual’ word for it is „un
(which see), from which it does not
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differ 1 Kınas 17, 7; 100088. 11, 3;
:eoupled with which in Zucu. 10, 1 and
Jos 37,6 it denotes copious rain. Hence
the denom.
nwa (Kal not used) intr. to rain.

of government (Memphis or Tanis) 45,
10, reached as far as the Pelusiac arm
of the Nile (therefore in the Jerus. Targ.

I. and IL. yi,o%5"») and was reckoned

to Arabia (Ptol. vouos Agaßias, Geogr.

Puh. pws (only 3 fem. once a3 for 6, 8). It lay between the Nile and the
maus) to be fructified by rain Ez. 22,24,
as Kimchi already takes it. In the fest
member of the verse the LXX read
 מִּמְשָרָהfor oi.
But the assumption of a noun us may also be linguistieally right.
iif. nwa to cause to rain, as a benefit, Jur. 14, 22.
nwa IL. (corporealness, firmness) n. p.
m. NEB. 2,19. In 6, 6 vawa stands for it.

Arabian gulf. On this account the LXX
also call it 1000 24000006 (Gun. 45,
10), as Saadia refers to the territory. —
It has been explained as an old Egyptian word from the Coptic 9¢w-xom
(boundary of Hercules), but without its
being altogether certain. — 2. n. p. of
a city and district in the mountains
of Judah 7088. 10, 41; 11,16; 15, 51,
which was perhaps originally founded
by an Egyptian colony from 73.

Dwa same as Dur; see Dun.

ae (not used) intr. to listen, to
hearken attentively, and thence to act in
suff. ews) Aram. m. body, Dan. 3, a mysterious, magical way. The organic
27 28 (where however the K'ri has the root Ns is cognate with that in Nu,
sing.); 4 30; 7,11; Syr. ל [Loman , rw-p &c., and the Syriac (to stroke
i also connected with it. Deriv.
Ar.
+ „u body, modern He- softly) is
au} (with suff. 57204, m; pl. with

brew ah, mama 6.
ana (same as nwa IL) .מ p. m.
Nen. 6, 6.
 ןשג1.n. p. of the eastern boundary

NEUN

(attentive listening) n. p. m.

Neu. 11, 21.

Wa (not used) tr. to attach together,
to bind, by beams, like "Wp, Wr and

of Egypt, bordering on Palestine and others. This stem also existed in the
Arabia, perhaps north or north-west of dialects, as is seen from the derivatives
the gulf of Heroopolis, where Israel
> (beam and bridge), Targ. Su,
settled till their deliverance by Moses,

אפ. 45,10; 46,28 29 34; 47, 1-4 27; Syr. Tee (bridge), ini the Mishna רג

,
The chief city (bridge); _
of this boundary: land was 07229 (which In the Peshito +
50,8; Ex. 8,18; 9,26.

see) i. e. Herd (Hoo, after which the

to make a bridge.
stands in 2 Sam.

19, 17 for the Hebrew m2¥ to cross.
ancients named the western arm of the Deriv. the proper names רוש ana.
Red Sea), from which eity the exodus
vv (Kal not used) |to touch, to feel,
set forward Nume. 33, 3 seq. Accordingly the LXX put for 3 Heroopolis
i.e, Herd or Ramessa. West of Rameses

to grope, to seek, Ar.

>

and gl

(alsoin the signification 0 handle and
lay on» (still at the present day Thum) feel all over, to perceive”, cognate in
Ex. 1, 11; and according to the LXX
ww), Targ. wa, Syr. wer and
 אןie. Heliopolis, not far from the sense
Egyptian Babylon (now Kahira), belonged to the same. In addition to this,
we know of Goshen, that it bordered
on Philistia Ex.13,17, 1 Cur. 7, 21, and
lay therefore higher than the rest of
Egypt Gen. 46, 29; that on the other
side it was vot far distant from the seat

-

Zab.

a2. In the farther deve-

loped stem ows II. (which see) the intrans. meaning” to be palpable,
hard, firm, comes forth.

dense,

The organic

root Wi (alsoin the meaning to examine

by touch) is connected with wp ה
2, 1; on the contrary, the organic root

גת
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in ( בָּקָשwhich see) appears to be de-

a locality in Zebulon Josu. 19, 13, the

rived from another point of view.

birth place of the prophet Jonah 2 Kınas

Pih. wus to grope about, to feel around,

like a blind man, absolutely and with
accus. Is. 59, 10.

ma I. (contracted from 43, as תל
from n32, which form is then = mn,

14, 25; according to Jerome (prefat. to
Jonah) 2 Roman miles from "i to-

ward אירבס The present village elMishchad (dss), where the grave of
Nabi Junas is shewn, is looked upon
as the same (Robins. Palest. III. p. 449).
b) 72) na (see ji) n. p. of a city

with which Hebrew and Phenician names
of places are formed) fem. an epithet of
nj ]MWy or 7293, therefore exactly like in Dan Josu. 19, 45, 10 Roman miles

and then n. p. of a from Diospolis toward Eleutheropolis
(Jerome). At a later time we meet with
Philistine chief eity, the principal of
c) Tedonuarg i. 6. םיִנָמַש nan. p. of a
the five princely cities 1 Sam. 6, 17;

( גדהwhich 5

21, 11; 27, 2; 2 Sam.1,20; 15,18, the
birth place of Goliath 1 Sam. 17,4, and
known in battles with the Hebrews
1 Kines 2, 39; Am. 6, 2; Mic. 1, 10;
1 Cur. 18,1; 2 Car. 11,8; 26,6; accord-

ing to Euseb. (Onom.) five miles distant
from

Eleutheropolis

on

the way

to

Diospolis. At times Gath disappeared
from the Philistine pentarchy Zern. 2,

farm tenement at the foot of the mount
of Olives, on the other side of Cedron

Marru. 26,36. — With respect to the derivation, the explanation from the Sanskrit Gati refuge, or its identification

with a city in Arcadia is to be rejected,
since na could not have been Philistine
but old Phenician. But neither can the
word be taken as Semitic in names of
places, in the sense of wine-press, since
all analogy is wanting; and it seems
best to regard the localities as so named
from the old Phenician worship of

4, Am. 1, 6-8, and only a tetrarchy
remained. Patronym. na 1088. 13, 3;
2Sam.6,10 11; 15,18. ‘Tn 1 Sam. 17, 52
N stands for it. In the place 1 Sam. Gadda.
7,14 narı2} TRY the connection remA IL. (from nn3; pl. mins)/-prop. tub,
quires ‘quite another locality, which
perhaps was also called na; but the hole, case, hence wine-press, in which
the grapes were trodden, Jo. 4, 13, Is.

LXX, as other versions, read Yopdan
AII87727 ano Aoxalovos gag AB,

where properly speaking 2°18 is meant
by 2738. Once na stands for yan na

63, 2, rarely a place where wheat was
threshed out, Jupazs 6, 11.
mA f. see na I.

"MA see mal.

1 Cur. 18,1, for which in 2 Saat, 8, 1

TNT Ann (which see) is put. With
regard to its position, inasmuch as all
traces of Gath afterwards disappeared,

it has been identified with Baızoyaßon,

Betogabris i. e. אָרְבַּג na, PID תיב
(place of giants; ‘see 1 SAM. 17, 51;

2 Sam. 21,22), where is still the hamlet

arm (same as ma I; dual, because
the city consisted of an upper and

lower part) x. p. of a city in Benjamin,
Nez. 11, 13.
mr ₪. p. of a musical body of
Levites Ps. 8, 1, who had their chief

eye ow (Robins. Palest. II. 613. seat in the Levitical city ya na. This
620), especially as one comes from Beit- explanation suits better than that of
Gibrin northward to the neighbourhood the Targum of the city of Gath, the
word in the titles of psalms not being
of Beit Nüba (a3), and David fled from
capable of an interpretation referring
Nob to Gath 18am. 21,2 10. Gath, written
to instruments or airs.
by Josephus Tirta, -n (a3), forms the

first part of the compound in the following names of places: a) Sp na (with
a of motion “PH INA, see m n. p. of

Wa (not used), hence

m

and

n. p. of an Aramacan

district,

mentioned

along

people

with
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ay,  חולand wr in the ethnographical

1

to accept him as the progenitor of the

table Gen. 10, 23, called in Arab. tradition

Bactrians, is not clear.

(Abulf., Hist. anteisl. p. 16) pe and

ANA (not used) tr. to deepen out, in

designated as a head-progenitor of the
races 0443 (Tamud) and und (Gadis). How Josephus (Ant. 1, 6, 4) comes

order to put something in; comp. Targumic un, Syr. Aw», Greek xsöd-og
and the Hebrew 333. Deriv. na II.

5
“J, called nb3 (=n), Daleth, as the with the harder consonants n t (comp.
name of a letter signifies door, not because its form in ancient writing was
like the door of a tent, as is thought to

33

and

snd;

7 and

nF; 7

and

man; Og and Op; pra and poz; NYY
Syr. 122; baa Ar. uy) or ם + (comp.

be found still in the Phenician 4 (out ©7 and pp; May, Aram. N20, Syr.
of which came the Greek Arıza by the I; joa Ar. wos) To this harder proomission of the tail) or in U and different other forms whence the d-figure
of the Tuscan and other alphabets is
said to have arisen; but because the
word represented this same sound in
its initial letter. The following phenomena are to be explained by the fact
that Daleth bore a close resemblance to
Beth and Resh, both in the old writing
and in the characters derived from it,
as e. g. in preserved Phenician inscriptions, a) its interchange with J, 6. ₪.

nunciation of Daleth was sometimes
added the more liquid sibilant z, so that
it was properly sounded ds, for which
the peculiar 0 stands in Arabic, a circumstance that explains its manifold
interchanges with the pure soft z-sound
or 1, or with 5, e. g. 57 and Dt Dat
and bat, 797 and 727, 93 and >75,
277 and 0, דג and d=, 2 and ya;

more

rarely with כי as 93 and ee

Jar 1 Car. 11,30 = בכה 2 Sam. 23, 29; py4p and "לג ; also exceptionally with

b) with r, 6. ₪. n2"7 1 Cur. 1, 6, 0277) w, eg. 77 and 7ö; with De. g. 7
1,7, yan 1,41, 777,1, 50, 4744 6, and ma &e.; comp. Phenic. | = Aram.
62= no Gen. 10, 3, 0977 10, 4, yr"

7 applied for the Genitive.

The Ara-

36, 26, 77, 36, 39, 2797 Jose. 21, 35; maean, however, prefers the flat d-sound
m (belonging to nv) Ez. 32, 5) = to the liquid z, not merely where the
737 (sanguine infectus est), like the Ar.

sound was originally a mixed one, but

> = die to collect; 1237

There was besides a cognate relation--

vat

ame

also where the liquid z-sound was
(g%) and „oo the same; P12 = PIs ד native at an earlier period of Semitism.

=735 Ar.

Ez. 6, 14 = הָלְבִַרְו 7 Ps. 18, 11 =
 רְאֶה2 Sam. 22, 11; the noun "89 Deur.

14, 13 in the cod. Sam. 1971; 993 =;
ara Is. 14, 4 = הָבָהְרַמ &c. From
the Semitie name of the letter, by which

the usual form n>3 was altered into

np, one sees that the sound of it was

da.

As a numeral ד is four, 5 4000.
The pronunciation of Daleth was usu-

ally d, for which reason

it is inter-

changed, within the language itself and
with

relation to the Semitic

dialects,

ship between
verbs wy and
comp. Aram.
14 22; Greek
for which the

d (7) and J (>), as the
wid, 19) and p49 shew;
דע for by Dan. 2, 30; 4,
’Odvooevs, Sajo, medercor,
Latin has Ulysses, levir,

meditor &e.
In completed stem-forms, Daleth (and
Zain cognate with it) often appears at
the commencement as unorganic, with
relation to the mother-form, i. e. not be-

longing to the original root, e. 8. se
(see dam), P2”7 (see Pas) &e. — In

רא
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the ulterior development of nouns from
simple stems d appears with the preceding vowel d, a, 6,ü &c. asa very

td shews that the fundamental signification is to melt.
INT adj. m. see TaN and aN.

old derivative syllable, e. g. dd in Tap
Hast (from mase. 287) fem. fear,
en YTg92), Aram. דקְרפ (from
22), @din 3%, the proper names 1y53, terror, "Jos 41,14, hence the Syr. au.
0 00 in “DEN, hence n3555, and in
7iaN7 (from ay, like jiny9 from
the proper name 7723; dd in aba; cd 299; constr. any) m. prop. tab-es,
in the proper name 953, comp. Syr. faintness, Devt. 28, 65; Targumic 797,
ire line, series, from „2, and others. 7177 from 27 = a8.

In this derivative syllable, d is sometimes interchanged with + and + (n, 0).
N I. (not used) as an organie root
to MINT, 81-2 which see.

N II. (not used) to be adopted as an
organie root to the reduplication NN
and 77 (which see).

ANT

IT

see גד
IT

AN] (fut. 3873) intrans. prop. to be
beaten in pieces, to be struck down, to
be crushed, cognate with the organic
root in -א-59, 77, Pi, therefore the

Ethiopie is to be thin, lean.

In use:

to fear, to be concerned, to be distressed,
with the accusat. Is. 57, 11, Jer. 38, 19,

N7 (mase. 77) Aram. pron. demonstr. f. or 5 1 Sam. 9,5; 10,2, or with 72 of
this, Dan. 7,8, used like the Hebrew that which one is anxious about Ps.
ONT as a neuter, this, that, 4, 27; N 38, 19; seldom absolutely, Jur. 17, 8.
id one to the other i. e. to one another The connexion, therefore, with the root

5,% NI-P) NT one from another 7, 3; in t1y-avov, tyx- sodas is questionable.
Deriv. TANT, the proper name גאל (3345).
comp. Syr. the same. In the 6

 הדאSyr. ba, it forms the chief part of Syr. me the same, whence Dao? anxiety,

the compound. — From 7 is formed
the Hebrew Nt (after changing 6 into

sorrow.
INT (fearful) n. p. m. of an Edomite,

önNT has arisen out of it). Originally 1 Sam. 21,8; 22,9; Ps. 52,2, for which
it may have sounded harder, viz. את the K°tib 1 Sam. 22, 18 22 has a7

(Greek 70, Lat. tu in tum).
AN

(part. fem. הבאר Jer. 31, 25

(which see).

TANT 7. anziety, sorrow, fear, sr

49, 23; ‘Ez. 19, 19; Prov. 12,25;

as if from 37 = 31, in ‘the Aramaean for fear of Joss. 22, 24,
manner, without one having to read
NINT to moisten, a reduplicated form:
TANT or הבָאְלגinf. constr. a87, like
of
אד 1-0 and the basis of 7 (which,
Ta Is. 58, 2) intr. same as 218 I. and
N35, therefore 1. to faint, to pine away, see); Banskrit dhé to drink.
AN (fut. NT, ap. NT) intr. to
to"languish, of שפנ Jer. 31, 25, Tp Ps.
88, 10, or also. of persons, Ice. 31, | drive along quickly, to hasten along,
12, with 7 by the means; also: to to flee speedily, of the flight of the
en
אא aodeveiv, Vulg. languere. eagle Deur. 28, 49 (where the Sam..

In its organie root 387 (27-8, N-27)

cod. reads ms) Jer. 48, 40, or of

cognate with Sanskrit tap, Persian Taf other birds of prey (see éhe nous my).
ten, Latin tab-escere, Greek tag-. De- Figurat. of God Ps. 18, 11, he did fy
rivat. VIAN. — 2. to have sorrow, fear, (8722) upon the wings of the wind, for.
terror, to be distressed; derivat. 287, which there is in 2 Sam. 22, 11 an

(see letter 7). It stands poetically for ו
many. Comp. Ar. tr. 5 (to frighten). Ar.
fofo II. to hover, 8102 a gentle

— The related stem in Syr. ©), Arab.

rocking motion.

Deriv; RT,

הוד -

ראת

The org. root is 1-87, which lies. also
in N”
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the Ar. 5 , either of old age, death,

2 Kines 17, 21 K’tib, and this. or as a figure
of prosperity; hence na

is closely related to הָד in the reduplicat-

(according to the Vulg., Jerus. Targ. 1

ed 177, to XD in RUND, NO in NOND, 97 and II., Ibn G’anäch, Jos. Kimchi and.

in זז then again to m (m), 73, others). But the meanings “rest, old age,
nn? 6 Comp. Sanskrit’ di, da; Greek death, prosperity” &e. do not suit אבד
98Ely,
in Deut. 33,25. According to the LXX,
INT (formed out of הא from Pihel; Onk. Syr. Sa‘ad. and others to be vigtherefore in another form mag) f. bird orous, quick, lively, powerful (oppos. to
relax), from Ray = mE to be firm,
of prey, so called from its rapid flight;
powerful , a meaning that suits better
then a ravenous bird Luv.11,14, accordin all respects (see however 824). Deing to the Sam. cod. Deur. 14, 13 for
riv. N34 and the n. p. R277.
9 (see that and the letter 7), which

translate by yuw (vulture),

NIT (only with suff. 1320 m. (ac-

and the Vulgate by milvus. 177 Is. 34,
15 is the same, which formiisadhered
to especially in
i "Aramasan (Targ. 873,

cording to LXX, Onkelos, Syr. Sa‘ad.)

the LXX

Syr. 1247, Sam. MAT 86.(
NT

after the Arabic: to take short

steps; an

assumed stem for the n. 2

MNT (but see this).
N

an assumed stem for ,ראָד 6

דור.
( בor ;713 pl. p27) epicene (m. and
f. a "bear, a wheter 1 Sam. 17, 34 36;
2 Kings 2, 24, which growls Is. 59, 11,
roves about after booty Prov. 28, 15,
lurks in secret Lament.

3, 10, and is

associated with the lion Prov. 28, 15,
18au. 17,34 (Wispom 11,18); she passes
for a more terrible animal than the pan-

ther Prov. 17,12. dW 'ָּד 2Sam. 17,8,
Hos. 13, 8, Prog: 17, 12 a bear bereaved
of her whelps, In the dialects the same.
-

2

as

strength, ו

Deur.33,25:

and thy

strength continues thy life long (2 refers

to time), conseq. from 827 (='7]2 and

root 2¥7%) tr. to make firms intr, to be
firm.

But צ 18 seldom flattened into d.

The Jerus. Targ. I. and IL, Vulg., Ibn
G’anäch, Kimchi understand old age:
and as thy (youthful) days will be thine
old age (conseq. from אבל=, בדAr. 0
to creep along, of an old lan). But
since רמי signifies rather the days of
life instead of those of youth, and the
connexion with the. preceding member
requires it otherwise; since farther N37
in the proper name 833777 does not well
admit of this explanation: it seems more
advisable to translate it riches, affluence,
fulness (with Midrash wa-Jikr. rab. ch. 35,
Jalk.p.312, and Musafia), from 837 =
ar to ל to, Targumic N77] the same.
NIT

wt

see N22

וה5 "ו

n. p.

Ar. Wd, 30, bear, she-bear.— Accord227 (i. e. 27; Kal not used) intr. to
ing to the derivation from 227 (to sneak),
speak,
which this stem means in the
it has been commonly assumed that בל
Talmud
(see Pih. and Poh.); comp. Syr.
is so called from a sneaking, awkward
gait. But as that is not sufficiently dis- -ב4 (on 1 Sam. 20,13) to communicate
(by words). Metaphor. to growl, of bears,
tinctive, Bochart already takes itfrom 5 whence perhaps .ב
Pih. 237 (not used) to spread by words;
to be hairy, nd lanugo, Ben pilosus,
and a5 would be shaggy: See also then to "speak ill of, to slander, to de334.

 בAram. epic. the same, Dan. 7, 5,
a symbol of the later Median empire.

fame, to bring before people; hence "1277.

Poh. 2357 to make one speak, to make
talkative, of fiery wine Sone or Sou,
7, 10: making talkative the lips of those.

827 (not used) intr. to rest, like asleep, i. e. wine is so fiery that the
20*
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intoxicated in their sleep speak aloud
while dreaming.

away. TheK’tib ירה which is reckoned
indecent, has the same meaning.
WAT m. 1. the hinder part, of the

The organic root 23 is in Targumie ,במ Syr. -oi, whence Af. to make

temple , the west hall, the whole hinder

known

part,

(by speech), la} (preacher),

122 (report); which root probably lies in
 נדסףII. also.

where

was the holy of holies

1 Kinas ch. 6; 7, 49; 8, 8; 2 Cur. 3,.
16; 4, 20; 5, 7 9; interchanged with

 הַקָדשִיםwip 1Kines 8,6; as the special

( הביmot used) tr. to cause to flow seat of holiness used also of the western

out, to empty, the body; cognate in sense and holier part of the tabernacle under
kon (which see), . הרהConseg. the or- the appellation WIR 733, Ps. 28, 2.—
ganic root 1-27 is identical with the The LXX have left it untranslated; JeAram. ,בד
,©« Hebr.בז  דוand others. rome (AaAnzngıov) and the Vulg. (oracuiT

lum)
126119. 73377 (which see).
comes
DT (with suf. yma) 7. 1. what is
spoken, talk, of one, Jer. 20, 10, Ps. after,
31,14 (parallel spy Ez. 36, 3), not di- figur.

thought of 427; but it certainly
from “127 111. to be behind, to be

Ar.
30 (to be behind, to be after,
to waylay, to chase), cognate in

rectly slanderous or hurtful, in which sense with 299; hence the Talm. רבו
case 9) is added Gen. 37, 2. It is and 37 back, Arab. pe pars postica,
joined with איבה in this sense. —
310 postremus &e. — 2. (perhaps pas2. evil report, slander, construed with sage for cattle) n. p. of a royal city of
 הוציא על.muN ,63,41 ro ylerem niZ the Canaanites Josn.12,13, named 937
Prov.10,18; Ar. Wd) 5
a slan- 10, 39, in the later territory of Judah,
derer. — 3. fame, i. e. what is made in the neighbourhood of Hebron 15, 7,
known by talk Proy. 25,10; comp. Targ. situated in a mountainous district 11,
21; 15,49; inhabited by priests 21,14,
nan, Syr. 11
and said to have been called earlier

 הָרובְּדsee mAh.

“Bd np 15,15 or mad MMP. aa)
na" (part. pl. 7113) Aram. same as is Phenician = Hebr. 499 a stuff preHebrew naz Ezr. 6, 3. Deriv. maya and pared from the skins of animals, like
nay (pl. 7039) Aram. m. a sacrifice, the Himyar. pe a book written on palm
leaves, 90 to write; from this arose after
Ezr. 6, 3 = Hebr. nay.
7127 (only pl. HIN)

m. flux, of the insertion of the t-sound

the body, deuua yaozoos, dung, 2 Kınas
6,25 (K’ri, consequently after the form
7193, 28 formed from a verb 75).
That people in a time of famine sought

öip$egx, the Phenician
passed

over

50 -0

word having

generally to the Greeks

(perhaps with the alphabet) and the
Persians (Pers.

450 writer). 27 may

therefore mean" book-town, i. e. where
the sacred writings of the Phenicians
II. pag. 233 seq.). According to the were kept, as those of the Chaldeans
Targ., Ibn Ganäch, Kimchi and others, (Berosus) were in Simpeéea (Ptol. 5, 18),
the word is compounded of םינוי 27 Hipparenum (Plin. 6, 30); and might
(27 = 71737 from any = ant) dung of be paraphrased by "pd תירק Jupazs 1,
doves, which others take for a periphra- 11, or mo np J 0sH.15,49 (see 730).
sis of any bad vegetable nourishment, — 3. (scribe) n. p. of a Phenician king
as Bochart thinks roasted chick-pea, of 71539 Jos. 10, 3.
which is called in Ar. doves’ dung. But
MIT (and 434) proper name of
Hebraism has no love for such com- a city, Jost. 15, 7,
which is different
pounds, and so these explanations fall perhaps from 437.
dung for food is testified by Josephus
(B. Jud. 5, 13, 7) and Celsus (Hierob.
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727 (not used) Aram. tr. same as
Hebr. p37 to string together, to bind;
comp. Sanskrit pas (to bind), Lat. pag,
pig, pac in pangere, pax, pignus; tlıe
organic root, therefore, is 73-3. Deriv.

27 (Talm. 7272).

neIT see 27.
לתIT see Ada.

pinta see Sa.
Pat (from Pas, in pause pat Jos

29, 10, "pas 41, 15; inf. constr. 227

537 (not used) tr. 1. to press together, to squeeze together (into a firm
mass), to knead together, to bake (of cakes).

Hence 333, n227. Figurat. to heap
together (dirt), as the Targ. >3y, Talm.
Dat, Syr. “2, Ar. Jo and deo. 2.0 enclose, encirale (of a round object);
whence the proper names 7537, 070231.

Daur: 11, 22; fut.Patt, 2 f. pl. IR2ın)

intr. 1. to be attached to something , to
adhere to, actually and mentally, with
a Gen. 2, 24; Ruta 1, 14; to cleave to,
to stick to, with > Ps. 44, 26, bx ל Sam.
23,10, Lament.4, 4, py of the person
or thing, Ruts 2, 21.

After this origi-

nal signification we should explain the

expressions: 9 or ךחהלָא ’5 19) pat
Metaphor.: to embrace rule), te the tongue of one cleaves to his palate,
enclose; whence the proper name 027 by which is meant, sometimes to languish
(from 537). — The organic root is לבד

also found in 5373, Dam, 52°3 &e.

Lament. 4,4, sometimes to be dumb Ps.
137, 6; Jos 29, 10 (comp. Ez. 3, 26);

237 (sing. ae) m. amorous embracing, eoition, hence dual 1237 ["n3;

(eR)
Wee (PPR) PR? PBT the body
cleaves to the dust i. e. lies sorrowful in

 בתexpresses

the dust, Ps. 44, 26; 119,25.

reference]

(of double co-

pulation) a symbolic-prophetic surname
of a harlot “nah Hos. 1, 3.

absolutely, 108 41,15:

Seldom

the dew-laps of

his flesh adhere closely. — 2. to strive
moat lerale, roundness, from 537 2; after, in order to unite oneself with
a thing, properly to addict oneself to;

witha of motion mn23) 1. n. p. of a

metaphorically

to hunt after, to pursue

city in the extreme 'northern border of and at the same time to catch (cognate
Palestine, like 272 (wilderness) in the in sense אצמ,( גישַה1.6. to be close besouth Ez. 6,14. This Diblah is (accord- hind, with Sony Ps. 63, 9, Jur. 42, 16,
ing to Jerome, Kimchi and others) the
accus. GEN. 19, 19, or 2 Damm, 28, 60;
Riblah (7339) situated in nan JeR.52, comp. Latin haerere iin terga hostium.
9 27, where the LXX have קי
Deriv. p23, P27
(nb39), since r and d are often interPuh.  בקto be firmly attached to one
changed (see 7), and also the Syr. a2} another, absol. Jos 38, 38, or with 3
(see Cast.) is put for Riblah or Daphne. 41, 9.
— 2. Only dual םֶרַתְל( בdouble circle) Num.
Hf. Pays (fut. pl. pa}, shorter
33,46, or connected with mz JER.48, man) causat. of Kal 1. to cause to cleave,
22, proper name of a city in the plain to make adhere, with bx .קמא
11,
of Moab, where was also a city 717223; or 3 to the thing which Ez. 3, 36; 29, 4.
in Teroineh days it was still standing — 2. like Kal: to be close behind ‚to

(see Onomast. under Jassa).

MEIT (constr. nb34, pl. bra, from
ba) "f prop. a mass ‘pressed together,
therefore a cake of figs, a mass of dried
figs, muian (which originated from

nba3, Athen. XI. p.500Casaub.), joined
to Diem 1 Sam. 25,18; 30,12; applied
also to heal 2 Kınas 20, 7.
pat see 235.

hunt after, to chase and catch, to seize,

with 80008. Gun. 31, 23, 2 Sam. 1, 6,
“any Junges 20, 45, 1 Sane. 14, 22, or

with a of the object Daun. 28, 21.
Hof. P277 to be made adhere, with

80008. to a thing, Ps. 22, 16.
The stem (Targ. pat, Syr. a2, Ar.
B29, ab, (Als) is in its organic
root p27, identical with that in pa-x IL,
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 קבדָח,Aram. 7737 &e., and has its ana-

Pih. “at (pause "27 and so perhaps
JER. 5, 13; 2% יִּתְרבְּד ‘Jer. 3, 5; part.
PLT (pl. סיִקָבְּ( adj. m., Mpa = m. a9, a ִתֶרבַד "inf. "37, "227; on
cleaving, adhering to, with a Deur. 4, 4, the contrary 27 Ex. 6, 28, Devr.4,15,
2 Kings 3, 3; with 5 2 Cur. 3,12 faith- Hos. 1, 2 is not the inf, but the perfect; fut. en, “at to speak, in the
ful; absol. attachedto Prov. 18, 24.
widest usage, without what is spoken
PZ7 (pl. םיְִבְר( the annexation, sol-
(as in the case of 23) necessarily foldering, welding, 18. 41,7. -- 2. Only in lowing, therefore it stands absolut. Is.
pl. shoulder-joints, so called from union 1,2; Jos 11,5 &c.; sometimes with the
1 Kınas 22, 34; Targ. ~pay2 (Jer. 38, accus. of what is said Gen. 21, 2, Ex.
also in the extra- Semitic tongues.

)12 for; תיָליִצַא Samar. mp7 for 7938.
F27 (part. pl. 7727) Area same as

Hebrew pat Dan. 2, 43.

6, 28, or what is said follows in direct
discourse Gen. 41,17; often רַמָא 1
lows by way of supplement (see Has).

The person spoken to has לא Gen. 12,

227 I. (Kal only part. m. "35, pl.
4, "mx 17, 22 for which even תא (ris)
p34, . nina, part. pass. 227; once Noms. 26, 3, > Junges 14, 7, oy "Deut.
inf.with suff. T1373 Ps. 51,6; disawtere 5,4, לע Jur. 6, 10 (as 11, 2), ee) Ex.
usually in Pihel) tr. to range, to put to- 6, 12, 2 "ta א
but the signigether in a row, to set in order, to bind
ו
are Eefinzuished according to
together, especially words, i. e. to speak
these constructions, as: a) 27 Nums. 12,
(comp. verba serere, whence sermo; Gr.
sige from Feo; Sanskrit bra, brü after 8, Haz. 2,1 to reveal to one (see 27235
a like figure), consequently like qe Zxcn. ch.1and4); to speak on behalf’ of
Jos 37,19 = םיִלַמ 772. In this custo- one 1Sam.19, 3; of one .מט 6,7 or =
against one Nuus, 21,7, Jos 19, 18; on
mary meaning it stands with the accuaccount of one 1 Sam. 25, 39, Song סע
sative of the object 13.45,19, Ps.101,
₪01. 8, 8, sometimes = in order to try
7, with לא Jur. 38, 20, Jon. 3, 2 or
to gain one, to seek to gain one JER.
% of the person Esru. 10, 3, or with 31, 20; by one Nume. 12, 2; 2 Sam.
” jıXa Deur. 5, 1; Jur. 28, 7. With 23, 2. b) az יה to pronounce to one, to
 עלof the person, sometimes to promise promise Gen. 18 19, 18.37 99 to threaten
good respecting a person JER. 32, 42, Jer. 25, 13; generally to declare, with
sometimes to speak evil, Ps. 31,19; 109, the addition of 350 or הבלט Nume. 0
20. With a of the person only iin Zuon.
29, 1 Sam. 25, 30 (which is sometimes
ch. 1 and 4 to reveal. With םע
28, equivalent to: wherreby good arises Esta.
3 to speak with one. — Of many verbs, 7,9), or with my 1 Kines 22, 23. For
which usually appear only in Pihel (037,
it stands לֶא Jur. 36, 31. a with לא

312, 03, MR, M2, man, Aa bon) of the person: to command one Ex. 1,

the participle in the Kal form occurs

7, Jos 42, 9 (LXX zgoszasow),

doin), ‘because this having the essence
of a noun is not under the necessity of
following the verb. In Phenician Kal
was also in use, as םֶרָבַש wy (the
man of whom ne spoke) or in another
text 125) Plaut. 1, 6; m9a4 ib. 1, 7.

mise peace to one, Ps.85,9, on the other

more

(n27, 213, שריג ,, הוק, ףרח, הספman, rarely with לע 42,7; dx nibw "7 to pro-

Deriv. "37, -

a

2

Nif. 37 toconverse MAL. 3,16; with
 עלto speak one with another a
one
3,13; with3 to speak of one Kz. 33, 30,

Ps.119, 23 (in a good and a bad sense).

hand ‘a לש "7 or > 122,8, Esra. 10,
3 to wish prosper ity to one, ad Di
to speak of peace Ps. 35, 20; nisin "I

 אֶל788. 12, 6 to speak in a friendly
manner with one, elsewhere with “AN
2 Kinas 25, 28. d) with accus. of the
person: to ‘speak with one Gen. 37, 4

and perhaps also Nums. 26, 14; frequently with 80008. of the object, as
 צדקIs. 45, 19, םיִרָשיִמ 33, 15, "Rd

27
59, 3, 222 32, 6, x
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59, 4, seldom |proper

names

"237, “27, n997;

the

absol. 22,25, as לעof the person is also |Phenician proper name 27. —'9. Figur.

sometimes omitted Ruts 4,1. e) with
-mx of the person and accus. of the ob-

to drive away, to snatch away, to destroy;
hence 437.
ject: to speak something upon one, 6. ₪.
Pih. 37 to snatch away, to destroy,
. שָלִיםJer. 9, 7, onen 39, 5, where with accus. of the object Ps. 127, 5,
however AN is sometimes interchanged 2 Cur. 22, 10, LXX 70808 Vulg.
with תֶא 12, 1. — Of peculiar expres- interfecit; in the parallel passage “ax.
sions and meanings we have to note
Hif. 2777 (fut. apoc. 937") to drive,
the following: a) to speak eloquently Ex. to lead, with nnn to lead under the do4,14; Jer. 1, 6; Ez. 3, 18. b) with ל minion of one i.e. to subjugate Ps. 47,4;
of the person: to promise Deut. 6, 3; 18, 48, for which 2 Sam. 22, 48 דילמה
19, 8, with or without the aceus. of the

object 12,20; Gen. 24,7.

¢)‘p בלדלע 7

to speak 0 to one, to speak heartily
with one, alloqui Gen. 34, 3; to console Is. 40, 2; when howerer the refer-

ence is to the speaker himself, to speak
with oneself 1 Sam. 1, 13, Gen. 24, 45,
sometimes = to think, to reflect, as בלב "3
or ,בלע Eccx. 1,16; 2,15. d) ריש "3 to
sing ‘a song, J UDGES 5 12, or to glorify by
song Ps. 40,6; comp. Ar. Sle, Lat. dicere (Ov. Met. 1,1). e) 123 "3 Is. 58,
13, pl. 0937 7 Hos. 10, 4 to speak a
lying word, ‘comp. JER. 29, 23. 27
1Sam. 25, 39 or 4 Jupezs 14,7 to speak
for one, to woo (see Puhal). — In maT
Gen. 34, 13 “7 has no other sense, but
it refers to the following avai, after
a parenthesis has been inserted with
אשר. Deriv. na, 7937.
"Puh. 733 1. to be promised, with 2 of
the person’ of whom something is promised Ps. 87, 3. — 2. with a of the
person, to be wooed, for one Sone or Sou.
8, 8.
Hithp. "2°73 (prop. "377; only part.
272) prop. to talk with one another,
therefore to communicate one’s thoughts

= דיִרַמּו .1 .6 =

=(  רודדPs. 144,

2, hence the LXX zaıdevwr i. e. oa)
as a periphrasis; Targ. Yan.
The stem 27 is also in Ar. re
(pasture), 20 (to lead, to guide) = 352,
m), p> (march; comp. agmen out of
agimen from agere to drive) &e., in
Targ. 127, Syr. >=? to lead. For the
organic root “277 comp. Talm. רפא
pasture.

227 II. (not used) intr. to be behind, An, petto be behind, to follow,

to pursue, “3h the same, 730 = .ירחא
Deriv. "72 1. and perhaps 1727.
227 IV. (not used) tr. 8

from בר io stick (with a pointed sting),
to pierces cognate 4%. Deriv. probably

m.

"7 in the pl. 7337, see MATT.
237 (constr. 427, with suf 2797
pl. 0937, constr. "937; comp. Phenic,

724 Mel. 3, 6) m. prop. a stringing to-

gether of words or syllables into one
whole (see 723 I.), and so 1. a single
by speech, with bx of the person Ez. word, in the proper sense (verbum, LXX
43,6; 2,2, where according to the LXX köyos, dijua) 2 Kınas 18, 36, 705
13,
 את8 "for ink; Num. 7, 89; = to speak ge- and this equivalent to a few words, a
nerally, with accus. of the object 2 Sam. short speech Gun. 44, 18; Jon 4, 2;
14,13, where Vulg., Syr., Targ. read "np "| JupGEs 3, 19 a secret werd (of
AT. yay Deur.33,3 see 1927.
" לא7 a word of God i. e.
message); םיה
27 I. (Kal not used) 1. trans. to a divine announcement 3,20; an entreaty
drive, to lead (cattle to pasture), to drive 2 Kinas 9, 5; a word of promise JosH.
in (herds), to guide, to drive along (a 21, 45; 727 "4Prov. 25, 11 a spoken
words, of
boat), whence 37, n939, 72773, per- word. Hanes pl. םיִרָבִּד
haps 7137, note, 31 2, and the a language, Dans fy Gen. 11, 1 one

27
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kind of words. — 2. speech, consisting partly in another way. So when =
of many words ranged together after stands absol. or in constr. state: אממ ‘i
the laws of language, sermo Jos 15, 3, any thing unclean Lev. 5, 2, mapinn

in which sense occur ain "J Ps. 45, 2 Jer. 44, 4, moat 6 הספה 19, 24, or
beautiful discourse, "5 Tin? skilled in discourse 1 Sam. 18, 18; a saying , maxim,

sentence Prov. 4, 4 20; a wise saying

727 comes

after, 6 ₪. “at NIE any

thing filthy Deut. 23,15; pl.טיבט םיִרָבּד
2Cur. 19, 12 good, םיִרָבּד  תילfilthi-

Ecorzs. 1,1; a thought 8,1; a prophetic nesses Deut. 22, 14. "In this sense it
saying , oracle Jer. 1,1; bonbip "1 Is. means: any thing Gen. 18, 14; 497 TE
36,5 word of the lips i.e. without mind. Noms. 20, 19 א is nothing ie. it is of
Pi. 07927 discoursesi.6. connected Gen. no importance, which, however, may
29, 13; 34, 18; Ex. 4, 28; 5 5y2 pos- also mean nothing at all 1 Sam. 20, 21;

sessor ofdiscomrier lea
i
speaker Ex. 4, 2775» Noms. 31,23 every thing. Here
10; 24, 14.

From this signification is belongs the signification belonging to a
thing, with the noun following e. g.
ance, particularly in the expression Dir 125 Ex. 5, 13, my 123 2 Cur. 9,
"3 םיִקָה 1 Kinas 2, 4 &e. or also alone; 24 daily, yearly; or it remains uncomp. émog. b) command, precept, law, translated, e. g. niyinn "427 1 Sam.
regulation (by words), also alert collect., 10, 2, תני 927 Ps. 65, 4 b) occure. ₪ of God 2 Sam. 12, 9, ofa king rence, action , history, or in the pl. res
1 Sam. 21, 9, of Moses Josn. 1,13, of gestae 1 Kınas 5, 7; 11, 41; 2 Cur.
other men Prov. 26, 6, Is. 8, 10, in 33, 18; םימּיַה 7 histories ofthe daveie.
which sense occurs the pl. םיִרָבְּדַה na
ahronitleas” Faden "3 affairs of war
Ex. 34, 28 the ten commandments, 08 1San. 11,18. ₪5 relation, reference, way,
 מוc) an inquiry 1 Sam. 17, 29; condition, Junges 18, 7 they had relaan account, an answer Ez. 9, 11; Prov. tions with no one i.e. they were isolated
18, 13; smart repartee 27, 1, d) an and without association with a neighutterance of God, a revelation, vatici- bour; nay 727 relation of the altar
nium Is, 9,7; 16, 13; an oracle Jon 4,
Num». 18, T; סופה ‘J 1Kınss 9, 15 the~
12; especially iin the compounds ₪ 27
relation of the levy; nianaz "7 Jos 41,
2 Kas 7,1; לֶא “ay הָיָה 1 Kınas 4 [12] the manner of his "great deeds.
13, 20, לע... .10 ,22 ,8 5 ליב
d) cause, suit at law Ex. 18, 16, in full
Hage. 2, 1; pl p35 different propels form DeWn 727 2 Car. 19, 6; in which
utterances JER. 39, 16, Ez. 12, 28, for signification are put with "37 the verbs
which the phrase in-ba "24 12, 23 7 Ezr. 10, 16, n°? Rura 4,7, om
is rare. e) decree, plan, proposal 2 Sam. Devt. 19, 15. So the pl. 0-927 PTR
17, 6; 1 Kinas 1, 7. f) report, news 15,3 (parall. a") 15, 2) and accordingly
1Kımas 10,6. All these variations which
I Sa to conduct a cause Josn. 20, 4;

to be derived fig. a) promise, prop. utter-

refer back to signific. 2. may be easily
apprehended from the context, and en- 0997 >72 one who has causes Ex. 24,14.
e) ground, cause, causa, ratio Josu. 5,
larged. — 3. Prop. what one speaks of,
object of discourse, hence not the dis- 4; hence "29->y Gen. 12, 17, ars

course itself, a) a

Dace 4, 21 asa preposition: lene on

thing, res (comp. res
account of, like causa; before verbs
from 620; Sache in
i German from sagen),
a matter 10008. 7, 8, 2 Sam. 3, 13, TWA 12759 22, 24 (comp. 792).
"The succession of senses in this very
and this like pans (which see), Aram.
Nb, Greek 4Inos, 006, Adyog = some- frequent word is developed in a great
degree from the fundamental concepwhat 1 Sam. 20, 2, particularly in the
phrases 17 37 Gen. 20, 10, pl. tion, as in the later Hebrew Dane, Ar.
TERT Das, ‘which may be resolved
of and 4
Targ. Nbr, nbn, Syr.
partly by ‘accenting the demonstrative, IS, Pers. שש &e.; it is thavetire a
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misconception of the LXX in translating 727 Is. 9, 8 ="35.
27 "rom sas ‚pi.
IL; with suf. (ךירבד

m. prop. snatching away, hence destruction, ruin, pestilence, joined with 723

Ana

nina) f. utterance, word, hence ןמ nid:
M733 to receive of the utterances (of God)
Devt. 33,3; LXX 2805070 ano coiv AOyoor
avzov; so the Vulg. correctly.
27 (only constr. n237, in a very

Ex. 9, 3, 5473 Jer. 21,6. The bringing ancient form 7727; with suff.also (יַתְרְבּד
of a plague is called ב ‘nad Ex. 4
18, ‘23 102 2 Sam. 24, 7 ‘a mar Ex.
5, 16. The plural Hos. 13,"14 denotes

mille viae

leti, the many sicknesses

of which the most terrible is called
nm 23 Jos 18,13; but a later read-

ing (1 "Cor. 15, 55) appears

to have

been 72271 thy sting. Comp. Arab.
30 death, „Lo misfortune.
227 (after the form Mp) m. the speaker

i.e. the spirit of God which speaks out

f. (from 733) 1. a cause 708 5, 8, like
"27 3. — "2. relation, mode, manner Ps.
110, 4 = 97, as the LXX and Syr. have
already taken it; see 7937. — 3. ground,
reason, only as a preposition joined to

>>, viz. na37°59, and belonging to the
following noun Eccuzs. 3, 18; 8, 2, or
with «3 following, prop. from the ground
that ... i.e. in order that, like Aram.

ar (127, pl. oh) 7. 1. a bee,a

of the prophets Jur. 5, 13; if =37, wasp, וג
usually in pl. Deur. 1,44; Jupezs
then םָהיִפְּב must have stood.
14, 8; Ps. 118, 12; but the sing. also
"37 m. 1. (from 923 IL; with suff. occurs fig. Is. 7,18. — 2.(prop. bee; comp.
‘937, 09) pasture, = m 1; 09273 Greek and Lat. Me&lısoa, Melissa, Ger="5 Is.oa:ל as on their ו

then a

flock on the pasture 10. 2,12. — 2. (from
227 IIL) prop. back (see map), turning
ofthe back, progress; W372 Sone oF Sot.

5, 6 (to be read for $7373) at his progress,

if we

should

not rather read

37393 (comp. 1292 2 Sam. 12, 25 from

man Emma, 1. 6. Emme, Imme = bee, a

proper name fem.) x. p. of a prophetess
and singer Jupaus 4, 4; 5,1 (as Velleda
among the old Germans, Tacit. hist. 4,

61.65), from whose abode there, a place
was called 7723 an 4,5. It was also
the name of another woman Grn. 35, 8.
— "7 is usually derived from "27 IL, and
is said prop. to denote march or proces-

23; "29 Jos 28, 13 from mp9). In
old’ writing the ‘a teechange of 9 and ד sion (of bees), as the Ar. 303 but it is
was possible. Perhaps 07332 in Is. 5,
possible that "27, Targ. and Syr. "34,
17 is according to their being behind.
1, Ar. 0 , "belonging to this noun,
“27 (not used) m. = 12°72 pasture,
has the sense of to buzz; or 127=-247
hence = N> or 437 ‘ip"(pastureless)
to pierce, which suits the designation
n. p. of a ‘place not far from םינחמ on
of the bee.
the other side of Jordan 2 Sam. 9,4 5;

17, 27; identical perhaps with DB
(which see).

727 see proper name “2'2.
R34 (constr. AT)

Aron. f. prop.

“21 (from 123 = 231: born on the

pasture, or it stands for 777937 Jah dis-_

tributes promise) n. p. m. "Ly. 24, 11.
Comp. the Phenic. proper name "37.
937 (in mss. also M939; a ו

a cause )= 273), connected with דע and
form of לבל pasture) n. 2.“of a border דִיonly as a preposition, conseq. חדש

town of Issachar, apportioned to the
Levites Josu. 21, 28; 1 Cur. 6, 57; inHere דע stands = לע (see 7).
stead of it there is in Jose. 19, 20
a7 f. only Ps. 110, 4 יִתְרְבִּד  לmats which has arisen out of .תַרָבְּדַה
in consequence, from 427 II. Yet it is In Euseb. Aupgad in Issachar, different
better to refer it to 437.
from Außeıg& in the district of Diocae7937 (after the form Mob; only pl. sarea, at the southern foot of Tabor; it is.

 דיn927 in order that Dan. 2, 30; 4,14.
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the fish-market

a gate of Jerusalem,

still called at the present day Gy.
was called םיגדה  רעשZeru.1,10; Nes.
nn (only pl. ni937; from "37 I) 3,3.— In Aram. the usual word יי
0 prop. the driving, hence a raft, put is 79, and so the Arab. Bye) from a
together from the trunks of trees 1 8

5, 23.

v7 (not used) intr. to be slimed together, to be put together by grease, as a
thing which is slimy, sticky, fat, whence
wat; generally to be pressed together
(into a mass or lump), whence תַשבד 1;
metaphor. to put a lump together (of a
hill), whence nwa 2; to be strong, fleshy
(of the body), bene the proper name
wat). — The stem is closely connected
with wen &e.; and the Ar. use (a mass

of men), wo

(to be thick, close) be-

root-signification gognate in idea. Hence
the denom.

( כרךKal not used) tr. to fish, from.
which denominative the nouns 297,
473 and 5377 are formed; as a verb
only in

Hif. 4» (for 3777) to catch like fish,
with accus. of the ‘object .מ

77

16.

(fut. 77373) intr. to grow, to in-

crease, of animals Gen. 48, 16, in fundamental signification and root identical.
with 3%, which expresses the same of
plants, "since ד and ₪ are interchanged.

long to the same root.
(see 7); comp. Ar. 6 (to grow). This:
wat (pause 827, with suff. 927) m growth may be a
with respect to
prop. “a ‘sticky mass, that hangs teeter quality =high, prominent, firm, fat 6.
specially honey, of house- or forest- or with respect to quantity= to be much,
bees Ex. 16,31; 2 Kines 18, 32; 1 Sam. manifold, fruitful; and from this the
14, 26; Deur. 32,13; Ps. 81, 17 (comp. significations of the stem in Hebrew and

uelı &ygı0v Marru. 3, 4); of grapes, i.e. Arabic are to be explained.

The idea

mead extracted
the thickness of
27, 17, which
merce. Figurat.

Ge
from grapes boiled to
a syrup Gun. 43, 11, Ex. of the verb “to cover” in Ar. Leo,
was an article of com- is only secondary, proceeding from to
in connexion with בלח
Deriv. 37
Ex. 3, 8, with yaw, תִיַז Deur. 8, 8 ‘or increase, as in mb, >
IE? 2 Kınas 18, 32 a sign of the ful- (3X7), to which belong the denom. גוד
ness of nature; Roney and milk under (and thence Mant, 357, 327), with the
thy tongue Sona oF Sou. 4, 11 1.6. thou nouns 37 and" 7137. "The derivatives of
speakest very sweetly, like similar the reduplicated stem 713 are analogous.
figures in Greek and Latin.
MIT (constr. n37, with suff. onaT) f.
Mw
= 1. a lump of fat, a mass of a fish, either collect. Gen. 1,26; Ex. 7,
fat, hence a camel’s hump, Is. 30, 6, as 18; Num. 11, 5; or as 37 Daur. 4, 18;
the Targ., Syr. and Vulg. have also Jon. 2,2.
taken it. — 2. (hill-place) n. p. of a city
yiat (from 7137 formed after the form
in Zebulun 10815. 19, 11; comp. nouns  (רְצוּןn. p. m. of a god of the Philisof this stem in the Ethiopic and Am- tines who was worshipped at 19 Jupaes
haric in the sense of “hill, mountain”,
16, 21, tity 1 Sam. 5,5 6, ZEpu. 1,9,
37 (after the form 77, ER 37, once and generally in
i all the five Philistine
387 "Nun. 13, 16; pl. ‘Day, constr. *371) cities, and whose festival was solemnised
m. ‘prop. frnitfal, manifold, self-increas- there, 16,23 seq. The Maccabees destroying, like the Aram, 79 (fish), therefore ed Dagon’s temple at Ashdod 1 Maco.
a fish, of the sea, frequently joined with 10, 83 84. His image was the form of
ont Gen. 9,2, Num. 11, 22, Ez. 38, 20, a fish, with the upper part of the body
which was taken in nets 120018. 9, 12 like a man 1Sam.5,4. This idol-name:
and then eaten Neu. 13, 16; a sca-fish, is still preserved in the appellations of:

xijros, is called 5173 37 Jon. 2,1; from

the places 7137 na Josu. 15, 41, after-
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wards changed into 7137 42>. With regard to the fish-form 1Sam. 5,4 7197 is
derived from 37 and is considered as
the male counterpart of the female

to encamp, to march on after their banners,

Nom. 2,31 34; Tr
one

with his 0

Um 1,52 every

comp. "Latin veril-

lum (Tacit. hist. 1, 70), Ar. Sleo, Pers.

deity Derketo i. 6. xn377 =אתגד (Na? O43, German Fähnlein, in a similar
from ₪ with ר inserted) worshipped sense; therefore the Targ. opty (rafıs),
in Syria (according to Lucian de Sy- Vulg. turma 60. In Gen. 49, 10 the
ria Dea §. 14), whose image likewise Sam. codex reads 1'537 for ,וילגר Fiterminated in a fish below, as it is
well known that fish-worship prevailed
among the Syrians (Athen. 13. p. 346),
Ascalonites (Ctesias in Diod. 2, 4), in
Aphaka, Hierapolis and other places.
Yet Sanchoniathon (in Philo Byblius)
explains Aaywv, 6¢ got ovrer i,e. Bh
whence he infers Jaya Enrsıön 8006 citoy
xat &oorgov; and he considers him Zeus
Aoorgıog (Jerome: Jupiter ruralis). It
is therefore possible to take 7537 in the
sense of procreation, growth, then a
name for the productive nature-god, as
the stem also allows. The Phenic. By-

gurat. Sona or Sou. 0"4: and hisbanner
over me was love, where the LXX and

Syr. unnecessarily read 7537 i. e. the
imperative plural for 3037. Deriv. the
denom.

Nif. 5372 to provide

oneself with

banners, to banner oneself, i. e. to equip,

part. ni0373 the bannered,

troops of

warriors, asthe LXX, Syn. and others

have taken it.
127 (not used) intr. to grow,

to put

forth fruit, particularly of the ears, iden-

tical with the Ar. Gy>0 IV. (granis in-

tayov, as the Kronos of the Phenicians

duruit seges), and consequently with
771. Yet it may be also a farther deופא,Etym. Magn.), is 7133-75 (Dagon- velopment of 127 (which see). Deriv.
sanctuary), confirming the latter mean- (perhaps 7137 and)
ing.
INT (constr. 737, with suff. 937, הנam)
57 (fut. 637°, part. pass. 5137) intr. m. prop. young shoot, sprout, more “de1. to shine, to glitter, to lighten afar, finitely fruit of the ears, corn, of wheat,
was called (Byzayav 0 Koovos uno סו

of a flag, a military sign; hence 537.

rye,

barley,

Jo. 1,10

17, Neu. 5, 2,

joined to שָריּת,rs &e. todenote ful.
like that in 52% (which see) Ps. 20, 6 ness and fertility Gen. 27,28; Duur. 7,
and in the name (i. e. for the fame) of 13; Is. 36, 17. Sometimes bread, preour God will we praise, where the LXX, pared from 23 Lamenr. 2, 12.
-— 2. to exalt, to praise, by a metaphor

Vulg. Syr. read 5733, and Ibn Gansch
looks upon the stem itself as transposed

from 513.

d:93 Sona or Sox. 5, 11

celebrated, distinguished. The organic
root is bay. The stem is not connected

with the a ASS to cover, to disappoint, deceive(= Hebr. 12).
Nif. >37 denominative from >,
which see.
Sy (with suff. 1537; pl. D%>37, with
suf. dm?) m. prop. the far- shining,

227 (3 person once 447 for "17, for
assonance with 2) tr. "(according to
the Targ. [we>], אא and Kimchi) to
collect, e. g. "the young, to protect or
warm ‘them, of the arrow-snake Is. 34,
15; to heap up, to bring together , 6 ₪.
pyr, Jer. 17, 11 the crier ) e. the
partridge) which heaps up eggs, which

she has not laid (322), LXX negdıs ovv-

nyayev & odx Erexev; so too Ibn Ganäch.
— On the stem 437 comp. Ar. =
the distant- appearing, as 02; hence a Targ. 37, hence רג aheap, Zab. +2;
flag, banner, for every four tales Num. and the meaning also of “ay to cherish,
ch, 2, more than nix (a military sign) fovere (Jos 39, 14), as the Vulg. and
which every tribe had. Metaph. cohort, Saadia take it, proceeds from this
under one banner. 0977247) 903, הנח fundamental signification.

7
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7 (prop. part. of 117) m. a friend, against attacks Is. 21, 13.

Belonging

onlyin the proper names רָדְלֶא (El is a to the great Arabian race of רדק (as
friend) Num. 11,26, 7798 34, 21.
1 (dual prs, constr. רד with suff.
m, TITD) m. breast, ל
of the
virgin Prov. 5, 19, Ez. 23, 3 8 21, prop.
the teats under which the ‘breasts (om,

many other tribes belonged to it) they
conducted a great business of exchange

in cushions

They

and housings Ez. 27, 20.

are therefore mentioned along

with אמית Jur. 25, 23; while another

Aramaean-Edomite group begins there
which is etymologically from a similar with m2. A part of this tribe settled in
fundamental signific.) are arched, 16, 7.
— The rare Hebrew word 2, Aram, 2, the neighbourhood of the Edomites, led

perhaps by their intercourse with them
in caravan-processions as far as Petra,
in the Indo-Germanic (Greek cizdy,
and were therefore involved in Edom’s
tırdog, 7070009 ; old high German tutta= misfortunes JER.49,8; Ez. 25,13 (where

Ar. 505 &c. appears in different forms

teat; north German Titte &e.).

There

m277 stands instead). Another part of

as here the noun has arisen from the
the tribe may have proceeded to Yemen,
reduplicated verb-stem; here from אָדאָד
to moisten, to give drink, to suckle (comp.

Sanskrit da-dhi milk,

dhajé a sucking

child, Gothic daddjan), from the simple

where under the name 77 (for 777) together with >in (= (לזוא and m (in
Yemen) they traded in wrought iron
i
or

steel,
rians
 דדseeדוד .
13.—
1177 (not used) a stem incorrectly. tribe

stem 07, Sanskrit dhé to drink.

adopted for 777, 77,

see My and

i. 6. sword-blades, with the TyEz. 27, 19. Gentile םיִנָדָּב Is. 21,
3. proper name of the seat of this
a) at the Persian gulf, where an

island —;? (Dirin) 18 = Dedan among

especially mm.

the Syrian writers (d and r being interchanged), as Syrian translators also
77 - MIT see 77 and MIT.
put % (Doron) for 120000; b) in the
7 1. proper name of a Cushite, of neighbourhood of Edom, whose capital

my, who, like his brother kaw (which
see), was the founder of a Cushite tribe
Gen. 10, 7; 1 Cur.1,9. As well as RaW,
77 is alec looked upon as the de
of an Abrahamic-Arabie race, GEN. 25,
3, a race that had intercourse with
dealers of Tarshish, and delighted in
Gog’s lust for plunder and destruction

(according to Euseb.) is said to have
lain in the vicinity of ךֶכּוּפ between לס
and the Dead Sea.
The

stem

of the word,

as it de-

signates a Semitic people and land, is
doubtless Semitic, and being so, it can
only be reduplicated from the root 7
and be then somewhat contracted as often

Ez. 38,13. This implies that a part of happens; 73 Arab. =]כto be deep, low,

the Dedan--race had mixed
with the Abrahamie-Arabie
2. n. p. of a Cushite tribe
came incorporated with the
like that of the Sabeans,

themselves
tribes. —
which beJoktanites,
and settled

therefore 17 properly low country.

DI n. p. of Javan’s last son i. 6.
of one of the most important Greek
races,

named

with

Elisha

i. e. the

in eastern Arabia, at the Persian gulf, Aeolians and Dorians, with Tarshish i. e.
yet more to the north than the Sabeans. the Tyrrhenes, Etruscans 66. Gen. 10,
Carriers of the intermediate commerce 5. But this name of a Greek race in
from the Persian gulf to Tyre Ez. 27, the ethnographical table is called 89777
15, their caravans went, sometimes in 1 Curon. 1,7, which either arose
plundering, sometimes trading, through by interchange. of d and r, or should be
eastern Arabia aud its steppes unto Tema considered an explanation of the name
) (תִּימָאon the borders of the Syrian 6277.
The Jer. Targ.1 on Gen. 10,4,
desert, where they found protection and the Targ. סמ 1 Cur.1,7 66. have re-
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solved the name into 0777, perhaps the district of the Dahians. Gentile m
for the sake of a different orthography pl. 077, K'tib NIT.
(ar passes into 6, comp. 499 =129"
77 (not used) a stem assumed for
Is. 15, 5, see =), understanding the
Trojans, who were also called Darda-

the noun maya Is. 14, 4, and if this

nians, derived from one Dardanus.

reading be adhered to = Ar. off (to
scare) or „20 (to surprise), consequently

As

the Dardanian or Trojan race formed
the centre of the north Greeks (Mysians,

Trojans, Teucrians &c.), they might be 13:77 a sudden attack. But fora parallel

adduced along with the others. The
LXX (in Gen. and Car., even in Ez.
27,15 Podior for 077), the cod. Sam.
(on Gen. 10, 4), Jerome, Syncellus and

others have incorreetly thought of the

to. wai it is better to read mama, as
also Is. 3,5 27% is parallel to iv». See

a.

277 (not used) Aram. same as Hebr.

Rhodians, since they could not be ad- am, which see.
a1 (def. Na, (הבהד Aram. m.
duced in the ethnographical table as a
great Grecian race.
gold, = Hebrew Sm Dan. 2,32; Ezr. 7,

connected with the roots N43 in TERT

15; applied to bby Dan. 3,1, ןאָמ 2,
Roo 5,7, TOR 5, 23 &e,
m
(not Tank only in its con-

(which see), אט in RUND, xD in REND;

tracted state ל
1, 4 this reduplicated

7 I. (not used) intr. to hasten forward, to hunt after, conseq. = ד  הclosely

and as these appear only in
i reduplicated from 3 L) to drive forward, to move
forms, so does the present. The reduplicated form 77:77, abridged 37, means
in Talmudic "(as Ibn Ganäch has Be

forward, to make run, which form and
meaning are still usual in the Talmud.
Comp. Ar. sAso II. to hasten, to run.
Hithp. 7739 (=I; fut. TIT) to
pared it) to drive, to make run, Ar. foro

(to go quickly), and Hithp. 7777
mn) has arisen out of it; on the con-

trary the Ar. [S1d (to go staggering, to
shake, to rock), GL (to totter, to rock)
and similar reduplications proceed from
another fundamental signification of the
simple root. See 17:77.

my TI. (not used) intr. to reach to, to
suffice, to satisfy.

Deriv. 7.

move forward,

to proceed,

therefore

to

walk, Is. 38, 15 I will walk forward all

my years (nin-bp stands as a designation of continuance in the accus.); Ps.
42,5 I walked with them to the house of

God 5 in
i DIS is accus., which verbs
of going sometimes Bora),
A717 see 17.

IT (def. pl. 8373 after the Syriac

manner) Gent. from ay Ezr. 4,9, where
7 n. p. of a distriet belonging to K'tib has n177= NR as if from wT.
the Assyrian kingdom, mentioned be077 (Kal not 0 intr. to grow

tween כשש and D9», and from which

colonists were brought to Samaria Ezr.
4,9. It means the present Dahistan east
of the Caspian Sea, whose inhabitants
were called Jao: (Herod. 1, 125), Dahae

stiff, to be startled, to grow dumb, to
shudder at, to be shocked, when‘one can-

not find words (cognate OW, mam); Ar.
0,

8 tr. to surprise, i.e. to make

(Virg. Aen. 8, 4). Ptolemy (6, 1, 3 4) one shudder, terrify.
adduces also an Assyrian locality Telde
Nif. 0772 (part. DM), ₪ be terrified,
1.6. 1375p. The Dahians are mention- to be per plexed, to bemade to start JER.
ed by “Livy (XXXV, 48; XXXII, 38) 14,9; Kimchi ,לחלב asperduto; the
and Ammian.

Marc. (XXIL, 8) along LXX read ba " unsuitably.

with the Medes and Elymaeans. The
modern province of Daikh is said to be

WI (only part. Am) intr. same as

mv
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i which 74 psalms (in the LXX
“3, of which it is an enlargement, 1. to Psalter, in
are attributed to him. Heis
besides)
six
5
|
circle,
turn quickly in a circle, to trot ina
of God Jur. 33, 21
servant
d
designate
rome,
hippod
the
in
horse
a
of
.to

jlo (to turn, to wind); metaphor.

/es quickly, to run, of a horse Nau.

3, 2; comp. רד (799) and "379, where

we hays to proceed. from a similar fun‘damental signification; Sanskrit dru, dra,
Greek dga-u 66. Deriv. 7477. — 2. Figurat. to run on, to continue, "like other

verbs of circling also; deriv. 7m. In
Ar. to run in a circle, spoken of time, as
the Hebrew 47 (17); hence pee (time,
century).
MITT (from the masc. N; only

22 26; Ez. 34, 23; 37, 24 25; comp.
1 Kınas 11,32 34 36 38; 2 Sam. 7, 2529; Ps.18,1. After Ezekiel his resurrection and return were expected; like
the return of Pashutan in the Zoroastrian

doctrine (de Sacy, Mémoires sur div.
antiquitds de la Perse p. 94 seq.). Some-

times “J stands for his posterity Hos.
3,1; 'ָך תיִּב
3, 5. 7 ריק is Zion 8
9, or Da22,
Is.
David
of
tower
either
vid’s posterity 7,2 13; JER. 21, 11. The

orthography 777 is constantly found in

Car., Ezk., Nuu., Zecu., elsewhere only
in Hos. 3, 5; ‘Amos 6, 5; 9,11. The
constr. "pl. nina) f. rapid course, of Phenician proper name fom. x73 (Dido,
horses, gallop, Junges 5, 22 then the Aide) is = NIT}, therefore the Etym.
hoofs stamped (the ground) by the swift Magn. חג
dia zo mode חג
gallop of their war-horses.

 ובan unused organic root for the
reduplication דד which see.

Invan.

17 (and 77; with suf. "155, הדל
77, ‘4755; pl.Din,

constr. nr ףידה ,

mr) m. 1. contacted from 117, prop.
one united, hence a friend Is. 5, 1, pl.

YT see תַפיִבּוּד
27 see בל
friends Sone or Sox. 5, 1 (yet perhaps
3371 (Kal unused) intr. 1. to flow, viz. more correctly here cousin); one beloved
33=21 (217). Deriv.27, the proper name
ae See below under 737 8 meaning to flow out. — 2. Metaphor. to melt,
‘to pine away, tab-“escere, like 287, 258,
m3, Ar. fo, Syr. 5),
"Hf, בידה to cause to pine, um Lev.

26, 16; comp. we? ןיבאּב Daur. 28, 65.
277 see 37.
 גדm. a Hakan Jer. 16, 16 K’tib and
‘Ez. "47, 10 for 227; from the denom.

Song
or 801. 1,13; 2,3; 4,16; 5, 2 &.
(parallel שר 5, 16); metaph. anald, prop.
relation LEV. 10,4; Jupazs 10,7; 1Sam.

10, 14; 2 Sam. 23, 9. In Jur. 32, 12
vat stands for A 12. Comp. Targ.
, אביבח.0

Rn

= (friend and

uncle), Syr. 133 Ceamily friend) &e. —
.2 Only pl. as an abstract: love Sone OF
Sor. ,4 ;4 8977  תקEz. 16, 8 love-time;
7 2207 ,23 17 bed of love; םידד m
Prov. “a 18 to be intoxicated suit love:

a7.

then hissof love Sone oF Sou. 1,2. Comp.

> m (same as 375 from 197; loving, or
joiner, uniter; but according to the Ar.

wi (not used, an assumed stem for
the nouns 747 [59], 77, 777, ,ירוד 79

man (after the form המוד( f. a fish- Ar. >, a> love and beloved, Hebr.
ing, ‘piscatus, or fishery Am. 4,2; Talm. ny'ti acquaintance and an acquaintance.
mans a fishing boat.

orthography 0%to (Dawud) it must be and the proper names 777, 777, 377713,
considered 0
to 1177 beloved) n.
p. of the famous Israelite king, founder

"334; but as this sort of words in Hebrew

should be looked upon as reduplicative,
of a dynasty (1055-1015 B. C.) 1 Sam. the stem must be referred to the simple
ch. 16. 17. 18; 2 Sam. altogether, 1 Car. root daw, 13) tr. 1. to attach, to weave, to
ch. 12-30, and the chief composer of the bind, to join together, e. g. a basket, a

דור
vessel.
connected

with

that in nmX,

N-D8, 77-90, a8 IL

בצו-א

au IL -ה
ו

&e. in which lies the fundamental signification to bind, to attach, to put together,

to annex, to fasten; comp. Arab.
(to bind). — 2. intrans. figuratively to
unite,

דוו
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The organic root רד (daw) is

to be closely bound

together,

to

) =) הודי943W מ. p.m.
4; 2 Sam. ,32 9 .bit’K
7

1 Cur. ,42

I. (inf. constr. MIN) intr. 1. to be

sick, do be ill, of women at their monthly
purification; hence nny nm Ley. 12, 2
the separation of her being sick, = הנה

"n732 15,33; comp. Ar. Ss>, 5]0=Ay
9

adhere, hence to love; the stem די (777) toBe sich cereal — 2. (not ל
to
be anxious, sorrowful , unhappy, comp.
and Arab. 05 coming from the same
Syr. and Zab. lo. Deriv. 713 (fem. 779),
fundamental signification.
TAT (pl. םידוד and D177; 6 17) m 71, Ay 1, יד — 3 "Agurat. (not
used) to ee to become putrid, of
a basket, prop. a thing woven, for figs
food; deriv. 72.
JER. 24,2; to put the heads of enemies
The organic root in 71-717 is connected
in 2 Kines 10,7; generally the burdenwith
that in 23, 2778, 383, ,בָד-ָא 17
basket which slaves carried Ps. 81,7; a
(comp.
Sanskrit di, dew, a); and all
trough, for flesh 1 Sam. 2, 14, along with
“72, mOdp and WE; a kettle, prop. meanings may be referred to, to flow, to
fitted together, for boiling Jon 41,11, in melt.
which sense is the pl. 0777 2 Cur.35,13.
77 II. (not used) tr. to clothe, inThe Syr. and Zab. 103 and bool, Targ. du-ere, 22-00-60
Deriv. 17172 2.
777 and 3777 (pl. def. xnp7), Sam.
 תרדadj. m., 7 fem. 1. sick, ill, weak,
1.717 have a similar sense. ו
of a menstruating woman Lev. 20, 18;
nit (from the mase. 77) = aunt, substantively 15, 33; or generally un-.
amita (from amata) Lev. 18, 14; 20, 20. clean Is. 30, 22. — 2. mournful, sad, of
nit (= והודו
Jah is friend) n. p. m. »2 Lament. 1, 13.
INT adj. f. see 117.
Jupazs 20, 1; 2 Sam. 23,24; 1 Cur. 11,
12. In 2 Sam. 23, 9 the K'tib has inm (Kal unused) tr. to drive forward,
stead "57, which is = min.
to
push
on, to press forward, like the
WITT ET, Jah is friend) n. p.
organic root in 7-7, m7} (Ar. = Io
m. 2 Cur. 20, 37.
“TAT (only pl. םיִאָרוְּר ,constr. X”, as figur. to reject, to contemn); also intrans.
Hif. 7777 (fut. 79) 1. to thrust away,
nix?) from "ob, after the Aramaean
manner; +3 8 here a farther addition to to cast out, Jer. 51, 34 from our pleasant
dwellings (27239) he has cast us out
N in order to form a new noun-stem)
1. same as 1973 a basket Jur. 24, 1, (the K'tib has (ינחדה — 2. to wash
ae there interchanged with the latter. away, blood-guiltiness Is. 4,4; to wash,
— 2. pl. love-apples, which diffuse a ( עולהthe flesh of the sacrifice) Ez. 40,
strong, agreeable smell Sona or Sot. 7, 38; the altar 2 Cur. 4, 6.

14, are said to effect desire of venery

“AT (an intensive form of 117) adj. m.

and fruitfulness Gen. 30, 14 15 16, and

sick, ill, at heart, i. ₪ troubled Is. 1,5;
Jur, 8, 18.

have probably an intoxicating and stupefying influence (Ar. solo an intoxicating drink).

Saadia understands

“NT (after the form 3; constr. m

a?

„Li m. 1. sickness, illness Ps. 41, 4,— 2. dis

(mandrake), Targ. 922 (or Mandragora), which became ripe= the time
of wheat-harvest (oa TER).

solved, putrid, food, ara 1772 7086,6

as putridity in my food iie. repugnant to.

me, Targ. 777902 NNN PF (4772is not

be taken in the senseof יד as merely).
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 בירדsee ANT.

TT see 73.

adj. f. 1. still, silent, figurat,

devoted, trusting, of Wp3 Ps. 62, 2, with
bx of the person whom one trusts. —
 ףודtv. to pound, to bruise, to beat, 2. subst. (like nouns in n’-) rest Ps. 22,
in a mortar Nums. 11, 8; deriv. דכה 3; submission, or adv. submissively 39, 3;
The organic root ER) ke

also in 77 a silent hope,

65, 2 to thee (belongs)

R527, 7-27, Targ. Tedupl, 1772 Talm. trust (and) praise; comp. 0723 37, 7.
(Nithp.) Tim, Ar. (10 and also in had
pian 1. (an adverbial formation after
(to grind).
the form ori", Ban, ER) adv. still, silently,
JIT as a noun, see nD".

Is. 47, 5; eh,

PDT

2. (after the form bbd, pth) subst.

f. the name

of an unclean

Lament. 3, 26. —

bird Lev. 11,19, Deur. 14,18, by which quietness, silence, dumbness Has. 2, 19.
the Targ. )אָרּוט 732 mountain-artist) unpwarnt 2 Kınas 16, 10, from pais,
derstands mountain-cock (e432 (אָלְגְנְרַת Sa this, after the usual change ‘ofar
from 37 (master) and תפיִּכ (rock) 16 into 6, from pya'ty 1 Cur. 18, 5; the
rock- inhabitant, or from 777 Ar. Juo punctuators wished the origin to be still
cock and mp2, hence stone-cock; the perceived in "297. See piv’.
LXX and others: the hoopoe.

But the

77 (not 9°53 perf. 73, 197, with suf.
word is not yet sufficiently explained;
"223;
part. 37; fut. 719 for mm tr. 1. to
and the stem may also be 42.
subject, to subjugate ‘(cognate in sense
on I. (not used) intr. to flow slowly,
ha prop. to oppress, to humiliate,
of water, identical in its organic root

Glo
€
(intr. to be low, oppressed);
(em) with that in 1-27 1 (whence D4
De
to make subject, to rule, to
plood), vont &e., anda collateral form
govern a thing; identical with the orof a7 (which see). Deriv. the proper ganic root in }7"N belonging to ji7K.
names ןומיל

m7".

In this sense Gun. 6, 3: my spirit shall

on I. (not used) intr. to be silent, not rule over (a) men i. e. I will take
soundless , noiseless, to be quiet; in its back the divine spirit in men (Gen.
organic root D3 identical with D3; Ar.

ald to rest, 5 remain.
07,

Deriv. 11377,

Avon.

 המרדf. .1 (from 730 IL) stiliness,
noiselessness, hence figur. grave, realm
of death Ps. 94,17; 115,17. — 2. np.
of an Tekmaslies tribe, as רדק Gun. 25,
,14 on which the seer Isaiah 21, 11
pronounced a short oracle, after he kad
received the knowledge of their mis-
fortune from yy.
The LXX have
Idumea; the old interpreters incorrectly

2,7), which is of divine origin, and
a
over men.. The LXX, Vulg.,
, Saad. and others have translated
 לto dwell, remain, without reading

72 or Po. — 2. to judge, to decide,
to determine (disputed causes, see 754),
which was connected with the ruler’s
office in the east: either with the accus.
of the person for whom one decides
Gen. 15, 14; 30, 6, or'with accus. of

the object nM (a cause at law) Jur. 5,
28; 22, 16; ‘30, 13,

in which

sense

Symm., Graeco-Venet. and others take

understood it symbolically. From this Yin Gen. 6, 3. Deriv. 7% 777, the
tribe the rocky-district Dima on the proper names 77, NT, SN, m,
borders of Syria and Arabia and others jit. — The idea of judging , however,
besides of like name (Dima el- Gandel,( besides the relationship with baw, Ar.
Dima el-Shamijja, Dima el Tréki) re-
) branches out into two ideas that
ceived their appellation. — 3. proper
arise
from judging,
namely a) to
name of a city in Judah Josh. 15, 52.
protect, i. e. to help to the right Gen.
WANT adj. m., but only used in
30, 6; also with the appended 7-3 Jr.
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22, 16; b) to punish, with accus. of the

object Gen. 15, 14; hence in Ethiopie
the stem denotes to condemn to hell, and
the noun, condemnation, the under-world.
Another enlargement of the idea of
Judging is e) to quarrel, to dispute, as
the Ar. > (III. and IV.) to quarrel,
prop. to attack one by judging or litigating; comp. }773, 022.
Deriv. Th

דור

— YI is the Ar. volo (to leap, to leap

away), Syr. y? for omgzdy (Luxe 1,41),

Targ. YI to rejoice, to leap for joy;
( אָציִדLac. dla) = Hebr. דישר capra,
Talm. MENT == Did; the organic root,
therefore, iis שָד = IL

 קורI. (fut. p321 cod. Samar.) 1. intr,
to look around, to see around, to spy
Wr O72), [72
around, to keep a look out, whence prt
Nif. Yi72 to bring reproaches against according to some; then to inspect, to
one another, to contend with one another, criticise, Gun. 14, 14 cod. Sam.; comp.
to litigate, 2 Sam. 19, 10; comp. טָפֶשְנ Sam. PN at Gen. 18, 16; 26, 8; Ex.
,14 25 for Hebrew pw2; Syr. as the
Pih. 737 (not used), deriv. 17.
Hif. ( חָדיןouly in the abridged form same, Targ. 917 &. But it does not
72 which has become a newKal, in the suit קיד and it is better to derive it
inf. and imp. 77, fut. 7777) same as Kal: from signif. 2. The modern Hebrewדוק 
1. to rule, to govern, with accus. 1 Sam. =  בעto examine closely, p14 thorough
2,10; Zeca. 3, 7. — 2. to judge, since criticising, strictness, ach PART and
fan and judging coincide (as in LEW, subst. prp7 &e. belong here. — 2. to

Glo and

„KX>) Gay. 49,16, Jur.

a

to enclose,

of intrenchment,

a line of circumvallation; comp. Ar.
/ ₪ with the addition of 779 or טפשמ
as accus.; particularly of God's judg- ‚los eircus, Gb aring. Deriv.דיק .
ment Is. 3,13. As in Kal this meaning
pr II. (part. 7) intr. to dissolve,
divides into a) to punish, with a of the into dust, to be scattered as dust,
object Ps. 110, 6; b) to protect, Deut. Devt. 9, 21; it is connected with pt
32, 36. Deriv. ma2. — Pt Jos 35, tr. (which see).
14 is a noun.
Hif. ( הריקfut. PIN) to pound, to
IT (part. .עז  ןיָבאָהK'tib, p21 K'ri) bruise, 2 Sam. 22, 43.
Aram. the same, Ezr. 7, 25. Deriv. Th
PT (only 3 pers. pl. (רקד Aram. intr.
72

ary.

prop. to divide, to separate, to go asunder,
hence to dissolve, to fall to pieces, of the
parts of a pillar Dan. 2,35. Elsewhere
instead of it Af. of the stem p7 (which
Esra &c. from ש.="UX "and PT or PI see). From the transitive ides ‘of dividjudgment; according to Targ. 777 or 777 ing arose in Aram. the signification “to
judge. More correctly (see my Concord.) discern, to distinguish, to examine, spefrom דש (which see), conseq. TW or eulari”, to which p27 has been referred;
pre = "בש since . = רשא is not in and the Ar. S13," 8 “to taste” beuse in the book of J ob; on "the contrary longs here likewise.
 דיis quite usual.
777 (or 47; with suff. “75; pl. nis,
3257 (and 3357, comp. 9243 and 9253; ninis, three times 0°95) m. 1. properly
pause 3237; from 327 which see) m. circle of time, period of time (from
prop. weak, flexible, hence wax Ps. 22, 17 1), as the Ar.= BO (time, century),
IT m. only in
i 7 K’ri Jo 19, 29,
for which the K’tib reads PT. As
cording to the Midrash, Kimchi, Ibn

15; 68, 3; 97, 5; Mic. 1, 4, of which
melting (oa) is predicated.

95 (time) from yb (to turn in a circle,
6 revolve) &e., Greek 80/0009, 6

( ץודfut. )373 intr. to jump, to spring, period of a man’s age, of a generation,

Jos 41,14: before him leaps terror; LXX LXX yeved Deur. 7, 9; 23, 3 4 9;
eoéyet, without their having read 7179. Eccues. 1, 4 &c.; 197 רד Deur. 1, 35,
21

דור
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oi sit) Ex. 3,15, or 947 75 Ps. 77,9, sarea (Jerome) on the way to Tyre, be-

5 low cape 57292 (Joseph. contra Ap. 2,9)
1 Macc. 25,‚11 seq.; now there is there
(perhaps קמ על
ever and ever, to eternity, and therefore a village ל
especially of future time; particularly mountain Düra) with a harbour. In comso in the plural with suff., 88 םֶכיִתְרּד position with this word is "i3-py (see
Luv. 23, 43 &e.; rarely of past periods 72) Jose. 17, 11, 1 Sam. 28, 1. NT PR
or a7 17772 10, 6 or pit רוד

from. generation to generation,

1. 6

for

Is. 58, 12; 61,4: the ruins of many past
‘periods, "The duration of a man’s age

was 100 years in the patriarchal time
Gen. 15, 14 16, Ex. 12, 40 (comp. seculum among the Romans, originally
a generation), afterwards from 30 to 40
years, JoB 42,16. — 2. men of a definite
time, as race is used in English, Nume.
32, 13, in a good sense Ps. 14, 5 as
well as in a bad Daur. 32, 5;. Jer. 7,
29. Hence with the genit. and suffix
a contemporary i, e. one living at the
same precise time, as 1717 Is. 53,8: his
contemporaries, or ea the same, GEN.

6,9. —

0 dwelling, either from the

Ps. 83, 11, the proper name of a city
and district in Manasseh.

Wy I. (not used) intr. 1. same as
2177 to circle, to turn in a circle; hence
of the course of time or a section of it,

as the Ar. fo, derivat. 137 1; of the
roundness of an object, deriv. "17 1. a
noun; of the border round about a place,
deriv. mn and the proper names "777,

NT, ארד  נcomp. besides the stem רד
— 2 After the Aram. manner: to dwell,
prop. to move oneself about any where
(circumire, se convertere, divertere, ver-

circular form of the nomad-tent (see sari) Ps. 84, 11, deriv. 47 3; but the
Dek), or from 777 2; figurat. niag 745 verb in this sense may be a ‘denomin,
Ps. ‘49, 20 the dwelling of the forefathers, from the noun 57 (prop. from the ciri. e. the grave; ירוד Is. 38,12 my habi- cular, ring-shaped tent of nomads, see
tation i. 6. my body, the abode of the Sk); see “47.

a II. (not used) tr. to tear, to tear
up,
to tear in pieces, to cut asunder, as
— 4. (circle of itis together, city;
comp. Latin urbs, connected with orbis the organic root in ,רָּד-ָא 1772 L; cogaccording to Varro, Greek zölıs from nate .רצ Hence 177.
soul.

Comp. Ar. „15, Targ. 47, 47.

0800 Ay. plo city) 2. p. of a Phenician royal city Jos. 12,23, apportioned
to the tribe of Manasseh 17, 11, which
could not be taken for a long time
Jungss 1, 27, and therefore not possessed by Manasseh till late 1 Cur. 7,
29; elsewhere written X7 JosH.17, 11.
The whole district about’ Dor, a hilly
tract, was called רוד Mb? (hill-district of
Dor) Josu. 12, 23, or AST mp) 1Kınas
4, 11; but as Keane hills (with han-

ay III. (not used) tr. to put in order, to arrange, to dispose iin rows, same
as "m, "pn and the organic root in 1379.
Deriy. רוד 2, am.
( רדnant. oF PONT, constr. AN,
or Pa, constr. 7; fut. 77%) Aram.
.1 same as the Hebrew רד .1 in ‘signif. 2.
to dwell, Dan. 2, 38; 4,9'18 32. Hence

,77 ,7779 in the Targ., also 437 dweller,

eeS .gnillewd — .2 ekil .rbeH  דָּוּר1
in " signif. .1 to circle, of time. Deriv.
lets) belonged to it, this mountain district was named Si mip? Josm. 11, 2 .3‘ — .3 to run on, to continue, comp.
,87060 durare; deriv. אָריִרְּת See 37.
(Hpi okt 17, 11), “The delete
AT m. 1. (from 97 I) a circle, only
779, לגעת aad 777 in the neighin
Is. 29, 3 173, where Kimchi takes
bourhood of the Dor-distriet were called

neat תַשְלַש (i.e. prop. Tricollis, Tri- it = "22 (see, 3); a ball 22, 18,
lophus) Josn. 17,11. Dor(Greek Adgos, comp. Arab, ₪ 8 5 the same. —
-06( lay on the coast of the Mediterra- 2. (from 37 fi) a’pile of wood, a funean Sea, 9 Roman miles north of Cae- neral pile, properly arranged, piled in
i
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רהח
rows, Ez. 24, 5, for which 24, 9 has
Sak (not used) Aram. (an assumed
maya.

stem for sama Day. 6, 19) tr. to press

Roi (same as 7) n. p. of a city down, metaphor subigere feminam, as
in Babylonia, where was a plain cele- the Ar. so and 3, Hebrew wad.
brated for the erection in it of a fiery According to the Syr., Vale. , Graecooven Dan. 3, 1. Since the Dura elsewhere mentioned as on the Chaboras

(7439) in the neighbourhood of Circesium ‘(wing 242) and (xn7q) Zaitha (Amm.
23, 5, 8; 24, 1, 5; Polyb. 5 , 48) can

hardly be meant, as Babylonia scarcely
reached to the Chaboras (Xen. epp. Cyr.
1,5, 1 comp. with 7, 1), there only re-

Venet., Rashi and others, to spread out,

same as NTO, hence NINI= 79% (from
mau to extend), which is also favoured

by the signification of the noun in Tosifta; according to Sa‘adia, Nathan, Levi,
Ibn Esra and others, to strike the strings,
to play. See, however, NT.

( הֶחְּדinf. abs. HT, constr. nin;
mains Dura on the other side of the
Tigris (Polyb. 5, 52; Amm. 25, 6, 9), but Kal only in the Psalms) tr. same
not far from Apollonia. Aoüo« Ptol. 5, as 13 (117) to push, to push down, “33
66 18 .רוד
Ps. 62, 4; a person, so that he falls
vn I. (part. f. אשד Jur. 50,11 for ,118 ;13 to thrust, to drive forward 35,
;5 elsewhere also to drive away (see
 שהwhere the 1% thought upon Nif.), to hurl (see Puh.), to overthrow
ROT; inf. absol. Wits Is. 28, 28 for wit, (see 7). Deriv. , יִחְּדmn.
as EN JER. 8,13, Zupn. 1,2; inf. constr.
Nif. ( נְדְחָהpart. pl.constr. mr; fut.
way; emp. f. “WIZ instead of “wry Mic.
any, onthe other hand wT "Jar. 23,
4,13, not to allow the w-sound to re12 should be referred to nı=nn], just

turn for the sake of euphony; fut. U5)

tr. 1. to beat by treading, to crush by
treading Jon 39,15; to-beat to dust Is. 41,
15; to lacerate, by drawing a threshing
sledge over Jupaus 8, 7; Am. 1, 3; figur.
to annihilate, enemies, Mic. 4,13; cognate
in sense קדר —

2. to thresh, corn, either

by the treading out of oxen,

or by

ania, 777% Hos. 10, 11; 1 Car. 21, 20.

as יִתיִלָג 11, 20 to 53) pass. ofKal Is.
11, 12; 56, 8; Prov. 14, 32.
Puh. ( דחה3pl. 99) pass. Ps. 36,13,

which Ibn Koreish incorrectly derives
from 1177.

The organic root of mm

Nn, Syr. ן

(Targ.

Ar. (59) is"alse found

in ג m.

Deriv. on, min = nm.
NIN (only pl. yma) Aram. f. usually
Nif. win (nf. constr. "um pass. Is. 0 maid, a lass, a concubine (see Nts)
25, 10.
Dan. 6, 19. But the versions and old

Hif. הדיש, instead of which is only interpreters have not this explanation.
the short form wy (infin. with suff. 15"7) According to Sa‘ad. itis probably idensame as Kal wry "Devt. 25, 4.
tical with the Ar. sygl (see 7), mulier
Hof. B35 pass. Is. 28, 27.
Identical with שד are the Ar. weis,
Targ. 7, Syr. -= &e.; and also wo
(trusit).
wat (fut. wi) Aram. the same, Dan.
7, 23.

 שורII. (not used) intr. same as 7;
deriv. jo, or, FT, OT.

cum qua luditur, hence Bayadere;according to Ibn Esra and others music, from
NITy to strike the instrument. The best

sense is that given by Rashi (179%),

Theod. (£ögouere) with the Graeco-Ven.
(rodmela), Syr., Vulg. and others: table
i.e. food, a meal; Talm. ni tables.

ny (Kal _unused) tr. same as 17,

17 (not used) a stem assumed for mony; Ar. © the same.
the proper names 0°57, jn, NT; see
"ir. (fut. m) pass. = MR
23, 12.
however 1177 (="77 I) and ma.
21*

JER.

רחו
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IT (pause (יִחָב m. a thrust, a push,
figurat. destruction Ps. 56,14; 116, 8.
Sm see S17.

ing but also exceeding, comp. 18.5,14(
"12 as sufficiency i. e. enough there
will be Esra. 1,18; the requisite, there-

fore constr. state Lev. 25, 26; Deur. 25,

לָחְדָא) לח. עויזpart. pass. S117, fem. 2; Jupazs 6,5; "m = ידה 9 Car.
)7 Aram. intr, to slink, from fear, to 30, 3 prop. what is enough i. e. for a
are
sufficiency ; so too "72 for the requisite,
slink away timidly, to go away, Ar. =
and
therefore construct state Nau. 2,13;
(to slink away from), identical with the
Hebrew Ir (which see); therefore ge- Has. 2, 13. — 2. Adv. enough, sufficiently,
חט  יהLev. 5, 7 sufficient for a
nerally, to) be afraid, to tremble, to quake ₪
Dan. 5, 19 (cognate in sense yay); with lamb; nbn יד Deut. 15, 8 enough for

 מן"קדס,6 ,72 sa eht werbeH pS htiw the need; ‘abn "3 Prov. 27,27 enough of
"30725 bony fearful, terrible, horrible 2, milk ; "הלל ידIs. 40,16 sufficient for the
31; 7,19; comp. Hebr. N42.

Pah. ban to terrify Dan. 4, 2.

burnt-offering &e. ghee the signification of a noun may still be perceived.

197 (not used) intr. same as 427 to — By appending 77 to the prepositions
grow, to send out (fruit), to bear fruit, 2, 2, 2 and after such union putting
it along with the following noun or
Ar. geo IV. granis induruit seges; de- infin. in the construct state, new relarivative
tions of words arise to form relative
72T m. properly a little corn, hence clauses, 88 >5, 72) are always submillet, grummel, holcus, Ez. 4, 9; Ar. ordinate to nouns. Thus a) a always
ped, Syr. Has,

An

(only part. pass. (םּוחְל tr. to

as soon (as often) as 08 39, 25i.e.
with,

among;

on the contrary in JER.

51, 58, Nau. 2,18,

8 “Ja means
push, to strike, figurat. to drive on, to for a ו
.Le for. ('ע a
spur on, A713 impelled, in haste Estu.
according to the measure of, correspond
3,15; 8,14. — The organic root ףַחָד
ing to, Luv. 25,26, Deut. 25, 2, i. 6. sufalso lies in 19", Syr. [-5ב- to impel; ficient for the following subject, > exAr. Gado.
pressing comparison; on the other hand
Nif. N12 to urge oneself’, to hasten, in FBI. Jupaus 6,5 as enough of

2 Car. 26, 20; to go in haste, with dx locusts, i. e. in such swarms as troops
of locusts. ¢) "Im as often as, every
Hif. ( הִדְחִיףnot used), deriv. Tora. time when,
a designation of time,

Estu. 6, 12,

PM (part. pra; fut. pay) tr. prop.

to cut into something, to pierce, figurat.
to press, to oppress,
Jupaus 2, 18; Jo.

sometimes before the infin. 1 Sam. 1,7;

18, 80; 2 Kinas 4, 8; 2 Cur. 12, 11

sometimes before a finite Jer. 20, 8,
2,8; comp. Targ. pny, Ithp. poy, " Syr. sometimes in time-determining expresa, Ar. ia) the same. The funda- sions, where it is intended to denote frequent return, e.g. Wns vn In) an
santa signification lies in the organic
inava
naw Is. 66, 23; mwa הנ "73
root P-7, which exists also in קח and
ZECH. 14, 16. On the other "hand "m Ex.
ה-ָחֶק
36,5 is more than enough (for the service
( "ידafter the form “3,2, from IL,
of the work). — The fundamental signifias those are from m, המ pause 1; cation of ‘1 does not lie in superfluity

constr. "3 like 2, ₪ but with suff. and number, in
i which more than a sufWT, 037) m. 1. suffleimey, the requisite,‘ ficiency is desired, but in sufficiency

“ba Mat. 3, 10 (Jerome) not merely for the need: enough, what is requisite;

for a ‘sufficiency i.i e. above what is suf-
ficient= superabundance. (3 negatives

hence the idea of the stem =

the idea of the noun, not merely limit-

certained fundamental sense.

is to be

determined only according to this asThe no-
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tion of sufficiency is connected with
that of copiousness or multiplieity (see
im Prov.30,15 16); and since the latter
in Hebrew is often associated with to
flow, to flow together, הד might be identical with 5 3, in hich the idea of flow‘ing is involved.
ur constr. of “7, see יד

ריג

 דָיbap 01,2 ;04 ;92,3 ,5 ;22 5,6 ;32

bapb Ezz. ,6 ;13 ידm Dan. 2, 28;

Ezr. 7 18; a Dan! 4, 14; 5,21; “13
3" ,4 ;93 Hey. 5, 19; 97-79 Tan. 4,30;
;6,25 ;7,11  יבmaT
4 146 -
The Arsbis too has this pronominal

stem, as is seen from ‚sl who, which,
\ and yo
in the dialect of the Tagites 50
the same. See Hebrew "7.

( דיoriginally  =Hebrew demonstr.
+ only as the first part of the name
- mr, which is also used as a relative
like the Phenieian 15 comp. 77, 1778) ant "7 n. p. of a place in the wilder-

Aram. pron. relat. (sing. and plur.) who, ness, over against 11D, in the circle of
which (in the Targumic also merely jan», bon, jad and noxn, Deur. 1,1,
,7 Syr. 2, after rejecting 7). It stands without one being able to determine it
l.as a relative, like the Hebr. רשא ,at more exactly, since the present Dahab
the head of the sentence Dan. 2,23 25 east of Sinai, situated at the sea, does
28 35 &e.; but more frequently than not suit the condition of the place dein Hebrew also before the prepos. 2, 772 scribed in the passage. "7 = Ar. so
,5 ;2 ,6 ;14 Ear. 6,2. — 2. as the de 9 prop. who, then master, possessor=
signation of a genitive, like the late Hebr. 5y3 (amp: pl. sof, „IN possessor,
Hebrew > “wx, where the noun pre- prop.= 1 Tas); the proper name,
ceding is “either in the absol. state, e. g. therefore, is the same as am לעמ place of
 יִּד רו12 fire-stream 12. 7, 10, or in gold, as the LXX have taken it (xarayovthe definit. state 2,15, or with suf. of 086 i, e. 4070 70 ygvala),
eht gniwollof ,nuon .6 .₪ roT "7 שמד
aT m. see 7131.
the name

of God,

prop.

his name “of

7 (or 71277, river-place; from 377)
n. p. 1. of a Moabite border-city, which
the Hebr. ‘WN or more usually "2, that,
Israel took and destroyed on their march
quod, after incomplete clauses, e. = to Canaan, and the tribe of Gad rebuilt
after verbs of knowing Dan. 2,8; 3, 18;
Num. 32, 34, hence דג 7277 33,45. At
,4 ,6 of seeing 3, 27 &e.; after clauses
the ל
Reuben got 15
58,
like 323777 2,8, DTWP_-y2 2,47; seldom 9 17, but afterwards Moab retook it
at the beeing of the ee
4, 20, Is. 15, 2; Jer.48,18 22. For the sake
as Yun, also stands, or as "> in the he: of alliteration with םֶב it is called in
God 2,20. — 3.as a relat. conjunct. like

ginning of a direct address Dan. 2, 25 Is. 15, 9 7107, especially as 27 (be;37 ;5,7 6,6 .14 Often its expresses longing to Dy) is of like fundamental
a) a temporal relation, 6. g. "77772 4, 23
meaning with: 27. It lay on the northern
(opposite »7"72 4, 22) from the time at
bank of the Arnon, which part of it
which; b) a consequence, after the verbs was called 72°49 ‘a. Somewhat farther
avn 61,2,  מעםyb 01,3 92,  אֶתִיְעָט6, in the plain, are still found ruins called

,8 or a purpose Ezr. 5, 10 that, soa
in order to; 6( because, for, Dan. 2, 20;
,4 ;31 ,6 ,24 like the Hebr. ">; jxדי
for ifDix, 2,9 = Hebrew EN כ but
which sipnifies in Ezr. 4, 16 that if.

„leo. — 2. of a city in Judah Neun.
11, 25, which has come, however, from
Yo (from y27), since it is termed
many Joss. 15, 22; and there too

Joined to other particles it is found in Mon. — 3. In the 8 Sam. Deur. 28,

65 for INT.
397 (formed from the Pihel-form of
= Swe Dam. 8,7; 5,20; 6,11 15; “NH
17" Dan. 4,5;

Ezr. 7, 25

&c;

"2

%2 " של34,2; b8 6,6;  לי68; 35 307,"like saz; pl. rant) m. a fisher, Is.
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Pe (with suff. רביד 7277) m. a cause,
19,8, for which in the K’tib Jur. 16,
16 77 stands.
a judicial transaction, to be settled by a
decision in law Deur. 17,8. To conduct
A] see a.
the cause of a person, to bring it to a

NT see ART.

mm (from 7177; not used)

1. trans.

prop. to moisten, to wet, hence to dye,

the same fundamental signification being

decision, is called 43 עדי Prov. 29, 7,
73 my Ps. 9,5; 140, 13, 777 77 Jur.
22, 16, which is Komet mia = 0 help, ta’
assist, to take one’s cause in hand. הש

in Ya¥, Aram. »2% (cognate with Ya,  דִיProv. 31,5, ’p a 1977 Is. 10, 2"to
 סְבָאYon); deriv. ing. The organic pervert the cause of a person, to turn it
aside. Figurat. a cause in dispute, a
root, therefore, in m
can only be
dispute, Prov. 22,10. — 2. right, as
put with that in הָּד,7-37, 37 (which law, with my Esra. 1, 13. — 3. a sensee). — 2. intr. to"flow out, to spring
tence of a judge, a decision, also conforth, to bubble out, of a cistern, where
demnation Ps. 76, 9. — 4. the sentencing,
m1 =5773 8 likewise cognate with N20, the judgment, hence 771 NBD Prov. 20,8
 בעcomp. Arab. 5 (prop. to flow). the seat on which the judge sits. In Ar.

Lorie, ny (Aram. nı7), the proper names

ont, Ih and jn7. — 7177 belonging
to ‘the noun 7177, see the word.

from the same stem old (diwän) judgment. — 5. ₪. p. of a territory in the
Assyrian empire, mentioned with the

mT en for 181 from my) fem. provinces סַרָפַא,TDOIEN,, 2B, TDW,
name of a bird of prey inhabiting ruins, >, qo, 7, סלע whence colonists
Deur. 14, 13, Is. 34, 15, as Ny. )א en- came to Samaria. 17 is now difficult
closed between vowels passes into 9; to be determined. Gentile "277 Ezr. 4, 9.

comp. גיד from 385.)
777 (defin. (אָביְר Aram. m. 1. right,
( רידafter the form iba, ix, for 777, Dan. 4, 34; 7, 22, conseq.=Hebr. naw

which has arisen out ‘of 27, as the Is. 1, 17; Han, 1 4, not right in a disAram. form is pronounced) ‘a a colour pute. — 2. ל
as an abstract,
for writing, which was used, according then judicium; concrete a judicial
to Josephus (Ant. 12, 2,10) in different person, a judge, 7,10 26. — 3. sentence,
kinds (comp. Ar.
A> colour, then ink; decision, metaph. punishment, Ezr. 7, 26.
17T (from Pihel) m. a judge, 1 Sam.
German Tinte from tincta i. e. colour-
ed); ink, Jer. 36,18, which in N. Test. 24, 16.
times was black 2 Cor. 3,3; 2 Joan 12;
177 Aram. m. the same Ezr. 7, 25.

3 Joun 13. The word has also passed
into Persian (4340) from the Semitic

dialect (Targ. 777, Syr. Zar, Ar. slo
ink-stand).

7127 (from 097 L; river-place) ₪. p.
1. of the eity 1727 Is. 15, 9. See Ja.
— 2. of a city in Judah, for which
there is in Neu. 11, 25 5

on the

19T

30, 21.

judged, avenged) n. p. f. Gen.

"IT (def. pl. x34 from ןיָד 5) see

rT

Na

1 Car. 1,6 see np".

PT (from prt) m. a watch-tower, of

besiegers
2 Kınas 25, 1; Jur. 52,4;
contrary in Josa. 15, 22 731°; but Ez. 4, 2 (the building up is usually exthe latter name

₪הָנרמיְה

appears to ‘come from

pressed by 23, or also by m Ez. 26,
8); therefore= 72, Syr. los}. So the
usual assumption. But the constant use

see ןָביַּד and the stem 724.
of the sing. and 2°39 standing with it
r Hebr. as a verb-stem, see 777.
make it better be referred to significa ידAram. as a verb-stem, see 417.
tion 2 of prt, and to be translated in-

ריש
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trenchment, surrounding wall; LXX ze-

4; 108 4,19; 6,9; to grieve, pba

eireıyos.

19, 2; 'B >

non . to crush under the

feet of one LAMENT. 3,34; ץֶרֶאָל  'דto
os m. prop. threshing, Aram. ושרה; tread to the ground. Deriy, NDT, 7127.
Puh. 827 pass. of Pihel Is. 19, 10; "53,
then threshing-time Lev. 26, 5.
5; JER. 44, 10; Jos 22,9.
Hithp. nowt (fut. אדי to be crushed,
 שיsee Way 1 and II.
humbled, bruised, Jos’ 5,4; 34, 25, con היטוןsee .7

 שיsee Wry.

oT )= ןשי 2) n. p. m. Gen. 36, 21
26 30.
( ןשיהor pis from why IL.) mase.

seq. passive, if we should not rather read.

WIT) (Nif.).

NET (pl. constr. ‘g»7) 1. f. from the

m. 7, as a subst.: a bruising, crushing,
.1 mountain-goat or antelope Deur. 14, 5, of the testicles Drur. 23, 2 (after Gerprop. leaper, Aram. N2"7 caprea, LXX man mss.; see md; concrete, dust i. 6

möyagyos (i. e. white-rump, from 787) what is bruised, 821 דע  ביוטהto bring

a species living in Egypt and Africa,

— .2 (also 717, I; antelope) n. p. m.

of some Edomites Gen. 36,25 30, pro-

bably a designation of mountaineers.
17 Aram. see 577.
7 (pause 71; from DT)m.oppressed,
dejected, humbled, miserable (prop. lean,
slender =P); figurat. small, inconsider-

back to dust Ps. 90, 5

(after the

form 235, 7) m. bowed, discouraged,
ry in ‘spirit, Is. 57,15; Ps. 34, 12
vor

Is. 53,10; “but see ND under NDT.

mI I. (in Kal only 133) Ps.

0

K'tib, "fut. m2? ibid. Ki) intr. same

able (cognate in
i sense 199) Ps. 9, 10; 74, as NDT, Ps. 10, 10 he (Tan טז ( יִּפְלָחis
21; along with Din? 10, 18.

cast down (man or 27) and bowed

Aram. pron. demonstr. m., 1 f- iin, Ezr.
ch. 4. 5. 6, formed from “y and NT and

without the sense being altered. Deriv.

(>); but one can read the K'tib 7371
yi (in the Targ. also יד " קיד272) (adj. from 197), the K'ri 97 (Nig),

strengthened by the suffix -k from ka,

"23.

‘Nef. map (1 person man;

part.

which is also demonstrative. Another
kind of enlargement is TER and 778 in

ma), as "NDT? from N27 Ps. 38,9; 51,

the Targ.; comp. Arab. ₪15 from I =

Pih. 7127 to bruise, nivaxy, Ps. 51, 10;
to destroy 44,20.

Hebrew זה. The same -k is also in the
Targ. TER, Tr

R27 (Kal unused) intr. to be pressed
together, figurat. to be bowed, oppressed,
kept down, lessened; identical in the
organic root with 73, p71; while the same

19 and perhaps Ps. 10, 10 K'ri m).

 הכדII. (not used) intr. same as 197
(which see) to be clean, innocent.
Pih. 737 (not used) to be very guiltless, very"clean; deriv. VDI.
397 adj. m. see 1197.

organic root in 1, Arab. 65, ₪8, is
397 (after Spaniel mss. Deut. 23, 2;
transitive. Deriv. N24.
for which German mss. have ND); see
Nif. 8232 to be cast down, dejected, of

the 23 Is. 57, 15.
Pi. 837 (inf. with suf. ‘23 Is. 53,
10; fut. N27") to tread down, to crush,

דבא.

( יכָדfrom 7917 after the form kr) m.

dashing (of the "waves), the breaking of
waves Ps. 93, 3.
oH (pride) Ps. 89, 11; to humble, רע
to
VST (from 757 11. in the intensive
15;
3,
Is.
by
subject,
to
Prov. 22,22;
in
cause to suffer 53, 10; to destroy Ps. 72, form, as 1739 from my Nome. 12, 3

רכך
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the Kal form) m. (according to Ibn Esra,
Kimchi and others) bowed down, miserable, then like 9 pious, Prov. 26, 28
a lying tongue hates the pious. According to the LXX and Vulg. from 757 1.
to be innocent, pure, therefore 721 is
="3T innocent, clean, and the abstract
for concrete, innocence, LXX aAndsıe,

Vulg. veritas, which certainly makes an
antithesis to “pw.

( םיִלּד,f. bt (pl. mips) 1. tottering (to
this side and that), loose, staggering,
shaking; therefore decaying, wretched (of

the appearance) 2 Sam. 13, 4, of kine
Gen. 41, 19, with mips; or small (in

en or worth), insignificant, little JuDGES
,6,15 with “yx; weak 2 Sam. 3, 1, op-

posite pin. — 2. Subst. m. poor, opposed
to וש Jos 34, 19, to uy Ex. 30, 15;
impoverished, wretched, unfortunate, with

to jay Ps. 72,13; 82, 4, Din) 82, 3, =»
 מ21,3, .sI 62, 6,  וספ רש82, 3,
break in pieces, to crush, Ar. wd, iden- whom Er (Exon. 23, 3; Lev. 19, 15)
tical with the organic root in 71, 7-27, and morality (Ps. 82, 3; ‘113, ts Prov.
27 (not used) 1. tr. to ו

8-57, Ar. Bs, dts, -ה, חדPA 9

,14 ;31 ,19 ;17 ,21 ;13 ,22 )22 were

Greek Sax-w, Ödx-vo; metaphor. to lessen, efficient in raising up and protecting;
to press down, to despise. — 2. intr. to
be bruised, Agar. to be wretched, dejected,
mean. Deriv. 77, 123; on the contrary
1127 comes from 7137 1.

a poor debtor Am. 4,1, who becomes a

slave at last 8, 6. — 0 (from 753 1.)
subst. m. prop. same as m2‘ (the fold of
a door), but only metaphor. door of the
77 Aram. pron. demonstr. pl., these lips (comp. nnz) Mican 7, 5. LXX
סט
(formed from 77 with |; appended, as
 אָלְּרcod. Samar. Ex. 2,19 for 757,
en in (ןיֶלֶש but also connected as a
neuter with the singular Dan. 2, 31; 7, which see.
20 21.
( גלpart. )%593 intr. to leap, to spring,
"127 (mot used) Aram. tr. same as
with לע over something, in the expres-

Hebrew "ar, namely 1. to press into, to sion to leap over the threshold Zeph. 1, 9
bore into, of a spear, = "77 infigere, i.e. to serve his lord with respect (as in
hence metaphor of the membrum virile; the East they were wont not to tread
derivative the noun 497. — 2. Figur. upon the threshold of the master’s apart-
to impress, on the memory, to remember, ment, but to leap over it).
to retain, whence 137 and 9357.
Pih. 327 (fut. (גלדר to leap over, with
"27 (el. PD ‘Aram. m. same as accus. of the object 2 Sam. 22, 30; Ps.

Hebrew Sat, prop. male (see the verb

18, 30; with Dy to leap over a thing

"27 1); but only specially of the male

Sona or Sou. 2, 8; seldom to spring
absol. Is. 35, 6.
The stem, which is still found in

ofsheep, a ram Ear. 6,9 17; 7,17; Bis
i) mas and aries; comp. Greek6007
mas and éo7y aries, Pers. iS mas
and aries.
71927 (def. 35939) Aram. m. a record, Ezr. 6, 2 as a record, i. e. as an

original document. As commentarius
properly signifies the same,

520) בע

in Zab. means liber commentariorum.

Semitic only in the Targ. 397, is in its
organic root 45-4, as it is re rel also
in extra-Semitic. tongues (Sanskrit lagh,
laugh, transsilire, Gothic latk-an salire,
Greek perhaps day in Aey-w&e prop.

leaper &c.).

my I. (fut. 249) intr. 1. to wave,

1297 (pl. def. N33497) Aram. m. the to rock to and fro, to move, of twigs, of
a water-bucket, to hang down, of the leg.
same, Eze. 4, 15 RAID "BD book of of the lame (according to Ibn Chaggug,

documents.
see however 537), to hang, of the door.
55 (pause 51; from 3) adj. m. (pl. on its hinges, therefore identical with.

רלה
ba, סל, ה-nba .e&
דהלה ולת.
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Deriv. n%y7, 51 3,

"59 (with suf. 797
=557 as N=
im, ‘without being a dual for that

 "הלIL. (fut. 195%) tr. to draw aloft, reason) m. a bucket, a pail; only figur.

seed-vessel, therefore applied to
water from a well, i.e. to draw, without Nous. 24, 7. According to
an addition Ex. 2, 16 19; figurat. to
soretic punctuation from 8177
draw out, i.e. to get out, a counsel in the
buckets or seed-vessels,i.6. the
heart Prov. 20, 5; elsewhere to set free,
which also suits.

posterity
the Mathe two.
testicles,

deliver (in proper names). Deriv.דלי 
( ילדfrom 397 IL) m. the same Is.
,57" the proper names 1797, 17727. i
0
4
,
51.
Pin. 7197 (imp. pl. ולב = ולדto exande
(from 57 out of 757 IL, and
tricate, to draw up (from the abyss of
danger) Ps. 30, 2; to take away (the legs m; Jah is deliverer) תי p. m. Ezr. 2,60;

from the lame, which he could not otherwise use) Prov. 26,7. The Yod in4*)7 has
either arisen from the third radical sound,

as is frequently
has been resolved
and folium, גס
pronunciation of
Identical with
ds, No, Syr.

Non. 6, 10; 1 Cur. 3, 14; comp. the
Phenic. proper name nam Aekou000700700 (Joseph. contra Ap.).
the case in ,הל or U
( הילthe same) n. p. m. JER. 36,
into /y; comp. Hiller
;12
1 Gee. 24, 18.
and alius, the French
br
(unfortunate, miserable; yet
fille.
this stem is the Ar. perhaps like AuJo languishing) n. p. fth &e. (comp. claw, Junezs 16, 4-18.

tollere). It is not connected with 4571.

( תיִלָדplur. , תלהfrom my 1) f.

_ $107 (only with suf. 305%) Is. 26,20

branch, bough, tendril, from waving to

> 1"which see) prop. poverty, scantiness, smallness; concrete the small, the

branch.

and fro Jer. 11, 16; Er. 17,6; vulgar
K'ri ‘see תָלָד
mba (constr. nb; pl. ni>4) f. 1. (from Ar. zu), Malt. dylje (vine), Syr. na}

bb I. (3 pers. pl. 357, once 3557
Is. 19,6; 1 pers. sing. “nia, pl. noi)
for which 7385 ("0y) n»1 stands in 25, intr. 1. like mb I. to wave, to totter (to
12, Jer. 40,7, and the pl.niby Jer. 52, and fro), to be insecure, hence figurat. of

poor, i.e. the people 2 Kinas 24, 14,

15 16 is also used for it. — 2. thread-work
(from the waving of the threads to and
fro, see 537), thrum, licium, by which
the web is fastened to the weaver's

beam Is. 38, 12, comp. Targumic 557

men, to be loose, poor, wretched, unfortunate, weak, Ps. 79, 8; 116, 6; 142, 7

comp. ds (to be low, miserable, bad);

of rivers, to be dried up, to be drained,

along with 297 Is. 19, 6; Syr. 82 to
3. locks of fail. Deriv. 0 m3 1, the proper
hair, hair-braids (comp. (לתְלַח Song or name 5797. — 2. to hang (a swinging
thread-work; according to the ancients

decay , וי

Sox. 7, 6, which

see 54. —

the versions render

according to conjecture; comp. Arab.
( אthe tuft of the long palm-branch
that hangs at the uppermost part). —
For 791 as an adj. fem. seeל 
( לר חfut. )3721 tr. to trouble (water),
by treading it Ez. 32, 2 13; so too
the Syr. אבל but the word had also
an intrans. meaning, as may be seen
from the Targ. 197. The organic root
is 12-7, which is also in nam.

from side to side), spoken of miners letting themselves down 009 28, 4, they
hang, they swing far from men. Deriv.
m4 2. Here the fundamental signification is not “to hang down”, but “to swing
to and fro”; hence the "Arab, redupl.
“to shake, to totter from side to side,
to wave”, Ethiop. of the waving of the
hair, the tottering of old age. The

organic root in 71-57, >I, ,לס Dn &e.,
Sanskrit til (moveri), Greek cak-ebeo,

-coow

&c. points to this fundamental
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(mb L), ap-w, Ar. wö@J, comp. Latin
n't IL
lue-ere, German lug-en &e.
 "א953 (fut. )735 to be unfortunate,
pet (part. p27) Aram. the same Dan.

meaning. — For 1791 Prov. 26, 7 see

wretched, to be reduced Junsss6, 6; Is.

7, 9.
mpbt (after the form ,כל prop.
bbyIL. (i.e. 53; 3p. pl. %>) intr. to inf. Pih.) f. hot fever Deur. 28, 22; Talm.
raise, to direct upwards, to turn up, of ROWE.
the eyes Is. 38, 14, connected with
no7 (after the form תק 7p, conseq.
7-53 IL (which see).
from m4 I., not the fom. of D3 and
71, 4.

( עלnot used) intr. to be thick, to belonging to bbs; but the fem. n- is rebe puffed, of a gourd; hence the Targ. tained in dual and. plur., before the suff,

8 as in D2, 1.6. np is looked upon as a

nyby, in the Mishna n957, Ar.
a gourd, 98חימַבִא from na L; Ee

segolate form, hence with the suff. 7097

Is. 26, 20 K’ri, as if the sing. were תל

wo (goed:place) n. pe. “of a city in but which stands here for
pond, constr. "N23, with
abel (fut. 9259) intr. prop. to go to but also pl. ninby alter the
constr, niny7) 7 1. a door,

Judah Jos. 15, 38.

7'777; dual
suff. Ta
form mings,
hanging ‘and

slowly, to slink along (comp. ne), hence to
turning on its hinges Prov. 26, 14, somedrop, i.e. to flow slowly, 1200188.
8
times divided into two turning halves
the house drops (with rain); to shed tears,
(mis) or wings (also called ny7),
of the eyes Jos 16, 20; to melt away,
of Wp? Ps. 119, 28. — The stem also each wing or fold consisting of two

planks )םיעָכִצ  סעD°Y Dp) 1 Kınas 6, 34,
Ez. 41,24 (in the Mishna, table or plank
which BS is cognate; but generally), distinguished from m2 (prop.
root is me, also found in opening), by supposing mnp to “consist
comp. lina, Aindo, adeiqr-co, of m2 or ninb7 1 Kınas 6,31. In the
Deriv. 127) (proper name) signification of door or folding door, n2%

lies in the Mare, net, Arab. il

sneak, with
the organic
m2 N, 272;

Lat. lib-are.

to

and
257 m.a dropping Prov.19,13; 27,15.

VDOT (Pers) n. p. m. Esra. 9, 7.
pet (inf. constr. p27; fut. P27) intr.
1. to glow, to burn, of the lips Prov.
26, 23 i.e. hot kisses; of arrows Ps. 7,
14: he makes his arrows burning ones i.e.
arrows wrapped with combustible materials; figurat. to be in anguish Ps. 10,2,
violent anxiety or pain being compared

to heat 39,4.

‘2 pot Ox. 18 to kindle,

expresses the door hanging upon hinges,
to which were applied the verbs 135 Gen.

19, 6 or 593 2 Sam. 18, 17, חַתָּפ 2Kınas
9, 3, TRY Nez. 3, 1, רַבָש ‘Gun. 19, 9
&e. The dual is ail of the two folding gates of cities, temples &e. Deut.

3,5, 2 Car. 4, 22, Is. 45,1, more rarely
of simple houses Joss. 2, 19; hence
DIN] ILM to establish a city with gates
1 Kınas 16, 34; figurat. of Da Ps. 78,

23, for which slic where nia oN} of 793
Jos 3, 10 i. e. the maternal "body consisting of two halves, labia pudendi; of

set fire to. — 2. tr. to pursue hotly, prop.
to burn after, with ירחא Gen. 31, 36,
 פָּבִים41, 6 i. 6. the two sided mouth of
1 Sam. 17, 53; but also without it and
with the accus. of the object, Lament. the crocodile; of the sea 38, 8; of Lebanon 2803. 11, 1 6.
But the pl. is
4, 19.

used still more frequently Jupass 3,23,
Pih. P25 (not used), deriv. npbn.
1 Sam. 3, 15, 1 Kısas 6, 31, 2 Kınas
Hif. — to kindle, wx Ez. 24, 10; 18, 16, and in the applications al-

40 heat, of wine Is. 5, 11.

ready mentioned Neu. 7, 1 3; 13, 19;

The organie root קלis also in חל I. 2 Cur. 29,7; Ps. 107,16. om» ning
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have therefore read jena for WaTa: as
paraphrase of Jerusalem as the centre a vine climbing on the pomegranate, i. e.
of intercourse with foreigners (23, 40 sq.). not lying (as 17, 4). If we abide by

the doors of the nations Ez. 26, 2, is a
n97 door Sone or Sor. 8,9, i.e.
ible to every one approaching. —
of a roll, columna, because it
the wing of a door Jer. 36, 23;

access2. page
is like
but ac-

cording to others (= Rabbin. Sy, Ar.
ob, Pers. לג section.

the textual reading, it is better to take
07 here in the sense of juice, freshness,
which suits mp, 1933,

NOT (not 7197; part. m. 37, f. (הָיָמַד
Aram. same as "Hebr. הד IL. Dan. 05

7, 5.
07 (abridged out of 7723 from 727 1.;
nm I. (not used) intr. to flow viscous
constr.07; with suff. 727, 7737, onceDa7"
and slow, particularly of blood, as in
Gen. 9, 5 and W275
>
pl. D4, constr, 29, other cases nouns meaning blood are
with suf.727, 797, המ ps4) m derived from verbs whose fundamental
1. blood, prop. something viscous and Hot signification is to moisten, to wet, to flow
ing (see 1971.) Ex. 7,19; Lev. 3,13 &.;
of animals Ez. 44,15, or of men 2 Sam.

(comp.50

a gush of blood or rain,

23,17; or what flows from single mem-

Be

blood

and milk flowing

out,

to eat with the blood 1 Sam. 14, 32; יל
19, 26; יִקְב ( םָּבor 05) blood of the innocent 1 6. innocent blood 2 Kınas 21,
16; Ps. 94,21; Deut. 19, 10; menstrual
flux, of women Lev. 12, 7; 15, 27; life
Prov.1,18, because the blood was considered the proper life Deur. 12, 33; of
the redness of water Ex. 7,21; 2 Kınas
3, 22; blood of circumcision Ex. 4, 25;
bloody robbery 20. 9, 7; metaphor.
blood-guiltiness, murder, a cause of murder
or blood Lev. 17,4, Num. 35,27, Dzvr.
17, 8, especially so the pl. 097 Ex.

Abh. fiir semit. Wortforschung pp. 110-

bers Prov. 30,33. 07 Dy (orDMTDR) DON at blood, milk, Ab dew; see Dietrich,

22,1; 2Sam. 21,1;

Ez. 22,2; Ps. 5,7;

12). In extra-Semitic tongues also the
idea of blood comes from that of flowing;
comp. D1741-,9723. Deriv. 55 (from 127),
and denom. DIN with its numerous derivatives.

NOT IL (fut. gy, tmp. man) tr.
properly to place in relation to something else, to bring or to put together
with something, hence 1. to make like,
to compare, to adjust together, with> of

the person with whom

comparison is

made, Sone oF Sox. 2,17; 8,14, where

therefore with לע Devt. 19, 10 or a the reference to the subject lies in 7».
Pihel usually stands for this. From the
guilt of blood i. e. "guilt of shedding the
blood of one; elsewhere the pl. is applied to blood shed Gun. 4, 10. — The
noun is the same in the other Semitic

same meaning comes: to think, to imagine, which is mental comparison, JER. 6,

2: as a comely and luxurious thing have

dialects (Targ. DIN, def. N27; Sam. I thought (formerly) of the daughter of
Zion, Jerome, Syr. and others taking
87 and םדא Phenie, DR pronounced it in the sense of liken. — 2. intr. to be

adom, Syr. Ls, Ar. 2d“Ge; comp. eo like, to resemble, with > Ps.89,7; 144,4,
what flows from the nose, md dew), by Ez. 31, 2 8 18; cognate in sense

and by analogy of form its stem is bön, mW.
, ma I. (which see), not oN (which - 2.

Derivat. mvz7, 77724; see

see), which was developed :from Dy, as

"Nif. m72 to become like, to resemble,

the Ar. er whence 629 (see 9 2. (according to the Targ., Rashi, Kim-

with aceus. Ez.32,2 (according to LXX,

Vulg. Syr. and others); with > Ps.49,13
I.
chi) likeness )=תומָּד from 727 I, as 04 (Kimchi). Referred by others to 127
Pih.

ה
ד
(fut.
maT)
1.
to
compare,
from "at L.), Ez. 19, 10 like thee, in similitudine tui. But this acceptation does with > Is. 46, 5, Sone or Sox. 1,9, or
not suit the connection and the LXX oN with somanhat Is. 40, 18; benz. to
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"707 (from הכד IIL.) m. rest, cessation,
as לַשְמ Hos. 12, 11, which the LXX Is. 62, 6 7; Ps. "83, 2.
and "Jerome misunderstood. — 2. to
“Ot (eon m3 IIL) m. = a} rest,

speak in similitudes, of the prophets, same

unite ideas i. e. to fancy, to imagine Ps.

48, 10; to mean, to think Jupaxs 20,
5; Is.10,7; Ps. 50, 21; to destine, with

prosperity, םיִמָּי 24 Is.38, 10 prosperity

> for some one, 2 Sam. 21, 5.
7 Hithp. 79377 (fut. 972) to make one-

of days, i. e. "the best days; according
to the Targ. (177), Aq., Symm. (doYeyeia)
from 723 ILL "(prop. to be bound) sick-

self like, to "place oneself on a par, with
? Is. 14, 14.

Kimchi ()תּוְתְרְּכ and others in the sense

The stem “7 (Targ. 837, Syr. נפל &e.)

ness;

according to Ibn Gandch, Rashi,

of “to destroy”; according to the LXX

and Vulg. the standing still (of the sun)
in the i. e. noon nal &v tH ueonußoin tov Biov,

has for its organie root m7
sense of “to bind together, to adjust to-

gether”, which reappears with enlarged
meaning in D4"7, DY, Di &e.; comp.
Sanskrit sama 0
like).

Ar.

50! rgd, Din Yin} Prov. 4,

18), without a2

being the vending.

But the sense given is more natural, on
account of 7/27.

 תמרIH. (fut. 1373) tr. (a farther
pat (after the form 43722) m. same
development of 03, D4) 1. to cut off, to as nn Ps. 17, 12 (Rabbinie: a repreconclude, to cause to end, therefore to sentation).
cease, of weeping JER.14,17; Lament.
027 (3 p. pl.9991, pause 1125; inf. and
,3 ;49 for which also 03} (Nif. of D5)
appears 2,18; once to destroy Hos. 4, 5, imp. Br, pia; fut. 1 07 after. the form
which, however, the ancients took from nd}, דלי bin, where the reduplication
mm Il. — 2. to be speechless, dumb,
silent (see Nif.); metaphor. to rest, to be
ta .tser .vireD 73, דמ
Nif. 272 pass. to be destroyed, of nations ZEPH. 1,11, eities Is. 15, 1, lands
Hos. 10, 7. Rarely: to be 3
of
cattle Ps. 49, 13.

moves ל
because the word concludes with the radical sound to be
doubled; fut. 2 intrans. 037, like "7727,

Dm, pl. vas) and m); but Dr) may be
regarded as a fut. Nif. )intr. 1. same as
27 IL, 03 (097) to be still, to be silent,

1 Sam. 14,9; Ez. 24,17 (see pox); Ps.
mat (from 723) 7. a hermitage, a 4, 5; to be dirk dumb, with terror Is.

place” of death- like stillness (see 1977)

23, 0 to trust calmly, with > of the per-

Ez. 27, 32, without any necessity for son, or absol. Ps. 37,7; 62,6; to look at
taking 7 = man; many mss. read in calmness, to be resigned Jur. 47, 6;
Lament. 3, 28; to stand still, of the sun
27 (from ba).

Josa.10,12 13. — 2. to cease, Jon 30,
27; Ps. 35,15; Lament. 2,18; to be senaar f. a Bene a thing like, Is. parated, isolated (see ma; and iin many
1.
40, 18: what likeness will ye compare other modifications, 602800.== 23
on Aram. see NM.

with him? Usually concrete, an image Deriv. 7397, 197. On the contrary
Ez. 1, 5 26; Daw. 10,16; a copy Gen. 8277 belongs to Di.
1, 26; pps "7 images ofoven i, e. like

oxen in shape 2 Cur. 4, 3; a model,
ms nn Ez. 1,16 model of asingle one;
then a form, a copy of the original.
image Ez. 1, 22. An adverb: like, as,
instar Is. 13, 4, with it is sometimes
Zr elsewhere nın> Ps.58,5. Ar.

"Nif. ( כָדֶם3 pl. man; fut. 07}, pl. man,
mm, pause 7), oralso abridged mT;

1 person an "from 072) as Kal: to be
dumb Ex. 15, 16; Lament.
silent Jos 29, 21; to dwell
8, 14; 49, 26; but also to
Ter. 25, 37, to ns 51,

2,10; to be
at. rest JER.
be destroyed
6, una in

490 (image), Targ. m, Syr. 123550

darkness 1 Sam. 2 5

the same.

the grave Ps. 31, 18,lie m7 IH.

לאל to go into
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Poh, 01347 to silence, to quiet, Up? Ps. | 126, 5, of repentance and regret Mar.
131, 1.
2, 13. "J msn Ez, 24, 16, 7 py wT
Hf. DI (with suf. 29977) to annihi- Jar. 9,17 to ‘weep.
late, to destroy, Jar. 8, 14.
797 (not used) intr. same as Tan
 הממדf. stillness, of the wind Ps.( which see), to overtop, to be promi,107 ;29 . Dip 1Kines 19,19 and poét. nent. Deriv. 757m (which see).

(Hendiadys) ne 1 Jos 4, 16 a gentle
voice.
27 (not used) tr. to heap together,
to heap up (dung), obviously arising
from 577 in the first instance, Ar. wo

(hence 0)25= yd, 723 dung-heap,
aa

and from it the Arab. denom. ro to
dung); >» again is only a collateral
form of 537 II. (which see). Hence 725,
mRT2 and the proper names 71277,
B72, mın'ya; perhaps also a, ai
OT m. a dung-heap, on the field,
2 Kings 9, 37, Jer. 9,21, on the earth
8, 2; 16, 4 (in הָמְדַאל ya dung of the
earth, there is an ‘alliteration); comp.

( קשמּהnot Bu) intr. to be indus-
trious, active, Arab.
0 the same;
conseq. the proper name ene derived
from it: place of industry. But industry
could hardly be thought of in the first
appellation of the city. Perhaps place
of weaving, from pigs =Ar. (Band to
weave,

which

„oo also

means,

from

which the forms ar and קטו are
explicable.

( קשמרnot used) tr.=pign], whence

put.
FB (arising from 'מרד „las 1 Cur.
18,5 6 and the Syr. dis} still have

₪ which is fused together from un
and pi; from "3°73 not only has "נד
originated, but also, with ar resolvediinto
32707 (a dunged place) n. p. of a city 6, 747, written by the punctuators 7995
in Zebulon Jos. 21, 35. Perhaps we in 2 Kınas 16, 10) n. p. of an ancient
should read instead 1379, since 719° city at the foot of Antilibanus, in a
suits better there. See "min, ya.
plain watered by the rivers M2728 and
yoy (fut. 9272, inf. 2% vit) intr. “p72 (which see), Gen. 14, 15, somekingdom
to flow, to run; metaphor. to weep, to times belonging to the J:ו
2
Sam.
8,
5
6,
but
for
the
most
part an
shed tears, of the eye, Jur. 13, 17, Ar.
<<independent kingdom having kings of
₪ the same; to low out, of the juice its own (see 179, TI, 9772, FTI,
of the vine, of the olive (see am; hence Dum) 8
11, 24 ke, till it was re923, 71997. The organic root is 9-27, moved 740 B.C. under pea (which see)
identical with that in py I. and המ 1. by the Assyrians , and its inhabiDOT (with suf. 2729) m. properly a tants carried away in exile to the Castear, only figurat. (Kimchi, Parchon) the pian Sea 2 Kinas 16,9; Is. 7, 4; 8, 4;
trickling out, the juice, of vines or olives, 10, 9; 17, 1; Am. 1, 3-5; 5, 27. Yet
consequently wine, mead, Ex. 22, 29, the city continued to flourish Jer. 49,
like the Greek daxovoy trav dévdour, 23 24 97; Ez. 27,18; 47, 16-18, and
Latin arborum lacrimae, Sam. IT ex- played a part also in the middle ages.
tract, best issue, Malt. demgha a drop. In Gen. 15, 2 pny stands for 'ד UN,
with an alliteration to pu. The name
IDIOT (with suff. 9797; pl. ni) probably proceeds from the Semitic; and
f. a tear, and collect. lacrimae Eccues. it might also be explained “habitation
0), whose source is in the of possession” (pw72), or “possession of
4, 1 (Ar.

Ar. Ser) (dung-heap), wood and Sle
(fimus), whence Go stercoravit.

0

.

.

eye Jur. 8, 23, that flow over the face
Is. 25, 8, a sign of sorrow Ps. 80, 6;

Adar” (pwn= רד=( רדא,comp. 28997.
pw7gt (many mss. have pia) m

0
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damask, a silk stuff, coming from Pi
“| (a pronominal stem, compounded
Aw. 3,12, and only altered in the pronun- of »7= 177, and ,-ן as in ER, 127
ciation for distinction-sake. See Punt. Tas) pron. demonstr. m. (def. הנ m 8
( דjudge, referred to him who bears

this, Dan. ch. 2-7, appended to both

the name, as we see from Gen. 49, 17, genders because the def. masc. has the
but according to Gun. 30, 6 to God, same form as the fem., as to ,זר 22072,
,80000708 certainly an eulogy at first, pon, ans, ma &e.; ‚ rarely prefixed Dax.

as DN27) 1.x. p. of a son of Jacob 4 1b; Ezr. 5,4 The fem. is used like
Gen. 30, 3-6; 35, 25, founder of the the Hebrew Ny for this, as 27-2 all
tribe called after him 49,16 17, which this Dan. 5, 22, particularly in connecis written fully ןד 79% Ex. 31, 6,2

Nom. 1, 38.

Gentile 7 Danite, collect,

the Danites, JUDGES 13, 2; 18,1; comp.
"an Deur. 29, 7. Comp. also. TPN,

tion with prepositions, as הנד  ירחא9
after this; 777 רתאָּב 6 same, 7,6; by
1277 upon this, thereupon 3,16; הנד as
this, therefore 2,10; 7377 rey prop.

m — 2.n. p. of the district of this
of before this,i.e. formerly 6,11; bap-ıa
tribe Josn. 19,41 seq., where 17 cities
197 all in consequence of shies, 6

were allotted to them (pay, Swe,
 שמשVy, paw &e.), most of which of this very thing, 3, 22.— In the Targ.
PI, PPT, PNT are in use; see .אד
remained in possession of the heathen
Jupezs 1, 34; 14, 1 seq.; 1 Sam. 5, 10;

1 Kines 15, 27.

At a later period the

chief territory was concentrated about

DNIT seo לאי

237 (not used) the ground-form to

the Sidonian wx) (Josx. 19, 47 pub),a 2797 which see.
city in the extreme north of Palestine,
297 (not used)

intr. to be pliant,
at a small distance from Paneas (Cae- squeezable, yielding.. The organic root
sarea Philippi) Jupaus ch. 18; in enu- 18 32-4, identical with that in 3378,
merating the tribe-territories from south
Pre, 27

in their transitions.

Deriv.

to north Dan takes the latter place Josn.
;19,40 Junges 1, 34; 1 Cur. 12, 35. — כ
.3 (judge, ruler; a Phenician name of
797 (not used) intr. to be low, of
Eshmün or Pan, otherwise called [on the the ground, identical with 12.979), TIS,
coins of 791 >92, i. 6. Paneas] Bal-inas, |)\

i. e. Ba‘al Ya‘an) n. p. of a Sidonian-

215, GS &e., in its organic root,
= physical signification. Deriv. the

Phenician city situated on one of the
proper name הנד
sources of Jordan, in the valley "n"a
7 in the proper name 722 77, see
aim}, at a short distance from Paneas,

called iin Hebrew 497 77, in Phenician

tt 4.

 ןעי, ללבas the deity worshipped
mat (low ground, from 127 in the inthere, Gey. 14,14. At its conquest by tensive form) n. p. of a city in Judah
the Danites this appellation is described Jos. 15, 49.
as new Jupaus 18, 29, and Wr or pwd
TIT see ji.

is given as the aides name Josu. 19, 47.

377 (not used) intr. to bend aside,
R (Dan playing the pipe, as
497 by2 is designated, see my, and to abscond, whence the proper name
Eckhel, doetr. num. vet. T. II. 1 342; many. The quadriliteral is a farther
with a of motion 91137) proper name development of 237, Ar. 35 (to bend
of Paneas, where 79%  לעi. 6. Pan was aside), by means of A; comp. the Ar.
worshipped in a grotto 2 Sam. 24, 6;
the Vulg. read “91 77. Comp. Sad. hE (to collect) from (4S
217 (probably from the quadri— .5 Abridged from 773 Ez. 27, 19,
ane

which see.

literal 2727 [which see] bending aside,
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concealment or little place) n. p. of an
Edomite city Gun. 36, 32; 1 Cur. 1, 43.
"JT Gentile from 7, which see.

be extinguished, of רג Prov. 20, 20; 24,
20; 008 18, 5; figurat. to be destroyed

Is. 43, 17; of water, to dry up (see Nif.).

The stem is connected with TI, 7
 לאנה37>( in Ezer.; El is judge,
Syr. „83; it is also written ךעו 8
consequently from ד and DN, united
17,1.

 כ ד₪
m of different persons
one 3,1, Eze. 8,2, Nex. 10,7, espe-
cially of the famous wise man and
prophet, from whom the book of Da-
niel is called; all Dante; and Ezex.
14,14 ;20 ,28 ,3 where he is mentioned
as a Wise man and pattern of righteous-

Nif. ET to become extinct, to dry up,
of water, Jo 6,17; comp. Lat. extin-

guere aquam.

Puh. 325 to be destroyed, Ps. 118, 12;
comp. Lat. exstingui.

( לעדnot used) intr. same as 537 to
ness.
shine, to lighten, metaph. to be celebrated,
12T (mot used) intr. same as 17 to hence the proper name by’m. Com-
be low, assumed for the proper name parison with Arab. deo to disappoint,
3; Ar. 8 the same; see, however, héo to be concealed, is unsuitable.
MDT (prop. inf. fem. of #11 after the
m.
 עדabridged from עדי knowing, in the form nm nay, as 27 is mase., therefore coustmad ih the accusat. like
m3
and the verb; with suf. 'n97,
comp. Phenic. טק DRITIn.p. Deriv.
pony’)
fem. 1
ie. perception,
perhaps the proper nameשאל" 
Prov. 19,2 a soul too without perception
 דַעsee .7779
i. e. one ‘not knowing duties; Eccuzs.
97 (from 37}, prop. inf.s pl. oy) 7,12; ; knowledge ie.
i
design "3 "233 withmM. what one Loos, knowledge, of a out design i. e. unawares Devt. 4, 42;
thing, Jos 32,6 10 17; 36,3; pl. wisdom, usually cognition Hos. 4, 1; Mat. 2, 7;
consisting of a fulness of knowledge insight Prov. 1, 4; wisdom 1,7; 10, 14:
37,16.
ar imprudent Jos 35, 16 6 generi all shades of the verb’s meaning,
Wy (not used) intr. same as 37, ally in
and therefore coupled with Mati, aan,
whence

proper names( עֶדיִבָא which see), 93772;

727 (= 1197 part. m. knowing) n. p.
of a " Midianite , only in aytoy GEN.

main, a7, Ia, 1273 &e.

\

ney (not used) tr. to push against

25, 4, where be i
is perhaps ‘the Arabic

something, to scratch against something,
article, See, however, PTR.
metaph. to disdain, to revile, to ver, to
97 (from 39; pl. nis) / =37 Ps. grieve, whence "27. The organic root is
73, 11 construed mith the accus. like the 7-27, also foundin Na, 10 Arab.

verb, Is. 11,9; pl.=by7 1 Sam. 2, 3.
3 ds ig)
30 with the same
MYT (imp. of 953 = 1197, since a of fundamental signification.

motion occasionally Hose

elsewhere

"8:7 (only pause 9). a stumbling block

al see 97).
(LER, Vulg.), scorn, reviling Ps. 50, 20;
( לָאּועהeo עד and Dx, comp. SNAP Jewish interpreters translate 724 Far.
from OP. ‘and" לא EL is "knowing) 3 2.
pal (part. ppit) tr. to strike upon
m. Num. 1, 14; "ot which 5899‘) stands
OF
in 2,14 (see 4). Perhaps the primitive something, to knock, at a door, Sonesomeupon
form is 53397 (from 97); comp. dh. Sox. 5, 2; figurat. to presshard,
a flock,
thing, to artes something
7197 (jut. IN) intr. to be pressed Gen. 33, 13, whence the proper name
together, to be trodden down; metaph. to “RPT. —

The stem is divided in Arab.
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PII, ap. py) like signification 1 of Kal,
physical, the latter for the figurative to breakin pieces, Ni28%, ם 90» 2 Cur.

into

«30 and 6,

the former for the

meaning; and the organic root pant is 34,4 7; to crush, to “ust 2 Kınas 23, 6
15; to bruise, spices Ex. 30, 36; to
also in pp-o 1

Hithp. Penn to press hard (against
a door), i.e. to take it by storm, Jupazs

destroy, 2 Sam. 22, 43 (see pry).
Hof. prt pass. Is. 28, 28.
PRT (Pe. not used, see prt) Aram.

19, 22,
RD" (cattle-driving) n. p. of a station

the same.

of the Israelites in the wilderness, Num.
33, 12, now el-Tobbacha.
PT see pit.

47 pus )5 f. ops, 3 pl. spy; part.
Mm. pum, f ma; fut. pL, with suff.
map") ‘like os ה Hifil to chew

pt (from pps) adj. m., 793 (pl. nip)

Dan. 7,7; to bruise 7, 23; to break in

of hair 13, 30; figurat. lean Gun. 41, 3,
interchanged with PI} consumptive קיל
21,20, where, however, it is explained,
sometimes a hectic fever (Arabs Erpen.),

to pierce, with accusat. of the object
Junges 9, 54; 1 Sam. 31, 4; figurat. to.
revile, to calumniate, 208. 12, 10; 13,

pieces 2,45; to smite 6,25 &.
f. beaten small, crushed, hence fine, of
( רֶקְּדfut. רָקְדַב( tr. to bore through,
dust Is.29,5, of spices Luv. 16,12; thin,

;3 hence the proper names “p7, "272.
sometimes little (Syr.), withered in the The organic root of the stem (Targ.
limbs (Graeco-Venet.), sore-eyed (Onkel., “p27, Syr. 5? &e.) is "273; identical

Saad., Vulg., Kimchi =Talmud. p7) &e.; with that in Ra, "2-0, Sp"2,91 &e.
slender, of ears of grain Gen. 41, 6;
Nif. "R73 pass. Is. 13, 15.
slight, of the voice 1 Kinas 19, 12; opPuh.  דקרthe same, .מתא 37, 10;
posed to full, strong, fat 6

figurat. of those perishing with hunger
Lament. 4,9, as also Don, Ar. ©
 קהm. a fine, thin cloth, a fine carpet,
Hif. 777 (not used), whence Far.
Is. 40, 22; Talmud. pt a thin covering
“pt (=“pan 12; lance-bearer) n. p. m.
of the eye, cataract; comp. adj. ד
1 Kus 4,9; see "72.
bp (not used) intr. to rock to and
27 (from 77) ‘Aram. m. same as
fro (in the air), of a tree, to wave, there- Hebrew “it, time of a race, a generafore (in the Mishna) bp, Arab. Ks, tion, 3) רד from generation to generation, for ever, Dan. 3, 33; 4, 31.
Syr. Io} palm-tree. Derivat.
77 (fiom 747 I.) m. a pearl, like the
 קחm. dust, Ex. 16, 14; Is. 40, 15.

( הָלְקדplace of palms) n. p. of a

J oktanite tribe and a district of Arabia
Gen. 10,27; 1 Cnr. 1, 22.

Arab.  לי335, Aram. ארד (Targ. on
Esth.), perhaps pearl-stone (LXX zir-

Pips (perf. p31; fut. pt>, with suff. vwog Mids) or mother of pearl Esta. 1,6,
so called from the shine of it. With it
2,77) same as PI In) TE», 7223, is compounded according to some 2797,
א-->7, mon? hen"dividing into two lead- which see.
ing senses: 1. to beat small, to beat into
a} see 1%.
pieces, to crush, to reduce to ruins, םיִרָה
NTI (not used) ir. to push from oneIs. 41,15; to thresh in pieces 28, 28,
with why. — 2. intr. to be beaten small, wh to push back, to push away, Arab.
202
er Deur.9,21; to be ine, whence the 22
18, 3,0 &e., to reject, to refuse, = NAT

adj. 97, the noun py, py. Ar. 0.

Go

(which see), Ar. hj (IV.), hence along

Hif. pay (2 fem. תוקדה ;inf. 1 Pan with ףרח (in the 04 Dan.12,2). Deriv.
87
(from iRY7; constr. RT,
also as an adverb, fine, inf. 2 קרה fut.

a

cee
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dike 41731 from i731) aversion, an ob- y> SL (free 1. e. wild dove), which,
ject of aversion Is. 66, 24,
peas does not suit so well. Parallel
277 (not used) tr. to pierce, with a EX. — 2. m. freedom, liberation, of
slaves, captives, Lev. 25, 10; Is. 61, 1;
goad; to tear up, land; to cut into;
WTI nad Ez. 46, 16 the jubilee-year,
--<¢
cognate with 292,90, Ar. Gyo ’ yo the year “of setting slaves free; figurat.
&e.; but not with o5
The organic a spontaneous flow, a free efflux, of “a
root is 22-7, and a deriv. (perhaps also Ex. 20, 23.

959) is

DI

271 (pronounce darbén) and a7

n. p. of three Perso-Median

kings, .Augsios, namely 1. יִדָמַה ’7 Dan.
11,1 or 872 6,1, in full form’“ya ‘3
a SR Baron, 6
Cyaxares

(darban, like }y and 7,1, presupposing a form 247 or 273; pl. na) m
a goad, an “oa-goad, a "שא 1 Sam. 13, II. son of Astyages (569- 536 3.0.(.-21, Eccuns. 12, 11, Bovxerzgor, sti- 2. 9927 "7 .אמא 12, 27 i. 6. Darius,
mulus.
son of Hystaspes. — 3. Ezr. 4, 5 24;
277 (mot used) intr. to advance, to 5, 5-7; 6,1 12-15; 1146.1; 2, 10;
ZECH. 1 17,71, i e. Darius Nothus.
‘step ‘forth, to ascend (cognate 717, Ar. Others still may have also borne the
-<name. — In the cuneiform inscriptions of
yo): whence 3772 (which see).
Persepolis, Darjawes has been sometimes
2 71 (usually ה
from רד and 97 found (Lassen, über die keilförmigen
=y1 i.e. pearl of knowledge; better from Inschriften p. 158), sometimes Darheüs
77 II. to which 93 that stands for (Grotefend) ;sometimes Darajavash, Darit points, == 94777 bearer, holder) n. p. jawus, has been read (Lassen, die altof a wise man ‘contemporary with So- persischen Keilinschriften p. 41). 7 is
lomon 1 Kines 4,31, for which in 1 Cur. derived from darj, Zend. dere, Sanskrit
dhri conservare, with the formative
2,6 >21
77 (from 737 IL; modern Hebrew sound awu, therefore &o&siyv, as Herod.
pl. D799) m. a 0

a thorn, spina,

(6, 98) explains it; W expresses the

nominative

sign s,

as in u»,

wor.

LXX "TeiBoros, joined with הל and Comp. Oppert, Journal Asiat. 1851.
max Gun. 3, 18; Hos. 10, 8 with ץוק גp- 261.
Syr. 15959 and Arab. רוטט (names of a
 שויְרַדsee WAT.
tree).
373 (fut. S472) prop. to go along, to
aint (from p47, Ar. er 5 to glow,
advance,
to ascend (connected with 377,
to burn, as }ipS from px) m. the south,
o>
Aram.
p10, GP: Greek zody-sıw
the meridian region, as the region of
light or the sun, Deut. 33, 23, Eccuzs.
11,3 (cognate in sense 193, AN, rap;

thesouth-wind Jos 37, 17. Comp. 1009
75€ 78410» 75 (Hom. ה 12, 239)
=
(pi- is therefore not a termination.)

&c.), hence 1. intr. to go, to wander, to
walk, with aceusat. of the way JoB 22,

15; with לע over something 1 Sam. 5, 81

; ג4,13 with 3 to wander or go through
something Deut. 1, 36, Josu. 14, 9, i. e.
797 (from 77 II. after the form to tread upon Is. 59, 9; to go into, to come
 (שכולprop. running round about, roving into Mic. 5,4 5; with n to go forth, to
about (= 7, 779), hence 1. f. a bird step forth, to appear Nom. 24,17. —
that jlies round about, swiftly Prov. 26, .2 tr. to tread, to tread down, an enemy
2, and whose nest was observable in the Is. 63, 3, hence the expressions: a) ‘7
temple Ps. 84, 4; according to the an- Sm, Jos "24, 11, na 'ָּד New. 13,15, =
cients a swiqilow or swift bird (see 0°); »an .sI 36, 2, פּוּרָהyh“ 36, 3, ד" יי
according to others a wild dove, Arab. Dans Mic. 6, 15 or also 777 alone
22

ga
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Jupezs 9, 27 to tread out the grapes,
to tread the wine-press; b) mvp 1 Ps.
7,13 to stretch the bow, by setting the
foot upon it (Diod. Sic. 3, 8); seldom
for it stands nxn “7 Ps. 58, 8; 64, 4.

7

17, 8 (mo10tpon 656 Herod.7,40); “173%
Prov. 7,19 to go one’s way, to journey;
2 “I one has a going i. e. he goes out

i Kines 18, 27, used especially in cases
of continuance, as Din’ 19, 4 a day’s
Journey, which was about 15 English

Jer. 51,3 K'tib gas N FIT the
interpreters have taken = 47" NUR, דלא miles; bYn) תוטְלַש "7 three days’ Journey

31 against him who bends ‘(the bow) Gen. 30, 36.— 2. Conerete: a going= a
shall the bender bend his bow; but לאis to way, via, which one treads, 60800.=
be taken for a negative, as may be seen Mk, e.g.’77"59 Gun. 38,21; post. "7 ילע
from the 2 half of the verse, a sense which
the Targ., Syr., Vulg. and others have
given; the punctuators and versions not

49, 17 on the way; DDT לע at the ways
i. e. openly, of the abode of the prostitute Jur. 3, 2; “Ia Nume. 22, 22 in the
middle of the way. In this concrete sense

reading the second 777. — 3. Figurat.
to spur, prop. to put the heel into a 555 Jon 19, 19, map Is. 57,14, yn} 43,
thing, to drive, to urge on, with 3 against
something Ha. 3, 15; to spur on ZEcH.
9,13; or in a bad sense derived from

16, םיש 43, 19 &e. are 8 with it,
sometimes with a Joss. 2,7, after 192

Derivat. 777 and 741.

18 &e., "to denote divection to a ding.
in via ad; or lastly with genit. of the

and "DO with m &e., or in the accus.
treading down: to despise, e. g. TY the after verbs of going, as after a7 Deur.
strength (of enemies) 0020698 5, 21. 1,31, 759 Nom. 21, 24, mp Josn. 13,
Hif. ( הרריךfut. DAT, 8 plur. 6
ADIT) caus. 1. to ni " go, to cause

to walk, i. e. to conduct, to lead, with
2 of the way Is. 48,17, Prov.4,11, or
in a figurat. sense Ps. 25,5; but also

place whither a way leads, and so almost a preposition: towards, the way to,

6 ₪ V2 “1 Gun. 3, 24, רוש
‘7 16, 7,
yee יכרד ‘Lamenr. 1,4, Siew on Prov.
to make to advance, JUDGES 20, 43 they 7,27, nya "y 14,12, most frequently to

them go as far as הָחּונְּמ -- in point out the direction to a country, as
order to entice the Benjamites by D2 "3 1Kines 18, 43, ןופצה 7 Ez. 40, 20,
that means out of their strong position; Die "1 40, 45, once the verb is infor mm is the name of a place = serted before the genitive Hos. 6, 9.
' מַּנְחַת1 Cur. 8, 6 and mimi 2,52. Ac- Elsewhere the genit. following “4 ‘de- .
cording fo others it is equivalent to the notes relation to and dependence upon,
6. 8. 1527 "I the way of the eagle Prov.
made

Ar. ₪0 3 and Syr. Af. in the meaning
to reach. —

30,19, i.e.which he takes aloft; en 'ָּד

Absol. to lead Is. 11, 15, Num. 20,17 the public high-way 1 600g

with לע over ₪ thing Has. 3, 19. With | טסו (Herod. 5,53), i.e. that which
accusat. of the way, to tread Jos 28, 8. the king takes. So in 19775 727 1Sam.
—

2. to tread firmly i. e. to level, ור

25,12; ‘19 map Is. 53, 6; "3 bn Gen.

Jar. 51, 33; figurat. to bend (the bow), 19,2; figue. Pays 7 Jos. 23, 14,
transferred to the tongue, which is ob- ie. the way to the grave. See DN, UN“.
vious in Jer. 9,2; but there appears to — 3. Still concrete, but more metaphor.
have stood 39777 (according to the con-

sonants).
7 (with suf. "299;

dual 2297

an accessible, level road Is. 49, 11; an

open, free path 49, 9; room to walk in
Nom. 22,26; Jos 38, 19. — 4. Metaphor.

Prov. 28, 6 18 of the double way of mental walking and doing (like the Gerthe perverse; pl. םיִכָרְד ,constr. 1245) man Wandel = action), in frequent use;
comm. (but fem. only in Deur. 1, 22; hence conduct, undertaking Ps. 2,12; 37,
Ps. 1, 6; 119, 33; Ezr. 8, 2; the cod. 7; action 1,6; way of acting, Is. 40, 27;

Sam, also inDaur. 28,7 25): 1 going

Jar.32, 39; 6192 "7Prov. 4,14, pein 4

= walking, as an action; je muy JUDGES

2,20, הָקָרְצje16, 31 66. in the sense of
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manner of life, walk, course of action, in
which signification, because it includes
the collective plans and negotiations that
enter into all undertakings, the plural
often stands Is. 55,8; Jer.32,19. Besides
the phrases וָכְרּדדתֶא wel) 1 Kınas 2, 4

yy I. (not used) tr. same as on I.
to sow, to plant, whence the proper name

cers
277 II. (not used) tr. same as Aram.

>27, Hebrew 971 11. to lift up, to bear;

to keep his walk, רעארב 3373 j02 Ez. 9, to hold; deriv. the proper names 977,

10 or 49979 By) Jur. 17, 10, there is
also the plural םיִכָרד "20 7,3,"7 ןיקה

ררל = דר

\

HT (not used) Aram. tr. same as

2Cur. 27,7, or sing. and pl. interchange
in one phrase 1 Kınas 15, 26; 2 Cur.
17, 3. In this sense we should also
take 2 "23 ‘1 Prov. 30, 19: the action,

Hebrew ערד 11. (which see); deriv. 997,

to God "3 denotes either the conduct of

977 (see >37) n. p. m. 1 Car. 2,6,
contracted from 93°77 1 Kınas 4, 31.

the intercourse of aman with...

Joined

a man which pleases God, which God

approves, 108 23,11; Ps. 5, 9; 27, 11,
where "3 might also stand in the plural
Is. 2,3; Ps. 51,15; or the agency, mode

of acting of God i.e. how God acts (050¢
Seo MatrH.22,16, 6801 0809 Acts 13,10),

where again, sometimes the sing. Ps. 18,

א
>

|
(plur. 7'977, with suff. re)

Aram. f. arm, Dan. 2, 32.

( קרבnot used) tr. same as 2} IL,
Aram. 997, as PI} = 973 I. Deriv.

( ןוקרדbearer) n. p. m. Ezr. 2, 56.

77 I. 6.6. 03; not used) intr. 1. to

31, sometimes the pl. Hos. 14,10 stands; shine, to glitter, to lighten, of precious
hence creation-work, the operation and
Sanskrit dr?
support of God Prov. 8,22; pl. the works stones, Ar. ,5 and 15,
of God Jos 26,14. Connected with this (to shine), the organic root being still
is a) way, manner, e.g. YR7">2 'ָדGEN. found in ,רֶדדֶא NIT &c.; derivat. רד
19, 31 the way of all the world; comp. The noun D447 should be referred 0
&e. in a similar use. the stem 877, T7771 to רד MI.
6869, Ar. (62>
b) religion, worship, the way of reve777 IL. (not used) intr. to hunt round

rencing God or the gods, e. g. 289 "3 Ps. about, to rove about, to go about freely,
139,24 the worship of the gods; Am.8,14

the worship at Beersheba; D249 "7 Ps.139,

the same organic root lying in 14 II.

a spindle

and “7737. Comp. Ar. (כט
24 the religion of preceding times, i. 6
whirlpool. It is
of David, Hezekiah &e., when idolatry (from turning), ככל
tal significafundamen
the
that
religion.
possible
was not mixed with the true
c) affair, fate, lot, experience, used in tion “to whiz, to chirp” belongs to "577
the sing. and pl., i. e. conceived as the

way in which man walks Ps. 10, 5; 87,

as the name of abird, as in 33 comp.

5; 119,26; Am. 2, 7; Jon 3, 22; 8, 19; 8,0 a parrot (prop. the shrill-warbling)

 מִצְרִיִםTR Is. 10, 24 after the fate of 15,5 a whizzing tone, 5 the murEgypt; wetaphor. a periphrasis of the גmuring noise of a multitude. Deriv.
state of a woman in her monthly courses IT.
Gen. 31, 35.
v7 (fut. W777; inf. constr. once
DIDTT see TI
wigs Eze. 10,16 for Bm) tr. prop. to
THADTT see ןיפרלא
tread to pieces, triturate (as the Targ.
077 (not used) intr. to shine, to glit- 07, Syr. 452, Ar. und &c. have this
ter, to lighten, Ar. er? (to burn); deriv. objective signification; or to break
| through, to cut through, to cut into, con-

Ding.

POT

see py.

| nected with the organic root in Bam).
22*
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In use are the following: 1. to penetrate mand something back from one Ez.34,10,
(into a thing or person) as pr (which hence the expression ‘3 3373 (app). Dt :
see) i. e. to seek, LXX Eure, what is to require of one shed blood, i, e. to

lost Ez. 34, 6; to seek out Luv. 10, 16 avenge the guilt of blood Gen. 9, 5;
with accus. of the object; especially Ez. 33, 6; Ps. 9,13; then to revenge,
 לד77 to seek God i. 6. to turn to him

punish, either absol. Ps. 10, 4 or with
ay of the person Deut. 18, 19. — 4.to
1, 6, Ps. 34,5, Lamenr. 3, 25, "2 Car. concern oneself with a thing, toendeavour,
16, 12, ₪ ar worshippers of God Ps. with uw Is. 1, 17, ain Am. 5, 14,

with‘ prayer and trust JEr.10,21, ZEPH.

9,11, also with the addition of aa-5>2
119, 2; in later diction with > 1 Can.
22, 19 or by Jos 5, 8. The same
phase is applied to the worship of the
gods Jer, 8,2; 2 Car. 25,15 20. Sometimes with 5 of the object, Deur. 12,30.
Cognate in sense Ups. "nz Nea,

m Prov. 11, 2 DIPS ‘Ps. 119, 45,
beh 119,156, nbz Can. 28,8, main
Ezr. 7, 10, and therefore the phrases
6 פולש naio, תַעְר "7 to be concerned
about the forte, the prosperity, the
health of one Dzur. 23, 7, Ps. 38,13, for
which is also used the accus. of the thing

i. e. to be heard JER. 99, 13, should be and 5 of the person Esru. 10, 3 or also
considered as a supplement. ּםישור > of the thing Jur. 38, 4. Fig. to care
Ps. 111, 2 the sought, wished for (deeds for, with aceus. Deut. 11,12 or with 5

of God), as elsewhere .םידּומְח Else- Ps. 112, 5, לע the object, which one
where with 5 703 10, 6, omy '39, 8 to eares for 2 Cur. 24, 6. According to
seek or search after; with 2 to seek
(help) from one 2 Cur. 16, 12. — 2. to
investigate, to fathom, to explore, one,
as "pm, either absolut. Dzur. 13, 15,
 ה6, 29, along with wpa, “pn,
Dw, or with dhe accus. 1 Gre "8 9,

the derivative also to study (see (טרדמ
Ar. שי — From the objective. "fan-

damental signification arose that of to
set foot upon (a place), to visit, with
accus. Am. 5, 5 or 58 of the object
Devt. 12, 5, which, however, may also

2'Cur. 32,31; 5 2Sam.11, 3; or by of mean to look for; so too in Prov. 31,13.
the person 2 Cun, 31, 9; byEcon. 1, Deriv. dan.
13 or 5979 of the thing TE. 34, 16. Most
Nif. um (inf. abs. WII = "171 Ez.
frequently : to ask (God, the gods, the 14, 3, to avoid the coming together of
seer, the oracle, the physician, magi- hh, whence one 2 is sometimes dropped
cians &c.) i. e. either to inquire, seek for 2 Sam, 19, 23; fut. WIT, 1 pers. BR
from one, with accus. Gun. 25, 22, Ex. Ez. 1.1, by the influence of u) ‘to
18, 15, by Is. 8,19, ל 14, 7 and לע be aepplored, examined, 1 Cur. 26, 31;
of the person 2 Cur. 31,9, 3 1Sam. 28, to be required i. e. revenged Gen. 49,22;
7; or also with the accus. tka 22,7, but usually reflexive, to allow oneself

 על2 Kınas 22, 13, לעמ of the thing Is. to be induced by entreaties (to hear a
34, 16. The person who is asked as prayer), with > of the person Is. 65,1;
the medium is put with םעמ 1 Kines Ez. 14, 3.
14, 5; nag 2 Kines 3, 11, ‘rarely with
Saal (3 pers. plur. WH) intr. to be
2 Ez. 14,7; and the person fon whom one

fresh, young, the organic

root Nowy

asks, either with oy 1 Kınas 22, 7 or lying also in שדה (which see); meta23 Jae 21,2. — 3. to demand, desire, phor.: to sprout’, to shoot Jorn 2, 20;
with accus. of the thing Deur. 22, 2 or comp. (according to the derivatives)
with D919 23,22 or pa of the person in
Targ. NDT, Syr. transposed 132, Zab.
addition Mio. 6, 8; once absolutelyin
(comp. #113 to flow,
the sense to ask, bag (bread) Ps.109,10, bad; the Ar. 5
where, however, the LXX read Ww) Ar. 5 >) has originated in a farther
instead of A. With 77 of the per- development of the root at its begin-

‚son and the accus. of the thing: to de-

ning.

Deriv. NUN.
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Hif. Nyy to cause to sprout, to bring

forth. (cognate in sense (איצוה Gen.1,11.
NOT m. young herbage, yAön, springing out of the earth Gun. 1, 11, 2 Sam.
23, 4 and blooming Is. 66, 14, after it
is watered by rain Devt. 32 2; in full
form 7 py), 2 Kines 19, 26; Ps. 37,2;
Is. 37, 27. Itis the best food of 8
J 086, 5, the dress of the meadows Ps.
23,2, and its perishing is a misfortune
Is. 15, 6; Jer. 14, 5. Different from
TET Prov. 27, 25 and aby Gen. 1,12;

2 Kinos „19, 26. Aram. "SNOT, Syr.
(transp.) 1122, Zab. Lauf, Ar. \
the
same.

u (= 27; Kal not in use) intr.
1. tobe fat, juicy, full of marrow, Ar.

31,14;

figurat. a rich meal Ps. 63, 6;

superabundance, 36, 9; fulness, 0

65,12; Jos 36,16; ; sap, oil Jupgzs9, 9.

—

2. at ashes, of sacrificial

animale

Lay. 1,16; 4,12; 1Kines 13,3 5 (hence
according to some the denom. 137 Ps.

20, 4 to make into jö7, but see TEN;

also ashes of burnt buildings JER. 31, 40,
comp. 52,13, so called probably from
their fattening the soil (Plin. 17, 9).
Deriv. the denom.
157 Pih. to cleanse from ashes, to re-

move ashes, Ex. 27, 3, Nume. 4, 13.
n7 (constr. only once nz Estu. 2,12;
with suf. int; pl. DN, constr. יתד ,with
suf. ONT; a late Hebrew word, used

only in Ezra and Estuer, and taken
from Aramaean)f. command, a royal
one Ezr. 8, 36; Esra. 2, 8 (with "37

peo and transposed .eos; yo the
--same; on the contrary „wo is transi- 7272); 4, 3 8; 8, 18 ae a legal pre-

tive and of specific application. Deriv. scription, a - ד 1, 819; 2, 12;
707 (adj.), 7187. — 2. (not used) to be 3, 8; 4, 11 15; collect. laws, rights 1,
13 15, with ya. In nyös Deur.33, 2,
strong, large, powerful, according to the
written as one word by"the Masora, the
usual metaphor. Deriv. 717 2.
Targ., Vulg., Sa‘ad., Ibn Esra &e. find,
Pih. Ey (3 fut. WI? for wr, חב
it is true, the present n7; but it is
instead of ,-ה
 ה-)to make fat, pithy, = תֶּבָשֶא in the signification of TBR,
to strengthen, bey Prov. 15, 30; to anoint,
see דשא — We must reject at the
UNI, belonging to the luxury of a
outset” every Hebrew derivation, since
banquet (Am. 6, 6; comp. Luxe 7, 46) the word has come from Aramaeism,
Ps. 23, 5; figurat. (according to Rashi) which is unknown in old pure Hebraism.
to regard as valuable, important, consiSuch Hebr. derivations are: m7 contractderable, Ps.20,4; according to Ibn Esra
ed from my (Michaelis), or my from n97
a denom. from 737 which see.
Puh. 787 to be well fed, of wp? Prov. = תּוש and therefore = תש fundamen11,25; 13, 4; to be made strong, ‘of per- tum (Kanne), orny =תדר after the form
sons 28, 25; to become fat, of the field of nan from הדי=m: "(Simonis), or n3
contracted from" תג and from 77 = ודו
Is. 34, 7.
Hothp. yeas to be sated, of a sword conseq. = J" (Furst iin Concord. itBut in

Aramaeism ‘itself, where no etymology
Is. 34, 6.
The organic root }W-7 for DW is can be shewn for it, it is found only
during the Persian dominion; and the
identical with that in מש buh
later Syriac writing is also ignorant of it.
157 (pl. םיִנשְד ,constr. sy) / m. Hence the derivation should be sought
1. fat, with Tau Is. 30, 23, well fed in Persian alone. m3 dät is the part.
Devt. 31, 20; sappy, juicy, of the palm pass. of daten to set (Sanskr. dhä, Greek
Ps. 92, 15.— 2. rich (comp. Greek zuyus tid-nuı, German thu-n, That), conseq.

Herod. 5,77, Latin pinguis Hor. Od. 2, what is seitleil established, hence law,
12, 22), great, mighty Ps. 22,30; comp. statutum (from statuere), Geopwos, edict,

Ar. pds md (remarkable, famed).

yor (with suff. 7) m. 1. fatness,
with Son, of animals for sacrifice Jan.

comp. Persian 010 jus; so too Pehl.
dadha, Zend. daetic and Armen. dat (see

nm.
ITT

רת
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a1 (Pers.; pl. def. אּיַרְבְתְּב(Aram.
ny (constr. once n't Ezr. 7, 14; def.
NDT, with suff. yon; constr. pl. 2D) m. a judge, one skilled in the law Dan. 3,
Aram. f. the same, a firman, command, 2 3, compounded of m3 (which see) and
Dan. 2,13 15; an agreement, plan 2,9; 73 (see ata); Pehl. "datubar (judge),
an edict, law 6, 913; TOR n religion Armen. datuvar.
6, 6, Ear. 7, 14 21 26," consisting of
pot (double fountain; seen) n. p. of
PNT 7,25; sacrificial prescriptions Dan. a place iin Samaria Gen. 37,17; 2 Kinas

7, 25, with "277 sacrificial times.

6, 13 contracted into in. Later, it
was called 0:97, 1000106 (Juvrre4,6;
7, 18), abridged Awreie (ib. 3, 9). At
present the name Dothdn is that of

m (not used; = nj7 and this = n77
after the form 73 contracted m7 in
iN, conseq. from הנ or 777 to flow,
to flow from) f. a springs whence the

a hill with a fountain (Robinson,

radical.

16, 1.

new

proper names 9707, jn7 and yn5. In Biblical Researches p. 158).
nT (Fontanus; 866 (תל x. p. m. Num.
Aram. the ¢ is already looked upon as
NIIT (only def. NNNy or IN”) Aram.

 דתן.n .p fo eht ecalp  דתי2 Kınas

m. same as the Hebrew ny Dan.4 6, 31; =j detcartnoc otni ך-, as %27
12 20.
out of mr.

ה
rt, called "1, as the name of a letter a numeral © signifies 5, 3 5000; as an
signifies fence )= (תיָח,not because it abbreviation לד must have early denoted
presented the rude form of a fence in the name of God (Ai; see Movers,
old writing )2,712(as in the Phenician, kritische Untersuchungen tiber die bibbut because of the initial sound. Not lische Chronik etc. p. 75); as a sound of
merely in name (mn = n"n from my the alphabet it is pronounced He.
Being a simple aspirate like ,א
is
= nn [which see], and then my after
the Aramaean method shortened into interchanged with it, whether it be an
“3, like תיב into a), but also in form initial sound of verbs, e. ₪ Das and
(comp. ה and (ח, application and inter- DIN, ‘WI and WIN, a7 and Ia8, or a
change, ה and חה originally constituted medial ‘sound, 6 =. טהל and UND, or
a single sound, and did not differ the article -, Phenician -"N, Arab. Jt,
till later. This explains their frequent or m of Hifil e. ₪. ליִאְנָא = "im Is. oS
interchange in the language itself (for 3, YIN =" Mic. 7, 15, Mas =
examp. ץוה and pan, היה and An, 7577 Zupn. 2,14, Daun= "UT Jer. 25, 1
and 7», םלה and סלח “oni and dam, but the latter seldom. — While it somemon and mon, ענה and y= >, סרה times expresses a stronger aspiration
and om "37 and an רהצ and any, and even increases to the strongest

n> and on, 79 and Arno, me and guttural, it is interchanged with n (see

 הָחְצum awl Sr) or in relation to before), and also with 5 as an extension

ther Semitic dialects (e. ₪ >07 Ar.
de>, or Ar. ps, 1m Ar, da,
27" Ar.
‚773 Syr. ey, &e. ; and
many differences between the books
of Chronicles and other historical ones

of this interchange, 6. ₪. ann and
“22, m and 432; with ג 6 3 am
and בג with > 6. 2. jay and jan &e.;BR

but the last is rare.

In addition to the intrinsic value of

He as a consonant,

since

the whole

(sont 2Sam. 23, 25 and “yim 1 Cur. Hebrew alphabet consists only of con<a , 27) may be derived from this. As sonants, it forms the vowel letter in

A
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‚certain final syllables of a word ending sound into He (m), e.g. TR =TR (TR),
‚with a vowel, i. e. in words that termi-  ואדSy 11.=אל,  חלgm“ = Na )84( 5
nate in vowels (which happens also with  בר =בָּהָר21 .rA : ;> aD )371( = ;aD
א,  ר:)*dna )a ,a .g.e  מלכה,aklam  אתהvs Kramı res; p== dip; a= רד
atta. N stands for this, not till late and
למ= yon; טד ind ADO;
. Aramaeising, 6. ₪. 8am Is. 19,17 chogga; 3 =;
on the contrary it is usually wanting "1 and “en arm) 86. — Besides, Ze
in the second person of the perfect, after a serves to build stems out of ore.g. תבתכ katabta, 7>5n malk’cha. Ex- ganic roots by putting it in front, e. g.
ceptionally it stands b) for é, é, 6 8: arm, DTM qi 66 — 3. It is in כלנהKalne,  איהayyés  זה,26  מהme; serted for the purpose of making pluribut for 6 Yod (*) is also written, e. g. literals, see 27137.

 מלכיmalké; comp. the change of לך into
 זךsounds as a consonant at the end
ein Greek. c) for 0 (which is often = a),
of
a word, when it is denoted by the
6. ₪. חמלוט Shlomöd, bw Shild, > kö;

but here it is interchanged with ,ר 6. g. point in it called pen (i. 6. causing to
But the point also
 פהpd,  שלה = שלוShilé,  ככה= נכו.6 be pronounced).
stands in mss. under He (Michaelis de
Besides these organic interchanges, codd. Erf. §.19; Lilienthal, codd. Regiom.
arising from the harder or softer pro- p. 27. 64), as ‘also under 7 and * when
nunciation of He, the following which they are meant to be consonants, 6. g. 128.
are rarer, are worthy of notice: 1. with Hence stems which terminate in 1- of

Yod (>), as ap and ךלי, הגהand ,הני
which there are but six in Hebrew (mba,
mag and ,הדי Dam and לכו6
The mp2, M2, a2, Mp, Man), are connected
connection of the y‘and k sounds (comp.

=ם
ּום
ּיו
 (חmakes it probable that this
took place in the first instance through
the medium of the ₪ sound. — 2. with the

sibilants (X, 0, 1, (ש 6. ₪. 72m and 49,
 הָדדand 110, Do and bbe, the Shafelform בָהְלט from Soba (ay and Aram.

with those that end with the ל sound, 6. ₪.

a3 Ezr. 4,4 K'tib, Ar. 46 &e.
I~ and (without the accent) =z an
enclitie particle (He local), the most
frequent and most usual one to denote

direction towards a thing (see 7.) Its

ar); comp. the ‘interchange of the use is twofold: 1. with a noun in subGreek 2 with s in Latin, e. ₪. 86 sex, jects not personal, where ל- הis accent8770 septem, 20700 serpo &c.; Sanskrit less, 6. g. ya towards Samaria, ma
Sindhu, in the Hindu dialect 86. — 1 Kinas 2, ‘40 to Gath, הָרָהָה to the
3) with ₪ 6. ₪. רָכָה and 93, Da and mountain, nba, maa &e. Tf the final
523, 327 Aram. a &c.
vowel in the noun be already without
In building stems out of organic roots, an accent, it is lost when this accentless
the following peculiarities relative to enclitic particle is annexed, 6. ₪. MEIN,
He present themselves: 1. לד as a middle m, 98, mma, spy from ץרא
sound of stems is frequently softened ( קרסwhere—i8 lengthened by a stronger
out of the harder & sounds, e. ₪. A718 accentuation into =) comp. TWIP, from
out of an iru see), 237 (which see), up), Ma, nya; the vowel of the nountherefore  וTarg. a7; or it is con- stem is seldom shortened e. g. 7777 from
הר, or is thrown back to the front e. g.
nected

with % the interior sound of a

word, 6. g. tia Ar. as, ea Ar. =
6

bya Arab. pt,
py. — 9. Concave
stems with two sounds, ‚whose stem‘vowel is a, falsely called >, frequently
enlarge this stem into one of three

sounds by hardening the interior vowel-

may from oa, but in pause 793

Jupazs 9,1. m is accented when the
ground-vowel in the segolate-form is 0,
e. = morte Gen. 18, 6, 192 19, 23,
m Mic. 4,12, an exception to which
occurs only in the construct state GEN.
24, 67, elsewhere but seldom 6. g. 1n3

ה

ה
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by no means an influence upon the re-

008. 19,198. This particle is appended
in the way mentioned even where nouns
are joined to prefixes (2, 7, 9, (ה- and

lations of time, as grammarians suppose,
since it is used with occurrences that

direction to a thing is not obvious, =

happen in the future Ps. 90, 10, as well

232 2088. 15, 21, mana Jer. 27, as with momentary Ezr. 9,5 and endur-

16, AN Ps. 9, 18, hen 2 Sam. ing ones Ps. 119,181. It is found in its
13,17. It is appended not ‘merely to usual sense of to or towards or down with
nouns in the absolute state, but also the the following groups of ideas: a) with

construct e. ₪. 79272 1 Kınas 19, 15, verbs of motion to, e. g. now to send to
279 Gen. 28, 2, ‘Ang ib., הָרָאְּב 46, 1. Gen. 23, 6; NE? to go to "Nex. 2, 13;
So too it is putו feminine nouns in -ה “ay to aris towards JupeEs 12, 5; so;
after changing their termination into מ Ezr. 8, 31; 593 to fall down Ez. 9, 8;
sit
e.g. nn from 779. The enclitic par- 2D to sink down Bzr. 9, 5; בטי

ticle is ‘attached to nouns ending in ¢ down 9,3; my to fly to Ps, ‘90, 10;
only after the final vowel has entirely b) with verbs of striving after, reaching
disappeared, e. 8.19% downwards, "3972 to, throwing down, driving to, e. g. wp

upwards, from הטמ and mp»n.

In rare Ezz. 9,5, 988 Ps. 119,131, wpa Dan.

8,15 and here too with DY, because it

cases local motion or direction to something appears more figurat. or obscure,

belongs to it; mpd to hand over Zucu.

in relation to ‘time, denoting duration,

8,35; nip 8, 17 pau; e) with verbs of

e.g. 243 Is. 29, 15, mat Has. 3, 11, 11,13; TON to take hold of 2 Sam. 4,10;
mon, BT Ez, 21,19, or it is see m Nom. 8, 19; Dpw to weigh to Bar.
e. g. man 1 Sam. 1, 3, 71975. — 2. Ap- crying to, of speaking to, of disputing
pended to verbs, = accented signifies 6 g. PI Ps. 119, 147, a Jupexs 6,
the direction of the will to a definite 10, 37 Dan. 10, 16, רע Nex. 13, 21;
object, and therefore it belongs to those d) with verbs of attending to e.g. Sau
moods which express the will and resolve Day. 8, 18, Joa Ezr.8, 15, ven או
of the speaker, i. e. to the fut. and im- 6, 12, 972 13, 10; 9 wich verbs experat. where it is an external sign of prowing a eontintanes of time, without
the voluntative. This direction of will interruption, e.g. 75) to sleep on (with-

is either a free purpose Prov. 12,19, or out disturbance) Ps. a 6; Dam to dream
on Gun. 41,11; danny to cone mourn הshould be translated by shall Is. 38, ing Neu. 1,4; Pop to keep opening i. e.

it is conditioned from without, and then

10, or must Ps. 42, 5; or with a
in succession Gun. 43, 21. On the other
it expresses the internal wish 69,15. It
hand in הֶלְכְאְו Ez. 3,3 -ה is suff.
appears usually in the first person of
and only without mappik because of
the future, 6 ₪. TaN, הָרמַזַא ,,הָבְּמְכָא

the distinctive accent (see Jur. 6, 6
79292, הָלּדַחַא  דץrarely’ in "other after LXX, Vulg., Syr.; 44,19 &e.); so
persons, eg. Hian Is. 5,19. More fre- too in mama1 Deur. 29, 7. See ה
quently it is with the imperat.

mad, 3,

a,

e. ₪.

As to the derivation, this final a-

22, Haw, man. sound with a noun is manifestly a very

‘It'is the province of grammar to teach

old accusative

case,

which

has been

the laws, according to which this - is preserved merely for the sake of ex-

‘accented or not, by which the vowels

pressing motion towards,

and because

in the final syllable are altered or not, of this sense it might also be attached
and the alterations generally which the to the imperfect of verbs. Such accusaverb experiences with respect to vowels, tive a is closely connected with the accuaccentuation &c. But the particle, even

‘where the forms of the verb have some-times the so-called
Vau conversive, which

‘occurs ninety times in Scripture, has

sative-sign hd in Ethiopic (Ludolf, Gr,

aeth. p. 112), which is confined merely
to the union with proper names,

as is

the case. with the Amharic inseparable

הח
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preposition ha i. 6. to (Ludolf, Gr. Amh.
p.47). If we compare the Sanskrit and
Arabic, it appears to have been pronounced in its full form a-n; but the n
was lost, as the Greek accusative «
arose out of av, and as the n in Sanskrit
becomes weak, losing itself in various
instances and so dying away. Only

ח

9,2, and so in cases where one is not
clear about the nature of the answer
and either expects a denial, when the
interrogative

clause

into a simply negative

may

ia resolved

one, Latin num?

Gen. 4, 9, Jos. 14, 14, Poor. 24, 28

(Targ., Vulg. ); אָל instead of 7, actually

standing in parallel places (e.₪. 2 Sam.
in some adverbs, which are nouns in 7,5 הָּתַאַה,for which 1 Cur. 17, . has אָל
the accusative, the still older accusa- TAN; ‘sometimes the LXX senile it by
tive case am has been preserved, viz. un Can. 30, 2); or an affirmative, so
in par, Dp) 6.
that the interrogative clause might be
N-or a,
m= an enclitie par- converted into one simply affirmative
ticle, -="-, from which it is abridged, and assuring (Greek 7 a0. 7 yao ov,
being a a designation of direction Latin nonne? -ne?), 1 Sam. 2, 27 did I
towards: 1. with a noun, as 77 Hz. 25, not then reveal myself? ie. certainly 1
did reveal myself (hence the LXX, Targ.,
13, 2a) 1 Sam. 21, 2. — 2. with a verb,
Syr. leave 7, untranslated); 1 Kınas 21,
e.g. 29 JUDGES 9,29, ANIPN 1 San.
19. Nom, in particular iis so used (which
28, 15, maw Ps. 20, 4, הד Prov.
see). But "2m, is otherwise employed
24, a
Gen. 27, 36; 2 Sam. 9,1; 23,19, where
 הsee under 7 andהל .
the "3 (which see) receives an access
n(pronominal stem) 1. shortened from to its meaning, according to its mani(‘ הָהan exclamation of astonishment &e.) fold acceptations, by means of 7, con= 'הה Ez. 30, 2, only in the compound sisting of doubt (is there indeed); irony
(is it so that); assurance (és it not that).
("הָאֶחwhich see); but in Want ₪4
0 "7 (oh the word) 7 is better taken as In an indirect question depending on a
a question, like the ‘second signification. preceding clause, 7, stands in the sense
— 2. an abridged prefix-sourd, inter- of whether, Gen. 8, 8. In questions inrogative, precedingNand 7, e-g. רומא volving contrariety, i. e. which preMicax 2, 7, Tax Jos 34, 31, “aN ‘Ez. suppose the opposite as possible, we
ה Jos 4, 7, 7...
8 16,
28, 9, Dam "Ecczze. 2,19, as always have BS...
6
18
6,26,
13,
3,2.
4
Now.
7.
7,
when short a is to be pronoanoed before
8 semivowel with long a (comp. 77); see With regard to its union with particles,
1. — 3. the article shortened before n see DN, 2, אל 6
Looking at its form, this interrogative
with 6 or 5, and before < and © with 4,

6 ₪ Dang, wing, Tin pe, Hay

particle has the short vowel a (ha); but

awn, nun, Damm. The same is before gutturals it is pronounced fuller
the case with the article where it is and with a weak duplication, like the
used as a relative pronoun, e.g. spony

article 7, e. g. Sout shall I go? pint,

"San; Damm if a wise man? an saEccr. 2, 19; before X sometimes
 יתi. e. ha with Dagesh forte follow- ו
אti ?uoy na ?sov SEGDUJ
ing. The weakened forms 5, 7, J in ָה
16
31;
before
ר when the latter has its
certain cases, see under לה and "NH.
"7 (pronominal stem; inseparable) own vowel, even doubling it, e. g. ?בטה
pronoun interrogative, a prefix-vocable Ley. 10,19. Before words whose first
smoothed off, put before the first word consonant has no full vowel, 7, becomes

1088. 10, 24.

of an interrogative sentence. Like the  > יק₪ bay, ,לשמה ‘ הלהor Sheva
Latin an and Greek7 it introduces a nörsahla' is drawn to 3, > ₪ a9
question, in order to obtain certainty, Gen. 17, 17, minds (hak--#tonet) Grn.
2 Sam. 18, 32 is it well with the boy? 37, 387, ירצה Jen. 8, 22; but usually.

הא
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 ה,ylerem sa 72991 .neG 72, 83; ( האשרin his Dictionary) have taken it; com2 Kınas ,6 .22 ehT ,= si degnahcotni paring the 277377 (to roast, to burn, tor8 |rere) of the Mishna and Talmud (e.₪
= retfa ה, 6 .g  האלרJos ,49 ;81
converted into 2 6 = DS NT, fie: Men. 10, 4; Sabb. ch. 2) and the Arab,
where D2". In the case of לא the htm In full form it is only coninterrogative ה is wanting and1is to be nected with mat, in the sense of burnttranslated: yetnot? not indeed? Ps. 121, offering, Hos. 8, 13 my burnt- offerings
;3 so too sometimes

with words that( i. e. those that should have been burnt

begin with a guttural, 6. g. 1417 NIT for me) they sacrificed only for flesh and
he will teach? Has. 2,19; 0327 ‘to day?9 |eating (i. 6. to be able to eat flesh). The

1 Sam. 22,15. Etymolopiealiy, the in- rare word is chosen for the sake of asterrogative ha arose, perhaps, out of sonance with DIAS, 8,9 or 127278, 4,
ka, as is perceptible from comparative 18 (on which account the LXX have
taken it here as= םיִבָהְבַהַא,7yazıusra),
philology. Ar. iFis an interrogative par-
a peculiarity which the prophet loves.
ticle.

N (pronominal stem) prop. demonstr.
this, that, of all genders, and accordingly connected closely with the following, word; also used for an article, as
6, 1, to in Homer

and Herodotus is a

לב
( בהfut. )37725 intr. prop. to breathe,
to breathe out, to inhale, to blow (comp.

Talm. לבה לבה to steam, to evaporate,
to smoke, to blow about, Sabb. 17 95%
the Syr. “Sa, besides the Hebrew sig-

pronoun demonstr. and artiele. See, how-

nification: to wander about, of herdsmen

jection: see! behold! Dan. 3, 25, prop.

" לבm; but only fig. to be vain, transitory
(as a breath), empty, unreal i. e. sinful
2 Kınas 17, 15, Jur. 2,4; to be foolish,

demonstr. (see x); Ar. Lo, Syr. la.

Ps. 62, 11, comp. Rom. 1,21; dan 'n

ever, לה
N (pronominal stem) Aram. inter-

( אַהpronominal stem) interj. lo! Gun.

or flocks; the organic root appears to be

to behave foolishly Jos 27,12.

Derivat.

Dat, and the proper name 537.
,47 ,23 Ez. 16, 43, prop. behold there!
Hif. Dan to befool, to lead astray

like m am.

נט אָה
stem) Aram. interj.
the same, Dan. 2,43  אָה יִדָכlo as = as.

AN (pronominal stem) interj. an ex-

JER. 23, 16.

san (constr. לבד,as is sometimes the
case in other segolate forms, 6. ₪. 941,
חדר

1D,

vo

from

7,

NIE

no,

clamation of joy, of terror or mockery:

31095 with suff. bor, oat, 3550; pl.

cation at first.

earthly life is called ‘J רמי Eccuzs. 7,
15; 9, 9, or
on N 6,12), human

aha, Ps. 35, 25; 40, 16; 108 39, 25; obs, constr. an) m. 1. a breath,
Ez. 25, 3; Is. 44, 16. "The separate  או60008 aura, which passes away
parts of it,MR (which see) and ל from quickly, and to which are compared
m, are eries of pain and lamentation, acquired treasures Prov. 21, 6, the life
aad were obviously of general signifi- of man Ps. 144, 4, Jos 7,16 (therefore
 בהimperat. of 2177, which see.
227 a stem erroneously assumed for
3733, which see.
2927 (from ביה,after the form “yoy,
bnbn to Aaron, from “hy, לוח pl.
pan, with.suff. (יִבָחְבַה m. a sacrifice,
which was consumed’ upon the altar,a
holocaust, as Rashi, Targum and Kimchi

action and oceupation,
providing,

thinking and

Eccues. ch. 1. 2. 3. 4 &e.;

San Ps. 62, 10 lighter than a breath. —
2. Figurat. 6 ang vain, fruitless, LAMENT.
4,17, Jer. 10, 3, whether it be worthloss in itself Prov. 31, 30 and therefore
applied to words, nonsense, foolishness
Jo» 27, 12; 35, 16; Ps. 39,7; Eccuzs.
5,6; or transitory, not continuing Is. 30,

חבל
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7, therefore transitoriness, Eccues. 11, 8 know, to understand (modern Hebrew
all that enters (into the world, comp. 6, 4) “an a learned man).
i, e. appears,

is transitoriness;

nothing-

 אגַהand 53“ (Persian), n. p. of a
ness, 6,4 for he comes in nothingness
eunuch
at the court of Ahasuerus, who
i.e. he is born nothing; metaph. an idol,
Deut. 32,21; 1 Kinas 16,13; Jur. 10, had charge of the harem 1083, 2 3 8
8; with the addition of NTU "Ps, 31, 7 ,15 and is therefore described asסָרִיס 
or 132 Jer. 8, 19; unrighteousness (of Borg רמש on. The Sanskrit dja

gain) Prov. 13, 11. As an adverb in
vain, vainly, Jos 9, 29; Zucu. 10, 2;
senselessly Jos 35, 16; uselesshy Is. 49,
4, — 3. (transitoriness) n. p. m. GEN.

4, 2.

25 &c.) has the same meaning, which
is Aga spread throughout all Asia, and
may have sounded in old Persian Hégé
or Hegaj ("37 Esru. 2,8 15).

aan) i, e. 37 (unused) intr. same as

Dar, see bat.
7

(Wilson, Sanskrit Dictionary, pref. p.

(not used) intr. same as jax 1

Ar. ums to be firm, hard, only of ebony.
Hence

mam I (comp. 229 = ma") to speak
softly, to whisper, of a sighing complaint, the inner whispering and stir-

127 see 430.

ring of the heart; comp. Syr. ng to think,
the gentle speech of the heart; Arab.

jan (with suff. 2259; or ja, with

reduplicated

to utter soft sounds,

suf. "2357; not used) m. same as JAN to murmur; Syr. hee the whispering,
firm, hard, a stone; specially ebony, i. 6.
stone-wood (Symm., Jerome), Phenic. the ghost; on the contrary, the Ar. >“
jant, whence it came to the Greeks and (to glow) is only a collateral form” of
Romans (£ßev-og, heben-um, eben-us) &e.
. | , Hebrew MR which see. Deriv. 3797.
In.its native land (India) it was named
from its blackness (comp. Sanskrit kämay I. (inf. absol. 43, fut. man)

laskandha black stem &c.); and Par-

intr.

1. to murmur,

to utter deep tones,

chon has claimed for the stem 7277 of the muttering of the magician’s lips
the meaning “to be black and shin- (see Hifil), of the hollow tones of the
ing”.
harp (see 473°), cognate in sense המנה
337 (from 42m; pl. (םיִנָבַה adj. m. to coo, of the dove Is. 38, 14; 59, 11;
prop. ebon, viz. stick, whence pl. Ez. to growl, of the lion Is. 31, 4; to sigh,
27,15 Kri ebony-poles (perayyes), to complain, to moan, Is. 16,7; Jer. 48,
which the Tyrians purchased from the 31; to roar, of thunder (see 737) 6.
south and east coasts of Arabia; K’tib — 2. to utter low murmurs, in the heart,
pain.
i. e. to meditate, to think, to consider,
with 3 Ps. 63,7; 77,13 and the accus.

927 )8 pl. nam K'tib Is. 47, 13; of the object Is. 33, 18; to weigh in si-

part. aah ibid. En) tr.to cut in pieces,

lence, Prov.8, 7, or absolutely to meditate

to Eee in pieces, Ar.
‚Hebr. “an IL, upon Prov. 15, 28.— 3. to express onehence figurat. to divide of, to ori, self in audible, intelligible tones, i. e.
the heavens, after the manner of as- to speak, of 1» Ps. 35, 28, Is. 59, 3,
the K’tib

or 7143 Ps. 115, 7.— For the fundamental

According to Parchon it is equivalent to

On the connection of musing, thinking

trologers Is. 47, 13, where

reads DI. 1925 (ar), the K’ri (and signification compare 337, which is idenLXX, Vulg.) Dw aah. So Kimchi. tical with the organic Toot in גַה-ה 1

and speaking comp. nip; Ar. L=®, Syr.
therefore רבהis identical with 929 ibid. io the same, and to read in syllables.
“an I. to conjure,

to practise magic, and

47, 10 12, and with the Arab. >

to

Deriv. ma, may, ST.

הגת

הגרי
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Poh, 7137 (inf. 43°) to excogitate, San of 743 (a court-enclosure) Ez. 42,12;
comp. "Talmudic adj. 197, "DAT, subst.
Hif. ma (only part. oma) to mur- at, part. jain, £ 2355; Targ. inna
mur, to mutter, of soothsayers Is, 8,19; (see Targ. on Num. 22, 32) &c. But
from the heart, 13.59,13; but see May.

as the mss.

cognate in sense ney.

fluctuate between הנגה

an IL (inf. absol. ia) tr. (= הנר mara, and ,הנפה as the Syr. translates "a, the LXX mp, and the
which see, as Jar= ar), to ולה
Vulg. הרגה the reading in the text
to divide, 040 from (72) somewhat Prov.
may have arisen from 314, which suits
25,4; ; figurat. to remove, to frighten away,
the
context. See 435.
of the wind Is. 27,8; עַשְר Prov. 25, 5,
i. e. the bad servant from the company

 הָניִבַהsee TAT.

of the king. Ar. os to remove, 6

127 (not used) tr. same as 439 fo sur-

to scare away.

Poh. (only infin. 434) to remove,
banish, Is. 59, 13.

( הכחfrom הגה L) m.

round closely, circumscripte complecti,
to hence figurat. to suit exactly. But neither

the Talmudic 7157, nor our [45 can
1. a sighing, be explained by this. Hence it is better

Ez. 2,‘10, with. יה and - — םיניק.2 a to understand: to bend to, to turn to, to
thought, Ps. 90, 9 we have. finished our
direct to, Ar. 1
Gs, =ש in a
years as a thought (Theognis: apa yoo
+..

00078 vonu

mopéoystas

072000

787), cognate sense, whence 147 bending to,

which the Targ. renders “breath”, Rashi
and /bn Esra “sound”, the LXX, Vulg.

and Syr. “a spider’s web”, merely ac-
cording to the general sense. — 3. a
dull noise, low thunder Jos 37, 2.

DAT f. meditation, of בל Ps. 49, 4,=
37 19, 15.

 ינהsee Na.
וגיִנַה

..

with suff.(רגינה m. sigh-

directed, versus, towards, Ez. 42, 12
the way toward the wall, ‘if the word
there is to be retained.

A

(not used) intr. prop. same as

sna IL. and 93, to turn, to turn away, to
shrink back timidly, therefore to wander
on, to emigrate, to flee, Ar. =: whence

aye (Higra, flight); deriv.
“33 (wandering) 1.n. p. f. Gun. 16,1;

ing, complaint, Ps. 5,2 (see ar Is. 16, 25, 12, the mother of the nomadic Ish-

;7 JER.48, 31); stirring of the heart (ee maelites. — 2. (wanderer) n. p. of the
ancestor of an Arab tribe, whence the
sam (constr. 11353, with suff. pair) Gentile "3:3, which see.
m. 1. dull tone, gentle sound, of the
DIN see 47.
harp. Ps. 92,4 with the gentle sound of
35 (pl. םיִרְגַה and ,םיִאיִרְגַה DIRT”)
the harp (Br, comp. 50, 5); LXX wer
n. Gent. from Sam 2: Hagavene, name

Mas Ps. 42, 6) Ps. 39, 4.

Vans & ו

cognate in sense Ma

of an Arabian people mentioned along
with Dis, Spa), anin, prey, 533,
‘Vulg. appear to take it) an air, perhaps muffled music as a pause or a pe- Prey, תפל “ רוצוnis (Syria), who, ten
therefore (as tha LXX,

Symm., 2,

euliar kind, 9,17, LXX 957 dtopadua-

in all, rose up against ‘the Israelites at the

19,15;

Archaeol. 12, 8) and established an alliance for the purpose of destroying

tog. — 2. meditation, effort = niga Ps. time of the Maccabean wars (Josephus,
device, machination of enemies

Lanenr. 3, 62.

them Ps. 83,7. They dwelt, with רוסי

v7 adj. m., הכינה f. (according to u, a7 (which see) 1 Car. 5,19, on
Ibn Ganäch, Ki meh, comparing the Tar- the other side of Jordan in the east of
gumic and Talmudic usus loquendi) Gilead; and David had warriors and
convenient, suitable, commodious, spoken officers out of them 9, 38; 27, 31. In

הר
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Saul’s time they dwelt in the east of
Gilead; and the 21/, tribes beyond Jordan carried on war with and expelled

them 5,10 19 20. Besides this portion
of the Hagarene people, whose habita-

הרררמון
TH IL. (not used) intr. to be power-

ful, strong, then trans. to overpower, to
conquer, whence the proper names 777

(also in 419777, Tiny, 71m, 772 and

I). — The org. root 117 is = sw, since
many stems with the initial sound h are
= interehanged with such as begin with s
there was another with the name
(Abulf., Jakut), 4ygeio: (Strabo XVI. p. (see 7); 8 (TIN) is the same.
767), united with the Nabatheans (n}723)
TH (powerful, mighty, comp. "16,

tion is well ascertained from Scripture,

and Havilatheans (2710), Aygees (Dio- ds; Macrobius Sat. ch. 23 has singularly
nysius Periegeta 956), or adjoining explained it by unus, i.e. 7) n.p.1. of the
the Bataneans (Ptol. 5, 19), who sometimes dwelt near the Persian gulf, where

Syrian and Edomite tutelary god; the
latter, however, 778 (which see) was
named by the Phenicians דדא “4dodoe.

of the province Bahrein, at the Persian
gulf.

king of the gods (Sanch. p. 34), the
supreme god of the sun (Macrob. ib. 1.

they gave their name to a district; and
=® was the name
sometimes elsewhere.

Hadad in the Syrian mythology was

13), after whom were called three kings
Damascus 177772 (which see), and
of
a shout of joy, a ery of rejoicing, same
Syrian kings 777 (Nic. Damase. p.
ten
Ar.
comp.
7;
7,
Ez.
9)
16,
as 7 (Is.
293).
— 2. of Edomite kings Gen. 36, 35,
325 (vox crassa), OL (sonus vehemens).
the

17 (after the form bx, from 717) m.

Pers. (iS same as Sanskrit svadha,

1 Kines 11, 14, for whom דדא is
usual word 11,17. See 115. — 3. of an
Ishmaelite race, along with רומל Na
606. 1 Cur. 1, 30, who probably origi-

also as tie lord, ruler.

with a Syrian tribe.

Kimchi, echo.

N

(in 2277; old Persian) m. God,

i. e. he who exists by himself;

and

Deriv.

nated in a mixture of and incorporation

Compounds with

77 (see too 773, TN, 733) are:
2277 (from אָּדַה with the Persian
19777 (Hadad is help; 60 מע רֶזיִלֶא.
suffix רב ', עיwhich is also in "313,
n. p. of a king of Syrian Zobah,
Spin)
7343, Man; on the compound comp.
contemporary 2 Sam. 8, 3-12,
David’s
“ary from רב  אזpl. constr. "375,
11, 23, for which name there
Kuss
1
def. 8", with suff. tit") Aram. m. stands in 2 Sam. 10, 16 19, 1 Cur. 18, 5
according to the original signification seq. 19,16 19 (LXX, Vulg., Syr., Arab.,
priest, i. e. dedicated to God; better, and Josephus also in the first passage)
according to others, vice-king, or the Apr, without this reading being more
nearest to the ruler Dan. 3, 24 27; 4, correct
on that account.
33; 6, 8 (see 1273), with NB, 72722
wath (Hadad-Rimmon) n. p. of a
&e.; comp. BER REN prince.
deity of the Syrians compounded of two
sound
to
prop.
intr.
used)
(not
names (see 77 and my); for 7m
una) I.
aloud, therefore to cry, to shout for joy.
The organic root in דה is to be identified with that in דה ( )דּוה7-77; comp.

alone was also the name of a Syrian
god 2 Kınes 5, 18, representing a cer-

tain aspect of Adonis.

From this god

a city in ji7an תב was named, which
Ar. A® to crow, to roar (of the camel), lay not far from Jezreel, and was called.
to bluster (of the waves), to crash (of Maximianopolis in Jerome’s time.
thunder), to rush (of the multitude) &e. celebrated lament took place there, acDeriv. ,דה . דדיהThe signification of cording to some for wx; (2 Kines
35, 23); according to
AS to cut through, to break through, 23, 29; 2 Cur. lament in the worship
dead
the
,
others
see).
דחה (which

is connected with
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of Hadad-Rimmon to which
1
Chatramotitae (a2), with their carefers. According to the Targ. the word pital Sabata (Plin. ‘h, n. 6, 32), dwelt,
is the proper name of a Syrian king, ‘a is contracted from DA “0 (Ador is
son of 77930.
enalted; “I = Hi, as דדה = TIN).
ma I. tr. to stretch out, to stretch They were so called from the worship

forth, to reach forth, the hand Is. 11, 8. of Hadér

or Ador (see “378, OTN,

But this meaning seems to be only de- DAR, TIN),i.e. the fire-god. ‘See Syn.
nom., while the primitive one seems to be
ל ידה
chief; from 177
IL) n. p.
to take, to lay hold of, identical with 77}

m. 2Sam. 23, 30, for which the parallel

(see (ה belonging to די (comp. Lat. hed 1 Car. 11, 32 has( רוז free, noble, chief).
in pre-hend-ere, Gothic hand-us, German
m (imper. 749) tr. to tread down,
Hand from had &e.). After a noun had
been formed from it uo the meaning

hand (perhaps דה= Ar. of), there arose
a denom. verb with the signification: to

stretch out the (taking) hand.

It is not

connected with (SOS or mn LI.

to trample into ruins, with non to trample
under foot, 108 40,12. The |
organic root
m also exists in 77, 8-27 &e.; Ar.

JIS to destroy.
DA (not used) tr. to stamp firmly,
to tread firmly down,

with the feet, to

vy II. (not used) intr. to lead (cog- dam; then to tread generally (cognate
nate in sense am), to0
point out (the way), in sense W2D); figurat. to make fast, to
Ar. s08, Syr. “3a, whence the Ar.

x33 = Hebrew 43773. Derivat. n. p.
IM.

( ודהcontracted from 1737, besides
which there existed a form arm, Ar.
As, Syr. Spa, Pehl. hendo, Zend.
heando &e.) . מp. of the well-known

fit to one another, to fit together 66. The
organic root is DIT, se with that

in DI" (see p. 24), Ar. wal, and generally with those in py, or, 07. Deriv.

pip, BT.

Dan Cone DT) see Dim.
Dyn (from the verb Dat; def. אמרה ;

country India in Asia Esra. 1, 1; 8, 9; pl. TR) m. a piece, Dan. 2, 5; 3,"99;
denoting originally the Indian river tet דב = wéhy now (2 Mace. 1, 16),
Hind-us (Sanskrit Sindhu; see 7), then to cut in pieces; Syr. a member, prop. a

the land. A farther explanation of the piece. Others take the Pers. plain and
name does not belong to the present‚ lost, a member, as the haste: and the
place.
Ce ,סלה sn, is said to be denomin.,

8577 (only constr. ,טלה DIT; from as in other respects much that is Iranian
D7) m. prop. firmly trod, with ‘pian: has come into Aramaean.

foot-stool, Ps. 99,5; Is.

1 Talmudic

בש

 רודהsee an, TR and Bin.

( םרהPeh. unused) Aram. tr. to cut in
fe

“5 (only pl.םירּודַה Bam 37 IL.)
Mm. hill, mountain,

prop. rising up Is.

pieces, to hew in pieces, Ar. pase (to lay
in ruins), comp. 2
tem-no.
The
organic root DI is also in py, D773,

Diva &e.
Pah. Dy (mot,used) to cut or hew in

45, 2; so also the LXX.
 םֶרודַהn. p. of a Joktanite-Arabian

pieces;

tribe Gen. 10, 27, in southern Arabia,

gumic Af. oyms.

identical with the ’ Adramites (Ptol. 6, 7,
10 25 26 Aöoauizaı), trading in frank:

incense (Theophr.), east of the Him-
yarites, with a commercial place Kane
(mp) on the sea, north of whom the

Syr. sa, Ethpa. 21

Tar-

Deriv. Bm.

077 (aot used) intr. to be green, to
sprout. "The organic root is 0717 identical with that in N-07, oT חו Ar.

5

(to be green).

Hons

DIN

הרר
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°77 (pl. (םיסדה m. the myrtle, Is.
Hithp. ‘WIN to be proud, to puff’ one41, 19; 55, 13; Zeon. 1, 8; so called self up, Prov. 25, 6.
from itsfresh green leaves; comp. Ar.
8 (which see) is evidently =" 1.
ade (the same). The shorter form סא and I. in the signification “to be wide,
(Talmudic) is also in Arabic dialects great”; an objective signification lying
there also in TIN, DIAS, TIN; whence

(yl):

em

(myrtle) n. p. f. Est. 2, 7, two fundamental senses are to be as-

perhaps identical with the name Arooo«

sumed

(daughter of Cyrus), see Herod. 3,133;
comp. the Greek proper names Myrto,

has instead either צב whence re
tumidus, or =
The organic root

Myrsine, Myrtoessa &c.

AW

13,

in IN

likewise.

The

Arabic

TIER has either the fundamental

(inf. constr. 145, with suff. signification trans. to heap up, to accu-

7977; fut. 2772) tr. to push, to thrust, mulate, to make thick and large, or the
with accus. of the object Num. 35, 20, idea of shining has been transferred to
with the shoulder Ez. 34,21, as m32 with prominence as in YD.
horns; with ja of the ‘place away from
17 (constr. רזה with suff. "99;
which and oN whither Jos 18,18; Is. 22,
constr. PD) m.1. height, Ez. 16,14,
19; to expel, thrust out, to drive away, with
the 800108. "2572 and נפל Deur.6,19; majesty, with דוה,Ti22 Ps. 8,6; 21,6;
-9,4; ₪. 25,9; to repulse Prov-i10, 3. fame, with Y Prov. 31, 25; Ps. 149, 9;
In the cod. Samar, Devr.6,19 and 9, 4 the pride, Is. 35, 2, hence jis is cognate
Hif. of 432 stands for it, and the Hebrew in sense (which nee, but seldom coupled
1733 Ps. 68,3 appears to be contracted with it Is. 2, 10; preference Mic. 2, 9.
from x573 and a — The organic root — 2. ornament, splendour, Ps. 29, 4;
Ra) lies also in 79, 7727, 277 decoration of arms 45, 4; beauty Is. 53,
2; ornament of dress Ps. 104, 1 &e.
7
77] m. ornament, splendour, Dan.11,
רהII (not used) intr. 1. to shine,
20 ornament of the kingdom i. e. Jerusaglitter, lighten, of fire, therefore only lem, or the temple; for the land, "ax 11,
a collateral form of “38, the organic 16 is used; comp. "7X.

root of which 9777 lies in רדalso (which
see). Derivat. wn (in ET), 77

and "77 (in ai), the name of the
fire-god. — 2. Figurat. to be splendid,
beautiful, magnificent, distinguished, elevat-
ed, great, majestic, like verbs of shining
elsewhere. Deriv. 737, 7977, IM.
TAG I. (fut. 4377) intr. 1. to be prominent, to outtop, of hills, mountains;
deriv. the noun 77:7. — 2. Figurat. tr.
to lift up (cognate ‘iin sense niv2), hence

77 (from רדה 1, oa in compound
proper names) mm. 1. same

as TIN and

 אדורfire, like the Zend. ätar, Pers. ‚öf
the same; comp. "78. — 2. Ized representing re, the fire--god, as such also
a deity oftheSyrians, who had come from
the Persians and Assyrians, interchanging with 777. Derivat. the proper name

“270.

7 (Peh. unused) Aram. same as He-

with םיִנָּפ Ley. 19, 15 32 to "elevate, to brew 17 I.
Pah.  הנרto esteem highly, to celebrate,
draw forth, to adorn, to favour in preference, once with the omission of D2» with 5 of the person Dan. 4, 31 34;
Ex. 23, 3; in a bad sense: to swell out, 5, 23. Deriv.

 הדורpuffed up Is. 63, 1 (see Hithp.);

VW (with suff. (רָרְדַה Aram. m. same

according to the LXX acting foolishly.
as Hebrew m Dan. 4, 27.
Deriv. 77.
77 m. same as Hebrew "17, and
Nif.  דרto be highly esteemed, to be
elevated, to be honoured, LAMENT. 0 12. existing only in 04777, which see.

הררה
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הוא

( הָרְדַהconstr. na) f. same as 4777 mat see under these themselves) pron.
pers. (3 pers. sing.) m. (anciently for the
Ps. 29, 2; 96, 9; Prov. 14, 28.
ל םֶרדַה
is elevated) n. p. m. fem. also, especially in the Pentat. where
2 Cur. 10,18, for which םֶרדַא stands in the punctuators have constantly written
 קואand read 8%), he. It is contrasted
other places 1 Kinas 12, 18 andאַלְנִירֶס 
with MAR Devt. 28, 44 or “ay, 2 Sam.
.4,6 4m, TR and yi are considered
7, 14, "but is more frequently used
identical,
than the other personal pronouns. The
WPI (Hadar is help) n. p. of a following classes of its manifold use
Syrian king 2 Sam. 10, 16 19; 1 Car.
18, 3 seq.; 19,16 19, elsewhere written
"777. The LXX and Josephus write

may be distinguished:

1. it is applied

as the usual designation of the 3 person

of the personal pronoun: he, is, referring
to something known, while = points to
where רדא= TIT.
what is coming Gen. 4, 20; 10, 8; some( חהpronominal stem) interject. oh, times with emphasis he himself, the same,
ipse, iste 20,5, which may proceed
alas, ah! an exclamation of grief, with

tm

after the analogy of 72278,

 לEz. 30, 2, from which arose by 8
prosthetic, aN (which see), and by
blunting off, = (see "7 1).
( ךזרpronominal stem) interj. woe, Lat.

so far that it coincides with significa-

tion 2, Ps. 33,9, and to such a degree
that it stands even for the first person,
Jos 13, 28 and the same one, i. e. and
I, 13, 27, comp. Lat. hie homo for
heu, eheu, vae, Aw.5,16; instead of ego. — 2. It is used to make the subit is usual( רוה which see) as a longer ject very prominent, like 00766, 6
form, besides which ir and “ax (which in order to refer back to it and dis-

see) also exist.
 והoriginal form of ארה which see.
,- ףהNT, see NAHM.

tinguish it from other things; and so it

may be rendered self, as also םֶתַא (JER.

2,31; Hac.1,4) may be oeeasionally
translated, Now. 18, 22 and the Levite

NIT] (imp. אה fut. אוי =); see himself; 18 7,14 the Lord himself; Ps.
‘ הואout of eaiba) intr. same as a to
be Eccuzs. 11,3; Jos 37, 6: he says to
the snow, be thou on the earth (as the Vulgate translates according to the sense).
On the fundamental signification see
under הרה and היה I. where comparisons with the Arabic are also given.
Deriv. the proper name xım.

50, 6; Prov. 3, 34; 28, 10; Esru. 9, 1.
In composition this meaning is expressed very strongly, 6. ₪. Nr na Gen.
4,4 26 himself also, i. e. likewise, in
which case the preposition of the pre-

ceding noun is not repeated 10, 21.
The meaning appears somewhat stronger

when it precedes the noun and 37
follows itse. ₪. mam Toyo אה 85 same

NF and הוה (3 fem. nm, and NY; night , Ex. 12, 4, or when the follow2 perf. an, and mn &e.; 3 fut. Nas ing noun repeats the preposition of our
for אוק 3 pl. m. Sims, 2 aa, see pronoun, 6. ₪. 1 Cur. 4, 42 "ya om
2) Aram. intrans. same as הוה Na in
Hebrew: to be, to become, Dan.0 35 &e.;;
connected with the part. it forms a narrative tense (aorist) 6,11; 7,19 &e.

( אּוהpronominal stem; the primitive
form וה exists still in the proper name

79a of the same sons of‘Staton a pecu-

liarity still more frequent in Aramasan.

From

this it happens,

that אורה may

be joined to the first or second personal

pronoun, 6. g. NY "298 Is. 43, 25 1 my-

self, אּוה TN Jer. 49, 12 thou thyself,

or with ומIs.
man; in וה am Jur. 18,3 out of all. It may 50, 9, strengthening them
also stand as a predicate
which is made in K’tib wit and K'ri quite irrespective
of a noun, where,
 הנה; אוהin Ip וה ,29  פאיtib, and in connected with pronouns, it forms
a
the suffixesוה 2  =)והim &e.; pl. טה and clause by itself, Ps. 102,28 and thou
art

הוא
thyself;

801 ,3 ;91 .sI ,14 .4
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הור

tuB |fi lanos ,snuonorp .6 .₪ ...797

this ארה be appended to a definite noun

2,12 ye are.

going before, without being put merely

| 11.

in a free position as adding to the definiteness of the idea of the noun though
collaterally,, אהה stands in the sense
of the same, Lat. idem, e. ₪. N Din
the same day Grn. 15,18, which acceptation ארה alone has but ‘rarely Gen. 19,
33. Contrasted with ,הזה NAT receives
the sense that GEN. 26, 32, 1 Sam. 27,
6; and אדה alone sometimes bears the

With

So too in

sno ?
 "וEzr.

relation to the etymology

the

shorter form hu (3) is the basis of the
suffix of the third pers. masc.; which
the Syr.on, Sam. 37 and the compound
Talmudie

forma

TR

&e.,

the

cor-

responding Greek 6, and in extra-Semitic languages ho, hu appear to confrm. But the usual orthography אוה
was probably originally pronounced hasame meaning when put in antithesis wa, whence hua arose, after the analogy
tom Junges 7, 4. — 3. From the meanof the Ar. 5 hu-wd, modern Ar. hue,
ing "he himself‘, self, the same, has obMalt.
hua, Ethiop. ve with the aspiration
viously arisen the designation for God
rejected, Pers. sy; and we may assume
in religious speech (as pe among the Perthat two הס
roots in it were
sians, 00206, 8887208 among the Greeks, fused together, ha and wa. Hence the
and therefore in the New Testament; first did not sound Au but ha, which
see Sim. Onom. 549), 6. ₪. Dur. 32, 39 is connected with the demonstrative

for I, Iam God (ax), and besides me
there is no God (eos); Is. 43,13 even
from of old I am God (stm); Jur. 5, 12

roots.

 ארהAram. pron. pers. of the 3. per-
they deny God and say, God (8) is not; son, he, as in Hebrew, Dam. 2, 21; 4,
and Ps. 102, 28 as well as Is. 48, 12 19 &e.
 איהaccording to some an abbrevia-
may be so taken. nit on, Is. 4, 4

stands, therefore, parallel to דל N, and tion of num? (Eccrzs. 11, 3) and then
 הוּאx, 7,14 appears= DN “DTN. a noun the existing = God, by whichדא 
This "circumstance
proper name

explains

how the

אּוהיִבַא is equivalent to

TIN, לֶאיִבִא,andy, ani, and N72,
to"לאלא ו

Tabs all personal pro-

nouns אּוה ineludes in itself the verb
to be, so that it makes a complete proposition with the predicate, e.g. GEN. 24,
65 רכדא  ארהhe is my lord; so too 20, 7
(see SR, TER). In this application אד
is put ‘sometimes before the predicate

would be explained in some passages
of Scripture and in the proper names

,NOUN ;ַבְיהוּא
 אtub ees  הוּא3.

( בּוהKal not used) intr. to roast (in

the fire), to burn, of sacrifice. The or-
ganic root in בק is identical with that
in TDN (to dry, to roast), Greek 07-7-
ao (to ‘roast), and certainly with the
Syr. 2 (to glow, to burn).
Pilp. 3273 (not used) to burn, a sa24, 65, sometimes after it 25, 21, used
; deriv. 2537. This reduplicated
011000
to explain a preceding noun,= that is,
also in the Mishna and the
exists
14,7, and so applied that the pro- form
interpreters (see Parchon)
Jewish
‘Arabic,
nominal conception disappears entirely,
the verb to be alone remaining, Gen. 7, having already compared it.

2 who are (wim) not clean, Ps. 50, 11,

i
Gen. 41, 26, for which היה stands in
41,27. Its use for to be,"comes forth
clearly and particularly in union with
the demonstrative pronouns, 6. = TEN

nit these are Gun. 25, 16, mar m

m

what are these? 21, 29, הז " אּוה3 who

ai see Jah.

“aim Ez. 27,15 K'tib see 937.
( דוהafter the form Sin, bins with

suff. רוה qs, WA and nah; from
( דּוהm. 1. clear neighing , of the war-

horse ZECH. 10, 3; Jon 39,20; the sound,

shining,fresh-
30. — 2.
is this? Esru. 7,5, or after other per- of thunder Is. 30,

הוד

הוך
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ness, of health Dan. 10, 8; the green, the

life attaches itself; hence

1. figurat. to

glitter, of the foliage Hos. 14, 7; figur. live, to be, to ewist, then to arise, to beheight, majesty, of dominion JER. 22, 18; come, Gun. 27, 29; Is. 16, 4; Eccuzs.
Zecu. 6,13; Dan. 11, 21; 1 Cur.
29, 25; 2,22; Nen.6,6. The stem is therefore
dignity Num. 27,20; exaltation, fame, of identical withmn I. (which see), whence

God Zzcu. 6, 13; Has. 3, 3; joined with
 הדרPs. 104, 1. "The connection of the
two meanings also exists in ,ללה where
their development is given. — % (fame,

majesty) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 7, 37. Elsewhere in the same sense in the proper
names mu,

maria.

הידוה

Tim, Tim,

min, and with” Fin (which see); the
fundamental signification lying in the
Talmudic

 הבאto breathe, Arab. sy,

whence 21,

(a breath of air). Deriv.

mim. In Arabic the meaning “to rush,
storm, bluster” is derived from that of
breathing, and admits of manifold ap-

plications. — 2. (not used) to desire, to
wish for, coming perhaps from the idea
as רח to sound aloud, to shout, of the of drawing into self (like adspirare),
( דהi.e. ;177 not used) intr. 1. same

spirited, far-sounding neighing of the whence 33:3 1, according to some; but
war-horse, the loud tones of thunder the noun may be a collateral form of
&c. Deriv. דוה 1 and mint. — 2. Me- mix, which see. — 3. (according to

taph. (comp. >on) to shine, to glitter, to some) to be thrown down, precipitated, to
lighten, of the splendour or redness of
fresh-coloured health, of the shining,
green foliage; figurat. to be celebrated,
,detavele rg,tae .citsejam .vireD  הרד2. —
The organic root דה has no connection
with the Ar. Ag5, which is merely a
collateral form of 733; but it has per-

fall, hence to break in, of misfortune; but
the fundamental meaning is to storm
along as an intensive of to blow, and
with this sense only in Pihel, because
the derivative 1:7 2 alone proceeds
from it. Ar. er the same.

m (a collateral form of 138; constr.
haps with 17-77 (which see). Deriv. 115 nyt; pl. ni) f. 1. eagerness, lust, in

and Ti in proper names.
a ‘good or bad sense, Prov. 10, 3; mann
Al m. same as דרה 2 freshness, of  בְגְדִים11,6 and by the eagerness of the
health, or better in a figurative sense, faithless 6 6. whom they lead into sin);
renown, majesty, as an epithet of the Ps. 52,9; Mıc.7,3. Arab. Sx, Malt.
divine names ,הי >, with which it is
hevva, ‘the same. — 2. overthrow, destrucinterchanged, as Tae. Only in the proper
tion, corruption, Jos 6, 2; 30,13, where
names THIN, דּוהיַחַא  דּוהילָבַע, m
the K’ri reads 7; figurat. in the pl.
= דוה in "דש
crimes, injuries, Ps. 57,2; 91, 3; 94, 20;
( היודלהJah is renown, originating
Prov.17,4 and elsewhere; Ar.
F
from. mine; isa Kom of union, the same. See my 4.
oF
as elsewhere( - רn. p. m. Eze. 2, 40,
min f. same as"הוה 2, 18. 47, 11, Ez.
1 Cur. 5, 24, and for men
7.
7, 26, with “aw.
MTA (the same) n. p.m. 1 Cur.
amin = on in? Yd [protects] the
3, 24.

Ti" Tih (the same) n. p. m. Nun. 8, 7.

multitude, see (פוה n. p. m. 10.

5

( יוהpronominal stem) interj. same

Air (the same) n. p. m. Neu, 7,
as "in (which see), an exclamation of
43, for which is sim in 1 Car. 9, 7.
threatening, with the accusat. following

( הוהpart.; הרה imp. m. ms, Am)
intr, same as 117, prop. to An, breathe

(cognate in sense buy), a representation
of what moves,

to which the idea of

Is. 1,4, withלֶאJur. 48, 1, לע 50, 27, >
Ez. 13, 18; of grief 1 Kınas 13, 30; of
exhortation Zuca. 2, 10.

 הוףGi. 6 ;77 .tuf mg ₪

,miJ a
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form found only in this verb; inf. 772; to rage, te roar, to be strongly moved.
bx, is used for the perfect) de ., intr. Derivat. Bimn, "ihe proper names Do,
to go, Ear. 5, 5; 6, 5; 7,13; so alsoin
the Targum. The stem77 is obviously

bitin.

"Hi. ( הָהִיםonly fut. n't) to lament,

connected with Arab. _L (to hasten), to mourn, to sigh, Ps. 55, 3, like המה
42,6; prop. 60
commotion of
Js (the same) &c., like 727, with the spirit.
Ar. gis (to be quick), 5 (to hasten),
ּ הוּמוsee הם they.
J 3 (to go in); and it is therefore ques( םמוהfrom Di after the formתללל 
tionable whether ₪7 has come from ףלה raging) n. p. of an Edomite 1 Car. 1,
with 7 eliminated, since we should rather
compare for the organic root the Sanskrit aj, Greek &y-sw, Lat. ag- ere, and
with thedigammatheSanskrit wag, Lat.
vag-o &e.

,39 for which Gun. 36,22 has Dn7.

vi (with suff. 1249; ףרנוה Ez. 27, 8
is sing.= 92°57, as ins 16, 56= 777)
m. same 88 JIN, JIN: wealth, riches, prop.
what has been earned, acquired, Prov.

an (not used) intr. to be clear, to 3,9; 11,4 &e.; with Wy Ps. 102, 3
enlighten, to shine, equivalent to ללה I. and with the adjectives רק Prov.1,13,
Deriv. .ליה
pny 8,18, בב
7; m3 ןוה al the
niddin (from ללה IL.) 7. folly, sense- possessions 6, 31; -ןוה "אלPs. 44, 13 no
lessness, 1100188. 1,17; 2,12; 9,3. ni” wealth, i. 6. email), worthless feos (אָל
is here a collateral form of mi7; and

Adverb, enough, sufficiently, Lat. large,

therefore תרללרה is sing., like nibbiy, Prov. 30, 15 16.
nian.
pm (not used) Aram. pron. pers. of the

 הלותfs 0

.0

odin m. stroke of a hammer, on the

anvil, Is.

7 (Kimchi); but see bom.

 םּוהa ground-form to the 0
pronoun DA, which see.

3 pers.masc. pl. they, formed from the sing.
3m with the pl. j1-. It is the last part of
the compound 13 for ji which see.

The fem. form is 75, lying i
in as (which
see) = IN.
 ןוהI. (Kal not used) intr. same as SI.

 םּוהI. 3( person with suff. DRM) tr.( which see), prop. to breathe, to blow
same as DRM to entangle, to put into( cognate in sense 52), hence 1. figurat.
embarrassment (motion), with tumult,
with accusat. of the noun derived from
it Deur.7,23. Deriv. an.
Nif. 042 (fut. Dim from bin) to fall
into confusion, into tumult, from’ astonish-

ment, 1Sam.4,5; 1Kmas1,45;
1, 19.

Rura

to be vain, empty, 1. e. to vanish (like a
breath); see Hifil. Ar. te (to be light)
has the same fundamental signification;
comp. Sanskrit an to breathe. — 2. (not

used) prop. to fetch a breath, after a
work, hence to respire, to rest ‘(cognate

in sense W52 prop. to breathe), whence
 הוּם.LI .snartni emas sa 71217,  הםto the Ar. ollto rest, to feel oneself easy,
rage, to make a noise, of floods, of a is explicable. — 3. prop. to pant, hence

multitude; hence Mic. 2, 12 nn
Dann they shall make a noise because of
the multitude, where it stands ="2735n,
since it cannot stand for Sa",
much less be referred to . המהFigurat.
= mm of the fluctuation of the mind,

to be weary, to gain by labour, to acquire, to get by effort; deriv. yin. See
yx IL The stem 1 has been already
i its two fundamental signiexplained in
fications under 78 I. and II. of which it

is merely a collateral form; and the
to sigh, to lament (see Hif.). Ar. ae organic root is also frequently met
23*

mm

with in extra-Semitie tongues (see X,
TER I).
"if. van (fut. 1)

היא
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to act foolishly,

vainly (comp. ban) Devr. 1, 41; corresponding to IMI 1, 43.

Ar. 2 Syr. Ju (to bind about, to surround with arim), whence the deriv. תיה
== תר 2606 out of which comes the name
of the letter רה (see 17), as Parchon writes.
Pih. nm (fut. nim?) to persecute and

assail, with by Ps. 62,4, as the Targ.,
LXX and Vulg. understand it.
hence to be hollowed, of vessels, which
 ריתוהx. p. m. 1 Cur. 25,4 28; see
are able to hold a thing on account of
,74
where is the explanation.
their hollowed form, conseq. 77= ה כא- 1.
An
(only part. pl. (םיזה intr. same
(which see), 71-39 6 Deriv. Im.
p ( עהnot used) intr. prop. to be bent,

yin 0

an assumed

stem for

727, taken as = pam to cut in pieces,
to divide into pieces; but see ןצה and
הצן. הרצבees ם הצב. p.

 רצוהat New. 13, 13 see אָצר denom.
Si m. 1. same as רה ₪
mountain, 8

Gen. 49, 26, where the LXX read ain
עד, the tod Sam. דע “5, parallel תב
 נעולםbut according to the Masora and
accent, according to Onk., Vulg., Syr.,
Saad. and all the other mucients, the

reading was "15, belonging therefore
to ois (from MD). —

2. n. p. of cer-

tain mountains, see .רה

as rm to see dreams, visions, metaphor.
to dream, to see delusive images, Is. 56,
10, as LXX, Aq., Symm., Vulg., Targ.
appear to have taken it. According to
others (see Kimchi) to talk confusedly, to
rave, comparing it with the Ar. sas,
which may have come,
from
the preceding signification.
mH Is. 1, 16 see mar.

"M2057 see בּומ and בָמָי
 יהabridged from n° see nin and.

( יהpronominal stem) 1. interj. same
as  הלEz. 2,10, of which a weaker form

is x II. (which see), and therefore not
= m. — 2. first part of the compound

 יִתוְבשוה.2908 ,10 ,6 mixed up as ‘ היאwhich see.
it were of 287 and Sy, but=a.
( איהpronom. stem; pl. 451, mem) pron.
Seeשוב .
pers. of the 3 pers. f. pl., they Luv. 21,

" עמהim, V6 is hearer, comp. 9 .80 In the Pentateuch ארה constantly
 למשילאmau) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 3, 18, stands for it, which the K’ri readsהיא 
and the cod. Sam. so writes, with the ex-

"=( עשוהt), God is help; wat
ception of eleven places (according to the
and 3 = and, IW, from = עו yu) 2. Masora on Gen. 38,25), where איה stands
vpNow 13, 8; 3 Kies 15, 30; Hos. even in K’tib; elsewhere אוה stands for
 איהbut three times 1 Kınas 17,15, Is.
( היעשוהJah is deliverer; yin is ,30 ,33 Jos 31, 11, and three mess isthe

an infinitive noun) n. p. m. JER. “42, 1; K'tib wh Ps. 73, "16, 108 31, 11, Ec-
Neus. 12, 32.
cues. 5, 8, which the Er nightly vents
( תּוהKal not used) tr. to persecute, אה The numerous applications ofהיא 
to hate, prop. to press injuriously upon
one, or to storm against er Ar. wLs

are in the three first leading senses the

same as in .ארה

It should be added,

rae it is frequently used for the neuter

(malum intulit), redupl. Ege (to push|? 3 passages to prove which may be
against something violently). The org.
root mit appears also in Sanskrit hed, Lat.

er in Noldius’s Concord. p. 255-60.

stem nt is תפוח = to surround, enclose,

Sam. 7) and N", ya, Ethiopic jee (an

Etymologically איה should be con-
od-i, Gothic hat (to hate). — Another sidered as compounded of( יה Syr. un,
of a hedge, and so is identical with oon, old pronoun for 3 pers. fem. whose masc.

היא

mn
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is רָאwa), from which hiya arose the ciple &e. הרה as a logical copula is frepresi form; ¥ being attracted into i; quently absent Gun. 1,2, and should be
‘Ar, של hiya=Ls, y being attracted supplied from the context. With this
meaning of ‘5 the following peculiarities
into i; vulg. Ar. and Malt. hie, hia &e.
are to be noticed: a) in late Hebrew,
 היאAram. the same Dan.2,9 20; 7, 7. it is a periphrasis for the narrative tense,
TTF} (from 177 1. after the form (ףליִפ in connection with the participle of another verb, as is usual in Aramaean, e. g.
m. same as דה "shout of joy, joyful ac“ עלֶהIN New. 1, 4; 2, 13 15 = SIR};
clamation, of vintagers, men of the wineJ ox1, "14; more zarelyiin earlier writings
press Jur. 25, 30; 48, 33, or warriors Gen. 4, 17; 15, 17; Is. 10, 14; 19, 18.
51, 14.
b) With 5 of the person ie be te oan ie.
m
(only pl. niq) f. a choir,a to belong to one, which may be translated
choirof singers Nun. 12, 8. In form it to have ‚Gen. 12, 16, therefore = ל wh,
is to be derived from 54 ()דוה =  דה1 Greek &ozı pou. Also with > of the per(since this stem really existed), and is son or thing to serve some one or somea noun developed from its Pual, after thing, to tend to, like the Greek eivaı or
the form of 9310, nay. The connection yiveodau eis tt, Gun. 6, 21 and it shall
with תודות (whieh an is natural, as serve thee; 9, 13 and it shall serve for
a sign of the covenant. When the infin.
 קדis cognate with הדי
with> follows: either, it shall serve for...
maT f. collect. shot: Nen. 12, 8 Is. 5,5 (more rarely with the omission
according to another reading.
of הרה Is. 8, 18); or to be about to, to
mma (2 fem. once תייה 2 Sam. 14, 2, intend to, to wish to Gen. 15,12; 2 Car.
A Ex. 16, 31; part. / min Ex. 9,3;
imp. mn with Wäw nm רנה ri
am, with Wäw 71; inf. abs. man Ez.
1 3 and ליה Nom. 30,7; inf. c. ni and
with pref תויַהְּב but once after the

26,5; or lastly, itis to...

with Dy to be 6

יי:

ie. it ers

Josu. 2,5, Ez. 30, 16, iee. in ater words,
 הָיָהwith the infin. is equivalent to the
imperfect. Still farther, with ל of the
person, to behave as, 1. 6. to be ‘such an
one, 1 Sam. 4, 9 Bahana like men. ¢) '7
one, i.e. to stand on

mm, ap. (יִהָי a same as m4 L, "אה his side 1 Kınas 1, 8; בל DY הָיָה to have
(Tare. xu, Syr. lon, and cognate nH, in the mind 11, 11; MER By 7 to have
man) prop. ‘to breathe, hence 1. to live, intercourse with a woman Gen. 39, 10.
to exist (comp. Greek «iui Od. 15, 432), d) ’p "25932 ‘I to be in the eyes of one,
animal life shewing itself in the breath- i.e. to ‘appear; see }}¥. e) לע 3 to be over
ing 108 3, 16; Dan. 1, 21; Eccuzs. something, i. e. to protect, prop. 1 Sam. 25,
2,7 18; 4,3 16; 6,12. Metaphor. to 16, סע figurat. Zucn. 12,2. See a
be ewistent Is. 23,13, also of things Gen. 3. ‘to arise, to become, i. e. to come into
“2, 5; 7,12; Is. 11,16; to be (in a state being, to be born, absol. Gun. 1, 3, or
‘or in a place) Gen. 4, 8; 18, 7; 208. with jn of the place whence 17,16
14, 6; generally to exist, to be, in the 1000188. 3, 20, or 4 of the person for
greatest variety of applications. Comp. whom Is. 19, 15. Hence arose the meanthe modern Hebrew 177 600820006, 1. 6. ing: a) to Become somewhat, with accus.

God, hence ‘3 py the name of God. —

Gen. 19, 26, or > 2,7. b) with 5 of the

person to fall to one’s lot Is. 17, 2;, Jon
merely as living and existing, or as hav- 30, 31; un) ילד to fall to the lot ofa man
ing a how and a where, but also = sim, ie. to marry him Nom. 30, 7; Hos. 3, 3.
to be as one or something i. e. to
esse, as asubst.verb to unite subject and e) 2
predicate Gen. 1,2; 3,1; 15,5; 16, 12; be like Ps. 1,3; Is. 14,19; even in this
Jos 1,21; 3, 4 &. whether the predicate sense הרה is ‘omitted Is. 10, 9. — 4. To
2. to be, in the ‘widest sense,

i. e. not

be a subst. or adj., a numeral, parti- this is closely attached the signification

היה
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to take place, to happen, to fall out Ex.
32,1; Is. 14,24; Hocuns. 3, 22; U היה
it lances: that ... 7, 10. Thus N
or 772 often in narrative style: it happened, it will happen, of which it is
hardly necessary to adduce examples;

10, in full form * למיה (comp. יל m3)
2 Kınas 18,16 or יי un dary Ps. 79, 1;
seldom an idot-templt Hos. ‘8,14, In this
signification temple it is also applied to

the tabernacle 1 Sam. 3, 3; to the principal space in the temple or its nave, with-

but in the phrases "לֶא " יי34 m or out the porch and holy of holies Ez. 41,
 המשא הזה7" eht esnes si ot emoc ,nwod 1 4 15; 1 Kınas 6, 3; or to the whole
to come in, to arrive at &c., which must temple-building without the fore-courts
be referred to this signification. Deriv. Ps. 68, 30, Ez. 42,8; figurat. spoken of
mim,

im

m = m

An

a

In favour of the fundamental signification which has been given, the identity
of ,הוה mn, הָיָה &c. appears to speak,
and an this "the sense to fall into a
sickness, to precipitate
= 10 flee has been

developed (see Nif. and the noun 117).
Comp. 717.

Nif. mm 1. to become, with 5 some-

heaven as the palace of the world Ps.
11, 4.

bon (def. NBO", with suff. 12>")
Aram. m. same as Hebrew Ba Dan.
4,1; 5,2; Ear. 4,14; 5, 14, i."e. palace
and temple.
san Pi. see .לכה

bon (from לה =  להafter the form (תֶיַד

what Devt. 27,9, and ~mya of the per- m. splendour, brightness , light, only in
son from ey 1Kines 12, 24; to take the proper name 538, which see.
place i. e. to be fulfilled Prov. "13, 19;
San (a resolved form for ,ללה from
ZEcH. 8,10; to happen Jupaxs 19, 30. — הללI.) m. (according to Kimchi) splendour,
2, to be weak, to be gone (cognate mm) brilliancy of light, prop. diffusing clearDan. 8, 27; to be gone, i.e. to be over, of ness, light, then concrete brilliant star,
sleep, with לע of the person Dan. 2, 1. morning star Is.14,12, and so with the

( הָיָהfrom Pihel of mm = nm) f. addition of "72.

It is thus explained

snatching away, calamity Jos 6, 2; 30, by the Targ. 72 2313), LXX (dus13 K’ri; seeהוה .
g0g05), Vulg., Kimchi )רֶקְפַה, 2245) and
TENT see .רצוא
others. The Ar. 5,92, is of similar de-

( יהpronominal stem) conj. same as rivation. Another 53°47 Ez.21,17, Zecn.
( יאwhich see), but only in the later
scriptures 1 Car.13,12, Dan.10,17 and

11, 2 is imper. Hit of ללי which Ag,
Sy. and Jerome have erroneously re-

in the cod. Samar. Gen. 34, 31 (usually ferred to this place.
on belonging to DW see Dam Hif.
7 there); comp. ןָכָא ,Syr. a.
DRAN =. p. see DRM.
= 2 6. Bam; pl. םילָכיַה [nba
only "Hos. 8, 143in a peculiar meaning],
ar (from ןמה=Tan I. after the form
constr. Bo, with suf. D9°2>°7; from 3, חלי DR, לבי artificer, work חכלafter the formדליה nD3, (םמיַה m. master, comp. "ד ne p- of a wise man
0 ‘only Is. 44, 28), properly a large of Solomon’s time 1 Kines 5,11, 1 Cur.
dwelling, containing in it a number 2, 6, and of a chief singer 6, 18. Perof inhabitants; definitely a palace, haps abridged in the Aramaean way from
a splendid house Amos 8, 13; hence ara (faithful).

10 52% a palace inlaid with ivory Ps.

45, 9; 439 1 a palace of lusury Is. 13,
22; 2 'ַח citadel of the king 1 Kınas

( הןיpronominal stem) see ja and
 והthey.

21,1; metaphor. temple, as the palace
 ןיm. prop. deepened, containing (see
of God Is. 44, 28, better 59417 the  ןוהII), then ₪ hin, name of a measure
sanctuary of Jehovah Zuou. 8,9, Nex. 6, for liquids, containing 1/, of a na
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(which see) or 12 9° (which see), accord-

old particle, and the basis of ND, OOM
and of the Nif. departiculative אלה con-

ing to Josephus (Arch. 3, 9, 4) 2 Attic
yous or 12 sextarii Ex. 30, 24 &e. i. e. nected with the particle
לא L and ו
five quarts English. "yn Num. 15, 9, as also with the Latin
ille &e. It signi-

 שַלִישַת,28,14  רְבִיעִיתEx, 29, 40, תישש

Ez. 4,11 were used of a hin.
 תיָהsee MIT.

fies originally, thither, further; then it is

closely attached to the noun

after it;

1. the article, to point to something, or to

jan Gen. 27,36. Cod. Samar. has this make it prominent, to express it with-

for =r in our text, meaning whether
so? then= yea so! לכ= תֶרָכso, as the
Samaritan translates.

out gender or number, J being resolved
into the initial letter of the noun, which
is marked by Dagesh forte (ה.) wherever
it is possible, e. g. 2737, 9927, from

on (not used) intr. to take, to re- ' הל מ.06

ehT snoitaretla gnisira morf

vocalising the Ze or assimilating the
 ;דכלfigurat. like 55) tobe strong, fat, Lamed are these: a) When the consonant
thick, firm, abiding, which meaning lies to be doubled is without a vowel, the
ceive, to2hold, therefore =5», 95-3, Aram.
2

gee

in Ake, his, whence his a fortress,
a tower, Ks tower &c. Deriv. 537.
According to others (in Kimchi) the
noun is derived from the quadriliteral

5977, Arab. As, which assumption,
however is unnecessary.

10377 Prov. 26, 26 see .הָסָּכ

Pi (Kal not used) tr. prop. same

duplication

is omitted,

e. ₪

לָהְרפצה

Ex. 7, 29, pny Neu. 10, 38, ראיה
Gen. 41, 1; but this is not constant. In

like manner b) in the sharply expressed

gutturals ה and r1, without the preceding vowel being changed, 6. ₪. 97,
החדש
, ההיא, erehw ylno  הַחִיGen. ,6

91 ו
ot eht )arosaM dna החַמָנִים
Is. ,71 8 era .snoitpecxe )c tuB  הis

changed into 7 before 11 e. g. DONA,
IT, an, lan seldomer before’ 5,
Targumic "43, 399, Syr. ₪ next: n and yin nouns “of two syllables, e. 2.
to act to one, Ar.
, which 71977, 7197, LT; but oftener in trisyllabic ones &e. e. ₪ 7,
own.
Jos. Kimchi has already compared. So
d)
Before
,א
2,
7,
4,
3
is
‘usually
‘althe LXX and Jerome have taken it.
tered into 7, e. g. om Gen. 15, 11,
Hif. 3777 (only fut. 2 pl. "Ian =
Bormetiman. the
ּ תַהַכּירas 7 JER.9,2 = Bo) to ONT, I, ברה 6.
initial
N-sound
of
the
noun
is amalgacause יו to do an injury (by words),
mated
with
this
3,
6.
₪.
nipd
from
with > of the person 705 19, 3 (parallel
as רכש to injure, to trouble (comp. intr.

pon), comp. םיִלְמְב “ANDI 19, 2; ‘punt.

e) Some words lengthen the

R. Levi: to deride; according to the vowel with the accent, when the article
Targ. to mistake, 14379 ="73n (from is prefixed, e. g. 09:7 from DY, PING
"23) same as man, which means with from YON, תֶאקה from MNP} as on the
 לEzr. 3,13 “to decide mistakenly upon other hand א vowel at ‘he beginning
one”, therefore: ye are not ashamed to of the word is shortened, 6. ₪. םיִלָהֶאָה
decide mistakenly upon me, an explana- elsewhere  נָאֶהָלִיםDYW RT from Drum.
tion which admits of justification.
f) The weak ל vowel falls away when
77353 (from 1122) ]- ₪ discerning ,dis- the artiele is put, e. g. EN) from S158;
tinguishing , e. ₪. DB of the person, Is. tht for rs. In connexion with the
3, 9 (Targ.), i.e. partiality in
i judging. vowelless ‘prepositions a, > and >, the
 הל.fni .rtsnoc fo לל1ה, whence הלל  לdisappears, and — with Dap forte
following is put with them, as 3, 3, >.

ees הלל.
On the application of the definite ar( הpronominal stem) prop. a very ticle see the grammars. — 2. a pronoun.

הלא
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demonstrative, i. e. still perceptible in  הֶאְלַה1.an adverb of place: thither away,
its demonstrative character, where b,

afar of; away, illuc, ultra, ulterius,

though properly the article, has the
signification hic, haec, hoc, as 6 7 70 in
Homer and Herodotus, e. ₪. Din hodie, hoc die, םַעַפַה this time, mihi this

.6 .₪ ;37‘ Gun. 19, 9 stand back (to a
distance); ™ nw 1 Sam. 10, 3 from

night, TIT this year. — 3. a pronoun
relative: who, which (without distinction

(opposite 353) 7272 20,37); > 79 Gen.
,35 ,21 Jur.99, 19, Au. 5, 27 far away

thence and further; ™ er 20, 22 from
thee and farther away, i. e. beyond thee

of number or gender), in order to intro- from .

— 2. an ‘adverb of time: "m
faa wh Ts. 18, 2 since they were and on-
fore joined to verbs and articles; as ward, ‘i. e. till now; אּוהה ’ bin
 הַהַלְכְוָּאJosm. 10, 24, my 1 Sam. 9, from that day and forward 1Saı. 18,9 '&e.
24, Aber Ez. 26, 17,ara Ezr. 8, Comp. Sa, \otS the same, SoS beyond,
25,  ההשיב41,01 71,  הַהַקְדִּיש1 Car. and 80 too the Samar., Zabian &c., where
26, 28, REN 29, 17, peo 2 Cur. the particle comes forth still better; in
29, 36, and also meeoeding to the Ma- Targ.(  ןָלַהְָל אָלַהְל afar off) לה is con-
sora הָאְּבַה Gen. 18, 21; 46, 27; Jos 2, nected with other demonstratives be-
11, Ta Gen. 21, 3, הלנה Is. 56,3, sides.
nbn see NDT.
Sau Rutz4, 3, ANE Dan. 8,1; and
since יל at one time existed in a "Fela
abn according to the cod. Samar.
tive signification, it may be so taken
aaa before participles; comp. Ar. in the noun היִנָּבְלֶה Ex. 30,34, see Ahr.
baba (only plur. a) m. prop. an
Jt for 6 uf. In maw רשאה 2 Kınas
6, 22, where a relative meaning suits, abstract, praise, rejoicing; concrete a
there ‘stood perhaps maw whom thou ihankagioing festival, of the harvesthast taken, and a marginal gloss may gatherers, Lev. 19, 24; Junezs 9, 27.
duce relative clauses =Wx, and there-

have put by way of annotation רשא See bm I. Pihel.
on (from yo

to 3, i.e.shewing it has this meaning,
which transcribers afterwards made into

which see) pron.

demonstr. comm. this, that, with a noun
האשר. — 4. Very rarely לה may have masc. Junges 6, 20, 1 Sam. 17, 26,
also been an mdepentient interrogative 2 Kınas 23, 17, Zar. 2, 8 (the cod.
particle, like the Ar. Jf, a reminiscence Sam. also in Gen. 24, 65; 37, 19), or
of which has been preserved only in fem. 2 Kınas 4, 25; seldom without a
noun 1 Sam. 14, 1; Dan. 8, 16. The
yoaan יל  להDeur. 32, 6 (according to ground-form to it is:
the ‘orthography of the high school at
ehe (from the article לה the deNehardea), because >a is construed
with the accusative. But with regard monstr. 5 la, and mt) pron. demonstr.
to the article see also .אה Deriv. אלה masc. the same, Gen. 24, 65; 37, 19,
where the cod. Samar. has the ‘abridged
departiculative, Na (mishm, De,
form 757, which is the more usual. The
we
non (departiculative [derived from

a particle, viz.>71]; not used) tr. to remove,

Ar. ool is compounded in Hie: same

manner, and is abridged into dul.
comp. Ar. ats the same, Syr. (redupl.)
De (according to Ben rae, but
ota, hence
according to Ben Naphthali x13) pron.
Nif. Sm to be dispersed to a distance, Mic. 4 7, parall. 72 4, 6.

nor (elsewhere the form is usual
onlyiin19) m. distance, remoteness, formed

from 57 ille, only with a of motion

demonstr. f. that Ez. 36, 35, in its com-

position like 17517, only that the middle
demonstr. is not 2 but .ל
Ton (only pl.(םיִכיִלַה m. a step,a
going, Jon 29, 6; from DT Elsewhere:

הליכה
nen

הלך
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(only pl. .nid-) f. a proces-

son, fo go to, come to one, Nvm. 22, 37,

sion, a march, of God Ps. 68, 25; going,

or also in a hostile sense: to go against

of warriors Naw. 2, 6, but which

the

LXX have taken as = 777 way Ha».
8, 6; figur. way, manner, conduct, Prov.
31,27, as 777 elsewhere; march of travellers, or caravan JoB 6, 19. It is pos-

sible that D°9°9:1 and וכד belong only

to one singular form.

one 1Sam.17, 33; with dx of the place

to which one goes Gun. 22,2; ... ja 7

... "לֶא to proceed from... to.. . Ps.
84,8, comp. JER.9,2. c) with > of the
place 1 Sam. 10, 27; 14, 48, or of the
person Grn. 24, 56 to go to, towards,
seldom in a spiritual sense Is. 60, 3.
Quite different from this is the append-

Ton (part. 797; inf.abs. 7107, constr. ing of a pleonastic dative to 7 in
‘Jor as Tora, TPM, before Makkeph confidential discourse, 6. ₪. ללTo Sone
757; imp. pl. 13973 only Jur. 51,50; fut. or Sou. 4, 6. d) with דעג the same,
poet. and rare FO, ָּךְלֶהֶא WM, for when the object of going is stated, Gen.
which the forms of 797 usually appear, 22,5. e) with לע to go together (prop.
806 the verb in question)

intr. to go,

to walk, to move forward, in the widest

sense, 1 Sam. 17,39, of animals Gen. 3,
14; Lev. 11, 27; to go for one, to be
active, to be a messenger, Is. 6, 8; Jos
38, 35; to extend, of a border Josu. 16,
8; to spread, of a report 2 Cur. 26, 8;
to sail, of a ship Gen. 7, 18; to roll
forward, of a wheel Ez. 1,19; to walk,
of the moon Jos 31, 26; to resound, of
the voice Jur. 46, 22; to depart, of letters Neu.6,17; to flow, 1 Kinas 18, 35
&c.; and in general whatever expresses
active motion, and is clearly seen
as such from the context. As its constructions are very numerous (with accusat., with >, DN, 7, 89, 2, 2, "AN,

אחרי, NNTP, mp9, TR, OPE, תאמו

»»7) and the fundamental signification
is also varied in proportion, the following combinations deserve notice: a) with
the accus., to go to, a place, where the
place has sometimes a of motion Gun.
28,2, sometimes not, Jur. 37,12; or it
has ns Jupexs 19,18; to walk through,
to pass through, peragrare locum Is.
50,10; to pour out, to overflow, to inun-

date, where the object with which stands
in the accus. (Lat. with the ablative)
JoEL 4,18, hence the figure in Ez. 21,

12: all knees overflowed with water, as a

to), i. e. to attach oneself to Jur. 3, 18;
to go somewhither 2 Sam. 15, 20; to go
up, to a place that lies higher Jur. 3,6;
to go upon something Jupaus 5,10; to be
sent over Nen. 6,17. f) with 2 to go
in something, to go about, JosH. 5, 6;
1 Kines 18, 5; Lament. 4, 18; to go
through Is. 43, 2; to go into something
Is. 38,10; 46, 2 and figurat. 45,46; to
go with something (in the sense of pos-

sessing or conveying a thing) Jer. 46,
22; Hos. 5, 6; most frequently in the

figurat. sense to live, to walk, to pursue

a way of life, where

3 stands before

nouns which supply the idea, as Sm
Devr. 19, 9, לי nipma Ez. 5, 6 6

et the accusative also stands for this.
g) with by and “mx (see Dy and AN)
to go with one, i. e. to accompany one
Gen. 14, 24; 18,16; 24,58; Ex.10,24;

Josn. 10, 24; 1 Sam. 30, 22; figurat.
therefore with bY of the person or thing,
to make common cause with one or with
a thing, Jon 31,5; 34,8; Prov. 13, 20;
nya m 1 Sam. 10,2, "man TT Jur. 3, 1
should be looked upon as an antithesis.
h) with »2p9 to go before 2 Sam. 6, 4;

Ex. 13, 21.
‘p73

an» ’7 Eccuns. 8, 3 or

"ה טעמה

6, 21 are regarded

as its antithesis. i) with ירחא (see (ירחא

to go after, to follow,
Gen. 24, 5, in a good
Mic.
gness)
(nothin
119
or in a bad sense Hos.
33,15,
Is.
ty
mip
hunt
2, 11, 15) Is. 57, 2, Den Ps. 15, 2, after Ez. 33, 31; to
description of fear; in a poetical figure:
to live through, to walk through, e. ₪

or

also in a bad sense “pwn .פת 23, 14;

goyscGut dnico,
sense JER. 2,2
2, 15; to strive
after Jer. 3,17.

TNTR 1) with n
where we must supply 777, which is k) with mNap> see
to go away (opposometimes put. b) with 5x of the per- of a place or person,

הלך
‚site Nin) 1 Kınas 2, 41. —

Besides the

fundamental signification of To with
its manifold variations eaused by different constructions, the following significations should be noticed: 1. to disappear,

to pass,

הלל
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to retire (cognate

in

sense har) Sona or Sox. 4, 6; 2 Kınas

oneself, i. e. to walk for pleasure Gen.
3,8; to walk about Ps. 35, 14; to go
about Ex. 21,19; to march about Joz 1,

7, with 3 38, 16, with לע of the place
18, 8. With 2) spp to go "before, to rule,
1Sam.12,2; with “my to have intercourse

with one 25, 15; with a of the person

5, 26: my heart did not go away, i. e. to go away from Junges 21,24. Figur.
I remarked. — 2. A kind of auxi- to walk, to live, to lead one’s life, as Kal,
liary verb, expressing the continuance, with 2 Ps. 26, 3, "295 Gen. 17,1, התא
self- increasing state of the action in- 5,22. See Aram. m :, Hebr. לאל חלד
volved in the verb following, in such | Ton, Tal. Deriv. הכלה

a manner as this: 593) 743% 5227 GEN.

26, 18, 4937 or וכלה 1 ered 6, 12,

an Ti יכל 9 Kines SAL, SH
 שובGun. 8, 3, or sion} sin ast 8,5,
or SR ףלה1 San.17, 41. — 3. to stalk
through, to go along, Ex. 9,23; Ps.73,9;
to press forward with force, of desire
(w2) Ecous. 6, 8. --- 4. the imper. with

 לכהm. a way,

a journey; concrete

a wayfarer 2 Sam. 12, 4; figur. the flow-
ing out, of honey, 1 Sam. 14,26, but in
LXX, Vulg. and others as a verb.

( הלהfrom ).7127 Aram. m. a road-tax,

a toll, Ezr.4,13 20.

( לפהPeal not used) Aram. same as
Hebrew Tom. Instead of it elsewhere
of an interjection; besides that of the
7 (pm), Dis. Deriv. 727;
imperat. Num. 10, 29, go to! age! (Greek
Pah. ךלה
5 to go along, with לע upon a
ioe for é&ye) Gen. 31, 44; rarely inDir 4,26.
stead of it 75 Num. 23, 13, which also
Af. ( אהלךonly part. 79572) to walk
stands for the fem. יכל 19, 32, but not
for the pl. 155 37, 20.-— 5. Like a kind about, Dan. 3,25; 4, 34. ‘As Af. is not
aof motion, הכל has often the meaning

of auxiliary ‘verb it has an adjective readily intransitive, it is better to take
with it, 6. ₪. “Oy ‘7 Gun. 15, 2; ’7  = מִהָלְכִין779572, where after omitting

pan Ps. 15,2; Dip יָת
“3p 'ה the duplication of 5, as often happens,
Ps. 42, 10. Deriv. Pr, Tom הילה - is drawn back; comp. Hebr. 531°.
מהלך,comp. הָכְל
Nif. Tor to ‘vanish, to be gone, of a

 ללהI. (fut.לידר ,pl. ;1155 inf. constr.

shadow Ps. 109, 23, or as Kal: to die  להafter the form TU Jer. 0%26 [Kimchi],
hence with suff. ab; part. ללוח which
Gen. 15, 2; Ps. 39, 14; Jos 19, 10.
aim) intr.
Pih.( הלfut.spr atanally only poet.) may stand, however, for
intensive of Kal: to go along continually,
to go about constantly Ps. 38, 7; 131,
1; Jos 24,10; 30, 28; to rove Prov.
6, 11; to march along majestically Ps.
104, 3; to sail along, of ships Ps. 104,
26, of arrows Has. 3, 11; to walk, to
live, Eccuns. 4, 15 &e.

.1 to be clear,

to be bright,

to shine,

inp ‘ibiza Jos 29,3 while his light shone,
with by, where the suffix in j572, re-
ferred to 2, is an Aramaeism; 0
ing to the "Tare. it is the infin, Hif.=
772, referring to God, which cannot

well be justified. See Hif. — 2. Figur.
Hif. 977 (only part. pl. aan = to be shining, splendid, to boast, to be
DoD"); comp. 0%91772 JER. 29, 8, םיִרְזעמ proud, Ps. 75,5; יכלה boasters, the

2 Cur. 98, 98( to lead, to guide, Zecn. proud, metaph. bel, sinners, 5, 6;
3,7, as the Masora understands; but as 73,3; 75,5, parallel .עשר To this meanelsewhere only Te and ad appear ing might be attached to be senseless,
in Hifil, the versions take it = 9577, foolish, godless (see Pih., Poh., Puh.,

and later authorities =םיכְלַהְמ See Ton and Hithpoh.); but it is better to assume
Hithp. aan to walk to and fro for for it a peculiar stem proceeding from

הלל
another fundamental signification.
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See

Hif. >73 (only

fut. Son, (m,

bor II. — 3. to resound, to sound (=
bbe IL), as often to shine clearly and to
give a sound coincide in language;
comp. “vox splendida” (see Pihel, Puhal,
Hithp.). Dexiv. ללהמ ,n. p. לֶאְלְלַהמ
Pih. ( הלל3 pl."once וללה Is.64, 10,

abe) to make clear, to diffuse igh, to
lighten , Is. 13, 10; Jos 31, 36; 41,10;

praises to, vuveo, to praise, to celebrate,

mental meaning in the dialects also (Ar.

comp. ליהאְי 25,5 from Sa == להו for
which one ms. reads Im.

Hithp. Dan

to glory, in a good

sense, or to boast oneself, in a bad sense,
the duplication being resolved, as in with = Ps. 52, 3; Prov. 25,14; to be
 אְמְהַלָלִיםabot &e., where > has only proud of something with ny Ps. 106,5,
Sheva) 1. prop. to sing, to sing praises, 3 1s.41,16, or also absol. to be celebratto cause to resound, songs 1 Cur. 29, 13, ed,praised, Prov. 31,30. Hence sn.
figurat. of heaven and earth Ps. 69,35,
The organic root לה also found in
of moon and stars 148,3 4; espec. to sing Ss
and 54, exists in its funda-

God (in hymns), with accus. of object
Is. 61,9, Jur. 20, 31, Ps. 22, 27, for
which: - stands in later Hebrew 1 Car.

 כוTarg.& הל e.).

bon II. (Kal not used) intr. to wander
here and there, without aim or object,
9 (comp. יל Da an, 722); seldom with
cognate in sense with mY 11. and say,
the addition of ha with musical inwith which latter it is interchanged in
struments 1 Cur. 23,5, or with announce- 1 Sam. 21,14 15 16, and therefore idenment of the specific instruments Ps.
150, 3-5, or 777 "A272 with the songs tical in its organic root with Ar. ACH
of David 2 Cur. 29, 30. In Devr. 32,18 (to err, hence de; error) and that in
the cod. Sam. reads Tre] mx (hence Diva. Wandering is an expression for
the Samar. version has nam). -0 to rave, to indulge fancies, to be mad,
diffuse clearness , brightness, i. e. to be metaph. to storm, to rage, of an enemy;
celebrated, whence 53%} )= (לָלַה and the in which sense one might take םיִלָלוה

16, 36, 2 Onr.5, 13; or with 2 Ps. 44,

n. p. >37; to make shining, to put in Ps. 5, 6; 73, 3; 75, 5 (parallel Dewy),
brightness, men, i. e. to celebrate, to praise, and the fut. ban 75, 5. Then it is
either with the accus. of the object, Prov. like 59>, which is originally to waver
28,4, Sone or Sou. 6,9; or with dx of hither and thither (= vw), both being
the person of whom one praises something Gen. 12, 15. It has also this meaning in Ps.56,5: in God I praise his word.
In a bad sense: to boast, to be proud
of (52) a thing Ps. 10, 3, as may with

transferred to being foolish (i. e. without

steadiness). With לה in this sense is
connected לש II. (bb II. whence
Saindg, Yin, (לליש and bp II. (bon I.
whence Bin).
Poel ( הפלfut. Sair) to make un-

עלis also construed. Deriv. לולה or,
the proper names 5377, urban.
steady or wavering, tomislead, Eccues. 7,
Puh. ( הפל3 f. in pause הללה 3 pl.
7, comp. Exop. 23, 8; to confound Jos
once וללוה |part. ללה ;fut. Senn) pass. 12, 17; Is. 44, 25; parallel ,לכס ein
to be famous , celebrated , Ez. 26, 17, שולל
הולְלּת לwhere לך 18 the relative; Prov. 12, 8; to

be sung, to be praised, only in part. ok

" Poal ללוה (only part. (ללּוהְמ to be

seized

with

raving ,

madness ,

raging,

in the meaning praise-worthy Ps. 48, 2;
an enemy Ps. 102, 9, therefore
to be sung in (festive) songs, Ps. 78, 63 bbima
bin 5,6; Eccuss. 2,2.
than
fire consumed his young men and (in con- more
to be mad, to rage,
Sen
.
Hithpo
sequence of it) Ais maidens were not
celebrated in nuptial songs, i. e. they 1 Sam. 21, 14 and he raged, while they
could not marry; comp. Targ. אללה tried to hold him with their hands; then to
toss to and fro, to reel, of the drunken,
a marriage.

הלל
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Jer. 25, 16; 51, 7, along with שעגתה; 20,7, a1 Ps. 73,10, consequently anto roll quickly, of chariots 46, 9; Nau. 2, swering to whither? poms Dp hither
5; figur. to be drunk, mad, 2 ‘with some- and thither, as mm mn re Kınas 2,8),

thing, Jer.50,38 and they are (as if) drunk

with the terror-inspiring Aha (idols).

but only with the omission of the first
pom, 1Sam. 14, 16. — 2. here, Gun. 16,
13, answering the question oe On

Deriv. (according to Saadia) SAN.
b>253 (rich in praise viz. is God) 2. the termination see ote Ar 4 © hither
a
12,13.
is = VS and similarly formed.
mbar an exclamation of praise to
mnbdn f. prop. striking, hammerGod, literally praise ye Jah Ps. 117,1; ing; concrete, a hammer Junazs 5, 26.
145, 2; hence it is frequent as a liturgical
exclamation

in later Hebrew

(Chron.,

Ezra) and so in the New Testament.

DM (multitude, people, comp. the names

of places Turba in Spain, Copia in

Italy, and Hebrew ‘a, Ez. 39, 16;
abridged perhaps from!ot" [place or ‚profirm, whose organic root lies also in vince of giants], from ba, Arab. 1
p2-N, Don 66. Deriv. o>; comp. especially as the םיֶזּוז were a gigantic

nbn I. (not used) intr. to be strong,

D2 m to abs and D2"§ to Db3.

Dan I. (fut. Dom, with suff. aan;

part. pass. 03517) tr. prop. to strike thin,

people) x. p. of a district where the םיזוז
dwelt Gen. 14, 5. (Some mss., the cod.
Sam., Jerome rend ot from 227.)

on (pronominal stem) see DM (prothe organic root
po- is cognate with that in ba=3 to noun) they.

metal plates, since

strike down, and the Lat. lam-ina.
Hence the word means to strike, to
hammer, not with a pointed but a flat

Dr} as a proper name, see OF.

on (from 127, after the foun ny

instrument, 6. ₪. 15°», SW. Ps. 74, 6, from mB;

 הַלְמְוּת8

pra;

5, 26, along with pi,

to stamp, of höre! hoofs 5, 22 \
to tread down, vineyards, of an army
Is.16,8. Figurat. to chastise, to punish,
Ps. 141, 5, Prov. 23, 35, parallel 27,
 (הוכיחto conquer, Te 28, 1 overcome ey
wine, comp. Greek ee
ee In pin

bye Is. 41,7 ddim is either a participle
with the accent drawn back, which suits
the parallelism, or (according to Kimchi)

a noun (which see, under bys). DM,
1 Sam. 14,16 is an adverb (which see),
like the Ar. As. Deriv. mean, תּומְלַה

=o ach see) and theן
proper name
הָכֶם

er (kammer, of God, comp. Malleolus) n. p. m. 1 Car. 7, 35.
Den (5 with the adverbial termination -ם,comp. DRnP, OWS, ohn; see

abridged Dy, as ow before

Makkeph; pl. with suff. ‘bah =OFT)

m. a bustle, a collection of people (cognate
in sense 71725), Ez. 7,11 nothing (remains) of the tumult (05) and nothing of
their multitude ()םֶנְימַה and nothing of

their fulness (em).
aan

‘bia, prion and

form 8 ‘play on ‘words.

on (pronominal stem; for which there
often occurs the enphafie mem, with
the old m = -, which has become
accentless, “firmly: attached as in Taw,

1277, whence the cod. Samar. constantly
puts it in the Pentat. for Do; on Ez.

8,6 is contracted from bi} (המ pronoun
personal of the third pers. pl. m. (fem.
Zucu. 5, 10, Ruta 1, 22) they, ii, the
sing. of which is wn, like the fem. pl.

הו, mm, of which‘ the sing. is .איה
Like אּוה it stands sometimes without
emphasis Gen. 37, 16, sometimes with

First, Lehrgebäude p. 17 9)adv.1. hither, it, somewhat in the sense of avzoi Ps. 37,

after Wa) 1 Sam. 14, 38, אב
22, am
14, 36, wad 2 Sam. 7, 18, 277 א

9; sometimes including the verb to be
Gen. 34, 23, Exon. 15, 23; sometimes

הם
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dropping the pronominal idea entirely
and expressing only the verb to be Gun.
25,16. Hence it is used also for the
fem. Sone or Sox. 6, 8, or the second
person Zepu. 2,12, as a copula between
subject and predicate; as also ארד 37,
16, and Aram. 4179 Ezr.5,11 are used for
the first person. With the article it receives an emphasis they themselves, those
themselves, Gen. 6, 4. For the rest, its

of the drunken, therefore applied figuratively to intoxicating drinks 2,808. 9,

15; Prov. 20, 1; to be in an uproar, of

the noise of men 1 141888 1, 41, Is. 22,
2, hence הימה poet. a street in com.
nation Prov. 1, 21; to wander about with
clamour 7,41; 9,13. Ar. oe to rustle.
Deriv. 04, 7127, ya, Ma, and the
proper names הנורמה,DM.

applications are as various as they are

man

in Ni; and copious examples may be

jan see DM.

found in Noldii Cone. particul. Ebr. p.
266-74.
Etymologically, the abbreviated om
arose out of DIM, as DAN out of DIN’;
and in order to distinguish it from the
suffix 057” it has lengthened somewhat
into ba. The suffix identical with it
is Do", 6. ₪. םֶהיִבַא ,DAB, Ez. 40,16

see DM.

( ומהpronominal stem) Aram. pron,
pers. ‘of the 3 pers. pl.m. same as Hebr.dy,
used only in
i Ezr. chs. 4.5.7; while else-
where, in DAnıeL, ya (which see) 06-
curs, from which Sa is abridged.

vias (Jer. 52, 15 for img an architect, but explained 39,9 by D3; constr.

mar“, also -ם (irom Da), in- (rom

המון, with suf. once םֶכָכָמַה, 6 shortvo), va (from am), whence the ened into סו plur. (םינמה m . (femin.
development of the present pronoun is only in Jos 31, 34) 1. ths splash,
of rain 1 Kines 18, 41; the noise, of
plain.
song Am. 5, 23; moaning, internal coman see DM.

motion Is. 63, 15; יה Dip thunder Is. 33,

ROTA (Persian, from oS Ham =
Hom, "Zend. Haomo [name of an Ized],

3; Jo. 4, 14; but ל
a tumultuous noise, of a crowd Jos 39, 7, and
and data given; see IP) n. p. of Ha- metaph. a crowd Is. 13, 4, or a number
17,12; fulness, riches, 60, 4; transferred
man’s father Esru. 3, 1
to persons, generally the rich 5,13. —
 המה.trap( .mef  הרמהand ,74375 2. n. p. of the Egyptian supreme god,

pl.  המותand mingit; inf. constr. NVA;

consequently for ךרלכַא (which see), hence

fut. Sua and ,הימה pl. a2, here
therefore Yod frequently appears as a

py ןומה Ez. 30, 10; 32,18; 8 ויקה
30, 15 = ins אָכ Nam, 3,8; so too in

third radical) intr. prop. to hum (ono- in לב Sone or Sox. 8, 11 jit is
matopoeic) whence the German Hummel = ION (which see).

(humble- bee); to buzz, to utter certain
sounds. The org. root 7a is also found
in 077), oF, Ar.
of rushing. In
actual "application: to growl, of bears
Is. 59, 11; to snarl, of the dog Ps. 59,
7; to coo, of the dove Ez.7,16; to groan,
to complain Jur. 4, 19; Ps. 55, 18; 77,
4; to make a humming sound, of the
guitar Is. 16, 11; to sound, of the flute
Jur. 48, 36; to roar, of the waves 5,22;

 ומהAram. same as ‘777 and Hebrew
on Dan. 2,34 35; 3,22. The form appears to be an Intenkive of om by adding the 3 plur. ןוה consequently it is
= jive, such intensives being found
elsewhere in the 3 pers. of the pro-

noun.
‚sin (tumult of people) n. p. of a
in the vicinity of 443 ןומה ( רגEz.
city
to splash, of rain (see in'7 1 Kınas 2
c

39, 11 15), so called in the symboli
41); to rage, of floods Is. 17, 12;
language of prophecy Ez. 39, 16.
groan, with pain Jur. 31, 20; to oan,
mays f. the sound, of a harp Is.
to be excited with joy, with לע for a

person Sone or Sox. 5, 4; to be noisy,

14, 11.

המית

( תיִמָהfrom המה after the form 93
from "33) f. erying, lamentation (Kimchi)
Prov. 19, 18.
van

המסיו
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1 Sam. 17, 27 see nin.

ban (not used) intr. to rush, to roar,
of the wind, of troops. According to the
usual explanation the stem is enlarged
by 1 out of the organic root mon, DA;

on the contrary, the Ar. ו |(to rain
continually) is=
5°, and has nothing
in common with it. According to the
Targ. (the LXX and Jewish interpreters

in part) למה  =למto speak, to chatter,
to bustle, which is not so well founded

er mann). Derivative
Yan ‘adj. m., nbn f, see Mara.
bar (from the mase. ,למה see a)
7 noise, of the wind Jur. 1i, 16; of an

Nif. Disa;
on fut. Dir)
see .םּוה
דו
ו
/

 המן.I ton( )desu .rt emas sa xap .I
to perform the work of an architect, to
bring together, to compose; hence the
proper name ja].

 מהI. an erroneously adopted stem
for pay Ez. 5, 7, see jv.

]on (Pers. ; either = „us celebrated,
or as the Sanskrit Heman, the planet
Mercury; or perhaps Ham 18 = Hom, the

name of an Ized, as in the proper name
ana Zend. hadmédata 1.i 6, given by

Hom; see p21) .מ p. of a Persian
minister, an enemy of the Jews Esru.
3,1.

MIO see Tan.
PAD] )א Tin; def. xD ym or

army Ez. 1, 24, as ןימה (which ‘see) is ( אכונדAram. m. usually a -used ו

Perhaps thefundamental

signification of the organic root 57271 as

as
the Greek uavıdang Dan. 5, 7 16 29.
In the Targum N929 appears instead

in למד (which see)is: to assemble, to col- of it; and since h does not appear to be
lect, to heap together; whence man a essential here, as in Greek and Latin,
heaped mass, a multitude.
it is derived from the Zend. mani (a
pearl), Sanskrit mani, and suff. ka
DON (perf. resolved bay, and, hence the Zend. manika a necklace of

pant, once "Mist; inf. 6. פל with suf. pearls. From this, through the medium

van; “fut. bi, ap. Bm, zieh suff. ספה of the Phenicians, the Greek has become
2"Sam. 22, 15) tr. prop. same as pit T. uorıcang in different forms, Lat. monile.
to drive, to put into strong motion or haste In that case 7 would be regarded as a
Is. 28, 28; then to disturb, to terrify, rare prefixed sound.
 מחנהEx. 14,24, 0923,27, elsewhere
DI (not used; only assumed for
enemies Ton. 10, "10; 2 San. 22, 15;

Ps. 18, 15; to storm, in proper names;
figurat. to destroy, to carry off, JER. 51,

the noun (סמה tr. to break (twigs of
wood), to breakin pieces, consequently ==

34; Deur. 2, 15; Esru. 9, 24; parallel

the Arab. transposed müs “= break),

SBR. Deriv. the proper names 0747,
Dam. — The connection of 07 and סה1
with המה or םה
is doubtful, since
here the fundamental signification is
to drive, to urge on, which is transferred

whence pee (a dry twig), =

sometimes to the scattering (of enemies),
the discomfiting of them, sometimes to
the urging on, pee
thus cor-

responding to the Ar. 5 pes (to impel),

(the

same). It is better perhaps to 6 e D7
as identical
with the root in 1-19, -ה“27,
yi2, hence to be sucked out, "to be’sapless, of twigs, ie. to be dry, to be dried
up. Derivative

Dam (only pl. oro,
Targ. "and LXX

which the

have ה

into

BD} ot) m. dried twigs, brush-wood Is.
als (to scatter); while המה is onoma- 64, 1, as Ibn Gandch, Parchon and others
topoeic and allied to the Ar, + (to explain it.
make a humming noise).
TON see Ton.
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( רמהnot used) tr. prob. same as 722

הן
1 U. (pronominal stem; before Mak-

to plait, a net; hence the noun nya keph “77 Num. 23, 9 24 [see Masora];
=nhan Ps. 140, 11, which suits the  מס8,19; 31,35; 33, 12) demonstr. and
context. According to Parchon: to pour interj. lo there! see that! like the Latin
out, to flow rapidly, as the Ar. pea en, Greek 0% qv, ri, prop. hic. It apded
pears 1. as an exclamation, ecce! espe4s, whence 8-5 imber; according cially in Genesis, but also in 708 8,
to Symm., Jerome, Kimchi and others: to 19 &c.; more frequently 1137, which
be sunk, to be deep, of a fissure, a pit. is formed from it, stands instead. —
But the analogy of the language is in 2. It is a demonstrative basis for הנה
favour of our explanation. See mama. here, referring to time and place: this,

( לשמהprop. inf. Hif.) m. power “of that, hence 77> Rurs 1, 13 or j7> Jos

rule, might Jos 25, 2.
ayer see Mn.

30, 24 on this account és >). ‘So too
712, Eccuzs. 4, 3 has arisen out of m

n1 (pronominal stem, enlarged into till here; as 71379, (which see) out of
ni by 12") pron. pers. of the 3 pers. pl. m עד. Ar. ors there, also demonstrat. — 3. A conjunction conditional (i. e.
referring to an action as simply possible,
and so placing it in relation to a consequence), therefore a) conjunct. interrog. :
whether, num, in indirect interrogation,
an Jer. 2, 10; Jos 12, 14; 23, 8, just
as the ‘Aram, m has this meaning Ezr.
5,17. This interrogative idea in 7 has
arisen out ofthe demonstrative one, the
20, and also like 77 with prepositions, as
interrogative particles 3 (which see), DR
mga Lev. 5, 22, mama 4, 2, mia Ez.
1,"5; more as a particle ma? Gen. 41, (see meaning 4), Ar. 7 Syr. In shew19, mas} ma? as much, prop. as this ing the same thing; and Kimchi is wrong
and as this 2 Sam. 12, 8. ja Rural, in considering the interrog. power in ןה

fem. they, but only with prepositions: 12
Gen. 19, 29; Lev. 10,1; ןָהּכ
18, 14;
 מקן16,17. For the first we have also
ja in mss. More frequent is 253 without a preposition Gen. 41, 19, either
| with the article in the signification they
themselves 1 Sam. 17,28, Gun. 33,6, or
including the verb to be Gen. 6, 2; 41,

13 and m Jos 30, 24 is quite an, Are
maeism in the sense of 12? therefore, on

this account; yet it probably belongs to
77 UL, since the intimation of an ex-

ternal cause lies onlyin 2. — The fem.
form ןח has arisen in the same manner
as the masculine D4, 1. e. in the first
instance from 49°, as the Ar.
and
Ethiop. hone still shew; and we see

from the masc. Dr} that - may be easily

be blunted out of u and: o, which is all
the more possible as the Hebrew sing. 91
was also used for the fem. The plural
sign -n was for the fem. as -m for the
masc., and the previous sound to that
was a. Hence the entire termination was
-an. It is possible, however, that the
basis here was Ai, with the termination
an, contracted hen; as the Targ. 7°27,
Syr. ia out of a, ךיק still shew.

as originating in an omitted interrog. m.

b) a mere conditional conjunct. if, si Ex.
8, 22; Luv. 25, 20; 18. 54, 15; Jur. 3, 1;
Jos 40, 23; cod. Samar. also Gen. 30,
38, Num. 22, 11 and 23, 20 (Hebrew
m), Deut. 4, 32, and the LXX elsewhere; often interchanged with by 2 Car.
7,13. The same meaning is borne by הנה
Ges the word) which has arisen from ‘it,
by the Aram. j (which see) and the Syr.
li and there is a manifest connexion
ה
Ww and BN, without one being
able to shew whether this or that was
the more original.

im! (pronominal stem) Aram. same as
Hebrew jm IL. in all the three leading
meanings, viz. 1.as an exclamation: lo!

ecce! Dan. 3, 17. In this sense it is
prop. nothing but a demonstrative particle, this, that there; hence sap] on this

הנרף
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הנה

account, propterea Dan. 2, 6; 4, 4 of the verb to be it points to a definite ex(see Hebr. 77 IL); the meaning but for istence or presence, when a definite per-

his sake 2,30 is conditioned by the pre- son is spoken of, hence is there, e. g.
Ska הכה is in the tent Gun. 18,9, where

ceding negation. — 2. Conjunct. interrog.:
whether Ezr. 5,17. — 3. Like the Hebr.
73 or ON, a conjunct. condit. if Dan. 2,
5 6; 3,15 16 18; 4, 24; 5, 16; ₪.
5, 26, hence Im after a negation pre-

the personality (he, she, they) remains un-

expressed; so too 184m. 19, 22, 1 Kmas
21,18; when past is spoken of it means
was or were there 2 Kınas 6, 20. In the

ceding, unless, nisi Dan. 2, 11; 3, A case of jr} the reference is sometimes
6, 8, and like DN put twice: be it eo. r |presupposed Gen. 11, 6. In poetical
so, sive... sive Ezr. 7, 26.
BIA see
 א372 and nm.

language it is put alone, without nearer
notification, 6. g. 1377 there is (he)i. e. the

well-known one Jos 9, 19. — 2. Since

an I. as a pron. pers. 3 pl. f., see 1 I. the idea of a verb is in some way con7253 IL. (pronominal stem, moulded nected with 7377, the circumstance adtogether out of ji here, there, and m2- mits of explanation that the personality
of motion, or 773 with ;-ה of direction to- concerned in the action however feeble,

wards; see NiN) an adverb of place and
time: 1.hither, either after verbs of motion
שוב, now, Nz, N23, Wa2, or giving
verbs the additional idea of motion, as
in 272 &e. Guy. 15,16; 45,5; Josu. 2,
2; טס 16, 2; Sm הָנַה hither thither 2 Kıraa 2, 8; m
;
ron from thee
hither 1 Sam. 20, 21 (opposed to 77972
EM; mary דע thus far Nom. 14,19 or
of time till now Gun. 15, 16, in which
latter sense it. has also ‘been moulded
together with 9, giving rise to 149

is subordinated to the word as a sort of

accusative, e. g. 1257 en eum! which
may be converted into the expression
of a verb involving the notion of being,
as there he is. 73% with the suffix is to

be explained in this way, as is the case
with > and 77x but especially with the

Ar 2 — 3. Whether put immediately
or not before partieiples, it gives to the

tense involved in the partieiple a certain
demonstrative liveliness, where we might
take it simply for an interjection behold!
(which see), — 2. Rejecting the idea of This is particularly the case when the
motion: here, in this place (comp. Ar. participle expresses the present (praesens relativum) Gen. 27,42, Jer. 16,12,

Us, Malt. hyü, hyüi &e.) Gun. 21, 23; more rarely when it expresses the future

m. mn here ... there Dan. 13, Bs (fut. relat.) Gen. 6,17 or the past (praet.
mm הוהhere and Hie 1 Kınas 20, 40, relat.) Guy. 41, 17. Here 13:7 denotes
( הגהpronominal stem moulded to- merely existence, as in signification 1,

without giving the person as the subgether out of 973 11. and הנד= הנor 77,
’|ject of the clause, since that is made
as is still visible in mr Gen. 19, .ל known in what goes before, e.g. רצלי הנה
with suff. of the 1 pers. sing. and pl.
Amos 7,1 behold (he) formed. Seldom
237, 12353 Jose. 9, 25; in pause ,רכה
does the subject follow 7,1; Ez. 37,19.
 הנויGey. 22,1 11; Jos 38, 35; in and More commonly 3:7 has the subject in
i
out of pause with -n hefüre the accent the suffix with itself, when it is joined

"ar, 12207 Gen. 22, 7; 27, 18; 44, 16; to the perfect Is. 28, 16; JER. 3, 22

50, 18;Nom. 14, 40; 3 pers. mE Tiss (7, 11 is an exception). --4 It is a mere
18, 3 Ktib, but לרב
17, pl. DIT; exclamation, lo! like ןח in lively dis יי77, pause 1377 Ps. 139, 8, fem. course GEN. 20, 15, in exhortations Ps.
727 pl. p23) prop. a pronoun lemons, 134,1, as a peculiar part of a sentence
hardened into an adverb, hence 1. there, Jar.23, 30; after אלה Ha».2,13; 2 Car.
see there, as originally the Latin en, 25,26. — oe= ןַה with the meaning if,
9000.
Connecting with itself the idea Ley. 13, 6.

הנהת
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nm, (prop. inf. Hif. of m3) 7. per- a fact which explains how it is that
mission of rest, ease Esra. 2, 18, by Ezekiel 16,29 and 17,4 calls Chaldea an
which the LXX and Targ. understand 227 IS3 and how old accounts (Herod.
1,1; 7, 89; Just. 18, 3) speak of Pheremission of tribute.
nicians at the Persian gulf. In the city
T7253 see Im.
&Le (‘Anah) at a ford of the Euphrates,
man ZECH. 5, 11 see m3.
the name may be still preserved.
pan ‘(game as Dim gratiosus, from
( הפנהinfin. Hif. of 923, then a noun,
m; or equivalent to םֶליִד endowed with
like 737, 7937) f. a shaking, shaking
goods, rich, from 41%) proper name of a
about, a sieve, 18. 30, 28.
man whose son or sons (133 or 73) posDB Ex. 20, 25 see nm.
sessed the valley on the south eastern
side of Jerusalem Josu. 15,8, 2 8
23 Jer. 32, 4 see jm.
23,10 K’tib, which perhaps had already
on (pause Dr) intenj. hist! hush! a
belonged to Zinnom himself; therefore D37""} Jose. 15,8; 18,16. When call for reverential or any other kind
this valley, whose western part was of silence (according to Parchon), ono-

called 837 Sp (field of blood), subse-

matopoeic (like the Ar. x.) 008 3,

quently became the burning-place (nah)
where children were sacrificed to Moloch
(see יג the signification of to lament

19, Has. 2, 20, with 1287) of a person,
following Zupu. 1,7, 2808. 2,17; as an
adverb in silence, silently Am. 8, 3. It
was not till late that a plural of it וסה
was formed, as if it belonged to an imperative Nex. 8,11. In the same man-

or whine (from 7377 which see) may have
been thought of as lying in bb.

{21 (not used) intr. 2 lament, to whine,

? -

=, Tow

from an Arabic word 4
correL, Ar. Sl; 5. See Di. ner,
sponding to D> (which see) was formed

927 on used) intr. to sink, to be low,
a plural 9 ©,
From this then the
of ground, conseq.= 932, Arab. 5 verb DT would be developed. Ac-

Derivative
( ענהlow ground) n. p. of a territory
subdued by the Assyrians, mentioned
along with 011925 and 139 2 Kınas 18,
43; 91, 31; Is. ,73 ;81 dna sa ספרְרָיִם
was the province ofול
(see Ptol.

cording to Kimchi סה belongs to the

Pihel of 797 (which see).
non (Kal unused) intrans. same as
mun % rest,

to be silent;

Ar. )

to

speuk softly, secretly; redupl. gu.
)5,18,7 situated in the most southerly Hence according to Kimchi:

part of Mesopotamia not far from Ba-
bylon, and 3» is certainly identical
with nay 2( א
,17 24 )31 whence
colonists were transplanted to Samaria,

Pih. mon, only in imper. ,סה pl. ,ופה

with the accent drawn back, as an interjection, see .סה

1. ( הַהַסָהonly fut. apoc. DM) to

and the place must also be looked for hush, to still, Nuns. 13, 30, which may

near 1773, 9277 appears to have been also “ha ded cal from on.
at the lower Euphrates. The people in
 הסףseeהס .
Hen@ may have been a Phenician race
 םיִרּוסָהsee TION.
237( from =ענה 939 Xv&, a name of
Phenicia and of the Phenician pro-
MD see Md.
genitor), as those of my or 019 with
On see MD.
the 5°99, who dwelt in pastoral villages

men (from 31) f. prop. numbness,
as far as Gaza (Deut. 2, 23) and were
hence’
cessation, intermission, LAMENT.
mixed with the Philistines generally
(Josu. 13, 3), were perhaps one people;

3, 49.
24

הפך
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( פהpart. constr. once הפכ Ps.
114, 0 infin. absol. ףופה , ל

yea,

with suff."2pm; on the other hand D9>547
Is, 29, 16 from Jot a noun; fut. om,

1 Sam. 4,19; to be changed Jos 20, 14,

with > into something Ex.7, 15, seldom
|

the accusative Lev.13,25, or with

. ya Estu. 9, 22, or also with 5 of
hepers. in whom something is changed,

but also ps 299. 3, 9) in same as Dan. 10, 8. — 2. to be overturned i. e.
JEN (which see), Jax (which see), 1. to

destroyed Jon. 3,4; Jos 28, 5. —

3. Fi-

turn, to turn about, e.g. 9 Josu. 7, 8, gurat. to lie, fully to be changed with the
with 25> of the person; to change spun tongue, Prov.17,20, as in Arabic.
(a sick man’s bed) Ps. 41, + e. to rePik. (redupl.) 322541 (not used) to act

store to health; to turn over, may Hos.
very perversely, very crookedly, whence
7, 8; to invert, 3°, as a sign of wheeling
the adj. 52250.
about 1 Kines 2, 34, but 7} ’7 also in
Hif. 377] (not used) an intensive
the sense of always ‘to turn” the pees
form
of Kal, whence 251372; but also
ment, i. e. to renew it Lament.3, 3; to
direct, 19 Ex. 10,19; also intr. to turn to make erected, to turn aside, the body;
oneself’, to turn on, when no object to cross, i. e. to fetter crosswise by
stands with the verb 2 Kınas 5, 26. shutting up in a wooden frame. Deriv.
With regard to the construction, it N2BTn.
Hof. jan to be turned, to be precishould be remarked: it occurs with לא
of the person and accusative of the pitated, with לע upon Jon 30, 15.
thing, Zepu. 3, 9 for then I turn to the
Hithp. Ean to turn oneself (of a
people (the language) into a pure lip; brandishing, glittering sword) Gen. 3,
with לע from whence 2 Kınas 5, 26; 24; to wind (in circles), to move about
with ' to turn into Ps. 66, 6, or ‘with (of a cloud) Jos 37, 12; to be turned,
the accusative Luv. 13, 3; ‘with the ac- changed 38, 14; to turn or roll oneself
cusat. to overturn, a chariot Haa. 2,22;
about, to tumble, לילצ Jupezs 7,13; and

79915 ‘st Junazs 7,13 to overthrow: up-

also according to the derivative (naan)

wards to tumble over. — 2. to destroy, to shew oneself perverse.
oy Deur. 29, 22, 2 Sam. 20, 3, Jur.
The fundamental signification is more
20, 16, with 2 partitive, Dea “BH Am.
oe
=
4, 11 I have destroyed among you6 6% or less modified in the Ar. Jöf and Jus
among your cities); םיִרָה 708 9,5; PIN (see FE and 727); and the two forms at
2 Sam. 10, 8; to overthrow, yey Prov.
12, 7. — 3. to pervert, to turn away, also found in Aramaean. The Ar. Bi
seordsl, i. e. to lie, Jur. 23, 36; to act to turn oneself, to give way, to flee,

with moral perversity (see Seh), to act
crookedly i. e. foolishly, deceitfully (see

men).

Deriv. 97, TB, Ta, TEN,

moet.

"N. jen2 (3 fem. הָכְפַהְנ;8 pl. oo

B35 to perish, Hebrew 538 (which see),
are Zonnested with it. The organic root

is פה
a7 adj. m.

see je297-

pr] m. the reverse, the contrary, Ez.

and 79373; infin. abs. ion; fut. Tem)
1. to turn. oneself, with by «a from 16, 34.
. to Ez. 4, 8, or absolutely Ps. 78, 57,
i, e. to bend sidewards,

en m. the same, Ez. 16, 34.

to flee, to fae

JEN (with suff. 092917) m. perverse
about, with לֶא of the person 7088. 8, ness, Is. 29,16 your perverseness! comp

20; but with. 2 of the person to turn

against one Jos 19, 19; with לע or 5 Ar. us the same.
719877 (after the form 7513) /. overto turn to one Is. 60, 5, Lament. 5, 2;
of 35, to writhe, with pain, with’ spa throw , destruction , desolation , ‘Gen. 19,
4, 20, or לע of the person Hos. 11,8; 29; according to the Sam. cod. perverseio turn themselves, with SY upon ons ness = Moen, reading nizpit in Drur.

הפכפך
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הר

32, 20, but it has 1958 (which see) in mad 13, 2, or by nouns: spun 'ה Ps.
the first signification Gen. 19, 29.

een] (adj. redupl. from 7917) adj.
m. very crooked, perverse, turned, Prov.

21, 8, opposite to >, cognate in sense

with לקלקל

Syn (Assyrian) n. p. ]- name of a
queen of Assyria, as even Samuel haNagid (in the 11" century) says: 225
made oy, and as Kimchi has under:
stood the word (in his Dictionary). Naz.
2,8 and Huzzab is taken, is carried away.
The proper name is probably compounded of Huzz (Pers. > beautiful) and ab
-(Pers. ot splendour), signifying beautifully beaming, chush and ab being applied
elsewhere in Aryan proper names.
 הצִלָה.fni( .fiH fo ] (כצל- deliverance,
Esra. ,4 .41

en (not used) intrans. to be sharp,
pointed, of a cutting or sharp weapon,

hence wr The organic root is £77,
which is also found in ןצ (which 260)
belonging to 72% and mr L, and in
yw. InArabic the stems¢
| owes
have the same meaning, as also the Targ.

jet, whence res, Targ. אניצה an
axe, a battle-axe, „„o> weapon of de-

fence; even the Greek a£ivy may have
come ‘from the Phenician RMN,

since

it has no suitable etymology iin Greek.
The inorganic may also at an early
period have been sounded 7, since the

noun is also read in mss. 7%.
3h m. a batile-are, Ez, 23, 24, as
the Targ., Kimchi, and others under:
stand it; see X7.
27 (from "23; with the article 477,
with'a of motion 77, and with “the
addition of the article’ הרהה constr. 7,
but with suf. 397 and “40, םררה in
a resolved form; pl. DH, ‘with ‘article
הָהָרִים,constr. AT, with suff. ירה,,וירה

49, 7, 7334 77 68,17. Applied to רה are:
MER Jose. 18, 16, שאר Jupens 16,3, רצ
1 הא 23, 26, nd 25, 20, עלצ 2 Sam.
16, 13 &e.; and it is mentioned along
with my23Is. 40, 4, m2 pw Josn. 9,1 &e.

In connection with “ or “DTN (God?s
are it is Sinai or Horeb Ex. 3,1;
4, 27; 18, 5; 1 Kies 19, 8; also “39
aloneEx. 19, 2. דו  ררְרהor 5 are the
mountains of Judea Is. 14, 25;"49, 11;
2808 14, 9; רה alone is Zion or 7
temple-mountain Deor. 33,19, Ps.78, 54,
in full form יי  רה תיִּבIs. 2, 2, man רה

Jun. 96, 18, םיה  לאWh m Ex. 28, 14;

wip with a ene accompanies the noun
in Ps. 2,6. Very often is the name of
the mountain, or that of the country in
which it is, or its plantation (see mmr)
added, 6. g. 793317, 22D, DIIT, רט

; מרמין הארי.e& dna  ההרsi dedneppa
only to the proper name ab. דע  רהHas.
3, 6, 077797 Daur. 33, 15 mountains
ofpast time, 1. 6. helonging to the first
creation, primitive mountains ; DON ירְרה

mountains of thousands (of animals) Ps.
50, 10; ףְרַמ  לד76, 5 mountains of prey
16 heaps of booty; Sigg רה Song סע
Son. 4, 6 heap of myrrh, a figure of
enjoyment; רחב  ירק2,17 mountains cleft
i.e. full of fissures

pba יִרָה 8 14

spicy mountains; N) יִרָה Jer."13, 16
night-mountains 1. 6. which "being covered
by night are not accessible, and so the

figure implies insurmountable obstacles;
 הַרְרִי נָמָרִיםees .2371 — .2 ylevitarugiF
difficulty ,"hindrance , i. e. hostile power

Zucu. 4, 7 (comp. Is. 40, 4; 49, 11),
hence according to the Targ. the Persian kingdom, as רהin JeR.51, 25 means
Babylon, a mighty kingdom, "which, in
its character as a desolator of countries,
is called תיָחשַמַה  רה,as elsewhere a firevomiting mountain is termed map רה
51, 25 a burning mountain i. 6. “a burnt
volcano, which is called תיָחשמה רח

as being still penetrated by fire. —

and also resolved constr. ,ירדה ith suf. 3. mountain-distriet Josa. 14,12; 17,16
man) 1. m. a mountain, a “hill, in the 18, hence “777 the hill country, "of cenwidest usage JeR.16,16; described more tral Palestine Gun. 12, 8; Duur. 3, 25;

exactly by adjectives: a3 Is. 30, 25, of the territory of Judah, as that which
24*

הר

once belonged to the Amorites Num.13,
29; of the mountainous distriet on the

east of the Dead Sea Gun. 14, 10; partieularly in association with the names

of the territories הָדּוהְי ,TPB, TER,
Tey, pry &e.

הרג
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called Jud! el-Gidl, in Pers. Lim
Kuhistan,

also rel

le

Iräk el

‘Agmi) 1 Cur. 5, 26; in the parallel
passage 2 Kınas 17, 6 it is therefore

With regard to moun-

tains, countries, cities or districts whose

names are preceded by רה or "7, see
IN, “Way, DMP, by ma, ,הלב
wand eee " The original significa03 1953, טעו DaB, םיִתיַז A),
tion of SAT as an extra-Semitic word

por, an, nn, om הדוהי oy, was Arya, as Media was anciently called
Seo, "San, main, 422, "one, "3°, (Herod.7,62); but the Hebrews thought
 עבריםbay, pany, pay, sb, רש of 97. See וירא

me,

yy,

Ind,

Dy,

128,

pip, “ian.

The noun, of which a form “7 also
existed,

comes

from

a stem רה to be

high, to be elevated, to project (cognate
ה- ;(הַרand the ion of the noun is
therefore ‚prop. a height, found also in

60-05, obo-avög (height, heaven) &e.

( אָרַהnot used) intr. to glow, to burn,
same as NIS (which see) and 4 II.
(which see), Ar. Sl &e. Deriv. .לארה
NWI see לֶאְרַה
bean (from Nt

with the termina-

tion 0 m. hearth, fre- place, hence the

( רהan old form for; 17“  סמthe con- name of an altar Ez. 48, 15, called
trary wi Gun. 49, 26 is not, as the elsewhere Sy78 (which see) K’tib, and
LXX and cod. Samar. [and so too Sa- DRS (which see) K'ri.
muel ben Meir or Rashbam] take it, from
an (fut. 343") tr. to kill, to murder,
=רוה, רהbut from םירלה belonging to
prop. to invade one in a hostile man הרהHeine) N. p. 1. of a mountain ner, to pierce, in or out of war Gen. 4,
in"the south east of Palestine (where
8; Is. 10, 4; by the sword Am. 9, 4;
Aaron died Num. 20, 22; 33, 38 &e.), at
by other weapons 2 Sam. 23, 21 (cog-

whose base lies the city of עלסi.i e. Petra nate in sense N¥); by the bite of a

,eR( 5006 & @
 פדAngew,גח 
serpent Jos 20, 16; by grief 5, 2, pesticiov Ileroug 0008000 Eus.), now called lence Jur. 18, 21 "&e.s; but always by
 שלגIs > dus (Gibl Nabi Härün) violence; na stands instead of it
Beck IT. p. 715-16) distant a day but seldom. Sometimes generally, to
and half’s journey from the southern destroy, Is.14,30, along with 72% Estu.
point of the Dead Sea. — 2. of a north- 9, 6. Usually construed with accusat.
eastern branch of Lebanon, at the nor- Junazs 9, 24, seldom with5 of the obthern boundary of Palestine Num. 34, 7 ject 2 Sam. 3, 30; Jos 5, 2; with 2, to

,8 by which the Talmud (Gittin 8) un-

slaughter among ... 2 Cur.28,9. Spoken

derstands the mountain הנמא Isaac of beasts Lev. 20, 15 it also means to
Parchi the Ar. solוכ sel, which is slaughter, Is.22,13; of plants, to destroy
directly over against 2
The cities Ps. 78, 47, like rm Jos 14, 8; ina
my .3801 ,91 ,03 won
dna‚  רְחובfigurative sense LAMENT. 2, 4. Deriv.

in" Asher ,91 ,82 won ea ‚ eil ta eht a m.
Nif. East) (inf. constr. with a: 373,
north-east of hig mountain, a short
=
גְרָחְחב “Tut. ,גרהנ 3 impf. fem. plur.
distance from it, which suits the con-
myn) pass. to be killed, slain Ez.26,
text.

( ארהmountain-land) n. p. for northern
Media the great,

belonging to Assyria,

which is a mountainous district (in Ar.

6; Lament. 2,20.
₪

 הרגpass. the same, Is. 27, 7.

The stem is = Ar. ds (to pierce, to

הרג
violate), while r 5

הרם
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(murderously to and others, and after them Gusset, ex-

rebel) has a special meaning, though it

also has that of to kill; comp. the Gothic

vrik-an (to push), Lat. urg-ere (to press).
The org. root is גרה הbeing also in the
Targ. 972, whence. Na an axe, Zab.
en Mars, Arab. oo whence 65
Mars.
33 m. a killing , slaughter , choking,

Is. 27, 7; Ez. 26, 15; Ar.

death-

stroke.
"שנ
7, f. slaughter, killing, strangulation, 2808. 11,4; Jer.7,34; 12,3.

plain תורה Am. 1,13 and niny7 Hos.
14,1 as fortresses, fortifications, by,which

means

Darayng

ביִחְרַה Pp? in the

former, the ‘mase. pa? in the latter
are suitable; there must therefore be
other plurals of רה for another idea.

Wy

(Pahel- 0% reduplicated; not

used) Aram. prop. to hear,

to perceive

(by the sense of hearing), percipere auribus, while awn is to perceive by the
mind combining, percipere ratiocinatione
interna; then generally to receive into

the mind (through the senses), to think,

of persons dreaming, fancying, to imagine,
to conceive, whence “193. — The simple
part. 7  הרהconstr. תרה ,pl. תורה and
stem is “it, whose organic root lies also
nm, also fain, with suff. “Din,
in the Latin aur-is, German hör-en, and
bh):intr.. prop. same as 03 to be bellied, in hear, hoor.
& yaoıgı &yew, identical with a am)
Sm (only pl. 7797) Aram. m. prop.
in its org. root. Then 1. to conceive,
n (by the sense of hearing),
perceptio
to be pregnant, Gun. 16, 4; Junges 13,
;3 1 Cur. ,71,4 where 12m) is
 מauditus, then perception of a dream
Dan. 4, 2; creations of the mind (comp.
and ‘3 must not be taken in the sense

 תרהGof. mg, HT; fut. ap.חר 

of הפ usually it occurs absolut., but Syr. sin, a fancy, an imagination);
7199 was used for it later, Dan. 2,29 30;
also with > of the pers. by whom .
Gun. ,38 ;25  םינּוכְזל77 to be pregnant by 4, 16. — The derivation (Hitzig) hom
whoredom 38,24, Fig. "to conceive in mind, the Armen. chorhurd (thought) hardly
to go full of a thing,'e. g. with diay Ps.

,7,15 108 ,15 ,35 spy 934 Is. 59, 13
(see Puhal), oun, 33, ‘11. — 2. to have

deserves notice.

TIT see TH

 יִרָהbelonging to 7, seeהרה .
increase (in posterity), only part. plur.
I
see TTT.
nin Gen. 49, 26 parents,while mai
97
(with
suff. once ףנררה for (דליִרָה
signifies aie Hos. 2, 7; Sone oF
Sox. ,3 .4 .tavireD ,mS ,A  הרוןm. conception, then the pain of conception, Gen. 8, 16; Ruta 4, 3; Hos.
,a הרוה.
Pub. (הרָהinf. abs. 497) to be pregnant, 9, 11.
mest (K'tib) Hofal of ni) Dan. 8,
with accusat. "34 (a' male) Jos 3, 3;
11, like Bram 7,4, see DM.
figurat. to conceive in mind, Is. 59, 13.

( הסירהph with suff. nd) f. torn
7 (prop. part. of (הָרָה adj. m.
(which cannot appear), 127 (pl. תליה down, a ruin, Am.9,11, a figure of the
comp. 9, Sin) סע ( "הַרָהconstr. fallen Davidie kingdom.
 תגסירהf. destruction, Is. 49, 19.
הרת,pl.ning) 2 pregnant, Ex. 21, 22,
then also as a subst. Am. 1,13. תַכָל 7477
mas perhaps the ground-form of

with child, near to be ו
"1 Sam,
4, 19; bby NAT, ever pregnant i. 6.
never bearing JER. 20,17. The connection of it with a masc. Hos. 14,1 is
because of the reference to the inhabitants. But Parchon, Kimchi, Levi

mT,

see .הרה

on (not used) intr. to be be elevated, to project upward,

to

of men

and towers; figurat. to be strong, firm.
Derivat. the proper names DAT, DAT,

הרם
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D4; see 7577. Besides the well-known
Hebrew stems connected with it (ers,

32,36, which was elsewhere called תיּב
Bar Josua. 13, 27.

272, 04, D9); we have also from the

ON (fut. סלה and D47}) ir. pro-

same organic root on” 7 the stems an

 |פושto tear in pieces
(whence the proper name ma), טרה perly ı to tear, טס
lion) in
&e., as well a8 the Arab.
to arise (e. g. of the lion, comp. un?
the widest extension, the same organic
(whence ry a pyramid),שמ
₪ sto be high, root being found in DH», 07, YO,
1 ל = a stone set up, 8 grave- yrs, ory, pr, yr ה שרד7 &e.
stone), ית
(whence „>> a mountain- In its application: to pull own, with
accus. of the object nat”? Jupazs 6, 25,
peak, a mountain-height), and the Egyp"m Ez. 13, 14, בג 16, 89, by 26, 4,
tian p-iram (p is the article) pyramid.
main
26,12, “237 Mic. 5, 10, ay Is.
DT (height) see םרה ma.
14, 17; or absol. JER. 1,10; 24, 6; 31,
ONT (high, elevated) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 28; 45,4; Mau.1,4; Jos 12,14; ; coupled
, 8.
with דיבה yn2 (wing), Son and in
Dan (elevated, great) n. p. m. JOSH. opposition to m», bon; sometimes to de10, 33.
stroy, to annihilate, figurat. to scatter: ד
yay (with a of motion 317”) m. YAN to destroy a kingdom Prov. 29, 4;

only in Am. 4,3

in the difficult phrase Dad יד to break the teeth Ps. 58,7; =

 הַהַרְנוּנָהMesburl, where for the my to tear away from a station "Ts.
former the אא 'Symm., Jerome, Sy- 23, 19; לא ’m to break through to one,
riac and one ms. read “buh; for the ie ” press foreibly toward one Ex.
latter several mss. read myn

mm).

(from

If we take לשָה- asthe read-

ing, which is suitable, the verse should
be translated: and ye (women of Samaria)

wander through the breaches(0"272) each

19, 21 24.

הרס

Deriv. hom,

n9”.

See

Nif. Din (fut. OI) pass. to be torn
down, [1 ‘Prov. 24,31, המוח Jer. 50,
15, man Jo. 1,17, io) Ez. 30, 4;

before the other, and are cast (i. 6."driven)

toward 725s.

ye

ey my Ps. 11, 3; mio destroyed
is taken by the places Ez. "36, 35 36, cognate in sense

Targ.0 Symm., Syr. in the sense of Armenia, so far as this is said to be compounded of 37-43; Kimchi takes it as
= PW tower; according to the reading mentioned it is Hermon;

according

ninw.

Pih. ou a little stronger meaning
than that of Kal Exon. 23, 24; Is.

49, 17.

DM m. prop. a tearing in pieces
(from
dan, see Kal), concrete a lion,
be a place in the south of Palestine,
identical perhaps with 7194 7093. 15,  יר ההרס.sT ,91 81 ,ytic-noil eht eman fo
32, ךומר PY New. 11, 29. But agreeably Leontopolis iin Egypt. The singular
to the latter acceptation n°%4 in the expression seems to be selected for its
first part of the verse may also be =רח ambiguity , in order to have another
nye Is. 28, 21 or’» Syn. In any case, meaning connected with it. The LXX
render 7 ריק by mods ()קדצה dosthe last solution is better than that of
4% city‘of salvation, the Peshito abides

to the LXX= 44729 ,רה which would

a דה

by טל ,which is explained Hö5as (re-

{7 (mot used) intr. same as ya to deniptton, deliverance), and so agreeing
be firm, strong. Derivative

with the LXX

177 (strong) 1. n. p.m. Gen.11,26;
1 Cur. 28, 9. —

2. with ma 7

(from 055 to tear out,

to deliver, comp. (לצכ The Targ. has

of another collateral sense, viz. "1 destruc-

height) n. p. of a place in ‘Gad Num.
-

tion, referring to Jer. 23, 13. There is

הרר
also a reading 07m,
polis.

התל
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meaning

Helio-

רcrt
 חרTL. (i.e. 27;
not used) intr. to
ו

be high, to be elevated, se efferre, prop. to
rise up, to project, to be prominent,

Ar. 28 , hence “horruit”; deriv. רה , רה,

Tan, Ah. Metaph. to u firm, strong,
(see Das,, (םֶרָת comp. .הרה

77 II. (not used) tr. same as AR
to curse, to imprecate; comp. Arab. 5

( טקשהprop. inf. Hif.) m. a keeping
quiet, rest.

See upw Hif.

Nam
en

man
22, 22.

(prop. inf. Hithp.) f. the

of “oneself, adoration

2 Kınas

(inf. Hif.) m. a melting, Ez.

MAD

(prop. Aram. inf. Hithp.)

f. a befriending, an attachment,
11, 23.
an Is. 21, 14 see Tnx.

Dan.

(detestatus est). Deriv. "471.

( ףךמהold Persian) ₪. p. of an officer
7 (with suff. a7) m. 1 mountain, in the court of Ahasuerus Estu. 4, 5.
only "Jur. 17,3 my ‘mountain in the field, The meaning is to be looked for in ;תה
a designation of Jerusalem (comp. 18, Jz appearing to be a termination.
14 rock of the plain). According to
others curse (from “77 11. which see),
ban (Kal not used) intr. to laugh,
and so the place is translated: my curse to jest(cognate in
i sense poi, poe), Ar.
is against the field (comp. Lament. 3,65), Ks (to jest, to make oneself merry);
i. e. I curse their province. — 2. (mountain) n. p. of a place otherwise un- then like pny to mock, whence the adject.
known, whence the Gentile 77, 2 Sam.
23,11 33, as a surname: a) ‘of the Davidie hero mad (1 Car. 11, 27 ninaw),
written יררה "in 1
27, and “An
2 Sam. 23, 25. b) of the Dayidie hero
main 1 Car. 11, 34, the surname and
the addition of naw-j2 being omitted in
2 Sam. 23, 32. 9 “of the Davidic hero
peony, 1 Cun. 11, 35, "758, being instead of it in 2 Sam. 23,33 (see IR). —
3. (with suf. or Gen. 14, 6) see רה

7

RR

n. p. of a place, same

as “i 2, whence the Gentile “7157, 1 Cur.

11, 37.
 רֶרָהm. an assumed form for "7,
seeהר .

um

cod. Sam. for DAS, for the

sake of alliteration to .רה "see DAS.
Don (shining, tun) n. p. of a man

of הז whose two sons, not named par-

( התלpl. ona subst.), the subst. 97713 5
Shs is
i the same, which has the secondary meaning to deceive, to play false to.
Hence

Pih. I. da (fut. Smi33) to mock, to
deride, with 2 of the person 1 Kınas
18, 27; LXX poxcnoiter, Vulg. illudere.

Pih. II. (according to Kimchi in his

Dictionary) לָתַה (2 person mony, fut.
Inn, ,לתחת inf. constr. Paar in all
these forms the middle consonant has
the character of a guttural, which cannot be doubled by Dagesh) 1. to mock,
to deride, to slight, with a of the person
Jupges 16,10 13 15; 708 13,9.— 2. to
deceive, to rally, to mislead, with 3 of
the person Gun. 31, 7, or absol. Ex. 8,
25; comp. SB to despise and deceive,
to play false to.
The fundamental signification of the
stem and its forms lose their obscurity,

ticularly, are numbered among Da- in the manner indicated; and bn} is then
vid’s heroes 1 Cur. 11,34. For pwn
of like meaning (whose Hof. is (לתוה
2 Sam. 23, 32 has 7) (from pw?= yon
 יand  לcoinciding elsewhere as ini-

to shine).
MIA

(inf. Hif.) f. announcement,

a causing ‘to hear, Ez. 24, 26,

tial sounds; the doubling of the >, the
last radical sound, is as in 19417 JUDGES
5, 7, and is not even

permanent; in

התל
Er; Gen. 31,7 the accent is drawn back.

— As to the organic root, it is bn7,

673

ו

abstract noun) m. pl. mockings, derisions,
Jos 17,2. The doubling of the third

Dn-2, found also in J to juggle, to radical sound is frequent in this forma₪

deceive, «Kö to cheat, (2-2 to disappoint.

Ian (pl. arn) adject. m. mocked,
derided; see םיִלתַה

pbnn (the adject. Dnt become an

tion.

MOM see boy.
DAT see Dun.

aa] i, 6. m3 belonging to Pihel
npin, see nan.

1, called 11 (or ,ריר 181), Vau, as a however, the K’ri endeavoured for the
letter signifies a peg, nail, hook, because, most part, to obliterate it. — 4. for the
as is alleged, the sign of the letter is long 6 in forms like 5143, רובג ;in later
like that figure in ancient writing, as writing still more elongated, 0. ₪. mp,
may still be seen from the Phenician. yin Ps. 72, 14. — 5. for win an acThe same is the case even in the square

cented syllable at the end, for example

character. But the choice of the name
was not made on account of resemblance
of the sign to the object, but because of
the initial sound, which holds good in

טוש 108 ,1 ,7  כתובkatüb, לרוגד
2
but this was often altered when it ceased
to be a final syllable, or when the vowelsigns were afterwards introduced. —
6. at the close of a word for 0 or 6,
1. 6. 1205, 29772, 55, 19972, 1D, but also

the case of the rest of the alphabet.
In the Semitic alphabet Vau was the
sixth letter; and as the sixth it came
to the Greeks from the Phenicians under

interchanged with ה when it represents
ö, e. ₪ ,המלש  הערפְנrarely א is put

the name Bai (F). The Greeks, how-

after the 1 as 6 or 0, 6. ₪. 10" Eze. 3,
7, ,אובר 8779 280%. 1, 1, sds; but א

ever, excluded it afterwards from the
list of letters, but retained it as &zior עסBav in denoting the number 6;
while it also continued as the Aeolic

precedes it distinctly when 1 makes the

beginning of the syllable, 6. ₪. ,רא ,רוא
seldom in the middle, as דראכ nöd Jupazs
digamma (F). It came to the Latins as 4,19, 182" vayyabö 2 Kınas 14,13 for
F. ı1is 6 as a numeral; 4 is 6000; its 3277, והישואי Jer. 27, 1, תוארק Prét.
sound was vd.
 רas the prefixed conjunction & (and) conWith regard to the essential nature tinues to be written only by 7, e. ₪.
of the sound, it was originally a semi- ובית. — 7. Where 1 was to be written
vowel like Yod, whence it is connected as a consonant and a vowel in succeswith u. Before the introduction of the sion, the vowel only was written, e. g.
vowel signs 1 constantly stands for the  וישתחו1 Kines 9, 9 for ,ווחתשיו —
extended and longer u and o, 1. where After vowel-points were introduced,
two vowels come together, 6. g. ירה höi, a point was put over 7 for ö (5); to

“13 20108. —

2. after a short or long denote ₪, the point was put into the
middle of the vowel-letter 1(4); and the

a, with which it forms a kind of diphthong, conseg. for au, 6. ₪. ןרוח chauran,
whence chöran. — 3. at a later period
the short u also began to be expressed

sign — was placed only where a Vau

did not stand for u, which sign, therefore, is interchanged with 7, 6. ₪. "bs

by it, e. ₪. םלוכ kullam Jur. 31, 34, and “yan Gun. 24, 5 39.

 הוכהhukka Ps. 109, 5, ma" Jechonya
Jur. 27, 20, םינבוה hobnim Ez. 27, 15,
SPIN oniyya 2 Cur. 8,18 &., where,

The

₪

following have still to be no-

ted in connexion with the vowel ı.
1. When ? follows, it attracts the 1 into

6

773

ו

itself, 6. g. קח from Auinak, but i remains in an äccented syllable, ₪ יט

valent, instand of the 4, till a later period,

melts into 3, e.g. iman> from Ptabtd-ü.
There are only a few exceptions to this,

45) (352), by (vin), which have

with Yod; the Yod not becoming pre-

10808 — 2. with a preceding (a+ u) it e.g. 7] wine, NIT. (os), dei IL yin),
as 170. But 1 becomes a consonant, when
the mixed sound ai ("-) precedes, which
becomes 6, e.g. in the suffix רי-out of
aiu; or in certain noun-forms, 6 ₪ nn
out of ma-ut, to distinguish them from
the construct state (m2), though the
language gives the contracted forms more

frequently, e. g. 537, 950, Minand others;

or when 1is the third radical sound, e. g.
nd, to which, however, there are exceptions, e. g. 177. — 3. After7preceding,1
passes into the consonant ₪ 6. g. 7303,
ve, TaN, though the language rather

avoids this change.

( רגהaim), 33 (in), n>) (n>%),
interchanged their initial 7 with Yod.
1 at the beginning has continued only
in some remains, viz. in 7 Gen. 11,
30, רזה Prov. 21, 8, 7), and in some
proper names

A,

m,

m

U,

057 80. where much is still doubtful.
In the formation of stems, we have
to distinguish, the beginning, middle,

and end with respect to 1.

1. At

the beginning of a stem the language,
as has been mentioned, avoided Vau,

and where 1 was necessary as the first
radical sound, it always passed over into

The same happens ר, appearing again in flexion where it

with 6 following, e. g. 11771; but not
with a, 6. ₪. DIAND out of Ptabu-äm.
As a middle sound, ı has a twofold
nature. Itis eithera labial, and so softer
than ,ב  פגor it is a hardened vowel
u. In the former case ר 18 interchanged

has not to stand at the commencement.
—

2. In the middle of stems, such only

have 1 in which the letter 18 wholly a

consonant, e.g. 315, O8, ,לר TN, Ms,

mm, 73, mm, Am; on the other hand
the so-called רע are nothing but simple
a) with ,ב e.g. רג and 24; Diy and Dax; monosyllabic stems with the medialsound
ms and as; Aram. לד iad "Hebr. bad; a, as follows from a strict historical and
way Ar. ese (to supply the place ₪ analytic examination, the fact being confirmed by flexion and comparative phib)with 5, 6. g. 7) and 195; and con- lology. 1 medial as a consonant, like
sequently c) with n, e. 0 1398 and all labial sounds, may become so weak
vais, Aram. man and mn.
and liquid that nothing more remains
The fact of the laws of 1 and > as of them than the a-sound connected with
‘vowel letters being similar, both being them, e.g.nijand חר yyw and ay; 728

alike weak and liquid, has given rise and jj, ban ‘and bn, baw and bus, pan
to their frequent interchange in the and pn; “on and“ רח hey and חמו
formation of roots and stems, 6. g. 177

and ,היה 717 and m; Ama spot ל
13, 10 24 ‘from mm to declare;

Spar and >xarm.

n. p.

Hence it comes to

pass that roots or stems ending with the
soundsiand uw, which must have been ori-

now and תש

It has been preserved

somewhat oftener in N, 6 ₪ 783 and
mm, man and mm 9
But the old
custom of looking upon concave stems
or such as have a for the middle sound
as דע , makes

it necessary to put them

ginally different, are already fused into in the dictionaries as ,דע — 3. At the
one another completely, i. e. the final end of stems, Vau has always the power
i-sound prevailed in flexion; and ר 8

been preserved only in 13, 139, in order
to distinguish the stem from המט to draw
out, רבע to point out. The same is the
case at the beginning of stems and roots,
where the language had stems and roots

of a consonant. — 4. When 1 as a consonant forms the middle sound, the Arabic
has the v-sound at the beginning; comp.

min, ,הוצ .הול
itt

דזן

See .הולע

wt

ITs

with the primitive initial Vau, and dis-

} is the conjunction “and” before Sheva.
or labial sounds, and it only appears as

tinguished them from those beginning

ax in the word main.

See }.

ו

N) IL. (not used) is the simple organic

1 see +

=

והב
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3

root for the reduplicated stem 7] (from
‘| (3 with Dagesh following) is pro- |. Nini, whence the noun 77), to rivet toperly the strongly uniting Vau with the
gether, to hook together; comp. the Ar.
fut. (imperf.); ךon the contrary appearing
with the perfect. A simple action is put els (prop. to bring together, to unite;
by it into a certain state of dependence, conj. VI. to collect) and
„>, where the
i. e. it does not alter the time, but it
same fundamental signification should
develops it farther; hence the name Vau
conversive (pera wiis unsuitable. Ety- be adopted; Sanskrit wé (see Pott, etym.
mologically, it is natural to seek no
other origin for it than it is for the conJunction 1. See the grammars.

Forschungen I. 230. 259), Latin vi-ere,
vi-men 60. In no case can one put it

along with 719 (Ewald, ausführl. Lehrb.
d.hebr. Sprache §. 117). Perhaps the con-

1 (before Sheva or a labial 1; when necting 1 may have arisen from this
the accented syllable follows immedia- simple root, prop. va (= Lat. que, ve;
tely, 1) the conjunction “and” uniting Copt. ne) union, addition.
words and clauses. But it also signifies
לאְוI. belonging to Nif. N13 see DN I.
with, and indeed, and yet. Generally it
 לאְוIL. belonging to Hif. האיל see
has many meanings, according as it is
explanatory, adversative &c., according DR) 0.
to its position before clauses which inba belonging to Hif. Da%7 see bar.
volve the cause, the consequence, the
aim &c.

On its application and mean-

ings see the Syntax. The conjunctive
Vau was pronounced u, like the 5 in

שבוbelonging to :27  טיבלהsee un.

 הנוbelonging to Hif. man see 3°.
the vulgar Arabic. — As to the proper
NT] Aram. belonging to Af. NIM see
origin of 7 (ve), it is partly connected
gt.”
with a8 (px) and therefore with the
Ar. & (ses nN), as HN... ףא Is.
1
mn belonging to Hif. 1354, Hithp.
IT:

is identical with 1,..7 88, 15; partly INT, see הדו I.
with לא (aN), which ‘still means at
 ודוn. p. Ez. 27, 19

in 758879 (from המ  ואI), 88 לא

לא...

whether ...or ד 5,21 is= 2. . 6
29,9, and like ix generally is interhinged with 4 Nun. 5, 14, being like

according

Michaelis same as lol, ie.

to

לש

two rivers, and en pername of a city
of Arabia, as Gobla in Arabia was
also called city of the two rivers; but
1 in its fundamental ו
It probably } in the passage referred to
includes in itself, therefore, the Ar.5
3 is the conjunctionךand = ד ,177 see 777;
and 3; and the numerous senses may or it is abridged from“ ודע Aden, where
be explained by the union of the signi- commerce was carried on, according to
fications of both. In no case should Edrisi.

it be referred to a noun-stem (7% which
see), at most perhaps to the organic root

[ עדbelonging to Nif. yais, Hif.

ni 11. (which see); but the fundamental
signification is to be sought partly in

, עידוהHof. ,עדּוה
Hithp. yn,
seeדע rtי.
ו
De
*

)TY .marA ees גוד

the pronominal stem לא or 8 (which see),
am n. p. of a place on the border
partly in the pronominal stem ףא (which
see), iD or Np (in NEN, NiBN, py), as of the Amorite and Moabite terrialso in the Latin ve.

>  [א1. (pronominal stem) see .אה

tories, where Israel conquered in battle

Nom. 21, 14, as Ibn Ganäch, Parchon,
Ibn Esra, Kimchi and others understand:

N

ועץ
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it. This Vaheb was situated in 1970
which is as little known as the former,

5m) belonging to Nif. ,לחלנ Zif.
Sim, see לחי
both being found in no other place than
Nm") (old Persian, either worthy of
the fragment belonging to an old song
"29, which be- reverence, from the Persian 3; 3, or pure
The reading of from the Persian ₪ 234 prop. white; more
the Targ. SS (to be given, delivered) probably from the Zend. vahja better,
which Kimchi found in mss.; ; and the very good, an epithet of Ized haoma,
taking of 1930 as = nd 02; the trans- and from zata born, hence born of Ized
lation of Rashi am (TWN) “My, and that Haoma) n. p. m. Esta. 9, 9. See Stern and
of the Peshito בהלהny; the opinion of Benfey, tiber die Monatsnamen &c. p.199.

of the lost די mame
gins with accusatives.

others that it is a proper name =

21,18: —
ticism.

MD} belonging to Nif. nis, Hif.

are all adverse to sober cri- moin,
np.

[ @eduplicated from אר 17.which see)

Hof. חכּוה ,Hithp. nam,

see

" לדsee br.

tr. to unite, to rivet; derivative

ay m. a child, offspring Gun. 11, 30.

zi (plur. 1), constr. "11, with suffie
ps7) m. a hook, nail, which rivets or

 דלm. the same, 2 Sam. 6, 28 K’ri.

holds fast something, found only in Ex.

7) belonging to Hif. ךיקוה see 2%.

ch. 22. 26. 27. 36. 38.

It is a very old

word that goes beyond the invention
of the art of writing (see 4).

11] belonging to 71} see im.
( רשעan adopted stem for 111 Prov.
;21,8 not used) intr. to bear (a burden),
hence figurat. to sin, to be laden with

7a} I. belonging to Hif. ,הכלה 6

ma 1
iP Il. (not used) intr. to be weak,

tame (Ar. 55), which has been assumed
as a stem for 7347; but probably= 737 II.
(whence

min), prop. to coo, then to

guilt (comp. 717 230 Is. 53, 11, 9 a2 sing, to praise, generally identical. with
my IL. as is הני I. with 99 I. Deriv.
Ps. 38, 4); Ar. 25 (to bear a Durden,
m (from $172) Jah is praise, comp
whence 3 3 ler, prop. bearer of a
burden i. e. of an employment; comp.
bajulus in the mediaeval period, out
of which came baillif, Ital. bailo, French

chargé d'affaires) and figur. Br (to sin,
to be laden with guilt), the noun »
(burden and guilt, crime). Deriv. רז
— The organic root "1-1 may be con-

nected with that in vr I. (whence 941).

the proper name 39) n.p.m. EzR.10,36.

[ רסbelonging to Nif. 1942, Hof.
TON, see on.

AD} belonging to Mi. pi, Hif.
הוסיף,see O°.

10} belonging to the Nifal- Hithp.
man, see 7".

ar) m. guilt, crime, hence "71 שיא
WY belonging to Nif. 4242,
Prov. 21, 8 man of guilt, opposed. to a  הועיד, Hof. ya, see TI.

Hif.

the pure; like the adject. 79227 and the

m belonging to Nif. דעלכ ,see 127.
opposite “18? in the same passage. But
since the sense and context alone could
 [לעbelonging to Hif.דעיל , seeעל 
justify this acceptation; since Hebrew
usus loquendi and the absence of all
 ףעוbelonging to Hof. ףעוה and the
reason for applying such an unhebrew noun nayin, see MP".
word are repugnant; Jewish interpreters
have classed it with .רז

yy belonging to Nif. ץערכ ,see P32.

ופס
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DD] (not used) see "921.
DD) (from 551 =MOB; rich) n. p. m.

7
ow) belonging to Aif. ,טישלה see

nun.

 ןשוI. (not used) intr. same as jUy I.

Nom. 13, 14.

yd) belonging to Hif. ya, see .לפרי (which see) to be strong, firm, Ar. uel

(the same); derivat. perhaps }wi strong,
 [צר.II gnignoleb ot .fiN רצר,
 נHof. as an epithet of Jah (comp. the proper
 רצוהsee en.
name 2Wx fortification). Derivat. the
proper name U.

Ay) see MEN.

 ןשIl. belonging to Nif. 8,

IR see Ip.
 [קעbelonging to if. ypin, Hof.
IR,

see IP.

 [קרbelonging to Hif. "pin, see Rn
N

belonging to Nif. ארלכ see Nm.

ישו
"u (mad Jah is strong) n. p. m.
1 Cm. 6, 13, for which לארי stands in
1 Sam. 8, 2, which may have the same
‘signification.
 עשְוbelonging to Hif.הלשיע , see

N] belonging to 27. air, see m.

yon.

1} belonging to if. main, see ar.

שר

vu belonging to Mf. Wi, Hif.
היריטש,see שרי

AW belonging to Nif. zwi, Hi.
 הושיב806 AU".

see

שר

gnignoleb ot 72:  הושירsee

( יִתְשוold Persian
 אשbeautiful
woman, Zend. wahisti optim) n. p. fr
Esra.
1, 9-19; 2, 1-17.
nm belonging to noun nnin, see nn.

1, called Sayin (711 in the old language,
from ar 1. comp. Armen. zen a weapons;

it obviously proceeded from a Phenician

name

my

that

may

have

been

afterwards הכרוז was used for it 1 Kinas

used for it. As a numeral, + stood for

22, 38) signifies, as a letter of the
alphabet, a weapon, because it has the
form of a pointed weapon (sword, dagger,
lance &e.) in old writing, and in the
Phenician still, as well as in almost all
alphabets derived from it. This assump-

7, i for 7000. Besides, only sa must
have been uttered, before the appella-

tion was made when inquirers started
with the view that the earliest writing
consisted of hieroglyphics; a view not

confirmed

by a closer

examination.

tion Sayin, other sounds also presupposing a simpler name.
The sound of the letter 1 was origin-

ally a soft, liquid s (somewhat resembling the French z), to which the Ar.
) corresponds, e.g. bin I. Ar.x.Sty,5

ws I. Ar. ₪5, Wy Ar. sh, va Ar. 55,

of and so m, 913, רג a 0 But there
the initial sound. In the Mishna (Sabb. is also commented with sthe dull sound.
12,5) it is true a shorter form רז(whence d, with which it was fused into one
the plur. 471) appears instead of the sounds ds, and for which there is a
The

name was chosen on account

name 471, as the Arab. |} also occurs peculiar character in Arabic 6. In com(from sh ), and the Ethiopic zat &e.; paring the two languages this circumbut the Gros name 776 cannot be at stance must be attended to,e.g. hq, Ar.
all explained by that circumstance, as lds, nat Ar. 5 &e. From this‘double

*

1
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nature of the sound 7 we can explain,
1. how it can change with other sibilants, or how they can mutually pass
into one another in organic roots as
well as stems, 6. ₪. Aram. זַא-א Hebr.
WN, ats and sy; particularly a) with

in these interchanges sometimes one is
more frequent than the other, sometimes the Hebrew varies from the dialects.

In addition

to what

has been

said, this should be remarked: 1. the
occasional exchange of 1 and 3, as
D: as "Toy and סלע  רוזand 90; 27 vat 1 and “123; a3 Ez. 25, 7 and 135
and לז a and סנס 128 and Dip; m “47, 13 and הז very seldom of ל
m and רקס nt and.3072; or,compar- as nw and ypw. As this mutual reing Semitic ‘dialects: so;9 ei ma lation of the other sibilants and the
k-sounds is found in the formation of
Syr. bao; םז Ar.16; WD Ar.
05;bon stems, as “Ow and ann, mW and 723,

Ar. Je; pon Ar. > &e. b) with:

uo and um, ai) and 2, “as and

Pt and mz; mar and my; ‘pr and Dx;
vr Is. 66, 11 and ard) רז and רצ SA
and “3%; and comparing Semitis dialects: Syr. 13°) Hebrew mo; Syr. פן
Hebr. pax &c. c) with :ש "as mr 1Sam.

tion of the k-sounds. — 2. The letter

as 797 and Pew “zt and “YR; 13 & ברe. shew, it cannot have arisen
and SER; ג and YR: au and nny; from orthographical causes, but only
from vocal ones, from an original sibila-

17, 34 and mip; Orr and Si; py and

has a vocal relation to 4, which was
generally reckoned, on account of its
peculiar pronunciation, sometimes to the
gutturals (rh, 6), sometimes to the rustling
sounds. Thus 6. g. pa =p 3 Ez. 1, 14,

pi; ar and no; 2) and mar; Apt itm and 79m7,13; comp. Don and bon.
and 53D; especially observable in a Besides 7 and 4 may also have been
comparison of the dialects, e. ₪. קט Ar. very like one another in shape, as in
Arabic there is but one figure for both;
cy &e. d) with ₪: as 113 and wan; pin hence in this language the interchange
and pan; m (are) and “Wp ea
of, and03 isBi frequent, 6 > >
2. It is especially ‘interchanged with t- and 5
and 5:52; so too in Persounds, among which the transition
sian; a too the Latin Furius and
into ד sands foremost, as a) 527 and Fusius, honor and honos, arbor

dot; mar and 797 11; sy and רק and arbos, quaero and quaeso. —
urlTandıלדג 727 and 727 and others (see 3. The letter has a connection with 7
4). In particular, the Aramaean flattens (which see), as the Latins change the
7 into ,ד as may Aram. n34, u); ו  בחrough breathing of the Greeks - into

Aram. 2:77, en; “ra Aramı 13, 52> s, so e.g. Dur II. and part, comp. ללה
&c.; the reverse seldom happening, as and Day; but this is rare. — 4. It has

27 Targ. ףלֶז 19327 Targ. אָּתְרּובְז a connection with the liquid n, e. ₪. 997

and “p32, Ar and x92 11, 292 and עוז
mar
and Mp2, WIT and m; the proper
inclines to keep the sibilant sound. In
Ar. 0 stands instead of it, though not name IT 1 Chronx. 23, 11 and אָניִז

where the Zabian’ "dialect, especially,

constantly, as Ny 55

&e.

Compare

for this interchange the |
(Doric) for 0002800, 000006 for ands.

23,10, &e.

NT I. (pronominal stem) an original
form of the demonstrat. pronoun, which

b) It is interchanged with 0, as חַבֶז
and nay, “ht and "Hy, Dit and nad;
.faeD stands for it, as סמ Ar.
6( with n, as לזלז and nbn, NT
- NA, Spt and קת "ry Is. 5, 13

passed into Xt (which see), according to
the usual exchange of a and o; and

perhaps = "rn (Deur. 32, 24) &. But

fro, "to stir, identical with the organic

then the feminine formation תאז (which
see) arose out of NT.

NI I. (not used) intr. to move to and

NT
root 37, ND (in 015), 90°3, which

ובר
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 זְאתָהJer. ,62 6 ,bit’K

tuohtiw yna

exists out of Semitie, in the Sanskrit sé, Greek oav-, oei-, cat-av 6
From this then came the reduplicated
Kal זז out of NINT, as NOND, Y1yT out
of ND,₪ which latter usually isi derived
as aah רע from mr. Bee rit 1

greater emphasis; in later writers also
with n dropped, as 77 2 Kinas 6, 19;

forms the basis of the feminine forma-

,2 ,23 sometimes with a noun Ps. 80,
,15 8
without one Is. 28, 7,

Ez. 40,45; Eccuus, 2,2 24; 5,15 18;
;7,23 ,9,13 as femin. nouns in dth and

ith sometimes reject th in the same late
time) pron. demonstr. f. 1. this, 2 Sam.
NT, originating from Nt (which see), ,23,17 1 Kınas 3, 23, nxf5 to this Gen.

tion nN (which see), לז Hos. 7, 16 and
ar Ps. 12, 8, Has. 1, fi, which are originally the same, also standing dialecti-

where one easily perceives the reference

a wolf. But when we consider that
ant is reckoned to the fox species in
the East and the old Egyptian sib only
signifies the Jackal; still farther, that
this animal is named from the colour
of its hair in other languages: it is
better to take INT = am, ANY, to be
EN like gold, to be יב
The

mart Gen. 9, 12 this is the sign of the
covenant; Ex. 12,43; Luv. 6, 2; or where
 הָיָהstands with it "16, 34; Jo. 1,2. It
also precedes where the amphits is laid
upon the demonstrative pronoun (see

to a feminine noun.

In its usual junc-

eally for it. On the other hand 7 is tion with a noun ’t stands after it, like
every adjective, 6. ₪. MNT NAG ‘Gan.
only MAT, after the n is dropped.
,21 ;30 but where the verb to be is in-
AN! (not used) intr. perhaps same as 0
it precedes, i. 0. the verb to be
 זעto be furious, hence the noun AN} separates it from the noun, as תלא NNT

mt), 2 Kanes 6,13.

nAT...nNT the one

.. the other 1 Kinas 3, 23. — 2. It is
the neuter this, where it stands some-
ar. 65 (to frighten) is connected with times before, Gun. 45, 17, sometimes
after, Ps. 7,4, as 7 also is
3 4 — Be-
Bis,“5
ply (to drive, to drive forward, to sides, it may sometimes signify being,
drive away, to scare), and has nothing self, like the Arab. «Id, just as this
in common with our Nt.
meaning is found in אּוָה and x’; but
aNT (plur. םיִבָאָז ‘constr. “ANT)m as it is not united with a suffix, ce
1. epicene: a wolf, ₪ she-wolf Gen. 49, 2 cases are susceptible of another ex-
Is. 11, 6; 65,25; Ez.22,20, named from planation.
‚the golden colour of its hair, like the

Latin vulpes, Gothic wulfs, German

JI] (not used) intr. to rove about

As the Ar. 430 signifies also

hither and thither (in the air); comp. Lat.

a "| Has. 1, 8, .מע 3, 3 (Targ., Parchon) iis a wolf that goes forth ini the night

TI tr. to present with a thing, with

plural nina. — 2. (wolf)|n. p. m.
JUDGES 7,25. See also ANT ap)
MN (formed from the mase. Nt = NT
and this = 4%, by means of: the feminine termination -t; with -ה appended

of making a"present to one (comp. the
German Angebinde), identical with the

Wolf.

the fox, the old Egyptian sib the musca from pvt, musso, Ar. reduplic.
jackal, so here too the canis aureus, AS, Aram. 2133. Deriv. 231; but
Avxos yoboeos, the jackal, is chiefly meant. as to the proper name "ar, consult it.
for prey, comp. Avxog PUKTEQWOS (Op- accus. of the object and the person Gen.
‘pian, Cyneg. 3, 266), puxtimoQog (ib. 1, 30, 20, as the Targ., LXX, Vulg. and
440); on the contrary nina, 'ָז JER. 5, others have taken it, having an allitera6 a wolf of the forests, since ay has no tion with 527; prop. to bind in the sense
stems DAY, 7DY &c.

The organic root

is therefore דב Deriv. 727, and the

‘proper names דב 1a דובז "ar (belonging to man), Maar,
:
"rar &e.

ובר

ובח
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Pi. 21 (not used) to make a present,

TI2T (endowed, presented, sc. by El)

to give; deriv. the proper name ‘That.
n. p. m. 1 Kinas 4, 5.
Tat (an endower, a giver, viz. Jah is)
127 (from Pihel; bestower, giver) n.
n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2, 36; 7,21; 11, 41; p. m. 'Ezr. 8, 14 K’tib.
2 Cur. 24, 26, for which רכזי (perhaps
( הָדּובְזpresented, given, by God) ₪.
for say?) stands in 2 Kinas 12, 22. 2% "2 Kınas 23,36 K’ri, for which the
Compounded with it in Hebrew are the Ki has 7737. By form it is an adproper names "77137, Ya)
Tain, ject. fem. of mase. Ta; but a form
Tas, Saray 5 in Palmyrene bya mat may have also existed.

ie. EN

(Palmyr.

inscript. 4,1),

distat (ibid. inscript. 2).

ar adj. m., 1721 f. see MAT.
727 (construct state in the proper
name rar) m. a present,

Gun. 30, 20.

Out of it are formed the proper names
131 (in the New Test. 137), DNIaT.

"baat (and Sat; with a of motion
mbar): m. 1. prop. a place surrounded,
enclosed, hence a habitation, Ps. 49, 15

and their image (their beautiful body) is
for corruption; the grave is that which is

of their habitation, i. e. what remains of

their habitation,

it forms their 5121;

tower, hence temple 1 Kinas 8,13, 2 Car.
( יִדָבַזnat; Jah is a gift) n. p.m. 6, 2, in full form שדק  'ָזIs. 63, 15; the
Josn. 7, 1, for which “at stands in tower or habitation of heaven, where the
1 Cur. 2,6; 8,19; 27, 27; ‘Nex. 11, 17; sun and moon were supposed to reside,
but בז Zeßeduios Marra. 4, 21 (Syr. Haz. 3, 11 sun and moon enter into the
rh) is an adjective.

tower of heaven (1937); cognate in sense
irn. Hence לע the Saturn of the Phe-

ַ( לָאיִדְבElis gift1. 6. bestower) n. p. nicians, was called Saar bya i.e. Ba‘al
m. Nun. 11,14; 200000 1 Macc. 11,17. of the heavenly tower, ‘referring to his
( הָיְדְבְזfrom Taf; Jah is giver) n. p. fortress in the seventh heaven, as he is

also called עב by2 (which see), >22
m. 1 Cm. 8, 15 17; 12,7; Ezr.
8, 8; prow. — 2. (see bar 2) a gift, onlyiin
01, 02.
the proper name Pat. — 38. (a gift,
377727 (the same) x. p. m. 1 Cur. viz. from Jah) n. p. m. Junges 9, 28.
26, 2; 2 Car. 17, 8; 19, 11.
ְ ןּוְלּובsee P31.
337 (pl. constr. "arar) m. 1. prop. a
baat see Pot.
little animal that roams about or flies
nat (inf. constr. at, fut. mays) tr. to
hither and thither; spec. a jly, a 000/00,
Is. 7, 18, a figure of the military mul- slaughter, with accus. ‘of the object, ₪
titude of Egypt; nya ’t death-bringing  שהIs. 66, 3, “pa, NY Num. 22, 40,

i. e. poisonous fly Eccuzs. 10,1. — 2.4  שור1 Kmes 1 19; also absolutely, to
flying, buzzing insect, only in union with kill for sacrifice, to 8
0001/88. 9,

 בעל1 Kinas 1,2, the name of Baval at 2, with > or "29% of the person for whom
Ekron, as the averter of the insect. Ex. 8,23 24; "23, 19; 1Kımas 8,62; and

Similarly Zeve azouvıos (Paus. 8, 26, in this sense also with the accus., e. g.
4), the deus Myiagrus of the Romana nde Deur. 16, 2, םיִמָלִש 27,7, main,
(Solin. ch. 1). Comp. the epithets of objectively Lev. 29,27 or suhfeetiveiy
Hercules imoxzovos (vermin-killer), x0g- Ps. 50, 23; nay 1 ‘SAM, 2,13; of hu-

voniow (locust-killer).

See 592. — In man 6
Ez. 16, 20; with a of
word is found the place where Ps. 27, 6; with לע at
with a like meaning,Ar. „Lö, Syr. or upon somewhat Ex. 20, 4 23,18;
rer, LAS}, Targ. 8337, 89127, Talm. 1 Kınas 13, 2. Figurat. to prepare a
NAT, Malt. dybbyn &e., only that + is ree meal (ofwhat is slaughtered) 1 Sam.
‚4. Derivat. nat, mat and Tamm.
there smoothed off into 0 or d.
the dialects the same

ובח
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Pih. rat (fut. 3319) intensive: to sacrifice frequently, 1 Kıas 3,3, with 3, לע
or "389 of the place Hos. 4,13; 1Kınas
3, 2;'8,5; and 5 of the person or thing

30,20. Some have wished to find another meaning of Dat with reference to

mat Has. 3,11, comparing bax I. and

giving it the meaning of to be pale, dunPa. 106, 38; Has. 1, 16; construed ge- coloured, mat as anoun signifying palenerally like Kal. ‘p OP 1 Hos. 4, 14 to ness (so Wahl); but there is no sufficient
reason for this.
sacrifice, supported ‘by a person.

The stem nat is flattened in Aram.
21 II. (not used) only a collateral
into 727, Syr. u, but where we also form of Tat, arising from the interfind u], Ar. _ 35; still stronger in the change of 7 (which see) and ,ל whence
Hebrew mab, and with an initial vowelsound na. The organic root is 112°7;
comp. Greek ogay, the theme of apes
nat (pl. Dar) m. 1. a victim, Gen.

bray in the proper name har.

br m. the arch of heaven, a tower, only

in the proper name 21°8 (which see).
bar see DIT.

31,54, with the addition of that which
wat (also ולר and "121; gifted, viz.
serves to make it, as םיִמָכַש Lev. 3, 1,
of God) n. p. of the tenth son of Jacob
min 22, 29, "pa 2 Cur. 7 5; Re
by Leah Gen. 35,23; 46,24, and then
employed 7
in the sense of a of the tribe descended from him Num.
sacrifice, of which one may partake 1,9, whose territory in Palestine is deNum. 15, 3; or generally sacrifice 1Sam. scribed in Jose. 19,11 &c. Gentile »'ona1
15,22; hence to sacrifice is expressed by Num. 26, 27 from 7131, as the LXX

mar הטל 703, mar 1 Sam. 1, 21; Jer.
and Vulg. pronounced the name.
33,18;" Eocım. 4, 7.
8 Fieurak a
Be slaughter Is. 34, 6; with Pom 299.
₪ same as Aram. 731, which see.
1,7. — 3a ל
a meal, Prov. 17,
pP! (part. pl. 77231) Aram. intr. to
1; 1Sam. 9,12; hence םיִמָיַה  'ָזa yearly

(sacrificial) 0% 1 Sam. 1,"21; הָחָפְשִמ 7

acquire, to purchase, to gain, Ray (time)

a family meal 20,29. —
p. m. 002098 8, 5.

Verr. 1, 07 hence the proper name

4. (ie) n. Dan. 2,8; comp. “emere tempus” (Cic.

( הָחְבְזonly in pl. with suf. onmar) אָניִבָה The stem is usual in Aram.
f- prop. sacrifice, only ie idolatry,( Sy.‘<5)), but the organic root is a
existing also in the Sanskrit pan, wan,
idolatrous worship, Hos.4, 19.
Lat.
ven-do, Gothie vinn-an (to gain).
“aT Gf from 337: roving ל n.p.m.
pal see Pia.
Ezr. 10, 28; Nen. 3, 20 K’ri; but probably written by mistake for "Bt (see
Ezr. 2, 9; Neu. 7, 14).

ְ( הָדיִבestowed, given) n.p.f. 2Kinas
,23 36 K'tib.
NIT (acquisition, gain) n. p.m. Ezr.

10, 43.
53) I. (fut. לידר tr. to surround, to en-

Al (from a1) m. a shell, a husk, Num.

6, 4.
aa a stem incorrectly adopted for
a1, but see Jor.
at see TAT.

1 (prop. part. of 17; pl. ONT)m

circle, to encompass, to limit round about,
proud .סל
identical in its org. root >27 with that

impudent Is. 13, 11;

wanton MAL. 3, 19, and therefore applied

in 53°}, ,לבד Dann, לבד> &e.; deriva- to the sectaries of a later time, Ps.119,
tives לוב"and Soriın the proper name

sap (which see). Figur. to cover, to
encompass , to shade, in the sense of to

copulate, to lie with, with accus. Gun.

21 51 69 78 &e.

am same as 71 (411), assumed for
the construct }i31, such dropping of -
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from  ערverbs being found only in com- distinguishing gender and number, and
so a) a demonstrative particle appended
pound proper names.
( ןרְדָדfrom ;41 constr. ,1711 as if from to interrogatives and words of exclamaהָדז
= דדwith suf’ 271) m. pride, Prov.

,11 ,2 ‘sometimes joined with בל Jur.

tion to give emphasis, 6. ₪. הַמ-הָז what

then? ci more Gen. 27, 20; הז MT see

there! 1 Kınas 19,5; m gb ‘wherefore
A} (a pronominal stem from יז, which then? (Ar. 15L)) Gen. 18,13, or as a destill exists in the compound TN Ps. signation of the manner how, as 1113
124, 3; but the final 6 or € often dis- talis; b) in a local sense: here, 6. ו
appears in compounds, as in זא from mia here, hic, prop. in hoc loco Gen.
IR, 1) from mtd; with the final a 38, 21; my here Num. 13,17; there Ps.
changed into 0 there is also ir for הז 104, 25; JUDGES 5, 5; e) selatineg to
Hos. 7,16, or NT for the feminine תאז time, as my ony but now, just now,
or 11 Ps. 12, 8, Has. 1, 11, and in (וזלה 1Kınas 17, 24; 18, 24; Mic. 5,4; Ruta
2, 7, especially so with numbers for
1 pronoun ל
m. (fem.only in OSH.
years or days, equivalent to the Ger2, 17, Jupaus 16, 28) this, hic, ovzos,
man schon, e. ₪. םימעפ  הזnow twice
referring to what is present, while אוה
(which see) refers to what is well known. Gen. 27, 36, םיִנָט  הז המZEcH. 7, 3
So Jupazs 7, 4, where the distinction (this) so many years, and soGen. 31, 38;
clearly appears. In its application it 43, 10 &e., where Saadia translates by
stands 1. including the idea of perso- AS now, German schon. — II. A relative
nality, this, hic; in which case it is pron. who, that, which, arising out of
either alone Jon 1,17, or put after the the demonstr. as is often the case (see
noun, where both” have the article, as ni, 7), Ps.104,8 to the place which
 הזהoi Gen. 7,11. When it precedes thou hast founded; 78, 54; Prov. 23, 22;
the noun in the ‘signification just men- Jos 15, 17; comp. in German der for
tioned, it is either the predicate of a welcher, damit for womit. The relative
clause, i. e. it includes the verb to be meaning is commonly used in poetry,
Ex. 35,4, Jupes 4,14, 2 Kines 6,13, as also 17, and the article (see 57).
or it is an Aramasism, as Ma הז this
This demonstrative is a general Sehouse Ezr. 3,12, ni הז 1 Kınas14, 14, mitic word, existing in the Ar. td (tds),
0377 הז
49, 14, and so Josn. 9,12, f. 60,5
so ו (5 א,Aram. 7, 5 אָד

94, 61.

Ps. 48,15; comp. ָאָמְל 27 Dan. 4,15,

Sr. Hof iss,Ar. Glad 1d, Greek

(KIM) Ethiop. se, + sa, säti &e. But
the pronominal stem seems to exist also

00709 6 olxog.

in the Latin -ce, Greek -08, Attic -8

It also stands a) after

the noun as a genitive, 6. ₪. הז ma in 608, 7008, German da.
the worth of it 1Kınas 21,2; b) in the
 הזm. only in 1 Sam. 17, 34, a col-
signification of iste, with the additional lateral form ofשה .
idea of contempt, also like ovzog, Ar.

 אָז( )= הan abridged form of nr,
{is 1 Sam. 10, 27; Ex. 32, 1; e) rewhere
see the passages.
peated הז... 1 this ... that, ‘the one.
the other" 1Kings 22, 20; aii) הז Ex.
am (not used) intr. to shine, to glit14,20 one to the 90

a:in connection

ter, partieularly of the colour of gold,

with interrogative particles, where it identical with the stems 37%, NT, Ar.
makes the question more lively, e. g.

 זהm who there? Is. 63, 1; הז nam יִמ so, Targ. 37% am, am &.; but
who is that there? Jur. 30, 21; הז יא
who? 1 Kinas 19, 12 &e., though "this
is oftener applied locally (see 8). —
2. Dropping the idea of personality, not

the organic root is 21, which lies also
in S178, aivmy, as it does besides in רז
(eine (ד "he-%7, Sanskrit subh &c.
The verb--signification of the Ar. Pd

25

am
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“to turn oneself quickly” proceeds from
that of shining, as in the Latin micare.

2417 (constr. 277, with 2: 241) Gun.
2, 19( m. 1. gold, as metal Gey. 36, 39,

Ex.3,22, metaphor. a gold shekel, when
numerals stand before it Gun. 24, 22.

זו

( רהוKal unused) intr. to be bright,
to shine, to glitter, same as 17%, "110,

"mo, and with the passing of ‘the ini|
tial t-sound into א same as “ax, with
the initial 2-sound

Im

(ee להו 80 0

in the dialects (Arab.
, Targ. 31,
In distinguishing kinds and ore appear
Syr.
5011)
with
the
7
meanings
“ia 'ָז Ex. 25, 11; tpi 'ָז 1 Kınas
10, 18; ram 't 1 Cur. "28, 18; בומ 7 to bloom (5 4 blossom), to Boast (see
2 Cun. 3, 5; aD 1 Kas 6, 20; ba), to be bright-coloured &c. Deriv.
 זָ' שחוּם,01 ;61 enap ִ ז2 .rnC ,3 ;6 sit. — 2. to be clear, enlightened , inRaw "Ps. 72, 15; DR ’ 1 Car. 29, telligent, convinced, instructed, as is seen

4-5 Wiens, 00 so called from its from Hif. and Ni, from the Aram. “77
shining colour 28013. 4,12, comp. WIE and the Syr. san.
perhaps also the sun or the golden brightNif. 1312 (inf. constr. (רהזִה pass. of
ness of the sky Jos 37, 22.
Kal 2: to be taught (i.e. warned of evil),
nm (not used) a stem assumed for with 2 of something Ps. 19, 12; also

the nouns 71, 1, nt and the proper
names Ent, 707; but for nvr and the

proper names the stem is my (which
see); and ריז may come from a ‘verb %:
na) = the organic root ant, 25%,
STR 66. > There may, however, have
been a stem הָהָז
=rar, Ar. Lod, Syr.
I? to glitter, Ary.Ls;10 shine, Syr. 101]
to be proud.

om. Only part. pl. constr.“3} Deur.
32, 24 in the Samar. cod., where our

absolutely, to be admonished, warned,; to

take warning, to take heed, Eccues. 4,

13; 19, 19; Ez. 8, 21; 33, 4-6; Targ.
Sms, Syr. ל

17]. “int 1. to spread brightness,
hence as if intrans. to beam, to shine
Dan. 12, 3; — 2. to enlighten, to teach,
with a double accusative Ex. 18, 20; to
instruct, with accus. of the person 2 Car.
19, 10; to admonish (to enlighten one
respecting a thing), with accus. of the
person and 4/2 of the thing Lev. 15, 31,
or also with ja of the person from whom

text has an.
om (Kal unused) intr. 1. to be dirty, the warning proceeds, Ez. 3, 17.

U3 m. brightness, Ez.8,2; Dan.12,3.
rancid, stinking, as the essence of uncleanness, and therefore cognate with
Am Aram. same as Hebrew Im 2,
the organic root א . — מסFigurat. to hence ‘part. pass. eT instructed, “adbe loathsome, odious, repugnast, contrary monished, warned, Ezr. “4, 22, Ithpe. to
to. Comp. Arab.
4 (to stink, to be beware.
rancid, putrid), Targ. DAT, By wa 6
N (not used) intr. to project, to stick
— 2. to be fat, thick, An;
, Targ. forth, to stand prominent, prop. to shine,
777, Syr.¢
2 which appears to be con- to shine forth, to be prominent, by a comnected itt the organic root in מש-ן, mon metaphor. application (comp. JR,

Dun &. Deriv. the proper name om. "129, (סכ;hence the deriv. 77, 11, whence
"Pin. amt (8 fem. with suff. may) to came again the reduplicated form Wi,

make loathsome, repugnant, with accus. of abridged ry. See tay III.
the person, to whom something is made
u (in many mss. m; from the stem
repugnant, and accus. of the thing, Jos  זוas a רע after the form Pr, ,שיר 05,
33, 20 and his instinct (or hunger, inn)

PD m. prop. brightness, shining, and
makes food (orth) loathsome to him Ana). therefore blossom; metaph. flower-month,
( םהזfatness; from DAT 2) n. p. m. name of the second month of the Jewish
2 Car. 11, 19.
ecclesiastical year 1 Kınas 6, 1 37; in

זו
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the Targ. fallyאָינציִנ Ty nm}, Arab. 18=בל 0497. — 2. Specif. of the monthly
(Pococke)
& The later name courses in women Lay. 15, 25, with
“nn has
same meaning, and is also 80608. D7, at, hence mat a woman sufin Ar. sah

JT (pronominal stem) a dialectic varia-

fering from an issue of blood 15, 19; of
the seminal flux or gonorrhea in men
15, 2; hence בז 15, 4 also anoun. Deriv.

tion of NT = הו as 6 is often inter-

Sir, a.

₪ (not used) tr. to shoot forth, to bring
forth (in fulness), to beget, gignere, pro-

7-39, Aram. 277 and os, the’ same.

The stem בז is closely connected with
changed with 3; only in Hos. 7, 16.
nx, Ar, but also with are1, 24, 387,
See my, and nNT.

germinare, especially spoken of the pro-

ductions of the field; comp. Sanskrit su,
80.

Then metaphor. to overflow,

abundant.

Thence

comes

to be

the redupli-

cated 171, abridged .זז See ty II.
( רךpronominal stem) 1. pron. demonstr.
(without distinction of gender and num-

( ברזnot used) tr. to enclose, to bind
about, to surround with a rim, of the shell

or husk enclosing the fruit, hence 44. The
stem is connected in Hebrew withסג ,
in Aram. with ד to bind, Pa. sat, Itpa.
,37718 with the nouns 4791, aa, with
the Sanskrit jug, Lat. jug-, Greek Sy.

NT intr. 1. (Kal not used) to cook, to
ber) a collateral form of it this, which
is( הָז = see if) Ps. 12, 8, Has. 1, 11, seethe, to boil, as is seen from Nif. and Hif.
belonging to 5 and md. — 2. Tice m
a pron. relat. , either with reference to a
masculine Ex. 15, 13 16; Is. 43, 21;
Ps, 32,8; 142,4; 143, 8, or a feminine
,9 ;16 ,31 ,5 or to several nouns 10, 2;
,17,9 or connected with the relative like
the neuter “this, that”, that which Ps.
,68 ;29 or it expresses a general relation
Is. 42, 24. This form is also found in

rip is originally identical with it (meaning “to boil up, to ferment”), whence ;דיש
comp. the Sanskrit svid (the i was lost
by the v becoming a vowel, therefore
the Latin sud-, with which are also connected the Greek Céw, 0000 [comp. &09os], German sieden [comp. Sud, Ab-sud],

English seethe, Syr. ?1[ to be hot, &e.). —

2. Figurat. (as in top, Ar. les, Lat.
ferveo) to boil over, to boil up, of anger,
.=
In Talmudic ı7 stands, parti-
to fly out in a passion, to act arrogantly,
cularly in compounds, for mt. In Ar. with by Jur. 50, 29 or לע of the per-

ra (which see), where it is likewise

₪ stands in the dialect of the Tayy son against Ex. 18, 11; according to the
for the usual sal.
derivatives to swell, to overflow, of water,
Sir (after the form Sin; with suff. Ar. oh (comp. 3, PWY); to be haughty,
 זלבר, Hai) m. flux or flow of semen, in
 אarrogant, forgetful of God. Deriv.
men Lev. 15, 2; the monthly courses, in
hy
PIT, -ךידיז
women 15, 25.
Nif. (not used) to be cooked, seethed,
( בוזpart. m. ar, 5 Mat, constr. בת whence the noun 7173 for 1473 (which see).
fut. ברדר( intr. 1. to flow, to stream, with
Hif. ( הזירfut. 7, 0206. 112) 1. to
accus. of the thing (like verbs of ful- cause to boil, to cook a mess m) Gen.
ness), םימ Ps. 78, 20; 105,41; Is. 48, 21 25, 29. — 2. Figurat. to act haughtily,
(paral. YUV); to overflow, ‘bn, way Ex. presumptuously, wickedly, either absolut.

,3 ;8 metaphor. to melt, to dissolve, ‘JER. Devt: 1, 43, or with the infin. following,
,49 4 thy valley melts , i. e. its inhabi- which defines it more closely 18, 20, or
tants go to ruin; to pine away LAMENT. with לע of the person Ex. 21, 14; Nex.
.4,9 This transition is also in 287, 9, 10."
Ar, Old. Comp. too N72 Ps.
8 and THT (Peal not used) Aram. like Hebr.

2 Sam. 24, 14; the Ar. Ai] Udy

mr 2.

25*
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Af. Ney 71%) like the Hebrew "13
Dan.9, 10.

corner, of an altar 2003. 9,15, i. e. the

horn-like corner-pillar, xegazosdeig ywvic
(Jos. 13. J. 5, 5,6); the corner column,
) = זוהdesu .rtni emas sa ( דר7),

of a building Ps, 144, 12, from mt, as
from which it is derived, to shine, to
im. "BB, 02 have proceeded from a
glitter, to appear afar off, of a project-

ing corner, conseq. cognate in sense
with m2, whence "28. Deriv. nt and
.1" — "The organic root הז lies also
in% which is reduplicated in ray IIL;
and "the Arabic verb corresponding fo
it is Le} (to shine), according to a usual
change.

similar fundamental signification; Ar.
sah;
 יכSyr. Neo] the same. The Hebrew
noun "773 (corner-tower, granary), Samar.

marn, ‘refers to the same fundamental
sense.

by tr. 1. same as bt to scatter to
and fro, to lavish Is. 46, 6; on the other

HTL Ge. tr, shortened in the first hand "stm Jur. 2, 36 comes from DIN5
instance out ofRINT, which is reduplicated from the simple stem nt [which see],
like NOND, 9197 from >, Nd)’intr. to move
to and fro, to stir, of wild animals, and
generally of their movements and life;
in Aramaean generally to move, to stir,
to move forward, Arab. to hasten, hence
 מאhaste. Deriv. the noun זיז 1.

stephen to esteem lightly, as also 60

(med. Ye). — 2. (not used) to separate

from, to go away, to remove, Ar. JH
(med. Waw), identical with the organic
root in BIS; deriv. mat, constr. Da,

זוּלָתִי
Hi. Sr (comp. nos, M7) to throw
away, to on (opposed to 723) La-

TH} IL (mot used; abridged from the MENT. 1,
dar 7 asien: removal, only in
to push forth, to bring forth, to beget (in the construct state nat (with suff. ,ךתלרז
fulness), principally of the productions pause in"; HIN”) a prepos. besides, praeter,
of the field; deriv. זיז 2.
except, 2 Kınas 24,14; for which, how-

reduplicated apır from a", which see) tr.

nT IIL. (not used; abridged from the ever, an old construct- form יִתְלּז usually
reduplicated רזָרד fom 1, which see) appears Devt. 1,36; 4, 12; 1 Kınas 3,
intr. to be prominent, prop. to shine forth, to

glitter forth; whence 11173 and the proper
names DAT, דיזי  הזיזNO, nit. The
fundamental en
to shine, to
sparkle, is often transferred to that of
shining afar, to project forward (comp.

18; in the same sense with a suff. Is.
54,5; 64,4; without relation to a noun
Josa. 11, 13.

mbar see Aha.

 יִתְלזsee abaT.
m I. (Kal unused) tr. to nourish, to

AMT, JR, 28, 2), as also to that of
fleeing quickly, of blossoming (see 3, feed, to support, prop. to make full, thick
yx &e.); and the likewise reduplicated (see Hofal), whence the Ar. 9 4 (solid,
stems סוס (whence 5°, 095 a swallow), of the body); deriv. Jim and a
( צוץwhence yy Blossom and wing) are to some mit 3.
identical with it.

Hof. ( חןpart. pl. םיֶבדּומ JER. 5, 8

OT n. p. pl. of a primitive people K’tib, which the K’ri reads DN, Boni
of ‘Ammon Gen. 14, 5 (prop. the pro- 12 to be weighty, heavy) to be well fed,
minent ones, giants, from m ID.
to be strong Jun. 5, 8; see JIN.
amt (from mnt; corpulent, strong)
Ir (Peal not und) Aram. same as
Ne De m. 1 Car.4,20 (comp. Ar. yosud
a body, Hebrew yn large, huge, spoken

of beasts).
DT

(only pl. ns) f. a projecting

Hebrew 717 I. In the Targ. it stands
for 332.
Ithpe. TUS (fut. pun) to be well fed
Day. 4, 9.

m
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7 II. (not used) tr. 1. to point, to nected with Nt, ND (which see) and with
sharpen, identical with jw, 72 in its or-

ganic root; comp. jI"N, and see yy 1.
Deriv. mir 2. —
to form, "to shape,

2. to bring to a point,
if the noun ןז is to

be referred to it; see MT.

the organic root in .סב
is also_found
in the Ar.ch» Targ, sn Syr. S], re¢
dupl. 5

515,Syr. Seh
’ 0-50 c

as

also in the Sanskrit a Greek 080-, oel-,
cai-ew; besides, 9% is connected with

m III. (not used) tr. to adorn, to vy.
Di (part. PRN K’tib, PRM K’ri) Aram.
ornament, to set inorder, Ar. ol, hence
y dress. Deriv.jix (with א prosthetic), intr. same as Hebr. 91; I. to quake, to
 נה2 and the proper name .ִהָכי It tremble, to be afraid, with DIR ןמ of the
is"possible that 715 II. and III. coincide person Dan. 5, 19; 6, 17, coupled with
214; in the Tare. for 338, 19, 999,
in thesignif.1 of 17 ‘IL.

mir (and הנ pl. ni) 7. 1. (part.
fem. ‘of mat) a harlot, a prostitute, 0097
Lev. 21, IA, in its full form 1357 TEN
21,7, sh is described as wearing peeuliar attire Prov. 7, 10, going about
singing in the city Is.23,6 &c.; 'ז na
a brothel Jur. 5,7; 'ז Jam the hire of a
whore Devt. 23, 19; figurat. infidelity

yi II. (not used) intr. to trickle, to
perspire, same as 317; deriv. 127, if this
does not stand for 1977; see 91.
IM, (after the form הָעְרְש fon 218,
‘ רְנְחָהfrom m) = terror, "fear Is. 28,
19; ‘JER. 15, 4; 24, 9, for which the

(by having to do with others) in a po- K'ri has always הועד as my is trans-

litical respect Ez. 16, 35; carrying on posed into 11%.
traffic with all the world Is. 23, 16; fallen
FL. (not used) intr. same as ברז to
away 1,21. — 2. (from 1} IL.) a pointed
melt, to flow, to flow out, Ar. Wbds, 09)
weapon, spiculum, telum, 1 Kınas 22, 38,
Sanskrit tap, Lat. sap (insapo), German
comp. Aram. 371 weapon. But perhaps

from 737 111. see jıx. — 3. (from a7 I. saf (in Saft) 866. Ar. Sh the same, be-

after the form Haid) a female who entertains ‚guests, a hostess,mulier cauponaria, zavöoxeuzgıa (according to the

Targ., Josephus and others) 7088. 2,1;

longing to ws) resin. “Deriv. nay and
the proper name ףיֶז 1.

a II. (not used) after the Aramaean

Jupaes 11, 1; 16, 1; 1 Kınas 3, 16, 8 to lend, to borrow, cognate in sense with
meaning which the Targ. extends also byw; deriv. the proper name םיֶז 2.
to Ez. 23, 44, and Ibn Ganäch to Jo.
WL (part. m. ,רז f. mat) intr, same
4,2. This explanation, however, is by as an, 1. to turn ands, to turn away, to
no means safe; since the LXX already
depart to keep at a distance, with 72
take 'ז in the usual sense.
from a thing Ps. 78, 30; Jop 19, 13.
MIL (fut. m) intr. to be moved, to Its forms are interebanged iin use ‘with
shake to and jro, hence to move oneself, “13. Figurat. to be distant, foreign from.

with 71 before one Esru. 5,9; to quake

Hence ‘i strange, in opposition to native

Ecouzs. 12,3; to be bereite, to tremble,

Prov. 5, 10; not belonging to blood-

proper names 12T, עוז

class Luv. 22, 10, to fellow-citizenship

to be afraid (see mot, mn). Deriv. the relationship Devr. 25, 5, to a certain
Pih. redupl. עד (part. »1913) to drive Jos 15, 19; also used of things which

forth, to push forth, to scare away, depriving of possession, like אָפאָס (Is. 27, 8)
Has. 2,7, which meaning is found also
in the Mishna (Shebi‘it 3,7; ‘Orla 1,3).

The simple stem >t is closely con-

are not ‘of the kind spoken of, as 1721

Is. 17, 10, 0m 2 Kines 19, 24, rbp
Ex. 30, 9, שא Lev. 10,1, ie. slit iis
not right, ‘lawful, holy, good &e.; generally another Prov. 27, 2, in opposition.
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to one’s own Jos 19, 27.

Figurat. a sw->; in every case my should be

stranger equivalent to an enemy Ps. 54, assumed as a stem. Derivative mit (as
5, as Seivog (Herod. 9, 11), hostis, out of nia from nia), the proper names Dar,
which comes Germ. Gast; רז  לאa strange Im, and nit in the proper name
god i.e. not Jewish, heathen, an idol Ps. mama.
44, 21; sometimes “3, םיִרָז are without

by,pbs Is, 43, 12, Devr. 32, 16. With

NTT (projection; from ty IIL.) n. p. m.

1 Car. 2, 33.

reference to family: adulterous whorish
Jur. 2, 25; Prov. 2, 16; lene MAT an
AA I. (i. e. m1; Kal not used) tr. to
adulteress, prostitute 5, 3. Elsewhere also
move off, to move away, to shove, from
strange, unheard of, Is. 28, 21. — 2. to

a place, to remove (the Targumie nr
loathing, with > of the person Jos 19, and Syr.e] are intrans.; Arab. ₪ or
16; prop. to step back from one; deriv. reduplicated > ל are trans. without
turn

away

from

the noun Not.

one

or

a thing,

with

In Ar. „I; stands for

signific. 1, and therefore

af (a stran-

being originally different from mt); the
organic root in 3972, mo), no is

ger), על9 (enmity), and ale the mean- cognate.
ing / lie there is prop. to fall away,
Nif. ( בדהfut. nt) to be displaced, to
to
which nd means; for be shoved, to be removed, from (2912)

signific. 2 ‚15 stands.

In Syriac 25 somewhat Ex. 28, 28; 39, 21, as ‘the

stands for signifie. 1.
Nif. “itz to turn aside, to turn away
Is. 1,4; 157 in Ps. 58, 4 stands (accord-

Targum, LXX and other have already
taken it.
Hif. ( הזהpart. nig) to remove, to

ing to Rashi) for 7473, which suits the carry away, Is.23,10, according to the
context.

Hof. ( הזרpart. In) to be estranged
Ps. 69, 9.

Syr., but see nn II.

rit II. (not used) tr. same as ppt,
to bind, to tie, to gird, whence the noun

IM I. (Kal in the form "7; fut. ,רזי na (after the form ,רצמ 27) and

but apoc. רזה for 19; part. pass. הָרוז mn.
172

for AM) tr. same as רצו  רצto bind

bm (part. Sr) intr, 1. to creep, to
about 7
to fasten about, to gird
about (see Yi7n); hence to press together onal of serpents, therefore “py “ant
firmly, to press together, 143 Junges 6, Deut. 32, 24 (cod.Sam. OHH), PON 47Mic.
38, 22 Jos 39, 15, רצalso having 7,17 serpents, comp. Targ. bony a worm,

this meaning; intr. to be bound about, of

wounds Is. 1,6; 417 (comp. הָכָל=1135) nom, Syr. tia] caterpillar, oor serpent;
Is. 59, 5 the ornsliad (egg) divides itself Ar.0% (to creep). Deriv. תלה into a viper, 1. 0. produces a viper. On 2. (not used) to flow slowly; hence in
a7 Ps. 58, 4 see רוז I. and Nif. under the Mishna pit river (Mikv. ch. 5);
the same word.
comp. Zab. Sl. — 3, to creep along
Poh. 175 see 71.

fearfully,

WI II. see ita I.

which is in Aram. 5117, Ar. 5

Ty f. see רוז II.
AN (i. e. nr, not used) intr. to have
a sweet, pleasant smell, of olives, therefore like the Sanskrit swdd, Greek 16-06
&e.; or to be juicy, fresh, as an organic
root mt cognate with that in ד and

to be afraid, Jos 32,6, for

noni (serpent) n. p. of a stone (738)
in the neighbourhood of לגר  ךיע6
of Jerusalem; then the name of a place

1 Kınas 1,9. See jax.
Am (not used) intr. same as ץחט to

be dense, firm, strong, full, of the body;

זי
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Arab. yasıh. Deriv. the proper name
AMT.
( יזpronominal stem; not used) pron.
demonstr. same as "17, forming withא 

prosthetic the time-particle “18, which
form also exists in the Aramaean -ידא-ן

"7 (an assumed stem for the adject.

 תוקיז,18.50 11 see py,
 םיִקיֶזProv. 81,62 according to many
mss. See py.

a see “IN.
mt (pl. םיִתיַז ,from nay, after the
form ma from ma) m. an olive, as fruit
Is. 17, 6; 24, 13, hence ’ 777 Mic. 6,

15 to - ives זה  ץעthe olive-tree
irn) see MT.
Hae. 2,19; for the latter mt alone also
( זידרןom 77 after the form םריע
stands Tunens 9,9; in full form my

from 19) adj. m. boiling, proudly 9
ing, of waves Ps. 124, 5.

ya Deun. 8,8, Jan nv, 2 Kınas 8,
32; an olive plantation is called mr 093

 וזm. Hebrew see 11.
Jupens 15,5 or in the pl. pony ZECH.
( וזwith suf. my, "IT; plur. with 14, 4. Besides, תרז 0 means an olive
suff. Samt) Aram. m. brightness, Dan. 2, branch 208. 4, 11; farther olive-oil, in

27, 20. — This
;31 ,4 ;33 freshness, of face 5, 6 9; full form my ie Ex.
Syr. les]ו 
Arab. (2
5 ornament. noun is in 6 wu , whence the denomin.
Seeזר .
oh Targ. and Syr. אתיז 12], Coptic
and so in the Ethiop., Armen.,
sust,
” m. 1. (from tay IL.) overflow, ful-

‘ata. siad ’t Is. 66, 11 heavy, rich ful-

ness (parallel דש = 3), for which in
66, 16 Jun stands. It is possible that
my is =ץיצ (from 117 IIL), or that, as
mss. have it, 7 should be the reading
there, which suits the connexion. —
2. (from 177 1) an animal, a wild beast,
Ps. 50, 11, i. e. what moves and lives,
comp. mr animal.

Spanish (azeyte); Phenician nny (Zetha,
Zeide) proper name of a promontory.
wt

(shining, beautiful; comp. Hos.

14,7)
n.p.m. 1 Cur.7,10.
it see I.

it (already with a slight pause Jt
Ex. 27, 20; Luv. 24,2) adj. m., mp1 f.
clear, transparent (only from כז which

see), hence pure, of oil Ex. 27, 20,
"3777 from tar IIL; shining) frankincense 30, 34; LXX diayanns.
Figurat., in a moral sense, innocent,
n. p. m. 1 Car. 4, 37; 2 Cur. 11,20.
pious
(see 21), along with 5) Prov.
ay (brightness, ornament, grace; from
20,
11;
Jos 8, 6; good, of חל 11, 4,
 זוזIIL) n. p.m. 1 Cur.23,11, for which

ל
ע
פ
21,
8; pure, of man Jor 16, 17.
23, 10 has mt, which see.
NT

( הָניִזthe same, from 47 IIL) x. p.
m. 1Chr. 23, 10, for which in 23, 11
si זזה ל

Dy (terrified, from 931) ₪. p.m. 1 Cur.

Phenie. 51 (num. Cil. A) pure.

NIT (not used) Aram. same as Hebr.
mar: to be pure,

clean, pious,

also

applied in the Targ. externally for Hebr.
“0; Talm. 3: (pious). Deriv. 15}.

5, 13.
na} (fut. 7371, once M2TN ="TN same
FT 1. (melting-place, from HAT I) n.p.
4 Mic. 6, 11 according to the Araas
of a placein Judah Josu.15,55, 2 Cur.
N) intr. same
11,8, in the vieinity of which was a de- maean pronunciation; see
transsert of like name 1 Sam. 23, 14; Gentile
a

23,19.

Tell 2

Ruins

are still found at

south of Hebron (Robins. Pa-

lest. II. p. 191). — 2. (lent viz. by God,
comp. DAR) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 4, 16.

as 7197 II. to shine, to be clear,
parent, to glitter, cognate in sense with

178; but only used in a moral sense: to
be pure, innocent, sinless, righteous, Mic.

6,11; Jos 15, 14; 25,4; to conquer (as-

וכו
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the effect of moral purity; on the other perhaps the proper name "91.— The stem
hand >59 is applied to the victory of זף,identical with nz, 7,Sr, is the Targ.
an unrighteous cause) Ps. 51,6; LXX jr (hence the adj. war) Ar. שי Syr.
vırdo, Byr. 12) (to conquer): The stem
=| (but the Ar. J “to be lean” belongs
is Arab. 5: Targ. N27, Syr. Ke; and
to P9); in any 0 1 cannot be rethe organise root

הSr is also. in ומ

ferred to this stem.

71-P2 (see (ז 6.
Nif. assumed for 13377, but which bePih. 131 (fut. 217) to cleanse, to longs to mar.
purify, בלProv. 20,9, חרא
09
Hif.  הדto make clean, pure, DBD
Hence the proper name יז

Jos 9, 30, by רב
_ Hiühp. 277 (from Ka) to cleanse oneII (2 fem. twice "a 24 Ez. 16, 22
self (morally) Is. 1, 16.
43;
jut. “d12) ir. 1. (mot used) to press
397 (in the Targ. constr. mat, def.
mar) Aram. f. purity, innocence Dax.

6,23; Targumie for 797%, Tip.

M°9397 (from 521)7 prop. transparent, spec. glass, drinking glass Jos
28,17 (LXX, Vulg., Syr.), which was
of great value in ancient times; accord-

ing to others crystal (Symm.), the Arab.
es signifying both. In Ar.andSyr.the
verbal stem for this noun ran in the form
14" 5, thereforAr,
e 65 ‚Syria

glass, the verb by a metaphor denoting
also “to be thin, to be transparent”.
“ADT (from 421; with suff. הרּוכז,

in, to bore into, to stick in, infigere, of

the membrum virile, whence "at (which
see), 1151; compare the antithetic map.
This fundamental signification; of‘"the

stem, which was first noticed in my
Concord. p. 352, is also confirmed by
the cognate stem "pt (which see), by
"39 belonging to nidPs. 35, 3, 0 Syr.

1-59 point (of a thing),Ar
sword, &c. —

ssf sharp

2. Figurat. to imprint (on

the memory), i. e. to think, to remember
(opposite MW), with the accus. Dror.
8,2 18; Ez. 16, 22; seldomer with > Ex.

39, 13, Deur. 9, 27, or 2 of the object

Jer. 3, 16, with a meaning somewhat

DT) m. belonging to the male sex, of altered.

men and beasts Ex. 23,17; 34,23; Deur.
16, 16; 20, 13; in the first instance from
דזהכר.

From this figurative leading
signification is developed: a) to recollect,

a thing or person, in order to depend

firmly upon him, Daun. 8, 18; Is. 17,
“ADI (rich in fame viz. Jah is; see 10; 57, 11, or to have him constantly
421)n. p. m. Num. 13, 4; .פא2; before the eyes, Ps. 9,13, and to act, to
feel, or to live accordingly 103,18; Am. 1,
1 Car. 4,26; but 25,2 for "991 which see.
9; b) to keep in mind, with > of the pers.
"97 Ute; innocent viz. 1 ah is; from and the accus. of the thing: either for
mar) n. p.m. Ear. 2,9; Nen.7,14 (Ezr. good Jer. 2, 2, Ps. 189, 1, consequently
10,"28 and .אפ 3,20 K'ri “at stands = to reward, "where at a later period

written for it); comp. Zaxyeiog ‘LUgE 19, maith also stands along with it Nun.
2 5 8; Aram. "N31, ‘nat, where the א 5,19; or for evil Ps. 137, 7,=to punish,

expresses the vowel Patach.
to revenge; but also in the sense of to
mention
Gun. 40,23; c) to consider, regP)i
:
(3 pl. 331) intr. same as "31 to
shine through, to light through, Swopaiver

(LXX Ex. 30, 34), hence to be clear,
bright, pure, of םֶיָמְש 708 ,15,15 ּּםיִבָכ

putare, with >» following Ps. 103, 14;..
Jos 7,7; to reflect upon Lament. 1, 9;
to be mindful 1000188. 11, 8, hence Ant
mindful Ps.103,14; d)to ל again,
recordari Ps. 119, 55; e) to meditate

25, 5, ape Lament. 4, 7; but ₪ ina
ae sense of Bora ibid, ibid.; comp. upon a thing Jos 40,32; f) to think of,
sat. Deriv. תיקּוכז,FI (fem. הפ and

in the way of honouring,

praising &e. ,

זכר
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i. e. to praise, to celebrate, with accus.
of the object JER. 2,2; 20,9; Jos 21,6,

The stem “31 is Ar.

.5O, Syr. -=?,

Aram. 997 of like meaning; ‘and there
comp. Arab. SS 11. (to praise), and the is a transition in the Arabic from it to
Hebrew 212, TOT, Tat, 21 &e.; “penetrating rain, to stormy anger” &c.
oT (pl. (םיִרָכְד m. 1. a male, spoken
and then Savoring to some to be noble,
distinguished, faultless (i. e. worthy of of men and animals, mas, masculus

praise), comp. 21 Mar. 1,14, oppasite
to nnwry. Deriv. ,רכז ,2%" ,72% ( רכזprop. membrum virile, Ar

0( Gen. 1.

27; 7, 3; Is. 66, 7; ₪ man, joined with
in the proper names mean ar; “31.
map ‘Lav. 15, 33, or MER Jupezs 21,
1]. ( בורfut.  (יזכרto be sehen bone 11, and ל of malei
images Deor.
with accusative of the person or thing 4, 16; Ez. 16,17. o 21> adv. accordIs. 23, 16; 65, 17; Ez. 21, 37, with 15> ing to the males Ezr. 8, '3;‚2 Cur. 31,16;
Nom. 10, 9, or by of the person before see also 131. The male sex prevails
or with whom there is remembrance Ps. in enumeration Ezr.ch.8 and on other
109, 14, or with 5 of the person, to occasions (Lay. 6, 11 22; 12,2; 22,7
whose hurt somewhat is remembered &c.) as the superior; even in animals in
Ez. 18, 22; 33, 16; to be brought to re- the sacrificial ritual it was regarded as
membrance Kista. 9, 28; to be praised, the more complete Ex. 12, 5; Lev.1,3;
to be worthy of remembrance Jos 28, 18. Mar.1,14. Hence the denom. Nif. רז
— a1 Ex. 34,19 see “51.
to be born ₪ male, of cattle Ex. 34, 19,
Pih. “at only in the noun 4179; and in the Arab. of men also; the cod. Sam.
has W317. — 2. (memorable, glorious)
the proper name 131.
Hif. mar (inf. constr. 217, with only as a proper name 2 Car. 24, 26;
elsewhere in the proper names 47951,
suff. also סכרפזה Ez. 21,29) T. to bring
to remembrance, “to mention, with accus.

of the object and לֶא of the person GEN.

17 רכז

רכזי

IST.

"37 or רכז (with suff. 331, 397) m.

40, 14; 41,9; to renew the remembrance 1. memembranse. Deur. 25, 19; Ps. 112,
of 1 Kınas 17, 18; to bring to mind 6; memory Prov. 10, 7; recollection Eze.
2 Sam. 18, 18; to refresh to renew Ps. 9, 28. — 2. memorial , name (LXX
by which the significance of
45, 18; "3172 he who consigns a thing 6
to remembrance, i. e. a historiographer, being is made prominent (parallel DW)
chancellor (president of the royal chro- Ex. 3, 15; Ps. 40, 5; Hos. 12, 6, comp.
nicles, an office which still exists among Ex. 15, 3; Am. 9,6; Ps. 83, 19; fame,
eastern nations) 2 Sam. 20, 24; 2 Kınas praise Ps.111, 4; 135, 13; 145, 7 7731

18, 18; comp. תְנרֶכְּזַה “pd. —

2. to Is. 26,8, Ps. 102,13; Ar. 1

farther

think of, to mention, in language 1 Sam.
4,18; to express Ex. 23, 13; to announce,
Jer. 4 16; to name Is. 49, 1, parallel
NIP; to mention with praise Ps. 87, 4. —

metaphor. scent Hos. 14, 8.

3. to name

the same. — 2. (fame) .מ p.m. 1 Car. 8,

with praise,

i. e. to praise,

Ps. 71,16, Sone or Sox. 1, 4, with "2

in the 0

18. 19, 4; ar

Ps.

"DT (pause 131) m. 1. the same, Ex.
27, 14, 14
‘Prov. 10,7, for which
mss. have an "Phenic. sot (Tugg. 5)
31, for which 17937 in 9, 7.

with

yindt and Be (constr. yinat,
38,1 and 70,1 to praise God, by sacrifice;
often joined with יל ny, nya Ex. 20, suff. orale pl. םיִכרְכְז ,later ni) Mm.
24, Josx. 23, 7 (cognate in sense NR 1. the image of a man, in dol-worship Is,
 ורbya); seldom to cause to praise Ex. 20, 57, 8, consequently= "21 722% Ez. 16,
24, — 4. to sacrifice, prop. to praise, to 17. The imagery would be taken from
bring an offering of praise, and there- the act of adultery, which suits the
fore in the language of sacrifice to burn, context. — 2. same as רכז remembrance,
recollection, Ex. 12, 14; Josn. 4, 7;
12125 Is. 66, 3. Deriv. הָרְכְזַא

a
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memorial Ex. 13, 9; 'ז n13n a memorial
Sb (only in part. 5251) intr. 1. same
sacrifice Num. 5, 15; ’7 "2aN stones of
as  דללI. to shake to - fro, to totter
remembrance Ex. 28, 19; "1 "BD ₪ re
(Ethiop. of old men), of shoots and

membrance-book, Mau. 3, 16 ie. by branches (comp. לז( | לדto shake, to tremwhich the names of the inscribed were ble, to quake, of mountains (see Nif.). —
recalled to memory; mist "DD chro- 2. Figurat. (comp. 557) to be low, bad,
nicles Est. 6,1, written by the am; contemptible (this being conceived of as
יי ְכְרנִים
sgniyas BoJ ,31 .41 — insecurity, wavering to and fro), there3. a celebration, for the remembrance fore the part. Dar (substantively as (רעוצ
of a thing Ley. 23, 24.
“D7 (renowned, from San) n. p.m.
Ex. 6, 21; Nex. 11,9; 1 Car. 8,19 23

97; 26, 25; 27,16; 2 Cur. 17, 16; 23,

1; 28,7, and 1 Cur. 9,15, but for which
“nat stands in 25, 2.

ae

(Jah is renowned)

Jer. 15, 19 abject , mean, i. ©. man’s
word, opposed to "ps God’s word, zo

aylov (Marra. 7,6); Bi also and usually
Prov. 28, 7: he who associates with the
abject, bringe shame to his father. (air

Ps. 12, 9 LXX for maby.) Deriv. maby.

n. p. m.

Farther figurat. to be miserable, unhappy,

2 Kinas ‘14, 29 &e.; Greek Zayaoias.
WADI (the - n. p.m. 2 Kines
15, 8-11.

to express this sense, to be low, abject;

Lament.

1,11.

In Arabic 5 is used

hence JÄJö vile people. — 3. to dis-

xb} (not used) tr. same as 757 IL. perse, to squander, with nad, as a
to free, to deliver; whence the proper vice Deut. 21, 20; Prov. 23, 21; beat
name MN*2T? )= (הָיָאְלְזִר same as 777. “wa a squanderer of the body 4 e. a
debauchee 23, 20; comp. Zab. N.
 גלfol used) intr. to drop down, to
Nif. 543 (after the form 122 Am. 3,11;
trickle down, like the Targ. 337, Syr. 3 pers. pl. 3573, once ao) to N
(Af.) = (where it is cognate with to quake, of Dan Is. 64, 3, as the Targ.
P27 in the sense of to enlighten), Ar. and Syr. have "taken it. לכ JupaEs
₪ , conseg. cognate with ozaAay be-

5,5 is formed

after the form הב

longing to 0700000 (to drop). Derivat. war. LXX 96050000. „Comp. Ar. JS;
397m prop. peg (quasi the dropping),a (toShake, the earth), (ל (earthquake).
tooth, as stalagmium (Plaut.) ear-penPih. (vedupl.) לזלז (not used) to shake
dants, oralayuiag icicle; it may come,
however, from the signification to glide, violently hither and thither, deriv. rar.
Hif. ליזה see לוז
vehi, like the Ar. es consequently
( ףעלוnot used) intr. to glow, to cook
32172 is a bolt, Ar.
„I: , therefore
(to
boil up), moulded together either
Ike vectis from vehi. ₪ 4
from
491 11. and( םעָכ which see), or
maby (formed from the masc. ל after
from
927 (which see) with J inserted;
the form py; from bar) = badness, humiliation;

comp.

the Targ. a,

Dart (Kimchi, Rashi).

a>PT; derivative

Ps. 12, 9: as

my dy and "31 (pl. nipy>y, constr.

badnessis exalted (293) among men. But nipyt) /. glow, flame, of wind Ps. 11,
Kimchi takes D9>=0n93, referring it 6, i. e. of the hot wind called all;
to DWI (comp. Prov. 28, 12; 29, 2), heat of anger 119, 53; בער 't heat of
which ‘suits the context. The LXX hunger LAMENT. 5, 10; comp. Ez. 5, 2;
Greek Atos 7
in Hesiod; Latin
have read nipt. See up.
 זלזל1 in pl. pibtbr; from bar) “ignea fames”.

m. same as 5958, bpbn shoot, twig, of
a vine Is. 18, 5.

ab (not used) intr. to drip, to drop
(cognate in
i sense 7), conseq. identical

זמם
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with 757; also metaphor. of the drop- therefore Zum ₪ =
ping of myrrh.

In another way am,

aa, Ar. Wy)» 3) &e. are connected
with it; Syr. aS] to pour out. Deriv.
( הפmyrrh-juice, myrrh-dropping)
.2 ‘of Leah’s maid, Jacob’s concubine,
ancestress of the tribes of Gad and Asher
Gen. 29, 24; 30, 9-12.
mat Tom nt after the form 183;

B737, Ar. 7

redupl. 01731=

er; but betterfrom

 = םזoy, Ar. 9), Syr. Tin the sense
of to bind PR , to bind together, hence
to be dense,

tight,

powerful,

a like

transition taking place in M7p; deriv.
prat, Ar. mars, to be ל vigorous,
solid.
Pih.  דבthe same; derivative
constr. nat, with suff. IT, Maar;
on! ‘(powerful vigorous, see DIT;
pl. with suff. ner) f. 1. thought ,pur- pl. bar) תי p. of a primitive gigantic
pose, prop. the spinning of thought, so race in the territory of the Ammonites,
the pl. Jon 17,11; especially meditating, so called by the Ammonites; while they
purposing in a bad sense, Prov. 24, 9 are otherwise named ,םיִאָפְר and are
the thought of folly is sin; then cunning specially characterised as בר m םע
21,27; a cunning web, i.e. a destructive

plan 10, 23; Ps. 26, 10; comp. AT. —
2. 1
prop. ה 20,6; ‘Ez. 22,
9; 16, 43; 23, 44, along with Dnt,

min, הלב  סעfigurat. apostasy Hos.

0

pa) Deur. 2, 2;

comp. Ar. ware

(a strong man), 2

= Hebr. קנ

"a7 (after the form ON,

228,

6, $. Next: shame, a shameful deed, of vn, 23; constr. 97731) m. 1. ₪ song,
adultery or incest Lev. 18,17; 19, 29;

a song of ו

of victorious enemies

as the Is. 25, 5, consequently same as 7771,
mat, nat. — 2. time of the springAr. 9d; 9 prove. — 3. (counsel, con- song (Rashi, Kimchi, Parchon) Sone oF
sideration) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 6,5; 2 Car. Sox. 2, 12, suitable to the parallelism;
according to Targ., LXX, Vulg., Aqu.,
29,12.
( הֶרומְזconstr. naar),f.properly the Symm., Syr. &e. the time of the vinetwig ‘that moves to and fro, hence shoot, cutting, which, however, since the passage
twig, vine-twig Num. 13, 23; vine-branch speaks only of spring (vs. 11 13), must
Is. 17,10; rod, Ez. 8, 17 see, they reach be rejected.
( הָריִמְזpl. min”) f. 1. song, song of
the rod (Barsom of the Persians) to
their nose. It was the custom of the old joy Is. 24,16; poem, hymn 2 Sam. 23, 1;
Persians, while praying to the sun, to Ps. 95, 2; Jubilee-song, to comfort the
hold the Barsom (Strabo XV. p. 733. ed. suffering, by night Jos 35, 0.
Casaub.). But the Talmud (Joma 772),
DIA (resolved forms any, M721,
and after it the Jewish interpreters
Man, contracted nia, “nat;
“nT,
(Rashi and others) have understood by
loss of the duplication of the
‘with
fut.
mnt in the passage of Ezmx. crepitus
second radical nr} Gun. 11,6 for mr,
ventris, with reference to v. 16.
20, 24; of carnal

ation,

as 757) JUDGES ‘3, 5, “pap Is. 19, 3.
mat (with suf. רח(/. thought, think- 5) "Ez. 41,7 &e) ir. 1."(not - to

ing, Ps. 17, 13 my thinking did not go
beyond my mouth. The form is like

min, nibo Ps. 77,10, maw; prop. an
infin, with the termination 6th, which

prevails in דלג and as such bthis not
the plural-sign here.

bind, to attach, to tie together, in knots,
to embrace Amy, identical with the He-

brew  צםAr. 0 (to bind), whence N)
(rope), Syr. 1, Targ. pat (to bridle,

to tame), whence DAT (bridle); and the

Diet (not used) intr. according to organic root = also in bon, OXY IL,

some: to rage, to riot, of a multitude
of people, or the tumult of peoples,

in the Ar. pee>

>

&e.

The
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Sanskrit jam, Greek you may also be- 0006, Theod. ovredeode.
long to it. —

In the Targ.
2. Figurat. to meditate, to and Samar. version for the Hebrew 3343.

devise, as a spinning of the thoughts

Besides, the Targ. has also the Pa. Tat.
Ithpa. IL. yar, see Ithpa. I.
Af. a1 to determine, to agree Dan.
2,9 K tib, where perhaps Wer must be
supplement of My Gun. 11, 6; or in zen. more frequent in the "Targ.
together, to think, either in a good or
indifferent sense, with the accus. of that
which one thinks of, Prov. 31, 16 she
thinks of a field and acquires it; with the

var (def. Naraı; pl. 221, def. 893721)
to meditate upon evil (on
chastisement, punishment) Deut. 19,19; Aram. m. an appointed time, Nant „a at
Jer. 51, 12; and in both senses Zacn. that time Dan. 3,7 8; 4, 33; Ezr. 5, 3;
8,14 15; with > of the person: to de- joined with 779 Dan.2, 21 and 7,12 apvise plots (nern) against one, Ps. 37, pointed limits of time; thew festival times,
12. 0 mat, ,תלקז pot. -- In Ar. like דערמ 2, 21; in the plural also for
a bad sense:

the verb ms Or לו =
has this
meaning; in Hebrew we find in 258 a
cognate image.

-time (Hebr. pays) Dan. 6, 11, as Ar.
and Ethiop. nouns of time are mised for
-time in the sense of the German Mal.

yat (only with suff. in sing. and pl.
Pih. (vedupl.) prt, see above Drnt.
baut
‚D"2-) m. the same, Esta. 9,27 31.
Hif. 0177 (not need) 1. to think, to me-

ditate; — 2. to devise plans, to lie in
MT I. (fut. רמזי tr. 1. to cut off, to
wait for, to intrigue, hence also to act prune, “the vine (a sign of nursing and
criminally; — 3. to act prudently, concare), generally to put in order, 72
siderately; deriv. "3173.
Lev. 25,3 4; parallel הרש ) עַרָז0 sow
DAT (with suff. Han) m. plan, pur- the feld). — 2. (according - to the Targ.,
pose; % קיִפָה to fulfil the purpose, Ps. LXX, Aq., Symm., Vulg. and Syr.) to
‚9.9.
cut off,grapes, i. e. to gather the vintage;
{21 (fut. iat?) tr. to number, to mea- deriv. Int (according to some). — The
sure out, hence to arrange, to determine; fundamental signification of the stem,
in Kal only gat? Gen. 11, 6 and yar
Deur.19,19 according to the Sam. cod.,
for which Dar stands in our text. —
The organic root is 727, which is also

in

7-772. Deriv. מז har.
Puh. ar (part. Tamm) to be appointed,

arranged; only in the latest Hebrew
Ezr. 10, 14; .אמפא 10, 35; 13, 31.
yar (only sing.) m. an appointed, determined time 100018. 3,1; respite Neu.
2,6; a later word for “Yin and ny; Ar.
„in, Malt. zmyn the same.
yar Aram. m. the same, Dan. 2, 16.

which the noun 777 (according to some),

Nif. ar, Pih. רמז belonging to the
noun nay, Hif. Tat to the noun
mar completely establish, isconfirmed

by the identity of it with >, (to prune
the vine), m and 2 being interchanged,
from which

latter comes

5

(cut off,

piece, section, part), Malt. A or yh}
(cutter) &e. Hence it is connected wit

( ברwhich see), Ar “a, Hebr. “an I.
The org. root is רמז

identicalwiththat

in Yan, Han IL, 7-3, Ar. sy
also the Avan, "37 &e. The =
Hebrew jt to number, to apportion, to sense of 5 “to be ‘strong, firm”, is condetermine, Ar. |.
nected with the organic root in am.
Ithpa. I. 23h to determine mutually,
Nif. ar (fut. W347) to be cut, pruned,
to agree together, Dan. 2, 9 K’ri; the of the vine Is. 5, 6.

at (Peal unused) Aram. tr. same as

K’tib may, perhaps, have read ומזה
Pih. 1g" (not used) to cut off, to snuff,
(like the Hebrew mai); LXX owel- a light; “deriv. the noun n'yaın (which

ומר

see), as the LXX on 2 Cur. 4, 22 have
taken it.

11: at
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(not used) same as Kal:

Graeco-Ven. Cugcduquos= 2 5, Zön Ga-

nach, Kimchi) is mere conjecture.

“ny (not used) Aram. = Hebr. Wats
deriv. mr.
a
II. (Kal not used) intrans. 1. to
Paél. Sn, like the Hebrew “31; debuzz, to hum, i. e. to sing, Ar. , and rivative רמז
ar (def. NY”) Aram. m. a playing of
, Targ. Rt, Syr. z%] the same,
rihiopie of the humming or buzzing instruments, Dan. 3,5 7 10.
of bees; comp. Sanskrit swar. — 2. Fig.
“ay (only pl. with suff. or" Rit) m
to sing with the accompaniment of an in- branch of a vine, only figuratively of the
strument, i. e. to play; then to praise, members of a family, which are included
to celebrate, to dance, to leap, as far as in 23 Naz. 2,3. See 41.
song was the main thing in the act.
( הָרְמְזconstr. תרד( f. .1 song, tones,
Deriv. M737, תרמז ,al, hm, AT,
of לבג Am.5,23; song, Is.51,3. — 2. the
 זָמִירָה, Sa (according to som), the
most enden Fruit (Kimehi) Gen. 43,
proper names “Vat, RT
,11 from ‘vay IL; ; according to Parchon
Pih. ( דבורfut. 2") 1. to sing, used of sicherfrom ar 1 the fruit cut off, or =
the voice, along with (ריִש)ַה Ps. 27, 6; "0 3 fruit generally, from 731="V7,
57,8; 105, 2 and 334 98, "4, with which wa
it is identical: LXX vuveiv. Spec. to
 זְרָהseeזֶמורָה .
celebrate, i. e. to glorify one in song, to
praise, to extol, particularly God, where
may see ART.
the Targ. has maw; with > Ps. 9, 12;

to prune the vine; deriv. "773112.

var -- viz. is Jah) 1. n. p.
47, 7; 147, 7, -UR 59,18 or the accus.
m.
1Kınas 16,9, LXX ZapBor; Nom.
of the object 47,7; 57,10; 108,4. םשל

92,2 or Dy 7, 18; 66,4, or "also Du 125
is often put pacapheatienlly for the
name of God. Sometimes also 7123
21,14, 1» 59, 18 stand as the accusative. 439 at is to celebrate in song
gloriously ‘or magnificently 30, 13; but

 אַפְכְּבידִיma

108, 2 .denotes: 1

altogether, I "myself, will sing praise

25, 14; 1 Cur. 2, 6; 8, 86.

—

2) ₪ p.

of a country between Arabia and Persia,

i. 6. between ברע and o5"y Jur. 25,25;
perhaps identical with Zimiri, the re
gio arenosa in Ethiopia, apud Pliny

(H. N. 36, 25).
 ןְרָמְז8 same) n. p. of a son of
Abraham

by Keturah

and

then

the

(iad =שָפְב self, a periphrasis for the founder of an Aramaean-Arabian tribe
pronoun); ]ןיילע ’ 92, 2 to sing praises Gen. 25,2; 1 Car. 1, 32.
nay (apoetical form for a7, see
with on ליִּכְשַמ 7 47, 8 to sing a
( מַשָכִּילwhich see). — 2. to play, with nrg) ‘f. fame, praise, Ex. 15, 2; Is.
a of the instrument, as >232 Ps. 33, 2, 13, 2.
 בִּכְנר98, 5, nina 149, 3, prop. to ac{1 (from mar, after the form 7 from
company the song with instruments, as

IW; pause ""not wt]; pl. Dar) m. sort,

was customary in ancient times; LXX kind, genus, Ps. 144, 18 (where the
waddew (prop. to finger, to touch).
LXX have taken it = ‘Aram. = mt),
ar (pl. def. n2"Jat) Aram. m. a singer, 2 Cur. 16,14; Targ. 31, Syr. d the same.

a temple-singer, Ezr. 7,24, Ar. 5
"af (from "ar to hop, to spring, Ar.

As ‘genus comes from the root yev, gen,

so is jr from mr (which see).

( וזpl. constr.31) Aram. m. the same,
5) m. a wild roadie or goat Devt. 14,
Dan. 3, 5.
‘5, so named from its springing, Targ.
-<-

REM.

The acceptation giraffe (LXX,

to wag,
(not used) tr. same as 139
33}
I=T
ct

ונכ
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to move to and fro, the tail. The organic Jer. 3, 1, ירחא Ex. 34, 15
root is 2371, 93°, which also exists in mours i. e. the idols; and
m (qn). . 6
sense is to de- Ps. 73, 27, ירחאמ Hos.1,2,
viate, to swerve, to turn off the way; nnn Ex. 23, 5, by of the

hence 50 (deviation, transgression).
an (with suff. 3421; pl. nin, constr.
nie) m. tail, of animals Ex. 4, 4;
Jupans 15, 4; figurat. end, stump, of a
fire-brand Is. 7 4; the crowd (opposite to
 (רָאטDeur. 28,13, Is. 9,13, i. e. mean,
contemptible; then the part that comes

last, the rear, of an army; whence the
denominative

Pih. 334 (comp. D3) to cut of the rear
(ar), to “destroy the’ rear, JosH. 10, 19,

of the paraalso with 47a
non 4,12,

person Eon
whom one apostatises whorishly Hos.
9,1. b) with “gn to run after whorishly,
6. ₪. תובא Lev. 20, 6, a2, 72 Nom. 15,
39; to whore afteri.e. to imitate Ez. 23, 30.
9 to have intercourse externally or with

strangers Is. 23, 17; therefore perhaps
mir Josm. 2, 1 (see Marra. 1,5; James
2,"OB; Hase, 11,31) Junges 11,1; 16,

1; 1 Kies 3, 16. See air. Deriv. וז

Aut, par, nam.

Puh. ar to commit

whoredom, with

which is explained in Daur. 25, 8 by  אחרי, Ez.16, 34 and after thee whoredom

PINS Dhummbe.

was not committed, i. e. none after thee

( הנוpart. m. הבז ,fem. ;7 inf. absol.
m, coat mint; fut.matt, apoc. 51) intr.

will reach thee in that (Kimchi).
Hif. 2777 (fut. apoc. 1) to cause to

commit whoredom, to seduce to fornificaprop. to shake out seed, semen emit- tion Ex. 34,16; 2 Car. 21,11; or to
tere, therefore to beget, to cohabit (comp. commit fornication, to carry on whoredoms,
201/06, prop. mejens), from the organic Hos. 4, 10 18; 5, 3; 2 Cur. 21, 13; a
root 7-31, cognate with Sanskrit gan,
stronger expression than that of Kal.
gna, Greek yev, Lat. gen. In Hebrew
The eee
signification is in
only 1. to play the whore, to commit

_3;, in the Syr. 4] the same,
fornication, of men with dx of the the Arab.
female Num. 25, 1; asually of a wo- from the emission of the semen &c., but
man, whether married, i. e. to commit
adultery Hos. 3,3, Is.57,3, or unmarried
Gun. 38, 24; Hos. 4, 13; with accusat.

then also to depend upon, to cleave to, as

Junezs 19, 2 to play the whore upon

11, 30, the other in the mountainous

hence

in the latter case it is accompanied by

65 jr may denote originally what hangs

Ez. 16, 28, a 16, 17, ‘by 16,26 or ירחא together.
MIT (or mir broken district; comp.
(prop. to run whorishly after one) of the
paramour 16, 34, with slight modifica- mats) n. p. of two places in Judah, one
tions of the idea; with לע of the man, inthe plain Josa.15,34, New.3,13 and
(the man) i. e. against or besides him, part Josu. 15, 56, 1 Car. 4, 18; hence
it is unnecessary

to read}mani

(Dathe) or arm] (Studer); on the other oil (79°) and 473, in the former by
hand, in Ez. 16, 15 לעis equivalent to bby, שיכל &e.
2 in the first member, to play the harlot

79T (after the form ןיִצָק from הצק ,
Seldom, to comp. Aram. 198, THR see First,

upon the name, i. e. trusting in the name

to play the harlot madly.

play the harlot involuntarily i. e. to be Lehrgeb. p. 202; only in plur. D271,
dishonoured Am. 7,17. Part. fem. הנוז constr. "2591, with suff. S227, mar) m.
a harlot, Devt. 23, 19, in full form men 1. whoredom, fornication, Ez. 23, 11, m5
' זEz. 23, 44. — 2. Figur. a) to aposta- ' זHos. 4, 12 the spirit of impurity i.e.
tise, from God, to commit idolatry (Israel of idolatry; busen 7 mom 2, 4 to put

being thought of as the spouse of Je- away unchastity ‘from. the face (Jur. 3, 3,
hovah, God being the husband, and Prov. 7, 13); 'ָז "75% Hos. 1, 2 children
idols being adulterers), with accusat. of whoralens. == 5 ו idolatry,

MT
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apostasy, sorcery, 2 Kınas 9, 22, parallel

 וְכְּעְפִיםi.e. the arts of policy.
MAT (after the form nam; -uth being

like the plur. termination. -oth, also with
the suff. pl. Jur. 3, 2, comp. 3, 8 and
noma 299%. 3, 20; pl. mm), f
whoredom, Formniention, Jer.13, 97; on
4,11; figurat. apostasy, idolatry Num.

14, 33; Ez. 23, 27.

pal (Kal unused) trans. same as Syr.
«ai to press forward, to shoot (an arrow);

to reject (therefore identical with mot in
its fundamental meaning), then intr. to
leap forth, to spring forward, of a beast

of prey.

Arab. (transpos.) Gy.

DPT

see PT.

Pi. par (fut. p2t>) intensive: to leap

forth with violence, to break forth, to break
nat (fut. ma) 1. tr. to push forth, to out (Ibn Esra, Kimchi), with 2 of the
push away, to cast away, e. ₪. bDibwn place Dur. 33, 22; comp. Talm. par
Lament. 3,17; to reject, mati 2,7, 'בלט (Nid. 59 >; Chul. 37 2) to shoot forth, to

Hos. 8, 3; ןורמש Ta rar 8,5 he (God) rush forth, of blood; past (Sebach. 25 b)
as the rushing out, of water, which has
also 8, 3 it is so used (on account of been already compared in part by Ibn

rejects thy calf (thy idol) |9 ל

the sudden change of person in the Ganach.
following hemistich [EX for ip] the
nyt (not used) intr. same as עז I.
LXX, Theod., Quinta, Ar. read nt, (em)to be terrified, to tremble, from Sich
the are, Sy. and Jerome take it pas- the noun הרשו may be explained. See
sively to be rejected), with own Ps. 89, mar and .וועד

39, 05577 44, 10 (where the object also

stands. for mt); then in a milder sense,
to forsake, to leave in the lurch, with
accus. of the object Ps. 43, 2; 60, 312;
88,15; 108,12; 2083. 10, 6, and therefore with בז (see Hif.) 1 Car. 28, 9;
seldom with the object omitted Ps. 44,
24, 74,1; 77,8; 89, 39; Lament. 3, 31,
the object being understood from the
context, without the verb being intr. on

that account. — 2. (not used) intr. prop.
to push self away, therefore to lose itself (of water), to dry up, to flow off,
according to the LXX and Vulg.; deriv.
mais, the denom. m21N7, and then. p.
man. — The fundamental signification
of ‘the stem is not = 9

or ‘tae

to stink, to be rancid, for ןחצ corresponds to these; but, like the fundamental signification of max, p2t (which

-see), to press forwards or onward, to
cast away, as also the Syr. all.

7197 (constr. תעָז ,from עז II. as in
Talmudic the Hif. is am

whence the

enlarged stem 93-7, Ar. ₪ has arisen)
f. sweat, prop. what drops out, Gen.3

19; Syr. ]גיבסל,Talm. ֶאעי See .עזי
97 (usually 0
+0 6 From
on " [which see] transposed, like 175%
out of m1, from ערז I.) 7. fear, terror,
Devt. 28, 25; Ex. 23, 46; elsewhere
merely Kerk Jar. 15, 4; 24, 9; 29,18;
34,17; 2 Car. 29, 8. It is possible that
a stem הָעָז = Day L should be assumed
for the form הוז which the proper
name iT seems to favour.

VDL (fear-maker,see (הנעז ₪ p. m.
Gen. 36,27;

1 Cur. 1, 42.

"PT (a form more frequent in Aramaean) m. a little, Is.28,10 13 there a
little, here a little;

adv. a little while,

fixgor, parumper, paulisper 108 36, 2,

Hif. ( הזניחfut. 17972) to reject, nD of time, as it is also in the Targ. ‘for
(the holy vessels) i.e.
i to desecrate 2 Cun. Hebr. u».
 ריִעְזAram. adj. m., MBI f. little,
29,19, to cast off, with ja from a thing
11, 14, to leave in the lurch 1 Cur. 28, 9. small, ‘of a horn

₪
a stem incorrectly adopted for jt,
IT
ו

see 137 and .ןז

Dan. 7, "8, Hebrew

IF
1 (Kal not used) intr. only another

ועם

ועק
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orthography for 727 (which see), 10 extinguish; hence

hither and thither, to which the Targ.

nyt (Ps.59,9 for Hebr. “yiv2), whence

Nif. ‘3272 figur. to be extinct, of un) NEST a storm (for WD or Mb), and the
Jos 17,1, where many mss.. already Samar. nyt to snort at (Gen. 2,7) refer;
read me, and the Targ. and Syr. use and it coincides only aceidentally with
the same.

bey. In Ar. SIS to frighten, to scare,

Dy (fut. Dy) Nom, 23, 8 and nyt i. e. to move violently, corresponds to it.

Prov. 24, 24; imp. 97 Num. 23,7 for The Hebrew 19 11. whence הפרס (which
 מגהintr. to roar, to foam, as the Ar. see) is wholly ‘jdentical with it. The
53 (V.) and the cognate Mediterranean | organic ‘root lies also in 1173, au.

i. (see byt); then to be irritated,
excited , enraged, to be angry, to rage;
spoken of God, to perform judgment, to
punish, to be ready to punish, Ps. 7,12;
to give vent to indignation Mat. 1, 4; to
curse, with accus. Num. 23, 7 8, "Zuon.

Ay IL (not used) intr. to glow, to
burn‘5 בז in Ethpe. ),whence some
derive the meanings of 91 I. also;
cognate aay, 477, ANT 6. From this
comes the ‘quadriliteral nyt (which see),

1,12, seldom with לע Dan. 11,30; םּועָז by the insertion of an J.

₪ Prov. 22,14 one cursed or punished by
God; figur. of a measure: to be cursed
i.e. scant Mic. 6, 10. Syr. [לבב the same,
Nif. Dy12 to be angry, irritated, fretful, up םיִבָּפ a fretful countenance
Prov. 25, 23; cognate in sense DYRYT

aT adj. m. angry, irritated, excited,
1 Kinas 20, 43; 21,4; along with "0.

( םעזwith suff. -

m. anger, Prov.

;19,12 2 Cur. 16, 10; rage, violence 28,
;9 judicial anger (of God) Mic. 7, 9;
joined with ףא it strengthens the idea,
Is. 30,30, as with nyt Lament. 2, 6;

Gen. 40, 6.
297 (with suff. רובד m. wrath, judi- figurat. violent roaring (of the sea) Jon.
cial anger, Ps. 69, 25; Zupu. 3, 8; ’1 2 ,1,15 comp. “maris ira” (Ov. Met. 1,
Is. 13, 5 instruments "of punitive wrath, 033).
comp. 10, 5 'ז man; intensive AN 7
px (fut. PITT, imp. PRT, inf. constr.
Lament. 2, 6, for which Apr stands elsepet and pyr [according to. some] Is. 30,

where, Is. 30, 30; threatening 30, 27,
joined. with Bl; time of punishment,
time of RO
Is. 10, 25; 26, 20;
Dan. 8,19; 11,36, comp. 1 Maco. 1, 64;
2 Maco. 8,5; תג 2,13; 0
ebullition, zeal Jer. 15, 17 curse Hos.
7,16.

19; 57, 13) intr. a later form of the

older pee (which appears in the Peneh. ‘to ery, to lament, with לע Jur.
30, 15 or 2 over Is. 26, 17, with > for
one 15, 5, Jur. 48, 31, with “ppb of
the person, on account of one 1 Sam, 8,
18, with accus. of the object Is. 14, 31

Ay I. (fut. 9277, inf. with suff. (לפעַד or "of the means 2 Sam. 19, 5, or alsa

intr. to foam up (of the sea), to boil up absolut. 13,19; Jur. 47,2; along with
(of anger), to be violently moved, i. e. to karl לולה 48, 20; Ez. 21, 17. Usube angry, 2 Car. 26,19, with לעof the ally in the sense 80 cry to, to implore
person; to be יו
with by of the God for help, with 5x Ps. 22,6 or > of
person, ibid.; to be emcited, ill-humoured, the person 1 Cur. 5, 20; to entreat, with
disturbed , then to be sorrowful, fallen, 40008. of the person J uDans 12,2, Nex.
of 0°9>, either as the effect of sorrow
Gen. 40, 6 or from bad nourishment

Dan. 1, 10, =by13 Prov. 25,23. Deriv.

pT and nyt.

The fundamental signification of the
stem lics in the being violently moved

9,28, or also with 86008. of the thing
over which Has. 1, 2, or with accus. of
the direction whither one supplicates
2 Cur. 32, 20; figurat. of lifeless things

Has. 2, 11; also to call Ez. 9, 8. Deriv.
par, pst.

py

Nif. P212 to be called together, to assemble, Josn. 8,16; Junges 18, 22 23;
1 Sam. 14, 20; with ירחא
to sale
weil
after one, i. e. to follow his party,

Jungs 6, 34 35.
21:  הדעיל1. to cry to, to call, Jon.
3,7, Jos 35, 9, like Kal, after the manner of many intransitive verbs. —
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2. to

call together 2 Sam. 20, 4.
The stem ‘t (Targ. pyy, Syr. a1,

121 (with a of motion mt,

beau-

tiful top, comp. “pw, Targ. ROOT IR)

n. p. of a city in "northern Palestine,
Nom. 34, 9.
na (from 497 L, after the form nz},
nw. from 9%, wap) /. properly fluid,

resinous,

specially pitch Ex. 2, 3, Is.

34, 9, Ar. ws), Targ. Nmpy and Np}

(and thence the denom. npr), Syr. Rei;
8
Ar. (8) and ($£0) together with its comp. Phenician mp1 (sipet) in

Zovogwoiner (Diose. 1 103) as a name
the medial radical sound may be easily of the juniper; adj. nat in ' ven
perceived as an elongation of the & of Arıgoinen (Diose. 2, 157).
the organic root קז,PX, 28; just as the
 קזI. (only pl. opt; from ppt IL) m.

older form pyx, is = ANY, out of which

- 2

(to sound), 6 (to ery out),

da.

chains , hence 2

ON

to bind

with fetters Ps. 149, 8, Jos 36, 8 (op-
ge (to on eis (the same), 5 posite to ’t I nn» Tan. 40,4); 72 PD
(to shriek), 6 (to sound), co (to to be bound in chains , "a “ay to march
in chains Is. 45, 14. JER. 40, 1 4 has
shriek) refer to a simple organic root.
D-pIN (which see) instead.
ri
 צנ זקmorf(rpp ;LI ylnoni .lp זִיקת
pot (with suff. ףקכז, TR) m. ery,
Is. 30, 19; but in 57,19 it may be taken with Dagesh resolved, once D Pt Prov.
26, 18, in mss. Dp7 also) m. prop. a thing
as an infin,
burning,
glowing, spec. a burning dart,
 קָעְֶדGn the Targ. 3 p. pl. 1p»yt) Aram.
a fiery arrow, i.e. surrounded with comanes as Hebrew pzt Dan. 6, 2i.
bustible materials; 'ז  הריProv.
8
Prt (constr. (תקעז f. ery, complaint, to cast firebrands; "13 "33 to kindle with
en
Is.15,5; Ez. 27, 28; in the firebrands Is. 50, 11; . IN to prepare

constr. objectively, Gun. 18, 20 the ery of brands ib.; Targ. NEN Map.
rejection over Sodom; then entreaty Prov.

21, 13; raging cry 110018. 9, 17.

WY (not used) intrans. same as the

IR! (not used) intr. to sprout, to bud,
of hairs, whence RI The organic root
p71 is also found in 727 (which see),
though applied only to ears and fruits
(see also 777); and therefore it has nothing in common with nf.

older רעצ (=X), to be pressed together,
narrow, close; hence to be small, little, like
the Targ. “yt for the Hebrew b372, רעצ
JOR to be little in number or ה
₪ (fut. "p1>) intr. to be old, of per-and also of time; in the Targ. too it is
tr. to withhold for
ral 2 Sam. 18, 16; sons Gen. 18,12; Prov. 23, 22; on the
comp. Syr. 1, Ar “sy. Deriv. ר עזcontrary ןשי of hinge! oppos. to "32 Ps.
37, 25 and ‘along with sw 1 Sam. 12, 2
“21m and nyt (which see).

Spr (not used) Aram. same as Hebrew pr.

Dar yay 1 Cur. 23, 1"or Dana Na

Joss. 23,“2. — The fundamental signification has been assumed to be to be decaying, bowed, curved, with an appeal to

Sat (mot used) intr. to be fragrant,
as the Ar. 50; or better the same as the Ar. 3
“BW, “PD to shine, to glitter, to be beauziful; metaphor. to be pleasant, lovely;
derivative

(to be bent), eed, (de-

caying); or linguists have gone back
to jpt and the Arabic forms connected
with it, But looking at the words cog26

ip}
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nate in sense, viz. ששי (Aram. wp) and
arb, it is better to put the organic
root 77.7} in juxta-position with the Lat.

, Greek yegovzes, moeoßeıs, Lat.

senatus &c., where a similar metaphor
occurs.
In the Romanian languages
can (canus, can-ities), softer sen (sen-ex Signore, Seigneur, Senor, Sire, Sir (from
i, 6. sen-ec-s). Derivat. pt (adj. and Senior) proceeded from the same view.
subst.), RT, RT, DIRT.
This figurative sense is chiefly found
if. PRU (fut. yen) to grow old, to in the plural, either absolutely, or with
shew age (see un, 722"), of men the article םיִנָקְּזַה 1 Kınas 20, 8, or in
Prov. 22, 6, of plants 108 14, 8; comp. connexion wichya ,11,16.אטא הדעה
“ senescunt ‘prata” (Plin. 18, 28).
Lev. 4,13, Vata "1 Kines 20, 7, רועה
IR} (from pr; constr. Int, with suff. Devt. 19, 12, or lastly with the names

of lands, tribes and peoples, e.g. DR Yin} 'ָז
Ex.3,16,
77977) ’7 18am. 30, 26, בָאּומ 7
37) ו
dh sprouting Balz on the
Nun.
22,
7,
vn 22,4, 1953 'ז Junezs
chin, hence the beard, a bearded chin, of
men Lev. 14, 9, Ez. 5, 1, Ezk. 9, 3, 11,5, לבג" 'Ez.27,9, and in this signiRT, "op

m . (fem. Is. 15,2; JER.48,

along with WX “yy or WN; ln
of the hair of the lion 1 Sam. 17, 35.

Ar. urd, Syr. 110. Applied to it are

Beation. "associated with pow Num.11,

16, own 1 Kines 21,11, םירט Is. 3,14,
" חכמיםEz. ,72 ,9 RIM Rw .ezE ,3

m3 2 Sam. 10, 4, yy Jer. 48, 37, 973 12, ' שפטים10, 14. Worthy of note is

Is. 15, 2, Bd 7, 20, חמצ 2 Sam. 10, 5.
The Ar. ises applied” to the hairy
parts of the sexes, to the lower part
of the body. The Greek 8/8009, yevvs,
xovvog, Lat. gena,, German Kinn, have
their origin in like manner from the
idea of sprouting.
tet (constr. {pt Gun. 24,2; pl. ORT,

the college of the 70 (72) םיִנָקָז ,intro-

duced as early as Moses for hs gov-

ernment of the people Num. 11, 16, an
institution which continued till the latest
time Jup. 10,7; Sus. 5; 1 Macc. 12, 35,
and whose members were known as the
Sanhedrists in the New Testament time
(Marta. 26,3 47; 27,1 &e.). In the sacri-

ficial ritual they represented the whole
constr. RT, with suff. RT, once (וכיניקז people Luv. 4,15; 9,1; under the kings

1. ad). m., הנקז (pl. תיק ZECH. 8, 4) they were the vicars of the people
23, 1; and
f. old, grey, with age, Gen. 25, 8, with 1Kımas 8,1; 20,7; 2 Kınas
 יָמִיםyap, Ov" NDI aged 35, 29, JER. as understanding was looked to more
6, 11; coupled with the nouns שיא than age, b’ypr became a mere title,
Junazs 19, 16, x) 1 Kines 13, 25, like 25000006 in the Greek states, the
na >92 Juans 19, 22 &e.; with va senatores in Rome.
following, older than Jos 32, 4. —
2. Substant. a) an old man, oppos. to the

 ןקזm. old age, Gun. 48, 10.

 הנקזf. age, Gun. 24, 36; figurat. of

 נערGen. 19, 4, Jer. 51, 22, n> bay a ale in their decay Is. 46,4; comp.

Is.‘65, 20, ina Jur. 31, 13, and joined

with ששי 2 Cur. 36, 17, map ()שיא

pt 47, 6.

DIRT (after the form p73) m. pl.

Lev. 19, ‘32, whose ornamentare grand- time /‘old age, Gen. 21, 2, "ב a son
children Prov. 17, 6, and gray hairs
born in one’s old age Gen. 37, 3.

- 29 (comp. 16, 31). ma jn1 Gen. 24,

AP (part. AR) tr. same as aa and
2, pL m3 pt 50, 7 the oldest Jatonging
to the house, e. g. a servant, official. — ARD, prop. to fasten, to support, then to

b) Figurat. (dropping the idea of old strengthen, to raise up (one bowed down)
age), a ruler (of the people), a principal Ps. 145,14; 146, 8. The fundamental
man, a grandee,

therefore joined with

signification is intr. to hold firmly by

nop Is. 3, 2 or םיִנָפדאּושְנ 9, 14, ex- something, like the Ar. (as, ‚and tr. to
plained as שאר or Tan; comp. Arab, make firm, durable, then to set up, to
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raise up, like the Syr. 25], in the Targ.

37, 27; Ar, » (according to some), Syr.
for 80), 7757, whence to hang up (in ie] (coll),
the stem of which is 0
Aram.). The organic root is also in
Syr.
3}.
the Sanskrit skab, Greek oxyz, 007
NAT (from sy I. which see) f. same
Latin scap, scip &e.
ART (part. pass. pt) dram. the same,
but also in the meaning to raise up

0 eross), to hang up 1029. 6, 11; Syr.
25},

as mar (as the ‘Samar. cod. and some
mss. read) foreign, bad, therefore er) היה
to become loathsome Num. 11, 20.

TISHy800 TR}

 ורבL (Kal not used) intr. same as
PR! I. (not used) tr. to bind, to at‚Dar
(Kimchi, Levi), to flow, to run off
tach, Targ. ppt the same, hence PRR
fettered (Is. 60, 11); Talm. figurat. to (of brooks, after the snow and ice are
bind, to compel, to chain to; comp. Sans- melted), therefore equivalent to mar (in
=
krit sagg, Lat. sequi. The Ar.re) mn), Ar. oy) Ke.- ==

(to fetter),
3-5
|5
NER (bond, fetter) have been
- developed out of theו
inserted. Deriv. py I

root by n

PR} I. (not nsed) intr. to glow, to
burn, the organic root Pt being identical with that in ny (see nny), and
perhaps with that in Pr 3; the Targ. Pi,
whence קוק (spark) and אקי 0

Syr. les] are the same. Deriv. pr I
Pipl II. (fut. pt>) intr. to drop ae

(water-channel), &

w (the same),

Syr. transp. sp, ree ar,

whence

ary (Arab. transp. hr ) a canal;
Phenic. aa (current) n. p. of a river
(Serbes) in Numidia.
Puh.  זרבto be flowing, Jos 6,17 at
the time they flow (i. e. as soon as they
begin to pour themselves out in summer time, from the melting of the ice),
they are already dried up.

to trickle through (cognate in root with
al I. (not used) intrans. same as
Germ. seihen, seigen, sickern), and and TL “Sp to sprout, to grow (see
the org. root pr may be identical with
vum). Deriv. probably 247 in the prothat in 7073; ‘prop. to pour (comp. the
per
name Saat.
French couler from the Latin colare);
hence 478) 97 Pfr they trickle (or
Saat (i. e. Yaasır, begotten in Badrop) through ‘as rain with its (rising) bylon, "Sanh. 38" Yasa yw) n. p. of
mist (whence the rain arises) Jos 36, one of the deseendants of David in Ba27. Figurat. trans. to filter, to strain, bylonia, who led back the first Jewish
wine (see Puh.), i.e. to fine it; to purify, colony to Palestine 1146. 1, 1; Ezr. 3,
metals (figurat.) Jos 28, 1, different in 2; 4,2. Perhaps better and more suitfundamental signification from 47%.
ably from 532 ברז (shoot of Babylon);
Pih. ppt to purify, gold, by smelting; comp. היבט
then in a moral sense Mat. 3, 3.
TH (not used) intr. to grow luxuriant,
Puh. ppt to be purified, e. ₪. wine from

the dregs Is. 25,6; of metals Ps. 12, 7; to be "eauberant, of plants, particularly of
exuberant pastures; the Talm. noun 757,
1 Cur. 28, 18.
( רזpart. of 17) m. see "Ar; Phenic. is luxuriance of branches (Sabb. 1039),
nr the same.

willow-branches, whence the denom. 77

(Shebi‘it ch. 2) to cut off the superfluous

“WI. See the redupl. form AT.

boughs.

( רזfrom Soy IL, with suff. tz) m. a

tertwine, to interweave, to entangle, Syr.

The fundam. significat. is to in-

border, ring, hence ledge, edge, of a 23] (to mix with one another), connected
table, of a chest Ex. 25, 11; 30, 3 4; with Tab I. Derivative
26*
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Pih.  דרהto encircle, to surround, to
Tt (willow-bushes) n. p. of a valley
Num. 21,12 and a brook Duvr. 2,13 in hedge about, nk, 324 Ps. 139, 3, i. e.
Moab, east of the Dead Sea, which the to watch, to guard.
Jerus. Targ. I. on Nume. loc. cit. has
ir and 941 (with suf. "war; pl.

already translated by willow-brook; it py", nape; from yar IL) comm. (mase.
may be identical with םיבְרע dn) Is.

seldomer)
15, 7 and 395 m Am 6, 14, a
for lifting
boundary stream between Moab and fore 1. the
Edom, which flows into the Dead Sea; Devt. 33,

prop. the member necessary
and carrying burdens, therearm, the lower arm, brachium
20; of animals, the shoulder

comp. 'Phenie. לַעַּבַהְּדְרַז n. p. of a river, Nun. 6, 19; with N prosthetic 9vty 8
DN TH .ם p. of a city.
31, 22. With relation to this objective
 הֶרָוI. (part. 157, inf. constr. nin;

fut. m, ap. 117) tr. to strew, to scatter
about, to disperse, Nun. 17, 2, with the

meaning, the breaking, crushing, cutting

off &c. of the arm is expressed by 728

Ps. 10,15, 913 1 Sam. 2,31 &e., and is

addition of m7} to the wind Ex. 5, 2, or also frequently applied in a figur. sense.

ab»
accus.
4, 11;
to -

Ex. 32, 20; then to winnow, wilh
of the object Jupezs 3, 2; JER.
with mara Is. 41, 16; figurat.
away Is."80, 22. Dem am.

The following phrases are also figurat.:
m> ving a powerful arm Is. 44, 12,

yy Nb : an impotent arm

Jos 26, 2,

24 " an arm lifted up, i. e. threatenNif. 12 (inf. with suff. panini == ing 38,15; הרר  'ָדan outstretched arm,
pani, Oth being considered as plural; i.e. one ready’to manifest strength Deur.
4, 34 &e. — 2. Metaphor. power, might,
fut. Han) to be scattered, of nations,
DI WIN the powers (might) of his hands
with 3 of the place Ez. 6, 8; 36,19.
Gun. 49, 24; “iva 't fleshy i. 6. human
Pih. mar (inf. mist out of nin, part.
might 2 Cur. 32, ד exertion of power Ez.
m2, fut. mar) to* disperse, to scatter 17,9; pl. ו
ofpower Dan. 11, 15
about, תומצע Fr. 6, 5; figurat. to shake 22 31, like 99738 (which see), Bouton
out, Ip ‘Mat. 2, 8; ts drive away, to melo ‘Iud. 9, 7
Farther: violence,
banish, “peoples Er. 12, 15, either with violent deed 108 35, 9; "7 שיא a violent
the addition of תיצְראּב 22, 15, orisa man 22,8; helping power 1. 6. assistance,
Ps. 44, 12, or m"osb Jan. 49,32; help Ps. 83, 9; Jer. 17, 5; Is. 33, 2;
figurat. nyt Prov. 15,ae
hence army Ez. 30, 21, especially in
i the

‚Puh. mi (part. m. 797 for main like pl. 30, 22. On the other hand vor Is. 9,
DON, pain &e., f. air; fut. man) to be 19 is arm, which the LXX קל
spread out, ney Prov. 1,17, to be strewed Targ. (having in mind the phrase JER.

Jos 18,15, to be winnowed Is. 30, 24. —
ar Ps. 58, 4 see רוז I. Nif.
The organic root of this stem appears
with a like ete in 9-1, Targ. 855,

19, 9) incorrectly translate companion,
reading»2) perhaps; and לעד Ez. 31,17,
which the LXX and Syr. read iy",

Syr. 132, Ar. 15 &e.; 0

be = niyhr 30, 25, if it should not be

it does also

as the organic root in 1», "72, Aram.
א-& זֶר. In the Indo- Geormanié lan-

may be read 14y (his allied troops) and
taken collectively in
i this passage.

Ar.

ely» Aram. 8277, IS} the same.

guages we may compare Sanskrit sri

DIN (only pl. op4y; from the Pik. of

to scatter, Lat. sero, and with st and
sp for s in the Sanskrit stri, oroo-¢w,

mot 9 m. seeds, garden herbs, as poor
food Dan. 1,12, for which ot is in

sterno, 0290060 ,Germ. streuen 6.

VW IL. (Kal unused) tr. to encircle,

1, 16.

DAN (pl. evant, from Pik. of 371.)

to gird about, to enclose, same as רז IL, m. seeds, garden seeds Is. 61, 11; / 91
זר, צר, צר, ecneh
seed of seeds Luy. 11, 37.
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 םיזרזm. (an abridged reduplication mar (girdle), זרז &e. The simple stem
for Mat from nat which see) m. usually is =רז  רז רצוIL, Ar. 0 ; since such a
an overflowing, a copious watering, Ps.72, reduplication” may be formed from each
6 as rain-gushes to the overflowing the earth of these roots.

(LXX,Vulg., Syr., Rashi); we must there-
fore take ’t=’t>, comp. Syr. {X25} (imber)

my (inf. constr. 41; fut. mayı) intr. to

break forth (of a birth), to arise (see mt,
for a; (Jon 24,8), Ar. 5 135, Talm. MIN), cognate in sense with pp (Gan.
( ףיזְרדJom. )°78 the same. But this 38,29), to bloom, to grow up, to rise up
sense does not suit the parallelism, where( nay), of plants, comp. 1192, Ar.
one expects the meaning of דג in ‘3; with the same metaphor; to break out,
and therefore the Targ. and Kimchi have of leprosy 2 Cur. 26, 19, usually, howtaken ’=15, reading the second he- ever, to break forth, of "ix Ps. 112, 4;
mistich vr( ףיזְרז by) 2°3°27>, under- und Eccuzs. 1, 5, Nau. 3, 17, Dan
standing the stem ar in the ‚sense of Jox 9,7; with>of the person on ל
114 to shave off, to cut off, Ar. Or (to the sun rises, i.e. to see the rising sun
eut off), Talm. nat. See yar I. and II. Gen. 32,32, with לע of the person over
77" (formed from the reduplicated whom sun-rise appears, Ex. 22,2; figurat.
of * 7132 Is. 60, 1, “4 60, 2; to appear
form[ רזרז which see] into a noun)m
(see mm). Deriv. 797, many, IE,
girded, “firm, equipped, with 07272 Prov.
nam, "and the proper names m, mat,
,30 31 one girded about the ‘loins the
"
designation of an animal swift in the Sonor, man, man.
"The fondamontal signification of the
loins, which goes along proud and
bold, perhaps the war-horse.
Accord- stem now given is confirmed by the
ing to this fundamental signification organic root my”, which is also found
)6 ‘preaking forth of sound),
the LXX, Aq., Theod., Vulg., Targ., in חַרדֶצ
Syr., Arab. &c. understand a cock, Ibn ners (of a blossom) &e.; the Ar. Lip,
Esra an eagle, and in the Talm. (B. Targ. a7 have the same root.
Kamma 92°) “741 actually denotes
ni m. 1. rising, of the sun Is. 60, 3.
something similar; ‘Kimchi, Levi and — 2. “(origin, birth, coner. sprout) n.
others render a greyhound; according to m. Gen. 38, 30; Nun. 26,13; 1 Car. 0
the Talmud (J. Ta‘anit ch. 1) "11 means 6; 2 Car. 14, 8. Patronym. Amar Nun.
a fighter, a combatant, and so here a 25, 13, elsewhere snk.
wrestler. But all these meanings are
IT (see rat) x. p. m. Num. 26, 20;
only conjectural ; and as ’t stands here
see MAT.
beside 1m (as leader of the flock), it
mm (Jah is appearing) n.p.m.1Car.
is probably a periphrasis for the swift-
5,
32,
for which is mrt? 7,3; Ezr. 8, 4.
loined, fleet and active stag, whose
proud and quick gait is praised else-
Dar (from DAT after the 5 Pn,
where (Is. 35,6; Sone or Sou. 2,9 17). Dy? m. (according to Sa‘adja, Ibn Esra)
The idea of girded is often = vigorous, same as Dot (comp. םֶדָק and (םיִדָק a pourquick-moving, as is already shewn by ing rain, a“violent rain, the bursting of a
the verb 177 (Aram.) abridged from "771 cloud Is. 1,7. But as םיִרָד in the preto gird, then to be active, swift , Arab. ceding hemistich belongs to a1, and the
context speaks of barbarians und enemies
ry9 (agilis). See רֶזְרַז and "Ar.

generally, it is better, with the Targ.
wn (not used) tr. to gird, the loins, to take it also as the pl. of .רז

hence intr. to be active, quick, swift in

on I. (Kal not used) intr, same as
duplicated form has arisen the Aram. a L.‚nat L, to flow, to pour, to gush
rat in the widest sense, and out of it forth (with len! deriv. ODT, F271
the loins;

deriv. alia

From

this re-

on

and (according to some) .םיִרז — The
stem is = ,ףרז שש

changing » ‘and

ורע
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I

ys inter-

with .למ

or where the seed is regarded as the

resolve and the reaping as the action

Jur. 4, 3; סמ the other hand mp 3%? Hos.

10, 12 means in conformity to (accord-

Poh. on} (3 pl. a7; comp. ,עד  רעסing to) righteousness, comp. the followas Pohel- forms) to pour down, with the ing "D>; with לע to sow beside somewhat
accus. D7, of the clouds Ps. 77, 18 Is. 32, 20; with by in... into Jur. 4, 3.
(Targ., Syr).
From his signification then arose to
DT IL. (2 pers. with suff. may) tr. plant, among men by posterity (see רז
to cut away,

to cut off, to snatch away,

Ps. 90,5 thou snatchest them away.

Ar.

rye (to cut off), 0 (to tear off).
DT (especially used by Isaiah) m
a pouring rain (violent), a storm, with
the addition of o% Has. 3, 10, Is. 28,2,
coming out of the clouds Has. 1. c. or
down from the mountains Jos 24, 8,
which drives against the wall Is. 25, 4
or is also accompanied by hail 25, 2;

and Nif. var), to fructify &e. — 3. to
plant, vines Is. 17, 10, comp. serere.

Deriv. 91, 99172 and the proper name

DNB orEN
 תשson (fut. yam) pass. of Kal, to
be dispersed Ezr. 36, 9, to be sown hag:
,11 ;37 of men, to be propagated Nau.

,1 ,14 to be impregnated (of a woman)
Num. 5, 28.

Pih. 991 (not used) intensive of Kal.
Deriv. sr, Saar and 997.

30, 30, from which people seek shelter
Puh.  זרto be sown Is. 40, 20.
32, 2.
Hf. yon to bear seed, with accus.
may (constr. na’, with suff. (םֶתְמה  זֶרַעGun. . 4; to conceive seed (spoken
f. prop. a flowing or emission (of seed), ofa woman) Luv. 12,2, where the cod.
an efflux, concrete seed-pouring tube, rod | Sam. has the Nifal.
,
Ez. 23, 20, parallel to wa (the virile
The organic root of the stem lies also
membrum), and spoken of the lascivious in 77-917, 7B; and the Ar. 2:
; , Syr. SI,
horse; comp. Jer. 5, 8; 13, 27. From
Phenie. עז 60. are identical with it;
the same stem comes the Ar. © 2 (water- on the contrary Lat. stro (for seso;
reed),
sd-en, sow) and the Arab. ¢ „9 to
yi I. (inf. constr.
 (רזרעtr. 1. to strew,
perse, i. e. to banish,
among ... ZecH. 10,

st, imp. 91, fut. spread, do not belong here. See beto scatter, to dis- sides, 977 I.
a people, with a
( עְרָושnot used) intr. to lift, to carry,
9; figurat. to dis: to holds comp. -- >77 and Talm.

seminate, to spread, e. ₪. TiN prosperity

Ps. 97, 11; to spread out, to supply
copiously, with a double accusat. JER.
31, 27; Hos. 2, 25. — 2. to scatter seed,
to sow, absol. Mican 6, 15; Jos 31, 8;
opposite “xp Ps. 126, 5. sa a omer
Jur. 50, 16. With accus. of the field,
to sow, as M238 Gen. 47, 23, por Ex.
23, 10, ib " Lev. 25, 4, Ps. 107, 37;
also with accus. of riet one sows,
6

7 (to bear),
Ar.
and >47 1. als
Sanskrit dhri i. e.
same. Out of this
cation arose

d (tocontain, hold),
whence 977, 9773,
dhar, Pers. ‘dar, the
fundamental signifi-

the Ar.

2/0, Syr. 5?

to

help, 1. 6. to support, to assist in bearing;
farther to desire i. e. to ask for, to inter-
cede with, i. e. to stand for one as a

helper. Deriv. 241, Doty.
man Jur. 12, 13, 07895 Lev. 19, 19,
IT (constr. once ער‘Nom. 11,7 [see
most frequently רז Deur. 22, 9; also San, ‘with suff. "97; prop. without plur.,
mon Junazs9,45; "Agur. m Hos. 8, 7, but with suff. poy 1Sam. 8,15, which
bay Jos 4, 5, הלוע 1i.e. to practise Prov. stands for payor on account of po" 43)
 לפ8, "ply di, 18, where reward or m. prop. what is scattered, hence 1. connunichment ‘is looked upon as harvest, crete, seed, of herbs Gun. 1, 11, trees

yn

I
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1, 29, corn Lay. 26,16, plants Eccues. overflow, to flow forth; comp. aan םרז
ws
11, 6, even of the slip of the vine Ez. Ar. 0) Syr. “231 6.
17, 5, like the verb 271; but especially
Pih. (redupl.) ATI to flow strongly, to
seed-corn, fruit Gun. 47, 23, with the
pour;
deriv. (usually) AT.
addition of the quantity and kind Ley.
27,16; Is. 5,10; figurat. a grain, of דג
 ףרָוIL. (not used) tr. to cut of, to
Ex. 16, 31. t Sun Am. 9, 13, 'ז ָ עָרmow, a meadow; see MT.
JER. 5 7 to sow. — 2. what springs
PM I. (fut. par) tr. to moisten, to
from seed, grain Devt. 28, 38, 1 Sam.
3, 15, in full form 'ז  תַאּובְּמDevr. 14, wet, to sprinkle (see pat), Samar. Pat
22 or also PINT Lev. 27, 30, oppos. to (Ex. 36, 36) for Hebr. pes; hence 1. with
 ורי העץ,tiurf ecudorp ,st ,32 ,3 osla  עלof the place and accus. of the object

denoted by ya

“yp and poss Da)

2903. 8, 12, and in this extension of
meaning figur, JER. 2,21, like semen;
comp. Phenie. טיפ ו ערז0
i.e. -gis
(Diosc. 2,124) product of the flax-plant.
See me. Seldom as an abstract, the
sowing "Gen. 47,24, Is. 17, 12, or sowing-time Gun. 8, 22. — 3. seed, of men
Lev. 15, 16, which is emitted ל copulation 19, 20; and besides generally
children, posterity Gen. 12, 7; ‘1 m
38, 9, 'ז op 38, 8 to give a posterity ;
seldem ‘of one child Gen. 4,25. DDR ‘1
male posterity 1 Sam. 1, 11; bald . ל
dren’s children Is. 59, 21. In connexion
with names (07928, HER, 777 &c.) im-

to sprinkle, to squirt, to squirt up, e. g.

py Ex. 24, 6, 772 a Num. 19, 13; Ar.
3) spoken of injections, 01784018.—
2. Metaphor. and seldom (of dry things)
to scatter, IBY Jos 2,12, mp Ex. 9, 8,

altars beaten’ into dust 2 Cur. 34, 4,

Wyma Ez. 10,2. Figur. perhaps Hos.
7,9: yea gray (eray hair) isi sprinkled upon
ae but as par. is never intrans. and

the construction with a does not appear,

it is better to refer it to poy IL. Deriv.

pam.

"Puh. par passive Num. 19,13 20.
The organic root of the stem PI"T
(Syr. 3], Ar. yy lies also in p7"} L,
pa; and in Pers. rikh-ten, Lat. rig-are,
mediate, near posterity are less thought|}
of Jar. 33, 25; Lav. 21, 21; 2 Kines 11, Goth. rig-us the same root may also exist.
1; 17,20. — Figurat. 4. what stands in
pa II. (not used) intr. same as mar
filial union with a person or thing: with to shine forth, to shine, to be white, of

DDR Mar. 2,15, םיִקְיִדַצ Prov. 11,21,
 ורna Is. 65, 23, a “jay Ps. 69, 37,

or “pu Is.
may
cording to
family, race

the grayness of hair Hos. 7, 9.

mn I. (Kal not used) tr. prop. same
57, 4, un Ezr. 9, 2 6.
be differently translated ac- as Sat, mat (which see), to strew, to
the context. — 5. stock,
scatter about, Ar. 5; whence
2 Kinas 11, 1; Dan. 9, 1;

comp. Pf, semen,

oxgoua 6. שו

similarly.
sr see PINT.

Poh. ir (fut. (רררזר to scatter forth

(mucus from the nose), to eject ray-like
particles, i.e. to sneeze 2 Kınas 4, 35;

the Lat. stern-uo, Greek zragvvo pro ֶרַע.fed(  רא.marA .m = 011צל. זרש3 ceeding from the same idea; comp. Targ.
Dan. ,2 ,34 rof“ hcihw tom si ni eht “mar sneezing.
Targ.
vn" II. (not used) tr. to gird, to gird

DAT see YinT.
wi (Pihel--form; only pl. 0°39) m.
greens, vegetables Dan. 1, 16, identical
with םיערז 1, 12.

aa I. (not used) intr. to flow, t

about, to encircle, Arab. S45 deriv. רז
metaphor. to be active, quick, speedy,
especially so the

Pih. (vedupl.) רזְרז,whence in Aram.

the abridged form m

Deriv. WI.

ורש
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ח

wy. (Persian) x. p. f. Esta. 5, 10; the form np, m>z from AHP, n>,
should not be roparded:

6, 13. “in explaining it some have compared the Zend. zairi (green, golden),

a

31,

NAT.

hence zairish (golden), according to
NO (not used) intr, same as nt (mq)
which the nominative sign s (sh) is exprop.
to have a fragrant 0
then
pressed by ו (comp. UF, wi").
generally to be lovely, to be pleasant.
Pih. nt (not used) to be very lovely,
derivative

ny f. the little finger aurieularis,
pvonp,“therefore contracted from NIT, as

the large one is called 415 (Talm.); even
Nathan (in ‘Ariich) has unconsciously
adopted this meaning. But it is usually

NANT (lovely, pleasant) n. p. m. Ezr.
2, 8; Nua. 7, 13.

explained, the intervening space as far

ont (same as jn7) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
23, 8.
nei (Pers.) n. p. m. Esı#.1,10. It

as the little finger, i.e. a span, omdapy
Is. 40, 12; extended to a larger measure
Ex. 28, 16, 1 Sam. 17, 4, Ez. 43, 13,

according to tradition half an ell. The
derivation from 71 to spread out, after

is = Zend. zaötar sacrificer.

ח
M, ealled nn (=n from nin [which
see]=,טּוח Ar.
about, see also
letter signifies
because in the

ו ‘Syr. tus to hedge
mim), as the name of a
enclosing, concrete fence,
old Hebrew writing (on

coins ך-], as also in the Phenician I)
and accordingly in the old Greek, Etruscan, Umbrian &e. it is said (as well as

 (הto present the rude shape of a fence.
But the name was not chosen from the
form of the letter; it was rather selected
on account of the initial sound. The
name is originally identical with that
of He, for the weaker form mir arose
out of my, and was then shortened
after the Aramean manner into ,יה as
ma into "3. The shape of the He also
is like that of Cheth in certain forms in
the old Phenician, in the square character &c. This similarity in name and
shape with but slight deviation, points
to the fact, that ח and ה formed at first
only one sound; which is confirmed by

the Greek H, asign of the spiritus asper,
that came from the Cheth-form (passing

to the Romans as h), and by the Ethiopic
Haut (nin=nn) Ar, which is properly
ch. Thereby is explained a) the frequent
interchange of ה and n in the language

itself, or in relation to the dialects (see);
b) the gradual endeavour to make the
harder A-sound in Cheth to be heard, in
order to distinguish it from .ה Asa
numeral m, the eighth letter of the al-

phabet, signifies 8, ה 8000; as a sound
it is pronounced che =hhe.
With respect to the pronunciation, ד
was a strong aspirate uttered from the
throat, according to the early separation
of it ‘from .ה But this guttural was
a) still so near the simple guttural h
that in the formation of stems a frequent interchange could take place be-

tween m and ,ה as Jom and a7, היה
and mn &e. ae =), so that the LXX
(rarely ‘the Latin) represent it by the
spiritus lenis, in the absence of the
guttural sound in Greek, 6. ₪. Tin

Asguov, Jay 4900/06, MIN Ede, 34
Evaios, "Wa Meootag (New Test.D3bet
Azelus (Justin. 36, 2), mond Aoveid,
Late) MooAsi, הל Meovid, םיִרּוחְּב

baurim (Jerome), ‘and others. The Phenicians also and the Carthaginians have
often expressed by Cheth nothing but h
or the softest breathing, whence the
Latins and Greeks render it in like

manner, 6. 8. 53335 Hannibal, 49/0800;
ion Hanno, “Avra; a
(= ('מדןמ

n
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Hamilcar, Apiinos; oh (1 Kınas 7, and Ama; 103 Syr. a TE and “ne. —
40) Hiromus, Eiowpos; אָּגַחAnna; bya As a stronger guttural Cheth is inter-

“AyBados; יִחָא ja bin ui (Plaut. Poen. 1, changed 3. with 3, 6. g. in Dan I. and
2) &e.; this ‘has been particularly the bas, Ton and 773, רַדָח and =, לוח
case with Cheth at the end, 6. ₪. MA rua and bas, "un and ד non II. and בלו
(Jerome Opp. II, 304), m2 bari aus, wen and wos, mn ‘and ms, YEO and
222), 131, zara (II, 541), nua bete (1. 6 1, vn and us, ma» and גל -

537), חלט sala (III, 1319), ‘Punic חיל 4. with 5, e.g. in men and md, ‘ban I
(mb) lia(Plaut. Poen. 1,15). — b)more and 53D, wan and WP, רּוח II.and a2,

frequently as a guttural nearly corre- won and wn, nen TIL and 293, רמח
sponding to the ch in the Scotch loch, and 122, bun and >We, own and pnD;
but as such it sometimes strengthened — 5. with’ >, e.g. in non and nDR,
the h-sound = hh, Ar. — ; sometimes it wun and שק ,Wr and sup, azn L
was the aspirated k-sound = kh, Ar. and. 2EP, Som ae רב “m and “IR,
>; a fact which becomes sufficiently wan md U, בטח and Sun, men and
Ns ע (gh) in the language
palpable from the division of the letter Ep. 6
guttural sounds,
in Arabic and Ethiopic, from the diffe- also attaches itself to the
with >, e. g. in
ged
interchan
is
Cheth
so
rent significations of stems in the lanגו dar and
and
sm
53%,
and
11.
nan
as
alike,
written
are
guage itself that
Day, wan
Sam.
ve
Phenic.
me
ג
ל

in Semitism generally. In the case of
and bby,
don
L,
רו
and
רוח
wry,
and
LXX
the
Cheth
of
this pronunciation
and the Greeks have rendered it some- man and my, oan and ony, an and
times by +, sometimes by x, 6. ₪. DM “23 L, ara"and בצע an ‘and my IIL
 אתyan Xaggdr, Greek Kagga, nbn &e. — Besides these normal changes of
main 2086, NOB gacex, nad the ch-sound the following are note1
interchange
zaßex, or the ‘pronunciation ‘fluctuates be- worthy: a) its occasional
e. g. רֶזָש (to turn),
sibilants,
the
with
Paya
2772
e.g.
tween that of a) and 6),

“IM; an and TIT pin and
and Paaß, “ian XuBogoas and Z4Booag, Aram.
‘van and Daw; הלוח and
Slowmos;
“on היל (Marrs. 10, 3) and Kiewand רֶגְס86 —
6

(Jon. 19, 25).

( לאSa‘adja), aan

b) At the end of stems it corresponds

From the very various pronuneiation
to the Sanskrit Visarga, e. ₪. חמדצ
of Cheth consisting of the softest breath
Sanskrit mah (to sprout), M2 Sanskrit
and reaching to the hardest guttural
rah
(to grow) &c.
nthe
how
explain
can
aspiration, we
 אָהsee חח and nin.
sound in stems may be interchanged
1. with 8, e. ₪. as an initial sound in
NANT see min.
pas I. and pan, TaN and 1, Sag and
oh (with suff. "am; from 237 L) m
 חולFR and ףוחו  בָזֶאand son, DON
a hidden place, one guarded תה
prop.
yan,
and
DDN and Don, yas

and bon,

about, hence inlet, bosom Jos 31, 33,
RN and m, גרא and Tan OTIS Ez. to cover a thing (720); Targ. 922, 9723,
ן as 8 medial sound,

27,24 = םיזרח &e.;
e. g. in הא “and m3 &c., but seldom;

of similar origin; elsewhere בל there.
Deriv. usually the denom,
san to carry in the bosom, Devt. 33, 3

as a final sound, e. =.> and mpd, NIB
and rp, N>p and m» &e., also rare;— also he bare the tribes in his bosom, which

2. with ,ה on which interchange see the parallelism appears to favour; see
above pag. 342; yet it should be parti- however 37 II.
eularly remarked that the m as a medial
NAT. (Kal unused) tr. 1. to conceal,
sound is often exchanged with ,ה e. i

dra and ,להב 0-62: bps and des; דק

to veil, to hide, to cover,

cognate with.

חכא
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mon, mp, map, Ar. US (also Us
= ,(הָבָּפ US 606. Comp. aan 1 —
2. Figurat. to protect, prop. embrace;

a thing, for the organic root Ar is identical with that in an), IN” n, וא-ה EL,
initial und
TAN, and with the ו

inar N, a8, Ay according to the
applied to the voice, to make soft.
original signification; so too the Ar.
if. sam (2 pers. mxar2; 3 pers. pl.
Ge
Na; inf. constr. Raul; fut. ars). to >. Hence arises the meaning to love .
hide יל to conceal ‘oneself Jupexs 9, (cognate with lubere to desire), Drur.

5, 1 Sam. 19, 2, with 3 of the place 33, 3 he loves the tribes also (039 comp.

where Jost. 10, 17; 1 Kınas 22, 25; 82, 8), as the versions and old inter-

2 Cur. 18, 24 to he hid in a shane
which leads to another, 1. 6. into the most

secret one; D°22i~> among the vessels
1 Sam. 10, 22; usually with nw Joss.
10, 27 סעל
ma 2,16. — 2. to behidden,
concealed, Bee in the adverbial construction with 743 Gen. 31, 27 to flee
away secretly; on the other hand ma
nana Dan. 10, 7 to flee while concealing
oneself. — 3. Figurat. to be protected
Jos 5, 21; to stop, spoken of the voice
29, 10.

Puh. Nan to be hidden, concealed Jo
24, 4.
\
Hi. ( הַחְבִּיא3 fem. MANA, pause

OR“ ספ 6, 17, like inde) 2 Sam.

preters have taken it. Deriv. the proper
name

AN.

.

The fundamental signifieation of the
stem is not fo protect, surround,

but to

long after a thing, to desire, to which

the Arab. stem points; but the Syr. au
to burn is merely a collateral form of
san, according to the usual interchange.

Aa (beloved, befriended) n. p.m. Num.
10, 29; Junges 4, 11; elsewhere im".
nan (imp. יבח for San, as min=
Matm) intr. to conceal oneself Is. 26, 20;

also tr.

Deriv. nat, and the proper

names man, Tain.

See Nan.

1,“96, arising from a mixture of the

Nif. Ham (Fer. 49, 10, “put to be’

2 Kines 6,29. — 2. (not used) to protect. Deriv. nara, Nana, Nan? in the

Josn. 2,16; 1 Kınas 22, 25; 2 Kınas

 לה-  לאforms; fut. Nar) 1. to hide, pointed man according to others; 2 pers.
to conceal, with accus. of the object pl.onam; inf.c. arm) the same as NAM}
proper name os
Hof. Sant to be hidden Is. 42, 22.

Hithp. arm

(partic. Nanna,

fut.

7,12; Fur; 49, 10.

Puh. an Gast used) same as NAM;
deriv. n. p.mem.
Hif. many (not used) same as איִּבִחַה
deriv..n. 0 "am.

san?) to hide or conceal oneseif, with
 ב1Sam. 14, 22, nw of the place 23, 23
naan (from Dan) Aram. f. same as
and accusative of duration 2Kınas 11,3. ban,"hurt , crime Dan. 6, 23.
Na II. (Kal not used) intr. same as
Paarı or לבה m. folding of the hands,
NDP to be drawn together, to be condensed, of the lazy Prov. 6, 10; 24, 33; with
hardened.
Hithp.  הַפְחַבָּאthe same, Jon 38, 0
sian n. p. of a river in Assyria, Ar.
the waters are “congealed like a stone.
flows into the Tigris, acי שתwhich
*
227 I. (not used) tr. same as Nan I. cording to Jakut; different from 722 in
to protect all round, to enclose, to encircle, Mesopotamia, which empties itself into’
Ar. OLE (prohibitus, -clusus fuit), then the Euphrates 2 Kınas 17,6; 18,11. It
gave the name to the mountain Xaßoto conceal;
; comp. AM and nn. Deous (Ptol. 6, 1) between Media and Asrivat. ah.
syria. In order to distinguish it still

ra

JAN IL (ie. am, only part. San) better from "33, i. 6. from Aßoders

intr. ₪ desire, to long for, to long after, (Strab. 16. p. 738) or XaBodoas (Ptol. 5,

חבורה

חכל
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18), which borders Chaldea Ez. 1,3 and tabernacle; the LXX, Aq. Symm. Syr.
Babylon Jer. 24, 1 and falls into the read Di, ‘and therefore render: and he
Euphrates, it is described more exactly set up the tent of his power.
in 2 Kines 6. by yria 97. According
 ןויְּבָהsee Jar.
to others it is a river discharging itself
an I. (fut. ban Dur. 24, 6 and
into the Euphrates, which is still termed

Kabur (Assem. II. p. 222), but was pro- San 24, 17; 3 pl. bam, pause ףלבה ;-bably called “33 by the Hebrews Ez.  חבלNon, 1,7 is a noun) tr. 1. to wind
1,3; 3,10, by the Syrians „=>. — The together, to bind together, of a rope, hence
signification of 7127 (if the name be Se- Dar 1-3. Consequently to unite, to asmitic and it be one of the two rivers sociate together, of a league, םילְבח (OR)
of Mesopotamia which flows into the Zecu. 11, 7 14 a staff of uniting ones,
Euphrates at 332) is the united i. 6. i. e. of the union of Judah and Israel;
additional river, and so 223 would be only and the breaking of this staff is said to
a collateral form; but if the Gosan in symbolise MIETE spit) 11,14, which
Assyria be meant, the name appears to is conceived of as TON 17 Ez. 37, 19;
have arisen from khübpär i. 6. -1אָס90 comp. Ar. Aves (covenant), The LXX,
Symm., Vulg. and others have taken it
uvos, with beautiful banks.
man and man (pl. ni9; from incorrectly as synonymous with Dan;
“an iL) f. prop. “noteh, hence stripe, Rashi, Kimehi and others as the opposite
of bY? in the sense of destruction, woe,
wound Ex. 21,25, whose suppuration is
which is inadmissible on account of the
denoted by קמPs.38, 6, parallel to 5?צ
two sticks being represented alike and
Is.1,6 and 8
with it Prov. 20, without antithesis, as also on account of
30 i. e. wound-making stripes.
the object stated 08 11,14.— 2. Figur.
mya f. the same Is. 53, 5; Targ. to pledge 6 6. either to exchange a thing
חְפוּרָא. =
for what is lent, and by that means to
van (fut. van?) tr. to knock, to beat, bind the debtor to oneself or to place
him under an obligation, pignore oblito strike, hence to beat of, םיחיז Deur.
or as in the case of niay and
gare,
24, 20, fruits Is. 27,12 (where the obTa to mix, to have intercourse, proceedject is omitted); to Beat out, i.e. to take
to), to take
out the grain (with a stick, comp. Is. ing "from the idea of attaching
a pledge, with accus. of the person JOB
28, 27), nan Jupazs 6, 11.
20,16; 27,13, and the accus.
Nif. ban? (fut. var) pass. Is. 28,27. 22,6; Prov.

of the thing, as msi Ex. 22, 25, 723,

The stem ’n (Ar. LIE, Targ. pan,

Deut. 24,17, am 24, 6, רלָש Jos 24,

3, dan Eule Ez. 18, 16; figurat. vn
stick; Syr. 4%) has for its organic Devt. 24, 6; man Erna Am. 2, 8
root Da” (comp. Lat. bat-uere), which pledged anna, “which were to be
whence the nouns naan pulsatio, אטבחמ

given back at night, according to Ex.

lies also in the Aram. טבדש (to beat),
Hebr. 02; in Ethiopic a sibilant stands
here for Cheth.

is

Nen. 1 63; for which man Eze. 2,61.

the first hemistich; others take 59} for

22, 25.

In Jos 24, 9 Dam יִנָעְדלַעְו

by some, on account of the pa-

rallelism, 29 591 and they pledge the
man (Jah is a protection) n. p. m. child of the:‘poor, “which certainly suits

ma see an.
 עלwi. Deriv. bon 1. — 3. Fig. to
d with
©
yon (from 1377 after the form yoy, act perversely, corruptly, connecte
strength
of
sake
the
for
ban
noun
the
asTanchum
only constr., and “therefore
sumes for it an absolute man after the
form ji) m. a hut, a tent, i. e. an enclosed place (Tanchum), Has. 3, 4 of the

ening the idea Neu. 1, 7 (cognate in

sense שק ,NI, לק proceeding --

a like ל

signification);£

חבל
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חכל

transgress, to sin, JoB 34,31 I have repented of that wherein I have not trans-

and the nouns ba, mann, Dan can

gressed. Deriv. bar 2. — 4. Figur. (not
used) to twist, to bend, from pain, particularly of a woman bringing forth;
cognate in sense Dr ,()לּוח 227; deriv.
San, bar. - 5. to conceive, ו
to
oopalale, like the Ar. dus (concepit)
Ps.7,15, hence 7 and ab follow here.

san (with suff. 930; plur. םילבח
constr. ban, and an figur.) m. (fem.

only be explained by it.

only in "ZEPH. 2, 6), 1. a cord, rope,

(from San I.) Tosu. 2,15; Jer. 38, 6
11-13, lace Esta. 1, 6; ₪6 tent-rope Te:
33,20, a cable 33, 23; a little chain, by

which the lamp hangs down from the

Nif. ban (fut. ban) pass. of signif. tent-cover 1000188. 12,6; a leash, hence
2 of Kal: to be pledged, Prov. 13, 13 (Targ., Rashi, Kimchi) Hos. 11, 4: with
whoso despises a thing, will be pledged to the leashes of men will I lead them, i. e.
it (hereafter). So Midrash Tillim, Rashi. with a beneficent rein, to which the

According to others from 5am 1
following הבהא ninay points (the LXX
Pik. 921 8086 or ₪01. 8, 5 is a de- incorrectly derive it from Dan IL.); ropes
nomin. from bat}, which see.
about the head 1 Kınas 20, 31 32 were a
The fundamental signification of the
stem ’m is that of twisting and binding

sign of complete subjection. — 2. Fig.
a band, a loop, a net, e. g. of sin Is. 5,

in the widest sense, as in bas, SBD, 18, Prov. 5, 22, of misery Jos 36, 8,
of death Ps. 18, 5 and of Sid 2 Sam.
bap, Ar. Ju> &e., and the 5 =
corresponds to ’n.
22, 6, where is the form San; of a
bon IL. (Kal not used) tr. to wound, bridle, or gin Jos 40, 25; of the surrounding of a city by a close blockade
to injure, Targ. 5am, properly same as
"an IL. to cut into, to make a notch
in, hence to damage, to corrupt, to destroy. The Ar. stem ‚dus, whence dus

2 Sam. 17, 13; comp. Ar. dus, we,

ws, Syr. dal — 3. a rope for mea-

suring, in full form 177 ’n Zecn. 2,5;
a measuring line 2 Sam. 8, 0 An.T, 17,
usury (=), Syr. loan, Targ. אילובח,
m Pour Mic. 2,5 to throw out the
usury), also appears to belong” ‘here.
measuring line, i. e. to divide off a piece
Deriv. bar 1.
of ground. Figurat. the inheritance meaNif. dam (fut. Dann) to be wounded,
sured or apportioned (by the measuring
violated, injured , Prov. 13, 13 (Targ., line) Jos#.17,14; 19,9; a portion Ez.
Ibn Esra &e.).
47,13, fully הל 5‘  היה32,9; Ps.
Pih. Dan (fut. Dam) to destroy, of
16,6; 78, 55; 105, 11; what is assigned
 מַשְחִיתIs. 54,16, always with the accus. by lot, hence lot Jos 21, 17, comp. Josx.
of the object, e.g. 0°93) 32,7, pay 13, 17,14. — 4. a district, like לבב (which

5, 0993 Sone סע Sot. 2, 15, העמוס

eS so far as extent is considered
Devt. 3, 4 13; 1 Kinas4, 13; Day’
waster, region of the sea Zupu. 2, 5 6 i.e. seacoast. — 5. splendid fica, splendid laces
or
bindings, an article of Tyrian com10, 27;
merce Ez.27,24, which is not described
of the
more exactly. — 6. a band of men, a
troop, a company, 1 Sam. 10, 5 10; Ps.
to con- 119, 61; as 738 is also used in the
people, same metaphorieel way. — 7. (from

cause corruption. Mic. 2, 10. Comp. ies

( חַבְּלָאSyr. isn), oa, 8297
aba iinjury.
"Puh. an to be broken, S¥ Is.
figurat. to be destroyed, spoken
spirit Jos 17, 1; Ar. us

ban III. (not used) trans.
duct, to lead, to manage, e. g.

war, concerns (see mean); to steer, a ban IL) destruction, Mic. 2, 10 (Vulg.
ship (see >an). The stem is connected Syr.).
with 53} in ליבה ,with the Ar. dus
san (from Dan 1. .עז  םילבח,constr.
(to lead, to drive towards an object), an, with suff. San, pepban) m

‘bon

pan
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writhings, twistings, of one bringing
forth, the pains of birth, odivec, tormenta,
and also figurat. Is. 13,8, Jur. 49, 24,

yan (not used) tr. to put together,

to collect, to draw together, to mix, Ar.
--Vase,
Syr. so, Targ. yan; in its
with ,ריצ ;198 >  'ַקNB Is.66, 7, 98
organic
root
it is closely connected with
22, 23 woe comes upon” one; 'ִּפ TON 'ח
Is. 13, 8, Jur. 13, 21 woe seizes ones that in ץבדק ,yaR, yep. Derivative

nun ‘pardon Jos 39, 3 they cast

gan.

forth their (after-) pains, i. e. they work
them off easily (in the preceding hemistich the breaking forth of the birth is

to be sharp, hence of smell:

already mentioned). םיִלָבִה 705
7
belongs to Dar (lot). Hence the denominative

Pih.  הבלto bring

with

pain

(3p) Sone or Sot.8, 5.
pan (after the - bau, 137, an)
m. helm- work (from ban IIL), prop. a
(ship’s) steering, guiding, gubernaculum,
Prov. 23, 24, which UN suits. Targ.,
Levi an others: the sailing ship; Ibn
Esra: tackling; Kimchi and Saadia: mast,
all merely conjectural.
bah (plur. constr. "sah, with suff.

gan) m. 1. a steersman, Er. 27,8 27-29,
along with mba a rower. — 2. collect.

Yan (not used) intr. same as PRN
to smell

sweetly, to smell sharp; of colour:

to be

bright-coloured (red); comp. Talm. van
(a kind of strong-scented aroma), ran
(a sort of onion), Ar. ae (to be reddish). Deriv. n>¥an.
 חבץ.rtsnoc ,nay ees  הבצלת84

| חבצו

 לצְבְחsee n>¥an.
noxsn (fiom לצבח with the termi-

nation n=; in לצבח  לבis the wellknown derivative-syllable, as in DRS,

DRS, 5773, 5999, and the ground-„form
of the noun is yan, constr. yan) f. prop.
a reddish, bright flower, a sort of lily
(besides the white), then meadow saffron,
a figure of unpretending modesty, Sone

sailors Jon. 1 6, comp. בבואה ; therefore with 25 in the sing. as in DD ,בר or Sox. 2, 1, Is. 35, 1, Syr. [apse
(from s+). Translators (Targ.: the
 רב מג.reJ ,93 .3
narcissus)
and interpreters (Sa‘ad., Ibn
bar (not used) Aram. tr. same as
Hebr. ban II. to wound, to injure; deriv.

san, ַהֶלּוב
Pa. ban (inf. ba) to destroy, a house

Ganach, Kimchi, Ibn Esra) have "con-

jeotured the sense.
( ןצבחnot used; from yan with the

-- ךas in JIPX, 73) m. a put-
Ezr. 6, 12; to kill Dan. 6, 23; to fell, termination

ting together, ‘collection, only in the com-
BreaN 4, 20.
pound:
"Tehpa, Yarıny pass. Dan. 2,44; 7,14.
m3
(collection of Jah) n. p. m.
eig) (def.san) Aram. m. hurt Dan.
Jun. 35, 3; comp. DRE
3, 25; damage Ezr. 4, 22; Syr. Ye,
pan (inf. pam) intr. to fold, to shut
ban (after the form Sn, Mra)m
"|together, the hands 100088. 4, 5 from
1. (in Ezek.) a pledge, as Haan; m בישה laziness; to embrace, a child 2 Kınas 4,
to give back a pledge Ez. 18,12; at ban 16, or otherwise from love EccLes. 3, 5.

to take a pledge Ez. 18, 16. — 2. per- — The organic root of the stem pa-n,
verseness, sinning, New. 1, 7, which Ge- which is also found with many modifisenius (Thesaurus p. 413) reads incor- cations in pas IL, P2"7, Targ. ךבדד

rectly Dian and takes as an infin.
Hebr. 73 (which see), lies also in pan
mbar / same as bar, a pledge. Ez. (6 changed into m); and the Ar. 0
18, 7: gives back his pledge (a7 with ne is also connected with it; comp.
aceus.) to the debtor (Sim debtor part.
like pip 2 Kınas 16, 7).

with the organic root the Sanskrit pag,

pan

Yan
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Lat. pac (pang-ere), Greek 77 7-vuuı &e.
Deriv. the proper name pıpan.
Pih. par (inf. constr. pan Eccxzs. 3,5;
fut. pant, pa?) intens. 1. to clasp, MY.
Jos 24, 8, naw Lament. 4, 5 (comp.
Talm. pan a girdle); to embrace, out of
friendship Gen. 29, 13; 33, 4; 48, 10,

20, 36. 72177 (Pihel-form as if ב were
a gute, Ps. 94, 20, is a denom.
from "a7, which see. Deriv. תֶרָּבַחְמ
Jar.
דן
Puh. "ar to be joined, with dx Ex.

28, 7, or by 39,4; with 1772 to be bound

along with something, Ps. 122, 3 as a
from sensual lust Prov. 5, 20, or love city, which is bound together 6 0. with
Sone or Sox. 2,6. pany pry to keep the surrounding places), and has thereoneself far from the embrace of love fore become large; better which is bound

1000188. 3, 5. —

2. (not used) to fold together (in its houses), i. e. whose houses
laziness, whence stand closely together; -Da">g am)
pian.
bin 1000188. 9, 4 K’ri (as ‘also Targ-,;
pan see PAN.
LXX, Syr., Vulg.) who is joined to all
the ving.
PAM (constr. par) see prpan.
the hands, through

Hif. ary to make a union by words
( קוקבחembrace of love, from pan,
) (בְּמְלִים1. &. to make a speech against
constr. pan, with repetition of the last

sound, as an

one, with לע of the person Jos 16, 4
from Dan) n. p. of( see however רבח IL); elsewhere too to

a prophet Has. ‘1, 1; 3, 1; the LXX
bind, in architecture, whence nam.
have read pıpan, and have therefore
Hithp. "anny (once Hanns 2 Cur.
a
uhr -; the Syr. and Arab.
20,
35 after the Aramaean manner) to
have papan.
join oneself, to unite oneself, to attach
PPM see Prpan.
oneself to, with םע 2 Cur. 20, 35 37;
P Pad see prpan.
Dan. 11, 6; whence the infin. noun
Tan I. (part. an, part. pass. am)

nanny

arose.

1. intr. to be strung together, to be bound,

In II. (Kal not used) tr. to cut into,

to be associated, of the allied Ge=n.14,3,

to make an incision in, hence to wound,

with 5y of the place; of the joining to-

metaph. to:make stripes, to stripe, Ar. =

gether of two things Ex. 26, 3, Ez. 1, 9,
hence iy. > a striped garment, conseq.
of partnerships,friends, unions, compacognate
ini sense with “om (which see),
nies &c.; Ar.
, Aram. the same.—
2. trans. to bind, fo unite,

םיִּבצְע man

associated with idols Hos. 4, 17. Deriv.
“at;

am

man,

mal

nan,

the

comp. 521; deriv. Sean,

Pin. I.han (not used) to make strong
marks, to wound, deriv. man.

Pih. II. (redupl.) רַבְרַבַח (not used)
proper names 30, רוח = Figur.
to conjure (= binding by magic spells) to be striped, streaked, of the panther;
i. e. to fetter or make fast a thing by deriv. 9A93n,, .הָרְּבְרַבַח
magic, hence to practise magic, to exorTAN (pl. (םיִרְּבַה m. an associate in
cise, with the accus. a7} (sorcery) Deut. business Jon 40, 30, parallel 995», hence

18, 11; Ps. 58, 6.

Comp. the Greek

HR
6
Lat. fascinare, ligare
ligulam, German Nesteln knüpfen, where
the idea of conjuring, practising magic

Kimchi renders it by הָרובַחַה Sn.
an (pl. (םיִרְבַח adj. masc., Man,
(constr. (תֶרָבַח 2 (prop. a part., then)

also proceeds from that of binding.
subst. an associate male or female, a
Pih. “an (fut. "am, inf. constr. Nat) male or female friend, in a good sense
to join together, to connect (two things), Ps. 119, 63 or a bad Is. 1, 23, Prov.
with לא Ex. 26, 6; to enter into a co- 28,24 יי in sense עָר348); hence
venant, with oy of the person 2 Cnr. a denom. to Pi. Ps. 94, 20 “an em)

Yan
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to be an associate, with 80011894. of the
person.

Hebron plays an important part. In the
middle ages it was called St. Abraham
 חברretfa( eht mrof ;nab .lp ברים,
 חby Christians, JAAS! by Arabians (i. ₪
with" suff. Ten) m. a onen, an chapel of the friend of God), by Abulenchanter, i. e. an idol-priest Is. 47, 9 feda <שנ Se. — 2. (association,
;12 Phenic. 27 (a priest, a magician) union, Phenic. 421 the same) n. p. m.
n.p. m. (‘ABBagos); see “an 3.
in the tribe of Levi and Judah Ex. 6,
Yan (after the form TR, pl. oo 3m) 18; 1 Cur. 2,42; patronym. han Nun.
m. 1. “spell, enchantment, usually as an 3, 27.
am see Mar.
aecus. to רבוח Deur. 18, 11; Ps. 58, 6.
-— 2. community, na a common ee
mah f. a joining, i. 6. where someProv. 21,9; 25, 24, society Hos. 6,9.— thing is united, conseq. = nyann Ex.
3. (sorcery, 0
n. 2. m. GEN. 46, 17, 26, 4 10; 36, 17.
for which Num. 26, 45 has "274; Jupezs
 חברתMat. ,2 41 ees .ra“
4, 11; 1 Car. 4, 18; 8, 17. Deriv. the
WAN (fut. 1. wan and warm, pl.
patronym. an Nun. 26, 45.
an

see .רבה

( רבחpl. with suf. (הַבְרְהִי Aram.
m. same as Hebr. ‘an ₪ friend, associate

Dan. 2, 13 17 18.

NOM (pl. nam, mit suf. (ּהָתְרְבַח
Aram. f. an associate, companion,=Hebr.
man, then the other, like nay) Dan.
7,"20.
an

see .הָרְבְרַבַח

12227 a masc. רברבח , from
“7 IL) prop. adj. f. streaked , striped,
but commonly a subst.: stripe, streak, a
streaky spot, of the panther Jer. 13, 23;
comp. Phenie. nivan, stripes, whence

Wa) NIM stripes of the coat, the name

nism, "with suff. am; fut. 2. wan)
tr. 1. to bind around, ‘to wrap round, to
envelop, hence to twist round (about the
head), “Ne (a turban) Ez. 24, 17, myaya
Ex. 29, 9, Lev. 8, 13, figur. ףוס (seaweed) Jon. 2, 6; with accus. of the thing

which is wrapped about, but with >
Ex. 29,9 or לע of the pers. Ez. 24,17;
seldom with the accusat. of the person
and 3 of the thing, Ez. 16, 10 and 1
wrapped thee in fine linen, which the
LXX, Vulg. and Syr. understand of the

girdle, the Targ. of the head-band, the

badge of the high priest (Ex. 28, 39).
—.2.

to bind around,

to twist about, a

ligature, with damn םוש Ez. 30, 21 to
bind up a breach, with accus. Is. 30, 26,

of a kind of cake (yeBgodAcwor Athen. Hos. 6, 1, Ez. 30, 21, or > 34,4 16;
.8, 126 4).
seldom absolut. Jos 5,18, or applied to.
an f. society, company JoB 34, 8. the mind Is. 61, 1. — 3. to saddle, with
YIa (village) 1. n.p. of a very accus. Gun. 22, 3, Num. 22, 21, an act
which prop. consists in girding on, hence
old Phenician city, which was before nywran, Dian, saddled asses Junges
called as mp (see under Ya) 19, 10. — 4. After the Aramaean usus
Gen. 23, 2; res 15, 54; 20, i, or
loquendi (Syr. -aiu) to enclose, to shut
JAINA 'P Nun. 11,25, a locality of the
up, 103 40, 13 shut up their face in
worship of לעבר built seven years
24 and uud (a
before jy% in Egypt Nom. 13, 22; it lay secret (RD); Ar. |
prison).
—
5.
to
tame,
to hold with a
22 Roman miles south of J עמה
(Euseb. under 74ox) in a mountainous bridle; hence to rule (cognate in sense
and rocky but fertile district (Josephus, “xy, of like signification), JoB 34, 17
Bell. Jud. 4, 9, 9). In Jewish history, shall even )ףאה as 40, 8) the hater of

from the,time of the patriarchs (Gen.

right, govern? (Ibn Esra, Kimchi and

13,18; 23,2 &e.) till its destruction by others); wah a ruler Is. 3,7, LXX aothe Romans (Josephus, Bell. Jud. 4, 7) ynyes. Deriy. pwan.

חבשים
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6
Pih. wan 1. to bind fast, wounds with suf. Sa, 91; pl. pn) m
(miaxy), in a spiritual sense Ps. 147, 3. festival, so "called from the processions
dedicated to God
— 2! to stop, to restrain, Jos 28, 11 he (see 34m), ₪
restraineth the streams from trickling, Num. 29, 12, celebrated with dancing
i.e. he conducts away the moistness that JUDGES 21, 19; that of the dedication
drips through into the mines.
Puh. Gary to be bound up, of a wound

of the temple 1 Kınas 8,2 65, or one
arbitrarily instituted 12, 32 (comp. 12,
30). am is distinguished from שדח and

Is. 1, 6; Ez. 30, 21.
The fundamental signification of the naw Hos. 2,13, Ez. 45, 17, as also from
stem is obvious from a comparison of
all the meanings; and the Syr. WERE
Ar. u
confirm it. The organic root
"Wan is also found in or, שָפָּכ with
the fundamental signification to veil, to
cover. ‘The same root appears to lie in
the Sanskrit was, pag, blash, Persian
pash-iden, Latin ves-tis, vestire.

 מעדEz. 46, 11 which 7
denotes
one definitely returning; but it also
stands sometimes for the sabbath and
new moon Ez. 46, 11, as דקומ is also

used occasionally for an46,9 11; 2 Car.
8,13. In general the tine ו
feasts are meant by םיִּגַח Ex. 23, 15,
34,25, Lay. 23, 34, Dur. 16, 10, or
specially the feast ofharvest Ex. 23,16

( םישבחPhenieian, only in pl.) m.( which is also meant in Hos. 9, 5), or
the passover Is. 30, 29 (comp. 7 &ogry
which the Tyrians sold at Carrae (747) Marru. 27, 15). — 2. a festival sacrifice
the name of a sort of yarn or cords,

(m22), Ex. 23,18; Ps. 118,27; Mat. 2, 3.
Ran (chogga, from the masc. גח for
with Dyan, םיִזְרַא pina 3793, pig Ran = ma, which six mss. have; ‘from
‘from non and =p) and. מכְלְלִים 44m 2) f."pea, terror, trembling Ta. 19,
Ez. 27, 24.
17 (Targ., LXX, Vulg.), parallel sp.
on the Red Sea, at Ctesiphon

Aden (in Yemen), Saba (naw) 66. along

han (mot, used) tr. usually to bake,
217 I. (not used) ir. to pluck off,to
to cook, Ar. pS, Ethiop. with wi, so cut off, of locusts, the same fundamental
that n, 7 and Ware interchanged in hie signification existing in prs, ,ְליִסָח and
stem; prop. to prepare (food). The perhaps also in a8
from ברא II.
organic root is nam ()זבדח (סבדח, (which see). The Ar. =
to cover, to
found likewise in the Sanskrit pac, Pers. conceal, which has been brought into
bak-ten 60. But as in the case of nan comparison, gives no suitable etymology
and תבחמ we can only think of a flat for the derivative noun. Deriv. 2371.
hollowed out vessel, like a pan or
an II. (not used) tr. to pierce, of
skillet, it is better "(see Parchon) to
Khornirses,
from the organic root ,בגדה
assume for the fundamental significa-

tion to hollow out, conseq. = man (be- Targ. 23, Syr. 25, whence a1, Syr.
longing to mgr) and =wan (belonging „Das thorn, Arab. x branch; comp.
to wan helly); comp. Ag wa to be עדכב,whence the Targ. "2127 a pricklow, deep, of ground.
Derivatives ly plant which is outwardly provided
nan and

Tan (pl. םרתְבְה
(m.anything roasted,

with prickles, but whose fruit is edible

(Kimchi on Jur. 17,6; Arab. Aid a

cooked , baked (LXX, Vulg.), in תבחמ, thorn, which projects in thick prickles);
what is baked in a pan, 1 Cur.9,31, comp. specially, perhaps, applied to the sola227, in the Mishna (Men. iA,3); but num pomiferum spinosum, which bears
love-apples (_yX=). Deriv. 2472.
perhaps flat cakes.

Ar and also an with a slight pause
(with the articleann, ara in pause;

aan III. (not used) intr. to be hollow,
bellied, of a skin-tube; the organic root

an
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is 337, which lies also in 3p (am), three pilgrimage feasts Ex. 12, 14, Ps.
whence הבק map, in בקו whence AR
42,5, Nam. 2,1 z of the pilgrimages
and mp
ל
and in the Ar. is (belly)
to Mecca); then generally to celebrate Ex.
&e. Deriv. 2373.
5,1. Deriv. a7 and the proper names
an (pl. (פיִבְגַח m. 1. (from aan 1.) "30, "a0, man, nn. — 2.in a bad
a locust , edible ‘and small Lev. 11,“22, sense, to reel, to be giddy, of the drunken
Num. 13, 33, Is. 40, 22, as a consumer Ps. 107, 20; to tremble, to quake, comp.
of fruits 2 Car. 7; 13; that cannot now San, לוג Deriv. Nan (="an) from an.
be accurately distinguished as a pecuThe stem a is = an and » 1, Ar.

liar species from O13, Ma IN, p22, don,
sis, בגו D350 with which it is men-

tioned. The cod. Samar. at Luv. 11, 22
has instead of it 725717 from a form
3311, with 4 inserted, which is the same;
and the same cod. reads םיִרָּגַהְּכ at Num.
13,33, which points to a likeness with בג
in signification. — 2. (from 23m IL) the
name of the thorn-tree bearing loveapples, solanum

pomiferum

spino-

Gls (to encircle),

„ie; but it is also

possible that the verb may have been derived from the noun 35, and that the fundamental signification is =the Aram. 77]
to move along, Ar. ce to hasten &e.;
Ar. @ Syr. uw. the same.

man (not used) tr. to cut in, to split,

to bore into, arock; consequently cognate
sum, which is provided with prickles, in sense with רקנ ,pp2, yp &e. Deriv.
and to which there is an allusion in
‘an. The organic root Tay is also in
Ecczes. 12, 5 when describing the impotent skin (membrum virile); bota- pr (which see), Ar.
& (to be deep),
nical life being copied here likewise in
=
(to cut Aal,
the case of RW and max, in ץאני en 6% (a saying), €
= 721, "an = In. This rare word, by transposition
>», whence
-2
chosen for the sake of alliteration
with 239, symbolises sensual love and (a hollow), Syr. (to pierce, of thorns),
its enjoyment, as do also "238, and whence ne (a thorn) at Jos 30, 7 for
RU. — 3, (from aan IL) "skin--tube, the Hebrew Sm. Hinge the word should
a “designation of the membrum virile, not be compared with t= to take refuge,
Eccuss. 12,5 and the skin is burdensome
(hence Rashi renders it by m332 nates, Lu to be sloping; as this meaning (see
 (חגוis but secondary.

Ar. ws), an image from no. 2 signi-

( ונחafter the form 12, ER,

"md,

fication, and the tree of love is burdensome: — 4. (bent; from 23m (=םקָח n. p. which arose from forms with -“uy constr.
pl. 0131) m. ravine, cleft, with עלס a cleft
m. Eze. 2, 46.
in the rock Jur. 49, 16, Os. 3, of the
 הַגָּבsee .733
holes in the rocks where the Edomites
Na (same as 237 4) n. p. m. Neu. dwelt, whose territory was rocky and

mountainous (comp. the proper name
7, 48.
וס
230 (the same) x. p. m. Ezx. 2, 45.  עלסand ,( םיֶרלחLXX dzai,
Vulg. scissurae, cavernae, foramina &c.

40 (2 p. pl. m. onan, part. גברה,inf. (cognate in sense pp}, Tan2, PPD Is.
constr. am, imp. f. "am, fut. 3m) intr. ;2,21 ;)7,19 once with "HD in a figur.
prop. to turnin a circle, same as an (am) one meaning asylum ‘Sona or Sor.

,2 ;14 comp. Phenician( כח from am)
refuge
(Kit. 15, 1).
to dance in a circle, for joy 1 Sam. 30,
ir (after the form Wim; constr.
16, to keep a festival i. e. to move in a

circulari, hence 1. to move in a"circle,

procession, particularly applied to the pl. han) adj. m. begirt, , a
2

about

חגור

חר
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Ez. 23, 15, with 80608. its, a sign of Nom. 26,33; 27,1; 36,11; comp. man),

the warrior (2 Kınas 3, 21).

9127,

Abe as מממ ‘of women. —

"A, (after the form ibn, םיִלַח ₪ "ה ana (magpie-place) n. p. of a eity
with ‘suff. FG)

m. prop. a girding, in Benjamin Josa. 15, 6.
( רגחfut. )2 tr. .1 to bind firmly

concrete girdle, belonging to the warrior,
like the bow and the sword 1 Sam. 18,

about, to enclose, to gird about, to wrap

4; prepared by women for sale Prov.
31, 24; aan Tian, 2 Sam. 20, 8 girdle round, to bind about, with accus. of the
member 2 Kıngs 4, 29, Prov. 31, 17,
(end) noord, put on over דמ (military of the person Ex. 29, 9, Lev. 8, 7 and
coat); the LXX
correctly "han.

and Vulg. read in-

 הרוגחor( הָרְגַח with suf. Int;

of the dress, as BEN Ex. ,29,9  קסIs.
,15 ,3 aan, 9 Kines 3, 21, 27 1 Sam.

,25,13 TOR 2,18, 72 2 Sam. 20, 8, 23

pl. naan) f. 1. same as Yin, a girdle, Sansa Jupezs 18, 16 (like רזא and
of the loins 1 Kinas2, 5; Is. 89, 11. — Wan); figurat. ל Ps. 65, is, nian
.2 apron, covering of the pudenda Gen. Ps. 76, 11 (see sam); seldom with. a

7,38

“an (born at the feast of tabernacles,
a, Festivus, festive; comp. ילּולא "nau,

(Lav. 8,7; 16,4; Prov. 31, 17) or > of
the

nen

Ps. 109, 19;

or with 2

1 Kines 20, 32 or לע Ps. 45, 4 of de

08 Paschalis, from bby, naw, Tbs) member.

It is used of the putting on
of the military dress 2 Kinas 3, 21, of
babel Hac. 1, 1 8 13; Ezr. 5,1; 6, 14. sackcloth Lament. 2, 10, also with the
“AT (the same) n. p.m. GEN. 46, 16; omission of an 2 Sam. 21, 16 orשַקִים 
Num. 26, 15; patron. ‘an (from San) Jo. 1, 13, particularly in the ees
ibid.
1 Kınas 20, 11: let not him that puts it
a
(Jah is moving along in pro- no tsaob fo eih ruomra )(חגר חַגרֶה= חגר
cession) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 6, 15; comp. as he that puts off his accoutrements, 16
Phenic. bya3n (Herod. 7, 98) ttp. m., the issue alone procures renown. Deriv.
as a collateral name of לעפרא ; “ לָעָביִּגִחay, an, Man, naar. — 2. By
n. p. of a prophet in the time ‘of Zerub-

(Aug. adv. Donat. 7, 29 =

val) .ג p. of a place.

Aggi-

MAT (born at the feast of tabernacles)

np. f. 28am. 3,4; 1 Kings1, 5.
ban7 (not used) intr. to advance by
hops Ar. JE (to hop, of the magpie,
to run quickly, with short leaps); the
stem is identical in fundamental signifi-

transposition

from aon to tremble,

to

quake, to flee trembling, to haste away,
with ja of the place 2 Sam. 22, 46; for
which the parallel passage Ps. 18, 46

has , גרַח.2110 7,17 pa 139, Hos. 11, 11

ja Tat.

The organic root of the stem is am,
which is also in 7375,
(belonging to

193). The signification to restrain, to
cation
with
Day
(belonging
to
Day),
Ar.
Kinder
(Arab. =) or to be lame (Targ.
a oe
J=. The organic root is 53", which an, Syr. ne) to limp, proceeds from
is also in לג (3), drt (Sam) ‘&e. Deriv. to bind.
the proper name man.
MAT see Dian,
Pih. 535 (not used) intens. to spring,
7 (abridged from MS) Aram. num.
to hop, arising out of 5:1 with r inserted,
like the Targumic dary to roll from 533, Mey אדח man, fis one Dan. 2,31; 4,16;
Hebr. 1995; Ar.
Deriv. Spon. 6, 18; 7,1 (Syn. 07 always fa the
noun, - also without

making the one
hהֶלְנִח (from the mase. לנה|partridge, person or thing
prominent, an indef,
perdix, comp. Arab. |, Syr. Tee for article as it were (see sn). Before
ROP or “at, also magpie) 1. n. p.. f. cardinal numbers it is the multiple of

חר

them, -fold, 6. ₪. 19215 דח prop. seven
ones i. e. sevenfold Dan. 3, 19. The fem.
m, is put before the noun as an adverb (like the Hebrew nny), one and the
same

חדור
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Dan. 2, 9; הדחפ 2, 35 at once,

prop. as one,=Hobs SOND. — The form
has obviously sprung ‘from the organic
אַחַד,and this achad is=the Sanskr. éka,

with d dropped; hence comparative Ekatera (one of two), Greek 880078006 (each
of both). From the shorter form (דח)ַא

has come by n inserted the form hend,

the following 71 from 1717) to be sharpened, to be rubbed, of iron, i.e. to be polished, to be bright, Proy. 27,17; it is
therefore unnecessary to read m.
Pih. 737 (not used) to prick; “hence
TAT.

Hif. ‘srt (only in fut. m for m)
see Hif. of Mn.
Hof.  הוחדtobe sharpened, of ברה Ez.
21, 14- 16.

THA (not used) Aram. intr. same as

Greek &v, Lat. un-us, Amhar. hend &e.;
the Coptic ovwt and ovat one, Berber
ouan for ouand also belong here; a Semitic verb is, therefore, hardly to be found
for it; the Hebrew 78, m), Ar. dof,

TI, דדא  רוטto be mighty, powerful,
of the deen Derivative

nn II. (not used) Aram. tr. same
as Hebr. "xm to split, to cleave, in two
halves; hence יח

rejoice, tomake glad, ער3B Prov. 27, 17

( דדpowerful, mighty) n. p. of an

Ishmaelite race Gun. 25, 15; 1 Cur. 1,
;30 perhaps we should read | דדה and
>, &e. being certainly’ derived from probably it is the name of the ee
,.77 T78,, among the Edomites, Phe-
the numeral.
nicians,
"dram wears &e.
 חר.rbeH eht ,emas .zE 33, 03, אחד
mn
(fut. apoe. 31%) intr. to rejoice,
for m also standing here so early.
 דחadj. m., 179 f., sharp, of 397 Ps. to be cheerful, with לע of the thing Ex.
,57 ;5 Is. 49,2. On the proper name 18,9; or absol. 703 3,6, but here it may
also be taken (according to Targ., Lbn
m see the word.
Esra, Parchon) as the fut. of 77} (comp.
NIM see Aram. “in.
Gen. 49, 6), suiting the parallelism. DeNn I. (not used) Aram. intr. same riv. the proper names 771, Im).
Pih. nr (fut. Mmm) to rejoice greatly,
as Hebr. הדחה to rejoice, used in Targ.
 פִיEN Ps. 21, 2
Deriv. mm.

Hif. ( החדהfut Mami, apoc. 903) to

(with allusion to om = m),

which,

however, the Talm., Targ.. Ibn Esra and
others derive from "77 (which see). De-

TI 8 pl. 17; fut. 772 for Im, after
riv. the proper name Syma.
the form רמי  לקbut which is more
The verb 17 (Targ,Nun, “nh, Ips

correctly Be as the fut. Nif.) intr.
to be sharp, pointed, of a sword (see
m), figuratively to hasten sharply to a
thing, to run (Jos 39, 21 22; Virg.
Aen. 2, 355) Haz. 1, 8, more than op
Sharpness, metaphor, applied to ances

&c.) has for its organic root}Hm; comp.
y79-, ya$-&o, Lat. gad in gaud-eo.

17 (a collateral form of 7773 in
names of places [733 Yen], comp. na
73, 3, hence 'ח 735 7

fountain)

ness, is also found in the Ar. aS, Syr. N.0 of a city in Issachar Jose. 19, 21.
je, ie,

Greek 0500, Gods, acer 6.

Sharpness is also applied metaphor. to
pressing on, driving on, Ar.{=.

Deriv.

2

see IH.

 דודהm. a prick, a point, wan חַ' a
potsherd- point Jos 41, 22, where ‘Symm,

sm, and the proper names 3°70, ‘T3n. and Theod. read wan Saar (pointed iron
Nif. 193 (only fut. 302, pause sm with of the workman); "comp. Phenic. "777,
the accent drawn back on account of (Ovöndorı Diose. 4, 33) vervain, sideritis.
7%

חדוה
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(ont of vn from (הָדָח f. joy,

into 7, in order the better to

distinIt is
more correct, however, to take it as the
Kal-form with he interrogative, viz. for

gaudium, iin the nobler sense Non. 8,10; guish"interrogative he from it.
1 Cur. 16, 27.
m
Aram. f. the same, Ezr. 6, 16.

 דל הְחַדְלְתִּיgnissap otni  דevitagorretni
( ידָחafter the form "20, 153; defin. for the sake of avoiding the numerous
Targ.” Nm pl m with suf. in; a sounds, and
(cha) into ָח(cho) to
from אדה IL) Aram. m. the breast, of lessen the guttural pronunciation, as in
animals or images, prop. the middle, nis Ez. 36, 35 for niayn, where
.1 .6 where the two halves divide; hence suits. ‘better.
the middle part, of the upper body Dan.
The fundamental signification of the
,2 ;32 comp. "gm, (middle). But per- stem lies in alax and lazy cessation of

haps it comes from = אדח Hebr. hin, all labour; for which the Arabic has
and so “Jn is = Arm, which comes to the

Jo (laxus dependit) and JG (to be
same etymology.
remiss); and the organic root לָדדַח is
‘I"I (point, mountain-peak) n. p. of
also obvious

a city in Benjamin, in the neighbour-

hood of דל and 478 Ezr. 2,33; Neu. 7,
37; 11, 34; identical with 4884 1 Mace.
12,38; 13, 13, Add1ö& in Joseph. (Ant.

13,6,5; B. J. 4,9, 1).

with JA
incorrect.

in 57. Any

comparison

to be thick, fleshy, is wholly

( לדהconstr. )115 adj. m. forsaken,
Is. 53, 3 forsaken by men; frail, dying,
Ps. 39,5; forbearing, to do a thing, Ez.
3, 27.

an and >47 (3 pl. 45 8
5, 7, with 2 doubled after the accented

vowel, as in 177) Jos 29, 21, mn; Ez.

oan (pause 5777) m. abandonment, rest,

27,19, mania 2i, 15; inf.6 San; imp.

the state of being idles figurat. the grave
Is. 38, 11, comp. .המוד

yon, pause "Yan; fut. "bam, 1 p. Say
and MOB, 3 Di. aba) intr. to disappear ,‘of a condition Gen. 18, 11; to
pass away Jon 16, 6; to be desolate, for-

( ילדהremiss, indolent) n. p.m. 2 Car.

82, 21.

saken 0208 5, 6, ‘of men, comp. Is.

pan (not used) tr. to prick, to sting,

53,3; to desist Is. 1,16, with m 2, 22,
1 San. 9,5; to refrain, with accusative
of the object Prov. 10, 19; Jos 3, 17;
to cease Ex. 9, 34; Jur. 51, 30; to he
wanting Deut. 15, 11; Junazs 5, 7; to
keep holiday, as a sign of desirable rest
1 Sam. 2, 5; to forbear, absol. 1 Kınas

of thorns, cognate in sense with ץוק,
sux &e.; then to split, to separate, to
cut, = Tem; comp. Talm. Par Aram.p7,
Arab. Gas and Gas. The Arabic
meaning “to be ap -sighted” also

proceeded from the same. Deriv. pin,
22, 6, or with ya Prov. 28, 4. In all pr. — The organic root pn, a
its senses it is the opposite of business signification is clear and definite, lies
or occupation,

The Targ. has for it also in PI-2, pn”2, PI, and in the
Aram. PID; the Sanskrit tig, Pers. tigh

poe. Deriv. 547, >77, the proper name

San.

Hif.on to cause to cease, to let go,

also belong here.
Pih. p373 (not used) to low quick, rapid,

of a river; comp. Sanskrit and Zend.
i |tig, from which comes tig-ma sharp piercing; modern Persian tig sharpened,

 ידחההia: Te לos where the coin- tig a sword.
cidence of two לד occasions the rejection

Deriv. >p4n.

PI m. a prickly thorn, a sharp thorn

of one, and after the change of the inter- Mio. 7, 4; Targ. קדח ,def. xptn the
rogative ha into he the m is converted

same.

חרק
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addition: sick-chamber, 2 Sam. 13, 10,
harem Sone or Sou. 3, 4, bride-chamber
Ar. GOs melongena spinosa.
Jupozs 15,1; Phenic. 417 the same;
Span (from the noun P31} with the Ar. pe store-chamber. — 2. the inner
termination @; the rapid river, the river apartment, the most private one in a
 קדָמm. the same, Prov. 15, 19; comp.

swift as an arrow; the cod. Samar. has’

house Gen. 43, 30, Jupazs 16, 9, hence

bets, like the Aram. a2) n. p. of the Drama Devt. 32, 25, opposite of parma,

Tigris Gen. 2,14, which is called הפה derived from the meaning to exclude, to
51737 like the Euphrates Dan. 10, 4, conceal, comp. „I latibulum; רֶדָחְּב ‘nh
named so from its rapid and quick flow
(Talmud). The Zend-form for it is in the most concealed (remotest) chamber
1 Kinas 20,30, 2 Kınas 9,2; hence in
tighra, tighri or also tigira (from
Exgußn. —

olxov
the Sanskrit tig to sharpen, to point, to Josephus sig tadyouov

3. Figurat. the interior, with ju2 Prov.

pierce), as an adj. quick, rapid, as &

noun
out
Lat.
92)
The

18, 8 the innermost

an arrow (Plin. H. N. 6, 27),

part

of the body;

chamber of
of which came the Greek Tiygıs, with nya 7, 27 the innermost
death,
i.
e.
orcus;
conservatory,
of Yan
Tigris, in the Bundehesh (KL. 3,
Jos
9,9,
for
which
“77
alone
stands
Digr-ish, transformed Dedgueretsh.
same root is therefore outside the once 37,9.

Hebrew language, but with another
"IT (not used) Aram. same as רזח
termination (ra, ri). The other Semitic to wind, to turn about, to return, of the
names also (Targ. 893%, 7237, Syr. sun; hence the proper name 17.
230}, in Pliny Dig-lito, Ar. אג or
JIM (periodical return, of the sun)
xÄ>
0) proceed from a root dig, deg, dek, 1. (not used) n. p. of a Syrian god, who
= רזח
represents the seasons, from רדח

with the termination la, lat for ra.
In

%* to turn, to wind, as a noun strength-

(part. f. aan) ir. to enclose,

to surround,

whence

to exclude,

of a

chamber; figuratively to circle, to swing
round, of the sword Ez. 21, 19, which
the translators take as = תֶדָרִח in the
sense of nam; while others again
regard it as a denom. from IM
The stem Yan (Syr. ip, Targ. רזח
Ar. „A> to surround, 9 to veil) is
connected with “73, "ND, En, Wy,

“ny &c.; and the organic root 18 477,

which also lies in 71 I. &e. See In.

ened by the termination ak from A
(Visarga); comp. the Syr. j71n, the

name of the month Siwan, from רזה to
return, because the sun returns there
from its highest position. The LXX

write 290060, combining it with TITW,

which is also the name of a Syrian
deity, agreeably to the interchange of
ch with sibilants (comp. רזח and yr

nd; םיְריִח and Zigouog). See, however, J17¥. Others compare the Syr. ga
i.e. 5520, the name of an idol at Mabug

TIM (constr. VIN, as HOT, 983 from (Cureton, Spicilegium Syriacum p. 25),

זר,903; with a of motion MIN, pause
mn, with suff. S971; pl. DZ, constr.

71, with suff. 7111) m. prop. enclosed,

hence

1. an apartment,

a chamber,

which is less probable. — 2. n. p. of a
traditional king of Syria, so called from
the name of the Syrian god. After him

a the prophet calls Syria F377 ץֶרָא Zecu.

room, 6. ₪. IDI ‘Ta sleeping-chamber

9, 1; comp. 15722 ץֶרֶא 116. 5, 5.

In

2 Sam. 4,7; niong ’m, 2 Kınas 11, 2 Strabo (16,738) is also found the name

chamber

of beds, i. 6. where

couch-

of a place 200006. |There was also a

neighbourhood
materials were kept; apa 'D, JUDGES city of this name in the
§. 792), which
Shim.
(Yalk.
3, 24 a summer- or cool-chamber; '7, of Damascus
interchange with

in an
main Ez. 8, 12 image-chamber, where did not originate
but the adoption of
wleol,
IR:
an
without
ed;
worshipp
were
images

חרשי
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relation to “7 708 9, 9 and 37, 9 the (next) new moon consume them (Targ.,
Targ. translates NUTT .אָעְרַא
Symm., Theod., Aq.), i. 6. the Assyrians
will appear next month, where, however,

vn (Kal not used) 1. intr. to be the LXX, Ibn Esra and others take it
fresh, pure, new, young (Aram. תדח in signif. 3.— 2a month, which begins
<< <
Ar. works in a wider sense, to ee with the new moon, cognate in sense with
Deriv. um, Um,

mm, 80 placed at an earlier period of the
1
as that the ordinal number
follows, e.g. ןושארה m Ex.40,2; or the

"Pin. vn (fut. war) to renew, to set

In the older time, the following more
specific designations of months with wh

anew, to take place anew, II. to relate
news); the organic root שדדח is also in

N-U7 and in WI-p.

the proper names השדה um — 2.10 cardinal number precedes Devt. 1,3. In
g
be sharp, bright, polished, of a sword, mentionin the days of the month, the
n of the month either goes be-
designatio
and figurat. of the heart, like the Ar.
fore fully Num. 10,11, or ’mis omitted
theo IV., prop. to be new. Derivat. and the number alone remains Gun. 8, 13.
win 2, wih 3 and um 2.
up anew, "הָכּולמַה 1 Sam. 11, 14, nam

are found: ביִבָאַה m Ex. 34, 18, 11 a

2 Car.15, 8, ₪ ma 24, 4, 9h ורע"Ts. 1 Kınes 6, 1% inthe later Eine, ray
61, 4; to bring anew Jos 10, 17, figur. Esra. ,2 ,16 792 5 ,7  רדא,3 ,7 Wo
the life Lament. 5, 21, the spirit Psarn ,8 ,9 baw Zeon. 1, 7, 1:85 Nex. 1, 1,
51, 12.

end omitting Ih, only לולא ,6 .15 in

Hithp. WINNT to renew oneself, to make
na" Gen. 29, 14 a month of‘time, i.e. &
oneself young again, Ps. 103, 5.
monthful of days; mwa m 1 Kinas 4, 7
vn (pl. (םישדח adj. m., השדח (pl. a month in the year; "om יח 1 Cur,
nis“) f. 1. new, opposed to yo Sone 27,1 month by month; wind ‘mg Esta.
or Sot. 7,14; unknown Ex. 1,8, "Junens ,3 7 from month to month; ma 'm Num.
5,8, and substant. Drur.32, 17 unknown ,28 14 and ‘ma 'ח 7372 Is. 66, 23 from
gods + then not worn out Joss. 9,18 3 newly new moon to new moons Dun wow
erected Dsur. 20,5; Jur. 26,10; not yet Gun. 38, 24 the space of three months;
heard Ps. 33, 3; made young again Jos mon Jar. 2, 24 in her (rut-) month.

29, 20; not yoked to, of 77939, 1Sam.6, 7. — .3 a sword, like mtn (which see),
wan Eocuzs. 1,9 10, un ‘Jer. 31, 22
Hos. 5, 7 (Ibn Esra and others), from
and miwyn Is. 42, 9 are used substanwan = Ar. Sods IV. to make bright,
tively for a thing unusual, unheard of;
sharp; as Au (sword), from
glittering,
Phenic. WIN m., non f. the same. —
2. according to die 2 signif. of the verb:

Gl trivit, polivit. — 4 (="n-na born
at the new moon) n. p. f. 1 Gur. 8, 9;

sharp, glittering, of Yin Is. 41, 15, and
comp. Phenic. n. p. m. WIN-73 (Athen.
figur. of בל 11, 19; 18, 31; 36,26,
,)2,1 Greek Novunvıos (1 Macc.12,16).
i. e. divested of sin.
 השדח.1 (newly-built) n. p. of a city
( שדחwith suf. 1817; plur. Ow IN,
in
Judah Josu. 15, 37, identical with
constr. on, with suff.rom, pon)
2480060
7 40 ,45 and according
m. (also ‘Gan. 38, 24, see ("טלשמ 1. the
new moon, the time of the new moon, the

first day on which the moon is visible;

the day of the new moon, which was a fes-

tival, as among the Greeks and Romans

to Josephus (Ant. 12, 10, 5) 30 stadia

from Beth-Hörön; according to Euseb.
not far from Gofna; known in the Tal-

mud (Erub. 59°; Rashi on Kidd. 15°)

(Macrob. Sat. 1,15) Ex. 19,1; Num. 29, as a little town

with

50 houses.

—

.2 sword, 2 Sam. 21,16 (comp. um 8);
8, 5; Ez. 45,17; 46, 8; 1108. 2,13; in so EEX, Symm. and others.
 ישדחn. p. of a city in the north of
full form SH שאר Num.10,10; 28,11;
6; 1Sam. 20,18 24 27; Is. 1, 14; Am.

חרת
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Palestine, named along with םיִּתְחַת PIN man) n. p. of a place north of Damascus,
(see DAHA), W2 73 (which see) and Gen. 14,15; Xoß« Juprra 4, 4; 15, 4.
( צידְוןwhich see) 2 Sam. 24,6. As one

expects the district of Dia "3, when

 גור8( pers. sing. im) tr. to describe

he follows Joab’s march, 'the reading

a circle,

to turn in a circle,

to enclose,

tention, if the passage should not rather
be altered.

object about which it is made, Jos 26,
10 he drew (an) a circle about the waters,
i. e. the ocean has its bounds. We see
from the parallel place Prov. 8, 27 ipna

=חַרָשיnun (Junses 4, 2) claims at- to make a circle (ph), with 59 of the

MATT) same as Aram. myn, assumed
for man.

See nan.

by ann, that קח is here gen I che

nin (not nae) Aram. intr. same as
Hebr. om; derivative
nan (def. ROW, Nam) Aram. adj.
m. new, unused Ezr. 6, a, once in Hebr.
Jos. 15, 25, in order to distinguish

zn.

same sense as an Deriv. a andמחוגה .
The stem גה is connected with an,חק 
belonging to , קיחAr. Gls (cingere);
but pan belongs to another organic root.
Syr. u the same.

 כרזהm. prop. a circle, an arch, hence
( אָוחPeal not used) Aram. intr. to the vault of the heavens, the circuit of the
say, "to ‘relate, dicere, narrare, identical earth Is. 40, 22; 708 22, 14; enclosure,
ga .rbeH  חָרֶה1., tirksnaS ajk )=ו
 חcircle, compass Prov. 8, .פד
kj), Lat. qua "(in in-qua-m); in
i Ar. the

v of the stem precedes, „>> (comp. הוצ

( רוחfut. a2) tr. to knot, to twist,

a riddle, 1. e. as a knot Junges 14, 12
Ar. ea) &e.).
13 ;16 of intricate, parabolical speech
Pa. sin (fut. אָּוַחְי,with suff. "32919, Ez. 17, 2. Hence mr] and 77 in the
m”) same as Hebr. man to shew, to de- proper name . דָחיִחַאThe stem 7 (Targ.
clare, אָרְטּפ Dan. 2, "94; 5, 7; to an, דהSyr. ₪- re ols IL) iis Konnte
nounce, to publish 2, 11.
with
un, and with the organic root in
Af. ( החואfur.
לSinn, imp. pl. רוחה
TAN, a4, np”? ₪0. The proper name
inf. constr.nam) the same, Dan. 2,‚10,
xm belongs to m.
with :2 2, 16, or the accus. of the per“an וAram., the same; deriv. TS.> 
son 2, 6. Deriv. .איוחא

( בוזonly in part. ברד after the form
nip 2 Kines 16, 7) intr. to be bound,
obliged, indebted, of a money-debt, goods-

debt; hence 2°82 Sin indan Ez. 18, 7:

 דוחas a noun, see IHN.

min I. (not used) intr. same as "7
1( being interchanged with *, see 1) to
live; Phenie. mn

the same.

The

or-

he restores his pledge to the debtor (LXX), ganic root chvi )יוח( exists also in the
agi with a double accus. Figurat. to Sanskrit giv, reduplicated and with the
be indebted, morally. — The stem חב ₪ sound sibilant in the Gothic quiv, La-
(Targ. בח often for the Hebr. NDT, tin vi-vo, gi-gno, vig-eo, vic-tus, Greek

ows, Syr. ‚as, Ar. Gl)

is elosely Seton &e.; the fundamental signification

connected with בע belonging to 39; and is either to breathe, to respire, therefore
the fundamental ‘signification is
i tobind. = ,17 ( הָיָהwhich see), Aram. Nam,
Pih. an to bring under penalty Dan. Ar. ss, or to stir, to move, comp. L&-
1, 10.
uev explained by xwovpedca. The idea
 בוחm. usually debt (ain in the Tar- of quick motion is then metaphorically
gums ‘and elsewhere) Ez. 18, 7; but as
anima-
applied to quickness 1
debtor suits, it is better to take it as a
tion &c.; comp. Arab. = III. (to make
partic. (see Sm).
main (lurking-hole, latibulum, from burn), old high German quika to live,

חות
queiking

able &c.
Pih. m

mm
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to kindle, quiklege move-

1083. 11,3, Junges 3, 3, at Daw Gen.

34, 2 and yiv24 Jose. 9, 1, still.existing
(not used) to supply life, in David’s time 2 Sam. 24, 7, elsewhere

to create life, to animate.

Derivat. the

enumerated among other Canaanite ra-

proper names 71 and DET.
ces Ex. 3, 8; 7083. 3, 10.
Hf. na (not used) to animate; deTM tr. 1. to surround, to enclose, a
riv. the proper name 17713, which see. place, figurat.= 523 to circumscribe Jo
mn I. (Kal unused) same as Aram. 24, 1 (Jos. Kimchi), “where, however, the
 הראto say, to relate, particularly so accent points to the stem 117. — 2. (not
used) to bind, to unite, to make a covein the
Pih. ( חָגָּהfut. IM) to announce, to nant; whenee (according to some) the
shew, to ‘declare, Ps. 19, 3; Jos 32, 6 proper name “tin 2 Cur. 33, 19, but

10; 36, 2.
mn III. (not used) intr. 1. to move

which perhaps belongs to DUM seers.
The organic root m is thus cognate

with on, YT, Syne, 4, Ar. wel>,

in a circle about a thing, to wind round
a thing, of a round tent, of a circle of ba 9 and quite identical with je
tents, a village consisting of huts; comp. in the fundam. signification; the same
7119, Ar. 4 (the same), whence 205 fundam. 81818686. may be also in m 1.

(whence the noun rm). Comp. Targ.
(wilderness -tent),(sg> (the same); ting province, tract of land= לוב of
whence s{,—(a serpent), Aram. x}, from
similar meaning radically, Arab. =

its circular windings;

יה in the nouns

חי, mr (which see) is the same. —

(bank, margin), Syr. and Talm. je“

2. Metaphor. to put together, to bind to-

(eity, town, hamlet) = ריע of similar

gether, to 6

ה

by root an signification, Ar. 3%
= ְלּוב&c. which
MR; comp. Ar. - > (to make fast),is
. Kimchi, Parchon and others have already
compared. Deriv. rin.
(race, tribe, heap, mass).
( יזוחa Bine
ander viz. God is)
Pih. 37 (not used) to make a circle
around, to set up in the form of a circle.
Deriv. man.

N. 2. m. 2 Cur. 33, 19, but referrible
perhaps to Din.

mn (pl. nag, with suf. (םֶהיִתְנַח =

mn (i. 6. nm, a reduplicated form,

a circular tent, hence a nomadic village,

contracted from NONM, consequently
coming from the simple root אח same

a hamlet, i. e. a locality surrounded by

circular tents Num. 32,41, Deur. 3, 14, as »p, whence the reduplicated "קמ
Jos. 13, 30, Jupazs 10, 4,1 Kınas and also same as mz belonging to "3
4,13, applied to the Gileadite localities [a mark], and then = 7-79) trans. to
in Bashan. Yet perhaps it is properly pierce, to cut into, cognate "in sense with
heap, crowd, race, or encampment (comp.
Im» spoken of a thorn, pointed hooks
an) from am III. in signification 2. — &c. In no case is it connected with sy,

2."(giver of life, from 7177 1.( n. p. of the
first woman, explained by n5> by Ar. are since the noun חוה (dem)
Gan. 3, 20; 4, 1, and therefore inter- cannot be rightly explained by that.
preted To by the LXX, Josephus and Deriv. nn, nn, min and perhaps nn.
Philo.
Another signification of the root xT is
 הבהm. hamlet, nomadic village, same

to live, see anv.

as min, whence the Gentile 313 (dweller

min (from.man which see; pl. pin;

ina "hamlet , inhabitant of a nomadic vil-
lage) the name of a Canaanite tribe

on the contrary: טיחְוה 8 from mn which

dwelling in hamlets on 3139 and Yin

see) m. 1. athorn, Jos 31 ‚40;; opposed to
grain (Mm) or to the rose Sone or Son.
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2, 2; thorn-bush, whose prickly points
non (circle, district) 1. n. p. of a
easily hurt Prov. 26,9; thorn-brushwood, district which is washed around by the
growing on a waste place Hos. 9, 6, Paradise-river jiü'o, where gold, חלב
Is. 34, 13, together with wirap, ;םיִריִס and םהשה jak Gen. 2,11 12 were found.
the thistle, which can easily be trodden If we understand by Pishön the Phasis
down 2 Kmas 14, 9; 2 Car. 25, 18. — of Xenophon i. 6. the Araxes, then 'ח
2. a hook, 07809, uncus, for the purpose is the once insular-like Ural, the land
of catching fish with Jos 40, 26, or for of the Chwalissi dwelling in the west
leading prisoners 2 Cur. 33, 11;; prisoners of Ural, from whom the Caspian sea is
being generally a
to caught fish still called at the present day ChwalinsJur. 16, 16; Nam. 2, 9; comp. nid, koye More. If on the other hand the Pishön
ning.
be the Ganges (according to Jos., the
mn (only pl. rm) m. a fissure,a fathers and the Byzantines), then ’r is an
gap, a cleft, along with nin 1 Sam. Indian territory, which is not known. —
13,6; Targ. generally אדצמ none of 2. n. p. of a Cushite and conseq. of a
the translators has referred it to mim. Cushite region, adduced with 829, Naw,
Perhaps םיִחְנִח stands for Dur =Evan 777 Gun. 10,7; 1 Car. 1, 9. Connected
and does not belong at all ‘tothe stem with it are the Avarizaı or Aßeakiraı at
min; the LXX have taken it = 0°239. the south end of the Arabian gulf (Ptol.
( טוחnot used) trans. to bind, to en-

4, 7, 27), whose country was called
ABoricns, with an emporium of the same

icles. to surround, Ar. DIE (to sew), name. — 3.2. p. of a Joktanite, and then
Targumic Paél oan for Hebrew "pn, of the Arabian region..
gy (Chaulän),
and thence the Syr. Ju, Targ. vun in which intersects the nelle and heights
a like sense. Deriv. nin. The organic of Yemen Gen. 10, 29; 25, 18; 1 Car.
root of is closely connected with חת 1,23. The Amalekites spread so far

(whence nm),( תה whence nm, m); 1 Sam. 15, 7; where, however, Tat
for לוח I. (Gen. "10,
and with the organie root in דג TAT, stands ו
TR? &c.
var (Peal not used) Aram. the same.

4f. ums (fut. or) to strengthen anew,
to repair, a wall Ez. 4,12; comp. 73x.
DAN m. a thread Tnpana 16, 12; a
line 1088. 2, 18; Sona or Sou. 4, 3; a
measuring-line 1 Kınas 7,15, along with

mipn 70883. 2,18; wut ‘ta threefold

see Eccuzs. 4, 12. "The expression in
Gen. 14, 23 from a thread to a shoe-latchet,
is proverbial, to denote the least or
moat worthless thing; comp. Lat. neque
hilum (Luer. 3, 784), i.e. neque filum,

hence nihil.

Ar. Jays the same.

“ATT see ar.
ban (a etrole) n.p. m. and of aregion

Gen. 10, 23 cod. Sam., where the Hebrew
text reads .לוח Perhaps the appellation

23).

 לוחI. (circle, district) n. p. of an
Aramaean, and of an Aramaean district
Gen. 10, 23, mentioned along with “na,
py and .שמ It has been compared
a) with the region J >, Hüleh (Edrisi),
between Lebanon and the Phenician
Tripolis in the neighbourhood of the
Jordan-springs; b) with 0,= (ib.) two
days’ journey from 8
between
ywa and 73, ie. the Odiata of Josephus (Ant. 15, 10, 3) between Galilee
and Trachonitis; 9 with Huleh in the
district of man, at the sea of Merom

(Robinson).

in any case it is a district

in the Lebanon-region.
San Il. (according to Babylon. mss.;

from bon 4) m. the name of a bird, by

n »oiAn vole. for lower Syria arose tradition (Talm., Ezekiélos) the phoenix,
out of the Samaritan orthography, of which the myth makes to burn itself
which Choil may have been the pro- along with its nest after the age of 500
years, and to arise young again from the
nunciation.
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ashes 10 29,18. Yet we may also read

 חולand understand sand.

— 6. tr. to encircle, to enclose, to wall
around, to circumseribe; deriv. לח ,לוח

names ,ליִנֶח ,2771 לוח
bin(fut. San, ap. DAN; inf. abs. לוח  החַיְלָהproper
an,
Dom.
yon,
Ez. 30, 16 for din, inf. c. ba; imp. f. sban)
Pin. I. ללוח (part. f. pl. nipann; fut.
intr, prop. same as לג ban L, hence
1. to dance in a circles Junazs
Sim)
1. to turn in a circle, to 7
round,
21, 23, like ban ib. 21. — 2. to cause to
spoken of the dances (Mahn) of the be in labour (from fear), to cause to bring
maidens at feasts Junazs 21, 31; comp. forth Ps. 29, 9, or as Kal, to bear Is.

5331. Deriv. dina, man. — 2. t0 twist, 51, 2; Jos 39, 1 perceivest thou the
to writhe, with pain, hence to be in labour, bearing--time )ללח viz. ny) of the hinds?
of a woman bearing, to bring forth with hence applied to God, to create, to cause
pain Is. 23,4; 26,8; 66,8, followed by to arise Dzur. 32,18; Ps. 90,2; of m
 ילד54, 1 or m Mic. 4,10. moin JER. Tipr, to bring, to "produce Prov. 25, 28.
4, 31 she in travail, is the part. fs
.; comp. On the other hand Shin Prov. 26, 10,
mts Zucu. 10, 5, םימדק 2 Kinas 16, 7,
Jos 26, 13, Is. 51,9 ‘belongs more corSin Ez. 18, 7, םישוב "Ex. 32, 30.

Still rectly to Som, though interpreters and

farther: to " afraid, to be uneasy, to translators ‘waver in their opinions. Dequake, with pain JER.5,3, with anguish riv. doh. — 3. to hope, to wait for, to
and terror Ez. 30,16; to reel to and fro, endure Jon 35,14. See Hithp. .לללחפה
of the earth JEr. 51, 29, with 9» Dur.

Pih. Th. ָלָחְל (not used) to be terri2,25 (along with 129) or ph Ps. 114, fied, to tremble; hence moron and Hithp.
7; comp. >33 2. The idea ‘proceeds from
 הַתְחַלְחָלperhaps the proper name Daran.
that of turning, twisting, bending. Deriv.

חול, Moy. — 3. to revolve, to roll along,
to rage, of the sword; with 2 of the

Puh.  חולל1. to be born, to be brought
forth Ps. 51, 7; Prov.8,24 25; 705
7.
— 2. to be ferried > to tremble JoB 26,

place Hos. 11, 6, Sigurat a dm ולח 5; on the other hand »Sirm Is. 53, 5
Lament. 4, 6 the יח make an attempt
from .ללח
upon 0
of the weather, as a

Hif. nm, abridged ליח (fut. Dr}, ap.
om
, omas; imp. >) to make to quake
of the person Jur. 23,19; 30,23, figurat.
or
ל
Ps. 29, 8; but elsewhere like
2 Sam. 3, 29; comp. לוחin the Tare. and

precursor of the divine wrath, with לע
Talm. in this meaning with the widest

Kal in its most varied significations:

swing, to leap upon a thing), see also

the inf. Kal Jo. 2,6; Has. 3,10; 20.

application (59 לח to cleave to a thing, 1. to twist (on account of pain), to shake,
to tremble Ps. 55,4; 77,17; 96,9; 97,4;
to press upon, to לש 602, Ar. SS (to Jer. 5, 22; Ez. 30, 16 K’tib; joined to
Sbinns. — 4. (not used), figurat. to be 9,5; so too in 1 Sam. 31,3, 1Cur. 10,3,
firm, strong, powerful, Ar. Js,

prop.

to be strongly bent, to be closely or firmly
wound or pressed, metaphor. applied to
strength, as is done elsewhere; but always proceeding from the idea of winding or turning;

comp. WR,

הנק PIT,

which the LXX,

misled by similarity

of form, have derived from 555. Hence
also to writhe, to have pains, of a woman

bringing forth Is. 26,17; 45,10; 66, 7.
— 2. to wait for Gen. 8,10, Jupcss 3,
24, and in this sense the K’ri Jer. 4, 19

Dax 1. 66. Metaph. a) ed to ‘number, Ahr (comp. Mic. 7, 7), but which
like DE», 134, intr. to be many, numerous, should be taken more correctly with the
or tr. to heap , to collect, where לח is versions as= 151g in signific. 1. (comp.
= לג whence 571, bin; b)to continuance: Jer. 4, 31); especially as a Hifil-form
to be lasting, w. ence ban. — 5. to bein of לוח viz. DT is likewise possible. —
a state of mental stretch, i.e. to wait, to

hold out, to hope, with 4 for something

Mic. 1, 12 (comp. ל map Jur. 14, 19).

3. to be continuing , firm Ps. 10, 5; 8

20, 21.
Hof.Sm to be created, to arise Is. 66,8.
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Hithp.I. Sinn (part. ~13) 1. to

( המוחfrom המח after the form mais;

whirl oneself, to hurl oneself, upon one,

constr. main, with1 ‚Ana; pl. ninin,
, המח תלמדdual םיתמח( f. prop. enclos-
ing, protecting round about, i.e. a wall,
circular wall, Josu. 6, 20, to which are
deilppa 3271 .tveD3, 5,  בְּצוּרָה81. 2,
51, mE 2 Cur. ,23 0 man .neN ,3
,8 Has} ‘Is. 30, 13 &e.; ; usually spoken
of the wall of a city Josu. 6,5, 1 Kınas
,3,1 2 Cur. 26, 6, seldom of towers
Nun. 3,27, palaces Lament. 2,7, of the
borders of a pool Nes. 3, 15. Dual
2 Kines 25, 4 of the two walls of Je-
rusalem on the south side.

with 59 of the person 198. 98, 19. —
2. to writhe, with pain Jos > 20. —
3.. to hope, to wait for Ps. 37,

Hithp. IL. לַחְלַחְפִה to be pare Esru.
4, 4.

The organic root bp is clear in its
fundamental signification, partly from
the closely related 53, לא L, Dr") &e.
in the language itself, partly from the
Ar. Js (to be turned, changed, whence
the meaning “to stand off, to stand back,
to turn away” proceeds) &c.;
and
verbs expressing cognate ideas are to

( ןוזהmot used) 1. 6. ji same as 12h

be compared with respect to the signifi- (which see); deriv.חין .

cations.
DIN (perf. mon, HOT; tmp. DAN;
 לוחm. sand Ex. 2,12, prop. the small
fut. dam? and Dim, as often iin verbs >,
round stones that roll about (comp. >,
,)5393 a figure of what is weighty Prov. apoc. om) tr. prop. to cover, to cover

,27 ,3 JoB6,3, and multitude Is. 48,19;
Has. 15.9% Ps. 139, 18; usually joined to
nm or nan: sand upon the shore JOSH.
,11 ,4 Is. 10, 22, sand of the sea-bottom
which isi described as innumerable JER.

over, hence to protect, to hide, with by

figur. to look at a thing with a protecting,
sparing feeling, i. e. to have compassion

upon, to pity (a thing) Jo. 2, 17; Jon.
4, 10; Neu. 13, 22; Ps. 72, 13; along

,33 ;22  יִנּוָמַמ לוחDur. 33, 19 the trea- with San Jer. 13, 14; usually mon
oe pe Devr. 7, 16, Is. 13, 18 (i. e. ‘to
sures of the sea-sand i. e. of the coast
where maritime commerce and conseq. direct the look eer a thing, protectriches dwell. The fundamental signifi- ingly) to look upon with compussion,
cation proceeds from that of turning ina seldom with the omission of 779 1 Sam.

24, 11.
circle, rolling (555). Syr. Lis.
The organic root סח is connected
( םּוחnot used) intr. 1. to be heated, with that in 7-07, הD3, and the funburnt, blackened, of like signification in damental signification can only be dethe Targ.
its organic root DA with on, or“), Ar. termined by this ony
Z (to be hot and to be black), Syr. sa=, on, Syr. „us, Arab.
old Egyptian to be black, dark (Cham-

pollion, Gr. Egypt. p. 319 sq.), Coptic
XCHM, KHM, Kam, Xam (to be agg
hot, Bunsen, ln
als &e.

612 sq.); comp. Arab.

2 Targ. DON

have indeed
only special meanings, but the Arab.
yols (to cover or close the eyes) still
ns to the original sense.

rn I. (not used) tr. to close about,
to protect around, to conceal, spoken of

&e. — 2. to be dark, to be coloured,
of a spot; so too DAN as a weaker
form, whence Dix’, Dan; but the latter

the enclosing, edging of the shore, of
protection and safety &c. Deriv. the
proper name Dpin, and according to

may "be better derived from on (which
see). Derivatives nim and the proper

some ףוח, =

name

OF.

Dam adj. m. black, brown, swarthy,
spoken of sheep Gen. 30, 32 33 35 40.

The organic root an exists

also in ADL, moon, 7737, 30 &e.
ran II. (not "nsed) 3 same as ף II.

to rub away, to wash away; deriv. (according to some) ni.
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( והnot ts)m. coast, road-stead, bank,
shore, joined to 1% Deur. 1,7, Is. 9,1,
Jur. 47,7, Ez. 25, 16 or p23 ‘Gay. 49,
,13 Juvens 5, 17, once to Tapa Gen.
,49 ,13 probably named from enclosing,

embracing, protecting (from yin I), like
the Ar. Lie (margin, coast), comp. Ah.
— According to Kimchi from 4h IL. after
the analogy of the Targ. 25, Syr. ipa
from 429 rasit; Ar. hale (shore) from
0 (detersit).

:חור

outside our neighbourhood, cut off from
our dwelling-place, hence a) adv. with-

out, ץוחההלֶא abroad Ez. 41, 9; 'ִחַהְְִמ
from without Jupees 12, 9; 'ח 71 out-

wards Ez. 47,2; as the opnonits ofen,
6. g. 'n תֶדְלּמ bon outside (i. e. out of
the house) ‘Lev. 18, 9; para from with-

out, opposite to ma" Gan. 6,14; xan
forth abroad Ex. 12, 46, explained "by
mian-ya, and in the same sense HT,

mang Gen. 15, 5, 102088 19, 25, denoting direction outward. It is espeBDA (protected, from ym I. with cially joined frequently to prepositions,
ם-( n. p. m. Num. 26, 39, for which in in this sense, as’r12 without, the opposite
Gen. 46, 21 pos; patr. npım Num. 1c. of city, house, ‘tent Gen. 9, 22; Ex.
21, 19; ,ץוחל m¥am> out of Ps, 41, 7;
yn (not used) tr. to cut off, to part
off, to separate, to divide, as the Pohel

( הוצץin the Talm.) formed from it and

2 Om 32,8; pana from without Task,
1,20, oppoxed to man; ara the same
Ez. 41,25; a yuna ה to, after verbs

meaning to divide proves, as well as its af 3688:Gen. 19,16, Ex. 29,14, 2 8
organic root yn also existing in yn (which 43, 4, seldom after verbs of motion
see), 11-27, and with a modified idea in 1 Kivas 21, 13; Ez. 34,20; > parma-dy

mom IL,7 (which see), Ar. yas (III.
IV) 6
The Syr. =, Ar. ols “to
surround, to enclose” is only a collateral form of un (which see). Deriv.
חיץ, pay, Ve.

out of, without Ley. 4, 12. b) a prepos.
except, besides, but only in
i the latest
Hebrew Eccuzs. 2, 25, with 72 following; comp. Talm. 73 yan, Targ. in 2

(for Hebrew nat), Syr. =;

 ץוחor( ץֶח with a of motion mean,
pin (not used) trans. to enclose, to
mem; pl. mixin, ne”, “xn, with suff. embrace, to save, to protect around, cogpnizn) m. prop. same as yo a wall of nate in sense 2377 1. (whence I), Aram.
separation, as still in the Talm.; usually no», (whence ףימע bosom). Deriv. pin
however 1. what is separated, divided K'tib, ,קח . — קיחThe organic root קח
(from us i. e. from our house, our eity), is connected with the Ar. Gb, Ethiop.
what is cut off, i.e. a street in the more
אהחק, but not with pan.
denifnoc esnes .sI 15, 32, מ.
12,

pin (with suf. spin K’tib) m. prop.
Proy. 7, 12, along with , בוחרand s0
 תוצחIs. 5, 25, opposed to na 2 Sam. inlet, then bosom Ps. 74,11 K’tib; else,33 i8, Non. 13, 8, 12 Hos. 7, 1 or where ,קח PT.
mm Deur. 23, 13; a 7% waste, steppe,
( רוחfut. ררחר( intr. to be white, gray,
opposed to 12, mp 108 5,10; 18,17,
of n°28 to grow pale, with shame Is. 29,
parallel to yoy, to which it is sometimes

,22 cognate with o> (Zupu. 2, 1), as
joined Prov.8, 26; ; opposed t
to 777 Devt.
the Targ., LXX, Sa‘ adja, Ibn Gandch
,32 .25 Comp. Tare. a + o (Mare. 1, have taken it; the last has already com-
.)45 — .2 Figurat. pl. streets for mer- pared the Talm, “377 to shame,הַלָבִּין 
chants, bazaars which occupy streets

the same, — The stem am (Targ.חנר 
37,21 is in another manner; hence once Syr. jaw) is identical with “py (belong-
adv. תרצוח Lamunt. 2, 21 along whole ing to np), Aram. “aX, ‘Arab, in
streets. — 3. what is without, i.e. lying( to make white); but the contracted form
1 Kines 20, 34 (Kimchi), as pon Jer.
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‘tt (m) is usual in derivatives (Arab.

3. (from “an IL) a hole, of np Is. 11, 8,

jb to be white).

hence a prison, cognate in sense with
N22 m3 42, 22.

“nM Aram. intr, the same.
Paél "172 to be very white, deriv. "an.

 רוחand “in (pl. avin, constr. in,
with ,רירח:/9 ( ןהירחm. 1. (from NIL.)
a hole, a cavity, of a door
,10 of a wall Ez. 8, 7;
window, Sone or Sou. 5, 4;
the eye Zucu. 14,12; a hole
1 Sam. 14,11; Jos 30, 6; a
beasts,

NAH.

2, 13; comp.

San Aram. adj. m. white, spoken of
snow, of clothes Dan. 7, 9; see רוח

in

(after the form יי m. white

cloth, white linen clothes (a farther devel-

2 Kinas 12,
opment of tin 2) Is.19,9, LXX 800008.
hence = a
“an (free, noble, from רוח 2) n. p.
the socket of
of the earth, m. 1 Car. 11,32, for which יה (which
den of wild see) appears.
the proper

“AM (linen-weaver, from רוח )1 . מp.

names , ירחIH, pH. — 2. (from m. 1 Cur. 5, 14.
“art L) white linen, only in
i the ulterior
on see םיִרח (from Hm).

formation in

(after the form 39,

 הוּרֶם,elbon( ;eerf morf  חור2 with
( רדודIs. 19, 9; or the white, of bread, in
(- ם1.n.p. of a Tyrian king 1 Cur.
“4h, which see.

 רוחI. (not used) intr. 1. = 17 and; 14,1 2 Cur.2, 2 11 12; 8, 2 18 21,
for which oon, on (which 'see) stand

arising out of it, to be white. — 2. "Figur.
to be shining,

splendid,

noble;

comp.

elsewhere.

He was the son and suc-

cessor of לַעַביִבַא and reigned 33 years
Phenic. רוח the same, whence out of
Pihel proceeds the noun "377 (constr.'191)( Joseph. 6. Ap. 1, 18; Ant. 8,3, 1), seven
years in David's time (Jos. 1 ©); con-
noble, hence the proper name >¥a">h sequently 26 in Solomon’s reign. —
(Baal is noble) Virg. Aen. 4, 36. 196; .2 n. p. of an artificer who was a Da-
.ryS s3 .)elbon( .vireD ,na“ חור, חרי, nite on the mother’s side, a Tyrian on
the proper

names

“pn,

Sn,

AN,

the father’s, whom Huram the Tyrian

aan, Dan, ma,חִירֶם 
king sent to Solomon 2 Cnr. 4, 11; in
 רוזהII. (not used) tr. to hollow out, 1 10108 ,7 13 40 he is also namedחִילם 

par. He was already the artificer of
10 dig out, to bore, identical in its
Abibaal, and was consequently called
organic root "7 with that in W, "2,
sag םֶרּוח 2 Cur. 2, 12 or "ax Dam 4,

“R72, ANP 32 Ar. „Bi but רּוח1 61, degdirba morf  חור אַבִיבָעַלfrom רח Ar la is entirely distinet, .3 n. p. m. of a Benjamite 1 Cur. 8, 5.
Comp. de oh

the backside, „> a

bay, a deep valley, and then also re
to hollow out, to bore, whence "> ahole.
Deriv. ,רּוח ,95 ,“ ריחi, and the proper
names

sin, nm, Yan, Dam.

AR  הגּרֶםsee DAMM.
m0 eer

consequently for

yin from רוח IL) n. p. of an Aramaean
region, south of Damascus, west of 7245

and

783,

east of Trachonitis

(now

Ledsha), but which reaches as far as

 רוחor m (pl. (חוּרים m. .1 (from the Jordan, so that }Wa and 7953 are

"am L) white linen, along with pra and included = 47,16 18; Greek ה
uy Esra. 1, 6; 8, 15; according to

tic, 0-0 Ar. <> With regard to
Saadia, white silk, Ar. p> (see Talm. the signification comp. Yin and .םינרח
Meg. 12 4), — 2. (from sn I. in en
pass.

(perf. ,שח mn; part.

win
cation 2, immaculateness, ‘nobility) n.
m. Ex.17,10; Num. 31, 8; 1 Kings 4, 8: pwn = םישוח inf. ל wan, imp.
Nen. 3, 9; 1 Cur. 2, 19; comp. the man; fut. wim, apoc. SM instead of
proper names , ירח,ְ םֶרּוחIT 86. —

wnat on account of the middle gut-

nwin
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Hif, ( הָחִיתfut. with suf. 7m Has.
tural, comp. 03m 1 Sam. 15, 19, ny.
14,32 K’ri instead of nym) intr. 1. to 2,17, as the LXX read) to terrify.
jlee, to make haste, to haste away, identical with 793, 139, Ar.;
le, bls, dle
&c. Then to haste to, with 4 of the

person Dzur. 32, 85; Ps. 22, 20; 70, 6;
to go quickly, to hasten, 1 Sam. 20, 38,

the opposite of nanan (to delay) Ps.
119, 60; own hasting “Nom. 32,17.

Of

the eagle Has. 1,8. With dy: to hasten
to a thing Jos 31, 5. — 2. Of the movement and raising of the spirit, to feel,
sensit, as the Aram. and the Talmud
use it (Targumie win on Ps. 73, 21,
Syr. as; the Ar.
= to feel, Talm.

min I. (not used) tr. to encircle, to
enclose with a fence, to surround, Arab.
ws; hence the name of the letter תיח
= nm a fence, see DW.
Hif. nr}, from which perhaps Has.
2,17 sy will encircle thee, will lurk
about thee.
opin ןm. 1. a signet-ring,= nanh;
 צרJoB 41,7 a firm seal; 'ח ah 38,
14 seal-clay. Sometimes it was worn
as a ring upon the finger Jur. 22, 24,
sometimes on a string over the breast
Gen. 38,18, and it was looked upon

 חשmay likewise be compared with it), generally as valuable, Sone or Sot. 8, 6.
— 2. (fulfilment, determination) n. p. m.
excited; Ecouzs. 2,25 and who enjoys? 1 Cur. 7, 32; 11, 44.
opposed to DON (LXX, Vulg., Syr.).
NIM or men, (2 pers. Tayın, DIM;
Jos 20,2 and therefore I feel, i.e. I am

Deriv. שיח ‘and the proper names Win,

“wan, םישוח burn.

part. mm, pl.m; part. pass. An; inf.

NIT) ‘Aram. same as the Hebrew mn

Hif. ng (anne abridged שיח גfut.
in aignification 2: to behold, a dream
wm) like Kal: to haste, to press on, Dan. 7,1; to see 5, 5, usually for the
Jupgzs 20, 37; once tr. to hasten Is. 5, Hebr. as, הזח ,319 =  יזחnm, =

19; to hasten to Pa.7 1,12; odo” mama

55,9 I hasten to a place of refuge.

Talm. יאר in the sense of suitable, conveniens, i. e. select, choice. Deriv. a0,

The organic root wr (Ar. ile) is in,
.
closely connected with that in סַחְנ-ה
NT 7 (from bytmm: El is seeing)

but whether it be related to the Bers.
1. n. p.
of a Syrian king anointed by
gush-iden (agitari), German hasch-en,
Elijah 1 Kmes 19, 15 17, whose son
husch-en, is questionable.
was 777733 Am. 1, 4; therefore Damas-

( השּוחhaste) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 4, 4, cus, his abode, is ealled Sana. —

rof hcihw yb noitisopsnart  שוחה4, 11; 2. n. p. of an officer of Ben-Hadad’s
patronym. "NUR 2 Sam. 21, 18.
2 Kinas 8, 8 (where Syn, is written as
"WAM (quick) n. p. m. 2 Sam. 15, 32. in 8,13 15 29), who afterwards became
king 8,9 12 13 15 28 29; 9,14.
( םישוחthe hasting; the pl. as an
An (inf. constr. תלזח;imp. הזח;fut.
abstract form) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 7,12; 8,
sin,
apoc. 107, 1 pers. in pause TO,
;8 once it is interchanged with pres

3 pi.ym) tr. 1. to split, to divide ‘in
the
middle ‘(see mim), to separate (see
bahn (hasting) n. p. of an Edomite
myn),
mim םיִנָבַא ma Jos 8, 17 it
king "1 Chr. 1,45; instead of it is burn
divides between the stones (see ma p.198),
Gen. 36, 34.
i. e. it presses through. — 2. Metaphor.
AM I. (Kal unused) intr. to be afraid, to point, to sharpen, cognate in sense
to be terrified same as nn (which see). with tim, pm, and accordingly get
Gan. 46, 28; Num. 26, 42.

Pih. nary to destroy,

wrhenee accord-

ing to Kimchi the noun man Ps. 74, 19

= 13.

min Is. 57, 8 ‘thou pointest the pin, a
periphrasis for the penis erectus; comp.
nat. — 3. to resolve, to determine: to

חות

decide upon, like other verbs denoting
separation; deriv. nay, "iM in the pro-

Bername NH,
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and perhaps mim —

 הזחm.

.1 (a partieipial form, once

constr, min 2 Sam. 24,11 for th) a
seer, prophet Is. 30, 10, Mic. 3, 7, for

4. Figurat. to divide sharply with the which(רהא which see) was used ‘earlier.
eye, to direct the eye sharply towards a So of the prophets ד 1 Cur. 29, 29,

thing, i. e. to look sharply, to see (comp.

cernere, ideiv, videre and dividere, Idus),
with accusat. of the object, of an observer Prov. 22, 29; 29, 20; of a perceiver Jos 24,1; to observe attentively,
to have an eye upon, 15, 17; Phenice.
nin fem. a sharp-sighted kind of bird
(Mass. 11). At a later period it became
quite synonymous with My‘ Ps. 56, 9
(Eccues. 6, 3), sw? 9 11, 7 Daun 17,
2; with a ‘of the “object, to behold with
pleasure Ps. 27, 4; Sone or Sou. 7, 1;
Mic. 4, 11; absclutely to see Is. 26, 11;
rarely to select Ex.18,21 66. םיִבָכּוְּכַב 'ִח
Is. 47, 13

to gaze

upon

the stars,

astrologers. In all cases like
monly to see, visions, i. e.
tuitions, hence = to prophesy,
oracles or divine visions, with
ing Is.1,1; 13,1 &e.; with

of

1x4. Comto have into announce
oy respectaccus. Non

>19" 2 Cur. 9, 29, 579 "12, 15, an 19,
,2NDR 29, 30, nm 35, 15, ad some-
timesו 
“with . איִבָכAlso of
false prophets Is. 29, 10 (comp. Ez. 13,
;9 ,22 ,)28 astrologers Is. 47, 13; “rin
2 ‘One 33,19 is not a proper name, but
it comes from . — םיזלח.2 (an abstr. form,
for in [which see], like ראה for(רָאִי 
an oracle, 2 Kınas 17,13 K'tib 3 373

myAm>> 8722 every oracle by all his
prophets, האל Is. 28, 7 especially hav-
ing to be understood so; yet we may

daer htiw eht ir’K  חזה55) 290 35
and take it in signification 1-6

covenant Is. 28, 15, like mir (accord-
ing to some) 28, 18 (parallel na), pro-
bably from the fundamental significa-
tion to separate, divide, as na

is from

ma; or from זח = הֶזַח in the sense of

to"bind. — 4. Only with “b>, viz. "52
Has. 1, 1, yin Ez. 12, 27, הזחמ Nom. min (every kind of oracle) n. p. of dif-
24, 4, or also ar» Ez. 13, 8, RTD 13, 6, ferent men (Neu. 3,15; 11,5) in the later,

“pu 290%. 10, 2,bo I. 30,10 &e., post-exile period. Ti is possible that the
with which 187 is not used elsewhere. passage 2 Kınas 17, 13 should be trans-
Deriv. muh, on,‚im, nin, DI, הזחמ lated, and God warned Israel through
and the proper names +n, EN יזח his collective prophets by all kinds of
in לָאיִזַח ,mm.
oracles , whence the expression may be
Pit. an (aot used) only a stronger taken in the giving of names. See >>.
use of Kal in signification 4; deriv.
 הזהBee
א
m, proper name Im.
beatin see DTN.
Hif. ira (not used) same as Kal;
 זהn. p. of a Nahorite (Him}) GEN.
derivat. An, and the proper names ,22 ,22 then of the Aramaean-Chaldean
OSTEN, am, nigra.
tribe of which he was the founder, and
The original signification of the which dwelt sometimes in the locality
organic root
iM is clear from a com- im, (Syr. ik, Arab. 8-=(
| Xalyvy,a

parison with m, -ה“en, 777; and we find ion of Assyria (Strabo 16. p. 736);
the same transition in the Ar. Gas,
and in the Latin cer-nere.

m

(plur. nimm) m. prop. division,

sometimes

in או

in Mesopotamia

on the Euphrates, i. e. east and west of
the Tigris.

( רזהconstr.תלזח , with suf. anim)
separation, hence the middle, the middle
part, between the fore-feet, i. e. the Aram. "f. look, visibility, i. e. the state of
breast of animals Ex. 29, 26 27; Lev. being seen, Dan. 4,8 17 (Vulg., Syr.); ac-
7, 30; comp. "zn, the middle. Targ. cording to LXX and Theod. the opposite
of pam eatent, breadth, average surface,
ym.

הזו
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like the Ar.ו> (border, edge); comp.
ad (Jah is deciding) n. p. m. NEB.
the verb Tn oa Tin.
11, 5; comp. Im.
Wh (def. nr, with suf. “IN, TI
ir (vision) n.p.m. 1 Kıncs 15, 18,
constr. pl. m) Aram. m. phenomenon,
yn (constr. tr, with suff. IT;
of a dream Dan. 4, 6, also connected pl. nip) m. intuition, of the prophets,
with Un) 2, 28 or wb 2,19, where vision, oracle, revelation Jo. 3, 1, partiand when the vision appears ; form 7, 20. cularly a dream-vision, joined to ma
The termination 3- is usually a feminine

Jos4, 18; 20, 8; 33, 15, in the widest

one, so that there is an exception here sense; sometimes without mrp 7, 14;
with respect to gender.
also of a prophetic dream-vision 2 Sa. T,
yin (constr. ir) m. a revelation,a 17, or of false, imaginary, prophetie inprophecy, a divine communication, with tuition 2803. 13,4. 7a (873) Is. 22,
matt Hos. 12,11, wpa Ez.7, 26, sey 15 valley of the oracles, a name of 6
Lauer. 2,9, pap 1 Sam. 3,1, 728 Ez. lower part of Jerusalem, where Isaiah
12, 22; ; particularly a vision, of prophets and other seers may have prophesied.
ie (lengthened out of Im; > PIM,
Is. 1, 1, Nag. 1, 1, perhaps same as
m 480, as An Gen. 6, 9 ='n "BD; pl. an) m. arrow, bolt, named from
vision

in an

ecstatic han;

along

piercing or boring through; metaphor.
lightning, i.e. flash of lightning, Zecu. 10,
what is future 8,1; won ji 9, 24 = 1 Jehovah makes flashes of lightning for
 וחזון נביאnekops fo eJs’haimere -ever the rain, which is an image of rich prolation; ‘rarely applied to lying visions, mises; nibp min lightning of thunders,
lying oracles Jer. 14,14; 23,16. irn thunder-flash Jos 28, 27; 38, 25.

with pibn Dan. 1, 17, representing

Ez. 7, 13 stands for ji ‘(which see).

lation 2 Cur. 9, 29.

“tm (from tz 1. after the form ריס
returning home) n. p. m. Nun. 10, 21;
1 Cur. 24, 15.

mm (with suf. Damm) 7. 1. an appearance (prophetic), vision, revelation,

Ley. 11, 7; Devt. 14, 8; Prov. 11, 22;

nim (constr. nitn) f. a vision, reve-

70 (from רזח II.) m. a boar, a swine,

Is. 21, 2; 29,11. — 2. a covenant, perhaps from An=m Is. 18, 28; comp.
 חזה15; according to some an oracle,
alaw, then compact. — 3. a point,’ IR,
a pointed horn Dan. 8, 5; a8 nm

four points (MAIN=niqn) 8,0 ‘more cor-

In ריזח a forest-boar, 1.0. 8 a boar

Ps, 80, 14; with n inserted re

Syr.

fea pn. The Latin aper, German. Eber are

of like etymology i. e. so called from
strength.

pin (inf. c. pin and pim; imp. pin,

rectly conspicuousness, since ה stands
for it in 8, 8, and in ya יח ibid. n pi. pin; fut. pin, pin) ir. prop. to bind
is an apposition shewing “close union; firmly together, to fasten together, to twist
together strongly, hence 1.intr.to hang fast
comp. Dan. 9, 27 )םמשִמ .(םיצוקש
by ₪ thing, with 2 2Sam.18,9; 2
1,
pia (not used) tr. to separate, divide, 4; to be stout, firm Is. 28, 22, as all verbs
cut ‘asunder , identical with 5 organic of binding fast are applied metaphori-

root in 7-19, YT, m, Ar. >

Ge

ו

callytto‚strength (ap, up, ,לוח WIL,

hence to cut in, to pierce, to bore, of an Ar. Ab, 55, B55 &e). —
arrow.

Deriv. tim.

“TT (mot ל
m. separation, decision,
determination, only in the proper name
( חַזִיאָלEPs determination) n. p. m.

1 Cur. 23, 9; see ORT.

2. tr. to:
make firm, to support, to prop up, 2 Sam.
16, 21; to preserve 102. 30, 21, and here
0

commonly intrans.

to ep strong,

sound Is. 39, 1, opposite to Ta; to become powerful Jost. 17, 13; Jupazs 1,
28; 2 Cur. 26, 13; to increase, of 294

Dn

pin
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Gen. 41, 57; to be firm, strong, for executing or maintaining a thing, absol.
Devt. 31,7; Josu. 1, 6; to be courageous

1 Kınas 2,2, with EN mn, or with
the inf. following Devt. 12, 23;; Josu. 23,

upon or urge one,
strongly Junges
ing to embrace,
intransitive idea

i. e. to purpose a thing
19, 4. But the meanwhich arose out of the
(to follow), is changed

so as to receive a transitive idea and
6; to be confirmed, of sovereignty, with ma signifies — 2. trans. to hold, to hold
2 Kınas 14,5, or with by of the person fast Is. 41,9; to lay hold of Jur. 6, 23;

2 Cur. 25, 1 to remain firm, with EN ‘7 PT Zion. 14, 13 to seize one’s
of the person against one 2 Sam. 24, 4, hand, i. e. to meddle with him; also ap-

or לע 1 Cur. 21,4; jn’n 1 Kınas 20, 23;

plied to the terror,

pain,

which

one

2 Kines 3, 26 to be stronger than, i.e. to catches: ליח Mic. 4, 9, Maw Jer. 8,
conquer; in a bad sense, to be hard Mat. 21, sx 6, 24; seldom vice versa wach
3,13, to be obstinate Ex. 7,13. — 3. to seize upon one JER. 49, 24, comp. N.
overpower, conquer, with accus. 2 CHR. — 3. to retain, to keep, Tnnass 7, 8,
28, 20 or לע of the person 2 Cur. 8, 3; i.e. to keep back, seldom with 2 of the
intr. with by, to lie upon something swith person JER. 50, 33; to overpower, to lay
force or violence, spoken of רי 32 Ez. 3, hold of, Dan. 11, 21; to maintain 11, 6;
14. — 4. to hold fast, to seize hold of figurat. to support, to help 11,1; to hold,
Jer. 20,7. Deriv. pin, ,קזח PIT, PI, to contain in itself 2 Cur. 4,5. pra
“RIT, 7217, and the proper names "Ptr, helper Dan. 11, 1. — 4. to make firm,
 מקהana, RIM.
\
i.e. to restore buildings destroyed Nenr.
"Pin. par
pn; fut. (לזחי
to 5, 16, Nag. 3, 14, and with the accus.
bind fast, to gird, with a double accus. omitted Neu. 3, 4; to establish, a kingnan Is. 22, 21, oma Nam. 2, 2. — dom 2 Kınas 15,19; to make strong, to
2. to make firm, Dra Ps. 147, 13, pia strengthen 2 Sam. 11, 25; Ez. 30, 25;
2 Kınas 12, 13, ma 22, 6; rarely with seldom intrans. to be strong 2 Cur. 26, 8.
Hithp. pry (inf. קזה;fut. prom, but
> of the abject 1 Cur. 26, 27. With
‘2 די Jupezs9,24 or 2 st Ez. 30, 24 already with a short pause rain) 1. to
to strengthen the power of one, i. e. to take courage, to prove courageous Num.
assist, to encourage; 373 'ִד Ezr.1,6 to 13,20, 2 Car. 15, 8, to take good heart
support, to strengthen Ez. 34, 4; בל to 23,1, to withstand 13,7, to shew oneself
harden Ex. 14,17; '5 עב  רַבָּדm Ps. 64, salient, v3 for ... 2Sam. 10, 12; with
6 to harden the - cause ₪ a person; oy Dan. 10, 21 or of the person 2 Sam.
generally the causative of all the mean- 3, 6 to shew oneself courageous with or
for one, 1.0. to assist one; to get strength
ings of Kal. Deriv. xpi.
2/.( החזיקfut. PU, ap.(קזחכ. 1. intr. i.e. to become sound Gun. 48, 2. — 2. to

to fasten upon a thing , to hang to, with
3 1 Kınes9, 9; Is. 64, 6; Prov. 3, 18;
Jos 2,3; 27, 6; to attach oneself ו
with לע of the person Nen, 10,36; hence
to lay hold of, to seize, with 2 of the person or thing Daur. 22, 5; Jungs 19,

be strengthened, of a kingdom 66. 2 Cur.

1, 1; 12, 13; 13, 21.

The fundamental signification of the
stem is clear from the form which is iden-

tical with it, pun, Ar. |5y> and --

(to tie firmly together, to fetter), Syr.
+4
(to bind about), as the transition
Is. 27, 5 to take hold ofsupport. Hence
comes the expression ’p 373 73 to lay hold is also perceptible from the comparison
25 29; 2 Kınas 2, 12; 4, 27; 1972327

_ of the hand of a person, i.e. to guide, given above. The organic root is P1"7,
lead, hold one, Guy. 19,16; Jupazs 16, found also in nt 11. (p. 390), Pi I. (p26. Farther to take hold of one, with 403), TUR (p. "189( pum pur? &e.;

> of the person 2 Sam. 15,5; with לע of the Sanskrit sal (to support, to make

the person, to encompass
8 18, 9. firm), gak, Greek (-oyv-o=é-ovy. may
Figurat. with a of the person, to press have the same root.
.8
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PIT (pl. םיִקָזִחה constr. "pin) adj. m.,
Sp 7 strong, in health Josn. 17,18;

return home; figur. to surround, to protect; Phenic. as 229 to be round, whence

powerful Num. 13, 18 (opposite mp4); a  רזחa bowl (Hesych. Et. Magn. sub voce
subst. a strong one, 18. 28,2, Jos 5, 15, 2Acoig). Deriv. the proper names 71h}
parall. to nd pax Am. 2, Id, a ‘TI more
powerful, stronger than Nom. 13,31; JER.
31, 11; violent, of m4 1 Kivas 19, 11,

and Am.

min] I. (not used) intr. to be condensed, strong,

of the body, identical

Sn 17, 17; loud; of “pw Dip Ex. 19, with the verbs "Wp, Yun &e.; comp.
16; hard, of חצמ Ez. a "8 i.e. Bold; af Ar.
7i& (to be thick). Deriv. vn.
32 2,4, i. e. obstinate; af pp 3,8, ie.
impudent; hard, of av

Ez. a 9; firm,

( חחwith suff. Sam; pl. Dom,

dual

i. e. invincible 26, 17; 0
with peng K’tib) m. same as mim a hook, ring,
32 Ex. 3, 19 or רז Jur. 21, 5, to de- put in the nose of prisoners 2 Kines 19,
note power, in God 1 Kınas 8, 42, or ;28 Is. 37,29; orin the by. Ez. 19, 4;

men; of military power Ez. 30, 22; pina ,38,4 with Sand 19,9. Dual Dn Ez.
1 tobe considered as the pl.
Is. 40, 10 as victorious (seeI.p.175). "All 29,4 Rtib is
the meanings proceed from the idea of .38,4 The stem of it is = חח nn (mm).
mr (from mm) a bracelet, hook, a
strong.
pin (same as pin, comp. בער and 234) female ornament Ex. 35, 22.
adj. m. strong, violent Ex.19,19; mighty
aan i.e. 117, see חה and nh (mn).
2 Sam. 3, 1.

PIN (with suff. pt) m. might, hence
help, protection Ps. 18, 2; see "ptt.

pin (with suf. wpim) m. strength,

on in Dan. 4, 24, see NUN.

non (3 f. תאטַמָג part. Nyin, 3 times
Non Is."65, 20, Eccr. 8, 12 and 9,18 as

in verbs הל part. f. תאטח ,pl.m. oxen
be
pretended Am. 6, 13; דיה Ex. 13, 3 the 1Sam. 14, 33; inf. c. Ron, once Jan, Gen.
might Haa. 2, 22, though it may
overpowering might of God.

HPI (prop. inf., constr. npin, with

20, 6, with suff ותאטחנ ut. ROM, 3 pl.

before Makkeph Nenn) 1. ir. to take
from, to remove, to take away, to diminish,

suff. Anbın) f. the being strong, "strength UTpTja אמה Lev. 5, 16 to take away
2 Cur. ‘12, 1, of the rich Dan. 11, 2; a the holy“thing; figurat. to diminish,
with די overcoming Is. 8, 11.
the soul, i.e. to injure Prov. 20, 2,

“pint (prop. inf.) f. severity Ez. 34, cognate in sense with תיִחְשַה (6, 32),
 נפשoT 8, 36); Haz. 2, 10. The org.

4; force 1 Sam. 2, 16; violence Junges
8, 1; with the prepos. 2 adv. forcibly,

violently, Ez. 34, 4; Junges 4, 3.

root Roon is thus identical with that in

ה-nn, " Aram. nn», the Ethiop. verb

“pin (from Pin, out of pin Jah is also ring the same meaning; accordmight np.m. 1 Our. 8,17; ;comp.Phenic. ingly the verb "07 is identical in sense.

pin Foxe n. p. m. (Polyb. 1 , 66).

The Ar. aS “to stripe” must not be com-

( היקְזחthe same) n. p. of the well-
En king of Judah 2 Kines ch. 18-
,20 or of other men 2223. 1,1; Nena. 7,
;21 1 Car. 3, 23. For An is also

pared with it. —

of the object Prov. 8, 36, opposed to אצמ
(to hit, to find), or with omission of the

written ויקה 2 Kinas 16, 20 or 15RIM
Ine, 8, Sept Hos. 1, 1.
we

Jos 5, 24. —

2. intr. (opposed to on

to be entire) to miss, to want, with accus.

object because it had already preceded
3. to miss,

the mark

(see Hif.), the way Prov. 19, 2, where

Im I - ged) intr. same as an 1277 is to be supplied from the "follow.
(which see) and Targ. Stn, Syr. I ing clause. — 4. to err, in a moral
prop. to turn, to wind about, hence to sense, i. e. to sin, with accusative Non,

non
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חטאת

Myon,  חטאתEx. 32,31, Deut. 19,15, 1, 8 to commit sin; nya 'ַח Deut. 22, 26
Lv. 4, a, in order to ולס Ihe or na טָּפְשִמ  דק2 22 ₪ sin worthy of
action, ‘and with 5 of the person against death; m ND? ‘to Pa
for sin Lav. 20,
whom Gen. 20, 6 9; 43, 9, or 2 of the 20; on the ‘other hand with > of the
pers. or thing in or bywhich one sins Gen. person to make atonement for one 19,17;

42, 22; Neu. 9, 29; seldom with לע of

a NOT הָיָה a sin presses upon one as a

the thing Lev. 5,5. Metaphor. to be un- burden Dur. 15, 9. — 2. the guilt or
der the penalty of,e. > atonement for a punishment of sin (cognate in
i sense Dws)
crime, as DWN Lev. 5, 7, jap 5, 1. Lament. 3, 39. Deriv. the denominative

Deriv. Kun, “ANON.
:
Pih. ( חטאfut. sam}, part. (אטחמ to
Pih. san 1 jut. with suff. mann for take away sin (sun), to atone for, to
HERDER) 1. to cause to want, to bear the

clear from sin, with aceus. of the person
loss of (Rashi) Gun. 31, 39; the Targ. Ps. 51,9, Ez.43,20, where 129 follows;
has similarly paraphrased it. — 2. (not to purify, wap 45, 18, nam 43, 22,
used) to fail strongly, to sin; dexiv. en
mans Lev. 14, 49. — 2. to "sacrifice, an
naar. — 3. (not used) to punish,
act which makes atonement Luv. 6, 19;
cause to repent; whence the same nouns.
9, 15.
— The meaning to expiate, to atone for,
Hithp. NOON to free oneself from sin,
to take away sin, to sprinkle blood as an to absolve, “purify oneself, Num. 19, 12;
expiation, is denomin. from NOT} (which seldom in a trans. sense to purify, with
see). Deriv. Non.
accus. of the object Num. 31, 20.
Hy.  החטי) מחטיא6,31semK2 ;bit'K
Non
1. adj. f. sinful, Am. 9, 8. —
inf. constr. איטחה and on Tr 32, 35, 2. subst.= mean sin, Ex. 34, 7, with

with the h after ? elided in איטחל Eo-

cues. 5, 5; fut. eon, np-) 1. to miss,
not to hit the mark, of shooters Junans
20, 16, like .הָרָטַמ — 2. to lead to sin,
with accus. of the person 1 Kines 16,
13, 2 Kines 21, 16 and accus. of the
sin into which one leads 1 Kıngs 15, 26,
and with > of the person against whom

it is committed Ex. 23, 33. — 3. to repent Eccuus. 5, 5; to cause to suffer
Deut. 24, 4; to punish Is. 29, 21.
Hithp. Nana to lose oneself, to disappear, J oB 41, 16 [25] they disappear
from terror, i. e. they cannot hold out.
In the sense of to make atonement for,
to expiate, to purify, it is a denom. from
NET, which see.

Not (pl. oxen, with suf. NV)
m. ri
"adj. and subst. a sinner, sinful Nom.

vue, 125 punishment , exptation ‘of sin
Is. 9 18.
 האטהAram. f. same as Hebr.חטאת 

a sacrifice Eze. 6,7 K’ri, for which Kb
has man.
son. (formed from uf) /. same
as Kon sin, transgression , Gun. 20, 9;

2 Kines 17, 21; sacrifice Ps. 40, 7
Nele! (with suf. RON, asiffiom tn)
Aram. 0 same as Hebr. maon Dan. 4,
24 K'ri, for which mon in K'tib.
( תאטַחformed nt of nun from
Pihel; once non Num. 15, 24, constr.
new for net, with suff. “ANE, in,
banken Ex.32 ‚30; pl. תּיאַטַה as if Bots
Run, constr. MINE [for nikon] and

,niem htiw .ffus חטאתִיף

 (מטאתינו2

32,14; Ps. 1, 1; with poywe Is. 1, 28 (mase. only in Gen. 4, 7) 1. sin, 1 Sam.
and oe Gun. 13,13.— 2. one auflering, ,20,1 Ps. 59, 4, Jos 13, 23, sometimes
repenting, 1 Kines 1, 21.
joined to jı9 Ps. 32,5, »Up Gun. 31,36,
‘Devt. 9, 27.
NOM (from sun; with suf. RON, dyn 2 Cur. ,33 ,19 עשר
it with "2
by
d
expresse
is
ss
DNDN; 4 pl. ְםיאְסח constr. "NOT, ‘with Forgivene
Ps. 85,
92
25,
15,
Sam.
1
NB)
6,7,
Is.
suff sun) m. 1."fault, transgression, sin,
הביר
,
3
4
K
i
n
a
s
8
,

1
m
p
d
,
1
4
,
1
0
9
2
,
3
is
which
unrighteousness,
Hos. 12, 9
לֶאז
כ
ר
,
4
,
5
1
‚
B
sin; Ts, 53,12; Ps.51,7; m son Lament. 2 .maS 21, 31,  מוame

חטב
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Den

Jur. ,43,13 not forgiving and not forgetting |grew, which was then cultivated in Pa-

by לע sad Jos 14, 16, > W710, 6, 72% |lestine also. — From the fact of the
Hos. 18, 12 &e,
— —Metaphor. 2. concrete: Dagesh in man manifestly representing
a sinner, Prov. 13,6; the occasion of sin an assimilated n, as is shewn by the
Hos. 10, 8. — 3. ‘atonement, purification Targ. אָטְנֶח and Ar. xbi>, the word
from sin; hence ’n רב waters of purifihas been derived from Dam LI. to be red,
cation Num. 8, 7; and usually in sacrificial language: a sacrifice for sin, Ex. reddish, yellow, Ar. ix (hence bil>
29, 14, Lev. 4, 1, different from םשא reddish brown); it would then be con(which see); elsewhere also punishment, nected in fundamental signification with
repentance ZECH. 14,19; Lament. 4, 6. the Pers. gandum, Sanskrit g6dhuma
( בטחfut. abr73) tr. 1. to cut in pieces,
to split, םיצע Deur.19,5; 29,10; Josu.

9,21 23 ;27; along ith nip 2 Can. 2,9,
ass with the addition רה ya Ez. 39,
10.

The stem is connected with בצחו

axp (which see) &e., Ar. bs, hence
4

eut wood, Aram. בטח,used there

or gödhüma (wheat), prop. what is yellowish red; if it did not rather come to
the Semites as a foreign word, and that
they inserted n.

( שוטחcontender, see un) n. p. m.
1 Cun. 3, 22; Neu. 3, 10; 10, 5.

Don (not used) tr. to dig through,
figurat. "0 search ier

like "PN;

figurat. to select, to choose, whence
חֶטיבא. -- 2. (not used) to put in stripes comp. Syr. Au, Ar, 5 metaphor. to
or streaks, in stuffs made of yarn, i. e. ‚write down, inscribe. Deriv. the proper
to stripe, to variegate; the idea of name NO*OM.
making stripes proceeding from that of
mon see NUT Aram.

indenting , cutting into (comp. "Sn IL).
Deriv. aun. The Ar. verb 7
used in this sense.

MO, see IND Aram.
 אַטיִטַחlasutoration) n. p. m. EzR. 2,
;42 Neu. 7, 45.

Puh. ( חטבpart. pl. f. nina) to be
ve (decaying, from (לטח n. p. m.
hewn out, sculptured, spoken ‘of wooden
angular pillars (nn) Ps. 144,12; בצח Ezx. 2, 57; Nex. 7, 59.
is used only of stones.
NDOT (=Mb-; robbery, violence) n.
( הבטחpl. nian) = tapestry, prop. 2. m.Er. 2, 54,
what is party-coloured, Prov. 7, 16 ta-
bon (not used) intr. same as לט
pestry of Egyptian yarns Targ.קְסִיפָה 
bap, to wave to and fro, to fluctuate,
the same; Syr. -בג-2]
435an embroidered
lierios to be weak, decaying; Ar. dbs
garment.
to waver.

nen see KON.

Pih. למה to be very frail; hence the

non (in fhe sing. of wheat in the proper name on.
field,“pl. burn of the grain, once PUN
Don (fut. bbn») trans. usually to
Ez. 4,9, pl. constr. on) f. wheat, Devr.
close, to bar, hence to withhold, anger,
8, 8, whose contents of flour and sugar

and figur. to spare, with > of the per-

are called aan Ps. 81,17 or niys» on son Is. 48, 9, where “nba is to be
Deur. 32,14; "mentioned as a species ‘of
resolved into m mn. “Thus the stem
corn with nap Ex. 9,32, הרעש Deut.
dun should be read with DES,
8,8.

The ו

of it is denoted

by wat 1 Car. 21, 20, mp1 2 Cur. 2,9 bey, bon, pon, Arab,ays 1 &e.,
and ban Junges 6,11. nn an Ez, where a cognate meaning is
27, 17 wheat of theAmmonite city nn found. But the Targumic dyin and
(Jupezs 11, 33), where a peculiar kind  םסחnose, Ar. pad (point of the nose,

Ron
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חי

point of a horn, beak). and 7 2
(trunk), pers with the Talm. nbn
(nose) 6:0. formed from it with r inserted,

salutem, 1. 6. salve, Targ. 77079 (to
thy health), which is really suitable. —

clearly point to the circumstance that
the fundamental signification of the stem
Don is, to be prominent, 2 stand out
(comp, Ar. Ai, whence ls a un
to be cartilaginous, and the denom. avé

21; of men Is. 38, 19; Ps, 143, 2; Tox
12, 10; 30, 23; Ecouzs. 4,2; seldom of
beasts, and therefore different from 90

(to pierce the cartilage of the nose). It
is therefore best to take nun Is. 48, 9
with Kimchi as a denominative from

DM (nose), equivalent to ףא TS
in the parallelism. The Arab.
to tame by plas. (a nose-ring), is denominative.

Aen (fut. tam) tr. to snatch away, to
rob, Junges 21, 21, Ps. 10, 9, identical

2. concrete: a living one, living thing, remaining, enduring, Gen. 3,20; 6,19; 8,

(which see).

יאר “ יחל83 Gen. 16, 14

the well of the living One ‘who sees me,
ie, of God. In this sense "7 stands
before the noun or personal pronoun as
a formula of swearing in "3x" Num.
14, 21; Jur. 22, 24; 46, 18; Par יח
Deur. 32,40; A= Juvars8, 19; roses
14, 39; Das יח 2 Sam. 2, 27;
 אדני5 44, 36; where one has 5
think of the noun as standing in apposition. Sometimes the construct form
 חיstands, 1 Sam. 20, 3; 2 Kınas 2, 2;

with non, TER comp. Targ. non, Syr. TOR יח Am. 8, 14; un יקח 1 Sam.
ale, Ar. bs and their numerous 1, 26; 2 Kınas 4, 30; Bois m Dan.
derivatives.

Derivat. the proper name

N 2יסinf

perf. (which see). — 3. thorn-bush, thorn-

Yon (not used) intr. to be prominent,
„I -

to stand out, of a twig, branch, Ar. „>

and ₪

12,7: T7117 Am. 8, 14 &e.—'In 2 Sam.
22, 47 and Ps. 18,47 "nis the 3 person

whence 5

(branch). De-

rivative
"on m. a shoot, twig, sprout, projecting from >13 Is. 11,1; a rod Prov.
14, 3.

von (not used) tr. prop. to push,
to strike, hence to combat; comp. Targ.

copse, so called from the lnzuriant, evergrowing (i. e. living) nature of weeds,

mentioned along with ןּורָח buck-thorn
(from Tan to sting, to pierce,

comp.

dann) Ps. 58, 10: i (the storm) hurries away both the thorn-thicket and the

buck-thorn (with which they cook in the
wilderness). Comp. the German Quecke
(growing grass, thorns) prop.living.—for
m Luv. 13,14 and 1Sam.2, 15, see II.

(adj.) in
i the 3 signif. — 4. race, tribe,

uns, Syr. als, Ar. URS; accordingly people, רח mr 1 Sam. 18, 18 and who

it is merely a ו
form of Un»,
which see.
Pih. von, to combat, to conquer; hence

the proper name BOT.
nen see NNÜT.
 יח1 (obridgel from m,

and so

after the form ,38  ןמpause An; constr.
,7 like constr. = of "3, as if’he stem
were 7 with the same signification as

m) m. 1. abstract: the power of life,

life, 88
a שיא יח 2 Sam. 23, 20 K'tib a
man of vital energy, where he K’ri has

 ליחWN; to this is referred "7 1 Sam.
,25 :6 health! a form of salutation, ad

are my family? comp. >

(family) and

mo 3.

rl (prop. part. of "m; pl. on)
adj. m., man (plur. nim) fem. 1. living,
Lev. 16, 10, Josu. 8, 23, 2 Sam. 12, 18,
opposite to nn 1 Kınas 21,15; souplad
with a noun which it follows Ex. 21,35;
Ley. 16, 20; 2 Sam. 12,18 21; Eccuzs.
9, 4; Lamenr. 3, 39; or as a ‘predicate
Gen. 3, 8; 46, 30; Josm. 8, 23. The
same is the case with the fem. "90 Lev.
14, 6 53; masc. pl. or Devt. 4, 4; f.
pl. nen Luv. 14, 4. — 2. living again,
reviving, becoming young again; so in

חי

the formula m ny Gun. 18, 10 14 6
time reviving, 1. 6. at the same time next

year. —

חיה
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3. Metaphor. raw, spoken of

Sen (El is animation; see m) n. Ds
m. 1 Kines

16, 34,

77 (from Tin; pl. n44~) 7. entwined,
flesh, whether it be uncooked 1 Sam. 2,
hence
a) cunning, trickery, Dan. 8, 23,
15, or suppurating, of a wound Lev. 13,
14; fresh, flowing, of water Gun. 26,19, |". 0. dissimulation.

as stagnant water is called in Ar. Lf
wu. — 4. Subst.: a) יח ₪ living person or thing, 6. ₪. SE Gen. 3, 20, ss

b) enigmas,

riddles,

Jupgzs 14, 12; the solution of them is.

called 'ַח 8X73 14,18 or 'n דיה 12;
comp. Greek חס Aoyam, croopal
Aöyav &e. c) pointed, enigmatical speech
 החי6,19 all living, i. ‘e. all men, trans- that surprises, a proverb, Prov. 1, 6; a
ferred to the animal world also, conse- parable Ez. 17,2; poesy Ps. 49, 5; oracle
quently coinciding with יַח I. מ man Num. 19, 8.

see the separate article mm.

9 on

mar (prop. f. of the mase. adj. ;יח

living,i.e. living men Num. 16,30, omitconstr. mn, with suf. ned, i911, ann,
ting the verb היה Deur. 4, 10; then gennn) f 1. concrete: the” לש principle
nerally men Eccrss. 4, 2; 6,8; 9,4; 10,
19; hence DI ץֶרא Ps. 27,13, na vs  מa being), the vital force, life (as a
142, 6, 'חה aa 116, 9 the earth in- part of being), hence parallel with שפכ,
conceived of as concrete (Ps.78,50; JOB

habited by men, “opposed to Skw. For
its meaning as an abstract, see yy.

33,18 22 28; 36,14) and like we? de-

noting the concrete animal impulse to
( יחdef. wan; plur. yar, constr. חור which hunger, thirst, loathing &e. are
def. Km) Aran. adj. and Sub, m. living, attributed Jos 30, 20; mary Nbr 38, 39

Dan. "4, 31, Nn Roy living God 6, = wp? nm Prov. 6, 30; הוח Pins Er.
21 ;27 pl. the living’₪ 30; 4, 14; yet 7, 13 to ‘maintain lifes די mn Is.57,10
PAN, constr. , רוחis also used as an ab- 0 power (vital force) of thy, hand, i. e.
stract in ‘the sense of the Hebr. on, 6, the yet pulsating life, comp. די אצמ

Ps. 76, 6, 7 nam Deur. 32, Br
( ידabridged from הָיָה after the form 2. ו ren, in the antique manner

01; 21,7.

( הֶצְקm. life, state, dotstence, Lav. 25,36: inn) collect. abstract: the living, the aniand let thyy brother continue beside thee. mall, world (Céov) Gun. 1,28; 7,14; 8,1;
Another "r is the construct state of the“ Lav. 11,2; Zaps. 2,14; Ps.104,25,particularly a יי
in contrast with
subst.חי 
birds and fishes Gun. 1, 30; 2,19; 3,1;
"ri (not used) m. life, animation, only 8,19; 1Sam.17, 46; Hos. 2,20, joined
in the proper name oe. The noun to Hab, YRT which are seldom omitis formed after the model of רצ (from ted Is. 46, 1; Num. 35, 3. Here also

probably belongs Ps. 74, 19: give not
over to the wild beast (rend) the life of
NAT or היה (imper. ירה and Targ. thy turtle-dove, where we should either
inf. אָחַמ for (אָיָחִמ Aram. inte, same as supply 77% tonm, or mn is another
Hebrew Kan
ל
to live, to be in a good con- form for mn. In general, the signifimx, Ar. ee to cry).

dition, in the formula of salutation addressed to a king Dan. 2,4; comp. Nen.
2, 3; Juprra 12, 4; Syr. Ku, Derivat.

NIT.

"Ar. NTN (for NINN; part. ana, Targ.
 = מחיN73) to cause to live Dan. 5,19
(Syr., Rashi and others), where Theod.
(evmzes) and the Vulg. read NF incorrectly (from x17).

cation is beast, including the wild 1/7.

25,7, or wild beasts prineipally Is. 40,
16; Jar. 12, 9; Ez. 14,15; Hos. 2,14;
never a domestic animal. ‘han WE? essence of the living, i. e. living "being Gen.
1, 20 24 &e., for m cannot be here
an adject. fen to טפכ,since the latter is
masc. in Ez. 47, 9; הנק nan Ps.
1
beast of the reed, i. e. the. crocodile,
an

חיה
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like nym Ez. 29, 3, life, Num. 31, 15, Junges 21,14, 1 Sam.
np Ps. 74,14. — 3. figurat. a living 27,9, mn אֶלsame as תיִנָה ‘Ex. 22,17;

image of Egypt,

being, in
i the angal-world (see 4200. 4, 6 sometimes with the addition of ihe
Cao) Bz. ch.1.—4.(from Pih. of היה Im. accus. Wp? life 1 Kınas 20, 31; Ez. 13,
= m cognate with 17) prop. ₪ mass 19; Ps. 22, 30; to animate Jos 33,4, עַרַז
of men bound together, ‘hence a crowd, the ’(buman) seed GEN. 19,32; to preserve
troop, host, mes 2 Sam. 23, 11 into an 7, 3; to make grow Hos. 14, 8; to perarmy, where others read aonb to Lehi far, an action, i.e. to cause ie to arise,
(Jupexs 15,9); 23,13 and the army of the Jerome vivifica ete., parall. 9757 Has.
Philistines encamped, for which 737721 is in 3,2; to make prosper 1000198. 7, 12; to
1Car.11,15, Targ. S997, Vulg. ‘castra. bring to life again 1 Sam. 2, 6; to make
Figur. ann ₪ 68, 11: thy congregation recover Hos. 6, 2; to quicken Ps. 71, 20;
to build again 1 Cur. 11,8; with accus.
(Rashi 7n73,, Ibn ‘Bera wet) dwells
naan, to bind stones into a wall Neu.

therein (in 7372); comp. Ar.
(stem, 3,34; to maintain, to nourish Is. 7, 21;
race, family), and יח as subst. 3 above. Ps. 33,19. Deriv. 77, m7, M470.
Hif. ( מחיהinf. constr. (תויחה to perMm. (2 pl. with Van convers. DM;
inf. abs. mm, inn, constr. with > prefixed mit to live, ‘Joss. 6, 25; to preserve in
nin, with suff. anim; imp. f. ריח life Num. 22,33; to restore to life 2 Kınas

8,1 &.
The fundamental signification of the
Mm, apoc. "7, 771; see m) intr. prop.
mm in the
to reali, to blow וש in sense stem nm (Syr. tes, Phenic.
verb mn
a
as
elsewhere
mn,
noun
mim nw3), hence with mA בוש JuDezs
22, com3,
41;
38,
34;
2,
Post.
Plaut.
15, 19; but usually 1. to live, in the
Hm) lies in
widest sense, opposed to nn Dur. 33, pared with mH =,
6; to continue to live 2 Kınas 20, 1; Ps. breathing, the prineiple of "Animal life
118, 17; to live through, with accus. of and existence; as DW? belonging to 77203,
time Gen. 5, 3; Eccues. 6, 6; to revive, Wp? belonging to vn, proceed from a
to live again, from death, i. e. to rise up dimilar radical meaning; comp. Ar. Ss
anew 1 Kınas 17, 22; from a sickness,
to be stormy; and the
with Vau

conjunctive mm,

j. e. to recover,

ריחו  גfut.

to be restored to health

adspirare, 4%

Coton, Coco are identical with
2 Kinas 8, 8; spoken of mA to rise; Greek yo,
blow). In the idea of
breathe,
(to
éenut
coo,
sometimes ‘with the additional idea of
living, הנח mm יח in the organie root
living well, happily, contentedly Duur. 8,
the same tenor
1; to be well, to which belongs the ex- is cognate with words of
see 10 I.
languages;
extra-Semitic
in
clamation sen m 1 Sam. 10, 24; with
as mL,
e
intr.sam
used)
or
(not
mn II.
a of the place where Lament. 4, 20,
somein
well
be
to
thing,
the
of
3
with
whence
thing Ha. 2,4; with by to live by somePih. m) to point out, whence the
thing, i. e. to be maintained by it Gen. noun sana (which see) Luv. 13,10 24,
27,40; Deut. 8,3; with 77 to live beyond like הָנְצִמ from MS.
to survive it Num. 24,23. In
0
mon II. (not ie, intr. same as ‘71
derivatives it means besides to be lasting
(see m), powerful, strong (of men), fresh =m “to collect, to put together, whence

(of water), to exist, to be imperishable
&e.

Deriv. mn (fem. mm), יח (out of

mm 8 (which see).

 היהadj. m., m

(pl. nism) f. lively,

mm), יִח (out of:mm) tama 1 יח in sound , of a woman bearing Ex. 1,19;

the proper name לאח the proper names from this arises "11, like דש from TV.

SR, mm.

Pih. m (part. rn; inf. constr. nen;
fut. mn) to make to live, to preserve in

 היחsee NIT.
Nur or( הָויַח developed farther out

vn
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of 1; constr. mi}, def. אָתְויַח,Targ. 9, 21, fleeting (277 “) Eccuzs. 6, 12
an; ‘aD,nm def. Ne) "Aram. f. an or prosperous life "Ps. 34,13, for susanimal, Dan. 4,13 and the feeling (223) tenance Prov. 27, 27, refreshment 3, 22,
of an animal; 0

with adj. “ITT corporeal life 14, 30; in a spiritual sense

(which see) 7,5, m¥3725 7, 7, Near)
7, 19, 43935 7, 3, Np2 39 7, 17; nm
 בְּרָאbeast of the field’2, 38. In Daniel's

symbolism empires are represented by
animals ch. 7; as the erocodile is the

emblem of Egypt in the prophets (Is.

Prov. 5, 6.
( חולpause ,7 constr. ,15 with
suff. ,0“  הליחpause Tat, Jam,
Po, mo, ‘phn; pl. Do, with suff.
( פהיליח.1 strength, might, of body
(from ban 4) Deur. 33, 11, Ps. 73, 12,

27,1; JeR.46,7 8).
ovr see NM.

Prov. 31, 3, figurat. Has. 3,19; power,
along with m> 2903. 4, 6, opposite to

men f. life, time of life, 'ח mage
2 Sam. 20,3 widowhood of their entire

,am ecneh ’5  אזר.sP ,81 88 dna ' ח339
Jos 7,12 to increase in power; חי ms

to do aלש 
deed i. e. to ‘conquer Ps.
,60 ;14 transferred to vegetable power,
fruit Jo. 2, 22, like n> Joe 31, 39; pl.
( יחonly 3 perf. sing. m. רח and once forces, strength Eccuzs. 10, 10, asגר 
3 fem. in pause rn) Exon. 1 16, the יד to exert the strength; nal valour,
duplication disappearing; comp. bn hence ‘a wy JUDGES 3, 29 a valiant
1 Sam. 3, 2, 1x25 Sona or Sot. 7, 13, warrior, n רב ,11 1 0 hero, ’n=j2 18,

life, where LXX,

Vulg. read niza>x

nn.

TIT Prov, 7, 13, ming 1 Kınas 2, 40, 2 &e. — 2. crowd, train (see ban 4)

397 Rors 1, 13, Fyasn Is. 60, 4) 1Kınas 10,2, smulittuile Ez. 37,10, hence
intr. same as mm to live, "especially in
i army, host, proceeding either from the
the Pentat. where m does not appear idea of might (comp. , עוָרָז,72 Greek
Gen.
3, 22; 5,5; 11,12 14; 25,7; Ex. övvauıs, ioyus, Lat. vis, ve), or from
;1,16 ,33 ;20 Lav. 18,5 (cod, Sam. m; = לח da Ex. ,14 ;28  אָבְצly a host per-
Nom. ,21 ;8  מטע,4 ;42 ,19 ,4 else- gnimrof ecivres 2 eaC"62, 31; 'שר הַח
where only in 1 Sam. 20, 31; 755. 38, 2 .maS ,42 2 ,lareneg ו. ' החa ,42 4

2; .zE 81, 81 42; 02, 11 81 12; אתא. ro “ חְיְלִיםiy 1 Kınas ,51 ;02 semitemos

,6 .11 In other places mis an ‘adject. htiw  סוס433 2 saniK 6 41;  חולpir
—  יחappears not to have existed at all Ps. ,011 3 yad fo eht ,ymra .i .e nehw
as a distinct verb, but to have been the army gathers together in order to
interchanged me mn as a 3 pers. perf., march forth..— 3. Figurat. integrity,
ability, uprightness, of women Ruta 3,

just as the Ar. > is but rare. It may

be assumed as a stem for ,יח pl. DT,
but nothing more; the nouns 77, תּויַח
ne can also be derived from mm.

,11 Prov. 12,4, oppos. to 733%, or of

men GEN. 47, 8; Ex. 18, 21; withאיש 
or 72 honest, industrious. // 4 Metaph.
substance, תק wealth Gen. 34, 29;
Dr (once pan Jon 24, 22; constr. goods Ps. 49, 11; 'n 31) property in
=n, with suff. m, WAT, FAM) m. pl. creases Ps. ,62 ;11  "הmins to acquire
06, 5,
abstr. life as a condition Gey. 3, 14, op- htlaew .ruD 8, 71 81; ה גוים
pos. to nya Jer. 8,3; O49 =n Dan. 12,  'ַח םיִָּע,10 14 the wealth ‘of the nations;
2 everlasting life. Ta this sense is used mi השto procure wealth Prov. 31,29;
7 תַמְשנ Gen. 2, 7, 'ח חּוְר6,17 or mad) pl. pion, riches Is. 30,6. Comp. Secs
 רוח חי22,7 deilppa ot eht htaerb fo efil ps, German Vermögen, English ability
in man flowing from God, identical with &e. — br is also found as part of the

 אלmy, “Td naw) Jos 33,4. As=ok proper name das, (which see); the
ps Ps. 21, 5 Mm stands for continuance
of ‘life 63, 0 and also for earthly Jos

Phenician in use for it was the feminine

form( אליה after the form of the Hebrew

חיל

חיק
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a8) power, capacity; hence the epithet in UA, FIEX) n. p. of a city in Judah
of ppm (Hercules) in the proper name 1 Cur, 6,43 [58], for which Toh stands

" חַילָאJ Dan (Hikkem of competent abili- in Josu. 21, 15.

TR (com וקח= 0) m. grace, beauty,
( לוחconstr. Sr, with suf. mon) 108 41, 4. It is possible that -י is

ty) Kit. 8, 2. 8.

Aram. m. the same,

Dan. 3, 20; along lengthened out of —, without the ne-

with 27718 Ezr. 4, 23; Sona Dan. 3,4; cessity of assuming a stem ןח
4,11 = nba Ps.29,4.
7° (from pan) m. ₪ partition-wall,
 לוחm. .1 a collateral form for on a wall, Ez. 13, 10, whose place is suphost 2 Kınas 18, 17; Is. 36, 2; comp. plied by 7p in 13,12; Ar. במ=,the

. — סמ2 fortress, fort Ps. 122, 7; Nag.

,38" fortress of the sea, conseq.= pn

same.
Vix"

0
(from pn, after the form

Is. 23, 4. But “por Has. 3, 19 comes
from לוח and is equivalent to ~pin Ps.
,18 ,2 or “4979 JER. 16, 19. mobs (thy
BER, Ps. 16,"8 and( םיִאָפְֶליַח erowd of
the miserable) 10, 10, as the Masora will

a) adj. m., 52T f. outer, exterior,
e. ₪. the fore- court, the hall Ez. 40, 17,
i. e. intended for the people, joined to

have’ it read, should be rather looked

to יִמיִכָּפ 1, 0

for under oh and por.

mem.

na (entrance) 2 Kınas 16, 18, המוח
2 Cur. 33, 14, "Zw Ez. 44, 1; 8

mien Sosbn Ne».
See bm and 11, 16, 1 Cur. 26, 29 outer i.e. civil business, contrasted 0

( לוחfrom) לףח 2 m. the pang, of a
woman bearing Ps. 48, 7; earthquake,
cognate in sense with 77» Ex. 15, 14. —

See another meaning under bn.

comp.

 קיחor py Prov. 17, 23 (with suf.

 ליחas a verb, seeחול .

 חַילַאםseeחַילֶם 
non fem. same as ליִח pain Jos
6, 10.
non f. wall, rampart, intrenchment,
Ps. 48, 14, or perhaps fortification, fort,

identical with Sr or op. It is better
to read with the Tare. , LXX,

sacred;

 חיצוניםppd (Mishna) writings not
sacred. yee 1 Kınas 6, 29 or men
2 Kines 16, 18 without.

Vulg.

and others my] (from (ליח ,as 18 mas.

" יפיfrom pin) m. 1. bosom, lap (Phe-
nic. קיח the same, Eryc. 4), applied to a
spouse, a nurse, a child, prop. inlet, JER.
,32 ;18 LAMENT. 2, 19; 'n muy Deur.
13,7 the wife lying on 0 bosom: (of her
husband), i. 0. the spouse, also named
 קיחnapw Mic. 7,5; on the contrary
 שיא קיחDaur. 28, 56; hence 9 pan
Prov. 2 20, ma 330 1 8
1,2 are

spoken of the embrace of love.

Some-

times as a place where children, lambs
&c. are carried Num. 11, 12; Is.
11.
 )םאָליַח םֶליַחand brbr; with a of Figurat. as the seat of feeling and de-

have it.

motion המלח MANET, "I; fortress, termination, hence קיח Sp M2> Ps.
from לוח לח with termination --םIn. p. 74,11 K’ri to destroy out of the midst
ofa place iin Palestine beyond the Jor- of the bosom (i. e. from the bottom of
dan, perhaps among the 60 towns of the heart); "2 7211] Nip? to bear reproach

Bashan 2 Sam. 10,16 17. As the place in the bosom, i. @.to feel deeply, hence

is unknown and the reading is also un-
certain, it is entirely omitted in 1 Cur.

Ps. 89, 51

my

bearing

in the bosom

Day( םיִבָרלָּ ne), where ner ₪
omitted, as being already in the pre-’

,19 ,16 or Das, is put for it 19,17;
and bb רהshould probably be translated ceding hemistich. To this belong the
with Vulg., Aq., Symm., their hosts.
expressions ‘> OW JER. 32, 18, Dewy
inn (perhaps fortress, from ליח= by Is. 65,6, Mon  הַשִיבPs. ,97 ,21 :
by 2 Is. 65, 7 in the signifieation.
bn, and the formative syllable =

חירה
to recompense,

prop.

חכים
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to pay

into

the

taste Jos 12, 11, of the fine percep-

tion of food tasted 34, 3 and of
fruits Song or Sou. 2, 3; prop. either
9,57; more rarely as the seat of anger that which pierces, which feels, the keen
Eoorzs. 7,9. andn יִקיָחְדְלַע ınpon Ps. sense of taste manifesting itself as a
35,13 my Prayer ‘turns to (see by (בוש. pricking, pressing thing, as sentire (to
my bosom, i. 6. comes from the heart, feel) is connected with sentis (thorn),
comp. étre piqué; or that which lays
hence= 2“, Jos 19, 27. — 2. Metaph.
bosom,

to measure,

to give back into

the bosom, comp. לשארְב aw Jupezs

bosom of a garment, sinus vestis,

into

hold of, catches, like the cognate mp9’,

i. e. fauces; but in any case it comes

which one puts 5945 Prov. 16, 33 or from 21 (which see) and not from .נה

smw 21,14. — 3. the hollow part, of a
chariot, sinus currus, 1 Kınas 22, 35;
the support, cavity of an altar, i. e. in
which it rests Ez. 43, 13 17; POND 'ח
cavity in the ground 43, 14.
II. (distinction, nobility) n. p. m.

Gen.'38, 1.

Stem .רוח

( םוריחthe same) n. p. m.

|8

,7,40 for which( םֶריַח which see),חוּרֶם 
(rich see), "AN on (which see), or

Figur. the mouth, to which are applied

max הגה Prov. 8,7, pa 208 6,30, xon
31, 30, "to which one puts a trumpet
Hos. 8,1; the part of the mouth that
kisses, Song or Sou. 7, 11; speech Prov.

5, 8. — In Ar. JUS, Syr. ets, Targ.
 חִבְכִין2 is inserted, without its having
to be regarded as radical.

( הכחonly part. Kal חרכה belong-
ing
tothe Pi. man) intr. to hold on
var Dam, stand elsewhere. The termi-

nation ém for dm is a Phenieian pronun- firmly, to a thing, affixum haerere,
ciation; comp. Eigamos (Josz. c. Ap. 1, therefore to cling to, to trust, with > of
the person Is. 30, 18, stronger than
,)17,18 which is pian.

DAT (the same) 1.x. p. of a Tyrian
king "1 Kınas 5, 1-18, elsewhere called

aan (which see). —

2. of a Tyrian

artificer 1 Kınas 7,13, elsewhere called

pain (which see) 2 Car. 4, 11.
 שיחas a verb, see Wan.
m m. prop. haste, swiftness, only
as an ‘adverb, in haste, Ps. 90, 10.
mon Ps. 71, 12 K’tib see wan.
mn

see nin.

moa (which see); comp. Talmud. 797,

and the collateral form Hebr. mpm to
stick into a thing , to fasten; u the
organic root is Man.

Pih. man (part. arm, fut. 139) to
trust much, i, e. to wait for, to hope,

with ל of the person or thing Is. 8,
17, Jos 3, 21, with דע of the time till

2 Kınas 7,9; ns pata 'ִח Jos 32,4
to wait upon one ‘with words; elsewhere
’n stands also absol. Dan. 12, 12 or in
the sense to tarry, with infin,following

men 7. a wild beast Ps.74,19, = mn.

Is. 30, 18.

 תיחsee nam.

man (from 7971 after the form m7)
f. a hook, with which fish were drawn

m (pl. constr. "a0; from 7917 after (TUR, Hay) out of the water Is.19,8;
the form לגו Ti, 12) m. a steel-trap, Has. 1, 15; Jos 40, 25; comp. Tary.
with which the man-robber (a wy)  חפיdenom. to angle, "arra a hook,
0840208 wanderers, Hos. 6,9: as the steel( הָליִכַחblackness, hadi drought) f.
trap of robbers, so (are the traps of) the only iin a( תַעְבְג hill of drought) n. p.

bands of priests.

of a hill in the south of the wilderness

im (after the form 5x, bp, from of Ziph 1 Sam. 23, 19; 26, 1 3.

27; with suf.\ar, 320, bon; pl. constr.
( חַכִיםplur. ,13°27 constr.הבור , def.
"ar according to Jerome and the Vulg.  אמיformed from Pahel) Aram, m.
os. 6, 9) m. the palate, an organ of wise, i. e. a magician, Chaldean Dan. 2,

חכך

Dan
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12 18 48, belonging to a peculiar cast
(Diod. 2, 29) or corporation, mentioned

on

(imp. Don, fut. Dam, 1 pers.

with ABS, noon 2,27; but also applied in pause many) intr, according to the
to the truly wise, who receive their wisdom from God, 2, 21.

usual

assumption

to fasten the attention

upon a thing (comp. man, Im apn,
so that the organic root would be -םsr);
ni i.e. ךח (not used) tr. to prick, more correctly to divide, to separate,
to pierce (Targ. 52n, Talm. joy the cognate in sense 712 (comp. pm); then
same), connected with the org. ‘root in to perceive, to know (like the Targ. Dan,
; חק ה.e& derrefsnart morf a gnihsif Syr. seta, Ar.
XS), Hence to be dis.
ar a steel-trap 600. to the sharp sense creet, acute, intelligent, clear-sighted, wise,
of taste (see m) or to laying hold of, Prov. 9,12; 23,15; to become wise 9,9;
seizing (cognate with the organic root 13, 20; to get insight 6, 6. Figurat. to

in mm»).

Figurat. to hold firmly by a be skilful, e. g. in architecture (see Ex.

hing, to hang by, as the farther developed הכה proves. Deriv. gm, ,ךח 720.

on (not used) intr. 1. to be dark,
black, to be of a dark red, e. g. of the
obscuration of the eyes in a drunken

person, consequently=5n> (which see);
then, according to some, to be beautiful
(see 17933), which, however, is impro-

31, 6; 35, 10; Is. 40, 20), to calculate,
in commerce (see Ez. 28, 4 5), to be
selfconceitedly prudent 208. 9, 2; to
excogitate, trans. with accusat. of the
object 1000188. 2,19. Deriv. 097, 7937,
minsn, תומכח ,ihe proper names naar,
horn.

The fundamental signification of the

bable according to the Ar. ates (to be verb is still shewn in Ar. by the mean-

ing to decide, to judge, whence to rule,

obscure, referring to speech), UES (to and by enlargement to defend, to make
be dark, black), to which belongs also firm, to make capable &e.
the Tare. nan (to be dark); see Pihel.

— 2. like on to be black, prop. to be

Pih. var (fut. with suff. WARS) 1. to

0
burnt, applied to a region; comp. make wise, with 47 before, 1. 6. more than
Ps. 119, 98, or by a thing Jos 35, 11;
r Aas to dry, to burn up, and the
Phenielan (as Aram.) to be very wise,
= ng. Deriv. הָליִכְח in the proper whence the noun Dam a wise man, phiname יחה nz. — 3. Figurat. to be losopher, guide, leader, an epithet of
sorrowful unfortunate, used metaphor. Hercules, from which comes the proper
as in the case of ‘1p (to be black,
names 5yan»r Hiempsal, Iauwas (Nugloomy); to be pious, comp. 72m. Deriv,
mid. 1, 2), anon (ib. 2, 3), byadnan
the proper name 4792.

Pih. 3327 (repeating the last letter) (ib. 2, 2), xdon "7 pon (Kit. 8,2)

to be very "dark, spoken of the eyes of mina = NEL) (Numid. 3, 2), like
a drunken man. Deriv. 55a, m19220. the Hebrew TORTEN, ANN whieh see).
— 2. to bridle, to lead, "Ps. 105, 22, if
( לכהconstr. ba), see don.
it should not he taken here as a denombar (Jahis one seeds obscurely) min. from Dat i.e. to take away wisdom,
n. p.m. Nen. 1,1, if it be not =.הימכח to present as a fool, to make a fool of.
Puh. 0317 to be discreet, cunning, hence
ליל122 retfa( eht mrof "03,
ל
 ולילהwith i appended after the old Dam bon Prov. 30, 24 a cunning pruway) m. a darkening, of the eyes Gen. dent ‘one; of a magician Ps. 58, 6.
Hif. nar to make wise, Ps. 19, 8.
,49,12 arising from wine-drinking; in-
terpreters and versions have thought of
Hithp. Danny to think oneself wise,
DID.
clear-sighted Ecoues. 7,16; to shew one-

mibbon (from 5*3>19) 7. darkening, of self prudent, with > of the person Ex.
the eyes, Prov. 23, 29, of drunkenness. 1, 10.

חכם
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EI, (mot used) Aram, the same; de- reveals itself in creation 3, 19; 8, 22
(Ps. 104, 21) Jos 28, 25 (see Sm. 1, 9;
Pah. Den (not used) same as Hebr. 24, 3; Bar. 3, 32), in the maintenance
and government of the world Jos 12,
Ban. Deriv. Don.
15; 23, 24, and in the ruling of peoples
Don (constr. Don; pl. DDN, constr. 12, 17; that dwells from eternity only
sn, "with suff. 725M) adj. m., המכה in ‘God Sır. 1, 4, and is unsearchable
(oma; תַמָכַח pl. nian, constr. nin) by men Is. 55,9; Jos 23, 12 (Sm. 1, 5).

rivat. mas.

f. 1. knowing , skilful, ‘emperienced,

as

Phenic. תַמְכַח "the same, ו

לעְמִמְכִח

 בָּכָלהמְלָאכָה1 Car. 22,15, ana תלשעל (=byamaam) n. p. m. (Numid. 4, 7).

2 Cur. 2,6 ‘(also called בלbon Ex. 28,

OST

(constr. mas,

def. KnnSn)

3), of enchantment Is. 3, 3. Asa Ehre
a master, one who ass Jer. 10, 9; Aram. f. the same, used of divine wis-

dom Dan. 2,20; 5,11; Ezr. 7,25; and
of human wisdom Dan. 2, 30; Targ.
1 6 "skilful in lamentation ‘for death; in
 חכמות9, 16 = m

niyy Am. 5, 6

a bad sense 4, 22. — 2. wise, clearsighted, with Tas Gen. 41, 33, Devt.

Naar, Nast, Syr. Kaas,

( ינומכחwise viz. Jah is; comp. }pin
4, 6, opposite to 553 32, 6; subst. a under Pim) n. p. of the father of one of

wise man, a clear-sighted one Ps. 107, 43,
to whom are applied the expressions

David’s heroes 1 Cur. 11,11, who is
called in 2 Sam. 23, 8 horn, which
>> עדרי 2CuR.2,11, 7295 עמש Prov. has the same meaning; the hero himself
12,15, N) and 9473 5 14, 16 &e. mis saw delyts  יִשַבְעם1 Cur. 11,11 orישב 
aed of the sagacious "Jer. 18, 18, of nawa 2 Sam. l. 6; and his brother was
those experienced in human and divine berm 1 Car. 27, "39.
things Gen. 41, 8, Eocums. 12, 11, of
ninon (a singular form like niboh,
the cautious 2, 14, of magicians and
r.
enchanters Ex. 7, 11, of the cunning nidby, ét having arisen out of 0-08 f.
Jos 5, 13, of the constant Is. 31, 2, of wisdom, Prov. 9, 1; but it was early
judges 1 Kınas 2,9, of the virtuous taken for a plural’ and construed as
and pious Ps. 37, 30; Jos 28, 28 &e. such 1, 20; 29, 7.

AIT

(ec. npn, with suf. (םֶתְַמְכַח

niaan 0

as (תלמְכַח /. the same,

f. knowledge, experience Ex. 28,3, in full Prov. 14, 1.
form בל man 35, 35; wets, copie,
N belonging to JoB19,3, see .רכה

in the widest extent Jos 11, 6; 12, 2;

( לחfrom bar 1 to move in a circle,
skill, science Dan. 1, 17; resignation to
the will of God Jos 28, 28 &e., NETS after the form) שש 53 m. 1. the outer-
most fence of fortifications, the glacis, the
with 32m Ex. 31, 3, הָניִּב Ts. 11,
nyt 35, 6, ער 2 Car. 1, 10, and - (outermost) rampart around city-walls,
posed to nibbin Ecouzs. 2, 12, תְּלְכִס pomoerium, zoozeiyıoue, antemurale

ib. — mon isi ascribed to commanders 2 Sam. 20,15, coupled with המוח Is.

Deur. 34, 9 and kings Is. 11, 2, em- ,26,1 Carmen. 2, 8, explained iin Ara-
bracing among the Hebrews the highest maean by( רב אָרּוש Bas 45) son of the

capacity of judging (1 Kınas 3, 16; 10,
1), a knowledge of nature (5, 13), the
gift of proverbs and poetry (5,12) Prov.
1, 2, the right apprehension of human
things Is.19,11, the art of prophesying,
of interpreting dreams, of practising enchantments Ex.7,11; Dan. 5, &e. יה
as divine wisdom denotes the highest disposing intelligence (Prov. 10, 4), which

wall; comp. Targumie , ליחad.

Tt is

therefore different from לוח Ps. 48,14;
,199 ;7 Naw. 8, 8. --

8 shorter ex-

pression for pon (city-district) 1 Kınas.
,21 ,23 which the parallel passages
2 Kınas 9, 10 36 37 and the versions
have; Os. 20 and the captives of the
province (m3) of the sons of Israel, i.e.

of the ten tribes (see myb3).
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( לחafter the form , קחfrom Sam; in 23-9 (pallescere), 1-22 (albescere);
Aram. pl. Tom) m. prop. "exposed, “ace comp. Greek alg-6s, Lat. alb--us, alp-,
cessible, made «common, hence unfettered,& e. Deriv. 224, 237.
profane, unconsecrated, Ez. 48, 15, op-
abn (with the ticle aon, with
posed to Wap 22, 26 what is divided suff. “abn, Jaen) m. 1. milk, prop. the
off, separated, holy. Sm ond 1 Sam. 21, fatty, cream, therefore interchanged with
,5 opposite to Ip pnb as the shew- merry Junges 5, 25; ’ יצירח 1 Sam.
brand was called. Sh 73 21,6 unholy 17, '18 cuts of soft 0
(according to
conduct. Targ. לח the same, whence all the translators); hence it is also apsgh or ion (from>= לח in) foreign, plied figur. to the slimy male semen
JoB 10,10. But it usually means sweet,
ie. ‘profane, baby desecration.

won I. (not used) intr. to be covered,
overlaid, spread over, e. g. with rust, to

rust; comp. Talm. wor to be rusted
over, of money,

Tan to ‘cover (cognate
Ee

-

the Aram. 12m), then to rust, Ar. JE
to smear over.

Deriv. myn 1.

 אָלַחI. (fut. som) same as mon
(which see), 2 Cur. 16, 12; metaphor.

to be weakly, to be tender. Der;מחלוא 
nbn, and the proper name mbt 2.
“Aydt (after the form mat;

with

suff. Ann, once without Mappik Ez.

fresh milk, of the udder Sona or Sot.
5,12 or of the mother’s breast Is. 28,9,
from which butter is made Prov. 30, 33,
therefore different from y7217 Gen. 18,
8; with way it is a figure of superוin a land Ex. 3,8; Lev. 20,
24; Num. 14,8; Jo.
8 the "hills overflow with milk, i. 6 the land runs abundantly with overfulness; elsewhere with
m Is. 55, 1, Sona סע Sou. 5, 1 as a
special drink; figurat. Sone or Sot. 4,
11 honey and milk under the tongue, i. 6.
to speak in mild words. — 2. what is
best, most excellent, as Jar} Ez. 25, 4,
along with "5. — If it be derived

24,6) 0 1 rust, a covering of rust, on a from 394 L, ‘we can perceive the conkettle Ez. 24,6 11 12. — 2. (tenderness) nexion ih 331, Ar, US, colostrum,
np. f. 1 Cur. 4,57.

Talm. 77257, white of an egg, prop.
slime, Phenic. abrı 440006 (Hesych.) but-

oxdn see bs.

ter 60. But as m stands for a figure
of whiteness Gen. 49, 12, Lamenr. 4, 7;

 םיִאְלַחsee “PE.

as the Targ. 1257 (white of an ese),
Jon I. (not used) intrans. to glide
( חַלְבִּיץa white blossom) also refer to

thickly ‘along a thing, to spread or streak
thickly upon a thing, spoken of a fluid,
slippery, fat and clammy substance;
hence Ar. As to stripe the udder, to
milk, mulgere, apédyev, V. VIL. to flow
out. The org. root, therefore, is בלד7
also found with the fundamental signi-

the fundamental signification “to be
white”; as the Greek yalax, Lat. lac,
comp. וו may point to white: it is

better perhaps to derive it from Sam 11.
abn (only constr, 227, henee after
the form בק TB; comp. ory Gen. 49,
= 1B) m. 1. same as 2bn
fication enlarged in me}, ms, 32, 12 from ובל
23, 19; 34, 36; Deur. 14, 21;
Ex.
milk
727, קש as well as in the kn
Prov. 27, 97. -- 2. Figur. the best, the
lip, Greek a-leip-0, din-a, Aırao, Lat. fruit Is. 60, 16, parallel to 1, as 220
labi (to glide), lippus 86. Deriv. 334, is also applied metaphorically in the

abn, mas

(and perhaps also: son, same way.

35), the proper names 1331], 312? ָח aon (with suff. jan, Day, poet.
Er) MS, aan.
saan, 7220; pl. פיבלח constr. "aT,
white,
be
to
intr.
suff. ae) m. prop. sticky, hence
used)
with
(not
II.
"abn
identical in its organic root with that

1. fat, of sacrificial animals Lev. 3, 16;
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16, 25, along with D7 as the most excellent thing for a sacrifice Hz. 44, 15;
more rarely of the fat of man Jupexs
8, 22; a fat meal Ps, 63, 6, 1.6. rich enjoyment; a fat heart, i. e. one without
feeling, Ps. 17, 10 they close their unfeeling heart, fat among the Hebrews

חלר

Aleppo; in the Greek period it was also

called Beroea (2 Macc. 13, 4). There is
also at the present day a village Tas,

three hours north of Damascus at Äntilibanus, which might be taken for ’n

in EzEr. (Robinson? s New Bibl. Res. 614).

 הָנְּבְלַחf. galbanum, yaAßovn, i. e. a

representing insensibility (Ps. 119, 70; strong--smelling gum of Syria, applied in
Is. 6, 10); Ps. 73, 7 מניע  בֶלָחִמNe? fumigations Ex. 30, 34, and which was
their sin proceeds from their unfeeling heart also known to classical writers (Virg.Aen.
)=יך
;(עָרֶך שpl. pieces of fat Luv. 8, 26 ;3,415 ;4,764 Plin.12,25); formed from
or fat sheep Gen. 4, 4. — 2. Figurat. the sb resin, gum, Syr. to; originally
best, the principal part, i.e. marrow, e. ₪.
from the mase. 4220 (after the form 7738).
YRT m Gun. 45, 18 the marrow of the
on I. (not used) tr. to veil, to cover,
land, ii.e. its best fruits; mar 1 Ps. 8117
or Dan 'n 147, 14 the marrow of the hence to conceal (cognate in sense ny

which see); comp. Talm. 757 to conalso Mir mina 'ַח Dur. 32, 14, comp. ceal, to hide, Tam to cover with
rust (comp. Kon), Targ. ram to veil.
Greek 07800 zuvoov, Arab. 2 Su;
The organie root is Ton, which exists
ae)’ Num.18,12 the best oil; Bien 'ח also in 09 (which see) &e. Deriv. m
ibid. the best must. — 3. (fatness, strength) and the proper names 321, "Tan
n. p.m. 2 Sam. 23, 29, for which Tor]
Ton II. (not used) tr. prop. to break
stands 1 Cur. 11, 30 and 97,15.
°°
through
(comp. 197%), then to dig through,
son m. 1. the same Is. 34, 6. —
to
root
up,
the ground, Talm. דילחה to
2. (fatness, fruitfulness) n. p. of a city,
bore
(the
ground),
Syr. Ss to dig.
Jost. 19, 29, where ban stands.
Deriv.
n.
p.
man.
nan (fine, Povelliny, from San L.)
Tom (pause “abn, with suff. 797)m
n. 2. "of a city in Asher Jupans 1 31,
prop.
the dark, veiled, unlimited 6
but which Asher could not get possessession of. It is different from בֶלחַא therefore like "םלע from pb»; hence
(which see), and seems to have been 1. the world, as poy (Eccuzs. 3, 11) and
wheat, i1.e. "the most nutritious wheat, or

called also 2577 Josm. 19, 29, where ban
stands, but where the dd, Vat. of
LXX has already Anorsß i. e. and
245188. At a later period it was called

apr was (clod of fatness, i.e. cloddy-fat),
celebrated for the richness of the olive
plantations (Erach. 32*; Menach. 85°;

«iv in the N. Testament, Ar. Lt,

conseg. דָלָחַמ Ps. 17,14 of the (passing) world, i. e. passing, temporary,
finite (comp. Dax Is. 40, 17); ‘Taw
Ps. 49, 2 the ‘inhabitants of this (finite,

temporary) world, comp. 00u0S ) א
15,18 19); the upper world, in contrast
Tosifta ib.; Pesach. 584; J. Sheb. 9, 2), with the lower Is. 38, 11, where לדה
and mentioned with yim (Hebr. yn), stands for 724. — 2. 8
duraR359, 972 &.; ; Josephus (B. J. 2, '20, tion of life, prop. eternity, like pois
6;"4 2; 1 1 Vit ‚10, 13) calls it GisGada,
yiadn (fruitful, fat) n. p. of a Syrian
city, celebrated for its wine Ez. 27, 18,

Ps. 39, 6; Jos 11,17; Tan המ Ps. 89,
48 iets (short) is life, where N seems

which the Syrians exported, and which

The fundamental signification we have
given adheres to the comparison of ’ ₪

was also a table-wine with the Persian

kings (Athen. 1, 22).
Syr. was,

It is געש

Arab. As,

the present

to be abridged from רנדא (comp. 89,51);
comp. Ar. ö
continuance.
with ,םֶללע as the Arab. Mt
tos
 עולםng (Rost 12,5); and theré only
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remains the choice between making the

idea of continuance (Ar. OAS) proceed

from that of breaking or digging through
or from that of veiling, covering &e. as

in 09% to D549; the latter is preferable.
on 0

of life, strength) n. p.

m. 1 Car. 11, 30, for which 257 occurs

חלה

percelli (copnate in sense Sun), there
fore to totter backward and forward, to

be weak, decaying, 605800. identical with
the organic root in yuo L, עלק L, ל
and perhaps with that in the Sonslatt

kalaj, Pers. käli-den, Greek »é12- ey,

Latin cell-ere.
Nif. Sam (3 pl. m; part. f. mm,
75oh m. (from Tan IL) prop. the dig- pl. nib-) to become sick, from agitation
ging, rooting up, coner. amole, weasel, Ley. Dan. 8, 27; to be injured Jer. 12, 18,
where the Valg. reads %5n9 (to gather),
11, 29, like the Syr. a
Ar. 5
as 16, 19; with Sy to be grieved at.
höher the LXX סב Vulg. mustela;
6, 6; to be incurable, deadly, of
Amos
on the other hand, the Targ. RMD TD,
mp7 Jer. 14, 17; Neu. 3,19; nibrm the
Syr. [kwaas come from ,שר Ar. u,
sick, weak Ez.34, 4 21; on the contrary

in =

23, 29,a "Ton 1 Chr. 27,15.

to ne quickly to and fro.

non 1 (weasel) n. p. of a prophetess
2 Kınas 22, 14.

in the caso of mbm bir Is. 17, 11 it is

taken in the sense of possession, i.e. ingathering, as vice versa nam Ps. 68,
“on (enduring, long-lived) 1. n. p. of 10 is said to mean thy sick,
Pih. ar to make incurable, of nip
a Davidic hero 1 Cur. 27,15, for which
-n. p. and םיאלחמ with 3 of the place Devt.
Tan or aan stands ו

m. ZECH. "6, 10, for which is nor 6, 14. 29, 21. “On the other hand, nibn Ps.

77, 11 may be a form from ,ללה like

nen. (fut. once 82117, as if komabh; niar 17,3, nie Ez. 36, 3, and should
apoc. “Shea 2 Kinas 1,2; part. f. הלוח perhaps be taken as a noun.
₪ תלוח [see another הללח under ml
Puh.  חפהto become weak, powerless
inf. c. nion, with suff. pnibn) intr. prop. Is. 14, 10.°
to be pounded, soft, relaxed; therefore
Hif. Tarım prop. to make sick Prov.

to become weak Jupazs 16, 7; to feel
oneself powerless Is. 57, 10; to be pained
Prov. 23, 35; to feel pain Jur. 5, 3; to
be grieved, with לע of the person 1 Sau.
22,8 (Ethiop. the same); to be incurable,
Eccuzs. 5, 12 an incurable evil (comp.

13, 12, therefore nin 41 to strike a
deadiy Bow Mic. 6, da (comp. Nag. 3,
19); but also to chew sicknese Hos. 7, 5,

where LXX, Targ. and Vulg. read .ולקח
an Is. 53, 10 is (according to the Masoretes) = Sonn,
ל
in the Aramaean man-

mor 7312); to be sick, to become sick, to ner, or (according to Kimchi) = אילַחח
suffer, 1Kiwes 14,1, with na following from אָלַח= לחand so to make sick,

Ts. 38, 1 unto death, opposite topin 39,1;
’ |joined with אב to express one idea.
as the consequence of blows JER. aM3; Others take it =as governed by 837
Prov. 23,35. T'o complete the idea, some. to smite with sickness. Derivat. הלחמו

times Sn ‘nt 2Kınas13,14 is used, like

the Greek vooew vöcor, or 6
of the member in which one suffers is
added 1 Kınas 15, 23; figurat. with
accus. הבהאSone OF Sou. 2,5. Deriv.
nn. - Many assume as the fundamental

signification of the organic root man
to be rubbed, Ar. Xe Gein) or as
=Greek y«)- co to relax. More probable
is the radical meaning to be struck,
pushed, to be shaken to and fro, thrown,

Mann, ,ילחמ Norm; but the proper
names mom, ןילחמו an are to be
derived perhaps from brn.
Hof.  החלהto become sick, 1 Kınas

22, 34.
Hithp. FONT (inf. nipin, imp. ap.
Dann, fut. ap. Sam) to make oneself sick,
2'Sam. 13, 2, to feign oneself sick 13,5 6.

non II. (Kal unused) tr. to stroke,
to flatter, prop. to stroke something

חלה
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9
smooth, Greek x7-éw (to stroke, to flat- through which thieves broke JoEL
ter), connected perhaps with pan L, and people looked out Sona or Sox. 2,2.
which also means to flatter, or ‘better, From 59m I.
( ןולהfrom לוג=לח full of hollows)
with 753, m3 (which see) Ar. XS m.
and IV. the same. It is possible that .1 n. p. of a city in the flat land of
it is connected with mar I. in its fun- Moab, not far from 12172 andמִיפעת 
damental signification; ‘for the Syr. a. Jer. 48, 21, perhaps same as yn. ==
(to rub, to play the hypocrite) is of like .2 same as 72°17 (1 Cur. 6, 43) x. p. of
a city in Judah Josu. 15, 51; 21, 15.
, application.
Pi. or] (inf. 6. nit, imp. ,לח fut. ap.
( ינופחan adject. form in -) m. win-
om?) to stroke, with accus ’p BB the face dow-work, 'n ערק to cut windows wide
of a person, i. e. to flatter one (in order

. פא,22 ,14 where, however, one ms.

The ancients looked upon
to get favour), comp. Arab. =טל 6 hasכ 
bribe); to appease, by presents Ps. 45, it as a plural.
pion m. prop. abstract: a forsaking,
13 or otherwise Prov. 19, 6; Jos 11,
19; therefore to pray to God Ex. 32, 11; disappearance, going away, death; but

1Sam. 13, 12; Jur. 26,19.
Hif.  הַחִלָהsee RIM.

only concrete collect. departed, deceased,
therefore ’r "32 Prov. 31, 8 orphans.

pon see pen.
non III. (not used) intr. to be sweet,

( הליטהfrom wan) f. overthrow, delovely, “figurat. of dress; Syr. „Su (to
feat
Ex. 32, 18.
be agreeable); Pa. to adorn. Perhaps
no particular stem הלוח should be assumron n. p. of a province of Assyria,

ed for nom, since it‘may have sprung

from som; on the proper name nama
see bam. ‘Deriv. ,ילח mar.
abn (constr. nbn, pl. nib) f. a cake,

to which the ten tribes were transported

Don DL).
"Dion (with suff. mon; pl. (תימלח m.

Bagdad; the LXX and Vulg. read in
2Kınas 17,6 and 1 Cur.5,26 ;ירהכ and

2 Kineas 17,6; 18,11; 1 Cur. 5,26. It
is commonly understood to be the pro-

vince Kalachene (Strabo XI, 530; KadaNun.15, 20; Lav. 8,26; sometimes => xwy Ptol. 6, 1) on the borders of Arloaf, 2 Sam. % 19, with which it is inter- menia. The Talmud understands yen
changed, named from its roundness (see = Holwän, five days’ journey from

prop. the state of being bound, the state

therefore, according to diem, חלח was

1 Sam. 28, 6; Num. 12,6. Figur. quicklypassing J08 20, 8, ‘nugatory Eccuzs.

of Judah; like Yon, 727 of similar ap-
pellative mining now Hulhil, north
of Hebron.

of being closed, sleep, then (comp. Ger- also the name of a river (the Mygdoman drom, troum, Traum, dream, con- nius), which runs into the Euphrates,
nected with dorm-ire, comp. somnus and along with “ian, below ndpn.
somnium) a dream Gen. 37,5, הָלְילַה 'ַח
( לּוחְלַחout ofחַלְחֶל, fromהלל : ful
a nocturnal dream Gen. 31, 24; ‘of that of hollows) n.p. of a eityiin Judah Josn.
which looks into the future J OEL 3,1, of ,15 ,58 beside A¥-m3a and 9453 (which
a prophetic one containing a revelation טה א
among the mountains
5, 6.

or (1. pl. ursbt, constr. רנה with
suff. (ףנינולח 2. pl.nie) evans prop.
a hole, an air-hole, light-hole, then window,

mormon (formed from dran which is
from San) f. pang, of the ו
either
figuratively borrowed from the pain of

of a nia Prov. 7,6, man Gen. 8, 6 &c.; a woman in travail, or general Is. 21,
which could open 2 Kınas 13,17 or 3; pain, terror Ez. 30, 4 9; Nag. 2,11;
be covered, shut, Ez. 40,16; 41, 16 26,

von
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non (Kal unused) tr. to draw off, with respect to a thing 1 Kınas 21, 3.
to draw away, to bare, a collateral form The course of the significations is made
of yan IL. (Targ., LXX, Vulg., Ibn manifest by the analogous Aramaean
Gandch, Kimchi &c.), hanes figuratively Ta am yen (far be it from thee) Gen.
to make veilless, naked, open, speech, Ar. 18, 25 Targ.
bin (to reveal, e. g. what is secret).
npn (with sufi-np "on, pl.nipton;
Hif. warn (3 fut. pl. am, comp. from Ton IL); f. a change, with תל
1 Sam. 14, 22) to make bare, open, i. ₪. Gen. 45, 22 or םיִדְגְּב 2 Kınas 5, 5 22
to make definite, to explain; with ןמ of
 וi.e.
4 ‘garments which were
the. person, to receive a definite assurance usually changed on festal occasions,
from one 1 Kınas 20, 33, where the conseq. = festal-dress, state-garment, opTarg. reads 10171 taking the ה from posed to every day garments, without
a word appended Jungzs 14,19. Then
RAT; Talm. to present openly.
alteration in thinking and manners, i. e.
Sn (pause "211, with suff. non; pl. amelioration Ps. 55, 20; relieving, in
por; from nbn I.) m. 1. sickness, warfare Jos 14, 14, in full form Nae

Devt. 28, 59; 1 Kines 17, 17; with ןיאְל mipy2n 10,17 an army relieving another,
 בַרְפָא2 Car. 21,18 an 0

sickness;

for N33) ion,

‘which

occurs

and

ion Ecous. 5, 16= ib vun; a wound-

which is ‘figurat. applied. Adv. mip on

sickness Is. 1,5; suffering 53,"3. — 2. evil

alternately, relieving one another, spoken
of bondmen 1 Kınas 5, 28 [14].

(moral) Ecouxs. 6,2.
‘on (pl. םיִאָלַח;from man11.after

( הֶציִלַחwith suf. ingbn;ע 7.(חליצות

the form "ay, Ans) m. trinkets dress, 2 prop. covering, clothing, from yon 1
ornament, Sona or Sox. 7,2; joined to hence equipment, armour 2 Sam.2,11, ‘dress
un» Prov. 25, 12.
Junges 14,19, where the versions read

mon (from the masc. bn)

> the . םָתופיִלחIn modern Hebrew the pulling

same, ‘Hos. 2,15.

off of the shoes, in the law of Levirate.

om (mot used) intr. to be black,
San (pl. םיִלָלַחְא from don5; Ar.
juts. ‘hollowed ont)m. prop. ו
dark (Kimchi), Arab. Us, by transp.
perforated, comp. Aram. 2528; hen >on (which see); figurat. ibsin Arab.)
1. a Äute, tibia, along with nh Is. 5, 12. to be unfortunate, miserable; comp. 3p.
nema San to flute with flutes 1 Kinas 1, Deriv.  חלwon.

40; na Tor Is. 30, 29 to walk with the

Ton (with & of motion maan after

und of Me 'חכ  המהJur. 48, 36 to
the form np, with the shifting of the
mourn as flutes (flutes having been used accent to A Int syllable, when the
in laments for the dead). Hence the original derivation had been forgotten;

denom. Pik. Darz (part. plur. (םיִלָלַחְמ

מז (ח לע. .porp na :tcartsba ,ytrevop

to flute or pipe 1 Kınas 1, 40. — 2. (from wretchedness,

5b 2 2) prop. fetterless, accessible, i. e.
ל

profane, desecrated, only

with & of motion Tyan, Tab to pro-

misfortune;

then (comp.

Tem) conerete: unfortunate, wretched, Ps.

10, 8 14, along with pa, Din: (Targ.,

LXX, Tole &e.). ה

to the

fanation , used as an exclamation of Maaorn, Rashi and others, it stands for
aversion, far be it! absit! keep off! Far ,ללוח as 3 mss. also have it; but
1 Sam. 14, 45; 20,2; usually with ל of|'this is mere conjecture.

the person 1 Sam. 2,30, Jos 27, 5 and

on (for 3511, formed out of Tom;
18, 25; 44,7; Jost. 24,16, or with ox pl. (םיִאָּכְלַח adj.m. unfortunate, wretched;:
and fut. Jos 27, 5, or lastly with ja and subst. a miserable person Ps.10,4. The
a noun following Jos 34, 10 meaning Masora separates the word םיִאְּכְלח host
with } following before the infin, Gen.
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of the wretched (Kimchi םיאכפה (תדע
probably by conjecture.

Lament. 2, 2, nipn Ps. 89, 32 &e., because the spines”"the priestly people,
the holy land and kingdom, the laws

Son I. (i.e. לחג perf. 3 sing. bon) of God &c. were looked upon as sacred
things. With לא of the person and
600886. of the object, to pollute one
among or before Ez. 13, 19; pox? 'ח
&e. (see Dan, Sbrm, yen, m), to profane to the ground 1. 0. to over605800. = לח belonging to the proper throw Psaum 74,7; 89, 40, and with the

intr. to be bored through, perforated,
pierced, e. & applied to the window or
light-hole in a wall, to a flute, a cavity

names yh, "on. But it is only used omission of ץֶראָכ Ez. 28, 16; to defile,
figurat. to be pierced , i. e. wounded, inJured, Ps. 109, 22 my heart is wounded;

a father’s couch Gen. 49, 4; to prosti-

tute, a daughter Lev. 19, 29; םֶרּכ ‘I to
profane a vineyard (i. e. to make it
comp. Arab. Je (I. V.). Deriv. San, easy of access or common) Devt. 20, 6,
Sam. — 2. (Kal unused) metaph. to be Jer.31,5, after it had not been intended
torn‘asunder, to be loosened, open, loose (of for common use. rq 1 Kinas 1, 40 is
what is fettered), to be free, permitted, a denom. from byhn.
accessible, profane (what is holy being
Pih. II. (redupl.) Dien see Daran.
regarded as bound os] with respect
Pih. UL למרוח (part. Sdn) to ‘pierce,
to us;

and what

is not holy

being

regarded as loosed ([]רָּחַמ therefore to to kill Is. 51,9; Jos 26, 13; on the other
hand ללוח belongs to "תל JUDGES
‘be common, unhallowed; ‘of a woman, 0
21, 23, see din.
‚be dishonoured; comp. Ar. de (X.) and
Publ. Son (part. barm) to be pierced,
a similar metaphor in the Targumic ארט
(to loosen, to desecrate), Ar. dis. Denn,

חל, aan, חָלִילָה. — 3. (Kal unused)
figurat. to loosen, to open, i. e. to begin,
like the Targ. X to loose and begin;

see Harn.
 אשbm (after the form “m, nm,

with aceusat. of the instrument Ez. 32,
26; to be profaned 36, 23.

Puh. I. Sin (part. Soir) to be
wounded Is. 53, 5.

\

Hif. ( החל8 7 mbm, 1 pers. bn;

part. לחמ inform; fut. לר apoc. om,

3 pl. on, f. spon, in the significaas is often the case in verbs of this tion to desecrate, io loose, a word given,
elass with guttural beginnings; 2 fem. sm) 1. to loose, to break, e. ₪. 127
nam; fut. om) 1. to be profaned, wap Nun. 30, 3. — 2. to begin, prop. to open,

Ex. 7, 24; 25, 3, or of persons Is. 48, 11; to loose (comp. Targ. אָרְש,Ar.
Ta

7 Ex. 29, 26 to be defiled among

Äö),

where the infin. with 5 follows Gen. 10,

..; inf. on 5 (סמַה Ez. 20,9, with 8, Junezs 20, 39, or an infin. without
suff ane Luv. 21,4 (see ba); 2 DM} 5 Deuvr.2,25 31, or it stands absol. with
to be defiled by a thing Ez. 22, 16. —
2. to begin Lev. 21, 9.

a noun following Gen.9,20, Num.17,11,

or with an adject. 1 Sam. 3, 2, which dePih. I. bn (inf. constr. >on, with notes to cause to begin; or lastly, a finite
suff. bar; fut.DB; part. pl. with suff. verb follows Dur. 2,24. 513 with
aGen.
seb) 1. to pierce, Ez. 28, 9 (parallel 44,12 or with 772 of the person Ez.9,6 is
 — (הרג2. to loose, to dissolve, na Ps. to begin with one, and with = of thething
55, 21; to profane, prop. to make loose, to begin with something 2 Cur. 20, 22.
free, abandon to common use, thereHof. לחוה to be begun Gun. 4, 6.
fore to violate, דו vn Luv. 19, 8, um
 ללחI. (not used) tr. to turn in a
Mat. 2, 11, ow 3p Ez. 28, 18, ninay

22, 8, םיהלא Dy. Luv. 19, 12. Hence circle, to round, conseq.= dn, לג &e.
mis applied to un יָרָט Is. 43, 28, pay Deriv. bn.
Jer. 16, 18, הלחג Is. 47, 6, Habra
don (oonsth ללח pl. pon, constr.
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“bon, with suf. (ףיקלח m

1. killed,

oon Aram. same as Hebrew pen I.

slain, Devt. 91, 1; 32, 42; Ez. 11, 6, Deriv. pb.

collect. JEr. 51, 52, especially in war
 תּומלַחf.(according to Targ., Saadja,
Junges 9, 40, in its full form coupled
Ibn
Ganäch &c.) the firm, the rounded to-
a
with 297 Nom. 19, 16; seldomer of
gether
into a mass, of an egg (from pam.
single person murdered Deur. 21, 1;

figur. of those killed by hunger LAMENT. = bs belonging to 03), i. e. the yolk,
4, 9, pestilence Is. 22, 2, whoredom like the Targumic and Talmudicחלְמִין 
Prov. 7,26. The genitive denotes either
the instrument Ez. 32, 20, or the person

(Chull. 64°); then the egg itself 708 6,

whereby Is. 66, 16, or the people to whom

comp. Ar.3
Ky 5 (the firm, an egg). It is

persons the slain belong 1Sam. 17, 52.—

,6

 ריר יחthe white of an egg,

better, %90 to derive it fromדדחל .
2. profane, impure Ez. 21,30 (see mbbn).
= 32% (which see) and to understand
sun (from bar) m. the bearing-time, ו
milk; comp. Ar. „ie (lac coag-
JoB 39,1; perhaps ny should be supplied. ulatum).
reis (from mase. Dan) f. one pro( שימלחconstr. Way, formed out
faned, ‘polluted, Lev. 21, 7 14.
of" סלח with the termination we) m.

nbn I. (fut. por, 3 pl. wahr or prop. "what is hard, firm, therefore flint
8, Jos 28, 9, some-
mad)” intr. 1. prop. to be bound to- Is. 50, 7, Ps. 114,
with, רּוצ in order to
coupled
times
gether, to be tied together, hence to be
condensed, firm, strong,

strengthen the meaning Deur. 8, 15;
comp.
to .32,13 On the termination -שי

JoB 39, 4, comp.

(I. V. &e. ה
Dos, Ar.
fatness), Targumic םלא,D2», (see D2).
Deriv. T2278, שימלח and the proper
name סלח — 2. prop. to be dumb,

uam.

bound, and therefore figurat. to sleep,
to dream, to be inactive Gen. 42, 9, Is.

1,9.

13, 94, Dreaming is a state in which
the senses are bound; Arab. Js, the

move past, Jon 9, 11; to wander along
Is. 8,8; 21,1, parallel "29; to hasten,
to glide along, to move by, "of nv Jos

Aramaean manner) 1. to ‘cause to dream
Jer. 29, 8.— 2. to make sound or strong
Is. 38, 16.

24, 5,"naval "ay, רפה
7
transgress,pris.
to exceed, of m Has, 1,11, i.e. to be
arrogant; to go)forward, to; proceed 1Sam.
10, 3. — 2. to change, to exchange, either
in the sense of passing away, perishing
Ps. 102, 27, or being renewed, reviving,

 ןלחsee Yan.

on (strong, powerful) n. p. m. Num.

ron I. (inf. constr. ףלח ,fut. (ףלחנ
29,8, opposed to Yp (which see); n
bibn, to dream, spoken of prophets Devt. intr. 1. to slide past, to float past, to

same. Deriv. Dion.
2, 11, um»
Nif. (not used) Dom to grow strong; 4,15, nwa Sone or Sox.
past 11, 10,
hasten
to
26;
‘9,
nam Jos
deriv. n. p. Dam.
beyond,
pass
to
M23;
Tay,
eT,
the
paral.
17] .( הַחָלִיםpart. pl. orn after

oon II. (not used) intr. to be white,
same assehn (which see), and with which
it is identical. Deriv. net.
Dan see Wan.
pon (alicigah) n. p. m. Zucu. 6, 14,
for which ar (which see) stands in 6,10.

Don (def. sabe, Mayr, with suf.

“abt; “pl.ren) Aram. m, a dream Dan.
2,4; a dream--vision 2, 28.

hence (of plants) to shoot forth, to grow

,
up, Ps. 90, 5 6, comp. Ar. SL to sprout

be
then to come after, to change; or to

renovated (according to some) Has. 1,

be11; in the derivatives it denotes
loosen,
sides to step into one’s place, to

to exchange &e. Derivat. 421, ףולח
moor.
le

Se
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Pih. zer (fut. Marty) to change, gar( ףלחfut.(ךיפְלהְב עז Aram, to change,
ments Gen. 41, 4.
spoken of times, Dan. 4,13 20, i. e. to
Hif.  החליףto change, Tann Gen. 35, pass.
2, wrad Ps. 102, 27; to alter , npbn
yen I. (part. pass. pron; fut. yom)
Gun. 31, 7 41; to kschange, הָמַהְּב “Lav.
prop. intr. to be firm, strong (deriv. Yan,
27,10 טס 4
in sense San); to cause
the proper names Yan, Yan); 0 hang
to sprout forth, to make grow, Jos 14, 7;
ee to a thing, to belong to, comp.
to put in the place of Is. 9, 9; to --

Is. 40, 31; 41, 1; figurat. ‘of nwp, 8
29, 20.

of and Hebr. ץֶלא (which see); to

equip or gird oneself (Ar.+
V. the
The signification of the stem is for
same), i. e. to put on equipment or
1 cognate in sense with רבע in all its
clothing firmly. Yıpr one equipped, a
metaphor. applications, Arab, wees (to
warrior, a soldier, Num. 32, 21, Josu.

overstep, to hasten forward, to flee); on

6,7, in full form אָבְצ  ץולחNow. 32,27,

the contrary for 2 it is cognate in sense
with 172, 334, and the combination of Joss. 4,13, mandi yon Nun. 32, 29;
these two meanings leads to the funda- וע. חַלָצִים₪ 15, 4 = 07423 Jer. 48, 41.

mental one to glide along, to glide past, Deriv. הצילח
Nif. yom (fut. Ya) to equip oneself
to go away, to sprout &e., connected in
organic root with that in )2-w to Ps.

Num. 31, 3; 32, 17.

Pih. yon 1. to make strong, for bear-

129, 6.
nbn II. (not used) tr. to plait, the
hair, prop. to be mutually entangled,
to bind, comp. Ar. ik (convolutus),
iS (alliance); the Syr. {eS rush,
Talm. 991}, Ar. gd (reeds) 620. come
from binding, like juncus from jungo.
Derivat. men, and the proper name

mat. See abe 0

ing misery Jos 36,15. Versions and in-

terpreters derive it from yn II.— 2. to
press firmly, to press or afflict, Ps. 7, 5,
Targ. PT.

Hi. yonri to make alert, strong, NN»,
Is. 58, 11; to enwrap firmly, belonging

to the noun mpm.
The verb m'L. is connected with the

Targ. ץרחו and the Targ. ran, Syr.
=, Arab. I», confirm the meaning

 ףלחII. tr. to cut off, to separate, assigned.

to divide, therefore connected with 325,
no» (which see), Targ. >78 yr. ae,

yon IL. (fut. ('ץלחר prop. intr. to be
loose, empty (i. e. separated), with 77 of

Arab. wis (hence IS a pointed in- the person Hos. 5,6; but commonly tr.
strument), WAG (to cut off). Then to to draw off, >22 Daur. 25, 9 10, with
pierce Jupazs 5, 26, along with ya; the addition of לגב  למTs. 20, 2; to
however, that

draw towards, to hold out, דש =  רטTas

ATI m. exchange, as an adv. instead

and may be connected in its organic
root with Germ. los, lass-en, Lat. laz-us,
laz-are.

Jos 20, 24, It is 8

this meaning may proceed from nen I, MENT. 4, 3. — The stem is identical
since the Targ. and Syr.42y,, Ar. 83 with the Ar. 5% (to tear away),
mean to go through and to pierce. Deriv. (to draw out), Syr. = (to withdraw),

Sonn.

of Nun. 18, 21 31; Targ. ,ףלוח non,

Syr. „Su the same; comp. Ar. ul

Nif. yom, (fut. levy) to be drawn
out, mag Prov. 11, 9, i. e. to be freed,
delivered, Ps. 60, 7.

(Kalif).ג6. deputy.
( פלחplace of rushes) n. p. of a bor-
Pih. yer to draw out, to tear out,
der city in Naphtali Josu. 19, 33.
stones Luv.14,40 43; figurat. to deliver,

חלץ
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to set Ei with accus. of the person
Ps. 6, 5; 50,15, and 2 of the danger
116, an140, 2.

חלק
Pih. par (fut. py?) to divide, Ez. 5, 1,

distribute, land Jo. 4, 2, booty Ex.15,9;
then to distribute to (new N
yon (only dual םִיצְלִחְה with suf. i.e. to conquer Ps.60,8; to scatter, with
 (הציר וחלציף.f ,niol ,pih .porp -rogiv  בamong Gen. 49, 7; to distribute eee

ous, strong, conseg. after an etymology
analogous to that of DYamm (the vigorous, strong, see jn%), hence 'ַח  רזאJoB

with ל the person 2 Sam. 6, 19;
apportion, id, with > of the nn

Mic. 2, 4; figurat, to apportion the lot,
with 2 among... i. e. to make equal Is.
38,3 to gird the loins, i. e. to equip oneself; to the loins are ascribed Yirx Is. 5, 53,12; םילבח m to assign lots Jos 21,

27 or הָרגְח 82,11; nor Dom) the hands

17. In upönn 1Can. 23,6 and ppbrm

upon the loins, a sign of pain‘JER. 30,6. 24, 3 the reading may have ה
Figurat. lap Jos 31, 20, or the place of between םֶקְלִחְּיַב (fut. Kal) and pam
(fut. Pih.), ‘out of which arose the feed
generation, Gun. 35, 11.

yen (strength) n. p.m. 1 Cur. 11,27; and uncertain punctuation; in every case
nothing but the active form suits.
but in 2 Sam. 23, 26 yon stands in its
Puh. ( הלקfut. pm) to be distributed,
place.
Sau Is. 33, 23; TITS Am. 7, 17.
yon (the same) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2, " Hf. prom (inf. with >, after eliding
39, but in 2 Sam. 23, 26 for Yan.
the h pent).to divide, הקלה Jer. 37,12.
nsdn see MON.
Hithp.  המחלto divide among them-

DYZOM see Yan.

Don I. (fut. Porz, 3 p. play) =
prop.to cut asunder, cognate in sense
with 853, hence Ar. Ha to form, to
create, 2 metaphor. application which
is found in the case of N42 also; but

selves, Josh. 18, 5.
The organic root of this stem is P2-n
which is also found in a modified form

in na"p, 32"B, P27» pena 6.

 קלחI. intr. to be polished, smooth,

to spoil, with accus. of the object 2 Cur.

hence figurat. of flattery and hypocrisy
in speech Ps. 55, 22, to be hypocritical,
of =) Hos. 10, 2; in the derivatives,
to be bald, smooth, spoken of men with-
out hair; to be bare, applied to moun-

shave off. — "2. to divide into parts, to

and figur. of a smooth tongue, i, e. flat-

to divide with one,

and feces the same; on the other hand,

usually: 1. to separate, divide, therefore

28, 21 (see 2 Kinas 16, 8), where the
LXX read mp; comp. Arab. ge to tains, stones; to be slippery, of places,

distribute, ara Josx. 18, 2, myp 2 Sam.

tery &. The organic root is pen,
19, 30, vRI Josua. 14, 5 with 7m
i ,קל pom? &c. Ar. ae
also found in
together, i. e. into equal portions; with

ny of the ‘person,

Prov. 29, 24; with > of the person, to lei is like pon I. Deriv. np "ora 2.
divide out to; "with לof the person and
Hif. pons (part. (קילחמ to make
2 of the thing, to give one a share in a
smooth, & piece of work, with aceus. of
thing Joe 39,17; לע por 2 Cur. 23, 18 the instrument Is. 41, 7; figur. to act
to divide into classes. Deriv. neon 1+ |the hypocrite, with by of the person
Nif. pon (fut. Pam) to > divided Ps. 36, 3; to flatter, with לע of the per-

out, distributed, of land Num. 26,55 56; son Prov. 29,5; in full form Den Oy
to be split, into parties 1 Kınas 16, 21; 2,16 to make the words smooth, i.e. to
to divide itself, to go to all sides, of make smooth, hypocritical speeches;

lightning Jos 38, 24; with לע of the
person: to rise up against one with divided
forces Gun. 14, 15, more correctly with
Kimehi: to break ini upon one at midnight.

71) is also usedin the sense of BIER

28, 23; Ps. 5, 10.
pon (after the form "27) adj. My

חלק
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mpon (plur. nip-) f. 1. smooth, without

20, 32 and Clem. Alex. Strom. 7, 843.

hair Gen. 27, 11; bare, of a mountain,

Ar. & XE

coupled with "3 And only as a proper
name Joss. 11, 17; 12,7; pl. nipon viz.
 מקמותElben)

 לPs. 73, 18. =

2. ia

-,7-

stone.

pon (only constr, pl. "p27) adj. m.

eh, םינבא “pen 1 Sant. ‘17, 40 the
smooth

of stones, i. e. smooth

stones,

smooth, i. e. hypocritical, of for slinging, an idiom like DIR "27°28
mp Prov. 26, 28, ךח 5, 3; lying, םסקמ Is. 29, 19.
Ez. 12, 24, for which stands a1 13, 7;
( קלחwith suff. pn) Aram. m. part,
pl. nipon as an abstract, flattery, Tao.
crisy, deception Is. 30, 10, Ps. 12, 3 4,
which may also, however, be the plural

lot, Dan. 4, 20; Eur. 4,16.
( הקְלַחconstr. np”, with suff. DNR;

of ה
perhaps the pl. תוקלח belongs here) 7
cin (with suf. por, Ran; plur. .1 portion, piece, with sabes a field Gen.
pon, with suff. (פָהיִקְלִח m. 1. prop. ,33,19 also with 7B omitted 2 Kinas
eut ‘off, separated, therefore a) a part,

,9 .25 —

.2 bareness , of rocks, hence

18, 8 in like parts; a portion, of sacri-

 םירצהport (bareness of rocks) n. p. of
a place of‘the Gibeonites 2 Sam. 2,16;

fices Lv. 6, 10, of booty Gun. 14, 24,

figur. smoothness, of the neck Gen. 27,

of a whole Joss. 18,5; para 'ַח Deur.

‘2? Pan שו ,16 of the tongue Prov. 6, 24, i. e
'» DY one has a portion with one, i. 6 flattery; and perhaps the pl. תלקלה has
hence

the

expressions,

has participation with him; 3 'ִפָל ME
one has no part in a thing. In the same

this signification (flatteries or smooth
things) Is. 30, 10.

;( חלקהa farther developed form of
the mase. Pan; plur. (תרקלה f. flattery,
 וi. 6. property, Josu. 14, 4, Ps. 12, 3 4, Is. 30, 10, ‘with nibonn,
along with הל כGen. 31,14; possession RIO, 3b .בל

way "pm is used 1Kınas12,16. Comp.
si portion. b) Figuratively prop.
Mic.
Nom.
sense
prop.

2, 4; inheritance, as a possession
18, 20, particularly in a spiritual
JER. 10, 16; Ps. 16,5; lot, uoige,
what is imparted by lot, or in the

sense of share, especially in a subjective
sense 100018. 2,10; 8 20, 29; 31, 2.
c) a portion of ground, a piece of land,

 "הקלח8 farther development of the

.esam ,bp" ekil ,32yYD עצבים, קטנים
from or axy; plur. תוקלח( FA smooth
speech, winning promise, Dan. 11, 32;
comp. 1 Mace. 2, 18.
mpon, (constr. np) f. partition, di-

as por 2 Kınas 9, 10 36 37, poeti- vision, 2 Car. 35, 5
cally the opposite of 01 Am. 7,4; a land
an (= pam) n. p.m. Nen.12,15.
Mic. 2, 4, for which” לח occurs once
1Kıvas 21,22; in Aram.isthe transposed

porn (Jah is possession) n. p. of a

2141168 22, 8, and of others
2. smoothness, of Jur.1, 1; 29, 3; Non. 8, 4; 1 Car.6,
binpiy, i. e. flattery Prov. 7, 21. — 30; 26, 11; interchanging with amepon.
3. (possession) n. p. m. Num. 26, 30,
smpbn see היRon.
abridged perhaps from ְהיקְלַח patronym.
( קלקלחnot
- after the form
mar ibid.
opm, Ar. 4

—

Fon (only constr. pl. an) m. stonemonument, prop. the smooth, inasmuch

as םרכבא is to be supplied (see Pra),
Is. 57, 6 in the (smooth) stone-monuments
of the brook is thy divine portion (4p >m),
1. e. thou prayest to them as fixed images.
On stone-worship comp. Jer. 3, 9, Ez.

high” 5

mete 79907, conseq. from pon re-
ה
adj. m., “p>pon (only pl.
np) ₪ +. 0
slippery; pl. subst.
slippery places Ps. 35, 6; JER. 23, 12.
— .2 flattering speech orלול 
Dan. 11, 21; flattery 11, 34.

cunning

non (feld, acre) n. p. of a Leviti-

חלקת
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Josu. 21, 31,

written npan 19,25.

also

In 1 Cus. 6,60

pean {hie see) JosH. 19, 34 stands

חמאה

guage Egypt was called Khemi (Bun-

sen, Aegyptens Weltst. I. p. 598), in the

Coptic אינו nme &e, (Champollion,
Egypte &c. I. p. 101 sqq.), in Plutarch
written Xewie (de Iside $. 33), which
npn see MPT.
means black, and is referred to the black
wor (fut. Wort and intr. War) 1. tr. ground (Plut. l. ©); for which reason
to stretch upon the ground, overthrow, con- Egypt is named ueldußwAog black-clodquer, with accus. of the person Ex. 17, ded (Suidas ₪. v.).

inland of it.

OM (from Dan; only in pl. pan) adj.
13, therefore ושכל is tyrant, ruler, with
על
the person Is. 14, 19. According m. warm, warming, applied to clothes
to Sa‘ adja, Ibn Koreisch, Tanchum and

Jos 37, 17.

others wom should be takenin the latter
on m. warmth, heat, Gen. 8, 22.
place to mean to cast lots, comp. Talm.
Non (not used) intr. 1. to go towh lot; but in the Talmud it is either
gether
,70 heap together (see ar IL);
= “Spe stone (comp. 5944, wiqgos), or
derivat. Na. — 2. to draw or run to= 055, corrupted from daR, Greek
xhijooe , and does not at all” belong to

gether, hence to coagulate, of milk, to
curdle, to become thick, cognate in sense

this stem.

Ar. ats the same; hence with 723 (see 7333), NDP; deriv. הֶאְמִח
The same stem is identical:
ust> what is spread out, a couch. man.
Deriv. .הוטלה — 2. intr. to be weak, with rat II, Arab. US (to be thick)
powerless, ii.e. to be stretched down, Jos
14,10; comp. Ar. ud
poor.

and Au
More probably we should
assume for the latter signification, that
Pih. טל (not used) to be very weak, the stem אמה is transposed from ar
to be fat, slimy, sticky, of milk, i. e. "to
whence
become thick or clotted by coagulation,
won m. a weak person Jo. 4, 10.
cognate in sense with 837 (which see).
on I. (with suff. Ta, 7a; from Comp. besides mua and ‘the Aram. חשמ
nam I.) m. prop. one related by mar(oil); in this case also the organic root
riage, therefore a father-in-law, Gen. 38,
would exist in ma (which see).
13 25; 1Sam.4,19; Ar.
the same.
non (not used) Aram, intr. = Hebr.
 םIL (from Di) adj. m. warm, Josu. Man IE. to glow, to burn, of anger, zeal,
21,9.
hence figurat. to be excited; deriv. nat,
on III. (dark- coloured, black, from Nan.

pan = ppm) 1. n. p. of the third and

NO (after the form 95%, 21], 232,

youngest son of Noah Gen. 9, 24, the  (שכרf. multitude, number of an army,
ancestor of numerous peoples and races
Dan. 11,44, Vulg. in multitudine magna.
10, 6 7 13-20, 1 Cur. 1, 8-16, written
Elsewhere ma 2. stands in this sense.
pam in Eupolemus (Eus. Praep. Ev. 9,
( אמחfrom Nat) Aram. fem. wrath,
17). — 2.A general name for the dark
peoples descended from Ham that in- Dan.5 13, along with a.
habit the torrid zone, including שופ
NOM Aram. f. the same, Dan. 3, 19.

(Ethiopians), own (Egyptians), טופ
Yale) (for which Jos 29,6 has man;
(Libyans) &e. Gen. 10,6 7 13-20; therefore we find on-772 1 Cur. 4, 40 those pl. according to the Targ. and br Esra
from Ham, i. e. the Cushites or Egyptians. — 3. Specially the Egyptians Ps.
78, 51; 105, 23 27; 106, 22, because

they were best known to the Hebrews
as’ Hamites. In the old Egyptian lan-

nix, Ps. 55,22) /.prop. the fatty, hence

1. cream, interchanged with 33m Junazs

5, 25, or if the latter be freshmilked, m

denotes thick, curdled milk Gen.18,8, Is.
7,22; in every case mainly represented ו

חמר
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as still fluid and like honey Is. 7, 15;
Jos 20, 17. —

2. butter, i. e. milk al-

ready thickened into a firmer mass Prov.
30,33.

For Ps. 55,22 see mann.

TON (fut. star, with suf. aya,

mia

(seldom (תודומח / pl. as an

abstract: preciousness, costliness, DAN. 11,
38 43, loveliness, deliciae, of שיא 10,
11 19, or with the omission of WR 9,

23; m, n> precious bread 10, 3, Le.

trans. to desire, to wish, with

leavened, savoury ; on the other hand

accus, of the object Ex. 20, 17; Deur.
5,18; 7,25; Prov.6,25, sometimes with

nizn is called "29 םֶחָל Deur. 16,3. In
Gen. 27,15 and Ezr. 8, 27 ’m, is part.

22; to like (something), to have pleasure
(in a thing) Is. 1, 29, i. e. to choose

yan (pleasant one) n. p.m. Gun. 36,
26, for which 1 Cur. 7, 41 has ןרמח
(eoripenitonate, mild) from “12h= bon.

yah)

the insertion of the dativus commodi 1, fem. plural.

intentionally Ps. 68, 17. In its derivatives the idea of what is precious, lovely, charming, praiseworthy also lies.
Arab. dus the same, and also to praise.
Deriv. Tan, ar, TIN, nimmt, דמחמ,

Tann, the proper name Yan.
Nif. mar] (only part.) to be desirable,
lovely Gen.2,9; Prov.21,20; to be costly

Ps. 19, 11.

 המחI. (not used) tr. to ue

to

enclose, to hedge about (cognate in sense
15), therefore to shelter, to include, Ar.

LS (to shut out, to withhold, to bar, to
protect); metaph. to fasten, to strengthen
round about. Derivat. min, mat, the
proper names

תמח , am.

 המחII. (not used) intr. 1. to unite,
Pih.  ופדרto feel pleasure, Sona or Sou.
2,3 in his shade I have felt pleasure and to thicken, of curdled milk, conseq. iden-
tical with Nam (which see). — 2. to
sat, i, e. I sat with delight.
TO m. desirableness, loveliness, of flock together, to collect, to unite, of an
mb Is. 92, 19, 099 Am. 5, 11, sama Ez. army, a mass. — 3. to be allied, to be
23,% According to the LXX and Targ. joined, in affinity. — The organic root is
closely connected with os,& םע c. De-
it-was also read in Is. 27, 2.
rivat. on, , תומחman 2 and 3, and
SIT (constr. nan, with suf. na)

r. 1."desire, wish, "" Nba 2 Cur. 21,20
without being desired. —

2. pleasantness,

deliciousness, beauty, of "93 Jur. 25, 34,
rR 3, 19, np 97 12,10, ma Ez. 26,12,

my Is. 2, 16; concrete the best, ו

(cognate in
i sense "17272 Is. 22,7), 6.
2,7 the noblest of"all peoples;

mar]

bynes 1 Sam. 9,20 the most precious of
Israel. — 3. Gin full form םיִשָנ naar
the best of women) name of the Persian
Artemis, Mavaia (i. e. mother), whose
temple Antiochus Epiphanes endeavoured to rob Dan. 11, 37; see 2 Macc. 1,
13 &. This nature-deity isi elsewhere

called םִיָמָשַה n>>7 Jer. 7, 18, under

A3 , ,nM" ni eht reporp seman  חמוטל.
ben,
 המחIII. (not used) intr. to be warm,
to glow, to burn, figurat. to be excited,
of zeal, wrath; identical in its organic
root with that in Dr}, on, on. Deriv.
man.
man (formed from the mase. an; with

suff. nen; from pam) f. 1. warmth,
heat, Ps. 19, 7; more ‘correctly perhaps

light, clearness, "opposed to shadow ()לצ
— 2. poet. the sun Is. 24, 23 (with mad),
to which ix 30, 26 is applied ; m Ra
Jos 30, 28 without sun, 1. 6, = yan.

man (constr. mam, with suff. Nat;
which name, as well as under "dua of
nam she was also worshipped by the pl. nism) 1 (from man TIL.) heat ‘Hos.
Carthaginians and Phenicians (accord- 7,5 from wine; anger, “Devt. 9,19, with

ing to the Inscriptions of Carthage) אף
along with ja ;לע as nım she is the
Asiatic, originally Egyptian, Artemis,

27; Jer. 21,5; 'ַח  שיאor bya one
angry ‘Prov. 15, 8; 29, 22; Mm son to
be filled with anger are, 3,5; m Sr

חמואל
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to turn away anger Prov. 15,1; 'ח DW
Is. 42, 25 to pour out anger, particularly
the judicial anger of God 159. 23, 19,
Is. 51, 20; then fury 51,13; violence
Lev. 26, 28; Ez. 3,14; zeal Zucu. 8, 2;
metaphor. poison Duur. 32, 24 33; Ps.
58, 5; 140, 4. — 2. (from mar I.) a

multitude, a mass, hence perhaps "7213
Ez. 13,13 in mass; 'n תרחכת a number
of chastisements 5,15; 25, 17; DAS nat,
Ps. 76, 11 the main of men; neu
nian the rest of the masses Ps. 76, 1
where the LXX and Vulg. appropriately

read 53mm (parall. Tin) for arm, and
Rashi already found the usual meanings
of "3m unsuitable; Sy תנו mar JoB
19, 29 numerous are thesins ‘ofthesword,

where some interpreters not attending
to this meaning read a7. — 3. (from
mm IL) same as mean Jo 29, 6, pa-

rallel ade.
( לאומהEl is a sun) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
4, 62.

THAN (pl. with suff. םָהְיְרוכַה(m. prop.
dearest, precious, then concrete strength,

health, Ps. 39, 12; goods, riches JoB
20, 20; an image, an idol, the dearest
thing of the heathen Is. 44,9, comp.

circuit, with 77 Sone or Sox. 7, 2 the
rounding of the hips.
 רומחor "an, (with suff.חר 
sion; pl. pin, with suff. ayia) m.
2( Sam. 19, 27 for fem. jinx) 1. an ass,
Gen. 12, 16, Ex.13,13 &e.,for carrying
burdens Gen. 42, 26 and ploughing Is.
,30,24 being regarded as a patient (Gen.

,49 )14 and contented animal for riding

in time of peace 2 Sam.19,
27, Zecn. 9,9;

different from the proud (Ecczes. 10, 7)

and warlike horse (Is. 30,16).

ass,

to

which

Issachar

is compared.

‘nm, map Jur. 22,19 the burial of an
ass i.e. the being dragged to the place
of flaying, as the apodosis explains. —
.2 equivalent to "al, the name of a
measure (about 114/, bushels), 1 Sam.
,16 20 prs in, a homer of bread, i. e.
as many “loaves as one can bake out
of a homer; hence the LXX translate
youeg, which they use elsewhere for "729.
— 8.same as "af a heap; hence the play

on the word (bu) Jupaes 15,16: with

the jaw-bone of an ass (nn) one heap
(mira), two heaps (oon ghn). — 4. (ass;
comp. as proper names Asellus, Asi-

nius) n. p. m. Gen. 33, 19:
Jupaszs 9, 28.
f.
p.
n.
life)
( לטומחGod is fresh
man see MM.
2 Kines 23, 31; 24, 18; comp. DENE

man

3.

buan, is in the K'tib.
San

(pity) n. p. m. Gen. 46, 12;

Gentile Yaanrı Nom. 26, 21.
yan ‘(from nvm; hot spring, Ther-

As a

beast of burden it was eaten only in
semit fo enimaf 2 sanıK 6, 52. 370 'ח
Gen. 41,94 ass of strength, i.e. strong

24,32;

nian (from the masc. D1, after the

form niny; with suff. spinon) f. motherin-law Mic. 7,6; Rura 1, 14.

DAN (not used) intr. 1.70 bow down,

cily, and the earlier name of Thessalo-

to wind, to bend, to cringe, of an animal
winding itself like a serpent; comp..Targ.

6, 61; see nen.

2. trans. and metaph. to enclose, to wind

mae,

comp. Thermae, a town in Si-

nica) n. p. of a city on the borders of van, for the Hebr. yD, Ar. Yas> V.
Asher Jost. 19, 28 and Naphtali 1 Car. to be drawn together; deriv. nah. —

(comp. Pin);
( ץומחafter the form Wim, Timo, about, to strengthen around
DAT.
name
proper
the
and as a subst. comp. pi, ir) m deriv.
'30 (LXX,
a violent man, a robber Is. 1, 17, here

oan m. a lizard, Lev. 1),

the LXX, Vulg. and Rashi read חמוץ Vulg., Syn); see un 1.
mony (an enclosed place, a fortress,
(a pass. part.).
p. of a
Pan (after the form 179, לופו;/ comp. Syr. iixsos the same) n.
15, 54.
conte pa; from pan which see) m city in Judah Josu.

yon
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yan m. salt provender Is. 30, 24,
where m Da should be translated;
Ar. aes the same.

ben I. (fut. dian, inf. mp7) intr.
to be mild, meek, Talm. to be tender,

soft, mellow; comp. the Ar. transposed
<<
, Greek 000/00 ,Lat. molle, Germ.
mild &.

Pih. ben (fut. oa) to make warm,
figurat. to hatch JoB 39, 14.
Hithp. vgn} to warm oneself 8
31, 20.
The

stem

on,

whose

organic

root

exists ₪ in on, המח II. = on},

is in Ar. »> to warm, and
‚Syr.
yous, as, Malt. Dan. Whether the

The organic root therefore is fundamental signification be to long after
6, 10; 16,13; a thing, to love a thing, to desire, „comp.
coupled with om Jer. 13, 14 iil om

dam. Hence to pity, 108

21,7; construed with לע To; 2,18 orbs. of Sanskrit kam (to love), Arab. p>3 (to

strive after something) &c., remains
the pers. Is.9,18; to be compassionate, to
have compassion,‘with לע of the person question.

a

Ex. 2,6; to have mercy, by upon 1 Sam,

yar (only plur. םיִנָּמח with suff.

15,15; ach reference to things, to spare,

 (חַפנִיכָםm. sun-pillar, sun-image, stand-

with By Jer. 50, 14; to forbear, with ing on the altars of bya 2 Cur. 34,4;
the inf. following and > 2 Sam. 12, 4. hence coupled with םיִרָשַא Is. 17, 8;
Deriv. הלמה and the proper name bar. 27,9, nina 2 Car. 14, 4. To these idols
were applied the words 938 Ez. 6,6, רבש

ban II. (not used) tr. to endeavour, 6,4, naar Lev. 26, 30. The ו
to work, same as 527, D194, prop. to CE house for star-worship, comp.
carry, to bear; cognate in sense .אשנ

Deriv. Darm.
aba1 (constr. (תַלְמָח f. pity, Gen.
19, 16; Is. 63, 9.

DAN (1 pers. nian; inf. om, with
suff. ‘ron, once DA, but with 3,pve

=
[or] Mercury or Venus), LXX
(etdcdc) &e. have only conjectured. In the
Phenician theology a was an epithet

of bya; hence we find so often in inscriptions, yan bya, yao ba. Palmyr.

Naar sun-pillar.
Is. 47, 14; fut. bh, apoc. am, more intr.
DAN (fut. Ohm) tr. to do violence,
om, pl. van, and om 1 Kınas 1,1;
to ion, vun) Prov. 8, 36; to violate,
3 fem. pl. mam .א 30, 38) intr. to
main Ez. 22, 26; to a
with viobe warm, hot, ‘to glow, of way Ex. ee
lence, to dastroy, Si Lament. 2, 6, "93
21; to be very hot, “MIND Hos. 7,7;
warm oneself, at the fire Is. 44, 16; by Jos 15,33; to rob Jer. 22,3; ninatia "ַח
clothing 11406. 1, 6, by imparting youth-  עלTon 21, 27 to devise plans against

ful vigour Rae 1,2; band NNTP
Is. 47,14 no coal is tet to warm oneself by. Figurat. of the glow of feeling
and excitement Ps. 39, 4, of mercy,
anger, sexual desire, love &c. Deriv.
on, on, an, 7911, the proper names

byrne, nian, nin, jn.

one, considered as an act of oppression

against a person. — ‘The stem is closely
connected with the intr. yon, and the
fundamental signification to be sharp,
metaphor. to be bold, violent, is here
trans. Ar. jae in a good sense, to be
valiant, bold, &w4> valour. Deriv. dam,
dann.

Nif. om to diem, with fire, zeal, lust,
"Ni. day to be disgraced, םיבקע (the
with 3 of the place Is. 57,5. The fut.
heels),
by ‘lifting up the train, ‘JER.
on? in the sense of to become warm

Deur. 19,6, 1 Kınas 1, 1, 1000288. 4, 13, 22.
DIAM (constr. סמח , with suf. ion;
11, Ez. 24, 1 may also be referred to
this conjugation:
pl. DO’) m. violence, oppression, Gun.

yon
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6, 11, along with דש Jer.6,7, Has.1,3, Am. 4,5, Targ. סכוא (the LXX read
hence 'ַח  שיאPs. 18, 49 or DORT, שיא ;(מחוץcomp. diam 3, 10.
9 Sau.22,49 a violent man, a robber, an
Var m. 1. vinegar (so called from its
enemy; ' nix} habitations of violence Ps. harsh and sour taste), spoken of רכומ or
74, 20, i.e. where violence is committed, yn Num. 6, 3; Rurs2,14; Ps.69,22.—
and ’1 ")> weapons of violence Gun. 49, 5, 2. sour or unripe grapes Prov. 10, 26,
with which one commits violence; dan, like the Talm. yr2in, hence the LXX

nv Ps. 58, 3 the violence of the hands

have 00065, Syr. 1729.

i.e. which one does with the hands; some קמחtr. to enclose, to fold around, to
times the genitive stands in an objective
surround,
identical with pax and there-
sense, 6. ₪. "0720, Gen. 16,5 the wrong
done to me, comp. Jo. 4, 19; concrete fore cognate in sense with 32D (see
unrighteous wealth Am. 3,10; 'm דע a pyran); then intr. same as 335 to turn
false witness Ex. 23, 1.
about (in order to go away), prop. to
yan (inf. Tea, fut. Yar) intr. make a turning, coupled with רבע Song
prop. to be sharp, therefore 1. of taste:
to be tart, sour (applied to soured drink,

vinegar), to be salt (applied to salted
herbs), hence pat, Ya; to be leavened,
of dough Ex. 12, 34 39; Hos. 7, 4;
deriv. ya. — 2. applied to colour: to
be bright, shining, i. e. to be a bright red,
 חמוּץ בְּגְדִים.sI ,36 1 thgirb der ni -pa
parel, i.e. purple garments, or baptised

or Sor. 5, 6.

7

Pih. ( חמקnot used) to turn about, to
make a round-about turn, deriv. pn.

Hithp. para (2 7. fut. YpRTEm) to go

about, prop. to turn about oneself, a sign of
tormenting impatience Jur. 31,22; LXX
anooteewas; comp. Terent. Kun. 5, 3.
on I. (fut. Mar) intr. 1. same as
"722 to glow, to seethe, hence to foam,
in blood (Aroc.19,15); comp. Syr. soe to boil up, of wine mixed with spices
(Ethp.) to redden, Greek 0509 with its Ps. 75, 9; to bubble, to swell, of water
derivatives; in 38 and "nr the idea 46, 4; Phenic. “nr the same, Ar.
of redness likewise proceeds from that (1. IL. IV. to seethe, to foam, to ferment),
of shining. — 3. of the mind: to be Armen. chmuér, fermentum; Targ. רמח
sharp, eager, violent (see Hithp.), hence for Hebr.109; Talm. Yan for nad; deriv.
yain Ps. 71,4 a violent man, along
2. — 2.to

“nn and according to some "7917
with 539%. Deriv. Yin.
be dark red (prop. to be heated), proceedHif. yıarız (mot used) to sour, to fer- ing from the idea of glowing, burning,
ment; deriv. nh.
Hithpa. PINT to become harsh, bitter,
violent, excited, of the heart Ps. 73, 21;
comp. Targ. P7321 to cause pain (Prov.
10, 1), ya to embitter (ib. 25, 8,
Hebr. (םיִלָכַה
The stem מח is identical with YAS,
dan &c., Arab. v+>,

UG4>, )0+=,

Targ. yan and <מח Syr. u &e.; but
the organic root is YATyon (contracted from PR m) m.1.anything soured, leavened, cognate in sense
"ki Ex. 13,7; then leavened bread Lev.
6,10, which was never to be set fire to
in sacrifices 7,12 13; opposite 121. —
2. extorted, wrested, i. e. ill-gotten wealth

as the intensive to be dark-coloured lies
(to be red),
in the word Dr}; comp. Ar.

> (to blush, with shame), like "an.

Here belongs according to Kimchi "nr
Ps. 75, 9, which, however, is better referred to signification 1.

Deriv.

am,

 המר8מ0 nis gnidrocca( ot ,)emos .)7117

For the propername רמה under 97731}.

Puh. (redupl.) רַמְרַמְה to boil violently,

to bubble up, of 0"y72 Lament. 1, 20; 2,
11; to glow, to burn, of 0°28 Jos 16, 16,
where the K’ri reads "Ana, but the
1985 הָרְמְרַמַח because 0722 is sometimes joined to a singular (2 Sam. 10, 9;
Prov. 15, 14 K’tib); as are also DM
(Num.19,13 20) and pw (Jos 38, 33).
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Wat IL. (not used) intr. to bear a
burden, of the ass, consequently connected with 5477; the fundamental signification may then have passed into that
of being powerful, continuing or enduring,

=

ally. Here too belongs, according to
the Vulgate, Haz. 3,15, where it trans-

lates lutum; but see signific. 2. Hence
the denom. "an to pitch over, to cover
2. «a boiling,
with resin Ex. "2, 3. —

foaming (from “ait L) Has. 3,15, where
= 29; comp. Targ. רמוח threshold for
the 2 in DAD must be supplied to 4. —
the Hebr. TIN, prop. the firm; Talm. רמח 3. (from San TIL.) a heap, mass Ex. 8,
stuff, prop. = .דרס But this meaning
10, Jos 27, 16, whence it becomes the
assumed for sin is very uncertain, be- name of a measure for dry BR Er

cause no sufficient analogies to it exist taining 10 ma Luv. 27, 16, Is.5
in the dialects.
| Ez. 45, 14, according to ל A
WN} IM. (not used) tr. to collect, to 9,2, where metretes should be read for
heap, to heap. together, Ar. = (to collect); deriv. Wah 3, רומח ,2 .הרמח
ְ רַמm. wine, particularly foaming

medimni) 12 Attic metretes. The half
of "nam is called np». Elsewhere “>
stands instead of it.

“AM (not used) Aram. same as Hebr.
(see san L) Devr. 89, 14, for which 71 an 1 ; whence

is used in prose. In Is. 27,2 the L
San (def. a) Aram. m. wine Dan.
Targ. and mss. read 1377, with which
5, 1; Ezr. 6, 9; Hebr. af.
Am. 5, 11 may be compared. Ar.

Targ. wan, Syr. קב the same, Phe.
nic.( רַמָא foaming) the name of Himera

Yan see רומח .

man (only dual Dina) 7. heaps,

packs Jupaus 15, 16, identical with
in Sicily, applied to two rivers.
 חמור3, used for the sake of alliteration
Wart (after the form ,רכט sa, 239) (sion) ‘al poetical gradation (comp.
m. bitumen, asphalt, found in pits Gen. Junoss 5, 30).

14,10, used as a mortar 11, 3, and for
an disap: red, beautiful) n. p. m.
pitching Ex. 2, 3, on account of its
1 Cur. 1, 41, for which we have in Gen.
tough, binding nature. As this sticky
36, 26 Iran.
substance looks black or black-brown,
won (not used) tr. a stem assumed
‘ty cannot be derived from “ya I.; rather

does the fundamental signification appear to be to bind (comp. 723, W723),
applied in particular to a slimy, sticky
mass; cognate in sense bpm, Ar.
1
as 8150 00

which came

for the numeral ושמח (which see), in the
sense of to comprehend, to pack together,

a degenerate form of yap (which see).
But see wan as a numeral.

to the

( | שמחnot used) intr. 1. to be thick,
fat,
of the paunch or abdomen; Arab.
perly n2enx, from bpm=bp. Arab.
+,
whence
‚u. more
> the same.
Greeks through the Phenicians, is pro-

( רמחpl. pyar) m. 1. prop. a tough frequently transposed

; Talm. yan

mass of earth, same as 1721}, hence clay, the same, whence אצה pannel Deriv.
loam, for potters Is. 45, 9, for walls wan 2. — 2. Figur. to be firm, strong,
Gen. 11, 3 and for sealing J05
14; powerful, vigorous (in a good sense), for

consequently a figure of nothingness which the Arab. um> stands (cognate

(comp. Is. 44,20), ‘m7 ma Job 4, 19 clay- with Dar, Ya), which is used in a bad
house, an image of the human body (see sense. Hence part. pass. pl. Dan
2 Cor. 5,1); ‘7134 13, 12 clay-entrench-( after Spanish mss.) equipped, ready for
ments, a figure for empty proofs, coupled battle, armed Ex. 13, 18, Josu. 1, 14,
with “px-*>wia; then earth, dust gener- JuDGEs 7, 11, interchanged with orgbn :
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J088. 4,13 and constantly used of the 925 from 939 =2a5N) a fifth, the fifth
march of an army,

comp. Ar. unu>

(valiant, warlike); LXX 50000906 Vulg.

part of a thing Gun. 47, 26, as tribute.

— 2. (from wan as a verb in the first

armati, Targ. 37172. — Ibn Gandch, signific.) paunch, abdomen 2 Sam. 2, 23;
Kimchi, Tanchum and others suppose it 3, 27; 4, 6; 20, 10; comp. Syr. ER
to be a denomin. from win, somewhat alm, mean in
i a sopnate sense.

like Pot from םיצלח but this is an
unnecessary assumption, since the verb

exists in Arabic. The mss. that read
חמשים,suggest an adjective form winn;
which amounts to the same in sense.
שמח

(constr. wan; plur. pwn,

with ‘suf. vönn) num. card. f. (with a
masc. form), mun (constr. (תשמחm

2100 (orwan) num. ord. m., NHI
or myn (with ‘suff. ּותישימח , (ויתד
f. the fifthGen. 1, 23; Lkr. 19,25; the
fem. is also a subst, the fifth port Gen.
47,24, in which sense it also occurs in
the plural Luv. 5, 25.

ְ תיִשְמsee Wan.
NAN (not used) intr. according to

five, in the absolute form (Gen. 5,6; 11,
some to be dirty, to be rancid, like the
- 9 32; Ex. 21, 37; 38, 1) or in the conAr.
wu; but it is improbable that
struct, preceding a noun Ex. 36,10, Num.
18, 16, seldom following it; though the this meaning lies at the basis of nen
latter happens sometimes in later He- or nf, since the Arabic stem is only
brew 1 Cur. 4,32, 2 Cur. 3,11, sometimes a Becondary one of +
and the anawhen an emphasis is laid on the num- logy of nd2, np, n57 rather favours
ber Num. 7,17. In composition with the a verb .המח See man 1
masc. DY ‘stands min Lev. 27,7 and
Tan (from Dan; Thermae) 1. n.p.
nan Juness 8, 10, 2 Sam. 19, 18; but
of
acity in Naphtali Josu. 19, 35, which
the construct form is always with thefem.
Josephus
(B. J. 4, 1) interprets by Segue.
 עָשְבָהGen. 5, 10. The number 06 apIt is the place where Tiberias afterpears to have been occasionally a round wards stood, and was noted for its
or sacred number Gen. 43, 34; 45, 22;
warm springs. As a Levitical city it
47, 2; Is. 17,6; 19,18; 30,17, as was was called “87 nia 0088. 21, 32, and
actually the case in the old religions
1 Cur. 6,61 jan. Josephus (B.J. 4,1,
(Iren. adv. Haer. 1,23). The pl. םישמח
3) calls this nan Auueovs, 1. 6. Emmaus,
is fifty Gen. 9, 28. Deriv. שמח ,1 ישמח
whence we may conclude that the imand the denom, war. -- As to the deri- portant city in the plain of Judea, 22
vation, linguists have found no verb-root Roman miles from Jerusalem (Jos. Ant.
for its foundation, as is generally the 14, 11,2; 1 Maccas. 3, 40 57), and the
case with the numerals 1-7; but have village of the same name, 60 stadia from
put it along with the Indo-Germanic; Jerusalem (Jos. B. J. 7,6, 6), were also
and therefore the ground-form chamsh called nan. In 1 Car. 18, 3 nym apis compared with the Sanskrit panc, pears to stand in its stead. — 2. n. ₪.
Lat. quingue, Greek nevre &e. But ’n m. 1 Cur. 2, 55, where, however, the

may also denote prop. the hand, fist (see name of a place is more suitable.
pm), from שמח=pnp to taketogether,
MAT (warm springs) n. p. of a Le-

whence 27, cognate with
pugnus;
and then it would signify five, as in
Lamaic rima, lima mean hand and
five. Derivative
Pih. wen to fifth, i.e. to exact the

vitical city Jose. 21, 32, occurring only
in connection with ראד ,and used for the

nian of other passages.
MAN (in many mss. nat; constr. 35;

another constr. nan Hos. 2 5 is deferred
to this noun by Kimchi, Ibn Esra &e.,
 שמחm. .1 (denom. fromחמש , like but belongs to ,המח as also naar; Dev.

fifth part as a tax Gen. 41, 34.
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32,33, 108 6,4, which Ibn Gandch in- more advisable to adopt the usual meancorrectly refers to this word; nat Has. ing.
2,15, reckoned as belonsina to nian by
an for nen 1 Cur. 18, 8, 1
Kimchi, Ibn Esra and others, see under with a of motion הָתְמַח See nian.
man) f. a skin-bottle, for water Gun. 21,
 חןretfa( eht -  ;צר עס- used)
14 15 19, from AI. (Ar. US, Sanskr.
m. kindness, grace, ydors, same as 1,
jam) to ba to debar, to withhold, to se- but only as an epithet of Dy i.e, the Phe-
cure, to shut in (whence also Main). nician El, Milcar, Baal 60. in the pro-
Thus the noun is formed after the ‘type

per name N20; comp. Phenic.חַפָּאל 

of na}, ND2, NIP. The Talmudic nen Ran, byaarı i, this noun also lying
‘is used of a 9 pipe which is pro- at the basis ofחנה 
tected round about, enclosed and bottle-

( ןחfrom Jar TL. after the formוצל 
shaped; of a shepherd’ 8 flask &c., which
Tanchum compares. The Targ. ,בקור with suff. 32m; whence come Ban and
from בק  כ בק = ר, refers to the derivation to 7 in proper names) m. 1. favour, incli-
be hollow, and even the Ar. > (water- nation to, kindness, grace, spoken of the
divine favour Zecn. 4, 7; 12, 10, or of
bag) comes only from Ws, though it is that among men Eocuzs. 9, 11; 10,12;

no longer written as a feminine.
seldom coupled with So Prov. 22, 1,
non (fortress, citadel, from man 1) ecneH eht noisserpxe 2 "2992 מצא חן
1.n. 2 of a city of Syria on the Orontes, to ind favour in the eyes of one GEN. 39,
between Larissa and Arethusa, in the ,4 28am. 15, 25 &e., used especially of

vicinity of north Lebanon,

afterwards

persons asking Junens 6, 17; m nl)

denoting the entire district belonging to ‘p ya or ’» ph in later: Hebrew
it נטע 3, 3, 2003. 9,2; brought into .arsE 51,2 ;71 ,5" ;2 rehtraf נסן חן

connexion with pos &e. JER. 49, 23,
Ez. 47, 16, on which it bordered; the
land is called in full TP

2 Kınas

25,21, in which 1534 lay 23,33. The
northern boundary: of Palestine reached
to the district of Hamath Num. 18, 21,
and at a later time was to reach so far
again Ez. 47,16, but the Israelites seldom possessed it 2 Kınas 14, 28, 2 Cur.

)> ya

toתזה 

favour for one from

rehtona .xE ,3 ;12 ,11 ,3 ro  ל0 21
Prov. ,3 .43 — .2 porD ,lavorppa ecneh
grace, loveliness Ps. 45, 3, in which sense

are the combinations תשא ןח Prov. 11,
16,95 7779 ,1,9  תלעו ןח5 ;19‚ beauty 31,
,30 77  תבלטthebeautiful אגו ,3;4 in like

manner ןח 'םִיַתָפְט Prov. 22, 11 beautiful

8,4. During the Macedonian dominion speech; alsopreciousness 17, 8.—3.(grace,
it was called Erıpavsıo (Jos. Ant. 1, 6, beauty) n. p. m. Zecn. 6, 14, as the pro-
2; Plin. 5, 19), hence in Midrash (Ber. per names 27}, 7350 and Dam im-
rab. ch. 37 )and in Aquila (see Theodoret. mediately preceding” shew; probably a
quaest. 22 on 2 Kinas) it is interpreted double name of UN} (6, 10), asהלפ 
by 28, Enup.; the Targ. (on Gen. 10, had the name Soon besides.
NIT see mn.
18, Now. 13, 21) and Syr. (on 1 Car.
18, 9) have ‘substituted for it Antioch
bean see לאי
(RR), the residence of the Seleumn (cetitracted from 77771, Hacidae. In 1Macc. 12, 25 the Hamathdistriet is called Aas yoou; among dad is kindness; see TIT) = p. m. Ezr.
3,9; Nux.3,18. Comp. the proper names

the Orientals it is sis. Gentile nat,
ID, yon, לאי mn; Phenic. לאָּגַח HaGen. 10, 18, as a Phenician colony there nelus (on
a tomb-inscription in
i Creuzer,
was termed. — 2. With the addition of
Zur Römischen Geschichte p. 230).
may Am. 6,2, according to some written
for NOTIN (Ezx. 6, 2), to denote Ecba הנחI. (fut. הנחל ,ap. ;21 inf. constr.

tana, ‘the metropolis of Media; but it is num) intr. 1. to incline, to bend (same
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as 32D, Ar. lia the same, figurat. to
an (pl. nian; from en I.) f. 1. grace,
be inclined, conseq. cognate in sense compassion, only in the pl. as a collecwith um), hence to incline, to sink, of tive idea Ps. 77, 10, if it be not an
the sun (for which ni) stands metonym.), infin. noun with the oth-termination, as
pina nin Jupaus 19,9 the inclining of mivw Hz. 36, 3, ninı Ps. 17, 3, conseq.
the day, i. e. the sun declining to his a singular. To this belongs also "nin
setting, identical with pint nin 19,8, Jos 19,17 my kindness, where the sing.
 לערגבpig mp9 19, 9, tke Di דב suffix presupposes a sing. noun. See
19,11; compare xéxdixer 7 qugoo. (LUKE niem. — 2. (grace, beauty, favour; a
24, 29). — 2. to set oneself down, to Phenician epithet of Astarte, and then
encamp, along with בטי Exon. 14, 2, a name of the goddess Harmonia and
of armies 2 Sam. 23, 13, the march of the Libyan X&o1¢; the mase. is ym) n.p.F.
locusts Nau. 3, 17, of wanderers Num. 1Sam. 1, 2; 2,1; comp. Phen. NIT, sister
10, 31; to dwell Is. 29,1; to put up (see of 377 (Did6), Greek Ava. (Luxe 2, 36).
jin (instruction, tuition; concrete
nary) 86. with 2 Ex.13, 20, Num. 33, 8,
teacher;
according to Philo from ןח with
 עלEx. 15, 27, לֶא Joss. 11, 5, 2 aad

Jos 19, 12, "> Num. 33, 7, ל

suff. 777277 yrs ood) ₪. p. 1. of the

1088. 8, 11, 12... a of a place Neu. son of Cain Gew. 4,17, LXX ’Evoy, who
11, 30, yet also with the accus. Is. 29, also gave his name to a city, being the
1, or in answer to the question whither first builder of cities. — 2. of the father
with a of motion of the place Numa. of Methuselah, who is distinguished for
10,6. Especially with לע of the place, the manner of his life and death, Gen.5,
to besiege 1088. 10, 5, 2 Sam. 11, 1, 18-24, and whom Ben-Sira (44, 16) celebrates as a pattern of repentance in his
comp. SS oA; more rarely with 2 of
generation, and for his being translated
the place Junezs 9, 50, or with לע in (ueetéO7) into heaven (44, 16; comp.
the meaning to overcome 6, 4, or with Luxe 3,37; Heer. 11,5); as he is also
accus. of the person, Ps. 53, 6 those who looked upon as the inventor of letters
beleaguer thee (ı = 77h from (הנח; הנחand learning (Koran 19,57 58) — hence

2 ...9 to encamp around a thing for a the Arabic name |

thing, i. 6. defending or protecting it
Zecn. 9,8; jaWn7’n the tent is encamped,
i. e. is struck Num. 1, 51. — In this sense
of the stem, the organic root 7-31 is
connected with that in 9-3», הנע UI,
חן,  יחו.rA ,sU dna spahrep osla htiw
that in mx IL, though the fundamental signification be variously modified;
in Phenic. ar is the same; whence
comes תנחמ (dwelling-place) in numer-

ous names of places.
מחנות

Derivat. nn,

 מeht reporp seman
mann, וחנה

פחן, דן-מחנה, .NTO
nan II. (not used) tr. to pierce, of a
weapon, the organic root of which הכח

| (Idris, teacher).

Philo finds the astronomical number of
the solar year in the 365 years of Enoch’s
life; the name must therefore mean beginner (initiator), i. e. of the new year,
which becomes new after 365 days;
whence perhaps arose the legend that
he was the first teacher of astronomy
(Hottinger, Hist. Or. 1,3; Alex. Polyhistor
[80 B.C.] &e.). The Lycaonian tradition
of Avva.xos (Steph. of Byz., Suidas), who
lived above 300 years, and announced
the flood, arose out of the Bible and its
old circle of traditions. — 3. of a son
of Reuben Gen. 46, 9; Patronym. יכלה
Num. 26, 5.— 4. of a son of Midian and
therefore of a Midianite tribe Gun. 25, 4.
IT (a bestowed one; perhaps, how-

also lies in 72, (IM) belonging to 1%,
then an
Ar. oe (to pierce), Aram. and Syr. jp, ever, = JIT as PAN = TEN and
king
nite
Ammo
an
— (comp. Sanskrit khan fodere, Pers. epithet of bx) x. p. of
r
prope
a
here
elsew
and
1,
ken-den, Greek x¢v-z-ew to pierce) &c. 2 Sam. 10,
Ne. 3,13 30.
ws
Hebre
the
g
amon
name
Deriv. nn.
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"37 adj. m. gracious, merciful, good,

of God Ex.22,26, along with םוחר
6.
The Phonician proper name }2n (Hanno)
in "byaymn Tiarı (Hannon of the family
of Mutumbaal) Plaut. Poen. 2, 35, is the
same, taken as an epithet of Baal.
MIM (only in plur. mingr) f. prop.

pon

see NET.

( לאיפהElis kind; from , ןחwhose fem.

305 "comp. DRAN, Syren, FIOM, WORN,

pan, Sam, and the Phenic.חַנְמִלקר 

Hamilcar, Syaon Hannibal &e.) ₪. p. m.
Nun. 34, 23, where the cod. Samar. has

ORT.

dwelling-place, encampment, lodging-place,

mar (plur. with suff. 13727) m. the

tent, booth, cell, like the Targ. 8124 and

initiated, trained (in arms);practised, Gen.

m (shop, bazaar), whence un “(def. 14,14 (Jer. Targ., Sa‘adia, Kimchi); according to others belonging to, i. e. deMn) or 12737} shop-keeper; Syr.2ן
Ar. ol, 3). In Scripture usage,
however, only prison, cell, carcer JER.

voted to the Lord, as the LXX, Targ.,

Sam. and Syr. seem to take it, from
am
in its original meaning.
37,16, along with ‘ia. According to
the Talm, (Rosh ha-Shana 31*; Aboda

mn

f. mercy, favour, grace, JER.

Sara 8®) and Midrash (Echa rab. on 4, 4) 16,13. —
nisan was the name of a place on the
mn (from man IL, with the fem.
temple- mountain, where a rich water- termination n*--, after the form maw,

mp3; with euf. an, יקח pl NIT

spring bubbled up for the benefit of
the inhabitants.
and nin-, retaining the sing. terminanian f. a groaning, sighing, Jos 19, tion as is the case with תיִחְש,n93, N24)
17, from m IL
f. lance, spear, a weapon for piercing
19,
nan (not used) a stem assumed for 1 Sam. 26, 16, along with ברקה
nn, Hin, mm, nm, which, however, is  כִּידְוּן8 39, 23, yor 41,18, "Den Ps.

57, 5, "30 35, 3, therefore chiefly the
sticking, "piercing point, cuspis Is. 2,
DA. (inf. ohm; fut. on, pl. nam) 4; Mic. 4,3; then used generally. The
tr. 1. to spice, to season with spices, to shaft is
i called mon ץע 2 Sam. 23,7 or
make spicy, hence of the figtree, which ‘npr 1 Sam. 17,7, ‘the bright point’n 373
matures and ripens its 0°45 Song סע Jos 39, 23, 'ח na 1 Sam. 17,7, ‘poet.

incorrect.

Sou. 2, 18. — 2. Metaphor. to embalin,
'ַ חpia Nau. 3, 8. תינח is מ
i.e. to spice a dead body to preserve

from

it from corruption Gen. 50, 2 26; Ar. ira 1 Sam. 17, 45.

a) mp. דינה|fat. Tem, plan)

bis. Deriv. nn2n and according to
some המח — Another sense of the stem, ir. prop. to cut in, to pierce into, to press

to put forth (fruit), to bring forth, is found

into, to imprint, cognate in sense with m

in the Targ. bn, Arab. yi,
not used in Hebrew.

9m; intimately connected in its organic

but is

DM II. (not used) to be red, reddish,
yellow-red, of the colour of wheat; Ar.

GIS the same, whence dls reddish.
Deriv. 1577 (which see).
UN (mot used) Aram. same as Hebrew
on ‘IL; hence N31).
( אטנחpl. yon) Aram. f. wheat Ezr.
6, 9; | 22; fromחנט .

(whence the nouns 7, 720, 7m) and
root 72m with that in -ףךכהַא

Hence

1. to hang firmly upon a thing, of bond-

men and slaves, who are comprehended
as it were in the master, whence Tan and
perhaps the proper name ihr. — 2. to
make firm, to imprint, to educate, רכב
Prov. 22, 6; to instruct, to make wise,
experienced, to teach; deriv. at and the

proper name in. — 3. Fig. to dedicate,
a house Deur. 20, 5, a temple 1 Kmas

Dan  מוpl. abstr.) m. the act of 8, 63, in the deriv. also used of המוח
embalming , mummifying Gun. 50, 3.
Neu. 12, 27, nara Num. 7, 10; prop."to

חנך

make firm, definite, to make ready or
fit. Deriv. mann.

III mase. see aan.
"jm Aram. same as Hebr. 7371,whence

N
wc:
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a

( אָכְנַהconstr. n>-) Aram. f.dedication,

DNDN (Elis a rock, safety; comp. ag

DN Tb? Gen. 49, 24, 2 רּוצ 2 Sam. 23, 3)
n. p. m. Jur. 32,7 9 and LXX also 31,

38 (Avapend) for לָאְכַבִח,the builder of
a tower in Jerusalem Zecn. 14,10; Nea.
3,1.

It is possible, however,

that m

arose here from n, as the LXX write

 אהְלאma Eze. 6, 16, nox Dam. 3, 2. Maöıcu for 77%, and the Mishna on»
4%
nmin (constr. n>-; formed from the for Paneas.
masc. hm) f. dedication, of an altar Num.
7,11, of the temple Ps. 30, 1, of walls

New.12,27; LXX éyxaina, as in 1 Mace.
4, 59 and Joun 10, 22 the eight-day
festival instituted by Judas Maccabeus
(2 Maco. 10, 6 seq.) is called, named by
Josephus (Ant. Jud. 12,7,7) paca, i. 6.
the feast of light.

Say, (from כח with the derivative

syllable dl, as in 5943, bwin, Aram. in
DOW, pW; pause sam) m. collect. hailstones, hail (parallel 793) Ps. 78, 47, an
explanation already given by Ibn Esra

(jax Nat bay) and Kimehi (ran 972
79377), and which Jon Gandch (ie,

Saadia, and before them the LXX and
According to the Targ.
pressed together, compact, of stones, hail- and Rashi: a sort of locusts, a meaning
stones (comp. ja8). With this stem is which is merely derived by conjecture
(in the ten
identical 52% (which see), Ar. pro (to from its position after 722
wt
plagues
of
Egypt).
be strong, firm), Aram. N7277% (stone); as

Dan (not used) intr. to be hard, firm, Vulg. intended.

»39 is identical with 92%; besides, D7

(which see), whence ספק belonging to

"חפב, and the Aram. םכוק = DEz (something firm, a substance). Deriv. םנח be-

longing to 573m, and perhaps to the proper name לָאְמְנח

min (after the form 139, ‘113; constr.
Dan; not used) m. stone, rock, so called
from hardness and density; Aram. םנרצ
the same. Derivatives the proper names

Span and azn.

An I. (perf. either in the resolved

form 427 Gen. 33, 5, 1925 Lament. 4,
16, or in the contracted 77, hence "2217,
"nan; part. 32h; inf. absol. ji, constr.
PT, therefore with suf. 2311, 02230,
and perhaps also nistı Ps. 77, 10; wp.
m, with suff. aa, Mar, "22M, וכד seldom pr, attaching itself to the fut.
Pr, and so with suf. 72220 Ps. 9, 14,
where ’ı7 stands in our mss., comp.
ּ טִרָדJer. 49,28 = 1770; fut. 1), ap-

an, with suf. Oa, Sat), ART, "פח

Dar (formed from ןח with the ter- whence also 377, Gen. 43, 29, Is. 30,

mination D- as an old accusative, like
ono,
OPT,
,םמוי
,Dee,
םמּוד
paw,
IT TT iT
IT
וד
T
ןד
IT
I

comp. Fürst’s Lehrgeb. pag. 179 note)

19, arising out of 5203; Jam, only in
Am. 5, 15) intr. prop. to incline to, to
bend to one, inclinare, conseg. identical
in its organic root with that in 1-37,

3. without cause

26, seldom with > of the person Ps.

adverb, prop. out of goodness, complaisance, therefore 1. without reward or fee,
o> the same);
gratis, gratuito Gen. 29,15; Ex. 21,2; 3-39,  אכהII. 6. (Ar.
fo be inclined,
mind,
i.e.
the
to
frustra,
e
vain,
referenc
in
with
purpose,
no
2.to
—
without attaining the end, Prov. 1,17; favourable, kind, gracious, with accus. of
more rarely 78 i. e. for in vain Ez. the person Ex. 33,19, 2 Sam. 12, 22,
6,10, comp. dweecy in the N. Test. for or absol. to be kind, liberal Ps. 37, 21

| gratis and frustra; —

or occasion 1 Sam. 19, 5, put as a ge-

"nitive to the noun, e. g. Da} n>>p Prov.

26, 2, 'ַח 123 1 Kinas 2, 31; without cost

| 2 Sam. 24, 24.

109, 12; to favour, with accus. of the
person 102,14; to spare Lament. 4,16;
to pity, with accus. of the person 2 Kines
13,23; Jos 19, 21; to Be therefore:
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to bestow, with a double accusat. Gen. also lies in לאננח, יננח, היננח,,והיננח

33,5; Jupazs 21, 22; Ps. 119, 29. In pon, pny. "The name of the greatest
most cases, therefore, ’ is regarded as eity of the Babylonians 008166 68
trans. and construed with the accusat. GB) viz.’Avvos, i. e. 431 (Julian, orat. 5),
Derivat. ,ןח ar, ,הנינח , הנחthe pro- ‘Ravens, i.e.Todvvys, pan (Syneell. p-51),
per names man, Im, 735, Seon, on, who gave laws and culture, is merely
man, הוה  "לאam, id in Tan, this word. — 2. (only in union with
m in "ליה man in har.
mg) n. 2 of a locality in Dan 8
Nif. 72 (after the form nm, bm, 4, 9; it is perhaps Bet- Hünun in the
"82, 2 pers. f. ma K'tib) only in
i Jur. neighbourhood of my (Robins. II, 633).
22, 23, but it stands either for m,
( חנןemf.  (מחןAram. = pn I. to have
sonkrasted from "mn (thou groanest, mercy, to be charitable, with accusat. of
sighest), consequently belonging to a8, the person Dan. 4, 24.
or it belongs to the Nif. of 42m 1.

Tthp. IMS

to entreat,

to make sup-

Pih, I. 435m (fut. iM) to be kind to, to plication, with DR, of the person Dan.
have pity upon, with aceus. of the person

Prov. 14, 21; to be disposed to love, to
be affectionate, also with accusat. of the
person Ps. 102, 15.

Pih. I. 7373 (fut. 7373) to make graceful,
lovely, Si ‘Prov. 26,25. Deriv. jan.
Hof. eb (fut. 1m) to be compassionat-

6,12.
DRI i (El is gracious) n. p. m. of
the builder of a tower in Jerusalem Jur.
31,38; 2508. 14,10; Neu. 3,1; 12, 39.

See לֶאְמנח
"2977 (gracious, kind, viz. Jah is) n. p.

m. 1 Kings 16, 1; Ezr. 10,20; Neu. 1,
ed, favoured, Is. 26, 10; Prov. 21, 10.
Hithp. ( התחנןfut.pon, befor Mak- 2; 1 Cur. 25, 4.
11337, (Jah is kind) n. p. m. Jur. 28,
keph 437, in pause 2) prop. to incline
1;
Dan. 1,6; 1 Cur.3, 19; Avavios (Tos.
oneself, hence to pray, to implore, to

ask, like the Aram. N>¥ (to bend one- 5,”12) is the same name.
37713377 (the same) n. p. m. Jur. 36,
self, then to pray), with EN Gen. 42, 21,
1 Kings 8, 33, ל Hos. 12,5, Esra. 8,3 12; 1 Cur. 25, 23; 2 Cur. 26, 11.
or "359 of the person 2 Cur. 6, 24;
on n. p. of a city of middle Egypt,
obtain by entreaty or asking, with accus.
of the object 1 Kınas 8, 59; 9, 8. Deriv.

Arm, TPO.

sometimes a royal residence, which gave
its name

to the whole nome,

and is

mentioned together with lower Egyptian
ian U. (Kal not used) intr. same as ) (צעןin Is. 30, 4. Herodotus (2, 137)
Ge

Arab. (.p> to groan, to sigh, consequently

calls it “Avvotc; afterwards it was called

Ahnäs (Ar. (Lisl), Hnes, Coptic gnec,
connected in its organic root with ןה
ennc, cone. In the Grecian period it
(which see), moe L &e. Deriv. nian was Heracleopolis (city of Hercules).
(Jos 19,17).
Since the word is also the second
Nif. m (only 2 pers. f. mam) to member in drmerm (contracted from-

mourn, to complain, Jur. 22, 8 (LXX,

Vulg., Syr.).
1277 (merciful, an epithet of El and
Jah) 1.x. p.m. Jur. 35,4; Ezr.
2, 46;
Nex. 7, 49; 1 Cur. 8, 38; 11,43. The
proper name “4yavo¢, appearing in Greek
orthography, in the New Test. ake: is
the same; and the Ar. diminut.
is
(‘Honain) is formed from it, This form

 חנסBtn), the "Targ. has translated it

by the latter. The word appears to be
an original name of an Egyptian deity
corresponding to Hercules.

AA] (fut. mar) prop. tr. to veil, to
cover, to conceal, velare, occulere,
cognate in sense with 733 „9; then intr.
(according to Kimchi) ‘to flatter, to lie, to
sin, Jur. 23,11; of the earth, to be un-

ran
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clean, to be desecrated, Is. 24,5, Jur.
DIM m. dissimulation,
3,1 (for which אמ stands in
i Lev. 18, impiety, 18. 32, 6.

25), Ps. 106, 38, by nat, m

(dam

deceit, then

237, (from the masc. 3m) /. the

3, 2), 097 (Ps. 1. 6( תליה ( "רבעIs.
same, Ten, 23,15.
24, 5) &e.;; yet the statement of what
Pa} (Kal not
causes the desecration is sometimes

used) trans. prop. to

wanting Mic. 4,11. Only once does narrow, to enclose, to close about, conit stand entirely in the sense of ףנט sequently identical with par (pan) in
as trans. with the 80008. of the object its organic root, as also with the intrans.
Jur. 3, 9, and therefore the Vulg., prs, Aram. p2-W; then there arose out
Syriac and Parchon identify it with of that the idea of to choke, strangulare,
that verb. Deriv. nam, nam, mean,
suffocare; comp. Greek &yysıv, Lat. ango,
235 gan (fut. mane) to seduce to German eng. The Ar. (gi is intrans.
hypocrisy 6 e. to heathenism) Dan. 11, to be choked, to be suffocated Deriv.
32; to make unholy, sinful, godless, PN pam; and according to some pa.
Nom. 35, 33; Jur. 3, 2.
Nif. ram (fut. pam) to strangle oneThe fundamental signification of the self, to hang oneself, Ar. (GA 2 Sam.
goal,
verb HT to flatter, play the hypocrite, ae
Pih. pin to strangle, of lions Nau.
simulare, vmoupiverdat, mentiri, proceeding from that of veiling, is already 2, 13.
given by the Vulg. (Dan. 11, 32), the
pP2r} (this form is also in the Mishna;

LXX (Jos 34, 30; 36, 13), Aq., Symm.

and all the Jewish interpreters, as Ibn
Glandch, Ibn Esra, Kimchi &c.; which

is also confirmed by the usus loquendi

of the Mishna and Talmud, by the Targ.

0
pin, like yar, >03 from 971,
902) m. suffocation, strangulation, iin ל
elephantiasis usually ends, Jos 7, 15
and thou choosest more than my 7

(ip: pin, as Rashi and many mss.
yin, and the Syr. als (with its de- read), 1.i 0. something worse; but others

rivatives) having sometimes the mean- read P2m2 as an absolute state, referring
ing to apostatise, to be rebellious, some- 30 to op.
times that of to be unclean. The organic
yinan formed from 71317, i. 6. dedicatroot 53271 8 also found in na”2, 5272,
Sanskrit" nübh, Pers. nubh, Lat. ל ed to the goddess Harmonia) n. p. of a
Greek

»vp,

in which

of veiling lies.

the

conception

If the Targ. and Syr.

render it sometimes by 720, ali, fol-

city in Zebulon Jos. 19, 14.

Ton I. (Kal unused) 1. tr. to bend,.
to bow, to crook, e. g. the neck, Arab.

lowed by the Vulg. or LXX, it does not Ad (to bend the neck), ב 5(to bow
at all prove that they take nan and the neck); derivat. perhaps mon. —
zn (perhaps like nam and np) to be 2. intr. to incline to, to turn to (one), and

equivalent, but that they expressed
the ulterior meaning to be unholy , god-

figurat. to be favourable, kind, gracious,
and with reference to God, to be pious;

less, impure. The Arabic Gis is only a deriv. 397 1, To, the proper names
collateral form of Wiis, Hebrew 333, to

Ton, Ton in MTOT;

bend off, to turn aside; and does not

Hithp. Senn to shew oneself kind,
gracious , benign, 2 Sam. 22, 26; Ps.
18, 26.

belong here.

Pia (pl. oean,, constr. I) masc.
(prop. a participial adj.) ₪ godless man,
a flatterer, a hypocrite, Is. 9,16; Ps. 35,

16; Jos 8,13; Syr. 1]ב a Irasihen,
ob adj. m. see MBIT,

TON II. (Kal unused) tr. prop. to
cut, 5 g. grain, Aram. דצה,Ar. das,
hence figurat. to cut with sharp words,
scindere, i. e. to abuse, to insult; comp.
30*
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Arab. = Aram. wur, Arab. Aus to on forms ‘the last part of the proper
disgrace.

Deriv. on 2

Pih. or to asperse, to disgrace Prov.
25,10; Syr. pilus, Targ. sen, An An
( דסחconstr. Ton) m. ae gracious,

name or awry, which see.

Amon (Jahis gracious)n.p.m. 1 Car.
3, 20, ‘whose brother is on au.
non (3 fem. 7397, the original ad

passing into ay, and still retaining the
only in the proper name 11707.
accent, 3 pl. 15m, and ליסה after the
TOM (pause "On, with suf. "700,
on; לז pron, constr. On, with. suff.

von) m. 1. (from son 1( prop. in-

same

manner; nf. constr. nion; fut.

mom and mom}, 8 pl. mom) intr. prop.
toflee, towards something! conseq. to seek

clination to, hence kindness, benevolence,
protection, refuge, with 2 of the person
complaisance, favour, love, a) of men to

men JosH.2,12, 1 Sam.15,6, along with or thing where one seeks protection
DER (Adelity), םימחר (merey), mn Ps. 2, 12; 18, 3; 64, 11; Is. 14, 32;
sometimes with the addition of ‘2 b¥a
(life), thus 'n Toy with ny JosH. 2, 12,
Jupezs
9, 15, Is. 30, 2, or 'ִּפ 22 לצּב
 על1 Sam. 20, 8 or 5 Ps. 18, 51 to shots
favour, love to one; ir שיא  פסו11,17,

7 7272 1 Kınas 20, 31. In this sense

Ps. 57, 2, for which is also used nin

‘p 02D 91, 4 or 'ָּפ na» NDS 61, 5; then

generally and absolutely, to tr iol Ps.
 חיis also to be undersfäod in
4 Is. 40, 6
17,7; Prov.14,32. Deriv. nada, 972,
of human favour and grace, which the

LXX translate freely by 8056 (comp.
1 Prrer 1, 24), without its being properly = m b) of man with relation

and the proper names mon, mora, =

The organic root in ל On is closely

connected with that in wn (which see).
MOM (a refuge, protection, viz. El is)

to God, piety, hence 'n Was 18. 57,1 =
,
הַסְִידִים
 חni hcihw esnes eht זע.  חִסְרִיםsi n. p. m. 1 Cur. 16, 38.
to be taken, pious deeds, Nun. 13, 14;
MAO (after the form nia) fem. re2 Cur. 6, 42. ce) of God towards men, fuge-seeking, as the verb, with 5x3 folgrace, favour, divine good-will, Ps. 13, 6, lowing Is. 30, 3.
Is. 54, 8, along with max (laitiifulness)
TOM (with suff. ףְדיִסַח
;pl.OOM,
Ex. 34, 6, תּודַּפ (redemption) Ps. 130, 7,
with suff. won) 1. adj. m. kind, pious,
) בָּרִית
Devt. 7, 9, 7378 Ps.
amiable, benevolent , hence Ton שיא
98, 3; and thus it is sometimes used of
God in a concrete sense for Tor my Deut. 33, 8 a pious man, דיִסָחְראְל not
Ps. 144, 2; Jon. 2,9 &c.; in the plur. well-disposed, i. e. hostile Ps. 43, 1; ‘here
 רדרon God's gracious manifestations 17, perhaps the fem. הָדיִסַח Jos 39, 13
7, or without % Is. 63,7; דוד “on amiable, tender, belongs, but see MIO.
55,3 the mercies shewn to Dawid, which — 2. subst. a good, gracious, amiable
may also be taken subjectively 2 Cur. person, of God .פת 3, 12, Ps. 145, 17,
6, 42. It is therefore said of God as conseq. same as O7] niby JER. 32, 18,
well as of man > 'ַח aß Daun. 7, 9, Ton pen Mic.7,18, parall. Pry; or ofmen

ny ‘TT הָשָע 2 Sam. 2, 6, > m nipy Ex. 20, towards God, «a pious, God-worshipping
 לm m Mie. 7, 20, Sy n הנ Gen. one 2 Sam. 22, 26 (parall. םיִמָּת “23 Ps.
39,לע‚and. ‘Ty am Ps.89, 34= תיִרְּב "Bm. 18, 26) Ps. 19, 9; ip Ton 4, ‘4,.=וָדיִסַח

— 2. (fora “on TL) reproach, disgrace, It is tharefüre applied to the Levites
shame, Lev. 20,17; Proy. 14,34; Targ. and priests 2 Cur. 6, 41, and to the whole
Jewish people Ps. 85,9. In particular
avon, NTO for Hobtew. הפרח Syr.

rom is used of the steadfast and per-

as, — 0 (kindness viz. El is)n. p. of secuted worshippers of God in the Macan officer (23) of Solomon’s, fully "72 cabaean period Ps. 79, 2; 97, 10; 182,
(which see) 1 Kınas 4, 10. Moreover 9 16; 149, 9 and in other Psalms of that
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time; the same expression being preserved in Aodaior 1 Macc. 2, 42; 7,13;
of an unclean bird

the skin, spoken of their sloughing;

comp. Targ. 25m, to make an end of, to
destroy, Arab. Jad (to cut off), 5
(to cut away).

It is identical with

13;

Lev. 11, 19, Devr. 14, 18, which nestles and in the organic root 59"71, with thatin
upon Erin Ps. 104, 17, flies high to- DETR, DE73, >27), לַצֶפ Deriv. bon.
wards the heavens, has a definite time

of departing and coming like other
birds of passage Jer. 8, 7, and whose
wings are large and far outstretched
Zeca. 5,9. According to the Targ.
(sam), Talm. (Chullin 63a),
Kimchi and others it is the white goshawk,
or the white kite; according to the Vulg.
(on Jerem.), the LXX (Jo 39, 13),
Rashi and others the stork, noted for its
affection to its young, among the ancients
(Arist. hist. anim. 9, 3; Ael. hist. anim.
8, 23; Plin. 10, 23), which suits the
name, and was an early interpretation.

Don (fut. pdr) trans.
muzzle,

to close,

the mouth

to bar, to
of the ox

treading corn Deut. 25, 4; figurat. to
hinder , to keep back, pay Ez. 39, 11,

ie. by the number ‘of corpses.
pion.

Deriv.

The verb is identical with Don,

on, DEN, Dey and tthe Ar. = > (to cut
off to hold off), > (to bar). The organic root is Donn.

yon (Kal sensed trans. to bring to-

gether, for preserving, to gather in, into
Better according to Aq., Symm., Theod., a store-house, to heap up, Arab. Oe
LXX and others the heron, 80000100, ardea, (to conceal, to keep), hence wy 2 a mawhich is also celebrated for its affection gazine; Targ. jor, hence the noun jon
to its young (Ael. hist. anim. 3, 23),
magazine. Deriv. jon 2.
from 07 to bend, to eurve, because it
 תיjom, (fut. em) to be heaped to-
is constantly bending its long neck.
gether
Is.23,18, parall. “EN.
Here belongs, according to some, Jos
39,13: is her wing (173%) that of the
iol (not used) intr. 1. to be strong,

heron )הֶדיִסַח (אַבָר and of the pelican mighty , powerful, applied to oaks and
(m) = ya)? But since mag does not men, Ar.¢
(to be firm, hard), Targ.
stand there and הצנ always means
חסן,  > הdna erofereht ylesolc

feather, it is better to translate: is it a
pious wing and feather ?

connected with yas I. (which see), Ar.

Son m. name of a species of locust,

(Fhence as! hard, strong), Targ. 7%,

mentioned with mans and p13 1 83
8, 37, JoEL 2, 25, ‘which devours the
fruits‘of the field Ps. 78,26. According
to Jon, 1,4 m appears to signify the

stripped
800008

POT
m pon

| (whence xinut hardness),

6

TER (hence pus, pyr firm, hard).
Deriv. m 97 1 an. - 2.Figur.
to be wealthy , rich, ideas of strength
elsewhere transferred to riches or
being
(of the last skin), from DOM, as, property. Deriv. jon 1.
from Bevxw to devour.
yon adj. m. mighty, strong, of an oak
(constr. Por)m.powerful, strong, or of men; usually a subst. Is. 1, 31;
the mighty of Jah, i. 6 great in Am. 2, 9.¢

might Ps. 89, 9; הר in the genitive is put

with nouns, to express the greatest degree.

"O13 (from Pah. son) Aram. adj. m.
wanting, deficient , light, in weight Dan.
5, 27.

yor (def. 8207, with suff. 9917) Aram.

m. might, strength Dan. 2, 37; 4, 27.
yon m. 1. strength, might, metaphor.
riches, wealth

Jur. 20, 5; Ez. 22, 25;

i
Prov. 27, 24. — 2. treasure, where allie

Is. 33, 6, parallel .רצוא
bon (fut. dbr92) to eat off, to tear off, heaped together
to be strong,

of locusts Deut. 28, 38, or to strip off,

(Peal not used) Aram.
ןסה
rss
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son

powerful (in the Targ.), Syr. tam a Nes. 9, 21; to suffer want Ps. 23,1. It
fortress; deriv. jy. Figurat. to be rich, is construed with 5 of the person Dur.
15, 8 and with the accus. of the thing,
wealthy.
Af. 7972 (3 pl. ,רכסחה 3pl. fut. OK?) like all verbs of want Sone or Sot. 7,3,
to give possession, with a double accusat.
Dan. 7, 18 22.

ACN (Kal not used) trans. to peel

if it do not stand absol. in the sense of

to suffer or

comp. Targ. "on, Syr.

pw, Ar.

. The trans. form which

off, to pull of, to unscale, to scrape off, does not occur, would be “on, Ar.
connected in*its main idea with wn (to lessen, to damage), prop. to cut off,
(which see), transposed amd, aha) and to pluck off, identical with 15, 727 &e.,
and, Targ. non, oo es, Ar. ins

and so used in the same metaphor. man-

ner as 993, 22,

MID.

The organic

(transp. KZ), G = (whence eae root is רפה also found in 0 H., “0,
1 comp. Phenic.
scale) wre &c.; which fundamental  שר1  צרIL, צר
| signification is already adopted by the son to be "hortendd, little, hence רסחמ
(Mass. 5) littleness, ROT OND sons
Targ., Syr. &e.
Pih, redupl. (unused) dadn (abridged in the smallness of a ‘berry (axa from
from mpPON) to make a thing scaly, as it oxs, Talm. noua Berach. 36° and. nia
₪
were, i. e, to make it in the form of Chull. 59°, from ba, Ar. 45; comp.
scales.
“aa 0
and below it. Deriv. “on,

Puh. 080m (part. (סָפְסַחְמ to be made

scaly,

Ex. 16, 14 fine, scaly,

Targ.

Som, Soh, yon, "him.

Pih. "on to cause to be less, with ןמ
than Ps. 8, 6; to cause to want, with a
non (not used) Aram. intr. to be of the thing Eocuzs. 4, 8.
Hif. Mor] to cause to fail, with a
held together, to be tough, sticky, spoken
of tough, binding, earth or clay; con- double accusat. Is. 32, 6; to sufer want
nected with the Hebrew ain (to bind). Ex. 16, 18.
Derivative
707 (constr. OM) adj. m. wanting,
FO (pause non, def. NEON) Aram. lacking, like the verb with the accus. of
m. clay, the material of the potter Dan. the thing 1 Kmas 11, 22, therefore in
2, 42, opposed to iron, copper, silver close connection with nouns to express
and gold 2, 33 34 45, which is sup- a privative, e. g. בל "on senseless Prov.
 ושnot to mix with the metals named 6, 32, without understanding 7,7; 9, 4,
2,42 43; אניס nom 2,41 43 clay of mire foolish 12, 11; nipran רפח 28, 16 wiih
i. 0. miry clay, a sten gihening of the out insight; pn "on '2 Sam. 3, 29 lacksimple word, like }3"3 טיט Ps. 40, 3. ing bread; yawn "on 1Sam. 21,16 withIn the Targ. and the dialects this word out a madman. Seldom with ya of the
is also used of what is made from clay, thing and 9 of the person Ecctzs. 6, 2.
of sherds 0. , in the same sense as
"on (constr. „on, Prov. 10, 21) m.
way. Ar. Gy
sherd, eaten ware, 1. want, necessity, poverty Prov. 28, 22;

rep, Syr. a,

Syr. Lee the’same.

108 30, 3. — 2. Coupled with בל Prov.
07 (3 pl. in pause Dn; inf. abs. 10, 21 want of understanding.
"on m. want, with 40008. Deut. 28,
Sion; jut. "on) intr. prop. to be cut
48
57; Am. 4, 6.
off,‘abridged, torn off, lessened, hence
רסח
(not used) Aram. intr. same as
to grow less, to decrenzs Gen. 8,35;
Hebr. "On.
1 Kınas 17, 14; to want, with מ
Deut. 8, 9; Jer. 44, 18; to be without
Pa. ( חפרnot used) same as Hebr. En.
Devt. 15,8; Prov. 31,11; to be in want

Deriv. Ton.

mon

חפים
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 הרסהn.p. m. 2 Car, 34, 22, for to be protected, with לע of the thing Is.
which om stands in 2 Kınas 22, 14. 4,5, i.e, all the glorious is protected, as
The proper name appears to be trans- the LXX appear to take it. See howposed from 1041 (splendour, glitter), as ever
nen (from np; with suf. inet, (-ה
om is reduplicated from DAN.
non (after the form sm) m. de- f. prop. veiling, covering, hence 1. a
ficiency, defect Ecouns. 1, 15, formed
from "on.

place of protection, a tent, where one is
concealed; the protected bride-chamber
JoEL 2, 16; Ps. 19,6; protection gener-

(ןחafter the form 57) adj. m. po- ally Is. 4, 5 joined with .לע Comp.
fae rubbed off, from nar, Targ. זיג Hebr. n> Devr. 32, 38, for which
(washed off), but usually clean (in a aN stands in the Samar.; Sam. a8,
moral sense), innocent 103 33, 9.
Syr. Holy for Hebrew br; Phenic.
ah mase. for the fem. הפח see 7377; in 728 house, tent, temple, whence PAN
the signification of bank, coast, see ‘Ain. holy (Mass. 5); Syr. lai, (a heathen
sanctuary): all proceeding from the idea
tr. to cover, veil,
Nan (Kal not used)
Bondeal, identical with pm, NAT. The
organic root lies also in an, am, 7-89,

Ta, Flay +

of protecting. — 2. (protection) n. p. m.
1 Cur. 24, 13; comp. D’EN.

mn (inf. Yon, with suff. om; fut.

be moved m and fro
Pih. Nery (3 pl. fut. (רפַחְרַר tr. to clothe, rien), 1. intr. to
Duut. 20,3 (with
uneasy
be
to
uneasily,
to adorn, idols )ןכדאל TER 2427), with
31,23; to be afraid, to become
Ps.
x);
 עלat or beside a person, about whom
if the river
JoB 40, 23

an action is prominent 2 Kınss 17, 9,
which suits what follows, the setting
up of idolatrous high places, because
idolatry was practised with external
show. The LXX translate rightly nu-

anzious,
flows with violence, there is no fear to
him; ony) vor 2 Sam.4,4 to be anzious to
flee,i. ©. to flee uneasily; then to flee (from

anxiety) 2 Kınas 7, 15 K’ri, for which
the K’tib has Nif. — 2. tr. to wag, ie.
YıEoavro.
to move to and fro, 237 Jos 40, 17, for
nan tr. 1. to cover, to veil, טאְר which yon is used.
Nif. 1212 (fut. TBM, inf. with suff.
2 Sant.15, 30, Jur. 14,3 4, 09» Esta.
an
DIET K'tib) to tremble , to quake, to be
7,8, as a sign of mourning; hence
or
6,12;
bax
afraid Ps. 48, 6; with 5122, to flee un ראשיcognate in sense with
Ar.
comp.
30;
easily 1 Sam. 23,26; 2 Kings 7,15 K'tib;
15,
Sam.
2
of humiliation

Las, Syr. les. — 2. Figurat. (not used)

Ps. 104, 7.

Pih. (not used) ran to hasten greatly,
go quickly. Deriv. irn.
to
Nif. man to be covered, with 2 (of
fundamental signification on
The
the material) wherewith Ps. 68, 14.
is here only that of waving, trembling,
Pih. mar (fut. apoe. AM}; with suff. terror, or of anxious and hasty flight,

to protect, to screen; see Puhal.

of ideas lies
Tan) to overlay, to cover, with gold as a similar development<
(to drive
2 Cur. 3,5 8 9 or wood3, 5, witha in 295, ‘Ta; the Arab. :
double accus. as such verbs are used hither and thither, to push to and fro)
elsewhere (in 1 Kınas 6 75% stands for
has the same idea in a transit. sense.
it); comp. Targ. "20, N in the same
T27, wich is also
sense.

As it is interchanged with Mex,

The organic root is

in 12 (which see).
t
and as ch elsewhere passes into a sibiyen (from Pih.) m. haste, hasty fligh
lant (see pag. 409), 12% appears as a
Ex. 12, 11; Deur. 16, 3.
collateral form of mon.
 םיִּפִחformed from ףח out of HEN
figur.
Puh. mar to be veiled, covered,

274

חפן
and used in the plur. as an abstract;

חפץ

er! (to rub off, to comb 0

Syr.

protection, screen) n. p. m. Gen. 46, 21,

u, elsewhere for Hay; Ar. GS. We
recognise the organic root from the
EM (not used) intr. 1. to be bent, to cognate stems 72, ,ףחהס y-w. Deriv.

elsewhere written םפוח 1 Car. 7, 12.

be curved, to be put together in a ball,

spoken of the hand, hence jpn 1. Accordingly the stem is identical with 33,

am. For sin, on the contrary, see zn.
( ץפחonly fut. ym?) trans. same as

24, PD, the only difference being, that
the fundamental signification is modified

tom to move to and fro, to wag, 231 Jos
04, 71.

farther. In the same manner we have
from the roots pug, 7vy, which signify

van (3 fem. in pause WEEN; inf. abs.

to be put together as a ball, to be thick,

yon; fut. yer: and yan without dis-

tinction of meaning) intr. prop. to infirm, condensed, the derivatives zuyun, cline, to one, to bend, to bow, by way
pugnus, zuxvös, pug-nare, packen 600.—
2. Figur. to be close, dense, therefore to of pleasure in, to shew an inclination
be strong, firm, powerful, other verbs
with a like fundamental signification

for a thing, as the Ar. yok in a trans.

being used metaphorically in the same
manner. Deriv. ןפח 2, whence the proper

proves. Hence to have an affection for,
a pleasure in, with 2 of the person or

name "25. — The organic root is 7-DN,
as is seen from Ja, 1228
( ןפחdual on, constr. »>n, with

thing Gen. 34,19; 2 Sam. 24, 3; to love,
with accus. Mio. 7, 18; to desire, Ps. 40,7;
to be disposed, to do a thing, 1. to

balled hand, the fist, and dual the two
fists, the two hands, in which one takes

to have an inclination Sona oF Sot. 2, 7.

density, strength, hence

wishing, desiring, with accus. of the ob-

and physical sense (to incline, to bend)

Deur.
suf. ,7257  סיפחm. 1. prop. what is wish, followed by the infin. with
25, 8, 202088 13, 23, or without > Is.
put inthe shape” of a ball, hence the

53,10, Jos 13, 3, also absol. Ps.115,3;

or seizes a thing Prov. 30,4, Ez. 10, 2; Derivat. YER, Yan the proper name
Dyen Non Ex. 9, 8, Lav. 16, 12, Ec- TEEN.
yan (pl. D'EEM, constr. ,יצפח once
CLES.4, 6 ‘handfuls Targ. and Syr. er,
with
suff. DIPSET Ps, 111, 2 rankentbetl
Lisos, Ar. אגב the same, and Talm.
denomin. deriv. pm, whenes the noun from םהיצפח as the Targ., Syr., Vulg.,
mon, and Pih. j#77. — 2. (not used) Kimchi have taken it) adj. m., הצפח f.
"IDM (a strong, powerful person) n. p. ject, PI Ps. 35, 27, 7199 40, 15, vun
5, 5, or followed by the infin. with 5
m. 1 Sam. 1, 3; 2, 34.
Neu. 1,11; coupled with the pers. pronon I. (only part. (ףפח tr. same as noun it is a periphrasis for the verb
“IBM, NOM to cover, to overlay, to pro- 1 Kines 21,6, Man. 3,1; willing 1 Cur.
tect, to"screen, with לע of the person 28, 9, with now.
Daur.33,12, asthe LXX and Targ. take
yen (with suff. "ar; plur. oxen,

it, and as ₪

is also construed with

by; Ar. Wis the same.

with suff. (ףיצפח m. 1. desire, wish 2 Sar

Deriy. men 23,5, 1 Kınas 5, 22, conseg. with > of

and the proper name Dven. It is singular
that Ag. and Vulg. should have taken
it as a denom. from man.
non II. (not used) ir. to rub off, with

the person to deseribe the person wishing, desiring and longing for Jos 22,

3, and with 3 of the thing 1 Sam. 15,
22; 18,25; delight, Ps. 16,3 all my de-

light is in them, i. e. in the DIR and

a comb, to cut of, with a knife, to ( אַדָירִיםwhere “4738 is for a); יחויא
purify, to rinse, with water, to wash of |2ב: 5 to have no delight in a ‘thing
&e., prop. to make bare; comp. Targ. Eccuns. 5, 3; 12, 1; Mar.
1, 10; plea-

MIM
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sure Ps. 1, 2; agreeableness, mYarı-b2

3. — For this stem comp. the Ar.
1 Kines 10, 13 all that was agreeable to (to dig the ground); as the connection
her. Metaphor. joy, Mau. 3, 12 land
AR
with “ap becomes clear from
of joys preciousness, "I JAN a precious

stone Is. 54, 12, particularly so in the (grave); Syr. rae, The org. root is obpl. Prov. 3, 15; 8,11; valuable, Eccues. viously 427, which lies also not only in

12, 10 valuable things; longed-for, Ps.
107, 30 in their longed-for haven. — 2.In
later Hebrew: a maiter, thing, business
Eccuzs. 3, 1 17 (5, 7 on this matter);
Is. 53, 10; 44, 28; 58, 3; Jos 21, 21;
hence LXX zo&yue, properly that after
which one strives, which he designs;

comp. Syr. 2, business, matter, from

E,= yon; אָלֶאְט Dan. 4, 14 &e.

‘avn 1. a
"au belonging to "Div,
but alsoin "en. whence mm, a whoncs
“ia, IND whence IND, רָאְּב Tal. gl!
to dig,“whence ִאָרי (a pit).

1%%. "BIEN (redupl. form) to dig repeatedly, applied to animals that dig or
burrow much, assumed for the noun
mp en Is. 2, 20 (after Ibn Esra), which

is ‘probable. Deriv. nen.

יִצְּפַח-( ּהָבmy delight in her) n. p. f.
Ian (in pause Tyan, en; fut.
2 Kınas 21,1, and symbolically Is.62,4“ am, pl. TEM, pause em) intr. prop.
of Zion.

Ten (fut. sm) tr. prop. same as
"an ד (which see), Ar.
; to cut
into, to indent; therefore 1. to cut into
a thing , to here into, to dig into, of the

to become red, with shame, different
from שוב (to become. pale, with shame),
coupled "with np: to be ashamed, to be
put to shame, Ps. 34,6; because of a frustrated prophecy Mic. 3,7, or other things
Ps. 70, 3; 83, 18, placed in
i parallelism
to waa Jur. 15, 9; 50, 12; Ps. 71, 24;
rarely with 72 ‘of the thing Is. 1, 29;

horse’s hoofs Jos 39, 21: they dig (their
hoofs) into the plain, paw in the plain,
as a sign of the war-spirit; comp. in metaphor. 24, 23. Hence perhaps the
Virgil: cavant tellurem or quatit ungula proper name "en 3.
campum, Ar. re hoof. But the word
Hif. von (fut. mem) to bring to
usually means: to dig, "N32 Gen. 21, 30, shame, to cause disgrace Prov. 19, 26,
yar Eccues. 10, 8; to excavate, sia Ps. with war; to shew shame, i. e. to stand
7, 16, stronger fran mp 19. 13, 7; to ashamed Ts. 33, 9; to be ashamed 54, 4.
dig for, with the accus. JOB 3,21, with
The Kondemsntal signification of the
3 of the instrument Deur. 23, 14, of stem is sufficiently certified by "23
time Gen. 26, 18 and of place 26, 19; (which see), whence “pb; and the Ar.
rarely with the omission of now Ps.
(to redden) is identical a it;
35, 7. Perhaps also absol. to dig, to elsewhere we also meet with
to
till the field, and generally to labour,
become
red,
to
be
ashamed.
The
org.
JoB 11,18 and if thou hast digged (i. e.
cultivated the fields), thou mayest lie down root is "pn, “PD, which is found
quietly; comp. on this usus loquendi also in "דפָסbelonging to Bd, inWp"w
Aristoph. Av. 1432. Others take the &e.; comp. "the Greek Up, 2000.
passage in signif. 2 to search out, ea"an 1. (a well, prop. abstr. the digplore, or רַפָח
= רַפָּכ1 Ar. > to pro- ging; comp. “NB, (תּוְרָאְּב n. p. of a city
tect, which does not suit well. Deriv. in the south of Palestine, coupled with
 חלרin ninp “b> Is. 2, 20 (according men, consequently in Judah, once the
to some), "En in the proper name םירָפִח, seat of a Canaanitish king Joss. 12, 17.

and the proper name HD. — 2. Figur. At the time of Solomon a district be-

to dig for something, i. e. to search out, longing to this city was named ‘YIN,
spy out, with accus. of the object JoB which, like St, belonged to the gov39,29; to explore Ex.7, 24; Josu. 2, 2 ernor 7977772 residing iinniaas,1Kımnas ©
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4, 10. — 2. A more exact appellation to mean a mole, talpa, elsewhere called
of a city ma, which, being situated in Soh, with which opinion Ibn Esra and
the province of nen, is named in full
NT na to distinguish it from another

others agree.

Some, however, under-

a sort of bird (in
city Gath 2 Kınas 14, 25. With a of Kimchi), like the Ar. er , @ bat, which
motion it is "Bn ny Jose. 19,13. As
suits beside 17509; but there is not sufthis Hepher-Gath iisdescribed in Josu.
l. ec. and 2 Kınas 1. 6. 88 belonging to

Zebulun and the birth-place of Jonah,

stand it to mean

ficient warrant for this.

von (Kal unused) intr. to flow along

whom tradition likewise traces to the freely, to run along, therefore to be loose,
tribe of Zebulun (Beresh. rab. ch. 98), a unembarrassed, free; cognate in sense

“pr must also have been situated in the 7, also applied metaphor. to freedom.
district of Zebulun. This pr was still Tropically to be set free (of slaves), to
standing in later, christian times, and is be exempted (from tax), to run along unspecified as being very near the city of bound, untamed, of 8B, Ar. |
3

(to

Sepphoris (wa-Yikra rab. ch. 20 §. 6; pour out freely), and ‘therefore the opJ.Gittin ch. 1, h. 2). See ng p. 304.— posite of to be taken, bound, fettered,
3. (beauty) n. p. m. Num. 26, 32; 1 Cur. hindered. Derivat. won (according to
4,6; 11,36. Deriv. the patronym. on some), "Wen, Wer. — The organic
Nome. 0
root un is also found in mn (to
start away, to flee), particularly in
"on see DT.
 רפחm. a hollows pit, slough; only

in ning רפחל Is. 2, 20 into the hole of
the mice )הֶרפ Arah. 5 a mouse), as
Rashi, Kimchi and others take it; see

we.

"Puh. wen to be set free, Luv. 19, 20.
won m. a beetle, Ha». 2,11 according to the reading of the LXX for סיִפָּכ

as they have translated xdvdagos (eDen (double-well) n. p. of a city rome found rohe here in 2 mss.),
conseq. = nwrpr in the Mishna, Ar.

חַפַּרְפַּרֶת

in Issachar 1081 19, 19.

( ערפדafter the Coptic

 האסppx

yas,

See Den.

priest ‘of the sun) n. p. of an Egyptian

WEN (not used) intr. 1. to be stretched

king contemporary with Nebuchadnez-

out, to be laid, to be spread out, e. g. of

zar JER. 44, 30, who also bore the ge-
neral name M9 9p Jer. 37,5 7; Ez.29, 3.
The name A is in the LXX
ו
in Manetho Odeigers, elsewhere Azeins;
his reign is said to have lasted 25 years
(till 570 B.C.). Jeremiah 1. 6. announces
misfortune and destruction to him; and

a horse-cover, of a couch, Ar. ut

in a trans. sense.

I.

Hence metaphor. to

be prostrate, to be weak, feeble, sick, the

same metaphor. application taking place

in won and in the Ar. \
4
of their forms and derivatives.

in most
Deriv.

we learn from other quarters (Herod. 2, nvwen, תיִשָפַח and wer (according. to

;161-3 ,)169 that he warred with Cy. some). The ‘organic root is vn.
rene, that his subjects rebelled against
von (from wor I.) m. a dene, plan,
him, and that at last a rival king Amasis prop. devising, Ps. 64, 7, see an.

delivered him up a prisoner to the people,
wPH (with suf. Wer; from wen) m
who put him to death.
la spreading out, a pouch, Ps. 88, 6 my
NP
(plur. ni9P”) f. an animal couch is among the dead; in Talmudic the
which digs strongly and repeatedly Is. 2, grave (J. Ketub. 34°). — 2. a cover, a
20 (consequently to be read as a single cushion, prop. a spreading out, Ez. 27,

word according to Ibn Esra and 3 mss,
of Kennicott), understood since Jerome

20 with outspread coverings (i. e. which
are spread upon horses) for riding. The

von
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yn

power (of disease) my skin (8133 41,5)
signed the meaning in both cases: free- is disfigured, i.e. my skin is covered
dom (from Won).
with a leprous crust by elephantiasis.
ancient interpreters have improperly as-

non (developed out of טפח from
von I. (fut. Bem, 8 plur. “bem)
tr. properly to dig, to 0 through, Targ. von) f freedom, release, Luv. 19, 20.
cen for the Hebr. “or (Gen. 26, 21);
mon (out of Won from wen) f.
hence figur. to scrutinise, to devise, תלוע prop. lying down, prostration, hence a
Ps. 64, 7; to search for, to seek out, to sick-couch, xlivn, with m3 a hospital
spy out Prov. 2,4; 20, 27; Lamenr. 3, 2 Cur. 26, 21 K’tib.
40, the same tropical application being
"WEM (out of wah from wen; plur.
found in “pm and “pn.
prwipn) adj. m. free, of slaves Jos 3,19,
The stem is not connected with wpa
(which see), Targ. wma, the organic hence the expressions ‘7 אצלי Ex. 21,5,
root there being שקד 2, which is also 7 mau Devr. 15,13; unrestrained, wid,
well attested and grounded in other of Nop Jos 39, 5; exempt from taxes,
ways; here the organic root is Wo" without burdens, 1Sam.17,25; redeemed,
freed Is. 58, 6.
with the fundamental signification 0
separate, to split asunder”; which root
moon f. same as nian 2 Kınas
is also found in 18, 4p.
15, 5.
Nif. {var to be searched out, investi( ץחwith suf. ver, FEN; pl. Den,
gated, prope Os. 6, with mem.
constr. “271; another plural "x1 1 Sam.
Pih. wen (fut. WET) to seek out, with 20,38 K’tib has arisen from the shorten-
aceus. of the object and 2 among 1Sam. ing of im into 7, but the K’ri reads
23, 23, or with y2 out of a thing nxn, and perhaps the form "27 1 Sam.
‘Ane 9, 3; to search through, to plunder ,20 36 37 arose out of the fluctuation
1 Kines 20, 6; to examine 2 Kinas 10, between yn [sg] and ven [pl], as it
23; to mans, ninpa Zere. 1, 12; is actually interchanged ‘with םיִצָחְנ in
figur. to make search, to meditate, e. > 2Kınas9, 24 er stands for Pr}; — once
1137 (the spirit) Ps. 77, 7.
with suff. in a resolved form mern Ps.
Puh. (part. warn, fut. warm) to be ,77 18 thy lightnings, comp. a similar re-
sought out (i. e. 0
Ps. 64,7: solution in ,5% , לג,רש( רהm.prop. some-
we have accomplished the plan (‘upr) ‘de- thing cutting into or piercing (see YET),

vised (ET).

hence

1. an arrow (as sagitta from seco,

wen II. (Kal not used) tr. to veil,

oxila= 0809 from oyilw) 1 Sam. 20, 20,

to envelop, to muffle, to clothe, to conceal,

,24 mn Ps. ,57 ,5  םינבא1 Cun. 12, 2,

a missile, mentioned

with nun, Is. 7,

to hide. The organic root שפה is also
yon and 25 Buoy. 25, 18, the chanting
found in this sense in un, ur 24
of which is expressed by mm) 2 Kınas

we-> &e.; and the traces may be followed in the extra-Semitic department.
Puh. wn prop. to be concealed, hence
to hide oneself Prov. 28, 12 (in the parallel place 28, 28 "md2 "oceurs)s in this
sense Rashi takes Ps. 64, 7: we have
completed the concealed plan.
Hithp. ( הסחפטיfut. m) to disguise
oneself, to mask, 1 Sam. 28, 8; 1 Kinas
22, 30; with 2 of the thing wherewith

,19 ,32 777 Ps. 64, 4, 4255 11,3, m8
2 San. 22,15 orלע a2 with the omis-
sion of pr JER. "50, 9, mr 50, 14,
and the condition of which is described
by “9a Is. 49, 2, 5 Psaum 45, 6,

pri or טּוחש Jon. 9,7. PION Yan
Jur. 50,141 igto spare arrows; PT} “30 to

sharpen an arrow 51,11; pra oP לקEz.

,21 ,26 the same. ppb םיצח bys to
20, 38; Na) nm (inf.) 22, 20 to dis- fiat the arrows burning , i. e. to ‘wrap

guise and come, i.e. 1 will come disguised.

them about with combustible materials

Here belongs also Jos 30, 18: by the and to shoot them off on fire Ps. 7, 14

חצב
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(elsewhere  זק"םand nip"7 are applied to aum) to bind, to knot (see 2m), prop.
such arrows). םישֶה 592 an archer Gen. to draw firmly together, to ‘twist to49,23. En Nuns. 24,8 = .ויָצָחְּב — gether; Ar. tas.
Pih. 27 (with + inserted instead
2. Tropically suffering, punishment, "sickness, Deut. 32, 23; Ps. 7, 14; hence of a duplication, as in the case of
nö יִשָח 708 6,4 sufferings sent ‘byGod; 6972; not used) to bind very fomly, to
‘gn ועונש 34, 6 my disease is deadly, in gird Ar. G
ao ’ wy les the
which sense בערה "un Ez. 5,16 &c. is same. Derir. mash (which see).
also to be understood. — 3. lightning,
ax (formed "from (ביִצָח adj. m. dug
God’s arrow Has. 3,11, Ps.18,15, as
out,
cut out Is. 5, 2.
the arrow is compared with it Zeon. 9,

nn (fut. mem, ap. ym) tr. prop.
14; comp. mn, peo, Ar. <>ש (arto
separate, to split, like yr1, hence to
rows and tierhinings), — 4. ER collateral
form of V2 shaft 1 Sam. 17, 7 K’tib,

divide, into two

Gen. 32, 8 or three

the denominative

thing Nom. 31, 42. The original signifi-

for which the K'ri and parallel places parts Jupazs 9,43, with P31... 72
2 Sam. 21,19 and 1 Cur, 20,5, as also Nom. 31, 27, or merely 73 Jos 40, 30;
the LXX and Vulg., read yx. Deriv. to separate, with ya of the person or
Pih. yen (part. peta) to shoot arrows,
part. an archer, Jupens 5, 11 far from
the noise of archers (Kimehi and others);
but see .ץצח

cation to cut in, to separate,

to break

through, is still found in Is. 30, 28 it
divides even to the neck, i. e. it reaches
so far; Ps. 55, 24 their days are not

 בצְחI. (fut. 327%) tr. prop. to cut, to broken through, i.e. they do not live out
cut into (identical with בצק ,  במחbut
definitely to hew out, stones, i. e. to

half their lives. Deriv. "en, nixn,
מחצה, מחצית,the proper names EN

הציא

break out (from quarries), with 2 of the
Nif. mem (fut. mer}, abridged yn)
place 1 Kınas 5,29, 2 035.2, 1, different
to
separate
‘oneself, to be divided 2 Kınas
from Won 1 Cur. 29, 15; to hew, spoken
of stone-cutters 1 Car. 22, 2, with skill, 2,8 14; Ez. 37,22; Dan. 11, 4.

( חָצורan
7 place,
₪
.6 .₪ nya” Prov. 9, 1; seldom to split,
to cut, wood Is. 10, 15; also to dig out, from רַצָח( .1 n. p. of a Canaanitish
apr 5, 2, "a Daur. 6, 11, Wa Jer. eity in the north of Palestine, Josx.
,2,18 “3p Is. 22, 6; to fetch mun out ,11 ,1 over D497) "Ri. 6. upon the marshy
of the mine (in the mountains) Devt. 8, sea or lake Samochonitis, now lake Hu-
;9 figurat. wy nianבצה 
7 the leh (Jos. Antig. 9, 11, 1), 708%. 11,5 7,

thunder of Jehovah cleaves (i. e. throws then the name of a whole kingdom. In
out in a cleft or forked form) flames of the neighbourhood of "ix, over which
fire, comp. trisulcös ignes (Ov. Met. 2, Canaanite princes ruled under the name
,)848 Ar. was; to smite, to kill (prop. of 2a 1088. 11,1, and which was also
to cleave) men, Hos. 6, 5, parall.הרג . the head of disse kingdoms (in,
ad, nur) 11, 10, lay ons) wap
Deriv. A217,מחצב .
Nif. Sum to ‘be cut, to be graven, Junans 4,6, upon Sons 7 (JOSH. 20,
Puh. aun to be broken out, to be hewn

,)7 now nor( רה G’ הSaffad); um
being named together with iz 2 Kınas

out, of the rock, figurat. Is. 51, 1.
Hif.  החציבto slay, to ו בהר

there, J UDGES 4, 2. This kingdom of

“03 Jos 19, 24.

.15,29

 םייגַהnyan, was also situated

Is. 51, 9, prop. to cut in pieces; see Hazor was allotted to the tribe of Naph-

a7.

tali Jos. 19,36, after Joshua had burnt
its capital 11, 19, and slain its king, 11,

 בצְחI. (Kal not used) tr. same as; 10 .12,19 At a later period Canaanites

חצור חדרתה
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had re-established it and acquired power
over Israel, till Barak put an end to it,
Jupens chs. 4 and 5. As it belonged
to the Israelite territory, Solomon forti-

fied and made it akey towards the north,

1 Kings 9, 15, till Tiglath-Pileser conquered it 2 Kınas 15,29. — 2. n. p. of
‘a city in Judah Jose. 15, 23, a wip.
being there also. — 3. n. p. of another

“wa Num. 12,12,=nizy Junges 16, 3,
particularly to measures Nun. 15, 9;

1 Kınas 7, 35. ers pon 1 Kınas 16,
21

to divide

into two ‘parts, prop.

to

separate into halves. 799 יצח Nex. 3,
9 19 16-18 a half district, ‘the district

(722) being divided into two that it

might be managed more easily. Then
the middle 0083. 10, 13, Ps. 102, 25,
‘city in Judah, elsewhere called 2" Weng 2003. 14,4 out ofits midst, i. e.
 פסה15, 25. — 4. n. p. of a city in in the midst. Probably too it means the
Benjamin Nen. 11,33. — 5.n.p. of a middle point or centre, in the proper
kingdom or territory of a Sheikh be- names nn יצח ,nina "en. On
longing to the nomad Arabs Jzr. 49, Maccabean coins יצח ishalf a “Sp.
28, perhaps named from םירצה (Is. 42,
 יצחm. BR an een
of
11), i. e. wall-less villages. It lay on
Yn,
which
see.
the other side of the Euphrates, and
is mentioned with "7p. ey, LXX
ninjas "277 (midst of resting--places)
"dowgos, is also the Phenieian name of nN. pe ‘of a locality in Judah, whose

places: 6. ₪. Nix, 40600006 (Ptol. 5,3), prefect (ax)is called once הארה 1 Car.
n.p. of a city in the district of Carthage; “itn, Asurae, in proconsular
Africa; ’7, “Aoowoos between Agyrium
and Enna in Sicily.
asia! ( חצורnew Hazör) n. p. of a
eity of Judah Jose. 15, 25, so called
to distinguish it from “ix 15, 23,
which was named Hazör absolutely, or

mad ’r (old Hazör). nn, is an Aramaean adj. fem. of תדחה which see), and
was occasionally put for wn. On the
point comp. the Phenic. Run (Chadaso,
i names
Adaso) or 47 (Chadas, Adas) in
of places, e. 8. UT Dp Makom-Adas,

i. e. Macomades iin. 5, 3), Maxovada
(Ptol. 4, 3), win, np Karthadaso,

abridged Carthado, ‘whence Kagdndo-r.

2, 52 (it must have been written הארה
am, AR). Its inhabitants were descendants of Salma son of Caleb 2, 54.

See nme יצח

Amar ( הציmiddle of resting-place)
₪ p. 1. of a locality in Benjamin,
whither the inhabitants of 933 (which
see) were

driven,

and which "place is

6 Elsecalled simply nm in 1
where it is mentioned as? mn, as far as
which the Israelite army "retreating in
feigned flight enticed the Benjamites
Junezs 20,43, an act which is more exactlydescribedasdone at ya 123. —
2. of a city in Judah, elsewhere named
ning יצח 1 Cur. 2,52, with on) m3,
mpibe, ax ma ning, ערצ =( (רעצ

whose ‘inhabitants were the posterity ‘of
nov, a son of Caleb. Derivat. the
( תוצָהafter the form ning, min; patron. "nn (Yn, 1 Car. 2, 54, 1 e.
constr. nix) f. the middle, e. ל nbs an inhabitant of Hazi ha-Mandchath,

 הֶרְצוצַהsee meen.

Ex. 11, 4.

"277 (see pr) m. pl. for םיִצָח 1 Sam.
20, 36- 38, like vay 2 Sam. 22, 44, Ps.
144, 2, 2489 Sone or Sot. 8, 2, 2m Ps.

in Judak.
EA (lengthened from "271, comp.

vn and uw) m

1. (from Sen) an

enclosed place, a court, a dwelling, gener45,9 for pay, ,םינפר pn.
ally home Is. 34,13; but ’7 in Is. 35, 7
V0,
suf.
perhaps to signification 2; comp.
with
ven,
belongs
( יצחin pause
"Xm in the proper name רצה
thing
Phenic.
a
(of
part
half
half,
the
m
syn) m.

court), a place
divided into two halves), applied to D7 RIX Hizirzada (hunting
men from
(constr.
2.
—
a.
Numidi
26, 12, nam 27, 5, in

Ex. 24, 6, mx")

חצן

+8

( רַצָחgrass, grass-blade, the provender
of cattle Ps. 104, 14, 70 40,15, which
grows on heights Ps. 147, 8 and isi often
used as an image of decay on account
of its quick and easy withering Ps. 37,
;2 ;90,5 ,103 ;15 especially what
springs up from the floor of the flat
roofs and dries up hastily for want of
nourishment; called nj53 ריִצַח 2 Kınas
,19 ;26 Ps. 139, 6; comp. Phenic. “en
in the names of many herbs, .6 .₪  לזae0
‘ ישירno, men’n &. — 3. a leck Nom.

5,11. "
en I. (not used) tr. to surround, to

חצץ

they (the Chaldeans and Assyrians) come
upon thee with (a is omitted here because

it stands with ovay ,לַהָקְבּו comp. 26, 7)
battle-axe, chariots and wheeled waggons,
and with hosts of people (comp. vr,

jinm Jer. 47, 3). For the explanation
of the word comp. the Phenic. and Targ.
הצינ,axe, which passed from the Phenicians to the Greeks (a&ivy), Arab.
, and though the Masora reads

2 it does not alter the meaning.
See EM.

ASN (Peal not used) Aram. prop. to
fence about, to enclose, a place, comp. storm, to rush, like the Hebr. ףצק , Ar.
Ar. .pa> (a lurking-hole), hence ap- ta» (to rush along, of the horse),
plied to the bosom of garments which —ia>IV.(torushalong, of a race,)
protects around and in which something ו-5 (to be kindled), hence to rage,
may be concealed, or to the enclosed to be,angry, to be severe; in the Targ. for
lap; Ar. {jas to embrace, to‘ conceal הקד, consequently also, to be insolent.
4% MEN (partic. הָפצְִחַמ and ('ִחַהִמ
(a child) in the arms; to hatch, i. e. to
to shew striciness, rage, "severity, applied

protect the eggs, to cover them, ©
to be protected around, i. e. to be firm;
figuratively to be modest, chaste. The

to unt Dan. 2,15, אּכְלַמ non 3, 22.

organic root is }-¥n, which is found in
the same ה
in TH, mm (see
min 3). Deriv. Jen, jen 1
(30 I. (not used) tr. to cut into, to

divide, to partition, into crowds, divisions, ranks; line or rank being con-

yen (only in part. yx) trans. 1. to
ceived of as a segment (comp. Talm.
many a line, from vy). Hence yen
forming ranks, lines 6 6 arranged di-

pierce, of a pointed, cutting weapon, Ar.
visions), in bands, festival processions
2% the same, whence ees (an and the march of. armies being so deaxe, hatchet), Phenic. yn, Targ. ןצח 8011006 elsewhere (see Pih.) Prov. 30,
the same, whence אָניִצַה (axe) &e. De- 27. Deriv. the proper name een, 0/0
 חצן וע,2 sa emos .ssm daer rof .TE 2. (not used) to cut in pieces, to divide

127] (with suff. ip), m. the lap, in
which one carries a thing, coupled with
 כףPs. 129, 7 and the binder of sheaves
fills his ג with ears of corn.

757 (with suf. x,

from yen I) m

1. the bosom Is. 49, 22, either used for 0
arm upon which one protects and carries
children, or for the bosom of a garment,

sinus, Nex. 5, 13; usually applied to

into parts, to separate into pieces, or to

break off in splinters, to disjoin (from a

larger piece), deriv. yxm; to cut to a
point, to sharpen (an arrow), deriv. YT.
— The fundamental signification of the
stem is sufficiently clear from comparing it with en, yn, and with 1a, VR»

Arab. yas (to divide, to allot), Talm.

 חצץto cut in, whence אָציִצַח an inattendants male and female. For it קיח cision, a cleft.
stands elsewhere Nun. 11, 12; Ror
Pih. YEH to march along in rank and
4,16. — 2. (from Yen IL) prop. axe, file, to go in ranks, in orderly bands,
adze, then battle-aze, mentioned with Jupgzs 5,11, louder than the cries of
327] (war-chariot) and 353 (which see) men marching ina
é
festival procession wellas offensive weapons; Ez. 23, 24 and arranged.

חצץ
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Puh. yxrı to be cut off, to be shortened, people were being called together Hos.
of the days of one’s life, hence to be 5, 8, at public festivals of joy 2 Kınas
completed, at an end, Jos 21,21; in 11,14, at sacrifices 1 Cur. 19, 8 &e., and
Ethiopic to be lessened.
whose different signs were more exactly
yan (but ףיצצה is from (ץח m. that denoted by RD, wa. It is coupled

which is broken off, separated (from a with םיִּתְלַצִמ 1 Our. 16,42 and רפלש Ps.
large piece), hence a small stone, gravel, 98,6, without being identical with them.

whose

points

hurt;

consequently

dif-

En

(not used) tr. to enclose with a

ferent from bin, Prov. 20, 17;Lament.
hedge, to enclose, to surround, a fortress,
3, 16; Targ. Neen (on Prov. 20, 17), a court, connected with am er, רז

Syr. ne

IS, “wh, TER &c.; comp.
, whence
(a fence, a fort),
(to en71997 from 29, Constr. (ןצצה m. a row, 2
close, to lock, to bar). Deriv. “xn,
of trees, only used in union with Tan,
wun 1, the proper names תורצח,,רוצח
yissn

(from yxn

after the form

conseq. am’ (palm-rows, palm-forest)
ya, DYN.
n. p. of a place between wyp and the
Bin (Kal unused) intr. 1. to sound
south end of mim D1, as rt as which
point the Phenician’ race “an dwelt shrill, to clang, to peal, of the clear
Gen. 14, 17; comp. JuDGES 1 36. At and bursting voice of man, of musical
the same place isi the present Kurnub still instruments; cognate in sense ,ללה .ללצ
existing in ruins (Robins. 111, 178 sq.

This idea proceeds from that of shining,

186 sq.). “Wan ןצצפ 6 4a) is ob- glittering, being clear; the same metaphor
viously identical with meta) Ez. 47, 19; happening in ללה and other words; ac48, 28, the southernmost honndang of
Palestine; with 6000006 of Eusebius
(Onom. s. v. Hazazon Thamar), which
was distant a day’s journey from ןיְרַבִח

on the way from the latter to תיא
and where a garrison was still in his
day; perhaps also with "am “in the wilderness, in the land” T Kınas 9, 18
K’tib, which Solomon fortified. In 2 Ca.
20, 2 ‘this place is identified with "13 7%
the most southern town, according to
083.15, 62, on the western side of the
Dead Sea, and inhabited by Israelites

(1 Sam. 24, 1 2), belonging to Judah,

cordingly

the

organic root

is an

which is also found in “77 (which 0
"5% with the initial sound enlarged.
See Pihel. — 2. to en to be green,
to sprout forth, Ar.
, particularly
applied to the first glistening green.
The same metaphor is also in “177 (Ar.
2> flower), yx? 6 Deriv. ריִצָח 2
Pih. 1. En (part. םיִרצַחְמ Kri) to
sound, with the trumpet, to blow the
trumpet, 2 Cur. 5, 13 K’ri, where the
K’tib has the Pihel-form רצצח (part.
perm).

whose situation has been ascertained in

Pi. IL. “¥en (for Ser, with Dagesh
the present day (Robins. II, 445 sq.); resolved, hence part. (םירצצהמ to blow
pray py Ez. 47, 10, now ‘Ain el-Fesh- the trumpet 2 Cur. 5,13 "Kb.
kah (Robins. Le. p.491), being situated
Pih. TIL 4215 (with the last radical
in the same westerly direction, towards

the north end of the חלֶטַה Di. See

שיו לי

SI see ןיצצח

|

repeated, as in 225, PNY, another
mode of gradation or intensity; part.
2 Car. 5,12 K’tib, where the K’ri has

“zen Pihel-form of the stem רצח the Hif. penn.
Pih IV. רצצה (eontracted from SEIEN,
(which see).
mas (pl. nin~, contracted out of as SINT, from Sarg, Aram. רטוטח from
mager) f. a trumpet, used when the ‘ חטרְטרpart.  (מחצצרto blow the trum-

חצר
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pet 1 Cur. 15, 24; 2 Cur. 7, 6; 13, 14;
28, 28 in K’tib, for which the K’ri

with n inserted;

sound the trumpet, to blow with the trumpet

= רדא jan &e.

Adramytos

(Xan-

thus apud Ath. 12. p. 515)= nm;
reads םיִרְצְחַמin all these places. Deriv. Amandra (the original name of the
' הצצרה
Greek Iconium, because the Assyrian
"Hif.Sen (only part. םירצחלמ K'ri) to Perseus planted the pillar of Adar)
 חצר גדה,truoc-addaG( ees  גדהp. )362
1 08. 15,24; 2Cur.7,6; 13,14; 29, 28.
ada) (constr. "rn, wich suff. ורצחו n. p. “of a ‘city in Judah Josn. 15, 27,
pl. פירצה with 6. ירח and תורצח with probably named from the Gadda-wor-
constr. nen, from (רצה common "gend. ship that took place there at one time.
( רצח הָסּוסhorse-court, i. e. court of
1. a court, atrium, of a ‘palace 1 Kines
the
‘horses of the sun, in the sun-wor-
7, 8, of a temple 2 Kinas 21, 5, particularly of the fore-court, hind-court, ship) n. p. of a placein Simeon Joss.
or middle court of God’s temple; prop. 91, 5, tub dellacni 1 .ruC 4, 13 חצר
an uncovered space enclosed on every pd; comp. as the designations of places
side, therefore a court-yard Ez. 40, 14, niapyen na, Way na. On the heathen
more exactly described by "77380 40, 19 worship of "the sun with consecrated

28, TPH 47, 16 or mon "2 Kınas
20, 4, mie Ez.
1 mE 1 Kines

steeds and chariot see 2 Kinas 23, 11.
In Phenician the proper name 09-53

6, 36. "רי is put for it even in the Cabarsus in Byzacium and the proper
K'tib 2 Kınas 20,4, because of its fun- name mase. D95”723, (Kit. 2) are also
damental signification. “xn was also a to be derived from this worship.
guard-court or prison belonging to the
DOD  חצרees חצר סוסה
royal castle, denoted more precisely by
re on ‘(court of the holy fountain)
mp
Jur. 32, 2, Neu. 3, 35, being n. p. of a place in the north eastern

also found in private houses Ex. 8, 9, point of the holy land, at the border of

2 Sam.17,18,and ingardens Esra. 1, ₪ Damascus Ez. 47, 17, called elsewhere
sometimes also of the court of the holy  חצר עינן.moN ,43 9 ;01 .zE ,84 .1
tent Ex. 27,12. nijop nijgn Ez. 46, pry is the Phenician pronunciation of

22 courts יל

over * (see Sop). —

2. a village, a hamlet, villa, vicus, ‘which

though not enclosed by walls Luv. 25,
31, is still enclosed within itself, different from "2 a moveable camp (Ps. 69,
26) Gen. 25, 16, and usually belgnsing
to city districts 1088. 13, 23; chs. 15.
18. 19; Nen. 12, 29; it is seldom the
encampment of nomadic tribes, which
commonly consisted of a circle of tents
18.49, 11; Ps. 10, 8. — Many names of
places are compounded with ,רצח 6
the German Hof, such as

42°25 the worship of fountains is known
from Baw py, Prrrpy 6.

Ty  חצרsee Ty .רצח

( רצח לעושcourt of jackals) n. p. of
a city in Simeon Josu. 15, 28; 19, 3;
Neg. 11,27. Names of places and dis-

triets are sometimes denoted by >¥7W,
שעל, טעלב.
yond En (the middle רצח ,to distinguish it from two other neighbouring

ones) n. p. of a locality towards the
border of Hauran, the most easterly
sen (Addar-court, see 418) n. p. point of Palestine towards the north
of a. city in the south of Judah near Ez. 47, 16.
sn see “21.
Edom Num. 34, 4, probably used for
i741 (because Hezron is omitted), and

az ii. (from "x; blooming, beauti-

conseq. different from 38 708%. 15, 3. ful) n.p.m. Gun. 46, 9 12, Greek "Esoap
“ax (Addar) appears to be identical with (Marta. 1,3); patr. 3.4% Num. 26,6. —
 אדרthe name of a God (see ְךֶלְנַרְדַא 2. (from “NM; hamlet) n. p. of a city in
SIR, IR, TIN, 13978); comp. Mal- Judah Josu. 15, 25, elsewhere “itn
eänder (Pint,‘de Isid. 13) = רדא 129 15, 23.
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MIIITT (hamlets) n. p. of a station of

( קחbefore Makkeph "pn, with suff.

the Israelites in the Arabian desert  יקחTR also TR; pl. D pn, ₪ m
Nom. 11, 35; 12,16; .פט
with suff. TR RT from PR) a.
“Sn 0 as NETT 1( n.p.m. 2 Sam. prop. marked in, 0
106
23, 35 K'tib, for which the K'ri and thing firmly established or determined, a
1 Car. 11,37 ‘have HLT =IST.
statute Gen. 47, 26, with baw 1 Sam.
 תומרצח.1 .5 p. of the third son of ,30 ;25 custom, usage Junezs 11, 39;
the Ärabian progenitor 7DR} in the eth- 2 Cur. 35 ‚25; particularly a law Is.24,
,5 or also ‘collect, laws Ex. 15, 25; hence
nographical table Gen. 10, 26, 1 Cur. the phrases קח ofp ibid., ’m m3 Ps. 99,
,1 ,20 prop. the name of an "Arabian
,7  יח3129 Ezr. 6,10, 7 mis Daur. 6,
race which was a branch of the Jok-
tanites, having their seat in the distriet ,24 m Saw 1Kmas 3,14, in Tor Ex.
,11 ;12 "and in the plural also. It is
Chazarmavet (Ar. Sid, wu distinguished from up by this, that
.)2 — .2 (court of Mut, i. e. of the it appears as an absolute thing, without
8 of the lower world, Pluto, which a motive, and therefore it means decree,
nn signifies in Sanchon. p. 36; comp. יקח Jos 23, 24 what is decreed for me;
nian) n. p. of a district east =: Yemen
on the Indian ocean (Niebuhr, Arabien

a deinen, of God 2993. 2,2; fig.

p. 283-94), where there was abundance

a definite, appointed time, e. g. of the re-
gularly returning rain-season 108 28,

of frankincense, myrrh and aloes, which
became articles of commerce.
But it
was very insalubrious and destructive
to the inhabitants (Beresch. rab. ch. 37;

allotted, and therefore what is imparted
Gen. 47, 22; Prov. 30, 8; a task, what
is proposed Luv. 10, 14; an appointed

Arr. Peripl. 9, 7; Agatharch. 10).

It

was originally an emporium of the Phe-
nicians, who called it( תומרצה Samar.
nen)

on

account

of its injurious

climate.
The Hebrews changed ny
into nia, which they did also in the
case of "nya for nao (from(צלם 
and ofthe proper name Ara for nm.
The Arabs retained it as a "foreign word,
wavering in the last syllable between
Mut and Maut; and as another, foreign

.26 —

.2 what is determined, meted out,

inheritance

10208. 16, 27;

due,

income

,45 ;14 allotted food Prov. 31, 15. —
.3 bound, limit, applied to space Mican
;7,11 Prov. 8,29; Jur. 5,22; boundary,
circle Jos 26, 10; shore 38, 10, hence
m Sau to break off the rocks of the shore,

probably from( קח= קח which see). Fig.
limit Jos 14, 5; ph Sah Is. 5,14 bound-
less, measureless.

—

4. Bozen, interior

=  קחJos 23, 12 I kept the words of
his mouth more than my interior; so the

LXX. ph-by 28.9,7 , =קחהתַאds stand-

(Phenician) dialect was spoken there, ing for nx.
they formed out of it a verb
.
( הקKal unused) tr. same asחח 

barbare logui, though this verb has
not the remotest connection with the
appellat. signification of the place.
 ררצחPihel-form of gm which see.
pH 1 bosom, lap, see קיח
 קחI. (only constr. pl. , יקחin a re-
solved form like יִלְלצ nd; from PR)
m. a regulation, decree, iqppn Is. 10,1
to make a regulation;

" בלst decrees

the heart, i.e. well grounded Junazs

to cut in, to hew into, to engrave, hence

to carve,

images;

to draw,

carved, painted, with ‘by in or upon a
thing 1 Kinas 6, 35; Ez. 8, 10; 23, 14.
Hithp. Span (fut. pan) to put a

circle or Limit (pit) about (62) a thing,

of Jos 13,27 thou puttest thyself as a limit
5, round about the roots of my feet. Perhaps

,15 for which( ירקח counsellings) is put it is a denom. from .קח

in 5, 16 by way of irony.

to paint;

comp. yoaqew.
Puh. pt (part. RR) to be engraved,

men (constr. np; pl. An f. a law,

חקופ
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right, law; ppt right Prov. 31,5. DeGod Ex. 13, 10, of חס 12,43; the pl. rivat. the proper name קח
in Lay. 18,4; of heathen laws Im, 10,3,
Hof. prin (fut. pn?) to be inscribed,
i.e, idolatry, Mic. 6, 16 the idolatrows engraved, 222 JOB 19,23.
determination, ordinance, proceeding from

ordinances of Omri; then an established,
peo a singnlar form for the constr.
appointed time, of ריצה Jur. 5,24, of the
pl. mon, see קח II.
laws of nature 33, 35; customs, mores,
( קקחwith a of motion 777; a ditch)
1 Kınas 3, 3.
N. . of a city in Asher 1 Cur. 6, 60
( אָפּוקְחurging on, incitement, viz. Jah

a

m. Er.2,51; Nen. 7, 8.

( ףקחnot used) intr. to bend oneself,
to be crooked, Ar. sÄ>, identical with
2377 belonging to 23774 and 833m; more

(where pprn is written), situated on the
border ofNaphtali 1083. 19, 34; but in

,21 31 the same city is named npn,
67 in 19,25 npn; which seems, Er
ever, to have been a place in the vieinity

correctly perhaps = LEN (which ל to of pp, with which it was confounded.
urge on, to drive on; deriv. the proper This city still appears in the Talmudic
name

period; and is perhaps the present Ja-

ND PT.

kök, four hours from Tabor (Robins. II.
PAR (i.e. ;קח 2 pers.nipt, with suff. p. 133 App.).
TOPO; part. act. Pan part. pass. PAT;
Ven (inf. constr. “pn,,imp. with suff.

inf. constr. קח with suff. YPTI; imp. with
nm; fut. pr) trans. prop. to dig,
suff. PT) trans. same as Te
„pm: 1. to
to dig through, to break through, the

cut into,"hew into, to dig, aUn (adwelling),

with 2 of the place Is. 22,16;

to in-

scribe, in "pd, with לע 30, 8 (Greek
yougerv), in הנבל Ez. 4,1, fig. DpD->y

organic root Ram

“p73, WRT,

being also in m

WET, 7-02 &e.

Only

figur. to search out, 1 Sam. 20, 12; Prov.
18, 17; 28,11; to explore Jos 5, 27;
Is. 49,16; to trace, pourtray Ez. 23, 14. 28,27; to spy out, to reconnoitre JUDGES
— 2. ’ Metaphor. to establish, to lay the 18, 2; 2 Sam. 10,3; to examine, "25
foundation of, am (the arch of heaven) Prov. 25, 2, 794 Teen, 3, 40, ביר

= עיקר Prov. 8, 27; PAS 19m 8, 29. —

3. Pica: to prescribe, to ordain, to give
laws Is. 10, 1, part. ppin= PR lawgiver, leader, palin 10208 5,9. Deriv.

Jos 29, 16. Deriv. “ph, arm.
Nif. pm to be a
out, ascertained 1 Kınas 7, 47; to be investigated

31,37; pm אֶל = “RH TE.

חק, ApH, py I. (ppm).
Pih. nen to find out, to exhibit funPih. ( הקpart. PR TR and pp; fut. soir nw Ecouzs, 12, 9.
PR m)
to engrave,
to inscribe, lene
 קחGone: “plur. mm) m 1. a
hence to decree Prov. 8,15, where PIX

out, 0
of God and
is an adverb; to lead, rule, poping law- u
divine things, with( ןיא Is.40, 28; Ps.
giver JuDezs 5 14, king, leader Is. 33, 22,
 מחקקopen Daur. 33,21 the portion ap- ,145 ;3 Prov. 25, 3; Jor 5, 959; 10) or
pointed by the lawgiver; pp,rn metaph.
@ sceptre, the instrument and. badge of
a ruler (Hom. 11. 2, 86. 101.279; 3, 218;
14, 93) Num. 21, 18; Ps. 60, 9; 108, 9,
therefore the parall. wrth riyn (strength
of the head = helmet) 60, 9 and naw
(sceptre) Gun. 49, 10, only poetically
for dominion, rule.

Puh. ppm prop. to be cut, engraved,
hence to be established, determined, as

ND (34, 24; 36, 26) 0
un-
fathomable, or not to be explored, infinite
&e. — 2. a finding out by minute and per-
severing investigation, i. e. an investiga-

tion exceeding the appointed measure,
Prov. 25, 27 and their soul’s minute in-
vestigation (of divine things) is a burden

(see tind), 1. 6. as the eating of much
honey is not good, so also is the te-
dious examination of divine things bur-

densome (comp. Sır. 3, 21--25); orלא 
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‘should be supplied to the last tiaD, out

ness. Deriv. ארחת

of the first hemistich, with the meaning, is not laudable (Levi ben Gershom).
— 3. the object or result of searching,
what is to be searched out, i. e. deep
wisdom, philosophy, JoB 8, 8; 11,7; the
deepest, innermost, most hidden, 38, 16 =

Nr (from san 1.; pl. םיארח,constr.
NT, “with suf’.Deen) m. offscouring,
excrement , dung Is. 36, 12 K’tib, for

“pia (Ps. 95,4). — 4. same as קח II.
determination, decision JUDGES 5, 16.

An (only pl. oh, constr. ירח with

mn.

which

and the proper name

םֶהיִרִה from on, (which see)

stands inthe original passage 2 Kines
18,27. The K’ri has always in its stead
euphemistically the word האוצ whose

vowels are put to the noun before us,

suff. הירח once םיִרלה Eccuns. 10, 17) in the text.

m. 1. ftom sn) noble, free (coups
an I. (imp. ברח,pl. a7) trans.
Aram. ,רח an, Syr. Bhs, Ar. p> of 1. (not used) same as nA, DAT 1,2%
the Edomites Is. 34,12 or the Jews to cut, to divide, to tear asunder, comp.
Jer. 27,20, who were near to royalty Aram, yan knife, Deriv. 3595 1 and 2.
1 Kines 21,8 11, or out of whom kings | — 2. to fight, contend, Syr. Spa, Ar.
were chosen at the election of a sover<<<
‚ prop. to tear in pieces, to lacerate;
eign Is. 1. 6. — D’ain-ja Ecczes.10,17
war. Hence to kill Jur.
a free one, a periphrasis for the sing. //
2. (from "7 11.( a hole, a breach, in a 50, 21, with Dyanm; to slaughter, ָּםיִר
wall Ez. 8, 7, in a door 2 Kines 12, ib. 50, 27 (a. figure of destroying the
10; eye-hole Zecu. 14, 12; hole in the adult ‘male population 48,15). Deriv.
earth 1 Sam. 14, 11; Jos 30, 6; hole of am 3.
prey Naz. 2, 13; but for window, openNif. 23772 to contend with one another,
ing רוח (which see) stands, in Sona סע to extirpate, 2 Kınas 3, 23 according to
‘Sou. 5, 4. The proper names yon in
the LXX. Comp. Syr. al.
 חיna, owt, the Gent. 2417, רח in רח
Hof. 275 (inf. absol. a9) to be
Ta (se 33), the name of the tribe
subdued 9 Kınas 3,23.

“an (pl. (טירח and the proper name

mase. ירה should be taken agreeably

to this meaning. — 3. (from רח I) a
basis for the farther developed on ‚(which
see); see moreover "Air.
 רחm. Is. 11, 8, see( רוח in its three
meanings) and as a proper name.

( זי בֶרְחnot used) intr. same as 0277,
DAS, mon ך to be high, firm, comp.
besides ןימרא and in7 the Ar.1 (a

stone pillar, a grave-stone), ל (pyramid); and even pyramis has come from

p’ (the Egyptian article) and

(iram).

nn I and man in derivatives (not Deri: הַבְרַח 2, 238 5.
used) tr. to clean from dross, to purify,
An (fut.am sometimes A} in

especially the body by exerements, comp.
Talm. san, to scour away, to pay

Ar.rs (to separate dirt); and also =
and [je in the derivatives. Deriv. 87},

To :ירח FRB.

ae imperat. A (יבָרח intrans. prop. to

burn up, to dry up (in consequence of

heat), therefore 1. to become dry, of on
Gun. 8, 13, םָי Ps. 106, 9, of 33 Is.
19,5,

Jos 14, 11, 972 Hos. 13, 15,

a? Ts. 19, 6; to be dry, of הֶלוצ 5

27, MEIST ינפGen. 8, 13. — 2. Figur.
to be stiff,“motionless Chatis fluid being
to knot around, to twist round, cognate
conceived of as movable), hence of the
with 798 IV., Arab. (5)ST. therefore to heavens Jar. 2,12, comp. Wa} 1 Kines
embrace firmly , of a = of mail, har- 13,4 with a like metaphor. application.

NIM IL (not used) and mt ir. prop.

31*
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In the same manner the Ar. „L> emaciatus fuit and obstupuit; comp. tor-

| pere with torrere. —

3. to be desolate,

חרב

quent; ’r "p> 553 Is. 8,24 and ‘ya bp9
Nom. 14, 3 ‘being also said.

A וש

Jos 19, 29 is sin of the sword, i. e. by

which one incurs the punishment of the
7, 9; sword or death, comp. PR, yy, Ez. 21,

laid waste, or to become so, of ריש JER.

26, 9, nina Ez. 6,6, םיִשְדְקִמ

 ירto persons, to‘be destroyed,

34, auaotia

moog Sdvatoy 1 Joun 5,

Is. 60,12. Comp. Ar. o . The transi- 16. — 2. a sharp instrument, a knife,
for circumcising 1083. 5,2; a razor Ez.
tion from signif. 1. is observable from Is. 5,1; axe, hatchet, 26,9; a chisel Ex. 20,
42,15; 48, 21 &. Deriv. 290, an, 22; teeth, of the Nile-horse or hippopo-

man, 7340, 7297, pao, 74, the tamus 008 40, 19, on account of its
a 0 29h,"and the proper name ‘yh.
two large tusks. — 3. war (Ar. "7
Nif. am to be laid waste, of רי Ez.
war), represented as a calamity. along

26,19; 30,7

Puh.  חרבto be dried

7 8.

with "37 1 Cur. 21, 12, oipw 2 Car.
20, 9, גרה Esra. 9,5, 399 Ez.14,21 &e.
Coupled "with 92% flight Lev. 26, 36, _
50, 2;
ninaw captives Gen. 31, 21, bar slain

Junges 16,

11].  מחריב1. to dry up, םי
51,10; "יאר57, 35. — 2. to"lay waste,
Nom. ‘19, 16 80. where the genitive is
to 0
ריע Ex. 19, 7 ,nizin 299%.
to be translated by, from, before 66. —

3,7, PR Juans 16, 24; referring to 4. (from ברח(m. dryness, consumption, as a

persons 2 Kınas 19,17.
Hof.  החרבpass., of 49 Bz. 29, 12.

On the other hand, in aon NEN
26,2 I will be filled with thedesolated

(Tyre), as Rashi, Kimchi and others
understand it, the word is a noun, with
the accent irregular. The ancients have

translated: 7 All myself, (if) it be wasted.
an

adj. m., man, f. 1. dry, op-

pos. toלולב Tay: 7, 10;‘of np Prov. 17,

disease of men Daur. 28,22. — 5. (from
295 IL; pl. with suff. pont) grave,
 וpalace of the dead 2 Cur. 34,
6 K’ri, where the verse is connected

with the two preceding ones and should
be translated: and in the cities of Manas-

seh and Ephraim and Simeon as far as

Naphtali he has burnt (the priests’ bones)
in their palatial resting-places round about.
On the K’tib see mal.

1% without the addition of fat. —
am (pl. nisym) m. 1. (from am
2. deserted, desolated, of Din" JER. 33, heat, glow, Gen. 31,40, either external
10, na 1146. 1, 9, 49 Ez. 36,38, with Is. 25, 5, extinguished by the shadows
vss 36, 35 (see ברח ‘adj.).
of the clouds 25, 5, or internal Jos
277 (with suf. ‘290, 720, jan; 30, 30; dryness, drought, Junazs 6, 37;
the drying up, of water Jer. 50, 38;
plur. nino, constr. nis, with suf.
and coupled with an being an image

Yaiaın) 2 1. (from san 1) a sword
(prop. ‘edge, sharpness) Ez. 5,2, to which
are applied הָּדַח Ps. 57, 5, nant Ez.
21, 16, mine, mann 21, 33, py

of the drying up of the sea of peoples. —
2. desolation, wasting, 'ח “ay Is. 61, 4
cities of desolation, i. e. desolated cities,

and therefore associated with maw JER.
Nom. 92, 23, map, min Is. 27, 1;"and
49,13, or BN; as תְּבָרַחְל 25, 9 stands
which as a weapon’ is coipled “with
similarly; in
i an intensive way! may

man, 1 Sam. 13, 22, 79% 1 Cur. 5, 18,

 טנוךm Prov. 35,18, möp, Hos. 2, 20,
vie 1 Sam. 17, 45, The expression
m "BD at the edge of the sword Junges
1 8, i, e. with the edge of the sword,
for which also 'חב mar 2 Sam. 12, 9,
a
גרה Josu. 13, 22 ‘are used, is 6
wo

Ez. 29,10; destruction
1 11, ‘without any necessity for reading Sn with
the LXX.
The Aram. and modern

Hebrew jan and j271 are developed
out of it. — 3. Prop. a wilderness- bird,
concrete bustard Zupu. 9, 14,
a bird
of the desert which continues on the
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ground, named along with the ostrich
(Xenoph. Exp. Cyr. 1, 5, 2), Ar. es

of na Is. 14, 18, i. 6. house of the dead.

The ‘vain ines of Egypt built pyra-

In the parallel passage Is. 34, 11 24» mids for their sepulchres and filled them
stands for it; which the LXX and Vulg. with their treasures
an (not used)
adj. ‘ pl. equivalent
38. This form has
low and somewhat
des

viz. mountain) N. "p. of a
ל

top of Sinai, on which the Mosaic law
was announced Ex. 3, 1; 17,6; Dur.

2; 1 Kınas 8,9,

sy

du).

now

G'ibl Misa

Formerly ברח was the

ae al name, and *3"5 the more restricted. Compare on Gibl Masa Robinson,

Bibl. Res. I. p. 177, 551 &e.
( ברחPeal not used) Aram. = Hebr.
am.

Biblische

( ןובְרחpl. constr. nam) m. heat,
1. adj. m., nat
to 29m Ez. 36,35 glow, Ps. 32, 4.
arisen’ out of "the
 אנוברחor( הכה Persian) n. p. m.
Phenieian pronun- Esra. 1,10; 7, 9; comp. Pers. .ylye

ciation of the =. — 2. 29h or ahin (the .)revird-ssa(

waste,

(Jahn,

Archäologie I. 2. p. 439 seq.).

have here.

.

mann

=

לקש

see N24.

an (fut. pl. 139172) intr. 1. (not used)
to leap forth, to spring forward, to break
-<forth, out of a place, comp. Ar.
(to break forth, to go out), in which sense
the Targ. even takes the passage Ps.
18, 46, therefore to hop, to spring, of the

locust.

Deriv. b34n. — 2. to quake, to

Hof.  החרבto be laid waste, destroyed, tremble, to be moved with fear, to hasten
with trepidation, therefore 72 גרד
18,
Er. 4, 15.
46 to flee trembling out of (ashi), for
maqn (formed from a4 and only which Mic. 7,17 has 77 125; comp. דרח
sing.) f. wasteness , desolation, of ריִצ ya Hos. 11, 10 to Hutter with trepidaJur. 27,17, תב ,22 ,5 18 ,7 ,34ְםיִדמַח
Bon, and the Ar. ל (to be fearful),
(desirable pleasure-- grounds) Is. 64, 10;
(to hasten with trepidation); Targ.
coupled with maw Jur. 26, 11 and הממ
44,6; a desert Ex. 25,13; figur. calum- = the same, whence RAID = חמא
niated, despised Ez. 5, 14, with men. an, San (which see) standing for aan
Ar. oh the same.
2 Sam. 22, 46 is transposed.
San (from am) f. dryness, opSian (from 347 with the formative

pos. toסי4

21,Hase. 2,6, Tk? Ez.

30,12; dry ground 1083. 4, 18 (cognate

syllable ל after the type of d9p from

oop, D>wr from TUR, bind = Day

swan). magn Is. 48, 21 is = man.
from bi, “Aram. vom from vum; see
man (pl. תיְבָרַה ,constr. nian) f Fürst, Lehrgeb. 0 203, and the יזורח
1. a wilderness, a desert district, Ps. 102,

7; desert cities and places which have
become so by the inhabitants being
carried into exile, and may cease to be
so again Ez. 33, 24; 36, 33; in opposition to which primitive deserts, 26, 20
are called piv nam; elsewhere
cities lying in ruins for generations past

are also termed םללע nia4qn Is. 58, 12;
61,4. Farther ruins Is. 51,4; 0

buildings Mar. 1,4; Ez.13, 4.2. (only
plur.; from san ie ) palace of the dead,
mausoleum, pyramid, Jos 3, 14, for which
in 3, 15 pa stands with the meaning

0395 p. 103) m. an edible, winged spe-

cies of locust Lev. 11, 22, Ar. J>

(as one may read in Casiri Bibl. 1, 300)

a kind of locust, == (march of lofea and from it the denomin. there
shat (to leap, to spring, of locusts

orses).
Wan (fut. am, pl. VPM) intr. to
be 2
to quake, to tremble, absol. Is.
19,16; 32, 11, along with “MB, 139;

sometimes joined with ,בל as ‘the seat
of terror 1 Sam. 28, 5; with > of the.

חרר
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thing of which one is afraid 705
1.
Dy 'ָח 2 Kınas 4, 13 to be uneasy for
one; NEN שיא 'n Gen. 42, 28 one
turns to the other trembling ; nap יח

חרה

particularly of anger, hence 1. to be
kindled, with ףא Ex. 22,23, Deur. 7, 4,
seldom without ns 2 Saar. 22, 8; with

2 Num. 11, 33, or by Zecn. 10, 3, or

1 Sam. 21, 2 to meet one fluttering "with EN of the person at whom one is angry
trepidation; ya 'm Hos. 11, 11 to flutter Nom. 24,10; omitting nN and with > of
with fear; so that the fundamental signi- the person who is angry Gen. 18, 30,
fication is to be moved with trepidation, or with the addition of 37"p3 31, 35;

as in 712 Hos. 3, 5, 3717 &e., Ar. o>
(to be ei). Derivatives Tan 7790,
and the proper name An.
HAif. vn (part. m) to terrify,
Ley. 26, 6 "Junezs 8, 12; to put into
fear Ez. 30, 9, where the LXX read

aon.

The organic root 7° is clo-

sely “connected with the root in ,דער
רת, of.

an (pl. (םיררח adj. m. 1. trembling,

fearful, Jupaus 7,3, with לע of that for
which one trembles 1 Sam. 4, 13. —
2. Figurat. filled with reverence, with

holy awe, with דלא Is. 66, 5, לע 66, 2,

2 of the thing for which one is so filled
Ezr. 9, 4.

An (place of terror, comp. הדרה 2)
n. p. of a place in the plain of Inst)

at »a53, whence were two of David's
heroes; Gent. “757, 2 Sam. 23,25. In the
vicinity of this place at the foot of Gilboa
is דרה PY (fountain of Harod), i. 6. a
fountain bubbling up beneath a hole in
a wall of conglomerate rock, which was
called in the Middle ages Tubania, and
is now En 0/0700. Above it Gideon en-

with  עלof the cause

2 Sam. 19, 43.

— 2. "Figurat. to be fretful, vewatious,
excited, moved, sad (cognate in sense
with nyt, 229) Gen. 4, 5; 34, 7; Jon.
4,4; to be zealous, with 3 against something Has. 3, 8, and, as one may see
from Pih. to oppose, from Hithp. to be
jealous, envious, and according to some

also from Nif,, to rage. Deriv. "An, 77901.
— 3. to prick, to sting, of thorns 6.
like "9m. Deriv. Jin 2.
Nif. Sam in Sone or Sot. 1,6 and
Is. 41, iv see an.
Pih. ( מחרהfut.nano) to strive, to
carry on war, with ny or 2 with one
Jer. 12, 5; 22, 15, where for Ta82,
which לו no suitable meaning, ‘the
LXX read tiga, an allusion to Ahaz’s

fondness for Welding (2 Kınas 16, 10);
the cod. Alex. and the Ar. read ANTI.
This singular, quadriliteral Pihel-“form,

with the Hithpahel too perhaps, seems
to have arisen from a noun MAIN (oppo_sition, combat), which is still preserved in
i

the popular dialect; especially as the
letter Tau has established itself in the

Syr.

camped Junens 7, 1. In Jupaus 7, 4 it
Hif, many (fut. ap. m) to stir up
is simply named D772 and in 1 Sam. 29, anger (qs) Jos 19, 11, with לע
the
1 7:9 in Jezreel.
person; figur. to act with ardour or zeal
TIN (constr. nay, pl. nimm) f- Nes. 3, 20.
1. terror, fear, 1 San. 14, 15; consterHithp. manny (fut. ap. (רַחְתִי to be
nation JER. 30, 5; disquiet 2 Kınas 4, incensed, to ‘be ‘indignant, with a of the
13; fearfulness Is.21,4; DR 'ַח 1
person or thing against one or a thing,
14,15 frightful trepidation; Das יח Prov. Prov. 24, 19; Ps. 37, 1 7; seldom ab29, 25 the fear of man. — 2 (place of solutely Ps. 37, 8. See Pihel.
terror) n. p. of a station of the Israelites
The stem am is the Syr. View -*
in the desert Num. 33, 24.

man I. same as 855 1.; deriv. var,

m.

and the Arab. >

(hence 855

as the derivatives shew.

heat),

Instead of it

the usual Syr. and Ar. are ps, Ar. 153

man IL. (inf. abs. ar, constr. nian; as in Hebrew the organic root רח-ה

fut. sh , ap. 17) intr. to glow, to burn, is interchanged with “m in this sense.©

חרה
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man II. (not used) tr. same as
( םגרחthe early-born, i. 6 strong; see
non II. (belonging to (אָרְחַת ,hence to  ףרחIL) n. p. m., but only in the pa-
screen, to protect round about.

Deriv.

TIAN (out of היהרח Jah is protecting; from m= non IL)n. p.m. New.

tronym. יִפּורַח 1 Car. 12,5 K’tib.
mm.

See

YANN (significations 1—5 and 7 from
yn L) 1. decision, judgment, יח nba
(which
Is. 10,22 destruction of decision, i. e. ade0
see).
cided, determinate destruction; IRRE
MAT (pl. (םיזורח m. prop. strung toJo.4,
14 valley of decision, i.e. of udggether, joined together, therefore a string
of pearls, a neck-lace, Sona or Sox. 1, ment (LXX, Theod.), probably an earlier name of the Dewi קמע 4, 2 12,
9 9--because judgment” was held there. —
2. the marked-out quarter Dan. 9, 25,
Saar see b4n.
coupled with 25m4 constituting the en3, 8; for which mss. have:
m0

i ae ala

aaa

 םמורחGe. ףא DMN, smub-nosed)

n. p. m. NER. 3, 10.
rn (constr. Ya, with suff. קורח

pl. with suff. (ףינורח m.1. =" anger,
wrath, the glow of anger, usually coupled
with ,ףא seldom without it Ex. 15,

tire extent

of the city. —

3. a rent,

an incision, in the eye-lid Lev. 22, 22
(J. Targ. I; Talm. Bechor. 39; Ihn
G’anäch, Tanchum), hence the Talmu-

dic yn (Gittin 56) or pron (Bechor.
39) the eye-lid itself, as if like a split

4. a pointed instrument,
for ies figurat. Jop 41, 22, pl.
viously stands for an, as tha LXX and mon Am. 1, 3; an adject
ive to a9
mss. read, especially" as the same phrase
Is. 41, 15, or alone 28, 27, identical
appears correctly in
i 46,16 and 50,16;
with ץירח 2 Sam.12,31 and 1 Car. 30,3.
because in the 25 chapter v.16 and 27
— 5. (out of yan, ‘therefore the plural
ayy stands in the phrase; and finally
 (הרוצרםa diligent one, oppos.to 9¥¥ Prov.
because am is not femin., and conse10,1;
12, 24; 13,4; 21,5. See Yan, 4.
quently הנרי cannot by any means refer
— 6. (from var IL) (gold, the’ finest
to it. ןורח has only been introduced
and best Prov. 5 14; 16,16; Zecn. 9, 3,
because it stands before and after. Fimentioned with 1 Prov. 8,10 19, whose
gurat. divine wrath, punishment, Nea.13,
colour is PR, littering. — 7. (indus18, pl. chastisements Ps. 88,17. — 2.a
trious,
zealous) ₪. p. m. 2 Kings 21, 19.
withered, sharp-pointed sort of brushwood
mn (not used) ir. to arrange, to put
(from 1915 to sting, to pierce, comp. sam),
applied for culinary purposes in the together in a row, to string, on a cord
wilderness, Ps. 58,10, with יח (see יח I. or lace, Ar. 44 , Syr. lie, Talm. 747,
in signif. 3. and the organic root to חרז,with the numerous derivatives. The

7. In mais jin Jer. 25,38 Jim ob- in the eye. —

mim) thorn-bushes, which were likewise organie root is closely connected with
used for the same end; comp. man (in that in W473 IL, שטרדי I. &e. Deriv.
the Mishna) the pointed birch, Syr. [Zope mon.
— 3. written instead of jirm Ez. 7, 12
14, as קֶרָּב and pra are interchanged in
i
that place.

TINA (see ןירח mg) x. p. of a place
in the vicinity of mp nan, afterwards
57 רַפְּכ,now the village Gawd, perhaps ented with Upper--Beth-Horon.

man (not used) tr. to veil, to protect
round about, same as 73,

and like it

arising from reduplication of the simple.
organic root. Derivative

MIA (not used) m. protection, defence,

only in the proper name "7070.
( ריחְרַחnobility, distinction; “from the
Deriv. the Gentile „An )ךרְרה the place
Pihel
of San) n. p.m. Ear. 2,51; New.
from which Sanballat came) .עא 2,
7, 35.
10 19 the Horonite.

חרחיה
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eben (pl. pawn, constr. 9”; demann (Jah is a protection; from
ran "which see, conseq. out of AT) veloped out of טָרַח1 with the nounN. 2. m. Nex. 3, 8, but only according ending D-, like 77) m. a writer, a
to some mss., the ‘sual reading being

mon.

On (splendour,
reduplicated) n. p.m.
which 2 Car. 34,22
( רחרהsee Pihel
mation, ‘Daur. 28, 22,

writer of ו

ispoyouppateds,

and at the same time an interpreter of
glitter; from DA
2 Kınas 22,14, for
has הָרְסַח=an.
of רבח( Mm. ota
which the Syr. has

the sacred writings and customs, as well
as of dreams, Gun. 41, 8 24; Ex. ch. 8

and 9. The LXX render pana by
enynvai (Gun. 41,8), coqiorai Ex. 7,11;
Dan. 1, 0.

Hence the word embraces

the priestly class of Egypt, and is then
transferred to the Magi, Dan. 1, 20; 2, 2.

well rendered by |Auonds,

אשף, Woe, ws, םיִּכַה (Aram.) ap-

on (not used) tr. 1. to engrave, in- pear to have formed distinct classes be-

scribe, a writing, prop. to cut in; connected with Yan nam, um, TR be-

longing to DTP, Talm. Em, Greek
1004000, 100007700, Pers. 0% and

sides. The hypotheses that ’n, denoting
what is specifically Egyptian, is the
Coptic epxwa (Jablonski) thaumaturgus,

or capectwam (de Rossi) guardian of my-

a wise
in the modern languages with grattare, steries, or the Persian "ו
gratter, to grate &. Derivat. טרח 1, man, Zend. Khratumat (Hyde, de rel.
nhs. — 2. to sculpture, to cut out, to vett. Persarum p. 379), or that it prohollow out, to deepen. Deriv. טיִרָח 0 ceeds from DU = Ar. p> (to decide),
on 2.
are without foundation.
"The fundamental signification of the
DDIM (pl. raw yn, def. 879”) Aram.

stem is sufficiently certified by the כ

Sie (to cut in, to pierce), das

incision, punetare}, Ar. 27

(an

(like the

Hebrew 843 metaphor. applied to forming, creating); the Talm. טרח (to repent)

is figurative, prop. pungi conscientia.

m. the. same, Dan. 2,10 27; 4,4; 5,11.
( יִרָחfrom am) m. anger, glow of

anger, "usually coupled with ys Ex. 11,
;8 Deur. 29, 23.
 ירחsee m.

( ירהformed out of , רחwith the
The organic root appears to be orn
’ |adjective termination 7-) m. 1. (from
88.18 seen from 73.
DIT m. la style or stylus, for in-  רח.1 = ( רנחwhite i. e. fine bread (LXX,
Aq. דע Vulg., Gr. Ven., Saad.) Gen.
seribing letters, therefore metaphor. (like
,40 ;16 and so also Onk. and J onath.
stylus) a character, Is.8,1 with a man’s
(Jer. Targ. I.) appear to understand it;
style, i. 6. with the common, usual characters so as to be easily read. — 2. a Ar. >
the same.
Symm. has degraving-tool, Ex. 32, 4 and he formed it
rived it from רה II. referring it to לס
with the graving-tool (LXX, Onk., Sam.,
which, however, is less appropriate. —
Kimchi, after the Ar. 6).
But this 2. (from רח I; inhabitant of the caves,
meaning does not suit either the signi- troglodytes "pl. nom) =. p. of the original
fication of 7231, or the context. Others, peoplein Edom, who were afterwards
therefore, understand form, pattern, type conquered and destroyed by the Edo(Saad., Ibn Esra); but this signification mites Gun. 36, 20-30, Deut. 2, 12 22,

for ’7 is by no means proved. Better probably named from their dwelling in
with reference to the same phrase in the rocky holes of mount Seir. At an
2 Kınas 5, 23: bag, and so the passage earlier period, however, they had also
is to be translated:

and he rolled it heads of tribes (Gen. 36, 20) among the

(the gold) up in a bag (Targ.), conseq.

= Op.

Edomites. — 3. (from רח in signif. 2.
noble, free; comp. the Phenie. “hn noble,
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n.p. m. Kit. 2, 1; 15, 1( n. p. m. Gen.
36,22; Num. 13,5; 1 Car. 1,39; comp.
the proper names רּוח,ירּוה,ירּוח,DAN,
Dam Dr, mar 6.

חרל

of ploughing Gun. 45,6, Ex. 34, 21, just

like the forms TOR,

TEP,

WaT, DAV.

 ישירadj. m., mW“, f. silent, still,
of the east wind (Targ.), therefore sultry,
"7 (constr. pl. ירח(m. same as NAT not cooling Jon. 4, 8; LXX and Vulg.
dung. by ירח 2 Kınas 6, 25 (accord- according to the sense, burning. The
= yon to be sharp,
ing to another reading of the K’tib) derivation fromטרח 
and
תישירח
=
הע
(Ex.
14, 21) cannot
doves’ dung, which was eaten in a great
famine (v. 28. 29), as is also said of be proved. ©
xq 18, 27; comp. Joseph. J ewish war
an I. (fut. am) tr. to roast, TX,
5, 13,7; Celsü Hierobot. II. p. 30.
Prov. 12, 27 laziness (i.e. the lazy man)
ir (after the form 45737 [which does not roast his game (either because
the K’ri has], i728, 77225 pl. DBI) he is lazy and takes nothing in hunting
m. dung 2 Kineas 6, 25 K’tib (after an- or leaves unroasted what he has caught;
other reading); perhaps a kind of roasted so Ibn Gandch, Ibn Koreish, Kimchi and
mn (from 729 =
sweet vetches which look like doves’ others); Ar. \|
dung (see Boch. Hieroz. II. 44).
mb‘) to be slack) stands for 'ְר . שיאThe
LXX, Trg., Syr,
( טיִרָחpl.(םיטיִרַה m. prop. hollowed explanation of the (which see) is less
from 777 11.
Vulg.
out, therefore pocket, bag, which was
because not hunting is
either carried by itself or fastened to suitable, partly
partly because what
idleness,
of
sign
no
the dress 2 Kınas 5, 23; Is. 3, 22. See
by hunting is conceived of
acquired
is
van בו2.
as already existing.
DIT see DIT
The stem is identical with the Targ.

‘san, Syr. ypu, Ar. Sy , and there-

 םירחsee 4h andחרי .

arm (one early-born, strong, the fore the signification is completely guation is
early-born being thought strong; from ranteed; the fundamental significa
”;
illumine
to
singe,
to
burn,
to
glow,
aan IL) ₪ p. m. Neu. 7, 24; 10,20; in “to
to be {1"7,
appears
root
organic
the
and
Ezr.2,18 mr stands for it. — Aram.
like that in Poa, חַרדֶז &e.
mn, Ar. >< lamb, is so named from
yan II. (not used) intr. to catch in
juiciness and freshness. Patron. "BY
identical in
1 Cur. 12, 5 K’ri: belonging to a family one another, of lattice-work;

Hariph (otherwise unknown).
Ar. =

in ATS,
See 2747. its organie root רק with that

autumnal rain.

sad, mb 66 Hence
an (pl. 09237, like the pl. DROP,

yn (pl. constr. "EN or "ENT; from  גְּמַלִיםfrom JOR, 9123) m. trellis-work,
yan I, 3) m. 1. a pointed instrument, a lattice, Sone or Sox. 2, 9; Targ. Nat
threshing roller, with the addition of the same.
dry2 2 Sam. 12, 31, 1 Car. 20, 3, same
0 (Peal not used) Aram. tr. same
as yn 4. Another meaning of '7 was
as Hebr. Jan L, to singe, to burn.
ditch, which is still preserved in the
Ithpa. Jorn to be singed, burnt, of
Mishna; comp. Phenic. 77 grave, Hethe
hair Dan. 3, 27.
a slice,

sych. s. v. dgilos. — 2. a piece,

of cheese or curds 1 Sam. 17,18 (LXX,
Vulg., Targ.); Greek tujpa, Ar. va
,
the same.
field,
on (with suff. (לשירח m. 1. a

on a stem assumed for

ban (for dan, from 94 with the
formative syllable b- as in od‘, DWN;
yet dion stands for it in the sing.; pl.
doubled
that is ploughed 1 Sam. 8, 12. — 2. time paar; the 2 being frequently

DIN
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in the case of this ending) m. a thorn, Dan. 11, 44, and therefore it is also apa buck-thorn, thorny bushes Zupu. 2, 9; plied to God Is. 34, 2, to the extermi-

Jos 30, 7; םילרח 193 to be covered with nation of persons Jose. 10, 39, or things
thorn Ba: Prov. 24,‚31; comp. Phenic. Nom. 21,3. ירחא DMT to destroy after
7777 (yeodar 121086. 3, 21), a sort of Jur. 50, 21 is1 tobe taken like ירחא רב
thistle, from 71277 to prick, to burn,a 1 Kines 14, 10, standing with 257 (to
farther developed form of “1; hence in murder).
the vulgar Hebrew 577 mustard, from
Hof. bar (fut. Dam) to be devoted,
177 to prick.

DIN I. (part. pass. (םֶרָח tr. 1. to
cut off, to blunt, to abridge, the nose;

exterminated Ex. 22, 19; Lev. 27, 29;
Ezz. 10, 8.

Dan H. (not used) tr. prop. trans-

hence 047 Luv. 21, 18 (Targ., LXX)

posed from רמה (see p. 460) to bind, to
snub- nosed; enatally to cut away, to bind into each other, and therefore concut off, spoken of the sword, to mow, nected with "723. Deriv. oon 3.

of the scythe. Deriv. Wan, Dan 1, the

pan III. (not used) intr. same as D4

proper names bon, nth. ‘The same
to be ‘high, toiheprone of the peaks
eee
we
meaning helm to the Ar. »
, Targ.
and Talm. pon, therefore es Talm.
5
Dam ₪ robber, "plunderer. Our stem ap- 4 and >>> the same; metaph. to be
pears to be closely connected with ברח I. firm. Dir. the proper names in,

— 2. (not used) figurat. to shut out, to
separate, from general use, therefore to
devote, to God, or to a curse, ban,

mm Pf DM.

on (Fortress; fort; from Dn TIL.) n.p.

destruction, perdition, i. e. to ban, to of a city in Naphtali Josu. 19, 38.
curse, to destroy; comp. Arab.
the same; Phenic. DIT to curse, metaph.
applied as in the case ‘of >, to be sharp,

harsh, bitter, whence the Phenie. a1
(yoveuc Diose. 3, 46; Ar. (hoy.

Avic.

Dam (i. e. Bram
=Dr snub-nosed;
comp. Lat. Simus, Silus as proper

names, and for the meaning comp.
 (חרומףn. p.m. EzR.2, 82; Neu. 7, 42;
but in 12,3 on lands for it.

( םֶרָהwith suff. m; pl. own) m
174) a sort of bitter Hark, ruta, bon
.1
(from pind) a sword, weapon, Han.
TPRÖ (youvgua ספ Doss 3, 47)
a Werken bitter herb, applied to the
ruta silvestris, as indigenous to Macedonia. That yovgua=yovgyad is only ar,
may be seen from the fact that douche.
is also used for it. Deriv. ּםֶרָחכand on.

,1 16 therefore he sacrifices to his sword

(em), alluding to D7 net, the Scythians
having sacrificed to the sword as a sym-
bol of Mars (Herod. 4,59 62). — 2. curse,
extermination JOSH. 6,18. ’n הָיָה Deur.

Hif. םירחה (2 pl. perf. סמרה and ,7 ,26 a הָיָה Joss. ,7 ,12  יחל23 to
be 1
toa curse, to BEE
2
 ; החרמְתםfut. (םירחי to cut in pieces, to

 שיא 'ַָח1 Kines 20, 42 a man devoted to
split up, to divide (see Kal signifie. 1), destruction
; nos ‘the people devoted to
1s.11,15 and Jehovah divided the tongue
of the sea of Egypt, i.e. the gulf of He- punishment Is. 34, 5. Metaphor. property
cursed, devoted Daur. 13,omg — 3. (from
roopolis, in order that the Hehrews might

Dan IL)

a net Ez. 26, 5; 32, 3; Haz.
pass through; where the Targ., LXX,
Syr. incorrectly read aan. — 2. to 1, 51 71.
DO (from BMI) m. curse, exterdevote, to the sword, 7 ְיִפ Josx. 11,
11, 1Sam. 15, 18, to punishment Is. 34, mination, 2803. 14, 11.
2, to extermination 2Kinas 19,11, Jur.
man (omas, mountain - fastness;

51, 3, or to God (>) Lev. 27, 28; Mic. from ban IIL.) n. p. of a royal city of

4, 13; then to destroy utterly, with awn

the Canaanites

at the border of the

חרמון
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Edomites towards the south, where the
Jews made a vain attempt to penetrate
from

um

into Palestine,

probably

at

חרנפר

1 Cur. 2,46. — 2. (parched place, steppe;
with a of motion 137) n. p. of a northwestern Mesopotamian city in the oldest
patriarchal time Gen. 11, 31; 12,5; 27,
43; 28,10; 29,4, which mith be touched
at on the way from Ur (of the Chaldees)
to Canaan. It was probably founded by
Haranites; as the relations of Haran,

the pass “el-Sufat Num. 14, 45; 21, 3.
After the occupation of Palestine it lay
in the territory of Judah Joss. 15, 30,
but was subsequently assigned to the
tribe of Simeon 19, 4; 1 Cur. 4, 36;
comp. 1 Sam. 30, 30. Anciently it is viz. 398 and Aid, gave names to cersaid to have been called תַפְצ (which see) tain places and territories there, e. 1
Jupe@Es 1,17, at which passage the name a> to the Mesopotamian city sab 1in
Hormah is accounted for.
the district where the Chaboras falls
yawn (from nam IIL; prominent, into the Euphrates (see Steph. Byz.s. v.
Darya); 37910 to the district in the north
rugged mountain) n. p. of the highest
peak of a mountain range in the north- west of Mesopotamia where 747 also
east of Palestine, a part of 71327 (Josu. lies (see Barhebr. Chron. Syr. p. 142).
11,17; 13,5) and the extreme boundary In the classics it is called 00006, Caramong the Syrians and Arabians
of Torael east of Jordan .כט 3, 8; 4, rae,
Po
ee
wy
=, and was formerly a flourish48; 0088. 12, 1. At its northern foot
lay the old 73 592 Jose. 11,17; 13,5. ing city. At the time of its conquest
Hermon is a part of the sedan Gibl by the Assyrians 2 Kınas 19, 12, Is.
el-Sheikh („ul Jus), 1.6. of Anti- 37,12, it had given its name to a district
belonging to it. — 3. n. p. of a place
libanus, and its highest peaks are covered on the Arabian gulf, 12 stations south
with perpetual snow (hence x}5m רוט of Mecca (Assemani, Bibl. Orient. 111, 2.
stands for it in Onk., the Jer. Targ. 1 p. 563; Steph. Byz. s. v. Kaggat), beon Devt. 3, 9, Targ. on Sone or Sou. side the purely Arabian places, viz. 133
4, 8, Samar. Targ. on Deut. 4,48). As on the south coast of Arabia (called
there were several such ridges, the plur. among the Greeks Kavn Ptol. 6, 7, 10),
of it םיִנָמְרָח also appears, to which a 772 the Arabia Felix of the ancients;
rn רה seems to have belonged Ps. described as an emporium together with
₪ 7; comp. the Alps, the Appennines. Naw, and a medium for Tyrian traffic
This chain of tops was also called ןאיש Ez. 27, 23.
(which see) Deut.4,48, by the Amorites
 ינרחsee IHM.
 שָנִיר3, 9, by the Sidonians Pv ibid.;
( םינרהdistrict of caves, see TAI) n. p.
but "srobably these were merely names
a Moabite city situated on a decli-
of
sometimes
are
of single parts, which
not far from תיָחּול Is. 15,5; Jer.
vity,
distinguished from one another 1 Cur.
5 .34 Perhaps the dual originatell
48,3
5, 23; Sona or Sox. 4, 8.
fact of there being an upper and
the
in
( שמרחfor Wa, from חָרֶם with lower town; Joseph. Ogawa. The Gentile

the noun-endingשוב 

as in„ וחלָמיש an New. 2, 10 may also be derived

W222) m. a sickle Devt. 16, 9. "The from it.

noun is incorrectly taken as a compound
=
 = רפנרחהp. m. 1 Cur. 7, 36. Ac-
(Ar.
of bay and won or of om
cording to Simonis from 411} (constr. of
resecuit) and von (Ar. „> rasit), or, )12 snorting, and "27 panting (Syr. pe)
from  = משwan.
anhelavit) but this ‘explanation gives
the proper
ra ‘(for 127, from nam) 1.(a noble, no suitable sense. Perhaps combination
the
from
arisen
has
name
freeman) n. p. m. GEN. 11, 26-31, where
and man, or from 27 alone with
he appears as an Aramaean, and conse- of an
d; according % which 2; at
inserte
quently ancestor of an Aramaean race; ִף

חרס
the end
syllable.

would
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be a mere

formative

da. — 2. (from סרה IL) the itch, scab,
prop. blisters, by which the skin gets

DNL. (not used) intr. prop. to be a rough appearance Drur. 28, 27, with
held together, to be bound together, then
to be tough, clammy, spoken of viscous,
binding earth or clay (cognate in sense

Aram. nom which see); comp. Talm.
monn loam, noon loam-like food. Deriv.
rion, oan 3, np>47. — The organic

root orni is elonely connected with that
in mn, Tre, yrs, DIR &e.; the fundamental signification of eee closely

243. —

3. (place of clay, of loam, from

Dan L) in the proper name dN nınn
(‘possession of the clay- place) Juvexs 2,9,
for which חרס ’m occurs in Josu. 19, 50
and 24, 30, by transposing the letters. It
is the name of the city built by Joshua
in the Ephraimite mountains Josu. 19,

50, where he lies buried 24, 30; Jupazs
2, 9. In Eusebius’s time his grave was

stillpointed out in the city Oauvaozega.
(i. e. 00070000, Onom. s. v.) on the
northern
part of the mountain 8
DAN II. (not used) intr. 1. same as
(ibid. s. v.), which was also seen by
wan to become or be rough, of the skin;
the pilgrim Paula (Jerome in Epitaphio
to be scabby, i. e. not to be smooth, Ar.
Paulae). At a later period the place

together lying in all these words.

 של=יSyr. zu the same; comp. Syr. dwindled down to a village called "23

leo; the upper, rough wind-pipe, Ar. om, where the graves of Joshua and

Caleb existed furnished with monuments
(Schwarz, das heilige Land, p. 115. 119).
and rough. — 2. to be full of blisters, — 4. (the same) n. p. of a place in the
of the skin, Ar. IV. the same. Deriv. territory east of Jordan beyond nizd.

I. and II. to irritate, embitter, „„yüy>

a kind of thorn, Syr. s;“2] to be hard

on 2.

Being situated on a mountain

a steep

road led to it, called 0975 51397, whither
Dan (not used) intr. to shine, to (on (הלעמל Gideon ad the Mi-

glitter, to vary colours, to illuminate, of dianites, so that he did not turn about

the sun, conseq. same as Pm (which
see) belonging to ץּורָח 6, and not con-

till he arrived there (OT

2972972)

Jupszs 8, 13. The LXX and Peshito
nected with רצח (which 366), as the or- considered Oy here to be the proper
ganic root here is om, Sanskr. rash, name of a place; and even Aquila and
Pers. rüsh-en. According to others, the Symm. did not read םיִרָה but selected
fundamental signification is to cut of, the mountain merely because of its
therefore 094 is properly the disk of the situation.
sun, or has the same meaning with סרה
now m. same as DJ 1, Jupazs
wan; which, however, is forced. Deriv. 14, 18.
Don 1, mom, the proper name on

Mon (K’tib)/.the place of pot-sherds
or potters Jar. 19, 2, the name of a gate
= (redupl.; not used) DT to shine
leading to nam near which they threw
strongly, to glitter, derivat. the proper

= הסְרמ

broken pottery; on which account the

name Om.

on (from DA) m. 1. the sun, prop.
glitter, splendour, therefore not is used
of its rising 705 9,7, and Na of its going

down Jupgzs 14,18.

In this sense 16

mss., many editions, the Talm. (Menachot

110 4), Symm., Vulg., Saad. and others
in Is. 19, 18 read 097, understanding
by it conpled with רועHeliopolis, but see

Targ., Talın. (Jer. Erub. 5) and Rashi
understand by it the dung gate, which

is not correct.

As the name does not

appear in the lists of +6
8
(Nez. chs. 3.12); and the Harsüth-gate, '
since it led to Tophet, must have been

in the south where the eity-walls had
no gates whatever, a gate of the Ar».

appears to be meant (see Kimchi).

חרסית
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yan (not used) intr. same as א
to flee with flutter and haste, Arab. 5
The organic root is IT IT which
is also in pay, Ar. | 5y.2. Deriv. the
proper name 27H, as JINN is to be
derived from AR.

Aan I. (fut. ,ףרחי part. nam, inf.
constr. ya) tr. 1. (not used) to pull
off, to pluck off, leaves, fruit, prop. to

Pin. aan (fut. am) 1. to upbraid, to
reproach, to scorn, with accus. of the
object 1 Sam. 17, 26, Ps. 74,18, along

with am

2 Kmes

19, 22, or with the

accus. man Ps. 79, 12; seldom with ל
2 Cur. 32, 17. — 2. to cut into, with 2
of the object 2 Sam. 23, 9 (if the reading be right). — 3. to expose, to deliver
up, וטפכ the life, Jupeus 5, 18, like הרעה

(from 7129) Is. 53, 12.

AN Il. (not used) intr.

תל

1. to in-

undate, overflow, of rain, connected with
separate, to tear off, to snatch away. may I. Deriv. qin. — 2. Figurat. to
The organic root 1417 is therefore be juicy, fresh, prop. to have moisture,
identical with that in 9973, AD; Ar. life-juice, life-marrow, and then metaph.
Gy> the same, whenceכ
as herbst applied to vigour, youthful strength, as
in the case of > and mp. Deriv. the
from herp=carp-o. Deriv.y7 (according
proper names 40m, 27, 177.
to some), the proper names 3", MAT
man (with suff. 295) m. 1. harvest,
xan (according to some). — 2. Figur.
harvest-time,
opposed to 7p, with which
to reproach, upbraid, scorn (comp. proscindere, to rebuke), with accus. of the it constitutes the whole year Ps. 74, 17;
object Ps. 69, 10; 119, 42; Prov. 27,11, the Hebrews dividing the year only into
i. e. to injure, to tear with words (comp. these two halves. As the time of cold it
22, denoting
box, yar, Ar. Lie carpsit and laesit), is the same as רֶק Gen. 8,
the
cold
rainy
season
generally
Prov.
 סמ27,6 my heart reproaches not one
of my days, i. e. I can never reproach 20, 4, in which rooms were warmed
myself. Deriv. mar 2. For op na through by fire-pots; for which purpose
the kings of Israel and Judah had
2 Sam. 23,9 we should either read with
peculiar divisions in the royal palace
a
of
name
the
092
1 Car. 11, 13 0727
Jer. 36, 22; Am. 3,15. Hence 'ח canplace which Josephus also has; or take not be derived from 975 I. “to pluck off”
it as construed with 2 of the object in( as Herbst from herp) and then undersignification 2. to cut in, which should stood to mean the time of gathering
be reckoned to Pihel. — 3. (not used) fruit, because the language has dX,
same as 391 I. to cut, to cut asunder, rox for the latter, and m is never
with an instrument for dividing, then described as such a season; but from
to point, to sharpen; comp. Targ. חריף namIL, which perhaps the proper names
sharp, cutting, man edge; figurat. of man, AT and 9" confirm. — 2. Prop.
the incision in the female pudenda. moisture, figurat. the sap and marrow
Deriv. ma 1. — 4. (not used) to bare, of life, the juice, freshness, therefore the
to make naked (proceeding from the freshness of youth, the time of youthful
fundamental signification “to pluck off, freshness, 108 29, 4, like 12 vigor aetato tear off”), hence applied to a woman: tis Deur. 34,7, 15 (which see) from
to be exposed, delivered over, i. e. be- nn. Thus signification 2. is closely
trothed, comp. Talm. הפורה for TBAT, related to signification 1. From sig(Kidd. 6*); or generally to give up, life; nification 1. comes
of buildings, to destroy, to lay waste.
na (fut. nam) denom. to pass the
.vireD  חָרְפָּה3.
winter, with ל of the place Is. 18, 6.
Nif. 9m to be delivered over, betrothed
( פרחprop. a powerful, strong one,
(to a man), spoken of a woman Ley.
hence of fresh age, or early-born= Aram.
19,20.
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הרצבה

7232, in which language nan has the
same signification, and is opposed to

tion to make incisions, to dig, still preserved in the Phenic. and Talm., whence
DDN) n. p. m. 1Car.2,51. See nr. in the Mishna YA a ditch, Phenie, ץרח
MENT (constr. nan; plur. תלפְרח, a grave. Deriy. yan 4 and ry 1.—
6 nian) f. 1. prop. ‘fissure, split, there- 4. to be zealous, to be sharply at one’s heels

(Ar. usy>) 2 Sam. 5,24, for which we
have in the parallel place 1 Car. 14, 15
as there could be no euphemistic para- mamma NEM tN (see however yon Far);

fore vagina, female pudenda Is.47,8, cog-

nate in sense with nb, parall. to me,

phrase in this place. — 2. reproach, Gen.
34, 14; 1 Sam. 11, 2; reviling Lament.

tobe ‘industrious, deriv. pron 5; of taste,
to be sharp, sour, Ar. the same; whence

3, 61; a shame Is. '30, 5, with mya Ps.
69, 20, ma 119, 22, bp Prov. is, 3, ies > a salt, sharp herb, Kali. Deriv.
 גְדוּפַהEr.5, 15, למ Jun. 24, 9, maw ( לפהaccording to some).
49, 13 &e. ‘Hones. ‘the expressions and  אזyun (only part. fem. as a subst.
phrases: m ma Nua. 2,17 to be a re- MY, constr. תצרחב( to be decided, de-
proach, or with 5 of the person to whom termined, part. fem. Dan. 11, 36 as a
one is so Ps. 74,4; ‘M2 הר to be an object subst. decree; הצְרַחְנְו MD extermination
of scorn JER. 6, 10; 5 Inסט Ps. 44, 14 and decree, i. e. the decreed destruction
to make one a end among; לע 'n nD? Is. 10, 23; 28, 22; Dan. 9, 27; n2am
15, 3 to put or bring one to shame, or  תוממשDa 9,26 decree of desolakon,

without לע Mic. 6, 16; by 'n mon, 553 i. 0. by which desolation is effected.
1 Sam. 17,26, Ps. 119, 22, or nen TON
yan I. (fut. yan) intr. to equip or
‘9 Is. 4,1 to take away the shame. —
8. Gans non. signif. 4) desolation, JER.

gird oneself; therefore to be nimble, war-

like 2 Sam. 5, 24 (Targumic pm), which
49, 13, along with aw, 29h (signif. 2); suits the parallel place 1 Cur. 14, 15;
on the other hand, na coupled with Hebrew Ya and Targumie yun, the

man Ez. 5, 14, gets the meaning of same.
Hence generally to be strong,
calumny.
firm, deriv. 7277; comp. Phenic. yon
YITI. (ut. pans) tr. 1. to split, to a warrior, whence the proper name
separate, to divide, cognate in sense with

“ti, 707, then according to a usual
metaphor, to decide, LBUN (a sentence)

 חִַלְצְבַעַלMass. 1.

van (not used) intr. same as Don

to glitter, shine, of gold colour; Phenic.
1 Kings 20, 40; dang yan 1.—2. (not yan the same, hence תַצְרַה (Diose. 4,
used) to separate, mark off, to mark out, 58 youglita i. e. yovocrSenor) a sort of
a quarter, as "13 referring to M13; golden flower. Deriv. yn 6.

deriv. pron 2. Figurat. to limit, de( ץרחnot used) Aram. intr. same as
termine, of the days of life Jos 14, 5. Hebrew yon 1.
— 3. Proceeding from the idea of cutting
 חרץ.fed( ,noeN htiw .ffus ;רצה
ה
in pieces, splitting, dividing into parts,
then by a usual metaphor to make an pl. )02 Aram. m. loin, Dan. 5, 6,like
incision, a fissure, a puncture in, spoken Hebr. yon, so called from strength and
of the fissures or incisions of the eye-

lids, lips &e., Arab. wo

(to eut into

the skin, to puncture, to wound), deriv.
pry 5, pyar 1; to cut off, to separate,
deriv. ץירס 2; topoint, sharpen, figurat.

firmness; more frequent in the Targ.;

Syr. Ty with Resh elided.
maxi

(pl. niagn,

from maen

with ‘instead of the resolved Dagesh,
from 227 IL.) f. the firmly knotted, a fetter

of the pointing of the tongue (for of- Is. 58, % figurat. torture, pain Ps. 73,
fending) Ex. 11,7; Jose. 10,21; comp. 4. What is drawn tightly and fetters,
Jun. 11, 13. Here ‘pelongs the significa represents the idea of pain, of writhing,
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of convulsion, as in Dan. The Arab.
has also Resh in the werb Sy an

 תוצרחsee Yan 4.
DIET see Pa 5.

ja (from yan I, 4; pl. (םיִּנצְרַח

m. (according to the Arab. and Samar.)

sour grapes Nun. 6, 4, so called from
their sharp taste; but according to the
Targ., Onk., Talm., ‘Ardch, Tanchum
and others kernel ofberries, which suits
at, whence the word is to be derived

from pon 1.
Pan (fut. pom) tr. to rub violently
against one another, to grate, grind, Ar.
>
to rub by filing, rs to gnaw,

Ez. 15,4; to be dried up 24,10. Figurat.
to burn, with hatred and rage, with 2
of the person Is. 41, 11; 45, 24; Song
or Son. 1, 6.

Pih. Sram (redupl.; inf. constr. Anm)

1.to kindle, to make burn, ביר Prov. 26,

21; to glow strongly, to burn, spoken of

fever. Derivat. ‘Wn. — 2. to be very
distinguished, nobles ‘derivat. the proper
name mn.

In Arabie the verb“> besides the
meaning ‘to be hot, to glow” has also
that of רּוח m, 1. e. to be noble, free;
and it is possible that both senses belong together in Hebrew also.

"ar (only pl.om yn) m.a sun-parched
land, a waste, adesert Jer. 17, 6.

die to rub; hence to rub together, to
wan (fut. Wom) tr. to cut in (wood,
grind, the teeth, to gnash, with the ac- metal or stone), to grave, upon (2) a
cusat. Ps.112,10 or 2 Jos 16, 9 and לע table (for which nan I. occurs in Ex.
of the person 37,12; comp. the name of 32,16), and figurat. ‘JER. 17,1; prop. to
the vowel קרח (pop), explained by רב divide, to split, ל
with ,תר
N (3 p. fem. 797 for 97; on the nan, yam, Tas and others. Deriv. wan 1
contrary ann Is. 24, 6 belongs to Sam) and 2, and the proper name won. .intr. 1. to glow, to burn, of fire; me- 2. to ל Deur. 22, 10; Is. "28, 24;
taphor. to be hot (spoken of the bones), 1 Kines 19,19; Jos 1 14. An. 9, 13
of the heat of fever Jos 30, 30; to glow, the plowman will approach “the reaper,
of metal Ez. 24,11; from other conju- i. 6. these two employments will congations and from derivatives it means stantly succeed one another closely
also to be parched, overheated, spoken
of the throat or lungs, with too much

by reason of prosperous increase; ‘7
won 1 Sam. 9 12 to cultivate the feld

crying (Ps. 69, 4), compared to a bel- (comp. Ar. ₪ to carry on husbandry;

lows-bag which has become hot (Jur.

6, 29); to be consumed, of wood (by fire), usually Sy); figurat. 'ִפ  בגדלעm Ps.

to be arid, burnt up by the sun, of 129, 3 to plough upon one’s back, i. e.
land &e. Deriv. m, and the proper to maltreat one; figur. to work JUDGES
‘name -ורח Figur. "to sting, to burn, of 14,18. Deriv. von. — 3. to fabricate
thorns. "Deriv. jinn (according to some) with skill, to fashion , out of wood, meand bar. — 2. same as רח I. and “yn tal, stone Gen. 4, 22, 1 Kines 7,14,
to be white, figurat. to be Shining,, dis- prop. to cut, אָרּפand other verbs of

tinguished, noble; derivat. perhaps םירח cutting being metaphorically applied in
the same way; Ar. &ly>
the notch of

(see i, am); see also TANI.
Nif. "772 after the form om, together

a bow. Figurat. to devise, to machinate,

with m after the form nm;bm (3 pl.  רטועHos. 10, 13, 19% Prov. 3, 29 with
Kipa) the duplication euer aban- ‘ כלof the person, וואJos 4, 8, prop. to
doned, as ıbym Ez. 36, 3 from >23 to form. Derivat. wan, von], טרח IL.,
bring in, go in; hence the part. Dan; non 1 and 2, the proper ‘name Noon 1
fut. 3) to be heated, to glow, of men From the fundamental signification, “to
Jar. 6, 29, ying Ps. 69, 4; to be burned divide, to cut in pieces, to make inei-
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sions, to grave” has arisen, according to being the opposite); with 12 of the
some, the meaning to be sharp, zealous, . person, to turn from a person in silence
violent, powerful, as in the case of yonL, (i. e. not hearing and bringing help)
חרישי.

28, 1; with bx of the thing, to be inactive at or in something 39, 13; b) to

"Nif. vom, (fut. wm) to be ploughed,
JER. 26, 18; Mic. 3, 12.

march along without noise - ל of
God Ps. 50, 3, since he is elsewhere

Deriv. wan I.

to be deaf Mic. 7,16,
hearing in the
verb 9728 (= Ya in Ethiop. to rustle,
to makea noise) being named from the

and by it they explain ישירה but see

Pih. ( חרטaot used) to form with skill, represented as coming with thunder (Ex.
to fashion, in wood, stone, or metal. 19,16); 6( to be silent, of the ears, i.e.
iif. ( החרישpart. oa) 1.50 plough;
deriv. naar and mH. — 2. to work,
 רנה1 Sam. 23, 9, agreeably to the metaphor. application of signif. 2 of Kal.

opposite; d) to be quiet, sultry, of the
east wind (according to some), to act
secretly, covertly, with all quietness 6.

as Dan, PIN, to shine, to glitter, there-

Deriv. adj. "wm (according to some),
and won 2. Ar. = to be deaf, Syr.

fore according to the usual metaphor,

ru

van I. (not used) intr. prop. same
to be green, to grow, to shine in green,

Pih. ( חרטnot used) to be deaf, of

spoken of a wood; comp. "9" (thicket, men, as an organic disease; or figurat.
forest) from הרע I. (to sprout, to grow), of the serpent, which does not listen to
Targ. אבא (forest) from 238. Derivat. the charmer. Deriv. öhn.
 חרטa 0 won, the proper names nn

(for טרח = wh), won and תשרח 2. (according to some). Others compare the Ar.
U*y>
to be rough, of the skin, thence
transferred to the bushy ground like
aspretum;"but this is the Hebr. won IL;
and the analogy of 9) and Aram. NEN
is against the supposition.

Hif.  החריטor vH (fut. wn

or

m) to practise silence, -i. e. to be silent,

Prov. 17, 28, opposite to "ay 108
31 or הנע 2 Kınas 18, 36; to keep quiet
2 Sam. 13, 20; 19,11; not to beseech, to

repent Ps. 32, 3; ‘with 5 of the person,
to observe silence towards one,

not. to

gainsay or reply Num. 30,5 8; with לא
to be silent towards one, to listen to one

wan IL. (fut. Wa) intr. 1. (not used) in silence, Is.41,1, and opposite to שירחה
to speak softly, in a whispering, murmuring manner, spoken of magicians and

soothsayers, who lisp forth their formu-

a Jon 13,13 to be silent from one, ‘Le.

quietly to let him alone; with accus. of

the person, to bring a person to silence
11, 3; Jer. 38, 27; to pass over in si(see HED, Mam, Is. 8, 19; 29, 4), lence Jos 41, 4; Jur. 4, 19. But it is
therefore to practise magic (comp. Targ. also used like Kal, of God, when he
vn to act the magician, wan, fem. does not help Haz. 0 13, or ‘with 2 of
las or sentences slowly and mysteriously

aon an enchanter male and "תות
Deriv. 637 3 (pl.) and the proper name
RUYT 2. —

the person to turn from one in silence

1Sam. 7,8. Phenic. wn the same, Hif.
2. to be silent, quiet, still, wom to bring to silence, ons for

inactive, proceeding from the idea of IR
whispering and soft murmuring, the op-

posite of noisy and lively. Hence
a) to be inactive, spoken of the still, inactive rest of God, when He will not
regard man’s supplications, Ps.35,22 and

(Poenul. of Plaut. 2, 7).

Hithp. wan to keep 0-7 still, inactive, quiet, לט 16,2; warm also
having this meaning Ex.14, 14.

won I. (not used) intrans. same as

109,1 be not silent, i. e. be not inactive, oun I. to be soft, viscous, of plaster, clay.
but help, hear, along with ar) 83, 2 Deriv. Dam 1 and 3; the proper names

{so also are Mun and “24 used, m

van and“ non coupled with .ריק
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van II. (not used) intrans. same as as the phrase stands beside שחל 1123, sigdam 11. to become or be rough, of pot- nification 3(skilled in magic arts) seems to
sherds; comp. Ar. | = 808016 or intr. be more suitable. — 2. (from um IL.)
stillness, silence; hence Josn. 2, 2 adv. 5
asper fuit; | = scaber fuit. Derivat. in‘stillness, silently. — 3. pl. enchantment
 חרט2. a
Is. 3, 3, properly the whispering of enoan I. (for wan, wherefore the first chanters.
Kametz remains; ‘constr. won, pl. own,
wan (pl. pwIN, constr. DIT) m.
constr. (רוטרח m. a cutter in “wood, metal 1. (from טרח L) loam, clay, a material
or stone, one cutting, graving or fabricat- for earthen "ware, hence 'ַח "22 Ley.
ing, therefore jay טרח Ex. 28,11 stone- 6, 21 and able 'ַח “ רצויJER. 19, 4
cutter, לזרב  'ִחIs. 44, 12 blacksmith, 'r a potter; ' 233 Lament. 4, 2 earthen
 עָצִים44, 8 ‘joiner always applied to pitchers; then alone, what is made of clay,
one who fabricates his material with Prov. 26, 23. — 2. (from wan IL.) potedged tools. Without appendage it is
sherds Pg. 22,16, or vessels broken into
‘applied to all sorts of workers using
sherds Is. 45, 9, from their rough, scabtools that cut, along with ayn (a weaver)
bed and scratchy nature 1082,8; 41,
and op (enbroiderar) Ex. 35, 35; 38, 23. 22. „un Ez. 23, 34 has been taken
Consequently it denotes workers in metal as rem ma (Ps.75,9), since the
1 Cur. 29,5; Is. 40,19; 44,12, in wood
2 Kınas 22,% Is. 40, 20, in stones also Ar. Ur "(to keep, to guard) is = nV.
a maker of arms Is. 44,11, a lock-smith But it is better here to understand the
1 Sam. 13, 19, an architect 20. 2, 3. fragments of a cup. In Phenic. DIT is
Figurat. 18. 45, 16 workmen of sorrows, the same, therefore תכלה  הwan is ‘the
i. e. who prepare sorrows; Ez. 21, 36 sherd, which was the token of hospitality,
workmen of destruction, i.e. who produce tessera hospitalis (Plaut. Poen. 1,8).
destruction. In 097) Wong 2 Kinas — 3. (pottery) only in union with ריק
24, 14 16, Jur. 24, 1 and 29, 2 they n. p. of the chief city of Moab Is. 16,
are peat. arten, who, as belong- 11, also called axtva ריק 15, 1 or TP
ing to the staple of the nation, were nian 16,7; 2 Kınas 3, '25. It is the
transported into exile by the enemy later NDID (GoTarg.), Kerakka, Charaka
(see, however, 73072), like the םיִשְרח
2 Macc. 12,17, now Kerak, Kerek, three
2 Car. 24, 12. Phenie. won the same hours south east of 19 (Num. 21, 15) i.e.
i
(Kit. 4, 3).
ל
still
is
It
15,1).
(Is.
ayia WY
war IL (only pl. Din) m. a work-

and provided with a fort (Robins. Bibl.

man, "artificer 1 Car. 4, 14, therefore Res. II, 569).
DWI איג (workmen’s- valley) 4, 14, or
( שרהwith a of motion mon, pl.
Ta יגNex. 11, 35, the proper name of
aan; from war IL) m. 1. thicket, forest,
a “place (see "4 p. 280).
1Sar. ‚23,16 18,Targ. רוח ,Sam. ROD

wan (constr. won; from טרח 1.( adj. (the ח softened into א( the same, Talm.
m.(according to spe wooded, dense, an NUT, au forest, Targ. denomin.
 וto byn (after the form 202,  טרחto grow into one another as in a
27) foliage, by which shade is caused

thicket. Hence the phraseological allu-

sion Tag תבוזעּכ טָרְחַה Is. 17, 9
mip, where the adject. always precedes like the abandonment (desolation) of the

Ez. 31, 3, which

suits my

mar,

124

forest and of the mountain-top (mountain-
fort, see 17728), 1. 6. like as the Amorites
abandon their
ficial “work, therefore ’n bor Is. 3, 3 and other Canaanite tribes
the victo-
before
refuge
of
places
last
skilled in arts, skilful artificers having
s. Hence it is
Israelite
pressing
riouslyBut
place.
social
highest
the
occupied
in the construct state.
wan m. 1. only the pl. DIN arti-

חרש

unnecessary to read, with the LXz,

San) IN nam; or with Aq.,
Symm., Theod., Syr.,Saad, and others,
to take the word in signif, 2 as a proper name. To this head has also been
referred Ez. 31, 3 (see Wn); perhaps
only 2 Car. 27, 4 rightly. — 2. (forest)
n. p. of a wooded mountain in n7 3172

of Judah 1 Sam. 23, 15, interchanged
with רה 23, 14.
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There were

ni72n

the vicinity of this locality, upon רה

oma) (Joss. 20, 7), now Gibl Safad
(max m), lies Non: wap. Josm. 21, 32,
also called ליל m 1 Bape, 11, 63), ;
where there is still at the present ley a
village Kedes (Robins. 111, 622). From
the appendage it may be inferred that
there was still .תַשְרַה

 תשרחsee An 3.

(strongholds) 23, 14 19; besides, there
mn (part. pass. TT) tr. same as
was in the same place a hill הליכה wan to engrave, with לע of the thing in
(which see) 23,19.
which, Ex. 32,16; Targ. nan, Syr. 2,
Be
wan (for War) m. deaf, whose ears
are silent, as it were, Is. 35, 5; 43, 8;
also in a metaphor. sense 42,19; of the

serpent Ps. 58,5, i. e. which is deaf to
enchantment. From wn II.
 שרהm. .1 (a participial form) 6
worker, in brass 1 Kinas 7, 14. — 2. (an
abstract form like 4p}, דבא( a cutting-
instrument Gun. 4, 22.
NOT

1. (Aram. defin. from wan =

Ar. >

the same.

Aan (not used) intr. same as Wan 1,
oon I. and yan.

Derivative

mn (thicket, from nam, see WIN,
won, nvon 2) n. p. of a forest in the
western "part of the Judah-mountains

1 Sam. 22,5, not far from הָליְִקלת
1.
Sun (inf. constr. בשח after » also
an; fit. sum, before Makkeph- Sum)

Hebr. won, worker) n. p. m. Ear. 2,52; tr. 1. to bind, to bind together, to knot,
Nex. 7, 54. Many explain it one Born viz. a) to knot threads, spoken of a
at the time of ploughing, like the proper
name Sertor among. the Romans, one
born at seed-time, or in the signification

weaver, part. בשטח a weaver (Ex. 26,1

31; 28 9 with woh (35, 35; 38, 23) denoting ‘the artificial work necessary for

Silens, conseq. = Tacitus. — 2. in by the tabernacle; Phenie: ar the same

NUT (hill of magician, comp. VERS (Kit. 7, 4). b) to unite artificially, mu2233) n. p. of a locality along’ the sical instruments Amos 6, 5, artificial

river "22, where was a colony of Jewish exiles Ezr. 2, 59, Neu. 7, 61; as
there were in the same direction the

exile-places 1273 5p ib. ib., aay dp Ez.

works Ex. 31, 4, hence aun 2 Car. 26,
15 an artificer; of the inventors of war-

like implements see Pih. ¢) to bind about,

to gird about, a girdle. Derivat. auf.
3,15, רָטאַלְּמ 2Kınas 19,12, "Spon Is. d) to fence, to encircle, to fortify around,
37, 12 from רשא  לתwith these com- a place, or to make firm, proceeding from
ponnils of > may be compared besides the idea of eg chaining together;
Thiluta, Thilsaphata (Amm. Mare. 24, 2; comp. wp Nun. 3, 38, 1738 Am. 9, 6,
25, 8)
the proper name 738, Ar "bb, firm
 תשרחf. .1 artificial work, with jan building, prop. ligatio; hence perhaps
Ex. 31, 5 stone-masonry, with YR 35, 33  חוטב2 Cur. 26,15 a fortification-archiJoinery. — 2. (city of crafts, place of arti- tect, one who builds a stronghold, if this
ficial work; according to others forest) word does not belong to signif. b. De-

n. p. of a city in northern Palestine, rivat. הבשחמ ,1  תבשחמ1, the proper
situated in ליִלָּגַה poy (1 Kinas 9, 11), name yawn. — 2. Metaphor. to meditate,
which was also called on account of its to devise, a spinning together as it were

Phenician and heathen population ליל of ideas (a similar metaphor occurring in
( םיוגהIs. 8, 23), and therefore 1 is Dar, ,ברא 31>); commonly in a bad
named pian 'nטס 

4,213 .16 In sense, with accus. of the object, mar
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Pe, 21, 12, הצר 35, 4, x Mic. 2, 1,

nissen Paov,16, 30, 127 אל ו

Hithp.  החטשבto reckon oneself, to
count oneself, with = among Num. 23, 9.

2 Sam. 14,
The stem ’n is closely connected with
14, Jur. 49, 20, or followed by infin. an 1. belonging to HARI, 213, -with 51 Sane.18,25, Lament. 2,8, Jur. a
(to Hay Aral together), ES
18, 8, Nex. 6, 6, Ps, 140, 5, and with
 עלof the person Jar. 11, 19; 49, 30; (to fetter), as and [ש &e.; but

Is.io, 7, also with Hawn

Guy. 50, 20. To this figurative signi-

fication

belongs

the organic root is a7,

a7,

comp.

to think 1 Sam. 18, Talm. ax to bind, ay bundle “ke.

25; to meditate 2 Sam. 14,13;

to pur-

pose Ps, 140, 5; to account, i.e. to value,

to esteem highly Is. 13, 17, Mar. 3, 16,

to count as, הבל Gun. 38, 15, nw

ו בָשֶח

( בטהsee SPIN.

Sur m. girdle, belt Ex. 28, 28, Lev.
8,7, ‘applied to the girdle of the ephod.

lsh (in compounds au) see} .הָנְּדַּבְשַח
1Sam. 1, 13, to count to Gun. 15, 6, Ps.
32, 2, to esteem, to regard, Is. 33, 8;
( בשחpart. pass. ברשה( Aram. tr. to
53, 3; to reckon, i. e. to judge, to were regard, to count, To» =Ne Dan. 4, 32

to reflect upon. Deriv. ind. — 3. (not as nothing (see mb).

used) intr. to be allied, to be befriended, to
man (compounded of aun from
be attached to. Deriv. בוש (in the proper
aun ‘befriended, and 773777 from 7 3 with
name ןבשח,(היבשח (naar, masun),
ה- ‘wanting the accent, 1. e. Eshmin ox
החטבה, aun (inraum.
Pan, therefore it means Eshmün is a
 אaum (fut. sar) to be counted as friend; see 792 25) n. p. m. Nun. 8, 4.

Devt. 2, "IT, Prov. 17, 28, with > La- awn (after the form (ךלמ has in proper

MENT. 4, 2, > Jos 18,3,Is, 2, 22, Dy
Ps. 88, 5, inp Hos. 8, 13, or wich the
accus. of the person or thing for which a
thing is taken, and therefore in this case
it has the meaning to be like to; then to

be esteemed 1 Kines 10, 21; to be reckoned
2 Kınas 22,7; to be imputed Luv. 7,18;
to be counted to, with 5 Josn. 13, 3 or

 על2 Sam. ,4 ;2 ot eb ,deredisnoc htiw ל
of the person Num. 18, 27.
|
Pih. ( חשבfut. a3) 1. (mot used) to
make artificially, to put together, of warlike machines; figur. to devise plans, intrigues. Darm iawn. — 2. to meditate
(with exertion), to think Ps. 73, 16, 273
Prov. 16, 9; to devise, with accus. 2
Hos. 7, 15 or sm Prov. 24,8 and EN

names especially the meaning befriended,
associated, servant (of a deity), proceeding from the fundamental signification.
j7 is aPhenician name of Eshmün (aus),
a Phenician God, called by the Greeks
Pan, as the proper names 71, 72) 1
prove.
man (friendship, association) n. p.m.
1 Cur. “8, 20.
Yan m. 1. power of combining, excogitation, computation, therefore judgment, understanding Eccues. 7,27, with
man 7, 25; reason 9, 10 with השעמ
action, making up the sum of what is
to be done in life. — 2. (stronghold) n.p.
of the residence of the Amorite king
Sihon, who took it and the whole ter-

of the person, Dragan-by 'ַח Dan. 11, ritory north of the Arnon

from the

24 to plan against strongholds (in side Moabites Num. 21, 26-30; Deur. 1, 4;
to take possession of them); absol. to 2,24 26 30; 3, 2; Joss. 9,10. When
form hostile designs Nau. 1, 9; to think the Israelites conquered it, it was alover (examining) Ps. 119,59; to review lotted to the tribe of Reuben Num. 32,
77, 6; to make account of Ps. 144, 3; to 37, Jose. 13, 17, then to that of Gad
reckon 2 Kınas 12, 16; of inanimate Josu. 21,39, was made a Levitical city,
things to be about to do or suffer Jon. and was celebrated for its fish-ponds
1,4. — 3. to be very friendly to, allied with. Sone or Sox. 7,5. The Ammonites pre-

Deriv. the proper name A137.

ferred an unjust claim to it Junozs 11,
32*
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( ושחassociate, friend, viz: of Jah)
19 26. When Moab afterwards became
free, after Ahab’s death, it retook Hesh- n. p. m. Nex. 3, 23; 10, 24.
bon; but it was wrested from it anew
yon (def. (אכלשה Aram. m. darkIs. 15,4; Jur. 48,2. Joseph. (Ant. 12,
ness, obscurity Dan. 2, 22.
4,11) calls it ’Eooeßow and the district
( אפּושַחuncovering, nakedness) n. p.
belonging to it 122090009; Euseb. and
Ptolemy name it 'Eoßoös; and so the .m .ezE 2, 34; פא. 7, 64.
ruins still existing are called on coins.
 קוזהsee Pwr.

ar

(pl. nizhuin with Dagesh re-

tained irregularly) m.

1. surrounding,

enclosing, strong works 2 Cur. 26, 15.—
2. inventions, malae artes 1200188. 7, 29.

PET see pur.
“WIT see “wn.

MIT (part. pl. m. prin, = mn

Ion (Jah is associated, from 34) with— for =, after a guttural) Aram.
intr. prop. to be binding, compelling,
n. p. m. 1 Car. 6, 0.
( היבשהthe same) n. p. m. 1 Cur, therefore to have need, to want, to make
use of, Dan. 3, 16 we do not want, i. e.
3,52.
we do not think it necessary; Ezr. 6, 9

wen (not used) m. befriending, attachment, used only in proper names.
It is an Aramaean form for ןובשה as

and what is necessary,

cessary things.

i. e. and all ne-

Deriv. .חשה

The stem ’n is thus used in the Syr.

jiawy and ind occur also from the in the Peal- and Ethpael-form, in the
same stem; in the construct state it is signification fo be suitable, useful, con“230m.

;mawn

venient, necessary; and as the old inter-

(contracted from הָידֶנְבַשַחְנ preters translate it by 772 (aram. (ףרצ

Jah is a friend) n. p. m. Ne». 10,"26. wyin (from wan), there can be no
( הָיִנְבַשַהthe same) n. p. m. Neu. 3, farther doubt about the meaning. The

form is obviously abridged from the re-

10; 9, 5.

duplicated wnown (comp. 179, Sb, ,טיט

fnon (inf. תושח ,fut. mu) intr. to
be quiet, inactive, still, of waves Ps. 107,
29, opposite of 7317; to be silent, speechless Eccres. 3,7, opposite of 437; therefore with Dpw Is. 62,1 not to press with
words ;to en close 65,6, i. e. not to think
of; applied to God, to do nothing 64,11;

to men, not topray.
ja Warm,

a 'n Ps. 28, =

to turn away in silence from

one.
Hif. VON (part. pl. םישחמ ;imp. pl.
 החשpreserving -- from the perfect, as
 מעמיקיJER. 49, 8 30) 1. to observe

silence, i.e. to he silent (see War),

TT, ,סיס DAD); ‘and the simple root שח
has the meaning to bind, to draw together firmly, to attach firmly; hence the
redupl. denotes partly to be compelling,
binding, necessary, partly to be suitable,
convenient, its organic root being connected with that in rmx.

AMT 6. (תּוחד | ‘need Ezx. 7, 20.
Son see TWN.
 פףיִשָחsee Aion.

TEN (fut. Turm) intr. to be dark,
Dias Ez. 30, 18, to be obscured, wow

Is. 13, 10, רוא 5, 30, aa "2253 Jon 3,

of God, not to help Is. 42, 14; to be still 9, of the light of a tent 18, 6, to Be

57, 11; 2 Kinas 2,3 5; with n of the extinguished, of the light of the eye

object ‘to remove oneself in silence from Ps. 69, 24,
Ps. 39, 3; to be inactive Jupens 18, 9; 12,3 and ihe
1 Kınas 22, 3; 2 Kınas7, 9. — 2, to are quenched,
reduce to silence, with of the person Nen. covered with

8,11. — wn Jos 31,5 see wan.

The stem is connected with mon

(p. 369)

Lament. 5, 17; Eccuks.
lookers out of the windows
i. e. the eyes; of a land
locusts Exop. 10, 15, of

the darkening of the visage Lament.
4, 8. Figurat. of mental or political
obscuration, of misfortune or a low con-
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dition, hence to be unfortunate, low, fallen, "x3, and therefore it is connected with
unknown, helpless. Deriv. Tun, FUN, the organic root in 1-2 (belonging to
mun Ten, yon. — The fundamental pi), Lat. sec-are, Targ. ion a
little
signification seems to be fo veil, to cover piece.
(see Ay, OO»), since darkness is usually
on (only pl. (םיפשח adj. m. dark,
regarded as a veiling of light; accord- low, poor, mean, therefore man Prov.
ingly the organic root jun is cognate 22,29 obscure, low people; Targ. Seien,

with that in pt, pom, pur2 6

np" for .לד

Hif. ort (12. neun; fut. on:
Tan (with suff. "»ör) m. 1. darkTröm) 1. to make dark, to ו with ness, opposed to AN Gun. 1, 4 18; Ec800118. (bis) Am. 5,8, or with > 8, 9, of CLES. 2, 13, conceived of as an indethe darkening of the earth by a total pendent material Is. 45,7; Jos 38, 19;
eclipse of the sun in the year of Jero- duskishness Josu. 2,5; a dark night 1 08
boam’s death; or absol. and figurat. JER. 3, 4, with nya>y (dark shadow), 71233,
13, 16, i. 6. helplessness breaks in; to (dark cloud) 3,5; 10, 21; 34,22, or with
spread darkness Ps. 105, 28; 139, 12.—  ערפלand 727 Devt. 4, 11; mbar ZEPH.
2. Figurat. to darken, to confuse, הצע 1 5 elosely connected with the latter
Jos 38, 2.
to intensify the meaning Ex. 10, 22,

975 Jos 5, 14. — 2. Figurat.
en (part. ein; fut. Ton, Toms parall.
helplessness 5, 14; 12, 25, opposed to

or ons) tr. to hold, to hold back, to keep Dir and םירָהְצ; horrid dark sheol 10,
off, with 72 of the person to withhold, to 21; the grave 17 18, 'ְה mini Is. 45, 3
detain, to ‘refuse Gen. 22, 12; 39, 9, to ine of the grave (because great
keep from, to deliver 1 Sau. 25, 39; with treasures were concealed in a Babylonian
the simple accus. of the object to save sepulchre, Herod. I, 187); a prison Is.
2 Sam. 18,16, to keep far from 2 Kines 42, 7; danger Jos 15, 22, misfortune,
5, 20; to spare Prov. 13, 24; 17, 27; misery 15, 23 30; 20, 26, threatening
 לקm Jor 30, 10 to keep back the spittle, danger 22,11; 29, 3; death 18, 18;
i. 6 not to spit out before one; to reserve wretchedness 23, 17, רצ 'n Is. 5, 30 =
38, 23; to give a check to Jer. 14, 10;  והשכהmx 8, 22 as a climax. Then
to put a stop to Jos 16, 5; Is. 58, 1; to darkness of‘the understanding , 1. e. ignosnatch, pi, from the pit Jos 33, 18, rance, short-sightedness Jos 37,19; EcPs. 78, 50, for which pwr stands once cues. 2, 14; falsehood, injustice Is. 5,20;
Is. 38, 17; 'ָח  אָלְו302 to give and not Prov. 2, 13; Eocres. 2, 13; sadness
withhold, 1.6. to give abundantly Prov. 1000188. 5, 16.
21, 26; to deliver 24, 11, Ps. 19, 14;
Ton Aram. same as Hebr. Tun.
without stating the object Ezr. 9, 13 Deriv. Wen.
thou hast delivered (us) below our iniquity,
( הָכְשַחfem. of wn, like 7319 aban-
i. 6. undervaluing our iniquity; to limit
donment
Jur. 49, 11 from בז Anus
Is. 54, 2; to moderate, i.e. to hold 14, 6.
In Ez. 30,18 mss. and interpreters (Rashi, pressure Is. 38,14 from קש the Dagesh
Kimchi) have read bins Jun and trans- lene expected at the beginning of the
lated: the day has denied (its light); per- second syllable is omitted, because a
haps the more correct reading is wn. sibilant [w, 1] precedes, as is also the
Nif. Tom (fut. qe) to be held in, case with N, 6. ₪. 739, DIS, 938,
moderated Jos 16, 6, to be delivered m) WT though the rule has not:

been carried out) f. darkness (parallel
21, 30.
The fundamental signification of the ,)>97 Mic. 3, 6 and darkness shall be to
organic root Tin (Targ. jon to lessen, you, that you may not receive an answer.

or( הכישח e. nowy after the‘
הָכַשְח
to draw off, Syr. yu to withhold, to
"
form
nam
front ְהָמָהְּב on the omission
keep back) appears to be to cut off, like
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of Dagesh lene see 75¥jn) f. same as naean, i. e. proceeding from Hashmon;
jun Gen. 15, 12; Is. 8, 22; Ps. 82, 5; in Josephus (Ant.12,6,1) Aoauwveios, a
surname borne by the Maccabean family
139, 12.
from their ancestor downwards.
pwn see MOUN.
( למשחfrom טה splendour, glitter,
( סיכהpl) m.darkness, figur. misery,
with the derivative vending de as in

misfortune Is. 50, 10.

bun (Kal unused) intr. to reel to and m.‘ining or burnished brass, מ
fro, to totter; hence to be weak, decaying, gold, Ez. 1, 4 27; 8, 2, obviously idenfeeble, exhausted, a collateral form of tical with bop num (according to the
>We (which see); comp. Arab. Am>, LXX ו “brass, elsewhere smelted
ism, Ju, JA (to be weak, slack, or burnished brass) 1,7 or בָהְצִמ num
then to be bad, mean, worthless), =
(to be lean, weak), 7

flabby) &e.

(to be inert,

Nif.  נחשלto be enfeebled, exhausted,

decaying , whence nwa פטי

18

enfeebled.

ben (part. dwn) Aram. tr. to rub or

(Ezk. 8,27); לוד

1, 15 and 2, 18

 הי ויהיtI si ,elbissop ,revewoh
that the word is foreign, i. e. Assyrian,
and might be known as such in Me-

sopotamia. where Ezekiel lived.

The

electrum, as the LXX and Vulg. render it, is a mixture of silver and gold,
a clear, shining metal; comp. Pliny 33, 4.

yawn (from םשח with the derivative
Pt (a verb) Dan. 2, 40; Syr. Sa to beat syllable Jo. as in YOUN, JIN; עא
beat fine, to crush, cognate in sense with

out thin, of tin, Talm, אָלְשּוח what is

n°372517) m. 1. properly shining, hence

pounded, bruised, gravel, " like Da of noble, distinguished, a magnate, Ps.68,32
similar derivation; figurat. Syr. Run to

analyse closely, מ subtly, to think,

(Kimchi), confirmed by the Arabic; ‘the

family name D°N22WN has also been un-

derstood in conformity with this signification, but improperly. — 2. n. p. of
is unconnected with the Hebr. >wn.
Hermopolis in Egypt, Coptic dmorsue,
own (not used) intr. to shine, to Ar.
2!,in which sense ל Sardk
glitter, to be luminous, spoken of shining takes an Ps. 68, 32 i. 6. the inhabrass, connected with on>, wn, Aram. bitants of Hashman in Egypt; which,
as P123. The fundamental signification

Dun. Metaphor. (like other verbs having

however, is very problematical.

the same fundamental signific., e.g. רח

( הנמשחfruitfulness) n. p. of a sta-

m), to be shining, distinguished, rich, noble,

tion of the Israelites in the desert Nom.

or physically, tobe large, strong, corpulent, 33, 92.
like the Ar.
ו mia; of places, to
jen (not used) intr. same as own
be fruitful, fat. Deriv. os belonging to
to
shine, to glitter, to be beautiful, of
the ulterior developments eur, Dawn,
dress, conseq. connected with the Ar.
the proper names Dun (perhaps. also -, whence the proper names ,.
pwn), jw, ou
bon

(noble, distinguished, rich, or

shining, viz. Jah is) n. p. m. Ezr. 2,19;
Nen. 7, 22.
bon see Dun.

(jon) 86. Deriv. .ןשח But as the signification of the verb is too indefinite for
the derived noun, it is better to compare the former with 27 L: to surround,
to hedge about, to enclose, to conceal,

of

yawn (fruitfulness, fulness) n. p. of a magazine, comp. jr and xt 1.

WM m. properly bag, therefore the
a place iin Judah Josu. 15,27, whence
in the later period of the language the four-cornered gorget worn by the highGentile Wing or "27 or "82" Hashmo- priest on the breast, which was set with
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12 preeious stones in gold, arranged in
four rows, the hollow part of it having
the םירּוא and pvan Ex. ch. 25. 28.29.
39; Lev. 8, 8. As it gave decisions in
difficult questions, it was called ’n
new Ex. 28,29 30. The version of
Symmachus ו refers to the fundamental signification; and that of Aoyıov

חשר
Pih. prin to fasten together, to knot

together, to bind (by eross-poles) Ex. 38,
28. Deriv. pun.
Puh. prin (part. pun) to be united
Ex. 27, 17; 38, 17.
The - is sufficiently ascertained

by means of pıı (which see), Ar. (ms

(Philo) and Aoysiov (LXX) to the ope-

(to adhere to), (ie (to love), SF (to
bind), Targ. קשח for Hebrew wan &e.
AUNT. (part. pass. pl. constr. רפשח The organic root is porn, also found
a Syriac form for יפה Is. 20, 4, as ירש in pur, PI, Ar. So 6
Jupees 5, 15 = ירש inf. absol. nor,
ration.

See Ben-Sira 45, 10.

constr. with 5 ףטחל ; imp. f. sing. BB;
fut. nom) tr. 1. to separate, to divide,

to strip off, like 7 (which see); whence
niom (a noun). — 2. Metaphor. to make

pun I. tr. same as on Is. 38,17,

as the latter stands in a similar phrase
in Ps. 78, 50 and Jos_33, 18.

POM or prön (pl. (םיִקְשַח m. what

(to two opposite points), ₪
bare, to uncover, Ar. awS, So e.g. תש is 0
junction-rod,
a cross-pole, Ex. chs. 27.
Is. 20, 4, ba 47, 2, pind
5 26,
a sign of contemptibleness and mean- 36. 38.
sin 'm to make bare the arm Is.

( חקpl. op”) m. a spoke, connect-

52,10, Ez. 4,7, i. e. to go courageously
into the fight, heroes having been accustomed to bare the right arm in battle,
in ancient times (Arr. Alex. 5,18; Silius
Ital. 12, 715; Stat. Theb. 1, 413; Lucan.
2, 543); to discover, e. ₪: the hidingplaces of the enemy Jer.49,10; of 49"
Ps. 29,9, 323 Jo. 1, 7 to strip of the bark
(of a tree), to strip it of leaves, which

ing the rim with the nave 1 Kinas7,33
pon (with suff. pr) m. desire, what
is ו opposed to what is useful or
necessary; ease, Is. 21, 4; metaphor
pleasant-building, 1Kınas 9, 1 19; 2Cur,

ness;

8, 6.
Yun (not used) tr. same as TWP to
knot around, to bind about, 9 bind, to

unite, hence like the Ar.
to asnorm, the proper name אפוטשח
semble, to bind together; spoken of water,
Avon II. tr. to draw, 0732 (with a to run together (into thiek elouds); from
out of) Is. 30,14; הופ Hae. 2,16. The which fundamental signification it meant
organic root appears to be connected even at an early period to arrange, to
bring together in harmony; Phenician Yör
with io and with באט
the
same, and therefore in the Phenidivision,
a
pwn (pl. constr. pin) m.
cian cosmogony רועה (Chusor, like Ulom
a little flock, of goats 1 Kınas 20, 27 =>») was the principle of order, zafıs,
(Targ., LXX, Vulg.).
hence the name of the world-arranger,
pun I. intr. to cleave or tie or yovsngds in Damascius (in his Phenibind oneself to something, deriv. pun or cian cosmogony);and “Wn, Acomgos,
arrangement, the eighth “principle of
prin; to be attached to, united to, firmly
of
5 to a thing; fig. with 2 of the pers. to power in the primitive cosmogony
80000
אָרְשק
with
Babylonians;
the
have pleasure, delight in one, Gun. 34, 8;
ta love Deut. 21,11; to adhere to 7, 2 (union), nqUn, Xovodedis (Sanch. p-42),
Ps. 91,14; or absolutely with an ae a name of Harmonia, by which is meant
is tantamount to its uncovering. Deriv.

following, to have an inclination, desire,

personified law 0/9906 (Kin), so far as

pleasure, in or for doing a thing 1 Kınas
9,19; 2 Cur. 8, 6. Deriv. pwr.

of law. The organic root is 15m, SR,

harmony and order are the consequence
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also existing in OR u, Aram. OR,

an

the Edomites 26,34; 27,46; 36,2. The

signi- tribe "773 only is "mentioned as dwelling
fication may naturally result the mean- in the midst of the Hittites at that time,
ing to be firmly wound together, to be 34, 2. Hence the Hittites occupy the
strong, firm; which the Targ. assumes first place in the enumeration of the
Phenician tribes inland Ex. 3, 8 17; 13,
for Wn.
5; 1088. 3,10; Junges 3,5; Ezr. 9,1;
mon (constr. (תַרְשַח f. a gathering,
Nea. 9, 8; and in archaic phraseology
denseness, with DR as a poetical peri- all the interior was even named YN
and in “Ww. From the ומ

phrasis for thick cloud 2 Sam. 22, 12,

bin 1088. 1,4. At the time of Moses
they had entirely disappeared,
at
The LXX and Syr. read nawr after

rendered by Ibn Gandch fulness of rain.

least as the leading tribe, and dwelt as a
‘Ps. 18, 12.
scattered remnant among the Jebusites
"sen (plur. ny") m. the nave, of a and Amorites Num. 13, 29, Josn. 11, 3;
wheel, modiolus, in which the spokes the latter having stepped into their place.
unite 1 Kınas 7,33.
— 3. In consequence of violent commo( ששחnot used) intr. same as UWP tions in Palestine before the conquest
of it by the Israelites, the Hittites were
(belonging to Wp) to be parched, sapless,
driven out of the land, in their collecwihereh, hard, of grassblades. Arab.
tive capacity, and peopled the opposite
island of Cyprus, which must have been
ae IV. dried up.
( ששחafter the form non, a colla- called not merely the island of the םיִּתָּכ,
teral form of wun) m. dry grass, hay, but also that of the nomm. At the time
which the fire easily catches Is. 5, 24. of Solomon, when all the remains of the
It seems to be interchanged with קש Hittites in Palestine were doomed to
eternal servitude 1 Kinas9,20 21, there
,33 .11 Ar. \
=
the same.
were still םיִּתחַה "pn with DIN 7272

Mr (after the form ,לד 29, 71; pl. 10, 28, which can refer only tothe numerous kings of Cyprus (where were
nine kingdoms Diod. 16, 42; Mel. 2, 7;
poet. for nun, "33; as elsewhere the Plin. H. .א 5, 35); and the nan, whom
verb nn is EN to 042} (Os. 9), Solomon married 1 Krves 11,1, the fear
Ban) 1. adj. m. dismayed, terrifled, fear-

fal, 1Sam. 2, 4, where nas non stands

oppos. לח “iN; 6 BD, (pause

of the Syrians for the Dans יִבְלַמwith

the םִיְָרְצִמ  יִכְלַמ2 Kines 7, 6, as also
nn; with suff. Donn) subst. fear, dread,

Jo 41,25; bonn ‘the terror of you Gen.
9, 2, wher the suff, is in an objective
sense. From this noun is developed
man,

An.

Junezs a 26 can also refer to nothing

but Cyprus, as Josephus (Ant. 9, 4, 5);
Eusebius and Jerome (s.v. Xerrıein) have
understood the point.

But as Greece

had attained to an ascendancy there at
an early period, the ethnographical

mn (giant,prop. terror, the same metaphor as in DAN, see ON) 1. n. p. of table (Gun. 10, 4) reckons the DMD to.
a son of Canaan, ‘mentioned as the se- yn, a double derivation of a similar
cond after ןדיצ Gen. 10,15; Gent. pl. m. kind occurring in the case of other tribes

ny 22 23, 3, fem. nn niza 27, 46, or also (10,7 28 29). In Phenician sources
sing. masc. nn, fem. man Ez. 16 ‚3, fem.  ּתis the proper name of the city Citium
plur. monn 1 Kınas 10,1. — 2. Collect. in Cyprus (on a Sidonian coin with the
designation of a race Exon. 3, 8, also inscription רצ na NBN 293 by Dy),
pl. om Josu.1,4. In the patriarchal the oldest town of the Phenicians on
time this tribe hed their centre (Gen. this island; then the name of the whole
ch. 23) at Hebron, the oldest city in the territory; written elsewhere n»3 (in Chitworld according to the Israelite view tite inscriptions). In addition to these
(Noms. 13, 22); and became related to forms there occurs on Tyrian and Chittite
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coins ny. An inhabitant of this city LXX read םֶלָכ nnn ">. Ez. 32, 30
is called “mp, Kırzevg (Athen. inscript. oma
pening with their terror of
2, 1), for which ‘nn also appears (33. their might, i. 0. that proceeded from
inseript. of Citium); pl. jm> (Kit. 1, 1). their might. 'n yn) 32, 24 32 to cause
man (infin. constr, with >: nint2; terror. — 2. respect, awe, 26,17. — Another mnt see under ny.

fut. Sam, with suf. am) tr. to take,

lay hold of, seize (Kimchi), with md2 Ps.
on (Kal unused) tr. 1. to cut, to
52, 7 to take and pluck; ‘BX 'n ‘Prov. divide (cognate in sense 213), Targ. jon,
6, 27 to take up fire, with ןמ of the closely connected in its organic root
place whence Is. 30, 14; with Sy of the with that in po-a, nn"3, about which
person and accus. of the object. In Prov. fundamental meaning the numerous de25,22 itis a praegnans expression for, to rivatives in the Targ. and Mishna hardly
take up and lay upon one, or nm has leave a doubt. — 2. to establish, to dealso the meaning of nm. nop Prov. termine, to decree, as yan, TW.
17,10 can only be the fut. apoe. of mar
Nif. zar2 ₪ be determined , decreed,
according to the Milel-accent, like yon upon ()לע one, Dan. 9, 4.
from "ym (Kimchi), and with 2 of the
person = a To to lay hold of, to seize;
bon (Kal unused) tr. 1. to enwrap,
and the meaning of the phrase is, re- to swathe, a new-born child; to wrap up,
proof lays hold of the wise man more &e. to bind, a wound (cognate in sense wan),
5
Ar. US the same. Deriv. mann; on proceeding from the fundamental signithe contrary the proper name nan comes fication “to wind, to bind”, and identical
from המ=  חמ, like nm from. m; see
nian.

The organic root of the stem תח-ה

is closely connected with that in SER,
TO"N.

in its organic root brn with that in

5773, do-p, Aram. לדה9 Sy, Arab.
Jar &e. Deriv. San, הלה — 2.Figurat. either trans. to cover, to conceal, to

hide, or intrans. e. g. of a lnrking-hole;

nnn (from nnn after the form 7125) better, however, after another metaphor,
f. terror, fear Gen. 35, 5.
Samm m. a bandage, 'rı by Hz. 30,
21 to ‘put a bandage = an in
i the same

to be strait, firm, dense, strong.

Deriv.

the proper name on.
Pih. Spr (not used) to bind about

place; Talm. לתוח basket, made of twigs strongly or firmly, a wound, to put on a
bandage. Deriv. Dann.
or, rods plaited into one another.
Puh.  חלto be swaddled, Ez. 16, 4.
( תחתfrom the redupl. Pihelהפקת 
Hoph. bans the same, Ez. 16, 4.
after the form 5395; only pl. Epon)
ban (not used) adj. m., only fem. as
m. terrors, dangers, Eccrzs. 12, 5, in-
correctly taken by Jerome and the Vulg. the substantive
for a part. pl. terrified, fearful.
men ( דwith suf. לתל
(תהfa swaddl“ETI (patronym. from the proper name ing-cloth, cover, in a fig. sense JoB 38, 9.

nm; "pl. mn) m., man (pl. mann) =
seo the proper name nn.
DIN m. same as onin Gun. 38, 18
25 in the Samar. text.

( תיִּתֶחwith suf. ony) 7. 1. same
as nn, "An, non,

Yon (lurking-hole or stronghold) n. p.

of a place in Damascene Syria Ez. 47,

15; 48,1; Ar. Aid latibulum.
DAN (fut. on) tr. 1. same as bun

terror, cognate in to leat up, wan

Jos 9, 7, to 0

to /

sense with Mona; Ez. 32, 27 for the close, to veil, like 42373; to seal, with

heroes were a’terror (or to read with

a of the instrument, ‘png 1Kıas 21,

vss. 29 30 Brag their heroship); the 8, ngaba Esım. 8, 8 10, as the close or |

DAN
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nin of like derivation. Deriv. jan.
b) 10 marry, i. e. to enter into an alli32,10 44,‘opposite to "p43 vss. 11 and ance. Deriv. Tan. c) intr. to be related,
14; Is. 29, 11; to seal, with = of the made a friend of. “Deriv. yon +

subscription,

Band,

the undersigned

Nen. 10, 2; to seal up, i.e. to close, JER.

Hithp. "NT to contract affinity by
thing, to press the seal upon a thing,
i. e. to seal it up, Jos 33, 16; 37, 7; marriage , with “my (aceus.) GEN. 34, 9,

comp. Greek ope«yis (seal) from podoow

1 Kınas3, 1, 2 1 Sam. 18, 21 and » of

(to close). — 2. Figur. to seal, to close, the person 2 Cur, 18, 1, only applied to
= bnd Day. 12,4 9, i.e. not to publish that which arises on the woman’s side.

a book or a prophecy; to close 47372

In explanation of the un)
signification comp. Arab.
> II. to
contract
affinity
by
marriage,
1
and IV.
like oouyilery
conseq. = to justify, to
recognise; to fill תאמה (the measure of to marry, Gpi> to bind, out of which
sin) Dan. ibid.; to keep Is. 8, 16, with has arisen a) the meaning to circumcise,
( צרto bind up), of a judge's sentence i, e. to devote by vow to a god, to
Sona or Sou. 4, 12, the image of an
untouched maiden; to confirm Dan. 9, 24,

of punishment 703 14, 17 which is in
a AS or רצוא Deur. 32, 34. Part.
enin Ez. 28, 12 a sealer, i. e. last, viz.
highest, supreme. Deriv. onin, nann,

unite in marriage with a god, as it were,
circumcision expressing ideal union with

God; b) to keep a feast at a wedding
or a circumcision.

( חתןconstr. חן, with suf. 1200;
pl.
930K, with suff. Pan) m. prop. one
 אשDam (inf. 02801. nimm) to be

Dam.

sealed Esra. 3,12; 8,8.
Pih. On to close, to shut up, Jos 24,

16, with למל as a dat. commodi.
Hif. Dany to close,

to stop, from

(ya) a thing Ley. 15, 3.
"The stem has its analogy in Don,

DOM, DON, DY, Ar. AS, gid &e., but

the organic ‘root is manifeatly Ban;
Arab. also, to bolt.
anh see Onin.

allied, amd, hence 1. at a marriagefeast, a bridegroom, who rejoices in conducting home the bride Is. 62, 5, and

like the latter exults in that day (see
53) Jur. 7, 34; 16,9; 25, 10, who
wears a chalet Sona OF Bor. 3,11, and
encircles his head like a priest Ts.61,10;
who with joyful spirit and full of life's

enjoyment goes forth from the bridechamber (217, (רֶדָח with the feeling of
vigour, Jo. 0 16, Ps. 19,6, after he has

pon (with suff. mann) Aram. tr. to become in the wedding-night by the offerseal, to close up, Dan.% 18.
mann fem. same as Onin Gen. 38, 25.

yon (inKal only the part.m. yn, with
suf. WOH; fem. mann, with suff. inant)

trans. prop. to bind, to wind, to tie,
connected in its organic root jn”

with

that in JON, N99, m, In"? (which
see) &c. But in use ieis only metaphorical, a) to effect a union, an affinity, spoken

of the father of a maiden, hence ןתה
a father-in-law, Ex. 18,1; Now. 10, 29;
Jupexs 4, 11; 19, 9, prop. one ‘who

makes an alliance; nnn a mother-in-

ing of the maiden’s blood a 027 ןתח i.e.

one allied by the maiden’s blood (Ex. 4,
25 26), an idea which was subsequently
transferred to circumcision. — 2. a bridegroom of circumcision, i. e. who is allied
to God by the dedication of the blood
of circumcision (Kimchi, Ibn Ganäch, Ibn
Esra), called from the consummation of
marriage
nn Jon, Ex.4,25 26 ; hence Ar.
WS to circumcise, .prt> circumcised,
U» circumcision 60. — 3. a son-inlaw, Gun. 19, 14, 1 Sam. 22,14, sometimes with > instead of the genitive

1 Sam. 18, 18, Nex. 13, 28; as TR,

law, Deur. 27, 23, j. e. the mother of 739, ak, ,אנט > 4 are also used. —

the ites For the father and mother 4. "Generally a relative by marriage
of the husband the language has bn, 2 Kınas 8, 27.

התנה
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(from the masc. jin) fem. seen from רבש (Jo 41, 17), and from

espousals, nuptials, Sona or Sou. 3, 11.

the Arab. verbs Gr

OD,

, where

AAN (fut. nam) tr. to tear away, to both exist likewise. But see Pihel.
rob, = ron, HOR, Ar. > (of death’s Deriv. nn (adj. and subst.), non, 797,
1

hence to catch, seize, JoB 9, nam, the proper name np.

12, where the LXX read Han. Deriv.
 אשnm to be afraid, construed with
AM (after the form on) masc. a 2372" Mat. 2,5. But as Kal has this
robber, Prov. 23,28, not the abstract
robbery; Ar. is (robber, death).

In

(fut. Sam, pl. 9a)

tr. to

break through, with 2 of the object, e. ₪.
a wall Ez. 8,8; 12,5 12, seldom with
the accus., 6. g. Dna 708 24,16; to break
through into, to press into, with = of the
limit to which, Am. 9, 2; figurat. as

meaning, the form may perhaps be
better referred to n after the form
on.

Pih. 1. nny (3 fem. Ang)

1. to ter-

rify, to put into fear, with 3 of the thing
by which, Jos 7,14, in which sense
Hall (31, 34) and the noun (6, 21) are

used.

In םתוּתשק ann Jur. 51, 56 it

is usual to read either DAGR or NAN
p27 (2 Kınas 3,26), yap (2 Sam. 13, to bring out agreement in gender and
38 57), to make an exertion, of gules number, and to take the sense intranJon. 1,13; where the Targ. and Vulg. sitively (like nn» Is. 60, 11, 4p 51,
translate according to the sense “to 13) “to be broken to pieces”, translating
row”. The Ar.
“to deceive” is not their bows are broken; 1 Sam. 2, 4 being
rendered in the same manner.
But
connected with the word.
Hif. “13 (mot used) to break in, of though non (perhaps = nn», Un», Ar.
ds) has the ו
fata broken
a thief, deriv. myn.
NA 6. > mn, fem. oon, pl. amp, in pieces, we have seen under nf (above)
that there is no need to depart from
in pause man,
ל
ותחו imp. pl. nm; part.
the usual meaning even when the word
an, pl. DAD; fut. nm, nm, AS» as is coupled with mup (1 Sam. 2, 4).
in athar intrans. verbs of this class, e.g. nun, stands for 'ק  שיאan archer, and

Dpr, War, Tat, on; 1 pers. with
a of

motion TINO; pl. ann, ann. Another
nm, > ₪ לש 21, 13, belongs to nm,
and here belongs al inn: Jos 21, ‘18
for ann) intrans. 1. to be 0
br ought to shame, to be disgraced , disappointed, with שיבה or wa Is. 20, 5;
37, 27; Jur. 8,9; 17, 18; 48,1 20; 50,
2, of which it is a stronger expression;
to be confounded, sad, Jur. 14, 4; to be
in despair 48,1; to be dismayed 48, 39;
to be terrified Jos 32,15; with ארי to
be alarmed Duut. 1, 11, 1088. 10, 25,
with 72 Is. 30, 31 or "en of the person
JER. 1, 17 or also ya of the thing Is.
31, 9; to be dispirited, helpless JER. 50,

36 (parallel Dein); 05. 9; Is. 8, 9. —
2. to

be crushed , brulee

ו

in

Ana refers to Son, the leading subject in this verse and the next, so that
we should translate: she puts their archers
(the reading should be היתרתושק
(in fear,

nn being parallel to “3b (as in Jer. 8,
9) and pyi23 to ninwp.
Pih. II. (not used) mony the same.
Deriv. nonn.
|,
Hif. aa (2 pers. mann for 'חה ,as
is sometimes the case before gutturals,
comp. e. g. many from "19; 1 pers.
"MATT, with 1 convers. ‘RENT, abridged
from "Nn, as ma out of יִתְתיִמַה
from 7772, the vowel between the last
radical And the personal suffix often
falling away, 6. ₪. יִּתְרַצְנ Ex. 23, 22

from רצו ְּ םֶּמְלַמ. פא17, 11 Nif. of

pieces, objectively and subjectively Is. >; fut. nm, nos, with suf. nn,
7,8; 51,6 and perhaps in other places. AN, = mm Has. 2, 17 stands, acThe connection of the two senses is cording to some, for ja, instead of
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which the LXX and Jerome read nm)
to put in fear, to scare, Jur. 1, 17; =
37; to scare with anguish Is. 9, 3;
terrify Jos 31,34. In Has. 2, 17 if we
are to read yn, the suff. should be

ט

be taken as a parallel to 93.

Deriv.

nny.

ra, fearful, a fearful state, JoB 6,
21. In Gen. 9,2 the cod. Samar. uses

referred to nin72; but if mm, it is to

it for the ו

np.

ט
0 called my (i.e. my from nn, nd, graphically, in "707 Ez. 22, 24, aptly
to knot together, to twist into read by the LXX' הָרָהְטִמ = ( הָרִָמfrom
each other) or םימ (i. 6. OI from van, ;(מטרbut this is not "proved. "Bo early
ny), as the name of a letter signifies as the LXX the relation was the re-

to knot,

united into one another,

verse. Soe. g. טפש Sapaz, OP? ’Iexzop,

together, concrete a basket (see

may Taßex, on Mazoais., n being
represented vice versa by 6 (seen).
There are but few departures from this

twisted together,

wound

117), apparently because in old Hebrew
and Phenician writing (U, 62, A), and
therefore in old Greek &c., as also in
Palmyrene, the sign so used represents
the outline-form of a household basket.
The orthography n°, whence the Greek

bovd, U2p"28 “Elugalad. The same
holds good in the rendering of the

Ojza, is the older; and the meaning

Punic in Plautus’s Poenulus, e. g. sw

serpent, after the Arab. dar, or after
another Arabic word skin, rests in part
on a misconception of the true form,
and in part on a misinterpretation of
the word. See Dan, .תּוס But the ancient Semitic term was not chosen on
account of the form of the letter, but for
the sake of the initial sound, as is the
case with all the names of the letters of
the alphabet. As a sound of the alphabet it was uttered te, like be, gi, de, he
&c, in primitive fashion; and the name
m0 must have adapted itself to the
original sound in this instance, as in
the case of the other letters. As a
numeral it denotes 9, רט 15, & 9000,
 םbeing the ninth letter of the alphabet.

With reference to the pronunciation,

mutual normal condition in which © is
set forth by 9 or even 0, 6. ₪. DAB

(= Hebr. 70% in the sense of “duty,
obligation”, "Poen. 1, 13 mutro), and in
other Phenieian words scattered through

Greek and Latin writers, 6. ₪. DIOR,
247000 (Diose. 1,119). Here, as in the
LXX, nothing more than the later
period of the pronunciation is shewn,
which is also followed by the Syriac
orthography. Besides the original, guttural, dull-aspirated ©, there was also a
sibilated i. e. one mixed with a sibilant,
sound, denoted in Arabic by a diacritic

point (2). This division of the letter
appears clearly from the different significations of stems written alike.
From the diverse nature of the &sound just given we can explain 1, its
interchange with the other t-sounds,
when the t-power prevails, a) with 5,

stands in the same relation to the as Wey and waz, dau II. and 337,
other t-sounds as p does to the k-sounds, gro and 7 Us רּוט and 737; comp.
i.e. it is a sort of guttural, an aspirated t, 27 Aram. N30 Syr. tal, wa Arab.

which the Greeks represent by 0, e. g.

wy} b) wich n, as yn and AyD,
Son
and ףתח ,Nano» (Dan. 3,5 and 10,
Sovmte, the Germans by ¢ or th, the
mp

Orte,

טלמ parte,

na

Greek

English by ¢; whilst n is only a ¢sound. Some have wished to find the

application of an aspiration to it, ortho-

15) and 777920» (10,7), boy and nn,

soy and np, ,רבט and nan; comp. Sup
Aral ו ‘ טטקSyr. IKaas, “OP Arab.

xO
3. —

טבול
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2. with m, when the dull gut-

Cat power prevails, 6. ₪. >= II. and

Is. 14, 23, comp. “ans 92 1 Kinas 14,
10 and 21, 21, mn 2 Kings 21,13 ina

ke
dan, Hoy and nur; comp. on Zab. similar sense. For the form comp. EaLblb

in a like sense, in Talmudic
Shana 26°) the abridged nyy
yax, 102 and רצו  רהסand רח“x, ney out), whence the noun tix
and חפצו ‘and sometimes also with the out, cleansing), Aram. RONG
N „als and 11ב &e.— 3. ל the
sibilant &, as 207 and 2271, 930 and

(Rosh ha(to sweep
(scouring
(to sweep

other sibilants, e.g. אמ and ND and >7, ont) and the noun "ONO (def. RN’ORD)
may and nat, לבט I. and לבש  הוטa besom (in the Talmudie place menand mx, Sm and md &e. Besides tioned), cognate with אָפאָס Is. 27, 8
these Korn" changes caused by the from אס to push. Deriv. NORDEN (for
peculiarity of the U-sound there are pain).
other rarer ones, viz. 1. with
on ac טאב.marA emas sa .rbeH (מוב) מב
count of the similarity of ם and 4 im
prop.
to shine, to glitter, therefore me-
the old writing, e. g. חטוב Jur. 12,5
taphor.
to be joyful, with לע over a thing
‘for maja; 2. with >, % g. ףסע for
Dan. 6, 24, referring here to the person

229; Sap Is.66, 19 for DaB, hence the rejoicing, conseq. = to rejoice in oneself’;
LXX oid, through the medium of ר
perhaps. —

Moreover D was sometimes

assimilated before מ in old language, e. g.

Targ. 799, Syr. faces, in the New
Test. ueuuwväs (Marra. 6, 24; Luxe
16,9 11 13), Phenic. yar (Augustine on
the Sermon on the Mount lib. 2), from

Toa,
TBE.
In a completed

stem-formation, Teth
appears at the beginning, with reference
to the mother-form, as often inorganic,
i. e. not belonging to the organic root,

Syr. bi the same.
RONO

See sin.

see RQ.

( בטfrom Sm) Aram. adj. m. good, like
Hebr. ain Dan. 2,32; agreeable, pleasing

Eze. 5, 17.

In compound Aramaean

proper names ID occurs besides( בס see

 באל02727).
 טבseeב .
beau (HLis good; in pause 5X30, as
- often’ arises in pause out of —,

6. =.

e.g. חבה,מbay, In, HIB, Ta} 6 a Is. 18, 5, >un 38, 9, aw 42, 22,
( אטKal need) trans. to drive, to sau Ez. 23, 14)"n. Dp oe Syrian, a

vassal of Rezin Is. 7, 6, as also the
name of a Persian prefect in Samaria
Ezr. 4, 7, who was probably a Syrian.
On במ comp. the Hebrew form בוט in
the verb my I. and perhaps also IL., 33 the proper names 3a, 12340 &e.,
(whence 191) and »O in the org. root the Aramaean form being afterwards iinof 9073, N belonging to אשָש= NNT; digenous among the Jews, e. g. לאב
sharpened iin its last sound and vonnesied( Tos. 1, 1), Tapia. EN is also used
with , חד, החל: חדin intrans. signific. among the heathen Semites for a dewith m (to hasten forward, to hunt signation of the supreme Being (see לא
after quickly) belonging to the redupl. p. 89-91).
form 17777 (which see); with x7 the
235 (not used) a stem assumed for
organic ‘root ofל,7-87 and 877 (which
but see nan.
nay;
see). This root- theme is also repre-
(only pi.pony, from ban IL)
aan
sented very frequently in the other Se-
mitic dialects.
m. a turban, a tiara, mitre Ez. 23, 15,
drive Forward, to push, to push forward,
cogn. with ND (whence אָפאָס( , אזbelong-
ing to the redupl. form NINT, from which

the
Pih. (redupl.) sono )1 p. INRENY) to 1.0. that part of it which ו
Baon
it
with
meets
still
one
as
head,
drive forcibly, to drive forward hence
to sweep, to sweep away, i.e. to destroy bylonian monuments (Herod. 1, 195;
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 חפצוprop. to extend, to spread, hence
hanging part being called myo (after to be wide, extended, thick, fat; the or-
the form wa), hence Ezex. ibid. “79 ganic root being . חבהDeriv. the proper
 טבוליםoverhanging high turbans, out of names Mah, nnad, perhaps also naw.
"aa .םיִחּורְס According to the LXX,
nao Dei same as Hebr. nao 1
Vulg. ‘and the old interpreters from
Pah.  שבחsame as Hebr. nay. Deriv.
Dau I. which is less suitable.
mad.
20 (from ab) m. a high point, a
"nay (with suf. 7720, from nay 1)
Minter, Relig. d. Babyl. p. 97), the over-

height‘ (navel according to the LXX,
Vulg. and others; Talmudic the pare),
with PINS projecting point of the earth
JUDGES 9,37, mountain-summit, identical
with De לשאר 9, 36, and also as
running’ out in a “slope on all sides, a
high land, land of the middle, spoken of
Palestine Ez. 38, 12. “iam as a proper
name occurs in a similar original sense. In

Phenic. 748, 6. 120 (Thubur, Tubur)
is the same, in the metaphor. 8080
mountain, height; conseq. in names of

m. 1. slaughter, of cattle Is. 53, 7, Prov.

7,22, hence banquet Gen. 43, 16, prop.
the copious slaughter for the guests invited Prov. 9,2. Metaphor. massacre,
murder, destruction Is. 34, 6; 65, 12;
 לט102 to give up to the massacre 34,2;

 לטי77 to meet destruction Jur. 48, 15. —
2. (from nav IL; thick, strong) n. p. of
a son of sim Gun. 22, 24, then of a
Nahorite Aramaean tribe, mentioned
along with the Nahorites ori, won and

places 6. g. 899920 (Thuburnica, hill ‘122% (which see), — 3. (extension, level)
of moistening; Ph =’) n. p. of a hill 0 LD. ‘of a Mesopotamian locality, where
this Nahorite branch had their seat, bein Numidia; xprw an (Thubursica, Aill
longing to Naik DON, which David
of an tein n. > of a eity there.
wrested from Hadadeser the contemnaDı. (inf. constr. AD, imp. 134 porary king of Aram Zoba, along with

Gun. ‘43,16 for maw) tr. 1. to slaugheen, ( בּרתיwhich see) 2 Sam. 8, 8 (Syr. 2,
cattle Ex, 21, 37, Deur. 28, 31, particularly for eating Gen. 43, 16, 1 Sam.
25,11, Prov. 9, 2, slaughtering for the

a reading that the -Ar. and LXX [MeteBax] have also had, while we have in

Gener-

our text the transposed form na). In
1 Cur. 18, 8 nmad stands for it. A

ally to cook, prop. to prepare the principal meal, which consisted for the most

trace of the city has been found in a
city Taibeh situated on the caravan route

a cook and a slaughterer or butcher. —
2. Metaph. to kill, to murder, to massacre,
men JER. 25, 34; Ez. 21, 15; Lament.

Damascus;

altar being expressed by nat.

part of what had been slaughtered. Ar. from Aleppo to the Euphrates,as יתרב
to cook, to roast; Greek udysıgog has been found in Berah, south east of

2, 21; Ps. 37, 14. Deriv. Hab, .הָחְבְס

but there may

other places,

have

been

derived from the tribe

Thebach, which bore this or a kindred
name. See nay.

( הבטfrom Pih.; pl. (טַבָּחִים m. .1 a
PR. nad (aot used) to slaughter repeatedly or to cook repeatedly, spoken of cook 1Sam, 9,23 24, ie. he who slaugha cook; metaphor. to massacre repeatedly, ters for the principal meal. — 2. a slaughof an executioner. Deriv. nay, mau. terer, slayer, executioner, in the royal
Hif. 307 (not used) same as Kal. body-guard, pl. the body-guard, the lifeDeriv. many.
The stem (Ar. ,

, Syr. wu) is con-

nected in its organic root חַבַמ with
that in macy, navy, Aram. 727.

rao II. (not used) intr. same as Dt,

guardsmen, whose chief was called “iy
'u (Gun. 37, 36; 39,1), סע ( בר 'טJur.
39, 9), and who as heed of the pretorians was

at the same

the army 2 Kines 25,8.

time head

Hence

Vulg. translates princeps exercitus.

DZ

of

the
The

רש or 'ט  ברhad chiefly to ex-

rato
ecute

sentences

of death,

טבעת

1
as he was

Nif. Dany to be moistened Josu. 3, 15.

commander of the royal palace-guard;
S30 II.1 (not used) tr. 1. to wind, to
corresponding to the Persian Nasakshi
wind
about, to cover, connected in the אק
Bashi (Morier’s Journey I. p.5), to the
Turkish Capi Agassi (Lüdke, Beschrei- organic root 53-0 with that in 5377 2,

bung des türk. Reiches p. 290) or Kapidshi Bashi; under whose inspection
the state-prison was put Gen. 40, 3; 41,
10; the same that conducted transportations of the people 2 Kines 25, 8;
Jur. 39, 9 &e.
mao (def. pl. (אּיַחּבְט Aram. m. the
same Dan. 2, 14.

הבל הדבל,3 ;3-35 ni eipoihtE eht .emas
Deriv. בול. 5 Figur. to cover around,

to protect; hence Dav in the proper name

aman.

( לבטconstr. bats) see 14223.
( ףהילבְטJah is protector) n. p. m.
1 Cur. 26, 11.

yan )
(fut. 929°) 1. (mot used) tr. to
( הָחָּבַסpl. תצחה( f. a female cook
press in, to impress , into a thing, of a
1 San.8, 13, with הפא and mp".
seal, particul. in Pih. (deriv. nyat); comp.
 וlevel) Talm. 93 to impress, in metal, hence
( תַחְבִסfrom naw IL;
n. p. of a city in ee Zobah 1 Cur. yan’ 8 stamp, a coin, Ar.
to im,18 ,8 together with 719, for which in

2 Sam. 8, 8 nay (nua) with snha (which press a seal, to seal, Syr. the same; to
sink in, to fasten in, of mountains, that
see) stand, The city Thaebata (from are fastened into the earth, of threshNAD

= nnd)

in the north-west

of olds sunk into the ground &c. — 2. intr.

Mesopotamia (Pliny, N. H. 6, 30), or to sink, to sink into (2), םיס Jur. 38, 6,
the place 09070  תַחְבִט( =)אָתחְבְטof ny Ps. 9, 16, Maren im 69, 5 PIN
Arrian (in Steph. Byz.) ‘which lay ac- Lament. 2, 9; to press into (3), MER;
cording to the Peutinger tables (XI, e) absol. to sink down Pa, 69, 15.
south of Nisibis, may refer to this name.
See nap.

Pih. Yat (not used) 1. to impress, a
seal, hence to seal, like the Syr. and
 לבט1 (part. bab; fut. Sau) tr. to Ar.; deriv. nya®, Which see. — 2. to
moisten , to sprinkle, rigare, tingere; dip ייל to sink in, hence to dye,
therefore to dip, to immerse, in anything conseq.= Talm. »2%, as the idea imfluid, with accus. of the object (535, plied in 93h passes elsewhere into yay.
yas, nn>, np &e.) and 3 of the liquid Deriv. the proper name niy2D.

(O73, 73203, yana, prea) Lav. 14, 51;

Puh. yan to be sunk down in, to be

1 Sam. 14, 27; to dip in mow (a al immersed Ex. 15, 4.
Hof.  המבלto be sunk, stuck into, to
pit) Jon 9, 31 where one isdirtied, hence
to defile generally (Syr. only in this be put into JER. 38, 22; Prov. 8, 25;
sense); omitting the accus. Ex. 12, 22; Jos 38, 6.
The stem ‘9 is connected with yax 1,
also to bathe Dzur.33,24, seldom intrans,
2Kınas5, 14. — The fundamental signi- as is seen from the dialects; and the
fication of the stem is to moisten, to be- organic root is 9790. For the proper
sprinkle,

connected in its organic root

name nivay we may compare perhaps

0-35 htiw taht ni  בל,LI ידבל,  שדבל מבעwith  צבעI.

&e. ‘and accidentally coinciding with
yap, which originally denotes to press

nivay (pl.subst. variegatedness, spottedness) 1.מ p.m. Har. 2,43; perhaps from
into, to sink in, only in the ulterior ap- yan=עבצ IL, ןיְנְבִצ "also appearing as
plication of the meanings. Comp. Ar.
a proper name.

₪4 to dye, prop. to dip in colours,

where & has passed into m.

The noun

MYBO (with suf. inyed; pl. nigay,

bia has been improperly referred tc constr. תב with suf.on) f. prop.

this’signification.

what presses into, hence 1 a signet- ring,
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 גוש, a sign of the highest dignity, together, to accumulate”, as in "3-3; or
with which the king’s writing was mark- with that of projecting, as in a8,
ed below Estu. 3,12; 8,8 10, worn by mn 6.
" Pik."ab (not used) to project strongly,
the prime minister among the Persians
,3 ;10 ,8 ,2 as also among the Egyptians

Gen. 41, 42 (in the Grecian period the
state-seal was in the hands of the regent
1 Macc. 6, 15; Curt. Alex. 10,5; Justin.
,12 ;15 among the Turks it is in the
hands of the grand-vizier). It was also
worn by private men but rarely, and

named pnin Jer. 22, 24; Ben-Sira 49,
.13 — .2 A female ornament, named
along with nn, Diz, ליג זמופ we,
mayer Ex. 35, 22; Nun. 31, 50; Is. 3,
u — 3. a ring generally Ex, 25, 12;
, ;23 ,36 ;34 ,37 ,3 whether it was
ae holding together the boards of the
tabernacle, or for the jun, Ting 80. —
According to signifie. 3, which occurs
oftenest, the fundamental meaning of
 'טappears to be roundness, so that the

deriv. shan.

228 Ava see "MD.

jenny (Rimmon is good) n. p. of a
Syrian, father of Benhadad 1 Kinas 15,
18. בס is abridged from 20, and ןימר
(which see) is the proper ‘name of a

Syrian deity, who had a temple in Damascus 2 Kınas 5, 18. See ja 71H.
Comp. the Phenic. proper name סֶראְבְט
(Aram is good, Tugg. 2; see Gesenius,

Mon. p. 456), 058 being=54 the name
of the Libyan Baal, Paues in Hesychius,
‘Twovedrios in Sanchoniathon.

nap (probably contracted from nn,
with’ elision of 7, as in nay

of ihe

Classics) n. p. of a city lying somewhat
south of Abel-Mehola, consequently a
third would be the first sense; the stem little farther from ןֶאַש m2 than Dax
would be 9259=,“ רבטbx, to turn in a ming Junges 7, 22; it belonged to Iscircle, N- having passed into » (6); and sachar, like Abel-Mehola itself.
in all similar cases this syllable was
 תבפm. the name of the tenth He-
pronounced perhaps nothing but 6, inas-
much as 4~ stands instead of it. The brew month Esra. 2,16, written by Josame has happened im »22="x3, >p2 sephus (Ant. XI, 5, 4) Tepe06e, 15866.
= קר, RS=
“  קרע קצרSp,

=צר

According to C. B. Michaelis it is abridged

,YI ees ,mmE  ורnel ot  ילעהfrom תעבט signifying dirt-month (from
to be very dirty). But
 רצוצהcomp. Phenic. “P2293 Bomilear yap = Ar.
as the names of the months are foreign,
=( aha) &e.
according to tradition (Rosh ha-Sh. ch.1),
i. 6. non-Semitic, it is better to explain
formed into a hill, to project, spoken of the word out of the old Persian, where
a mountain, of a peak; metaphor. ap- the Jewish calendar originated; and that
plied to the projection of the belly, the again agrees with the Indian. Among
navel, The stem 'ַמ is also found in the different series of the Indian months
the Hebrew "an I. to the proper name occurs one (Asiat. Res. III. p. 258),
nian (which see); Sam. =D, hence the where that of Tapas corresponds to
noun M30 a mountain; Ark, 430, רוט Thebet, the former denoting winter, the
the same, and so רוס from רו 2 au cold time of the year (Wilson, Sanser.

720 (not used) intr. to be heightened,

after the form bbw) mountain, height; Dict. s. v. tapas).

Phenic. 20 the same, from which "ay

(Tubur, Thubur) iin the names of many

The name may have

come out of India into the territories
of Persia. From the word Tapas has
arisen the Hebrew nay, Samar. nan,

places; as also from the Phenic. “an
comes the noun “ans the name of a Palmyrene naw , Coptic oaths, Ar. Kb,

mountain in Rhodes, Sicily &. The
organic root seems to be “ab, with
the fundamental signification “to }heap

Greek zußı and anßı.
 המI. (not used) intrans. to be soft,

kneadable, sticky, spoken of tough, clam-

rm
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my and binding earth; cognate in sense
337, ay, Bey, oun L, Aram. non,
though different in their application. In
this simple organic root, it is identical
with the fundamental signification in

into nit), whence the noun un, the name
of the letter Dp (i.e. 71), my (i. 6. m7)

same, whence sb loam. In Hebr. the
noun (0°) is developed out of the reduplicated form. The identification ‘of the

Alexandr. nit (089) and ny, an Egyp-

stem with xv (which see), and the ac-

TiO or "mu (constr. im, before
Makkeph “3; “ple mn, poyiny) adj.
May הרּוהמ or+ הרה (pi. (תורהט f.clean,

a basket, iG, bypn a serpent, can be

explained.

In Phenie, ny (Taaut) isi a

my (mo), חס (my), where the A is name for the principle of xöouos and
hardened into ch; the idea of plastering o0gavög; heaven and the world being deover (zéyy@) also in 52m proceeding pro- scribed as a twisted serpent (Sanch. p. 6
and 22; Varro, de ling. lat. V, 10; Maperly from that of being slimy, sticky,
crob. Batırn. 1 9); and from this is
and the same idea being perceptible
also to be derived the Egyptian name
likewise in wen, Wat. Arab. 5) the pit (Thot, Thoyt, comp. Mavojs= Un),

ceptation of the noun DH as offscouring
are incorrect, because 0°t) is represented
as a soft mass into which one sinks
(Jer. 38, 6), and that is worked up as
material by the potter (Is. 41, 25).
Pih. (vedupl.; not used) 79°0 (out of
Mao) to plaster with clay, or to be very
sticky, kneadable. Deriv. Un.
The organic root U, as has been

tian name of Esculapius, whose worship
came from Phenicia.

in the widest sense, therefore purified,
spoken of ant Ex. 25, 11, on» 0 28,
19, white, shining , pure, of ףינצ 0
3, 5, of vessels Luv. 24, 4, Is. 66, 20,
of a place Lev. 4, 12, of water Ez. 36,
25, but especially ‘in the Levitical sense,
of men and things Lev. 7,19, Num. 9,
already mentioned, is härdened perhaps 13, 1 Sam. 20, 26; of animals alate
into mi, where it ‘has received a trans- by the law for food Gun. 7, 2; mm
itive collateral sense; in Arab. be- many Man. 1,12 a pure meat--offering ;
sides «Li (to be viscous, clammy), (sli, in'a moral sense, innocent, pious, pleawhence gla (slime, dirt), also belongs sing to God, true 66. Ps.51,12; Jop14,4.

to the siete,

un“) (imp. 9, fut. 179%) intrans.
1.
(not “used) to shine, to glitter, to be
 הסI. (not used) 1. trans. to knot to,

illuminated, spoken of the sun, same as
together, spoken of basket-work (cogn. NO WIS; Targ. "m, Syr. the same, whence

to knot together, to join together, to twist

in xovN, Syr. hof, see p. 126), prop. fo רהיט splendour, wT the same, Bog
bind,to bind about Gams as War), to put noon, Ar.
„gb, whence „gb mid--day;
on a bandage, hence to heal; the idea but
to be pure. Derivat. wh 1,
of healing in אָפְר being derived from
and perhaps . — רַהָטְמ.2 Metaphor. to
the same point. "of view. On the con- be clean, oppos. "to Nu, spoken of a
trary, the organic root in 7-70, Arab. menstruous woman Lev. 12, 7; 15, 28,
Spb aand Sb, identical with that in of a man affected with an issue 15,13,
ax-nIL,ar-2, aw-n &e., does not belong or leprosy 2 Kinas 5,10 12, of Levitical
here. — 2. intr. to twist, of the serpent. purity Lev. 11, 32; 12, 8; in a moral

Pih. (redupl.) "ur

or הםיט (not

sense,

to be innocent, sinless, righteous,

Ps. 51, 9; Jur. 13,27; commonly with
other strongly, of a basket, to twist its ya of the thing from which one is clean
folds into one another, of the serpent. Prov. 20,9; only in JoB 4,17 is 'ָס with
used) to twist or interweave into one an-

This reduplicated form is then abbreviated into a simple verb, into טימ or
om (which latter is afterwards changed

va (beside) ‘construed in another ‘sense.
Deriv. Sty mp), wb 2, man.
Pih. “a (fut. san) 1. to make clear,
33
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bright, shining, the heavens Jos 87, 21, be hungry, to fast; and the Hebr.oy=bx%
hence to make clean, to purify, silver, proceeding from the same point of view.

Mat. 3, 3. — 2. Metaphor. to cleanse,
from leprosy Lay. 18, 13, in a Levitical

sense e. g. a house 14, 48, a country
2 Cur. 34, 8, things Nex. ₪ 9, men
Mat. 3, 3 ae to dedicate, consecrate,
Num. 8, 6, Ez. 43, 26, and also in an
ethical sense Jer. 33, 8; Ez. 24, 13.

Accordingly it is identical with the Hebr.
0 (which see). Deriv. nib.

2} (a half-passive formation with
6, after the form Six, like6 in some re-

gular verbs, such as in Op, 55%, 33,
Dow; 8 pl. rab; fut. 322") or 30°, pass-

Puh. 138 (part. Amt) to be alncnaeil ing"תו
Ez. 22, 24, as the ancients mostly un- to assume
derstood it, But the LXX read 43%

into יפ without our having
4 separate stem במי on that

account, comp. DW") Ez. 6, 6 from oy

(from "5%), parall. to saws (from (םוט = ou, and with a passive sense Bio"
on the ‘contrary, they "have in 39, 16 Gen. 24,33 K’tib from DD, 79%) Ex. 30,
nano for .רהט

32 from 70 = 7073; un

2 pers. sing.

"Hithp. Amar (part. man, fut. 4787) fem. Nau. 4 8 ו
for aan after the
to purify oneself, in a Levitical sense form 8m for the sake of euphony)
Lev. 14, 4, in a moral sense Josu. 22, intr. prop. ‘to shine, to glitter, cognate
17; to consecrate oneself Is. 66,17.
in sense with "pw, sonseq. connected

“ind see Simn.

sat (with suf. ao) m. 1. splendor,
shining , then pureness Ex. 24,10. In
gm maw the noun is either to be
looked for in “iQ, or it should be read

“mon (after the form Bp), which latter

with any in the organic root 10; me-

taphorically a) of the aspect, to % shining, beautiful, lovely, pleasing, Num. 24,
5; Ps. 69, 32; Esta. 2, 9; b) of tastes
to be lovely, agreeable, Sona or Sot. 4,
10, comp. 7,10; e) of smell: to be fragrant, JER. 6, 20; d) of the frame of
mind: to be cheerful, joyful, spoken of

isthe more probable. — 2. purification,
spoken of a menstruating woman Lev.  לב1Sam. 25, 36, 2 Sam. 13, 28, Esru.

12, 4 6.

“IQ see "man.

1,10, with לע of the person, and 2 of

the thing whereby; hence to be consentTINO (constr. nA”, with suff. (יתרהמ ing, comfortable 1100198. 7, 3; Jupans
2 purification (= רה ,)2 " 'ט27 Lev.12, 19,9; to be pleasant, with ִפ יניעבNom.
4 5 blood of purification, iie. from which 24,1; in later language with לעof the
one is to be purified; (Levit.) cleansing, person Esra. 1, 19, Nex. 2, 5, seldom
Nea. 12, 45 and the ward of the puri- with 5 Jos 10, 3; e) of the state ofa
fication; Luv. 13, 7 35; 14, 32. 1 Cur. person: to be well, in health, 1 Sam. 16,
23, 28 and in the purifying of all holy 16; to thrive Daur. 4, 40, ‘with לא of
things, 1.6. if they be unclean. Figur. the person 1 Sam. 20, 12; to go well with,
and ethically 2.Car. 30,19 the purifica- with 5 of the person Gen. 12, 13, and
tion of holiness,. i.e. the purification per- so in a great variety of applications.
Deriv. 230, 230, 7250, the proper name
taining to the holy.
aim alone and in compounds )6. g. in

RID (i. 6. X) assumed for NORD;  אלניָהוsin, 39), 270 (in Won,

see NO.

 (אַבִיסוּבmaus, mnay? and perhaps also
man,

( טואnot used) ‘Aram. intrans. to be
"Hif. ( הָטיבlike  הָקִיםfrom Drip; 2 pers.
strung ‘together, to be laced or intertwined,
mon 1Kınas 8, 18 1 pers. np Ez.
of the entrails, hence to fast, the Arab,

36,11,‚where the For fluctuates between
wb plainly pointing out this transition  עדand5; elsewhere are the usual forms
of significations; the verbs sr» LS of *b, as occurs in other דע also, e. g.
signifying to be-ל together, then to win, conseg. 07, NIT, DIOR, part. ;

טוב
aa,
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מסיב, inf. absol. an], ביסיח ,

 בוטI (with suf. pain; pl. pain,

constr. רבלט( adj. m., 350 (constr. nia,
fut. ביטיא >A" ‘for which stands aan pl. nis, תובוט( .7 1 suiting and agree-
Jon 24, 21, apoe. aun, בית to do well, able to the senses, beautiful, spoken of
to do good, with > of the person Gun. the appearance, lee. pulcher Gen. 6,
constr. Sum, דיה , imp. ma,

12, 16; to show goodness,

בימיה

benevolence

;2 usually with Mya 24, 16, sn
1 Krıas 1,6, 87 1 Sam. 16,12; but also
having the force of an adverb 1 6
without an addition, spoken ‘of DIR
17; Ez. 33,32; elsewhere the causative .088 ,7,21 na Is.5,9, nar Jo.4,
of all the meanings of Kal: to make ;5 fragrant, of you Ta. 39, 0 mp JER.
beautiful, or shining, toadorn, Hos. 10, 1,
,6 ;20 well-tasted Gun. 2, 9, of ©
to amend Jex.7, 3, to cheer Eccuzs.11,
Prov.
24, 13, 712 Sone or Sou. 7, 10.
9, to provide 1 Sam. 16,.17, to rejoice
Jupazs 19, 22, to settle, prepare, 1. 6. Sin as a suhet, comfortableness, con-
to trim Ex. 30, 7, to do good to, with > venience, ease, pleasure Gun. 49,15, Ps.
1 Sam. 25, 31, accus. Deur. 8, 16, py ,73 ,28 and therefore coupled with fem.
Num. 10, 32; seldom intrans. like Kal nouns. In a similar way as a neuter also:
to be good, with Dy of the person Mic. pleasant, agreeable, corresponding to, to
be so explained when connected with

Noms. 10, 29, with the inf. following

2, 7, with -by to please 1 Sam. 20, 13. ‘p ya, 2B) or > of the person Num.
The inf. absol. is commonly used as an
adverb for well, accurately, carefully &e.

,24 ;1 Eocızs. 7,26; Dur. 23,17. —
.2 ‘good » spoken er Internal, valuable
(see 127) Davr. 9, 21; 18, 15.
ability, like dyo0¢, therefore fruitful,
The stem ab (an intrans. form for fruit-bearing ,luxuriant, of the poy Ex.

2%) is the Targ. au, Syr. 24 (whence

,3 ,8  הָרָשEz. 17, 8, mpqa 34, 14, pz

many forms), Ar. oul &c., along with

2 Kings 3, 19; healer, fat, of 272

the Targ. xD, Syr. 2H ie. בס (which Lav. 27,10, opposite to ער GEN. 41,27;
is another intrans. form). In some forms,
e. g. in the fut. of Kal and in Hiphil,
the stem is enlarged into 2077, without
our needing to look for the forms in
question under that; since the usage

solid, of ast Gen. ,2 ;12  םיבוטהihe
principal, optimi, by ‘internal ‘goodness
1Sam. 8,14; 1 Kınas 20, 3; able, select,
of persons Ex. 2,231 Sam. 9,2; eloquent,
i. e. agreeable,

of 227 Ps. 45, 2. —

varies in many ways, as we have seen.

.3 good with regard to usefulness and
The organic root ,בס 2073, 28 (ANY) advantageousness, hence salutary, use-
is obviously connected, and ‘that closely, ful Ex. 14, 12, or with 2 of the person
with the organic root in any,

and we

must set out with the idea to be bright,
shining, beautiful, cheerful, joyful, in putting together so many meanings; the
Aram. DU also corresponding to the
word before us. In Ar. „lb with the
meaning to be pleasant, lovely, good, fragrant, cheering (which vw also signifies)is related to ob, to be firm, enduring , to be copious, inasmuch as the
idea in right, correct, good, fit, suitable,
may be easily enlarged into the other.
The assumption that 247 is connected

Ecouss. 2, 24; suitable Gen. 29, 19;

beneficent, profitable Gun. 1,4; 2 Sam.
,17 .7 — .4 good with respect to extent,
like bonus transferred to multitude,
hence rich, copious, of "> Eccuzs. 4,
,9 Tat Gen. ,30 ,20  רחסProv. 31, 18,
ה
of mar Gen. 15, 15, i. e. far-
advanced, of "on Ps. 69, 17 i. e. rich.
— .5 ina metaphor. sense, of the dis-
position: joyful, cheerful, coupled with

 בל1 Kines 8, 66, Eccuns. 9, 7; festive,
of on Eoouus. 7, 14, Esta. 8, 17, Lat.

bonus dies (Ov. Fast. 1 72), spin Zuon.
with 103 (Meier) or 2 ‘and במדי with ,8 ;19 prosperous, a of persons Is.
may (Böttcher), will har dly be approved ,3,10 Ps. 112, 5, or things Am. 6, 2, and
therefore with pir 1 Sam. 25, 8, mens
by any one.
33*
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2, 24, ba 2 Sam. 18, 27, 37 Jos.
21, 45 in this sense. — 6. in an ethical
sense, with relation to piety, morals,
goodness of feeling, hence honest, of
good morals 1 Sam. 2,26; good-intentioned

excellency Ex. 33, 19; excellence , i. e.

corporeal faultlessness and vigour, of
youths 2808. 9, 17, like "p} of maidens
in the same

place, —

it” cheerfulness,

joyfulness, well-being, coupled with 3%
Prov. 2, 20; kind, benevolent, with ל of Deut. 28, 47, Is. 65, 14, oppos. to a
the person 1 Sam. 25,15; gracious
Ps. m; meiapkor. good luck, prosperity,
25, 8, ia of God 2 Car. 30, 18; external welfare Jos 20, 21; 21, 16
friendly, liberal, with 1» Prov. 22, 9, (like aio 21,13). In Prov. 11, 10 it
opposite to 719 ער (evil-eyed); mitigating is better to take 2102 as an infin, Prov. 12, 28; right, true, righteous, with 3. the good, i. e. the chief, the best pro>) 2 Sam. 15, 3; pious, good, of 777 ductions, cognate in sense with 7157 (Ps.
1 Sam. 12, 23, Ins, 6, 16, 539% Prov. 2, 65, 12) Gen. 45, 13 18, Is. 1,19, Jer.
9 &e. 0 most of the significations ai. 2,7, along with "=, also called 4 בוט
duced the masc. 250 as well as the fem.
 טובהappear at the same time as nouns;

but these are here given separately as
such.
 בוסII. m. 1. pleasantness, delight,
Gen. 49, 15; Ps. 73, 28; prosperity Hos.
8,3; a qed Prov. 18„22; comfort, peace
Ps, 34,11; beneficence Prov. 3, 27; good
12, 14; fortune’s goods, riches Jos 22,
18; reputation, might, 1 Kınas 10, 7;
a prosperous condition Ps. 23, 6; hence

the blessing of God JER. 31,12 14, Hos.
3,5, and taken generally Ps. 27, 13;
riches 65,5; Deur. 6,11; 28
8,9;
the right, rectitude, of py Ps. 119, 66;
goodness, benevolence, of God 25,7; 31,
20. — 4. in the proper names בוב 5
אֶחִימוּב,which see.

ףהינדא. ( ברטgood is Adon-Jah) n. p.

m. 2 Cur. 17, 8.

nid f. prop. an adject., with 1972

the expressions ךּול,0° nba or 7153, Gen. 24, 16, Dp 1 Sam. 25, 3, ןח Nag.
 רְאָה טובPs. ,52 ;31 soJ ,12 ;31 ,63 3,4 taking them iina highestdegree, and
11; Eccrxs. 2,1, or in the accus. NY, generally used in the very various senses
um, Dak, Twa, בוט ain 66. — 2. in an of .ברז As a subst., however, 1. goodness,
ethical sense: the good, ‘the right, 50 xa- well- being, as potion Nen. 5,19; 13, 31,

oppos. to M29; beneficence, kindness, bene14,1, o 939 38, 21, DO 298 Am. 5, 15, fieium, in Phe expressions ‘4 הע Ex.
‘oon 0 14 4 mab Mic. 3,2, a won 18, 9, 'ט new Gen.44,4, 'ט  ביִשָה1 Sam.

20», hence the combinations יס my Ps.

Prov. 14, 22, — 3. as an aiverb: well,
01000 1 Sam. 20, 7; Ruta 3, 13. —
4. (fruitful district) n. 'p.of a land lying
north east of Palestine, in Syria, to

25,21, of ‘gratitude; ל2  'טְּבPa to be in

readiness with beneficence (i. e. to give
help) for one Ps. 68, 11, 'ִּב 1217 expressing

the procuring of "help with

which Jephthah fled from Gilead JupcEs

something, as also in 2 jn? Ps. 46, 7,

11, 3, and from which the Ammonites

2 12:7 Prov. 7, 13 the means by which
are "expressed by 3. — 2. goodness, 88 a
thing received, hence prosperity, welfare Jos 9, 25, enjoyment Eccuss. 5, 17,

hired troops as well as from other Syrian districts 2Sam.10, 6. 1 Macc.5,13
and 2 Macc. 12,17 Toßıov or Tovpıor.
— In the proper name 777258, ביט
(Adon-Jah is good) 2 Cur. 17, 8 ain is
an adjective as in mai, and במ in

טְבְאֶל

 בוטAram. intr. same as the Hebrew
brev .932 .vireD 03, טב
 בוסm. .1 beauty, of the beautiful
neck of the heifer Hos. 10, 11; majesty,

‘aa bax Jos 21, 25 prop. to bite prosperity, i. 6. to taste, to enjoy prosperity ;
then fulness, fulness of blessing, fruitfulness,Ps.65, 12 the year of thy full blessing,
i. e. the year with thy fulness of blessing,
the object in the accusat. united with
the wherewith into one idea, as in Ps.
74,19; 90,12; 11466. 1, 9; good, Ps.16,

2 my good or happiness (goes) not be-

טוביה
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yond thee. — 3. goodness, good quality,
in the plur. ,אמ
19.

twist or weave strongly into one another (of
a twisted basket), to fold up within itself
270 (Jah is good) n. p. m. (in the (of a serpent), arising from הסימ ,הטהט
later period of the language) Ezr. 2, from המ II. a shorter stem. ee "the
name of the letter u (for ,(טימ for
60, Nena. 2,10, Toßies.
which
there is also my, as if from תוט
A720 (the same) ₪. p. m. Zucu.
=

6,10."

DD.

( תפטוטcontracted from nowt, like
2345 from 2233; only in pl. Twit;
gether, to knot together, to weave together,
hence to spin, to weave, Ex. 35,25 26; the stem is ףוט( 0 a band, a fillet,ל 
deriv. .הממ — The stem הוט (Targ. the forehead Ex. 18, 16, Deur. 6, 8 and
IM
(3 p. pl. 114)
trans. to twist towt
וד

SID, hence הָאְנְמִמ spider, Syr.₪

Ar.

sb the athe) has for its organic root
7-0 with the fundamental signification to twist firmly or compactly together, connected with that in 2¥-n IL,

Sun, ,בֶזֶּפ MY (MO), וָּד-ה

"Phe.

nician RIO ‘the same, whence the proper

name אָוְטִמ(spinning) Motye, the name
of a Phenician colonial city in the northwest-of Sicily.

MD (ny, sme, ope; part. nD,
inf. constr. 0)

tr. to smear,

to paste,

to paste over, to coat over, to plaster over,

 קיר1 Cur. 29, 4, ma Ley. 14, 42, sometimes, moreover, with the accus. of the

material חימ or >5L. Fig. to make deceptive, to make hypocritical, Ez. 18, 19 14,
where white-wash is a figure of deceit
(see Marra. 23,27; Acts 23, 3), andony
(white-washers) Ez.13,15 are the deceiv-

,11 ,18 to be put nr2"y 773 i.e. before or

above the eyes (Megilla 24; Mechilta on
the passage), and not between the eyes

(Menachot 37), viz. for remembrance
or for a memorial (ji7D1>) Ex. 13, 9;
Targ. )אָפסומ ,def. אָּתְפְטוְמ ,pl. pete)
also a band for the arm (2 Sam. 1, 10),
an ornament for the head (Ez. 24, 17 23),
a crown (Esta. 8, 15), for the "Hebrew
words T3928, INE, n79>,; talm. (nay

Sabb. 57° an Dran ornament for the fore-
head, whose knot on the high point of the
forehead was called אָתְפְסֶקִּד NNT;

it reached from ear toear ‘Gas Ihn,
Sabb. ibid.) and was commonly worn
by women. We see from this the uni-
versality of its original signification.

The LXX translate it 000250709 (the im-
movable, firmly sitting), Aquila dzıwaxze

(nearly the same), which was in use
perhaps at that period for this forehead-

ornament; like the later ";»m because
ing prophets. Deriv. 17%.
worn at prayer (bon), and the >
Nif. 17103 (inf. constr. ni) passive Aaxınoıa because applied as an amulet;
which, however, do not really correspond
Lev. 14, 43 48.
The organic root nu, together with

to

the true

sense

of the word

be-

סח, Ar. „Ib (to besmear, to bedaub, fore us.
 לוסI. (not used) intr. to totter, to
to overlay with fat), is also found in
ra II. and perhaps in ה‚md; and is reel, to move, to stir, to move forward,
connected with the root in TEyJ-00, ting-o,

German tünchen.
DAY as a noun, see המ II. Pih,
 טוטas a noun, see המ II. in Pih.

( טוסnot used) 1. intr. to be viscous,
soft, a stem assumed for the noun DD,
though the latter originated in the redupl.

of persons walking; cognate in its
organic root לט with that in di-w L,זל 
&c. Targ. the same; and therefore there

we have the Pael לרזכ ambulare, whence
bate) ambulacrum.

₪

(redupl.) buyu (part. (לָטְלַטמ to

jing forward,

to ‘throw about, to cast

about Is. 22, 17, assumiug the accus.

form הטהט( (= הסימ from המ I. and mubu

by way of strengthening the

should be referred to it. — 2. trans. to i ea, where

the adverb

to it is "38

טול

(mightily). Targ. לב לכthe same, whence
the

noun

.טוש
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babe a wandering

about,

pos.. 6 םיעקְרקמ Samar. for עיִנָה and
Zab. לטרט (out of burn) in a like sense.
Deriv. הָלָטְלַט
Hif. ( המילfut. רטיל, apoc. Dur) to
cast, with accus. of the object, by out

 רוסI. (not used) intrans. to wait, to
wait for, to hope, to hope for, identical
in its organic root ae with that in “0

5), “3
(Targ. 1072, Syr. 2a, Ar.
&e. Deriv. perhaps DQ (expectation,
hope), which, however, probably comes
from the stem no enlarged out of "0,

as DID (belonging to pq2), Dex (be-
longing to box), Dom (belonging to
about Ez. 32,4, with לא Jon. 1,12 15;
pom), on (belonging to nrq2) are to be
to throw 1 SAM. 18, 11, with לע to or at
referred
to 12, DE, ל nd. ‘See Don,
20, 33; figurat. by me 'ַה Jon. 1, 4 to
of and לע to Jnr. 16,13; 22, 26; to throw

Din.

cast forth a storm upon a thing , i. e. to
set in motion by a storm (of the pe רוסII. (not used) tr. to surround, to
AapBogeos in the country about the turn around, to enclose around, spoken
Mediterranean Sea).
of a fence, a wall, and so the noun
Hof. ( הוטלfut. יול, once >?) to be developed out of the part. pass. is used
tossed about , with by whither JER. 22, of eircular tents, enclosed courts, folds
28, with Ted; of a lot, to be cast, &c. The organic root "i is identical
with 2 Prov. 16, 33; of men, to be with that in “7 I. (573); sm, 9773,
prostrated Ps. 37, 24; Tox 41, 1 [9] will sin &e., As, lb, where the funda-

he not be cast down even at (3) the sight
mental 7
of him?

is to surround,
enclose; besides, to fly in a re,

to
to

לּוטII. (not used) tr. 1. to heave (on make a circular fight, spoken of birds.
high), to lift up, to remove, to bear,
cognate in sense with wi), and conseq.

Deriv. the noun רוט ,1 ,7970 the proper
name

72".

identical in its organic ‘root למ with
 רּוסIII. (not used) trans. same as
that in 59”) (which see). — 2. Metaph. רו IM. to arrange, to put in a row, to

to rock, the same

metaphor

being in dispose, identical in the organic root "3
htiw taht ni .d731 .vireD  סור2.

RD, nbo, Dew; to be weighty, heavy,
ols ‘bu, "לקDeriv. Don.
po 5 6 ןמ ar used) Arc intr.
same 88 מכ I. (out of which it is enlarged

AQ m. 1. (Boni רוט IL.) a circle,a
round thing, for holding kettles, belonging generally to the kitchen-department

by the addition of n; as pr IIL, i.e. jr of the priests Ez. 46, 23; Ar. ype, limes.

to adorn, Ar. gh ‚is enlarged from m1)
— 2. (from “10 IIL) a row, series, of
to be soft, kneadable, viscous, like the precious stones Ex. 28, 17, or applied
Hebr. and Aram. 719 (which see), from to arow of m73 in a building 1 Kines
xo. Deriv. PD.

6, 36, of םיִפְט 7,4, DYymy 7,2 6.

FO (not used) tr. to bind about, to
cover around, to fold about, identical in
its organic root ףס with that in nu=y,
"17 IL; Ar. Sle the same.

Deriv. the

proper name fem. DY (ornament); comp.
mADY, as a proper name fem.

"Pih. (redupl.; not used) nu>U to wind
strongly about.

Puh. apy (not used) passiv.
טוטפת.

Deriv.

( רוסdef.sp) Aram. m. a mountain,

a height, Day. 2,35 45, Ar. על of Sinai,
taken from the תי
The stem
is a0 ==Hebr. רבס and "0 has arisen

out of 419 = nay (Hebr. nia); ae
Hebr. rad) also occurring in the Targ.
wit (fut. water) intr. to fly, to fly
forward,

prop. to push, to push down,

spoken of the eagle’s pushing flight.

טות
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Jon 9,26; comp. Syr. -&4 for the Hebr.
RT, Targ. סוס the same, whence אסימ

טחר

i.e, the heart (Jin Esra), parall. to pnd,
LXX zu 66726, comp. Romans 2, 0

for Dy, Arab. yale (Kamas p. 773). conseq. from mv 11. = Ar. Laub to be
The organic root {DD lies not only in
wu, ,שטדר but also in wn (whence

wn, prop. pusher).

darkened, veiled, whence 2lLaib (a
cloud). — 2. a dark cloud 108 38, 36,
parall. to “> (meteor, phenomenon).

vino m. prop. a mill,
MID see man.
mo (from ,אוט like m2, m2, MEP stone Lament. 5, 13.
ind see "ma.
from" אנפו N22, "אצמ Aram. f."jasting,
 תוחסsee mn.
and in the accus. as an adverb fasting

Dan. 6,19, interpreted by the ancients
as bet: (Ephrem), n»yn (Saadja, Ibn
Esra); the noun being also found in a
saying preserved in the Talmud.

then a mill-

an“ (3 p. perf. mt) intr. same as ru
(mn) Is. 44, 18.

IND (part. ,ןחוט inf. abs. Yind, fut.

Md) tr. to crush, to beat small (with a
Ano I. (Kal unused) ir. to draw, to
hand-mill), with 2 of the place Junges
draw \up, to extend, the bow (nwp), i.e. 16, 21 and by which Num. 11,8; תינחט

to stretch (cognate in sense Tun, which
is also used of stretching the ‘bow); Ar,
Lab (to stretch out), Ls (to extend)
with the same fundamental signification;

1000188. 12,3 the grinders, i.e. the teeth.
Grinding was the employment of slaves
Is. 47,2, Ex. 11,3 (Jos 31,10), comp.
Marra. 24, 41; Hom. Od. 20, 105-8; fig.
to allow to be a concubine, to be given up

to that Jos 31,10; and to crush, bruise
=N97, i.e. to maltveat Is. 3, 15. Ar.
ganic root ח-ה is therefore connected
esrb, Aram. nd, <3 the same.
with that in nova L, now.
Deriv. הנחס, .ןוחט
Pih. מחרה
 וme a -acilpud
many 4 a mill, only metaph. Eccuzs.
tion of the last original radical and
12,
4 of the internal work of the mouth.
changing one into 1, as in mama,
MD (not used) intr. to glow, to burn,
N?) to stretch, a bow, hence’ ינחטמ
rp Gen. 21,16 bowmen, who stand at to kindle, of sores and inflammations, from
a certain distance from the mark.
the organic root "N78, coinciding in its
original
signification with ,רח mul
Ane IL see zn.
80. and in part :also with "רחx. Deriv.
; ( טחָהonly pl. (תוחט f. usually the
"mo. The Syr. pad, Ar.
(tosnort, to
reins "(Targ. > Kimchi and others, Vulg.
pant)
have
nothing
in
common
with
and LXX in part) i. e. what is overspread with fat, consequently the fat of our stem.
AMD (only pl. (םירחמ m. carbuncle of
the reins (from mt) Ps.51,8, Jos 38, 36,
the reins also being elsewhere brought a disease, a diseased ulcer Deut. 28, 27,
into combination with fat Deur. 32,14; named with םיַרְצִמ PNW; Ba mal Sam,
> like 37 and בכ(in Arabic usus loquendi) 5,6 12 to smite with ulcers, buboes or
to be explained agreeably to the same boils spoken of God doing so, ‘a 137
view. But the reins are not the seat being so used (Gun. 19,11; Num. 14, 12;
of 7337, but of the feelings (Psa Deut. 28, 22 27.28), ‘and conseq. רהט
16, 7;Pasir 23,16; Jos 19, 27), and can only be the name of a disease and
comp. 155, sed and

The or-

the context (Jos '38, 33-38) requires an-

not of the member; > ‘9 1)nDz 1 Sam.

other noun.

5,9 the boils broke out in one. The disease of םירחט was infectious 5, 9; but

We shold assume, there-

fore, that the word signifies 1. the concealed, the closed, the hidden Ps. 51, 8,

if the disease’ broke out in boils, it was

טלא
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טסט

less dangerous 5,12; described in general
( לטwith su.bbe, 723; from bby 1)
as 530 6,4. The K’tib has for it com- m. 1. dew, prop. moisture, supposed to
monly aybby (from By) heights, blisters, drop from the heavens (ny2¥), the clouds
boils. In his zö Ths gaysdairys Enos ( )םיִקָחְשor (527) from above Gun. 27,
Aquila understood sores eating about 28 ,39 Devt. 33, 28, Prov. 3, 20, Zeca.
themselves. By way of expiation the ,8,12 coming only from God, who begets
Philistines made golden images in the its drops )םיִלְגַא( Jon ,38 .28  למ18 an
shape of hemorrhoids

for the

1 Sam. 6,45 11 17.

In addition to called DIR 739 Deur. 33, 13.

temple

these infectious sores the plague of the
field-mice also entered 1Sam. 6,1 (where

after םיִשדָח in the LXX stood yıom
 עָכְבְּרִיםDEN), as often happened, probably; and so the figure of a mouse
symbolised a pestilence (Herod. 2, 241,
also in the hieroglyphics).

image of the blessings of heaven and
As a
sign of little fertility the expression

Dur Ova ANdD Hac. 1, 10 the heavens
are stayed from ‘dew, Le.
i they give none,
is used; and sometimes Bi is combined

with "272 2 Sam. 1, 21; 1Kmas 17, 1.
Dew quickens the branches which it

DD see ה II. in Pih.

moistens Jos 29, 19, the dew-cloud re-
freshes the vines Is. 18, 4, causes the

IND m. plaster Ez. 13,12, from mn.

and animates generally 26, 19.

plants to sprout forth with new life,
It is,

DD (from המ I.) m. loam, clay, pot- therefore, an image of quickening Hos.

,14 ,6 Mic. 5, 6, and refreshing Prov.
,19 ,12 or of freshness and vigour;

ter’s material Is. 41, 25; Nau. 3, 14;
slime Is. 57, 20, Jur. 38,6, Ps. 18, 43,
always applied to the soft, kneadable
ınass into which one sinks, or which can

contrary

be worked at pleasure. The Ar. Says

(Fer Daun לט( is a figure of pro-

(mire) may be connected with it. See
on.

coupled with na> Ps. 110, 3. On the
the early disappearing

dew

sperity that vanishes quickly Hos. 6, 4;
,13 .3 Elsewhere it is applied to quicken.

ing speech Drur. 32, 2. Ar. Kb fine
rain, — 2. (from bt: IL) a protection,
Dan. 2,41 43, Syr. Hey, Ar. „md the screen; only in the proper names 90°38,
same. From the latter comes the deno- Sonn, .לטימח
yo (def. (אניט Aram. m. loam, clay,

minative ol
¢

to ee

to form

out of clay,

with clay, sul (swamp)

 לטAram. m. the same, Dan. 4,12 20
22 ;30 ,5 ;21 = Hebr. by 1.

n. p. for Pelusium (a city in marshes
 אלטprop. intr. to be rent in pieces,
Strab. 17. p. 802). The Hebrew ןיס (a to hang down in tatters, spoken of clothes,
proper name, which see), Targ. pd, probably connected in the organic root

Syr. Lia» is just the same.
YO (constr. ,תַריִט with suff. םתרימ
pl. תוְריִמ ,with suf. ony, (םָהיִתּוריִט
f. a habitation, hut, tent, of shepherds,
 טי251 Ez. 25, 4 to pitch a tent, parall.
to 1BUN; an encampment, a hamlet, which

was

commonly

mains of garments, pieces of stuff), nin2
nindy Ez. 16, 16 1.6. nina covered with
pieces “of tapestry or garments; generally

circular Gun. 25, 16, to patch. — 2. to shew spots, i.e. to be

Nom. 31,10, 1 Cur, 6, 39, Ar. 8 (see
Burckhardt

with 53 I. and br; then tr. 1. to put
into tatters, to stitch on or together torn
pieces, to furnish with shreds (the re-

on the Beduins,

p. 26);

generally
a dwelling Ps. 69, 26, parall. to

variegated, spotted, spoken with relation
to colour; cognate in sense with 723,
and therefore applied to the ln

of sheep and lambs Gen. ch. 30. In

Dyk; a rustic village with ‘allbelonging the Talmud אָלַמ and au is to patch,

to it, Sone or Son. 8, 9. — 2. same as whence the nouns אלוט , “ebb, ,ילס
“nt 1 Ez. 46, 23.
n’5un tatters.
ye
ee

| טלאים
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Puh. NED to be clouted, patched, of Aramaeising language) to cover, to put

nor] Jose. 9, 4
oN D see "bb.

the beams

or rafters upon,

cognate

in

sense with 74% Neu. 3,15; comp. Gen.
19,8 main by. Targ. ללט and לא the

| הל
(not used) intr. same as TAU to same, hence Sun a roof, Neun, אָלְלַט
be fresh, blooming, young, Greek al. oo,

particularly applied to young and ten-

a a

tent, a cover, my a covering.

by (Peal not used) Am

tr. same

der cattle, Arab. ULb generally to the as * II. to overshade, to give a shade.

young of other animals; Syr. and Targ.
4% bone to find shade, to enjoy shade
i, אלמ applied also to men. Deriv. Day. 4, 9; comp. 53x (with Dagesh) in
nbn, un, and the proper names מלְאים the proper name br; comp. Targ.
טלס
 וטלDb shade, po shadowy spirit.
no (constr. הל;prop. part. of au)
( לט סםnot used) tr. to do violence, to
m. prop. the young, the tender, hence oppress Targ. pot, Syr. say, Arab.
a lamb Is. 65,25; 39m ‘u a sucking lamb
Alb the same; comp. Dom II. in an
1 Sam. 7, 9. Comp. Targ. "Bb, an, "BY
intrans. sense ie be bold, stout-hearted,
(def. (אילט a boy, אילט a maiden &e.,Ar. courageous. Deriv. the proper name
a young gazelle.

טלמין.
( םלטformed from ob with the ter-
nbuby f. a casting about, a throwing mination ,- םcomp. bby, 0; place of
ו
0
about, a casting Is. 22, 17, where 134 )sbmal .n .p fo a ytie ni
is an adv. (forcibly).
51, 42, spahrep lacitnedi htiw טלָאים
( ילטonly pl. םיאָלמ for nt; comp. 1 San. ,51 .4
wate (oppressor, violent)n.p. m. Ezr.
"ax, pl. םיאבצ( m. 1. same as Dr Is.
,40 .11 The Rabbins have also taken 2,42; אפ 7,45; comp. the n. p. 29H.
 טלסלsee Shh.

 םיִאְלִמ1 Sam.
incorrect, —
lambs) n. p.
the Edomite

15,4 for the same, which is
Sale (fut. 873007; inf. constr. ,האמ on
2. (for my ma place of
of a place "in Judah near the contrary Mic. 2, 10 = sata as a
border 1 Sam. 15, 4, for noun) intr. prop. to be muddy, dark, obwhich the LXX have 534; but whether scure, black, oppos. to "MU to shine;
ti eb lacitnedi htiw  טלס3800. 51, 4 Ar. the same, hence Ub (a dark, black
colour), יב (dark, black); comp.
(Kimchi), is still questionable.
Sanskr. tam, prop. to be dark (also to
Son I. (not used) intr. to drop, to mourn), tamas darkness; Pers. tem. Meleak, to pour gently, cognate in its organic taphor. to be dirty, rancid, stinking, sorroot לט with (למ-ה רַט- הto be juicy, didum esse, identical with the organic
moist, as also with the organic root in root in Dit (which see), and then, be5173; Ar. Ib the same, Aram. bu, N. cause it constitutes the essence of uncleanness, to be unclean, in a Levitical

 טל ה1

sense,

spoken

of men

Lav. 11, 1-31,

לֶלָטI. (Kal unused) tr. to shade, to animals 22,5 or things 11, 24-30; 15,
cover, to conceal, metaphor. to protect, to

screen (like other verbs of covering).
The organic root לט is a collateral form

4-26. Figurat. to be desecrated, to be
Spiritually unclean Ez. 43, 8, Ps. 79,1
&e., in particular Ps. 106, 39, Ez. 22, 4
with 2 of the thing dy which. Deriv.

of bx; and the Ar. sb, Targ. ,לט Syr. טמא, TN, מְמְאָה
N; express the same thing; comp. Greek

00-06.

Deriv. לט 2.

Nif.  נא2 2. כָמְמָתֶם omitting the
N; part. "pl. pont) to defile oneself,

Pih. yon (fut. Yan only in the later, with 2 Ley. 11, 43 or 5 of the thing

טמא
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Ez. 20, 31 by which; especially in a an uncircumcised one, along with Day Is.
spiritual sense, to be profaned, defiled 52,1, because circumcision was a symbol
Hos. 5,3, Ez. 23,7, of the pollution of of purity; a heathen 35,8; 64,5; תאְממ
a woman by adultery Num. 5, 29. nyt?  השםEz.22,5 of an ne Daani.e. heather,
from Hithp. stands for the future,
name or calling; and therefore a heathen

Pih. ( מא2 p. f. NND; inf. 6. ,אמט land (Am. 7,17) and the food of a
with suff. DONO; fut. ao) in the strange country (Hos. 9,3) were reckon-

widest sense: to desecrate, profane, to ed unclean. piney אממ Is. 6,5 unclean
make unclean (spiritually or Levitically) of lips, i.e. sinning ‘with יי In a
what before was holy, w1p >>" Ps. moral sense, guilty, sinful, 105
4.
79, 1, Wap Ez. 5, 11, ₪ youn Num.
( הֶאְמְסafter the form max?) f. un-
19, 13, un =םט wap Ez. 43, 8, MEIN cleanness, Mic. 2, 10.
4 36, 18) man 9, 7, ₪ na 2 Cur.36,
TNO (pl. (תֶאְמְמ f. impurity, in a
14, either by evden uncleanness; or Levitical sense Lev. 5, 8, of a menstruatby idolatry and wickedness as bebop ing woman Ez. 36, 17, of idolatry Ezr.

Is. 30, 22, nina 2 Kınas 23, 13, nen 6, 21, of whoredom Ex. 24,13, of adul23,10 i. e. to repudiate , to treat as an

tery Num. 5, 19, of sinfulness Ez. 39,

abomination ()םיצּוקש ,conseg. = to be- 24; הָאְמְטַח my 2808. 13, 2 a lying
daub, to tear off, to destroy. Farther, to spirit, Lea strange, gutless spirit (Is.
deflour, a woman Gen. 34, 5 13; Ez. 52, 11; Ezr. 6, 21), proceeding from
18, 6 11; 33, 26; to pronounce unclean,

spoken of the priest Lev. ch. 13, 472 שאְר
Nom. 6, 9, which was otherwise holy;
Ez. 20, 26 and I declare them unclean
by their own gifts, inasmuch as they are
offered in a heathen manner.
Puh. NEU pass. Ez. 4, 14, of wep.
Hithp. Net (only the fut. wt,
supplying the place of Nifal) tomake oneself
unclean, by touching a dead body Lev.
ch. 21, Num. 6,7, by idolatrous worship

Ez. 20,7 18, by the bread of mourners

Hos. 9, 4, with 2 or » of the object by

unclean gods (di
ER. 23,13), comp. zvev-

po 08600070

No a weak form of 3720, which
see.
nd (pl. (םיִכּמְמ m. 1. a hidingplace, a prison, figurat. darkness, JoB
40,13 enclose their face in darkness. —

2. Only plur. goods, treasures, cognate
in sense with D’5ip, Dur. 33, 19 and
treasures , (precious) goods of the sand,
i. e. glass.

which one is defiled, or absol.

Hothp. naw

(in a purely passive

sense) to be‘defiled Deur. 24, 4; comp.

0397, WIT.

(Luxe 11, 24; ReveL.

16, 24).

ID (inf. constr. ind, fut. yiata>) tr.
to conceal, to hide, די Prov. 19, 24, bar
Jos 18, 10; to conceal, “im Jur. 13, T
jan 43,10, 719 (guilt) i. e. to dissemble
Jos 31, 33, with a of the object; with

Nar) (constr. אממ ,pl. (םיִאְמְס adj.
Mey Fiat (constr. Nenn) f. unclean, in accus. of the object Josn. 7, 21 and a
a Levitical sense, spoken of men Lav.
13, 44, of animals 5,2; 7,21, or of
things 5 2; 14,40; 27, di, ‘whether by
seminal flux, contact with the heathen
Ez. 4,13, or other things which were
regarded unclean, as 173 22, 10, animals

of the place Jur. 13, 4; to make invisible,
to

cause

not to come forth

into sight,

hence mu 522 Jos 3, 16 an abortion
which has not come forth; then to keep, to

preserve, 33m (calamity) Jos 20, 26; to
enclose 40, 13 “pya, ie. to ו

Lay. 5,2, meats Jupans 13, 4; opposed from the light of the world; to sink,
to “iy. wer אמט Nom. 5, 2 or אמט op Jur. 43,9. mp ‘a Ps. 140, 6 or
vn Lev. 22,"4 unclean by touching a plur. טיחפ ‘2 In: 18, 22 to lay a snare;
corpse (wea =np ₪ Nun. 6, 6, oppos. to  ד מ' שת,9 61 lua ,13 5 ot tes a

>22 Jos 12, 10). Figurat. as a subst.

net;nos 'n 35, 7 to make a pit, being

yoo
concealed,
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prepared, and laid for one.

Deriv. jmd, -ןמטמ

טעם

belongs to quite another stock of roots.
Derivative
NIO (with suff. 7830) m. a basket (of
twisted work) Deut. 26, 2 4; 28, 517;
Targ. 82%, Talm. ,נט Ar. xidun, the
same,
\
2

Nif. yn} to hide oneself, to conceal
oneself, with 2 of the object Is. 2,10.
11].  הסמיןto keep, to preserve 2 Kınas
7,8.
According to the usual interchange
( ףנטKal unused) intr. to be dirty,
of consonants the stem aD is closely soiled, after the Aram. 4320, wall; prop.
connected with jp¥, and then with ןפס
to be enveloped with dirt, to be cover-
(at Deut. 33, 21), yp (Deur. 33, 19); ed with it; identical with the organic
and by an interchange of 4 and ר 6 root in 2, Da 3 2,2272 in its ori-

Targumie 739 = yan (Syr. and Sam.

in the same manner), Ar.
; Phenic.
ya the same, and therefore Yan comes

ginal meaning. It isה 
however,
that it has in Hebrew only the signi-
fication to be enveloped, covered, since

out of Run =run (which see); but the

 טבלis a parallel to its use in Pihel.

organic
mental
gether,
Persian
wev-ew.

root is j9”D with the fundasignification to hold jirmly toto keep together, related to the
mdn-den, Lat. man-ere, Greek

"Pin. no (fut. 439%) to soil, to defile,
Sone or Sor. 5, 3 (LXX, Vulg.), perhaps better to wind about, to ‚eandlop;

yng (Kal not used) intrans. prop.

wander about, to wander hither and thither,

to be gloomy, obscure,

dark; metaphor.

parallel wap.
nyo (Kal unused) intrans. = 9m to
to go astray, Targ. xvu, Syr. IS2, Ar.

to be dirty, figur. sinful; conseq. = אממ lal and
#b the same. The organic
in its fundamental signification, as is root M98, which is also in ¥n, 1->n,
also the Targumic 9720, “sag, Arab. has for its fundamental signification to
elo; also like wr to be poor, low, reel to and fro, to waver, in walk, discourse, or actions. See myn.
helpless (see Un).
Hif, AYO to conduct or "lead astray
Nif. 91202 (only 1 person pl. 12903 Ez. 13, 10. Adopted from the Arafor my70002, after 9720 has been softened maean.

into 77309) to become helpless, to become

poor Jos 18, 3, which suits the parallelism; in Targumie it is represented

by 372%.

Oyo (inf. abs. Ya; fut. DYUN) intr.

to take food, to taste, am 1 Sam, 14, 24,
2 Sam. 3, 35, DIR Jos 12,11, ie. to
perceive by the gums (7m) or the sense

R30 (not used) tr. to knot, to twist, of taste, to try food by the latter, Jos
to twist

together,

(for a basket),
8-2)

is also

e. g. willows,

whose

found

organic

in ,ןטדָא

twigs

34, 3, therefore to taste 1 Sam. 14, 29

root

43; Jon. 3,7; different from box ‘and

JON

bn, which express the biting and con-

(which see), ןצ (belonging to may, sumption of food. — 2. in a metaphor.
n2¥2%), O77 (to fetter), 70" (to weave sense, to feel, to perceive, to understand
Ps. 34,9; Prov. 31,18. Derivat. ו
cunning), Aram. כצ-א Ar. 5 (to byon.
The stem is more frequently used in
twist), ob (to bind) 86. In Phenie.
Nib (fat. NO?) denotes to set, to erect, a the Semitic dialects (Targ. nxn, Syr. and

Zab, 84, Ar.4 , Ethiop. ‘the same)
3,1; 8,1; 23; Athen. 4), and is olosely both in a physical and mental accepta-

memorial, to place, to set up (Kit. 2, 2;

connected with man I. and the organic tion; but the fundamental meaning aproots in 7n3, }3-2 IL; consequently it pears to be to sting, to prick, to press,

טעם
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spoken of the sharp feeling connected
with food tasted, of the strong irrita-

tion of the feeling of taste, as sentire

טפח

nected in its organie root partly with

Dyn, partly with 7%, 70, and modifying.
in various ways the original meaning.

(to feel) is connected with sentis a
Puh. jyb (part. 790%) to be pierced,
thorn (comp. m; and so the word in thrust through, by a ayy 1s.14,19
=
its first conception is essentially related
vo
I.
(only
Kal)
to
load,
to
put
on
to yu I. (to prick).
DYO (with suf. inyu, ID) mase. luggage, to burden, with accus. of the
object Gun. 45, 17, consequently same
1. taste, of food Ex. 16, 31; Nom. 11,
8; Jer. 48, 11; flavour Jos 6,6 (comp. as Ww; Targ. Wb, Syr. st in an in-

 (מטעט- 2. Metaphor. feeling, percep- transitive sense: to bear. In Ar. web
tion understanding, 1 Sam. 25, 33; Jo» has also had this meaning, hence קיל
12, 20; discreet judgment PRov. 1, 22; a 108000 camel.
26, 16; knowledge Ps. 119, 66; a fa
D (with suf. pt, DBL; only sing.,
dicial decree, a public sentence Jon.
for Aa Gen. 43, 8 stands for WED) m.
3, 7.
collect. prop. a heen: a crowd, hence a
 םעטAram. m. decree, determination, troop of children, children, Gen. 34, 29;
spoken of God Ezr. 6,14; 7,23; nn 43,8; 45,19; 46, 5; Ex. 12,37, coupled
according to the decree,טק 
uyun with women Jer. 40, 7, Esra. 3, 13,
6, 41.
different from youths and maidens Ez.
( םעמPeal unused) Aram. intr. same 9,6, seldom embracing a whole family
as Hebrew ovo, appearing frequently Gen. 47, 12; Ex. 10,10; Num. 32, 16;
2 Cur. 20, 13. In itself it does not
in Targumie.'
Pah. ( מעםfut. 0907) to give to taste, denote the quick and tripping (in gait),
but the heaped together, a multitude, mass,
to give to eat, Day. 4,22; 5,21.
heap; and therefore the IX put for
( םעְסdef. )5328 Ar m. 1. taste,
it 2006, öyAos (NOS), 0) 0
flavour, sapor, אָרְמִח DNR Dan.5,2 at
the flavour of the wine, i.e. ina proud conseq. it is from np II.= Arab. is
wine-freak. — 2. an intellectual decree, to heap together, to collect, and so 0
hence a royal sentence, command, '2 DU
coetus 6.
to command, to order Dan. 3, 10; ‘Eze. a mass of men, 8

naD (Kal unused) tr. to spread out,
;5,3 ;6,12 pass. םיש 'ט לע ,7 ,21 with
ya Dax. 3,29 or DIP“ of the person to stretch out, expandere, of the hand,
who commands 6, 27, and לע 6,14 or 9 of of a mantle &e.; cognate in sense MDX.
the person who is ‘commanded Ezr. 5,
.3 Rarely, a reason, an account, 't2טפ 
to make account of Dan. 3,12; ‘2 am
,6 3 to render an account; discretion
 יטan, 2, 14 to speak discreetly, like

the Hebr. םִעט aw Prov. 26, 16; >¥3

The organic mot חַפדִס is also found

in mmp (mp) IL; Arab. ;

to be full

to redundance, therefore to overstep
the limit, to rise, to swell, to overflow 66. Deriv. mau, nah, mAPD,
NIBON.

‘a Ezr. 4, 8 '9 17 lord of" קו of
Pih.  בחto stretch out, to spread out,
decree, i. e. counsellor, royal cree
paw
(as a tent) Is. 48, 13; figurat. to
rendered by Jewish interpreters "2172
extend= to grow, to cause to thrive, i. e.

or רפס ,but more correctly="np Exr.
to bring up, to educate, to nurse (spoken
,5 ;3 ,6 63Phenician ob( 'ּב Numid. 3, 3) of children) Lament. 2,22, parallel 134.
the same.

re
 © עןI. Kal ey) tr.to bore through,
to pierce, Arab,
the same, Targ.
29 for Hebrew לק nm, הכה con-

It is unsuitable to take it as a denomin.

from mp (Kimchi).

Deriv. me.

NED (only sing.) m. prop. "the flat,
spread. hand, as a measure a hand-.

PbO
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breadth (expansio manus), palmus, 6

to put together, to bring together, with

Ace) 1 Kmas 7, 26; 2 Cur. 4,5. A the rare noun-formative syllable רבו or
‘9 is equivalent to four fingers’ -breadth to be Assyrian.
= 1] of an "aN; elsewhere mph stands
FBO I. (inf. absol. Hint) tr. to turn
for it.
hither and thither (the hinder parts, the
NED (only pl. (םיִחָפְמ m. abstract, hips), spoken of the dishonourable movebringing up, education Lumen. 2,20.
ment and gait of coquettish females
red m. same as Mt a measure Hz.

Is. 3,16, and therefore the Targ. has

at the place ופקמ amp, Saad. they
40,5 43; 43,13.
waddle,
Luther sie schwänzen (i. 0. wag
( הָהָפְמonly pl. nippy) f 1. a hand-

breadih, but only figur. measured out Ps, the tails), which is tantamount to turn,39 .6 — .2 In architecture, the pinnacle- ing their hips about; the Ar. il, 3d
likefence (of flat roofs), a roof-enclosure has originally the same meaning.

(in the form of fingerless palms) or
corbel, 1 Kınas 7, 9.

palin (fut. 550°) tr. prop. to fasten,
to fin to, to paste upon,

to spread over

FEO II. (not used) see HD.

( רפסnot used) Aram. tr. same as
Hebr. Spy (belonging to 772%) to point,

(plaster), therefore in part equivalent to to cut in,‘to scratch into, identical in the
 תֶּפַלto overspread,

to smear

over,

in

organic

root "5"Q with

that Jn "B,

part to "on (which see). The Ar. hib,

"en,& רַפֶס c. The Arab.

pro-

ing in a thing, to take part in it (Arab.
chil), to belong to &c. See bon.

Syr. as} the same, hence wey to be

DEO the stem perhaps of רַסְפְט

folly &c. The stem is elosely connected

which is the same word, is applied to ceeds from "the same sense. Derivative
artificial arrangement of a discourse. ’4
BD (with suf. ּהָרָפְט ,HEN; plur.
is only used figurat. to impute, to fasten  פְרִיןwith suff. Amine) m. properly a
upon, to charge with, “pw, with לע of point, a prick, hence a nail (of men),
the person Ps. 119, 69; רקט pad Jos a claw (of animals) Dan. 4, 30; 7, 19;
13, 4 lars, imputers of Pileckood, de- Syr. 123, 15, Ar. jb the same.
visers of falsehood; 19 לע a 14, 17 to
wed (only Kal) intr. properly to be
stitch upon an iniquity ‘others besides, 16
i
to fabricate iniquity against one. Comp. slimy, viscous, fat, applied to & mass of
the Aramaean >90 to spread over, to fat, metaphor. to be without feeling, obbesmear, Syr. to soil, to spot, Talm. durate, Ps.119,70; yew (Is. 6,10), Greek
 סַפִילplaster, clay, to which meaning maxis, Lat. pinguis, "being metaphor.
is akin that of entering upon or join- used in the same manner. Targ. פס

"DER (pause 1920, pl. (םיִרְסֶפַמm

very foolish, to be dull, Wan a fool, ּושפמ
with wat.

(‘ תפטfrom m1; ornament) n. p. f.

a commander, leader, TER. 51, 27, Nix, 1 Kınas 4,11; comp. Many.
3,17 (Targ., Rashi, Kimchi), in "which
un“) (part. 19) trans. to drive, to
sense it has been taken sometimes like

the Persian
.w.l5 dux bellicus, or the press, to thrust, 9b 423 a pressing,
Persian
„sL5 princeps altus, sometimes driving drop, i. 6. one drop thrusting the
other forward Prov.19,13; 27,15; Ar.
as transposed from the Persian Wy
the same, Targ. 740, Syr. 2 for
satrap. In both passages, however, the
meaning heap, troop, army suits better. wa to drive forward; perhaps the same
The LXX

have correctly cvpyuxtds (a stem may be in trud-ere.

mixed company or army).

The word

seems to come either from סָפְמ = שפת

Talm. דרס or

719 to press, TO pressed, i. 6. em-

ployed in
i various ‘ways.

טרר
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Hif. 79977 (mot used) to drive for070 (from רּומ 1. or =םֶרָס mu) m
ward, to push forward. Deriv. the pro- prop. expectation , "hope, same as phe,
per name nn”.
consequently like poy from לע (243),

TIO (pn. pl. m. ןיררט ;pass. 790)
Aram. tr. to thrust forth, drive .- with
72 from Dan. 4, 22 29 30; 5,

bbn, bby, 099 from ,לח , לצN2="B,

out of רט with the termination 1 but

merely as an adverb, in expectation, ex-

pectanter, hence before, not yet, coupled
with the fut. as the sign of what is un-

ID (not used) intr. prop. same as
Tb tobe fresh, tender, young, blooming, finished, either in a clause expressing
juicy, but here only to be fresh, juicy of state, with the subject preceding Gen.
“12; to suppurate, to be fresh, of 713%; Ar. 2,5, 1 Sam. 3, 3, Jose. 2, 8, or withthe same; on the contrary out a subject before it, e. g. Ex.10,7 dost
thou not yet know? or subordinated to a
0 is not connected with it. 6

5 ל

מָרִי

Dind (from "0 I.) m. prop. expectation, hope; hence pines as an adv. in ex-

preceding statement, and translated before Ex. 12,34, Josa. 3,1, but for which
 בְּמָרֶםstands usually 2 Kınas 2,9, JER.
1, 5 seldom strengthened hy a sub-

pectation (that something willtake place), ordinate negative (ND) Zerm. 2, 2. It
before, coupled with the future Ruts 3, is rarely coupled with the perfect, as
14 K’tib; in K’ri the usual 0993 ו
Nb דע (Prov. 8,26) ornap (Ps. 129, 6),
for it. The noun comes from רט()רּומ: 1
with the termination Di”, the same ending as the usual Dr appearing also in
words from verbs 2 and 15, 6. ₪. 0597
from "3, pnp from mp.

and used of the past with the meaning
while not yet, Gen. 24,15; 1 Sam. 3, 7;
Ps. 90,2; Prov. 8, 25. oem 6
2,
15 from not yet, i.e. before, “coupled with

the infinit., and compounded like 13379.
ID

( חרטKal not used) intr. to exert,
to tire oneself’, with work, Targ. mo,

(part.yyb; inf. abs.m4D, constr.

st, before Makkeph “40; fut. Io),
Ethiop.( חרש interchanging » and wb) once 490" Gan. 49, 27) tr. 1. to pull in.
the same; comp. the modern Hebr. טרח pieces, to tear in pieces, spoken of wild
with its derivatives The signification beasts (A798, a87) Ps. 7,3; 17,12; 22,
“to throw, to press, to drive” in the Ar. 11; ; metaphor. to strike, to inflictו
strokes Hos. 6, 1, parallel to 17377; to be
lies in its connection with
_b, as
greedy of booty, to be fond of war, Gun.
may be seen from the derivatives. De- 49,27; figurat. of destroying, lacerating
rivat. mob.
anger 8) Am. 1,11; Jop 16,9; 18, 4.
Hif. ran (fut. mau!) to load, to — 2. to tear off, to pluck off, from a tree.
burden, e. = the clouds with moisture m0 Gen. 8,11 stands for ףרסמ=5907
)""= ר79), i. 6. with rain-water, Jos 37, and helonge to Puhal; but see also ףרמ
11; Symm. 4700/08. See יד
adject. Deriv. 1240, ap“ 1.
Nif. 792 to be torn in pieces, lacerated
mip (with suff. Dom) m. a burden,
Ex. 22, 12; Jer. 5, 6.
charge, trouble, Devt. 1, 12; Ig. 1,14.
.

.

.

.

.

ur

Puh.  טרףthe same Gen. 97, 33; 44,

"10 (after the form "2¥) adj. m., 179

28; to be plucked off, torn off, Gun. 8,11,
f- moist suppurating , of man Is. i. 6; where nam stands for ףרט out of nat;
fresh, of "1 Jungs 15, 15; comp. Syr. see, however, the adject. nnd.
 סב1 wet, fresh.
The stem is manifestly connected
DD a stem assumed for DQ, ac- with 297, 222 (in the meaning “to tear
to ‘cut up”), and in Arab. the stem
cording to some, in the signification to up,
=

interrupt, to stop,
but see Dob.

lo

like the Ar.
ni

must also have had the meaning

“to cut off” )= ץק(;hence the noun yb .

AND
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margin, extremity (= 7p), Greek Sovnzo; but the organic root is and, exist-

ing also in m,

N7°%-

10 (from 999 1.) adj. m. fresh-sprouting, green, Gen. 8, 11, and so relating

to by.
wt

See also 70 in Puhal.
rT

pala) I. (not used) to shoot forth,
spoken of the leaves of a plant, like

’

 הָפְרְסf. what is torn, by wild beasts
Gen.31,39; forbidden for food like m 23
Lev. 17,15; booty, of wild beasts New.
2,13, in a figurat. sense.
bp
n. p. of an Assyrian land,
‘mentioned with the Assyrian provinces

75» belonging to mby, generally to
sprout forth, to germinate, to break forth,
of fresh plants; metaphor. to be fresh,
new, Ar. Sb
Deriv. 279 2, 400.

nnd II. (Kal unused) intr. to be satiated, nourished, connected with the Sanskrit trip, Greek rg&g-eıw. Deriv. 170 3.
Hif. naar to feed, to nourish, with
accus. of the person Prov. 30, 8.
AND (with suff. 1290, BIW) m. 1.prey,
booty, prop. the lacerated, 703 4,11; 38,
39, the torn away Gen. 49, 9; ’Q יררה
Ps. 76, 5 mountains of prey, i. e. the
strongholds out of which incursions are
made; comp. 1 Mace. 5, 5. — 2. (only
pl. constr. "B 2) a leaf, Ez.17,9 all its

leaves will wither. —

3. food, nourish-

ment, Ps. 111, 5; Prov. 31, 15; Maz.

3, 10.

4, called דל (a Phenician pronuncia-

polis.

 טרְפליsee D240.

Yaman (= Ya) leads to the same initial

tion for 7}, comp. Disy 2 Cur. 33, 7 sound. As a numeral י being the tenth

= ,פלי ;ָםֶריַח םֶלּו
=,( םָריִח290, as a letter of the alphabet denotes 10, *
10,000; it is pronounced yé.
letter signifies the hand, because it is
alleged that in old writing its figure
presented the rude image of a hand
spread out, with its fingers; comp. the
Phenician i7, N, M, “1 &., whence
Yod in the old Hebrew, Samaritan, Aramaean-Egyptian and Palmyrene writing
originated. It is more correct, however,
to assume, that the name was selected
merely on account of the initial sound,
as in the case of the other names of

alphabetical letters. In the Greek name
"Iota. (85%), ד has been changed into
n, because of its similarity of sound
to "Hza, Ojra &c. The Ethiopic name

With respect to the pronunciation of
Yöd, a threefold course may be distinguished in it: 1. as a final development
of the k-sound, arising as it were out of g
(dsh), Yod is connected in part with the
k-sounds. Hence a) its interchange with
ג, 0.8.97 II. with >73; 183 with MR;

was I. with שרי Ty wa II. with 37? IL;
pa> perhaps with 023, out of the root
 גבexpressing the idea of relationship;
Ibm (precious
comp. Talm, "5%" Ar.

stone), Arab. 043 Pers. „> (Judah),
mo} Ar. Oa

(Ituraea), 97 Armen...

;

ואת
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b) with ,ח 6. g. or (02) with Prov. 30,17, ןיְרְתיִּכ 10001788. 2,13 out
np, om?
i-a or
with nl. 6 9with >, 65. ah with On the contrary, the 0
“18D. "d) with p, 6 ₪ was and ‘Sup; i-ya in the middle of compound proper
aa and “up 11. e) with 6 5 nue. names pass into one syllable ya, e. g.
gini 86.

ban, ba with bar, הני with mar; a8 of man, TOMB,

and ,רצ er and Way; yet this inter-

‚change "with y is capable of another
explanation. In the present direction

STB, HON, NON, SON, OPP,

aw bE,הָתְיִלֶא out OFAHSAR, איב

 ליטסaOR, אלייקים

אַליישיב

Yod may have been developed out of ON OR. 6( Yod as a consonant at the
g(dsh), as vice versa a g comes out of beginning of words often appears to be
20. g. Sanskrit yuvan (juvenis), Pers. pronounced like 7, hence 117) LXX

l= (guvan). — 2. as a soft, liquid ‘Tovde., רמי ’Irovgeia &e.; and in Syriac
6. ₪
Sand, so that it may either be formed all “b sound as if ל with

ey

out of n or l, or may be interchanged
with them, both in Hebrew itself, or in
In addition to these organic modifirelation to other dialects, hence a) it is cations and changes in the nature of
0
with 3, 6. הֶאְי.₪ and 83, the Yod-sound, it is frequently
.inter בוAr. wey (to roar), cogn. to Hebr. 23; changed with x, ה and 9, which may
lead to the conclusion that it has a conyp (Ar. &9) and 9p2; NE} cognate nexion with the gutturals, 80 e. ₪. a) with

with 03 Ar. ey ls; py? and px?  אin Day and 53%; yas and Ya"; “aN

= " לנוJBI and 703; a2) and בצו yy

Aram. =; רצוי ה

11,13 and nein}

.rA

enna dna  עה קב- un and MR "TIL; es I. and זי Sm

or

; mar and Ar. LS, as; 1 and Targ. EN and 1235 Hebr. "TOR IL and

and m;

sry and In; TOR and 53;

Whether Tan Is.51 23 can be yar 66 b) with ,ה 6. ₪ 3H “and 719%
dae: in this way for sin 49, 26 mar and 773 IIL; mar and .הני c) with
remains doubtful. b) with ,ל though y,% > way endl way.
seldom, e. 8.12) Is. 33,19 and 19; po
a8 (1 pers. sing. na) intr. to long
and Ar.
86. — 3. ag a א
i. 0. standing in the closest connection for, to“desire, with לfor a thing Ps.119,
with the vowel i, this vowel being har- 131; Syr. ol the same. In this stem
dened into the consonant y. As such, Yod should be looked upon as a softened
though it is still a consonant, Yod ap- k-sound, and es an? is identical

pears a) in the place of Van, when
the latter was originally the first radi- with an IL, Ar. at, with the organic
cal, e.g. in 587, War, 971, Ma, 70) &e., root in 23°9, am"; the Sanskrit ap =
which were originally tos rarely iin primitive words, e. g. Tit wine, from 471,
or in the middle of a ‘word, e. = mom

Latin ap ‘ina,

German happ-en,

Lat. cup-ere 600. belong to this root. Out

of the softened root בא have afterwards.
grown the stems 1-3, AR", Taw 6.
Ley. 13, 10 from Fan, comp. p. 377.
Hof. ayn (not ו
tobe wished for,
b) when the vowel 7 or e is added to longed for, hence probably the proper
the consonant y, the softer pronuncia- name בָאומ for .בָאּומ
tion by א sometimes appears, e. ₪. ישיא

1088. 2,13 out of ">, wx 2 Sam. 14,19

 הֶאָי3( fem.(התאר intr. to agree, con-

and Mic.6,10 out of שו BEIN (for wich

venire, to suit, to be adapted, to beseem,

the Masora has 318) % 11 out of man;
or out of yi arises merely i, when a
vowelless consonant precedes, 6. g. n55%
Jun. 25, 36, FNP a Ps. 45, 10, nap

Hence the part. m.א 

Jer.10,7; Targ. 883, Syr. t+ the same.
mg}, fem. NR?

contracted ארי and many nouns besides.

It is a collateral form of masa I. (which

יאור
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see), where the fundamental idea may
also be seen.

יאר

; וליאלהfut. dys, apoc. לאל ,  לררto mani-

fest the will, to undertake, to venture,
Gen. 18, 27, to make a determination
Sir! see 2
. ספה,17 ;12 Jupgzs 1,27 35; 1 Sam.
,17 ;39 to be content 2 Kınas 5, 23; to
einaliy an old part. fut. ofHifil from be pleased Junges 19, 6; to execute the
the stem jt and became a noun in the will Jos 6, 9. In all these and similar
formation of proper names) n. p. m. JER. significations the idea of a resolution
35, 3; Ez. 11, 1; comp. 21.
arising out of one’s own free-will lies;
(‘ רהינזאיthe same) n. p. m. 2 Kınas and it is construed with > before the
,25 ;23 Ez. 8, 11. But for this proper infinitive, or with the finite verb with
name there iis in Jer. 40, 8 and 42, 1‘ or without a copula. The meaning to
ar, man, which may be contracted begin, which the LXX and Vulg: have
eleven times, can only be explained by
from it.
the idea of making a determination, and
N" (enlightener, viz. Jah is) n. p. m.
should be looked upon as a periphrasis.
Nom. ₪ 41, Jupazs 10, 3, Esra. 2,5; In 2 808 5, 23 the LXX read ib
in the New Test. ו (Marx 5, 22). forהאל .
Patr. "87 2 Sam. 20, 26, where, howby III. (not used) intr. same as br IL.
ever, it is better to read wich the Syr.
amnz (belonging to Jattir, in the moun- to be before, first, forward, to Bari
deriv. perhaps partic. Hof. bxn (which
tains of J udah).

DN? I. (i.e. 583; Kal not used) intr.

see), contracted div, לכ (which see).

IN (not used) intr. prop. to glitter,
to
shine, with quick motion; therefore
in sense Sop and $a) with a similar
metaphor. partly to lighten, to shine, like
fundamental signification; metaphor. to
the Samar. adj. m. "7°87, fem. הָאְריִאְי
be foolish, dull, bad, slackness and weariness being transferred to foolishness and shining, beautiful; partly to bloom, to
badness, as vice versa vigour and power sprout, like the Samar. “> for Nw,
(O7) are applied to honesty and virtue. comp. P¥2, 112 after a similar metaphor;
The organic root ()לאר is the same as partly to bubble, to flow, a similar mein b1"g (which see), 51%, Aram. 5773; taphorical application taking place in
with a harder initial’ sound in לב "32, with which it is identical, agreeably to the interchange of Yod aul Nun

to be slack, feeble, weary, lazy, cognate

mba; and here belongs too the Ar. rae (comp. 787 and הָאָכ , בציand 3¥2, סלי

to be slack, weak.

and D2). "Itis possible, however, that
the organic root 3”) is connected with
to act as a fool Jer. 5, 4, to appear as  אריand with thati
in asp, which would
a fool 50, 36, to be foolish (sinful) Num.
lead to the same fundamental meaning.
12, 11, to dote Is.19,13. In putting it
with Say, we may look upon לאלנ as Deriv. OR".

Nif. by (3 pl. רלאלנ , 1 pl. DER)

arising out of I, consequently from
Day (see p. 37), but that is not necessary.
 לאיIL. (i.e. 543; Kal unused) intr. to

AR", rarely sin? (with 2, Tin> and

nies, once “ND An. 8, 8 ‘eliding Yod
quiescent, which orthography has been

in Ben-Sira 24, 37, causing the incorrect rendering os ga¢; with a of motion
will (Kimchi), identical in its org. root okt, with suff. k3; pl. םיְראָר constr.
with the Sanskrit wal, Greek Bovd-opat, wi) m. 1. תם a river, oceurring
Latin vol-o, Gothic vil-jan’&e. To put with m (a stream) and DAS (a pond)
it with לא .11 (Sa) is incorrect, since that Ex. 8, 1, Is. 33, 21, sometimes disis only a‘softened form of( לח which see). tinguished from these, sometimes idenHif. ( הואילimper. EN ,לֶאיַה- pl. tical with them; metaphor. םיראי 6
34

ואש
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de aliqua re; in Talmudic this stem is
On this frequent.
Nif. ( מראטיpart. WR‘) giving up to
general meaning comp. the Zab. NR?
a river. — 2. Specially, the river of desist from (ja) one 1'Sam. 27,1; to deEgypt, the Nile (as Ganga prop. means spair, part. UND one in despair 5 OB 6,

wet passages in mines, shafts

Jon 28,10,

identical with nj772 28, 11.

a river, then Ganges;

Rhenus, Rhine,

26, who gives up; then as an adverb

prop. a river) Gen. ch. 41; Ex. ch. 2. 4. in vain, there is no hope JER. 2,25; 18,
7.8; Is. 19,7 8; Ez. 29,3; whose canals 12; Is. 57, 10.
and arms are sometimes called D8?
Pi. UN (inf. constr. Ways) to cause to
29, 3; 30, 12, sometimes ni} Is.

6

despair or to give up, with accus. of

In fullform the Nile is styled’ םִיָרְצִמ aR? the object, Eccuns. 2, 20.

Talm. שאר

Am. 8, 8; 9, 5, and its arms siz sat abandonment.
or DER 2 Kinas 19, 24; Is. 37, 25.
MON" (Jahis supporter, moulded toaR? SER the harvest of the Nile Is. 23,3, gether out of השאי [from Myx] and 7)
ces the corn of Egypt. As the river at n. p. m. ZECH. 6, 10.
‚the time of its overflowing spread over
awe (the ame) n. p. m. 2 Kınas
‘Egypt to a wide extent (Am. 8,8; 9, 5),
23,
23; 2 Cur. 34, 33. The proper
the Nile is used as an image of unlimited enlargement Is. 23,10. — 3. the names טאל and Writ? have the same

‘Tigris Dan. 12, 5 6.
The noun “k3, whose appellative
signification bothin Hebrew and Greek
is apparent, seems to have come out of

the Semitic into Egyptian, where the
Copt. eroop (river), sop, erepo, repo (The-

baic), seppo (Bashmuric), sapo, sapw
(Memphitic) denote river, stream, valley-

meaning, "from שא =הטא
MANN" (for Sans» - of רָתַאְי with

the adj. termination 5 ‚following the track
of one, from "NS, Aram. NN; more correctly from “py = DR to be firm, steadfast, Ar. ost belonging to onl firmus,
stabilis, hence "Ana? 8 interchanged

stream, Nile; especially as no clear de- with (יִנְתֶא n. p. m. 1 Our. 6,6 [21], for
rivation for it is to be found in Egyp- which verse 26 has “InN.

‘tian. The other names of the Nile too
bear a Semitic stamp. The Greek name
Nsil-os, Nilus, Nile, is the Phenician

N) a stem incorrectly adopted for
natn"Bz. 43,11, 2Sam. 3,25 K’ri, but

dm = Hebr. dn (a bed with flowing which occurs with אצומ for 1272 only
water) prop. Nile-valley, for according

on account of the resemblance of the two.

to a tradition (Plut. de Is. et Osir. 66) Besides, if such a stem were to be asthe whole land was so called, comp. sumed, &2) could only be an enlarge‚Ar. ds river-bed; md

or the Nile is

ment of אב

a> I. (i.e. 35; Kal unused) intr. to

‚probably identical with -< river-bed
and 8
The old Ethiopie name too

cry aloud,

.Zie-ı for Nile and sir on the Rosetta

sound, Ar. os originally to ery aloud,

to call, to sound afar, to re5

stone (lines 14 and 15) is nothing but
the Semitic .רחש The explanation from with 53 to howl (of the beasts of a dethe Sanskrit which has been attempted, sert), only in
Pih. 23), (fut. 1379) to cry out painas if Neil-og= Sanskrit: Nilas, black,
sk? Sanskr. Jaras flowing, is to be re- fully, to complain ₪ ulg.) Jupens 5, 28,
jected.

an interpretation implying joy finding

no place in it, according to 5,29.

. WS? (Kal not used) intr. to forsake, bar 1

to give up, a thing, to desist fom a thing,

See

The stem 21 (23°) is closely connected

‚Ar. Yad together with rel desperavit with the Ar. 3 (to bellow), 200 being

יבב
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often interchanged with Nun as an
initial sound; but on the other hand

till the time of David 2 Sam. 5, 6 seq.
They seem to have belonged to the
the interchange of Yod with Alef also leading race of the Amorites.
4
existed in this stem, as is shewn by the
( רחביchooser, selecter, viz. Jah is)

Arabic, and by בבא in modern Hebrew
in the sense of, to flute.

In Targumic

222 stands for the Hebrew 737, 2747,

n. p. m. 2 Sam. 5, 15.
PDs (intelligent; from (ךרב n. p. of the

and the Syr. 4ב has the meanings to Phenician kings of northern Palestine
Jupexs 4, 2, who resided commonly at
exult, to cry aloud, to trumpet 60. The Hazor Josu. 11,1 10 11; 12,19. The
stem ba 11. appears to be lengthened name appears to have become a general
out of בי Deriv. the proper name title, since it always recurs. The stem

 יבב1.

ja was also peculiar to the Phenician
22) II. (not used) intr. to wind, to dialect, as appears from the phrase 5°32

turn, "to turn back, 2

from בי=בי

(a), a (any), Ar. ₪1 (from - reversus est), and connected moreover with

שב. Deriv. the proper name 22% 2.

" יבולretfa( eht mrof 7312,  בולwith

xT (it is clearly known) Plaut. Poen.
5,1, 9, rendered by the Latin text
“monstratum est”.
un

see vn.

bar (not used) intr. to be condensed,

tight, “strong , proceeding from the idea
suff. הלובי Da") m. produce, hence fruit,
of being wound together, verbs of windof ץֶרא 8
,6 ,4 7593 Has. 3, 17, ing and binding being generally applied
prop. what is res in, brought into metaphor. to strength; Phenic. 52> the
the barn, from >a» I. to move into, to same. Deriv. da‘ 1.
be brought iin; figurat. goods, riches. of
The organic root לבדו is closely cona house Jos 20, 28. More probably, nected with that in לבדָחI, ,לָבָפ parhowever, from 3 I. in signifie. 3. to
tieularly with that in לבד where. the
sprout, to grow, whence also come Dan,
idea of strength, thickness, firmness, lies
Daan, conseq. what is brought forth, grown, in the corresponding Arabic stem. In
produce.
this sense of to be strong, firm, the stem

( סרביafter the form brp?; ground ba (>12) for the noun לב (1 Kınas 6,
38, Is. 44, 19) is also to be presupposed;
to others from 037 = Ba") n. p. of the since the two significations of the noun,
trodden down, from 013; but according

city which was afterwards called Jeru-
salem Jup@us 19, 10 11; 1 Cur. 11, 4;
Gentile "O53 or pian, i. e. the Phenic.
tribe that dwelt in and about Jebüs and
the neighbouring mountains Num. 18, 30;

a) the strong one, the powerful one, = >¥3,

b) block, log, are only explicable from
this fundamental meaning; the stem ya
too being probably referrible to it.

 לביI. (not used) intr. 1. to well, to
JosH. 11,3. Rarely is the city called
00
to stream, Arab. 5 (to flow co-
ְ רע יִסּובְיַהJunges 19, 11 or simply
piously,
to stream, to Hain); deriv. 537,
“Dra Josx. 15,8 and 18,16, poét. "5937
dan,
perhaps
, ליבand Dax as an Ara-
Zecn. 9,7, and mentioned with the half
form for ban. — 2. to well up,
Benjamite half-Judaic cities ¥2% andתו 

res )=ףָלַא Zucu. 9, 7) ₪. 18, 28.

to spring up, therefore to suppurate,

to

Phenician tribe ulcerate, especially so in Pihel (see 532).
of the mainland is always enumerated — .3 to be moist, wet, metaphor. to be
last Gen. 15,20, 0083. 3,10; and per- fresh, green, fruitful, to shoot forth, to
haps they would not have been dis- grow, the same metaphor being also
tinguished as a separate tribe, had they found in 53, 2, >3N; deriv. baat, Dan,
"O77 as anל 

not been the only one in southern Pales- proper name Sonn; ‘comp. Phenic. a
ו
tine that maintained their independence ot ,tuorps ecnehw 35" / 7"

יבל

יבלעם
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Diose, 4, 80( a sprout, Syr. Vos grass.

the father of nomadic life and of mov-

— 4. to move, to move forward, to walk
along gently, a meaning often derived

ing about with flocks Gen. 4,20. From
dar1

metaphor. from that of flowing; comp.
DIN in connection with 512, Ta with

bay (Peal unused) Aram. intr. same

Tom 1 Sam. 14, 26; the "French aller
with the Gemen wallen, Hifil and Hofal
are to be explained by this fact. Deriv.

as Hebr. dar 1
Af. ba (inf. mbar) same as Hebr.
ain to bring, to lead Ex. 5, 14;

the proper name 5a" (2).
Pih. 533 (not used) to fester, to sup-

7, "15.

purate, spoken of a wound; deriv. m),
nam.

nba? fem. festering, suppurating , of a
wound, having sores Luv. 22, 22.

bas (out of Pih. from 533 1.) adj. m.,

Hf. Dain (fut. ליבני,595) prop. to

 לבלor bats (pl. or247) m. 1. (from

make go, ‘then to lead to conduct Jur.
31, 9, with 77, with the aceus. of
vilaneו
Ps. 60, 11; 108, 11; to
lead along, to bring forward, to offer, יט
68, 30 and 76, 12, 71272 Zepu. 3, 10, with
4 of the person; figurat. to carry afar
2 of the feet Is. 23, 7.

dan)a he-goat, ram, aries (60named from

its"strength like Ds), hence 5243 777,
Jos ,6 ,5 " "יהpi 6,4 6 8 13, and with
the omission of jan, Ex. 19, 14, ram’s-
horn, a wind-instrument. This plan.
tion is already in the Targ. (89379)
and the Jewish interpreters, agreeably

Hof. ( הבלfut. 527°) to be carried, led, to tradition (Rosh ha-Shana 3), from
with > to a place Jur. 11,19, Jos 21, which we learn that the word had the
32, Is. 53, 7, and 473 from Jos 10, 19; same sense in old Arabic; Phenic. 53°
to be offered (as a gift) Hos. 10, 6, (Mass. 7) the same; comp. Munk, Vin-
 ורIs. 18,7, ja (as produce of ‘the scription phen. de Marseille p. 34. —
land) Hos. 13, 2; to be led or conducted .2 (from Dan IL) a ery ofjoy, a joyful
away, i.e. to be rescued Is. 55, 12; Jos noise (connected with the proper name
21, 30 on the day when the floods of ban), a designation of the great jubilee-
wrath descend. The nouns Dan, לבוא feast on the 10% of the 7% month of
are Aramaeising forms out of Kal, “for every 50% year, announced by trumpets
daß, 53); conseq. they must be derived ( )רָפישthrough the whole land Luv.
from Kal.
,25 .8 It was a year in which agri-
The transitive idea of this stem ap- culture rested 25, 11, and Hebrew slaves
pears to have been to drive, to drive on, without distinction had to be set free
conseq. to lead, which is connected with (mp) 25,10; Jur. 34,8; in which
moving , walking, in which sense the alienated |pieces oflandדה 
to their
organic root 5a”) may be related to original possessors or their heirs Lev.

that in 53-7 IIL, לבדה (to roam about,
to wander) ו

to the proper name

537 (prop. the wanderer, the nomad,

comp. Syr, Sa to rove).

,25 8-17 39-41 ;54 ,27 17 seq.; and
according to Josephus (Antt. 3, 12 13)
even all debts were remitted.

In full

form they said לָבליַה nad Lev. 15, 13
28 40 50 52 ;54 ,27 17 18 23 ;24 but

D3) TI. (not used) intr. to shout in ng is also omitted’ Lev. 25, 31, and
joy and triumph, an ulterior develop- therefore 52° in this respect is some-
ment of 5% (see 22) II), hence to sound. times masc. Num. 36, 4, sometimes fem.
Deriv. לבי 2 and the proper name bar. Ley. 25, 10.
Fe (ei. constr. Naar) m. 1. a brook,
py 2" (as the name of a person cona stream, a river, coupled with nv Is.

queror of a people, as the name

30, 25; 44, 4. — 2. (mover, wanderer,
nomad) n. p. of the first son of Lamech,

place place of victory, compounded of
py-y2a%) m. p. of a city between 19373

of a

יבלת

p>
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(afterwards Legio) and לאל  רזיmention- city in Judah Josu. 15, 11, according
ed with 723,5, consequently situated

in to the usual account one hour north-

the territory of Manasseh Josu. 17, 11 west of Akar, i. e. yp». But though
(21, 25); Jupaus 1,27. In 1 Cur. 6, 55 on the Philistine border, its situation
nya stands for it, as the LXX have cannot be determined exactly; since it
Badady Jupass 1, 27. Another city cannot be identified with 733%. — 2. n. p.
in the same neighbourhood was "15 (see of a border city of Naphtali Joss. 19,
p. 275), where there was also a height 33, on the south shore of the my29 DJ;
which Josephus (Jewish wars 2, 25, 6)
)(מעלה.

calls Jamnia (722°) or Jamnith (mrs)
in upper Galilee. In the time of the
22) (not used) intr. usually to be Talmud it was called nar "p> (Jer.
Megilla 1, 1).
bellied, thick, extensive, therefore to be
132° (builder viz. El is) n. p. of a
pregnant, consequently = pa (Dna, see p.
187), Dita (73), OND, 05; deriv. Pih. primitive Philistine city between רפי
Da) (not a denominative) to impregnate, and TUN, which Uzziah was the first
spoken of marrying the wife of a to conquer 2 Cur. 26, 6; afterwards it
brother to perpetuate his name by means was called Jamnia or Jomneia. It was
of children. Probably, however, the 240 stadia from Jerusalem (2 Macc.
12, 9), 12 Roman miles from Diospolis
fundamental idea is to be allied, related,
(according to Euseb.), situated on the
Joined in affinity; mal. belonging to on
Mediterranean Sea, having a good
and nian, jon &e. also proceeding from harbour (Ptol. 5,16), a large Jewish as
the same point of view; except that it well as heathen population (Josephus,
is specially applied here to a brother-in- Jewish war 1, 7, 7; Philo 11. 575),
law. Accordingly the verb stands for playing a part in the Maccabean wars
nap, b33 (" changing with כ or ,ג Yod (1 Mace. 4,15; 5, 58; 10, 69), and was
generally being related to &- sounds) = subdued by Pompey to Syria (Jos. 1.1.).
122, 23 which see; but the general At the time immediately before. and
use of it is lost in this very old word. after the destruction of Jerusalem it
Deriv. 537, m237, and the denomin. was celebrated as being the seat of the
Dan.
,
Sanhedrim and the academy (Rosh ha22" (prop. part. Kal; with suff. Bai, Schana 29°); comp. Sperbach, diss. de
academia Jabhnensi 646. Wittenb. 1740,
F939) m. ל
i.e. brother of
4. At the present day the place is
the “husband, who had to marry by law called Yebna, to the west of Ekron,
the wife of his brother that had died 1 hour from the sea (Robinson’s Bibl.
Wan

nda see Da.

childless Deur. 25, 5-9. Only in such a Res. II. p. 22). In Phenic. x73 (Jomcase does Scripture employ this primitive
nium) is the name of a Mauritanian city.

word.

The Aramaean

dialects (Targ.,

Syr., Samar.) preserve the archaic He-

m

(Jahis builder) n. p. m. 1 Cur.

9,8."
1332% (the same) x. p. m. 1 Cur.
Pih. 037 (inf. constr. 03°) to fulfil the
duty of the pan Devt. 25, 57, ie. to 9,8.
marry the widow of a brother (after his
o> belonging to 0927 see Dan.

brew expression.

Deriv. the denomin.

decease); transferred to the time before
the revelation of the law Gen. 38, 8.

ya (not used) intr, same as Ya to
shine, to glitter, to be beautiful, Arab.

m2 (only with a suf. 79923, 1792);
fromamasc. pa) f. sister-in-law, Der. var; Deriv. n. p. Yan.
25,7 9; Rura 1 15.
p= (not used) intr. to break forth,

( לאבEl is builder) 1. n. p. of a

to flow forth, to stream out, to pour out,

p>
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uea river; the organic root is par), Ar. (the vital fluid of the body) Ps. 22, 16
(= sw 32,4), בל 102,5 &e.
3 the same, and is also found in כ
The stem u is closely connected
Ar. si in 1-59 &e.
with wa I. (see pp.
} "189. 190), the organic
Pih. (not used) pa? to pour out strong- root in both standing in primitive relaly; derivative

tionship to ya, Sanskrit ush, Latin fus-

pa’ (formed from the Pihel of par co, bus-to &e. The idea of paleness,

after the form Nip; the running, flowing dunness, whiteness, applied to the colour
of the face, is only a drying up, or
which takes its rise in tho mountains withering of the juices, and the other
of 782, forming the border of jay to- metaphorical uses should also be refer-

forth) n. p. of a river beyond Jordan,
wards the Hebrews Num. 21,24, Josx.

red to the same origin. Targ. Wa}, Syr.

12, 2, Junges 11, 13, over against DaB, an, Ar. un the same; but whelhen
and ifier a course of one and a half wary and 03) belong to the same root is

hours (Burckh. 11. 597). falling into the questionable. Deriv. War adj. )שבי the
yay.

At present it is called Sarka

(blue river), &,
yy, dividing el-Belka from
another territory. The Targ. has pan;
written in Greek it is Ießoy, "TéBuxyos,

name of a person is from wa).

Pih. War (fut. 17207 for Ann) to make
dry, to dry Up mpi Jos 15, 30, by
naw

(fire)= סיִדָק (Gen. 41, 6) or

1080000, 160% &e., all which refer to nipybt m9 (Ps.11 ‚6); to make |
‚the Hebrew name. Scripture (Gen. Br ‘Naw. 1,‘4; figurat. to dry, 053 Prov.
32, 25) seems to have considered p2>= 17, 22. Des, ma? and mas.
Pas and the river to have been named
from wrestling or struggling.

Hif. ( הוביטיfut.wah) to make dry,

 יפדסוףm "Josu. 2, 10, Wr

ימ

2

A!
(Jah is blesser) n. p. m. Is. nin Ps. 74, 15, DYWAN, Is. 42, 15, “ipa
8, 2. "רבו is an abridgment of 3, Jer. 51, 36; to make to stiles or to be

pad even map
same.

originated from The without juice, 2 Ez. 19,12, חל yz 17,
24, avy ₪. 43, 15; to cause to diswo I. (inf. absol. Winx, War, constr. appear, win Jo.1, 10. To these meanwa) and in a feminine form nian; fut. ings may be referred some forms of the
wa") or on, pl.in pause (ףשבי intr. to be Hifil of wae. ₪. Jo. 1, 19, since the
dried, withered, parched, by loss of the

intrans. signification is not necessarily

juices and fluids of life, hence a) of to be assumed there, because a Hebrew
plants, "1 Is. 15, 6, yp Lament. 4, 8, thought of every thing in nature as
Yan nie? "Jar. 23, 10, avy Ps. 102, operative.
 שביIl. in the signification of wa
12,Kr: Hos. 9, 16, ‘Sonam טאר (of the
ל
Carmel) ‘Am. 1, 2, "Ba (which see), and so for the n. p. m.
max (the leafy sprouts) Ez. 17, 9, ER war, see wra I;
(bough) Is. 27, 11, »Atn (crop) 19, 7;
un 1. adj. m. (pl. םישָבָי( , mwa?
parallel 523,in, הכה Dar 6. 5 to (pl. nivas) fem. dry, parched, sapless,
dry up, of. wet, moist, fresh, juicy ob- spoken of wp Jon 18, 25, py Is. 56,3;
jects, of oa Jose. 9,5, TIN Gem. 8, withered , of Duy Ez. 37, 4; dried, of
14, buy Ex. 37,11. 9 to wither, of ,2939 Num. 6, 3 oppos. to nb; figurat,
yar Zecn. 11,17, m 1 Kinas 13, 4. dried up, perished, of un 11,6. -
a) to be drained, to subside, of “3 Is. .2 (from Wa) שוב = I. in 1% having
19, 5, Dv nes, Jo. 1, 20, by "Gun. paleness, dunness) n. p.m. 2 Kings 15,
8, 7, Sm 1 Ka 17,7, “ip Hos. 13, 10-13 .14 — .3 (a dry place, from
15, where, however, the form שובי war L; with a of motion muay 1 Sam.
 וbe referred to Wa. e) figur. of n> 31,12 ‘whieh occurs even after the pre-

ובש
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position a 31,13, often written, however, vn; comp. "Phenie. nwa) in’? m3

Tebeste the proper name of a Numidian
town) n. p. of a city in Gilead, fully

953 War Jupcus 21,8 seq. or ’3 WR}
1'Sam. 11, 1, perhaps to distinguish it
from another Jabesh. It lay the distance
of anight’s journey from ןופ ma (Scytho-

polis) 1 Sam. 31, 11, on a river called
Jabesh (BR) om), at the present day
Wady J abes (Burckhardt s travels p.451),
which flows not far from Betshean into
the Jordan. Eusebius (Onomast. s. v.)
relates, that’ a small village of this
name still existed in his day, six Roman miles distant from Pella towards
Gerasa (w3). Comp. Robins. new Bibl.
Res. p. 415 &c. This city was also poet.

termed merely 793 Hos. 6, 8, char-

acterised by the’ "prophet as a city of

blood; and 7953 1 Kives 17,1 the abode

2

(part. 33°) trans. to dig, to dig

through, e. ₪. arable land, with hoe and
mattock; 335 a husbandman JER. 52, 16
(Targ., "Bastin, along with םֶרּפ vinedresser; different from EN, a "labourer
with the plough. The organic root 3377
lies also in 2} L, which is used in the
parallel passage 2 Kinas 25,12 K’tib.
_ 25° (contracted from ,ביני like ube,
2; ; pl.(םיִבְגְי m. cultivated land, a field,
alone with D2 Jer. 39, 10, which the
oe has singularly intorprotad cistern
34)
naar (from 123; high-place) n. p.
of a city in Gad, in "the neighbourhood
of nai 8
8, 11, formerly called
DIR Num. 32, 42, and‘till preserved in
the modern ב 5 Kanuat (see Burckhardt, p. 157, and 504 of the German
translation); elsewhere named with רזי
= 35.
amos (Jah is a great one) n. p. m.

of Elijah (who was born in Un) is,
according to Tosaphot (Taanit 33) our
Jabesh-Gilead, as also 779537 2 Sam.
24, 6 according to the Midrash on the Jar. 35,4.
place; and since um, i. 0. Gerasa, was
my I. (Kal unused) intr. to feel pain,
in the neighbourhood, the Midrash and to suffer pain, doluit, as also yan, Arab.
afterwards Saadia had the name of the
place 73 for this Gilead. At the pre-  כלand  עצבhave the same fundamental
sent day, four hours east of Jordan, signification; therefore to grieve, to be
there is still a village wa>, on Wady fatigued, to be pained, troubled, melancholy,
Jabis (Schwarz, Palästina p- 186).
other cognate verbs being metaphori- (not used) Aram. intr. = Hebr. cally applied in a similar manner; comp.
Arab. „>y. Deriv. 7539.
יבש
"Pael wa? same as Hebr. was; deriv.

Nif. 74% (for 343, as רסּומ for 441;

part. m. "הנ pl. constr. דגוכ fem. ri
Aa. f. the dry,i. 6. dry land, dry ni) to be afflicted , Zurn. 3, 18 the
ground, opposed to o> Jon. 1,9; Ps. 66, afflicted remote from (17) the solemn assembly (Kimchi); Lament. 1, 4 their
6; 80 too Ar. ends "בב Ex. 14,16 on maidens are afflicted.
the dry ground, dry- footed.
Pik. ( ינהfut.  רגהfor 1321; see wa) to
pws" (the lovely one, from D3)n.p. afflict, to prepare grief forVene. 3,33.
m. 1 Cur. 7,2; comp. D2, nba.
Hif. ( הוגהwith suff. f. maint; part.
 תשביf. same as mas Ex. 0 9; Ps. mn; fut. main, 2 plur. yA = in) to
afflict, to grieve, with aceus. of the per59, 5.
na» (def. Nmwa>) Aram. f. same as son JoB 19, 2, Lament. 1, 5, or absol.
3, 32; to torment, Tan Is. 51, 23 thy
Hebr. Aa Dan. 2, 10.
tormentors, without any necessity for
PNT (fom DNS; a deliverer, revenger reading with some mss. and agreeably
nun.

viz. EI is) n. p.m. Num. 13, 7; 2 Sam.

23,36; 1 Cur.
3, 22.

to 49,26 71310 (from 127). Deriv. main
(after the form min).

יגח
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Aa? IL. (Kal unused) tr. to push away,
to impel forward, to remove, to separate,
to put away, identical with the Ar. x=,

(= and
‚ Talm. "am, Syr. we,
as also with הגהI. (pape 348).

Hos. 12,9; figurat. of God, a work Jos
10,3. —

3. Abstract, labour, work, Jon

39, 16.
Pa

(constr. 7237) f. weariness, ea-

haustion, Eccues. 12, 12 exhaustion of

the flesh (the body).
by (out of the Hofal of ma}; ewiled,
in of the place 2 Sam. 20, 13, where,
carried
away) n. p. m. Num. 34, 22.
however, the suffix is wanting (for van),
as 20,12 proves. So the Targ., Syr.,
 כיa stem assumed for ma and sy-
Vulg. &e. Syr. „ol to expel.
nonymous with Ar. .„>y; but see nn.
Hif.  הגהto remove, to put away, with

a (with suff. 03439) m. affliction, grief,

sorrow, Ps. 13, 3; 2 11; coupled with

yay (fut. as

(עָבְר intrans. same as

mas Is. 35, 10, = Ps. 107, 39, 9% ma 1. (Ar. >; the same) to grieve, to
116, 3, bay Jun, 20, 18, opposite ‘to be weary, to be uneasy, therefore to be
nna Es. 9 22; ב nisi Jur.31,13 to wearied or weak with toil, coupled with
cause sorrow to be followed by joys comp. np? Is. 40, 28 30 (or 52» Deur. 25,18),

E77 18. 58,11. 71973 Ya Ez. 23, 33 to exert onesel/’, to strive, לבה (adv.) in
= 71 79 drink of sorrow Gnstaad of vain JoB 9, 29, קיִָרָכ prop. for what is
ym, comp. Is. 51,21, and Dy =Dy
or "DUN according to the LXX 2 San.

6, 19).

empty1.6. = vain Is. 65,23, for which
 בְּדִידְרִיקstands in Jer. 51,58; to torment

ande followed by an infin. Prov. 23,

4, but elsewhere with an object whereia adj. m. fearing, fearful, Jer. 22, with or upon which one toils, with ä
25; 39, 17; in Phenic. a subst., where Jost. 24, 13; Is. 47, 12. Figurat. to
the fem. ארגי means having reverence, work with toil in a thing 43, 22,
to
serving God, ‘in n. p. f. אָרְְיִתְַמַא (Amp- consider it as a yoke, as burdensome. Seldom with the accus. 47,15 סע 82801. in
sigura) Plaut. Poen. V, 2, 105. 108.
the sense to be weary, weak Lament. 5, 5.

42 (dwelling-place, from "9 I.) n. p.

of a city in Judah 1083. 15, 21; comp.

Deriv. ya, 2,

vn,

I.

Pih. Er (fut. 3379) to’‘weary, to make
a 2 Kınas9,27, bya רג 2 Cur. 26, 7; faint, with accus. of the object 71088.7, 3;
Phenie. = תמה ya = bys).
to exhaust 1800188.
15.
In (prop. part. pass.; plur. constr.
Hif. 9°37 to weary, to oppress, with
a) 1. adj. m. wearied, tired, coupled 2 of a thing Is. 43, 23 24; Mat. 2, 17.
with >and substantively Jos 3,17: who
EAN m. what has been got by labour,
strains his strength, i. e. wastes it
earnings, goods, Jos 20,18; Phenic. ny3>
= an oppressed, persecuted, pious one. —
(place of earnings; comp. "Hebr. pret,
2. (constr. 273, with suff. הכי pl. with
“nv) n. p. of a Tangier city Ptol. 4, 1.
suff. °2°3%) conerete what is gained by
3 (pl. (םיעגר adj. weary, weak, exwork, procured by wearisome labour,
gained by effort, often coupled with DBD, hausted, coupled with n>» Deur. 25, 18
1. 6. what is worked for, and procured. by or םָיָדְי  הָפְר2 Sam. 17, 2; wearying

physical labour, Ps. 128, 2, especially

Eccıes. 1, 8;Phenic. 227 old (Trip, 2,3).

corn raised by cultivation Hace. 1, 11;
 רוa mn after the form jun,
goods Ig, 45, 14 with amd, produce of
the field Jos 39, 11, produce of cattle 5 , bow) intr. prop. to turn, to withdraw
JER. 3, 24, Gen. 31, 42, Dur. 28, 33, timidly, therefore to be afraid, an of a
property Ps. 109, 11, riches JER. 20, 5, thing Deut. 9, 19; 28, 60, like רג IT.
possession 18. 55, 2, field Ps. 78, 46, in (page 275) also construed with “en;
short all that one has acquired by effort seldom with 86008. Jos 3, 25; to shud+
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of hand, רי  רבומ21,19 brokenness of hand,

all my pains. Deriv. 753° (732) adject. a8 Non. 35,17 ל
Ai.e. which
The organic root nhר is identical one seizes with the hand, and not JEN
with 44 IL. (page 275), and the present Im; די ye"? a wooden utensil for the
stem is an ulterior development of the hand 35, 18, i, e. which is taken in the
other; Arab.
.>9 and des the same. hand; די nah Ez. 27, 15 merchandise
Phenician “57 the same, whence m3" of the hand i. e. direct merchandise, as
(Ioyoodos, Jugurtha, i. e. holy awe, " ידnd 27,21 one who brings wares direverence) said of Baal; then a proper rectly. To be more express one says

name; comp. in Hebrew m» Gen. 31, 772 די Gen. 48, 17, Dahn 7) JupcEs

3, 21; yet די also stands asa parallel
to m? 5, 26, Is. 48,13, without there
( רניnot used) Aram. tr. to heap to- being any need to assume that דר signigether, to carry together (stones), to roll fies here the left hand. Seldom is it
(round masses), identical in the organic used of the fore feet of animals, e. g.
root 147-2 with Hebr. רג I. (page 274), the navy Prov. 30, 28. — Here be-

42, ארומ 76, 12, of Jehovah,

 רג1 (page ,)301  רגN" (page 20), and long also ‘the expressions 795 די the
remotely with 53 (page 287) also; comp. hand to the mouth, a gesture expresAram. "37". Deriv.
an Arm. m. a heap of stones Gen.

sive of meditation Prov. 30, 32; די םיש

the same.

13,19 to put the hand upon the head, as
a sign of heavy sorrow, of being oppressed by God’s hand. — Other phrases
in which דר is applied may be found
under Nbr, RED, Fm}, NI, ADI, mw,
yn, pn &e., ates - is frequently
taken in the following metaphor. significations. Here belongs also the expression D737 973 between the hands, i. e.
upon the breast ZEon. 13,6
=v" pa
2 Kınas 9, 24, comp. Dry ya Deur.
11, 18 the forehead. — om the pair
of human hands, often for the” pl. Is.13,
7; Prov. 6, 17; 708 4, 3.
"The following metaphor. meanings in
peculiar phrases have arisen out of this
literal signification: a) assistance, help,
support, in the phrases ’p"D¥ '» דו היה
1 Sam. 22, 17 or 'ָּפדַתֶא 2 Kınas 15, 19,
more rare is the same meaning in the
formula ‘pa 'ּפ  די2 Car. 30,12; screen,
sheltering power, "Is. 25,10, ומס
so of the guarding hand of God Ezr.
7, 6 &e. in the most various phrases; .
where, however, sometimes 72487 717,9

ma-by Jos 21, 5, Mic. 7, 16 (a3 טיט

31, 47, Targ. "37 for Hebrew 0723 JER. Bb Jos 29, 9), mp in 71 םוש 40, 4
51, 37 and yy» Mic. 3, 12, Syn. ne tobe dumb, silent; וטאְרלע ריpip 2

M7197 see 43.
5 (like D3 from הבד abridged from
| "which is prop. a "participle from
the stem mm 111.0 and in this abridgment also before apodoses; constr. oy
with suf. 172, 77%, but D212 Gun.9, 2
and 797} Ez. 13, 21 for bot and 129;
dual O73", abridged = Ex. 13, 18, if
we should not read with the LXX and
Vulg. and according to the parallels דר
arm, constr. 33; pl. in a technical sense
nig, constr. ni) f. (as the names of
the human members always are, e. g.

HD, Ta}, 534, OB, ax, PIB, PIT &e.;

mase. only in
i Ez. 17, 13, end according
to the Sam. text Lev. 25, 28 and Devt.

19,5; Ez. 2, 9 is uncertain) prop. what

lays hold of, seizes, hence the hand, the
human member with which one takes or
seizes Ex. 19, 3, and generally, with
which one acts 1 Sam. 24,13; 1 Kınas
11,26. In this original signification one
says רי In) Gen. 38, 28 to stretch out the
hand, m mo; Ex. 7,19, 32 yon תפס
15,7 ‘ke or דis put as a more specific
explanalion, with a noun, as די nano]

or Maid 8, 22 is employed for perspieuity. In like manner the signification
human help, human cooperation belongs

Ley. 5,21 the pledging of the hand, note here, opposed to יי 1, e.8. 773 אָל JoB.
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34, 20 not by a hand (human one) i. e. according to the direction of one; also
not by man’s help; די Opxa Dan.8,25, pattern 29, 27.
‘Akin to this דר is coupled with preAram, 97372 אֶל 2, 34; a en 7 Ti
in the sense of possesMENT. 4, 6 80. — b) force, violence, en- positions, as g)i
mity , Gen. 16, 12, attack 37, 27, prop.

attacking with the hand,

so especially

in the phrase ‘p2 Tn ’p די

8

17; applied to God, ‘suffering , punish-

sion, therefore 13 with suff. in posses-

sion of, after verbs of carrying, leading
66. 1 Sam. 14,34, Jer. 38, 10; i973 TE
1000188. 5, 13 he possesses not; so too in

en. stroke Ex.9,3. In a similar sense
occurs 3 די 7m Ex. 7,4 or 2°77 man

the Aram. Ezr. 7,25. — h) power, might,

25 and Am.1,8 to turn the hand 0
against one, seldom with "DR for לע Ez.

the power of. "In this sense is also to
be taken ’» 1% after verbs of demand-

and might of God that seizes man, hence

 (הָצילviz. (to tear) out of the power, might,
or also out of the possession &e. Farther

after verbs of giving over,

giving up

Ruta 1, 13, where הערל is but seldom (72, 72%, or, mbw) Gen. 9, 2, 2 Sam.
added Juazs 9, 15; Sy3 בישה
1 18, 2, where 13 may be främslated into

13, 9. — 9 of the super-human power ing, taking, liberating (5, Ups, MP»,

same as the spirit (of God), that power-

fully excites and impels man; so espe- ‘p 7759 upon the hands of one, i.e. into
cially in the phrases לע 4  הָיָה דיEz. the’ power of one, after 02 Gen. 42, 37,
1, 3, with “by for לע 1 Kınas 18, 46;  הָבִיא2 Kinas 10, 24, 9947ד (prop. to pour
 עלpin 9 m En 3,14; לע  די ייmbps out, 1. 6. to expose) e.g. Ps.63,11 he will be
8, 1, for which mo ו in 44, 5; in abandoned to the power of the sword, JER.
which acceptation is to be taken ‘the 18, 21; 708 16, 11; farther ‘272 non
noun-expression דיה np try Is. 8,11 the Gun. 16,9; 41, 35; Im. 3,6; 7 with
power of God’s might, i.i e.the beingsim- power Is. 28, 2;i.e. ו
"In Is.
pelled by the Spirit of God. 53> „on 20, 2 the LXX, Saadia and many exJer. 15, 17 because of the might of thy positors have unnecessarily rendered
Spirit which overcomes and impels me 1 32a into the power (i. e. to give over
(Rashi). — d) joining of the hands, as a to one); but better in signif. i — To
sign of assurance, fidelity, promising the meaning might belongs the phrase
and confirmation, hence 32 402 2 8
 ידAXP short in hand i. e. impotent, power10,15 and Ezr. 10, 19 same as to assure, less - 37, 27, comp. 50, 1, a mode of
conjirm, to determine, eoupled with תיִרּב expression usual among the Arabians
and Tax 32. 17,18; > 71702 (or with and Persians too (see "¥p). On the
aceus.) to vow

subfactor to one LAMENT.

5, 6, 2 Cur. 30, 8, for which we have
also MOA די 702 to submit oneself 1 Cur.

29, 24. "So"too the phrase 372 7 Prov.

contrary, long-hand TR,

TR)

2000800, longimanus Ta surname of
Artaxerxes) means powerful. For this
meaning comp. manus with ugvos strength;
Ar. of power, victory, with of hand. —

11, 21 hand to hand, i. e. the hand upon
it, in truth, as an assurance, like 16, 5. i) mediation, hence 'ּפ 373 by means of,
On the contrary absol. די yn) Jer. 50, by, per, spoken of ‘revelations, com15 belongs to די in signif, (2) side. — mands, promises of God, or used also
e) the hand as the medium of activity, after verbs of sending a message Num.
hence action, doing 108 27,11 = 777 in 15,23; 1Kınas12,15; Jar.37,2; Prov.
a general sense. — f) guidance, leading, 26, 6. — k) holding, catching, seizing,
attaching to the idea of doing or con- hence pa 1 Sam. 21,14 while they held
duct, 147 ןאצ Ps. 95, 7 the flock of his him, i. 6 ‘among their hands, in their
guidance’or oversight, guardianship, care, presence. In 08 15, 23 172 stands in

hence 'p "by at the hand of one, i. e. the sense of 17) (1 Sane. 19, 3) at the
under his’ oversight, guidance 1 Cur. side, and $773 ja) = var) 7152 Jon 18,
25,3; direction, 'p "17759 2 Cur. 23, 18 12.—1) the hand considered as bestow
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ing, hence ’p 7?» according to the bounty
i.e. the liberality of one 1 Kies 10,13;
Esra. 1, 7.
Besides this original signification and
the metaphorical ones, 71 has still the
following figurative meanings, 1. (in the

then a tooth, a point, 20 7 Ps. 141, 6
rock-points; in a figurat. sense Is. 56,5
| nemembrance; trop. the pin, penis erectus,

Is. 57,8 thou pointest the pin (see T1M),

hich suits DaDwa mas (the Targ.,
Syr. and Kimchi have taken it less propl. m3) an artificial hand, i. e. a hold perly in signific. 3). — 5. (from 77: IIT.)
or support , an ale 1 Kınas 7,32 33, prop. gripe, hence a part, only in pl.
a stay 10,19; Targ. NTN fulerum, sus- nis: Gen. 43,34; 47,24; 2Kınas 11,7;
tentaculum, comp. Ar. oy manubrium Neu. 11,1; theres times Dan.1,20. On the
and similar figur. designations in Aram., contrany =)Dan. 12,7 has the usual meanPers. 60. (see ni2>). — 2. side, i.e. where ing might, asin Devt. 32,36; and די nn
the hands of men are, e. g. Ne די Ex. Is. 57, 10 means animation ofpower.
2,5 a side i. e. bank of the Nie, and
( ינדdef. x}, with suff. 577,717), DIT
interchanged with pi Devt.2, 37. pl. 77) Aram. f. same as Hebr. 7 hand

Therefore with ‘prepositions, דיל at the Dan. 2, 34; 5,5; then possession Eze.

side, at 1 Sam. 19, 3; Prov. 8, 3 at the

7,25 6 power, 722 בחר to invest with
side of the doors; דר  דב1 Sam. 4, 18 power 5,12; might Dan. 6,28.
by the side, since Eli sat mern רעט “a
 יד6 לה
(LXX) 4,13 (K'ri); 33-55 2 Sam. 14, 30
at the side of; mr the same 15,2, or also

NT (from אָדְר;Peal not used) Aram.

in the pl. ידוחלע at Num. 34, 3, Junans intr. same as Hebe. mm I. (which see),
11, 26, ריטabs RI 1 Cur. 6, 16 prop. to name, to utter, ‘to express; hence
[31] to appoint ‘to, in or “by the temple- a) to confess, b) to praise; only
music. The Samar. cod. at Deur. 33,
12 has translated Dw ₪ nat the
side, the side of God will he dwell, which
is far-fetched, according to our text.
For another meaning of רדידלע see above.
In this sense also stands the dual 077" the
two sides, coupled with 279 wide. towards both sides, i. e. stretching right
and left Gun. 34, 21; Is. 33, 21; Ps.

Af. 8359 (part. 83373, contracted rin)
to thank, to praise, ‘to celebrate, with naw
Dan. 2, 23; 6,11. Targ. the same; also

in the Aram. y+, Lat. manus, Greek 0

a city in Zebulon 7088. 19, 25.

104, 25. Comp. the same application

to confess, like Peal; Syr. +2el the same.
The proper name 317 and the Gentile
“sam” are from the same stem; but they
come only through the media of the
Hebrew.

not (memorial-stone of El)
n. p. of
די

&e. — 3. (from הדר IV.)aplace Deu.
23,13; רידל  שואevery one in his place found in the Syr. and Samarit., and

an old pronunciation for 32, as is still

Nom. 2, 17; spot JER. 6, 3; dual room,
space דOSH. 8 20, but where one would

TOR is elsewhere also a fem. form of

therefore it is better to take Dy there

compounded with the epithet of God
7799 CEhovy xalovusvog “Yywiotog in

 אלbeing in the proper names הָלאְרַת
have expected ni? instead of ny3, and opis (see aa). In Phenician די
in the meaning of capability, power to

act, power. 0737 in the phrases 73174, Sanchon. p. 24) in proper names, e. g.
 רחבת ייyam gnoleb ot siht .noitacifingis Idalion pean memorial stone of Elyon)
ad, . (from IV.) prop. a projecting n. p. of a Cyprian city. In such Phenic.
thing, hence amonumental pillar 2 Sam. compounds the construct state frequently
18, 18, a trophy 1 Sam. 15, 12, a wayincl, a characteristic aa Ez. 21, 24

and choose out for thee a way-mark (1%

JER. 31,21) at the beginning of the road;

seems to be pronounced ידי (idi, iddi),

as in NIT

)place of the city) Idicara,

n. p. of a city in Numidia;

“2° (the

same), n. p. of a Phenician 5

in:
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Babylonia; ( הריבעלstrength of Baal) אפ. 11,33, ro yllacitsarhparap * אתשָם
Iddibal, n. p. of a Punic suffete.
1 Kınas ,8 ,33 osla yltneuqerf htiw>
wat (from W327; a stout, fat one) 1 Cur. ,52 ;3 .weN ,21 64 ,.e& delpuoc
htiw rab 2 .rhC 31,5 dna  הזְכִיר1 Car.
n. p. 'm. 1 Cur. 4, 3.
,16 4 Deriv. tin 1 (after ‘the form
= I. (ie. 7, from 71, as may be
Nin). From the Aram. nqin (aim)
seen from the Arabic; not used) intr. to there are derived the nouns הא TiN (def.
be bound, to be united, to be in close RAR),( דוא def. UM”), "TIN (def. nn),
friendship; to be attached to, therefore
( אדיתQn Tin). — 3. to tune together, of
to love; to be faithful to, a friend, beloved. Deriv. 775, n17"7}, the proper

names 473, "33, Im, PT and 77m.

a choir, to sing in concert, prop. to make

duola ;dnuos .vired רדה2ת, whenceהלדה 

).nimoned( ot dael a riohc )nir( אפ.
The stem רי should’ be properly
,11 .17 In this meaning, as’probably

written 73, and has originated from 71 in signific, 2 lea, mm may be identical
(softening the initial sound ש 0 y,
as is always done in Hebrew stems, Ar. with  הד1, Ar. ו as well as with 777
55 to love). But דר has been probably
transposed from 77 ‘forming the basis of
the reduplicated ‘form 777. Under 77
and 717 we have given the connexion
of it with the organic roots of other
stems, and a comparison with similar
roots in the extra-Semitic languages.
m II. a stem assumed for ni72, 77°;
but see הדי II.

MM L (out of 179, by changing the
initial "sound, as ‘usual, into y; Kal

(mm) belonging to 77777, the initial :
being interchanged with 4 (as 77, IV. is
with 331. and 7" with an old Am Ar.of);
hence it would be better perhaps to fix
a separate stem "הד V., unconnected with
 ידהI. The noun. Am is to be derived

from the Pual of רה( = )דּוה7, these
stems coinciding in
i their meanings; and

so it is used besides min 2. Deriv.
possibly 177%, am, תיִדָי in the proper
names

yO,

pam, nn.

Hof. (not used) Fam (fut. pm) to

unused) intr, to pronounce, to utter, to be praised, celebrated. Deriv. the proper
name, hence metaphor. a) to confess, name הדּוהי , the Geätile "77773, Aram.
acknowledge, to announce in words, b) to TI, Gentile “rit; the proper names
praise, to celebrate, in poems and songs;
“a, nam, ad the denom. 177;

Ar. (S99, Aram. 877, ipa the same;
but the 1 appears Here in the Pael and

perhape also hin (see m).

Hip. 77 (part. mana, , םיִדוְסמ.עו ;
Afel forms, as may be seen from רדר inf. תלותה ;"ut. many), to‘confess, henes
and xix. Deriv. perhaps the nouns to make טל of sin, 80801. Dan. 9,

my, m, and תידי in the proper names

pO, ןּוסודי may; רד in the proper
name MT.

Hif. ( הודהpart. 351; inf. 6. nisin;
fut. mh, "put also yi Be. 28,7; ‘45,
18; Non. 11,17) 1. to express, (herefara
to admit, acknowledge, confess, with accus.

4, Nen. 9, 3, or with accus. of the object naan Nom. 5, 7, iy Lev. 26, 40;

seldom with לע prop. to make a confession about a thing Nena. 1, 6; 9, 2, or

with לע in the thing sinned in Luv. 5 5,
or upon a thing (laying the hands upon)
16, 21, rarely with 5 of the person

Prov. 28, 13 or לע of the object Ps. 32, 2 Cur, 30,22. In the Targ. and Talm.
5, as in Hithp. (New. 1, 6; 9, 2); the appears also Pa. "71 in this sense; whence

same meaning is found in 59s ‚and in "177 confession.
Aramaean. — 2. to give ל
"The stem 37 1. 1. 6. 5139 (as plainly
to praise,
to celebrate, to glorify, i.e. to name aloud, appears from Hithp.,., Aram. Pael and
to celebrate, with accus. of the object Ar. ($09) may be easily perceived in
 ירPs. 7, 18; 9, 2, Sony Gen. 29, 35, its lea
signification from the
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organic root 11,71, cognate with 73,

x-ua, Sanskrit ‘wad (loqui, dicere), Greek
avd-n, Vö-sıw, aeid-ev, and Sanskrit wand

to praise (from wad with n inserted)
&c. In a wider development of meaning, הדי coincides with דה (717; comp.
Sanskrit id laudare), whence mm, without their being radically connected.

On

ידותון

11; comp. the proper names עדי and
( ירעout of 273), PII, PT,

xh, yaya &.

yp see yım.
nam or nm (from mm I. after the
form תּואְר Eccuzs. 5, 10 Kri, תוחש
Prov. 28, 10; not used) f. praise, thanksgiving, to God, concrete a choir praising;

nS in ,ןח 7107, and n7 in jn7, see the
min 2, en (Neu. 11, 17) a choir of
words themselves.

praise, ‘signif 3 of main to conduct a
mn IL (imp, pl. 179) tr. same as הרי choir of praise (Nxn. ib.% and 77:7 (12,
on the interchange of d and r see p. 305) 8), which may have also arisen from
to cast, to hurl Jur. 50, 14 (Targ., LXX, mp, referring to this signification; if
Syr.), where y is to be supplied out m==I not should be adopted for the
of the following, and ףרי is found as a meaning in question. Only in the folvarious reading; yet the idea is also lowing proper name
implied in "39; Arab. S05 the same.
pam (in use with PT 2 Cur.
Comp. Sanskrit judh(pugnare). Ethiopic 35, 15 and ןּוְתיִדְי Nem. 11, 17 K'tib,
the same.
1 Cur. 16, 38 K'tib, Ps, 39,1 and 77,1
Pih. ( רדהinf. constr. תררר;3 pl. fut. 172 K’tib; belonging to a choir ofpraise; the
for 77%) to throw away, brian תונרק (the termination -ךּו bearing an adjective
horns, i. e. the powers or kingdoms of character in the proper names formed by
the heathen) Zucu. 2, 4; to cast, a8, it) 1. n.p. of a Levite distinguished under
Lament. 3, 53, 5945 Te, 4, 3; Nau. = David as a chorister in the temple-music
along with ya} and ox, 1Cur. 16, 41,
10; Os. 11.

FVD III (not used) tr. to take, to lay upon ningin and Don, giving the

hold of, a collateral form of 777 I.; the
organic root lies also in the Lat. hend
in pre-hend-ere, and in the Gothic had
in hand &e. Deriv. 3°, and דר in proper

tune and music to others ()םיִשיִמְשַמְל-
performing (822, comp. 25,1, ‘and. nvr

15, 22 in the same sense) beautifully

and fine upon the םיהלאה  ריש12D 16,
42, or also upon (a) the רג in )(ל

names.
songs of praise to God 25,3. His children
MM IV. (not used) to stretch, to ex- practised the art of sacred music under
tend, of space or place, then to project,
to be prominent, spoken of a monument,
way-mark &., consequently. = 77 L,
which has the same sense transitively.
Deriy. די 3 and 4. — Under 715 I. we
have conjectured that it may be a denomin. from דה=  דיגwhich must be

retracted.
 (= לדרiT favourite, from 9371.) n. p.
m. Ezr. 10, 43 K'tib; 1 Cur. 27, 21.
IT! Gudging, viz. Elis) n. p. m. Nen.
3, 7; comp. 74, 3728, DRI, 772 (see
2 181) and. טָפְש Tey, To,

vowim, טפשילאו Phenielan לב

their father in part 25, 1-3 6, and in
part were porters 16,42. As na), אט

and 71157 are also applied to the execution of musical pieces, it is easily explained why Jeduthun was also called
 חזה2 Cur. 35,15. — 2. n. p. of oneof

the 24 (1 Cur. ch. 25) musical choirs
(rin Neu. 12, 31) left by David, which
bore the honorary title Jeduthun or Jedithun, perhaps from him, as its founder,
Ps. 62,1 and 77,1 to the director (1272

president, overseer, leader) of the choir
Jeduthun (comp. 13): The use of לע before ןּותּודְי shews plainly that it is the

&e, name of a choir, over which a ran

‘pap (from m; much-knowing, wise, was set, to whom the psalm was conprophesying) n. p. m. Neu. 10, 22; 12, signed for performance. A choir of this
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name may have been employed still later,
even after the exile 2 Cur. 35,15; Neu.
11, 17. — 3. n. p. of a supposed post-

exile poet from whom Ps. 39 proceeds,

 ןּותיִדְיsee PINT.

bt (melting away, languishing person,

from nb) n, p.m. of a Nahorite Gen. 22,

the author being always distinguished

22, then of a Nahorite-Aramaean tribe,

 ידהL) see mm.

Ex. 2, 4; imper. 29, once 27 Prov. 24,

favourite, friend) n. p.m. Ezr.10, 43 Kr,
pT (constr. דידי ,with suff. 7°73; pl.

off into es fut. ,עדר once 9377 Ps. 138,

from the םיִחְצַכִמ by >. In Arabic the named with the races im, W799, The.
YMI (out of 933; inf. 0 לד
writer is also denoted by J.
nga, with suff. "YT, once הנ
"7 (a very old participial form from 0
"75 (from דדי I. after the form 730; ₪ 14 for 197, a of motion being blunted
6, like ביטי Jon 24, 21, Som, JER.
48, 31, the radical Yod being firmly

ort) adj. m., a
(pl. nin) % retained) prop. trans. then intrans. 1. to
prop. lovely, friendly, “befriended ; but com- see, to perceive by the organs of sight,
monly a subst. a friend, applied to God and in this sense to mark, to perceive,

Is. 5, 1, in his relation to the Israelite
people, or vice versa to the people JER.
11, 15 in their relation to God; in the
pl. Ps. 60, 7; 108, 7; dlienliore ₪ לירה
means the pious 197,0 spoken of Benjamin Deut. 33, 12. "The pl. fem. is
frequently used in an abstract sense, as
is common in language, loveliness, delight,

alternating with הָאְר in phrases Devr.

34, 10 compared with Gen. 32, 31, for
’» Db הָאְר in Gun. 37, 14 >77 being
put in Esra. 2,11; comp. mu prop. to
perceive by heating, Dyn to know by

the taste. According to this primitive
physical signification 97} is applied with

hence ni} ריש Ps. 45, 1 = בוט 434 yaw Is. 40, 21 28, is conceived of as
45,2, nigpwr neh 84, 2 the loveliness the result of a9 Is. 6, 9, particularly
of the temple (pl.nin also in Ps. 132,5 44, 18, Eccıes. 6,5, 1 Sam. 23, 23,
rarely the reverse 23,22; and so 97)isto
of the temple).
PT

adj. and subst. see דידי

oy

(a beloved one) n. p. f. 2 Kınas

22, 1.
 יָדִידְותseeידיד 
mem fem. oodles, delight, with
vn, ‘applied to the Israelites Jur.

12, 7.
my

12, 25

(Jah is a friend) n. p. m. 2 Sam.

be taken in many other laces where it
might almost be translated by to see
Gen. 3,7; Ex.2,4. The LXX frequently
render ’s by ie (1 Sam. 10, 11; Jos
28, 13; Ecouns. 3, 21). — 2. to perceive, to mark, to experience, first, it is
true, by sight Is. 6, 9, 1 Sam. 22, 3,
Jos 5, 24, but then by hearing also
Gen. 9, 24, Lev. 5,1, or by feeling Gen.
19, 33, so that it might be translated
by to hear, to feel. Here belongs the
signification of feeling and experiencing

"37 (contracted from "77 and m,
by the senses, particularly in the case
Jah is"praise) n. p.m. Nen. 3,‘10, 1 Our. of threatenings, promises &c., as far as
4,37, formed in the later period of the punishment, promise &c. are said to
language after חי mis (Ps. 118, 19).
be felt by the senses Ex. 6,7; Ez. 6,7;
ST) see

7,4; 11,10; Hos. 9,7; similarly the Ar.

( לידElis intelligent; 277, constr.

„de. Hence

vo, lengthened out of 2) n. p. m.
1

Car. 7, 6.
my)

(from הדי I. after the form

to feel, punishment Ps.

14,4; on the contrary it is better to
take 100018. 8,5 and 9,1 according to

signification 3. Metaphorically from this,
to lie with, spoken of aman Gen. 4,1 and

maw ‘Num. 21, 29, moa Gen. 50,4) f. 24,16, or a woman Gen. 19, 8, Jupazs
same as may; only in
4 ‘the proper name 11, 39, in which latter case the addition

2»
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of 134 33372 21,18 or ar 2272 Num. with the accusat. of the object and =
in the apodosis 2 Sam. 17, 8. pywa A
Ex. 33, 12 to know by name, i. e. very
Gen. 19, 5 (prop. to perceive or feel by intimately , DY denoting essence or
the senses a man, a woman; or to come essential nature. IT) an acquaintance, a
to know them sensually). This euphem- friend, 108 19, 13, ‘opposed to "13 297
istic application of 91", in the Pentateuch one known, i. e. distinguished. 9%
occurring only in the Jehovist, is also others Deut. 1,13. With this is con# 6. 8. דיצ Gun.
used by the Syrians (See, yaaa), Ara- nected e) to be ‘skilled in,
bians (5,6), Greeks (ywaioxo), Romans 25, 27, םּיַה 1 Kınas9,יִהְנ,27 Am. 5,16,
(cognoscere) &e. — 3. to mark, to under- pr ny ‘Esra. 1,13, ie. not only to
stand, perceive, discover, mentally, Gen. have understanding of such things, but
8,11, Junezs 13, 21, 1 Sam. 20, 33, also to practise them. — 4. to know
once with the addition "בל py Devt. 8, (generally), 86126 ,more fully with n23
5, perhaps also Is. 44, 18, and there- Prov. 17, 27, הָניִּב 1 Cur. 12, 32, ie. ta
fore coupled with 772 and Sapien; with have a lea consciousness of a thing.
3 of the means which produce knowledge Hence it is followed a) by an apodosis,
Gen. 15,8. In this sense Eceues. 9, 1 with "2 Gen. 20, 6, or without "2 JOB
man does not know either love or hatred, 19,25, or with '7, interrogative JupaEs
i. e. he has no perception of them. By 18, 5, "2 Gen. 21, 26, ma Ex. 32, 1,793
this subjective signification are to be Dan. 10, 20, 87 and MIR Josn. 2, 4 a
explained the secondary senses: a) to be mm
1 San. 25,11, oa Jon. 1, 7.
concerned about Eccuns. 8, 5; to direct Often too b) by a ‚simple accusat. of the
the attention to a thing, i. e. to look into object 108 15, 9, or 2 Gen. 19, 33, לש
it Gen. 39, 6; and so coupled with pa Jos 37, 16,5...
3 2 ‘Sam. 19, 36, modito give force to the meaning of רחב fying the מ
of the object of
Jos 34,4; to have a care for Prov. 27, »7. 6( by an infin., without > Jer.1,6,
23; to observe closely 109 9,21; to have or with ל Eoouss. 4,13, more rarely
intimate. acquaintance with a thing, Is. by a finite verb, either immediately
51,7, i. e. to love Gun. 18,19; to see to Jos 32, 22 or separated from it by 2.
a thing Prov. 9,13, constantly with the
d) Absol., the object of knowledge being
accusat. of the object, rarely with 2
combined with the idea of the verb
Jos 35, 15. Hence applied to God, to
Gen. 4, 9; 48,19 &e., after the object
provide for, to take under special protechas been already spoken of either betion Ps. 73,11, to select Naw. 1,7 with fore Jos 38, 5, or in the apodosis
472; to men, to adore, reverence Ps. 9, 11; 2 Sam. 12, 22; or >» denotes to have
Hos. 8, 2; Jos 18, 21. b) to come to
experience JoB 8, 9, to be wise Ps. 73,
know, in the first instance by inspection
22; hence 097) Jon 34, 2 = DON.
Num. 14,31, but also entirely subjective247
a4
Gen. 3,5 22 to know ‘good
ly, e.g. M224 Prov. 24, 14. ¢) to perceive,

31, 17 sometimes occurs; “it is even ap-

plied to lewd cohabitation and sodomy

to search after a thing, to look after 1 Sam.
12, 17; 23, 22 23; Jos 5, 27. d) to
know, a person Gen. 29, 5, 2 Sam. 3, 25,
Dy Ps. 18, 44; or a thing, to understand
6 g. הָפָט (a language) 81, 6, "D> Is.
29, 12;"sometimes to be acquainted with
a thing, to comprehend Is.1,3; div ’
to lay hold of or desire peace Is. 59, 8.
‚It is construed with the accusat. Ex. 1,

and evil, i, e. to have moral perception,

which separates man from the beasts. —
Deriv. 27, העד , תעד,972 (73), ny,
97 (in 30713), the proper names 97)

(by itself and in MYT, PPAR, re,
עדיוהי ,,905°

 ברעpy), ah in

 בע יאלrtsnoc(" ,> degdirba spahrep
from m), in EN, (perhaps also in
PTR, mn), according to some עד
8, seldom with 5 of the object Ps. 69, 6; (= 35) גin ‘the proper name 977.
 אשvi (fut. Im), pause sm) pass.
but it also stands absol. Jon 36, 26, or
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of the different meanings of Kal, to be teach, with ל of the person Prov. 9, 9
seen, perceived, observed, Gen. 41, 21, to or accusat. of the thing Ex. 18, 16, or a
be known, 1 Kınas 18,-36, to appear i. e. double accusat. Is. 40, 14; to communito be recognised Ps. 74,5, to be well- cate, 33 1 Sam. 14, 12 (ironically), and
known, celebrated, with 5 of the person so in the most varied senses.
‚Ruta 3, 3 and 3 of the thing Ex. 33,
Hof. ( הודעfor 117; part. m. Yin
16, or 3 Ps. 76, 2 where or by which or 93573 as a subst., fem. nyTin or (תעדומ
one is famous; or "כ or m follow in the 1. to become mown, manifest , with לא
apodosis Ex. 21,36; Devt. 21,1. my
of the person Lev. 4, 23 24, Targ.
in Ex. 6,3 was not read my Ti by the yan. Part. fem. Snot, revealed Is.
Targ. and LXX, but the original pas- 12, 5 K'ri. — 2. to be acquainted, besive sense was changed into an active, Pricnileds derivat. subst. Yin, sin,
in

order

to express

the contrast,

to

Moses, more sharply. See 93> II.
Pih. 37, (2 pers. Ham) 1. causat.

nga.

Hithp. YIM

to make oneself known

Gen. 45, 1; "to reveal oneself’, with by of
the person "Nun. 12,6.

to cause to know, with a double accusat.,
to show, to point out, JoB 38, 12, where
The fandamental signification of the
the K’ri reads רחשה mys. — 2. (not stem 977 1. 6. 933 (Aram. 973, Phenic.
used) an intensive of Kal, to be very IM the same, hence the Phenic., in Nifal
knowing, i. e. to be wise, prudent, skilled ITN Plaut. Poen. 5, 1,16 I will obtain
in enchantment; deriv. N
(out of
knowledge, 9753 [72] sbid, 5, 1,9 it is
PT), a. p. Pam.
:
intelligently perceived, in Itpeal עדיתא
Puh. ( ררעpart. m. 973, f. n3971% Is.
ibid. 5, 1, 8 to be perceived, and so in
12,5 K'ib, if it be not a noun oa
the proper name DPyT?, Auxduag) apafter the fern nya from 997) to be pears to have ber “to ee to which
known, 1s.12,5, hence partic.an ‘acquaint may be attached the idea of “coming to
ree a friend, Ps. 31, 12; 55, 14; 88, know” inasmuch as the basis, to dis9; parallels jaw, nos, ,בהא 94.
tinguish, separate, divide, may belong
Poel  ירדעsee 93" IIT.
to seeing, as in the case of הזה (see

Hif. yin (imp. sim, fut. 2)

causat. of Kal in all the different senses
of it, to cause to know or experience, i. 6.
to show, with > of the person and accus.
of the thing Ex. 18, 20; to make to ig,

pag. 430);

conseg. prop. to separate

sharply by the eye; comp. cernere, 060,
videre and dividere, Idus 60. The same
organic root in the meaning to see,
know, perceive, exists in the extra-Semiwith a double 0
Sen. 16, 21;
tic languages also, e. g. Sanskrit wid,
announce, to inform, to relate, wich an to know, Greek /0-8 out of Fıö-siw
accusat. of the person and thing Gun. and the basis of ofa, Lat. vid-ere and
41, 39; or with accusat. of the thing di-vid-ere, connected with fd in jindo
and 5 of the person Daur. 4,9, 1 Sam. (to divide, separate), Gothic wit-an (to
10, 8, or with ל the person and 5x know and see), vait, to know 60. From
of 6 thing Is. 38, 19 in the sense of this development of the idea, we can
respecting; or with accus. of the person explain the Ar. £95 to lay aside, prop.
and an apodosis Jos 10, 2, or with
divide off, to separate, to remove,
omission of the accusat. of the pronoun to
Ee
Jer. 11, 18, or simply with accusat. 155 to stop up, to check &e., which could

of the thing Is. 12,4, or with 2 of not be united with 37) otherwise. And

the thing of which the announcement so the original idea is given in עדי 1.
takes place, Is. 47, 13 the new-moon
which is here treated separately, be> prognosticators announce of the things
cause it appears but seldom in Scripture.
that shall come; then to give an answer,
 עַרָיII. (part. pass. 9172, fut. 93>) tr.
_With accus. of the person Jos 38,3; to

ירע

וח
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prop. to divide, separate, split, cut, con-

m. 1 Cur. 2,28.

This " still exists in

seq. 93° = 973 (see pag. 527). Henee the proper names עָרְילא |sim, In,
a) like vn (Lamenr. 2, 3) to shatter, to דעיה בְּעָלְידַע, ees osla" דע:gap‘ .533

destroy, TaN (= nimmer 18. 13, 22)

( עדיfut. )2239 Aram. intr. same as

Ez. 19, 7, as the Targ. and LXX ל
Hebr. ערר to understand, to feel Dan. 2,
0
without reading sm. b) to
;9 ,5 ,23 coupled with xin and RG;
break into, to cut into, of an enemy Ez.
38, 14, without any necessity for read- ia observe 2, 30; to be convinced 2, 8;
ing "> (after Jer. 6, 22 and Jo. 4, 12). ,4 ;14 to come to know 4, 6; to Heresive
,6 ;11 to learn 5, 22; part. pass. 977

6( Figurat. to chastise, to visit, "2m 3777

Is. 53,3 visited with sorrow, where interpreters and translators unnecessarily
abide by the general signification of
 ידעL; to punish, Gun. 18, 21 according
to the Targ.
Nif. ( נוךעinf. with suff.-p 793; fut. 937,
in pause v3) to be chastised, punished
Prov. 10, 9; to be visited, Jur. 31, 19
after I was visited, I smote upon my ip,
i. 6. I performed repentance (and so it

sen, notum

Eze. 4, 12.

Af. 9755 (part. 9356179, fut. 975477) same
as Hebr. עוררה to make known, to announce, with dative of the person and
accus. of the thing Dan. 2,15 17 28, or
also with accus. of the person 2, 23

Vig? (from 972) m. the spirit of an
oracle, the spirit of sorcery, which is
knowing and wise, see "297.

 יְדַעיָהhaJ(si ;gn  ודע10.6 %73)
is a stronger way of expressing what is n. p.m. 1Car. 9, 10; Phenic. constr. 2

in the protasis).
abridged 79 in ‘the proper nameקט 
Hif. 3°57 (fut. apo. 975) to cut, to
7
(formed from jiy77 after "the
pierce, to bore into; generally, to
chastise, with = of the thing by which, type of ip» with the termination >)
and the accusat. of the object, Jupezs m. prop. one possessing the HET (oraele8,16 and he chastised with them (with spirit), i.e. a sorcerer, magician, adduced
thorns and thistles), parallel way 8, 7, along with Six, and spoken of lying
as the Targ. (am), Syr., LXX, "Yale prophets Luv. 19, 31; Deur. 18, 11;
rarely the spirit of the ‘oracle itself (i. 6
have understood it, without our being
the knowing, the wise) Luv. 20,27. The
obliged to suppose ‘that they read 2991;

and as Ibn Koreish, Ibn Gandch &e. Ar. „le is metaphorically applied in
the same way.

have explained the word.
yy II.
posed fer
the contrary
TUN 29,42

yay see INT.
(Kal not used) tr. a transFI" (out of the first syllable of the name
of 93 (which see), as on
דע in nn} Ex. 25, 22, of God mm; ? being changed into a)
are translated by the LXX m. God, after exclamations of praise, e. g.
transpositions

after thei
imper. pl. 2925 frequent from

139 Ps. 18,13 for ורעב (see 2 Sau. 22,

the 104 Psalm onward, or in other forms

as = 935; comp. similar

13), Ba Ps. 49, 12 according to the of praise, as mbar} 102, 18, m dam

LXX, "Vulg. , 5 for DA37R, and per- 150, 6, or elsewhere in short members
haps also "na Sona or Sou. 2,17 for of hymns Ex. 15,2, Is. 12,2, and in
“an= proper ‘name “an, which 2is con- the Psalms (Ps. 94, 7; 111, 1); elsewhere
nected with the pl. םיִרָח(mountains) on only in very old remains ‘of poems Ex.
15, 2; 17, 16 (where the LXX obviously
account of its extent.
read AD» 2) and in very old poets.

Po. 945" (1 pers. "MYT for snp) to
appoint "t Sam. 21, 3, with oy to, as
also 95 Num. 10, 4; .אמא 6, 10.
( עדרa knowing, wise one, viz.Elis)n.p.

mis annexed to nouns to denote the
extraordinary— that which exceeds the

usual and natural, 6. ₪. 598% JER. 2,
31 horrible darkness;

mena
3

Sona

יה

יה
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or So. 8,6 fearful flame (the LXX read primitive form was "700/09 (Arrian, exTom); חי POM one great in power ped. Alex. 11,16). But the etymological
Ps. 89, 9; mbbynt the mighty deeds, Ps. derivation and meaning of this 2 is not
77,12 1 praise (according to the K’tib) ascertained.
The application of this short name of
the mighty acts, when I think of thy wonders of olds הי an (not anya) 118, 5 Deity לדר to the formation of the names
and he heard me with the most perfect of human beings, by its being made to
enlargement; perhaps הי mvt Ex. 15, 2 follow its epithet, does not appear till
my triumph and high praise (is he) ehonid after the time of Moses, in this case

also be taken 80. The noun is more
firmly attached in היְכיִלַע great deed,
Jer. 32, 19 and mighty in great deeds.
Comp. bs Ps. 36, 7, םיָחלא 68, 16,
1 San. 14, 15, Er Jon. 3,3, דלנפל

always with the omission of the Mappik
in 4; though הי was already known
in the primitive period. So in the proper names mar, MIR,

הרנזא

MTOR,

MMS, mabe, MINEN, הידמא  וMI,
Gen. 10, 9 in the same sense, designät- 93, pou Fr, Ton, Be

ing the highest degree of the idea belonging to the noun. Perhaps mn is
appended to certain tenses of the verb
only for the purpose of expressing the
conception of the verb in a stronger
degree; and so the places adduced above
would have to be translated otherwise.
As > is identical with הָוהְר it is natural to suppose that it cannot be found
in composition with the latter, and when

it appears in Is. 12, 2, we should con-

לה

 רה,3 ,sito ,nita‘

arm, Tawi, AT, AML, aT,
man, הינצבה

man, am,

rept,

Han, הקל mn, mon, man,
maw, main, um, MIR}, MAUS),

234, הידיד היעדר הרד

spb,

 רזהman, m, rapt, ham,
b>), 9) mn, Amp, הימקי

3, mn, magn, הימי Din,

sider that it is wanting in the parallels ווה,madı, mu, ap, היסחמ
(Ex. 15, 2, Ps. 118, 14) as well as in mis, Mubn, mba, 139, msn,
mss. and versions, and is probably spu- mate, ma, Howe, Moon, Hann,
rious on that account. Even in Is. 26, 4, man, man, meh, AM, As,
though Aguila has it there already, it is man, Map, MI, map, m,
either a very ancient gloss, or it must MOD, Ay, MD, Anny, הרש
be explained in connexion with "73 ny, mony, Im, הָיאָלְּפ mde,
which is just about to be elucidated. —
 לטוהmobs, mmpB, MDB, PTY,

In 2 Is. 26, 4 and Ps. 68,5 the 3 before m has usually been ‘regarded as

 פיהmp, moin, RT, man,
m,
הילר  הימערD4, 250,
Beth essentiae, and so the word has
been translated

in a far-fetched way,

or generally so as not to be satisfactory,
though the use of such a a actually

mn, IDG, ma, Iw, ey,

 פיהm"37, mi. Th’many of"these
nane-forms }= is ‘interchanged with m

exists in the language (page 175). It or with להר prefixed, rarely with "לא
is more probable that a more mysterious, e.g. DT? 1Cur. 15,18 instead of mm
perhaps a holier

name

(2)

existed

15, 24, seldomer הי is shortened into

from primitive times besides the short ה- (see  (מִיכָהSee also am, im.
name of God fm, under whose form
ms (abridged from m) a name of
m may have been conceived of as inGod)
m. same as הר prefixed only in
vested with higher attributes. The pasproper
names as im and 47, in which:
sages would accordingly be translated:
Is, 26,4 B’Jah is 73, Ps. 65,5 B’Jah case it is abridged still farther into ee
is his name. Comp. the annexation of (= has arisen from =, because Yod with:
the B in the name of the God Baxyos its vewel forms a separate syllable). See;
(intimated in Plut. de Is. ch. 34), whose too לmim, RAT, PAWS.

יהב

am (imp. sing. m. 277, but also retaining, ‘and at the same time lengthening
the vowel, i. 6. with a of motion 137,
rarely ,הבה f. "377, pl. aa) tr. 1. to
give Gen. 29, 21; to reach forth, present,
as a gift JoB 6, 22, omitting the accusat.
of the object; to ascribe Drur. 32,3; to
procure, 0°22 Gun. 30,1, 122 2 Sa. 16,
20. — 2. to set, appoint, to put Deut.
1,13; 2Sam. 11,15; to lay, to lay upon,
a burden, always proceeding from the
fundamental signification to give. The
imper. הבה is used,

יהו

‘BAT

moreover,

as

an

exelamation: come! come on! like הכל
(which see); and in this sense it stands
also for the fem. Guy. 38, 16 and the pl.
masc. Ex. 1,9. Deriv. בחר For ובה
Hos. 4,18 see under Sm.
Pealal 3737, (not used) to give wholly,
i.e. to bestow, whence, according to
Kimchi and others, ans (from ) a
present; but see 2737, “which is derived
from 271377 (to roast , burn, torrere),
the simple stem of which is בה (11) to
| sting, to burn, of the nettle ‚comp."the Targ.
 הבאeht eltten .sI ,7 32 ees(  הוּבp. .)353
The fundamental signification of the
stem 2:7}, though the Hebrew and Phenician have usually jm for it, is sufficiently established by the Semitie dialects ‚Ar. 55, Targ. a3, 23, Syr.
as, Sam. 2172); and every other explanation comparing it with AX7, הבא

13, 25), translated by the Targ. in the

passages in question "אבה ,Nama. According to the Talmud (Meg 18%) nis
'

said to mean possession, goods, as in
the Aramaean phrase “Iwi 77977 Spy
( אַיִמַלְאִיtake thy property and throw it
on my camel), which coincides with given,
alloted. According to another meaning
of 2772 (to give up, to impose) בה may
signify a burden, in which sense the
Targumic 73> on Ps. 55, 23 may be
understood. But it is probable that the
Targ., LXX and Vulg. had merely the
figurative use of the word in their mind
while employing "39, cura, ול
am (A233, aa; part. am, pl. Pa 5
part. pass. am, which is united with
a pers. pron.; imper. 277; on the contrary fut. and infin. from =) Aram. tr.
same as Hebrew 2777 and more frequent;
with the dative of the pers. and accus.
of the thing Dan. 2, 21; Eze. 5, 14;
’» 722 2777 to give into one’ ’ power Dan.
a, 38; to deliver over, to give up to 7,11;
to put, i. 6. to lay a foundation, NN

Eze. 5, 16.
Tthpe. ns (fut. am?) to be delivered

over, with 5‘of the person Dan. 4, 13.
m denom., see הָדּוהְי and m.
m (place of renown, from (דּוה 7. p.
ofa Danite, formerly a Phenician, town
083. 19, 45, mentioned along with

MRERS, תלעב  ריע שמש6.

is to be decidedly rejected. ‘But the

Sam (from m3 It, ea guide, viz.
organic root is בי=בג (by. interchang- Jah is) n. p. m. 1 Chr. 2, 47.
ing ר and 3); and as such it is already
( זהוabridged from S12 = 11172, but
found in extra-Semitic languages (see
with
the first syllable preponderating,
Fürst’s Lehrgeb. p. 42).
therefore Milel) m. a characteristic name
am (after the form 257, 23; with of God among the Hebrews, applied
suff. 737) m. what is given, allotted perhaps even at a very early period,
(Kimchi), ‘hence fate, lot, in the phrase but frequently used only in post-Mosaic

ze

nun Ps. 55, 23 leave to God proper names, 6. ₪. RIN,

the lot, entrust God with it. On the use

WRN 6.

For this older 777, added to” proper

of Tal see Ps. 22,11 or the cognate names, there often appears in later ortho-
in sense לג (to roll) 37, 5, where the graphy with the same names the shorter
general word 323 (way, opportunity, me. g. for 591 2 Kivas 15, 2 m2)
fate) stands for 277); comp. too n2% (from 2 Car. 26, 3; sometimes it is also inter-
mn to apportion, to give) what is al- changed with im} at the commencement
lotted, gift, lot (Ps. 11, 6; 16, 5; JER.

of proper names, .6 .₪  להיִזחא2 Kınas
35*

יהוד
8, 24 for mein
im

2 Car. 21, 17.

יהודה
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See

names,

e. g. THN,

sarin; yet the

abridged form וה occurs 3 times instead of it in var 1 Cur. 3,18, gin

or in

The very ancient name of God Yého,
which is preserved only in proper names Num. 13, 8 16,"and םהוה Josn. 10, 3;
as an enclitic, written in Greek 1000, ap- very often the contracted form “i, 6.5.

pears, apart from its derivation, to have
been an old mystic name of the supreme
deity of the Semites. In the old religion
of the Chaldeans, whose remains are to
be found among the new Platonists, the
highest divinity, enthroned above the
seven heavens, representing the spiritual
light-principle and also conceived of as
demiurge, was called ‘Jaw, 3713 (Zydus,
de mens. IV. 38. 74. 98; Cedrenus I.
p- 296), who was like the Hebrew Yaho
mysterious and unmentionable (Proclus

in Tim. p. 11), and whose name was communicated only to the initiated (Julian,
Orat. V. in matrem deor. p. 172). The
Phenicians had a supreme. god, whose
name was triliteral (litera trina) and secret; invented (Sanchon. p. 40 ed. Orelli)
as is alleged by the hierophant Istris,
the brother of Chna, 933 (i.e. since the

origin of the Phenician people), and he

tah,

i.

Tai &e. is interchanged with

Elsewhere it is also interchanged

with Wh", TI", eg. tei 2 Car.
7
with SAIN and um "22, 1; 2 Kinas 8,

24; 9,16; with in 0 3 rev 2 Kmas
24,6 with re Ez.1,2 and 729? JER.
27, 20 and =
24, 1; farther with

“Om, e.g. ope JEr. 1,3 and םיִדְיְלָצ
2 Kines 18, "18, with די 6 ₪ sum
Ex. 17,9 and p17 Nen.8,17.

See הנה

Nm (contracted from אה and m==
m; Jah is God)n.p. m. 1 Kınas 16,1;
2'Krmas ch.9; 1 05. 2, 38; 4,35; 12, 3,

vis lengthened out of the first syllable
of the original name of Deity 1177,
viz. from “77, according to the usual
laws of the language, and אוה in signi-

fication 3 (see p. 353, as in the proper
names NUON, NEP AN &e.) means God.

See .עושי
TIN (Yehö is preserver or helper)
Phenician Ydho, a knowledge of whom
spread farther, represented the sun-god N. 2 m. 2 Kınas 10, 35, 2 Car. 36, 1,
(Sol, "HAos) in a fourfold variety of for which Tip also stands in 36, 2;
senses, agreably to the oracle of Apollo 21,17, for which ּוהיזחא in 22,1; at,
Clarius (Macrobius, Saturn. I. 18), i. e. in 22, 6 and SION in 2 Kınas 9, 16
he represented Baal according to an ac- oceur; 2 Cur. 34,‚8. See THN, TIMMS.
count in Eustathius (see Minter, Religion
( יְהואָשYehö is supporter; we part.
der Karth. p. 40), whose image was set
of
שוא III. page 45 = TUR) n. p.m.
up in the temple by Manasseh (Suidas
2
Kınas
12, 1, for which טאי stands
sub v. Mavaooyjs); he represented also
Dionysos, Adonis &e. The identification in 11,2; and 13,10, for which is orn

was Iu (Lydus 1. c.; Cedrenus 1.0.(. This

of the Jac of the heathen Semites with . 9.Bee mann.
Yaho or Jehovah of the Hebrews is al» (abridged from. the Hebrew
ready in Tacitus (Hist. V. 5), Plutarch rl ‘like Yin out of min) Aram. f.
(Symp. LIV. quaest. 5 seq.), Julian (see
same as mm the name of Jewish

Cyrill. adv. Jul. p. 145. 148) 66. which
makes it necessary to seek a Semitic
origin alone for the name. In the proper

names NIN,

NAN (WIN), NT,

ּ( כְּלוּוKi), the last constituent is a

 הא11, which does not belong here,
or it has originated in =).

mim.

See

im m. God, same as ,הי but only
placed ‘at the commencement of human

Palestine, Judea, Dan. 2, 25 the sons.

of the captivity of Judea, i. e. the Jewish exiles; 5, 13; 6,14; Ez.
Syr. yous the same.
It does
cur as a name for a Judean.
 קטand Og means Jews

5,1 8;
not ocIn Ar.
collect.

abridged from the Hebrew. In 1138,
TITS,

mm

TATA,

MIR

(m אט

TH is = Tim.

noun from the

יחודה

mam
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fat. Hophal of the verb הדי L: praised,
viz. is Jah, but Scripture’ gives other

3. n. p. m. of several persons Ezr. 3, 9;
Nex. 11, 9; 12, 8 34 36, interchanged
allusions to this proper name Gen. 29, with other cognate names in the appel35 and 49,8) 1. n. p. m. of the fourth lative signification.
son of Leah and the patriarch Jacob
"77" (from דּוהְיְנ only pl. PRT,
Gen. 29, 35; 43, 3 8. After him the def. "pl. ְאָיִדּוה  סעN (Aram. Gent. m. a
name of one of the twelve tribes, fully
Jew, Dan. "3, 8, Ezr. 4, 12, like am)
 יְהוּדֶה799 Num. 1, 27, more rarely Hebrew.
= ™3 2 Sam. 2, 4 or 9 33 JER. 7, 30;
"TAT (pl. םידּוהְי ,sometimes in K'tib
in the prophets 717} alone Hos. 4,15;
Bm) Gent. m.u mom fem. (on the
5, 5; a tribe that ‘already exceeded the

others at an early period, in numbers,

distinction, and fame Gen. 49, 8; Num.
1, 27; 2, 3 &.; Jupazs 1, 2 seq. As
the designation of a tribe " is commonly masc. Is. 3, 8; Hos. 4,15; 5,5
13; 6, 4; but as collective it is also
construed with the pl. Jer. 31, 24; or
with the fem. Nau. 2, 1; Lavent. 1,3;
Mar. 2,11. A usual name among the
later Jews also, as 1000600 the Maccabee,

‘Tovdag AsßBaios (922), lovdas Toxaguirns
(nie qp-wry), 199009 the Galilean("5"9353),

"Tovdae 30009089 ()אָבְטרּב &e.— 2.n.p.
f. of the district allotted to the tribe of
Judah in the south of Palestine, and described in Josu.15,1sq.and 19, 1-9; fully
“yas Ruta 1,7; therefore it is ‘added
to certain parts of the land, e. g."9 1272

Jost. 15, 61, 4 םֶחָל ma Rurs 17, 7.
After ths division ‘of the kingdom, "
denoted the new kingdom, contrasted
with that of Israel, which consisted of
Judah, Benjamin, and in part Simeon
and Dan, with Jerusalem for metropolis;/

opposed to לאְרְשִי and oye, in which
sense we must take Ham רה Josa.11,

contrary תיִדּוחְי in another sense) 1. a

member of the kingdom of Judah,
Judahite, so far as mm

a

forms the anti-

thesis of DDN or ug 2Kınas16,6;
25,25. But usually — 2. in the postexile sense of הדוהי
(Haca. 1, 14; 2,2)
iv
a Jew, one who professes J in consequently in opposition to a heathen,
especially so in the books of Esther and
Nehemiah Esru. 3, 10; 5,13 &e., Nea.
1,2; 3, 33.

The pl. has sometimes the

meaning the Jewish people Jer. 52, 28
30, put along with prep or 07339 Nes.
2,16; and probably in this sense also
JER. 32, 12 &c. But it may also be
taken otherwise, in signif. 1, though not
constantly so, in Jeremiah, e. g. 34, 9.
Instead of "7377 occurs elsewhere שיא
 יְהוּדִיEsra. 2, 5 besides. It is uncertain whether mas? 1 Cur. 4,18 should
be taken in signif. 1 or 2. — 3.n. p.m.
JER. 36,14 21 23. The meaning of this
proper name “converted to Judaism”
cannot be intended, because his father
(9777202) and grandfather (123%) have
already Jewish names, and, moreover,
mrt)

appears

as a Hittite (i. e

21 (oppos. to dy tis רה or m), 5 יכל Phenician) proper name.

a

Probably the
as mm
in

1Kines 14, 21, ה“WIN 1,9, “poet, 0 שיא name should be taken
Is. 5, 3, 9 a2 Jer. 7 30, “ns Is. 22, signif. 1.
21, poet. iyna Lamenr. 2, 2, VR ₪.
 תיִדּוהְי1 adj. fem. from 17177, but
26,1," m8 19,17, 99 Jar. 4, 16 &e. used only as an adv. in Jewish, i, e. in
 ער יְהוּדָה2 .ruC ,52 82si a -angised Hebrew, in the Hebrew language "9 Kınas
tion of Jerusalem. iinthe standing ex- 18,26 ;28 Is. 36,11 13; 2Car. 32,18;
pression 05477") ” the connecting Vau also opposed to MITTEN 1 e.in the dialect
has an appositional character. In the of Ashdod Nena. 13, 24. The word may
post-exile period 11
denoted the have arisen after the ten tribes were
whole Jewish land 11206. 1,14; 2, 2.— carried into exile. — 2. ₪. p. f. of a
Here belongs accordingly the denomin. Hittite Gen. 26, 34, whence the name
verb Hithp. 1777 to turn to Judaism, seems to have been "used in Phenician
to make oneself’ a Jew, Esta. 8, 17. — also. Probably it has the meaning of

והוה
m)

as a proper name.
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"7000/00 the

6,20 or stands in the genitive Gen. 24,

name of the heroine in the apoeryphal 7, Ex. 7,16, Deur. 1, 21; to account for
book called after her, is the same.

which, reasons have been sought either

mim (from 117) m. a pre-Mosaic old mystical, or rational (Béttcher, Jena CriSemitic name of the supreme God, which tical Review 1847, 273 p. 1092), but
was specially revealed for the older לא always unsatisfactory ones. Elsewhere
appear 1799 לא  הָנהְרGen. 14, 22, where
"70 at the establishment of the Mosaic
the writer makes Abraham prefix the

religion, as an abstract of all divine
name
greatness and holiness in the view of

jr

in his oath to the God of

the Hebrews, Ex. 6, 2-6 (comp. 3,13-15);

Melchizedek; mim םיהלא Dy Jos. 22,

who is therefore described as the God
of the p72» 3,18. Hence the forms
that are Gbrded from it, להר (which

45, 11 in solemn ל

see), m (m, #7), An, ל and mn (3),

22; 717) לֶאַה1s.42,5;; be wip mim
"On its com-

bination with TR or MINIY,

Concordance at רכדא 4

see my

MiRaX.

Like m, 57) &e. the full name is also
and arefound abpended or prefixed in
i
the formation of the proper names of employed "by the Jehovist for forming
men, did not come into use till the time proper names. Thus 1. 1893 min? (Jeof Moses Num.13,16 (with the sole ex- hovah sees, i. e. provides). n. 2 of the
ception of 535); while those with לא temple-mountain, given by Abraham
and "3 existed before. This explains Gun.22,14, and accordingly explained by
the fact, a) that in the Pent. from Ex. the author as an old saying. The other
6, 8 and onward the name םיה  לא8 name הרב should therefore be intermems'y2 (revealed
to be characteristic of whole sections preted iin accordance, 71
‘(except Ex. 15, 17—19 and ch. 18); and or shown by Jah). — 2. 5 mim (Jehovah
the indiscriminate use of both appears; is a banner) n. p. of an “altar so named
b) that God e. g. appeared to Abraham by Moses Ex. 17, 15. — 3. px mim
only as DTN or "TU לא Gen. 17,1 seq., (Jehovah is righteousness) n. p. of a pro28,3; 35, 11; “48, 3 and that up to the mised Davidic king Jur. 23, 6, who in
Mosaie time only pts is used in the agreement with this name is named
ground-document of the Pentateuch, צמח צדיק, dnasi debircsed sa gnisitcarp
which, called the Elohim-document, has mp Te 23, 5. The name, which was
been supplemented and worked upon take upon as a fortunate prognostic,
by a later writer who employed the is said to refer to king wepyy.
The
name ‘Tit? as the appellation of Deity, same appellation was to belong to Jeand has been hence called the Jehovist. rusalem also 33, 16. — 4. Dipwy mim
This writer accordingly either prefixed (Jehovah is peace, salvation) n. 2. of an
mim to ,םיָהלָא or used mim alone, altar so called by Gideon, Jupass 6, 24.
or regarding the holiness of ‘both, used — 5. Saw mim (Jehova there) n. p. of
them interchangeably, Gen. 7, 16; 27, the future city of Jerusalem Ez. 48, 35.
27 seq.; Ex.3,4. See Knobel, die Genesis
This very sacred name of God which
p. I-XVIIL; Astruc (physician to Louis was made known to Moses, may have
XIV.), Conjectures sur les Mémoires been regarded even in the most ancient
originaux, dont il parait que Moyse times as mysterious, secret, and unmens'est servi pour composer le Livre de tionable, as an &dönzor (comp. Gen. 32,
Genése, Briissel 1753. Except in the 30; Jose. 5,14 15; Junges 13,18; Phitransition from the one to the other in lon, vita Mosis ed. Col. III. p. 519; JoGen. ch. 2 and 3, the compound name sephus, Ant. IT, 12, 4; see von Coelln,
appears only in Ex. 9, 30; ל Sam. 7, 22 Bibl. Theol. I. p. 99); mysterious names
25; Ps. 72,18; 84,9 12; 1 Cur.17,16 of deities being used generally in the
17; 28, 20; 29,1; 2 Cur, 6,41 42; '26, religions of the East (see Jamblichus,

18; unless םיחלא has the article 1Saxr. de mysteriis,

and Gale on the same

wm
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p. 290). Thus the Egyptian Hermes had
a name which durst not be uttered (Cicero, de nat. deor. 8, 16); according to
some even its correct pronunciation was
punishable with death (see Ex. 20, 7;
Ley. 24,16), comp. Malala p.61. Accordingly the name im) was pronounced
AN, for which the Samaritan translation substituted NED (equivalent to
the nyt of the later J ews), the LXX o
xd QU0e; and when the vowel points were
introduced (6 century), it received those
of "25, except that the simple — was
put Tor the compound-. In this manner
our vowelled 747? originated, written
with prefixes mim, irra, min,
mim &e.; the Dagesh lene following
inthe תפכדגב 8
being always directed by 724%; but where iR itself
follows in the text Is. 28,16, the vowels
of םיה  לאare assigned to it, hence mim.
As to the etymological derivation,
meaning, and exact grammatical determination of the name in question, which

are closely connected with the original
pronunciation, we remark 1. that according to the view of the Jehovist in
Scripture, the name should be expressed
as 177) (or 7175) and the signification
of nm given to it; God calling Himself
m8 "Ex. 3, 14. Henos it is to be derived from a stem 7117, which was tantamount 40 ה with anAramaeani
impress
during the pre-Mosaic time, having the
meaning the existing, i. e. he who has
come into existence by nothing outside
Himself, the continuing, permanent, everlasting;
its antithesis or opposite
being the non-real, the transitory, the

nought (DR). According to this explanation are to be taken: a) the ex-

pressions of Scripture to the effect, that
m) does not change Mar. 3, 6, and
that the being constitutes the essence of
God (by or 31) Ex. 3, 15, Hos. 12,6 &e.;

the designation of mim in the LXX,
ay (Ex. 3,14) the existing, which Philo
Gane deter. potiori insid. p. 184) explains more exactly by saying, that the
condition of existence lies in himself,
and existence itself is his inner neces-

sity; c) the designation of 1260
1
4 8 who is, as he will be, i. 6. the unchangeable, eternal; comp. the inscription of the temple atSais (Plut. de Isid,
ch. 9): לס exe td yeyovog nal dv א
doöuevor. Accordingly the word, which
is the 3 pers. of fut. of Kal made into a
noun, can neither be vowelled 7532 nor
m,

since this form does not exist in

Kal. The abridged forms "im and m
are best explained according to this acceptation; the preformative ר passing
into 7 in other instances

in the stem,

6 ₪ ְאּוָה 1000188. 11, 3 out of 83735
and ר might easily become 0 after the
last 7 has fallen away. Out of "m in
the first syllable of M71 first arose “Ft
as in the apocopated. 4 and this was
farther changed into =, lengthened
in proper

2;

names

into 1

e. g. אוהיו

as in xp (fut. Kal)- originated

from -. — 2. “According to the traditions of the ancients, the name is said
to have been pronounced 471 or M33.
Epiphanius (I. p. 296 Petav.) mentions
among the Hebrew names of )306 8

(Ay) together with 74 (m), which
Theodoret (quaest. 15 on Ex.) marks as a

pronunciation of the Samaritans; Jerome
(on Ps. 8) has also expressedל
mm viz.
Jahvo (as we should there read in the
text for Jaho), the — being uttered according to the vulgar and Phenician
method

like 0;

so too Irenaeus

(adv.

haer. 2, 66) has Jaoh i. e. Javoh (as we

should read there); Porphyry (in Eus.

Praep. Ev. 10, 11) has 'Ievo, i. 6. 1171
(172 becoming 159 ,as elsewhere רה 'becomes ev), Even the form existing in
Greek orthography 1600 (Clemens Alex.
Strom. 5. p.666 Oxon.) is MIT, ov standing for vo (M17). This form, out of
which the shorter ,הי , > היand the
general Semitic name [ao may be explained, can only be a noun developed.
out of the fut. Hifil of 717; and if הוה
always stands in the usual signification
of ,היה 1772 can be nothing else than
the enistence-giving , the one calling into
existence, the creator, like the Sanskrit

dhätri. The difference between the two”

יהוזבר
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pronuntiationg ig manifestly this, that

yim

)Yehé is wise) n. p. m. 2 Sam.

the former has its root only in Hebraism, 8, 18; 2 Kınas 11,4; 1 Cur. 12, 27; 27,
while the latter was the general Semi- 34, See Im.
tie one; and if Epiphanius (1. ¢.) and
para (Yeh iis appointer, establisher)
Clemens Alex. (1. ¢.) along with the general Semitic

unciation still abide

n. p. m. 2 Kınas 24, 6, who is called

by the Scripture interpretation, they Ez. 1,2 pp. and Esra. 2,6 ,היכי
have been guided by the Biblical view, Jer. 24,1 377337 and in a shorter form
not by a grammatical one. — 3. Other 1729 22, 24; VP (Hif.) and 35> (Kal)
derivations from the stem דרה in senses
which do not agree with the usual one

of ,היה are a) from הרה 3 to overthrow,
and thus mim would ‘be overthrower,
lightning-sender ; b) from ma = nw,
whence the derivat. ma would mean
heaven; as some think they find mim
explained by n772 in Gen.19,24; ;9 from
15 = Mb? to shine, to glitter, to lighten,

interchanging in the name,

as being

alike in signification. See 779) and 7
opin (Yeh6 is setter up) n. p. m.
2
23, 34, who is previously called
 אָלִיִָים18, 18. See םיָקָי,Dp (inDPES»

DRS, Dp yy and i
inSera), Dp?(in
Dap 5 DP, D227" and opr.
( ביִרְיְוהְיYehö is a combatant) n. p.

toBe clear, conseq. Mir} would be equi- m. 1 Our. 9,10; Neu. 11,5; in 1 Macc.
valent to light, luminous ether, heaven, as

2,1 Ioagiß. See the proper names 27)",

div in Sanskrit, Zevs in Greek, deus in ,}739 )29 (in var}, na), "27
Latin, and Ju-piter are said to be the
boom (prop. fut. Hof. of 552; one posame original conception; comp. the tent, viz. Jah is, comp. er in ‘the same
oracle of Apollo Clarius (Macrob. Sat. i. sense, conseq. הר is not= im) n. p. m.
18), where Jao 18 said to be the sun-god;

d) from 73 in the sense of היה סע

Jer. 37, 3, for which bon "stands in
38, 1.

fieri, conseq.}mim would be the becoming,
i. e. he who has a being induced, the
revelation of whose essence is conceived
of as becoming; e) from ma=mmlto
live, conseq. 117} would be "the animating,

1. 2 Sam. 13,5, for which is 23357 in 13,
3; 2 Kınas 10,15, for which JER. 35, 6
has 2734); the name of a Rechabite, ‘of

from Scripture.

with

amim

(Yehö is munificent) n. p. m.

the producing 60. But all these expla- the Midianite tribe Kin (1 Cur. 2, 55)
nations are too artificial; and depart or Kayin, which was on friendly terms
Israel,

as we learn from other

Tayi )Yehé is giver) n. p.m. 1 Car. places (1 Sam. 15, 6).
im (Yehö is giver) n. p.m. 2 Sam.
26, 4 (and his brother Sxın7 of like

signification) 2 Kıngs 12, 22; 2 Car. 17, 15, 27; 21, 21; 23, 32; Jupezs 18, 30
18; comp. the proper name "a1 (which &e. \ interchanged with TIN; seldomer

gee), also coupled with =), m, “ON, with 32590) or ןנחוי
may, as in mat, והידבז

in aan, bev ke,

farther IM

wim (Yehs isi good) n. p.m. 2 Cur.
17, 15; 28,12; 1 Cur. 26, 3; his brother
was והידבז Neu. 6, 18; 12, 13; Ezr.
10, 6, for which Nun. 12,22 has ןנחלי,
and 12,11 7m; Ezr. 10, 28; Nen. 12,
42. In the New Test. 7
(Maren.

HDi

(for 9", retaining the ה of

Hifi], as in sym) n. p. m. Ps. 81, 6,
applied to the Israelite people, as na,

noir &e. See npin.
779m (Yehö is the unveiling, i. e. he

unveils, 779 a noun from 179 IL.) n. p.

m. 1 Cur. 8,36, for which ל
( הרעבa noun
from הרע I. in Hif., unveiler) stands in
3,1) or ’Inarvag (Luxe 3, 27); on the 9,42. Itis possible / הדעי may have
contrary, the form “Lodvva (Luke 8, 3) stood in 9,42 and become הרעי by the

is according to the form rani. See BT. interchange of ד and “ (see 4).

יהוערן
yim
pleasure;

(Xehö is provider of sexual
jPp a noun

from
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See 915, לש אָבִישע,yrurby, ying,
 ליוwhere sau may have arisen in

see; comp. 7712) n. p. f. 2 Kınas 14, 2, part out of other elements.
where the K’ri reads PpRn haviie
( ספֶשוהְיYehö is judge) 1. n. p. m.
the same sense; }"72 after the form 2 Sau. 8, 16; 1 Kınas4, 17; 15, 24;
2 Kınas 9, 2; comp. the proper names
up being also a noun. See 739.
prsim (Yehö is righteous) n. p. m.  טפט,eb-upu ,iweD  שָפַטיה68. —
Qn. p. ‘of a valley (pRx) between
Hace. 1,1 12; 2, 2, for which 'צרי stands
Jerusalem and the mount of Olives Jo.
in Ezr. 3,2 seq.; comp. py "and PIE
,4 ,2 so called because God will there
in PIER, PTE DP, MPI, WPT. hold a judicial process on the nations;
pry, phy and PIE are also epithets to which meaning the prophet refers 4,
and names of deity elsewhere, see 2 ,12 and therefore calls it prqn77
pay

צר

ל
of decision) 4,14. At the time
i question
( םֶרוהְיYehö is exalted) n. p. m. of king DaWir the ‘valley in
1 Kixes 22, 51; 2 Kınas 1, 17; 2 Cur. was called >23 py 2 Cur. 20, 26, but

tH. 1, 8. סר is very: already in Joel’s day the Jiahoshaphat-
;17,8 Togap
often used in proper names ag an epi- valley, because God held a judicial
teht fo ,doG .6 .g 40, 59992 (= (הַדֶר רֶם, process there upon the heathen nations;
poh, Dei, DUN, אָבִירֶם pany, and for that reason it should again be-
come at a future time a valley of
urn, DTI, ‘so too in m.
, judgment.
At a very ancient period
savin (Yehö is a covenant; see the valley was termed "78 p22 (valley
»3%) n. p. f. 2 Kınas 11, 2, who is of the dale), and then as a meeting- place
named nyauim in 2 Car. 29, 11. Comp. of many kings 73727 ( קמעking’s valley)
the proper names עב , ץבשAWA, 729, Gen. 14,17, wien ‘the childless Absalom
yaw (nz2w->y), עבה  עב6 subsequently erected a monument to
himself 2 Sam. 18, 18. Thus the valley
pain
or Bim (Yehö is help; was termed in succession a) IWל ,
Ind, עט is a noun “fron עש [pI]= אשי b) a7 , ) ל,99
d) upyim 2
after the form a8, m5 as also עט or yn
‘y. It lay on the south side
[after the form pq, לב רגin the proper of Jerusalem. Through it the Kedron
name PWT = עשוהל and the noun עוש flows, running into the Dead Sea; and
itself in the sense ‘of עוטי appears in it contains row upon row of sepulchres,
the ve names 95152 ]י = Ama, PWDN „WE adj. m. elated, proud, arrogant,
&e.) ₪ p. m. Ex. 17, 9, called at ‘first puffed up, of "a3 Han. 2, 5; Prov.
win; 2 Kınas 23, 8; מס 3,1; in the 21,24; comp. Arab. 9445 = Hebr. bed.
LXX ’Insovs, in Vulg. Josua. If the See Im.
?
proper

names

wu,

mau, B IV),

bybb3 (El is the glorious) n. p. m.
moin, 272, som be. oomeidered, it
1.
416; 2 Cur.29,12; comp. Dy557n.
is"apparent that the nouns עוש and עש

in עּושוהי and עשוה can only ‘be taken
in the sense of עטי Originally indeed,
the proper name עשוה was a noun

formed from Hifil (helper), like עוטוה in

nba (from pbs 1.= nbn) m. ihe

name of a precious "stone, so called from

its hardness Ex. 28, 18; according to
Ibn

Esra,

Jak.

Tussi,

a

diamond,

mywin; but after Moses had already adapag having the same etymology;
while TRY is merely the point of the
changed the name into 981m? in order
diamond; in any case different from
to bring out the name of God in it, it
was seen that in the im of עשוה there
ym (not used) ir. to tread down with
was nothing but an abridgment of im.

mean.

m
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the feet, to stamp down, Arab. Yas
Hence
ym (a place firmly trodden down)
n. p. of a Moabitish city, on the former

border of the Amorite kingdom,

uni" (see wit?) n. p. m. 1 8
22, 26; 2 168 11,2; 18,9; Jupaus6,
11; 1 Cu. 4,22; 12, 3; comp. MBN and
win.

men-

( בויnot used) intr. to turn back, to
turn about, Ar. lf (i. 6. 21%) the same;
42), iawn, BEN Is. "18, 4, JER. “48, then = Hebr. בש Hence
34, formerly belonging to the tribe of
2% (returner, returner home) n. p. m.
Reuben Num. 21, 23, Jose.13,18, and
1.
Gey. 46,13, for which occurs, in the
also called
mem (cod. Sam. mem).
tioned with 49, ayia ריק , ,71277 אבְדיִמ

718777 (place trodden down, threshing-

floor, Arab. Kass,, threshing--floor) see

ym

Un (not used) intr. 1. to be high, to
cognate

in sense

DEY. ao

> 2. Figurat. to be arrogant, high-minded,
proud, as the Aram. 477 and רֶהְיִתא
(whence 177", am) shew; and the Ar.
=>
3 may Hage likewise proceeded from
the same fundamental signification. Derivat. .ריח The organic root "37> is

probably

cording to the LXX,

(mern) acVulg. and New

Test. (James 5, 11) for aim, which may

rise up, to be prominent, spoken of a hill,
mountain;

same sense, בוש Nom. 26, 24 or ביִשָי

K’tib 1 Onn. 7,1-8

connected

with

come from N =am.
 בבי.1 (from )33 L, howling, i. e.

desert [see a],

as a proper name in-

habitant of the desert) n. p. m. of an

Arabian tribe belonging to the family of
Joktan, and called after him Gen. 10,
,29 of whose dwelling- place nothing
definite can be given. — 2. (from 13° IL,

same as the proper name 37%) n. 2. m.
among the Edomites Gen. 36, 33, Phe-

רה Gun) nicians Josu. 11, 1, and Hebrews 1 Cur.
Bm
9,8 81.
“i> (contracted from -im}) see im).
bay see .לבל
( באיsee aN, "AN, andְי( - .₪ p. m.
an (after the form "35D, from 5311.)
1 Sam. ,26 ;6  עמ,2 ;6 1 Car. 4, 14; m. a river, JER.17,8, the Aramaeised

comp. ּוהּיְבַא הָיִבַא ,RATAN,לאיִבַא I form of which is bax.
 בָאיִלאHence anh m3 a family of J oab,

sam (a partivipial form from 533 IL;

well known at that time, from which a playing) n. p.m. Gun. 4, 21, ancestor of
city( תוְרָמַע which see) got its name such as play on the harp and pipe.
1 Car, 2, 54.
, Probably there is an allusion in the

( תאריsee my 7 and in) ₪ p. m. name to barI., according to which
EN signifies rover, nomad, music

2 Kines 18,18; 1 Car. 6,6; 26,4; 2 Chr.
.34,8 On the name comp. ATIN,, Fun,

,RI  אַחְאָב6.
FAR," (see Im?) ₪. p. m. 2 Cur.
34,8; 36,2; comp. ITS.

being

thought

an

accompaniment

pastoral life, among all nations,

2222.

ann

of

See

(see Tari) n. p. m. Ezr. 8,

33; "10, 22; 2 Cur. 31, 13; "Iocaßdos
pai (see 58 and in) n. p. m. 1 Sam. 4 Ear. 8,63; comp. "7731.
8, 2, for which 1 Car. 6, 13 has un,
“ar (7 is worthy of remembrance,
ifwe should not read tian ריִכָּבַה  לאיcomp. the proper names Diomnestes,
 אַבְיָה. נְהַשָניees( גנַשָנִי
( ,6 12 erehw( ti Mne- or Mnasitheus, Theomnestus) n. p.
has been proposed to real OR" [from m. 2 Kınas 12, 22, for which 2 Cur. 24,
DN? IL] i. e. a wished one; for which 26 has 791 (out of “21?); comp. the
 שאלstands in 6,29); Jo.1, 3 &e.; ג10' proper names mat, “31, רָכָז,dt.

Acts 2,16; comp. לֶאיִלֶא,הלא

N) ירך%

is living; Na ande

for

יוחנן
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יום

“NTT, as there was also at a later time a a transition from signific. 1, as is the
name יִאְחְוְר ,from a stem אח to live = case with other verbs of shining, lightenmn, whence in part יח constr. “ry, like ing (see “in, 19) &e.). Deriv. on.
The stem םָי (on) is3 preserved iin Se₪3 constr. "7 from ה partly constr. יח

in ‘Senn, as (רפ n. p. m. 1 Cur. 8, 16; mitic only in derivatives; and 2.0, ©,
11, 45,
Di, om, ןבמצב
.["can only be explained
woh (see prt?) n. p. m. Nex. 12, by means of the word not being used as a
22, for which 7A
3,15; 5, 35; 12,4
Ezk. 8,12; 2 Kınas
(Luge 0 30 Tovar;
was an. p. f. mami:

in 12, 11; 1 Car.
12; 1 Cur. 3, 24;
25,"93; 4 Ezz. 9, 1
afterwarda there
Luxe 8, 3); comp.

an

mo

see .השי

verb ala, Aram. 2 and .םֶי From
have originated in Arabie the denominative verbs x0 to be hot, to glow, Les
to glitter, to shine (whence eloge wil<<<
derness, comp. the derivatives of
54).
The organic root םי is obviously con-

nected ur closely" with on, on, with

Pa (see sm) n. p. m. NEu. 3,
> in <a (to be hot) &e.; as also the
6; 12, 10; comp. IT.
( קיזןיsee per) n. p.m. Ez. 1,2; Hebrew Mp2 (to shine) is = Ar. LE (to

shine), and YD? (to glitter) is = \

comp. m2).

Di» (used only in
i the sing., with suff.
DRM (see opr) ₪ p. m. פא
ir,
mn,
and
the
dual pa‘, םרמל ,and
19, 10; comp. DRIN, PN.
from this form the adv. סמוי from oan 1)
( בירידsee rim) 2. p.m. Ezr. 8,
;16 New. 11,5

10; in 1 Mace. 2,1

"Ioogıß.

m. (fem. Ez. 7, 10, הבוט core. 12, 14,

and 199 Jer. 17, 18 being nouns) prop.

brightness, splendour, shining, light,
Tan (Y6 is glory) n. p. f. Ex. 6, 20,
hence 1. the day (for only light, ,רצ was
the only pre-Mosaic name compounded originally called וי Gen. 1, 5, like the
with i1; comp. the Greek proper names Latin dies compared with the Sanskrit
Athenocles, Diocles, Dionysocles, Heracles, Metrocles, Pythocles &c.; Germ.
Theutbrecht, i. e. glory of Theut, and

div to lighten; Ar. 5

day), opposed.

to night Gen. 1, 14; 7, 4; 8,22; 29,7.
—.In
this sense pis bh 18, 1 means
in Hebrew too the proper name לא
the time of mid-day, prop. the heat of the
day, for which a poetical paraphrase is
son (see 53777) n. p. m. Jur. 38, 1, pint 7193 Prov. 4, 18 the fiwedness or
for which ְלָכּוה stands in 37, 3; the steadiness of the day, i. e. mid-day (see
Masoretes have considered box Prov. 719); Din mp Sone or Sox. 2, 17 the
30,1 as an Aramaean form of this name. day cools, ie a cooling wind blows at
But see .לָכָא
the departure of the day; Dir 279 Prov.
D} (ie. 01; not used) intr. 1. to shine, 7,9 the evening of the day, i. e. ‘the twilight following the day, for which
to glitter, to be clear, to lighten (e. g. of

Tip (= Ta a8).

 םוידאל הָלְיִלאְלְנstands in Zeon. 14,7;
air un) (from רַמָּכ( Jos 3, 5 darken
Dir very well (comp. Gothic dag-s, Gerthe day), which stem suits the deriv.
man Tag, from the stem dag= Sanskrit

dah, urere); Ar. pla the same, Targ.
pb. and 53, Syr. Sas and a the same.
Deriv. Dh, nai. On the other hand,

 = ימה1 (am) should be assumed as
the stem for par, min) and the proper
names D’AR, EN — 2.

be hot, warm,

ings of the light of day , i, e. obscura-
tions of the sun, and so it is explicable
that “ix stands for it in 2808. 14,7. —
.2 the civil day, including night Gen. 7,
;24 ,50 ;3 Jos 3, 6. In this sense are
used the expressions nawis ") Ex. 20, 8,
Lev. 23, 28, myn "ו Num. 29,
opp
.1 ‘and so in various applications. Me-
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taphor. derived from the present meaning are a) birth-day Jos 3,1, as appears
from 3,2; Hos. 7,5 according to some.
b) erowning-day Hos. 7,5(Targ.). ce)festi-

omy

day, during the day= ori Hos. 4, 5,

opposed to הָלְיְלַהה , אפו4, 16; at that
time, then 1 Sam. 12,17; about the (forementioned) time 2 Kınas 4,8. — b) nina
val day 2,15. d) day of slaughter 2, 2, followed by an infin. on the day when
comp. Is. 9,3. e) day of punishment, of Gen. 2, 17, at the time when 2, 4, after
downfall, of misfortune Ps. 37,13; 137, that 2 Sam. 21, 12, when Ex. 32, 34, sel-

7; Jos 18, 20; OB. 12; day of death
1 San. 26, 10; Ex. 21, 30; day of defeat
Is. 9,3; ‘the judicial day (of God) 2,12;
13, 6; Jo. 1,15. f) the present time, hence

dom with the perfect following Lev. 7,
35; sometimes

3 alone stands for it

Gen. 2, 4. — c) Dina in the day, at the

time of‘the day Gen. 31,40; on the same
Din from this day onward Is. 43, 13; Ez. day, i. e. immediately Prov. 12, 16; to48, 35; Din 925 Is. 48, 7 before now, be- day Jupgess 13,10, where, however, it
fore this hour. 9) final time, end, of life, is better to translate these days,i.e. re-

thus ni אל- JoB 15,32 the not-end, i.e. cently. — d) Dir» about this day, i.e. at

remote from the end of life. h) the time present, now Gen. 25, 31, which never
of life, םרי Un Jon 30, 25 who has a has the meaning before, formerly; DD
heavy time of life, i. e. one

oppressed.

i) any time fixed by a more

definite

statement Junges 18, 30 (see pl. DM).
j) the time or duration of a day, hence
a day’s journey Duvt. 1, 2, fully Di» 722

Nom. 11, 31.

k)a short eae parti-

eularly so bein Hos. 6, 2 from two
days onward, i. e. after two days, after

AT or FET 0773 as at this time, i. 'e.

as at present, as just now Gen. 50, 20,
Devt. 2, 30, 1 Sam. 22, 8, even 4 the
subject to which allusion is made be
already past, the formula being specially
used in fulfilled prophecies, with the
meaning, as it is now, as is the case at
present Jer. 11, 5; 25, 18; Ezr. 9, 7;
yet sometimes about this day, i. e. the
day the author has in his mind Gen.
39, 11. — e) pin from the day when,

a short interval. 1( Adv. = niin by day,
opposed to mba Ps. 88, 2, where ar» 24
is to be supplied in
i the Second Be
and 7723 in the first. Dis Dir every day, since Ex. 10,6; Deur.9, 24. — f) Djx753
i.e. daily Gun. 39, 10; at ‘every time, constantly Ps. 61, 9; Di} bis day by day

all the day, i. e. daily Ps. 42,4; 73,14,

parallel םיִרְקְּבַלְג the whole day 32, 3,

parallel EEE Is. 62, 6; at all times,
in 2, 11; Diva“ day by day 1 Cur. 12, constantly, always Ps. 52, 2 Prov. 21,
22, for ch. is also used Dia bi 26, with 172m sometimes added for per2 Cur. 24, 11, or also in the sense every spicuity’s sake Is. 51, 13; in like manday (see 533); Diva DID one day as an- ner D47"553 Ps. 7, 12, and probably also
other 1 Sam. 18, 10; םוידלָא Dim from 88, 10, where, howexes, some take Di"
day today, 16
i
daily Nun. 30, 15. The = נע misfortune. — For supplementing
the meanings and applications of bir
Ar.
is also used in manifold ways, comp. the other noun-form 13}, pl. pn),
as for day of slaughter, time of life &e.; constr. a7, and nn), constr. mi}.

Estu. 3, 4, karwhich pin pisb53 stands

5

post to-day &e.

( םויdef. aad; pl. par, constr, once
‘The following formulas belong to the "an Ex. 4, 7, def. 871247; from the pl.
adverbial character of Dix, where it is with 0
ending comes the constr.
coupled with the article or with pre- pl. ni") Aram. m. same as Hebrew ni in

positions prefixed, a) DiNT this day, to- all its variety of senses Dan. 6, 11;
day, hodie (= hoc die) Guy. 4, 14, 9
Ezr. 6, 15.
19, 37 till to-day, till now, fully Dnt
oat (out of Din with the old termimt 1 Sam. 17, 10, הּזַה DIT Gen.
26, 33, while nin הז‘1 Kınas 14, 14

nation D-, which was originally an accusative form) adv. 1. by day, in the day-

should be otherwise taken (see 17); by time Ex. 13, 21, Is. 4,5, oppos. to mans,

je
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hence 19797 '" day and night, i.e. always
Ps. 1, 2, more rarely the reverse 172

Meteorol. 1, 14), that the Hellenes were
formerly called Toaınoi; comp. Sanskr.
or" Duvr. 28, 66; in the later usage Juvan, Zend. jawani.e. juvenis. —2.n. 2
of the language and with an Aramaean of a city in Yemen, called in Ar. ur
colouring 072473 Neu. 9, 19 occurring in-

or ole (probably =),
=
then taken
stead of it; comp. Syr. inked, — 2. daily, for the territory of Yemen generally
day by day Ps. 13,3, hence without the

JoeL4, 6, adduced along with naw 4,8

oppositeM27. — 3. by the light of day, and 77 (=}77) and Six (an old name for

Ez. 30, 16 and Memphis will haye enemies the metropolis of Yemen Sanaa) Ez. 27,
by the light of day; comp. JER. 15, 8 19. Deriv. 977 (pl. 0°27") a patronym.
 בשהריםTW and the opposite 7515 "TT m. from 33> Jo. 4, 6.
OB. 5.

wv (not used) tr. probably same as
m (interehanging g and v or b, asy Il.
i.e. 93] changes with 375, Pers. kerm

= Germ. Wurm, Greek «oe=zug, comp.
p. 249) to stamp, to push, to press, deriv.
perhaps ייכfigurat. to subdue, oppress,
deriv. mis 3, and according to some
the noun Im
w מ. p.m. 1. the fourth son of Japhet

Gen. 10, 2, conseg. the fourth Japhe-

5 (not used) intr. 1. to be soft, of a

mass, hence like הס I. (to (טיס to be
dean4 viscous, of a mass of dung (the
Arab. 5 [733] has the same meaning
taken fivarat,); deriv. the noun 11 (see

mim). —

2. Figurat. as in the “Arab.

stem, to be lax, soft, weak, and therefore to be tender, mild, spoken of the
dove. Deriv. mi 1 and 2.
ink (constr. Ih) m. mud, dung, swamp,

cogn. in sense with DB; RT זיז combined Ps. 40,3 dung of mire, i. 6 dirty
slime, an intensifying of the simple idea,

tic leading race. By it is principally
meant the Hellenic race, the Jonians,
then all the Greeks in Greece Is. 66, 19;
next the Greek-Macedonian empire, whose like Yin ia ib., ann 18. 38, 17;
first king was Alexander Dan. 8, 21. — Fran 72 swamp of the depth, 16 deep
In Daniel’s prophetic symbols the con- swamp Ps, 69,3. The stem of this noun
tinuators of 777 are: SeleucusI.Nicator, is 72 in the meaning just given; but
Antiochus I. Soter; Antiochus
II. Theos; others derive it from yo, and regard
Seleucus II. Callinieus; Seleucus II. 1 as lengthened out of 771) in the sense
Ceraunus; Antiochus III. the Great; Se- of trodden down, bruised, which is less
leucus IV. Philopator; Heliodorus; De- ‘appropriate, because 1 is thought of
metrius I. Soter, Dan. 7,24. — Gradu- as liquid.

ally 177 came also to mean the Greeks

in Asia Minor, or the south-eastern ones
at the Black Sea, dwelling beside the
Tiberanians and Moschites, or those

called the Achaeans in classical authors

Jo. 4,6, Zecu. 9,13,
the Phenicians often
of barter Ez. 27,18,
form of the name 777

who dealt in slaves;
being the mediums
Is. 66, 19. — The
is closely connected

with the Greek "Ia, Id, "Idveg &e.; for

m (i.e. 725 not used) tr. to press the
vine, to tread or to press out the grapes.
The organie root ךי is identical with
that in 4773, 737 (interchanging Yod and
Gimel). ‘According to this etymology one
might take the noun ךרכ to mean a pressed
or trodden thing, if such were not too
general, and if it were not improbable
that the word should have come to extra-

Semitic peoples under that name.
anh (see i519) n. p.m. 2 Sam. 13, 3;
Jer.
35, 6.
has been adopted (Pott, Etym. Forsch. I.
( הבדלpl. argh; constr. 31%) f. 1. (from
p-XLIJ), opposed to the I’o«ızoi, the old;
the Greeks themselves relating (Aristot., m2, conseq. formed out of mM) prop.
the basis of all seems to have been
’I&oves, with the digamma JéFovec. As
to the meaning, that of “the young”
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a tender, mild bird, therefore the dove
Gen. 8, 8, the dove being also called

among the Romans avis Cytheriaca;

fem. should be rejected on account of
Jer. 25, 38.

pair or pz (pl. OPI}, constr. pin,

"42 a young dove Luv. 12,6, pl. ™ "33 prop. a part. of p2>) m. ei a sucking babe,
12,3. The dove is an erable of purity who becomes a Sag Is. 11, 8, coupled
and innocence
i
Sone or Son. 1,15; 4,1; with 5559 (which see) Ps.8,3, Lament.
5, 12, is used on account of its Iöveh-

2,11, “opposed to mar שיא Devr. 32,
ness and mildness as an epithet for
25,
in full form Dw pn Jo. 2,16.-dear, beautiful, beloved 5,2; 6,9, and
is conceived of ‘generally as full of sim-

2. a young twig, a " shoot , a suäker, as

plicity Hos. 7, 11 (comp. Marrs. 10, 16), it were, of a tree Is. 53,2, opposed to
‘and 40006).
as cooing with dull and melancholy tones BT (comp. Greek 8
(a, 372, Mg) Is. 38,14; Nam. 2, 8; Usual, however, in this meaning is
( קבריwith suff. inprir; pl. with suf.
Ez. 7, 16, and as fying Buick; like
(the clouds) homewards to the niany vnipyh) f. same as קברי :2 twig, shoot,
18. 60, 8; Ps. 55, 7; Hos. 11, 11. It is Ez. 17, 22, where pain should be sup-
said of the wild ‘dove that it ‘flies shyly plied to 74 (atender En: a branch Hos.
to the mountains Ez. 7, 16, directs its ;14,7 by" האצהthe shoot runs over a
course by its wings (39) to far distant thing Jon 8, 16; a sprout 14,7; a bough

parts in order to settle there Ps. 55,7;

Ps. 80, 12.

and makes its nest in the hidden clefts
of rocks Sone or Son. 2, 14, or on the
margins of yawning precipices JER. 48,
28. הנוי "BID the wings of a dove Ps.
68,14, asymbol of the timid and fleeing
wings of an army (seen»). Hence too
symbolically the timid, fugitive Jewish
people, specially so in an old poem

ni (see m) n. p.m. 1Car. 2, 32,
Neu. 12, 11, for which occur also pon

 רחקיםbbs noir (Ps. 56,1), which words

or prin, Gisele "Ioved-av (Tos. 5, 13).
( ףסויa noun from the fut. Kal of

;1107 increaser, viz. Jah is; comp. NDR,
rbot) n. p. m. GEN. 30, 24 (where the
name is interpreted); 30,23 (where the
name is derived from nO’); chs. 37-50.
Instead of it there is in Ps.81,6יְהוּסף 
the לד of the Hif. being also in fut, retain-
deni h43 .sP( 81,54), ( יהושיע611, 6),

should be read pr-prga DR mir (dove
of God from the Far "sea), "after which
poem the 56'% psalm was sung. — dna ( יְהַילִילIs. ,95 .(5 sA sih owt snos
2. n. p. of a prophet 2 Kınas 14, 25; Ephraim and Manasseh were the heads
Jon. 1,1. — 3. (only in sing. and that of separate tribes, both together were

from 17), from 139) [> violence, a trampling down, oppression, Mair] INT wrath

also called 99°», or in full form 972, "23,

ming 2 Sam. 19,21. And as they were

of down-treading, i. e. oppressive or cruel the leading tribes in the kingdom of
wrath Jer. 25, 38, translated by the Israel, ףסרי also meant the kingdom of
LXX great, ו
 "לחa sword of the ten tribes Am. 5, 6; Zucu. 10, 6.
violence,i. 0. the murderous sword 46,16; More rarely does it mean the whole
50, 16, where the LXX read הניה 21 nation of Israel Ps. 80, 2, Am. 5, 15,
ond bunzlale ory C210 oF"ג ‘ המפהas they for which in Ps. 77,16 mpi) apps na
explained the chapter of Alexander's is put. non does not appear as a proper
march, at whose approach the Persians name belonging to others, till a later
Ezr. 10, 42;
cleared away in the hasty flight of baa period of the ee
Neu. 12,14; 1 Car. 25,2

and םִיָרְצִב “before the Greek sword”

mad (Jah is ל
(Curt. 4,7; Arr. 3, 1, 16). In mai my
299. 3, 1 הָנויַה is in apposition and Ezr."8, 10.
=
,ריש spoken of .הרכיב In every
case the acceptation of mh as a part.

n. De m.

( הלאוcompounded of אלה and
 העויfut. Hif. of mys; El is snatcher;:

a,
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comp. DN), ,לאיי and see too הָכַא Jer.18,11. — 5.== רצוא same as רצלא
page 93) n. 2 m. L Car. 12, 7.

(if we should not read rin), treasure,

32 from 719 Zeca. 11,13, particularly’ of the temple,
where there was such (1 Kınas 14, 26;
which see) n. p. m. Neu. 11, 7.
pin

(76 is powerful;

197 see הָלאָעַלי
wih

(¥6 is help) n. p.m.

1 Car.

comp. Marx 12, 41 seq.).
ABH see .רצוי
opi

(a noun developed out of the

12, 6; comp. "רֶזָעיִלָא
fut. Hif. into a proper name, the Hif.
“PVT see syndy,
opin, fut. opi, being formed in the
up ) is hastener to, see Wry I.) Aramaean manner; a setter up, viz. Y6
n. p. m. 1 Cur. 7, 8; 27, 28.
is) n. p. m. 1 Car. 4, 29. The later propr2i (see -i}) n. p. m. Ezr. 3, 2. nunciation of 097" (’Iwgeiu Lues 3, 29)

In Ben-Sira 49,12, 4 Ezr. 5,5, and in is analogous, earlier DS‘.
in see man.
the LXX, the form was קָדצלי 'Iwoeöex.
ah (ame) n. p.m. Ezr.2,18,
for
which Nex. 7, 24 mat; comp. "Mi".
 רצויor( רצי with suf. "4x5, 12485;
mr (part. of הרי IL i. e. from an
plur. pair, constr. 7; a participial
noun from 22) m. 1. prop. fashioner,ה =  the cognate stem x) being acformer, hence a potter, who treads clay tually interchanged with m4 Prov. 11,
Is. ,41 25  )םימ,)07959 works in loam 25) m. the fructifying seed-rain, the au(wan, Tan) 29,16; 45, 9; 64, 7; Jur. tumnal rain, different from wp? Dur.
,18 ;4 ,19,1 and cakes earthen vessels 11,14; Jer. 5, 24.

PIs” see pet

2 Sam. 17, 28; Ps. 2,9.

ae
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Is. 30, 14 ‘pitcher of he potter, i, e. an
earthen pitcher. Dv xi 1 Cur. 4, 23
is the designation of a corporation of
potters, who sprung from the tribe of

( ירויsame as mai") ₪. p. m. 1 Car.
31,5.
DI" see pi.
DVI" (see byim) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 26,

Judah, from pw, and are spoken of 25, Tonga Marre. 1, 8; 2 Sam. 8, 10,
as the inhabitants of Im (om יְטְבִי for which 1 Cur. 18, 10 hi םֶרּודַה (an
should be read there for o> "30, ac-
cording to the Midrash on “Ruth ch. 1,
with which opinion agrees El. Wilna in
his commentary on Chronicles), a city
of Judah (whence perhaps the Gentile
ara 1 Cur. 20, 5), into which came
also the inhabitants of the cities of Ju-

interchange between “) and רודה see

(הַדרֶם
TOM Away (grace is returned) n. p.m.
of a son of Zerubbabel 1 Cur. 3, 20, the
hopes and consolations of the returning
Israelites being mirrored in the names
of his other sons also.

dah  נְמָעִיםand 11733 (see 1083. 15, 36, |
mown (Jah causes to dwell; בשרי
1Cur.12 ,4), for the purpose of working
is
fut.
Hif. of au) n. p.m. 1 Cur. 4, 35.
for the king. — 2. a former of the לספ

( השויYo is a gift; =יט( הש n. p.m.
Is. 44, 9, Ha. 2,18, i.e. a statuary. ‘Tt
is applied to a carver in wood (the verb 1 Car. 4, 35.

is also used of forming

in metals). —

3. a creator, i.e. former, spoken of God,
and therefore coupled with x'ja Jur. 10,

16, Am.4,13,

and so used generally

mo (Y6is correspondence, i. e. is
self-satisfying; md a noun from mW,
the proper names aw and 7718? coming

from the same stem also) n. 2 m. LCHR.:

without regard to the form or figure of
what is created. — 4. Figurat. a framer, 11, 46.
( עוריIocis Marrs. 13, 55; Luce
one who forms and creates in his mind,
spoken of men Ps, 94, 20, or of God 3, 92) seeישוע .
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DOWN (see. "im) m. p. m. 11

43; 15, 24.

arm (the same) n. p. m. JER. 40, 8;
instead of which oceurs elsewhere urn

ani (1/0 is perfect; comp. Ps. 18,26
31) 2 p.m. Junges 9,5 7; 2 Kınas 15,

to run, to trickle, to drop, to drop out;

( עדיnot used) intr. same as 1 em) 1

32-38; in the LXX and N. Test.(Marra. hence figurat. to sweat; comp. Ar. 65

1, 9) Today, which seems to imply a  כrun, to flow) and Ethiopic, the same,
form Ban.
= 5% and 3 (to flow out). The stem
anh see IM".

NID

is connected with JO", 709, PAT, ANI,

see nH.

the y initial sound being frequently ini

terchunged with the initial 2 elsewhere.
The organic root 31”) lies also in עז IL;
ar (Peal not used) Aram. to flee from,
and >7 is usual for it in ו
to slip out of, to escape, danger; Ar. 545 Derivative
the same. Hence the further Shafel-form
 עזהm. same as MYT sweat, Ez. 44,18
ayy. See ar.
they shall not yird themselves with sweat,
 פיז23 seeזה 

mM (not used) intr. same as 13 II.
(see S) to be collected, to be united, to
join, i. e. to betake oneself to the pro-

i. 6. where they are easily exposed to

tection of a person; Ar. 5% the same.
Derivative

considered as unseemly in holy persons).

ex

(El is the uniting = m;

7
re

sweat (Targ., Talm.), or while they sweat
(Aquila, Symm., Jerome), or so warmly
that they shall sweat (perspiration being
nay (a native, see mar) 2. p.m. same
as nary (1 Kınas 5, 11) or חַרַז (Gun.

a noun from 75) ₪. p. m. 1 Cur. 12, 3, 38, 30; 46, 12), the head of a‘family
in ‘the tribe of Judah; hence nam the
 הדיsee mm
Izrahite, one belonging to the family of
 זיseeיאל 
mit 108%. 27,8. In this form the fifth
mq" (Jah unites or assembles; m of David’s twelve heroes is designated,
from 173 II. =) n. p.m. Ezr. 10, 25;
9 as being descended from Izrah; the
comp. "for the appellative meaning eighth and tenth (*1912) being likewise
traced back to the same head of the
ORFIR), DRUIR &c.
family, 1 Car. 27, 11 13. The right
(" זיזrom vr IlI.; shining, viz. Jah

is) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 27, 31; comp. Mi.
meron (= man, Jah is a ה

from Nor or re)

8, 18

n. p. m. 1 Car.

name of this princely leader ()רש was
( שמהוּתwhich see) or ninW (= nin)
or Taw )= (הָהְמּוט son of Agee (say-73)

of the place ררח (0793), or 49 Tank)

or Hi ()ירירהה ‘according’ to another
DON a stem adopted for wats (for wat account of son (which see) 1 Cur. 11,
27; 2 Sam. 23, 25.

from bay). Gen. 11, 6, see Dar.

MT? (Jah is appearing) n. p. m.
al {not used) tr. same as 718 I. (see
1 Cir. 7, 3; New. 12, 42.
page 51); deriv. j17 (constr. Di in the
pat (from Sat I; planter, founder)
proper names mor, a,
m. only in
i the proper name DNYIT) or
mn (constr. m) see In
man (either contracted from IR),

DRY.

Expat or -לאע - is founder, see
or from w== jin I with the meaning “to sr; ‘with @ of motion Tan?) 1. n. p.
weigh, toכ determine”, and so j1? is conof a ay in the tribe of Issachar Jose.

struct of ji); Jah is determiner)

Jur. 42, 1, elsewhere "772183.

n. p.m.

19,18, though belonging to Manasseh

17, 16 (as Eusebius and Jerome already
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rightly observe), in the north of Palestine, was also in its vicinity from which a
where the Israelite king Ahab (1 Kınas fountain (779) reached to the city 1 Sam.
18, 45 46; 21,1; comp. 21, 18) had his 29,1, on which lay also the town ןיע-
favourite place of Toridenas, and which  דורThis fountain was also called "a1
Jehu made his dwelling place altogether = Tubania (William of Tyre 22, 26).
(2 Kmas chs. 9 and 10). Both drew on At the present day traces of this eity
themselves there the guilt of shedding are found in Zerin or Serin from Seril
much blood (the latter by murdering (Robinson 111. pp. 162. 173. 227 seq.),
Ahaziah and his brothers 2 Kınas 9, to which the founder of the sect Serini
"27; 10,14, and by the other massacre belonged. — Gentile m. aryy) 1 Kınas
which he caused there 10,11), to which 21, 1, fem. חיִלאָעְרַז or תיִלָעְה 1 Sam.
Hos. 1,4 alludes in ’) 37. This blood- 27, 3; 30,5. — 2. n. p. of a city in
8
as Hos. 1, 5 prophesies, was to Judah Josu. 15, 56.

be avenged in the plain of any by a

deeisive day of slaughter בDo), on
which the kingdom of Israel was to be
exterminated 2,2; as Naboth’s blood was
formerly avenged ‘there 2 Kines 9,25 6.
The plain, in which the city of Jezreel
lay, is called ") קמ Josa.17,16, Junges
6,33, Hos. 1,5; in the Apocrypha and
Josephus 10 péya 780009 'EodoyAar (Jupiv 1, 8), or simply 70 zediov péya
(1 Macc. 12, 49); but the district be-

longing to the city was styled" קלה
2 Kınas 9, 10 36 37; for which " bn
occurs once 1 Kines 21, 23 On ==קלח
according to all the versions). In other
places ’71 alone also denotes a great territory lying around the city of Jezreel

nam

(formed

out of the Hif. of

Nan L;
.; protector) m. only in the proper

name RAMON.
( רחfut. )2317 intr. to be united, to be
dnuob ,rehtegoT htiw ,eno p’ את

41,

;20 to associate oneself, to attach oneself,

to one, with 2 Gen. 49, 6, i. e. to par-
ticipate in a thing; conseq. only a col-
lateral form of Sm, which is a denom.
from MS; Ar. OS, 0=53 the same;
in Phenic.( דָחֶא hence דאב for one, Mass.
,)3 its denomin. דַחֶא and its collateral
form 97 also existing; and from the
latter come דַחי ee with, besides,

Plaut. Poen. V. 1, 3) and om: (una
2 Sam. 2,9, mentioned along with 1¥>3, cum, ib. IL, act. Y. sc. 3 v. 23), sm,
MER (see page 158), ,םִיְרְפִא ana as ’Ieovö (Philo Bybl. 42 Orell.)=Hebrew

a chief one of the places “that held to
the dynasty of Saul; or also named
with 522m (now Taanak on the southeastern slope of mount Carmel), 979373
(now el-Legün, but a little to the north-

 דיִחָּיnovoyeyns.

am, m,

Deriv. 71%, Yarıı and

mn

with die. proper

name sam.

Pih. m (imp. 773) to unite, i. 6.50 col-

lect, בל Ps.86,11; in modern Hebr. often

west of the preceding), and ןאָש  תיבmeaning, to express or recognise one(now Beisan, where the plain "of Jez- ness, to unite, from which comes ‘iM.

reel opens into the Jordan-valley) 6.
m
= (pause m) m.1.subst. communion,
1 Kines 4, 12. At a later period it
was even a designation of the kingdom oneness, 1C#R.12,17 I will have towards
of the ten tribes generally Hos. 2, 24; you a heart for oneness, i. e.:I will have
and accordingly this prophet calls his one heart with you (18-35 12, 38).—
son symbolically Jezreel 1, 4, alluding 2. adv. conjointly, together, "with one anto the appellative meaning 2, 25; for it other, junctim, a) of united action Ps.
was never the name of a person; ‘1? in 2,2; 31,14, to the exclusion of others,
1 Cur. 4, 3 as well as buy, Syne 6 with the personal pronoun: only we, you,
being nothing else but names of places. they together, Ezra 4, 3; coupled with

According to Eusebius, Jezreel lay be- bM>2 to contend (1 Sam. 17,10), npwe
tween Legio (4932) and Scythopolis to plead (Is. 43, 26), say to step forth
(sd na); and the mountain of Y53 into debate (Is. 50, 8), it"expresses mu36
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tual and hostile action; while in other

2,11;

Is. 41,1; together, with one an-

places, joined with sant Jos 16, 10, other, Gen. 13, 6; 22,6; Jupazs 19,6;
127 38, 7, wens Ps. 41, 8 6. it de- Jos. 9,2; at the same time, simul Is. 1,
notes community of action. b) of place
or persons: una, together, in one place,

31; Ps. 4, 9; in like manner, pari modo
1 Sam. 30, 24; Deut. 12, 22; as well...

as also, pariter ac Jur. 6, 12; entirely,
Ps. 133, 1 is probably nothing but a embracing a number of single things in
strengthening of the idea. c) of time: one JER.5,5, Jos 24, 17, and so after
at the same time, simul Jos 6, 2, or re- | bb Is. 22,3; or DD is omitted Is. 10, 8;
ferring to place and time at once 2 Sam. Ps. 37, 38. Phenic. Dr the same.
21,9. d) it expresses the closer union
im (out of ;ןח "union, viz. of El)
of two persons Ps. 49, 3 (parall. 3ם - 03) N. 2. m. 1 088.5, 14; comp. RIM,
or agencies Is. 42, 14; 44, 11; Ps. 40, AAMT; see TANN.
15; Latin pariter. e) it denotes all inons117° (compounded of OR and TT";
dividual things put together in one,
the comprehension of a whole, and is union of El) n. p. m. 1 Car. 5, 24; see
therefore to be translated by entirely, all m.
‘together, Ps. 62,10; 74, 8; Jos 40,13;
AT: (the same) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
in this sense with b> 34,15, or even for 24, 20;27,30; comp. DR”. 771) comes

1 Sam. 11, 11; 2 Sam. 10,15.

"oa

>> 38,7; with a negative )אל I) none from Th = m.
Hos. 11, 7; 2°35 m2 Jos 10, 8 all to-

_gether round about, i.i e. totally, without
aught being wanting. From this meaning has arisen the rare one: wholly, unhurt, unscathed, Ps. 141, 10 (the wicked
may fall into its [the ma’s] nooses) I re‚main unscathed, I escape continually.

man see bear.

Sam (El is the animating ;731° from

man from min 1[= (הּיַח x. p.m. 2 Cun.
29, 14 Ktib.
mn,

see

bem (El is revealer; mm is a
noun from the fut. Hif. of Sm; ‘comp.

 דחיsee TAT.

TI) see Im.

| the proper names לאְזִח, ber, mn,

am (in hice later passages Tans im, Tom) 2. p. m. 1 Gur.12, ty 16, 6;
Jer. 46,12 21 and 49, 3, as if = were 23, 19; 2 Cur. 20, 14; Ezr. 8, 5; see
the suff,pl.; but the proper formi
is חי nt.
= im from m, which is an old accu( תדהרJahis arevealer)n.p.m. Ezr.
sative form, besides n— ; D- also exist0
1
,
51.
ing as such a form together with ה
pi}
see Dapım.
used adverbially) adv. together, with

one another, una, but by virtue of its

signification it is only applied to a
number Dkvr. 33, 17, or with verbs in
the plural 2 Sam. 2, 16. As an adv. it
refers also to verbs or pronouns of the
1 pl. masc. Is. 41, 1, Ps. 34,4, or fem.
1 Kınas 3,18, or to the 2 pers. pl. Is.
45, 20, or to nouns with a collective

Onpın® (out of לא קזוהרEl is mighty,
asmp arose out of 7;הידקזחי the
Syrian, Greek and Latin translators in
forming the name followed the model

 הדאלEl is strength) n. p. of the great
priestly prophet, who lived and prophesied in Mesopotamia, among the

idea Ex. 19, 8, 18.40, 5, where b> pre- Jewish exiles, at the river Chaboras

00008 in order to strengthen the ex‘pression. The meanings are similar to
those of 7771, and express united action,
together, all together, Is.11,14, Ps.34,4;
therefore it is joined to reciprocal verbs

6. ₪. ץץעלכ ו

66.( Ps. 55, 15; Jos

Ez. 1,3; 24,24.

The word also occurs

as a proper name masc. in 1 Cur. 24, 16.
PT
(see SPIT) x. p. m. Hos.
1,1, "Nie 1,1; for which in other places
stands amp Is. 1, 1,ormpır 2 Kınas
18,1 10;"מ 2, 16,

יחזקיהו
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pm
(the same) ₪. p. m. 2 Cur. Gen. 8, 12; 1 Sam. 13, 8 (according to
28,12; Is. 1, 1. The form ’Elexiag is the Ktib); to be hept in suspense Ez.
19,5. Perhaps the adoption of a Nifal
developed after RM
ל
form should be entirely discarded; for
Im see
m

(out of m3 רחל Jah is the Pro-

tecting, or Jah is the home beinger, from

SimL)n. p. m. 1 Cur. 9,12; for which

Nex. 11,13 has MER (which see).

 וייחלGen. 8, 12 should either be read
by the analogy of 8, 10 לחיי (fut. Hif.
of dim), where in ihe unpointed text
the dageshed Yod was compensated by
duplication (comp. הייארי Jur. 37, 8
for TRY); or לחייב after the Forni of
pent (1 Sam. 1, 23, which is the fut.

 יחיsee Im.

ben (El is the Living; comp.* (יח Hit); or lastly boy after the form

n. p.m. 1 .צא 15, 18, for which 15, 34 ( בירקץfut. Kal) Gen. 28, 16; as also
has mm; 27,32; 2 Our. 21,2; 29, 14,  ויישםGen. 24,33 and 50, 26, המשיאו
where "le K'tib iveDIT; 35,% Ezr. Jupass 12, 8 should either be expressed
8,9. The abridged form is ES (kick by», Mie? (fut. Hif of DD?) or
gee) Patr. רָלָאיַחְי 1 Cur. 26, 21.
pen, MER. As for הלחלל Ez. 19,
Tm (pl. Drm) adj. m., IT f. 5, either on? should be taken here as =
1. only, of 7a Gan. 22, 2, ht “also a Sun, which suits Tas; or with the LXX
subst. without 2, an org son, "1 לבא the’ reading ought to Be mb nm. The
Jur. 6,26 and Am. 810 mourning for an former is preferable.

only son, i. 6. great mourning; in ZEcH.

12, 10 דיחי refers to the mourning for
Tan, Sometimes an only beloved Prov.
4, 3, LXX dyanduevog. Fem. mm
Jopans 11,34 referring to n2.—2. alone,
forsaken, unfortunate, coupled with "29
Ps. 25, 16, comp. 27, 10; and to this
meaning belongs the pl. Em Ps. 68,
T solitary, wandering, left behind (in

campaigns); parallel םירוסא (prisoners
of war).

SITIT! fem. prop. the only, the best,

2

om (3 pl. Yo), in pause ,להר

with Dagesh forte after the aecented
vowel in the liquid consonants, JoB 29,

21, as in Yo, vn, asin; part. bin;

1. a wait, 6 long.fore a ‘thing with1>

Is. 42,4; to hope in (58) a thing 51, 5;
frequent in the psalms, e. g. in God
Ps. 31, 35; 130,7, his goodness 33, 18,
his judicial procedure 119, 43, his promise 119, 74; seldom absol. 71,14; Mic.
5, 6; to wait for JoB30, 26. — 2. to continue, to persevere, to be patient , there-

what cannot be replaced, unicum, ,1. 6. fore absol. 7056,11, parall. שפנ PINT
the life, the soul, Ps.22,21; 35,17; comp. = םַאTOR (to be nadie; which sense
732.
it probably has in 13, 15: behold, he
mm (Jahis the Living)n.p. m. 1 Car. slays me, I will not be patient any more,
15, 24, for which Derr) stands in 15, 18. which suits the context; 14, 14 all the
time of my service will I wait. — 3. ל

Som nen

from Bm) adj. m.

hoping, trusting, Lament. 3, 26.
om I. (Kal not used) intr. same as

( חלDam) 5 to be intent upon something,

sat. to cause to hope,

to excite hope,

console, with לע of the thing and the

accus. of the person Ps. 119, 49; follow-

ed by the infin. with ל 13, 6
Hif. ( הוחילfut. nr, Dank, cohort.
TOR, rin, apoc. Sain Ki) to

to wait for, to hope, to trust, to bear;
cognate in sense 7. Deriv. the adj. wait, to tarry, absol. 1 Sam. 10, 8; 13,8
5'777; perhaps too לחיin the proper name K’ri; to hope, absol. Lament. 3,21, but

DED לב if it be not derived from הלמה usually with > for a thing 708 32, 11;
Nif. ( נוחל3 fem. mania; fut. bom, 2 Kınas 6, 33; to wait for 108 32, 16.
apoe. bom, out of bon, on) to wait In Jer. 4, 19 K’ri and 2 Sam. 18, 14
36*
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mp win stands for הָליִחֶא (fat. Hif. of 1 Kinas 5, 3; LXX zuyaeyog, Vulg. buban) iin the sense of, to quake, to tremble,
and does not, therefore, belong to our
‘verb. Along with the Hifil form >in
another may have existed, viz. Sm;
by which the K’tib לחיי 1 Sam. 13, 8
is to be explained. Deriv. .תקחו
The stem 5m is connected in its
‚organic root ()לחדי with לח (Sam),

and also with ל 5

balus; probably aspecies of deer of ared
colour, like the buck; Ar. ye

"am (from man 1. in Hif.; protecting, viz. Jah is) n. p. m. 1 Car. 7, 2.
Fis

=

wt

 יחןsee on.

Am (not used) intr. to be bare, naked,
of the feet, connected

in its organic

as the Arab. root A) with An and with that in

JS a. IV.) to trust is connected with

and, HIV; Ar.
> VII. to uncover
oneself; Syr. the same; Targ. nn}, Pa.
am, Ithpa. pony the same. The
 לחII = man I. see m I Nif.
fundamental signification proceeds from
unbe (Elis pacifier; from 9m out of the idea, to be rubbed off, peeled off.

Im.

mbm, a noun from the fut. Hif, ofnbnIL,

Hence

am adj. m. bare, naked, of the feet,
or Sota DER continuance, eternity, ‘and
by) n. p.m. Gun. 46, 14; Patron. ram bare-footed, 2 Sam. 15, 30, along with
Num. 26, 26.
Diny (applied to the body) Is. 20, 9 3,
and rawr (applied to the pudenda) 20,
4; but also as a subst. and so coupled
om (fut. om = pn, but for which with a femin. noun .פת 2, 25, like
occur also om, Ayam == DM, 7220; pRw Is. 37, 29.

nbn see by

on the contrary wann, na, belong
Sam (Elis an apportioner; צחי is
to Pihel) intr, same ason, an "IIL, םח
from mem, a noun from the fut. Hif. of
(om) to be warm, to has or Feel ו
i the sense of pom) n. p. m. Gen.
men in
1 Kınas 1,1; Eccums. 4, 11; to be hot,
46,24;
for which 10. 7,13 has DAE.
boiling , warm, Ez. 24, 11; figurat, (of

the heat of feeling) to be excited Devt.

19, 6; to be in the rut, to conceive Gen.

30, 38, where

the old general form

772-2 is used for the feminine, as 1 Sam.
6,"12. Ar. >, to be hot, to rut. All
the forms here reckoned as ‘belonging

to DIT may also be referred to Dar
(which see).

Patronym. “ener Nom. 26,48,

SEM? see YD

SSM" see Dye.

 (= לאיצחיDyer) n. p. m. 1 Car.

7
Im (3 p. fut. “1 2 Sam. 20, 5, and
1p. jut.any Gen. 32, 5 for amy) intr.

Pih.am (3 pers. fem. mam, Ps.51,7,
to delay, same as Sng, to which also
3 p. pl. mm, for man, "a8 הרחא for the two forms
47”) and Sn may be refer אחרוfrom.  חרinf. constr. om, “with red; though
the stem

am (m) may
suff. ma) to be very warm, hot, to be have existed
in Semitic," as appears
in
the rut, stronger than Kal; henee

applied to the begetting of sheep Gen.
30,39 41; 31,10, and to the conception

from the Maltese wachar.

Af, rin,

only fut. apoc. “rin

2 Sam. 20, 5 K’ri; it is better, however,

of woman "Pa.51, 7. These forms, however, may also be referred to Dam.

to read it as the future Kal “nim (like

constituting with 993 and "ax the com-

( שחיKal not used) intr. to sprout,

tH? from iN), and so refer it to Sis.
ATI (from ar) m. the name of
 רחוsee man.
an animal belonging to the hart-species,

monest game of Palestine Devr. 14, 5; to shoot forth,
to grow, of plants, corn;

יחש
figurat. of men,

to arise
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or descend

from, prop. to be born or begotten;
cognate in sense with דל> (comp. Hithp.);

יטב

non to sprout, to grow, to grow after Ps.

90,5 (comp. tess sprout, NIT pasture).

 שחיm. prop. descent, lineage, yy "PO
Nea. 7, 5 a book in which descent is re-
Hithp. omnn (inf. constr. wont, gistered, therefore like nhin race, fa-
with suff. pip) same as דָליִתַה (Nom. mily, stem, Targ. סחר the same.
1,18), to announce oneself according to derm (same as the proper name nm=
scent, origin, family )תֶדָלרַל Gen. 10, 32),
revival,
comfort, viz. Jah is) n. p. m. of
to be registered or to cause oneself to be ena descendaut of Judah, whose families
rolled in aniTgim "pn (see Gen.5,1). At
and offshoots dwelt in 792 1 Cur. 4, 2;
a later period of the language טָחְיִתַה was
also as a Levitical family 6, 5 28; 23,
used for pn. Passively, to be enrolled 10; 2 Cur. 34,12. Any derivation of
according todescent Ezr. 8,3, e.g. D919 theword from nh, out of Amn, or from
(according to males, in the male line) 313, developed out of nm is unsuitable.

Aram. om}. Deriv. om.

2 Cur. 31, 16, fully nit>ing ‘nn 1 Car.

5, 7; 7,9; but also absolut. to be enrolled

 ל1 Car.5,17; 9,1. wont)
1 Cur. 5,1 to be תו

genealogically

 תחיan assumed stem Tor the proper
name nm} which see.

ON, Di see .המ

e. g. 74523 (according to the rank of
aD! I. (only fut. בטיי ,, בטיonce au
the first--born); Nes. 7, 5 in order to be Nag. 3, 8, which future or imperfect
registered; 2 Cur. 31, 19 and to every one forms may be also referred to בלס (which
who was registered (mem for 77 TUR) see ) though the existence of the stem
among the Levites. שחיפה (inf. constr.) au: is well founded in other ways) intr.
also as a noun expressing an act, en- same as 24m (see p. 514) prop. to shine,
rolment, registration (according to genea-

logical ‘descent) 2 Cur.31,17; concer. the
register, 1 Cur. 4, 33 and their genealogical register was to them, i.e. they had their
own; 1Car.7,5 their register in relation
to all, i. e. the sum total of the enrolled;
7, 7; 7,40 and their list is according to

the army (83322),i. 6. according to what

they contribute to the army setting out;
9, 22 their register is in their villages.
 הַמּתִיְחשִיםan» Ezr. 2,62 and Nes. 7,
64 the genealogical table, for whieh
oon “pd occurs 7, 5.
The er tom is identical with the

Targ. om (in a" figurat. sense), Arab.
us, 5 (interchanging > and (י to

then 1. to be beautiful, lovely, pleasing,
of the aspect Esru. 2, 49, with 2932 of
the person. — 2. to be cheerful “joyous,
and then glad, merry, of בל Junges
18, 20, Ruta 3, 7, to be pleasant,

‘pa

1 Sam. 18, 5, or ‘p nah Nen. 2,

6, Esra. 5, 14, > Ps,69, "32, to please,
'ִ בְּצִיבִי פ.neG 43 .81 — .3 ot og llew
with, to receive good, with 5 of the person Gan. 12,13; generally in all meanings of 350, whose supplement it is.
Deriv. sum.
Hi. Sn and ,בימה see Hif. of בוט
p- 5154, where is also to be found the
etymological investigation of the present
word. Deriv. the proper name beauty

(which see)= by 207.
spring, to descend from (whence;
For the organic root 20°" comp. also
sprout, origin, root); and the organic
root wn-> is also found in on-w (to the Sanskr. div, düp, prop. to shine, then
shoot forth out of the root-stock), to be cheerful.
who (which see), and others. In Syriac
 בסיII. (not used) intr. to flow co-
% to sprout, to grow (whence Ew piously, of water-brooks, cognate in its
=o), is cognate with it in sense, and
the stem shreb is connected with the

organic root בנחל with 9472 (which see),

Deriv. the proper names mau), nad),
Hebrew 42 to shoot up high Ps. 122, 6, and perhaps also .הי

Ju
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. 307 (only fut. au) Aram. intr. same

722 Jur. 40, 10; intoxication GEN. 9, 24,

as Hebr. au, I. Eze. 7, 18.

The application of this expression to

21,19; prob. identical with הנוי or mt?

to the derivation, a Semitic verb-stem

language, is very
m0" (riahén rivers, see במר IL.) n. p. wine in the-Hebrew
frequent in prose; ‘in poetry the Araof a "city in Judah (Jerome) 2 Kınas
maeising ar} (which see) stands. — As

(out of May) =mans), which is men- has been adopted for the word, רי= 1}
tioned along’ with "bane and 4% JosH. to tread the grapes, conseq. re is trodden

15, 55, and is still preserved in the out. The Greek oivoc, Lat. vin-um, Germodern village Jatah, an hour south of man Wein, English wine, Armenian gini
Hebron, and half an hour north west &e. are obviously without any clear

of el-Kirmil (57293).

no" (only with a of motion mat")
n. p. of a station of the Israelites in the
desert Num. 33, 33, Deut. 10,7, which
was rich in water. The Targ. writes
nad); and so it is different in form
from .הבי
mon"(also המוי ,see Mat) .מ p. of a
eityiin J udah, "south of Hebron Joss.
15, 55, which was assigned to the priests
21, 16. Comp. Robins. Pal. II. p. 190.
195. 628.
lieh (from 'רפזכ 11. protector, or circle,
district) n. p. of the 10" son of Ishmael,
and so the name of one of the Tshmaelite races, the Itureans, mentioned along

etymology in the Indo-Germanic; but
they are identical with 7, and seem

to have come from the East. Ar. Css)
a bunch of grapes, Ethiopic (wain) wine.

See ןול.
 ייseeיפה 
in 1 Sam. 4 18 K’tib, for which the

K’ri and several mss. read correctly 7};
and after the latter (according to 4, 8)

 המערhas dropped out, which the LXX
express.
n2} (Kal not used) intr. 1. to be strong,
frm, ‘powerful, identical with the Arab.

& and - (firmus, stabilis fuit); and
the organic root 19”) may be also the
with n°22, רדק,Seay, Divan &e. Gun.
basis of n> (which see) to be powerful,
25, 15; 1 Our. 1, Bi. They carried on
Ar.
0\= (firma est res); the organic
an ’ unfortunate war with the twoand half

Israelite tribes beyond the Jordan, in roots in כַח-ה ,קח- הbeing of cognate
which they were defeated, as well as import. — 2. Figurat. to be established,
the ,םיִאיִרְגַה 3712 and wp? 1 Curon. strengthened, i. e. to be proved, justified,
5,20. The territory inhabited by this a meaning that comes out more clearly
race was likewise called ;רדר and was in Nif., Hif., Hof. and Hithp.
Nif. ( כרבחpars.f. 242) to act rightly
still known in later times under the name
of Iturea (Ar. One G'idür) Luxe 3, 1. to one another, to dispute with one another,
therefore mutually to arrange a dispute
It lies between Hermon and the pilgrims’
Is. 1, 18, to put forth a cause mutually,

road separating it from Haurän (Robins.

Palest, III. p. 901 seq.), east of the sea
of Tiberias (Minter, de rebus Ituraeorum,
Hafniae 1824, 4°).

with Dy of the person Jos 23, 7; or passively, to be set to rights, to Kise one’s
right. secured (according to mutual arrangement), Gen. 20, 16 right has been

m (from 32 i. 6. 99), after the form obtained with regard to all. םיִחְכְב 0
 חולif the noun be of Semitic origin; n22.
\
constr. 11, once 722 Sone or Sox.8,2, 72 main (mom; inf. abs. main,
with suff.12) m. wine, a favourite noble constr. חיכוה  חכהfut. TD, ap. na)
drink Jos 1,13, Is. 22, 15, from 07333,

1. to decide, between ה

to judge,

or םיִנָאָּמ Nem. 13,15, coupled with aa with 5 of the person Is. 2, 4, coupled

Lxv. 10, 9, מט Prov. 21,17, abn Is. with va upw; to determine, ריב (with
55,1; but also bunches of grapes, with

equity, impartiality) 11, 4; to appoint

וכול

וכל
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Gen. 24, 14; min a mediator, umpire
Jos9, 33; 39,12; with ל of the person

in Kal only in the perf, while the imperfect is borrowed from Hofal, as in
in whose "favour ‘one decides, and by ma, pap and pp? &e. the forms supof the opponent Jox 16, 21; to prove, to plement one another) intr. prop. to be
shew, "Bn (reproach), with לע the wide-embracing, roomy (after which 2%
person, i. ©. to demonstrate it against is to be explained), to put together, to
one 103 19, 5. — 2. reprove, rebuke Jos hold together , to receive (into self), to
40,2; Amos 5, 10; to punish, chastise, contain in self (as is seen from the deblame, chide, i. e. to set right to one’s rivative sam); therefore figurat. to bear
disadvantage 2 Sam. 7, 14; Ez. 3, 26; (see Is. 1, 13), i. e. to take up what is
Is. 37,4 &c. Deriv. nnpin and nnsin. laid upon one, a burden; to. refrain Gen.
Hof. nas to be chastened , punished 37, 4, ie. to hold together the forces
or passions of one, in order not to allow
Jos. 33, 19.
Hithp. Yan to dispute, with by of themto break out. But usually a) to
be able, I can, an auxiliary verb, as it
the person, “Mic. 6, 2.
were,
followad by an infin. with 5 Gen.
A comparison of this word with the Ar.
< כto tread, which has been attempted, 45,1, Ex. 40, 35, or also without ל 3,

Jungzs8,3; seldom absolutely Ex.8, 14,

oes not suit,

( לימיconstr. )75°5 m. .1 a noun from

the fut. Hif.ofbr>, the persevering, strong,
only in the proper name 915%. —

Jon. 1, 13; to dare, I may, i. e. to be
empowered Nom. 9,6; and in this general

meaning even Da) לכי to be able to

hold 2 Car. 7,7, nid a to bear Gen.
36, 7, an ‘doa which lies originally iin
in thisו 
1Kınas7,26 a thou-  יפלalone. b) to prevail, to overcome, i. 6.
sand baths as a measure, 7, 38; 2 Cur. to have power over a thing, with accus.

.2 measure,

cognate in sense withדה 

.4,5 Comp. 573, Nd°273, Sion in Ara- of the object Ps. 19, 5, or with 5 Ox. 7;
Jer. 38, 22. Deriv. לכי So.
maean. The stem isל 
The organie root of the stem 2
made. (Jahis the eae Enduring,

agreeably to the development of ‘lle
see (ליכנ n. p. f. 2 Car. 26, 3 K’tib, for
significations just given and to the siwhich the K’ri is הָיָלָכְי But ְהָיָלְכ milar meaning of the Aram. 573 (which
and הָיָליִכְי may also spring from bar. see), is closely connected with bp (233,
FRE
:"(an Establisher, Founder, viz. J ah whence 5°»); as the nouns beng, ya
is) n. p. m. 1. Gun. 46, 10, elsewhere derived from the present stem already
 ;יריבNew.11,10;1 Car. 24,17.—2. (the set forth. The present root also exists
Holding firm, Protecting, prob. referring in 52717, if the latter be adopted as the
to God and not to the pillar; the name stem for 92'771 (which see), Targ. 52-2
was merely the dedication which was (to be strong, firm, enduring), Arab.
given to the pillar by means of it) n. p.
his, 5 , 5% (to have a firm supof one of the two pillars before Solomon’s
temple 1 Kinas7, 21. That the pillars port in a ing, to trust in), and in

yor and tYa (which see) were symbols

of the sun’s rays (Bauer, Relig. des Alten
Test. II. 92) or of Saturn (Movers, Relig.
der Phinicier J. 293) or emblems of the

Tyrian Hercules )Vatke, Relig. des Alten
Test. I. 324. 336) is improbable.

 א- פָּל.)937(

tI si ,elbissop ,revewoh

that " ידמלis connected with לח (517),
Ar. 1 to be firm, strong, which appears likewise in לחה (which see).

Hof. לכוה (only fut.Som) to be enabled,
therefore to be able, I can, and in all the
meanings of Kal generally (supplementing the imperfect of Kal in this manner)

55 (3 times ללכר,3 pers. fem. 19>",
2p. 2 תלכי 1 pers. in pause mas, else- Gen. 19, 19, followed by the infin. with
where m לכו 3 pl. 3631, in pause 3592; 5 31, 35 or without > Nom. 22, 38, and
inf. abs. 555, Son ‘constr. neds; weed also "absolutely in many modifications,
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e. g. not to prevail Jos 31, 23, i. e. to

be powerless.

ילר

spoken of n7>* Gen. 16, 11 and Jupazs

Instead of the inf. with

13,5, on ‘account of the similarity of

or without ,ל sometimes the accus. of
the thing follows Jos 42, 2, or a finite
verb, in the same number and tense,
Lament. 4, 14 they cannot touch; or
the accompanying verb stands in another number Num. 22, 6; or the latter

the second: person fem. sing.; inf. absol.

has } prefixed Esra. 8, 6. Deriv. the
proper names 537", Som; (on the contrary 4723), any are to be referred to
>).
un (or 593, 2 pers. M223; part. m.
bon, pl. pops imperf. לפי san with
van) Aram. intr. same as Hebrew >

Tor, constr. 32 [out of 132%] after the
fem 27, but which is already a subst.

in Is. 37,3 &., usually nyo after the
form naw, n4, with suff. m, mnt?
with jenethened form of the suff. for

WT? like Gen. 42, 36, but also asubst.;
in 1 Sam. 4, 19 once contracted תל as
nox is abridged from mins; fut. an,
eliminating the radical » "after the personal sign », apoc. 72) trans. prop. to
break through, to ‚press through, coincid-

ing in its organic root 427 with that
to be able, I can, followed by the infin. in 797 I, and therefore by a usual
with 5 Dan. 2,47; 3,17; 4, 34; to over- figure 1. (comp. »p2 to cleave, to
come, to prevail, with >of:the object 7,21. open, to bear) to bear, spoken of women
Af. 5232 to be able, I can, Dan. 6,21 Lev. 12, 2. or of beasts Grn. 30, 39;
even to lay eggs, of birds Jer. 17, 11;
followed by the infin. with .ל
Of. dai (fut. 520, (לכּות like the comp. Lat. ova parere, Greek wa zixzei.
Hebrew Hof. Dan. 2, 10; 5, 16 K’tib.

As a transit. verb it has with it the

bes (constr. 537) m. see 7933, Im“.
man (Jahis the Strong; לבis abridged from ללי = base from bap, like 937
in 739° out of the fut, Kal of >) n.p-f.

12, 0 map? 12, 5, often too with the
dative of the father to whom the offspring is born Gen. 17, 21; 21,3. Else-

2 Can. 26,3 K'ri, for which also oceurs
mbar (the same) n. p. f. 2 Kınas

15, 2°
9° (constr. 327) m. see 117237.
m3" (Jah is Establisher) n. p. m.

accusat. of the object, e. g. ja Gun. 19,
38, na 30, 23, na Is. 51, 18, 121 Lev.

where too 757 stands כ expressing
the bearing’ of children Gun. 17, 17,
1 Kines 3, 17, or the capacity of bear-

ing (opposite apy. Jupexs 13, 2), or
the time of bearing Eccues. 3, 2 (op-

posite nın), also with the dative of the
JER. 27, 20; 28,4; Egru.2,6; 1Cur.3, father Gen. 16,1. Once 753 stands for
16 sq., for which porn 2 Kınas 24,6 or map" 1 Cur. 2,48, which latter is found
227) were used at an earlier period of the

in some mss. mis one who bears, con-

via.

or it is = nah

lab unge, Comp. the proper name 972°. ceived of as in the act of bearing Is.
37999" (the same) x. p. m. Jer. 24,1, 21, 3, Hos. 13, 13, but n75* is either
for which the abridged form 37739 is in a mere particinle Gan. 17, 19 for which
22,24. See also 77223, 777229, "TDD, mT" 16,11 and Jupezs 13,5 also occurs;
Lev. 12, 7; seldom

poetically for mother, Prov. 23, 25 nq?"
( דלprop. ,127 pause ,72 with suff.
 הַשְבְעָהthe mother of seven (children)
; לכל393 9 pers. fem. with suff. 799; i.e. of very many Jur. 15, 9, comp.
2 fem. ns, once יִּתְדַלְי Ez. 16, 20; "hat 1 Sam. 2,5, and for the number seven
along with“by having amedial, the om compare Rura 4,15; Prov.26,25. Part.
ar [comp. Aram, +] existed, by which pass. m. 951 he that is born, natus, i. 6.
are to be explained the forms m, a son, a boy, 1 Kınas 8,26, 1 Cur. 14,
“INP, PNT, ּוהיִתְרְלַי; part. f. nb? 4, in the latter place, however, = or
Is.ve 14, and where the second person is 2 Sam. 5, 14. The phrase mu דולר born.
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of a woman, a man, occurs only in Jos myp%a) 1. to make to bear, tohelptobring
14,1; 15, 14; 25,4. — 2. Figurat. 20 forth, spoken of a midwife, with accus.

bring forth, 6. ₪. "RW, WR, 199 (as הרה of the object Ex. 1, 16; hence תַדְליִמa
expresses to be a

with a plan, midwife Gen. 35, 17; Ex. ch. 1.— 2. intens. of Kal, to hear, whence the noun
Is. 33, 11; generally to make appear, “BS ‘sib? with a ‘passive sense.
Jos 38, 29, to bring Prov. 27,1, of D1;
Puh, sb” (twice 727°, sometimes also
to cause to take place, of קח  מ2 0
 יפרwithout a pause; part. 121° JupGEs
generally in a A
figurative
1, 8 without 7) to be born Gen. 10, 21,
sense Is. 49, 21. — 3. Also applied to
also with the omission of D232; to be
the father, to beget (as the Arab. as,
created, Ps. 90, 2; in Jos 5, 7 some

to brood over it) 709 15, 35; Ps. 7,15;

Greek zixrew, yerväv, Lat. parere are
applied to the father) Gun. 4,18; 10,8

read Sin, man is the begetter of למ
Hif. bin or דיקה (part. bia, pl.
600. (where the cod. Sam. has often and
unnecessarily the Hif. דיקוה for 13°). Domain; inf. abs. Pair, constr. ריקוה
n>" parents 2808. 13, 3, “explained by fut. ai, apoc. sbi) 1. to make bear,

pt ENE Greek of zexövres (parents).
Figurat. to create, produce, Deut. 32,
18; to appoint, (of God) the son as king
Ps. 2, 7; comp. creare regem, yerraw
1 Con. 4 15. Deriv. ,תֶדָב 792, a,

to cause to bring forth, spoken of God,

i. e. to bestow the faculty of bearing

Is. 66, 9. — 2. to beget, of a father
Gen. 11,27, with accusat. of the child,
ip Ez. 18, 14; more rarely to fructify,
with
accus. of the woman 1 Cur. 2, 18,
man, ,תּוְדְלַר , דיִלָי799, ms} in the
figur. of the earth Is. 55, 10; to produce,
proper name SER.
Nif. 79 (8 p. pl. "F043; part. דללכ to execute 59,4; to create, לט“bax JoB
pl. ַםיִדָל inf. 1237, and with the accent 38, 28. — 3. to aromanale, to give origin

drawn bark דלה fut. 7377) to be born, to. Deriv. nppin, nein, the proper
with the dative of the father Jos 1, 2, names pin, Spin in Sbinbs, דיקומ
Gen. 10,1 &e., but the subject is often main (Bin).
omitted Gen. 17, 17, as the object is in
Hof. ( הפדTor; inf. ng, MPM)

Kal. — Peculiarities are the following:
a) the subject occurs in this conjugation
with ny Gen. 4, 18; 21, 3; 46, 20, as is
sometimes the case in Nifal elsewhere.
b) The verb stands in the sing. even
where it refers to plurality 1 Cur. 2,9;

to be born, “hence nye bir Gen. 40, 20
the day of birth; then birth Ez, 16, 4, prop.
the being born, like the Nif. with nn.

Hithp.

 תפרto announce oneself as

having been born, i. e. to cause oneself to

3,4. wy Tai to be born as a poor man be enrolled in nit>in “49 Nom. 1, 18,
Eccrxs. 4, 14. Figurat. דלרכ py Ps. 22, for which שָחְיִתַה; (which od) uate at
32 a new and later generation ; comp. a later period of the language.
R732 52, Jim

.ריד From this tense

Tas (pl. ,םיִדָלַי constr. 7

Is. 57, 4,

comes the noun rom ()=ןודלנַה 0018. usually "7235 ‘with suff. 153, babs)
7,1 = mn origin (oppos. nya); i. e. m. prop. ae is born, natus, therefore
the termination 47 sometimes arises out

of mi after rejecting n, as 124 from
may, iso 120018. 5, 16 from nbn;

a child, without respect to sex Ex. 2,3

689 &e. , though as a rule it is used
in the sing. only of a male child, but

seldom 3" ‘merely 6. g. 1793 Prov. 26,7 in the plur. it is always applied to both

= nm7.

sexes, children 1 Sam. 1, 2, Ezr. 10, 1,

 אשand Hof. 725 (3 pl. 93292) to be Neu. 12, 43 &., if nigh? does not stand
born, 1 Cur. 3, 5; ‘20, 8. The form has
arisen from a fluctuation between Nif.
and Hof.

beside it Zucu. 8 51 transferred to the

young of animals Is. 11,7; Jos 38, 41.
Tan is used of newly-born ‘children Ex.
Pih. 192 (inf. constr. "2, part. fem. 1, 17, or of such as are carried by the
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nurse Gen. 21, 8, as also of larger boys

that play 2 Kinas 2, 24, of youths Gun.

ילך

) םיָדלָר,out of nos) m. born,
( דוליpl.
ie. a boy, a child, Jer. 16, 3, 2 Sam.

4,23; 42,22; Dan. 1,4; 1 Kınas 12, 8; ;5,14 sometimes an apposition to 2 Ex.

especially 190088. 4, 13. It is figurat. ,1,22 2Sam.12,14, where, however, it
applied to Ephraim who, after con- appears to be an ulterior development
version, was to be a 32" i. e. son of
delight Jur. 31, 20. Iti
is also used to
describe some nouns intensively, e. g.

of mn.

Parallel with it is שיא Gun. 4, 23, opposite an old man 1 Kines 12,8.

male and female) one born and brought

ye (from 4); the abiding, continuing
“ נכרים752 Is. 2, 6 strangers (apostates, one, viz. Jah is) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 4, 17.
heathen), comp. vies Ayaıör; 2WE-"T29
( לכוconstr. ,91 pl. constr.(לְלָירָר 
57, 4 i. e. (vicious) Dywe; בלי 73 m. born, 08 child, na 793 Gun. 14,
Is. 29, 23 i. e. the (pious). sons ofJacob. 14 a domestic, i. e. (applied to slaves
TD see IHN.

sr (pl. ni) f. a maiden Zecn.
8, 5, ‘put also = 723 a virgin Gun. 34,
4; Jo. 4,3.

mags, nq (a late word like mynw)

up in the house, looked upon as faithful
and attached; opposed to such as were
bought 17, 12; elsewhere used only in
an archaic manner for offspring; of the
descendants of giants Numa. 13, 22,
2 Sam. 21,16 18, 1 Cur. 20,4, for which

ja also stands in other places.

7° (only inf. constr. N32, with and
fem. childhood, youth, EccLes. 11, 9 10;
metaphor. young men Ps. 110, 3; comp. without a suff.; imper. m. =, "72, with
pana JER. 15,8; Ez. 30, 17.
He opt. 122, in pause M2), three times
2 (fut. apoe. M23, "an after the Ta; imp. 2לכל pause יכל  וכל עזpause
92), pl. f. mab and 3553 fut. Ton, pause
form "לכו Tan) intr, prop. 0 gape from
yon, apoc. ללב once written הָכְליא with

dryness, or better to gasp for a thing

(from the excitement of hunger), languere, then to be starved, exhausted, en-

feebled, Gen.47,13 and the land of Egypt
was exhausted by reason of famine. — The

» Mic. 1, 8, and this like דפ in"all forms .

of the future) intr. same as לה (which
see) to go, to walk along, see the very
various applications and senses under
Tr In Phenie. 75} and 757 the same,

stem #2) (which was already assumed
by Schultens and Michaelis) has for its hence תכלה course, journey "(helieot,
organic root Pa

(Kimchi comparing

elychoth, elicos, Plaut. Poen. 1, 8

12), 727 (hulec, a guest ibid. 1,13; 2,
20); and from Hif. Tan (ibid. 1 ,5( a
place where one turns in, Hospium.
radical signification ‘lies at the basis of
Hif. 1. ףיקוה (part. Ten, fem. pl.
this), Ar. «J (redupl.
II. to be weak,
nis 20; inf. constr. pba; imp. 3275,

it with =) in the reduplicated form
of the Hithp. 727207, though another

languishing, exhausted); out of which

root the stem MN

(which see) has

pl. aim; fut. 772, Ton, apoc. Tai,
32°) to conduct, to lead, with accus. of

been developed. The latter form has
the person Deur. 8, 2 and 3 of the place
also been assumed as the stem here by
the Targ., LXX, Ibn Gandch, Ibn Chaj- where Is. 48, 21, Prov. 16, 29; or the
jüg, Saadia &e., inasmuch as they con- accus. of the place whither Hos. 2, 16,

sidered an to arise from Mn, myn.
The Sam. cod. has even som inthe

text.

a

See mb and mb.

(after the form Sa,

unused)

m. prop, birth, only in the proper name
TON, (which Bee).

2 Cur. 36, 6; more rarely with לא of

the person Nom. 17, 11 or of the thing

Jer. 31, 9, or לע 2 Kınas 25,20, Ez. 36,
12 (ie

the LXX

read incorrectly

noir); with yo of the place whence
2 Kınas 24,15; to cause to flow Ez. 32,
14, to carry abroad Eccuxa. 10, 20.
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Hif. II. 779% (only in imper. fem. pd 4, 8, ַחּור Taw 18. 65, 14 from the
m)
to carry off, take away Ex. breaking of the spirit, i. e. because of a
broken heart; or with לע of the person
2, 9
The stem 75}, in which Yod appears for whom Im. 48, 31, or 4 of the thing
sometimes

as

original,

sometimes

as

arising out of Vau, is closely connected
with 79:7, according to a well- known
interchange of verbs דפ and הפ (comp.

ma and mar, ma and הדי &e.). The
 יוsmets slG ot( og
 לaie5
(to hasten) and & (to go into), lead to
the fundamental signification.

The or-

ganic root 7277, m
also found in
89, ma”, כ  שוleads to the same,
and is given in ל7

which one bemoans 10 16,7, or לע of
the place where one wails Fos, 1, 14.
Also figurat. of inanimate objects, 6. g.
wins 28011. 11, 2, ww Is. 14, 31, nirag
wy 23,1. The ‘original nike
tion is still perceptible from the fact
that it is coupled with p»t Ez. 21, 17,
Jur. 48, 20, and that it means diso to
utter complaining, sorrowful sounds; Am.
8,3 and the joyous songs of the palace
utter sorrowful sounds (comp. 8, 10; JER.
25,10; 1 Macc. 9, 41). In Ps. 78, 63

some read win (as a collateral form

( ילוKal not used) intr. to wail, to la- of 155°), and translate in parallelism
ment,‘identical with DEN IL. if it forms the with verse 64: and their virgins made no
lamentation, which seems to have been
stem of the interjection “DDN;ו
intended by the LXX. But Targ., Rashi,

with 7-58 II. Jo. 1,8, Ar. 0 (to sigh), Ibn Esra,Kimchi and others too have
Jy (= >>)redupl. Sols (ululavit), Syr. rightly left Sa untouched, and referand Targ. 22, SL and fil, Greek 016- red it to ללה I. (which see). As no Hifil
Ale, Lat. ululare 60. The fundamental or Hofal form לילוה , ללוהof ללי
signification, however, appears to be to the derivation of dbin Ps. 137,
howl, yell, ery, ery out, which is also D2" (Mos. Chequitiila., Kimehi)
also be rejected. There is no

that of ]ו and therefore 557 I. in the

sense “to halloo, to utter clear sounds”
may be connected with it. Other verbs
of complaining and wailing proceed
from the same fundamental signification (see ax L, חַנָא,PIN, PAZ, WTR,

occurs,

3 from
should
reason

for assuming a noun ללה to Ez. 21, 17
and Zzcu. 11, 2.
Pek (after the form nn) m. a howling (of wild beasts), Deur. 32, 10 howling
of the wilderness, i. e. a frightful wilderness; Arab. whe (howling) for =
 בwilderness of howling.

, המהIM &e.). Das. ob, mילל
"Hi. ( הָילִילfut. ram Mio. 1, 8,oftener
pushing the vowel forward yon, a,
mob (constr. no’) f. wailing, cry
 יליל אילילees ;)02 ecno ni eht of sorrow , lamentation , Is. 15, 8; JER.
original sense ּולילַהְי Is.52,5 keeping the 25, 36; Zara. 1,10.
A of the perfect) 1.10 shout triumphantly,
yor I. (only used in perf.) intr. to
Is. 52, 5 their rulers (the Babylonians)
triumphantly shout. This is best suited
to the radical sense of the stem, especi-

speak inconsiderately, rashly, particularly
in vowing, Prov. 20, 25 the snare of a
vows as holy
ally as the Syr. Sf 18 also used of the man (is he who) rashly
(Kimchi), which suits the context; and
cries of warriors, The Targ. and Rashi,
therefore the organic root Yo” would
followed by others, saw here a different
(to swear inconsiderately)
Ar.
be=
meaning from the usual one, and took
the same. It comes to
(eS
2,225;
Sura
 יללas = Sa I in the sense of “to
boast, to brag”, which is unnecessary. — the same sense if we read Wh ,לי by
2. to break out into cries of woe, to which the sentence is only ל less
lament, absol. Jer. 47, 2, coupled with hard. The fundamental meaning appears
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to be to stammer, to prattle (thoughtlessly), to speak foolishly, like ny) Jos
6, 3 (where the accent is drawn back
on account of the pause, see Ps. 37, 20;
187, 7) and Osan. 16 (as in Is. 28, 11

pa m. the name of a grass-eating
- (as ליִסָח devours the corn Devt.
28, 38 and brs the fruit Am. 4, 9) Jo.
1,4; 2, 25, "which bears the epithet

of 20 Jar. 51, 27 on account of its
 לעכis
i supposed to be a consequence of rough “horn-like membranes in which

drinking wine), or ל (y3b) = ny, if the wings stick, and which are put off
we adopt this as a stem for those places. when receives its last skin, a process
In putting the accents the Masoretes wa- that fits it for flight. 927 owe קלי

vered between "על (3 perf. Kal) and עלי the yelek strips off (the wing- covering)

(3 fut. apoc. Kal of 999), and therefore and flies away Nau. 3,15. Yet >On
Ps. 78, 46 also stands in poetry for
per 105, 34, and both for as Ex.
yp» IL. (not used) tr. to eat, to gnaw ms10, without their being identical on

they appended both accents; a difference which does not alter the sense.
at a thing,

to eat up, to lick up, prop.

same as ya to swallow, to destroy, to

annihilate; the ancients already adopt-

that account.

The LXX

have some-

times ßgoöyos, sometimes &xoic; the Trg.

has sr92 (fying), the Syr. 1-[.

ing in עַל the meaning of »52. Deriv.
paps (from up») m. a shepherd’s
 תּּלְעַת תילעה ותולעot etangised a 0 or bag 1 17, 40, distinet from
worm, as"the noun “pen isi derived from ' הרעים2.
the cognate stem קלדו or קל (302), and
m

(which see) Em 029 = Arab.

EN1 or the stem ma} I. =p [on],

°) in the sing.=bin,
=
as an epithet of Jah

comedit, voravit. Accordingly the or- only in the proper name DAN; 6. 172)
ganic root ¥2-> exists also in >> (29>), in the proper name לאומי|pl. םיִמָי from
yora &e. See yon.
 יםor 713, once m), constr. wm, with
obs m. Be yon 1
aof motion mama); more rarely and
poetically the plur. nian, constr. תומר
( ףלוnot used) intr. same as אלף to
Devt. 32, 7, Ps. 90, 15, after the anastick fast, to cling, to cleave to, particu- logy of the ‘Aramaean, where the pl. is
larly of scurf or tetter, which sticks fast ירמת,which is even the reading of the
to the skin; Ar. u, III. to be attached Sam. cod. .כט 32, 7) m. 1. clearness,
to, united, Mage: -  ףפלtr. to bind to- light, like bi originally. In this sense
gether; and even the organic root of
nen 11. is connected with it. The Tar-
gumic ףלר is used in the 2° signif. of
ra.
Pih. 9)" (not used) intens. to stick very
fast, of scab and tetter. Hence
ְ תַפַלf. an itching scab, tetter, Lev.

21, 20, from ףלי (Gittin 70; LXX
Levy.

 יםis weakened into 7, in the proper
name 8, which see. — 2. only in
the pl. The signification of it is the
same as that of Dir, day (including the
night) Gen.8,10, Lev.8,33 &., whence
mins םיִמָי Gan. 27, AA some days, i.e.
a very‘short. time, as vice versa 073°) 072"
Dan. 8, 26 means a long time. Elsewhere
om) alone denotes a) days, i.e. a short

time 8, 27; Neu. 1, 4; b) an indefinite

pb» (not used) trans. to lick up, off, time Gen. 40, 4; 9 a "long time Nums.
away, to eat off, to graze on (spoken of 9,22; 15am. 29,₪ in which cases some

a locust that eats away the grass) according to Ibn Esra (as 779 is applied
to oxen Num. 22, 4); hence poo. — The
organic root לד exists alee in 772,
pee, ללי IL %
But קל may also
pass for the stem of קלי

have incorrectly understood an exact
and fixed period of time. In such senses
na" is found where the meaning becomes stronger, and in phrases of the
signification a): Tiby לֶא DYa) Gem. 24,
55: days or a tenth, ie. afew days

יום
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ים

or a whole tenth of days, so that רוס great age = O29 בר Jos 32, 7, parallel
is more than the mere 0739, לא in other  ;רב טָנִים,ecnaunitnoc fo etaminani sgniht
instances also introducing” the greater; Gen. 8,22. c)a year, 1Sam. 27,7 a year
1 Sam. 29, 3, where 077° is less in rela- and four months; Lev. 25, 29, when nw
tion to the following pw. min Say a on is past; םימפל yearly Jupaus 17,
suckling of days Is. 65, '20 i. e. who is 10;a7 mat 19am. 2, 19 yearly 0
not yet a full A old. Dan JUDGES  ימהDam Ex. 13,10 from year to
11,4 and 14,8 after days, i. e. after year "(Saadia); 1 Sam. 1, 3; for which

not very long a time (for which 2 Car.
21,19 has Don om), Bray DRIN

Josa. 23, 1 standing “for the reverse.

So too are to be understood O° ץקמ
Gen. 4, 3 and "> PR? Nex. 13, 6, the
opposite of which is man” ype Jun.
13, 6. Lastly we find םיִמָי applied to
larger periods, introduced by ix, in
signif. 6 Nump. 9, 22: two days or a
month or a considerable time (em).
The pl. 02) is more used than the
sing. Di? in the sense of time, without
respect to days, single or in groups, e. g.
 בָּלהַיָּמִיםDeut. 4, 40 all time, i. e. always, omni tempore; םימּיה 27

histo-

ries of times 1 Kınas 14, 19, ie.* annals;
Da

תירחא the time following , the fu-

1,7 has mad 28; Dw py? two years
2 Cun, 21, 19 = "aay Don (2 Sam. 13,
23), as the Vulg., Syr. and others have

also taken it; םיִמָי  םיִמָי לע2 Cur. 21,
15 year by year, comp. Is.29, 1. There

is uncertainty in the passage Am. 4, 4
(and bring) your tithes every three days,
which should be translated, according
to Kimchi, every three years, with refer-

ence to Drur. 26,12; but Ibn Esra takes
it literally and in irony. Rashi also
takes it literally, and as an antithesis
to the appointments of the true worship. Comp. for this signification the
Targumic 779, and many expressions
for “time” in Arabic, which denote a
year. See bin.
o I. (from pa" I.; constr. b> retaining Kametz, and - only in the combination ףּוסהםי; with a of motion הפי
with suf. 192; pl. D°9, which is alee

ture Gun. ‘49, 1, Is. 2, 2 (in prophetic,
promising, and Messianic discourses);
‘p a2 in the times of. . Gen. 26,
1; 1 Sam. 17,12; 1 Kines 10, 21; particularly as comprehending in itself
the following groups of years 1 Kınas used collectively for the gag!) m. Prop. &
2, 11, and therefore immediately pre- heap of water, a conflux, a collection of

ceding םינומ Gen. 47,8, or placed after

water, a mass of water, cognate in sense

with pa (Is. 22,11); hence sea, GEN.
 שבעים421א.9,01, 738 .moN ,02,11 )mn 1,10 and the collection of water he called

definite times, e.g. after םֶיַתְכְש Gun.41,1,

 עטמ,31,12 sa na laibrevda ,evitasucca

for the purpose of generalising, as it
were, the fixed time which is previously
put, somewhat like the common saying:
two years’ time. In threatening prophecies DA) is also used of terrible times
that are "coming on Is.39,6; Jur. 7, 32

86. —

Other applications of D’a) are

these: a) a definite cycle, which may include many years, Gen. 29,21 my years

sea (0%). D397 is used in poetic language for the sing, pr, as Dan Din Jos
6, 3, a2 Him Gen. 49,13, py ab Ps.
46, 3, for which formulas 2) stands in

prose Gan. 32,13; Jos. 9,1;Prov. 23,
34. > is the opposite of Sun Ps. 66,
6 or Ham Haga. 2,6. Itiisalso used
a) for a sea of clouds, thunder-clouds,

Jos 9,8, perhaps also 36, 30; D172 also
being so employed Ps. 29, 3. 'b) for
of service (9) are full. b) time of life, great rivers, e. + the Nile Is. 18, 2;
age; hence the phrases ‘oa אּב Gen. 24,1 19, 5; Nau. 3, 8, the pl. for the Nileto come into days, i. e. "to be advanced canals Ez. 32, 2;ie Euphrates 1s.27,1,
in age; ‘2 "aD very aged 108 15, 10,  עדדיםD973 ‘Ant,8,12 and Zeca. 9,10 from
‘opposite to / רצח 14,1; wip 21 10, 5 the Nile to the Kurierates, as far as the
the period of human life&e. &e.;; figur. promised territory was to reach (Gen,
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15, 18); the Red Sea, the Jordan Ps.

114,
35. c) for the great iron laver
in the court before Solomon’s temple
1 Kinas 7, 24, 2 Cur. 4, 3, fully 5°
mums 2 Kings 25, 13 or קצומ pt
1 Kınas 7, 23, so called from its resemblance to the sea-basin. d) the bed of
a sea, filled with a mass of waters Is.
11, 9. e) brooks, streams, which flow
into the sea, Am. 5, 8; 9, 6; Eccuzs.

warm spring (Vulg.). An Edomite my
had discovered such, when he fed the
asses of his father 192% in the wilderness Gen. 36, 24,

37

may here be

a part of Dis [273 (2 Kines 3, 8),
south of axin; “and therefore the warm
springs rise in a tract south-east of the
Dead Sea, flow in Wady el-Achsa, and

make it luke--warm (Burckh. Syria p.

674). The LXX retain the word, con-

1,7. 1( figur. the mass of an army,a sidering it a sing. (cor opel) ; the Syr.
sea of people JER.51,42 (comp. Ez. 26,
3; Ps. 18,16; Is.8, 9); Has. 3, 8. g) New has 1455 transposed from as =D3, and
Tyre, more fully psy rip Is. 23, 4, as therefore it also does not bias the
Tyre is described situate at the entrances word. According to a tradition (in Jeor gateways of the sea Ez. 27,3. But in rome and Diod.) warm springs were called
general. h) the Mediterranean Sea (other-

among the Carthaginians (Jerome: nonnulli putant, aquas calidas juxta linguae
Punicae viciniam, quae hebraeae contermina est, hoc vorabula significare), _ 3
Syrians and. Hebrews (Diod.: 6 Zügos ett
0 ‘EBoaiog 909 וע [p72] vdeo BovirovrTo heyew) OI. Agreeably to a second

wise in prose ןורחאה Dt Devr. 11, 24 or
DIET סה Nom. 34, 6), from דה bed
and channels (ַ)םיִקיפ 2 Sam.22,16 and
bubbling springs (ְ)םיִכָב in
i the lowest
depth Jos 38, 16, and double doors or
restraining shores (ends) 38, 8 and im- tradition (cod. Sam., Targ., Onk.) 0737
measurableness LAMENT. 2,13, Jon 11, is = DAN (Deur. 3, m, a name of the
9, and uttermost part (mans) Ps. 139, giants and aborigines of the Moabite

9 ‘és, the poets drew their iimages. "N
bm the islands of the Mediterranean Is.
11, 11, for which םי alone is also used
in Hos. 11,10. See יא Because this sea
lies west of Palestine, BD} also denotes
i) the west, the western quarters , 6 =
„nm Ex.10,19 the west wind, 7 תַאָּפ
the west side 27,12; 27 westward Gun,
28, 14, which means "also to the sea
Nuns. 34, 55 ל  בבto the west of ..
Josu. 8, 9. Also specially k) the וה
sea, the Dead Sea, Is. 16, 8, Ez. 47, 8;
and 1) the South Sea Is. 49, 12, Ps. 107,
3, contrasted with the north; conse-

border, whom the Horite ‘Anah first met

there, or first conquered ("2 as in Ps.
21,9) as Ibn Parchon (s. v.)thinks. According to a third tradition (Targ. Jerushalmi I., Midr. rabba ch. 82,17, Rashi,

Kimchi, Nachmani, Arab. &e.) it means
mules, which ‘Anah is said to have produced by the mixture of species. But
there is no etymological ground for the
last two explanations.

NID) (not used) intr. same as mL
to be" clear, bright, then to be warm,

spoken of a region; lengthened by n
quently not the west always. — For the 72% (whence y2°n) which see. Ar. 59
combination of 5° with certain exacter to be hot, of the day; originally, to be
designations or adjectives see under the clear. Deriv. Nam.
words (e. g. may, D’nWbe, nopD and
m! I. (not used) intr. same as D}

nimi,

הברע
‚
, פי

Dan,

19,

mao,

nun, TTBS, לוד ( ינמדקIn ל
 כ:  כare likewise applied in
manifold ways.
( וכיdef. 09%) Aram. m. same as Hebr.
 םיII. Dan. 7, 2 3.
)2 (from D4»; only in pl, v3) m. a

(om) Which see; by which the sing. 5° 1
(constr. ya) and the pl. ons, תמי are
to be explained. To this signifieation of
a) =Dr belongs the fundamental meaning"of אמי for the proper name Na,

where the Ar. is compared. See bu? I.

Nm II. (not used) intrans. to swear,

ימואל

ומין
575
like the Targumic 733, Syr. For; hence ness or clearness; Arab. .p+3 (Yemen),
the noun הממ (with suff םמּומ Devt.

prop. southern Arabia. — 2. the right, the
32, 5) after the form moo, הקמ Pro- right hand, making departure from the
bably the fundamental ‘signification is east the standard (hence 5°2® or Dp east,
to make clear, manifest, certain, so that sing west, SX north). "To deseribe
it is the subjective and figurat. mean- the mehr belonging to the body of a
ing of Max I. A farther development human being or of an animal more deof this stem by means of n is 727, Ar. finitely" is put in the genitive, 6. ₪.

to swear; but המר should not be with 73 "1 Sam. 11, 2, piw Ex. 29, 22,
 ל73, 23, ar Junges 3, 16, for
Cingidered reversely, as an abridgment
of 72.
bern (El is light, splendour;

m?

constr. of py I) n. p. m. Gen. 46, 10,
for which Num. 26,12 has Daag (which
see),. and to which perhaps the proper
name לָאּומְל also belongs,
mint see Di I.
DVD" see םי I.
7079" see Di I.
am (om pi. IL, the pure, as
day-light, comp. Diana from dies, and
go the Arab. ls, dove; according to
others = הָביִמְר the fortunate, which is
improbable) n. p. f. 105 42, 14.

772" (from 127; constr. 7731, with suff.
7973, 27722) ]- (mase. in Prov. 27, 16,

which, Howeret, the adj. "2797 or "2727
also Bands "77 alone is often "used for

the hand as a symbol of help and protection Sone or Sot. 2, 6, of good or bad
action Ps. 26, 10; Junazs 5,26; hence

we find it applied to God, 6. ₪. ” mr
Ex. 15, 6, iray9 Ps. 77,1, as a helping Ps. 60, 7, supporting 63, 9, strong
Ex. 15, 6 12, holding Ps. 139, 10, beneficent and beatifying 16,11 or threatening and crushing power Lament. 2, 4;
and so in the very various significations
of yint and די generally. Hence the
following phrases are to be explained
in accordance with this idea: שיא
‘p ya) Ps. 80, 18 man of the right
hand ‘of one,
i. e. whom one’s right
hand supports; ‘p TR Ps. 16, 8 at
the right hand of one, i.e. at his side;

Ex. 15 6, but where ja) may also be mb aw to sit at the right hand of
taken as {em 1.a light, clear region, the one Ps. 110, 1, 0 6 to be his adday-side, i. e. the south (= (ןָמיָת
89, ministrator, friend &e. Also applied to

13, oppos. to Tirz (dark, covered, gloomy

region, i.e. the north); Jo 23, 9 he veils

other objects: "> at the right hand Gen.
24,49,

2 to ‘the right hand Num. 22,

himself in the south (nay like all verbs
26, - which also ja Gen. 13, 9 or
of clothing with the accus.), and I see
yan Neu. 12,31 &e. occurs. Semsames
not, opposite DıNniD (north); as in the
77727 stands along with די Ps. 73,23 or
passage just cited DIP, (east) and ריִחֶא
„37 44,4 tautologically, or to strengthen
(west) appear; Is. 54, 3 for thou wilt
spread thyself out towards the south (A)

and towards the north (ON), 1. 6. southwards in the direction of Edom, north-

the idea. Figur. = right, correct, proper,
Eccuss. 10, 2 the heart of a wise man

is at his right, i. e. in the right place,

just as the Germans apply linkisch, meanwards in the direction of Phenicia, while ing by it “unfit, unskilful”. — 3. prosno extension towards the east and the west perity, the right side and south being
is possible, because in the former case the
regarded as natural symbols of good
desert is an obstacle, in the latter the sea; fortune; whereas on the contrary a dark,
Gun. 19, 9; Jose. 17, 7 &e. Hence in the gloomy.‚region, the left- or night-side
construct state 2 yA) south of... 1 Sam.
is an image of misfortune (see Dw,
23,24, 2Sam. 24,5; 5 aa on the south,
and); comp. Ar. |. good fortune,
on the south-side of 1 Sam. 23, 19; 2Kmas
23,13; comp. 233 south, prop. heat, dry- 4 (hebr. mad) to be on the left side

ie
and unfortunate 80.

This meaning of ters; to turn to the right (or the straight

7729 is found Gen. 35, 18 in the name
Pee (son of prosperity), which name
is also written a2 Num. 1, 36 (see
‘yan73); separately Tare 1 San, 9,1
Ktib; besides in a7", whence the
patronym. TER
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1 Sam. 2,1.

7m

way) Is. 30,21. In all these meanings
the opposite is bnpbr DRUM).
"2°70" (from a) 1. adj. m. the right,
6 g. ray 2 Cur. 3, 17 K’tib; דצ Ez.
4,6 K'tib, for which the K’ri has the
usnal "970°. —

2. Gent. m. from

the

alone appears as a proper name (comp. proper name ja) (in the appellative
Felix) Gen. 46,17; Num.26,12; 10. meaning prosperity) = j'a3, in the
2,27; Neu. 8, 7. To 727 in this sense

phrase שיא a Benjamite 2.Sam. 20,1,

belong also the proper names 4772779 (from Esra. 2, 5, for which 5 שיאֶּב 1 Sane
‘

Par ya= para) Eze. 10,25, Nen. 10,

8, 1 Chr. 24, 9, and mm & a3)
Nau.12,17; 2 Cun.31, 15. See 273%.4.an oath Pa.144, 8 11, to which meaning

 שרis suitable as an epithet, and according to the requirement of the first mem-

9,1,

or aya

9, ai, Ps. 7, 1, or

"2772
NI"72 2 Sam. 16, 11, ph 3

also

oceur. Önce with TR there is merely
222 Yamin-land 1 San. 9,4, which „appears to have been the name of a piece

of land in a territory which was not
ber of the verse. Ibn-Balam has already Benjamite; though the meaning “Bencompared here the Ar. .prs2 (swearing), jamite” is also probable in the passage.
27 4 (see too 93 IL.) and Ar. „X.

(to swear) confirming the same

sense

"7797 Patronym. m. from the proper
name mase. 7a, Num. 26, 12.

fully; though the meaning “right hand”
non" (fulfiller, viz. Jah is, from X3%)
might be retained, agreeably to Is. 62, 8.
— 5. same as jan the name of a dis- n. p.m. 2 Cur. 18, 7 8.
man" (the same) n. p. m. 1 8
trict inEdom, Deut. 33,2 from his Yaminregion to Eshdot (i. 0. to "Ashdot ha-Pisga) 22,8.
he came to them (see nvwre p. 157), am
Ton (the Ruling one, viz. Jah is) n. p.
actually appearing in the parallel pas- m.1 CER. 4, 34.

sage Ha. 3,3. In this sense ja} like Jan
may properly denote a dry, scorched, sun‘burnt land, as in Arab. Las is=

as

Did) I. (i. e. 3; not used) intr. to be
collected or heaped together in a mass,
to flow together (in heaps), hence 57 11. —
The organic root םי (D727)is completely

wilderness, and as from les )= (המָי appears the noun יל (desert). Deriv. identical with that inpans (whence Dax 1
"27797, 92723, and the denominative
and jinas 1, D3 + (023) and by (cn),
( מיa denomin, from 7772; Kal not

us

x whence
Hif. הָימִין, also in the forms 797,
a, ARM (inf. e. ger; imp. f. aT;

ne (03?) &e., Ar. es (whence „> a collection of water),
(to collect); but
especially a3, redupl. 5 (to gather

fut. pay, 9pl. (ינימאמ to use the right together), whence Ui (sea); since the
hand, e. g. to sling stones, to send ar- interchange of the k-sound with Yod is

rows ‘from a bow 1 Cur. 12, 2, oppos. to certain (see p. 249 a 528).
 ;השמל2 Sam. 14,19 if any "hing is to

be done to the right or left, of all that my
lord the king has spoken, i.e. on no side is

his command to be departed from; then

In Ar.

there was also astem = ‚whence4 sea;
only this was less used.

DI? II. (not used) intr. same as םי

to direct the course toward the south Gun. (om) to be clear, pure; figur. to be lovely,
13, 9; to lead to the right Ez. 21, 21, innocent. Deriv. the proper name an).

(a),  לשמלare applied to other es

m! (not used) intr. 1. to be luminous,

(2
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clear, spoken of a region or quarter of

 רמיI. (Kal not used) tr. same asמר 
the globe, like o1 (077), 1-97, out of
719( which see) to change, to alter, iden-
which the stem seems to be Tenlargeli
tieal in its organic root with Sm 1.
by means of .מ Deriv. jan1. — 2. to
But in this meaning it occurs onlyiin the
be southerly, the south side being conAif.  הרבירto change, to exchange Jur.
sidered the clear, bright one; the
2,
11, if it be not better to take Te
north the reverse (see jipy), as dark
and clouded; to be on the right, an for ‘ary (see 340 in Hif.).
Hithp. Tann to change oneself, with
oriental being accustomed to make the
2
with
a thing, i. e. to enter into the place
east his standard or starting point, and
therefore the south serves to denote the of, to take one’s place, Is. 61, 1 into
right, while the opposite side is the left. their splendour ye shall enter (Saadia,
Deriv. pyar 1 and 2, ar, 72727, 72771, Rashi), the Ar. Jou (to exchange) havdenom. ya, for which there is also ing this sense also in conjug. V. It is not
PAR, without yor being on that ac- necessary to assume a peculiar stem רמי
count = yas (see pax IL). — 3. to be for this conjugation; since the Hithp.
prosperous , brightness (see signific. 1) may be formed so from simple stems
being a sign of prosperity, the clear, the in the Aramaean fashion (comp. Targ.
right, and the day-side being considered DANN from Op). The
the fortunate one, but the gloomy, the Vulg. take it as =aan
dark, the left (see sav belonging to DR meaning ‘to glory” ,
in (לאמע being the unfortunate one; Ar. which is unnecessary.
3» the same.

Deriv. the proper names

Targ., Syr. and

Ps. 94, 4 in the
an assumption
But see "73" 1.

m) IL. (Kal not used) intr. to stretch

ar 3, 92, MN. — 4. tr. to make upwards, hence to be elevated, high, same
as Was (which see); deriv. the noun a)
in the proper name 197°, a) in apa),
“792. According to this fundamental
signification is
i the explanation of
Hithp. "an to glory, with 3 of the
object, Is. 61, 6 ye shall glory in their
splendour (Targ., Syr., Vulg., Kimchi, Ibn
Esra &ce.), conseq. = ann Ps. 94, 4,
any Is. 30, 21, reo 1 Caron. 12, 2, which is = pny 2734 in the passage.
denom, from a} (which see).
 ימר6 man.
ya" (not used) m. same as A) in
Beh see mm and .ירמי
signific. 2, Ar. . oe the same. Hence
RAD, ל
see Sa and 2.
the adj. m. u), fem. nam.
70 (out of > רמי height of Take.
clear, beh, 5
to swear, conseq.
transferred from the fundamental signification; or to lift up the right hand, to
swear by means of the right hand (see Is.
62,8). Deriv. 722 4. — 5. to glow, to
burn, to be hot, of a desert. Derivat.
ya and ןיִמָי 5.
if. re", and "pry 2 Sam. 14, 19,

2

(prosperity, from ןמנ 3; comp.

722 from “729 11.== מא the same stem

heh, Ring felicitas) n. p. m. Gun. 46,
17; 2 Cur, 31, 14.
on (from y= p22, Ar. u) adj.
Mey mar f. right, 1 Kınas 7,21, 2 Kines
11, 11 (used of inanimate things), particularly of members that are in pairs,

lying also ‘in the proper name masc.
"779 6. "JauBoi 1 Macc. 9,36, originating in 772% from a1 ="), for which
Josephus has Aunouios, ie.
i mas, the
Syr. "as =mnR in a like sense) n. p-

Lev. 14, 16.

in the sense of 9973) here; on the contrary

m. 1 Can. 7,36. The proper names "728
as jk Ex. 29, 20, די Lev.8,23, לגב 8, (out of oy) and "728, ITT,
24. ָתיִנָמ alene, a subst, the right hand (above p. 117 seq.) may be better taken

227 (aholder back, a keeper, viz. Jah another proper name ny) i.e. יש
is) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 7, 35. Comp. 9272. (2 Tom. 3, 8), in the Talmud nyo,is
37
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derived from ארמ,"=הרמa8 meaning
77197 (withaof motion mgr, restingto prophesy, to announce (Ethiop. ,((ירמ place, ‘from ma) 2. p. of a city on the
and should therefore be taken in the confines of Ephraim and Manasseh Josn.
signification of magician, enchanter &c., 16, 6 7; on the contrary, another city
after which manner 7°

and nina are

also to be explained.
"10", Iaußei, from רמי 11. see 7732.
meV" see mim.
( שמוKal not used) intr. same asבוטו 
to touch, to feel; only in

Hif.  "ברוto let feel, hence imper. with
suff. “wT Jupezs 16, 26 K’tib, let me
feel, for which the K’ri has ana, as

if from שמ (=)שומ.שמ
 ץאני1
,12 # should be re-
ferred to ye? and 7x, the signification

of both verbs being ‘purposely expressed
in the word. See Syn.

of the same name 18 meant in 28
15, 29, situated in the extreme north of
Palestine, west of the lake Merom,
probably 1527; a city of that name being

indicated in that district.
039" (from םיכ = 913; propagation) n. p.
of a city in Judah Josu. 15, 23 K'tib,
for which the K’ri has 093 (place of

flight).
799 see m2) and Das.
DOAJ" see DADs.

Mi3?
belonging to m2i see Mm.1
rt
mp2

(from p72? = p23) a sucker,

 הEz. 17, 4, = pair 2. and npr

MID? (fut. mar, mm, with suff. 62%; 17, 22; Phenic. p2> (Diose. 8, 121) a
 יונה₪ 25, 38; 46, 16; ZEPH. 3, 1 is kind of geranium.
not the part. of הני but a noun "From
( קבוpart. m.

ym which see) tr. to tread down, to op-

pair; fut. pam) tr. to

moisten, to wet the lips (see mp3), then

press, to suppress, to extirpate, Ps. 74, 8 to suck, with accus. DYTÖ (the"breasts)
we will crush them entirely (Ibn GE andch,

Ibn Parchon), a verb being really necessary there.

The organic root of the

Jop 3, 12, particularly iin the part. m.
pa) Sone or Sot. 8,1, Jo. 2,16, where

it is used as a subst: fieurat. he to
enjoy in abundance Is. 60, 16; to receive
cal with that in WP}, 3172, according to
or take in rich abundance 66, 11 12;
the well-known and proved interchange  מס,33 ;19 Phenic. p2 the same.

stem 1-3 would accordingly be identi-

of» and ,ג as well as of 5 and 1; Targ.x39,

"97 the same. But as הכר does not appear
elsewhere in Kal, other ancient exposi-

Deriv. pir, , תקניMP2.

Hif. ( הניקonce pn ‘Lament. 4, 3;
part. f. mpi, with suff. תקני
and:

tors (Targ., LXX, Kimchi) take 03%
pl. nip as a subst., but ‘the latter
as a subst. 7% (which see) with the suf,
also
adjectively Gen. 39, 16; inf. constr.
their whole brood (will we destroy); so

 ;הניקtmp. with suff. AH; fut. pa”,
that the verb has dropped out. הנוי is
₪200.
pa”) to suckle, ָםיִנ"Gan. 21, 7;
a subst. which see.
2
32,16;
1 Kinas 8, 21; ; applied to animals
Hf. 335 (3 pl. 957, part. pl.m. Brain,
with suf. 77247; inf. e. nm, with suff. too LAMENT. 4, 3. Part, תֶקְביִמ a wet ;לְהולְתםfut. my, 3 pl. aa) to maltreat, nurse Gun. 24, 39; also in a figur. sense
to.oppress, with the accus. of the nn Is. 49, 23; ,קיני to cause or let enjoy,
Hz. 18,
deceive,
torment,
or push

being also applied thus in Drur. 32, 13.
12 16; to overreach 22, 7;
FGI (once niwy>, after the form
by extortion Devt. 23, 17; "
of enemies Is. 49,26; to thrust am, pd?) m. the name of an unaway, with accusat. of the clean water bird Lev. 11,17, Deur. 14,

object and כ Ez. 46, 18, comp. 45, 8,
The Targumie ינוא has the same meaning. With the stem הכי may be also
compared My II.

16, which frequents solitary marshes and
lakes Is.34,11; coupled with other ani-

mals that shun the presence of man, such
as MNP, ברש and דפק (Zerm. 2,14; Pa:
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102,7). According to the Targ. (ni27), used as a subst.) to be established 2 Cur.
Syr. and Kimchi: the night-owl, conseq. 3,3; Ezr.3,11. Is. 28,16 an establishfrom 583; according to the LXX and

ed foundation, i. e. a firm foundation. —

Vulg. the ibis (an Egyptian bittern or "83m is a subst. with an irregular Dagesh
forte ind, and stands for on. — Comp.
heron), conseq. from מב to blow.

10 (part. 19%, inf. constr. 15%, also Phenic. 10> to set, to Aa, "a monumen-

tal grave-stone; part. pass. 752 (Kit.
23, 3).
in the fut. Kal Yod the firstradieal is
TO" m. foundation, act of laying the
resolved into the second Is. 28,16; fut.
foundation-stone,
only metaph. beginning
181 according to some) trans. to set,like

with 2 Tie") 2 Cur, 31,7, because even

( סַד79) intr. to sit; metaph. to found,

Ezr.7,9.

MIO% (only pl. nibs) /. same as iO)
na Ezr. 2,12, ie. to build up, usually
spoken of God, the earth Is. 48, 13; foundation, cognate in sense with ning;
51,13; Jos 38, 4, with 59 upon Ps. 24, figur. Lament. 4,11; Ez. 30, 4.
2; 104, 5; to found (the vault of TIO’ (with suf. $7507, BION; plur.

Au. 9, 6; to create (the world) Ps. 89, B>7ion, with suff. (ָהיִדוסי m. ground,
12.

Figur. to pile up in strata, ni,

foundation, on which a ‘thing rests, 6. ₪.

2 Cur. 31,7, such piling resembling the of an altar Ex. 29,12, Lav. 4,7, of the

building of a house; to prepare, to appoint, i. e. to assign Ps. 104, 8, like
pry elsewhere (Ex. 21, 13); to constitute,
always with > for a thing, main for
punishment Ha». 1, 12, parallel “pay

temple 2 Cur. 24, 27, but also in a
figur. sense Ha».3,11 making the foundation naked (by the swelling flood) which
reaches up to the neck (i. e. the depth of

a man), spoken of the Chaldean empire
vew2> (to appoint 28 @ ” judge); Is. 23, (uncovering or laying bare the founda13 Ashér constituted this people (the Chal- tion, 79377, 199, is a sign of destruc-

deans, YX as in Is.11,4; 66,8) into in- tion) Ez. 13, 14, Mic. 1,6; Ps. 137, 7;
habitants of the steppes; dien to establish,

baiy יה foundation of sternly Prov. 10,
 עָדָיתPs. 119,152. For the etymology 25, i. e. eternal duration (comp. 10, 30;
see under SD. Deriv. 13, mio), הדסי Ps. 125, 1); that on which something is
דסומ
TON, man, mb", Ton.
founded, basis, Jos 4, 19; firm position
" Nf. דסינ(inf.Sem, with suf. DION; 22,16. iow רעש 2 Car. 23,5 the name
fut. 793°) 1. to be planted, applied to of a gate ‘of the ‘palace, which is called
a people who settle down Ex. 9, 18; md רעש in 2 Kines 11, 6; see .רוס

tobe built up, of bay Is. 44, 28. — 2. 10

niyb? seo rb.

sit down together, for consultation (see
TIO" (with suff. Ind») f. foundatid), hence to take counsel together, with tion Ps. 87,1.

by of a person Ps. 2,2; 31, 4

0% (plur. םירּוסי ,with suff. “503
Pih. 19% (inf. constr. 392; fut. 1227) K’tib, where, however, it is better to
1. to found, to build, a city Is. 14, "32, read "907 as an old plural; from d)

a temple Zeon. 4,9; to lay the founda- m. one ‘drawing back, anapostate, JER. 17,
tion-stone, with 2 of the cost 1088. 6,

26, with accus. of the material 1 Kınas
5, 31. — 2. Figur. to prepare, 19 praise
Ps. 8, 3, to appoint Estu. 1, 8, to ordain
1 Cur. 9, 22.

13 K'tib the apostates ("102 = pono)

are written in earth (not in stone "Jos

19, 24), i. e. their memory will be soon
extinguished. The K’ri reads 10) =
ְנְסוּרִים, where  סור8 the same sense.

Puh. ( יפרpart. 19172) to be grounded,
See רוס 9907 or רוס 8
parallel
set, upon (69) something 1 Kınas 6, 37,
to דל "31.
Sone or Sox. 5, 15, with accus. of the
 סורretfa( eht mrof שכר, 331,
material out of which 1Kmas 7, 10.
Hof. ( הוסרpart. 1043, inf. 12377, also from  (נסרm. ₪ reprover, JOB 40, 2 shall
37*
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the reprover contend with the Almighty? once again, again, longer, still more, just
34 is an infin. absol. (Junens 11, 25); according to the context, Gun. 8, 12
and id} is parallel with .חיכלמ
and it returned not again; 2 Sam. 2, 28
and they fought no longer; Luy.26,18 and
72 (only fut. 797) intr. to pour, will punish you. in the future still farther.

with לע upon, Ex. 30, 32 it shall not be Instead of the infin. with 5 following

poured on the flesh of a man.

It is un-

necessary to take it passively and 70°
as = 709°; Diy also is not passive.

20" (contracted out of 199), from
"סכהTah is a looking one) n. 3 m. GEN.
119.
MD? m. see
WIRD" (Yahd is Supporter) n. p.m.
2 Car. 31,13; comp. 173720, TROIN,

FO? (usually in the perf., >, in
pause ףסינ pd», MPD, "MPO, IBD,
in pause 3209; וכפיPart pl. m. Bao};
inf. constr. "תפס רה
of med, "the
termination 0 sometimes appearing also

‘in verbs אל and עע 6. ₪. nae 2908.

our verb, as is usual, the former follows
occasionally even without ? Gen. 4, 12;
37,5; or the finite verb too in the same

form ‘Gan. 25,1, Jupazs 11, 14, Hos.
1, 6, more rarely in another tense, num-

ber and form; all being then taken as
a collective idea, e. g. Is. 47,1, where

Ta WIR? stands for אָרְקַהְל To heighten
still more the adverbial intensifying of
the conception in the verb no, דוע is
sometimes added Gen. 37,5; 1 Sam. 18,
29; 2 Sam. 3, 34. Sometimes the verb
whndh has to follow ”, is omitted, when

it can be supplied from the preceding
context, Jos 20,9 the eye sees him and
not farther, conseg. (NW) ףיסות NDI;
in the same manner 34, 32; 38, 11; 40,

18, 4, תאְכַש Prov. 8, 13, nid Ez. 36, 5 32; Ex. 11, 6; Num. 11 35; Daur. 5,
3, without its being necessary on that 19; 25, 3; Ta, 2,2; in which sense the
 לmon nb Dias השני Mm
account to assume a stem הָפְס = ;סי
imp. ,ףס but only in the pl. 25; fut. 1Sam. 3, 17 and 14, 44 is also to be exApi, 55, ףסאי ,apoc. DON, after the plained, the latter for תושעל moi m5).
form m, Tr, the stem nD" coinciding In Is. 11,11 the verb ti is omitted,
with סא in form and idea, as vice the seer having eonceived of the first
versa ION has also ףסל in the fut.; on exodus out of Egypt as being already
the contrary the forms 279°, HOA, HON mentioned. — 2. to increase, to give
abundantly, with לע of the person, Ez.
belong to 21001 which coincides in meaning, in the case of this verb, with Kal)
1. to bring together, to bring to, hence
to add, with accus. of the object and

dy of the thing to which the addition
is made Luv. 5, 16, seldomer with >x
2 Sam. 24, 3; but the accus. is oftenest
omitted entirely Devt. 13,1, Prov. 30,
6, the addition being merely. considered
by itself; to increase, hence followed by
an infin, with 5 expressing the increase

5,16 I have given you numerous plagues;

besides, to do good to, with > of the
person Ps. 120, 3; to exceed, to ‘surpass,

with  על2 Our. 9, 6 or לֶא of the thing
1 Kınas 10, 7, and the accusat. of the
material in which 1 Kines ibid.; and so
too spin 100088. 1, 16; to ‘enhance,

with by of the object, Ps. 71, 14 and I
enhanced all thy praise, i.e. I raised thee
more; then to multiply, enlarge, extend,
to make more abundant, more numerous,

of an action following, Gun. 38,26 and
he added not to know her, i. e. and he with לעPs. 115, 14, Eze. 10, 10, dx Ez.

knew her no more. In this case 95° is
like an auxiliary verb, which, in combination with the verb-idea belonging
to the infin. following, and changed
thereby into a finite verb, may be translated farther, more, thenceforth, in future,

23,14,  לIs. 26,15 or accus. of the object Luv. 19, 95; to augment, with the
accus. Prov. 1, 5;Jos 17, 9; Is. 29, 19;

to become richer, in a thing 2 Kines 19,
30; mywn> “ Jos 42, 10 to increase
double, “Deriv. the proper names 41"
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ועבץ

(identical with ףסלהל from Hifil), 120%. of the object and 5 of the instrument
The noun ףָסְי (inereaser) in NOIR 1 Kings 12, 11; 2 Chr. 10, 11; proceed-

1 Car. 6, 8, 45°N Nun. 1,14, does not ing from God Lay. 26,18, or from men

probably belong here, but to NDR.
Nif. ( נוסףpart. 99%) to be added,
with לע Nun. 36, 3; to be appended Jur.
36, 32; to join oneself, with >» Ex. 1,

Prov. 19, 18; figurat. to stir up, to ex-

cite Ps. 16, 7, "where nip) is an adv. of
time; to admonish Prov. 9, 7; new '
to BE to right Is.28, 26; לע-ןֶוע 'ו
m

to chastise on account of sin Ps. 39, 12;
10; to be increased Prov. 11, 24. Part.
to exercise Hos. 7,15; ja 82 to dissuade
8 ol mipdip subst. aaditions, something
from a thing Is. 8,11 Deriv. 71%.
new, a new mishap Is. 15, 9.
Hif. ( הַיְסִירfor OA; fut. Son) to
Hif. ( הוסיףthroughout the whole
admonish,
to threaten, Hos.
E
7, 12 agreeperfect; part. ףיסומ inf. constr. ףיסוה;
fut. (ףיסלי same as 15) in Kal (which ably to what is heard. _ will I threaten
them.

see), the two being even interchanged,

Nithp. 99 (3 p. pl. perf. 1933) to be

1 Kınas 10, 7 and 2 Car. 9, 6; sometimes also interchanged with NDS, with- instructed, corrected, Ez. 23, 48, conseq.
after the form 133) (Deur. 21,8); if we
out having another signification Ex. 5,
should not read 349%, since no Hithp.
7. Deriv. the proper name .ףסוהי
of "0° appears.
Hof. ( הוסףonly in fut. nom) 1 Sam.
The organic root of the stem "07",
27,4 איגל same as 449.
which also lies in “O78 (where are to be
no" (increaser) assumed to be in the
found its other comparisons and comproper names NDS, YON, but see binations), signifies originally to bind, to
them.
tame, to restrain, from which fondaAP? (Pe. not used) Aram. tr. = Hebr. mental signification the rest are developed. This connection is still perceptible
m3
Hof. ( הוסףfem.  (הוספתto be added, partly from the different applications

Dan. 4, 33 [36].

of the verb, and partly from “on and

70) (Kal only in the part. 505; fut.
67 after the form px? Gen. 28, 18, ni,

“pia, so that it cannot be doubted.
no» belonging to תיִסָה see Nid.

therefore with suff. DEN Hos. 10, 10)
trans. prop. to bind, to tame, to restrain,

> (out of ny from 7199; pl. DW)
m. a shovel, for removing ashes from the
altar Ex. 38,3; 1 Kınas 7,40; Jer. 52,

connected with “ox; “D2 being also
put in combination with the taming of a 18 (Targ., Kimchi).

The LXX

and

many interpreters have wished to exdiscipline, and generally to chastise, to plain it otherwise, in consequence of
instruct Prov.9,7; to admonish by reproof its being put with other utensils; but
Ps. 94, 10, parallel 13577; to correct, that is not necessary.
va? (height, high place, from pay
punish Hos. 10,10, with an alliteration
to 2 “OX. Deriv. “ova, רסמ and Hin. = yas, Ya}, as from the latter come
the names of places yas, Yan, and
Usually’ the
Nif. 19% (imp. 19355, fut. 1032) to be from the cognate in sense 95°, the names
chastened, instructed, admonished, to allow yop and nye) 1. .מ  קיof a place,
oneself to be corrected, to be brought to where the families of the leaned or
understanding Ps. 2,10; to learn reproof, Soferim (no pid nimsun) dwelt at a
to be amended Jur. 6, 8; 31,18; to be later period 1 Cur. 2, 55. It lay probably
chastised, restrained Prov. 29, 19.
in Judah, since the Judah-territory
Pih. 5) (part. “pv; inf. abs. 42, alone is spoken of in the whole geobullock (Jur. 31, 18); then to administer

constr. a and הרס imp. 93; fut. graphical appendix (1 Cur. 2, 42-55)
an) to chastise, to"punish, with accus. to the 70 descendants of J udah (1-41).
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Hence its identity with pax (Rashi) in
Issachar must be rejected. — 2, (a Shining one viz. is Jah) n. p. of a celebrated
family-head of the race of Judah, de-

the person to whom Ex.25,22; to repair
to 29,42 43 (see 939 ד
to make one’s
appearance, with לא to one Num. 10, 4;
a9 1252 to gather together against one,

scended from pip, and farther back ‘from to conspire Nuwm.16,11, and also to col-

mus, viz. from his first wife mean,

lect about one 1 Kınas 8,5; 2 Cur. 5, 6;

1 Cur. 4,9 compared with 4,5-8. "The to agree upon, unite Ps. 48, 5; to join
conclusion of the 7 and beginning of with one another, to gather together, with

the 8" verse may have been: "7 תֶרצ a Nen. 6, 2 or bx of the place 6, 10;

ng? DIV-ny דיקוה PIP) pil BON with the adv. am to agree entirely, folowT sesrev lowed by the infin. with > Jop 2, 11;

 רכויvar  הוּא אבִיraV

about the history of this Jabez are in- to meet Am. 3, 3.

serted in 1 Cur. 4,9-10, taken from an
old source; in which Ya22 is derived
from .בצע

Hof. ya (eat used) to be collected,
brought together, united, in a place of

refuge; therefore like the passive of D8

to be received. Deriv. In.
The fundamental significations of
fiz, spoken of a place Jur. 47, 7, of  רעדI. and II. to appoint, to fix and to
time 2 Sam. 20, 5; to order, Man (the
collect cannot be doubted, both because
rod of ehästisement, i. e. a hostile
of the usage of the verbs and their raarmy) Mio. 6, 9; elsewhere also to ap-
diations in derivatives; and though these

 רעI. (fut. 49°) tr. to appoint, to

point or cite (before a tribunal), on a

ideas can be apparently separated, yet

definite day; to promise, to determine be-
forehand &c. — The organic root ng both seem to have united in one primilies also in) ד 319( and דע with a cog: tive conception. The organic root =.
appears to be connected with that in
nate fundamental: meaning, Ar. Asse,
73 II. (page 263), whence 773, with
Syr. 8°, and is connected with 9; = 13IL. (page 270), 43-8 (page 18), SIN
osla °79 .III .vireD  מועד1.
6 and דחדי ,TD"N, דק2, and in numer527 the same; hence Plautus Poen. 1,9 ous identical terms inAram, and Arab.
 דעa 8 is intelligently appointed, if Hence the fundamental signification was
we should not read IT Ps.
to bind, to put together, to unite, to gather
11]. Wy % (fut. 3H) to appoint, to together, cognate in sense with mip 6
cite (before a tribunal), on a certain day From such radical meaning proceeded
that of appointing, establishing; the same
חפ. 49,19; 50, 44; Jos 9, 19.
Hof. ( העדpart. m. pl. Dy, f. pl. sense being developed out of other verbs

of binding or uniting. On the other hand,
 רעד1. may be connected with דע and .ד
43, m. feast, prop. an established
yw II. (fut. 72%) tr. 1. to bring to-

nin) to be fixed, appointed, Jar. 24,1;
to be ‘ordered, directed Ez. 21, 21 [16].

gether, to collect, congregare, hence הד 1, time, whence 1792 and “19>.
 ; מועדto bind, to unite single parts, Bence

the proper names mein, mei. -2. Figur. to marry, i. e. to contract an
engagement Ex. 21, 8; to give in marriage, with accus. of the woman and ל

of the person to whom 21,9.
cording to the
concert, whence
at a place or
together, hence

179° (out of 71792 from 323, which

comes from 2;

born on a festival) N.

p.m. 2 Cur. 9,29 K’ri, for which the
K’tib has pn.

Elsewhere 779 and אר

(which see) ‘from 2 with a like sense,
Also ac- stand for it.

derivatives, to agree, to
"1D
see Ip.
mie
:רערמ 2; to come together,
my (only 3 p. perf.) tr. to snatch away,
a definite time, to meet
דעלמ 3.
to sweep away, to beat away, of hail Is.

Nif. 19% (fut. 27) to resort, with 28,17 (Vulg., Saadia, Kimchi &e.), as
aceus. of the place to which and > of  שטףis applied to water; generally, to

ועו
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put away, to clear away, whence >" (for ‘ing people. It is better, therefore, לו

792); to destroy, whence the nouns ער Rashi to take זעלכ= על=זערלPs. 114,
and רָעְר (from nay) and mp) in לאו 1, the foreign -speaking people being
regarded as inimical, in the midst of
and EN
Hif. (not used) העונה (fut. myn) to whom one could not feel at home. While
snatch away, to destroy, of God; deriv. the stem 193 is=195, we must either

the noun My» (snatcher) in the proper
name roxy, which see.
The stem my" appears to be of the
same form and fundamental significa-

tion as הגר II. (which see), 137 II. (which
see), 2 and ג being often interchanged;
and also as the Arab.
3 (but which
has developed the voice! meaning
in another direction, to collect, comp.

oN and md) and en X. (to separate).
AY? see

read 1342=13", or look upon 1952 (after
the form bon as a collateral form of

bnin) as a collateral form of wid. See
m.

Nif.  כרעדsee Kal.

19) II.(not used) intr. to command,
to determine, to rule, to decide, Ar. +
the same, the organic root 79”) being
identical here with 13 (to be "strong,
firm, determined, firmlyresolved). Deriv.

the noun זכר in the proper names ליז
(abridged 5879) and m».
is snatching away, i. ©.
 דערsee 721 IL and By, msn.

| לאו
a snatcher) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 9, 6; 9, 35

ENGEN ) iis the eg
תא
4 Ktib; 2 Car. 26, 11; 29,
13; Ezr. 8, 13; for which the Ki bas’ mining one, from 192 and DS) n. p. m.
1 038 15,18, for which 15, 20 has the
DP for the most part.
yas (from pry; the Counselling one, abridged ENG
( היזעיthe same) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
viz. Jah is) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 8, 10.
“Ay (forest) .מ p. m. 1 Cur. 20, 5 42, 62.
we" see .רזי
K'tib, for which ריר stands in the K’ri
See רעו
 יזרa( nov degdeh ,tuoba morf ;זר
ע
( ריonly plur. Day) m. a forest, twice ררזעו 1Cur.6,66 and 26,31) n. p.
Ez. 34, 25 K’tib, a collateral form of ofa ב in Gilead 2 Sam. 24,5, which
was wrested from the Ammonites Num.
22 (which see).
wir (a collector, viz. Jah is; from ,21,32 and allotted to the tribe of Gad
wry) n. p. m. Gen. 36, 18, for which 32,3 ;35 Josu.13,25. It was appointed
a Levitical city 21,37; 1 Car. 6, 66. In
u stands in K’tib 36, 5 "14; 2 Car.
the times of the great prophets Isaiah
11,19; comp. wy.
and Jeremiah it belonged to Moab, and
 עיI. (Kal not used) intr. same as was celebrated for its wine Is. 16, 8 9;
2 (9) to be hard, bold, impudent, shame- Jer.48,32. The fruitful district about
less (Targ. , Vulg., Syr., Kimchi &e.); Jazer, abounding in wine, was called
or Jur. 1. 6. may
part. Nifal 1949 (py) Is. 33, 19 a people “poy Num. 32,1.
have been a brook or pool at 1, since
conducting themselves boldly and impu- a sea of the name is not known to exist;
dently, comp. 0°25 דע “13 Dur. 28, 50, and under Dr Is. 1-6 this pond may

K’tib;

ons דע 729 Dan.8, '23. Its connection likewise be intended. According to
with דע (i) would be explained ac- Euseb. (Onom. s. v. ‘Jafqe) the place
cordingly, like that of om, pa} with is six hours from jiawy, four hours

ph, .קל But 1955 םע stands in the pas-

from m; and it still existed at the be-
sage just citedin relation to “py Dy ginning of the 14" century (Estori ha-
moi, Fwd 395) 09, and the ו
Farchi). But now there are only ruins
can be used only of a foreign-speak- there under the name of Szir (Seetzen,

toy
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Hif. ( הערלpart. m. pina; fut. ein)
p. 430; Burckh. p. 622) or Seir (Buckingham, Syria II. p. 109). A spring Wady to be of use, to serve (cognate in
i sense
Seir rises there, from which perhaps 129), with a of the thing Jos 15, 3,
‘D2 is to be explained. There is also or ‘absol., and »» in the apodosis 21,15;
a mountain 12, which the Targ. calls

with > Jun. 23, '32 or the accus. of the

"1372 (see J. Shebiät ch. 9. 3), Iying person Is. 57,12; וליל  יִתּנַהָלJos. 30,

in southern Belka, Ar. @'ibl Asora, 34, 13 they help my fall, comp."ZEcH. 1,15
hours south west of Heshbon, belonging my) WP; to have value Jur. 16, 19,

to the Jazer-district. The Phenic. proper  הער מot eb fo erom esu ,naht ot eb
more advantageous than, 108 35, 3; דאל
Dwi an idol, Jur. 2, 8. In ‘modern
Oy (only 3. pers. perf. with suff. Hebrew the deriv. nbyin use.
ar) ir. same as 5% I. to cover, to
bya (from by1 3, or from 129, like

name Jader is not 479) but T1X2 (a Glorious one, viz. El is).

clothe, with a double accus. Is, 61, 10.

en from >) m. תק

in a concrete

Perhaps 72097 is a mixed form of the sense; figur.‘worthiness, height, excellence,
perf. and imperf. Kal from may 1

in the compound Sys (which see). =
by (only in signif 1. plur. 0937,
oy (part. nys, pl. with suff. (יהסעל
Aram. trans. same as Hebr. ,ץעי prop. constr. 291; from 59%) m. 1. properly a
to make firm, hence to determine, to form
a determination. Part. counsellor Ezr.T,
14 15. Deriv. ROD.

climber, hie a chamois, which climbs
rocks or high mountains Jos 39, 1; Ps.
104, 18. The rocks of the wild goats
Ithpa. DYADN to consult together, to 1 Sam. 24,3 were situated in the desert
come to a united resolution Dan. 6, 8, of En-gedi. Ar. dey, hes the same.
= Hebr. ya» Ps. 83, 6.
— 2. (a prominent one, figur. a prince, as
in Arab.) n. p. m. of a judge otherwise
 רעי6
END (same as 597) n. p.m. 1CHR. unknown, to whom there is a reference
in Junezs 5, 6. — 3. (chamois) n. p. f.
5, 7; 15,18; 2 Cur. 35, 9; Ezr. 10, 43;
of a Kenite woman Junges 4, 17 18;
and ‘elsewhere in
i the Ki.
5, 24.
WP" (an inhabitant of the forest) n.
NE see 591 2.
p.m. 1 Car. 20, 5 K’tib, for which the
nbys (constr. ("תלf.1.same as לשר 1.
11 has 459); and 2 Sam. 21,19 .ירי

Wy» see wry.

Prov. 5, 19, hence ןח  תלעיchamois of

grace, a flattering address to a woman. —
1272 (from PY =רכ afflicting) n. p. 2. (elevation) n. p. m. Ear. 2, 56, for
m. 1 Cur. 5, 13.
which Nes. 7, 58 has .אלע

by (Kal not used) intrans. same as
my (which see) 1. to ascend, to climb
(a mountain), applied to the goat, the
chamois, or also men; Ar. 5 the same.
Deriv. 597 1 and 3, הלעב 1, the proper
name טל — 2. to be.‘prominent, to be
conspicuous , of a mountain, (he, the
same. Deriv. the proper name by 2. —

Day" (from 591 with the termination
Ds, the ending D-. or}. being also found
inae

stem-names of the Edomites,

0 g. in ons, an,

DIR, Dun, םֶריצ

&e.; ascender of the ל N. P.M. of
an Edomite Gen. 36,5 14, the head of
a race.

2 (not used) intr. same as my I.

3. Fig. to be high, to have worth, to be in its variety of significations: 1. to howl,
to complain, to screech complainingly , of

profitable, useful, to be mentally promi-

nent as it were, a cognate sense exist- animals of the desert, prop. to raise a
ing in M9 also. Deriv. לכי in aon ery (as my I. is used of a rejoicing
the. proper name הלכי ()אלער
cry JER. 51, 14 or a shout of victory,

יען
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Ex. 32, 18, of a howling complaint Is. stands in the apodosis at the introduc13, 22, of a song of praise and re-

sponse Ex.15,21; 1Sam. 21,12). Deriv.
422, הבעה (which see).— 2. to utter, say,
teach aloud, clearly, openly; of God, to
hear, this second meaning being also
unfolded in "29 with great varieties.
Deriv. }27 and the proper name 729°.

tion of the conclusion or consequence

30, 13, as 755 also follows in the case

of ו
2. 29, 13 14; Jer. 23, 38 39;
Ez. 5, 7 10; 13, 8. ‘Sometimes as a
conjunet. became (see signif. 2) with the
finite verb it is omitted in the course
of the sentence, and must be repeated Is.
37,29; but usually the apodosis of con-

In the organic root 79”, also found
in 529 L,,7139, 7272, I,&e., the signi- secution is introduced by the finite verb
fications follow’ one another in the way
now given; sagen and singen being also
connected in German.
( ןשיprop. part. m.; only in pl. Day"
Lament. 4, 3 K’ri) m. the ostrich Lamenr.
4,3 K’ri, prop. a screeching, lamenting
animal of the desert (Kimchi, whom Auri-

merely Jer. 7,13 14; 48,7. — 2. A
conjunction, although, albeit, Ez. 5, 7
although ye have become richer (11727)
than the nations round about you, yet...
Accordingly it forms together with the
apodosis the ground of a result, because,
eo quod, quia, with the relative רשא
following, always at the beginning of

villius, Oedmann &e. follow); and in real- a clause or a new address; while עמל
ity, the ostrich has become proverbial with "wr, following, expresses the aim

for its screeching, doleful ery (Mic. 1, 8; itself Gen. 22, 16; Deur. 1, 36; also
Jos 30, 29); as the Samar. version puts with "3 following Nom. 11, 20, 1 Kines
 אָתיִנְנma for M2990 na. In like man- 13,21, which is sometimes anata’ Num.
ner, the other name of the ostrich, 097

20,12. The perfect always follows Is. 3,

(screech, the plural form denoting the 16, and in the apodosis of consequence
abstract) 103 39,13, and the Ar. name or consecution 729 or 4321 sometimes
Ley for the female ostvich point to the stands 8, 6 7; 29, 13 14, which is also
etymology given. The K’tib reads "3 frequently omitted. It is occasionally
Dy, for they are screechers (ostriches) doubled in solemn judicial style: 797
of the desert.
1277 because yea because Luv. 26, 43;
ihe (from #2 2, or from the syno- Ez. 13, 10; 36, 3; once with the ל
nymous הנע I., whence also 72%, just as following Ez,44, 12, where 73-59 stands
522 and “2 may be referred to my and in the apodosis. — 3. in order that, so
73) m. an exact account, an exact ea that, ut, with the imperf., Ez.12,12 he
pression, given according to purpose, shall cover his face that he may not see
aim, intent, attestation (in a judicial the land with his eyes; elsewhere yn
sense), proof, i. e. correspondence to stands instead of it (Gen. 18, 19). —
judicial investigation, the act of having 4. (singing, playing, the pipe, applied to
in view, by means of utterance (see the Phenie. god 77 judge, ruler, who is
m»); therefore plan, aim, intent, 4272 also called 79" bya, corresponding to
and 297 also proceeding from the idea the Pan of the Greeks) n. p. an epithet
of answer, correspondence (the answer of Baal or Dan playing on the pipe,
corresponding to the question). Hence therefore in the Proper name 79° 71
1. a preposition: on account of, propter, 2 Sam. 24,6. See }:
my" (after the He הלכה from 27,
i. e. where a result corresponds to a
past cause, with a noun following Ez. prop. howl, cry) f. the ostrich, always
5,9; "na" 11486. 1,9 on account of coupled with na, plur. nijz, because
my house (which lies waste); mm "2 on may" alone expresses nothing but the
aceount of what? 11466. 1. e.; followed abstract idea of a doleful cry. The
by an infin. with the suffix Is. 30, 12 ostrich is represented as dwelling in
because of your despising, where > waste places Is. 13,21; 34,13; 43, 20;
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. תת,50 ,39 wailing and awfully crying
Mic. 1, 8, Joz 30, 29; and is reckoned
among the unclean animals 1,807. 1,16

Junges 8, 15; subst. a weak, powerless
one 18. 40, 29, faint 2 Sam. 16, 2; in a
spiritual sense Is. 40, 4. Phenic. y=
Targ. has for it 22% (Kit. 23, 2) weak with old age.

Deur. 14, 15. The
 נעמא, כְִמִיתָא,the Syr. Kali, Ar. els

mp (transposed from 92"; Kal not

and wales, a word which is alsoiin the
Talmud, and comes from 229, a8) to

used) intrans. 1. to shine, to glitter, this
sense being usual in yp, .הפי Deriv.
רע. — 2. Figurat. to be high, i, e. to

utter a wailing ery, Ar. ps = pe to

utter melancholy sounds.
( בעיanswerer, i. 6. hearer, viz. Jah
is) n. 7. m. 1 Cur.5, 12.

ny (3p. pl. in pause רפי

8

shine or appear at a distance; comp.
& IL, 9b", vax &c. where the same
metaphor. ‘transference appears.
Hof. 1297 (only part. m.) to shine, to
glitter, Dan. 9, 21 shining in splendour.

Hif, spin Gc yp;

64; fut.nym, 937, 8 p. pl. PP, in pause

"29%, 137) intr. to be weary, faint, to

make

exert or fatigue oneself, 18. 40, 28 30 31,
coupled with 2a", as in German lass
und matt, matt und müde, in English
faint and weary; oppos. to be vigorous,
powerful, strong. The being fatigued
is conceived of as arising from active
exertion, internal weakness, exhausting
walking or running Is.1.c., .פת 2,24;
pryya 2 Has. 2,13 to be weary in
vain; wN- "TE A Jr, 51, 58 to be wearied
for the: fire “(where the Vau must be

figurat. to be very high.

to shine forth,

not used) to

to make

appear,

Deriv. nppin

(which see).
( ערfrom םעי after the form(יָקר 
Mm. splendour, glitter, Dan. 9, 21.

The

LXX, Vulg., Syr. and Kimchi, Ibn Esra
&e. have derived the noun from

ינ

ye? (part. m. yy, part. f. with suff.

IARI; part. pass. f. MN; fut. PP)
tr. 1. to make firm, to 0%
to support, since the organic root ya, is
erased); then to faint, with thirst Is. 44, identical with that in צע-ה 1 (whence

12 (as also 119), to be exhausted, with 727), only that the latteris intrans. (to

hunger (see 299); figur. to perish Jur.

51, 64; to yearn for (consolation), see
mE Deriv. 22, and according to some

a

be  וhard); comp. Ar. se and

yas (to be firm, strong), Syr. les (the
same), and the Hebrew 12 (119), Arab.
₪

Hof. nya (only part. m. np") to be |>= ם122 I. to walk along quickly &c.,
wearied, exhausted, Dan. 9, 21 exhausted but especially דעה From this we can

with a wearisome course, i. e. with haste

explain the signification to fasten, 1. e.

sy

to make fast, 7,9 (the look), upon one
,)5-52( Ps. 32, 8 I will fasten mine eyes

(Ibn Esra, and perhaps the LXX). See

The organic root ףעדל lies also in נה upon thee, as the Targ., LXX and Vulg.

(my) 1 Sam. 14, 28 31 (to be exhausted
or faint, with hunger) and in mp2; and

the fundamental idea seems, as in the
stems bY, 259, ףלָע (which see), to

proceed Brom that of veiling, covering,

enwrapping, according to a usual figure;
‘so that the other meanings in AZ?) my

Hy are clearly connected; Ar. is, iv.
to walk wearily,
PP" (plur. wry; from ny) adj. m.
wearied, faint, spoken of a hard pursuit

already understood it. The stems, Tar-

gumic um, Ar. 5

advise),

(to admonish, to

53 (to decide), 5

(to =

port), aré concentrated in the Hebr.
— 2. Figur. to resolve firmly, to ne
absol. Is. 14, 24 27; Mıc. 6,5; followed

by the infin. with y Ps. 62, 5; 2 Car.

25, 16; oftenest with the accus. of the
object, as nint Is. 32, 7, הצע
10,

»anzy, Ez. 11 ‚2, 799 Is. 7, 5, with by
19, 12, Jer. 49, 30 or ‘by of the person

pr
against whom
to bring on,
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one determines 49, 20;

to bring about,

to prepare,

יער

deceiver, according to Gun. 27, 36; but
the name seems to be derived, more
correctly, from apy meaning to be after,
to follow, denoting successor, one born

to ground, with accus. of the object and
5 of the person Has. 2, 10; Prov. 12,
20. — 3. to counsel, with accus. of the ters comp. the proper name a3py, Ar.
person and of the thing 2 Sam. 17, 15,
successor) n. p. m. of the famous
or in the sense of exhorting, with accus. |
of the person Ps. 16, 7, parall. to 707; to Jewish patriarch and progenitor, also

advise, הצע 2 Sam. 17, 7, with לע against called 5xJin} (which see), whose life and
one 17, 21, or ָלfor one Jos 26, 3, or
also swith 80018. of the person Ex. 18,
19, 1 Kınss 1, 12; or the object is expressed in a special clause 2 Sam. 17,
11. Even in this sense, the language
does not refer to pondering on all sides
of a question; but it is a mental urgency
and support, which is closely connected with the fundamental signification.
Hence ץעל as an official designation,
counsellor, mentioned along with kings,
judges &c. 18. 1, 26; 19,11; Mic. 4,9;
1 Car. 27, 32, or with other supporters
of the state Is. 3,3; spoken of one who
can always determine wisely and therefore firmly, by his possessing wisdom;
and so it is a quality of the future
offspring of David, the Messiah Is. 9, 5;
comp. 72% to determine, to advise,
whence sn (which see). Seldom to
counsel generally 2 Cur. 22,3. Deriv.
עצה, mern. Phenic. yy: the same,

fortunes are described in Gen. 25, 26ch. 49. Hence it is used for the whole
Jewish people Num. 23,7; Dur. 32, 9;
Is. 27, 6; Jur. 10, 25; Am.6,8 &.;
ap in "the Jewish people Gen. 49, 7,
retaining the image of Jacob’s personality Is. 44,1; Ox. 10; poet. for “1 in
this sense ’> na Is. 2, 5, 72 עז 45,19,

2

1Kınas 18,37, nbinp Devr. 33,4.

In the same sense should also be taken

‘yx Ex. 8, 6 and ’ı Tax, Ps. 132, 2
of the God of Israel; “and in Ps. 24, 6

mss., the LXX, Syr. "read "ETN;

see

also OF 738, pre with the same usage.
Elsewhere it is used for the kingdom
of the ten tribes Is.9,7; 17,4; Mıc.1,5;
and after its destruction, for ‘the whole
kingdom of Judah Nau. 2,3; 08.18. —
Probably it was owing to reverence for
the name that it was never given to
another person during the life of the
Hebrew language; just as םֶהְרְבַא and
hence ye a royal counsellor (Kit. 33, 4), pre too, never appear as the names of
imp. ץע with ל of the person (Trip. 2, 1). other persons.
Nif. ( נועץpart. m. ץעונ ,pl. DEP;
Mapp (from בקע with a of motion,
fut. yon) to consult, with one, ידתֶא
to
ל
ie. reckoned; comp. MIR TW,
Is. 40, 14, or ‘p DY 1 Curom. 13, 1,
1 Cur. 25,2, Ty qu 25, 14 to Asarel,
seldomer לא-'פ "in ‘the sense to give
one’s decision to a person (for the > to Jesharel) N. p- m. 1 Cur. 4, 36. The
form of proper names with an accentpose of judging it) 2 Kınas 6, 8;
less
7- appended, did not originate till
admonish, the people 2 Cur. 20, 21; id
be advised Prov. 13,10; to decide or to a later period of the language.
fia upon mutually 1Kınas12,6 9; 2 Car.
eae (from 1p = לק גa Sagacious, In10,6; with 17772 to consult together Is. telligent one, viz. Jah is) n. p. m. of an
45, 21, Nun. 6, 7, TA בכ  'כto consult Edomite chief 1 Cur. 1, 42, one TP2, also
soutien with one heart Ps. 83, 6, parall. appearing among the dukes of Edom
 בָּרִית על.mn
(Gen. 36, 27). The whole race bore the
" Hithp. ץעיתה (fut. yprm) to decree, name of na Num. 33, 31, which became also the name of a pasture in the
'aby against one Ps. 83, 4.
( בָקָעַיheel-holder according to GEN. wilderness, where many springs existed
Devt. 10, 6.
,25 ;36"from apy a denom. from 32%
Yt (not used) intr. same as Soy IIL
heel, comp. Hos. 12, 4; a cunning one, a
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(whence ni? and perhaps 779%) and of men 46, 23; a strong, thick, warlike
 ערIL. ) עררwhence “Py 2 and Spin, 2) army Is. 10, 18 19 33; 32, 19; ram
to sprout thickly, to grow, to grow green, Ez. 21,3 or 342 07 D 21,2 ran of
particularly applied to the thick branches the such, forest ofthe field ini the south,
of a forest intertwined with one an- i.e. the thick population of Judah (233is
other, or to the bushes of a forest; cog- the south of Palestine generally, poet.
nate in sense 238 (page 5), Aram. בבא , the kingdom of Judah; הָדָש poet. land,

whence NaN forest; in like manner vn. like a8, 21, 7). — In this appella(to grow ‘green, to grow), whence oon tive sense “pl. pay (viz. mp, city of
forest, nn, whence man forest. Deriv. forests, forest-town) n. p. of a city on

the border between Judah and Benjamin Jose. 9, 17; 18, 15; Jupazs 18,
Sp (From רעל or may IIL; with a of 12, formerly called הלב 15, 9 or MIP
motion 22, with suff.2, 1101; pl. bya Josn. 15, 60, elsewhere also m
"2, m3, in, the proper names "9",

2 np,

py?) m. "sprouts, a thicket, i,i e. a thick  הריטJER. 26, 20, abridged ny 'ק
plantation of trees, in a garden or park Ezr. 2,25, or np alone Joss. 18,“28.
Eceuzs. 2, 6, 5293 "1 a thick garden- Poetic. “97 “i *(felds of the forest)
wood 2 Kies 19, 23, Is. 37,24, of the stands once for!Day" תירק (comp. 1 Sam.
thick, richly- planted places of Lebanon. 7,1 &e.) Ps. 132, BR - Metaph. a thicket
Usually a forest, where there is a ofreeds, where the wild bees abide, and
growth of wild trees, in opposition to which they cover with honey 1 Sam. 14,
1973 Is. 29,17, in which sense DX” are 25 (where waz should be supplied bespecially marked Is. 7, 2; 44, 23; Ps. fore A); honey-copse, while Wa7 תרעי
96, 19; where a frult-tres seldom grows 14, 27 is a single honey-shrub, "Tare.
Sona סע Sou. 2,3; whose wood is better Kap. — "WITDY 9991 Song or Sox. 5,
for use than that of the vine Ez. ch. 1 "poetically for “97 waz. On the noun
15; where the wild beasts dwell Ps. 50, comp. the Ar. transposed ele and כ
10, Is. 56, 9, Am. 3, 4, and which is seldom traversed מטע 19,5. 1237 7239 Is. a thicket of reeds, a shrubbery of rushes,
9,17 and 10,34 the thickets of the forest, ₪ 8 forest-‚like, rugged place (whence
which רעי means also by itself. ריִצָּבַה 7 the denom.
_e5to be difficult of access),
the steep "Lebanon-forest, situated on the Syr. RG 8 thorn-thicket for the Hebr.
highest summit 2230. 11, 2. Then a ראש, Yaw and nw, Targ. 199 myrica,
wilderness covered with shrubs, Is. 21, 13 Arab,
Ehosıchrishes, &c., whence
ye caravans of the Dedanites, ye must
the
8
of the senses comes out
lodge at evening )ברעב = 2593) in the
clearly. Phenic. 492 wood.
wilderness covered with shrubs, “instead of

in the accustomed places of shelter;
generally a wilderness, Hos. 2,14 (parall.
nav Is. 56, 9); "ו nina Mic. 3,12 wilderness-hills. Figurat. a thick, wood-like
mass, 6. ₪. 3 ma 18. 22,8, elsewhere

naar m3 1 Kinas 7, 2 and 10,17 21
forest-house of Lebanon, a great armoury

built by Solomon at Jerusalem, so
called either because its pillars were
made out of cedars, or because it
was erected of cedar-wood; with which,
however, קטנה Nun. 3, 19 3is not identical. Still further, a city thickly studded with houses Jur. 21, 14; a forest

( הָרָעַיpl.niny2; after the form 39%)

f. 1. same as רעו forest Ps. 29, 9, of
the forests of Lebanon and Sirion. —
.2 same as רע in a metaphor. sense,
honey-twig 1 Sam. 14, 27. — 3. (from

may1; unveiler, viz. Jah is) n. p. m.
1 Car. 9, 42, for which 8, 36 has rim"

(which see).
( ירערinhabitant

of the forest, de-

rived from 22) n. p.m. 2 Sam, 21,19,
where םיבְרֶא came up out of the follow-
ing line, iin consequence of which "my"

was read.

For this name, "497 stands
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in K’tib 1 Car. 20, 5, the K’ri having

reduplicated form merely consists in this,
that it stands for 1912), the second Yod
not being the first ל
repeated, but
Dep as a proper name see 9".
um (constr. SA”, a noun from the arising out of the third (7); and ma“
being put by the punctuators after the
fut. Hif. of wry, Ar. Urye IL, to settle,
analogy of Kal. An active form to
to abide; habltation-givel) m. only in
it would be 71992), contracted M75,
mann (Jah is the procurer of a or map", whence the adj. "ermB? 1
18
habitation i.e. a home-giver) n. p. m. actually derived.
1 Cur. 8,27; see טרעי and Woy.
Hithp. many to beautify oneself JER.
ייר

iy» (from Hy) m. making.

It is 4, 30.

a noun formed from the fut., existing
in the proper names ישכר,THD”.

The organic root of the stem is also

found in 99), Targ. 28 whence the re-

 (= ףוטערpee maker, viz. Jah is) n. p. dupl. פפו Ar. lad (to shine, glittery
m. Ear. 10, 36 Ki, for which the K’tib

has vwyn (which see).
“De (abridged from my},

y being changed into the k-sound),

כ

(eminuit); and the Sanskr. bhä (to shine),
Jah is the Greek pa (in qaivev, gd-og, con-

the making one) Ezr. 10, 36 K’ tib, for tracted pas) &e. is the same root. The
which the K’ri has 13.
Ar. (545 (to be perfect, to be complete)
"DD (= הש (see
may have also come from it.
( לאישEl is a creating one) n. p. of
TID" (constr. Mp2) adj. m., 1D? (constr.
one of David’s heroes 1 Cur.11,47, called “ יָפָתpl. nipt, constr. nip%) f. 1.beautiful,
mars]
= naar, 1. 6. sprung from a applied to the form of men Sone or Sot.
city main (which see); comp.שֶהאָל . 1,16, 2 Sam. 14, 25, and women Gen.
12, 14, 1 Kınas 1, 3; usually with the
7B (liberator) m. Hence
addition of "Nn Gun. 39, 6, Deut. 29,
mo (Jah is freer) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 17 or הָאְרַמ 1 Sam. 17, 42, Gan: 29,17;
8, 25; comp. DNITTD, MI, IM”.
even to animals Gun. 41, 2 18. Used
np (2 p.fem. npr; fut. 1%, ap.) also of single members of the human
intr. game as עפ (comp. ma I. and 2a body 1Sam. 16, 12, or of inanimate things
>5) to shine, 9 glitter, tobe bright Gee Ez. 31, 3; טק 33, 32. — 2. high,
overtopping, of 742 (a hill) Ps. 48, 3. —
mp: Sone or Sox. 4, 10 and "p*), hence 3. Figurat. suitable Ecoues. 3,11, sep,
1. to be beautiful, to be comely , of the excellent 5, 17.
form Ez. 16,13, of the individual parts
BD" (after the last two radicals
of the body Sona oF Sou. 7,2; abstr. of
are reduplicated to shew that the idea
love (0°77, (הבהא
7,1 cognate|3
is made stronger, the adjective-ending
in sense Dy). Tn its derivatives, to be
is regularly formed as in "p2, "29, I)
good, distinguished , right, able; cognate
in sense iu. — 2. According to a usual adj. m., 1a"'727 (which alone = 2
figure, to be prominent, to appear afar, ap- very beautiful, well-looking, of may (cow)
plied to a tall cedar Ez. 31, 7 &e., the a figure of Egypt Jur. 46, 20, as its
same metaphor being in "עפ also. Deriv. god is called "ax (bullock, Apis) 46,15
712), ,רפי perhaps תפומ (which see), the (which the gloss of the LXX and Theo-

proper name 4p? (sib), and perhaps np}. doret have here already).
i> (once wip: Ezr. 3,7 according to
Pih. ( רפהfut. ma) to beautify, adorn,
later
orthography , comp. iP with
a
with 3 of the thing JER. 10, 4.
Puh. (redupl.) TDD (2 pers. m. np?) NIDN; high-town, i. 6. which projects to
to be very beautifully formed, with ומ more

a height above the sea) n. p. of an old

than) Ps. 45,3. The irregularity of this (Plin. 5,14) Philistine maritime city on
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"Bs (once constr. "9%, in pause 3), with
of Dan, but belonging to nue Josu. " ג3 m) m. splendour , majesty
19, 46, a port in Solomon's time 2 Cur. Is. 33, 17; beauty, corporeal Prov. 31,
2, 15 (comp. 1 Kinas 5,23), but especi- 30, Esti. 1, 11, of a city Ps. 50, 2;
ally celebrated as such in the Per- 8 תלי LAMENT. 2, 15 and Ez. 27, 3
sian period Ezr. 3,7. In the Maccabean the perfection of beauty; comp. ” ליל
the Mediterranean Sea, at the border

period Japhé was taken by Simon (1Macc.

14, 5); and from the time of Jonathan
(ibid. 10, 76) it was recovered by the
Israelites. It lies 150 stadia from Antipatris (Josephus, Antt. 18, 15, 1), six

miles west of Rama (Abulf.), and above

28, 12; figur. prosperity ZECH. 9, 17,
parallel ann.
 לפיsee D>.

oh (hill-place, from 9%) 1. n. p. of
a place in Zebulon Josn. 19, 12, ac-

ten hours from Jerusalem; at the west cording to Eusebius the city Sykaminos
end of the mountain-road. After under- (Apinpw Baba Bathra 119°), which, as
going manifold fortunes since the time Josephus already states, lay upon the
of the Macabees, it is still called by Mediterranean Sea in the vicinity of

the Arabs (34 (Jafa) or a3 (Jaffa), by S192 between iy and Caesarea (97707),
the Syrians -+5+ (Jopi), in Greek (after and was called "Hoya in his time. But
₪

the Syriac form) "Jörn or Ionay; which
names all come from the Hebrew form
(Np, 452 סע »22). The Phenician pronunciation may have been Nb? (= 5");

and Strabo already describes it as being
éy dpe (16, 2,28). The Phenician DEVE
119770006 the name of a mountain near
Hippo regius (Procop. 5, 2,4), and Paphos, »29>, have a similar meaning.

NDS see ip».

though not exactly identical with Sykaminos, it was situated in the very
neighbourhood, and is the same that is
called in Arab. Lane Chaifa (Golius on
Alpharag. p. 132), in Talmudie or}

(Sabb. 26°), in Pliny (5, 18) Jebba
(Jeba),

different from

Sykaminos. —

2. (distinguished) n. p. m. in Phenician
Josu. 10, 3, as well as in Hebrew 2 Sam.
5,15; 1 Cur. 3,7; 14,6.

uber (a deliverer, viz. Jah is) 1. n.p.
ne) (Kal not used) intr. prop. to m. 1 Cur. 7, 32; comp. "obs, לָאיִטְלּפ
breathe, to puff, to blow, same as M2; and m2. — 2. (place of refuge) n. p.
hence to pant after something, to press, ofa place, ‘perhaps identical with ub» ma
to drive, to hasten, cognate in sense with

yyw (Eccuus. 1, 5); fig. to sigh, to gasp,
other verbs of puffing or blowing taking
the same course of consecutive meanpa Deriv. 1p. — The organic root
is 72), 3, with a like signification

also found in mp (me).

(which see); and hence the Patron. רטלְפי.
one belonging to Japhlet Josu. 16, u

ey adopted for the noun pn; but
see fin.

1" (a noun from the fut. Puhal of
mp; prop. who becomes visible, an ap-

Hithp. newt to pant, to sigh, per- pearing one, viz. Jah is) n. p. m. Num.
haps to sob, prop. to breathe violently 13, 6; 1 Car. 7, 38.

Jer. 4, 31.

mp" (constr. mp) adj. m. puffing, with

ye? I. (Kal not used) intr. prop. same
as np? 1. to shine, to glitter, to appear,
whence הק  נ פלmetaphor. to appear, i. ©.

accus. of the object On (violence) Ps.
27,12; elsewhere הופ is‘frequently used to become visible’ applied to persons,
for it in the sense of pressing, driving. to be distinguished. Deriv. 2191 2.— 2. to
With 5 after which Has. 2, 3 (according appear afar off, to be prominent , of loto some). The signification to utter words, calities, i.e. to be situated high. Deriv.
to speak, which the old interpreters gave

the proper names 9°57 1, n95'%, תעפרמ

to the verb and derivative, is unproved.

perhaps תפעלת also, tranepesed from

יפע
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nypin, should be referred to it; see too connexion with Iazezög of the Greek mythology (Bochart, Geogr. sacra; Hasse,
in both senses,
Entdeckungen
II. p. 131), and explained
&
ב
to be high.

-mpiva. Comp. Ar.

accordingly (Buttmann, Mythol.I. p. 222),
Hif. עיפוה (fut. 997%) 1. same as ריאה or with other parts of the Greek myth.
to cause to shine, ₪ Sir (Lightning) Jos But such comparisons are very insecure;
37, 15, with לע upon a thing 3,4. On and if we take the passage Gun. 9, 27

Jon 10, 22 see "son I. — 2. to appear, not as an explanation but a bare asto come to (as also may) Deur. 32, 2; sonance, תפר may be derived from הפי
Ps. 50, 2; 94,1. — 3. Figur. to enlighten, (after the form 797, NSD) denoting the
i.e. to favour, with לע of the object Jos white-coloured race distinguished for
10, 3.
its beauty; after the analogy of bn

ye? II. (Kal not used) tr. to envelop,
to veil, connected in its organic root 9—5?
with .הפה
Hif. ( הופילfut. ap. 92") to envelop,

and oy.

In modern Hebrew the pro-

per name „um

(beauty) Hassan was

translated = it.
( חֶּתְּפִיfrom np; a breaker through,

to veil, J 05 10, 22 and it (PRN) veils like i. e. causing to bear, viz. Jah is, if it be
darkness , i. e. this land of Sheol veils
in deepest darkness.
 הצפיf. splendour, beauty, majesty

Ez. 28, 717.
np” (not used) tr. to select, to mark
out, proceeding from the idea of separating, splitting (cognate in sense (אלפ;
particularly to make into something 'extraordinary, distinguished, wonderful.
The organic root np”) would accord-

ingly be that in 73, ne (which see) 0.
Derivat.

the

noun

nein; the partly

cognate N2® and the Aramaean nw,
ּ פּרִישproceeding from the same view.
But see npia.
mp" (formed out of mp", fut. apoc.
Hif. of ne, after the analog of segolate nouns; extender, spreader, viz. Jah

is, the Scripture itself Gen. 9, 27 point-

ing to this derivation) n. p. of the

not already in itself an epithet of the
supreme deity, like the Egyptian Piah

and Phenic. Pataik from the same stem)
1.n. p.m. Jupges 11,12; 1 Sam. 12, 11;
Greek Jegdae. — 2. n. p. of a place in
Judah Josu. 15, 43.

Dan:

(El is a begetter) n. p. of

a valley on the borders of Asher and

Zebulon 1083. 19,14 27. It is conjectured to be the present Jefdt (Robinson,

new Bibl. Researches p. 135 seq.).
Ry (once, with the elision of 8, "Ni?
Jos 1, 21; inf. abs. NZ, constr. NN¥ contraoted from תֶאְצְנ imp. NY, with a of
motion האצ Jupaszs 9, 29, pl. Fe APRS

Sone or Sox. 3,11, because with 85
part. m. :]אצלי  תאציPs. 144, 14 or
nen Devt. 28, 57 or אצי out of FINN?

Eccrzs. 10,5; fut. NEN) intr. 1. expressing self-"activity, to go out,

to go forth,

from a place, oppos. אב ,usually a) with
third son of m3 Gem. 6, 10; 10, 1;
afterwards represented in the ethnogra- ya of the place whence ‘Gen. 8,19, Jor

3,11, yet also (comp. the Latin egredi
ürbem) with the accus. Ex.9,29, 2 Kınas
20, 4, therefore in the partieipial construction 2
"NES Gen. 32, 23 those
going out of the city man “yer 9, 10,
“pw yy 34, 24. In’"going out of a
graphically the name comprehends all door or gate, the place is usually joined
Europe, Asia Minor, with the exception with 2 (through), because it is also a
of the south of Taurus and of Asia be- going through, Jer. 17, 19, Neu. 2,13,
tween the Black and Caspian seas. As but also with ja Jupazs 11,31,and with
to the name, it has been brought into the accus. of the object Jon 30, 24; GEN.

phical table as the most distinguished
next to DY 9, 27; 10,2 21. In that
table Grn. 10, 2- 5 Japhet is given as
the progenitor of 14 peoples, to which
are added the inhabitants of the lands
(10,5) washed by the sea; so that geo-
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b) without regard to place,

slavery 2Kinas 13,5, i.e. to be liberated,

expressing mere agency, hence absol.

sometimes with די MON); to escape, with
accus., an evil Eccuus.7,18; to go forth,

34, 26. —

Gen. 24,11; Ex. 16, 4; 00088 3, 24.

To b) belongs the signification to walk, by lot 1Sam.14,41, from trial Jos 23,
where also no stress is laid upon the 10; ’p wp, בל 2 to go out, of the mind
act of going out; with accus. whither, of a person Gun. 42,28; Sona or ₪02.

Am. 4,3 and ye shall go to the breaches;
‘p ירחא "9 to follow 2 Sam. 11, 8; to go

out to war Is. 42,13; 'ִפ "p> "9 iomarch
before, to war 1 San, 8, 20; neap> to
go to meet Jos 39, 21 Eas פלא 2 to
come to one Is. 36,16; to travel, in order
to trade Deut. 33, 18; to go out free, of

slaves Ex. 21, 3, fully “won ' 21, 5 or
wer ı 21, 2; RED even of inanimate

5,6; to proceed from, grow, sprout, bloom,
of plants 1Kınas 5,13; Jos 14, 2; to
bear Devt. 14,22; to grow out, of a horn
Dan. 8, 9; to appear, become visible, of
the sun Gen. 19, 23, the stars Nua. 4,
15, the morning-dawn Hos. 6, 3, figur.
of salvation Is. 51, 5; to move along, to
move down, of fire Num.
26, 35, lightning
Ez. 1, 13, wind Zeca. 6, 5; to gush out
Ex. 17,6, comp. םִיַמ NX; to be drawn,

things, ‘ich revert free to their first
possessors Lev. 25, 28. — 2. to go away, of lots 0osu. 16, 0 with לof the perto go forth, Soni a person, construed son; to be shot, of an arrow 203.
with םעָמ Ex. 8, 26, nn 5, 20, 99% to be brought out of, of wares 1 Kınas
Gen. 41, 46, Esra. 8,15, with little dis- 10, 29 (comp. אצלמ vs. 28); to spend,
tinction in ‘the meaning, according as pay away, with bY for a thing 2 Kines
the being with one is expressed by by, 12,13; to run on, to extend, to pass on,

“my or "22>. Going away from God ofa boundary Num. 34, 9; Jar. 31, 39;
to project, of bay, with ומout of Neu,
stands with “on Gen. 4, 16, "22 nn
Jos 2,7, seldom with the accus. in the
meaning to forsake Jer. 10,20. — 3. Metaphor. in a variety of applications as
to withdraw, remove, with ya from Is. 49,
17 (parall. poy 49, 19); ‘JER. 43, 12;
Lament. 1, 6; io |
of, wih the
accus. of time 2 Kines 11,7 9; to wander forth, absol. Ps. 144,14, with 2 to

3,25; with 427 ‘to bring forth words, to
-% Is. 6, 10; to speak forth=to command Esra. 7, 8; to promise Is. 45, 23;
to issue, of a decision Ps. 17, 2; to flow
out Jupges 13,14, and so in the same
manner other applications. Deriv. איצי
מוצא

mx,

תוצְאֶת

“Hi. win (fut. eh, ap. REN; imp.

a place Jur. 29,16 and 7 sofern, ‘but  הוצאonce  הוציאIs. 43,8;; part. איצומו

also generally to wander, to go, with 72

whence and 5X whither Jer. 9,2; 25,32;

once Nein Ps. 135, 7) caus. to cause to
go out or forth, hence to lead out, with

accus. of the person and 72 of the place

to go to hunt 1Sam.17, 35; to go to till
the fields Ps. 104, 23; to go forth, from
the mother’s womb, to be born, Gen.25,
25; 38,28, frequently with the addition
of een 1 21, D8 j037% 3,11, ony

Ex. 13, 3; Ez. 11,7 &e.; 'to lead away,

‘p יִצָלַחְמ Gun. 35,11, 772% 46,26, San

from an enemy’s power ()ביראמ 2 Sam.

with למ ‘of the person Gen. 45, 1; to
lead to, with לָא of the person or place

19, 5, Ez. 46, 21, or also with > of the

place 2 Cur. 29, 16; to carry through,
JER. 1 51 seldom םילגר Jan ‘Daur.‘28, with 3 of the place Ex. 12,5. In fig.
57; of outs, with ww Is. 14, 29; applications as in the case of Kal, to
to arise, with y72 (out of) Jos 38, 29; free, from slavery Ex. 13,14, from prito spring from, to be begotten, "with son Is. 42, 7, from trouble Ps. 25, 17,

15, 4 once ’D 77973 Is, 48, 1, the ‘pro- 22,49 (for which the Ps. 18,49 has ₪
genitor being elsewhere Komparsd to a sing); to lead to war Is. 43; 17;
spring (Prov. 5, 16 18; Ps. 68, 27); to drive forth Ezr. 10,3; to cause to arise,
proceed Gun. 10,11; 17, 6; 10 2,53; to be born 108 10, 18; to bring forth, by
to go out, from prison Eccuss. 4, 14, art Is. 54,16; to put forth, plants, fruits
distress Prov. 12,13, danger Jar, 11,11, Gen. 1,12; Ps. 104,14; to cause to ap-
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pear, to make visible Is. 40, 26; Jos 38, | in a place 60. Phenic. 22} tr. to place,
32; to make clear, to bring to light Ps. part. .בצי
37, 6; Jos 28, 11; to take forth, to seHithp. 2277 (fut. 2272; 3 fem. once
parate, with "2879 Lav. 26, 10 or ya out axnn for Syn Ex. 2,4; imp. in pause
of Jun.15,19; to bring out, i. e. to spread, mann) to stand forth, J08 38,14 they
a report, with לע of the person respect- stand there like a garment, i. e. as if
ing one Num. 14, 37; to announce, with dressed out; Ex. 2, 4 and his sister stood
> of the person Nes. 6,19; to draw out afar of; JeR.46,4 shew yourselves standEx. 4, 6; Ez. 21, 8; 24, 6; to exact, or ing forth with your helmets; with 'p 0%
to impose a tribute, with לע 2 Kines to stand against one Ps. 94,16, but "also
to stand with or on the side of one Num.
15, 20.
Hof.  הוצאto be brought out, led forth, 11,16; to stand firm, in opposition, to
Gen. 38, 35; to flow out, i. e. to be sent withstand 2 Cur. 20,6; 2 Sam. 21,5; to
forth from a spring Ez. 47, 8, if we take a stand 1Sam.17,16; to set oneself,
should not take םיִאְצּומ here as a noun with = Ex. 19, 17 or לע of the place
Has. 2, 1. The combination with לע
in the sense of mouths.
The stem xx) has been preserved of a person or thing is most frequent
pure only in the Aramaean Rd}, ie in these applications: a) to stand with a
(to shoot forth, to grow) and in the person or thing Num. 23, 3; to take up
Ethiopic אצה 100200; elsewhere it is a position with one 2 Cur. 11, 13; b) to
stand against one, to rise up against Ps.

= 903 and then = 25 (to go out), Las 2, 2; ce) to stand before one, to do ser(the same), Yod and Nun being interchanged iin the initial sound. The organic root is N¥-2, which exists also

vice 708 1, 6, but in the last sense it
is also construed with 'ִפ "25> Ex. 8, 1
6, in which manner 7 "also appears
in NY belonging’ to INS, mix, nix, Prov. 22, 29.
RENE (Aram. xy" belonging to NEU,
3%" (Peal not used) Aram. intr. same
Ew, see ED), in 327 &e. In’ the as Hebrew 227; comp. IX).
dialects 033, 72,
are in use for
Pah, 222 (inf. constr. (אבצנ to make
it. Phenic. 8X? (part. pl.m. oxy [iusim
Plaut. Poen. 7, 10]) the same.

sure, determinate, clear, certain, Dan.7

19 with by: then I wished that he would
give me assurance respecting ... (the

au) (Kal not used) tr. same as 2%) reading אָביַצְי from ביצי

8 not atall

(which see) to set, to put, to place, a give a good sense). Deriv. .ביצי
signification usually assumed to explain
jy) (Kal unused) tr. prop. same as
the Hithp. But neither this Hithp. nor

the collateral form 2¥3 (necessarily to ‘ יצto lay down, to set down; the Ar.
be assumed as a Kal to Hif., Nif., Hof, ₪ (to put, to lay) also pointing to

and as a stem for the nouns 223, 222,
this transitive signification.
מצב, a2, MaXn, ma2n) Tender the
assumption of:a transitive signification

Hif. ( הציגpart. 22;

inf. constr.

a7; fut. OE, ap. 322) to place, perfor Kal necessary; rather do the idensons GEn. 43, 9 or things Devt. 28, 56,
tity of the stem with the Ar. 05 (to 1 Sam. 5, 2, also with the accusat. to
stand, to stand fast, to endure), שייל Jer.51, 34, more frequently with» Jos
(to stretch or lay upon the ground), 17, 6; with לע upon Devt. 28,26; ‘fig. to
establish, determine, set up fr, bon

ds (to be constant, enduring) and its Am. 5, 15; with by of the person ‘to
manifest connection with בשי , as well make to stand with one 108 33, 15.
as all the stems compared at 222 point
Hof. 34% to be left, to remain, Ex.
to an intrans. meaning: to be firmly in a 10,21,
The organic root of the stern should
place, to stand firm or sit, to lie firmly

38
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be compared chiefly with that in צדי

taching themselves to the perfect with-

partly also with px” (see Hif.); but not
with 22°), since the latter is intrans.
IX" (a noun from the fut. Kal of
Se) m. 1. what shines or gives light,
hence oil, coupled with שוָריִת Num. 18,

out the relative רשאי

DEN (def. na) adj. m., אביצי =

sure, "irrevocable, Dan. 6, 13; “faithful,
enact, 2,45; 7,16; אביצי adv. certainly,
surely, 3, 24, for sich 2, 8 has 2947".
DE) see In) 2.
12; Deu. 7,13; 28,51; ; fig. WISN יִנָּב
Zuon. 4,14 dam enalntad with oil, the
py (Kal not used) tr. same as 3%

two heads (the spiritual and the eivil).
— 2. (a Shining one, viz. Jah is) n. p. of a (which see), to put, to set, to place,

Levite Ex.6,18, who became head of usually to spread out, a bed, a bed-like
building; whence 92 (modern Hebrew
a family; patr. “527 Num. 3, 27.
pl. niygn), עוצר and en.

93%» (with cuff רוצו plur. constr.

WIE), with suff. "Et; prop. part. pass.)

Hif. ( הציעfut. ye?) to spread out,
for a couch, to make as a bed, with ac-

m. 1. spread out, hence a couch, a bed, cusat. of the material, לאט (as object)

either a marriage-bed Gun. 49, 4, one
of the dead Jo 17,13, or a couch to rest
upon Ps. 63, 7; sometimes appended to

way 132, 3; the spreading of it is de-

Ps. 139, 8, i. e. to make the couch in
Sheol; to spread sackcloth and ashes Is.
58, 5, as penitents do.

Hof. pur (fut. »22) to be spread un-

noted by דפר Josl. ce. — 2. (f. only
in 1Kımas 6,6) an expression in archi- derneath as a bed, “PR pw Esra. 4, 3;
tecture 1 Kınas 6, 5 6 10 K’tib, which with non, and 794 spread under Is. 14,
has sometimes been explained story 11; yet it is better to take DE) 88 8
(contignatio = stratum), sometimes floor noun in the last passage signifying
(Symm., Joseph.); probably it means cushion, on account of the parallel 7957.
the (extended) lower building, substrucYZN m. cushion Is. 14, 11, see ,עצי
tum, except that both single stories
perl. (part. pass. m. קצה ,pl. םרָקְצְי,
or floors 6, 6 10, as well as the whole
building are denoted by it. The K’ri fem. MIPS; inf. constr. NP; imp. pe?
has another form »°%>, to give a form and px; fut. I. px? after the form לנו
for the technical applicatien of the word. a ap. py. 1 Kınas 22,35, fut. 11. קצי
pox (mocker, laugher; in Gun. 17, = קציו therefore pl. "per 1 Kınas 18,
17 and 18, 19, the laughter, sometimes 34, "2 Kınas 4, 40, more frequently fut.
of Abraham, sometimes of Sarah, some- II. pi, PER, before Makkeph ~pxy;
times that of people at the birth 18, 6, fut. I. occurs only in an intrans. sense)
is assumed as the occasion of the name; 1. tr. same as קצ II. (Pix) to pour, to
it is best explained by the joy of the pour out, a liquid, as D3 Luv. 8, 15,
parents at his being born in their old nv 2 Kines 3, 11, pu ‘Grn. 28, 18,
age) n. p. m. of the great progenitor with לע of the person or thing on whieh
Isaac, whose life is deseribed at length Lev. 2, 1; 1 Kınes 18, 34; hence yaw’
in Gen. ch. 21-28.
Like ape. and
'p UNS 1 Sam. 10, 1 to anoint, also
DIAS, PIX is also put for all Israel.
with omission of the object or accus.
Sometimes priv? (which see) is put in- 2 Kınas 4, 4; seldom with 5x for לע
stead Am. 7, 9; JER. 33, 26; Ps. 105, 9. 2 Kines 9, 6. With = to pour in Ez. 24,
LXX Town.
3; to pour out, a liquid food, with ל of
wes (constr. pl. REN) m. shoot, son, the person 2 Kines 4, 41 or with 6 ob
2 Cur. 32 , 21 K’ri, prop. those come forth, 2 Sam. 13,9. Figur. with לע to pour out,
born, therefore with the addition of on the ו desert land, i.e. to refresh
 ; מעיםthe K’tib reads אצה = WNP
and make it fruitful Is. 44, 3; to pour
ARE); prepositives at a later period at-

the spirit of life upon a thing, i. e. to in-
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‘vigorate, to elevate Is. 1. 6. Here belongs the part. pass. prx> Ps. 41, 9;
an evil is poured upon him (i. e. sickness penetrates him); as one says of
anger, it is poured forth Jer. 42, 18. —
2. In a metallurgical sense: to cast, to
melt, metals, with accus. of the object
Ex. 38,5 and > of the person for whom
25, 12 and 3 of the place where they
are cast 1 Kinas7,46. pix? Jos. 28,2
and 29,6 belongs to pax II. (which sees
while קוצי 41,15 6 belongs to prx IIL;

on the contrary, the forms D’pE? 1 Cur.

the hardness of a stone, especially of
the lower millstone.
Hence too 41,15
=pEn 11,15 a firm mass.
prxr JoB

29, 6 and של
also 28, 2 ו to
px; I. — 2. to become thick, to thicken
Jos 38, .

Hof. pxx (part. pia) to become firm,
thick, strong, hence the part. firm, strong,
Jos 11, 15. Deriv. pws.
The organic root of this stem is closely
connected with.that in pi", pi, pn 6.

4DY?

III. (Kal not used) tr. same as

ax" (which see), whose collateral form

7, 24, 2 Cur. 4, 3, and mip? 1 Kınas
7, 30 belong here to the meaning to it is.
Hif. ( הציקfut. pe?) to set, with accus.
found or cast metal, as also the infinitive
of
the object 2 Sam. 15, 24, and with
constr. NRZ Ex. 38, 27; while in Jos
38, 38 it ‘belongs to pe U. — 3. intr. "95 of the person Joss. Gs 23.
to flow out, of the blood of a wound

amps (with suff. inpxr, from px? I.)

f.a nr, of metal 1 Kınas 7 24.
1 Kines 22, 35. Deriv. px.
Pih. ( רצקonly part. fem. npקצימ K’tib)
3) I. (fut. “zn after the form 727,
to pour out continuously , oil2 Kınas 4,
Poa en, 3 pl. m. "33,
5, where the K’ri has תקצלמ (part. Hif. ). ap. Se; 2 p.
which :may also be referred to (ררצ intr.

Hif. ( הוציקafter the form aim;

same as רצ 1. (MAX) and רצ 1 ( )הּוצto

only part. 1 תק( צלמto pour out 2 Kinas
be narrow, pressed together , from the
A, 5 K’ri; the K'tib has nmpgn. (The fundamental signification “to be enHifil- form of px? IIL. is pen, after the closed, fénced about”. Hence figur. to
analogy of wht)
be straitened, in step (72%), i. e. not to
Hof. ( הוצקfut. pn; on the contrary be free in his movement Prov. 4, 12;
part. m. PED, constr. PER, as a subst.) Jos 18,7; to have no room, for dwelling,
1. to be poured out Lev. 21, 10; to be- Is. 49, 19 "ou wilt be narrower than the
come fluid, 2 into a river J OB 22, 16; inhabitants, i. e. too narrow for the inyet pen may “be taken in the latter habitants; metaphor. to be in distress
place as a part. =px77 in the sense of (parallel x); trouble, sorrow, misfortune,
to be poured out, i. e. to leave no trace. and used impersonally like 94 and בוט
We might read still better קצרי (fut. Gen. 32, 8; 1Sam. 30, 6; 2 Sam. 13, 2;
Hif.) and translate with the Vulg. a Junens 2, 15; 10, 9; Jos 20, 22. רצ
river washes away their foundation. — belongs to ng I.
The stem Ar in this signif. is iden2. In a metallurgical sense, hence קצמ
tical
in its organic root 2) with that
1 Kınas 7, 16 a molten work of brass.
in Seo, VIF, MEY, רע in all which
Deriv. קצומ , תקצוב1 and 2.
The stem in its first signif. coincides lies the Fundamental meaning of hedging
exactly, as to its organic root, with that about, enclosing; Ar. 0 to straiten.
in 7972, 79, 70%, md, and in signi רציIL.(part. m. רצ" most frequent-
en 2 also with PL 7
ly used as a noun, which see; fut. I.
constr.
inf.
prey;
m.
pass.
(part.
IL.
Sir, TEN, with >]. MER. Is. 42, 6;
3"
קי
jes
49, 8, K'tib TIER; also the o is Jest,
to
(prt)
Ul.
קצ
as
same
npy) fntr. 1.
be ‘firm, condensed, hard, hence pr} as ITI) Is. 44, 12; fut. IL ,רצוי 22,
6 of ap. ne, Syn) tr. prop. to cut, secare,
hardened, i. e. very firm 705
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יצת

cognate in sense with N93 (='193), hence

and endeavour, after evil, usually coupled

is frequently omitted Ps. 104, 26; Am.

ag" (only pl. pay) m. the form, of
the members, the bodily structure Jos
17, 7.

to form, to fashion, of acarver in wood, with בכ Gen. 8, 21, or בסniawn 6,5;
a joiner Is. 44,9 12, but also of a 1 Cur. 29, 18; seldom without בלDevr.
smith 54,17, oftanest of a potter 64, 7. 31, 21; but also generally purpose, in
Phenie. 42% a potter. Hence figur. to a good sense, Is. 26, 3 thou preservest
create, of God, supplementing na and those that are staid ini purpose, where 72:
muyIs.43, 7; ‘45,7; Jur. 33, 2; “Au. 4, is the accus., standing for 2} 7199. —
‘ 3;"with accus. of the object and accus. 3. (creation, viz. of Jah) n. p. m. Gen.
of the material Gun. 2,19; but the latter 46, 24; patr. 321 Num. 26, 49.
. 4,13. The idea is, however, only applied
generally, and in such a way as that the
original meaning to form is entirely in
the back-ground Is. 45, 7; Zecn. 12, 1.
Metaphor. in general to make into something, to destine, to appoint, with accus.
of the object and 5 to Is. 42, 6; 49, 5;

to devise, where iny or NAT denotes
the execution and completion Is. 22,11;

37, 26; 46, 11; 2 Kınas 19, 25; with
 עלof a person or thing to plot against

one or a thing Jer. 18, 11; Ps. 94, 20
, devising mischief against (2) the law. For
, רצוי or רצי as a noun,

in its variety

of senses, see under Sein. Deriv. רצ

a

" כרצר שא.porp ot eb ,demrof ,denoihsaf
therefore to exist, to be, Is. 43,10 before
me there was no ‘God » parall. mm.
Puh. "22 to be preformed, predestined,

0) (days of life) Ps. 139, 16.
Hof. רצוי to be made, 9 Is. 45, 17.
The organic root of this stem 2-7
with the fundamental meaning “to cut”

is also in רצ 11. (49x), whence the noun
x edge, and iimage, form. This root is
moreover in “¥-3 1. (Targ. ¥-3, Syr.
ig>, Ar.
-) IL)s TER ב (which
see), 0-7 (intrans.), a
„> (prop.
to eut) &e. where the same fundamental
meaning is found. Hence the metaphor
is Just as in N43; and in actual usage
there is no distinction between the two
verbs. See 2 1.

"9x" (from mE? creation, i. e. a
creator is Jah) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 25, 11,
for which 25, 3 has ,יִרְצ with Yod rejected at the beginning.

DM) (only fut. ngs, nen, mmen,
where Yod the first letter of the rootinstead of quiescing is assimilated to the
following sound by Dag. forte, as in רשי,
"322, conseq. for NE” or תצר &e.; 3p.שי
in pause "Wn? doubling the lastradical,
as in >In, any, Mota &e.) intr. to
burn, to be set on fire, to kindle, with 3
in a thing, Is.9,17 and it kindles in the
thickets of the forest; to be burned, טָאּב
in fire, 1.0. to perish in the fire 33, 12;

Jur. 49, 2; 51, 58.
Nif. nz? (after the form nx3, like
222 and 29; used only in the ו
to be burned, consumed, of a country
Jer. 9, 11; with "2722 or also without

any addition, of pastures 9, 9; generally
to be desert, waste 46, 19, where the
LXX read nt), from mix, Ar. who

(to call, comp. ‘the Phenic. n. p. dvamzn
invocation of Baal); in the later period
of the language like Kal, to be con-

sumed, with xa to perish. in fire Neu.
1, 3; 2, 17. Figur. of burning anger,
with a of the person in whom 2 Kınas
22,13, or of the object in which it flames

22 (with suff. 19x, 19937)m.1.coner.

up 22, 17; for which the usual m
stands in the parallel passage 2 Car.

formation, frame, of a רצ particularly

34,21 25. In Jer. 2,15 the K’ri has the

of man as a weak creature of the dust pl. nz (from nz) in an objective mean' Pg. 103,14; the clay-work, of the potter ing), while the K’tib reads minx? in the
Is.29,16; an idol Has. 2,18. — 2. Figur. sing.; in no case should a stem 22 be
: the formation of the thought, the inclination thought of.
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Hif. ( הציתafter the form ,גישה ,( קיצהIs. 63, 2). מַה "ap? Zecn. 14, 10 the
DEH from a2), PEN, DE); part. men; king’s wine-presses, which were situate
fut. NE), ap. ng); but also once re- at the royal garden within the double
gularly the perf. min 2 Sam. 14, 30 wall at Jerusalem. — 2. (depth, hollow)
K'tib) to burn, to set on fire, to kindle, n. p. of a celebrated battle-field where the
with accus. of the object kindled, par Midianites suffered a defeat; called ap
2 Sam. 14, 30, jaw Jer. 51, 30, רע ayı Jupeus 7, 25 because 6 Midianite
32, 29; but when wy stands with it to king בָאְז succumbed there. Whether the
supplement the idea of the verb, and place should be looked for in a district
the meaning accordingly is to set fire to, east or west of the Jordan, is uncertain.
yapı (from yar) m. gatherer, see
the object wherein stands with 3Jer.17,
27; 21, 14; 33, 12; 50, 32; AM. 1, 14;
ְ( לָאְצְבְקEl is gatherer) n. p. of a
LAMENT. 4, 11, where WN may also be city" in a south of Judah on the Edo-
put after Ez. 21, 3; twice “by stands for mite border Neu. 11, 25; on the other
a Jupezs 9,49, JER. 11, 16, as vice versa hand, in Josa. 15, 21 and 2 Sam. 23, 20
3 (IR?) for 59 9, 8. ya MY to cause

to perish by ‘tre, with accusat. of the
object 2 Sam. 14, 30, where the K’tib
reads min. Another form, roxy after
the analogy of 3757 (from 20), whence
comes the fut. with suff. הָנָתיִצַא Is. 27,4,
belongs also to our stem; but we should
read "EN.
The organic root of the stem צדי
lies also in nö“) belonging to the Nifal
muy? and in ng now) or ,תַשדָכ if this
be the stem.

ְ לֶאְצְבstands for it,
ur (part. f.np5; part. pass. m. HP;
inf. constr. ip; fut. Wp and m) intrans. to glow, to burn, to flame, spoken

of fire, burning anger Is. 65, 5, Deur.
32, 22, of annihilation and destruction
18.10,16. 7172 has become a noun, prop.
anything kindled, hence a burning log Is.
30, 14. Deriv. 7397, ,דוקי 7.79, Ip,
and די in the proper name סרק

Hof. 1 ar (only fut. 79°) to be kindled,
to be burned, with 3 of the place in which

( בקיnot used) intr. to be hollowed out, Ley. 6, 2 5, seldom with by; to flame up,

to be deep, of a tub, hole, pit. The org.
root 29”: is also found iin ap-2 L, 3p Il
,)ma קב,)pa( .marA ב גב
0
 בHehe maa L, גב IL, גב softened
in the initial and into a8 בופ Aram.
 בא,)228( Hebr. 33°79 1. &e., as well as
in numerous stems in the Avance and
Arabic. The Arab. 235 to be hollow,

deep, spoken of a pit, a hole, is specially
to be compared. Derivative
( בקיwith suf. Jan); pl. DER}, constr.

and, | withsuff. ףיבקל( . א.1 the vat (cupa)

to Bar, like Kal, of anger, absol. Jur.
17,4, or with לעof the person 15, 14.
The stem TR} is identical with תצי,
since X is Interahäuged with ק in sien

(comp. »p3 and עצב , רצעand “pe, רָצּב
and “pa &e.); Ar
Syr. pos and
poe the same. But the organi¢ root is

"p72, which is also in 72 (739).
 קד.trap( .f .fed ידא עס תא
RP .rtni emas sa werbeH  י קדDan.
6,3 51 71 12 32 62. .vireD ידא
( דקלconstr. IR?) m. the glow of anger,

of the press, into which the new wine
flowed Jo. 2,24; 3,18; Haaa. 2,16, Greek
000
fignr. conceived of as a main

see DYTMN-

dispenser of drink 2 Kınas 6,27, without

f. a ‘conflagration Dan. 7,11.

NIP (constr. np}, def. NNTP?) Aram,

its being=nj on that account. Tt stands
DY Tp? (wrath of the people) n. p. of
in poetry, however, for na (the trough,
a locality in the mountains of Judah.
in which the grapes lie to be trodden); Josu. 15, 56.
hence "7
708 24, 11 or 2 717
Zr (not used) intr. prop. to keep, to
Is. 16, 10, naa 77 standing elsewhere
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the Genesis passage) take it to mean

hold fast, to guard; particularly in a
religious sense, to be pious, God-fearing, expectation, hope = 177m, which the word
i. e. to hold to God, to keep him for one- may also signify; that Rashi, the cod.

self, Ar. 55 V. VIII. Comp. the stem

Sam. (see np), Levi ben Gershom &e.

m} connected with the present, to be suppose it to denote attachment to, a
obedient, prop. to hold to one, to resort sense which also lies in the verb; and
to one, to attach oneself to him, Hebr. mp that the LXX, Targ. and Rashi on Prov.
understand it to mean old age, from

(to collect), whence the proper names
MIR, MAPA,

Targumic and Talmudic

 קההto be weak; but the first significa-

tion is preferable because of its naturalNIP (to collect), Ar. א (the initial y ness.

and n interchanged) to be bound, i. e.
firm, strong, and to apprehend, a discourse. Yet it is probable that np? is

 יקודm. a burning Is. 10, 16.

also said of God, to keep (a a

Dip? (in mss. mrp; from wp) masc.

protect, to hold to him.

From all tee

verbs (“IR mp},
mp}, enlarged nap,
Kar her?
Ar, 7 535, xi, Aram. NAR &e.) it
is evident that the organic root הק is
altogether identical with the root רק in
the sense to gather to a thing or person,
to hold firmly by one, to comprehend
thoroughly, to trust (Mp), to be strong,
firm, with which may be compared the
Sanskrit ₪0, to be mighty, the Zend
kavi a king, the Pers. kav firm, valiant
&c. Deriv. mp7 in the proper name

Dp? and he name הקר;on the other
hand tie K'tib תקוה 2 Cur. 34, 22 belongs to m).
ne וס part. m. of ™p>, one hold-

ing by the assembly of the wise) n. p. m.
Prov. 30,1, a name that appears to be
symbolic like that of the son Tax; the
superscription here having becca

to be interpreted symbolically.

An (not used) intr. to obey (Ar. 5
the same, whence 5
to hold to one,

obedience) prop.

to be attached to one,

to

hope, to trust, which ideas have been
already unfolded under mn. Derivat.
‘1172, and the proper name nap:in K’tib.
IR"

(constr. nap? with Dagesh in

Tip? m. a burning log JER. 30, 14.

a thing to be rejected or cast away JOB

8,14. See mrp.
Dip? (a noun from the fut. Kal of
mp) m. the existing substance,

i. e. the

living things of the earth Gen. 7,4 23;
Deur. 11, 6; perhaps from bap to live,
so that " "would denote a living thing.

שוקי

(after the form nity,טלָּם 

2Sam. 20,19, from שקי ,and=7 Hos.
,9,8 being in signif. = part., see un;
pl. peep?) m. an ensnarer, a net-layer,
a fowler, ‘Prov. 6, 5, usually with ne

(which see) laid by the wap: Ps. 91,
;3 Hos. ,9 ;8  םיִשּוקָיJw Jur. 5, 26
the stooping (qu infin. of ja) of the
fowlers.
 שוקיsee um.

map? (from mp} after the form תּואְר

ieee 5, 10 אי may, mind) fem.
might, only in
i
Smaps (Elis almightiness) n. p. m.

1 Cur. 4, 48, formed from לא and nip}
ih the vowel of union ™-.
OR! (a noun formed from the fut.

Hof. of j4p, prop. a curtailed, shortened
one, i.e.a little one, comp. the proper name

aR; the LXX and Vulg. read jup?, from
the fut. of Kal; the Arab. was spoken
nips; from (הָקְי fem. and written Kachtän, glas) n.p. of

 קin the construct state as in רב

PT, nip,

obedience, reverence, “respect Gen. “49, 10
(Targ., Zon Ganäch who compares the
Arab., Kimchi and others); Prov. 30, 17.

a son of Eber, of the fifth generation
after Noah, from Shem, and therefore

to be considered a Semitic progenitor
It is true that the Vulg., Syr., LXX (in Gen. 10, 25. The thirteen tribes de-
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scended from Joktan viz. דָרְלַא טלף

( הנקיfrom הנק I.) masc. possession,

namen, my, םֶרודה bre, הל see
 אַבִימְָל שובל,waN ,nips ,mbm haa
OvIp* (from DY Mp? possession of
had their "abode in
3 Somat Arabia, and the congregation ; map
is a noun from
gave their names to the countries there
the Hofal of "3p L) n. p. of a Levitical
10, 25-30. According to 10, 30 the
Joktanites dwelt from Non tillwhere city in Zebulon Joss. 21, 34, situated
at mount Carmel, and therefore called
one comes to "BD, even to the eastmountain, 1. 6. Em Bisha on the great
road of Negd, called the key of Yemen,
to Safar, the metropolis of the kings of
Saba and Himyar, and as far as the
eastern mountain-territory. Comp. Pococke, spec. Hist. Arabum p. 338.
. Op (A setter up, viz. Jah is, from
mip) mep.m. 1 Cur. 8,19; 24, 12.
"2 (formed from the Pihel of p>)
adject. m. dear, costly, valuable, Jur.
31, 20.
( יקירdef. SIP?) Aram. adj.m. weighty,
important, Dan. 2,11; distinguished, noble
ל. 10.

>»72> ‘2 12, 22, where a brook rising

in Carmel flowed by 19,11. It was formerly the residence of a Canaanite king
12,22. There appears to have existed
also another city of this name; because

the addition of 537325 was put to ours.
yin I. (only fut. עקר  עת,while the
synonymous 9p) is sad in the perf.
Ez. 23, 18 22 98) intr. same as YP? to
be taken away,
the Ar.

removed,

struck off, as

5 (to strike away, to knock

off, to drive away) has the same fundamental signification when trans. Hence

figurat. a) to be dislocated (of a limb)
an (uot used) intr. same as op (Op), Gen. 32, 26; b) to stand of, from a

out of which it is lengthened (in its
application to proper names); as it is
also elongated at the end into המק
Derivat. the noun Op” (constr. pp), in
the proper names mp", DP, ‘and
Dp? (constr. aR?) in “ak proper name

Ban"
SL,

למ

(constr. OP?) masc. see mp,

DP* (constr. mp2) m. see DyRM.
mp" (Jah is the וו Endur-

ing, see pp) n. p.m. 1 Cur. 2,41; 3,18.
Dymp? (continuance of the congrega-

thing, to turn away from, with y2 JER.
6, 8 or 5379 of the person Ez. 23, 17 18,
therefore to be tired of. Cognate in sense
is VR» OP (to withdraw from a thing, to

feel disinclination to it). The organic
root 2p->, as a collateral form of עקבו

lies also in rn (yım), 2 and x, as Ar
& and 0 being frequently interchanged
in the formation of roots; in the Arab.
only the above-mentioned
«\5 and also
yas (to loosen, to break off, to put away)
are connected with it.

yi II. (Kal not used) tr. to stick in,

to fiz firmly to a thing, Arab.
«55 (to
tion; "מסיטס
state of p>) n. p. of a push or stick into a thing, figurat. to
Levitical city in Ephraim, south-west curse, to reproach); with which wid (to
of rar) Das on the mountain that rises
rugged ‘above the plain of the Jordan, cut into) and « UJ (to pierce) are also connearly opposite to the mouth of the par nected. The organic root »p> is closely
1 Kınas 4, 12, 1 Car. 6, 53; for ל related to »p (which see), yp II. 6.
another Ephraimite city D’E3R is menHif. עיקוה (imp. עקרה ,fut. PPh) to
tioned in Josu. 21, 22.
fasten, to a stake, to impale, to nail to,
| oye (continuation of the family) i. e. to crucify, as the Vulg. rightly
n. p. m. 1 Cur. 23,19. The reference translates ; while to hang or hang upon
of DP? to DP, constr. opi, is not suf is expressed by 7m Num. 25, 4, 2 Sam.
21,6 9; with> or "ob of the person for
ficients Fake] see DP”.
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whose satisfaction the punishment takes
place.

Hof. ( הוקעpart. »pra) pass. to be
impaled 2 Sam. 31, 13.
A (in Kal is used only the 3 p. fut.
pl. 12721 for 12%) from Hp? after the form
miro, צי ₪ Dagesh resolved) intr. to

Gen. 9, 24. The stem yp is in Arab.
bi; with a similar fundamental signification; but the organic root is י-ץק

which is also in Pp (rR) the Hif. of
YR, is very common in prose for 7p}.

IP? (fut. “pry, pn and Sp) intr,
prop. to be heavy, weighty, like the Tar-

be bent, to be round or shaped like a circle,
gumic ,רקי Syr. poe, Ar. 553 &e., which
to move in a circle, Is. 29, 1 the feasts
make
this fundamental sense clear; and
may revolve, i. e. make their circuit, go
from one passover to another. In its here it is even active in part, to ‘make
organic root An» it is identical with heavy, to burden. Hence metaphor.: to
that
in33, 9-23, nal, 99, בק &e., where be distinguished, famous, ny 1 Sam. 18,
the same fundamental signiffention is 30, unattainable, dear Ps. 49, 9, costly,
found, with greater or less modification. valuable 72, 14; to be dear, precious,

The same meaning is borne by the Ar.

usually with‘6)93 of the person 1 Sam.

W83,, whence 85, limbus, armilla; and

26, 21; Is. 43, 4; 2 Kınas 1,14;

to

coinciding with 432, belongs to a quite

13, 23; 24, 20; Ez. 18, 31; Deur. 9,17),
the sense of the passage being: cast into

especially by the simple stem np (amp) be ‘difficult to comprehend, with 2 Ps,
belonging to הפקת ,but which may also 139, 17 (comp. Dan. 2,11). Only in
be derived from Lich like ya from appearance is Re construed with 373
20>. The organic root in הנ
-> (which of the person Zucu. 11, 13, since by
see), whence np}, 1379, written with here refers rather to ous (which is
construed with 537 of the person 2 Kınas
initial 3 in Arab. and Tare. also, and
different group.

Hif. 27771 (after the form ,עיצה DE
from עצר,A; inf. 02801. ףיקה,MS; fut.
RD to do in a circle, to surround ‚to
encircle , with accus. of the object Ps.
22, 17, sometimes with the addition of
3°39 round about 1 Kines 7, 24, and

fig.Is. 15, 8; but also with לעof place
2 Kınas 6,14, Ps. 17, 9, parall. to 239
88, 18, or together with aad 2 Kınas

the treasury (of the temple) the רקרדא יה
(prop. costly prophetic mantle, fron which
the figure is taken, then the honorary
reward for it), with which Iwas honoured.
In derivatives also, to be dear, splendid,

shining, distinguished, honourable, composed, meek, mild. Deriv. “p>, ,רק

map, ninp.

"Pih. רק (not used) to be very dear,
very 5

Deriv. ריקי

11,8; to encompass, Ti2, with לע of a
Hif. pit (imp. spi; fut. Pr) to
person Jos 19, 6, yet figuratively לע make precious or dear, Sith n more than

is sometimes omitted Lament. 3, 5; to
go round in a circle, Mw m J OB 1, Is. 13, 12; figurat. to make rare,
in to withdraw from... Prov. 25,
5; to cut round Lev. 19,BT to leave a
The original signilication of the
tuft in the middle of the head. ap
“p? is, as already mentioned,

Josu. 6, 11 or ppt 6,3 is used adverbially for round about, circumcirca.
ve (only fut. YR PRI once Pp?
1 Kinas 3, 15 after the form "82, apoc.

VR) intr. to stir, to move, opposite to
rest, hence to awake Gun. 41, 4 21, opposite to 71 1 Kinas 18, 27; sometimes
with the addition of mW out of sleep
Junges 16,14, or ye from intoxication

with
17.
stem
suffi-

ciently and unquestionably confirmed
by the Targumic “p to be burdened,
charged, obdurated , hardened, weighty,
heavy; Syr. as partly trans. to burden,,
make heavy, partly intr. to be oppressed.
by a burden, Pael to honour, reckon worthy
&e., Sam. "Rn? to be burdened and to be.

honoured, valued; Arab. intr.

to be.

earnest, steadfast, calm, dignified, mild,
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tame, and trans. “35 to burden, to make
heavy &e.; ; especially as the development

2 Sam. 12, 30; 1 Kinas 10, 2 10; 1Cur.

nexion of signification exists. Both the

3,1; Ps. 116,15; splendidly, majestically,

20, 2; Ez. 27, 22; Jos 28, 11; of men

of the meanings in the cognate (in sense) Lament. 4, 2; Prov. 6, 26; valuable Ps.
Ta? forms a complete analogy; and also 36,8; Jer. 15,19 (opposits Sair); Prov.
in the Latin stem grav the same con- 3, 15; rare (comp. Hif. of SR) 1 Sam.
noun ninpY (Zecu. 14, 6) in the sense adverbially Jon 31,26; subst. splendour,
of the noun mp (Nau. 3, 17), and the hence םיִרָּכ “IP? Ps. 37, 20 beauty of the

meadows, i. e. grass.
IR (with suff. SR?) m. preciousness,
the analogy of the ו (in sense) i, e. treasure Jos 28,10; dignity, honour
7272 in its organic root, point to the Ez. 22,25; Estu.1, 20; splendour 1, 4;
original conception of the organic ,"רק costliness Prov. 20,15; dignity, high powhich is therefore, to be drawn or prea sition Esta. 6, 9; riches Ps. 49, 13 21.
ed closely together, to be pressed thickly
RN Aram. intr. = Hebrew “p>. Deriv.
or closely, to be heavy, weighty, the קר
heavy, weighty, thick and dense appear"Pah. "PR (not used) to be extraordiing as a mass firmly bound and drawn nary, singular, very distinguished. Deriv.
together; manifestly connected with רק Rn

adj. "727 (constr. Sp) Pov. 17, 27 K'ri,
interchanged with. רק (ibid. Kb), and

(m), Ar. “5 to draw together, to stiffen
(with ee to freeze (the same figure
being also inxpp=N33, mR), to be cold,
 קר111. (ap) to knot to, tobind to. The
same is the case with sa-2. The Ar.
OuS means to be drawn ‘together, to be

Sp (constr. “pr, def. NIP, MARY)
Aram. m. riches, treasures, Dan. 0 6;

dignity, coupled with j22W, 1292 7,14;
authority 5, 20.
ap" (after the form 19%, ANT,
me, an infinitive noun, constr. np;

thick, of the belly (Ou belly), to be

pl. with suff. Pip?) f 1. weight, sf a
thickened in a point into a knot; of stone, Is.28,16 a stone of the corner, of

eurdled milk (comp. pp, Naz IL, 3),
to be drawn together, tobe en

by :

severe cold Bus cold). The organie
root of 72”> is also in דב 11. i. 6. 72

(which see).

weight, of an established foundation, i. e.

a weighty foundation-stone suitable for
a corner, for which purpose the heaviest and largest were taken. — 2. preciousness, valuable possession, Ps. 45, 10
daughters of kings are among thy valuable

ap" (constr. Op, with >, "p92; pl. possessions (in pa the Dagesh is to be

pp") adj. m., man! (constr. mI); pl. explained as in Ti9%5 above p. 579).
ip) f. 1. prop. ‘contracting, hence fig.
reserved, thoughtful, of 111) Prov.17,27
K’ri, for which the K’tib has רק (which
see). — 2. weighty, heavy, large, 0 building stones for the purpose of strengthening 1 Kinas5,31; 7,9 10, explained

up" (1 pers. in pause mon, 3 pl.
nur , once in pause ןּושקי Is. "29, 21,
where in appending a Nun the preceding
vowel = is lost; part. wp) tr. prop. to

is better to take map as the constr. state

with y ofthe person to lay snares, spoken
of fowlers, and metaphor. Is. 29, 21,
Jur. 50, 24, which is followed by “pba
the effect, Deriv. Wins, Um), pin,
and the proper name yor?

knot, to ensnare, to wind, to lay snares,

with accusat. m2 Ps.141,9, the nouns

by the appended nibhy pax and ָּתיִז Win) and wap? being usually also coupled
(freestone) 2 Cur. 3, 6. In Is. 28, 16 it with mp; but ‘also without np, and merely
of the noun 17? (which see). — 3. great,
powerful, considerable (in number), an

adjective to ךלה Prov. 1,13; 12,27; 24,4
= phy 8,18, 29 13,7. — 4. Fig. dear,
costly, precious, spoken of precious stones

Nif. ( מרקטיfut. uam) "reflexive, to be

יקש
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xm (1p. perf. "nN, 2 p. DRM 6

snared, to be caught, coupled with 12) Is.
8,15; 28,13; construed with 2 byDeur.

but also DAN? JosH. "4, 24, as if the
7,25; Prov. 6,2.— Up. Ps.9, 17 stands ground form were ארי after the type of
for pia (3 pers. perf. sing.), since the NIP; part. m. NI; inf. constr. NY}, but
ea be signification alone suits here. with 5 Np for >= N4%5, more freHof. pan (part. m. plur. BERN = quently FINI; imp. RI, pl. WT? with
 | (מִיוּקָשיםto be snared, caught, Beaune.
Alef quiescent by an Äramaeism; fut.
9, 12 like them (birds) are men snared.
N, NT, pl ANIM, AIN'T) intr. 1. to
The fundamental signification of the
organic root of this stem Up", which
is also found in wap, שקד wp-y and
many others, is to knot, to bind, to inter-

srombles, ‘to quake, for fear or also from

faint-heartedness Ps. 76,9, coupled with
m Jupexs 7, 3 or tom Deur. 20, 3,
but also with j
joyous surprise (Ibn Esra)

twine; and is copiously unfolded under
Is.60,5: then wilt thou tremble and beam
wip with comparison of the cognate Se-

(with joy); mp also, which stands as a

mitic stems.

parallel to יִאְרִּת (or ‘sn, as mss. have

wp m. see
Tor" (from Wp* with the termination
3;;_fowler) n. p. of a son of Abraham
by Keturah Gen. 25, 2, from whom the
Arabian tribes na and 71 were derived

it), being taken in the same sense. Comp.
ms and 759 Jur. 33, 9 in this signi-

fication; and ifiN)
+
sometimes appears
in the expression of joy (Is. 66, 14;
Zeca. 10, NM,it only deseribes the idea

of joy at seeing a thing, without there,
25, 3.
being an identity with the present
( חֶקָיnot used) tr. to reward (com- passage. — 2. to be afraid, to tremble,.
batants), to give the reward of victory;
the Ar. vu, and Ethiop. have the same
meaning. Deriv. the noun

to be fearful, either absol. appearing
only as a consequence of what has preceded Gen. 3,10; 18,15; Jun. 3, 8; or
MP" (constr. np?) m. reward of vic- that of which one is afraid, follows in
| the apodosis Ps. 46, 3, Jun. 51, 46, but
tory, only in
always circumstantially; and when the
Nm (usually explained, from "pp? act of fear has relation to a person or

 אל07 by El, nn» Hof. of HOP, thing, 72 follows (Ps. 3,7; Jos 5,21) or
Ar. Lis to serve; better from ON np men(2Kmas1, 15; 19 ,6( נפל )1
El’s reward of victory, from np) N. Dp. 8 ,19( of, or in addition ל of the person
of a city in Judah 1088. 15, 38. With
regard to the signification of this name,
Amaziah had given it to the city עַל
(Petra) after he had got a great victory
in the valley of salt, south of the Dead
Sea (el-Ghör) 2 Kinas 14, 7.

or thing for whom one fears Prov. 31,
21; 1088. 9, 24. When the thing of
which one is afraid follows in a verb,

N I. (only inf. constr. vit?) trans.
same as ml
\
Hif. ( הוריאonly part. m. pl. םיאְרלמ
and 3 p. fut. pl. ys) in a similar sense
to mir from הרי ui

by.” Gen. 31,31; 32,12.

Na) I. (not 0
only”

same as הרי IIL,

Hof. אריה (fut. ארי =),

Hof. of 7) II.
 אריm
חד

see

like the

the infin. and

are put Gen. 19, 30, or

the infin. and jn Gen. 46, 3, 1 Sam. 3,
15; or an apodosis follows, ו
N

mish, without

another

meaning,

“wr

e. g.

Jox 6,21; 1Sam. 28,13; Ps. 40, 4; 52,
8 &. — 3. to fear, with accus. of the
person Num. 14, 9, Jos 9, 35, or of the
thing Ps. 23, 4, as an active verb. —

4. in a noble sense: to feel awe, hence
to reverence, esteem highly, honour, parents Lev. 19,3, a king 1 Kınas 3, 28,

leaders Jose. 4, 14, prophets
ירא.

Sometimes

is put to have an assonance with

1

12,

18, the sanctuary Lev. 19, 30, an oath
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1Sam.14,26. For the most part applied
to religious awe and the fear of God,

where the object Dix, or ,יל  דל סעDw,
stands in the accus. Ps. 33, 8; 102, 16;

Is.59, 19, seldom with רב
2519 Eccuzs. 8,
12;  ל עסsi dettimo .ruJ,44‘ .01 ecneH ti
means directly to be pious, faithful, Godfearing Ps. 40, 4; 52,8; 64,10; Is. 41,
5; Mic. 7, 17, i. 6. to have an awe of
God who does mighty deeds 1 Sam. 12,
18, who reveals Himself by His servants
Ex. 14, 31, who avenges injustice Ex. 1,

יראת

IN WNA, nor to regard 1x Inn as= INTO,
since the Hithp. of Nl suits very well,
The original signification of the stem
is clear from הרי (which see), Ar. 89
(to tremble, to be afraid), 29 (which see),

Ar. ¢ „ande 7 (to be afraid, to quake,
to retreat timidly); and the transition to
to retreat timidly, to be timorous, fearful,

and to be pious with relation to God, is

indicated both by the Ar. 9

and the

17; Prov. 3,7; Jos 1,9. Then gener- stems in Arab. and Syr. cognate with
ally, to worship, God 1 Kines 18, 12; the original conception.
N) (constr. NY}, .עז ; םיִאְרְיprop. a
idols 2 Kınas 17,7; Deut. 3, 22. Deriv.
NN, ANT, Sti and perhaps the pro- part. "adj. m., TINT (but only constr.
per names RT, ying. — 5. proceed- na Prov. 31, 30 for DR) f. fearing,
ing from the fundamental ה
anzious, faint-hearted, in a worldly sense
Devt. 20,8, Jur. 42,16, but usually in
to turn or bend back, like the Arab. %:
נכי
a religious meaning; in which case רי
and therefore also to refrain. Derivat. 2 Kınas4,1 and 17,32, or ory Jon.

RT.

"Nif. ( כלראonly part. m. אָרלכ ,- הארלנ,
pl. mR, and fut. Ka) "to be feared,
hence to be fearful, terrible, dreadful, of
a people Is. 18, 2 7, Has. 1, 7, a wilderness Deur.1,19, Is.21,1, the day of
jadgment Jo. 2,11; 3, 4; to be reverenced,
of God Ps. 130, 4. Part. N awe-inspiring, exciting astonishment, wonderful,
stupendous, an epithet of God Deur.10,
17, Dan.9,4, of the name of God מטע
28, 58, Mar. 1, 14, of angels Junges

1,9 follow sometimes in
4 the aceus. , sometimes in the genitive Ps.15,4; Prov. 31,
30; Eccı.7,18; so also joined with men
Prov. 13,13, רי "a7 Ex. 9, 20, mau
Ecces. 9 2 by Mat. 3, 20 in
j the
accus.; it is Felde with "2972 Deur. 7,

19 or "355% of the person; or the infin,
with > ‘follows Junges 7,10. For 310
(") DN Ecouzs. 8, 12, Mar. 3, 16,

poy} never stands alone to denote the
pious.
my (an infin. noun; constr. M2,
13, 6, of a holy place Gun. 28, 17, of
mighty deeds Ps. 66, 3 5, of praise Ex. with suff. "ANT, DONT) ₪ 1. prop. an
15,11. ix) also appears once for 8553, infin. substantively, reverence, construed
as an epithet of God, Ps.76,5, as well with accus. יידתֶא Deut. 4, 10; 5, 26;
as 76,8; though one may also abide by Rn 2 Sam. 3, 11also belonging to it.—
the textual reading. nix‘ subst. won- 2.a quaking, coupled with דער
55,
derful acts, deeds of kings’ or heroes Ps. 6, a fright Ez. 30,13, ' ארי Jon. 1,10
45,5, or of God Deut. 10,21; as an adv. to have a terror, to be ‘seized with terina wonderful way Ps. 65, 6; 139, 14, ror; terror-exciting Ez. 1, 18 (but see
like nix>b3 as an adverb.
. |92); fear Jos 22, 4, where the suffix
Pih. ( יראpart. m. 8372, inf. NY, with is to be taken objectively (fear of thee),
suff. ON 4) to terrify, tomake afraid, with just as in the meaning fear of God, piety,
oa, with the accus. of the object 2Sam. the suffix sometimes stands objectively
14, 15; .אפצ 6,9 14 19; 2 Car. 32, 16. JER. 32, 40. met is sometimes a preHithp. NAT (according to the cod. position: from fear of Is. 7, 25, nouns
Sam. Gen. 42, 1, which the Targ., Syr. in the construct state being so used
and others follow in translating) to elsewhere, 6. g. narım 2 Sam. 21, 9.-be mutually afraid, therefore to be help- 3. piety, fear of God, in the constr. with
46882 but it is neither necessary to write ( ייProv. 1,7; 9,10) or p> (Gun. 20,
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ירר

21 aan (which see). LXX IegoßaeA,
Sanchoniathon (Eus. Praep. Ev. 1, 10)
"nk ons” Is. 29,13 their "1506080208 (termed a priest of Jeho-

11; 2 Sam. 23, 8(, "5, Jon 28, 28; the

supplement is but seldom omitted Jos
4,6; 15,4.

reverence for me, i.e. their eer of me: vah). The name was at first an epithet

TINT (see NI? 5) f. the under side, of the Phenician Archal, i. e. Hercules,
in Palmyrene לַעָביִרָי (Palmyr. Denkhind- side, Ez. 1,18 (as may be read
for 1877) and they have a hind- side, miler IV, 5); and Gideon may have received this surname as a warrior.
opposed to 23 upper side; comp. Ar.
092% (God is enlarger, see DY) n. p.
elyg
ya (what is behind).
of the first king of the ten tribes 1Kivas
TINT (a noun formed from the fut.
Kal of MR; seeing) m. only iin the pro-

per name ORT? and in ANT

(see

ch. 12-14, and then of another king
2 Kınas 14, 23-29.

and nya.

Muay see Syaq
mim).
"IN? (3 p. perf. once דר Jupaxs 19,21
yey (place of terror) n. p. of a city
in Naphthali Jose. 19, 38, now Jardin; abridged from 399; in the old triumphal
song of Deborah, which has much Aram.
see Seetzen II, 123.
MEN) (Jah is the Seeing) n. p. m. Is. colouring, 475, 13 occurs twice, since the
perf. is necessary here on account of זא
37, 13 14.
compared with verses 11 19 22, as the
27, (properly=בירי Hif. of 27%, as
old translators also take it; inf. abs, דליל
Jerome actually read it; one fighting, an constr. O13 [with suff. na] and once
adversary, enemy) a symbol. n. p. of the
77 Gen. "46, 8 [elsewhere with the
warlike Ashur
Hos.5,13; 10,6, and therefirst
vowel 2 % ₪ העד mal, once
fore standing as a parallel to TIÖR; comp.
even
741, with suff. a Ps. 30, 4 K’ri;
 רהבfor Egypt. It is also possible that
it is an old Assyrian word. Vulg. ultor. imp. דר or lengthened’ may fut. m.
Others take Jared to mean great, power- omitting the first radical, apoc. 7%, in
pause m) intr. properly to fall from or
ful from 357=25, which the Syr. u
actually signifies.
3")? (prop. fut. Kal of 317, made into
a noun for 3779, constr. a) m. disputer,
fighter, only in . the proper names לערי
 נְיְרְבָשָתfor the sense comp. the proper
names am, ,בירי EN

a

(one "ברו a noun from the

fut. Kal of 235 1.( m. only in the proper name

ur uhe

an ioe 735) m. multitude, K’ri
2 Cur. 24, 27.

eran

(contracted from bya a,

Baal is ‘contender, disputer ; in JuDazs
6, 32 another turn is given to the signifeation of the name, which does not at
all seem to have been the original one)
n. p. of the judge known elsewhere by

down,

to go, run, flow down, to which

fundamental ו
all the meanings and all comparisons lead. Hence
to move downwards,

to descend, to come

down, from a higher place to a person or

thing Ex. 19, 11 18, Ps. 144, 5; with
ya of the place whence 2 Kınas 1 10,
Devt. 28,24; and with by to, if it bs an
elevated place Ex. 19, 18; Mic. 1, 3; to
descend, come down, go vee travel down
&e. with 2 of a place Ex. 19, 14, Ez,

27,29; but with לעַמ if the verb to be
supplied before in must be coupled
with לע JUDGES 4,"15; 1 Sam. 25, 28;

Ez. 26,16; seldom with Dy Jupazs 9,
37. The place to which stands with by,
when it is an elevated point Ez. 47, 8,

but otherwise with bx 2 Sam. 11, 10 or

5 Sone or Sox. 6, 2, or with an accus.

the name of 71973 Jupexs 6, 32. Inas- with or without a of motion Ps.55,16,
much as 593 is identical with nga = 203
7,9, Gen.12,10; which accus. with
nwa in the religious views of the an- a partic. is so expressed as that 77)

cient Hebrews, he is called in 2Sam.11,

stands in construct state with the follow- ,
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‘ing noun, 6. ₪. רוב (37), PY 79, Ps.

and so in a great variety of applications.
Like other words of flowing, overflowdust; seldom with a Ex. 15, 5, Is. 63, ing, דרי (likewise Ar. 0 9) has with it
19, which usually means to come down an accus. of the thing which descends,
-by or on a thing Gun. 28,12, Jupazs 7, 6 g. the eye flows
with Diva "352 Lament.
11, 2Kinas 20,11, to descend into something Is. 5,14; Jon. 1, 3. With לא of 3, 48, 072 1,16, המ  דפ9,17, sela person Ex. 11,8. Very often ” stands dom with 2 Is. 15,3. Deriv. Thi and
absol. Gen. 43, 20; Ex.19, 24; Is. 47,1; the proper names =, 37
if. ( הוּרירpart.  מורידfut. 949)
and to supplement the idea a verb 1ja
prop.
to cause a thing to go down, to
the infin. with > follows 2 Kınas 8, 29,
1 Cur. 7,21, Junges 15,12, or without bring down Junazs 7,4; 1 Sam. 30, 15;
to let down 1083. 2, 15; to send down
4 1 Sam. 17, 28; or also a finite verb
Ez. 26, 20; to cast down Ps. 56, 8; to
2 Sam. 23, 20; Nume.11,17. The ap- put down 13.10, 13; to subdue, chastise
plications of : are very numerous, and 2 Sam. 22,48, for which "2721 stands in
i
may be grouped under the following the parallel place of the Psalm; to let
significations: to be brought down, דב flow down, shed, tears LAMENT. 2,18; to
in the hand 1 Sam. 23, 6, to fall down sink, the head 2,10; to cause to flow
JER.13,18, to be precipitated down Ex. down Is. 63, 6.
9,19, to run downwards, of a boundary
Hof. pass. of Hifil: to be led down

-22, 30, going down into the pit, into the

Nom. 34,11, Josw.18,16,

to lead down,

of a way Prov. 7, 27, to sink, perish
(fig.) Ez. 30,6, to go down, of the shadow
on the hands of a sun-dial 2 Kines 20,
11, Is. 38, 8, to come down, to descend,

Gun. 39,1, to be taken down Num.10,17,

to be cast down Is. 14, 15.
The original idea of 74) is both a
motion downwards and a motion forwards, to proceed, to proceed descending, to fall forwards, to which the same

at the manifestation of God Is. 63,19;
64, 2, to rush down, to battle Jupazs
stem in Ethiopic, and usage in Arabic
5,13, to incline, of the day Jupazs 19,
11, to enter, when the thing is con- (ys to go down) point. Hence it is

ceived of as lying lower, e. g. into a cognate with טרי (which see) to throw
ship Jon. 1, 3, into a well 2 Sam. 23, headlong, to precipitate , with ‘p 1399 to
20, to walk down, to the sea or to a port run to meet, to precipitate before, “and
Jon. 1,3, to a spring Gen. 24,16, to a Pih. טרי trans. The organic root דרי
"
garden Sona or Son. 6,2; to put to sea ‚29° is identical with that in p74,
,דר
0
im, T.
.Is. 42, 10; to come down from a city oT) &e.
(because eities were usually on heights)
77 (according to some low ground,
Ruru3,3, 2Kines6, 18, from the citadel
water,
comp. 777°). p. m. Gen.5,15, the
“1 Sam. 9, 25, from the temple to the
citadel Jur. 22,1; 26,12; to go into the sixth in the series of the patriaech Gay.
combat, because fights were usually on ch. 5; and if we assume that the fathers
a plain 1 Kines 18, 44; to go to the before the flood only denoted a very
slaughter-bench Jer. 48, 15 to travel, to old circle of gods, we may understand
a country lying lower Jupazs 7, 24, by this the god of low ground, of water,
18am. 25,1, so from Jerusalem to Egypt somewhat=the Indian Varuna. As a
Gen. 12, 10, to Philistia and the lands designation of a certain circle of time '
on the coast Jupaus 14, 1, 1 Sam. 13, may denote a marching down, i. e. the
20, into the Jordan-valley 10, 8; it is going down to the plain to carry on the
even coupled with ַםיִרָחַהְל JupGus cultivation of the soil. In any case דרי
' 11, 37, when the country ‘out of which appears to be identical with 14° of the
one goes to the mountains lies still other narrator, A name of later times
higher; to flown down Deur. 9, 21; to 1 Car. 4, 18.
wt (prop. river, from 39°, as in
‘fall down, of rain, of dew Num. 11, 9,

ירה
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stem

comes the plowyin, 0995; 7. 5הר.625,תַלְרָי.6 ,with

noun 13; lake, sea; comp. "X? the Nile,

 לnim, once ninn 2 Cur. 26,25; imp.

prop. river, stream, רחש ,and the Nile

aa; fut. m7, which does not, however,
itself [see 7], also Ganges from ganga, aka) tr. 1.t0 throw with a sling, with
prop. river, ‘Lat. Rhenus, German Rhein, 2 of the shooting-engine 2 Cur. 26, 15;
prop. flowing, river, 600. &. The ter- to shoot, arrows )םיִשָח,O*pt) 1 San. 20,
mination }~, as already remarked by 36 37, Prov. 26,18, ‘omitting Py 2Kınas
Hiller in his Onomast. p.194, is a very 13,17, Ps.64,5, wich 4 at one Ps.11,2;
old Aramaeising dual form [comp. Aram. mn (a. 2) an orcher 1 Cur. 10, 3;
ml, because the river is divided by 2 Cur. 35, 23. On םֶריִנ see mar 11. —
the Sea of Genesareth, comp. TH = 2. to lay, the foundation- or corner-stone
 (קריתיםn. p. of the great river of Pa- Jo 38, 6; to erect, a memorial stone

lestine, the Jordan, usually with the ar-

Gen.31,51;

tiele on account of its easily observable
appellative signification Gen. 13,10; 32,
11; 50, 10; Is. 8, 23; Jer. 12, 5 &e.;

Aram. N72‘), Syr. ls}, 11001:

generally to found;

the

Lat. jacere ‘being alsn used in the same
sense. Derivat. 777 (for m7), “93 (for
the article is omitted only in Ps. 42, 7, (יָרָיתin proper names; perhaps also the

where the poet calls all Palestine "798,
and Jos 40,23, where “ denotes stream,
river generally. In Phenic. 7377 was also
the name of a river in Crete (Hom.
Odyss. 7’, 292). The Jordan has its
different springs at the foot of Antilibanus, and comes forth from a hollow

(Pan’s hollow) south of the city 792 77
(Phenic. jy2 bya i. e. Paneas, Banjas),

.for which reason the Talmud (Bechoroth
55) looked upon the name as moulded
together from 43 ‘19°, (river of Dan).
et 22 see 23; יה “ay see a;

ןואנ

m see iR. he to the ‘orthography of
the name, there was in addition to Wn

(whence the Targ. 23772, Phenic. m)
a 737) (from 355), Bon the latter of
which arose the Greek ’Ioodavng, Lat.
Jordanes and Jordanis (Plin. H.N. 5,
15), Syr. Jurdnon, Arab. el- Urdan (it
is, however, so called only as far as
the lake of Tiberias, for south of that
it is named el-Sahriat, Xa: iJ! i. e. the
ford), Pers. Hordum. The derivation of
it from 779, Ar. שפני to rush, should be

proper name masc. 977 (from הררי Jah

is founder).

See burn and לאיי

Nif. 1953 (only1
in“fut. ma for 7332)
to be struck with arrows Ex. 19, 13.
Hif. 37 (with suff. "23; part. m.
min, plur. ,םירומ but eso posta;
fut. ma", apoc. ‘ais, 3 pl. 3959, יאר
to cast, to throw, JoR 30,19 he has cast
me into the dust; to shoot, arrows 1 Sam.
20, 20, 2Kınas 13,17, as in Kal also
with the omission of .םיִצְח  םירומor
ארִךיְם
 מsrehcra 2 .maS ,11 ;42 1 .ruC
10, 3. Fig. to hurt, to injure Ps. 64, 5.
 ילראProv. 11, 25 see Hof. of ארי IL.=
m1 and הרי Im.
am I. (in Kal only fut. ,הרי 1 pl.

with "suff. DA) intr. same

as NIN a

(page 141), mas (page 145), ArSh

= i and SE

comp. Sanskrit ar,

rejected.

Latin ur) 1. to glow, to burn, in which
latter sense once trans. Num. 21, 30 we
burnt them )רע,nina לעב
=  לעבnina),
Heshbon is destroyed unto Dibon, we de-

A) (only fut. pl. mn, which should
‘be read mn, as some mss. have "14n)

Jer. 4, 7) ₪ far as Nofach (Nobach),
the ₪ (wy for TUR, as the %

solated them (a2 fut. Hif. of הנ = הצב

intr. same as N) to be terrified, afraid read) reacheth unto Medeba. — 2. to
Is. 44, 8, coupled with snp; Ar. 5 shine, to glitter, to light, hence to see,
which is an illumination (comp. Acicow);
‘the same. See x.
0
as IN) (which see), is also capable of
hee (1 p. perf. may; part. m. mi, being referred to this primitive idea;

ירה
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and the redupl. שש comes back to the valley, through which the pilgrims had
signification just given.

See Hifil.

to go, as well as through that of Baca.
| Other places were also designated more

Hif. ( הורהpart. Yin, pl. םירומ inf. exactly by Yin, as Jioy Gen. 12, 6,

tonstr. nisin; fut. mai) 1. to ‘haa, to
point out, i. e. to cause to see, with accusative of the person and also of the
thing, as ץע Ex. 15, 25, 773 Ps.
1
seldomer with 2 to point to a ‘ine as

mama NPBA Junazs7, 1; a point which
will be explained under ain. — 2. to
fructify, to beget, of a man, Jos 3, 3
and the night, which said, a man has
begotten. But see .הרה
ars 1Sam. 12,23, dy 772 JoB 27, 11,
Hof. aan (fut. RIP = אָרו which,
or with oe 2 Cur. 6, 27, but also with however, is better taken as Nif. ) pass.
the omission of 771 Gen. 46, 28; with
to be moistened, quickened, Prov. 11, 25.
ya of the thing out of which, Is. 2,3
49" (an old form for תורי from m} I)
and he will shew us (one) of "his ways,
in a fig. sense; sometimes also with 3 f. foundation, place, only in the proper
of the instrument Prov. 6, 13. — 2. to names לאּורְי,DOWN.
teach, to instruct, prop. to point out a
 לאוריGoundakon ofEl) n. p. of a de-
way, an outlet or expedient, with accus.
sert, the south-eastern continuation of
of the person Jos 6, 24 or aceus. of the
the desert dipn, 2 Cur. 20,16 compared.
thing Is. 9, 14, or with a double accus.
Ps. 37,11; 86, 11 &.; seldom with> of with 20, 20; ‘and probably the large flat
territory which isi now named el-Husäsah
the person "Devt. 33,10, Hos.10,12; or
( לַחַכWady) on its nor-
absol. Has. 2, 19; Jos 36, 22. Hence ( )ץיצהfrom a

thern side (Robinson, Palest. 11. p. 480).
Is. 9,14; once main stands for it Ps. 9,
Tits (perbaps denom. from 17); born
 מורהa Unncher, easter: prop. instructor

21, as the LXX and Syr. have taken it. at the new moon) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 5,14.
On the meaning “lord, ruler” see under Comp. "arbg (see Sax), WITH (seowin4),
a; and 777% in proper names see “an, "a, man, 379, חָסּפ (modern Heunder rain. — Derivat. הרות and per- brew Top = B 13) “naw.
haps sin 1.
Pit m. same as PR green thing, green

 תריII. (i. e. 797, transposed from herb Jos 39, 8.
19; in Kal only sort. m. AN) intr. to
NWA (possession, viz. of Jah) x. p. f.
flow abundantly, to stream over, part. 2 Kings 15, 33, for which 2 Cur. 27,1
mr

as a noun

the early rain,

as that

which pours in abundance Devt. 11,14;

Jer. 5, 24; on the contrary ma Hos.
6,3 is the fut, Hif. for mi aN “and has
therefore the accus. with it. "The noun
m7 as a proper name is only a collateral form of min; and perhaps the
proper name oi "also belongs here.

has Wa}.

TBAT =. p. see .אשרי
noun (originating in םֶלְוָעדּוְרָי ,according to the Masora on Jur. 26, 18

written fully five times D15W77}, as it
was ata later period on Maccabean coins
and in modern Hebrew; with a of motion

Nif. mai (only fut. naiv Prov. 11, mrad wag: 1 Kinas 10, 2 or fully המישור
25, which stands perhaps for 772) to 2 Chr.33,9; with prefixes"u343, "ua

&e.) n.p. ₪ 3,8; 10,11; 37, 10 &e.),
the metropolis of the Teraelite kingdom
David onward 2 Sam. ch. 5.6, after
from
accus.
the
1. to water, to Fructify, with
been previously merely a royal
the
having
mi"
=
mya
part.
3;
6,
Hos.
VIS
the Canaanites Jose. 10, 1 5;
of
city
richly - fructifying early rain Jo. "2, 23,

be moistened, see Hof.

Hif yin (an, fut. Wy, part. mina)

םֶלְש (which see}
along with wip>i2, as mai" in Jer. 5,24; 15, 8, called at first only

pia? JUDGES
 מסthe other hand main Ps. 84, 7 is the Gum. 14, 18, afterwards
or simply
19,11,
sy
past
or
10,
proper name of a parched and ‘fruitless 19,

ירושלם
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‘oa? 2508. 9, 7. The name םֶלַט was referred to השורי (Kaplan, Hitzig). As
sometimes 0% used later by poets Ps. 76, | 1) appears in the name of the wilder3, as well as 972) Zecu. |. c. According

ness near Jierusalem, and 793, "77 appear

to Jewish tradition (Beresh. rab. ch. 43) generally in proper names, it is better
Jerusalem had also the name קדצ ,inter- to take 177 so here also; whence the appreted by the prophet Isaiah Is. 1, 21; pellative ‘meaning would be foundation
for which reason its kings were called (or place, abode), an interpretation which

PIED972(Gen. 14, 18), PER (Josm. Saadia had in his mind (on Is. 44, 28;
10,1). It had also the names םיהלא  ריש51,17; 60,1; 62,1 6)inhis edu lo
Ps. 46, 5, ninax יי ריי
9 vn ריע and (Is. 40,2) 3
.אג The later
Neg. 11, 18. The inhabitants ofJeru- Arabic name el-Kuds or Beit el-Mukadsalem were called p2w7y) ‘aw: Jur. 4, das („| ~r49) is only a paraphrase
4; 8,1; 11,12, or am air (eolleet.) like Ir ha-Kodesh in Hebrew (Nen. 11,
Is. 5,3; 8,14; 29, 21, or m na 37, 2 18). The name of reproach given by

and finally מלורי alone 4,4; by which the emperor Hadrian, Aelia Capito-

even the J ews inexile were designated
40,2 9; 41, 27. Poetically as an image
of beauty Sona or Sox. 6, 4. The city
lay on the confines of Judah and Benjamin (Josx. 15, 63 comp. with Jupazs
1, 21; and so Joma 12, Sebachim 53).
As to the derivation of the name,
the last part of the compound now
(i. 6. oa) obviously originated as a
dual form from the double city (upper
and lower); and the almost painfully

defective orthography, with the appearance of Day as a complete name of the

lina, written by the Arabs LULf, was
never generally adopted.

Daun Aram. the same Ezr. 5, 14;
6, 9; also aan Ezr. 4, 20 24; 5,1;
Syr.

Dbwa see pou».
( זריnot used) intr. prop. same as
 חַרֶאtogo about, to wander, same asסבב 
,19“ prop. to turn, to go about, here
to make a circuit, spoken of the moon,
the moon being generally celebrated

city (Gen. 14,18; Ps. 76,3), the Arabic for her majestic walking (Jos 31,26).
orthography Sy (= biby), and the Deriv. 17}, 23, the proper names 17
Greek YoAyua (Joseph. Antt. 1, 10, 12) and mi.
as well as the Latin Solyma (Mart. 10,
The fundamental signification of the
65,5)= nibw, point unmistakeably to the stem ’) to ri) does not lie in to shine,
primitive form 22 (which see) =ni>w. to glitter, even if 139 (which see), Ar.

This םלשis like pibw (in (םּיִלָשיִבַא an s--

epithet of the supreme deity, with which
the very ancient city was invested. The

first part of the compound (17) has
been

taken

since Reland,

and even

, Latin luna, proceed from that;

fut 4
in the regular monthly circuit; and
the Ar. 6
22 (to run ae

a cycle 2

earlier and better in Beresh. rabb. 6. 56, time), together with6
; >9) Whence “S|
for NT} = MAND vision, from ARS with
relation to the name maT די in Abraham’s a section of time, 7

history Gen. 22, 8- 14; ‘or for 879) (from
x7), so that the sense would be “Shalem’s veneration”, or for Wan (from 2
possession, conseq. “ Shalem’s “possession”

(Simonis, Ewald), so that the Shin is
represented as excluded by the follow-

a chronicle,

and ₪ 22 II. to deseri ea monthly date,

confirm this fundamental meaning, which
can only be in the organic root הרד
found also in mova, rn 6.

Ty" (prop. a pana: noun; with suff.

ing Dw; in which. case a Dagesh forte  (לרחלm. prop. that which het a circuit

rather should have beenexpected. Lastly,
and altogether unsuitably, it has been

(monthly), hence the moon, a heavenly
body determining times Ps.104,19; in

ירח
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prose with the article Gen. 37,9; Deut.
A, 19; 17, 3; 2 Kınas 23, 5, seidom in
poetry Ps. 136, 9; rather is it omitted
there Jos 25, 5; 31, 26. "92D Ps. 72,
5 before the moon, i. 6. as long as the
moon endures, always, like ' "23 רע

11181 of m5 to smell, to be fragrant ; the
termination j- or =- stands for 11-5 the
fragrant with spices) n. p. of a celebrated
city of Palestine in the neighbourhood
of the Jordan and the Dead Sea, in Benjamin Josm. 18,21, whose abundance in
till there is no more moon, i. 6. "always; palms (therefore called also םיִרָמְּמַה ריש
89, 38 confirming this manner of ex- which see), roses, balsam and ‘honey
pression. In Targumic, Syr., Zab. and was much famed (Ben Sira 24, 18;
Arab. are used for “moon”, like the Justin. 36, 3; Jos. Antt. 4, 6, 1; 14, 4,
Hebr. 7229 in poetry, such nouns as 1; 15, 4, 2), now called by the Arabs
have stems denoting to_ shine, Aram. Richa (ei, ). LXX eoıyo, in Strabo

nome, Syr. baw, Ar. 4,5 (from

5 to

be white); but the use of the word for
“month” is a sure proof of the deriva-

tion given.

The Arab.

9 to come at

evening, of the new moon, is a denom.
m )םיִחְרְי.1ק הconstr. (יַחְרִי
m.1.prop.
time of the eyele of the moon, 1. 6. a lunar
month, Deut. 33,14; Jos. 3,6; 7,3 &.,
used in poetry as well as prose, though
the later wih (which see) is more frequent. Dy) a Deur.21,13 and 1 Kines

Tegixovs.

OMT m. mercy, see DREI.
or
man (formed from the fut. Puhal of
Em; a beloved, favoured one, viz. is El)
n.p. m. 1Sam.1,1; .אפ 11,12; 1 Car.
8,27; 9,812; 12,7; 27,22; 2 Cur.23,1.
bean (El is pitier, from לא DIT)
n. p. m. 1 Or. 2, 9; 24, 29; Jer. 36,

26.

IN

(Egyptian) n. p. of an Egyp-

tian slave 1 Cur. 2,34 35, who had become a citizen in the ihe of Judah.

15,13 a month of time, i. 6. a month long.

ann un; Devt. 33, 14 fruit of months,
i.e. what the months bring; poet. סדק יַחְרַי
Jos 29, 2 months of the past, i.e. earlier
days. — ‘> is related to 17° as moon to
month, dien to uyv; Aram. NT, Lape,
Zab. transp. אָרְתִי the same; ‘and the
noun may also “have been in Arab., as
is to be seen from I, I. — 2. (pee:

Patr. osara) 1 Sam, 27, 10.

\

oy (only perf.) intr. to go forward,

to rush or run forward, with ‘p 1335
against one, Num. 22,32 for the journey
ran against me, i.e. I was compelled to
it against my will. The stem is con-

nected with 477 (which see); and the

Arab. 4, also proceeds from the same
fundamental signification.
haps = שדה new moon, and then like it
Pih. 077 (only 3 p. perf. with suff. 227
applied to ' proper names) n. p. of the as nd) ‘Ts. 8, 11, conseg. "3; for יב
=)
fifth son of Joktan Gun. 10, 26; 1 Cur. to hurl, 'p “qn לע into the hands of one,
1, 20; afterwards the name of a tribe Jos 16, 11 ‘he hurled me into the hands
related to the Hadramautites, and of a of the wicked, as the LXX, Symm., Vulg..
region, by which is understood the moona (pl ) and moon-mountains have already taken it; Ar. +
Puh.o (part. un) to be swift, nimble,
Mt Ju>) with their inhabitants in
as 31 (Has. 1,8) of the Chaldeans, hence
NR neighbourhood of Hadramaut.
noi, coupled with Tann, 7
m3" (mot used) Aram. same as Hebr. describing the bold and ‘warlike Ethioman, hence
pians at Meroé. But see 0.

na (pl. 792) Aram. m. month Dan.

"9" (an old form for m7 ‘frommL)

4, 26;ור 6, 15.

8 foundation , same as ור "only inthe

where my also, in the book of Joshua,
and once mm; formed from the fut.

>No (feundation or possession of El}
N. p. m. 1 Cur. 7,2.
39

‘ity? (the usual orthography, else- proper names DN"), mp, am.
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3") (a noun developed out of the
fut, Hif. of ar) m. 1. an opponent, adversary, enemy Is. 49,25; Jnr. 18,19; Ps.
35,1.— 2. (a leader ofcombat, viz. "Jah
is);
n. p.m. Ear. 8,16. The proper names
יויריב,aarim are compounded withit.
DEN (Omitranted from 292; Jah
is a leader of combat) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
11,46. The proper name 2" is abridged
from it.

Lay. 1,11, comp. 59, constr. 599; with
suf. "2, Tan; du. 2929), with suff.
an; 4 Sam. Tan Ex. 25,31; 37,

17; from mr

the thigh, ie. the fleshy

mass which arches out at the end of
the loins (or), called in animals
leg, D229 דעו ourman Ex. 28, 42 from
the loins even to the ‘thighs; Sone or Sou.
7,2 the roundings of thy thighs, i. e. the
beantiful archings of them; 3 2 Gen.
82, 26 the socket of the thigh, i. e. the
hollow between the thigh-bone and the

7 (contracted from הר "9; foundation of Jah) n. p. m. 1 Car. 26, 31.
loins. Peculiar phrases are: ~>¥ קלש ND
( ףהלריem) n.p.m. 1 Car. 23, 19; m Jupaus 15, 8 to smite the hip to24, 23.
gether with (52 so employed also in Gun.
aan see im.
32,12; Ex. 12,9; Jon 38, 32) the thighs
wes

דן

':

/

ney see im?
( תמירelevation, seeתמרי .2p. m.
1 Cr. T, 7; 12,5; 25,4; 27, 19; 2 Cur.
81,11; 42,"03; 13, 31.

nimm see min}.
mp

(pl. nyo,

from ra which

a proverbial phrase for, to smite violently, fearfully even to maiming, partly
the same in Arab. too (see Hamasa ed.

Freytag p. 250).

’2 לע ppd (or DR)

Jer. 31,15, Ez. 21,17 to smite violently
on the thigh, a gesture of pain and aversion, comp. Hom. Il. 16, 125; Od. 13.

see) 7 the curtain (from its tremulous 198. ‘2-777, 82) Gun. 46, 26, Ex. 1,5
motion) of the tabernacle Ex. ch. 26-36 ; ='D om Rx) Gen. 35, 11 N
Num. 4, 25; the hanging, of a tent Ex. to be descended from, D725)? as well as
26,12; metaph. tent Ps. 104, 2, parallel mbm being thought of as organs of
to לָחֶאJer. 4, 20; 10, 20; 49,29; Sone generation; hence to put the hand under
or Sox. 1,5; therefüre coupled with in the thigh Gun. 24,2 and 47, 29 equivalent
2 Sam. 7,2, non 1 Car. 17, 1, ny? to to take a solemn oath, the organs of the
being the chief parts of the tent. Poet. generating power of nature having in
PIR niga Has. 3, 7 the tents of the the view of the ancients a certain sanctity

earth i. e. the nomadic peoples of the (Herod. 2, 48, 1; Plut. de 1914. 18). Metaphor. nates ’ (buttocks) Nun. 5, 21 27;
earth. Syr. Keil also a tent.
the flank, Junges 3,16 21, Ps. 45,4, in
( תוקיריshyness, timidity; pl. for the animals the leg, ham Ez. 24, 4, in inant.

abstract) n. p. f. 1 Cur. 2, 18.
mate things the side Ex. 40,22 24, the
: es (not used) intr, same as 727 to bending, turning, i.e. the lower side Ex.
25, 31; 37,17; but Mop as a peculiar
be soft, especially applied to the soft
form sianils for this more frequently.
flesh of the loins or flanks; hence 57",
I see FI and .הכרי
797, the proper name 127. According

to the Ar. שנ would mean to bend
towards,

NOT (only with suff. mn) Aram.

to lean to, and the noun ל |2 thigh, side, of inanimate things Dan.

, 32,
719° (from a mase. 772, with suff.
inet, ona}? K’tib; dual ,םֶיָתְכְרִר but
dys
3 signifying prop. to bend to a side, constr. יִתכְרwith Dagesh lene in Kat)

might well be derived from that; but
the Ar. 25 is obviously a denom. from

so that the fundamental signification to fem. the side, hence dual, the two hinder
be soft remains.
sides of a thing, 6 ₪ of sun Ex. 26,
nn (constr. 77, Gun. 24, 9, Ex. 1, 5, 23 27; 36, 27, i. e. the hindmost, last,

ירכים

ירק

1

"a (from הי py Jah is an exalted
one; In constr. ofbo) n. p.m. HzR.10,33.
‘6, 16; Am. 6, 10; poy JER. 6, 22; 50,
may Gentracted from הי ; המריJah
extreme space which is conceived of as
two hinder sides. So also of ma 1 Kines

Al (interchanged with nip2> in the same
is the exalted one) n. p.m. of ‘the famous
sense); “ia Is. 14, 15; Ez. 32, 23; רה
priestly prophet, to whom belongs the
JUDGES 19‚18,79% 1 24, 4,SED well-known collection of oracles in the

Jon. 1, 5; jibe Is. 14, 13; Ez. 38,"15; Old Testament Jur. 27,1; Dan. 9, 2;

Ps. 48, 3;"נבל 2 Kines 19,23; Is. 37, Greek ‘Isgewies (Marrn. 16,14). Also a
24. The sing. is but 6
ceed in proper name for different persons 1 Car.
the sense issue, end Gen. 49, 13 and Ez. 5,24; 12,4 10; Nze.10,3; 12,1 12.
46,19 K’ri. The transference of the
may (the same) n. p. m. of the
names of members to inanimate things same ‘prophet Jer. 1, 166. A name also
is also found in D2W, nr», 42> &e.
of other persons 1 Car. 12,13; 2 Kınas
Dr) see J.
23,31; Jur. 35,5.

oO” (not used) intr. same as DI, DAN

yy (only 3 pers. perf. 1977) intrans.
1. to turn back timidly, to be afraid, to
despair, to tremble, to quake , identical
with N, הרי Arab. ₪ s (to be fear-

to be high, large, to be elevated. As an
organic root D4 is developed into stems
in all sorts of possible enlargements; and
is found in DA, O84, 1-29, DIT, ful, despairiug), &3ts ade timidly).
Ban, pany 6. Theses in
4 DIR, D4} we Hence with a play on the word Is.15, 4
have to assume a stem 8 for the de- therefore the equipped of Moab cry out
rivatives N29), nin}, ag &e. all the (Ay), their souls despair; or on that

more readily, as :
ככ occurs in Ar. also

account the heroes of Moab cry out, their

with a like meaning.
Dom (constr. 093) m., 1a} f. see a4},

souls tremble within them. Deriv. the
proper name niy%q1. — 2. Metaphor.

nina.

spoken of inanimate things, cognate in

to

wave

hither

and. thither,

to flutter,

ma (arising from the fut. of 51734) sense 599 (= 324), whence 1597 (a
m. the elevated, only in the proper name veil). The fat, ערי belongs to 23%.
Deriv. 737}.
may, m.
MA (height, hill) n. p. 1. of a city
in the plain of Judah, formerly the resi-

 אָפְרִיm. see DNB.
typ (from לא אָפְרִיEl is builder

dence of a Canuauite king Jos. 10, 3;

up) n. p. of a city in "Benjamin Josn.
12,11; 15,35, and inhabited again after 18, 27; comp. >X322, 733°, and see NDT.
the exile Nex. 11, 29. According to

PR (only in perf. and infin. absot.
Jerome it lay in the vicinity of Dinnwy

ק
ר
ָ
 (יintr. same as קר 11. (pp) to spit,
about 11]( German miles from Beth-

Gabrin; now the hamlet Jarmuk. —
2. of a Le₪ קמ city in Issachar Josu.
1,29, whi
called m2 19, 21, and
;
‚8; different from תומאָר
2 ilead 6, 65.

with ’9 "953 in the face of one Num. 12,
14, Devur.25,9, prop. to expel, cast forth
(the saliva), Aram. p14, Syr. 25 to spit
or to cast out blood, Ethiop. קרי the same.
See קרי

(from Da) m., 72‘? << the

Pr (not used) intrans. to sprout, to

plur. for the abstract, alewution) n. p. m.
1 Car. 8,14; 23,23; 25,22, for which
nia stands in 24, 30 anil 25,4; Ezr.

grow, to be green, crescere. Deriv. ,קר
Pr, קלר — 2. to bea bright green, the
idea of green colour proceeding from

K’ri has nian; nina’ 1 Cur. 7, 8.

colour includes at the same time green-

טרי

10, 26 27; 10, 29 K’tib, for which the the fresh-springing grass; bright-green
39*
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ish yellow, golden colour; comp. Sanskrit

wet, to <
6 % ,| (to be thin, tender,
the Sanskrit harita green. See Pih. I. weak),|jy (to be fluid, of soup; the
and II. Deriv. the proper name ip". usual 6 6 is a denom:). See the 6Pih. 1. pap; (aredupl. form; not used) rivatives of the single stems.
hiranja green, gold, Greek yevoeog, with

to be greenish yellow, yold-coloured, shining, designations of yellow and green
being often derived from the vegetable

py (constr. (קָרי m. the tender, fresh

N
of the אשה 2 Kınas 19, 26, Is.
kingdom; comp. Greek yAwg6s from 4167, 37,27, which has no continuance No
DIR “(ome should be read for map).
Syr. Lops flavus from -5++ , Ar. ol
the yellowing of corn, from a stem Gr3

 הרקia "garden of green, e. g. of herbs
&e. DEvT. 11,10; 1 Kınas 21,2; 70098

1 and from another stem of the a portion of herd ie. vabbage קאס
15, 17. Comp. Ar. 2 leaf, (ש akind
same root um93 to be green, to grow, comes
ss yellowish red, שכל yellowish. De- of fodder, from (ש| = J; (W be green,
=

11786. the adject. pap't.
20.11. py (notused) to be very pale,
to be למ
i. e. to be of a pale
yellow; of the yellowish colour of the
face, of the yellowing of corn 66. Deriv.

TRE:
As to the stem,

it is usually separated

tender), Syr. BE, ioe, (cabbage,
herbs), ja (green, from be), LG] (to
be moist, to sprout), Ar. or (meadow)
from

©

rm

„2 &e, &e.
m. greenness,

verdure,

coupled

with aby Gen. 1, 30; 9,3, nwa Ps. 37,
2, main Num. 29,4, yy Ex. 10, 15. See

from Par; but if one keeps in view the
organic root of both (PT, Pav), and
puts it with that in קר IL, 21 Pan IL, pin.
vip (from Pih. II. of (קרי m. pale
pre IL, pot, there appears as a ‘com5% | fundamental signification the intr.to yellow, the colour of the face JER. 30, 6,
be moist, juicy; hence of plants, to sprout, comp. Greek 200006, wyods; then yellowto be green, to grow, or to be fresh, ness, of corn Deur. 28, 22, Am. 4, 9,

tender, green (p'%); of food, to be fluid, 11466. 2, 17, coupled with ןיפTU (a disthin (pa IL, PB IIL); of a Auid, to flow, ease of Sram); Ar. שי fer the
to pour; of mud, to flow out, Benge act.

to spit out (pp); of a fluid ‘material, to

wet, moisten PR; and lastly, of earthy
or firmer parts to be soft, thin, tender,
so far as that expresses the fluidity of
them. From to sprout, to be green, has
arisen the verb of colour to be green, of
the bright green of plants; then to become yellow, to be yellow, taken from
the ulterior progress of plants; and even
to be reddish yellow, of the glitter of gold,
and accordingly to shine; ideas of shining, glittering being elsewhere connected
with that of blooming, sprouting, and
thus p17 I. and 11. would coincide. Hence
in Arab. there is a radical connection

same.
Pr (pale yellow, as a colour of
water, from pa) n. p. of a city in Dan,

coupled only with "a, perhaps because
it lay upon a river named TPP ימ
08%. 19, 46, not to be identified with
PRU.

Dp

(constr. IPD) m. see

pop (from םע and קרי fut. Hof.
of 53, ‘spreading ‘of the people) n. p. of
a city” in Judah 1 Car. 2, 44.
pap adject. m., plur. f. DAPIPN,
1. greenish, greenish yellow, of the colour

of the
between the stems ys (to sprout, to be 14, 37.
reddish
green), Sy (to put forth leaves), 7
(to be aie yellowish green), 3 (to 68, 14,

leprosy in clothes Lev. 13, 49;
— 2. greenish yellow, of gold, or

yellow, of the colour of yaqn Ps.

in Ethiopic gold itself, Ar. 9 5

ירש
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‘money),  (ששcrocus, Sanskrit hiranja,
greenish and gold &e.

nw

imp. Uy and ,שר also שרי er constr.
no, with suff. "משר also u JUDGES

wn: I. (inf. constr, m4; fut. woe) 14, 15 according to the acceptation of
None in the Minchath Shay; fut. vr,
trans. same as W I. to drive, to drive pl. 17 together with 1891) tr. 1. to
forth, to chase away, to take away, with take, ‘to seize, to snatch to ‘oneself, parti80018. of the person Dur. 2,21 22; 9,1, cularly by force, rapere, 1 Kınas 21, 15
coupled with דיִמְשִה 2, 12; but always 16 18; to take possession of, with accus.
with the additional tice of taking pos- of a place Gen. 15, 7, Luv. 20, 24,
session of what belongs to the expelled Num. 13, 30, Jost. 1, 11, spoken of a
Devt. 11, 23; 12,2; 18,14; 19,1; 31, land, house, riches &e. Ez. 7, 24, Ps.
3; Jer. 49,2; Prov. 30,23. The LXX 105, 44; to conquer Is. 14, 21, Ps. 83,
and other translators have for the most 13, but seldom absol. Devt. 2, 24, van
part the translation of W13 I. 'ִפ pn 'ל he who takes possession, a conqueror Jur.
to drive one away from the face of a 8,10, Mic. 1, 15 (with an allusion here
person, i. e. that he should see him no to the word sain). Here belongs also
more Deur. 12, 29, Jupgzs 11, 24, = the expression ביא  ' רעשGun. 22, 17
‘DBD WIE Ex. 34, 11; but the Hif, to conquer the gate of the enemy, i. e. his
 הריטJupazs 11, 23 or דיִמָשֶה Deur. cities. — 2. Like the cognate in sense
31, 3 are usually employed in this TH to possess, to inhabit, to hold in
sense; and then שרי follows in signifi- possession, spoken of lands, regions &c.
cation IL, as a supplement.
Lev. 25, 46; Ez. 36, 12; Is. 60, 21. Also
Nif. W353 (fut. 39) to be robbed, of trop. of inanimate things Hos. 9, 8, or
possessions, to be taken away, hence to of animals Is. 34,11. Here belongs the
‘become poor Gun. 45, 11; Prov. 20, 13; passage JupGEs 18, 7: and the possessor
23, 21; 30, 9, identical with שר (um), of the dominion (nu wm) injured nothing
which means, in its fundamental sense, in the land. — 3. to inherit, to take pos-

the same as (wl) to snatch away.
Hif. ori (part. Bin; fut. wy)
to snatch away, to carry away, to destroy,

by pestilence Num. 14, 12; to root out
Ex. 15, 9; to expel, drive away JUDGES
1, 29 30 31 33; 11, 23; 70.
10;
17,13; Num. 33,52; Ps. 44, 3, and like
Kal in this sense coupled with ‘p 7287
Ex. 34, 24; Num. 32,21; 1 Kinas 14,24;
21,26; 2 Kınas 16, 3; metaphor. to “rob,
hentce to make poor 1 Sam. 2,7, opposite
to רישעה ,and fig. to drive out, tear away,
a
property, JoB 20, 15 God
drives out of his belly (the unjust pro-

perty).

This signification of שרי I. and its
connexion with © I. (according to an
interchange of 3 “and » existing elsewhere in the language), is unquestionable; and in fact most of the places just
quoted cannot be taken otherwise. The
organic root is WIN.

wn II. (also - in mm
30, 5,“pay 4, 1, mu

Devt.

Is.34, 11;

session of as an inheritance, absol. Gen.

21,10, or with accus. of the thing Num.
36, 8; to be heir of, with accus. of the
person Gen. 15,3 4. wi an heir 2 Sam.
14,7.

Deriv. mon השר

nw, wai,

musi, Bien, and the’ proper names.
Run, השורי nam.
"Pin. un (ut. 33) to hold in possession, to receive, figurat. Devt. 28, 42.
Hif. Bin (fut. SAN) to give in possession, with a double aceus. Jupazs 11,
24, 2 Cur. 20, 11, hence figurat. Jos
13, 26:

thou leavest me in possession of

the sins of\my youth (i. 6. the punishment
of them); to leave for an inheritance, with

» of the person Ezr. 9, 12.
As to the stem oy Il. which is in
Arabic on in Syr. 2 it is identical
with w3 IL, oy 86. in the organic
root; whence we see that the fundamental signification is to bind, to unite,

to comprehend.
mw f. an object of possession,

conquest ‘(of enemies) Num. 24, 18.

of
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mu f. 1. a possession, DEuT. 2,5;
Jose. 1,15; 002088 21,17. — 2. in‘heritance Ju. 32, 8.
( שיa very old noun from a verb-

ישב

belongs also the union with "wx, in 1
“wn, there are many who...i.e. many...
Neu. 5, 2 3 4.— 3. equivalent to madın
(which iis from the same verb) essential,
i. 6. enduring possession Prov.8,21, as Ibn

stem השי which has lost, however, the
Esra already translates; the LXX having
final sound in pronunciation, the same Unagfıs, Gr. Venet. 09006. — By an Ara-

thing taking place also in other nouns
from #5, as in the case with Da, qr, DW,
YP iB» ma, Dw, :לא
‘Makkeph
wr, with eff Te, un, DAWN) m. being,

maeism Wx stands in 2 Sam.

9 and

Mic. 6, 10, in many mss. שיא ,for שרו

which should be referred perhaps to a
stem UN = 1; in Aram, תיא stands
for it (which see), whence in conjunetion with אל has arisen m2. As the
proper name nn is formed from ;ושי 0
is the proper name “wrx (a collateral ‘form

ewistence. But in actual use ועי sub-
ordinates itself 1. to another noun (as
D2, 729, Nbn &c.), so that it cannot be
conceived of without a supplement, 6. g.
DNTON Wr the existence of a God, i. 6 of "J>) from שיא or שא and from תיא is
erehtsi a doG .sP ,85 ,21 ataD  יש41, a proper name "OR. Phienis, שא (78, os,
;2 and it has rather the sense of a verb, us) the same (Plant. 1, 7).
like its opposite 7x and like iy, i.e.
( אשיnot used) intr. same asישה ,
though a subst. it appears almost entire-
ly as a verb, and the suffixes to it are mx. Deriv. the proper name אשימ
verbal, i. e. with כ inserted, as לכושר there which see.
is EstH.3,8; hence it does not appear in
au (part. m. בשרי , /. naWir and
the constr. state. שי — forms along with
Hau)
"Nes. 3, 8, ih the very old anthe noun following either a proposition
nexed
u before the genitive "381 m.
by itself, as mpm שי Jon 11, 18 there is
Ps.
123,
1 and “naw fem. Jur. 10,17;
hope, MRM טיומיילד 1,12 Ihave hope;
or it a
in connection with a suc- 22,23; Lament. 4, 21; inf. absol. 3},
ceeding proposition whose noun is inde- once בוש with Yod thrown away Ian
finite, and which is better helped forward 42,10, and the reverse once 1187 2 Sam.
by it, Prov. 18, 24 there is a friend who 15,8 K’ri for ברש from ;בע inf. constr.
is more faithful than a brother; Jos 5, 1 naw, with suf. mau, once 73 [accordthere is one that hears thee. More rarely ing‘to some] Ps. 23,6; imp. בט before
is שר succeeded by definite nouns in a Makkeph דבש and Sad; fut. ay, apoc.
circumstantial statement Junees 6, 13; aw, once MW" Ez. 35, 9K’tib, while
or in conditional clauses Gen. 24, 49; the Bri like 1 Sam. 7, 14 has man,
Jungzs 6, 36. For אָל שי Jos 9, 33 but Ez. 36, 33 is in From of the ub)
should be read ”) (= אָל וי Accord. intr. to be fom in a place, to hold it fast,
ing to the LXX and Syr. — 2. Like to possess, hence 1. to sit, comprehend-

the idea of a verb in the 39 person it ing with Dip (to rise up) Ps. 139, 2 or

may either stand alone and without a 831 ax? Is. 37, 28, all doings and transsupplement, 6. g. nN ©) there is with actions. With 3 of a place when it is
thee Prov. 3, 28; or separated from its of such a kind that one sits in it Gen.

reference, e, ₪. Er ru) Gen. 33, 9 19, 1, 2 Sam. 7, 1; elsewhere with 53,
there is much to me, i. e. I have inch, when one sits upon 1 Kinas 1, 35,
or like a verb it is put after the sub- 2 Kınas 13,13 or at something 1 Sam
ject, 6 g. שר DIY eyes are there, 1. 6. 20, 24; also with > and the infinitive
are not wanting Is. 43,8, 1 Sam. 21,5, following Prov. 23,1; seldom with >

hence also as an answer ומי it is, yes, of a place Ps. 132, 12; Is.47,1. With
Jer. ;71,73 in a strengthened form רשו OY of a person to sit along with one, i. ₪.
un ₪ isל 
2 Kınas 10, 15. Here to be on terms of communion with Ps.

au
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26,4 5; Jur. 15,17. To this belongs in inactivity Is. 30, 7, quietly waiting
the signification to sit down, i. e. to for something ()לע Jer. 8, 14, hence
enjoy the rest of sitting Gen. 27, 19, to lie in rest and idleness Junazs 5,
with > of the place Ps. 9,5; 'ִפ ןיִמיִל7 16, elsewhere yas Gen. 49,14; to this
to sit at ones right hand Ps. 110, 1 hend belongs also "18am. 13, 16. f) to
which is a seat of honour (1 Kines 2, sit spoken of inanimate things, i. e.
19), or with לע Is. 47,1; 1Kmas2, 19. to be put, placed, Ps. 122, 5 for there
With aan Gen. 21,16 to sit over against, are set thrones for judgment (‘Targ., LXX,
where חל is inserted in order to ex- Syr.); to stand there 125, 1 (Targ.),
press self. ’ı has often the secondary parallel ni 85; to be firmly established,
sense a) to sit in judgment, to judge Zucu. 12, 6 and Jerusalem shall be firmly
(comp. Lat. sedere, Ar. | = V.), ap- established in its own place at Jerusalem,
plied to God and men Ps. 9,5;
8 i. e. just where it stands at present;
 בטיpiv will judge for ever; Mar. 0 14, 10; Jur. 30, 18 the palace shall stand

;3 hence the phrase beway

9 Is. at the proper place, parall. 3n">9 40232;

,28 ,6 because judges “usually sat on to lie there, 208. 2, 8 Jerusalem shall
high "chairs; sometimes it is the case lie there as nie (an open place), i. e.
that even טפט follows in the infin. as be no "373 רי — 2. to abide, to remain,
a supplement ‘Jo. 4, 12; of God, who with 3 ‘2 Sam.10, 5, לע 1 Sam. 25, 13,
sits for judgment banned 1. 6. in order to and the accus. of the place Ruta 2,7;
bring a flood Ps. 29, 10. b) to be enthroned, with 5 of the person for whom one
of kings Ps. 61, 8, Is. ,14,13  שהwith tarries Ex, 24, 14, Num. 22, 19 (where
Sun 290%. 6, 13; of God Ps. 2,4; 55, this dative is omitted), Hos. 3,3; and also
;20 ,102 ;13 in which sense it is con- with a pleonast. dat. Gen. 22,5. Figur.
strued with DY, 2 &e.; DYaWin enthroned of inanimate things, Gen. 49, 24 and his
ones, i. e. princes Is. 10, 13. To this bow remained in strength, i. e. it always
belongs the signification to rest upon a continued firm and strong. — 3. to inthing,=337, the act of being enthroned, as habit, with the accusative Gen. 4, 20;
25, 27; Is. 44, 18; 42,11; naw: init were, above a thing, with accusat.יטב 
habitants
Ez. 26,17, in which sense we
 םיִבְרְּבִהenthroned on the Cherubim 1 Sam.
frequently find such combinations as
,4 ;4" 2 Sam.6, 2; 2 Kinas 19, 15;

1 Car. 13 ‚6; parall. with aby 555. bau aus, daa cau. Jer. 51, 12,
Figurat. byt? nib בוי Ps. 23, 4 Ta 'בשוי‘Is. 9,8 60. Then to possess,

enthroned over Israel's songs of praise;
Dp, בטי Ps. 55, 20 enthroned or riding
along upon the east wind,

in order to

i.e. to have Grn. ‘4,20; to dwell, with 3
of the place Gun. 13, 12, לע on or in

Lev. 25, 18, ,לא >, DY א AR with, at

punish. c) to sit in ambush, to lurk, a thing or person Gen. 27, 44; 34, 16;
Ps. 17,12; though בוי in this sense ia Jupexs5,17; Ez. 3,15. nova 2to dwell
usually combined with other words, e. g. in safety, see nda. Also, to ‘beinhabited
avin Jupazs 16, 9, 398 4a) 205 38, 40, JER. 17, 25; Jo.‘4, 20; Zecu. 7, 7; Is.
 בֶראְמְּבPs. 10, 8; comp. Greek Aoyevo 13,20; which isi the sign of a prosperous
from héyo. On the contrary‘> JER. 3, 2 state, hence = to flourish, oppos. to DW
has only the meaning to abide, sofar as Jer. 50, 13; Jo. 4, 20; Zeca. 14, 10.
the harlot was accustomed to tarry in Deriv. naw, ain, avin, mad, in

the ways (Prov. 7,12). d) to sit as an proper names the parts Sw, au, 253,
expression of being bowed down, struck au, jaw, ag, nw.
Nif.  מ שבeoj )aiwan ot eb -ni
down and forsaken, with pox} Is. 3,
;26 Jos 2,13; “py-dy Is. 47, 1; 712 habited, of yous Ex. 16, 35; ריע Ez. 26,
Tann, 1,1; 3, 28; priv Ezr. 9, 3; 19; niayn 88, 12; Dan nah (of (רצ
 א הָנֶמְלַא,38 ;11 ₪" .47,8 e) to si Ez.26, ‘17 inhabited out of the seas, i. 6.

ישב
‚projecting above the surface
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of the redupl. oie (to set oneself firmly);

water, and inhabited. According to Rashi,
however, DE?» is to be taken here as

Phenic. 3%" the same, whence n3w (si-

D357, Is. 23, 7.

of a place in Mauritania;

bit, sibt, dwelling) Plaut. 1,9 in םקמ
= ba (viz. (םינמדק ,with reference ּ( ששְבְתוplace of his dwelling), nad
to the "appellation of Tyre “an 71723, = jing) syptu (dwelling place) n. p.
and also

Pik.  יבto ( וa dwelling), Ez. 25, nad am the proper name of a city
4 and theyem, "33) pitched their תריס there. The meaning “to spring forth,
(huts) in thee.
Hif. ( הושיב1 person with suff. once
amiagin "ZECH. 10, 6, a flexion borrowed from’ and, which was not earried

from a lair, to lie in wait” is derived,
as in the Hebrew, from the idea of
sitting (in ambush); and the Arab. X23

has the same

metaphor. transference,

though the fundamental meaning be “to
out; as in mad Num. 10, 36, בוש Jer. sit”, as in au.
42, 10, "nal Ps. 23, 6 the flexion is
2 (constr. a1) mase. dweller, see

borrowed from 318, and vice versa perhaps2Sam. 15,8; part. api, fut. awh)

see Ann.

to set, to cause to sit 1 Sam. 2, 8, to cause

to dwell Ps. 4,9, with aceusat. of the
place and of the person 113, 9 or with

2 (constr. 25) m. see DYIW>.
m. see INTO, 232 in? and

2 Gen. 47, 6, dy of the object Hos. 11,

11; to make a dweller Ps. 68, 7; Hos. 233 saw.
11,11; to cause to be inkabited Is. 54,3;
Ez. 36, 33. From the fundamental sig
au" see naws .בשי
nification has then arisen , as in the
case of דער 11. the meaning to marry,
( בָאְבְשִיthrone of God, see X) n. p.
with the accus. Eza. 10,2 10 14 17
m. 1'Chr. 24, 13.
אפ. 13, 27. Derivat. the proper name

ais) seo ה

myavin

"Hof. awn (fut. awn) to be inhabited,
to become flourishing Is. 44,26; to be made
to dwell, to be settled in 5, 8 aur in
a proper name belongs to .בש
The fundamental signification of the
stem is not, as has been falsely assumed
after the Aralıc, to draw the feet together, to squat; but it is identical with
 הדצבin its organic root (21°), to keep
firmly in a place, to hold it firmly, to
possess it, and therefore to sit, or still
more correctly figere (sedem), to קש
in the ul
to make a 9

maw. ( יסבdwellingin the |people’s]

habitation; naw for DY naW) n. p. m. of
one of David’s heroes 2 Sam. 23,8, de-

scended from a family arm

or Joan

(which see), therefore named Yon
2 Sam. l.c. or an“ j2 1 Car. 11,11.

Instead of raus au» the parall. 1 Car.
l. c. has pyaw, which would have the
same appellative sense, if we read DY?

(= Bra).
jaw" see 222 120).
bie jaw (dwelling on the mountain;

Saw? from piawh from 37) x. p. m. of
a giant 2 Sam. 21, 16 K'tib, for which

comp. wie to stick, Aram. בש as to the K’ri has 233 "aw.
dwellnear, henee baowaccola, neighbour.
maw? (an appeaser, viz. is Jah) n. p.
In Arab. 2 had the same meaning m. 1Car. 4,17.
(hence ol, seat, chair), a verb in the

"aw see 293 Jaws.

Himyaritic “ialect also; so also בנו

u

and here again the organic root is _S_ ,

(comp. Aram. an“), therefore also 1

see DI "AW? see Nr.

aba "aw. )= 399 sat) n. p.m. 2 Sam.
21, 16 K'ri.

3
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om> au) (turner back to [Beth-]
Lehem) N. 2.‘m. a descéndant of Judah
and founder of a great family 1 Car.

ישחק

 עוטי(= עו1.n.p. m. Neu. 8, 17, for
which ‘occur elsewhere( עשוהו comp.

Ben-Sira 46, 1) and win; Ezr. 2, 2,
otherwise called yon); 1 Cur. 24, it:
( םֶעְבָשִיthe ‘people turn home) n. p. 2 Cur. 31,15 &e. &e. The name "Inooüg
m. 1Cur. ,11 ,11 erehwesle awan ( ישבMarrs. 1 1 is also the same. — 2. n. p.
of a place i
in Judah Nena. 11, 26, beside
(which see,ל 
too another 'explana-
הָדָלּומ
,
Dbe-ma
&e.
tion is given).
"apa
Tone
ming
Ps. 8, 3 with
paw” (a free one; from paw which see)
an
accentless
a
appended,
as is somen. p. m. GEN. 25,2; comp. .קבוש
times the case in poetry, comp. התְמיַא,
( הָסְקְּבְטָיfrom, mwpa aw seat in
;כְזְרְתָהpl. (תרעוטי f. deliverance, rescue,
misfortune; see sip) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
from. danger Is. 56,1; Ps.14,7; salvation
25,4 24.
Is. 49, 8; the giving of help Ps. 3,9; and
nw (not used) intr. prop. same as because God is constantly ready to help
MBX to be strong, firm, to stand firm he is named ‘) oa, TE, Dr Ps. 89,
(see Mnwin), hence to be, to exist, like 27; 88,2; acquittal, on an accusation
( כּן73), Ar. eh prap. to stand firm, Jon 13, 16;help, spoken of God Ps. 9,
15, fully דה  תעשיEx. 14, 13; victory

4,22.

See an.

then to be; 0

Ar.Ll (to support, to 1 Sax. 14, 45, "dip ery of ea Ps.
state, prosperity,
make firm), in cel (to be firm, hard), 118, 15; a PR
Hebr. tx 111. (wrx) to support, establish,

ne IH. (nny) to be, to exist, url (ur)
tobe powerful, strong &c. The organic
root is also in Sanskrit as, Latin es-se

&e. Deriv. ,שי vw, mn,
and perhaps
the proper name mu.
Pih. mar (not used) to be firm, to exist,

of God. Deriv. the proper name U),

ישה

i.e. honanz, distinction &e. JoB 30, 15,
and also elsewhere in a great variety of
senses; more rare is the pl. Is. 26, 18;
Ps. 18, 51. םיִנָּפ  תיעושPs. 42, 6 12
the sonen of the face, 1. e. which isi
bestowed upon one.

nu (not used) intr. to gape, to yawn,
of the stomach or belly, in consequence
of emptiness or disease of the stomach
(Targ., Rashi); hence it is only a mo-

Ans (turner back, turner home, viz.
El is; formed from the fut. Kal in the dified designation of sun, Arabie לכי
sense of maw aw) n. p. m. Num. 26, 24, re that in Arab. the transposed form
for which 1 Cur. 7 1 has a"? in K'tib.
3 (to be empty, of the belly) is
 ישובAR) (the remnant will be “converted) |used
> % the signification of the present
isa ‘symbolical name of Isaiah’s son Is. word in Hebrew. Deriv. mw. But this
7, 3 (Eze. 10,29). Patron. »30> Num. meaning seems attributed to the verb
l.¢.; comp. DY awe.
only on account of the elause preceding
my" (from the fut. Kal of mW; mu. Mic. 6, 14; and as the sense in
self-answering, self-satisfying, viz. is Jah) question has no ‘analogy iin Hebrew, it
is better to bring the organic root MB")
n. p.m. Gen. 46,17. See u.
into connexion with my, mw, and to
 (= חושיnr bowed one), see FTW.
assume the signification to ‘he twisted
mio" (from הי ri? one ל
together (of the entrails by hunger).
by Jah) n. p. m. 1 Car. 4 36.
( שיwith suf. AM.) emptiness, of

"15" (from 2747, Jah is self-satis-

the stomach or belly Mic. 6, 14; more

fying) n.p. m. Gen. 46,17; 1Sam.14,49.

correctly a state of being shrunk with
hunger. See mw.
prin
see POX.
 ןד:
we

paws (Jah is help; 2 is lengthened
from mem,

and I

is a noun from

us
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( שיKal unused) intr. to be extended,

49.

But it is possible that ‘w. has an-

other meaning in names of places.
( ישיonly in the book of Job,
rtp, Ar. tue (to extend, spread out). lengthened out of wy; pl. OW) m.

stretched out, wide, identical in its or-
ganic root טדי with that in Dw, Top,
Targ. au, Af םושוא the same.
Hif. ( הושיטfut. mw) to stretch,
to extend, ‘with accusat. of the object

an old man, Joz 12, 12; 15, 10; 29, 8;
Targ. Urin the same.

"ww" (from הָרעִרַמִר Jah is an aged
and 9 of ‘theperson Esra. 4, 11; 5, 2; one) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 5,14; comp. Dan.
7,9.
DW! (fut. owns Ez. 6, 6, and nub,
"on (from "78> Jah is existing, living)
?

n. p.m. of David's father 1 Sam. 16,1 seq.,
and therefore David is also called “a
"8, denoting his descent, 20,27; 22,7;
2 Sax. 20, 1; 1 Kinas 12, 16. 1

Is. 11, 1 is the Davidie “ wy 11, 10 the Messiah.

pwn Gen. 47, 19; Ez.12 ‚19) intr. same
as Diy to be waste, desert Gen. 47,19;
Ez. 6, 6; to be terrified Ez. 19,7, gener-

עז ally in all the significations of Dw.
family; Deriv. mas, ,ןשי and the proper

Once the

name

nina.

form “whe (which see) stands for Wh
Hif. Dr (after the form ,גיצַה ;עיצה
1 .את 2,13. LXX "Ieoooi Bw).
fut. 03>) to make an astonishment of Jar.
aw" (requiter) n. p. m. 1 Car. 7, 1 49,20; 50,45 surely (see oN d) he shall
K’tib, where the K’ri has 2159; else- maka iheir fold an astonishment on account
Share called בני Gen. 46,13. ‘See also of them (i. e. on account of their fate).
SUR.
 רפשיםNum. 21,30 should be referred to
ur) (formed from m and השי 1
of השי Jah is existing, "living) n. p. m.
1
7,3; 23,20; Ezr. 10, 31.

( ישלהףthe same) .א p. m. 1 Cur.
12,6."

היה
Dw (fut. DW»), DN, ap. DLN) tr.
to put, “to lay, same as nip (ory), with
‘p "2B to lay or put before one GEN. 24,
33 K'tib; maby) Jupezs 12, 3 K'tib

ow" adj. m., mare) f. see ninw>

and I put. In the former ‚place the K’ri
has owas (fut. Hof.), in the latter
avi. (establisher, from the Hifil of MEER (fat. Hif.); an alteration which
is unnecessary. Without a K’ri Bio
on) m. only in
stands in Gen. 50, 26, where a passive
py (Elis founder)n.p.m. 1 Cur. meaning is not necessary. See Dip.

and Tan,

4, 36, “compounded of לא םיִשָי
mow" see nia".

Vows (formed like and) from an
adj. pews) m. a waste, desert, Is. 43,19;

NOS" (from Naw =72; a high, ele-

vated’ one, viz. El is) N.לm. 1 Cur. 4, 3.
YA" (or 3%”, from the fut. Kal of
>20) m. a hearer, only in the three fol-

Ps. 107, 4; with the article a desert spe- lowing proper names.
ecified by the context Num. 21,20; the
 לאעMW" (Elis hearer; comp.(אלִימומע 
desert of Judah 1Sam. 23,19; also poet.
without the article, e. g. of the Sinaitic
desert Deut. 32,10. The proper name

72 of a son of Abraham by ‘Hagar,
the ancestor of many tribes Gen. 25,

1. desolation, destruction Ps. 55, 16 K'tib,

caravan traffic with Egypt, to whom in

;12-18 patr. *2xy72U? (eliminating the
imo belongs to the stem Did.
MIND" (from a sing. mau) f. pl.  א1 Car. 27, 30) pl. ‘prs, the name of
an Arabian people, who carried on a

comp. האוש lan 35, 8. — 2. (joined particular the Nabathaeans and Kedarenes
m3 place of deso- belonged; and whose territory sometimes
lations) N. p. of a Moabite city Num. 33, extended from Egypt to Assyria Gen.
with na in naw

myn
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25,18; 37,25; 39,1; Junges 8, 24; Ps. to this root; as the Syr. „ax to support
83,7. Also n. p. m. of other persons in oneself, to rest, denotes “to sleep” also.
later times Jur. 40, 8; 1 Cur. 8, 38; . yw" (pl. 072») adj. m., ar f. 1. old,
2 Cur. 23, 1; Ezr. 10, 22.
belonging to a former year, spoken of
mw" (Jah isi hearer; comp.'1"9 728) grain Luv.
25, 22, of fruit Sona or Sot.
n. p. m. 1 Cur. 12, 4.
7,14, metaphor. old, of an aqueduct in
ya" (the same; comp. 117972) Jerusalem Is. 22, 11, out of the upper
Gihon 2 Car.32,30, which is also called
n. p. m. 1 Cur. 27, 19.
the upper pool Is. 7,3; 36, 2, made by
as" (from the fut. Kal of 25)m.“| Hezekiah; of a gate Nuu. 3, 6; 12, 39.
keeper, ‘ quardian, only in
— 2. Only in ןשי ma abridged from
“yaw (contracted from 77257, Jah jo) 4D m3, which the Syr. and Arab.
is keeper) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 8,18; comp. have a San: 7, 11), i. e. old Beth-Cor,
pad, ma.
which is identical with old Mizpeh 1Sam.
 ןשי1 (ok used) intr. to be juiceless, 7, 11. yw. may also be read for ךשה
7, 12
weak, fading, old, oppos. w1n; derivat.
( ןשיprop. part.; pl. O°, constr.
 ושיand the proper name Faw. The
organic root 71”) is also found with ינשי( adj. m, 35> f. 1. (from Ww) sleep-
this meaning in ‘extra-Semitic languages. ing, as a consequence of 330 1 Sam.
2 or רעSone
Nif. ( ברטוךpart. m. yeh, f. nzwWI2) to ,26 ,7 oppos. toץיקכ 
be old, sapless , spoken of grain of a OF Sou. 5, 2; "bP MIT 72) Dax. 12,2
former year Luv. 26,10; to be dried up, the dead. In םינשי Spey sa Sone OF
old, of leprosy 13,11; figurat. to dwell Son. 7, 10 (see 235) five versions read
long in a place Deut. 4, 25.
bau nad, which yields no sense;

 ןשיIL. (not used) intrans. to shine, others wish to read םינש on (their
purple lips) or DaB nah (lips of age);
(which see). Derivat. the proper name but it is not necessary to depart from

glitter, light, same as yen, Dun, pun

TE?
( ןשיperf. "Aras, "pW; inf. constr.

the usual reading. — 2. (from ןשי II
a Shining one, viz. El is) n. p.m. 3 Sam.
,23,32 for which 1Cur.11,34 has own

;103 fut. yw) intr. properly to sink( which see).
down, from exhaustion and weariness;
712" (the old) n. p. of a city in the
to be languid, inactive, weary; hence to
neighbourhood of dx na (which see)

sleep Jos 3,13, with 773; to fall asleep,
and 7'222; all which the Judean king
a consequence of 258 Ps. 3, 6; 4, 9,
and stronger than pn ‘Ts. 5, 27, oppos. to Abijah wrested from Jeroboam 2 Cur.
13,19. As Bethel lay on the border of
ny Ps. 44, 24; of men 1 "Kınas 19, 5
,
and animals Ez. 34, 25; metaphor. of Benjamin and Ephrain (K’ri, = 07098
and 'Epoeiu Joun 11, 54)
2
Sam.
13,23
inactivity Ps. 121, 4 and the sleep of
death Jos 3,13; the latter fully n2w ’2 or Ephron (K’tib, LXX, Vulg.) accordWar 4, 9, 9)
 םלישJur. 51, 39 or nyt 9 Ps. 13, 4. ing to Josephus (Jewish
was in the neighbourhood of Bethel
Deriv. my (srw), nip, 1D, nw.
(see DIT), 170) may have also been
Pih, ger (fut. (ןושננ to cause to ‘sleep situated in their ‘Vicinity. According to
JuDGES 16, 19.
this, 7 cannot be identified with TIN
The organic root of the stem ןשי (which see). At first “ may have been

(Targumie 7}, Ar. Cpws) with its fundamental

signification of rest and in-

merely an epithet or ‘adjective to the
proper name of the city, as it is still

activity is also found in yyw (to be at in the Mishna (Erachin 32 °); but subrest, inactive), }w 1. ()ןוש and even the sequently it was put alone like השדה
stem 49 (to lean or rest upon) belongs (which see).
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YU) (Kal not used) intr. prop. to be 26 and 33 is to be taken otherwise: to
wide, the Ar. aw

and the preceding m}

having the same fundamental signification; cognate in sense 779, 277%, opposite
צר. Hanse metaphor. to be free, fortunate,
unrestrained, delivered (from oppression) ;
the ideas of wide and strait being else-

support by a violent measure.

yw (only five times) m. deliverance,
rescue Has. 3,13, where it has the accusat. with it, like an infinit.; elsewhere

as a construct to 77) Ps. 20, Tor DON,
50, 23, to denote the help of God or of
his omnipotence. Wa תיִשָה Ps. 12,6

where transferred in the language to
fortunate and unfortunate. yw IL. (7%) to set at liberty, to put into a state of
victory. Wr stands for the pause-form.
has the same meaning, whence come
Sud, pi, TPWn, and the proper names

RIND, yawn, yim. —
27

העוש תעשי

Derivat. ושר
and the proper

names שמ Su, sun in 7303, a,
 רמועin Syn.

 אשSW (part. suis, fut. sun) to
be delivered, with m "of the person or
thing from ‘allo or which Num. 10, 9,
2 Sam. 22,4, Jer. 30,7, and 2 by which

yw. (uly in
3 pause; with suf. “yw,
eu, ‘once 73.02) m. freedom, Jos 5,11

and the gloomy (i. e. those in distress)
are strong in freedom;

hence

of God

nz 28am. 22,47,’ 7p, 18,8, 'ייִהלֶא
Ps. 18, 47, or yw. alone 27, 1 as the
bringer of salvation Is. 62, 11. Figur.
blessing (of fruitfulness) 45,8, prosperity
61,10, salvation Ps. 132, 16. — Deriv.

the proper name “yw.
( עזמיconstr. עור m. helper, only in
JER. 8, 20; to be happy Prov. 28, 18;

Devr. 33, 29; Ps. 33, 16; to be saved

mow, Am.
ZECH. 9, 9.
(fut. Pw, retaining הד
spat (oni mye. Jah is salvation)
Wi); once with suff. in n. p. m. 1 Cr. 2, 31; 4,20; 5, 24.
סכצשי for םכעישוי Is.
yw (Jah is helper) n. p. m. Er.
35, 4) prop. to make wide, i. e. free, 8 719; .פא 11,7; 1 Car.
3,21.
hence 1. to deliver, to save, with accus.
Ww"
(the
mei
n.
p.
of
the famous
of the object Ps. 3, 8; 20, 7, with ja
of the person or thing from whom or prophet of the Old Testament, whose
which7, 2; 34,7; 44, 8; 59, 3, and a name is borne by a collection of oracles
whereby Hos. 1,7;1 San. 17, 47. יה Is. ch. 1-66; 2 Kines 19,20; and of other
מטמאות
6 29 to [ree from the power ‚persons besides 1 Cur. 25,3; 26, 25.
of impurities (i. 6. sins); Pina 'ה 79.
2174 (not used) intrans. to be hard,
30, 10 to bring deliverance from afar; firm, Ar. hi, nied, whe, which
seldom absolutely Is. 45,20 a God that must likewise proceed from this fundadoes not deliver. In this sense a de- mental signification. The org. root is
to be victorious
Hif. svöhr
 יהושיע6
the short form

liverer or saviour is called yw, spoken

nw->. Deriv. pw, mpws, and the pro-

‘of God Is. 19, 20, 208. 8, 7; or of men per names mau), Wh.
Neu. 9, 27. — 2. to help, ‘to support,
mau" (or:הפשי according to mss.) m.
with accusat. of the person Ex. 2, 17,
2 Sam. 10, 19; applied also to God Ps. jasper, a very hard half-precious stone

12, 2; seldom with 4 of the person Ps.

which is wrought in order to make jewels

72, 4 86,16; or absol. 2 Sam. 14, 4; and ornaments Ex. 28,20; 39, 13; Ez.
metaphor. to give victory כ
20, 4 28,13; Ar. jashm, jashb, jashf the same;
0883. 22,22, 28am.8,6; also with an Greek 7 idomıs. It seems that the name
accusat. הוט 1Car. id, 14. A pecu- was spread abroad by the Phenicians.

liar expression is יד  הָעיִשוה ילmy
hand helps me, i. e. I conquer only by
myself 108 40, 9; for דר occur also Js

Ps. 98,1 or pin Is. 59, 16.

( הָפְשִיfor הָיפַעְר from nur; a firm,

strong one, Viz. J:ab is) n.

p.m. 1Cur. 8,16.

au! (a firm, strong one, from nur)
1Sam. 25, n. p. m. 1 Cur, 8, 22.
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( רשייfut. nr, once in a form that
does not appear again TW 1 Sam.
,6 )12 intr. prop. same as “wp, TWN
{which see), conseq. 1. to be straight, of
a way that deviates neither to the right
nor left, to go straight, 1 Sam. 6,12 and
the kine went straight (i. e. the straight
way) forward; then to be even, level, of a

country, opposite 5p»; Ar.
3 to be
easy. Derivatives רש ,1  ריוSon i,
 רושיִמ,1 FW. — 2. "Figen, to be right,
good, pleasing, MER also ‚being used in
a moral sense; “hence in the phrase
‘p ya "1 to be right in one’s eyes Num.
,33;27 Jupens 14, 3; of the soul, to be
even, tranquil, composed, Has. 2, 4, i. e.
not to be overbearing, not to overstep

ישר

pleasing, particularly in the combination
ya
pleasing to one, beloved by one

Josu. 9, 25, Jupaxs 17, 6, well-pleasing
Devt. 12, 25, agreeing with 2Sam. 19, 7,
in which sense ‘p "2D sometimes occurs
Prov. 14, 10; just, “righteous, either of
God Deur. 32,4, his judgments Ps.119,
137 and his Son 19, 9; or of men,
honest, upright, just, morally good 1 Sam.
29,6; 705 1,1; 8, 6, for which is also
- רש Prov. "99, 27; pl. ow? Jos
4, 17; ‘17, 8, for whieh are also 'בליִרְשָי
Ps. 2 11 (once in the sense, of anhonest,
willing mind, 2 Cur. 29,34) and 773 "9"

Ps. 37, 14 or 233 WW 125, 4; upright

in acting Prov. "20, 11. Asa subst, the
best Mic. 7,4, pious Ps. 37,37 &.; hence
plur. the Israelites Nom. 23, 10; Ps. 111,
ph, oppos. to b»9; comp. mau) Is. 38, 13. 1 (where 1777 is to be taken for on).
Deriv. רש ,2 th 2, Siam 2, 3;

For the use of “82 in TOR" (accord-

eht reporp seman  שר המל שר ישןing to the reading of many mss.) 1 Cur.

inהָלֶאְרַטְי 

On Magen 1 Bax. 6, 12, 25,14, see under 75878).

see the analytical part at the end.
Pih. ( רמורpart. ירטור, fut. NEN, once
En 2 Cur. 32, 30 for (רשכננ to make
straight, mar Proy. 9,15, nah 15, 21,
of moral conduct; to ‘make even or ‘level
{i. e. to remove all obstructions), in a
physical and spiritual sense, 777 Is.
45,13, maß Prov. 3, 6, 177 Is. 45, 2;
to direct, to lead straightly 2 Cur. 32, 30,
metaph. Jos 38, 3; to approve, to esteem
as right Ps. 119, 18.

Puh. ( רמורpart. 183) to be made right,

The accep-

tation of רש in the phrase ‘71DO
”
JOSH.
10,13 and 2'Sam. 1,18 is difficult. According to the Syr. and Ar. versions followed
by Lowth, Michaelis, Herder and others.
it is said to be equivalent to ריטה (book
of the poem or poems); or according to

the Ar. xw=> (valour, ability) the book
of heroes; but "> is better taken as a
collect. for Israelites according to the
tradition in the Talm., like Do} Num.
23, 10, Ps. 111, 1; 4 so translated
book of ‘the Taraalisen; 1.0.
4
national book.

prepared, spoken of a thin plate of gold
ads (E39) m. honest, see IS".
which is cut into ornaments 1 8
a) (only pl. nw? after the form
6, 35.
Hif. “gry and רישוה (fut. UN) to pane, pay from 428, (רבמ m. ac-

make even, 727, with "ph of the person
Ps. 5,9; to keep a straight direction Prov.
4, 25, without TI

Ww (constr. רמי ;pl. OMNI, >. INS?)
adj. m., 8 (pl. nin) f. 1. straight,
i. e. not bent, but upright Ezr.1,7; of
a way 1 Sam. 12, 23; even, plain JER.
31,9, then figur. Ezr. 8, 21; on the contrary oyu? in Dam. 11, 17 should be
derived from on; strich, in a moral
sense JoB 33, 27, Mic. 3, 8, where the
doing of the opposite is expressed by

 (עקש1127. —

2. to be right, good,

commodation, settlement ,prop. a making

smooth, Dan. 11,17 mioyı tay Drau

(according to tha reading ‘of the LER,
Theod., Vulg.) and he will bring about a

settlement with him, conseq.
=D O73 TRY
11, 6, and like 0/0006 1 Mace. 7, 12.

But if we abide by my, we must at
least erase the copulative }, as being

repeated out of in».
aw" (righteousness, viz. of El) x. p m.
1 Cue. 2, 18.
a" (with suff. inw>) m. 1. straightness, of a way Prov. 2,"13; 4,11; right,
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uprightness, truth, JoB 6,25; duty 33, 23; dom was divided, ” is the name of the
honesty, piety 1Kınas 9, 4, also with the ten tribes, in opposition to the king-

addition of 23 or 23 Daur. 9,5, 1Cur. dom of Judah 2 Sam. 2, 9; 19, 40-43;
29,17; Jos 33, 3 רשְודלע ו
to 1Kinas 12,1, because the majority of the

Norzi 33) against right. In this sense people attached themselvestoit; in which
sense we must take ’ı 12973 1 Kınas 14,
a" stands once adverbially = Braun
19; 16, 5 (opposite הדו Son). In
Eccrze. 12,10 and to note down rightly

the, same sense stands ‘also בma Hos.
1,4; 5, 1, or Sey? alone Hos. 4, 15;
down (if we read np). —
רש
5,3.
As Ephraim took the lead among
with which it is connected by its root,
(if we fou 31n>}), or and rightly noted

property, substance Prov. 11, 24.

Nal

(from Dy savy El is ruler;

the ten tribes, "2 רה Jose. 11, 16 is
= DER IT. Sometimes the two kingdoms are called "oma "20 Is. 8, 14;

but in Gen. 32, 29 ‘and. Hos. 12, 4 it is and the kingdom of Judah ‘alone, after
explained wrestler with God; with the the ten tribes were exiled, ל "Nw Is.
emphasis on El Gen. 32,31; 28,17 20; 10, 20. — 5. After the exile מ was
35,10) 1. n. p. m. the patriarch Jacob, again used for the whole kingdom (in
which name he bore afterwards in ad- Ezr., Neh., Chr. &e.), even when an
dition, and whose origin is told in Gen. earlier time and Judah specially is
32,29; 35,10; Hos.12,4. He has the spoken of 2 Car. 12, 1; 15, 17; 19, 8;
name in Gen. 35,21 22; 37,3; 43,6, and prineipally in the psalms Ps. 14, 7; 22,

in many other passages of Genesis, in ac-

cordance with which his sons are
called 7 "23 42,5; 45, 21. See apy. -

2. לֶאְרְשי |„a in 6 1

books

from Exodus onward=the Israelite people,

466. — Gent. m. "98707 Israelite 28am.
17, 25, where it should be read, however, as in 1Cur. 2,17, buy; fem.

יִשְרְאִָית

85 Um: ,42 .01

bai 8. Daw.

for which 5319) ma Ex. 16, 31; 40, 38
bey (a 7 -form to Hox; El
and >it? תדע“Ex. 12,3 &e. stand. But
bytes alone is most frequently used to is a ‘true, ‘honest one) n. p. m. only לו
express this Ex. 5,2, Num. 21,1, Joss.
4,22; which with םע or 9 to be supplied, is sometimes construed with the
sing. masc. Josu. 4, 22, or the sing. fem.
Jer. 3,11; sometimes with the pl. masc.
Josua. a 17, In this sense we should
take the combinations "ל "ap Ex. 3, 16,
 כְשִיאִי מ.muN ,2,7 N UID“ .xE ,42 ,4

a of motion 1 Cur. 25, 14, for which,

however, mss.read I}, =לֶאְרְשא (which
see) 1 Car. 4, 16. "
Mor Yun (from רועי,constr. 187, and
 אלwith a of motion, belonging to Jeshavel,
see DN?) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 25, 14, interchanged with moe qn 5, 6. But as
many mss. read mips, it is better to com-

-  יט08. 9, 7, : nia ‘Deur. 23, 18, pare "WB (constr. Sin) with “ip (constr.
" aby Ex. 5, 1, m N 1Sam. 13, 19  (אשרiin"לֶאְרַשַא (which see).
(for which also ug merely stands as
mw (from ‘the fut. Kal of mat) m

a fem. Is.19 ‚24); and ” with this meaning is frequently conceived of as a single
person and figur. represented accordingly

usually wrestler , struggler. But as the
verb means in Hebrew nothing but to
rule, to govern = רוט (which see); it is
Ex.
4, 22; Num. 20, 14; Is. 41, 8; 42,
24; 43, 18 -- ₪ Emphatically, the better to render it ‘ruler. Only in the
trive, pious, faithful Israel, and so a title proper name לָאְרְשְי

Iw" (constr. mu) f. honesty, piety,
of honour for the select of the people
1
Kixes
3, 6.
Is. 49, 3, Ps. 73, 1 (parallel בבל 93),
Hos. 8, 2; as also ans. Ps. 24, 6 (paas! (from רֶשָי  =רָשָי, like jop=
rall.% (ישרל comp. Jou 1,48; ; Romans TPR, with the diminutive termination
9,6. — 4. In the period when the king- os to express affection) m. a poetical

ושש
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(and rare) name for the people of Israel

combustible materials.

mw} is just the

Devt. 32,15; 33, 5 26; Is. 44, 2, prop. same stem (Is. 41,17; Jer. 51,30); as
the good little people, just as Israel is ng? and ,תצנ  בציand 382 mutually

elsewhere termed D’YW) in poetry, in supplement one another.
opposition to the heathen Num. 23, 10;
Ps. 111, 1 (Ag., Symm., Theod., Saadia,
Ibn Esra, Kimchi). The view of Grotius

that it is a diminutive from לָאְרְשַי ,cannot be justified by the form. 1

in the Gr. Venet. version has no etymo-

logical warrant;

more

correct

is the

Nif. riz (after the form nx2; 3 pl.
ams) to become dry, of water iy.means.
of heat), Is. 19, 5 and the waters of the
Nile (o> the Nile Is. 18, 2 comp. Nag.
3, 8, now called el- Bakr, 1, e. the sea)
become dry, parallel שבי San. The versions (Targ., Symm., Ag.; LXX, Syr.

translation 80006 (Aq., Symm., Theod.). &c.) have more or less paraphrased this
( ששיnot used) intr. same as ww (Way) meaning; but bn Esra has already taken
to be white, to shine, metaphor. to be gray,
to be white, of the hair, to be old, conseq.

of a similar fundamental signification
to that of )בּוש בט which see); and even
the assumption of an organic root w=

itrightly. Of the collateral form mw: the
Nifal חפר appears once Jur. 18, 14 for
mya’.

ms or (weakened) n (with suff. jn,
in Targ. im) Aram. m. prop. person,

,81 identical with en wa, leads to the body, essence, being, as Bar Ali explains
same radical meaning. But as fhe same

the Syr. As, identical with the Hebr.

stem is in Aram. wp , wee Ar. | 35, and

nix (page 45) or mx (page 168); as it is

as the interchange of. with nor» ל

derived either from an =Hebr. השי or
see)is possible in Hebrew, it is better to from m = ms. In usage only as a sign
compare > with שק and Un, meaning of the accusative Dan. 3,12. The original
to be sapless , dry, which suits the idea form may have been תֶר (from my, תור
of being old very well; Maltese jass the =m), as is still perceptible from the
same. Deriv. ww, the proper name compounds ni2, 12, the syllable =תו
"ww? and
 יתbeing attached. to ל
 ששיm. am old man, one gray-headed,

along with tpt 2 Car. 36, 17.

From

 שישיin a proper name we see that
it is also an epithet of Jah, because
wisdom is in him as in old men (Jos

,12 ,)12 which quality belongs to the

judicial office; besides, the primitive
Deity is so called in opposition to the
newly originated unreal gods (Deur. 32,
;17 Jer. 23, 23); on which account
Daniel calls in yar pny (7,9 13 22);

comp. menudaopevog ineoo» (Sus. 52).
wis"

(contracted from "SW אשי,

he, i.e. El, brings reward) n. p.m. GEN.
30, 18, comp. v. 16. As the pronunciation varied between “ob? and aww,
the singular orthography navi? "arose.

NN see n>.

om (Targ. 3°01; part. pl. m. an)
Ara ‘intr. same as Hebr. aus to sit,
N27T to judgment Dan. 7, 10 '26, also
without any addition 7,9; to dwell Ezr.
4, 17.
Af. ( הרחבTarg. apis and Ittaf. aniny)
to cause to dwell, to plant, with accus.
of the person and a of the thing Ezr.
4, 10.
.

m

(not used) tr. to pierce into, press

into, identical in its organic root with
sux (which see), Targ. a8, DEN,
Phenic.3 tox, דAr. As. Deriv. 1m,
and
wt
according to some nn}.

Ten (constr. 9}; pt. nign?, constr.
ne
2 (Kal unused) intr. to dry up, to
become exhausted, of water, by heat and nin, but with suff. hn, pnp?)
drought, identical with nx" in its organic comm. a peg, nail, driven into the wall Is.
root, except that the latter is applied to 22,25, Ez. 15, 3; a tent-pin, to which’

nm
a tent is fastened

an
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Junges

4, 21, Ex.

27,19; the fastening being used as an

PEN (the wide, roomy, viz. city) n. p.
of a city in the mountains of Judah

image of being established Is. 22, 23, which was given to the priests Josu.
of remaining Eze. 9, 8, for which 773 15,48; 21,14. Gentile "m! 2 Sam. 23,
stands in 9,9; as also for the figure of 38, as the versions read for am, if we
a Wai2, who keeps together a multitude do not assume that Sn. is=""n). The

of men Zeca. 10, 4; metaphor. a shovel
Daur. 23, 14; 39877 - the pin of a web
Jupazs 16, 14, i. e. the roller or beam
to which the threads of the warp are
fastened.

FIN" see HNN.
pin: (from on}; pl. Dmin?, with suf.

spans, Wan) m.

1. prop. a deserted,

place is now called Aitir, lying south
of Hebron.

2

(def. Nm) Aram. adj.m., MI,

xm f. exceeding, extraordinary, power
ful Dan. 2, 31; 5,12. The fem. is also
an adv. very, exceedingly 3, 22; 7, 7.
bp I. (Kal not used) intr. same as

( לפהwhich see) to laugh, to jest, to make

forsaken one, hence an orphan, Is. 1, 17,
oneself merry, to mock. The interchange
being without a protector, 1. 6. a father;
of
 הand ר at the beginning is also
therefore coupled with 1258 Jer. 7, 6,

2 Ps. 10, 18, לד

,3 רבע2.0

 גרDeur. 24. 17; generally forsaken, heli.
less, Jo» 6, 27; 29,12; Hos.14,4. Ar.

ee the same. — 2. same as Dm spoken
of God, a Perfect, Pure one, Ps, 10, 14;

comp. Ar. pace perfectus (Golius p. 2763).
AM (according to Kimchi from “an I.
after the form Dip?) m. what is sought
out, selected, Jos 39, 8. According to

the Targ. (with the approbation of the

found in ‘J and ,757  הָדָהand mm
mar and man.

"Ar. >t (after the form Da, RT,
aa

omitting the radical Yod in the

orthography; 2 p. perf. non) to mock,
to deride, with 2 of the person JuDGES
16, 10 13 15. On the contrary, DEM,
and with the accent drawn back boa
Gen. 31,7, as also the inf. constr. bp,
fut. ,לָתַהְי belong to Pih. II. of לתה
(which EN withthesamemeaning as Hif.

LXX and Vulg., and agreeably to the here.
accents) a poetical (Aramaeising) form
Hof. sn" to be deceived, taken in, Is.
of the imperfect= רותי he spies out, 44,20.
parallel to W477; according to Le Clere
bm II. (not used) intr. same as לת
an) = m superfluity , riches. But the
explanation of Kimchi is the most pro- to be high, hilly, hence the proper name

bable.
mom (hill-place) n. p. of a place in
nm (not used) tr. to push, to strike, Dan Josu. 19, 42. Perhaps the stem
connected in
i its organic root rn) with dm} is here = bon (which see) and the
that in ma,

mon,

7772,

17 N-,כד

meaning as in yonn.

7-37; while the iden of ו  סעstrikom (fut. 1 p. DON, in pause uns)
ing is transferred to striking down, intrans. 1. to be alone, bereft, forsaken,
pressing down, striking away, pushing solitary, prop. to be separated, cut off

away.

But as the Arab. „os, has ob- from a thing, to be deprived; connected

viously for its first meaning to divide, to in its organic root with bn, which means.

“to come to an end, to disappear, cease,
separate, whence א bough (cut off to be concluded”. Deriv. bin? 1. and
from the palm), stick, elub, it is better to the proper name man. — 2. in a moral
identify nn-> with the organic root in sense, to be bare, deprived, released from,
a, po-3, Inn, ‘7m, in signif. to split, alone, without sin, which is conceived
to separate. Deriv. nnin.
of as an oppressive burden; hence to be.

יחמה

pure, guiltless, free, irreprehensible, pious,

Ps. 19,14. Deriv. bin! 2.
Hif. ony (only the inf. with suff.
any Is. 33, 1, as we should read for
ana) to meas an end of, to have done
‘with, which is a cutting off, a concluding Ts. 33, 1.
The org. root of the stem (Arab. 7
wee,
pe) is expressed in Dm (072m), where also
5 copious explanation may be found.
MOM" (purity, guiltlessness, see DM} 2)
nN. De 'm. 1 Cur. 11, 46.

ym? (not used)
endure, to hold on,
reference to time),

peoples that always

Pr
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ani, wa

nam), the proper names

sn? (also in Dyn’), Fan, FIND, AN
sn? in NAN.

"The organic root of the stem “N=?
appears clearly, in its original signification, from that in “n“y II. (whence
nny, and the proper name any), Arab.

5.5, ur, 4775 IL, Arab. Ay V. (to
spread, and) &e.; and we may see
that the root רת may be connected with

 תלand חן.

Nif. mi (fut. "N32, 6006. (ִרָחְּב to

remain, to be left remaining, of a number
intr. to continue, to or mass of persons or things Ex. 10, 15,
to be constant (with Jose. 11, 22, with 72 of the whole of
hence to be old, of which somewhat remains Num. 26, 65,
continue; of rivers, 2 Sam. 13, 30; and» of the person 1 Sam.

to be ever-flowing, inexhaustible, oppos. to

312, hence also to flow; of continuance
as a sign of firmness and strength, hence

25, 34; 2 Sam. 9,1; or also with a of

the whole Nen. 6, 1, Ex. 14, 22, or
where something still remains behind
to be jirm, strong, powerful, figur. to be Lev. 8, 32; seldom with a number of
distinguished; in a bad sense to be severe, persons for 72 2Sam.17,12, where the
rough, hard, violent, oppos.to כד The noun versions express 79; with ירחא to be

n’s derived from it (which see) appears left after, i. e. after the death of a

in all these meanings; and the Ar.7

person 1 Kınas 9, 21; to be left Gun. 32,
25; to remain 1 Kınas 18, 22; to abide
nifications; just as the stem }nN belong- Dan. 10, 13, where it is not necessary
ing to ing has perhaps the same funda- to take nna in the sense to obtain the
mental signification of strength and con- preeminence, comp. רָאְשְנ Nom. 11, 26.
tinuance. The organic root is N”. The part. m. "nia Ex. 29,34, 2 Kras
4,7, and mon "fem. Lev. 2, 3 are used
Deriv. the proper name 4377.

has likewise the same multiplicity of 6

7°

(from the fut. Hif. of mn IL.)

m. bestower, communicator , only iin the

proper name
Exam (El is bestower) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
26,2.
125)" (fortress, strengthened place, from
m) 2. p. of a city in Judah Jost.
15, 23.

m I. (Kal unused) intr. prop. same

as substantives, the remainder, remnant.

In 1 Sam. 30, 9 we should read DY430%'7
for .םיִרָתְיִנַה
_
Pih. m (not used) to extend or spread
out strongly , hence to be roomy, of a

place; Aram. to be distinguished, preeminent, violent. Derivat. the proper.
name m).

Hif. nin (inf. absol. Nim, constr.

 ; הותִירimper. “nin; fut. oni, ani)
as “NN (page 172) to extend, to spread, 1. to let remain, to leave, with accus. of
to stretch afar, hence to go beyond or the thing Ex. 10,15, Rurs 2,18, with
exceed (what is usual), to project, to over- ya of a person or thing of which one
top, of an extended space; of.a number, leaves some Ex. 16,19, Lev. 22,30, Num.
to be over and above, to exceed (the 33, 55, Ez. 39, 28, and > of the person
common measure), to be more, to be to Schon it is left Is. 1, 9; Jur. 44, 7;
redundant, to overflow; in amoral aspect, more rarely does ' stand absolutely,
to be prominent, worthy, noble, distinguish- 2 Kines4,43; Run 2,14. The passage
ed &e. Deriv. sn, IN, TIN, WN? 2, Ex. 6,8 055 nis nat is difficult;
40

Im
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יתחרון

where we must either suppose that תריהּב left by the MAIN; the residue Is. 44, 19;
has been incorrectly taken out of ‘the what remains ‘of Deur.3,11, hence זבה n
13 verse, or that “im should be taken in Num. 31, 32 what remained ‘after 12; ie.
signif. 2. Figur. to preserve, to spare Ps. besides the Ta; 80 'ִפ 37“  לthe acts of
79, 11. — 2. to give a preference to, prop. one that are still to be narrated 1 Kınas
to make higher, superior, distinguish- 11, 41. b) that which exceeds what is
ed, with accus. of the person, Dzur. 28, necessary, i. e. superabundance, riches,
11 and God shall give thee a superiority substance Ps. 17, 14; Jos 22, 20. e) prefor good, with 2 wherein; but also with eminence, Gen. 49, 3 the preeminence in
ל
the person, Ez. 6,8 and I will give height, and the preeminence in strength,
you a preeminence (p= Ani), while for the concrete excellent, distinguished;
you will have among the nations the excellence, Prov.17,7 a lip of excellency
escaped of the sword (025 mia, the 1. e. commanding speech. d) as an adfirst 095 being dropped). Gen. 49, 4 verb more than, besides, valde, satis
is Hof.
Hof. nm (fut. 399", for which, however, "nn stands), to be exalted; Gun.
49, 4 thou shalt not be exalted, where
there is an assonance with An As
Hif. does not at all suit here, it is"better
to take “nin for ‘pin, as ST stands
for .עדּוה

superque Dan. 8, 9, like “n> (Ecorzs.
2,15); רחל richly, aloe all measure Ps.

31, 24; with an adj. coupled with si”,
much more abundant 18. 56,12. e) (preeminence i. e. preeminent, viz. is El) n. p.
m. Ex. 4, 18, otherwise called 4977;
Jupazs8, 20; 1 Cur. 2,32; 4,17; 7,‚38,

elsewhere 19%; 1 Kınas 2,5 elsewhere

nan. f) 2. p. ofa ₪0 = Sonn, whence
aia II. (unused) tr. same as רטק 1-, the Gentile “in? 2 Sam. 23, 38.

MER 2.and others (from the organic root
( דתיor anh) m. prop. (a part.) what
a) to knot, to bind, cognate in sense stands out, the remaining, therefore the
with dan; deriv. m 1, nm and nam". remainder 1 Sam. 15, 15, preeminence, ad-
Am Aram. same as Hebe "ml.
‚Pael ( בחרnot used), deriv. "m".
Am m. a distinguished, noble one, see
DR.

vantage, gain Eccuks. 6,8. As an adv.
superfluously, quite too much, ECCLEs. 2,
;15 ,7,16 parallel 7297; more Esta,
,6 ;6 betier Eccuzs. 7, 1i;; moreover, 12,

12 moreover instruct thyself out of them;

Am (with suf. am, Dam; pl. pn?) ,12 9 moreover (it is to be said), that
m. 1. (from "m IL) a rope, to bind with, Koheleth was a wise man.
NN (excellence is El) n. p.m. 2 Sam.
Jupexs 16,7; a cord by which a tent
is held together, like ng (Is. 54, 2), 17, 25, for which n° stands in 1 Kınas
and metaphor. the thread of life 108 4, 2, 5
21, so that it is not necessary to read
mm f. usually what is saved, acquirBin; the string of a bow Ps. 11, 2; ed, hence property, fortune Is. 15,7 (con‘the girdle of a common man Jos 30, 11 seq. like 1m Ps. 17, 14), to which beK’tib, for which the K’ri has m from longs הע to acquire= 2p (Gun. 12, 5).
, |Better, remnant, rest of thepeople, ndentde
"m in the sense of bridle. Arch,
ing to which we should translate: thereSyr. 52. the same, and also lute-0
fore
(i. e. on account of this great mis— 2. (from “m L; with suf. Dam)

.a) the remainder, "We rest, e. g. of Do fortune) they possess but a remnant, i. e.
they keep only a ‘nx, 6 nam.
Junezs 7, 6, oy Has. 2,8, םיִאיִבְנה
m
(= yn preeminence) n. p. m.
Nen. 6, 14, ning Is. 38, 10, where ja)
Ex.
3
1;
4,18; elsewhere termed "1
may be יי ‘by the ל remaining
but sometimes the noun following is in and S99.
:the genitive, 6. ₪. Jo.1,4 that which is
Mary? masc. excellence, preeminence,

יתרן

כ
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Loouzs. 2, 13; advantage, gain, use 2, passage in Is. 15,7 has 1477; but pos11; 3,9. It is a late Hebrew word, sibly it is conceived of as an adr. to

used only by the author of Ecclesiastes.

miyy, the construct state being used

m (the Excellent one, viz. Jah is) adverbially elsewhere; and in general
n. p. m. 1 Cur. 7, 37, for which "n> Jeremiah modifies and alters considerably the expressions of Isaiah. It might
stands in 7, 38.
be
translated: for he has lost all that has
oan kom Sn and py, remnant
been done with respect to the remainder.
of the people) n.p. m. 2 SAM.3,
5; 1 Car.

nm (not used) tr. same as NDT and

, 3.

nam fem. the net-like covering of oe the similar nA, Arab. eat) (comp. Tor

liver, ‘fully sazm-by
3220
either
cover
bind,

Ex. 29, 13,

and 3%) to press upon one, tothrustinto,

29, 22, 53957 ןמ  'יLa. 9, 0 to overthrow (see nam); hence to subfrom qn? I.to be prominent, to Jugate, to subject; fundamental significaover; or better from an? II. to tion the same in Arabic. Derivative
to knot, so that nam" ‘properly
nm (after the form nny; subjugation,

means a net (see my).

 תרתיonly inJEr. 48, 36, prop. constr.
state of man?, for which the parallel

subjection) n. p. m. GEN. 36,40. According to Simonis

contracted from nm

(pin), which is improbable.

כ
2, called 1> (which see), Kaf, as a the usual one, the harder being deletter of the alphabet means the hollow of signated by Dagesh lene. In Phenician
the bent hand (palma cava, the hollow a twofold pronunciation of Kaf must
palm), because, as is alleged, the letter have existed likewise; as it is reprerepresented the rough form of the palm, sented in the Punic of Plautus somein old writing, as is still visible in the times by ch, sometimes by c; and one
Phenician Kaf (>, 4/, I); in old He- sees plainly from the difference between
brew, Samaritan, old Aramaean, Pal- his older and more recent text, that
myrene, as also in the later square Kaf was not aspirated at an early pecharacter, it is said that this was the riod. When Semitic words passed into
model; and the Greek Kanna (wpa),X, Greek through the Phenicians, whether
is only a reversed Phenician figure. But they were originally Phenician or not,
₪.
here also as in other letters, the name we find sometimes x, sometimes +,
has been selected only on account of 32 20008, a) HUUER, "25 0009 תֶנְתִּב
the initial sound. As a numeral 5 signi- (a3) ץוזשמ  םיִּלָשּפ6
fies 20, being the second letter in the
As a hard and aspirate k-sound Kaf
series of tens. When 5 stands at the is interchanged chiefly 1. with ,ג as
end of a word, the lower and bent part yop and ja}, dap and >25, Ya» and
is stretched out downwards, i. e. as is yas; 2. with 1, as mp and men, >wE
done in the case of ,כ ,5  צ,1( ,4 ( ץand Sum; 3. with 2 as yap and DIP,
It is pronounced ka.
229 and apy, MID and הָהק Since *
As to the pronunciation of Kaj, it is
and 9 also ו
in part to the k-sounds,
usually hard like k, being a litera
we also find 4. an interchange with »,
muta; but like the letter תפדגב it has
5. sith
an inclination towards the stronger as- as > and wr, O° I. and bp;

pirated kh, for which reason the LXX
sometimes represent it by y. The aspirated pronunciation afterwards became

y, as Srp and בע“ דnD "ind "Br,
bb» and pby &e. As an aspirrated sound
itis also interchanged 6. with 7, as
40*
:
:

1

כ
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“27 and “9, רלהמ and "an &e.; as means of Dagesh forte, 602860. -®, as
also the מ
final h 8
sometimes appears as ‘7 in the Hebrew

roots.

Most of these changes, which

722, aD; Phenic. > the same) 1. an adv.

a) a relative adverb, how, in what way,
quomodo, after a verb Ecct. 11,5 (thou

appear more or less in the formation’ canst not know) how the bones in the
of stems, are best adduced in the ety- body of the pregnant woman (are to be
mological explanation of the stems, distinguished from the softer parts)=ךיא
where comparisons with the dialects Ruts 3, 18. — b) an adverb of quality,
may also be found. — Other peculiarities as, 80, Greek 609,
d Lat. ita, sic, hoc modo,
connected with Kaf are a) a transposi- to express state, sometimes coinciding

tion, e.g."D Ps. 22,16 for “ar, comp.

with j9 and 78, and with them de-

yn 68, '24 for yEm; b) an interchange with 2, e. ₪. 7832 JosH. 15, 62
for 7533, nipn 2 Cur. 2, 9 for nn;

noting qualitative,

modal

comparison

and likeness Is. 1, 7 8; hence doubled
2 —

> as —

80, as 7

—

as also,

qn Is. 33, 1 for mP>3; c)a change when two things are compared or
ofJand 4, e. g. qp2n-ms Josm. 17,11 placed together, so that one is to stand
and “32-ny 1 Car. 6, 55. But in all
these instances other explanations have
been attempted.
 בלךis an old termination, frequently
preserved in
extra-Semitic, ak = ka
as a suffix to adjectives, as we see it
still existing in 7171, 7123, Tem, To,
nn,

Jus,

78, 1172

TEU, 129)

though iin proper Hebrew words the for-
mation has been entirely lost. For this
= ak= ka *j alone sometimes appears,
abridged from ka, as in 7"3%:7 (which
see), or a final a coupled with ak, and
changed into ök, e. g. in TS, from

Arya-ak, 7192 from Nisra-ak, and many
others. This formative syllable T- ak,
still preserved in Hebrew, out of the
Aryan language, in some remains of
the former, iis sometimes written ne ach,

e. ₪. in( חַללְּב which see); with Which
.pmoc .marA צלבה, ,em  טלפה6.

Jr see Ir
' see J

in place of the other, or both together
are alike in one relation, 6. ₪. so (2)

thou as (2) Pharaoh Gun. 44, 18, i.e.
thou art like him in power; the stranger
as well as the native Luy. 24,16, i. e.
both; as well — as also, quantus— tantus, talis — qualis Josu.14,11, for which
also 72 — > Ps.127,4, or > — > 18am.

30, 24 are put. —

9 expressing inde-

finite, inexact likeness:

about, nearly,

circiter, e. ₪. Dan. 10,18 somewhat like
the appearance of a man, i.e. not exactly
like him, as שנא IBD 7,13; any thing
like this great thing Daur. 4, 32, and so

always in
i 119, MPN.

This application

is usually found with numerals, with
words of measure, of time &c., where
the original signification as being a measure of comparison almost disappears, in
German: ungefähr, etwa, English about,
e.g. about four hundred men 1 Kınas 22,
6; about an Ephah of barley Ruta 2,17;
about ₪ day’s journey Num.11,31; ; coupled
with 3, about the middle of a furrow

1 Sam. 14, 14.

To this belongs the

i specifications of time,
2 (before monosyllabic particles >, meaning about in
e.
g.
about
midnight
Ex. 11, 4; and so
e. £ ma, 47D, MNT>, only once nvr
also >, > in “m7 nz> Ex.9, 18 and ny2
Gen. 45, 8 in another sense, andiin

Dep Ps. 119, 14, Aram. qv Dan. 2, 23, ay תחנמ Dan. 9,21 are to be taken.
ma Dan. 8, 88 relat.; so too etre the — “a) indicating resemblance only to an
‘suffixes DP, DAD, OF; before למ= m ideal object not to one mentioned, and
therefore representing the thing itself
either 3, as im» [a peculiar particle], in an intensive completeness,
one as
or before light suffixes “ip; before the high as possible, without reference
to
interrogative particles המ , המit is an actually existing
thing, very, so much,
coupled with them in close union by even, extremely, 6. ₪. Nun. 7, 2 for
he is

כ
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a very faithful man )תמא WW>), i. 6
as only a faithful man can be; 008.
8, 1 who is so very wise; Is. 1, 7 desolation, so severe a destruction ofenemies

=)

18, 5 at the ceasing of the. blossom. —
2. A preposition: according to, after, in

pursuance of, 070, secundum, where
that which is denoted by > serves as a

1,9 Dyn> so very few; HYD Sone סע type to what is compared with it, con-

sequently the comparison is not complete, e. ₪ ּינָתּוְדְּכ Gen. 1, 26 after our
likeness, i. e. our nny may serve as a mo כְּמְתְאִנָנִיםNum. 11, 1, wr. 1 Sam. del, and so 4,17 after the names Josu.6,15
according to ‘this way; Ps.78,72 accord10,לז EIER) JoB 24,14, nn» Lamenr.
ing to the simplicity of his heart ; ZECH.2,
1,20, sw (the most devastating weather) 10 and I scatter you after the likeness of
Is. 13, 6 80. In this sense does > stand the four winds, i.e. the four winds shall
before participles, adjectives, substan- serve for a type of the dispersion; contives and adverbs; and the old gram- sequently it is not necessary to read
marians called it O¥9 4D, OPT 42 either 3983 or Y2qN2. In this sense
or MANNA MD, because it regularly de- v3 and "73 are also to be taken. —
notes the ‘superlative degree of a condi- 3. Denoting the comparison of two action. — To this belongs e) the designa- tions with one another, so that the one
tion of a firmly settled time, 6. ₪. Di"3 takes place, while the other too is done,
Gen. 25, 31, 1 Kinas 1, 51 at this pre- hence a) comparing the time of two
sent time, i.e. at present, now, for which actions, Gen. 39,18 when I lifted up my
also nya Jupezs 13, 23 or 7 DVD voice ..., then he left (1Sam.5,10; 1 Kines
stand Deur. 2, 30; 4, 38; 1Kınas 8, 24; 1,21; 2 Kinas 2, 9), and in conditional
1Cur. 28,7; even Daur. 8,18 and Jer. clauses expressing even the imperfect,
11,5 are to be referred to this meaning, tense Gen. 44, 30 31; Deur.16, 6; Jer.
taken specially from the stand-point of 25,12. In this way > usually stands
the present-speaking God. 1Sam. 2,16 before infinitives, or also before a verbal
at that past time also belongs here, ie. noun or a participle. b) standing before
formerly, before; on the contrary in 0173 a noun, in order to compare two poJosu. 10, 13, n2> Dan. 9, 21 > has the sitions, e.g. Is. 8,23 as the earlier time
sense of eireiter, about. nen ny> Gen. 18, brought down the land of Zebulon ..., so
10 is about this reviving (ie. returning the will the following time &e.; but usually
next year) time, which is more definitely in this sense ip una Num. 2, 17,
Sou. 1, 7 one so very feeble, or (if we
read a) wandering about. In a like
sense should be taken mus» Ex.22,24,

explained in 18, 14 by דעלופל in 2Kınas Jupezs 1, 7, or in the apodosis the verb
4,16 by na 59408; Er) Non. 16, 21 merely Oxap. 15; 008 10,19. ce) com-

at this moment ; 0323 in a little, forthwith, in the shortest ‘time, brevi, cito Ps.
2, 12; 81,15; 94,17; 2 Cur. 12,7, for
wiki is aise used 935 Dyn> referring
to time only Is. 26, 20; Eze. 9, 8. —
f) expressing the greatest possible limitation of the time, condition &c. before

pleting a comparison of two positions
on a smaller scale, and prefixed to both,
e. g. Jost. 14, 11 as my strength once
was, so is my strength now, where the
comparison has the character of a uniting
clause, besides its reference to condition.

But for >— 3 there stands also }2 — >
which > stands, 6. g. SwED 1 Sam. 20, 3 Josn. 2, 21, Ps. 127, 4, Prov. 26, 8, or
only a step; Dyn> only a little Ps. 73, > — > Jos. 14, 11; Ez. 18, 4. of
2; ןִיִאְּכ ib. only ‘a nothing in time, only the particles compounded with > we
a little time, stronger than 03723. — may mention DEN>, DinmN> (see Yin),

g) lastly as a particle of time: at, at Sinn» (see Sinn), לכ (see »>), לע (see
the time when, determining and accura- by), I83 (see. 8), n8> (see MB),
tely fixing the time Gun. 18,1; 2 Cur.  ְּאֶלָהand - > (see הל ( רשאּכsee 4tN),
19,1 18.18 ,4 ata clear heat; לט272 ib.
at the time of the dew-cloud; me Dn3

man» (see Ian), ה => (seem), ,הז

mt, "NT? (see הז 5 (‘ תאז29 see

כ

כבם
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 הפו7393 (see ,)237 HIRD (see by), coupled with 33 18. 65, 14. Phenic. 832
m», 23, i> (see המ המ in), “12הָבָאְּכ =  as a proper name.
(see ל gr)
AN? (Kal not used) intrans. same
The etymological derivation of this as nD prop. to be weak, feeble, soft,
> must be looked

for under הפו m2,

dull, troubled, shy; metaphorically to be
The
fuller form, but not from 4p.
idea of being dull, weak and slack pro> Aram. the same Dan. 6, 1; 7,4 9. ceeded from that of the natural sharpThe compounds >, 7272, nine see ness and power being destroyed or confined; and the organic root may have a
under 73, "1, man.
connection with that in 12 (whence per כיsee .>
haps comes directly the subst. 2), 7373,
2 see .>
to which the Syr. tla to sting, to shige,
AND (part. m. 2x5; fut. 283%) intr. and cognate stems in Ar., point. Deriv.
the noun SND 1.
to feel a pang, a pain, hence to suffer
Nif. 7822 (pant TND2, constr. M833)
Ps. 69, 30; to be sick Prov. 14, 13; to
to
be bowed down, aenbled, Dan. 11 30,
lie down sore Gen. 34,25; seldom with

"2; for it is obviously abridged from 8 Joint henviell, lowly, bowed down.

 עלof the person, when the object spe-  לבב83)

of humble heart, i. e. pious

cially suffering accompanies it Jos 14,
22. Deriv. בָאְּכ,Akon.
Hif.  מִכְאָב' ו הכאוב.fni .rtsnoc
 הַכְאיב.zE ,81 22 rof  הַכָאוּתgnidrocca

Ps. 109,16. 823 Jos 30,8, which many
read "ND? and refer to the present word,
we should have to translate: they were

to the LXX and Targ.; fut. (ביִאְכִי

see N32.

to

banished from the land (rebuked); but

Hif,MRS (inf. constr. nix
yi) to wound,
prick, of Yin Ez. 28, 24; to wound, to
injure Jos 5,18, opposite wan (to heal); to hurt Ez. 13, 22, according to the funfigur. to trouble, to make sad 12.
22. damental signification of Kal, and as
— 2. to mar, poet. a field, i.e. to spoil, the Targ. and LXX translate; parallel.
with 2 of the thing wherewith 2 Kines 28553. On this assumption it seems un3, 19, the idea being more plainly ex- necessary to read 2837.
pressed in verse 25; comp. Am (Gen.
FIND (pl. (םיִאָּכ m. roalled. wretched,
47,19) of the field, גרה of the vine (Ps. Ps. 10, 10 the crowd of the dejected ones
78, 47); the field beine conceived of as ) כָּאִיםSn with the separate reading);
but see Soon.

a body.

Rn stem aN> (Aram. ay, Syr. ots,
re AS, Phenis ax) is mostly used

in
aa
dialects in the sense of to be sad,
sorrowful, to suffer; but the fundamental
signification does not lie in to be bent, but
in the idea of piercing, as is seen from

“IND
I (not used) intr. same as YDדח
דרה

(in the Talmud), to be dirty, especially
applied to water, 001800. = 123. Deriv.
according to some “kd.

TW II. tr. to shut around, enclose,

Hif., Targ. 33 (215), Syr. a tr. to fetter, ‘comp. the organic root ma, a7
pierce, whence אבּוּכ ,  ןששכa thorn, a &e.; better = “2 to bore through. Ps. 22,
17; ; where either eb (part. m. pl. constr.)
thorn-bush.
SND (from AND) m. pain, suffering
Is. 17,11, coupled with mom (according
to ms) = Soma; the stinging pain (of 6prosy) Jos 3,13; 16,6; with wiry despe-

or וראפ should be read.

“RD m. dirt Am. 8, 8 according to
some.
But it is demonstrably = “RTD
See ראי

rate Is.1.c¢., een --% Ps. 39,0 חצנ
333 (i. e. 29, not used) intr. to be
lasting San. 15,is. Mentally, sorrow, round, circular, of a level thing or an
9

כב
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arched body. The ‚organic root 23 is pr Syr. 70+ are used for it. — The
identical with that in ,בג ," בק רגAr. significations of the stem present themso also Ethiopic, Syr. -2> the same, selves in the derivatives in greater vaof coiling up, and of what is round, of riety than in the verb. Deriv. 739,
733 (adj.), 3333, 723, 97929, m733;
2
202
lumps &e.; comp. Ar. &4S a coil, יציג in proper names ia? (in Tas) and

balls, Syr. baas glomus.

Deriv. the | 722 (in 7221).

Nif. 1272 (part. 7292, pl. 01292,
is not from 29 (9), but is to be ‘de- but constr. "7332, with suff. 7353 one
once ִסָחיִדְבְכ Ps. 149, 8, pl. 2 ni7223;
rived from => (amp).
22 8 - in pause 1723; once 133 inf. constr. 1997; fut. 723%) reflex. ‘aad
pass. of the sigmific. of Kal, to be heavyIs. 24, 20; inf. abs. 123; fut. 725%) er.
laden, D2""7222 Prov. 8,24 rich in waprop. to shrink (into a dense, thick mass),
to become dense, thick, to be pressed closely ter; to make oneself great, mighty, many
Is. 26,15; to shew oneself great, mighty
together, the Ar. us‘having the same ori- 2 Sam. 6, 20; Ez. 89, 18; 2 Kınas 14, 10
ginal signification. Then to be dense,thick, shew thyself great and remain at home, i. 6.
weighty, heavy, the heavy being con- shew thy greatness at home; to be disceived of as adense, thick mass; cognate tinguished Is. 43, 4; to be highly esteemed,
in sense "pn" (which see). Hence 1. to glorified Luv. 10, 3; Ez. 28, 22; to be
be heavy, weighty, Jos 6,3; to be a heavy brought to honour Is."49, 5, with 3 of the
burden upon, 6. ₪. דר spoken of superior person in or by whom Ex. 14,4; to feel
power, preponderance Jupgzs 1, 35, as oneself honoured Haca.1,8; to be ‘honour
ort name 23; on the contrary 3312 .

 »’ על72 12 3, 10; of the punitive omnipotence of God Ps. 32, 4; of the oppressive power of sin Is. 24, 20; of
labour Nex. 5, 18; to be troublesome,
burdensome 2 Sam. 13, 25, always with

able, eminent Gun. 34, 19, 1 Sam. 9, 6;

to be famous 2 Sam. 23, 19 23; hence
72>} is opposed to mp2 Is. 3, be "7323
 ארֶץ13.23,8 9 the honoured i. e. princes
or nobles of the earth, also םיִדְּבְכְנ,07733}

Sy of the person, and only in 1 Sam. alone Nau. 3, 10; Ps. 149, 8. niT222
5,6 with לא for 59; with 79 of the per- as a subst. glorious things, Ps. 87,3 ;

son to be too heavy for Ps. 38, 5. Comp.
Ar. US (to be ל
and the
Ethiopie, of burden, weight. — 2. Metaphor. a) to be sore, severe, of 7977973

Junges 20, 34, with dx of the person
1 Sam. 31, 3; b) to be numerous Jos 6, 3
(comp. Hithp.); c) to be rich, abundant
in, with 3 in (what) Gen. 13, 2, like 7),
Greek 00092, Germ. gewichtig ; d)to beexalted, renowned, honoured, valued, worthy,

majestic Is. 66,25; Jos 14,21; Ez. 27,
25, opposite לק (552); e) to he heavy,
apaken of members of the body, i. e.
stiff and immoveable as to activity,
hence to be dim, dull, of the eyes Gen.
48,10; of the ears, to be hard of hearing
Is.59,2, of the mind, to be obdurate, Ex.
9,7. For the derivatives to be hard, plied to sluggishness in speech (Ex.4

10), comp. Arab. |=

(to be heavy:

of the tongue, stammering), the Arab.

Pih. 723 (part. "32%, fut. 433) to
honour, to hold in honour, with accus. of
the object Ex. 20,12; to favour, with a
double accus. Is. 43, 23; seldomer with
y2 Prov. 3, 9 or 2 of the thing with
which one honours Dan. 11, 38; to shew
honour, with 5 of the person Ps.86, 12,
also with the accus. 22, 24; Is. 24, 15:
to esteem holy or high 18. 58, 13; 60,13;
to glorify, with 2 in a thing Jupass 9, 9.
Puh. 722 (part. Tap, fut. a1) to
be honoured, to be esteemed Is. 58, 13;
Prov. 13, 18
ריּבַכְה.]1 (part. a7} inf. abs. 1227,
constr. 1393; fut. a3), ap. 723) 1. to
make heavy7 oppressive, לע 1 Kınas 12,
10 ;14 num (the fetter) ‘Lament. 3,7;
may Has. 2,6 with לע of the person;
with the omission of by Neu. 5, 15. —
.2 Fig. to bring to honour Is. 8, 23, op-
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722

posite ( הקלto bring to disgrace); to ac- ( הָדּובְּכfluctuating between ‘72> and
quire renown 2 Car. 25,19 (for which (הָדּובְּכ- f. prop: splendid, shiningEz. 23,
the Nif. stands in 2 Kinas 14, 10); to Ad; much, rich; but the mase. as well as
to increase JER. 30; 19, ‚the fem. onlysubstantively riches Nau. 2,
opposite “vx; to make heavy, the ears ,10 possession Jupexs 18, 21, splendour,
magnificence Ps. 45, 14. For 72D as a
Is.6,10; to"harden, בל Ex. 9, 34.
Hithp. Saar (pa. naam) 1. to}: subst. see Ti22.
make oneself many, to be numerous, Nau. |: 723 m. heaviness, weight Prov. 27, 3,
3,15, with an assonance to mat and, | metaphor. a multitude Nau. 3, 3, violence
as, 72 ‚2,10. — 2.0 glary,. to honour Is. 21, 15, slowness, of a slowly aponeself Prov. 12, 9, opposite AR}.
‚proaching thunderstorm 30, 27.
6
TD (constr. 723, once 739 Is. 1,4; | MAIDf. heaviness Ex. 14, 25,
ְּםיִדב. עוconstr. )331 I. adj. m. 1. heavy,‘ slowness.
make numerous,

weighty; large (in extent, and weight), |
of 59 1 Kınas 12, 11, nw Ps. 38, 5,
32D ‘Is, 32, 2; clumsy, of an old man
1 Sam. 4, 18, of the hands Ex. 17, 12;
thick, of רש "19, 16. Hence figur. oppressive, grievous, of 71» Is. 1, 4, רעש
2 Sam. 14, 26, 22 Gen. 43, 1, 093
Prov. 27,3. — 2. "Metaphor. numerous,
much, great (in number), of mn» Gen.

( הָבָּכfut. )?337 tr. prop. to cover,
to. conceal, to veil, to envelop,

conseq.

in its fundamental signification = Nan,

 בח1 nom, Mom, 19» &e.; usually me-

ו
to“put ‘Out, quench, spoken of fire
. LEv. 6,6, Prov. 26, 20, of light 31,18;
. figur. ofGod's burning wrath JER. 7,20,
of a wick going out, as the figure of a
weakened, perishing enemy Is. 43, 17
50, 9, 352 Ex. 8, 20, map 12, 38, לוח (comp. 42,3). Ar. LS to cover the fire
18 10, 2, 093,9; rich GEN. 13, 2;

vehement, of לבא 50, 11, "34 Ex. 9, 3, | (with ashes), US to be quenched. —
The organic root is 17-33 (see xam).
29% Guy, 50,"10; doko, sluggish,

Pih. 939 (inf. constr."Tan; fut.291)
to quench, with the aceus. niq? 2 Cur.
of the בל 7,14; difficult, of 427 18,18.
— I. 6 (with suff. "129, "בכ m 29, 7, the burning m3 Is. 1, 31, הָתְשּפ
prop. a mass of blood thickened (into 42,3, un Am. 5, 6; figur. San Jen. 4,4,
a firm body), hence the liver, as the MAAN Sone oF Sox. 8,7, Dw Ez. 32,7.
7 to“quench the
thickest part of the viscera (Galen. de  אֶתנחָלֶתmap 2 Sam.
usu partium 6, 47) Ex. 29,13 22; Lev. coal, i. e. to destroy the last shoot; ’3

of mp Ex. 4,10, ןושלib. v. 16; hardened,

3,4; 8,16; Ar. SS the same. ‘23 TN

‘2 רנדתַא 21, 17 to put out the light of

Israel, i.e. to destroy all its best things.
Ez. 21, 26 to look into the liver, a kind
( כָּבודconstr. ,3257 ,377 htiw .ffus ;321"
of sacred augury among the Chaldeans
written
sometimes fully, sometimes de-
(Diod. 2, 29), Etrurians (Cie. de divin.
1,42; 2, 13) and other ancient peoples. fectively) m. (fem. only in Gen. 49, 6,
The liver is pour ed out on the ground but in the Sam. cod. masc. there also)
Lament. 2,11, 1. e. the gall, the empty- .1 a weight, a burden, Prov. 25, 27
ing of thegall being looked upon as a and the searching out of their (i. e of
result of injury to the liver (see Jos divine things) interior (1123 2, c.) is a
16, 13), and that being regarded as burden (725), 1. 6. the minute examina-
dangerous to life; figur. for the heart is tion of divine things is burdensome
(comp. Ben-Sira3,21-25); see "pn. —
wounded,
723 m. 1. fame, majesty, only in the

proper name 73977. — 2. as a stat. constr.
of 29, which see.

.2 Metaphor. a) riches, beta, parti-

cularly what has been brought together

Gen. 31, 1; Is. 10, 3; 66, 12, coupled
with bon 61, 6; Ps. 49, 17, frequently
733 (after the form TON, play) adj. m., with [By 1 Kınas 3,13; Prov. 3, 16;
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8,18, or 095} 1200188. 6, 2. ---b) honour,
fame, renown, partly as a consequence
of riches 2 Cur. 1, 11, partly as the op-

rabba (Ley. ch. 21) of the great ones of

posite of Jin, in a moral sense. Then,

by Josephus (Vit.§. 43.44; B. J.8, 8, 1)

since mention is made in the Midrash

Cabul (5:25 5573). This Cabul is called

dignity Prov. 11, 16; 20, 3, with "35 Xa Badod ; and is said to be in the vicinity
Ps. 8,6; a crown of glory, parall. nass of py, viz. two hours north of it, in
JoB 19,9. Figur. the ark of the covenant which district there is at the present
1Sam. 4,22. Of God, glory, i. e. renown- day a village Cabul (Robins. New Bibl.
deserving agency Ps.19,2; magnificence, Researches p. 113), where the graves of
majesty Is. 42, 8; hence God is called Ibn Esra and Ibn Gebirol are shewn; in

 הַכָּבוּדTan Ps, 24, 7. 2 Tiad 703 to give the Talmud (Pesach 51 *(it is mentioned

honour, to hold in honour, to esteem "honour- with “73 (Birya, !/, an hour north of

able Prov. 26, 8; to celebrate, to praise,  (צְפַתand 127; and this may also be
God, JER.13, 16,"for which also
>’>םוש the Ye in the eparchy of n2x, menIs. 42, 12 or ל'ִּכa37 Ps. 29, 1 some- by Edris in his deseription of
times. occur. ל מmay to give an honour- Syria. — 2. n. p. of a district in Galilee
able burial 2 Car. 32, 33. Still farther, comprising twenty towns 1 Kınas 9,11;
high, position Gun. 45, 13; splendour, of which was called ‘> poy according to
a residence Is. 11, 10, of fine chariots the etymologising narrative 9, 12-13,
22, 18, of a throne 22, 23; ornament, because it was unfruitful, sandy and
beauty, of i225 35, 2, hence 2 ‘22 a dry. According to Josephus this ter4, 2 to adorn ‘one; a
the ma ritory bordered on that of Tyre, formed
jesty, glory,
renown, excellency, of a barren sandy mountain-basin, and may
God in his manifestation on mount Si- have received its name at an earlier
nai, shining with fire, surrounded by period from the city 5125 in Asher, to
clouds, and sending forth lightnings which the district probably belonged;
Ex. 16, 7 10; in the tabernacle; in the the appellation being merely interpreted
temple of Solomon; or in prophetic re- afterwards. As to the signification of
velation Is. 6, 3, Ez. 1, 28; called in the name, the Targ., Syr. and Vulg.
the New Test. 8656 xvgiov (Luxe 2, 9). have notattempted to giveany, but merely
Hence God is termed לָאְרִשְי ia Jer. retained the word. The LXX identify
2,11, Ps. 106, 20, poet. S33 alone Is. it with 5134, 533; Josephus explains it
3, 8; also of God in the proper name (Antt. 8, 5 3), like the Phenician ןלבח,
Has (which see). So too 733 in 7291". XoBalorr (corruption, uselessness, un- :9 Conerete the noble, the best, either profitableness) and therefore describes it
collectiv. for the temple and Jewish people by ovx &egoxor; Jerome (on Amos ch. 1)
Is. 4,5, the nobility, nobles 5, 13; 8, 7; derives it from > as and לוב=5139; the
17, 3, the honoured, honoured Felahenz Talmud (Sabb. 54*) from bap= לוחbe22,24, or conceived of individually for longing to bin (sand); Rashi, Kimchi
ws Gan. 49, 6, own 28. 30, 13. — and others from Dap (to entwine, interd) adv. with honour, gloriously, Ps. 73,24 lace); Hiller (Onom. p. 435) from D129
and at last thou shalt receive me gloriously. (as nothing, a = Dar); others from
Das and Sia=לב(nothing). But it is
TID see 72.

Pi (from bap IL; a dry, parched, best to suppose that the application of
sandy place) ה 2. of a border-city of the word alludes simply to the signification of the name. See b3> II.
Asher in the north-east of Palestine,
( ןוָּבּכcircle of tents, fiance, from 333;
adduced with praxis ma (Talm. pay 22)
and לָאיְִנ J OSE. 19, 27. It was stillin comp. 1111. and 737 with a like fandaexistence during the time of the second mental signification) n. p. of a city in
temple; and after the destruction of the Judah Jos#. 15,40. But as in all prolatter a Jewish congregation was there,

bability the same city is called 1 Car.
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2,49 N2392; and since "23572 elsewhere

about 1 Cur. 15, 27, with a wherewith;

appears as fhe proper name of a person,
it is safer to refer it to the stem 723

comp. 82292 Dan.3, 21.

b391II. (not used) intrans. to be dry,
(which see).
parched, like the Arab. 5
hence to be
23 (pl. 0°9°22) prop. adj. m. great,

unfruitful. Derivative the proper name
much, mighty, spoken of masses of waters
Daa.
Is. 17,12 as a figure of the Assyrian
bap (pl. constr. "232) m. a fetter, Ps.
army; violent, of 1 (a storm) JoB 8, 2,
a figure of ‘rushing, stormy speech; 105, 18; 149, 8; Arab. and Syr. the
subst. a mighty or great one 108 34, 17 same,
24, and therefore an epithet of God
2 (not used) tr. usually to bind, to
36, 5, or supplemented and determined
by "בלand ַחְּפ ibid. i.e. m> ‘2 and בל ’3; draw together, to intertwine -firmly , cogwith םיִמָי of great age 15, 10.

As a

nate in sense 23; Syr. <=> the same.

neuter, ‘anything

much

It is better, Ber to take = 23 3
to be heaped together, to be ל
into a mass; hence to be hilly, uneven,
spoken of places; to be thick, fat, of

mighty,

great,

31, 25; Is. 16, 14. Comp. Phenician
6423 (in Sanchoniathon pages 22, 38

100050008, Kaßyogo:), a name of the seven
sons of 97% (= (קיִדצ in the Phenician
mythology, who symbolised the seven
planets. So the planet J upiter was called, according to a gloss in Hesychius,

22 Ton.

“2D m. a texture, covering, of goat's
hair 1 Sam. 19, 13 16, for which the
LXX and Josephus read 722 (liver) understanding by it a goat’s liver still
moving, which Michal put into the bed,
to make the messengers believe that a
breathing sick man was lying there.

533 I. (not used) trans. same as 33
to bind about, to wind around, to twist
about, hence to bind, to fetter, to entangle

persons. Deriv. the proper names 8233/3,
"23%, and perhaps 4539.
023 (in Kal only part. m. (סבפ tr.
prop. to tread (with the feet), to stamp
upon, clothes (in order to clean them);
hence to full, to wash; yn} applying
only to the washing of the body. Comp.
Greek lvvew as distinguished from
hovew. Part. da> 2 Kınas 18, 17, Is. 7,
3 a washer, a fuller ; Phante 025 the

same.
Pih. 032 (more frequently D3; part.

das; fut. DaD>) to wash, to clean,
clothes Ex. 19, 10, Ley. 11, 25, Num.

19,7, for which purpose תירב Mar. 3,2
&c.; deriv. 522. The fundamental sig- or nn) JER.2,22 was applied. To was

the garments in wine is a poetical figure
of fulness Gen. 49,11. Figur. to purify,
Arab. dos from sin Jur. 4, 14; Mar. 3,2; Ps. 51,

nifeadon is ‘sufficiently clear from the

stems ban, bpp, 523 &e,
(whence Jy a ‘hunting-net), Aram. 533 49.
the same.

The offshoots of this funda-

Puh. 023 to be washed, purified, Lv.

13, 58; 15, 17.
other, to mix with one another, to inter א0337 (arising from (הַתְפַּבס to
twine (comp. Aram. 23 to knead); b) to be purified, from leprosy Lev. 13, 55 56.
be closely or firmly twisted together, meThe organie root of the stem 033
taphor. to be firm, dense, thick, great (see
exists
also in ba (092), dD-4, wen,
244). The organic root is לבה also
7379,
and is connected with wap I
lying in
i ba I.
Pih. 537 (not used; with = inserted)
yop (not used) intr. to be high, to be
to veil around, to enwrap, arising out of
hill- shaped or dome-shaped, prop. to be
mental idea are

a) to knot into one an-

dad.

. Puh. 2392 (part. 929%) to be clothed

highly bent, highly rounded, humpshaped, identical with >33, Yop I. The
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org. root is 9-29, which lies also in בג long ago, already Ecoues. 1,10, coupled
(233), 22: ,ג1  הניAR, Pa, oa 6 with 29499 (centuries ago); oa while
Deriv. פובע,כְְּבַע. The Ar. 5 a be long ago,₪0 16, where it belongs ‘to the
verb, םיִאְּבַה DIN (in future times) formsubjected) belongs to another group of ing an adverbial accusative. But it is also
roots.
a subst. anything old, i. e. what was long
223 (Kal not used) ir. 1. to bind ago, 3,15 what has become somewhat old
firmly together, to weave or knot together (33), and what is to be, was long ago

firmly; the stems 24 (page 260), "an (135); Syr. +22 the same. — 2. (the unit(page 414), dad, "baa, DBs, ban T, ing, viz. river) n. p. of a river which
 כָּמַר11, a &e. which are “closely «con- runs through or washes Chaldea and
nected with 33, pointing to this fundamental signification. Hence to plait into
one another, spoken of a sieve, to lattice,
to make or form net-work, deriv. 23)
הָרָבְּכ ,2 ,72272  מַכְבָּרto bind, to unite,

whence the proper name "a>. — 2. By
an usual metaphor (asin mR, WR PIN,

533, din &e.) to be ee

strong,

powerful, mighty, forcible; with relation
to extent, to be large, long, widely extended , deriv. 22 1.; with relation to
fulness, to collect ,‘to joes up, to make
much, deriv. "232; with relation to
time, to be advanced in years, old, con-

tinuing (in time), deriv. 422.

The stem 2 is found more frequently

Babylon. Rising in the neighbourhood
of Nisibis, it falls into the Euphrates at
 כַּרְכְּמִישafter having united numerous

streams with itself (Golius on Alferg.
page 243 &e.). It is identical with the
4000009 (Strabo 16, 748) or XaBaigac
(Ptol. 5, 18) Ez. ₪ 1 3,15 23; 10,15
22; Syr. yao, בב fhe same. Probably
hig river was called in Hebrew “han;
the orthography 23 in Ezekiel heme
merely an Aramaeism. Hence the sian
in Assyria, or better between Media and
Assyria, is more exactly denoted by
ya TD.
533 (constr. 1933; from >) f.
1. length, extent, always in
i the combination PIN N39 (Gun. 35, 16; 48, 7;
2 Kines 5, 19) an extent or tract “ofland,
ie a stretch of way, which was either
a definite measure of distance (according to the Syr. either a "O78, parsang,

in Arabic to “to be great,
to be advanced in years, and thenin the most
various significations), Syr. („20 to be-come rich, powerful),
& Ethiopic; so that
its use in 4 ob, Ecclesiastes &c. appears
to have originated rather from the in- Wv;2, parasanga; according to Saadia
Ju», milliare, a Roman mile; according
fluence of Aramaean.

Pih. 123 (not used) to be very strong,
violent, massy, celebrated, manifold, old;

to Jerome about 5000 paces), or as must

be inferred from 2 Kınas 1. e., it ex-

in every relation an intensification of presses no definite measure, but correthe second signif. of Kal. Deriv. 722. sponds to the German “eine Strecke
Hif. 237 (fut. 7222) to make many, Weges”. The LXX have retained the
word untranslated Gen. 35, 16; in 48, 7

to heap up, “pen Jop 35, 16, clear in its

meaning

after aq) 34, 37; the LXX

incorrectly read 7332. Deriv. the subst.
339 36, 31 = בל in Elihu’s mode of
speaking.
223 1. m. prop. length, extent, continuance, of time, as the fem. 7423 (constr.

they add as a gloss 4070 tov 86
pov (a race-course) i. 6. a stage or 3
parsangs (like the Arab. nl
by),
which, however, also stands in the same
verse for maps 033. Indefinite names of

size, length ‘and weight have often fixed
time, measure and weights, as we see

n73>) is applied to length orextent of from Nd, Spy, 1372, Aram. 77?) NOW,
space; the Arab.
(old age) is the Comp. oa (ashort time), Pondo &c.—
same word. Mostly occurring as an adv. 2.a sieve Am. 9, 9.
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u I. (part. pl. םרוטבפ ,inf. constr.
wise, ‘fut. Wiad.) 4
properly to
tread (under foot), upon a thing, as v3
makes clear; to tread down, metaphor. to

not be any more doubt about the signification of the stem. A farther development of the idea “to glow, to burn,
to be hot” is to dry up, to wither, the

same

oppress, suppress, i. e. not to regard, to ‘found

disregard, to leave unnoticed, תנוע Mic.

7,19;

development of meaning being
in other verbs of burning: (see

247, am), whence we see that the

to subdue, nay Nex. "5,5; organic root wa-2, wre > stands in pri2 Che, 28, 10; Jur. 34, 16; to force,& mitive. relationship. to that in Win I.,
woman Esra. 7,8; poet. to conquer, tread רבש, Ya, Sanskrit ush, Latin bus-tum,
down, Yon, "28 (sling-stones) 208. 9, fus-co &e.
15, a hanes of the heathen; while the

Teraelites are called "42 7228 "9,16. Derivative .שב

Nif. wa) to be conquered, taken pos-

session of, vs with 295 of the person
Num. 32, 22; Josn. 18, 1; to be subdued
Nex. 5, 5.
Pih. a> to subdue, a people 2 Sam.
8, 11.

wa (not used) intr. either same as
5

to be thin, lank, of a lamb; or =

uni to be weak, weakly, more or less

after the analogy of mp0 from 720 (which
see). But as the derivative nouns of our

stem denote a sheep which is strong,
advanced in age and firmness; and as
even the Arab. yer and Syr. Laas de-

Hif. Wrap (fut. wrazr) to subdue,
into slaves and handmaids Jar. 34, 11 note a ram. which is elsewhere characterised by its strength (comp. (ליא
K’tib, while K’ri has Kal.
The stem W295, identical with 823, is it is better to adopt for the fundamental
in Targumic wae (deriv. swaD 8 trodden signification to be strong, powerful, stout,

way, wap and ward foot- ‘stool), Syr. especially of sheep, and conseq. it. is
equivalent to the verb שמח (p. 460),Ar
ween Ar.u: and has for its organic vu,
&e. Deriv. ‘ae, Mia,
root ובד>, as mentioned above under

82”> and da.
v2 II. (not used) intr. to glow, to

33,

tran
ansposed av, mas.

wD (= wD) see ו

wre.

way m. prop. a tread, hence footstool,
burn, to be hot, cognate in sense with on,
fora throne 2Cur. 9,18, Talm. the lowest
om (which see), especially of a kiln for
burning lime; metaphor. to be heated, step (of stairs), Syr. Woas. But as in
burnt, blackened; then to be black, dark- the text of 1 Kies 10,19 which entirely
coloured, OF also being so applied. De- agrees with 2 Cur. 9,18 S439 WN) stands

for ,שב and the LXX read 539 UNI, we
may perhaps read Wad as a ‘periphrasis
of 532in the passage.
WAD (pl. (םיִטְבְּכ m. a young sheep,
to compare the Arab, ee] (trans.) to
kindle, set fire to; next the stem of uns, after it has ceased to be st (a lamb)

riv. 1033, the proper names w1> (Gentile

" (כושיWid, Wr.
For the stem W2> 1. we have chiefly

which was manifestly = בכ and is also and has become stronger, “usually till

three years old, and if it be of one year,
represented in Arab. by ums, where the the fact is expressly given Num. 7, 15

fundamental signification can only be
that which is given, since the same
metaphor. application is found in on and
in ‘123. The stem wna (2 changed into

17; 29,13. In other respects ‘3 is deer bed as feeding in meadows Ts. 5, 7,

Hos. 4,16, yielding wool Prov. 27, 26,
JoB 31,20, and characterised by tame-

 (מbelonging to the proper name Sina ness and patience Jer. 11, 19; Arab.
(which see) proceeds from the same and Syr. ₪ ram, which suits well the
fundamental meaning, so that there can- idea of the derivation, being from a
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stem denoting force and strength. For
it we have also 199 Lev. 3, 7; 4, 35,

TH II. (not used) intr. to glow, to

burn, to blaze, to sparkle; metaphor. to
plur. םיִבָשְּכ Gen. 30,32. Arab, oe be of a sparkling , red colour. The organic root 72 is closely connected with
lamb of one year.
that in דק= (which see). Comp. Arab.
mia f. same as הטְבָּכ ד
0
ol to give fire. A farther developNun. 6, 14.
023 (constr. nW33; plur. niw3>, ment of the signif. of the verb is the
constr. nioa>) f. the same Gun. 21,"Jg same as in "Am to stick, pierce, bore;
29, 2 Sam. 12,3 4, without distinction the ideas of burning and pricking being
of ‘gender, probably applied at first to conceived of alike, particularly in the
other small animals likewise. Instead piercing of thorns (comp. wip, W722 beof this form is also used 123 Lev.5,6. longing to Wiad, wisp, cognate with

yw22 (from wa 11.( m. an oven, a vs IL, Sn ‘from a7, 20% to burn

furnace, for burning lime or smelting
metals, and for the preparation of glass,
out of which, while it is heated, a thick
smoke ascends Grn. 19,28, and in which
ashes and soot rest Ex. 9, 8 10; not
different in fundamental signification
from "99m (from 4) to burn). See wap.
2 (from 12 L; pl. 72) comm. a
hucket, a pail, a vessel (for holding meal)
Gen. 24,14, 1 Kınas 17,14, 108 7,

and to ומ

on which account we have

to compare with it the Ar. 1 to pierce,
of thorns, to torment, whence HOS Coluthea spinosa &c. In the latter signif.
it is the verb-root of JjT"> 1, which is

to be derived from 347 1.
Pih. 1.733 (not used) to spread heat,
to emit flames.

Deriv. 73.

Pih. I. 7973 (redupl.; not used) to

16, coupled with "23 (abowl) Eccuzs.

lighten, to sparkle, spoken of a clear,

12, 6. The word "which is the most
common of all for pail or bucket came
from the Phenicians to other peoples
also; comp. Sanskrit ghada (an earthen
pitcher, see Bopp, Glossar. p. 60), Greek
xadog, xa000¢, Latin cadus, Slavon.

red colour.

Deriv. 1372.

7372 (after the form nie) m. 1. ₪
clue, ball, Is. 22, 18, governed as an
accus. by 52%, and in apposition with
mp2¥, whence we should translate: he
will roll thee together like a coil, like a

Kad &. In Arab. the denomin. AS to ‘ball. But as the verb is wanting to the
following words, we may more suitably
draw, comes from it.
read 132. — 2. same as IPD a sur37) (not used) Aram. tr. prop. to rounding besieging line of troops, like
spin, “to bind, to bind together; meta- the Latin corona (Caesar, B.G.7,72;
phor. to lie, to dissemble, like the Hebr. Virg. Aen. 9, 508; Liv. 4, 47) Is. 29,3,
213. Derivat. 232. The Pael is com- parallel 22% ‘(a military post), and הנח
monly used in the Targ., Syr. &e.
Dy there denotes actively to set up about
27 (def. 8372) adj. m., 1272 F- lying a thing, with the accus. “17D; like רצ
Day. 2, 9, like הָתיִחְש an adjective to  עלto erect by way of siege about a thing,
man, and not a subst. In the Targ. with accusat. 227. Hence the Kaf in
NOT, pl. 77279 (Is.57,11) and 77272 (Ez. "173 can only belong to the stem, in
13 ‚19), is a subst., like a7> in Hebrew. this passage. Talm. "73 a round disk,
a circle.
72 I. (i. e. 73; not גוט tr. same
"TD see יד

as nop (pag. 305) to deepen, a vessel, |
in order to put something in, hence
like nn3 identical with the Targumic

"TD see "7.

73 m. the name of a shining,
on, Syr.wu 60. The root exists also in sparkling precious stone, prob. a carthe extra-Semitic languages. Deriv. 72. buncle (Ibn Koreish), so called from its
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red-sparkling colour Is. 54,12; Ez. 27,
16; Targ. 77373 or 717273, 71973, 771972

for Hebrew 795 or םֶלָהְי ; Ar. צו
rubedo maxima, and .5-5ג-() The Greek

60160009 may be corrupted from this

Aryan language, as is well known, prevailed in Susiana, we must either assume that the name is translated or
Hebraised.
n2 a verb-root to the noun »1

word.
NITD see .רָצאְנְדַכְּבְי

2 a particle demonstrative referring to quality; sometimes to express a
comparison, thus, so; sometimes pointing
“3 I. (inf. abs. “37D Is. 22, 18, as to time, place or manner, now, here,
one may read, parallel tonie) tr. prop. there, in this or that way. It is closely
same as IN2,. "bY, “iin to enclose, sur- connected with >. In Hebrew it is
round, encircle, ihe same meaning being only met with in the compounds }הכא
decidedly expressed in Yım L, 133, רצֶח Maas, TDD, and abridged iin TS in
“zy &c., hence 1. to swing ה
in a Aram. ‘ala in 71; but it is a primitive

eircle, totoss forward, Is. 22,18 "5x 9572 form which is still preserved in Ara-

DT) תבחר PIS tossing circularly into a maean. See "2.
distant land; but we may also retain
19 Aram. iis same, hence ma
173. — 2. to circle, to make a round
hitherto Dan. 7, 28; Hebrew mo.
motion, of a ball, a coil. — 3. to besiege
or storm, a place, consisting iin surroundAD adv. thus, so, ita, 007000, refering it, Ina appearing in the same use. ring either to the preceding by way of
The application of this word in Arab. comparison Gun. 15, 5, Ex. 5,15, 1 Sam.
6AS) to be disturbed, troubled, of water, 17, 27, or still oftener to something that
2 be mixed together, of an army, has follows next Gen. 31,8, Deur.7,5; hence
arisen from the fundamental significa- when the words of others are quoted extion just given, properly to be turning, actly Ex. 5,10, Jupaus 11,15, Jur. 2, 2;
whirling, circling. "ny also seems to and in the formula of swearing, God do
so and more also (on the phrase itself
belong here.
Pih. 733 (not used) to enclose in a see My), where the particular of comcircle, to besiege , to press upon round parison is almost imperceptible 1 Sam.
about, a slight addition to the force of 14,44; 1 Kinas 19, 2. 13 is used beKal. Deriv. 1173 2, Tit.
sides 1 as a particle of time, now, prop.
so far, 1 Kınas 18, 45 till so far, i. e. not
2 IL. to bind, to plait together, the long; Ex. 7, 16 till now. — 2. a particle
same idea being also expressed in the of place: here Num. 23,15, Rute 2, 8,
cognate verbs 4m, רט IL., without there 2 Sam. 18, 30, after verbs of motion hither
being any connection with signif. I. on Gen. 31, 37; Num. 23,15; > — HD here
that account; Ar. aS the same, whence — there 11,31; 757 4D hither and thither
5,05 a bundle. The signif. to be much Ex. 2, 12; nb דעto that place, yonder
in Arab. is to be explained by )dS in Gen. 22,5. — 3. as a particle of manthe sense of the Hebrew ‘n>. Deriv. ner: in this manner, of this sort, Is. 20, 6
 כַּדָוּר1, 153 (constr. 472) i
in the proper behold, of such kind is our hope; 133 —
 בְּכָהin this — in that way 1 Kınas 22,
name ad; 72.
N'VTD see Sana.

Sara (binding ofa sheaf) n. p. of
a king of Di 1. 6. Elymais or Susiana
on the east side of the lower Tigris
Gzn.14,1 9. As the form of the pro‚per name before us is Hebrew; and the

20. In all the three meanings the da

monstrative

fundamental

signification

prevails. — As to the derivation, mb is
abridged from "72, and belongs to te
family of the pronominal roots >,
ia &.;
16 is also found in the ine

pound הָכיַא (which see).
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MID (inf. abs. HTD; fut. HID, ap. of 42 (12), except that the latter isi inand have
2) intr. prop. same as MND to be feeble, trans.; the Arab.7
in derivaweak, hence to be quenched, of the eye, also, partly as veche, ו
to become blind Zecn. 11, 17, to be dim
Gen. 27, 1, Deur. 34, 7, Tor 17,7; also
in derivatives to be quenched of a burning wick, a figure of being weak, faint,
dying; to become pale, of inflammations;
fig.to despair, to fail Is. 42, 4.
Pih. 3 (3 fem. N19) 1.intr. to be
very dull; of the mind, to despond Ez.
21,12. — 2. tr. to make timid, dejected,
desponding , i. e. to chide, to admonish,
with 2 of the person 1 Sam. 3,13, like

tives, the meaning to stand by, to support, to be the medium of ewecuting a bu-

siness &c., whence have then arisen “to.
perform a divine service; to be a priest,
prophet; to prophesy, to divine”. In the
Syr. ere,which, in the very various forms
of the verb and in its derivatives, likewise
began with the fundamental signification here given, there is the same groundsense, enlarged into “to be prepared,

dressed; (of a country) to be fruitful,
a y3 (Zucu. 3, 2), this being a damp- cultivated; to procure, to obtain (pro-

ing “and weakening of the excesses of perty, goods), therefore to be rich, for-

others; Targumie .אָהְּכ The Syr. jos tunate”; Mens,

for the Hebrew לש

and 7353, denotes to be firmly-grounded,
calm, secure, rich; Ar. \
8 counonly be taken as an adjective feminine, sellor, helper; comp. Latin facere for “to
not as the 3 pers. of perfect of Pih. Deriv. sacrifice”. To this belongs in Hebrew
the meaning to serve, to do service (cogTaD, mm.
nm. mitigation, alleviation, of a nate in meaning with NW) in a spiritual
and secular sense; therefore spoken also
wound Nau. 3, 19, different from 1775
of persons who were not priests, as is
(Prov. 17, 22), which has another funseen below under .ןהפ Deriv. j112, .הגה
damental signification.
Pih. 72 is to be regarded as ade17132 (from the Pihel of mm?) adj.
nom. from yi which see.
has already this meaning in Peal. Ar.
to be weak. The form 772 can

m. (not used), MAD (pl. ning) f. dim,

pl. PID, def. RIND

72 (def. 23732;
of a burning wick Is. 42,3; pale, faint,
‘2, with suff.יהיְנַהְּכ and ’) Aram.
and
of 933. Lev. 13, 6 &., where a2 is alas Hebr. ןח a" priest , e. g. of
same
m.
ways ‘construed as a fers nis ni
Lev.13, 39 . eset, di, of the eyes, Ezra Ezr.7,12 21; coupled with Levites
1Sam. 3, 2; fig. dejected, despairing, of and Terspltes 6,16; 7,13.
mia Is. 61, 3.
m (plur. ,סינה 6 "213, with suff.

ו
י
הנ, DB; prop. part.) m. 1.a servant
Bun (only part. m. 543, pl. pen)
(in a higher dignity), a minister, a counselArten intr. prop. to catch, to hold, hence
lor performing service (which originally
like the Hebr. 553 to be able, I can, with the word means, according to Kimchi, in
 לand the infin. following Dan. 2, 26; accordance with the stem) 2 Sam. 8, 17
> 5, 8; or a noun in the accusat. follows (for though Zadok and Ahimelek were
5,18. — The Aram. stem, found else- of priestly descent, the author intended
where only in Ethiopic, is enlarged to relate in this passage a kingly offiout of the organic root לכ by extending cial dignity only, as in the case of by
the fundamental vowel ‘into He, as is Raw, Wan, “pid, especially as two
also the case in .ןח See 552 (Hebrew). high priests would not have performed.
32 (not used, only part. jr», which their functions at the same time); 8,18
Targ. renders
is given below as a mubstantive) trans. of the 17 723, which the
to perform, execute, prepare, e. g. the by ןיִבְרְבב and 1Cur.18,17 by םינושאר

_offices of worship, conseq. enlarged out

To ליל the LXX by abddoyat, mos
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7, 5, OND Jur. 34,19, רש Nem. 10, 1,
Syr. and Ar.; 2 Sam, 20,26, where אריע say 2 Kings 10, 19, 0
as he is
tot 00000406 tov BaoılEus, similarly the

as an officer is merely put on a par with
the preceding; 1 Kinas 4,4; house-oficer
4,5, explained by "24; Jupaus 17, 10,
like an there, counsellor, where Kimehi

associated or put in contrast

with a

class in society. As to the designations
of the different gradations of Jehovah’s
priests, we have to remark, that the
high priest is named 54735 וקלה Lev.
already renders it 29 by; 2 8
10,11 coupled with Im, where Kimchi 21,10, Jost. 20, 6, 2 Kines 22, 4, 42
explains it by ;שאר 11,0 according to  הָרְאט25, 18, 2 Cur.19, 11, UNI וקלה
the LXX also Jog 12,19,same as םיצערל Eze.7,5 or lastly mwa וקפה Lev. 4,
12,17; in the passages Gun. 41,45; ‘Ex. 3 5 16; while he that takes the lowest
3, 1; 18,1; Ps.110, 4 we have to suppose at ‘least a union of spiritual and
secular dignity, according to the Targum. — 2. a servant of God, who had
charge of the sacrificial worship Lev.
1, 9 13 15, the expiations 5,13; 6,19
and cures 13, 3 6 seq., the mediations
27,12 23; Num.5,15 &e.; ₪ priest, spoken
of Aaron of the tribe of Levi, who was
set apart to the service by a divine
covenant Num. 3, 6, 1 Sam. 2, 27 28,
who had a knowledge of the law and
its interpretation Ez. 44, 15-31; Mat. 2,
7; 11406. 1,19 14; Jer.18,18 &e. The
priests were also designated according to
their office by the expressions די “nw

or second rank is called הָנֶשיִמַה IP.

In Arabic and Aramaean the idea is
much more widely extended, 5 denoting a heathen soothsayer, revealer
of secrets, administrator, mediator, assistant, authorised agent &c., as is given

under the stem; in Phenic. }73 is applied to the Cabiri-~priests, comp. Hesych.: Koins (Koi) iegeüs ‚Kaßeigov 6
000000 0988 ot 68 Kong; גכ may

therefore, perhaps, denote on a Cilician coin (A) 344 773; elsewhere the
high priest is called שר »» (Kit.11,1)
or םֶנָהּפ 29 (Athen. 4). ‘Derivat. the
denominative

Pih. 12 (inf. constr. yD, fut. 2)
Jo. 1,9, Wap "Nw Ez. 45, 4, sane
nay naaun 40, 45, ma rnin to perform the office of "> 1 Car. 5,36;
Dae Nex. 10, 37 or pia 2 CHRON. to do priestly service Ex. 28, 41; 29, 1;
15,3. Asa rule one understands by Ez. 44, 13; to be a priest Hos. 4, 6;

2 Cur. 11,14; figur. to make priestly,
i. e. ornamented, much adorned Is. 61,
10, if the passage should not be translated
agreeably to the fundamental
"5 Lav. 23, 20, 1 Kines 2, 27, or לאל
a9 Gen. 14, 18 (in the and of the signification, to prepare, to make,
779 a priest of Jehovah Ezr. 9,7, Neu.
10, 1, Ps.78,64; but sometimes the genitive ₪ stands with it 1 Sam. 14, 3, or

113373 (constr. 1372, with suff. onITD;
writer). 772 is also frequently used of
pl.
nis) 7 priesthood, the priest's “of
heathen priests who were devoted to
idolatry in certain places (2 Curon. fice Ex. 29,9, Num. 16, 10, particularly
13, 9) e.g. bya ’> 2 Cur. 23, 17, nn» that of Jiehovah, fully 4 ‘> Josm. 18,7.

7197 1 Sam. 5, 5, ik 'ּכ Gas. 41, "45, ’27 m3 Nex. 13, 29 is the law of the

Te '» Ex. 3, 1, EN ma 'ּכ Am. 7, 10, priesthood.

nina ינהּפ ה

The pl. in 1 Sam. 2,36 de-

13,2, DT OR אֶל'D notes the sacerdotal functions.

2 Car. 13,9, also mm

alone ZEPH. 1 4,

distinct from םיִרְּכ ‘which appear rather
to describe heathen prophets (1 Kınas
18, 40); for the Targumic 7212 is a
free paraphrase. The Israelite priest
appears along with x73) Jer. 8,10; 14,
18; Lament. 2,20, Ton 0 6, by Ts,24,2,
Jen. 23,34, Hos. 4, 9, rat oy Zuon.

12 (Targ. def. sid, fem. RID, constr.

n>, in Seripture only the pl. (ןיומAram.
f. a window Dan. 6,11, prop. a hole;as
jin from bar, so וכfrom 13.19), identical with the organic “0p in בק an

ap) &e. Ar. Sr ty | Syr. Idas the
same. On the passage in Dan. 1..c. “and
his windows were open in his upper cham-

כו
ber toward Jerusalem”
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we have to re-

or Nubia is meant, which belonged to
wa in old times, whethar we read with
turned their face toward the holy eity the Arab. version 2%, or translate it by
(Tos. 8, 11; comp. 1 Kies 8,33 35 38 לוב, which signifies 'Nobia in
i Nag. 3,9
44 48); as in Jerusalem itself the per- and 2 Cur. 16,8. Possibly it should be
son praying turned his face to the brought into connection with Cobe, now
temple (Ps. 28,2). Among the Islamites the name of a harbour in Ethiopia,
Jerusalem was likewise their Kibla at formerly perhaps the name of a whole
first.
territory; or it is a part of the district
iD, same as ‘13, is only met with in Mareotis, where was a place Cobium.
the compound 4
i28 (which see), 2 Kınas
Vaid m. same as vain 1Sam. 17, 5;
6, 18 K’ri.
in a figur. sense Is. 59, 17.
( בּוכnot used; i.e. 13) intr. to shine,
 פובעmorf( ,933 ekil  עללםfrom ,950
to glitter, to appear, Ar. [&>, in Hebr. but once in the middle of a clause 9345
only as an organic root in the enlarged Ez. 27, 10; pl. o-yaid) m. a helmet , of
and altered stems ST, AI, ANT, ATTN, the warrior, coupled with 122 Ez. 27, 10
 בטדע, וז7.7 (comp. Sanekr, subh, Pers. and ,38,5  חַמְר2 Cur. 26, 14, and #790
khüb, to shine, glitter), the £-sound being Jer. 46, 4, so called from its round, pro-
interchanged with sibilants (see p. 409). jecting form; while the German Helm
Deriv. out of the reduplicated root, 1345 is derived Ken helen=celare (to con-
a star, considered in the first instance ceal, protect). The double form and ac-
88 8 light-giving, shining body. Accord- centuation of the word is founded in its
ing to this assumption, the organic root traditional, fluctuating pronunciation.
>= would be the same as 277 (aT p.353),‘ See קדבע.
IT
-ה-DR,
Syr. as, where the fundamental
it
Tt
72 (not used) tr. to pierce, into a
signification is 0 glow, burn, then to
thing; to wound, by a pointed thing;
enlighten. According to others the funmetaphor. to injure, to corrupt, to hurt;
damental signification of this verb is
comp. Sanskr. kad, kath, dolere, kad fineither to be round, disc-formed, balldere. Conseq. the org. root 73 exists also
shaped, Ar. Ss and Ethiopic the same, in 73 L, 1p 66. Deriv. 172, “while prs
Syr. Fads glomus, Ar. 1 coil, and is to ie derived perhaps from TID IL.

mark, that suppliants in a foreign land

therefore the noun 2953 derived from
it would be named from its disc-form;
or to be pointed, i. e. of many rays, put
along with 223. But the etymology
first given is the most probable.
Pih. (redupl.) 1332 to shine strongly,
to glitter or appear in a strong

light;

( הֶוָּכKal not used) tr. to pierce into,
to burn into, the skin; to scratch into.
Deriv. "> ,( )=יִנָּכ,7313 ;1199 yet 2
yam osla eb devired morf a mets = כָּה
. — הָנָּכThe stem is found in the Syr.

jas, Ar. (695

(to bore or to pierce into

a thing, to burn into, figur. to taunt, to
deriv. 2342.
chide), Greek xaim, xavo, Koptic X.oh
 בוכn. p. of a people and country( flame); but the ground-form of this or-
who hired troops to the Egyptians, and ganic root has perhaps nothing in com-
therefore shared Egypt’s fate Ez. 30, 5. mon with 9p belonging to the redupli-
As Kub is mentioned here along with detac mrof  ב.
wip and( דול which see) as well as 292
Nif. 7133 (ft.mp2) to be burned Is.
(which see), it is to be looked for either in 43, 2; Prov. 6, 28.
the great territory of north Africa, where
72 (not used) Aram. tr. to hollow out,
-Puth and Lud are also found, belong-
ing to the Libyan race (comp. Coba a to decpen, identical with בק in many
Mauritanian city, in Itin. Anton. p. 18); stems; deriv. 12.
41
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m2 (not used) intr, to be strong, firm, A prince Num. 24,17, as in Arabic and
powerful, whence 113 1, allied in its organic root n> to that in M2~3, and also
remotely cognate to 12m;

Ethiopic.

 כלsee Sb.

comp. Arab.

לּוכ3( p. perf. 52) tr. 1. to keep or
ILS (to be firm), ol
4-5 (to be hold together, of misers (Saadia); as
firm, enduring), with many others. But yor in later Hebrew with its opposite
the idea of strength does not appear to awe. Deriv. "393, "23. — 2. to measure,

be original; rather does the primary
one seem to be, to be marrowy, juicy,
fresh; and then borrowed from the invigorating juices of life, to be strong,
by which primitive meaning the noun
112 is explained; comp. Talm. 2 juice,

to measure off, to weigh, particularly dry

goods 18. 40, 12 (where the LXX alone
translate 59 all); which signific. the verb
also has in Syr. (> to measure, 145 a
measure), in Targumic (52 the same,
moisture, Sanskr. gak, Greek xix-vs, xix- for the Hebr. 72, hence 89731) a mea-

vs, German quik, Engl. quick. The as- sure), and Arabic (JLS the same, hence
sumption of a stem n> ()חַחּכ for n> is the nouns hs;
:
already contradicted by the Talm. ms,
If we compare the organic roots in
the full orthography ti, and the Arabic 553, dom, Aram. להב 59°3, which
forms JLS and els. The assumption of are identical with our ל we perceive
a stem 1» and

pS

to be strong, firm,

is unnecessary, beCause it may be only
an enlargement of m2.

Mid as a noun see nd.
1212 (from a masc. 73) f. a burning,
brand Ex. 21,25; prop. abstr., the burning in. Targ. הָאְנָּכ

2912 (originating from 2233, kab
being =kav, kau, kö, like nepio from
‘BBQ; constr. 234; pl. ּםיִבָכי constr.

2213, with suf. Dma>i2) m. 1. a star.
The stars are named with the sun and
moon Gen. 37,9, Ps. 8,4,
31, 35,
as luminous bodies Jo. 2, 10, without
number Gen. 15, 5, Ex. 32,13, which
have their courses Junges 5, 20, above
which God is enthroned Is. 14,13, out
of which astrologers give certain indications of fate Is. 47,13, whose light
God alone is able to suppress Jos 9, 7,
Ez. 32,7; Is. 18,10 which may also be
taken figuratively. יּב-םיִבָכּוְּכ Os.4 between the stars, i.e. in heaven. Phenic.

332 the same, metaphor. the pupil, album

oculi (Erye. 4). — The stars were con-

sidered animate heavenly beings (Ca)

or angels 102 25, 5, hence 2. spec. the
name of a deity Am. 5, 26, either Lucifer
(Jerome), or Saturn, to whom the seventh

day of the week was sacred. —

that the idea “to measure”

is merely

secondary; and that the primary meaning must. be to be much-embracing, to
contain, to hold in, retinere (of the avari-

cious, hence "2"3, 59), to receive (deriv.
Som), to hold out, to be strong (comp.
DoD). On the whole then it is connected with so», 221, out of which
the idea of measuring arose, especially in
the sense to hold, to contain, as we say
“it measures” 1. e. contains so much.

Pih. (redupl.) 5353 (part. >>5>%, inf.
constr. 353, fut. po5%) 1. to receive,

to hold, a thing, enclosing it altogether,
hence figur. 1Kınas 8, 27, behold, the
heaven and the heaven of heavens contain
thee not (God); 2 Cur. 2,5; 6, 18. —

2. to bear, to hold out, ern (disease)
Prov. 18, 14; the office of prophesying

imposed JEr. 20, 9; the judicial day of:
the Lord Mar. 3, 2. — 3. to maintain,
to protect Ps. 55, 23. — 4. to measure,

to weigh, O27 Ps. 112, 5, ie. to speak
in cautious and measured terms. — 5. to
nourish, to sustain, to provide with nutriment, with accus. of the person Gen. 45,.

11; 50,21; 2Sam. 19,33; 1 Kınas 4,7;

sometimes also with the accus. of the
thing besides Gen. 47, 12; 1 Kınas 18,
4; comp. Aram. "20, jan to hold, bear, .
3. Fig. nourish.
:
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= Puh. (redupl.) 5333 pass. to be nourish-

ps (i.e. 43; in Kal only part. m. act.
כּן,a noun, adj. and particle; part. pass.
fut. 7? only as
a proper name; fut. [accord-

ed, sustained 1 Kinas 20, 27.

Hif. >57 (injinit. constr. a7,
Yan, with suff. man?) 1. usually to ing to Jewish
interpreters} yD), with
hold, to .contain, with a measure ad2 Cur. 4,5 551 at the close would be

suf. 322937 JoB 31,15, for which the text
has ונוכל or (וטנוכל 1 intr. same as 2

quite otiose, the idea of holding, containing being already in קיזחמ ,and as

stand firm, therefore to be, to exist, like

duced

1 Kines 7, 26 38.

But as in

(22) prop. to stand, to stand upright, to

1 c. לימי as the the Arab. os to be, to exist, to happen,
Ethiop. to have happened, Syr. —, Phenic. }> (712) the same, where the perf. }2
correct, it is better to take ליכי as a (Mass. 4. 6. 8.10.11), and fut. 2 (ibid.
noun = 17773, like the Aram. 592, N>*273, 3.7 &c.) appear in the signif. to be, and
bide, Bas Ce, and accordingly we ought fut. apoc. “15> (Plaut. Poen. 1, 12) in the

besides in 1 Kmas

3 pers. imperf. (where one expects the
part.) would be partly otiose, partly in-

to translate 1Kınas 7, 26, two thousand
baths in measure; 7, 38, forty baths in
measure; 2 Cur. 4, 0 containing three
thousand baths in measure.
The usual
meaning, however, occurs in 2 Cur. 7,7
it could not hold; Ez. 23, 32 which makes
much or multiplies (nay i
is to be read
here for 127) to hold, i.e. which holds
and contains much, of a 01D which is
deep and broad. Then, to hold in, to
keep Jur. 2, 13. — 2. Figur. to bear,
to hold out Jar. 6,11; 10,10; Jo.2,11;
Am. 7,10; of the sword, to be hardened,
made firm, Ez. 21, 33 it is whetted for
endurance, where others incorrectly refer

the word to DEN. — 3. to appear strong

meaning to happen, to come to pass. The
org. root is conseq. identical with pp and
172. — 2. tr. to prepare, to create, JoB
31, 15, according to Jewish interpreters
= pi. Deriv. ion, mi>n, mann 1,

myn Ez. 43, 10; 7153=Ton Jos 18,
12, ‘the proper name man.
Nif. Y122 (3 p. fem. nD, 3 p. pl. 3229;
part. m. 7193, pl. pr, Tem. 72553; imp.

sian; fut. 732) 1. to stand fem, ofa
base, therefore part. רכב basis, centre,
highest point, of the day, i. e. noon Prov.

4,18 (comp. Greek ozadeg0v quae, oradeo

psonpBoia,

onußgios, Arab.

To otadegor zig pe-

gl LE); to be set

up, raised up, to be arched, of the DW

or firm, to be able. Deriv. ליפי as 8
noun; and in another sense the constr. Ez. 16, 7 (LXX, Syr.); to be raised on
in the proper name mr}; and io, high, of the temple-mountain Is. 2, 2,
constr. יכל, in the proper name היל Mic. 4,1 (in a spiritual sense); to be
founded Jupazs 16, 26; to be firm, to be

Di (not used) tr. to bring dogethee, established, תּוְכָלַמ 1 8 ,2,12 אָפּפ
2, 45, ban Ps. 93, 1; 7192 with 3 Jos

to heap up, to heap together, to collect, in
its fundamental signific. Be identical

with Dx (oa), BS, DY, Ar. =

2

15, 23 or » 18, 12 09 stand firm on or
at; to exist, of Ian, Ps. 89, 38; to con-

and the organic "root in DAR; comp. tinue, to remain, to eins Jos 21, 8;
Sanskr. jam, gam, Greek yop-eiv, yot-Bo., Prov. 12, 3; to abide Prov. 16,3; 20,18;
and so in the most various applications.
Lat. gem-inus &c. Ar. ליג heap, of
— 2. in a moral sense, to be firm, steadcorn, ee troop. Deriv. M7275.
he enduring, of tm) Ps. 51,12, =» 78,

7973 (after the form 219) m. prop.

to be faithful, full of trust, of בל

lock, hence buckle, bracelet, a kind of
ornament Ex. 35, 22, Num. 31,50, conseq. from 1723= 0723 to conceal, to close;
in Arab. a sort of jewel, round like a
ball.

En0 to be determinate, fixed Gen.41, 32,
certain Deut. 13, 15, sure Hos. 6 3,
true, honest, Hehabls Ps. 5,10; 8 42,
7; to be right, equitable, fit "Ex.8,22. דלא
Yin;1Sam. 23,23 and 26,4 for certain, i.e.
41*
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1 Cur. 26, 28; imp. 72:7; fut. PP}, woe.

certainly; to be ready, determined, with

> of the person Prov. 19, 29; Nen. 8, m») 1. to sah, to put, to set up, erect,
10; to be conducted, managed 2 Curon.

Ps. 103, 19; Jos 29, 7; to found Jur.
10, 12; Prov. 8, 27; to constitute, ap-

8, 16; 35, 10; also with > of time Ex.

12
12; to establish, with > to a thing 2 Sam.
2 Sam. 6,6 is a noun, and is found under 5, 12; to setup 1 Sam. 18, 13; Is. 9, 6; to
cause to endure Ps. 89,5; to raise up, 2%
721
(the
spirit) 10,17; to restore 2 CHR. 35, 20.
20.1. ( כונןimp.  כונךwith -ah 13353,
ya
and 727 (infin,)also adverbially, with
and with suff. ;ָּוהָנְניִּכ fut. 72422) 1. to
19,11;

Josn. 8, 4; to prepare oneself point Joss. 4, 4; to appoint 08

Am. 4,12.

7133 in the proper name

set, i. e. to make a thing to exist Ps. firm‚footing 108. 3, 17; 4,3. — 2. to pre9, 8; to make firm or sure 7, 10; to set pare, to make ready Gen. 43, 25; ZEPH.
up, to set forth 9,8; to support 90, 17; 1, 7; to institute Is. 14, 21, with > for;
to found Ex. 15, 17 ;Ps. 119, 90; to build to arrange, settle 1 101868 6, 19, with ל
up Has. 2, 12; to ereate, to make ready for Ex. 23, 20; to arm, for war Ez. 7,
Devt. 32,6; Ps. 119,73; and so in the 14, put with Ni. 38, 7 or Hithp. Jer.
greatest variety of applications. — 2. to 46, 14; to execute, mn Jos 15, 35,
direct (to an object), pr Ps. 11,2, to prop. מ bear, therefore also Diba; to

aim 7,13; 21, 13, with לע at a thing; procure, to provide, Num. 23, 1;4 Cun.
22, 3; to bring about JUDGES 12, 6; to

metaphor. to direct the mind to a thing,

with, 2 Jon8,8; Is.51,13; omitting בל Fürniteh with Jos 38,41; 2 Cur. 26,14; to
(conseq. = בל Do, for which. also pip take charge of, to transact Prov. 24, 27 ; to
create, to cause to spring up, of Ged Ps.
65, 10; 74, 16; 147, 8. — 3. to point,
to
aim, a shot, with 5 to or against Ps.
jim, to ground, cognate in sense טשא 2;
7,14,
the face towards a thing, with לֶא
metaphor. to spread out, to make dread,
Ez.
4,3;
to direct, the steps Jer. 10, 23,
flat, of a cake; the same transference of
stands alone) J OB 8, 8.

Pih. U. 33> (not used) prop. to make

idea taking lee in שיִטָא and HY wy, ‘Prov. 16, 9, the way 21,29, the heart
(ab), followed by the jake. with >2 Cur.

also. According to others, to form, to
fashion, which Pih. I.. and. Hifi also
mean.
After the Aramaean usage to
prepare beforehand, to direct, aim at a
thing (to direct the attention, the pur-

12, 14; 19,3; also with the omission of

ieee! Cur. 28, 2 (Targ. 7 33 the same);
Kan a2 ןיִכַה 1 Sam. 7 3 to direct the
‘mind to Jehovah i. e. to pray to him, comp..

But our explanation, suits the 2 Cur. 20, 33, also -bx being omitted
Jos 11, 13; Ps. 78,8; sometimes with =
Hebrew derivative better. Deriv. 72.
Pih. IIL 733 (not used) to setiup, erect, 0 in: "the sense to give heed 1 Sam.
23, 22. Deriv. the proper names 72),
a pillar. Deriv. 12.
pose).

Puh. 1352 to be firmly directed, of the |

steps Ps. 37, 23, so. that they do not

Pada, MID, AND.

Hof. ( הוכןpare.yoy) to be firmly set,.
founded Is,30, 33; to be prepared, made

totter or deviate from the straight path;
| ready ibid., to be equipped Prov. 21, 315.
to be formed, prepared Ez. 28, 13;
to be set in order Zucu. 5,113. generally
Hif. 727 (1 p.perf. pl. וככה 2 Cur. 29,. as the pass. of Hif.
19; part. 77313; inf. absol. RT. constr.
Hithp. yon (fut. 424501); more

7777, on the contrary the Paz in Ppa

2 Cur. 1,4

is not at all the infin. constr.

but the 3 pers. perf. standing for “WR

frequently 72197 (fut. 42137, with the
assimilation of n) to be set up, built,

established Num. 31,27; Is.54,14; Prov.
7771; because the demonstrative = in 24, 3; to prepare onenelf (for battle), to
Chronicles as in the Vulgar dialect make oneself ready Px. 59,5.
generally stands for the relative TER,
BP) (prop. establishing, founding of the.
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then Saturn) n. p. of a eity in dess DET N22 (queen of heaven) Jar.
Aram-Zobah, along with תַחְבְט or חַמְּב 7, 185 44, 19, which goddess was called
= חַבְמ,lying on the high road toward , יא (Herod. 3,8) by the Greeks;
the Euphrates 1 Cur. 18, 8; called יתרְּב the Niid (Phenician min, Tavaic, Tu(which see) in 2 Sam. 8, 8. It is difficult vaizıs) of the Phenicians and Egyptians.
to decide whether Xün be identical with The cake is the Egyptian confection
the city Conna (Itin. Ant. p. 199 ed. Neideh (de Sacy, Chrest. Ar. II. p. 25
Wesseling) between Laodicea and He- seq.), offered as a 772 to the goddess,
liopolis (7X in Syria) on the Lebanon- and coupled with דס The LXX retain
‘height, and whether Berothai be iden- the word (zuevoves, ‚wrores), which the
tical with Barathena
(in Ptolem. Etym. Magn. and Suidas explain bread
Geogr. 5, 19) in the same latitude as mized with oil; Theodoret a cake seasonDamascus, only nearer the Euphrates. ed with pine-nuts, raisins; and Jerome
The Phenician "ia (Ezex. 47, 16), has placentas.
Berytus, was alleged to be founded
ci (not used), dD, tr. to conceal, to
by Saturn (Stephan. Byz. s. v.), and
‘the almost wholly homophonous Syr. receive, to keep, of something deepened
“ma (2 Sam. 8, 8), for which כ stands, out, connected with the idea of bringing
can only be considered as meaning together, collecting into a thing; identiSaturn-city, from which the explanation cal in its organic rout 03 partly with
of this local name is to be derived, n> (belonging to mi32), partly with
which existed perhaps along with -יתרב that in 0572; comp. Syr.-#e to collect
On Numidian inscriptions Saturn is (Peshito on Prov. 11, 29), Arab. was
called j3 592, Phenic. and Babylonian
yD, ךפ and 72; hence the proper names to fill; and | appears to have had the
meaning to receive, since its derivative
JIN2NID I. 6 “FIN
ON PD Kyn- El- Adan,
yn
(purse) is used; also \ 6 a cup.
predecessor of ל
(Adan is
found in Bal--Adan, Nabu-sar-adan, el  פסis not connected with 023 (133), Aram.
corresponds to dal i. 6. Baal, and sar is us, or with 129 &c.; neither is it conAzar, Persian azer in those names), nected with 072 (which see). Deriv.
“ENID Chynzerus, the name DXF;D ie did and סיִּכ
DE “pp (Kyn-asym) in Punie, ‘pu
( סופwith suff. "5D, pl. (כּרסרת fem.
(i. e. ןופ  שארRus-con) the name of a prop. receiving, concealing, gathering
Lybian cape 60. 66. From these re- into itself, hence 1. a cup, a wine-vessel
‘marks one sees clearly that the city, Gen. 40, 11 13 21, particularly the
elsewhere called *n4a, was so named circling social cup. To drink out of
world,

either from the worship of Saturn,

or

one’s cup 2 Sam. 12,3, is to live in in-

because Saturn was supposed to be its timate association with one; the over-
founder. How it came to pass that the flowing of it is expressed by 119; to
supreme deity Saturn got the name 733, make eyes in the cup, of wine Prov. 23,
is either to be explained by 71? anything ,31 i.e. to form pearls, — 2. a por-
founded, a pillar, as 71728 (see above),a tion, distributed in the cup, a part
pillar symbolising the firmness and con- contained in it; fully Did m372 (Ps. 11,
tinuance of the deity (Clemens Alex. ;)6 then lot, portion, fate, a natural
Strom.1,25. p.418), comp. Hebr. 7? (in figure of .וס
The destiny and al-

the book of Enoch 7257); or 733 signifies

foundation, firmness, continuance, then
concrete, the world-founding and worldupholding Deity Himself.

lotments

of God, such as salvation Ps,

,116,13 divine wrath Is. 51,17, consola-
tion Jer. 16,7 &c. are represented as
poured out in a cup to men. God
139 (pl. 0932) m. a cake, a sacrificial reaches out to men the wrath-cup Is.
wafer, which was prepared for the god- ,51 ,22 Has. 2,16, Ez. 23, 31; and there
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arise as consequences of the drinking,
what happensin the case of strong drinks,
viz. intoxication and reeling, vomiting
and fainting Jur. 25,16 27; Ez. 23, 33.
Conseq. lot, fate, generally Ps. 11,6; 16,

1933; Syr. +5 the same, whence Ethpa.
eet to be heated, to glow; Arab. ל
the same, whence wer

(a furnace,

hearth). The organic root => is accord5; cogn. in sense with par, לרלג, הלחגוingly identical with that inay IV. (to
bon. — 3. craw, pouch 0 is capable glow with heat, to cook, to seethe), “y II.
of receiving a thing into it), hence the (which ate),Arab. כ an, 5250, Arab,

pelican, so called from its pouch, like
truo from trua, an unclean bird living
among ruins Ley. 11,17; Deur. 14,16;
Ps. 102, 7; comp. ‘Aram. pa" a part
of the entratie (Midrash), in the Talm.
 הַכּוסותma, in the Mishna 013 chuckhole. Aram. אזו  אס אזוכNOD,
Syr. Las. In Ar. 6 cup, ו pouch,
are from the same stem; but the Pers.

 גis commonly used for cup.
gie) (not used), see 92.
 רּוָּכI. (not used) trans. 1. to bore,
pierce, dig through, in its organic root 73
equivalent to 7-2 L, רָכדֶא,IND ₪

Se fm Syr. ze; and 1

also

with that in Sn-a L, "2-3 IL, Sp» IL
On the nouns 23, ְּהָרְכְר =>, see the
words themselves. Derivat the nouns

“Ad, M2, Tid in ןוטהרלּכ , מthe proper
name 17137).

3 (after the form m4, 290, from
“1 DIL.) m. prop. smelting, hence a furnace,
crucible, to purify metals from the dross,
either gold Prov. 17, 3, parallel 92%;
27, 21; or silver Ez. 22,18 20 22; ; figur.

“ הפולi> Deur. 4, 20, 1 Kines 8, 51,
Jur. 11, 4 furnace of iron, i. e. in whish
iron is ‘melted, for which the greatest
heat is necessary, and therefore a figure
of fearful slavery and oppression, which

RT
Sasa, אto hallayr out,
to deepen, a vessel; like the cognate root "29 ‘> 18. 48, 10 also means. Arab., Syr.,
in "IR, belonging to 79p. Another Ethiop. the same. Comp. a7 as a
)6 means to twist around, towind about, proper name.
iD (mot used)m. 1. same as "19
to bind. — 2. Figurat. to dig out, i. e.
to derive origin from,

to descend toms

Arab. the same, designated as dialectic,
whence 1 character,i.0. what is impressed. Deriv. 39272, הרגכמ 1, 4
(the name of a ד
and לא according to some 3 belonging to >,

furnace, only in the proper name mr)
yay. — 2. same as "> (a measure),
wT

which see.

( ןשעדרוּכsmoking furnace, comp.
yey 2m Gen. 15, 17 and the proper

name תפרצ( n. p. of a city on the
border of Judah and Simeon 1 Sam.
Pih. > (not used, from 733, like ,30 ,30 probably named from a smelt-
BAR from D9) to hella out, to deepen, ing place there. Instead of it is also
a vessel or cup; deriv. 37D, >. There used the abridged form jw» 1083. 15,
may have been also a Pihel- form =>, :42 ;19,7 1Cur.4,32; 6, 44, The Vulg.
Aram.4>, sas, hence Syr. Bas an) and Syr. incorrectly read Jia.
wD (contracted from Wa9, Bid, from
basket, modern „Hebrew n13 bees-skep,
wad
IL, like prw from pry, hence pl.
Ar.  גand  יעa basket-shaped cam-

and 773%).

el’s fea

and; Black, dark-coloured, as the proper name pr) 1.n. p. of the oldest son

 כּוּרII. (not used) intr. to glow, to of on, whose brothers were Drawn and

burn, of an oven or hearth, for cooking

nap Gun. 10,6; and who, according to

food or melting metals, conseq. cognate

the ethnographical table, was the head
of the great Ethiopian race that dwelt

in sense with 19) to "an, w2> U. to
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farthest towards the south in north
Africa. Scripture and the classics also
understand by the name the dark-coloured people who lived in southern
India (Ctesias, Ind. 9. p. 176 ed. Lion;
Arrian, Ind. 6, 9), in upper Egypt (Syne.
I. p. 286), in southern Arabia (2 Cur.
21,16) and elsewhere. — 2. (like om 2.
southern land) n. p. f. (Ps. 68, 32), by
which are understood a) Meroe often
mentioned along with Ethiopia (from
the Ethiop. "ור = Hebr. 17 the rich in
water, 002906.=177%), enclosed by the

כותרת

( ןשיפa collateral form of wad) n.
2 7 Ethiopia Haz. 3, 7, a designation
of Midian, which stretched as far as
Sinai (Ex. 0 1); as Moses’s wife is called
.תישּוכ
a ה

 ןשופ םִיִתְעַשְרn. p. Era
mian king, Junens 3,8 10. The Targ.,
Pesh., Ar. and aneient interpreters have
explained the name Cushan of twofold
wickedness, i. e. the horrible; more cor-

rectly, perhaps, םִיַתָעָשְר may be ex-
plained from the Ar. א byt 0 8)
two rivers em), the Astapus (Nile i.e. president of two governments (Abalt.
of the moderns) "and Astaboras (Atbar; Ann. 11. p.100), out of which it may
see Plin. 5, 10; Diod. 1, 37), 7898. 3, be Hebraised. Josephus writes XovoagGog; the LXX Xovoagoataiu.
10; b) Ethiopia proper, i.e. ‘Abyssinia,
mIwID (pl. nid“ only in later Hewhich the Arabs call |
2
(which
brew
out of Aramaean, from the stem
also signifies southland only, and is not
“W>) f. prosperity, prosperous state, only
connected with |4
“to collect”), in the pl. Ps. 68,7, i. e. freedom.

mentioned with ,םֶיַרְצִמ Nad Is.

1

( תּוכnot used) tr. same as כּוּס to
and with upper Eeypt 43,"8; 45, 14;
6( the land south of Ethiopia 18,1, ad conceal, to keep, of goods, treasures, cog-
duced with ur» and דול (which see) 0ER. nate in sense ]2¥, 7/20; deriv. part. m.
46, 9; d) the land of the Cossaeans or Nif.( וכ which see), after the form
Cussaeans in Susiana and partly in Me- Tid) as a noun, the kept, concealed,
dia Gen. 2,13, which is also designated treasure, like jet, pee. See mini.
by classical writers as a seat of EthioMD and mm» ₪. p. of an Assyrian
pians; e) the land east of Babylonia,
district,
whence Shalmaneser brought cocalled by the ancients Kvooia you, by
lonists
into
depopulated Samaria 2 Kınas
the later Hebrews was yoy. — 3. x. p.
17, 24 30. A locality and river Kuta
m. of a Benjamite Ps. 7, 1.
 ישגפL (pl. כוּשים orכְּוּמיִים , from
Wap) Gent. m., nwa f. an Ethiopian man
or woman, 1. 6. he or she of Cush, hence
a) a real, dark-coloured Ethiopian, a
moor, JER. 13, 23; b) one who is em-
ployed as the guardian of a harem 38,
7 10 ;12 39,16 (comp. Terent. Eun. 1,
,)2,85 who assumed the name omas,
if’ the name be not Hebraised from an

Ethiopic one, like that of the Ethiopian
nr, 2 Car. 14, 8, who invaded Judah
and was prop. named Osorkhon, the second

Egyptian king of the 224 dynasty, fol-
lowing Shishak;

ce) an Ethiopian

and

Libyan in foreign service Dan. 11, 43;

d) a Philistine and Aramaean Am. 9, 7;

e) a Midianite Num. 12, 1.
> 97D 11. (Black) n. p. m. Zuru. 1, 1.

5 5 Ss5) arementioned by Arabian

geographers in the district of Kocha
(Ustachri p. 54; Kasvin, Cosmogr. II. p.
301), which is termed Kushdn in Masudi,
because an Ethiopian settlement was
there, Besides, a territory at the Persian
gulf, in Susiana, bears the name Kuta,

according to which fact the Cutheans
would be identical with the Cossaeans,

and the Persian province Jutiya in the
Darius-inscription at Behistfin (see Benfey, die pers. Keilinschriften p. 18. 32)
should be identified with it; especially
as this country is now called Khusistan.
On account of the Samaritan colonists
having come from Cuta, the Samaritans
are called XovGaio: by Josephus; in the
Talmud םיתוּכ ,Targ. "82.
nami see nın>.
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212 (only part..215) prop. tr. to spin

כח
215 (not used) m. a lie, deception,

cognate in only in the proper name "279.
sense 0731; metaphor, intr. 1. to lie, to
n273 (drying up of er); n. p. of a

together,

to bind together,

speak falsehood (conseq. to spin some-

place in the plain of Judah 1 Cur. 4,

thing), to deceive Ps.116,11.— 2. to dry 22, otherwise called 173 (Gen. 38, 5),
up, to become exhausted, of water, as it also 2°1>8 (which see). The well- known
disappoints. Deriv. 312, 75, 312 (in Jewish hero under Hadrian may have

the proper name), 319 in SIDR, the been named from this place -אָבְזּפ "3;
Proper names AYN,

a, 37, a1.

Nif. 2123 to be found“ a liar, Prov.
30, 6; to be false, deceitful Jos 41, 1.
Pih. 213 (infin. with suff. 03313, fut.
313°) prop. to bring together, to spin together, hence with the object "pw to
spin lies Mic. 2, 11; usually to lie, to
deceive, absol. Proy. 14, 5, or with > of

changed into 82353 2, ‘because he was
thea
Messiah.
31D (abridged from n'ar», as the

cod. Samar. actually has it, and this
from 275; deception) n. p. f. Nom. 25,15.
( ברזlying stream, false brook, comp.

318 "br, opposite jn"8 Dr) n. p. of a
i Judah Gen. 38, 5, elsewhere
the person to whom one lies Ez. 13,19, locality in
and with 2 of the member with wich

lies are told Ps. 78, 36; metaphor. to
become faithless, with > of the person
Ps. 89,36, or also with 3 2Kınas 4,16;
of inanimate things, not to be confirmed,
not to prove true, not to be fulfilled Has.

named ביִזָכַא Jos. 15, 44, Mic. 1, 14
(where there is an allusion to the name),
and Nay? 1 Cur. 4, 22.

"3 (not used) prop. trans. to break
in, to press in, to something,

Ar.

and
~.3 to injure, cognate in sense with
2, 3; fig. of water, to dry up Is. 1
comp. Kal and the Latin “spem mentita v2 )= (ץעְר and prs; but only figur.
seges” (Hor. epist. 1, 7,87), Greek ama and intrans. to be bold, valiant, spirited,
tae (Hesiod).
audacious; in a bad sense, to be wild,
Hif. 221373 (fut. 3°yD2) to give one the hard, barbarous, destructive, of men and
lie, with accus. of the’ person Jos 24, 25. things. Derivat. TON, “AID, MAIER.
The stem ’D (Arab. וע only in — The organic root > is also found
Pihel, and in Aram. nearly altogether in 42; Syr. >}> the same, hence 1,+}2
in Pael, has for its fundamental signi- valiant.
fication to spin, to knot; so that the ormd (Dan. 11, 6 mid; with suff. 2,
ganic root is 31-3, identical with that ons; from m3) m. 1. strength, power,
in 20-n, בצדה Il. (which see).
of vital strength Ps. 22,16; 31,11; 38,
219 (after the form להק ,ID, DON; 11, arising from the juice ‘and marrow
pl. Dar, with suff. (פָהְיִבַזּכ m. 1. ab- of life; but also of war-like, heroic force:
stract: a‘ie, falsehood, deception, nothing- Jupezs 16, 5, Is.63, 2, manly strength;
ness, Is. 28, 15, like "pW (Ps. 33, 17); and in the latter sense taken for the
Darm men to reihe “out lies, i. e. to first-born Gen. 49, 3, like the strength
i. e. the fruit of the earth Gen. 4, 12;
speak lies Prov. 6,19; 14,5; 19, 5, elsewhere ‘D> 427 Dan. 11, 27, " רב Ps. also of the strength of animals Jos 40,
16; Dan. 8,7; fig. of the might of God
5,7; ; falsity, hence 'ִּכ  שיאProv. 19, 22
Jer. 10, 12, 708 26, 12, which is also
a ₪
"D DOP ₪ ‘false oracle Ez. 13,
called once "ב m
i.e. strength of
6; 21, 34; Bars “ond Prov. 23, 3 dis. understanding, the highest understanding
appointing bread, i. ©. whose enjoyment Jos 36, 5. Besides, exertion, striving,
is only apparently agreeable. — 2. con- Gen. 31,6; substance, possessions, wealth,
crete: any deluding thing, e. g. of idols riches JoB 6, 22; 36,19; Prov. 5, 103.
Am. 2, 5; Ps. 40, 5
violence Eccues. 4, 1; in phrases ubil-.
2» see 219 and Naz.
ity, power to do 1 Sam. 28, 20; 30, 4;
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Is. 50, 2. אל-חכ JoB 26,2 weakness. In cause in Syr. un, us] appears in the
m» yıas Jos 9, 4, 5 nay 37,23, Si23
nD Ps.103,20'3 thereis ‘merely a closer
defining of nouns or adjectives. — 2. the
slimy, hence a sort of lizard Lev.11,30;
according to the LXX and Jerome the

sense of to blow; and that ideacoincides or
coexists with strength. But = is there
merely a collateral form of np, agreeably
to the interchange of כ and'».

only a conjecture.

black, the eye-brows, in order to heighten
the expression of the look; cognate in
sense DIY JR םיִשָה 2 Kınas 9, 30;

DMD (2 /. 7973) tr. to paint, the eyes
chameleon; according to the Ar. a kind
of land-crocodile, which appears to be (a3) Ez.23, 40, prop. to make dark or
“WD (Kal not used) tr. prop. to re-

move, to separate, to divide, to sunder, to
put aside; therefore to conceal, to cover,

to hide, fig. to deny, to deceive, to lie, or
to corrupt, to destroy, to cause to disappear. — With the stem 13 are identical the Ar. oe (to divide, to sunder,
to cover, to deceive), SE (to separate,

Jer. 4, 30; Ar. JE (from which different conjugation-forms and noun-derivatives come), Aram. ond, Ss the
same, Maltese kahhal, to cover a wall
with cement; Ethiop. as in Arabic.

The

intr. signif. of the stem is to be black,

dark-coloured, Ar. JE (nigris palpebris
fuit),
still preserved in the transposed
kacheda (to deny); whence one sees that
forms
5
an
(which see), Ar. >, Je.
the organic root is 17-5, with which is
The
organic
root is Sn-D, 9275, which
to be compared the Ar. OLS (to hinder);
lies also in -הom.
eomp. also the Greek xa6-, xof-oua.
Nif. 11933 (part. f. 13722, pl. P9192;
vn? (Kal rarely) intr. 1. to decrease,
fut. ד>) pass. 1. to be ‘concealed, "hid- to lessen , to fail, ya¥72 WoD “wa Ps.
den, with ya of the person 2 Sam. 18, 109, 24 my flesh decreases in " fatness,
13; Ps. 69, 6; 139,15; to be unknown, 1. e. becomes lean. Hence wna 1. —
with a negative = „m 1108. 5, 8. — 2. (not used) to lie, prop. to lessen the
2. to be destroyed, cut of, of men, as truth; to dissemble, to deceive (see Pihel).
op Jos 22,20, ow 4, 7, or animals Deriv. vun» 2.
Zecn. 11,9 16; to be ‘demolished, of or
Nif. Una (fut. une) prop. to lessen
Jos 15, 28.
oneself, to shew oneself’ small, i.e. to subPih. 72 (3 p. pl.AFND, paus.77713; ; fut. mit oneself Deur. 33, 29; comp. Hithp.
 (יְכָחָד1."to hide, conceal, to withhold, 37,
Pih. GryD (inf. constr. un», fut. una",
with 2 of the person 18am. 3, 18; Jer, before Makkeph vum) l.a stronger ex38,14; with the omission of 9273 ‘Jos. pression of Kal: to become very lean, to de7,19, or with "> in the apodosis Gen. cline much, to lessen much, to cease, Has.
47, ie
2. to deny, Jos 15,18 and 3,17 the growth (Msn, comp. Wy
theydeny not what is from their fathers, 2) of the olive ceases, therefore parallel
i.e. they proclaim aloud what has been to the intransitive חַרֶפְתדאָל, >17 TPN.
handed down, as the object is to be Hos. 9, 2 and new wine shall fail ‘in it,
supplied here; elsewhere the accus. of i, e. in the vat; הב refers here to בקי
the object is put Ps. 40,11; Jos6, 10; which is fem. along with 73}. — 2. to
27, 11 that which is with the Almighty
deny, the truth Gen.18,15; to lie, coupled
will I not deny.
233 Josu. 7, 11, "2.3 Lev. 19, 11,
with
Hif. VID (fut. 32) 1. to destroy,
4,2; to renounce or deny, God
to kill, Zecn. 11, 8; Psaum 83, 5; with TOR Hos.
With 2 of the person JOSH.
30,9.
 השגיד1 Kınas 13, 34. — 2. to keep Prov.
27, Is. 59,13, Jur. 5, 12 i. e. not,
24,
back, io) nom 708 20, 12.
wholly to deny, or to disbelieve entirely:
nn2 assumed to 1 (see 113), be- in his existence, but to diminish his;

disjoin), As\> (to deny), Ethiop. דחכ
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personality, as it were, to begin to deny,
i.e. to hold the Deity to be really less

2 I. - pronominal root, with which,
Dis closely connected) conj. relat. in the
than he is. This is clear from Lev. 5, widest sense, whose meanings are un21: and he denies to (3) his neighbour a (3) folded in the following order: 1. usually
possession entrusted to him, where per- a relative particle, that, quod, örı, to deson and thing are both construed with note the relation of the preceding to the
3 in order to denote a part in which following clause, a) in indirect speech,

the diminution or denial is. With > of after the verbs 3% Gen. 1,10, JoB2,
the person prop. to lie to one 1 Kinas 13, 9728 Gen. 14,14; 43, 15, 97) Guy,
13,18, Jos 31, 28, i. e. to pretend, to
20, 6, 1 Sam. 14, 3, 7737 Gay, 2: 11,
deceive. — 3. to feign, with ל of the
רַמָא ,21 ,7  הָאָמיןEx. 4,3, "21 Ps.78,

person Ps. 18, 45; 66, 3; 81,16, 1. 6
to shew submission, conseq. identical with

Nif. and Hithp. merely in sense. Deriv.
vun».

35, Jos 7, 7, n20 39, 15, nn Jon 31,
25, Ps. 58, 11, on} Gen. 6, 7 &e., wiiete
the apadosis with > is eohcoived of as

“Hithp. tram (fut. Bram) to submit a sort of object in the accusative. When
a double apodosis follows, "2 is repeated,
oneself 2 Sam. 22, 45, for which Nif. is

so that both are introduced by יִכְר יִּב...

used: elsewhere.
The development of the idea here
given being indisputable, the primitive
conception belonging to the meaning to
lessen, to decrease, to disappear is prop.
.to be separated, cut off. The organic
ruöt is ,שח which lies also in the Ar.
„> (to lie), ils, ol (to lessen).
Otherwise the Ar.
“defecit” is
used to express the same idea.

Gen. 3, 6; 29, 12; Ex. 3, 11. "After a
protasis to which no accusat. of the object is to be supplied, e. g. in 13 25h it
is good that 2 Sam. 18, 3, Lament. 3, 27;
the apodosis iis to be supposed in
i the nominative, in which case "2 is sometimes

omitted Gun. 2,18.

b) in direct speech

(arising like 6z: out of the proper use in
indirect discourse, Syr. >, and not to.
be translated as a ה
=  הפita,
WMD (with suf. wna; pl.o-wn>, with sic), where we do not at all expect that
suff. pawn) m. 1. leanness, 16
i prolong- in English, and therefore "> may be
ed sickness Jos 16,8, as 1ör12 in Aram. omitted in translating, 0 = in quoting
— 2. a denial, of God Hos. 10,13, de- a direct expression, GEN. 29, 32 she said,
ceit, a lie,i.e. idolatry 12,1, for which (79) God has seen my affliction 29, 8,
the pl. also occurs 7, 3; flattery i. e. faith- Ex. 3, 19, Josm. 2, 24, 1Kınas 11, 22, in
lessness Nau. 3, 1; with moe Ps. 59, 13. which case also "> is occasionally omitted.
Ex. 4, 23; after formulas of swearing,

WMHs (for wa; only pl. pwinz) adj.

m. lying, false, to God Is. 30,9. In the
Sam. cod. in Grn. 3,2 we have שחפה for
wr, which is either a mistake inorthography, or the effect of a dogmatic view.
"31. (probably contracted from >,
as יִרfrom 79; otherwise it might ‘be
derived from nD = m?) m. a prick, mark,
like oztyue, stigma; a brand, Is. 3, 24
a brand instead of beauty, i. 6. scratchings in the face from pain and mourn-

ing (Jer. 16,6; Cyrop. 3, 1,13).
6-2

Ar.

= after byיח Jos 27, 2, x 1 Is.49,
81,  חי האל חיט,72,2.maS2 " חי%1

20,3, ren 5 DIOR השי "> 14, 44,.
whee one has to supply averb to swear,
to ayer; or after yaw, Gen. 22,16, where

the discouxse is direct only in appearance,

because of the elliptical manner

of speaking. c) as a wider introduction
to direct discourse even at the begin-:
ning of new sections Is. 8, 23; 15, 1;

Jos 28,1; arising from its usage after
“vax, and not to be translated. d) after
particles (adverbs, prepositions, interjections), which are conceived of as in-.

ee the same. Comp. the Talm. saying
formed according to it (Sabb. 62°) יפולח cludinga whole proposition in themBusse) .אָרְפּוש

selves, e. g. after Dax 108 12, 2, mar

בי

Ps. 128, 4, אָלַה 1 . גג10, 1, ns 1Sam.
21,6, Has. 2, 5, Gen. 3,1, 8
AR
is to be considered an exelamation, a
question, or an emphatic confirmation;
after Dp Amos 9, 8, 797 Num. 11, 20,
1 Kınas 13, 21; after the interrogative 7 in "3h, whether there be a mere
question 2 Sam. 9,1, Jos 6, 22, or whether an affirmative answer be ‘expected
Gen. 27,36; and so after other particles,

where "2 may sometimes remain untranslated, or if beginning an apodosis may be
sometimes rendered that. See aR, דעו
 עלnon, Wr 86. In all such cases "כ 5
a vocable of ‘relation, whether a direct
or indirect protasis exist; whether we
have to suppose the protasis under the
preceding noun or under the particle;
or finally whether we must entirely
supply the protasis, of whose apodosis "2
is the commencement. It is always a
conjunct. relat. connecting clauses and
propositions. — 2. a relative particle of
time,

if time past be spoken of, when,

since, as; when the present and future are
referred to, when; and where an abiding
past is spoken of, as often as, conseq.
a) when, quum,

כ
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as long as, dum, Hos.

11, 1 (where the verb to be should be
supplied); Ps. 32,3 when I kept silence,
i.e. did not confess guilt; Jupazs 2, 18
and when God appointed for them judges;
so also Jer. 44, 19; 7f Ez. 3, 19 6
particularly in the narrative phrase
"2 m] it came to pass when Gen. 6, 1.
In this sense כ stands with the perf.
when the past is spoken of. b) when,
as soon as, quando, ubi, when the
future or present is spoken of, in which
case it is mostly coupled with the im-

soon as, when a definite time is indicat-

ed 1Sam. 10,7. In all such cases the
conditional idea is often incorporated
with the clause of time; but for that
very reason "> is quite distinct from
the purely conditional Dy, as is clearly
seen from Ex. 21,235 14 18 66 It
is but rarely that a coincidence between
them

is observable,

whether

the perf.

Ex. 22, 25 or the imperfect follows Gen.
46, 33; 2 Kinas 4,29. As a particle of
fime italso stands d) as the consequence
of a preceding proposition, and should
be translated so, then, whether one of
the conditional particles, 6. g. px (Jos 8,
6; 37, 20), אָל ox (Is. 7,9), 75 (Jon6, 2),
( לויGuy. ai, 42; 43 10), TAN (Num. 22,
33), TER (mousing when Ecouss. 8, 12),

 אשר2 (Gen. 22,16 17), or a noun absolute, stand in the protasis, 0. ₪. Gen.
18, 20 as to the cry &c., s0...; Ps. 128, 2.
[Here we omit so or then inEnglish, and
leave the "3 untranslated. The Germans
put so for it.] — 3. a causal particle, to
be rendered a) because, quia, özı, when
a causal proposition with "> precedes,
e. g. Gun. 3, 14 because thou hast done
this, 3,17. b) for, nam, ya, where the
causal proposition comes after, which is
a more frequent case Gun. 2, 3 23;
3,20; also where the causal clause appears only as an intermediate one Gen.
2,5. c) When various causes follow one
another, we find, where the causal positions stand in elose relation to one another, =..Dfor. and, Lat. nam... et,

quia... et quia Is.6,5; Ps.22,12; or also
where the causal clauses are but loosely
connected Is. 9,3-5; 19, 6 8 9,
3
24 25; comp. yao... yao Marra. 6, 32;
perfect, Gen. 4, 12 when thou tillest 18, 10 11. But 91...» is also used
the ground; 24, 41; 30, 33; 32, 18, either where a causal clause is subordiwhere the imperfect may also stand in nate to the preceding context Gen. 33,
the sense of time present Is. 8,19; Ps. 8,

4; Jos 22,2. Seldomer does "> occur
in this meaning with a participle, to denote time present Jer. 44, 19, which
is omitted in Jos 39, 24. c) as often as,
with a continuing, possibly ever-returning time (imperf.), 6. ₪. JupGEs 21, 22
as often as their fathers or their brethren

shall come; 18. 16, 12; Jur. 5, 19; as

11, Is. 65, 16, Jos 38, 20, or where one

is dependent on the preceding; in which
case we have sometimes "2 ...”> nam
. quia (Gen. 26, 7; "43, 32; 47,
20), sometimes also יִכָר ... °2 1 Kınas
18,27. d) The signification for, nam,
is indeed the usual one of "9, but the:
causal relation does not come out openly
and clearly, and must be looked for,-
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either in the preceding context Is. 5,10,

כי אם

quod, non est quod, nihil est quod, Gem.

where "כ attaches to 772 vs.9, likewise 40,15 I have done nothing why (i. e. that
7, 22 where "> refers to vs. 21, and is a reason for) they have put me into
J0 5, 23; or in the following Ps. 22, 10, the prison, where that might be sub-

where "> is supposed to be the conse-

stituted for why; so also 20, 9; Is. 36,

quence of vs. 12; or in the remote pre- 5; Ps.8,5; Hos.1,6. On 12 לע"2 see
ceding Is. 10, 25, where "> gives the על כ.
In all these meanings, of which several
cause of the admonition in vs. 24. —
4. <A mixture of the causal significa- sometimes occur even in one passage
tion with other applications of "3 takes Josu. 17,18, the original one, namely
place, either by means of the consecu- that of a relative conjunction, is still
tion of clauses, or by dependence on perceptible in "2; and by it the etymoand © establishment
preceding negations, antitheses, com- logical analysis
parisons &c., a) where opposition also is of the fundamental idea is to be sought.
meant to be expressed by "> along with In the first place we look upon ki (3),
as correits causal sense, i. e. where the causal simplified out of kui, qui,
statement is so dependent as to ex- lative of the demonstrat. ta, ti, 1. e. oriclude the first statement, and here it ginally an interrogative, as in the westmay be translated by aa) but, sed, ern tongues (comp. Sanskr. kva where?
German sondern, when a negative (ne, Lat. guis, and also ka in its very divernon) precedes, e.g. Gun. 24, 4, where "> sified forms; the Syr. 5 is also still
refers to ND vs. 3 (instead of > is also an interrogative particle, see Schaaf
used -אָל oN vs, 38; 45, 8); sometimes 8. v.); secondly as a relative pronoun
Nd alone forms sie protasis 19, 2, or used in mutually related clauses, like
 אין1 Kınas 21, 15. Instead of ִּיin the Latin qui beside quis, except that
this sense we ine also ON יִּכ after a it remained impersonal, and has therenegative, also meaning but Gen. 15, 4; fore the quality of a conjunction, Greek
32,29; Josn. 17,3 &c., the ON alone re- ozt, ore, Lat. quod. Amid the mutual
maining untranslated ; vice versa some- relation in which like is compared to
times "> alone stands for DN > unless, like (for which the Greek is wg, Lat.
1Sam. 27, 1. bb) nay but, nay for, but quam, Sanskr. jatha and the appenno (in contrast with the preceding), dage -vat, Germ. wie), "D> is weakened
when an open and clear negation does into 3 (which see); which latter appears
not precede, but the negative force ap- again in the greatest variety of compears from the position of the protasis pounds, 6. 8. 43 (out of (ןהָּכ,M3, 12 &e.
in relation to what follows it, e.g. Mican The Persian and Zabian sy” (who)
6,3 no, for (9) L brought thee; Jos 31, is nothing but a weak form of "3, כ being
18 but no, minime vero; 2 Sam. 19, 23 pronounced like qu; comp. guerre and
nay but. cc) but yes, but indeed, but yet, war, Gothic hwas, hwa, German wie.
606 yoo, where the antithesis is ex- The relation of this pronominal root to
pressed without a negation Is. 28, 28; the Coptic ka, Kw, ke ponere, cannot
be shewn farther.
Jos 23, 10 &e.; but in all these >
ON "3 (both vocables being fused into
"> may also be taken in another sense.
dd) but now, in a comparison,
where one idea) unites in itself the above-menopposition is introduced by ">, Jox 14, tioned peculiarities of "9 and DN, except
16 but now thou numberest ‘my steps. that in translating sometimes the one and
ee) although, where the opposition is sometimes the other recedes into the backmuch weakened, Ps. 49, 11 though he ground, and is omitted in English. The
sees. b) where "3 announces the con- significations are divided into 1. those in
sequence of a ground not specially men- which both meanings appear, viz. a) but
tioned, and should be translated for which (2) if (ON), but when, unless, where a
reason, conseq. prop. quae causa est negative ‘precedes, and either a verb >

בי

follows, DX "> being translated by nisi
quod, praeterquam quod, Gen. 32,
27, Am. 3, 7, 102058 2,16; or a noun
follows, ON > being translated by non,
nihil, nemo Gen. 39, 9; Luv. 21, 2;
JER. 7,23. For the negative which falls
away, there is sometimes a dependent
question with a negative force Is. 42,19,
Mic. 6,8, where, however, we may also

translate only. b) but only, sed, Gen.
15, 4; 32, 29; Jost. 17, 3; Jur. 3,10;
39, 12 (where the K’ri omits oN); here
too the preceding negation is sometimes
omitted, and should perhaps be supplied
1 84. 26,10; 25am. 13, 33. — 2. cases
where the idea of >> prevails so much
that that of ox entirely disappears, particularly a) in
i the signific. of the causal
for, nam Jos 42, 8, after formulas of
swearing and asseverations, for which
“> alone stands elsewhere 2 Sam. 15, 21
(the K’ri expunges 8, as in other places
in a similar

case
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the oN is expunged

by the K’ri 6. ₪. Ruts3, 12; 2 Sam. 13,
33; JeR.39,12); 2 Kines 5, 20; Jer.5l,
14; after םֶכְמָא Rura 3, 12, where the
formal of swearing is seldom omitted,

TIPS (out of 7i7>, from 773 IT. in the
sense of to pierce) m. 1. a javelin, a spear,
borne upon the shoulder 1 Sam. 17,6 7,
to the point of which a flag was some-

times fastened Josu. 8,18, thrown after
brandishing Jos 39, 23; 41, 21, and
common as a weapon among ‘the Babylonians and Persians Jur. 6, 23; 50, 42.
— 2. same as > (from snp) destruction, death, only in 717"3 773 '(threshing-

floor of death) n. p. of a place between
Jerusalem and Kirjath-jearim 1 Car.
15, 9, for which 7123 ‘3 stands in 2 Sam.
6, 6 (see 2).

) )= רוָדיִּכ72 m. eircumvallation,
siege, storming, of a fortress, Jos 15,
24 as a king equipped for storming, i. e..
like an enemy’s assault; comp. for the
figure the 3772  שיִאְּכProv. 6,11. The
versions have rendered the sense freely.

See 779.
9°D (from Pih. 111. of 413), mase.

(like the noun 712 which see) n. p. of
a deity, whose image was worshipped
and carried about by the Israelites in
the wilderness, Am. 5, 26 and Kiyyün,

and םָא "> is to be translated by yea, your god (arabs i
is used here like םיִלּולָג
certainly JupGES 15, 7; 1 Sam. 21, 6;
1 Kines 20,6. b) in the meaning but
Gen. 40, 14; Num. 24, 21. — 3. cases
where the ">goes into "the back-ground,
and the meaning of oN only is perceptible 1 Sam. 25, 34; 2'Sam. 3, 35.
TD (not used) a stem assumed for
the noun 7">, and compared with the Ar.

 מְקוּצִים86. as a sing. for idol, conseq.
צְלְמִיכָסis only an apposition to 793; the

Syr., translating ב

eb, had noth-

ing but this explanation of the passage

in view). This deity is nothing but Saturn who is called in Ar. alas (Keiwän,
see Golius and Freitag; Pococke, Spec. p.
103; Bochart, Hieroz.I. p.864);
in Zabian

OK (med. Ye) to violate; hence to com- (כִּיוֶןNord. Lex. Nasar. p.54); among the
bat, to destroy, to cheat; but from Syrians els (Ephrem. Tom. 11. App. p.
comparison within the language itself
732 should be assumed as the stem

(which see).
73 (from 31) masc. prop. violation,
hence destruction, misfortune, 108 21, 20.

See 1773 2.
( דוְדיִּכextended from 1449; constr. pl.
in; ‘from 732 IL.) m. a spark, a flame,

458), and so too among the Rabbins
(Buzt. s. v.), all which forms proceed
from the present stem; the Phenicians,
Babylonians, Numidians and Egyptians
(see 395) had also an appellation of Saturn almost the same. This explanation
is confirmed by Ag. and Symm. (who
retain the word

on

that account),

by

the LXX (who translate it ‘Pamper,
Jos 41, 11 (Targ. , Kimchi), parallel Pıypav, or Peuparv, Peupa& Acts 7, 43,
לַפִּידִים. The Vulgate, which translates which was the name of Saturn in the
firebrand, did not read “TIND, but took Egyptian language, comp. Copt. ולד
Saturn in Kircher, Ling. Aegypt. rest. p.
TTD = VED
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49. 527, pomdeg or prumdeo king of nbs, Syr. „alas the same. Better, a
heaven apud Jablonski), by Jerome (who hoe, a mattock, and so according to the
translates, however, Zucifer)as well as

LXX

a sladga. hammer,

Vulg. ascia,

by Ibn Esra and Kimchi who appeal to Symm. a double-pointed instrument. 6
the use of Keiwdn in Arab. and Persian. Coptic nedekın ave, like the Aram. 2375
 פוהhtiw( ;354 .lp  כִּירִים2 Cur. ,4 6 bidens and the Arab. RS

a pointed

andni4>> 1 Kines7, 83 ;04 ot eb devired instrument, hoe, sting, thorn, point to
morf eht lehiP fo  כְּּר1) m. .1 @ ,top the latter signif alone. See 129.
for cooking 1 Sam. 2, 14 (different from
( כִּימָהfrom 07?) fem. prop. a little
,77 nosp and 2); with wx a fire- crowd, a group, hence the Pleiades, Am.

pot, a fire-pan Zucu. 12, 6; also a water- 5, 8, 108 9, 9, the Greek I/Asıdg also
basin, for washing Ex. 30, 18, Lev. 8, proceeding from the same etymology.
,11 1 Kınas 7, 30, 2 Kines 16, 17, In Arab. the seven stars or Pleiades, at
2 Cur. 4, 6, and therefore rendered by
>
₪
the Vulg. luter ii.e. Lourie, by Josephus the back of the bull, are called 1s,.5,
Aovrng ozedyyvaog, yuroöyavAog, by the which means group. The Hyades of the
LXX yavioc, (according to Hesychius a Vulg. expresses a cluster of stars similar
round-built Phenician merchant-ship to the Pleiades. Arab. 5, Syr. aus

was so called, from 3 = לHebrew 453, heap.
which the Targ. translates cup), by the
O°} (with suf. 799) m.
Syriac MoS, — 2. Metaphor. a basin-

1. = did a

cup Prov. 28, 31 K’tib. — 2. a purse,
shaped gallery, a pulpit, set up in Solo-
for money Prov. 1, 14, Is. 46, 6; or for
mon’s temple before the altar 2 Cur. 6,
weights Proy.16, 11; Deur. 25, 13; Mic.

13 (comp. 1 Kınas 8, 22); therefore it

is not necessary to read yP2, and regard 6,11. Arab. ee, By Lows,
1D (dual DY2°2) m. a cooking furnace,
it as = . ןוקמThe derivation from 72
=D to be round should be rejected if for a fire-hearth, probably consisting of two
no other reason than because other words ranges of stones which met together in

too for cup and basin are derived from

a sharp angle, Ley. 11,35. Talm. 4373

verbs having the meaning to be deep, to the same. On the contrary the Talm.
be deepened out.
"> may be derived. from "35 1.,signify( יִליִּכfrom ליב with an old termina- ing a trough, in which lives were
tion "=, as in ילנל( ודוד m. prop. keep- pressed.

773 (pl. םיִריִּכ,MTD) see ry.

ing or holding together, hence ava-
vicious, one that closes his hand against
the poor; hard-hearted Is.32,5; opposite
 ערועnoble, liberal, who is still more than
 בידThere is no reason for deriving

for Sins, wip; formed from the Pihel

ally since all the ancientsו 

Jerome

also in Ex. 12, 11 not on the last syl-

a collateral form

of the nouns

ally a club , a hammer,

prop. striker,

like M5, except that it strengthens, con-seq. so, tea , referring sometimes to what.

"153 (after the form wip, conseg.

of 3) m. a distaff, about which flax
the word from >>) and taking it for was wound for spinning Prov. 31, 19;
Targ. ארשופ ,TWD the same.
,299" or for regarding it as= "> (de-
23 (with the accent on the penult,
siroyer, consumer) from 33; ‘especi-

lable, on which see the Masorah there;
have correctly derived it from DAD.
fused
together out of הָּכ , ה12 being.
DD (from n5> after the form may,
a collateral form of mp). a relative par-'
a rare Äramaeising form, as for example
ticle, used for comparing similar things,
קיסם,

טיהר, mo, JO; pl. (תלפליכ m. usuPs. 74, 6, coupled with ליש כas a weapon
of destruction; Aram. nb3>, 3295, np,

is past and ‘known Ex. 29, 35; Num. 8,
26; 11, 15; Dur. 29, 35; Hos. 10, 15,
sometimes to what follows Ex. 12, 11;.

ge

1Kınas1,48. It is stronger than 2, and
always stands alone, as well as after 2
as, like an apodosis 1 Sam. 2, 14; 19,
17. In Aram. it is abridged again into
jz. A farther compound is 338 (which
see), Sone or Sox. 5, 3.

193 (contracted from 7343 from 173;
constr. "22; dual םִיַרְּכִּכ,somewhat more
closely Gntted 1 Kinas 16, 24 0733;
pl. 1 םיִרְּכְּכ constr. "32; of 2 nin33,
constr. nina). (nine iin signif. 2. "also
masc. 1 Sam. 10, 3) prop. round, circular,
hence 1. a circuit, a circumjacent tract,
the environs, of a city, e.g. of J erusalem
Nau. 12, 28; but commonly the circuit
of the Jordan, i. e. the valley on both
sides of the Jordan from the Sea of
Tiberias to the Dead Sea, now called
el-Ghur (gh), i. e. the plain; sometimes
|
ןדְרִיַה D> Gen. 13, 10
1 Kies 7, 46, 2 Cur. 4, 17, sometimes

„or 450 1937 GEN. 13, 12; 19, 17,
to which the "valley of DW

also bee

longed at an earlier period ‘Gun. 14, 3;
called by the LXX and Marra. 3, 5 N
negiywoos tov Iogdavov. Comp. babs and
22 (cirele, circuit) of similar fundamental meaning. — 2. Prop. roundshaped, hence a round loaf or cake, fully

nm? D> Ex. 29, 23, 1 Sam. 2, 36, to
denote a thing of 0

ל

Prov. 6, 26; pl. םֶחָכ  תּוְרְּכַּכ702688 8,
5; 1 Sam. 10, 3. Comp. Syr. fasess
(ke), where r is changed into 7; in
Armenian an n is inserted for Dagesh.
—

3. a round,

circular weight,

i. e. a

mass of metal melted in a round form,
as the Greeks similarly speak of 6
xgvsiov; commonly a talent, the greatest

weight of the Hebrews,

כל
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5,7) as a supplement; but in later Hebrew the supplement precedes, 6. ₪. 271
1 Car. 22, 14; 29,7; 2 Our.
3, 8; Ezr.
8, 26.

23 (pl. 1'722) Aram. fem. same as
Hebr. "33 in signif. 3. Ezr. 7, 22.

bo on did Jur. 33, 8 K’tib, where
one ‘expects לכ with Makkeph and
without an accent “dp, but twice without Makkeph and with Merka Ps. 35,
10; Prov.19,7; with suf. ‘22 Mic. 2, 12

and a» Is. 14, 29, SPs and mp Is. 15,
3, 753,1253, Dabs, and with DY>, 2 Sam.
= 6 appears once the primitive form

in pause 09>3; for 792 there is in Gen.
42, 36 mb> and once “mi: 1 Kınas
7, 37; from DDD) m. prop. "all, whole,
totality, in the construct state prefixed
to the noun which is supposed to be
genit., and then 1. to be rendered all,
whole, i. e. adjectively (totus, a, um,
6doc), Gun. 9,19 all the earth, 19,4 all
the people &e. &c., prop. “the totality
of the earth, the allness of the people,”
where the reference is to one subject,
embracing it, so to speak. The following noun in the genitive is put sometimes with the article Gun. 31, 8, Ex.
29,18 (comp. ₪668 7 77), sometimes
without it 2 Kınas 23, 3; Ps. 111, 1;
but it is always absent in combinations,
where the article is otherwise wanting,
especially when the genitive is followed
by another Gen. 13,10; 17,8, or when
a suff. is united with the genitive 41,
40; Duur. 4, 29, or lastly before proper

names 1 0

(4, 1. db 18 seldom put

after the noun in apposition, 6. g. תּוְזח

ba Is. 29, 11 the prophecy, the whole, i. 6

consisting of the sum total of the prophecies (comp.

3000 pw of the sanctuary (Ex. 38, 25

>53 in this usage Is. 2, 18); more usu-

27), the shekel according to tradition
= 320 average (i.e. great and little
mixed together) barley-corns, so that in

with >> (also in Aramaean, where DD is

pounds. In order to designate a definite
mass of metal formed into a weight the

13; also “with the suffix alone 129 לכ

strict computation a 922 = 83'/. Dresden

ally the noun

is repeated in its suffix

prefixed), 6. ₪ p>

SeTw? all Israel

2 Sam. 2,9, "2D een all Egypt Ez.
29,2, nbs ban the whole world Jon 34,

noun is followed by amy (2 Sam. 12, 30; thou whole Is. 22,1; Mic. 2,12. — 2. Tt
1 Kinas 9, 14; 10, 10 14), or 402 (Ex. describes plurality of individual persons
38, 27; ל Kinase 5,22), or mp» (Zecn. or things, and should be translated all.

כל
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‘The subst. following in the genitive is Lev. 19, 23 every kind of trees, 17373792
either in the plur. with or without the Neu. 13, 16 all manner of wares. —
article, Gen.5,5 all the days of Adam; Is. 6. 55 also frequently stands as a subst.,
18,3 all the inhabitants of the world; 2,2 absolutely in all the five signifie. e. g.
all peoples; 13,7 all hands; or as a collec- 555 1 Cur. 7,5 in all, i. e. with respect
tive noun in the sing., also with or without the article, Gen. 7,21 all men, Ex.
1, 22 all sons, Gun. 46,15 all souls; or
lastly the plur. is paraphrased, 6 ₪
"77 רֶדדלָכְּב Ps. 45,18 in all ages. For

to the sum total of those reckoned; 733

baa Gen. 16,12 his hand against all;
Sip Jos 24, 24 as all, coupled with the
sing. Ps. 14, 3; 5577 49, 18 anything. —
the noun in the ומת there is often put 7. Adverb: wholly, ו Sam» Ps.
the suff. plur., as 12> Gen. 42, 11 we 39, 6 wholly vanity; 32337 55 45, 14
all, 097» Deur. 1, 23 ye all, obs Is. 14, altogether glorious; or coupled with other

particles, e. ₪. יט may-dd just as, in all
10 they all, the latter also as an appoints
like as, Ecoxzs. "5, 15; siy-b3
position to a clause, where the discourse
Jos
27,3
wholly as long as.
is in the second person Mic. 1,2; seldom
5 (united by Makk. -5>, and defin.
does the demonstr. feminine pronoun
occur as a neuter and plur. 6. 8. nxj"52 NPD, with suf. ןּוהָלְּב 1793) Aram. m.
Is. 5, 25 all this. — 3. It describes same as Hebrew 55 in the sense of

plurality as a whole and as individual

separate objects, therefore every, quivis,

whole Ezr. 6, 11; all Dan. 3, 2; 4, 9;

every 2,38; any one 6,24 &e. It is followed either by sing. Ezz. 7,16, or the

quaevis, quodvis. In this application,
the noun following stands in the sing. pl. Dan. 3, 7; either by אל 2, 10 as a neand without the article, 6. ₪. py->> Esre. | gative, or by a relative 4 2,38; absol.
3, 8 every people, “a"52 2 Cur. 32, 15 nbd, 2,40 is = Hebr. Yan. "Besides, it
every nation, DIN-b> Jos 21, 33 every is; coupled, as in Hebrew, with other
man &e. &e.; while Bym-bp Guy. 19, 4 particles, where it assumes an adverbial

means

the whole people, aba

the character.

whole nation; seldom do both coincide,

as 19-53 Is. 9, 17 and 72:7°5> 1 Kınas
19, 18. The verb is “usually regu-

See Sap and bap and 7.

N59. (part. pass. 8592, אל inf.
constr. ribo, imp. 853, fut. 85), San;

by but many forms are moulded after "sa
=ND2, others fluctuate between both)
by that governing Gen. 8, 29. — 4. It tr. i. to close, to bar, restrain, hence
makes a single one prominent from to enclose, to shut up, with accus. of the:
among a plurality, hence any one, any person JER. 32, 3; Ps. 88, 9; Num. 11,
thing, or something, ullus, a, um, qui- 28; of the earth, to stay,ל
baat Hace.
lated, when

this is the meaning,

the noun governed Ps. 150, 6, seldom

eunque, and the sing. commonly follows,
as 133->> Ruin 4,7 anything whatever,
"3-55 Nun. 35, 22 any vessel, ~>2
manda Ex. 12,16 any work; rarely the
plural, as ָּתֶוצנל Lev. 4, 2 any commandments. With a negative it is naturally to be rendered none at all, nullus,

whether the negation (85, 5x) coupled
with the verb precedes Ex. 20, 4, or
follows 12,16; or whether TS goes before, Ecor. 1, 9. —5.I comprehends a
plurality of individualities of different
kinds, and should be translated of all

1, 10 (853 is not to be taken intrans.
with ben ‘oye ND, but the accus. of
the object is left out, and 372 denotes:
from a thing, as Nom. 24,11);
off, to hinder 1 Sam. 25, 33; to
Ps. 119, 101; to restrain Ps.
metaphor. probably to protect,

to keep
withhold
40, 12;
to guard

around. Deriv. 822 1 (and the first part
in the proper name 2393 which see),
NNDD, NYD, ND. — "3. (not used) to
separate, ‘divide, hence to make individual,

to make distinct, i.e. so that a thing does
not coincide with others. Deriv. N22 2.
kinds, of every kind or sort, e. g. ץאלּב
The signification of the stem is suf-
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ficiently clear, partly by means of the to weave, to plait together, out of wilSemitic dialects (Targ. Nb, Syr. tle, lows, Ar. LAS (to plait), Syr. wads
the same. The verb may also be conAr. + Ethiop. the same, Phenic. 83),
nected, in its organic root, with that in
partly by the cognate stems still pre- , קאplico, plecto. Deriv. anp> 1
served in extra-Semitic tongues (Latin and 2.
cel-o, cul in oceulo, enlarged in
253 I. (not used) prop. tr. same as
claudo, Greek in xheio , ove, x0-

hovw &.).

The organic root is לָּב-א

also found in other stems.

122 ‘to.press or pierce into something, to
attack,
to lay hold of with violence, to

Nif. 8222 (fut. 822%) to be restrained, ‘fall upon, e. g. of the wild, ill-natured

dogs of the East which are greedy after
flesh and seize upon men in their fury;
Pih. 83> (only inf. טו Nba) to of bold, valiant heroes &c. According
to form: and derivatives however, it
withhold, to keep off, to shut up, Ya may also mean to be violent, audacious,

hindered, ‘with ומ from a thing Ex. 36,6;
of things to cease Gen. 8, 2; Ex. 31, 15.

Dan. 9, 24, along with nisan bind} pressing, raging.
(according to the K’tib) as its parallel,
which meaning Theod. has already, without reading ND on that account. To
shut up sin means to wrap it up and
not to seek it out any more, as in 8
14,17. But see m» in Pihel.

In Arab. both forms
exist, viz. שי 1 (to be violent, furious,
to fall upon, to attack, to lay hold of)
and weg (to pierce, of a sting or thorn);

Syr. ביפ (to lay hold of, to pierce).

The assumption of an onomatopoeia
אָלָּכIL. in some forms for "39 1 to yelp, to bark, for which the Hebrew
has na}, must be rejected, because the
which see.
manitold applications of the verb in
nd9 (with suff. A325 pl. DDD; only Semitic point only to the fundamental
in signifie. 2. dual Diy) m. 1. prop. se- signification given; comp. the Ar. elt

clusion, separation, hence as a genit. to

 ביתa prison, 1 Kınas 22, 27; 2 Kınas

17, 4; Is, 42, 7; Jur. 37, 15; but also
without ma 2'Kinas 25,29; Jar. 52,33;
Phenic. nd>==nx5>(Melit. 2‚2) the grave.
— 2. anything separated, single, different

from another thing, hence dual o1x>3
two things separated and different, hetero-

violence (of cold), wickedness, EL
tongs (comp. AaBig tongs, from Aaußavew to lay hold of), AS (an animal

attacking, e.g. a lion),WAS a pointed
instrument, a hook, thorn, claw, tongs,

XS thorn-bush, dual tongs; Syr. paSs
Deriv. 59,

tongs; and many others.

geneous, of stuffs or animals Lev.19,19,
proper names 325, 73753.
Deut. 22,9, a word common in modern
253 see 39 II.
Hebrew (Talmud), out of the vulgar
language. The idea of duality also lies
=> (the bold, the valiant, i.e. a hero,.
in the Ethiopic 210 two, of two sorts,
viz. is Jah) 1.n. p.m. Num. 13, 6, 1 Car.

Ar. WS dual N

both.

2,18, for which 72153 stands in 2,9;

abe (moulded together out of X22 2, 50. Patr. יִבְלְּב1 Sam. 25, 8 Ki a
 באAb, i. e. God, is protection) n. p. m. Calebite, Targ. 309 may, Jerome de

of a son of David 2 Sam. 3, 3, for which genere Caleb, Caleb having actually had
a parallel place in 1 Cur. 3, 1 has his portion in the territory there meant.
NET (Eliis judge), while the LXX have The LXX, Syr. and Arab. have here

taken 325as = 222 incorrectly, and
translated “sab doggish. The K’tib has
4292 (secundum cor suum 1. 0. stubof tha
253 I. (not used) tr. same as 921 1. born, from 32), but a

Aakoviei.©. 191 (Jah is deliverer).
 ַּלְאיםseeלא 
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Krri is preferable. — 2. ₪ p. of a ternom. (fut. הלכי butin 1Kınas 17,
ritory in Judah (probably inhabited by 14 Han after the manner of verbs א(ל
Calebites), whose south part is called
‘323.233 1Sam. 30, 14, the Philistine dis- 1. tr.to make ready, to prepare (contrict there (inhabited by Cretans) being

ficere, zsvysır, old German zeugen,
whence the noun Zeug), i. e. to accom-

named "n43:7 233. Another part of this plish or complete a thing by manual
territory was called mn aN IBD, +. > work, e. g. a vessel, a garment, a ship,

Caleb of Ephrath or Bethlehem 1 Cur.
2,24, in the neighbourhood of which the
town lay. Yet it is better there to read

an utensil, an instrument, armour &e.;

deriv. ְּיל and .הֶיָלְּכ Figur. with the

accus. of the object, Prov. 22,8 and the
rod of chastisement (03) prepares (>)
Caleb came to this wite) Ephrath, for so
his punishment (n929), like 534 2
his wife was called 1 Car. 2,19. Perhaps »25> 1 Sam. 25, 3 should be re- 16, 30 to prepare or do evil; with a“of
the person Ez. 5, 13 to practise “AS
ferred to this place.
against one. — 2. to complete, bring to
253 (pl. 09333, constr. "253, with an end, finish (as fertigen is connected
suff. 209) mel, prop. an attacking, vio- with fertig), in which sense it differs
lent and furious beast (Ar. ics also a from ty, which expresses merely the
lion), hence a dog, particularly the wild, objective | idea of work and treatment.
greedy animal that runs about without But only intr., and either objectively to
a master, and eats even corpses (1 Kings be completed, ל  הדבעEx. 39, 32,
14, 11; 16, 4; 21, 23; Jur. 15, 3; Ps. nat 1 Kınas.6, 38, הָבאָליִַה 2 ₪
29) 17 21; 59, 7 15), such as is found 29, 34, or figur. to be at an end or past,
in the East, and, as the nomad-dog is  בָּצִירIs. 24, 13, 2999 9 Gen. 41,53,
described, vicious and furious (Strabo Pr "Tur. 8, 20, parallel "29; to be deXVII, 821). Hence it is a figure of termined, resolved upon, with” nn of the
raging enemies Ps.
7. 322 was also
person by whom Esra. 7,7, or with pyr
reckoned an unclean Is.66, 3, despised
1Sam. 20,7, and with 5x of the person
creature 120018. 9, 4; 1 Sam. 17,43; the
latter is still more fully expressed by upon whom it is determined;: to be fulnn 359 1Sam. 24,15; 28am. 9, 8; 16, 9, filled, of a prophecy, promise, or threatenonce abe wx 2 Sa. 0 % which means, ing Dan. 12,7; Ezr. 1,1; 1 Cur. 36,22;

(instead of הָתְרפֶא 2273) HNN 32> אב

however, according to some dog-keeper,

dog-feeder= xuva@ywyog (Germ. Hunds-

comp. delete יי
— 3. Metaphor.
to come to an end, to be done, this being

thought of as a state of completeness,
fott i.e. a whipper in), the existence of
coupled with "or.1Kınas 17, 16, also
so low an office being perceptible from
with 472 of the vessel in which a thing
Jos 30,1. — 2. Figur. a male:prostitute,
therefore 322 "1179 the hire of sodomy comes to an end, Gen. 21,15; to be deDevr. 23, 19, as vum 23, 18; comp. oe , to be consumed, to perish Is. 1,
; Jer..16,
4; Mat. 3, 6; Ps. 39, 11;
xbvES REVEL. 22, 15.
,ה to pass away, ‘to disappear, of
 הָסָרְפֶא259 see abo 2.
a cloud Jon 7, 9, of time 7, 6, of smoke
Ps.37,20; to pine away, of the strength
nbaı. (2p.perf.withsuf.ym5>1 Sam. Ps. 71,9; to languish, to melt away, to
25, 33; 3 pl. 12D 6, 10; fut. הלכו Gen. waste away (from longing, unfulfilled
23, 6) tr. same as xp, of which it is a hope), of the “wa Jon 33, 21, Nw
as vice versa forms are Prov. 5,11, py ‘Lament. 2, 11, Jos
developed after ND», 6. g. 755n 1Kınas 11,20 and 17,5, wp? Ps.
8 m 143,
17,14 from הל IL ‚(which see); and, 7, ninbp Sona or Sox. 19, 27, and even
according to some, the infin. Pihel Nes of animals JER. 14,6; Henne un ל
Dan. 9, 24,
to long, with » after a thing Ps, 84?8
‘collateral:form;

בלת
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Derivat. 73» (fem. 3), MPD, “P22, cessory idea of being at an end, comman, mb>n, and ‘the proper name pleted, entirely, e. g. "37? ma» Gen. 18,
inde.
33, mmw>’> 4, 19, Sond "9 43, 1;
The organic root of the stem 7-53 more rarely followed לע an infin. 7
has obviously for its fundamental signi- ya Ex. 34, 33; to make an end of, to
fication only to make ready, prepare,
and is closely connected with the or-

cause to cease New, 17, 25. — 3. to cause
to pass away,

to make vanish, time Ps.

days
ganic root in 559 (52), 559 (52) &e.; 78, 33; to make disappear,
but this idea itself proceeded from that Jos 36, 11; to use, to spend Is. 27, 10,
of “to wind a thing, to move round strength 49,4; to use up, Dur. 32, 23;

to destroy, to consume, Gen. 41, 30; Num.
25, 11; 2 Sam. 21, 5; to cause to fail,
, to
pearing to exist still in םיִלָּכ (Is. 32, 7 the eyes of one Lev. 26, 16,
make
them
pine
away
in
anxiety
and
serpentine motions, crookednesses, crooked
plans); conseq. connected with the or- hope; on the contrary “p> דע 2 Kınas
ganic root in 5p-¥, 5a-¥, so that it is 13,17, 7395 72 2 Cur. 24, 10 is merely
and round, to carry on”, the conception of winding, turning about ap-

still in union with >33, San, as may an ו expression, entirely, combe seen from 559. “To make ready, pletely, fully, prop. even to completion,

to conclude, to complete” is merely a where m» has more the character of a
farther development of the original idea noun than that of an inf. absol., since the
“to do repeatedly till the completion”, infin. construct stands elsewhere 1 Sam.

as is still to be perceived from bby. 15,18. Deriv. jis>>, p>.
 הָלָפ תא3( p. pl. fut. ְּלכְי( or M2
The Syr. 82 a binding about the

head, and the Ar. MS the banks enclosing
a river, point to the original meaning.

3( p. pl. 359) to be completed, finished,
Gen. 2,1; Ps. 72,20.

nbs (after the form 120) f. 1. conPih. nbs (1 2. ın'aa Ez. 6, 12 and
sumption , total destruction , 2 my to
ond Nom. 25, 11; inf. abs. nbs, once
 לאDay. 11, 24, inf.constr. mib3; fut. make a complete destruction, Jar. 4,"27;
5, 10; Nes. 1, 8; 2998. 1, 18; "abs
7237, ap. (לכי 1. to do, to transact, to
mem) Dan. 9, 97 destruction - decree, i. e. decreed destruction. Sometimes also with 3 Jer. 30, 11 and ny
7, 8; 13, 15; 20, 8; "Lament. 4, 11) ta (mg or nk) of the person 5,18; Ez. 11,

effect, e. 8. me Prov. 16, 30; to execute
Gen. 6, 16; a (mys) man nbs (Ez. 6, 12;
make one’s wrath act against a person,

i. e. to pour it out upon one. Accordingly it is cognate in sense with הע
of which it is a stronger expression;
and almost of the same sense with לקרע
with which it is identical in root. —

13; 733 ns Dan. 11,16 und dastriios

tion is in his“ power. — 2. completion;
therefore as an adverbial accusative,
completely, wholly, altogether, prorsus,

plane, joined to the verbs mip» Gun.

2. to complete, to end, 12X21) GEN. 2, 2; 18, 21, W443 Ex. 11,1; for which ma
to accomplish, pr Ex. 5, 14, 737 Bora
3, 18, expressing, Bong with the infin.

also stands 2 Ci. 12,12; Ez. 13,13. °
m2 (not used) intr. same as 123

following, the additional idea of com- (which see) to be robust, jirm. The
pleteness, 6. g. TEP? 29 to reap to the final sound n= is interchanged with ד end (i. e. wholly) Lev. 19, 9; to fill up,

as in 7123 and na3.

Deriv. the proper

927 (the measure of sin) Dan. 9, 24, names ame and sabe.
with bp}; hence to end, to cease, opnbs (prop: puri.) adj. m., הָלָּכ (pl.
pos. to "חח Gen. 44, 12; 1 Sam. 3, 12;
nibs) / pining, of the eye Devr.28, 32,
to intermit 1 Cur. 27, 24, asually fol-

lowed by an infin. with 0 which re.ceives by that means the adverbial ac-

i. e. looking with- longing desire.

( הפfrom dbp; pl. ni») f prop.
7

%94
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adorned, crowned, hence 1. a bride,
sponsa, who adorns herself with Braun,

12,092 18.49, 18; 61,10 66. &e.; Syr.

Ss, -6 daughter-in-law, properly
"153 of the son Gen. 38,11; Lev.18,15;
Ruta 1, 6; but in Ar. 7

mbp m. (see >
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in Pih.) completion,

nibabs 7. pl. the bridal state, Jar.
2,2, in the first instance a denom. from
mp2.

nbz (not used) intr. same as Aramaean קלחה, to be robust, firm, stiff’, of
a shaft, stem, trunk; metaphor. to be
firm, sound, of the body; to be powerful,

of the state of the body. This explanation must have been followed by the
Syriac interpreter, who translates n53
pletion, i. e. completely, fully.
(Jo
30, 2) by Maas (strength); and Zn
mds (only pl. םיִלּכ with suf. 122)
m. prop. serpentine motion, writhing, Chiquitilla (see Beiträge by Ewald and
completeness, hence m» דע 2Kınas13,

17; 395 רע 2 Cur. 24,10 even to com-

therefore a crooked plan, a cunning pur- Dukes I. p. 84) also approves of it, expose, 18. 32,7, if we should not take it cept that he identifies the noun with

here as = "9 in the meaning instrument,
medium; see 133 11. (in its etymological
development)

ms. Deriv. m2.
Many have been the attempts. to ex-

plain this stem.

According to the Targ.

and LXX rn? is = 1123 (comp. nwp and
ְּ( אּוְלprop. part. pass.) m. confine-
mon,
חַצֶּפ and xp) with the meaning
ment, a prison, JER. 37, 4 K’ri, which
to
be
completed,
complete, of the time of
is explained by xb3 in vs. 15; 52, 31
K’ri. In both places the K’tib has N22, life; but this signification does not at
all suit the noun 122 Jos 30, 2, where
which arose out of the other. Phenic.
873 enclosure; hence opn-nb> Colu- one rather expects a noun with a meaning similar to that of 1. According
macuma (Ptol. 4, 3) a fortress, n. ל to Saadia and Kimchi same as Arab.
of a city in Byzacene,
& וS with its cognate, enlarged and
mds (from 333 1.) m. prop. plait,
wicker-work, of wood or willows, there- transposed stems, which signify to dry
up, to shrink together, to be decaying,

fore 1. a trap for birds, in which are
many birds Jur. 5, 27 and a mmgna
5, 26 i.e. a wooden bar set upright,
the falling of which causes the cover
to fall, and effects a capture; comp.

to be old &c., but this too does not

suit JoB 30,2.
the best.

Our explanation seems

nbs m. 1. same as Aram. nbp, a
Ben-Sira 11, 31 (37); perhaps also ori- trunk, shaft, stem, hence fig. robustness,
ginally a bird-cage, like the Phenic.

firmness, soundness, JoB 5, 26 thou shalt

work, to put fruit in, Am. 8, 2, Syr.
Heads the same. — 3. heroic courage,

vanished, i. 0. they are weakly, miserable,
sick, without vital strength; parallel m3.
— 2. n. p. of a city built by Nimrod

( יִבּלּכheroic; from 229 IL.) n. p.m.

of the Tigris, after he had left Shinar

amd» (= pm”; robustness, strength)
n. p.m. Ezr. 10, 35 K’ri, for which the

(Onk., Jer. Targ. I., and so later wri-

252, 222, which word, along with the go to the grave in robustness (i. e. healthy
thing, passed over to the Greeks (xAaBos, and strong), viz. unweakened and unxhovBos, xloBéc). — 2. a basket, of wicker bent by old age; 30, 2 their strength has

boldness (see 255 IL), only in the proin Assyria (41x) with three others
per name 7343.
(7372, ריע MBM, 797) on the east side

1 Cur. 2, 9, for which 2,18 has 229.

K’tib is
mb3 (strong, robust) n. p. m. Ezr.

10, 35 K'tib.

(9928) i. e. Babylonia Gun. 10, 11 12
ters). This 25 appears to have lain
farther north than m, in a territory
of the same name,

which Strabo (XI

530) reckons to the plain about Ninus
(71%), and which is deseribed by Pto-
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lemy (6,1) as north of Adiabene, and is Gun. 49, 5 (see m22).
called Kadaynvy or KaAaxtry, consequent- > is used for it.
ly in the district of the modern desolate
ָּ איִלm. see nbd.
place Khorsabad, north east of Mosul.

According to the Talmud (Joma 10)
192 is said to have been situated on the
Euphrates at Borsippa (f"2 75a), i.e. Ba-

bylonia; which clearly arose from a mis-

mp

In Aram. jx7,

(from mase. "2D, like mau

from "305, comp. too m, 23; only
pl. ninds, constr. NiNz>, with suff. ּיִתויִל

&e.) /“L. the reins, which are double Ex.
29,13 22; Lav. 3, 4 (adduced with am,
ing to the Syr. it would be the city 13 nm &e. in sacrificial animals 3, 4; 5,
(Ephrem, Opp. I. p. 58), Arab.
19), whose fat, as being the finest and
(Abulf. in Paulus’ Repert. III. p. 30), tenderest, was offered up Lev. 3,10, Is,
an old town of Mesopotamia, opposite to 34,6; and therefore the fat of the reins
Tekrit on the Tigris; which is merely is applied metaphor. to fat wheat Deur.32,
conjectural. Its identification with חלה 14. — 2. Metaphorically the interior,
understanding of the passage. Accord-

(2 Kınas 17, 6) is problematical.
"22 m. same as aa Is. 32, 7, selected merely to have an assonance
with 1").
bp (in
) pause "33, with suff. 7799, as
in ור au; pl. bbe with the prefixed
vowel - from a sing. ָּהָלafter the form
ninw, םיצע constr. however again12>,

=), with which it is often put, or
the’ ‘place of which it occupies. The
reins, like the heart, were looked upon
as
a part of the body, an injury

to which is painful and dangerous Ps.

73, 21, Jos 16,13, Lament. 3, 13, as
the seat of feeling and longing Jos 19,
27, of counsel, passion Ps. 16,7, and of
determination Jur. 12, 2. Being thus
a seat of resolve, God proves and exwith suff. "bp, PRD, ODD, 102 80 amines them Jer. 11,20; 20,12; Ps.7,
m. prop. anything made, prepared (see 10. The word, which exists also in the

22 IL), hence generally a vessel, im- other Semitic dialects (Targ. 3753, Syr.

plement, comp. Germ. Zeug from zeugen מן. בי
, .rA YAP ,).e& dluohs eb ,decalp
= tevyew 1. e. to make.

Spec. a seat, put

as to form, along with 53, of which it

onacamel’s saddle, a palanguin Gun. 31,
37, for travelling or sitting 45,20; Lev. isthe feminine; and then it would either
15, 4; mia 2» Jur. 46, 19 travelling mean vessel in a medical sense, or denote some peculiar form of a "specific
equipage, 16. tapestry- or carpet-seats of
vessel; especially as the names of many
this kind; a vessel, vas, made of silver,
members of the body are taken from those
gold or clay Gun. 24, 53; Ex. 3, 22; vessels, in the language. More approLav. 11, 33; Jur. 19,11; of the vessels priate seems to me the fundamental
of the temple Is. 52, 11; Ezr. 1, 7; signification cartilage, excrescence, like
Nom. 4, 15; belonging to a thing Ex. Niere in German, the reins being a
27,19; 31, 7; 38,3; garments Devt. 22, thickened, fleshy mass, interwoven with
55 0
of a bride Is. 61, 10; the a sort of hard little bodies. The stem

things belonging to oxen, as the yoke, 5» might accordingly be = »53 (Ar.
threshing implements 2 Sam. 24,22; a boat,
a skiff (made from the papyrus) Is. 18, his) to be firm, strong, hard, thick,

2, comp. 008009, German Gefäss, applied a signification which lies also in לח
toa ship; an instrument, of music 1 Cur. (page 426) no. 4, from which we may
infer its connexion with the original
15,16, with the instrument itself in apmeaning
of 153 (to wind together, to
position Ps. 71, 22; instruments of war,
twist
together,
then to be stout, to be tight).
weapons, arms, 1 Sam. 14,1, םיִלָּכ na
yrds (constr. y5"29) m. 1. a pining,
armoury Is. 39, 2, fully ִהָמְחְל ּיִל

Junges 18,11; nya יִלּכ deadly weapons of te eyes, i. 6 unfulfilled hope, restless longing Dur. 28, 65. — 2. con-

Ps. 7, 14; Bau. means, instrument, plan
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sumption, destruction Is. 10, 22=> nbs, AbD IL to hue, practise, do, carry
hence yr "> same as Im m3 on, transact ,properly to turn a thing,
to move round and round, of the peroe see).
yb

(longing desire) n. p. m. RUTH

’

formance

of a thing; the same meta-

phorical application of the fundamental idea taking place in 539 I. Hence

babs (constr. >») 1. (from 539 I.) to accomplish a thing, to complete, to finish,
adj. m., הָליִלְּכ (constr. na”) 7. complete, to make perfect; Ez. 27,4 11 thy builders

finished, perfect Ez. 27, 3; 28,12 complete in beauty; 16,14 it is ‘perfect in my
splendour. — 2. subst.: the whole, Is. 2,
18 and the idols — the whole (of them)

have made thy beauty perfect. Comp. also

Ex. 28, 31 the whole of purple blue, ie.
all blue; also an adv. wholly Lev. 6, 15.

the Aram. 53>W and the pass. S>>nwy.
Derivat. dbp 1 and 2; 5557, 5, 53
and the proper name obo.
Pih. 523 (not used) toencircle with a
crown or chaplet, to adorn; deriv. 3,
and hence the denom. i359.
553 II. (not used) intr. to glow, to

burnt Lay. 6,16; Deur. 13, 16; 33, 10;
it is also occasionally an apposition to
my 1Sam. 7,9; Ps.51,21. The LXX
have ו
vice odo- is merely

to burn; with bp (55% II.) belonging
to the noun dbp, and perhaps also in
RER (Ecceres. 10, 10); also connected

perish, where nat can only refer to
Sb»; Junazs 20, 40 the whole of the
city, i.e. the whole ‘city; ליִלָּכ תֶלַכּמ

— 3. (from D2 IL) prop. the burnt, burn, ‘of animal or other constituents,
hence sacrifice = : ,הלל applied both to identical in its organic root >> with
55» IL. belonging to Spy (Ps."19, 7)
corn and animals, provided they were
according to the Targ.; Ar. 5 to glow,

an explanatory addition; Phenic. 553
sacrifice in general, 59> DAY an offering with Mbp I. (Ar. dS, W, Targ. אָלְק
(Mass. 3), 553 42 a sacrifice of oxen for 5nal a un), לע-ה IL belonging 10
my (comp. Coptic ade to Eule), and
(ib.). Coptie OMA = my.
with om, Ar. des,
3 &c., comp,
 ָּלִיםIs. ,23 7 ees לה
anA-eiv, cal-ere. Deriv. ליִלָּכ 3. This
bobs (maintainer, supporter, viz. God

primitive idea of “glowing, burning”
is sometimes applied to smelting (metals
man before the age of Solomon, other- by heat), sometimes to that of shining,
wise unknown 1 Kings 5,11; but of the sparkling, as of colour to be bright red,
tribe of Judah 1 Car. 2, 6. Tradition clear blue, of violet or red purple; the
considers him a prophet, who lived in idea of a bright colour proceeding in
Egypt (Seder Olam rabba).
other cases in the language from that
is; prop. an abstract) n. p. m. of a wise

553 I. (3 p. pl. 7052) tr. prop. to turn, of glittering, shining. Deriv. 51951 (interchanged with npon, and interpreted

to wind, to wind about, to make circular,

conseq. in its organic root >> same as

in the Targ. by "23, from 723 to glow,

to burn, comp. as a coal) and Dan.
3 (953 intr.), 53 (553), לח IL. 54 IL),
See also non.
bn (oan ıntr.), לע1  )ללע1.) &c. Hence
Hif. ( הַכָלִיס3 p. pl. לילה (to make
1. to erown, to ‘encircle with a garland,
to adorn, other verbs of the same fundamental signification having a similar

enlargement of idea; Arab, + Syr.
NSS, Targ. 22, particularly in the intensive form (in derivatives in Hebrew),
the same. Comp. Arab. (WU chaplet, diadem, Syr. >. — 2. same as

red or shining, an, onlyiin the Sam.
cod. Gen. 49, 12."
553 (Peal unused) Ark, tr. same

as Hebr. S22 L, to complete, to perfect,
to finish.

Deriv. >.

Shaf. 9238 (with suff. "1220; 3 p. pl.
had; inf. constr. bow) to complete
to nish, to bring to an end, a building,

כלל
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a wall, Ezr. 4,12 K’ri; 5,3 9 11; 6,14;
also in the Syr. to adorn, to ornament.

upon  מכליםas a participle of 559 (to be.
able); the Vulgate and other translators.

en Sanur @2 2 ְילָלְבַיטEs did not understand it; Tanchum has got
no

6

ns

ל

n. p.m.

Ezr. "10, 30.

more

suitable

sense

by transpos-

ing into םיִלָכַמ 424 TRI (and nothing

offended) ; it is therefore better to take-

0'557 as a noun with the fundamental

nd> (Kal unused) trans. prop. to cut
-in, to prick, to pierce, to wound, hence
(like other stems of a similar funda-

signification of the stem, viz. meaning a
cutting off, abridgment, want (see (איִלְָכַמ
so that the sense of the passage would,
be, and there was no want of anything, for

‚mental signification, 6. ₪. 173, 222 &e.) which 18, 10 has a7»
to injure, to grieve, to revile, Deriv. peso,

to hurt,

reproach, insult, proscindere.

m2, m9.

Derivat.

Tiorm PN.

Hof. bboy to be shamed Jer. 14, 3;
to be hurt 1 Sam. 25, 15.

The fundamental signif. of the stem
is stillpreserved, unquestionably, in the
053 n.p.of a land mentioned with
ony, which had intercourse with Tyre,
Ar.
(to wound, to eutN whence
a wound), cognate with „AS(to cut of) and is adduced with m», jan, 772 and
‚and with the Hebr. 753; and the mean- Naw as a Tyrian trading place Ez. 27,
ing to speak (Hebr. 437) in Ar. pas 23. ‘According to the Targum (TR) it is
has proceeded from the fundamental sig- Media; according to the LXX and Syr.
nification given, prop. to make incisions Xaoucdrdn, a city in Mesopotamia (Xenoph. Anab. 1, 5, 10); but the former
{in tones or sounds), to articulate; the

same metaphor being supposable in or
also.
Nif. 0223 (part. 0553, pl.m. 03353,

of these explanations has no foundation,

and the latter should be rejected because a land is required, and the copula

should not be wanting. Kimchi seems
f- nimba3; inf. constr. "לפה fut. EN) to have read ‘11993. See 1732.
to be ‘insulted , reviled, ו
9 Sam.
7903 (consti nb, with suff."
25
10,5; 1 Cur. 19,5; to be ashamed, with
wa Jar. 31, 19; Is. 55, 16; Ezr. 9, 6;
with ya of a thing to feel shame of .
thing Ez. 16, 27; 36, 32; to be put to
shame JER. 22, 22, with 3 of the person

pl. ning 3) f- shame, which covers the
face, hence like mwa coupled with the
verbs 83, vn, may Jer. 51,51; Ps.
71,13; "109, 29; with an and nga

by whom one is put to shame Ps. 69, 7; 69, 20; more rarely with TAN Prov.
to be made ashamed 2 Sam. 19, 4, hence

D222 with 77 Ps.

1

18, 13; 'ִכ  אבto bear reproach i.i e. to
feel it Ez. 16,"52; 32, 24; contumely JoB

" Hit. םיִלָכַה and םיִלָכַה (part. p "yD, 20, 3; 'ִּכּב Ein) to go to confusion Is. 45,
50, 6; invective, Mic.
inf. constr. 05H, fut. 5) to reproach, 16; ב

to revile, 1 Sant. 20, 34, where the LXX, 2, 6 he does not remove (the limits of)
Arab. and Syr. appear to have read invective,

“att ריִלָע Md instead of Tas למלכה
to hinder-25, 7, so that it is not neces-

sary to read pad oH; to shame Jos 11,
3, ie. to contradict; with the accusat.
of the person Prov. 25,8; Ruts 2, 15;
to put to shame Ps. 44, 10; seldom 2
trans. to feel shame Jun. 6, 15. As to

mb 7. the same Jer. 23, 39.

mba n. p. of a very old city in
Babylonia, over which Nimrod is said.
to have ruled, as he did over 728 (J28),

728 and 523, and which he may have
found perhaps as a Chaldean place

‚the passage Junges 18, 7 ‘orbs PR) Gen. 10, 10. At the time of the pro הרthe LXX (cod. Mae). have looked phet Amos Calneh was looked upon,
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along with 127 myn, (which see) and

how great is the breadth of it! or of time,

גת,
8 peculiar heathen kingdom that Ps. 35, 17 how long wilt thou look on?
had fallen Am. 6, 2 (where 395 stands); Jos 7,19 how long wilt thou not turn
i. e. it was conquered as a territory by away (the angry look)? conseq. = 72743.
Assyria Is. 10, 9 (where is 4723); and — 2. of number, quot? how many?" Gen.
Tyrian commerce with it was very active 47, 8; 2 Sam. 19, 35; Jop 13, 23. —
Ez. 27, 23 (where is 733; but see 733). 3. without a question, Zecn. 7, 3 so many
Tradition (Jer. Targ. I and IL, ‘Je- years; Ps. 78, 40 how often? ‘how many
rome, Euseb., Ephrem, va-Yikra rabba times? 1. e. very often; or the interch. 5 &c.) understands by it Ctesiphon rogative element is intended to manion the east bank of the Tigris, opposite fest a doubt in the frequency, or even
to imply a denial of it, Jon 21,17 how

Seleucia, north east of Babylon; in
which case the name of the place would often i.e. not often, seldom. Arab. „5 the
be transferred to the whole territory same. See Hebrew mn. For 72D somecalled Chalonitis or Kallonitis (Plinius times 79> stands; as elsewhere, המ

6, 30. 31).
 פַּלְנָהsee .2931
36 see .992

ab) (not used) tr. to split, to cut in

alone and in compounds, is changed
into 779. In modern Hebr. nap (quantity) is formed from הכו like MID
(quality) from TS.
170 (from a and >) Aram. adv.

interrog. like the Hebrew m, "m, but
pieces, to hew, with an instrument for where the comparison of the 3 ‘before
cutting or piercing; hence to fell, a the interrogative idea disappears almost
wooden idol; comp. 223 II. (which see), entirely, Dan. 3,33 his signs how great!

nb> (which see), Arab. ole to pierce See Aram. .המ
a pointed instrument,
pnd (from 23; pining, longing)
AS a thorn-bush &e.), Syr. aS> the
"of a son of Barzillai 2 Sam. 19, 38
same, whence Lose ,N3>1Daxe, hatchet. 30who is called 71733 in 19, 41. From
(whence wT

It is therefore not to be compared with

this Chimham a settlement in the vicinity

the onomatopoeic Greek xoldnta &e. of Bethlehem was called 07332 m3 Jur.
Deriv. ףליִּב
41,17, where the K’tib has pam.
gie» intrans. to pine, to long for, with

> of ‘the person after whom Ps. 63, 2;

1793 see DAN.

‘723 (compounded of t= המ and 3;

prop. to be weary, from longing, ‘the so before the grave suffixes, as p2ine,
colour getting pale in those that are bin», and before nouns; before ‘light
longing (see 43), while the strength is suffixes Wad, as "22D, Fav, wi,

weakened and taken away (see 152); Ar.

wind) la | preposition like >, of which

mS to decline, to become dull or weak

it is merely an enlargement, pointing

(of the light of the eye, of colour, of
the understanding); Syr. as the same;

out a qualitative similarity in compari-

sons, hence = ut, sicut, we, 6. g. "247123

as I Neu. 6,11; 438 in» as a stone Ex.
comp. Greek xau-w, »&uro; Pers. 1
15,5; bER in> 1OB 10,22 like the thickest
declining, failing. Derivat. the proper

darkness 6 6 midnight-darkness); in
poetical language the suff. is omitted.

names 011733, jn> and םהּומְּב
mae (the pronoun interrog. 12 with
> closely attached, and even doubling

has arisen, e. ₪. 1153 he, such an one,

the 12), a prepos. with interrog. pron., prop.

such like, Ex. 9, 18; Haaa. 2, 3; "222

From

this meaning

an

adjective one

as what? for what? but in use an inter- such as I 2 Sam. 9, 8; Say-inp like these
rog. particle 1. of space, e. ₪. 2808. 2, 6 Jos 12, 3. — 2. 4 ו
= TER?

כמו
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as, like as, as how, like what, prop. sicut id.
quod, partly comparing one elause with
another, and effecting a union by that
means 18. 41,25; partly comparing times,
and binding clauses together, e. g. 26,18
when we brought forth, i.e. at the time of
our bringing forth, i was wind; Gen.
19,15 as the dawn arose. — 3. an adverb
=> thus, in the manner of, similiter, itidem, properly sicut tale, therefore in

agin ‘x, in this respect.
have seen,

to the Ammonites

and oc-

casionally to the Israelites. According
to Berosus, the second Babylonian king
was also called Komosbelus (>3- Wind); in
Syncellus (p. 169) Chomosbelus. Besides
the form Win» there was also another,
viz. wm,

repetitions as thou, so they Jupaus 8, 18. כּרִכְּמִי
The passage Ps. 73, 15 ‘a> 17208, is
difficult, where the anal translation is
I will speak thus, i. e. as the wicked;
which the LXX translate 097000, and 5
Ethiopic the particle has really this
meaning. But it is better to suppose

The worship

of this Moabite god as Mars, and as the
destroying element of fire, passed, as we

preserved in the eity-name

 ישןmorf >27 ,)977

i.e. ‘Circesium in Mesopotamia, which

was dedicated, perhaps, to this deity;
and also preserved in the Egyptian Kémis, the second name of Horus (Plut.
de Isid. 56). See wrap, Wn>n.

WD (not used) tr. usually to conceal,
that 472 has arisen out of Mpx-in>. —
On this particle comp. Targ. R22, “Syr. to shut up, a precious thing, 002800.=

af, wal, Samar. 793, Ar. UF 8e., D123, 123, and perhaps also= nap; to
which are also compounds, and denote embrace; more correctly , perhaps, "after
the Arab. 245 to span, to make round as
the same thing.
a ball. Deriv. 1215.
‘WD see in2.
DIDI

see D779.

TaD see 7.
wind (from 2D, which see; fire,
hearth) n. p. of the's
supreme deity of the
Moabites, to whom Solomon built a
ma 1 Kınas 11,7, which Josiah was

the first to defile 2 Kınas 23, 13, and
which was an abomination to ‘the Israelites (called בארמ RD); hence exile was
prophesied tohim and his worshippers
Jer. 48, 7. For this reason Moab was
called Win» ny Num. 21, 29. Sometimes
the Ammonites too may have worshipped

him, Jupexs 11, 24. — As to the characteristics of this supreme deity of the
Moabites, he symbolised the fire-god as

WD

see wird.

122 I. (not used) usually tr. to keep,
to conceal, to cover, a treasure, “Arab.
1 intrans. to be hidden, to abscond,
conseq. to waylay, to lie in wait; Targ.
93 for the Hebrew yan, ,ברא MIR 6.
Deriv. ןמְכִמ But it seems preferable

to take 39 I. = 22 (23) in the meaning to heap together,

le I. (not used) tr. to spice, i. 6.
to scatter over with spices, after the Syr.
us, which meaning of the verb has
been usually adopted for the general
Semitic .ךלפכ Better to cut, to pierce, to
press into, to prick sharply, from the
sharp-scented and somewhat bitter taste
of the Syrian and Egyptian cumin. The
signification “to pierce” in order. to denote a sharp smell or taste, i.e. piercing
the nose, the tongue, the palate, has
given name to many aplees in general;
as the Ar. \5 dill, Hus (N32) anise,

Mars and 11000609, standing on a firepillar with fagots at its side; for on
coins of רע (Area, Areopolis), the metropolis of Moab, called also ania na,
Chemosh is represented as having a
sword in the right hand, in the left a
lance and shield, standing on a firepillar, 2 bundles of fagots on both we
cress,
mustard, es fennel,
sides, with the inscription ‘PaBadpo i.e.
Mehr.
nen
&c.
The
organic root is 27>.
 מלאבna) (Eckhel, doctr. num. vet. 1.
ya» m. cumin, so called from the.
2 394). The deity is also called Das,
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sharp smell of the 86008 Is. 28, 25 27, Af. for many (Ez. 31, 15) to cause to.
mourn, whence |;e8a> sorrow, mournAr. ees) Targ. 8242, German Küming; then an ascetic, a priest, who is:
mel; on the contrary, the Greek xvpivor,
described elsewhere -as sorrowful; comp.
Latin cuminum should be explained by
Ar. Just, Syr. Io] an ascetic, a priest,
the Phenician form 72>.

DID2 (only part. pass.d722; for which
the cod. Sam. has 013) tr. "to conceal, to
keep, Deur. 32, 34, as all the old versions render the stem; it seems to be
connected etymologically with 133, 029.
The proper name 07257) is a collateral
form of שמ& כמe., and therefore not to be
derived from is stem. The Ar. us

to be dark, does not belong here.

See

m? 4.
“93 (Kal not used) 1. tr. to draw
together , to plait,

to braid, yarn for a

espec. spoken of a christian one. We need’
not refer this metaphorical signification
of the stem to the black dress of priests
and ascetics (Kimchi). Deriv. "72.

From the succession of meanings here
arranged, beginning with the simply objective and proceeding to the metaph. and
figurative, the Nifal in its double signification, the Hebr. derivatives and the use
of the same stem in Targ., Syr., Samar.

&c. may be explained very well; the
etymological connexion with other stems

of the language being unquestionable,
so that it is not necessary to adopt two

net (of fishers or hunters), identical with
“p> plexit, texuit, רמה (which see),
"an I. (p. 414) Ben; consequently like
the Targ. "27 to bind about, to gird
(Talm. to lattice), for the Hebrew “an,
“EN, whence ,רומק RTP ary a
girdle; the verb being found in this
signification in Syr. and Arabic also,
whence - a priest’s girdle, srt short,
little.
erivat. 72372, 529, תֶרְמַכִמ ,
nn. -- 2. Intr. to 7
to shrink
together, to dry up, of the skin, by hunger.
Deriv. Nif. a>) 1. — 3. Figur. to contract or shrink ‘together, of the feelings,

stems of different significations.
Nif. 922 (3 p. pl. 1797932) 1. to be contracted, shrunk up, parched, of the skin,
by hunger, Lament. 5, 10 our skin is
parched as by a furnace (n= 73032).
The signification ‘to be scorched”
(Vulg.), or “to be blackened” (Targ.,
Kimchi) is less suitable, because such
are not the effects of famine. — 2. to
be contracted, to be fastened together, of

licitude or compassion, without its being
necessary on that account to take 132
in the sense of to boil, to bubble up, to
be excited, to heave = "am. Deriv. Nif.
7222 2. — 4. Prop. to be dense or drawn
elosely together, hence to be dark, obscure, gloomy, e. g. of the day by the
obscuration of the sun; just as the cognate-in-sense verbs Tun, Oy, Hay and

erful. The LXX at Gen. 43, 30 have
ovorgfpo. The same manner of speaking is also in Aramaean and Samaritan.
The explanation of Kimchi by “to grow
warm” is only conjectural.

i. e. to be seized with pain or love, so-

the Arab. u,

vs,

RR with

the

( בחמיםthe  וקof love), with לע
1 Kınas 3,26 or 58 of the person Gey.
43, 30, or of םיִמּוחְנ (sympathy) Hos.
11, 8, i. e. the feeling of love or compassion is concentrated, strong, or pow-

Pih. (redupl.) "739 to be strongly darkened, of the day, by the obscuration of
the sun. Deriv. "722.
0D (pl. 23, with suff. 93) m.
an ascetic, a priest

who

has to ‘offer

dense, blind” proceed from the funda-

incense 2 Kinas 23, 5, particularly idolpriests, servants of Baal ZepH. 1, 4; so
that םינהכ become od, ie, priests

position; Syr.;S2> to be sad, melancholy,

since the Syr. joao denotes any priest;

meaning ‘to be dark, obscure, gloomy,

mental signification to be contracted,
of an illegal J ehovah-worship Hos. 10,
thickened. Deriv. Pih. 23. — Meta5. The application to idolatrous priesta
phor. 5. of a dark and melancholy dis- is obviously only a Hebrew peculiarity,
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and it is a question, how this designation is united with the meaning of the
stem. According to Kimchi the idolatrous priest is so named from his gloomy,
black dress, or from the Syriac meaning of the stem to mourn, then to be an
ascetic, as also in fact among oriental

christians dust, tcl mean an ascetic,
a monk (comp. 238 in modern Hebrew).
But if a particular fundamental signification of the stem should be assumed
for this noun, it would be appropriate

( חַמָּכnot used) tr. same as 072 (in-
terchanging the sibilant n with d) to
conceal,

to hide, a meaning

which the

verb had most decidedly at the time of
,ariS-neB ecnis eh snialpxe (12,6) הכזת
(wisdom, comp. Prov. 9, 1) asa concealed
thing (from m5); an explanation which
even if it be an accommodation is pos-
sible only by connexion with nn».
Deriv. the proper name nnn>n.
12 see IP II. and 32.
12 I. m. an alleged singular to 5°23

to take “p> = “my L, Ar. +2 coluit (see 2D) and in 42 i> Is. 51, 6 (acdeum; and accordingly 72> would be cording to de Dieu, Vitringa, Tow);
a serving one, a servant, like ןקפ in but it should be referred to 32 IV
(which see).
its fundamental meaning.
2 II. (along with >, but with suf.
777793 (after the form ריִרְפט ,17430,

bon, except that at the beginning =— “DD, 739, 9D; from 22) m. 1. a base,
stands for =; constr. pl. ar) m. obscu- pedestal

vation, darkening, of the Dis (light of
day), i. 0. an eclipse, which caused terror among the ancients, because it was
supposed to announce misfortune (nya)
Jos 3,5. Most (Targ. Aq. Syr. Vulg.

Saadia &c.) take "793 as compounded
of 3 and םיריִרמ (Bitternesses, i.i e. misfortunes), and translate: as the misfortunes

of the day, which, however, disturbs the
parallelism. There is no reason whatever for reading Di1""7"72> and taking
it like Six-"77729 24, 13.

vn? (not used) intr. same as Wad II.
(see farther comparisons there), to glow,

stand (of a basin) 1 Kmas 7,
29 (but where the old versions have
either taken it in the meaning of 9 IIL,
or read }>} which they have united with

37279). 12 mipya 7, 31 pedestal-work, a
well-known form of the Ken, probably
of the laver before the tabernacle Ex.
30,18; 31,9; 35,16; 38,8; Lev.8,11;
in any case different iin form from 72437
(which see). 7m 32 Is. 33, 23 the pe
destal of the mast, i. e. the socket in
which the mast stands, the Greek uscödun, 070780 60. — 2. Metaphor.
place, station, office, Gen. 40,13; 41,13;
Dan. 11, 20 and in his place will stand
up, 1. 6 will follow him (Antiochus the
great); 11, 21; 725) 29759 11, 38 in
his place 6 6. in his temple) he shews

to burn (see wr), Ar. ums (tr.) to set
fire to, to burn; hence the deriv. W122 honour to him (to D"127 TON, i. e. the
prop. fire, glow, which became a name Meleart at Tyre). More difficult linof the fire-god of the Moabites.
To guistically is the passage 11, 7: and a
compare it with wap I. in the meaning shoot (772 to be explained as in 11, 5;
to tread down, to ‘subdue , then to rule, Neu. 13, 28; Ex. 6, 25) of her roots 6 6
so that Win» would mean prop. rule, who comes from the same origin) shall
concrete ruler, does not correspond so rise up in his place (where the prepos.
well to the character of this deity. עלis left out before 422, or direction
Deriv. the proper names wr72, 237, stands in the accus.); hence the LXX
Bind, שיִמְּכ in שיִמְּכְרּכ ‘In the Syr., and Vulg. have taken j» here in the
however, there was a verb -asas with sense of 732 (Ps. 80 16), which, however,
the meaning of Hebr. wa> L, hence is unnecessary. Syr. ןבכ,{245 the same.
Packas night- mare; Arab. "ul the
12 III. (prop. part. m. of 712, then
a participial adjective; pl. p23) 1. adj.
same, Heese yinacea.
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m. prop. standing upright, standing firm, 21,14; 1Kınes 10,12.
like "wr, hence figur. upright, honest,

d) referring to
time: so long, immediately , forthwith,
1 Sam. 9,13, where > stands in the pre-

Grn. 42,41 19 31 33 34, oppos. to 5372
(spy). — 2. Subst. neuter, and so an adv. ceding member, whichiis also omitted in
to the verbs iby right, honestly 2Kınas

7,9, טס

8,"10, to 227 Num. 27,7;

36, 5, 727 Ex.10,29; rightly Josu. 2,4;

poetry Ps.48,6; Greek gs... os. e) comparing the strength of degree, Hos. 11,2
they call to them, in the same degree
they turn from them; in this case we
have elsewhere either 5... Gun. 18, 25,

Ezr. 10, 2; sure, right, Tp Nd not sure
Prov. 15,7 (LEX and Syr.); pred the
or 19...» Ps.127,4; Jo.2,4; 2 8
not right,i.e. the false, empty Is.16, 6;
7, 18-20. f) the element of comparison
JER.8,6; 23,10 their strength is ל
48, 30 and the falsehood of his speeches;

going into the background and the con-

Zecu. 11, 11, Nex. 2, 16 are better re-

PS (which see): certainly, surely, yea Ps.
61, 9; 63, 3; therefore it even introduces :a new clause Prov.11,19. g) like

while 2Sam.18,14, Ez.11,5 and 33, 10, firmation-power alone appearing, as in
ferred to j3 IV.

Syr. Dis the same.

{> IV. before Makkeph -73 (a par- PS (which see) limiting what precedes,
ticle of confirming and comparison,
which has nothing in common with the
idea of a verb, and should not, therefore, be derived from a verb-root) adv.
(comparing and confirming) so, thus, just

80, sic, ita, ovzwg, where a confirmation

however, but, yet, Prov. 28,2 but it continues long under intelligent, knowing men;
Ps. 90, 12 yet teach us to number our
days.
The application of 72 compounded
with prepositions is much more exten-

of what precedes, or agreement with
it, is intended to be expressed Gen. 1, 7
9 11; 1Kınas 20,40; Jer. 5,31; Am.4, selves to it inseparably (3, 9), orifitbe
5, or a comparison is emphasised by it, connected with 6 demonstrative ()וכֶא
thus and not otherwise, so to speak, 1 Sam. To these belong: a) ןָּכ “ms prop. after
23, 17, in this manner; 1 Kınas 1, 36
it was so, hereupon Lev. 14, 36, coinGod so grant (i.e. confirm), where three ciding almost with הז  רַחַא2 Our.32,9,
mss. read הכי 79; JER.5,31 my people
Tor  אַחַרEz. 40, 1; וכ “ms 0
love it so, i. 6. will have it take place
so. Strictly considered, 19 is used a) as a
 ו2 .maS .82,3 )b321
comparison-particle of condition, so, of מאחרי כו
such a nature, of such kind, talis, ita in such wise, so, Eccuus. 8, 10 (the adcomparatus, Jos 9, 35 1 am not of versative yet lies here in a), Esra. 4,
such a nature, so constituted, with myself, 16, without there being any necessity
i, e. it does not look so in my heart; for taking the 3 as in 7923 for 3 essenJER. 14,10 in so peculiar a way do they tiae. ce) 72 (> instead of 5, when the
love to wander, referring to 13,27; Ps. part attached is firm or has the accent
127,2 just.so, 1. 0.80 good and copiously, immediately after 9, comp. 349, 73>,
does the Lord give his beloved, or 1p 8 mz2>) prop. to such, at such, “then a
here = ONT of such kind. Here belongs causal adverb, on such account, on that
also Ps. 61, 9 in this manner (i. e. with account, therefora, usually at the beginsuch instrumental music) do I praise thee. ning of an important inference (prob) increasing the quality or quantity, pterea, ideo, ideirco) Ex. 6, 6; Jupazs
ie. comparing a thing with what is 10,13; 1Sam. 2,30; therefore that somehigher or nobler, Nau. 1,12 though they thing may not take place Gen. 4, 15.
be complete and so very numerous ... yet Sometimes "> 792 stands in the protathey will be cut off entirely. c) a par- sis Is. 8, 6 7, or 722 alone 29,13 14.
‘ticle of comparing number: so much, in Also: for this very reason, 26, 14 so that
‚such number, tot, Ex. 10, 14; Junans they (the oppressors) may be destroyed for
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ever. Sometimes it refers to the follow-

ing,as also j3°>y (Jos 34,27) 108

so, usually corresponds to it; and from

2. <> arises “> in compounds, after n is
In an adversative sense, like iPS (which
changed into 7; Ar. os still preserved in
see) and 32 alone, with the meaning

(nevertheless). We see from this,
yet, yet therefore, nevertheless, Is. 7, 14;
10, 24; 27, 9, with ox (although) in that 2 may have been a very old parthe protasis Jur. 5, 2; "yet it may be ticle, ‘of which > is a collateral form.
sometimes taken as in (a) Ez. 39, 25; The Babylonian’ i> (which see) must
Hos. 2, 11. d) ya->y on that account also be referred to ‘this place both in
because, almost like 129, for that very signification and form; along with which
reason, therefore, as a consequence GEN. there also existed „> (after the form
2,24; 10,9; 1Sam. 5,5, for that reason >23), whence the feminine 27> (which
Is. 5 25, conseq. coordinate with the see) was developed; and therefore 2
preceding of which it expresses the se- should not be here a preposition.
quel. Occasionally j3”59 does not in12 Aram. adv. so, thus, ita, as a comtroduce a consequence, but the reason,
parison-particle referring to what imbecause, as in south German drum for
weil, Jer. 31,20 because my bowels are
moved for him, I will have mercy upon
him; 48, 36 for they have lost all that

they have done with relation to the remnant (see nam); Ps. 1, 5 because sinners do not stand in the judgment &c.,
they shall perish like chaff; 42,7 for I
remember thee from the land of Jordan
and the Hermon mountain (i. e. from the
holy land); 45, 3 for God has blessed
thee for ever. Rarely with the meaning

mediately follows Dan. 2, 25; 4,11; 6,

7; 7, 23; Ear. 5, 3; 6, 2; = Hebr. m5,
with which it is connected etymologically.
NID Aram. same as Hebr. 123 in Pih.

(which see). Deriv. 87229, תב

22 (Kal unused) tr. to distinguish,
to come to know,
a person or thing
being distinguished from others by
marks, name, and appellation. The
of 129 (Jer. 5, 2) = תאְזהלָכְּב with all fundamental signification is, as in 9°37 I.
and II. (which see) and in yı2, to divide,
this, nevertheless Has. 1, 17. 0 292
separate,
sunder, then to mark, to know.
prop. quod propterea, propterea quod,
for because, for on this account &c., where The stem is thus connected with הנח 1.
inthis
> establishes the union with the pre- belonging to תינח ,with jp, andi
ceeding Grn.18, 5; 19, 8; 33,10; 38,26; metaphor. sense with the Sanskr. gna,
Num. 10,31; 14, 43; 2 Sam. 18, 20 K’ri; Lat. gno, gnä, Greek yvw; as also in its
Jur. 29, 28; 38,4. f) j9”79 until now, original meaning with the Greek xrd-o,
hucusque Nex. 2, 16, where iP appears m-3o, xvi-Co “to pierce into a thing”
to be = Aram. 493, since 127° sy (Ezr. (comp. 023). Ar. GS, Aram. nz> and
"22 the same. Deriv. n>.
5,16) is used in the same sense.
Pih. 733 (fut. 732%) i. (not used) to
As to the derivation of this particle,
its origin from 733 cannot be thought of, pierce, bite, cut into, of biting or stingwhether we look to its manifold signi- ing little animals, as gnats, worms &c.
fications, or its connection with > and Deriv. 723. — 2. Prop. to make knowa, or its applications and modes of or- able (by surnames, marks, titles), hence

thography in the Babylonian (Chaldean),

to name,

to 0

to address,

0

Syrian, Zabian, Arabian &. In Ba- call by an honourable name Is. 44, 5;
bylonian, it is true, it is also 79, but 45,4; therefore with dx of the person to
entirely with the meaning of the Hebr.  סיconfidentially to one, to flatter,80
15, referring to what follows (see Aram. far as addressing by surnames was a
>); but ND here, there, 1.6. j2in 7832 token of familiarity Jon 32,21 22; comp.

here, 782% hither, jx27 from here, Zab. Arab. LifII. the same, whence Big a
surname, agnomen (= aad-nomen), Syr.

5 ita, utique, Syr. — now, then, a
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the same; nomen itself. arose from
gnomen, from gnosco (Fürst, Lehrg.178).

192 see Aram. n32.

add or “BD (ich suff. 53; 1 pl.
133 f. a layer-plant, a shoot. (from pein, with suf. Tip; 2 pl. תור
the mase. 2) Ps. 80,16, conseq. refer- with suf. (ּוניִחּוריִַּכ m. a harp, usually
ring to spp vs. 15 (Targ.). It should supposed to be named from its tre‚be ל

from 42D to set, to plant,

mulous,

stridulous

sound

(see 147);

more correctly from its. bent, arched
bad, (בצנ
form (see 43»), the invention of which,
aan. p. ofa city and territory, desig- as well as of the 2319 (which see), is
nated along with jy17 and 779 as a Sabean ascribed to the Cainite Jubal Gan. 4,21,
mart (Ra 7234), TWN and nb>iin its vi- i.e. it originated in pastoral life; as the
which this verb may also mean

(comp.

einity being ‘likewise mentioned as Sabean places of commerce, with which the
Tyrians carried on business
intercourse Hz. 27, 28. Since Xpw is known
to be the great district of the Sabeans in

south-western Arabia, comprehending
several tribes and territories (see ,(אבש

727, 712, Tw

and >>

god Pan is said to have invented the

reed-pipe (fistula pastoricia) and flute
(Plin. H.N. 7,57), and Apollo the lyre.
It was the most usual instrument of the
Hebrews. Being a stringed instrument

it was played upon with the hand (432,
72 33) by the ancient Hebrews, and
served to dispel melancholy 1 Sam. 16,

should be 16 23; 18,10; 19, 9; or to accompany
looked forin south Arabia: ja must be a poem or song of " praise Ps. 49, 5,
000 situated on the Arabian gulf, 12 2 ‘D2 at to sing to one with the accom~
stations south of Mecca (Assemani B.O.

paniment of the harp 71, 22; 98,5; 147,

III, 2. p.563; Steph. Byzant. s. v. ), see 7; ‘pa 2 mim to give praise to one acm p- 491; 77%, is the modern Aden sompanied by the harp 33,2; 43,4; also
(Ar. wat) iin Yemen, likewise on the ‘22 5253 150, 3. It was also used in divine
south-coast, the Arabia felix of the an-

service 1 Kınas 10,12, then to accom-

cients; aati may be identified with the pany the songs at drinking feasts Is.
district of the Aser-tribes,

also in the

south, where 795> should be

looked

5,12; 24, 8, and by the roving courte-

san 23, 16, generally in rejoicing Gen.

for; and therefore Canne on the south- 31, 27, but also in mourning Jos 30,
coast of Arabia, called by the Greeks 31. The instrument immediately folKevy (Ptol. 6,7, 10; Plin. 11. .א 6, 26), lowing the 195 is the 2319 Guy. 4, 21,
should be looked forin our "29. If this subsequently the an was added 31,27;
be so, 133 should not be identified with and in Samuel’s time the 533 and yon

m33 (which see).
1Sam.10,5. In contrast with the לבנו
map (pl. 0°22, as the plur. of mnwe, ‘> got the epithet םיִשָב Ps. 81, 3. In
mir, Tan &e. isformed in the same way) the temple-music pnb were added
[-prop. a piercing and biting little animal, to the ‘> Nen. 12, 27. "> was also used
hence a gnat, a stinging-fly Ex. 8,13 14. by leading musicians (men) to give the

Ps. 105, 31, such being frequent iin the tune and tone 1Car.15, 21 (see (תינימש ;
swamps of Egypt; Targ. nop, Syr. nya) and םֶיּפְלְצִמ being also applied
ESS, Ar. (45 (in Saadia), applied to to that purpose "15, 28; 16,5. Playing
‚all kinds of stinging insects; which ex-

on the harp is expressed by wen Gen.

‘pressions have proceeded from a similar

4,21, 733 1Sam. 16, 16, 13 Ww 16,23;

‘fundamental signification.

the mode of execution upon it by x23

>

Comp. Talm.

(Pea ch. 9) a sort of grain-worm,

nun 72> a louse, NPP m» a flea,

703 tongs from 723 to 5 hold of, 833
the name of a piereing worm.

1 Cur. 25, 1 3 and perhaps also ןייגה
(which see) Ps. 92,4. Giving the keynote with it is denoted byעמומה 1088
15,28 or mg) 15,21. —

This genuine
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Hebrew word, which is confirmed as a to be set up, to be fixed, of a post, to
native of the language by 722 (which be set, Rau of a slip; deriv. ןּכ
see), is called in Syr. 1725 or as, Ar. j2, 722. — 2. also like > tr. to prezur (appearing in a great variety of
Hlanspieitlone). In Phenie. 53 is the
same, which was played at the mourning
festivals of Adonis, and personified by
the Greeks as the father of Adonis; from

pare, "to make, to fit; deriv. 722 in the
proper names "33, 1777293, “22. — The
stem is closely’ ו in its organic
root with mp 1. and 7:p, while the
Ar. +

should be combined

with the

the Phenicians the word passed over to Hebrew 423, 729; in Phenic. 733 is the
the Greeks in xıriga, xıvVgo.

TD Aram. see n3>.
nip see Hebr. nop.

( ףהינכJähu is founder) n. p.m. JER.

same, from which comes the intensive
form pe (channon) set upright, erected,
a post,"palus, stipes (Plaut. Poen. 2, 53);
NDT crux in Aramaean having proead from a similar fundamental con-

,22 ,24 for which there are, in 24, 1 ception.
A792), in Esra. 2,6 77352, in 2 Kısas
22 (constr. 733) see "333, 11233, .הרה

,24 6 Pein, in Ez. 7: 2 om.

7

"22D (abridged from 17322; Jah is
may be the participle
Kal ‘of 112,
the
Creating) n. p. m. Nuu. 9, +
with a like meaning to 72).
227 see
Dad (not used) tr. to pierce into, to cut
22? (the same as 223) n. p. m.
into, ‘to
לpinch, same as 139, of which it is
1
15,22, for which 15, 27 has 197222.
an enlarged form; as also the Greek )א
nd, xrıg are merely enlarged from a |. 377233 (the same) n. p. m. 2 Cur.
simple form identical with 539. Arab. 31, 12. The -„ under > has remained.
--.
u
is“ the same, hence 4 a wound.
eh (igh D2, inf. constr. 013) tr.
Deriv. from an intensive form
1. to “collect, to bring together, D238 Eo0» (from n>) coll. f. same as 0°23 פונס. 3,5, oppos. to 72 WHI; to heap up,
from> Ex. 8,13 14; but as p3> stands along with nox 2, 26; to assemble Esta.
defect. also in 8,12, it should perhaps be 4,16, 1 Cur. 22, 2, ‘2p to collect into a
merely pointed D3>, as the Sam. cod. thing Neu. 12, 44; to gather together
7 172 Ps.
7 Phenic. 023 the same
‚has; Talm. 872723 ‘fruit-worm.
87035 (formed from N32 or "2D with (Kit. 15, 4); Targ. 029 and ‘whe, Syr.
the termination Rn) Aram. adv. 20, thus, ls, Ar. wi 1 the same, hence
nominatim,

nam, referring to what fol-

lows Ezr. 4,8; 5,9 11, or to what precedes 5, 4; 6,13; on the form and derivation comp. Fürst, Lehrg. p.188. A derivation of it from "72g according to the
Talmudic future form Ra, N} is inadmissible, because a)a Talm. ‘form can

hardly be accepted here, b) it must
have been written 8923, and c) coupled

NUN?) the modern Hebrew N22>, Ar.

us,

us‘ a place of meeting;

synagogue, church, temple.

(The stem

123 adduced above page 294 has also.
this meaning in the first instance.) —
2. (not used) to veil, to hide, the mem-

bers or parts of the "body, as also 123 3

has the same signification, whence the
noun 724 (= D433) is derived.
Comp.
ambush. Deriv. D3>%.
US
Ar.
suit. The Syr. Asolo namely, from 2b ,
A fundamental signification to con‚only proves that the Resh of a8 may
ceal, to cover, does not shew itself in
disappear.
.
i this verb, especially as the
Hebrew in
2 (not used) 1. intr. same as 7>(71?) nouns Dj» and סיִּפ do not at all agree
with x2728 Eze. 5, ‘4, it does not at all

to stand upright, to stand fast, of a base,

with it; it is also a question whether
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the two meanings of 023 as well as 133 ling bundle, Jur.10,17 snatch up together
belong together, and whether 0:3 and thy bundle from the ground, i. e. to go
733 should not be combined in their into captivity; comp. Juvenal 6,146 “colsecond meaning with wil, pool, lige sarcinulas et exi”; the Targ. Nand
Aram. von.
(combined with 7332 3) ie. wares, comPih. DED (fut. 25%) to collect, the dis- modities, perhaps only with the idea of
persed ones Ex. 22, 21; 39,28; Ps.147, 2. contempt, seems to follow this explanaHithp. DIDNT to ails ו
to wrap tion. More correctly: travelling carpet,
oneself, in a covering, Is. 28, 20 and the travelling cover, which the traveller takes
covering is too narrow to wrap himself with him to sleep or rest upon; for
in, a proverbial expression to denote which mai ">> stands in Jur. 46, 19,
and that is also understood to mean
an inconvenient situation.

>22 (Kalnot used) intr. to bend down,
to knuckle down, to bend, hence to be low,
of a country, i. e. to be deep-lying; to
be bowed, bent, i. e. to be oppressed; to
‘be bent together, i.e. laid together, folded
together, of a travelling bundle; perhaps
also to be laid down, of possessions —
but always in an intransitive sense only.

travelling covers (see "22 p.661). The
LXX have vzdoracis support, which also.
suits the usual meaning of the stem
very well.

1723 (out of the primitive form 439,
which still appears in Phenician, with
the termination 1}, except that 13923,
which appears otherwise as a proper
Comp. Targ. 825, Syr. Ly to lie down, name, is abridged in 1929, like ya
ineubuit, “15 to be low, humble, Ar. from 739728) 1.1. p.m. of Ham's fourth
The organic root is more remotely con-

and youngest son Gen. 10,6, like all the
posterity of Noah there enumerated, at
the same time the progenitor of many

nected with yor, לש in yoru, yrumeteiv,

peoples descended from him (77%, rn,

«IS

to be bent together, folded together.

Lat. gen-u, Sanskr. gan-u, Germ. Knie ana, ar, 3,
,יח RW, "3°,
&c. The verb seems to have no rela- “TR, “1%, (יִתְמַח 10, 15-1 8.fa eS
tionship to 3735
near though it pture alludes to the signification of this

apparently be. "Deriv. 1233, 925 in the name when narrating the deepest slavery
4325, ינו n. P. 2329. and subjection of the Canaanites to the

Proper names

Nif. 3332 (inf. constr. 3237, fut. 323%) Shemites and Japhetites Gen. 9, 20-27;
to bow oneself, to humble oneself, to 'sub- and in the narrative neither Ham, who
‘mit, 1Kınas 21, 29, construed with on is properly the sinning one, nor his

2 Kmas 22, 19, np 2 Cur. 34, 27, ‘or other three sons are cursed. The Carthaspb of the person ibid., more rarely ginians in Augustine’s time still referabsol. 12, 12; to be 0
subjected red to the origin and meaning of the
Junges 11,33, 1 Sam. 7,13, sometimes
with the addition annm Ps.106,42;

Jupexs 3, 30.

'

name as intimately connected with them-

selves (Aug. exp. epist. ad Rom. §. 13:
interrogati rustici nostri, quid sint, Pu-

Hif. ( הכָנִיעfut. 29259, ap. 3332) to nice respondentes

935).

The

eurse

actually took place so far, that the SeJos 40,7, 22 Ps. 107, 12, or TINY mite Hebrews and Japhetic inhabitants
Is. 25, 5; to vanquish , to ey 2 Sam. of Asia Minor actually subdued the Ca8,1, sometimes with ’ "259 Jupaus4, 23. naanites on their coasts, though at first
the name had not this meaning. The
DID m. see IP.
Phenicians called their progenitor 933
ְ( הָעְנonly with suf.7n933) f.usually( X»ä), which is the primitive form of
something placed or folded together (see 22> (Steph. Byz.s.v.), and was stillin
92, espec. according to the Arabic mean- existence along with the other. — 2. (low
ing), hence a bundle, a package, a travel- tract, flat country) n. p. of the low and
bow down, ‘to humble, to oppress, TINS
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level coast district of Palestine from the
northern boundary of the Sidonian state
as far as Gaza, inhabited by the Phenicians, principally in very early times,
i. e. Phenicia in a more confined sense,

כנעני

except that occasionally when one wished
to designate the inhabitants of the deep
Jordan-valley (Num. 13, 29; Josu. 11,3),
or to speak of the land on this side
Jordan in contrast with the high land of

a part of the Palestinian coast to which Gilead (Num. 33, 51; Josn. 22,9 11 32;
the district of Tyre and Sidon belonged Jupees 21,12; compared with Gen. 33,
Is. 23, 11, and whose inhabitants were 18; 35,6), he used the name 79:3 with a
called exclusively "3723 Ex. 3,8 17; 13, consciousness of its meaning. For 22
5; 33,2; Josn.3,10; 11,3; Jupaus 3,5; alone we have often ‘> ץֶרֶא Gen. 11,
Ezr. 9, 1; Nea. 9, 8, mentioned along 31 &c. — 3. (pl. with suff. 72929) Cawith the other Phenician tribes, e.g."n7, naanites, Phenicians, standing for שיא
“Tay, 798, 777, 012), "3393, that dwelt 223» or 729323, as pings (Gen. 15, 2) is
in the interior. And the district of the for "1 UM or "pve, in the sense of
two Sidonian states was actually called merchants 18. 23,8, Hos. 12,8, Zep. 1,
“the great plain” (70 גט 750009, Joseph. 11, "2923 (which see) being also used
Ant. 5, 3, 1); the ancients (Augustini
in this meaning.
enarr. in Psalmos 104 $. 7; Hieron. de
711333 (Phenicia, the original form of
nominibus hebr.) already explaining the
name ‘> as above; Scripture, in like 7223) n. p.m. 1 Oar. 7,10, 2 Cur.18,10,
manner, describing the Sidonian plain spoken of Benjamite families, perhaps
in the north as the border land of Ca- because they were received out of Pheninaan Gen. 10,19, Philistia in the south cia, such being found in this tribe also
being excluded, Is. 23,11 compared with from Wrynm, Wis 6.
Jur. 47,4. But this original limitation
3933 (pl. (םיִנעָבְּכ Gentile m. (from
of Canaan, adapted as it was to the
22) ,ְְּתיִנ f. 1.a Canaanite male or
name, was much extended at certain
female, a Phenician male or female, GEN.
times, so that the signification of the
name remains quite unregarded.
So 38, 2; 46,10; Ex. 6, 15; 05. 20; Ne.
e.g. mop is reckoned to Phenicia Zzru. 9, 24; but 993277 is most frequently
2, 5, Gen. 10,19, and the southern border used as a collective Gen. 24, 3, JUDGES
1, 1, construed with the sing. Gen. 50,

is extended as far as Egypt, to El-Arish

at Rhinocorura &c. Num. 34,5; Josa.13,
3; 15, 4 47. For the whole Palestine
on this side Jordan the name ’> was

11. As we see under 3323, the Phe-

106,38), the wanderings of the patriarchs

nicians at the sea are chiefly meant by
the word Joss. 5, 1; then the inhabitants of the depressed valley of the
Jordan Num. 13,29, Deur.11,30, Josn.
11, 3, without including the Phenician
tribes, 6. ₪. "172 Gen. 13, 7, "1, an
(nm Ex. 23, 28, ירמא and יִסּובָי 3, Dy:
"way Deur. 7,1, m, won Gen. 15,
19-21. But all the inhabitants of Palestine on this side Jordan were archai-

(Gen. 16, 3; 36,6; 37, 1), the promises

the latter got possession of the country

books of Ant.); but the appellation ceases

= 1229 ‘y Ex. 3, 17,
hence 9337 PIN
which also we have
for
50,
Devt. 11,
Palestine on this
for
3,8
Ex.
pip
‘93
side Jordan. — 2. merchant, tradesman
(see 9225) 708.14, 21, Jon 40,30, Prov.

used only because Phenician tribes had
settled there before the Hebrews,

and

it was therefore applied only archaically in describing pre-Israelite states,
i.e. when the ancient inhabitants (Num.
33, 40; Deur. 11, 30; Ez. 16, 29; Ps.
and progenitors of tribes in this land
respecting it (Gen. 11, 31; 12,5; 17,8;
Ps.105,11), and their fulfilment (Lev.14,
34; 18, 3; 25, 38; Num. 13, 2; 34, 29)
were the subject, as well as when later
writers speak of the relations of primitive
times (Jun. 6, 10; Joseph. in the first
with the settlement

of the Israelites;

cally called so by the Hebrews before
Gen. 10, 18 19; 12, 6; Jupezs

31,24, because the Pe

1, 10;

an were the

כנף

principal commercial people in ancient
times.
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original idea is prob. to enclose, to surround with a rim, to cover about, i. ₪
to make a bending line round and round,

(Kal unused) 1. intr. to be at spoken of an enclosure,

an edging,a

the side, to be bent or turned to the side, border, to surround with a border;
to give way to the side; comp. :233 to lay rp may mean an edge, border
aside, to purloin, Arab. he to bend phor. final point, extreme end,
off to the side, to give way sideways and Ar. _ii$ a district bordered

fie

(metapoint,
about,

(whence Wis side), tim the same,

like bar, 5353) and protection all round;

\-44= (nam) deflexit, especially to turn
from one religion to another, whence
Anis a believer, i. e. one who has
turned from a false to the true religion,
and perhaps the Hebrew har vice versa
to turn from the true religion, to apo-

out ofwhich also the noun-idea “side”

statise (according to which the funda-

and “wing” might be easily explained,
as if they were a kind of enclosure or

protection of a body, just as the verb
 צדbelonging to the noun “2 is connected with TE. From this fundamen-

tal signification

12> means metaphor. to

bend or turn aside &c. out of which we

mental signification of nam above would can explain Nifal. The organic root is
have to be altered); Targ. 125 = Hebrew 7272, which exists also in ,ףנדצ 5270,
522. Whether, with this fundamental
& נףe. Comp. Ar. WaiS covering, prosignification, the organic root lies in 23

(see 223), since Targ. 23, Syr. Loy (with
“al,)signify “side”, is improbable, ac-

tection.

Nif. 7322 (fut. 23%) to put oneself
aside, to turn away, 1s. 30, 20 thy teacher

cording to the analogy of the Arabic; i.e. thy prophet )ףירומ for (ףררמ 1
rather does the organic root appear to be not,turn away, instead of being obliged
here also 42-3. Hence according to some to withdraw sooner (Ibn Gandch).
the Nifal. — 2. to surround with a rim,
533 (constr. 233, with suff. "232, 13D;

to wind about, to cover, to protect, to
du., also as pl., 01233, constr. "m, with
border, a meaning which the Ar.
suff7'933, 77033, DAI; plur. in anhas decidedly; whence ST a cover- other sense nipy, constr. ni23>) f. (seling, a veil. Deriv. 1322.
The two meanings distinctly ex- dom masc. 2 Cur. 3,11 12 13; Ez.7,2
pressed in the verb belong together, and K'ri) 1.a wing (see 129), so salle? from
are to be developed out of one another,

covering the body Is. 10, 14; Jos 39,

since a) 92% (Ar.
A) to bend or turn 13; Ez.1,8; dual 57523 a pair of wings
Ex. 25, 20, 1 Kınas 8, 7, also for the
off, from which comes ¥5¥ and Y5% side, plural Is. 6,2; Ez. 1, 6; 10, 21; collect.
IT

wing (of a door), country, district, is con-

nected with לצ to cover or veil around;

b) Aram. By, BN, Ds side, comes

in 92D my "Gun. 1 21, > רצ Devt.
4,17, Ps. 148, 10 birds of wing, i. ©.

birds which have wings (wings being
the chief characteristic of birds); poet.
9 Hebrew DER Rein from #3, ‚Arab. mp> >¥a Prov. 1, 17, or םִיַפָנְכִה ללב
do; to bind about, d) Ar.
3 side, Eccu. 10, 20 possessor of wings, a winged
one, i.e. 8 bird; seldom 423 alone for bird
country, from5ם.,to bind about, 6( He- Is.10,14; sometimes without such close
brew ban country, district, from Dan union, 6. ₪. ‘27> ex Ez. 89, 17, 53
to border about, to bind ground: and ‚aba Tex Gen. 7, 14. — As a figure
f) Targ. xby33, Syr. ו ER
a) of swiftness, thence wings of the wind
from 27, ל Ar. 730 to cover about,

rence, יי

margin, standing for

Hebr. ליב and n739%, signifies also
“wing”, like the simple nia &e. 60. The

Ps. 18, 11, of the dawn 139, 9, and to.

this the ancients (LXX, Targ., Kimchi)
also referred D152 S¥>¥ Is. 18,1 ships
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of wings, i. e. winged ships )לָצָלִצ= Daw and opi yrpwit 11, 81; 19,11(
Ar. \alb ships, Kam. pag. 1495, but i.e. of the idolatrous alten, - even to

see signif. 5); b) very often a figure destruction and the decree 6. e. till the
of protection, hence the expressions completed, perfect annihilation) will
‘ עלp> wae Rurs 3, 9, D1933 bya ריִּתְסִה God’s anger be poured out upon the

Ps. 17, 8, rp bya nom 36, 8; 57, 2,
"2 N93 Son 61,5, "9 nan non Rure
2, 12, expressing the idea ‘of protection.
- 2. the skirt, of an upper garment

abomination.

Ar. iS the same.

(כרבnot used) tr. to make bow-shaped,

arched, bellied, basin-ee to bend; Ar.
<>
1 Sam. 24, 6, fully Syn nD 24, 5 12
the same, whence x
arched,
or 32:7 “> Num. 15, 38,“Haga. 2,12, for bent work, especially after ‘the manner
which we have also m2 alone 2, 12, of tortoise- ‘shall boxes, or what is made
2808. 8, 23, in which sense nip33 9 out of tortoise shell. The Hebr. רצ (acstands für the constr. pl. Deut. 22; 12.— cording to the של interchange of >
3.the upper garment, with which one is and ,(צ and Ar.
have the same funcovered at night, or the covering itself damental signification (see “2¥). The

Ez. 16, 8, and לע 12D wp (= mwnıdleı

attempt to explain “22 as onomatopoeic,

Luxe 1, "95( of sexual connexion, like

must be rejected, because of the derivatives.
the coverlet of one Devr. 23, 1; 27, 20.
Pih. "32 (not used) to make greatly
— 4. edge, extreme border, of the earth, bent, arched, bellied. Deriv. 119, and the
prop. corner, the earth being conceived proper names M23, ning, nips.
of by the ancients (e. g. by Eratosthenes)
MiqID see nyp>.
as a garment spread out, Is. 24,16 from
 תורsee nm».
the edge of the earth, i. e. from the Philistine and Phenician coasts, they being
( תֶרָפְכprop. basin, from m») 1. n. p.
called RT "Dan (Ps. 72, 8; 2808. 9,

‘p HDD nbs (= 'B NI

733) to remove

of a basin-shaped and very fruitful
10); usual is the constr. pl.תּוָּפָנַּב of district (Mpa) and territory from the
the four extreme ends of the earth, the
sea of pha to the south point of Gen-

four quarters of the world Is. 11, 12;
Ez.7,2 K’ri; Jos 37,3. — 5. side (see
m), Is. 8, 8 the extensions of his sides
are a fulness of the breadth of the land,
i.e. the overflowing waters extend widely
on both sides, and fill the land. Here

nesaret, which has some resemblance to

the hollowed out body of a 43> Deur.
3,17 (where, however, the Jer. Targ. 1.

takes it merely as the name of a city,
and identifies it with Tabariyya).

Jo-

belongs 7533 Dear PIN Is. 18, 1 the sephus (B. J. 3, 10, 7 and 8), as also.

land of the shadow of both sides, i.e. the
shadow of the two mountain-chains of
Egypt (Saadia, Ibn G’anäch), or better
the land of the double shadow, i. e.
which throws its shadow sometimes to
the south, sometimes to the north, a
fact which the ancients found worthy

the Talmud (Berach. 44), already de-
scribe the fertility of this low-lying

territory (Tevonoagizıs, n7923), which
was 30 stadia long and 20 broad, ac-
cording to the former. The word com-
monly occurs in the plur. ni%2» 1 Kınas

15,20 or ming 7088. 11,2. — 2.n. p.

of notice at Meroe (Luc. Phars. 4, 333; of a eity built in this basin at the sea
Plin. H. N. 2,75). See dbx. — 6. the of Galilee (n13> 02), which was assigned
upper, extreme end of a building, a point, to Naphthali Josn. 19,35. In later times
head, pinnacle &e., generally all that has it was called "123 Genusar (Megilla 6*).
any resemblance to “a wing”. Hence In the Talmudic period one Jonathan

Dan. 9,27 and upon the battlement (i, 6. ben Charsa was born there (Tosiphta Ke-
the extreme end above) of the horrible lim, at the end); and at the time of Farchi
abomination (OHR mgapy 9,27 = ץוקש (at the beginning of - 4% century) it
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was still in existence, lying, without
doubt, one hour north-west of Tabariyya,
where the ruins of Gansur are still found
at the present day. . From the name of

meaning “throne” gives no sense whatever,

and

a verb is wanting

to the

phrase הי 0959 37-73, moreover since

the formula of an - is never exthis city the sea of Galilee, so-called at pressed so, and also because the intro-

a later time, was styled no) Num.
34,11, Jos. 13, 27, or ning by 12,3;
in the Talmud 27730 לש  אמיThe
later word "023, רו (in the Targ. and
Mishna), Tevrnode (1 Mace. 11, 67),
109080 (034) in Josephus and the
New Test., is to‘be derived perhaps from
533, Ar. is to make a bow, to bend
(comp, ade, yids
Sie
inflexit, incurvavit)

with the formative syllable "= (comp.

ductory רפ is obviously intended to explain the: preceding altar-name "92 4
(17, 15), it is better to read D2, and

translate with the preceding verse: and
Moses built an altar (in remembrance of

the victory over Amalek), and called it
(better “the banner planted upon it”)
“God is my banner”. And he said (as
the reason of this appellation): for the
memorial (see 41 page 539) is upon the

banner of God: “Jehovah wages war with
“BID, WI, 1339 6. ), which amounts Amalek from generation to generation”
to fhe same fundamental signification. i, 6. the sentence from aan to 14 is
The Galilean Sea is now called el- the memorial or sign of vemembrance,

Shuweir.

the inscription (77), as it were, upon the
divine banner (m 02) of the altar יס 4
The LXX read mp» 2? ₪ 101
xgvgaie) for with veiled 6 6 " invisible)
Ithpe. WINN cen pl. Yuyarın) to power (God wages &c.), which must be
rejected on occount of its total deviation
be gathered together Dan. 3, 3 .ל
wad (inf. 22%) Aram. tr. to gather
together, Dan. 3, 2, Hebrew 023, Syr.
wats, Arab.

na (after the form nın, NEP, see
Farst, Lehrgeb. p. 177; pl.Tay after the
Aramaean manner, since in ‘Hebrew we
should expect nixz> like rıisyn, סע
ni» like nimm from Dan, with suff.
123) fem. prop. abstr. the giving of a
title, ‘the being invested with an honourable
name,
acquaintance, intimacy, like
npsiva; therefore concrete: one invested
with office, a friend, an associate, colleague Ezr. 4, 7 (the idea of likeness

from the text.

NO? (not used) tr. same as D2 (003
which see) 1. to determine, to appoint,
a festival-time; Syr. is I. (not connected

with b> II. to cover), cognate in sense
723 1. whence דער (feast) and דעלמ (the
same) which connects with רע (773), Ar.
3

Syr.

to establish, to determine;

comp. Syr. fos feast, proceeding from
the

same

fundamental

signification.

lies more in the suffix than the noun). Comp. too סמ I. (which see), whence סב
723 (only pl. 4132, constr.n133, with and on. Deriv. NOS and NOD (accordsuf. "IND, ןהָתְנְנִּב ,88 if from 192) ing to mss.).— 2. to ‘establish; in relation
Aram. a "same as Hebr. n> Eze. 4,9

17 23; 5,36; 6,6 13; Syr. >
same.
DD see m0.

the

to number, to enumerate; to appoint, fiz,
with relation to price, amount; deriv.

709% (after the form 1%),

or with

relation to tax, census, whence סכמ (after

the form 99, 5372 2, “Wa, זמ from
ענה, ,72%  ערהand Am).
17, 16 for ND, which form singularly
"The meaning of the verb now given
abridged was ‘interpreted by the Tal- being sufficiently attested by origin and
mudic Hagada like the use of ™ (see analogy to the nouns derived from it,
Rashi). But the cod. Sam. has the full it only remains to investigate the point,
form N9> instead. Since, however, the from what objective view the significaD3 m. a throne, in the old poem Ex.
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tion to determine 620. proceeded.

From

NOD (in 2 mss. D2, in many edi-

vicegerent, i. e. his seat of rule Nen. 3,
7. d) an elevated seat, place of honour
generally, in palaces and among the
great, Prov. 9, 14; Is. 47,1. e) a seat
of judgment Ps. 122, 5, fully ןיָּד  'ִּכProv.
20, 8, hence ירה f) figur. the throne
of God, i. e. his government, administration Jer. 3,17, Ps. 11, 4, and judicial
office 9, 8; 97, 2; 1 Kinas 22, 10; also
called wip ‘> Ps. 47, 9 or דוב ‘> JER.
14, 21. The splendid description of
God’s throne 18. 6, 1 seq., Ez. 1,26 and 10,
1, JoB 26,9 &. isto be taken as vision-

tions Rd2) m. prop. festival feast-day,
like דעומ whether at the new or full
moon; metaphor. a settled, definite time,
without relation to a festival Prov. 7,
20 (Rashi), where Aguila and Jerome

ary and symbolical.
The noun xp> (19> Jos 26, 6 originated perhaps’ from. mROD = 483) is
developed out of NDI, TOD (after the
form הָיָרַא map) by the assimilation

comparison with 03 the fundamental
signification is certainly to divide, separate, partition, whence has arisen, as in

the case of mm,

i,

2¥R, 3272, to

determine, decide, fa,יל

enumer-

ate &c.; conseg. NOD 8 = 173, 13, TER,
m

as 0D also is ‘eonnéeted with YR\

Ar.  כו₪ HAIE, whence the derivative nouns +

+

section, part.

unnecessarily translate “‘feast-day of the of r, as the Targ. NO, N27?» "OND,
full moon”, Ibn Esra “feast-day of the ‘OND, Syr. Liwias, ‘Arab. 6 $ clearly
new moon”; Syr. L#>prop. festival, on
the 14! (Isa bar Ali), the 15 (Peshito shew; and since the Syr. [Axis knapon 1 Krnes 12, 32), the 234 (bid. on sack, Targ. סָרְּכ ,Syr. wi belly, body,
2 Cur. 7, 10) of a month, either in Tisri
(Peshito 1.c.), November (Assem. B. O.

II. 304) or December (ibid. 277). See

is connected “with it, the tracing of it
back to an arched, rounded and raised
form is unquestionable; see 04D.
02

"02.
oe

see “b>.

nop (in Kal only part. act. m. 193,

ROD see D2.

NOD (Jos 26, 9 and 1 Kınas 10,19 pase, ‚ סורconstr. „D>) trans. to cover
map; with suff. 893, 7893, 1893, pl. (with a ia), to clothe, to envelop (with

mange, with suff. DninDd>, in which
forms the Dagesh is dropped; from
023, which see) m. a high seat, an ele-

a veil); to enclose, of a case, a capsule (see nd>); to cover over, to conceal,

sin Ps. 32, 1, shame Prov. 12, 16,
but Pihel usually
vated, arched seat (see 073); hence a knowledge 12, 23; "DD, MDD, NP,
ה
this.
for
stands
the high priest 1 Sam. 1,9;

throne, a) of
\
mon.
4,13, to give public audience from it
cover,
(to
"02
NOD,
"The stem 'ִכ, Targ.
b) of a king, a symbol of his dignity
be(to
II.
and honour Gen. 41,40, 1 Kınas 1,37 to hide, to eonesal), Syr. [aio
=
kingdom
for
47; hence it is taken
deck, to clothe), Arab. LS (to attire),
nabnm, mob, mp2? (so the LXX) appears to have also had for its funda2 Sam. 3, 10; ‘14, 9; 1Kınas2, 12 33; mental signification intr. to be fat, thick,
Jer. 22, 4; 43, 10,fully ִתֶכְכִמ  'ִּכDevr. fleshy, since fleshiness, fatness, thick17, 18; 2 Sam. 7, 13; 1 Kies9,5, '3 ness, fulness were conceived of as a
m7 1 Car. 22, 10; 28, 5, nobn2 "> state of the body clothed or covered, to
2 Cur. 23,20.

The "throne: of David,

i. e. the sovereignty of his dynasty, is
called 777 NOD 2 Sam. 3, 10, Sao 'ּכ
1 Kınas 8, 20, % non 'ִּכ 1 Cur. 28, 5,
4 "> 29, 23, ִּלָאְרְטְנת '9 Jur. 33, 17,
or NOD merely, 2 Sam. 7,16. c) of a

which Jos 15,27 points, where we have
the expressions “to cover with fat, to

put on suet”. Besides, the idea of density, pressing together, binding together
an
is cognate, the one being merely

extension of the other.

Accordingly,
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nivp (which see), Ar. 55 (to be thick, Jos 36, 32 he fills his hands with light,
So.
i. e. he has his hands full of lightnings.
dense), LS (to be fleshy), &S and US But ’3 is frequently put with לע of the

(to be dense, to be twisted together),
5 (to br full, whence 4.35 fat on

object Luv. 4, 8; Num. 16, 33; "Jon 21,
26. In Jos 36, 30 ריִכָע should be supplied from the first member, and the

the belly), te (to become fat), Syr. translation is: and with the roots of the
( כto be thick-fleshed, whence {dum sea (i. e. with the depths of the sea of
hip Marrs. 3, 4) &. &e. are identical
with 703. The idea of “covering” passes

over, in another direction,

clouds) he covereth himself. Here belong
also the passages where “> has ap-

to that of parently an intr. signification Gen. 38,

“protecting” (see Is. 51,16); and there-
fore “Dis also connected with( סח dam),
Arab. ( וto cover or close the eyes),
m (mm) 66. &e. Once it appears to
stand for mom Ps. 143, 9 (LXX).
Nif. Mas} (inf. nioaT) to be covered,
of a land by (3). pbs rat, Jur. 51,42;

14, Deur. 22,12, Jon. 3, 6, but where
only לע of the person with the suff. is
left out. With a Ps. 44, 20 or the
accus. of the covering Ez. 24, 7; sel-

dom with 3 of the object Is. 11, 9; in
the sense to keep secret with 12 ‘of the
person Grn. 18,17. Construed ‘with ON

Ps. 143, 9 ְּהָס appears to be = non,
to be covered over Ez. 24, 8.
Pih. 79D (part. 1933; inf. constr. the LXX reading the latter. 782% Lev.
 ססותfut.‘ יכפהapoc. 05) to cover, Num. 9, 19, Is. 14, 11 and 23, 18, Ez. 27,7
is to be taken as a noun.
22, 5, Ps. 78, 53, figur. Ez.7,18; Jer.
Puh. 7793 (part. M219, fut. 1957) and
51, Bi; Ps. 69, 8; Jos 22, 11 the overflow of ie waters (i. e. peril of death) MoD (3 p. "pl. 59) to “be ‘covered, clothed,
covers thee, i. e. surrounds thee on all Gen. 7, 19 20; Ps. 80,11; Prov. 24, 31;
sides; 23,17 and because of my counte- figur. Ecouns. 6, 4.
nance, which darkness covers (i. e. sufferHithp. "9203 (part. meann; fut.
ing covers); to cover over, nRan, said mean, apoc. Dan) to cover or clothe
of God, i. e. not to ל
it= ‘ND Ps. oneself, to wrap oneself’ up, with 2 of
85,3; to veil, enfold Num.9,15; 7 7; the covering 1 Kinas 11, 29; 2 Kinas 19,
to cover with a veil Gun. 38, 15; Is. 29, 2; figur. Is. 59,6 and ‘they do not cover
10 your heads — the seers — "hath he themselves with their works, i. e. they
covered, i. e. put into a state of sleep are good for nothing; seldom with the
and unconsciousness; Jos 9, 24 the face accus. Jon. 3, 8, or absol. Gen. 24, 65.
of their judges he veils, so that they
2» see NOS.
cannot distinguish right and wrong; to
MOD (see NDZ; once, in 18 mss. (אָסּפ
cover over Devt. 23, 14, with 2 wherem.
same as ROD, ‘but principally used of
with Luv. 7,13; Jupaus4,18; 1 Kınas

1,1; to enwrap Ps. 147,8 ‚Sabre 138 ’3

the feast held ‘at the new moon of Tisri

Jop 15,27 he hath 0
his face ‘with
his fat, i. 6. he has fattened himself, he
has been a slave to his body; but also
with the accus. of the covering along
with the accus. of the object, Has. 3, 3
he covered the heavens with his splendour.
Then to conceal, to keep secret, to make invisible Jos 31, 33; 33, 17; Prov. 10, 6

Ps. 81, 4, where it is parall. with win
and designated as pn Dv; the Talm.
ROD is also used of this festival. From

verse 6. and onward, the feast-poem of
verses 2-5. is not continued.

19D see ND>.
MIPS (fem. of the mase. 17353, from

18; 11,13; 28, 13; to protect, דר  לצב כָּסַחPih.) cut off, spoken of dry withered
Is. 51, 16; to clothe 58, 7, also with twigs, as fuel for burning Is. 5, 25 (Jbn
the accus. "of the garment Ez. 16, 10; Esra, Kimchi); it is therefore unneces18,16; figur. Ps. 104, 6; to fll, with לע sary to take D> as meaning as. Accord-
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ing to the Targ., LXX
comes from 9 or FIND.

and Vulg. it wen, aad to be fat come שפט to act
very foolishly, eu a fool, ads folly;for
“ADD (constr. Op) m. a covering Num. which reason the analogy of BR, 522,
as given above, should be abandoned.
4,6 14.
— 2. rich, Prov. 19, 1 (Syr., Vulg.),
MOD (with suff. ,ּהָתּוסְּב mo), = oppos. to שר (Wy stands in the almost:
a covering, upper garment DEUT. 22, 12, verbally repeated passage 28, 6), naIs. 50, 3, cover Ex. 22, 26, clothing 21, turally with the accessory idea of pride,
10, for protection against cold JoB 24, high-mindedness, sinfulness (see Prov.
7; 31, 19; metaphor. veiling, conceal- 18, 23; Mic. 6, 12; Marra. 19, 23),
ment 26,6. nip ’> Gen. 20,16 a veil- which suits the fundamental significaing of the eyes, i. e. not seeing what is tion of 593. — 3. (pl. 72°02) a firm
done = appeasement, expiation; conseq. one, a strong one, a hero, giant, hence
the passage should be translated: behold, the constellation Orion, which was conthis is to thee an expiation for all that has ceived of as a giant walking along the
happened to thee; comp. ’D "2 183 (Jon vault of heaven Am.5,8, Jop9,9 (LXX
9, 24), 'ִפ 9» “BD (Gen. 32, 21), רש "Eonegos, probably for Agxzovgos) and
b12"y (Ex. 23, 8); as vice versa we have 38,31 (LXX oir), then the great con—
the expression ‘2 70m MP4 (Is. 22, 8). stellations generally Is. 13, 10 (according to Ibn Ganäch Canopus); the Semites
The Targ. and LXX have rendered the
in other respects (Targ. N2°D2, Syr.
phrase according to the sense.
po
vg

poly, Ar. „ua: and in part the Per-

nD> (part. pass. m. 1ADD, pl. םיִחּוסְּב
sians and Greeks representing Orion in
fem. 03) tr. to cut off, to hew off, םיצוק
in a similar light. The ni>72n (fetters)
Is. 33,12; to prune, 93 Ps. 80, 17, in
are the indissoluble clusters of stars. —
order to, burn the branches; Targ. nd>,
4. (fat district) n. p. of a locality in the

Syr. „us the same.

The stem is conEl-

nected with 9&p, >73, Ar. LAS:
organic root is NO->.

The

Pih. 12> (not used) to cut of, thorn-

south of Judah 1088. 15, 30 (71993
15, 10 is different).
 תּוְליִסַּכf. obduracy,

31,8.

folly

Prov.

|

twigs. Deriv. (according to some) 71702.

bo2 (fut. 5932) intr. 1. to be thick,

SOD (pl. 01592, with suff. DBD?)

fleshy, fat, cognate in sense with ja and
wen (Ar. iS, whence the noun Ks
thiekness of body, fatness), partieularly
applied to the fleshy, fat loins (see Jos

m. 1. the obdurate (the sense proceeding

from the objective idea to be thick, fleshy,
fat, comp. Germ. feist and fest), hence
a fool, whom correction does not improve Prov. 20, 1 and 17, 16, whom one
does not like to meet 17,12 &c.; often
used in Proverbs and Ecclesiastes, out
of which a picture of the person may

be derived,

and by which the word

may be strictly distinguished from רכב

dN, "NB. Fatness and fleshiness sym-

bolise obduracy, dulness, insensibility,
and sinfulness Is. 6, 10; Ps. 17,10; 73,

15, 27). Deriv. 5931, “D> in the
proper name “ian .תוְלְסִּכ — 2. Figur.

a) to be fat, fruitful, of a district or locality, 225 1 (abn, 227, 4227, Sons,
yiaym) and 72 being also transferred
to names of places; deriv. the proper

names ihD>, TROD, DD 4.

b) to be

strong, powerful, heroic, stout, of persons,

as also בלח I. (see the proper name 32m)

and mu; deriv. 593 3, 7203) babd2,
7; 119, 70; just as yaw and wey (in 553, the proper name ibd>. ce) genertheir objective meaning to be fat) are ally to be firm, strong, to shew firmness,
also applied in the sense of, to be foolto trust, deriv. mp9?» 1,5032; and meish, stupid, dull (comp. zeyvs, pinguis,
rich (comp. MS to heap
in the classics), and from the Aram. taphor. to be
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tract, to be cold, all referring to the
But apart from
3. to be obdurate, dull, foolish, hence to be state of the weather.
sinful, like pt and 73; and so coupled the fact that these significations of the

up, to bring together), deriv. ליִסָּכ 2. —

with "93 Jer. 10, 8.° Deriv. Doe 1, stems and their application are very
uncertain, we must presuppose, even
Dba 3, “mb, 593 2.
bop see רמוס

bon (with suff. TBB; pl. 0'593, with
suff. DD) m. prop. a fleshy, firm mass,
a thick ‘lump, hence 1. loin, of men
Jos 15, 27, Ps. 38, 8, or of animals

from the analogy

of the

other names

of the months which have come into use

through the Aramaeans, as לולא,רדא
Tm (which see) &e., that 'ִּכ originated
in the primitive Semitic worship, and
should

therefore

be explained accord-

ingly. In the forms >1902, 1703, 1292,
2. Figur. firmness, strength, 129» we should probably venture to

Luv. 3, 4; 4, 9; 7, 4; Ar. dS (thickness). —
then steadfastness, trust, 'ִּב2‘  םיִטPs.

78, 7 to put trust in one; * Jos 8 14;

strength, support 31, 24 (parallel mua);
Prov. 3, 26 (like yy Ex. 18, 4), Targ.
529, where the Vulg. translates it unnecessarily by side, after 522 1.

adopt the meaning of D902, i.e. Orion =
Mars, the formidable hunter (IL. 22, 29;

Odyss. 5,275), who plays a part in the
mythology of the old Semites and Asiatics generally; hence he was represent-

ed as an archer.

Among the Syrians

and ancient Arabians this month was

3. obduracy , folly, Ps. 49, 14 this their
called e215, Ar. „,sLl5 (see Peshito on
doing, i. e. their trust in wealth (vs. 7)
and the final, visible uselessness of it, Zecu. 7,1), which is only a collateral
form of ‘the noun 113 (which see), which
is their folly; Eccuzs. 7, 25.

( הָלְסּכwith suf. (כַּסְלְתֶף f. .1 con-
fidence, hope Jos 4, 6, coupled with Ip.
— .2 folly, i. e. stupidity, unbelief "Ps.

latter was

also a deity of the old

Asiatics.

dado see 1205.

vibes 0
power, concr. a strong
58, 2
one) n. p. m. Num, 34, 21.
ae OD (constr. pl. ni993, from
a masc.
ִּ( ןֶלְסfatness, fruitfulness) n. p. of
do) 7 flank, side, prop. loin; see nipd3

a city in the north of Judah, in the’
northern Judah- mountain
D499הר 
son (only pl. nip) see nibo2.
JosH. 15, 10.
stop see 1205.
nibos (the same) n. p. of a city in
"009 m. name of the ninth month Issachar ‘(occurring with the article)
among = later Hebrews 22008. 7, 1, 7088. 19, 18.
Nex. 1, 1, introduced along with ‘the
ian-nibop (the loins,i.e. the sides
names of the other months (Rosh ha- or firm points, of Tabor) n. m. of a city
Shana ch. 1, see לולא ,nay 86.( out of at mount Tabor, in the east of Zebulun
Babylonia by the exiles, ‘when they re- Josu.19,12; Siam merely 19,22; 1 Cur.
turned home. The Targ. writes 17393, 6, 62. ‘At the’ time of Jerome it was
sian.

the Apocr. and Joseph. read 1993 (1 Mace.

1, 54 Xoaoelsö; Antt. 12, 5,4 and 7,6

called 2035 Josephus calls it 06
(may); in
ג Arab. it is Iksal.

Xacép); in
i Palmyrene it is 59353; and
nbD2 n. p. of that Egyptian district,
the somewhat singular form ee "bps
hich,
situated at the sea, reaches from.
may therefore be referred to .ולס -As to its derivation, it has sometimes

the Pelusiae mouth of the Nile as far as

Palestine proper; called by Ptolemy (4, 5,
been compared with dw to be inert, 12) and Amm, Marc. (22, 16) Cassiotis,.
torpid;
sometimes with the Kram, i.e. province of 03, because the famous
3593 dirt, and finally with DDD to con- mountain Casius' (03 (רה was there;
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having a Phenician sanctuary of BaalCas (o> >¥a, Jupiter Casius), and a
station for sailors and merchant-caravans
out of Palestine and all Asia (Strado 1,
3,17; Jos. B. J. 4,11,5; Sanchoniathon
ap. Eus. Praep. Ev. 10, 10, 17). There

first part 02 appears to be certain in its
manifold applications, and originated

with the Phenicians or Semites who
settled

and

traded

in that territory,

calling a) the mountain district at the
Orontes connecting Lebanon and Taurus

was also a place Cassium (Ptol. 1. c.) at (Plin. 4, 22, 18), and reaching from
the foot of this mountain,

now el-Cas

Antiochia to Seleucia, by that appellation, and practising the worship of
Lucan. Phars. 8, o> bya. b) The same Semites or Phein the same coun- nieians named similarly the haven-town
linen 60. (Kaotave. Cassope in Epirus (situated in a mounince, Steph. Byz. tainous district at the Ambracian gulf),

1. 6. 03; and the sandy, desert Cas-districts (i. e. סכ nN;
539) are mentioned

try. Caslochian cloth,
vpdonera, Kaoworixe
s. v.) were also known in antiquity. and supported a temple of Baal-Cas
The LXX translate םיִחְלְסַּכ by Xaoum- (Jupiter Casius) there, see Suetonius,
rıein (i.e. Kaopovaip = םיִאְנְלמְסַּכ i.e. in- Nero ch. 21. c) They also designated
habitants of the Cas-pastures,
from the
Coptic muss to pasture); probably a

in the same way the city and harbour

600000 (Plin. 4, 12, 29) in Coreyra,

having a similar temple, except that
the worship was afterwards Graecised;
and so we have 2600 00008 on coins.
The meaning of 03 appears to be in
Ele
in Jer. Targ.I. and II. and Targ. Chron. Phenician mountain, hill (Ar. LAS, 5% =
for 7992), Migdol (54312 Ez. 29, 10; to project, to be high), with the acces30, 6), ed va (see Steph. Byz. under sory idea of wildness or barrenness
‘How), Liebris ("9372 i. 6. Hebrew-settle- (comp. 413), identical in stem with
ment, see Steph. Byz. under Ainßoıs), DOP, 113; the Coptic rac mountain is bor55797 1. 6. Herd (Hee), on» (which rowed from the Phenician. The second
see), and many others. Once the Jer. syllable חל is to be derived from n} to
Targ. 1. puts 0°)4028 i. 6. Pentapolis, lighten, to burn, to shine, to make dry, these
thinking of the םירע wn Is. 19, 18; ideas being connected in other words
but more exact details cannot be had. also, Ar. = Se (to lighten, to shine,
The inhabitants of this eastern tract of
Egypt bordering upon Palestine, Phi- make dry). חל is identical with the org,
listia and Arabia, where were also 703 root in 797 , conseq. the noun m1? denotes
(which see) and the home of the Hyk- dryness, the state of being burnt with the sun.
sos (i. 6. Hebrew, Syrian, Phenician, Thus 1799» means a dry, barren mountain.
Arabian and Carian settlers), were there- The attempted explanation from a selffore called םיִחְלְסַּכ Gen. 10, 14, 1 Car. developed Sanskrit word katshalöko, said
1, 12, who being mixed with Hamite to mean coast-land (Hitzig, Urgeschichte
Egyptians presented a mongrel people etc. I. p. 92), must be rejected because
with a more Semitic colouring, of no information exists of an extra-Semitic
whom a part emigrated to Philistia, immigration there.

tract of this Cas-territory was so named

in their time. As towns in the territory
we find mention of Pentaskoenon (Steph.
Byz. under Maydakog; hence ppule

being םיִתְשְלְפ (which see) according

 ַּסְלְחִיםsee .2097

to Gen. 1.0. Another colony founded
by the Caslochians is said to have been

DOD (fut. Db>2, inf. abs. DDD) tr.

Colchis: (from Caslochis); since the Colchians came from Egypt, according to

the testimony

of antiquity

(Pindar,

Herodotus, Strabo).
As to the derivation of the name, the

1. prop. to cut, to cut off (comp. Targ.
DOD to cut in, then to injure, to offend,
like ny), hence to shear, to poll, the
hair of the head after a certain measure Ez. 44,20, so as to be neither too
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long nor too short; identical with the pierce, hence to chew, to bite in pieces
stems Dr} (not BRD): Daa, DIP (to DTM), (figur. to violate), 02 the same.
ADD I. (fut. לכ intr. prop. equi&e. — 2. (not used) to split, di- valent to, to draw in, to withdraw hastigcc
vide, separate, cogn.in sense with ayy L, ly, e.g. the light (Ar. ins and im
978, 73, constantly proceeding from to withdraw the light, of the sun and
the idea of cutting, separating from one moon, comp. nDX), or a lively, brightanother, dividing off; metaphor. to form shining colour (so that an object behairs, bristles, hair-like points, hair being comes weak, pale), or the vital juice;
i its organic root with
conceived of as a thing singled, divided conseq. identical in
(comp. “vv, Wb, >99, Aram. na); that in NO-N, 7-28, .ףס Hence 1. (not

Syr. yoyo, Ar.

5 pda, Pr us

applied especially to the bristly, rugged
points of certain ears of corn, 6. =.
barley (see ib).
Pih. 0093 = b3> with r inserted;
fut. pons"). to browse, to feed upon, prop.

used) of colour, to be ‘pale, white, whitish-grey: a) of the glimmering whitish
colour of silver, Ar. „aa of the greyness of ashes, Lined ashes, a!

to cut away, to shear off, spoken of the ashy-coloured, hak grey; b) to befeeding of the wild boar Ps. 80, 14; come pale or whitish, with shame (comp.
Aram. no Wp, Arab. 4 =
bys ab, 118), to be ashamed, of the whitish&c., all connected with the fundamental
signification mentioned.
Puh. 08> (not used) to be furnished

grey colour of the face in manifesting
this feeling;

wa also proceeding

from

the same fundamental signification; Ar.

> (out of Wasco) the same, whence
rugged , bristly points, of certain
kinds of spelt. Deriv. m2).
tie shame; c) to be terrified, which
703 (from Puh. 09>; ‘pl. pv205) shews itself by a person becoming
fem. a “low kind of barley with bristly, pale (see Nif. ). — 2. to withdraw the
rugged and sticking up points, usually vital juice, the life-blood (07 which see),
with

the prickly spelt, which is coupled with
ym3 Ez.4,9
a mean species of grain,
sown on the borders of barley fields as
a sort of enclosure to them Is. 28, 25,
and which ripens, like man, later then
common barley Ex.9, 32. LXX, Aq. and
Theod. translate 7%

which signifies a

kind of barley (= Sanskrit java, Pers.
gav barley); on the other hand, Saadia

the vital force, the moisture , i. e. to ap-

pear juiceless, dry, withered, languishing,

and like 759, to pine for, to long after,
Jos 14, 15; Arab. im to be dry,
withered. Davie: D2, the proper name
NN503.

Ni. 132

(part.

9032,

inf. absol.

153) 1. to turn pale, to be terrified, Zur.
2,1 the people not afraid (i. 6. defiant)

and Ibn Ganäch (but only by conjecture) (LXX, Syr.). — 2. to long after, with
have xin,
(Talm. N2W42) or gis 5, to desire greatly Gen. 31, 30; Ps.
84, 3.
(Talm. אָבָלִּּג ,3595) vetch.
no> II. (fut. (ףסכר intr. to assail, to
DOD (fut. סכר , 3 p. pl. 9052) tr. prop.
“0

- G

rush, to pursue closely, Ps. 17,12 like a
to split, to divide, to separate, thence to lion which assails in order to tear in
number, to determine, cogn. in sense with pieces, which suits the parallelism. From
mn (Targ. and Syr. render it by xın, this fundamental signification we might
ae Ex.12,4; identical, as a stem, with perhaps explain better signif. 2. of no> L.
3, PR» YO, סָּכ-א in its organic root. to desire a thing violently, to long for.
ih elucidation ‘of the fundamental sig- The stem is closely connected with DER»

nification comp. Targ. 53 to cut, to Aram. ףצח,Arab. las,

Wiad.
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SOD (with suf. "pod, 0293; plur. far from the route of the Israelites as
2'293, with suff. pyrEo) m. silver, so they returned. According to tradition
called,from its whitish-grey, pale colour, (wa-Yikra rabba ch. 5. §. 5) the large
like @gyvoos from 600708 (albus), and distant country, to which Shebna, the treaargentum; and vice versa 391 (which surer or major-domo of Hezekiah, was
see) from am =any. It is used to de- banished (Is. 22, 15-19), was the remote
note a) silver as a ‘metal of which some- N"BOD i. 6 Caspiana, which probably
thing is made Ex. 3, 22; 20, 23, especi- included Albania. The name N*DOD (from

ally the לָקַש Gun. 23, 15; ‘Lav. 27, 3; an adj. m. 199) i.e. alba, like’ "B03 (adj.
in the latter application of it ope is m. from the verb nD> I) should be put

frequently omitted, so that >> alone
signifies a shekel of silver Gen. 20, 16;
37, 28; Deur. 22, 19; Phenic. NOD a
shekel (Mass. 3. 5); ailienven which is
purified from its dross, i. e. from particles of tin and lead; applied in a
moral sense to internal purification Is.
1, 25; Mau. 3,2 3. Put along with a7

beside kasp, casp in numerous appellations in the territory Cas piana, which
comes to the same meaning as that of
no>. The inhabitants call the Caucasus
covered with snow in its middle region
nthe Caspian

mountain,

Caspius mons”,

i. e. "BOD "77, the snow-white mountain
(Eratosth. ap. Strab. 11. page 497; see

also 353), or perhaps from the colour
of
the white- grey rocks (comp. 74223,
44, 8; Num. 22, 18; .מסע 7, 25; ’2
it denotes every thing valuable Gen.
alone expresses the same idea JUDGES

5,19; 2 Cur. 9, 20; opposed to לא
Daur. 23, 20 or brs Is. 60, 17; also
treasure Jez 3, 15; ‘27, 16. b) money,
like agyvoıo», silver, especially unstamped Gen. 23,13; 43,15, and with which
a thing is bought, therefore NOD תנקמ
what is bought for money, i. e. a slave
bought for money Gen. 17,12; Ex. 12,
44; plur. pieces of money Gen. 42, 25.
223 (def. 392) Aram. m. the same
Dan. 2, 35; 5,2; Eze. 5, 14.
"BOD

N"DOD

see NDDD.

(ite white -mountainous

or

snowy-mountainous Caucasian region) n. p.
of a place (perhaps also of a country,
for Dip», which is always appended,

stands in Ex,3,8 for yy) in greater Asia.
Though Ezra himself ‘did not touch at
it on the way home from Babylonia to

Jerusalem, yet he sent messengers thither where there was a colony of exiles,
from the river NINN, to bring servants for the temple “of God Eze. 8, 17.
It lay in the south of Media, where
were many colonies of the Caspians
(Strabo 1,506; Herod. 7, 67), and which,
as is well- known, bordered on the Caspian
Sea in the north, as well as on Babylo-

nia on the other side. Hence it was not

the snow-white, because its highest point
is covered with perpetual snow, styled

in the Targ. Ni2m no); and Procopius

(Goth. 4, 3) describes it as a very high
Alpine mount (Latin Alpes, Greek ai

Alneıs, German Alpen, connected with
albus, a designation of every snowcovered mountain). The dwellers about
this mountain were called Caspians. The
mountain too which forms the eastern
boundary of Armenia towards northern
Media, was called Caspius mons, Kaoıov
ögos (Plin.5,27); and the great inland sea
which washes the countries at the Caucasus (Albania, Iberia, Media, Hyrcania
&c.) was thence termed the Caspian sea,
(Caspium mare, Kaorzia 0010006, Koomiov néhayos Herod. 1,203). Of similar
meaning is the name Alb ania, denoting the land at the Caspian sea and the
Caucasus (Ptol. 5, 12), where was also
the territory Caspiana (Plin. 6, 13;
Mela 3, 5), whose inhabitants were named
Albani. The Kaozıaı mvAaı, Caspiae
portae, i.e. the Caspian passes, are both
etymologically and actually identical
with the Albaniae pylae, with which
they interchange their name (Ptol.
5, 12).

N"BOD see NOD.
( פָּסֶתfrom "DD, as nt from rer

by
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pl. כְּסְתוּת, with suf. ,ןָביִתיִּתְסִּכ ’D>, with wys (which see), Targ. Wa», Syr.
227) fem. usually a pillow , a cushion,

Ses Ar. 4

and with the organie

Ez. 13, 18 (according to the Talmud).

root in W3-), perhaps also in wn (which
But as this signification does not suit see). — 2. Figur. to rage, to foam up,
in the remotest degree, it is better to cognate in sense HER, opposite ope
take the word as meaning a case of Ez. 16, 42, and parallel 78 pap Ps. 112,

skin or parchment (i. e. embracing, cover- 10; to be disturbed, Ecctzs. 5, 16 and
ing all round, from 9>) or a box in he is very much disturbed, and harm isto
i
which oracular little images or oracular him (4791) =p “"b11) and excitement; then
sayings were kept, and which were fasten- to be angry, to be indignant, 1000188. 7, 9;
ed and bound (1pm) to the joints of the to be displeased, out of humor Neu. 3,

hand, די ָּ יִמיִשֶאלby 13,18, or to the 33, with bx of the person to be wroth
arıns, missen לע '13, 20, in order to ih one, 2 Car. 16, 10. Deriv. 035,
serve

as an “oraele-requisite for lying

prophetesses (725% תואְּבַנְתִּמַה  םעm423
13, 17); just as the false prophet wore

a hair-mantle WD 19%» 2908. 18, 4
See .הָחָפְסִב In the feminine termination -ת the Thau frequently remains.

Pih. 02> to provoke, to irritate, with 3

witha thing, and accus. of the pers. Deut.
32,21; to grieve 1 Sam.1,6, where, however, the verse appears to have been

oyam AN eb? moyab המחר aD ילנ.
may רוב according to the LXX.

23 see .לע
Yo Aram. adv. of time: now, nunc,
Dax. 2,23; 3,15; 4,34 &., a meaning

which the Hebrew וכ (which see) and
even 2 alone also have.

פע

It is probable

that 2 is here radical; and that 43>,
like „> belonging to n3¥D, is the same

as the Aram. 182, and identical with
WP WP דע ull now Eze. 5,16.

Targ.

Ww" from now. Originally j9> may also
have been an adverb of place, here.
The assumption that it is a contraction
of 3392, must be rejected on linguistic
grounds; for the assimilation of the 4
in NP out of NA, and the elimination of the > in Nun from אָּתְשַש אה
take place only’ "because they are
vowelless.
122 see ny>

7293 (fem. from the masc. 793=122)

"Bir. Dist (part. 0939, inf. constr.
ODT; fut. 8'922, apoc. (סָעְבִי. to make
dispirited, to excite, to terrify Ez. 32, 9;

to provoke, to make angry, e. g. God by
idolatry &e. 1 Kınas 15, 30; Jer. 7, 18;
to cause 06001000 | sorrow, 7,19; in a
stronger form tyD ‘27 1 Kınas 15, 30
and 21, 22; poet. ‘pan ‘23 Hos. 12,
15 to provoke most bitterly.

CYD (4 times in Job שעפ ;with suff.
"D¥D, 7993; pl. D°OYD) m. sorrow, vexation, Prov. 17, 25; 21, 19; Ps. 10, 14,
anger Prov. 27, 3, ren, dislike, 12,
16; Eccuzs. 7,9; provocation, of God
1 Kinas 15, 30; 21, 22; 2 Kınas 23,
26; Deur. 32, 19; hence sinfulness Ez.
20, 28; unguietness 120018. 2, 23; 11,
10; insecurity 1, 18.
 שַעָּבmasc. the same, Jos 5,2; 6,2;
,10 ;17 ;17,7 Phenic. שעפ ehe: same

an adverb of time, now, but also according to another meaning of 73, so now,
niv>1 and so now Ezr. 4,10; 7,12, i.e.
and so forth, et cetera; contracted mys)

(Tug. 5).

4,17.

dual DBD, constr. 3, with suf. 2,

 תִשָּכsee N99.

92 (from n5> 1.; with suf. 22, 83;

DVI (fut. 8931, inf. constr. 093) JED; plur. nie»; Arab. dS); f. (like
intrans. 1. (not used) to be rocked to and other names of the members of the body
73, 7a PARR, FIR, dan, DvD &e.) the

fro, to be pushed about, to be moved about,

to be driven hither and thither, identical

curved hand, te hollow of the hand, into
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which one pours a thing Lev. 14, 15, pl. nina Josu. 3, 13, and that either for
which one fills 1 Kınas 17, 12, in which  בגלgenerally Daur. 28, 65, or figurat.
something is held Is. 28, 4, conseq. dif- in ar niea-by to the soles of the
ferent from 7); compare the northern feet, i.e. in the dust
Is. 60, 14, selkrumma, the hollow hand, Greek «vA dom of the ark Ez. 43, 7 (see nit),
a cup and the hollow hand. In use or with the addition of ny 2 Kınas 19,
1. for hand generally, with which one 24. — 4. a pan,
a dish, in the sing. and
seizes Duut. 25, 12, Ez. 21,16, or works plur., on account
of its resemblance to
Proy. 10, 4. Here belong the phrases

‘p yD? ליצה  עיועוה,TID, ON} to rescue,

the bent hand Num. 7,14 56; לקה na

1 Sam. 25, 29 the dish (hillow) of the
sling; oon n» Gen. 32, 26 the hollow
Junges 6,14; 1 Sam. 4,3; Jer. 15, 21;
or socket of the thigh. — 5 handle, only
Mic. 4, 10; as one says in an opposite
in plur. Sona or Son. 5, 5. — nipp
sense 5 Ta 722 Junazs 6,13, 'ִּפ22 82
Lev. 23, 40 belongs to MED = MD.
liberate , redeem &c. out “of one’s power,

Prov. 6, ₪ where also pu may always
2 (plur. o>; from nD) mase. a
stand. Other expressions are n> oy
‘a לע either to lay the hand upon one cliff, a rock, in whose םירח the oriJos’ 40, 32, or to protect Ps. 149, 5; ginal inhabitants of Edom’ lived like
me? ףּכ  םיטto lay the hand upon the troglodytes 108 30, 6. An invading

mouth, a token of silence Jos 29, 9; enemy clambers over 99 (a 759 Dur.
Noa Um ory to stake the life Junazs 5, 5; Jur. 5,10; Ps. 24, 3) Jar. 4, 29.
12, 3, prop. to carry the life in the hand In Asa. (Targ. xpd, Syr. Laas, Leb,
in order to give it up. > הָּכָה see 139; hence ND°D, Kygas in the New Test,
‘2 IPM see Yan; 'כ NT see arm. Dual for the proper name IJeroog) it is the
DBD both ל
Is.36, 32; 49,18; but usual word for stone, rock, clif, reef,
more frequently as a nor: ‘sépoctally in
: projecting bank. The stem 51> has chiefly
the phrases ’2 אב Ps. 63, 5 (and the the meaning "to project, to be prominent,
to rise aloft”, the same existing in extranoun-form in accordance 141, 2) to pray;

DN ’D nip? 119, 48 to lift up the hands
toa thing, 1,i e. to appropriate it willing-

Semitic languages (comp. Sanskrit kap

in kap-ala,

Greek

xeq-adyj,

xuß-n, Latin cap-ut,

xum-os,

German Kapp,

ly; לֶא ‘2 Wop Ex. 9,29 or ל 44, 21, Kuppe, Kopf, Gipf-el &e. &e.); and since

merely ’> woe Is. 1, 15 or with the accus.
of direction’ 1 Kivas 8, 22, and 'ִּכ now

73 I. belonging to the noun 773 (pl.

ni73) bank proceeds from the same point
by Ps. 88, 10 to pray, to turn as a sup- of view, and > in Aram. actually means
pliant to; 'aby Ni) to bear upon the bank, the verb 417 for the noun ni seems

hands, i. e. to protect Ps. 91, 12; קח to have the same meaning as 913. The
' עלרפto grave upon the hands 6 e. the original signification is to cut off, to split
names)= to remember continually Is.
49,16; and so many other modes of off, like the Ar. 3LS (secuit); and thereexpression which are to be found under fore it is applied to a separated, divided,
the verbs belonging to them. Pl. nip2, rough rock, to an inaccessible cliff, as
coupled with p37, either as a mere is also 950 from 959, Ar. 4 (to di-

tautology for on, or better the palm
of the hand as a part of it, whether living
Dan. 10, 10, or cut off 2 Sam. 5, 4;
2 Kines 9, 35. — 2. the paw, the forefoot, of animals Ley. 11,27. —

3. with

537 the sole of the foot Devt. 2,5, coupled

vide, to cut off), so arock. The verb
sax belonging to the noun 2 rock,
and the Greek amoropos, dxoozouos,
606708 proceed from the same mode of
viewing a thing.

( הָפָּכfut. )2337 tr. same as 733 (of
which
itappears to be a collateral form)
Deur. 28, 35 denoting the whole length
of the body. For this stands also the to extinguish, ףא (anger) Prov. 21, 14
with even to the שאר Is. 1, 6 or IP IP
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( הָריִפָּכvillage, hamlet) n. p. of a
-(Targ., Vulg.), comp. Jur. 7, 20; like the
compared verb prop. to conceal, to cover, place of the Hivites, which the Ben-
to hide, conseq. it is also connected with jamites afterwards got 0088. 9, 17;
kan, בח L, nom, mph; on the contrary ,18 ;26 Ezr. 2, 25; Nen. 7, 29. The
6 Ar.re: RS aa) must be put place is now called Kefir, near Yälo,
east of Nicopolis (Robinson’s New Bibli-
with "p>.
cal Res. p. 190).
MBD (only pl. nie3; from np> IL)
bD3 (part. pass. m. >82) tr. prop.
f. a branch, of the palm Lev. 23, 40,
so called from its rising upward; hair,

to bind together, to tie or plait together,

branches, tops being in other instances

identical with 523, 2m, לַבָּכ (which
see) in its fundamental idea. Hence to

also named from the verb-root “to shoot
upwards, to rise aloft”.

fold together, to lay together, to double,

MDD (with suf. ine»; from np» I.) i. e. to put together, or over against
f. top, of the high, ו
palm, top- one another, two similar things Ex.
branch Jos 15, 32; fig. Yin38ı MED Is. 26,9; 28,16; 39, 9; Targ. לפק to fold,
9,13 and 19, 15 the palm-top and bulrush, to double up, Syr. to intertwine, Sam.
i. e. the high and low; LXX péyav xat to practise usury, to surround, to enclose,
 עססאווןor  עסxat ל
from which the fundamental significa-

“VDD (pl. constr. (רָרְיּפְּכ m. 1. (from tion clearly appears; Arab. and Ethiop.
"DD II.) a cup, a. goblet, different from

para, which 18 adduced by itself 1 Cur.

also to divide into two like parts, whence
hes” a like part, the corresponding por-

28, 17; Ezr. 1, 10; 8, 27; called from tion, which is merely a farther developits deepened form. — 2. (from “>I.) ment of the idea. Derivat. 59», dual
hoar-frost, which is scattered about Ex. DnIDp>.
16,14; Psarm 147, 16; 108 38, 29.—
 אשDBD2 (fut. DBD?) usually to be re-

3. (from “p> IL. or 4B 2 Cyprus, the
island, =4p> 4. Itis the ground-form

peated, to be doubled, Ez. 21,19 [14] and
let the sword be repeated the.third time

of “inb> IL (which see).
(Ang>w adv.). But since the Nif. of >>
ODD m. a beam, holding together a and הָתְשיִלש as an adv. do not further
wooden building (yy) Haz. 2,11 (Symm., occur, ‘and the latter may be taken
Theod., Kimchi &e.). The LXX seem merely asafem. adject. to ברה as the
to have read Won (which see), if their LXX understand it, it is better to con-
xurdagos is not to be understood

of sider it as an allusion to the preceding

a beam, after Vitr. 4, 2; the Targ. has
a splinter, from 02> =wen to cleave.

VHD (pl. Dyes from “p> II)m
1. same as “b> a village, New. 6, 2. —

nD, and to read הָתָשיִלְש IN? nbn7

thou bendest (the hand) fora third sword.
Hif. >"2253 (not used) to be wound,
to be serpentine, uneven, inaccessible (of

a country), so proceeding from the funa lion, particularly the wild and blood- damental signification. Targ. N>5> (Is.
thirsty one Ps. 17, 19; 91,13; Is. 11, 6, 40,4) a mountain spiral (richin incisions
that goes forth for prey 5, 29; Mic. 5, 7 ; and indentations). Deriv. Tbs>n.
Jer. 25, 38, and roars in its fieroeness
b>) (du. DID) m. a doubling, 22
Junges 14, 5; Jur. 2,15; Am. 8, 4, a double row of teeth Jos 41, 5; dual
more advanced in age and strength than the doubled, min? ov>pD 11, 6 the
a 13 Ez. 19,2 3. Fig. of fierce, blood-

2. prop. the strong, the powerful, hence

doubled in wiedom (truth), i. e. as wise
thirsty enemies Ps. 35, 17, Jar. 2,15;
again as one thinks and apprehends;
hence the Egyptian king Pharaoh is
called Erin ‘> because of his wild rage DID Np? to take double, 1. 6. richly Is.
40, ₪
for booty Ez. 32, 2; also generally a
ruler, a king, Wz. 19, 2; 32, 2; 38, 13.

122 (3 fem. 1393) intr. prop. to curve,
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to contract, to bend, identical with 723,
PA, 723 (which see); and as these are

and the organic root is connected with

na (233), Ar. Gla, Targ. aa, 13 7

enlarged from the simple stems 23, 74, and רג L(y), 233, Ar. 23;the signif
 כבso is 723 from 42 by 2 added; Ar.
to twist,

to roll up,

to enwrap.

Henze 1. to bend, to wind, with by whither,
Ez.17,7

and lo! this vine bends with its

roots to him (to the eagle), 7223 by way

to be hollow merely 0
a curved,

from

concave form, and not from

that of to dig through, to hollow throughout: whence Naa 1., 333 IL, 2371 &e. have

nothing to do with it, and just as little
of assonance to 23, which is of like have הָבָּג,nas. But the stem na (123)
origin. The Vulg. has taken it in the is entirely identical with it, having the
sense of my iin the second hemistich, meaning to be curved, bent, arched, an
without reading mzb>; but the LXX enlargement of which is JPA; so is the
like the Targ. retain fis fundamental Aram. =, therefore Ex flexure, arın,
signification (=). — 2. (not used) to wing, Ar.
. »2> arch of the eyes. The
shrivel, to be folded together, to be fastened primitive conception of bentness, roundtogether, of the entrails; hence to hunger, ness, circularity, whether of a flat or an

to thirst (comp. Aram. 810, Hebr. DY, arched body, ae also in 23 (23), Ar.
Np

with

the Arabic "analogy there

=, Syr. 23, The Phenic. np>is, to be

given), Aram. 793, <= (to hunger, to
hill-shaped, hence the proper name of a
thirst, also figur.). Deriv. }p>.
city in Phenic. Africa 8993 ap. Ptol. (4,
{DD m. hunger, Jos 5,22; 80,3; Targ.

3) zizına, Gent. "DD (Tug._7). In extraSemitic tongues we have to compare
with 7» the Pers. kaf-ten, Lat. cub-o,
together,
hold
to
tr.
DE? (not used)
cumbo, Greek xduno &e.
to draw together, to bind, to close, of a
Nif. ( נכףfut. na8) to bow, to humble
beam which keeps a building together; oneself, with ? before one Mic. 6, 6.

nipp, Syr. ןב בכ, Zab. 11585 the same.

rap belonging to the noun הרוק having

also this meaning;

comp. VER(which

see), MDD, Targ. mp2, Ar. nad with
the same ‘fundamental ה
De-

PS IL. (not used) intr. to rise aloft,
to project upward (of the projecting

branch of the palm), to be high; connected, in its organic root, partly with

rivat. 0193 (which see).
mag, ma3, partly with 729 belonging
n22 I. (i. 6 9B, but also resolved to "py. Deriv. 23, "9. |
HDD; part. pass. M1P>; inf. constr. n>)
ָּ( ץֶפfut. Yen) tr. to close, only in
1. tr. to curve, to bend, WN, of bulrushes and of men Is. 58, 5 (on Ez. 21,

the cod. Sam. Deur. 15, 7 for PERN.

23 I. (Kal not used) tr. 1.t0 cover
19 see ba» Nif.); fig. to bow, to humble
Ps. 145, 14; 146, 8 (oppos. nm); to cast (see rp). — 2. Fig. to cover over, to.
conceal, sin, Be to atone for, to for-

down, to wake succumb, 57, ל they have
cast me down, i. e. bent me down into
the net, for mp? stands here for 1999,

give.

hence a) to be arched, hill-shaped, humped,
bellied; b) to be deepened or hollowed out

to conceal, to hide, to dissemble, which
is a covering; comp. also > to hide.

Comp. Ar.

to cover, to con-

similar meanLXX xal xaréxoppor av Wurm niov. ceal, along with 26(of
and Talm.)
Aram.
in
(also
bent,
Fig.
curved,
be
ing).
to
used)
— 2. intr. (not

(in a round and bent form). Deriv. 49. “p> Gun. 6,14 is a denom. from “p> 3
lies also
The intr. signif. of the stem

(which se); since a meaning “to over-

in the Syr. -25 (to be curved, bent, with lay, to cover over, to plaster” (cognate.
age; to be humped, bunched), Zab. wer in sense NY, לפס bpm) in the verb, has.
not been proved. Deriv. „23 1.
(to be arched, bow-shaped), Arab. 1
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Pih. "BD (fut. 482°, inf. constr. 122)

223 II. (not in use) tr. 1. to string

only fig. 1.10 cover, transeredsion, hence
to forgive, to pardon, with accus. of the

together, to unite, to bind together, to put
together, e.g. villages in a place, hence

thing, מפ Ps. 65, 4, jıy 78, 38, Dan.
9, 24, but ל
(like allverbs of
covering) with לע of the thing, 19 ₪.
18, 23, naar Lev. 19, 22, Ps. 79, 9,
mad Lev. 5 18, also with לע of he

as a stem = "a 1. (whence 31737 village), the fundamental signification also

existing in TaN I. (which see), 123,723,
px IL. (to רפא Syr. 72s, ney I. (belonging to the names of places 99,
person Lay. 19, 22, or with both 5,18;
more rarely have we % of the person 922, ee) &e.; as also the Ar. Si
Deur. 21,8, and > of the thing Ez. 16, Syr. 722 have the same ground-sense.
63, or לעof the person and 772 of the Derivat. "p> 1. (also in many proper
ding Lev. 4,26, Num. 6,11; still more names), (A953), “p> 1, “pb 2. and the
rarely 2 of the thing Lev. 17, 11. — proper name mp2. — 2. "Metaphor. to
2. to make expiation, to procure or effect be strong, powerful, courageous, prop. to
forgiveness, hence like verbs of inter- be pressed, condensed, the idea of being
ceding, praying, seeking God (bent, pressed or stout proceeding from the
Mon ap), Tay, NIP &e.) construed fundamental signification “to wind towith 123 "Glia, 9 ‘for, as well with gether, to bind together”, also in the
sya of the person Lev. 9, 7; 16, 6; verbs "28, "24, 123, 727, which are
2Chr. 30,18 (where the following verse identical with the present stem; and this
is to be linked to, and the relative "Wx is the case with pin, Twp also, as is well
| found
is wanting) as with 33 of the thing known. The same santana is
Ex. 32, 30. — 3. to expiate, generally, in the verb "p3, which is of cognate
i.e. to free from impurity, sinfulness, guilt, stem. Derivat. Lape 2, “p> 3. and the
crime, with accus. of the thing Lev. 16, denom. “2.

33; Deut. 32,43; Ez.43, 20 26; 45,20;
“D2 UL (not used) tr. prop. to cut
more rarely with לע Ex. 29, 36. The through, to break through, to hollow

phrase ’a םיִנָּפ "BD ‘GEN. 32, 21 to cover
the face with a thing, returns to the original iimage, meaning not to see what

is done, conseq. = to propitiate (see MDD
D2"); fig. like 25 of the same meaning
to extinguish, anger, i. e. to hush up

Prov. 16, 14; metaphor. to cover = to
smother, to suppress,
Deriv. nb, "b>.

Tim Is. 47, 11.

Puh. “23 (fut (רַפְכְי 1. to be atoned

throughout, identical with “an IL, “pn,

"ap (which see), “pw (belonging to
Si), and in its organic root with “a
(belonging to ia), רָּפ
“Na, a
(belonging to asp); hence also todeepen,
to hollow out, a vessel. Deriv. ip» L

 רַפְּכIV. see “pb 4.
"83 (constr. "D2, pl. n>) m. 1.(from

“23 TL.) a hamlet, prop. an union of

for, forgiven, yy Prov. 16, 6, nun Is. houses, hence a village Sone or Sou. 7,
6,7; or absol. and with 5 of that ‘which 12, 1 Car. 27, 25, for which the forms

is forgiven or expiated Num. 35, 33. —

PD

1 and >

2 also occur; Ar.

2. Figur., like aD, to be extinguished, Reet: "BD, pee the same. Very en
weakened,= to perish, to cease, na Is. is this word applied, at a later period,
28,18; also in Aram. Peal in this sense. in compounds, in order to give names
Hithp. “pany (fut. 23m?) to be ex- to smaller localities, of which an expiated, forgiven, with > of the person ample appears already in Josu. 18,
1 Sam.3, 14.
24; the term being also met with both

Nithp. 4p3 (out of 92m? compound-

ed of Nif. and Hithp.) to be forgiven,
Devt. 21, 8.

in Arabic and Syriac in local names.
In the Talmudic period, many localities of Palestine, Phenicia and Syria

122

compounded with ’> are adduced, as “p>
diax(J.Sanh.11), Saniaa "> (Meg.18%),
“pe ‘> (J. Nedar. 4), ania “9 (Chall. 4,
10), הָיִרַא ‘2 (J. Kil. 1), oN "9 (J. Taan.
ch. 4), NP 72 'ִּכ (Kerith. ‘at the end), ’D
( שִחְרָאTosifta Jebam. at the end), Duy 'D
(Pesikta rab. 23), Nm yan ‘> (Tos. Chall,
13; Meg. 16°), pany "3 (Jebam. ch. 12
at the end), Di93 > (Soth. 20°), m3 ‘3
(Midr. Echa 72°), יִאְקְרַּב ’> (Pesach,
57*) &e.; sometimes ‘also the feminine

form 7)>(hamletship) alone(J. Meg. 1);
comp. in the New Test. and Apocrypha
Kansgvaovu i, 6. DANI “p> (Marta. 4,

13); אש סל
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i. e. NED

“D2

(1 Mace. 7, 31), which is called in Tal-

mudie (J. "Aboda-Sara 44) nbw ’>, 6.
Comp. the Phenic. 87> (Gaphara) n.p.
of a locality at Leptis, DD “DD or “DD

EIT TED (village of the Ophnites,
see y= 353) n. p. of a locality in Benjamin, in the neighbourhood of Gophen
(127, 123) or Gophna, lying, according to
Euseb., five Roman’ miles from 333

(which see) Josn. 18, 24, where “23 is
to be supplied from the preceding’ context. It may also have lain, like Gophen
or Gophna itself, not far from לּואְש ms33

(Joseph. 2. J. 5,2,1).

A small hamlet

in the neighbourhood may have been
early colonised by the inhabitants of
199 (which see), Aram. ‘Ophna (REY,
N2DY, N2D5 in Joseph., Euseb. &c.), Talm.
( וּפָנִיתBerach. 44°), sopra (J. Taan. 4)
and Pas na (Tosifta, Ohol. at the
end); since the adjective form in 7252
would be difficult to explain in case of
complete identity.

“BD (with suf. WDD, 7792) m. 1. prond (Cabarsus, -sussi) n. p. of a place
in Byzacium, אָפְדְע WD (Cebaradefa) pitiation (from “DD L), then ransom, rann. p. of a city there, n> (Cufruta) som-price, by "which what is to be

punished iis protected Is. 43,3; Ps. 49,
n. p. of a city there too. — 2. (only pl. 8; ‚price of expiation, we? 'פ Ex. 30, 12
(כְּפְרִים
cypress-Howers Sona OF Sot. price of life, i. e. what covers it; with
40. spd 4
5 of the person for whom the propitiation

222 I. (not used) intr. to fly about, to is made Prov. 21,18; generally redemp-

be scattered about (of dust, hoar-frost &e.),
to fly to and fro in crisp masses, conseq.
connected with “py, px I. (which see);
the idea of being bruised in pieces and
crumbled (see 3), not being the original
one in both. Deriv. “ip> 2.
 רַמְּכI. (not used) intr. to be of a clear
red, of the cypress-flower

or blossom,

with the dust of which persons coloured
red; identical with “pr (which see). In
general, perhaps in the first instance,
to shine, to glitter, to bloom, the same

tion-money, value of redemption Ex. 21,
30; Num. 35, 31. — 2. same as “BD 1
hamlet, village 1 Sam. 6, 18. — 4. prop.
a strong, firm, hard species of trees, like

the synonymous 455 (which see), cognate
by stem with אט  ה016009 cupressus,
Germ. Kiefer (which is resinous wood
with needle-like foliage generally). Then
perhaps the resin of pine, the pitch of pine,

got out of the tree, applied to the pitching
of ships Gen. 6,14, conseg. not asphalt or

bitumen (LXX, Vulg.), or any resinous
substance of the earth or mineral ‚king-

fundamental signification lying in 10, dom; Dare: ,יִרָפּוְּב,אָרְפְּּב Syr. Ireas, Ar.
2

,
the same, though farther ex“pw, which is then transferred to a
bright colour; but see 195 4, "p> 2 and tended; deriv. the denom. "p> to besmear
“ip> 3, with ‘the proper name “inp.
with theresinof a tree Gen. ib. (signif.2 and
3 from 49> IL). — 4. (from p>) cypressdie:
the
of
ming "BD (village
plant,
cypress-bush , whose “beautifully
nites) n. p. of a locality in Benjamin
formed and sweet smelling flowers appear
אפסה. 18, 24 K’ri, for which the K'tib
has "247997 ’3; probably a settlement of in grape-shaped clusters (>> wy) from May
till August, Sona or Sou. 1,14 (LXX);
Ammonites was there at an earlier time.

“ ינומעהBD see העמונה D>.

called in Ar. slid (el-hinna, Kimchi).
44
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fp is said to be named from the bright

red capsules of the fruits of the cypress;
better perhaps from the greyish white
colour of the blossom (Diose. 1, 125),
from “23 IV. = “py (to rps), רנח

)= 12>);‘Aram. a8, "Ar, sim. The Phen.
"25, Greek א os, Lat. cypr-us, and the
name of the island in the Mediterranean
Sea, Kvzoog, Cyprus, are the same Semitic word, because the cypress grew abundantly in that island; wherefore Homer
calls it evaöng (the sweet-smelling). a)
is the same, which is a basis for np» IL.

ABD (only pl. (םירח m. collect. enpiation, "forgiveness, Ex. 29, 36, ‘20 תאָטח
30, 10, ‘2m Dox Num. 5, 8 the sacrifice of
atonement, the ram of atonement, i. e. by
which the expiation was effected; ni
‘om Luv. 23,27 the day of atonement.

( תֶרּפַּכno other flexion of which ap-

כפתר

Hif. Bw to press down, to bow
down, “PN2 in ashes Lament. 3, 16;
Targ. 929.

ne3 (not used) tr. 1. to bind about,
to tie about, therefore to encircle, to ake
cognate in sense with Ind, ;רט Ar.ı
the same. — 2. to be round, balt-shaped,

identical with may (which see); deriv.
 צפת =כַּפַתbelonging to “rea L —
3. to bind together, to arrange, to regulate.

MHD m. a foundation word for inp> I.
(which see).
mpd (part. pass. m. m2, which is
then inflected as a verb) ‘Aram. tr. to
bind, to fetter Dan. 8,21. More fre-

quent in the Targ., Talm., Zabian. It
also appears in Samar. with the meaning to stop, to hinder.
Pah. p> (part. pass. m. np272, only

pl. Pne2n; inf. constr. mine) to bind

pears) f. cover, lid of the ark of the
strongly, to fetter Dan. 3, 20 23.
covenant in the holy of holies Ex. 25,
“MDD I. (once plene Yin» Am. 9, 1;
;17 ,26 ;34 ,40 20 .66 (Saadia, Kimchi),
סהר
on ‘which the םיִבּורָּכ stood, and which pl. pins, with suff. היפ
8 pillar-top , Chapter,
they covered with their wings 25, 20; from np>) m.
,37 ,9 whence God was thought to speak capital of a column, so called from its

,25 ,22 Lev. 16, 2, Num. 7, 89; and roundness and ball-form. Over it were
the 079d (ressaults) Am. 9, 1. As it was

therefore where רו ia, 7 déko 100
Kugiov, afterwards called the MOB,
was enthroned. The most holy ‘place
was termed on this account תֶרְפָּפַה n°2
1 Cur. 28, 11, Targ. "423 mg for 737

1( Kınas 6, 3). The same explanation
of the word is also given by the LXX
in their &zidnua (top-piece, cover); but

a work of art and ornament, its lying
on the ground, where hedge-hogs made
their abode upon it, was used as an image of destruction Zepu. 2,14. — 2. an
ornamental crown of the golden candelabra Ex. 15, 31 33 seq.; LXX ogeı0070 (once with Symm. idaoryo.or,

because reading n75>), Vulg. sphaeaccording to the Hagada (Tanchuma, rula, and so the Targ. and Syr., all with
section va-Yakhel), in which it was de- relation to the proper etymology. The
rived from "5 to atone. And this gloss explanation pomegranate-shaped (Josewas adopted by the New Testament phus), apple-shaped (Saadia, Kimchi),
after the Aram. NND19, jXec5 rose-cup,
(Hzer.9, 5), the Syr. and the Vulg.
flower-calix, is merely from another apit was afterwards glossed by iAaozygıor,

vo) (Kal not used) ir. to tread down, plication of the verb-idea; no other signi-

to press down, to bend down; to press
or stuff into, to fillin; conseq. equivalent
to wasl, the Talm. wp> (Jebam. 107°)
- meaning the same "thing, and the
-

<2

fication of the verb lying at the basis
of it. The ground-element of the qua-

driliteral noun is mp2 =תפצ (head-top),
and -ר is a formative noun-syllable.
"93 IL. (from “3, “p> 3) x. p. of

r. ywaS may be put beside it; aca
to others (in Kimchi) to roll, the island Crete, which igi termed 'כ יא
like the Ar. res IIL, as is alleged.
in Jur. 47,4, the native land of a race

כפתר
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of Philistines; Gent. m. “nbd, םיִרתְפְּב.עז

| 25) and Rosenmiiller (Bibl. Alterthumsk.

Gen. 10, 14; Deur. 2, 23. As a race II. 2, 363; III. 385), that the island
named םיִמְְְלְּפ (which see) came out of Caphtor as the home of the Philistines,
11202 (which see), so a race of DMInDD can only be Crete, should probably be
immigrated out of Crete, i. e. Caphtor,

into the coast-territory of Palestine at
the Mediterranean Sea reaching from
Joppa to the boundary of Egypt Am.
9,7. Accordingly Scripture recognises
the immigrations of two races of the
Philistines, from two directions. The
Caphtorim destroyed the primitive inhabitants, the n°2¥, who dwelt in villages as far as 119 Deur. 2,23; 1 Car.
1,12. As the name "M9, pl. םיִתָרְּכ
meaning Cretan, Cretans, also appears
for the Philistines (ap. LXX, Syr. and
others) 1 Sam. 30, 14, 2598. 2,5, Ez.

25,16 (where םיִמְשָלְּפ 848208 in the pa-

rallel member of the sentence), if "mp2
be not identified with Crete (m2), we
must still assume a third immigration.
On the other hand it must appear strange
that the Hebrews should have had two
names (93, M72) for Crete. But since
it cannot be doubted that the Cretans
) (כְּרָתִיםformed a prineipal race of the
Philistine population in the south of

retained.

The Hyksos-race of the Caph-

torim that emigrated out of Egypt at
a very early period and went to Crete

(Gen. 1. e.), for whom there was no room
in the Egyptian home, gave the name
‘mp2 8 to the island of Crete, among
the Hebrews; and the Carian, Phenician,
half-Semitic barbarian peoples men-

tioned by classical writers, the Eteo-

cretes, the Cydonians, who are said to
have inhabited the island before the
Hellenes (Herod. 1, 173; Thukyd. 1, 8;
Hom. Od. 9, 174 seq.; Strabo p. 475),
may have been the Egyptian immigrant

 (כַּפְתרִיםas the

immigrant

םיִתְשְלּפ

came at another time out of 7793 di-

rect, and not intermediately by Crete.
See םיִתְשלְּפ "2 (ap). The ancients
(LXX, Targ., Vulg. and others) understand by "mp2 the coast-district Cappadocia, which tradition asserts to have been

peopled by Egyptians or Semites. Others

(Theodoret on Jer. 1. 6. and Is. 9, 12,
among the moderns Schulthess, Swin-

ton, Michaelis) understand it to be Cy-

Philistia Ez.1.c. and Zera.l. ce. (LXX); prus, which is manifestly allied to it
and that David’s body-guard consisted in name. But none of these explana-

of them under the name of יִתָרְּכַה (the tions has so much in its favour as Crete.
Cretans) along with Philistines )יִתְלְפַה
As to the derivation and meaning of
made from יתְטְלְפַה for the sake of as- the word, it denotes, like "p> (b>),
sonance to (יִתְרּכַה 2 Sam. 8, 18; as Greek xunoog, a cup, a basin, a calin;
the most southern part of Philistia and as in addition to the original name
was called because of this very race for Cyprus, proceeding out of the mythic
 הַכַּרָתִי332 1 Sam. 30, 14 (where it period, mh, np (which see) there was
is plain from 30, 16 that Philistines still another appellation “p>, so the
are

meant);

as,

according

to an

ac-

count in Tacitus (Histor. 5,2) the inhabitants of Palestine (meaning Philistia,

as he also identifies the Jews and Phi-

neighbouring

island

of Crete

which

shared the same fate with respect to
Egyptian-Semitic immigrations, had
along with its very ancient name N72

listines) immigrated into it from Crete; (which see) another one "22, formed
and as the Philistine city 17% accord- out of “b> (= p> 4) with an inserted
-ing to Steph. Byz. (s. v. Lwlo) was t (n), like nny (same as 5m?) out
early called Minoa, after Minos, king of of "bx, nines out of nw» (together
Cretan Zeus,
Crete, for which reason the
i, e. 72, was worshipped there (Steph.

with M4mwy out of Iw); comp. לרע

The
27 naked, Syr. |
Byz. s. v. Mua): — the opinion already Ez. 32,
s)
Könzgo
(i.e.
g
Kovazo
put forth by Lakemacher (Obs. philol. collateral forms
Kvfor
ee)
(i.e.
09
0000
and
IL. p. 11 seq.), Calmet (Bibl. Unters. II.

ar
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moog, which existed in addition, as well
as the old Cretan city Aptera (Strabo
10, 479 9 Anıeoo) for 706 (where
the Caphtorim that immigrated from
lower Egypt may have first settled),
have both preserved the name before
us, and prove themselves to be identical; just as the old names na and m2
for the two islands of Cyprus ‘and Crete
are unquestionably identical; especially

2

nicians, and bore a principal part in

the undertakings, wanderings and settlements of the people in whose service
they were engaged. They spread themselves over the islands and coasts of the
Mediterranean Sea (Syme, Rhodes, Carpathus, Crete), over the Peloponnesian

coast (Hermione, Epidaurus), over the
islands Cos, Calymna,

Icaria, Samos,

Chios and even as far as the remote

as by their position they belong to- coasts of Pontus, colonising the island
gether, and both received colonists from of Crete (n>) in particular. This is
lower Egypt at a very ancient period.
confirmed by the fact that both the
3 (pl.0-79; from 9931.) .זמ1.6 sheep Scripture (2 Sam. 20,23 and 1 Kinas 11,
(never a ו
lamb), more than 33 4 19 compared with 2 Sam. 8, 18) iden(which see, and comp. >>), the stronger, tifies the Carians (3) and Cretans a»),
solid, especially the well-ed, fat animal and also Herodotus (1,171) regard the
(Targ. ו Syr., Ar.), of whose apm and Cretans and Curetes as Carians. Phoenix
67 Scripture speaks Deur. 32, 14, Is. and Cadmus also played a part in the
34, 6; different from םיִליא (rams), and old traditions of the Carians. The name
Bymny (he-goats) Ez. 39, 18; a fat sheep,
intended for tribute 2 Kınas 3,4, or

“2 frequently appears in the appellations

of Carian places, e.g. in Cary-anda, Caro-

special booty 1 Sam.

9 (Targ., Syr) polis, Car-mylessus, Car-ura, Car-pathus,
Car-is (Cos) &e. For the form and mean6, 4 coupled with קבְרַמ  לגalso collect. ing see “7D and "n>. — 5. prop. someand for slaughter JER. 1 40; in Am.

herds of fat sheep. "The ‘Tare: has referred םיִרָּכ 28. 37, 20 to this head; but it
suits signif, 2. potter —2.a Der, hegoat, ram, hence Ps.65, 14 the rams copu-

thing blown out, thick, then metaph. a blown
out bolster, a camel’s saddle, for sitting
upon, and thick enough for something to

be hidden in it Gzw.31,34, Targ. 239 ,
late (see Wad) with the sheep (Targ.). Fig. Syr. ]3--( =בArab. us), Arab. Keays
an iron battering- ram, an instrument used
(Kimchi Zn the same; perhaps also
in besieging cities (along with רוצמ
727 &e.) against the walls and gates Ex. the Ar. 35 and 5 (seat) are identical.
4,2 and 21,27 (Targ.); for which 26, The modern Hebrew pl. o> is bolster
9 has Sap rm (counter-thrust, wall- or cushion.
breaker). The Vulg. has aries en
Jos. Kimchi 33 after the Arab.
(ram and battering-ram); Greek 8
(see 2 Maco. 20, 8). — 3. fat pasture,a

As to the manifold use of this noun

in Hebrew, it is unquestionably of Semitic origin, and to be derived from the

verb-stem 973 I. (which see) that means

luzuriant meadow, a green grass- plot, רב to be thick, fat, heavy; metaphor. to be

strong, firm, powerful, of animals; to be
An} an extensive, fat pasture 18. 30, 23,
fruitful, lucuriant, of a land; to be thick,
Ps. 37,20; probably also 65,14, ar blown out, of things ₪6. — 9 in sig-

the Syr. Has 152] (fat district) correct-

ly, and similarly the LXX. Comp. the
noun 199. — 4. (fat pasture-land) n. p.
f. Caria, א Caria, a land of Asia
Minor in the south west, lying between

nif. 1. (a fat sheep, fat wether) may

have also existed in Phenician, and so
too among the Carians (Hesych. 8. V.),
whose language was unintelligible to
the Greeks (Herod. 8, 155), and whose
Phrygia and Lydia, the inhabitants of land (Caria) was also called Phenicia
which, afterwards celebrated in anti- according to Corinna and Bacchilides
quity as mercenary soldiers and seamen, (Athen. 4. p. 174). The xdo, xagov,

served foreigners, especially the Phe-

xagvog adopted by the Greeks, and its

2
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softened form Moy, &ovos sheep, xgtds aaa, 293, 21,

37m (belonging to

(from xe) wether, is taken from the a), and in the corresponding AraCarian; and there is the closest connec- maean and Arabic stems; the organic
tion between signif. 1. and 2. (as also root presenting itself at the same time
in the case of a3, which see, and comp. in 29,29 in AND, 2777 &c. proceedthe Ar. signification). The transition to ing from the same fundamental signifisignif. 3. exists also in the case of JEW cation. In extra-Semitic languages the
and other cognate stems; and that the same stem appears with a like sigfruitful country inhabited by the Carians, nification: in the Sanskrit gribh, Pers.
so rich in pastures and well adapted Being (giriften), Greek yovz, yovg,
for cattle might be so named, is shewn German grip, krip, greif 66. In the
by the Hebrew names of places ל
extra-Semitic comparison made for 2793
mean, Some, ad, adn, ןיּבָלֶח (see by Eichhorn (Einleitung 111. p.80 ed. 4,a
also Dun), for “which numerous ana- Tychsen (see Heeren, Ideen I. p. 386),
logies present themselves in extra-Se- Vatke (Bibl. Theol. I. p. 325) the Semitic
mitic tongues.
origin of the stem is not perceived; and
( רפfrom >" L, not from 43) m. prop. Delitzsch (Genesis II. p. 208) after Fürst
a deepened vessel (see 27), then the( Coneord. s. v.) first took the stem corlater name of a measure for dry goods, rectly for a Semitic one. — 2. to tear
containing 10 ephahs or baths, and = up the soil, to plough, a farther developa “an 1 Kines 5, 2 11; 2 Cur. 2,9; 27, ment of the original conception; Babyl.
;5 Ez. 45, 14; Phenic. 55, Aram. “i>, 223, Syr. ככ Arab. os the same;
Was, Arab. 24 (which is fixed in the hence the Targumic 8373 a ploughed
field, UoyS
sulcus agri. — 3. Fig. to be
Kamoos at 40 Artabs or 12 lasts) the
in anguish, to be seized with pains or suffersame. From the Phenician it passed into
ing; so in the Ar. Oy and 5 comp.
Greek and Latin, x0g05, corus.
( אָרְּכPeal unused) Aram. intr. pro-
perly \to be turbid, to be dim by stirring,
of water, squalidum esse, identical with
“yp I. (Talm. y>), and with the organic
root in >>. Hence figur. to be grieved,

ms.

Deriv. 3999.

Lamp see ba» I. Pih.
Sa see לָבָּפ I. Puh.

bay (constr. n5272, def. xnb272;

disturbed, of the mind (nN), to grieves plur. "392, constr. ַּתֶלְּבְר with suff.
Targ. 813, “> to be pained, sorrowful  (כּרְבְּלְסְהִיןAram. f. commonly an upper
(on Prov. 14, 17; 23, 35), whence subst. garment, mantle, Hebrew Dyn (1 Car.

NTID, FID sickness; Syr. Ir> the same. 15, 27) Dan. 3, 21 (Syr.). ‘But as the
Itis absurd to look for a connection of word שובל an upper garment (2Kınas
10, 22; Jos 24, 7) follows, it is better
the word with 973 (Meier).

= 2%. יִרְּבְמִא (3fem. mans with the to compare the Targumic ,אָקְלַּבְרַּכ Syr.

Targumic ARTS) to be grieved, Dan. |,ברבש the comb (of birds), from its
7,15 my spirit was grieved, 1. 6. 1 myself; יחּור = up.

twisted form; and to translate turban,
tiara (Gr. Veneta, Hebrew transl.), con-

tr. 1. to seize, catch,

wind, to bind, like the Hebrew nern
from .ףנצ

32 (not 8

lay hold of, applied to a bird of prey
(Fürst, Concord. p. 571); a genuine Se-

sequently a head-dress, from 533 to

MIDI. (fut. mp2) tr. 1. to dig, Sin,

mitic stem, which is also found, amid
the modifications of the meaning of with Son Ps.7,16; Ex. 21,33; “N32 Gun.
seizing or laying hold of, in tearing 26, 25; “Num. 21, 18; הַחיִש Ps. 57, 7;
off, tearing away, tearing in pieces, in

aim 119, 85; החוש Jar, 18,20; nn

כרת

Prov. 26, 27; also according to some to
cut out, to digout, "ap Gen. 50, 5 (LXX,
J. Targ. L, Vulg., Saadia &e.) = 327.
— 2. Figur. a) to dig, i. e. to bring to
light, to lay bare, my
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identical in its organie root 7-4 with

that in 49", 4279 (Ezr. 4, 5), ‘Aram.
MN;

Sanskrit kri i. e. kar,

Pers.

Arien (khir-iden) the same. Accord-

Prov. 16, 27, ing to the Talm. (Rosh ha-Shana 26°)

where the figure is taken from a pit, among the Phenician maritime cities
like 5 “py Ps. 35,7; b) to dig out = ) (כְּרַכִּי הַיּם298 llits tnaem ni eht -es
to open, to make bare, ‘hens ih Ps. 40,
7 to open the ear (comp. jIN MND Ts. 50,5,

cond century the purchase, after which.

ma» Gen. 50, 5 is explained.
793 (a fem. form of 42 3; pl. ni4>,
ing 7 (to be read for sau) 88 00
as should be read for nip) f mendow,
Tioo wot, may have read יל ND ;םֶיַתַפְש pasture-ground, particularly a rich one,
 אוa3 1 Sam. 20, 2); the LXX tranelat.

comp. Ps. 40, 10 אָלְכא  אלna. ₪

108 6,27 and 40, 30 see ָּהַרIT. Deriv.
"197% and the proper name "mp.
"if. ma} (fut. (הָרְּכַי to. be digged,

2998. 2,6 = n> Ps. 65, 14, the form
here selected on account of the accom-

panying synonymous constr. pl. n =
nix, and with an assonance to םיִתָרְּכ

now Ps. 94, 13.
The stem 19D (Targ. 87>, whence
 כַּרָיָאa pit, Ar. TS to dig out, and also

>

.1 to buy, O73 ‘Devt. 2,6, Tap, Gen. 50,

( הָרָּכfut. )7297 denom. (from 7173) to

in S933 m3 see DDT N.

2 (out of 43, from 743 II.) fem.
prop. a company sitting round in a
like the Hebrew “or Jos 39, 21 to circle, a social dinner-circle, hence a
paw, to stamp, of the horse in his eager feast, a banquet, 2 Kınas 6, 23, as 30
gallop for battle) is identical in its or- (239) is also used of a company at
ganic root with that in "2 L, 43-8, "Pp,
table 1 Sam. 16, 11 (comp. Targ. and
a2, 77, רעק &e.
Zab. 170 to sit ד
in a social circle);
 הָרָּכII. (fut. mp7, but 1 pers. TDN whence the noun 2077 Sona or Sot.
with Dagesh dirimens before 4, like 1, 12 (and Talmudic mad, 2073).
1 Sam. 28, 10; Jos 9,18; 17, 2) trans. Derivative
5 (Onk., Syr. ); 2 Cur. 16, 14, Fs Hos. give or prepare a banquet 2 Kınas 6, 23.
Hif. 7437 (inf. constr. (תְּרַכַה to
,3 ;2 with לע of the person to ‘conclude
a purchase upon or for one Jos 6, 27, conduct toa banquet (173) 2 Sam. 3, 35,
parallel) לע 5713( D’E77 (to cast lota for for which the usual text has תיִרָבַה
one); 40, 30 the companions (parall. > >)( from 142).
conclude.a

bargain for him,

incorreetly

2373 (pl.0°993; from 247) m. 1. prop.

translated by the LXX and Targ. make a an abstract: the seizing, laying hold of (of
banquet (see 773), which suits neither 6, large birds of prey), then commonly a

27 where > לע appears, nor 9929. —

.2 Like mp, to acquire, to take possession
of, to appropriate, to which some passages

griffin, winged or feathered beings of
the bird-of-prey kind, which had to
keep watch at the east side of the
garden of Eden by the command of

adduced under signif. 1. may be referred.
Deriv. (according to Kimchi) 1373 (out God, in order to debar the first beings,
of 7972, as 4272 from 429) Prov. 81, 10 who had been expelled from the garden,
= TR possession, acquisition, and Num. from access to the tree of life Gun.
,2019 purchase-money, a derivation from

3,24.

In the same way, griffins lion-

727 not suiting there; but perhaps מכר and eagle-shaped, which were supposed
Neu. 13,15 16 is to be derived from "2. to be in the north of Europe (Herod. 3,
102.116) or in the northern mountains

= The stem 193 11. =} IL, Arab. 3
| of India (Otes. Ind. 12) on the mountain
(to buy, to bargain for, to acquire), and of the gods there, were considered to

ae
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be the appointed keepers of gold, ac- (>92) 1 Car. 28, 18. --- These reprecording to the primitive traditions of sentations of the Cherub have numerthe old world; and at Eden, as is well
known, there was also a land of gold
Gen. 2,11. The 09780 (griffins) were

sacred to the gods (e. g. Apollo, Minerva,
Bacchus) in Greek mythology (see Creu-

zer, Symbolik II. p. 647; III. p. 159).
Elsewhere the Cherub is represented as
a being dedicated, crowned and anointed
‘by God, חשיִמְִמ “> Ez. 28,14 (see muir),
i.e. a creature associated with God, destined for His vicinity, protecting and
sheltering all around with its outspread
pair of wings.

The ךכוסה 31> Ez. 28,

16 is enthroned upon the holy mountain of

ous analogies in Egyptian and Asiatic, especially old Assyrian monuments;
though that does not prove that Hebrew
ideas were modelled after them. — 3. A
farther description and portraiture of
the Cherub is found in the visions of
Ezekiel Ez. ch. 1 and 10. According
to him, when Jehovah appears in the
thunder-cloud and the storm which
blows from the high mountains of the
north (comp. Ps.18,11; 50,3; Nan.1,3;
Jos 37, 22; 38,1), the cherub is a being
shining like burning brass (Ez. 1,7), a
living creature (m, (ע0תש of human

God, OvT>N WIP Wa Hz. 28,14 or 3 form 1,5 and 10, 20, with four faces (on
omg 28, 16, 1. 6. upon pin רה (Is. account of the four winds of heaven
14, 13),
a mountain of the extreme
north reaching up to heaven according to
Asiatic tradition, which is called among
the Zend-peoples the Albordsh, among
the Indians the Meru (Rhode, Heil.Sage p.
230 seq.); or rather, it was supposed to
be enthroned upon the top of it, whose
dwelling was made unapproachable by
the fiery stones there (see שא 7238), ie.
the fragments of the fire-vomiting mountain lying about there, though itself
walks up and down, ib. 28,14 16. To
such a Cherub, the king of Tyre is
compared, who guards his treasures in
the fortress of the insular Tyre, and
shelters his distant colonies, while he
is himself unassailable. — 2. In imitation of this old symbolism of Cherubim
belonging to God, two 5°22 artificial
figures with outspread wings were put
upon the ark of the covenant Ex. 37,
7 seq. 1 Kinas 6, 23seq., between or upon
which Jehovah was supposed to be
throned. Hence He is called םיִבְרְּכַה בטי

1Sam. 4, 4, 2Sam.6, 2, Is. 37,16, Ps.

80, 2; and in the theophany he rides
upon them 2Sam.22,11, Ps.18,11 (with
an assonance to 35°). Accordingly they
appear as the bearers of J ehovah and
his throne, are mediums of the presence
and dominion of God, in the temple as

well as in the world, as Philo already
intimates in part (Opp. I, 143); and were
even identified with the divine chariot

Zucu. 6,.5), and four wings 1, 6, so as

not to be obliged to turn with the course

of the world 1,12 and because he takes
the attribute of God, as belonging to
his vicinity, so that he has all before him,

with no behind and before; his two feet,
without any bend of knee, are upright
and straight, so as to be able to go with
ease to any quarter of the heavens, having no behind, for which reason they are
rounded off in due proportion like those
of a calf.

On the other hand, the four

hands that project under the wings are
those of a man 1, 8. The four faces

are those of a man, a lion, an ox, and

an eagle, 1, 10, typifying kingly power
manifesting itself in strength (Prov. 19,
12; 20, 2; Hos.11,10; Am. 3, 8), divine rule (a lion); the divine power
of vision (Jos 39, 29) into the far distance (the eagle); divine intelligence
(Prov. 30, 2; Jos 32, 8) and insight
(man); the creation and preservation of
the world (ox). And so also the remarkable portraiture in the two chapters just mentioned (ch. 1 and 10), which
were probably occasioned by the Cherubforms pietured on the walls and doors
of the historic temple (1 Kınas 6, 29;

2 Cur. 3, 7). —

4. an oz, properly

a

ploughing one Ez. 10, 14, for wbich the

parallel place 1,10 has .רוש —5.n.p.

of a locality along the river 32, where
was a colony of exiles Ezr. 2,59, Neu.

כרוו
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7, 61, mentioned along with na ,למ claim to the throne (884-878

before

NUT DM, TIN or TiTR and “28 (the Christ), and whom the high-priest Jelatter ו

are not to be looked

upon as the names of persons).

hoiada caused to be slain after he had
gained over the principal men (D*433),
the Carian body-guard (93), "and

Etymologically, 2373 may very well
be explained as coming from 222 according to the signification already un-

the other satellites )םיִצָר which

Greek xyovf used for herald, preacher,

in the very earliest period by African

see)

2 Kines 11,4 19. The Chronicle-writer
folded; the interpretation suiting the puts DR (heroes) 2 Cur. 23, 20 for
symbolism of the Cherub.
The deri- "2, because the latter word might be
vation from an? meaning, agreeably to no longer clear to him; the Carian body‘the Syr. 2, ‘to be strong, powerful, guard being looked upon as such. Elsewhere, this name of a division of the
whence +20;5 powerful; the putting of body-guard (73:7) appears with the
it with 2579 (Hyde) near; or the sup- others יִתָכִּפַה (which see) only in the
position that it is a transposition from K'tib 2 Sam. 20, 23, for which the K’ri
2377 riding-beast, or according to the
has here and in other places the synAr. 0,9 ship; — all these and like onymous "1737 (which see). The Caetymologies are to be rejected.
rians, as well as the Oretans who were
rin (def. nti) Aram. m. a herald, either allied to or identical with them
(Herod. 1, 171-173; Strab.14,2), a very
a crier, Dan. 3,4; Syr. tors, Ar. כט old warlike migratory people, were taken,
and Asiatic rulers as body-guards and
proclaimer, praiser &e.; Pers. |
a cock, i. e. caller.
שא hired soldiers. Already did they man
”> (Pe. unused) Aram. intr. to cry Minos’s ships (Herod. 1, 171), served
out, “to ו

to ery aloud, cogn. in

sense with Np, [fe &e.; this idea lying
generally and onomatopoeically in the

as mercenaries in Egypt (ib. 2, 152-3),

in Cyprus (ib. 5,111) and in the trading
colonies of the Phenicians (Thucyd. 1,8).
Out of this warlike people, commonly
adduced by the name of "n7>, king

organic root kar, gar or rag, rach
(comp. Hebr. "23, ,ארק ITP, PIU, David also selected his body-guard
(2 Sam. 1. 6. To this class the םיִצָר
mayne, 932); but in its enlarged state
(which see) even in the time of Saul
by means of 7 (also in the Targ. [on (1Sam. 22,17) may have belonged; and
Jon. 3, 7, Prov. 1, 21] and Talmud, that David liked to take the warlike
Syr.1r>, Zab. ןבבכ [2 interchanged with associates who protected his person from
r] and the Ar. 4,5 accordingly) to be foreign peoples is plain from the fact that
derived perhaps, in the first instance, he had enlisted a troop of Philistines in
na 600 men strong and ready for battle
from the Greek x70000-s1, with which

comp. Sanskrit krug, Zend. khres, Pers.
giris-ten, Greek 7
3
Coptic
Kpwyy (to flatter, i. e. to praise aloud)

&c. Deriv. 1473.
זָרְכַא./4 to announce, to make known,

(2Sam.15,18, where the LXX, Vulg. and
Joseph. translate correctly according to
the sense valiant warriors, without read-

ing .(םיִרָּב There were also foreigners

in his army of heroes, or ‚among his
choice

soldiers;

such

as

‘Ammonites

with by of the person Day. 5, 29.
(2 Sam. 23, 37), Hittites (23, 39), Moa3 Gentile m. (from "3 4), a Carian, bites (1 Cnr. 11, 46) and others. See
commonly (like 9323 Gen. 12, 6; 13, 7)  פִּלְתִיand כִּרָתִי
As to the explanations offered, the
collect. the Carians, a body- תנו of
queen Athaliah, Ahaziah’s mother, who Syr. takes "99 in the sense of יצר
had usurped the throne, after destroying Kimchi as = D> rams, he-goats, fig. warall who had even by possibility any riors; Hiller and Ewald as= bought slaves

כרים

(from  רה11.( ;Gesenius as =executioners.
But as the right view has been already

perceived by some, after the example
of Kimchi in his Dictionary under "173,
and as “> is interchanged synonymously with na», I considered it advisable to develop the explanation which
has been given.
 םיִרָּכin םיִרָּכַה MB, see DIDI M3.
( תיִרָּכditeh, EN,
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n. p- of a

brook ‘(om) with a deep channel, east

(from "93 IL), like wy out of רשרש
from AB, Aram. mH out of רזרַז (Hebr.

m). “Hence it properly belongs to
45 II
"392 (constr. 123) in compounds 272;

not used) m. a city fortified and walled
round; a fortress, citadel, castle. For the

‚old ma (which see), רק and באומ רצ
(which see) was used, together with תר
ayia and באומ none, in later times alsothe name "in? citadel, fortress (Aram.
anit 8273, Xapaxuoße in
i Ptolem. and
Steph. Byzant.); iin profane writers Karrak, Kerek, Krack, Crac, Charac. The
same word was applied in
i many other

of Jordan (IR a
17977), in the
neighbourhood of which the prophet
Elijah kept himself in concealment, and
which, though abounding in water at ways to denote strong cities, towers and
other times,

dried

up with

continued

castles.

Phenie. 773 (fort) n. p.m. (Kit.

drought 1 Kines 17, 3 5, comp. 17, 7.
25); 393 (Carage) n. p. of a eity in
Probably it is the brook springing east-

ward of 71772 out of a pond-like source, Byzacium; 0593, 3272 (Careina) n. p.

of a strong island near Africa; N2PTD
and flowing with a short course down
(Carcoma) = אָמְקָּכְרַּכ (tower of the
from mount Adshlün into the Jordan, at
whose springs lie the ruins of a place height, i. e. high tower) n. p. of a MauMar Elia ("38 72). Accordingly the ritanian city (Ptol.). Syr. 15;5 castle.
brook Cherith would be situated side- Comp. 879272.
ways between ji772 and an in Gi-
3272 (not used) intr. to be round,
lead, in the district to which the narra- circular, enclosed round about; Zab. and
tive refers. Robinson looks upon it as Arab. the same. Hence
identical with Wady Kelt, near Jericho
Pih. 3272 (not used) to surround, to

(Bibl. Res. II. p. 288).
enclose, to include, to draw a border round;
mamma (also nn"; pl. (םיִתְמיִרְּכ f. deriv. 2392.
The proper stem is בפ (i. e. 233 which
separation , division, "of marriage, hence

“ כִּיpd Deur. 24, 1, Is. 50,1 a book or

see) enlarged by the insertion of 7, so

bill of divorce (com. Marra. 19,7); pl. that Pihel has arisen’out of 223 (for
2333), and the Dagesh is compensated
JER. 3, 8.
‘by the r inserted (see the noun). To’
for
2 (not used) trans. 1. to veil, to take it as a combination of 77? and 332,
clothe, to cover, with a mantle, a hood

&e.; comp. Babyl. 772, Syr. and Zab.
yr2 to surround, to ‘ind about, to en-

which some do, is unnecessary.
2933 (with suf. 52292, from 3333
which see) m. a border, margin Ex. "97,
5; 38, 4; Targumic 82359.

fold, to enwrap, to encircle, Zab. peers
a circle, Ethiop. circular seat, comp.
02392 (with a suff. itend be 1932)
surrounding, encircling,
Targ. JD
 וsaffron, Orocus, Turmeric,
masc.
round about, 7792 a sheaf- bundle 666.—
a dye-stuff; then sweet-smelly
originall
2. to enclose, to surround, to make secure
ointment, oil &e. prepared
water,
ing
all round, with walls, fortifications;
or Sou. 4, 14, adduced
Sone
it,
from
Phenic. 77>, Aram. ‘77> the same. De&e.; Targ. p22 (def.
calamus
nard,
with
rivat. 772 (constr. IP).
adj. "31292, "verb. denominat.
x22);
Hif. 7727 (not used) like Kal; de, Armen.
0943; Syr. en Ar.

rivat. TR.

This

stem is abridged

from 7273

Hhekhrym the same. The ae like the
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plant, came from India; the Sanskrit |  םֶרָכII. (not used) intrans. 1. to be

kanküma(Crocus sativus) was changed

among the Phenicians into carcom (2372)

and crocom (1352); out of which has
arisen the Greek’ x00»0g, Latin

crocus

(by rejecting the concluding: m), Arab.
53 a sweet-smelling plant (m changed
into 5), wy) (out ot.ur , m changed

bright red, of scarlet or carmine colour,
distinct from blue and red purple (mean,
( ןָמְָּרַאThe original verb-idea is to
glow, to burn, then to give light, to shine,
to glitter, whence again arises to be of
a fiery colour, to be red, to be scarlet-

coloured; comp. Hebr. “77 a

Targ.

into n, the - k falling ua) crocus; “int carmine red, Arab. et or 5
(out of this comes the denom. uy) to
lows with ae to glow, to burn,
colour with saffron) &e.
the red rose. Deriv.
wad > (also wr2-, contracted out whence >>
bap
and
טמרפ
5. — 2. to be noble,
of דר and wna =wine, Syr. שּוְמְּכְרַכ

citadel of Chemosh) n. p. of the well- generous, prop. to shine, like 934 (which
known and large city Circesium (Kioxy- see) to glow, to give light, as “a stem to
ovov, Cercusium) in Mesopotamia,

at the

junction of the Chaboras with the Euphrates, on an island formed by the two
rivers; also the name of an important
Mesopotamian territory which was conquered by the Assyrians Is. 10, 9. At
a later time this Assyrian fortress was
besieged and taken by Necho, king of

 חריnoble, free. Deriv. n. p. 7292.
For the explanation of the ‘stem we
may either look upon 095 as trans-

posed from 23 em,

Targ. "723 to

glow, to burn, to be fiery red, ‘Arab.
> rubuit, re to be a yellowish red),
or we may compare it with the Ar.

Egypt 2Cur.35,20, but was afterwards (to be noble, distinguished, great-minded)
recovered by Nebuchadnezzar Jar. 46, having for its fundamental signification
2. This place is called in the Midrash

to shine, to lighten.

(on Echa 1,15) after the Greek OR,
Ar.

take 59> as an independent verb with

0393 (old Persian; a severe one) n. p.
m. of a Persian Dad at the court of king
wor Esra. 1,"10. For the meaning,
comp. the Sanakıit karkaga severe.
7272 a reduplicated Pihel-form of
> IL, which see.

But it is better to

the meaning Just given to it; whose organic root DY”> is also found in
i 04 1.

(to 7199) and "ה
2
(to תומר Ex. 32,
5), Arab. en
(to be ל
blood-red). 2
=
273 (with suff. "299; plur. 093,
constr. SER from 293 I.) m. (fem. only
in Is. 7,₪ 3) 1. fruit-land, garden-land,

73 (only pl. ni9993; from 4293 generally well-cultivated, fruitful land,
belonging to 4D I.) 2 a female runner, consequently a stronger word than an)

of the swift-running female camel (Ion Ex. 22, 4, 1 Sam. 22, 7, Jer. 35, 9, “or

Sarük, Ibn Esra); hence a dromedary,
Is. 66, 20, comp. Herod. 3, 103.

spon Jos 24,18, but different from ה

Amos 4,9. mr ’2 an olive-plantation
292 I. (not used) tr. same as 272 Jupgzs 15, 5, though 072 does not
(b passing into m) to break through, to stand elsewhere in the construct state
cut through, the soil; to furrow, to labour, to nut, but beside it Dzur. 6,11; Jose.
to plough, fruit-land; hence to prepare, 24, 13. — 2. a vine-yard Lav. 19, 10;
to cultivate, to make fruitful, garden- and 25,4; Deur. 24,21; fully ar ’> Is.27,
vineyard-land; comp. Ar. #5 fruitful, 2, for which it is Leiter to read with

the LXX wan ’» (after Am. 5, 11 and
the analogy of Tan Tip). Fig. of the Isdigged, made fruitful. Deriv. 233, D9>, raelite people Is. 5,14; 5,1. In rural lan2972 signif.
4.
guage: a beloved possession, one beloved

of land;

+ fruitland, how 2 furrowed,

כרם
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Song or Sox. 1,6; Jer. 12, 10; ja also to "at Jer. 2, 7 (comp. 2, 6); 4,26;
being so used. — 3.in DJs תי 3(which (hence "27m and 5272 everywhere Is.

see) n. p. of a city not far from Yon 32,16); different from םיִרָה (for vines)
Jer.6,1, situated on a mountain; which 2 Cur. - 6 This signification appears
was the chief place of a 758 after the very obvious when ’> is contrasted partly
Babylonian exile Nex. 3, 14; Phenic. with the wild, unfruitful 3522, for which
 כָּרֶםnz (Beth Kerm, Bthekerm, Bsek.,

"212 also טל partly with the רעב Is.

Sek., Segerm) n. p. of a locality in By: 29,17 and 32,15, 22 (the dense, agreezacium. As there was also a “> תיּב
(1 Sam. 7, 11), and as םיִרָּכ and 793
were also used for םֶרּכ of the proper
name, the view (Fürst, Concord. 8. v.),

able plantation of a park, comp. EccLzs.

2,6) being there considered better than
bi; hence ’2 "91a thick garden forest,
applied to the thick terraces of Leba-

that 072 may possibly be a farther de- non abounding in vegetables 2 Kinas
velopment of u is not to be wholly
rejected. Ar.
‚ Targ. 8992, Syr.
lx; the same. — 4: a ground--word
for >a and ליִמְרּכ which see.
( םרפdenemin, ‘from 043, like "pa
from ,532"  רָפסfrom spo) m. a vine-
dresser, Jo. 1 11, coupled with “28 Is.
,61 5 and 335 Jar. 52, 16.
273 (a noble, distinguished one; from
pop IL) =. p.m. Gen. 46,9; Josu. 7,1;
patronym. “27> (for a2) Nom. 26, 6.

Sap from 542, from oy IL, with
the termination u, as in (ליִגיִָּפ m
carmine, scarlet colour, and then ‘the ‘cloth
coloured with it 2 Car. 2, 6 13; 3,14.
To dye stuffs with erimson- and purple-colours was a peculiar employment
of the Phenicians (not Persians); the
scarlet-yielding insect, together with the
plant it inhabits, is found in Palestine
and hither Asia; and the derivation
should therefore be looked for in Semitic alone. Out of Karmil came the

19, 23, Is. 37, 24, i. 6. "2 forms a part
of ‘> Mic.7, 14. Also vineyard-land JER.
48, 33. ‘20 “y Jur. 4, 26 are identical with nid “9 1 Kinas 9, 19,
2 Cur. 17, 12, i.e. cities in hich the
productions of 5122 are kept for times
of need, comp. 2 Cur. 32, 28. Hence
the fruitful Canaan is called SI PR
Jer. 2, 7; the Moab-territory rich in
vines ’D alone Jun. 48, 33 (where the
LXX take it incorrectly as a proper
name), Is.16,10. Fig. ‘> 7523 Is. 10,
18 the splendour of the field’ of trees,
i. e. the splendid warlike masses, these
being also called 127 1135. — 2. gardenland grain, corn got from good gardenlike plantations, which is better than
field-grain, and which is either eaten
roasted, or pounded to groats Lev. 23,

14; coupled with "pp and םֶחָכ,2 Kınas

4, 49; '» wy, Lev. 2, 14 grits ‘of gardengrain ‘Cag. Syr., Ton Gandch). Thus
"> represents not merely vine-yard plantations, forests &e. but also the finer
Armenian Karmir (l changed into r), soil for producing grain. The ancients
then our carmine (l changed into n). merely guess in their explanations. —
3. (the fruitful mountain; with a of mo6
The Sanskrit krimiga, Pers.
tion bp» 1 Sam. 25, 5) =. p. of a
worm-produced, from which the German celebrated promontory sitnated south of
“‘Kermes” comes, coincides but partially the bay of Acco, on the southern border
and accidentally with Karmil.
| 01 Asher Josa. 19,26, commonly with
S72 (formed from O72 with the the article 5273:7 the ’ Carmel-mountain,

formative--syllable 5—, like לפרש DRK; fully ‘D3 רק 1 Kınas 18, 19, in whose
with suff. 9972) m. prop. same as 243 neighbourhood lay the city סע (which

fruit-land, garden--land, well eultivated
land, הע
plantation, hence 1. a
fruitful field, fruitful land, i. e. adapted
for agriculture 2 Cur. 26, 10, opposed

see), and which towers above ‘its envi-

rons 0088. 12, 22; Jer. 46, 18. Nabal
had his stock of cattle on Carmel, because of the good pasture there 1 Sam.
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25,2, as well as his country house 25,
36; and the beauty of the excellent

D2, -2;> the same; Phenic. 599 to be
thick, fat, whence 642 thickness, fatness,

Lebanon Is.35,2, being also represented,
with 72, םִיְרְפֶא , רה7993 60. as an

having strength, force, a strong one, a

Is. 33,9; אגא 1,4. ‘Dis described as
a watch- tower appearing to look out
into the Mediterranean Sea, and to walk
Jer. 46,18. In the middle of Carmel
there was also a place of worship, where
Jehovah was enthroned Mic.7,14; hence
Elijah 1 Kines 18,19 20 42 and Elisha
2 Kinas 2, 25 and 4, 25 chose it as their
temporary abode in order to verify there
the Jehovah-worship.
Even in Vespasian’s time there still existed an altar
in the place, as formerly (Tac. Hist. 2,
78; Suet. Vesp. 5), and an oracle (Jaen

of NDI, 1992).

plantations of Carmel (’373 77) is figu- in the proper name 55942 (karsikäl, i.e.
ratively applied like that of the cedars of having thickness=a thick one, comp לָּכְרַא.

giant, an epithet of Hercules: >> part.
admirable pasture- district Jur. 50, 19; of da?) Tug. 4. Deriv. x8>, nee (out
0% (not used) Aram. intr. same as
Hebr. om.

Deriv. אָסְרְּכ

NOI (with suff. ל7999, pl. 1972)
Aram. 7 a throne, a seat of judgment,
Dan. 5, 20; 7, 9; like the Hebr. noo.

The form comes ‘from xD? (Syr. and
Arab.).
DOW

see DOD.

yw (fut. 9992, 1 p. APYDN; part.
m. 3p, pl. Dw, fem. pl. niy>; inf.
blichus in his life of Pythagoras ch. 3). constr. v4) intr. to kneel down, ‘to sink
— 4. (with a of motion 799) n. p. of down, prDya-by (on the knees), in order
a mountain-city west of the Dead Sea, to drink water out of the brook Jupazs
south-east of Hebron, belonging to Ju- 7, 5 6; in order to entreat and pray
dah Jos. 15,55, now el-Kirmel. Gent. 1 Kines 8, 54; 2 Kınas 1,13; Ezr. 9, 5;
m. "27293 1 Sam. 30, 5, 2 Sam. 23, 35, to bend, of one that has been morfem. mon 33 1 Sam. 27, 3. — 5. same as tally wounded Jupazs 5, 27, stronger
5°7973 erimson-splendour, to which shining DB2; to sink down 2 Kınas 9, 24; Jos
hairis poetically compared (/bn Gandch), 4, 4; to be overthrown Is. 46, 1 2, paSone or Sox. 7, 6; parallel ןָמְּנְרַא (of rallel 02; of the stumbling "Ps. 20,9;
locks). But as dark hair was ‘highly may? (to‘the slaughter-bench) Is.65,12;
esteemed by the ancient Hebrews (Sona to crouch, to lie down, to cower, of a
oF Sou. 5,11), only dark purple can be lion Gen. 49, 9, Num. 24, 9, coupled
i order
meant here by 72398 and לֶמְרַּכ=5299, with 727, בכש to bend oneself, in
of which Pliny says(H.N. 9‚38) nigricans to pray to, with 4 Is. 45, 23, 1 Kınas
adspectu idemque suspectu refulgens; and 19, 18 or "25> of the person Ps. 22, 30;
accordingly moggvezos is interchanged 95,6, or absol. 2 Cur. 29, 29; to shew
with wélay (see the Greek Lexicons); reverence 10818. 3, 2 5; 2 Cun. 7, 3,
comp. purpurea coma Propert. 3, 17, 22. coupled with mW’; tobe bowed, bent,
2 (not used) tr. same as the Ara- humbled, Is. 10,4 ‘except that they are
bowed among the prisoners, i.e. they will
bie or to bind, to knot together, to unite, march on with the prisoners of war.
derivative
Metaphor. a) män-by 'ִּכ Jos 31, 10 to
WW (union, companionship, concrete kneel upon a woman, 1. 0. eam compricompanion, comp. Ar. .„2y3 an associate) mere, Greek xazaxdivew; b) of those
writhing in pain 39,3, 1Sam.4,19, to kneel
n. p. m. of a Horite Gen. 36, 26.
down, in order to bring forth. Deriv. ער
DID (not used) intr. to be high-arched,
Hif. 2-35 (inf. constr. 2937, fut.
or raised up in a round shape, wD (which 2) to 'make bow down, an enemy,

see) being similarly applied, 6.₪. to the i. €. to subdue, to conquer Ps. 17, 13;

rounded belly, to a round and raised
seat &c.; Arab. טל and wy Aram.

18,40; to cast down, to prostrate 78, 31;
fig. to ‘afflict, to grieve Junges 11, 35.
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As to the original signification of the
stem, the Targ. and Sam. 955 (to bend,

identical with that in רק and י-רק
(which see).
7
2:
to lie down, comp. xuzzw i.e. caput de22 TI. (not used) intrans. 1. to be
clino), the transp. Ar. & (to be bent,

round, circular, of a cake, a round
mass of metal; to be encircled, enclosed,

with age or in prayer), and the perhaps
cognate 32> (which see) point to the
meaning given; and the nouns derived

of a distriet. —

2. to move

round,

to

turn in a circle (comp. the same ulterior
from the verb, such as the lower part development of the idea in 33m); meof the thigh, the shin-bone, the leg for taphor. to run swiftly, the figure taken
leaping (of the locust), the foot (of ani- from a circular course, the same metamals), Ethiop. the elbow, and also the phor being also in 477 (477); Ar. S,
Ar. ₪
defile, „le
an urchin, con- 15 ys sy the same. — 3. to bind
firm the fundamental signification.
about, to enclose, to cover around, an
D5 (only dual 02293; from v9) f. organic root to ‘77>.
Pih. (redupl.) "29> (part. 72729)
the two lower thighs or shanks Lev.1,13;
Am. 3,12; the legs for leaping, of the lo- 1. same as Kal in signif. 1. Deriv. 132
cust Lev. 11,21; so called from the bent (from IP). — 2. to run, 2 Sam. 6, 14
form, or because one sinks down upon 16, for which 1 Cur. 15, 29 has 777.
72
Deriv. 7432.
them; Ar. ב the same.

Da)

(Persian) m. cotton, cotion-

stuff, Esra. 1, 6, Pers. usb ; comp.
Sanskrit karpäsi, cotton-shrub, kärpasa, cotton. The thing along with
the name came out of Persia to the
ur
Phenicians (0393), Arabians )
)
Greeks (x&orucog) and Romans (carbasus). The classical writers describe this

kind of flax as a production of the East

(Celsii Hierobot. II, 157).
III. (not used) intr. 1.t0 be firmly

wr (not used) intr. same as 099;
Ar.  בוto draw together or contract,
to collect,

as

a

condition

of density

and thickness; hence 03 troop, belly,
pocket, purse, 5 the same. Derivative

WAD the paunch, belly Jur. 51, 34, a
vulgar expression for 22; Aram. 093,
we, Arg
the same; in the Mishna
applied to a pregnant body.
vun? (old Persian) see אָנּטְרּכ

wound together, to be firmly drawn or
vn (together with W715; old Perbound together, hence to be puffed, of a sian) n. p.m. Cyrus, Kigos, an honorary
bolster (comp. 117). Derivat. 43 5. — name of the celebrated Persian king, as
2. to be thick, fat, well-fed, of sheep, the conqueror of idolatrous Babylonia

developed out of signification 1 (comp.

DoD 1.to be thick, fleshy, fat, with the
Arab. iS to draw or heap together).
Derivat. “2 1. — 3. to be fat, fruitful,
rich in grass, of a district (comp. 503 2,

where corporeal density and fatness are
transferred to the fatness and fruitful-

ness of the ground). Derivat. 49 3 and
4.and .הָרָּכ -- 4. to be strong, powerful,

vigorous (comp. 90>, pitt and mm). De-

rivat. 72 2.
The organic root "2 with the fundamental signification already given and

strongly expressed in derivatives,

and deliverer of the Hebrew exiles, called

by the prophets רו mwa, הער Is. 44,
28; 45, 1; often mentioned in the history of the returning Hebrews Dan. 1,
21; 6, 29; 10,1; Ezr. 1,178; 3,7;
4,35; 5,13 14 17; 6, 3 14; 2 Cur.
36, 22 23.

The chief river of ancient

Iberia and Albania, which flows into the
Caspian sea, was called after this celebrated Persian king, Kvgos, Cyrus (now
Kur), when he had determined to con-

quer the land of Seythia (Amm. 22, 5);
Median colonies generally being there.

is The same name was borne by a river
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in northern Media (Ptol. 6, 2, 1), and
by one in Persia at Pasargadae (Strab.
15, 729); just as rivers received their
names from Cambyses, Ochus and other

the Greeks (hence 070/09 also means a
covenant, comp. Latin spondeo); with my

Shid

whom a Kaas is made. Ps. 83, 6. Also
omitting m2, hence Is. 57, 8 and thou

(my) Gen. 15,18, Ex. 34, 27, Deur. 28,
69, 2003. 1 10 or DY of ‘the person
princes. As to the meaning of the name, Ex. 24, 8, 1 Kinas 8, 9; especially apthe ancients (Ctes. ap. Plut. Anton. in plied to the covenant ofIsrael with JeOpp. I. p. 1012; Hesych. ₪. v.; Etym. hovah. Yet it is also used of other
Magn. s. v.) have already observed, that things, conseq. to make a compact, Is.
it is an expression for the sun, Cyrus 28,15, Jon 40, 28, with5 of the person
having been called Upyadiene before in favour of whom, besides ny of the
(Ctes. ib.); and in fact the sun was called person with whom one makes a compact
in old Persian Khor, Khur, also in Khur- Hos. 2,20; with by of the person against
(developed

out

of the Sanskrit

sür-a, sur-ya, Zend. hvare, hur, Pazend.

khur, the Sanskrit sv or s passing into
kh, Zend. into h; comp. Burnouf, Comm.

makest a covenant (nym = "naanl
na) for (2) thyself out. of them

DR),

on the Yasna p. 297, notes pp. 65. 85.
89). we is the sign of the Persian no- i. e. out of the number of their gods.
minative

s or ush, as in un,

שָרז The ceremonial of a covenant among
the ancients consisted in this, that the

(which see). In cuneiform inscriptions two parties passed between the slain

the name is Khurush.

( אָנָשְרּכold Persian) n. p. m. of one

animals

Gen. 15, 10; Jur. 34,18 19;

comp. Targ. DR Wa, Syr.sd

of the’ seven princes at the court of Greek 7

ו

1

„ns,
Gran,

woyoon Estu. 1,14. The word has Latin icere, ferire, percutere foedus.
arisen out of the Zend. kere¢ (BP) 5 na ‘> to impose a statute upon one
slender (comp. the proper name kerec- 2 Kınas 11, 4, i.e. to prescribe a definite

aspa Vend. 119, 8 = Sanskrit n. > krig-
äcva having lean horses), and nä, no-
minat. of nar, a man; and signifies a
slender or lean man.
n 2 (inf. abs. no, constr. nia, before Makkeph "n73; imp. before Mak-

keph "n3, with h mn2; fut. 23)

law, Jos 31, 1; hence applied to the

conqueror who imposes a compact on
the conquered 10811. 9, 6; 1Sam. 11,1;

and in this sense applied to Jehovah
Is. 55, 3; Jur. 32, 40; Ps. 89, 4 &e.;
though elsewhere construed with D?,

ms of the person. Of a people to God:
to vow 1028. 10, 3.

Here תיִרָּב 8 sel-

tr. to cut off, Sa n> 1 Sam. 24, 5, dom omitted 1Sam.11,2; 20, 16; 22,8;

ma

2 Sam. 10, 4, tbr Is. 18, 5 2 Cur. 7,18. In later language someMaar Nun. 13, 23; to hew, to fell, ץע times "2728 Nex. 10, 1 or "35 Hage.
Jur. 10, 3, an ‘46, 23, BIS Oman 22, 2, 5 are "put for m3. Derivat. תַתיִרְּב
7, הָרְַטַא 2 Kies 18,4; to cut up, Dre (from the adj. np), nina.
Nif. 922 (fut. rm)” pass. of Kal
(intwo parts) Jur. 34, 18; to cut off,the
head 1 Sam. 5, 4, the foreskin Ex. 4, 25; 1. to be felled Joz 14, 7; to be destroyed,
to cut, M2BW, Daur. 23, 2, i. e. to cas- of men Gen. 9, 11, Ps. 37, 9, and of
trate, hence \nD one castrated Ley. 22, things Gen. 41, 36; fig. of names Ruta
24, Greek Touiag, éxt-; generally to de 4, 10, an habitation Zep. 3, 7, hope

‘stroy, to root out, DW PIN Jer. 11, Prov. 23,18 &e.; to be taken away Jo.
19; to eut off or separate, with 2 of 1,5; to be cut off 27 (from the mouth)
the place from Jer. 50, 16. A very Tu, 7, 28; as a kind of punishment,
common expression is na תַרָּכ 0 make with or without wWp2, where m5} is
‘a covenant, prop. to slaughter an animal usually followed by uva Gen. 17, 14,
at the making of a covenant Ps. 50, 5; by 3772 Lev. 17, 4, Sy tien Ex. 12,15,
a libation (czovdy) being usual among bape ‘ying Num. 19, 20,“benny nn
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Ex.12,19; rarely does תַרְכְב stand alone
Lev.17, 14; to be divided, "of waters JosH.
3,13; 4,7; to be consumed, of food Num.
11,33. - 2. Figur. to be driven away or
exiled, 20. 14, 2, i. e. to be cut off
from the native city.

(*n2® for the sake of similarity in sound
coupled with "n> instead of "nw ds,
which see), where the sing. form is to
be taken in a collect. sense 2 Sam. 8,

18; 15;18; 20,7 23; 1 Kınas1,38 44,

1 Cur.18,16. The same king had also
Puh.  פרתand mp (out of N73) to be 600 Philistines of na in his choice corps
cut down, ‘of an idol-statue J UDGES 6,28; 2 Sam. 15,18; 16,6. The Targ. (archers
to be cut off, of the navel-string Ez. 16,4 and slingers) and Syr. have rendered
Hif. ( הַכָרִיתfut.  (רִכְרָית1. to root out, these words correctly, as far as the sense
to destroy, nations and races Josm. 23, 4, is concerned. See "5 and "ne. To
1 Kines 11,16, animals Ex. 8, 5, Mic. take them as a troop of halberdiers,
5, 9, insnimate things ZecH. 9,10, idols who performed the office of lictors, like
Lev. 26, 30, cities Mic. 5, 10; and as the םיִחְּבַט (which see) at the court of
there is appended to ‘DiI as a "kind of heathen’ kings, could only originate in
punishment by sp" Liv. 20, 3, Dative an erroneous derivation from m2,
Is. 9, 13, so in Stier cases we have ya which cannot by any means be defended
of the eity out of which one is destroyed linguistically.
Am. 1, 5; to withdraw, On 1 Sam. 20,
min? (an architeetural expression)
15, with Dyn and having an assonance f. pl. hewed beams, i. e. cut straight on
to תרה in its proper signif. ibid.
all sides 1 Kınas 6, 36; 7,12.

Hof.  הַכָרַתto be withdrawn, with 473

of the place "Jo. 1, 9.
As to the stem "9, it appears to be

identical with 7%, זר ng, 093, O19,
ban, won, TR yan (which 366) &e.
(ander which Ber also the comparisons
may be found); but the signification is
modified in them; comp. Sanskrit krit,
the same.

The

organic root is nv?)

"ND

see MN».

 כַּרָתִיםseeכָּרָת 
awa see a3.

209 see a2.
Maw see na» and הָטְבִּכ
sw 1. n. p. m. of a son of ,רוחב

an Aramaean Semite Gen. 22, 22; then
the name of a Chaldean race, a division
sR) 0
from na by r in- of the Nahorites, of whom a separate
serted, ‘as from רֶפָּכ="BS ilies appears horde along with the Sabeans plundered
“ADD. with t inserted) n.0 of the island Job who dwelt in Uz (see py) Jos 1,
Crete, belonging to Cyprus, which is 17. Patr. m. ‘793, but only pl. Birds
also found in 7-79 1.

called np (which see). Deriv. Gent. m.

or DDD (which see). — 2. n. p. a)‘of

23, plur. םיִתָרְּכ Cretans, Ez, 25, 16, a territory in the north-west of MesoZepn. 2,5, as the LXX and Peshito potamia, where was a city 1" (which
already ‘translated. A part of the Phi- see), thence called o°7B> “AN Gun. 11,
listines were emigrants from Crete, and 28 31; 15,7; Neu. 9, 7; b) ‘ofa territherefore we read of Cretans in Philistia tory in the ‘neighbourhood of pay (which
1Sam. 30,14; as in Ez. 1. c. the word see), conseq. in the east and north-east
Dns. stands along with om. Other of Arabia deserta, and also of the people
inhabitants of Crete were the Caphtorim there, who still led a plundering, noma-

)(כַּפְתרִים. From among the Cretans in dic life; while the greatest part of this
Philistia, as well as from the Philistines race had a regular government in Ba-

bylonia 703 1,17; comp. Ptol. (5, 20, 3),
border
who makes the 0 6
upon Arabia deserta; c) it is applied
bow, and using the sling; and they are to Carduchia , the northern part of Asin Scripture as "M251 יִתָרְכיsyria towards Armenia, viz. the Car-

themselves, David selected his warlike,
161010 body- ‘guard, who were at the
same time skilled in shooting with the

mentioned

כשר
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mountain -province, Xenoph.

certain, from the general law of sounds,

that 12 Casd was the original group
of sounds for the land and people. Out
the Assyrians had transplanted its war- of Casd came the old Median Casr (d
like population to the Babylonian plains changed into r, comp. 173, Dadan, with
Is. 23, 13, there pressed into this dis- Daran, Syr. Doron; Mad, a Mede, among
trict the non-Semite Kurds, modifying the Libyans Mar, Maur; Latin ar, arAnab. 4, 3, 1-4, which was the primitive land of the Chaldeans.
But after

the name Chald into Kard (both from

Kasd).

d) it is applied to Babylonia,

fuisse, arvehere, meridies, out of ad, adfuisse, advehere, medidies, see Klotz,

after the Chaldeans in the 8* century

Handwörterbuch "der Lat. Sprache I. p.

B.C. were transplanted from Carduchia

98), as a designation of the like-named
Kurds (Westergaard in Ztschr. f.d. Kunde

to the Babylonian steppes; the Assyrians made use of them in war against
Phenicia Is. 1. c., and afterwards founded

des Morgenl. VI. pag. 371); then Kard,

Targ. 377% (the orig. s changed into r),
or Gord, Kurd, to denote the Kurds, CarDD» ץֶרֶא or ’D alone is interchanged duchians (the latter arising from Kard
with baa "Is. 23, 13; Ez. 23, 23; Dan. with the Persian termination ah = ch),
9,1; even single provinces of Babylo- Cordyeans, Gordyeans (Strabo 16 p. 757),
nia were designated as Chaldean Ez. 1, who forced their way into the seat of
3; 11,24. But the Chaldean priestly the Chaldeans and assumed their name,
caste (under the name of Orchenes, Hip- whence we find Chardaja (transp. Chaparenes) had already in the earliest pe- draja) in the Persian cuneiform inscripriod, reaching up even to the mythical tions for Kurds (Lassen, Ztschr. 1. c. p.
age, settled in Babylonia and acquired 48); lastly Chald (r changed into 2),
great distinction there (Diod. Sic. 1, 28; Golius already perceiving the agreement
the Babylonian empire.

In this sense,

2, 29; Euseb. Chron. arm. I. p. 10 seq.
46 seq.). It is said that kings of Ba-

bylonia were even selected from them,
before the Assyrian dominion (Euseb.

l. c. p. 40 seq. 48 seq.); and reference
is made to them in Is.47,13; Dan. 2,2;
4,4; 5,7 11 in their being distinguished
from the wild warriors that immigrated
later than they Is. 23, 13; Has. 1, 6.
On this account, because of the very

(Alferg.
THD
iD
Ez. 23,

p. 17).
in 182248 which see.
(only pl. 0'799, once םיִיְּדְמּכ
14 K’tib) Gent. m. a Chaldean,

the Chaldeans, as they were known to
the Hebrews in the place of the Assy-

rians who came out from Babylonia Ez.
23,14, parallel to the 533 "a 23, 23;
the besiegers and destroyers ‘of anise:

ancient immigration, Babylonia has been

lem 2 Kines 25, 4 seq.; 2 Cur. 36, 17;

looked upon as the birth-land of the
Chaldeans Ez. 23,15. At a still later

but whose

kingdom was

again over-

thrown by Cyrus Is. 43, 14.

The Ba-

time Strabo (16 p. 739. 767) speaks of a bylonian empire founded by the Chalrace of Chaldeans

in Babylonia;

and

deans is therefore termed DY7W> YIN,
Is. 23,13, Jur. 24, 5, also p> alone
daicarum gentium caput.
e) of a Is. 48, 14 20, 7. 50, 10, with ah of
territory north of the Persian gulf, where motion הָמיִּדְשַכ Ez. 11, 24; 16,29; and
there was also a very strong Phenician conseq. the inhabitants are םיִּדְשַכ יִבְשּוי
settlement; hence this Chaldea was also

Pliny (H.N. 6,30) names Babylon Chal-

called 4322 vs Ez. 16,29; 17,4.

All Jur. 51,24 35, poet. nina na Is. 47,

these meanings are to be explained by 1, for which Daa na stands elsewhere.
the fact, that the Chaldean race made In this sense should also be understood
many emigration, and colonised many the phrases םיִּדְשִַּכ  תּוכְלַמDan. 9, 1
and ‘> io =D A 4, The term was
places.
The origin of the name, though Se- applied to ‘the "Gialdeans iin Mesopota-

mitic as well as the people, is very ob- mia Gen. 11, 28, on the Chaboras Ez.
scure and is still undeveloped; but it is 1,3; 11, 24; ‘those who had immigrated
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out of Carduchia into Babylonia Is. 23, with 129; Ps. 105, 37; to totter, of the
13, those in the neighbourhood of Edom
near the Arabian desert JoB 1,17; and

also the priestly caste who had settled
in Babylonia at a very ancient period,
and were distinguished as astrologers
Dan. 2, 2 4 (see "TW>).

knees 18. 35,3, Ps. 109, 24, a stronger
form of which ideai
is that ‘of 2B) JER.
31, 3; Jer. 46, 6; on account of too
heavy a burden Lame. 5,13; 108 4, 4;
to fall, to sink, also in a subjective sense

Hos. 4,5; 14, 2; Is. 3, 8; 59,14; ‘a baa

to stumble upon a person er thing Lament,
5,13, Luv. 26, 37, Jur. 46, 12, or to
push
against one (and fall) 6, 21, except
 כְּדָיָאafter the Syrian manner from
where = is a particle of time Is. 59,10;
 (כַּמְדְאַיאAram. Gent. m. 1. a Chaldean,
more rarely with DN of a person Jer.
the Chaldeans , a people inhabiting Ba- 46,16 to fall upon one; “ink 'ִּכ to fall
bylonia generally Dan. 3,8. — 2. 6
backwards Is, 28,13; to be weak, weary,
of an early period in Babylonia who
exhausted 2 Car. 28, 15; to fail, of the
were the priests of Belus (Herod. 1,181.
strength Ps. 31,11; Nee. 4, 4; figurat.
183), and a race of Magi (yév0g Mayor
to sin Prov. 4, "16 K'tib. לשופ weary,
Hesych.), who were occupied with con- faint= »ö>2. Deriv. bigon.
jurings, sorceries, the interpretations of
Nif. Sw) (fut. S¥>) same as Kal:
dreams (Diod. 2, 29), as well as with
to
totter, ‘Naz. 2,6; 0 3; to stumble Is.
astronomical observations (ib. 2, 9), men-

“THD (def. HNTwD and NT», plur.

PRI,

constr. No>,

tioned with man,

dafin. יאר

ןיִמיִּכַח הPEN,

40, 30; 63,13;

to fallProv. 4,12; 24,

17; metaphor. to suffer, >23 also being
ala, TPER Dan. 2,5 10; 4, 4; 5, 3
so used Dan. 11, 14; to be overthrown
11 30; there being in addition to the
11,33 34; with 2 whereby Jur. 31, 9;
Chaldee priest-caste a Magian one (CurHos.
5, 5; 14, 10; to be subdued Dan.
tius 5, 1 .א 22), who were of Median
11,41; to perish, coupled with 728 Ps.
descent (Herod. 1, 101).
:
9, 4; to be weak, faint 1 Sam. 2, 4.

DTD see Ws.

Pih. ( כלfut.  (לכשלto make fall, ‘to

ne intrans. to be fat, thick, fleshy,
along with may and ya Devt. 32, 15;
5

murder, וג Ez. 36, 14 K'tib, for which

36, 15 has Sr; ‘put the use of Sau
36,12 13 makes it probable that we

Ar. (Saadia) Lis; it is connected per- should read with the K’ri >3¥, or suphaps with "02 (which see), as Kimchi pose a transposition, as Ez. 17, 21 has
has already remarked, and as is even the

may

for 90372, Ecctss. 12, 8 Poy.

reading of 3 mss. The Ar. eat to be K'tib for Pam (Arab. Sy> to tear in
7
fed, to be satiated, is probably the same pieces). Deriv. us.
Hif. ( הַכְשִילinf. constr. לשכה , fut.
verb. Farther comparisons may be seen
brug). to cause to fall 2 Cur. 25, 8, 6.
under "10>.
ud (from we out of ww with the

to ‘destroy;

to weaken,

to bring down,

lead
termination be, as in ba, (ליִגיִתַפ Lament. 1, 14; figur. to seduce, to
28, 23; Prov. 4, 16 K’ri;
Car.
2
astray
m. an ake, a hoe, an instrument of deJer. 18, 15, or against
struction, Ps. 74, 6; Targ. the same, with 2 whereby

Jz. 46, 22 for py yp. See ww.
bya (fut. 62 Prov. 4, 16 K'tib,
inf. absol. bila) intr. prop. to totter, to
and fro; to waver, to faint (from weak-

|what Max, 2,8; generally to sin, with לע
of a pers., Ps. 64, 9 and their tongue sins
against them, i.e. slanders them. In Ez.
36,15 "awn should be read (see Pih.);

the Vulg. reads “awn. Deriv. mown.
Hof, 2633 (part, m.pl. ESEL) to be
with 593 (which see), but certainly with overthrown, to be made to fall, JER.18, 23.
The fundamental signification of the
son (see its comparisons); hence to
unstagger, from weakness 18. 5, 27, coupled stem has been EL, ne
ness, frailty, fatigue);

not connected:
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der bwin; the Arab. (5 (to be feeble,
elnggish) proceeds from the same signi-

fication.

DW is derived from Bw.

bw m. a fall, ruin Prov. 16, 18.

wD m. a magician,

classes
As
magic,
2, 29),

one of the five

of heathen prophets Jer. 27, 9.
(only pl. D°DW>) m. incantation,
of the Chaldeans (comp. Diod.
by which it was thought that

a1”) (not used) intr. same as NUN threatening disasters could be averted
(which see) to speak softly, to murmur, Is. 47,9 12, mentioned as the jugglery
to whisper, to listen, to act mysteriously,
to mutter;

hence to practise magic, i. 6.

to mutter magic formulas; Syr. as in
Ithpa. to pray, properly to whisper; as

the Hebrew שחל means to whisper, to
pray and to practise magic, lab) whispering, soft prayer, magic; so too won IL.

of idolatry Mic. 5,11 and of idolatrous
mysteries 2 Kınas 9, 22; also secret
tricks, of policy Nau. 3, 4.

D "DWI see nun.
222 (fut. 189%) intr. same as “wx,
sw» (which see), in fundamental signification to be straight, upright, stiff (see

(prop. to speak softly, in whispers) is “iwd); but in use only fig. 1. to be right,
to practise magic, to soothsay, Targ. won,

good, approved, pleasing, with "229 of

Syr. wp», proceeding from the same the person Esru. 8, 5, like sw». — 2. to

fundamental signification; Arab. acs
the same, of theosophists; then to unveil,
to reveal, of magicians or wise men.
Thus it belongs to those Hebrew words,

thrive, to grow, of seal 100088. 11, 6;
to prosper, to succeed, manifested by
similarity and evenness of state; to be

able, of the right sort, prosperous (of rews to be prosperous; comp.

like 135, "2D, >¥a, 927, Dp &c., which sult); Ar.

received 4in ‘usage "the additional lea of

something heathenish,
forbidden,

idolatrous and

while they were originally

applied to the true worship, as is seen
from the dialects; comp. Deva, among
the Brahmins God » in Aryan the devil,
Us god-fearing, Pers. confessing a false
religion. For the better explanation of

the idea, ףטֶא and בשק may be com-

pared, where N
is made to Semitic and extra-Semitic analogies. Deriv.
2189, the proper name NWN.

Pih. 253 (especially part. m. non,

swe. Aram. awe, Wwe, pas the same,
and also meaning to be good for something, to be useful; but the fundamental signif. to be stiff,upright, also exists

there; hence |jaa, siwi> a beam. From
the ‘dea of being stiff, straight, upright,
came

that

of being jirm,

dense,

able.

Deriv. ji8>, mwis.

Pih. m» (not "used) to be quite upright or straight, ofadistaff,
Deriv. רוי

a beam 6.

Hif. ( הַכְשירinf. constr. 1537) to carry
on rightly, advantageously, prosperously,
7228, 1200188. 10,10 and a preference

pl. Dew, part. f. ABW) to practise
magic, 1. e. to mutter magical formulas orpreferable (to
pon aa) is the able
of incantation, which was done in the
pursuit of wisdom (mas רישָכַה conservice of idolatry 2 Cun.33,6; different
from RY and שָחְכ and adduced with stitutes but a single idea).
JING m. ability, i. 6. what is done
other vices Mar. 3, 5; among heathen
kings applied to a class of Magi, who in a right way Eccres. 2,21; prosper-

were occupied with horoscopy, the in- ous issue, prosperity, success (in labour)
terpretation of dreams, astrology 6. 4, 4; 5,10.
Dan. 2,2; coupled with ovenno, D’BUN,
wud (. 6 Wa; not used) trans.
 חכמיםand nye Ez. 7, i The Mo- to cut. or divide in pieces,
to separate

saic law enacted the ו

of death

for such a practice Ex. 22, 17; Daur.
18,10. Deriv. we.

into parts,

transferred in language to

pointedness and sharpness.

Hence it is

used of an axe, a hatchet;

identical

כת
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with yp (PR), ץח (ya), and its en- particularly in Cittian inscriptions (Mo-

larged form 20 IL (whence yun 2.= vers, Phénizien II, 2 p. 212.213). The
Targ.  הצינאaxe, hatchet), with m one form is interchanged iin inscriptions
(m), רח m), non, Targ. אדה &e., with mr (which see); םיִּתָח standing
under which words ‘may be found a even in the Bible (Jupezs 1,‚26; 1 Kines
comparison with Aram. and Arab. stems. 10, 29; 11, 1; 2 Kinas7, 6; 2 Cur. 1,

17) for Dn. The Semitic etymology
Comp. also Ar. um (to cut off, to cut is given under an. In any case m5
(which see) is an ‘enlargement of 1
into), Us the same. Deriv. Swe.

( בֶחָּכfut. בתכר( tr. to grave, to cut
 תבn. p. 1. the city Kirov, Kizior,
in
(awooden tablet), to work in with the
 ולוסCitium, in the island of Cyprus

chisel (in stone or metal), altogether like
(Herod. 7, 90); the first establishment,
the
identical stems ur (which see),
perhaps, of the Carians and Phenicians
there. — 2. the island of Cyprus ge- azn I (see Jos 19, 24), axp (which
farther Semitic
nerally (Num. 24,24; Is. 23,1 12), called see) &c., under 7
also nr} (which see) iin primitive times; comparisons may be found. Comp. yoa-
considered, it is true, at the period Yeıv prop. to grave; Phenic. an> the

of the ethnographical table (Gen. ch.

same.

)10 to be a Greek colony, but desig-
nating at the same time all the coast-
distriets of Asia Minor and the islands of
the Mediterranean Sea, 602800. the lands

mad Devt. 31, 22, min Bi, 9,% "937
Ex. ,24 ,4 07937  דס,9 ,20 28 Ex.

of the West (opposed to "32 Jur.

Hence 1. to write, with accusat.

of what is written, as n>x Nom. 5, 23,

,32 ,32 nba Jer. 36,27; a1n> written,
0 Bar. 4,7 in ‘opposition - speech. The

in the East), even the remotest of ihem material upon or in which one writes,
(Bz. 27, 6); Ketes (Kerzus i. ₪. np) ac- stands, besides the accusat. of what is
cording to a tradition that has been written, with 5» Ex. 34, 1, Josm. 10,
preserved (Serv. on Virg. Bue. 10, 8; ,13 1 Car. 29, 29, Hpurak Tan, 31, 33
Schol. on Dionys. Perieg. 5, 509) having to write upon the heart; also withאל 
been a son of Jon (7i1=j1%), but yet in .reJ ,63 ,2 .zE ,2 01 ro 3 ספ. 82,
many ways connected with Egypt and 16, Josn. ,8 ,43 gnidrocca aa eno skniht
Phenicia. — 3. a part of Cilicia, espe- of the writer's relation to the material.
cially the entire coast-district (Ptol. 5, With the person to whom the writing
,)7 Kijzc. Agreeably to tradition, Jo- is addressed is put bx 2 Sam. 11, 14,
seph. (Antt. 1, 6, 1) and the fathers 2 Kınas 10,6 or 5 Devr. 24, 1, in

(Epiphan. adv. haer. 1, 25; Jerome on later language > 9 Cur. 30, 1, Eze.

Gen. 10, 4; Saadia there &c.), all the ,4 ;7 but ’> לֶא also means to על of
|a "person or thing Jur. 51,
islands and coasts of the Mediterranean or 0
,60
לע
>’
for
one Esra. 8, 8, or against
Sea, Macedonia, and other countries be-

sides into which the Kittians wandered,
as the legends say, were understood
by it.
As to the
name
designating a

one Eur. 4,6.

ib ’> (dat. sommadi) to

write for oneself Jer. 30,2. The thing
with which the writing is done is ex-

pressed by218. 8, 1; Ex.31,18. 57) ‘2

place or territory, it only appears in  'ִמto write after the oral communication
the Bible as the basis of the Gentile of a person Jur. 36,6. — 2. to inscribe,

nn.

On the other hand, 'תַּכ e. Ci- with the accus. 7} Is. 44, 5 and 5 of the

tium, is mentioned as a Sidonian colony
with 233 and xp in Phenician, upon
a Sidonian coin (Gesen. monumenta &c.

Tab. 34 and p. 265-268); and the same

person for, of inseribing the hand with
Jehovah’s name, to denote that one is
his; slaves having been accustomed to
have the name of their master, soldiers

that of their leader, priests that of their
in םֶראָּכ mp (Citium of the Carians) god, tattoed upon their oo or in
place is also written m°D, constr. תי

4
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their hand; comp. Aroc.13,16. Therefore

the nominat. is used with the passive
form Ex. 32,15; Ez. 2,10. — 3.to write
down, to inscribe, to record, as the Ar.

273 (3 p. pl. 7203; part.m. 213, fem.
mand, ‚pl. f. 1209; ‘part. pass. m. 2’n3;

fut.tnd.) Aram. tr. to write, Dan. 5, 5,
with accus. of the object 8738 Eze. 4, 8,

is (of inseribing in the military lists) 4 of the person Dan. 6, 26, with 2 in
Num.1l, 26; 33,2; Junpees8,14; 1Kınas Ezr. 5, 7; 6, 2; to write Borg to com11,41; to enroll, in a register "Jer. 22, mit to writing Dan. 7, 1.

30, Ps.69,29, the rulers having a list
of all Hebrews, out of which, however,
they erased the dead (see Ez. 30, 12;
32,33; Num.1,18; Ex.13, 9). Hence
the expression Is. 4, 3 every one who is
inscribed (a1n>) unto life, 1. 6. destined for
preservation, who is in the book of life
which Jehovah bears, and is not erased
from it (comp. Day. 12,1; Pum. 4, 3),
Ps. 87, 6 at the writing up of the peoples.
Also: to describe, of the exact partition
of a land Josa.18,4 6 8; fig. to record,
the crimes, which God registers as it
were, in order to visit them at the right
time Is. 65, 6 (comp. Dan. 7,10; Is. 49,

Into it when the state had been newly

down, to decree, a punitive process, with

law,

Is. 10, 1, Greek yodyasdaı öixnv, Arab.
Usa sentence. — 5. to prescribe, with

hand of Jehovah, referring to Ex. ch. 25
and following; in modern Hebrew הרות

would be better translated
however:
behold, I come with the roll, graved upon
me (i.e. in my heart, ‘by=25-59); be-

 מִכְתָּב שלמה.dibi
xam >‘ a koob fo
truth Dan. 10, 21, i. e. a book of fate,
in which the secret (Dur. 32, 34) future destinies both of nations (REVEL.
5, 1) and individuals (Ps. 139, 16) are

an3 (with suf. mans, ban>) m. 1. the
civic "book, in which ‘the living citizens

with their children (Ps. 87, 6) or also
as childless (Jer. 22, 30) were enrolled, and from which, when they died,
their names were erased (Ex. 32, 32).
arranged after the exile (Ez.11,17 seq.)
the false prophets were not to be received Ezex. 13, 9; on the

contrary

 הַמִּתִיְחשִיםana Ezr. 2,62, Ne#H.7, 64,
for which also umT PD stands in
i 7,5,
is family-book, in which descent, and
reference to tribe as well as family,

16). — 4. in a judicial sense: to write were noted down.

Besides: the Mosaic

the Pentateuch,

the written law,

 עלof the person against whom Jos 13,26; to which David appeals; fully ana
comp. an» and pph (according to some) * רבב 1Cur. 28,19 the writing from the
by of the person 2 Kinas 22, 13; by ans. ליד כ2 Cur. 35, 4 the writing
which Psatm 40,8 is explained, which ofDavid, i. e. in which the institutions
of David were described at length, like

sides with by Esrn. 9,23 or 2 of the

person 2 Kınas 17, 87; Prov. 22, 20.
— 6. to subseribe, Jer. "39, 12. Derir. written (ow). Farther: a written senano, nan>, 3037).
tence, a written command, Esta. 3, 14;
( בתְכְ "אfut. an?!) to be written, 8,8 13; fully nat 'ִּכ 4,8. — 2. a writEsrx. ,21,3 with 3 ;91,1( )23,9 ro  עלing, a written character, Esra. 1, 22; 3,
Ps. 61,931 in, e. g. in the Bit ce 17, 13 12; 8, 9, with ןושֶל tongue. — 3.a letter,
i.e. in ‘Toose earth, so that the charac- hence an22 by letter 2 Cur. 2, 10, op-

ters may be easily effaced, a figure of posed to"orally ; so also Ezr. 4, 7,he
being soon forgotten; opposite, in the it is tautologically explained by ‘the old
rock (Jon 19, 24); to be inscribed, en- Persian, jm? (which see), letter, Ar.
rolled Ps. 69, 29, to be written down Jon
,19 ,23 with > of the person for whom

Ps. 102,19.
Pih. 273 to write down, to decree, a
sentence Is. 10, 1, like Kal; of legislative determinations Hos. 8,12. D°amz72

Is. 1. c. is a noun (see 27572).

WS the same.
and (once constr. an» Ezr.6,18, but
which it is better to take here as a

verb with the meaning to prescribe; def.
Nan?, a") Aram. m. 1. catalogue, reו gister, hence and אמ  רךEzr.7,22 which
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is not in the list, i, 0. at will; a written
document, an edict 6,9 10. — 2. a wriling, an inscription Dan.5,8 16 17 25.

comp. 503; according to which the organic root would be on», as in למ
(which see).

But

it is better taken,

mans f. @ writing, only of characters burnt into the skin Lev. 19, 28;

after the analogy of yır and yan, in
the fundamental signification (Fürst,

Phenic. nah» prescription (Mass. 18).

small school-lexicon s. v.) to separate,
to divide , a space, identical in its or-

"MD Gent. m. from n>, see O°.
DMD

see םיִתְּכ

ganic root bm-> with that in לצדנו

DETR, som, Ar. has, Je , Talm.
DMD Gent. m. pl. of na (which see) ven. Deriv. dns, and bn2 in 6 prothe Chittim, according to the widest and per "name wine.
most extensive meaning of n2; therebmp see uns.
fore DIN» YIN (land of the Chittim), a
Ind (with suff. an?) m. prop. a seperiphrasis for m3. It signifies 1. the
island of Cyprus Is. 23, 1, which be- paration, like pun, henes a wall Sona
longed to Tyre, and whose revolt the or Sor. 2, 9, by which a space is diprophet announced, as‘is confirmed by vided off; "Targ. Sn», dnd.
Menander (Joseph. Antt. 9,14, 2). But
ne Aram. see the noun לַתָּכ

more frequently םיִּתָּכ or DMD

alone

uns (not used) Aram. tr. same as
stands for it, ib. 23, 12.— 2. Dn: TR
Hebrew
np. Deriv. 5nd, >n2.
the Chittian islands, denoting the is לָחְּכaud לת |oon 33" and an;
lands and coast-territories of the West,
opposed to the eastern רדק Jur. 2, 10, pl. def. msdn) ‘Aram. m. same as Hewhence the Tyrians fetched larch-wood brew tne Dan. 5, 5; Eze. 5, 8.
for their ships Ez. 27, 0 K’ri.— 8. Maurbe (from 5n> with the formacedonia, Italy, hence םיִתָּכ  םיּיצDan. 11,

30 Roman ships )םיִמְּכ ‘adject. to any), tive syllable w*—; prop. separation) n. p.
of a city in Judah Josu. 15, 40.
 כָּתִים72  ציםin Num. 24, 24, which is
 םֶחָּכI. (Kal unused) tr. 1. to press

LXX ‘Popaior, Vulg. Romani; for which

understood to refer to the Greek fleet
that came to Cilicia to conquer the As-

syrians (Eus. Chron. Arm.1 p. 43. 53),
understood by the Targ. of the Roman
fleet; comp. 1 Macc. 8, 5, where Perseus
is called king of the Chittians; ib. 1,1,
where Macedonia is so named.
The sing. of the Gentile, "m3, appears along with "mr only on’ Pheni-

cian inscriptions in Cyprus (Gesen. 1.6.
p. 122. 152); but it was a ground-form
to the Hebrew plural, except that it
was sometimes considered an adjective.

_ MD (from nn>) m. (coupled with
yay) fine oil, from pounded (not pressed)
olives (Rashi) Ex. 27, 20; 29, 40; Lev.
24,2; Num. 28,5; 1 Kıvas 5,25; prop.
an adj. to MI.

into, “to engrave,

to inscribe,

to write,

conseq. =3n> which see (6 changed into
m); deriv. on (according to the Targ.,

LXX and Vulg.). — 2.t0 cut signs into,
to prick in, to indent, fig. to make scars,
stripes, punctures, spots; Syr. sede, Targ.
>nb ot ,kram ot ,eziretcarahc  סב52,
Rand stigma. From this has arisen
.eht gninaem ot ,niats ot ,lios .ryS כל
|
Targ. &n3.

Nif. pn? (part. m. DM'D2) to be inscribed, written, JER. 2, 22 thine iniquity
is written before me (Kimchi), 1.0.
i
it con-

tinues in the book of guilt, notwith-

standing all attempts to wash it away.

TheLXX and Vulg. translate after signif.
2 of ona I. to be soiled: thine iniquity

bmp (not used) tr. (according to the retains its spot before me.

to be dirty, unclean;
usual assumption) to heap together, into
should not be compared.
a lump; to press together, = Ar. tne |S

Comp. also
but ג
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DMD I. (not used) tr. 1. to divide, suf. onan> from 72) fem. prop. yarn,
₪2

to separate (dross from metal), to purify,

(of linen or cotton),comp. Arab. ₪

to cleanse, gold, cogn. in meaning with 1p linen, linen cloth, Targ. 03, 7a?, Syr.

(which see); deriv. on», and, according
to some, O31. — 2. to sever, 9 divide
off, to conceal, to withhold, Ar. „AS, without being identical with bon.

Nif. 0m>3 to be kept, ny ‘Tur. 2, 22
(according to some); comp. 0793, Dann
Devt. 32, 34, Jos 14,17, aan, maby
Hos. 13, 12.

Lins the same; then elothing made out
of it, worn on the bare body Gen. 37,

33, 2 Sam. 15, 32, sometimes with other
notices of the stuff, as wy Ex. 39, 27,
 בדLev. 16, 4, רוע Gun. 8,21, or some
other more specific designations GE.

37, 3; Ex. 28,4.

‘> "pp רזא Jos 30,

18 to surround as a tunic, because this

DMD m. (poet. for 247 or parallel to encloses the body tightly. Phen. na
it) usually gold, Jos 31,"24, Prov. 25, the same; whence the Greek yıra», xızaw
on
> 9.
12, and if it be referred to ono IL, should be derived. Arab.
5

purified, fine gold. But as there was
also on» which was neither good nor
purified, ain Lament. 4, 1 or 70 Jos

cotton, cotton-stuff; our cotton, 2

is

prop. the same word.

28,19 being coupled with it; as it was

a>) (not used) 1. intrans. deflexit,

fetched, like A777, from the gold coun-

to bend. to the side, to turn, to make a

tries זפוא Day. "io, 5 and pin Is. 13, turning, a meaning also borne by the
12, Jos 28, 16; and as it cannot be Hebrew 909 Jos 23, 9 (out of which
identical with 19 because the latter de- its other signification has arisen, as is
fines DN} more closely 108 5, 11: we clearly proved under 13» page 67 4) and

can only understand by it a very valuable kind of metal like gold; perhaps

Ar. Libs (whence Vibe bend, turning,
side);
conseq. cognate in sense with 234,
from םֶתַּכ=own to shine, to glitter (see
First, ‘Cone. s.Ve

122 (not used) tr. usually to cover
around,

to veil, to clothe about, which

meaning the verb ןדכ has in Ethiopic;
comp. Arab. ..»<& (to surround). But
this signification may be merely secondary, since according to tradition
(Joseph. Antt. 3, 7, 2) and the use of
the derivatives in Aramaean, Phenician
and Arabic it is only used of linen or
cotton cloth. It appears more advisable

therefore, to combine the verb jn> with
jos (which see), whence came the Phe-

nician and Greek "20N, 09097 (as 12

כ, 20, ‚Targ. 223 &e.

The Ar. stem

ir identical with it, has likewise the
same fundamental signification; hence
 גיside (of a sword), יג wing
(besides the meaning “shoulder”), from
which comes „Sa locust in the state

of its incipient flying; as from the Hebr.
mp, Ar. is to bend aside, to turn,
comes the noun 425 side, wing, Targ.

fps. The Aram. 173, from which comes
the noun 133 wing, ‘has the same fundamental signification. — 2. tr. to enclose,
to cover about, to shield round about, both
ideas being connected in
i 922 (which see),

denotes Linen, linen-yarn, linen--dress, then
and in other
also cotton). The fundamental significa-

stems (see the copious
enumeration in page 674). See too nay.
tion would be, accordingly, éo spin (linen Deriv. nn», “DN.
or cotton yarn). Derivative

WMD
seenan.
iP. see nın>.

mins

(from the masc. }h>, with

mins from m2, with suf. ‘HIND; plur.
nins, but constr. nn? from WP, with

an? (ome A>, like boy, 7239 from

ערל, 799; with suf. “PN, bons; dual
Dion, Fat only with suff. "DNS, m)
f. 'L. the side, of a house 1 Kınas 6, 8,
2 Kines 11, 11, of a chair 1 Kınas 7,
39; the side- district border, projection,
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e. ₪. of a land Ez.25,9; side-piece,
azle-piece, shoulder, of the mn 1Kınas
7,34; generally what projects‘ or lies at
the side of an entire thing Ez. 40,18 40;
41,2 26, of “yw 46, 19, nova 47, 1
the upper side, of ל
72 24,4 or
Dunn meaning the lower side 29, 7;
tautologically with 72 34, 21; Border,
29, 7 and thou wilt open to them every

nna
aN. m. a crown,

a diadem,

a sign

of rule Esta. 1,11; 2,17; 6, 8, so
called from its encircling (=n) form;
Phenie. "n> the same, whence 2
xidagi¢ among the Greeks; Arab. ye
dignity.
mins (from “03; plur. min) / a
crown, as an ornament (pl. LXX én

Oeuata) of a pillar, capital (Vulg. caborder, i. e. the enemy will be able to pitella) 1 Kines 7, 16-20; 2 Kınas 25,

press in on all sides; flank, side, of localities Num. 34, 11; 108. 15,10; 18,
19; slope of a mountain JOSH. 15,10,
comp. dio. — 2. the shoulder-blade Jos
31, 22, shoulder,

the part of the body

17; 2 Cur. 4, 12; so called from its
round form, as ןשוש mys 1 68 T,

19 confirms; and in Egyptian and hea
rian monuments round capitals only appear. In 2 Car. 3, 15 npx from תפצ

on which a burden

is laid or carried (which see) = “n> stands for it. The
Is. 46,7; 49,22; Ez.12,6 7 12; 2Cur. "5 consisted of two principal parts, of
35, 3, conseq. same as pow (which see), the crown proper, and a puffed, turbanand merely an extension of the primi- shaped supporter (133).
tive idea, as may also be seen from Jos
vun (fut. ön>) tr. 1.(mot used) to
31, 22; the back, of men Nea. 9, 29,
2808. 7,11, or animals Is. 30, 6; metaphorically the shoulder -parts DEUT.

butt, of horned animals, identical in the

organic root Un-D> with that in wn
(wim); also applied to the pushing flight
of birds of prey, identical in the organic
f. the same Ex. 28, 7; ‘1 Kwes 7, 30; root with that in שט (wrt), lb, Aram.
Ez. 41, 26.
 ומס223 and in we 2, שמד I; also to

33, 12.
non? (only pl. nien?>, constr. nipn>)

IND (Kal not used) ir. 1. same as
3, in, “ny to enclose, surround, en-

circle, éonnseted with the stems רז L,
גָדֶר,WE, WP in its fundamental signification. Deriv. "na, .5ּתֶרָמ — 2. prop.
to surround,

hence to besiege, to storm

strike, to push, to Pierce, ‘to ‘wound; to.

make war upon, like dur (above), meanings which the Targumie and Samar.
wns, Syr. oho, Ar. ios still have,
identical in the organie root with ım
(mm), to strike off, push off, Ar. 5 סע
with the meaning to. strike into pieces,
to shatter , identical with the organic
root in wu-4. From all this we may
see that it is not connected with nn,
whose organic root is n9. — 2. to beat

all raund (comp. |(ְרַדָּכ to close around,
to embrace. See Hif. — 3. to shut out
round about, to exclude, to keep off (see
Pih.); intrans. to wait, to remain behind,
like ,רדח po
Pih. “A? 1. to encircle, to surround, to pieces, to bruise, to pound, in a morof enemies; to besiege all round, with tar Prov. 27, 22; to make little. Deriv.
accusat. of the object JupgEs 20, 43; wns. — 3. to holler out, to deepen, to.

Ps. 22,13. — 2. to hold back (emotion, fitfor the reception of persons or things,
passion), i, e, to wait, Jos 36, 2, an a farther development of na=un (which
usage also found in the Targ., Syr., see), Ar. bs (in the fundamental signiSam. and Zab.
fication); deriv. the proper name שָהְכִמ
Hif. AD (fut. 22) 1. same as This third meaning is not connected
"ma to surround in a hostile sense, with

accus. Hap. 1,4. —

2. to stand around,

with 2 of the person Ps. 142, 8. — 3. to
embrace, to span, with accus. Prov.14,18.

with signif. 1 and 2.

ala» (1 pers. "nnd; inf. abs. nin>;
imp. ns, pl. an; fut. nds) tr. 1. to beat:

AMD.
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prop. to point, to sharpen, hence to re-

in pieces, to bruise, things of metal Deur.

9,21 (comp. Pih.), the testicles, i. e. to forge Mic. 4, 3; Is. 2, 4.
7 castrate Ley. 22, 24, coupled with 79%

Puh. 12 to be dashed together, in a

(to erush, to praise), hence mind one cas-

civil war 2 Car. 15, 6.

trated ; then to reduce to pieces, to shatter,

Hy. nam (fut. n2)

to scatter,

an

a potter’s vessel Is. 30,14, coupled with enemy Nom. 14, 45; Dur. 1, 4.
"al; to pound, m1 (olives), which is
Hof. n2'1 (fut. nz) Aramaeising for
done before pressing to get finer and
na")
to be beaten in ‘pieces, to be broken,
better oil (Rashi); figuratively to break
asunder,

an enemy,

 שערIs. 94, 19; םיִליִסֶּפ Mic. 1, 7; to be

with 287) of the

person Ps. 89, 24 (see Hif. ). Derivat. beaten down, to be hunted down in Hight,
 כָּתִיתand mn. — 2.
aad to point, to sharpen,
for "piercing or cutting;
reforge, e. g. תֶא into 27}

pa; JER.
same as 1,
annihilated
an instrument
The two
hence also to
(to break in
Jo. 4, 10, the

46, 5; to be crushed, i. e.

Jos 4, 20.
leading senses of the stem
pieces and to sharpen) can

only be developed by violence out of one

reverse in Is. 2 4 where Pih. is used. primitive conception; for while n2 1. ap-

Pih. nn» 1. to beat in pieces, to shatter, the iron serpent 2 Kınas 18, 9,
images of stone 2 Cur. 34, 7, strengthened by pur; to reduce to ruins, VIR, Le.
to desolate Zecu. 11,6; to strike against

one another (see Puh.). —

pears to be connected with nn (Cognate

in sense 4%), WND, Ar. 6 AB, and

with the ‘extra-Semitic quat-, cut-,
cud-; in signif. 2 we can only compare
2. like Kal 2. גד וחד, 70 .e&

[

5

 לcalledדָמְלַמ )= דול ,constr. a9 the sound,. its numerous interchanges
Jupgzs 3, 31), Lamed, as a letter signi- with others are to be explained. It is
fies ox-goad, Bovxertgor (comp. Homer Il. interchanged 1. with r (N), so far as}
=
6,135 BovzAn£), because the figure of it, and r have a similar authority,
as is alleged, has still the rude shape of
an ox-goad in old Hebrew (L, / ), as well
as in the Samar. (?, ¢, |) and Pheni-
cian alphabets (5, /, 2, /). It is clear,
however, that the name was selected
merely on account of the initial sound,

223 with 533, Jan. with
san 1, an 1.

with ban IL, sp3 I. with S83, 423 with
daa, WI,

Ar lud, modem He-

brew nbwby; in apa from papya מthe relation is ‘otherwise; comp.

Asioov, lilium, goupélhior, flagellum. —
2..The 1 is merely hardened into r, so
letter. In old Greek writing, the same
that the form with r is the irregular
form served as the basis, for the 6
one, 6. ₪. the Aram. pronominal stem רא
)87792( was merely the Phenician figure
(in aa, Targ. DYN) arose out of לא
reversed (A, 1). As a numeral ל de-
(in
יל or out of לא  גTarg. אָלְמְרַא
notes 30, being the third letter in the

without reference to the shape of the

series of tens. As an alphabetical sound

(Syr. Sc, Ar. ssf) from the Hebrew הָנִמְלַא;Targ. 8% 7 from the Hemed, being a liquid it is usually uttered brew yon; nam from. nibs; "mu Dan.
stronger than n and softer than r; as a 6, 15 from לד Samar. TAT from
pure lingual it stands in the scale of  אלהותas in other cases un with:
sounds nearest the clear d and then the un Mic, 1,13, הָאְרִנ with mie) "Is. 16,.
t-sounds generally; from which circum- 12 form a paronomasia; comp."titre from
it is pronounced Ja.
As to the proper pronunciation of La-

stance, as.well as from the softness of titulus, apötre from &néotohos, Gibraltar»

>
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from G’ibl-al-Tar(ik), Spanish arfil (the  רְעַדhtiw 995;  עדDaw. ,2 03 .68 rof
bishop in chess) from al-fl (elephant).

— 3. But usually 1 on the contrary arises

>» Jos

21,23 ;81 :as htiw na -ossa

nance to 531; "ay and nby; map and
from r, e. ₪. תיְנָמָלַא Is. 13, 22 from Mop (to nmap Mic. 3, 3); dy Is.
89
niga
yy;ype Ps. 104,15 from ריהצה; for( טופ LXX Movs);( לפרס which see).
Syr. בש-11 from 20; Arab. AF from the country Tarpet. The same is the
Sp; Ar. IN, from 9; Targ. n337, Ar. case in extra-Semitic languages also, as
Odysseus = Ulysses; daxov = lacrima;
Us

from the Zend. Tighra (but see

Span); it is otherwise in 5743 Armen.
karmir &e. The affinity of the sounds
r and 1 appears in many languages.

Sanskrit madha= mel; Zunge north Ger-
man Tunge; lignum out of dignum from
the Sanskrit dah, daiw to burn; Sanskrit
semité= simila (fine meal) 66. — 8. An

The Samaritans put ל for ר in their interchange with , א.6 g. "DIN = "DIN
alphabetical poems, and vice versa. The Num. 22, 33 for "375 (perhaps also in
Chinese have no r, and put for it con- the verb ox for 03; TN, a7 for
stantly 7.

The reverse is the case in Aram.; 77  םָאָלfor DN), a fact which
cannot always be explained by the si-

Japanese. The old Egyptians placed I
_ forr; and in the Pehlevi all is represented
by 7 for which the Zend has r.— 4. As a
liquid and lingual, > passes into כ which
is weaker; comp. 35 and 55> (whence
Bro), Maw (Adoyy) and Maw2, ym? and
ym; 32 and Targ. 732 along with 1723
wir and 125 Is. 33,19 (as should be
read perhaps for 1342); םלצ and Arab.
pio; Panp and padzjowor; ִלָאיִרְב
De Tie? and Ar. Wat

milarity of the two letters in old writing.
The interchange should by all means be
attended to in the critical explanation
of Biblical numbers. — 9. It is a peculiar sort of interchange between / and
another consonant, when [ as a very
liquid sound like » shews a disposition
to assimilate itself to the preceding or
following consonant, so that the latter
is doubled by Dagesh forte; e. g. PON

nel al; in Ps. 139, 8 out of קֶלְסֶא from Pad; NP?
from mp2; m» Ez. 27, 23 perhaps out

names of places in for il out of Sx-often
stands in Arabic; Delt (Dalet) becomes
in Ethiopic Dent; comp. also [200
Doric qrdov, 049700706 for Ber-. — 5.

of 735» Gen. 10,10; Day 1 Kines
10, 22 out of ,םיִּבֶלַהְֶוָש while םיִּבלה
is the pl. of ab = &%eg, eleph, ele-

More rarely does the reverse happen, viz. phant; the article לה before consonants
that the softer x passes into the harder when they are not gutturals; Sw out of

= רשא before consonants.
1, as 2p Ar. 54; ynz Syr. S24; Targ. bu

‘Like the liquids 4 and ,כ  לis also
29 Syr. Susa; comp. 060200 from deiapplied to promote an internal strengthvos, virgoy Att. Aicgov, v¥uqy = Iympha, ening or intensifying of the verb-idea
&Bevos along with &ßelos, the proper by its insertion (having the same power
name Nabonedus (in Berosus) = Laby- as Dageshing), as is acknowledged to
netus (in Herodotus), Conrad Portuguese be done by ” (see (הָּבְצְרַח and > (see

Colrut &c. In Phenician writing Lamed
and Nun are also easily interchanged.—

6. Through the medium of n, 7 is inter
changed with m, 6. g. m3 Ar. 9

מ. p. meen = מכח pay Ar. l=

(ambivit, cinxit), whence xil> a ring,

a circle; Sry and Ds; Coptic womt

from :טס — 7. More striking is the
interchange of J with the t-sounds which

are also lingual, e. g. way with Wr;

233 and 38; 023; Targ. xb, PRI)»

e.g. 27 out of HPT, perhaps 7793 out
of ‘1723, Ar. dus to be hard, still more

frequent in Arabic (see Dietrich, Abhand-

lungen p. 308). But is used not merely
in forming verbs of several letters, but
also in making usual stems from primi~
tive themes, like the other liquid sounds;

as YN, PDB Pa, Jar, BPs32}86 may

perhaps be traced back to simple organic

.
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roots without .ל Individual stems may
also originate by annexing ל to the end.
A very old normal termination which
has been gradually lost in the language
was that in / with all possible preceding
‘vowels — a termination which may be
connected with that in n.

Originally

the fundamental purpose of this terminating

sound

may

have

been

in-

tended to make the idea of the noun

7193 (pronounce properly novia, LEX
Moye.) from 29195. or into deg. DINTY,
out of לזלזע (which see). Hence many
stems

terminating in ע are to be com-

pared with such as issue in al, 6. ₪. 930
with Day Ar. dub (to colour) &e. &e.;
the same being the case in the termi-

nating ar (see 4), where it also passes,
in the middle, into 6. This phenomenon

extra-Semitic languages shews; but in
general the diminutive element is lost.
Accordingly there appears with pre-

is frequent in Phenician, e. g. the proper
name mase. YN =bax (Hebrew 527)
Kit. 5,2; n>% out of n55» Numid. 1,2;
4,2; 7% out of =ףְלמ Ton Tug.1; novia
out of n>5n, a coin of Iuba IL; רקעמ

ceding vowels 1.5- in 51224 from ,םנח
 אגרטלfrom DUN = 233 "from un,
 חשמלfrom pun, bane from גרב from
523; comp. Targ. E55 (pocket) from
m, vo (hammock) from סר Ar.

out of nspbe Tag:‚2; the proper names
yhon ae, Chenebo) out of byaan,
( אַפַעApo) out of Dax= לַפְבַא (comp.
(לַפיִלֶא, NPIS (Barca, Barcas) out of

diminutive,

as is still perceivable

in

some examples, and as the analogy of

Anis (a strong camel) from pak (to

be strong) 86. &e. — 2. -ל in לז from
the noun 143, stem 13; Sein from the
noun "43, stem 13 IE. 5. >; in DRIN
(from soy), dyn (from 2), לשבח
(the masculine form for rbwam) from
Yan, Spy (from 129), Span (from PI),
which ending should fy adopted perhaps in the case of simple words also
(e. g. in dep, 599 &e.); comp. Aram.
and modern Hebrew 5777 (see above

out of רקְלמ= רקְכְלַמTrip. 2, 1; תק

" בַּרְקָאל
=  רפא6
5(sometimes9,with suff. ,"ל 72 pause

ee,

2b, Dab, 12?) “pad poet.

ind, Nr and ה
 הלprepos.
pr
‘prefiwed, prop.
same as לאI. constr. dx (which see), from
which it is abridged; hence like it, this
2 originally expresses motion or direstion, i.e. the original demontrative idea

contained in לֶא and > expresses direction and local motion, whether taken
objectively or subjectively, correspond-

54m p. 490), Aram. לטרק 86 — 4.b- in ing to the question whither? to what?

bee, DIN (which see); perhaps also This meaning has so many shades and
in לבי — 5. > in Swe (from wa), gradations, with such wide divergence,
( רמלfrom 292), Sane (from 38);

comp. Aram. STN 6 kind of fungus),
8

fungus, An ove;

Aram. seyn,

Say, ליגְרנ,OP, לי &e. — 6.

that even the being at rest in a place,

pure rest, the state of abiding during
an action or by an agent, is denoted by

it. This extension of the idea is to be
explained by the fact, that the direc-

in BEN om sri), sop (from O7 . tion as far as a thing or through it, the

bean (from am), לב (from 234), ban coming up to an object, are conceived
(from Dirty from Di). — 7.»- in bn of as completed, and as actually near.

(see (ללח comp. Aram. Dann, draqy 6
The diminutive element in J is also
not constant in the Germanic dialects

(Grimm II. 98-120).
> It may have been another peculiarity
of Hebrew that the syllable al passed

Accordingly the frequent use of 2 in
the language may be traced back to the
following two leading classes of mean-

ings: A) » denotes direction or motion
a relation

to something,

whether local or mental.

to a thing,

Hence 1. as

into a mere vowel sound on account of a designation of purely local motion,
the softness of I, either into ö for which translated by to, towards, unto (Greek
was written 9. as a vowel-letter, e. g. eis; Lat. in, versus, ad); and so after,

+
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verbs expressing direction or motion to

a thing, as 5 2m to draw near to
Josn. 7,14, Jos 33, 22, 2 ja to go to
1Sam. 10, 26, > win Is. 59,"20 to come
to, 2 בוש Ruta 1, 8 to return to, 2799
to go down to Sone סע 801. 6, 2, 5 om

32,15, 1Sam. 23,10, of providing (rest,
rivhteonsnoss, bitterness &e.), as 5 רמה

Rur# 1, 20, 2 חיִנֶח Is. 14, 3, 5 הפרה
1% 11 5 טיִקְשַה Ps. 94,13, קידצה
> Is. 53, 11, ‘of giving, communicating,
hestowine, hanging &e., as ,אנ wat,

28am. 19,9 to flee to 606. &e.; where E and, 5728, 703, DD, ox, דינה דלי
is interchanged with bx. In this case ye, na m9, "55, Sm, “nun Er
it is indifferent whether the direction &e.; in which instances, Tevet, the
he to a place or a person. So too ל signification is frequently turned to the
stands after barn Is. 53, 7, 105
19, accus instead of .ל The same use of
mor Ez. 5, 10, איצוה Mic. 7,9. After  לalso occurs when this relation shews
similar verbs, particles of motion in itself in another manner, in other lanplace stand with
ל,6. g. vim’ Ps. 114, 3, guages. — 5. Denoting relations of very
moynb Is. 8, 21, ne 1800188. 3, 21, different kinds, which may indeed be
nr) Nom. 21, 23, which remain ad- always perceived as dative, but are exverbs even without suck verbs. — 2. Ex- pressed in our languages by prepositions.
pressing the direction of the mind or So a) with the meaning for, as > ביִר
the movement of the understanding to Jungzs6,31 to plead for one; ל Sonya
one or towards a thing, and so after the Ex. 10,17 to intreat for one; ל אָצִמGen.
verbs ar Ps. 33, 20, map Gun. 49, 18, 2, 20 to find for one; לDan הָפָע 50, 10,

09 אט Is. 51, 6, NP Jop 12, 4, 1mun np» 24,4, > nara m3 12,7 &e.
") 2 appears in this sense in
mine Ps. 99, 5, > 84, 3, מש
1 12, pint Ex. 15, 26, בֶרֶא Davr.
19, 11 ‘bes or also after nouns of the
same kind, 6. g. after por 18am. 15, 22.
— 3. Expressing continuance of motion
even to the extreme point, translated
by even to, even unto, usque, and so
either coinciding with דע or interchanged

with it, e.g. 73%} Ez.39,19 even unto
satiety, ona? Ps. 73,4 even to their death
(according to some), hence ל .. . Va from
.. 0 = 30... 92 Gen. 9,10, Jos 4, 20,

raise two or more nouns, 6. ₪. > bie)
Gen. 45, 23 meat for; ? yan Eccuss.

1, 8 gain for; DIN? תבעו Prov. 24,9
an abomination to man. But ל may be
often rendered by the usual dative, e. ₪

5 nin Eocres. 6, 12 it is. good for one;
 לְאָבִיוoyD Prov. 17, 25 a grief to the
father. 4 is frequently used in this
sense, where the verb brings out the
Rense person less than the idea; and
therefore the form of the verb (mascu= or fem.) is equivalent to a neuter,

or 19]. ₪ = 72)... דע Nen. 3, 15; 6 ₪ % aio, יל  רמו2" ,39  יל,סנו
OR also ‘sanding “in the jaenee “of דע 0רצו ny 22, 5 Dn,
m, יל הָקשש
Jer. 51, 9; 108 40,23.

Here belongs

a ‘with immediate. but express
to the person of the verb,

also > . . 73 or לוב . Pa instead of N
ןיבּו -- >  ביךGen. 1 6 Jo. 2, 17, prop. where
betwee, from.. .to, as is also the usage
in Arab. and Syr. — 4. Expressing near

a transaction,

agency,

ד

of the verb is meant to be of use to
the person. This 5 is called a sign of
relation to a person or thing, instead of the dativus commodi. It expresses a
motion; hence used as a dative before peculiar participation of the actor in
nouns after verbs of inclination for or a thing, a certain heartiness or zeal
contempt, as » Sms Luv. 19, 34, ל Nz with which he acts. Such 5 occurs
Devr.19,11, 5 הז 2S8am.6,16, 3 גיעְלה rather in the language of the people,
Ps. 22, 8; after those of helping ‘and particularly after verbs of motion, going,

dealt as 9 NB 2 Kınas2,21, sen fleeing, 6. ₪. 727, DIN, BWW, O17, N78
Jos 26, 2, 5 עישוה Ps. 44, 4, of in- &e. But in tler instances poetically.
juring and corrupting, as > nw Num. Ez. 37, 11 ma "29192 we are so enti-.

5
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rely cut off; Jon 6,19 למל  רקthey hoped sign of the writer or speaker to leave
very eagerly ;GP) האלה "Am. 2,13 which the governing one indefinite, and thereis quite full; Prov. "13, 13 B= bam shall fore he puts the second noun somewhat
be entirely destroyed; ל  המSong or remote from the first, 6. 8.75 12 1Sam.
Sou. 2,17 thou art entirely likes Eccıezs. 16,18 a son of Jesse; while una 20,

3,18 that they themselves (therefore Dr} 27 is the (definite) son of Jesse. But a
.. 7253) are but beasts entirely. 0( above, formal genitive arises, partly when it is
e.oe! deb nipiny 1 Cur. 29, 11 to be ex- meant to designate authorship, e. g. "72172
alted above all. d) upon, in (of a place)

Jur. 17,1, interchanged with .לע e) before Gas, 1 1.

f) with relation to, as

to, quoad, "usually to make a noun
prominent in the sentence, 6. =. רעל
1 Kines 10, 23 with

respect

to riches;

3172 Ps. 3, 1 a psalm of David, sintn

now’ 50, 1 a psalm of Asaph, 13 Yan

53,1, 3172 ben 86, 1, יהָיקְזחְל ansn
Is. 38, 9; partly when a state of relationship is intended, e. ₪. ‘T2722 אָבְצ רש

1 Cur. 27, 34, ףסוי mad 2 ג 19, 21,

mma) Sona סע Sox. 1,3 with relation to for whieh, we find later > NUR, 2 Sam.
the savour; Rn) Ex. 20,5 with respect

to those who hate me; sah)
respect to those who love me.
count of, 6. ₪. ברזל Mic. 1, 12
of good; D>4p> Num. 16, 34 on

ib. 6 with
g) on acon account
account of

2,8, Sona or Sox. 1,1, seldom רשא
Eins 1 Sam. 13, 8; 1 Kmas 11, 28. —
d) 5 of the genitive in these cases may

be usually rendered by, and it is therefore explicable how itis put after passive

their cry; אזל Jos 37,1 on account of verbs, as 022 Ex. 12,16 by you, והעְרְל
this; 119 Ruta 1, 13 and imo Jos 30, Prov. 14, 20° by his dei tous, Neu. 6, 1;
24 on this account (see 7). h) towards, or after הָיָה Is. 19, 15 and 777 Gex.
against, erga and contra, e. 8.7 Non,

38, 18, which may be taken passively.

2 man, > Dat 86 8 — 6
ל — 9 when the governing noun is separpears before nouns most distinctly to ated from the governed by words insertexpress the idea of the genitive, i. e.
the subordination of a second noun to

ed, as 11406.1, 1 7999 םיָּתַש nwa in

the second year ofthe king; “bub ..2

a preceding one, because ָלas a prefix Gen. 14, 19 blessed ... by God, which
of the dative already gives the closest. would be לֶא J (Gen. 24, 31) without
relation of a noun to the clause it be- an intercalated word. This separation
longs to. The cases in which this sort of the regens from the rectum may also

of subordination appears, instead of the be made by the regens uniting itself

usual one, are these: a) when a state of with a suff. 6. g. 92:5) ףּתַבַכַש Lev. 18,
belonging to is connected with it in 20 thyissue of seed, or with an adjective
addition as in cases of descent, thus e.g. DT OND 75573 Wy Jon. 3, 3 a great
2 Sam. 3, 2 Amnon (son) of Ahinoam; 3,5 city of God, or when another more exact
Chileab ofAbigail; 3,5 Ithream of Eglah. designation is put with the governing
— b)in superseriptions andiinscriptions, noun 6. ₪. NY יִכְלִמְל ONT "37
where the noun preceding ₪ supposed
1 Kings 15, 23,"which is also expressed

to be in the stat. constr., is frequently
omitted, as Jur. 48,1 axinb, 49,1 "332 by ל רשאGen. 41,43; 1 Kinas4, 2. —
coupled with the sity constr. when
jiny, Ez. 37, 16 Am, np, Is.8, 1 af) noun
as regens precedes, it expresses
nin, where we ‘have to think of the the genit. of the infinitive noun or the
genit. asreferring to a memorial-tablet, Latin gerund, e. ₪. np» ny 10008.
a prophecy &c. So too the title רודל 3, 2. — g) very often 5‘of the genitive
Ps. 25, 1, how) 72, 1 is to be taken
stands before nouns which are preceded
as a genitive, since רּומְזמ 7
also by such substantives as are used merely
stands for it in point of fact 24,1; 40, for prepositions, though they origin1; 101,1; 110, 1.— ce) as a somewhat ally express pure noun-ideas, as and

remote genitive, when it lies in the de-

> round about the. This takes place

0
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especially

after those compounded with “ros Lament. 4, 3 to become eruel;
Va, as) 299,9 an, > NOMI, > D207, Npy2 “psd 2 Cur. 21, 18 to become in₪ "aya, ‘5 in, > ַהָאְלַה 5 man, curable; "bard Jos 30, 31 to be overcome

5 VEEN, 8 om,| לmignan &e. — 7. From with mourning &c. Here belong the adthe idea of the dative, where ל expresses

an indirect relation, proceeds its desig-

nation of the accusat., which is predomi-

verbs formed by 5 which express a becoming of what the noun says, 6. ₪. 192

Ez. 12, 12 to the eye, i. e. plainly; חטבל

nant in Aramaean. This is the case JoB 11,18 to safety, i. e. safe, for which
a) after participles and infinitives of is also the mya; 3% 2 Car. 20, 25 toa
verbs active, as > nyo‘ Lev. 12, 7, multitude i. e. much; “nine Ps. 45, 15
 לְהָחִיתGen. 45, 7, > TON Num. 10, 25, to variegated ל
i.e. dressed in
i

> nibsmz Ex. 26,3, 5 pm 1 Cur. 26, variegated robes; Up תָרְדַהְל 2 Cur.
27; 29,"12, these already forming a sort
of noun. — b) where the active verb
is put after the accusative of the object

e. g. םיִסַכְמ O72 Is. 11, 9, םיִשָי b2>D5
18am. 22, 7. —

20, 21 to holy praise, i. e. praised as
holy. — 9. Before the infin. constr. which

should properly be considered a noun
in the accus., genit. or dative, > is put,

c) also in other cases as meaning to, to express a relation to the

an accus. in Aramaeising writers, e. g. preceding verb upon which the latter
2 Mpe Jer. 40, 8; > ללרע Lament. 3, 51; depends; just as 5 is applied for the

 אבל ל4, 15 b 403 noJ 5, 2; >  הלהsubordination of a noun, and also as in
1 Car. ,5 ;62 5 yra ,61 ;73 277,92 modern languages the idea-supplement-

02; > yooh ,92 ;22 Vm 9 11 ing infin. stands with to. Thus 6. ₪. לדח
2 nb 17,7; Ezr. 8,16;> לידְבַה 2 Our.  לְצאתhe ceased to go out; Drama bb"
25, 10; Ear, 8,24; 5 bh Jon. 4, 6 &e. Num. 22,11 he was able to 7 ‘Only
— 8. The velation shews itself by pas- in poetry > is omitted Is.1, 14; Jur.
sing over into a place or state, where

3, 3. But this infin. with> al expres-

Lord

God

Sone or Sou. 5, 5 in order to open (the

5m

to give i. e. to make into 7

2 should be rendered by into (eis, in) or sed, like the Latin gerund in -ndum
to a thing, hence after verbs to change or the participle in -ndus, must, should,
may, will, can, or the object of the
into a thing, to regard as a thing, to make
action denoted by the infin. 6. ₪. nme)
into a thing 60. So Gun. 2, 22 and the
built the rib into a woman;

2 םיש Jos 17, 12 to make into a thing; object); סל Gem. 19,20 in order to flee
ְ בmon 2 Sam. 5, 3 to anoint into, i. 6 (the being able); תושעל 2 Kınas 4, 13
as such; ל727 to turn into Ps. 66, 6; to do i.e. one can do. Thus 5, in this
Ps. 106, 46; > mipy Gun. 12, 2, Jur. 10,

application of it, is not only Inierehange:

able with 7995, e. g. 105 Prov. 13, 14
=  סור79m» 15, 24, conseq.= Ar. שני

13 to make into a thing. It appears most
frequently with הרה when it means to but it may be translated in many ways,
become, or with verbs of a similar mean- 6. ₪ Diva) Ps. 32, 9 it is to be tamed,
ing. So 6. g. םיִשָנאְל  ויה1 Sam. 4,9 ie. one must tame, viz. לתא;תּוָלַבְל לאט
by Hades,
become men; wor ne? Ex. 21, 2 to come 49, 15 to the being ₪
forth as a free ‘one, i. e. to become free; i.e. will be destroyed by Hades; u)

 לְשנָיֶםnap Jur. 34, 18 to cut into two 68, 19 to dwell, i.e. may dwell; pointy
parts; ponny> rm) Lev. 8, 20 to divide Prov. 18, 24 to prove himself bad, 1. 6
into pieces. So too in many expressions can shew himself bad; ninb 19, 8 to
where the act of becoming, the being find, i. e. will find; רמעל Is. 10, 32 to
ruled or possessed are intended to be ex- rest, i. e. must rest; beadJer. 51,49 must
pressed, as "hrs Is. 1,5 to become sick; fall. Here belongs also yan? 1 8
" רמחaad 1  סמ,13 12 to become entrench- 6, 19, which is moulded together from
ments "of clay (i. e. untenable proofs); nnd and n> (the vulgar form of the

<
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infin. constr.), which form appears also

entirely superfluous;

without > 17, 14 K’tib.

accumulation

This applica-

and there is an

of particles with the ap-

tion of it appears especially after הרה parently superfluous >, 6. ₪. nen)
Gen. 15,12, or where the verb to beis Num. 18, 7, ? nom> 1 Kınas 7, 32,
to be supplied Jupgss 1,19; Esru. 4, though the 3can be explained on clo211 Cur. 15,2; or after negatives Am. ser examination. Comp. Phenie. 17x35
6, 10. Regarded as a noun, the infin. (Mass.12); 29%; (Kit. 2); nui) (Sid.
)

with % is to be taken in a variety of 8, 5). — 3. It expresses rest, nearness

ways, viz. sometimes as a noun in the and continuance in relation to time, like
genitive Num. 1, 1, sometimes with the the Lat. ad diem, ad horam &c. So "pas
meaning of the particles while Is. 7, 15, Ps.30,6 in the morning; Hi» ספ
4
on this account, because 10,2, as if 1 Sam. in the twilight; ay? Gen. 49, 27 in the
20, 20, when, at, whilst (a designation evening ;DIN mms "8,8 towards the breeze

of time) Gun. 24, 63. — B) > denotes,
like 5 in demonstrative particles, direction and rest, as if relating to the questions, when? where? whereto? about

what? of what? in what way or manner?

of the day, i. e. towards evening; םינָשל
wow 2 Cur. 11,17 three years long. -4. In RE,

of numbers and time

> denotes within, intra, as D9 Now)

how long? how often? &. Setting out Ezr. 10, 8 within three days; in, as תחא
with this, its applications fall into the pw wow 1 Kinas 10, 22 once in three
following order: 1. 5 expresses rest in years; העְבש  דp> Gen. 7, 4 in days
a place, and the being at or beside a still seven until. Distributively, each,
place, Latin ad, Greek eıs, German zu, every, as ova nwow Am. 4, 4 every three
in which case לאis1 also used occasion- days; spr "Jur. 21, 12 every morning,

ally. So 6. g.’» ךימיל Is.63,12 at one’s so too םיִרָקpa? 7087,18; ninnb 2 Sam.
right hand, 'ּפ u 1 Sam. 19,3 at the side 18, 4 every hundred; any sme Is. 27,
of one; mpd Prov. 9,14 at the door; 12 singly; 0a" pnw) 2 Sam. 13, 23
לָפִי
8 at ihe entrance; nit? Gen. 49, at two cycles of days (times) i. e. after
13 on the coast; ץוחל Ps. 41,7 or two years, compare man naroön

mina 2 Cur. 32, 5 without; הפצמל 11, 1. —

5. Coupled with nouns or
Here belongs its particles it expresses the relation of
usage in forming prepositions: TRIP? rest, the being iz a thing, hence = 2,
(from תַאְרְקְל(to meet, NI towards, ver- e. ₪ “Nae? Ps. 69, 22 in my thirst;
sus, prop. where one comes to, sine, DEP 12, 5 with our tongue; a =
Hos. 5,1 at Mizpeh.

ab,

ya,

eb, דגל Nash.

2. It denotes the 8

of rest, a

‘an Jos 38, 41; 41, 25; wop ְתַרְדַה

2 Cur. 20, 21, Eon which Ps.29, 2 has

therefore frequently forms adverbs and  לnya;  ללא2 Cur. 15,3 = Nba.
prepositions before nouns and infinitives,
As to the form, the vocalising of 9 is
6. ₪. Maya) for the sake of, in conse- pointed out in grammars, as well as the
quence of (prop. in fruit); 2 with mode of its union with suffixes; and
reference, on account of, because; anda) only some anomalies remain to be noin want of, hence not; px> in nothing: ticed here in particular. For > there
ness i, 6. nothing; הָּבְרַהְל much; 12% occurs once for the sake of emphasis
entirely; “n> very "much; mpd? com- 29 Gen. 27, 37; 12 is lengthened in
pletely , fully; a besides, except; טאל Ez. 13,18 into mob; so too My) JER.
gently; PIE» rightly; moa> securely 14, 16, הָּנַהְל Ez. i,5 23; 42, 9; שי
may together with;; Sy in
ל force; Nb> and 5,9, out of "Diy, m. To 6 nb Is.
 ליab without. Inasmuch as such adverbs 9,6 88 = Bm is incorrect; and Mash
and prepositions frequently stand with- should be read, as in 33, 23. On the
out>, it almost appears as if > were here combinations וקל  אלל ו ןכלmes, המלה

?

לא
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 ל2.27» PD“ 00# 1 pT מה לא

a subst. nothing, hence "p> as nothing
4, 32 (Theod., Vulg., Syr.); but it is
As to theae Semitic use of 5, the probable, that a transcriber read NDD=

,ni "2, מצי

Ar. Jand J, Syr. > &e. correspond to it, aD here, and therefore wroteלד. The
meaning atom (Rashi, Saadia) is only
in which dialects too the greatest variety a periphrasis of the subst. xd.
of meanings may be found, 6. ₪. J has
xb see DAD.
a causal signif. on account of (de Sacy I.

p- 1049) like 5 Is. 15, 5; 45, 5, inter לאgnidrocca( ot eht arosaM  ללא53
changeable also with ped; also the times, rarely io) a very old vocable of
meaning in relation to, which may be
translated respecting, of (de Sacy ibid.
no. 4), like > Is. 46,2 &c. The meanings in Phenician are expressed in very

negation radically connected with לא II.

great variety.

stands alone for the most part, partly
as a negative answer to a question, JOB
23,6 will he enter into a judicial dispute

(see p.86) and , אל,>" 22 that only attach
themselves to other words, not, an absol.
negative, like ov, ovx, non.- Hence

it

5 Aram. 1. preposition, same as Hebr.
5, namely to ..., into, Dan. 2, 17, towards 4,19; a sign of the dative 2, 5 with me with the fulness of his might?
7 9, and almost oftener of the accusat. )85( no; partly as a refusal, Gun. 19, 2
2,10 12 14 19 &e. &c., as well as of and they said, nay; so also Gen. 18, 15;

the genitive Ezr. 5, 11; 6,3 15; > is with the perfect "nt ND Gun. 2, 5 he
also coupled with the infin,constr., where
it expresses the same thing as in Hebrew
Dan. 2,9 10 12. — 2. a preformative
to the 3 pers. fut. for Yod, for which
Nun stands in Syriac; but this is met
with only in ארה in the case of the

did not allow it to rain, mw Nb 4,5 he
did not look to; with the imperfect only,
when either a certainty is intended to

be expressed by it, as jaan ninלא 
Gen. 3, 4 ye shall not surely die, or a
md,

a shall, a must, a prohibition,

Biblical Aramaean. So nie Dam. 2, 6 g. Sun Nb 24, 8 thou shalt not turn
20 28 29 (twice) 41, plur. m. yim 2, back, sion אל Ps.16,10 thou forsakest

43; 6,2, pl. f. a 5,17 — for NM, not, San אל Ex. 20,15 thou shalt not
 חורו ינקוsA ihsaB sah ydaovia .cipot steal, min אֶל Gen. 31, 32 he shall not

sented these forms to be the 3 pers. fut.; live,i. e.he shall die; wie לא with the
as only the future meaning is possible imperf. expresses (subjectively) only dis-

in all places where the forms in question suasion Gen. 22,12, a wish, a request
appear in Daniel and Esra; as in the
dialect of the Talmud this sort of formation of the 3 pers. fut. is met with in

1 Sam. 26, 20, and generally that which
passes in the feelings and thoughts of

the speaker Gun. 49, 4; for which rea-

the case of other verbs also, 6. g. 197202, son it is but seldom inter changed with
erehweslE ew dnif לא
and, WI, םקל =  עמי,129, 2971, Nb ,22 22 .42
DIP and as De Dieu has 0

the

.1 at the head of negative propositions,

.6 .₪ DR NOD? ND Am. 7, 14 I am no

forms as such, in consequence of the
same view and comparison, — I have prophet, by ₪  אֶלNum. 16, 29 God
established in detail the present designa- has not sent. me, whether such denial
tion of > in my Lehrgebäude der aram. stands immediately before the verb, or

Idiome p. 113-114.
> see 2.

xd (seldom 12) Aram. adv. same as

before a noun for
intermediate clause
and the verb. — 2.
rogative propositions,

emphasis; or an
comes between it
Introducing inter-
where ל א properly

speaking stands for ה אלה the 7 being
with the interrog. 4 it is אלה 8, 24; omitted, as 705 0 Sapo Ay) shall we
4, 27 =Hebr. 857. “Once m Is = ND as not receive? 14,16 "hun לאל dost thou
Hebr. ND: not, DAN. 2,5 9-11; 3,12 14;

לא
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not keep watch? So 2 Kinas 5,26; Jer.

לא

2 Kınas 20, 4 before he went out; NDI

“ns Ps.139,16 before there was yet one
3. Coupled with nouns and adjectives, —°7. Coupled with particles, to which
for the purpose of negativing the ideas it gives another turn, 6. g. before גו
involved in them, the poets sometimes see 5 2 and 3; before 17, see דע before
form compounds,6.₪. 5y"Xb Dur. 32, aan, see many; after DIY, see DID;
21 not-God, no-god, ive. an idol, parallel before DD, see bp. 8, substant. nahn:
29; אל-םע ib. not a people, parallel nihil, Jos 31, 23 I could do nothing;
bap “a; TOR אל 32,17, parallel ow; Nb היה 21 to become a nothing, Aram.
Tan“ לא32,20 not faithfulness, i. e. faith- xd. — 9. same as NDM, out of which it
lessness, parallel n9279; לק אכ
0 seems to be abridged en 1,12; Ex.
15 not wood, i.e. man, wie:is possessed 8, 22; 1 Sam. 14, 30.
of active strength in
i opposition to wood;
With prepositions: 1.853, where אל
 אישND, DIN אָל 31, 8 no-man, not-manı, is defined by the numerous 'significations
49, 9; Lament. 3, 36; Jon. 4, 11. —

i.e. God, who can execute a thing with-

of 3. Its meanings are a) not yet, before,

out help; חכדאל Jos 26, 2 not-strength, as ini Nba Jos 15, 32 his final day not
i. e. impotence; TY-ND ib. not-power, i.e.
weakness; הָמָכָחְאל 26,3not-wisdom, i.e. yet, 1 6 long hefore it comes; conseq.
ignorance; םיִרָדְסדאָל 10, 22 not-order,
i. e. disorder; dan אל- 16,17 not-injus-

tice, i. e. uprightness; לmea אָל 8,11 notmire, i.e. dryness; Sin 12,25 obscurity, darkness. With adjectives: TON
Ps. 43, 1 not gracious, i. e. unmereiful,

almost= .םֶרָמְּב

b) out of, praeter, ex-

tra, i. 6. not in a certain time, as ND2
ny Luv. 15, 25 out of the time. c) not
for, as 105" iba Is. 55, 1 not for money,
ie. gratuitously ריח ib. not for
price, i.e. gratis; -ןיהאלְּב
4 13, for
which 3 85 also occurs Is.45,13. More

cruel; זעדאל  םּוצָעדאָלProv. 30, 25 26
not eo 16 weak; pon-xd Deur. frequently d) Nba without, as ora=niba
32,6 not wise, i. e. foolish.” Also with.

Is. 55; 2 without bread; mat riba ib.

adverbs, 6. ₪. טעמדאל 18.10, 7 not a little,|without to the satisfying, i."@. without re1. 0. much. Here belongs also Jur. 49, ceiving bread to satisfy; 221 22 52
25, where the denying- adjective “5 1Car.12,33 without a double heart, ie.
1219 unforsaken precedes, on account | unanimously; aın>> Xda 2 Cur. 30, 18
of the exclamation JS, and the passage without conformity to what was written,

i. 6. contrary to prescription; so Ps. 17,1;
Ez, 22,29. Also for this meaning a more
lar meaning to אָלְּב,"ya without, un-, favourite expression is 3 Xb, as a8
-less, simply negativing the idea,e. g. Jos 34, 20 without the hand of man, ive.

should be translated: Woe! the unforsaken city of praise. — 4. With a simi-

בנים- לא1 Cur.2, 30 childless; Tab

without human cooperation; 1923 Ay)

negative adjective- conception is some-

signif. of 3, 6. g. ליקוי Ripa Jur. 2,11
for that which is ofno use; Bam Nba

Jos 12, 24 0
a way; Wynd 38, Is.48, 10 without the gain of money. e) not
26 2
men, desolate; SPEND 34, 24 by = 3 ND 6. g. man Nba Jos 30, 28
without searching out, i. e. "without an not by the heat ofthe sun. f) coupled
examination being necessary; niny-N> with the imperf. to express a negative
2 Sam. 23, 4 without clouds. — 5.The proposition modified according to the

times expressed by an entire proposition
with ,אל in order to make a noun
prominent, 6. g. 12 DIN-ND 7272 Jos
38, 26 the wilderness in which men are
not, i.e. a desolate wilderness; mma

Lament. 4, 14 without their being able,

for which אל“we (=Aram. ND 7) stands
in Esra. 4, 16. — 2. Non (with 5 interrogative) by which is expressed a ques-

ins WAWI-Nd 15, 28 houses not dwelt in, tion in a negative form, to which an
i. e. uninhabited houses. — 6. Denoting assuring, affirmative answer is expected,
hefore (cogn. in sense 244), e.g. NEF אל as Gun. 4,7 is there not elevation, if thou

לא
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לאה

actest well? 20,5 has he not said to me?

( רָבְדדאָכpastureless) n. p. of a city

Hence it is used in animated discourse,

in Gilead on the other side Jordan, in
the neighbourhood of Mahanaim 2 Sam.

partly to point to something known,
partly to something definite and cer-

,17 ,27 for which 24"  רק,9 4 5 is also

tain (almost identical with 77, 737), e. 8 written.
1Kınas1,11 thou hast certainly heard ....!
“ay ( לאnot my people, or after the
11, 41 behold they are written! Accord- analogy ofo DY-ND, my non-people) a symingly Dr Nbr is interchanged with הנה bolical n. p. "m. Hos. 1, 9.

1 Kınas 15, 23 comp. with 2 Cur. 16,

mana ( לָאuncompassionated) a sym-

11 &e.; the LXX rendering it by hod, bolical n. 2 f. Hos. 1, 6 8; 2, 25.

and the Arab. particles of negation and
one

| -E

4

Vad

interrogation wt, Let, St, IS presenting an analogy. On account of this

identity both united are found in rare
cases,

as DI

אָלַה 2 Curon. 25, 26,

for which 2 Kınas 14,18 has םה אלה
mat Nom Has. 2,13; or ayy stands in
the other hemistich JOB 22, 12. In repeated questions ND ON corresponds to

it Is. 10, 9. — 3. No without, i. e. so

xd 2 Sam, 18, 19 K'ri for »b.
and (not used) intr. same as A175
and בל(arb) to burn, to glow, hence to
be dry, withered up, of the ground; prop.
to gape from dryness, to be thirsty. Comp.

Ar. oy (Kimchi) and el.
Hann.

Derivat.

sb (fut. 89°, ap. Nb) intr. prop.
to gape, to snap, at something,

i. e. to

that it is not or was not 2 Cur. 15, 3. long after a thing with the tongue, from
On the contrary, 5 in אָלְל in Is. 65, 1 the internal heat of thirst, from weariand 708 26, 2 is only a dative.
ness &., languere, conseq. connected

As to the form, for X> is frequent- in its organic root with that in AQ"
IL),
ly written Nib, thrice (viz. 1 Sam. 2, (which see), Ar. J (redupl.
16; 20, 2; Jor 6, 21) 49, and once in Sanskrit lih, Greek diy, Latin lig, ling

K'tib הל Dauvr. 3, 11; 'a fact which,
however, has no influente on the mean-

&c. &e. Then: to be wearied, to be unable Gen. 19, 11; to be reluctant, to take
ing of it, as little as when אָל stands for il Jos 4, 2; to be despairing 4, 5; me-

i> 15 times (according to the Masora).

With relation to the derivation, the ori-

taphor. to be unhappy. Derivat. mon,
and the proper name האל

ginal form may have been pronounced
Nif. 7833 to be lazy, sluggish, idle,
+ 16, as the Aram. אָל,ii,aS, Talm. ,ואל Prov. 26, 15; to toil, i. e. to make
oneself weary, with לע of the place

Ar. ¥ still shew; and the connection
of it with ילin os, with Nb and ילin
 לולא4  ללדa
aa: alae with EN (which
see), isi to be explained by this ancient

Is. 16,12, with an assonance to IR;
ל
with 3 wherein 47,13; to be wearying,
i.e. to be too heavy, burdensome, followed

pronunciation. The negative western
an-, the first member in compounds, as

JER. 6,11; 9,4; 15,6; 20,9; to feel Ee
dain, loathing Ex. 7, 18. Partie. femin.

well as -ne, appear to be connected with
it in like manner; 7 and ₪ being interchanged. We rust also reject the as-

by the infin. constr. without > Is. 1,14;
Nd) powerless, Ps. 68, 10 thy sick-

grown (nam) and powerless, i. 6. thy
sumption that אלל is a noun from the people reduced in the wilderness even
verb אול=N43; rather may the verb to a relaxed state. The fem. stands for
11,
RD have come from the negative par- a collective idea, like הבלט

ticle Nb or 81d, whence Nv} afterwards

nia nn 68,13, הנוי

14, mn 68, 31

(see on 2.
\
took its origin.
Hif. un) (3 fem. תאְלַה Ez. 24,12 for
 אלis also used in the composition of
certain proper names, of which the fol- seien as ne, nba) to make wearys
to ewhaust or make impatient Is. 7,13; JER.
lowing occur in Scripture:

לאה

לאמים
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12,5; Mic. 6, 3; Jos 16,7; Ez. 24,12
it (the kettle, which is fem. in Hebrew)
has exhausted its powers.
As to the stem AND, it is closely
connected with ni, 155;
»; and 0 Aram.

do service, to serve; V.to be sent; then
laech a servant. "Phenielan en. the
same, hence ,תַכָאְל contracted תקל administration, then a proper name masc.

(Trip. 2,4), and 83319 as well as n>)

me}, 7795, Syr. i, Ar. ‘ey proceed from nbn (work- place) n. p. of a
Ben the same

fundamental

significa-

tion.

FIND (weary, dull) n. p. f. Gun. 29,
16; 30, 17 &e.
und Junges 4, 21 see ub.

place, Madayco,

(Ptol. 4, 6).

a city on the Niger

The meaning to send is
„E-

‘not in the Ar. JY

till Conj. IV.

De-

rivat. 789%, Mana" (constr. (תָכאָלִמ
 מַלְאָכוּתand מ. 0 N

TN? (not used) 8 the same; de טאלtr. .1 to wrap around, to muffle, rivat. yon.
DB 2 Sam, 19, 5, hence to conceal, to
( לֶאָלto-God, i. 0. dedicated to God,
‘hides connected in its organic root with

( טלtb), טהָל II. and the org. root in like " למלand [ לְמואָלwhich see]; for

which use there are ‘analogies in
 דלהI; Boy, ub-p IL; Arab. LS the pic)
n. p. m. Num. 3, 24.
same.. Comp, thie’same reo in the Sans-

Ethio-

Avit lud, Greek 2000, Latin lateo. —
Dxd (mot used) tr. to unite, to bind
.2 Fig. to speak covertly , i. e. in a sub-‚ together, to unite in associations, to gather
.dued,, soft, gentle voice, JoB 15, 11 and together, of the union of a mass, the

a word, which he has spoken softly (082) same fundamental signification still apwith thee (Ibn Chajjug). Imperat. לאט peering. in the Ethiopic, and in the

2 Sam. 18, 5 deal gently (the LXX and
Vulg. have paraphrased. it by the pl.); Arabic x 2; the Ar. = (to unite, to
but see OND.( םא which see), identical bind, then of the binding of a anne)

with the organic root in 71-09, M4,
has a meaning quite similar, on w hich
account opinions have fluctuated be-
tween ON) and oN in the derivation of
 טאל108 .1 c. and the adv. usb. Deriv.

 טאלUND, OND.
EN Jos 15, 11 see ty and md.

(‘טָאְלafter the form =) m. prop.
gentleness, softness, only as adverb, ar
2 Sam. 18, 5, quietly, slowly, Is. 8,

See Und and DON.
und (with suff. ans) see DN.

aNd (not used) 1. tr. to ewecute (a

proceed from the same fundamental
 וAnd as ox, םע (which
see), Ar. 4 have the same fundamental
meaning, כ appears to be unorganic, if

we may not rather assume that oN» is
identical with the organic root in Dan.
Deriv. ,םאְל and the proper name py}.

( םֶאְלwith suff. ob and send Is.
51 ‚ds pl.(םיִּמָאָל m. prop. union, asso-
ciation, kin, poet. a people, nation, GEN.

;25,23 ,27 ;29 18.17,19 .86 Jehovah in-

deed sllac learsI osla ל אפר81. 4,15

ול

it is usually applied only tothe heathen.

commission), to perform, to ‚make, to accomplish, to minister (a service, employment, work). — 2. intr. to do service, 0
be active, to work. — The fundamental
signification is intr.: to move forward,

Dan (kin) n. p. of an Arab. tribe
in the territory of the Jokshanites Gen.
25,3. We are to understand by it the
Beni Lam (»Y is) who as a race are
very seldely spread, and dwell in Asyr-

organic root of 5N> is identical with

land, to the south of Hedgas, in the
province of Shira, five stations from
Mecca, on the mountain between Tubuk

as a sign of activity ; Consequently the

that in Ju, 727 , -חלu, Tor. Comp.

Ethiopic ךאל (sache, to send, also to and Akhdar; also in Babylonia and Me

לב
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sopotamia (Ritter, Erdkunde XII, 913;
XII, 234, 438. 451.458). The Hebrews
changed the Arab. „I into p>, and
selected the plural because of the great

לב

with wp2 4,10, סע = wp bodily person,
₪ בלא Ex. 9,14 to thee. — 2. As

the seat of sensuous feelings and affections, 6. g. of inclination to Junges 9,5,
extension of the tribe, as is also the of contempt Prov. 5,12, of joy Ps. 104,
15, of sorrow Nena. 2, 2, of dejectedcase in DW and pwr.
a5 (hefore Makkeph “3, with suff. ns Ps. 109, 16, of despair Eccues. 2,
"2, Er &e.) and (the resolved form) |20, of trust Prov. 31,11 &c. Hence

( לכבconstr. 239, with suff. 335, 0292;
pl.was, hence with. suff. mas [we
should not read 7227], but commonly
niana>, more rarely niab from a sing.
mab) m.prop. the folded into and together,
then the heart (physically) 2 Sam. 18, 14,

the expressions 42> isdn Esra. 7, 5,
fad 27 Ex. 35, 29 &e.,which may be
found under the verbs in question.

In

this sense are applied to בל the expressions iD} Ps. 57, 8, an Prov. 13, 12,

ana 14, 13, saw? Is. 61, 1, 00% 13, 7,
7
“Devt. 20, 8, לרע Ley. 26,4 &e,
Ps. 45, 6, so called on account of its
sheaths (not from the fatness; see בבל I. just as the sensuous activity of the
person is transferred to it Is.15,5; Hos.
and comp. „u! heart, pl. of lie
.
7,14; Ps. 38, 9; Lament. 2,19. בל is

cover); Aram. ,בל 829, LoS, Arab.5) ; looked upon especially as the seat of
Phenie. בל (Erix 4)and בבל (ibid. 5) the the spirit, of strength and vigour Gen.
same. The heart is represented as the
seat of bodily life, as the reservoir’ of
all physical life-vigour Ps. 38, 11, as
strengthened and maintained by eating and drinking Gen. 18,5, JupaEs
19,5, as the seat of mental life, of the

42,28; 1 Sam. 17, 32; 2 Sam. 7,27; 17,

10; Jos 41,15; more rarely of the moveableness of the mind 15,12.—
3. Asthe
centre of moral life, where all the manifestations of virtue and vice reveal themselves, and the moral character becomes
will and desire Estu. 7,5, Eccues. 8, manifest. In this view it is said of the
11; 9, 3, of intention Is. 10, 7, of lave heart, that it is רהט Ps. 51,12, שקע
Prov. 23,26 and of hatred Luv. 19, 17, 101, 4, piay 64, 7, yu 1 Kinas 3, 6,
of knowing and perceiving Deur. 29, 3,
on 9,4, yon? Nex. 9, 8, nan Jos 36, 13
Prov. 14, 10, of understanding Is. 32, 4,
the innerof reflection Nex. 5,7 and of reckoning &e.;; and to it are ל
most apprehension of God Ps. 73, 26,
Proy. 16, 9, of attention Devt. 32, 46,
of inclination and disinclination Dur. truthfulness 15, 2, joyful enlargement
30, 17, Jost. 24, 23, of consciousness Prov. 21, 4, Is. 60, 5, ostentation 9, 9,
pride Ez. 28, 5, hardening Is. 6, 10, Jer.
Devr. 8,5, of recollection Is. 65, 17,
Jer. 3, 16, of thinking Gen. 17,17, of 16, 12, remembrance of the divine law
internal mental speech Ps. 27,8; 41,7, Is. 51, 7, Jur. 31, 33 and intercourse
of devices 1 Kınas 12, 33 86. The with God Lam. 2,18; 3,41; as it is genermeanings are to be arranged in the ally the centre of all self-determination,
following manner: 1. the heart, as the even the moral character itself; hence
vessel of „eorporeal life, which Homer 322 32 Ps. 12, 3 a double shanacter, somecalls 0886, 60800. = שָפְב. meaning times named רצ Deut. 31, 21, 000
But
anima, vita, oppos. to "wa, "NW Ps. énivow. in the New ב
73,26. As life and its manifestations
proceed from it, the qualities of reviv‘ing 22, 27, of sickening Is. 1,5, of
sleeping Eccuius.2, 23 and of waking
Sone or Sot. 5, 2, of being strengthened
by eating and “drinking Gen. 18, 5 are
attributed to it; and it is used gener-

-ally for life Jur. 4,18, interchangeably

though בלis the centre of moral life, it

is still called "da =» Ez. 11, 19, since
the spirit can only be developed ina
heart of flesh, which is divested of humanity as soon as the soul is brutalised
Dan. 4, 13. — 4. As the centre of the
spiritual, thinking, and conceptional

life; hence are applied to 22knowing or
46*

a)
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apprehending Dur. 29, 3, Prov. 14, 11, 10, by which he announces his ap10, understanding Is. 32, 4, refleet- petite Ps. 104, 21, Am. 3, 4, or the neighing Nen. 5, 7, reckoning Prov. 16, 9, bourhood of sure booty Ps. 22,14; Ez.
thinking Ps. 19, 15, Dan. 2, 30 and

22, 25; Is. 5, 29; or he is characterised

speaking Jos 8, 10. ‘Accordingly בל is
understanding Jos 12, 8, hence בלדטכח
Ex. 28, 5, בלדרסח Paoy, 10,13, nb-ןיא
Hos. 7, 11, nab שיא Jos 34, 10; generally bop 17,4 and man Prov. 14, 8

as the strongest

and

most

courageous

animal Junges 14, 18; 2 Sam. 1, 23; 17,
10; Prov. 30, 30. For the former, the

language has besides N29, לחש 1. also;
for the latter, both הָרֶא "דand רַפָּכI.

are ascribed to it; comp. Lat. cor and Deriv. 1225 and the proper name rina;

cordatus. — 5. Metaphor. the centre- while “2, אָיְבָל and איִבָל should’ be
point, the middle, hence 332 in. So it is derived "oth mab = .אבל
said of p+ Ex. 15,8, byt Devt. 4, 11,
 הֶאְבְלonly plur. nixad, with suff.

Tio 2 San. 18, 14; comp. xagdia Marra.

( ויִתאְבְלf. a lioness, for whom the lion

12, 40; Pers. Jo (heart and middle) &c. )8( strangles his prey Nag. 2, 13.

Deriv. "the denominative

Nif. 1323 (fut. 232) to be intelligent,
Jos 11, 12 the hollow- headed himself
would be intelligent then, i. e. the most
senseless must get understanding (when
God summons him before his tribunal).

232) having an assonance to 3133.
Pih. 23 to rob of judgment, to hewitch,
Sone or Sou. 4,9 thou hast bewitched
me with a glance of thine eyes. As a

glance is 79, 79 has dropped out of the
text once,

and there should be read

PIPE תחא jy.

25 and 23> (with suf. »2b, 3235,
235) Aram, the same with ‘the Hebr.

mingd (place of lionesses) n. p. of a
city in Judah Joss. 15, 32; afterwards

written fully nixa> תי and reckoned to
Simeon 19, 6, but for which “Sa תיִּב

לי לב
aya) mp

(which see) stands in
4 1 Cur. 4, 31.

225 I. (not used) tr. to envelop, to
enfold, to veil, to wind around, to draw

over, a fundamental signification which
is also borne by the Ar. FL (to cover
about, hence the noun wy

skin, hide,

shield), = (to fold together, hence from
a
reduplicated form YuS convolvulus),
( בלfrom 332 IL, for which is usual
a
(convolvit), Aram. ta to enfold,
;392 Gentile plur. n'a) see 39> as a
( בtocover over, hence ES the eyenoun.
.

 לבDan. 2, 30; 4,13; 7, 28.

x25 and הבל (not used) intr. (accord- lids, i. e. skins, coverings) and many
others. Modern Hebrew 335 the same,
ing to Fürst, Concord. s. v.) to roar, to hence 2125 bound together. “The same
cry, to murmur, of the voice of the lion,
5

Ge

conseg. = Ar. US, —, which signify
originally to bellow, to roar; the same

meaning is also in 227m belonging to

aan Ps.17,10 and 73, 7 (where for 12373,
should be read ayıy,), where it is used

root perhaps being found in the old high for the heart; so too JE
Germ. liuwön, to utter sounds, English

to low. The meaning to be greedyi
in the

belonging

to the noun
lobes of the liver.
A fundamental signification to be fat
should not be thought of either in the

Arab. - is perhaps denom. from ia
in any case this stem does not belong case of בל or Abm Ps. lc.
here. The lion is in fact usually
Nif. nab) iis denomin. from בבל which
described either as roaring formidably see.
CRY, nt) Jon4,11; Prov. 19, 12; 28,
Pih. 22% 1. denomin. from בבל which
; Is. 5, 29; 31, 4; Jer. 2, 15; Hos. see; — 2. denom. from הַביִבָל which see.
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225 I. (not used) intr. to kindle, to ing the earth Ps. 104, 6, of the covering clouds Jos 38, 9, of a coat of

burn, to glow, from which stem 279,
mail put over the garment, spoken of
3) (any) and בָאָכ (which see) may be the crocodile’s 41,5 &c. — 2. Figur. a
enlarged. Of בל(a3) the reduplicated
spouse, a wife, Mau. 2,16, Arab. שי
form in Samar. and Ethiopic is 3235
to glitter, to shine, to lighten. Deriv. (see Koran Sur. 2,183); comp. the Arab.
(according to some) 23, and the proper Sy 8 garment, CU to put on a garment, and coire cum femina.
name בל (pl. 0°29).
 כמבseeלב .
nad Aram, see Aram. 53.

minad see Ib.
532'8 seeלב .
 דבלa prepos. and adv. see 72 I.

nab I. to "a>, Nrab, 8999 &e. But
see NAD.
nab II. (not used) intr. to burn,t

wand (with suf. mynd, pl. with suff
 (לְבושיהיןAram, m. the same Dax. 3,
21; 7,9.

( טבלKal not used) tr. to cast on the
ground, to cast down, to overthrow, hence
to cause to fall, like the Ar. bi which
Jos. Kimchi has already compared. This
fundamental signification is also inלפת 
to bend, to crook, something straight,
hence to bow down, to cause to fall,
conseq.

cognate

in sense withהַכְשִיל .

low, to kindle, like 135 in the Din By this is explained the meaning of
and Arab.
which arose

(toburn, to glow); astem
perhaps by enlargement

the Arab. Li (to throw down, prop. to

nad (only constr. na) f. flame, Ex.
3, 2. "nad may be contracted from na,

(Pa.) and the Samar. b32 (to bow down,
to vex). The organic root is us").
Nif. wa) (fut. Da”) to fall, ‘to be

the cod. Sam. actually having this form.

overthrown, Prov. 10, 6 10; Hos. 4, 14.

Prov. 15, 11. The sing. appears, sean

of lions will I lay me down; but some

jected.

of the lion, 03 and axw being actually
applied to the lion. The word seems

from בל I.

Deriv. .הבל

bend down), as well as the Syr. „a>

But it may also be derived from 739 II.
( יבלonly plur. nya after the form
(which see), or 239 11. (which see).
Dar from "ax, foramab) m.a lion(prop.
mad (pl. nia») f. heart, Ps. 7, 10; the Toaring ps); Ps. 57, 5 in the midst

ing to our text, only in 92> Ez. 16, understand nx25 םיִבָהָל =on account
80, but which the LXX read as sn of myn’ following, which they read.
(see bi). Ibm Gandch considers mab " םיִטַהְלThe sing. has been read in Ps.
Ex. 3, ל "88 identical with m), meaning ,38 9 for "a>, and the passage has been
midst; but this opinion should be re- translated: I cry louder than the roaring

 לְבּנָהseeלבנה 

to have passed out of Semitic into the
and and - (with suff. ישּובָל western languages; hence the Greek
 לבושpl.  (לבשיםm. lia garment, vest- décov (instead of lebon, levon), Latin
ment,"whether splendid 2 Kies 10, 22, leo, German Leu, Léwe, English lion &e.
Esra. 8,15, Jer. 10,9, or mean Ps. 35,
225 (after the form 38) f. a lio13; 69,12; clothing ‘Jon 24,10; 31,19,
ness,
"Ez. 19, 2, symbolising the people
particularly the upper clothing, oppos. to
of
Judah.
nn» 24,7 yhavidiov Aevxov (Herod. 1,

wad (contracted from N239) f. a
195). Figurat. of the skin 30, 18, of
things upon the earth illominated by lioness, anxious for prey J 054, 11; 38,

the early light 38,14, of the flood cover-

39, most courageous and strong Gen,
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49, 9 Nom, 24,9 (comp. Herod. 3,"108), incorrectly to find the imperat, in 423
known by her roaring Is. 5,29. In Arab. Ps. 9, 1, with the meaning to grow pale.
there are 8 forms of the same noun See ja 8.
(see Freytag IV. p. 84), to denote the
Hi. 39T (inf. constr. with :ל 7972
lioness; and the Egyptian יי Coptic for yab)= (ןיֶּבְלַהְל 1. prop. (like other
Aahor has also the same meaning. In verbs of colour in Hif. ) to show white-.
hieroglyphic writing too, the letter Z is ness, i. e. albescere, to be white, of snow

expressed by the figure of a lion. Comp. Ps. 51, 9, of םיִניִרָש Jo. 1, 7, and fig. Is.
the Phenician 83 lion (Agathem. 1 1), 1,18. — 2. to’cleanse, to purify, hence
hence 3? wh lion-promontory in Creta, to absolve from sin Dan. 11, 35.
Agow éxge. (Ptolem. 4, 15), now Capo
Hithp. ( הסלבּךfut. m) to purify or

Lionda,

and from it on the east coast

of the island the sea-port אָנאָבְל As
Bure.

( הָביִבְלpl. nigra) f. prop. baked

cakes folded
strata,

and

laid together

a sort of cake 2Sam.13,6

cleanse oneself Dan. 12,10, to clear one-

self from sin by suffering and death.
The organic root of the stem is 1-39,

the root being enlarged into the stem
in by the addition of a liquid ₪. The same

8 10

(comp. Arab. WU convolvulus); conseq.
not fluid (Vulg.), heart-shaped (apud
Gesen.), heart-strengthening (Thenius),
but a sort of leaf-like folded cake, which

root is also in 25” II. (belonging to
227, aan, man), Sy, בעל as also
inthe Western ‘alg, alp, alb %6

The

fundamental signification appears to be
to shine, to glitter, to lighten, which is

being eaten by the sick had perhaps a farther transferred to to glow, to burn
superstitious

idea

connected

with

it. or to be noble, distinguished, as in an
and רוח L="7 2, yrs I. =Ar. wär
stitiously applied; comp. the Etymol.
to glitter, whence via Zou. 6,3 7 grey,
Magn. p. 527. Deriv. the denom.

LXX xoAAvgiöes, which was also super-
Pih. 13° i.e. to prepare nia°32, 28am.
13,6 8.
pra’ see Drab.

nb (Kal not used) intrans. 1. to be
white, to become white, of the colour of
wood, the leprosy, the hair, of horses,
the teeth &c.; to be pale, of the moon;
to be whitish-grey, of the colour of potter’s clay; to be faded-yellowish, of the
sweet-smelling resin of a bush &c. —
2. Fig. to be clear, bright, transparent,
of sapphire, glass &c.; to be purified,

ash-coloured (LXX woods, Targ. YnUR),

so that the organic root is identical with

235 IL, 2779, 289; comp. Talm. 729 and
7'22'7 to make red-hot.
12> (plur. 0933) adj. m., "332 (pl.
nis”) 1. white, of peeled maple rods

Gun. 30, 37, of leprous spots Lev. ch.
13, of the hair 13, 3, the seed of the
comander Ex. 16, 31, horses ZecH. 6, 3
6; light, white, of raiment 1200188. 9, 8,

as a sign of cheerfulness. Phenic. 135
(Aaß0v) the same; hence j25 238, “ABi8.0809 (Diose. 3, 116) king’s lily; מש
pure, physically or morally. Avr. Seer
422 (Diose. 4, 189) &c. — 2. (the Noble,
Syr. <=>, Phenic. 12> the same. Deriv. Glorious, viz. is Jah) n. p.m. of an Ara22> 192, 222, 8222, mb and the de- maean, the father-in-law of Jacob Gen.
nom. 725,farther"133, הנבל mdb, na, 24, 29. — 3. (a steppe, i. e. a smooth,
12272; and the proper names ןבל ma, treeless plain, like ja) in the Mishna)
mab (73422), 332, 425%, sb, "33. n.p. of a station of the Israelites in the
"Pin. 12 (inf. constr. a) according Arabian desert Deur. 1, 1, mentioned
to some; imp. 122 according to some) with noxn, 351 9, van; ‘perhaps the
to purify, to cleanse, to purge, hence to same as הנבל Nom. 33, 20. — A subst.
clear from sin Dan. 11, 35, where the 132 may have had the meaning milky
Pihel 7229 is read by some for 735%, juice as in Arabic, according to which
as [priis also Pihel. Some have wished 225 should be explained.

a8,
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ia (only constr. a) adj. m. = ןֶבְל specula, white guard, of the middle ages,
the present Tel el-Säfieh, which is only
Gun. 49, 12,
a mile from Eleutheropolis (Robins. II,
1729 see ja 8.
623.654). See ja) 3. — 3. n. p. ofa
road see M249.
station of the Israelites in the wilderm3 (only poet., as mar is applied ness Num. 33, 20, elsewhere called 42>
Devt. 1, 1; cod. Sam. mia).
to the sun) f. 1. prop. pale-shining, therefore the moon, whose mild shining and
light are spoken of in Is. 24,23; 30,26;

Sone or Sox.6,10; Ar. 43 (moon) from
we (to be white), luna from luc-na. —

2. (excellence, nobility) n. p.m. Hzr. 2,45;
Nex. 7, 48.

( הנבלpl. ,5330 with suff.(לבניכם 
4 "Time-stone, formed of whitish-grey
or chalky clay (Vitr. 2, 3), and therefore
so named (from 29); kneaded with straw
to hold it together Ex.5,7 816. Burnt
in the sun it is called a brick; and was

used partly for the inscribing of durable

"25 the name

of a tree hose

wood iis white, after the dark-coloured
barkispeeled of Gen. 30, 37; and whose
branches furnish a shade Hos. 4,13. The

LXX, Saadia, Ibn Ganäch and others
understand the styrax, which is actually

called in Arabic

oF

iS, whose transpa-

rent, pale-red resin was used for fumigations, anointings and medical purposes
(Plin. 12, 55; 24,15; Strabo 12, 570),
which after the Ethiopic version is called

in Hebrew 102, nx>2, but probably only
722 (milky el like the Ar. שי

characters Ez. 4,1, partly for building, whence the tree may have received its
in which case רמה served for mortar or name. — The explanation abele contracement Ex.1,14; though such buildings dicts the analogy of the Arabic.
 הנבלtogether with 7223 (with suff.
were looked upon as neither firm nor dur-
able Is.9,9. Sometimes the lime-stones 7n35b) id. frankincense, a costly sweet-
were burnt by 3fire, named Mp Ww Gen. smelling, pale-yellow resin, the milky
11, 3, Ar. ai (opposite a), when exudation of a shrub, used for sacred
fumigations Lev. 2, 1 15; 5,11; Num.
they acquired the hardness of stone ,5 ;15 also kindled for the purpose of
like bricks Gen. 1. 6. — 2. same as 1227 perfuming the sedans of kings Sone or
(Jur. 43, 9), Ar. de, a brick-shaped, Sox. 3, 6 (comp. Curt. 8, 9, 23 seq.); as
four-sided building, the lower parallelo- couches and clothes were fumigated in.
gram-shaped projection at the gates of other cases with burnt myrrh (Prov.
great houses, on which 0.339, as well ;7,17 Ps. 45,9). It is looked upon
as upon the projecting, flat sheds (mis) as a product of south-western Ara-
Is. 65, 3 sacrifice was sometimes offered; bia, viz. of Naw, Is. 60, 6, Jer. 6, 20

which is similarly ap- (comp. Strabo 16. p. 778), whence also
plied metaphorically. A 32 like 735 myrrh, balsam, cassia, calamus, ivory,
may have been somewhat hollowed in gold &e. were brought (Plin. H. N. 6, 32),
by north- Arabian caravans Is. 1. c. —
its upper surface.

comp. rAlvdog,

mind f. 1. transparency, purity, bright-

ma יצע Sone or Sox. 4,14 woods of

frankincense is simply a figurative ex-

ness, of the sapphire Ex. 24,10. — 2. (a pression for spicy and fragrant woods,
comprehending mp and jinıp; and it
mountain) n. p. of a locality in the plain
is not necessary to read vi=> (LXX).
of Judah, a priestly city, formerly the
seat of a Canaanitish king Josy.10,29; om nyaa 4, 6 hill of frankincense is a
12, 15; 15, 42; 2 Kines 8, 22; 19, 8; figurative expression for Zion (itis called
place not overgrown, situated upon a bare

23, 31; 1 Cur. 6, 42; according to Eu- my25 18. 31,4), conceived of as scented

sebius (8. v. déeva, i. e. Adßva) near
Eleutheropolis, It seems to be the Alba

by mab (Jen. 6, 20); it is also termed

fig. sit "5.

But as in Jer. 22,6 the

לבנון

high-lying royal tower on Zion is called
9297 טאְר also, and the royal seat 8
described as being on Lebanon 22, 22,
71329 here may perhaps allude to 7d,
like ' ira to הָּיְרִמ (Rashi, Ibn Esra); just
as vice versa Tas) stands for 172 Song
or 801001. 4, 11. Hence — 2. perhaps
same as read, Vulg. sicut odor thuris.
—
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3. proper name of a locality in the

neighbourhood of mw Jupazs 21,19;
the modern village Lubban lying in a
north-western direction, and in the vi-

were called ןְנָבְלה Tin» Is. 35, 2; 60,
13,

The

foot of Lebanon appears to

have been planted with vines Hos. 14,8.
 לִיyous Zucu. 10, 10 are the districts
bordering upon Lebanon, here the kingdom of the ten tribes; 957 nypa Jos.
11,17 is the valley lying at the foot of
Hermon and Antilebanon,

in the vici-

nity of the Jordan-springs. — 2. Fig.
cedar, cedar-forest, Sona or Sot. 5, 15,
Is. 40,16, and generally Lebanon-forest,

10, 34; 33, 9; Ez.31,15. % van Has.
einity of Shiloh(Rodins. III. p. 309 seq.). 2,17 Br alone at the forest of Leba— In the Sam. cod. 13523 stands for non, i. e. the desolation made there. —
the proper names 12? and ab. The 3. Metaphor. a) coupled with “y, in
Semitic name for frankincense and the aaa רעב ma house of the forest of

frankincense --plant (Arab. oll, Syr.
ian) was in Phenic. mab and nbab,
out of which the Greek "YBuvos and
ABavoordg arose.

Lebanon 1 Kins 7,2; 10,17 21; 2Cur.
9,16 20, 8 tower built by Solomon

in J.erusalem, resting upon cedar-pillars,
erected in the interior out of cedars.
It served for an armoury 1 Kinas 1. 6.

road (in prose constantly with the (named “93:7 na ps in Is. 22, 8) and
as a summer-seat for its coolness (Targ.
article; with a of motion M7232; the
on 1 Kınas), in place of which the
white mountain, like Alp es, hence Tar- Xystus was subsequently built, which
gumic 8497 ,רוט Ar. . St JU>)1.n.p. served for assemblies of the people (Jos,
of the great mountain between Palestine B. J. 2,16, 3). b) a great army Is. 10,

and Syria Deur.11,24, Joss. 1,4, consisting of two chains running "parallel
from north to south (Lebanon and Antilebanon; Ptolem. 5, 15), whose eastern

33 34: 9 cedar-houses (= ON "HS
2 Sam. 7, 2 7), cedar-towers Is.2, 13,
of the royal tower on Zion JER. 22, 6

23, 2 Kinas 19, 23; trees, in prophetic
language elsewhere, being put for what
is made out of their wood (Is. 9, 9; Nau.
Targ. on Deur. 3, 9), which ‘melts in 2,4). — 4. A figure of Jerusalem prosummer only in the lower ‚parts, giving jecting aloft, rich in cedar-buildings Ez:
abundant and excellent irrigation to the 17,3 (comp. Jur. 22,6 7); perhaps also
top is covered with perpetual snow JER.
18, 14 (comp. Tacitus, Hist. 5, 6; Jer.

adjacent districts, Song or Sou. 4, 15.
 הרstands with it Jupaus 3, 3; elsewhere
seldom. It is described in poetry as
high JER. 22, 20, as the abode of wild
beasts 2 Kınas 14, 9, and as a place

of fruitful fields Ps.79, 17.

On a part

of this mountain (the western chain)
were the celebrated cedars, growing

2 Kınas 19, 23. Here belongs also 33335
Sone or ₪01. 4, 8 for Zion, since Zion

is spoken of in 4,6. — 5. Either a collateral form of 755 frankincense, or denoting the frankincense-plant, Sona oF

Son. 4,11; Hos. 14, 7.
soa (a distinguished, noble one) n. p.m.

high and slender (Is. 2,13; Jer.22, 23), Ex. 6,17; as a patronym. Num. 3,21.
-myad f. transparency, clearness, pusee TIN. Along with ‘the cedars שרב
is also mentioned as a kind of tree be- rity, ‘hence glass; and thence n339 רחיש
longing to Lebanon Is. 14, 8; 37, 24; (glass-river) n. p. of a little “brook in

60,13; and both kinds were felled there the south of Asher not far from Car-

as ‘wood for building Is. 14, 8; Has. 2, mel-promontory, flowing slowly and
17. Hence cedar- and cypress forests, muddy, which. discharges itself at Acco:

to which “7m

and ND,

belonged,

into the Sea; and from whose sand the
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maining, 6. g. םישקשק שובל
at first Josm. 19,26; comp. Pliny H.N.36,  בָּדִיםwin? Ez. 9, 2, Das vn) Zucn.
26; Josephus B. J. 2,10,2. The Phe- 3, 9 &e.; "which aceusat. also remains,
nicians, who had a sanctuary (Memno- when the part. is changed into the con-

Phenicians are said to have made glass

nium) there (Pliny H.N. 36, 65), called

struct state Ez. 9,11; Dan. 19, 6 7.--

this little river bya רה Belus; now it is 3. improp. intr. to be clothed 2 Sam. 13,
Nahr Na’man („us קש N IM), 18; Jos 27,17; therefore absol. to clothe
after the mother of the Phenician Linus.

See mW.
7525 see madd.

vind (also בל Ps. 93,1; Lev.16,4;
inf. abs. vb, constr. wind; imp. ישבל|
fut. 29%) prop. tr. to enwrap, to veil
around, to bind about, to wrap round,

identiealin its organic root Wa-> with

oneself Haaa. 1, 6, or construed with 2

of the garment Esre. 6, 8; comp. Latin
“induit se veste”.— 4. to copulate, of ani-

mals Ps. 65,14 (Targ.), as the Ar. u)’
is applied to men; comp. the noun ra}
(Mat. 2,16). Deriv. wrap (822), שובל
ִלְבְּטת
"Puh. wad (part. war) to be clothed,
with accus. ְְּםיִד 1 161808 22,10, 2 Car.
18,9, 925, 12, as waa (see Kal).
Hi. ( הלְבישfut. wads) to put on,

that in wa-n, no» I. The figure: the
spirit of God enwrapped one Jupazs 6,
34, is to be taken in this sense, i.e. the clothe in, with the accus. of the person
spirit of God embraces one like a suit and of the garment, as in Kal, Ex. 28,
of armour or coat of mail. So also 41; 29,8; 18. 22, 21. Jon 39, 19 clothest

1 Cur. 12,18; 2Cur.24,40; comp. Luxe
24, 49.

Hence 1. to put on, 132 Lev.

thou his neck with & shuddering mane?
Also figur. like Kal: עטי Ps. 132, 16,

6, 4and 16,24 32, Day "793 2 "Sant 14,2, nva 132,18, תּוְרְדַק Is. 50, 3 and many
niz*70Jur.
4 יִנמ"4,30, mr Daur. others; but ala with the accus. of the

22, 5, DIS Zxon. 18, 4, op Jon. 3, 5, person only in the sense of to clothe
mada ="2
=
“= Esıe. 5, 1, and in ad- 2 Cur. 28,15; or along with the accus.

dition always the accusative of the person or of the part of the body which is

of the garment with לע of the member

Gun. 27, 16; or simply with the accus.

clothed; very seldom is לע used for the of the dress, meaning to put on, Prov.
23,21 and slumber (i. e. the sleepy one)
second accus. Ley. 6, 3.'— 2. Fig. to
puts on rags.

put on a virtue, a vice, a good or bad
The fundamental signification of the
quality, and to appear in it. Thus e. g.
to put on mag Ps. 93, 1, דוה 104, 1, stem is, as given above, tr. to wrap
round, to cover about, prop. to wind, to
77% Jos 29, 14, wy Is.
09 Be) Ez.
7,27, mop Ps. 109, 18, myn 2 Cur. roll; the Arab. Be having the addi6, 41, abs Ps. 109, 29, nya Jos8, 22, tional meaning to entangle, and there
nit Ez. 26, 16; comp. dvew גאז in being an intrans. Es for the significaHomer; and so too in Arabic, Syriac, tion to put on, which may have been the
Samaritan, Zabian. Here belongs also case in Hebrew also, because of the
the phrase 103 29, 14 I put on righteous- double Kal-form. For signif. 4. of Kal
ness (as a garment), and it clothed me, 1. 6. may be also assumed as a fundamental
I elothed myself in righteousness, and it signif. to mingle or unite with, hence to

clothed me, so that I was entirely an

image of righteousness. As two objects
accompany this verb, i. e. the person
who is clothed, and the garment he puts
on, in the accusative, the pass. part., as
happens with other verbs having two
accusatives, is construed with the accus.

copulate; as the Arab. is also means
mixing, out of which שובל conjux is

better explained.

Comp. Phenic. wad ,

the same, hence the proper name muss

(union) Kit. 29. The organic root ש"ל \
may lie also in the Aram. טבע adie, .
of the object as the only one still re- originating in a reduplication.

לבש
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(fut. wa) Aram. tr. = Hebr.

 רֶבְדְלn. p. of a locality in Gilead, on

wad to put on, with accus. of the cloth- the other side of the Jordan Jose. 13,
ingDan.5,7 16. Deriv. un).
26. As it is brought into relationship
Haf.  הלגlike ung in Hebrew,
with > of the person (as an accus.) Dan.
5,29.
wa seo wrad.

with םינחמ ,and is like 424 in 2 Sam.
9,4 5 and 27” אל 7, 37, it seems
identical with the latter.

"a2 (not used) tr. to break through,

( גלfrom ,573 not )533 masc. prop.

to cut into, to divide, to make fissures in

deepened, lined out, then the name

the ground, cognate in sense with סב
identical in its organic root לכ with that

of a measure for liquids, containing the
12% part of a hin or six egg-shells in 73° II. (which see) and 3273, but
Lev. 14,10 12 15 21 24; comp. Targ.

722  ול, וקלSyr. (in a feminine not with the Arab. AJ. Deriv. the proper
name 5; on the contrary 7752 (which
form) RS, has shell, cup, dish, genersee) does not belong here.
ally any deepened vessel; from 3), Pb,
mb the simple root for the redupliSS 2% (to hollow out). The ‘Greek
Adun-og, Lay-cv, Lay-qvog, Lay-vvos,
Latin lac-us, lac-una, lag-ena, lagoena, German Lache, Loch, Lech (i. e.
breach) &c. may perhaps be of the same

origin.

25 see .גל

-- mars see לmm.
md pees = N weich see.
ns once in K’tib for Rd which see.

( בהלnot used) intr. same as SN} to
bia to glow, to kindle, Arab. ery (to

(דלbreach, fissure, a cutting in the burn, to gape from dryness); Aram..
earth, a division, from 75 which see) a7, am, “sa>, The organic root lies

n. p. f. of a village, restored and in- alsoin 25 (275), Samar. redupl. 3535 (to
habited by the Benjamites in the post- ,emalf ot ,)nrub ni ה- לָב1. (toלבה 
exile period, and named along with
Tom Bin, Owax, baz and owns גי and 531in the Talm.) and many others.
 אל2, 33; Nom. ,7 ;73 ,11 ;53 1 ...ruG

The fundamental signification appears

8, 12. During the supremacy of Syria to be: to leak, to gape, since oy (to
it belonged at first to Samaria; it was consume), 1 (to leak), שו and oS
then annexed to Judea by Demetrius (to thirst), have also the same meaning.
Soter and left to Jonathan for a pos- Deriv. 375; perhaps 25; the proper
session 1 Macc. 10, 30 38; 11,44. Lud name pan.
lay not far from Joppa (35%) on the
Pih. a7 (not used) to burn strongly,
road from Jerusalem to Caesarea (Acts
to
glow with heat; deriv. man, nam.
9, 38), and was important (Jos. Antt. 20,
Hif. 2398 (for 25727, Aram. abu,
6, 2). After the Roman general Cestius
had laid it in ashes during the Jewish woos for a8) to spread flames, to
war (Jos. Bell. Jud. 2, 19, 1), it was after- spread heat; not at all to be put with
wards restored, and became the seat of ny >t in form, which comes from nets
an academy (Sanh. 32°; J. Schekalim nor to be derived from 378, with J in-
ch. 5, 15). It was calledia Greek Avöda,
 ;דby the heathen 2
Cone

serted in Pihel, Arab. ogee

טלָהָבָה

Derivat.

2 877); among the Arabs ₪ si (now
ond (pl. םיִבָהְל,constr. mb) m.
Didi, a village); and because the grave
of St. George is shewn there, it is also l.a ‘flame, of sacrifice Jupens 13, 20,
named 55. George. Comp. Semachot2, 4; coupled with wx Jo. 2,5, to which erackBenjamin of Tudela.
ling is applied. Figurat. Is. 29, 6 flame.

לחבה
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of consuming fire, i. 6. lightning 66, 15; to hearken to, de Sacy, Chrest. Ar. I.
bias ye 13, 8 face of flames, i.e. a 132; Freitag, Chrest. Ar. 95), whence
face elowing with restlessness, comp.
1 applied to the diligent study of
“flammata facies” (Senec. Med. 387). 2. lightning, of the 237 Nau. 3, 3, i. e. language. The organic root appears to
the glittering blade; the shining point, be 377°), since 37 (a7) and 7-7 I. are
with it in their fundamental
of the man, Jos 39, 23, comp. non, P73 סט
Nag. 3, 3:“also am alone, Jupens 3,22. signification. Derivative
and m. thinking, cogitaling, earnest
mand (formed far Pihel; pl.nianp,
constr. ia) fem. same as 173 flame, study (in order to make books) Ecorzs.

which consumes Nom, 21, 28, Jo. 2, 3, 12,12, LXX pedéry, Vulg. meditatio;
of which “ya Is. 43, 2, "and um Ps. the excess is denoted by 727.
106, 18 &e. are said. Figur. lightning
m (not used) intr. same as טל I.
29, 7.
to glow, to burn, which is transferred,
Dam (flame-coloured, i. e. red) 1.n. like 2175, to the colour of the face.
p. of the third son of Mizraim Gun. 10, The shorter form 3) (15) may have the

43, then the name of a people like the same meaning, 8 an iis connected with
other personal names in the ethnographi- ab. Deriv. the proper names 7;75 and
cal table, i. 6. the Egyptian Libyans, po.
allied to the םיבול named with the
( דהלdark-colouredness, coner. a dark-
Ethiopians and Egyptians 2 Cur. 12, 3;
16,18; Dan. 11,43. The district round coloured one, comp. OM, Was, DIT 6.

Alexandria, the nome Mareotis (Hirn so named from 0
N. 2 m. 1 Chr,
in the Targ.) was called Libya (Strabo 4, 2.
17. p. 806; Herod. 1, 1); Ptolemy (4, 5,
 םיִדָהְלin the cod. Samar. Gen. 10,
2-10) mentions a nome Lybia, west of
2
2
rof ,dap sa  לְהָבִיםsi = לוּבֶים.
the nome Marmarica; and Herodotus (4,
168) considers the people Adyrmachinnd a stem assumed for on] Gen.
dae there as Lybians.
The nome 47,13 by Ibn Gandch and Ibn Chajjüg,
Marmarica, and afterwards even Cyre- but which belongs more correctly to

naica (4319022 in the Targ.) also were

m2" (which see).

sometimes reckoned to Egyptian Lybia
rnd (Kal not used) intr. to jest, to
(Plin. H.N. 5,6; Procop. de aedif. 6, 1).
Hence the Jer. Targ. I. on Gun. 10, 13 play, to move in extravagant joyfulness,
and the Targ. on 1 Cur. 1, 10 render then to be beside oneself, to be foolish

the name Lehabim by “spe i. e. Leu-

cacans, which should be ‘put beside
A evxon in Marmarica; the Jer. Targ. II.

(Ibn Esra); comp.

> to be beside one-

self, Arab. oe to jest; comp. also,J
on Gen. l. c. has even understood by
the word the Cyrenians. See the proper (VIII.) to be confused. In these ideas (to
jest, to be beside oneself, to be foolish)
name .בול
nad (from Pihel) fem. the glittering
point, ‘of a man, 1 Sam. 17, 7.

md (not used) intr. prop. to speak
00% to whisper, to utter soft sounds;

metaphor. (like הגה I.) to think, to cogitate, to fancy, generally to work diligently
with the head, to study with zeal, like the

Arab. 9 (to study intently, zealously,

there seems to lie merely light-minded
acting devoid of consciousness, definite
will, or intention.

Pih. (redupl.) mama has been preserved only in Hithp.

Hithp. ּ( הסלהלהpart. oT”)

to

shew oneself acting like one always in jest
or play i. e. inconsiderate, to behave foolishly, Prov. 26,18, corresponding to pry

verse 19. The signification to be mad,

להט
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which Symm., Saadia, Kimchi and others
have, appears to be a mere paraphrase;
and to bring the word into connexion

slowly or oracularly; and the Arab.

„g}

(to speak softly) may be also connected
with it. According to Kimchi: to be
with 787 is quite untenable, In the soft, pliable, of words, hence by)=p32,
redupl. "Syr. aa the signif. of Sad Arab. „85; but fe (to Eee in soft
already lies.
tones, to whisper) likewise points to the
md I. (part. m. wry’, pl. (םיטהל first mentioned signification. According
to Rashiea
from םלה to push,
tr. 1. to lick a thing (with the tongue),
to lay hold of greedily (with the teeth),
to gnaw

eagerly, to swallow,

of lions

to BR

with ‘Taping, up

mur-

(0'823), hence םימה לPs. 57,5 a perimuring sounds, 1. e. with magical practices,
phrasis of םיאְבְל;comp. Arab. vag! (to oracularly, mysteriously; Prov. 18, 8 and
lick, to lay "hold of with the tongue), 26, 22 the words of the whisperer are
ag) (to lick, to consume); conseq.=טל oracular (Ag. yonrıxoi), and penetrate
which see. — 2. Figur. to lick, of fire, into the interior of the body, i. e. they impel
to singe, to burn, consume; as the funda- man to think and to search, they stir
mental signification in 329, Ay also him up.
mo Rum 1, 13, ןָהָל 108 30, 24,
may proceed from the Woking “of fire,
from jr} and 5, see ןָה 1.
and as the Arab. Gs, to lick, oy (to 0
consume), still shew. Hence a שא
bee) Aram. 1, after a preceding negaPs. 104, 4 burning (singeing) fires‘Aram. tive: if not, nisi, conseq. ןה = Hebr. Dx.
um, “du the same; perhaps the or- — 2. same as Hebr. 479 therefore, on
ganic root lies also in רקד>. Derivat. this account, Dan. 2, 6 9 30; 4, 24; also
om 1.
but Eze. 5, 12. See Aram. ir TDR.
Pih. DTD (fut. LED?) to consume utterly,
of the licking flames Mat. 3,19; to burn

pnd (not used) intr. to join, to unite,

up (of 7372), figur. Jo. 2,3; Ps. 83,15;

to put together (an association); Ar. Gt
106, 18; to set on fire, of each ts 42, and ee proceeding from the same fun25; to kindle, i. e. to burn, of the glow- damental signification. Deriv. mpi).
ing breath Jos 41, 12.

mpin> (only constr. (תקחל f. an as- .
ons Il. (not used) tr. same as טל
0 troop, 1 Sam. 19, 20; comp. "san
(a5) to wrap up, conceal, hence to act oa} 10, 10. The _ Seumption of a
secretly, covertly, metaphor. to use magic transposition from Men (only .פט
arts; comp. ON, Sanskrit lud, Greek 33, 4 and accordingly Nec 5, 7), con-

A&9-0, 0

Latin lat-eo.

Deriv.

um 2.

‘pad (from o> L) m.

1. a flame,

lightning, only figur. gleaming blade Gen.

3,24

= 3179. — 2. (pl. with suff. ram;

from 045) II) prop. anything veiled, cone
cealed, ‘hence magic Ex. 7, 11.

ond and םֶהָכ (Kal not used) intr,
(according to Aquila and Ibn Esra) to

gregation, is to be rejected.

 ולthe simple organic root ofלול ,
which is abridged from the redupl. 1273,
lying also in 1-79 as the organic foot.

Seeלול .
5 seeding to the Masora

three

times for N, which see.

( ולfrom 21 law, contracted into lau,
la, as is still perceptible from the Ar.
5 lau. The original 1% is itself abridged
oracle-utterers), 002800. cognate with from , רד,19“ which the cod. Sam. has
DT to utter dull sounds, DN? to speak for 19 in
i GEN. 17,18; Num. 20, 3; which

murmur, to lisp, to speak softly, to whisper
(after the manner of magicians and

לוא

לוב
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longer form Aramaean idioms still shew,

times with the perf. Num. 14, 2 oh that

Targ. 15, 775, also written "879, "R728, we had died! 20, 3; 1083. 7, 7, someWNP, "דע aS, Sam. "1. "From ar) times with the imperf. Gen. 17,18, the

may ‘have arisen dialectically "AR imperat. 23, 14 15, the partic. Ps. 81,
2 Kines 5, 13, as should be read for 14; just as DN (see p. 108") is abridged
"as, with the meaning of 75 [the same into a particle of wishing; and so both
standing also in 705 34, 36 with the are sometimes united to make the idea
meaning of 5], especially as ל and א stronger Gen. 23, 13, Ez. 3, 6, where

are sometimes interchanged [see 5]. Be- we have to read Np ON =", ER See
sides “12 a form אָרָל may also have לולא, Yard, "DAN CR), “nN, “bn, WN.
existed, which was contracted into אול
The traces of numerous forms ‘of this
1 Sam. 14, 30; Is. 48, 18; 63,19; and particle in the Hebrew 15 (15), 112, "12,

out of that came then Nd 2 Sam. 18, N79 (81D, NB), ילin at out of ny, as
12, which was pronounced perhaps x) also those which appear still more dis-

1. a conjunction conditional: if, if yet, tinctly in Aram., point chiefly to a deriexerting a uniting power in conditional vation from the stem 75, 812 (to unite,
‘propositions, and therefore standing in to chain together, to ו
a supthe first clause and referring to the follow- position which is entirely conformable
ing. Accordingly ףל like os (which see) to the usages of the language, and has
is put at the beginning of such condi- been already adopted by Chr. Kärber at
tional statements as have a first clause the end of Noldius’s Concord. partt. Acwith #/, si, pointing to a following with cordingly the word would mean union, enthen; being coupled either with the per- twining, reference, dependence, which suits
fect, Deut. 32, 29 if they were wise, very well for a particle that introduces
then they would understand this; JUDGES conditional clauses; especially as. DR,
8,19 if ye had saved them alive, I would with which it coincides in so many ways,
not slay you; 13, 23 if the Lord were may be derived from Dax with a simipleased to kill us, he would not have ac- lar meaning to 713 (comp. Dy from DRP).
cepted &e. &c.; or with the imperfect,
The Aram. 13 (but see ns) at and the
Ez. 14,15 if I should cause evil beasts to
particle
> might also be traced back to
range about in the land, they would make
it desolate of inhabitants; Gun. 50,15 if this stem. Yet the assumption of a seJoseph
were
inimically inclined to- parate pronominal-stem has also much
wards us, he would certainly requite us in its favour.
all the evil &c.; Is.48,18; 008 16, 4; —
mid a stem to 7, ,אול see 1D.

Just as DN is coupled sometimes with the

perfect, at other times with the imperf.
The succeeding clause (apodosis) introduced by then, or without it, also stands
either in the imperf. Devt. 1. c. or perf.

( אולnot used in Biblical Aramaean)
Aram. intr. same as Hebrew הול whence

n> (but see m3) and the patronym. 7).

 "אולaccording to the Masora 35 times
for
ND.
and Ez.1.c. In this signification "is
rarely coupled with a participle, Mican
 לואa laretalloc mrof fo  לי1 Sam.
Jungazs 8,19, or is intimated by 1 Gen.

2,11 if a man come forward, setting
forth a lying spirit OPW) T= BY

14, 30; 13.48,18; 63,19, .+ is even

ל

 לא9 maS,81.21

eeS .>"

1 Kines 22, 22, comp. TR babe Is.
( בּולnot used) intr. same as IN2,
35, 8 = הלל 7) - . he is the prophet of this people; 2 San. 18, 12 (85); 279 to glow, to burn, to kindle, hence
or with שי Num. 22, 29, where nny לכ to be dry, burnt up by the sun, of tracts
stands in the 82000818, as 1Sam. 14, 30; of land (comp. “m to Damm); to be

1038 6,2. — 2. a mere particle of wish- burnt, blackened, dark- coloured (comp.
Dn to Dn, Dn, ‘Aram. DON); metaphor.

ing: oh if, oh that, utinam, o si, some-

לוב
to gape,
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from internal heat, to thirst,

The same was the case at a later period with Antiochus, who had supreme
command

of the Egyptian army Dan.

11,43. On single parts of Libya and
Africa generally see 13, 5, 095, Tab,

au, 22, DW,

Wap, by, Mp,

7993, dine, Nao 66. 86.

Phenic, 3b

the same, with various applications; and
therefore a Libyan colony in Egypt has
It can only mean, therefore, one of the
larger districts in ancient Africa, which
is worthy of mention beside Egypt and

the name 255, as one of the Hebrews
was called "39.

 לוביsee 23d.

Ethiopia, viz. Libya, also written Außi« (in

ay (i. e. 39; not used) tr. prop. to
Scylax), Ar. Sp. This very old large deepen, to hollow out, to make a hole,
375 embraced, according to Herodotus proceeding from the idea of boring into,
2

(2, 32; 4,181), inhabited Libya at the
Mediterranean, and the wild territory
south of it, as well as the still more southern sandy district, i. 6. all northern

cutting in; then of the hollowing out of

a vessel. Comp. "p2, Ar. &5 to make a
hole, to bore, to dig out; to hollow out,

Africa except Egypt; with which de- to deepen.

Corresponding to this stem

ee
are
the
Ar.
Ba
(to cut in, to pierce, to
p. 4-6) agrees, when he understands it
‚to embrace Barbary (Barbaria), Biledul- make a hole, whence the noun Bs cleft,
gerid (Numidia) and the Sahara (Sarra) incision), Hebr. p2 (which see) belongas far as the terra Nigritorum. From ing to pp) (cleft, gap, chink), enlarged
scription the African Leo (Descript. Afr.

it comes only the Gent. pl. םיבּול,Li-

to 28), and the roots belonging to the
byans 2 Cur. 12, 3; 16, 8; Nan. 3, 9;
nouns
of like origin mentioned under
written also b°2> Day. 11,43. Herodotus

\
(2,32; 4,168 seq.) enumerates as their x. Deriv. 93.
special descendants, the Giligammae, the
( רולcontracted from 473, in Berber
Asbystae, the Auschisae, the Bacales, the Lewätah, d interchanged with ?( x. p.

Nasamones, the Psylli, the Macae, the
Gindanes, the Lotophagi, the Machlyes,
the Ausenses, the Maxyes, the Zuneces

1. of an African people sprung from the

pear as Libyans

described as handling the bow, and as

Egyptians Gen. 10,13, by whom we
may understand the north African race
and the Gyzantes (Byzantes), who ap- Lewätah. Descended from or} they are
here and there.

In

Scripture the o31b are distinguished mercenaries in the Egyptian army with
only from the םיבהל (which see), i. 6. wap and טִּּפ,29D and 3997 75 46, 9,

the Egyptian Libyans.

ins Nd, i. ₪. Ez. 30, 5; as the Tyrians had among

Thebes or Diospolis in upper Egypt

with the district elonging 16it, nn

dependent neighbour-land of Ethiopia,
had, with Ethiopians, Egyptians and

Putheans, Libyans also in the army as

their mercenaries brought from north
Africa where they possessed colonial
cities, Ludaeans and Putaeans 27, 10.
The river Laud (i. 6. Lawd) in Mauri-

tania (Plin. 5, 1), 9010086 (i. e. Aovda
auxiliaries Nau. 1. c. (comp. Is. ch. 18.
with ta, a prefix-syllable in Libyan
20); and the Egyptian king Shishak
names) ap. Ptolemy (4,1), and the Li(Sesonchosis, Shishonk), first king of
byan
city Labdia or Lavdia (Ptol. 5)
the 22¢ Bubastic dynasty of Manetho,
have
still
preserved the name. In the
had with םישוכ and D230 (see 75) LiMishna (Sabb. 5, 1 and Gemara upon
byans in his army. So had another it) and in the Targ. there is the adj.
king, 2 Cur. 16, 8 comp. with 14, 8. Dn'72> (from aGreek form 4oPdiaxdo;—
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the forms are greatly corrupted) i.e. out

near, to assist one; ; besides, comp. the org.

of the territory Labdia or m. — 2.n.p. root in DRS (tojoin, to belong to, as.
of a Semitic land and primitive people an associate or friend), םלדנ (to join, to
Guy. 10, 22, like DAS, TWIEIN, רושא, stick to). — 2. to
bby, of whose dwelling- place and de- under an obligation
rived races Scripture relates nothing; row Deur. 28,12;
but Arabian tradition (Abulf. hist. anteisl. borrower Is. 24, 2;

bind oneself, to come
to one, hence to bor-

Neu. 5, 4; הדל the
Ps.37, 21; Prov. 22,

p-16) makes them the source of the stem 7; comp. nexus (Liv. 2, 27; 8‚28) of a
P222, who are already mentioned in debtor. — 3. to wind about, to entwine,

the Bible as a primitive people )תישאַר of a garland; to wind, to twist, to
ris) Num. 24, 20. As there was also writhe, of serpents; to wind in a circle,
of stairs; to wind, of the twisted orna-

a Hamite original stem 345, P2729 was

ments and wreaths of chairs; generally
Or. I. p. 351). On the races supposed to plait, to fold (comp. Ar. gs) and the
to belong to the Semitic Ludaeans, and organic root in No”), to incline, to bend,
their diffusion, see Knobel, Die Völker- to refer (to a thing). With the organic
tafel der Genesis, p.198-212. — 3. n. p. root 71-75 may be still compared =>,
of a Japhetic land and primitive people, Aram. 93, Ar. Lil, Deriv. m», mm,
mentioned with dain, }17, Ww7p and Dp am, ל and the proper name yb.
sometimes referred to Dr} (Herbelot, Bibl.

Is.66, 19, all of whom "belong to J.aphet.
Nif. 392 (fut. 752) to join, to unite
By it is meant the territory of Asia
Minor, called Lydia, as well as the Ly- with, to accede to, with לע (Is. 14, 1; 56,
dians, of whom some went into Italy 6; Estu. 9,27; Num. 18, 2 4) or by of
also (Herod. 1,94). Whether a connec- the person Gun. 29, 34, for friendship
tion of race existed between the Lu- and society, for help or as a mark of
daeans of Asia Minor, the Semitic, and love &e.; more rarely construed with
the Hamitic ones, cannot be ascertained. ny Ps. 83, 9.
As to the derivation of the word, the
Pih. (redupl.) 1279 to turn in a circle,
stem, in relation to signif. 1, seems to be of steps; whence in a contracted form

775, out of which the noun "> might

arise very well; as Wid comes from wip
=a». When Lud isi the prevailing name

of an African primitive people, 37) may
be connected with 75>, so that the appellation refers to the elon of the face,
as in the case of pn, wip, .בול The
same result is presented in
j רחל belonging to the appellation "772 (which see).
3

as a stem to 7, see >.

277 > see 497"85 under Nd.
ped see .דגל

the stem 515 which see.

_

Hf. abn (part. 7}9'2) caus. of signification 2.of Kal: to tend, with accus. of
the person Deur. 28, 12 44; Prov. 19,
17; sometimes also with the accusat. of
the thing Ex. 22, 24; or quite absol. Is.
24,2; Ps. 112, 5

( וולfut. )%91 intr, .1 to bend, to bend
aside, to turn away (cognate in sense "30,

ui) with 72 from, Prov. 3, 21 they (vin.
main and mz

3,1, as theradis likewise

a reference to the preceding subjects in
4, 21) shall not turn away from thine
mid (part. m. ;הדל fut. mar) intr. eyes. — 2. (not used) metaphor. to be

1. prop. to be inclined, turned to a per- perverted, turned aside, i. e. bent away,
son or thing; fo join, to unite with one to be turned from the straight line, 719,
or with a thing. Hence to accompany, with a and שקי being transferred in the
accus. 1000188. 8,15. The accus. is also same manner; hence to act unrighteously,

found with pay Gen. 19,19. On this sinfully, in a way that is turned from
signif. comp. the Targ. אול Syr. and good. — 3. to bend or turn in, to crook,
‘Zab. fos, Arab. ds (transp.) to be very of a locality, e. g. of a valley,a way,

לוו

like the Arab. O'Y. Deriv. the proper
name m.
Nif. 33 (part. masc. 1433) to be perverted, twisted, crooked, figur. to sin, to
act perversely,

to go a perverse

md
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way,

Prov. 2,15; 3,32; 14, 2; the partic.
also as a subst. Is. 30, 22.

Luz; while Luz in Canaan Gen. 35, 6
was afterwards named Bethel.

nd II. m. almond- or nut-tree Gun. 30,
37 according to Saadia and the Vulg.;
mb being put for Rp in Aram. also

(Nun. 17,23), and the Ar. ay) being the

Hif. ( הלדan Aramaeising form; fut. same. More correctly perhaps hazel-tree
 (רלרדto move away, to bend or turn away, (Rashi, Kimchi, Arab.), different from דנא
(which see), though belonging to the
with 12 from Prov. 4, 21.

The stem 72 (mb), enlarged into 7-75 same species, The derivation from a root
(which

appears in this signif. in the 179 to enclose is to be rejected, as well

as that of TR from דנא= ( רכטMeier); for
Arab. ( לto bend together, to twist to- m is prob. = 19, which should be comgether),525 (to enfold, to twist),
oy bined with the men, engus, old high
(contortus, inversus fuit); but the funda- German Anuz, English nut, Pers. > 6
mental signification seems to be to twist
 לוזהsee  לוז1
or fold together, to enwrap, to veil, to
knot firmly together, the organic roots in

mb I. (not used) intr. to lighten, to

Tan L,_Aram. tom, Hebrew yo-nLl,
shine, to glitter, then to glow, to burn,
Arab.
&e. also proceeding from the to dry up, to be sun-burnt, of the ground
idea 4 bending.

(Ar.3 the same = (
5-6( ;conseq. iden-

mad I. (a bending,acurve, from the verb

tical in its organic root m2 with that in
 לדwith a of motion mad; in the cod. רלק, 35°; comp. lug-en, to see, IucSam. mv for mb) 1. ne p. of a city ere. Deriv. mp in 11792.
in Benjamin, on the southern border of

the tribe of Ephraim, which the sons
of Joseph (Ephraim and Manasseh) took

md II. (not used) tr. to cut off, to

a plate, a table of
from the Hittites 1088. 16, 2; 18, 13; wood or stone, a board, a layer; 23 (from
Jupexs 1,23 seq. The patriarch 1 acob 215 I to split off) a table (1 Kings 6, 9)
is said to have first called this eity, in and wp (a table, board, plank) from
whose neighbourhood he enjoyed inti-

mate communion

divide, to separate,

with God, Sy ,תיִּב vum (tocut off, to split off)proceeding

from the same point of view. Deriv.
Gen. 28,19; 48,3; which fact took place
on another oceasion, according to an- md, m, nip, the proper name n>.
The fundamental signification of this
other narrative 35, 15. Perhaps the
stem
different from 1) I., if one looks
name existed earlier 12,8; 13,4. But
though this alteration of name is at the nature of the nouns derived from

plainly declared Jupezs 1,23, it is clear it, and the analogy of words cognate in

from Josn. 1. c. that זול ad לא תיִּבדsense, is clear and indubitable; and the
were not entirely identical; but that organic root חל is also identical with

Syn’ was probably a place existing
before 1779, and situated on a height,
which may have been afterwards incorporated with Luz. See .לָאדתיִּב —

2. n. p. of a city of the same name in

that in pa L, nb-s, Pa””&e. It is
likewise ‘to be email; in Babylonian,
Syriac, Arabic, Ethiopie &e. for nouns
derived from it.

mad or n> (pl. nimb, nind, rin)

the land of Dam 1. 6. ,ְםיִמָּכ Cyprus, m. 1.4 table, a plate, tabula, a)ofstone
Junges 1,26, as is already assumed by Devt. 4,13; 10, 1; the material in the
‚Euseb. (Onom. 8. v. Xezzeiu) and Jerome sing. Ex. 24, 12 or in the plur. 34, 1
(Opera If. p. 430). It retained the name standing with it. So the tables of thedec-
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alogue, which are called nam תחול where, however, the second טרק is the
Deur. 9, 9 15, may nis Ex. 32, 15; part. act. m. = .טל — 2. n. p. of a Me-

34, 29, or also nityalone Deur. 10, 5;

sopotamian , the ancestor of the two
peoples 31722 and Axin, 8 man that imwere also inscribed on nine Is. 30,7 8. migrated into Canaan, Gen. 11,27 31;
Writing upon or engraving (with a grav- 12, 4 seq.; 13, 1 seq.; 14, 12 seq.; 19, 2.
in other cases oracles and short sayings

ing-tool) in ’> is expressed by לע nn Hence they are called i 23 Deur.
The
Ex. 32, 16, לע an» Devt. 10, 2, ‘rarely 2,9, Ps. 83,9, Arab. by)
 על וקyb as" .saH .2,2 )b a etymology isi obsaure, Perhaps = a1) a
cast metal plate, chiselling on which was

concealedi. e. obscure, low one, like ךשח

expressed by לע nme 1 Kınas 7, 36. (Prov. 22, 29); or perhaps a dark-colource) a wooden plate, a board, a plank, pine ed one. — 3. In many mss. as also in

the deck of a ship Ex. 27, 8; 38, 7 ‘hol- the cod. Samar. for טל ,which see.
wid (same as 01 2; 15 appears to
low with boards; of cedar- "wood with
which the door (n}7) was barricaded be a noun-ending, current in Edomitish,

) על12) Sone oF Sox. 8, 9.— 2. Figur.

as in the names

757, 7199, TT,

the table
ofthe heart Jur. 17,1; Prov. 3, m, TP, 1723 &e) n. p. m. of a
3; comp. 2 Cor. 3, 3. Phenic. m (= m) Horite, ‘and of a Horite tribe Gen. 36,
the same (Plaut. Poen. 1, 15).
20 29.
u) (the adherent, attaching to) 1.n. p.
mn (plank-work) n. p. of a loca-

nein | Moab, on a height, named "2372 m. GEN. 29, 34; 34, 25; 35, 23, so called
‘om Is. 15, 5 ascent of Luhith, between because Leah hoped, that her husband
Sy and “2% according to Eusebius and

would adhere to her. —

2. The name

of his tribe which was set apart for
erome.
sacred things Num. ch. 3; in which view
wri (constantly with the article; the name was probably explained difthe whisperer, oracle-giving one, viz. Jah ferently Num. 18, 2. In full form “99 23,
is)n. p. m. Neu. 3,12; 10, 25.
 לניmm, WE MB were used; יולalone
Ex. 2, 1; Ps.135, 20; Num. 26, 59.— Paund I. (part. act. m. wis Is. 25,7
tronym. ‘sb for יל Ex. 4, 14; pl. oma
bb, chosen for the sake of assonance
wade the noun Di), 88 DYnip 2 Kınas

Josn. 21, 1.

( יולdef. plur. 2333) Aram. patr. m.
16, 7 = DaB; part. pass. m. Und, fem.
mind) tr. 1. to cover, to wrap up, with same as Hebrewיול Exe, 6,16; 7,13.
my (after die form 799, 51793) =
in 1 Sam. 21, 10; to cover over, with
by Is, 25, 7. Deriv. טול 1. — 2. Figur. a wreath, garland, Prov. a 1 4 9. It
to conceal, to hide, like DR» 1; to cover. is also the ground-form of mp.
Deriv. טל ,1 , טאל6 proper names 049
in (from 9972, like ymujn from.
and wi. — 3." Motaphor. like 0173 I. num) m. prop. an animal wreathing or

to practise enchantments, i. e. to veil, to gathering itselfin folds, hence 1. a seract secretly. Deriv. טל 2. (= um 2). pent Is. 27, 1, described more specifi10. ( הָלִיטfut.  יליט0 ob») to eally by M2 Wr (serpent jerking itmuffle, with 2 with or ‘in 1 Kies 19, 13. self forwards by folds) and jinsp>, שחנ
 טולII. (not used) intrans. to be soft,( crooked serpent), a symbol of Babylonia.
— 2. Metaphor. the dragon in heaven Jos
kon, sticky, of tough, sticky resin; 3,8 = na Wrz 26, 13, a constellation
identical in its organic root b> with that
which follows the sun and moon accord-

in 0277 II. (of mortar, cement); comp.
lut-um. Deriv. Un.
 טילm. .1 a covering, a veil Is.

ing to the Eastern myth,

sometimes

surrounds them and so brings on dark-

7 ness, a thing which magicians also were
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said to be able to accomplish, — 3. The |  לְלְאָתcomp. 7777, pl. aw 313) fem. a
crocodile, described in Jos 40, 25—41, knot, ‘loop, noose Ex. 26,4 1 36, 11.
26, asymbol of Egypt Ps. 74, 14, as }2M
ri) conj. condit. same as אלול if not,
is elsewhere Is. 51,9; Ez. 29, 3. Great
followed
by the perf. Gen. 31, 42, 1 Sam.
powers were symbolised as strong animals

and represented

25, 34 or the part. 2 Kınas 3,14, or the
verb
is entirely omitted Ps. 94, 17;
the king of

as sea-monsters

(Dan. 7, 3; Apoc. 13,1);

Babylonia is compared to 72m (JER. followed by "2 in the apodosis Gen. le,
51, 34), and the Assyrian power to a TN, TN, Ps. 119, 92 and 124, 5, or by no
serpent (Is. 14, 29). — 4. a great sea- particle at all of consecution. In Aramaean ןא = O8 is coupled with it by
animal, antos Ps. 104, 26.
way of strengthening the idea, whereby
( לולcontracted from the redupl. 1275 arises "21>; omitting the negation ("2,
into a simple stem, the simple root being NB) we have ללא (which see), with
which ND~DN=א  קדםֶאis in one instance
72 = 7279, comp. Aram. ףל,Arab. 2
identical Ez. 3,6 "Targ., Syr., Vulg.).
a: not used) intrans. 1. to wind, to
 ןולI. (derived from ליל = לול as a
twist, to writhe, to turn in circles, of stairs;

eomp. el,J winding, a circular line. De- denomin. by the interchange of liquids;

3 p. perf. masc. 3, fem. 1351 Zeon. 5,
4
abridged from mb, comp. Is. 59, 5
into one another, to be woven, plaited,
r
a
m morf ;ria .trap 27, 72. פא כָנִים
knotted together, of a loop. Deriv. .יל
— 3. to interlace, to be enfolded, hence ,13 21 after the form P25 inf. constr.
to be lowering, dark, of night (opposite with ל bb) intr. to pass the night,
ni [which see] to ba clear, bright, of with 3 of time Gen. 32, 22 or of place
rivat. the noun 513, —

2. to be folded

the day); or better after 12 in the sense
to incline, to bend, to turn to, to make a

.2803 ,5 ,4 Jupezs 19, 15, or also ab-
solutely 2 San. 12,16; to abide Zecu.

curve, like the Arab. Sy (to incline, .5,4  פלJunges 19, 13 is contracted’
from nap: Deriv. yon, 27579.
bend), JJ (to turn the back); hence
Hif.,pen (abridged Pr, as in other
figur. to sink, to go down, of night, which
verbs
13; inf. constr. with ל P25 imp.
is, as it were, a sinking of the sun;
לין,לינ,;קיכוfut. PR, Pon, pe &é.,.
comp. the opposite hes (= may) of asapoc. 42°, aM, in gia or poet, 42°
cent, of day. 47% (wich see)” may be
JupGEs 19, 20, Jos 17,2, comp. לכאי
a collateral form of לולin signification 3.
18, 19 = bos &e.) 1. to pass the night,
Deriv. ליל  ליל555, na.
bab (ot:(םילול, m. prop. a winding,
then winding stairs 1 Kınas 6, 8. Aram.

the same; Phenic. 55 (Sid. 17, 8) stairs.
bad subst. = bb see 919 I.
 אלּולfeompodndad of 7) and Xb =

to remain over night Gen. 19,2, Jupees
19, 7, sometimes with the "addition of

Aare Nom. 22, 8; Ruta 3,13; with 3
of the place Ps. 55, 8; Jupans 19, 11
20; Sone or Sox. 7 19; to lodge, to
dwell ZEPH. 2, 14, with 3 Is. 65, 4 or

the accusat. of the place 1 Cur. 9, 27;

RD, Nd) @ conjunction condit. if not, i e. to abide, with 2 of the place Ruts 1, 16,
if that thing were not, which actually or the accus. Junges 19, 9; to continue,

is; coupled with the perf, and having to remain Ex. 23,18; Davr. 16,4; with
>“ (for) usually in the apodosis Gen. 2 until... Ex. 34, 95; to stay, with לע
,43 ;10 Jupazs 14, 18; 2 Sam. 2, 27; at, by, of animals at the crib Jos 39, 93;
seldom with the apod. wanting Ps. 27,

to sleep, i. e. to pass the night 24, 7, —

13 (hence the points over .( אללBut 2. Figur. to continue (of things), with.
"ana (which see)is commonly put for it. 3, 72, “MX, and the accus. of the place

nba (only pl. nid? MND ,constr, Jos 29, 19; to have an abiding seat 41,
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14; Sone or Sor. 1, 13; Is. 1,291; to metaphor. to speak unsuitably, scornfully,
remain over night Deut. 21, 23; to con- calumniously, to bring forth unsuitably,

tinue (a long time) 708 19, 4; Jer. 4,  דְּבָרִים708 6, 3.
14; to be permanent, Ps. 49, 13 is not

permanent in honour; to abide Prov.19,

23; of the looks, to continue seeing Jos
17, 2; to turn in (for the night) Ps. 30,
6. — 3. to let continue over night Lev.
19, 18; Deur. 21, 23.

The organic root is

identical with that in 7-55, Arab. Lad,
ayo,
Ar. +
ו

ץּולI. 2( pers. mx5; part. m. p>, pl.
( םיצלintr. prop. to jump about, to leap
Hithp. ihn "מ in pause (ןֶנרלתל about (out of petulance), hence to be

to lodge, to settle oneself, with accus. or petulant, wanton, of a restless spirit;
metaphor. to mock, to deride, to despise;
3 of the person Ps. 91,1; Jos 39, 28.

to be unstable (opposite nom) Prov. 9,

ל

II. (Kal unused) intr. to mutter

(prop. to murmur,

to hum, to cry), in

.12 Hence VR a mocker, by intoxication,

,20 ,1 one who is wantonly elated 21,
,24 who causes quarrels 22, 10, and .
therefore an abomination to men 24,9;

order to express discontent; prob. cog-
nate with 799, Arab. ups (to curse);
this idea also proceeding from that of one deficient in understanding, who does
murmuring; comp. TS to murmur, to not heed admonition and instruction 9,
practise enchantment (Jos 3, 8) and to 7 ;8 ;13,1 ,15,12 who is without per-
curse, "23 to cry and to curse; modern ception and wisdom 14,6 (different from

Hebrew סער to rustle and mutter. 126117.

mabn and abn.

 "אש133 (jut. yp) to express oneself

in murmuring or muttering sounds, i. e.

"ne 19,25), who disregards religion and

morals Ps.1,1, and is therefore violent Is.

.29,20 Cogn. in
i sense ya. Deriv. 729.
Pih. ( לצץpart. m. pl. 'םיצצל = ( 'ִלמto

act petulantly, to appear frivolous, overto mutter, with >» of the person Ex.15,
bearing (on a day of drinking) Hos. 7,5.
;24 .0083 ,9 .18 The Ki and K'ib
Hi. yon (3 p. perf. pl. ּוצילה part.
sometimes fluctuate between the Nif. and
Yon; fut.V2") to deride, to mock, with
Hif. Ex. 16,2; Num. 14, 36; 16, 11.

Hif. poo and ren (part. ןילמ fut. ַ סof the object, םיצפל Prov. 3, 34 (like
92 and Te) same as Kal: to mutter, 39% Ps. 59, 9, Is. 37 ,22), but commonly
with לע of the person Ex. 16, 8; Num. with the accus. Prov. 14, 9 the expiatory
14, 29.

nb I. (Kal not used) intr. to swal-

sacrifice mocks

fools,

i. e. it does not

correspond to their purpose; 19, 28 the
worthless witness scorns judgment; an

low, to gulp down, i. e. to eat up, to JoB 16, 20 my scorners.
lick up; applied to drinking, to sip up,
Hithpo. ( התלוצץfut. pein?) to practo drink up, a stronger word than nw tise mockery, to behave recklessly, impuOs. 16; Syr. SS, SS the same; Arab. dently 18. 28, 22.

The organic root 7b, with the funhıyveio,
Latin lingo &e. The ‚organic root עלis damental idea of restless, reckless, wan-

We, Sanskrit lik, Greek 3

connected with that in »5-) IL, po,

ton hopping and leaping, is entirely

Ya=3, 330 IL, 709, Pb, ‘since the fun- identical with that in y>-y, ,סלדע 1279,

damental "signification of licking up, except that it is transferred in the lateating up, swallowing, gulping, lies in ter to wanton, elevated joy; comp. Ar.
them all. Deriv. .ל
vals (to be restless), ye (to be ex-

Pih. (vedupl.) oy (fut. 9292, ap- cited), The meaning to spring lies also
pearing only in the abridged 359%) to in W273; with 7 of the place to spring
swallow up entirely Jos 39, 30.

down from.

yd IL. (3 perf. pl. 395) intr. to stam-

 ץּולI. (Kal not used) intrans. to be

mer, to speak erroneously, unintelligibly;

knotted into one another, to be twisted to~
4*ז
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gether, applied to discourse, like the Ar. from lingo, Ulmen laz (to lick),
yo); to speak covertly, improperly, ob- whence lezovis the tongue, Ar. eae
scurely, in riddles, of plays on words,

witty sayings, and later of a rhetorical
manner of speaking generally; Ar.;
IV. (to speak obscurely), whence למ
(riddle); connected, perhaps, with the
organic root in A (Aram.), an.
(Hebrew).
Hif. y795 (only part. 79%) to speak
improperly or figuratively, in intricate discourse, i. e. to speak in soaring words,
rhetorically. Hence ץילמ a speaker, ap-

the tongue, prop. the licker, Coptic Aac

tongue, and many others.

The organic

root U2 is the Ar. ₪ (to lick), enlarged
into
Ag) (to lick). Deriv. 748)
and the denom. jw), then 7127.
wad (strength, force) n. p. m. 2 Sam.
3,15 K’tib, for which un stands elsewhere.

md (out of N13, for תאר Aram. f.
prop. adhesion , connection, but oceur-

plied to prophets and prophetie poets ring ouly as a preposition: by, with; 473
in]? Ear. 4,12 from with thee = כמ
But it is more probable that nj in mb,
nip is merely a secondary form of 1n

Is. 43, 27; mediator, intercessor JoB 33,
23, which angels are for men before
God (see Marra. 18, 10); an interpreter
Gun. 42, 23; a messenger, who has to

= Hebr. my, so that > and > only re-

intercede 2 Chr. 32,31. See Yan. Deriv.
mean.

main.
7D(only with the article, sbi, abridged

 שולI. (part. f. pl. niö>; inf. constr.

from the Pentateuchal mbit, after the

wd; fut. ap. 52%, but K'tib 2 San. 13,8 weak e was no longer ‘uttered) pron.
3 comp. ריו Ex. 16, 20 =") tr. demonstr. this, that, ille, &xsivog, after
to knead, pea Jen. 7,18, Hos. 7, 4, also

a preceding noun Jupazs 6, 20; 1 Sam.

17, 26; 2 Kinas 4, 25; 23, 17; Zucu. 2,
absol. and coupled with man 1 San. 28, 8; rarely without it 1 Sam. 14,1; Dan.
,29 229 28am. 13,8 and my Gen. 18,6. 8,16. See mr.
As to the derivation, wid |
I.-is umally

identified with way I. (aa is
1 yao 1. with| ( הלnot used) intr. same as 19 (175)
 רוand  דושIL.) and its fundamental sig- to be "knotted into one another, to be twisted
nification defined to be to press, to press together; metaphor. to be perverse; Ar.
together, to rub in pieces. But the idea of 67 --7

kneading manifestly proceeds from that

of mising , as the Ar. wy

still shews,

y ; >» of the same fundamental signification.

Deriv. nar).

my> 1Sam. 21, 12; 25, 21; Eccuns,

and is remotely connected with 1) (175),
6, 5; seo הז
ה-לז.
‘gab II. (not used) intr. to be strong,
powerful, lusty, of the lion, like the

Ar. bY (whence שק strength, power,

ao strong) along with ud (whence
Tei strength, oat. a lion), Targ. n>

לזו

see uy.

nd (from 5;

constr, rata; we

should neither wend ,תּוזְכ nor derive it
from 799) 2 perverseness , frowardness,
Prov. 4, 24.
 חלa verb, see nm.

(mb) the same; identical in its organic
nb (plur. (םרחכ adj. m. moist, fresh,
root של with that in pb-n I. Derivat.
un and the proper names un, un green, of trees Ez. 17,24, juicy, of grapes
Nun. 6, 3, new, of ropes Jupazs 16, 7,
and un.
young, "of sticks of fresh wood

Gen.

 שולIII. (not used) intrans. to lick, 30, 37.
lingere, lambere, the tongue being the
nd (with suf. Ts) m. vital juice,
organ used; as the Latin lingua comes

vital Force or freshness, vigour, of men
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Deut. 34,7; comp. D7 2. belonging to
Ez. 19, 10; prop. moisture, juice.

3278 11. (to flow, to pour), גל 1 (to drip,
to drop); so that there can be. no doubt

about their fundamental signification.

 בחsee .9711
nb see mb.
nnd (not used) intr. to sprout, to
shoot, togerminate, of the sprouting hairs
on the chin or beard, pullulescere; derivat. 73 (which see). — The organic
root mond may be connected, in the
fundamental signification just mention-

"mb (pause “12, with suff. In, Mara;
dual oon, constr. רחל with ‘suf. wb,
72, Fb, m, can}; from ?החל

prop. the sprouting hair, on the chin (see

 תו1), then: 1. the bearded chin, the plucking and pulling of which was reckoned
a disgraceful action Is. 50,6 (comp. Nen.
13, 25; Horat. Sat. 3, 1, 133), then the
ed, with חל (nm>), the idea of being cheek Sone or Sou. 1,10; 5,13; Lament.
moist, fresh coinciding with that of 1,2; 9-by הפה 1 Kınas 22, 24, 1 Car.
sprouting in the case of other verbs 18, 23 or“) rip Ps. 3, 8, Jon 16,10 to

also; comp. the Arab. “bb

to be moist, give a box on the ear; ao the jaw-bone,

fresh, and to sprout; wi-n to be fresh,
new, with 8-7 to sprout. Along with

of animals Deur. 18,3, Junges 15, 15
17, where the bridle (Is.30, 28) and the
fishing-hook (Ez. 29, 4; 38,4; Jos 40,

the meaning to shoot (spoken of the first 26) are put. — 2.n. p. of a rocky dishairs of the beard) there may also have trict in the mountains of Judah charexisted that of “sending forth slime or
dirt”, spoken of the agitated sea, so

acterised by crags, mentioned only in
the Philistine wars Jupgzs 15,9 14 19;

that the organic root 1-71) is connected with a of motion Tr) 2 Sam. 23, 11,
with that in na" and. 'חלדד
as we should probably read for החל
mand (with suff agin, from pn 2) (see 73). In Lehi, which perhaps was
m. strife, punishment, Jos 20, 23 it shall originally called רומחה "75 (Jaw-bone
come to pass that in order to “Allhis belly of the ass) or יִחָל m4 (height of Lehi),
(of the insatiable man) he sends forth and to which at a subsequent time the

against

him the fire of his wrath,

and

causes (it, the wrath) to rain down upon

memory of Samson’s heroic deeds was

attached by an etymological process
Jupezs 15, 15-19, was a deep or holThe word is not connected with on.
low place, in a “Works named Wn>'2
mind see nin.
(which see; comp. Jos. Ant. 5, 8, 9),
out of which a spring flowed Jupars
nnd (i. e. m2; not used) intr. to be 15,19, called אָרּוקַה Tz (ib.), which was
moist, wet, juicy, fresh. Deriv. חל  חלstill known to Jerome, and in the middle
and or) 2.
ages (Robins. II, 687 seq.). The derivaThe organic root חל appears in this tion of the noun m from jap) to sprout
i "other languages also:
fundamental signific. also in the Ar. pi has an analogy in

him for his punishment (Targ. Syr. Rashi).

(to be moist, of the eye), Ethiop. redupl.

rıbrıb (lachlecha) to moisten, to make wet,
in the Targ. and Talm. ,חל whence the
redupl. M22 to moisten, and the nouns
mn, mmr, nim (freshness, moisture,
juice). ‘Accordingly, it is perhaps con- |
nected with the root in the German

Laich (moisture), Greek Anıx-&v, Auıxalew, Anx-&v (to sprinkle with seed, to
‘whore). This root is also inherent in
the verbs n5"n I. (to spring, to flow),

the Greek yev-vs,

7éveov coming

from

yévew, the Latin gena from genere, the
German Kinn from keinen = keimen.
For  לָחִיand M2 comp. the Ar. sc,
whence

mam

chin, us

beard.

(the feminine form of 73)

. מp. "of a place otherwise unknown, iin

the neighbourhood of 1) 2 Sam, 23,11.
We may read so for הוחל the LXX
and Josephus also understanding a

לחך

ond
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‚place; comp. 1775 in the Targ. for רש wage war, with 2 of the person, to contend
‘in the territory “of Moab.
with one Ex. 1, 10, Junges 11, 8, also
with Dy Junczs 5, 20,1 Sam. 17, 19,
amd (inf. constr. 12) tr. to lick away,
1 Kınas 12, 21, "MS 20, 23, Is. 37, 9,
‘to lick off, to eat of, with accus. of the  אלJur. 1, 19 and 15, 20, and לע of the
‘object Num. 22, 4, Latin lambere, lingere.
"The stem whieh has prop. sprung from

“yp? is identical with ppd; comp. Ar.

person Neu. 4, 8, with little variation
of meaning; but ‘also with 2 Jupaus 9,

45, 2 Sam. 19, 27, לע Deur. 20, 10, Is.

Sanskrit leh = lingere, Asi- 7, i, ny of the thing Jos». 10, 29; 19,
| 47; to ‘make war upon, to combat, ‘with
lecken, English to lick.
(fut. m2)) to lick up, to accus. of the person Jost. 10, 25; Jupaus 12, 4; 2 Kınas 9, 15; 1 Kınas, 20,
₪. “EY of the serpent Mic.
25. Jer. 33, 5 houses (ona should be
7,17, ie. living 1in it (comp. 228 Gen.
read for (םיִָּב to fight with the Chaldeans,
:8, 14); to lay waste Num. 22, 4, to conas Ps. 109, 3 also shews. Seldom absol.
ane; ova, of fire 1 Kines 18,38. Fig.
Jupezs 5,19, or with m? 1 Sam. 17,
Ban רפע m? Is. 49, 23 to lick the dust
10, or with ִפ תַמָחְלְמדתַאto strengthen
‘of one’s ‘feet, i.e.
i
to prostrate oneself in
the
expression 1 ‘Sam. 8, 20; 18, 17.
submission to one.
As to the fandamen tailsignification
ond (part. m. act. םח  ל, part. pass. of the stem om, that which has been
Me ums; inf. constr, OD; imp. pm, fut. given has every analogy in its favour:
‚ba? tr. 1. to take food, to eat, to con- Aram. 32 (to eat, to taste), Arab. rey
sume, used in poetry for the prosaic (to eat, to swallow), Hebr. py> in לס
Wr, JS,
2 ₪
Pih. 72
consume, 6.

»>s, with accus. of the object Prov.

4, 17; 23, 6; seldom absol. 23,1; with (to consume, eat up = P29), Arab;
2 of ihe thing, to eat of a thing (with (to swallow, to eat), Aram. Di) the same,
satisfaction) Ps. 141, 4; Prov. 9, 5; whence N77 bread; and the analogies
 רְשףvam? Devt. 32, 24 devoured by of np 1. (which sie) confirm the same.
pestilence. Deriv. bn 1. — 2. Fig. to The second meaning also has its supdestroy, to fight, to war, ‚with accus. of the port in the Arab. 5 (to fight), fe (to

object Ps. 35,1, or with > of the pers.

+ (to be destroyed,
56,3; but the Nif commonly occurs in make war upon),
this sense. — The transition from sig- in fight).
om» (prop. part. Kal after the Ara‚nification 1. to 2. is also found in >28,
maean
manner, on connected with a
.likewise used of extirpating a people
(Deut.7,16; Jer.10, 25) and of destroy- following noun) m. prop. carrying on war
ing with the sword (Is. 1, 20), as the or strife, then war, O49 DM? (35 mss.
‘enemy to be destroyed is also called read 0772) Jupass 5, 8 war atthe gates,
the om3 (Num. 14, 9); comp. Arab. wa

(to rub to pieces with the teeth,

i.e. a siege, opposite to war in the plain.

The

LXX

have translated,

without

meaning, DPD OND.
fight).. It is unnecessary, therefore, =
om (with suff. and, na) comm.
‘go back to another fundamental signi‘fication. Derivat. Dam), mansn, Dr, 1. food, for men Gen. AT, 12 or animals
and the proper names um, "Dan.

Is. 65, 25; Jos 24, 5; henge it is applied

Nif. o>? (inf. absol. םָחְלְנ constr. to manna Ex. 16,4 22, to sacrificial
oma; fut.or) recipr. prop. to destroy food Mat. 1, 7, to the fruits of the earth
one another, to exterminate each other
(comp. Greek ectyeo0 ax and for the
reciprocal meaning of Nif. comp. "312,

panz, dew? &e.), generally to fight, to

Jos 28,5; bread-corn, grain, wheat (Ar.

Leb) Is. 28, 28; 30,23, hence amb ץֶרא
corn-land 36,17, coupled with םיִמָרְּכ 738;
corn Gen. 41, 54; sustenance Prov. 27,

לחם

לחץ
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97 ;Lament.5,9; victuals Nen.5,14 18;
household food 1 Kınas 5,2 [4,23]; a possession necessary for maintenance EccLEs.
‘11,1; a portion Ex. 16,22 &c. Here
belong *יל DER to take food, to partake of

also proceeding from the same fundamental signification; so too the Arab.
433 (flesh), OS (the same) 806. from
a similar ground-meaning.

( לחסnot used) Aram. same as 1160.
a meal, Gen. 31, 54; 37, 25; םיִשָנַא Doms,
‚Ex. 24,17 22 the brand of men, i.e. the ‘om. Deriv. Dm.
sustenance which people bring to the
ont (Targ. on, def. אָמְחְל(Aram.
house. of, mourners (see Jur. 16, 7); comm, food, a feast, a table Dan. 5,1.

 מִיCar  אלכלPs. 41, 10 = 9 םוְלָש שיא

one’s;friend, hence ‘sans BR) '02.7|
= od;
2 OY to put ‘food before
one Gen. 43,‚31; the table =a meal, hence
 יטב עַלההַלְחֶםot tis ta eht elbat 1 .maS
20,20 24; 2 my to prepare a feast
 הייה10, 19. "Specially bread, and
therefore coupled with mp Gen. 18, 5,
23 Ex. 29, 23, הָלַח
5
ibid., which is baked
Is. 44,19 &., particularly a loaf, and
so reckoned 1 Sam. 10, 4; 21,4. ond
 הַפָּכִיםwere the loaves set before Jehovah Ex. 25, 30; 35, 13; which were

pan (place of fight, out of or, 3
with the usual termination D-, as 32
mss. and the Vulg. read; we usually read
there dam, in which an appellative
sense is less perceptible) n. p. of a
locality in the plain of Judah Josn.
15, 40.
cn  לחsee DR m.

nb(not used) Aram. intr. to sing, to

7% like the Arab. ost (modern
Hebrew 13 melody), applied especially
eubsequently called nassen Dmp (see to the song of maidens going about.
 פָּנִיםand y). -— 2. A farther develop- Deriv. ara. Others say: to attach to,
also
ment of m2 juice, Jur. 11,19 we destroy to witliare to, which the Arab.

the tree in its sap, comp. mb yy Ez. 21,

3, opposite to War Pz. A similar enlargement exists in px» Ez. 24,5 from
VR. — 3. (fight, fully 2 na place of
fight) n. p. of a city in J udah, abridged
from ’3"n2, and so in the proper

name ofa man Drma""252 (returner home

means,

or to be longing , lustful, to be

lewd, from the organic root 1-2, which
is said to be found also in the Sanskrit
gan, Greek yev, Latin gen, gna in
gignere; but the meaning “to sing” is
more probable.

NITE (with suff. n2>, (ךתְכחל Aram,

to Lehem) 1 Cur. 4, 22 ((Midr. Ruth ch. fem. a concubine, Dan.5 23 23, in the
1); deriv. Gent. m. “art belonging to Targums (Gen. 35, 29; Juvens 19,
(Beth-) Lehem 1 Cur. 20, 5, for which 2; 20, 5) also for the Hebrew u,
 לSay is a legitimate spouse en
2 Sam. 21,19 has aryat7 na; "nXofthe
Ps. 45, 16; Nex. 2, 6), prop. the sporting
former is not ace. See om ne.
one, i. 6 who passes the time in music
oh (not used) intr. to be thick, full, and dancing, or sings and dances in
swelling, of fulness of the body, applied public (= npr 1 Sam. 18, 7), then
to the flesh, cogn. in sense with “twa III. Bayadere.
i
and "nw IL; conseq. like the Ar. rei (to
be thick, corpulent, full), whence +
(flesh, body); as the noun JUS (flesh)
ur

ynb (part. rm,

pl. ;םיצחל fut.

 (ְלְהץtr. to press, to crowd, to crush,
to bruise, 'ּפ  לברNum. 22, 25; figur. to
oppress= to subdue Junges 4,3; 10,12;

is formed from WU (to be thick, full). to afflict Ex. 3, 9, yr> an oppressor, a

Deriv. pind.
tyrant Is. 19, 20, coupled with poy Jupomb (with suff. onr3) m. flesh, body, 68 2,18; to distress Ex. 23,9; to force
Zurn: 1,17 (Targ., LXX, Vulg.), prop. away 2 Kınas 6, 32; to drive of JUDGES
the full, swelling, dense, “ives and “Ny

1,34.

Deriv. yd.

,

yrıb

לטסא
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8

verb ץחל (Arab. vod the same;
to press, crush, +2 to push) is closely
‘connected with ym; the organic root
yr? is softened in the initial sound

(Gen. 35, 4; August. ad Posid. Ep. 75),
Aram. nop, La,> (anything holy, consecrated), or on the neck, and made in

the form of a serpent Is. 3,
20, as the Ar.
war.
Comp.
Arab.
os,
to practise
into VS (yr).
incantation,
and
to
protect
oneself
with
Nif. ‘prio to press oneself,
wi
with אל
amulets.
against Nem. 22, 25.
( תחלonly dual aye) 7. pl. 1. the
( ץחלwith suff. 12215) m. oppression,

RN, affliction Ex. 0 9; Jos 36, 15. board-work, of a ship, dual Ez. 27,5 the
The genitive following is either to be double board-work, i. e. the right and left.

taken objectively of him who suffers — .2 n. p. f. of a place in Moab Jer.
oppression 2 11808 13, 4, or subjectively ,48 5 K’tib, for which תיחול is the
of him who causes the oppression Ps. more correct reading.
,62 ;10  ילod, Ov 1 Kınas:22, 27, Is.
 לטecno(  לאטJupezs ,4 ;12 -ifilpmis
,30 20 bread, water of affliction, i. e. ed from on, like wy Jos 9, 9 from wy,
scanty and hardly sufficient sustenance דמן dna ,sr SI morf ;87 morf לוט₪
(at sieges).
m.

wind (Kal not used) intr. prop. to

.1 concealment ,

secrecy,

quietness,

hum, to whisper, to utter gentle sounds,

ecneh  בַּלָט1 .maS 81, 22; 5,42; אנט
3,7 and Debs Jupans 4,21 ad, pri-

to murmur, hence

a) to mutter, to mur-

vately, quietly, secretly. — 2. (plur. with

mur magic formulas, to practise magic;
cognate in sense HW>, NWN, Wan IL,

Ex. 7, 22; 0 314, for which u:7> stands

suf. ora;

from 1p 3) enchantment

 הנהand yey (comp. Is. 19, 3; 3,3; in 7, 1 (see um 2).
( טלthe cod. Sam. and many mss.
sorrow (see 1 Sam. 1, 13 15; Is. 29, 4), have 013; from 01> IL.) m. prop. sticky,
as the Syr. as. Comp. Syr. au to’ soft, glutinous, then a fragrant gum
whisper in the ear (Luke 12,3), Arab. which is formed upon the leaves of the
to hiss (of serpents), sibilare, eistus, a shrub growing in Arabia, Sy-
Ethiop. (lachasa) to whiz, to be taciturn, ria (Plin. H. N. 26, 30) and also in
29,“4); b) to pray softly, of persons in

to whisper. It is, accordingly, identical

with ni I. Deriv. שחל( the proper
name חל
Pi. um (part. wry2!2) to mutter magical words, by which adders and vipers

Palestine (Schubert, Reise III. 114. 174)
Gen. 37,25; 43,11. The word was in

Phenic. ob, ודל among the Greeks
Andov, Andavor, Latin ledum, ladanum;

the shrub is called Amdos (75). Other

are charmed Ps. 58, 6.

explanations, as paotiyy,( אָכְטצִמ Ber.

Hithp. שחל( חהpart. unmamn) to whisper among themselves 2 SAM. 12,19, with

rabba ch. 91; Gr. Ven.), aus, 1997,
82299 (Sam., Syr.), 87203, mich (Targ.

> against one Ps. 41, 8.
( "שַחְלpl. םישָחְל( m.

.1 an incanta-

tion-whisper, a magic muttering, mysterious

formulas and words Is. 3, 3, the charm-

ing (of serpents) Eccuzs. 10, 11, Jur.
8,17, a thing of the skilful man

or

&e.% are without funfiation:
|

tod (not used) intr. to adhere to, to

stick to, to hold fast by something, (accord-

ing to the LXX and Ethiop.) spoken
of the climbing lizard, which holds fast

non (Ps. 58, 6; Is. 3,3; Ben-Sira 12, by walls with its sticky feet; conseq. of
Signification with
13). — 2. a quiet, calm, gentle prayer a similar fundamental Bee
Is. 26, 16. — 3. only in plur. םיִשָחְל the Arab. LS, £, (\ם ,
, as בצ
prop. enchantments, hence amulets ‘with (lizard) may in like manner be traced
magic sentences, to protect against enchantments; worn either as ear- rings

back to the same meaning.

An Arabie

saying (see Bochart, Hieroz. 1. p. 1073)

לטאה
also

denotes

the characteristics

of a

species of lizard (2y>,J!) in the same
manner. According to others to conceal
or hide oneself, of lizards which conceal
themselves in holes of the earth; to
which peculiarity certain Arabic proverbs refer (Freitag, Prov. 1. 105. 464);

eonseg. = 02 (0:9 I). Deriv. .האסל
mand

לילו
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/ a species of lizard 0

on walls Lev. 11, 30, LXX xadroBweys
i. 6 asxohapesens wall- climber, Vulg.
stellio.

co( לטוan oppressed, struck one)n.p.
ofa south-Arabian tribe of the Jokshanites, which is regarded as a ramification
of 7373 Gen. 25, 3. The cod. Sam. writes
Dy, from a sing. "od? oo wa).
They appear to be the gad
in Hegaz
(Ibn Kuteiba p. 32; Tebrizi, Ham. I.
p. 561), who live in the neighbourhood
of Leits, four days journey south of

Mecca. שס corresponds to the Arab. w
or Wo; see wad.

wind (fut. (טסֶלְר tr. prop. to push,
strike, rab against a thing (Arab. ub,

of two stones, identical with EW to push,

 טילsee ub.

( לילiia לק after the formטיט ,

vum, on, once poet. also bb Is. 21, Th,
like vo, Und, constr.;לרל but usually
)9% which ₪9 masc. prop. a sinking,
perishing, or intermingling, muddiness,
or veiling, darkening (see 79, 259), then

night Is.16,3, Lament.2,19 K’tib, D123
Is. 1,51 by night, during night;מהרפליל 

21,11 what of the night? i. e. what part
of the night is it? as it was divided
into several watches (Ex.14,24; Jupans

7, 91; Lament.

;)91,2 an-wapnליל 

Is,,03 92 eht hgs fo eht noitacided foa
festival, i. e. of the passover-feast cele-

brated with songs of praise.
 בילsee .975
 לילees לִילִית.

ad (from 515 with accentless ah,
yet in "form conceived of as a fem. and
therefore the pl. is nid") m. 1. night,
as the darkness was called Gen. 1, 5,
opposite to nis vs.4. After numerals of
plurality, as elsewhere, the sing. remains,

Gen. 7,4, Ex. 34, 28, but the pl. stands
up to 10, 1 Sam.30,12; Jon 2,13. With

and with una), then to hammer, to night is put in parallelism Tun Jos 17,
forge, Gen. 4, 22; to sharpen, to point, to 12, as “2 ji Prov. 7,9 = Tun ןושיא
whet (by hammering), nom
1 13, 20, 20; ‘and also ףשנ (evening twilight)

20, 337 Ps. 7,13; figur.= Day "2 to stands = 3% Jos 3,9. “2Jinn a nightone, i.e. to pierce vision excited by dream-images Jos 4,

sharpen. the eyes הקמ

with murderous looks Jos 16,9; comp. 13; 20,8; 33,15; Is. 29,7; also called
Arab. והא a hammer. Derivat. the  ליnip Gen. 46, 2, "2pith 20, 3; constituting a mode of ל
- 9 Fig.
proper name D109.
for spiritual or political night Mic. 3, 6,
Puh. ( לטpart.wnbn) to be whetted, a time of misfortune Is. 15, 1; 21, 11:
of "7A Ps.52, 4.
Jos 35,10. — 3. adverb: by night, Gun.

“aud see DYAW?.
 ילsee "DIN, TOR,אחלי .
 ליsee ,912" DIR.

14,15, Ex.12,30, prop. the accus. of
the noun (but “2723 also occurs Jo
35, 10, or nis) Ps. 16, 7 and תיִליִלְּב

Sone or Sot. 3, 1); ance 2729 bain
by day and by night, i. e. continually

mn (from ib = 779; pl. nin) f. Lav. 8, 35, for which 0%} 7575 Is. 27,

prop. a zone, a garland, thence a 3 or Di} 11279 Deur. 28,66 also occur.
festoon 1 Kınas 7, 29 36; Vulg. Zora,  הלילהin this night Gen. 19, 5, comp.
LXX yaoo arising from ” AQPA. In  היוסWith regard to the etymology

7, 30 perhaps it is better to read with the see bb, which is reduplicated.
Vulg. mmx? for ,ליל and to translate:
 ולילsee na).
one over “against the other.

ליליא

6

ss

wh Aram. m. night, Dan. 0 19; 5, Jewish War 4, 1,1), the present Tel

30, formed as a defin. from 7972, like the
Targ. וליל (pl. 42272);in the Targ. also
2”, def. .אליל
"תילי5 (formed from the m. a) of
= לולby%)
=
f. prop. the nightly one (noctur-

el-Kadi (Robins. III, 616 seq.), in the
valley which stretches to ain) ns,
i.e. in the plain of Huleh (Robins. IT,
611seq.), four Roman miles from 79) 77
(Paneas) towards 72 (Euseb. Onom. s. v.
Av; 1108701. s. v.). — 4. In the form
mon) .מ p. of a locality in Benjamin,
in the neighbourhood of םיִלג and 1933

na), the name of a feminine night-spirit,
that wanders about in the deserts (comp.
Marra. 12,43; Tos. 8,31), that causes Is. 10, 30, originally, perhaps, a Phenimuch misfortune during the nights, and cian colony.
which the seer represents as taking up
As to the appellative signification of
its permanent abode in horrible Edom the name, W713 (Phenic. של ,wd), ie.
Is. 34,14. Like Mpady,& םיִריעָש e. the the lion, was sacred to Eshmén 6
position andמ 
of the Lilit, Aesculapius), denoting the principle of
mentioned in the cod. Nas. (I, 106; II, warmth and life (Julian. Or. 5. p. 167).
;196 III, 158) by the name of Lei, Eshmén (Ya), therefore, as the fundaand of which a great deal is related, mental condition of strength was called
are only to be explained in connexion  לישbya, wh לעַב (perhaps in the proper
with the old Hebrew demonology; but name סילעב = ( שיללעבand was worapparently, it should be compared with shipped asקח  לגAEovrodfos (Morithe horrible and beautiful queen of Li-
nus, Vita Procl. ch.19) even in Ascalon.
bya, with Lamia, who steals and mur- Since the later appellation 77 (judge,
ders children, seduces youths and sacri-
fices them (Philostrat. on the life of ruler) is also an epithet of Eshmün (see
Apollon. 4,25 and 8,9); and later tra- 73), we perceive in that fact merely a
dition confirms this (see Buxt. Lex. talm. modification and confirmation of the old
p.1140). The Lilit is like the ghouls of custom to dedicate localities to the gods,
and to call them after them. The place
the Arabians in the 1001 nights.

5 see 719.

ws see .של

nina? (which see) or ‘9 na may have

been dedicated likewise to Eshmün, as

( לְבָאנָאout of אָבְל = 872d) was so in

ar m. Sl strength, lustiness, Crete (Philostr. Vita Apoll. 4, 35).
mus see un.
hence 1. a lion, living with the x73) in
the frightful desert Is. 30, 6, designated
Br)imparak for הכל see Ta
as the strongest of beasts Prov. 30,
( רכבלpart. ;°37 inf. abs. 759, constr.
30, and roaming about for the sake of
prey Jop 4,11; Arab. ca.J, Targ. תיל ,75 with suff. ab; fut. sb) tr. Prop.
Phenic. wb the same, and Greek die to bind together, to knot ‘together, to
(IL. 4, 239. 0, 275) borrowed from the fold together, to intertwine, a net, cogn.
Phenieians. — 2. (lion) n. p. m. 1Sam. in sense with wy IL, hence 1. to draw
25,44, for which 2 Sam. 3, 15 K’tib has together, MB (a noose), . גe. to take, to
לוש. — 3. (with a of motion השל n.p. seize, AM. 3, 5 (comp. nea 1952 Is. 24,
of an original Sidonian colonial eity ;18 Jur.48, 44), of ney (a net) Ps. 35,
Jupass 18,7 14 27 29 on the northern ,8 ( החושa pit) Jer. 18,22, by the fall-
boundary of Palestine in Dan, not till ing of the lid; fig. to take, of men Prov.
a later period conquered by the Dani- ,5,22 Jos 5, 13, sometimes clearly from
tes, destroyed and rebuilt Josu. 19, 47, the figure of catching a bird JER. 5, 26,
Junges ch. 18, and called 77 18, 29. It — .2 Generally to seize, to lay hold of,
was identical with nw) (whi ch - JosH. as a capture, e. g. warriors, i. e. to take
1. c., was situated at the source of the evitpac ;21,11.usoJ ot ,mrots ריר
12,
little Jordan (Jos. Ant. 5, 3,1; 8, 8,4; 2 Car. 91,31 6 ;.e& neD‚ snapuJ,7

לכר

24 to conquer the waters, i. e. to take
possession of them, in order to prevent
flight, or perhaps to catch up the water;
FIED nay 12, 5, oI רי 2 Sam.
12; 27 to conquer the water-cityI, i. e. the
lower part of the city 127; to take pos-

session of, mar 1Sam. 14,47, with 72
1 Cur. 18, 4, or 2 of the person-Jupaxs
7, 24, from whom something is taken.
—
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8. to take out of, to choose, out of a

number, by lot Josu. 7,14 17, cognate
in sense with x. Deriv. 42d, .תֶרְּכְכַמ
Ni. 7393 (fut. 3257) to be ‘taken, with
snares Is, 24,18; Jer. "48, 44; to be caught,
entangled (with ‘the net) ‘Is.8,15; 28,13;
coupled with שקרכ fig. to be entangled,
ma aa Prov. 6,2; to be caught, "aarız
 עברJos 36, 8, applied to men JER. 51,
56; to be conquered, applied to cities
1 Kies 16, 18; to be selected (by lot)
Josn. 7,15; ; generally, the pass. of Kal.
Hithp. Sonn (fut. 43212) to close in
together, to hoid fast together, to bind to-

gether firmly, i. e. to become firm, of 7:2
pimn (the surface of the flood) Jos 38,
30 ‘(referring to ice); to fit in together, of
the scales of the crocodile 41, 9; comp.
Greek £ysodaı.
/
The stem 339 (Arab. only intr. ₪44

longing to a low plain Josu. 10,3, which
afterwards fell to the lot of Judah 10,
31; 12,11; was fortified by Rehoboam
2 Cur.11,9;-&conquered by the Assyrians
and Chaldeans 2 Kines 18, 14; Jer. 34,
7. After the exile it is again mentioned
Neu. 11,30; comp. Josephus Ant. 9, 9, 3.
According to Eusebius it lay three hours
south of Eleutheropolis, conseq. 15-18
hours from Jerusalem, in a south-westerly direction, towards Egypt. ‘The worship of the sun-horses and chariot appears to have been maintained there by

the Phenicians Mic. 1,13, where 'ל has
an assonance with u. A like name
was borne by a city on the west coast
of Africa Liz, i. e. u, on both sides
of the river of that name (32 772),
built by the Phenicians on a series of
hills (Scylax, Peripl. p. 43; Barth, Wan-

derungen &c. I. p. 21 seq.); and so the
name is pronounced on coins of that
place ושכל (Liksh), written in Greek 41.5

(on a coin) and Aifos, Aiy$ (Falke and
Lindberg, Annonce d’un ouvrage sur les

médailles &e. p.11); comp. Six or Sex
(on the south coast of Spain), which is
written on coins W2W. See .שכל
>

adv. therefore, or on that account,

for sure, nevertheless, see 2 IV, c.
and WU to attach to, to join) has for
 תרכל18.44,14 =n), according to
its organic root 7379, whichis also found a rare “interchange of the preformatives
in 7278, OS-I, TR"2,7978 86 and by  רand ל or 3; as in other instances an
which the ו
onen can interchange between " and ל occurs, e. 8.
only be determined.
mm» and rm) to glitter, to lighten, 337
353 m. capture, noose Prov. 3, 26; and דַעַכ to"determine, to establish, 139
and perhaps > L, 422 and 4 IL. (mb);
elsewhere we have instead me, wp.

n> (not used) intr,to be attached,
annexed, added, Ar. so
J

₪5 Deriv.

the proper name הכל
 לכהimperat. of"לכ which see.
. הכל an enlargement of 72, see .ל

see Aram. 7 p."719.

wind (not used) tr. to heap together,
to bring together, to heap up, to pile up,

to a height, conseq. identical in its organic root U2

with that in 094 I,

woul, Arab. 5
(to swell up, to
mb (after the form mV; attach- heap up); Phenic. web the same.
On

ment, annexation, addition) n. 2. of a city the contrary, this stem has nothing to
in Judah 1 Car.4,21. Perhaps this city do with the Ar. pe (to be obstinate).
was also called 157 4,12, ר interchang-

ing with .ל

wea? (hill, height) n. p. of a Canaani-

tish royal city situated on the height be-

Deriv. the proper name שיכל and
usb and שכל m see שיכל
bbsee .לול

ללאה

למו
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mdb see .ילול

5 see .יול
madd see Ter

trained, with accusat. of the thing, ריש
1 Cur. 25,7, 727199 Sone or Sox. 3, 8;
to be learned, as a practice JER. 29, 13;
of animals, to be trained i.e. tamed 1ER.

31,18; Hos. 10, 11.
p> an abbreviation of m2), like pw
Hif.  הַלָמִידand ( הַלָמִיד=מִּלָמִידnot
from may, see the adv. .םלוא
used) to teach, to instruct, to inform, like
rad see NA.
the Syr. and, Arab. 3.
Derivat.

sab (part. pass. m. ‘722; inf. abs. TR2n, Rab.
The stem a» is still preserved in
ind, constr. sind; fut. ab) intr. prop.
to meditate, to think, to imagine, cogn. in the Syr. psoas (for the usual MER, ל
sense with 375, hence (asin 375) to learn, in the Ethiop., and after those in the Ärato study, ph Ps. 119, 71, nen 119, 73 bie only in derivatives, and there can be

to receive (by understanding and dns no doubt of the current meaning. The
tion), PI Is. 26, 9, הָמְכַה Prov. 30, 3, Ar. As (to submit, to be humble) or
upon Ps. 119,7; to learn by seeing JER. eo (to strike, to push) whichhavebeen
12,16, Ps. 106, 35; to practise, 311272 ו
cannot be at all considered.
Is. 2, 4; to appropriate to one’s own mind, The fundamental signification is the
to be ה
to a thing, followed by same as in Ein?) to meditate, think, ima-
the infin. constr. Ez.19,3 or by Is.10, 2 gine, and proceeds as in Mwy, sun, bar
‘denoting the direction towards. Some- from that of binding, attaching, ‘spinning
times the infin. constr. without (Is.1,17) together; conseq. the organic root would
or with 5 (Deut. 14,23) follows to com- be 372-2, also found in 77273; comp. the

plete the idea; or lastly a finite verb,
coupled with 1 Deur. 31, 12.
Pih. 19% (with a closer connection

2, 2 fen. K’tib "n>; part. 19272;

Sanskrit mad“ ja, understanding, Greek
pad

to learn.

779 see 72972.

 דמלsee aap).
inf. constr. 792; fut. 72%, before Makmob (einpana of >, "9 and "4,
keph an) to Bat, i.e.to make learn,
with accusat. of the object and of the in which case רשא has been omitted
person, as ny1 Ps.94,10, קח Deur. 4, 5, after 712) see "7. "

bewn Ps. 119, 108, nk 25,4, "p> Dan.
1,"4; such double accusative also standing in Jur. 2, 33, therefore also hast thou
taught thy ways to disaster, i. e. disaster
is instructed by these ways of thine.
More rarely with accus. of the person
merely, in the sense to instruct Ps.71, 17,
or absol. 60, 1 to practise (comp. 2 Sam.
1,18), or the object is omitted 2 Cur.

mab see המ

mb see .המ
mab see .המ

 כָמָהPs. 42,10 and 43, 3 see .המ
nnb (not used) intrans. to glitter, to
shine, to lighten, conseq. = הכי 1. (inter-

17, 7 comp. 17, 9; Ezr. 7, 10. With ל changing

and 5), and עמל| Ar.

of the thing, to lead to a thing Ps. 144, to glitter, lighten, ching) may have
1; with 2 of the thing to instruct in a also had the same meaning, if the latter
thing Is. 40, 14; with a of the thing is to be assumed as the stem of bin».
N

Ps. 94, 12 to teach of or respecting a Derivat. ım5 = nv) and ins=BUY

thing. 'Somotimes, as in Kal, the infin.
follows Jer. 9,4; Is.48,17; Ps.143,10,

Once it even stands with 3 of the person 108 21, 22. Deriv. Trab, 739.
Puh. ( סורnur m. 5%) ‘toibe taught,

which see. *
ab 1 Sam. 1, 8 see m.

3

ind I. a compound like 122, see in.

mb II. (from nia, together with

למו
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am? from my) fem. glitter, splendour,
brightness, only a part of the proper

yb see .עול

( עלwith suff. ףלל( m. prop. swallow-
name Din) or .לֶאּומְכ
ing up, gulping down, hence the swal-
 מל8 |
of 3 and 7a, see low or throat Prov. 23, 2, Targ. x24,
m=in.
Zab. Ku the same; comp. Arab. ae
ma? IL. a subst. see in) II.
(to swallow), whence the noun for gullet
( לאלusually to- God » Le. dedi- in Ethiopic.
cated to God, like the proper name 5x
a > (Kal not used) intrans. prop. to
which see; but as this sort of formation
become
“pale, to grow pale, with shame,
in proper names is unusual, it is better
therefore
to be ashamed, as the idea of
to take bain) and bya) as analogous
to לָאּומְי ya,‘ לאּומש so that 5 or being ashamed proceeds from the same

fundamental signification in 717, Wis,
ind iis derived from a verb may or nd,
no», Talm. j23; identical in its organic
according to which the appellative mean-
ing would be: El is brightness, light) n. root with that in a, am 15, 3299,
p. m. Prov. 31, 4, for which 31, 1 has Greek aq, Latin alb, alp. In die ‘dialects (Bab. 399, Syr. SS, Ar. N),
לְמוּאָל.
where it means to carry on nonsense, to
N
see Digi).

sma and דל (pl. by), after the
form Sap, (בושק adj. m. accustomed,
familiar, with a thing, prop. practised,
e. ₪ 7272 JER. 2, 24 familiar with the
desert; "9m 13, 23 practised in evil; a
subst. a disciple, Is. 50, 4 a tongue of
disciples, i. 0. of learned speakers 54,13;
an instructed person 8, 16.

DAN} see Sub.
send see man.

play pranks,

to joke, to sport, to play,

to mock, the fundamental signification

has proceeded from the same idea of
being white, clear, serene, the same me-

taphor also taking place in pox, priy
(Ar. ds, —< tobe clear, brightening,

white, serene,
Hif. 323
figur. to mock
2 Cur. 36,16

to laugh).
(part. (בָעְלַמ to shame,
at, with 3 of the person
= גיִעְלֶה
10.

a (part. m. 3935, fut. 3999) intr.
mb (not used) tr. to precipitate, to 1. to stammer, to waite, of the drunken,

overthrow, to stretch on the ground, enemies; Ar.
the same. Deriv.

nd (overthrower, of enemies; wild
mam) n. p. of one of the patriarchs be-

of a foreign language, conceived of as
unintelligible stammering (see Nifal),
to speak foolishly, thoughtlessly (see Hifl);
identical with the organic root in Sal,

>, 7-99 and with ıyb (interchanging
fore the flood, symbolising the period sand T,see 4). — 2. ‘to mock, to deride,
of thirst for revenge, respecting which with > of the person Is. 37, 22, coupled
a popular

poem

has

been

Gen. 4, 18-24; 5, 25-31.
y2> see A.

preserved

with ra JER. 20, 7, Paw 17, 5, or

with > “of the thing i08 9, 23, but Are

absol. to laugh, to be ל

Prov.

ynd (not used) intr. same as ma, 1,26; 708 11,3. Deriv. על avd.
Nif. 3253 to stammer, prop. to ‘speak
(which” see) to shine, to glitter. Deriv.
unintellig
ibly Is. 33, 19.
97729in the Proper names לאו Dein,
Hif.

ג
( הליnam. av; fut. 393)
where the 9 is elided, as in לֶאּומש from
3120.

 ְמַעָלָהsee .279911
wad see In.

to laugh at, to mock, with 1Ps. 22, 8, 3

2 Car. 30, 10 or לע of the person Nom.
3,33; seldom absol. Joz 21, 3.
The fundamental signification of stam-

לעג
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mering, speaking unintelligibly is clear- or we may refer it generally to 9%
ly expressed in כעלכif we compare it (which see).
with the Syr. es, Hebrew 122 Syr.
may Is. 50,4 see .תו
BS, SS, Targ. 3242 Syr. en Ar.
(יעלpart. m. 19") intr. to speak un-

pee GAS, Hebrew 2-9, Ar. J he;

intelligibly, obscurely, in a foreign tongue;

and the transition to the idea of mocking, laughing at, which also exists in the

or יש הפס ny py 18. 33, 19, mp “a 28,

ecneh )"3Y1b .sP 411, 1 =  לשרן3523 עם

Aram. 435, גלגל comes through the .11 A en speaking a foreign lan-
same medium as in >.
guage were also thought of as inimical.
The stem 195 (Sr. ESS, 535tospeak
395 (constr. (רגעמ.עז 1. adj. m. speaking in‘stammering, barbarous (i. e. foreign) in a foreign tongue, in Egyptian, Arab.

words, Is. 28,11. — 2. subst. a mocker,|; , faaJ to speak unintelligibly, ob-
Jester, 3197 ( about cakes, i. e. good ee is connected with 12% [. (which
cheer) Ps.35, 16. But see .עמ
see), interchanging Yod and ‘Lamed, as

vb (with suff. 039) masc. ל

also with 495 (which see); hence ‘the

coupled with סלק Ps. 79, 4, ı2 Ez. 36,
4, קחצ
32. "

( טַעְלKal not used) trans. properly
to seize greedily with the tongue,

yd (not used) tr. same as yı I.
and רע (777) to determine, to establish,
a time, partieularly a festival. The Ar.
oss (to put in order, ‘to hold fast, to

therefore to swallow, to eat greedily
(from bulimy), to devour, Arab. yaz!
gulosus fuit,
avide voravit, px

derision, scorn, Hos. 7, 16, Jo 34, 7, Talm.‘ = זעַכ apd scorn, disgrace.

bring together) proceeds in like manner

voravit, las} to eat, Syr. ASS to chew,
hence 1422 the jaw, from chewing (like

from this fundamental signification, only mandibula), Talm. טַעָב to eat.
with another application. See 17. DeHif. uw to give to devour Gen.
25, 30.
rivat. the proper names 32, 113°.
nay? see Br.
 עדsee .2977
sig) (definite time, feast, comp. 72°)

n. p. m. 1Cur. 4,21. See מ
1195 (from 195=32 feast, with the
formative syllable ו-ן a person born at
0 festival) n. p. m. 1 Car. 7, 26; 23, 7.

(ןעלnot used) tr. to curse, after the
Arab. os; better probably to be stinging, tart, sharp, bitter, though the fundamental signification is the same. Derivative

 הנעלf. a stinging, sharp, bitter herb,
ny> (not used) intr. to speak thoughtProv.
5,4, wormwood, which is noxious
lessly, foolishly Ar. Lal,
the same,
and poisonous Devt. 29, 17 (comp. Apoc.
poy chatter. To this head is referred
,8 ;)11 conseq. the figure of a hard lot
by some the word 195 Jox 6, 3, assum- Loss, 3, 15, and of misfortune JEr.
ing that the tone is drawn back because .9,14 To read תינעל Prov. 15, 28 with
of the pause. But this meaning does nbI hcäna’G sa ,dygin eht .rulp fo ענה,
ל
not suit the subject "94 there, since
is unnecessary. ‘Phenic. mys (Diose.
speaking would lie in the verb itself
also. We may therefore either take השל )4,15 the name of an herb or shrub.

nyb (not used) intr. to burn, to glow,

after the Targ. and Theodot. (if such

verb be once assumed) 88 = הָאָל,Targ.

= am), בָאָל, whence is commonly
 לֶא, to be cross-grained, fretful, ‘translat- derived nyt ו see). But see meats

ing טי

my words are so peevish;

a
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( רַפְלnot used) intr. to appear, to meander, Jos 6,
common reading).
glitter, to shine, Arab. >+J
(to be white,

to lighten), 4) (to be white).
Pih. 399 (not used) to shine greatly,
to be very luminous, of a torch.

Deriv.

95, and the proper name nie».
Tb

(plur. bie), peas, constr.

2) m. prop. the light-giving, hence
a torch, Gen. 15,17; Junges 15, 4 5;
Zecu. 12, 6; Dan. 10, 6; lightning Ex.
20, 18, striking out of a smoking furnace, i. e. out of a thunder-cloud Gen.
15,17, therefore parallel with lightning
Nau. 2,5; Dan. 10, 6; comp. Aroc.4, 5.

18 (according to the

( ןוצלfrom לכרלף m. mocking, derision,

scorn (in the various applications of the

verb) Prov.1,22; jix> יִשְנַא 29,8, Is.
28,14 = Dey.
 לצץgnignoleb ot  לצצים8011. 7, 5
see לוּץ Pih.

(רַעָלnot used) tr. same as 12) (Ibn
Gandch) to guard, to watch, to control,
to oversee, interchanging > and >, as

nm=m,

PO?=ym &e.; therefore

applied to mouderyoryos and zoopevs, to
overseers of eating and drinking, work-

For דיפ‘Jos 12, 5Bsee .דיפ Targ. spn,
Syr. IauN, Phenie. Son the same, ing and acting. Deriv. Hr.
whence the Greek Aaundd- 2 Aaunas,
map> (fortification, a secure place) n.
Latin lampas, and the verb Aaunw (m p. of a border-town in Naphtali Josu. 19,
inserted before p).
33, afterwards called םיקרל (J. Meg. 1,
mined (lightnings) n. p. m. JuDGES

1); it is said to be identical with "03

4,4; comp. pya 4,6, Phenic. לאָקְרַּב Dam or D573 PD on the shore of lake
(Bare-as) n. p. ‘of Pyemalion's ד
Cinnereth. |’

מ בּרְקָא. .p .mef fo eht esrun fo sueahciS
np? (once np =np instead of np>
(Vie. Aen. 4, 632). The pl. in nim is
here selected for the sake of distinction Ez. 17, 5, pointed with Kametz to distinguish it from the imperative; once
from 977752.
with
suf. onp Hos. 11, 3 instead of
“95 1 Kınas 6, 17 see םיִנָפ

pb as a prepos. see D’2B.
ppd

see DE.

גקָחֶם
ְ ל.trap  לס.lp ;pmb .fni .losba
mpd, constr. Amp, once NR 2 Kınas
12,9, with suff. “ANP, AR; imp. mp>,

more frequently mR, IR; fut. mp2) 2
npb (fut. np>*) to bend, to bow, to prop. to take, lay hold of, seize, with the

crook, to turn (Kimchi), after the Arab.

J

hand; the stems pp? and ra connected

(to bend, to incline), and like the with e expressing taking or seizing

fundamental signification in טבל (which with the lips or tongue; from the fundasee); Phenic. 0D> the same, whence ob? mental signification to cleave to a thing,
(asinking, a turning in) n. p. of a local- to attach to (like the Ar. JIS and 34),
ity, Gentile 997 (on a Sard. inscription). which the grasping or seizing a thing
Hence 1. to turn aside, 703 6, 18 the is; comp. the Greek Ayo, Aayyare;
travelling caravans (read תוחרא from Phenic. np». In usage 1. to take, with
mr) turn aside (read ann) their accusat. of the object Gun. 8, 9 20;
course. — 2. to embrace, to clasp, Jup- 1 Sam. 16, 23; 2 Sam. 22, 17; to catch,
aes 16, 29 (Targ., Rashi). (Bending with 3 of the member with which Ez.
down to the ground, overturning is not 8, 3; seldom withלof the pers. Jur. 40,
expressed, till it is in 16, 30 by הנ 2. Sometimes it stands, like the Greek

772.)

Nif. n992 (fut. map?) to bend oneself,

000 (Viger, Herm. p. 352), to express
the following verb more circumstantially, pleonastically as it were, 2 Sam. 18,

to turn oneself, to incline oneself, in order
to look after Rura 3, 8; to turn, to 18; jn NPP to take away from a thing

לקח
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Gun. 6, 21; Luv. 4, 25. To take from one 17, 11; 2 Kınas 3, 15; to fetch Gen.
is expressed by a np» Num. 5, 25, 20, 2; 1 Sam. 16, 11; to send for, with
ran "2 Lev. 7, 34; whence is alle ex-  מוof the place whence Am. 7‚15. —

pressed by by Is. 6, 6. With > as a 6. to receive, 2» 1 Sam. 12, 3, an AM,
dat. commodi is to ₪ for onesel} Gen.

5, 12,

my, with 1m

of the person

38, 23; Num. 8,16; yet this is also used

Junges 13, 23; to accept, son Ps. 6,

to express a certain intimateness, participation of the actor (see 5 page 715°)

to obtain Gun. 4, 11; Nom. 23, 20; Is.

10, םיִרְמַא Prov. 2, 1, הרות Jos 22, 22;

Ex. 30, 23; Lev. 9, 2; Jos 2, 8 Of AO, 2; figur. to perceive, i. e. to receive
certain expressions with ל we have to with the ears Jos 4, 12. — 7. to undernote:

a) to take to wife, i. e. to marry

Gen. 6, 2, 1 Sam. 25, 43, fully müs ">
Gen. 4, 19 or mar) ” 12, 19, in later
language xy} (Aram. 202) with the same
ellipsis Ezr. 9,2; 2 Cur. 24,3. Of a
father it is said > mer) mpd to take a
wife for the son Gen."34, 4 or mer ”
24,4. MEN or םיִוַעָב are left out, * when m
stands with the noun whence the wives

are taken Ez. 34,16.

b) raya 'ִפ  'לto

take, to presume Num. 16, 1; 2 Sam. 18,
18; comp. capere conatum; hoc sibi
sumit. — 8. In later Hebrew to procure, to buy 2 Sam. 4,6; Neu. 10, 32.
Prov. 31,16 she thinks of a field and

buys it (Kimchi). Phenie. np» (fut. np?
Mass. 20) the same. Deriv. mB nba,
חַק, למRn, ANB", the proper nameלחי 
Nif. mpb3 Ge constr. Mp Pt, fut.
np) pass. of Kal, to be taken away,
1 Sam. 21,7 (by 0
to be captured

take one before his eyes, not behind, i. e.
to catch Jos 40, 24. — 2. to take away, 4,11, to be taken up 2 Kınas 2,9; to be
of enemies Gen. 34,28, as prey 1 Sam. snatched away Ez. 33, 6, to be brought,
12, 3, with the addition mama (by with dx whither Esra. 2,8 16.

Puh. p> (without ו )to be taken,
with 7 of that whence Gen. 2, 33 (mp3
1,19, also np? alone Jos 1, 21; to lead instead of mp9); 3,19; to be ל
away, as a prisoner Gen. 14,12; 1 Sam. Jupass 17, 2, to be amd away 1s.52,5,
violence) 2, 16, ’p שפנ  'לto take the life

of one, i.e. to kill 1 Kines 19,10, Prov.

19, 14; 7992 "I to take away the blessing

Jer. 48, 46, to be hurried away Is. 53,

Gen. 27, 35; DPT nyy “> Jos 12, 20 8, to ge snatehed away 2 Kınas 2, 10,
to take away the understanding of =
aged, i. e. to cause it to vanish;
snatch away, from the midst of the ir.
ing Gen. 5, 24; 2 Kınas 2,3 5; to hurry
away Prov. 24, 11; Ps.49,16; Jer.15,
15; figur. to tear away, Jos 15,12 why

does thine heart tear thee away?;

to be taken up, as a curse JER. 29, 22.
Hof. op (only fut. rps) to be brought
Gen. 18, 4, to be fetched 12,15, to be
torn away Is.49, 24.

Hithp. nbn (part. fem. Anpann)
to hold into one another, to twist into one

to another, to lay hold of one another, of

take away i. e. to swallow up Jos 3, 6.
— 3. to take i. e. to conquer, cities,
countries Num. 21, 25; Deur. 3, 14;
Jupces 11,13; figur. to take i.e. to Yan
Prov. 6, 25; 11,30. — 4. to take along
with, i. e. to lead, to conduct, with accus.

chains; figur. nmpann ty fire (chainlike) taking hold on itself, ii. e. lightning
Ex. 9, 24; Ez. 1, 4; comp. DD (knots,

place Num. 11, 16; 23, 27; 70 38, 20

the receiving (see Prov. 2, 1), learning,

Highendngs) Ps. 11,6, Ar. ER Ger(chains,
lightnings).
( תקלwith suf. RS) 1. m. prop.
of the person or thing, and לא of the
that thou takest it to its boundary - line? instruction received, wisdom, Prov. 1, 5;
also with >x of the person, to whom ,9 ;9 ,16 ;21 doctrine, which one spreads;
something is taken Gen. 48, 9, with > instruction Dur. 32, 2; principles JOB
whither it is led Prov. 24, 11; or the ,11 ;4 comp. אלק what is received,
infin. with ל follows Bx.14, 11. — 5. to doctrine, Greek" 0
(Herod.
procure Gun. 18, 5; to bring 1 Kınas 1, 38), Malt. mp3 (lagcha) law. —

לקחי
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2. Prov. 7, 21, where it either means
op? (not used) tr. after the Ar. ₪
captivating (see Prov. 6, 25; 11,30), as
to ₪0 the way, to bar; hence to fortify,
capere (Horat. Sat. 2, 7,46; Liv. 30, 12);

„>. Derivat. from
or better, Mp2 is transposed from PEN to make firm, comp.
— As to the derivation, ילmay have pro- Pihel, the proper name D1p>.
ceeded from np? with the meaning fo
pp> (fut. P9)) trans. same as Inh
make oneself familiar or to unite closely
with a thing, hence to learn, like 928; (which see) to lick, to lap, to swallow,
especially as mp? has actually meant to
be attached to, to join 6.
( יחקלfrom הָיָחְקָל :Jah is doctrine)
n. p.m. 1 Cur. 7,"19.

ups (inf. constr. op», fut. R92) tr.
en to take, to seize, to lay hold of (cog-

particularly of the drinking of dogs
Junges 7, 5; 1 Kınas 21, 19; 22, 38;
comp. Sanskrit lih, Greek diy, Latin lig

in ling.

Pih. PR? the same, Jupczs 7, 6 7.
wind (Kal not used) intr. prop. to
be hard, sapless, identical in its organic

nate in sense Ip», and opposite jn2) Ps.
104, 28, as the re vad) VII. (to take,
to seize), ב (to take, to seize), Zab.
(to take), and the Aram. Up} (to

root קהל with wp and שח (which see);

take) still shew in their numerous derivatives. Then to take up, to gather
up, to collect, absol. or with the accus. of
the object, e.g. ears Rurs 2, 8, p-awiy
Sone or Bon. 6, 2, םינבא Gar. 31, 46,
especially used of the manna Ex. ch. 16,
and of the gathering up of the ears of
grain left behind = to glean. For this

What is late ripe is conceived of as
still hard and sapless, in fruits, grass
66. Deriv. wip>72, טק ל, with the denom.

special meaning comp. the Arab. bi).

hence to be ripe late, of fruits, Syr. and
Arab. the same; metaphor. to be late in
time, of rain, io be late born, born after

due time (comp. the proper name p>).

wp?

 "עלm.

.1 late grass,

after-grass,

Am. 7,1; the king took the early grass
1( Kınas 18, 5). — 2. (not used) late
fruit, of the 02. Hence

Pih. ( לקשdenom.) to collect such a
Deriv. np2, D722
wee, to “gather the late berries, with
Pih. uns
טקלמ ,fut. up») a accus. D> 108 24,6; hence many mss.
stronger form of the eg of Kal, to have 30,2} by way of explanation.

glean (perseveringly or with trouble),
ears RurH 2, 16 17 19; to gather up,

 שַבָּלִיםIs. 17,5; to collect, nx» Jur. 7,
18,"תרא 9 8

( ארלtofear) 1Sam.18,29 see N
gar Is. 45, 1 is taken as an infin. ‘of

4, 39, 033 DB Lav, Kal ‘and דר = 4 (from 779); but 34>

19, 10, VER Op? 23,22, nee Gen. 47, before Makkeph may also be==»
399, the infin. of Hif.
4, 39; 8 now on > טס 1, 7 to " לשאתseeנא .
gather up (food) under one’s table, after
nah Gen. 16, 3 see au.

for

14, pen 1 ל 20, 38, nypp 2 Kines

the manner of dogs (Marra. 15, 27).
Puh. op to be gathered together, of

the dinpersed Is. 27,12.
Hithp. upon to 2

themselves to- 7

gether, to join to, with DR of the person
Jupaes 11, 3.
 טקלm. a gleaning, of fields and vine-

yards Lev.19,9; 23,22; Ar. ai), bli,

Lui, 6

Ww? (not used) intrans. to be juicy,
moist, fluid, identical in its organic root

with that in 7-18 I. (belonging

to 70 and דש 2), nt(a); metaphor,
to bejuicy, fat, of 0
The Ar. AS
has a trans. meaning to moisten; then

intr. to suck, to swallow (see הָדָש L).
Derivative

דלtw (constr.דול 
,with
suff. “78>
sr
84
ו
5
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with a sharp pronunciation of d, like exorcising 10001. 10,11, of report, Ez.
that of n in WER) m. 1. juice, of life Ps. '36, 3 and ye are taken up on the lip (i.e.
32, 4 (Targ. Ion Esra) comp. Dan. 10, in the speech) of the tongue (talkers).—
8 "connected with the idea of moisten- e) in the most general sense: language,
ing, as is succus with Germ. saugen. — i. e. the distinguishing idiom of a people,
2. fat, a fat cake, Num.11,8 a fat cake e.g. DYyipa 710) Dan. 1,4 the language
of the Chaldeans, i. e. the Aramaean,

of oil.

iu) (from של i. 6. Wh IL which which the Jews commonly did not unsee; constr. 103, as in ion from שוש derstand (2 Kinas 18, 26 27); applied
the

constr.

state is ןושש

with

suff. generally to every language spoken by

peoples Gen. 10,5; New. 13,24; Esru.1,
wi); pl. MQW, with suff. pine) f. 22; nos pw Is. 28, 11 another (ie. a

(like other names of the parts of the

foreign) language, as ‘the Assyrian was
Hence it is
28 according to a peculiar acceptation)
synonymous with 744 and by Is. 66, 18,
prop. the licker (comp. Arab. )
2
the used especially at a later period (Dax. 3,
licker, the tongue; see wrap IL), hence 4 7 81; 5,19), inasmuch as language is
1. the tongue, the member with which one considered the distinguishing mark of a
licks or swallows, in men or animals Jup- people. — 2. Transferred to inanimate
aus 7,5; Ps. 68, 24; 137, 6; Lamenr. 4, things like a tongue, e. g. amt ןושל
4; Ez. 3,36; comp. Ar. Land to swallow, Josn. 7, 21 a tongue-like bar of gold;

body; 11886. Ps. 22, 16 and Prov. 26, to the Hebrews 33, 19.

ie to lick, QwY to taste; but 9 is commonly thought of a) as the instrument

 אשYin Is. 5, 24 a tongue of fire, i. e.

a tongue-like flameStretching forwards,
comp. ?200000 weet mugös Acts 2, 3,

of speech, and 27 applied to it Ps. 39, Arab. and Pers. the same; 095 pie
4, Jos 33, 2 (see Sa), which may also a tongue of the sea Josu. 15, 5, or also
fe omitted in comparisons Ps. 45, 2; joy alone 15, 2. Phenic. ןשל the
hence like הפ speech, language, deter- same, hence nbs wos, Alcowrdhy i.e.
mined more ‘exactly by the following
noun 6. ₪. 1p Ps. 109, 2, Dinar Prov.

15, 2; or ad alone is -

BovyAwooor, Ar. yl y LuJ, the name

for speech of a plant (Diose. 1,120); 15 the
same, also written םֶכָא  ןטָלַה4000

Poy. 15, 4; 18, 21; Is. 88, 19, with mp
Hence
or 717 in the parallel place. In order to
73) (Kal not used) denom. to use the
denote that speech is ready on the tongue (as an instrument of speech).

tongue, “2 is coupled with 2 05
30,
Pih. > (after the form 93, where
Ps. 139, 4, לע 2 Sam. 23, 2, Prov. 31, W is looked upon as a guttural which
26 or non Ps. 10,7; 66,17; speech being does not take Dagesh; part. 153% after
thought ‘of as in, upon or under the

tongue; Drnpip->y Psarm 16, 4, non

the form 512%) to make slander Ps. 101,

5 Ki, where רנשלמ is the part. m. in

ome 140, + being also used. ‘Some.
the construct state with Yod appended,
times 4 is employed in a concrete sense
Po. Wid (part. wid) the same Ps.
for the speaker, when "7% Prov. 6, 17,
l. c. K’tib.
man Ps. 52, 6, nis Prov. 10, 31
Aif. roy (part. yw, fut. (ןרוטלר to
and other words ו in the genitive;
irritate or make to slander Prov. 30, 10.
and it is so construed also with the masc.

Prov. 26,28. On 797 id) Ps. 120, 2
ob (not used) intr. to encamp, to
see Ya. — b) as an instrument of eutting, lie, to abide (in a place), therefore 0
sharp speech Ps. 64, 5, of scourging ca- settle, to encamp, to rest, to dwell (cogJumny Jos 5, 21, of false witness JER. nate in sense j>W, comp. French loger
18, 18, of faithloseness to a promise from the Latin ‘locare), identical in its
Ps. 140, 12, of facility in speaking and organic root 7-2 with that in yw (which

ee
ee
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see) to abate (of wrath, a flood, a tem- swallow), - (to join, to be attached
pest); as the Latin leg-o, Greek 0-6
German legen 80. may be connected to), as ulterior developments of er (to
with the Latin loc. u II. is a col- lick)=Hebr. ושל (75 IL), is not tenable
lateral form to the derivative noun, not here; as little is the Ar. eu to break.
to be interchanged with Jw: 1. The Deriv. DW) 1 and 2.
meanings to join, to attach to, to be
owd m. 1. the name of a red-shining
united, appended, which the Ar. End, precious stone Ex. 28,19; 39,12; acal, Gy &e. have, are not to be cording to the versions (LXX, Vulg.)
the opal (Aıyvoıov, ligurius), or jacinth,
brought under this head, since they. are so called in any case from the reddish
obviously nothing more than collateral 1. 0. shining and glittering colour; comp.

forms of (33, pw. Deriv. naw>.
naw

(with a of motion

הכשל

Dawn. — 2. (fortress) n. p. of a city in
the north of Palestine Josu.19, 47, else-

pl. mindy, constr. תרכשל; three times where called wx Junges 18, 7 14 27.

mau), pl. nipwy) f.a depot, a cell Neu.
yw see under ieh.
10, 38; 1 Cur. % 26; a dining room, an
( שלfrom wh or wil ; של=def. nsw;
assembly room 1 Sam, 9, 22; chamber of def. pl. sub) Aram. / same as Hebr.
the king’s scribe Jur. 36,12 20 21; the

fig} in meaning 2. Dan. 3, 4; 5, 19;
,6 ;26 Syr. 0 Ar. 0% the same.
treating with wine in Jer. 35, 4 5, for
ah same as Ji? - ןטֶלִּב
cell of the ministering priest Ez.40, 44;
42,13; secret chamber Ezr. 10, 6, for

reading the prophets’ writings Jer. 36,
( עלnot used) tr. to split, to se-
10; a room, for all classes of priests Ez.
40,45, or for individual priests, cour- parate, to rend asunder, the ground, to
tiers, door-keepers &c. Jar. 35, 4; 36, break through, of a spring; identical in
10; Ezr, 10,6; New. 13,4; a penance, its fundamental signification with 97,
under an overseer 1 Cur. 9,26; 2 Cur. (to break asunder, to bite asunder), 72%
31,12; also an entire building with to break through, to make hollow), Ar.
chambers New. 13,5 9; Ez. 42,5. The
₪3 (to tear or split asunder), & (to
LXX, Aq., Symm. and Theod. translate
it by yalogvaaxın, 950000 raoTopögıe, cut asunder); and the organic root 9,
oxyvai, oluog, xardhupa, 000009, ac- is also in 98, 98") (Ar. & to cleave
cording to the requirement of the conasunder, to he madd), no, nn“, zn
text.
As to the derivation, the word is to pin) 66. 80. Deriv. the proper name
be explained like the French loge, logis su.
from loger, the German Lager; as cubiEr) (the |
- through of water,
culum is formed from cubo. The Greek spring-place) n. p. of a city east of the
déoyn may have come from the Semitic, De Sea Gen.10,19, which was called
through the Phenician.
“PER, Le. Callirrhos, on account of
Dub (not used) intr. 1. to shine, to
glitter, ‘of the red colour of the jacinth
or opal (Aıyogıor, ligurius), identical in
its organic root Du) with that in םשדח
(which see), bn-> (to nna). — 2. Metaphor. to be fat, “fruitful ,‘firm, strong,
of places, the same metaphor being found

with respect to DW, belonging to the
proper names You, maiown. A com-

its warm springs, by Jer. Targ. I. and
U., Gn. Rabba ch. 37, Jer. Meg. ch. 1
and Jerome (Quaest.). See Josephus Ant.
17,6; B. J. 1,33,5. From this Greek

appellation "1972p, abridged "2p, the
Galilean Synagogue-poet in the 6 cen-

tury got the name Elasar Kalir.

 שפלAram. see 70).
 תל1 Sam. 91,4 instead of na see

parison with the Arab. ra (to lick, to Ban
84*
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nnd (not used) trans. to extend, to signification. A letek contains half a
“> (LXX, Vulg.) or at (Ki mehi).

stretch out, of a mat, a garment;

iden-

tical in its organic root nn) with that
yd (Kal unused) tr. same as pn}
in nn (to non); comp. mea to to tear away, break away, Ar. ai! (to
nn un; דמ and 7 "from TR. Derivat.
push, to stick), gad (to bite in pieces);
Amon.
probably connected in its fundamental
gie) (not used) tr. to break through, signification with 90>. Deriv. nym>v.
to pierce, to make hollow, a vessel, proNif. 9m} (instead ofשחל to be shatterceeding from the idea “to cut through, ed or broken to pieces, of the teeth Jos
to cut asunder”, Arab. e (see (עטָל 4, 10 (Syr., Ibn Gandch). It is better,
however, to take it as a Nifal-form of

Derivative

ane m. a (deepened, hollow) measure
for grain Hos. 3, 2; the measures "3 and
ap proceeding from a like fundamental

yn? = 903; Ym also being used in this
sense (Ps. 58 N).

MN? see Ip.
מ

D, called םימ (same as O12, comp. is interchanged 1. with > and >, as
wy, ,ליל from ,שיט , לילthough -םו po and job; 012 and Hi (= 532);
here is ‘merely a plural form), Mém,
signifies, as a letter of the alphabet, a
wave (see D172), apparently because the

a) and "32; "1273 "and 722; yin" and

form of itin old Hebrew (44), Samaritan
(4, ), Phenician (4f, ,"ל 4) and
accordingly in Greek, Etrurian &c. is

Aram. 77; mp Ar. ara poy Ar.
pio; ma Ar. „Lt; 157 ArKR

said still to resemble a wave.

But, not

to mention that the similarity to a wave
is very questionable, we know from the
other alphabetical names, that they have
been selected merely on account of the
initial sound. The alphabet is not

7533; DR and וה"Aram. A Arab. whi
ים- as 8 masc. plural ending is the

more rarely with לו as nbibs Arab.
=

JIN

(see >). — 2. with labials, as

and JIN; NW and X73;

 מַכָתָּםand ann; 724 (in 9739) and
m9; סמק and רפק ; 12> and 4333 pan
and Pats ומ and Syr. <1} nt and
symbolical, but represents the sounds
Ar.
„2; 02 and ns; Naa and. 7235
of speech in conventional signs; and
the names are intended to figure forth Man, “Aram. ‘han; Ta, ‘Aram. NEels:
the initial ones. The Ethiopic appella- &e. — Sometimes this interchange aption Mai is a (which see), with a similar

signification; and the Greek Mv is either
abridged from Miu ova (= om), like
Nö from Nov, 92, or = ומ (which see)
= m. As a numeral Mén, being the
fourth in the series of tens, signifies 40;

as a sound of the alphabet it is pronounced mé; and it was used for 75%
in Phenician, being abridged from that

word.
By reason of the twofold vocal character of Mém, sometimes the strongest

nasal sound, sometimes a dull labial, it

pears only inthe LXX or when words are
adopted into the Western languages, e. g.

m92?, LXX Asuva 1088. 21,13; 235,
LXX "Tduvem; or the double labial is
softened by changing the first one into

m, e. g. Aram. בבא Latin ambuba;
>23 in Sanchon. "Tegoußaak; Pan
"Außaxodu; N220 oaußuxn; Phenic. n. p.
325 ו
(Movers, Phön. I. 687).
The simple u is rarely changed into ß,
6. g. Inn) LXX N:ßowd; or a 2 follows
m to make the pronunciation milder and
easier, as 8722, Adußde, Phenic.imbale

מ

מ
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(Plaut. Poen. 1,19( =3%, 933(=9735)
and Kiußooı, Cimbri; אָרְמִמ LXX MopBor; my LXX 2
j nt Zeußeı.
Sometimes this interchange took place
to have an assonance with a likesounding word, 6. g. i277 Is.
9 for
ji2’7 on account of DI.
In the forming of stems from simple

as yain, Sa, 189%, un, Dunn. —
2. The termination -m in nouns, ‘adjec-

tives and adverbs, which is, as it appears,
of like signification with -n, and with
the endings -na, -an, -nd, -nis, -nam
in extra-Semitic languages. This termination, according to the vowels, that
precede it, is a) -dm, ,-ם Di-, used
in
the formation of substantives, adorganic roots m is applied like other
mutes, i. e. as an addition at the com- jectives and adverbs, e. g. in the subst.
mencement or end: so in “W772, -ם„us, pint south (from 7), DINTD ransom, and
“2772, M277, nee. ‚though the mean- in ‘larger, looking like quadriliteral,
ing ‘of this addition, as modifying the nouns, as םסרח a writer of hieroglyphics,
DMP an 6
the proper names Dy73
idea, has not been ascertained as yet.
Among other observations upon Mén (felling), by, mim, Du 6 as an
in word-building the following may be adjective- termination, e. 8. Day naked;
worthy of attention: 1. its prosthetic as an adverbial ending, e. g. vinp moapplication in the formation of nouns mentarily from yng, םֶשֶלַט from שלט
and participles, in order to give the Do, from ,לה bing from תמי b) o- with
word the collateral idea of an objective substantives, eg. bp ladder, 0750 locust,
who? what? and to attach the leading the proper names “on, סרי Bun,
conception thereto; corresponding to the DIR, DIN, nya &e.; with "adverbs, as
extra-Semitic noun-endings -ma, -ment,

pair, op,

DIN,

Doe, Dan,

0977,

-mena. Accordingly it is used: a) to
 טנסboon &e. 9 b-; by which means
form participles, where the interior formation does not make itself sufficiently segolate-forms originate, that are to be
observable,1.6. in Pih., Puh., Hif., Hof. referred to shorter words, e. ₪. O12 juice
and Hithp., 6. ₪. an>%, ansn, anana, Jer. 11,19 from ,חל DYY wood “Ez, 24,
27272, 2m2%. (ל to form eertain nouns 5 from yz, and so perhaps DU}, DE,
from verbrideas, for the purpose of de- DT (comp. Sanskrit sri), טֶרּכour,
noting a thing or a somewhat to which 5), Dam (comp. 5p), 059 (comp. DAY),
the verb-idea is to be referred; resem- on, bby &c. — 3. Asa ‘light external
bling the extra-Semitic endings in -man, addition in the formation of participles,
-uar. This change of the verb-idea also in the masc. plural-ending, there are
into a noun is either effected by the certain cases, where it is lost. Thus
prefixed m announeing the place of the a) in the case of partieiples, when they
become adjectives or substantives, e. g.
action, 6. g. mya pasture, i. e. where
feeding is, um, mat &e. (Mm loci), yy Ex. 9,2 unwilling, especially in the
or by its expressing the time in which strong Pihel-forms, 6. g. 07275 Lament. 1,
something takes place, e. ₪. 2Win Ex. 13 frightened, 07359 Ps. 118, 16 victorious,
12, 40 continuance of dwelling, or an  עוללJer. 44, Ta suckling, 2355 Mic.
instrument by which the action is per- 2/4 an enemy, ללה Ps.75,5 a madformed 6. g. חָתְפמ key, 1972172 ₪ pruning- man, 'ץצל Hos. 7, ba mocker, from "7,

knife; or its sets forth the idea gener-

pawn, opin, Yin, seien, לללהמ

ally in
i a vivid form, e. ₪. חיְקְלַמ
is taken, i. e. booty, pa what isdistant,

 מלוצץwith which they. are still interchanged occasionally. In Puhal this is

i. e. distance, ץוהתס)ק
hence as an also the case where the participial charinfin.-noun, as Mas Am. 4,11, nixion acter remains, 6. g. Dax Ez. 3, 2, np?
Ez. 17, 9, 9 Dan. 11,27. It is only 2 Kınas2,10, Tor Jupezs 13, 8, טרומ

by a metaphorical transference, that Is. 18, 2 7,רעש Jer. 29,17, שקי iosuch words receive a personal sense, CLES. 9,12, תדעו Prov. 2, 19, ‘arising.

מ

7

from Danna, MPL, Tom, Doin, Wen,

r

Nom. 14, 7 ; 1 Kınas 7,47; 2 Kınas 10,

wp, an 0 the m in ths mase. 4; for which, however, “Rn is oftener
pluval--ending D-, e. g. way Ps. 144, 2, connected with prepositions, as TRIS
Lament. 3, 14, "294 Song סע Son. 87

“27 Ps. 45, 9, יִצָח1 Sam.

very much Gun. 27,33,

1 Sam. ii. 15,

8 K'tib, TR1997 79 2 Car. 16, 14, 1872 דאב Gun.

instead of Day, 0539, Don, OT. 17,26 20; Ez. 16, 13. Phenic. דאָמ the
So too the m in the dual- ending Dt, same (Sid. 16, 10; 17, 13).
AND (not used) to be much, numerous
e. g. רדר Ez. 13,18 instead of Bm.
(of a round number, of a multitude, like
m in DR Ez. 8, 6 see .המ

“0 (i. 6 המ coupled with the following word so closely, that a Dagesh forte
comes into the place of (הin Mya Ex.

4,2, nob Is. 8, 15, mbm Mat. 1,13,
Maiden) 1 Cur. 15,13; see 1172.

235 I. belonging to 7339), to be 6
extended, comprehensive (in space), Ar.
sl tr. to make wide. In Sanskrit mah

has the same meaning, since mahä,
mahat (great) proceeds from it; in
like manner the Zend. meh, maé, mäo,

n before words beginning with n, Greek péy-ac, Latin mag-is, mag2,9, for ya, see 72.
nus, Pers. mih (great), Gothic mag-an
 לבbefore words beginning with ה or( to be able), German meh-r, English
more, Coptic meg to be much &e., only
N, arising out of jn, see 72.
‘2 i. e. לב with Dagesh forte follow- that it sometimes expresses an extension in space, sometimes in number,
ing, see 2.

The organic root האמ (Aram. NN’)
N10 Aram. same as Hebr. +73 (which see) may therefore be merely the weaker

what, something, nn

that which Ezr.6,8.

NIDIv the organic root of Dy,
wer
872 which see.

87,
er

RN (not used) Aram. intr. same as
MIN" in Hebrew.

Deriv. Aram. Rn.

TERN (pl. with suf. (ָהיֶסְבַאְמ m. a
ne
(from Dax), a granary JER.
50, 26, LXX anoonxn.

form of the organic root in ;חמה the
Sanskrit mah also signifying to grow.
Deriv. 87.
m7 (after the form ,האפ 15; there
has also existed a form היאמ like ,היער
:
mau; constr. TiN; dual’ EN instead
of Dawn; plur. ל and constr. nina,
the helping vowel — remaining, but
also nis» 2 Kınas 11, 4 9 K’tib from

TNA (with suf. 7872, 777; from AN) MER) ‘femin. l. a mdiitude, a heap,
m. 1. power, strength, firmness, intimate- numerosity (see 18%), then a hundred,
ness, Deut.6,5; 2 Kınas 23, 25. — 2. an after the analogy ‘of jee and iaq, a
large, round sum (Eccuzs. 6,3 omitting
the noun), parallel to בר (1 Sam. 2, 5)
or an indefinite one Lev. 26, 8. As the
definite number one hundred it stands
a) in the absol. state before nouns whose
number it determines, and which follow
sometimes in the sing. Gen. 17, 17,
Deut. 22, 19, 2 Sam.8,4, 1 Kınas 18,
adjectives (Gey. 1, 31; 12, 14s Ex.9 ₪ 13, sometimes in the plur. Gen. 26, 12;
and even after other ‘adverbs (Gen. 15, 1 Kives 18, 4; 1 Cur. 21, 3; 1 Sam. 25,
1; 2 Car. 33, 14), to give force to the 18. The same is the case with on”,
ideas expressed by the verbs, adjectives where the sing. sometimes follows Grn.
and adverbs. As a word of intensify- 11,23, 1 Sam. 18,17, and sometimes
ing it is sometimes doubled, with the the plur. 2 Sam. 14, 26; or the number
meaning very much, too much, totally follows the noun Gen. 32, 15. On the

adv. (other nouns in the accus., 6. g. המור
haughtily, mua safely 6. being also
used as adverbs) much 2 Cur. 35, 23,
exceedingly Num. 14, 39, entirely Ps. 79,
8, extraordinarily 97, 9, quickly, soon,
1Sam. 20,19; prop. mightily, energeti08117. In these senses 77 stands after
verbs (Gun. 4,5; 7,18; 19,‚3; Ex. 1,20),

מאה
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contrary TN} determining the noun nax
follows it ‘only in the sing. b) in the

Dan. 1, 4. DAN? Jos 31, 7 is from DANA

ו

;)ees

.pmoc .noruD 31, °81 דב

constr. state, where the noun follows mama .277 See Dim.
sometimes in the sing. Gen. 11,10, Ex.
STAND (once in a few mss. 2 Kınas
38, 25, Esru. 1, 4, sometimes in the
5,
20°
Man, and once Jos 31,7 abridged
plur. Ex. 38, 27. 9 Rarely and only
pana)
pron. indef. whatever, quidquid,
in later writings is the defining האמ
-quam
Num.
22, 38; 2 Kınas 5,20; Jos
put after a noun 2 Cur. 3, 16; 4,8; 7,
31,7. Considered as ‘anoun it follows, like
5; Ezr. 2, 69. Quite irregularly does
m3 with the article follow Ez. 42, 2; מה, the construct state in the genitive, determining it more exactly, e. g. 72 תאשמ
hence the LXX read הָאַמ NEN. a) In
Deur. 24, 10 any gift, prop. a gift of
the accus. as an adv. a hundred--fold, a
any kind; comp. המ 27 Num. 23, 3.
hundred-times, in which sense we have
With
the negative particles ND (GEN. 39,
sometimes the absol. state Prov. 17, 10
6;
Daur.
13, 18), ןיא (Jupens 14, 6;
(where 27 should not be supplied),
sometimes the constr. state 100088. 8, 1 Rags 18, 43), לא 0 Sam. 1, 3) it
e) the hundredth, i. e. one of a means nothing, nihil, nothing at all, none
ל
one per centum Nen. 5, 11; at all. The abridged form םּואמ Jos 31,
comp. the centesima of the Romans, 7 is identical with the longer (Kimchi),

which was probably paid monthly.

f) and is therefore in no wise (with Maurer)

to be regarded as a feminine (/bn Parchon). It is moulded together from וא 172
 מהwhat and what, quidquid, where יא
has not the meaning or (Simonis, Ewald),
but and (Fürst), as 1 and has come from
1x, which is connected indeed with לא
or, like the Latin vel (or) with ve
(and); on which account it is equivalent
in form to המ 52, without assuming this
to be the basis. As המ rejecting the ד is
DNA the same, Talm. also mm.
mya (in Biblical Aramaeism for 8472, elsewhere pronounce | and written along
with the following word (see 12) and
dual yon and Targumie ןתאמ; plur.
the vowel a is shortened or wholly lost
in the Targ. 7172, constr. תראמ, def.
(comp. ow from mau; Phenic.D5=Hebr.
 מאוְתָאfrom asing. awa, and Ta Aram.

With prepositions 1823 for a hundred,
followed by a noun in the sing. GEN.
33,19, ל Cur. 25, 6, or plur. 1Sam.18,25;
 לְמְאֶהout of a hundred Junges 20, 10;
mie by hundreds 2 Sam. 18,4; comp.
ning “Num. 31, 14. — 2. Gene greatness, only in my grt 177 tower of extent,
i. e. giant- tower) N. "De of a tower in
Jerusalem Neu. 3,1; 12, 39. Phenic.

fem. same as Hebr. a: Dan. 6, .ל Ezr.

6,17.
“baw only in Ez. 27, 19, where
Aquila and Syr. read לזואמ (ase proper
name ,(לזוא the Vulg. "Samer, and the

; ג לפוהbarA

morf ;5-01 .baB RD

 וnn dna ,)NO dna sa eht emas tros fo
compound, with a very great variety of

abridgments and polishings, is used in
the Arab. Lge quidquid, Syr. [בסbe and
 אאSin, thus taking DIN, 2772 and  ספל,revetahw morf roK ,s1 = ישן
DTAR as proper names. The ancients whence has re in the Targ. am
have understood it as a noun from DIN Prov. 27, 7 and םעָדִכ ,Targumic pita
= Hebr. manag", to express whatever:
= Js to spin, i. 6. spun. See .לזוא
the above acceptation, as well as the
 מאויmorf( ;8 ylno .lp מארלים,
 מalso
contraction

into DN,

 םירראמaccording to mss.) m. desire Ps. unquestionable.
041, 9.

the

accent

nn,

appears

The drawing back of
is often found in com-

DANN (fluctuating between םכ and pounds of m, as in M22, mW; and
DN, it is, however, from DN’2) masc. elsewhere in reduplications, e. g. 132,
want, deficiency, hence a spot, bodily

naps.

DIND
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Ding (from סאב 1-( m. refuse, anything contemptible Lament.3,45, coupled
with "19.
( רואְמfrom AN; constr. Sinn, plur.
,8°9° ni9”) m. prop. luminous place or
luminous body, hence light, a light, as
an element, of the sun and moon Gen.
1,14 ;16 Ps. 74,16; light as a pheno-
menon, illuminating Ps.90,8; aמנלרת 
a candelabrum Num. 4, 9, comp. Ex. 25,

from the simple root XD, as also NONO
is to be referred to ND, THT to NINT, “the

root אז,RWW =RUN to "אש &e.) intr.
prop. to be shortened, lessened, "cognate in
sense with On, 994, "E23, ‘hence to be
wanting, deficient ; the cognate verbs just

adduced being metaphorically applied
in the same way. A farther contraction of the reduplication is shewn in
the verb D173, i. e. D2, from אמאמ ;as

;6 fig. brightness Prov. 15, 30 a symbol also וז

 לולmat &e. are contracted

from reduplicated stems. From oN”
of cheerfulness.
comes
the noun DNA, from Dia the
VAN (from WX) f. place of light,
noun
Din;
and as both are of like meanopening, ‘hole, Is. 11, 8, if it be not
ing,
pina
was
pronounced as Din.
= man.
IND see TN.

Tas (fom pay; only pl. (םימצמ

m. power, with > following Jos 36, 19
 מאזןmorf( ,rj ylno laud אזנים,
 מpower of strength, i. e. the uttermost

constr. ;°31 from ys 1) fem. a balance, exertion, comp. ND VER 9, 4; conseq.

dual on "account of the two scales Lev.
,19 ;36 Ps.62,10; Jos 31, 6; different

fom bbe (which seo).
IND (only dual 12”) Aram. f. the
same Dan. 5, 27.
naa

see האב

down (from SEN; constr. DON", with
suff. “bon, (םָכְלַכַאמ m . (fem. only in
i
Has. 116) prop. what is eatable, what
serves "for eating, hence food Jupers
14,14, Ezr. 3, 7, coupled with drink;
nourishment, victuals Dan. 1, 10; Prov.

6, 8; with jn2v 1 Kines 10, 5 table-al-

it is an enlargement of רַצְּב=82, of
pr =ערש (34,19), without being identical therewith.
wana m. a mandate, an edict, Estu.
1, 15; 2, 20; 9, 32; after the Aram.

an.

"AND Aram. m. the same Dan.4, 14.

89 (Kal not used) intr. not to will,
to stand off, from a thing, to refuse, to

withhold; Syr. «be (impersonal) not to
like, to withstand, to have dislike or
disgust of a thing, to loathe, Af. to
desist, stand off, draw back from a

Boones provender, of animals Devt.
28, 26; 72 INR Psarm 44,12 flock for
1
tr. to
EN, 'מPz Devt. 20, 20 fruit-trees; thing, to give it up; Arab. 6
keep
back,
to
divide,
to
ל
8
product of the field Haz.1,16, corn 2 Car.
thing; of a person or thing, to guard,
11,11.
protect, have a care of them; the same

nba (pl. nip>Nva) f. prop. that
we f..0; GW fi to split off, to sewith which one divides in pieces or
parate,
to divide, hence metaphor. to
destroys, hence a knife Gun. 22, 6 10;
Jupexs 19, 29; fig. of the incisors Prov, furrow.

30, 14.

 תלכאמf. food, with wx, for fire Is.
9,4 .18 See nba.

 מָאֶלseeאַבִימְאָל 

From this comparative combi-

nation we get for the fundamental signi-

fication (as in 7x to debar, to shut off,

to keep off, to withhold, to refuse, “On
to take off, take away, to lessen, ץיק
not to like, to withstand, to be averse

to, to feel disgust ata thing, to retract):
ON (arising out of the redupl. form to cut off, to take away, to lessen, to se מאמאmorf eht elpmis toor  כמאcomp. parate, to divide, metaphor. to recede, to
Ayam. END out of RONDO, Hebr. SND, withdraw; like 315 to cut off, to separ-
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ate from (hence ברק what is separated,

IND as a part. see Ny) Pih.

divided from, dross), and to recede, to

182 (after the form wpy; pl. (םינאמ

give way. A farther development of the
idea is to diminish, to decrease, to fail,
to be wanting (see DNA), or to refuse, to
deny (see 9273), to decline, to countermand
(see N12).

Pih. IN) (part. m. 879 out of 487272

adj. m. refusing,

resisting, not wishing

Jer. 13, 10.

{8D (not used) Aram. tr. to perform,
to prepare, to carry on (by manufacturing
agency), to accomplish, cognate in sense

Ex. 7, 27; 9, 2; 10, 4; fut. 787) to be with "> II. (whence 23), connected
unwilling (opposite nan), to refuse, to in its organic root with that in Hebrew
resist

(together with‘ m),

to

desist,

"8 I.to work, to perform, 7-39, 11,93

either absol. Gen. 39, 8, 1 Sam. 28, 23, to dispose, erect, build, make, זמ (11m)
or followed by an infin,constr. with (Gem. to form; except that it may have been
37,35; Jos 6, 7) or without לJen. 3,3; specially used of the making of a thing
9,5; Ps. 77,3. Deriv. 182.

The organic root of the stem is 1,87,
‘the root being enlarged into a stem by
the addition of n liquid, as is often the
case with liquid final sounds. The same
organic root lies in the stems םֶאְמ,DR,
which should be considered as arising
out of reduplication, just as in another
way the stem jx% is enlarged into 927
with a modification of the idea. The
verb-root

Ni, in which

the meanings

such as a vessel, like the Hebrew "25 1.
belonging to bo.
187 (for NP, def. NaNv2; pl. IN,
A, Nm, def. SEN Aram. m. a
vessel, a utensil, Dan. 5, 2 3 23; Ezr.
5,14; 7,19; prop. what is made, Targ.
also 725 Syr. Die.

DNIDI. (part. m. סר ;inf.abs.CiR",
but constr. with suff. Dann; fut. Dera")

here developed under Kal must have tr. to reject, to repudiate, toof, with
lain, had a collateral form דב accus. of the obj. Jer. 14,19, Ps. 53, 6,
to despise, to contemn 1 San. 15, 23, ₪OB
30,1, to abhor Am. 5, 21, Is. 31, 7, to
slight Is. 8, 6, to mock 33, 8, parallel
30 to refuse, to withhold, % delay,
געל, mar, opposite “m2 Is. 7, ‘18; Lev.
Ar. imper. x0, Syr. 1% keep to thy- 26, 44,"with 2 of the ו to shew
self, hold off, wer to debar, to hinder,
to desist, to ‘withhold, Samar. N37) not
to wish, to send back. Most "naturally does the root אָמ appear to be

identical with אל ( )אּולand N) (N),

contempt for Jur. 6, 30; Jupaus 9, 38;

Jos 19,18; it is seldom followed by an
infin. constr. with > Jos 30, 1, or by ya
with the infin. 1 1
seldon also
does it stand absol. Jon 6,14. Deriv. di.

according to a usual interchange of
Nif. oxy) (fut. Dox2?) to be despised,
initial liquids; since all these express a rejected Ps. 15, 4, to be contemned Is.
similar idea. From the verb-root אל 54, 6; to be worthless, contemptible, mean
(x1) arose the negative ae אלו JER. % 30.
nid, Sb, 8D, ,הל NB, ,רק ( ילwhich
The fundamental signification of the
see); and אנ(ana) eas,‘apnea? as a stem is to thrust of, to thrust away, to
verb with the meaning to refuse, to reject, to separate, with the additional
deny, to hinder, Ar. 5 to debar, to aden of contempt; identical with the Ar.

kinder, redupl. ig, GE the game, 6 to push away, ya to disesteem,
to reject; it may therefore be con5 to desist, to retreat 60. 60. The
nected in its organic root with 72 (7),
Sanskrit ma, Greek u, Pers. me (in
( משUm).
compounds), also )3 x3, Greek »7, LaOND IL. (only fut. (סָאְמָא intr. after
tin ne &c. obviously ‘belong to the same
the
Aramaean mode=pov (comp. Targ.
group of roots.
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DN, 82
=0072, 27) to melt, to dis-

daar adj. m., הָלְדְבִמ (pl. mib“) =,

solve; hence fig. to tremble, to be afraid

prop. separated, sundered, hence single |
Josu. 16, 9, where it is an adj. to D’AY.
These single cities, inhabited by the

 נמto melt away עא 58, 8 (Symm.,

1 Cur. 7,29.

Jos 42, 6, comp. Don, 4172.
Nif. 0873 to dissoloe, suppurate, ofa
wound Jos 7,5, where 2 mss. have Ephraimites in the territory of ManasD751, comp. Ps.8 6 Targ. סאב for seh, are mentioned more particularly in
The adjective formation

with 12 prefixed is rare; but it appears in
Jerome), Targ. 182m.
SIDNN m. something baked Lev. 2, 4. M372, 7257 &e., and therefore it is un מאפלm. darkness, 0083. 24, 7.

necessary to read 5733 or D337. See Dua.

maTan see yyam.
%
moan (with a double accent, berion (after 6 form Dina; constr,
cause opinions fluctuated about the ac- 8372, אב with suf. ;יבמ pl. constr.
centuation of 17) fem. horrible, frightful
 מבואיfrom Nig) m. an entrance, place
darkness, an epithet of a wilderness Jur.
of entering , with the genit. following
2,31; the latter being also-represented as  הצירof the city Junges 1, 24 25; ena land of gloom 2,6, of anguish and distering, marching into (an action) Ez. 26,
tress Is. 30, 6, threatening the wanderer
10, likewise with the genitive ריעו a
with death Jon 6,18, surrounding his eyes
going in, expressing with אצומ al the
with night, hemming in his steps 18, 7.
conduct or business of a person 2 Sam.
The appended הר intensifies the idea,
|3,
ב25; Ez. 44,5; a streaming or coming
same as sent by God, supernatural, as to,with the genit. ny Ez.33,31 a streamin היחתבהְלש Sone or Sox. 8, 6; ילps ing of the mass to; way,y of approach, en אלהיםalso appearing as the ו
trance 42,9 K’tib, 46,19, of which the
intensifying of the ni eg. 4 man temple had several 2 Kınas 16,18, Jer.
38,14, םיִסּוסַה ’n entrance ofthe royal
stable 3 Kas 11,16; DMD "a the enmaby 1 Baar 14, 15."
trance of the gates POY. 8, 3, hence
a (Kal not used) ir. to stir up,
nia? like 825 (see NZ) as a prepos.
to excite, to sting, to wound, of a thorn; as ‘far as, towards (locally) 1 Cur. 4,
to prick, to eat into, of leprosy; to sting 39; the going down, setting, of the sun
or excite the nerves of taste, of something Daur. 11, 30, hence the west, opposite

bitter, sharp, conseq.=2 (LEX, Vulg.

mam Mar. 1, 11, comp. אצלמ Ps. 65,9;

Sys Saad. ;comp. x73), Ar. 55, comp. generally ini ‘the numerous meanings of
the verb.

See xain.

to be excited, to be angry.
mina (constr. pl. (תרארביב f. entry,
Aif. ( המאירpart. mase. 87", fem.
of the sea, i. e. which it offers, haven,
DAR”) to sting, to wound grievously , of Ez. 27, 3.
yd Ez, 28, 24, parallel 38372; to fret,

ann (from fi) f. perplexity, consternation Is. 22,5; Mic. 7, 4.
“wo see .רואמ
Sean m. a primitive word to denote
ARD (from 2) m. ambush, 08. the deluge, used only in the narrative of
8, 1 "Ps, 10, 8; troops posted as scouts Noah’s flood Gen. 6,17; 7,6 7 10; 9,
2 ‘Cur, 13, 13.
11 28; 10, 1 32; and. so poetically
ARD (for TAN, from 8) fem. a Psarm 29, 10 of the celestial ocean,
curse, Mar. 2,2; "Prov. 3, 33; opposite which is called D2 םֶיָב in 39, 3, applied to an immense flood of water.
mr
This word, which has been . premya compounded of 773 and nx (“my). served in Aramaean (Has. 3, 5 Targ.,
of naar Luv. 13,51.

DIN adv. see INN.

Syr. faxes, 2 interchanged with m) from
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W372 (constr. 97373) m. 1. the palate,
sequent period the periphrasis 251 finest, best, Is. 22, 7; 37, 24; Jur. 22, 7.
(Targ.), 1156 ,Arab. שט was used, — 2. (from “m IL. youth =a youth)
primitive times, and for which at a sub-

just as the Greek xatuxdvoudg and Lat.
diluvium are mere periphrases, is somewhat singular in its form; for if deriv-

 מp. m. 1 Cur. 11, 38.

D272 (from ba after the form Sp,

7772; once Dan 280%. 9,5, 6 intermedied from 53> I. it has an analogy only ate between a and 7) m. expectation,
in עצמו “ עמen; if from לב ( )לּוְּבhope, ZECH. 9, 5; object of expectation and
only”in oii. In any case the word hope Is. 20, 5 6.
is connected with the poetical and archaic
( אָסְבִמfrom אב m. a rash utter-

dar, dar, Ar. dys, Jul; (Sur. 2, 266; ance = vows), coupled with םיָתַפַש Num.
Hamäsa 611, 3).
yian (only plur. םינובמ K’tib) m. =
7727 instructing 2 CHR. 35, 3 K’tib, with
5 of the person; but many mss. already
have TR in the K’tib. Perhaps= 7123,
which is possible by an interchange of
m and n.
77329 (from dra) f.a treading down,
a casting down, of enemies Is. 22, 5;
18,2 7 a people of mighty power and
of treading down, i. e. which subdues
others.

037
,

ae (constr. חב ,with suff. nos
and יִחְְבִמ plur. pny,

with suff.

ee] m. 1. (from nya L) prop. roominess, width, cognate in sense 7177; hence
ease, thoughtlessness, security, Prov. 14,
26 in God’s fear is security of victory;

25, 19 thoughtlessness (i. e. prosperity)
is aia in the day of troubles mizzwr
 מִבְטְחִיםIs.32,18 wide, unconfined, secure

dwellings; hen prosperity Jos 18, 14,
oppos. to 75% distress and misfortune.

DAD (pl. constr. רכוב |from 923 or — 2. (from:Tas IL.) that in which one

%a after the form baa) m. an old and trusts, on which he relies, to which he is
rare word, 0 fountain, coupled with om attached Jur. 2, 37; 708 8, 14; Prov.
Is. 35, 7; 49, 10; figur. fountain of life 22,19; the object of trust Ez. 29,16.
( תיִגיִלְבַמsee )323 f. what is sudden,
Ecoues. 12,6.
( הקקּובְמfrom pra I.) fem. desolation, quick- happening Jur. 8, 18, where the
accus.( דש Am. 5,9) is omitted and the
0
. פא2,11 = "pas.
word construed with( לע as in Amos);
win (only plur. pein, with suff.
while the abstr. }132 is to be taken as a
ran; “from wan) m. the “(male) privy concrete for suffering one. The noun is
parts, Dev. 25, 11; Targ. אָּתְתַהְּב m3, formed from Hif.
Arab. wi; comp. nya Mio.E 4
19272 (constr. 2272) m. a building,
71127 (from 173) f. contempt, whence house Ex. 40, 2.
a part. Nif. am anything contemptible
"320 (from 72 = ja, Ar opi a set
109
Thus all other conjugations up, erected, strong one, comp. the proper
of the verb are sometimes formed from a names 7493, 3°93) n. p. of a leading

noun (722 from 23>, 2223 from 232,
warrior of David's 2 Sam. 23, 27; but
 חצצרfrom mein, a
from חנא for which usually ‘239 (which see)
0
more orless ‘abridged, But per- stands.
haps the proverbial expression here was

0732} 173% £11723 (see M172 I.), of which the

X20

Jupazs 8,2 see 1x3.

IED (constr. "Yan; plur. םיִרְצְבִמ
constr,
"ךצבמ, with suffives Lan,
im3 (5139, from O3 I.) m. the
select, best, with. ריע 1 fortified city pyran) m . (fem. in Has. 1, 10, be2 Kines 19, 23, with an assonance to cause ריע is to be supplied) 1. ce infin.-noun) a fortification, fortress, citadel
"E22 3,19.
first two words were then amalgamated.
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(see 423 3), hence to ריע in the geni- and a parallel to which is presented by
Ez. 12,14, we may take 143% as trans17,9; 18, 8; in the plur. “9 רבע JER. posed from "7312.
34, 7, “2 “49 Num. 32, 17, Jun. 4, 5,
DWI see win.
which was also the reading in 2 Kas
DIDI (from Diva; sweet odour) n. p.
10, 2; oppos. to "yp 1 Sam. 6, 18 (like
m. Gun. 25, 13; 1 Cur. 4, 25.
“p> טו of (ריע Terme an assorowan (pl. nidwan) f. a cookingnance with Tina my 2 Kınas 3, 19. —
tive a fortified city Num. 32, 36; 2 Kınas

2. coner. the fortress, a periphrasis for

the leading city of Ephraim i. e. of

hearth, ‘Ez. 46, 23.
 תֶרָשַבְמcollect. f. tidings of salvation

Is. 40,9
37 (from 375 I) m. magus, usually
nature for a strong place Is. 17, 3, called
for priests among the Assyrians, Medes
elsewhere "237 Am. 5, 9; also, a city
and Persians (Pers. £0, mugh); see Hyde,
remarkable for high walls, Is. 25, 12 of
Kir-Moab, or generally Has. 1,10, where de relig. vett. Persarum p. 372 seq. The
 עירis to be supplied (and therefore it word is said to mean the wise. one (Poris fem.), or of Naukratis, Alexandria, phyr. de abst. 4); hence in the Hebrew
Tyre 60. Dan. 11, 24. The taking or and Aramaean Scriptures Dan and םיִּכַה
destruction of such a place is expressed usually stand instead (Jur. 50, 35; Is.
by wuin Jer. 5, 17, nm 48,18, Wr 44, 25; Dan. 2, 12 18 24 27; 5, 7 8).
Samaria, which was situated on a moun-

tain, and appeared to be designed by

Hos. 10, 14, סרה Mic. 5, 10 86 —
3. (from "23 4) gold-ore Jur. 6, 27 =
“22 JoB 36, 19 and “a 22, 24. —

4.(fortress; prob. the name of a district,
as also jan) n. p. m. Gun. 36, 42. —
5. in “e202 (Tyrian-ended prob.
founded by the Tyrians) n. p. of a city
in Asher, which has not be smallest
connection with the fortified Tyre, which
belonged only to Phenicians, but was

always reckoned to the Jewish kingdom
Jos. 19, 29; 2 Sam. 24, 7. Sometimes
 קירis prefixed to it, sometimes it is
omitted. Phenic. רצְבַמ (after the form
משְאָב,Tay, IAN ()מthe same, with an
m inserted before b (comp. אָעְרְבִמ ,
Membresa, n. p. of a city in Zeugitania,

formed

from W432), pronounced

and

written Mapa, Mayuyag, n. p. of a
mountain-fortress in Zeugitania The

LXX also read "237 2 Sam. 24,7 and
wrote Mawpag.
( הָרְצְבִמonly pl. תּוָרְצְבִמ( f. fortifi-
cation, ריע "מ Dan. 11, 15 of Sidon.

The ל
fire-worshipper (Pococke, Hyde) is only a derivative one.

From the peoples mentioned the appellation came to the Babylonians, Pheni-

cians

and others.

In a Cittaean in-

scription (Movers, Phön. 11. 1. p. 535)

the high priest is called שר 3m (first
magus), after the analogy of שאר 732

in the Old Testament. The Cilician
( מָגדְאֶצָרi. 6. fire--priest) is considered
the father of Thanak, i. 0. the TanaisArtemis of Asia Minor. On Cilician

coins of Olbia the high priest is called
non, i.e. Teuker the magus (Movers,
Phin. 1. p. 241), as we know from other

sources that his special name was Tevzoos (MDM); see Strabo 14, 5. p. 277.
Along with the name Amynas, i. e.

yan, which the Assyrian fire-god had
among the Phenicians, 972 (Magus) also

existed (Sanchon. p. 22). "The word גוב
is also in the name of the priests of Ar-

temis at Ephesus, Meg-Abyzes.

372-3‘

Jur. 39, 3 the prince-magus, who as a
high dignitary, like the 09929 (prince-

eunuch), "p27 or ar) (prince- cupbearer), jan (head of the body-guard),
the Targ. already takes it with the accompanied the king on his warlike
meaning. of םיִרָחְבִכ (Dam. 11, 15) and expeditions (see "Ex and 5343), in
mss. have this word, which is suitable, order to guard the sanctuaries of the
na

(from ma; plur. (םיִחְרְבִמ m.

flight, concer. fugitive Ez. 17, 21. But as
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god  שַרְאֶצָרand 537 (Jos. Ant. 1, 4, 3);
for this ‘appellation Dan. 2, 48 has דבר

 כָלדכָּלְהְחַכִּימָין9239.

The magi were

divided into classes according to their
functions (Orig. adv. Cels.I. 45), not
only in Media (Aerod.1, 107) and Persia
(Ayde 1-6 c. 28-30), but in Babylonia, where there were five such ‚(Dan.).
The stem for the word is an I. i. 6. 472,
which coincides with the Sanskrit mah.
See Haug in Ewald’s Jahrb. 1853. p.

מגרול

In (pl. 09939, with suf. 17737)m
1. something noble, distinguished, high,
valuable, hence a precious possession,
riches; DV2% "מ Deut. 33, 13 the precious
things of heaven, i. e. dew and rain; in
like manner the products of the sun 33,
14, the earnings of the moon ibid., the
fruits of the luxuriant

hills 33,15, those

of the earth and its fulness 33,16 are
called 7273; it also stands in the genitive
with =D Bone or Sox. 4, 13, and םיִדָנִמ
157 seq. Phenic. 7372 Mayo» (priest, alone 7, 14, to denote the choicest and
wise man, formed from 472) n. p. of a noblest fault, for which reason the LXX,
Syr. and Saadia translate it directly by
Carthaginian.
fruits
comp. Man, TAD, THD b and
make
to
יבנה
from
(fortress;
"D7

very hard, thick, firm) n. p. of a place c; Syr. fw the same. — 2. honour,
Ezr. 2, 30, coupled with לָאתיִּבו133, fame, nobility, praise, only in the proper
 אחַרphy.
name ORT; comp. Ar. Os the same,
;( בלהpl. nibaya; from 523) fem. dus
m, dus. Phenic. 1372 the
a chord, prop. wreathed, wound Ex. 28, same, hence the proper name רטדלאַדְנמ
14, interchanged with na23, and ex- (fame of the prince El) Magdelsar, Muyplained by nay, mpyn. 2
öckong, the name of a Numidian; Mag230 (pl.nivayı) f. prop. a hill- dalsa(r), Maydcdons for Magdelsar, Meyshaped, dome-like thing, hence a turban,a önAoyg appears there too in compound
hat of the common priests Ex.28,40 and proper names. See 2372.
179 (a farther development of דגמ
29,9; while that of the high priest was
called np x72. Comp. Joseph. Antigg. from 773, whereof 74 = דג is a name of
3, 7, 7; “Ethiop. yap a turban, Syr. the god ‘of fortune; place ofGod) n. p. of
a once royal city of the Canaanites in
teas a hat. See also 925, .עבר
the plain of Jezreel; hence the Megiddo( רגמnot used) intr. to be noble, dis- district is =the plain of Jezreel Jupaus
tinguished, honourable, celebrated, pre- 1,27; as the 1737) a 5,19 the Megiddocious, of men and human qualities, of water is the ןושיק (Mukatta), which
fruits and things; Arab. As the same; flows through that plain. Afterwards
identical with 333, ds+
(to be distinguish- a strong eity belonging to Manasseh,

ed, noble), interchanging m and n. The
organic root therefore is 73772, 7372,
identical with that in 7-73 I, from Ran
combination the fundamental signification to rise, to spring to a height, to be

not far from 79m and םעָלְבִי Josu. 12,

21; 17,11; 1 Kınas 9, 15; 2 Kınas9,
27. "2 nya 2 Cur. 35, 22, the Megiädoplain = 8 ezreel, was aie called ny72

92 Zecu. 12, 11, where the mourn-

to tradition
mentally promnant, is clear, see 13 L; ing for Adonis, ו
for Josiah, took place. In the time
compare dS corpulence and mental of the Romans the eity was called Leheight, As high land, breast &c.; gio, now Leggün, as the ruins in the
the Arabic “deal, O>, in many de- south-east of the plain Esdraelon are

from the called (Robinson, New Bibl. Res. p. 152).
The LXX and Vulg. pronounced it 1732,
whence 773% and 13% in proper names. which makes no alteration in the etyDeriv. 3372, man, the proper name mology.
mn see 57473.
“DENT.
rivatives having |
same idea.

Phenic. 732 to be famous,

מגרון
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= 779 Zeon. 12,11.

( לָאידנמEl is Renown) n. p. of an

4,4. f) 2227 "9 (tower of Lebanon) the
name of a watch-tower or observatory

on a high point of Lebanon, a post
of protection against ‘Aram- Damascus
1 Car. 1, 54, Gen. 36, 43, like "EQ
Sone סע 8o1.7,5; i. 6. the Megdal (673%),
and all the proper names "there; perwas a very ancient temple, which
where
haps the locality of a temple, identical
Beka‘a and

Edomite prince and an Edomite place

with the station ad Dianam,

seven

looked northward towards
originated in a tower (Robinson, Zeitschr.

hours north of Aila (Peuting. Tables9, e). der morgenl. Ges. VIL1,72). g) ןש 27372
Daya (constr. 53”, plur. םיִרְָּנַמ and the name of a place Mayddaons, so
nie) m. prop. high, projecting upward, called from its pointed form, but also
hence 1.a tower, of the temple of Belus understood differently as a poetical
Gen. 11, 4 5 or in Jerusalem, where
were many such Is. 33,18; a fort, in

figure Sone or Sox. 7,5. —

’n appears

in compound names ‘of places: a) in
by D532 (tower of El) n. p. of a fortified

byrne Junges 8, 9 17, in DaW 9, 46-52,
also ‘called sin 9, 6, coupled with city in Naphtali 7088. 19,88. It is usu בִּירָנִית2 Car. 27, 4; the pylon at the ally identified with תג on the west
royal ‘palace at J ו 2 Kınas 9,17;
the tower of a fortress 2 Cur. 26, 9,
for the protection of flocks 26, 10; a
castle, Is. 2, 15, fortification on a height
30, 25; metaphorically a watch-turret
in a vineyard for the watchman Is. 5, 2;
pyramid-like, tall-growing, sweet-smelling

plants, Sona or Sou. 5, 13, where the
LXX, however, read ng, participles
of the same sort being put before and
after it; a high stage, a pulpit Neu. 8, 4;
fig. protection Ps. 61, 4; Prov. 18,10. —
2. The following fortifications are asso‘ciated with it, coupled with more par-

ticular notices:

a) 17975739 (tower of

the flock) the name of a tower on Zion,
and of one at Jerusalem, into which
the flocks were driven in case of danger,
or in which the people saved themselves
Gen. 35, 21; 1110. 4, 8. But נמ 6.
there is usually understood a tower of

side of the lake of Gennesaret (Matra.

15, 39); but the latter lies south of
pin? "p>, an hour and a quarter from
Tiberias, sindmust belong accordingly to

Zebulon.

b) 3475419 (tower of Gad, see

1a) ₪ p. of a "city in Judah Josu. 15,
37. The following appellations of places
compounded with ’n also appear in the

Talmud and Midrashim:

nayaxy 53473

(Midr. on Lament. 2,1; on "Genes. and

Sam.); Nam ‘72 (Pesach. 46°); 98 'מ
(Ta‘anit 20; Derech Erez) ; arm 1

 מִגְדָּל רָנִי.neG( ;).bar  מִ' שידdna ynam
others.

bya and 54737 (tower, castle) 1.n. p.
of a city in the extreme north of Egypt
from Palestine, as 71379 was in the south,
on the border of wry Ex. 14, 2; Num.

33, 7; Jur. 44, 1; 46, 14; Ez. 29,10;
30, 6. From Migdol a road led to

the royal fortress, in the place of the

בעל"צפין

later Hippicus; and in Gen. |. 0. one
south of the northern boundary and

Red Sea, and therefore the Sea is men-

the later Heroopolis on the

tower) the name

is obviously a Phenician pronunciation

tioned with it Ex. 14, 2; Num. 33, 7.
north of Hebron. b) לֶאְנְנִח ’n (Hananeel- With regard to the signification, למ
of a tower in Jerusa-

lem north of the sheep-gate Nuu. 3, 1, of 53472, which is often found in names
Zecu. 14,10,

so called probably Kom

the builder Hananeel.

of places, and therefore it appears cer-

ce) 127 57473 tain, that "9 was a Phenician commerNen.3,1;12,39; seeiiyn. d) Donen’ ng cial foundation, as was also yipy->ya
Nex. 3, 11; 12, 38; seem. 9 7772 86. (Movers, Phin. 11, 2. p.186). Hence
(tower of David) the name of a tower the derivation from the Egyptian (Chamotherwise unknown, built by David for pollion II. p. 79) must be rejected. For
an armoury, whose slender form was although the city is written neıyrwA in
deemed worthy of notice Sone or Sot. Coptic, and meujoaA means a series af
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hills (Forster, Epist. p. 29), yet we know
from Herodotus (2, 159), that it was
called Maydolor. — 2. tower, fortress,
fig. 2 Sam. 22,51 K’ri, where, however,

it is better to ‘read 573%, with the K'tih
and Ps. 18, 51.

537370 (pl. nig~) f. preciousness, e. ₪
of fine stones &e., but not = mijn or
gold and silver Gen. 24,53; 2 Cur. 21,

3; Ezr.1,6. Comp. Phenic. 172% (a famous one) Mygdon, proper name of a Carthaginian.

signifies the mixed people in the north,
the "7 in 44372 may also be looked.
upon as a personal derivative syllable.

"1372 (from ‘3 11. = 37; without a
pl.) m. “a fear, terror, Jur.% 25 terrorround about (Jerusalem), 20, 3 10, explanatory of the name sane; Ps. 60,

14; 72> 703 Jur. 20, 4 to make a terror, i. e. to be an object of dismay. —

2. (from "3%, after the form piwy an
oppressor Jer. 22, 3, yian Is. 1, 17)

one who pushes or drives away, a de( גוגִמsee )354 1.n. p. of the second stroyer, an overthrower, i. e. a pursuing
son of"Japhet, and next of a people, enemy, Is. 31, 9 and his (Ashur’s) rock
the most considerable mixed race in the Gi. 0. his powerful army) hastens away
north east of Europe after 72} (which from fear of the destroyer, and his princes
see) Gen. 10, 2, by whom Josephus (Ant. are terrified because of the ensign.
1, 6,1) (whom ל Isidore of Seville,
A972 (plur. םיִרּוגִמ,with suff. anal,
Zonaras &c. follow) understands the Scy- pong) m. 1, (from רו II.) terror, "fear,
thians, who were already known to HoLament. 2, 22, comp. Jur. 6, 25. —
mer and Hesiod. This people, accord2. an inn, a lodging house, of a ,רג 6
ing to their own traditions (Diod. Sic.
where one settles for a time, hence

2,43) formerly dwelt in Asia, occupying

the land at the Araxes as far as the
Caucasus. Subsequent tradition in the
Targum and Midrash (Jer. Targ. I. and
II. on Gen. 1. 0.; Targ. on 1 Cur. 1, 5;
Midr. rab. on Gen. 1. e.) understands
the people that originated in a mixture
of the Scythians and Medes, viz. the
Sarmatians and Slavie races, that northern people called the Getae (see Simo-

catta p.119; Photius Summaria p. 9.14).

In this sense the later and favourite

 מגוּריםpos (Gen. 17, 8; 28, 4; 36, 7)
land of temporary abode, dhe earth,
earthly life, prop. inn-life or foreign life,
called םיִרּוגִמ ma Ps.119, 54 or merely
p97

Gen. 47, 9. —

3. a dwelling,a

house, JoB 18, 19. — 4. a granary, fig.
the interior Ps.55,16. Significations 2-4
are derived from 3 I. See mA1an.

m0

(constr. תרד ;from 73 IL) f-

terror, fear, Prov. 10, 24.

ya (pl. ni”) 7. 1. (from 995 IL):
expression for 3137) is 453, a people so
terror,
terrible destruction, Is. 66, 4 and
designated as the leading stem of שאר
jun and לברת (which see) Ez. 38, 2 3; I bring their terrible destruction upon

them (i. e. their destruction which ter39, 1; a fact that suits the Seythians rifies them); Ps. 34,5. — 2. (from 93 I.
well. "See 333, a9 and .גנא — 2.n.p. with the meaning to collect, to join) a

of the country of Scythia, fully YIN

ae:

place,

granary,

store -house,

3739917 the land ofMagog Ez. 38, 2, whose 11400. 2,19, like “nn 4 and 997272

king or people is called גל as the Hebrews speak of הליוחה yaR Gen. 2,11

(which abe) But sng 2, 797 4 and

the land of Havilah. The syllable "2 may

(which see); since the meaning to keep

have been regarded by Ezekiel lc. as
Mem loci. Probably it is originally ex-

tra-Semitic, denoting place, land; comp.
Sanskrit mahd= mahi earth, Coptic ma
place. As 453 itself also (Apoo. 20, 8)
denotes the district, and the later גוג
313797 as well as the Ar.00 and Magüg

mann are better derived - “aa II
is not in use with 3 I.
Ta

(from Hif. of 13; pl. nimm,

constr. niaan) f. an instrument for cut~
ting or hewing in pieces, hence an axe,
a hatchet, a saw, a scythe 60. 2 Sam.
12, 31, for which 1 Cur. 20, 3 has 79372

מגל
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(perhaps from 179397); Targ. רזגמ,Syr. | bestow, Aram. 7372 gratis, and .px0 to
let flow to, the ‘idea of causing to pour
Phe (for 7193) the same.
or flow to, serving as a fundamental
ban (from 533) m. a sickle, for cutting meaning in other stems also for verbs
corn, 2 en one who cuts with the sickle,
a reaper JER. 50,16; but also for ara

denoting giving over to, giving up to.
In the formation of the stem, therefore,
vintage-knife Jo.4, 13,as in the place just as well as in the organic root, 3% is one

given ריִצָק is for SER (comp. Is. 18,5;

with “31 I. (to yield up, to abandon Ez.

Jer. 48, 32); Arab. Is,

21, 17) and 222 (to flow to, to draw to,

Syr. us,

to pour out into, to stretch to Ps. 77, 3;
Hif to give up Mic. 1, 6), by intermba (from 553 in Hif., after the changing r and n.
Pih. 4392 (fut. 43123) to give or deliver
form’mara, S373; constr. rb) f. prop.
over,
with aceus. of the person and 373
a roll, "of parclinent, usually written

Armen. mangagh (gh for !, as pigh
= us elephant) the same.

only on one side, and therefore the opposite is expressly

noticed

Ez. 2, 10.

‘> Gun. 14, 20 (Targ., Saadia, Kimchi),

altogether like ‘p ma 02; to bestow,
with accusat. of the person and thing

(The word as well as the thing appears
for the first time in Jeremiah.) Then

Prov. 4, 9 (the LXX derive it errone-

tateuch) Ps.40,8; and for which too "2D
alone is employed Is.34,4. The name is
derived from unrolling and rolling. mba
159 290% 5, 1 2 a flying leaf, which

with suff. "2372, 03372; pl. DRA, constr.
"2972, once iplur. napa 2 Cur. 23, 9) m.
0 ה in 1 Kines 10, 17, if we should

book (like the Latin volumen), consist- ously from 737), parallel jn3, which has
ing of bound leaves (nin>7) Jer. 36,23 likewise two accusatives; to abandon
24, fully “p> bar 36,24, shih as Hos. 11, 8, parallel jn2 and nv.
used once for the book ofthe law (Pennn (formed from the Hif. of 723;

when unrolled is very capacious; where
the LXX read incorrectly 537. Arab.
As, Syr. do the same.

not rather read דַחֶאָה here) prop. what
protects or screens round about, hence
1.a shield, a part of armour, coupled with

ma Jupezs 5, 8, Nen. 4,10, Sn Ps.

aby Aram. f. the same Ezr. 6, 2.

76,4, עברפ Ez. 27,10, »a4p 23, 24,ray

an

2 Cie, 32, 5, smaller than MY, domie,
elypeus, i. e. constituting the half size
of it 1 Kınas 10,16 17, 2 Cur. 9,16;
such being found on old Egyptian

(constr. nia-; from 093 I. or

IL.) f. according to some (De Dieu and
others) a erowd,

a heap, a En

and Assyrian monuments. Shields, to
' u
(heap); but better after the modern He- be made clean and bright (Targ. PR,
ner), were anointed (mn) with oil
brew from 073 II. (which see), Ar. =
from 073 I. and after the Ar.

or fat 2 Sam. 1, 21; Is. 21, 5; were
striving, desire, impulse, Has. 1, 9 the divested of their leather covers (a9),
striving (i. e. direction) of their faces is
when the bearer was going to battle
eastwards (TR = (הָמְדְק, inasmuch

22,6; and they had thick bosses (033)
Jos
15, 26. (See the phrases usual with
from the west, after having come thither
"a
under
DIP, Pw2, Tw, Ni}, Dom &e.)
from the north.
I שיא Prov. 6 11 one armed with a
as they approached from the coast, i.e.

12" (Kal not used) tr. to stretch to, shield, a robber, LAX 0206 6doımögog.
to reach to, to give to, to give over to, to — 2. the arched scales of the crocodile
bestow (cogn. in sense jn}, 1072), prop. Jos 41, 7 [15], of which there are 17
to extend to, tendere, ex-, protendere; rows. — 3. Figur. protector, i. e. the
identical in fundamental signification great, Hos. 4,18; Ps. 47, 10; protection,
with the Arab. שב to give over, to of God Gen. 15, 1, Ps. 3, 4, coupled

מגנה
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mm

(from mm from a IL, iden-

5

Oe, Re, „Us, EE, Sy fü tical ‘with the ah. , Syr. 2) fem.
prop. something separating, cutting off,
the same.
230 (from 1p} after the form (הָתְכִמ hence a saw 2 Sam. 12, 31; 1 Kinas 7, 9.
ia (landslip) n. p. of a city in
f. prop. a covering (Kimchi), hence a
blinding, of the 33 (understanding) La- Benjamin near Gibeah 1 Sam. 14, 2 (inMENT. 3, 65; comp. .ו
tig naodiag correctly read by the LXX 7772),
2 Cor. 8,15.
where the main road from איע or my
MPN (from 493) /. a threatening, to ©7237 passed Is. 10, 28.
sharp reproach, hence curse (of God),
my (pl. min; from 343 L) f.
imprecation Deut. 28, 20, coupled with a ledge, a rest, 1 Kınas 6, 6.

‘say, Tan.

mann (plur. with
from ap}! 3) f. a piece
with ‘suff. nD37) ]- prop. a blow, Mensa
a clod, i. e. cut on all
a plague Ex. 9 14, a pestilential disease Jo.1, 17 (Ibn Gandch,
om (from 1425 constr, nD372, plur.

(sudden dying away) Nom. 14,37, a sud-

den epidemic 1 Sam. 6, 4; defeat, in war
4,17.
( שָעיִפְבַמfrom %321 Hif. of 193, and
wy= wy, collector of‘clusters of stars; the
divine ‘omnipotence being represented
as Uy השע Jos 9,9, where=השטע muy
from |muy = wy to being together, to col-
lect) n. ?- m. Neu. 10, 21.

suf. םָהיִתְלְרְנִמ ,
of earth torn off,
sides by furrows
Tanchum, Kimchi,

Ibn Esra); comp. Arab.

>a piece

of earth torn off. The Targ., Syr. and
Arab. explain » here as the appellation
of an instrument; which is unsuitable.

van (constr. vn, with suff. 187;
plur. bw, constr. ישרגמ with suff.

wo,

טָהיִשְרְנִמ on the contrary, the

plur. naw should be derived from
22m I. (part. pass. m. 13%) trans.  (מנרשתm. 1. (from SS 11. = wo IL)
prop. what belongs to a possession gener1. to stretch or extend to, like 4372 (which ally, what is gained; spec. the precincts
see), cogn. in sense with חל Tau, hence (belonging to a city) Josu. ch. 21, 1 Car.
to hand over, to give up, abandon, רגב ch. 6, the area which surrounded a city,
given up, Ez. 21, 17 given up to the set apart for pasture or other purposes,
sword with my people. — 2. to precipi- extending 2000 ells on all sides, and
tate, to make fall, to cast down, to push described in Num. 35, 2-5; different from
or drive away; comp. Syr. ne intr. to awin Ez. 48, 15. Sometimes this area
precipitate, to fall. Deriv. sig) 2 and was inhabited 2 Cur. 31,19. The full
expression was 121 ‘12 Nom. 35,4 5 or
the proper name 317372.

Pih. 737) to cast down, VIN? to the
earth Ps. 89, 45, like Tour.
am II. (not used) tr. to keep, corn,
prop. to bring together, to collect, to heap
together, identical in its organic root
“2772 with that in ,רבא Aram. 737),

a3 1 comp. 13 L., na IL; Ar.

ya ‘72 Ez. 48, 17; and a city that had

such an open plies was called 'ִמ ריש
1 Cur. 13,2. — 2. an open place, e. g.
around the sanctuary Ez. 45, 2, i. e. the
area belonging to that edifice. — 3. same

as W743 (Deur. 33, 14; comp. Snwa =
78, Sem = (רצ produce, fruit, Ez. 36,

(u) 5 in order to ‘plunder its (the land’ 9
thesame. Deriv. perhaps and, הרוגמ2. produce. (729% is also construed with ל
and m i972.

“30 (Peal not used) Aram. tr. same
as Hebr. awa I. to overthrow, to destroy.

Pah. " מגרfut. 37) the same Ezr.

6, 12

of the infin. constr. in Ez. 21, 20, and

12 is the infin. constr. like רצ Jon 7,11,
73 Jer. 5, 26, without being intr. on
that account)

yA (from way IL; pl. ni yy2
Pwo

2
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mata (def. (אָחְּבְדִמ Aram. m. an altar
for  (בַבֶרְטתf. district, suburbs, of the
sea, i. e. the coast, which is looked upon Eze. 7 17, from 1277 = Hebr. rar.
‘as the suburbs of the sea, Ez. 27, 28
( רָּבְדִמwith a of motion am,

‚the coasts shall quake, = DN ושער
‘26, 15 (because miwiya is ident. with

DIN it is construed with the mase.).
m (from m, with suff. 372; plur.
pom, with suf. 70) m. prop. extension,
spreading, but only concrete an upper
garment 1 Sam. 4, 12, especially a mili-

constr. “27%, with a of motion 7372,

with suff. 3779; without a plur.) m.
.1 (from 271 2) pasture, pasture land,

i.e. a plain where grass plots (nin) are
Jer.
9, 9; 23, 10; Jo.
1, 19; 2, 22;
Ps. 65, 13; 78, 52, which is sometimes

dried up from the continual want of

tary coat (plur. 1 Sam. 17, 88 39; 18, 4), rain; then a steppe, i. e. a plain with-
over which the sword was girt on, but out forests, and little built upon, into

rarely under it intentionally Junges 3, which oxen were driven (the לכ is thereכל 
16; the LXX have pavdvas = yAayvs. loci), contrasted with 5273 Is. 32,15, but
Figur. Ps. 109, 18, i. e. to be wholly also identified with the wild Lebanon
,29 ;17 Josu. 1, 4; sometimes opposed
covered with it, comp. verse 19.
to DR DAN Is. 4, 18, mins? 50,2, Ps.
‘770 (from 773 after the form >; ac- ,107 ,33 pa Is. 35, 6, because a steppe
cording to the Targ. and Kimchi mn is
an old construct state like in, with
suf. Ya; plur. Ya = Opa, ‘with suff.
m) m. 1. same as דמ (which see) a
military coat, 2 Sam. 20, 8 he was girt
about with his military coat as his upper
garment (where 4772 is accusat. as always

is usually waterless. — 2.a dry, sterile
wilderness, same as x Is. 35, 1 and
,41,18 iz? 43, 19, where םיצלק and
pp Junezs ,8 ,7  רעורעJen. 48, 6,
wild grapes Hos. 9, 10 grow, and be
 תֶאְקPs. ,102 ,7 ּ םיִאְרJos 24,5, Jur.
,2 ,24 mien Mat. 1,3, mays Tan: 4,
after 13, and ‘arg is in apposition, 3 lodge; then a desert "generally, an
so that it is not necessary to read m); uninhabited JoB.38, 26, forsaken place
an upper sacerdotal coat, דב 1773 Lev. 6, Is. 27, 10; also employed in comparisons
3 (72 accus. of the material), but have Jer. 2,31; Jo. 4,19. With the article
the Targ. and Kimchi take 117 as an it denotes either the desert lying next
old constr.

whose

state;

an upper garment in

folds something was measured

(see Rurn 3, 15), Jer. 13, 25 portion
(mar isi the constr. state Ps. 11,6, before
Makkeph nn) of thy upper garment,

comp. קיָחדלא hu 65, 6. — 2. a carpet,
@ covering, prop. anything spread out,
on which one sits in the East, JupGEs

5,10 who sit there on carpets (Peshito),
denoting, with the riders before and
those going after, all (sitting on 777

to the speaker (Sone oF Sot. 3, 6; 8, 5),

or the well-known Arabian desert, where
the Israelites abode (Gun. 14, 6; 16, 7;
Ex. 3,1; Deut. 11, 24) and to which the

poets and seers often revert (Devr. 32,
;10 Ez. 20,13; Hos. 13, 5; Am. 2,10),
or the wilderness about Petra Is. 16,1;

comp. Strabo 16. p.779. — Special de-
signations of such steppes occur: a) "a
myn? the wilderness of Judah, the eastern
slope’ of the mountains of Judah to-

wards the Dead Sea Josn. 15, 61 62,
is to be taken as sitting upon 1725 הממ and also in the south of the mountains
Ez. 23, 41). The combination of the szepuJ .61,1 )b  יְרוּאֶל27 seeיְרוּאל 
word with 777 to judge (Targ., LXX, (6  רוש79 see . רושd)" ןיס a see yo. en
Vulg.) or its identification with חרא iD see "2D. f)JAN. m3 see TINE. g)מ' 
(Masora), or the explanation saddle %1 ees 1 )h ym A ees .tom )i noT  ב6
(Ewald), are to be rejected. ya a irn. k) pay ha see 1923. 1) 73 py a
proper name 7088. 15, 61 which see; )"ees .ET )m hp42 ' מees  מק5 "ב
m Jos 11,9 see nn.
um see um. 0) ninR "9 see ‘nin gp
p)
 םי3" thedesert of the sea Is. 21, 1,
ת
א
ד
מ
see
י
ִ
ד
ַ
מ
.
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i. e. Babylonia, which lay upon the 40, 5; to mete out the surface (according
Euphrates, and was a plain. q) D295 "72, to its length and breadth) 40, 20; Zzcu.
„the wilderness of the peoples Ez. 20, 35, 2,6; applied even to hollow measures
i. 0. the great desert which separates Rorz 3,15, to water Is.65,7. Deriv. 2,
Babylonia from the coast-lands of the 173, 179, nn, and the proper name vn.

Nif. 72 (fut. 21, plur. 3727) to be
Mediterranean Sea. r) yaW “N3 כ 6
Daw “Wa. s) DIN "2 2 Kınas 3,8 is meted out, "of the heavens Jar. 31, 37;
the wilderness between mount yy and generally 33, 22; Hos. 2,1.
Pih. 792 (supine to Ibn Chajjüg
the south point of the Dead Sea. —
2. (formed from 4271. viz. the Pihel 437, on Jos 7, 4 after the form Tan,
like 4397 Jupens 7,15 from "20, noting PIT, 43; fut. Ty) to stretch out
Is. 7, "25 from חל with suff. 1237) a measuring line, to measure with it,
the organ of speech, Bowe oF Sot. 4, 3,

2 Sam. 8, 2; to divide or partition, a

by which the Hebrews understand ‘the district (fom Daw to nidd) Ps. 60, 8;

108, 8; to extend ברע (the eraning),
palate (5, 16; 008 31, 30; Prov. 5, 3).
— 8. same as "24 with the meaning Jos 7,4 and he (God) ‘lengthens out the
evening, i. e. the night appears to pass
concern, circumstance, Deur. 1, 31 and
too
slowly (Saadia, Ibn Chajjüg, Ibn
with respect to the circumstance that thou
Chiquitilla). The acceptation of 772 here
hast seen.
88 8 noun (constr. 777) from רד (Jos.
91379 (el. with suf. ףיִתרֶּבְדִמ ,for Kimchi, Rashi) flight, is less suitable.
which ףיֶתרְּבִַּמ
5
stands in the text; from
Poel a (fut. 77127) to measure, with
 דָּבַר11.( = leading, guidance Daur. "33,3. threatening looks Has. 3,6 (Vulg.,

TH) (used in the resolved form; but Kimchi); better from nm II. = bra, Ar.
OLe) to totter, and to be krandated; he

we have also na, DN, inf. constr.
sia, fut. דמי ,apoc. Han) tr. 1. to stretch,

appears

(7129) and makes

the earth to

to protract, “time (see Pihel); to extend, to quake (Targ. LXX).
make roomy, a house (see 773); to stretch

Hithpo. TYiadyT to stretch oneself, with

1 Kınas 17, 21.
or spread over, an upper garment, a by of the pers. upon whom
carpet (see 12, (דמ to stretch over one,
772 (constr. 773, from 77) m. Jos
the body (see Hithp.); to hand over, to 7,4, see TR Pih.
impart, works into the bosom Is. 65, 7,
1m see T7128.
i.e. to reward; to distribute, to divide
7m Aram. same as Hebr. 37.
(see Pihel); to reach out, as a gift (see

179); to stretch out, to be erect, of along,
tall person (see 72). The same fundamental signification is
i also in the Arab.
dx (to extend, to stretch out, to expand,
and to be stretched out, to be long),

enlarged into

„Ar, com (to extend,

zn?) I. (not used) tr. same as 773
to extend, spread out, a garment, Arab.
coe, also of length, of measuring &e.
Deriv. perhaps i772, ןיִדָמ and 77.

lA) TI. (not used) intr. to be or lie

in the middle, Sanskrit madh, whence
madhja, midst, Latin med in med-ius,
root is identical with that in m1 L, Gothic mid in midis, old high German
mL, Ar. ‚sc; and the otganic roots mit in miti. In Semitic this stem has
of m דע,תמ ה- (which see) not only lead only been preserved in the sibilation of

to spread out, to be wide). The organic

to the ו

of the root here, but the d-sound; hence Targ. 92%, Syr.

also to its fundamental meaning. —

2. Ngee to be in the middle; whence a great

prop. to stretch out a measuring line (see variety of derivatives. The stem be:
Pihel), to ascertain the length of a thing; comes sibilant in Greek also. Deriv.
generally to measure Num. 35, 5; Ez. "1,
Gentile 1179.
.
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;21 constr. m7), with 15, hence

coupled with אָוש ; תוָאְשִמ

Vulg. &jectiones.
suff. once mn for’an Jos 11,9, comp. LXX 0
map Prov. 7, 8; ‘plur. nimm, with suff.
yita m. 1. (either from man I. after
pin, spina) f. 1. extension, length, the form wir, or from 4179=m after
Jos 11,9 (figur.); tallness, used of the the form 7171, yi) extension, "lengthy
growth of men, as a sign of strength hence "2 שיא 2 ‘Sam. 21,20 K'ri = שיא
Is.; 45 ;14 .; אסא13,32 1 Car. 11, 23; mm ₪ high, tall man; the K'tib is to
Ar. dgdvoa tallperson; dimension, width, be read 779. — 2. (from 777 with the
of ‘howsea Jar. 22, 14 in nize m3; con- meaning to “quarrel, to dispute, ‚to attinuance, i. e. extent of time Ps. 39, 5; tack one judicially; plur. 0724773 K'tib
plur. the wide upper vestment, of ‘the Prov. 21, 9 19 &c., whichiis not to be
priest Ps. ,133 2 = . — דמ.2 a measure, read per) m. dispute, quarrel, conwith which surfaces or extended bodies tention, ‘Prov. 17, 14; 22,10, excited

were measured Ex. ch. 26; 1 Kınas 6, or supported by a ץל ibid., man שיא
;25 Ez. 40, 10; hence "2 bn Zecu. 2, 5 15, 18, missin שיא 16, 28, MN DR 29,
a measuring -Km הנס לנה Ez. 40,3 a
,deer-gnirusaem ra" 7  אפ13, 93;
generally a measure Im. 19, 35; Tor
,28 .25 — .3 gift, offering, tribute Nun.

5, 4

22, 13 26, 20; pl. disputes for the love

of strife 21,9, coupled with 093 wrath
21,19, my anziety 23,29. Sometimes
an object of strife, an apple of discord

Ps. 80,7. See 3772, 179. — 3. (district

10‚ (for ;2718 constr. ;2731 in the re- of the j1, i. e. ‘of the Eshmün of the
solved formל
man, without being derived Phenieians, see 773) n. p. of a Phe;
from 172 on that account) Aram. fem. nician royal city with the territory besame as Hebr. ma 3, a money-tribute longing to it, in the north of Palestine
Ezr. ,4 ;20 ;6,8  הדנמ,4;13 ,7 ;24 Syr. Josa. 11,1; 13, 19.
taps for Hebr. cn.

9372 (compounded of the interroga-

(from 3:77 which see) f. a tive 2 and 313, which is either to be
taken, ‘with Kimchi, as originating from

ara
word used by way of"periphrasis to denote the oppressive king of the Chaldaeans, translated Is. 14, 4 a scaring

In

ground, opinion, original cause,

or

from the part. pass. ¥15" perceived, seen;
ָאפ מה רְאִית. ,02 01 gnieb osla desu

away, a sudden attack (see p. 317), exactress of gold (Kimchi); but it is better as an interrogative adverb why?) adv.
to read Marya (which see) with the interr. 1. why? i. e. for what reason?
Targ., LXX, Aq., Syr., Saadia and Gen. 26, 27; 40, 7; Josa.17,14; 2 Sam.
others; am ‘standing elsewhere in com- 19, 42, different from rao (properly for
what? i.e. to what purpose?), written
bination with wa2 (Is. 3, 5).
sm once;

in an indirect question,

on

wa (after the: form "ZR, a, 1d; which account Ex. 3, 3. — 2. how! Jos
pl. constr. "172 like "EP, ar, with 18, 3 how are we counted as the beast!
suff. Emma; ‘from "3 I) masc. prop. i, 6. so senseless; as $173) also is to be
expansion, outer covering, hence an taken.

upper garment 2 Sam. 10, 4; 1 Car.
sit see 772.
19, 4.
mm bone "77 II. to pile up) f.
1779 (from 7) m. sickness, disease a pile of wood Ez. 24, 9, = רד
5
Daur. 7,15; 28, 60.
nam see mom.
mya (from 1132) m. expulsion, ejecArm (from sn) m. overthrow, fall,
tion, i. e. what has ejection for its
Prov.
26, 28, comp. m.
consequence, as lying prophecy, seducnem (only in ו nio”) fem. a
tion, Lament. 2, 14; comp. .לת
10

מדי

773.

push, a blow, which 16808 to overthrow;
 לְַרְחָפֶתPs.140,12 with repeated (many)

מרינת

the first instance from 77, but with an
irregular formation; only plur. aan,

strokes, i, 6. always and again, so that constr. 37772) same as 71372 2. strife, conhe falls; LXX eis xuzagdogar, Vulg. in
interitum.
m (from 1772 11. after the form "מש
from au; the"middle land, of Asia,

tention Prov. 18,18; 19,13, for which

the K’tib usually has pin 21, 9 19;
23,29 &e. —

2. n. p. of a son of Abra-

ham by Keturah Gen. 25, 2, and also

Polyb. 5,4
44 7 yao Mndia xeiraı ur חס of an Arabian tribe; like the names of
usonv civ Aciav) n. p. f. (Is. 21,2) Me-

dia, i, e. the land lying south of the
Caspian Sea, bounded on the east by
Hyrcania and Parthia, on the south by
Persis and Susiana, on the west by As-

syria and Armenia, into the eities of

the other sons of Keturah, distinct from
the Ishmaelites 25, 12-18. When the
Midianites spread farther in the neighbourhood of the country east of Jordan
(Gen. 37, 35; Num. 25, 14-19; ch. 31;
Josu. 13, 21; Jupazs 8, 24), of Sinai
and in Arabia Petraea (Ex. 2,15; 3,1;
18,1; Num. 10,29), in the vicinity of
Edom (1 Kınas 11,18), and as a wandering race pushing on towards more
northerly districts, and conducting a
caravan-traffic (Gun. 37,28 36; Is.60,6),

which the ten tribes were transported
2 Kınas 17, 6; 18,11; then the land is
put for the whole people, and therefore the pl. masc. Is. 13,17, belonging
to the Japhetic compound ‘people Gen.
10,2. The Medes, who were a leading
power till Cyrus, are adduced as a rude they became incorporated in a variety
and uncultivated race (comp. Herod. 1, of ways with the Ishmaelites, with whom,
71; Xen. Cyrop. 5, 1, 20), and as the as with the kindred tribe 777, they bechief
@estrayers of Babylonia Jzr. 51, came entirely identified Gen. 37, 28 36.

11 28; Is.13,17. It is not till a later The two connected tribes 77% and Wa
period that they are mentioned along appear already in Piolem. (6, 7, 2. 27)
with the Persians Jur. 21, 2; Esru. 1, 3. under the name Modıdva and Madıdyua;
the former being said to have dwelt on
Gentile יִדמ Dan. 11, 1.
As to the correct pronunciation of the the east coast of the Elanitie gulf, the
name, the Median people are termed in latter north-east of it. The Arabian
a Persian cuneiform inscription Mäda, geographers are also acquainted with a
city Madyan five days’ journey south
Greek 1000706 later Mijöoı; and as for
the derivation, Wahl (Asien p. 534) has of Elath. According to Edrisi (see 5
clim. 3) the Midianites dwelt on the
already that which given here.
shores of lake Culzum, 1. 6. the gulf of
"72 Aram. f.= Hebr. "772 Ezr. 6,2; Suez. ‘72 bin Is. 9, 3 the day of victory
Gent. “2, def. 3772 Dan. 6, 1 Ki, for over Midian, alluding to 102088 7,8 12;
comp. ‘72 372 Is. 10, 26. Gentile 73
which the K'tib is"Rn.

"72 soo “9.

Nun. 10, 29, fem. m2” 25,15, pl. m. סינה

"17 see "7 and .המ

37, 36.

Gev. 37,28, for which D271 also stands

"7m see "7 and ja.

NIT (def. RNIN, constr. na;
(sretch, extension, from 77%) pl. m, def. RNIN; from 737) dren.
n.p. of a city in the plain of Judah f. same as Hebrew mn, of the satrapy
Jos. 15, 61; on the contrary, 7" of Babylonia Dan. 2,"48° 49; 3,1 12 30;
JUDGES 0 10 belongs to 3 (which see); Eze. 7,16; of Judea 5, 8, of Media 6, 2;
and the K’tib ןידמ 2 Sam. 21, 20 is to a district generally 4, 15.
179 (from Hif. of 717; pl. תיְניִדִמ;
be read "77.
a
late
word) f. prop. judgment, junit
PT m. only in 28am. 21,20 K’tib,
tion, then a satrapy, a province Esra.
same as 7777 1.
1,1 22; 3,12; 4, 3. Those belonging
m

1,9 m. 1. (from the stem 717, and in to such province are termed 327972} "33

מרכה

ATA

מה

Ezr. 2,1; New. 7, 6. Also circle, used (ladder) were sufficiently known. ‘The
i the same; and xd. Tvoiov
of the twelve circuits, into which So- Greek wdipoc is
lomon divided the land (1 Kınas 4, is called in the Talmud רצ bw rbd.
7 seq.) 100018. 2, 8. Afterwards land
mT (with sujf. mn) f. 1. (from

generally, e. g. of ney Dan. 8, 2, of  דור2 circle, Is. 30, 38 he hath made its

other lands Ez. 19,8; territory, locality, circle deep (behind) and wide, i. e. to
of Palestine Dan. 11,‚24. Ar. and Syr.
comprehend numerous sacrifices, conseq.
a eity.
same as the noun 737 1. — 2. a pile of
M277 (from 777) f. a mortar Num. fuel Ez. 24, 9, from 17 IIL

11,8.

mm (from 727) m. a treading-place,
mn (a heap, from at) n. p. of a
i.e. a place trodden upon Devt. 2, 5;
city’ in Moab, to which “aan has an
see TR.
assonance JER.48, 2; perhaps 7127722 is
un (from WI, constr. BAR) m.
the same Is. 25, 10.
13072 (same as ma)

n. p. of a

prop. “inquiry, examination, interpretation,

hence a copious description, an enlarge-

city:in Judah Josn. 15, 31.
ment of a common historical book ("34
772772. (heap, from 727) 1. same as ng), including perhaps, tradition.
727 dunghill, Is. 25, 10, perhaps iden- Thus the Midrash of the prophet Iddo
tical with an. — 2. n. p. of a city in 2 Cur. 13, 22, the Midrash of the book of
Benjamin, near Jerusalem Jur. 10, 31. kings 24, 27, ‘and probably other works
im (from 737, only in pl. 0°25 of the same kind existed. In no case
out of םיִכדְמ from Jim) m. contention, are a and "29 to be identified, though
strife Prov. 6,14; 10, 12; consequently the LXX take the former merely as
Sl
2. n. p. of a son of Abra- a writing, and in Ar. ude means a
ham ‘by Keturah, the brother of Midian book; comp. Latin commentarius.
Gen. 25, 2; then of a tribe, which is al-

ready identified with 1,72 Gen. 37, 36;
Gent. m. ~2713. See m.
912 A עד Gout 23>; a form of
later” Hebrew, like the Aranı, yaya) m
knowledge, intelligence Dan. 1, 4 17;
2 Car.1,10-12; thought Ecozas. 10, 20.

YT see Sim.

072 (from why, with suf. n-) f.

prop. "what is threshed, figur. a down-

trodden, ill- treated (people) Is. 21, 10;
comp. the same figure in 41, 15; Jur.

51, 33; Mic. 4, 12 13.
אתדמ
see NNT.
ד ד
ד ד:

( המthe final ₪ is mutable and re-

apt (ro “PT pl. constr. ns9p
73) mains prop. only in pause; when there
f. piercing, wounding Prov. 12, 18.
772 see “72.

m

(with uff. r 2°, 379%, from 7)

is a closer union of words, the a is merely
shortened, and the initial consonant that
follows, is doubled, as wos“ המ Gen.
.31,36 With a small word m is written
as if they were one, seldom with larger
words; but before 2 it is lengthened,

Aram. m. a dwelling, ₪ Dan. 4, 22;
5,21; for which Dan. 2, 11 has TR.
( הָגְרְדַמfrom )723 fem. what is to be e. ₪. min Ex.4,2, םכלמ ,3,15 Dan
ascended by climbingגרר 
=,)777 as a Ez. 8, 6, myxoma Mat. Es 13, Mina
steep wall, a hill like a wall, a steep 1 Cur. 15, 13. In like manner it is m
rock, a rocky terrace, a stair-like height before the gutturals 7, Tor», asמה 
enoS ro .toS ,41,2 lellarap ;סכ
83,  חַטָאתִי.neG 13, 63,  מ ההיא5, 6;
,20 parall. ,33 mir. The Targ., LXX, but in the latter case more frequently

Vulg., Syr. ‘have translated merely ac- mm, as Ton Ps.89, 48, 9m Gen.
cording to the context, since the Aram. ,31 ,36  תיm3 ,4 ,10  לחm Ps. 39,
8173, i? (a step, stair), Arab. xed ,5 DIRT m Eccuzs. 2, 12, PEN mm.

מה
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Elsewhere +172 remains before words be- interrogative power, 1Kınas 12,16 we
ginning with 8, Yyand, as רמא  המEx. have no ()"לדוב part in David! parallel אל
3,13, 17a8°779 Zeca. 1, 9, am Prov. Jos 6,25 and the reproof proceeding from
30, 13, “ww Esru. 9, 26. m3 also
appears in’ connections which are not
elose, or when there is a question, as

und mm 2 Kines 1, 7, may Is.1,5,

you cannot (ma) reprove! 16, 6 nothing
(2) goes away from me! 31, 1 and I
may not (7193) look upon a maid (LXX'

not ov, Vulg. ut ne, Syr. tr); Song or

Sot. 8, 4 will not awake! instead of which
Ps. 4, 3, הָמְּבו
3,22) a pronoun in 2, 7 and 3, 5 oN has this meaning;
interrogative, "what? of things, as m is Prov. 20, 24 and man, he does not understand his ways! To this belongs the
applied to persons, in direct and indirect
meaning what as an exclamation, Ex.
interrogation, oftenest at the beginning
of a sentence and without distinction of 16,7 and what are we! i. 6. we are nogender or number. In its very exten- thing! In this rejecting, blaming and
sive use we distinguish the following denying sense of 15 are to be taken
peculiarities: 1. It either expresses a many forms of expression, which have
simple, direct ae
as רבדא  מIs. obviously proceeded from the usual in-

Ps. ‘10, 13, תַמְכַח-הָנ  דפש0 ,9 המדרע

38,15 what shall I say? ?ַתְלֶאְשדהַמ 1

terrogative one, 6. 8.5) "912 Jupaus

11,12 what is it between me and thee! i.e.
5,6 what is thy request? or an indirect, what have I to do with thee!=I have
indefinite interrogation, e. g. after the nothing to do with thee; Dis
Wan Tan
verbs 37353 1 Kinas 14, 8, 27 Jos 34,
2 Kınas 9,18; so too קרה 9 18; 23,28;
33, my Num. 13,18, עֶרָי Ex. 2,4, מ Ps. 50, 16. On the contrary Jupans 1,
Jupezs 7, 11, “51 Mis. 6, 5; or it is 14, Is.3,15 and 22,1 do not belong heres
put wies the ‘interrogative force is though the what! is spoken in a reentirely in the back ground, and the proving, blaming way, it is not so much
translation may be that which. — 2.Con- so as to turn into a denial. With this
ceived of and used as a subst., and is also associated the use of nm as an
standing in relation to impersonal nouns, exclamation of wonder, coupled at the
7772 and 717) is sometimes put after them as same time with the idea what kind of,
a ‘genitive, e.g. 0 הָדתַמְכַח Jer. 8,9 e. ₪. NT
Ps. 66, 3 how fearful!
the intelligence of what remains to Hien?  מהדטוּבףZecu. 9, 7 what is his goodi. e. of what thing have they know- ness! i.e. how good he is. — 5. = whatledge? Sometimes, again, it is supposed ever, anything, something, aliquid, quidto be in the constr. state, so that the quam, in which case it follows, e. g.
noun follows in the genitive, 6. ₪. 2
mampyyb2 Prov. 9, 13 she knows no בצעwhat of gain? i. 6. what gain is things” ar 37) 2 Sam. 18, 22 whatever
there? Ps. 30,10. — 3. It means of what there be; 'המ =27 Num. 23, 3 whatsoever

kind? of what quality? whether referring to persons or things, 6. ₪. RN

thing; very "seldom prefixed 1 Sam. 20,

10.

Here belongs too the signification’

1 Sam. 28, 14 what form is he of? “nn of 72 in the reduplicated a7 (which
er op 1 Kings 9,13 what are these see). Seldom does mm appear with the
cities? soem ZecH. 1,9 of what kind

meaning that which, Le including the
relative, Junges 9, 48 I did what ye saw.
it is a first or second accusative Hac. sm may also be taken in this sense
2, 3; Num. 18, 18. — 4. what? in a re- Nom. 23, 3 and 1 Sam. 20,10. But in.
jecting, blaming, reproaching sense, so the later period of the language שדהמ-
that it forms the transition to a nega- (that which) stands instead Eccuzs. 1,9;
tion, 6. ןּוָביִרְתִהַמ.₪ Ex.17,2 what do ye 3,15; 6,10, like the Aram. 7 .אמ —
strive about! pon לרוב ib. why tempt ye? 6. with a wider extent of the interroand so Ps. 42, 12; Jos 7,21; then quite gative power, a) why, wherefore, inter- |
negative, and losing more or less the changed with 25 Ex.14, 15, pyen-ma +

are these? המ has this meaning, when

מה
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why criest thou? as also the Latin quid, denotes a) wherefore? when the object
Greek z/; b) how much, Jon 6, 25 how is asked after, to what purpose? genervery eloquent! 26, 2 how well hast thou ally in urgent inquiries Gen. 12, 18;
advised! c) in what way, quomodo, Gen. Ex. 5, 15; Rurn 1,11; b) why? when
44, 16 how shall we justify ourselves! the cause is inquired into,qua de causa?
Gun. 4, 6; 12, 18; 44, 7; Ex. 2, 13;
d) if Ps. 39, 5.
Coupled with prepositions two kinds ce) wherefore? equivalent to a denial,
of the latter are to be distinguished: Gen. 27,46 for what purpose is my life!
a) such as attach themselves very closely i. e. I need not live; Ps. 49, 6 wherefore
to the interrogative vocable and in con- should I fear! i. e. I will not be afraid;
sequence double the initial ,מ whence d) why, on what account, i. e. for what
they are uttered with a. To these be- end, after 97} without the interrogative
long3 and >, as 793, 192, WD, M22. idea 1 Sam. 6, 3; Dan. 10, 20; e) for
b) such as are coupled with it"only ex- what? with the additional idea of vanity
ternally, including דע and ,לע as 172-79, and uselessness Ps. 2, 1; Is. 55, 2; Ecmay; then also 3, ">, >, so far as"they cues. 2, 15; Jer. 6, 20; of dehortation
are not closely attached. The union of 2 Sam. 19, 12; Prov. 5, 20; of prohibi-

m with the preposition ל forms an ex- tion, of hindering Ex. 5, 4; 2 Sam. 15,
ception, where thea(Kametz) prefers to 19; which passes over to the additional

idea of a negation, i. e. whereto = so that
not 18am.19, 17; Jo. 2,17; 2 Car. 25,
as in the case ofבand > the m is 16. In the later period of the language,
doubled, and the last syllable becomes therefore, 1795 means exactly 1that not, or
accentless by abridgment, viz. 2), lest, ne, ne forte (LXX iva py, un
from which nothing but animportant mote also Gun. 27, 45 and 2 Cur. 25,
deviations occur. Such compounds are: 16), Eccues. 5,5 lest he be angry, 7, 16
1. "22 whereon Gun. 15,8, how so Mar. 17, Nuu. 6,3, 2 Car. 32,4, Gun. 47,15
1, 2, whereby 1 Kınas 22, 21, where- 19, as also the Aram. N29, fas, nabיד
with Mic. 6, 6, by what means JupaEs Ezr.7,23. To these meanings of pha)
6, 15. Before gutturals na stands in a again belong its compounds with other

remain, as frequently elsewhere (comp.

372, 122, 32, הצנל &e.), but where,

great variety of senses,

as on what ac-

particles, as 12) רשא Day. 1, 10 for

count 2 Cur. 7, 21, at what Jupges 16, why? i. e. lest, almost= ® for which
5, for nothing Is. 2 22, according to the
maw occurs in Sone or Sox. 1, 7;
meanings of the separate constituents. —

2. 792 prop. as what? for what? how זהn> for what purpose then? Gun,

great? used to express extent in space,

25, 22, Nom. 11, 20, why then? Gen.

time, number, or for repetition, as how 18,13, ukerefars then? 33,15, and with
wide? how great? Zecn. 2,6, how often? the additional idea of dehortation, denial

in the sense of not often! seldom! (see

60. 1084. 7,10; Junges 13,18; 2 Sam.
18, 22. — 4 המדע Ps. 74, 9 tillwhen?

m) Jon 21,17, how many? 13,23, how
often? Ps. 78, 40, how long 35, 17, also till how long? how long? for which ma

renouncing the interrogative
Zecu. 7,3 much.
For 22,

element stands in 4, 3; also merely why 7 9, 5;
93 is 89, 47; without a question till when, i. e.

sometimes used 2Cur. 18, 15. — 3. map in a short time Num. 24,22. — 5. דלע
(exceptionally 73%, with the accent on  מהupon what? Jos. 38, 6 for the sake
the last syllable" and without Dagesh, of"what? from what ground 13, 14, on
only in Ps. 42,10 and 43, 2, and when what account then? Mau, 2,14, and withthe following word begins with N, ח and out a question 708 10, 2; Esra. 4, 5;
9, as well as before the name 4m? pro- there is also המהלע upon what? Is. 1, 5nounced "35%, except 2 Sam. 2,23; 14, for 79753. — ‘6. in looser combination.
31; Ps. 49, 6; Jer. 15,18; three fines with 3, > and >, as "U rm in that.
 לְמָה1 Sam. 1,8, once "sab Jos 7, 20) which Eccuns. 3,22; mm» (only Aram.).

מת
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how what! = but how! how great! Dan.

5

besides {Lo, and the farther developed

3, 33; 195, 9) see above; and M729in
to pour out, to overflow. Such
Sing 1 Cur. 15, 13, רד 2 Cur. a stem should also be assumed in the
30, 3, "where 2 or "a signifies on other Semitic languages. The stem המ
account of that, jor that.
The interrogative m

with

its ab-

breviations (7%, 772, ‘ay for the impersonal what? is in Ar. lo, Syr. ke, Babyl.

appears with a harder final sound in ma
(3%) to overflow, to dissolve, in (m),
PR the same,

Arab. elo to dissolve in

» to be fluid (perhaps Hebr.
 מהN, which are used as variously. flowing,
The shortening and unaccenting of its , המand in ¥7273). The Sanskr. mih,

vowel in 'aısı (which see), 135 &e. Latin mig (in mingere), mej 600. 6
extends still farther in
i Arab. and Phenic. 6

inasmuch as „$ (Hebr. 11725), 4 (Hebr.
m9), Phenic. D9 also appear there; and
a trace of this abridgment may be also
in nw from raw, manifestly compounded
of המ and w, as Aram. yan still shews,
where ya for אמ is also used as an interrogative. For the abridgments in Aramaean, see under TANT. As to its origin,

the impersonal interrogative vocable, the
socalled neuter, may have been pronounced ma, and the personal me, mi:
from mi in modern Arabic arose min; from
ma or me of the old language män, man,
men Ex. 16,15 772, which has been preserved exclusively in Aram. and was
also used for "7 (see 72); from men has

been formed the Ethiop. neuter ment
by annexing at, as in extra-Semitic
languages. Comp. "3.
aya) Aram. pron. an same as Hebr.

mm what? Dan. 4, 32, but also somewhat,
whatever , quidquid 2, 22; יד  המthat
which, whatever it is which 2, 28; Ezr.
7,18. Its compounds with prepositions

the same root.
Pih. (redupl.) 72:72 the same, whence
the noun 9, preserved only in the
constr. state and with suff. „as mm,
am &e.
sm see mn.

mig (Kal not used) prop. tr. to hold
off, to hold back, then intr. to tarry, to
linger, Ar. x0, Syr. תבפ the same; both
which are still preserved in this simple
form in the imperative as an exclamation, but in farther use only in the

redupl. form

to stop, to hinder,

to hold off, to withhold. The organic
root, like the fundamental signification,
is thus to be put along with Na (which
see), and then with Nb and NH as has
been explained fully, and with more
comparisons, under DXnand jy. Deriv.
the noun המי
aan) to noe = an Gen. 19,
16; to delay 43,10, Daan דע JuDaES
3, 26 till their delaying, ii.e. as long as
their delay continued; to wait 19,8; to

are a) 1192 how exceedingly! how! Dan.
be hesitating, undecided, keeping ל
5% Syr.tsa, b) ma) lest Ezr. 4, 22, hence coupled with am to stare, to be
and המ "77,23 the same.

amazed at, prop. to stay, to stop Is.
ng (not used) intr. to flow, to run, 29, 9.
רל.ב
m ,gniyrrat ylnoni .zE 81,12 בִּי
deriv. יִמ a
m), like 74 (constr. רג

from mal ו ( ידconstr. ) from mm IL, nm הנו אָל na for a proving and a
 טיfrom mo, יח(constr. יחafter the "form tarrying will not take place; for a7 we
=) from mn, out of which has come mm; should read here( המה see mA).
and this noun-formation is also entirely

according to the analogy of verbs end-

 מהseeמה .
mann (constr. תמד , ( תמדf. 1. (from

ing in '1-, so that no other verb-stem

pat 1) confusion, complication, at an out-

should be adopted; Ar. Sle the same,

break, an attack Drur. 7, 23; 1

14,
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20; 208. 14, 13; discord, disturbance
Devt. 28, 20; Prov. 15,16; 1 Sau. 5, 9;
consternation, amazement 5, 11; disorder
(moral), i.e. lawlessness, force Am. 3, 9;

מהפכת

which the diameter is sometimes given,
and sometimes the circumference; space,

extent Fiz. 42,4, for which also 771 ‘(Ginone
ms. 777%) stands there; whether the en-

Ez. 22, 5 (synonym dan, 2%) &e. Ps. tent be meant in length (Ta) or breadth.
55, 10-12). — 2. (from | םּוהIL) the rage (art), whether in ells (niray) or days’
or storm of war, of besiegers Is. 22, 5. journeys (07%), is given by something
Ez. 7,7 man DIT המּוהופַה OF (this added. — 2. a journey, a walk Neu.
sort of combination is frequent iin Phenic. 2, 6.
and vulgar Hebrew) the day of the tu-

mult of war (and not the joyous shout
of the mountains).

It is, therefore, not

necessary to read with the LXX 2%

 בחבקיםN57  בְמְהוּמָהNb pin.

yor (old Persian, moulded together
from the Zend. meh great, hum=hom,
heom, the name of an Ized, and }-, the
Zend מ
-van, out of which -an
subsequently arose in Persian; therefore
Mehhum-[v]an belonging to the great
Hom) n. p. m. Esta. 1, 10. See ומהו
NONI.

Sauren (Elis a Benefactor; an

= (ביטמ 1. n.p.m. NER. 6, 0. —2. n. p.
r. Gan. 36, 39.
.
7 ריחְמ (constr. Sea; from רהמ 2. 6(
adj. m. quick, prompt, in a business
Prov. 22, 29; ready, swift, sure, in writing, i.e. skilled Ps. 45, 2; Ezr. 7, 6;
experienced in Is. 16,5; dys. Ion the

Torn (only pl. (םיכְלהַמ m. a going,

way, ZEcH.3,7 and I give thee ways between them standing here, 1. 0. thou shalt
have ingress and egress among them.

To take it as = םיִכיִלָהַמ guides, or to
read םיכְלַהמ is unnecessary.

ss ( מהconstr.  הללonly in a proper
name; from soa) m. praise, applause,
fame, יש 27, 21 and a man (is tried)
according to hispraise, i.e. according to
what is thought of him.

( לֶאְלַלַהִמPraise or Splendour is El)
,1 n. p. of a patriarch descended from
Seth in the antediluvian time Gen. 5,

,12 corresponding to Damm 4, 8 of
the other writer; as חלוטּותמ ,5 21 cor-
sdnopser ot  תשאל4 81, "andירד 
51 to 99 ,4 .81 gnikaT eseht‘ seman
as designations of certain deities be-

longing to old tradition, to which 722
dna ai yldediced ,tniop  מַהַלְלְאָל6notes
the splendour- or sun-god Apollo;
ban (part. pass. Sm) tr. same as
as Maan does Mars, 771 the water-god.
>” Gm), Aram. 112, to prune, hence — .2 . מp. m. Nex. 11,‘14,

same.

van; only fig. to cut wine, i.e. to weaken
itbr mixing water with it, to take from

( הָמְלַהְמpl. nibh, from bb4 IL)

it the fiery and the noble part Is. 1,22, f. a stroke, Prov. 18, 6
comp. vinum castrare (Plin.H. N. 19,
mann (pl. תיְרַמַהְִמ,from In =
19, 2), jugulare Falernum (Martial.

ר
ַ
מ
ּ
ָ
 פto weave) f. same as תֶרלְכִמ a net,
Ep. 1,28). In Ar. verbs of cutting down,
killing, piercing, breaking through &e. of him that lies in wait Ps. 140, AL

The meaning flood, after the Arab.
to pour out (Ibn Parchon), or from רמה
applied to the mixing of wine; on the
= ‘van I. (Ps. 46, 4) to roar, to bubble
 יראdeo is not connected with
up, as well as that of pit (Symm., Jerome, Kimchi and others) from רמה =
‘Seng see the proper name .להב
"am to dig, are to be rejected.
aban (constr. 72”) m. 1. extent in
mob (constr. תכּפַהַמ ,from 77
going, i.e. length and breadth measured Hif. , f. overthrow, destruction, wasting,
according to the step Jon. 3, 3 4, by Devt. 29, 22, =17597,, as a verbal noun:
(obs, his, 6 cbs, hb, Liz) are

ה

%
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1. either a stronger expression ofthe Kal,
idea in signif. 2, to hasten 1 Sam. 4, 14,
NDB (from 727 Hif. to fence in, ‚with dx Prov. 7, 23 or accusat. of the
the body; to make crooked, in the form place whither Nau. 2, 6, or trans. with
of a cross) f. stocks, an instrument of accusat. of the object, to procure quickly
punishment JEr. 20, 2 3, confining the Gen. 18, 6, to accelerate Is. 5, 19, to
hands and feet of the culprit, with קֶליצ bring hastily 1 Kınas 22, 9. Intrans. it
stands a) in Is. 8,1 the booty hastens,
29,26 which fastens the neck; “25 תיִּב
where “72 as an infin. is put for the
2 Car. 16,10 house of the stocks.
finite verb, parall. to wn; and 9 is to be
 הָעְצְקֶהְמsee ?2p in Hof. and the
taken as a sign of the superscription,
noun mexpn.
especially since only "m stands in
ah) 1 (Kal not used) intr. to flow, verse 3; conseq. N22 Gun. 15, 12, 430)
torun, to flow forth, to flood, like those JOSH. 2, 5 cannot be at all compared
which are identical with it, 3 I. (7m), with it. It is still better to take 72 =
"man with the Targ., as un also may be
aL (72%), Arab. je to flood, to flow,
a ‘participle. b) coupled with other verbs
and like the organic root in "273 to it gives them an adverbial force quickflow, of water, Arab.
+-5; for "which ly, hastily, either with or without? GEN.
reason the verb is closely connected with 45, 9, Jupazs 9, 48, or whether the

construed with the accusative Is. 13, 19;
JER. 50, 40.

193, like 739 with 733. — 2. (not used) verb follows in the infin. with ל Gun.

metaphor. ‘a) to hasten away, to run 18,7; 41,32, or5 is dropped Ex. 2, 18.
forward, to move along; the correspond- Deriv. 4732. — 2. to be very expert,
ing metaphor also taking place in DIR I. prompt, skilful, intelligent; joined with
(comp. 5173), לבי I. (comp. 2377 to rove, other words also, used adverbially Is.
Syr. Léa, whence 537 a proper name, 32, 4, parallel 12.
prop. a nomad), Tor (belonging to 72),
mm (after the form "rs, probably a
0:77 (which see) &e.;; b) to totter to and part. Pihel, conseq. instead of (רַהַמִמ
fro, to waver,

to be in motion, comp. רמ

1. adj. m. hastening,

)(מור, and big compared with ;לז c) 0 1,14. —
be quick, brisk, alert, experienced, Arab.
wee
. Deriv. Ya, 79:73, the proper

quick, rash, Znpn.

2. adv. quickly, hastily, put
after verbs Ex. 89, 8; .פס 4, 26; 7,4; .
Josu. 2,5; seldom prefixed Ps. 79, 8.

name "In. — 3. (3 plur. ּורהמ fut.

( מלהרfrom 21“ )3 .m a ,tfig a ,yrwod

"7737, inf. absol. רחב trans. prop. to

a marriage-price, paid to the parents of
a bride Gen. 34,12; Ex. 22,16; 1Sam.

pour out, to cause to flow, hence

to give

away (the same metaphor appearing in
"2, רגמ1.,1372), to reach, to hand, in order
to "exchange a thing for what is given;
therefore to barter, a woman for a aes
(mh), i.e. to marry, Ex. 22, 15;
exchange, a god (ms, as Is. 48, 11 =

ms (לֶא Ps. 16, 4 (Ton Melech), comp.
Jur. 2,11.

,18 ;26 Greek 2

Targ. Sm, Syr.

oss, Arab,

( הָרָהְמafter the form TS, 735%)
f. haste, speed, only adv. quickly, hastily,
Num. 17, 11; Deut. 11, 17. In almost
the same sense( הֶרָהְִבְּב in haste) soon
.100088 ,4 ,12 mim“ 42 Ps. 147, 15,

Deriv. mn.
stronger Sm לק Jo. 4,4, or diverted
Nif. “1323 (part. m) to be hurried,  לק9‘ Is.5, 26 in furious haste; comp. the
to act precipitately, Jos 5, 13; to be too same idensifiying in
i ynp> ohne Is. 30,
hasty, headlong Is. 32, 4; Has. 1, 6; to 31, dna sno  לְפַתַע5,92.

move hurriedly, קו wildly, lively,
of 22, hence to tremble, to be solicitous

Is. 35, 4; comp. D113, tal, ,דָרָח TMB.
2% ( בהרinf. constr. רה jut.ee)

( ירהמthe hasty one) n. p.m. 2 Bam.

32, 82.

( הלסהמonly plur. neo, from

מו

לואב

0

dom) f. mockery, delusion, jest Is. 30, particularly with small
for +> Is. 44, 15; comp.
10, parallel nip2n, Aatteries.
22, 2; Deut. 33, 2. —
 ומI. a pronoun המ = what? (comp.
fan nia, Non, since
m=

m2 in TOR,

Mapa; ,הפ ip = הפ

words, as למל
Ps. 11,7; Jos
3. in (after the
the root here is

m) same as "2 water,

prop. the flow-

in הָפיִא 9 Kings 6,13 K’n), only in
i ing, metaphor. ‘seed, seed-efflux; like רב
combination with the prepositions 3, 2 Is. 48, 1, Arab. al (Kor. 86,5), Pers.
and 5, adding to them a relative force
though it be only remote. a) מב prop.
in that which,

poet. same as 3 in, by,

with, as Spig-jaa Ps. 11,2 in darkness;
maT na Ts. 25, 10 Ki in dung; "na
wh 43, 2 through the fire; 44,16 in fire;
a” מב (go into) their place of concealment Jos 37,8; שאָרְדומְּב 16,4 with the
head; 9"in2 16, 5 with the mouth. For
ja = mm in Is. 25, 10 K’tib and vice
versa inJos 9, 30 K’ri "a2 stands for

wf (water and seed). On the form comp.
the Targ. ה ,"למ,in (water), Phenie. למ
the same, hened רקש in )רקש= mi)
My-socar-as (= rN “g) proper name
of a Tingitane harbour; fem. תרמ in numerous

name-formations.

It was after

this meaning of‘a “‘seed” that the author
of Guy. 19, 37' explained the name
ani, though it should be derived from
an}.

ayia (according to Gen. 19, 37 either_
from ל" = למ72, and בא,semen of the father, 0
i.e. begotten by his own father, or =
ally=> at, to, for, as Syn” ab ‘Jos 27,
 באבwith the same meaning as AN
14 for the sword; 29,21 הצע 2% at the
has in 19, 32 34; but it is probable that
counsel; 38,40 8" למל for the lying in it was originally = ania a wished for,
wait = בראל ,40 4 - למל יפupon my longed for one, from aN)" 1. n. p. of a
mouth. In. like manner ‘ib, “7 were son of Lot’s ‘Gun. 19, 37, then of a
taken in the proper name byind, EN people called after him, the Moabites,
as = ,ל as in >xd; but ‘this is still sometimes masc. Num. 22, 3, 2 Kınas
doubtful. — c) aD (uot only poetically 1, 1, Jer. 48, 11 13, sometimes fem.
in2 (see m), here we can scarcely
think of "73 (from 3). — b) ‘12> poetic-

=», but also in ‘prose), with — as a
prevowel (the latter before light suffixes, as >, W122, wis, m2,
72D, the former before the Has ones,
as pain», 67723, but for which 093,

Jupezs 3, 30, 2 Sam. 8,2, also coupled
with the plur. as a people 2 Kınas 3,
21 22. The Moabites accordingly came
from Aram Gen. 19, 37 seq., and settled

down at a later period on the east side
DID are more frequent) see 29. In all of the Dead Sea and the Jordan, after
these forms למ is easily perceived to they drove out the original inhabitants,

arise out of 719, since the meaning of the ping, Deut. 2, 11. — 2. n. p. of
 מהis still seen and it is also found the land of Moab Num. 21,13 26, Jup-

in the Arab. Us, US and Aram. N723,

ses 11, 18, fully n m7 (Rura 1,126

22; 2, 6; 4,9( or 'וב  ץֶראDevt. 1, 5 28,

Kal. ma in» Ps. 73, 15 is=m7 02 69; 32, 49; 34, 5. Numerous passages.
sicut haec, talia. — 2. -למ a poetical
suffix-appendage for the original, plural
&- with verbs, nouns or particles, seldomer va- Ex. 15, 5, which appended
IT

of the Old Test., which have been collected in special works and treatises,
give an account of the geographical
extent or limitation of the Moabite ter-

syllable, Kanes, should rather be ritory, its religion, political history and
regarded as a mere cessation of the relation to the Jewish people. Gentile
sound, and has nothing in common with
the למ of signif. 1; so also למ- or with

m. “axa Deur. 23, 4; New. 13,1; fem.

ran Ruta, 22 and 2,2, or marin
other vowels ו
This -למ is 9 0 ‚24, 26; pl. fem. niraRin 1 Kınas
seldom used by the poets as a sing., 11,1.

מואל

Sein only in Nena. 12, 38 K’tib, see

sin.
sain (from N12) m. entrance Ez.43,
1 same 8 ia 42,9; and here as in

the K’ri 2 Sam. 3, 25 itisused merely on
account ‘of its similarity to xxi,

like

 מלצא (= מוצאwhich see) once even
Ez. 47,8 (from NAY =NY, (היִצ=-אוצמ

 גומor 2 cm
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pra, an Indian

word, oceurring ‚only with the article

-bx, because it came to the Hebrews
through the Arabians) m. the name of
an Indian costly wood (Kimchi), fetched’
from Ophir 1 Kines 10, 11 12, probably
the genuine Sandel-wood, which is
i called
mocha, mochata in Sanskrit; sometimes transposed 07273, and mentioned
inexactly as a wood growing on Lebanon with cedars and cypresses 2 Cur.
2, 7.

to dissolve, of ןימה=  הנחמ1 Sam. 14,
16, of Sa Nau. 2, 7, to ‘tremble, to he
afraid Is. 14, 31; Ex. 15, 15.
Pih. ( בולבfut.En) to cause to flow,

to melt, to dissolve, e. ₪. the 01008 by
 רְבִיבִיםPs. 65, 11; figur. 8 30, 22
and the stormy -- dissolves me (men

K’tib =Nwin 36, 29, hence the parallel
is ms; and Mon Ki isi the same).

Hithp. aghantt (fut. aha?) to dissolve,
to perish Ps. 107, 26; metaph. to quake,
to tremble, to shake Am. 9,13.

 דּומI. (Kal not used) intr. to move
to and fro, to be agitated, connected in
its organic root a with on I. (ova),

sya, Ar. oly, ils &e.,then with 73,
u,ד :

"Pit. yin (fut. Trin) to cause to
shake, to make tremble Hin. 3,.6 (Targ.,

LXX).
 גומI, (ie. 39, not used) intr. to be
TI II. (not used) intr. to stretch, to
great, ‘mighty, rich, comp. Sanskrit mah extend, in space or time, same as 735
=magh, whence magha (in the Vedas) deriv. 31772, Tan.
power, riches; old Persian mag the
pti or sh Tan abstract noun formsame, hence maga might, force (in a
religious aspect), magava (an adjective ed from >’ I. with וב;constr. 92 also

form from it)= Sanskrit maghavan

(in the Vedas) a powerful one, old Persian
magu-s, the designation of a class of
the servants of Ormuzd. Accordingly
the stem mag appears to be connected
with mah to grow, to become large, and
with the Indo-Germanie mag to be able,

to have the power (see 372). Deriv. 372.

before ») M. dequaintance, relationship,
concer. an acquaintance, a friend; Prov.
7,4; תסצא 2,1 K’ri, where the K’tib

has 9377.

nn

(or (תַעְדִמ fem. 1. the same

Rurs 3,2.—2. knowledge Is. 12, 5 K’ri,
where the K’tib is nyt after the form
( מִיפַעַתfrom san).

 גומIL. (inf. constr. ana; fut.רכמ 

apoe. an, with suff. mar)

DM I. (inf. absol. and constr. win,
1. intr. fut. um, part. m. wa) 1. intr. same as

to melt, to dissolve, figurat. to tremble,
to faint from fear, of 32 Ez. 21,20, to
shake, to quake, of YIN Am. 9,5; Ps. 46,
;7 the same figure appearing in 00%, Ar.
Glo. — 2. tr. to cause to flow, i. e. to
cause to faint or despond Is. 64, 6, like

dbd72 10, 18; but we may conjecture that
aayran stands there for 1233720, and con-
sequently it belongs to Pihel. The or-

ganic root כמ is closely connected with

m, ,372  קמוArab. ele 6

ml, un, דרב to waver, to move to and

fro, of לר Ps. 38, 17 and 94, 18, to
fall; to tremble, to quake, of םיִרָה 46,3,

 אֶרֶץ18. 24, 19, midd7273 Ps. 46, 7, niyas

Is. 54, 10. Derivat. Dim 1.— 2. to incline, to sink, figurat. to be reduced in
circumstances Lav. 25, 35; metaphor. not
to stand firm, to be changeable. — 3. (not
used) trans. to incline, to bend, to make
crooked, to turn aside, like the Ar. Lu,

connected in its organic root טמ with
"Mi.";ְָג) ג
 ב.trap .lp )2niaro .rugif that in 77-03. Deriv. הממ (from. mama)

to tremble, to quake, to totter to and fro,

Ez.9,9 and. main Is. 58,9.
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\ >1. ons (fut. vin) to totter, of the tion Deur. 10, 16; comp. Ar.
to
“steps. Prov. 10, 30, Ps. 17,5, to fall, to purify and eireumeise. Deriv. mom. |
stumble 10, 6; 30,7; with a negative, to
Nif. 24723 (only inf. abs. and 0. Siem,
‚stand firm 125, 1; Is. 40, 20; to tremble, imperat. לופה fut. 59); while the perf.
to quake Ps. 82,5. |
and part. Say and other forms belong
11]. omg " (fut. ua) to make totter, to למ=( למto be circumeised Gun. 17,
to precipitate, with לע of the person Ps. 10 13; 34, 24; to circumcise oneself Josx.
55, 4; 140,11 K’tib.
5, 8; fie. Jer. 4, 4 circumcise yourselves
Hithp.  הפמוטטto be violently shaken unto. Jehovah, i.e. dedicate yourselves
Is. 24, 19; to totter, like Kal and Nif.

 םּומII. (not used) tr. prop. same as
 טעמI. to split off, to cut off, of boughs,
branches; deriv. nia 2, min 2.

to him. See Dun.
Hif. >

(fut.van) to cut off, to de-

stroy Ps. ‘118, 10-12,

—

The fundamental signification of the
stem,
compared with ,למ iv, is not
Di (with suf. "ah) m. 1. (from

Dan 1) a tottering, stumbling , fall Ps.
121, 3; 66, 9. — 2. (from na11. prop.
a bough which is broken off the stem;
and 72 may have the same derivation)
a pole, for bearing on the shoulder Num.
4,10 12; 13,23; metaphor. the yoke, of
an ox Nau. 1, 13, made of crooked
wooden sticks bent round the neck of
the heifer. Comp. the etymology of

only to cut away, to cut off, to circumcise,

but also (like mol-ere, wvAd-ew, Pers.

mal-iden, German mahl-en) to bruise,
conterere, since circumcision at first was
only a mild exsectio, the destruction

of all impurity of the sexual organ.
Another fundamental signification of the
organic root ללב has still been preserved

in 278, לָמָק (connected with 52), and
another 8
in bay and 57272 (to
Ton).
( הסומpl. תימומ( .7 .1 (from va L.)

UM:

injustice Is. 58, 6 (parall. 95), 58, 9%

conseq.==n Ez. 9,9.— 2. (fromמוט 11(
a staff, metaphor. yoke JER. 28, 10 12,
fully 59 ’n Lev. 26,13, Ez. 34, 27, made
of ye Jer. 28, 13 or ‘bina ib.
ףךומ
( כfut. )%277 intr. prop. to be bruised,

um (once bin Dur. 1, 1 and dyin
or  אלNe». 12, 38 K’tib, either from
DAN TI. after the form nai, or from

EN III. which see, and prop. a noun or

part. Hof.) a preposition 1. before (expressing both motion and rest), in conshattered, melted, dissolved, partly con- spectu, coram Ex. 18,19; close before,
nected with 372IT (472),
partly with ‘ya, immediately before Josu. 19, 46, at, beside
ו
; קמו27 only fig. to be reduced, to be-( but at the same time before) 18, 18;
come poor Ley. 25, 25 35 39 47; Syr. Devt. 2, 19; 3, 29. — 2. over against,
i.e. before a thing at a certain distance
as the same. It is, therefore, en
from it, 6 regione Dur. 11,30, 1 Sam.
in its origin from 75).
14,5, hence DR... om 1 Kınas 7,‚5 one
. 590 Devt. 1,1, see .למ
over against the other.
In these two

bi (perf. ,למ Hmbn, nop, םֶּתְלַמנ meanings 512 is united with other prepositions, as a) wa7dx, viz. aa) before,
part. pass. van; fut. ap. See), ir. prop.
to divide, to cut of, to cut away, like the

towards 1 Sam. 17, 30 and he turned
away from him (and placed himself) be-

Ar. Jen. The organic root לכis iden- fore another; close before (as far as), close
tical with that in >i, למ (bn). Only at (before) Ex. 34, 3, Josx. 22, 11, as
the meaning to cut off, spec. the prepuce, far as before 9, 1; but the meaning of
circumcise, is in use; hence with accus. of ES disappears here almost entirely.
the object 1979 Gan. 17, 23, or also of bb) over against and before Josu. 8, 33.
the: person ai, 4; Ex. 12, 45; Josu. 5, In order to make before still more pro4; as a figure of dedication and purifica- minent in this compound, "2 follows
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"ans, "Dan, „Sul are derived. oan
sometimes DB למלא before 28, 25; means = 972 to veil, to bind about, to
Lev. 8,9; 2 Sam. 11, 15. b) לאל or knot, metaphor. Hardg to be strong, vigor לְמואָלNon. 12, 38 K’tib (where the K’ri ous (comp. “Ap, Sim, >73, Wp &e.),
has ban) over against. c) San (with partly with respect to time, to 0 long,
suff. i) over against before, prop. from lasting, and therefore Yan =>.
Nom. 8, 2; Ex. 26, 9; 28, 37; therefore

before Nome. 22, 5, from the front of
2 Sam. 5, 23; away from before Mic. 2,8
(where it is better, however, to take
San in the sense of by 3, 2 3); from
the side of 2 Car. 4, 10; םיִנָּפ Dia Ex.
28, 27 from before. d) Dyan over against,
against, Mic. 2,8 but against my people,
either according to the analogy of “ny

"2p, or entirely for ,למלא as also תֶא
stands for dx in Gen. 49,25; 2 Sam. 15,
23. e) Ibn Gandch has explained the
adverb Sinnmx 1 Sam. 10, 11, Sans 4,7
and Sram is. 30, 33 out of the vocable
dm, Yin, and conseq. also the word Sinn
abridged from it, regarding it as com-

pounded of לומד ( תאwith or at the front)
or dann (what has been before, the past,
hence long ago), like Saba; but it is
more probable, that a stem Yon (which
see) should be assumed for it. But as

it is apparently formed from bın, bin,

moin (prop. birth, ‘hence Mylitta,

i. e. dedicated to her; from Hif. of 5%)
n. p. of a city in the south of Judah,
afterwards ceded to Simeon Josu. 15,

26; .אפא 11, 26; 1 Car. 4, 8. bins
or main is the name, of a Babylonian

goddess (Herod. 1, 199), as well as of
a Carthaginian one, symbolising the

procreative principle, for which nan
Tylitta was also said.

The city-names

nah, nah 137 (Mulitta, Megarmelita)
in Libya (Harduin, Acta cone. I. p. 1103)
confirm the fact that cities were consecrated to the goddess.
| moin (with suff. nfoin; pl. niTain,
with ‘suff. Tran; from 555) 1 birth,
nativity, origin Estn. 2, 10, "Ez. 16,3 4,
coupled with 7727, need also in the
pl. like natales, origines; 'ב y Gen. 11,
28 and 24,7; or without pan Gen. 12, 1
fatherland. — 2. concrete what is born,
child, offspring Gen. 48, 6; metaphor.
family Gen. 43, 7, countrymen Estz. 8, 6.
mona f. circumcision Ex. 4, 26.

its meanings may find a place here:
aa) before, long ago, as if the signification of Ma were applied to time Is. 30,
33; but commonly bb) yesterday, heri
bin (producer, begetter) n. p. m.
2Sam. 5,2, especially when coupled with
Dan, yesterday and the third day i. e. 1 Car. 2, 29.
three days ago1Sam.14,21;,19,7. It also
( םּומnot used) intr. to be wanting,
appears as an adject. to Dip Ps. 90, 4. to be defective, arising from the redupli-
A shortened form is Sinn (which see), cation of( אממ from which oxı and jr
sometimes opposed to Dan (today) 1Sam. also came). For the true original con-
20, 27, sometimes before its climax ception see under N72. Derivative

Deby 2 Sam. 3,17, and also for afore-

time, long ago Cam, 31,2; Ex. 21,29.

370 (with suff. ara; once Dana Dan.

1,4) m. prop. defect, want, same as "om
That a stem Syn should be assumed
chen a spot, stain, blemish, i.e. a bodily
for Stany, לּמָתא Shana, binn, is shewn blemish, of men Lev. 24, 19 20, Sone
by the ‘Ethiopic form t’malim (the last or Son. 4,7, Dan. 1, 4, or of seals

m is reduplicated as in (ספסה and the Lav. 21,17; 22, 20; disease (of leprosy)
numerous Aramaean forms. From oan Jo 11, 15; metaphor. morally stain,

has arisen a noun binn (after the form spot, blot, disgrace Prov. 9, 7.
=D), and with a prosthetic א Sins;
 הממfrom ma" IL. to swear; with
and from the same stem the Targumie suff. Dam) m. an “oath, ‘Devt. 32, 5 his

Dans, bn )6 changed into a as in לק , not-sonsאל( - )םינבhave violated theiroath
nx); SE,

with a vocal ferränntien

ot ;mih .pmoc .marA ומא,
 מ24318.

ו
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( מוןi. 6 ;97 ton )desu .ri .porp ot ‘of heaven 2 Sam. 22, 8, of the world
cut, to separate round about, cognate in
sense N42; then to distinguish, i. e. to

make different from other things by
preparation.

By a usual transference

of idea: to form, to make, to fashion, from
‚existing materials, Ar. ol )1.1( to se-
parate from one another, to split, to di-

vide, שם (f. 0) and שם also to notch,
-

₪

to cut into, hence א a sign; to protect round about, i.e. to separate or keep

22, 16, of the earth Is. 40, 21.
mona (from 753) f. 1. appointment,
decree, firm determination, of chastisement (un) Is. 30, 32. — 2. foundation, of a building, the lower building
Ez. 41, 8 K’ri, where the K’tib reads
niyo, if it be not better to read nijo%%
(from the foundations and towards).
\
om (from 739) m. a covered walk
2 Kines 16, 18 K’ri, for which the K’tib
has 70m.
 מגסםseeמוסב .

off from all contact; conseq. identical
in the organic root ja partly with that
 מדסר.lp(  מאפר = ;דרת מְסְרִיםfrom
in as L, Aram. jy (which see), partly “OR; but see also רסי( .1m. a fetter Ps.
with that in 9-39. Deriv. "272 (per- ,2 ;3 ,107 ;14 ,116 .16 — 5 (from 403;
haps), ,ןימ nanan.
place of ehnstieement) n. p. of a place iin
min (from a2) f. couch of a wild

beast. Ez. 19, 7, ‘where some read "לא

ni

for HANDY.

the wilderness Num. 33, 30.

( רסּומconstr. ,%30 with suff. “non,

 ףְרְלומfrom 0%) m. prop. taming, con-
mm (rom 77) f. an image, an ido- crete a bond, fetter Jos 12, 18 (Targ.
latrous image,
i
prop. a thing formed, Am. Vulg.); chastisement, of boys Prov. 23,
4, 3 and ye shall cast the idolatrous images ,13 of men by God ,3 'מ,11 naw 22, 15
rod of chastisement; metaplior. correction,
on the mountain. But see 7125.
30574 (from 239) m. circuit, turning instruction Jos 5, 17; Ps. 50, 17; Jun.
,2 ;80 example, reproof Ez. 5, 15, with
Ez. 41, 7, 1203) being found there; but the genitive of the person who gives it
as one rather expects the being enlarged, Prov.1,8; 4, 1; 15, 5, also absol. 5,12;
enlargement, 25% and non are to be a33; 12, 1,once with the genitive bon
read, as in 1 Kınas 6, 6 the opposite
| 1‚3 for understanding,
In.
( דעומpl. with suf. 119; from
ao (pl. ₪ madi; from 239) f. 2 iL) m. an assembly (of Yarzor); a
prop. "what is eapable of being turned troop, Is. 14, 31 none single in their

about or wound (cognate in sense D524), troops, i. 6 they are crowded thickly
hence the fold of a door that turns and
winds about Ez. 41, 24, where תוּבסּומ

nin

correspond

,rehtegot .pmoc  מלעד3.

min (with suf. ,רכדעלמ Tye; pl.

to 6 תָלָּדַה wor  ומלעדיםconstr. "I~, with suff. TER,
aha of 1 Kınas 6, 34,
po") m. 1. (dam. דרעי 1( ₪ fived, apon (only pl. ce. main; from 1%) pointed time Gen. 21, 2; pl. appointed

m. foundation , of the mountains Daur. times, JER.8,7 the stork knows its times,
32, 22, Ps. 18, 8, of the earth 82, 5; for its passages to and fro; an epoch of
time Gen. 1,14; p72 Dan. 8,19 point of
basis, of the generations Is. 58, 12.
time
of the end, i.e. closing time; a future
TOAD (constr. 19m; ; from 30%) m. foundation, erection 2 Cur. 8,16; a basis Is.

28, 16, where the accompanying om
is the part. Hof.
IOWA (only pl. niyo, 6. nip;
fromer) f. a foundation Jen. 51,26;

and definite time 11,27

29; a fixed sec-

tion of time 12,7; a yearly returning time
Gen. 17, 21; 18, 14; 2 Kines 4, 16;
hence a definite festival-time 2808. 8, 19,

coupled with 41 Ez. 46,12 and instead
of it Luv. 13,2 4 44, coupled with the
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sabbath and new moon 2 Car. 8, 13;
31, 3, or instead of them Ps. 104, 19;
Neu, 10, 34; 2a Di day of the feast
Hos. 9, 5; 12,10, also sein alone Lam.
1,4; 2,6;; metaphor. like an festive offering 2 Chr. 30, 22; in prophetic style for
a year Dan. 12, 7, comp. 779. — 2. an
appointed place Jos. 8,14; 1 Sam. 20,
35 compared with 20, 9, as also the

Ar. S50 and the verb 12) Jur. 47, 7.

mya (from דעּוה from 719) IL) fa refuge, an asylum, Josu. 20, 9 cities of
refuge, i. e. free cities; properly a place

where one is received, comp. HDX; Syr.
| בס refuge, modern Hebrew 337 .תיב
MTV see 797 Puh.

Ay

(as if formed from the Hof.

of my H., but merely transposed from

mya) Mm. darkness, obscurity, figur. misfortune Is. 8, 23.

— 3. (from דער IL.) a coming together,
an assembly, a) of enemies, an army | MEP (only pl. nixgia, with suf.
(like  מלעדIs. 14, 31) Lamenr. 1, 15;  לעצתיהםfrom py") f.proposal, counsel,
but better feast (comp. 2, 22). b) of Ps. 5, 11; result of counsel Prov. 1, 31.
the gods, hence 5747 רה Is. 14,13 the
SPY (from pay) f. same as mp2
mountain of the gods of the Babylonians, (Ps. 55 4) confinement, distress, Psaru
Meru among the Indians, the Albordsh
?
of the Zends, supposed to be in the
THA n. p. of a gold district, coupled
extreme north (jip¥ "n>7), in which
with
זפוא 1 Kinas 10, 18, as there is
Ezekiel (38, 6) puts Togarmah; hence
also
a’
"pin existing with “pin. See
Zion is compared to it Ps.46,3. c) of

the people, the congregation Nom. 16, 2, TRAN.
for which הדל occurs elsewhere. a) al ( תפימwith suff. pomp‘; pl. pnt,
festive gathering Zepn. 3,18, hence Je- c. main, with suff. Ynpim)m. prop. somerusalem is called ‘a nım Is. 33, 20, and thing separated from the usual, distingthe tabernacle which 0
from uished, extraordinary, cogn. in sense אל
Ex. 4, 21; 7, 3; 11, 9;
Moses till David “yi bits (Ex. 27, 21; hence 1. a wonder
28, 43; Luv. 1, 1;4 4; 1 Kinas 8, 4), with nix Deur. 7, 19. — 2. 6 sign, of
i.e. tend of the Cangreyation, because the a future action, zvmo¢ (Romans 5, 14)
people assembled before it at the festi- 1 Kings 13, 3, like nis; a type, ‘of a
val, and because God appeared there future thing Ex. 12,6; 24,24; Zecn.3,
to Moses, according to Ex. 25, 22 and 8; a miraculous sign, of the divine proNun. 17, 19 (Saadia, Kimchi); the Targ., tection Ps. 71,7 or anger Dur. 28, 46.
The word has been derived, someSyr. and Arab. have therefore translated
tent of the festive gathering. e) fig. ‘ama times from MBN, conseq. =תפאממ (Gesen.),
house of assembly 108 30, 23, i. e. the sometimes from Mp? (Gesen.) or 35?
grave, orcus. — 4. place of the people's (Fürst), conseq. = nRDin, nyoin. But
meeting together, festive assembly; hence the former neither exists nor can it
Dy 'מ Lament. 2, 6, pl. לאדידעומ Ps. have this meaning; and if it were from
7A, 8 temple, synagogue, holy place. — the latter, m must be a feminine termi5. establishment, determination, hence nation. It is best, therefore, to adopt
agreement Jupaus 20, 38; statute, cove- for the stem np" (which see) with the
nant, law, in which sense the LXX meaning to single out, to distinguish (with
and Vale. have taken דעלמ dj, hence Ibn Parchon, Kimchi &c.), so that mpi
tabernacle of the covenant , of the law; (after the form דעלמ,pin) has a verbnryy jaw Num. 9, 15, nat
א 23 basis like nba, Ream, Ru, Ta.
and 18, 2 also appearing instead of it.
 ץּוסfoulypart. YA) tr. to express, to
= דעלמ Jos 12, 5 belongs to 127.
press out, what is fluid or hard; to crush,
svi (pl. ni"; from 793.) 7. same to bruise, to shatter, to separate, to divide,
as pn a festival, a festival time 2 Cur. to pick out, chaff; fig. to oppress, hence

8,13.

YR oppressor Is. 16, a

stem is
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connected with ה ,צמ- Ya ,()ץצמ and in
part also with Yes; and the Ar. ole

:mysia (plur. with suff. (ויתאצומ fi
1. origin, descent Mic. 5, 1. — 2. water-

0 rub in pieces, to crush to pieces),
Lo (to separate, to divide), Syr. “=

closet,

(to press out), „2 (to suck out), Targ.
7, are the same root.

Deriv. in, yy.

ךץרלב,usually pia, m. prop. what is se-
parated (from the grain), ¢chaff, Ps.1, 4;
;35,5 Is.29,5; Zupu. ,2 ;2  םיִרָה7“ Is.
,17 13 chaff of tha Mountains, i.e.which
is driven about on the mountains. Ar.
vo

straw.

sewer

(from

Ny), comp.

NY,

myx) 2 Kınas 10, 27 K’ri, where "ie
K'tib has MEI.

psa 06

1 (from px} I. and II.)

melted, a melted firm mass T oB 38, 38,
firmness, thickness; a casting 1 Kinas 7,

37, perhaps also 7,23 33; metal Jos 37,
18. — 2. (from (קוצ narrowness, embarrassment 36,16; 37,10; opposite to an
and 377.

 מוּצְקָה.lp( ,”pin htiw .ffus ; מצקתל

( אצומwith suff. ףאצלמ ws; pl. from קצר I.) fem. a tube, a tunnel ZEoH.

constr. יִאְציִמ with suf. PNB, DIRT;
from Nx?) mase. 1. denoting an action,
going out, from
a place Num. 33, 2, egress,
going away Ez.12,4; 85377  אצרמ25am.

3,25 K'tib the Guia out and coming in,
.1 .6 the whole conduct; of the sun, rising

,4 ;2 a casting, 208. 4, 3.

 תקצהמ2 Kınas 5,4 K'ri see pyr I.
 תקצומsee pr.
Pin (Kal not used) intr. to be ın| sipid, tasteless, contemptible, laughable,
adverse, Ar. ₪ and leo the same;
the same fundamental signification seeming to lie in the Aram. קמ and ss

Ps. 19, 7; breaking forth, of anu Hos.
,6 ,3 of Spa and 272 (as a zeugma) Ps.
56, 9; ,ecnarettu fo aniD 98, 53, פה
Deor. ,3,8 ie. what. goes out of the
‘mouth; export 1Kines 10, 28; the going
forth of 733 i. e. the divine sentence also. The reduplicated form (Sais (to
Dan. 9, 25. — 2. the place whence a be easy, loose, small, mean) may also bething comes or proceeds, hence a mine, long to this root; on the contrary the
from which r
122 comes Jos 28, 1, a mea- Greek pox-cw, poox-ito, should not be
brought under the same head.
dow, where is NUT 38, 27, a spring, where
Hif. ( הביקfut. pra) to make conD2 is Is. 41, 18; Ps. 107, 33; 2 Cur.
temptible, laughable, i. e. to mock, to de,82 ;30 place of the sun’s rising, the
‚east (as a region) Ps.75,7, coupled with ride Ps. 73, 8, Ar. al, Aram. קייב and
;]2927 place of egress, of the umn Ez.44, ( אמרקalso in derivatives) the same.
5 "hence Nat אצומ .43,11 — .3 (ort
pin (from דר plur. constr. pr)
descend) n.ip. m. 1Chr. 2,46; 8, 36.
m. a burning, a conflagration Is. 33, 14,
( אצומpl. םיִאְצכ ,transposed from a figure of judicial punishment; Ps. 102,
Nae from NAY =Ny, mx) m. the de- 4 a consuming heat, in the bones.
pin (from m») f. hearth, of the
sert,"Ez. 47,8 these waters (of life) flow
(ONE) into the dase district (denoting altar,se 6, 2 ₪
a locality lying at the Dead Sea) and
Spin (plur. DWN, constr. “epi;
fall down over the steppe (many, to de-
from
um) m. 1. prop. "anything crooked,
note the district round the Dead Sea,
bent,
hence a hook, with which wild beasts
hcihw si erofereht demret יָם הערבה
are taken, their nose being pierced by
2 Kınas ,41 ,)52 dna yeht og otni eht ,aes
it Jos 40, "24; snares or nooses for birds
otni eht aes fo stresed )=ּצאים
 מBINNEN), Am. 3, 5, different from nz (which see);
i.e. into the Salt Sea (ib. vs.11), so that a net Ps. 64, 6; 140, 6, the laying of
the waters become sound (i. e. drinkable, which is expressed by תש and .ןממ —
sweet). םיאצומ is intended to have as- 2. fig. a snare, which takes away unexsonance with Deh.
pectedly, hence snares of death 2 Sam.

מוקשה
22,6; Ps.18,6; snares of the people
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34, 30; what misleads, corrupts, brings

to ruin Ex. 10, 7; Deur. 7, 16; Prov.

13, 28.76,19, comp. Aram. N273; fig.
a miracle, which

excites fear Deut. 4,

34; 26,8; Jur. 32,21. The Targ., Aq.
12,13,
Theod., have taken ארומ Ps. 9, 21 K’ri
( השקומonly pl. nid“) f. the same in the same sense; but itis= main (which
see).
in a figurative sense Ps. 141,9.
( גרומfrom ;973 without a pl.) m. a
 רומsee Ih.
threshing-sledge Is. 41, 15 (Kimchi), 'cog-
( רומKal not used) tr. to change, to nate in sense with yryn (Targ.). For
alter,0. g. a crop for seed, requital the pl. see under
for a deed; to exchange
= 0 sell or buy,
ayin (from 379, only in pl. םיִנְרומ
comp. Ar. ab (to sell, Syr. + to buy); or marti) m. a threshing-sledge, tribu19“ is generally identical with "72 IL, lum 2 Sam. 24,22, 1 Cur. 21, 23, identical with ץּוְרַח 4. eat see), and dif רמיI. Deriv. Tyan.
"Nif. = (pause "122; as if from רב ferent from 11533.
Re Sy the same,
= “12) usually to change, to.alter oneself’ interchanging n = Mm.
of m Jer. 48,11. But as a change of
min (from 773) m. 1. a descent, descent is not spoken of here, as “722 is
clivity, Jer. 48,5; Mic. 1, 4. — 2. techthe opposite of דַמָע (to continue ‘in a nically: a sinking, a deepening, 'n Tun
thing, to stick to it)and the form would 1 Kings 7, 29 deepened work (Targ. ), rebe irregular, it is better to take 1723 as ferring to all the ornaments mentioned
a peculiar stem in Kal, meaning "to be in that verse; just as niy2pr 7,31, rına
spread out (an all sides), to evaporate,
7, 36 express similar forms of works To
comp. Ar. /  כto be diffused,am (tr.) dere it from pice (after the form ל
Tem),
to spread out a thing, re (a shorter and to translate it by overspreading,
| cover (in Kimchi), is unsuitable in form
form) diffudit odorem.
Mi. van (inf. constr. an; fut. 2,
and matter.
apoc. 139) to change, to exchange, with
in 7. 1. (from הרי 11. and equivaaccus. ofthe object Lev. 27,33, to cause lent to main; comp. ילחמ ='nn,
=
הָסּובמ
to pass into another hand, a sort of alie- ='ın, manu = ('שת a lesson, instruction,
nation Ez. 48, 14; to dispose of, to other Ps. 9, 21 K'tib (Symm.) give them a lespossessors Mıc.2,4. The thing for which son. According to the LXX and Syr.
something is exchanged is put with 3 = הרוב teacher, law-giver ; according to
Lev. 27,10; Jer. 2,11; Hos. 4, 7; Ps.
the K’ri nan terror, fear, a meaning
106, 20. Abs. = to ‘change, to alter oneadopted by Targ., Ag, Theod., Ibn Esra,
‘self, Ps.15,4;
to make perish 46, 3,
Kimchi,
but which gives too weak a sense.
like ףלח 102, 27.
The Tandamental signification may — 2. (from 779 II. to cut off, to shear

“be to pass over, one thing into another, off, = 193) m. a razor, Junazs 13, 5,
‘which is also the ground --meaning in 1 Sam. 1 11, for which we have “2n
9277; and therefore רמ is connected with Nom. 6, 5 Raské has also referred to
"a I. (972) which means transire in this head Ps. 9, 21 incorrectly. Notwithstanding the feminine form this
Arabic.
mi is mase. like many Prov. 12, 25,

( ארומwith suf. wi, DENT; pl. nv 14, 6, תירחַא Jos 8, 7, nun Ez.

Bin; from Nm) m. 1. fear, aversion,
Gen. 9,2 (where the suff. is to be taken

objectively as in 16, 5), coupled with

1, 0 moin Jun. 28, 10 66.; a fact which
is to be regarded as an exception.

Myo m. 1. (pl. oyna; part. Zif. of
imp Deur.11,25; reverence, high esteem
Mat. 1,6. — 2. conerete, object of fear מ הר same as 797" (pl. ps) a shooter,
Is. 8, 12, of reverence, i. e. God Is. 8, a 'slinger, an archer, 1 Sam. 31, 3, with
50*
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3 of the instrument 1 Sam. l. c., omit- plur. possessions Os. 17, but where the
ting the object םיִשָח 1 Cur. 10, 3, prop. LXX, Targ. and Jerome read Daw
in its full form תַשָקּב pow םירומ (from שרי 1); fig. possession of the heart,
1 ג
because one would other- i. e. thought, hope, coupled with mer
= man Jos 17, 11, where the LXX
wise understand slingers; once ost
2Sam. 11,24 from sy 1. = הרי 1. Else- taking’ it from © iis with the fundawhere stately in a participial meaning mental signification to bind, to attach
1Sam. 20,36. — 2. (part. Hif. of הרי IL; (whence also nw), have translated &p&
‘pl. with suff.119) a teacher, master, i. @. Yea, bands.
instructor Is. 9, 14; Has. 2, 18; Prov.
moet (from ומרי IL) f. possession,
5,13; 2 Cur. 15, 3; a prophet Is. 30, property, Exon. 6, 8; Deut. 33, 4; Ez.
20. Elsewhere in a participial meaning 11, 15.
merely 2 Kines 17, 28; Prov. 6, 18. —
( תשְררמfrom ושרי IL) f. prop. same
3. (part. Kal of 7772 same as Ne or
as
ney possession, but only n. p. of
nn to be strong, powerful, vigorous) ₪
a
place
in Judea, whence the prophet
lord, ruler, prop. powerful, Jo 36, 22,
LXX dvvactys, conseq.= Na or 72 in Micah came; hence the Gentile m. "nwa
Biblical Aramaean, or "72, AN, IR Mic. 1, 1; Fam 26,18. As it belonged
in the Targ., and so some lage. also to the district of Gath, it was named
interpreted Ps. 9,21. To this meaning na nyaia Mic. 1,14. This place still
is also to be referred nny 188. 50, 21 existed in Jerome’s time.
(see 73). — 4. (part. 2 of הרי TIL.)
vn I. (fut. Wan) intr. to give way,
the early rain, coupled with wind Jo. with jn of the place or person Prov.
2,23, = רוי (Deur.11,14), as me LXX 17, 18' K’ri, Num. 14, 44, Jupazs 6,
and Jerome have already understood it; 18, with ny Is. 54, 10; to be torn
this meaning is also adopted by some out from, to be taken ‘pti, of a nail
in Ps. 84, 7. — 5. (prop. part. Hif. of 22,25; to totter, of םירה 54,10; to be
 ירהIL, hence teacher, an epithet of Her- changed, with 93% Jur. 31, 36; to give
cules, who covered pillars with writing, way 20038. 14, 4. Derivat. the proper
composed holy books &c.) n. p. a) of a name von, "Un.
grove (dedicated to Hercules) or an oak
The organic root לכ is also found in
Gen. 19, 6, Deur. 11, 30, identical with
wavs (which see), and may lie too |in
the magic oak Jupazs 9,37; comp. Grn.
35,4; Josx.
24, 26; of deities Has. 2,18. VEIm), on (which see), Arab. als,

— b) of a hill in the valley of Jezreel

+

&e.

Jupces 7,1. — c) of a dry and barren
Hif. Wary (fut. Bg) 1. to let remove,
valley, through which the pilgrims had
to march, as well as through the valley to let go, hence to cause to cease or disappear Nau. 3, 1; to remove, with ןמ
of Baca Ps.84,7.
Mic. 2,3. Here belongs also Zxcn. 3, 9,
( סרומprop. part. Puh. of Bm) adj.
where לד of Hifil is omitted. — 2. intr.
m. swift, nimble,. of the bold and war-
like
Kal Ex. 13, 22, with p2 33,11; Is.
like Ethiopians Is.18,2 7, coupled with
46,7; to cease Jur. 17,8.
Tenn, as דח is applied to the Chal-
deans (Has. =; 8); according to others

= יי טָרִמִמ

 שּומII. (fut. way) trans. same as

beautiful, a quality at: ww (which see), to touch, to feel Gun.

tributed by Herodotus (3, 20.114) to the

Ethiopians.
mi 2 Cur. 3, 1, see mh.
wna (constr. BT; pl. constr. “eT,

with ‘suff. DIB"; "from שרי IL.) m. a

.. possession, place ofabode, Jar. 14, 23,

72, 13.

Hif. övar (fut. (וטרובר to touch, to feel,
Jupazs 16, 26 K’ri; or intrans. Ps.

115, 7.

Awd

|

(from SW); constr, awa) m.

a seat, a place of sitting 1 Sam. 20, 18
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25. — 2.4 social circle of persons, con- Ex. 21,12; 22,18. The infin. constr.
sessus Ps. 1,1, Ar. has’, — 3. a seat, with 5 (nrg) is sometimes annexed
a dwelling-place Gen. 27, 39; 'n m3 a to verbs in order to give a stronger
dwelling-house Luv. 25, 29. — 4. a time of force to the verb-idea, as nıny הָלָח he
abode Ex. 12, 40. — 5. dwellers (people), became sick to death 2 Kınas 20, 1” for

with accusat. of place 2 Sam.9, 12. —
6. dwelling in, 2 Kınas 2, 19; standing
place Ez. 8, 3.
om

(the One Withdrawn from men,

viz. Jah is)n.p. m. Ex.6,19, also written
Yo 1 Car. 6,4; asa patron. m. Num.
3,33; 26, 58.

which 2 Cur, 32, 24 has may 73; הרצק
nm» לשפנ 688טפ1 16, 6 his soul was
impatient’ to die. nm (cod. Sam. nm)

a partic. dying Gen. 20, 3, dead Nom.
19,11; as a noun a dead man, also of
a female corpse GEN. 23, 4; plur. םיִתְמ
gods, hence םיִתָמ ma: Psaum 106, 28
sacrifices offered to “idols, comp. Num.

 מושכת.rulp( .rtsnoc מלשכלת,
 כfrom 25, 2, opposite of "7 bx, and so too Is.
Ton to bind, to fetter) f. a fetter, band,

108 ,38 31 e. g. of Orion, who was
supposed to be a fetteredagiant; Arab.
ame the same.

( מרפועתfrom yw; only pl. miywira)
f. help, salvation Ps. 68, 21.

8,19, where oma means gods, and םיִנח

lands for םינח DON

(Jer. 10, 10);

 עולםnn Ps. "143, 3 and Lament. 3, 6
the dead of old, i. e. those long deed
nn Is. 5, 13 belongs to ma. Deriv.

ny, nia, Ann.
Pih. nn

(part. nina, inf. constr.

 מוּת.frep( ,nn ,gniT ,NT פי,
 מmp, nnin, fut. (תַתְרְמְי to kill, to slay Jup-

22ND; part. Mm. nn, pl.םיִתָמ, fem. Ann; ans 9, 54; 2 Sam. 1,9 10; 1 Sam. 17, 51;

inf. absol. nin, constr. nn; fut. nm,
, תלמי.6 ran) intr. prop. to be stretch-
ed,"to be extended, to stiffen, to be spread
out, of the limbs, a phenomenon of
the expiring body, hence to die, of men
or animals Ex. 11,5, 1000188. 9,4, a
natural Gen. 5, 8 or a violent death
Ex. 21, 12, Jos 1, 19, with 2 of the
instrument or cause, as by the sword
JER. 34,4, by hunger 11, 22, pestilence
,21 ,6 by the hand of a person 11, 21,
by sickness 2 Cur. 21, 19, by thirst Jun-
ces 15,18; rarely with "2872 JER. 38, 9;

to bring to death Ps. 109, 16; figur. Ps,
34, 22.

Hif.  הַמִיתmar, sa,

part. Man, pl. DN;
constr. nm;

on;

inf. absol. תמה ,

fut. nn, apoc. m3")

to

kill, to slay, with poet 2 Sam. 3,30;
to destroy Num. 14,15, Hos. 9, 16, with
2 of the instrument Is.14, 30; Hos. 2,
5; 2 Cur. 23, 21; to bring or execute
death, commonly as inflicted by God,
and diferent from .גרה Dinnn Jos
33, 22 the destroying angels, executors of
the divine purpose, consequently like
metaphor. fo decay, of trees Jon 14, 8, the evil angels of Ps. 78, 49, the angels
as Pty is also applied to them; to be of destruction 1 Cur. 21, 15, without.
desert or waste, of land Gen. 47, 19, peculiar classes being thought of.
Hof.  הרמתto be put to death 2 Kınas
explained by baw; Ar. wo the same;
to go down, of a state Hos.13,1 = Rn דל 11,2. תמי connected with the infin. of
Junges 6, 6; to beו 
Am. 2,2 = Kal expresses a legal prescription that
mu) Jer. 48, 42; to chill, of the ולב one should be put to death Gun. 26, 11;
from fear 1 San. 25, 37, opposite mm Ley. 20, 2; Num. 15, 35.
As to the fundamental signification
(Gen. 45, 27); to die ai to disappear,
 המכהJos 12, 2. The putting of the of the stem ma, Arab. ele, Syr. Duss,
infin. before the finite verb expresses the stretching ל
the becoming stiff,
the certain, the actual Gen. 2,17; on the extending of the dying one is dethe contrary, before the fut. Hof. the noted by it; the organic root being
punishment of death by law is expressed also found in Mana, תמ-ח ,12, F277,

MD
n-n>, Sam. nn} (expandit), Arab. \
1

RIN, -an, 6 &e., as the Greek
EM

9-6
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is cognate with zeiv-sıv.

The

same root seems to lie in the Sanskrit
math, maith, mith, méth, mid, 4
to kill, Malay mita to die, as well as
in the numerous forms having r inserted in the Sanskrit, Zend, Pehlevi,
Persian, Greek, and Latin. According
to this view we are able to explain, how

6), 6. g. nyz nina Ps. 55, 5 ו
fear; na man

1 Sam. 5, 11 fearful

tumult, for which Rn

הלודנ am

stands in 5, 9. — We have still to remark, that though it be incorrect in the
ancients, to see the word ny in nina
2 Sam. 1,25 (LXX), niad5 a"Prov. 18,
6 (LXX), nimm 2 Sam. 1.21 (Theod. ),

ovate Jur. at, 40 (Vulg.), nay Ps.
48, 15 (Masora), in» Is. 53, 8 = nya
(LXX); it is right, on the contrary, to

>13 (prop. to expire) goes before rn find in v2 Is. 53, 9 nothing but the
plur. םרזתרלכ,which is also used elsewhere

Gen. 25,8. Phenic. m2 the same; whence
ma muth, death, the personified god of
the lower world (Sanch. p. 36), Pluto.
min (lengthened by means of ah
Som, constr. min, with suf. na, Inv,

 תסpl. ania, constr. rin) m. prop.
the state

of "being dead

ןשי Ps. 13,4

= םלוע nw 9)

JER. 51, 39; dying Num. 35, 25, hence
a7 Dir Ecorns. 7,1 the day of death,
“ מEwa Deut. 19, 6 the judgment .of
death, ‘the punishment of death, למ 807
22, 26 a crime that should bapunished
with death, a crime worthy of death, "ja
nv 1 Sam. 20, 31 or a שיא 2 Sam. 19,
29a son or a man of"death, one that
deserves death; what is deadly, deathbringing Prov. 18, 21; poison 2 8
4, 40; unhealthfulness

ed intoins and on, and the latter referred to the following verse. na Ps.

116, 15 has been looked upon as a

or the state of remnant

lying dead, then 1. generally death, opposite on 2 Sam. 15, 21; figur. Devt.
30, 19, conceived of as sleep and rest

in ny

of a violent putting to death Ez. 28, 10.

But oni) Ps. 73,4 should be separat-

2, 21; pestilence,

plague Jur. 15, 2; 18, 21; hence רבקה
"ea to come to the grave by ל Jos
27, 15; of a disease, Jos 18, 13 the firstBora of death, 1. 6. the most terrible sickness (see רכב NR) DEN death-bringing
shots Prov. % 18; and so in the greatest
variety of applications, — 2. place of

of the Aramaean definite;
but the improbability of such an unhebrew form, the article with it, and
the insufficiency of the sense make
it likely that the clause is abridged,
and that it ran perhaps thus: "3°73 רק

won

Ann

(JM NP} eT 23) 7

(comp. 72, 14).
 מותAram, m. the same Ezr. 7, 26.
min (from no I.) m. overplus, surplus ‘Prov. 14, 23 and 21,5, opposite of
 ; מחקורpreeminence Boones, 3,19.

mat (constr. nava, with suf. "72172,

nat; pl. nina!va, with suf. FINAN}
from mat) m. an altar, Ley. 1, 9, in the
widest sense, partly that on which
sacrifices were offered in the sanctuary
Ex. 30, 28, or that which stood before
the temple Ex. 39, 39; partly that on
which frankincense was burnt 30, 27;
an altar of God 17, 15, or of idolatry.
Is. 27, 9.

hades, orcus, Prov. 14, 12;
Am (not used) tr. 1. to mix, wine with:
16, 25; for which occur תֶנָמָלַצ Jo» 38, water, to weaken, and since that act
17, mans Ps. 94, 17, dang Is. 14, 15, usually takes place when it is poured

the dead,

ia 38, 18 ,.zagzavos 2 Parr. 2, 4; the
יי
like jiT28, Jos 28, 22,
with its םיִרָעִש 38, 17, Dar Poor, 7,
97. —
₪ ‘designation of the highest
degree of fearfulness, sorrow, vehemence

into the cup, also tv pour in, identical

with 79m (Ps. 102, 10; Prov. 9, 2).
Deriv. 3173. — 2. to mix, spices with
wine, to spice (Sona oF Sot. 8, 2) = on

(Is. 5, 22; Prov. 33, 30); comp. Pliny
&e. (comp. na» הז Sone or Sor. 8, H.N. 14, 19.
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 מסךand standing along with n57 Ex. 21, 6
(which see), Ar. or Targ. 213, Syr. or ro» 1 Kınas 7,5.
( ךבןוfrom 4 L) food, nourishment
=}; except that the first signification
The

stem

is connected

with

prevails here.
3170 m. mixed wine, i. e. mixed with
water Sone or Sox. 7, 8, different from

Gun. 45, 23,

|

vita (from 797) Aram. m. the same

70% (a spiced mixture); in
i modern He-

Dan. 4 9.
( רוזwith suff.i772) m. 1. (perhaps

brew a mixed temper.

from nr II. = 77 IL. to cut into,

to

ie I. (part. m. 7119, constr. pl. "172) tear, therefore to damage, figur. to abhor,
to calumniate, the same metaphor occur-
commonly ttr. to suck out, identical with
ring in ףרח also; here the stem N71
men, V5 ur,
טמא , hence 3377779 Devt. might also belong, whence the noun
32,24 sucking at hunger (>;: is de part.  ארזabomination) damage, hurt Hos. 5,
act. not pass.), gnawing at the hunger-

,13 parallel "21; hence ‘ia 7173 to drive

with 37), P72, as the LXX and Vulg. have

from vn

cloth. But it is better to take m2
:
= 7912 away sickness, i.e. to take it‘away by
healing. Here as in Jer. 30, 13 none
(which see), Targ. nov, Syr. jms, pleads thy cause for the wound &c., in a
identical with dd, im, conseq. to melt, figurat. sense of the state. -— 2. (from
to dissolve, with henge cognate in sense  רוזIL) 6 net, a gin, a trap (likeרָשֶת 
to bind,

uni

from

רקו

already understood it. The stem nn .0 7° thy friends Cran’ = au,
in 339 "172 Is. 5, 13 may have the same comp. Ps. 41, 10) put nets under thee
meaning, without any alteration in רז (run ow = 720), and attention is given
being necessary.
to them. But see m I. — 3. (from
A II. (not used) tr. to bring into sw 111. to spread or ‘stretch out) adj. m.
the granary, to gather in, to bring into prop. for "m part. pass., only the fem.
possession, to get in one’s power, conseq. mim = man spread out, laid, of a
same as XE? (Is. 10,14; Jos 31, 25) in| nga ‘Prov. 0 17.
its fundamental signification; so that the
19 (not used) intr. same as סב 0
verb is the basis of the noun 1173.
0
metaphor. to tremble, Targ. Wa the
172 (constr. pl. m) see mm.
same, Ithpa. (redupl.) זמ an to tremble.
2 (if from 112, terror, fear; if from
Deriv. the proper name mm.
I, Joy, rejoicing) n. p. m. GEN. 36,
MI) (not used) a stem incorrectly
13 17.
172 either from 117 to be prominent, adopted fer nn, V2, which see. But
prop. to shine afar, after the form 022, it might be taken in the sense to bind,
from 3;

or better from ıın IL.

But

according to the latter we should pro-

to gird,

to strengthen,

and

compared

with the Ar. > : which might be trans-

osed from it; whence el> a girdle.
Bee an, ‘Tw 1.
va
nite (from mnt 11. after the form "x7,
m "II. see 12) m. garner. Ps.4 13 283) m. a girdle, a band, Ps. 109, 19;
our garners (LXX) give out from kind figur. bridle, of dominion Is. 23, 10; of
the Tyrian’ supremacy over Tartessus.
to kind, i. e. all that is possible.
am (eonstr.nrata, with suf. Ont", See ann.
bably read 1172 after the form 172, ות

en, an,
wa (pi םיֶרָדִב ,with suf. 19177; from

plur. nant; from vr III.) f. prop. the

117 (extended from 129, coming

projecting, Ds post, of a רעט Ez. 45,

En ָהַחIl. after the fora 137, except
that the fore-vowel Kametz again disap-

19, nıa Deur. 11, 20, 59°7 1 Sam. 1,9;
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pears in the construct state) m. a girdle,

Jos 12, 21.

Sy (only pl. nina, from Dr) f. an

mawan; ' דעת מ,8 2 egdelwonk fo -letni
ligent counsels.

(from “ar IL.) a song, poem,

jan

station, psalm (accompanied “by an instrument)
the (12) in the inscriptions of 57 psalms Ps. 3, 1
&e., waluös, several times "כ  רישPs.
(twelve) 48. 83. 88. 108. or inverted SW "9 67.
named
68. 87. 92, which two expressions do
along with Way, Mm? and םֶיִמָשַה אבצ
not denote one idea (see Ps. 65. 75. 76),
2 Kinas 23, 5,Targ. N (Esra. 3, 7), but being found in different copies of

inn, a lodging, a habitation, a
Arab. die (inn); only metaph.
stations of the zodiac, i. e. the
constellations, worshipped and

anarn, Syr. [מבן ( בצפon 2 Kınas1.6.( the poem, were put beside one another

the same. In Arabic the 12 stations
are called the twelve palaces of the
sun; and the zodiac is named the circle
of palaces. Instead of this word it has
been said that niqia 108 38, 32 (Ibn
Koreish) should be put, by changing r
and 7, as the LXX have ualovowt for
both, the Targ. ִאָיַלְז but see רז

3m (from 31) m. prop. the dropping down, a pin, prong, hence a fork,
flesh-hook 1 Sam. 2, 13 14, comp. stalagmium ear-ring, oraAayuiag icicle,
from ozaAay to drip, to drop, nip.
from AR?

by the collector; as in Ps. 88 Saiyn,
Ps. 80 n17Y were added as designations
of the psalms.

man
Don";

(plur. niyarn, with a suf.
from "a7 I. Hif.) /. an in-

strument for cutting the vine, a prun-

ing-hook Is. 2, 4, Jo. 4, 10, for which
verse 13 has ‘ba; as TEP is in Is. 18,
5 for 13.

myer (only pl. תרז ,from ar I.
Pih.) 7 snuffers, forceps, for lamps,
1 Kinas 7, 50; Jer. 52, 18.

“DTA (from yt) m. littleness, small-

meta (pl. mia”) 7. the same Ex. ness," fewness, Is. 24, 6 and few men are
27, 3.

nibm see Din.
‚27T (with final sound äh appended
Ammann, which may be looked upon
as a poetical double fem. termination,
like Sno, maps), ANT, ְהָתְל
mnD?, ONT; with. suff. ומ pl.nara,
with suff. Pan; from par) f- meditation, thinking, then thought, plan gener-

ally 108 42, 2, =!91 17, 11 (life-plan),
where it is in apposition to 133 ישרומ ;

purpose Ps. 10, 4, 2 הע Jer. 11, 15 to
execute a purpose, 1.6. to ‘perform a vow,
where others read 0777359 nina] התשע;
device, plan, in a bad sense Ps. 10, 2;
21, 12, "2 שיא Prov. 14,17, “72 593 24,8
one full of mischief’; then a plan of revenge

left; used dlecwhere only as a sort of
superlative, 9 0373 Is. 10, 24 littleness
of littleness, i. e. a very little, of time,
a very short time Is. 10, 25; 29, 17; of

number

16, 14.

m (not used) intr. to mix the sexes,
to miz lewdly (by cohabitation, adultery);

cognate in sense 5531.(which see) belonging to the noun Dan (unchastity,
adultery). From the fundamental signification to mix is to be explained. the
Aram, "172 a) to spin (Sotha 31), to knot
together, to bind together, to weave (cognate
in sense 348); hence jan (Kelim c. 19)
a carpet, i. e. twisted together, woven.
It is possible, that “i772 OB. 7 is to be
derived from "172 in this sense. b) to be.
corrupted, overbrooded (by mixed or too

Jur. 51, 11, sometimes coupled with בל frequent hatching), of the eggs of birds
23, 20, "פע ‘ig on 108 21, 27 = prt (Chull. 140); then of men also (Sanh.

moby dan to imagine a devien against 42). c) to be penetrated, by brooding
one; transgr ession, crime Ps. 139, 20 (see warmth; hence metaphor. to ripen (Gen.

Way); prudent counsel, sagacity Prov.

rabba ch. 10). Comp. Sanskr. mi¢r to

1,4; 5, 2; prudence 3, 21, with ny7,

mix, migra a mixed people. Deriv. “ya.
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Many attempts have been made to
explain the present stem which does
not occur as a verb in Hebrew.
Ldn
Gandch has assumed its existence. According to Ibn Parchon “172 means to
be strange, to be estranged, then to be
ns
weak, with which the Arab.

cho (to be corrupt) should be com-

of the zodiac Jos 38, 32, the same as
non (2 Kinas 23, 5); from which the

word arose, as is alleged, by the interchange of 1 and r (/bn Koreish).

LXX

The

have also retained it for nid

as an astronomical technical expression,
which has been explained by Suidas.
But as 1 ₪ "> (the Pleiades) and

pared; 001860. Ira = רז 1, Syr. בס 5°93 (Orion) go"before, and wry (which
the same, hence jax Ps. 119, 119 for see) follows, there seems to be appropriately denoted by it either a certain
030, and so in Ez.22, 18 {32059 dross. Ac- single group of stars, or a single concording to others to be mean, contemptible, stellation, so that perhaps ni ji is
like the Arab. 2 and Syr. zus (Af.); merely= ,תּורָּזַמ and conseq. a singular;
according to others = רב to separate, to because, if the twelve signs of the zodivide, spoken of excluding from associa- diac were meant, that meaning would
tion. But our explanation is more sui- not have been entirely lost in the LXX.
table, as may be seen from the derivative. The Targ., Vulg. and old interpreters
have either put something general, or
Im U. (not used) tr. to bring together, merely guessed; a fact also implying,
to heap together, to collect (cognate in that it must have denoted a special
sense 01D, which see); identical in its group which was afterwards forgotten,
organic root 2 with that in Mes, which certainly was not the case with
the twelve zodiacal signs. Etymological
mon 6. Deriv. m.
m III. (not ual) tr. to spread or attempts relating to the noun as arising
from i917 (from 18) the girdles (of the
stretch out, a net; in its organic root zodiac), or from רז“a crown), conseq.
= הָרָד (to spread out or extend), bethe north and south crown (Michaelis); or
longing to the noun nyt a span, Syr. from 172 I. to mix, or 1173 IIL, and the

sp. Deriv. siya 3 (= San).
noun = in meaning to” “na (Fürst),
‚nn (pl. am; from “Wa IL.) m. the afford nothing satisfactory towards the

northern constellations,

opposed to the

south Jos 37, 9, supposed to exert an
influence on the origin of cold; comp.
כִּימָה. DAT stands there in contrast with
san which is = jan "770 Jos), 9, and
therefore the more exact determination
of ‘172 depends on the 0°77, of the south.

As this (Jos 9,9)is over the Capella iin the
constellation of Charles’ wain (wy) over
the constellation Orion (9°02) and over
the Pleiades (77272), we may understand
by yarn ירדמ certain grouped circles of
stars of the south; which suits rm circle.
According the view of those ‘times a
storm arises by means of these southern
constellations (Is. 21,1; 203. 9,18; Joz

37,9);as cold was supposed to be caused
by the northern .םיִרָזְמ See also "773.

context.

It seems to me more probable

that nia(=min) is etymologieally
connected with para (Nam. 3, 17), or
at least to be derived from “iz and to denote dominion, supremacy, conerete ruler,
signifying the planet Jupiter, the supreme god of good fortune. Hence
we find 772 thy lucky star on Cilician
coins. Sanchoniathon already calls one
Misor, 1. 6. 1173, a brother of Sadyk

)= צְדִיקP3¥), Le. of Jupiter; by which
a complete identity is meant to be expressed. In like manner תרְרָזַמ (=Phenic.

=, Misor, or קיִדְצ or Py) appears to
have been worshipped under the name
=>i2 (which see) a star as a deity
coupled with 73:3 and others Am. 5, 26,
which was all the easier since 2912 als

( רַּזַמonly pl. ning, as from bra"the denotes a prince, a ruler Num. 24, 17, as

pl. nibrn) m. the (twelve) constellations in. Arabic and Ethiopic.
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77772 (from my L) m. a winnowing-

to be made marrowy, of fat foods (a)
Is. 25, 6.

shovel Is. 30, 24; "Jen. 15, 7.
nina 8. Im.
nm (constr. rn, with a of motion
mm, constr. mm; from mat) m. region ‘of the (sun-) rising ,the east, opposite of ברעמ Ps. 103,12, 1Car. 7,28, or

NAD (inf. constr. with suf. ףאודמ Ez.
25, 9 as in יקר Ez. ib. with ₪ for 1

after the form iyp2 Am. 1, 18, 17379 2, 6,
conseq. not to be referred to Pihel; fut.
N19?) tr. same as Mma 11. to strike

to

 יִםJosm. 11, 3; fully wy 7 Dour. 4, smite, to clap, the hands Ez. 25, 6, as
47 or 'שה ’n Tower 1, 15, and like all a token ofjoy Is. 55,12, poet. forn> nam;
also figur. of תיְרַהְכ Ps. 98, 8.
of 2Car.5,12. 'ִמ YS Zecu. 8,7 land
gma (3 perf. f. nna; part. sta Dan.
of the east, i. e. Elymais lying east of 5,19 ‘according to Theod. ‚Graeco- Veneta
Syria, for which לכ alone is also used and Vulg.) Aram. tr. 1. to strike in pieces,
Dan. 8, 9.
to shatter, with 5 as accus. Dan. 2, 34
DAN see 1173.
35; to smite, to punish 5, 19, according
( ערזמfrom רז constr. Yan) m. ₪ to the Vulg. and Theod.; but it is more
correct here to read N (Syr., Saadia,
sown "held Is. 19. 7.
Rashi) meaning to let live, abridged
( ץרזמpl. םיִקָרְזִמ constr. "pn; from
from ,איחמ Targ. יַחַמ (Deut. 32; 29),
pat L) m. a eprinkling “pan, a sacrificial
Syr. ja Lei, est that here also |
bowl Num. 7,13 seq.; 2 Cur. 4,8; a jug,
into which much may be put Zucn. 9,15; is sometimes added to the short8. —
a wine-bowl Am. 6, 6, into which wine 2. to stay, to hinder, in the Targ. only

nouns adverbially on the east, » יב

was poured out of theְבָלִים 

with 723 (on 1000188. 8, 3),i. 6. to smite

META (only pl. nip”) f. the same
2 Kines 12, 14; 25, 15; Ex. 27, 3.

in"Scripture only in Pah.

n> (i. 6. mn) same as חמ (mma) belonging to the proper name non, which
see.

MD belonging to m3, חל and denominatives; see rm.
rn (pl.ov, from nm after the form
 (צלm. prop. the

marrowy

or strong,

upon one’s hand, to kee it off; Talm.
rn (to stay, to hinder) also without 733;
o

Comp. Arab.

.

Pah, sta (fut. sry) Prop. to strike,
‘2173 upon one’s hand, i. e. to stay, to
hinder Dan. 4, 32.
Ithpe. ( אְִבִיחָאfut. Nam) to be affixed, to be nailed to, the cross, 1928. 6,

11 and crucified, he shall be thereon (by)

But since the person
then a fat sheep Ps. 66, 6; figur. the already
crucified (ART) is not any more
rich, fortunate one Is. 5, 1% comp. 77,
nailed, and עא never means a cross;
prin.

710 (from 77) m. marrow, of bones
Jos 21, 24; Aram. xvi, Leads, ann,

nailed or fastened.

besides 88 5ar means

a stake,

a cross

(Targum on Esta. 7,10), it is better to
refer I» to עא and translate: and a
Ar.
gw,
, Maltese moch, work stake shall be affixed thereto (to IR); IR is
the same; lan Hebrew brain. Hence the wood pulled down out of a house.
Seay) (from Nan I.) a place of rePih. 7177) (denom.; part. m. m, fem.
mh, like "37, 275 from 27, 27) to fuge, a hiding- place, place of protection
unmarrow, 1 e. to enervate, in 8 pri- Is. 32, 2.
vative sense, like und and others. Prov.

31, 3 to those enervating kings )תלחמל
read for ming).

N20 (only in pl. (םיאכחמ m. the

same 1 Sam. 23, 23.
an
(with suff. Ina,

from

> Puh. mma (part. Brıman for (םיִחְמְמ an זHit )
f. a place where two things
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are united, a junction, in building, or in 6, 6, i. e. idols, orp? Gun. 7, 23, with
other things Ex. ch. 26. 36. 39; modern ya of the place ib.; ‘to blot out, תאטח
Hebrew a work, written work.
Ps. 109, 14, 757 Buoy. 6, 33.
mana ‘aly pl. ninama) prop. part.
Pih. na (but part. of Kal mm, fem.
Pih. of 137 I. a thing that binds, hence  (מחהto ‘Prov. 31, 3 see denom. mia.
"Puh. mma 8
m. pl. Burma) ‘Is.
an (iron) hook 1 Cur. 22, 3, a piece of
wood [or fastening beams together 2 Cur. 25, 6, see, denom. mh.

Hif. ( הַנִחָהinf. 6 with Lamed תוחמל

34, 11.

nana (from nan which see)m. (fem. =n7 according to some; fut. ap. man,
only iin Ez. 4, 3) a pan, a frying-pan, in man drawing back the accent with the
which a cake of bread is baked Lev. jussive) to destroy, to put away, to blot
6,14; 7,9; 1 Cur, 23, 29; used also in out Prov. 31, 3 (according to some); to
common life Ez. 4, 3.
extinguish Neu. 13, 14; Jur. 18, 23.

73770 (from am) f. ₪ girding, with

pw Is. 3, 24.

/zn?) IL. (only perf.) tr. 1. (not used)
to push, to press, upon a thing, to strike,

un? (not used) intr. same as 737) Ar. JS, Aram. 8072, use, which or(which see) to be noble, famous.
the proper name 877172.
דו
:

Deriv.

ganic root lies also in ma; to wound.
Derivat. rn, mn 2, Sam, part of a
 הֶחַמI. (fut. הָחְמִר ,inf. .6 ming) tr. proper name. — 2. Metaphor. with לע
to strike against a thing, to border upon
to wipe, to wipe off, nme (a dish that
it Num. 34,11 (Onk.).
has been used) 2 Kınas 21, 13, 73777
mim III. belonging to 7% and a,
Is. 25, 8, with 0» 23725 to efface,
to blot ies a writing Nom. 5, 23, oy see HM.
Ps.9,6, 2 Kınas 14, 27, Devt. 29, 19,
mn ( מוfrom a9) /. an instrument
or with ER Ex. 32, 32, presupposing for making a circle, compasses, Is. 44, 3.
the writing on a material to be easily de-
717772 sing. to םיוחמ (which see).
stroyed; to wipe, דפ Prov. 30, 20; fig. to
rina (constr. in, from mm) m. a
blot out, aye Is. 43, 25, ni, Ps.51,
coast,
which encloses the sea, a bank;
,11 to destroy 3 Kınas 21, 13, ‘Dap Gen.
fig. Ps. 107,‚30 to the haven of their de,7,4 DIS ;7,6 to cause to be forgotten,זכר 
sire; Ar. „> margin.
Ex. 17, 14; comp. Ar. Ls (to wipe out,
to Washi off, to erase,

to plaster over,

to destroy).
The fundamental signification of the
stem appears to ./to rub off, to rub
away, like the Ar. ,
, hence to efface,

( לָאְיּוחַמfrom רוחב לא El is combat,

ie. the Combating) n. p.m. Gen. 4, 18,

for which we have also 5x17 (from
 לֶאm).

to wipe off, to ee 9 strip off; and mn IL,hands mn and mm) n.p.ofan

pm (Aram. also to efface, a writing)
Junges 5,26 belongs here in the sense
of to strike of, the head, to put to death.
The organic root may be also found iin
the Sanskrit magg, mug, mung, mrig,
Latin merg-ere, mung-ere, Greek pax

auknown locality’ 1 Cur. 1 46, where
we expect the Gentile nme.
Per-

haps name should bo ‘read.
Sinn (from dar which see) m. 1. a
dance, a circular dance Ps. 30, 12. —

2. n. p. of a wise ancestor of wise sons
(Heman, Chalcol, Darda), who perhaps.
beto be wiped away, to ‘be effaced, MED? Ps. was not an Israelite at all, but had
1 101808 5,11 [4, 31].
citizen
a
come
69, 29, ny Deur. 25, 6; to be destroyed,
( הָלּוחְמand ;35 from ban) fem
nay JUDGES 21,17, ping (works) Ez.

(in peso-a7), 0-uwy-@, o-uny-w &e.
= 2. הָחְמְנ (fut. a2, ap. חופי
=rm)
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.1 same as birm 1. Ex.15,20; Soneסע 
Sema (same as Dar) n. p. m.
Sou. 7, 1. — "2. in the proper name |Gen. 4, 18.
ing " אבלsee Das 4.
(from “1173 I; plur. with suff.
m
MyM (from tn) m. a vision, an ap- Bgm) m. 1. price, value, 108 28,15;
pearance, Gen. 15,1; Nun. 24, 4.
hire Ps. 44,13, 'nnio2 Is. 55, 1 not for

ID

(from mm) a place to see price, ‘i.e. in vain, gratis; ransom 45,18,

na for money, for pay Mıc.3,11, 2 Sam.
9006 (open space), different from yon (a 24,24; wages, Deut.23,19 the wages of
window-opening); pl. mitra read by the male prostitution (2332). — 2. (from “1a
LXX for nipm 7, 5. he translation =; dexterity, ability) n. p.m 1 Cur.
4,11.
window is not exact.
nina (from NIN=H1n; oracles,
om (not used) intr. to be tender.
through, aperture,

1 Kınas 7,4 5, LXX

visions, see "273; but it night also weak, soft mild, hence intimately conread in two words תיא  יזחמnected with Syr. ww, Ar. ae; and.
even the modern Hebrew Dim (tr. to

mean,

Gad) a ps m. 1 Cur. 25, 4 30.

enervate, to weaken, fig. to forgive, a

AI (not used) intr. to be soft, ten- fault, to pardon, sin) is the same stem.
der, of the marrow of bones, hence to It is obvious, that 577 in its organic

be marrowy, excellent, pithy. Deriv. 17, root is connected with that in ה לחL,
mia, and denomin. mm, Mm. — The which likewise means to be slack, reorganic root 119 is not commented with laxed, sorrowful, suffering &c. Derivat.
that in חמ-ה

‘but with that of -המי

Ar. = ele (to be soft, tender), and
IV. to be marrowy.

the proper names arm, jierm, Yarım,
and perhaps -תלחמ
mn

m. ana

Prov. 18, 14.

Sem f. sickness Ex. 15, 26.

"170 (from המ IL.) m. a stroke, blow,
 לבל2 Ez. 26, "9 adverse stroke, concr.

aban (from S172; tenderness, mildness, “weakness) 0 2 2 Nom. 26, 33; also
adverse striker, battering-ram (23), wall- fem. in 1 Car. 7, 18.
breaker; the LXX read "19 instead.
ming see “24m.
NTY72 (abridged kom NTm =
( הָפָחְמpl. nib; from bon 1( ] ₪
 מִחִידִיfrom mn; a famous, distinguished,
noble ‘one) n. p.m. Ezr. 2,52; Nen. 7, 4. cave Is. 2, 19.

> ID (constr. nora, with suff. 772)

yiorn (a tender, weak one; from br)

f. 1: ‘(dom mm, like mix from mE)
preservation of life Gen 45,5; something

n. p. m. Ruta 1, 2 4 9.

alive2 Cur, 14,12 )ךיאָל ='ָלדדַעCur. 36,

1 Car. 21, 23.

“ora (= (ןילחמ n. p. m. Ex. 6, 195

16), Junezs 6, 4 (necessarily belonging
nn (plur. many from mar L) m.
here, by the context); reviving Ezr. 9,
disease 2 CHR. 24, 25.
8 9, with 7O59; means of life JupaEs
pom (from nb111. =5b3, pe) m17, 10. — 2. lher from Mart=Tan (belonging to Fen 11. = הָוח"IL with the a knife Bar. 1,9; comp. Syr. Las, mod.
meaning to point out) an. indication, a Hebrew nbn, ren the same.
sign, Lev. 13,10 24 (Targ., Basdia), or
Bann (plur. תלפלה ,constr. nie)” 3
more correctly from "772 II. (to strike, to
from Yon IL) f. braide or knots of hair,
pierce, to wound) after the form 2;

my, 1175 (from M42, הרע,725) mean- Junazs 16,13 19; Syr. Fa“ knot.

ing ‘wound, scar; which suits the sense

better.

( הצלחמpl. nix”; from Yan I. to
veil, ‘to put on) f. a covering, a mantle,
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for women Is. 3, 22 or men Zecn. 3, 4, Ez. 24,16, children 24, 21 25 (explained
opposed to האצ 732, but not a festive by ni;ar D3), for which Hos. 9,16 also
garment for that reason; Ar. ירו a has 103 לב a favourite, darling, Hos.
costly ל or covering, and thence ‘the 9, 6 their silver favourites , i. e. idols;
a "Jewel, something precious, JOEL 4, 5;
ese to put off or on splendour, in houses, pleasure-grounds
denomin.
such a garment.
Is. 64,10; costly vessels Lament. 1, 11
xpoma (only pl. ps, with suf’ Kri.
yon unn) Aram. f. division, class, of the

ann

(plural with suf. Tyan,

Levites Ezn. 6, 18, coupled with nave.

pagan) m. the same Lament. 1,7 11.

mp oma (with suff. inom; plural
nipbrm) fem. 1. (from pon T) division,
class, ‚serving-class, of servants of the
state, singers, Levites or priests 1 Cur. 27,
1; 2 Car. 8,14; 31,2; 35, 4.—2. either
(from}pen. )smoothness, a gliding away,
slipping of, escape, in the proper name

m. desire, of the soul Ez. 24, 21, prop.
same as Wp? Nw 24, 25, as one says
we? אָשְנ Ps. 143, 8, 1.6. the bearing of
the soul after one, none by marın.

niparmeiı 22 1 Sam. 23, 28, or better

Yarın (constr. Darya; from rar IL)

( הָצְמִחַמfrom yan) fem. something
soured, ‘fermented, Ex. 12,19 20.

with the versions (rock of) separation,
division.

( הנחמplur. min”; from man I.) fem.

n>217A (after the form np Ya, in many

camp, “et Tavites 1 Cur. 9, 18, of priests

mss. (תלחמ n.p.f. 1. GEN. 28, 9, who is
called mapa in 36,3; hence the appellative meaning is perhaps the lovely

2 Car. 31, 2; Phenic. nıra the same,
then the תש of Panormus.

mn (constr. Marna, with suff. 72113;
dual סינחמ Sone סע Sot. 7,1; pl. םינחמ
rong fem. the name of a musical Novum. 13, 19, with suff. ,ףרכה 02°27, Dy;
choir, that dwelt in mim (bax) Ps. 53, from הנח I. to settle down, to encamp,
1; 88, 1; like nid-n2 5, 1, ho bad -thaie to dwell) m. (fem. only in Gen. 32, 9;
dwelling- place in Em = 32"; comp. Deut. 23,10) 1. a place where persons
mn3. A comparison of the Ethiopic encamp, an encampment, a military camp,
( מחלתmahlet) poem, and 000 from Josu. 6,11, 1Sam.14,15, of horses and
men Am. 4,10; a camp, of nomads Gen.
abn (halaja) to sing, is not necessary.
mann Gentile from הלחמ (DAR) see 32,22, Ex.16,13, pl. oppos. to םיִרְצְבמ
Nom. 18, 19. — 2. what encamps, an

(from mar IIL). — 2. 2

8

under bag.

mana (only plur. תאמחלמ ,formed
from 3Kar belonging to An, “if the textual reading be correct) f.prop. anything
smooth as butter or milk, i. e. smooth
discourse, feigned words, Ps.55,22 smooth
are the hypocrisies of his mouth. But in
regard to the parallelism, and because
the Targ., LXX and Syr. have already
understood it otherwise, we may read

 פירmara

pen or naar (Lon Esra).

nama (oonste. 127; ehD’Tama, constr.

 מחמדרwith suff. Tann) m. desire, delight, םיָביִכ (of the eyes) 1 Kınas 20, 6
and Lament. 2, 4, i. 2. delight of the eyes,
€.g. young men LAMENT. l. e., a spouse

army, @ host, march, row, line, of war-

riors Daur.23, 10, which causes a strong
rushing noise Ez. 1,24; of non-warriors
Gen. 50,9; of locusts Jo.2,11; a division

Gen. 32,9. Du. םינחמ Sone or Sox. 71

a double band, a double row, of using

youths and maidens; but usually a proper name, which may be seen under

מחנים. Itis also possible to assume the
verb man 11. as the basis of signif. 2, so
that 72 prop. denotes division, procession,
row, line, cognate in sense with YET.
— 3. only iin ןדדהנחמ (Dan’s camp) n. p-

of a place between. myqy and לֶאְּתְשִא
immediately behind py? np (5UDGES
13, 25; 18,12) in Judah, so called, as

מחנים
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is alleged, because 600 Danites once tr. 1. prop. to split or divide in pieces,
pitched their camp there. But it is mp1 Junges5,26, hence to crush, שאר
really to be regarded like many other Ps. 68, 22; 110, 6, Drm (the Totus)

names of places compounded with castra
(comp. Greek yaoef).
 מחנים.porp( .rulp fo ;חנה מ=חני
מ
the camps of El) n. p. of a city not far
from לָאּוכְּפ Gen. 32, 3 (where the name
is interpreted) on the confines of Ma-
nasseh and Gad, belonging to the latter

Deur. 33, is, pen = D’ybn same as
 הלצים68 Nom. 24, 8 (Syr.); fig. of a
house man שאְר ’n Has. 3, 13 to strike
off the gable of a house; to wound, oppos. to xD Deur. 32, 39; Jos 5, 18; to

conquer, overthrow , ppb Ps. 110, 5,
( רהבEgypt) Jos 26, 12. Deriv. rm.—

and ceded to the Levites 7088. 13, 2. Transposed from בה to make a bright
26 ;30 21,36 ,38 on the south side of red colour, by blood Ps. 68, 24; comp.
Jabbok; diferent from an, Ar. sis? Is. 63,1, if yoy should not be read.
(Mahne}, north of Jabbok (Robinson, Pa-‚ The Ar. vaste has only signif. 2. to
lestine 111. App. 166). As a place of be of a bright- shining red, and has
military importance, David fled thither therefore nothing in common with signifrom before Absalom 2 Sam. 17, 24; 8086. 1. The stem 7177 has its organic
1 Kines 2, 8. On the upper course of root in yD (7), which see.
the Wady Jabes, north of Tibni, are found
 = ץחמthe stroke, beating, of a wound
ruins under the name of rn, Arab.
Is. 30, 26.
P27 (from pin) mase. a strangling,
death, Jos 7,15, parallel na; see par.

MOM and mon" (with suff“Dm, from

asm

(from ayn I.) m. a breaking,

hewing, of stones, hence 12 a8 hewn
stones 2 Kınas 12,13.

18770 (from mem) m. the half, Num.
mon) m. a caine, shelter, Ps. 14,© 91,
31,
36.
9;; place of refuge 104,18, ה with
תיִצָהַמ
(from mem) 7. the half, Ex.
ninon Is. 4, 6.
,30
;13
the
middle
Neu. 8, 3.
DIOTN (from nom) masc. a bar, a
lock, a restraint,

png tr. to destroy, to crush, to smite
for sty) a away; comp. Aram. to efface, a writing;

a muzzle , Ps. 39, 2

I will put (read GN

muzzle on my mouth, i.e. I will refrain
from speaking.

to’ break in pieces, to crush JUDGES 5,6;
Ar. bso

the same.

The word seems

 רוסחמand “dr72 (with suff. m”,

an enlargement of mma L, which, how; ףרסדpl. with suf, ףירּוסחמ, where 1 is ever, may again be connected with
out of j-) m. want, deficiency, need, Ps. ma IL; mod. Hebrew pm =הַחַמ 1.
;34,10 Prov. 28,27; ’n שיא 21,17 a poor
Sera (pl. constr. Spa, for En)
man;ד UDGES 18,10 there is no want of m. same as קה
the deepest, most conany thing, i. e. nothing is wanting, for cealed, innermost Ps. 95, 4.

which ,18 7 437  םיִלָכַמTs} that must
be read 53712 SEE 787, is used in the
same sense "(see איִלְכִמ( want, i.e. what

‚one wants and still does without JUDGES
91, 02.
MON

-

(i. 6. הָיהְסַחַמ Jah is a re-

n. p. m. JER. "32. 12.

om

see HIT.

TOMA see idm.

YTD Gimp. ץקמ fut. Pras, Pray)

IA I. (not used) ir. to exchange,
to give up, in order to get something
else, hence probably same as “27 L,
which again is identical with רַהָמ 3,

a ()רומ, רמי,Arab. hs the middle
sound
 וseems only to be
hardened out of a vowel. Deriv. ma,
and the proper name rm.

Im II. (not used) intr. to break out,
to break forth, of the dawn, conseq. like

מחר
“pa (whence .(רֶקְּב Arab.
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I;

to

(פאsi  מאחרro ain“ retfa eht epyt אזן,
מ

‚break forth; of the first birth of an "pi, i. e. the sound da becomes 6 (as
, יאמר,
animal; hence
6 the first young of a osla ni a ;brev .pmoc ni יאכל
x2"),
by
which
the
feminine
form
nom
beast. Deriv. (according to some) M2,
(mochorat) can be explained.

mes ONT.

rn m. 1. prop. like “pa, the morn-

NIM

(only plur. nigra; from

Non) fem. place of refuse, ofdint, 6
ing, the morning-time, i. e. the breaking
cloaca 2 8
10, 27 K’tib, for which
of the day, then the next morning, the
the
K’ri
has
ninxia.
morrow, Ex. 32,5; adv. to-morrow, cras
( השרחמwith suff. שתל ma) ./ same
= tempus crastinum 9,5; 10, 4; 16, 23

("p3 being also used in the sense of neat

morning Ex. 29, 34; Lev. 19, 13); רחמל

as moan= , שמרחaon (out of which
it is transposed) a sickle 1 Sam. 13, 20

Ex. 8,6 19; Esra. 5 (LXX); it is only explicable thus, as
12. For’n alone (Esta, 9,13; "Is. 22 ,13( it can be combined with mu qn and be
is also used "ma Din Gen. 30, 33, Is. different from it.
mena (with suf. לתַשרחממ ,plur.
56,12, Prov. 27,1; or "many Ex. 9 18,
1Sam. 9,16 and 20,12, for which occurs
the more definite ַתאז ng» Arm 084. 7
11, 6 the morrow about this time, where
DAM (constr. nam; from An) f.
“9 appears to be merely an adverbial the following day, allen Dh Nun. 11,32
apposition. In תיִשיִלַשַה ra ny> 1 Sam. all the next day; usually’ coupled with
20, 12, "wh refers to ny, so ‘that ann a noun following, e. g. Luv. 23,11 the
 וto the third morning-time, and day after the sabbath; 1 Sam. 20, 27 the
should be translated: about the time of day after the second moon; with ya, as
the third morning. — 2. later or follow- |18 frequently the case in forming preing time, the future, Ex.13,14, Joss. positions and adverbs (see 5372 above,
4,6 21, for which there is in Gen. 30, 3°29) round about) adv. on the morrow,
33 Am Da (comp. Joma 10).
the neat day Gen. 19, 34; Ex. 9,6; JupAs to the origin of the word, we cus 9,14; seldom with 51 Cur. 29, 21;
may derive it from "ra II. and explain Jon. 4,7.
the meanings as in "73; the same sucam (nama with the termination
cession of senses being found in the Ar. ם-( ade. icto-morrow, with 5 1 Sam. 30,
9-2
wi?
slXZ the morrow, compared with 0-5 17, where the versions do not at all
in the Greek wigioy, and in the Germ. express D-. Comp. .מלי
mawna
(plur. תרבשחמ , constr.
Morgen. The Targ. where the adverb tomorrow is expressed by }3M277, NIN, niaurm, "with suf. "M28,
wn,
has looked upon “rn as compounded of ro ( fem. 1. (from בוטד L) a texture,
Tne D4 or רחצמ
Dis; but that is impro- woven work, work of art, Ex. 31,4; 35,
דו
bable on account of the very frequent 32 35. — 2. (from בשטח 2) a thought, incombinations with pi», and because the tention Gen. 6, 5; Is. 55, 8; the thinking
Hebrews did not like such compounds. and striving Ps. 94, 11; plan (a good
More correct is the assumption (Fürst, one) Prov. 15, 22; device (evil) JER.
Concord. p. 39), that it should be con- 11,19; a warlike plan 51, 29; plan of
sidered as an abridgment of “Rn, zo revenge Ps. 56, 6; frequently described
péhiov, the following time, as in ovate more definitely Prov. 6,18; Jer.4, 14;
2 Cur. 22, 5, oo 100088. 4, "14, 29,11; a (blessed) counsel Ps. 40, 6.
.on the morrow,

n=bn Ez. 20, 37 the א with perishable

 מחשבתhtiw( .fus כְהַשַבְתּל, from

a disappears entirely, and the preceding aun) 8 .1 krow-noitaclfitrof 2 .mC ,62
₪ becomes long; another form (usual in 15 = Your; woven with skill or art
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2,18; skilful work Ex. 35, 33. — 2. plan, Targ. for 97377, N12; Syr. Lo the same;
plot Esra. 8, 5, coupled with 199 Ez. but the fundamental signification is still
38, 10.
perceptible from the meaning to ripen,
wr

(pl. maura, constr. um 5 to step forth. The Arab. Us» also pro-

from Tun) m. 1. darkness, obscurity Is. ceeded from the same fundamental mean-

29, 15, opposite to ix 42,16; a dark ing. See 8&7.
place, an obscure locality Ps.74,20; the
RONOD (from אט which see, prop.
grave Lament. 3, 6, a figure of mis- for RE(אטמ: m. a broom or besom Is.
fortune Ps. 143, 13. — 2. Ps. 88,19 we 14,28.
|

should probably read Tiprp2 "ern, he
withholds

mine

acquaintances,

so that

"v7 is parallel to 94) a8, and Fy

71202 (from nay I.) m. slaughter,
murder, Is. 14, 21.
mon (constr. 9%,

with suff. 7072,
parallel to 72 Ps
or if it be a
are pl. nwa, with suff. 171212)m. (in
noun, Forma might be read.
Mic. 6,9 we should either read mig? =
yim see ‘JW.
i992, or 'מis fem. like pay) 1. a stick,

FEN

(from yen I) m. a peeling,

decortication Gun. 30, 37.
mm (from ma = חמ , like nm from

staff rod, Ex. 4,2, Num. 20, 9, a support

of the vine, hence also 1? הממ powerful
support Ez. 19, 12, elsewhere staff of
m; dissolution, death) n. p.m. 1 Car. 6, ‘power Jur. 48, 17, ruler’s staff, sceptre
20; 2 Cur. 29, 12; 31, 13; for which is Ps. 110, 2; then support, like 49 עמ , with
also תּומיִחֶא (which see).
om Ez. 4,16; Ps. 105, 16; ‘staff, yoke

(pl. nina, from Ann) f. ₪ Is."9, 3 (coupled with 95%); 10, 4
fire-pan 2 Kines 25, 15, LxX MU RICE; Figurat. p31 הטמ = 98 nay Is. 10, 5
nama

coal-pan Ex. 27, 3; incense- bowl Lev.

16, 12; coupled with DIR?! snuff-dish,

staff of wrath, i.e. instrument of punish-

ment, rod of chastisement 10, 15, also

an alone Ez. 7, 10, e. g. of an enemy's
MAN (constr. nnrya; from non) f. army Mic. 6, 9, of enemies Is. 10, 5;
tyranny 14, 5; chastisement, punishment
lia breaking in pieces, a crushing, ruin,

vas מ

Ex. 25, 38.

30, 32. Originally branch, twig (broken
Ps. 89, 41 =awn (Ez. 6, 14); הבורק "9 off a tree), rod, hence ova 'מ Ez. 19,

a near (i. e. impending every omen
destruction Prov. 10, 14 15; fall 14, 28;
anguish 13,3; terror, SOligternation Jen.
17,17; something terrible Is. 54, 14.
nM
(from snn) fem. a place of
‘breaking in, breach Ex. 22,1; Jer. 2, 34.
( סמinclination) m. 1. aaa for

14 rod of the branches i. e. the rod
which holds the branches together. —

2. stem, of a people, vay being also
used with a like metaphor, of the
twelve tribes of Israel Num. 1,49; 2, 5

7 12 &.; prop. branch, ramification of
a people. — 3. same as i972 injustice,
mon ‘(which see). — 2. for mitm (Has. wrong Ez. 7,10 (Ibn Ganäch). — 4A
,3ia), see Tun.
ground-form to man (which see), prop.
a
sinking, bending; "Phenic. vn (Sidon.
NDn and הממ (3 f. nun, abridged
nun, as Fe also in Paw ‘Dan. 4, 16 inscript. 10).
The word has been derived from
passes into =; 3 plur. iwi; fut. sea)

ה
ס
( נto stretch out, to stretch forth, to
‘Aram. intr, same as Hebr. Nye prop. to
-

₪

-

-

on

step into manifestation, to come forward,

extend, Arab. Lb, 5, redupl. ibs,

hence

conseq. =, 2), hence the self-stretch-

to come

on,

to come in,

of time

Dan. 7,22; with by of a person to come
upon Dan. 4, 21 [24]; with 5 to reach

or extend to, 4,25; to come, רע as far as
7,13; to reach do 4,8 17 19. In the

ing or self-extending, thin, then a staff,
stick, branch. But this derivation does
not suit signif. 1, since stock, twig,

stem, like 512 3. (stock, block, log),
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Spr (from >p72 = dpa, >22, to shoot
forth, to ו and naw, rather proceed from the idea of
projecting upwards (of a
its waving to and fro; and
also yoke, it appears to

the shooting,
tree), or from
as "372 means
be connected

with oa 2. (from ov 11. which see);

no II. a burden, Jos 40, 18 iron-bar,

i.e. heavy iron, or better from son
either with the same meaning as Dan iL

or to forge, like the Arab. (Kao prop.

to stretch out, to extend, so that von
would be staf stick, bar. The Greek
pétada-ov is also to be referred to this

or if from -ה„Er with the same meaning stem.
‚as that of un; as also in the sense of to
 לַטִמas a stem to ליִממ ,see Dun.
incline לBony is = 07, bl..
 מטמןdna taW .lp( מטמכים
, constr.
un (unused in the sing.; pl. nina)
m. same as 1312 a support,

a staff Ez.

;72202 from )337 m. a ‘place where

one hides,
19,11, a stick Ex. 7, 12, figur. rod of store-house
correction, punishment, chastisement, Has. hid treasure
3, 9 (God’s) oaths of chastisement; also generally ;

a tribe Num. 1, 16.

a secret place Is. 45, 3, a
Jer. 41,8; what one hides,
Prov. ,2 ,4ד,083 ,21 treasure
Phenic. an from hun the

same; modern Hebr. 347272 (not 279).

nun (from mn or vn, from N12)
sun (constr. yun, with suff. mw,
a bowing down, sinking, with an accentpl.
constr. un; from >) m. a planless a of motion, like 759% from 13972)
adv. down,

downwards, ‘beneath, deep,

under, Prov. 15, 24; doubled to ‘add to

‘the force Duur. 28,43. Usually joined
with the prepos. 5, man) downward,

tation, a aden, Ez. 17, 7; 31, 4; more

exactly determined by En (a vineyard)
Mic. 1, 6; of men, domiciliation Is. 60,
21; 61, 33 of a place, a plantation Ez.
34, 29
ovo (only pl. pay; from (םעט
m. prop. what tastes, a savoury, dainty
mess GEN. 27,4 7 9 17 31; cognate in
sense with napa, D727.

deeper Deut. 28, 13, ‘Eccuzs. 3, 21,
down beneath Is. 37, 31, 2 Car. 32, 30,
under 1 Cur. 27, 23, below Jer. 31, 37,
beneath, i. e. less, with 7 following Ezr.
9,13; הָטַמָלִמ from below, underneath,
das Ex. 26, 24; 27,5; 28,27; a like
MArDNn (only pl. with (ריתומנמִמ./4
accumulation of prepositions being also fem. the same Prov. 23, 8 6.

found with 2272.

Phenic. nui the

MOBO (pl. ninpun; from non) f.
same.
a wide covering, a mantle, Is. 3, 22; Ruta
non (constr. nan, with suff. "nn, 3, 15.
ine; pl. nian; from 702) fem. prop.
NEM (Kal not used) intr. prop. to be
that on which one leans, "reclines, like
 ושוגfrom שונא, hence a bed, for sleep- wet, moist, then to prepare moisture, and
ing on, 2 Kınas 4,10, Ex. 7, 8 of the so to drop, to rain (less than nwa);
sick Gen. 47, 31; a bolster, a table-couch Targ. "07, Syr. Ho, Ar
; comp.
Esra. 1,6; Ez. 23, 41; a sofa 1
28, Sanskrit mütr, prop. to make moisture,
23; a litter, a palanguin Sone OF Sou. then mingere. The organic root "92
3, 7; a bier 2 Sam. 3, 31; a store-room,
exists also in TB, Arab. \s
כ
for things 2 Kınas 11, 2.
QA (from 13) m. iniquity Ez. 9, 9;
as also nen 3, טומ 1, main 1.

non (pl. nit; from 199) f. ewtension, "spreading out,Te. 8,8 (Jos. Kimchi).
0
(from 11%) m. a spinning, something spun Ex. 35,2.

Son

(constr. ליב m. either from

Deriv. Nun.

sp 5

Nif. "on to be rained upon, to be
dropped upon by rain Am. 4, 7.
Puh. ( טרfemin.  מטְרָהthe same

Ezux. 22, 24, as the LXX
mao

aes

W3).

read for

= ‘san; which reading is re-

by the parallel 793 (from
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NIV

Hif. ( המסירpart. Sonn, inf. constr.

is 579 [which see], of which the stat.

IT, fut.ann, apoc. Se) to cause

constr. pl. is 9a) m. prop. the flowing,

10 rain, Gen. 2,5, Am. 4, 7 “on Is. 5, pouring, running, hence 1. water (coll.),
6; metaph. to shat down, to cast down, as a material or element, e. g. the water

A923, un Gen. 19, 24, u Ps.

4

of the Red Sea Ex. 15, 19, JosH. 2, 10,

me i, 6, 73 Ex. 9,23; "mostly with % the Jordan 3, 8, of the ocean Ps. 33,
aceus. of the object, seldom with 2 8 7, of pw Is. 8,6, of the Euphrates
8, 7, of the flood Gen. 7, 7; Is. 54, 9;
20,23. See nan.

ם
non (constr. =; pl. nin, constr. ִ ַפְּסִיm Ez. 47, 8 waters (reaching) to
the ankles , Dura m 47,4, amd "2 47,5
nina) m. rain, as fructifying the earth
waters of swimming , i. e. in which one
1 Kınas 8, 36, Jos5, 10, Zecn. 10,1,
adduced with by 2 Sam. 1,21, 1 Kınas can swim; farther, תאטח  יִמNom. 8, 7,
17, 1, which drops gently Devt. 32, 2, rm 19, 13, תחונמ Ps. 23, 0 man 81,
for which one waits Jos 29, 23, accom- 8,"Sign Naz. 3, 14, coupled with adj.
panied by thunder and lightning 1 Sam.
12,17, Jur.10, 13, arising from ascend-

ed vapours Jos 36, 27; in strengthened
forms "on DW 37, 6, nwa- N72 ₪.
10,1 and. דע riven puis Jos 37,6 raingush,

violent rain; ףחס  רבa sweeping

rain Prov. 28, 3.
N7070 7. same as 9997) Lament. 3, 12.
TNO (Propeller, Pursuer is El; from
720) n. p. f. Gun. 36, 39.
1707 (from 452) 7. 1. place of guard,
hence nosy “zr a guard-court, Jur. 32,
2812; 38, 13, whither Jeremiah was

brought out of the prison 37,15 16 21,
which belonged to the royal palace Nor.
3,25,

in the east part of it near the

m. sing.אָלְמ.; Ps. 73, 10 (in the poets the

noun is sometimes united to adjectives
in the constr. state Sone or Sot. 7,10;

Prov. 2, 9), seldom with the pl. (as a
collective noun) Num. 5,18. Usually
coupled with names of brooks,

rivers,

seas and streams, and thus forming proper
names (see below); comp. Phenic. 8433 מ
(me- naggara, water-fall) n. p. “of a

place in Byzacium, p2 "a (menephes,
rest-water) n. p. of a city there, 033 m
(me-nix, me-ninx, collected water) or
m3 יִמ Gneniex, rest-water) an older
n. p. of the island 293. — 2. Figur. juice,
e. g. of a plant URS (which see) Jar.
8,14; 9, 14; 23, 15; seed, seminal flux,

= בז"Ts. 48, 1 (Targ. my), for which

middle gate Jur. 39,14, and occupied by own (which - stands elsewhere, and in
soldiers. — 2. that which one looks at, which sense רב is taken in the proper
aim, mark (like oxörog from oxéntomat, name "2308 and ‘va in ayia (which see);

Ar. s.bix a mirror) 1 Sam. 20,20; Jos the Ar. Lo, Pers. wt eine also used

16, 2. Phenic. 85112 (mutro) what is ob- for saliva, tears, seed &c.; comp. Phenic.
served, custom, duty (Plaut. Poen. 1,13). wad רמ (seed of Cemosh, i. e. sprung
on ו
from  יהmon Jah from Cemosh) n. p. of a people, Erik. 2;
is the ‘Observing, Watching one).n. p. m.

also urine, fully by

Ya, as in Is. 36,

1 Sam.
1.
12 is the probable reading.
2 (after the form "3, 7, 8, יח
The absolute form a is in Ethiopic
from the stem ,המ existing in the stat. maj (72), Zab. n “> and in Aram.
absol. only in the proper name רמּוחא
[which see]; usually constr. יִמ after the a, hence the def. ,אמ (ass, which form
is to be compared with in3. (which see).

form of the stat. constr. in “A, יד "7 but
without a suffix. It is fliorefure incor-

The following designations of rivers,

localities and persons occur in combirect to consider "2 a stat. constr. pl.,
and if it be sometimes coupled with the nation with ‘ya (constr. a):
pl. that happens merely because it ex מידבאce of fulness, i. e. strong,
presses a collective idea. Another form copious river, see Na) x. p. of a-locality
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in Reuben in a plain Nom. 21, 30, also

cealed there, 6. g. 1137 72 GEN. 33, 8

belonging to Moab at times Is. 15, 2; what is the encampment? prop. who are
subsequently Mnöcß« (1 Macc. 9, 36) the men and living creatures of the

-or MydaBa (Jos. Ant. 13, 1), situated
some distance east of Hesbon.

27T "N (river at 71277 in Moab)
n. p. of a river Is. 15, 9.

 יִמ ןוקריחsee TPL.
am “2 -

i. e. shoot of the sun;

camp? a

2 what is thy name? i. e.

whom dost thou call thyself? JupGEs
13, 17. Generally also, m relates to
a thing which includes the idea of
a person, according to the mind of
the speaker Mic. 1,5; Sone or Sot. 3,

6. םכש  יִמJunons 99,28 is also to be

taken in this sense; and it is unnecessary to read with the LXX pow-ja.
i "2 (river of Megiddo; see 47372) The same is the case with the Aram.
ya Ezr. 5,4; and in Amharic (Isenberg,
2 p. of a river running through the
Grammar
p,172).— 3.For the purpose of
plain of Megiddo (71737 nypa) Jupers
am or '37, 22 the sun) Gen. 86, 39;
1 Cnr. 1,50.

making

5,19, used for .ןרשיק
Diya" see DIND.

na "N see Man.
um nia. "m 6 nian
DAN

the interrogation prominent in

its personal reference, or of modifying

it in the sense of but who then? who
may it be? num follows “9, 6. g. אוה "מ
"po Jos 4,7 ‘who then is innocent? m
a Nam who then quarrels? 17, 3; Is.

see Dam.

50, 9. If the demonstrative mr be also
added to win ,ימ 6 question is still
more closely referred to the object, with
ןיע- שָמְשnm see waw-py.
the meaning who there? quisnam? who
then
is there? as הז  יִמ אּוהPs. 24, 10,
 מיevitalerroc( ot eht werbeH " כ7,
an
intensive
form of Ri 24, 8; JER.
as wp is correlative to "> = >, הפ =
mB, אז=  אזin nNf) pron. 7
who? 30, 21. Hence in a strongly amp hiastead
double interrogative MIN] AY אוה 72
what ?"of persons, as "77 is of things, in
sain Esra. 7,5 who then is he, and what
direct and indirect questions, at the beginning of a clause, without distinction sort of a person is he? Sometimes a is
of gender and number, and therefore made stronger merely by הז Jos 38, 2.
referring as well to the fem. e. ₪. nN יב — 4.as who, as what? i.e. how? qualis,
Ruts 3, 9, nr m Sone or Son. 6,10, e. g. Am.7,2 as who does Jacob stand?
as to the plus 6 ₪ May יִמ Gen. 33, 5. i.e. how? Is. 51,19 as who shall I com-

mimp) m see nimm.

It does not need, like רשא a pronoun
following to supplement it.Seldom relating to things Ez. 27,32. The meanings

are these: 1. Having an independent and
substantive force, it is put after a constr.
state as a genitive,

as יִמ na whose

daughter? Gun. 24, 23; "2 “18 whose
ow? 1 Sam. 12, 3; n “ion, whose ass?
Abid.; a 327 out of whose hand? ibid.;
 ימה2 whose son? 17, 55; “7927 ‘hose
word? Jur. ,44 ;28 ( הָמerhich see) too
being so employed, — 2, Where Nm seems
to lay aside a personal reference, stand-
ing before things interrogatively; an

inquiry about the person is still con-

fort thee? i. e. in what respect, how shall
I &e.? — 5. It takes a negative turn
like המ,proceeding in the first instance

from the feeling of wonder,

hence

nobody! none! followed sometimes by
the perfect Num. 23, 10, Is. 53,1, Zeon.
4,10, sometimes the imperfect 103 9,
12, Prov. 20, 9, 120088. 8, 4, 2 Sam.
10, 16, sometimes the participle Ps. 90,
11; Eccues. 2,19. Here belongs a) the
signification perhaps Jo. 2, 14, Jon. 3,
9, 2 Sam. 12, 22 K’tib, for which "358
stands elsewhere; b) the additional idea
of hesitating, rejecting and despising
“yak as "298 "m Ex. 3,11 who am
I that... i. e. I am indeed so little
51*
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‘ JupGes 9, 28 who is this Abimelech? —
6. Including

a wish
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whose

accom-

excellent, hence in the constr. state the
best (LXX, Vulg.), e. g. of the land

plishment is expected from others, and Gen. 47, 6, of the field, of the vinetherefore coupled with the imperfect, yard Ex. 22, 4, of sheep 1 Sam. 15,9 15;
6. g. O72 יִנְקַשַי m 2 Sam. 23, 15 who

would give: me water to drink? i.e. oh that
I had water!

the best part Gun. 47, 11.
 הָביִמ( )= אָכיִמn. p.m, Neu. 11,17

In this manner we should ,22 Tor which 7972 occurs elsewhere
often take it in the formula m} "מ who 21, 53.
shall give? i. e. oh that! 15, 4, Jupexs
byw (who is like God? i. 6. none
9, 29; Is. 27,4; Ps. 55, 7; Jos 29, 2,
followed by ‘the leading verb with 1 is like God) n. p. 1. of one of the seven
Devt. 5, 26; or the leading verb follows
in the infin. Jos 11, 5. — 7. whoever, each one, any one who, where
the interrogative element becomes indefinite, e. ₪. 2Sam. 18,12 take care of
the young man, every one (12) of you;

archangels or angel-princes ()רָש Dan.

10, 13, hence called 55737 רשח 12,1
(comp. ו
Apoc. 12, 7; 1 Tunes,
4, 16), the guardian spirit ‘of the Jews
Dan. 10, 21; 12, 1; other nations too
having their guardian spirits 10, 13. —

where it is not necessary to read > 2. n. p. of men Num. 13, 13; 1 Cur. 5,
13; 27,18; Ezr. 8,8. See לָכיִמ 2.
79°72 (from 75% who is like God?
conseq. == yD") ₪. p.m. 1. of a prophet

with the versions; Ex. 24, 14 every one
having a cause; Juens 7 3; Prov. 9,
4; Eccues. 5, 9; Is. 54, 15; sometimes
 אַשרfollows Ex. 32, 33; the Aram. 3 ןמ
having the same sense, — 8. ™ is to
be taken as = ,הב in, where it stands
in the K’tib for’ in, or is interchanged

Mie. 1,1, for which the K’tib and LXX
in Jer. 26, 18 have man. — 2. of

other persons, as 2 Cur. 34, 20, for which

2 Kines 22, 12 has mm; טס 17,
with it Is.
0 Ktib, Jos 9,30 K’ri. 5, for which 77792 in 17, 1 4; 2 Car.
As to the origin of this vocable, it is 18, 24, for which 18, 7 has D7.
obviously shortened in the first instance
Ww" (the same) n. p. m. "2 Cun.
from 72 (modern Arabic min) and this
from ja, like המ and Ny from 182, 79; 18, 8 ."איג

only that the latter form has been’ ‘adop-

m9"

)= ma)

.מ p.m. JER. 26,18

ted in the other Semitic languages for K'tib for m2; Neu. 12,35, for which
the personal who? after אמ has been 11,17 has R272; 12, 41.
set apart to denote a thing. The proper
shaaby) (the same) 1. 2. p.m. 2 Cur.
names Na, MOM, SND, mom,
17, 7. — 2. n. p. f. 2 Cur. 13,
2 origi-

mom,

והיכימ

am,

compounded. with m.
 אבדיִמ6 under m.

EN

are nating in 2972 (which see) 1 Kınas

TTN (friendship, love, from 7 1)
מ. p. m. Num. 11, 26 27.
20 (from עדי after the form 29)
m. same as sn (which see) Run 2,1
K’tib, if we should not read there

1-3תַעְדיִמ

15, 2.

A192 (the same) x. p. m. JupaEs
17,1 4,"for which 92 stands elsewhere;
1 Kınas 22,8, for ‘which are also הכימ

2 Cur. 18, 24 and 772% (the same) 18,
8 K’tib; Jur. 36, 11.

dona m. 1. (constr. 52°73, from לכי=
Be to receive into self, to contain) prop.

holder, hence with D127 2 Sam. 17, 20
a
water-trench, a water-holder, of a little
ya from yD") f. knowledge, Is. 12, 5
brook (Kimchi, First). But others derive
K°tib, for which the K’ri has nyTin.
the

(from 333 after the form

word from 273 (which see), as the
202 (constr. 10%, prop. an in- LXX too seem
to have understood it.
finitive-noun from 259) m. the good, the — 2. (either contracted from OND’), as
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from 37) m. prop. a dividing, separation,
(Ar. שש to divide, to plough); hence
[Medy6a] i. e. dyn Do72, El is King) ReDe species, kind, see Gen.1,11; Lev.11,15;

ma

is also fem. at the same

time,

or "according to the LXX from ox}
f. 18am

14, 49; 19, 11; 2Sam. 6, 16.

m9 (arising aparently from reduplication, 9”, or from doubling the stem,

comp. Coptic susc, genus, species, and
so the Ethiopic; pl. Gen. 1,21. Even
the idea of figure, which lies also in

this stem (27, הכּומת 1.) does not proceed like the Greek dée (form, kind)
likewise reduplications; ‘and as לול שיש

as OD, PL, MH, MD, 772, סיס are

have become 86801846 forms, so here
oa is after the form nr; with a of
motion +mama; constr. pl. a after the
form "1, yet the absol. state sometimes stands for it 1 Kines 22, 27, Is.
30, 20, Ez. 47, 4, as is the case elsewhere; with suf. ara, רכימימ ,ףימימ
מימיו, 272, Oman) coll. m. (femin.
perhaps. Jos 14, 19) same as "a and
 מל3. (which 0 water, in the widest
sense and with the greatest variety of
applications; coupled with the sing. Gen.

from that of appearance, but from the
verb-idea to form, to fashion. The mo-

dern Hebrew ‘a, a heretic, proceeds
also from the notion of separating.
 מִינָקֶתhtiw( .fus ,pni .lp ינִיקרת,מ

prop. part. Hif. from pa) fem. a nurse,
wet-nurse Gen. 35,8; 2 Kınas 11,2; fig.
one who shews herself loving and tender

Is. 49, 23.
19
(from 70%; pl. niTom) fem.
foundation, substruction, Ez. 41,8 K’tib,
for which the K’ri has 30‘2.

9,15; Num. 19, 13 20; 20, 2; 24, 7;

on (= 79% from 420alter the form

33, 14; 2 Kinas 3, 9, but as a collective
with adjectives in the plur., e. ₪. O°
Gen. 26, 19, םיִשודק Num. 5, 17, pat
Ps. 93, 4, pean Prov. 9, 17, DRY,
20, 5, DR 25, 25, or with verbs in the
plur. Gen. 7, 19; 8,5; Ex.47,1, without one having’ to "consider it a plural
form on that account. Da is used of
the ocean which encompasses the earth
Ps. 18, 16, of the sea and lakes 29, 3, of
clouds 104, 3, of the heaven of clouls,
rain-water 103 26, 8, of the heavenly
ocean Ps. 148, 4, of urine Is. 36, 12
K’ri. It is a figure of multitude, fulness, and abundance Jos 15, 16, of
continuance and uninterruptedness 3, 24,
of numerous enemies Is. 28, 2, of manifold dangers Ps. 18,17, of trembling
and fear Josu. 7,5, Ps. 22,15, of rushing along without check Gen. 49, 4 &e.

 (מצרmasc. same as 7232 (which see)

2'Kinas 16,18 K’tib.
PPE (height, eminence, from >>)
n. p. of a Levitical city in Reuben on
the other side Jordan Joss. 21, 37 (in
many editions), Jer. 48, 21 K’ri, for
which the K’tib is nyb‘va; once nypn
Josu. 13, 18.
yr (from pra) m. pressure, what is
pressed out Prov. 30, 33.

Nw

(firmness, strength, from Nw?

= mos, mae, to be firm, strong, power-

ful, ‘comp."שא IIL, my IIL) n. p. m.
1 Cur. 8, 9.
( לֶאָשיִמfrom m who,

Y= ₪ 1 6.

SUR, and DR, who is what God is? comp.
UN, en) n. p.m. Ex.6,22, Lay.
,10,4 Dan. 1,6, who is BT in 2,49

(which see); Neu. 8, 14; but it is
[which | Tom
7
see], which is merely a different pro- also taken as =לָאְנְשיִמ (from A) who
nunciation of 9773773) .מ p. m. Eze. 10, is like God?
 רושימand a, from “wh) mase,
25; Nen. 12, 5, for which 12, 17 has
772572 (prop. same as an

aan;

1 Car. 24, 9.

 מיןa mets demussa rof מין, mm,

M27, see IN.
( ןימwith suf. tana, van, pl. oa;

.1 a level region, a plain, oppos. to SPY,

 שקעמIs. 40,4, of the plain running
from north to south on the rock of Zion
Jer. 21,13; of the plains of Moab 48,
;8 of a flat land 48,21; of the land
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east of Jordan 2 Cur. 26, 10; especially
of the flat land in the tribe of Reuben
Devr. 3,10; 4,43 66. — 2. Figur. the
making even, i. e. the removal of obstructions Zucu. 4, 7. — 3. same as

gie)
"22370 (fat, thick one, formed out of

1290 from 12D) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 12, 13.

7292 (from "39 after the form ךעשמ ,
aun; constr. “23n, like yaya, Naun,
un (in the plur. Braun) right, righte- pun, accordingly also in 'absol. slate
ousness, equity Ps. 27, il; 45,7; 67,5; twice 4237) m. 1. properly something

143,10; honesty Mat. 2, 6; comp. Phe-

twisted, woven, hence a cloth, a coarse.

nic. Nyon mysyreth (with cuff.jan yw, covering , 2 Kınas 8,15; LXX oTo@ud.
mysyrthomo, Plaut. Poen. 1, 4) the — 2. net-work, grate, of brass Ez. 27, 4.
same.
2222 see 4972.
wn (prop. ram, Sanskrit méshah,
( הָּכִמonly ln 5'392; prop. part.
then the name of the sun-god of the Hif. of 7123) m. a wound, prop. the pierc-
Chaldeans) n. p. of 2a (which see), ing, smarting 2 Cur. 22,6, where we
given him at Nebuchadnezzar’s court, should read 7% for the preceding "D ac-
after the analogy of T2778 Dan. 1, 7; cording to 2 Kınas 8, 29, which many
mss. also have; 2 Kınas 1. c. and 9,15,
2,49; 3,12.
yw ( ברunrestrainedness, freedom, for- identical with "37 (which see), without

tune, from (עוטי ₪. p. of a Moabite king its being referred to the latter (Jos.
2 Kınas 3, 4
yon (the same) n. p. m.

2, 42.

1 Cur.

un

Kimchi).
m2 (constr. תב ,with suff. "272,
n9n; pl. nz, with suff. 22,
Ia;
from the Hif. of 723) fem. 1. a wound,

(only pl. o wy, from ur 2.) like 4273, coupled ‘with m0 (fresh)
Is. 26, 7; uprightness, Is. 1, 6, Mom (incurable, deadly) JER.
sincerity 1 Cur. 29, 17, coupled with 10, 19, Man, (malignant) 15, 18, or

m.

straightness

new, PIR Prov. 1,3; as an adverbial
with a ל following, 193777 Prov.
aceusat. with equity Bong or Sox. 1, 4,
20, 30 of the chambers of the body, i.e.

Ps.17,2, righteously 58,2; figur. smooth
ing, concord, settlement Dan. 11,6; ו
1Macc.7,12, conseq.same as at (which
see) Dan. 11,17.

“wna see T1077.
( רֶתיִמpl. Dann, with suf. Tann;
see Sn) m. cord ‘of a tent Jer. 10, 20;ו
Nom. 5 37; string, of a bow Ps.
4

ak27 and 23x27) (with suff. kan,
כב
mans; “plur. Dako, once
niak2 Is. 53, 3) m. pain, 6
JER.
30, 15, 6 too 51, 8, suffering Lament.
1, 12, sorrow Eocuas. 1,18. See an?.

 בואָכִמsee IND.
( ריִּבְכִמfrom

,22“ after the form

nny) m. fulness = 4 Jos 36, 31.
823573 (knob, -

of localities;

piercing deeply in; also with or Deur.
28,61; Jer.6,7. Metaph. stroke, maltreatment, hence "2 1277 to maltreat, to
impart blows Is. 14, 6; chastisement 27,
7; the being Bee een 10, 26; de
feat in war 1088. 10, 10, Jupgzs 11,
33, with the genit. of the subject, as
 אויבJer. 30, 14, a9 Esta. 9,5; especially stroke, blow, ו
of God
Lay. 26, 21, Num. 11, 33, of pestilence,
sickness, epidemic diseases 60. Devt.
28, 59, national calamities 29, 21; of
political damage Jer. 30,17; intensified
mon ya Is. 30, 26 the wound of a

wound, i, e. a great wound. — 2. only
in ae ming own 2 Cur. 2, 9, for
which 1 Kings 6, 25 has nbbr von
ina), for which reason the LXX, Vulg.9
Targ. take it in the same sense; hence

from 122, compare }125) n. p. of a city nip corrupted from n>52 (Kimchi).
1 Cur. 2, 49, identical with yaa Jost. The derivations from nn> (Ibn Ganäch,
15, 40.
Rashi) or 23 (Jos. Kimchi) should be
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rejected ; but perhaps ni2n may have
arisen from nina, כ being elsewhere

interchanged with 3 (see >).
71570 (from 13) f. a burnt spot (in
the skin), a burn Lev. 13, 24.
1122 (constr. iD", with suff. כרכב ;pl.
מכונים, with suf. 25273; from np) m
1. prop. a place where something ל
hence a stand, a dwelling-place, a place,
coupled with na 1 Kies 8, 13 or Bap
Ex. 15,17, conseq. for the temple; fully
₪ naw ‘2 1 Kines 8, 39; yet the heaven
is also named so 8, 49; the heavenly
seat, the dwelling-place of God Is. 18, 4;
dwelling-place, of mount Zion 4, 5. —
2. what is erected, a building Dan. 8, 11.
— 3. foundation, basis, of a throne Ps.
89,15, of the temple Ezr. 2, 68; of the
earth Ps. 104, 5.

mina (with suf. sy; pl. 4759,
with“suf. rnin; 8 feminine form of
jira) ₪ 1. a stool, a support, a basis,
for ‘objects 1 Kınas ch. 7; 2 Kines 16,
17; 25,13, i.e.on which a "thing stands;
hence also pedestal, of the altar Ezr.
3, 3; place 2,001. 5, 11. — 2. (worldfoundation, i. e. dedicated to Saturn, see

732) n.p. of a place in Judah Neu. 11,28.

mina (pl. with suf. 720953; from

dissolve in ruins; of frame-work, to be
precipitated Eccues. 10,
Hof.  הומך3(  יאקv1 for וכמוהו

comp. ּתָּכִי 05

0 for ‘amD9°) to ‘sink,

to perish ‘Jos 24, 24.

/

bo (not used) intr. after the Arab.
dG to have little water, of a well, whence
in Ar. the nouns makil, makil, mukul a
little fountain, mimkul a little pool. From

this has been derived 5>~2, which, however, is better referred to =
22,
since the stem in question does ‘not ap-

pear elsewhere.

nebo see M229 2.

557 fem. 1. (from m9 IL, only in
plur. ribo) a manufacture, preparation,
2 Car. ‘4, 21 these manufactures are of
gold, i. e. ‘allthis is made of gold. (Itis,
however, a superfluous addition, and ig
wanting both in 1 Kınas 7, 49 50 as
also in the LXX.) According to others
completion, perfection, which 1139 II. also
means, and should be translated: that
is pure gold. — 2. (plur. mixd>7, from
m2
=כְּלָא to enclose) a “fold Has.
3,18; plur. Ps. 50, 9; 78, 70.

je le (from 553 II. to glow, to

73 מ fem. nativity, origin, Ez. 16, 3, lighten, to glitter) m. 1. purple. especicoupled with na birth; prop. place ally the violet purple Ez. 23, 12, interchanged with n2>m (from nbon, like
of nn
mgs from mri) 23, 6. — 3. the red
30 (with suf. on 1272, pl. with
(purple) dress of warriors 38, 4 (comp.
ar eons fem. prop. place of na- Nau. 2,4; Is.9,4). LXX euzagvge, i.e.
tivity, place of founding, with px home garments "with a purple bordering. See
Ez. 21, 35; 29, 14.
San.
137 - Inn procurer, possession-taker
איִלָכַמ. (once in the form ">72, from
viz. Eliis, from 727) IL.) n. p. m. Gen.  אָכָּכL) m. hindrance, separation, stop,
50, 23, a progenitor in Gilead, there- Jupens 18, 7, where Yan יִלָכַמ TS,
fore used for Manasseh Junens 5, 14;
should be 8 instead of Drau TSI
patr. "7272 Num. 26, 29.

29 (fut. 752) intr. same as “in, PR,
to fall away, to sink together, to fall together, to tumble down, to perish, 2 by

Ps. 106, 43, prop. to melt, to be triturated, dissolved; Aram. ‘7%, ys, ys, RR,

Arab. Ja.

,727 corresponding to "37753 sion TR

81,01.

bhon (onlypl.05537, from b> IL)
m. a "purple dress, a purple garment Ez.

27, 24, of which nym ma ibid. is an
explanatory gloss.

Det (constr. 552%, from DoD 1) m.

Nif. ai (fut. 7797) to fall down, to completion , completeness, perfection, Ps.
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50, 2 perfection of beauty, i. e. perfect

28,42; 39, 28; Ez. 44, 18. According to

Josephus (Ant. 3, 7, 1) they reached.
nb:an (coditracted:fromn} (לאמ food, only to the middle of the thigh, covernourishment, support 1 K.5, 25, for which ing the parts of shame.
DoD (not used) ir. to divide off, to
2Cur. 2,9 has nip =תלפמ and where

beauty; comp. 12°23 Lament. 2, 15.

the different other Greek versions (not separate, to apportion, same as ספ )= Tay

LXX)read strangely 797, 5579 and 55}. VD, VR» N-09 &c.), hence partly to
yao” (pl. 2272572, from 722 I.) m.
a treasure, Dan.11,43.
002% (a collateral form of wr2>%
[which see], vn; place of ®n>) he 7.
of a locality in Benjamin Ezr. 2, 27,
east of 718 ma; 1 Macc. 9, 73 Mayuds,

in Joseph. "(Antigg. 13,1,6) Maxus, now
Mukhmäs near Geba.
maz (from N23) m. ₪ net, a hunter's
net Ps. 141, 10.
10572 (from 2») m. the same Is.

lessen, to abridge , to take from, Arab.

wo; metaph. to cheat (i. 0. to lessen);
partly to number, to determine, to settle,
a census, a tax, Ar. ree census; these.
ideas proceeding in other instances from
such fundamental signification. But the
nouns סמ and 57 should be referred
neither to ,ספ nor to Dan, but to 09% I.
Deriv. ban, .הָסַכִמ

( סכמcommonly from 093 after the

mrof naS morf ;37 htiw .ffus א מִכָסֶם
51, 20.
but though the verb OD appears in the
793'0 (from “799) f. the same Has. sense of “‘to enumerate, determine,” and
in Aram. is explained by 372, and though
1,15 16.
( תֶרמְכִמfrom )927 f. the same; also the femin. form 19>% significa number,
,₪008 it is better to assume for it
a fish-net Is.19,8, same as תרמה Ps.
the stem 0) m. prop. a determinate
041, 11.
number, a firm settlement, hence census,
wa (see D12512) n. p. of a locality
tax, tribute, Num. 31,28 37 40 41; Ar.
1 Sam. 13, 2 5, for which occurs also
yatoo
census, vectigal. Comp. Phenic.
W373 Neu. 11, 31 and 07337) Ezr. 2, 27;
in 1 Mace. 9, 73 Maypas, in J osephus ,»58-05 Max-ula, Masc-ula (price, value
Maye. The appellative signification is of El) n. p- of a Numidian city (bx, usu-

clear from שיִמָּכְרַּכ= um» 72.
II
(from 23; lurking- corner,
hiding place) n. 2. of a locality on the

borders of Ephraim and Manasseh Josn.
16,6; 17,7.

ally rendered el, “Hi, “Ji-og, was also’

sometimes

pronounced obscurely vA, wl’

in Punic names, as Medadul, Uzul,
Castul).
mol (constr. nO372; from o>) f.
number Ex. 12, 4; amount, definite price
Lev. 27, 23.

1319(not used) tr. to give, to bestow,
prop. = ךבלכ (which see); Arab. “ps? the
( הסכמconstr. ,2991 with suff. 737,
same. Deriv. 1272 in the proper name from m») m. 7
of a tent Ex.
nn.

"7190 (from 24272512 gift of the
noble one; for m compare the proper
names 233 and a7) n. p. m. Ear.
10, 40.
mn see min.

,26,14 "of the ark Gen. 8,13; also fol-
lowed ‘by the genitive of the material
Ex. 26,14; Num. 4, 25.

( הסכמprop. part. Pik. of (כָּסָה m.

clothing, covering, of the caul over the
intestines Lev. 9, 19; clothing, of men
Dasa (only. dual D2D3372, constr. Is. 23,18; covering, of a ship Ez. 27,7;
"Ban; from 033 2. to cover, mich see) a coverlet Is. 14,11.
m. a sort of drawers belonging to the
mbps (a winding, spiral form, from.

Priests, made of linen (72, DoMwe) Ex.

Hif. of DBD) n. p. of a tract near He-
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bron, where the burying place (79379) bind together, hence to ensnare, to take
of the patriarchs and their wives is found
Gen. 23,17 19; 49,30; the dead being
commonly put in caves.

=

I. (part. 43%; inf. absol. Non,

constr. “bn, with suff. 87272 and man;
fut. "59? 0
with suff 073793) tr.
prop. same as "m 3. (to give away, to

in a net Nau. 3, 4. Ar.
(So the same,
principally of ensnaring by enchantment;- to cheat, Ethiop. to devise cunning measures; hence po enchantment.

am IV. (not used) tr. to pierce, to

bore through, to push through, Ar. “iin
reach forth to, to exchange), va, רמי 1. “x0 the same; identical with Arm IL,
"77 L, hence to exchange, for (3)a ‘thing Spa &e. Deriv. 7737.
Jo. 4, 3, to sell, with 3 of the price

">92 (with suf. 932, D4")m.1. (from
Deut. 21, 14, Ps. 44, 13, but 2 also
means on account of a thing, Am. 2, 6 “272 1) concrete, something for sale, venal,

for a money-debt; with jn to sell of a hence wares, which one exposes for sale,
thing Ez. 48, 14;. constantly with the Nes. 13,16 and all sorts of wares for
accus. of the ‘object Lev. 27, 20, with) sale; abstr.the offering for sale, Neu.13,15
of the person 25, 27, Jo. 4, 6, opposed on the day they were offered for sale. —
to 137 (to buy) Is. 24, 2; Prov. 23, 23. 2. (from “379 11. = 1743 II. and mp) what
Metaphor. a) to marry, & daughter, i.e. one acquires, gets, a possession, Prov.
to give her on receiving a “3/9 Gen.

31,10 = 2p (Kimchi); it is not neces-

therefore, to regard it as abridged
31,15; Ex. 21,7; Syr. -5% to marry. sary,
from הָרָכִמ (from 743 II). In this sense

b) to deliver up, to give over, Deut. 32,
30; Zecu. 11, 5; Ps. 44, 13; with the
addition of ’p ma JUDGES 2, 14: 1 Sam.
12, 9;
0 12; comp. "an I. Deriv.
"37273, 1727272, 432 1.
"Nif. 43709 (inf. with suff. 1291, fut.
"35727) to be sold, Lev.25,48; to sell oneselfDeut.15,12, with >for what Ps.105,
17, or as the dative of the person Nex.
5, 8; metaphor. to be given over, delivered

up Esta. 7, 4; Nua.5, 8; 18. 52, 3.
Hithp. saan (infin. with suff. 732°;
fut. (רָכִמְסִי to sell oneself, to be sold,
ie. to give oneself up to do a thing
1 Kinas 21, 20 25; to give oneself to the
service of a person 2 Kınas 17, 17; to
be sold, delivered up Deur. 28, 68.
The stem, as we see, is merely a harder
form of "pa and "ra. Hence the assumption that ->n is meant to be a denom.
from 13%, from הָרָּכ,should be rejected.

a) I. (not used) tr. to take into

we should perhaps "take raza Devt.
18, 8 for 199%, meaning "possessions;
since ai is only coupled as a preposition with a following. — 3. price, value, Num. 20, 19 (from 4372 II). See the
proper names

2%,

“32.

an (plur. םיִרָּפִב, from 22) m. an
acquaintance, a friend 2 Kınas 12, 68

(the LXX read incorrectly 137).
( מִכָרֶהconstr. ,2391 from 29 I)
m. a pit, with חל a salt-pit מעצ 2, 9,
south of the Dead Sea.

m2 (plur. ninz) ]- 1. only Gen.
49, 2 ‘where it denotes a den "p> (instrument of violence). Since the Greek
udyaıoe. presented itself for comparison
as a synonym (in the Midrash there is

an express appeal to it), it has been
translated sword (Talm., Jerome), conseq. derived from “372 IV. (which see) or

 דר1. this word appearing elsewhere in

possession, to acquire, to bargain for, to the pl772% (Beresh. rabba 88). Others
buy, identical in its organic root "3772
derive it from “272 IIL, so that on
with that in רָּכ-ה 11. Deriv. 4312 2 and
prop. is machination, plan, cunning device

3, and the proper names "372, "272.

(Castell and others). Better to take it
with Samuel ben Meir As , ma'yın) and
2» 1.“(which see) to string together, to others for agreement, union, relationship,
 ברIIL. (part. f. (תרכל tr. same as
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from 2% IIL; the Aram. "9%, 72% also
having this meaning; and so it would
refer to the marriage-compacts with the
Shechemites (Gen. 34,8 seq.). Or it may
be taken with the Targ. (ianin), Rashi
(man) and Ibn Saruk ()הֶדָלְִת = הָרכִמ
(Ez. 16,3) or: mon (29, 14): nature, "na

57,1; 58, 1; 59, 1; 60,1, the designation of a sort of psalms, which is sometimes identified with 277% (Is. 38 ,9), and
sometimes derived( ‘arg, LXX) from,

ane I. (to inscribe, to engrave), which
amounts to the same thing. But that is
as insufficient to explain the sort of ly-

tural business, 2! (from "279 IV. mean-

rical songs referred to, as is the deriva-

ing a mine, or from “4D IL. ‘a smeltingplace) n. p. of a place otherwise unknown;
hence the Gentile m. naar 1 Cur. 11,36.

like ..
„Us, which the Arabian trans-

m2

see msn.

 הfrom MAR

lator "ו (Ibn Esra, Kimchi) and the comparison with bn2.
wrod (after the form תַחְשִמ wap,

man see DR.

250

tion from םַתָּכII. meaning golden poem,

pos-

spn) | m. 1. (from Bnd 2) a ל

for

session is with Jah) n. p. m. 1 Car. 9,8.
"EDI see 1312 3.

pounding or bruising, ‘a mortar, Prov.
27,22. — 2. hollow or deepening (either
Kom its likeness to a mortar[LXX,Rashi,

Yan and vitor (pl. own, from

Kimchi; comp. diuicxog, mortariolum],
or because proceeding from wna 3.) of

>>) m. a stumbling- block, 1 6 against
which one stumbles and falls, a stone or

the jaw, in which the teeth are set; then

block of stumbling Jur. 6, 21, Is. 57, 14,
fully a רצ 4 hence obstacle, hindrance, Ps. 119, 165; Ley. 19, 14; fig. a
cause of falling Jar. 6,21, Ez. 3,20, py’

the name of a depth or hole in the
place "172 (see 7) 2, comp. Jos. Ant.
5,8 ‚9), which was de called רומחה יהל
or on ma, and which lay among the

a fall or stumbling into sin, ‘enticement,

mountains of J udah, was distinguished
by pointed rocks, had a spring called
 הקיראpy Jupeus 15,19, and was still
known at the time of Jerome, as also

Ez. 7,19; 14, 3 4; 18, 30; a reproach,

of 39, i. - ecruple of conscience 1 Sam.
25, 31.

( הָלָשְכמpl. nibwi-) fem. fall, ofa in the middle ages (Robins.
II,687 seq.).
(state-4 building Is. 3, 6, i. 0. ruin; Samson’s heroic exploit is etymologioffence, enticement Zern. 4, 3. Stem Dw. cally attached to this locality ib. 15,
ans (from an> after the form 15-19. — 3. (a sinking, deepening) n. p.
anun, un>n;

constr. plur. man

tor

"ann with the bringing forward of the
vowel - to facilitate the pronunciation,

of a place

or quarter in Jerusalem,

where the shop-keepers, exchangers and
trading Phenicians dwelt Zern. 1, 11;
comp. 208. 14, 21 (Ibn Esra). For

like םpepwapn Ez. 7, 24 for oopwspa, 712 0992 DIB TRI Neu. 13,15, which
comp. Byr. heres) for |X2}) m. writing does not appear to be original, one may
of a judicial sentence, a written sentence read perhaps (with Hitzig) pip MR
Is. 10, 1.
un (at the side of the place ‘raliesh),

37370 (constr. am”, from 3nd) m. a since the following context “‘the Tyrians
writing, equivalent to a book, Duut.10, dwelt there” suits very well. In the
4, 2 Cur. 35, 4, a letter 2 Cur. 21, 12, Midrash, Tabariyya is called ön>n from
a written document Ezr. 1, 1, a poem, the situation of the place. The Samarisong Is. 38,9, written characters Ex. 32,
tans apply it to Jerusalem, because the
16. See .םֶתְכִמ

word has an assonance with w3p73 (which
(from nn?) f. a fracture Is. appears in Ezex. 7, 24 after the form
30, 14.
nwa 9,1) =wpa, which was also apDMD (from ono I. or II.) m. only plied to Zern. 9 “11 (Kimchi, Simonis),
in the inscriptions of psalms 16,1; 56,1; though incorrectly.
| HRD
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non see אָלְב
won (with suf. Esra.7,5 isn, as
if from. ndv2, elsewhere na3%, mehr,
any in pause, omitting Alef quiescent

“nom 108 32, 18 like ng) 1,21; 3 pl.
once> abr for udn Ez. 28,16, where אל
passed into #5, as in the noun ion Ez.
41,8 for Non; part. m. א pl. םיִאְלִמ
infin. constr. אל twice K’tib תואלמ
Jos 20, 22, Esra. 1,5, elsewhere תאְל
without Yan JER. 25, 12; fut. NED)
intr. 1. to be full, to Kerns full, i. e. to
exist in richness, abundance, extent,

strength, with accus. of the thing as a
more exact supplement; the same being
the case in other verbs of fulness and

sitives also) Prov. 3,10, to become full,
also with accusat. of the thing 1 Kines
7,14, 2 Kinas 3,17, Is. 6, 4,
5%
12; rarely and late with ya of the thing

Ex.32,6 or > Ha». 2,14; to be satiated,
to have enough of Eoorns. 1,8; 6,7 (parallel Yai); to become rich Ez.27,25; to
be over, to be ended, of time Ex. 7, 25;

to be equipped, with accus. of the armour
2 Sam. 23,7; to be completed JoB 15, 32;

to be numerous Zucu. 8,5. Phenic. Nona)
to be completed; hence ban NS or
Dian") it is entirely finished (Plaut. Poen.
4,1, 12).

Pih. 85% (once N12 Jer. 51,34; 2 pl.
DN?

K'ri Ex. 11, 7, for whieh the

K'tib reads ְםיִתאַלמ inf. constr. N3",
of want also (ya, "an, ,לקח pI, with suff. םאְלִמ but also nix}; א
way &e.). Accordingly: to be full of bra", once on Jos 8, 21) to “ill, to

oan Gen. 6, 13, םיִשָכִא JupGzs 16, 27, fillup, to fill out, to make full, with ac סּסִים2 Kines 6, 17, DJ Is.1,15, 4a cusat. of the thing and accus. of that
Jo. 2, 24, Dan Jos 32, 18; mile doce with which one fills 1Sam.16,1; 1 Kines
72 stand Is. "2, 6; to be satisfied, with 18,35; Ez. 10, 2; 9,7; 35,8; Jo» 3,15,
accus. of the person, Ex. 15, 9 my soul and also figur. Jer. 15,17; Ps. 83,17;
shall be satisfied upon them, i. e. I will Ex. 35, 35. Often does the accus. of the
cool my vengeance upon them. Meta- object alone occur Ps. 129, 7, or jn of the
phor. to be completed, to be over, to thing follows 127,5; JeR.51,34. Also:
be ended, time of pregnancy Gen. 25, to bring into fulfilment, 2 by a thing, 6. ₪.
24, time of service 29, 21, period of a promise 1 Kınas 8,15 24; 2 Cur. 6, 4.
embalming 50, 3; and so in JER. 25, 34, 'ּ אתלד פ37‘ ot llif eht rewop fo ,eno .i .e
Ez. 5, 2, Damen. 4,18, like 8
to make one have full power, 712% to the
in the New Testament. — 2. to fill a priestly office Num. 3, 3; hence to induct
thing, to ee it, hence with accusat., into the priestly office Ex. 28,41; 29,9;
as Dei Gen.1, 22, especially of God, Jupass 17, 5 12; on the contrary ל"3 ng
who fills, ו
all Ez.40,34; 1 Kınas 2 Cur. 29, 31 to jillthe hand (with gifts)
8,10; Jur. 23, 24 do I not fill heaven for one, i. e. to bring offerings (to Jehoand earth? also ‘with two accus. of place vah); generally, 3272 to dedicate, to inand of thing 1 Kınas 18, 34, Ez. 8, 17, vest with office, to communicate a dignity,
Jer. 16, 18, jn of a thing occurs but 2 Cur.13,9, metaph. to consecrate, Ez.
seldom Ex. 16,"32; to cause to be abun- 43, 26 and consecrate their place; then to
dant, Jon 36, 17 and thou causest sen- exercise an office, to fill an office 1Kınas
tences upon the wicked to be abundant. 13,33; to fll out entirely, to occupy,a
Phrases are: 9 די  אָכַמEx.32,29 to have place Is. 23,2. ’p MR nen to follow
the hand full jor one, i. e. to give with one completely, fully Devt. 1,36; 1Kınas
full hands; 32 ’n the heart is full, i. e. 11,6; to satisfy Ps. 107, 9, to strengthen
the whole conduct is directed to a thing Jer. 31,25. nun, ‘72 to fill the bow (into
Esta. 7, 5; Ecorrs. 8, 11. Deriv. 827 the hand) ZECH. 9,13, i.e. to hold it bent,
(adj.), sonכר bn), mxby, the pro- for which 3 52 ‘73 also stands in 2 Kinas
per names אלמה nian.
9, 24. Farther, to fulfil, a request, a wish
Nif. 82723 (fut. NE2) to be filled (which Ps. 20, 6, to execute, a counsel 20, 5;
passive meaning is formed in intran- to complete a number Ex. 23, 26; 1 Sam.
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18,27; to allow completely to expire, Dan.
9, 2 the seventy years of desolations; to
All in, to pour in, 07" Is.65,11; to fll
in, set in, stones, i. e. to set Ex. 28,17;
31,5; to surround completely Jos 40, 30
[41,7]; to continue, a time GEN. 29, 27;
to complete, to fill up 1Kınas1,14. Sometimes it stands with another verb tu enlarge the idea, as Jer. 4, 5 call with full

dance, 77337 Ez, 28,12, 737 1) Dior
34, 9, 4 "nD 3 33, 23, being in posses-

sion ofIs. 1 21, metaphor. full, of price
(123 = (ריחְמ Gen. 23,9; 1 Car. 21, 22
24 (comp. 2 Sam, 24, 24); strong, 0%
ment, of m9 Jur. 4,12; richly furnished
with Ps. 7 5,9; richly planted 2 Sam. 23,
11; having many lying around Ez. 37, 1;
 לשladen Am. 2, 13; abundant, in
Dim, ie. aged Jur. 6, 11 = yay; full,
abundant, in ears of corn Gen. 41, 7;

voice, comp. 12, 6. Deriv. Non (N22),
mba, Non, nN.
"Pub. son (part. N'p72) to be set, Sona pregnant, Eccu. 11, 5 (asin the Mishna).
OF SoL. 2"4 his hands are gold cylinders, 2/2 is to be taken substantively with the
set with Tarshish, 1. 6. the points of the
fingers are as if set with onyx.

Hithp. san,

meaning fulness, abundance 60. 2 Kınas
4,4 and Ps. 73, 10, and likewise the

only in Jos 36, 10 fem. האְלמ Ecozs. 11, 5; as an adv.

they equip themselves fully against me;

fully, entirely, Nag. 1, 10, loud JER. 12,

6, strongly vehemently (perhaps) 4, 12.
( בלב אafter the form bin,טְכִיל 
fundamental signification is here like rarely won, once ihn Ez. 41, 8, with
that of the org. root in 272-2 (which see) suff. axon, NR) m. ה
host,
to collect or to crowd themselves together  הגויםGen. 48, 19; of shepherds Is. 31,
(the Ar. לכ referring to the same also); 4, like the Ar. WG; fulness, i. e. what

5772 perhaps (see 2 Sam. 23, 7) having
to be supplied after אָלְמתַה Perhaps the

and so the translation should be: all fills up or entirely occupies a space, of
gather themselves together against me.
the ץֶרֶא Deur. 33,16, Is. 34, 1, םי
As to the form of the stem, the or- 10,
96, 11, Dan 50, 12, 72 An. 6,
ganic root may be compared with that 8,78 בחר Is. 8, 0
the יו

in 52°) for many meanings, but the 0

contents of it;

but the

 טומהsends of the Ay, Kr (to fill, to more exact definition of what makes out
make thick, wide, full; med. e to be
full) leads to a comparison with Na
(which see), prop. to be filled, to be full
(Fürst, Cone. 8. v.), and then this leads
farther to Na (which see), interchang-
ing J and r, and m with 5; male, mare,
bare are then identical with the Sanskr.
pri, pri, par to fill out, to fill, pli to
fill in, Greek 6-00, Lat. ple-o.

the fulness sometimes accompanies it,
as רו ‘tia> Is. 6, 3. Hence it is to be
translated by full, with words of measure and extension, where that which
fills is often added in the accusative,
as Ez. 41,8 a full perch, Junges 6, 38 a
full basin, 1 Sam. 28, 20 according to his
entire stature, 12008. 4, 6 a handful,
2 Sam. 8,2 a full line &c. Comp. Phen.

Non ma Tugg. 1, 5 a designation of
xd (Targ. Yan, “an; 8 fem. (תאָלִמ Orcus.
Aram. intr. same as Hebr. אָלַמ Dan.
nba Aram. see an.

2, 35.

re

Tthpe. “pant (like a *5) to be filled,
with accus. Ran, i.e. to be full of wrath
Dan. 3, 19.
non (constr. NBM, pl. (םיִאְלב adj. m.,

N

(only plur. אל

with suff.

porwr) m. 1. occupation of office, in-

Man (eonstr. poet. “Nn, pl. nix’)
8 "full, with accus. of that with which
a thing is filled Jar. 5,27; 35,5; Neu.

duction into office, filling of office, of the
priest (see NE>), consecration Lxv.8, 33;
Ex. 29, 26; metaphor. the וו of
consecration Lev. 7, 37; 8, 28. — 2. a
setting, of stones, ‘lense iQ OR stones
of the setting Ex. 25, 7, 1Cur."29, 2, for

9, 25; fig. having or possessing in abun-

which הָאָלַמis elsewhere.
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men. Hence the translators (Targ., Samar., Saad.) have put angel of God, where
God appears in the text as acting. 2
fruit, "full ears, i. 6. what is most fully  מלִיץJos 33, 23 an interceding angel,
ripe, of grain Ex. 22, 28 (Targ., Rashi,
i.e. he who intercedes for men with God,
Ibn Parchon, Kimchi), coupled with 9727
in order to deliver them from suffering;
(which see)i.e. the best outflow of wine;
non see Nibn.

mbna (with suff. OND) f. 1. Full

Deur. 22, 9 (opposite of D257 (תַאּובִּמ  רָיםana Ps. 78, 49 and תיִחְִפַה "2

angels ‘Ofל
of misfortune, who
bring misfortune to men in their capathou sowest) is a mere paraphrase of city of being executors of the divine
msn. — 2. the best wine Num. 18, 27. decrees, called also םיִתְמַב 108 33, 22.
sn (constr. תלמה pl. with suff. ₪ יִנָּפ 72 (ame ('מ Is. 63, 9 angel of
unkbn) f. setting, of stones, prop. a fill- the (divine) face, i. 6. who stands continually before God and waits for his
ing in Ex. 28, 17 20; 39, 13.
where sn WR 9103 (the fruit which

Ron (constr. 7X”, with suff. יִכָאְלַב nod (comp. 1Kınas 22,19), God’s chamj27; pl. םיִכָאְלַמה constr. "NbN, with berlain, as it were. mar 'מ Mat. 3,1

suff. TaRın, road, Haan =77
=

at the end of a section) m. prop.“abstract,
execution, service, performance, sending,
usually concrete 1. a messenger, one sent,
chiefly a human one Gen. 32, 4, Num.
20,14, Deut. 2, 26; 1088. 7,22, Jupgus 11,12, hence 97 ‘72 (parallel (ריצ
Prov. 13, 17, on the contrary “TDN "מ

17, 11 after 16, 14 a messenger who is
commissioned to perform something fearful;

one sent Ez. 23, 40, commonly in the
pl. Is. 37, 9, םיִלְק  םיִכָאְלַמ18, 2 swift-

going (i. e. proceeding in boats of papyrus) messengers; a herald, i. e. the
bearer of commands, a royal messenger

30,4, Nau. 2,14 (Jerome), 1 Sam. 11, 4,
called also “4g יכאלמ 14, 32, at a later
period םיִצָר Esra. 3,15. — 2. Metaph.
an angel (dyyelos), i, e. a messenger or
representative of God; also God Hos.

12,5, identical with DEN 12,4; Gen.
48, 16; fully רי EN IE 16, 7 9 10 11;

22, 11, or oo 'מ 21, 17, but which
is ‘als interchanged 7 or DR,

the angel who executes the covenant, 16

Elijah. The numerous passages in which
 בליappears, exhibit a faithful picture of
the way in which angels were conceived of. Originally representing the
visible deity himself Junges 13,18 22,
"a is then personified into a peculiar
being of higher descent, and is there-

fore named DYTORT1"72 (Gen. 6,2; Jos
1,6; 38, 7) and also wisp (5, 1; 15, 15)
arith reference to his iether neriection;
he rules the world with God Jos 2, 1 sq.,
appears as tempest or lightning Ps. 104,
4, protects the pious Gen. 24, 7, executes their affairs in the presence of God
Jos 5, 1; 33, 23, carries out the commands and revelations of God JupGEs
13,3; Dan. 9, 21, as well as his punishments and inflictions Is. 37, 36; 2 Sam.
14, 6. Besides, he is represented in
human form Gen. 18, 2, 1.6. he assumes
man’s figure for a time Dan. 8, 15 16;
9, 21, comp. Tos. 5, 4, though merely
with the appearance of a body Dan.
12, 19, in priestly garments 10, 5 6,
and without wings Gen. 28,12. Metaphor. a prophet, who speaks as commissioned by God Hae. 1, 13; a priest,

16, 10 and 13; 22,11 and 12; 31,11 and
16; Ex. 3, 2 and 4; Junezs 6, 14 and
22; 13, 18 and 22; so that it is the Deity
himself, manifesting himself, though who interprets the law and explains the
otherwise invisible. At a later time ’n divine will Mau. 2,7; 100018. 5,5; the
was supposed to be different from God Jewish people, as God’s representative
and was contrasted with him Zscu. 1, 12 Is. 42, 19. Ethiopic: ruler, prince.
13, 1 Car. 21, 27, as a mediator be( ףאלמwith suff. 798272) Aram. m.
tween God and men 1 Cur. 21, 18,
the
same Dan. 3, 28; 6, 23.
Num. 22, 22, because God was looked
man (from הָכֶאְלִמ( pronounced in
upon as withdrawn from contact with.
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the Aramaean way, constr. תָכאָלְִב הwith
wradn (from wad) m. a garment, vestsuff. FHDNIN, Im; pl. rious, “constr. ment 2 Kınas 10, 22.
mDN272, with suff. PADRE; from 78»)
ibn (from 725) m. 1. a brick, for
f. service, employment, work, i. e. which elosing up walls Nan. 3, 14. — 2) a
one executes, effects, does, hence activity, labour Ex. 20, 10, Lay. 16, 29,

brick-shaped quadrangle, a long fourcornered projection, at the entrance of

fully הדבע ; תָכאְלִמ23,7  הָרָשַהnad palaces Jur. 43, 9; comp. 12919 (in the
1Car. 97, 26 field-work, husbandry; "business, commerce, Ps. 107, 23 doing business on the great sea; ante of an artisan,
manufacture, as WN 'n Ex. 35, 35 work

Mishna), Ar. ale by which Saadia,

Ibn Ganäch translate a8 (ressault) Is.
6, 4.
performed with edged tools, i. e. work of
nen (with suf. \npn, im”; pl. orp
the joiner, mason, smith; mawrya ’n 35, and also in Job yon, with suff. on,
33 woven work, Vy 'n Lev. ‚18,‚48 werk TE bran; from op I) m. a word,
in leather, uvam "72 Ez. 28,13 prop. work expression Ps. 139, 4, Jos 4, 4, poet. for
in stamping coins ‚(even eontracted from
 תֶּפָצִיםfrom yon, yon ‘being = >29 meaning to impress, on ‘coins), then generally
artificial graving-work.
Specially applied to architecture 1 Kinas 7,22; 1 Cur.
23,4; Nex. 5,16; 10,34; work, service

"a7, then too a subject of ‘talk, report

30,9 (Lament. 3, 14 pity); speech Jos

13, 17; empty 6, 26, well-considered 8
10, lege discourse 32, 18, ‘a2 var
16,4 and "72 ךרע
14 to make a wellordered discourse; a justification 36, 2;
in the temple 1 Cam. 23, 4; הנוציחה  'מof the dumb voice of nature Ps. 19, 5;
1 Cur. 26, 29 outer work, i. €. not be a thing, like "a3 Jos 32, 11.
longing to the service of the sanctuary,
( הָלִמfor non, constr. non, def.תה 
such as that of the 8611008 and judges
23,4, of the overseers of duties Nen. " אתpi. yon, constr. “bn, def. NOCH

11, 16. mans niox7 1 Car. 28, 19

from dan) Aram. f. a word Dan. 7, 25,

works after apattern, i. e. works executed

speech 2, 9, command
5 8 6

according to a pattern,

according to a

2, 10, thing 2,

plan; doing, performance Prov. 18, 9;
on see Non.
22, 29; Jon. 1, 8; work of God Ps. 73,
riba see אל
28, creation-work Grn. 2,2; working Ez.
15, 3-5; business 1 Cur. 26,30; employsion (once Sn 2 Kınas 12, 21)m
ment, service Dan. 8, 27; what is gained the name of a peculiar, fortification- like
by labour, riches 2 Cur. 17,13, live stock building, a bastion, 6. ₪. at Daw Junazs
Gen. 98, 14; 1Sam. 15, 9. "Phenie. תַכְלִמ 9,6 20, identical with now 52m (castle

and nbn place of work, then the name

of a city.

of Shechem) 9, 46-52; “which was inhabited, and ‘whose inhabitants were
called "9 m3 Jupausl.c. Such a castle

moda (derived from 785%, constr.
 (מלְאָכוּתf. a message Hacc. 1, 13.
(Millö) was “found by David, when he
( יכָאְלמabridged fromמַלְאכַיה , as took ix mix from the Jebusites,
the LXX have read, Modayles ; sending
of Jah) n. p. of a prophet Mat. 1, 1.

 תַכאָלְמJar. ,81,7 which should be
read "תֶכָאְלִמ deoontine to the K’tib, see

nbn.
mba (from (תֶאְלַמ f. filling, fence,
of the convex base on which the eyes
rest Sone or Sot. 5, 12; hence לע aus
is said of them.

whence he built houses round about to
the interior of the city 2 Sam. 5, 9; it
was built, therefore, round about the
722 at 8 great distance. Solomon com-

pleted the building of Millö in a better
way 1 Kınas 9,15 24; 11,27, which was
different from the closing of the fissure

) (פָרֶץbetween dz and 7%, the subsequent Tyropoeon, from. the temple,
the royal palace, and from the wall

\
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around Jerusalem. Hezekiah also strengthened and furnished it 2 Cur. 32,5. A
part of this Millo consisted of the singu-

larly strong 8572 M3 (Millo-place), which

have arisen, since only “height of its
end” i, 6. its extreme height, is suitable.

237 (from ib 1-( fem. a night-hut,

was a safe asylum for such as were consisting of a hanging mat, which the
severely wounded in its vicinity, and keeper of a field puts on the top of a
which is more exactly described by tree, and which swings to and fro Is. 24,
NBD ררייה the steep and sloping descent to 20; a hut, standing solitary in a field
Silla, which it is now difficult to point of vegetables, 1,8.

out.

See mad.

nbn I. (not used) intr. to spring, to
flow, of the sea, then to be like the sea,
has the same meaning, and is meta- salt (Furst, Coneord.); hence חלמ and
‚phorically applied to a fortress; but the the denomin. man; mya, mi, Amon.
‘fundamental signification seems to be In its organic root no is connected
As to the derivation,

it is true that

the Aram. ,אָתְיְלַמ 07999, NOD, RN

rampart; comp. Phenic. xd, 1572 (Mi- with that in 3021 (to flow, to flood)

leum, Milevum), prop. rampart, then the belonging to abe, interchanging m with
proper name of a city in Mauritania; ps as also with the root in 3-1 (to
and 87312 (from 84572) Malva, fulness of drop, to trickle), and perhaps :also“with
water, name of a river there.

mba (from non) m. a kind of saltplant, ddmos, perhaps sea-purslain,
which served for a sort of food to poor

people Job 30, 4; Syr. hans for ban
(Zero. 2,9), Ar. +

( ףולמcounsellor, Syr. yas£) n. p.m.

that in m2 (which see). Arab.

0, A

the same, whence xv flood, sea; transferred to swift motion, to the rolling of
waves. So too the Aram. 17573, the same.

Comp. Phenic.

nn

to “food, hence

(formed from the fut. of Hif. ) nbn (=
 (רמליחprop. a sea-voyager = Hebrew

1 Car. 6, 20, New. 10,5 and 12, 2, for nb: derivative the proper name on
which( יכולמ from m יל Jah is Coun-( Malt. 3,2), with which is identical the
sellor) is in ,12 14 ( "איגלsee 157212); name of the new Platonist ’I&ußAıyog
,10 ;28 Ezz. 10, 29.

from Coele-Syria, like others of the

same name in Syria and Apamea.
Phenic. also nn, Molochat, Non,
19933) f- 2
rule, 2 Sam. 16, 8, Mulucha, n. p. of a river in Mauri1 Kınas 2,15, of the divine rule Ps. 22, tania. Of the non-Semitic languages are
29; ’n ny 1 Kınas 21,7 to reign, with to be compared with it the Greek A}

mann

(from 72% after the form

>; royalty, hence a genit. to ריק mean-

in rzelayos, BAd-o, pAv-w, Sanskrit plu,

ing royal residence 2 Sam. 12, "26, to Latin flu, plu &e.

xD» 1 Kinas1,46, 97, Jur. 41 2 ףינצ

mbt I. (Kal unused) tr. to fall to
Is. 42,3, Daun 1 Sam. 10, 25 6 Kingly;
"1 NAP Ts.34, 12 to call royalty, to call pieces, to be rubbed in pieces, worn out,
one to be king; 2 max Ez. 16, 13 to torn in pieces, of clothes (cogn. in sense
attain to the royalty.

1193); to be scattered as dust, to evaporate,
of a vapoury cloud (jwy).

Commonly

"a3 see Ion.
taken as = na, PR, "interchanging r
ibn (constr. 74512, from 419 I.) m. ₪ and 1; but these words mean simply to
place to pass the night in, night-quarters, plaster, to besmear, then to rub in; and
a lodge, Gun. 43, 21; Ex. 4,24; a couch do not suit the signification required.
Is. 10, 29; a shelter, of travellers JER. 9, It is therefore identical in its organic

1; 27 yon 2 Kınas 19, 28 = רצק Din root חַלהַמ with that in m>-N (besides:
Is. 37, 24 out of which it appears to rn); "and the roots in חל  וpon,
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378, Pan, p73 may also be conDeriv. the denominatives
ran (fut. man») tr. to salt, חלב ב
nected with it. Ar. ;
to pull to and
to sprinkle with salt, Luv. 2, 18; ‘Arab.
fro, to tear. Deriv. man.
, Syr. Ss the same; Coptic MOTAQ
if. "1313 to vanish like fine dust, of
189 (a vapoury cloud) Is. 51, 6, parallel sale condire.
ron.
Puh. m3! (part. 1131373) to be salted,
“nbn (only plur. םיָחְלִמ ,from 19 IL.) spiced Ex. 30, 35.
m. a “garment torn to pieces, rags, ‘tatters

Ba) to ierubbed sth alt Ez. 16, 4,
Jar. 38, 11 12, conseq. = n>.
which was done to newly-born ahildren
onda (so too in pause Gun. 14, 3;
19, 26) m. prop. salt-water, the sea,
salam, 4 &hs; commonly what is got
from sea-water, salt (instead of which

(Galen, de sanit.1, 7), to make the skin

dry and firm.

mv (formed like למ from the Pih.

sea-water probably served in old times) of ron I; pl. םיִחְלַמ with suff. 77)
for salting food Jos 6, 6; a symbolical Mm. prop. one who has to do with the

designation of duration and indissolubleness, because salt preserves meat; hence
“a na Num. 18, 19 and 2 Cur. 13,5
a covenant of salt, i. 6. a solemn, fiom
covenant. It was also sprinkled on offerings of grain and animals Lay. 2, 13,
Ez. 43, 24, to make them covenantofferings, comp. Philo, Opp. H. 255.
A purifying efficacy is
i also ascribed to

it, to make impure waters salubrious,

2 Kinas 2,20 21. "מoat Junges9,45
to sow with salt, i. e. to make the
ground like a barren salt steppe, comp.

sea, a seaman, mariner, Ez.27,9 27 29;

Jon. 1,5, different from bat.
nbn Aram. m. same as Hebr. חלמ,
which was offered cheap in the templemarket Ezr. 6,9; 7,22, and was stored

in the temple (Joseph. Ant. 12, 3, 3).
Derivative

non (1 pl. x32;
noun (חלמ Aram. ל

denom. from the
to eat salt, but

coupled with the noun man; hence the
expression to eat the salt of the palace
Ezr.4,14,i. e. to eat the king’s bread, to

79 2723 Gun. 19, 26 a pillar of be in his service (Vulg., Syr.); comp. Syr.
salt, into which Lot’s wife was turned sos „SsSzl to eat salt with one, i. e. to
be his table-companion. Ar. the same.
by an inerustation of salt. This ג
₪409 is mentioned as being at the Dead
 מְלְחָה.porp( .jda .mef ot  = (אֶרֶץ₪
man.

Sea, Wispom 10,7; was still known at a

later period (Jos."Ant, 1, 11, 4), and

has been discovered again in modern
times (Ritter, Erdkunde XV. 733), man
non Zepu. 2, 9 salt-mines, south of the
Dead Sea; "7977 םָי (Gen. 14, 3; Josu. 3,
16; 12, 3) the Salt Sea, i. e. ‘the Dead
Bea; ‘7g אר (2 Sam.8,13; 2 Kınas 14,7;
2 Cur. 25, 11) valley of salt, at the sont
of the Dead Sea. The salt that remains
from evaporating water is also so called

salt i.e. barren land Jur. 17, 6, coupled

htiw ,NIP .soppo fo »I :ie  ו701,
;34 a salt steppe JoB 39, 6 , Parallel to

 הבר. Comp. Ben-Sira 39,30 Dy pr.
ִַ הָחַלnerergewer גז פוש תק s
Virg. es

H. N. 31,

2, 238 salsa tellus; Plin.

in. (with suff. ans, ten,
 סָתְמַחְלִמpl. ning, constr. nam,
with suff. sonar; ‘gine Dm?) 7 war,

Ez. 47, 11.
fight, strife, Is. 2, 4, Ps. 27, 3, coupled
The derivation from 5% I. (to flood) with 297 Jos 38, 23; ny ‘2 wy Gen.
has also an analogy in’ extra-Semitic 41, 2, yD ' מyR .ruaD 02, 21,"בל מ

languages: Sanskrit sara, (salt) from sri AN Gen. 14, 8 to wage war with one;
to flow; Greek7 &As the sea, and 6 die ןיּב ןיבו...  מnw 1 Kinas 14, 30 there
salt; whence the Latin sal, German was war between... .; brought into con-
Salz, English salt.
‘nection with the verbs אצי 1 Kınas 20,
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18, sp Ex.1,10, wap Jur. 6, 4, התלע

freed, Ps. 22, 6; Jos 22, 30; to escape

2 Cun. "18, 34, nay Jos. 4,13, Ton
‘1 Kanes 22, 4, הָרגְתַה Deur. 2, 24 &e.
With subst. “a שיא1 Sam. 16,18 a warrior, plur. ‘73 ישנא Nom. 31,28, also ap-

as one delivered, with accusat. of the
place to which Is. 37, 38, with a of

alone Ps. 76,4; on the contrary in Hos.

ub; part. vun, inf. יה and constr.
um; fut. (טלמי 1. to deliver, prop. to

motion

Gen. 19, 17, usually

with ya

1 Kines 19,17; to fee 2Sam.4,6;
in
‘plied to God Ex. 15, 3, as “a Wins Ps. continuation of mya 1 Sam. 19, 12 18;
24,8; ’n oy ₪. 10, 7 or 7 Noy Is. to be rescued Is. 49, 24 25; to be a
fugitive, hence 0272] = 03 Jer. 48, 19.
13, retroops, warriors; "1 "3 JuDGES
Pih. 0b” (Eccuzs. 9,15, in pause
18,11 weapons of war, armour, poet. "ב
2,20 map refers to 720; 'מ  תַשקZEcH.
9,10 and 10,4 bow of war, fig.“warlike

power; man ninman Is. 30, 32 battles

let escape, vn Ez. 33, 5, 4°9 008.

9, 15, xiv (an idol) Is. 46, 2, to free,

of shaking , i. 0. in which the arms are with מ “3 Jos6, 23, or’ a 272 2 Sam.
swung for the purpose of striking; the 19, 10, or ja Ps. 107, 20; ; hence figur.
book of the wars of God Nom. 21, 14 is to spare, to save, to preserve 2 Kines
a collection of old songs respecting the 23,18; intr. to escape, to run away,
first victories of the Hebrews over their Jos 20, 20 he shall not escape with his
enemies; metaphor. antagonism, opposi- dearest things, comp. by» 23, 7 in a
tion to 2 Sam. 8,10, 1 Cur. 18, 10, "Wax like acceptation; Am. 2, 15, where it
'm enemies Is. 41, 12, ‘2 ma a hostile is unnecessary to read טל Here behouse 2 Cur. 35, 21; reward of battle, longs probably the passage Dan. 12, 1
and at that time shall thy people devictory 110018. 9, 11.
 תַמָחְלִמfem. 1 Sam. 22,31 same as
sand.

on I (Kal unused) intr.

liver (win to be read for Lam) all
that is found written in the books. This

is the first notice respecting the collec-

1. prop. tion of the canon. — 2. to bear, prop.

to be smooth, slippery (cognate in sense

to let slip from Is. 34, 15, comp. Hif.

66, 7, Lu I. and IV. to bring forth

pen IL), Ar. be to be smooth, cognate
(untimely “fruit), Sao something born.
owe
with palo, us, hence to glide along,
Hif. van 1. to deliver, coupled with

to slip along, to escape, to slip away, to nop Is. 31, 5 (where ’» stands in the
disappear ; metaphor. to flee, to go away,
infin. for the finite verb). — 2. to bear,
to escape, in form and fundamental
Is. 66, 7.

meaning identical with 2» (which see),
and this cognate with tbe (to move

forward); the same transition of idea
being also found in the verbs adduced
--from the Arabic, comp. Ar. „Aw to go

away or escape in haste. Phenic. vbn I.
the same, whence xübn, Medirn, name
of the island Malta, which means x«-

Hithp. cyan (fut. wiry) to emit,
of sparks Jos 41,11, prop. to get away
in haste from; to escape, 19, 20 and I
escaped with the skin of my teeth, i, e.
this alone remains unscathed.
nor II. (not used) intr. 1. to be soft,

tough viscous, of mortar, cement; טל
(075) IL. (whence t>) having the same

tapvyy (refuge), as Diod. 5, 12 relates.
Nif. 02723 (part. 02722; inf.absol. and fundamental signification, so that the
constr. טלה ; fut. Bb) to go away organic root is 02772; comp. Phenic.
von, contracted D7,
quickly, inaes 1 Sam. 20, 29; to escape, ubn IL, whence
to abscond, to get away, with 2 of the

wot (Sanch. p- 10= Ave clay, mortar),

place 23, 13, 2 Sam. 1, 3, also with ya as 2% is changed into ‘7, moch; Ar.
of the pers. 1 Sam. 27, 1 and 30, 17; but Soo (IL), Syr. 23% the same in dealso absol. Jupazs 3, 29; to be delivered, rivatives. Deriv. 03%. ra Metaphor.

nbn
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to be soft, tender, mild; Arab. Je the
same, hence als tenderness, aut tender, soft; Greek yéld-o to make soft;
old high German milti soft, mild, Ger-

18; Mic. 4, 7; to exercise supremacy, of
the godless Jos 34, 30; sometimes absol. to undertake the rule, to become a
king 2 Sam. 15, 10; 1 Kınas 1, 11;
2 Kines 9, 13; or with the addition of

man and English mild; yet the root ap- the noun 2 Kines 3, 1. Deriv. 722,
Tea, ,הָּכְלַמ main, mpd, nddn,
is seen from the Greek.
 ִלָכֶת לכ,ibom  מִמִלְכָוּת,nrban
vbr (constr. 1313) m. deliverer, freer, 195 äh), and the proper names
only גin the proper name bb.
 מַלְכִּיאָל מִלְכָהָּיּכְלִמ, ה,idew aba“
vba (from vn II.) masc. mortar, PIE,  לכיש מּלְכִירָם,aidan ,samoT
pears to lose the t-sound very easily, as

cement, Jur. 43, 9 (aword unintelligible

to the LXX), so called from its viscidi-

soot, Tom, ons, ךלמ Dan,

 אלימלךmay".
Ibn Glandch has already adopted for

ty, softness and toughness; Ar. bw,
Syr.
the same; Phenic. 0972 mut

the fundamental signification of the stem

(from 7

that prevails in Aramaean, and which

= vbn) Sanch, p- 10. slime,

to counsel, to advise, after the meaning

clay; Greek nal a, -n soft wax, for he wishes to find also in Jur. 22, 15;
covering writing-tablets; also mixed just as he has taken ךלמ
19, 11 and
with pitch for coating the keels of Prov. 31, 3 in the same manner. Others
ships, and found accordingly in numer- have assumed as the fundamental signious derivatives, in which the idea of fication to divide, to separate, then to
softness, toughness, gentleness, mildness, decide, to Judge, comparing the organic
weakness &c. lies; Latin malta, Italian root with that in pn, קלדַמ &e.; espe-

‘malta clay, loam.
mob (Jah is Deliverer) n. p. m.
Nez. 3, 7.
 ילמsee N27.

cially as the Ar. Ss means to divide,

whence As

a division (of the way).

But though ruling sometimes appears
as advising and judging, these are

merely secondary ideas, which do not

( ףכילמseeג למ counsel, concrete come into consideration in an endeavour

counsellor) n. p. m. Nun. 19, 14 K’tib.

bb

)מְלִילְיִת,from dbx I. which

gee) 1 an ear, spica Drur. 23, 26, like

mn

to ascertain the fundamental significaee

ףלD (Kal not used) intr. to counsel,

in the Talmud, prop. sprout; Aram. Ton, y= the same; deriv. Tan,

cognate in sense with nba.

( הָציִלְָמfrom pub IL) f. high-flying,
intricate speech, of proverbs Prov. 1, 6;
witty speech, play upon words, quibble,

and the proper names 77, “ppb.
Nif. Tara (fut. 52127) to determine, with

=, like yea Nex. 5, 7.

Pih. Er (not used) to advise, to give
as a taunt Has. 2,6, coupled with Sun counsel, whence the proper names ee,
Son.
and 7.

Hif. 779977 (part. ann, inf. e. Tran

abn (part. m. ah, % naar; inf. fut. ann, ap. 327) to constitute as hing
absol. Ton, constr. Ton, "Tan; fut. or ruler, 1 Car. 11, 10, 2 Kınas 23, 34,
TR") trans. to rule, to reign, of kings, also of God 1 Sam. 15, 35, with the ac-

with לע of the person Gen. 37, 8, 1 Sam.

cusat.; but also with ל 1 Cm. 29, 22,

8, 7, or of the land 2 Kinas 11, 3, sel- and with the addition’ of Ton Sam,
dom with 2 1 Kinas 11, 37; also with a 12,1, or se? Jupexs 9, 6; with by

of the place 2 Sam. 5,5; with the addi-

2 San. 2,9, 58 ib.,orל1 Sam. 8, 22

tion of an 80008, of time 2 Sam. 2, 10; over לייא absol. Hos. %8 4. Derivat.
_A Kınas 11, 42; figur. of God Ex. 15, the proper name 79%. /
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| Hof. 32107 to be made king Dan. 9,1. 2 Kinas 18,19 28; Is.36,4; same as a רט
prince is so Is. 10,8, and as םיִרָט Ton
Ton Aram. tr. same as Hebrew Ton.
Hos. 8,10 is a king of princes (applied

ie on (Tan), NB, 199m.
Jon Aram.

intr. to counsel.

to the great king of Assyria, comp. 75%
Deriv.

Ton (so too in pause,

see Fürst,

Concord.; with suff. "35%, 19332, 72972;
pl. Dobe, once Prov. 31,3 pope and
2 Sam. 11, 1 םיִכאָלַּמ Ki, where the
Versions and Chronicles have םיִכָל
constr. "2272, with suff. 192%, סָפיִּכְלַמ
Dr, Son) m. 1. prop. an "abstract, rule,
government, but commonly concrete,
a king, ruler, with the genit. of a land,

as "7

nye of the Roman emperor in the 12™

Numidian inscription) = 0°57 an in

the noun Tan.

the Chaldean, Persian and Grecian period Ez. 26, 7, comp. Dan. 2, 37; else-

where used by the Hebrews only of God
Ps. 95, 3. — In other places ‘12 is also
applied a) to Jehovah, as king of the
Jewish people, who were also politically
subject to him in a special sense Deur.

33, 5, Ps. 5, 3, Is. 33, 22, fully apa} 2.
41, 21, לֶאְרְשִי 9" ,44,6  * תואָבְצTon
6, 5 and with the adjectives 24Ps. 48,3,

Gen. 14,1, 09% ib, םיְרְצִמ shady 24,7. b) to the idol map (wbich

40, 1,“OTN Nom. 20,14; of a city, ‘as see) Am. 5, 26, who was carried about
in a portable nomad--temple, and was
worshipped as a king, i.e. as god; but
Gen. 26, 1, ירטאה Nom. 21,21, yay “23 nab Zerm. 1,5 is a word by itself

Did Grn. 14, 2, bbw 14,18, jaw
Devr. 2,24; or of a people, as ‘pnts

JUDGES 11, 28; "and of a tribe, as למ (which see). By 2% in Is.8,21 we can
1 Sam. 15, 20; once with the artiele

N

only understand Jehovah,

though the

Ten Is. 86, 8 16, seldom with ל Targ. renders it by NanD (prop. image,

following Nun. 22, + 2 Kınas 19, 13.
The name of the king follows in apposition 2 Sam. 3, 31, 1 Kınas 2 1, or it
precedes 2 Kınes 8, 29; and in the for-

mula "a7 "258 1 Sam. 26, 17 the latter

picture, copy, i. e. idol, Armenian patker). c) to animals distinguished for
courage and strength, as the crocodile
Jos 41, 26; also to an animal conceived
of as a leader Prov. 30, 27. d) The

always ‘takes place. If a definite king plural 0°93% is used of heathen and
. be spoken of, 37217 stands 1 Sam. 10, 24; hostile kings in poetical language Ps.
so also in poetical language Ps. 20, 10;
Sone or Sot. 1, 4; but the article is also
omitted Is. 32, 1; Prov. 24, 21. “3772
Ps. 72,1 is descriptive of a king, who

inherits the throne, conseq. a legitimate
king, and interchanged with 797; comp.
Paoılevg Eu Baordgov (Xenoph., Agesil.

1,2). So too Jan"na a daughter descended
from kings 2 Kinas 9, 34, and probably

2,10;

68, 15 30; 110, 5; elsewhere

pa As Is. 14, 9 18. —
Er ”) adviser ,

counsellor,

2. (from
along

with

 יועציםand  חכמיםIs. 19,11; so too
Prov. 31,3. — 3 (a gs viz. Jah is)
n. p. m. 1 Car. 8,35 and 9,41. This
proper name is also put twice JER. 36,
26 and 38, 6 with the article, without
a royal deseent being thought of on

Ps. 45,14; while oa ja 2 Sam. 13, 4 that account.

Elsewhere in many com-

expresses prince, king’s son. Besides the pound names.
usual meaning king, including rulers of
The use of this word to denote the
countries, cities, peoples, tribes, and single highest counsellor, judge, leader, hero,
families, "a also means one furnished with
king &e. is very frequent. in Semitic.

fall power, a stadtholder (2%) 1 Kınas

22,4 8, and perhaps Eccı.1,1 12, not a The Ar. Ur, Us, seldom Als, Syr.
king by birth, but only an anointed one [ERS (king), the expression port 7272
(722 M2), i.e. without much reputa- on a Himyaritic inscription, and the fretion 2Sam. 3 39; a vassal, satrap, general, quent use of ja» (malch), as well as the
who is under a great king Oita 72%) contracted form 72 (möch) in Phenician,
52*
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entirely confirm such application of the
word.

on (def. nba, ;ְאָפְלַמ pl. םיִקְלַמ

מלכיאל

( אָּכְלַמdef. אָתְּכַלַ( Aram. f. a queen,
Dan. 5, 10.
 לתhtiw( 9. ;לְכְּדְתּר
ַ from )531

1755 def. אכל |‘from ca) Aram. m. @ f. a net, a gin, Jos 18, 10.
king, a Babylonian Dan. 3, 1, Eze. 5,
man (formed from 22 pl. תוְכְלִמ
12, a Persian Dan. 6, 7, Eze. "4, 24, 8
in
certain relations naan is put for it)
Jewish one 5,11; other kings 6, 12; but
-also kingdom Dan. 7, 17. איל  מthe f. @ queen, either the wife of a king
great king, of Nebuchadnezzar Dan. 2, (Esta. 1,9; 7,1), a sultana, consequently

37, Artaxerxes Ezr. 7,12; on the contrary, God is called naw מDan. 4, 4
or ןיִכָלמ  אָרְמ2, 47. "Targ. Ton.
( מלalways with the article, 7997,
except in 1 Kines 11, 7, where it stands
for D?3n) m. prop. an abstract, dominion,

opposed to wads (Sone or Sou. 6, 8 9),

or a woman “actually reigning 1 Kines

10,1 4 10 13.
nan (counsel, advice) n. p. f. GEN.
11, 29; 22, 20.
 מלכו.rtsnoc( ַלָכְוּת,
 מdef.מִלְכוּתָא 
f.a kingdom,
rule, then as a conerete the name of the def. ‘plur. אָתְוָכְלִמ( 1
fire-god, to whom children were dedicated by burning, as they were made to
pass through the fire 2 Kinas 23, 10;

dominion Ezr. 6, 18; also of the divine

kingdom Dan. 8,33, of the future king-
dom of the saints 7,18; reign 2,39; as

Jzr. 32, 35; Lev. 18,21; 20,2 4. As a genitive following a noun with the
such he is also called ‘simply DIOR, meaning belonging to a king, belonging
Deur. 12, 31. Sometimes the name is to rule, after ma 4, 27, 527 4, 26.
wholly omitted and the kind of worman (fom למ with suff. ain,
ship denoted Dur. 18, 10; 2 Kınas
rn"; ‚plur. nie2373; usual in later He17,17; the burnt children being looked
29772 stands for
upon as his food Ez. 23, 37. Properly brew, but in ל
speaking this sort of worship symbolised it) fem. 1. kingship, rule, supremacy
the cleansing and purification of the Ezr. 4, 5, .פא 12, 22, for which 75%
soul after destroying the earthly dross, was RE in older times 1 Kmas 15, 1 9;
and consequently its immortality (comp.

wa ריבה Num.31,23). Hence it came
‘to. pass ‘that no voice of complaint was

royal dignity Esta. 1,19, fully m רוה
1 08. 29, 25; Dan. 11, 21; on the contrary, 'מ  רד11,20 means ornament of.
the kingdom, 1. e. Jerusalem; put after as

heard at it, according to old accounts
(Plutarch, de superst. ch. 13). The burn- a genitive to express an adjective sense,
ing took place either on a a3 built as in the case of 72/2, e.g. after na Esrn.
in the valley of Hinnom, which was 1,9, 992 1,11, 2 רַבָד,1,7 1, 19; once a
called the Bama of Baal Jer. 1. ₪. so is used for "2 33 5,1. Metaph. of God
that 593 is once identified with 75% Ps. 145, 11 13. — 2.a kingdom (people
(comp. Jer. 19,5), notwithstanding their under kingly rule), of the Chaldeans
difference in other respects; or it took
place on the altar of the sanctuary Lev.

Dan. 9,1, Persians 10,13, Greeks 11, 2;
2 PH to get possession of' the kingdom
11, 21; "8, 22 four kingdoms arise out of

preceded Ez. 16, 20 21; Ps.106,37 38;

the (Greek) heathen nation, i.e. out of the
national territory of the Greek kingdom.

‘20, 3. But the slaying of the children

JER. 7,31; 19,5. At a later period the
name was pronounced Moloch (Vulg.),
.Mohoy. For the mythological aspect of
the worship of Moloch see Movers’ die
Phönizier I. p. 63. 65. 324-451.

Phenic. n2?!2, contracted n>ia, תכעמ

the same, 6. ₪. םר  תֶכְלַמthe Roman em-

pire (Trip. 1), "255 ys non the kingdom of the Libyan Baal (N umid. 5 ‚1) &e.

Ton (with suf. 1339;; from 79%) Aram, | ( לֶאיִּפְלַמEl is King, comp.ואלימלך 
am. counsel, advice, Dan. 4,24, Syr.is ,28 (ךלמיחא. n. p. m. Gen. 46, 17;

‚(counsel), different from Lads,

patr. ann Nom. 26, 45.
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media (Jah is King) n. p. m. 1 Cur.

6,25; 9,12.

mad (the same)₪.p.m. JER.38,6.

pre son (Zedek is King, i. e. God

n. p. + na = n59n ןח (Cart. 8). This
Mlechet or Neit was sometimes worshipped under the image of the moon,
sometimes under that of Venus;

and is

also identified, according to the LXX

mele] invoked as Zedek, see PTY and and Vulg. with namdy. See 123. Accordthe proper names piTY, PIE, PEN, ing to the orthography DIN» (service,
PRT, PITA &e.) n. p. m. of the worship) the Syr., Targ., LXX have unpriestly king at pow, who, as is al- derstood by it the worship of the (starry)
leged, already served the supreme Deity heaven, ofthe heavenly deities(Kimchi);
Jehovah in the time of the patriarchs, but a specific female deity is manifestly
and to whom the tithes were then of- spoken of.
fered Grn. 14,18.

There is an allusion

to this in Ps.110,4; see ep. to Husr. 7,1.

( תכלמprop. same as 2372 which
see, only with the article, because the

( םֶריִּכְלַמGod is the High, see 07738, meaning was still perceptible, and the
DR, pony, ,םֶריִנְלַא Dyim &e.) n. 2.
p |tradition about a queen arose from the
m. 1 Cur. 3, 18.

ya

(the king, i.e. God, is For-

tune, comp. ,עו PWN, IN) 1. p.m.
1Sam.14,49; 31, 2; also written divided

Sns-nsbn 1 Cur. 8, 33.
p2bn (same as D522)m. a name
of the ‘god of the Annmouita: properly

incorrect acceptation of the word by the
Talm. and Vulg.) .מ p. f. 1 Cur. 7, 18.

bbn I. (Kal not used, for the part.
m.  מלללProv. 6,13 should be referred
to the Pihel (ללמ intr. 1. to shoot forth,
to sprout, to grow, of shrubs and ears,
cogn. in sense with בג (22) to spring up,

identical with 79% Jur. 49, 1 3; but ny (mio); deriv. Mahn. — 2. Metaphor.
Am. 1,15 and Zepn. 1, 5 are doubtful;
as a proper name 1 Cur. 8, 2.
addr (from 72% with the termina-

to rise high, to project; a verb 1-22
from 2) also appearing with this mean-

tion D--) m. the name of the supreme

3. to speak, to talk, language or words
being conceived of as sprouting forth,
shooting up; the same metaphorical application being also found in 22 Prov.
10, 31 (with which x-22, Ethiop. 223
may be compared, and ‘whence come ביג
and the proper name 7273), and in חש
(ip, whence חיש Ami). The mouth

deity of the Ammonites (as win» was of
the Moabites), to whom a simple altar
was erected on a high mountain. But
he was perhaps worshipped in the house
by sacrifices of children 1 Kines 11, 5
(in 11, 7 75% stands for it); 11, 33;
2 Kınas 23,13.
1220 (same as p21) m. a name of

the idol n3>”, pba (which see) 2 Sam.
12, 31 Kb.
nba (formed from "137272, as N33

ing; deriv. the proper name "Jan. —

(mB, Dinpid) is imagined to be the soil,
out of which speech grows as fruit (")
Prov. 10, 31; 18, 20 (see יִרָּפ and an).

Deriv. nbn.

Of the three meanings of למ I. here
is from 733; in some mss. Tanya) +
queen, only in
i combination with Dwr mentioned and entirely connected with
(Jur.7,18; 44,17 18 19 25) queen "of one another (to sprout up, to grow up; to
heaven, a designation of n3 or M3, Nni9, project, to be prominent, to rise, to mark
4is out; to send forth or utter sounds, to
ל
Phen. mn (Tareis, ו
prop. Nait with the Egyptian article), speak) the latter only is still found in the
beside ja 592 in Carthaginian inscrip- Aram. 57, SS, 80 that we have nothing

tions, i. 0. the Asiatic, originally Egyp- but the ‘analogies of the language to retian, Artemis. In Phenic. n>}/2 is also fer to in ascertaining the fundamental
a designation of this deity, “hence the | significations. The organic root למis
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closely connected with that in לב"נ II.
(which see), 523 11. (belonging to (ליפנ
( שבלwith the meaning to sprout or
shoot forth, to npaw), b9”y (to >B¥),
 ותm with b or 2. Perhaps
also the verb 57 (51/2), which is to be as-

sumed for the prepos. Sy and bin, meaning to spring before, to step on before, a

Dan. 7,8 20 and by of the person with
whom 6,22, and דצל 7,25 against whom.

sab (from הי dbx Jah is Elevation,
ive. is “elevated; or Jah is Promise) n. p.

m. Neu. 12, 6
men (only constr. 72912, formed from
the Hif. of 7125) m. an ‘on-goad, i. e. the
instrument with which ploughing oxen

sense that the Ar. lee really has and are guided Jungs 3,31; not the pointed

prick on it, which is called j277. The
Targ. wp (sting), Syr. oasis (the same)
is inexact; and the LXX may have read
Pih. 337 (part. Spi, like 135, הכח “p20 Sohn. Phenic. 25 the same, then
and others belonging to Pihel; jut.Son") the name of an alphabetical letter.

which suits the preposition just mentioned very well, has a nearer connection with our stem.

to speak Gun. 21,7; JoB 33, 3; to relate
yon (Kal not used) intr. to be eloPs. 106, 2; figur. to give a sign, Prov.
6, 13 who ins a sign with his feet.
quent, lovely, pleasant, of speech; identical in its organic root yon with that

bbn IL (imp. ;למ fut. לופר pl. om!
in pause) 1. tr. same as למ(PR) Dita, to circumcise, the foreskin Josn.
5,2; prop. like למ to rub in pieces, to

destroy, 2
mol-ere. — 2. intr. to
be rubbed in pieces, to be bruised, to be
scattered as dust, to be crumbled, hence
to decay or perish, of ears Jos 18, 16,
of blades of grass and flowers 18, 16;
24, 24; Ps. 37, 2.

in ץֶלI. ,()ץּול so far as intricate and
soaring

speech

was

looked

upon

as

eloquent and pleasant (comp. (הָציִלִמ
ie II. (Jos 6, 25) has the same meaning. To put it with tbr yields no sense.

Phenic. לב same as Hebr. ub’ IL, and
nxba and תֶצָלְמ (place of clay’, ofmortar) n. p. of a‘locality in
i Africa (Plin.
5, 4; 15106096 in Ptolemy).

Nif. Yon} same as Kal Ps. 119, 103,
Nif.  ל0
 נְמַלְתםfor (כְמַלתֶם
and Yin (3 pl. רללפב,part. prbieg aris- where na should be read.

ing from a mixture of 99 and Y= 3709,

axby (with the article) m. overseer,

comp. >72, m) to be circumcised Gun. set over the pupils at the Babylonian
17,26 27; 34, 22. 17,11 and ye shall be
circuncised as to the flesh of your foreskin.

Po. San (fut. any) to be withered,
to perish, of grass (parallel nam) Ps. 90,
6. dpi Prov. 6, 13 belongs to the
Pihel of ml.
Hithpo. (3 fut. pian?) to dissolve, Ps.
58, 8 he bends his bow )םיצח 727 like

64, 4, Jur. 51, 8 =תֶשק 77) and they

court, subject to the O02)

Dan. 1,

11 16; the article may denote some
definite functionary of the office. As
a foreign word,

it has been compared

with the Laconian 1000000
= Modoocös. With the meaning assigned, it
may be derived, with Ibn G'andch, from
"22 ="x2; if it be not referred, with
Bohlen and Haug, to the old Persian,
where mal (62) means spirituous or intoxicating drink, wine (mod. Pers. mel,
Zend. madhu, Greek u£9v, mead), and

a
like water (93; m3=),
parallel with Da in> ON.
san see bb.
gara )רצ=Sanskrit giras) head, hence
ohn (Peal —
Aram. intr. to head-cupbearer.
speak, same as Hebr. ללמ I. Deriv.
por tr. to cut off, to separate, to break
man.
of, to nip off, the head of an animal

"Pah. San (part. Dunn, fut. (ללובר to Lev. 1, 15, LXX anrowvilev, but also

speak, to talk, with accus. of the object without taking it off entirely 5,8; Aram.
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san, wos the same, Ar. Le =Hebr.

non n.p.m.1CHr.25,4 26. It has
been derived from don L. (to speak) and
of a road. The organic root pon lies regarded as a part of רע Saal) N24
also in ponL, ape L, pera, חל3, miei ריתוה “nin, which, being

P22; hence the noun ds = PB division

m IL, with many ‘modifications of the taken from an old prophetic utterance,
forms a connected series of proper names
oneinal idea.
mipsn (dual an“, with suf. “n>; (see 7573); but this explanation is
forced, though it may have been thought
from mp) m. prop. what one snatches in the accentuation of the sentence.
or seizes, also that which lays hold of, Perhaps from ללב meaning to shine, to
hence 1. booty, especially of persons and glitter, to lighten, to glow (comp. למ 1in
animals Num. 31, 6 11 12 27 32; Is.
49,24 25.— 2. only dual, the two seizers, ( לַמָשַחAr. ו and so ınibn is same 8
the (upper and lower) jaws, fauces, Ps.

22, 16 and my tongue )ךרשכ is here

mae.) cleaves (pata with accus.) to my
jaws; cognate in sense 7m with which
the same image is used LAMENT. 4, 4.

m nibn (Jah is Splendour), like A735.
"Aynen (pl. תועד  גfrom vp) / a
tooth, prop. something biting, grinding

Ps. 58, 7; transp. yon occurs more
fhegaently (which see). n>, Ar.
wipda (from p>) m. the latter or bite, Ethiopic rnbn (mualtahst)

harvest-rain, which falls in the month
7997370 (pl. ni”) f. storehouse, for
Nisan Jo. 2, 23 (Targ.), where ןְשאַרְּב
grain,
granary Jorn 1,17. Commonly
refers only to ’n; after ,הרר 6 seedregarded
as arising ont of הרוגמ (Hace.
or autumnal rain, had already fallen

abundantly (m).

The wip>n wa-

2,19) with a double preformative Mem;

mn 2
ters the earth copiously Hos. 6,3, and but it may come from 937 11. likeז
does good at the right time Deut. 11, and 32 4; the Dagesh in מ is diri14; Jer. 5, 24; it animates and re- mens.
Tan (from 73 after the form רצ ;
freshes Prov. 16, 15, and is a symbol of
animating discourse Jos 29, 23 (fig.). pl. with suff. '7P279) m. measure, length,
"a my time of the latter rain, i.e. the time extent 108 38, 5.
of harvest; on which account 97 accompanies it.

( ןֶבּומְמold Persian) n. p. m. stu.
1,14
16 21 and once K’tib 7999. As
 חֶקְלמand mp7 (only dualמִלְקְחַים 

with suff.7
msn, 22) m. tongs, with
which burning coals and
caught Is. 6, 6; especially
trimming lamps Ex. 35,
Nom. 4,9; 1 Kines 7, 49;
ni and Snr.

in the case of 733773 (which see), nis

contracted from ‘meh, great, and so I;
stones were
from -van, so that much or mach
snuffers, for
38; 37, 23; alone is to be explained.
ninn (from nn after the form רק ;
coupled with

pl.c. (יתְומִמ m. pl. the state of lying dead,
the being dead, concrete a corpse, Ez. 28,
mp>a see Tip 912.
8 and thou liest dead there like 2EN
(from =חַתְלnna) f. a wardrobe-chamber 2 Kınas” 10, 22 (Targ., Ar.)
or dress (Vulg.), same as W12972; Syr. i. e. naked 0
death (arising Eh (treasurer), according to ‘which it various diseases) JER. 16, 4; the slain
is = 1a07n (from jw), connected with 2 Kınas 11,2 K’tib, the Kri has .םיִתָמּומ

maw, conseq. depot, depository. But
asthe signification of nn9, already given,
is sufficiently attested. by the Ethiopic,
the former explanation is more correct.

772% (from “173 I.) m. a mongrel, 1. 6.
one whose father is a Jew and mother
a Philistine Zeon. 9, 6, a bastard Deut.
23, 3, so called from illegal sexual mix-
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tures, and therefore applied to the fruit altar to Jehovah, and God appeared
ממכר

of adultery. The numerous attempts to to him 13,18; 14,13. In the time of
explain this word, such as from רז 0379, Josephus an Ogyges-oak was shewn
"0m (Talm.), from רָצְמִמ (from bien), there (Jewish War 4, 9, 7; Ant. 1, 10,
or from ra =Syr. א to despise, Ar. 4), and in the days of Constantine an
altar was still standing under the oak
yo to ba corrupt, must be rejected.
of Abraham, which the emperor con720% (constr. 432°, with suff. 1737273; verted into a church. For ‘2 mo, also
pl. ִםיִרְכְמ with suff.rapa)m. 1. (from there is 72 alone Gen. 23,17 19; 25, 9;
"> I.) לש Levy. 25, 27 29 50, coner. 35, 27; 49, 30; 50, 13; ‘the LXX and
thing sold 25, 25; Ez.7,13. —

2. (from

Vulg. write Mambre.

Phenieian NR

(Membro) n. p. of a place near Utica,
7972/0 (in mss. also 11497 and "477373,
13, 20.
( תֶרָּכְמִמfrom %9" I) f. same as from “73 with דב prefixed, ‘which is followed by a Dagesh dirimens, as in
“ann 1.Lev. 25, 22.
">27 IL.) possession Lay. 25, 24; Nen.

79927; only pl. 09”) m. pl. bitternesses,
calamities Jos 9, 18.
הפה ממְלַכְתִי, ;mn .lp ,nnbsin .rtsnoc
mwa (so in the absol. state, not
nisbnn) f. 1. dominion, reign Gen. 10,
mun,
like 07972 Is. 10,6; from mur I.
10, kingdom Is. 17, 3; 1 Kıas 11,
to"anoint, dedicate, own) Mm. crowning,
in the genitive with a oun, kingly, ₪
'‘ מVP residence 1 Sam. 27, 5, n תיב Am. dedication , anointing; Ez. 28, 14 thou
7, 13 palace, 12 822 throne Duvt. 17, 18, (px an Aram. form for TAN 28, 12, used
"2 ערז royal children 2 Kings 11, 1. — of the Tyrian king) art like a cherub,
of crowning (a crowned and dedicated
2. kingdom, a people under kingly rule
cherub) that protects far and wide about
Ez. 17, 14; 29, 14, therefore coupled
himself (723017) ; i.e. as the 2749, crowned
with "43 1 Kınas 18,10; Jer. 18, 7; pl.
concr. kings, hence masc. in 1 Sam. 10, 18. by God, and so destined for his presence, enthroned on the holy mount of
mbna (constr. 732) f. same as God (on the mountain of the extreme
abn 1. and 2. Josn. 13, 12; 2 Sam. north, reaching up to heaven) protects
16,“3.
and covers all about it by its wide-,
| expanded pair of wings: so the Tyrian
king is enthroned on his high islandom (from 79%) m. spiced wine, fortress, himself unassailable, sheltering
mized wine Is. 65, 11; .פס 23, 30.
his wide-spread colonies. ’n is omitted
am see ja and -ןמ
in 28,16. The Vulgate has derived the
"mn (from 7% arising out of 7373 word from mw 11. taking it to mean
“sedan

(constr. n23772, with suff.

nab see nahm.

after the form רצמby the drawing back
of the accent, like oan, ban from 0073,

>53) יש
ya

sorrow Prov. 17, 25.

Gesine, vigour, after the form

72%, WAR. Mw,

from אָרְמ to be

strong, powerful, vigorous, whence also
"312 3 which see) n. p. of an Amorite

who dwelt in the vieinity of Hebron,

where was an oak-grove belonging to
him Gen. 18, 18; 14, 13; 18, 1; and

with whom the patriarch Abraham
made a league 14,13 24. In this oakrove (see ןילֶא d) Abraham built an

extensio.

Sui (from Swi2 1., pl. oxynn)m.
dominion; "9 Sy Dan. 11,3 5 to exercise dominion, to"rule, whers 24 (great)
is added to denote the rule of Alexander; plur. concrete 1 Cur. 26, 6 rulers,
lords, princes.

mown 0

Dawn, with a

from Yun 1)% ל ruling Ban 1 i6; ,
dominion, |ruling power Dan. 11,5, of ‘God.
Ps. 145, 13; 'ִמ VAs the land ruled or
reigned over Jer. 51, 28, 2 Car. 8, 6,;
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for which ’n also stands alone 2 8

מן

miraculous account in the Bible.

It is:

20, 13; ip מ for imw Jur. 34, 1; plain from Scripture that it was strange

Bingidon, province Ps."114, 2; 2 Krvas to the Israelites who had no name for
it Ex. 16, 15 31; and the Semitic dia20,13; princes, rulers 2 Car.'32, 9.
lects have also no expression for it, as
nbunn (plur. nioWn7) f. same as they retain the Biblical one in versions.
 מִמִשְלָהGen. 1,
Ps. 136, 8.
It is therefore natural to look for an
pun (e. ,קוד from pw) m. pos- extra-Semitic etymology, which is done
session, ZEPH. 2,9 possessions of thorns, in Fürst’s Concord. s. v.
i. e. overgrown with thorns; comp. Bin
72 (before Makkeph "3, enlarged
ER Is. 14, 23.
from nn) Aram. 1. pron. interr. who?
pman (pl. oopn-, from (קתמ m. sweet- what? Dan. 3,15, Ezr. 5, 3 9, also in
ness, of the organ of speech Gn) Sone indirect questions Ezr. 5, 4. -- 0 Indef.,
hence "דהן every one who, whosoever,
or Sox. 5, 16; of drinks Nzu. 8, 10.
7 (also without pause, conseq. not Dan. 3, 6 11; 4,14. See m.
ya (from M27, after the dn of Tu
after the form WZ, WP, as Kimchi believes,
from
mad, וז from mar) m. denoting the
but also not 8
from 7272 from
the stem mn, since it is 4272 “Nex. 9, male divinity of Mijry 1.i e. "272 (which
20 with the "suff.+, not 273; and not fom see), or the female deity an תש
 כafter the form ,םי on, since Dagesh (among the Phenicians Onka) herself,
is wanting in Nun, and only some mss. who was also worshipped as a male deity
have it) m. manna, i. e. a sort of resin ja. Only in the proper name AS,
or gum sweet like honey, that exudes (which see). — Aram. ןמ see 712.
in drops ()םיִפָמְב from certain trees
ya (from 797 to divide, separate, part,
(according to Chavi el-Balkhi 900 after sunder; constr, ja and a, with suff.

Christ, the Persian „uu=,5 is the same).

The white grains of this gum are like
white coriander seeds (73), which har-

den and drop off, and are transparent
like pearls (m2). They are named
from the very form of the drops themselves Num. 11, 7 8. Popular belief
supposed these particles to fall from the
air to the earth, like honey-dew from

17379) m.

1. a part, portion, like man,

Ps. 68, 24 it (182) receives its portion from enemies. I— is a favourite
longer suffix for %-, particularly in

monosyllabic words Gen. 1,12; and ךרוטל |
is also masc. Ps. 22, 16; Prov. 26, 28.
— 2. only poet. (with suf. "27, twice
in pause "272 Ps. 18, 23, Jos 21, 16,

trees, or to be carried along by the air my 4, 12, omm 11, 20; constr. ya,

Ex.16,15 33, Num.11,9; they were consequently regarded in the light of rain
Ps. 78, 24. Manna was the wonderful
nourishment of the Israelites in the desert Deut. 8, 3 16; 7088. 5, 12; Neu.
9, 20; hence named Dad 727 fruit of
Hansen Ps. 78, 24, oral ons bread of
heaven 105,40, םיִריִּבָא ans angels’ bread
(LXX &ozog cy yéhoor, comp. Wispom oF
Sot. 16, 20).

. As to the derivation and proper mean-

given in a separate paragraph; but the
old construct state "372 also appears in
poetry Jupazs 5, 14; plur. constr. רבב
only Is. 30, 11, as similar constr. plar.
of OR, דע,by occur, viz. "28, ,רד יל
not ‘different in sense from the” ine)
prop. a part of the..., then a prepos. of,
from, so 7372 from me Ig, 22,4, in pause
„m Ps. 18, 23, mn of it Jos 4,12
(referring to "23, Where the old Hebrew selupliontionsin 5, which is vowelless and followed by an extended suffix,

ing of the word, Kimchi and Ibn Esra
have explained it present, gift (from is omitted; but it remains in pein. from
san or 3272), misled by the Hebrew noun them Jos 1 ,90(. The plur. constr. m
 הנor the Ar. 5 as well as by the( Is. 30, 11) and that of the poet. sing.
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“mn (Jupaus5,14; Jon6,16; 7, 6; 9,2
25; 11,9; 12, 29; 15, 22 30; 16, 16;
18,17; 30,30; 31,7; 33,30 86( have
merely the simple meaning of 72 which

מן

seq. from off, away from (ano, ab);
partly, motion from a thing in space

and time, opposite to bX, or modified

in other ways. The following classifisee. — 3. only in pl. 0°372 prop. strings cation is necessary, in order to get a
(Syr. HS hair, then a string, plur. His view of the numerous senses. 1. 79 dePs.33,2 for 4i5>), then a stringed instru- notes the idea of local removal from
ment Ps. 150, 4, therefore no specific an object, which is originally the
instrument. But as it appears in com- separation of a part from the whole.

bination with nothing but specific musical instruments (HDi, 523, 7123, Hin,
מחול,239), it should neither be translated ל (musical instrument), nor
be rendered by "49> (Syr.); and it is a
question whether En did not arise out
of O°9372, from םעכ,"like 239 from 239.
"am Ps. 45,9 is saally regarded as 8
plur. abridged from 07373; but it may
also be a sing. with a collective sense,

Hence out of, &, ex, after verbs to go
out, to lead out, to draw out, to deliver
out of, to withdraw, to help, to drive
out, to remove, to tear out &c., as NE?

Lev. 10, 7, איצוה Jupass2, 12, mon
and awit Ex. 2,10,

2 Sam. 22, 17,

mas Ps. 40, 3, עישוה

7, bug 97,

10,“nbn 108 6,23, Sr Ezr. 8, 22, bbe
Ps. 17, 13, my (with the meaning ‘to

deliyen) 22,21, En 43,1, "12 הָיָה Deur.
and translated: minni-tones rejoiced thee; 33, 7, O25 Nad. 2, 14, ri) Ex. 30,
or, if the accents be neglected, 373 might 33, E94 ‘Zeca. 13, 2, yn Ez. 14,
be translated Armenia with the Targ. 9, רעב Devr. 26, 13, and many others.
like Jur. 51, 27, conseq. from palaces, Hose belong also 9 the coming forth out
adorned with " Armenian ivory, they make of a material, 6. ₪. רצי Gun. 2,19, np?
thee glad.
2, 23, Tipe Hos. 13,2, Sone OF Sor.
2 (in older language usually uttered 3, 9, or the case in which only the
together with the noun following, if the
latter has no article, in which case the
weak Nunis assimilated to the succeeding

verb 10 be is supplied in announeing
the material from which a thing has
arisen Gen. 2, 23; Ps. 16, 4; 45, 14.

a, very seldom: a, as םוחמ

11, ja m22 to have child from or ל

consonant and expressed by Dag. forte, b) origin and ‘derivation from; 80 Dr
6 ₪ 1H, mon; before gutturals ya Gen. 17,16 and 35,11, ja Nx? 35,
nya,

 מִבְצִירJupezs8, 2, הבצע SIN but 5 without a verb 1 Sam. 2, 20, Lav.
21, 17, mon Is. 58, 12 those descended
from shes, i. 6. thy relatives; figur. Jos
TS, DWAIN ןמ, ירחאJa, mann Ta, 14, 4 oh that one might bring a clean
on 2; elsewhere before labials also, as ork an unclean! i. e. how should a
"22779, aa ja, OT 72, extremely clean one come out of an unclean; 73/272
seldom elsewhere as‘caer ya Ps. 104, 7, pia) Jur. 44, 28 the word proceeding
Sir ya 104,6 &e.; or this form is inter- or going forth from me or from them.
changed with the assimilated:‘ones in pa- On the contrary, "51273 Jupazs 11, 34
rallel passages; with suff. "27, in pause means except heri.e. this child. c) pro"219 [see 73]. poet. 47372 Jos 4,12, om cedure from a place, descent from a
and poet. 07372, We Ez. 16, 47, van; people, a race, as }77272272 1 Sam. 9, 1,
myyz Jupass 13, 2,‘ond nan 12, 8;
elsewhere ao in the תו
alwaysin nina ‚ya; in later language

it is written fullybefore gutturals, as "72

form 7/372, as 27272, Mm, 1297) mase. hence as an adjective iin Sn vom, the
prop. a part of‘(as a constr. state of forest-inhabiting boar Ps. 80, 14, WN
72, comp. 72 of 43), then a prepos. from,
|"ya
ר
.פה 5, 6, comp. 372 Ps. 72,15;
out of, partly expressing the taking of on the contrary the ןמ in piaenn Ps.
a: part from or out of the whole, con- 80, 9 depends on yon. d) procedure '
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from and
origination with an author, modified by the idea of local removal,
so Hos. 7, 4 burning by the baker, i. e. as Np? Jur. 13,7, Eccues. 12,11, wpa
the baker has kindled it (with an as- Ez. 7, 26, un Mic. 6, 8, EN Prov.
sonance to o°)N272); "Nw Ps. 9, 4 30, 7, Dp? 1 Sam. 24, 13, מָּ "תַרto
proceeding from my haters; na Jo 6, make a covenant from, i. e. to select for
25 coming forth from you; Juvers 14, a covenant Is. 57, 8, 073 Gen. 5, 29, and
4; Ps. 31,12; 37,23; 62,2; Prov. 16, many others. h) without a verb in cer1; 1 Cun, 13, 2; Hos. 8, 4 Eccuss. tain formulas, in which case the idea
12, 11; compare also 307 NEHEM. of “removal” is to be presupposed, and
6, 8. e) procedure from an imme- ya should be translated far from, withdiate cause that operates freely, and out, as a "we Jos 3, 19 free from,
therefore to be translated through or by,
as nwpy Is. 22,3 by the archers; “an  מִבָּשָרִיwithout my body 19, 26, “2m
Sanat ‚Gun. 9,11 by the waters of the 21,9 without fear; as also whee protecflood; "nm Ps. 37, 23 by God; 4:77 Gun. tion from is meant to be expressed by
ya, as ביאָמ Nan. 3, 11, a7 Is. 4, 6,
49, 12 by the drinking of wine; nya
pon 25, 1-5 The local 8
Jos 14, 9 through the scent; also of a
and
separation of one thing from anmentally working cause Jos 39, 26; of
the means and instrument 4, 9; 7, 14; other is taken figuratively so far as
Ps. 28, 7; of the occasion Ez. 28, 18, and to express preference, selection from
many others. f) the going away or others; this being in effect nothing
removing from an object, the avoiding else than a going forth and removal
of it, the withdrawing from it; so after compared with what or where one was.
verbs of fearing, concealing, hiding, This ya (the Jim 72 of grammarians)
taking care, having aversion, warn- is therefore used. a) to form the comparaing &., as אָרְי Deut. 28, 10, “13 Ps. tives of common adjectives, 6. ₪. 290
22, 24, 719 פל 1,79 Mic. 7,17, 397 ya better than Jupaus 11, 25, ja pina
Ps. 18, 46,bin 114, 7, am Is. 6,4, שער sweeter than 14, 18, a Dan Ez. 28, 3
Nau. 1,5, An, n> Hos. 5,3, 1Sam. wiser than, ב nbs 1 Sam. 0 2 taller
3, 18, “ind Ps. 55, 33, 592 Lev. 5, 2, than, Ya 272 more cunning than JER.
2 Esra.6, 9, "aw and. Sau Ps. 43, 17, 9. In this sense also after intrans1 and 107, 41, yı Ex. 1, 12, m: (Nif.)
Ez. 23, 18, "1 Ex. 32, 8, רוז Jo 19,
13 6. ; also after verbs of being
ashamed, holding off, refusing, ceasing,
desisting, e. 8: ya win Jer. 48,13 to be
ashamed of, i. e. to give way through

itive verbs, as ןמ Day 1 Sam. 18, 30,

shame, }2 "or Is. 1, 29, a 0532 Jur.

m bpp to stand back more than Jos 12, 3,

Ex. 14, 12, Tay Gum. 29, 35, TBI Devr.
9,14; after verbs of falling away, erring,
yielding, as Nom Luv. 4, 2, 132 Jur. 3,
20, Jax Jos 11 20; after the verb to
rest, i. e. to have rest from a thing,
i.e.by removing from what disturbs the

be different a b) as a prepos. to denote the preferable, the more important

ya 23 Ez. 31,5, y3 ln)

JuDGES 2,

19, 7a sa Gay. 19, 9, "m םצע
16,
m a8 29, 30, mn ps 38, 26, מ 373
41, 40 and many others. “Hore belong also
ya “EMT to cause to be less than Ps. 8, 6,

22, 22, vn 5,25, yon Gen. 39,9, Dan a mB Estu. 1,7 to be otherwise than, to
&e., but where that with which a thing
is compared is only expressed indirectly
or imperfectly, so that the idea of com-

parison must often be supplied from
rest, Nay Gen. 2,3, now Ps. 102, 5, the context, as Hos. 6, 6 םיח  לאNPT)
ya ard to desist from Ez. 43, 23, su, nip instead of nibing “ANDY (I de7 to fall away from by sin 2 San. 22, light in... more than in whole burnt היIs. 10, 10 nowy" instead of

'
ר
י
"27087 (superior to the images of
1 Kas 12,"28, ל  הָליִלָח1 Sam. 24,7

22; after 599 ריקוה Prov. 25, 17, ל בר
66

₪ Certain verbs receive a sense

Jerusalem); pve

Jos 11,17 clearer
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7
than the noon- day; manonn Mic. 7, 4 ie. not anything Is. 41, 24, ספאכ
worse than a thorn hedge. c) a still and j"N7 none, not any one, nobody JER.

wider intensifying of the comparison,

10,6 7. In db Gun. 7, 22 those are in-

e. ₪ a בב too many for 1688 7, 2; tended to be notified by v2, which have
79 הָּבְרַה Davr. 14, 24 too far for; m3} the breath of life and live on dry land;
ya Jox 35, 5 too high for; ya NDB? Gen. on the contrary, in Junges 10, 11 12
18, 14 too distinguished for; yp Dy JOB the first construction is disturbed by 472
15, 11 too little for &e. d) after verbs merely on account of the long enumeof taking out, distinguishing, selecting, ration of the peoples. After a negation,
separating, as "Ma Ps. 84, 11, 5427 not anything, not one of 1 Kinas 18, 5;
Ley. 20, 26 &. — 3. the selection ‘of 2 Kinas 10, 10; Naw. 1, 14. d) after
a part out of the whole, as a develop- different verbs expressing taking, tearment of the idea of removing, called ing, eating, being satiated with &c. from
by grammarians mnxp ya, and trans- a whole, as after np» Gen. 2, 22, pap

lated away from (a thing), a part of, 708 33, 6, 528 31, is, qa Ex. 18, 25
some or several of, one of, something &e. e) the separation ₪ one position

of, a piece of. This ya, coinciding in from another conceived of as a removal
part with signification 1. stands a) when from it, where we think more of restthe noun expressing the thing to be ing beside a position; hence from the
separated precedes, 6. g. 27272 שיא side, from the position, which though
Gen. 23, 6 any one of us; Jar. 39, 10 standing off from another position, is
the poor of the people; Ex. 2,7 a nurse dependent upon it. So bymm above,
of the Hebrew women.
b) indefinitely, nnn) beneath, nam within, ץוחמ withomitting the noun, where 77 aa) means out, DIP, aa, dann, 73, לולי
some, several of, as D9 ja Ex. 16, 27 PUT, Son, an &e. — 3. removal
some of the people, pr Ex. 17,5 several relating to time in order to denote withof the elders; nape Sone or Sot. 1, drawment from a supposed point. m
2 let him kiss me with many kisses of is applied in this sense a) to express
love; bb) one of, e. g. mann Gen. 28, the initial point of the time mentioned,
11 one of the stones (see '28, 18); תב from which a thing takes place, from
(a time) onward, since, e. ₪. MYT m
Ex.6,25 one of the daughters; םיִנֶהְלַה 72
nv Neg. 13,21, ty, דא from that
JER. 1, 1 one of the priests; ya 12
time forth, since then JER. 44, 18, Darm
Dan. 11, 5 one of his princes; mening
from youth 1Sam.12,2, ox joa 1 UDGES
Ruta 2, 20 one of our deliverers. In-

stead of the noun a number often pre- 16,17, and 793 an Is. 46,3 from the mocedes, as ja דָחֶא New. 1, 2; a םינש ther's womb, Din 43, 13 from the day
Gen. 6,20; m may Bore 4,2; pwn

on, i. €. Bram now, הסב 19,6 from the

present time, 4772773 Jos 38,12 since thy

yo 2 Kings Im eC) denoting ‘the part days, i. e. since the beginning of thy
of a whole, a great or little part, an life, לבלַה noua Lev. 27, 17 from the beindividual portion of a great complex
ginning of the year of jubilee, opposite of
number; to he translated out of, among,
“ היבלnN 27, 18; the terminus ad quem
some of, @ + D572 some of the blood Ex.
of this time is rapresentad by דע Is.
12, 7; tbe of a part of the night Is.
38,12. op, "272 Ps. 78, 2 means “from
21,11; שּוכְר ya 2 Car. 31, 3 out of his

of old. מ to express the removal
possession ; םיעדקִמ Jos 5, 1 among the of a time from a certain point, but
holy ones; ומ ₪ part of guilt Jos 11, at the same time the continuance of it
6; Ton of the songs Ps. 137, 3. Has till that of the action, 6. g. ob497 from
balan Typ any one of Deu. 15, 7, of old, i. e. a long time ago Is, 42, 14;
naw any one (fem.) of, Luv. 4, 2; and Ps. 93, 2; 1812 Prov. 8, 22 from times of
the negative formulas 73872. of תו

old;

wae: "8, 23

from

the beginnings
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pu Haaa. 2, 15 from not yet 1. 6. before; hence also responding to the ques-

מן

a negative sense meaning that not, when

it depends on the verbs ‘7382 (to be-

tion when? nam Gen. 19, 34 on the ware), 32 איִכָה (to turn away the heart),
following day. "e) keeping in view the 2 Sad (to observe the conduct), "07
closing point of the time whence a (to dehort), DN7 (to reject), “AD (to be
condition or a transaction is supposed shut up), nbw (to send off), now (to forto set out; to be translated by after,

get) &e., mere removal from a thing
being expressed.
So 6. ₪. "an Gen.
omirn Hos. 6,2 from two days onward
31, 29 that thou speakest not, ney 27,
(but excluding them, or after they are
past) i. 6. after two days; ya» Gen. 41,1 1 that they do not see, 3973 Num. 32, 7
and MXR) JosH.3,2 from the end patent: that: they do not pass over &e.; so too
om Is. 49, 15 away from having pity,
i.e. after the end of; oma Jupazs 11,
i. e. so that she should not have pity;
4 after (some) days; oan Dam Tom.
nenn 54, 9 away from wrath, i.e. that
23, 1 after many days; own wow he be not angry. But instead of the
Gen. 38,24 after three months; Din 33 infin. constr. a noun is sometimes put
Is. 24,22 after the lapse of a number ‘of with the same meaning, as 32732 1 Sam.
days; 19217 ja 2 Sam. 20, 5 after the 15, 23 so that thou dost not reign=Tonn;
set time. — 4. Removal transferred to “an Jur. 48, 2 so that they are no longer
the act of going out or away from an a people, =p misqa; wong 52, 14 so
‘immediate cause, a) where the procedure
that hewas no more a man, = שיא nn;
from a cause lies still near, whether it
even a finite verb is once used in this
‘be objective or subjective, whether it
sense, as jap» 79 Deur.33,11 that they
‘be means, instrument or occasion, ןמ
referring to it as a sign of the efficient do not rise (LEX, ‚Vulg.). b) expressing
cause. So 6. ₪. 7272 Gen. 49, 12 from the time from which something has
wine, 1.0. caused by wine; nina Jos taken place, 6. g. רמּושְמ Is. 44, 7 since
4,13 proceeding from visions; on the T established; avy “2 Jos 20, 4 has the
contrary 7, 14 by night-visions, forming same meaning, only the ihm, ny is
the instrument; ya Hos. 7, 5 caused used for it; after, as ץיִקָחִמ Ps. 73, 20
by wine. (Comp. 8 e.) ל ae the after awaking. c) expressing the cause,
cause is less near, hence on account of, hence meaning because, on account of,
because of, as Darm Jo. 3, 24, דחפממ as Deur.7,8 because God loves you. —
6. jn stands before many nouns which
Sone or Sot. 3,8; especially after verbs
become
adverbs, prepositions and parexpressing an affection, may Prov. 5,
ticles by that very means. In such case,
18, Eccres. 2, 10, רמ Rura 1,13, NIN?
it may be taken indeed in the signifiEx. 2,23, wis Mic. 7, 16; or when the cations mentioned above; but it loses
cause is ahindranee, i.e.
i
"203 Nb Ex. 15, its proper meaning entirely, and there23, 92 6,9 meaning from; alsoin the fore this application must be adduced
sense of because, as "gan, "12292 because specially. Here belong a) where jn
not, especially in dependence on a verb, gives prominence to the local aspect
i.e. before the infin.; as [aN because whence a thing is conceived of, correhe loved Deur.7,8 (seesignif.3). c) when sponding to the German -halb: as 372
the cause has arisen from one who is above, Mim underneath, pana withmentioned as the author; hence in the out, 17373 in or within, 122% beyond or
phrases "27 2 Cur. 36, 12 according to over, 1. ₪. on the other side Daur. 30, 13,
command, Dyin according to edict Jon. somewhat different from 1223. Here
3, 7; fig. in pon Ez. 7, 27 according to belong also those local designations in
theirbehaving. — 5. To the various uses which 73 is intended to express distance
immediately after, after the lapse of.

So

> 01 72 before nouns belong its manifold or separation, as }ip72 on the north,
: applications before the infin. constr. a)in ya on the right of; or where it con-
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tains in itself the expression of the Ger-

thing comes Ezr. 4, 21; the cause by

against,i.e. from the opposite side, opposite,
over against; then in local descriptions
generally, as “222 over Jupass 7, 25,
morta on the other side, 273972 round

Dan. 3, 22; 5,19; or the rule according

man -her, as 33373, 97992 prop. from over which, therefore on account of, because

about, van about, along, ping from a

distance, ‘afar. The same is the case
before prepositions, which either have
5 as mira 79 prop. from below, Latin

‘inferne, Haydn prop. from above, Latin superne, “hence beyond;

ann

or not,

as

from behind, 3»'73 from before;

to which a thing is done Ezr. 6, 14;
7,23; hence the adverbs DWP 472 Dan. 2,
47 ofa truth, prop. after or anfing to
truth, i.e.truly; 17% 772 2,8 of a certainty;
so also from, of, after certain verbs Dan.
4,13; 5,19; Ezr. 7, 26. — 2. expressing intensity or increase of the usual
meaning, above, more than Dan. 2,30. —

3. in a partitive sense Dan. 2, 33. — Its
combinations

with prepositions are Mn

na from the side of one, DAR, iR from

these are already infeichanged with 7335,
before one, 1738 ja from that’ N
לִימִין, M22, 23, when the original
from the time "at which &e.
signification is
i lost. b) in order to deya (from 757) see .הנלמ
note exactly from what part or side of
a thing motion proceeds, as ןיבמ Ps.
104, 12 between, prop. forth from between
(the branches), “AND from, prop. from
with, 02% from, prop. from the side of
 ייto the distinction between

“ny and DY), Timm out of, prop. from
the midst of; 527 away from, if לע must
stand elsewhere (which see); nnn’ away
from under Ex. 6, 6, where nnn stands

a

NN (Targ. 92; 3 perf. M279, part.

pass. "sin, 137) Aram. tr. prop. to split,
to divide, to separate, hence metaphor.
1. to number (what consists of parts), Dan.
5,26 God has numbered thy kingdom, i.e.
the days of thy reign. — 2. prop. to
separate, hence to complete 5, 25, parall.

with power.

Deriv. 9927.

Pa. Sara(imper. with the accent drawn

elsewhere; and so “NN, נפל Sara back (יִעַמ prop. establish, to determine,
Mic. 2, 8, Sun. — 7. Sometimes > hence to appoint, with accus. of the perappears before. 72, in order to give, in son Dan. 3, 12, to constitute Ezr. 7, 25,
expressive or emphatic language, pro- with לע over a ‘thing Dan. 2, 49.
-minence to the last point with which 8 | MINIA see 372.

thing begins, from, Germ. von... her, Lat.
inde a, e. g. 2 Kınas 23, 2 from (779)

an (from 433) 7. a song of derision
Lament, 3, 63, same as 93°43, which in

small even unto (729) great; JUDGES 19,
this meaning is interchanged with הלמ
30 from that day ... unto this day, anid
without being carried farther by 32) in (talk) and pry (scorn) Jos 30, 9; LaMENT. 3, 14.

pinya? from afar Is. 37,26. On nand,
rssh see > p. 718 b.

120 (in mss. also ‘7372, see דיִנָה belonging
to 1) and under 733) the being
As to the form of a, it is to be re-

garded as a construct state of ומ (which

see); especially since the Arab. von
(part, piece) is sometimes interchanged

with it; the Ar. Ser Syr. 2, Phenic.
"nis the same vocable; and is pronounced
along with the next word in such a way,
as that the ₪ is lost, just as in Hebrew.

12 (with suf. 722, ‘7372, Man, mn,

scared, hunted, abhorred, cast out 2 Sam.

23, 6.
10 (a resolved form of 7m =אּדִמ
hence from 777, not from =) Aram.
f. tax, tribute ‘Eze. 4, 13; 7, 24.

p70 (def. NY'72%, with suff. "2°73;
from m)

Aram. m. same

as syn in

Hebrew (resolving Dagesh into Nun)

knowledge, wisdom Dan. 2, 21; 5,12; the

im) Aram. prep. same as Hebrew jr: understanding (of a man) 4,31 33. The
1. from, denoting the source whence a name Mendaeans (91373) means Gnostics.

na
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mat (part. zi, inf. constr. niyn, sisting of a hundred common, 50 sacred
imp. hy, fut. 229) tr. prop. to split, >pw in silver (an Attic mina), different
in gold and in copper Ez. 45, 12 (hence
to divide, to separate, hence 1. to num- the triple division there), but where
ber, which is a dividing into parts Num. there is a mistake in the numbers 20,

23, 10; 2 Sam. 24, 1; 2 Kınas 12, 11;
. mai malen (of hard), i. e. overseer

Jar. 33,13. — 2. to appoint, with 2 to
a thing Ts. 65, 12, with an assonance to
27 (65, 11). — 3. to allot, to determine,
to ‘dispose, meanings in Kal which are
still preserved only in derivatives. Deriv.
man, nn, הנמ (pl. (םיכמ,7372, perhaps

also Yin (which see), and the proper
names Ayan, חַרָס mann, 7272, -ןוב

25 and 15; 1 Kines 10,17, for which
2 Cur. 9, 16 has miza (as we should read
for nig); Ezr. 2,69; Neu. 7, 71 72.
The maneh is the sixtieth part of a talent, as Boeckh (Metrol. Untersuch. p.52)
has shewn. Since the Hebr. talent (733)
had 3000 sacred shekels, the maneh must
have had 50. — As a Semitie word belonging to the department of weights,
it came to Greece through the medium
of Phenician traders in the form N22,
RNID, וש uvea, uroa; and through the
same medium it was transplanted to
Egypt. (The word is found in hieroglyphic writing, and in Coptic under

Nif. 3739 (inf. 6. תומה fut. 379.)
to be numbered Gen. 13, 16; 2 Car. 5,6;
to be numbered with, reotonad to, with
AN 18. 53,12; to be appointed, established
100018. 1, 5.
Pih. 3% (imp. ap. ya, fut. ap. ya) to the form anna, emma.) Syr. pars, peas,
dispose, to appoint, with > of the person Ar. <ש the same.
Day. 1, 5, and accus. of the object 1, 10;
mn (only pl. (םינמ m. a part, pl.
to constitute Jon. 2,1; 4,6 7 8; to ‘allot
parts,
times, vices Grn. 31,7 41.
Jos 7, 3; to set, with by over a thing
mn Aram. see .אכל
Dan. 1,11; to give, to occasion, meaning
to andar, Ps. 61,8 cause (12) that grace
sn (constr. 2°) masc. the driving,
and truth may protect him; but as ךמ is
2Kınas 9,20; modern Hebrew 37:7 (pl.
superfluous here and not necessary to the  (מִנְהַגִיםfigurat. conduct, manner, use.
sense, some take it for a Masoretic gloss

aan Ps. 68, 24 see ya 1.

(ja i. 6. > (אָלַמ to Ted.

mama (pl. ni77; from 172) fem. a

Puh. 73% (part. pl. 'omam) to be ap-

pointed, set over, with לע 1 Cur. 9, 29. hollow, which was dug at first Junans
FM (constr. 737, plur. nin, once 6, 2; prop. a light-hole, from “2 to
ning’ and nn, with suf. 772%, from
man) 7: prop. what is imparted, hence a
giving, a part, a portion,
1Sam.1,4
5,
a gift New. 8,10 12, what is due Esra.
2,9, share Ex. 29, 26; Lev. 7, 33; figur.
lot Jer. 18, 25, but which may also be
referred to n372, as Niny2 and ni772 are
better referred to it. Phenic. nn, in pl.
( מִכֶםSid. 5, 4 8); a treasure, a ‘fortune,

riches, as Arab. ee° (comp. ya, 2%). The
Aram. 722, popovds,

may also have

arisen out of a reduplication of the root
ya (but see .(ןומסמ

lighten; not connected with the Arab.

i

(channel, foss).
71972 (constr. 14373; from 393) mase. ₪

shaking , a nodding, ‘of the head Ps. 44,
15, as a gesture of scorn, comp. 22, 8.
( חונְמc. ion, from 153) m. 1. rest,
resting 1 Car. 6, 16, opposite of Yon;
security Tan 1,3; repose Is. 34, 14;
concrete, a place ofrest Gen. 8, 9; Devr.
,28 ;65 providing Ruta 3, 1. — 2. (from
rn; Bestower,
viz. Jah is) n.p.m. JUDGES
31, 2.

AN

 מִכְחָה צסhtiw( us " לחת,ni

272 (pl. O72) m. prop. 8 counting 707; "pl.‘nina;: from m) 8 La 0
off, a determining, measuring, e. g. of quiet dwelling Is. 28, 12, parallel Pel
number, weight; concrete a weight, con- peace, "12 שיא 1 Cun. 22,9 a man, wha
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rejoices in peace, or who creates peace, Phenic. 4379 (Kit. 3,2) n. p.m. Accordopposite of ninnyn שיא (1 Cur. 28, ing to others=2 offspring, son, which
3); ease, refreshing continuance, hence is not less suitable to the context.
 מכוחותa Ps. 23,2 water of refreshing,
0497 (with suff. "Orr, from 033)m
i. e. at which one stays with comfort; 1. flight, fuga; escape, m day to flee Ten,

consolation, comfort, 2 Sam. 14,17; alle- 46,5; m TON flight is frustrated 25,35;
viation of pain JER.45,3. — 2.‘Concrete,
place of rest, lodgment (by marriage) Am. 2,14" and escape is vain even to
Ruta 1, 9, comp. 3, 1; settlement Gen. the swift-footed. — 2. place of flight, refuge, hence applied to God Ps. 59, 17;
49,15 (parallel Yan), where ain is a
2 Sam. 22, 3.
noun; resting-place Mic. 2, 10; Non. 10,
TOAD (constr. nd372, from 12) fem.
33; habitation Is. 32, 18, רי nm Ps.
132, 8 14 dwelling- place of God, i.e. the flight, haste, Is. 52,12 and in haste ye
temple, also called רי nmr Dipn place shall not go out (as from Egypt); Lev.
26,36 fight from the sword.
of Jehovah’s rest Is. 66, 1 or mm תיּב
Yin (constr. 11373; from “93 11. which
1 Cur. 28, 2; residence, of the’ Messiah
Is. 11, 10; resting - place of Israel, i. 6. see) m.prop. a 4 share, with which
the holy land Deur.12,9, 1Kınas 8,56, one furrows the ‘field; Arab. 3, Syr.
also because God dwells there Ps. 95, 1-43; then a weavers’ beam 1 oe 17,7
11.—3.a sinking down, of * "27 Zuon. (LXX uesaxAov, written wrongly from
9,1, as 15) was applied to mn ‘and mar uscdvzıov), 2 Sam. 21,19; 1 Car.11, 23;
(Is. 11,2; Ez. 5,13). ‘a in Jur. 51, 59 20, 5, with which a great spear or its
is difficult, expressing an honourable staff is compared; Kimchi A387 m.

office near "king Zedekiah, whose supe-

rior ()רש was one MI.

‘According to

For this meaning there is in 0 טל

the arg. ()אָתְבְרְּוִמ |and LXX "ais= and in Syr. fica, interchanging r and1.
in
and main (constr. ;תרד plur.
an signifying one who is set over the

gifts to be received and to be given; ac- ninin; from ah) T) fem. a candlestick,
cording to the Syr. 72 means couch, hence 2 Kınas 4,10, especially that in the tasupreme of the couches, chamberlain. Bet- bernacle Ex. ch. 25; 2 Car. 4,20.
ter to take "2 as the downsitting, he that
"730 (with Dagesh in Nun, because
is appointed over the resting-places on a it was looked upon as arising out of
journey, travelling-marshal.— 4.(resting- "12 a; plur. with suff. 371372; see 13

place) n. p. of a locality in Benjamin,

and (רזמ m. a troop, a host, a host of

as far as which the Israelite army, re- mercenaries , Nau. 3, 7 thy mercenary
treating in a feigned flight, enticed the crowds (727) are Uke an army of loBenjamites; more definitely marked by
custs. In vss. 16 and 17 the mercenary
19337 72) Jupaes 20, 43. The same

arıny appears to be denoted by three
technical names, by 0°254 foot-soldiers
see), or also ne en re of the
(comp. "234 Ex. 12, 37; Ar. Je foot),
resting-place) 1 Car. 2, 54.
( טִפְסְרִיםwhich see), and Daran. — The
OTA (only pl. with suf. (יִכְיַחּוכְמ explanation by םיִריִזְנ princes (Sy) or
place iis called תַחְנִמ 1 Car. 8,6 (which

m, pl. same as man

rest Ps. 116,7

( ָךיִנְמdef. not) Aram. see Tan.

crowned ones (Ki mehi) is
1 unsuitable, since
masses of troops are spoken of.

yon (from 42/2 to separate from, to
nat (not used) tr. prop. to distribute,
divide off, to reject, to despise, as in to divide out, to deliver, a collateral form
Ethiop.) masc. a bold, insolent, refractory of man (which see); hence to make a pre-

<>
one, Prov. 29, 21 if any one brings up his
slave delicately from childhood, he will be sent ef, to give, to bestow, Arab. e*
a refractory one in the end (Symm, Vulg.); Deriv. man, and the proper name mim.
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73 (not used) Aram. trans. same as stitution of feasts, Is. lc. By it is
understood the moon as the goddess of
Hebr. rn. Deriv. mn.
fortune,
called Is. 17,8 “wx (= nmds),
may Tessin, nny, ‘with suff. "13272,.
and
worshipped
with 7917; the Egyptians
in; pi.nin, constr. ming: ,with suf.
also
calling
the
moon ₪700 zuyn (Ma ג מִכְחְתִיכֶםmoK )em .f ₪ ל
,tfig
erob. 1, 19). Perhaps it should be comGen. 32,14 19, offered to a noble 43,
bined with Min. Comp. 2722. n. p. of
11, a king Junazs 3,15 &e.; tribute,
impost 2 Sam. 8, 2; 1 Kınas 5, 1; par- Armenian-Persian satraps of the Achaeticularly what is presented to God, a meidae. See de Luynes, Essai sur la nuınism. (Par. 1846, 4).tab. 3. See 72. —
sacrifice Gen. 4,3, Is.1,13, 1
6
2. as the mase, of 772, see Sa (Ps.
29, even of bloody offerings; in the Mo45, 9).
saic law applied only to unbloody ones,
2m n. p. of an Armenian kingdom,
to meat and drink offerings Lav. 2, 1;
6,7, different from maz Ps. 40,7; of sa- like that of Askhenaz and Ararat, which
eles offered to idols Is. 57,6; 66, 3; was also to be shaken at the downfall
Tamm "72 the continual offering Neu. 10: of Babylon Jer. 51,27 (comp. Herod.1,
34; > "a the evening sacrifice Dan. 9, 177 seq.). The Syr. has 1%). It is
21; Ezr. 9, 4.
the Armenian territory of Manavas in
mn (pl. with suf. Ya; from the centre of later Armenia (founded
1272) Aram. fem. the same Dan. 2, 46; by Manavas the son of Haig, see Moses
Chor. 1,11), Miwvas (Jos. Ant. 1, 3, 6).
Ezr. 7, 17.
With reference to 7a the idea was natural
( תוחנמresting-places, only with the to look upon Armenia (Aram. RER,
article and with er middle prefixed) NOS, 'ְ (הַךas originating in "37 DAN.
n. p. of a localityiin Judah (see under The Targ. and Syr. have even taken
( יצֶח1 Cur. 2, 52, mentioned with ma the Hebrew ןומרה Am. 4, 3 (see ןומרה
ums, בָאְוי רצ (= ערצ ma nije and and 5342) in this sense.
mB}; instead of it appears also the
"272 belonging to Ps. 45,9, for which
eman " הַמִנְחַת72 2, 45; Phenic.מִּכְחָא 
is also read "319 = 93272 number; see }72 3.
(Gerb. 9 resting- place, grave.
"270 belonging to Is. 30, 11, see ja 2.
ona (comforter) n. p. m. 2 Kines
ni see mn.
15, 17- 22; comp. the proper names am,

am, am, ar, Damm.
rom Bari as nia, rest, security,
prosperity) 1.n.p. m. Gen. 36,23; 1Car.
1, 40. — 2. (resting-place) n. p. ofa place

in Benjamin 1 Car.8, 6; elsewhere called

772 (def. pr) seo Topp

DIN see mn.
DIN see jn.

 םיבמsee ah.

nave "gr or mm (which see). —
1222 (same as ןימְיְכְּב,son of for3. (in nove (יצח n. p. of a city in tune, a fortunate one) n. p.m. Nen.12,17;
Judah, hence the patron, ‘122 1 Cur. for which 12, 5 has jan.
2, 54.
12% (constr. 42372) Aram. m. number,
"70 f- 1. (out of תינמ from i373, prop. Ezr. 6,17, from Nova, m.
distribution, allotment, destination, hence

72 (prob. same as"33=17272, prop.

fate, destiny; comp. Ar. Kar) the name

representing fortune and fate, who was

distribution, determination, zuyn; from 22)
n. p. of an Ammonite city JupaEs 11,
33, which lay (according to Jerome) four

worshipped by libations Is. 65, 11; an
associate of 3 (which see) a garner

Roman miles from Heshbon on the way
to Philadelphia, belonging at times to

of a female Babylonian deity (Moiga),

of 52, who was worshipped by the in- Israel, and where the best wheat was
53
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produced. This grain was taken to Tyre
‘by Hebrew traders Ez. 27,17.

2770 (with s/f. 05272; from 5753) m.
possession, riches, property, as Ibn Koreish took the word, comparing it with
the Ar. Ju

(the same).

It occurs only

in JoB 15,29 and their riches do not sink
‘downto the earth, i. e. the branches of
their trees, the ears in their fields are
not so heavy as to bend down to the
earth; the suffixD- refers to U as a

מנקית

one, to obstruct, Jur. 5, 25; to keep, to

save, with accusat. of the object and
ya of the thing from which 2,25; to refrain 31,16; to keep back, to refuse Ps.

21,3, Prov. 11, 26, with 772 of the person 1Kines 20,7; JER.42,4; to keep off,

followed by an infin, with זמ1 ₪. 25,
26 34; to keep afar of Prov.1, 15; to
refuse דoB 22, 7, seldom with 5 of ‘the
person Ps. 84,12; to withdraw, the sword

(aceusat.) from blood (172) Jur. 48, 10.
Derivat.
the proper names. san, Dun.
collect. — But as a stem 753 with the

to reise
The stem 93% (Arab.
meaning of the Ar. JG (to 8 to, to
attain to). does not appear in Hebr. at all, has for its organic root 92779, Arab.
Ibn Saruk, Kimchi and others have taken
-8
reduplicated fortis
7122 as a variant of 7193 (by interchange
3 to stand off, to withdraw, אג to
of 5 and >; comp. b> Ex. 17,16 for 03,
7222 Joa. 16,62 for 22), and ander, bar, 5 to hinder &c.), and is connected
stood 23% either=mas or ma5n with with 82 (873) to refuse, to hinder. See
the meaning of תיִל2A (end, issue, death), 2.
one ms. having even D231; or it has been
Nif. 93722 (fut. 92727) to be withheld,
read 037 from men (Pashito), tie (LXX), with 72, of the person JER. 3, 3; to be

 |אצי כֶם81 (, נלאָם,)reieM(ba‘ 373 -slO( reserved Num. 22, 16; to be ו
hausen), Dm ןִמ (Fürst). But the read- on ya Jos 38, 15.
ing 03373 is to be preferred. Gesenius
bapa (from 593) m. a lock, Sone oF
adopting this last, takes 13272 as =אָלְכִמ Bor. 5,5; Neu. 3, 3.
translating their fold, i. e. their flocks.

ora see Dan in 72 3.
1219 (not used) tr. 1. to separate, dity (in the first instance from 533,
vide, split, part, sunder; deriv. 72, 72) | as nba from Dat, y2n from (דַעצ
( מפֶּיםpl.). — 2. same as men (which m. the shoe, shoes, a figure of safe going
sce), to distribute, to-allot to, "to make a Deur. 33, 25, attaching itself to 539
present of; whence (according to some) preceding.
2, "272 (Ps. 45, 9), ya and the proper |
2720 (pl.0vp23%, with suff. 072927,
name nn.
rate,
witha
:
;
6 — 3. to ב
( םָבdelightful, precious, of food
from a thing, i. e. to resist, to oppose,
to be refractory; deriv. in (according | Ps. 141, 4.
»293% (only plur. oir, arising
to some). For the explanation of the
from the redupl. form of 2%) m. pl. the
stem comp. the Ar. ae (to hold off, name of a musical instrument, the sisto divide, to separate), ol (to split, trum, so called from the shaking of the
to separate, to furrow), er to distri- little iron sticks (as 62/0706 from ceiw)
28am. 6, 5. תּרְרְצִצִה (trumpets) stands
bute to.
in 1 Car. 13, 8 instead. The LXX seem
02 see MOM.
to have read 255, (flutes); the Targ.
Yate (part. במ ,imp. Yar, fut. 92727) and Syr. have 29H, aus) quato withhold, keep back, prevent, debar, drants.

m Ez. 31,15; with ya of the person,

MEIN (pl.rתי with ריַתלְקַבִכ-]/9

0"keep at a. sister from, to hold off from "p32 L) f. a vessel for libation or

from one,

6 0 shut up a thing from

sprinkling, a sacrificial dish Ex. 25, 29;

מנקת
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מסגרת

87, 16; Num. 4,7; Jer. 52,19; Syr. loa
libare.
Meg see mp2.

Figur. service, dependence. The femin.
form 19% and the different use of D372
refer to 0072 IL.
 מסmorf( ,022 retfa eht mrof  מצר,
70520 (part. Pik. of "Hi L; according to Gun. 41,51 who makes 6 sor- with ‘suff. 412073; pl. Dad, constr. non,
row and homes perhaps originally from with suff. "2912) m. 1. ‘environs , ‘of a
 נהIl. deliverer up, giver, bestower, city, and as an adverb round about,
viz. Jah is) 1. 2 p. m. of a son of 2 Kines 23, 5. — 2. circle, of the king,
Joseph Gen. 41,51; 46, 20; adopted as i.e. in which he often appears or moves,
his son by J acob, along with his brother particularly the harem Sone or Sot. 1,
Ephraim 48, 1 seq., and so reckoned a .12 — .3 circle, chaplet, ring, 1 Kınas
special tribe Num. 1,10; 2, 20; then ,6 29 and (he covered) all the walls of
used also for the land assigned to the the temple with a circle (2913 in the accus.)
tribe, half on this side, and half on the of Y2R-work.
other side Jordan Josu. 17,8 seq. Patr.
MAD (only pl. mi307) f. a turning,
Wan. — 2. elsewhere as an. p. JuDGES
circling , 00 37, 12 and it (the cloud)
18, 30 K'tib; 2 Kines 21, 1-18; Eze.
turns about in circles (accus.).
10, 30. Phenic. nun n. p. m. (MaSn (from 39 I. after the form
»doans).

ד
 (ִכְתָב ק.m .1 .porp eht ,gnisolcne
7370 (after the form. 733, MEP, prop.
imprisoning,
hence a prison, a jail
abridged from 71772, nN, nang and
Is.
24,
22;
42,
7; figurat. perhaps Ps.
nN272, from Ran ="An, see Fürst’s Lehrgeb.‘p. 177; constr. state same, once nn 142, 8. — 2. only in 2 Kınas 24, 14
Jer. 13, 25, put which is better referred 116; Jer. 24,1; 29,2. It is usual to
to 7272; plur. mini, as if from האב understand by | a locksmnith (one concerned with smithwork) or one skilled in
and nny as if from men) = contribusieges (comp. 18D Jer. 13, 19); or it has
tion, appointed gift, for the king 2 Car.
been considered a peculiar compound
31, 3, priests 31, 4, Levites Nun. 13,
of 73 072 (foreign bondman). But as
10, singers 12, 47, "according to legal

prescription 12, 44; figurat. portion, of  סֶגֶרIm. signifies to cut, to forge (see

par Ps. 16, 5, Dip 11, 6, i. e. what is
ie

a3 the proper portion in a cup,

9), "3573 may haves meant smith,
armour - maker , and coupled with wan

or the lot; portion of prey, of nr> 91H an artisan in implements of war gener-

ally.
TAT (with suff. int2072; pl. ningd%2,
= 022) m. prop. a melting, disappearing, with ‘suff. pry 44072) 7 1. the enclostherefore unfortunate, discouraged one (Ibn ing, hence border, ledge, margin Ex. 25
Ganäch), Jos 6,14 love is due to the un- 25 27; 37,12; cognate in sense 7, 2542.
fortunate from his friend. —
— 2. the enclosed, the bordered about,
On (pl. םיִּסָמ;from 00% 11, not from hence a) a fortress, enclosure, in ined
87) m. tribute, tax, in money or pro- place, 2 Sam. 22, 46; Mic. 7,17; b) a
duets, indefinite Esra. 10, 1; usually technical expression in architecture, an
bond-service 1 Kinas 9, 15 (carried out inclosed, stamped figure on a flat surface,
in verse 20), personal service Daur. 20, an enclosed panel (in the Mishna 534
11; Josu. 17, 3; a bondservant, in the a table, a panel, Targumie 7375 sidephrases סמל  ןתנpain, היה Junazs 1, panel), e. g. in the side- walls of the
28 33; Josu. 47 13; Is.'31, 8; Prov. bases of the temple 1 Kines 7, 28, be12, 24; but דבע stands along "with it tween םיִּבָלְש ibid., 2 Kinas 16, 17;
which panels’were four-cornéred 1 Kinas
too Gas; 49,15; Josa.16,10;
1 8
9, 21; po רט task-master Ex. 1, 11. 7, 31.
53*
63, 11.

IN (in many mss. OND, part. of סמ
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3972 (from 17) mase. a foundation,
ground, 1 Kınas 7, 9.

17792 (with a of motion 7317799;
from 79) m. prop. place of rows of
pillars,’ hence a porch, portico JuDGES
3,23. The Targ. 877094, i.e. eédoa (a
hall for meetings), LXX rooords (an
ante-chamber), Vulg. posticum (a backchamber), Syr. $voz0v (an open portico)
are only conjectures. Comp. ID.
nDn (Kal unused) intr. to melt, to
dissolve; identical in its organic root
7-0 with that in סמ .1 (סַמ86600) , סאָמ1-,

Orc

(from 435 1. = 4x to hedge

sont fem. a thorn-fence or hedge Mıc.

7, 4.
mon (from m3) m. prop. a driving >
of, removing, hence the relieving, of a
myaw2 2 Kınas 11, 6; according to
others, according to carat from no2,

(to give over, to deliver up), but
which is less suitable.
"non (from (רַחָס m. trade, traffic
1 Kınas 10,15.
“WOM (inf. constr. “qen) tr. same ag

nm I, moma I. (to "3 Is. 5,13), 319 (which see) to mix, wine, especially
( מזira), and with m changed into ₪ in to mix it with spices, i. e. to spice, to

 נסI. ‘(which see); comp. Aram. ND’), make it more fiery Prov. 9,5, Is. 5, 22,
junk, Derivat. סמ ( )סאמ0
to to pour in 19, 14 (figur.); Ps. 102, 10
(figur.). Deriv. 79%, 3272”. The organic
some, and Dun (Kimchi).
root is סמ In, also found in 7,
Hif. non 6 pl. On for 101317 after
the Aramaean manner; fut. mom, with
suff. 0722; apoc. 012) to cause to melt,
to dissolve nn, Ps. 147, 18; to cause to
flow, i. e. to moisten copiously 6, 7; to
break up, to destroy 39,12, like ON" 58,

7072, TOR &e.,en which is not identical with the Sanskrit mig, Greek uioyew, Latin misc-ere, since the sibilant
here is not original.

סמ

8; figur. with בכ to cause the heart to 57, 9.

neh, i.e. to make it timid, fearful Josu.

14, 8.

( הָפִמconstr. non, pl.nion; from m2)
f. 1. prop. trial, temptation, searching, hence

a wonder, the testing of a thing, coupled
with nix, neva Deur. 4, 34; 7,19; 29,
;2 that. br which God tries and con-
vinces men, suffering, misfortune Jos 9,

,23 like 0

in the New Testa-

ment. — 2. the ‚temptation of God by
men, 1. 6. murmuring against him; hence

the name of a place in the desert Ex.
;17,7 Deur. 6,16; 9, 22; 33, 8 and also

Ps.95,8; parallel’ ma.
mon ae

non, a feminine noun

formed from 72) f. prop. measurement,

(from )797 m. spiced wine Ps.

Ton (constr. ‘3072; from 320, like

an, 1372 from 723, 119, prop. after the
form 32%) m. a covering , 2 Sam. 17,
19; a curtain Ex. 26, 36; 40, 5, fully
not תַכְרַּפ 35,12; 40, 21; ‘fgur. covering
of protection Ps. "108, 39; to take away
the covering Is. 22, 8, 1 6 to allow to
be seen.
202 f. see maon and mod".

Aaon (only with suff. סמ f. a
covering ‘Ez. 28, 13, which, however, iis
unsuitable; it is better therefore to read

JH292 (from 1392 = 13912), thy image-

work.

1392 (constr. n2Q7; plur. nin®n,
with ‘suff. (םֶתכַפִמ fem. 1. (from 75; L)

number, concrete what is measured of,
a fount, cast, therefore a genitive to day
appointed, allotted; used as a prepos. in
the construct state according to measure,

Ex. 32, 4, ovyx (idols) 34, 17, םיִמְלצ

according as, Devt. 16,10; Aram. non, Num. 33, 52; also 'מ alone, a molten
image, an idolatrous image, made of
Au the same; in Targ. for יד
cast metal Devt. 9,12, Hos. 13, 2, Is.
mon en 119) m. a covering for 42,17, Ps. 106, 19, couplea with mya
the face, a veil, Ex. 34, 3,Targ. NBR m3. “pu Has. 2, 18; different from DEA
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Junszs 18, 17, 55» Daur. 27, 15, ליס map, constr. mp0, with suf. non;
2 Cur. 34, 3; while ni>82 1 Kınas 14, 9 pl. nison, with’ suff. "2072, pnibon)
is in apposition to סיִרָחַא DIOR. NIDN fia heaped up thing, acauseway , a highany n2973 Is.
2 the “golden ‘covering way, on which it is easy to walk Is.
of ‘a cast- image,

which

was

even

of

baser metal sometimes. — 2. (from
763 IL) a weaving together, a twisting
together, hence league, covenant, Is. 30,

1, parallel הצע my; covering, with
which mourners covered themselves 25,
7, parallel wi; accordingly the proverbial expression arose 172 הכפפה
DpDMID 28, 20 the covering is narrow
in proportion to the being wrapped in it,
i. e. too narrow for this purpose; the
situation is inconvenient.
170

(from pp to be bowed,

low,

poor, which see) m. prop. an abstract,
the state of being bowed, the state of
being low, hence concrete a poor, wretched one, fig. as in the case of 29 an upright
one 1200288. 9, 16, but commonly used
like an abstract as 3 genit. to דלי ,4 ,13 שיא
9,15. Ar.
pa
/ ur, Maltens
12572, ea P99 (Targ. for "29, 738);

Hau

the same.

From the Arab. has

11,16;

33, 8; 40, 3; generally

road, which is raised
ened 49,11; a way
31,21; course Jupaus
the wicked Is. 59, 7,

street,

62, 10 or height7,3; 36, 2; .נפש
20,31 32 45, of
of the stars Jup-

08 5, 20; the march of locusts Jo. 2, 8;

metaphor. walk, manner of life Prov.
16, 17, cognate in sense with ,חרא 777;
festival-march or procession (to Jerusalem) Ps. 84, 6; staircase, stairs, ascent,
by raised wainscoting (Rashi) 2 Cur. 9,
11 (= pzd), for which 1 Kinas 10, 12

has 120 ‘from 179 = px.
tston m. same as 150% Is. 35, 8.
mon (only pl. 093207, from "120
to be ‘pointed) m. a nail, a pin, for fastening a thing Is. 41,7. In 1 Cur. 22, 3
 מִסְמרִיםstands instead, from 73972. Ar.
sl
|)

the same, and Aram. denoniin,

RD.

 מסמרsee .27931

mata (only plur. nivio%, once
arisen the Italian meschino, meschinello,
French mesquin, subst. mesquinerie (po-  (מַשְמְרָיתfem. = 139% JER. 10,4, once
verty), Portug. mesquinho, subst. mes- ni920% (from (תֶָרמְסִמ 2 Caron. 3, 9;
quinhez. Deriv.
Eccuzs. 12, 11 and they are -122 (Kal unused) denom. intr. to be a ) (כְטוּכִיםlike nails,i. 6. fixed by scripture.
32072.
nyu? refers to םיִמָכִח “137.
Puh. 729 (part. 27%) to become a 12973
nyeOn see NEON.
Is. 40, 20; who has become a 1202 in
ODIO I. (Kal only in inf. constr. 0512)
his offering (man), i. 6. who cannot
spend much.
intr. to melt, to dissolve, to perish, of a

W3Tn

(from 729) fem. poverty,

sick person Is. 10, 18; identical in its

organic root with that in ה סמ- ,ona IL.,
tm; on the contrary the noun 072 fehich
sec) is to be referred to סמ (om) or
PEO (only pl. n3>9%, from 430 mo (which see) with the same signifi= D2D) ‘fem. prop. place of gathering to- cation.
gether, the productions of a country,
Nif. ( מסonce 0792 Ez. 21,12, in
store 2 Curon. 16, 4; 17, 12; 1 8
pause Dn, 3 pl. Band; inf. constr. 037;
9, .
fut. om,und ON) ‘Jor 7, 5, סא Ps.
( מfrom 307 IL.) fem. the web, 58, 8, “if ON’ II. is not to be adopied for
a is still on the weaver’s beam; the it) to melt, to dissolve, of manna Ex. 16,
warp of a web Junges 16,13 14.
21, wax Ps.97,5; to be loosened, of the
neediness, Devt. 8, 9.
 מש כָּנותsee .79237

mon

(from ללס L after the form

ligaments, that hold the body together

COD
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:22,15; to be floated away, of mountains lamentation Mic. 1, 8, wailing Gen. 50,
Is. 34, 3 (comp. Am. 9, 13); Mic. 1, 4; 10, coupled with "p23 and Dix Esru. 4,
figur. to become lean, to be diseased, of 3; oppos. to dima Ps. 30, 12; wailing for

_cattle 1 Sam. 15,9 (see 113%); to . the dead Zucu. 12, 10, with לע of the
loosened, of fetters Junges 15, 14;
person; or simply in the genitive 12, 11.
. despair Nau. 2,11; Is. 13, 7; 19,1. De.
ipo (from NBO) m. prop. hodge_ Yivat. cam; on the contrary סמand on podge , hence fodder for cattle Gen. 42,
are from. En IL.
| 27; coupled with jam (straw, litter)

Hi.  הַמ8 pl. von) to make faint,
Er) Devt. 1, 28.

₪ Of II. (not used) tr. prop. to split,
.to divide, to separate, to sunder, hence
_metaphor. to number, to measure, to dis-

24,32, Junens 19, 19; comp. bare
NEID f. 1. (from mp9 I.) same as
nn», prop. what attaches itself to, scurf,
scab Luv. 18, 6-8. — 2. (pl. nines,
from neo 11.= MED) a covering, kerchief,

tribute, of a tax, the same metaphor cloth, for wrapping the head, to appear
‚being found also ind>. Deriv. DR, 19m. an oracle-giver by that means Ez. 13,
18 21; as lying prophets at an earThe organic root סמ is also in ץמ
lier period wore a hair-mantle, to pro(Pr), to separate, to divide, Ar. yas cure easier acceptance of their false
to separate, to pick out, therefore to oracles Zecn. 13, 4. nn29% may have
be clean (in olan); on the contrary -been an earlier expression “for the mo דproceeds from another point of view.

( בוכיעalso von with weaker junction;
‚pl. oy 272, constr. wo, with suf. 17200,

dern Hebrew תילט (a prayer-covering).

NEID (constr. 227, with suf. 0292073,
DIE; pl. c. Eon; from “ED 1.) m.
1."(from 73D) a telling , narrative , nar-

Dach) m. 1, (from >22) a depar ture, ration

breaking up, Journey Nun. 10, 2, Gen.
13,3, hence a journey-station, Num. 10,
28, a eng before Deur. 10,11. — 2. the
breaking loose, the springing away, of a
stone, i. e. the preparation, the dressing
‚of it, 1 Kines 6, 7 built of completed
and prepared stones, so that 272 merely
‘describes 1722 more exactly; yet the
word also meant quarry, as the Phenie.
nyd72 (Missua) is an. p. of a Zeug. city
where were stone- -quarries (Strabo 17
p- 834); so too the proper name of a
mountain there; then Hif. y°9m means
‘to break out, ef,stones. — 3. (from 339,
like 51372, Diz from Dra, (םּוש a dart,

Jos 41, 18, Targ. Neop; it may come,
however, from > =.
TS

(from 799 11. = דעצ דצמ = טז

comp. Phenie. n. p. hbo = nbs a
fortunate one) m.a footpath, i8

narrow

way distinguished by a raised panel
1 Kines 10, 12, for which 2 Cur. 9, 11

has nizon.

JUDGES 7,15. — 2. number 1 Cur.
27, 24, Ex. 16, 16, and in this sense

the phrases ל  רב7S, there is no number
to, i.e. the thing is innumerable Junges
6,5; 7, 12; 1 Cur. 22, 16;
or 2778
ehe

unbe,

6

Sone OF Sor.

6, 8, put after the noun adverbially.
In the accus. as an adverb in number,
according to the number, Ex. 16, 16 according to the number of your persons;
especially does it stand so after numbers, to comprehend, as it were, the sum
of them 2 Sam. 21, 20, comp. Greek
aoutua, 0100. — 3. What can be
numbered, hence equivalent to few,
small,

Is. 10, 19

countable,

i. e. few,

small, opposite to innumerableness; so
Deut. 33,6 and let his men be (not) countable,

i. e. let them

be many.

In this

manner especially in the genit.: after
nouns, as 2 ni: Jos 16, 22 years of
number, i, e. a few years; ‘72 nn GEN.
34, 30, 72 "Wie Ez. 12, 16; also as an
apposition to the preceding noun, as 073"

“9 Num. 9, 20 a few days.— 4. (from

EIN (constr. 437, with suff. “Ed; "D2; min) n. p.m. Eze. 2,2, for which
from 129) m. mourning Am. 5, 16 17, Neu. 7, 7 has 072972.
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(same as nern 4). mp.

Lament. 3, 10; Ps. 10, 9; 17, 12; modern Hebrew

Nes. a 7; comp. ne.

\

₪0

( עזבafter the form py; only pl. n'r7,
constr. , רעמon the contrary with suff.

alee (inf. 6. before Makkeph ~"92)
tr. 1, (not used) to separate, to sunder,
TER סה retaining the =; from 719%)
to cut off, to divide, of a whole, Se
m. pl. the Dowels, intestines, nite 2 Sam,
same as "iD (which see), Ar.
(to ,20 ,10 2 Cur. 21,15 18 19, metaphor.
divide, to sunder, metaphor. to measure), the body, the part of the body of the
hence (see Nif.) to count off, 1. 6. to ad- male connected with generation, hence
duce in separate parts; the same appli- ‘a רעב NET to be begotten by one GEN.
cation of the fundamental signification ,15;4 2 Sam. 7, 12; the body of a woman,
being also found in mm, "29, D233 the wonb, uterus Ruri 1,11, Gen. 25,
comp. Samar. 7973 to review, to “number, ,23 fully ex 7372 Is. 49, 1; Ps. 71,6;
to examine, therefore= Hebrew RB, the stomach, the ‘receptacle a food -
Syr. „u to reject, to drive away. — ‘drink Num. 5,22, Jon 20, 14,
3, 3,
2. to dissolve, to unloose, an union with parallel to j93; the belly, which one fills
a person or thing; to practise, to com- 7,19, of animals Jon. 2,1; the external
mit, לע Nun. 31,16, with 2 of the per- body Sonu or Sot. 5, 14, comp. wy
son against sehen it is committed, this Dan. 2, 32; the heart, as the seat of the
being regarded as a dismission of the affections, of sympathy, of agitation Is.
 ברעלfrom self in order to its being 16, 11; 63, 15, coupled with 0~279;
committed against another. A farther Jer. 4, 19; 31,20; Lament. 1, 20; 2,11;
development of the idea is to deliver as the seat of the understanding Ps,40,9.
up, to expose, to deliver over to, like the
Targ. "0% for 373 702, 327; modern Ar. or Syr. „Su the same.
Hebrew Abon, non

9

Arab.

DD (def. nur, pl. 7272, 12%, def. 82372,

m. expose, to give up, a secret. For with suff. Aion) Aram. m. the eternal
the organic root 70772 comp. רק IL, MasDan. 2, 32.
177 6
52 (pl. with suf. DTI) m.
Nif. 79193 (fut. 19%?) to be counted off 0 doing Jos 34, 25; from 723.
Nom. 31, ₪ (LXX); according to Saadia
 מעבAram. m. the same Dan. 4, 34.
to be separated.
5297 (e. ,הבר from may) m. denen (from 957, with suf Daph) m
sity,
1 "Kınas 7, 46 in the compactness
warning, admonition Jos 33, 16, = om
of the earth, i.e. in the compact, loamy
36, 10.
soil.
nid2 f. only in Ez. 20, 37 I will
TIP (constr. 93373, from 29) m. the
bring you תיִרְּבַה m79123, where tradition
passing over, of:m3 % 6 chastisement),
or NEN" (a band) ‘has been thought of;
the coming of blows upon, of the whip
better= nao, n7u2 (fromnd), a ו
Is. 30, 32; transit, over a river, a ford
₪ pan, same figure as in the case of “AD. Gen. 39, 23; over a mountain, a pass
sinoa (from n>) m. a refuge, with 1 Sam. 13; 23.
ja from Is. 4, 6, cognate in sense
nara (pl. ni733972, constr. M7332)
with mora.
41 (from 7322) a passage, ford JupGES
(‘ רָתְסַמafter the form 2032, wip) 3, 28; 12,5 % over a mountain, a pass
A. prop. the hiding, concealing; concrete Is. 10, 29; cognate in sense 3272. —
object of concealing the face (0733) i. ₪. 2. (fom “ay; only pl.) banks ,"sides,
anything abominable, detestable Is. 53, 3. bank--distriets, i. e. the localities there
702 (from Ind; pl. D-IND, with Is. 16, 2, comp. "22 (bank-land, river- >
suff. 179”) m. hiding-place, lurking-corner land). — 3. a bridge Jer. 51, 32.

2
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729% (only pl. ni7272) f. a ford 179 L) m. something lovely, dear, i. e.
Josn. 2, 7; transit, pass 1 Sam. 14, 4. tender children, Jer. 51, 34 he has filled
barn (inmany mss. 5397, constr. 537; his belly with my dearest ones; most
mss. read 723373 from TH which is the
pl. 6aan, with suf.
wlan; from bay)
same; but the accus. is suitable here.
m. 1. a circle, district, Ps. 65, 12 and

thy districts (over which thou ridest in
thunder-showers) drop with fatness. —

13972 (only pl. 0°23") m. delicate meats

Lament. 4,5, fig. delights Prov. 29,17;

2. a round rampart of defence 1 Sam. 26,
5 7, Targ. NDPID, 000%
LXX

choice products, Gun. 49, 20 and he yields

18, 5); the eircular new city of Carthage

(Targ., LXX, Masora, Rashi, Heats,

(choice) royal products.
1 San. 17, 20 cod. Al.) oroozyvhwors ;
mI (only pl. ni2122, from 719II.
comp. Phenic, 33972 (Magal) a round == 723) 0 a fetter, band, binding the single
ship-bottom, a round tent (Sallust, Jug. stars of "2 into a group, Jos 38, 31
(Serv. 1, 421). —

3. (from >39 IL. to parallel to main. Here belongs the ad-

walk long. go along) a track, way Ps. verbial. aceus. nip3372 1 Sam. 15, 32 in
140, 6; like ,חרא man, mbon, Day fetters (Kimchi), though the ancients
figur. manner of acting, way of life, walle thought of the meaning of 717 I. (which
Prov.
2, 9; 4,11 26; Ps. 23, 3.
see).
mos3972 (plur. with suff. yn ia,
( רָדְעַמfrom 917 I.) m. a weeding-hook,
pay) f. 1. a round rampart 1 Sam. of the vineyard Is. 7, 25.
AG 20. — 2. a way, path, figur. Prov.
( תועזכnot used) to be twisted, wound,
5, 21; Ps. 17, 5.
ד ה
enwrapped in one another, of the en-
Wh (part. 99 ‘1a, fut. 39739) intr. same trails, bowels, intestines; comp. volvu-
as un 1. (em), דמ 1 (m), 22 (09), lus from volvo, 1118 from ego. Aram.
73 (373) to waver, fig. to stand insecurely, ROI gut, from 77 to wind, to turn,
to be liable to fall, of םֶיָפְסִרִק Ps. 18,
Kae, yaks 0-0 from Kar to be
37, 539 ידעומ JoB 12,5 whose feet totter,
crooked,
)
25-ב to be folded in one an("םיִרְטַאwhich is fem.) 37, 31; without
addition Ps. 26, 1.

Pu. ( מעדonly part. f. n'y instead
of yan) to be made to waver Prov. 25,19.
Hif. ( המעיד2 p. AYN} for 1727277;
imp. Tyan) to make waver,

other; Aram. xyn, LS, Ar. (per„ao
haps) the same. Deriv. 37 oa un,
and the proper name רעב The organic

root 71-399 is also found in 72-8, Jas,
to cause to 72 433, ‘jz, with an interchange of

tremble, םיָבְתַמ Ps. 69, 24; Ez. 29, 7.

7372 (after the form 72%, from 7791.)

labials.

0

(pl. niyn, with suff. (ריתרעמ f.

m. ornament, dress, deriv. ,ידעמ Im.
TID (after the form man, om

same as 373 (which see), Is. 48, 19 and
the offspring of thy body like its, i. e.

posterous.

darera,

numerous as the offspring of the sea.
mr 0 constr. mI") m. ornament, splensip (from any) m. 1. a small round
dour, of dress (333), Prov. 25, 20 splenbread-cake 1 Kines 17, 12, comp. may
dour (773397 should be read)) of dress in
17, 13. — 2. contortion, perversion, Ps.
a cold day, which is considered pre35, 16 praters of perversion, i. e. slan-

"132 (from החי  רכובJah is ornament)
2. p. m. Ear. 10, 4.

rin a frequent orthography for 1772
which see.

( הָיְדעִמthe same)x.p. m. Nex. 12, 5;
Dip! see Dyn.
,12 TE wrongly written 72, Tin.
ion (a poor one, from 72% = ‘7733
( ןדעמplur. ee suff. Sn; ‘from perhaps 7972="Jia=F012) 2. p. m. 1 Sam.

מעולל
27, 2;

sometimes

interchanged
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III. p. 572); then the name of the whole
district, whence the Gentile pl. 0729372

"thing (from לרה plur. according to (which see); but the distriet may also

mss. Ps. 17,14) m. same as ,לכיש >>’,

have been termed

37372,

because

the

Gent. pl. is also 5°2"¥72 (which see).
Day, Day (J08 21, 11) coll. children, boys
11972 (same as ןועמל the fore-vowel
Is. 3, 12.

11972 (constr. ,עב with suf. 42597, on the first syllable— fell away in the

miyn, pl. with suf. ion) 1.
ye 1.) a habitation, dwelling-place,
rusalem the principal habitation
Jewish people ZEPH. 3, 7; the

(from
of Jeof the
temple

2 Cur. 36, 15, fully ₪ תי yiyn Ps. 26,
8; heaven, fully STR “a 68, 6; 2 Cur.

30, 27; Zecn. 2, 17. Metaphor. of the

pronunciation of the ‘proper name; the
cod. Sam. wrote 3172) masc. habitation of
heaven, citadel of heaven, citadel of God,
the seat of Saturn or Baal in the seventh heaven (Enoch 14,10 seq.; Lydus,
de mens. II. 11 p. 24; IV. 38 p. 74),
which was intended to represent the
tower of Bel at Babel. Saturn or Baal
was called in Phenician 772 לַעַּב Num.
32, 38, Ez. 25, 9, 1 Cur. 5, 8, identi-

habitations of wild beasts, a lair Nau.
2, 12, of on Jur. 9, 10; 51, 37; Ar.
( ששstead). In Ps. 87,7 the LXX cal with Draw ‘bya (Sanch. p. 14) and
read "24373 for 27972; on the other hand, Dat bya (inJewish demonology); here it
it may be taken adverbially in a "N71 ismerely the Phenician name of a place
1 Sam. 2, 29, for the habitation of"God or abridged from RR bya ma Jose. 13,
in the tabernacle. — 2. An orthographical 17, which again is abridged and convariation of tiya a refuge Ps. 71,3; 90, tracted into jig na Jer. 48, 23 and still
1; 91,9; Ton having really this mean- farther into 7193 (which see) Num. 32, 3.
ing in 27,1. — 3. (from 719 IL) the eye, It is the name of a city in Reuben,
look, same as ךיע 1 Sam. 2, '32 and thou which often belonged to Moab, and whose
shalt look with a distressed look Gira (רצ; ruins have been found in the present
comp. 7:2 ער Prov. 23,6, and the modern Hebrew Te .רצ See 112922. —
mis 6 m>n (with suf. in2772,
4: (see Jiyn) .מ p. of a city in Judah, on; "plur. nun, with suff. TO", m,
in the neighbourhood of the mountain-  ) הסינוf.a habitation, house, of the Ela
town 573732 (see 5372 4) Josu. 15, 55, Ps. 76, 3, parallel 75; house, alluding to
1 Sam. 25,2, to which belonged a steppe the lair ‘of animals in the forest JER.
(em), called "a 27m 1 Sam. 23, 24 25 21, 13; commonly lurking-place, hole,
(Robins. Il. p. 193), for which “a'T72 once lair, of animals Am. 3, 4; Nan. 2,12;
stands alone in 25,4, and TaN. 2773 Jos 37,8; 38,40. In the difficult pasis written wrongly in 25, 1. "The eity sage Dev. 33, 27 mn is to be taken
of Ma‘on is now Main on a conical as meaning heaven, height, like iv. 1,
mountain in the south-eastern tract of opposite to moma as this is to boon
Hebron, where cisterns and the ruins of (Am. 2, 9); so that m» should either
a castle are still met with. In the table be considered an adverbial accus. in the
1 Cur. 2, 45, which is probably merely height, in heaven, above; or the reading
geographical, "a is described as a city should be 237219. Accordingly the transin the district of Caleb, by which m3 lation is: in the height is the (helping)
ax )1088. 15, 58) was colonised. —
God of eternity, and beneath, the everlast5. same as jırn Junges 10, 11.
ing omnipotence (for ny“ comp. Dan. 11,
17772 (see ji9n) n. p. of a city in the 15). See min.
ov 1:Gent. pl. of 71972 the Meunim
 הof Petra (92D) east of
Wady Musa Jupezs10,11, as we should 1 Cur. 4,41 K’ri (en K'tib); 2 Cur.
read for 192; Ar. Ma‘an „er (Robins. 26, 7; for which 20, 1 and 26, 8 have
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the transposed form 72479 (as the LXX
rightly render); once in our text 7437
= 972 22 Jupeus 10, 11, for 772, which
the LXX’ actually have. "At the time of
the Jewish king Jehoshaphat they were
identical with the Edomite inhabitants
of mount Seir, and in conjunction with

the south-Arabian interior (Ptol., Plin.),

where

they became distinguished for

their riches in cattle, and their trade in
frankincense. — 2. n. p. of a familystem of the o°3°n} Ezr.2,30, Neu.7,52,
who sprang perhaps from the Meunim
dwelling along with the Hamites (Ca-

the Moabites (axin 72) and Ammonites

naanites).

) עפזרך322) they "marched south-east of
the Dead Sea (233 42372) from Edom
(ofx2 should be read for DIN?) against
the Jewish king, and suffered a defeat
by mutual encounter 2 Cur. 20, 1-20.
Besides the name 0729723, (o-3i2) 20, 1
they were also called because of their
union with the Edomites רה nun
vee, Tew "Aw 20, 23 or ריעט רה
20, 10; by Josephus (Ant. 9,1, 2) Arabians. At thetime of Uzziah, the Meunim
united with the Arabs in Gür-Ba'al (according to the LXX at Petra, according
to the Targ. identical with 73) and
Philistines to attack Judah; but Uzziah

“mii (instead of לדר  תרכרעמJah’s
dwelling--places) n. p. m. 1 Cur, 4,14.

subdued

them all, and made them

tri-

butary 26,7 8. In the days of Hezekiah the Simeonites went forth on a
conquering expedition, and came to 173
(so we should read, according to the
LXX, for 273, which isi perhaps= "73
>a), and arched thence still farther
to'the east of the valley, i. e. to the
farthest south-eastern continuation of
the valley in which the Dead Sea lies.
Here the Hamites, i. e. Canaanites, dwelt

from ancient times, together with the
Meunim who had been added as a new
colony; and the Simeonites established
their dominion over both, as also over
a part of the Edomites and Amalekites
1 Car. 4, 41-49. From their connexion
with the Arabs, Edomites, Midianites
and Amalekites, we see plainly that the

Meunim were an Arabian race, identical
with the Mivaior, Mivvaioı, Meweioı of
classical writers (Strabo, Diodor., Agatharch.) — an opinion which the LXX
also had —, and that as a ueya 008

(Ptol.) they sometimes reached towards
the Red Sea, where they sent caravans
with merchandise to northern countries
(Agatharch., Diod., Dionys.); sometimes

they founded great settlements towards

BALA (constr. עב ,from 77 IL) m.
darkness, Is. 8, 22, same as nyın.

“iva (from רוע IV. = my after the
form bipn; pl.or197, with. suff277°)
m. uncovering, nakedness, hence the shames

pudenda, Has. 2, 15.
trp (not used) tr. same as 193, P37
to decide, to judge, to rule, whence 1272
in the proper name "1272.
1970 and 1432 (so too in the construct state, with suff. "1972, 547, ,רז; הזה
pl. DPI, constr. "17; from דע keeping
the fore-vowel ₪ as in derivatives from

x”; but here 7 is more frequently writion instead of zn, as if the stem were
tay, Ar. dle) m. a strong place, a fortress, of the city 7°> (Pelusium) Ez. 30,
15; of the strong ‘city my of the Syrians Dan. 11,10; YN יד 11,19 the
forts i. e. strong eities of ihe - (east

of Taurus); of Tyre Is. 23,14; םיה ‘a
= 4 the fortress of the sea,

i. e.new

Tyre, built on a small island, called
also o4972 Dan. 11, 38, if we should
not read. סי 1372, on which account we
have there and he honours the god of the
sea- fortresses (Tyre), 1. 6. Melcart, in the

place, i. 6. in Tyre itself; of the strong
seaport Seleucia 11, 7; fully ‘a hy of
Tyre Is.17,9, or iantologicallyiin rm

yg Dan. 11,39; of the temple, which
was fortified 11, 31; of the fortress in

‘Ofra Jupgzs 6, 26.

Figur. fence Dan.

11, 1, coupled with קיזחמ (which is to
be taken as a noun); protection, defence,.
of God 18. 27, 5, Ps.31,5; 52,9, or of
men Is. 30, 2 1 refuge, deliverance JER.
16,19; shelter Prov. 10, 29; Nau. 3,11;
eminent Neu. 8, 10; שאר na helmet
Ps. 60,9; רצ “72 a mountain: castle 31,3,

מעו

coupled with תרְדּוצמ na. Comp. Phenic.
2, דב 2: "Muz in compound proper names,

as לֶא >» Muz-ul n. p. of a

city in Africa; 1272, Musa, Muza, Musta,
n. p. of a city in "Byzacium.
wa (from הזע=HP, TET after the
form Sr from m3)
:
m. the act ofdeciding,
judging, ‘ruling ; abstract, dominion, only in
the proper name 771272, 3777; comp. V7.
But 137) may also be taken as = עב
En (see 127) n. p. m. of a prince
living in the time of Nehemiah and belonging to a priestly family Neu. 10, 9,
who signed with others the statute (72 :s)
then established; and who, like “332
am, >97, 27, &e. gave the ו
lation UE 2 to one of the 24 classes of
priests 1 Cur. 24,18. Accordingly Tiberias, where was the station of this priestly

class, was also called afterwards 771372.
ArMID

Dp
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see mir,יב

urn L (inf. constr, ving, fut. 2737)

us», which exists likewise in 7, on,

m2, 77; but if we adopt the meaning
to draw, to unsheathe (a sword), nya and

the Ar. oa» An be compared. See too
may. Deriv. =
OYA adj.m., ה fem. (from urn II.)
sharpened, whetted,, pointed , Ez. 21, 20,
corresponding to הדחה 21,15; on the
contrary arm 21, 14 = ְהָחּוה 21, 8
drawn.

cya (once 0372 2 Cur. 12, 7, see
Fürst’s Cone., elsewhere only in pause,
with Zakeph שמ and uyn Deut. 28,
62; Ez.11,16; ‚pl. bern; from tun 1)
m. 1. prop. somerkine split off, divided,
ramentum, a little chip, metaph. a little,
smallness, therefore as a noun in connec-

tion with en »r which either follows
in the genit., e.g. oa טעִמ Gen. 18,4 a
little water, לכurn ‘43, 2, ירצ  טעמ43,
11, or precedes iin the constr, state, e.g227 רתיב Deur.26,5 men of fewness, 12 9,2
Dan. il, 34, 'n תּולְכָכ Eccı.10,1; ‚ alittle,

1. (not used) tr. to split off, to break of, paullum, od/yor, smallness, as a noun
metaphor. to lessen; deriv. urn. — 2. intr. Gen 30,30, Ps. 37,16, oppos. to 7127, or
to be little, to be lesseneil,, in number,
value, character, Lev. 25, 16, Is. 21, 17,
Prov. 13, 11, opposite to 22; to be in-

significant Nen. 9, 32.
The stem tz L, taken as analogous
to 9832, 273, nn, is not to be compared with the Ar. 220 (to be smooth,

t0 27 Prov.15,16, 2 16,8, man Eccı.

5, il; also eonvaled ‘with the pl, asa
collective Gun. 47,9, JosH. 7, 3; in apposition to a pl. Neu. 2,12, for which
the

plur. םישעמ

sonia. not

however

till a very late period 1900188. 5, 1. —
2. an adv. (the noun in the accusat.) a
little, not much, in extent Ps. 8, 6, space

naked, hairless), ka» (to rub off, to  לSam.16,1, and time Jon 10, 20; Hy
scrape off, to grind off, to smooth, to
yet a little while Hac. 2,6; 27% um by
pluck out), as if it were identical with
little and little, paullatim Ex. 23,‚30; with
DIR; but it is an enlargement of un I.

(which see).
Pih. 2373 to be very small, in number
Eccues. 12, 3.
Hif. VIF (fut. WI, part. uynn)
to diminish, to make little or small Lev.

25,16; Num. 26,54; to cause thut but a
few ()תיִרָאְט remain "Jen. 10, 24; to do

in a less degree Num. 11, 32, to vive little
Ex. 30,15; in ailverbial construction the
 יinfin. is sometimes omitted, as 2 Kınas

4, 3, where 535} is to be supplied.

ja following, less than, i.e. 00. little,
little for Em 30,15; Num. 16,13; Is.
7,13; on the contrary Ez.16,20 should
‘be translated: was it too little in thy
whoredoms? = num Ten .טעמה --

United with prepositions it is a) עמ
only a little, i. 6. almost, paene, parum

abest, prop. only a little was wanting, of
a eircumstance and an agency Gen. 26,
10; Sona or Sou. 3, 4; also referring to
time, soon, shortly, quickly, Ps. 2,12; 81,

15; Jo» 32,22; or expressive of the suOvid II. (not used) tr. to sharpen, to perlat. by the cumparative D, but a very
point, a sword, from the organic root little, perpaucum, osor שמ Is. 1, 9;

מעטה
26,20; 1Car.16,19.
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b) oyna = טעממ protection, Ps. 87,7 and singers as well

as is often the case with adverbs and

as dancers, all my protection is with thee;

prepositions (see page 718) Hae. 1, 9; LXX 7 xatoimia. Others take 17372 here

2 Cur. 29, 34.
MOP

61,3.

npova

to mean idea, comp. mod. Hebrew yoy.

(from MOY) m. a vestment, Is. More correctly perhaps a look, from 7,9;
(from LY) /. a mantle,

a

wide tunic (see bon) Is. 3, 22; Arab.
bes the same.

and then the translation will be: all my
looks are directed toward thee.
DYI’IN see .םינּועמ

WD (part. pass. m. 39%, f. 139972)

( עמthe sympathy-producer viz. Jah ir. to press upon, to press into, to pierce,
is, comp. ONT; after the form a, “1, a spear into the earth 1 Sam. 26, 7; to
tuo fo 373 morf )279 .2 .m.p  אופא21, 63. compress, to bruise, the testicles Lv.
22, 24; to press, the breasts, i. e. to
 יִעָבae 19, for ררעוב( m. same as handle them immodestly; comp. Arab.
 רשa place of ruins, a place of rubbish,
;18.17,1 coupled with 1397, and chosen 2 to press, to push, IS to bruise, 72
(intr.) to be pressed down, as also 727 in
because of “27.

the proper name 71373; to be low, of a
urn (with uf. “on, 367; pl. pp",
country; it is also possible that it was
with suff brpbyn; from (לעמ m. a cloak, used for Ton and pronounced möch.
an upper garment, a robe, of a high-

priest Lev. 8,7, of a king 1 Sam.

4 Deriv. besides 7i97, the proper names

of a prophet 28, 14; worn over the
nn» 2 Sam. 13, 18; whose putting on is

Mpa, NID.

932 (from 972) 1. (perhaps deexpressed by my 1 Same 28, 14, da 2 pression) n. p. of a region which bounded
1 Car. 15, 27, wad Lev. 8, 7. Figur. the east-Jordan land to the north Deur.
equipment,

in a subjective sense,

i. 6

3, 14; Joss. 12, 5; 13, 11, forming by

with which one is wholly clothed, as itself,like Sinynsg פרא  אבלצDa, בוס
mE Is. 61,10, הָאְנְק 59, 17, vawn (see JuDGES 11, 5, comp. 1Mace. 5, 13,
Jos 29,14; nwa ie. "to be clothed with 2 Mace. 12, 17) and 7153 Devr. 3, 14, a
disgrace, coupled with 7233 Ps. 109, 29. little kingdam 2 Sam. 10, 6 8; 1 Car.
19,7. It belonged to the great Syrian
DY see .עב
12% same as 71% (which see); hence or "Aramaean district, and was therefore
called 72 DAN 19, 6. "Once תכעמ stands
Gentile m. pl. םיִכיִעַמ 1 Cur. 4, 41 K’tib.
for it, ‘to denote the population JosH.
572 (constr. yon and archaistically 13, 13. Gentile coll. *3372 Deut. 3, 14;
D979; I. plur. p07, constr. "32%, with JosH. 12, 5; 13, 11; 2 Kines 25, 23;
suf. "27972; 1. plur. ni, constr, nin whence perhaps nea 13,13 is abr idged.
Gey. 4 11( m. 1. (from mIL)a place — 2.n. p. of the ‘chief city of the small
or ground of fountains, Ps. 84, 7 they Aramaean kingdom just mentioned, at
make it a place of fountains, i.e. rich in the sources of the Jordan on the west
springs (Jbn Esra), comp. 122; Sona or slope of southern Antilebanon, as JeSou. 4,12 a sealed (i.e. debarred) [oun- rome states. Fully, this city was called
tain, of the chaste body of a maiden; a  מעכהma 2 Sam. 20, 14 15,
8
spring, i.e. water bubbling up Jo.4, 18, 15, 20, 2 Kınas 15,29, where it serves

coupled with bn) Ps. 74, 15, רוב Lev. to deseribe more exactly Dax which
11, 36, “ip Prov. 25, 26, "which are
lay in its neighbourhood and bbelonged
applied rietaphar, in the same way;
to Naphthali, in order to distinguish it
fully ov yr 2 Kınas 3, 25; mas 'מ
from others of the same name. The
Song or Sox. 4,15 a garden- spring, ie.

race and territory of Maacha, and con-

in the royal gardens of Solomon (Eccx. sequently also the city Bet-Maacha, were
2, 5); fig. 18. 19, 9. -— 2. same as yon derived from Aram Gen. 22, 24. —

מעכת
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3. (same as 327, al contracted into

מעל

from 39%, with a of motion 157%)

0, queen, princess, i, e. = non, of = prop. what is above, the upper part,
commonly only in combination with 72,
queen of heaven Neit or Tanais) n.
f. 2 Sam. 3,3, 1 Kinas 15,2 10 13 a 1. 6. D927, with the sense of a particle
2 Cur. 11, 20; for which 3%*3™) stands above Ex. 20,4, Am. 2,9, Jos 18, 16,
in 13, 2; 1 Cur. 2, 48; 7;15 Je, — oppos. to NM; in the height, as the place
4. n. p. 0 1 1168 2,29; 1 Car. 11,43; of TOR, Jos 3, 3; 31, 2, םיִקָחַש Prov.
27,16, partly interchanged with sien. 8, 28, Eye) Is. 45, 8, pe 6,2; with
Here too it may have arisen out of 5 (olla above the, for which 5 ,לע

3972, as the name of the place is per- by (which see) also occur Gen. 22, 9;
haps to be referred thereto.
Ex. 28, 27; above a thing JER. 52, 32;
(prominent) above one Is. 6, 2, hence
 מעכתseeמעכה .
not about (LXX xuxAo are over above

 הממועדרכאתרees הwaar
מעכ.

 עלbyam 1 Kines 7, 3.

syn (inf. absol. Sixx, constr. לע

upwards Deut. 28, 43, oppos. "to an,
where, however, it is doubled to strengthen the idea; with preceding j7n denoting
the point of starting 52% means locally
farther upwards, JUDGES ra 36 from Petra
and upward; 1 Sam. 9, 2, referring to
time, and above Ex. 30, 14, Num. 1, 3,
and afterward 1 Sam. 16,13. 5 in addition is very often prefixed to denote

and Gym Ez. 20, 27; fut. 5979 and 923)
tr. 1. (not used) to cover, to‘veil, spoken
of a wide upper garment; deriv. San.
— 2. Metaphor. as in the case of 123,
to act covertly, secretly, i. e. faithlessly,
deceitfully, hence to speak wantonly Prov.
16,10; to sin, by unlawful deeds
2 Cur. 26, 18; to take by stealth, with
3 of a thing, as םֶרָח 088. 22, 20, figur.
to steal from רי ‚by apostasy 1 Cur. 10,
13; to trespass, ‘with a Num. 5, 27; more

2372 means

movement in space, as M232) above,

upwards, over. So after verbs by which
motion upwards is intended to be expressed, 42> wap Ex. 25, 20, 29 Is. 8,

eéeongly Dyn ’n Lev. 5, 21; Dan. 9,7; 21, 305 Ps. 74, 5, Nw? 1 Cur. 14, 2,
Ez. 20, 27.
 להEcctzs. 3, 21, "לדג1 Cur. 29, 25,
The organic root 597 is also found ( הפto turn the 8
0
in >72-iD (to cover), and, the Arab, ive Junezs 7, 13; generally only a small
proceeded from the same fundamental increase to the force of 2972 Deur. 28,
signification, since the current mean- 13, or doubled Ez. 41,7; over Ezr. 9,6;
ings are merely paraphrastic of the but yo follows with this sense 1 Chr.

fundamental one; comp. leo (faith- 29,3. "22 רע to a high degree, exceedlessness, deceit).

An analogy is pre-  שש2 Cur. 16, 12; 17,12; 26,8. A
sented by 333 (which see), as well as farther len
of ל
18
the Arab. put, ded, 00 III.
in “290912 from above upon Gen. 6, 16
un (with suff. 999, 052,2) mase. 7, 10, which is superfluous according

1. (from >») trespase, faithlessness, sin, to our view. This usually takes place
JosH. 22, 6 31; coupled with תאטח when the starting point is above and
2 Cur. 33, 19; commonly supplement- the direction is below 1088. 3, 13; Ex.
ing the idea of the verb 7a Lev. 5, 25, 21; 1 Kınas 7, 25; it is seldom en15; Nom. 5, 6 12; also construed with

3= of the person or thing Josu. 22, 31;
malice, treacherous

action Jos 21, 34.

 בל הגרלהeht noissergsnart fo eht selire
Ezr. 9, 4; 10, 6. For ‘9 »yn we have
"a 072 in Non. 31,16. — 2. (from my,
comp. “272 from ,הרע prop. abridged

tirely = לַעְַּבְב Jur. 31, 37.

syn (pl. 72972, constr. "99%, Prop.
infin. of 2 and put for (לעמ "Aram. m.
the going down, setting, of the sun Dan.

6,15. The doubling of the ל is removed by the extension of the a-sound
("2972 from 7'527), and the plur. marks

מעל

מעלל
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an infin. which has become a noun, with
a noun-idea.

returns home(from Babylon); the moderns

(Herder, Eichhorn &c.) pilgrim-proces-

 לעומfrom above Gen. 27,39; 49, 25; sions, i. e. the usual pilgrimages to
Ps. 50, 4; see > and m.
Syn 0

Jerusalem.

According to Saadia, Ibn

Esra &c. רב refers to a mode of singing
of לע and ya) in an elevated voice. According to Bellermann it alludes to a certain step-like,

see by.
by (from Tayn from may) mase. a ascending rythm.
lifting up, of the. hands Nex. 8, 6.
m7

But none of these

explanations suits all the 15 songs. It is

therefore better (with Fürst’s Concord.)

(pl. תיל ,with suff. ותולעמ , to take the word ni» in the modern
ann; from =>) m. 1. sascent, to a Hebrew meaning excellence, according
high and distant point, 1 Car. 17, 17 to which these 15 poems received the
and me thou hast caused to see Coen inscription superior or excellent songs,
to be read for my) as it were a being a peculiar collection; comp. Phesuccession of men with ‘respect to eleva- nic. 23172 excellence, dignity, yp ב (Mass.
tion, the most distant future being con- 3) dignity of the kind of sacrifice. The
sidered the goal; this passage appears
Arab. &>,0 has also this meaning. —

in an abridged and at the same time a

mutilated form, in 2 Sam. 7, 19. —
2. the going up, journeying up, of the
return from Babylonia, return Ezr.7,9,
33 also being so used (2 Kinas 24,1;

Ezr. 2, 1 &.).

5. only in plur. same as 4739, a balcony,
an

upper

room

Am. 9,6;

vice versa

92, stands for תללעמ in 2 Cur. 9, 4.

mes (constr. תלע72, with suff. 1337
The expression noma = iby, והלנמ ; from by) 1
an

was weed for this idea, because May was elevated lan 6 gallery, ‘Neu. 9,4. —
applied to the return from Babylonia 2. staircase, ascent, 1.e. ascent ona slope,
which lies lower. — 3. only in plur. and after ריעה 1 Sam. 9, 11, nırmb Is. 15, 5,
coupled with m5 thougths, the thoughts \ חוךֶן- na "Josn. 10, 10, DER, 18, 17,
and strivings, prop. -the risings of the  גר2 Kinas ,9 ,72 ?pmaD szepuJ,1 ,63
mind, Ez. 11, 5, comp. myby 157 20,  הציץ2 Cur. ,02 ,61 ot etoned niatrec
32 for בלדלע my. — 4a step, proascending ways, and so to be the
perly what mounts 1 Kines 10, 19, names of certain localities; ascent, where
Ez. 40,26; nib» ibid. meaning a stair; 5 or the genitive follows Nex. 12, 37;
then depres, division, on a dial or arch
i Sam. 9, 11; steps Ez. 40, 31 34 37.
set upon a horizontal surface for the
Phenie.
ns the same; hence n373
dividing of time, the figure being taken
from steps 2 Kınas 20, 9-11; Is. 38, 8. uva (Malet habalas) n. p. of a moun-
 מעלותin the inscription of 15 short tain in Mauritania, aber (ma‘alo, malo,
psalms, Ps. 120-134, has been under- Mallo, mallus) n. p. of: a city of
stood in unsatisfactory and very differ- Cilicia founded by Phenicians and ex-
ent acceptations. As if it were a more plained Aill (Strabo XIV, 4. page
exact designation of ריש (psalm, poem), 675 seq.).
5mern see .למ
with which it stands in the genitive

)הלפית
(כפללרת עס ע, srotalsnart ,XXL(
Vulg.), the Talmud (Middoth, Sukka)

Shon, only in pl. with suf. aa:972
Zeon.
1, 4 K’tib, but which should be
and Jewish interpreters (Saadia, Rashi,
Ibn Esra, Kimchi) have understood it read parb bang fom 2") (which see);

= bby.
as a local word, and rendered it steps 608866. it is not=
(which lead to the temple or some other
( ללעמonly pl. psbbyn, constr. or,
place there), because, as is alleged, they with" suff. P22, nebo, poSbyn;
were meant to be sung there. Others from 553) m. 1. deed, action, a good one
(Theod., Symm., Aq., Syr.) understand
‘JER. 35, 15, or a bad one 44, 22, 802

מעמר
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+ 18am. 25,3, Is.1,16; particularly of men also with respect to; partly the design
‚against God 3, 8; Hos.7,2 their doings or object, hence for the sake of, for the
ensnare them; then a great deed, of God benefit of, as 0223729 Is. 43,14 for your
Ps. 77, 12; 78,7; in a subjective sense | sake, for your advantage 43, 25; 48,11;
with In Zuon. 1,6. — 2. denominat. Ps. 79, 9, explained by 734 לע 106, 8.

from ללוע ו

play Prov. 20,

—

2. as a conjunction: so ‘that, in order

11, but which may also be taken in that, with the imperf. Dzur. 29, 5 that
;signification 1.
you may know; with the voluntative Ps.
WADA (constr. 7237 ,with suf. 0772379, 9,15 that I may relate, for which pn?
TTR from דש I) m. a post, station  אשרstands more frequently Lev. 17, 5;
Is. 22, 19,79 at the side of 1 Car. 23, Nun. 17,5; Deur. 20, 18; 27, 3, as alsa
28; ;'ףנ"לע 2 Cur. 35,15 at their posts; ihen TER, 737 Ex. 12,12. The meaning with
the design that bald good also in Gen.
the position, of serving persons 1 8
18,19 for I have observed him (i. e. have
10,5; modern Hebrew serving posts.
( דמעמfrom the Hof. of way I) m entered into a nearer relation with him)
in order that he may command. In this
the being set, upon a thing, the Bang
sense is also used כ Eccuus. 3,14, רשא
able to stand, standing-place, foundation,
Ez.36,27,Drur.4,40, interchanged with
‘Ps, 69, 3.
nay
(from bie2) fem. a burden,
"weight, m Tan Zncu. 12, 1 a stone of
burden, i.e. hard to be lifted, such stones
having been usual in places of Palestine for the exercise of young men
(Jerome); figur. of the strong mountaincity Jerusalem; comp. Is. 28, 16.

( מעמקonly plur. B°pI2372, constr.
-"pjas7a) m. plur. the depths, of the sea
Is. 51, 10, with םי or om Ps. 69,3 15;

deep abysses, as a figure of misfortune
130, 1.
 מעןdegdirba( morf  כ273 from 9317
[to lean to, to incline to a thing, to
direct the mind and heart to a thing,
i. e. to purpose, to design], 797 with a
similar meaning being also formed from

this stem; with suf. 192372) m. prop.
the 0

oneself to, the aiming after,

yn, or the infin. with 5 2 Cur. 26,15;
pee being generally used as synonymous with an infin. and5,as 9) Prov.

13, 14 = SD עמל

24. Once both

duel beside one another Ez. 21, 20;
“7222 also stands instead of 1+
14
—

3,30 that , as a consequence

of the

preceding, arising out of the idea of aim
and object. In this sense "29 is followed, sometimes by the infin. Am. 2,7;
sometimes by the imperf. Ps. 30,13; Is.
28,13; 44,9; Jur. 27, 15.
220 (plur. m42973; from 39 IL.) .
prop. a depression, sinking, hence a
furrow, furrow’ s-length, only in 1 Sam.
14,14 as half a furrow’s REN in a
yoke of land.
smn 6 72373) m. an answer Prov.
15, 1 23; an answering, granting 16,

a thing; hence purpose, object, consi- 1; obeying, corresponding to 29,19; hearlium, propositum (not significance, as ing Eccurs. 5,19, if it be not rather
some take it), Prov. 16,4 God has made here the part. of Hif.; reply, refutation
yreve gniht rof sti )55( tcejbo )פלבהף, לJos 32, 3 5; decision Mic. 3,7. Prov.
to be distinguished from וה 125799 for its 16,4 belongs to 79% with the meaning
own sake). Commonly used as a particle object (which sce); comp. Arab. it to
with ל prefixed only in 72725 (with suff. purpose.
 ינעמלmob, Da322> &e.), and that
mda see Main.
t.asa preposition: on account of, propter,
 תיִנָעמom הנע IL.) fem. a furrow,
in relation to, partly in order to point

2" ONE to draw Tong furrows Ps. 129,
which account a thing takes place Ps. 3 K’ri.
;48,12 ;97,8 ;122,8 Is.37,35 &c., hence ‘ 219%, pepsin sec TR.
out the motive,

the consideration,

on

מעץ
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( עמnot used) an assumed stem to then wares, goods 27, 27, coupled with
ji, 0925219, the contents of a ship along

the noun 797, but which may also be
from הצע like 12% from 119. See 197.

with the persons (an, mbar, pm

Pia, ברעמ a9, mans “gat; 27, 4
( ץעמfrom הק = הצע to decide, to — 2. (from =ברע IL) ‘place of מ
judge, like "9% from 74) m. deciding, of the setting. ‘of the sun, i. e. the west,
judging, ruling, subst. dominion; only as oppos. to man 1 Cur. 12,15; Ps. 103,
a proper name masc. (dominion of Jah) 12; lands of"the west Is. 59, 19, oppos. to
1Cur. 2,27; comp.( ץעמיַחַא which see),  מלצאPs.75,7; "5 on the west of 10.
,198 mem
1."98; wantward 26,16, of the west( הבצעמfrom )?%2 f. place of sor- |)jordan enact . 30; of Macedonia or
Europe Dan.8
row Is. 50, 11.
71392 (from 729 = Aram. WN, Ar.

2192

 ערבIL.) fem. same as

בא
 >) ו.m na tnemurtsni rof ,gnittuc  מערב2. Is. 45,6.
Is. 44,12 the maker of iron instruments
mn (from (הָרָש fem. only in plur.

for cutting, i. e. the smith; an awe, for

cutting wood JER.10, 3; Arab. ב
the same, from duas & hew.
"1297 (from (רצע m. restraint, hindrance 1 Sam. 14, 6.
1232 (from "¥¥) m. the same, Prov.

ning 1 Sam. 17, 23 K’tib, which the
Ki, 'LXX and Vulg. read ni94rn, the
Syr. and Ar. n97yn (see nosy); but
if the reading of the K’tib be retained,
it should be translated like 1372 2: the
empty, open space before the camp; comp.

Ar. the (a plain),§
Bye the empty space
25, 28.
before
a
city.
( הקעמfrom Hp») m. a ledge, about
1722 (from הרע 111., constr. 73%)
a fiatroof, Devt. 22, 8; LXX ozepary.

( שקעמonly pl. םישקד; from WR?) m. forest, hence the name of a place in
the neighbourhood of 934, bearing the
m. a rough, crooked way Is. 42, 16.
923 1999 (Geba-forest) JupaEs
"199 (from הָרָע L, like 19% from 139) name
20, 33. TheTarg. and Kimchi understand
m.nakedness, uncovering, bareness, hence by ‘a bareness (of houses and trees);
1. the parts of shame, pudenda Nau. 3, 5; therefore an empty, treeless plain; but this
comp. 1192. — 2. Metaphor. an empty, does not suit the ambush. The Peshito
open (bare) space, 1 Kınas 7, 36 accord- has unnecessarily 7372 (a cave); the
‚ing to the open space of each (border).
LXX (cod. Alex.) and Vulg. read .ברעמ

290 (with a of motion 249%, with

may (from Ay I; constr. ny, pl.
ninyn) f.a cave, for concealment 1 Sax.
24, 4, Josn. 10,18, for burying in Gen.
49, 29; of that at "pay 2 Sam. 23, 13,
16, 56) m. 1. (from ay 1) barter, of
wares to be exchanged, and of traffic as  מכפלהGen. 23, 9; “coupled with mn
exchange (like בז onlyiin Ez.'ch.27, (which see), may (which see); ag a
where Tyrian commerce is described; hiding-place Ez.33, 27; 1 Sam. 13, 6;

suff. לברעמ pl. with suff. ףיברעמ only
in Ez. 27, 13, but which is to be taken
as an extension of the sing. like Tin]

3 ברעמ  ןסנ27,13 17 to pay the wares

with“(by), like 3 owiaty yn) 27, 12;

trade,

traffic (so far as goods go 6

make it), 79 249 27,9 27 to carry out

as a lair of wild boasts Is. 32, 14; in
Josa. 13, 4 according to the Vulg. as
the proper name of a place.

( ץירעמfrom pay) m. an object of

trade, to be occupied ih business, "m fear, of adoration, i. e. God Is. 8, 13;
22 27,19 to be in exchange, 27,25 ships comp. 29, 23.
ofTarshishare thy merchandise (mis from
722 (only plur. םיכרכל , constr.

“mB IIT.=19, 559 which see), thy trade; een;
4

from Pay) m. arrangement, dis-

מערכת
posal, project,

counsel,
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Prov. 16, 1, tion of art, a thing fabricated, Ez. 27,16

18, specially ayn 72 damask-work Ex.
coupled with =).
now (pl. nioq2; from 7) f. 26, 1; גרא "2 28, 32; npn 72 26, 36; 73
ning 1 Kınas 7,17;'תשָר 'n Ex. 27,
army generally 1 Sam. 4, 2 16:
21. 4. In 2 Cur. 16, 14 Son תַחְקְרִמ 8
Bm (Ex.30,
In 17, 23 the LXX and Vulg. read abridged from חקר ming '
nip via, the Syr. and Ar. 739373; which, 25 35). Fig. of ‘the works of God, the
however, give no suitable meaning. Also heavens, the earth, the world, creation
arrangement, setting forth, of the shew- 66. Psaım 8, 7; 19,2; Is. 5, 19. More
bread Lev. 24, 6, of the lambs Ex. 39, rarely םיוטעלב meaning roımunze, poems
27, of the wood on an altar JupGES Ps. 45, 2, as works of art. In the sing.
6, 26.
product, effect,Has. 3,17, comp. "95 my;
IR
(pl. nioyn also in the ab- fruit Ex. 23,16; result Is. 32, 17;N
sol. state) f. the same Lev. 24,6; 1Sam. as acquired goods 1 Sam. 25, 2. Fig.
deliverance, restoration Is. 26, 12. — In
17, 8..
Day (only pl. with suf. TPM) Jos 37,7 we should read with the Vulg.
array, an army put in battle-array ; an

ּ כָּלאנָשִים מעשהו,2Iym taht lla nem

m. nakedness, a naked. body 2 Chr. 28, 15.
may recognise his “doings; conseq. ‘72 be12792 (from yy meaning to crush) longs to signif. 1.
f. an instrument for cutting off the tops
"Dw (contracted from הר By, the
of'trees Is. 10, 33, but which the anmighty deed of Jah) n. p. m. 1Cur. 9,12.
cients have taken to mean sudden vio( מעשיָהthe same) n. p. m. Jer. 21,
dence.
1;
29, 21. Comp. the Phenieian proper
nya (a treeless place) n. p. of a
city in the mountains of Judah Joss. names לעבישעמ ,n. p. of Hiempsal’s fa-

ther (Numid. 2, 3), eliminating the Ayin

15, 59.
wyn (abridged from 11937), m. deed,

work, only in the proper names "Dyn,
msn,

amp.

byaring (Numid. 1,3); dxrinx the name
of Numidia, contracted Swen, hence

the Gentile plur. p>>"ipy2 (Numidians)
Numid. 1, 3. For byapyn, לעַביִסִמ

"Toy (conste: הישעמ with suf. 1237, we have dien occurring yaroyn (Num.
we 79; pl. םיומעל,constr. סר with 2, 2) and joyion (ib. 4, 2); as moon

suff. "B22, 1D, ףוטה
ד 6.1 from.moy1)

m. 1. ‘prop. the doing, executing, prepar-

EN (Masaesyl) also appears for לאיש ;
hence the Gent. plur. pawn the

ing, hence business Gun. 47, 3; Ex. 5, 4; name of a people in western Numidia
labour Ez. 46,1, opposed to rest; a
(Livy, Strabo, Polybius); farther דגרוטעמ
manner of life, in a spiritual sense Ex. (Massagada) n. p. of a Numidian (Sall.
23,24; Lev. 18,3; the conduct Eccuxs.

Jug. 108).

4, 3; activity, stirring action, ECCLEs. 9,
( עשיהthe same) n. p. m. Jur. 35,
10; "seldom =n 9927 an evil ac4;
1
Cur.15, 18 20; 2 Cur. 23, 1.
tion, an evil deed 1 Sam. 20, 19, JoB 33,

17, like לַעָפ 36, 9, but which is given

( מעשקהpl. nig-, from pwy) fem.

only by the connexion; in 1 Sam. 1 c. oppression, ezaction, Is. 33, 15; nn
it is better to translate: on the day of abundant in oppressions Prov. 28, 16.
the business (that you know). — 2. a
 מעשרand "ipy12 (constr. ריטעיב with
work, the result of doing, a deed, of
suff.
mar; plur. nines, ‘with suff.
God Jupgzs 2,10, or of men Gun. 44,
15, for which the pl. is also used col- panting; formed from 9) m. 1. the
lect. Gen. 20, 9; 1 Sam. 8, 8; Eccues. tenth, i.e.the tenth part of the produce
1,14. — 3. a thing made, a work, of of the field, of flocks and herds, which
man’s hands, i. e. an idol, Deur. 4, 28; was given to the priests, as 8 המרת Mat.
Ps. 115, 4; generally a work or produc- 38,8; Luv. 27,30 32; Deur. 14, 93 28;
54
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said to breathing out, of the soul ()טפכ Jos 11,

be done typically in
i Gen. 14, 20. Pro- 20; comp. Wp2 Mb}.
perly speaking the Levites veceived the
nen (from. (חפנ m. bellows, JER. 6,
tenth Num.18, 21, Nen.13,5, and then
29, a figure of the lungs and throat;
they gave a tenth of it to the priests 10,
38; and as, besides this, the tithes were Ar. clin.
to be employed every third year in giving
“Bid masc. only in the proper name
entertainments at home Drut. 26, 12-14, nya, probably from 3p? from עפ
which were called רטנופה “e372 .אפוא (995) = 3 L (which see and. comp. mp
10, 89, that year was termed nip my = mp»), splendour, glitter, metaphor. fame,
Devt. 26,12. — 2. a tenth, of measures But the stem may also be pn = 152,
generally Ez. 45,11 14.
N22 to speak, to announce, toקיט
ry see MIR.
identical in its organic root הָפהַמ with
( ףמEgyptian, contracted from nn, mB, hence “pn utterance.

puree (either utterance of Baal,
hence also 12) 2. p. of the city Memphis
from
"en =n}, 832, or fame of Baal,
on the west bank of the Nile in central
Egypt, and the seat of the 3, 4th, 7th from רָפַמ=soonfehlen see) n.p.m. 2 Sam.
and 8" dynasty (of Manetho); used after 4,4; 9,6; 21,7 8; in 1 Cur. 8, 34 inPsammetichus as the residence of the stead לעבד ביִרְּמ,in 9,40 לָעַביִרְּמ,which,
rulers of all Egypt, and therefore taken however, gives another sense. nya =
‘for Egypt itself Hos. 9, 6; elsewhere 1)> 92 which see. From its composition
.18 ;19,13 Jur. 2,16; Ez. 30, 13 16. —

with לפת )6 cunning contrivance of
plans) arose לָפְתיִפְמ1. 6 Mephistophel,
called a) Ma-m-Ftah, i. e. place of Ftah where ben is for nya.

In hieroglyphic ‘writing the city was

(Champoll.Gr.Eg.1, 155--7), b) in modern
Coptic Unnogp, Ummorgg, Nanosg,

( םיִּפָמconcerted from מעוּפֶים dark-

out of which arose subsequently menke, NESSES ך ie. sorrow, misery, see rn)
Memphe, Greek M&ugıs, Ar. ale, The n.p.m. Gen. 46, 21, for which Num. 26,
39 has םֶפּופְט and DEM with the same
signification of the Coptic appellation
sense.
is place (ma) of the good (nuph); of the
Egyptian, place (ma) of Ftah (Vulcan).

Ruins of Memphis are found on the

YD

(prop. part. Hif. of (ץופ m.

west bank of the Nile, south of old that which crushes, a hammer, Prov. 25,

_Kahira.

MWAH 2 Sam. 21, 8 see nyarpy.

18, = yan from pb.

"pn (constr. Dp, pl. constr. "aan,
yon (prop. part. Hif. of >;>) m. ₪ from23) m. 1.the falling off, of 2, i.e.
pressing asker, intercessor, mediator, Lat. chaff, refuse Am. 8, 6. — 2. what falls or
intercessor Is. 59, 16; Jos 36, 32 and hangs down, of thick, soft flesh, hence
he enjoins upon it (mx construed with a 22 005 1, 15 fleshy מכ כל
 עלof the person or thing, never with comp. Latin pendulum, laxum.

3; m2» refers to Win lightning, and as
הֶאSen (from 858; pl. ni”) 7. same
 אזרis, mase. elsewhere, many mss. read
V2Y) notwithstanding an intercessor, i. e. as Mid: miracle JOB 37, 16.
even when a 9"aD7 would have it turned
aside (Targ.).

_ DADA (from 339) m. point of attack,
object of assault, Jos 7, 20.

DD see vom.
nen (from, mpd, constr. nen) m. a

Haben (pl. ,תגלה from 39 L) f. a
division, separated number, class, 2 Car.

35,12 = Made 35, 5; on the contrary
 להis taken as = abe from 4/28 II.
bon (from 523) /. a fall, a ruin,
Is.17,1; see m.
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(from S52) f. a heap of rub-|

bish Is. 23,13; destruction 25, 2.

( ץרפיבpl. with suf. 722%,
ye) m.

prop. an incision,

fron

inlet, hence

oop (from b2_) m. a place of re- harbour haven, gulf Jupczs 5, 17; Ar.

Fuge, "Ps. 55,9 I would hasten to a place | *° 5 inlet.
of refuge for me, described more exactly
np pa (with suff. inpip, from pre)
in the second member; in 2 Sam. 22, 3 i the neck, prop. member-work 1 Sam.
rabbi) should be read.
, 18; Aram. Nps joint.
nzbpn (from p>) fem. horror, terwpa (with ‘suff. Ton, pl. constr.
ror, “monstrosity ; then the name of a “BIER, from bp) m. a sail, different
Phallus-statue for the idol 7x 1 Kines from d2 (flag) Ez. 27, 7; At: of the
15,13; 2 Cur. 15, 16; comp. m, RT sailing, pendant clouds I08 36,29; but
of Goll Syr. RS idol See "AYDEA. it is better to derive it here from w=
on» meaning the bursting, breaking.
whan (pl. constr. יִשלָפִמ from (טלפ
Nyon (from עפ f. the place where
m. the swimming, poising (of clouds) Jon
37, 16, where, however, one may also the separation of the body begins, the parts
read Don (breaking) after 36, 39, or of shame 1 Cur. 19, 4, for which 2 Sam.
10, 4 has ninw.
Sao ‘(rolling , heaving).

( התְפַמfrom rn?) m. an instrument
“nbn (with suf. in>pe, 7m”, On-;
for
opening a door, a key Junges 3, 25;
from. (לפנ f. 1. ruin, Ez. 26, 15 he

then a symbolical designation of the of-
threatening of ruin; fall, 27, 27 on the
fice belonging to the master of a house,
day of thy fall; misfortune Prov. 29, 16.
Is. ,22 22  לע"מַהset over the key, ii.e.
— 2. a fallen trunk Ez. 31,13, perhaps
with allusion to 1323 (see Is. 18, 6); 1 the office ofthekey; Ar.

MMDN (constr. rm”, from np) m. the
a corpse Jupazs 14,8, like cadaver from
cadere, ztapa from הו
opening, of the lips,i
Le. utterance, speech
( לָעְפַמpl. , םיִָעְפִבwith suff. vs, Prov. 8, 6.
jE (c. mp2, from jn» which see)
from" Syp) m. work, of creation Prov.
8, 22
m. the sill, threshold, of the temple Ex.
nbppn (constr. pl. n'oyon) f. work, 9,3; 10,4; of a gate 46,2. The threshdeed, ‘mighty deed, of God Ps. 46, 9; old of the temple was ‘reckoned holy,
and it was not allowed to be trodden
66, 5
upon; but persons leaped over it 1
5
NYDN =. p. see NYE2.
5; Zepu.1,9. In like manner the threshyen (with suff. 425%) m. a smiting olds of the royal palace in Persia were
in pieces, a dashing in fragments Ez. 9, holy.
2,2 “22 weapon of war.
Yin see Pin.
( סיב ץfrom )22 m. a hammer, same
as yop, Jer. 51, 20.
TRPR (constr. 27) m. 1. a number-

ing, / the people 2 Sam. 24, 9; 1 Cur.
21, 5, where 13073 is the sum. — 2. arrangement , Deu 2 Car. 31, 13 according
to arrangement. — 3. an appointed place
Ez. 43, 21, LXX 757) (a separated

RYID (1 pers. once "N72 Num. 11,11;
part. m. אצומ,pl. pais, constr, "NE,
fem. תאצמ instead of תֶאְצ pl. nina,
once fem. sing. אצלמ EccLs. 7,26 after
the manner of verbs הל;inf. constr. nn,
with suf. םכאצמ Gen. 32,20 for DON;

imp. NY; fut. NY) prop. intr. to step

forth into appearance, to become visible,
place). — 4, in “ppt רעו Neu. 3, 1 to appear, to exist, 2Sam.18, 22 and no
the name of a gate in the temple, per- joyful tidings exist for thee (comp. Nif.),
haps the same as Mant IPP Ez. 43, 26. hence 1. tr. with 80008. of the object
to discover Gun. 44, 16, Dur. 24, 1,
TID see 1727.
54*
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with 2 of the person in whom a thing application; comp. Tos. 12, 7. — 5. to
is discovered 1 Sam. 29, 3, Jos 19, 28, reach, attain to, a thing; therefore conwith ellipsis of the object Ps. 17,3, and
 וwith  עדJog 11, 7; to gain, obin a peculiar way 2 Kınas 9, 35 they tain Gen. 26, 12; to get. 2 Sam. 20, 6;
discovered in her (referring to the corpse); to suffice Nun. 11, 22; Junges 21, 14:
farther, to make known Gun. 36, 24; to senses which are frequent in the cognate
explain, to find out, i. e. to shew openly dialects, but not original.
Jos 11, 7; 37, 23. — 2. Metaphor. to
Nif. 82723 (part. m. אצמב ,pl. ON

‚find, i. e. to make appear,

with accus.

of the object; of men Gen. 38, 20, Num.
35, 27, Deut. 22, 27, and things Gen.

and ONE); inf. constr. Ryan; fut. (אָצַי
pass. of Kal: to be understood , com-

prehended, םיִרָבְּב Jur. 15, 16, to be ac36, 24, 2 Kınas 23, 24; of what is
lost Lev. 5, 23; to find 2 Kınas 22, 8, quired, with 9 of the person Dur.
opposite קב Eocrxs. 7, 28; Sona oF 21, 17, to be ‘manifest Jos 28, 12, to

be "found Gen. 44, 16; 47, 14, Bus
Son. 3, 1; 5, 6; to solve, a riddle JUDGES
ing 19, 15, with the addition of the
14,18. — 3, to have, to possess, i. e. to |:
place
18,29; to exist, to live, Nit7a7 ND}
have found, so e. g. ba Prov. 8, 35,
Dan. 11, 19 and he shall be no more =
 מְוּב18, 22, Dn 3, 13, ןח Gem. 18, 3,
BIN]; to be found out, in a number
78 Hos. 12,9, ןיזחLamas. 2,9, םיִלַש
Dan. 11,19; Ezr. 10, 18; with 3 of the
Sone or Sou. 8,10; and in like manner
person to be found in 1 Kines 1, 52;
something bad ' 116,3, Prov. 6, 33,
14, 13, but also construed with by
hence to have or to possess God, i. e. his 2 Cur. 19, 3, לע 36,8, and > Dzur. 22,
favour and grace Deut. 4,29. Here belong the following expressions: a) MRE 20; Epcken of‘ God, to be found by one,
i.e. to shew himself ‘melined toward one
 רדרthe hand has, possesses, i. e. to have,
Jur. 29,14; Is.55,6; 1 Cur. 28,9; comp.
to be in possession of Luv. 12,8; 25, 28,
in the New Testament Rom. 10, 20.
followed by the object in ‘the accus.
Hif. ( המציא1 pers. once E97, part.
Jos 31, 25; seldom does 5 stand Is. 10,
Now,
fut. (איצמי prop. to let one at14; b) zi ִהָאְצ to have power, to be
able Juners 9,33; 1Sam. 10, 7; 25,8; tain to, acquire, ind a thing, with aceus.
once 7 is strengthened by "15 Ecos. 9, of the person and of the object; usually,
10, without altering the sense; c) Nw however, to requite Jos 34,11; to cause
to come, the thunder-cloud Jos 37, 13,
72 to have power, with accus. over one
also like 415017 to deliver over, to give
1'Sam. 23,17, i. e. to get one into the up ZECH. 11,"6; 2Sam. 3, 8, where the
hands, to conquer, but more frequently

with : Is. 10, 10; Ps. 21, 9. Here be-

LXX read maa “M228. — The nouns
nin (wx), אצומ  הָאְצְוִמbelong to

longs also Ps. 9 6 at the time of finding,
i. e. when God allows himself to be NE? or אּוצ
"The fundamental signification is to
found, as Is. 55, 6,
= Px ny,
‘ds. 49,8); בקדתֶא 49 2 Bam. 7, 27 to find appear, to become visible, and the organic

‚heart, i. e. to feel oneself netted by root is NY"; comp. NY (NN).

the spirit, to have heart; די a2n Ps. 76,
NY see min.
6 to find hand, i.e. to have activity and
237 (ons: azn, from =%)) mase.
motion; nix 72 008 33, 10 to shew
1.
place
on which one stands, a station,a
estrangement (i. 6 enmity); pawn 7
place Josu. 4, 9. — 2. Metaphor. a post,
Ecouzs. 7,27 to find out the verdict. office 1s. 22, 19; a military post, a guard
4. to happen to, befall, come upon one, 1 Sam. 13, 23; 14, 1 4 6 1.
with accus. of the person Gun. 44, 34;

Ex. 18, 8; Deur. 31, 17; Ps. 116,3;
the Aram, אמינו Hy, Ar. Clot with

‘the accus. having the same metaphor.

2% (part. Hof. of 323) m. prop. any-

thing placed, a position,

hence

a post,

a military station, a garrison Is. 29, 3,
=ım 2.
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אבצמ. see mak.
3X70 (from A235) /. a military post,
for defence 1 Sam. 14, 12.
( הבצמfrom 2x2) = only in Zecn.
9,8 and I will encamp for (i.e. in favour

lestine 1 Sam. 23, 14 19; 24, 1; a narrowly enclosed place,

after the manner

of old towers Ez. 33,27 (where the LXX
read mi), coupled with הרעב (pit)

as a place of protection 102088 6, 2.
Ar.
old the same, from Ole. The
of; 2 am is the opposite of לע mam) my
house as a military protection (max ac-

city 127 Massada, a well-known fortress inthe Jewish

wars,

received its

cording to LXX = 132%) or as a post name from this word.
of protection (= a). Better with the
ma (once 735%, with suff. mnt,

Masora as אצה = against the march
of the army (Ibn Esra, Kimchi); see 72.
 הבצמ.6) naw; pl. niax, ¢.miaxn,
htiw.ffus" ,IHT ”nb ro מ;ִצַבְתִיהֶם
from ./)2¥3 anything set up, erected, ends
a pillar, obelisk Is. ,19,19 = , ביִצְכthat
of the temple of the sun in Heliopolis
Jar. 43,13; a statue, of Baal 2Kınas 3,
;2 ,10 26 ,27 or of other gods 1 Kınas
,14 ;23 2 Kinas 17, 10; coupled with
nina, םיִליִסָּפ פירט bop Mic. 5, 12;
Lev. 26, 1; a memorial stone, which was
dedicated and consecrated Gen. 28, 18,
and was raised to commemorate
ל
able things Gen. 31,45; 35, 14 (Josn.
;4,9 1Sam. 7,12). From such dedicated
memorial-stones— called by the ancients
(Pausanias, Apuleius) AiYoı Aızagoi or
almkıupevoı, lapides uncti — arose their
idolatrous application.
maz (from הי  בצמ אgathering-place
of Jah, from Nay): n. p. of a city otherwise unknown. 1 Car. 11, 47 (LXX,
Vulg.). Reland understood it to be 33372
N*93% in the neighbourhood of Hebron;
others read main (see 2 Sam. 23, 36).
( תבצמwith suff. mma) f. a me-
morial-stone Gen. 35, 14, on a grave

,35 20 (comp. Phenic. naw funeral-
monument); monumental pillar 2 Sam. 18,
;18 fig. trunk, stock, on which the buds
and growing sprouts appear Is. 6, 13.
73n (from x IL) m. a fastness,
castle, stronghold 10 11,7; 12,8 16;
for which 2 Sam. 5, 9 has הָדְצִמ

TIX (only pl. ni727; from (דּוצ 7.
a high ‘fortress, a mountain-hold, a mountain-castle Is. 33, 16, in Moab Jer. 48,
41, Babylon 51, 30; generally a lurking-

plate, a cave, in “he high parts of Pa-

pl. ni, from (דוצ r. 1. fortress, of
Zion Is. 29, 7 (Gn ‘the accus.); tower,
mountain-Castle, in
| Babylon Ez. 19, 9. —
2. a net 100088. 9, 12, from another meaning of nz.
MTZ see TIN.
 הָדַצִמsee NEM.
ia] (2 pers. f. mH; fut. HEN,
ap. Y73") tr. to suck out, to drink out, to
drain, a liquid; to empty, even to the
dregs; to drink out clean Is.51,17, Ez.
23, 34, a stronger word than “mw; to
press out Jupaes 6, 38. — 12% ake
, to press out the whey. to make
dee: Syr. igs to suck, to swallow,
Lass to press out) is an enlargement of

Ya v2; comp. ה  זמI. Deriv. the proper name men.

 אאmens"(fut. mx), 3 pl. 1x19) 1. to
be swallowed , to be aucken out, 'Ps. 73,
10 and waters in abundance are greedily
swallowed by them (see 5), where the
LXX read incorrectly TRIED; the fig.
expression is not diminished by that. —
.2 to be squeezed or pressed out (blood)
Ley. 1, 15.
mx ₪ + (pl. nix; from px) a
thin cake pressed together, which was
not raised with leaven Ex. 12, 15 18
20 39, oppos. to ven prop. a more exact desionation of nbn Lev. 8, 26, pp
Num. 6,19, o> Ez. 29 „2, 7739 19 39. As
such exclusively were eaten at the passover, this feast was called תלצופה  גהEx.
23,15, Luv. 23, 6, 2Cur. 8, 13, Ezr. 6,
22, in short nix Ex. 12, 17. In connexion with the passover or the springfeast, "2 has been explained, sometimes

מצה
the pure bread, sometimes

the spring-

bread; but better from yr. —

722) contention,
17, 19
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2. (from

quarrel Prov. 13, 10;

(place of reeds, from M¥19 to

swallow , to suck in; comp. אָמְּג ןיִמְא

2 Kınas 18, 36; Esta. 3, 3; utterance
1000188. 8, oa ףלמ 2718, 4; commission
Mat. 2, 4; income Grencribed by law, as
oma nin Neu. 13, 5 what aeorusd
to ‘the Levites: = קח and nw.

nbien and Mbit (pl. ii) f.a

= n. p. of a place in Benjamin Josu. raging depth of the sea Ex. 15, 5, Nun.
18,

9,11, figur. prison, grave Ps. 88,7

. = (pl. constr. תרל בלב,with suf.
nommen; from 11x) f. the neighing, of
horses, a figure of the shouting of warriors Jer. 8, 16; the neighing of lust
13, 27.
NAR see .אצּומ

—
and M73 (plur. nip,
 מִצְלתfrom baz). fem. 1. the raging
depth ‘of the sea (cognate in
i sense Din

from (םּוה Jos 41, 23; Jon. 2, 4 (parall.

D797 23);; Ps.107 ‚24 (parall. ova n2aw);
fully, connected with n 68, 23, as a
( דצמe. Tix; pl. OTE; from THY) figure of the western maritime lands;
m. 1. a net, gin 12008. 7, 26, coupled the raging depths of the "8: Zucu. 10,
htiw חָרֶם. — 2. =  מַצוּד8810001. 9, 41; 11, i. e. a sea of Egyptian peoples, like
nv Jer. 50, 38, םי 51, 30. — 2. (for
erehw owt .ssm evah ממצררים.

TAX (with suf. i417, from 112)m Horn, from bby IL)prop. umbraeulum,
a bulwark; syn or to enclose one tent (comp. לצמ Ez. 31,3; Arab. 49

with a bulwark J08 19, 6.
nmien see

main.
ל

Zucu.1,8

= 130 (Ps. 18, 12),the heaven-

ly habitation oF God (LXX, Syr.), sym-

bolised
by theearthly tabernacle; as the
ark of the covenant (Rev. 11, 19) and
the pot of manna (ibid. 2, 17) are conceived of as carried away into heaven.
coupled with 939 703 39, 28, also fig. The םיפדה there represent the o’n"T in
2 Sam. 22, 2 and -monn
=
Ps. 91, 2; also the fore-courts of the temple (1 Mace.
a place of refuge, a lurking- place, a safe 14, 4). The explanation depth (Targ.)
place, in the heights 1 Sam. 24, 22 or is unsuitable.
depths 2 Sam. 5, 17 (where the Syr.reads
pix (from pix L) masc. same as
MIAR and M743 (constr.nA4Xn, with
suff.ee pl. תי from דּוצ to shut
in) f. 1. a fortress, castle, stronghold,

 ; (מִצוּרָהspoken of the eitadel of Zion

2 San. 5,7; once nimxa na Ps. 31, 3

צוקה

pi straitness, pressure, distress,

eagle with רצ Ps.119, 143 and רוצמ
stands for 0 — 2. capture, object of‘ Jer. 19,9; 2 שוא one in distress 1 Sam.
capture Ez. 13, 21 (where mss. have
22,2.
men). — 3. a net 12,13, coupled with

nun.

msn (constr. n1%12, with suff. FE;
pl. rawr and nine, with suf. "MER,
NED; from may) fem. prop. firm, ap לhence a command, precept, prescription, law, Deur. 7,11; 17, 20, along
withקח,5 ,28  הרותJost. 22, 5, 2 Our.
19, 10, and also ל
with
them PRov. 6, 23; 13, 13; the legally
prescribed life 19, 16; a Commanımant,
of God Devt. 17, 20, 1 Kınas 13, 21,
oppos. to DYÖIN, MIX" Is.29,13; a human
command Prov. 6, 23; 19, 16; behest

( מקpl. constr."p,2%, from prs IIL)

m. 1prop. anything setup, firmly fied, i.e.
a pillar, like 11729 from 729, hence "pn
 אֶרֶץ1 Sam. 2, 8 the pillars of the earrth

(comp. Jos 9, 6). — 2. (from pay.IV.)
a point, crag, height, 1 Sam. 14,5, ‘to
which may also be referred pik 2,8,
identical with ץֶרֶא "N23; comp. "Phenic.
npyn Mesaka, n. p. “of a city in Nu-

midia.

PAIN (plur. תוקּוצִמ ,with a suff.
bpnipen, from pre 1.) f= pin ZEPH.

1, 15; to deliver from it is expressed

מצור
“by  הוציאPs. 25,17,

en
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עישוה

13,

stand forth.

Deriv. ney,

.הָחְצְמ -

107, 6; elsewhere it is coupled This fundamental signification and or-

with רצ 108 15, 24. Phenic. xpx = ganic root are also confirmed by the
“2 , Syr. eyed , -» having the
NPR n. p- of a city, 60860.==קּוצמ 2. Ar.
isn (constr. “i272, from “72 סע same meaning, which is well suited to
“ax 1.( m. 1. straitness, inclosure, hence denote the act of standing forth, of
a state of siege 2 Kınas 24, 10; "23 83 being visible; see 35".
Jer. 52,5 to come into siege, i. e. to be
M0 (with suf. ine, one; plur.
besieged; in the same sense na התְיַה mimen, constr. NIN; from ren) m
"ga Maw. 10,17; Ez. 4,3; ZEcu. 13,9 ‘prop. the high part, the shining’ part
(where rina diould be supplied); "2" of the face, hence the forehead Ez. 28,
“am the days of siege Ez. 5, 2; "מ  ומ38, 1Sam.17, 49, a figure of stubbornNau. 3, 14 waters of siege, i. e. With ness Ez. 3, 7, and of impudence JER.
which people are provided for a siege, 3, 3; but also of spirit Ez. 3, 9, and of
comp. 112 םימ Is. 30, 20; the act of endurance Is. 48, 4, compared with
- besieging Ez. 4, 7. — 2. a wall, a bul- mu &.; comp. frons ferrea (Plin.
wark, i. e. what encloses a place ZECH. Paneg. 35). — Agreeably to its origin
9,3 = ליה 9,4 or tiv; לע ’n םּוש Mic. " בhas the same fundamental significa4,14 to put siege-Bake about; so too tion as the word for face (emp); Hebrew
by 'n m) Ez. 4,2; 72 Vy ₪ fortified city nouns for the fore part of the head, the
2 Cur. 0 5, comp. 11, 5-5 Figurat. face, and forehead, proceeding from the
straitness, distress, oppression, suffering, idea of shining. This explains the fact
, Deur. 28, 53, Jer. 19,9, coupled with
that the Ar. x>5, א Aram. Tex (Ez.
pixa (which see). — 4. (from 2 I.)
3,7), Greek wodcwmoy signify both face
a steep rock, a fortress, as a post and
and
forehead; besides the Semites comwatch 1148. 2, 1 (comp. the noun x).
pare the forehead to the sun (Rashi on
— 5. n. p. of Egypt, poetically used
Eccouss. 12, 2; Vit. Tim. II. p. 475), and
for the usual nv¥0 Is. 19, 6; 2 Kines
to a polished mirror (Arab. Prov. H,
19, 24; 72 vw Mic. 7,12 cities afEgypt; 590).
"2 Yan? Is. 19, 6

the

branches

and

MISA (constr. (תַחְצְמ f. a greave,
canals of the Nile; Coptic Metouro
prop.
an artificial front of the leg 1 Sam.
kingdom; but the Hebrews thought of
17,6.
The femin. is used of inanimate
מִצְרִיֶם,whose sing. is IX}.
things.
“AS (with suf. yn) m. siege Ez.
>x0 (from 5>¥I.after the form ER,
4,8, same as iv7 1.

20%) m. Ez. 31,3a shadowing.

mys and הָרְצִמ (pl. min”) fem.
( הָלְצִמpl. nib; from bby IL) 7.
loa ‘siege-machine ,"ממ DR to set up a
a little bell, an ornament of horses, on
siege- engine, with לע Is. 29, 3.—
0
which characters were written ZECH.
fortress, 2 Cur. 11, 11, fally my 14, 41, 02.
5 or plur. 11,10 23 ind 12,4 cities of
fortresses, i. e. fortified cities; m רצנ to

nox

(according to the LXX and

keep the fortresses Nau. 2, 2, an al- Syr. from Sox IL; also written mp)
fem. see הָלּוצִמ 2.
literation.
MX (with suff. Fn; from 2)
‘fem. same as הצב 2. Is. 41,12 quarrel,
strife.

MI

non see הָלּוצְמ 2.
 מְצָלָתdednetxe( morf  = מצלת251,
like תשא from NER =muß, conseq. from

(not used) intr. to shine, to de L; "but as only the dual mbes

‚glitter, same as X,

to shine forth, to agin, one might also adopt for it a

מצנפת

מצפן

6

singul.  להthe Dagesh being lost
in the vowelless 5; comp. mbxy, dual
 (עִצַלְמִּים/. a kind of cymbal ‘consisting
of two ‘plates 1 Cur. 13, 8; 15, 16 19

10, 19-25,

a document respecting the

constitution was laid up before God, and
where the people generally were wont
to convene 7,5 seq. In 1 Mace. 3, 46
mgos28; 16,5 42; 25,1 6; 2 Cur. 5, 12 1 we read of this place 2 2
evyjs
eis
Mooonpa
76
modtegov
tH
29, 25; Ezr. 3, 10; Neu. 12, 97. In
’Iooganı. Afterwards Mizpa, which was an
2 Sam. 6, 5 םיִלְצְלְצ stands for it.
hour’s distance from Rama (Robins. U.

n232 (from Mr) 7. a turban (so p. 362), was converted into a fortress with
called from its being wound about) of a cistern 1 Kınas 15, 22; Jer. 41, 9;
the high priest Ex. 28, 4 37 39; Lev.
8,9; 16,4; and of the king Ez. 21, 31;

2 Cur. 16, 6. Then Gedaliah took up his
residence there JEr. 40, 6. After the rean emblem of dignity.
turn from Babylon it was the seat of a
( עצובfrom עצי( masc. a couch Is.“ ww, and formed a peculiar district Nex.
3, 7 15 19. — 2. written for 527 in
82, 02.

ws (only pl. constr. 192%, with
suf’."DEN; from 92) m. step, walk,
that one enters upon Ps. 37, 23; Prov.
20, 24; figur. followers Dan. id, 43;

Gilead. See TBR.
( מִצְפָּהconstr, max, from (הָפְצ m.
1. a mountain-fort,

which

a scout

a watch-tower,

or watchman

on

(3%2n)

comp. Br in this sense Ex. 11, 8; stands Is. 21, 8, or whence a plain can
so too van Jupagss 4,10; 5,15, con- be surveyed 2 Cur. 20, 24. — 2. (fort,
(Sandia), watch-tower) n. p. of many elevated,
fort-like localities, which are determined
more exactly by additions or by means
of the context, as a) באר EX" (watch27) with Dagesh euphonic = “xn, tower of Moab) n. p. "of a ‘place lying
as jn here yields no satisfactory sense) above באלמ niaqy, to which one could
adj. f. little, small, Dan. 8, 9 = mye. easily get by Bethlehem 1Sam. 22,3.—The author has wavered between the b) 3923 mern (watch --tower of Gilead)
femin. of IX and “yx.
n. Dp. "of a locality in
i Gilead considered
seq.

pe is not = 7972

though "yon (which see) 1is = En.
AYYEN (apparently from a mase.

x

(from “Y%) prop. adj. m. small,

little, commonly a subst. m. 1. smallness, littleness, of a city with few inhabitants Gun. 19, 20, alluding to רעצ
insignificance Jos 8,7; a short time Is
'63, 18; fewness, 2 ‘Cun. 24, 24 with a
few es — 2. a poetical designation
of a mountain in the holy land, perhaps Zion or the temple- mountain Ps.
42,7, if we should not read דעומ רה

in a more

restricted

sense, perhaps

identical with 2x72 m2) in Gad (Joss.

13, 26) Jupezs 11, 29. It lay 15 Ro-

man miles northwest of j22 na) at the
pa? (Onom.), and therefore mexn 11,11
34 as a sacred place is the same with
it. The 32% Hos. 5, 1, where a new
king was set up in the Kingdom of the
ten tribes, like Saul in Mizpah of Benjamin (1 Sam. 10, 17), should also be
(see Lament. 2,6).
identified with it. — c) n. p. of a place
 מִצְפָהhtiw( a fo noitom  מִצִפְתָה, in the plain of Judah 1088. 15, 38. —
and ‘with reference to the appellativs d) .מ p. of a place in Benjamin Josn.

meaning with the article; an etymology 18, 26, elsewhere called only 2x7. —
is given in Gun. 31, 49; ; mountain-wateh) e) n. p. of a place in the north of Pan. p. of different elevated localities, 1. of lestine, in the neighbourhood of ןּוְדיִצ
one in Benjamin, where there was once after which a valley there was also
8.
a sanctuaryתיִב( - )לֶאin the time of named 108.
eht ,segduJ  פד621,02; 1,12 52,
"DEN (pl. םיִנָפְצַמ ,from (ןפצ masc.
with a priesthood and ark 20, 26- 28, something preserved, i. e. a treasure or
‘where the sacred lots were cast 1 Sam. a hidden. place Oz. 6 = 12% which see,
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מצרים

( ץצמfut. pian, pl. v2) intr. 1. to quently in poetry Is. 19, 16 25, Jer.
suck, to suck out, from the breasts Is.
,66 ;11 metaph. to press out, to squeeze
out. — 2. to press, to make thin, to press
together, a cake, a m7, YR &e.; hence
הצמ
Arab. var, Sy. „es the same.
Tan see PAX.

psa see PM.
)17222 see ape.

STERN
2 a

seeקה ir?מצו.

46,8, sometimes masc., sometimes fem.
— 2. (with a of motion men) n. pof the land of Egypt, first as an apposition to PS, and therefore fem. Gen.
45, 20; 47,6 13; with a of motion 26,
2. It is usual to take it for Egypt in
general, upper and lower, on account
of the dual. But sometimes it means
merely lower Egypt Is.11,11; Jur. 44,
15. Gentile masc. "X" (Bam m as

original form) an Egyptian Gen. 39,1,

fem. max an Egyptian woman 16, 1,
MPs see pean.
pl. mase. םיִרְצִמ (for onen) 12, 12 14,
WD (not used) ir. 1. to surround, pl. fem. niger Ex. 1, 19.
As to the form of the word, the Heto enclose, from the organic root רצהמ,
brew
dual can denote nothing but the
which lies also in ,רצהַא "m, רצדע,
double partition of Egypt; hieroglyphic
ER ary, mon, sR; comp. Arab.
writing (Champ. Gr. Eg. p. 152) having:
0
(pa border; the Hebrew | also two symbols for the land, and tlıe
) Mate from a similar funda- Arabs having two names for the two parts
mental signification. Syr. 5,8, Targ.
“x19 the same, whence XY%72 border; mo-

dern Hebrew ןרצמ

mage. — 2. Me-

(Qua

and is,);

see Istachri p. 31.

As this dual stands along with ohne
(upper Egypt), it probably denotes no-

thing but the country divided by the
Nile into two halves or lying between
two ranges of mountains (Herod. 2, 8;
Strabo 17 p. 789. 819), or a land en"22 (after the form an> Bon “rn; elosed on two sides. As to the groundonly “pl. p72, constr. (יבצמ masc. a form “272, which is obviously to be
strait, Lam. 1, 3 םיִרְצִמַה ra - גישה to adopted. for the dual and the Gentile
take one in the straits, i.e. to get one at forms, confirmed as it is by the Arab.
(Egypt and Memphis), the Syr.
last into our power, a proverbial phrase;
distress, cogn. in sense with Dar, Ps.116, iS, Phenic. 892%, Mvsea (Steph.
3, without the necessity of reading "TEN. Byz. under the article Ady.), it is said to
( רצמfrom %4 after the form Spn) be derived (Bochart after Diod. Sic. 1,
31) from "2% (which see), denoting borm. straitness, distress, Ps. 118,5.
der, district, land, prop. enclosure, like the
EQ see DIE.
Ar.
„ax, conseq. what is enclosed on
MISA see WAAL.
two sides. “ix” (which see) that stands
mz see MIYn.
for it poetically, would have the same
meaning; and a comparison of Alyurrog
"“VS70 see, D7.
with the Sanskrit äguptas, munita, would
DY (from a sing. 173) dual 1.n. amount to the same conclusion. Others
p. of a son of Ham, coupled with w>, compare the similar Ethiopic word that
uo and 7939, then the name of the means earth, land, soil; while others still
race of the Egyptians descended from (supported by Josephus Ant. 1, 6, 2) comhim Gen. 10, 6; 46, 34; 50, 11; col- pare the Coptic metovpo, kingdom. But
lectively the Egyptians, joined to a " plur. all these explanations can only denote:
taphor. to restrain, to make uneasy, like
צר. Deriv. Tie, 2, TW, MIER,
main, and according to some Dy.

45, 2; 47,15 20; 50,3; Exon. 1, 14, the land, for which the Egyptians have.

seldom to a sing. 14, 25 31; more fre-

another name (see Dr); and it is certain.
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chiefly the inhabitants. Among the ancients the inhabitants of a land receive

WAR (constr. ,שדה with suff. WIP,
ww, לדר  ישלמוpl. oO 3p, constr.
Rn, with suff. "SIP, Turn) m

their names from colour (comp.

La "sanctuary,'i. 6. a place, house, ₪

that "273 and “irn meant originally and

AM

{Himyarites],
prop. the red ones; thename tion, which are hallowed Ex.25,8; Lev.
*Phenieian”, yoivı&, means prop. dark- 12, 4; a temple Ez. 45, 4, especially
red, as goivıog, pods, Poenus, still shew; that of Jehovah Dan. 11,31, for which
Dix as the designation of a people &e.)5 WPT 2 Lev. 16, 33, DON "a 21,12,

₪ ב Nunm.19,20 are also used; but itis
compare שנ also applied io a non-J: ahovistie temple,
red clay,
a very red man, in order e. g. to a palace Am.7,13. Sometimes
to translate Sin (as an adj. of colour the pl. denotes holy spots, halls, Ez. 21,
after the form DIR, (רּוחש by dark-red, 7, Ps.68,36 and 74,7, holy vessels Jur.
which, judging from the pictures that 51, 51, holy secrets Ps. 73,17, &c. It is
and we may therefore

have been preserved, was actually the also employed of heathen temples, such
natural colour of the ancient Egyptians. as those of the Tyrians Ez. 28,18; and

ax (from (ףרצ m. a fining-vessel,
a crucible, PRov.17,3; 27,21.

PR (from pp to corrupt) m. rottenness, putridity, foetor, Is. 3, 24, opposite
to DA; rotten dust 5, 24.

mapa (pl. niapn; from app 11.=np2

of nina Am. 7, 9. —

2. what manifesta

itself to be wisp, applied to Jehovah
whom transgressions offend Is. 8,14; an
object which is reckoned holy, Ez. 11, 16
I am to them only a little holy, the principal parts of worship being neglected.
The sanctuary was also an asylum, which

is sometimes understood by the word.

to strike) f.a Aammer, of a stone-cutter,
dopa (only in plur. םילָהְקִמ; from
prop. a striker, 1 Kınas 6, 7, also used
in the working of iron Is. 44, 12, for bap) m. assembly, choir, Ps. 26, 12.
the driving in of nails Jur.10,4. The
( הָלָהְקִמonly in pl. תיְלָהְקִמ( f. the
surname MaxnoBaios, which one of the same Pe 68, 27.
Hasmoneans bore, is not "2p, but 237,
 )= תַלָהְקַמmb"; place of assembly)
8239, like the Talmudic surnames
n.
p.
of a station in the desert Num.
"Nana, יִאְּבְגמ,23m.
33, 52.
mapa r.1. same as rapn a hammer

Jenaus 4,21. — 2. (from. 3p I) a hole,

wpa

see Mp! 3.

( הָוָקִמfrom 2p) f. a gathering-place
a hollow, a fissure in a noch a figure of
descent Is. 51,1.
for water, a reservoir, Is. 22, 11.
mp see Mpn.
TIPO (place of shepherds; from m).
n. p. "ofa Phenician city that belonged.
mp2 (conser, MR», from Mp)m
afterwards to Judah Josu. 10,10; 15,41. 1. 5
trust, ‘12 rs phere is no hope
DRM (from DIR=nop which see)m 1 Cur. 29,15, ’n שי Ezr. 10,2 there is
0
magic, ls. 2,6 to be read hope. God is therefore called לָאְרְשַי 'ִמ
for DIRR.
the hope of Israel, i. e. to whom Israel
wIpa (after the form nwa Ez. 9, 1, looks with hope Jer. 14,8; 17,13; 50,

2732, aym, man, וכ  וoR, with
suffswap for 'קמ; pl. with suff drawing
the a vowel ב
to facilitate the

pronunciation, oy wIp for DUMM;

906 (ַבָחְכ m. a sanctuary , as a build-

7. —

2. place of gathering vagailier: place

of a collection, of waters Gen. 1, 10; Ex.
7,19; Lev. 11, 36. —

3. According to

the 1188010010 punctuation only in the
passage 1 Kınas 10, 28, and in the par-

allel 2 Cur. 1, 16, where NıRn stands
ing Ez. 7, 24; what is consecrated, holy for pn. But iin both places the word
Num. 18, 29.
appears to be irregular at first in this,
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that the second "3 is in the absolute
IPA (constr, ‘Tip, with suf. pn,
state NIP, TR, if we do not assume ip, from Sp IL) m. a fountain, prothat DIN ala be supplied to the perly water springing up and trickling
second apa; comp. nypw 2 Kınas 9, through Prov. 25, 26, promoting growth
17=ny 1 יִריִּדַאְו Ps. 16,8= VIN 82 Hos. 13,15; place of a spring, a well,
The Mäsora may either have thought of  דָּמִיםm Four of blood, Lv. 12, 7,
a troop, a company, of traders and horses, i. e.the female pudenda, רק alone 20,
or have taken it to mean a web (so 18, also as a figure of procreation, marmany Jewish interpreters). Against the riage Prov. 5,18; spring, out of which
former meaning is the position of the a sea of peoples flows JzrR.51,36, water
words 2 Car.].c., and against the latter generally being used as a figure for a
the entire context. It is therefore better, waving multitude; place of descent or of
with the old translators (LXX, Vulg., ancestorship, posterity (comp. Num. 24,
Syr. , Arab.) to think of the name of a 7; Neu. 2, 9) Ps. 68, 27, like “in Is.
city or country, and to read ip", NIP 51, 1 and habe Ez. 16,3; fig. of ben
from Koa (1p, Rip) or Coa (Vulg. ), which Ps. 36, 10, הָמְכָמ Prov. 18, 4; fountain
may have been a city or territory in of 7997, i. e.the eye JER. 8, 23.
the neighbourhood of Egypt, where Isnp (from rm») a taking, receiving
raelite traders abode for the sake of the
2
Cur.
19,7, of bribery; subsequently
traffic in horses, and exchanged them
between Egypt and Syrian lands. Koa a buying, opposite of “37272.
may have also been the name of an
Ethiopic country, perhaps identical with

pn (i. 6. Ku-Ku) Is. 18, 2; 893 (see
Gol. .כ 198°) actually appearing as the

( מקהonly pl. nin-; from np?) f.

prop. what one buys, i. e. wares Neu.
10, 32; while “2772 means saleable.

op

(constr. AU“, from "ER L) m.

name of a country.
place of incense, hence an apposition to
DiRn (constr. Dip, with suff. “ipa, nam Ex. 30, 1 (Targ., Rashi, Kimchi),
17727; =“ » in” &e.; plur. nimipn, ih not incense in Esra).
MOP
(with suf. imyonn; from
suff. Bam, סת from Dp) mase. (fem.
only in Jos 20, 9; on the contrary the "ER I.) fem. a censer Ez. 8,11; 2 Car,
fem. in Gen. 18, 24 refers to (ריע prop.
1
0
a place, where one stands, remains; spot
 מִקְשָרֶתsee Pihel of “ER 1
Gen. 1, 9, Luv. 4,12, Jose. 1, 3, place
( מלnot used) intrans. to sprout, to
of abode Gen. 24, 23 25, position Num.
germinate,
of a twig, shoot, scion; Ethiop.
23,13 27, dwelling Deut. 1, 33, room

ל
ק
ב
(bakuela),
Ar. „a (to come forth,
Jupgzs 20, 36, place of honour 1 Sam.
27,5, a stand 1 Kinas 8,21, abiding-place to sprout), Syr. “25 the same. Hence
2 Kinas 6,9; a firm place 1 Cur. 17, 9 pia is the same as >ya, which is conplace of corruption Eccuss. 3, 20; land-  הinto 53 (to לוב Is. 44, 19); comp.
possession Is. 5, 8 empty place 28,8; Jur. Ethiop. bakual, shoot, twig, scion, Ar.
7,32; spring, origin, place of finding Jos
ches rod, tree, Syr. those stick. Deriv.
28, 1 = אצומ ;locality Gun. 18, 26; 19,
14; 32,3; " territory 028. 8,17; fig. ces-  קלThe signification to smite, to strike
sation J0B 16,18; position, i.e. condition is merely denominative, as is seen from
of mind, composure 1000188. 10,4. ‘7752 the Ethiopic. A derivation from 5p2=5a2
every where Prov. 15,3. DNA stands is to be rejected, as well as he combefore the relat. רשא to express a local parison of it with baculus, ‚Baxzngıor,
reference there where, where Lev. 4,33;

14,13, and is followed by a noun instead
of, loco Is. 33, 21, like the Syr. dso?
and the Ar. שש

or 2 derivation from 527.
pn (constr. Sp" together with >92,
with suff. RR, pabpra; pl. nip, co
Sam. Ex. 12,11 סכילקמ from apl. Dp;
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= הלר
out of Spee) m. prop. a shoot, a leafy against 759 (which is perhaps
twig Jnr. 48,17, hence staff, stick, for nN ‘2 is like man x2p (Zeom. 8, 2) a
walking Gen. 32, 19, Ex. 12, 11, for strengthening of the idea. — 2. (from
striking Num. 22, 27, 1 Sam. 17, 40, be- np IL) prop. what is acquired, posseslonging to shepherds Zecn. 11, 10 14; sion, property, commonly herds, cattle
 רדpia staff of the hand, i. e. switch, Deut. 3, 19, Jer. 9, 9, coupled with
little stick, with which animals are TER Ez. 38, 12 13, שוכר 1 Cur. 28, 1;
driven on Ex. 39, 9; fig. like ba (Is. 44, specially small cattle, sheep, goats, feat
19) of idols JER. 3,9 (pr should be cattle &c., different from M2732, םירמח
read for bp). Of divining by a rod 60. GEN. 16, 16; 47,17, also generally
(daßdonurzein) i, e. the observation

of Ex.9,3; Jon, 3. “a Wx a herd, a keeper

the falling of sticks just erected or of cattle Gen. 46, 32; 7 ץרא land for
thrown, a kind of soothsaying, mention pasture Num. 32, 1 4. Phenic. Na dois made in Hos. 4, 12.
( תולקמtwigs, branches or sticks as
oe p- m. 1 Cur.8,32; 27, 4.

vorn (from vb, with suf. 10277)

mestic animals (Mass. 15); comp. xzqv0g
from xzéc0-at; ovis connected with ops;

Syr. m1, Arab. Lo. — 3. purchase,
acquisition Gun. 49, 32.

WMI (Jah is zeal, from M3773 I.)
m. prop. a place of ‘yeception (for a fugitive), hence an asylum Num. 35,12 15; n. p. m. 1 Cur. 15, 18.
Josu. 20, 3; "מ TP a city of refuge Nom.
( םסקמconstr, DO”, from nop) mase.
35, 25 26 27 98 32.
divinution, pen pop divination of flattery
rpbpn (pl. nigdpra, constr. niyypn; Ez. 12, 24 (pon 2 ‘noun); 13,7; heathen
from Dp IIL. to cut into, to deepen) f- usages Is. 2, % (nop) for Dip).
cut or eulpiaret work 1 Kınas 7, 31,
YRn (from rn after the form on;
such as that on old Egyptian mont- border-place) n. p. of a place otherwise
ments, hence not in alto relievo (Vulg. unknown 1 Kınas 4, 9, for which W237
caelaturae). So of the םיִבּורּכ 1 Kınas is also used.
6, 29 32, D'yp» and םיִצצ op 6, 18.
mapa

(from הנק .1=  נקafter the

form 72,

Am) m. zeal, jealousy, a8

apposition to האנק Ez. 8, 3.

( הנקמconstr, nı7%, with suf. inzpn,
from mp) = possession, property, prop.

( עוצקמpl. oy" and niy-, from >27)
m. an angle, corner, nook, Ex. 26, 24;

,36 ;39 Nen. 3, 19-24; applied to the
bending angle at the east side of Zion
2 Cur. 26,9; Ez. 46,21 22.
mPSpa (i niyrpn; from yep) ]

what has been acquired Gen. 23, 18; an instrument for cutting or carving,
hence a chisel, carving-tool Is. 44, 13,
price Luv. 25, 16 51; purchase 27, 22. Targ. D118 (owidr).
253“ 729 a bill or letter of purchase JER.
( הָעצְקִמpl. n-) 7. same as 2p Ex.
,32 111214 ,16 divided into binm "ER ,26 ;23 ,36 ;28 along with this ‘form is
and "53 “BD. 4D nimm purchase of once Heep, pl. mizeping Ez. 46, 22.
money, of bought slaves Gen. 17,12 13
( תצקמwith suff. DAP, from S&P
23 ,27 different from the n73 van born
to 0 ‘off, to divide) f. same asקצת 
in the house.
(comp. wna and wWrar7) 1. end, in ie
( הָנְקִמconstr. ap, with suff. "227, signations ‘of time as an adverbial accus.
WIS, Fes plur. with suff. "222, 727, at the end Dan. 1, 15 18. — 2. a part,
pos", טחינה which may be also an hence before nouns a part of, some 1,2

price of acquiring or of purchase, hence

extension of the sing.) m. 1. (from map.; 5 Neu. 7, 70.
= , אנsee mapa) zeal, glow, ףא rp

 תצקמf. the sum, mass, 1Kmas12,31

(soכ we should read for map) ₪ glowing, and he made priests out of (acc.) the mass
punitive zeal, Jos 36, 33 jealous anger of the people, 13,33; a part Jupaxzs 18, 2,
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מרא

(Kal not used). intr. same as where laughed at for its negligent watch

2, 7a, 472 to melt, to dissolve, to vanish

as dust; deriv. pn.

(see Selden, de Diis Syr. p. 300).

( הֶשְקִמfrom) השק 2 m. same as

Nif. pa: (3 pl. pa}, 2 pl. on p72; part.

mp2 I. something curled, of the hair,
m. pl. םיER fut. Pen) to be melted, to and as a genit. to ip» locks Is. 3, 24.
pass away, 0 be dissolved, spoken of the
2 (from 973 IL) 1.adj. m. (pl. םיִרמ
host of stars Is. 34, 4; to rot, of the 6 =), fem. 99 (once ְאָר >. nn)
human members, the eyes and tongue bitter, of taste, oppos. to קית subet, bitZecn. 14, 12; to perish, of men Lev. terness Prov. 27, 7; Is. 5, 90; of הנעל
26, 39; to fester, of wounds Ps. 38, 6;
Prov. 5, 4, 0773 Ex. 15,23, ira. 94
to pine away Ez. 24, 23; 33, 10.
27; metaphor. (as an adj. and subse)
Hif. ( הנוקinf. constr. pan) to cause to
applied to Up}, sorrowful, sad, embittered,
melt or pine away ZECH. 14, 12.
of pain of soul, distress of heart 1 Sam.
( אָרְקִמpl. cow RR, with suff. SIR; 22,2; Is. 38, 15; Jos 7,11; 10, 1; defrom "SP I) m. 1. a calling together, sperate Junezs 18, 25; 2 Sam. 17, 8; of
convocation, a solemn assembly, commonly mya terrible 1 Sam. 15, 32; Ecorzs, 7,
coupled with WR, sometimes to denote 26; bitter, i. e. ל
of weeping Is.
the people gathered before the tabernacle, 33,7, of lamentation Ez. 27, 31, of Dip
sometimes a festival Ex.12,16; Lev. 23, Zern. 1,14, הָחְִצ Gen. 27, 34, destruc;378 Num. 28, 18; a nn to call a eo tive, of actions, =» JER. 2, 19; violent,
emn assembly Is. 1,13; conseq. a convoked wild, of a people Has. 1, 6; hostile, of
congregation, éuxdnoix, and the place of 227 Ps. 64,4, andin other similar senses.
meeting 4, 5. — 2. reading, a writing Elsewhere Subst; destruction, deadliness,
to be read, Nuu. 8, 8.
in the pl. Num. 5, 18 19 24 27, where
ap 6. 747, with suf. Sp; from the Sam. cod. has once םיִרָאְמ for p72,
MAR 9 m. hap , chance, Rura 2, 3 her As an adv. Ez. 27,30. — 2, (from “m 1.
hap lighted upon, i.e. it happened to her which see) m. a drop Is. 40, 15. "
1 Sam. 6,9; 20, 26; fate, event EccLEs.
“a (also written 1172, before Makkeph
2,14 15; Blind chance, accidental lot 3, “72, ‘with suff. "ia; from Han L) m
19; 9, 2 3.
prop. same as רמ 2 a drop, 1 6 What
a ( מקfrom  קָרֶהII. in Pih.) m. prop. flows out of a tree similar to the acacia;
what is formed ofbeams, hence a frame- hence myrrh 066)ןוט from the Phenic.
nn), .a hard material for sacred perwork 110018. 10, 18.
mp (from 9p) /. a cooling Jupans fumes Ex. 30, 23, kindled in order to
scent the lnxurious couch Prov. 7, 17,
3, 20 4
garments Ps. 45, 9, sedans Sone סע ‘Sox.

( רֶקְרְקִמdenom. from ""p) m. a break-

ing a

ofwalls Is. 22, 5. Seeרוק .1Pih.

3,6; used in unguents Esta. 2, 12; also
as a liquid juice, רבע ia running myrrh

 השָקִמ.7 .1 (from "Wp to turn firmly, Sone or 801. 5, 5 (comp. Arab. »Lé)
to twist together, to wind, prop. to make‘ = 97 Ha Ex. 30, 23, i.e. OTUKTY, which
fast, comp. pin, TUR, ban &e.) turned, was preferred to חג (Theophr. H. Pl.
rounded, carved work, Ex. 25, 18 31 36; 9,4; Plin. H.N. 12, 15, 35; Diosc. Mat.
,37 717 ;22 Num. 8, 4; 10, 2; the Med. 1, 74).
eherubim, candelabra, columns 6 were
NIVOL (part. f. rin) intr. = המ I.
> of turned work. — 2. (from השק =Nwp)
to be obstinate, perverse, rebellious Zen.
a field of cucumbers, in which was the

mon Is. 1, 8; here belongs Jur. 10, 5 3, 1, with an allusion to 27 73, if

.as a "(Priapus-) pillar (on such images

‚see the apoeryphal letter of Jeremiah
verse 20) in a field of cucumbers,
-

else-

it dass not stand for 977772, which seems
necessary to distinguish it from Maia
(Jupazs 13, 5). Jerome reads E873,

מרא

which gives no tolerable sense, except
it be looked upon as a part. fem. of

masc. x
N
‘to 9

(from nn L.).

nya 8. 1H.
 מְרָאsee FIN.

( מְרָאnot teed) Aram, intr. same as

II. (Kal not used) intr. to fly, Hebr. nya, particularly with the meanAyam. אָרִמ= חַרֶּפhence the ing to be powerful, strong. Deriv. the

Talmudic 7347 יאיִרְממ (those who make
doves fly)=oa moon.
11]. Sa (fut. eT) to make fly,
to make vibrate, JoB 39, 18 at the time

she makes (viz. the 21235) float on high.
N

ARD
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III. (not used) intr. to be hol-

low, bellied, to be like a purse or bag, of

the maw or crop, other expressions for
the maw, belly, erop, proceeding from a
similar verb-idea; comp. 397, Arab.
sys5belly, Targ. REP maw Be erop,
wo La boat,אב
x3 a bag, hs a sheath,

Deriy. mp2 (872).
Nm IV. = N72 to nyyan Lev. 13,
51 52 in the cod. Sam. for DS.
NN adj. fem. of masan.pf.
Rura 1, 20.

noun NM.

INA see FIN and TR.
( ףרארמonce instead

once

JIN)

In,

and

.מ p. of a war-god of

the Babylonians, Mars,

a next

chief

deity to לב Jerem. 50, 2, for which
Is. 46, 1 has 123. As the name of
a god it is used, as among all peoples,
in forming the names of kings and

other persons, such as j4x52 1872
2 Kınas 20,12, 7892 TINT Is. 39, 1,
cpa SR 2 Kınas 25,27; Jur. 52, 31;
and in the names of Babylonian Kings
Mesese- Mordak, Sisi- Mordak, Mardok
Empad &c. that appear nowhere except
in Greek and Latin writers.
As to the etymology of the name ’n,

it is to be explained, according to Bohlen,

by the Sanskrit martäk or martädaka
( אָרְמnot used) intr. same as בּרָא i, e. man-consumer (viz. 1472 mrod or
to be filled, full, ident. with x, hence 7872 bröd, Greek ßgor-0s mortal, Pers.
to be fat, well fed, deriv. (according to merd= Banckeit marta, a mortal, man,
some) N73; to be fruitful, deriv. the and 7 consumer = Sanskrit ag to conproper names FINN, 7772, 7199; meta-
phor. to be strong, vigorous, powerful,

nn Others interpret it by the Pers.
(merd) man, and 3° (hero) or 5S

firm, deriv. איר and the proper name

Zieh, 0
hero of men. But it
may also be derived, agreeably to the
36,22, and according to some also to language of Babylonia, from 2 (to be
Ps. 5 21 = the same meaning; comp. bold, valiant, warlike, like + בס Barhebr.
Ar. [ome » (to be fat, strong) and the 407. 565), whence the noun 7473 was
other groups under nya. See the com- formed with the rare adjective-terminaparison with extra- Semitic roots in tion 7- (see 74), which suits the wargod Mars very well; it may therefore
Fürst’s Cone. s. v.
be identical with 723, the violent hunN (prop. part. m. of nov, with
ter, founder and ectendae of the Assuff. יארמ Dan. 4,16 21 K’tib, for which syrian kingdom.

Nam.

The

stem man to in

Jos

the K'ri has “72 with Aleph elided) Aram.

m. prop. a man, like the Hebr. "23 and

wx, Latin vir, so called from strength;
60

as the Ar. 2, » Bo ,? 4 mean man definitely; but le
lord Dan. 2, 47;
5,23; ‚ Targ. “72, also elsewhere "72, va,
Syr. Ts, ees.

See main 8.

TINDD JING see JaNbs Tah.

( הֶאְרַמplur. nivya, from yy) =
.1 sight, vision Num. 12, 6, with a geni-

tive לאםיה following Ez, 1,1; 8, 3;
,40 ;2 partly same

as

mn

revela-

tion, partly ideal vision, of which one
had still the consciousness

afterward;

מראה
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מראשת

appearance 1 Sam. 3, 15, perception of furnished with rich olive plantations
the eye Dan. 10, 7 8, which can ter- (J. Shebiit 9, 2 and Midr. 1. c.). In the
tify 10, 16. — 2. a mirror Ex. 38, 8, book of Sohar (Shemini and at the end of
Seo
ha-Asinf) it is named 877772 ,רב where it
Ar. 5 — 3. see nal.
is alleged that the authors of Sohar (SiFIR (constr. aNYa, with suff.N73, meon ben Jochai and his son Eleasar) are
NN 6 "872, with suff NN, TB, buried (Midrash on Eccues.11,2). Gent.
BR” ‚m , but frequently. construed pl. "821° (Midr. Eccuzs. 1. "0 At the
with the sing.) m. 1. (coupled with no», time of Benjamin of Tudela it was still
to supplement the word) the seeing, standing; and it is said to exist at prethe sight (of a thing) Lev. 13, 12, look- sent under the name yy Marin (see
ing at, beholding Drur. 28, 34, Ezer. the journey of the Sheikh el-Khiyari &e.
23, 16, hence fig. DY"y הָאְרַמ Eccuzs. Programm of Tuch, Leipzig 1850, 4).
6, 9 what one sees with his eyes, 16 In the present mountain hamlet Marin,
what one has; the view Is. 11, 3. — two hours west of Zaphet, are found the
2. the appearance, the outward form, the graves of Hillel and Shammai, a very
human Gen. 12,11; 24,16, parallel with old synagoge and an uncovered Beth
Here every year on the
anh; a handsome form, comeliness Is. ha-Midrash.
53,2; the aspect of the form Dan.1,13; 18th Iyyar is held a great Jewish festiof other things Lev. 13,3 32; Gen. 2,9; val at the grave of Simon ben Jochai,
like nn, with which it is often identical to which thousands of Jewish pilgrims
Ex. 1, 26. — 3. same as TN'Y2 a sight, repair from Damascus, Aleppo, Bagdad,
Cahira and Constantinople.
a vision Ex. 3,3; Ez. 8, 4; 11,‚24; Dan.
TWN see TWA.
8, 16.
MIND (from a masc. form N; from
nya IIL.) f. the crop, of birds Lev. 1,
2

16, Ar. sy
shape.

so called from its purse-

TiN )= Tis'n, from ארו to be fruit-

TON see TWN.
TWNTWA see TUN.

Mara (possession, from שאר=שרי,
as there is an actual verbal allusion to
 ירשin Mic. 1,15) n. p. of a city fortified by Rehoboam, iin the plain (ev)
of Judah, into whose neighbourhood
ran a valley הָתַפַצ 2 Cur. 14, 9 (not
connected with Nox Jupgzs 1, 17; see

ful; a fat, fertile place) n. p. of a Phenician locality in the north of Palestine,
a small Canaanite kingdom united with
yipaw at an early period, like Yen, Robinson, Palest. Tl. p. 422), Josu. 15,
EBEN and 41772 (which see), afterwards 44; put along with ob3» and EDEN
belonging to Zebulun Jos. 19,15; 12, (Mic. 1, 14 15), which “lay also in the
20. At a late period it was termed low parts of Judah 15, 35 44 (comp.
nin"n (contracted from nz), which 2 11400. 12, 35 38); 2 Cur. 11, 8; 14,
the LXX read incorrectly yingn, and 89. In Mic. 1,15 mom stands for it;
Josephus (Jewish Wars 2, 20) nin; 2 Mace. 12, 35 Magacé (usa), Jos.
hence the Gent. m. "0372 Nen. 3, 7; Antt. 8, 10,1 and 12, 6, % “Magyoe

1 Car. 27,30. At astill later time it was (3589) and Magascd, Cris) It
called Yin (contracted from 7ix'2) or lay 13/. Roman miles south of Eleuthe-

el (Robins. II. p. 422). It stands for
mu,
Mw
= תטָאְרַמ;and the name
ha-Shana 15°), or ןּוְריִמ or Jia תיּב
(Rabba on Ex. 5, 5; on Sona oF Sot. ofthe city nun, mwa, as also תשריב
מָרְוּן-‘ בִּיתsituated on a height (Rosh

i identical with it, though
8,1). It was reckoned to (upper) Galilee na (which see) is
(23), to the district of Tiberias (772); the ancients (Jerome in his Comment. on
and as situated in the vicinity of Gis-

cala (aa Wrz) it is said to have been

Micah) looked upon them as different.

MUON" (after the form nvin
72,only

מראשת
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in pl. with suff. no nw;

from wN4)

f. pl. what is on the head, a head-dress,

mya

f. cod. Sam. Num. 23, 10.

yam (after the form 29%, constr.

a crown, Jar. 19, 18; comp. NUN.
Yan, from 727) masc. a resting- place,
PUR (only pl. with suf. ריתשארמ , lair, for animals, herds &c. Zepu. 2,15;

nun, from UNS) f. pl. place of the Ez. 25, 5.
head, "side of the head, Gen. 28, 11 at
P2172 (from (קבָר m. mast, fattening,

his head-place, at the place where one

puts the head in lying down;

1 Sam.

(Tate. Rashi, Kimchi) 1 Sam. 28, 24;
Jer.
46, 21; Am. 6,4; Mat.
3, 20.

19, 13 16; 26,7 11 16; 1 Kınas 19, 6.
27m (not used) tr. 1. to bruise into
‘On the contrary the constr. state of plur.
 מראשתי1 Sam. 26, 12 is to be referred pieces, to rub in pieces, to break in pieces,
of the threshing-roller, to crush, connected
with M772, JID, PIB; the "Arab.
279 (from 234 after the form 2573;
>
(to
rub inte one another, to mix
increase, growth) n. p. f. 1 Sam. 14, 49;
to NUN,

18,17 19.
7272 (only pl. nya

where Da-

gesh lene is wanting in Beth on account
of Resh; from 339) m. coverlet, covering, Holster Prov. cM 16; 31, 22.

with one another) may have the fundamental signification of the organic root
in 398, and would not therefore belong here. The stem 353 is identical,
meaning to crush, Ar. or

a thresh-

1270 (from 7129; constr. 734%)m ing-roller, and then, as in the case of

greatness, Is. 9, 6 to‘thegreatness (nana)
of dominion, where others read impro-

n73, metaphorically

to calumniate,

slander (see 3%). —

2. to murder, to

to

perly הבר D2 (to them is great); multi- pierce, to thrust through, to stab, contude 38,"23, ” which

does not stand in. nected with the organic root in ar הנ

‘the constr. state to םיִחְסַּפ
| 7290 (a rare form, "from ma) fem.
amplitude, Ez. 23, 32 to contain abun-

dance, i. e. ample; it is better perhaps,
to read 7372 (part. fem.) and to refer

comp. Targ. 322 to cut in pieces, whence
Raq? an axe; Ar. ש"י whence er

Zab. „ei Mars; see .גרה Deriv. ann,
aim.

van (from 339) m. rest, refresh793772 (from 739; with suf. (םֶתיִּבְרַמ ment JER. 6,16, or resting-place.
naayn (after the form nuix‘ya, deTem. multitude, fulness, 2 Car. 9, 6 (explaining the “zm of 1 Kives 10, 7); veloped ‘farther from לג only i
in plur.
the greater number 2 Cur. 12, 29; 30, nipaya , constr. nibyy3, with a suffie
18; increase (soboles) 1 Sam. 2, 33, if we abso) plur. fem. prop. foot-region,
it to the deep and broad cup.

should not translate multitude, referring
place of the feet, hence adv. at the feet
to posterity and relationship; figur. inRuts 3,47 8 14; in later language
terest, usury, prop. increase of capital
the feet Dan. 10, 6.
Lev. 23, 37, comp. Greek 06א0? from

moa (from םגְר IL) f. a machine
Tino (to bear), Latin fenus from feo;
moderm Hebrew na4, Syr. «25, Arab. for throwing stones, a sling (LXX),
hence a proverbial expression for pre-

posterousness, Prov. 26,8 as the binding
of the stone to the יי
by which the
in, mingled (by moistening), applied to throwing of it is prevented. According
bread Lev. 6, 14; 7, 12; 1 Cur. 23, 29. to Kimchi: like a parcel of gems thrown

ram

922

(from 29) 7. something dipped

m. cod. Sam. Non. 23,10 =

yah,
עברמ
m. a square Hz. 45, 2.
IT mE

upon a heap of stones (2); according

to Jos. Kimchi: like the binding of a
stone in a piece of purple (972); but the

explanation of the LXX is preferable.

מרגעת
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12370 (from 939) f. same as ערָגְרמ subjection, Is. 14, 6, where תּדָרַמ 1
Ig. 28, 12.
be read for 47°72, according to the
TH (part. pass. 172, inf. constr. Targ. and parallelism; the state constr.
stands also elsewhere before the relative
m, “fut. 47g") 1. trans. prop. same as which is to be supplied (Is. 29, 1; Jon
mn I. to stick into, to cut into one, 18, 21; 29, 2).
“hence to strive against, to injure, an exmaT (from 799) f. refractoriness,

_pression of resistance against one, with

accus. of the person Gen. 14, 4; Josn.

"99, 19; hence Six ד יִדְרַכJos 24, 13 the

strivers against the light = רּוא ועדידאל
,94, 16; comp. Sanskrit mrid, ‘Latin
mord-ere (to prick, to bite ‘at one); to
push away, to expel, to drive away,
hence part. pass. pl. 0°7772, coupled
with 0739 Is. 58, 7 the thrust out poor.
Deriv. 792. — 2. (more general) intr.
to be rebellious, perverse, obstinate, dis-

obedient, with 2 of the person 2 Kines

18, 20, Is. 36,5, Dan. 9, 9; later with

by Nex. 2, 19; 2 Cur. 13, 6; to be violent, hard, saucy, valiant, bold, in derivatives. Deriv. 172, 372, m79R,
the proper names 74733, ךדארמ ,7772,

contumacy 1 Sam. 20, 30.

In

see TINA.

"DT 772 (from “72 from 579 Mars,
and the termination "כ= 6 Aryan ka,
elsewhere ak, I see כו dedicated to

Mars) 1. n. p. of a man, whose history

| is narrated in the book of Esther Esru.
2, 5 seq. — 2. of a man who returned
with Zerubbabel Esr. 2,2; .אפ
7.

 )= םדְרְמNR) m. persecution, de-
struction, Is. 14, 6, where, however, it

is better to read ns

(see 72).

 הֶרָמI. (part. main, pl. pia; inf.
absol. 4'772) intr. (according to the usual
assumption)

to

murmur,

to be fretful

(Fürst, Concord. 8. v.), identical in its
The stem 2, whose fundamental sig- organic root 7-3 with( רמ to be fret-
ful, irritated, peevish) iin aan (which
nification is clear from the Arab. Oy»,
see), and with the Latin ‘aur in mur-
oye, Syr. בס (to debar), has 71"% for mur; which passed over into to be

PTY

‘its organic root; and the latter is also
found in 74-0 and elsewhere.

772 (prop. part. for W773) Aram. adj.
m., NT (def. RE) fem. rebellious,
Ezr. 4,12 15. See m.
772 m.1. obstinacy, coupled with 537

Josn. 22, 99. — 2. (after the form DB;
abold on, a hero)n.p.m. 1Car. 4,17 18.
"7772 (not used) Aram. same as Hebr.
sn, whence the noun Tan, adj. 772.
THA Aram. m. יורה BEER.

Ezr. 4,19, coupled with 77möß (which
see).

‘TO (constr. 72) m. prop. boldness,
valour, concrete

a valiant or bold one,

rebellious,

to be refractory,

to rebel, to

hurt. Better, however, = "m to be vio-
lent, harsh, 2 Kınas 14, 6 the misery of
Israel was violent (harsh); comp. the
noun “73 (Jos ,23 )2 = ריִרְמ. ,as vice
versa "772 Ex. 23, 21 stands in the sense
of an; then to strive violently with
one, as in Arabie, hence a ביִרָּמ = in
a proper name; fo be excited hence
mya adj. and subst. The fundamental
signification would be accordingly to
cut into, to pierce, hence (asin TR, and

in Syr. also the same as דרמ to be clan,
bold, harsh) to thrust against a thing, to
oppose,

to be excited

against

a thing,

commonly to murmur, to be refractory,
with accus. to despise or reject a thing

a hero, a designation of Mars; only in Jer. 4,17, Ps. 105, 28, and frequently
the proper name nn, and farther de- in the formula ‘D wng ya to resist

veloped

in. the form 172

in vorn.

one’s command Num. 20, 24;"1 Sam. 12,

For 7" there also occurs mn.
;15 Lament. 1,18; seldom with 2 Hos.
לArm (from 774; constr. (מרדת fem. ,14,1 Ps. 5, 11; or absol. Deut. 21, 18
55
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‘20, coupled with jx% Is. 1, 20; as the
rin 2. p. of a locality in on TR
Arab. (sy
also signifies to deny, to (1 Kınas 9,11) in a territory inhabited
refuse. in Zerm. 3,1 can either be by Canaanites mixed with Israelites,
referred to אָרְמ.1= הָרַמ1, or consider- not far from *)mD2 um; conseq. in the
neighbourhood ‘of the lake Dim Jup‘ed as = myn. Deriv. “2, mya.

Hif. aan (part. m, pl. D995 inf. aus 5,23. Hence it is possible, that it
is the locality Dia (high place), which

‚37, with > abridged ning; fut.
mn», apoc. 4723) with accus. to offend
Ps.“78, 17; 106, 33; to injure 78, 40;
107, 11; to "provoke, Ip ap "מה to זס
‘voke the eyes of one Is. 3, 8; to act with
‘obstinacy, against one with by Devt. 9,
7, with the accus. Josu. 1, 18, 1 Sam,
12, 14, Ez.5,6, or 2 20, 13 21; Nea.

“9, 26; Ps, 106,43; to quarrel, to dispute,

Jos 17, 2 (where the Dagesh in 7 is |

first gave the lake its name. The Jew-

ish

inhabitants of this place refused

to support the Israelites in their struggle
with Sisera, and afforded shelter to the

conquered Canaanites. The explanation
which follows the Arab. yp refuge, is

not supported by the Hebrew usage
of TAN.

nian (constr. 1352, from na) adj.

dirimens) on their disputation rests my
‘look, i. e. I see continually their quar‚relling with me.

Mm. bruised, crushed, ar the testicles Lev.
21, 20; a sort of castration.
nin (from nn after the form Dip",
Me II. (not used) tr. same as 773 constr. bin; pl. pina, constr, “77,
to cut off, to shave off. Deriv. aim 2. © with suff. (רימגרמ m. 1. a high place,
I IIL. (mot used) intr. same as a high point, “hence may ימורמ JupGEs
5,18 the mountainous regions, nm ימרמ
nia (which see) to be thick, fat, strong,
Prov.9,3 14 the heights of the city, 8,2
metaph. to be strong, powerful, vigorous; on the top of high places by the way;
to rule, to have power. Deriv. הרר ,and then the munitions of rocks Is. 88, 1
the proper names neq, תרמ (anya), Dan a 37, 24 the highest mountain
nina.

“summit =VR "m ibid. the extreme height;

'  מָרָהIV. (not used) tr. to prophesy, Ty ’n high fortifications Jur. 51, 53; רה
to announce, conseq. = ax in this Sete? רב Ez. 17, 23 mountain of the
sense; comp. Ethiop. ירמ to ‘prophesy.
Deriv. the proper names ירמי (722),

height of Israel, i. e. the prominent
mountain, Zion; ‘also = רח Jer. 31, 12,

hence coupled with yee. Metaphor.
יַמּרָה,sya, min.
m0 em "ma; bitter fountain) n. p. a) heaven, as a height 1 Sam. 22, 17,
Is. 24, 18, Jer. 25,30, = לעמ Jos 31,
of a bitter fountain in the rss of 2; God is therefore named "mOR Mio.
Sinai Ex.15,23; Num. 33,8.

(Burckh.

6, 6, and the stars (conceived of as
Travels 600. in Syria 2 472.)
animate) "prt Nax Is. 24, 21; the heavenly
al) (from the masc. “ia; from 973) host, angels Jos 25, 2; Is. 57, 15 a height
7 bitterness, sorrow Prov. 14, 10.
(i. e. the unreachable heaven) and a
mya (from 3% 1.) adj. m., mia = sanctuary (WIP as a subst. like 58, 13)
ill- humoured, out"of tune, 0
dis- 1 inhabit. b) excellency, of Babylon Is.
agreeable; the fem. as a subst. Gen. 26, 26,5, coner. an excellent one 24,4. c) a
position of honour, a dignity, high office
35 ill temper.
Eccues. 10, 6. — 2. adv. (prop. aceus.
 הָבָהְרַמsee Tar.
of the noun) in the height Is. 22, 16

Tin (plur. a7, from m after( i. 6. on Zion), highly; y2 "1a higher than
the form Dyas) m. eapulsion, persecution, תמ. 17,12; on high Is. 37,"23; 40, 26;
misery Lament. 1,7 aa
3, 19, bo distant Ps. 10, 5; pr oudly , elately
coupled with >.
6, 3.
/
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D779
(from םְּרafter the form לשל , 2m

aa)
(pl. constr. san; from 304)

high place) n. p. of .a locality probably

m lea wide place, a broad space, Has.
a high-lying one in the north of Pa- 1, 6 (of the wide places of the earth),
lestine, identical with Jia and 14772 conseq. the opposite of a fold, i, e. the
(which see); hence Dpi73-""9 (the waters open, wide country; a place to wander in,
of Merom) n. p. of a lake there, north Hos. 4, 16, i. 6. the open field. — 2. fig.
of the m73> near the Jordan-springs walergement, liberty, Ps. 31, 9; 118, 5;

1088. 11, 5-7;; worshipped as the deity opposite of x (straitness).
po ya (from pi?
} after the form a3ux,
p- 16); subsequently it was called רמ 2293; plur. DFRy and =, constr.
Myyeoipos by the Phenicians (Sanch.

Rp20 (Samochonitis) or 1220 לש mm? היmm) m. 1, remoteness, a remote country, e. ₪. Assyria Is. 10, 3, Scythia Jar.
0
514),
5,15; fully a yo Media Is. 13, 5; 46,
 ןורַמsee Nn.
11; distant lands generally 8,9; on the
1172 see jinn.
contrary סיִקַחְרִמ PIS 33, 17 is a land
yia (from 1) after the form i772, stretching far and wide, i. e. which is
bing) m. a race, running, Eccues. 9,11 not confined;7972 17, 13 from afar, in the
the race does not profit the swift-footed. distance, JER. 31,10. — 2. in the proper name קחְרִפַה na (place of remoteMER
(constr. mann, with suff.
ness) the. name ‘of a hamlet in the neighpny; pl. (תוצורמ 2 1. (from yy) a bourhood. of Jerusalem at the Cedron
race, running 2- ‘Sam. 18, 27, progression, 2 Sam. 15, 17.
course JER. 23,10, comp. 000009 (Acts
munya (from wm to boil up) f. a
20, 24) and p14 (Prov. 1,16), and so
kettle,
i.e. a vessel for boiling Lev. 2,7;
Jar. 8, 6 Ki. all turn to their course
again, i. e. proceed on their course, 7, 9.
where the K’tib has .תרצנרמ — 2. same
DM (part. act. m. pl. oma, pass.
as 297) (from (ץצר crushing , oppres- T: הטורמ inf. constr. "13713; fut. DS,
sion, "JER. 22,17.
mop) tr. 1. to tear out % pluck out,
DENN (with suf. FPA) m. pl. the hair of the beard, a disgraceful act
same as םיִקּורְַּת prop. rubbings iin (from of ill-treatment; with accus. of the per72 = rn), anointings, with salve and son Nena. 13, 25, and of the member Is.
Syr.
scented ‘oil, to make the body pliant 50,6, or ja Ezr. 9, 3; Ar. 5
37 the same. — 2. to whet, to sharpen,
and beautiful Esta. 2, 12.
to draw, a sword, prop. to rub off, the
"772 see nıahn.
rust, like pn (which see), Ez. 21, 14

nin (dominion, power ; from 1a IIT.) 16, coupled ‘with 3h and mins; הטורמ
n. p. of a city in Judah Mic. 1, 12.
a 21, 33 polished for the ee
TIA (constr. nia; from nr) m. a )הַכילrs
=
conse. =N22). — 3. to

shout, a cry of joy or sorrow Jur. 16, 5; rub off, to strip of, the shoulders, by
Am. 6, 7; comp. Arab. ₪ call, cry, heavy burdens Ez. 29, 18.
The fundamental signification of the
© bal noise, sound.
stem is prop. to make smooth, bare;

| MAN (fut. myg2) tr. to rub, to bruise, comp. Syr. +4; (intr.), conseq. identical

0. ₪. a fig-cake, that it may serve, when

with 05% L, except that the latter is

pressed, as an emollient laid on sores

intrans Signif, 2 and 3 are metaphor.
Is. 38, 21; to crush, the testicles, a sort
Nif. oma (fut. DR?) to be plucked,
of castration, detiv. mina; to rub in, to pulled out, ‘of the hair of the head, i. =
besmear (like P72) with oil, fat and to become bald Luv. 13, 40 41.

ointment; Ar. Er

or

to rub in.

Puh. aia (part. Laim) - iG polished,
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( ביִרָמconstr. aa, from a7) mase.
to be bright, of num 1 Kinas 7, 45, for
which pa stands in the parallel pas- quarrel opposition, only in the proper
sage of Chronicles; to be sharpened Ez. name 593 3°73 1 Car. 9,40, for which
21,15 16, where the Dagesh in nah  לעב3 also stands there.
‚is Dagesh euphonie,

as in biaP 27,19.

 מורםIs. 18, 2 7 is an epithet ornans
torly) and stands either for pian
meaning

shining (prop. polished) i. e.

beautiful (comp. "BY to polish and to
.be beautiful), which serves to designate
‚the Ethiopians; or it should be derived
‚from .טרי See oni.

om (mark pass. 0°79 and this then
in the 3. p. pl. au) Aram. tr. =Hebr.
ua Dan.7, 4; in the Talmud of thread-

na (constr. na”, pl. nia-, from
a) 7 1. quarrel, strife, dispute, Gen.
,13 ,8 rebelliousness Num. 27, 14. —
.2 .₪ p. of a rock-fountain in the desert,
not far from Sinai Ex. 17,7; Ps. 95, 8
(with an announcement of the reason

of the name); fully 272 "a Num. 20,
13 ;24 Dur. 33, 8; Ps. 81, 8; 106, 32;
more exactly designated um navy "2

the waters of strife at Kadesh (Barnea)
in the wilderness of Sin Num. 27, 14,
Devt. 32,51; for which the pl. nia‘
bare garments.
( יריבpause ,27“ with suff. 77772, 07772; is used in Ez. 47,19 and 48, 28. This
from mn 1-( m. 1. perverseness, rebel- -Meribah-water aheuld be connected with
liousness, against God’s instructions Is. Ain el- Weibeh (Robinson, Pal. 11. p.581).
,30,9 Deur. 31, 27, Nena. 9, 17, whence For wp 73279 Deur. 33, 2 we should
Israel is
i termed "a na Ez. 2, 5 8; 12, read perhaps um nay, which gives
23 ;9 ,17,12  יב3" ‘Num. 17, 25, or a better sense.
om (apostan) aldne Ez. 2,7; 44,6; re-
" לעבVO see an 2.
bellion, against the king Prov. 17,11;
79 ‘Grom ma IV.; revelation of
1 Sam. 15, 23 for the sin of witcheraft is
Jah)" n. p. m. Nen. "12, 12; comp. 7".
refractoriness, i. e. is like it. — 2. dis-

men (once min 2 Cup. 3,1) x. p.
putation, strife, same as am, only in
‘the proper name 593 "79 (strife of Baal, of a hillin J erusalem, on which Soloi. e. Baal is disputer, but which is also mon’s temple was built; fully 23 רה

2 Car. 3,1; as Josephus (Ant. 1,13, 1)
calls it 7d Maas 0005; identical, there.392 There stands for it also לַעַביִפִ and fore, with the temple-mountain “4 na רה
for that nwa, without being a mis- Is. 2,2, afterwards called mat רה At
take inה 
iy on that aceount. — a later period it may have ‘passed into
3.harshness, violence Jox 23,2, Targ.Y""7. the expression 717% (which see), because
NY (pl. ,-םיא constr. "=, with suff it became united with the upper city,
Dawn, from 82) m. the name of a especially as it was not very much used.
certain kind of heifer, slaughtered along The part or district about this hill, i.e.

‘explained as strife against Baal) 1 Cur.
,9,40‘ for which we have elsewhere 29

Jerusalem, is termed by the Jehovistic
with רוש 2 Sam. 6, 13 and pa 1 8
1,9 for sacrifices and banquets Is.1,11, narrator in Gen. 22,2 mpian ץֶרֶא land
An. 5, 22, indigenous in the rocky ‘dis. of Moriah, and Moriah ‘itself is called

trict. of Bashan Ez. 39,18,

and being

le. DIRT TAN one of the mountains, and

tame opposed to "D> Is. 11, 6, as "Pa in 22, 14% רה hence the Jer. Targ. has

is to ms 11, 7. By 22 we are to un- mia רו at 29, 2. About this mounderstand, rende to Saadia and Ibn tain which was early dedicated even
Bal‘am, a sort of buffalo or bison, bu- under Abraham, and which was perbalus, so called from its strength (Ibn haps designed for a place of worship,
Esra, Targ., Syr.). Most interpreters an old proverb was current: 18, ₪ m
understand a fatted calf (Haja), which 22,14 on the mount of God (a revelation)
does not suit the context.
is seen; which the author re-explains
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by making Abraham give it the name
MIDI (with suf. $n2992; plur.
maT 4 (God sees, i. 6. takes care of). niapa, 6. MiaDy2, with suff. ריִתַבְּכְרַמ
Supported by this proverb and name,
as well as by 22, 8 and by 2 Car. 3, 1
compared with 1 Cur. 21,18 22, many
have interpreted ‘a as if it originated

from ga

(shewn by Jah, pointed

 ִרְכְּבְתִיהָטfrom 3») f. a state-chariot,
on which one went about to receive
homage Gen. 41, 43 or to appear in
splendour 46, 29; 2 Sam.15,1; Is. 22,
18 coupled with 7323; a military cha-

out by him). But though we are not riot, with or without a team 1 Kınas
to think of its identification with my" 10, 29, 2 Car.1,17, Jupgzs 4,15, often
at Shechem (Gen. 12, 6), as some think of ornamental work. 1 Cur. 7,33; spoken
(after the LXX, and after Michaelis, of the chariot of God, on which he rides
Beck); yet this derivation appears to be along 1 Cur. 28, 18, and then fig. Has.
unsatisfactory, because the name is 8, 8; of the chariot (with horses) dedimerely a remnant belonging to the old cated to the sun, the emblem of sunheathen time. We believe, therefore, worship 2 Kines 23, 11 (comp. Herod. 1,
that it arose out of m yin, and is to 189; Zendavesta II, 264; Curt. III, 3).
be explained agreeably to the n. p. From the very old worship of the sun a
Phenician city was termed NAT M3
main.

mivyn (from man IV.; revelations)
n 2 m. Nex. 12, 15, elsewhere nv

(perhaps a reduplication = miata from

m7 IV.) 1 Cur. 5,32; 9, 11.

i

(which see) 7083. 19, 5; 1 Cur. 4, 31;

the names הסוס  רצח, םיסּוס, רצחm3
Und, Und רע being also taken from
such worship.

mbar (with a suffia Jn?2735 from
D579 (the thick, fat, strong one; from
-place ,re
73 TH. with the formative syllable -ם; $24) fem. a mart, market
the kinds of yarn
hence Arab. Kultum) n. p. f. Ex. 15, 20; the’Tyrians |
the name does not reappear till late DIR, םיטבח &c. Ez. 27, 24; but one
may Tead the word more appropriately
1 Car. 4,17.
MY
(from 499) f. sorrow, grief n>) ba (about them was thy traffic),
like 559 28,5 16 18, especially as “12
Ez. 21, 11.
 יִריִרְמadj. m. bitter, harsh, sharp, does not oceur alsewhera, and > is in
metaphor. poisonous, dangerous, of 207, many mss. without Dagesh.
Daur. 32, 24; see םיִריְרַ .2 and man.
ma (pl. nina; from m) fem.
on
(constr. 9a) m. pl. 1. Ton 1. same as mn, a, myn, Man,
3,5 (see 3'733) bitternesses. — 2. bitter properly what causes a fall, makes to
herbs, same as Oa, only in cod. Sam. stumble, hence fraud, falsehood Is. 53,
יטפ, 32, 24, where םיִריִרְּמ app ₪ a 9; JER. 9, 7; cunning Gun. 27, 35, deceit
designation ofhunger (comp. ‘Jos 30, 4). 34, 13, treachery 2 Kınas 9, 23, the being
deceived Prov. 14, 8; weights or stones of

ur] (not used) tr. same as rn to deceit Prov. 20, 23, Mic. 6,11, i. e. de-

rub in pieces, to dissolve, ascumed for

ceitful;

modern Hebrew.

extortion Psam 10,7, deceits 38, 13. —
2. (from 729 11. = 299; height) n. p. m.
1 Car. 8, 10.
( מְרְמותfrom 9977 .11 = eop 9 eb

‘Sa, the מ appearing

treason JER. 9, 5; unrighteous

as radical in possession 5, 27; sometimes the plur. is

‘710 (from 572) m. prop. a dissolving,
a melting; fig. timidity, fear Luv. 26, 36;

but the stem may also be 72".
230 (from 335 to sit upon, with - strong, firm) n. p. m.Ezr. 8, 33. mien
for —, like 072, yon; with suff. 5297) is also used for it Ezr. 10, 36. But see
m. 1.a seat, רה

to a chair Sona

or Sou. 3,10; Lev.15, 9. — 2.= 773392
(in Chronicles) a chariot 1 Kinas 5, 6.

nian.

cam, as also 010973 (c. only D125

from’('סמר m. an object of treading down
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Is. 5, 5, Mıc.7,10, a treading down Is.
28, 18, ‘place of treading 7,25; destruction Dan. 8, 13.

sma see Jin, yirn.

( מַרְפָּאalso )221 m. .1 (from ).142
the healing, cure, of the body Prov. 4,22;
refreshment 16, 24, for which 3, 8 has

MIND;

72 ye without healing 2 Cur.

,21 ;18 ,36 ;16 deliverance Prov. 6, 15;

on (old Persian; worthy, Zend. meresh, Sanskrit märsha) n.p. of a Per-

fig. ar MDR JER.33,6 a binding up and

sian nobleman Esta. 1, 4.

— .2 (from xp IL.) placidity Prov. 13,

healing, i."ea healing bandage= welfare.

| ִאָבְסְר (= oy with the addition of 71; ,ssentfos ,sseneltneg“ fo  לב41, 03,
nA) n.p.of (another) Persian nobleman

opposite NIP (zeal, passion); mildness

Esta, 1, 14.
sn (from >27 after the form “X12,

;15,4 ER

peace, = DIS Jur. 8,

ness, disunion, Dan. 11,27 their heart be-

;15 ,14 ,19 opposite ny3; quietness ==
wisdom Eccuzs. 10, 4.
|  הָפְרַמsee NEM.

longs to disunion, 1. 6.18 disunited; Prov.
17,4 wickedness hears &c.; on the con-

water"Ez. 34, 19.

20%, in pause ¥719) m. wickedness, bad-

trary 9773 Is. 9,16 is part. Hif. of 935

vom 6  טפרfrom py) m. muddied
yan I. (Kal not used) intr. same as

(hence put with mn), whose pl. םיעלמ
yn» to press in, to break with u,
is of frequent occurrence.

9" (abridged from הערב friendship,

into a thing (Kimchi), Ar. (transp.),.

Nif. y'7722 (only part. m. ץֶרמנ ER
acquaintanceship , from m9 IL, retaining Tsere in the preformative and after ne) to be pressing, violent, of maR
Resh, perhaps to distinguish it from 1 Kınas 2,8 (Targ., Syr., Vulg.); to be
py belonging to 927, the Tisere con- formidable, of Sar (destruction) Mic.
, 10.
tinuing in 34 also; with suf. Maya
( ץירמה אfut. pri) to cut into,
[for which others, e.g. Kimchi, Norzi, read
to
press into, to excite violently Jos 16,3,
amy ya], 7279; plur. oy) mase. prop.
friendship, acquaintanceship, 2 Sam. 3, 8, The Ar. sy , Aram. 9572 to be sick,
Prov. 19, 7, united with the pl. as a weak, prop. to bs rubbed in- pieces, to
collective; commonly concrete, a friend, be dissolved, is connected with the He-
companion, Gun. 26, 26; סטפ 14, 20; brew na, 2, 39.
hence the pl. 14, 11. In Kia dei?) Jos 6,
 ץֶרָמII. (Kal not used) intr. same as
14 1 should be considered the prepo-

V2 (which see) to be eloquent, lovely,

sitive ya.

yy

(from my L; constr. 199,

pleasant.
Nif. yıaaı (8 pl. 1733) to be lovely,

with suff. my, once written fully pleasant Jos 6,25. Ps. 119, 103 ran.
p27 without being a plur.) mase.
MEW see הָצּורְמ
place ‘of pasture, as also pasture Gen.
47, 4, for wx 1 Cur. 4, 39 41, or
figur. "what is compared with pasture
Hz. 34,14 18, a haunt for cattle, i. e.
the wilderness Is. 89, 14; hence = ji97

mea see הָצּורְמ
vs (from ne) m.an awl Ex. 21,6.
mesa (from ףצר 1.) f. a pavement,
of stones joined together (LXX) 2 Kınas

the lair of the lion Nau. 2,12.
16,17; comp. 12% (a stone-wainscot).
mp7 (from 429 I.; with suf. sn,
Pe (part. pass. Piva, imp. pl. 9713)
 הלon“) f. pasturing (fig.) Jer. 28, Te
tr.
1. to rub in pieces, to dissolve, pieces
En. 34, 31; metaphor. a flock Jer.10, 21.
of flesh by moistening

and

soaking,

( הלערמfrom ;195 declivity) n. p. of identical with pr» (comp. 027 and typ,
a locality in
i Zebulun Jose. 19,11; Ar. yy and ye) deriv. the noun PR. —
Js,+) cape.
2.t0o rub,
i.e. to make soft, pliant,
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the skin, by besmearing it with oil and

stagnating). Derivat. the proper names

ointment; deriv. xpi and pan. —
3. to rub in, to press into, the flesh, i.e.
to press into the skin piercing and
cutting it, of ץצפ nanan, whence ;קיר
to rub fine, to polish, brass, 2 Cur. 4,
16, for which טָרמ stands in 1 Kınas
7 45; to sharpen, ‘lances em) JER.
46,4. The Targ. pt, Syr. op have
proceded from the same fundamental

122, 22.

ar

as well as the Ar.

Pu. pa to be scoured, to be ו
hy water Lev. 6, 21 [28].

Besides the Semitic lan-

guages we have to compare the Sanskr.
mari, Latin mare, Gothic marei, German
Meer, Greek wg-ew (to flow) and its
deriv. uvowvgew.

 רֶרָמIL 8( pers. sy, ya; fut. 22
after the form on, nm) inte. prop. to
be cutting,

piercing,

same

asרמ - הI.

in its original signification; hence sting-
ing, biting, spoken of the taste, harsh,
of bitter herbs (see ny"), to ia Bitter,

of gall, water (see mean, and the proper

Pa or pr 6. pin Is. 65, 4 Ki,

name man). Fig. of intoxicating drink
from py 1. ‘which see) m. broth, jus- Is. 24, 9, i. e. it does not determine to
culum Jupees 6,19 20; Is. 65,4 Ki, joy; to be hurtful, poisonous (see man,
,)73" of misfortune, misery (see an); 3
for which the K’tib has pop; Ar. 5 0
to be violently or strongly excited, to be
the same, prop. pieces of flesh 0
wounded, in the spirit (wp), i.e. to feel
and soaked in water. But it is posgrief 1 Sam. 30,6; 2 Kinas4, 27; to feel
sible that קר 11. should be adopted as
the stem; comp. the modern Hebrew pain, woe, to sujfer (see the noun 2);
to be troubled, grieved (see "1, 22,
ARM soup.

nen (pl. DER TR from Ip) m. an
aromatic herb, spicy shrub Sona or Sou.

mya, M772); to do violently, strongly,
of ,23" ( דַפְסִמsee םיִרּורְמַמ( to act vio-
lently, boldly (see the proper name aan).

5,13, where the LXX read n¥>'q37 for
Deriv.( רמ adj. with > of the pers.),רה 
nibpn (border-beds in a garden).
man, Sohn, maya, braun, 127, an,
( הָחקְרַמfrom np) f. 1. a brewing, on, ran, “773, sn, “and the

substances united by cooking and brew-
ing Ez. 24, 10. — 2. a vessel, a kettle,
for brewing Jos 41, 23.
nnp ya (from Mp7) f. ointment 1 Cur.
9, 30; unguent-mizture 2 Cur. 16, 14.

proper names ap, m.

Nif. 23 Jur. 48, 11 see under רומ
and a3
Pih. “72 (fut. 9792, pl. 172%) to make
bitter, to embitter, the life Ex. ‘1, 14; to

ale) I. (not used) intr. to flow, to run, act violently, ‘>22 (in weeping) Is. 22,4,
i. e. fo weep violently; fig. to irritate, to
of water; to flow out, to exude, of resin;
provoke, to attack like an enemy Gen.
hence “ia ()רומ,2 (the noun). Comp.
49, 23. See Hithp.
the Ar (redupl.) py to make flow,
Hif. var (inf. e. a7, fut. 22 after
wee
8.0.0 continuous rain,
water-chan- the Aramaean manner for 2) to em-

nel. Identical with the organic root רמ

bitter or vex, with accus. JoB 27, 2; to

is the verb “17% (to flow forth, to flood) prepare sorrow, with > Jupass 1, '20; to
Ar. yy (to flood, to flow), metaphor. to act bitterly or violently, “232 (in weeping), i. e. to weep

or mourn

violently,

hasten or run forward; the same metaphorical transition being found in >y-x I. with לע of the person Zeon. 12, 10, but.
(comp. 5173), לבי Tr um (which see); where. "p22 is omitted; to oppose violently, = sta I. and ה
with 3
as also in the Arab. -0 (to set out, to like 199 (Hos. 14, 1, Ps. 5, 11) and
hasten forward); still farther 273, Ar. mar (Ez. 20,13 21, Ps. 106,43) Ex..
F to be flowing (of water, 0
to 23, "21, the Targ., LXX, Vulg. and

Te
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Saadia already taking 1+= ,הָרְמ and the of “99 (which gee), of which most intercod. Sam. even reading "San. See Kal. preters have thought, is the less suitable
Hithp. vedupl. רָמְרְמְתַה (fut. aan”) to Babylon as 7% is only applied to
to be embittered,

ewasperated , to strive

violently, with by of the person Dan. 8,
7, or 80801. 11,11; Ar. “nye to be wroth,

Syr. jo

to embitter.

“

an see DNDN.
man On, from "9 IL.) 7. gall,

Israel.

 שמ.1 n. p. of a son of Aram, and
like  חולyxy and ‘ng the name of an
Aramaean race in north-eastern Mesopotamia Gen. 10, 23, where a moun-

tain separating Armenia from Mesopo-

named שמ “17, do0¢ Mascıor
the evacuation of which was supposed to 6 16 p. 747; Ptol. 5,18, 2; Arab:
be a consequence of wounding the liver
>): at the font of which Nisibis lies,
Jos 16, 13 (modern Hebrew ma); in
a
a river [at so.) (whence wu);
20,25 הָרלמ stands for it. Arab. 8ב
 שמnm, flowing past Nisibis (Assemani,
550 Syr. Bese, Tas
Bibl. ‘Or. I. p.110; III, 1 p. 498), are
VITA (constr. nahm, with suf. תר called after them. The Arabian Ma-
pl. ni; from non IL) 7. 1. gall, = ִהָרְר shaeans (Pliny H. N. 34) are identical
Jos 20, 25. 5 poison, of ,םיִנָחּפ prop. with them. A part of this tribe Mash
tamia,

the sharp or stinging 20, 14, comp.
var. — 3. harshness, of unripe grapes
Devt. 32, 89. — 4. anything bitter, harsh,

migrated at an early time to Babylonia,
founding the territory Meon»n with the

patr, the same Nom. 26, 57.

Mashaeans 75% (formed from wr) 1 Cur.
,1 ,17 in the LXX Moooy, elsewhere

cities Apamea, Spasinu, Choran, Tere-
don and Apollonia (see respecting this
to inflict fearful punishment upon one JOB Pliny 1.6. 6, 31), whither Syr. and Arab.
13, 26.
writers transfer Maishan (TE, <*>,
"1770 (a violent, powerful one; from יכל
Later authors (Chronicles,
 ברIL) n.p.m. Gun. 46, 11,
6, 16; LXX, Joseph.) called this offshoot of the

of hard punishment; hence לע niya ana

ona

(from SR I.) m. pl. bitter

herbs Ex. 12, 6, Lament. 8, 15, LXX
minoides, Vulg. lactucae agrestes, parall.

ללכנה. See מְּרִירִי

un see Win.

MEIN see munyn.
MPWWA (from yw) 7. godlessness,
wickedness ; concrete fem. a wicked wo-

man 2 Cur. 24, 7, like scelus for scelesta.

mwa see MB yin.

mentioned with "3p, who went as no-
mads as far as Babylon Ps. 120, 5. The
‘U in question are therefore not to be
identified with Un (= FW) in Gen. 10,

;2 Ez. 27,13; 32, 26; 38,2 3; 39,1.
nwa (from Nw; I. to give up, to set
free; to lend, to lend out) m. a loan of
money or grain, given for a pledge of

snosrep ro ;sgniht ecneh  אַתההַפטא212
Neu. ,5 01 ot timer a ,naol = ot timer
,tbed yb gnivig kcab eht .egdelp נא
Nun ,5 7 ot naola ,naoldnelot.e.i nopu

‚na mania see MBI.
ma (only du. Enya; from "77 IIL.) pawn; then also a loan without a pledge.
f. (the ‘dual is perhaps for strengthening sn-b>( אשמ not Ni, as mss. have in-
thsidea) great domination, violent rule, correctly) 10, 32 the loan of every hand,
a prophetic name for the Chaldean king- .1 .6 every loan; or better (comp. די mano
dom Jar. 50, 21, originally perhaps only Ez. 27, 15 hand-exchange, 1. e. imme-
kingdom,

world kingdom , like nissan

,etaid ’tcerid ;egnahcxe סקר יד

12

vs (34, 1), orbis terrarum, and. only one ws negotiates wares) a hand--loan,
intensified by the prophet. The deri- i, e. what is lent out of the hand with-
vation from 74% I. with the meaning out taking or requiring a pledge for it,
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conseg. = די ma Deur. 15, 2; comp.
 ירmayen Env. 5, 21.

nwa (with suf. ,סכאָשמ , ראָשמDRM,
pl.c. igi; from אנ |m. 1.prop. infin.
a lifting up, carrying, a burden Num. 4,

24, where ‘72 is coupled with 7a»;

subst. the act of bearing or carrying burdens, 2 Cur. 20, 25 that they could not
be carried, i. e. which could not be car-

ried away; applied to the bearing of

משאה

relation to 2 Kinas 12, 19). — 6. elevation, of the voice, song, as xvas רשה
the master of the song 1 Cur. 15, 22 27
(LXX doeyov tar Böhm), which, however, may be also understood of the
temple-service. — 7, n.p. of an Ishmaelite people and a district of the same
name in the neighbourhood of המוד
(which is on the west slope of the high
land of Arabia), in the vicinity of mount
pin Gen. 25, 14; 1 Cur. 1, 30. Late
interpreters wish to find this proper
name also in Prov. 30, 1 and 31, 1,
which is doubtful.

the tabernacle, sometimes different from
 עברהNum. 4, 19, sometimes called even
may 4, 47. — 2. concrete, what one
lifts and carries away, a burden, as a
Nw (J. Targ. Land Syr.nwrp, Mess,
mass, with the contents given 2 8
5,17; 8, 9; a quantity, 12 o> 2 Cur. in Gen. Rabba mom, Arab. "and Pers.
17,11 a great quantity of silver; a bur- Lie) n. p. of a ‘noted border-place in
the north of the Joktan-territory, i. e,
in carried nn22 2 Curon. 35, 3, or
of south-eastern Arabia or Yemen; "50
on the back of an animal Is. 46,1; fig.
(which
see) being such in the south
what is burdensome, heavy, a load, in a
mental sense Num. 11, 11; in mockery Gen. 10, 30. It is best to understand
of the Babylonian gods that were carried about Is. 46, 1 2. — 3. an utter-

ance, mostly of the utterances of God

in prophetic
scriptions of
17,1; 19,1;
also in Nau.

discourse, e. g. in the inIsaiah 13,1; 14,28; 15,1;
21,111 13; 22,1; 23,1;
1, 1; with a genitive of the

by it (Knobel) the place and valley

called Beisha or Bisha (= Meisha) in the
north of Yemen, where it coincides with

Hegaz and Negd, because the locality

|E) קלin south-eastern Arabia (which
Bochart, Niebuhr and Ritter identify with
it) suits neither the form of the word
object following (respecting), as NV} nor the situation; and its identification
also teaches us (Ex. 20, 7; Ps. 15, 3). with Mesene, i. e. ,וטוב adopted by MiThis expression, which came first into chaelis, Rosenmiiller and Gesenius after
use at and after the time of Isaiah, the example of the cod. Sam., is still
meaning revelation, oracle, divine de- less adapted to the description of a
claration, incorrectly put in Is. 30, 6, Joktanite-district.

became a subject of sport in Jeremiah’s
time because of the two significations
oracle and burden, so that it was forbidden to use ’n for revelation: JER. 23,

33 what kind of a burden of Jehovah? Say

to them: “what burden of Jehovah?”
I will unburden myself of you; 23, 34 36
38. At a later time, therefore, the expression רי "27 NW was used ZEcH. 9,
1; 12, 1; Mar. 1,"1. Once the pl. is
used of the utterances of false prophets
Lament. 2, 14; see also N73. More
rarely applied to moral sayings, proverbs,
Prov. 30,1; 31,1. — 4. desire, longing,
of wp? Ez. 24,25, comp. vs) nid) (which
see). — 5. a tax, tribute Hos. 8,10; according to some 2 Cur. 24, 27 (with

( אשימprop. infin. of iD) m. respect,
of a person (22), prop. high esteem,
exaltation, hence ‘partiality 2 Cur. 19, 7;

comp. םיִנָפ Nib).

Nw (only pl. םיִּבאְשִמ ,from anv)
masc. a draw- well, place for drawing
water, a gathering- place of shepherds, of
maidens drawing water, where too rural
rejoicings, celebrations of victories &c.
may have taken place, Junges 5, 11.
mew (from nw I.; constr. naw
instead of ִתֶאְש nea; pl. niga) מ
same as Run; hence "דב mo to give a
loan, with. a of the person Deur. 24,

10; 7a87 mewn ibid. any loan; 'ב ברב
Prov. שו '26 to be surety for a loan. or

משאה
debt.
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 אופא5,11  משאתshould be read

for MNN.

Aion (from xiD}) fem. the rising,
ascending, of a fearful storm Is. 30, 27,
where many, after Ibn Esra, translate

 לאשsee Dew.

( לאשfrom bxw= dBW to make a
hole “through, to dig through , or to be
hollow, deep, sunk; a hollow way, comp.

byvui) m. p. of a Levitical city in Asher
necessity smoke or column of Josn. 19,26; 21,30; for which 1 Cur.
fire, since a storm rising from afar is
,6 59 has buh, contracted from Dewi.
spoken of in the passage. The read(תֶלֶאָשִמouly constr. plur. rosin,
ings Un (Rashi, Kimchi) or nxn
with suff. ףימולאושמ,from bev) fem.
( שפַתִירLXX) are incorrect.
without

Fun (plur. ninwr and inns;
formed from sow11. i. e. אש= אשדIL,

request, wish, Ps. 20, 6; 37, 4.

NUN (with suf. Fn Nw, plur.
the prefix 7 being firmly "attached to with suff.,םתרַאַשִמ PHAN, from RU
verbs רע also, comp. ot, Dana, nen, = ib) f. a vessel for leavened dough,
992, which are best mitered: to verbs a kneading-trough Ex. 7, 28, coupled with
+b) f. prop. disappointment, insecurity, in "an; 12,34; Deur. 28, 5 17. See “Nw.
the plur. insecure places, parallel nip2n
ran 8
from rx’, henee
(slippery i. e. dangerous places); bee constr. omitting Dagesh nen; plur.
of persons Ps. 73, 18 thou precipitatest
miniva for minw, constr. nina, with
them into unsafe places, i. e. thou exsuff.
Danie; from Ri) fem. 1. the
posest them to disappointment, insecurilifting
up, ofide 083, 1. e. prayer Ps.
ty; parallel ma .ויה  ליִּפָהwith > of
the object should be explained as in 141, 2. — 2. prop. a taking up, then an
Kal > 523 Ex. 21, 18, where > is to honorary gift or present, different from
be taken of place. Hare belongs also  אֶרְחָהand  חקJur. 40, 5; Estu. 2,18;
Ps. 74, 3 חצנ minw places wholly un- a gift Am. 5, 11 (comp. 1 Sam. 2, 36);
safe, i. 6. the waste ‘and desolated place a gift before or at table, a portion or
mess of food by way of honour Gen.
of the sanctuary. ל Day» םיִרָה 4
43, 34; impost, tribute, 2 Cur. 24, 6 9,
to lift up the steps to them, i. e. to apordained by Moses (Ex. 30, 12-16; 38,
proach them, of God, in order to see
25); hence = mama Ez. 20, 40 of ‘gifts
and hold judgment upon the destroyers;
presented
to God. — 3. a burden, ZEPH.
parallel 3358 9477 ()רוטאה DD to all that
3, 18 the burden of reproach upon it,
the enemy has destroyed ל supplied from
i. e. reproach is a burden upon it. —
the first hemistich). The LXX have 4. same as nbn oracle, LAMENT. 2, 14 lying
read nix incorrectly.
oracles. — 5. (from nig2 11.= 002, Ar.
mwa (from xiv:) f. Ps. 74, 3, but
yas) a fire-signal, pillar of fire Junges
see un.
20, 40; Jer. 6, 1; also of the pillar of
sion, once missing (from אוט 111.( smoke JupaEs 20, 38; comp. main,
f. place of desolation, desolation, same modern Hebr. xl of fire-signals on
as האוט 2, JoB 30, 3 gloominess of deso- the tops of mountains, to announce the
lation and wasteness, i. e. a horrible appearance of the new moon (de Sacy,
waste (W728 is darkness, gloominess, from Chr. Arab. I. p. 90). — minty’) Ez. 17,
way = Aram. טמא to be dark); 38,27, 9 is the infin. constr. of nvr meanparallel  לאהאישYUN; metaphor. af a ing to draw to a height, to help up (a
day of misfortune Zurn. 1,15.
tree), conseq. equivalent in sense to the
Yin (from the Hif. of xw3 II. to
Arab. LAS to grow up.
lead astray, to disappoint) mase. deceit
5

aw

Prov. 26, 26.

MIWA see Haw.

/  משאיתseeשאה 
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twice in the 82801. state; from yaw =

non II. (1 pers. with suff. sani)
Aram. wav) fem. texture, brocade, with trans. "10 draw out, with 7a of the place
genit. (351) of what is worked in, Ps. Ex. 2, 10, prop. to raise out of; hence
45, 44; metaphor. a setting of gems Ex. the Aram. nun = DOI, comp. Nw,
28, 11 and 39, 13, on account of its
sun to draw out. Deriv.
‘Las, Arab.
resemblance to textures.
according
to
some
"13, the proper names
BWA (constr. raw; from Say)m
mon, vu. ‘Whether the stem be conprop. place of breaking forth, 6
the mouth of the womb, matrix, Is. 37, nected with Ton and mun, is question3 the children are come to the mouth of able.
Hif. ear (fut. Mur) the same;
the womb, and there is no strength to
bring forth, a proverbial expression for metaphor. "to vescue 2 Sam. 22, 17; Ps.
want of power to overcome the last 18,17.
stadium; Hos. 13, 13; 2 Kines 19, 3.
( השמconstr. Wr, from mu: 1 =
Targ. “ann, Ar. ₪5 place of bearing. Nu)  מmasc. same as NWT and eu
“awa (pl. constr. “air, with suff. Deut. 15,2 a loan.
saat; from (רבש m. a wave which
breaks Ps. 42,8, Jon. 2,4, coupled with

( השמprop. part. Kal of wr IL;

drawer out, deliverer) n. p. of the eet
Da; a breaker, surge, Ps. 88, 8 all thy Jewish law-giver and leader, who freed
waves hast thou bidden ar for (ָתיע Israel from Egyptian bondage Ex. 2,
93, 4; figur. תֶנָמדיִרְּבְשִמ 2 Sam. 28, 5 01 ;.qes dellac  יי937,  איש האלהים6.
waves of death, i.e. death--bringing, pa- Deur. ,45 ,5 .801 1 ,1 .naD,9 ,u .sP
rallel with Som, conseq. more correct ,90 1 as a wise and pious man, an as
a law-giver ping (which see). Hence
than "a2 in Ps. 18, 5.
raun (only pl. םיִּמַּבְִב ,with suff. the law is termed mya תרות Eze. 3, 2,

Maw; from naw) m. ceasing, resting 2 Car. 23, 18, ’n main “BB Josu. 23, 6,
from labour, cessation, Lament. 1,7 they  'מPD Nam. 13, 1,“Aram. ‘2 “p> Ezr.
mocked at her ceasing, 1. 0. that all which ,6 ;18 the decelague 'מ nimm 1 Kınas
,8 .9  יִמָי חשמ6 Mosaic time Is.
was lamented had ceased (Targ.).
3
\
an (constr. 337, with suff. "aa 5 6, 11.
As to the etymology of this name,
from 3:0) m. 1. 0 ‘high place, a place
that given in Ex. 2,10 is certainly not
erected on high, a fortress, 18. 25,12 the to be taken seriously , because "Un

high (-projecting) fortress of thy walls,

would be necessary; and even that
which is given here, though right in
point of language and matter, may be
rejected, since it may be presupposed
historically, that the king’s daughter
gave him an Egyptian appellation.
Hence an Egyptian derivation was earfuge Ps.9,10; 18,3; 46,8; 48,4; 59,10. ly sought for. Josephus derives it from
maw (prop. part. Hif. of 733 IL) Mw water, and סדיב  הזor ovaeı delivered
m. one leading astray, a deceiver Jos (Ant. 2, 9, 6), or from mwor and os
taken out of the water (contra Apion. 2,
12, 16.
i.e. the height of the walls; a tower
33,16; metaph. the high land (of Moab),
and fom. in this sense Jer. 48, 1; conseq. not a proper name. — 2. Fig. a place
of security, of refuge, of protection,
hence generally safety, protection, re-

“713072 (from 3% IL) m. an error,
trespass, Gen. 43, 12.
nn

see Aif. of sw.

 השמI. (not used) an assumed stem
for Wax, but see wax and man.

31; Philo II. p.83 &e.). More probably

it is from we son, and 666 Isis, i. 6
son of Isis; comp. the proper name
Thutmosis, i. e. son of Thut or Mercury.

 הֶאְושְמsee Mtn.
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min; שהט א.(
m yo.sjI ,26 ;5 שוש
 הֶאּושַמsee mw.
sean (pl. rings) f. Ps. 73, 18 tg)"to rejoice greatly 66,10; “ns iby
and 74, 8 "according to some; more cor- 8,6 rejoicing with, comp. Syr. yas sigs,
delight, rapture 60,15; mirth, noise 24,
8; joyous song 24, 11; planen 32, 13
sawn (the returned, from exile, the houses of pleasure, pleasure-houses; then

rectly NUR.

delivered) n. p. m. 1 Cnr. 4, 34.

also a place of jubilation 65, 18, of

( הָבּושְמconstr. naw, with suff. pleasure, a rendezvous 32, 14.
“pan, paw; pl.תרברועלמ ,with suff.
non I. (inf. absol. min,

Bomann, Soa,

pan amwin; from

constr.

non, mw, with suf. inv, and ךחשמ
 בוש0 ‘prop. a turning, “hence a turning

away or aside, from God, apostasy, ap-
pended to Israel JER. 3, 6 8 11 12,
as if it were a part of the proper name;
the sin of apostasy, pl. 2,19; 3,22; 5,6,
and sing. coll. Hos. 11, 7 14 5. Israel is
i
called for her many ninwy: Drasiבָּנִים 

Jar. 3,14 22. Generally perverseness,
,8 5 persevering perversity; defection,
from wisdom, opposition Prov. 1, 32.

from the foam mon;

mw?)

imp. nun; fut.

1. tr. to stroke over a thing, to

besmear, e. g. a shield with fat or oil,
to make it bright Is. 21,5; hence part.

pass. 12

(= mw) 2 Baar. 1, 21; to

paint, with 2 of the material Jer. 22,
14; with = of oil, to anoint, to dedicate,
Ps. 89, 21 (for which ‘g alone is usu-

ally put), as kingל
sb 2 Sam. 2,7; 5,
 מְשוּנָהhtiw( .fus ,n» morf  = וכ17; קטע 9, 15, as prince |42 1 Sax.

,38 "if it ‚be not rather = nad) jem.
error, mistake, trespass, JOB 19, 4.
Din (from טוט IL) m. a rudder;
"ig wp a helmsman Ez, 27,29.

9, 16, as priest Ex. 28, 41; 30, ‘30; Nom.

3,3; with לע to set over 2 Sam. 19, 11,
once

mun

appointed

3, 9

(LXX,

without reading DRM); to dedicate or
call as a prophet 1 Kınas 19,16; Is. 61,

Diem (only pl. with suf. (ךוטושמ |1; to devote, to consecrate, of things,

m. same as Diva Ez. 27, 6.

which often took place by besmearing
 הָכּשְמ₪ moi (enlarged from them with holy oil Gen. 31,13; Exon.
apn; marion also occurring in Is. 30, 26; 40, 9 10 11; Dan. 9, 24 and
5,5; morf  = ךwr ;LI .rtsnoc שוכת,
 מto consecrate the most holy, i. e. the
htiw .ffus ;noirpnA ecno  מסוּכהMic. 7 altar of burnt-offering (comp. 1
48 hedge, a living fence Is. 5, 5; 2 4, 34 56 59), which is also called the
Pin a thorn-hedge Prov. 15, 19; asa most holy in Ex. 29, 37 and 30, 29,
worthless thing Mic. 7, 4 the Honestest and was dedicated sometimes with the
anointing of oil Lev. 8, 11, sometimes
(of them) is worse than a thorn-hedge.
with the blood of sacrifices Ez. 43, 20
maw see .הכושמ
26; with a double accus. like verbs of
moni (silarged from,mow, from filling Ps. 45, 8 of anointing with the
ow = mow to plunder) f. a "plunder"ing oil of joy, a figure for to bestow or give
Is. 42, 24 K'tb, for which the K’ri has Joy. — 2. reeiproc. to anoint oneself, with
accusat. of the material Am. 6, 6, as a
the anal now, resolved into mow.

 משור.morf( bi=
“  מִשַרAram. ,30“ sign of joyousness (Ecores. 9, 8). Derivat. Un, mon, mw, תיִחְַמ 2,

which see) m. a saw Is. Io, 15, Arab,

כ

may. "For this stem comp. the Arab.
Pr
es and for the organic root see ID.

myn (from 02 which see) = a
measure, for liquids Ez. 4,11 16, coupled
non TI. (not used) tr. same as un
with M3 and Sp wi Lev. 19, 35.
to extend, to stretch out, to expand, mewin (constr. witen, with suf.vioiion, taphor. to measure, like the Aram. mun,”

משח
>

ass,

Arab.

yao, comp. 177.

Deriv.

mönn (according to some), Mn 2. (according to some).
nun

Aram. tr. same as Hebr. nun.

Deriv. the noun mun.

mw
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Aram. m. oil, Ezr. 6,9; 7,22;

comp.. Hebr. nwa 2. (oil).
nwa (e. nna) f. 1. an anointing,
unction, a supplement to Ja anointing

oil Ex. 25, 6; Lev. 8, 2; Nom. 4, 16;
which is sometimes defined still farther

by wip Ex. 30, 25, רי Lev. 10,7 or
 אֶלהִים21, 12.— 2. een, dedicatory

gift Lev. 7, 35; according to others a
portion, a part.

ran

(with suf. in”, from mw) m

destruction Ez. 9,1 = תיִחְשַמ 1.

ron (from MW) masc. defacement,
disfigurement, of MIR (the face) Is.52,
14, with which it ‘should be combined,
now (from nw) m. same as nnwr,
of an imperfection Luv. 22, 25.

Mow

(contracted

from

miowa (from NOW) masc. same as
mau Ez. 47,10 a spreading- place.
mow

(constr. ,חמה from nw) place

for stretching or spreading out,

mon

nomen,

from nny) f. a corrupt thing, Mar. 1 14;
er nyu 1 Kmes 1, 15, nara Ex.
4, 8, where n= arose out of nn

of nets

(prop. inf. of mi; with suf. Ez. 26, 5 14.
pnw; ‘different from nmön from the
manna (from on = jy which

stem nny) fem. an anointing, “dedication,
Ex. 29, 99; 40,15; a holy gift, an hono-

rary gift Nom."18,9 (Rashi 7375).

see) fem. enmity, living to thei
injury of
one Hos. 9, 7; opposition, concrete op-

ponent 9, 8, conseq.= ut, parallel np.

momen 1. (from ny) m. corruption,
“QW (with suf. i997, from מט
destruction, of my Jer. 51,1; a רה Mm. prop. arrangement, oversight, hence
Jer. 51, 25 mount of 0
of a dominion, rule, Jos 38,33 dost thou defire-vomiting mountain desolating coun- termine his dominion over the earth?
tries, which breaks down and shatters,
"5% (in and out of pause, conseq.
becomes a volcano, and throws out stones

of no use for building, — a symbol of
Babylon; prop. part. m. Hif. destructionmaker; of Din Ez. 21,36 workmen of
destruction, i. e."they sh consider the
working of destruction as their employment; of the destroying angel Ex.12,13;
concrete, what brings destruction in a
gin, i.e. what causes it to fall and close

not (רשמ m. silk, silk thread, then, as in
the case of wy, a mantle woven out of
silk thread (Ibn Ganäch, Kimchi) Ez. 16,
10 13, which the LXX translate zo/yantov, on account of the thin hairlike threads (Jerome); probably with

allusion to its derivation from "wr (to
draw, to extend), so that "wig properly

Jun. 5, 26. — 2. (from mui) f. oil (see means a thread, transferred to the threads
drawn out of the body of the silk-worm
Aram. m), hence ren רה 8
(see Pollux II, 3; Hesychius s. v.; Fürst,
23,13 mount of oil, at the south side
of the mount of Olives (Rashi);

the

Cone. 8. v.). But this explanation must

double expression being. selected on ac- be rejected a priori, because silk was a
Chinese production. Theodotion too precount of the idolatry practised there.

the Hebrew word. As shi
Elsewhere םיתרִזה  הקמis used for it fers to keep
means silk in Chinese (see Pott), which
2 Sam. 15, 30.
lies also in se-ricus, on-gıxöv, I have
nen (from pry) m. an object of assumed "U to be a stem (Cone. 8. v.),
inate mocking Has. 1, 10.
and regarded m as a preformative denoting a garment of this stuff. vor has

Amann (from (רַחְְע m. commonly the

7,
dawn=Om, Ps. 110, 3 from the womb of also been compared with the Ar. *
that
but
silk;
figured
means
which
the dawn. But the expression is peculiar.
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does not suit either the form or the context.

to Junges 4,7; jn 72 to draw out of GEN.
37,28; due: 38, 13. — 2. intr. to draw

forth, todraw out (in extended marches),

"on see "Win.

Napa (Ei is deliverer, from Sr) with 3 of the place (towards) Jupazs

4,6; absolutely 20, 37; Ines m to

n. p. m. Neu. 3, 4; 10, 22.
mon

2,

(after the form a2,

TPB

SR by which dignity is com-

Grea after, to go after Komp, Talmudic.

pam INN 77) 108 21,33; with the
meaning ofon Ex. 12, 21 go and take.

monly denoted; constr. 11°51), with suff. LXX: 00
or aneldeiv, conseq.
sada, in”, plur. with suff. Ama) m intrans. — Here belong the phrases:
1.prop. (part. pass.) anointed, ד
a) of a Jewish king appointed ‚by Je
hovah, who is therefore called רי men
1 Sam. 24,7 11, 2 Sam. 19, 22, or poe-

tically בקלי יהTOR "a 23,1, 6. g. Zedekiah Lament. 4 20; it is even applied
to king Cyrus ordained by God Is. 45,1,
because he was concerned as an instrument in delivering the Israelites. In

Dan. 9, 25 732 mw,

to distinguish

him from a priestly m. (לthe chosen, consecrated people Has. 3,13; Ps. 84, 10,
and perhaps 28, 8. c) the progenitors of
races, or patriarchs Ps. 105,15, who were
also called D°N"23; a priest Lev. 4,35
16; 6, 15, where, however, it merely
stands iin apposition to 73:7; of the high-

priest Onias 111. (2 Mace. 3,1 1 seg.;
4,1 2) Dan.9, 26; ; subsequently referred
to Jesus, the 1guorös by way of eminence,

non “a to draw the bow, i. e. to stretch
it Is. 66, 19, nun ’n on the bow, i. >.
to draw the string "1 Kınas 22, 34;
2 Cur. 18,33; 9917 72 Am. 9,13 prop
to scatter saad in "long --drawn furrows,

comp. TUR; Sait Jana 72 Josm. 6, 5,
shorter dain ‘ng Ex. 19, 13 to blow the
trumpet in sounds long- drawn out (i. e.
continuously), comp. Ar. whe to draw,
and to cry out continuously, to blow; ב
mix די Hos. 7, 5 to be associated with one

=’ py ’» דו 1 Sam. 29, 17, 09 39 תישה
Ex. 23,1, prop. to have hands joined
with one; on ’n to prolong favour, 0
make it last Ps. '36, 11; 109, 12; Syr.

ng the same, whence Ina continuance;
HR ‘72 to continue anger 85, 6; םינָש "2

by nizt Nex. 9, 30 to flow many ‘years
to pass over one;

"BQ to cause

and retained also in o Meooies (Jomn 1, to remain or endure ‘long,

one

Jer. 31, 3
42; 4,25). — 2. adj. m. besmeared, po- therefore have I graciously preserved thee
lished, of a shield 2 Sam. 1, 21 (see long (Ton an adverb); yea Teeny ’n
(משח
Eccuzs. 2,3 to treat the body, i.0.10 chenow" see maun.
rish it continuously with wine, if jr be
not there = nn. In all these formulae
wi 1(part. 2, inf. constr. Ton,

imp. pl. an and nwa, fut. 7572, but the verb-idea to draw is sometimes applied to enduring, continuing, progression.
also aan) 1. tr. to ur to draw, to
in time, sometimes to the extending or
stretch at length, conseq. a farther deve- stretching of ee and ‘Sometimes
lopment of Hwa and nwa 11. (which
to space; the Syr. ro, Ar
being sisee); hence 2Ton to draw in a thing
milarly
employed.
The
a
to go,
Devr. 21,3, with accus. of the object to
to
advance,
to
march
on
lies
also
in
732,
draw with Is. 5, 18, where 3 should be

supplied in the second hemistich; Hos.

aan. For the organic root comp. MB,

10, 9 to draw into a net, if it be not
here yw IL; “nw "ב to draw after Sona

tant;

11,4 with human bands I drew them (to Lie, nny. Deriv. url.
me); Jos 40, 25 canst thou draw the croNif. uns (fut. su) to be protracted,
codile? on the contrary nua "2 Ps. extended, of a3, hence to be still disto be Aalayeil Is. 13, 22; BET

(oracles) Ez. 12,25 28,
or Sox. 10 4 EN m to draw to, to lead
Puh. TE (part, m. Ten, 7. ous)
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to be long protracted, of narin, i. 6. to
be unfulfilled Prov. 13,12; to be extended, of growth, +2
be tall Is. 8

2 7; comp. Arab.

(to be extended,

long), Shaw X. to be firm, robust.
on I. (part. m. Tun, fut. Ton)

tr. (a collateral form of pwr) 1. to take,

משכים
137 (from 238; with suf. aan

27 73°) Aram. m. a auch, a bed, Day.
2,28 29; 4,2
7 10; 7,1.

3307 (constr. 23", with suf. "237,

327) “p23 Du, jap, Dan; 1pl. niaauln,
constr. niap“, with suf. Bni27; 2 pl.

pawn, constr. "3301; from 134) m.

la “couch, ie. a ‘place where, or a bed
to hold, to lay hold of Ez. 32, 20; to hold whereon one lies; hence couch of the
fast, cogn. in sense with TN, hence to noon 2 Sam. 4, 5, i.e. couch for a siesta,
‘preserve Jos 24,22; to hold, i.e. to lead, also 72 alone 11, 2; for resting in by
like tms construed ‘with 3 (Arab. us night Sona or Son. 3, 1; 708 33, 15;
with ( דטפספפ 5,14, and in this sense a marriage-couch, marriage-bed, used in
perhaps Ps.10,9; i0B 40, 25; to possess, the pl. Gun. 49, 4; couch of whoredom,
Ar. to take into possession, by change; Is. 57,7 8; couch of the dead, grave Ez.
Samar. to take as pledge, Ar. the same. 32, 25; grave-chamber 2 Car.16,14; also
Deriv. 729 2. — 2. (not used) to make a couch-bolster 2 Sam. 17, 28 coupled
fast, to fetter, to bind, Arab. the same; with ni20 (coverlets); Prov. 7,17; 22,
27; generally anything on which one
comp. AN. Deriv. nauin.
lies Lev.15,4 23; "2 "777 sleeping-chamen m. 1. (from jun L) a En
ber, the most retired 2Kınas 6,12; Ex.
out, of seed, i. e. what is sown along 7, 28. — 2. a lying, a lying with, ‘with
the furrows Ps. 126, 6, comp. Am. 9,13.  זכרof male concubitus Num. 31, 17;
— 2. (from ממ IL.)possession, of 0°2"22 Junens 21,12; sin "2 of female concuand 13575 Jos 28, 18; comp. pun Grn. bitus Lev. 18, 22.
15, 2."— 3. n. p. of a son of “Japhet,
mon see marian.
then of a J aphetic race, mentioned with
min see mann.
ban, לבּות Gen. 10, 2; Ez. 27, 13; 32,

26; 38,2 3; 39,1. In Herodotus (3,94;

Main == הָּכְסִמ and mown see mapn.

Yan from (לכט m. 1.(prop. part.
the Tıßognvoi; and if arn (which see) Hif.) a discerning one, i. e. he who has dis7, 78) too the Mooyoı are united arith

be decidedly the tribe of the Tibareni,

cernment in the * nyt, hence a pious Ps.

 ביcan only be the Moschi or Mosochi, 14, 2, Jos 22,2, prudent Prov.10,5 19,
a fact confirmed by the orthography of or wise one 15, 24; a teacher, a priest, i. e.
the cod. Samar. (TWin, ךישלמ & of the
LXX and Vulg. (Mooöy, Mosoch); the

an instructor Dan. 11,33 35; 12,3 10;
a skilful, able player, in the temple
Hebrew form first appearing in the writ- 2 Cur. 30, 22; metaph. a prosperous one
ings of the Byzantines (Procopius, Ce- 1Sam. 18, 14, — 2. The name of a kind of
drenus, Const. Porphyrog., Zonaras). The poem Ps. 32,1; 42, 1; 44,1; 45,1; 52,
Mosochi delivered slaves and vessels of 1; 53,1; 54,1; 55,1; 74,1; 78,1; 88,
brass to the Phenicians Ez. 27,13, served 1; 89,1; 142, 0 and iin the ‘text 47, 8;
in the army of Gog, and were a terror which is translated a didactic poem; a

in the land of the living (32,26; 38,2 melodious, fine poem, in allusion to the
3; 39, 1) during the march of the Sey- stem >>, but arbitrarily.
thiansin the 7% century B. C., which
Saum see Dow Hif.
affected Palestine also. By them are
maw only Juz. 5, 8, commonly
meant the old people Thuschi south of
the Caucasus, whom the Lesghians call taken for an abridgment of ִםיִניִּכְש;
Mossok. — 4. n. p. of a branch of the but this is inadmissible by the form of
Massaeans (12), mentioned along with the word, and yields no sense besides.
ap Ps. 120, 5. (see un).

Aquila, Theod. and Jerome read Daun,
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and try to bring out more or less the
idea of an excessive lecherousness, re-

quired by the context. It is better to
read םיִכְּשְמ instead of םיִכְשֶאְמ (from

Duin I. (part.
(
Sun, pl. orpwra; inf.

abs. dau, constr. לשמו -  לשfut. Sun)
1. intr. to be hard, powerful, strong,
mighty, identical in its fundamental idea

TER testicles), and to translate: fat,
strong-testicled horses, i. e. very lustful. with >12 (which see), Ar. ds (comp.
mwa and n>" (with suff. imsbn, 703); an explanation which passed from
on-, pl. nie; see Mow IL) f. 1. an Fürst’ s Cone. 8. v. into Gesenius’ Thesaut- 2
image, imagery y a figure, for idolatrous rus s. v. On the contrary, the Ar. uw
worship Num. 33, 52, "מ jax Lev. 26, 1 to flow, does not appear to belong to
Sui I. Metaphor. to rule, reign, govern,
₪ stone formed into an idol; 'מ m
a sleeping-room adorned with idolatrous absol. Prov. 12, 24; 29,2; to command,
images Ez. 8, 12, where the LXX read have power Dan. 11, 2 5; םלוע m Ps.
22873; metaphor. a vessel with image- 66, 7 to reign for ever; with by of
work (in silver), as a precious vessel the throne on which one sits Zecn. 6,
Prov. 25, 11, comp. 3 Is. 2,16, per- 13, or with 491...
a to denote ex-

haps poet.=יל a stais-chamber, ₪ splen- tent of space Josn. 12, 2; or with the
did chamber = "מ "37, Prov.18,11 and

dat. commodi

Is. 40, 10 hie arm (i. e.

tion,“idea, plan
= an Ps. 73, 7, comp.
nd and nwy.
riaun (froma (לכש f. miscarriage,
abortion, 2 Kınas 2, 21.
ee (constr. 79°, with suff. an,
1 pl. ִםיִנָבְמ constr. ינכט with
Ae  | הנרחם9 pi.תי constr. mi",

1 Kınas 5,1, a wife Gen. 3,16; of God
Ps. 103, 19; to manage Gen. 24, 2; 45,
8 26; figuratively of things 4,7; Prov.

he is as if (behind) a high wall in his his power) rules for kim. — 2. trans.
splendid chamber. It is therefore unne- with the addition of the object, a) with
cessary to read with the Targ. and Vulg. 3, to rule over, a people Deur. 15, 6,
בְּמְשְכָּתו. — 2. formation,i. 0. imagina- Junges 8, 22, a territory Jose. 12, 5,

with suff. 7097; from 79) m. prop. a
place where one rests, dwells, lies, a
habitation, dwelling, Jos 18, 21; 21, 28
- SR, to which it stands in apposition;
dwelling - place 39, 6; Is. 32,18; hut, of
shepherds Sone or Sot. 1, 8; Ez. 25, 4;
possession Has. 1, 6, chiefly of the tabernacle in the wilderness Ex. 25, 9;

16, 32; ‘b)withלע 28, 15; 9 followed
by theinfin. with לEx. 21,8; but b and
0 are rare. לוממ a ruler, i. e. a prince,
a king Prov. 6, 7; also a tyrant Is. 14,
5; 49, 7; 52, 5, oppos. to 3°73; comp.
Sanskrit "hit, to be strong, ‘powerful,

whence kavi "(in the Vedas) king.
riv. Dun, Dunn, mw,

De-

nw.

Hif. ( המשלfut.  (כמשילtogive power
to Dan. 11, 39; to cause to rule Ps. 8,7.

Deriv. לשמה

Dun II. (Kal not used) tr. to com26,1; 40, 9, fully nig ’n 38, 21, "a pare, to put together or beside one an מועדakt 40, 29, רי " Nom. 16,9; ge other for comparison, two things, from

nerally the temple Ps. 26, 8; 74, 7; in
the pl. on account of its different buildings 43, 3; 46, 5; 84,2. Seldom does
the pl. stand for a part of the structure
132,5. Metaphor. the grave Is. 22,16;
a lair Jos 39, 6.

the fundamental signification to bind, to
unite, to weave or twist together;3 organic

root SWR, which also exists in DU,
DET, .לצד From the same fundamental signification the stem denotes
in Ethiopie to suppose, to judge, to

un (from 42%) Aram. m. same as think; also בטח ,Dart, nwy proceeding
Hebrew un Exx. 7, 15; Targ. jaWUn. from a similar view. Deriv. Sain, dun 2,
mba (with suff. “ping JE 70”, bin. The Kal forms that appear elsefrom =) f. wages, reward Gav. 31,7
41; Rura 2, 12; formed from rnb.

where are denominatives from vun.
Nif. Pu, to be like, to be similar,

משל
with by Is. 14, 10, py Psa
49, 13.

Lif. ( המשילfut. wr),
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28,1, 3 business Deur.15,10; 23,21; 28,8 20.

to compare

Is. 46, 5.

Hithp. Yuan (fut. Dam?) to become
like, to be like.with > to become as Jos
30, 19.

bain (constr. לוע ,with suff. 12873; pl.
pbuh, ¢. 121873; from wha IL.) m. 1. prop.
comparison,.likeness, of two things, hence
similitude Eccues. 12, 9; symbolical discourse E2.17,2; 24,3, called also 73°73;
a didactic saying, a maxim Prov.1,1 6;
'10, 1; a precept Jos 13, 12, parallel
( םיִנֶכְזapothegms); «a proverb 1 Sam.
,10 ;12 Ez. 18, 2 3; a parable 12, 22;
also a philosophic dialogue richly inter-
woven with choice sentences JoB 27,1;
a sententious poem Ps. 49, 5, thoughtful
doctrine 78,2, interchanged with 1371;
threatening, satirical, deriding discourse
Is. 14, 4, Mic.
2, 4, Han.
2, 6, also
called 77; «a by-word Devt. 28, 37;

1 Kınas'9, 7; Jur. ,24 ;9 2 22  הָיָהto

See n>wn.

noun and ַהּולוָעִמ (from nw) m. 1.4
sending , of mina (presents) Esta. 9,19
22. —- 2. with 71, object of stretching
forth the hand (in!"order to use it after
one’s own will)i. 6. a possession Is.
4

neun (from n2w) f. 1. ₪ discharge,
sending away, furlough, of warriors Eccus. 8, 8. — 2. a sending, i. e. a whole
troop, of םיִעָר ( יכאָלִמO77) subst. = 729)
angels of evil Ps. 78, 49,

neq

see TU.

pow (an associate, a friend, viz. Jah
is) n. p. m. Ear. 8, 16; Nes. 3, 4. —

The Jewish people are called by this
name, with the meaning pious Is. 42,19.

mabwn (compounded of m DRWR,
Jah is a Rewarder) n. p.m. 1 0. 9,21;

26,1; for which 26,14 has ma

(Jah

is reguital).

ninbun (-nmbVn, requital viz. is

become a band to one Ps. 69, "12, with Jah) n. p. m. 2 Car. 28, 19; Nen.
"a ‘p aM to make one a by-word 44, 15. 11,13; for which is

Arab. hie, Aram. bp, Nhrya, Hs the
same; Phenic. SU» an image. —2.n. p.
of a place 1 Cur. 6, 59, contracted from

( תיִמְלָשִמthe same).

9.

mabain (a pious one) n. p. f. 2 Kınas
21, 19. °

Dew. From למ 1 comes the denomin.
wbuin (from WW) m. triad, for three
( "שמpart. m. Sw, imp. 301, fut.
Gen. 38 24.
duit) to propose or use a , למin all the
various meanings of the noun Ez. 12,25;
‚17,2; 18, 2 3; 24,3; Jo. 2,17; part.
pl.  מִשלִיםgnomic poets Num. 21, 27.

EB (pl. nimdn, from DW) /. same
as mau, and also pl, desolation, wasting,

Is. 15, 6; Ez. 6,14; astonishment, horror

Pih. למ to speak in oawr Ez. 21,5. 35, 3.
yaw )> yaw; pl. Dynun, c. 727,
( משלwith suff. Hu) m. 1. (from
suff. 13727, DT; from ya) m
with
sun L) dominion, the manifestation of
fatness,
of body Is. “17, 4; in the pl. the
power Zecn. 9, 10. — 2. (from Sw IL)
likeness, similitude Jos 41, 25 (LXX),
' but better in signific. 1. with the Targ.,
which suits the second member.

Sun (from לוב IL) m. same as לשמ
a by-word JoB 17, 6.

strong ones, i.e. warriors 10,16, comp.
Greek Aımagös; vigorous youth Ps. 78,
31; a productive, fruitful soil Gen. 27,
28 "39; tracts rich in booty Dan. 11, 24.

maw"

(strength, vigour) n. p. m.

1 Cam. 12, 10.
mibwa see Tp wa.
mown (from yu) m. pl. fat foods
now (e.bai; from rib) m. 1. a Neu. 8, 10.
place to which a thing is sent Is. 7, 25.
yawn (e. 99”, from 7) m. 1. a
— 2. a thing to which the hand is put
‚or stretched out, with 7%. or D773, hence hearing, of the DIN, 1 -hatone per-
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001708 18. 11, 8 = jrk .מש — 2. (fame
viz. El is; see 972) n. p. m. of a son of
Ishmael anil of an Ishmaelite tribe Gen.
25,14, perhaps the Macutmareig of Ptolemy (6,7,21), who inhabited a district at
some distance to the north-east of Medina.
— 3. (a renowned) n. p.m. 1 Cur. 4, 25.

Na"

a hater, see nav.

4

nwa )6. an, with suf. 7327, ok
pwn, from ar) m. 1. repetition, of

the main Devt. 17, 18, or of the תרות
myn "Josu. 8, 32 i.e. Deuteronomy
(LXX, Vulg.), if it be not better taken
in the sense of copy, apographum, the

npawn (with suff. 479%”, 197, OA, next to the original (Targ., Syr., Ar.).
from (עמש f. 1. obedience, hence subjec- For the sake of emphasis either as an
tion, an expression belonging to the ser- apposition to the following noun, Gen.

vice 018 court, body-guard 1 Sam. 22, 14, 43,15 and the repetition of money, i. ₪
where the Targ., Syr. and LXX read second money, comp. “8 12 43, 22;
and understood 7myaWun-5y Tin} (and Is. 17,18 and a repetition of destruction

st ale...
the prince of the body-guard service). The
LXX and Josephus also understood it Gen. 43, 12; Ex. 16, 22; seldom does
so in 2 Sam. 23,23. Concrete and coll. oP) precede, in the construct
state
subjects Is.11,14 (comp. Mic. 4,6); faith- Deur.15,18. Hence double, twofold Ex.

ful ones 1 Cir. 11, 25; 2 Sam. 23, 23.
“awa (e. Ww, with suf. o>aw,
im; pl. with suff. P37 ; from Saw)
m. after the manifold” meanings of the
verb: 1. a watch-station, a post, of place
1 Car. 26, 16, Nun. 7,3, or of persons

4,3 16; muy "a םּוש Jon 7,12 to set a

16,5; Is.61,7 for your shame (ye shall
receive) double; Jer.16,18 the double of

their guilt; a JoB 42,10 to the double.
— 2. second, with relation to order, rank,
dignity and gradation, consequently inferior. So with the genitive following

2797 Un 1 Cur. 28,7, or with > following in Tomb maw Esty. 10, 3 the

watch shoud one; then guard, watch, of a
camp Jer. 51, 12. — 2. ward, prison second after the king. לב may also come
Gen. 40, 3; 42, 17. — 3. object Br keep- after, as 725 > -JER. 52,24 the second
ing, whät is kept Prov. 4, 23, not to be priest (after the UNS >); ar M3227
compared with 72 Neu. 4, 3. — 4. usage, Gen. 41,43 the second chariot (after ‘the
i.e. what is observed Neu. 13, 14. — royal one); a wi New. 11,9 the second
5. asparething, areserve,what iis kept ready city, 1. 6. a new ‘part of the city, called
Ez. 38, 7; comp. ny2wa 1 Sam. 22, 23 also הָנֶשִּמַה alone 08א2141 22,14; ZEPH.
1, 10 "” wns 2 Cur. 31,12 his second
and Saw 2 Sam. 22, 44.
 מִשָמַרֶתhtiw( .ffus תל המַרְפִּי, om“ brothibe, for which THN 2 Nena. 11,17
or ’n alone 1 Sam. 8, 2 are put, where
pl.naw, enim", with suff.os,
un“) f. 1.the place where a watch is $533 or in 1 Cur. 5,12 WNT precedes.
kept, a watch-post Is. 21, 8; Has. 2, 1; Plural םיִנשִמ the second, i.e. the younger
a service-post 2 Cur. 7, 7 8 14; 35, 2; 15, 18, also of animals those later born
of persons Neu. 7, 3; Wasch, as an ‘act 1 Sam. 15, 9, which were valued higher;
2 Kınas11,5 6; service Lev. 8,35; Num. so that it is not necessary to read with
1,53; 3, 28; 4, 27 31. — 2. ₪ keeping the Targ., Syr., Ar. םיִּנַמְשמ,or with the
Ex. 12,6; 16,23 32; Num.17,25; concr. LXX Daran: Also, of a second i.e.
an object of preservation, what is pro- less costly kind Ezr. 1, 10.
tected 1 Sam. 22, 23; what one keeps,
mown (pl.nio”, from dow) f.plunder,
observes, i.e. a law, a command, an usage
booty
2 Kınas 21, 14; Is. 42, 24; for
Gun. 26,5; Luv.18,30 22,9. — 3. the

;

keeping to one, fidelity, faithful service
Nom. 3,38; 10 12,29; 23,32; 2Cur.
28, 6.

Peyton see תָלָמְס

which mow and moni (which see)
are also’ put. DU is interchanged with

Dy, Mb.

y vun (not used) tr. to strip off, to clean,

משעול

to cleanse; Ar. on sharing its meaning
ia

0

with u, x, also signifying to do
clean, i.e. wholly. This stem bas been

‚adopted by Ibn Ganäch and Tanchum.
for בשוי. It is betier, however, to refer

the word to nzw IL = .עט
Syn (from (לַעֶט m. a place that
sinks, a hollow way, a hollow pass Num.

22, 24.

—

יִעwr (after the Aramaean mode for
myn, from העט IL) f. smoothness,
cleansing, purity, "Ez. 16, 4 thou wast not
washed smooth (to הנו i.e. not

clean; Targ. N3p:nN>,
The ancients ar
smets  טע מע6

Rashi myn.
thought of the

oyun (impetuous haste, from DYW)
n.p. m. 1 OER. 8,12; < pat perhaps =

Ww

משפט
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(c. 79°, from yyw) m. support

2 Sam. 22, 19, Ps. 18, 19, what keeps
upright, i.e. God; metaphor, applied to
bread and water, "which are called supports, because they strengthen and maintain the vital power Is. 3,1; comp. .דעס

1. a family, a clan, several of which
make a tribe (ua, un, which see),
consisting of several rags ma (which
see) Ex. 6, 14; 12, 21; 1 Cnr. 6, 39;
Num. 1, 20; 36, 6; Devt. 29, 7; Joss.
13, 15; especially 1 Sam. 9, 21. Such
families had a common sacrificial feast
every year 1 Sam. 20, 6 29. — 2. atribe,
coinciding with המ and vay Jose. 7,
17; Jupens 13,2; 18, 2 11; "Zecn. 12,
13; where ’n does not stand for Day

and maa, but iis interchanged with them;
JER. 2, 4; 31,1. — 3. a union ofseveral tribes in
i one people. Hence the
kingdoms of Judah and Israel are called
mingwat "nw Jer. 33, 24, being also
named ons ינש Is. 8,14. — 4. fellowship, association, e.g. ofthe םיִרְפְל 1 Cur.
2, 55, who were divided into classes;
generally kind, genus of animals Gen.
8, 19; comp. DY, Greek 20908, dynos;
of things, species , class Jer. 15, 3. —
5. a people, race Gen. 10, 5, of which
the ovis or Dw have many Ps. 22,28;
96, 7; it is therefore applied to peoples
|generally Gen. 12,3, Ez. 20,32, Zeca.

ww (from yyw) m. the same Is, 14,17, or to a single people 14, 18.
DEw (constr. new, with suffixes
3, 1.
 הָנָעְשִמf. the same, fig. the head, of neun, TORrUn, sew; pl. םיִסָפָשיִנ
the state, m}, ma», my being also ap-
plied to him; Is.3,1 stay and support, i.e.
every support; the combination of mase.
and fem. always serving to make the
idea general. In Arabic and Syriac,
the same.
nyu (with suff. nun, TDs in,

constr. "Ew, with suff."DEW, PRE un;
from 2) mase. 1. judgment , judicial

then a staf’, on which one leans Ex.
21,19; Jupaus 6, 21; of the staves of
oppina Num. 21, 18; "3p "9 Is. 36, 6
a support of 0 or) 1 6. an easily

ment belongs, as a vocation and official

utterance, sentence,

right, as an act Lev.

19, 15; Deur. 1,17; hence “2 mB» to
execute judgment, i. e. to judge Ps. 9,

17; my

au: Is. 28,6 to judge, prop.

to sit in the judicial chair (2 882);

pl. with suff. (םָתְכַעועמ 7 prop. support, nest tb wn, Ez. 21, 32 to whom judgduty. Here belongs also 2

jun Ex.

28,29 (see qui). — 2. place of judgment
Jos9, 32; 22, 4; Is. 3,14; Ps. 143, 2;

for which pete Dip Eccr. 3,16 alas
broken one.
stands. — 3. a cause, suit, causa foren( חָפְְמִמfrom nav which see)m. blood-
it be general Num. 27, 5,

shed, "a‘bloody deed, ‘murder, with an al-

iteration to Dew, Is. 5,7 he looked for

judgment , and holt slaughter.
nnpwa (constr. nen, with suf.

"ANE un, in“, on; pl. nine", e. mine",
- with. suff. rn", DH; from now) f. prop.

„union, clanship (see Concordance), hence

sis, whether
or a defence, 6. ₪. in ’n 729 JoB 13, 18;
23,4; in which

case

33, 5 even 2 is

omitted by ellipsis; a judicial cause, the
carrying on of which is denoted by השע

Ps. 9,5, nw Jur. 5, 28, Lament. 3, 59,
cogn. in sense with 77,29; the treatment

 רto treat
of a cause, hence 'ִּפ “ל תאat

משפת
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a cause, i. 0. to contend with an op-

expression denoting the comfortable re-

ponent in it Jer. 19, 1; ’n ya Is. 50, pose of the shepherd and peasant.
8 the possessor of a suit, i. e. an aceuser, to whom is opposed a קיִּדצַמ

(defendant). — 4. a sentence or decision

pur (not used) tr. probably same
as ‘07 IL, Ar. Shwe, to possess, prop.

to hold together, to comprehend.
of a judge, 1 Kınas 3, 28; Ps. 17, 2;
pw
and pwn.
19, 10; and therefore a legal precept,

Deriv.

a rule, by which judgments are to be

pon m. possession, hence’n“j2 GEN.

passed 72,1. In this sense Upwr) is
sometimes used for absolution, liberation Is. 59, 9 14; sometimes for condemnation 53, 8. — 5. guilt, crime, de-

15,2 son of possession, i. e. possessor,
used for 7472 for the sake of assonance

with קפה as vice versa the latter is
employed for "pvt on account of pwn.
termined by the following noun, as aa = שבוי 15;3, like pura Zepn. 3,
847 Ezer. 7, 23, na Deur. 19, 6, 9 = win,

Jer. 28
judicial cause originating in Dy or deserving ny. —
6. the right, of a judge, so far as it
agrees with the laws; hence also what
‚is right, legal, coupled with mp ty 2 Sam.
8, 15, the just, of arate Pav 16, 11,
777 מטע 32, 4; "9 ‘my to do right
Gan. 18,19, "a = Ex. 23, 6 or 72 nay
JoB 8,3 to pervert or wrest right; then law,

rule, precept, 25 according to rule JER.
30,11; "2 Nba Prov. 13,23 without right,
unrighteously ; na Ezr. 5, 4 or "92 Lev.

( קשמconstr. pu, from PRY) m. a
running, quick crowding, of locusts Is.

33, 4.
TMPWA (constr. pn,

with a suffix

‘Tp wa; pl. opwr, with a suff. ריקשמ;
from’ mpw) m. ‘1. (prop. part. Hif. of
mpw) a "eupbearer, butler, Gen. 40,15
18. — 8, place of pouring out wine,
side-board Gen. 40, 21; 2 Cur. 9, 20;
institution of cupbearers 1 Kınas 10, 5,
in which sense perhaps the plur. ִםיִקְש

5,10 according to precept; רד “"REW the Gen. ch. 40 and 41 is to be taken, if
laws of God 18,4, hence n = main Is. it 06 not a plur. of signif. 1. — 3. a
51, 4; 52, 1; Ins, 8 7; but it is also well-watered region, regio rigua Gen.
applied to the heathen ו
1 Kines 13,10, a watered pasture Ez. 45, 15.—
17, 26. — 7. what accrues or belongs to 4. drink, Lev. 11,34; Is. 32,6. It is a
one, what he looks upon as his right, partic. in Ps.104,13; Has. 2, 15.

wages, reward, Is. 49,4; Jos 27,2; 513

‘p 72 Is. 10,2

Sipuina (from >pw) mase. weight Ez.

to Pil one of his wight 4, 10

metaphor. exclusive right, privilege,

as

( םוקשמfrom 1p) mase. the upper

32,I, and so 719927 ’n Deur. 21, 17;

lintel, the upper beam of a door, the top

MNT ’n the right of redemption JER.

" המל2 1

9

Saba "” 10, 25; of a doorway, Ex. 12,7, Ar. SLs.

usage, prescriptive right. ' Kınas 11,14;
dpua (constr. Spin, with suffiwes
manner, sort Gen. 40,17; 2 Kınas 1,7; spun, mepw , popula; from Sp) m.
condition Jupaus 18, 12.
weight = Spun, sce anna fixed weight,
( תַפְשִמonly dual BineWn) fem. a sometimes heaviness generally Luv. 19,

fold, i. 0. an open summer-stall (from 35; 26, 26; and so in the phrase 2 ןיש
 תַפַשto set, to place, comp. Latin sta-
bula from dare) Gen. 49, 24, Jupgzs
,5,16 same as DIM_W. The dual iis put
here, as it is there, because of the double
divisions of the folds, which ran in a

parallel direction, and troughs were be-
‘tween the two folds; comp. pings.
“ORI ןיּב aw or V3} ibid. is a proverbial

there was no weight, i. e. it could not be

weighed 2 Kines 25,16; 1 Cur. 22,3 14.
nopwn f. a plummet, according to

which a "building is ereeted and carried
out Is. 28,17; from napWUn.
nbpuin f. the same "Kanga 21,13.
pein (constr. קיש

‘from Dp) m

משר
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ng”, M072; see above myo under
nx. The n is radical ; and the asperhaps we should read oa mpwr and sumption of a root הָרָש = the
Ar.

the settling,

defecation,

of water,

i. e.

pure water (Vulg., Rashi) Ez. 34, 18;
translate

of water.

a well-watered place, fulness

(to shine) must be rejected.

="

nun (abridged from nn yw) = a
“wr (not used) tr. to divide, to cut, female ‘attendant or minister 1 Kınas 1,
to cut rarunder,adentacal with "wi, Aram. 15. See no Pihel.
"03, Arab.
; metaphor. (like other
wird (fut. nr, with suf. wma,
verbs expressing the same idea, comp. Saas) tr. to dates to feel, with accus.
ma, “BD, d2>) to pea to separate,
of the object ‚Gen. 27,12 21 22 (see
" measure of, Arab.
II. (to divide),
Um); Arab. ui the same.
comp. "073 I. Deriv. non and perhaps
‚Pih. vn (part. wea, fut. wu)
ion = Son.
to grope, to explore, with accus. of the
mia (fom mtv) /. dominion Is. 9, object Gun. 31,34 37, Guim ‘a Jos 12,
6.
25 to grope about in the dark; with ב

( הָרָשִמconstr. תַרָשְמ ,from mW) f. of time Drur. 28, 29; Jos 5, 14; absol.
what is dissolved into a drinkable ‘fluid, Devt. 28, 29.
Af, ( המשfut. wr, but pl. prs,
maceration, Nom. 6, 3 a drink of grapes
imper. with suff. wT Krb and יִנָשיִמה
(Saadia, Ibn Esra and Rashi).
) מִשְרוּקִי6. שרוקית,
 מ.fed שררּקיתָא, מK’ri, as if from Un ‘and um = (שמ to
from pa to pipe) Aram, fem. a pipe,a touch, to feel, to have the feeling of touch
reed, Dan. 3,5 7. The Greek ovens Ps. 115, 7; with accusat. of the object
seems to have been derived from the JUDGES 16, 26; 757 wat Ex. 10, 21 to
grope about in Er dark.
Semitic PD.
mew (constr. mn, with suffimes
DTW (from YW) m. extension, tract,
n. p. of a place otherwise unknown, pone, ow, wnt, without being
whence the Gent. m. "77172 1 Cur. 2, a ‘plural; from anw 3 m. drink, coupled 53, then the name of a race äwelling with לָכָאַמ (food) Dan. 1, 10; "3 72
wine of"drinking , i. e. which serves for
there. But comp. the Aram. 2172.
P|
Ww (pl. nip ywr, constr. nip, drink 1,5 8, also “2 92. 1, 16 wine as
from nov L) 7. 1.an object of burning, drink; a potion Is. 5, 12; metaphor. a
drinking-bout ,with the addition of er
with the accus. to what Is. 33, 12, but
Esra. 5, 6; 7,8; a feast generally, Gen.
( לשידto lime) stands with the "verb An.
19, 3; 21,8; as an image of joy Prov.
2,1; the burning, of corpses, or of spices 15, 15; Eccuss. 7,2; coupled with החמש
at funerals Jer. 34,5; comp. 2 Cur. 16, Esra. 9,19.
14. — 2. only in om תוָפְרְשִמ (accordpom
Ez. 8,16 see mn w Hithp.
ing to Kimchi and the Tare. the burning
mun (Sem Nn, nd; def. 8772)
i. e. the boiling of water, especially for
salt, conseq. salt-works [Rashi]; accord- Aram. m. same as Hebr. nw, Dan. 5,
ing to others glass
-smelting work) n. p. 10; Syr. Nas,
of a place near Sidon Jose. 11,8; 13,
"nun Jon. 4,11 see DAY.
6; comp. np yx.
“nw Junezs 16,28 see bonw.
( הָקְרָשַמplace of vines, see pa) n.
pawn see 75 1.
2 of an Edomite locality, perhaps between Petra and Shobek Gen. 36, 36;
rn (from m to stretch, to sat,
1 Cur. 1, 47.
after the form w, וז from md, m;
NW (from nip to deepen out; comp. constr. in proper names "תב like au)
Tab, (טרש m. a pan 2 Sam. 13, 9, Aram. from DW, "27 from 2, also from ;הל
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2 Dm, Dra, constr. na, with. suf.

that in 2 (which see), 7-7 I, 2 I.

Ton, nn) m.. prop. a long--stretched one,

&e. is identical; comp. besides nn (mm),

giant, hence a man ; in the plur. people, like Yuveiv and TELVELY.
same as םישנא Jos 11,3 11; warriors Dan 2, 1072, mm.

Is. 3, 25, parall. הרוב for 0'423; comp.
Coptic MATS, a soldier; neon na GEN.

34, 30 and Devt. 4,27 "people of"number,
i..e. ‘which one can number, a few, =
 מעnn 26,5 and 28, 62, with the additional idea of dlsunien Is. 41, 14; elsewhere in combination as אָוָש mm Ps.
26, 4, Tid nn Jo 19, 19, 18 "nm 22,
15, לה
The EB 31, 31 for “oN, as -in
enumerations” om for םיִשָכא Devt. 3,
6; once same as םיִכָשְר Ps. 17,14. In
a7 na Is. 5, 13 ‘it is = mm (which
see); and in Jos 24, 12 versions and

Derivat. nn,

ana constr. state of m3 man, only in
proper names like nd, 1 "a8, from
na, Dy, aN.

pin 0 pein) adj. m., הָקּותְמ
f. 1. sweet, of a4 Jupazs 14, "18, np)
Prov. 24, 13, “2 Sone or Sot. 2, 3; oppos. 72 Is. 5, 20;; metaph. lovely, pleasant,
Prov. 16, 24; 100018. 5, 11; rejoicing,
grateful 11, 7. — 2. be something
sweet Jupazs 14,14, sweetness Ez. 3, 3.
ya: ( מתזa man i. e. Hero, El is;

VÖ being as in dying a mark of the

mss. read DYnn as םיִתמ,parall. םיִלָלַח genitive, and ףתמ ‘the construct state of
Comp. ‘na, 372 and bin 2. In Phenic.  (מתn. p. of an antediluvian patriarch
nn the same; ‘hence the proper name Gen. 4, 18, perhaps another name for
byamn (Mathbal, Mathal, Madae¢) Polyb.  תולחof the Elohistie document, In
1, 69; 73079, Mecyyvog (man of the Phenie. we find ann (Methy, Methu, Matu,
sanotiary: 72 = Jay, see 723) n. p. of a Muthu) as the constr. state of m2 in
Tyrian king.
mn

see min.

proper names, as ymin (Methy-mathnus, -tnus) n. p. of the son of Masinissa

ann (collect., and denom. from jam) (Plin. 7, 14, 12); yarn (Methymannus),
88 mss. read for mann; byaınn (Mum. heap of straw, straw Is.
0.
tumbal) n. p. of a suffete; mings
JD (not tees) tr. commonly to draw (Metuastartus), another name for Abd= nD; Ar.
to be extended; better astartus. See dyina, Phenic. muna
= ‘jw IL, pwr to bind, to knot, to hold Bedvag, where ns =nn.
together, identical in its organic root
( חַלָשיתִמman of 7
arms) n.
an» with חז IL; as na Is. 23, 10 is p. m. Gen. 5,21; see Diwan.
= 303. Derivative
ala?) (fut. ım9Y) trans. to extend, to
3079 (with suff. mm) masc. a bit, a
stretch out, Is. 40, 22; comp. nn}. De-

curb, of animals Prov. 26, 3, Ps. 32,9,

in order to restrain them; cognate in
sense 727 (from 709 to fetter); sometimes a bridle was also put on captive
enemies 2 Kınas 19, 28; Is. 37, 29; as
is still to. be seen on the Khorsabad
figures; metaphor. dominion 2 Sam. 8, 1
(see ER).

rivat. NNN.

nn
 (טדיm.

hence

(from nn after the form nV,
extension, continuance

of time,

a) as an adverb of duration,

when, quando, i. e. during the time,
without an interrogation Ps. 101, 2;
Prov. 23, 35; Syr. 2 2]
in Aram.

ze?) (not used) intr. to stretch, to a particle is prefixed to express the
extend, of time, i. e. to continue; to be interrogative meaning, IR, „Ns,
Hence the derivation from en is altall, of stature; SR Arab. ₪ to be ready clear from the fact that a similar
long, as, Tu,
tr. to stretch out, adv. also comes from wu, דג Lease
a cord. With the ea root oma whilst. Thus it is not derived from m and
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°n = (mr). — b) usually interrogative,

referring to time, when? quando? Gen.

80,30; Ner.2,6; Ps.41,6; Ar. to the

1 Kings 12,10; 108 40,16; ‘2 2 Ez.
47, 4 water reaching to the loins. The
loins are spoken of as the seat of bodily strength Deut.

33, 11, Ez. 21, 11,

same. — Combined with partieles pre- as the place about which the girdle is
ceding it has for the most part an inter- worn Is. 45, 1, 2 Kınas 4, 29, where
rogative sense, as "תומר until when? how armour is put 1 Kines 18, 46, which a
long? 1 Sam. 16, 1, 1 Kıns 18, 21, till mourning garment covers Gen. 37, 34,
how long? Ps. 6, re Is. 6, 11; nn ירחא ‘on which burdens are sustained Ps.66,
JER. 13, 27 after het long a Hae יתמל 11, and where the seat of the pains of
without a question at what time Ex. 8, 5.
EM
see TRAM.
nara (with ‘suf,Inga“, mm“, from
 = סְּכֶןTR) f. measure, pensum Ex.5,8,
Ez. 45, ii, for which Ex. 5, 18 has jpn.
Metaphor. proportion, relation, Ex. 30,

travail is 18.21, 3; Nan. 2,11; comp. Lat.
lumbus, elumbis, delumbare. Ar. wes,
Syr. jnaase; Phenic. oh, nn the same,

hence the proper name ל  בכתבMuthumbaal, Muthumball (Plaut. Poen. 2, 35;
Num. 7, 1), Mutines, i. 6. Mutinas =

32; 2 Cur. 24, 13.

Dain.

mom what a weariness!

m (not used) Aram. intr. same as
Hebr. rm. Derivat. jnn = Hebr. nm»,

sista Mar. 1, 13 from Im and

‘nebo (only pl. constr. miy'pm73) f. whence the
transposed from 197372 (which see)Jos (which see).
29,17; Jo.1, 6.

Din 1.m. (from Diem) anything whole,

adj. masc. AAN,

f. ea

rays) (with suff. D2m2, from 23) m.
1. a present, gift,= רַהְמ Gen. 34,‘12, or
same as דחש
;16 ;21,14 שיא 'מ
one who gives presents 19, 6.-- 2.n.p. m.
 ו11 18, 2 Cur. 23,17 a.

uninjured, unhurt, Is.1,6, sound Ps. 38,
4 8. — 2. adv. (from nn with the termination D-) each and every one, JUDGES
20, 48 they smote them with the edge of
the sword (beginning) with the city’ — comp. Plienie. 93, Maree (Heat 7,
each and every one down to the beast — 98) the proper name of a Tyrian king,
even to every one that was met with (out- by27;nn, Mastanabal ‚Maoraraßes(App.

side the city). To read nm with some

Pun. 106) n. p. of Masinissa’s son.

mss. and tlie Peshito, or to unite wy,
on, is unadvisable.

tyv, Mécwocg,

On

the other hand, the forms Metenus, MézMézyvoc,

as names

of a

Tyrian king, are only modes of ortho-

Inn (not used) trans. to stretch, to graphy for Marynvos (Jos. contra Ap. 1,
extend; intr.to be stretched, extended, opposite to relaxed; to be strong, firm,
powerful; sa Ar. 5 to stretch out,

18); as there are also the forms Miryovos, -yuvos (33iva = 5932372, to which
belong too the names Miggin, Migganes).

to extend,

NImn (with suf. n27, pl. 132772, from
to be strong, enduring,
firm; identical in
i its organic root NA Im) "Aram. fem. same as Hebr. man a
with that in jn-% (belonging to תא present, gift Dan. 2, 6; 5,17.

see 402), 70”), IM "&e. Deriv. nia (dual
pun), n. p. nn, Gent. nn.
2 (strength, יי from 22)
n. p. of a place otherwise unknown;

mana (constr. תכתוב;pl.nizH2, constr.
nian, with suff. Dann, on ; from
192) f. 1. @ gift Gen. 25, 6; Prov. 15,
27; a heave-offering, for the sanctuary
or priests, a sacrificial gift Ex. 28, 38;

hence the Gentile m. nn 1 Cur. 11, 43.
( ןתמonly dual br) m. the loins, Ley. 23, 38; Ez. 20, 31; a gift to get
including the rump,

as the seat

oogyvs; so called

of strength

and power

clear of all ” demands 46, 16; a bribe

Eccuszs. 7,7. —

2. (erection viz. of El)

YORI

n. p. of a place between the desert and
the territory of Moab Num. 21,18 19.
mm )= Maya gift of Jah; comp.
Theodorus) n. p. m. Nen. 12, 19; Ezr.
10, 33 37.
mm see Im.

pina see pinn.
 קֶסִמm. sweetness, metaphor. of the
pnp Prov. 16,21 pleasant discourses
without nin 27,9.

Fon (with suff. m)

mma (see mn) n. p. m. 2 Kınas
24, i7; 1 Cur. 9, 15; 2 Cur. 20, 14.

9723772 (the same) ₪. p. m. 1 Cur.
25, 4 16; 2 Cur. 29, 13.
myn
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Arabia the rocky Num. 33,28; cod. Sam.
mp'mn.
NAD

see mh.

( אָשָנֶתִמprop. Aram. inf. of ND?) m

m. sweetness,

juice, of fruit Jupaus 9, 11 = man.
mpm (sweet fountain; comp.- m)
n. p. of a station of the Israelites in

see 17902.

mans (ghee by Mithra, Miroada-

ans, Mdo., Mithridates of the classics,
from
xan, Zend. Mithra, Mihira in
IPM mase. an object of aversion Is.
Pazend, ‘mod. Persian Mihr, Sanskrit
49, 7, prop. part. Pihel; comp. mon ib. mitra, ‘mibira, prop. the sun, denoting
53,3 as a noun.
the highest Ized, who was worshipped
ym (from myn I.) m. erring, de- by the Iranian peoples even to India.
struction, i.e. what leads to it Is. 30,28. and Greece; and n from the stem da,
exaltation, the being exalted 1Car.29,11.

al?) (fut. Par?) trans. to taste, to Pers. wold, see nm) n.p. of a treasurer
enjoy with satisfaction; prop. to suck in,

like the Syr. -=A% (to suck), and like
מץ,720; then intr. to be pleasant, comfortable, Jos 21,33 the clods of the valley

under Cyrus Ezr. 1,8, and of an officer
in Samaria under Artaxerxes 4,7. Comp.
the numerous proper names compounded

with Mithra, as Mizgaßarns, Sioopiirons,
Aouopivens,

Aopitong

&e. (see Pott,

are pleasant to him; of m3 1000188. 5, Etym. Forsch. I. LII seq.).

11. Metaphor. to be sweet, delightful, of
rma (from nina, constr. nina; from
taste Ex.15,25; Ps. 19, 11, opposite רמ m) gift, Present, 1 Kınas 13, 7, Ez.
to be BERN: ‘of meats (see Pa); comp.
46, 5 11; Prov. 25, 14; Eccıes. 3,13;
Ar.
to make mild, soft, and א
5, 18. Also like jnn the first part of
sweetness, as also
to suck in, to proper names.
MMMN (contracted from momma) n.p.
suck. Deriv. pra (a noun), pra, pris,
masc. Ezr. 10, 33, comp. Marta Luke
pina, pr, the proper name pr
3, 31. Sometimes nma (from nm);
Gr}nm).
Hi. PNT (fut. pr) to manifest Mardat, was used by itself, as a proper name; see Luke 3, 24.
pleasantness, sweetness,
i.e. to be sweet,

TINEA (same as 7213)n.p.m. Ezr.

JoB 20, 19 corruption (or vice) is savoury
in his mouth; figur. דוס PNT to make

10, 43, Nex. 8, 4; 1 Chr. 9, 31.

counsel pleasant,

1%

i. e. to hold familiar

discourse Ps. 55, 15.
rar (after the form 27; with suf.

aps) masc. same as
Jos 24,20 the worm
cannot ba taken as a

18880. gender, which

thie farm, nm,

Be-

Marradiac

1 Mace. 2,1, Luxe 3,25 was also used

at a later ,time. So too was the still
pra ‘dainty food, shorter F172 Mardiag Acts 1, 23, or
mn Mati aiog.
is his food. pn
Am
(the same) n. p. m. 1 Car
verb because ofthe
does not suitל
me. 15, 18 21.
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us

2, named 79, Nün, signifies as a let-

ter of the alphabet something stretched,
extended, a fish, if the origin of the char-

acters be looked for in images, and the

names be considered as a

of

outward objects (see 992,
Ar.or , Aram.
Hei, R212 the same). It is supposed
that the form of the letter in old Hebrew (7, 5, 4), Samaritan (4, ?), old

Aramaean ($), Phenician ($, 4, h), and

Am, or it is completely absorbed, 6 ₪
in nn (from nın), na (n:2), MAN from
MRS, AN from DIN, BR from שנא
)= u), in some cases in the vocable
wa and in םִיָתְש (from .(םֶיִּמְכְש 6(
the
beginning of words also the vowelless
Nün is sometimes omitted in pronunciation and orthography, e.g. in ,ה 39"172,
wy (doubtful); ,איש אלשנ איט=אוט
certainlyiin the imperf. of verbs ו
b. d) The
letter doubled by Dagesh forte is lessened or weakened by the insertion of a
soft Nin, in Semitic idioms, e.g. Aram.
mas from Tan, 33372 from עמ naw

hence in old Greek (‘*, N) represents
a fish in shape. But the name is more
probably derived from the initial sound,
as is the case with the other letters. The
Greek name 0ע is abridged from ?סע
(772). In Ethiopic Nahas (wn) stands 9  גאTIER Ar Adi, and the
for it, which would amount to some- Hebr. 237 from “gp Jos 18,2 (doubtthing ‘similar. In the square character ful); it isseldom put after the letter to
derived from old Semitic, Nün, with be doubled, as 721979 Is. 23, 11 instead
four other letters, alters its shape, of mon. — The extra-Semitie lan.
when final, so that the lower stroke guages present numerous analogies to all
otherwise bent runs down in a straight these peculiarities of the x-sound. —
line. The only exception to this is in 2. n being a weak, liquid sound someJos 38, 1. As a numeral, Nin being times arose out of y or vice versa; so
the fifth letter in the series of ten, means that these two sounds are interchanged
50; it is pronounced Nü, and as an in Hebrew itself or Hebrew
comabbreviated word in Phenician it denotes pared with the dialects. Comp. 7x7 and
aki i, e. a tomb-stone.
mig? 11.; ayn and 93; 32} I. Ar. 23;
As to the power of the letter, it is
5
Ar. es, ה ma? and חַבַנ Ar.
1. the softest and most flexible nasal
sound, which a) sometimes dies away eo: tom and;
u
nm n.p.m. =
at the end, sometimes in dual and plural
nm; בטי IL. and na; לאמרn.p.m. interendings after an accented, strong vowel,
ghanging
with לאו 70) and 792; 127I.
as "3" Ez. 13, 18, "ay 2 Sam. 22, 44,
and 132; 727 and 2; mp? and nD3; NE?

 רמלניSone OF Sot.8,2 instead of 777},
22, 777729 (where the Aramaeising and 5 Lass 22) and 223; Pr}1 aiid
form alone suits); sometimes in the 3 pl. 703; ME. and nv); mp? Ar. x; pl.
perf. (where -ף has arisen from 77-) and >p2; >pı 1. and pid 6. This ex-

which as -ןּו still occurs in Deuteronomy (Deur. 8, 3 16); and sometimes

in the termination ,-ךו whence j- and
ה- have originated. b) If the following consonant

be vowelless,

it assi-

milates itself to it, e. g. 7m), War, 73,

plains ales the fact that in Syr. the designation of the 3 person fut. by~? becomes
n, which is sometimes found in the Targ.
also. — 3. כ is sometimes interchanged -

with the somewhat harder ,ל as 82D,’

Jjur

890,

גא

-an, e.g. JER, ושב TIES, זר which
lees So; prt? and DM (O83); ביל n. p.
may extend, perhaps, to a great number

and 3); pp} and ₪ ןּוְל I from 59d; of segolates, as ,ןצ 757, IR, jo and

yo? and ym; um and Um 1; "x many others. d) more rare is the endand רצ op Aram. up; u and ing ךי -, as ER, PPO TPB .ןיפות e) the

Tu IL;"ond and pm &e. See -- 4 ending Pry as PI. To the termination

It is interchanged with the still strong- i=, = "also belongs the function of
er 4, as mar Aram. 127; 7:33 Syr. diminishing, as PL, FS, ןושיא and

mar, pam, pou, ir
=
wna and m3; md Ren nd; yer and
With respect to the building of stems
out of organic roots, the liquid Nün is
SD; וב and “io Jost. 7 24 26; >
N

R Aram. "3; DW “Aram. an;

and v3; po2 and poy in Fioklarigsten used: 1. to enlarge ‘the root at the beComp. 6. ₪. N72 and 8;
&e. — 5. with the strongest nasal sound ginning.

Mém, as ov and yey; 033 and Din;
m and me &e. See m. Much rarer

a2 and 7-23; 5273 and -ה„Da; 9273
and 33 m); 3הגה2 “Aram. ה 3);

6. is the orthographical interchange of na and AT; um and nA; bry
 כand >, 6 g. oD Ex. 17, 16 for 03; and DIN; Dr} and“ Dr; a and Sr;
31> Ez. 30, 5 for 342; 7022 Joss. 15, on and :לח un end on 1 "לט
62 for 1833; nipn 2 Cur, 2,9 for 74213; and. לט 2 and“ 2; 3072 ה המ
923 Is. 33, 1 for ‘28.
jo” aed 593 np"? and np and many
Nan appears in many ways, and those others. — 2, to enlarge it at the end;
worthy of note, in the formation of nouns comp. 28, a8 11.and ns (py) to circle,
and verbs, especially in its prefixing and to turn about; 729 and ri; yx I and
postfixing, seldom in its insertion; examples of which may be put here in order. WN; 723 and 23; 704 and ו 23 and
1. In noun-building
Nön is used as forma- na; 727 ‘and 34 &e — 3. in fhe middle,
tive and prosthetic only in proper names, by which means naked simple roots be-

as in 132, DPa3, Dam, 7722, 7792

(doubtful), “bmp, ‘ning, “perhaps a mere
ramification of the dart with Yod pre-

come stems; comp. p38 Ar. N, wie and
 אש22a - DAD, THN; 223 and 33; ir)

fixed (nn21, pay? &e.); for 7202 Is. 28, and 135 ar und m; pr Ar. eo
25 is part. Nif, and Sampı Gen. 30, 8 and 7 6 — Besides, there iis still 4. 9

is applied there merely’ to explain the interchange of verbs ND and 35, as 33
proper name. In Aramaean this forma- (333) and ay (238 Aram.) = a8 (28),
tive Nün is obviously used for Mem, 6. ₪.

by which the significations of many
Yo, Syr. 11; 4242 Ezr. 6,4, to- stems are recognised.
gether with 7272 (Sukka ch. 2 beginning); and 17373 1Sam.15,9 has arisen

from the fluctuation between 173% and
123. — 2. Nün appears very “often as
a’" postfix or termination, to form adjectives, concretes and abstracts: a) the

ending -n, 88 J298, JNU,
4

IR» mad, 122 6. 'b) the ending

-ön, 8 ןירחאו mm,
irn,

Ww,

WW, Pad,

yon, pen,

pave,

TinpT 6.

( אָנa pronominal stem, originally
denoting local direction whither, then a
striving and willing, arising probably

from -anna) a particle of incitement
and entreaty: 1. put after the imperative and the future if the latter be
voluntative, as a separate word, Greek

ön (LXX), something like the German
doch! and the Latin -dum with the im-.
perat., or quaeso, age. It is appended
to the simple (Gen. 22,2; Ex. 11,2; Jos

Here the n is sometimes lost, as MIAN
Prov. 27,20 K'tib; and frequently in 1,11) or strengthened imperat. (Jupars
proper names as nt, 1B, iy, ipy &e. 19, 11) as well as to both forms of the
¢) the ending -en, מ
‘of from voluntative (JER.5,24; 17,15; Gen. 18,

נא
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21; Ex. 3, 8; 2 Sam. 14, 15), and expresses incitement JoB 2, 5 gentle command Gen. 24, 2, express command
22,2, admenitien and threatening Num.
16, 26, urgent request 20, 17, derision
Is. 47, 19 &e. Once Gen. 40, 14 it is
attached to the perfect in like manner,
as a particle of entreaty. Quite exceptionally does it stand in the poetical combination x3"71732 Ps. 116, 14 oh let me
before ..., ‘where a verb should be supplied from the context. — 2. Appended
to particles. Thus a) to the negative

46,25; Ez. 30, 14 16.
the principal
seat of the worship of the Egyptian deity
7728 (which see) who had there a famous
temple (Herod. 1, 182. 2, 42), and whom
the Greeks compared with Zeus, was
there, it was called in full aa 8 Nam.

3, 8, Greek Aıöszolis, by which the
Targ. and Jerome incorrectly understand Alexandria. In allusion to the
great multitude of people in it Ezekiel
30,15 writes X) Jin. It lay on the two
banks of the Nile and was surrounded
by canals from the river Nau. 3, 8;
conjunction לאin 82~>8, where the im- Strabo 17 p. 816; Herod. 2, 15.
As to the derivation of the word,
perfect follows Gun. 13, 8; 18, 3; Jos
32, 21; seldom absol. (seebx). b) to the the LXX (on Nauum) thought of the
conditional particle DN in "אנא Gen. Egyptian noc or nowc = Hebrew bar,
18, 3, which may be separated, how- which might be taken in the sense of

ever, ‘by a verb 24,42.

c) to an in- mom or Par] to mean possession, conseq.

terrogative adverb,

6. ₪. אָנְדהְּיַא where

now? Ps. 115, 2.

d) to interjections

samt Gen. 12,11; 16,2; iR מתה 31;

45, 3.

In this close joining the Nün

is often doubled, even when the last
preceding syllable ending in a or e is

accented, 6. ₪. 8279 Num. 23, 13; 22,

nS Na is " Amön’s possession, negis “Apr
2
As to sense, the derivation from
a -amosıt would give Amon’s city, like
nma-Her the city of Isis; ma-amown the
place of Amon (see nia) would be the
same, especially as it denotes house in
hieroglyphics.

17; Gen. 24,42; אָּפהְּנַה 19, 2. There
TW (not used) intr. to be hollow,
appears to he an irregularity in
i 82 לא hollowed, bellied, in order to receive
mT) אנ  אָפְרNum. 12, 13; but we should something into it, cogn. in sense with בוא
read there x) Dx for אנ D8, and the (= 2% IL), whence בוא;m IL, Targ.
 נודthe same. Deriv. x. In ‘Arabi
this stem is OX to 0
to conceal,
NITAN, אנ is more firmly attached, for to withhold, like המח I. to nun.
which TN, nay (which see) are also used.
TN) (from IR), 1UDGES 4, 19 in K'tib
It is appended ‘encliticallyin mama לא TiN}, with suff N, pl. ni) m. aleather(do not seize, I pray thee) Os. 13; which bottie, so called from its hollow and belcase, however, occurs but seldom. With lied shape (comp. 34x bottle, from בוא
this particle comp. the Syr. H I pray, to be hollow; Ar. > bag, bottle, from
Ethiop. >) (noe) go to.
sa to be hollow; Targ. 2777 a bottle,
N (from 73 II. to be hard, tough, raw) from Ap) =272 to be hollow; Hebrew
adj. 'm. raw, uncooked or half-cooked, nana tame. from man I. to enclose, to
prop. hard, not roasted, opposite to "2%
conceal), for milk Jupens 4, 19, wine
Ex. 12, 9; Ar. (55 (already compared 1 Sam. 16, 20; Josu. 9,4;; figur. in which
Ps. 56, 9, with alluby Saadia, Ibn ל ne) and Kimchi) tears were collected
sion to 743 (wanderings). The bags, when
from 3 (med. neand 5 to be raw, empty, were suspended iin the smoke to
hard.
dry; hence it is used for a figure of
external decay of body Ps. 119, 83.

preceding verse should be supplied with

it. In sex (which see), contracted from

N) (Egyptian) n. p. of the very ancient and extensive (Iliad 9, 383) me-

tropolis of upper Egypt,i. e. Thebes Jur.

 בְאַדְרִיEx. 15,6, perhaps for .תיִרָדָאְנ

See “aN.

נאת
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AN I. (not used) intr. to rest, to Arab. @3 has also this meaning; hence
settle “down comfortably, to encamp, in its 3444 whispering. Deriv. DI, 7728}.
organic root האכ-=3. Hence to dwell,
DN) (after the form Da, “from DN?)
to abide, opposite to move about un- m. declaration, oracle, prophecy , divine,
steadily. A collateral form is 1 I., with the genit. רי Gen. 22,16; Num.14,
where this verb-idea is expressed still 28; 1 Sam. 2, 30; Is. 22, 25; of other
more plainly.

8

1. 2. is also identi-

persons 2 Sam. 23, 1; Num. "94, 315.

sus’) Ps. 36,2 the sinner has an oracle
of wickedness within his heart, i. e. wicked
ANI II. (Kal not used) intr. to be thoughts rise up in his heart.
beautiful, lovely, pleasant, prop. to fit, to
VON? (plur. םיִכְמָאְב ,from DR?) m. 4
agree, to become; identical with X"
speaker
JoB 12, 20.
(which see), and in another direction
ANI (part. agb, inf. abs. mind, fut.
with 772 IL; modern Hebrew m.
Pih. 89
(arising out of 782,
which  (רְבְאַם1. intr. prop. to go astray, to turn
tT
wast
even appears in Ps. 93,5, by repeating aside , to be faithless, in married life,
the last radical, 3 pl. 3782; comp. Hithp. therefore to commit adultery, of man and
mnnw from mW, minh, E27, (ןנאומ woman Ex. 20, 14, Dsur. 5,17, Hos.
tobe beautiful, lovely, of natural charms 4, 2, comp. Taw of the woman; more
Sone or Sou. 1, 10; to be delightful, pleas- restricted in idea than mt, yet also
ant, of messengers of victory Is. 52, 7; like it to go astray, to depart, from God,
to become Ps. 93, 5. Deriv. adj. MRS, to apostatise, to be rebellious Jur. 5, 7;
MIR.
the relation of Israel to God being conzn?! (after the form 12V, only pl. 6. ceived of as conjugal. — 2. tr. to lie
with adulterously, with accus. Lev. 20,
rin; ‘from mea) = a dwelling, habi10; Prov. 6, 32; figur. with accus. to
tation, e. ₪ where dam is’ practised Ps.
worship rebelliously Jur. 3, 9.
74, 20, where DN abides, i. e. the
Pih. I. 583 (part. m. ףַאְכִמ,.[ תַפאְנ
holy lace 83, 13; an unprotected open
fut. 9823 and A827) frequent. and with
city LAMENT. 2,2, opposite to a fortress;
metaph. a lodging, of herdsmen Am. 1, 2 aceus. to lie with in adultery Is. 29, 23,
(like 773 Is. 33,20 coupled with (לָהא to commit adultery Prov. 30, 20, metaphor. applied to idolatry Jur. 3,8. Deincluding pasture, hence pasture itself

cal.

Deriv. the noun x}.

See .יא

Ps. 65,13, Jer.9,9, where the shepherd

rivat. IR.

Pik. U. TPN? (not used, with reduplirests in peace 25, 37; NWI 2 Ps. 23, 2
cation
of the last 0
to be idolagrassy pastures, parallel תוחּוכמ ימי

TIN] (instead of הוא from my? IL)
adj. m., ms = comely, lovely, of Fe

Sone or Sox. 1, 5; 2,14, "27% 4, 3;

trous, to practise idolatry. Deriv. TDN.

For the fundamental signification to
go astray, to deviate6 from to commit adul-

beautiful, of a city % 4; with ל of tie tery, comp. Ar. ab abhorruit ab aliq.,
declinavit a re, 100088016, transperson becoming, suitable Prov. 17, 7, >
seemly 26,1; Ps.33,1; without > 147, 1. lated in Aram. “2 pp}. The organic
root is also found in a3 and in the.
ON (3 fut. pl. (ףלכאבר intr. prop. to Aram. 1273.
murmur, to whisper, to speak softly, of
AN) (only pl. DER?) m. adultery JER.

the ghost--like speech of oracle-givers;
13, 27; Ez 23, 48; ‘to be met in
Ar. 75 pe to speak in a low voice, the pl. like .םיבהדַא
 סטsusurrare; comp. Hebrew BR, DD,
 מ ףיפאנ0 De“) m. adulterous
Ar. »@J; hence to utter, i.e. to whisper, objects, little adulterous images, wornבי 
an oracles to prophesy Jur. 23, 31. The or Hos. 2, 4. It is possible that the,

נאץ
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‚a1 are thought of as the seat of adultery, and then the passage should be
taken figuratively.
 ץֶאָנI. (fut. Y822) 1. trans. to pierce,
to sting, to stick into, same as ¥¥? (which
see), 1-23 I, hence to revile, to deride,
to scorn, with accus. JER. 33, 24, to de: spise, to on Ps. 107, 11; Prov. 1,
30; 5,12;
to reject 5
0 6, אָפּכ
723 ae 14,21; comp. gm. "Derivat,

TEN? and TER}.

נבא
( קאְנfut. PRI?) intr. to cry out, of
persons dying or hungering Ez. 30, 24;
Jos 24,12; a weaker form of PR, IL

(which see), whose organic ‘Toot also

appears in "N, Pry. Ar. 5
out. Derivative
MER (constr.‚ תקאכ pl. constr.
fiaSere an outery, of the
labouring and oppressed Exon.
Jupgzs 2,18; of the dying Ez.

to ery
nip?)
heavy-
2, 24;
30, 24.

"Pih. Ya (part. m. sara, pl. with suff.
Wa (Kal not used) tr. to push down,
 ; מלנאציinf. absol. ya "for yx2 for the to cast down, to abhor, identical in its
sake of assonance with what follows; organic root “N72 with רֶא (see 18);
fut. 7837) 1.t0 despise, contemn, i.e. not with the fundamental signification to
to regard, God Is. 1,4; 5,24; Ps.10,3 reject, to repudiate. The Ar. ys: BS
(perhaps a stronger expression than 773), &c. are connected with "X.
men Is. 60, 14, absolut. Ps. 74,10. —
Pih. O3 and 83 (frequentat.) to cast
2. causat. to cause contempt 2 Sam. 12,14.
down
entirely , to repudiate, to reject
Hithpo. ( הְסלאֶץcontracted Rit,
wholly,
parallel nt Lament. 2, 7; with
therefore the part. yxi12) to be despised,
aceus. תיִרְּב
0.
‚contemned Is. 52, 5.
a3 (from an) 11. after the form bp;
 ץֶאְנII. (Kal not used) intr. same as
with a of motion 2) for 92); a hill,
y2 to bloom , florere; NY interchanged a high place) n. p. of a later טל
with .על
city in Benjamin, on the way between
Alf. ( הנטיץfut. yw, ap. PRI, con- 233 and mi, and repeopled after the
tracted (ןץאכי to put forth blossoms, of exile 1 Sam. 21, 2; 22,9 11 19; Nex.
‘the almond-tree (7%), 180088. 12, 5 11, 22.
and the almond puts ‘forth blossoms, a
( אָבְנKal not used) intr. to spring
figure of old age with its white hairs,
forth,
to stream forth, to be poured out,
since the almond blooms in the middle
to
bubble
up, of inspired human dis-
of winter (Plin. H. N. 16, 42) and its
“blossom is white at the last. As the course, like the Greek 0600; hence to dis-
imagery of the impotency of old age in course, to speak, to propound, to announce,
generation is taken from vegetable life like Arab. 3 I. IL; Ethiop. the same;
in the case of 33m and הנויבַא (which conseq. a collateral form of 333 in this
see), Dandi and ‘sen (. ג so here peculiar use. This derivation is con-
also. דק is the glans, glans virilis, firmed by the Syr. IZofai 2 springwhich is meant to represent conscious ing forth). Comp. besides «5 (to anpleasure in the act of generation; so nounce, to make known) prop. to pour
that דקשה YN22] may be also trans- out, Latin effundere sermonem, and 503.
lated: and the (male) glans disdains (of- Deriv. איִבְנ,FIND, הָאּובְנ
fered pleasure). Hence the peculiar way
Nif. Rn יס 2. perf. DNB and 133;
of writing in order to denote at once
part. m. אב pl. םיִאְּבְנ ‘and E22; inf
both type and antitype.
constr. N33; fut. 8225) 1. to ‘manifest
EN) (from Y83 I.) f. reviling 2Kınas oneself’ as an Grapired) "speaker, hence to
19, 3.
prophesy, to announce (a communication
EN) (from ץאָנ I, plur. nizyz and from God) Am. 8, 8; with accus. of the
object Jer. 20, 1; 28, 6; when what is
nie?) f. the same Ez. 35, 12.

נבא
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נבו

announced has not been communicated opposed to massive; of an altar: 2523
by God 23, 21 the prophecy is a “py nin Ex. 27,8 and 38,7 (made) hollow out

‘14,14; 27, 10 16; with > of the person, of boards; fie.hollow-headed, empty Sone

to whom one announees 14,16; 20, 6; or Sou. 11,192, having an assonance with

23,16; with לע respecting a person or

thing, whether it be threatening 25,13; 222. — The stem 22 is in Arab. 3
26, 20, or consoling Ez. 37, 4; so too hence a reduplicated form is 3

with by, misfortune 6, 2; 13, 2, or prosperity 26, 1, but also =ל 37, 9; with

2 of the means by which the inspiration takes place, as דהnwa Jur. 11, 21;

14, 15, Syaa 2, 8, "pda 5,31.

Some

times the object iis introduced by רמאָל

32,3 or Wax} Ez. 21, 33, with > of ‘the

a hollow

way;

3

the same, hence

3| a pipe. Aram. =, oj the same;
aa as a connection prevails elsewhere
between verbs אפ and 35, the Aram.
 אב.1.6 אבב,whence 3123, "and the Hebrew a8 (a), whence בוא are identical
with it. In the Aram. 372 a pit, ditch,
oss, Kois an aqueduct, Ar. wm a

aim Jer. 28, 9; Ez. 12,27. — 2. to sing
‘inspired hymns, to speak poems, proverbs
(as a consequence of inspiration) 1 Sam. canal, the Nén at the beginning has
10,11; 19, 20; 1Kines 22,12; 1 Car. obviously fallen away.
25,2 3. The Nifal-formi
is usediin trans הָבָנI. (not used) intrans. to be pro-
actions which are carried out with impassioned excitement or inspiration, be- minent, to project, to extend upward in
cause in them activity and passivity the form of an arch, of a high-lying
are united; comp. the Greek ucivouaı, city; identical in its organic root 1-23
Latin vociferor, vatieinor.

with that in( בכ a%) IL, ףנ m) ul,

Hithp. 83107) and N33) (part. Naann, ,7-22 DIS 1 (which see), and in Fan-
inf. c: isn, fut. BIN; perf. also damental signification; comp. Arab. Li3
many as if from 20, ₪ infin. itself eminuit, elatus est; SL elata fuit res,

pointing to 75) same as Nif. 1. to pro-

phesy, absol. Num.11,25-27, or with the
accus. of the object and לעof the person 1 Kines 22, 8, 2 Cur. 18,17; with
= of the means Tur. 23,13; once with
m Ez. 13, 17. — 2. to sing, to recite,
1 Sam. 10, 6; to utter impassioned cries
1 Kies 18, "99. — 3. to shew oneself
_ animated, excited, hence frenzied Jur. 29,
26, where na3nn is coupled with »awr.
The transition to this meaning is 1 Sam.
18,10; 2 Kınas 9,11; comp. Greek uevTIS from ו

₪ rave,

Latin

furor

madness and inspiration.
N22 (Peal unused) Aram. intr. the
same.

Deriv. 8°23, R732, 8922.

Ithpa. “aan (as if‘from (הל to prophesy Ezr. 5, 1.
N2) see 12) 1.

 תבsee nal.

Gy summa pars gibbi (see max I).
Deriv. the proper names 423, and nia?
perhaps.
m3 II. (not used). Only fut. Hif.
ma 33 2 Kinas3, 24 K’tib, which the
LXX, Syr. and Vulg. read לבי
= ,אביר
Targ. 1221; but neither the one nor the
other suit, since only a stronger ex-

pression than "55 is expected.

MJ II. same as a2; see Hithp.
there.

712) see 3.
in 1. (abridged from ni = ma}
after the form may, many from 2 L,
like ja9=ni22;

2

a "high ‘point, a hill) N.

of a well-known Moabite mountain

on the other side of Jordan, over against

im}, belonging to the mountain-ridge
22 (only part. pass. 3533, ₪. 372) pay, with a top called 130», where
Moses died Drur. 32,49; 34, 1;,accordtr. to hollow, to bore, to bore through, part. ing to Eusebius (Onom.) six miles west
pass. m. hollow, of a pillar Jer. 52,21, of 7127; written N32 in the cod. Samak.

123
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2.
p. of a city in the vicinity of | INN]
this mountain, which the tribe of Reu-

(constr. DR”) fem. prediction,

pr ophecy, delivered

orally New. 6, 12,

ben took possession of Num. 32, 3 38; 2 Cur. 15, 8, or written down 9, 29.
33, 47; 1 Car. 5,8.

At a later pe-

riod it "belonged to Moab again Is. 15,
2; Jer. 48,122.

It lay ona height,

MINA Aram. f. the same Ezr. 6,14.
VIN (Chaldee) n. p. of the dis-

hence לע Is. le. During their posses-

tinguished general of Nebuchadnezzar,

sion of it, the Reubenites had changed
the name, which was that of a heathen

who destroyed

completely the city of

Jerusalem, usually bearing the surname

‘deity also Num.32,38.—3.n. .p. of acity  מְבְּחִים39 (head of the Pretorians, of
-in Judah Ezr. 2, 29; 10, 43, called by the palace-guard) 2 Kınas 25, 8 11 20;
Jer. 39, 9-10 11 13; 40,1; 41, 10; 43,
6; 52, 12 15 16 30, called also pra בר
'so that
It may be that traces of lone 2 Kines 25,10 12 15

way of distinction Ars 422 Naz. 7,33.
Perhaps it was a colony from the Moa-

bite territory.
it-should be sought in the modern Beith
Nube (ia) m3) near Lydda (mb). —
4. (Chaldee) n. p. m. of the supreme

deity of the Chaldeans, mentioned along
with 5a, both which the Persians, who

were averse to image-worship, cast down
from their pillars and dragged along,
Is. 46, 1. The Zabians, who adopted
much of the worship of the Chaldeans,
represent 423, 2), as the greatest of the
gods, veiled in five, knowing all things

‘a 'ר appears

10 be

a eranelation

of

FINN.
Since 15) presents itself as
non-Semitic in compound Babylonian
names, and 77871 is also found in the
name of the Assyrian king Sardanapal
) דפָלIR), we see a priori that it is not

Semitic, but that an extra-Semitic etymology should be sought for, nearly corresponding to D720 27, like jnqn in
the case of the Assyrian king (2Kines
18,17). There presents itself by way
and learned, like the Persian Ormuzd of explanation: ,רז Sanskrit gira (head,
(Adam’s book ed. Norberg), consequent- chief), Pers. ₪ * (sar), Assyr. eser(a)
ly not like Hermes (Mercury) alone. (O8, "oN, comp. Greek 0006 head),
With allusion to Anubis (Hermes) of the which accords in sound with the SemiEgyptians one might perhaps under- tic "w; and 778, Sanskrit dana (from
‘stand for the most part the Hermes of d6 to cut off; with suff. ana; comp. Danathe Semites, by the present word. Hence päla-deva proper name of an Indian
it does not come from N42} = N33, which king) cutter off, conseq. = םיִחָּבַט ,בר
would be incorrect of itself. Nabha (com- with 122 prefixed as a consecration of
‘pounded of na and bha) means accordthe name.

ing to the Sanskrit the invisible, the non-

appearing, which suits a name of the
Supreme god. In cuneiform inscriptions
it is Nabu, among the Armenians Nabog,
among the Arabians Nabuk. In Chal-

7283722) (also ">23 and "23, an

older form SEN in 26 places, twice
 דרָאצירthis older form being the national one, since Berosus and Megasthenes
dee proper names (JIN71732, TENI72922, have it; in K’tib and mss. sometimes diנְבִיכַדְרְאצור, בְושִזְבָּן,
ְ כ231 )09734 223 vided Sen 72922, TEN 79922; in the
appears for im. With this name of a LXX and other Greck writers Naßovyogod among the old Semites which came dorda0g, -000, -vdcogos, NaBo-, NoBovto them from the Aryan peoples, many 2000000008, Ar.Nubuchtunazzar) n. 2 of
proper names are compounded, and men- the greatest king ofthe Chaldean empire,
tioned by classical writers. Thus e. ₪. son of Nabopolassar (ַ)רֶסֶאְלּוּפּוב , who
Naboned, Nabonassar, Naburnan, Nabo- put an end to the Jewish state, destroyed
Jerusalem and the temple, and carried
nabus &e.
322 see 432.

NID] see 422 4.

away the population into exile to Ba-

bylon 2 Kınas 24,1 10 11; 25,1 8 22;
2 Cur. 36,6 7 10; Jer. 21, 27; 22, 25;
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24,1; 25,1 9; 27,8 20; 28,3 11 +
29,13; 34,1; 39,5; 49, 28; Ez. 26,7;

in verse 3 םיִבְּפְרַש [723] (which see). [159]

jaTd comes "from the verb rw, Zend.

29,18; 30,10; Esın. 2,6; Eze. 1,7; 5, shaz, Sanskrit sadsch to hang upon,
12 14; Dan. 1,18; 2,128 46; 3,1 &e. to attach oneself firmly to, to be devoted
‘From these passages together with the to, and the suff. ja, Sanskrit --van, con-

accounts of Josephus, Berosus, Strabo seq. the adherent, worshipper, of Nabi;
and Eusebius we gather a picture of comp. the Persian U
his relations to Asia.
Besides the Hebrew orthography
 כְבִיכַדְרָאצָרas the national and original

 םיִכְסְרַשיְבְבsee pron.

mia? (prominence , distinction, from
one, the inscription of Behistun (see 723) n. p. m. 1 Kınas 21,2; 2 Kınas9,
Rawlinson, the Persian Cuneiform Inscription at Behistun, Lond. 1846; Benfey, die pers. Keilinschriften, Lpz. 1847)
has also the form Nabukhadrachara

(which Philoz. Luzzatto

already com-

21; the LXX have "732 Naßovdai.
"33

see nig.

 )עזןיּבְזְבִנ הבז,with suff. 773122,
as iffrom "3133) Aram. f. a gift, present
(Theod., Vulg., Syr. and others), coupled

. pared), whence it is inferred that כ 6
out of ,ר and by which the etymology with ima Dan. 2,6; 5,17; a word which
is to be determined. If we separate in appears in the Targ.; פט ) 33,24 Jur.

the first place 123 (Nabu), prefixed to ,40 )5 with this meaning.

Perhaps is

many proper names as a designation of an old Persian word taken into Ara-
the supreme Chaldean god (see 123), and maean, since a derivation from nm
again ,רצ EN, WN, which is also re- (to spend) does not explain it either in
cognised iin SENT, SENDA, ,רצאטסלב form סע essence. The stem ra (old Pers.

TERIG,

רָצַבְטְט and „yon as a part badsch, Bol, Sanskrit bag, in the
Vedas, Armen. baj [j= the French j],

of names, there remains to be explained 772 or ַּאָרְד Kadr, Kadre (written ‘Qudra = Qadra

in

the

inscrip-

tion just mentioned), whence N32 has
arisen. According to Luzzatto Qadra
signifies self-ruler, from the Zend. gu or
ga= Sanskrit sva self (see Burnouf, Mémoire sur deux inscriptions cuneiformes
p- 66. 173), and the Zend. dra, dere,
= Sanskrit dhri (whence the name Darius also according to Burnouf) ruler
(coércitor), Persian därä ruler. “EN

(728, (רצד is either = Sanskrit tshara
denoting as a substantive leader, conductor, lord (comp. Sanskrit Sham-tsharaka in this sense), or it is same as ION,

“oN (which see) in Assyr. proper names.
“The whole name, accordingly, would
mean self-ruling head by Nabi.
"5372322 see רָצאְנְדַכּוְבְנ

. chadnezzar

see SENITDIA2.
at the

court

JER. 39, 13, who

.7000776 With this stem are coupled
the preposition ni, 7, and the termina-
tion -va, 7127, 0 that 2122 (for which

mar, mara? also appear |in mss.) reads
inold Persian nibagva, largess. See
Haug inEwald’s Jahrbücher 1853, p.160.

m3 (inf. e. 1123) intr. to Br to howl,
of dogs Is. 56,10; Ar.
ן Syr. «al
the same; prop. to cry out, . to bellow.
If the organic root be M272, we should
Greek Bux, Byx, Latin Bue; but unit

(ayaa (Chaldee) n. p.m. of the
. chief eunuch

per names in -Balys, as ‘AgroBalys, Me-

compare the Sanskrit bach (to bark),

 נְבְוּכַדְרְאצורsee כְבְוּכַדְכְאְצַר.
NENT

hence Bajin, a part, modern Persian
bäj gift, Zend. enlarged bak hsh) means
to give, to distribute, to impart, hence
Sanskrit bhäga, a share, mod. Persian
bakshiden, to bestow, old Pers. bagi,
modern Pers. bag, tribute, and the pro-

be 1-22, then the Ar.
 ו7
name

be compared,

25, Ss,

Dr. the proper

na).

of Nebu-

maj (a ery, a loud call, better pro-

is called

minency, i. e. a prominent one, see M138)
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n. p. of a man belonging to the tribe
of Manasseh Num. 32, 42, who gave his
name to the city n3p on the other side

to divide (with the eye), to look piercingly
into a thing, with the fundamental signification to divide,

to split, comp. cer-

The organic
ed ib. and 102658 8, 11; but the Ara- root 0272 exists also in ere) (to divide,
maean peoples subsequently got possession of it 1 Cur. 2, 23; it was afterwards to separate), OS (the same), “as, Jal,
called mp again, being situated in the 7-72, 9-78, NB 11. = 13 &e.; and is also
territory of Trachonitis atBostra (the dis- found in extra-Semitic languages with
trict of 3548 in ,(ןטּב see Onomast. 8. v. the same meaning (Sanskrit wid, budh,
Canath. At the present day it is wis Greek Fid, 018, 17809, Latin vid-ere,
(Qanuat), distinguished by large and Gothic vit-an). Deriv. van (027) and
numerous Roman ruins (Burckhardt, Ger- the n. p. DAR. — 2. Metaphor. to till,
man translation pp. 157.504 &c.). In an to plough, to carry on husbandry, like
old poem the city is called 2} Num. won (1 Sam. 8, 12), Aram. 29, Arab.
5
21, 30, and was situated to the east of
& ,5 which proceed from a like
ו
judge
may
we
if
territory,
the Moabite
tal signification. See a3.
fundamen
by the context. It is not necessary to
to look upon, to behold Is.
©2)
Pih.
same
the
of
cities
assume two different
5, 30.
name.
Hif. way (part. 0°32; inf. c. ;טיבה
W394 (also written in mss. 7133, 1133) fut. 022, ap. war) to direct the look to,
n. p. of a deity of the Assyrian race to behold, so that 87 is the effect
029 (which see), adduced along with 1 Sam. 17,42; Lament. 5,1; Ps. 22,18;
the god of the same people pan 2 Kinas Is. 42,18; sometimes it intensifies 187
17,31, called by the LXX N außas (am), Lament. 1, 11 or is interchanged with
where is mentioned besides a third deity it Num. 23, 21; 1Sam. 2,32; to look out,
ofthen"3, viz. Aßa«Lee, written also No- to look about Is. 63, 5; Ps. 13, 4; to
09090 (MONi22) or "EBlatée (ale is TOR, behold, to look to, with the accusat. fol“ow in Assyrian names) i. e. .רֶסֶאְלַבִא lowing Jos 35, 5; Gen. 15, 5; with ON
of the place
According to an old tradition (see Selden Ex. 3, 6, > Ps. 104, 32, לע
the place
of
ya
2,15,
d
Han.
whither
II, 9.10) all deities there mentione
with both
36,25,
Jos
33,13,
Ps.
whence
PIE)
qniga nizp, eB, NER, 1792, in the
by... 2 Ps. 102,20. 2'377 to look upon
are said to have been worshipped
"ary to
form of animals, since the representation with pleasure Ps. 92, 13; ירחא
look
to
d
absol.
or
repudiate
8,
was
33,
Ex.
form
after
human
look
in
gods
of
by the Assyrian-Persian races (Beros. back, to look behind Guy. 19, 17, hence
p. 69), whereas on the contrary an  מאחריו19, 26 from behind him, i.e. going
animal symbolism was liked. This '3 is after him. Metaphor. to have regard to,
said to have had the shape of a dog; to have respect to, with accus. Is. 64,8;
and in reality the image of a sucking Am. 5,22; Ps. 84,10; with לא to regard
bitch may be seen in the ruins dis- 2 Kinas 3,14, Is. 66, 2, seldom with ₪
covered at Khorsabad. Among the Za- Ps. 74, 20 or 82801. 13,4; to look trustIs. 32, 11;
bians a was the name of a god of fully, with >x of the person
to look upon,
6,13;
Jos
absol.
Yet
סע
100).
51,1;
p.
Onom.
darkness (Norberg,
accus. or >t Ha. 1,3 13;
it should be observed that the mytho- to suffer, with
absol. Is. 18, 4.
or
14;
yet
10,
not
is
Ps.
peoples
logy of the Assyrian
D2) (the look viz. of El, or from B32 =
investigated thoroughly; so that much

of the Jordan, after it had been conquer-

nere, videre and dividere.

remains to be discovered.
na} ‘eultivation) n. p. m. 1 Kınas 11, 26.
( איִבְבwith suff. ANH, BENT Pl.
O23 (Kal not unused) intr. 1. to see,
&e.3
to behold,

to look at, prop. like "in

םיִאיִבְנ,;08° with suff. , ראהTRO
:
57

נכיא
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from N32 after the form 749, 703,
7 (not used) intr. to pour out, to
TRB) m. 1 prop. an announcer ‘of divine spring, to gush ‘forth, same as 232, Ar.
oracles, a prophet, of 43 1 Sam. 22, 5,
„3, Aram. 32} (LXX). The organic
m 2 Sam. 7, 2, TaN 1 Kınas 11, 29,
in 71-23, 1-22.
am 16,7, והלא 18, 36, rar 2Kıas root ja lies also
6, 12, הנוי 14,25, Iw)

19, 2, mund

Deriv.

722 (pl. e. 2) a spring, of the sea,
2 Cur. "12, 5 ₪ others, from whom
were requested vith Ez. 7,26, 937 Jur. 1.6. where its fountains spring forth, a
18,18; commonly applied toa true and depth Jos 38,16, parallel "pn; many
divine ‘prophet Deur. 34,10, fully 832 read "292 for *232, comp. 38,"37.
 ליר1 Kınas 22, 7; 2 Kınas 3,11 (Num.
bay:1. (533 Is. 40,7 &e.; part. ,לבל
12,6. 0723 should be supplied "before N);
f: (לכלתinf. abs. 5433, 6. D423; fut. bi3%)
in the pl.רו  יִאיִבְנ1Kınas18,4. Lying
and idolatrous prophets were termed

סעבַה  יִאיִבְנ,18 ,19  האשרה8792 ib.;

intr. 1. to wither, to fade, to decay, of
( ציץa flower) Is. 28, 1; 40, 8; my (a

leaf) Jer. 8,13; NOI PID "Ps. 37, 2; הציx

mention is ei made of the prophets
Is. 28, 4 (see nba); metaphor. to go to
of a people, a country, a city, the
heathen, Israel Jer. 23, 15; 27, 9 16; ruin, to be desolate, of poy, Dan 24,4;
29, 8; Er. 13, 2. There were also pro- to vanish, to dissolve, of סָימעַה Nae
phets for individuals 2 Kings 3, 13. 34, 4; to break down, of ְםיִרָה to "be
Samuel’ had founded a sort of prophets’ weary, to be relaxed, to be worn out, of
seminary at 1933 and ni), combined man Ex.18, 18; Ps. 18,46. — 2. to act
in the first instance with the 792 there. foolishly Prov. 30,32. — The other meanThe disciples of this school were called ings of the stem are: to be perverse, to
 נְבִיאִים18am. 10, 5 seq., 19, 20; after- be irreligious, i. e. morally decaying, to
wards Dw
ma 1 Kınas 20, 35; be lax; to be despised, disgraced, dis;
2 Kınas 2, 3 seq.; 4,1; 5, 22 seq. — honourable; to be fallen, prostrated, of an

2. Metaphor. a messenger, gent by God
with revelations Jer. 1,5, an interpreter,
speaker, Ex. 7,1, comp. .4,16, hence the
Targ. ja3yınn, Syr.
RD, particularly as an organ of God Jur. 15, 19;

animal.

Deriv. 533 (according to some),

נְבָלָה,MDD (according to some), 11523
and לבג -— For 932 Gen. 11, 7 see
>22. ‘Dan Is. 64, 5 is either fat, Hif.
for van, “or it should be referred to >a

a skilful player, in the worship of ‘God = לב 1
1 Cur, 25, 1 K’tib, comp. N32]; a man
Pih. >= (part. aan, fut. 5327) to disof God, a pious one, one belonzing to grace, to make an object of aversion NEH.
God Gan. 20, 7; applied, therefore, to 3, 6; to esteem lightly, Tia> NOD 5%
the pattiarchs Ps. 105,15. At an earlier 14,21, Dzur. 32, 13, oppos. to 133 and
time the ‘appellation applied to Draper cogn. in sense with PN); to call one a fool,
prophets was הארה 1 Sam. 9, 9.
to treat one as a fool, to dishonour Mic. 7,6.

3. same as pinay Dan. 9, 24, parall,

yin.

( נְבִיאdef.

22" or ,3311 whence

 האָיבְנhas arisen, def. pl. Se) Aram.
m. the same Ezx. 5,1;6,1
0  הָאיִבְנf. a prophetess, of Deborah
Jungzs 4, 4, Huldah 2 Kınas 22, 14;

522 II. (not used) intr. to be arched,
belly-shaped, of a vessel, a bag, a mu-,

sical instrument, Ar. dos to be promis
nent, to project, metaphor. to be dis,

tinguished. Agreeably to this signification of the stem, whose organic root
53} exists also in bp L, לפה 592 662
a minstrel, of Miriam Ex. 15, 20; one and which is sufficiently confirmed by:
performing ‘prophetic work (not a pro- the Arab., there have been derived from
phet’s wife) Is. 8, 3..
it mibai (the female pudenda), prop.
2 22 see na}.3
| arching, belly, and a2 (a supercilious;

נבל
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arrogant one). Deriv. Sa2 and 533, 53) 3, Deur. 14, 21; comp. nb»n and cadaver;
and perhaps 1333.

collect. Jur. 7,33; 16, + 19, 7; metaph.

$39 (pl. 233) m. 1. (from 33 I.) an idol-image, similar to a living being
a low, ignoble one Prov. 17,7, opposite

yet inanimate Jer. 16, 16; comp. "22

(Lev. 26, 30) and cadaver (Cie. ad fam.
an Is. 32, 5; a fool Duur. 32, 6, op- A,
5, 4); seldom of skeletons Is. 26, 19,

posite Dam; ₪ perverse, ה
irelsewhere on.
religious one Ps. 14,1; 74,18; a reckm 52 fem. the parts of shame, of a
less one, a liar Ez. 13,3; a shamapıl one
2 Sam. 13, 13. — 2. adj. m., 7922f. woman, cogn. in sense with my, mya
foolish, mischievous JoB 2, 10; godless, Hos. 2, - like the Targumic non,
shameful Deut. 32, 21; Ps. 74, 18, —

3. (from 522 IL; a distinguished one) 2.
m. 1 Sam. 25, 3 seq., With an allusion
to the meaning of 5a) I.

E22 and baz (pl. 3, constr. 932,

baa, Ar. sean prop. shame. See >a9II.
bay (hard, firm soil) n. p. of a city
in Benjamin Neu. 11,34. Nün seems to
be formative, and nba to be hard, firm,

with suff. ba, era, ‘from bay TL) applied to ground, ‘is the stem; comp.
m. 1. a vessel, a water-bottle, of clay Is. LU to be hard, of steel.
30,14; Lament. 4, 2; a wine-vessel; so
mah (from 523 I.) fem. properly the
called from its hollowad. out form, a withering collect.withering leaves, hence
figure of what is easily broken; once the autumnal leaves Is. 34, +.

fully 0'923 "2DIs. 22, 24, opposite

NN; a skinbag, for wine 1 Sam. 1, 24;
10,3; 2 Sam.16,1; 25,18; figur. ar

poet. םימש 1233 Jon 38, 37 the bottles
of heaven, 1i 8 the clouds. — 2. the name
of a hollow musical instrument, perhaps
the harp; usually coupled with "132,

and used at joyous feasts Is. 5,12; 14,
11, especially in worship 2 Sam. 6, 5;

1 Kınas 10,12; fully 523 53 Ps.71,
pl. םיִלְבְנ  יִכָּכ1 Car. 16, 1 hence
Greek vol (2); Lat. nalen,
“iby 8 different from the common

( עָבְנpart. m. ya) intr. same as 723
to pour out, to bubble forth, to spring up,
Prov. 18, 4 a bubbling brook; m the
organic root comp. 3a,

93, 1 ‚gb

60. Deriv. yı2n.
Hif. 3°35 (jut. 2°22, 3 f. pl. m22an,
where — has arisen from — because of
the guttural) 1. to gush out with, to pour
forth, to cause to issue forth, “pn Ps.
119,171, i.e. to bring forth, to discourse, hence to speak, niy7 Prov. 15,

22,
the
לבג
לב 28, coupled with 27 Ps. 94, 4, abeol.

Ps. 33,2; 144,9. On the character of this npa 59, 8; to make to stream forth, the
instrument see Josephus, Athenaeus &c.
mind Prov. 1, 23, i. e. to announce, to
xd2) see לבב
communicate, instruction Ps.19,3; comp.
53 (from 523 I.) fem. wickedness, na2, ףסנ,Syr. Sau (Af.), Ar, ae --

baseness, what the ‘bap speaks Is. 32, 6; 2. to bring into fluidity, to cause to ferment
:1 Sam. 25,25; hence a shameful deed, a (by the corrupting of a dead body)
crime , lennon Gen. 34, 7, Deut. 22, 1000188.
1.
21, Junazs 20, 10, coupled with הז
pas
belonging
to הק  בכIs.19,3, see
20, 6; metaphor. vice, sin, same as 19;
and then like the latter punishment of Pie
crime Jos 42, 8.
( רבגnot used) Aram, intr. to shine, to
m3) (constr. na22, once with suff. lighten, to glitter; the organic root 7372
onda) Is. 26, 19, elsewhere finda? &e., is identical with "73.
Pa. (quadriliteral) vn (formed by
from "bao L) f. prop. the sunk, the ‘fallen,
‘hence a corpse, human Devt. 21, 23; adding a W) to kindle, to set fire to,
comp. Syr.
1 Kinas 13,24; of animals Lev. 5, 2 ; |properly to make 2
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Pa. weir} the same, also „al , Ethpa. (Steph. 272. 5 v. Oupovdé), and were
- 1265ב This quadriliteral „may also identical with the Norazaioı of Ptolemy
(6, 7, 21) between Petra and Jatrippa
have been in the Arab. (ys), comp. (Medina). Because of their wide diffu„I.
the verb-forms unsy> UMS from sion, they have been regarded as in₪

cluding even the Edomites, Ammonites

 לDeriv. לרש

(1 Macc. 5, 24; Strabo, Steph. Byz.) and
all the Ishmaelites from the Red Sea to
Nee Eon a masc. W723 out of the Euphrates (Josephus, Antiqq. 1, 12,
was; def. אָּתְשַרֶבְנ ;def. plur. any) 4; Jerome on the passage). The Araun

see “133.

Targ. מפ 1,, 12) 7 a candlestick Dan.

5,5 (Agq., Saadia, Ibn Esra, Rashi), Talmudic muy) the same, Syr. 1-3
(a flame, a ‘candlestick), Arab.
„Il
candlestick.

8

bians are acquainted with a people Ja45

(Nabth) in Babylonia and Mesopotamia,
with an Aramaean dialect. As to the
form of the word, the Arabians have
for it oe and wl; while they call

the Aramaeised people a43 and Lbs,

( שבבnot used) intr. to glitter, lighten, changing the n into 0. The reasons of
burn; cognate in sense Wa>. Deriv.
‘Chwolsohn against the signification Naw2ı (same as 2D a fra n.p. batheans are not valid.
7

5

.

:

4

.

242 (mot used) intr. to be dried up,
to be withered, of a country (Kimchi);
Josu. 15, 42. But the stem may also Targumie 233, Syr. Wal the same;
be way ‘similar in meaning to W233; Talm. ב to ‘dry (the hands), whence
comp. 20 3 to give light.
the nouns 23%, 2132, the adj. 3743, 2733;
prop. to glow, to burn, to lighten, to apP24 (not used) tr, to cut through, to
pear, cogn. in sense with 057, to be clear,
of a eity in Judah 1088. 15,82, identical with רוכ-ןוטע 18am. 30/80, or POY

make furrows, to dig through (the earth),

‚Arab. Gud

+

the same, ws

to break

‘through; then (like wan, “Aram. mp)

to shine; Ar. = the same.

Derivative

33) (with a of motion 723) m. 1.a

dry, “parched quarter Ps. 126, 4. — 2. the
organic root n272, also existing in south, the southern quarter, so called
m-na, nail, us, is explained under (like ip) from its dryness and heat
(Kimchi) Ez. 27, 9; Ps.126,4; used as
23. Derivative
an adjective, following the noun in the
( תבfrom na), but after the form genitive, e.g. ‘2 5123 the southern border
nyp, nya, with" n= as a termination,
Jose. 15, 4, ’2Sow the southern gate Ez.
0
a3 ‘if from 733; hence the pl.
46,9, 2 תֶאְּפ ‘the south quarter Num. 35,
naj, Samar. nis) "after the form
5, coupled with ya’ to strengthen it
min) Prop. m. husbandry, then pl. nin33
Ez. 47,19; the southern part 1 Sam. 27,
proper name of a son of Ishmael, i. % 10; 2 ‘Sam. 24,7. 'לה PIN south land,
of an Ishmaelite tribe named ‘along
i. e. the southern part (of Palestine)
to cultivate the soil, to till the field. The

with( רדק who were mainly addicted

to 1
Gen. 25,13; 28,9; 36,3;
1 Cur. 1, 29; Is. 60, 7. The race of the
Nabatheans "inhabited Arabia Petraea
(Strabo, Diodorus Siculus, Pliny, H.N.),
as is inferred from Gen. 21, 21; at a

later period they spread also into Ara-
bia Felix, south of Syria (Strabo, Pliny),
extended inland (Diod.), lived in the
neighbourhood of the Thamudeans

Jost. 15,9, also called 2357 alone Gun.
13,1, Num. 21, 1, or 23)“L Sam. 30,1;

Pa ורעJER. 32, 44 the cities of the south

(of Palestine); and so יִתָרַּכַה ‘3 1 Sam.
30, 14, 23>72ibid., "RH 1 27,‚10 &c.,
all races in the

south of

Canaan;

generally 2337 PS (accusat.) into the
land of the south (i. 6. into the land of
Othniel) Junezs 1, 15; the district of

|גר
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Judah (because the expression’ mama
is used), hence ‘33 “22 Ez. 21, 5 Syn
‘2 הרשה 2 the "forest of the south, the
forest “of the field in the south, a peri-

phrasis for the dense population of Judah (see “y2). Elsewhere 23> means: the

of one Jos 21,31; usually to announce,
to make known, with a double accusat.
Estu. 2,10 20; Jos 17, 5; 26,4; with
 על1 Sam. 27, 11, Jos 36,38 compare
by “271; to point out= to denounce, with
accus. "af the person Jer. 20,10; to betray Jose. 2,14, omitting the accusat.
Prov. 29, 24; to say, with 'רלמא לfollowing 1 Sam. 25, 14, 2 Sam. 15,31, TER

land from southern Canaan to Arabia
Petraea and Egypt, and therefore Is.
30,6 (comp. Gen. 20,1; Num. 13,29) has
43,
 בהמלת ביhcihw og ,rehtiht tpygE .naD 10814. 3, 4, "2 Gen. 3,11, דד
6, m Jupens 16,6, MEN Gen. 37, 16,
11, 5 (Peo. Lagi); 2332 תפוס storms in
with the declaration deferred Jos 38, 4;
the south, 1. e. violent ‘south-storms. Adv.
42,3, or it precedes Gen. 9, 22; + 13;
3332 in the south, south of, Zucu. 14,10;
24, 49. It stands simply with the acJoss. 11,2; 77232 southward Gun. 13,14; eusat. of the thing and 5 of the person
_ Dan. 8, 4; with > following und
Jupazs 13,6, Is. 21, 10; seldomer with a
of Josn. 17, 9, or m 18,14; mama in double accus. like 7137, ,ביִשָה mn JoB
the southern region 15, 21; er) 108 26, 31,37, 28am. 15, 31 ‘(where 17 is the
17 the same.
accus. of the קמ Ez. 43, 10, prop.

723 (Kal unused) intr. prop. to rise,

to instruct one respecting a thing; with

3 of the place Jur. 5, 20; Mic. 1, 20;
to reveal, the future Is. 41, 22; 42,9;
nent, of the breast; to be arched, of a
pillow, a bolster; metaphor. 1. to be in 45,19; to admit, to confess Ps. 38, 19;
front, to be before, to go before, to stand to nalebrate, to praise Ps. 75, 10.
Hof. 7377 (fut. 352, inf. 2) pass. to
before; to be before or opposite to. Deriv.
of high land; to swell out, to be promi-

732, 722. -

clear. —

2. to be manifest,

visible,

Arab. os the same, whence

os a) the swelling

female breast,

be brought to light, ‘to be announced, with

> of the person Gen. 22, 20; Is. 7, 2;

21,2,

b) a high land; ols front- or breast-

 דָבָבAram, m. same as Hebr. 32, over
against Dan. 6, 11.

strap;  יטpl) pillows, bolsters; dust
a leader; Syr. pa to lead; Phenic. X743

a of motion 1533) mise, the front, the

732 (with suf. 7132, 7742) 7722, with

(high city) Nagidos, n. p. of a city in visible, pars antica, hence 1. same as
Cilicia. — The GE root 7373 is also no (face) and in the accus. as a preposition like "29 before, before the eyes,
found in 7-3 1, Ar. os) whence o> in presence of, Ex. 34, 10 before all thy
corpulency, "eight. A collateral form people; Ps. 22, 26 in presence of his woris 73% with the special meaning | to be shippers; 138, 1; Und Fl Nom. 25, 4
 כnoble; Ar. ds = de.

before the sun, i.e. in clear day, openly,

Hif. 77377 (part. m. WH, fem. Mn; = ınb Ps. 72, 17; straight on, directly
inf. abs. דגה 737, constr. דינה with 2 forward Josu. 6, 5; Am. 4, 3 each one
2 Kinas 9, 15 (דיגל prop. to bring to straight forward, == np Jer. 49,5; "732

light, a riddle, i.i e. to solve, Jupazs 14, before me, i. e. continually hafıre my
12.13 14 19, for which Nea is also soul Is. 49, 16, 7732 before thee Ps. 38,

used; to explain 1Kınas10, 3; to declare

Gun. 41, 24; to make public or manifest
Ps. 9, 12; 19, 2, and with the omission
of the acensat, "40, 6; 75, 10; to shew
= ANTI with two accusatives Is. 3, 9,
opposite “n>; Ez. 43, 10, strengthened

by the addition of יִפ כפלto the face

10, comp. ינפל ;19,15 . א10, 9. —

2. in front of (map, forehead, breast,
a metaphorical application found elsewhere in Arab. and Hebr. too; comp. the
English fronting , standing opposite to,

Greek zar& ody) e regione, Ex. 19, 2

over

against

the

mountains

1933 over
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ma) (with suf. 0733) f. 1. a shining,
bined with the prepositions >, ל and brighinsss, of a flame Is. 4, 5; light,
Ja, to express different ideas of rela- clearness, 50, 10, of the moon 60, 19;
tion: a) 7339 as the opposite, i.e. like the  > זַרַח60, 3 splendour of rising, i. e.
counterpart, which serves for compari- ascending ‘splendour, brightness of the

against him, Is. 40, 17. — Usually com-

son; hence as the like, GEn.2,18 as one
like to him, his counterpart, corresponding
to him (LXX); New. 12,9 03329 as they,
i.e.like them. b) 7379 either —'7321. be_ fore,in presence of 2Kınasi, 13; Has. 1,3;
Dan. 8,15; 10,16, or = 132 2. over ayaiest
Josu. 5,13; metaph. in a hostile sense:
against Dan. 10,13, Prov. 21, 30, comp.

‘33372 (2 Sam. 18, 13); 332) DvYDIT to bring
grievance against Nuu. 5 37 4 bj; like as,
12, 9 like them; for = before) 11, 22.
9 “939, aa) away from before, i.e. away

from’ 733; hence after שפנ Ta wy 8

morning sun 62, 1; Prov. 4,18; of the
stars Jo. 2, 10; of the glancing spear-

point Har. 3, 11; of the divine mani-.
festation Ez. 10, 4 600 —

2. (the name

ofa light-god) n. p.m. 1 Cur. 3, 7, which
is omitted in 2 Sam. 5, 15.

Later same

as לֶליִה the planet Venus (Ben-Sira
50, 6).
( הבnot used) Aram. intr. same as
Hebrew maz. Deriv. man.
m3) f.‘Brightness, plur. Is. 59, 9.

( רבand xia2 Dan. 3, 29) n. p. of a

9,17, ריִסָה Is. 1, 16, jp) Jur. 16, 17, Babylonian god, in 19] 723, Dan. 1, 7;
wu Jon. 2, 5, 12 Ps. 31, 23 &e.; either = 423 (Saadia) * or = 2 Versen,
ram 10, 5 away from before him, i. e. Perbaps, however, a name of the dragon
in order not to be before his eyes; from who was worshipped as a god (Sanskrit
straight before Junges 20,34, where 732 näga serpent), the dragon having been
denotes the place and 72 motion from. worshipped along with Bel, as is said.
bb) from over against, from opposite to, (Apocryphal story of Bel and the dragon).
ee 32,52, 2 Kınas 2,15, over against
Mad (fut. a9) tr. to thrust, of horned
3,22, Neu. 3,19, > an Devt. 28, 66 to beasts Ex. 21, 28 31 32; figur. to thrust

be over against one, 6
before his down; Targ. 2,
‘sight. If this opposite is at a distance,
ping is also added 2 Kınas 2, 7, or a
Pih. ( נהpart.
measure of distance Grn. 21, 16; yet we
push
strongly Dan.
have also ‘373 alone Num. 2, 2 at some
distance opposite and round pre and 21; to tread down

parallel Pina Ps. 38, 12; 0 "3p ‘372 far
from the face ‘of Jehovah 1 Sam. "26, 20;
in a hostile sense 2 Sam. 18,13; Or.11.

Ar. 5

ident. with

113373, fut. ma) to
8, 4; to press Ez. 34,
Ps."44, 6. Derivat.

na.

"Hithp. M3203 prop. to push one another,
to strike one. another i. e. to wage war

Dan. 11,40 (Ex.17,16; Ez.32,2 Targ.).

ad (part. m. 733) Aram. intrans. to
na adj. m. wont to push Ex. 21,29.
flow, to run, Dan. 7, 10; Ethiop. the same.
"32
(e. 3933; pl. ,םיִריִגְנ 6. 7922)m
The fundamental signification isi to march
overseer,
of the temple 10 9,11, of the
on, to move onwards, Syr. rg trans. to
draw on, to continue, Img continuance;

conseq. = Hebrew 7

and Ar. כ

priests 12, 27, of the holy treasure 26,
24, of the royal palace 2 Cur. 28, 7, of
the army 1 Cur. 13,1; generally a

md (fut. 7137) intr. to shine, to lighten, prince, a king 1 Sam.9,16; 2 Sam. 5, 2;
Jos 31, 37; 2 man Dan. 9, 25 Cyrus,
Is. 9,1 Jos 18, 5; 22, 28; Syr. ud, who is allot in Is."45, 1 the anointed;
Arab. xt.

The

organic root is ma).

ma

193 prince of the covenant Dan.

Deriv. ma, ma.
11, 22, of Onias ITT; ; pl. princes, leaders
110]. 7°:am (fut. ’7°32) to cause to shine, Jon 29,10; Ps. 76,13. Metaph. a noble,
an Is. 13, 10; to illuminate, yon Ps. distinguished one, hence pl. for the abstr.
18, 29.
nobility, distinction Prov. 8, 6. Phenic..

נגינה

749, Aram, 7723, 9522, Bad, Ar. dus
the same.

כ

y>
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(with suf. na, 03°33; pl.

nina) f. the music of a stringed instrument, ‘to procure consolation and rest of
spirit Ps. 77, 7; with the accompaniment
of song for entertainment = dura; also
a song of derision Jos 30, 9; Lament. 3,
14; plur. Ps. 69, 13; of joy Lanen.
5,14.

a means of inspiration 2 Kınas 3, 15;
äccompanied with song Is. 23, 16; Ez.
33, 3; metaphor. to sing,

38, 20.

to

HR

praise Is.

Yad (part. m. 935, fem. nya), pass.

3792;0 constr. 3, NYA; imp. Ya; fut.
>) tr. prop. same as mad, 722 to “inthe
to beat, hence 1. to smite, to punish,
to inflict plagues upon, of God; 133 Is,
53, 4 = םיחלַא an ibid.; Ps. 73,"14;
3°32 (a plural form, from 433) n. p. comp. Pih., Hif., and 2 with ב to
of a musical instrument, identical with smite upon ₪ thing Gen. 339, 26; of a
the 423, in the inscriptions of Psaums tempest 708 1,19; of power (m) 1 Sam.
4. 6. 54.55.67 and 76; hence a sort of 6, 9; to blast Ex. 17, 10. — 2. with a
stringed instrument.
weaker sense, to touch, 0. ₪. an unclean
\ MI (on™ instead of DYn”) dual, a thing Is. 52, 11, which accus. must be
nina- instrument consisting oftwo parts supplied from the preceding context in
Jo 6,7; Lament. 4,15; elsewhere it is
u '38, 20; Has. 3,19.
also followed by לש to ו a thing
M3) (after the form תריכז, nam, with a touch Num. 2 15; 11406. 2, 12;

ral 13°32) n. p. of a musical choirג
in  עלto touch upon Is. 6, 7; Dan. 10, 26;

the temple, so called probably on account of their, excellent playing on the

commonly 3 Gen. 3, 3; Ex. 19,12; 53 2

to come to a thing End to touch it) Jos
harp Ps. 61, 1; therefore with by pre- 4, 5; to touch (in a hostile manner), with
ceding, like pT 62,1, 732 nv 9, 1, 2 Gen. 26,11; 708%. 9, 19; Zou. 2,12;
mang 8, 1, nan 5, 1.
seldom by Jo» 2,5; השב 5 to touch a
woman impurely Prov, % 29, also with

(לגnot used) tr. to mow, to cut off; Ar. OR Gey. 20, 6, comp. dntect-a yuvaınog
ey to bore through, to cut through;( 1 Cor. 7, 1), tangere mulierem (Hor.
identical in its organie root לגב with

Serm. 1, 2, 54); to move, to excite, to

affect, to touch 1 Sam. 10,26. — 3. in a
 חלDeriv. מגלlocal
sense, to touch upon, with 2 Hos.
Daa (not used) intr. to appear, to rise, 4, 2; to reach to a thing 1 Kınas6, 27;

to go forth, of light, = "133,
sumed for m7372 Has. 1,"9
for 72372), which is = Ar.
a high point, then = םיִנָפפ

a stem as(to be read
= a star,
See 79272.

 מ ערot hcaer neve ot .eiM ,1 ;9 .reJ,4
10; ‘to extend to,with לא
9, by Su
GEs 20, 34. —

4. to come to, to’ arrive,

with 3 2 Sam. 5, 8, 5x Jon. 3,6, or ab-

12 (only part. m. pl. 035) tr. to sol. Eze. 3, 1. Deriv. vn.

Nif. >32 (fut. 232) 8 be smitten Jose.
8,13
(see 1 Sam. 16, 23), as pulsavit fides
Pih. 933 (fut. >32) to smite, to injlict
is used; Ar. cpp (see (ב to tread, to plagues, ‘with aceusat. Gen. 12, 17, of
stamp, to mill, with a similar funda- leptosy; comp. 732 and 1123.
mental signification; see j17 and 37). —
Puh. 939 to be smitten Ps. 73,3.
pa) Ps. 68, 26 players on instruments,
Hif. gus (fut. >) to cause to touch
coupled with ow = םיִרָרְשְּמ Deriv. or to come into close contact with, with
touch, to strike, the strings of the 43

572732, nina,

,תוכי man,

n222.

accus. of the object and >y Is. 6,7 or

"Pih.( גוpart. 1329, inf. constr. Be» 3 5, 8 upon;

to reach, to attain to, ex-

fut. 2 to strike the strings, to play, tend to, with dx Ez. 13,14, 9 Lament.
73 1 Sam. 16, 16 23, Yia>2 16, 16, as 2,2, רע 26, 5; to cause to push against:

נגע
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wa

5,8; to come in contact with, with > Ex.

death, misfortune Ex. 12,13; Num. 17,

4.25, De 12,22, לע Jer.1,9; to reach

11 12.

to a thing, with דע Is. 8,8, 5 דק2 Car.
“J (Kal unused) intr. to flow to, to
28, 9, ל 20, 6, and accus. Gun. 28,  לייto go to, to stretch or reach to,
12; to happen to, with De of the person identical in fundamental signification
Eccuss. 8,14; Esru. 9, 26; to arrive at, with 73 I. and then with ןכמ (which
with דע Ps. 107, 18, EN 1 San. 14,9, : see); the ideas of flowing, pouring out
Ps. 88, 4, Dan. 12, 12, 80008. Is. 30, 4; passing elsewhere also (see >n) into those
to attain to, with 5 Esra. 4, 14, =
of delivering over, giving up, reaching

äcquire Lev. 5, 7; to obtain Esrx. 9, 1;
to; comp. Aram. "32, rq to go to, to
to come, of men Esta. 6, 14 and of times
flow.
Ez. 7,12.
Nif. 733 (part. m. pl. 0°32, fem. pl.
D3] (with suf. 4932, pl. 0232, constr. ming2) to be poured out, to flow, of D732
Sn) m. a blow, a stroke, hence chas- 2 Sam. 14, 14, of 79 Lament. 3, 49; to
tisement, punishment Prov.6,33, coupled spread out, to stretch, (in pape) Ps.
with yop; 2 Sam. 7, 14 with Day;
77, 3; to melt, to flow away, i.e. to vanish
suffering, injury, inflicted upon one, along
Jos 20, 28 (part. pl. fem. as a noun).
with 2") Deur. 17,8; 21,5; especially
Hif. 1°35} (fut. 742, apoc. 933) to cause
God’s strokes, i. e. diseases inflicted, as
to
overflow in abundance, i. e. to pour
leprosy, pestilence 66. Gun. 12, 17; Ex.
out,
Ps. 75, 9 and he makes of it (wine)
11, 1; 1 Sam. 6, 9; 2 Kınas 15,5; Jos
to
flow
over; metaphor. to pour down,
19, 21. Spee. leprosy-spot, because it was
to
shake
down, Dax, with 9 whither
considered to be God’s stroke, and was
Mic.
1,
6;
to deliver ‘up 210 give
g
over,
also in houses, clothes &e. It is explained,
therefore, by pn3 (scurf) Lev. 13, 31, or an ירודלע into the hands (the power)
nyax (leprosy) 13, 3 9 20 25; which, of the sword Jur. 18, 21 (Targ., Syr.);
Ez. 35, 5 (Targ., Syr., Symm., without
however, are omitted in 13, 22 "33.
having to read "30m for 3m); Ps. 63,
ar (part. 935, inf. absol. 39, constr. 11; comp. הרעה Ts. 53, 12.
9%, fut. 03>) tr. to smite, to push, השא
Hof.( הַגרpart. 373) to be poured out,
 הרהEx. 21,22, of a bull 21,35=חג of om “Mic. 1,4.
tohurt Prov. 3, 23, with 3 against
The organic root 472 is also in the
Ps. 91, 12; particularly of God, to smite
Arab.. =
(to flow); Phenic. 432 the
with einen, with 2 of the member
same,
whence
N'738 and N73) in names
2 Car.13,15; 14, 11; 21,18; to chastise
of
places,
e.
1
RUN
m, Nar--Aggara,
Is. 19, 22; to destroy suddenly 1 Sam.
26, 10; 1937 ‘2 to inflictadisease, to send Nar--Angara (river of the waterfall)
a oa. with my Zeon. 14, 12,
2 Cur. 21,14. Deriv. 22, An.

3 n. p. of a city in Africa proper; 8732 “2,

Me-Neggere

(water of the cataract)

Nif. na2 (fut. 133%) to be smitten, of n. p. of a city in Byzacium.
mina as a noun, see "32 Nif.
an army JUDGES 20, 36, with רנָפְל of
the person 20, 32; 2 Sam. 2,17.
WA (part. twas, fut. wer and Is. 58,3
Hithp.  הסְנגף8 strike against, of the
win) fr. to urge, to drive, to work, or
feet JER. 13, 16.
workmen Is. 58,3; hence Bas, a taskThe organic root Ma”) (Aram. 533)
master JoB 3, 18; an overseer oflabourers,
lies also in DaB, An, nn”.
a bailiff Ex. 5 8 5,6; an ass-driver Jos
932 m. a striking, i. e. the ו
39,7. Farther, to maltreat, with 3 Is.9,3;
(of the foot); figurat. Is. 8, 14 a ‚stone to exact, to dun for, tribute; to lay under
of en,
comp. AiPos moosxöunug- contribution, of Heliodorus Day. 11, 20;
109 (Rom.9, 33); punishment, plague, generally Zeon. 9, 8; to press, a debt, to
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demand urgently, with a double accusative Deur. 15, 2 3; 2 Kınas 23, 35; to
drive or keep together, a herd, an arıny
2808. 10, 4; hence bad a leader, a ruler,
a king, a tyrant Is. 3, 12; 14,2; 60,17,
Ethiop. negüs, a title of the old Ethiop.

ברב

stands in
fut. 92,
 תשיגhas
in Am. 9,

1 Sam. 14, 26; imp. ms;
apoc. war, wean, for ל
been 6 without necessity
10) to bring near, to lead to,

with 5x Gen. 48,13, Ex. 21, 6, or >Gen.

27, 25; to present, to offer, 1 Kınas 5, 1;

kings, like Tobba’ ( 23 a title of kings omitting 2, to present 108 40, 19, with
in Arabia Felix) from san, 452 to de-  עלMat. 1, 7; to bring forth, produce Is.
mand, to exact.
Nif. {03} recipr. to harass one another

al, 21; to step near 41, 22; 45, 21; to

bring near, with 953 of ‘the person

1 Sam. 28, 25; to cause to come
6, 3, opposite הדב L; to come
suhag); to be tired out, wearted of 9, 10, coupled with םיִדקה to
fore. The intransitive senses
warriors 14, 4.
referred to the transitive.
With relation to the stem comp. us

Is. 3, 5; pass. to be pressed, attacked
53, 7,to be harrassed 1 Sam. 13, 6 (LKX

near Am.
near Am.
come beare to be

Hof. 57 (part. waa) to be offered,
with 5 Mar. 1, 11 (of sacrifices); to be
into a thing, to thrust, to pierce; but brought near, with > 2 Sam. 3, 34, where
chiefly the Hebrew yn, Ym, agree- it is better to read’ Dar (to be pressed

to drive or press together, =

to press

ing with it in use. The organic root is into).
vn.
Hithpa. San) to draw near to one
another,
to move together Is. 45, 20.
vn (perf. not used; inf. constr. mug,
The
organic
root of the stem W372
with suff. mwa; imp. wis,before Makkeph
is not identical with that in 3-2, but
Wa, השג ‘fut. war) intr. 1: to near, to
with ושב (which see). It appears in wy- >)
approach , to join, followed by 5x Gen.
also.
27, 22, Jer. 30, 21, 2 Is. 65, 5, 4 Jup-

GES 20,23, רע Gen. 33,3 , oy Ez. 44, 13,
accusat. Num. 4,19 in Sonetnaedione absol. to go near Gun. 29, 10, with slight
modifications of the idea; to approach,
a woman (58), i. e. to have intercourse

with Ex. 19, 15, comp. ברק | to draw

near to God, i. e. to een priestly
services 30, 20, to direct the mind to
God Is. 29, 13; Jur. 30, 21; to approach
in a hostile manner, i. e. to attack 1 Sam.
17,40; 2 Sam. 10, 13; to join, with 2

7 (from 19 IL.) m. 1. prop. a heaping
up, ‘an accumulation, hence a mound, a
wall, also of the heaped up waves of
the sea Ex. 15, 8, for which 14, 22 has
min; Josh. 3, 13 16; Ps. 78, 13; 22),
DIP, ‘722 being. always applied to “its
eomp, the Ar. 3S a hill, a mound, from
3 = Hebr. 7% II. — 2. same as 53,
si) (which see) a bag, Ps. 33, 7 he
collects the waters

of the sea as into a

bag. See 13 I. But it may also be taken
upon 108 41, 8 [17], comp. ביִרְקַה (Is. 5,
in signif. 1.; comp. Virgil Aen. 4, 316.
8); to come near to, i.e. to reach as far
as Am. 9,13. — 2. to near away, hence
( אָדְנKal not used) intr. to flee, to
to remove from others, Is. 49, 20 remain go away, to go out, to give way = m L;
near thyself for me, i. e. withdraw from
Syr. Ip.
me; Gen. 19, 9 stand back (from me);

as also am 2 Kınas 16,14 and Is.65,5,
and רוס are to be taken, without any
need for adopting an opposite meaning
for the verb.

Nif. 33 (only perf. and part. on)

Hif. ]) הדיא.ריא,
) ר27X.pa ot nethgirf

away, to remove 2 Kınas 17, 21 K'tib,
for which the K’ri has max (Hif. of

ma).

IN (fut. 347, with suf. BET) tr.

to near, like Kal Gen. 33,7; Is. 29, 13. to impel „to incite, to a thing, to urge,
Hif. ( הניטpart.  ומישfor wich ava of בל m4 with accusat. of the person

Sa
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Ex. 25,2; 35,21 29. With relation to the without legal compulsion Amos 4, 5;
idea of an impulse coming from within,
the meaning arises to act willingly, freely,
spontaneously, to be noble, willing, liberal,

which idea comes out in the derivatives.
Derivat. 2°92, 9272, 72°72, the proper
names

an, Sn, men.

Hithp. “Sn

(part, "nn, fut. am)

to impel oneself to a thing; hence to do

2 Cur. 31,14; fig. Ps.119,108 the free-

will offerings of my mouth, i.e. my spon-'
taneous prayers (comp. 50, 14; 51 ‚19);
nj272 Dw; 68, 10 rain of Hhations, i.i ©.
of plentiful gifts, of manna.
27 (Jah is the Noble; 272 constr,

of am) 1.p. m. 1 Cur. 3, 18.
3272 (from 727= pay Aram. mase..

freely, willingly, followed by the infin.
with
5 Nex. 11,2, 1 Cur. 29, 5, or a stones joined together in a wall, prop. a
finite verb 29,6; to give willingly, freely, layer, a row (Hebr. no) Ezr. 6, 4 (LXX,
to bestow, 29, 69 17, with5Ezr. 2, 68; Vulg.), Talmudie Tem.
to volunteer,

for the military service

ur} (i.e.72, but the perf., part. and

Jupaus 5, 2 9; to decide freely, for the

sacred service, with > 2 Car.17,16; inf. inf. in resolved forms; fut. 737%, 177°
27207 substantively a free-will offering in the Aramaean manner for 5, and
m for 127, conseq. נפ prevails) intr.
Ezr. 1,6; comp. man 7, 16.
1. same as 72, N72 to move forward: to
The tent (dividing in its proper
ramble forward, to flee, absol. Jun. 4,
transitive and then intrans. sense into

wos and Od in Ar.) is sufficiently

25; 9, 9, coupled with 757; with 7

away from Hos. 7,13; Ps. 31, 12; Naz.
clear in signification, according to its 3,7; Is. 33, 3 the peoples flee‘at the
organic root 2372; the same being also lifting up of thyself’ with ’p an Is. 21,
found in 43" m, a-D7 &e.
15; absol. Ps. 68, 13; to wander away,

IM (a noble - n. p. m. Ex. 6, 23; with ya of the place Prov. 27,8; to fly
1Kınas14,20; 1 Cur. 2,28; 8,30. Com- away, to disappear, of m Esra. 9 1; to
pounded with ‘2 are the proper names wander abroad Is. 10, 31; to be seca

SPY TPN, Spe and am

27) (Peal not used) dram. tr. same
as Hebrew am.

of an ףרל
2; 733 a furitive 16,3; 21,
14, a wanderer Jer. 49, 5; Hos. 9,17;

to wander about, with y to Jos 15, 23.
—

Ithpa. ann (=m; part. 273773) to

2. same as u to move up and down,

to flap, of 223 Is. 10,14.

Derivat. m,

shew oneself ready, to be willing, liberal,

7,

Ezx. 7,13, followed by 2 7,15 16; the

parate, to remove, to reject, to abominate;

infin. mapna

Syr. a the same, prop. to divide, to

7, 16 is a ‘substantive,

like |pny 1, 6.

according to some 179. — 3. to %-

separate, like Ar. 3, to thrust away.

QT) (constr. n343; pl. mia, constr. ‘Cognate in sense with 297, conseq. like
nish, “with suff. Dana) 8 willingness,
voluntariness, spontaneousness,

opposite

2 I. Deriv. mm.
"Po. 172 to disappear , to fly away

to obligation; hence ‘23 an adv. (prop. Nau. 3, 17.
Hif. ( הנדfut. 792, with suff. 1799)
in willingness) spontaneously , without
being obliged to do a thing Num. 15, 3, to scare away, to chase away, with" 72
Ps. 54, 8, and in the same sense "2 Jos 18, 18.
> accus. willingly, voluntarily, with a will-

ing disposition Deur.13,24, Hos.14,5, or
pl. nia willingly, readily, for military
service Ps. 110, 3; a free-will gift, of
libations and sacrifices Ex. 35, 29; 36,

Hof. 7373 (part. 7373, but fut. 77°) to
be scared away, to fly away, Jos 20,8;

metaphor. to be thrust away 2 Sam. 23, 6,
e.g. םיצוק for the ploughed field; comp.

Syr. 2 But the Hof. as well as the
3; Ezr. 1, 4, oppos. to 173 (a vow), which Hithp. may be also referred to mL
is a duty; pl. nian free-will offerings,
Hithp. ( התנרררfut. WII?) to move. to
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and fro, of 375% (the hammock of the

ברו

Luv. 12, 2; 15, 33; MT

MNAD unclean.

field-watch) Is. 24,20; to shake the head,
Jur. 48, 27 when thou speakest of hin,
thou shakest the head (from mischievous
joy); Ps. 64, 9 all that look upon them

from hap issue Ez. 22,"10 and 36,17, a
figure of impurity generally; ‘mon 18,
6 a menstruating woman is an apposition.
‘2 a water for uncleanness, i. e. to pushake (the head). But the Hithp. may rify from it Num. 19, 9 18 20; 31, 23;
also be referred to 7% I.
Zecu. 13, 1.
The stem 33, like 191. and 8-3, has
7372 (pl. (םיִדָרְב m. a tossing to and,
the fundamental signification totea, to fro Jos 7, 4; according to the Targ.
escape, like 33; whereas on the other sleeplessness (comp. Gen. 31,40). Perhand the idea of moving to and fro lies haps 0'772 is the pl. of m.
more in .ד
An (inf. constr. 142, fut. 7%) tr. to.
mom (3 f. nm) Aram. intrans. to impel, to strike into, accusat WH (axe),
flee, of sleep Dan. 6, 13.
with 59 of the tree into which it is

772 (prop. inf.) m. wandering about,
fight Ps. 55, 8. See mm.
‘THQ see IM.
;

driven’ Devr. 20,19; comp. Hif. 2 Sam.

15,14; to thrust it. a fugitive (77),
with מ of the person 2 Sam. 14, 14. "In
its organic root m7) (Ar. ca it is

m3 I. (Kal unused) intr. same a8
closely connected with m7, = דחה
32, =, א  דבto flee; Syr. ip, Ar. 155
the same.
Aram. nv], be, Arab. 0,
\ ה
Pih. 339 (part. Tan, pl. oT, with
and the Arab. 2-5 (to push) has the.
suff. 23°7°) to thrust out or forth, coupled
with XD (to hate) Is. 66,5; to remove, same root. Deriv. 11172.
to keep far of Am. 6, 3, with > instead
Nif. 172 (part. masc. 772, with suff.
of the accus. like 8, 9; prop. to make wn, החד DIR: plur. om, constr.
give way; Talmudic to banish, hence Th, fem. Anm, nn2; fut.m JER.
“17 a ban. Deriv. (perhaps) m.
23,12 belongs | to m3 lich see) to be
 הָרָנII. (not used) trans. to extend, thrust out, expelled, frightened away, with
tendere; to stretch forth, to reach to, to accus. whither and a from Jur. 40, 12;
attain to, hence to present, to give. De- 43,5; part. a fugitive 2 Sam. 14, 14, a
fleeing or wandering about כ פט30, 4,
rivat. 79 (TR).
an outcast 2 Sam. 14,13, an exile Is.16,
The organic root ’1-73
lies
also
in
ir
7,02 (to stretch to, to extend to), Ar. 4; 27,13; Mic.4,6; Zepu.3,19. Farther,
to be seared away, "הע Jon 6,13; to
5, redupl. Jaib5 extendit, protendit slide, to slip off, Deur. 19, 5 and his hand
rem.
| slips (i. e. drops or slides) with the axe,
a (also in mss. 573) m. a gift, a i.e. in lifting it up; to be impelled, misled,
present, prostitution-wages Ez. 16, 33; seduced Drut. 4,19; 30,17.
from m 1
Pu. 133 (part. Hm) to be thrust forth,
" הָדְנdonate m3, with suf. תה i. e. to be delivered up, with accusat. of
from" 72 or mm L) fem. prop. removal, the direction, M2pX into darkness Is. 8,
separation, rejection, hence abomination, 23 (Rashi); elsewhere with 2 Jer. 23,12.
Hif. 127777 (inf. constr. mn, with suf.
aversion, degeneracy, loathing, a heathenish
,gniht .ngoc ni esnes htiw תעבה,  מאה77; fut. mm, ap. nm) to thrust out,
Ez. 91,7 ,02 .rzE ,11,9 .TNEMAL,1 7 to drive out, Sit accus. of the person
and like םיִצוקט of idolatrous images and of the place whither Deur. 30, 1;
2 Cur. 29, 5; uncleanness of sin, stain Jer. 16, 15; 23,3; 29,14; rarely by of
Lament. 1, 8; incest Lev. 20, 21; issue, the place J0.2, 20; with 3 among ‘Ez.
of a menstruating woman, who is 177 4,13; to reject, "conceived of as destruc- °
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tion Ps. 5, 11; to cast down nyiy (from mows 1. — 2. (from 739 IL) a gift, a
a height) 62, 5; to seduce, to“mislead, present, Ez. 16,33, ident. with nm. One

with accus. of the object 2 Cur. 13, 9, ms. also reads Th
Prov. 7, 21, and ja Deur. 13, 6; למ
127) (from 773) Aram. m. a sheath,
13,11; to cause to fall, with לעof the like Hebrew 772 1; metaphor. body, the’
person 2 Sam. 15, 14.
sheath, as it were, of the soul (Plin. H.
Hof. ( החpart. rn) to be driven away, N. 7, 52, 53) Dan. 7, 15; comp. 1331,
to hasten’ away, Is. 13, 14.
my and 103; Targ. m, Im the same.
( ביִדָבafter the form 7733, 7°22; constr.

AI (fut. 72, once 93> Ps. 68, 3)
37335 ‘pl. Dam). subst. m. a noble, a
tr.
to drive away, to disperse, מע Ps.
generous or distinguished one, opposite to
b23.Is. 32, 5; ’yn2 a noble females of 68, 3, pia 1, 4; to expel, to put to“fight
noble descent Sone oF Sou. 7, 2; a prince, J 0532, 13. The organic root 1173 (comp.
a grandee Prov. 19, 6; 17, 7; 25, 7; a Ar. \303) lies also in nas, 9379.

well-disposed one, pious, opposite toרשע
Nif, 972 (part. 972; inf. constr, 1725
Jos 21, 28; seldom in a bad sense, a in 15> Ps. 68, 3, arising from the
tyrant,. properly a ruler Is. 13, 2, comp.. combination of nn» and 913772) to be
 לשמ.14,5 — 2.adj. m., a9 7 will- driven about, to be scattered, of my Lev.
ing, spontaneous, good, of בלEx. 35, 5,

26, 36, שק Ta,41,2; fleeting, of "an (a
breath) Prov. 21, 6; to disappear, of
7272 (pl. mia”) 0 0
reputa- »Arn Is. 19, 7, to evaporate, of 7» Ps.
tion, which one enjoys Jos 30, 15; pl. 68, 3.
ma Ps.51,14.

See 27.

noble things, Is. 32, 8 and the noble thinks
of noble things and perseveres in. the

( רֶרְנpart. ,3" inf. constr, 73, fut.

ar and m) tr. to vow, to give or doa
n I. (not used) intrans. prop. to be. thing, opposite to "O8 (to bind oneself

noble.

not to do a thing); to consecrate, with
hollow, to be deepened out, for containing aaccus. of the thing Num. 6, 21, and >
thing in it, hence to be bellied, arched,
of the person Gen. 31,13; Nom. 21,2;
bent; these two ideas coinciding elseDevt. 23, 24; JupeEs fis 30. Somewhere (comp. 713 I. and IL; בג and
times the ‘object of the vow follows, in33 Il). Deriv. m 1.

"The organic root 7") (Aram. 7373,
7772) lies also in 7-37 (to be deepened

troduced by רמאל Gen. 28, 20, “72841
| Num. 21, 2.

Deriv. nm.

The stem (Targ. "33, Syr. 4 ir,

out, low), Ar. Lo, Jova Ar.>
os, tr.
Ar. 23 the same) has. obviously 7773
 סדעך.68.1 eht noitacifingis seef-mrifnoc
ed ‘by comparison. Comp. the Talmudic for its organic root; and three views
have

been

entertained

about

its fun-

N27.a cask, Pers. wld a vessel (Fürst, | damental signification: a) according to
Cone. s. oe
Fürst (Schulwörterb. p. 349) the organic .
173 IL. (not used) trans. to reach, to root is said to be identical with 3, Ar.
hand over, to give, to present, ident. with |)so (to pour out), except that it should
jn2. Deriv. 732 2.
% trans.: to pour out a libation, spon- |
17) Aram. same as 7 I. Deriv. MT.
172 (with suff. Mm, plur. with suff.
22) m. 1.(from 732 1.) a sheath, of a
sword 1 Cur. 21, 27, prop. the holding,
containing, called so from its being hollow; like mia 108 20, 25 from m5 IL

to hollow out, to deepen out; comp. too

dere; then: to fix a thing with the confirmation of a holy libation, i. e. to ap-

point it as sacred, and’so to vow; comp.
despondere to promise, sponsus betrothed, sponsio a vow; thus 77 is
= .בָדָנ But "72 is opposed to 737 ‘Lev.
7, 16, Nom. 29, 39, and the idea of promising surely, confidently, lies in all cases
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b) It is a collateral form

of 172 to separate, divide from, the two
verbs ‘coinciding in Arabic. But this
does not exhaust the meaning of "7.
c) It is therefore better to take the
view of Fürst in Concord. s. v. to make
fast, to appoint, to make certain and obligatory; and so it is connected with "3

24, 3, to guide 100018. 2, 3; sometimes
with 2 instead of the accus. Is. 11, 6;
1Cur. 13,7. Deriv. 37972.

Pih. 372 (fut. x09) |"to make go, to

drive, a chariot Ex. 14, 25; to conduct
or lead, a people Is. 49, 10; men Ps.
48,15, "with the accus. of a place Devt.
4,27; to bring upon, Op חור Ex.10,13;
(firmum facere), “117, 7-3 IL, m“ a to lead off Gen. 31, 26.
"op I.
The organic root of the stem 3972

72 6 times) m. a vow Luv. 22, 23; (Arab.
Num. 30, 10 14; 2 Sam. 15, 8; Is.

1

"7 (with suff AR, 195, 997; plur.

, Aram. 3573) means prop.

to de to a to lead forward, to drive
on, i.e.to do, to act; and itis partly con-

nected with the organic root in הגה IL,
partly with the Sanskrit a8, aj, Pers.
oppos. to 1372 Lev. 7, 16; 22,21, 0" aby ag-iten, Greek dy-w, qyéomoe, Latin
Nom. 15, 83 a firm purpose 1 Sau. 1,‚21; ag-o.
a thank-offering, vowed by one Prov. 7,
m a stem incorrectly adopted for
14; 133734 son asked for by a vow 31, 2; im, 'דוה and the proper names Tin,
a ו Ps. 61, 6; a my Jupazs 11, 39 amit, ,הודיה sep, OT
to pay a vow. Phenic. “7, the same
nny I. (imp. 1m) intr. to lament, to
(Mel. 1).
719 (from 793, i. e. 3, after the form mourn, “with לע of the person Ez. 32, 18,
op) m. meeting of people, tumult of the which is also omitted; sometimes the
people, i. e. common life Ezex. 7, 11, accusative "12 is added Mic. 2, 4; Syr.
p73) m. avow, to do a thing Gen. 28,20,

an obligatory sacrifice, a sacrifice vowed,

ident. with םה ()"םֶה,Yin ib., conseq. jou, Ar. 5 (planzit, gemuit), Ethiopic
 נְהָה = נה1. “(see 1 Sam. 7, 2) to rush, . רהנIdentical, perhaps, in its organic
tobe tumultuous, to assemble. The mean- mht nm with that in ms L, Arab.
ing lamentation, from m = nm, or
that of being eminent like the Arab.
als, must be decidedly rejected.

ana I. (Kal not used) intr. to sigh,

= rag. Deriv. v2 and perhaps “7,
 והיmm (according to some).

nm II. (Kal unused) intr. same as

m (=) to collect, to come close together.
to join a noisy multitude, Targ. "ADS
(Jur. 3,17; 30, 21) for mp2 or לֶאשנ
5 and
> to pant,
Eel. 1, 59), Ar.
to
Ar. \2ב to press upon a thin
. 5
Syr. ww the Fame; ה
in its be added 2
2
organic root 37773 with that in הגה 1
Nif. ( בַחָהinstead of 71723; fut. mm)
(Is. 59,11), גה EN)2, P72.
to come together, to assemble, רה ירחא
Pih. 37 (part. a pl. nigh272) to sigh, 1 Sam. 7, 2 (Targ.), as 32, nb7 are also
construed,
to lament, to coo Naz. 2, 8 (Byr).

to lament, to groan, prop. to utter dull
sounds, like the cooing of doves (Virg.

A II. (part. 77, imp. 3193, fut. 332)
tr. to drive forward, to impel, to lead,

mp2 Gen. 31,18, 1 Sam. 23,5, N Ex.

( רּוהְנdef. Kim, from m) Aram,

Mm. alight Dan. 2, 22 Ki, where the K’tib
has nym.
m) (in pause “33, from 12 I) ma
lament, coupled with a Jer. 9, 9; 31,
15; a lament for the dead 9,17 19; Am.

3,1; to lead forth, ליח 1 Car. 20,1, to
lead away, captives Is. 20, 4, Dam led
as captives 60, 11; to drive 2 Kınas 9,
20; to drive forward, moay 2 Sam. 6, 3, 5, 16; ב  אבto take up a wail for the
to lead Lament. 3, 2, to drive off JoB dead Tan 9,0
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> 772 (after the form 71173, from 1731.( Vulg.); sometimes for a sort of bush
same as m lamentation (Ibn G’anäch, Saadia). — 2. n.p. =ללב
Mic. 2,4 (Targ., Kimchi). =But as this Jupgzs 1, 30, for which the LXX put
fem. of m does ‘not appear elsewhere either (cod. Alex.) 8%é Ayo 1.6. DYR),
and 11. is written, it is better to take or (cod. Vat.) 0096 i. 6. 3727, there2 commonly

it, with Rashi and Ibn Esra, as the
Ni. of היהכtherefore it has happened,

fore neighbouring cities.

DNA (fut. 043°) intrans. to growl, of
it is fulfilted, paraphrased by the folyoung lions Prov. 28, 15, different from
lowing “we are utterly destroyed”.
rT

m] see Sim.
"m0 (from 1) f. illumination, wisdom Dan. 5, 11 14,

om (Kal not used) intrans. to pass,

use

ANY; to roar, rage, of the sea Is. 5, 30;
to groan, of the sick Ez. 24, 23; to la-

ment Prov.5,11.

The stem ”, Ar.

Deriv. Bm, nam.

, Syr. 00.1, has

to flow, to run, of water, ident. with

for its organic root םֶָדהֶכ,which is also
found in םה II. (em), "ה
art, Ar. nes.

"m 1, hence like DIN, 13, 52) to wan-

om) m. the growling, of a young lion

Prov. 19, 12; 20, 2.
on 4
am (e. man) f. the roaring, of the
prop. to pour out, ds? tr. to empty, to
give up, = 377 from “32. The organic sea Is. 5, 30; the groaning, of בל Ps.
der.to go; Ar. Ju, ney to be abundant,

root DH"? is perhaps ident. with that in

38, 9, if’we should not read )א(יִבְל for

DIN, לזה
“2, the liquid interchanging with nad,

the eattural.

PR (fut. P727) intr. to bray, of an
Pih. 1. 5 (part. 22, fut. Say) to ass Jos 6, 5; to utter wild cries, of
conduct, to lead, cogn. in sense with 52377 famished persons 30, 7; comp. Targ.
(from לבי I. to flow), with the accus.
of the" person Ps. 31, 4; Is. 40, 10, Pm, es and Be; and see PN2, PIN,
coupled with 1137; with by of the place nN.
to which Ex. 15, “13, with by to or by a
“WAI
(ut. 273%)
intr. prop. same as ראי
ct
v3
rr

thing Is, 49, 10; Ps. 23, 2; םיֶרומַחּב 4

(see under Yod and Nun) to sparkle, to
glitter, metaphor. to move rapidly to and
figur. to adopt, to provide for, to take
fro, hence 1. to lighten, to shine, to
care for Gen. 47, 17; Is. 51, 18; to be
careful about a Henn Thence with 5397 glitter, metaphor. to rejoice, to be cheer2 Cur. 32,22, if we should not read here ful Is. 60, 5 (comp. ,רּוא ;( לַהְצPs. 34, 6.
— 2. to flow, to run, to ramble; hence
with the LXX and Vulg. op nam.
Pih. II. לקהנ (not used) to drive, a to flock, to crowd to, with לא Jur. 31,
12; 51, 44; Is. 2,2, or לע of the place
herd; cognate in sense “at 1. Deriv.
Miro. 4,1. Derir. 7, Ham, mn,

to conduct upon assés 2 Cur."28,“15;

 הללthe proper names Sm and by“.
and the proper name om (dual py).
מ
( לָהְנְתַהfut. bent) to lead on,

to go on, GEN. 33,14.

—

The twofold signification: of the stem

is also perceptible from the Arab.

Sum (pasture) n. p. of a eity in Zewhich sometimes means to lighten, 2
shine, hence 3 day, of which xb is
Levitical one 21, 35.

bulon Jose. 19, 15, which became a
Som 1. m. pasture Is. 7, 19, from

Im Pih. IL, like 4272 from “34 1.

coupled with ץוצכב “(a thorn-hedge) a|

place where bees and flies settle.
ancients

incorrectly

The

took it sometimes

(from ללה= bar) for a cave (LXX,

a collateral form; sometimes to flow, to
stream, whence the nouns
3 ?
g 1

ees 5,
'y-; and the coincidence of both
significations in to move quickly is proved
eee
f
by the active meaning of re to move
quickly, to drive, to press Yon.
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m
(not used) Aram. intr. same as debar, to hinder, with accus. of the obHebrew: “m 1. and 2. Derivat. "im, ject, and ir from which Num. 32, 7 K'tib.

 נְהירTD, SEN.

Identical in its organic root N) with
m
 הר ו1 .lp ,mO .rtsnoc the Arab. ls or sb, or pS; comp.
a, 2 pl. nen, constr. nin, with 3 and the redupL 507 to bar, to hinder.
suff. onan, re) m. 1. streaming, — 2. (not used) to refuse, to deny, to
current, in the sea Jon. 2,4, running hold off, to withhold, probably proceedwater Ps. 24, 2. — 2. a river, stream,
with genitive of the country, DY7%72 Gen.

15,18, of Wady 61- Arish= pon om;
ya 2 Kınas 17,6 (of Kisel- Osen); on
vn 1
(of Atbara, Astapos &e.);
boa ni Ps. 137, 1 (of the Euphrates
and its canals); קטר ‘2 2 Kinas5, 12;
or with the genitive of the name of the
river, instead of the usual apposition,
as na m Gun. 15, 18, 73> 2 Ez. 1,
1, which iis still doubiful in
3 אוחא m
Ezr. 8, 31. 7737 the Euphrates Gen. 31,
21, poet. without the artiele Is. 7, 20,
fully תרפ  'ָנַה1 Cur. 5, 9, nop IM er

Duor. 11, 24, or m

ing in the first instance from an intrans.

meaning, to recede from a thing, to retract,

to turn away from with reluctance.

De

rivat. MIN.

Hif. ( הנאfut. 872") to hinder, to prohibit, with accus. of the person Num. 30,
69 19;;to avert, with ja Num. 32,7 Ki,

or with an apodosis following which
begins with יּתְלְבְל 32, 9; to reject, to
render vain, Ps. 33,
To this head has
 יברPs. 141, 5, which
signifying to refuse;

10, parallel .ריפה
also been referred
36 mss. write איכר
translated, my head

shall not refuse the oil.

The organic root 83 is closely con-

>it לח i, 7; nected with the roots Rb (end) and אמ

also the Nile (without the article) Is.

(which see); the ideas of refusing, with19, 5, interchanged with p> there; of holding, keeping back, standing off from
mow Siloah Ps. 46, 5. “mis also applied &c. being decidedly expressed in
i them.
to small-brooks and streams 2 Kınas5, From אל (819) have been formed the
12, Jos 28, 11, or as an image of vocables “rid, Nb, ib, ND &e.; from אמ
abundance and prosperity Is. 48, 18; the farther developed oN, Wwe, m,
66, 12.

Arab. x» 60.

With אָנ ‘should be also

( רהבonly dual Dyam2) m. same as compared the Arab. Ly ל 5 (see too

,72" ‘but only dual two rivers, i. e.

Euphrates and Tigris; hence DY)

ארם

Aram of the two rivers, i, @. “Mesopota-
mia, Mesorortapic (Acts 2, 9), lying

223) in 3

ais, 6

N} IL. (not used) intr. to be hard,

els (med.
between the two rivers Gen. 24, 10; tough, raw Kiimchi), Arab.
Daur. 23, 5; Junges3, 8; elsewhere 2 Ye) and +5 (to be raw, hard). De,RAD אפ.59, 02; 2,82, 977 7,84,  שרהrivat. N2.
(fut. 292) intr. to sprout, to
DIN, Hos. 12,13, Syr. 901 2-5
SWL

7 (def. xy, 72) Aram. m. a grow, of plants; hence 2%, 79927, prop.
stream, a river, Dan. 7 10 a stream of like אָבְב to press forth, to break forth,
fire issues; especially the Euphrates, then metaphor. to burst forth, to pour
hence ma} רבע Ezr. 4, 10 16 17 20 out. Figur. to be juicy, marrowy, i: e.
the district on both sides of the Eu- in full vital energy Ps. 92, 15; to bubble
up, to speak Prov. 10, 31, like ro2 and
phrates.
כְבָא. Derivat. ai and 39, the ‘proper
mM fem. light, clearness, hence day
dor 3,4, Arab. ye

8

name =.

Pih. ( יבבfut. 223?) to cause to sprout,

I (in - only fut. 2 pl. ןואּוְּמ to produce, metaphor. to make iad’

Nun. 32, 7 K’tib) tr. 1. to keep off, to Zecu. 9, 17.
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a I. (fut. 290%) intr. same as 331. Syr. 14) sorrow. Deriv. 742, 3°32, Tin,
to project, to be prominent, to arch out, according to the Targ. ִהָדי (Laer.
comp. Phenic. 23, whence 23 = Bovuös 1,8), .ם p. TH.
Hif. ( הנירinf. constr, 727, fut. 72)
(Sid. 7, 14; 21, 5);metaph. to heap up,
to
cause to wander or hasten’ away, $35
to grow to Tulness, don Ps. 62, 11; Ar.
US, SU the same, 3 magnifice semet

extulit.

Deriv. the proper name 3).

2 Kines 21, 8; to scare away Ps. 36,
12; to shake, יטאַרְּב the head, as a sign

of compassion Jur. 18,16; comp. een

au or 2% m. fruit, produce, of the UN“.
Hof. 727 (only part. 7272) see 772.
lips, i.e.
i
discourse Is. 67,19 K’tib, here
Hithp. Tan see ‘Ti.
praise, elsewhere בינג comp. 086
The organic root a is also in דנו
‚xsılEov (Heer. 13, 15); Targ. 253 for
 פָּרִיand mk.
09, 0-7, Arab. ou, Syr. 4, Sanskrit
a1

n. p. of a people and country,

that shared the fate of Egypt, Nubia, Ez.
30, 5, as the Arab. translator reads; in
our text is 215, for which one ms. has

3933. בוק (which see) is another race

nud, hose meanings may all be referred to that now given.

Ta II. (not used) tr. to heap up, to
 וa bank, a hill; Ar. 3S the
same, whence 3S a hill. Deriv. דג 1.

and. province.
Ta II. (not used) intr. same as דאב
( להברכonly def. 87133) Aram. mase.
to
be belly-shaped, whence 72 2.
the early light, the dawn Dan. 6, 20; Syr.
77) Aram. intr. same as Hebr. mL

Jo, Tal.

79 I. (once perf. 13 Is.17,11; part. >

Dan. ‘4, 11.

Til (with suff. "3) m. 1. (from "3 L)

 דinf. constr. “172; jut. m) 1. intrans.
same as 2 m), Rn to move on or for-

a wandering , a, restless wandering about
Ps. 56, 9, like 777) Lament. 1, 8 after

ward, to rove ‘about, ‘to flee, to drive about

the Targ. GbR), LXX, Vile, Rashi

27, DAI; 72 fugitive Gan. 4,12, with
2795 with the accus. whither, Ps. 11,1

the east of Asia, Gun. 4, 16.

JER. 4,1; 49, 30; 50,3 8, coupled with (mais). — 2. n. p. of a land (Ya) in
By Nöd

has been understood China; but perflee to the mountain as (for 697 the old haps the name is meant to denote simply
versions have 4723 17) a bird. VER”
Is. 17, 11 the harvest flees, i. e. disappears (LXX, Aq., Symm., Vulg.). But
as 7% is never used figur. in the sense

a wandering, i. e. a foreign land, some-

thing like 4Ariov wediov in Homer.
According to others it 18=דלל Lydia in

of 738, and besides 73 does not appear

Asia Minor, where the city igt is said
to be Iconium.

as a noun-form, it is better to take it as
a noun from 193 II. meaning a heap, and
 קירas denoting cut off, copse, branches,

ma (not used) intr, same as הב II.

and so translate: (it is) a heap of brush-

am) (Noble viz. is Jah) n. p. m.
1 Chr. 5,19.

(which see) to collect, to gather together.
wood &e. — 2. to move to and fro, to
Deriv. 113 which see.
shake, of a reed 1 Kinas 14, 15; usually
trans. to move up and down, to nod, the

ma I. (fut. 719%) intr. same as Sy 1.

( ראsee Ps. 44, 15; 708 16, 4), coin- (interchanging N and (ר prop. to rest, to
ciding with m, 2; hence omitting lie down comfortably, hence to dwell, to
 ראשas a re of mourning, and there- abide, in tranquillity; mp? ND Has.
fore to lament, to pity, with 5 of the 2,5 he abides not, i. e. he “finds no rest
person 703 2, 11; 42, 11; Is. 51, 19; or peace (see יא IV.). Deriv. 13, 19,
Jer. 16,5 coupled with oma; seldom to the proper names nn (plur. nD m
deplore, to bemoan, nn JER. 22, 10; comp. (pl. nm).

m3
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m3 II. (Kal not used) intr. same as
iR)  זרto be beautiful, lovely, pleasant,
cheerful, ident. with 12, interchanging
dand%.
Deriv. adj. i, fem. .הרב
Hif.
73 (fut. mm) prop. tomake
beautiful, ‘to dress; metaph. to celebrate,
to exalt, to praise Ex. 15,2 (LXX 0050000
Vulg. glorificabo).
119 (constr. nn, pl. constr. m3, from
mn 1, f. la dwelling, a home, JOB 8,6;
metaphor. pasture, a mead ZEPH. 2, 6,
coupled with ni92. — 2. coll. dwellers,

with und;

to keep holiday, i. e. not to

work Ex. 23, 12; Deur. 5, 14; to rest,
in the grave Jor 3,13; Is. 57, 2; to have
rest, from enemies, with 5 Haz. 3, 16

(comp. 2 Bon), seldom with ya Esta.
9, 22; to wait quietly Dan. 12, 13. —
2. trans. to procure rest, with i of the
person ‚Josa. 21,42; 2 Cur. 14, 6; 15,
15; 20, 30; but ms = is better taken as
a ה Deriv. m2, Arien, mmo, nm,
and the proper names missoh nna,
NN.

Pi. ( כלחחnot used) to be agreeable,

in a house Ps. 68, 13 (Symm.).
pleasant; prop. to be contented, at rest;
12 (constr. 72, with suff. 512, 1712, comp. Latin acquiescere. Deriv. nn.
Hif.
ma )1 יסחינה-ע ,part. 1°22,
DI; " plur. 2, רג suff. wy) mase.
1."(Kom mn L) a dwelling, dwelling-place, inf. constr. הינה,fut. 1722, ap. M2>)to
of Jerusalem Is. 27,10; 33,20; habita- set down, with accus. of the person and
tion, of the animals of the desert 34,13; 3 or לֶא= לעof the place Ez. 37,1; 40,

35, 7; of the city of Babylon Jer. 50,

2; to let down, to let sink, gi Ez. 17,11,

opposite Dam; to draw down, with by
to Zion 31, 23; 50, 7; Ex. 15,13; to or 3 of the person, so 593 Ez. 44, 30,
David’s holy tent 2 Sam.15, 25; to the man 5,13; to bring down on a thing, a
temple JER.10,25; Ps. 79,7; generally blow Is. 30, 32; to lead to rest 63,14,
Is. 32,18; like na Prov. 3,33; 21,20; to procure rest Josu. 1, 15, commonly
24,15; 708 5, 3 24. iN 2 Jar. 49, with dative of the person 1 Kinas 5, 18,
19 habitation of the rock-fortress, 49,16 and ya from Deut. 12,10 or with 3399
92011 wan. Also pasture, couch of flocks 2 Cur. 14, 6; to give rest Is. 28,12; me2 Sam. a 8; Ez. 35, 5; 34,14; Is.65,10, taphor. to לו to comfort Prov. 29, 17;
cogn. in sense Y22 plur. Jer. 23, 3; of in the New Test. xatazavo. Derivat.
shepherds 33,12, of wild beasts 25, ma.
30. — 2. (from 73 IL.) adj. m., but only
"Hi. II. sry (after the form of mor,
in fem. הר comely, beautiful, lovely JER. ve ot, ‘which may be referred to
6, 2, coupled with 32972, where the  עדpart. mp2, inf. constr. חינה imp.
LXX incorrectly read m.
mart; fut. man, ap. m.) 1. to set down,
45; home, of right, holiness, referring

MI (inf. constr. mp, 135 fut. 127, to lay down, "with 2 Nun. 17,19, Sy of
apoc. m2) to settle down comfortably, to the place JupGeEs 6, 20; to put down,
rest, hence 1. intrans. to keep at rest or with 229 Deur. 26, 1 bee Gen. 39,16,
still Josu. 3,13, to encamp, of men Is.
7,2; to lie down, of animals Ex. 10, 14,
5aie 21,10, of inanimate things Gen.
8, 4, absol. Num. 10, 36, with ב 7,

py 1 Kınas 8, 9; to keep Ex. 16, 24;

Yann '37 to put in its place,a
a statue

Is. 46, 7; to set, a table 2 Cur. 4, 8; to

restore, with לע of the place Is. 14, 1;
19 or by of a place Gen. 8, 4; to de- Ez. 37,14; to get a place for, with 2 of

scend, to settle down upon, of the spirit, the place 9 Car. 1,14, for which 1Kınas
with by Num. 11, 25; to inhabit, with by 10,26 has 3 137; to give up, into (a)
of the' surface inhabited Is. 7, 2, comp. Num. 15, 34 or"stronger 19, 9; to cast
>y בָשִי (Jer. 23, 8), לע ( בישוהHos. down, vB to the earth Is. 28, 2, fig.
ii: 11); to dwell, with’ a of the sur- Am. 5, 7, i.e. to tread with the Peete
rounding space Esra. 9, 22; Is. 7, 19; to cast into, the furnace Ez. 22, 20. —
to abide Prov. 21, 16; Eccuzs. 7, 9; to 2. to leave in quiet, with accus. J UDGES
enjoy rest Is. 14, 7; Jos 3, 26, coupled 16, 26 or dative of the ia 2 Kınas
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23,18; to let, suffer, endure Esru. 3,8; against me; comp. Arab. JG (Hariri p.
to permit 2Sam.16,11; followed by an 548). The ancient interpreters derive
infin. with 5 Eccues. 5, 11; to leave or | 15 from m2). Others read 032. But
‘give over to Ps. 119, 121; to leave re- the explanation given is agreeable to
maining Ex.16, 23; Luv. 7,15; to leave the usus loquendi.
behind Eccues. 2,18; Is.65,15 you shall
ib (not. used) Aram. intr. to fall off,
leave your names behind for a curse to
the pious; with ya to withdraw from to wither, of leaves; metaphor. to be deEcczes. 7, 18; to forsake 10, 4; to leave caying,flabby , disfigured , despised, like
| the Hebrew 52 I.; but the comparison
generally.
to
ב
Hof. WE (after the form DYpr1 Dan. of its organic "root 5177 with Dan
7,4, with — as in 0237) and mas(part. heap together, from which latter comes

ra) to be set down, placed Zeon. 5,11; ( לזTalmudic) dung, suits the context

part. mp as a subst. something left %

better, in which stands the noun

de-

rived from 57, conseq. it is = Hebrew
place Ezex. 41, 9 11, if we should not |. 937. Deriv. "hr, Ton.
19 Aram. f. a dunghill Eze. 6, 11
rather read 193 there,
(Syr.
Saadia), dung ;comp. 2 Kınas 10,27.
The organic root m2 (Ar.3G to set

-hind, left vacant, an open space, a clear |

oneself down, to bow ee in order to
rest, whence

-:

Ge

..

lie a couch; 3, (3 to

bend, to bow down) has the fundamental
‘signification given, without being identical with חרג comp. Sanskrit naj, Latin

nic- tare, German neig-en.

The Ar.

5 planxit is connected with the organic root in .חנא
17 Aram. intr. same as Hebrew rm.

77:3 (with suff. 773) m. resting-place
2 Car. 6,41 = mm Ps. 132, 8 seq.
m3 m. rest, peace, quiet, release Estu.

9, 16-18. For the proper name m
see m.
71714) (rest, recreation) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
at

|

,

Du (fut. om») intr. same as wv 1.,
sv. L, m, 27 to be moved, to quake,

Ps. 99,1, of the earth; Arab. ob the
same, Sanskrit nat.
nm

see nn.

a I. (not used) ir. to point, assumed
for sn, if we not should adopt pn

“D3 Aram. fem. the same Dan. 2, 5;
3, 29.

Dia (fut. Em) intrans. to slumber,to
fall asleep, a stronger

expression

of

which is 7, of keepers and watchmen
Nag. 3,18; Ps. 121,3 4; neither to slumber nor sleep, i. e. to be vigorous Is. 5,
27; 00 aa 56,10 to like to slumber,

i. e. to love inaetivity. Ar. pL isto sleep,
and ors
1.
to slumber, so ‘hat the relation is one opposite to the Hebrew.
For 1723 Ps. 76, 6 see im}. Deriv. an,
Ran; on the contrary, the proper
name D327 belongs to 712.
m) / slumber, sleepiness, concrete
a sleepy one Prov. 23, 21; Phenie. D9
the same.
ya (in Kal only fut. 9139 Ps.72,17 K’ri)
intrans. 1. to sprout or grow after, to grow
afresh; hence to increase, to extend, to
spread, of men and animals; cognate in

sense 7137 (comp. 37), as well as 322.
— 2. Figuratively to endure, to continue, of a name Ps. 72,17 K’ri as long
as the sun exists (see verse 5), his name

will endure. Targ., LXX and Vulg. have
paraphrased, not reading 7i9%. Deriv.
N J IL. (only part. m. ,לג pl. (םיִכָנ 72, 79, and the proper names 7% 2,
intr, to jest, to play the fool; to be sense- 3%, Dn); see also 793°).
Hif.( הניוfut. 722) to spread, to exless, foolish; hence p22 fools, Ps.35,15
fools i.e. the godless ‘(Targ.) assemble tend, to increase, Dy Ps. 72, 17 K'tib.

for the stem; comp. TS.
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‘The orthography 7i7} appears undoubtedly incorrect.
The stem 7% originated like all monosyllabic ones with similar consonants
(comp. the stems 292, 393, 177, m,

2 (part. 33, f. pl. niyy;
0, constr. m; ₪ 2133, ap.
to totter, to move to and ro, of
Lament. 4,14; to reel, of the

inf. abs.
32>) intr.
the blind
drunken

‘man, mam, dad, םּומ and many ל

Ps. 107, 27; to tremble, to quake, from

ina réduplination of the simple organic
root אָב or
na, naw, to be new, fresh,
to become new, to arise; comp. Sanskrit

the earth Is. 24, 20; of foliage, fig. of
the heart 7, 2; to totter, of a building

nav, Greek vé-ov, Latin nov-um &c., con-

nected with 23 to sprout, to grow, Ar.

SL.
779 m. 1. (not used) a fish, like the
Aram. and Arab., properly anything
stretched, extended, hence according to
some the name of the letter .כ — 2. (posterity) n. p. m. Ex. 33,11, Num. 11, 28,
which the LXX have incorrectly written
Navy, 8
Naßi (proceeding from 13).
72 1 Cur. 7, 27 is the same.

Vid see 33.
09 (part. 03, inf. abs. Din, constr.
00; fut. DADs, ap. D2) intr. same as P73
to 6 to ₪ to move on quickly, hence
to ride along, סּוְקדלַע Is. 30,16, with an
alliteration to DAD; to escape, same as

m3 JupGes 9, 21; or 2193 follows 1 Sam.
19,10; with the accus. of the place Gen.
39,12 "18; 2Kınas 14,19; also with bx
‘Deut. 19, 5; Is.13,14; 5 2 Kınas 8,21;
JER.15, 16; with Yen of the person or
‚thing from Ex. 4, 3 Is. 30, 17, or 72
24,18, "252 Dis, 28,25, 1 Sam. 4, 17,
and once y Nom. 16, 34; with > as a
dativ. commodi to escape "Am. 9, 1; ₪

31, 8 (see >); to disappear Jer. 46, 6.
Metaphor. to vanish, to haste away, of
waves Ps. 104, 7, sorrow Is. 35,10, shadows Sone or Sou. Daa a Deriv. סמ
on, DM. The same stem was in

Arabie; hence the reduplicated |
"rapide volavit.

fear Ex. 20, 18; Is. 19, 1; to shake, of
6, 4; to go along unsteadily, of feeble
persons Am. 4, 8; to move, of the lips
1Sam. 1, 13; fig. to be wavering, uncertain Prov. 5, 6; to sway to and fro, of
miners, when they are let down into
the pits Jos 28,4; לע  עבto rule over,
of trees Junges 9, 9 11 13, because
waving expresses the visible activity of
trees; but commonly like 13 to be driven
about, to wander, to rove Gun. 4,12 14;
Am. 8, 12; to go about begging Ps. 109,
10; to shake 2 Sam. 15, 20. Where the
meaning of 7) is transitive, it has been
looked upon as Hif. Deriv. the proper
name

my).

Nif. 9532 (only fut. 2437) to be shaken
to and fro, to be sifted, of corn in a
sieve Am. 9, 9; to be shaken, of a figtree Nau. 3, 12.

Pih. redupl. 929) (not used) to rush,
of the little iron sticks of a musical instrument. Deriv. 929273 which see.
Hif. 207 (fut. sa) to shake to -fro, i. 6. ‘to drive about Am. 9, 9;
move 2 Sam. 15, 20 K’ri; to shake, ‘ns
hand, as a gesture of rejection ZErH.
2, 15; וטאר "TT to shake the head, a gesture of scorn, of mischievous joy, and
of compassion JER. 37, 22; Ps. 22, 8;
109, 25 (comp. Marre. 27, "39); 723
 רְאשJos 16, 4; to rouse by. shaking , to
set in motion, with לעin order to stand
or to be set upright, Dan. 10, 10 and
shook me up (and helped me) upon my
knees and hands (to set me upright); to

Pol. 0953 to chase or drive away, with make wander, to drive abroad Num. 32,13;
Ps. 59, 12. > is not to be derived
3, of the spirit of God Is. 59, 19.
Hif. 097 (fut. D729) to put to flight from 393; see IM.
The stem >>,
sG, Targ. ¥3, is
Drur. 32, 30, for safety, with לא of the

- place Ex. 9, 20, or wen of the person

connected with a

vev-eıv, Lat.nu- ere,

and is also found as an organic root in
JUDGES 6, 11.
Hithp.  ַתְנִיְמָסto flee, to betake oneself other stems.
mpi (same as mim Jah is ‘ip
to flight, with pn (like 0%) Ps. 60, 6.
"58*
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sembler) n. p. m. Ezr. 8, 33; fem. Neu.

6, 14.
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in ya L, a3 L, 33 1 הפנו Ar.
G3, as well as in extra-Semitic tongues.

I. (Kal unused) intrans. to move

along, to rove, Targ. N trans. to sift,

Deriv. fin, and perhaps "52 and mp2.

Syr. intr. 3ב- to move, of the hand; Ar.

ai IV. (not used) intr. same as 213 L
(which see) to sprout, to grow; comp.

SL (to move away, to betake oneself
away); identical in its organic root with

( אָרְבNab- -Aburum, growth of corn)

.דע

Phenic. 32 the same,

hence =3

that in 4x2 (to roam away), 22°7, 4272 n. p. of a city in Mauritania; ka: (Niba,
(to wag), 2373 (trans. to turn ‘off, to growth) n. p. of a place in "Numidia.
Deriv. 15) (according to the LXX, Aq. )
bend), Aram. נד3 80. Deriv. mpnsn.

Pol. ( נופףfut. ne) to shake, ד,8 mann 2.
a gesture of beckoning Is. 10, 32.
Ai V. (not used) intr. to turn, wind;
Hif. ( הניףpart. בוכרף,inf. constr. 4°33, to be encircled, enclosed, of a departAramaeising MEI; ut. ,ףיִנָר apoc. DE) ment; cognate jn sense with 323, T2735
1. to make move, ne
to shake, ד ident. in its organic root with AR, DB,
to strike, with > upon Is. 11,15; comp. interchanging n with the gentle aspira19, 16; metaph. to act against one Jos tion. Derivat. according to some 1%,
31,21; without 59, to draw near Is. 13, mp2, Mp2.
2; to swing, to lift up, 10, 15, an iron
ai m. elevation, height, from 113 IIL,
tool, asickle, a sword Ex. 20, 25; Deut.
hence
'כ  הָפְיPs. 48, 3 of beautiful height,
23, 26; Josa. 8,31; with 5x to move the
hand towards a thing i. e. to pass it parallel רח (Reland, Schultens); comp.
over a thing 2 Kınas 5, 11; to shake in the Arab. #93 the high point of the
a sieve 18. 30, 28, i. e. to ל

drive about. —

and

2. Often in the sacrifi-

back. According to the LXX, Aq. and
others branch, from 4732 IV.; according

cial ritual, to wave to and fro, portions to Ibn Sarık a circle, district, from
of the victims (Luther: weben), a gesture nm V. (comp. "33, 593); but these exof presenting them Lev. 7, 30; thence planations are less a
applied to consecrated gifts and men, to
y3 (3 pl. (רצכ intr. 1. same as ץב
dedicate Ex. 35, 22, Luv. 23, 11, Num.
8, 11-20, often strengthened by the ac- (ps2) to glitter, to 4 to lighten, Ar.
cus. 7p12m Lev. 14, 12, like mn םיִרָה web; metaphor. to bloom, to sprout, as
with which it is sometimes coupled. in ar) ,רז  וי הmp, IIs, Yai comp.
Deriv. 1237.
Aram. y. Deriv. Yin according to
Hof. ף
 הונ לot eb devaw ot dna orf .xE some. — 2. same as 02, PRI, Nox, to
29, 27.
move forward quickly, "to ₪ (es ei),

A II. (Kal unused, for ‘mp3 is an comp. Y"%; to flee away, coupled with
abridged}Hif.) intr. to flow, to run (Kimchi),  נוּעLament. 4, 15, this meaning being
Arab. sh (trans.) to pour, to pour out.
Deriv. np.
Hif. nat (1 pers. np} instead of 37;

elsewhere also connected with signif. 1.
But as the accent is on the last syllable in 7x2), it is better to assume for

fut. 1727) to cause to flow (abundantly), it a stem הצב with similar sense.
nia72 DU} Ps. 68, 10; to moisten, to
water , with Aowins myrrh, to sprinkle

Prov. 7,17 (Kimchi).
air III. (not used) intr. to be elevated,
arched, hill-shaped (Ar. GL to be prominent), whose organic root is also. fuund

rivat. mia (5).

De-

if. yon (only 3 pl. 1235 for nenn, :
Targ. Pro; fut. PRs? Eccuzs. 12, 5 =

yan VR according to the LXX, Vulg.,
Syr.) to put forth blossoms, to blossom,
Sona or Sox. 6, 11; 7, 12; Eccuzs.

.19, 5
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( נוצהand )52 ./ .1 ylno laciteop J
retfa( eht mrof קרמה
, from ;7 )2 a ,gniw

a noinip soJ ,93 ,31 delpuoc htiw א;ָבָרָה

or -+2( lies also in ur IL, us,

02 (002) Is. 10, 18, Syr. -3, Ar. as

the plumage Ez. 17, 3 7, coupled with 73
13 (from 79 I. after the form nn)
and "38; comp. Phenic. תצל feathers f- dwelling place, ‘hospice, for a prophetic
(Mass. 11). — 2. contracted from myx} school 1 Sam. 19, 18 19 22 23; 20, 1.
(part. Nif. of 8x»), filth, in the crop Such is the reading of the Wale: and
Lev. 1, 16, prop. ‘quod excernitur; comp. Arab.; but instead of it our text has
the plur. mn (LXX Naviav) after the
 האוצARE.
form nn in the K’ tib; in K'ri is nn.
PR (Kal not used) intr, same as p2}
This prophet-habitation was at 24,
(which see).
and the plur. may have been used on
=" 2106 ( קינהfut. קיני ,with suff. "7p 72n) account of the different cells in it.
to suckle, Ex. 2, 9,"where Sel may
“WI (not used) intr. same as 77 (which
also be read, with the cod. Samar.
see) to cook, to boil. Deriv. 3713.

 רובI. (not used) intrans. to shine, to

lighten, to glitter, same as 412 1 (Phenic.
the same, Kit. 22, 2), hence to burn, Ar.

 הנI. (fut. 73, apoe. m m tr. to

,netsiom ot

 > ל₪

 וwithאל 

2 saniK ,9 33 ro  עלLev. ,6 02 ]72[
) (to shine, lighten); metaph. to bloom
upon; to sprinkle the juice of the grape,
(see;רַהָז( Aram. "3, #1. Deriv. "2,72, with לע upon Is. 63, 3.
,72 mon, In, ‘the proper names “3 The organic root of this stem 7-13.
(also in
i N, a8), F293.
is also found (according to Fürst, Con3 IL (Kal not 0 tr. to plough, cordance s. v.) in 1-23 (to be wet, fluid),
E-to eultivate the field; Phenic. "" the whence ny} (juice); comp. Ar. 15 to be

same, hence "923% (Nur-ali = 'Nur-

baali, ploughed field of Baal) n. p. of a

wet, fluid, 3

place in Byzacium.

flow out, to exude, >3

Deriv. 173, Tin.

Hif. "373 (abridged 2) to furrow a
field, to make arable, Jer. 4,3; Hos. 10,
12; comp. Ben-Sira 7, 3.
The organic root "2 appears to be
connected with רא belonging to הָרואמ ,

corte

to IR a, CAS

to

to be liquid, mov-

able, Greek v6t-109, Sanskrit nadi (river),

German nat, nass &c.; on the contrary
the Arab. je is not to be compared
with it.
Hif, 177 (part. 49, fut. ,הזר apoc.
and with "9 belonging to 1927, verbs אפ 1). to sprinkle, with accus. of the place
(>) elsewhere running into those in Nom. 8,7, but also with a of the object
7b. In Ar. the stem isye and JL, whence whereof Lev. 4,6 and 14,16, and with

ye and Sate a weaver’s beam, prop.

>» of the person or thing Ex. 29, 21,
Ley. 5, 9, with לא of the thing 14, 51,

jugum aratorium, Syr. SJ and # the „a-by 16, 14, mob 16, 15, "33 חַכְלדלֶא
same.
Nom. 19, 4, "25° Lev. 4, 6, according
A) Aram. intr. same as Hebr. 3 I. to the way of ‘sprinkling.
Derivative
my II. (Kal not used) intr. same as
AD (def. (ארוכ Aram. f. fire Dan. 3,
mi? (which see) to go together, Arab.
6. i 15 17; 7, 9; comp. Ar. yb (fire),
5 the same. Deriv. the proper name

 יעand 5 (light).

my.

. wad (fut. wrz>) intr. to be sick, to be
Aif: 47 (fut. 72) to collect, Is. 52,
ill, figurat. to suffer, of the soul Ps. 69, 14 15 like as many were amazed at him
21.. The organie root שנ (comp. Syr. — and therefore fled from him — will.

נור
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he now gather to himself many nations. Tom). Deriv. bin. — The organic root
נויר

The versions have thought sometimes  נ"זלlies also in dry I. which see.
of expiating, purifying, sometimes of
Hif. Du to cause to flow Is. 48, 21.

causing to exult (after the Ar. 133); but DUT Lament. 1, 8 belongs to the stem
the explanation now given is the most זול
suitable.
aan) see IM.
TMT) (constr. 7°73) m. prop. anything
( םֶזָנnot used) trans. to enclose round
cooked, hence a mess, Gen. 25, 29;
2 Kines 4, 38. As to the form, it is about, of a ring, comp. Dr, Aram. Dr,
usually taken as = 7472 Nif. of MT; but , אוArab. 5
Derivative
it is better to assume the stem 37).
D72 (with suf. a3; 7. םיכָדְב ,constr.
173 (constr. 713; pl. O12, with suff.

an) m. prop. a ring, an ornament for
the nose and ear Gun. 24, 47; Is.3, 25;
ated, then 1. one consecrated, especially
by a vow, a Nazarite, Num. 6, 13, Am. Prov. 11, 22; Syr. Pass] a nose-ring,
2, 12, fully םיהלָא 973 Junges 13, 5; Arab. ple} a rope attached to a ring
PRs from "13 I) m. prop. ‘one separ-

16, 1,202
Naxarite: -

Nom. 6,2 the vow of the
₪0 a chosen,

elect one,

of

that is put through a camel’s nose.

pl (not used) intr. prop. to be les-

Joseph Gen. 49, 26; Daur. 33, 16; a sened, therefore to be injured, hurt, cogprince Lament. 4, 7, with which has been nate in sense with tr. MON (which see), in
identified “12 in "1372 Nam. 3, 17. —
3. the consecrated , ‘unpruned , untouched its organic root pr" = Arab. Js (to be
vine, which was so left in the sabbatical thin, lean), pi. Deriv. PIR
and jubilee-years Lev. 25, 5 11, beFR (part.
pry = P12) Aram. intr. to
cause the Nazarite left his hair unshorn.
suffer loss Dan. 6, 3,
;
The unpruned sycomore is called in
Af. ( הנקpart. prem, constr. fem..
modern Hebrew man תַכּותְּב Hence
Mp; inf. constr. NPI; fut. (קזנַהְי
Hif. I (denom.) to live Uke a Nato bring loss upon, to inflict loss, to
zarite, with 12 to abstain from a thing damage, Ezr. 4, 13 15 22.
Nun. 6, 3; to consecrate as a Nazarite,
pid m. loss, damage Esta. 7, 4.
with 5 6,2 5 6.

on (fut. >12, pl. 3937) intr. 1. to flow

 רֶזְנI. (Kal unused) tr. to separate,

down, to run down, to stream down, of to select, to choose, identical in its or-
water Num. 24, 7; Ps. 147,18; to over- ganic root 1") with that in רז I.; me-
i
to רש out
flow, with accus. of the thing: of tears taphor. a) to dedicate, i.e.
JeR. 9, 17, rain Jos 36, 28, like verbs of a mass; Phenic. 773 the same. b) to
of flowing elsewhere; figur. of the flow- abstain, to debar, verbs with this idea
ing of language Deur. 32, 2, of the at their basis being so used elsewhere.
diffusion of fragrant odour Sona סע Arab. „5 to consecrate, and also = "2

Sou. 4,16, Part. plur. 07315 as a noun,

water Prov. 5, 15, Ps. 78, 16, floods Ex.

15, 8, brooks Song or Sou. 4, 15, parall.
with Dy2 and opposite to ,השבי rarely

an adjective to ov JER. 18,14.

113

Jupass 5,5 belongs to Sat to shake, —

to vow; Syr. 52 to keep from, abstain
from, food.

Deriv. “13 and according

to some rm.

Nif. ( זרinf. constr. רזה ,fut. 339)
to keep back from, to abstain from, e. g.
food,

hence

to fast,

absol, Zecn. 7, 3

2. (not used) to turn in, to descend or (where 71353 is an adverbial infin.) abalight; cognate in sense 17); Arab. JS staining from food,= nix 7,5; followed
the same. The passing of the one mean- by ’n to refrain from Law. 22,2; to seing into the other is as in 72% (see parate from, to fall away from, רי AIR -

נור
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from following God Ez. 14, 7; to devote
oneself’, with 5 of the thing, Hos. 9,10
and they devoted themselves to idolatry.
Hif. ריִּזַה (inf. constr. 177, fut. m)

2m) (usually from man protector,
7 "better from

am

0

from

ma, Jah is consolation) n. p. m. Num.
13, 14.

to refrain or detain from, with accus.

13 according to the Sam. cod. Ex:
of the object and 2 from a thing Lev.
14,25
= am.
15, 31, where the LX& Vulg. and Syr.
with the cod. Sam. have taken DN
zn?! (only perf. and imper.) tr. to
as = Dn'Y717, after the Arab. 3 IV. guide, to lead, with accus. Ex. 32, 34,
to warn; to admonish against, after the Is. 58, 11, with 2 of the place to Gen.
Arab. ‚A; to consecrate, with ל the 24, 27, Ps. 27, 11, with רע as far as
person Num. 6,12. See 72.
60, 11; cognate in sense a Om. = ite
WW II. (not used) tr. to surround, to
enclose, to encircle, identical in its organic root "1-2 with that in “1 IL,
m
IL, רז IL. Deriv. רז and EL
ing to some m.

VW III. fant used) tr. same as 19 IT.
(which see) to bring together, to heap together, deriv. 1172. |

Ar) (with suff. 3912, jan) m. 1. (from
mie) 1) consecration, of a priest Lev. 21,
12; the consecration of a Nazarite Num.
6, 4 פו 2 אר

verse 9. the head of a

organic root is 7ure Ans,
g,
to drive.
€ a

Hif. ar (infin. constr. man, fut.
ms) to "lead , to guide, with accus. or
2 of the place Ex. 13, 21, Gen. 24, 48,
with ya whence Num. 23, 7; of time Jos
31,18; with 32% to lead before one Prov:
18,16, with EN the same 1 Sam. 22,
4, with לֶא to Ps. ‘107, 30; to bring to,
with 21 Kinss 10, 26; to - away, to
carry captive, to erile 2 Kınas 18,11, Jos
12,23, with by at, beside, with 38, 32.

DAM) (after the form Dar; comforter)
Nazarite, i. e. the (unshorn) consecrated
p. Naw. 1, 1; Phenic. am}; comp.
n.
head, for which 3 also stands alone 6,

י
נ
BD
8. p.
.
19; metaphor. fem. the unshorn hair JER.
0373 (only pl. םיִמּוחְנ,in some mss.
7, 29. — 2. (from 73 II.) same as רז
a chaplet, crown, e. g. of a king 2 Sam. pen) m. consolatiars, i. 6. prosperity,
1,10; prop. a golden circle 2 Kınas 11, compensation Is.57, 18, compassion 1108.
12; a diadem, of the priest, fully ‘2 11,8.
om) (comfort) n. p.m. Neu. 7,7; elsewpa Ex. 29, 6, of yr; ornament, decoration, 2 "238 Zecn. 9, 16 precious where 0377 stands instead, which ser.
stones.

77) (from m = DM, conseq. consolation Gen. 5, 29; but we may read here
with the LXX arm) for 3737123, and
the sense would be rest) n. p. of the patriarch saved at the flood Gen. ch. 5-10;
1 Cur. 1,4; 9,2; an ideal model of +
rightness Ez. 14,14 20, after Gun. 6,9

im (einen; slayer; from 702) 1.
n. p. of a post-diluvian patriarch , son
of am and grandfather of Abrahain
GEN. ne 22, then the name of a race,

still preserved in the local name NWN

(saw) in the district Surdg (Assem. B.

O. IL. p. 322. 338). — 2. n. p. of a bro-

ther of Abraham Gen. 11, 26 27, and
of a race, which settled in the city777
am (not used) intr. same as 073 Gen. 27, 43; 29,4. On this account the
10, where
prop."to breathe out, to groan aloud, ‘to city was termed aim רע
snort, Arab. ws the same; transferred the Nahorite gods were worshipped Josu.
of Ishmael and
to the expression of strong sensuous 24, 2. As in the case
as many tribes
and
sons
twelve
Jacob,
ion.
consolat
ce,
repentan
as
,
feelings
m "2 Is. 54, 9 the flood.

Derivative

are assigned to him Gen. 22, 20

נחוש
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which latter are to be looked for in the
Euphrates-districts.

נחל

8, 21 שי ₪ = mewn), or simply with

an accus. of the thing Is. 49, 8; to cause

)שגה1 (from Bm II.) adj. m., wang to inherit, with a double accusat. Prov.
.1 brazen, made ofcopper, of up 2 Sam. 8,22, or with dative of the person 1 Cur.
;22,35 108 ,20 ;24 fig. of Sin Jos 6, 28, 8; to distribute an inheritance Devt.
.12 Elsewhere the fem. is used in the 21, 16.
Hof. 57123 to come into possession (by
sense of mum Is. 45, 2; 48, 4; Mic. 4,
compulsion),
to have allotted, with accus.
;13 JoB 40, 18.

of the thing and > of the person Jos
7, 3.
Hithp. ( הסנחלfut... 9727) to possess

 השּוהנsee Bm.

תולהi) f. pl.name of a music-choir,
having their principal seat in a city of oneself of, ‘to receive as possession, folthe same or similar name, Ps. 5, 1; to lowed by an accus. Is. 14, 2, with dat.

be identified, perhaps, with a 1 Chr. of the person for Lev. 25, 46.
To put the stem along with 513 and
,6,43 or Josu. 21, 15. These inscrip-

tions denote neither a sort of air, nor
an instrument of music, but iniaaie- bands
stationed in certain places.
( ריִדָנonly dual Dm, from 712) m.
a hole, nestril, Syr. 1263 the nose, nostril; hence dual nostrils Jos 41, 2.

assume to draw as the fundamental signi-

fication must be rejected, because a) >72

itself has not this fundamental meaning, b) even in Jw these ideas are not
united, and c) the one idea cannot well be
derived from the other. It is true that
the cod. Sam. (Gen. 33, 14; 47,17; Ex.
um I. (inf. constr. Sn, fut. m) 15, 13) has interchanged the two; but
tr. 1. to take, to take into possession , to it is better to suppose that the organic
seize, to get, as a possession, property, root is 5-2, meaning to lay firm hold
cogn. in sense with U), ıms Ex. 23, 30, of, to seize, proceeding from the idea
ZecnH. 2, 16, strengthened by the addi- of attaching, binding, as in pin; the

tion of Som Num. 18, 23 24; to. take same root being in 5m (m). also.
possession ‘of men, i. e. to make slaves
on IL. (not used) intr. same as להב
דועמ. 2,9; to have for one’s own, 22%

to walk along,

to flow along,

to pour

Prov. 14, 18, mm 11, 29, בּומ 8, 10, forth; deriv. 5rt3 1. Consegq. ident. in its

342d 3, 35, "pw Jer. 16, 19, to take for organic root with "733. Metaphor. to be
one’s own, a people Ex. 34, 9, without copious, to give copiously, to present, Ar.
the accusat. Josu. 16, 4, with 3 of the
place Num.18,20; Deur.19,14; Ps. 82, Jb.
8. — 2. to inherit, with a of the place
 לחנIII. (unused and doubtful) tr.
Jupees 11, 2. — 3. with the sense of same as( לה Dam) to break through, to
Pihel or Hif. to give to be possessed

Num.34,17; 1088.19,49. Deriv. mm, split, comp. Syr. Hui gaoayk. Derivat.
ram, bm in the proper name byron. om 2.
tna (with a of motion ma, once
"Pih. om (inf. constr. 5712) to give into
the

poet. without the idea of motion Ps.
124, 4, once Mom? Ezer. 47, 19; dual

Hif. bor (part. לרוחב ,inf. constr.
הנחל, bn}; fut. 5°73) to give to be pos-

om IL) generally a river, a brook, Ec-

possession,

with

two

accusatives Num.

34, 29; Jost. 14, 1; or with ל
person 19, 51.

sessed, with a double accus. 1 Sam. 2, 8,
Zecu. 8, 12, particularly of the distribution of Canaan Devt. 1, 38; 3, 28;
sometimes without an accusat. of the
thing 32, 8 (on the contrary in Prov.

Dam Ez. 47, 9 for vom; pl. Done,
constr. am, with suff. m) m. 1. (from
ces. 1, 7, of a torrent, which dries up
in summer Jos 6, 15, whose banks are
shaded with willows 40, 22, which flows
into the sea Ez. 47, 5, whose water is

drunk 1 Kings 17,5, and which promotes

נחלאל
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fertility Deut. 8,7; coupled with 77372 people Drur. 4, 38, therefore Palestine,
Ps. 74, 15 and 07 Lev. 11,10.. Hence designated as Israel’s possession 26, 1;
the following are applied to it: ןתיא

1s.58,14; of the Jewish people as God’s

Am. 5, 24 (opposite 2:58), 22° Prov. possession 1 Sam 26, 19; 18. 19, 25; an
18, 4, ףסוש Is. 30, 28; fig. it is asso-

inheritance, received from ancestors JOB

ciated with np; 30, 33, 323 Jos 42,15; Num. 27,7; 1 Kines 21,4. ' קלח
20, 17, yaa Mic. 6, 7, לעיל Ps. 18, 5. Prov. 17, 2 to share the inheritance, i. e.
The rivers and brooks of Palestine were

to have part in the inheritance. Also the
lot communieated for a possession, what
is assigned 108 20, 29; 27,138,

named S112, as 1278 Deur. 2,24, par 2, 37,
En Junees 4, 13, ion 1 Sam. 30, 9, = pam, with which it is also coupled

im 1Kınas 2, 37, map ‘1 Kines 17, 3. Gen. 81, 14; a portion 1 Kines 12, 16.
0297 2.1s.15,7, or הברה 2 Am.6, 14, — 2. prop. oma with a of motion Ez.
ie. the ‘brook of the deserts or desert, 91,74=זnom, a brook, where the LXX
flows between Kerek and Gebal (Moab read 233; 48,28. — 3. (from a1) the
and Edom), and falls into the Dead Sea,

now called Wady el-Achsa (brook of the
sandy plains); 077% ‘3 (brook of Egypt)
Num. 34, 5, also $m ‘alone Ez. 47, 19
(Gen. 15,18 םֶיְרְצִמ Sm of the Nile), is
Wady el- Arish or Rhinocorura (‘Pivox0govga) forming the south boundary of
Palestine, called elsewhere Ned (5m),
see Epiph. Haeres.66.— 2. (perhaps from

om III.) prop. the deepened out, hence

sick,

the 8

one,

of the Israelite

people Ps. 68, 10 (see ND); same as
 מד לח,ssenkcis .gif enutrofsim .sI 11,71
(Saadia).
Ener (possession of El) n. p. of a
station in the wilderness Num. 21, 19;

cod. Sam. 589m.

pers (a strong one, from pon I.) n. p.
M., hence a family name or ‘patronym.

a ravine Is. 7,19; a deep gorge 2Kınas wore Jer. 29,24, alluding to 573 29,
3,16, where springs rise Ps. 104, 10, 31 32; comp. vor.
burying- places are made Jos 21, 33, or
 תלחנf. same as mm 1. possession
Troglodytes dwell 30, 6; then applied
Ps.
16, 6.
to valleys like 773 Gen. 26, 17, now
om) (Kal not used) intr. 1.t0 breathe
Gurf el-Gerar, a deep and broad Wady
(ols), which coming from the south-east forth, to groan, to sigh, connected in its
that in
of Gerar receives Wady el-Sheria; רז organic root Dr} partly with
Arab.
=
partly
III,
סה
המה
Jupees
קֶרוט
pa",
2,13,
Deur.
Nom. 21,12,
16, 4, doug Nom. 13, 23, Day Jo. 4, - vn. vehementer anhelavit, Us
18 of the Kedron-valley, hay Nom. spiritum duxit,
to sigh
and
33,34; also the shaft of a mine, by which
2. to
—
deeply, to groan, ‘to lament.
mountaineers go in and out JoB 28, 4;
, to be excited by
warmly
strongly,
feel
the piercing of a shaft being called
root
in zeal, wrath &e., ident. in its organic

yu. —

3. same

as mom,

only

wor
ER

with monn In.

Derivat.

om,

13m,

Dann, "DAMN, and the proper names

112 see לאsm.

um, mam, Dam, mA

רב חבA DATEN.

Nif. um (inpause on, part. m, "inf.
see om; with a for a final
5
constr. ont, fut. Dnt, ap. p72") to be
vowel see under mom 2.
sorry, to ‘have compassion, JER. 15, 6 Iam
,
יתְלַחְכ
suff.
with
rosa,
(constr.
mem
weary of pity Ez, 32,31; to grieve, i, e.
possesa
I.)
to have sympathy, with לע of the perbr
(from
fel
nm)
pl.
turn compassionately,
sion, property, of men Ps. 2, 8, and things son Ps. 90,13; to
6 or > of the per21,
s
Jupar
לא
on
with
possessi
a
arly
Prov. 20, 21; particul
thy Jer. 20,16,
sympa
feel
to
of land Num. 16, 14, of the possession son 21,15,

of the tribes Josn. 13, 23, of the whole

with לע of the person Exop. 32, 12, to

on
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grieve for, with >¥ of the thing 298. 8,
6; Jo. 2,13; to repent, with dx of the
evil 2 Sam. 24, 16, with 2 of the thing

NE. 7 7.

Jos 42, 6, Ps. 110, 4, with "2 in the
apodosis Gun. 6,6 7; 1 Sam. 15, 11; re-

32; 2 Sam. 17, 12; Dasa, 3, 42; Ar.

"JOM (one rich in comfort) n. p. m. °

( ונחנin pause 272; a pronominal i
for, on account of a thing JupGEs 2,18;
to feel repentance 1. 6. (comp. the English stem) instead of VOR (which see) only|
10 rue) to be vexed, to be heartily grieved in Gen. 42, 11; Ex. 16, 7 8; Num. 32,
flex. to console oneself’ prop. respirare,
to respire, to take breath again, with

om} (not used) intr. same as Um. by to be calmed, to become softer, to (which see), to give oracles, whenee om
lay aside grief 2 Sam. 13, 39; Is. 57, in the proper name 012°».
6; Gen. 38, 12; Ps. 77, 3; AR

cit]
m. an oracle, see DM.
ws
:

to comfort oneself for the loss of one, to

be calmed about Gen. 24,67; to procure
comfort, pacification, appeasement, hence

to avenge oneself, to take vengeance, which
is conceived of as a satisfying of the
feeling of revenge, with 2 of or from
one Is. 1, 24, comp. uleisci ab aliquo,
se vindicare. varia] Ezer. 31, 16 we
should read aan, as in 24, 23.
Pih. ony (part. D272, inf. constr. om,
fut. םחנ2) to console, 0 express condolence, “with accusat. of the person Ruta
2,13; Is. 40,1; Jos 2,11; with pa Gen.
5,29 and לעof the thing DE person concerning Is. 22, 4; 1088. 19, 2; Dr) a
comforter Ecorzs. 4,1; to manifest compassion,

to have pity upon; with accus.

Is. 12, 1; 49,13; hence to interest oneselfin, to assist Jer. 31,13.
Puh. 072 (part. mama = like 7735

( ץחנpart. pass. Ya) tr. same -
YI? to press, to urge on; yımı 1 Sam. >
,21 9 urged, pressed, hasty; comp. Ar. +
Im I. (not - tr. to bore through, .
to push ו to pierce, ident. with
“p25 comp. Ar.
to be bored, pierced,
hollowed. Deriv. m, and the proper
name im. The organie root "1172 lies :
also in sn IL, ,רע 92, 973, 7-99.
IM II. (not used) intr. to snort, of :
the horse, to breathe hard through the

nose, Arab. _3 the same, Syr. א to |
snort, to expel the breath strongly. The

organic root "2 is connected with
ה-חַר, WH, as the Aram. "112 also shews. |

in the same place from 'on; fut. am) Deriv. “m, mm, and the proper name

to be comforted Is. 54, 11; 66,13. °°

Hithp. ( התנחםonce onan Ez. 5, 13,

נחרי

m.

Ar
m2 ron "m IL) m. a snorting, of

1p. "HITT; fut. ann?) to be sorry for, the horse Jos 39, 20.
:
to ‚feel compassion for, with לע Deut. 32,
הרחב
(constr.
,תרד
from
3
“
IL)
f.
°
36; to repent Num. 23,19; to console oneself Gen. 37,35; to Breaths strongly, for
revenge, with > of the person Gen. 27,

the same Jar. 8, 16.

 ירחכand( ירחכ a snorer, from "m3 IL.) .

42, like > opo.

n. p. m. 2 Sam. 23, 27; 1 Cur. 11, 37.

' ( נחםconsolation, 0
4
N. p.m,
1 Car. 4,19.
om) m. repentance, compassion Hos.
13,14.
am] f. consolation, appeasing Jon
6, 10; Ps. 119, 50.
nam (Jah is Consolation) n. p. m.
Neu. 1, 1, surnamed אָתְטְרִת 8, 9; elsewhere in Ezr. 2, 2; Neu. 3, 16,

Um I. (Kal unused) intr. same as
un) and om (which see) to utter a low
sound, to murmur’, to whisper, to hiss, of:

serpents, hence wm (see Fürst, Cone.
₪ v.). Metaphor. to whisper, to mutter
magical formulas, to practise enchantment, ‘

to utter oracles, Syr. ul
to

mutter,

to practise

(to whisper,
enchantment). |

There is the same metaphor. application |

wn
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in ‘und, mas, nw, won IE, man and

um L) m. 1. a serpent, Grn. 3,2 4 13,
Derivat. vum, ‘and the |‘proper named perhaps from hissing Tan: 46,
22, the stem having an assonance with
name Two.
Pih. ry} (part. wn, inf. constr. vum, wind Eccuzs. 10, 11; coupled with ae
fut. vum?) to whisper, hence to divine, to and עפצ Deut. 8, 15; Is. 14, 29. It is ©
give oracles, by a cup Gen. 44, 5 15, represented as wise and sly Gen. 3,1; 49,
coupled with 3319 Lev. 19, 26, SFR 17; its bite Num. 21, 17 like its poison
2 Kınas 17, 17, 5» 2 Cur, 33, 6; 0 |CMa) Ps. 58, 8 is deadly. Then a sealook upon as a prognostic 1 Kınas ‘50, serpent, to which DIR swift and ןותלקע
33 (Vulg.), to divine, like divinare anil rolled are applied Is.27, 1, ie. a wateraugurari Gen. 30,27, and 2 dy 44, 5.
monster, such also symbolising great
The fundamental signification of the powers elsewhere (Dan. 7, 3;Apoc.3,1); :
stem is sufficiently attested by the use artificial serpents made of brass Num. 21,
of it in Pihel with the same latitude as 9. — 2. The constellation of the nornEDY.

nop, 18>, by its identity with שחל and

thern dragon Jos 26, 13; called also jn»7>

Syr. „ul, as well as by the connection
of the organic root (wr-3) with that of

(which see) 3, 8, Ar. &>. — 3 (from

wn IL; „mass: plane) n. p. of a cityother1 Cur. 4, 19. — 4. (oracleto give oracles and to practise enchant- giver; from Um I.) n. p. m. 1 Sam. 11,
ment is explained by murmuring and
1; 2 Sam. 17, 25 27.
whispering (Is. 8, 19; 29, 4). But it
( שחְבdef. Nö) Aram. mase. brass,.
may be still doubted whether the noun
wm (serpent) has been derived from copper Dan. 2, 32; 7,19; coupled with

mn;

especially as in other instances wise מ

it, aueh the Arab. ==! (serpents) dtp 4,20, עא 5, 4 and non 2,45.

yon  בae
from Un? I) .מ
points to a connection with .שחל The
Arab. \
שו um to pierce, or p- m. Ex. 6, 24.
its assimilation to the organic root in
rom) (with suf. nd, Saum,
 רדחשmeaning to move, to creep, so that

Tau,

BAUM;

dual pining ; from

um "would be explained like 70, ont um IL.) f. (Ez. + 7 and Dan. 10,6 DBR
mE, Lat. serpens &c. is not at all un- is not an adject. but a subst., conseq. ais
sittable for the derivation of the noun. fem. here also; on the contrary it appears
um II. (not used) intr. to be hard, as masc. along with Dahn [which see]
1Kınas7,45, 35272 Ezr. 3,27&c.)1.brass,
firm, "metaphor. of metals, Arab. us
yadxos, copper, a metal ae for vessels,
the same; ident. in its organic root un
parts of a building, arms &c. Ez. 26, 11;
with that in 7-„Up, NUP &e. Deriv.
27, 2; 36, 18, coupled with 5:43 Gen.
wing, mom, nom, num, and the

4,22, ant 2 Sam. 8, 10, 57a Ez. 22,18,

proper names num, um 3.
vum IH. - used) intr. to be dirty,
unelean, hateful, of adultery, Arab. yas
or ו the same. Deriv. according to

some mm 2. (which see).
wn Arnis intr, same as Hebr. um II.
Deriv. um.
um (a. own, from om IL) m |
an omen,

incantation,

augury,

parallel

nop, Num. 23,23; 24,1; Syr. bau,

op 22, "20 as a firm, hard metal Jer.
1, 18; 15, 20; Ps. 107, 16. Compared
with gold and silver an ignoble metal,
hence figur. ignoble JER. 6, 28. Metaph.
a fetter Lament. 3, 7, commonly dual
Jupszs 16, 21; 2 Sam. 3, 34; 2 Kınas
25,7; Jer. 39,7; 52, 11, prop. a double
fetter, consisting of two halves. — 2. properly the firm, hence as in 77% (which

see) the basis, ground, support, lower
part, of the bottom of a kettle standing on the fire Ez. 24, 11; figurat. the.

\ um (constr. m, plur. DWM, see female pudenda,

conceived of as the.
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lower part, the base; comp. mW (from

The trans. signification of the stem

my) pudenda, and my basis, support;
hence num a2 16, 36 thy shame was

still lies in the Ar. cas! (to stretch, in
fight; to make crouch down, a woman,

poured out, i. e. whoredom was much

in cohabitation), uns (to bend down,,
practised; ident. with myim FEW: 16, to stretch down); the organic root N},
15; 23, 8. It is therefore unnecessary
in which the fundamental meaning lies,
to ‘read nw? (thine impurity) from
may also exist perhaps in nN-W, nn"n.
um III. ‘and after the Arabic, for
rm (only pl. Dam for םיתחנ "but

nm.

Saleh( ברbasis, ground, support; see

num 2) n. p. f. 2 Kines 24, 8.
pen (formed from myn} 1, brassimage) n. p. of the brazen serpent made
by: Moses and afterwards superstitiously
worshipped 2 Kines 18, 4.

AM (fut. nox, but also nm, non,

without being on that account ‘the Nif.

of nnn; comp. םיִתֶא interchanged with
DAN) aa masc. descending, in order to
conceal oneself or lie in ambush 2 Kınas

| 6,9.

mo 1. (from nm) a descent, Is.
30, 30 the coming down of his arm, i. e.
his descending strokes; a going down,

 עַלדְעְפַרinto the dust, i. e. into the grave

Nun being first assimilated to Cheth and Jos 17,16; a setting. down, i. e. what
then — being lengthened into -; once is set down (upon the table) 36, 16.-nmap Prov. 17,10 according to the Ma- 2. (lowness) n. p. m. 1 Car. 6, 11, for
sora, because the accent is on — at which 6,19 mim and 1 Sam. 1,1 1mm of
the commencement; 3 plur. in pause similar meaning are put. — 3. (from
 יחתףfrom ann; 708 21, 13, derived, m3) f. rest Is. 30, 15; ease, inactivity,
according to the punctuators, from. nr) repose 1300188. 4, 6; 6, 5; Phenic. nm
intr. to come down, with accus. whither rest (Kit. 2, 2).

Jos 21, 13, to lie down (see m3) prop.
to bow oneself down; comp. Arab.

to lie deep down,

as an ambuscade

2 Kines 6, 8 (anmim to be read for
mann); to sink down, with לע upon one,

rm

(part. nm = nm) Aram. intr.

same as Hebr. nny to come down Dan.

4,10 20; Syr. Ned the same, fut. NIM,

Zou) as if from Du, nn.
Af. nox and nck, (fut. nm, imper.
down upon me; then to come down upon DAN, part. nm) to bring don, to lead
with hostile intent Jer.21,13, where דרי is down Ezr. 5, 15 to deposit, lay up 6, 1
sometimes used; figur. to press upon, to 5; Syr. As] the same.
make an impression, with 2 of the person
Hof. (after the Hebrew manner) mnt
Prov. 17,10 (which is referred to man to be deposed Dan. 5, 20.
3 to seize, lay hold of) a reproof enters
j( נה3 pl. 303, and "D2 Ps. 73, 2
into. Deriv. nm 1, תה
Kri; "Part. ,הטל hes, part. pass. fem.
Nif. nm (3 pl. an) to sink or press
plur. nD} Is. 3, 16 K’ri; inf. constr.
into a thing, with 3 Ps. 38, 3.
nin2; fut. ma", 0206. ,טי “U>) tr. prop.
Pih. nm (3 fem. Fan}, ämper. nm)
to stretch, to‘extend, to ‘spread, to bend,
to bend, to press down, a bow, i. e. to
cogn. in sense with 1n"7, rn", גתה &e.,
stretch it 2 Sam. 22, 35, Ps. 18, 35,
hence 1. to stretch out, 7 with 3 of "what

Ps. 38, 3 and thy ונטל

hand sinks

cognate in sense 127; to water down or

level, םיִרודָּב )₪6 ridges, beds, from דג one has in the hand Josu. 8, 26, and
sometimes without די 8, 18; with 2
=m L which see) Ps. 65, 11.
Hif. MT

(imper. N727) to lead down,

to cause to come down, Jo.4,11; comp.
aim 4,2.

over a thing Ex. 8, 2; of God to punish,

or to attack and. strike Is. 5, 25; 9,11;

10, 4; 23, 11, for which "> ףינה (11, 15;
19 16) and די( ביִשָה1, 25) are also used;

10)

re
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with  עפagainst one Zepu. 1,4; with bx 2 Sam. 21,10, Stik 16, 22; to bow down,
against one, i. e. to oppose one 708 15, oyu Ps. 144, 5, to reach 32 Gen. 24,
25; ny ‘2 to stretch out the neck, i. e. 14; ‘to incline, IX, i. e. to “obey Jur.
as a sign of pride Is. 3, 16, לע 1p 2 to 7, 24, usually with 2 of the person Ps.
stretch a measuring line, i.e.
i
to put it on a 17, 6; Prov. 4, 20; to bend sidewise, to
thing Is. 44,13; 708 38,5; Lamenr. 2, | turn adie. to lead aides 2 Sam. 3, 27;

8; to elongate, ₪ לצ Ps. "102, 12. 900 spread out, to expand, a tent Gen.

to conduct, to lead Num. "99, 23; to ו

‘stretches them out; figurat. by20

drive away, avert JeR.5,25.

away, from the right path, hence to
“72, 8, the heavens Is. 40, 22, ory} mislead Jos 36,18; to turn away, from
dane like 22, 11) Is. 42,5 and he a suppliant Ps. 27, 9; to thrust away, to
spread out

evil against one,

i. e. to ex-

Here be-

long also the expressions 'ּפ ’ בל7 to

pand it like a net, to devise Ps. 21,12;

lead one’s heart (in a good sense) 2 Sam.
omitting the ‘object 1 Cur. 21, 10; for 19,15, with לע Prov. 21, 1, לא 119,
which 2 Sam. 24,12 has 503, which in
i
37 or ל toa "thing 141, 4, with ירחא
Lament. 3, 28 is likewise construed with to lead the mind to follow 1 Kınas 11, 3;
על. — 3, to bow down, to incline side- in a bad sense, to lead or turn away,
wise, to sink, with accus. DI Gen. 49, from the right path Is. 44, 20; Prov. 7,
16, בל Ps. 119, 112,

pm 18, 10 (of

God), ריק (to fall in) 72, 4; pay to
fall 73, 9 (where "03 should be. read);

omitting the accus. -object 37 17, 1.
Here belongs also the passage in JoB
15, 29 he does not bow their possession to the earth,

i. e. he does not en-

‘large it to superabundance (see 137).
Still farther, to turn to, to conduct or
lead to, i. e. to bestow, with accus. of
the object Gen. 39, 21; Is. 66, 12. —
4. intr. to decline, of the day, -i. e. to
_ become late Junges 19, 8; to stretch
forwards, of a shadow 2 Kınas 20, 10;

21; ‘aby Ton mar to turn ‘favour to
one Ezr. 7, 28; wewin mar to bend the
right 1Sam. 8, 3,for which is also used

paw Mink Prov. 17, 23 or 777 Am.

2,vs and absol. Ex. 23, 2. 7: הטה to
push away, 3°37 from judgment (right)
Is. 10, 2; absol. Am. 5, 12, 77772 from
the (ua) way Jos 24,4; to push aside,
drive away 18. 29, 21. — 9 intr. to turn
aside, to swerve, Jop 23, 11, commonly

with jn of a thing Is. 30, 11; to walk
along,- Ps. 125, 5 who walk lang their
crooked ways.

Hof. (not used) 1:1, only part. man,

man as nouns; fut. ma only in ‘the
2,19; with dx to turn to one Gen. 38, proper name המי mar, ‘if this be not
16; with ard 38, 1; with 2 or D372 to from 739) = maun.
turn away from one Ps. 44, 19; Jos 31,
As to the organic root "02, it is
7; with ATS prop. to turn after one, i. ©. also in on I. (belonging to mar = הסומ
" attach oneself to his party, to ‚follow Ez. 9, 9 and moin Is. 58, 9), דמו 72,
“9 =
Ex. 23,2; Jupaus 9,3; to be devoted to
Arab. bu, LBS, 5, bibs &.
1Sam. 8 3; to go away, to depart 14,7.
u D2 (pl. constr. 7702, lengthened
Deriv. on, man, man.
to incline, to turn, Num. 20, 17; 2 Sam.

Nif. הנ (3 pl. 1223; fut. 710937) to be out of למ from yon) adj. masc. prop.
stretched ‘along, of Don) Nom. 24, 6, bearing , hence laden, with accus. 102,
 צְלָלִיםJur. 6,4; to be streiched forth, put Zern. 1,11.
y°D) (only pl. (םיִתְמְנ m. prop. anyalong, of m, with לע Zucu. 1, 16.
Hif. הטה(part. 22, pl. 0°, constr.
"an; inf."constr. nig; imp. 7, apoc.

thing ‘planted, hence aplant Ps. 144, 12.

un; fut. 71892, .apoc. 2) 1. stronger than

little "drop, hence a pendant, so called

TBO)

(only pl. (תיְפיִטָכ /. prop. a

from its form Junges 8, 26; Is. 3, 19;
to punish Is. 31, 3; to spread out, pv comp. ozaAdyuloy ear- drop, from ota-

Kal, to reach or stretch out, the hand,

נטישה
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to drop; Arab. kis a pearl and Ps.94,9. The organic root 903 is also
ear-drop.
found in rn, jh, 7H; Arab. giw with
mod) (pl. niwend) f. tendril, twig the same fundamental signification. De-

ג

 זע902, 9°02, 3072, the proper name

Is. 18,5; see wo} 1
( לַטְנpart. S149, fut. ללזטר( tr. prop.

Bon.

‘Nif. ( בע3 plur. in pause 19192) to be

to raise, to lift up, to lift away, to heave planted, Is.40,24 they are scarcely ‘planted.
away, hence to carry, cogn. in sense with
( עבin pause 3) , constr. 9103 Is. 5, 7,
 אבIs. 40,16 he carries the isles as a
with suf. wo, plur. constr. "y222) m. a
little dust, i. e. easily (Targ.); withעל 
plantation, a planted place Is.5, 7; 17,11;
‚to lay upon Lament. 3, 28 and 2 Sam. the planting 17,11; a plant J08 14, 9.
,24 .12 Metaphor. to lay before = 2
D" YO) (plantations) n. p. of a locality
 ינפלJer. 21,8, for which 1
21, 10
has לע mm (which see). — 2. intr. to in Judah 1 Cur. 4, 22.

be weighty, heavy, לוס = IL, Spy, nad,
,139 where is the same metaphor. ap-
plication. The organic root dura lies
- also in לט IL, whence perhaps ליטמ in
the-Aram, לטנ DY „So fornip3, whence
Ran, Ina weight, Derivat. 70d,
Yo.
Pin. > (fut: 2199) to take up, to bear,
coupled with אָשנ Is. 63, 9.

בְְעִיםseeיע 

no) (fut. 9%?) intr. to drop, to drip,
to flow, with accusat. of the thing (like
725, 12), of which some overflows Jo.
4,18; Sona or Sou. .5, 5 13; to drop
‘donut ova 100885, 4, absel, Ps.68,9;
fig. of speech Song or Son. 4,11; Prov.

5, 3; with לע of the person to drop
speech upon one, i. e. to penetrate, quicken
and animate them with its beneficent in-

© (1 pers. naU2; part. pass. fem. fluence Jos 29, 22; comp. wry (Ezer.
2 pers. na) Aram. tr. to lift up, to 21, 2). Deriv. ne, mau, the proper
--bear (Targ. for sib) Dam. 4, 31; pass. name 150) (on the contrary non beto be lifted up, with n 7,4.
longs to"nad.
 למm. prop. carriage, hence burden,
load Prov. 27,3.

yO) (part. 3942, 9105,
pl.rvtab; inf.
8 constr. yo and ney Eccuss. 3,2; imp.

Hif. ( הטיףpart. מטיף,fut. (ףיטי to
cause

to

drop,

flow

out

or

overflow,

with accusat. 099 Am. 9,13; to make
discourse flow, i. e.to speak, to prophesy,

with לע upon a thing Am. 7,16, with dx
,303 fut. 312) tr, prop. to put in, hence Ez. 21,2 7; with > of a thing Mic. 2,11,

; to strike in, to stick in, a nail,

a pin,

_Ecces. 12, 11 of fixing by scripture;
to fasten

or absol. 2, 6.
The stem (Arab. !בכ5-\,Aram. ףסנו

or make firm, a tent Dan. 11,
,45 of the tent of the heavens (#63) 24, Ethiop. 209) has ףסדנ for its organic root, which lies also in NOW, as
Is. 51, 16, where the LXX and Syr.
well
as in ar, ,ףצ nıL, atx 1, 37,
read na after 40, 22; to set up, a
283, 71-37, "Ar. was (fuxit).
_statue Dur. 16, 21,

,tnalp  זרת6, 11, zV

but commonly to
 הי4,2, 390

"ibid., Der. 20, 6, niga Jer. 29, a op-
: etisop mu ,54 ,4 yp“ .szuccE 2,3; ל
ָּ בJER. ,23 ,14 yb .nA ,9 ,51 dna eht
accus. of the place Ez. 36, 36, ‘and with
a double accusat. Is. 5, 2; Jar. 2, 21;
“ figurat. a people, i. e. to give them a
fixed abode 2 Sam. 7,10, Am.9, 15, op-
‘posite Jur. 45, 4; the ear, i. e. to create

mb ‘(oh constr. 303) m. a drop, of
Da Jos 36, 27; metaphor. an aromatic
gum or resin Ex. 30, 34, so called from
its flowing out, distilling LXX ozexıy,
from ordLlo.
BD) see rpg.

ADD) 7
of the dropping
of an aromatic resin; hence balsam- or
storax-place).n. p. ofa city and region,

.נטר
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in whose hamlets singers dwelt in Ezra’s
time Nen. 7, 26; 12, 28, in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem and Bethlehem
Ezr. 2, 22, the mod. Beith Netiph, southwest of Jerusalem (Robins. I1.600). Gentile "nbz 2 Sam. 23, 28 29; 2 8

25,23; 1 Car. 2, 54; 9,16; Jur. 40,8.
The apocryphal Esdras writes 1292.

Nex. 10, 32; to leave off, to discontinue,
the cultivation of the field Ex. 23,11,
coupled with ww; to suffer Gen.
31, 28,
like 11377 and jm} elsewhere; hence it
is interchanged with 319, TU, קיחרה ;
and the Targumie שטר Pol, PIN,

 טלסלare used for it.

Deriv. mura.

Nif. wia2 (fut. By27) to spread, with
“WI (fut. Ha? and Sy) 1. intr. to 2 of the place Jupaus 15, 9, 2 Sam. 5, 18
‚look attentively, at a thing, to look at, to 22, for which the Chronicles have nwa;
observe, Ar. % 3; derivat. הָרָטַמ 2. —_ of branches and plantations Is. 16, 8;
to be loosened, of a ship’s tacklings, i.e.
‘2. to keep, to guard, DN, i.e. to be angry, to hang slack Is. 33, 22 (Vulg.); to be
which, however, is commonly omitted dispersed, with לע of the place Am. 5, 2
‘Nau. 1,2, Ps. 103, 9, prop. to continue

anger, with > Nam. 1. c. or mx of the
person Ley. 19, 18, like a Jar. 3,5;
‘to keep, to watch Sona or Sot. 1, 6; 8,

11. Deriv. rar 1, mal.

(Targ., LXX, Vulg.).

Puh. v2 to be forsaken Is. 32, 14.

vo) II. (part. pass. f. 1503) tr.
same as Wu) (which see) to sharpen, to

The organic root "0-3 is clear from point, to whet, of an Is.21,15 (Saadia);
a5 and
45, and its identical the Syr. uses wah for it.
it) (which see). רט I. (which see), Aram.
"2 (with suff. 072; from 773 1.( m.

‘the Ar.

“ap (Pa. ,רט noun (רט 6

the same

a lamentation, wailing, Ez. 27, 32, comp.

v. 30 31, cognate in sense with הניק
"02 (1 pers. (תַרְמְכ Aram. intr. same and astronger expression than "33 v. 31.
as Hebr. "22, then trans. to keep, to‘pre- Thus » would be contracted from "הנ
serve Dan. 7, 28.
(Masora), and there is no need to emend
into D732. The LXX, Theod., Syr.
it
10) (prop. part. fem. Kal of 712)
some mss. read unsuitably 077723;
and
f. a female keeper, a shepherdess, Song it would be better still to read םֶהיִפְּב
or Sox. 1, 6.
since הניק 192 NW? 8 agreeable to the
2 vn) I. (part. pass. טוב |fut. won) usus loquendi.
11. intr. to stretch or extend, to spread,
 = י78}
root.

 גיאgnignoleb ot 37378 dna נר
to widen, of branches (see W702);
see
NW 1
mama 2 1 Sam. 4,2 the battle spreads

2° (from 29 I.) m. fruit, produce,
hence food Mau.1,12; fig. fruit of the
to spread out, to scatter about, with לע lips Is. 57,19 K'ri, i. e. speech, praise,
(see 2%), comp.
of the place Num. 11,31, with accus. of thanksgiving, prayer
s 13,15); Phen.
(Heprew
the person, and accus. of the place to xapnos ystiéov
n. p. of a place
e)
fruit-plac
l
(Niba,
paralle
=>
32,4,
where
a
which Ez.29,5, or
has
 הot elknirps ,tuoba 1770 .soH ,21 in Numidia. The K’tib of Is. 57,19
וסיל

(Vulg., Ar.); 30, 16 lo they are scattered
‚on the surface of the whole land. — 2. tr.

14. The Targ. expresses the same idea
by wn or שטרי which is connected

an.

"2 (either from 2% I. the marrowy,

37} DI.
therewith by root; or it is paraphrased having the vigour of life, or from
20.
10,
NEH.
m.
afar,
p.
n.
scatter
to
ing)
project
by .אמר — 3. Metaphor.

to disperse abroad, hence to give up, a

7°) (from m I.) m. movement, DINE

people to foreign masters Is. 2, 6; to of the lips, to console or compassionate
eject, to reject, to give to 2 Kınas 21,14; with empty speech Jos 16, 5.
‚Jupazs 6,13; 1Sam. 12, 22; to give up,
m f. a going astray, a wandering
contention Prov. 17, 14; to remit, debt

ניות
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ניסן

away, of the homeless; banishment La-

side in length extended

ment. 1,8 (LXX, Jerome), conseq. from

(Nineveh) to Kuyyundshik (79), and the
northern side in breadth from thence to
Khorsabad (m22) &e. In this large Ni-

m I. or mL; but more suitably=7
abomination, from Th.

Ding soo mi

from Nimrüd

neveh which arose out of the union of

four cities, the population was enormMN] (after the form ץץצרכ;with suf. ous Naw.3,15 seq. It had at a certain
ניחחי, ניחחכם,pl. with suf. Dn;
time 120,000 children Jon. 4, 11, and

from Pihel mr) m. prop. satisfaction,
quieting, i.e. pleasantness, :agreeableness,

could boast of being called the unique
Zern. 2,15, in short the great city Jon.
delight, only in the genit. to חיה and of 1, 2; 3, 2; 4,11; Jupira 1, 1; greater
sacrifices Gen. 8, 21; Lev. 2, 12; sacri- than Babylon, Strabo 16 p. 737; Amm.
fice generally 1, 9; 3, 5; 29, 2; Num. Marcell. 18, 7,1; the great Ninus Diod.
28,2; 779 m to sacrifice "Ex. 6,13. Sic. 2,23. In Ammian the name Ninuos
The derivation from ms is clear from (Nineveh) also appears; and Niebuhr

the Syr. translation Lead, Talm. xm} found a village there called Nunia. —
> do you like? Noun- building. of this The derivation of the name from 7%
form from דע is not unusual in Arabic rn (for 772 139 dwelling-place of Ninus
‘(see De Sacy Gramm. Ar. 1. p. 561), and has an analogy in ריע  תובחְרfor ריע
was also employed in Hebrew.

mM" (from m9; only pl. (ךיחה Aram.
masc. a sacrifice, repens elliptically
‘from ‘2 1"; hence ‘3 783 to dedicate a
sacrifice Dan. 2, 46; ‘2 ampT to oer a
ayers Ezr. 6, 10.
0

nian; but the name seems more correctly” to have been formed from 373

6 Nivos, and consequently like the latter, as also Nivvas (written also in Syncellus Nivog), 712, ie either son of

Ninus, or a fem. termination of the royal
72 with suf. ינו from 7%) m. 1. a name, may be the name of an u
god. See 7% 2.
0% after-shoot, new shoot, fig.posterity
O° (from (סוכ m. a fugitive Jur. 48,
Gen. 21, 23, Is. 14, 22, Jon 18,19, constantly coupled with 523, a sprig, to de- 44 K'tib.

note offspring. The verb in Ps. 72,17
=>) m. name of the first month of
is not a denomin. — 2. The name of a
the
old Hebrew year, fully 'כwn Esta.
fish-shaped water-god, 17) being=7") and
3,
7,
Neu. 2, 1, for which the Pentathe Sanskrit mina (a fish), Ninus; then
the name of the founder of the Assy- iousli has 2'387 WIM (which see), elserian empire, 6 Nivog, the statue of Ni- where ןישארה ve or OWI .שאר
nus having been worshipped with that As it is a historical tradition (Rosh haof Bel (Diod. 11, 8).
Shana 1, 2), that the names of the

MI

n. p. of a city founded by ‚months came from Babylonia to the

Winirod, Nivos in Strabo and Ptolemy,

which lay on a small tract above the
confluence of the Zabatus or Lycus (the

Hebrews at a later period, for which

reason they have an Aramaean colour-

ference was three days’ journey Jon. 3,

ing (Kimchi), and as ‘3 in fact appears
among these peoples (Targ. 7992, Syr.
us, Palmyr. 79%, and so the Arab.
ws), the derivation of the word from
the Hebrew (j5"2=472), as Anastasius
already gives it (apud Meursius, varia
divina p. 27), must be rejected a priori.
The names or surnames of old Asiatic
gods are preserved in IR, SID, TAN,

apud Diod. Sic. 2, 3); while the western

1, as we have shewn already; so that

great Zab) with the Tigris Gen. 10,11,
conseq. the modern small place of ruins
Nimrüäd.

The other three cities, which

Nimrod founded in that district (m3,

9%, רי niain Gen. 1. c.), were gradually united with Nineveh so as to
become one large city, whose circum-

3, i. e. 480 stadia or 24 hours (Ctesias

1293 (which see), and in ns, ביבא Yan,

ניצוץ
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the appellations must be looked upon
as originating in a primitive worship.
With this assumption, the explanation
of 'ָב from the Zend naväzan or navagna (new day), as Stern (über die Mo-

natsnamen &c. p.131seq.) supposes, must

be set aside, and the name or surname
of a primitive Semitic god be adopted

OND) (properly an infin.-forn of NDI
after the manner of ANIR, תאָלנ , conseq. a singular) f. the name of an aromatic gum, perhaps the gum tragacanth, many kinds of which appear in
Syria Gun. 37, 25; 43,11; Targ. 14)
= ,ףיש Man: N a sort of resin or

as the original. 4573 (for 2 from do: I.) gum; Ar. BLS, Xs = RAKE the same.

seems to be the name of Adonis, as
the year’s sun and the spring- god; his
name being also 731 Zavavas, because

It is uncertain how this signification is
connected with the stem x>3; for the

the month of May 14 (OR) was sacred

powder, is not yet certain. The derivation from a masc. 2) must be rejected. — On ni>2 see the word.

to him.

Vi") (from yr)=px} after the form

assumption

that

it means

I grind

to

1m) m. a spark, Is. 1, 31; Targ. y2,
2 I. (not used) intr. to sprout, to
REN the same, Sam. fig.ppl of the eye.
grow, to put forth shoots, transferred to
( "ריfrom 39 I.) masc. same as na human propagation; in Arab. this idea
light or lamp 2 San. 22, 29.
lies in Xg5, in Ethiop. in 725, hence
nagad a stem, a race; the organic root
1 as a verb, see “199 II.
3 m. 1. (from 993 1) same as כ 7272 is also in 77-73 II. Deriv. 132 1.
a light or lamp, an essential part of a
23 II. (not used) intr. to be in straits

nomad-tent or a dwelling, hence figur.

an enduring dwelling, a family, posterity
1 Kines 11, 36; 15, 4; 2 Kinas 8,19;
2 Cur. 21, 7, — 2. (from =» II) newly
broken, novale, i.e.
i
a field recently broken
up with the plough, which is therefore
good, Prov. 13, 23; fig. Jer.4, 3; Hos.
10,12. For 03731 Num. 21,30 see .הרי
m4) pl.nin f. same as mn) which see.

or distress, to be unhappy, troubled, Ar.
AG.

Deriv. 133 2.

722 (with suff. 39) m. 1. (from 723 1.)
prop. ‘sprout, hence progeny GEN. 21,23,
Is. 14, 22, Jos 18,19, coupled with 73;
Ethiop. nagad the same, cod. Sam. לב
Gen. 1. 6. for 732. — 2. (from 123 II.) misfortune, destruction, Jos 31,3; where the
N2] (Kal not used) tr. same as 133 best mss., however, read "33. Ar. O53
to smite, to strike away, to strike in pieces; vita mierda:
to hurt, to wound, to injure, to lame; Ar.
2] (Kal not used) tr. to strike, to
2 & , Syr. ןבנ the same. Figur. hurt, to injure, hence to destroy, to kill;
to strike down, to disturb, the mind; to figurat. to strike down, to vex. Its orsmite in pieces, to destroy, plantations. ganic root is 7-2), which is also found
Deriv. םיִאָכְנ,N22 (1822).
in nec-o, noc-"00; and with א
-=<=- 1
aq
Nif. RB?6 pl.A833) to be beaten, to

be scourged, with ya of the place Jos
30, 8 [5].

into iin ic-o, Ar. 5 5

כ es)

&c., Ethiop. "33, modern Hebrew mpd.
X22 (from N22) adj. m., IND f. de- Deriv. 9153, 722.
Nif. 722 to be smitten or slain 2 Sam. ,
jected, "afflicted, of the 1739 Prov.15, 13;
17, 22; 18, 14; cognate in sense בצע 11, 15.
Pi. 7122 (inf. constr. 7132) to smite, to
Comp. 139,
make
warupon Nom. 22, 6, where, howof
state
a
plur.
m.
ND?)
OND) (from
being beaten to pieces, desolation, Is. 16 ever, it is more correct to look upon
7 ye mourn very much the desolation. 22 as the 1 pers. fut. Hif.
The pl. stands for the abstract.

Puh. ma} (fem. 523, - plur. 122) to
9
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be smitten, to be beaten down Exon. 9, with 39 Gen. 14,15; fully Sing non
31 32.
Ps. 78, 66. Phrases are: ףכ  'הEz. 32,

Hif, "pr (part. "372, constr. 721;

13, D2 776, 11, pay ףכ "4 21, 19 to

strike the hands, to strike the hands toהכה, apoc.  קדfut. רפה, 6006. 73) to gether, a gesture of exultation, of disstrike, with accus. of the person and 2 like and of lamentation; 'פ"תֶא " בל7

inf. absol. Mae,

constr. minis; imper.

of the instrument Ex. 21, 18, Num. 22,
23; without a 1 8
20, 35; but also
a to smite upon a thing Ex. 17, 6, and
without ב Ps.78, 20; to ו torment,

punish, 1.5 30; Neu. 13,25; on 'ח

1 Sam. 24, 6 the heart smites one, i. e.
excites him; ‘2 IDS to smite with a

thing, viz. with a "sickness or plague
Gen. 19, 11; 2 Kines 6, 18; Dan 5 to
smite with a curse, with a secon accus.

to give boxes on the cheeks 1OB 16,10, of the object Mau.3, 24; to smite the Nile,
regarded as the highest insult LamEnr. i.e. to change it into blood Ex. 7, 25; to
3, 30, hence to treat shamefully Ps. 3,8; punish and change into a thing, with
Mic. 4,14; to smite water (with a pro- Is. 11, 15; WW 7 to strike roots Hos.

‚phet’s mantle) 2 Kınas 2, 8, i. 6. to per- 14, 6, comp. woes חַפַש Jer. 17,8. Deform a miracle upon it; with 2 to rivat. pm.
strike away Ez. 39, 3; to push or butt,
Hof. Hat (Ps. 102,5 71997; part. man,
with the horn Dan. 8, 7, with 2 upon constr. הָכִמ fut. 29) pass. of Hif. to
1 Sam. 2, 14; to pierce, with a spear be beaten Rx. 5,14, to be chastised, punish-

2 Sam. 2, 23; figur. of aworm Jon. 4,
7; of the sun, with לע 4,8, with accus.
of the person Is. 49, 10; to smite into
2 Sam. 4, 6; to hit with a blow that throws
down, with לֶא of the member 1 Sam.
17,49, and accus. of the person ae
22, 34; to beat in pieces Ex. 9, 25;
reduce 10 ruins Am. 3, 15; to strike 9
with a double accus. Ps. 3, 8; to pierce
into, with 2 of the instrument and. into
1 Sam. 19, 10, also with the accus. of

ed, visited 1 Sau. 5, 12; Ps. 102, 15; to
be killed Num. 25, 14, to be stormed, conquered Ez. 33, 21.
2) (an old part. pass. for 2;

constr.39) adj. masc. smitten, therefore
with the genitive 07572 lame 2 Sam. 4,
4, man dejected, afflicted Is. 66, 2.
323 pl. םיקנ see 7m.
2

and 153 .מ p. of an Egyptian

the person 26, 8; to strike asunder, a king, successor of Psammetichus, who

tent, i. e. to pull it down 100088
to precipitate, to hurl into, with 3
9,4; to smite, to kill, Gun. 4,15,
times with the addition of בֶרָחַּב

7, 13;
Zncn.
someJosn.

fought against the Assyrian king Na-

bopolassar 2 Kınas 23, 29 33. The same
king is also mentioned iin 2 Cur. 35, 20
and 36,4. He is identical with Neyacı
 לייof Manetho, the Nexas of He-

11,10, or aan 5 8, 24, or coupled
sith the intensive mat 1 Kisas 16, 10, rodotus. A Necho was conquered at
2 Kines 15, 10, or with the consequence Carchemish Is. 46, 2. The Targ and
nn 25, 25; with accusat. Wz the life Syr. derive the name
Gen. 37, 21; Lay. 24,18. In ‘this sense ma.

it is used of killing on the part of

God 2 Sam. 6, 7, his angel 2 Kınas
19, 35; of men, ‘with 80011886. and 47

incorrectly from

1D) see 12.
Yin) (after the form ji, from 92)

Junges 14, 19, or 3 partitive 1 Sam. 18, m. a blow, stroke, death 2 Sam. 6,6, the

27, or omitting the accus. of number
2 Sam. 23, 10; to tear in pieces, of animals of prey 1ER. 5, 6; figur. to calumniate 18, 18; to put to flight and smite,
1 Sam. 13, 4; with the announcement of

space 2 San. 5, 25, time 1 Sam. 30, 17,
or number Jupczs 3,31; hence coupled

old name of a threshing-floor, for which

1 Car. 13, 9 has iD = ‘1D (destruction, death); destruction, Jo 12,5
destruction to those, whose foot wavers;

on the contrary }i22 18,12 &c. belongs
to 12.

MiD2 (prop. part. m. Nif. after the
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form 1552, from תּוָּכ to conceal, to keep,
with . suff. mind3) m. treasure 2 נא

relation have originated by combination

with the present one, as ‘IN towards

20, 13; Is. 39, 2 (Targ., Syr., Saad.); before Num.19,4; 259 straight forwards,
i. e. not backwards or sidewards Prov.
4, 25; in front of = over against GEN.
‘(to keep); cognate in sense 039 (2 Cur. 30, 38; before=for, i. 6. having an eye
to 25, 21; 372 to the front of, i.e.
,
M23 ‘(not used) intr. prop. 1. to be close before Jupass 19, 10 = םע (beside)
19, 11.
jirm, strong, powerful, cogn. in sense with
righteous-

it is not necessary to derive it, with
‘Lorsbach, from the Persian nikahid

f. right,

52 (pl. mindy)
buy L, prop. to be firmly entwined with
ness, coupled with NER Is. 59,14; Am.
one another (comp.
«X3 to bind together,
9, 10; pl. the same 18. 26, 10; 30, 10;
to unite); the idea of firmness (see קזח, opposite תקלה
bin, WR, MIP) proceeding generally
52 (only part. 5352) tr. to deceive,
from that of knotting, putting in a

chain; identical in its organic root 1272
‚with M373, 12. Metaphor. to be right,
equitable, just, a right thing being
looked upon as firm. Deriv. 133, 133.

to deal fraudulently Mau. 1, 14, Aram.

— 2. to be on, in front, before, over against,

s.v.) to conceal, to hide, to cover, identi-

'Derivat. m2}, 133.

(19), לָּכ-א

>, בנ-\י the same; metaphor. to act
cunningly. The fundamental signification is (according to Fürst’s Concordance

cognate in sense with dix 11., dap II. cal in its organic root 52-2 with >2
לָּכ ה- L, Sankrit cal,

722 (with suf. ina, plur. b'723) Greek xAei-sıv, 004-060 x0oA-ovev, Latin
‘1. adj. m. right, equitable, authentic Prov.

cal-ere (clam =calam), cel-are, oc-cul-o,

the ana8, 9, coupled with רוי;substantively the German hel-an, hehl-en, after
fetter,
to
KG
But
123.
who
2
>¥72,
of
18.57,
logy
conduct,
right, the right

walketh his right way.
( חַכַנwith suf. in>2, from 23 2) m.

whence ACS fetter, refers to a fundamental signification = DAT.
prop. same as 732 the fore part, pars
Pih. 533 to act cunningly, with> of
:
antica, prob. in the first instance the the person Num. 25,18. =

name of the fore part of the body, the
Hithp. aan (fut. לבר to shew onebelly, like bar, the noun Dax (body and self cunning, i. e. to take cunning plans,

before); then a prepos. before, in pre- with accus. of the person Gen. 37, 18
sence of, im NY) Ez. 46, 9 to go out or 3 Ps. 105, 25.
before him, comp. Am. 4, 3 532 in this
pee (only pl. with suff. (םֶהיִלְכַב mase.
sense; 132 IT Ex. 14, 2 to encamp be- cunning, deceit, Num.25,18; Aram. 82>,
fore him. More commonly we have in-
 נבנןthe same.
‘stead of it
| on (not used) tr. to conceal, to keep,
prepos.
a
hence
7125 mase. the front;
known
e.
i.
God,
before
חַכְל
דו
treasures, cogn. in sense with jDX, 205
1. before,
and agreeable to him Jupazs 18, 6; be- identical in its organic root 0272 with
fore = manifest Jur. 17, 16; "כ nip to pp (o1p), MB, Syr. a>. Deriv. 023.
put before Ez. 14, 7; sometimes with the
DD) (only plur. p23) m. pl. riches,
addition of 0°75 Lament. 2,19 before the
goods (cogn. in sense Miz}, PX, NUR,
face, i. e. before; 2 WE’? Prov. 5, 21.
which proceed from the same funda—

2. over against,

opposite to (comp.

132) Ex. 26, 35; 40, 24. According to
this twofold meaning of n23, which

has arisen perhaps from the noun-idea
of belly, body, other words expressing

mental signification) JOSH. 22, 8; Ec-

cizs.5, 18; put with wy 5 088.1,11 12.
DD} (not used) Aram. trans. same 8

Hebrew 23.
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023 (only plur. 7'923, constr. "922, sent oneself as strange Gen. 42, 7; to
from.  (נכסAram. m. same as Hebrew feign, to dissemble 1 Kınas 14,5 6.
022 Ezz. 6,8; 7, 26.
22 U. (Kal not used) tr. same as
>} I. (Kal not used) intr. prop. to mn Ts ma 3, רבב I. to deliver over,
‚be marked, signed, by indentation, hence
metaphor. 1. to be foreign, i. e. departing from the usual and the known. —
2. to be perceptible. — The organic root

"2°72. lies also in “2-1 (to mark,
pieree, to impress),

to

to ‘give up, interchanging

מ and

3.

Hence

Pih.  ברto give up, ‘p 323 1 Sam. 23,
7; hence the LXX némouxey.
123 (e. "23; from "22 I.) m. anything

42ie me L, and

strange i. e. a strange land, opposite to
oe in "P73, "p72 &.; comp. ‘Arab. home; hence 3-72 son of a foreign land,
>

(1. to perceive,

observe,

understand; 2. to find strange),

a non-Israelite Gen. 17, 12,
KNOW, a ל
‘2 תַמְדַא a heathen land Ps. 137, 4; ’yby

X (to

‘be distinguished, remarkable, wonderful). Deriv. 493, "22, "23, a

Nif. "22 (fut. 1223) 1. to make oneself unknown, to dissemble, prop. to present oneself as foreign (772), and there-

Devt. 32,12, TOR JER.5,19 aha
god; "4 לאna Mar. 2,11 a heathen woman; figur. ו
heathen worship,
Neu. 13, 30; 2 Cur. 14, 2.

72) (from 522 I) m. a remarkable,

extraordinary thing,hence calamity(cognate
fore probably a denominative from 2
} the same.
Prov. 26, 24. — 2. to be perceived, to be in sense I") JoB31,3, Ar.
known Lament, 4, 8; to be recognised
">23 (with suff. 3953) m. 1. same as
Jos 34, 19.
"22 Os. 1,12, coupled with 378, 4%,

Pih. ( בברfut. 1222) to find strange,
to look upon as foreign, i. e. to disdain,

to despise Jos 21, 29; not to know Dur.
32, 27; to act in a sirange, unknown
way, i. e. to mistake, to despise Jur.
19,4. So also in Arabic.
11]. war (part. “312; inf. constr.
van, before Makkeph 2917; fut. D2)
prop. to press strongly into a thing,
i, e. to perceive it by finding out its
distinguishing characteristics; hence to
recognise, i. e. take knowledge of Gen.
31, 32; 37, 32; to regard Jur. 24, 5.

sak, Ar. #555 the same. — 2. (around:
form to 33) foreign land.

22 (formed from 95 2; pl. 0°33)
adj. לב M2932 (pl. na) % strange,
foreign, i. e. outlandish, heathenish, and

therefore coupled with van Zeen. 1,
8, by Ex. 21, 8, שיא Deur. 17,15, רי

Jupans 19, 12; commonly a ‘subst, a
stranger Prov. 5, 10; one standing at a
distance 27, 2; like "3 in a bad sense
Jos 19, 15; an estranged, alienated one
Ps. 69, 9; a heathen Is. 2,6; an enemy
Here belongs the phrase םיִנָפ “137 (to Os.11. Fem. strange or unheard of Is. 28,
regard or look upon the person) Devt. 21, degenerate Jer. 2,21; subst. a strange
woman, one not belonging to the house,
1,17, Prov. 24, 23, =’p NiDJ; to observe therefore an improper one, an adulteress
one, i. e. to care for him Bore 2, 10, to
Prov. 2,16; 7,5, coinciding with MER
reverence Dan. 11, 39; to recognise, what FT, Mair.
was strange Gen. 27,₪ Jos 7, 10; to
m5) see Mid}.
5
acknowledge Deut. 21, 17; to conceive
2 Sam. 3, 36; to understand Jos 4, 16;
mds (Kal not used) tr. to conduct to
24,18; Neu. 13, 24; to be intimate with,
an
end, to complete, hence to acquire;
with accusat, JoB 24,17; to distinguish
Ezr. 3, 13. Derivat. “2:2 and perhaps Arab. JG, to give, bestow. Derivat.

man.
‘Hy. 937 (inf. constr, nioy7, with 3
to be recognised Prov. 20, 11; to repre- and suff. Kar) to complete, to bring to

ID.

"Hithp. "aan (part. ma; fut. "2209)
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an end, Is. 33, 1, parallel nny; hence

7372 with that in ‘v2 IL; as also the

Kimchi has paraphrased it by Doon, 24 signification in Arabic, to be violent,
Ibn Sarük by 132. It is, therefore, not strongly excited (of the mind), is connecessary to read p22.
nected with “9 II. Deriv. "39.
 הָזְבְמְנfem. the contemptible, the vile
22 Aram. intr. same as Hebr. "al.
1 Sam. 15, 9; derived either from a
23 (pl. 0°73; from “792 II.) mase.
compound of 2% and 133, or from prop. ‘the spotted, striped, hence a panther,
2 and man in the penal dialect. a leopard (r&görkıs) Jur. 13, 23, someSee 3372.
times too perhaps (as in the Ethiop.) the
73 intr. to reach to, to extend, of striped tiger, who lurks in ambush and
springs suddenly upon his prey 5, 6;
sleep "Ps. 76,6; Aram. D2, whence nn") Hos.13,7; 1145. 1,8. Dany 7 Song
a thread; Ar. = tr. to spread, 0-7
 עסSox. 4, 8 are parts of the LebanonDerivative
mountains, where dens of wild beasts
( לָאּומְבElis Spreader, perhaps same are.
2 (pl. םיִרָמַכ גfrom "193 I.) mase.
as dyna) n. p. m. Num. 26, 9; pair.
prop. a clear, wholesome river; hence in
NIT ibid. 26, 12.
pl. the name of a group of such rivers
"jl2J an assumed stem, see 272.
on the borders of Gad and Moab, fully
pay "2 Is. 15, 6, Jur. 48, 34, ‘where
bn: (not used) intr. to join, to crowd was also a city 7772, whose ruins still
together, to collect; identical in its organic exist near n}2 (es-Salt). See Robinson
root 1272 with א( למprop. -א המin I. 279.
"23 (from 723) Aram. m. same as
Hithp. xpon (Jon 16, 10), Arab. GG;
comp. the organic root in מג (prop. Hebr. "m Dan. T,6, a symbol of Persia.
to bring together, to 0-4 Ar, dex
5) n. p. m. of a hero belonging

(to gather), hod to heap together; dar

to the Ethiopie race, a hunter and ruler
(to 79127, a heap, acrowd). Deriv.: mon. after the flood, who founded a kingdom:
For DAD} and 5197 see yon.
in the land of Shinar, i. e. Babylonia,
stn (pl. pbs) f. an ant, Prov. 6, where were four great cities, and who
from thence established the Assyrian
6; 30, 25; from bey, because ants crowd kingdom, according to a tradition in
together in flocka: Ar. &143 the same. the Jehovistic narrator Gun. 10,8-12. If
( רִמָנin pause רב intr. to spread, 7219 (which see) be the stem, then 122

can only mean the hero or valiant one,
to difuse itself, of odour, Jer. 48, 11, which the designation 7134 appears to

opposite 97; Ar. re the same, whose

confirm,

and to which all the Arabic

traditions (Abulfeda; see too Herbelot)

transitive is

allude. But as the LXX write the name
WJ I. (not lea) intr. to be liquid, NeBeod,. and Josephus Neßowöns, m may

of water, opposite tostagnant;

hence to

be clear, fresh, of water; Ar. ++ the
The organic root ‘7273 is also
same.
in ‘v2 I. which see. Deriv. the proper

have arisen perhaps out of 2, and the
word be connected with the Persian
Cre
29
 כ, 8043
a valiant, strong one, a hero.

ץֶרָא יבMio, 5, 5 is Babylonia.
579702 (flowing water, from רב I.) np.
I. (not used) intr. prop. to be of a city of the Gadites in Gilead Num.

names 51733, 0722 (BP).

3

32, 3, interchanged with M732 na 32,
II. (Ar. 36, Josu. 13, 27, bordering on Moab.
striped, cognate in sense with “an
cut in,“indented, notched, therefore to be

re the same); ident. in its organic root The place may have lain among the
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elear and flowing brooks in the neighbourhood of Wady Shaib. See "722.
 נְמָרִיםsee .237

(Schultens); after the analogy of jn
and “na I. properly to glow, to burn,
hence to purify, to prove, with which
V2 may be compared. More correctly,

wn) (not used) tr. to communicate, however, after its organic root 1-02 to

to 0% secrets, Arab. Us the same.
Deriv. the proper name

ab) (from הב ;Jah is Revealer)
n.p. m. 2 Kınas 9, 2,
( סנwith suff. ‘82; from 003 I.) 0.
prop. same as mypin, a sign ‘set up on
a height and visible afar off; hence a
banner, a standard, round which war-
riors gather Is. 5, 26, erected on bare
mountains 13, 2; 18, 3; figur. 11, 12;
a.flag 33,23; Ez.27,7; a high pole Num.
,21 ;8 a sign of warning or admonition
Num. 26,10, subsequently used like nix,
npin (which see). 03 4 Ex. 17, 15 is

the proper name of an altar. Syr. ui

divide, to separate, to cleave, Arab.

Ge

(intr.), hence to penetrate into a thing, to
examine, to search through, to try, comp.

Targ. p72. In another application, the
organic root also exists in os IL, שנ
Aram, 02-7, and in ya yo; ו
metaphor. to reject, to "despise, to disdain. Deriv. an.
Pih. 192 (part. mn, inf. constr, nie2,

imp. 02, "hut. me) to try, to put to the
proof (toeffect the authentication of it),
with 3 dy a thing 08א1141 10,1; Jupees
2,22; to make an attempt 1000188. 2, 1,
with accusat. of the person Dan. 1, 12
14; to desire a proof Jupazs 6, 39; to
try often, i. e. to be accustomed 1 Sam.

a flag, sign.
7272 (prop. part. Nif. f. of 339) = 17, 39; Deur. 28, 56; applied to God,
a turn, course of things 2 Cur. 10, 15, who tries the virtues and the piety of
for which 1 Kings 12, 15 has 730.
men Deur.13,4, Ps. 26, 2, by sufferings
729) Ez. 41,7, if we should not Gen. 22, 1, generally same as py to
afflict Jupazs 3,1 (see 9%); vice versa,
rather read Mao, see 230.

it is applied to men, who try God, 1. 6.
ac (inf. abs. 3503, fut. 38%) intr. to doubt his help Ex. 17, 2, Num. 14, 22, by

give way, to retreat, to draw back, hence

asking for proofs Is. 7,12; hence coupled

from him; Mic. 2, 6 reproach does not

if we should not take here Md) = ni
(comp. Ps. 4, 7) and translate to lift up
a word i.e.
i
to speak to one. Aram. סב
atid the same. — 02 in Ps.
7 stands

 אֶלהִיםOman Is. 59, 13 to draw back with 72 Ps. 78, 56. EN 2372 to try
from following God, i. e. to fall away a word with one Ton 4,2 (Aq.,9 Symm. );
depart, where ning would be construed

with the masc. sing.; better, however,
to read 39%. The organic root 3072 lies
also in 30L, nor, M1, 9°2, and passes for Nib)=אט (Ibn Esra), the same phrase
‚sometimes into an active sense.

appearing in Nom.6, 26; but see 52 II.

Hif. ( הסייגfut. 372, ap. 38°) to put
‚away, to drive away, to remove, to carry

no] IL. (onlyimper. 183) tr. to irra-

.away, goods, Mic. 6,14 thou mayest put
athy goods aside, and wilt not save them

(Rashi), conseq. the organic root סנ-ה

for all that; then to remove לבג

80

displace Devt. 19, 14, Hos. 5,‘10, for

which is 3°27) in Jos 24, 2.
Hof. ao to be driven back, removed,
Is. 59, 14,"
 נסהPs. ,4 7 ees 27 .I dna .II
wi

diate, to illuminate, to shine upon Ps. 4,7
18 = סנו Fe

no} (fut. MEY) tr. to tear away, to
root out, of a country Ps. 52,7, i. e. to
lead into exile; to pull down, a house

Prov. 15, 25, comp. wna; to remove, to
displace, a watch, i. e. to relieve guard.
Deriv. non.

nos I. (Kal unused) tr. after the
Nif. nb? (fut.n8>) to be torn away, to
ו
Arab. Li to try by the smell, to prove be driven out Prov. 2, 22; Deur. 28, 63.

dd
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The organic root md-2 is closely connected with that in 3072, MIT, 9073,
nd"; for the extra-Semitic comparison
see Pott, Etymolog. Forsch. I, p. 268.
no) Aram. tr. same as Hebr. ron.
Ithpe. means (fut. (חַסְנְתִי to be ‘torn
away, to be driven away, to be plucked
out, Ezr. 6, 11.

202; pl.0N902 , with היכסנ. ,DDO;
trom 702 L) ‘nase. la libation, a ו

offering Gun. 35,14, coupled with mn
7,18; Jo. 1, 9 13; 2,14; hence:

‘ל2 wE .sI 75, 6,  ל2 207 Ex. ,03 ,9
i.e. to shew reverence for; ‘coupled with

naz Lev. ,23 ,37  םיִמָלַשNum. 29,39. —

.2 a molten image, same as Mae and
792 (Dan. 11,8) Is. 41, 29; “coupled

0) (with suff. 8202, plur. constr. with Dop 48, 5.
"3702, with suff. היכי from ‘JO3 I.)
nie (Peal unused) Aram. tr. same
m. 1. a molten image, like 72 Dan. 11,
as Hebr. 702 I. to pour out; deriv. 702.
3 as also Sop =לָסַפו on the whole,
Pa. 582 (inf. constr. 71283) to היה
discefore, = ‚son. — 2. what is poured
to
dedicate , ןיחחינ (sacrifices) Dan.2
out, @ libation, \a drink-offering Deur. 32,
46;
Ar. Aus.
38, = 793, 792. — 3. prop. one dedi7103 (def. 232, pl. 292, with suff.
cated or appointed under 793, hence a

sovereign,ruler, prince, cognate in sense
with םיָלֶא Joss. 13,21; Ez.32,30; Mic.
5, 4; Ps. 83, 12; conseq. = mn.

FOI 1 (fut. 4225 inf. constr. 552)
trans. 1. to pour out, Vi, 88 8 libation,

77202) Aram. mase. a libation, drink-

offering Ezr. 7,17.

vat (rap: part. Nif. of 799) mase.
what is marked

off, designated,

Lea

marked off field Is. 28, 25 (Targ.).

CDI I. (only part. m. 055) intr. prop.
with > of the person Hos. 9, 4, i. e. to
worship; commonly > 593 'ָ Ex. 30, 9, to be reduced to leanness, to be consumed,
for which Is. 57, 6 has > 332 RU, conseq. like omévde, libare; metaphor. to
dedicate, to appoint, with the offering
of a 702 Psatm 2, 6; to pour out m1")
ma Is. 29,10. — 2. to smelt, to cast,
molten iimages, of metal Is. 40,19; 44,

hence to be sick or ill, ססכ a sick man
Ts. 10, 18, with an assonance to dona I,
with which it is connected by root; The

10. Deriv. 703, 792, 7792, 129% 1.

be weak or sick.

Nif.  נסףto be appointed Prov. 8, 23.
Pih. 393 (fut. 7827) to pour out, with

4 of the person 1Cur.11,18; for which
2 Sam. 23, 16 has the Hit.
Hif. ( הסיךinf. constr. 787, 7787; fut.
7792, ap. 79?) to pour out as a ‘libation,
to Jehovah 2Sam. 23, 16, or to idols Jer.
44,17; commonly 702 ‘3 Num. 28, 7,
but also םָּד Ps. 16, 4.

Hof. em (fut. 752) to be poured out

Ex. 25, 29; 37,16.

organic root 02, Syr. “vi, Ar. yas (to
decrease, of water), liesin un,טנא also.”

Comp. Syr. hesnı sick, Ar. Be to
DC) II. (Kal not used) intr. to glitter, to "shine, to beam, and like other
verbs of this idea, also to bloom (see
Ye): to be „glevated, to be visible afar;
comp. Ar. yas (to be high); the organic
root being also in N-.שנ Deriv.02. TO"
Is. 59, 16 belongs to on.
Hithp. opin (part. “nn) to lift self
up, to appear; to shine forth, Zecn. 9,
16 stones of ornament arise shining

upon his land. on

Psaum 60, 6 see

03 II. to weave, to intertwine, to Dom.
knot, Ar.
ya, connected with Jo, גט
yo: (part. 995; inf. abs. 2402, constr.
305 hence1. to cover, to veil, Is, 25, 2 yd, with suff. 0909; imp. 32, wo; fut.
2. to enter into an association, to male a

203) trans. prop. to"push away, to tear

covenant 30,1. Deriv. "297 2. and 3., away, to pluck away, ident. in its organic root 9072 with that in no=J, Mt
3872.

ae and 793 (in pause'792, with suff. Hence to tear out, nm (a tent- Din) Is.
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33, 20, mn (a door-post) Jupess 16,
3, 2989 An (a weaver’s pin) 16, 14:
commonly to break up, a nomadic tent,
metaphor. to move on, of men Gen. 33,

represented with the head of an eagle

or hawk (Philo in Eus. praep. ev. I, 10);
just as the Egyptian sun-god Phra had:
an eagle’s head. Zoroaster depicts this.
17, Num.12,16, warlike armies Ex. 14, hawk- or eagle-headed god (Philo 1. c.)

10, 2 Kinas 19, 8, of the pillar of fire
and the sacred tent Num. 1,51, of a
tempest 11,31, of the ark of the covenant 10,35; to migrate Gun.12,9; Num.
10, 33; to break up or depart, of shepherds with their flock Jer. 31, 24, of
the flock alone Zecu. 10,2. In the derivatives also, to break off, to loosen,
stones; to draw, to bend, a bow (Arab.

2 5), to rush on, to rush away, Arab.
commonly
aws. Deriv. >92, 9812.

as the first, immortal, invisible, unborn,

inseparable god, who is compared with
himself, knows the laws of nature 66. In

conformity with this view, and from the
consideration that the eagle was sacred
to Ormuzd and among the Arabians,

Nisroch is looked upon as originating
in Nisra-ach (a-ach = öch as in Ts);
nisra meaning eagle, hawk (Ar. ₪
Hebr. 12); the Coptic nogep having
the same ‘signification.

Nif. 302 to be torn away, Im an

NDJ
to nor,
see mio.ו
rT
pee.
(a tent-rope) 708 4, 21; ריד (dwelling)
of the soul, i. e. the body Is. 38, 12.
( הָעַנnot used) 1. trans. to speak
Hif. ( הסיעpart. yo, fut. V2, ap. pleasantly, metaphor. to flatter, after the
98) to cause to break up, to make a Ar.
<3. Deriv. n. p. 193. — 2. same

part, of men, flocks &c. Ex. 15, 22;
guide, to lead Ps.78,52; to cause to

as MR) I. to settle down

comfortably.

Deriv. m2 and np}, abridged "23 in
a wind 78, 26; to quarry, stones (from
the
proper name ENGE
their bed) Ecorzs. 10,9; 1Kinas5, 31;
to set aside, to remove, a " vessel 2 Kinos
4, 4; to pluck up, tear up, a tree JoB
19, 10; to take away, 8 pa; to transplant Ps. 80, 9.
pds (only fut. pe?, out of the Aramaean) intrans. to rise, to ascend, with
accus. whither Ps. 139, 8; the Syr. u
the same, and imper. an, infin. ons,

Af, ]םפ- can only be er

like the infin, Af. mpp37.

to pd,

See pho. \

pO] (Peal not used) Aram. intr. the
same,
Af. ( חסיקinf. 9927) to take up, to

cause to ascend, Dan. 8, 22; 6, 24; the
meaning to heat, to kindle, in the Targ.;

is as in .הלה

Hof. " הפקPass. Dan. 6, 24,
103 a verb-stem to ‘3702 which see.
1902 n. p. of an idol of the inha-

bitants of Nineveh, to whom a temple
was dedicated these 2 Kinas 19, 37; Is.

2)

(from Er 2, settlement;

with

the art.) n. 2. of a place in Zebulon
Josu. 19, 13.
3) (from my2 1; the flattering) n. p.
f. Num. 26, 33.

nin '9] (developed from 423) f. pl.
(eollat.) youth, childhood, figur. theyouth
of a people .ד
30.
( םיִרּועְבformed from 22) m. plur.
childhood, boyhood Gen. 46, 34; youth
Prov. 5,18; figur. the youth of a people
JER.2,2; Ez. 16, 22.

192 see ry 1
( לֶאיִעְבfrom לא n22; dwelling-place

of El) n. p. of a place in Naphtali Josn.
72,91; .pmoc .33"
BJ

spahreP = ייאל

adj. mase. | הָמיִעְנ fem. "lovely

Jos 1,"16, coupled with הפי pleasant
Ps. 133, 1; sweet, of 43D 1 3; glorious

135, 3; coupled with רק of yt Prov..
24,4; kind 23,8.

The ‘pl. m. JOY pro-

By Nisroch is understood that aperity Jos 36, 11, prosperous land Ps.

37,38.
Assyr. deity, which was called after the

eagle (Zoéga, Abhandl. p.139) and was

16,6; pl. f. happiness 16, 11.

Va (fut. 232%) trans. to bolt, to bar,
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no 2Sam. 13,17 18; 8טפסמ73,24, 43
oy) (pleasantness, grace) n. p. m.
Some or Sou. 4,12, tolock up, לב ‘bid, 1 Cur. 4, 15.
Deriv. 522, לענמ Yayım. In TI (Ez.
DY) masc. suitableness Prov. 15, 26,
16, 10) Sp is a denom. from .ב
loveliness 3, 17; grace, favour, Ps. 90,
Hif. 930 iis denom. from 59) which 17; ₪. 11,7 = a Ps.
4 Elsesee.
whats in the proper names py aN,;
As to the fundamental signification,
it seems to have been to fetter, to bind,

אַחִילָעָם.Comp. Greek yagıs, Lat. gratia,
German Huld from hold.
to attach, as the Ar. JG (to fetter) and
may) (grace) 1. n. p. f. Gen. 4, 22;
3 (in the derivatives) still denote; then 1 Kınas 14, 21. — 2. proper name of
to veil, to cover; and so >) want be cities in Judah Jos#.15,41, and— 3. in
identical in its primitive idea with לעמ Idumea; hence the Gentile nny Jos 2,
(which see).
11. Comp. Phenic. 72937 Any, ו
nome,
name of the mother of the gods,
DD) (with suf. 533, dual םילככ ,pl.

pray? and midy2) 2 prop. a covering,
clothing of the “foot, a shoe, which was

and the star Venus;

the proper names

N2237} (see 73), #0 8232, Nemanun
and many others.

fastened to the foot with thongs (777)
Gen. 14, 23; 1 Kınas2,5; 'נyan Devt.
25,9, ‘3 פלש Rura 4, 8 9 take off the
"23 (from M7792, Jah is Grace) n. p.
shoe; "I"לט Josu. 5, 15 to cast away the f. Ruta 1, 2 seq.
shoes bana ‘a pry to put on a shoe Ex.
( ןממעבplur. Dx") m. 1. pleasantness,

ADJ see 22.

24, 17. “To throw a shoe upon a thing
joy, of plants, in the pl. Is. 17, 10. —
Ps. 60, 10, i. e. to take possession of it.
.2 (a gracious one) n. p.m. GEN. 46, 21;
The taking off of the shoe and giving Num. 26, 40; 2 Kınas 5, 1; patronym.
it to another was an old custom, to
 רמעבfor "27332 Num. 26, 0.
attest exchange or remission Ruru 4,
7 8. Shoes were also considered a
thing of little value Am. 2,6; 8,6. See
( ץַעְנnot used) tr. to prick, to pierce,

SEND? see המ

»yn. Derivative
( לעfut. S937) denom. to shoe, with
the ‘accus. Ez, 16, 10.

Hif. 2°93] the same 2 Cur. 28, 15.
( םַעָנfut. )7320 intr. prop. to be tender,
soft, of plants and garments, to be mild,
of speech, to be melting, of song; hence
to be gracious Sona oF Sou.7,6, pleasant,

of n21 Prov. 2, 10; to be mild, ofאמָרִים 

of a thorn, coinciding with the Aram.
V2) Arab. ya23 and the Hebrew ysl,
7-23 in form and meaning. The organic

root in ba“, Wary (which see) is allied
to it. "Hasiddes naz there was

a root

az with a like meaning, .Targ. Py,

Syr. >>.
Pih. ץצעב see ץוצענ -

) ץוצענ22( m. a thorn-hedge, a
thorn-bush, a thicket of thorns, Is.7,19;
a land Gen. 49,15, well-tasted Prov. 9,
i
;17 to be well 24, 25, dear 2 Sam. 1, 26; .55,13 There may also have been in
to be valuable Ez. 32, 19. Deriv. 03, Hebrew a simple noun Y92 like the Ar.
ya, ןמענ ,O37 , perhaps םיִּנכ Comm); ass (the prickly lotus).
Ps. 141, 6; to ie fruitful , productive, ‘of

nd the proper names D332, mm»,בעמר 
 רמענ,,7322 DV} (in DoS, N)

Ws I. (3 p. pl. 1393) intr. to roar, to
growl, “of the lion Jun. 51, 38, 0
a collateral form of m IL, Arab.

The 7
signification of this
stem is clear from its numerous appli- | (to snort), Syr. #32 the same, in Talmudic’
cations and derivatives; and the Arab.
applied to the braying of an ass like„Ir
7 7
א--
ps: ps: pe. is the same.
wise. Some have taken in this sense,’

נער
but incorrectly רלענ 2508. 2, 17.
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hence also a maiden= (the later) 92 ,

Gun.
may also compare 25 to hum, of the fly, and combined with a femin. verb
to roar, of a crowd of men, to snort, of 24,14 16 28 55 57; 34, 3.12 &e.; so
too םיִרָצְב 43 Run 2, 21, or chilsounds from the nose.

dren (boys and girls) Jos 1, 19, comp.
Wa I. (part. pass. 192) trans. to the Greek 7 zuis; a boy, who has not
move to and fro, to shake, to cast, hence yet the capacity to distinguish Is. 7, 16,
to thrust away, to displace, DIED Is. 33, and is still inexperienced; with which,
15, to skake off, leaves 33,9, ‘where the however, bp 1 Sam. 20,35, 1 Kinas 3,
object isi wanting; to shake out, jum NER. 7, or "32 1 Sam. 1, 24, or 721 Cur.22,5
5, 13; hence ıy3 = קר
to drive are joined, in order to prevent the idea
or hase away. Deriv. m2, 222.
of a youth from being entertained (opNif. ( ננערfut. 9929, part. "32 = W33 posite jpı Gen. 19, 4); a youth, who is
ZECH. 11 16, as is ‘read for 5) tobe fearful Jupaus 8, 20, and inexperienced
driven away, i. e. to be shaken to and Jer. 6,6, who is 20 years of age Gen. 34,
fro, of locusts and men Ps. 109, 23;
Jos 38,13 and the wicked be driven out
of it; then to shake oneself, in order to
get rid of fetters Jupezs 16, 20; 92
Zecn. 11,16 the cast away, the wandering. See רעב 2.

19; 1 Kinos 3,7; boy, a designation of
age 2Kinas 8, 4; a youth, young prophet,
servant, slave 1 Sam. 30,13; a herdsman’s
boy or servant Gun. 37, 2; a priest’s boy
or servant 1 Sam. 2,13; a young servant
Ruta 2, 5; generally a servant of any
Pih. ( בערfut. 327) to drive about, to sort Ex. 33,11; 2Sam.9,9; 2 Kınas 4,
push about, to make restless Nan. 5, 13; 12; a shepherd Gun. 14, 24; a young
to thrust out, to drive out, O° ins Ex. warrior 1 Kınas 20, 15; ₪ young son
Jos 29, 5; figurat. people in their youth
14,27; Ps. 136, 15.
Hithp. “garry to shake oneself from, Hos. 11, 1. — 2. (from "93 IL.) m. the
"py73 Is. 52, 2 i.e. the dust from oneself. driven about, wandering about, of sheep
"The organic root 9=3 lies also in Zeca. 11,16 (LXX, Vulg., Syr.).
a (a denom. from "33 as an abstract ער.111 )(שיר, containing the idea of
formation, comp. yobs), m. youth Jos
activity and moving about.
Wa III. (not used) a stem to 23 33, 25; 36, 14; Ps. 88, 16; elsewhere
penny? is used for it.

and its derivatives (749), "95, and the
proper names 7492, (הירענ respecting

22 (pl. niny3) = 1. a maiden,a
playing child Jos 40, 29, a grown-up
whose fundamental signification one is
maiden 1 Kınas 1, 3, whois a הָלּותְּב
not clear. According to Fürst’s Concord.
₪ v. the noun “¥3 is primitive, connected with the Sanskrit nri, nara
man, nari woman, Zend. naere, pers.
nar man, Greek d--»40, Zab. veo-tn,
= 0
-עאָס  = ששavdgsiog, Alban.

0 8 according to others with רָעָכ II.
meaning to expel, to bear. Better same
as
pP to sprout, to grow, whence

Erroot, 33 an embryo, a young
one (of the sparrow, the ass &c.).

( בערwith suff. 7722, 19225 pl. oye,
constr. 92, with suf. vn see 9) IIL )

1,2; a young wife טנא 2,6; a mar-

ried "gabe Jupazs 19, 3; a "damsel Ax.
2, 7; amaid, a servant

Gun. 24, 61;

Prov. 9,3; 31,15; always with the idea
of youth. See רע 1 — 2. prop. a water-

= (from “93 In which see) n. p. of
a city on the borders of the Ephraimterritory Jose. 16, 7, for which 1 Cur.

7, 28 has 7992. — 3, (shoot, posterity;
comp. 352) ₪. p. f. 1 Cur.4,5.
aim

see nin.

 ירעבsee DB.

mn (Jah iis 49) or “92, 1. 6. Driver

l.a newly born one, aשי Ex.₪0 6, away of the wicked, from “23 IL) =
Junges 13, 5, not yet weaned ibid., p. m. 1 Car. 3, 22; 4,42,
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see .םיִרְּעְב

| the idea of cooking or boiling proceeds
from that of pressing, driving. For the
 בערןsee
2 .2
org. root comp. 19"), Mp. Derivat. npn,
ma f. wie is shaken off from flax, mp2, man; on the contrary the proper
tow, ‘refuse Is. 1,31; Junges 16, 9.
name Mb) is a collateral form of .חבל

 שַעָנan assumed stem for עש which
see.
FI see nb.

Puh. 1122 to be blown, of a fire Jos
20, 26.

Hif, TE to cause to breathe out, the
life, figur. to torment to death, to squeeze
IBS (not used) intr. to grow, to sprout, to death Jos 31, 39; to blow away, i. ₪
cognate in sense with בכ L, rva-x, m IV., to despise, to esteem "lightly Mat. 1, 13.
Aram. 333; identicali
in its organie root
MD) (hill) n. p. of a city Num. 21, 30,
ַ גַפwith the Sanskrit wah, bah (to elsewhere 13) (which see); comp. men.

grow). Comp. p22, Ar. ee to breathe.
Derivative

Spa (pl. םיִליִפְבְא from 22 I.) mase.
prop. a tall, large, strong one, a giant,

327 (a sprout) n.p.m. Ex.6,21; 2Sam.:
produced by the cohabitation of the
5,15.
Dos Wa with the daughters of men
nn) (not used) intrans. to be raised, Gen. 6, 4; applied to the p°p2y, Num.
arched, hill-shaped, identical in its or- 13, 33; Tare. nb» (pl. RE? ora9),
ganic root 7-2} with np IIL, Ar. GL, of Orion, a heavenly giant. Hence the
Messiah is called in later Jewish tradi-

np L, בָנ-ה 1. and 32 IL, 42.05. DeBas

tion 993 רב = 2959 . רבSee dp.

rivat. mn) 1, mp2.

 םיסיפנer RN) n. p. of a family
mel f. 1. (after the form 73, from Ezr. 2, 50 K’tib, coupled with pw);
m2, as a proper name in the sing. from the fusion of the two arises pune
constr. mp) and pl. constr. mip) instead Nen. 7, 52.
of nm and nip}, retaining the —) a height,
wb) (= Un, after the Aramaean:
a hill, heuce the proper name ‘of a hilly numerous, much) n. p. of ason of Ishmael,
district about "4 or 787 (in Manasseh); and then of a race at the Euphrates
fully 7 mp2 Josn. 12, 23, WT MBI Gen. 25,15; 1 Car. 5, 19.
1 Kınas 4, 11, רָּד nie) i 2, i.e. hilldistrict about ” Dor. = 2,4 sieve, fan,

Is. 80, 28, from a2 I.

DY")
see pT.
 נִפִישָסִיםseeנְפִיסִים .

>> (not used) intr. prop. to glow,
D°DAD) (expansions, see D2) n. p. of
to burn; hence to glitter, to shine, of a
a family Ezr. 2,50, K’tib Dorn.
NBS (fut. ,חפר inf. constr. rnp Ez. bright red colour, whence ‘23. — The
organic root 7D”} lies also in דפ (whence
22, 20) tr. to blow, to blow up, a fire,
the noun mp, pl. om), enlarged Damp
with or without 2 Is. 54, 16; Ez. 22, 21;
to blow upon, so as to scatter, with (which see), in yo” I. &e. 6
TE) m. a glowing, red stone, hence
 ביHace. 1, 9; to breathe away or out,
un JER. 15, 9; to blow in, breathe in,

a carbuncle (Jer. Targ. I. and IL),or a

au Gen. 2,7; to blow or breathe upon ruby Ex. 28, 18; 39, 11; Ezexr. 27, 16
a ‘thing Ez. 37, 9; הש
er to breathe (where the LXX had ned); 28, 13.
out, a sweet ה
to exhale (see en);
58) I. (not used) intr. to be large,
to cause to blow out or swell (Ar. ג : 3); tall, thick, strong, powerful, of the body;
to make to cook or boil, 77, the contents ident. in its organic root bp”) with that
i by3,
swelling out Jer. 1,9; Jon 41,12; Ar. in dpIL. (o1B) to DB, לופו “big, in
ce bullivit

olla.

It is possible that

> (bra)to 593,in bevy (tobe high, swell-
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ing, strong, firm), 52°} IL, in Ar. JG, to fall down, from heaven, i. e. to be
sent, 27 (a threatening word) Is. 9,7;
JG (to be fat, thick), 3 (to over- in this ‘sense ‘g by 52 to come upon one,
top); comp. Sanskrit bal, whence bala,

strength, Latin val-ere. Deriv. 5923.

₪ ma,

ie. to penetrate into one Ez.

5, 27; Is. 8,15; to fall down,

 הוהIs. 47,11,em

11, 5; 8,1; at a later period (Dan.4
pay II. (inf. constr. 553, with suff. 28; the hook of Adam 1, 66) to reveal;
DB? ‘and "23, fut. 589) intr, to fall or ‘ עלbps to fall upon, to befal one, RR
sink down, on the earth; of men JuDGES Gen. 15, 12, as ib., 302 Ex. 15, 16,
from a

Ps. 69, 10, i.e. to

seat, Syn 1 Sam. 4,18; ins 2 "Gen. 49, happen to; to fall. out, to take a turn,
17 to fall aches: with ‘9 to fall into of a thing Ruts 3, 18, comp. Ezr. 7,
a thing Ps. 7, 16, also with dx Is. 24, 20; to precipitate, what, stands upright,
18 and לע Am. 8, 5; to fall, of inani- fig. not to stand, of a promise Josu. 21,
mate things, of buildings Jupcss 7,13, 43, fully 7278 92 2 Kınas 10, 10; to
of mountains Jos 14, 18, i. e. to preci- fall away, to "fall out, p27 Nom. 6, 12;
pitate, to fall down in ruins; to fall to fall from plans (nieyim), i.i e. to fail
down, of lightning 1,16, of dew 2 Sam.
17,12, with accus. of the place upon,
also with לע Lev. 11,32, non Ps.
6
if the idea is intended to be modified,
and with ya, לע whence; to be prostrate, to lie Junges3, 25, Esra. 7, 8,
in a wrapt state Num. 24, 4. Phrases
and metaphors are as follows: to fall,
in war Jupazs 20,44, 1Sam. 4,10, with
ara Num. 14,43; to perish, by hunger
or " pestilence Ez,6,11; to fall into one’s
hand, i. e. to perish by him Jupges 15,
18; Langer. 1,7; but we have also for
the same ‘D ינפל 252 1Sam. 14, 13; 2
320722 Ex. ‘ot, 18 to fall sick upon one’s
bed, to become sick, comp. zirzew éni thy
aus (JupiTH 8 3); to be born, to come
into life Is. 26, 18, comp. zizrew and
cadere (see (לפכ to Tall away, of human
limbs, which become emaciated Num. 5,
21; to sink, DB, i. e. to be gloomy, dispirited Gen. 40 to sink, to fall, to
fail, of 25 (the spirit), with לע referring
to the subject 1 Sam. 17, 32, ‘Le. to lose

heart,

in carrying them out Ps. 5,11; a 9 to
be lower than Jos 12, 3; 13, 2; or followed by 229 Esru. 6,13; to fall down,
to prostrate oneself 2 Sam. 1,2; with the
addition of םיִכָּפ  לעGen. 17,0 MER
2Sam.14,4,

pies) 1 Sam. 20, 41, np

 פִיGen. 44, 14, ’p ילגב „25 Esta. 8,3;

sui by to fall upon the neck Gan.
33, 4; aby ‘2 to fall upon the sword
1 Siu, 31,4; חלַשַה aya ’) from behind
the armour da they fall’forward Jo. 2, 8;
to fall upon, to press upon, with accus.

Jos 1, 15 or 2 Josua. 11, 7; to let one-

self down, to leap down from Gen. 24,
64; 2 Kınas 5, 21; to encamp,

of an

army 688טפ1 7,12, Gen. 25, 18, = jay
16,12; to be humble, of marın Jur. 36,re
but also to settle down, to abide 37,20;
to relinguish and go over to, with by JER.

21,9, or bx 37,13. Derivat. bea, ven,
ben, rbpn.
“Hf. ( הפילpart. 5212; infin. constr.
 הַפִילand  חפלfut. yon, ap. 53°) causat.

comp. לע  שָפנnaynm Jon. 2, 8,
Kal, to ps fall, a stone Num. 35,
dy mmindn un Ps. 42, 7, ?ל em בל of
23; to cause to fall, into a sleep Gun.

Hos. 11, 8; to fall into ו
1; 10, but eo. also stands

3 Sam. 2, 21, to precipitate, upon the sword,
occasion- i. e. to slay with it Is. 37, 7, omitting

ally with it Prov. 28,14; to come down
2 Kinas 14,10; to he overthrown , of a

ana Ez. 6,4; to cause to fall into one’s
hand, 1 Sam. 18,25, i. e. to deliver up;
state Is. 21, 9; D958 '2 the lot falls, is to make wither Nun. 5, 22; to cast in,
cast, with by of the person, upon one  לע שאJER. ;7,22 to throu daten, a wall.
Tos. 1,7; Ez. 24,6; on the other hand, 2 Sam. 20, 15; to cut down Jer. 19, 73
with פaf the person to fall to one, so to fell 2 Kınas 3,19; to bear, fig. of ‘the
that he receives it Num. 34, 2; Ps.16,6;  ץֶרֶאwith accusat. פיִאְפר Is. 26, 19; to
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cast, lots Prov. 1,14, and without Daas
Puh. Y2> (part. fem. pl. mize) to be
1 Sam. 14, 42, with לof the person "to scattered about, to be dispersed Is. 27, 9.

assign by lot osx. 13, 6; םיִנָּפ Drei to

lif. Ye]

only in the

derivatives

make the countenance fall, i. e. to make YR, vom.
sorrowful Jos 29,24; also to look gloo- ‘ The organic root YD”2 lies also in
mily, angrily JER. 3,12; mann ‘BY to lay ye, Arab. yas, and
passes into other
down a petition 38, 26; to let a promise meanings.
fall, i. e. not to fulfil it 1 Sam. 3, 19;
 ץפנmasc. prop. scatterer, disperser,
generally to let fall, to desist from JuDGES
hence a stormy wind Is. 30, 30, Targ.
2,19.
Hithp. 23205 to cast oneself down, with ra. pid should be compared, not
nn

Deur. 9,18, and without it Ezr.

10, 1; לע am

to fall upon one Gen.

43,1

Pil. yon (an intensive form) to pre-

am.

 ץפנm. a dispersion, Dan. 12, 7 and
when the scattering (i. e. the esile) of a
handful (53, i. e. a part) of the holy

eipitate, to fall Ez. 28, 23, for which, people is brought to an end (ni>>>%),
however, the simple bp occurs in 6, 7 i. e. when Simon and Judas shall have
brought home to Judea their fellow-
and 30, 4.
The Aram. 523, \a3 for Bahleodau countrymen scattered in Galilee and
and ainzaw is the same stem; and the Gilead; an event, which took place be-
fore whitsuntide 164 B. C. (1 Mace. 5,
Arabic for it is ad., seldom ₪
23 45 53 ;54 2 Macc. 12, 32).
$B) (fut. ,לפי in Targ. >>) Aram.

same as Hebr. devIL,hence to fall down,

PR} (3 7. nppz, 8 pl. "per, NPD,

to come down from heaven to, Dan. 4, 28, part. Pb, plur. TRE} imp. Pip; fut. in
comp. Is. 9, 7; to fall out Ezr. 7, 20; the Targ. pa) Aram. intr. to go out, to
to fall prostrate Dan. 2, 46, with by proceed forth, Dan. 2,14; to issue, of an
edict, i. e. it is published 2,13, comp.
“TEIN.
bp) m. an untimely birth, an abortion,

Luxe 2,1 877208 ööyue; like the Hebr.

xe generally Dan. 5, 5; 7,10; also to

Ps. 58, 9; Eccıes. 6, 3; from 5p) to give out or spend. Deny. NPD.
bear, Ar. ui, abortus.
Af. הנפק,  הפק3( .lp )saep ot gnirb
out or forth, == איצוה Dan. 5, 3; Ezr.5,
mint Bl see NDE Nif.
Op} see YON}, םיִסיִפְב and wd.
yp) (part. pass. yD}, inf. abs. YiD2;
imp. and fut. from (ץופ 1. intrans. to be

dispersed, to be scattered about, with ya

14; 6, 5.
NED) (def. NERD?) Aram. f. expenses
. 6, 48; mod. Hebrew NEM.

WEI (not used) intrans. to extend, to

1 Sam. 13, 11; to be driven away from spread, “of a multitude, and then locally
one another, at (72) a thing Is. 33, 3; also; hence to be numerous, abundant,
to scatter Gen.
9, 19; of exiles Is. strong. Deriv. the proper names שיִפָכ ,
11, 12. — 2. tr. to scatter, to disperse, Dun.
The organic root WE72, connected
to hing about, to throw about, to reduce
to ruins, בצע Jur. 22, 28, ּםיִד JUDGES with that in ,סַפדַנ P2723, we, is frequently used in ‘this sense in Aramaean.
7,19. Deriv. Y2-

Pih. yp (fut. (ץפני to break or dash
WEI (Kal unused) intr. to breathe,
in pieces, םיִלָבְנ Jer. 48, 19; Zin "22
to respire, fig. to take breath as a sign
Ps. 2,9 (ie); to shatter, pbbiy 137,1
of life, hence to live; to smell, which is
24+
 אלְאָחַיוwry’) Jer.
4 todash Against
one another; also to disperse Jer. 51, 20 expiration and inspiration; Ar. us:
23. Deriv. 722.

Aram. Wb, AS) the same. The organic
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root BD} is connected perhaps with that 25, and fast Ps.69,11 &e.; also 111 Gen.
12, 13 and nwa Jupars 16,30 are said
in no“ "Dexiv. vun.
Nif. un (fut. un) to take breath, to of it. It even denotes means of life
draw breath, hence to be refreshed Ex. Is. 58, 10, It is also used like בל to
28,12; 31, 17; 2 Sam. 16,14. Ar. Con).
II. to refresh,

WHI (with suf. ,יִשְפַנ Awe; plur.
niwes, constr. תרועפכ with suff bin;
Ez. 18,20 םיִשָפִנ,
ו
however, it is
better to read with the LXX pnw) 7
(mase. in the meaning of a being only in

denote the seat of the affections, as love
Is. 42, 1, joy Ps. 86, 4, fear Is. 15, 4,
piety Psat 86, 4, courage Jupaus 5,

21 &c. Coupled with TAX or In it ex-

presses length or shortness of spirit JoB
6,11; Nom. 21, 4, i. e. patient and impatient; as 11> also sometimes stands
for the same idea. Moreover as the
Gun. 2,19; 46, 25 27; Num. 31, 28, but seat of lamentation JoB 30,16, of moanwhere ‘the Sam. cod. ‘has likewise con- ing cries 24,12, of the shedding of tears
strued it as a fem.) prop. a breath, respi- Ps. 119, 28, of blessing Gen. 27, 4, of
ration, hence 1. breath of life, vital power, pride Prov. 28, 25 (compare = am
life, the animal life, conceived of as
21, 4), of delanninstion Gen. 23, ‘8,
consisting in the breath, like m1, anima,
of ‘willingness 1 Cur. 28, 9, of insight
'&venos, therefore ‘2, Mp2 to Breathe out
and knowledge Ps. 139,14, Prov. 19,2,
the breath of life, i. e. to die Jar. 15,9, of thinking Deur. 4,9, of remembrance
„mar to kill JoB31,39; life generally, and forgetfulness Lament. 3, 20. — 3. the
not the condition of life (om) or the breathing one, i. e. a creature Josu. 10,
age (n°), but the inner life existing 28, fully 7:77”) Gun. 1, 24 or man '5
in every breathing Ex. 21, 23, to which 1, 21 (a living being); often used colare applied xx" Gen. 35, 18, 207 lect. of animals Gen. 1, 21 24; 9, 10;
1 Kines 17, 21, Opa 1 Sam. 20, 1, mpd but seldom including men 9, 16; for
Prov. 1, 19 ee 1 the centre of fe, so man Deut. - 7; Ez. 22,25; an indivithat the endangering of the שפנ brings dual Lev. 5, 1, a person Ex. 1, 5; and

death Ps. 69, 2; Jur. 4, 10; un mar

oan ‘2Num. 34,46,where it is opposed to

to smite the life,i.e. to Kill Nom. 35, 11; the cattle; ala a ל a prisoner of war
of animals Lev. 24,18; 5 חצר to murder Gen. 12, 5; 14,21, opposite wit; m2 2
Daur. 22, 26. Poculiar expressions are: a dead person, a corpse Num. 6,
‘6, and
 האנלפשhtiw drager ot eht ,efil .i .e rof accordingly ‘2 alone Lev. 22, ; Num.
the sake ofone’s life 1 Kinas 19,3 (Targ.), 5,2. To this meaning .
self,
Greek codyew megi wuyns, or against the ipse Jer. 46, 2, Hos. 9, 4, especially
life Jur. 44, 7; ‘23 with danger of life, at with a suffix, in order to express the
the risk of life’"2 Sam. 23, 7, Prov. 7, reflexive; comp. Sanskrit ätman soul
23 (comp. UX2 1 Cur. 12, 19), for the and self, German Selb and Seele. —
sake of life taken away 2Sam. 14,7, Jon. 4. smell Is. 3,20. Ar. ec Syr. best
1,14, as we? alone also means a life to the same.
.

be taken .ב ₪ murder Ps. 56, 7; ‘2 belonging to [the support of] life"Gen.

no] (not used) intrans. to smell, to
breathe, ident. with wpe and the Aram.

9, 5. — 2. concrete the soul or spirit,
as that which gives life, and has all ne] (whence nun). "Derivat. np); on
needs and sensuous feelings. In this the contrary, mp3 can only be derived
respect it is said of ’): to be frightened from 499 111. or ‘from mp3. Others dePs. 6, 4, to be quieted 116, 7, to desire rive the noun ne? from Am II. (which

Is. 26, 8, to hope JoB 10, 1;to express
itself in speech Ps. 34, 3; Sone or Sou.

see),= Ar. es which is possible.
Mb32 (from 2 after the form nb
3,2 4; to hold fast or to loose 1
103, 1 119,129; to hunger Prov.10,3, from mby) fem. a height, a hill, hence
to be strengthened 11,25, to thirst 25,  הנפתnu 108. 17,11 a general de:
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signation of the three districts רן
 תעכand 45372, prop. three hills, comp.
Tricollis, ו ; just as in later times
an association of 10 cities together bore
the name of Decapolis.

MB} (from mp2 or ףּונ 11. = mp2) f.
prop. the sweet-smelling, the fragrant
thing which flows out, hence mucilage,

juice, of the cane (mx =rd), i.e.
i sugar,
Ps.19,11, with the omission of םיפוצ
Sone OF Sot. 4,11. pinn Prov. 24,13
is apposition to it.

Sampo (plur. 03”) masc. wrestling,

it will go out (into the wilderness), comp.
38,17. The form is put in order to get
an assonance with yx (fowl), i. 6. 72;
and there is no necessity for taking it
as = לב to flee, like 2 Lament. 4, 5
= 3.

23) (Kal unused) intr. same as ax)
to be firm in a place; to stand, to sit, to

lie; to be established, set up, erected &c.;
from which intr. fundamental signific.

ax; and Ar. as

also proceed. The

organic root 2¥-2, connected with that
in ידשב, hasomes clear from as (to

struggling Gen. 30, 8, from the Nif. of stand, to stand fast, to be enduring);
the stem bn®.
Phenic. 22) trans. Deriv. 2x2, Tax,

mAb) n. p. of middle Egypt with its | nay, maz, ma, 22%, the proper
metropolis Memphis, where the deity names אביצ ,Malz.
Ptah or Phtach was worshipped, as MemNif. 2%3 (only perf. and part.) to
phis itself meant “habitation of Ptach”.
Ptach (ning) symbolised the productive,
generating world-power, so that the
root may be connected with mnp (which
see). Naphtoach may bea Coptic forma-

stand, of persons Gen. 18, 2; 24, 13;
to stand upright, of things 37, 7; Ex.
15, 8 דב 123; to be stationed, of wtih
men on ()לע a look out Is. 21, 8, else-

land together.

45,1; 1 Sam. 22, 7; to present oneself,

tion Na-phthah i. e. that belonging to where with by to stand with, by, before a
Phtha, so that it would be people and person or thing,i, e. to be present Gen.
Gent. plur. םיִחְתַפפ 6

people of central Egypt Gen. 10, 13, with 5 to or for one Ex. 34, 2; to set
1 Cur. 1,11, as םיִסְרְתַפ are those of upper oneself, 1. 6. to appear Is. 3,13; Ps. 82,
Egypt.

1; to station oneself, i. e. to take. one’s

ann) (according to the LXX
abridged from D’ymp3, wrestlings; more

stand Ex. 7,15;

with לע Rum 2, 5 6; 1 Sam. 22, 9; to

correctly according to Gen. 30, 8 from

89; part. 2%2 as an adjective to DIN

mbns=mhnpl wrestling of Jah) 2
m. GEN. 30, 8, and then the name of a
tribe 49, 21, Nom. 1, 42, Deur. 33, 23,

17, 9; to be set over,

be firm, secure, de

firmly, Ps. 119,

firm, healthy 39, 6; fem. 382,

Zeon.

11, 16 he will not keep the "healthy (in

that state). The interpretation “the
exhausted” after the Arab. _o5 (to be
8, 23. In connexion with Zebulon it
wearied
out) is less suitable. Derivat.
represented Galilee at a later period Ps.
and of the district belonging to it Is.
68, 28, comp. Marry. 4,13 seq.

223, 33.

Hif. ( הציבpart. 3x12, inf. constr.
 הציבfut. a, apoe. 27) to set, to hang
in, “gates 1 Kınas 16, 34; to place GEN.
— 2. a hawk (LXX), "so ‘called from 21, 28; to set up, a מ stone 35,
its rapid flight Jos 39, 26; of which 14; 1 Sam. 15,12; to erect, to build Gun.
there are several kinds Lev. 11, 16; 33, 20; to raise 2 Sam. 18, 18; to lay
Deur. 14, 15; Targ. x22, אָצְצְנ "Sy. upon 18, 17; to set Lament. 3, 13; to
appoint, to Unermins, Psaım "74, 17;
to set, a'Y1Sam. 13,21; ;toplace, mW
>? 2) (only inf. absol. wit3) intr. same (a bar of wood), in a hick: trap JER,
as Ne to go out, NEN xk JER. 48, 9 5, 26.

V2 (with suf. ;הצב from (ץצנ mase.

1. a flower, a blossom, Gen. 40,10, but
where הצב stands for mn23; hence fem.

2

נצב
Hof.

( הצבpart. 227) pass.
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to be

placed Gen. 28, 12; Jungs 9, 6. — 287

72 (which see), to move quickly forward,
to Ay, to flee, Lament. 4, 15, coupled

with 2%. The noun הצונ 1. may be
3%) (prop. part. Nif.) m. 1. a shaft, from yn:

Nak. 2,8 see בצה

handle, haft (Kimchi) Junges 3, 22, from

2%) to be stiff, upright; Arab. ls

2] (from ye?) fem. flower, blossom,

a Is. 18, 5; 005 15, 33; Phenician אָצְנ
(nesso) the same.

handle. — 2. «a prefect, prop. one set
over
1 Kınas 4,5 7; 5, 7 30; 9, 23;
Ten 2 a prefect as = 22, 48.

23) (not used) Aram. intr. same as

23

see men.

 רוadj. m., mia (on the contrary
constr. 'תָרּוצְ( 7 watching for, aiming,

a2 ‘(which see) and Hebr. 3%); hence after something, Prov. 7, 10 watching for
to be firm, strong, of iron; Ar. ‘the same. the hearts (of youths).
3]
fem. watch, ') "9 a tower of
Deriv. Nayı.
watch
Is.
1,
8.
R23) (def. אָתָּבְצַכ,with suf. pinnae;
תוְרּוצְב
(only
pl.) fem. prop. a thing
fromm) Aram. ‘f. firmness Dan. 2, 41.
According to Theod. from 223 to plant, sprouting, hence that has arisen, new Is.
and therefore Na¥2 means roots, meta- 48,6 = nid ibid. See 23.

DIR) (only pl.) m. 1. wateh--houses,
JY) a stem incorrectly adopted for watch-towers, Is. 65, 4, see 4x3. — 2. the

phor. nature, natural condition.
rr

227 and בָצְה,see 223.
 הָצְנI. (only fut. mem) intr. to be
destroyed, wasted, made desolate, of oy
Jer. 4, 7; prop. to be torn asunder, to
be rent asunder; identical in its organic
root 7-23 with that in ya} L, ץענג
hence it is only applied to a sinte of
wasting by destruction, like the trans.
OT and >pa.

preserved, the delivered 49, 6 K’ri, where
the K’tib has .םיִריִצְנ

 הַצְנI. (Kal not used) intr. to shine,
to glitter, to lighten, identical in its or-
ganic root 12”) with that in n¥,הצח ,
Any; metaph. to be erg, pure, white,

neat,"like the Ar.

ו

, Syr. weed

(to shine, figur. to be prominent), figur.
a) to be pure, true, faithful (comp. (רהס

(only part. . םיִצְב עוand fut. proceeding from the idea of shining;
b) to be shining, glorious, splendid, disne to ruins, OZ] 0Y53 waste heaps tinguished, noble, comp. .רד Derivat.
of ruins 2 Riga 19, 25; "Is. 37,26. — nx 1. and the proper name mx.
2. to strive, to quarrel, to dispute, prop.
Di 23 (part. 1837, inf. constr. 22)
to reproach one another, to calumniate, to have the oversight of, to superintend,
revile one another Ex. 21,22; Luv. 24,10; to stand at the head of, to be chief,
2 Sam. 14, 6; םיִצָנ disputing ones Ex. 2 with לע 2 Cur. 2, 1 17; 34, 13, for
13; comp. 13, 227, where this den is
is which the parallels have. 223; to lead,
 אש2

men)

1. same as Kal to be destroyed,

developed out of a similar fundamental

signification.
11]. 7277 (inf. constr. NIE) to strive,
to contend, with לע against Num. 26, 9;
to wage war, with accus. of the abjest

Ps. 60,2.

Deriv. הצמ and men.

music or playing 1 Cur. 15, 21. This
meaning is prop. a stronger form of
the Kal-idea to shine forth, to be bright,
to appear,

the same

thing existing in

the case of 332 belonging to 732; and
the Arab. meanings to admonish, ‘instruct

(see ,(ריִהְזַה to lead, should also be
referred thereto. The expression 1:7
AY IT. (3 pl. 123) intrans. same as in 53 psalm-inscriptions and Has. 3,19
means president, overseer (of the singers
¥2 (which sce), according to some = NY, and musicians).
The connexion between to be desolated
and to contend is also in the Ar.

נצח
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n2) II. (not used) intrans. to be wet, |88 m} III. to overcome, to excel, Syr.
liquid, to flow, to flow out (Fürst, Con- wur),
Jthpe. MINN to signalise oneself, to
‘cordance ₪. v.); to exude, conseq. a collateral form of 12 I. (which see); or appear as a conqueror Dan. 6, 4.
identical in its organic root n2"2 with
2722 (pl. (םיִביִצְב m. 1. one set over,
pr 111. (which see); Ar.
> and;
a prefect, 1 Kınas 4, 19; 2 Car. 8, 10
K’tib; abstract a military post, a gartrans. to spout, to sprinkle, Ethiop. 1173
rison, 1 Sam. 10, 5, in the first case =
nastha the same, Coptic nox and
23, in the other =a¥2, .בָצְמ — 2.a
novx® the same. Deriv. nx 2.
thing set up, i. @. a pillar, Gen. 19, 26,
ms) III. (not used) tr. prop. to bind, = magi, Arab. an idol; Phenic. ax) a
to attach, as in the case of pı"n, MP, tomb-stone (Steph. Bya.). — 3. (planta יחלmetaphor. to be powerful, strong; tion, foundation) n. p. of a city in Judah
to endure, to hope, to trust; to be constant, Jost. 15,43, now Beith Nasib.
true, faithful; to overpower, to conquer;
TS] (from הצב L; a famous, disthese ideas being developed in the verbs tinguished one) n. 2 m. Har. 2, 54.
mentioned. Deriv. nx3 3.
 םיִריִצְבsee DIE.
mx (with suff. prs, 23) masc.
buy (Kal not used) tr. to tear off,
1. (from m2 1( splendour, fait, majesty,
away or out; to draw off, away or out;
“1 Cur. 29, 11, coupled with תֶרָאְפִּת and
to snatch from, to separate, to divide;
mp3. — 2. (from mx) II.) juice or liquor
identical in its organic root Dr with
ofFthe grape, metaph. blood Is. 63, 3 6.

that in D¥-N, DB, SERB, ל0  לש2,
— 3. (from חצב IIL) power, omnipotence
An
1 Sam. 15, 29 = לא Num. 23, 19; but Dw, -לס1 "Arab. OR
ee
of
out
pluck,
to
Figurat.
ya.
others take it to mean glory, eens

splendour, from n¥2 I.; then duration,
eternity Is. 34, 10, mga דעtill eternity Ps.
49, 20; hope, trust, confidence LAMENT.

3, 18 (Ibn Gänäch), parallel nyrfin.

hence to deliver.
Nif. >23 (inf. constr. לצנה ,fut. Dep)
1. reflex. to free oneself Prov. 6, 35

(where the LXX, Syr., Targ. read non

for 1772). —
( חצבalso in pause; pl. Em; from

2. to be delivered, saved

Jur. 7,10, or to become so, followed by
ny OL) m. 1. continuance, duration; nen Ts. 20,6, 272 Has. 2,9, ןמ
69,
constancy, uninterruptedness, Ps. 74,3 lift
with by to be decontrary
the
on
15;
(i.e. come to) to the uninter-
up thy steps
rupted desolations, if 'ב be not there an

adverb; hence adv. (as an accus.) con-

tinually, constantly, always, ever on, for

ever, Jer. 15,18, Am. 1,11, Ps. 16, 11,

Targ. nnb3>, ppb? wholly , entivaly,
Ps. ,13 ;1 לד, דעperpetually Jos 34, 36,

like nz) ‘in 23,7.

Here belongs the

common adverb mus ever, for ever JOB
Ps. 9,19;

livered by fleeing to one Devt. 23,16.

Pih. ( בצלfut. 5223) to rob, to rake
up together, 2 Cur. 20,25 and they raked
together for themselves, without being able
to carry it away; then to plunder Ex.
8, 22; 12, 36; seldom like Hif. to deliver
Ez. 14, 14, in the LXX Nif.

Hif. ey (part. לרוצוב;inf. absol. >27,
constr. SE; fut. bres, apoc. (לצי caus.

,4 ;20 ,14 ;20 ,20 ;7 entirely
to tear apart, to pull apart 2 Sam. 14, 6;
or by way of strengthening the ‘idea
e. to withhold Hos. 2,
Is. 34, 10. — to take away, i.
with the pl. םיִחְצב 6
from, with jn of the person
snatch
to
11;
.2‚ Metaphor. truth, fidelity, Has. 1, 4, = Guy. 31, 16; to withdraw Ps. 119, 43;
‚mad Is. 42, 3.
to keep of, to keep at a distance "rom
3) (from m2 II.) adj. m., תחצנ Prov. 2,12 16; D123 710 withdraw the
fem. enduring, perpetual Jer. 8, 5.
sight 2 Sam. 20, 6, where one has to
to free,
ns} (Peal unused) Aram tr. same supply wd; to rer Be
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from danger Ex.12,27, 18. 19, 20, con- and to see, to look, to spy, whence
stantly followed by an accusat. 1 Sam. 232, ]i7¥32, the proper names WB
‚30,18, seldom by a dat. Jon. 4, 6; b’yn mga, "237 (like 1227) and
to
a deliverer, rescuer Ps. 7, 3; - 'ה to see, tologs as “to lighten” and “to see”
save the life Ez. 3, 19, wich 12“of the coincide in "px. Accordingly tr. a) to
person Ps.18, 49, or of the thing 69,15. behold, to look’ upon, to inspect, to watch,
Deriv. הָלְצַה
Du» Is. 27, 3; to spy, to guard, lignes
Hof. ( הצלpart. 527) to be plucked Day JER. 31, 6 applied to watchmen
out, snatched out of, "Am. 4,11; ₪

who had to look to the fire-“signals for

3, 2.
determining the new moon; םיִרְצְל 573%
Hithp. לצנסה (fut. (לצנתי to strip 2 Kines 17,9 &e. watch-tower, ‘to pro-

oneself of, ornament or dress Ex. 38, 6. tect flocks; gh a field-watcher JoB 27,
3) (Peal not used) Aram. trans.
18; poy) watch-houses , watch-towers,
which stand in the fields solitary and
Hebrew Im.
Af. ban (inf. mom and abit) to de- apart, and where idolatry was practised
Is. 65, 4; instead of it is also used ריע
liver, to free Dan. 9 29; 6, 15 28.
182 (only pl. םינד;foi (ץצנ mase.  נְצוּרָה1 ‚8,place or tower of watch, which
were ‘set solitary on the tops of mounflower, blossom Song or Sou. 2, 12.

tains; farther, to keep a look out upon one,

( ץעָנpart.( צב intr. to shine, glitter,
to sparkle, Ezex. 1, 7; deriv. perhaps

to spy after him, whence Vix) adj. masc.,

vs IL, 03, yp, 7-8 II.

49, 6; or to give heed to, דפ Prov. 13, 3,
733 16, 17; to guard, to‘protect, שיא

mai? (constr. (תַרּוצְכ fem. (which see);
. ץוציִבMetaph. a) to blossom (see הר tokeep, to wateh over Prov. 27,18; to
San, whence ya 1, 2, 2%. b) to preserve, maintain 20,28; to watch, with
flee,to fly (comp. nr); denyץג .2 For  עלPs. 141, 3, with n from 34, 14;
explanation of the organic root comp. pay) the kant, i. e. the preserved Is.
yas is to beו 

The Arab.

with 732.

ny'1 22,12, with ja from one Ps. 32, 7;

| ps3 see PX}.

140, 2; in a hostile sense, to watch
hence
bay) besiegers JER.4,16, identical with
field- watchers 4,17, comp. לֶא "mW
2 Sam. 11, 16 in “this sense; figur. Jos
7, 20, where God is called a רצנ of
man in a hostile sense; to observe, to
keep, a covenant Devr. 33, 9, a law

WI (part. רצכ,imper. "23, with a closely, to besiege, of enemies,
of motion mx2, with suff. mar}; fut.
“ik? and 24) 1. intrans. to appear, to
shine, to lighten, metaphor. to bloom, to

be green, to sprout (= max Is. 42, 9;
43,19; Nx. 51,5); figurat. ‘to unfold, to
arise, 0 be, hens תּוְרּוצְנ 18. 48, 6 = Prov. 28, 7, commands Ps. 78, 7,59
‘niin, (ibid.); identical in its organic to keep for one Ex. 34, 7; with accusat.
root oR with that in Em aa

which‘ meaning the Ar.

to blossom, to be green),

Im,

to shine,

45 (to sprout)

also have. Deriv. 723. — 2. to behold,
to see, to look, proceeding from signification 1; comp. AT (to shine upon, to

singe, and to desery , to spy), Greek

pibw and > Is. 26, 3.
333 m. a shoot, sprout, branch, of a

plant Ts. 14,19; 60, 21; figur. a descen-

dant , offshoot, of the Davidie 11, 1 or
Ptolemy-dynasty Dan. 11, 7.

 םיִרָצְכsee 4x2.

‚980g 088008, German blicken and blitzen,
( חַצְנKal not used) intrans. same as
as well as the cognate radical “xa II.
nx? (which see), to burn, to blaze, to
-to glitter, to shine, whence “xa ‘(plur.
kindle; as בצר also coincides with ax.
Doxa), 22,23% (gold), to burn, to be
The organic root תצדנ ,DES) is also in

arid, whence Hosa and nya (drought),

nd, ny, Ar. (transposed).
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|
5 תצנ (perf.) to blaze up, to be pronounce accurately, this being looked
consumed’ Wea (in the fire) Neu. 1, 3, upon before God as a reviling of him);
to fire up in anger, with 2 of the per- Prov.11,26; 24, 24; JoB3,8; 5,5; comp.

son 2 Kings 22, 13 or of the object 22, non, 223, a ww. Deriv. ap, "2p,

17; to-be dried up, withered, of ploughed
Tap, DAR, Tap, Aap, and ‘tho ‘proland: plantations, pastures Ion, 9,9 11;
.therefore to be desert, waste, 46, 19, per name ב
Nif. 92 to be called by name Num. 1,
without being identical with .הצנ
17;
1 Cur. 12, 31; 16, 41; opposite of
Hi.  חְציתmay be referred to תצי
„(which see), especially as the forms being numbered.
2% m. 1.a bezel, for precious stones,

 הוציתand  הָצִיתappear also.
Nps (part. pass. אָקְנ
=( איְִבdram.
intr. to be pure, i.e. white, of wool, like
_the Hebrew p21, properly to be bare,
naked, melanin to be rubbed, polished,
free from dirt.
 אָקְנsee NP.

prop. a cavity Ez. 28,13 (Jerome); but
one must read there im impression for
nm. —

2. (a hollow ; with the article)

n.p. of a town in Naphtali Josx. 19, 33.
MAP f. a female (from 173, like רכז
referring to the sexual act or the figure

of the female pudenda), of men Gen.

 אקנI. (part. pass. spi, pl.נְקוּאִים 
in the Sam. cod. Gen. 44,10; Num. 32,
22) intrans. same as mp2 2 only in
i the
deriv. xp.
iif.  הַנְקִיאonly in 000. Sam. Gen.
24,41

"N קב II. (not used) only in cod. Sam.
Ex. 2, 24 and 6, 5 for קא
202 (part. ,בכ pass. ביקב ,הplur.
constr. "ap; inf. abs. בק for 292, constr.
 לבfut. ap and 372) tr. 1. to make a
Woe in, to fallin out, Hac. 1,6 a purse
with holes; to bore, רח with a into a
tbing 2 Kınas 12,10; to cut Aa),
to cut asunder, of splinters 18,21;

pierce,  אףJoB 40, 24, 9 40, 26, a

1,27, Lev. 12, 5; of beasts Gun. 6,19;
Lev. 3, 1.
up} I. (not used) tr. to stick into a
thing, to indent, to cut in; Arab. 03 to
pierce or sting (of the serpent); modern Hebrew 7p} to make punctures,
to mark with points, Arab. 4483 to cut
in, to indent; then to make stripes, spots,
to speckle, sheep and goats in order to
distinguish them; cognate in sense with
23 IL; identical in its organic root
7 with on, Ar. ES, Syr. ws (to

mark, to 0

73 I. (to cut into),

oes pn, 74 Land many others. Deriv.
TR) m, "דק (from Pihel)..
Ted II. ‘not used) tr. prop. to keep,

a spear Has. 3, 14. — 2. Metaphor. to to guard, to keep together, to watch, a
separate, to distinguish, to name distinctly flock; connected in its organic root דב
“Is. 62, 2; to specify Gun. 30, 28, comp. with ‘that in
i RU; comp. Sanskrit kat,
oe, בצו Targ. בצק,Wp, Ar. 0= kad. Derivat. “pd, the proper names
6

“with

-

>, where the same metaphor

Tip, IBM.

 "דקCpl, 7p?) adj. m., 1373 (pl.

occurs, ₪ to name, with Z for n; to
 תוf. spotted, speckled, of sheep and
separate, to pick out, to select, hence 2472,
goats, coupled with xıbu and 3373 Gen.
a selected, distinguished one, Am. 6,1 the
31,8 10° ;12 Targ. 22.
select or noble of the bestof the peoples; ,30 32 33 ;39

comp. Ar. 4.485, a distinguished one,
a prince, a select one. — 3. to curse,
to revile, to blaspheme, the name of God,
: prop. to cut into one, to pierce one, Lev.

IR) (pl. ni7”) fem. an engraving,a

stud of silver, as an ornament, Sona
or Sou. 1, 11.

722 (pl. Bram?) masc. 1. a crumb of

24,11 16 (LXX, Targ. and Rashi to ieee mica Josu. 9,5 12, which is war
60*
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i. e. to punish, to destroy, Ex. 34,7 and he
will not punish wholly (cod. Sam. ל p21
nished with mould-points (LXX, Theod., p27 and the pious will be counted by
Kimeli) is less suitable in a linguistic him exempt from punishment); Num.14,
view. — 2. A sort of pointed (i. e. finely 18; Nag. 1, 3. In this sense Jo. 4, 21
sprinkled) or otherwise small cake, which is also to be taken: and I will put away
cannot be ascertained exactly, carried their blood-guiltiness (cleanse by punishby the common people on journeys ment) which I had not propitiated; comp.
1 Kings 14, 3; perhaps from 4p2= 73 xodagite Mark 7,19. Hence the LXX
to dry, a kind of dried cake ar
and Syr. do not read pp. Derivat.

'(Aq.,Symm., Vulg.), so called from its resemblance to a point. The meaning fur-

Rashi and LXX; see Fürst, Conc. 8. v.). Im.

( דקנfrom דָקְנ IL; pl. (כָָדִים masc.
a shepherd Am.1,1;

2 Kmas 3, 4.

ips TI. (unused) tr. to pour out, to

prince, cognate in sense with 703; Ar.
 הֶקְנI. (only infin. abs. 175) a.
:2 the same; hence to prepare a drinkprop. to be naked, bare, Arab. tr.
|offering, to dedicate by a libation. De11784. mp2. See mp2 I. and ,הרע .הרעה
make bare or naked. Hence BR
to be empty, of a city, without inhabiMp) (from mp3 1.( adj. m. same as
tants; to stand bare, solitary, by exclu- " בקguiltless, pure, cod. Sam. Ex. 34, 7;
sion from association; figur. to be bare,
Nun. 14, 18; Phenic. im} the same
free, from guilt, 1. 6. innocent; from pu(Malt. 2, 2).
nishment, 1. 6. to be exempt from punishSpl (only pl. ESP}, from Np 1.(
ment, pure; to be free, from a thing; Ar.

se (to be empty). Deriv. mp3, m
The

stem is connected with the tr.

3231. (to be empty, wasted), as maze IT.
(to‘spirt out, to speckle) is the corre-

| adj. Lo only in cod. Sam. Gun. 44, 10,
Nom. 32, 22, as also in the Samar. version Gan. 24,41; Devt. 19,10 13; 21,
9; 27,25; = m.

( אָדוקְנshepherd) n. p. m. Ezr. 2, 48
sponding root to mp2 IL; Ar. yas (to Nea. 7, 50.
flow out),reo
ל
— an interchange
MP see mpd.
rt

Tr

of צ and .ק
( טקְנonly 3. p. fem. הסב intr. to feel
Nif. mp2 (1 p. mp2, imp. 7937, fut.
loathing,
to have disgust, with 2 at, of,
PR) to be empty, solitary, forsaken from
from,
Jos
10,1; identical in its organic
inhabitants Is. 3,26; to be made solitary,
bare, i. e. to be driven out of commu- root DP "3 with op. (em), comp. Aram.

nion Zecu. 5, 3 (LXX, Vulg., Targ. 723 up? audHebr. 2 in all forms; and it
map to om.
for 7792); to be free, exempt from punish- is not necessary to referל
ment Ex. 21,19; Prov. 6, 29; with ya

"pd (constr. "p3, plur. BR?) adj. m.

of the person or thing to be free from pure, unblameable, with DIED incorrupa person or thing, to be untouched, i. e. tible Ps. 24, 4; innocent, upright Ex. 23,
without punishment or guilt Num. 5 19 7; Jos 4, 1 : ָם innocent blood Deur.
31; Junges 15, 3; to be declared inno- 19, 10; on the contrary 2 D5 blood of
cent Ex. 34, 7 and Nun. 14,18 600. Sam.
Pih. 92 (fut. p22) to pronounce free,

innocent , "Jor 9, 28, ‘with 72 of the pu-

an innocent ones

רקנהיא the not guiltless

Jos 22, 30, i. ₪ ‘the guilty; with ןמ

free from a thing i. e. guiltless of it
nishment 10, 14, with 800118. of the ob- 2 Sam. 3, 28, with די D272; exempt from
ject Ex. 20, 7; to let go unpunished, JER. punishment Gen. 44, 10; free from mili30, 11 I will chastise thee in moderation tary service Deut. 24,5; not answerable,

(aati, 10, 24 news), but I will not not bound Gen. 24, 41, Joss. 2,17, follet’ thee go altogether unpumshed; hence
to drive out, to separate, to drive away,

lowed by 772; Sam. אנ pl. םיִאקָכ and
RR:
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NYpJ adj. m. same as יקב Jo. 4,19;

avenge oneself JER.5,9; to shew oneself
revengeful Ps. 8,3; 44,17.
Jon. 1, 14 K’tib.
22) (constr. 272) masc. punishment,
22 (constr. irp3)m. cleanness, of

hands, i. e. innocency; incorruptibleness
Gen. 20, 5; Ps. 26, 6; 73,13; without

coupled with pw (requital) Deur. 32,

35; retaliation Is. 35, 4, coupled with
 ל,egnever htiw .tineg rof .veL ,62
be} Hos. 8, 5; cleanness, bareness, of גיל
teeth, i.e. hunger Am. 4, 6 (Targ. Jip? 25, Jupaus 16, 28, ') op} to take venbluntness).
4
geance Ez. 24, 8; ’3 Dis the day of re( קיִקּנconstr. PR}, pl. constr. בִיְִי venge, retribution, punishment, 18. 34, 8;
from Pp3) mase. a division, rent, crevice, 61, 2; 63, 4; 9 ’3 ביוטה to requite vencleft, of a rock )לַלָפַה( Is. 7, 19; Jur. geance to one Deur. 32, 41; ’ mpd Is.
;13,4 ,16 ;16 cognate in sense with Ip}. 47,3 and ny ‘2 ioy Mic. 5,14 to take

.marA בק

4

vengeance.
TVAP (constr. map? , with suf. יָת

DR (part. Dp3; inf. abs. BIp2, constr.
pl. ninp2) fem. same as DPI vengeance,
DPI; fut. pps) prop. intr. to pant, to be
violently zealous, to be excited, to be angry,

retribution, punishment; hence m

ident. with 0}, 0512 (which see) in its 51, 6,

JER.

oin 46,10, with the genit. by

original meaning. Metaphor. to scold, whom 50,15 or for what vengeance is
taken 51,11; desire of vengeance, vinto punish, to curse, like the Arab. ro,
dictiveness Lament. 3,60. Phrases: my
hence coupled with nap Nau. 1, 2; ops
ibid. = mar >22; in general to avenge, 2 "2 to take vengeance upon Ez. 25,17;

with accus. of the thing, 03 Dur. 32,
43, or of the person 1 Sam. 24,13, and
 מךupon one; to take vengeance, absol.
Luv. 19,18; to punish, with לע Ps. 99,
8, or the accus. JosH. 10,13; to revenge
upon, with
ja 1 Sam. 24,13, nyn Num.
31,2 and> Ez. 25,12, according to the
conception of the relation. In a strong
form are also used the expressions ‘2
pp? Ezex. 25,12, map 2 Nom. 31, 2.
Deriv. op2, am

Nif. 073 (inf. constr. 0737, fut. p22)

Ps. 149, 7; 2 ’2 102 the same, Num. 31,
3; > ‘2 joa or Mipy Jupaus 11, 36, Ps.

18, 48, to do vengeance for one, with Ta
upon one; 32 MBP to act with revenge
Ez. 25, 15.
Ya (only perf., while the fut. is
formed from קר I.) intr. to stand off,
from a thing, to turn away, followed

by לעמ Ez. 23, 18 or ja 23, 22 28, as
»p 18 also so construed Jur. 6, 8; Ez.

23,17. Comp. Arab. & (to stand off
from, to turn away from a thing, hence

to be punished Ex. 21,20; to be avenged,
to take revenge, with ya of the person

to remove).

the Philistines.
Pih. DRI to avenge, with accus. of the

stroy, the skin with leprosy; to wound,
to injure, the body; to tear in pieces, to

9,7; Jur. 51, 36.

off, the corners of the hair, i. e. the

The trans. prop. means to
push
or
drive
away, to strike away;
of
from Is. 1, 24, Jur. 46, 10, with 2
see), Ar. Yai (to
(which
op?
Hebrew
the person upon Junazs 15,7; Jer. 50,
put away). The
to
off,
break
to
loosen,
16; to procure vengeance for oneself, with
exists also in >?
Yp3
root
organic
15,
15,
one
for
ל
and
person
a
m from
with ya of the thing for which; JupGEs and yp I.
 נקףI. (Kal not used) tr. to strike
16, 28 and I will get revenge to myself
for (772) one of my two eyes from (ya) off, olives, i. e. to reap; to break, to de-

object, and 73 at the hand of one 2Kines

tatter, garments; to cut away, to shave

Puh. op> (fut. p>) to be punished, outer locks; to cut, to strike down, to
fell, bushes and trees; all which senses
avenged Gen. 4,15 24; Ex. 21, 21.
and the,
= Hithp. opann (part. "na, fut. m) to are visible from Pih. and Hif.
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derivatives; Aram. nn} to strike down, dig out, a pit, a well; to cut into, a
to prostrate, an ox; to throw down, a rock; to guaw bones through, of a dis-:man; to knock, to beat, of the heart; Ar. ease; comp. Aram. Ip2 the same, whence
25 to smash, to crush, the head; to NTP a hollow, “ipa a borer, Arab.
break, an egg; to strain, wine. Hence 5 to hollow, to bore, Ethiop. nakhara,
we see that ıp} is intimately connected

having an eye pierced out; the organic
with 33 (which see). Deriv. 92), TER? root "p73 lying also in Sp 2, mm
(accoruing to some).
"R72, “Po 7 80 Deriv. map.
Pih.np2 (3 p. pl. RI) to cut down, to
fell, trees, Is. 10, 34; to shatter, “iP
Jos 19, 26.
Hif. ya (fut. (ףיקכ to cut away, to
clip of, the corners of the hair on the
head Ley. 19, 27, coupled with .תיִחְשַה

"Pin. np? “(fut 232) to bore through,
to pierce, (figar.) the bones,i. e. to make:
them soft Jos 30,17, where "337 is to.

be referred to “2¥3,; to put out, Du
Jupgzs 16, 21; Geen Nwm. 16,14.
Puh. נְקָר

bs digged, to be quarried,

The LXX, Vulg. , Symm. and after
them all the old interpreters have under- out of quarries and pits; figurat. of the
female parts of generation Is. 51,1.
stood it according to the usual acceptamp2 (constr. np, plur. constr.
tion of yp belonging to np IL, to
make round, to make tonsure- likes but np) fem. a hole, a hollow, of a rock
Ex. 33, 22; Is. 1.
this is not so suitable.

AP I. (only fut. p37) intr. same
as hp}, Mn (where a farther comparison
is irn) tobe bent, round, circular; hence
to circle, in time or space; Aram. to join,

to associate with, to be entwined with one,

Ar. 5, to enclose around, of an armlet. Hence to circle, to make a circular
course, of festivals Is.29,1. Deriv. according to some "1372
Hif, pry (fut. 1 for Josu. 6, 3,
1Kınas 7, 21, 2 Kınas 6,14, Ps. 17,9
and 88, 18, and Jos 19, 6; see Hif. of
AR, and of np? 1

EI (from np2 L) m. the shaking off
of the pony, Is. 17,6 and 24, 13, i. e.
harvest; Aram. 5p).
MEP fem. a rope (according to the

vn (Kal only in part. (טקלכ trans.
to knot, to ensnare,

to bind, to entwine,

to wind together, whose organic root
Wp-2 is identical with that in שקדי ,שק
(wap), ר-סכ &e.; hence Ps. 9, 17 he

snares (wR;כ the wicked. But it is better to translate with the LXX and Vulg. as
= שקונ (Nif. of wR?) is snared, In Arab.
this stem is ol, vast to take, to lay

hold of, agreeably to a metaphor like
that in ts; while (25
(to press)
should be ‘compared with vn.
Nif. Sp (fut. vun?) to be ‘snared, to
be led astray , with ירחא by following
Devt. 12, 30.

Pih. wp? (fut. WRI) to lay a snare,
a gin, with > of the person; to take, to

LXX a Vulg.) Is. 3, 24, from np2lL; seize upon, of a creditor, i. e. to distrain
but it may be also derived from p32 1 Ps. 109, 11.
.and be translated a thing torn, a tatter.
Hithp. Upon to lay cunning snares,
PR (not used) trans. to split, to tear to make plans (see bar), with= of theperson 1 Sam. 28, 9.
asunder, to pierce, to bore through, connected with the Aram.

יק

.לק

Derivat.

wpa (part. f. pl. y%R2) Aram. tr. to

knock, to strike, hence N) אד one against
up?! (inf. constr. “ipa; fut. “pr, 3 pl. another Dan. 5, 6, Targ. In) רח (on Ez.
m) tr. to bore, to Bora out, to pierce, 3,13); comp. Hebrew un, "Ar. ur.
to pierce out, yy 18am. 11,2, and with-
( רָנwith suf. 392, plur. nin2, from
out 712 Prov. 30, 17; to hollow out, to" m L; once "3 2 Sam. 22,29, and once
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“2 Prov. 21,4) m. prop. 1. ₪ light-giving,
splendour-giving thing, hence a light, a
lamp Zurn. 1, 12, "3 iR light of the
lamp Prov. 31,18; of the. lamps of the
sacred candelabrum Ex. 25, 37; 30, 8;
then for Aion 1 Sam. 3,3; in all cases
different from .רוא — 2. Figur. prosperity Prov. 13, 9; 20, 20; welfare Ps.

נשא

Babylonian kings one גְרְגֶסַאְל
ר Neriglisar, Neriglasar, Niriglesar, Nireglesar.
See TENT.
33 (from 3% I) masc. a tattler, a
slanderer Prov. 16, 28; 18, 8; 26,20 22.

Th m. nard 8086 or Sou. 1, 12 and
4,13, an Indian plant with an ear-like

18, 29, like six (which gee);” glory 2 Sam. blossom, from which a precious oil
21, 17; instruction , as the light of man
(Sanskrit nardin) is prepared; Pers. 0.5
Prov. 6, 23; 20, 97. — 3. (splendour,
fame) n. p. m. 1 Sam. 14, 50; 1 Cur. 8, Greek »«&göos. There is no eernoloey
33; also a part of the proper names for it in Semitic.
93 (Jahis light or prosperity) n. p.
m. Jur. 32, 12.
 נַרseeגר .

“238, AED

48) I. (8 pers. pl. perf. once Andy
Ps. 139, 20, arising from ring, ושננ
part. pass. once vib? Ps. 32, T, as if
Arab. er to be calumniated; and
from #5; inf. absol. Nils, constr. ND}
like 237 to talk ill of, to backbite, to Is. 1,14, with suff. io) Ps. 28, 2, then
éalumniate. Deriv. a.
also אוש 89, 10, more ‘hequently תֶאְש
The organic root 77 is also in ar and ne; imper. NV), Ni) Gen. 27, 3,
am, NIE, Sanskrit rac, Greek 00L-, Nom. 3, ‘40, once "03 Ps. 4 7; fut. ab)
3 I. (not used) intr. to chatter, to
pratile;_ to sound forth, to scream out;

éat-, doy-, Latin rug-ire 6.

tr. prop. to stretch up, to raise up, "to

14 II. (not used) trans. to crush, to make ascend, as the intr. signification
murder, to bore through, to thrust thi ough, in the Arab. L%5 to extend upward, to
Targ. 353 to cut in pieces, whence 893 rise high, to grow, to be high, und to
an axe, Ar. שי the same, whence or be projecting, prominent, stretched out
a threshing-roller ; accordingly it is con-

5

at length, to shoot forth, LS to be elenected in its organic root 39-2 with that vated, prominent, and to which איש
in 99772, 3977, Ar. oo Js. Deriv. sn, mya still points with clearness.
Hence 1. to raise, the feet, for walking
the proper name ao
Gen. 29,1; (3) 33/2 to lift up the hand, in
bang (a and the termination לב swearing; to swear Deur. 32, 40 =םיִרָה

from 23 IL) n. p. of a god of the  ידGen. 14, 22, > די 2 to swear to one

Cuthites in the Assyrian empiré 2 Kınas Ez. 20, 6; Nex. 9, 15; elsewhere ד ’2
17, 30. It is rightly assumed that it means also to entreat PR. 28,2; to pray
means the war-god corresponding to to 63,5, to wave Is. 13, 2, iLe. to raise
Mars, especially as the Zabian „er! the hand for the purpose of giving a
denotes the planet Mars, as also the god sign, to swing it aloft; wey '2 to lift up
of war (cod. Nas.); and the Arab. er the head, i. e. to go along with cheerful
spirit Jos 10, 15, or to rise in repute,
(Mirrich) the planet Mars. Pers. Nirah riches, and dignity Jupans 8, 28; Ps:.
is a name of one of the seven Dews of 83, 3; DD 2 to lift up the countenance,
heaven.
i. 6
walk ‘along with the face raised
WENT bona n. p. of a high cup- aloft Jos 11, 15, comp. Gen. 4, 7 (opbearer lord (20) Jer. 35, 3, and of a posite DB ליפה . פא4,5 6); DI 2 to

chief magus at:the Babylonian court 39, Lift up the eyes (a sign of a good con13. Elsewhere there appears in the list of science), i. e. to look at, to behold Grn
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13, 10; 18,2; with לא or > to look upon disappear Jos 27,21. Figur. ua”) to”
one with es or longing 39, 7;Ps.121, carry off or to take away sin, i. e. to for1; to direct the looks towards one with give it Gun. 50,17; 719 2 to expiate an
confidence 123, 1; 02 2 to set up a banner offence Luv. 10, 17; Ex. 34, 7,79 x

JER. 4, 6; dip 5 to lift up the voice, in whose iniquity is taken away, i. ©. fororder to weep Gen. 27, 38, to cry Jup- given Is. 33, 24, comp. Ps. 32, 1; also
aes 9, 7, to exult Is. 4 14, without with > for the accus. 23, 21; Josn. 24,
sin Is. 3, 7; hence to ery aloud = Es 19; with ל the person to procure for42, 2, to rejoice aloud Jos 21, 12, a |gesenase for one, where the object is
pronounce aloud, a poem Num. 23, 7, 5 omitted Gun. 18, 94; Hos. 1, 6. — 4. to
pray aloud Is. 37,4, to weep aloud Jer. take, proceeding from the idea of rais-

9,9, to utter aloud, with לע of the ing like >, therefore simply like np}

person Ps. 15, 3, and accus. of the ob- Gen. 45, 19; Is. 38, 21; Am. 6, 10; to
ject Ex. 20, 7; 23, 1, and without Dy receive, obtain, mana Ps. 24,5; to carry

Ps. 139, 20 whe utter (thy name) aloud
in lying ‘(but where יבש may be read
for 3°42 which

away,,Ip2t his portion Eocıas. 5, 18;

TOM, II = to receive or obtain, to possuits the context);’2  גto have favour, grace Estu. 2, 9

ON WD? to lift up the soul to a person or 17; > '2 to accept for one 1 Cur. 21, 24,
thing, i. e. to direct it with longing or
hope Dur. 24, 15; Ps. 25,1; to strive,

opposite to reject; MER "2 to lead home
a wife, to marry Junges 21, 23, Rura

with > whither 24, 4; oN בל מthe same 1, 4, and in this sense with ל "of the,
Lament. 3, 14; on the contrary if בק be person, to take for one, i. e. select, conthe subject and an object follows in the
accus. it means to make proud, haughty
2 Cur. 25,19; 2 Kinas 14, 10; farther

seq. same as to give 2 Cur. 24,3, םיִשָנ
being often omitted Ezr.9,2; comp. Tal.
 אובone married, שאה femin. , NT

to stir up,

to raise up, to occasion Ex. to marry. Figur. =) DP יב to accept the
35, 21; 36,2; לע 3 to lay or load upon, person, i. e. to have a"friendly regard
with 0
of the object Gen. 31, 17, for him, to admit and not to tum away
and figur. Luv. 22, 9, seldom3 22 Cur. from one Gen. 32, 21; Mau. 1,8; to be

6,22. Jos 6,2 belongs to signification 3.
— 2. Figurat. and intrans. to be high,
eminent, prominent, with 2 umong Hos.
13,1; to arise, viva Has. 1,3; to quake,
to tremble Nau. 1,5. — 3. trans. to take
away, to lift up, lift away, to carry
away, to lead or carry off, to take off,

LapBeivers ה
But this significe:
tion may also be referred to 1. and the
rendering be to esteem highly, the op-

1000788. 5, 14, and in the case of 8

hence to have respect to Jon 42,8; La-

gracious, kind Gen. 19, 21;1 Sax. 25,
33; to have regard to 2 Kinas 3, 14;

coupled with 1%, oppos. to "25 ביה
comp. NBN 203, " Syr.dels au, Bra

with accus. of the object 1 Sam. 17, 34, posite being 'ִפ "25 >= (Jos 29, 24),

garment with byn of the person Sona
ment. 4, 16 coupled with am; to give
or Sox. 5, 7; hence the phrases wp) ’2 heed to Prov. 6, 35; to show reverence,
"9 to take away the life of one 2 Sam. with > of the person ‘Deut. 28, 50; same
14, 14, שאר 2 with dy of the person as רדח to render prominent, to favosr,

Gen. 40, 19 to take of one’s head, i. e. to Lev. 19, 15; to take the side of one with
behead ‘him; with an assonance to '3 partiality Prov. 18, 5; Jos 13, 10; 32,
‘2 שאְר to take up one's person (from humi- 21; with 2 in Mar. 2, 9. b) אר ’y to
liation, the depth of a prison), i. e. to take the sum of, Ex. 30, 12; spon 4 to
redeem, to free him 40, 13 20; 2 Kınas take the number of, i. e. to count Num.
25, 27; to take away, to carry away, by
3,40; 1 Cur. 27, 23. — 5. to bear (aris ורm "2 Kinas 2, 16, comp. 1 Kınas 18, ing out of the idea of lifting), a burden
19,
0 transport speedily into an- Ex. 12, 34, on the back Gen. 45, 23;

other place; in a bad sense, to cause to garments 1 Sam. 2, 28; a shield 2 Cun.
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14,7; figur. fruits Ez. 17, 8; Jo.
22; to be elevated, exalted, with > of the
to conduct Is. 30, 6; to bring, to carry, thing over which 1 Cur. 29, 11; reflex.
to take and bring 1 Sam. 4, 4; Ex. 10, to lift up oneself, i. e. to shew oneself
13; 1 Kines 10, 11; 1 Car. 16,29; ou powerful Num. 23, 24; Dan. 11,14; to
Ps. 72, 2; to bear, San Is. 53, 4, TBAT be haughty, proud, to exalt oneself Ez.
Ps. 69, 8, without an accusat. Is. 1,"14, 17, 14, Prov. 30, 32, with bx of the
where Ny is for ותא NB; to midurs, person above one Num. 16, 3; Ez. 29,15.
with aceusat. Mic. 7;9, or pn because
 אָשַנII. (not used) iztr. same as D3,
of Jur. 44,22; 3 ni) to bear with, JoB
7,13 my su ‘shall. bear a part of my Ye to "lighten, then to burn, to blaze, Ar.
complaint, i. e. lighten my complaint; yas. Deriv. תֶאְטִמ 4. (without Dagesh),
so too MN ND? Num. 11, 17; to endure, constr. DNWR; but this noun may also
to. suffer Jos 21, 3; Gun. 13, 6; to care be referred to nib 1.
for Num. 11,14; Daun. 1,9; non’ or
nip) (imp. ne) Aram. trans. same as
' פjı, to bear one’s sin, i. e. to take
Hebr. nb? I. to take or carry away, of:
its Punishment upon oneself Is. 53, 12;
Ez. 4,5; hence to atone for generally m Dan. 2, 35; to take Ezr. 5, 15, elseLev. 5,1; Nun. 5, 31; 'ִּפ mat 'ִבto suffer where 20.
Ithpa. Nim (part. ’nn) to lift oneself
punishment for one יי Ez. 23,35.

up, above 6) Ezr. 4, 19.
Deriv. הָאּושנ, איִשָכ,RR, -תֶאְשִמ
No) I. (only part. xy», for which
Nif. Nb) (fut. bn) ‘fo be elevated,
lifted up, איג i. e. to be filled out, Is.
40, 4; to stand in great repute, in great

nwa Is, 24, 2 and 1 Sam. 22, 2, if not
for mu, pl. DNW2) trans. same as M03 1.
honour 52, 13, comp. 2 Cur. 32, 23; to prop. to press violently, to squeeze, to
be high, of "mountaing Is. 2, 2, of a throne urge closely, to torment, to bite, conseq.

6, 1, generally the same as DA; to be

exalted or great, of God Is. 57, 15;
reflexive to lift up oneself, to do a thing
Ps. 7,7; 94, 2; of D1EY53, to look proudly
around Prov. 30, 13; to be borne, carried Ex. 25, 28; to be carried away
2 Kınas 20, 17. Deriv. .תאשנ

Pih. sin (2 Sam. 5, 12) and nis
61 Kınas 9,11; fut. (אשנל to set on high,
to make nel

2 Sam. 5, 19, in the

parallel place 753129 naigy (1 Cur. 14,
2); to 5 in reputation and dignity
Esra. 3, 1, coupled with 574, with לע
to set over others 5, 11; 5 un 'נ to
carry the soul to a shine’, i. e. to long
for a thing Jer. 22, 27; to have a high
regard for Esta. 9, 3; to support Ezr.
8, 36; to preserve Ps. 28, 9, with 2 to
help with 1 Kines 9, 11; to ae or offer,
nN? gifts 2 Sam. 19, 43; to carry up
Am. 4, 2.

=

yw to loan on usury,

foenerari, and

with = of the person to loan to one Is.
24,2 (like 3 wa), fully 3 אשמ  אנto
lend out a loan to one Nen. 5, 7, for or
without a pledge; Nw. a creditor 1Sam.
22,2. 1 Kines 8, 31 the mss. have nw2
incorrectly. Deriv. אשמ תאשמ הָאְשִמ
(= nywi).
Hif. ( השיאfut.  (יְשיאwith 2 of the
person to press upon one, to ver one, of
enemies Ps. 89, 23.
The fandamental signification of ’)
now given, by which its distinetion from
mm becomes clear, lies in Nu, הu,
which exists also as an organic root in
DI“ (prop. to sting, to pierce, hence to

press, to compel), נע (prop. to chas-

tise), 792, YR2 (to cut into a thing, to
pierce). The connection of it with 7W73
is only apparent, since in the latter the
organic root is ‘8-2. Another explaHif.  השיאto cause to bear, sin; to nation of the stem may be seen under:
cause to atone for Lev. 22,16; to put on, nw, which is unnecessarily derived
to apply to, with לא of the person 2 Sam. from the signif. of x II
17,13.

. Hithp. אשנתה and eer (fut. Kin?)

NY) I. (Kal not use) tr. to lead),
דן

ד
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astray, to deceive; intr. to be astray, in( גשְנKal unused) ir. to lay hold of,
secure, to waver to and fro. Comp. the to seize, not connected in its organic
Syr. «aa, hence Af. asl to cause to root 30°) with that in 3073 G ml,
err, to mislead, subst, fawal error; Ar. nd, no»), but with that in pin,
\ 3 (VIIL) to roam, to wander about.  הזIL, 50, yo-2 IL Hence

Deriv. Awa, Nw. Mmywa (pl. constr.
nina) Lamenr. 04 may perhaps stand

11. ( השיגfut. 30) to overtake, one

fleeing Gen. 31, 25; to reach, of the
sword Jer. 42,16, of the swelling waves
for mew = mn ib.
Ni. Nw? (8 pl. (ףאושב to be deceived, Jos 27,20; to fall upon, of a blessing or
to be in error, to belie oneself Is. 19, 13. curse Devt. 28, 2 15 45, of punishment
Aif. ( השיאfut. xv) to seduce, : Ps. 40, 13; with accusat, of the object,
and accus. ‘of the instrument Jos 41,18;
lead astray, Gen. 3, 13; Jur. 49,16;
of God’s anger Ps. 69, 25, of threaten
mislead, to deceive, ‘to impose upon, a
5 2 Kınas 18, 29, Jur. 29, 8, or accus. ings Zucu. 1,6, or of salvation Is. 59, 9;
of the person "2 Kinas 19, 10; "Jer.37,9. to attain to, i. e. to come as far as, a
time of life Gen. 47, 9; to come fully
XW IIL (inf. abs. NW) tr. 1. to let
in contact with, to meet Luv. 26, 5, to
go, to leave behind, what one has had, obtain Is. 51, 11, to have in possession
hence to forget, like mu) II. and Arab. Prov. 2,19; metaphor. to get, to 6%
are » prop. to let go out of the me- to have enough 1/7. 14,21; 25, 26;
mory, proceeding from the fundamen- possess Ez. 46, 7, usually ‘with m; "
tal signification to separate, to divide, put to, with לא 1 Sam. 14, 6. גישה
to remove, like the Arab. > 5, er JoB 24, 2 stands for on.
— 2. to cast forth, to remove JER. 23,
 הֶשְנI. (part. commonly myo, plur.
39, coupled with wu, where only אב ונשיםgnignahcretni" htiw לא:  נשא%481
is right (LXX, Vulg., 'Syz.).
22, 2; Is. ,42 )2 .snartni emas sa own .I

NZ) IV. (Kal unused) tr. same as (which see) prop. to bite, hence to loan
102 III. to extend, to stretch out, to on usury, foenerari, as D2, 137 Neu. 5,
,10 man תאשמ Deur. 24, 10, with 3.
widen. Hence
Hif. ( השיאfut.
=שר
ישיא
6 of the” person to whom Dur. 24,10 11;
K'ri) to spread out, to stretch out, תות . פא.1 ;.¢ for interest Jur. 15, 10, or
nya, with לע of the person Ps. 55, 16 also for a pledge Deut. 1. c.; sometimes
Ki, if we should not rather read with without the accusat. of object 24, 14;
the K'tib nig, after the analogy of without 2 of the person JER. 15, 10.
The interest, which was commonlyבאה 
 שואָה35, 8.

i.e. one per cent monthly (see 1x7),

Nw) see mo

( תאשנprop. part. Nif. 7) f. a gift
2 Sam.“19, 43, prop. what

is offered.
303 intr. prop. to breathe, hence to
blow, with 2 to blow upon Is. 40, 7;
naw Ex. 15, 10 cod. Sam. for MDW;
Syr. "od, Targ. 382 the same; ay,
ws IV. to blow violently. The or-

stands in the accus. Neu. 5, 11, if we

should not there read( תאשמ which see)
for MN. השכ prop. a ‘usurer, hence
figur. an oppressor, a hard-hearted one,
Ex. 22, 24; 2 Kınas4, 1; Is.50,1; Ps.
,109 .11 Deriv. אשמ )= השמ יש and

Asa).

"Air. mer (fut. (השי same

2

as Kal

ganic root 2°} is ident. with that in
eS AND, pw".

Devt. 15, 2; 24, 10.

Hif. ( השיבfut. sw, ap. 28>) to blow
away, to drive away Gun. 15, 11; to cause

wy instead of "S2m) tr. same as nw? II.
(see the etymology andcomparison there).
to leave behind, to forget, הבוס Lament.

to blow Ps.

8

nwa Il. (1 pers. "y3; 2 pers. fut.

נשת
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3,17, hence metaph. to thrust away, to
remove, JER. 23, 39, coupled - with wu
and with nw IDL; Ar. os to leave
out of consideration.
Nif. may (fut. 193") to be forgotten,

with aceus. instead of > of the person,
Is. 44, 21 thou shalt not be forgotten of me.
Pih. rma to cause to forget, with accusat. of the person and of the thing

Gen. 41,51.

Derivat. the proper name

mu.

“Ff. mut (fut. N) to cause to forget,
to bring ‘into forgetfulness , yy, ie.

to

remit, to forgive, 108 11, 6 that God will
bring into forgetfulness to thee a part (13)

of thy guilt; also to make bare, void, with
accus. of the person and accus. of the
thing, 39,17 that God made her wisdom
void, i.e. made her forget it, as it were.
wd III. (not used) intr. to extend,
to stretch u to be pr olonged, of a eos

5

נשך

‘TRB; constr. nob, pl. םיִאיְטְנ

constr.

 נשִיאיfrom sb L)m. 1. prop. an exalted,
0
one, hence a prince, applied
to kings 1 Kınas 11,34; Ez.30, 13; 38,
2; 45, 7; but especially to the heads or
princes of tribes Num. 4, 34; 7, 10; 34,
18, whether of Israelites 1,44, or other
nations Gen. 17,20; 34, 2; Jos.
13, 21;
to the heads of families Num. 3, 24;
1 Kies 8,1; generals 1 Cur. 7,40, who
are under a UN; with םיִהלֶא in the
genit. one appointed by God Gen. 23, 6.
As the tribe of Levi was reckoned the
principal one, its prince was called x2
 נְשִיאִיםNum. 3, 89. — 2. (lengthened
out of nip?) one bearing, a bearer, of a

xiva Ez. 12, 10. — 3. (only pl.) ascending vapour Jer. 10, 18; 51,16, coupled
with 99; a cloud Ps.135,7; Prov. 25,
14; Ar. "LE the same.
nw)

see mo.

nd) (from mus L) 7. forgetfulness
Ps. 88, 23.
ow) see TUN.
aps fiom pwr) fem. a kiss, Sone
5 long, eps length. Deriv. md. or Sox. 1, 2; Prov. 27, 6.
ww? ayain Ez. 21,15, according
nw IV. (Kal not in use) intr. same
to Arnheim adj. m. from ‘wip)=03 shinas אש III, 18% II to be waste.
ing, sparkling, and iS in the same place
Hif. mer (fut. m2) to lay waste, = in; according to Havernick, high-spihence םישנו = ‘ םּטפand we have laid rited, superecilious (from שנ= 89); but both
meanings are unsuitable. See טו II.
them waste Nun. 21, 30.

don; Ar. ts the same, and so too Las
to lengthen, life; to extend, a business;
to hold out=to delay, comp. 9 5, whence

02 (from mw IIL; cod. Sam. nu},
in Imss. N"W3) m. a ו comp. tendo,
nervus, spec. the long sinew, nervus
ischiaticus, which reaches from the spinal marrow to the bend of the knee
and runs into the sole of the foot. 73
‘27 Gen. 32,26 32 is the nerve leading

to this large hip-sinew, by a stroke on

73 I. (fut, ‘jth. and jw) trans. to
pierce,

to cut into, a thing,

to cut off,

hence to bite, of the serpent Gen. 49,
17; Prov. 23, 32; 1000188. 10, 11; metaphor. to inflict injury, to oppress "Mic.
3, 5, to lend on usury, to oppress with
usury Deut. 23, 20. Deriv. 7%).

Pih. ( נשףfut. ey)

an

intensive

which the motion of the lower limbs is of Kal, to bite, of the serpent Num. 21,
impeded; Ar. Lui!(spe (foot-vein) 6; Jer. 8,17.
” Hf. yen (part. ri, fut. (ךישי
which is used for ו
to lend on usury, with dative of the
NWI fem. prop. what is borne, a person, or to give tribute Devt. 23,
burden, fig. an idol Is. 46, 1.
20 21.

053 (from ms IL) masc. debt, prop.

what is borrowed 2Kınas 4,7.
ND) (after the form 3732, ‘J°D2,

The organic root 7W-2 (Aram. n2"2,

23) lies also in um,

ה„ab, חב

su), an), jo”, Ar. = "rom which

נשך

the fundamental signification is clear;

comp. Ar.
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MO) (constr. ngwy, with suff. nah)

43 to knock, to strike.

f.breath, wind, making cold water freeze
Jos 37, 10, comp. wüyos; the panting or
02 I. tent used) intrans. same as breathing of anger 4,9 = HS 14; the
10) to settle, to rest, to dwell, whence spiritual inspiration of God in man, giving
mau:

( "שנfrom U} I.) m. interest, usury,
Prov. 28, 8; ‘23 1D: to give on interest

spiritual power 32, 8 as well as physical
life 33, 4, fully יִּצַש naw = ₪ :חור
the animating power or animal spiritis

Lev. 25, 37; by יבDnw to impose usury also 7382 27, 3, Is. 2, 22, or Dun maw?
upon one Ex. ,22 ;24  ל782 Ten the Gen. 2, a or py m2 7, 22; so it is
same Deur. 23, 30; 773 Ta) mp to take also applied to the life-spirit of beasts.
Metaphor. a) the soul, the source and

usury from one "Be,18, 17; ‘Aram. nno%
seat of intelligence Prov. 20,27. b) what
usury, from n>}, 231 to aks, comp. "Ar. is animated by 22, a being Devt. 20,16;
vey? to gnaw, and to take usury.
Jose. 10,40; 1 Kınas 15, 29; Ps. 150,
m2U) (from 5 IL, with suff. nad), 6; comp. Sn.

pl. mod) see maw.
buy (fut. bus in an intrans. signif.,

 ףשְנintrans. same as 3), DW) to
breathe, to blow, of the blowing of the
cooling breeze in the evening, with 2°

imp. 38) 1. tr. to draw off, to pull off, through a thing Ex.15,10; also a (to
a shoe Ex. 3, 5; Joss. 5,15, 539 by; breathe) upon, with a hot east wind Is.
to send away,

to drive away, to cast ל .40,24
The organic rootכ - ףוטis also
pia Devr. 7, 22, coupled with "337. — in mNW. Deriv. Hwa, mn and rw?
2. intr. to fall off, of berries 28, 40; to
mwa (in. pause ‘2, with suff. je) m.
slip out, the iron from the handle 19, 5.
Pih, 3353 (fut. DW) to drive out, 2 Kınas prop. the blowing, "of the cooling air,
which takes place in the east toward
‚6.
The organic root Sw-2 (comp. As, evening or in the twilight (comp. 1174
Kö, Aus) lies also: in >22 (which Dir), hence metaphor. twilight Jos 24,

see), לוט 80. The intr. meaning “to fall 15; Prov.7,9; 1Sam. 30,17; ףשנ יִבְכיּכ
out, to fall off” lies in the Arab. hind;
Aram. Tw, pal to fall off, of leaves or

fruits, - deciduum.

( םשָנfut. DW) intr. same as ny
(which ‘see) to gasp for breath, to draw
in air; to breathe, to blow,. to pant,
of one burning with anger, and eager
for fight Is. 42,14, coupled with Nw;
also in Ez. 36, 3 DON HRW) iw (they
pant and gape after you) nw has this
meaning, like Dw-2, but the reverse
does not hold geod Derivat. mau,

Jos 3,9 the stars rising at twilight poet.
night 7,4; 24,15; Is. 21,4; never darkness or dawns of morning.

pws (part. pwir; inf. pz, before
Makkeph pw2; imp. pw, with ah optative
mpw; fut. pn, but twice pw, hence

=p) tr. prop. to hang upon, to be attached to, to cleave to, to put to, to bring

near; ident. in its organic root po
with that in pon, PET קז
Targ.
pön,

Arab.

Gus

he

(to love),

>

(to hang upon),

(to bind) &e.

m3Win (which see). Comp. Arab. %-

From this the Arab. stem (§3 means

to.blow and to breathe, Syr. soe,
Dw) Aram. same as Hebr. Dw. De-

specific. to be inserted or fitted in one
another, proceeding from the same fundamental idea. Hence metaphor. 1. to

rivative
NOW Aram. f. breath of life, spirit

of life Dan. 5, 23.

fasten the mouth

to a thing, to kiss,

an Gen. 27,27; 29,11; 48,10; 50,
1, seldomer with accus. of the person

נשק
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1 835 20, 41, Sona or Sox. 8, 1, wheWw (not used) tr. to tear away, to
ther it takes place from esteem, friendtear off, to tear in pieces, of birds of prey,
ship or love &. If 2 is used with it,
to divide or cut in pieces, like the Arab.
pw: is construed with by, Gen. 41, 40
‚and probably connected with wd,
upon thy mouth shall they kiss, ie.
i
nd
Aram. "02, 5 comp. "03 to 5902
homage and obedience, after an old
. For the organic root
custom (1 Sam. 10, 1; Ps. 2,12); pain 7} and the Ar.

mp> J0B31,27 the hand kisses the mouth, u, Tw-2, 70°3 comp. also 4p (to (ריס
i.e. to shew respect to one by kissing

to ישי to
ו

& to scratch, re-

the hands (comp. 1 Kınas 19,18; Plin. dupl.
5 to bite, to pierce, of the
28, 2,5). Deriv. mp, — 2. ‘to put serpent, לרצ and .רצ Deriv. u).
on armour or a shield, i. e. to equip one-

self. When the accus. an &e. is omitted

for brevity, or transposed, a zeugma
arises 2 Car. 17,17, Ps. 78,9, without
our having to takepo otherwise. Deriv.
 בטוקand pi}. — 3. to unite, to join Ps.
85, 11, comp. Ar. to string, to join to.

Pih. ( בשקfut. pus) a stronger form
of Kal to kiss, with 2 of the person

( רשנnat used) tr. to saw in pieces,
to cut or tear

pu), Ar.

in pieces,

Aram.

343, with which ₪

03,

and pi

are to be a,
on the etymology
see "3 and “ion. Deriv. ion.
nw) (in pause ‘2; pl. Drau, 6 2)
m. prop. a tearing in pieces, hence a
bird of prey, an eagle, that flies high
and swift Prov. 23,5, Jos 39, 27, ₪.
4,13 and 48, 40, darts down rapidly on

Gen. 31, 28; 45, 15; or the accus. Ps.
2, 12.
21. prin (part. fem. pl. nips) to its prey Has. 1, 8, Jos 9, 26, receives
touch, witch is the act of kissing, to new feathers every year Is. 40, 31, is
fit to one another Ez. 3, 13. In 1, 21 a figure of a renovation of youth Ps.
some suppose too that nipwe should be 103, 5, makes its nest on the highest
read for ni7w>.
crags of the rocks Os. 4; Jos 39, 27;

the carrion-kite (vultur percnopterus),
( קשנKal not used) intr. to glow, which has a bald forehead Mic. 1, 16,

to burn, Targ. קסכ;ident. in its organic
root קשטדנ with that in prea, pr il,
ne 6.
"Nif.  ביto kindle Ps. 78, 21.
Hif. pre (fut. pryr) to burn, to .to cause to burn, to heat Is. 44, 15;

comp. we5 eagle and kite, Coptic nowep
kite. 2 symbolised an affectionate care
for young Devt. 32, 11, a long life Ez.
1,10, as well as a king going forth to
fight like my (Is. 46, 11) Ez.17,3; hence

Aram. POX.

eagle means great king inEz. 17, 37.
2) a verb Aram. same as רט

Nebuchadnezzar is compared to such a
set on fire Ez. 39,9, coupled with 97 bird Jur. 48,40; 49,22; and the great

pw 1 Kınas 10, 25; Is. 22,8; Jo»

20,24, Nen.3,19) m. equipment 1 Kisas
nw) (pl. Ya) Aram. m. same as
10, 25, concrete one equipped JoB 20, Hebr. רט Dan. 4, 30; 7, 4.
24, a figure of threatening danger;
nw (3p. fem. 82 ,in pause nnd,
armour 18. 22,8 (see 2), comp. arma,
&gueva from 606 metaphor. an armoury, for which maw, with “euphonic Dagesh)
an arsenal, Neu. 3, 19 over against the intr. to be parched, dried up, of the tongue
ascent to the armoury.
(with thirst) Is. 41,17;to dry up, of water;
to fail, of 723 JER. 51, 30; prop.
fig.
arms,
m. the same,

( שנin pause ~3)

of all ‘kinds 2 Kınas 10, 2, coner. for

to burn, ident. in its organic root ny =

,דז TP, 79. Ethiop. תטנ nasata,
fg wo an enemy Jo» 39, 21, or = many with
to destroy, like the Hebrew
waste,
to
‘in 4 Din the day of arms or of slaughter

Ps. 140, 8.

sam. Syr. fra a drying up.
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Nif. ( בשות3 p. pl. 152) to be dried up, 17, and in the same metaphor. use 1,15;
ofom Is. 19, 5, for which the transposed ma nian? Jos 38, 20 the paths to his
form vn? stands in Jur. 18,14 with the dwelling.
same

meaning.

( ןוחשנaltered and transposed from

poi (only pl. Hm) m. prop. ₪ presented, dedicated one, to the temple-service
(comp. Num. 8,19); a servant of the temple,
mentioned along with the Levites Ezr. 2,

nd, from wm, old Pers. nuwisch,
nwisch to write, new Pers.
AS 43; Neu. 3,26 31; 7,46; 10,29; 1 Car.
nubishten) m. an epistle, letter, which 9, 2. Once pins stands for it "Ear. 8,
is dispatched Ezr.4,7; 7,11; j- seems 17 in K’tib. Josephus calls them ieooto be a noun-ending.
dovAoı. They lived in Jerusalem Neu.
mW) (def. N217”) Aram. m. the same 11, 21, or in the Levitical cities Ezr.

2,70. Already did David as well as
his successors dedicate them to the

Eze. 4,18 23; 5, 5.
An (not used) tr. to tread down, to

sanctuary Ezr. 8, 20; and as Solomon’s

stamp down, to dam, conseq. like 7.77 servants are mentioned along with them
to TI Aram. 717 to אָּתְכּוד ,from the 2, 58, Neu. 7, 60, they may have con
organic root 03, with which compare
the Sanskrit stabh, stubh, Greek o7eB,
Latin stip, expressing the same idea in
their fandamental meaning. The organic

sisted of captives of war, slaves, Canaanites, and formed a peculiar class,
like the Gibeonites (Jos. 9, 21 seq.).

root is an-3, prop. terere, zgißew, and

the same Ezr. 7, 24.

then to trample, with which the Arab.

wk, ws are to be compared.
am,

Deriv.

am.

172 (pl. pp, def. 823”) Aram. mn.

J

(fut. 727) prop. same as 8,

but only intr. to be poured out, of water
Jos 3, 24, metaphor. of wrath, with 3

( ןְּתָנei. םיִנּותְכ( m. same as j'n) 2 Cur. 12, 7 or לע of the person Jer.
42, 18; of a curse, with לע 9, 11, of
Ezr. 8, 17 K'tib.
divine punishment 9, 27.

mab (Kal not used) tr. to cut in pieces,

Nif. 302 (part. f. nam) to be melted

to divide or tear asunder, ident. with

together Ez. 22, 21; to ‘be dissolved 24,
11; to pour out, of rain Ex. 9, 33 and
of anger 2 Cur. 34, 21.
11]. pry (inf. 6 TnI; fut. pn)

pm, 22 in fundamental signification.
Deriv. Tn,

Pih. nny (fut. mm2>) to cut in pieces,
animals sacrificed "Lv. 8, 20, 1 Kinas

to melt, metal Ez. 22, 20, to purify (fig. ;

18, 33; or a dead body Jupaus 19,29;

to pour out, to empty, a money-box
2 Kinas 22, 9; to pour forth, seed, i. 6.

Mm) (pl. (םיִחְתְב m. a piece, of a sa-

to beget Jos 10, 10. Deriv. in.
Hof. 87 (fut. JED) to be melted Ez.

20, 6.

crificial animal Lav. 1, 8; 8, 20; 9,13; 22, 22.
a piece of flesh for boiling Ez. 24, 4 6,
as it is better in 24, 5 to readל
ab (not used) intr. to be weighty,
raatae!
. for yn.
heavy, a collateral form of 533. Deriv.
am

6 an,

with suff. man

for

ma” Prov. 12, 28, from 203) fe a rod

the proper names Jin, Yiban.
14 (1 and 2 pers. nm), mm, 1 pers.

den way, a path Jos 18, 10; a foot- pl.72N2, 2 p. pl. DANI; inf ait. in, 6
path, a way 28, 7; direction of the way
192, “in? only in
i "Non. 20, 21; ‘Guy.
41,24; fig. like רד Ps.119,35; Prov.
38,
9;
fut.
m,
"7m,
1 pers. pl. "before
12, 28.

nam (with suf. יִתָביִתְנאpl. nam)

Makkeph with a for 8 m) Junezs 16,
5, so that the first radical Nün i
is some-

7 same as an) Jos 30, 13, Prov. 3, Amos assimilated,

and sometimes

the
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a;
but there occurs once mn Jer. 34, 2, to destruction Mic. 6, 16;
2 Sam. 22, 41 for mmnz Ps. 18, 41; for am לע4 to give up to one’s care (see
103, Np is usual, with swf. "An, inn, and
for it is also found jan 1 Kies 6, 19
and 17, 14 in K’tib, probably arising
from a reduplieation of 7m; imp. ,ןח before Makkeph ~4n, with ah optative man

 דby 5 to deliver up, the dominion
Dan. 11, 31; יִרּפ  'ַבto bear or bring fruit
Ps. 1, 3; Ez. 34, 27; NY 3 to shew the
back of ihe neck, to an enemy, i. e. to

forth, to reach to (see 772 IL., 193) same

Gen. 30, 40; 7 2 to give favour Ps. 84,

flee, oppos. to םיִנָפ 2 (see םיִנָּפ and (ףרל;
Ps, 8, 2) tr. prop. to stretch out, to reach  אֶלDe
to turn the face ofone towards
as m IL. (which see), ‘and ident, in its 12, also with 4 of the person Prov. 3,
organic root jn” with that in 7n"), 4p. 34; ‘p "28> 71 '2 to procure favour with
Hence

1. to give, to hand over, with

one Ex. 5 21: PIE ‘2 to adduce Justifica-

aceus. of the thing and > (Gun. 24, 35; tion JoB 36,3; ףת יב
2 to strike the timbrel
29, 28) or dx of the person Gun. 18, 7; Ps. 81,3; די  מto stretch forth the hand
21,14; rarely with accus. of the person Gen. 38, 28; Im impersonally there is,
Jos. 15, 19; to deal out, honour, praise
Ps. 68, 35, ‘Jar. 13, 16, love Sone or
Sou. 7,13; to perform, a vow Ps. 21,3;
Jos 6, 8; to effect, to cause Prov. 10,10;

i. e. there arises Prov. 13, 10; Jos 37,
10. Here belongs also the formula of
wishing mp! a, which may be determined more exactly according to the
to give forth, Dip or Dina, i. e. to raise different meanings of m: a) who will

the voice (see לוק to bring forth, words
Gen. 49, 21, i. 6. to speak; odour Sone

give? i. e. oh that, utinam, followed by

a finite verb Deur. 5, 26; Jos 19, 23
or Sot. 1, 12, i. e. to smell; a miracle, connected by 1. b) would that it might
i.e. to do a miracle Ex. 7, 9, comp. be or come, with “> might I but have,
Marru. 24, 24; to give away, i.e. to sell followed by a noun in the 80008. Dzur.
Prov. 31, 24, opposite Mp; to com- 28, 67, Jupaxs 9, 29, to which Jos
municate, instruction, i. e. to teach 9, 9 29,2 also belongs. — 2. to set, to place,
(oppos. Mp? to learn); to permit, to ah to lay, to erect, proceeding from the
low, followed by the infin. with > Gen. idea of giving: with 3 in, to fix or estab-

20, 6; 31,7, or without > Jos9,18, or lish in Gun. 1, 17; to cause to appear
with 5 of ‘the person 2 Cur. 20, 10; Ps. in a thing 9, 13; to place, with DS at

2 Sam. 11, 16 or merely the accus. of
55,13; comp. dept, dare, lee Ar.
the thing Ex. 26, 35; Dan. 11, 31; with
—, in this sense. With by (>) of De for לע to set upon 1 Sam. 6, 8; to
the person to join to, to give a com- erect, a fortification, with by Ez. 26, 8,

panion Grn. 3, 12; with 2 of the price, coupled with np; fig. without לע Gun.
to give for a thing "Jo. 4, 3; Ez. 18,13; 9,12; ’p 9% 1 to lay before one, Son
metaphor. absol. to give abundantly, to
Ez. 3,20; un the same Ps. 119, 110;
bestow copiously Prov. 21, 26; Ps. 37,

22.
am.

Syr. “04 the same, elsewhere
Phrases agreeable to this leading

sense are: ’p ‘313 ‘2 to deliver into one’s
power Ex. 23, 3i, "Dev. 1, 27, seldom
to give into the hand, to לק

out into

2’ to % up in a thing, Dok Gen. 41,

48; to put into, to pour or scatter in

Ex. 30,18 36, and with לע to put upon,
to pour upon Lev. 2,15, to sprinkle upon
Ex. 12, 7; 2/2 to stick into,

to fit into

Ez. 29, 4; Dur. 15, 17; Di '2 to put

the hand Gen. 40, 13, to gather into the into Ex. 28, 30; Num. 4, 10; Devt. 23,

hand, in order to have it entirely Ps.

10, 14; 'ִפ 995’) to give up to one, i. 6

25; לע ’2 to Io; set, place upon a thing
Lay. 1 7; Ex. 29,6; 2 Car. 10, 9; and

without hindrance, with accus. of the fig. Is. 49, 1. Metaphor. to plant Ez
thing Junges 11, 9; 1 Kınas 8, 46; 2 17, 22; to settle, of men 37, 26; to yield
with> of the thing ‘to give up, 0% Prov. 12, 12; with לע to set over, i. 6.
to the sword Mic. 6, 14, to slaughter to appoint as supreme > Gen. 41, 41; ₪
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lay 6 to impute guilt or punishment
Team) (Melech is giver) מ 2 m.
Jon. 1, 14; Ez. 7, 3; with 395 to lay 2 Kınas 23, 11. 79% like Dig and mı
before 1 Kixas 9, 6; Ez. 23, 24; 2324 is used as a designation of deity, both
to apply the mind to a thing רה 7, of the Jewish God and a heathen
21; בכלא ’2 to put a thing into the heart, one (see page 819°). Hence accord-

to ‘inepire Nun. 2,12; Eccuus. 7, 2;
comp & 0 Yeivaı. — 3. Quite like
nip, ni to make Luv. 19, 28; to do
Ex. 7,9, ‘with aceus. to make into a thing

ing to the principle of name-giying,
both 759 alone and its compounds appear as proper names; such as Er} 123,

Jer. 38, 7, 727 nay Zecu. Te 2. “1359

Gen. 17, 5, or 5 to 17, 20; 227 2 to PIE,

make a thing -like ails Is."41, 2;
1 Kinas 10, 27; to treat as, to hold for

Gen. 42, 30, with "Db for one; to count
one as a 1 Sam. 1, 16, comp. tidecd-ou

,עּושדיִּכְלַמ pode, |BTR, /

 ימלTTR, mb, לֶאיִּכְלַמ &c.

DM tr. prop. same as ,ץֶתָנ tn) 1
to strike in pieces,

to reduce to ruin,

to

for vouitew. Deriv. mn, ma, nm, tread down, hence to destroy, Palsy!
72, pa, and the proper names ןח Jos 30, 13; 22 is 6 reading of
man, un, Tan”, Im; mund, וחוה 6 mss.

 פה מתנר,nnm .ma

In (Kal not used) tr. same as 909

‘Nip.
f.jm2 (part. 72, inf. abs. AT, > to tear out, to tear away, teeth, i. e. to

IT, fut. N22) to ‘be given, given over,

break them out, to tear them out; eomp.

with > of the’ person Is. 9,5, to be de- yn2 Ps.58,7; also the same as sn}, pn}
livered ‘p aia JER. 32, 24, to be given (which see).
‘out, published Estu. 3, 14, to be set EcNif. ( בע3 p. pl. 9m) to be torn out,
cLEs. 10, 6; to take place, to become Is. broken out, of teeth Jos 4, 10, which
51,12; Lev. 24, 20.
need not be referred to 9nd.

Hof. 3H (fut. 2) pass. to be given
Nun. 26, 54; 2 Kınas5, 17; to be put,

( ץֶחָנfut. קוקר trans. to destroy, to

poured Lev. 11, 38; fig. to be placed be- reduce to ruins, to tear down, & house
tween heaven aan earth, i. e. to be sus- Lev. 14, 45, a wall Jer. 39, 8, a city
JUDGES ’9, 45, a monumental or other
‘pended 2 Sam. 18, 9.
Im (constr. 102, prop. a bestower, pillar 2 Kınas 10, 27, an altar Deua.7,

gwer, viz. El is) n. p. of a prophet

5, ma 2 Kixes 23, 15; metaphor. to

28am. 7,2, and of a son of David, who

knock "out, the teeth Ps. 58, 7, to crush,

‘common 7. p.m. 2 Sam. 23,36; 1 Kinas
A,5; Ear.8, 16; 10, 39; 1 Cur. 2, 36.
Comp. Luxe 3, 31; Ben-Sica 47,1.
m (only fut. 1627, before Makkeph

Don”, wn ">, wn, wu,

formed one line of the Davidic dynasty. 6 destroy,Dam: Joey 10 The u
On na) Zeom. 12,12. Elsewhere a ganic root is yn? found alsoin יב L,
vun,

Nif. Ye pass., of my ‘Jar. 1 26,
 רמותEz. "16, 39; to be thrown down, of

rocks Nax. 1, 6.
Pih. YD? (fut. ye) a stronger ex“INT; inf. nn) Aram. same as Hebr. }n2
Dan. 2,16; Eze. 4,13; 7,20. Elsewhere pression of the idea in Kal Devt. 12, 3;
2 Car. 31,1.
am is used for it. Deriv. Nom.
; © YH? (only perf.) pass. Jupaus
( לאְנתְנEl is Giver) n. p. m. Num. 1,‚ 28.
81 ‘Cun.2,14; Greek Nosayanı; comp.
Hof. yar (only fut.) pass. Lev. 11, 33.
Inaא 
ph L (3 pers. plur. perf. with suff.
am (Jah is Giver) n. p.m. 1 Chr.
wTIRNI,
with euphonic Dagesh in p; fut.
25, 2; Jur. 40, 14; comp. 427i.
PA, “PEN, with suf. RER in pause,
amma (the sane) n. p. m. 1 Cur. compounded of may andל
MREN, with25, 12; JER. 40,8 6
out pause FPA; part. pass. Pin) tr, to

pn.

vn
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pull away, to push off, to tear off, hence
to draw away, a troop from (772) a place
Jupaes 20, 32; to pull of, a ring Jur.
22, 24; to bruise, the testicles, pin2 one

castrated Luv. 22, 24; Ar. (3% (to tear
off, to draw off, the hide), AK (to tear

Pih. “pz (inf. constr. (רָתַב to spring,
to leap, of the locust Lev. 11, 21.

Hif. ( הַפִּירfut. 6

m) to make:

tremble Ha». 3,6.

 רֶחְנI. (Kal not used) tr. to break

out, the hair),4.3 (to break out, a tooth). off, to loosen, to separate, to divide, what.
is bound, chained together; connected
The organic root pn-} lies also in pn"x, in the first instance with 13, and in
pn“? (which see), pn“3, ID.
its organic root רַתְַכ with ה
A, NG;
Nif. pri (fut. pret). pass. to be torn opposite “ON. Deriv. m.
off, of asne Jupezs 16, 9, van Eccuss.
Hif. wnt (fut. (ריִתַי to loose, a yoke
4, 12, na "Jar. 10, 20, San Is. 33,20; Is. 48, 6, to untie, fetters, hence to set
to be broken of, figur. JOB 17, 11; to be free Ps. 105, 20; 146, 7; poet. די ריפה
torn out i. e. to be violently taken |away, to loose the hand, i. e. to stretch it out
with a of the place 18, 14; neutr. to freely, = m>W, in order to be able 0
melt , dross ()םיִעָר Jer. 6, 29; to move do a thing without hindrance Jos 6,9;
Arab. pr IV.
|
forward JosnH. 4, 18; 8,16.

Pih. paz (fut. pat) to tear asunder,
m
(Peal not used) intr. Aram. to_
niyo Jer. 2, 20; Nam. 1, 13; to tear get loose, to fall off, of leaves; to fall.
up, und Ez. 17, 9; to tear open, an

23, 34, to tear off Jupgzs 16, 12;
loose, Main Is. 58, 6.

out, of teeth; identical with the Hebr.

sn? IL, Syr. 324,

Af.“nN to strip off, to cause to loosen
or fall of, foliage Dan. 4, 11.
away, to drive away, with ya of the
my masc. a sort of alkaline salt,
place 1088. 8,6; with>to Jur. 12,3.
a
powerful
instrument of purification,
Hof. pri} to be driven away, ‘72 out
coupled with תירב JER. 2, 22, which
of, away from Junazs 20, 31.
begins to froth by the infusion of an
ph I. (not used) tr. to cover, to acid, has a bad smell, and loses its
cover over, to overlay (Fürst, Concord. strength Prov. 25, 20. It is supposed
8. v.), identical in its organic root poe} to mean the mineral vizgov, Aizgov or
with that in 7- nd IL (which see), Aram. kali, which is got in Egypt (Plin. H.

Hif. Pen (inf. constr. pın7) to push

N. 31, 10, 46) and has the properties
( ְּחָאwhich see). Derivative
mentioned (Aasselquist, Itiner. p. 548).
"pra (in pause pr}, from pn IL.) m. It is also used for washing. The word.
a scurf, a scab, in the head or beard
Lev. ch. 13 and 14; for’2 וטיא one affected

is Semitic from m3 11. meaning prop.
solution, refuse, separation, inasmuch
with the mange Tiny: 13,33.
as it is gathered out of rocks and
u} I. (fut. 1m?) intr. to quake, to mounds of earth (at the natron lakes of

tremble, to palpitate, of the heart, Jos
87, 1 and it (the heart) trembles from its
place; Targ. you. . Pih. and Hif. are to
be explained according to this meaning. Cognate in sense ar, An. On
the organic root and its comparison see
Fürst, Concordance s. v. Arab. 2 o
suck. But whether the organic ne

be also in zg&o, zofum, tremo, is questionable.

the Nile-valley).

The word came to

the Greeks from the Semites.

vun) I. (inf. constr. win), fut. Bm?)
tr. prop. same as 72, then, to tear out,
to grub out, to root out, plantations (oppos.

בע, see Hof.); metaphor.

applied to

|populations Jer. 24,6, with לע to tear
away from, to expel Deut. 29, 27, coupled
with yn2 Jer. 1, 10; 18, 7; to destroy,
cities Ps. 9, 7, idols Mic. 5 13; Arab.
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Hof. oe (fut. wn?) pass. the same

on the fundamental

Ez. 19, 12.

signification and organic root, see under
m.

vun) II. (Kal not used) same as nu}

 יאשwn? (fut. wir) pass. to be de-

which see (Nif).

stroyed, overthrown, of a kingdom Dan.

Nif. om) (fut. wn.) to be dried up
,11 ,4 of a province Jer. 31, 40; to be
rooted out, banished, of a people Am.9,15. Jer. 18, 14, comp. Is. 19, 5.

D
D, called md, Samek, signifies as a originate till a later time and was disletter of the alphabet the support of a tinguished from 9 in orthography, but’
building or man, if it be thought that may not have been perhaps in sound.
the origin of Semitic writing is found The softening of W called forth ®, as
in images of which the letters are ap- “NY (in MINWe) and "Rip (to sii),
pellations. It is believed, accordingly, ( ערin sang) and “Yb, so that many
that the figure of this letter in the Sa-

maritan (+), Aramaean (7, 9, ""), Palmyrene ((j), Phenician (#) &c. represents
such external support. But it is probable that the name was selected solely
because of the initial sound. As the
Greek
arose from the Phenician, so
the name Ziyua came from ‘Jd. As a
numeral it denotes 60, being the sixth
letter in the series of tens; as a letter

in the old alphabet it was pronounced Sa.

As to the sound of Samek it is 1. principally a dull, simple sibilant, corresponding to s, and is distinguished from
the clear and soft 1, z, from the strong
and sharp V 88, from the broader, his-

sing J, sh (Germ. sch); though the same
fundamental tone exists in all.

Hence

in stem-building there is an accurate

stems were ‘only written with w, as
map, ory; but at a later period
was
changed into D, as "20 Ezr. 4, 5 for

"a, גיִסַה Jos 24, 2 for air; or both
were interchanged, as סע and ivy>,

mipsd and mıbai, 390 and sin, DI

and. bp, Dey and טפר At an early
time every ‘softening of w was written

as 0, as M20 instead of n>aw Jupazs
12, 6. See iy. The comparison of the
two orthographies is important in the
explanation of stems,

as is seen from

mp, MD; WT, WO; Tw, 190; ob,
DON; 3 רוס ‘&e. — 3. d is so near
the. Sound of n, as X is to that of u, and?

to 4, that they are interchanged in the
building of stems, as 535 and Dan.
Hence the phonetic transposition, when
 תshould come before 5 in position, e. ₪.

npinos. This interchange of the sibilant- and n-sounds appears more frequently in the case of ש (which see).
— 4. So far as Yod was pronounced ₪
(dsh) © is interchanged with it, as
799; רוס with “ay; dbo with br; נס >29 Aram. לבי;nnd and nm); wd and
with a; 023 with 1 70 with WIT; um; 335 and wy) 1.; Yod interchanging

distinction between “IN, TON, “EN,
TER; “IB, "Oa, Wa gis Sometimes,
however, a mutual exchange of sibilants arises: a) of 0 with 1, as 05 with

3D3 Arab.

; bon Arab, py>

&e. &e. with other s- טו too, as a7 and"a3; am and a; mp? and Dew; Re?
and NEY. — 5. Theis is a connection
e) with שו as 99. bated ‘the sibilant and guttural sounds,

b)‘with x, as om ‘with Yn); jP> with
ype; 002 with ya; => with רנצ WO
with “ve &e. &e.

and Tw; aux Aram.Nbad; 029 Aram.
20 and F257; בס and ףא &c.; like
WD; MPD and new, Tau and many  הדand md, bon and 52%, Sn
others. — 2. There is a peculiarity in and. aa = comp. % and sex, sare
the relation of 0 to ₪ which did not and septem, 2000 and serpo &e. &c.
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In relation to the Arabic, |» com-

TINDNS (in mss. also FOND, TROND,

monly stands for D, 2 “ox Arab. ב MRORD, RIND) f. moderately , in meato bind, “oa Arab. Fr wx} sour grape;
though |» ‘usually stands for .ש But
there are occasional exceptions to this

sure, “compounded of map AND (Aq.,
Symm., Theod., Targ., Syr.2 Saad. &e.)

Is. 27,8, as טפט or aueh (Jer. 10,

24; 0 11; 46 ‚28) stand in similar phrases. But there is
4 an attempt in Fürst’s
NND (not used) trans. to split, to di- Concordance s. v. to regard it as a revide, Ar tle (to tear asunder), identical dupl. infin. constr. of nid. See .אס
in its org. root with mum, Aram, NyW
830 (part. Nad, pl. םיִאְבְס ,constr.

rule.

the same; hence the noun ‘denotes a part N35; part. pass. 8129; fat.xao8) ir.

of time, an hour. Metaph. to measure,
prop. to swallow, to ‘suck up, to drink
proceeding from the fundamental sigin large draughts, to quaff, even to innification to EBENE to divide. Comp.
toxication, coupled with 924 Dur. 21,
mia from un,
to divide, 083,
20; Prov. 23, 21; or 472 "23, 20, "2B
"EB, Man &e. Derivative
Is. 56, 12 stand with it; and probably:
0aN 6 collateral form of Nd, which N25 NAD was also used. Figur. to be soakKimchi found iin 2 Kines 7, 18, after the ed, to be moist, prop. to be drunk, to caform 7:0; pl. OND, dual D°NND instead rouse immoderately, Nau. 1, 10 and though
of DINSD; from Rd) fem. a "measure, they be wet like their moisture — they
especially for grain or meal Gen. 18, 6; shall be consumed like dry stubble (by
1 Sam. 25,18. What is measured with the fire). םיִאוְבְס is meant to have an
it stands in the accus. 2 Kines 7,1 16; assonance with םיִכּובְס Derivat. 825.
the announcement of the price is de- The stem ’ in its fundamental signifinoted by 3 7, 18; pynwo m3 1 Kinas cation to suck up is connected with ףס
18, 32 soil for en seahs (of seed). It (270) to suck in, to swallow, 32% (which
is said to have contained the third part see), 92% I. (which see), iö to drink
of an ephah; according to Jerome a
the same, hence ren wine.
modius and half. Targ. "NO, defin. out; Arab.
ANNO, Am, out of which arose the It is also possible that the Arab. =
Greek 00709 (Hesych., Suidas).
(to draw) belongs to the same root.
armour,
nt,
equipme
VND (from 789) m.
nad (only pl. םיִטָבַס K'ri) .ה p. of a
as
d,
prepare
thing
looked upon as a
people Ez, 23, 42, inhabitants of Meroe.
ornament Is. 9,4; where the Targ. in- The K'tib has םיִאָבּוס , originating in
correctly takes it as = jin. Deriv.
 מוּבָאיםthere; and therefore not ex-

( ןָאָסpart. )58 denom. to equip one- pressed by the LXX, which is correct.

self, to equip Is. 9,4.

The words

סינא

See 820.

N2072, Klaus (shoeing) in Aram. are
nad (with suf. 0829, 7839, from
derived from our xD; and also 7D, nad) m. generally drink, hence wine Is.

1,"22; a drinking-bout,a carouse Hos.
18; also moisture Nau. 1, 10.
4,
RO (not used, since the part. jNd
 אבסn. p. of the first-born of Cush
is a denom. from 7nd) tr. same as ךזא IL.
an
vessel,
&
e,
prepar
to
prop. to make,
Gun. "10, 7, ie. of a race belonging
implement; to arrange, a dress, a gor chiefly to the Cushite family, mentioned
ment, which one puts on; comp. yi
along with wad and D772 Is. 43,3 and
same.
the
..„Iy
Ar.
adorn,
to
t,
ornamen
to
45,14, without being identical with the

hole.

Deriy. ind and the Mens: ID.

NOND see NAD.

latter. Since the so-called Meroe had
the name 839, Zuße, 5 3 very early

סבב
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period (Jos. Ant. 2,10, 2), and the me-

tropolis was also styled so, it has been
usual to understand by the word the
northern half of Ethiopia including Meroe and its inhabitants. Hence the LXX
Is. 43,3 render it Zovnvy (the name of
an Egyptian-Ethiop. border-city). Like
the Ethiopians, the inhabitants of Meroe
were large and strong Is. 45,14. They
were styled םיאבספ 23,42 Ki (which
see).

JID (perf. 229, 7229 and nad, ובס

סבב

am the cause of all the deaths, so that
we should not.read na; Arab. שי
the same. 4.
nad, 2739, הָביִבְס

nop, 72072.

Nif. 303 (3 p. fem. once mab? Ez. 26,2
for 203 [Kimchi], if it be not better to

take itwith the punctuators as the 1 pers.
imperf. pl. Hif.; once 7393 Ez. 41, 7, if it
be not more porreet there to read 77803;

elsewhere regularly 1202; fut.. an, pl.
1287) to turn or direct יל with ac-

cusat. of the object whither Jur. 31, 39
part. mase. 3340, “angio, pl. ;ְםיִבְב inf. (see 95); with לע Ha. 2,16 according.
constr. בס and 225;; imp. 28; fut.355, ap. to the LXX to be: ל forth, with
29°, with suff. 30), "30%, 1p. pl.263, ya whence Num. 34, 4 5, of a boundary;

ap.So, 3p. 12d", Yan) 1. tr. to sur- seldom with > of the place Joss. 18,
round,"toencircle, with accus. of the thing

14; to place oneself in a circle about a

Josu. 6,15; seldom with dx of the object Hing, hence to encamp about, with ac2 Kings 8, 21; Ez.42,19; to whiz around, cusat. Jupazs 19, 22 or לע Gen. 19,4;
of. shots, with לעJoB 16,13, coupled with to turn, to (2), ie. to be led, brought 9
הקיף
8 13; to encamp about ECcLEs.
9, 14; to go Fand, a thing, so as not
to touch it Deut. 2,3; to encompass Gun.
2, 11 13, the adv. 2°35 sometimes accompanying 1 Kınas 7,24, 2 Cur. 4, 3;

Jer. 6,12, with accus. 1 Sam. 5, 8;

turn oneself = to go, with bx 2 Sam. ו
24, but also determining the following
verbs 1Sam.15,12 27, 2 Sam. 18, 30,
to denote the commencement of action
1 Cur. 16,43, for which בשיר stands in

once with 5 for the accus. 33,14; to go
about, in a city, ie, to wander through 2 Sam. 6, 20; “ins? I to ‘turn back, to

2. intr. to go about, with 3 of the place

go back Ps. 114, 5;‘to turn Prov. 26,14;
to turn about Ex. 1, 9; when defining
another verb more exactly it expresses:
again Ps. 71, 21 like MU; to be turned
into i.e. to become Zecn. 14, 10. Deriv..

Sona or Sox. 3,3; 5,7; to whirl about,

a3.

it Is. 23,16; 1 Sam. 7,16; 2Kmas 3, 9
and they went about a way of seven days;
fig. in a hostile sense to encompass, to
surround &e. Ps. 18, 6; 29, 18 17. —

"Pih. I. 2320 (inf. constr. 13D) to give a
to go in a circle, also coupled with 527
turn
to, to (change, to alter, 1373 יִנּפדתַא
Eccuzs. 1, 6; to circle, to turn round,
with 5x ofthe place Eccr. ibid., 2Kınas the appearance of a matter 2 Sam.
9,18; “metaphor. to turn, to Piss: i.e. 14, 20.
Pih, IL. בבלס (fut. 12402) to surround,
to carry out or do a thing in a moment,
hence coupled with other verbs 1 Sam. to go round, in procession Ps. 26, 6, re22,18; 2 Sam. 18,30; Sona סע 801. 2, verentially 7, 8, protecting Der. 32,
17; generally to intend to do a thing 10; to enclose, 32,10, in a hostile sense
Ps. 59, 7; intr. to go about, with 3 of the

Eccuus. 2, 20; 7, 25; while an and

to

place Sone or Sox. 3, 2, with לע Ps.

cushions set round about the walls), 1. 6.
at table, 25) ND 1Sam.16,11 we will
not sit down at table. But the Nif. is
better used in this sense. — 3. tr. to be
the cause of, to occasion, to bring about,

accus. JER. 31, 22; comp. ambire.
Hif. 395 (naon, 12077; part. 20%;

m»

only express a turning about

see; to put oneself into a circle (on the

55,11; to look for, 1. 0. to solicit, with

inf. c. 207; fut. 3D", nb}, with ah optat.
mad), also a8), with suff. "2203, 3p. pl.

3289) causat, of Kal: to turn a an to,
proceeding from the idea of doing; with with accus. of the object and > of the
3 to be chargeable with, 1Sam. 22, 22 I person, i. e. to transfer 1 Cur. 10,14:

סבה
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SB

,12 ,23 to bring, with x of place 1 Sam. |which is about one JER. 46,14; Lament
5 ,10‚ or also with accus. of place 2 Sam. |1, 17. — 2. in the accusat. as an
adv.
20, 12; to cause to turn, i.e. to make go,  תלושabout, circum, xix Gen. 23,17;
to ל wander, with a double accusat. Jos 10, 8, and so frequently ; stronger
Ex. 13,18; to direct, the face 1 Kınas 3999 225 Ez. 40, 5; ‘Dom in a circuit,
8, 14; with ya to turn away Sona or on all sides round , from ‘a circuit = the
Sor. 6 ‚5; to conduct, to lead, 32, with adv. 3°39 Ez. 37, 21; Ps. 31,14;
after
 עלof the person or thing Ezr’ 6, 22; verbs of motion 339
means toward all
omitting בל and having 5x of the person 2 Sam. 3,12; to lead about, a man sides, Is. 49, 18; 60, 4. — 3. with 2 fol-
Ez. 47, 2; to build around, a wall 2 Cur.
14, 6; to change, a name, with the ac-

eusat. into 2 Kınas 23, 34. Only in ap-pearance is 7 intrans. 2 Sam. 5, 23, the

accus. TÜR ‘having to be supplied ‘here

lowing Ez. 40, 33 orלע JER. ,19 9  ביִבָסis
a prepos. about.

The stat. constr. 339

‚is rare in this sense Am. 3,11, like niarg9

Ps. 50, 3.

( הָביִבְסonly pl. niarao, with suff.

to 297; Josu. 6, 11, which should be “pis30, , ויתרon”) fa eireuit,. circle,
 הto make a circuit; and in Ps. Eccuzs. 1, 6 and the wind turns back (a-
140,10 n'29% is a noun those surround- new) to its circuits; the environs, circum-
ing in a hostile sense, 1. 6. enemies. De- jacent district, of a town Nen. 12, 28;
rivat. perhaps 2073, "3072 (perhaps also neighbourhood, of persons Num. 22, 4;
map).
also a prepos. about, circum, circa, where
"Hof. 2077 (part. son, fut. 289) to it has frequently a suffix Num. 11, 24;
be turned, of a cart, i. e. to be drawn Kz. 5,12; Ps. 18,12; Jos 29, 5.

about, withלע over a thing, at the threshing of grain "Is. 28, 27; to be turning, of
a door, i. e. to allow ‘of being turned
about on its hinges Ez. 41, 24 (but see
the noun 712077); to be surrounded, to be
set in Ex. 28,11; to be changed, of aname
Nom. 32,38. Deriv. בסומ and 72079.

The stem בס (Ar,ui is ident. with
AR (gps), Ar. 17 Phenic. HS, accord-

420 (part. pass. 339) to bind, to
interweave, to interlace, branches; Do

 סְּבָכִיםNau. 1,10 thorns folded together,
which it is difficult to disentangle, hence
a figure of enemies hard to be overcome.
 סְבְּכִיםin the passage causes D°830.

Deriv. 729, 729, Jad, 729.

:

Pih. 729 (not used) the same. Deriv.

the proper name "329.

ing to the laws of root--building, since
Puh. 7329 (fut. 5352) to be interwoven,
the initial 0 is often interchanged path interlaced, of twining plants 108 8, 17.
Deriv. according to some 720 )= יס
X; more remotely בש am), Arab. Ol
The stem 29 (comp. Jap, Ar. us
(ax), and probably 61.90 also belong to

this organic root. From the idea of of a grating, a net &c., Maltese shebbek
to weave, Zab. 52) is identical in its
winding, turning comes the Ar. as a
organic root J2-> with that in 72,
rope, „uw a lock of hair.
Jb, jas (according to some), 72”
120 (after the form pn, an) = Jos, pas IL, pan &e.
a turn, course, from God 1 Kınas 12,
2? (for which Ben-Asher and some
‚15, for which 2 Car. 10, 15 has 7393,
ınss. read 720) m. prop. interweaving,
Talm. cause, circumstance.
A729 (constr. 293d, .עז  םיִביִבְס,constr. interlacing , hence a thicket, shrubbery
Gun. 22,13; yp-qap Ps. 74, 5 thicket of
"2°39, with suf. 472730, 727) m1. a
trees; but the ‘absol. form here may be
circuit, a surrounding country, neighbour720 = 728.
7
hood, referring to place Jar. 21,14; 33,
13; Ps. 76,12; rarely spoken of persons,

" neighbourhood, Jur.48,17; with suff. that

20 (only constr. pl. “23D or a)

masc. the same Is. 9, 17; 10 34. "The

520

"35
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readings "220 and "920 presuppose the. over the part. stands in the masc., we
| may rather translate with v. Lengerke:
' ground--form 722 (asiin 7239).
| our princes are set up, like D240 Ban.
zo (from Pih.) m. the same Is. 9,
6, 3. Deriv. perhaps 559.
17 and 10, 34 according to some mss.
Hithp. >a297 (fut. nah) to be laden,
729 (only with suff. p20 or 4330) i.e. to bear, of a tree; to be burdensome,
m. the same Jur. 4, 7, if it would not of the male member 120018. 12,5; see
be better there to assume a noun 720
)= on). The same word is also written
aim.

jae see gab.

72 mase. =72 Ps. 74, 5, accord-

הג

|

+28 m. a heavy burden Neu. 4,11; a
hard “employment 1Kmes 11, 28; gras,
burdensomeness Ps. 81, 7.

526 (only with suf. i220, but which

may be also derived from bap or 53D)
contrary Ja) must be assumed in Is. m. the same, Is. 9, 3; 10, 27; “24, 25.

ing to Ben-Asher and some mss.; on the
9,17 and 10, 4

"jad see Jab and 439.

220 (from Pihel) m. a burden-bearer,

porter 2C#r. 2,117; 34,13; Nen. 4
( סבכאfrom 92=
7 .rbeH )034 .marA In 1 Kings 5, 29, coupled with nips, it
f. prop. the net-like, hence the name of a appears to be used for 539, as the LXX
harp-like instrument Dan. 3, 5, written
 אָבְּבִטalso. From the Aramakan, since
a Syrian invented it (Athen. IV. p.175e),

it passed into Greek cappixy, 000005 &e. |
(sambuca); Strabo (X. p. 471 Casaub.)
already looking upon it as foreign. Ar.
RAs

a net.

"22D (from m 720 Jah is an inter-

weaver of things) n. p. m. 2 Sam. 21,
18; 1 Cur. 11, 29.
bsp (inf. constr. 54D, fut. 5307) tr.

and Vulg. actually read.

 ספלsee .53
35 (Peal not used) Aram. tr. same

as Hebrew 320, but commonly in the
sense of xv? to raise, to set up, to erect.

Poal dato (part. plur. 93197) to be
erected, of news Ezr. 6, 3.

550 see bab.
mba5 (only pl. constr. mipao) fem.
ae oppressive work, villainage Ex,
1,11; 2,11.

to lift, a burden; to carry, what is heavy
Gen. 49,15; Is. 46, 7; fig. to bear prontao Jupgzs 12, 6, an Ephraimite
tectingly 46, 4, to endlige; to suffer, באכוב pronuneiation of n2aw (which see).
53, 4, to take upon self, Wy Lament. 5,
We (not used) tr. same as 42% to
7; in the other forms too to carry =to be
heap
up, to accumulate. Deriv. the pro0 דו of kine, a metaphor like that

in the Ar. Jus, J&, Syr. 44; then

per name 07930.

-to molest, to trouble, to vex; to raise, to

apie) (fut. 1297) Aram. intr. to con-

erect, to set up, like .אנ Deriv. לבס
Dao, DBD, bad. The organic root
בלis connected with that in the Aram.
ba, whence אָל בבa burden; elsewhere
there is also 539; Sanskrit val, vall

sider, to think, to suppose, to judge, Dan.

the same.

Pih. 939 (not used) a stronger form
of: ‘expressing Kal; deriv. ba.
Puh. >a (part. (לבסמ to be pregnant,
Ps. 144,14, of kine. But as םיִפּולא
does not appear in this sense, and more-

7,25 (Theod., Alex., Vulg.), cognate in
sense with the Hebr. aun, prop. to direct the eye or mind steadily toward a
thing, to penetrate into a thing, hence
to examine, Ar.
Aw the same.
From
this fundamental signification arose that
of to hold a thing fast, to hang firmiy
by a thing, to support oneself upon a
thing, i. e. to hope, to trust; cogn. in sense
with mp, MZ, hence also to hold fast,

סברים
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to maintain, all which meanings appear
in Aramaean. The organic root is mad.

סגן
“a> and "39 m. 1. (from "39 1) 4

shutting up, enclosure, of the heart, 16.

DS (= 38 double hill) n. p. ofa the breast enclosing the heart, in which
Syrian town between Damascus and the לרכש 34 inserts its claws Hos. 13, 8.
—

.Hamath Ez. 47, 16.

RIO >. הָּפְבַפ (Ana).
nna n. p. of the third son of wid,
and therefore the name of a Cushite
race Gen. 10,7, Nm30 1 Curov. 1, 9,
that lived in the middle of sontkem
‚Arabia, where a.city 20007 (Tapa, IeBat), Sabata, Sabbata, Sabota, north of

the sea-port Kane (Periplus), got the

2. what. is closed together, firm, i. ₪.

unporous, pure gold 108 28, 15 = ant
1749 1 Kinas 6,20 (Targ., LXX ‚Vulg)).
—"3. The: ‚alleged name of a spear

coupled with mn,

which was drawn

Ps. 35, 3 (Kimchi), with which the Ar.

ye hasta lignea, Greek 066009, battleaxe(aScythian weapon), Sanskrit gakra
discus are incorrectly compared. Hence
we must put "370 111. with "3 II. for the

name of the race. In the territory of word. According to the Targ. it is לרגש
Sabta lived the tribe of the Sembritae a shield from רכס=9, conseq. = in its
(Strabo XVI. p. 786), which the Jerus. organic root to 43 I. "Ttis more correct,
Targ. calls 20.
perhaps, to take it with the LXX and
 אכפבס- Sam. )°91 n.p. of a others as a usual imperative, translating:
son of Cush, and of a Cushite people, as and close (7) before my pursuers (see
well as of a region inhabited by them also Kimchi).
Gen. 10, 7; 1 Cur. 1,9. By the word
( לסnot used) tr. prop. to enclose,
is meant the dark-coloured (Cushite)
race on the eastern side of the Persian to close about, ident. in its organic root
gulf in Carmania, where the name of a Da-> with that in 8-52, as the stem
town and river Sepvdaxy = R230, a may be also connected with 239; hence

people the Sabae, the name of a river to get, to acquire. Aram. אָלּוגְס posses-
and town Sabis, were anciently found. sion, , Property, Dad to acquire,
The Jerus. Targ. has "¥331, "8337, 6.
mn (with suff. i239) f. property,
2 Nigritia or Zingis.
possession, i.e. that which one embraces,
encloses (Arab. id to hold fast by'a
 סכm. = aD see aD 1
thing), ₪ treasure 120018.2, 8; 1 CHR.
3Dho to the pl. םיִגָס
see
47D.
re
D
29,3; figurat. of Israel, :who are called
720 (fut. 1352, apoe. -13D%) intr. to God’s ‘o Ex. 19,5, Dsor.7, 6, Ps. 135,
bow down, to prostrate oneself, to pray, 4, like nam.
only used with reference to idolatry,
jaQ (not used) tr. usually to manage,

coupled with minmwn, with > before

one Is, 44,15 7 19; ‘to practise idolatry
46, 6; Aram. pee Ar. A# the same;
also of the actual worship of God (see
4D); comp. besides the Ar. sue
a ‘mosque. The organic root a") lies

also in p (which see), Sanskrit "gad,
Lat.

cad- o, Greek

ydleodeı,

and

in

ar) &e. 6

730 (part. m. pl. 4739; fut. 739°) Aram,
intr. to bow down to, in order to shew
‘honour Dan. 2, 46 or to pray to (idols);

to administer, to do, ident. with }>0 I,
properly to make use of, to execute,
hence to preside over, to take care of a

thing, Ar. of to carry on a thing,
to
do, whence the noun employment se
masa p. 187); conseq. 9 is =]3pd,
Ar.

Jule. But as 13, Aram. 139, appears
in the writings of the Persian period
only, and אג means a satrap, טש
to institute as satrap, xis’ the office

of a satrap, the present word being still
constantly with> of the person 3, 5 7. preserved as Persian in Soyayns (Athen,

סגן
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.14. p. 639 e.), it may be regarded perhaps as foreign; though it may have

סגר

a designation of good, purified gold.
Deriv. 39, NDR, “1370.

been originally developed out of 728.
Nif. 392 (fut.“a307) to be shut, of
TAS (only pl. (םיִכָגְס
m. a prefect, ruler, gates, doors Is. 45, 1; Nex. 13, 19; to
of a province, coupled with mnp, and

be shut up Nom. 12, 14; 1 Sam. 23, 7;

yet different from it Jer. 51, 23°98 57; reflex. to shut oneself in Ez. 3, 24.
Puh. "30 (part. f. 13073) to be shut
Ez. 23, 6 12 23; a noble, a magnale,
12, 4;
along with ny, םירח Eze. 9,2; New. up, ma Is. 24, 10, תֶלָּד08
2, 16; 4, 8 13; 5, 717; 7, B; 12, 40; to be barricaded, of a ‘city Josn. 6, 1,
13, 11; in the Targ. vicar ‘of ‘the high see 35 under Kal.
priest, or for 1°72, 742 of the temple;
Hf. Som (fut. 77399) to shut up, m3
always proceeding from the fundamental Lev. 14, 38, to shut in, a person 13, 5
‘signification mentioned.
11 54, 9 13, 4, png 13,33 (for’2 wy).
WO (only pl. 7230, def. 88230) Aram. Deriv. 4300.
The stem "30 is clearly connected
m. the same, applied both to a governor
"Dan. 3, 2 27; 6,8; and to the head of with "Nd 1 רַהָס;and the organic root
the magi 2, 48.
"70 is also in רג 111. and “> II.

730 I. (inf. constr. 439, fut. 942) tr.

“10 IL. (Kal not used) intr. 1. to flow

“1. to surround, to enclose, of the scales
of the crocodile, which surround the

along, to run along, to flow out, to pour
forth, of rain, Ar.
the same; deriv.
סגריר. — 2. to ertend to, to draw to, to
stretch to, the same metaphor. applica-

body as רצ nin Jos 41, 7; elsewhere
“wa ’d, Jupazs 3, 22 and 0 fat closed
up “the blade;

to shut or close, a door

Gen. 19, 10, a gate Josu. 2,7, fig. the
womb 1 San. 1, 5, i. e. to make barren;

tion found in 513 to br Lamenr. 1,8
(if it be not better derived from Yar),

to close up, a breach, ya 1 Kies 11, 233, 272 L, and in may.

See Pih. and
if.
Pih. ( סגרfut. 73D?) to deliver, to give
up, to deliver over, with accus. of the

27; fig. Ps. 17, 10 thes close their insensible heart, comp. 1 Joun 3,17. "a9
is commonly construed with 77a to ex:
press complete inclosure, though it is object 2 Sam. 18, 28, with 'ִּפ172 1 Sam.
17, 46; 24,19.
‚often to be translated behind him, it &e.
Hif. 7397 (inf. 6. 7397, fut. 939,
2 Kines 4, 33, Is. 26, 21, omitting n23
|
apoc.
309) to deliver up or over, with:
Junges 9, 51; with Pann Gen. 19, 1
accus.
of the object 1 Sam. 23, 11, חצר
non ’d to ou in its place 2, 21; byיס
to shut in Ex. 14,3, prop. to alone over Jost. 20,5; to give up to, with 5 of the
person or thing Ps. 78,48 62; Am. 1,6;
one, same as to make one a captive, to

‘be explained by the nature of the prisons
among the Hebrews, which were holes
and cisterns Joz 12, 14; 777 9 to close

or with bx JoB 16, 11; Deur. 23, 16;
or lastly as in Pihel joined to "m ma

Lament. 2, 7; Ps. 31,9; metaphor. ‘to

up the way, against (Ann) Ps. 35, 3, give up, to ליה to allandan Devt. 32,
where ‘577 is omitted (see. 930); in like 30, Am. 6, 8, also with the accus. of the
thing to which 1,9. Here belongs also
manner should be taken nad Josn. 6,1
the passage Jos 11, 10 if he changes
meaning to shut out, and translated: and
(i. 6. puts something elsein the place of
Jericho shut out (the surrounding parts), a thing; 27 is here trans.), abandons

and ‘was fortified round about; nn ’o
or ל together, who will appear against
to shut and open, i. e. to administer and him?
perform, to have the duties of the master
The fundamental signification of the
of a house Is. 22, 22. — 2. to close firmly stem is not connected with "3d I.; and

together, gold, i.e. to make it unporous; | all attempts to unite the meaning’ ‘of
hence "13d 31 1 Kines6,20 21 and 7,49 “ao 11. with "3 I. must be regarded

סגר
as failures.
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The organic root is also

here "479.

70 111. see ad 3.
“39 Aram.

tr. same

as Hebr. "30 I,

to shut Dan. 6, 23; Syr. ne.
Io see DO.

( ריִרְגסafter the form "5, from
20" IL) m. rain, a eis Prov. 27,

15 (LXX), Targ. nye,

Syr. ln,

Sam. 73>8.
3D (from 715) m. stocks, in which
‘the feet of a prisoner were shut up Jos
13,27; 33,11; elsewhere n>g'772 is used

סרר
DTD (from 7179 or DD which see;
lime- place or enclosed place, fort) n. p.
of a Canaanite royal city in the vale
of n-7v, which is said to have been destroyed with others in the time of the
patriarch Abraham by fire from heaven,
and to have been submerged in the
Dead Sea Gen. 13,13; 18, 10; 19, 1 seq.
This fearful divine punishment, as also
the great vices of its inhabitants became a proverb in holy Scripture Devr.
29, 23; Is. 1, 9 10; 3, 9; 13,19; .פא
23, 14; 49, 18; 50, 40; Lamenr. 4, 6;
Ez. 16, 46 seq. Wicked princes, bad
vines are compared to those of Sodom
Is. 1,10; Deut. 32, 32; comp. besides

for it I 20,2; for EuRov (Acts 16, 24) Am. 4, 11; Zepu. 2,9; in the New Testastands theSyr. וע in Targ. is found >70©. |ment Marta. 10, 15; 2 Peter 2,6. The
70 (not used) ir. to shut up, to district was rich in bitumen Gen. 14, 10,

conseq. volcanic; and so Sodom (with the
fetter; Ar. Kes the same; Aram. also other cities) perished by volcanic erup סְרָאIn its organic root =x. Deriv. 70. tions and earth-quakes, as Strubo heard
the tradition in this sense (16. p. 764).
no see DID.
Accordingly 727. Likewise the volcanic
re (pl. 07379; from 779) m. prop. Edom south of Siddim, is threatened
‘a thing woven, worked, then a fine, thin with being turned into a burning lake
covering, of linen (Kimchi), for summer of bitumen Is. 34,9. At the present day,
as an under-garment or shirt (Mena- a mountain with fossil salt at the Dead
_choth 414) Junges 14,12 13; Is. 3, 23; Sea is called Hagr Usdüm; and Galen
Prov. 31, 24; as ןוטא (Phenic. (ינטא also knew of a Sodom-mountain.
70 (not used) tr. to work together,
denotes the fingyarn for it. Comparison
of it with the Coptic gyentw (fine linen), to weave together, Ar. gee (texuit) and
Sanskrit sindhu, Greek oiwöo» is protoo 00 hence ..„ic a covering;
bably incorrect, because ₪ is essential so
a
cognate
form is dd. whence dade
there, and it agrees with Alu (a thin
The org. root j1"Dlies
garment.
a linen
texture); but the stem here is 779.
the Sanskr. tan-ta,
in DS, ןח
also
( םֶרָסnot used) a stem adopted for a weaver, comes from tan. Deriv. 77.
the proper name 049. Sometimes the
10 (not used) tr. to arrange, to set
meaning of 93 to burn has been as-
a row, persons or things, cognate in
in
ai)
signed to it, sometimes that of

(which see) belonging to "721%; but we

must in that case assume an"interehange

sense with 735 Aram. 2,

sen. Ident.

in its org. root רֶדדֶס with m OL, "7,

of ₪ and 0, which is not usual. It is & טרe. Ar. (transposed) Ow the same,
therefore better to regard (with Furst, hanes Sy = TID. Deriv. 8, may

Cone. p. 1285) 179 as the stem of 0%, =( 19) and yon.
to that ofשד 

with a meaning “similar
772 (only pl. 2%) m. order, "N
belonging to in, as also the proper
Jon 10, 22 not orders, i.i e. disorder,
DD
have
may
there
valley
name DY7iD of a
and dark לאש (Kimchi);
stood for םיִדיִשָנ or DID should be com- of the horrible
8770, pe the same, at &
pared with ‘the Arab. sow to enclose, Targ. 779,

surround (a place).

later period a book (strung together). '

סהר
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Prov. 14, 14 (Levi de Bafoles), with
reference to Ps. 44, 19; but 370 may
&e.; also be here = ,גיס which suits badness

( רהָסnot used) intr. to be cırcular,
round, of a round

basin,

tower

completely ident. in fundamental signi- very well.
fication with "I. (comp. "ra and Ara),

Deriv. aD, 32D, 3d.

Nif. 3502 (part. pl. praia; "fut. 353)
as may be seen from a comparison ‘of
to give way, with Tink to draw back, to
the noun "535; the ir. "30 I. to enclose
round about is also to be compared. retreat Ps. 44,19; Is. 42,17; 50,5; Jur.

38, 22; yet this is also omitted Ps. 78,

Deriv. 115 and “70.
“ID m. roundness, of a basin Sona
or Sot. 7, 3; on the other hand the

signification moon is in jaw, Ar. pre
from 79 .=רֶהְצ See Poy.

57; coupled with 7:2; ירחאמ 3 to draw
Bank from following Tne, 1 6
110]. 3977 see 303.
Hof. IDM see 20).

ROU. (part. pass. f. 1370) tr. to hedge

 יס רהm. an inclosed space, a tower,
a prison, fully 4,787 ma Gen. 39, 20-
,23 cod. Sam. nn, according to the

in, to "shut in, to enclose, "Sona or Sox.
7,3; Aram. 35, 7 Pa. 3:5, Hebr. ip.

Aram. [2

MO ₪. = גיס Prov. 14, 14 see גס1
elsewhere in
i K'tib Ez. 22, 18.

RIO (not used) intr. to move hither
and thither, to quake, to totter, to shake;

“BID (from “35 IL.) m. an enclosure,

in its organic root xD = ¥1 1. (which see), prison, cage Ezex. 19,9 (LXX, Vulg.);
and ident. with that in עס2.
Pih. redupl. NORD (inf. constr. with suff.
FINOND) to disturb, to vex, to banish, Is.
27, 8 by leading him away, by sending him
away thou punishest him, comp. דד Has.
2, 7. But the word may also ‘be reduplicated from “ND which see.

או

more correctly fetter, aban; hence 27m,

and coupled with mn.
HO (not used) intrans. prop. to sit
(like 4D? trans. to set), hence to sit
down, for consultation; ident. in its or-

ganic root דס with that in 791 (which
see), MY (which see), Arab. 5 (to
(contracted from N10) ₪. p. of be firm in a place), Au to establish,

an Egyptian king of Ethiopian descent,
‘who sat on the throne about 728 B.C.,
conseq. Sevechus (in Manetho), the se-

cond king of the 25h dynasty,
2 Kines

,17 ,4 who had reigned 14 years and
was the predecessor of הקהְרַתה The
LXX write Swe,

ove.

Sone. SoBe,

Zovße, Vulg. Sua, which presupposes a
form ארס that must have been identical
with NID or 819, whence arose sabech,
sevech, in hieroglyphic writing SBK.
, ארסSeve, Sevech means in old Egyp-
tian “dedicated to Kronus” (see Cham-
pollion, Panth. N. 21 22),

AO I. (part. pass. aD, fut. 3409) intr.

to ground; and the Sanskrit sad, Greek

iod-etv (Doric), Lat. sed-ere 656. are the
same root. Derivat. "iD, perhaps 77;
the proper name "70.

( דוסafter the form Dip, with suff.
iD, bq, from דּוס( m. 1. prop. a sitting,

for eonversation or consultation, hence
a circle, an assembly, as that of ona

.reJ ,11,6 nimpyD 71,51, קדשים
8, Draw 111, 1 own 64, 3. —

%
2. Me-

faphior,skin rogullation Prov. 15, 22,
a common plan Ps. 83,4; counsel, taken
together and confidential 55,15, to which
belongs also די Tid JER. 23, 18, Ps. 25,

14, and ּהָלֶא  דוסJos 15, 8, or tid alone

prop. to seclude, to separate oneself from, Gen. 49, 6,Ez. 13,9, Jer. 13, 22, i.e.
hence to give way, to draw back, with ya the confidential converse of God with

of the person Ps. 80,19; seldom absol. his prophets; iD ןיִאְּב Prov. 15, 22
without deliberation, opposite םיצעףו 33

53, 4, if with Rashi we should not take
 סיג = סגdross. 22 aD one drawn back

in heart (from God), i. 6. a backslider

Ps. 83,4; ’D nn Jon 19, 19 my confidants.
—3.a

nalen

taken in a confiden-

MD
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tial circle Am. 3, 7; Prov. 11, 13; 20,
19. The (Samar.) meaning heart proceeds from that of basis, kernel. — 4. a
secret, Prov. 11,13; Am. 3, 7.

“Tid (from M710 Jah is Determiner)
n. p. m. Num. 21,10,
MO (not used) trans. to veil, to bind
about, to tie; to cover, we an upper
garment or veil, Ar. ss}; from the organic root 71-0 (see Fürst, Cone. 8. v.),
which is also found in 3277 וש  בשm
arp, Talm. בצ (whence ביצ a hundie)
Arab. ioe,

mi,

ena

&e.

in

the original meaning; the Sanskrit su,
siv, Lat. su-ere &c. appearing to be the
same root. Deriv. 1972, תיִס (= nd).
 חוסI. (not used) intrans. same

as

mi L to sprout forth. to grow up, me-
taphor. to be great, rich, distinguished,
strong, bold; connected in its organic
root nd (mio) with that in aid, Ar.
 " לליDeriv. the proper names imo,
md.

mo IL. (not used) tr. to push forth,
to cast forth, to pour out, whose organic
root חס lies also in ה , חסAr. & Le;

deriv. .החוס
Md (from mio I.; riches, distinction)
 מ2 m. 1 Cr. 7 36.
( סוחהfrom 15 IL.) fem. sweepings,
filth,. "dung-heap, Is. 5,25 (Targ., LXX,
Vulg.), = nd, Targ. def. -אָתיִחְס But
see MMOD (from (חַמָּכ
( טּוסnot used)

intr. to turn away

from, a person or thing,

hence

to fall

away from, to be faithless, whose organic
root Ut exists also in ,1-00 -„הbin.

yo
Eile II. (1 pers. "N20, 2 pers. h כס

inf. ךרס.055 ;fut. nos, on the other hand
jou belongs to 5) 1. intr. to sprinkle,
to cover with, to strew over, with accus.
of the material, as ja with oil, Deut.
28,40, hence to anoint oneself 2 Sam.
14, 2, Mic. 6,15, without any addition
Dan. 10, 3, as a sign of joy and hilarity
2 Car. 28, 15, and coupled with m
Rute 3, 4. This anointing consisted in
pouring oil upon the crown of the head
(Ps.133,2), or upon the body Ez. 16, 9;
therefore the idea of pouring out must
be a derivative one. The org. root ךס is
ident. with that in 70), 792 I. — 2. tr.
to anoint, with accusat. of the person
2 Cur. 28,15. For the organic root

comp. M772. Deriv. TION.
Hif. 707 (fut. apoc. 75) to anoint,
8
the accus. רשפנ 2 San. 12,20,
if we should not here read 792); on the
contrary TOR Jupaes 3, 24= 79% belongs to 12.

DID (not used) tr. to mark out, to
draw, an image, ident. in its organic
root DD with the root in ה 728 belonging to ‘DU, and in 3279.
Jeriv. 2120.
( הָיְנָּפֶמּוסonce K’tib 7735°0 with n
elided) Aram. fem. a double pipe, a bag-
pipe (Saadia) Dan.3,5 10 15, Ital. sam-
pogna, old French "ehifonie, and so in
the book" םיִרפְגַה mIW of Porta-Leone.
If it be traced back to the Greek oup-
yarie, it can only be called so because
of the accord of the two pipes stuck
into the bag. But as the Greeks them-
selves did not name the instrument so,
it may perhaps be Semitic and come
from j20 a bag, whence the adject.
"28D, "35D, def. אה bag-Hike, utricu-

Deriv.( טס perhaps 59 from 39) "and lars, comp. Ar. וייר io
Dis "Gori הר vid the turning away
of Jah, i. e. the ‘withdrawal of his care)
מ.  יק.m .raE ,2 ;45 .neN ,7 .75

"DL (mot used) intr, to be woven
into another, of a thorn-hedge, same as
rin L; figur. of a thick multitude, ge-

nerally of a complex thing.
maron,

0-

Derivat.

a sack,

yo a bag, Talm. 32730 a reed (with
” inserted), so that the stem would be

729, 129 (which see). Or it may come

also from al reed, whence 7570 after
the form of je.

po I. (not used) intr. same as NO
(which see) to be soft, kneadable, clammy,
of loam, clay; Aram. jD and 72 the same,

סון

Po, . סיןWS, בן- עloam, clay; Arab.
swamp, loam &c. Derivat. the proper
name

סוסה
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7'd 2

 ןוסI. (not used) intr. same as 139

Is.2,7, 1 K1nas 10, 28, as well as the cha-

riots of war ib., because the Egyptians
had a distinguished cavalry Is. 31,1;
36, 9; Jur. 4,13. The disappearance
of the horse and his replacement by the

‘to be jagged, pointed, of rocks; hence to patient ass was a sign of peace ZEcH.
‘be abundant in cliffs, of a territory. De- 9,9. Figur. of a horse (and chariot)

rivat. the a ad names re?2. and "370. dedicated to the worship of the sun
2 Kines 23,11, hence also in the names
ree

the extremerail as 4372 (which see) of places םיסּוס , הסוס רצח, רצחmz
is in the north, Ez. 29, 10 from Migdol
to Syene and as far as the border of Cush
(LXX), i. 6. even to where Cush commences, which is from Syene onwards
.%

‘80, 6; Greek Zvyv7, Ar. Aswän, שי
 ד480008. The name is old Egyp-

nia>727,

and the Phenician

proper

names ,סֶסהרַפְּכ D90- 7a» &e. Deriv. הסוס
and the proper name "Dr. — 2.a swallow, hirundo Is. 38, 14, to which be-

longs the adj. 1147 lamentably chattering ;
Ovid calling her querula (Trist. 5, 1,
60), and Horace flebiliter gemens

tian, and seems to have been that of a (Od. 4,12, 5). In רּוגָכְר 0307 Jur. 8,7
god (Champoll. Gr. I. p. 125).
K’tib, we should either omit the copula,
DID (not used) intr. according to the with the LXX, or take it in the pecuRabbins same as ‘wiv to leap, to frolic, liar way in which the adj. is joined
hence to gallop, of a ‘horse, like סוס in by 3.
As to the derivation of DD (Targ:
Zabian; which fundamental signification
to סוס ,1 , הסוסn. p. "970 would have סוסא, Syr. Leman, hence Laven staan analogy in the Ar. Kle,>
equites bularius, Ar. ul equiso, old Egypfrom days to leap, to gallop, dus tian sus), the fundamental signification
equi, from JIS to move along by the swift, quick, nimble has been given
‘leaps, and in the use of שּוָש 708 39, to it; as the Sanskrit acva, Lat. equus
21. The etymology may be farther con- have the same meaning; and so 03d 2,
firmed by the meaning to be moveable, for which is also 0°>, would be naméd
= quick, swift, nimble, hence the Ar. A 5 from its swift flight; comp. Tl. 2, 462
ano Tov 010280000 mrepuyeooıv. But
> moveable, quick (of the walk of a camel),
in ancient times horses got their names
mal equiso, Sanskrit 080 to leap; for the most part from the countries

“and as all such reduplicated stems are
referrible to a simple organic root, we

from which they were introduced: so in
India Parasika, the Persian, a Persian
horse, Bahlika, a horse from Balkh. As

“may compare here Nd (x10) belonging
| to ROND, NY in NYY. "See סוס 1 and 2, Polybius (X, 24) relates that almost all
‘and’ .סיס
Asia was provided with horses from
( סוסplur.  סוּסֶים, DYDD, constr. “BAD,

Media

and Persia (see Malcolm,

hist.

with suff. (ויסּוס m. 1. a horse, coupled of Persia), and as it is said of Tyre
with 593 and “van Ex. 9, 3; 1Kinas 5, 8; that it got its horses from Togarma (Ez.
- particularly a toa Bore: whose shaliae 27, 14), the noun 01> may perhaps in

‘main, galloping, snorting and eagerness very ancient times have been derived
for battle are described in Jon 39, 19- 25; from Susa, like Fars, wp from dm».
 סי הור.8082 3,01 a didnelps ,esroh i.e.i Thus the assumption that it is derived
a swift and spirited one; metonym. ca- from a verb would be confined to the
valry Ex.14, 9, in which the Phenicians 2 signification only.
Josn. 11, 4, Assyrians and Chaldeans
 הסוסf. a mare, Sone or Sot. 1, 9,
: JER.6,23 מ 21excelled. War-horses with which Solomon furnished his char
| were fetched from Egypt Dur. 17, 16, riot 1 Kınas 10, 26 (LXX).
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"OID (from היסוס Jah is a swift one)
n. 2 m. Nun. 13,‚11.

 עּוסI. (not used) intr. to unite, to
come together, to assemble, of a troop;
ident. in its organic root 9D with the
Aram. יש 9D, as a verb and in nu-
merous derivatives. Deriv. the proper
names RI", NW.

vio I. (not used) tr. to send on, to
drive onwards, of a shot; ident. with the

organic root in 03, sr, .אס Derivat.

»on 2. Md see Bader "hyp.
AND I. (not used) intr. to be violently.
moved, to be excited, to storm, of a tempest,
to drive, to drive on, to hurry away; in

its organic root ףס same as ףֶָד I. (Targ.

BT = (רעס deriv. TAD.
FAO I. (not used) intrans. to draw
(water), to swallow, haurire, of sedges
and plantsin lakes, the same concep-

tion lying in 8723, 71238; ident. in its
organic root no with Lö

(to draw out,

to drink out), m-pip &c.

To compare

and combine

it "with gio I. must

rejected as far-fetched.

be

Deriv. nnd.

FAO IH. (fut. (םּוסֶי intr. prop. to be
cut off, cognate in sense with (tr.) YR,

פוה

( םיסfrom mp II.) mase. 1. sea-weed,
sedge, reed, river-grass,rushesJon. 2, 6,
so called from swallowing, sucking iin,
imbibing, like N73}, MEDS (which see),
mas and others. Spec. of the thick
and strong rushes on the banks of the
Nile (arundo donax) Ex. 2,3 5, Is.19,6
(comp. Plin. H. N. 13, 23, 45), and of
the sedges of the Red Sea or Arabian
gulf; hence 43> 52 a name of the latter
Ex. 10, 19, Ps. 106, 7, called also in
Egyptian rom : תזהsea of weeds.
The name cannot have come out of
Egyptian (Coptic) into Hebrew, because
,5901 axe, yapı usually stands for it-
there; but on the contrary, it passed
from Semitic (Aram. 995, -56( into
Egyptian cnge, cube. — 2. n. p. of a
(reedy, sedgy) place out of Palestine
Deut. 1, 1. The name of a town Ar-
suf 6 miles from Joppa on the coast,
in the neighbourhood of the reedy brook
between Ephraim and Manasseh (Josu.
)16,8 is also to be referred to this head.
( ףוסfrom no IIL.) m. same as PP,
the end Eccuns. 7, 2, close 12, 13 (op-
posite UN 3, 11); the last, the rear Jo.
;2,20 Arab. ir shore, bank.
mio (def. 8210) Aram. m. same as
Hebr. nid Dan. 4,8 19; 6,27; 7,26.

whence VR. therefore to be at end, to
mp. (with a of motion mp1, from
cease, to vanish, רכז Estu.9, 28, to perish nd 72 prop. a thing sweeping away,
Is. 66,17, to be swept away Ps. 73,19, driving forward, moving along violently,
to be destroyed, of png Am. 3,15. De- hence a hurricane, Num. 21,14; JoB 21,
rivat. .ףוס
18; Is.17,13; pl. 21,1, a figureof swift> Hif. go (fut. 47D? and 7) to cut ness 5, 28. The Arab. Uiaw, Aram.
of, to destroy , to sweep away, men
rep, Talm. 919 sword, Greek Eipos,
or animals Zera. 1, 2 3; Jur. 8, 13.
Coptie sefe, mean properly what hurThe infin. absol. is taken from MON
ries away, like a7.
in Kal.
"ID I. (“ping Hos. 9, 12 does not
The organic root 90, and sometimes
ne", has for its fundamental meaning belong here; 3 p. fem. 79; part. 19; inf.
to split off, to divide, and is found also absol. iD, constr. "10; fut. רוסי "07,
in non, a¥-p, akg 1 &e.
apoe. Mo) for ON, but 5 the fut. apoc.
a8
same
Hif.) intr. to turn off, to turn away, to
PAD (3 fem. (תפס intr. Aram.

of the
map II. to be at an end; hence of a di- go aside, to go away, a) with a
15,
59,
Is.
25,
8,
Ex.
place
Dan.
or
fulfilled
person
be
to
(272),
e
utteranc
vine
4,30.

Deriv. nid.

Af. ( אסףfut. AR?) to destroy, to anni-

and in consequence of that also ih un

Nun. 12,10, az» 1 Sam. 12, 20, sin

Is. 52, 11, achilate, Dan. 2,44, in the Targ. for mE >. 15, 6, 02% 16, 14, pwr
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cording as the construction appears elsewhere with ,לע ans, ‘Jin, DY. In this
usage ’d is translatse by to abandon JupGES. 16, 20, to depart from 1 Kınas 15,
5, to go from 2 Kınas 10, 31, to cao
Jos 1, 1; to leave off 2 Cur. 35, 15, to
escape Prov. 13, 14, to separate from

of meanings: including figurative ones.
Elsewhere “077 is construed with -לעמ
of a place Gen. 48, 17, with ירחאמ
Deut. 7, 4 &. — 2. to cause to turn

to, with ox of the person 2 Sam.6, 10.
Hof. Sonn (part. “DA, fut. (רסוי ₪

be taken away Lev. 4,31 35; to be carried away Dan. 12, 11; to be removed,
translated to apostatise from Dur. 17, Is. 17, 1 behold, the inhabitant of Da20.—
b) absol. without 72, to turn, with mascus is removed from the city, i. e. is
accus. whither 1 Sam. 6, 12; to fall away exiled.

Is. 7,17 &e.; and also in a mental sense,

(from God) Deur. 11, 16; Jer. 5, 23;

Ps. 14,3; Dan. 9, 11; to depart, ed Is.
6, 7, in ‘the sense of to be taken away
1 Kinas 15,14= רסוה to disappear, Jos
15, 30 he disappears by the angry breath of

The organic root "9, which lies also
 זר מז,L

,13“ dna ni

ynam rehto

stems, expresses the fundamental signification in such a way that its identification with רוס II. and II. is im-

fe mouth. On 9 1 Sam. 15, 32, Hos. 4,
18, Am. 6, 7, Ps. 14, 3 see “30 II. — possible. Comp. also the Ar. > to remove, to send away.
9 to turn to, to apply to, a person or
ID II. (only 3 pers. 1) intr. to be
thing, hence with 5x of a person or
thing to turn into Gen. 19,2 3, JupgEs bad, bad-smelling, stinking, corrupt, foe19, 12, or with7- as ma to turn thither tere, cognate in sense with wea, TN;
18, 15, mn Prov. 9, 4, or merely the

accus. be Jungzs 18, 3; with לע to turn

identical in its organic root ‘with ‘the
Aram. ארס ,Hebr. 1-0 IL, הסב 6.

Hence to be יי of nad ‘(drinking-bout) Hos. 4,18; to be disturbed, of
absol. to approach Ex, 8,3; נטש 1a, nya (a cry of joy) Am. 6, 7, where
8; 1 Kınas 20, 39; Tan. 15,5. On "> “9‘has an assonance with DN and
1 ‘Sane 22,14 see nom. Deriv. רוס vice versa; to be sad, fearful, terrible,
(adj.), 90 (a noun), רוסי m9, the of the bitterness of death 1 Sam. 15, 32;
proper names רוס (O9, ‘for which is figur. to be corrupt Ps. 14, 3, coupled
with Tax}, and=1d (dross)53,4; comp.
 (יֶסודand perhaps MD.
against one 1 Kınas 29, 32, for which
the Chronicles and the LXX have 1259;

Pih. MD to turn of to turn aside,
727, to cause not to find the right way

\ LAMENT. 3, 11 (= man may 3, 9) he
has turned aside my ways, so that I fell
into error, into an ambuscade. On the

w= 2 of the disturbance of the look, ,

Arab. re to be bad, corrupt.

WO II. (used only in signification 3)

trans. 1. to sting, to prick, to pierce, of
thorns. Deriv. רוס 3. — 2. to cut in,
contrary 50 (fem. 7995, ny qd, plur. to cut out, to pierce, to deepen, a vessel,
p70) as "also ale)Jur. % 28, belongs prop. to make a cleft. (The connection
to רוס III = “0.
of these two meanings is also perceptHi. Ton (part. 09; inf. absol. 97, ible in mm to tin and min, ביִלָּכ 8 cage,
constr. Von; fut. ריקי  רַסָיapoc. 53) a basket, and in other ‘cases.) Deriv.
1. to make depart,” 0
turn ol and 2. The organic root 19 with
away, hence to drive away Gun, 30, 32, this sense lies also in ,רסס as well as in
to lead away 2 Kınas 17, 18, to put צר, <- צַר.e& — .3 .rohpateM ot evirts
away Gun. 8, 13, to put aside 2 Kines against, to be obstinate, derived from the
18, 4, to put offZacn. 3,4, to take away sting of thorns, comp. 270. Hence 09
1 Sane 17, 26, to expel 28,3, to depose, obstinate, rebellious ones Jun. 6, 28
with ya 2 ‘Car. 15,16, to remove Is. 10, = םיִרְרְל
13, and so in the greatest variety
 רוס.1 (from רוס IL) adj. m., סוּרה fe.

mo
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separated, removed, forsaken, solitary, of

MIO (with suf. mid, from 19 for

 סורI) subst. masc. one departing (from
God), a rebellious one, only in the rare

ano

&. person driven from his home Is. 49, nay) 2 a garment, clothing Gen. 49, 11,
21, coupled with mais. — 2. (kom parallel wad.
(fut. amd), ınf. absol. Sind,

plur. “> for owe Jer. 17, 13 K'ri constr. She) tr. to drag about, to trail
(which 1is incorrectly pointed "19), for along, a corpse JER. 15, 3, coupled with
which the K’tib has יִרּוסְי from רוסי TUT (to throw about) 22, 19; to drag
with a similar meaning (which see); along, to trail along, 49, 20 Hey (the
parallel רי “ary. — 3. (from “Ap TIL.) enemy) will drag along the least of the
a branch, twig, of a vine ₪. 2, 21, herd (i. e. the unwarlike multitude),
prop. 8 thing pointed, like "0, comp. after the ןאָצַה "78 have escaped vs.
ְָךa
 שthorn, Syr. a twig. — 4. n. p. of 19; to drag to, with דע 2 Sam. 17, 13,
a gate (73) of the palaceyard 2 Kinas Ar. nA to pull, to drag. Derivative
11, 6, identical, as it appears, with a)
mand (only pl. nian) fem. what is
 הרציט11,19 (Syr., Arab.). In 2 Car.
dragged, pulled or thrown about, i.e. old
23, 5 we*have for it sid 'ש which
clothes; what is fallen in pieces or rent

may be translated door of the post, and in shreds being called 1453 Jer. 38, 11
would agree with the door of the body12, and this alone is = rom shreds,
guards, if we should not read here "102

= 5. With regard to רוס I. the noun
would have the signification, a turning,
yielding, hence side or entrance.

MD

tatters.

nino (Kal not used) tr. to tear away,
to sweep away, to wipe off, to brush,
(Kal unused) trans. to stick, to scratch away, earth, soil; ident. in its or-

ganic root TO with no2 (which see);
Arab.
L& (to — war); Aram. אָחְס
incite, to stimulate, stimulavit, instigavit.
The organic root nd lies also in nw to (to expel, drive away, wash off) the

pierce, to goad on, to cut into, hence to

nnd, in on IL, Äram. TED, Arab.
aa, ee / ו
Hebr. רצו
in all which the organic root expresses
the fundamental signification to cut in,
which suits to reproach, to calumniate,
as well as to goad on, to incite.
Hif. 1. תיִסָה (fut. n°9), apoe. no»)
to incite, to goad on, therefore to persuade, to mislead, to seduce, with accus.

same.

Deriv. "71> and perhaps .החוס

"MO (from OD) m. what one sweeps
off, offscouring, dirt, coupled with Dix
Lament. 3,45; Aram. אָתיִחְס offscouring,

dirt, {Zou io

InJer. 29,18 הוז

stands for it.
( שיָחְסfrom UND = omy) m. after-
growth out of: the roots of stocks (Zon

of the object 1 Cur. 21,1, followed by Gandch), in the second year after sowing
an infin. with 5 2 Cur. 18,2, Josu. 15, Is. 37,30; 2 Kınas 19, 29; Aq., Theod.
010₪. Seeשְחִיס .
18,& witha of the person against one
1 Sam. 26, 19; 2Sam. 24,1; with yp of
AND (part. nd) tr. to drive away,

the person to entice away from one, i. €.

to carry away by violence; of rain to
to lead him to forsake one 2 Cur. 18,
sweep away, to wash away Prov. 28, 3,
31; on the contrary Ibn Esra has ai

Arab. as to drive (of clouds); to float
comp. ZECH. 9, 7, which must be read away, of rain; on the contrary the
instead of it. I ספ 36, 18 that he may Aram, ב=ש- is to be compared with the
ready taken ya תיִסַה Jos 36, 16 =1977,

not seduce you with abundance; comp.
Prov. 2, 10.

Hebrew and. Figur. to hurl down, to
dash to pieces, to prostrate, to. destroy

Hif. IL.nor (part. n’en, fut. n°D2, &e. The organic root is closely conafter the Aramacan ann) the same, nected with that in yn IL, nn}, .ש-ףה
Nif. 9793 to be driven away, swept
2 Kınas 18, 32; Jur. 43, 3.
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away, of "aN (Apis) Jer. 46, 15 (LXX, Deriv. nynb 2. The stem here set forth
comp. Theodoret); coupled with ףדה as md III. may be referred very well
and 7729 Nd.
to רחס II, since in other cases also the

"nd I. (part. rd, fut. Ama?) intr. ideas to glow, to burn, may be traced
1. to ‘goabout, to roam about, cognate in

back to to be red-coloured,

sense with בבס (for which the Targ. has

“ND (only constr. 179) m. gain, by

139); hence ‘with the accus. of a country,

traffic, Is. 23, 3 and is a gain of the

migrate to Jur. 14,14. Figurat. to go
about as a trader, i. e. to trade, like
“in and 554 from a like fundamental
signification; with accus. of the land
Gen. 42, 34, comp. éumogevouat; sic)
a goer about, a trader, merchant, GEN.
23, 16; 37, 28; די mb Ez. 27, 21 one
who ל needs“directly, comp. nyo
 יר27,15 hand-traffic, i. e. direct; then
to trade by sea or exchange wares = sea
Ez. 38, 13, Prov. 31,14, coupled with
Bn ay Is. 23, 2; to buy or sell, to negotiate, part. 2 ַתֶרָח a female customer or
purchaser Ez, 27, 12; generally to have
intercourse with one Is. 47,15. Deriv.

nician grain; 45, 14; Prov. 3, 14; hence
parallel to mean and 274°.

to go through Gen. 34, 10, with Sx to nations, inasmuch as they import Phe-

“ne, “nd, mind, nnd 1, manbl, 972.

— 5 (not used) trans. to surround, to
enclose, of a shield; deriv. לmoan 2.
The stem “nd is closely “connected
with 9179, map L » as well as with the
Aram. San, Arab.
; and the organic
root nn) lies also inג  רגTIL, "3 1,020.
(whence 2, 292); arg. “np to sit
round in asocial circle.
alae) II. (not used) intr. to glow, to
burn, of the fever-heat of the heart;

a farther development
only in

of רח (nn),

Pih. 9170 (redupl.) to glow, to burn,

no

(with suff. rrr) m. gain or

profit by traffic, Is. 23,18; Prov. 3, 14;

31, 18; coupled with PRN (what is acquired by traffic — 91).
( הָרָהְסafter the form may) fem.
.1 traffic, place of trade, Ez. 27, 15, into
which hd is altered here; but the
gnidaer  סַחרָהyam osla niamer )668 (רד,

— .2 (from smo I, 2) a shield, coupled.
with mx Ps. 91, 4.

HO fem. same as “Md trade, gain,
Ez. 17, 15; see mand 1.

mand (with suf JENS). fem. (from
sno) 1. commercial goods, commercial
customership , of the Tyrian colony of Tartessus, who paid for Tyrian products with the produce of its mines

(2273, HOD, ,ְַתֶרְפ 543) Ez. 27, 12; so

also of Edom ‘(Gay for pow) 27. 16, of

Damascus 27,18. — 2, (from "np IIL) a
sort of precious red marble for laying out
pavements Esra. 1, 8; asthe Syr. 12%
black marble.
UND (not used) intr. to be sapless,
dry, of‘stubble and straw, particularly
of the dry after-growth ; conseq. identi-

of the heart Ps. 38, 11; therefore the cal in its organic root wn-o with wn,
Targumic ax (from. רמצ to glow, wp (Fürst, Concordance s, v.). It ‘is
comp. אָתְרִצ fever-heat).
better, however, (after Furst, see above
page 565) to assume for its organic
And III. (not used) intr. to be red- root
Und, Om“, which lies also in

coloured, of a sort of marble, Ar.

vom), Targ. on, Arab. ess 3
sprout
after, togrow after, to shoot 2
of the foxy colour of horses or camels

the same (of a red earth- or er

after (out of the root-stock), though the
 וecnehw ES -nic peculiarity of WO is not specified by
nabar,
red (see transp. poy), Aram. that. Deriv. .יחס
"p> the same, whence NRO rubrica,
NED see הטש
&e.),

ו

moo
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MOO (after the form 1ER, from המס

סיס

cliffs, jagged, from ךרס IL., see Fürst, Conc.

= ,הש pl. 00d) m. Ps. 101,3 see ny.

p. 1285) n. p. of the granite mountain

( ביסpl. ,0°3°0 for which mss. have
sometimes 0°39, with suf. 7130, from

made famous by the Mosaic legislation

 גרסL) m. prop. what is separated from,

in the Arabia peninsula, which has been

Ex. 16, 1, Num. 33, 16; fully 7270 רה
Ex.19,11 &e. It consists of three large
tops, of which the north-eastern is called

removed, the off-going of metal, hence
dross, of silver, which goes off in smelt- ( חרבwhich see), the south-western that
ing it Prov. 25, 4; n0»’D Ez. 22, 18 of St. Catherine. יִניִס 2272 is the wilsilver-dross, 1. 6. the dross in silver, derness about Sinai Ex. 19, 12, Lev.
where ‘0 18 an apposition; on the other 7, 38, and particularly the plain Sehand 0°37 92 Prov. 26,23 dross-silver, bayeh, south of Gibl Müsa. LXX Sud,
i. e. unpurified; base metal, which is se- Ar. Lux. Perhaps from 779 moon among
parated from the pure by melting Ez. the Zabians, i. e. dedicated to the moon.
,22 ;19 Is. 1, 22.

For the same thing

»1°O (from a ground-form (ןיס 1. n. p.
we have also 49, 39 (pl. 0°35) andסג 
m.
of ason of Canaan, and then of a Phe(a noun).
nician race in the north of Lebanon Gen.
 ןויסn.p.of the third month of the He- 10,17; 1Cur.1, 15. This race was spread
brew year, from the new moon of June

over the north of Phenicia till late times,

till that of July. The word did not come
to the Jews till the late Persian period
Esru. 8,9. Hence it is in the Targum,
Midrash and Talmud.
As bes, men,

and their memory is preserved in the
names of places. Jerome (quaest. in Gen.

TEN, ,לוב TIN, OD, NIV are demon-

10, 17) was still acquainted in his day

with a civitas Sini; the “Reyssbuch des
heil. Landes” (itinerary of the holy land)

strably from the old worship, the same p- 66 mentions a place Syn 1/,a mile north
may be predicated of j1"0; for which of Archas; Strabo (16. p.755) speaks of a
purpose the Zend. gpenta, Pehl. sapand, mountain-fortress Siva on Lebanon; an
Pers. sefend, denoting an Iranian deity Arabian geographer speaks of a beauti(comp. Benfey, Monatsnamen p. 13. 41. ful city .prw in the Pashalik of Aleppo
(Rosenmüller, Analecta Ar. III. p. 25), in
122) presents itself.
neighbourhood of which it is supthe
pms (great one, bold one, from 1101.)
the ןיִס 7 Nahr el-Sin of the
posed
n. p. of an Amorite king in jaw which
between Laodicea and Arawas called the city of Sihon on that ac- moderns is,
dus (Buckingham’s travels II. p. 438).
count Num. 21,21 23 28; Ps. 135, 11.

TO 1. (from DL) n. p. of the most

Modern travellers (Niebuhr, Robinson)

mention a district AA in the Pashalik
of Tripolis; and Jewish tradition (Onat the marshes, usually called Pelusium kelos, J. Targum, Gen. rabba, Targ.
(marsh-town, Strabo XVIL. p. 802) Ez. on Chronicles, Saadia, Abr. Sakkuto
30,15 16. The Arabic name of this city in Juchasin) understands either Trisul (marsh) or Kops (Farama, which polis, or Orthosia between Tripolis and
denotes marshy place after the Coptic Arca, — 2.7370, plur. DD, 2. Gent.
epome), also refers to this derivation. mase. one of the land of ןיִס Is. 49,
— 2. (cliff-place, from DIL.) n. p. of a 12, by which country is rightly underwilderness not far from mount Sinai Ex. stood usually Sina or China, But Jewish
16, 1; 17, 1; Num. 33, 12. — 3. n. p. tradition (Targ., Jerome, Saadia) supof a very distant eastern land, by which poses it to be the south land of Egypt,
is understood Sina, China, called by the Pelusium, which is less agreeable to
yer TH Is. 49, 12. the context.
Semites u
00 (from (סוס m. a swallow JER. 8,7
easterly border-city of Egypt situated

Deriv. the Gentile 9".

"IND (anything full of rock-fissures OT

K'ri, the K'tib having .סוס See Dip 2.
62
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> ( סִיסְרָאarising from ,ְאָרְסְרִס comp. Ps. 76, 3, coupled with 3 27, 5, where
op from SP; mediation ,‘from ER it is better to read הכס of the temple
after the aan to mediate, to appear Lament. 2, 6; a covert , lair of wild
as a mediator; comp. DO, ‘9 mediator) beasts Ps. 10,9; Jer. 25, 38. — 2.n.p.
n. D. m. Jupans 4, 2 seq.; Ezr. 2, 53.
According to others we should compare

the Syr. (Zpman, cif, array.

of a mountainous territory on the west

coast of the Arabian gulf, where Pliny
6, 84 mentions a Troglodyte city Suche;
the present Suakin in Nubia may also

NID (congregation, from 210 I.) n. p. a
to this region.
m. Neu. 7, 47, for which is
m. "2D (which see).

( אהעיִסthe same) n. p. m. Hzr. 2,
;44 in Aram. the same.
mB K’tib see maEn?Dd.
 ריסas a verb, seeסור .

Deriv. the @ent.

( הבסnot used) tr. same as Mb I.
(belonging to P2wW) to cut away, to cut
off, to castrate,

;540 comp. Ar.

ene

in sense

with

, whence the noun

means a castrated one. With the or-
( ריִסin signif. 1. the pl. is nino, in ganic root 77-59 or 7-2 comp. that in
signif. 2. it is םיִריְס and NIT; the stem no-2, Ton &e. Deriv. "28 (pl. 0°20).

is רוס IIT.) m. 1 (fem. onlyiin 2 Kınas
;4,38 Ez. 24,6) prop. a thing hollowed

 הכסI. (not used) intr. to see, to look,

out, a kettle, a pot, a bowl, and so to behold, same as a II. (which see);
a kettle , in which flesh is boiled Ex. Aram. R50 the same. Deriv. D072
;16,3 rm22 ’D a seething, steaming kettle =( mein "which see), as is to be read
JER. 1,13 (see mp2); 2 Kınas4, 38-41; for Han, and the proper name 130.
Ez. 11, 3 7; 24, 6, and symbol. 24, 3; The connexion of these two stems ig
0 kettle for boiling the flesh of gacri- clear from ba}, nm.

fices Zeon. 14, 20 21; pl. nino vessels,
belonging to the altar-service 1 Kınas

20 (pl. ni2D, from 539I.) /. same
,7 ,45 pans Ex. 27, 8. Here belongs as 50 a booth, hut, especially of foliage,
also Ps. 58, 10 before ‚your kettles feel for men and cattle Gen. 33, 17; Jon. 4,
the (kindled) thorns, i. 0. before the 5; for watchmen 18. 1, 8; nomads, hence
kettle begins to boil, the storm drives of the booths of the Israelites in the
away both thorn and thistle (see 1). — wilderness Luv. 23, 34, Nex. 8,15; and
.2 (pl. םיִריִס and nid) thorns, briars, ni39:7 גה 6 festival iin memory of them
as fuel Eccı.. 7,6 comp. Ps. 58, 10; of
thorns folded together Naz. 1, 10,grow-
ing upon ruins in wild luxuriance Is.
,34 ,13 stopping up the ways Hos. 2, 6;
metaph. a fish-hook, a hook, so called from

piercing Au. 4, 2, Copt. cowpr spina.

Devr. 16, 13; 2 Cur. 8, 13; Zecn. 14,
16; a tent, of warriors 9 Sam. 11, 11;

a house, especially a little one Am. 9,
12; fig. of the tabernacle Ps. 18, 12;
a covert 108 38,40. On niga nip see
next page.

niad (huts, shepherds’ abodes, from
72 (either from 729 L, so that it is
20
=", or from ףוס I.=32) m. a troop, ףכ i). 1. np. of a locality east
a thick mass, a multitude Ps. 42, 5; of the Jordan Jos 8 ,4seq., in the ter-

comp. 2" in this sense Is. 10,18; Talm. ritory of that river, ‘belonging to Gad
y2.a sum, Ar. KOS a troop, a multi- Josn. 18, 27; 1 Kinas 7, 46. According
to Jerome (on Gen. 33,17) the name still
tude.
existed in his time on the other side
a (with suf. Spd, ,רכס DD, once of the Jordan in the district of Seythop2b, from 70 I. to ‘ protect) m. 1, prop. olis. The narrator in Gen. 33, 17 althe covering, protecting, screening thing ready explains the name shepherd's tenti
(nöt a thing’ woven together out of and according ‘to Josephus (Antt. 1;
branches); hence a covering, hut, tent 21, 1) the place is said to have been
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called Zuvorin his time. Another ni39,

סכך

the Hebr. םיִכְסדרַש explains the Aram.

Ar. bi, layin the West-j-jordan land,  סָרִים29 Jur. '39, 3. See also ppp ye.
south of poms (Burckhardt, Syria
“ZO ‘(Gon JO 2) n. Gent. m. an inp- 595). יסpay Ps. 60, 8 is the great habitant of 7, hence the םיִּיָּבְס 6
valley about Suceoth, denoting, along people there, mentioned as being in
with the Shechemite territory on this the pay of קטיט in Egypt; together
side of Jordan, the entire Jordan-district,
where none but foreign settlers lived in
the time of the Maccabees. — 2. x. p. of
the first station of the Israelites, when
they left Egypt, the next to 0959 Ex.
12, 37; 13, 20; Num. 33, 5. According

to "Josephus (Antt. 2, 15, 1) Letopolis,
the later Babylon.

MUT n. p. of aheathen deity, whose
‘image the Israelites carried about with
them in their wanderings through the
desert, as they did those of Jraand

api (which see) Am.5,26.

In apposi-

tion to mpd stands 4272 (rulen), as pve

with the pranb (which see) and םישופ
2 Cur. 12, 3. LXX and Vulg. understood Troglodytes, i. 6. the Ethiopian
ones, who dwelt in the district of 5b
(Strabo p. 819).

P01 (2 pers. Hniad, ANd, NPD;
1 pers. "nd; part. 32, pl. םיִכְכְס jut.
752, with suff. “20%, pl.xpd") tr. 1. to
cover, to spread in covering, ‘either with
accus. of the cover, as nahe Ex. 40, 3,
nD 33, 22, or with 3 (with), as 292
Lamenr. 3, 44 thou coverest thyself with
a cloud, i.e. round about thee, to make

thee invisible, D7°9233 Ex. 25, 20; 37,
does to ye (which see), and SNe to 9; fig. ףאְּב LAMENT. 3, 43; the person
23/2 ib., whence one sees that a heathen or thing to be covered is put with לע
deity only can be spoken of. But Ex. 33, 22; 40, 3, which is also the
what god is meant, whether Sichaeus, case after the object- accus. has been
husband of the Carthaginian Coelestis dropped 40, 3; 1 Cur. 28, 18; 1 8
and a god worshipped in many ways 8,7; seldom with 5Ps. 140, 8; Lament.

“together with Astarte, or Dionysus also
termed Sixvcyg, can hardly be deter-

mined. As the knowledge of a deity of
this name was already lost at an early period, the LXX, Symm., Hieron., Pesch.,
contrary to the context, thought of nizd
and understood ‚holy shrines; the Car:
thaginians carrying about a oxyvqy isoav

(Diod. 20, 68).

8,44. — 2. Figur. to protect, to shelter

(comp. Is. 51, 16, and סח in connection
with 79»), Ps. 139, 13° in the body of
my mother hast thou sheltered me (not
woven), Jos 10, 11 being also understood similarly. With this meaning the
part. 7pbis in Ez.28,14 the cherub of consecration, the sheltering, 28, 16 the shel-

Theodot. renders it by tering cherub (see nYnn).

beasts, thinking of mol.

32d Nau. 2,

6 is a noun (which ‘see). The passage
 תונּבniad n. p. of a deity of the in Jos 40, 22 is altogether irregular:
the shady bushes shelter him with their
Babylonians, mentioned along with 53%, protection (5%), where $>>¥ stands for
NOR, 1032, PD, TORTIS, or

צללט. — 8. (not used). to enclose, to
2 Kınas 17, 30, for which the LXX embrace, to cover about, a thing; to con-

read תיִנָּב ni2D.

As n120 (which see) tain; proceeding from the fundamental

was already the name of a god, mija signif. to cover. See Hif. — 4. (unused)
or na seems to be only a modification to be thick, pressed together, to be inter-

of it, without either the one or the other
having to be explained by tracing them
back to a Hebrew origin.

woven, of a thick forest, of a close multitude of people, of a mass held together,
the same meaning in the case of 103
(which see) proceeding from the idea of

"DD (prop. part. pass. of >91, but
only plur. 298, for which 2150) m. one covering. Deriv. 79, 78, 720, 7® ed),
(which see),
castrated, a periphrasis of DMD; hence MDB, 709, doubtfully 7>0n
69+
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and the proper names ni3D, M130 (doubt-

qn), with ">

L, na

I; MO"2,

ful), 7332.

Tom.

protect (the bodily structure with an

stigate, incite, figur. to stir up, to arms,

Pih.]. סוכך )= שוכף, fut.  (ישכךto

Pih. (redupl.) 7939 (fut. 320%) to in-

apparatus of bones) Jos 10, 11.
Pik. IL. (redupl.) 7930 see 720 1.
Hif. 39% (part. pn an extension of
Ton; inf.c. JOM; fut. 7%, ap. TO))to cover.
p34 Junens 3,24, 1 Sam. 24,4 euphe-

Is. 19, 2 (Aq., Syr., Targ., Vulg.) and
I incite Egypt against Egypt, i. e. I stir
up a civil war; 9,10 and he will arouse
his enemies.

mistically for to 0086 oneself (Targ., LXX,

cording to Kimchi: a shed, a protecting
cover, a storming cover, vinea, testudo,
an instrument of war used by besiegers
in storming cities; but as the passage

Vulg., Aq.); with 192 to surround entirely, to embrace, to enclose straitly (with

misfortune) Job 3, 23, comp. חרא 773
19, 8; y2 FB 1, 10 isi prop. the same,
but with another application; to enclose,
the sea, with double banks (07n2') 38, 8;
with לע to spread out and cover Ex. 40,

( ףכסfrom 927 I.) m. Nam. 2, 6 ac-

in question speaks of defenders, we can
only understand by it a thing protect-

ing the breaches in walls, covering the
bareness of the fortifications, or the men
21, to ‘spread out and protect Ps. 5, 12; who protect.

MDI (enclosure, hedging about) n. p.
of a city in the steppe of the JudahHof. 7217 to be covered, Ex. 25, 29; territory Jos. 15, 61.
37,16. Deriv. zo.
520 (Kal not used) intr. transposed
to afford protection, with > of the person

Ps. 91,4. Deriv. ךסיִמ =  ףסמK'tib.

The fundamental signification of the from 54> (which see) prop. to be thick,
stem, even in signification 4, lies also at fleshy, fat, hence figurat. as in the case
the basis of the Ar. SLs (to embrace, to of that verb, to be stupid, dull, foolish; "

cover, to be dense, pressed together) cognate in sense You, 72305; Aram. לכס
‘\su the same, Its distinction from boty
(Aram. 220) to be intelligent readily
appears in this, that b>w is a farther development of 13; while b>o
is transposed from von. Comparison
with the Arab. xiw, IES &c., which

and its numerous derivatives, as is perceptible from 35 (which see). The organic root 70 is also found in גס IL, רש
Tb; on the contrary only in part in
702 IL, so far as the idea of covering
predominates. In other respects we have
to compare with the organie root the
Greek 0-78/-0 Latin teg-ere, German
decken, Dach, Sanskrit sku; comp. Pott,
etymologische Forschungen page 243.
, The meaning to weave, to intertwine, to
interlace, to entwine, which lies in 70-3 IL,
72V, Aram. 2? &e., and which has

mean to be 0

foolish, should be

rejected, because these agree with maw,
va. Deriv. לכס,525, nıb3d (mis).
Nif. »>2 toshew. oneself foolish, to
act foolishly, with 59 2 Cur. 16, 9; to do
wickedly, 2 Sam. 24, 10; to sin 1 Sam.

been adopted in Hebrew also, is not 13, 13.
ezpressed in the passages in question.
Pik. 530 (fut. 530%) same as DRIM to
make
foolish, to change into silliness, may
729 I. (Kal unused) tr. same as

2 Sam. 15, 31, n21 Is. 44, 25,
37% (to Fw, mab) to ‚stick, to pierce, to
Hif. 207 to commit folly, to act
cut into a thing, to sting, Aram. yo fixit;
foolishly
Gz. 31, 28 with the addition
identical in its organic root 52 with JA

of fw; 1 Sam. 26, 21; Aram. 5308,
(which see), Arab. 2 (to stick into), Sf.
\
whence ה (a stamp, an impression),
 לכסm. same as 593 a fool, oppos. to
Hebr. jn (so in Ez.28,13 to be read for pon "Eccres. 2,19; one devoid of under-
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standing 10, 3, one irrational, senseless

The stem is closely connected with

Jur. 4, 22, an appos. to 0°23; subst. 125, and the Arab.
<<
folly 5, 21; Aram. 20, Nb2D,
2 the execute can alone be

to carry on, to

identical with it,
same.
not
= pd. Such a meaning as
$30 m. folly, unreasonableness, hence to קל to be stopped, to be wont, to be
lowness, concrete low ones, EccLes. 10, 6, familiar &e. appears in no passage. The

parallel DW».

organic root is j2°9, existing also in

midzd /. folly 180088. 2, 3; 7, 25;
once nip>% 1,17; Aram. the same.

12, J2 with the meaning to prepare,

to perform,

to execute,

as

is also

in

TER I.

129 I. (part. m. 426, fem. n220;

pie II. (Kal not used) to be bowed,
fut. 129%, before Makkeph 739°) tr.
to be low, to be poor; identical in its
1. to carry on, an employment, ‘to do, organic root j2°9 with that in 9-29,
to execute, to perform, the office of a
courtier; hence 795 Is. 22, 15 a house- Aram.n-53, ER Hebr.,LT; כל

 וחי: ןחArab, 8
to be poor, Den
more exactly determined by "לע "Gx reduced. Deriv. 99%, M2207.

steward, administrator, manager (Targ.),

Puh.420 (part. 120%) to be ‘impoverished,
M127; conseq. the master of a house, who
is set over the royal palace and guides reduced, hence the part. one impoverished
the collective affairs of the court, per- or poor Is. 40, 20, if it be not a denohaps with the rank and authority of min. from 799% (which see).
the French major-domos; 7326 1 Kines
pie II. (fut. 759°) tr. to cut into,
1, 2 4 a female administrator,

manager,

stewardess of a house, with the accessory idea of an attendant, keeper. Hence

729 with לע to have the charge or ad-

to pierce, into a thing, hence to endanger
Jos 35, 3; identical in its organic root
279 with that in moan I. „(to man),

WR (to 7), Aram. m — (to bore
to carry it on as 330, Jon 22, 2 therefore through), Ar. ₪5 (to pierce through),

ministration of a thing, i. e. to manage,

the intelligent carefully watches over them

(varay i. 6. 799779). —

2. Figurat.

to perform = to bring advantage, gain,
profit, as the result of management, with

5 of the person Jos 22, 2 does a man
act for God? i. e. does he bring yon
or עצב to him 22, 3; on the contrary

the construction wäh לע belongs there
to the first meaning; ‘absol. ןיְּכְסִי אל
15, 3 what is not of use, parallel >
yıyin; 34, 9 man gets no gain. "120"
35, 3 belongs to 429 111. In n239%,

120 = 032.

Hif. PROF (inf. constr. 1397) like Kal,
to perform, to manage, absol. Num. 22,
30 have I then ever managed in such a

Sanskrit khan fodere, Pers. kenden 6.
Nif. 729) (fut. 799°) to cut oneself,
to be wounded, endangered , with 2 with
a thing Eccuzs. 10, 9 (LXX, Vulg.).
This meaning is frequent in Aramaean.
720 I. (Kal not used) ir. same as
30 7 ‘close, the mouth, to stop up,a
spring, Arab.
to dam, Aram. "30
for the Hebr. Dox, Syr. va», to reduee
to a strait, whence the modern Hebrew
RADON angina; Maltese sakkar the
same; sakkara a bolt.

Nif. 2292 (fut. 1297) to be shut Gun.

8,2; Ps. 63, 12.
Pih. "DD same as “3D to deliver or
way to thee? i, e. have I acted in such give up, ’p 7a Is. 19, 4. But this siga way? With accus. of the object Ps. nification | proceeds from another fun139, 3 and thou hast controlled and in- damental idea than "39.
apected all my ways. With ’p ny to have
 רכסII. same as 2 (which see)
to do with one (in a common "affair), i.e.
i
to have intercourse with him Jos 22, 21. Ezr. 4, 5.

n2D
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nao (Kal not used) intr. to be calm,
to be ‘still, to be silent =upw, Ar. ra
to be dumb. From this ‘the Rabbins

Puh. 820 (part. (אָלְסִמ to be weighed,
with a with LAMENT. 4 0

xbo (= "bp, from >59) / same as

have incorrectly derived nı2D Am. 5, bon a highway in Jerusalem 2 Kınas
26, the name of an idol, prop. 0%

ness.
Hif. 03977 (imper. n3917) to observe
silently Devt. 27, 9; hence in modern
Hebrew = 1877, sup.

13, 21.

By it is meant the way going

from the Jaffa gate with steep descent
leading crosswise through the city, and
then ascending to a bank at Haram-

Area (mbiyr 75957 1 Cur. 26, 16); it
( לסpl.םיָלַס ,constr. "2d, from 53911.) is the present .Dawid-street.
xdo see Kıbo.
m. a basket, a wicker-basket,i.e. made
of rods, for bread or flesh Gen. 40, 17;

Ex. 29, 3 32; Jupazs 6,19; Aram. nd,

האָתְלְסtle, Arab. 81.2, Zab, a5,

30 (Kal not used) intrans. prop. to
glow, to burn, as in modern Hebrew
and Talmudic, which are already com-

( לסfrom 93 II. after the form DW, pared by Saadia,

Ibn G’anäch

and

Kimchi; hence to be violently moved or
yz ws, 2, לאfrom mV, הָצָע Au7
excited (a usual metaphor, comp. also
29, הל which have arisen from longer mya), modern Hebrew to beg strongly
forms, as e. ₪ TER; constantly with a (Seozeroth 105, 3)and 120 the most urgent
of motion “bp, where — is shortened begging (ibid. 110, 2);metaph. to ezult,
into - like = into — in this case, and to leap up with joy, in mod. Hebrew the
= even passes into — in Hm) m. prop. same, therefore 125 exultation; comp.
section, end, pause (of the song), with a Ar. de to leap up joyfully, to exult,
of motion 99 prop. to the end i.e. ended,
prop. to be strongly 1moved; hence ‘aS,,
like pro pause, end, in the system of
5J; to move violentaccents. This technical expression occur- to go about quickly,5.5
ring 71 times in the Psalms and thrice ly. Deriv. the a: name 20.
Pih. 739 (fut. 3205) to exult, “to rejoice
besides (Haz. 3, 3 9 13) stands at the
end of a verse or poem, or at the close with strong excitement, Jos 6, 10 (Targ.,
of a strophe, to denote the pause or end LXX) and I might exult in the pain,
Ps.7,6; 20,4; 21,3, or entirely at the which he (God) does not spare.
end Ps. 3. 9. 24. It occurs but 4 times
15D (exultation) n. p. m. 1 Caron.
in the middle of a verse Ps. 55, 20; 57, 2, 30.
4; Has. 3, 3 9, where its displacement
nbo I, (Kal not used) intr. same as
from the close of the verse is still perceptible. The expression may refer NBD, "br, לד L, 797 L, to wave to and
mainly to the musical accompaniment.
fro, to shake , of rauchen, twigs, old
R30 (Kal not used) intrans. same as men; hence to rock to and fro, of what

is weighed (see Puh.); figur. to be tot757 I. and 50 I. to move to and fro, tering, slack, miserable.
to waver, hence to rock, metaphor. to
Puh. Seo (fut. 791) same as ND to
hang, to hang down. This does not con-

nect with the idea of heaving, drawing

up on high, elevating.

Figur. like 197,

be weighed,“Jos 28,‚16 19.

 הֶלסII. 2( pers. md) tr. same as

>27 to be slack, wavering, tottering, ‘de- 220 I. (which see) to stick, to cut, to
caying , miserable, unfortunate. Deriv. tear, into a thing, cognate in sense with

the proper name N10.
Pih. 850 (mot used) to weigh, to weigh
of, cognate in sense with לקו Deriv.
the proper name NO or ko.

YR2, P22; figur. (like yx2) to contemn,

to despise , to reject Ps. 119, 118; then
like other verbs with the same funda-
mental idea, to cut off, to conclude, to

סלה
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end; comp. Aram. "9d, 820, Ha the same, in para, par, Pan, db», mB, ne
whence 8120 a ome ER thas a (mb) II. &e.
point; deriv. לס (with a of motion 750)
nbo m, forgiver Ps. 86, 5.
which see.

( ולסafter the form “at from mbo IL;
Pih. 59 to reject, to disdain, to est
‚away, Lament. 1, 15, comp. לזin this a rejecter viz. Jah is) n. p. m. Na
sense. Derivat. the proper names “bo, 12, 20.
amo

a»D.

(pl. mind)

f. forgiveness,

The organic root of the stem לס-ה pardon Dan. 9, 9; Neu. 9, 17.
is also in 5O°11, D173, DER, E72, Ar.

( לסnot used) intr. same asהלך 
(which see); Arab. AU the same. De-

see של

ל

rivative

rejection; from 730 II.)

madd (wandering) n. p. of a locality
m. Nen. 12, 7; instead of ‘which in the extreme eastern boundary of Bais "pd elsewhere.
shan Deur. 3,10, Josu.13,11, which
ribo (from NPD; a miserable, unfortu- was assigned to Gad 12, 5; 1 Cur, 5,

N.

nate one)Nom. 25,"24,
N? bo (from 890 in Pih.a weighed, dear
one)
n. p.m. 1 Cur. 9,7; אפס Neu. 11,7.
iso (plur. םרכרלס, From 22d) m. a
thorn, prickle, Ez. 2, 6, coupled with
ane, like ריִמט with ny, 7777 with

11. The place still exists by the name

of Zalchat (w&ULe or AS
0) seven
hours east of Bostra (Burckhardt p. 180),
and appears in Arabic writers also.

50 1. (only part. f. mob, mbbB;

imp. ‘pl. ףלס,with suff. הילס fut. bbn,
 וקוץcomp. Äram. 8190 (thorn, " thorn- pl. 356) prop. same as dom to heighten,
bush), xnbo (palm-thorn), Arab. JA to heap up, to tower up, to pile up, to
pile, hence 1. tr. to cast up, to prepare,
the same. See הָלֶס 1.
 ןּופְסm. the same Ez. 28, 24, of which

( ריאְממpricking) is said.
nbp (fut. m2d3, once ַחְלְסַא JER. 5,

a way, a street, J77 Jur. 18, 15, חרא

Prov. 15, 19, Shop Is. 62, 10; absol.
57,14. Here belongs also Ps. 68,5 cast
up, cast up the way (19%) for fini הפ
rides along through the deser ts, .e

a

7 K'tib, where perhaps לס was ori- suitable way for the divine march, as

ginally written; inf. constr. 115d; part.
126) tr. prop. to separate, to divide, to
loosen, figur. to untie sin, i. e. to do it
away or forgive it, with dative of the
person Num. 30, 13, Drur. 29, 19, and

is done for worldly rulers (Mos. Chiquitilla); it is not necessary here to assume
a meaning to praise, to exalt (Ibn Esra).
Farther to cast up, a dam, youa (773,

divide, to split off, as in the Ayah;

to esteem highly, wisdom Prov. 4, 8 (Ibn
Esra, Kimchi), hence coupled with nin.
According to the LXX: to surround with

(סְלֶלָה=ארח. Fig. with לע of the per2 of the object Ex. 34, 9, Num. 14, 19; son Jon 19, 12; 30,12, comp. also 074
sometimes absol. 14, 20. Deriv. ְהָחיִל Is. 49, 11; to heap or ‘pile up (sheaves,
Nif. 1992 to be forgiven, pardoned, corpses) Jur. 50, 26 (Jos. Kimchi). Dewith ל of the person Lev. 4, 20; 5,13; rivat. 9396, bon, Son, NEO =ED.
— 2. (not used) intr. to mount up, to
Nom. 15, 25.
Pih. nbs (not used) to forgive often rise up, cognate in sense with 127;
derivat. DP.
or constantly. Deriv. m0.
Pih. (redupl.) 5950 (imp. with suf.
The objective fundamental significaT2000)
to heighten greatly, i. e. to exalt,
tion of the stem n> (Aram. 130) is to
i

{to split), Aram. non, N, Hebrew
say. The organic “root m2~d lies also a wall (71395),=the following par; ac-
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cording to Rashi: to twine round, to em-

yop I. (not used) intr. to be heavy,
weighty (Fürst, Conc. s. v.), cognate in
sense With ,לקס , לקproceeding from the

brace, from 229 IL; explanations which
have much in their favour.
Hithp. 525% see 920 I.

idea of weighing, conseq. being= in its

organic root to NO, 120, לס IV.; hence
the
Targ. ¥20 for the Hebr. לש But
to interlace, rods, twigs, tendrils (for a
as
the
heaviness and weight of a 92D
basket); cognate in sense with Niu (to
N20); ident. in its organic root לס‘with (Is. 32, 2) are specially noticed, and the
characteristic of the derivative noun is
bine (to Sram Ez. 27, 19, which Rashi on the whole hardness (Jnr. 5,3; New.
DBD II. (not used) intr. to interweave,

translates ‘a web, a thing spun), Targ.

9,15) and firmness, against which some-

and Talm. 5t-x to weave, to spin, whence thing is dashed in pieces (Ps. 137, 9);
“BIN, MTS a weaver, NOTIN a web, NOTIN as the expression is also applied to a
a net, RADU a bundle, ‘a binding, bry stony, hard soil (Am. 6,12): it can only
in the Targ. “for mio, Syr. SP, Arab.

have meant at first to be hard, firm;
and may be connected in its organic

05 Deriv. .לס
Pih. (redupl.) 299 properly to weave

root 9-5 with that in D173 (which see).
Derivat. "sap.

strongly into one ‘another , metaphor. to
twist around, to embrace, or to treat of

a thing often Prov. 4,8 (Rashi).

yop U. (not used) intr. to swallow,
to gulp , Targ. for 933; to consume , to
eat away; ident, in its organic root Erle

Deriv.

1050 (LXX, Vulg.).

20 III. (not used) trans. same as with 93-3, 35. In Targumic there is
also formed from this stem the Pael

mb IL. to cut into, to stick into, a thing,

Dy2d. Arab.
םWET
סלע.

metaphor. to pierce against a thing, to
resist, to strive against, comp. דרמ and

a

I.; deriv. 720, iPod.

ask.

Derivative

yD (in pause 920, with suf. 50,

Son IV. (not used) intrans. same as pl. Dydd; from sn 1) masc. 1. a rock
Rd, mp I. to wave to and fro, of (from its hardness), which a hammer
branches “shoots; comp. לז ל

mpedo.

dashes in pieces JER. 23, 29, on which
enemies knock children to pieces Ps.

Deriv.

137, 9; applied to a stony, hard soil
Am. 6,12. Fig. the hard, defiant face
wall heaped up Jer.39 24; 33,4; hence of the bold is compared with it JER.5,
‘9 JEW with לע 2 Kınas 19, ‚32,Jer. 6, 6, 3. To 'ָס are applied md (cleft, rent)
JUDGES 15, 8, me (nakedness, baldor oy 2 Sam. 20, 15.

‘abt (pl. nizbb, from d¥o 1( f. a

pbp (not used) see nbd.

ness) Ez. 24, 7, ונח(ravine, hollow) Os.
| 3, PR? (fissure) Jur. 13, 4; and it is used

noo (from 559 I.) mase. a stair-case, as the image of a ל
mountain
ladder: steps, Gen. 28,12, for which is 51,25. Certain rocks lying on moun759%

מ 9,11 (LXX, Vulg.); Ar.

the same.

In the other Semitic lan-

guages this word is likewise to be derived from 59 and not from Dod.
mbobo (only .עז  תלfrom Sb IV.)
f. = לזלז a tendril, a twig, of the vine,

tains had peculiar designations

JupuEs

15,11; 20,47; 1 Sam. 23,28; and there
safety was sought. Hence it denotes also

protection, security, applied to God 2Sam.
22,2, Ps. 42, 10, or to men Is. 31, 9.
— 2. a designation of Edom, which

abounds in rocky hollows Is.42,11; Ox.

Jur. 6, 9 turn thy hand as a grapegatherer upon the tendrils. The expla-

3; Jer. 49,16; Num.24,21; specially a
proper name of its metropolis Is. 16, 1,

is. unsuitable.

commonly ¥3 (with the article) Jun»
ass 1, 36, 2 Kınas 14,7, Greek Ilergo,

nation=0720 from 559. (LXX, Vulg.)

סלעם

at Ilerocı, in the middle ages the vallis

Mosis, now (wg

ol,. Petra lay be-

tween the southern point of the Dead
Sea and the extremity of the Elanitic

gulf, in a valley shut in by lofty rocks
(Robinson, Palestine 11. p. 514. 573).
npbd (from 359 II. with the termination D-) masc. the name of an edible
locust Lev. 11,22,

so called from con-

suming, like pa}.

AbD (Kal unused) tr. 1. prop. same
as 22 (to join or fit into one another,
Aram. 35%, hence Pael to bind, to attach), therefore to turn,
wind together, cognate
nay, ny, 039, no,
connected in its organic

סמך
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weave, fold or
in sense with
band &e., and
root gie) with

( תֶלְסwith suf. mrbo, from nbp) ₪
(Ex. 29,40 masc.) fine (pure) meal, i. e.

what is best ground Lev. 2, 5; 7,12;
Nom. 7,13; Don 'ס Ex. 29,2 fine flour
of wheat; in nad map Gen. 18,6 ’o is
in apposition. A derivation from ללָס IV.
is not linguistically justified; and no
comparison withג 

(fine meal) from

mado should therefore be regarded.

BO (only pl. n> from D720) masc. an
aromatic, of plants and mixtures (pagpo (עסאEx. 25,6; 30,7; Luv. 4,7; Aram.
oo, far the same, and also poison.
 בבaD n. p. of a distinguished
Chaldean at the court of Babylon
(Kimchi) Jer. 39,3. But as 12) stands

at the end of the proper name contrary

nor IL, a2-> I. (which see); Aram.

to all analogy, and in the 13" verse
So to be twisted, crooked, Ar. Wi.  יסought to be an official name, it is
(to turn, to turn up, a field); and for better to join 12) with what follows,

the organic root comp. the Aram. 43, taking 13790 as a name of 01806.
 בבto knot to, to bind, to entwine. —

2. Figur. to make twisted,

entangled,

perverse, crooked, or to act so; cognate

in sense >p¥. Deriv. mod.

"13720

is thought to have arisen from 00, Pers.

<> (a cup), and "4, Pers. pi conseq.
cupbearer = "p27; but seeשַמְגָר .

male) (unused) intr. to be knotted in

Pih. ( סלfut. m0) to pervert, to
one another, to be hard, firm, Ar. Ow
wrest, 0°23 Ex. 23, 8; Prov. 22,12; to
corrupt, רה 19,3; to overthrow, םרנתימ

Jos 12,19; to precipitate, with > into a

to twist together;

Ar. neo.

comp

Hebrew nn%,

Hence

“TAD (after the form Dw; pause
thing Prov. 21,12, to cause to fall 13,
0.7798, םיִרְּדְמְס.עז from 72D with
277,
Comp.
WIR.
’
for
is
MND
where
6,
on %-) m. the first bud or
the
terminati
in this sense M7 Lament. 3, 9, m
the
fruit,
bulb,
of the vine Sona סע
Jos 33, 27, 72m Prov. 12, 7.
2,13 15; 7,13; so called from its
Sox.
pte) masc. perverseness, viciousness, hardness; different from “O5 and 2}.
Prov. 11,3, opposite Tram.
More frequent in the Mishna, where it
the incipient fruit; in the Zabian
means
up,
go
to
Aram.
1p29)
plur.
(3
peo
also the buds of blossoms.

| Dan. 2,29; 7, 3; Estu. 4,12; see pd3,
Hof. por.

( המסnot used) tr. to mark, to draw
=o (Dib) where the comparison is also

with pi, a similar verb-idea lying at the

support, to lean, with accus. of the ob-

rub, bruise or divide generally; Talm.

 עַלדְהַקיר72 ’D Am. 5,19 to lean (to sup-

of which the Af. is 987, 19947,

the

given. From the reduplicated form of
nbo (not used) intr. properly to be this stem comes the proper name "7250.
rubbed to pieces, crushed, ground, of
tr. same as 7721) to
(fut. F202)
WoO
grain, hence to be fine, cognate in sense
ror
:

basis of pax, ap, 99; Ar. lu to ject and לע upon Lev. 1,4; 3, 2 8;
the wall;
rbd to cut in pieces, wood, whence "N20 port or press) the hand upon . like an
-accus
object
the
ng
omitti
hence
pieces of wood. Derivative

סמך

intr.  עלmay  סְמְכהPs. 88, 8 the wrath
lies upon, ie. lies hard upon.
damental

signification
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The fun-

to press upon a

S00 (in pause ‘0, from nd with the
termination ל

see DD) m. a likeness,

image, of a thing, an idol, Devt. 4, 6,

thing, i. e. to lay firm hold of a thing, is 2 Cur. 33,7 15, especially of Aschera;

still perceptible in dy ’9 Ez. 24,2, where

 הפיOB an idol hewed out of stone 33,7.

it means to cast oneself’ tin a hostile mandad m. Ez. 8, 3 5 same as למס
ner upon a thing. Fig. (with or without
 ידPs. 37, 24) to strengthen, Is. 63, 5,
DEAD (not used) intr. 1. to smell, to
with 800118. of the person to lend strength
be fragrant Arab.
ל prop. to breathe
59,16; to invest, with a double accus.

Gen. 27,37; מס of God, Ps.37,17 and
145,14 a firm, unshaken one, 2 (inmind)

forth, of plants; ident. in its organic

root with that in bina, DU“), Aram.
no-a, xow—5, Ar.
. Deriv. no. —
Is. 26, 3, hence
=7153 Ps. 112, 8; 09
to strengthen the person 54, 6; םיכּומס 2.(not used) togive outaa
penetrat בערestablished for ever 111, 8; םיִכְמְס ing smell, spoken of poisonous plants or

Ez. 30, 6 auailiary troops, properly: the poisonous mixtures; Aram. 0d, yo ‚the
same, for which the Ar. os Hebr. pip.
}20 (not used) tr. to mark, to ae

supporting. Deriv. 779 in the proper
name 473720, 77297 in the proper name

Nif.
הי7292
 יTBD(fut.in 729°)
FBP AN.
to be supported,

upheld, or reflex. to support oneself, with

signate, to determine, Coptic cunt; pro-

bably an elongated form of DD belonging to 5126, and identical in its organic
root with mw belonging to by, and

 עלJunges 16, 29; Is. 36, 6; fig. to trust,
with לע Is. 48, 2; Ps.71,6; 2 Chr.32,8.
Pih. Rd Gio pl. with suff. *73%0) with 130, Greek סע

comp. Aram.

prop. to stay, hence to refresh Sone OF 729 and "the noun 7720; on the contrary
the organic root of. yar is pact.
Son. 2, 5 = 40.
Nif. 17292 to be determined, marked of,
The stem ns, which also exists in
am (which see), Aram. 729, yo (to of a field. Deriv. the noun 7202.
support, to put on, to lean, hence 83730
alee) intr. 1. to stand erect, of the
threshold, Latex for 78), is quite syn- hair, irielles, ‘wa 'ָס 8.119, 120 out

onymous with דַעָס;the org. root 7279, of “iva תרעש > (comp. Jos 4, 15) the
‘Varn lies also in the Aram. 7%", ye? hair "of the “body stands on end, from
(to sleep) prop.=32¥. In the Talmud fear; horrere, getoce. For the organs
to lean upon a thing, to be near, RODION

a leaning upon.

RD seo TRE TN,

root ‘72-5 we have to compare that in

RR (to stand erect, to be prominent,
projecting), 27m eminere, 7272 II. (to

stretch forth). Derivat. RB. — 2.00
stand forth, to project with a point,
wad (om ad and :הי Jah is of a peg, nail, tack, to hang a thing
a support) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 26, 7. ףךמס on. Deriv. 73072, “303, nyo, n'y32072.
is also the name of the letter 5, changed
Pih. "29 (fut.Ron) to stand strongly
into 720 on account of its old appel- erect, “ba תרעשט Jos 4,15.
lation (sa).
RD de m. bristling, rough, 0080nd

see "795720.

( למסnot used) a stem adopted for Sok, of Pa}, i.e. of the locust after its
 למסand 5990; according to some trans-
posed from( סלצ which see), Sun 11. with
the meaning to make like, to copy; but
it is better with Fürst (Cone. 8. v.) to as-
sume BD (030) as the stem. Derivative

third skin, when the wings are still
covered with the rough, horny hide .מ
51, 27 which it strips off Jo. 2,16.

( אגסnot used) intr. same as mp to
be prickly, pointed; figur. to be injured,

סנאת
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hated, comp. 82», Aram. N20, Lis; ident. see under 930) m. blindness Gen. 19, 11,
in its organic "root with » (kaa .(ןוס 2 Kınas 6, 18, prop. a veiling, covering,
or hollowness; ‘02 ma to smite with
Deriv. the proper names האס and

NID (from אנס thorn-hedge) n.p. of blindness ibid.
a eity in Judah Ezk. 2, 35; with the
 בירחנסn. p. of an Assyrian king
article Nua. 3, 3.
714- 696 B. C., who was slain by his
( טלבגסAryan) n. p. of a Persian two sons in the temple of Nisroch
2 Kınas 18, 13-20; 19, 16-26. Of his
satrap of Samaria at the time of Ne- ill-fated expedition against Judah and
hemiah under Artaxerxes Longimanus Egypt Isaiah
6 and 37 speaks. The
Neu. 2, 10; 4,1; 6,1seq.; 13,28; whose orthographies evvayıgim, -noein Seveactions and fortune are put by J osephus xneıßos, Zavayagıßos in the LXX, Joar another time (Antt. 11, 7, 2; 8, sephus, Berosus, Herodotus lead to the
1 seq.). The syllable ,נס which ap- derivation from san i. e. with (ow),
pears also in 2'970 and in oava-, is hari the lion, and bha (part. of bhä)
the Sanskrit prepos. sam, Greek ov», i.e. appearing , so that san-hari-bha
with, and ם"פב is agreeably to the means appearing like a lion, a lion-like
nr strength, power, heroic courage; man. See Ph. Luzzatto, le Sanscritisme &c.
. e. together, a strong one, hero.
(Padua 1849. 8) p.32. On Sennacherib
mao (not used) tr. to pierce, to sting, comp. Berosus apud Euseb. Armen. I.
or intr. to be pointed , sharp, of thorns, p. 42. 43.
ident. in its organic root with
320 (not used) tr. same as "20 I. (to
אבaD, וש  וזIL, wes, 78 &e.; 730 and 73), 12IL and ןט (which see),
Deriv. 729 and the proper topierce, to cut in, hence to make pointed
or sharp.
name 1729.
Pih. I. 139 (not used) to pierce, figur.
20 (pl. modern Hebrew (םיִאָכְס m
inculcate, to impress, doctrines, preto
thorn-bush, thorn-briars Ex. 3, 2 Seq}
like 33% Deur. 6, 7, then to
cepts,
Deur.
ינכט
hence God is called "29
Deriv. the proper name
33, 16 with reference to the. narrative teach generally.
mo.
in Exodus. Syr. ju1» the same, Arab.
"Pr. I. 7930 (redupl., not used) 1. to
Lin senna.
be very sharp or pointed, of the branches
20 (pointed rock) n. p. of arock over ofthe palm consisting of points, the Ar.
against Michmas 18am. 14,4, connected Se meaning tooth and twig. Deriv.
with 35 and with 7279, "N29.
70%. — 2. same as Pi. I. to inculcate,
( הנסfrom 23 Pih. I.) fhinstruction, to instruct. Derivat. the proper name
precept; or writing (which proceeds in 773020.

crags;

8-9,

An.oe

other cases also from

the fundamental

(kom > Pih.IL., only pl.072020)

"7220
signification to pierce into), Arab. Rig, m. @ pointed twig of the palm Sone סע
NR
mo»
name
the same; only in the
Sor.7,9, if it be not a mere collateral
Josu. 15, 49, i. e. town where the saform of dr>t (which see); Syr. Listas
cred books were written or from which
priestly instructions and precepts issued,

=p np 15, 15 16 and ריִבָּד Junges
1, 11; also ident. with the proper name
M3030 Josu. 15,31. See "27 2 and "ER.

for

twig, basket, Ar. mw twig

from we to be sharp or pointed.

2030 Er 320 Pih. II.) f. same as

m3, and n. p. of the same
ale) (from 820; the violated) n. p- 7 Judah Josu. 15, 31.

Neu."11, 9 (with "the article).
 from רוס or "295
"md (only pl. םיִר,-,

city in

FD (not used) tr. same as 231 (which
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see) to waddle, to move to and fro, to accusat. of the material besides, wherewave (Fürst, Cone. s. v.); deriv. 72:2. with Jupees 19, 5; comp. Aram, דס
"BID (from 430, constr. 920, with the

to eat, to take food (Targ. Ps. 14, 4; 20,

9, Deur. 14, 9, so called from its wav-

myun, and Ar. 5 (support and food).

noun-ending ,רי see ")m.afin.Lev. 11, 30), 87190 convivium, Hebr. 2, 2,
ing motion; comp. Arab. „is agilis,
celer, laid alacritas.
730 (not used) tr. (according to Furst,
Cone. 8. v.) to bore, to hollow (connected
with 37, which see), from which a
Pihel-form 10 may have been developed with the insertion of a Vau, like
mnw,
sing
from nny,
no.
The
It: re
rar
ןד ד
wt

Syr. 12:01 a helmet is so called from

"The stem 129, Ar. dew, Aram. 190,
has "¥-9 for its organic root, the same

fundamental signif. lying in דע and .דעו
WO II. (not used) intr. same as רצto
ascend,‘togoup. Deriv. yon (which see).
IYO (Pe. not used) Aram. tr. same as
Hebrew al

Pa. 120 (part. pl. 71907) to support,
to strengthen, to help, with ל of the object Ezn. 5, 2.

its being hollowed out. But it is better
AYO (only part. f. 196) intr. to rush
to take for the noun D°720 a stem “170
along, to chase along, to tear along, hence
with the fundamental signification ‘to
 סעהmy Ps. 55,9 a rushing, violent
cover, to veil, which was in Pihel 9729
ae
storm, =D; Ar.
rw to
with Nun ned
On 4%» comp. רמצ
go
in
haste,
to
run;
perhaps
ident.
in
its
to cover or veil around, Ar.
(prop.
organic
root
ה
עַסwith
the
tr.
3072,
to cover or veil, then to hide; comp.

mo-2, Mond &e.

ba covering, Lo a thief).
72> ‘aly 6 20, pl. c. 290)m
TE m. a moth, a wood-louse Is. 51, 8,
1. (from nPO1L) a cleft, fissure, of a ae
called from DAD to corrupt, to extinguish, to hence coupled with 222 Junges 15, 8
 וcomp. Aram. NOD, Law, Ar. 11; Is. 2,21; 57, 5. —'2, (from ng IL;
pl. (ַ"םיפָע a branch, sprout Is. 17, 6;
pes Malthese sfis, ons.

The stem of it is dD (D1) to rub in

27, 10; same as 7290.

Comp. Arch.

Kaas for both senses, View a palmpieces, to destroy, comp. Arab. pols
branch. Deriv. the denom.
defricuit dentes, to rub off; besides hs |
Pih. 929 (part. 12972) to disbranch,
with a similar meaning; 80 also probably | to lop of the boughs (Tas)
Is. 10, 33.
ole, whence |
a moth, and in|

AYO I. (not used) trans. to divide, to
point of fact rubbing in pieces or desplit,
to distribute, to share, to tear
stroying is described as the
of the dd.

peculiarity

"20> (contracted from the redupl.
form Mond from 1759 = 00; a distinguished ¢one viz. is J:ah):n..p.m. 1 Cur. 2,20.

“WO I. (fut. 1992) tr. to make firm,

asunder, Ar. Ax

scatter), arr

(to cut in pieces, to

(to be full of fissures),

ident. in its organic root with that in
שַָדסף, pa .barA( ,)u קדצב, עצב,
 הדצב.c& .vireD  סָעִים1, mayD.

"Pi. PD (not used) to beOf a waver-

to support, to make strong, coupled with
 הכין18. 9,6; to support the throne Prov. ing, divided mind, to doubt. Deriv. nd.
AYO II. (not used) intr. 1. to be green,
20, 28; to Lin; support, assist, with accusat. ‘of the object Ps. 18, 36; 20, 3; to bloom, to sprout, of young shoots,
41,4; metaph. to refresh (i. 6. strength- branches &e.; ident. in its organic root
en), 3 Gen. 18, 5, Ps. 104, 15, with  סַעףwith that in ה  פעAram. א פע
food and drink; sometimes with the ax, Aram. ראו won, "Arab, ol Deity:
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nd (a noun), 71220 (from 4¥d). — 2. to an enemy 18.54, 11; to be tossed about,
think, to meditate, proceeding from the scattered Hos. 13, 3.
idea of sprouting; comp. my, 312 6.
DO (with suf.To)
ל
m. thrust, hence
Pih. 920 (with Resh inserted for Da- a storm, procella Jur. 23,19;
Ps.83,16.
gesh; not used) 1. to sprout, to grow,
MAPS (e. Nd, pl. תיָרָעְס .6 (תררעס
Syr. eer) the same.

Deriv. BI.

--

" a storm, tempest 1s.29, 6: ZEcH. 9,14;

2. to meditate, to think, metaphor. as in in the pl. and coupled with
mo in the
Kal. Deriv. ns (= =D (which see).
same sense Ez. 1,4; 13, 11.

ED (in pause np, לש suff. "BD,
ו
REN
FVD see Hv (pl. Dipyb).
pl. DBD as if from a sing. DD;
( ףעסfrom the Pihel of n99 I. after mp9 I. which see) m. prop. a thing
the form We Jer. ,13 ,10 , שקלMp») ing, receiving, containing, comp. the

DBD,

from
holdnoun
bar) @m17); hence 1. a basin, dish,
m. one wavering, a doubles. a dissembler
bowl, by) mp Zece. 12, 2 a bowl of inPs. 119, 113.
toxication, 1. 6. containing a drink whose
1990 (prop. from the masc. 190 after effect is intoxication (comp. Is. 51, 17);
the form mnp from yop; pl. nierd; a sacrificial bowl, for the reception of
from 590 IL) f. a twig, a shoot Ez. 31, blood Ex. 12, 22; Jur. 52, 19 (where
6 8, forwhich 2270 oceurs in 31,5; the LXX read nize). oo
Metaphor.
entrance-space, i. 6. the space between
Ar. Lix the same.
the posts, where are the n 728 2 Kinas
MID (from the masc. ףעס to ףעס 1;
12, 10; 22, 4; 25, 18; Jer. "36, 4, and
pl. 2830) f. a divided opinion, a are where one enters 1Kınas 14, 17; which
(Vulg. ), from nyo I. (which see); hence is waste and desolate for the want of
the expression to halt between two sides persons going in Zepx. 2, 14; whose
1 Kınas 18, 21, i. e. to be sometimes | nias quake Is.6, 4; as the entrancedevoted to Baal, and sometimes to Je- space the LXX render it Ez. ch. 40 by
hovah. But it is better, with the LXX, pos (hall-like entrance- and exit- space),
to understand the bend of the knee by in no case is it = jn»r or NipYn; in
230, inasmuch as one or other knee Ez. 41, 16 the LXX' read םיִנָפְס for
bends in when the gait is tottering.
הַסְפִּים. Metaphor. the moulding or

WO (part. m. רקס;fut. 7997) intr. knop put at the entrance above or besame -as רעש IL, רט ,ד
storm, to
rage, to be wooed, of the sea Jon. 1,11
13; to be blown away, of chaff; to rush
on, of enemies Has. 3, 14. For may
see Puh. Deriv. "30, md.
The or-

ganic root 49” with the fundamental
signification ‘to be stirring, moveable,
lies also in%- ;זז Ar. yn the same,
whence
rage.
Nif. "992 (fut. 4297) to be moved or
restless, of 22, with byrespecting 2 Kinas
6, 11.

Pih. 35 (fut. 199, but 1person ION

for OR) to toss "about, to scatter, a

low Am. 9,1, Jupazs 19, 27, particu-

larly in the plural. Comp. Fa» vestibule,
to which one comes first. — 3. (a preserver, viz. Jah is) n. p. m. 2 Sam. 21,
18, for which 1 Cur. 20, 4 has יִפס
= "9d. From signification 2 of the
noun ףס

Hithp.  הַסְתופףdenom. to stand or remain in the entrance between the door-posts.

Infin. 'ִסֶה for Binary Ps. 84, 11, = רד
in signification, and with 3 of the place
where.

FD see ben.
(not used) tr. commonly to mix,
NDD
IT

fodder for cattle, cognate in sense with
people, with לע 2908. 7, 14.
Puh. ( סערpart. f. 7398 for 495% Is. 553 to 5243; hence ident. in its organic
54, 11; ‘fut. yd)) to "be disquieted, by root N-DD i FO-N= 309. But this
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derivation is still questionable even in the organic root 71,89 is identical with
the case 01 .ליָלָב Ibn Gandch takes NEOn that in 70”), ףסא ~~ 2. same as 15
(Gen. 42, 97; 44, 1) = ,לכ
from (9x0) IIL. fr.) to cut off,jnı Is. 7, 20,
ספ א
= סף.TI gninaem ot ,emusnoc -goc to destroy ‘2 Ps. 40,15, to Aug of
Gen. 18, 23; abs. and intr. to be hur-

nate in sense with Don. Deriv. אָפְסִמ

DD (fut. 50°) prop. intr. to be piercing, pointed, sharp, of prickly plants,
of pointed instruments, of the sharp
taste of certain vegetables; metaph. ap-

ried off 23, 24; comp. Me) and fox,
which pass over into this meaning. Ar.

li to hurry away, to carry away; but
the

organic

root

seems

to have

an-

other fundamental idea. — 3. intrans. to
ing sound of the death-wail; the idea to perish, to cease Am. 8,15; to disappear
sound sharply, to cry piercingly proceed- Jer. 12, 4.
Nif. 1893 (part. 7292, fut. MBS») 1.
ing in other cases too from the objecto be added, collected, ‘enclosed, Is. 13,
tive idea of piercing (comp. Listo pierce,
15 (LXX), along with R272}. — 2. to
and LG to complain). Generally 1. to
perish, 1 Sam. 12, 25, to be carried off
lament aloud Mic. 1, 8; Jur. 22,18; 34,
5, with ל Gem. 23, 2,"לע 2 Sam. 11, 26 Gen. 19, 15 17; Nom. 16, 26; by war
and eb of the person’ 3, 31, seldom 1 Sam. 26, 10; Prov. 13, "3. On the
contrary 72872 Heb) 1 Cur. 21,12 seems
absol. JER. 4, 8; 16,5; 1000188. 12, 5;
to
have arisen from „22 םיִסָכ (comp.
the wail-cry being also ‘occasionally ap2
Sam.
24, 13).
pended 1 Kings 13, 30; Jer. 22, 16;
Hif. 71897 (fut. 1202) to heap together,
34,5. — 2. tr. to theust, to strike, upon

plied to the sharp, piercing, and penetrat-

a thing, with לע,Is. 32, 12 they smite to collect, to add together, with by of the

on the breasts, a Gane done in mourning person and accus. of the object Deur.
(LXX, Vulg., comp. npim Nam. 2, 8), 32,23 (LXX owaso, Vulg., Saad.).
Bd (only pl. ni20 from np IL) f.
so that this meaning also came out of]
a
carpet,
2 Sam. 17, "28 (LXX, Vulg.,
the fundamental signification.
םיִדָפְס
stands for the feminine here, like aan
32, 11. Deriv. 720n.

Nif. 1292 (fut. pb") to be lamented
for aloud Jer. 16, 4; '25, 33.

Pih. 72% (with q ee, from 50)
to pierce. "Deriv. BD.
The stem 'O is sufficiently attested i
in

Syr., Ar.), coupled with 22072 (a bolster).

BO (only pl. nied, from nbd I) f.
same as ףס 1 Kinas 7,50; 2Kinas 12,14.

TID see יס

PEO see ED.

MED I. (only imp. with suff. 37159)

u above meanings by the Aram. rar, tr. same as MBO to join, to add to, to
Er ,דפש Ar. SRS according to deri-

attach to, with accusative

of the ob-

ject and 5x of the person or thing, 1Sam.

vatives from them; comp. Syr. poo 2, 36 associate me with some one of the

(white, sharp) mustard, [pase a cunning priestly offices. This signification is unone, aspeaker, Tipw, Ips, 9
spear, doubtedly visible from the Targ., LXX,
“TDW pointed, RR prickly. The or- Kimchi &e., as well as from the Nif., Puh.
| ganic root is 128.

NDD (infin. constr. nip, fut. mp)
tr. 1.to add, to add to, to"make follow,

and Hithp.; and it is inadmissible to
take mpd here in the sense of maw to

anoint (see mpd IIL). Derivat. perhaps
nIEDn.

my, nsön, with לע to a thing Is. 29,
Nif. mpd? to join oneself to, with לע
1; 30, 1; to put to, nidy, to (59) Dnt Is. 14,1 ax Vulg., Targ.); parallel
Ian, 7, 21; without accus. of the object ma.
and with by Num. 32, 14; to augment,
"Pin. med (part. 11207) see nad III.
with accus. ‘Devt. 29, 18, In this sense Deriv. perhaps nned.
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Puh. 12d (fut. MED) to be crowded
together, joined together, collected; hence

DD (pl. oD, from spd I. Pih.)
m. prop. the shining, light-giving, then
sapphire Ex. 28,18; 39,11, with which
to dwell Jos 30, 7 (Targ., LXX).
Hithp. 130977 to join oneself, to (2) a shining thing is compared Ez. 1, 26;
10,1; comp. besides 28, 13; Is. 54,11;
1 Sam. 26, 19.
:
Sone or 802. 5,14; Aram. 720, BON

mad II. (Kal not used) tr. to spread

(from Peal), "75790 (with m inserted),

out, whose organic root mp0 is identical
W.es (r passing into 2) the same. From
with that in non, ִצ-חַפ and np II.
the Phenician "20, "50 has come the
Deriv. תַחָּפְסִמ 2.

Greek 00/0008, 0000006, Latin sapMBO III. (Kal not used) tr. same as phirus.
neiD, DW to pour out, to pour, Ar. eu
BD (not used) a stem assumed for
Phenic. maw the same, whence nDw bp, which see.

(Mass. 15) = "702; to overflow, to inundate,

SBD (a farther development of 19 =

of water; metaphor. to spread freely, of  סףby the termination (-ל m. a cup, a
the aftergrowth of the grain which falls
out of the ears. Derivat. mpd, nein

(=n) and rep.

es

Pith. 130 (part. 1272) to pour or pour
in abundantly, copiously, Ha. 2,15 pouring in thy bottle (mgm) full, with an assonance to המח JDW; metaphor. to empty,

little bowl JupaEs 5,25; 6,38; Ar. hiwdt
the same (Ibn Koreish); Aram.and Talm.

the same. Incorrectly derived by others
from DBD.

 פסI. (part. pass. PO, PD; fut
)3202 tr. 1. to cover, to cover over, to roof”
to make bald, like my 11., hence Is. 3, over, to overspread, ma and with the
17 the Lord makes bald the crown of the accus. wherewith 1 Kınas 6, 9, to overlay,
daughters of Zion, i.e. their hair will be to cover with boards, with 3 of the ma-
cut off by the enemy by way of dis- terial Jer. 22,14, to ceil 1 Kınas 7, 3,
grace (comp. 1 Cor. 11,6; Tac. Germ.19). to wainscot 7, 7, where "72 9p WIR.
NNBD f. scurf, scab Lev.13,2; 14, ( תּוְרלקהVulg., Syr.) should be read; to
56, as also nrı20n 13, 6-8, either from roof, to wainscot, DYn2 Hac. 1,4. The
neo I. (to stick or adhere to), 002800. a idea of rounding and being arched does
close adherence of dry scab or tetter, not appear here; hence } has no con-
which adheres to the skin, like n23) nection with the stems j23, ]B2, 72,
ED.
Derivat. "278d,
12.
(which see); or from nad III. meaning or with jax,
rt
ו-4
IT
:
1
to rise, conseq. tetter, leprous scurf.
— 2. (not used) figur. to cover over, to
"BD see ףס 3.
conceal, to hide, treasures; hence the
םיִנָפָט =( (םיִנָפְס
noun
"BO (plur. with suf. 77729, from
no III.) m. 1. a flood, inundation, JOB
 פסII. (only part. pass. Pd) tr. to
14,19, where niwin is a fem. sing. for esteem highly, to honour; hence BD one
the pl. masc., as 20,11; 27,20; 30,15. highly esteemed, honoured, i. e. a distin-
-— 2. prop. the poured out, stratum, or guished one, Deut. 33, 21 he saw that
what is spread (of itself), i. e. what there the burial-place (for man comp.
grows from the corns that have fallen Gen. 33, 19) of the law-giver, of the highly
out Ley. 25, 5 11, 2 Krnas 19, 29, Is. honoured one, was preserved (Onk., Men-
37, 30, coupled with .שיָחְס To spread delssohn, Fürst, see Cone. 8. v.); Aram.
in a mass is also expressed by JW and spd (Targ. on Esra. 1,12; 7,10), Talm.

א
720 the same.
( הָניִפְסfrom )82 f. a ship, Jon. 1,
yo (from 799 I.) m. a ceiling, 1Kines
,5 Syr. and Arab. the same; prop. what
תּו even to the beams

is roofed, covered, protected around on
all sides.

6,15 3297 ְריקדדע
) קורְות = קִירוּתLXX) of the ceiling.
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( םיִנָּפְסfrom 921 I.) m. pl. treasures

Daur. 33, 7, where "DW occurs; prop.
the covered, concealed, secured; ident.

with Dyan, Thun, IPL, PPR.

($2,

if the latter be not connected

with no I.

Hif. pa

(fut. pry. = PRO) to

enter into a (commercial) union, with 2,
Is. 2, 6 and they have associations (of

ADD I. (not used) intrans. to contain marine commerce) with the sons of stran(in itself), to hold, to receive into itself, gers i. e. heathen peoples; which was
of a vessel, of an entrance-space, which the case under Uzziah and Jotham
receives those turning into it; cognate (2 Kınas 14, 22; 16, 6).
in sense with 52-2 (to 55° conservatory), 597 (to 59% prop. a building,

containing in itself a number of inha-

pad IL. (fut. pier (='ִסר intr. 1. to
flow, to overflow, to pour forth copiously,
to flow over, connected with DW, mpd,

bitants), 553, >» (51D, whence 5°59),
5393 &e. &e. In its organic root ףס it mo, »pw, Arab. Au &c.; hence —
may be ident. with that in new 1, 2. metaphor. to be sufficient, abundant,
whence “pws (prop, the holding, re- 2 for a thing 1 Kınas 20, 10; Aram.
ceiving) quiver, ה ( פסto hold, to con- pod, osu the same; ident. in its ortain), whence the noun main the organ
that takes in, the mouth, lip. Derivat.

ganic root P2°0 with that in pos IL,
mop. Deriv. peo, pow.

Hithp. ( הסתופףprobably a denomin.

totter, to move to and fro, of the drunken,
Jer. 48, 26 and Moab totters to and fro

 סף1 and 2, 4p in bpd, Me.
from

np 2.

42 2) see

above,

page
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pro III. (only perf.) intr. to reel, to
in her debauch (Kimchi); comp. myn} Is.

FIDO II. (not used) trans. to spread 19,14. In its organic root pend is
connected with that in pa; and the
out, as in Ethiopic; ident. in its organic Aram. p20 (to doubt) is the same verb.
root with the Talmudic mx, Nox, Hebr.
PEO
(with suf. ipod,
from pod
II.)
oe
3
rt
1-22 IL, but not with ,פצ-ת ;הפס
deriv. mad.

m. superfuity, fulness, abundance, Jos
20, 22 when his abundance is gone (see

pao I (also pp in the noun, in Hif. nda 1-(,there shall be little to him; Targ.
= Hebrew "7.
and in 31 mss. 703 27, 23; fut. PEO?) ir. N2ppo
ז'הה+ >
c
prop. to thrust, to strike, whose organic
PED (prop. poy) masc. same as ppd,
root PE”D is = that in P2”7; hence superfuity, fulness, Jos 36, 18 for an
1. to punish, chastise, Jos 34, 26 in the unjust possession (for ar} we should

place of evildoers he punishes them (nnn

read drm after Am. 3, 10) should not

is a noun and accusat. of the object). mislead thee by superabundance; comp.
Commonly only in the phrases: (dx) 9 Prov. 2, 10.
Ep לע to smite on the hip Jer. 31, 19,
DD I. (part. masc, “pd, inf. constr.

Ez. 21, 17, an expression of pain and

displeasure; DWINRE 'ִסto clap the hands,
a gesture of indignation Num.24,10, and

nbd, fut. 2599) tr. prop. to cut into, to
pierce, to grave, to scratch in, to mark,

of scorn, with לע of the person Jos 27, hence metaphor. 1. to write (to scratch
23; Lament. 2,15; and with the omis- into a tablet, to grave in it), cognate
sion of םֶיָפַּכ Jos 34,37. To this stem in sense with an> (ident. in fundamental
the Arab. (jaw, (SAS, ו ao signification with 307, axn L, בצק
1008 (=to grave), Ps.87,6 God will
in Aramaean med and קפס correspond. write (MBD>) when he numbers (an>3)
— 2. to strike the hands together, in the peoples. Most frequently in the
buying or selling; hence to bind oneself,
part. רפס 88 a noun (which see), in the
10 enter into a covenant, like the Arab. nouns "DR,
7700, and the proper names

ספר
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2. prop. to

make iincisions, marks; hence to number

(a splitting, dividing of parts), cogn. in
sense with 13% (prop. to divide, separate),

DDD (prop. to divide), and so Gen. 15,
5; 41,49; Lev. 15,13; Deur. 16, 9; Is.
33, 18; figur. to observe very enceilyy, to
have en oversight of, to watch JoB14,16;
31,4; to look closely at Ps.48,13; comp.
the Ethiopic, where it means to measure,
proceeding from the same fundamental
‘signification. Derivatives "nd, 207 1.,
2. and 3. — 3. to fiw the limits of, to set
bounds or limits to, prop.= pp, whence
Im and so to appoint, determine Ps. 56,
Deriv.  ספרהand perhaps "Pan 3.

aa hence Bw),with the Aram. "2b, Ar
Han, 33 to write (whence
re a book); ad with the meaning to
write, ana, "OW should be compared
with it. To the fundamental signification is allied 1. the meaning to
cut off, to scratch away, to shave or
scrape ל radere, tondere, Aram. "BD

(729) forhy mas, se - Ar. oe

„ lima, also
, hence 8
culter magnus; derivat. in Aram. and
mod. Hebrew "29%, םֶיְרְפְסִנ ,,ַתֶרְלְס
BOM, ְאָריִפְס 2: to cut in, Aram. "DD,
whence mB = = .ץֶרָפְמ The organic root
is "27D, also found in sere L, “pn? ie
4. (not used) to relate, properly in
i "2, SL, “NB, ND, Ro"3, a<a L,
hence

—
marked, distinet sounds, i. e. to say in 137

 וto 57 and רבה ha 7,

words; but this meaning appears only in
an IL, am, רב “p I. ke.
Pih. and Puh. Deriv. "59% 1.
Nif. 29: (fut. 725) pass. of signif. 2:
DD II. (not used) intr. to shine, to
to be numbered, coupled with 1727 Hos. 2, glitter, to lighten, connected with רפט IL,
1; with Nb to be innumerable JER. 33, Aram. "25; and the organic root רַפִס
22; 1 Kings 8, 5.
is also in se IL,“poo IT. 6. &e. Deriv.

Pin. "BD (part. "BD, inf. constr. “2D,

Ted.

fut. "207, ap. 2”) 1.0 count, the bones,
"50 (def. אָרְפְס from “BD="Bd I)
in a state of leanness Ps. 22,18. — 2. to Aram. m. same asHebrew. רפס a royal
recount Junges 6,13; with accus. of the scribe Eze. 4,8 9 17 23, Sn] Da scribe
object and > 7, 13, 2 Kıas 8, 5, or DR of the law 7,12 21.
of the person Gin. 37,10, aldo with
“BD (with suf. ">, plur. םיִרְפְס
‘p “2182 Ex. 10, 2. לע’2 to relate of a
constr.
50) m. a writing, a leiter, prothing ‘Jo. 1, 3; with EN of a thing of
29, 11 12; “BD Yin one who
Is.
phetic
re(i. e. in respect of), Ps. 2, 7 I will
late of the decree (see לא 2 b); 69, 27 understands writing or letters ibid. (not.
and they talk of the suffering of thy smitten the art of writing, scriptura, but what
ones, if we should not read here with is written); the learning Dan. 1, 4 17;
the LXX 329? for 17203; metaphor. to Mapa ID Jur. 32,12 a writing or
announce, to celebrate Ex. 9,16; Ps. 19, bill. of sale; ילנה  'ס32, 14 an open
2; 73, 28; to make known Jos 28, 27; letter, a protocol, in whieh witnesses
to adduce (a proof) orally Jur. 43, 26; testified their assent to the contents of
to concert, followed by an infin. Ps. 64, a םּותַח ’D (ibid.); nn? 'Q ₪ bill of di6; to declare, 73,15 I will declare like vorce Deur. 24, 1; generally a letter
= 122 2 Sam. 11, 14; 2 Kınas 5, 5; 10,1 6;
them (i. e. like the godless); ‘12>
but sometimes the plural is "put for 8
) אֶלָה10 12, 3).
recounted,
single letter 2 Kınas 19, 14; Is. 37, 14;
be
to
,)
"Puh. "2d (fut. MED
Has.1,5,
Pih.
of
ways
the
all
39, 1, like literae, Syr. ev; a bill of
in
d
construe

with5of the pers. Is. 52,15, 705
accusation (according to the context) JOB
and also with » of the thing Ps. 22, 31. 31, 35, and perhaps also a letter of de-

The stem “pd is connected in the first fence. "Commonly a book, followed by

instance with Spx I. (to point, to pierce, a genitive for more exact description,
2 Cur.
hence ¥72%), "DSL. (to deepen out, to hol- as 7 'ַסJoss. 1, 8, יי main’?
63°
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ספרר

34, 14, תיִרָּבַה ’p Ex. 24, 7, םיִכָלִַה ’2

"BD (plur. PB, def. אירפס ;from
ned) Aram. m. a ‘Book, Das, 2 10; Ezr.
14,19, הל Saarלס 11,41, or with a 4,15.
title following, as Sa FSJosu. 10, 13;
BD (in the proper name with a of
an expression of contempt for 0
motion, mp0; from 459 1.( m. 1. same
many books is in 0'420 תשע 1500. 12, as "2073 aלמ
‘or census 2 Cur.
12; farther a list Gen. 5,1; ‘Joss. 18, 9; 2,16.— 2. n. p. of a city in the south2 Car. 16, ‘tt, Da 8

1Kines

the list of the living Ps. 69, 29, Ex. 32,
32, i. e. in which they are written; on
the other hand, the book of life Dan.
12,1 is that in which the citizens of
the Messianic kingdom are written;
comp. Is. 4,3. 04587 Dan. 9, 2 = za
BiBhia, i. e. Danes el youu, thewellknown |
books. Arab. pie the

west corner of Arabia, in the south of
Yemen, called by the ancients Saphar,

Sapphara Gen. 10, 30; comp. Pliny
(H. N. 6, 26) and Ptol. (6, 7, 25 41),

who were acquainted with a regia Saphar, a metropolis Sapphara and a
people the Sapphareans. Others under-

stand by it Thafor in eastern Hadramaut at the sea. As the seat of a Himsame. See aan.
 ספר.lp( ְפָרִים,
 לconstr. ,694 prob. yaritic king it was called by the people

of the land jLivol, zn, and in ancient
the first instance from the
See םִיָנְרַפְס
like רעש from “yw, “p2 times =
hence not the participle ‘of
MED n. p. of a distant land, to
a scribe, to whom is applied which exiles were carried from Jerusa“mn (ready, quick, sure) Ezr. 7, 6, lem, who were again to take possession
whose materials are specified as by Ps. of the בפה °P in their native place,

formed in
noun "Bd,
fromרחב 
Kal) masc.

,45 ,2 non, Ez. 9, 2, sym Jzr. 36, 23; according to the promise Ox. 20. Agree-ably to a very old Jewish tradition adduced already by Jerome (on the pas-

with the article רפסה the royal scribe,
who composed the king’s commands
and edicts, therefore also a high officer,
a great dignitary a state notary, who
held the first position in times of peace

sage), 'ַסis said to mean the (Cimmerian)
Bosphorus, where ancient Iberia was the
main land, and the old Iberians the
2 Kines 18, 18; 19, 2; fully or ’d leading people. As the same race peopled
,12 11 or סה למל 9 Cun. 15, 18, sel- Spain too (hence called the Iberian pendor רפס 2 Sam. ;71,8 comp. Phen. ספר insula), the Targ., Pesh., Ibn Ganäch,
Carth. BL 4. Metaphor. 1. a scribe of Kimchi &. have rendered ‘9 Spain. In
the commander in chief, who wrote out the Persian cuneiform inscriptions (Niethe muster-roll of troops, muster-master, buhr, Inschriften 1,12; Reisebeschreib. II,
erom yllacificeps detoned yb  שר הצבאplate 31), in the monument of Darius
2 Kıncs ;91,52 Jur. ,25 ;52 2 .ruC,62 at Nakshi Rustan line 28, and in the
il; a leader, an arranger of the troops, inscription of Bisutun, line 15, a land is
mentioned Saparad or Cparad as ocwho has the baw in his hand 8
,5 ;14 a receiver of tribute, a notary Is. cupied by Persians, as well as Cappa,33 ,18 — .2 one skilled in the sacred docia and Tonia; which may be our ’0
books, a sacred scribe, coupled with ya( de Sacy), 1. 6. ancient Iberia, whither

1 Cur. 27, 32; Jer. 8,8; hence of Ezra the nıba of Jerusalem may have been

mon“ ירת m3" ס' Eze. 6,7 or הספר transported by Antigonus, since he car-

Non. 8,1; comp. Bar. 7,11; so too ב
ws

“HD (not used) Aram. trans. same as
Hebr. “28 I. to inscribe, to write. Deriv.
"BO, 450.

ried away many in point of fact (Josephus Ant. II, 4; Diod. Sic. 19,58 59).

According to Lassen (Keilinschriften
p. 50. 51) ’0 means Sardes, whose indigenous name is said to: have been
(varda (Svarad). Comp. Oppert in the

Journal Asiat. IX. 1851. p. 279.
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(with suff. 920, from qd 1.( ment for criminals, with accusat. of the

r. commonly same
(Mat. 3,16) a book,
56, 9 (Ibn Sarak);
and Ibn Esra ="

person Ex. 8, 22; 17,4; to cover with
as “PD or PO
a memorial-book Ps. stones 1 Sam. 30, 6, 1 Kınas 21, 10,
according to Rashi often with the addition םינבאב Dzvr.
1. list, enumeration, 13, 11; 17,5 86. cognate in sense

translated, are they not in the list? i. e.
dost thou not count the tears? But’> may
be =דאכ8180 on account of its verb-meaning, to paraphrase the latter and to have
an assonance with Mm 5d.
MIED (only pl. nbd; from “pd I.)
f. a ‘measure, limit, Ps. 71,15 (Fürst,
‘Concordance).

 םיוְרפסn. p. of a city in southern

Da’.

Nif. DpO2 (fut. Sp) to be stoned Ex.
19,13; 91, 28.

Pih. bpp (fut. Spd>)

1. to pelt with

stones, with accus. of the person 2 Sam.
16,6; with 'ּפ my? over against one 16,
13. =; to unstonei.e. to free from stones,
with accus. of the object Is. 5, 2; with
the addition ag» 62, 10.

Puh. Sp to be stoned 1 Kınas 21, 14.

Mesopotamia, Sipphara, in Procopius
ale) adj. masc. 1. (from רוס IL, prop.
Sifris, and the name of the whole dis-
part.,
perhaps the 3 pers. perf.) degenertrict, coupled with the eleven territories
of Mesopotamia and Assyria TER, ated, of אָבְס Hos. 4, 18; disturbed, of
מת,
 ח722,  עה,)2a( 31, רפיש, mya Am. 6, 7; fearful, terrible, of רב
Im ,1 nuda, baa and NND, which nam 1 Sant 15,32; degenerate, corrupt
Assyria had already conquered , and Ps."14, 3 = .גס On Sp 1 Sam. 22, 14 see
from which the Assyrian king brought nyawi. — 2. (from רוס III.) יי
colonists to Samaria 2 Kınas 17, 24; refractory, 24% BAL JiER. 6, 28 the most
,18 ;34 Is. 36, 19. The city was the rebellious.
centre of the small territory, had its
70 (from 90 IL) adj. m., 179 fem.
own king 2 Kınas 19, 13; Is. 37, 13; ill- humoured, peevish, sad 1 Kmas 20, 43
and its chief god was ללמרְרַא 2 Kinas( with nyt); 21, 4 5; cognate in sense
.17,31 Altogether different appears to > Gen. 40,7. — On the foreign "0 =
be 29, also a territory conquered by  אסרor TON see yao.
ל
with the Gentile m. pl.סִפָרִים 
ale) Gai used) intr. to burn, con2 Kınas 17, 31 K’tib, where the god
nected
"with aoe, na, ףְרַצ in its orK’ri
the
but
,727229 was worshipped;
ganic
root and original signification ;
29,
m.
Gent.
place.
this
in
has 027920
cognate in sense with 447; metaph. 1. to
pl.סְפַּרְוִים 
to
(scholarship, learning) n. p. m. pierce, of thorns, like 7 belonging

mpd
(a priekly thorn), and
Eze. 2,55; New. 7,57. (As an appellat. Yan and dann
sting) to ji (Ps. 58,
to
burn,
(to
an
with the article).
10 " pointed brushwood, comp. Aram.
PD (not used) intrans. to be heavy, mon, op), Aram. 25, (to burn, to
a (Fürst, Concordance s. v.), pro- sting, comp. Arab. po), whence EM
ceeding from the idea of raising, lifting
to sting and burn
up, like M3, לסנ (to da, 2093), לוס 1 (thistle), Arab. yo
s. v.). — 2. to
Concordance
Furst,
(see
with
(perhaps to Yon), and “identical

pw; Ar. Att the same.

Derivative

resist, to rebel, to struggle against , proceeding from the idea of piercing; comp.

Cpe (unused) masc. a stone, prop. ₪ aya, a1. (which see), And 111. (hence
Soe a burden, conseq.= >p8; whence DD the rebellious, and ריס a thorn).
the denominative
Pik. 270 (not used) to burn, metaph.
PRD;
suf.
with
,
to prick and to strive against a thing, a
( לקסinf. .10800 >4po

stronger expression se meaning of
punishcapital
a
fut. po) tr. to stone,

SD
Kal, comp. Aram. 390; Arab. jy
same. Derivative

סרה
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cover over, to draw over, to cover about,
with garments (Saadia, Rashi, Targ. at
Nau. 2, 3); figur. with fat &e., hence to

279 (from 349 from the Pihel 299;
pl. 2730) m. thorn, thistle (Ibn tn be thick, fleshy (Targ. Ez. 16, 26), comp.
rath), prop. a sting, coupled with D330, Talmudic Dane (def. 520). for DIR
44°), neu (Sabb. 58%), Arab.
Ez. 2, 6 though thorns and thistles are (Sanh.
>--9
about thee (In for (ךתא and thou Kr to cover, oz a covering, Syr
dwellest among ‘prickly plants (see 252)

5200 (pl.

29, withsuf.im320)

 ןנש₪ a mantle. The organic root 29,
Ar. fiw, Byr.יריב ₪ seems to be con-

Aran. 'm. commonly an upper garment,
nected in origin with ba, Arab. das
a mantle (Ibn Esra, Arüch, Ibn Jachja,
Luther) Dan. 8, 21 27, a derivative of to cover, to draw over. In no case,

( סרפלwhich see), and like the Talmudic
 סרפלfor 738 (mantle), mY (covering)
&e., Arab. nie

ER

mantle.“

Auen, dress, Syr.

But inasmuch as wad

however, does the noun 5390 (pl. 79270)
appear to come from this verb; though

the Agada (see the Aruch), Ibn Esra,
Jos. Ibn Jachja have so understood it.

ya (Assyrian) 7. p. of an Assyrian
king, from 718-715 B. C., who pre10, 22; Jos 24, 7), 85242 (which see)
ceded
ביִרָחְנַס (as he followed oral
turban ibe tiara= nes, “and wm» or
wtp (which see) a thin covering (of a fine reigning ‘until 718 B. C.), and whose

an upper garment = לרעב (comp. 2 ‘Kins

web) follow there, so that the enumeration proceeds from the inner to the
outer clothing; inasmuch too as Symm.
renders it évagveides which is especi-

ally used of the hosen of the Persians
(Herod. 5,49; 7,61); because such actually belonged to the dress (Xen. Cyrop.
8, 3. §. 28) and the writer obviously

general

was

jm‘; the same

having

filled that office under his successor
also (2 Kınas 18, 17) Is. 20, 1.

For

the etymology have been compared “0
=O or "or (Sanskrit gira, Zend.
gara, modern Persian ser, Armenian

sor peak of a mountain) supreme head,
and 333 Sanskrit guna valour, conseq.

intended to represent that they were prince of valour; for "9 comp. the Phethrown into the fire with their upper nician proper names 2390, .רסארס Deand under clothes; farther since the rivat. the name of a place Zurghun.
Vulgate and Jerome have this explanaune) (not used) intr. to go away, to
tion, while Aquila and Theodotion even
,
|
fees
9 escape, identical with דרש IL,
translate the Persian shalvar Gf.

Ar. Stjpwin Saadia on Luv. 6,3 and 16,
4 for 0903372) by vagaßaga (saraballa):
the word seems to be of old Persian
origin. The Zend. cäravärö (Vendid.
14, 14 18), consisting of the Sanskrit
sara vital part, and vr to cover, i.e. =

210277, may have meant hosen; and
thus it is explained how it became in

Arab. 0

Ar. Ops. The Syr. 22 prop. to retreat
timidly, hence to be afraid, is connected
with it. Derivative

TIO (from 190; escape, deliverance)
n. p. m. GEN. 46,14; Patron. "770 Num.
26, 26.

IND (not used) tr. same as mW II.
to knot together, to fit together, to attach

Pers. is, Greek oa- firmly to one another, identical with

oaBaoe., ג
Latin sarabaras,
saraballa; in the middle ages serabara,
saravara, saraballa, sarabella, sarabola,
sarabula; Polish szarwari; Kurd. shar-

wal; Hungar. schalwary.

TH IL, au IL, רצ and ,רצ MT

&e.

Deriv. 78.

IID fem. 1 (from רוס L) a turning
away, a departure, from the law Deut.
19, 16, Is. 59, 13, i. e. apostasy Is. 1,

2270 (Pael) Aram. (not used) tr. to 5; 31, 6; metaphor. remission, cessation

סרה
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Is. 14, 6. — 2. (from “nd 11. or TIT.)
what is bad, blasphemous Devt. 13, 6;
Jur. 28,16; 29, 32.
70 (ran, turning in, from “10 I.)
‘n. p. “of a cistern 2 Sam. 3, 26, perhaps
because a caravansera was in the neighbourhood.

MNS (pl. םיִחּורְס from חַרָס L) m
the (overhanging) tiara or turban, \ a a
dress of the Babylonians Ez. 23, 15;

while 5131) denotes the part which winds
about the head.

po

and guard of the harem Esru. 2,3 14;
4,4 5; Jer. 38,7, who has no posterity
Is. 56, 3 4, and who was not allowed by

the law to come into the congregation
of God (Deur. 23, 2); hence perhaps
 כועורJur. 1-6. or a foreigner generally
Dan. 57; The chief eunuch had to
educate noble youths for the service of
court Dan. 1, 3 7.

But he. was some-

times married Gen. 37, 36; 39, 1; profane writers also speaking of such afact (Ter. Eun. 4, 3, 24; Juv. 6, 366).—

2. Metaphor. a minister of court 2 Kınas

 זַסָרַח.trap(.f רְחת,
 סfut. )%971 intr. 20, 18, a chief butler and chief baker

to spread out, to extend, of a luxuriant
vine Ez. 17, 6; to onerhang; of a tiara,
turban, whence the noun md; to be
‘stretched out, on a couch Am. 6, 4; to
hang over, of a curtain Ex. 26, 12 13,
deriv. . חַרָסThe stem ’d, whose organic
root lies also in mys, FIN and ID,

Gen. 40, 2 7, a courtier generally JER.
20,7; 41,16, explained by םירשט
2
and soapled with םידָבִע 1 Sam. 8, 15;
2 Kines 24, 12; a supreme military oft
ficer 25, 19. These and similar mean-

ings proceeded perhaps from the idea

of eunuch, such persons being used at
an early period for court-servants; comp.
(tospread, of a tree; to Ar. pols eunuch and servant; Talm.
is in Ar.
pour out, of water; to stretch), Aram.  סרסיאservant.
m0, rn to overhang, of branches.
ano) (only pl. 77339, constr. “340, def.
" נִסְרָה אees DIM .I
SE) m. a prefect, minister, prince, set

‘nl II. (part: pass. pl. םיַחורְס(intr.
same as 0 11. (MD) to be bad, ill-smelling, stinking , foetere, cognate in sense
with wxa, TOR. Metaphor. to be de-

over 40 satrapies Dan. 6, 3457 8,
but where it is also used in a wider
sense; in the Targ. for "Hi or for the
second after the king. If it has passed
out of old Persian into Aramaean, "0
the
and
7
6,
‘Am.
,
“corrupt
‘bad,
generate,
is
compared (comp. “ON, "ON) with
rejoicing noise of the degenerate is disthe
old Aryan termination 7- (which
Aram.
7-0,
root
seal
turbed. The
see)=ka, meaning supreme head, leader,
, Hebr. "9 II is comp. gara head. But a Semitic stem
‘NID and m9, Ar.

alsoin no IL:er An der 3,פ-ץש
(to be peevish, sour, sullen) = עב

29 (which see) may be also adopted,
so that the participle 779 would mean

Nif. 11292 to be corrupt, stinking, de- prop. a confidential one, a friend (of the
generate; metaphor. of mas Jur. 49, 7, king).
like 553 Is. 19,3, PR2 Jer. 19, 7.
"NO (not used) Aram. intr. to attach
no (from nol.) m. the overhanging,
overtopping, extending beyond, superfluous
part Ezr. 26, 12.

oneself to, to be intimate, conseq. in its

fundamental signification. same as Ind,

comp. Ar. שש socius, 008018
PID (with suf. 7°99, pl. m;
D (not used) intr. same as 8, 71
from 770) m. same as ןייְרַט 4 ofmail
fitted
hing
JeR. 46, 4; 51,3, prop. somet
(which see) to be hard, firm, of beams,
or joined together.

DMD 6. OMI; pl. BOB, 6. "PB

and יסירס with suff. POD, 7379) m.

poles, masts; fig. of the heroic spirit or
power of men, of the strength of God &e.;
comp. for cognate stems jn a mast, rs

hence a firm and
1. one castrated or cut, a| eunuch, ‘akeeper prop. a beam, pole,
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hard tree; in proper names strength, especially of related and friendly union.
power, 98 JIN (power, strength), הכר Comp. Ar. oe to be united, collected,
( רוhero) in
1 TIN, PIS, 2: The " לעand »+ the same, whence wy»
organic root In: is also found in the
rw, Kl), a united crowd, a stem,
oh to
Ar. op)) to be enduring, firm,
people, race, kindred; Aram. -5-< the
make firm, wy hardness. Deriv. 79 1 same. Here belongs also the Talm. and
and 2.
modern Hebrew ףרצ to contract, to bind
110 (pl. םיִנָרְסהcanstr. 270) m. prop. a together.
beam, pole, hence 1. an axle 1 Kines 7,
Pih. ( סרףpart. 307) to be nearly re30, i.e. a pin, comp. Talm. 8390 roller, lated or connected, 292 =757 Am. 6,10
pin, axle, Syr. Hin. — 2. Fig. (comp. arelative, an uncle (Ibn ‘Koreish, Kimchi);
TRS PR &e.) prop. a strong, powerful but others have understood it as =
one, a hero; hence a lord, prince, espe- (J erome, Targ.) burners of the dead,
cially used of Philistine princes ₪.
13, 3; Jupezs3, 3; 16,5; 1 Sam. 5,8;

which is not so suitable to tradition.

190 (out of 7990 from ED) m. a

1 Car. 12, 19; comp. Ar. ob} (at) prickly thorn, a prickly plant Is. 55,13,
azle and prince. The derivation from
the Sanskrit garana, whose meaning
protector

is not

yet

by

any

means

Vulg. urtica.

OL

(part. iD) intr. same as “DI.

proved, must be rejected, because the ) (סוּרto turn offfrom, to turn away from,
word appears in 1 Kınas 1. c. also; hence t3 apostatise, from God, to turn
and a Semitic derivation is sufficiently away (from him), i. e. to sin Is. 65, 2;
to be rebellious1, 23; Hos. 9, 15; Ps.
attested.

66,7; 68,7 19. "On the contrary רוס
DD (mot used) tr. to cut out, to Lament. 3,11 see רוס1. Deriv. perhaps
pierce out, to cut, the organs of gene- "2 (fem. 7) for nb.
ration.
Like all stems with similar
ID IT. (not used) intr. same as "I.
initial and final sounds (see Dx7, Aram.
(md)
to be bad, i-emelling » degenerate,
ur besides the Hebr.xuxd, סמוvar, לול
& מזטe.) 049 can only have arisen from disturbed; Arab. = the same. Deriv.
the redupl. “0% according to the laws of "D adj.
the language; and sar is="DILL, as the
stem also exists in SD IIL., רצו don” &e.;
comp. too the org. ‘root in "93, Sid,
"2,

Aram. "073, ץשנו He, "א 5‚to

016 in pieces =

DE

coupled with 17% Devr. 21,18 20, Jar.
5,23, and also in other places (Hos. 4, 16)
w (to be used ‘of an untamed heifer, which does

» out of which

proceed also the contractions |

castrated , art to be weakened),
 לאבto eut out, Ue 5 to injure, Aram.

272

ש- קשthe same. No connexion, however
remote, exists between it and WW, since

 רשhas another basis.

VIO
IH. (perf. 00, part. m. ,רוס f.
ny") 9 same as =D (16) III. to pierce,
metaph. to withstand, to be refractory,

Deriv. DD.

FEDIO (from 4370 1. out of עס TL)
f. a “branch, sprout Ez. 31, 5, comp.
mB2D.

"AND (Kal not used) tr. to bind, to knot

not patiently bear the yoke on her neck
(Jur. 2,20); hence the phrase nn> }n2
nad Zao: 7,11 to turn a refractory
neck.

mA (not used) intr. to pour out, of
brooks exceeding their banks, to flow
down,

to stream

or flow over,

of rain,

which happens in the rainy season; cognate in sense with AATIL )= (ָףָר tonam;
ident. in its organic root -ה„nd with

nw, ToT, TR, TW"d, Aram. SUR,
with 797 (out of 137, from וּד=וצ &e.),  ל-אU (to pour), ו As, "Ar.
together, to join, to unite, cogn. in sense
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(to moisten), Himyar. ar =

ad.

Derivative

NO

of one, i.e. to come no more before one

(into his mind); seldom with Den

Am. 9,3 in the sense of "on; 2 "on And (from "nd after the form ‘an,
Deur. 7, 20 or ’p mon מan, 16, 17
" מדוER from הנח Ma, TER) m. "he
to be hidden from one, i.e. escape; with
rainy season, the winter of the orientals,
a verb following, defining the idea, 6. ₪.
cognate in sense with 11; "ay 1nd Sone
 כִסְמְּרָה וְנֶטִמְאָה.muN 31,5 ot eb ylterces

or Sox. 2,11 defined by ל Dw; else- defiled.
-=

where יש

ny (Eze.9, 18); "Avan,

Rınd, loaw, Bar, an, 4 alia the
same; the verb Lig, Syr. -Aul, to be
winter, is a denominative.
DANDm. a secret Hz. 28, 3, prop. a

reflex. to cover, protect,

secure oneself, with 2 of the place or DW
Is. 28, 15; to hide oneself Jur. 36, 19,
ZEPH. 0 3, Jos 34, 22, and with ya or
“2872 of ‘the person Ps,55, 13; Jos 13,
20; to withdraw, of God, 1. 6. to renounce

Ps. 89, 47 =n» Md. In Prov. 22,3
hidden, shut up thing.
the K'tib has ne and the K’ri רָּתְסִנ
“AND (viz. קרו Jah is the covered or (as 27, 12) to hide oneself. The part.
pl. f. ni7Md2 occurs often as a noun,
invisible One) n. 2 m. Num. 13, 13.
sometimes ‘something mysterious, unknown
Ono (fut. DMD) tr. to stop up, to
Devt. 29, 28, again unknown errors Ps.
close up, springs 2 Kınas 3, 19 25, fig. 19, 13, like םימלע ,90 8 = .תּואיִגט
to keep secret, a revelation Dan. 8, 26;
Pih. 40 (imp. ‘fem. md) a stronger
12,4 9, where nnn is a stronger expresform of the Kal idea, to hide, conceal,
sion of the same idea; to stop, to hinder
fugitives Is. 16, 3.
Lament. 3, 8 (oni).
Pu. 420 (part f. MMO) to be secret,
Nif. om92 to be stopped, repaired, of
hidden, of many Prov. 97, 5.
the breach in a wall Nen. 4,1 [7].
Ai. ( ַסְתִירinf. abs. ,רֶּתְסַה > IND,
Pih. od to stop up, a fountain Gen.
fut. (ריתְסי ‘to conceal, to. cover, i. e. to
26, 15 18.
withdraw from the eyes of spies, with
The stem ’D is in Ar.
, Aram.
accus. of the object JER. 36, 26, 2 Car.
one. The organic root DN” > is also 22,11, with 72 of the person Jon 3, 10,
in Do-N (which see), DU“ m on m &e.; i. e. to keep at a distance; with "san of
Coptic woau, wm the same.
the person 2 Kınas 11, 2; to hide, ‘with
TNO (Kal not used; see Nif.) tr. to ya 1Sam. 20, 2; to protect, to keep, with
cover, to veil, of a veil; to close up, hide, ya Ps. 64, 3; Ton 14, 13; to cover, with
conceal, of men and things; to keep se- 2 of the place Ps. 17,8; 27, 5; 31,21;
cret, to keep in ignorance, of the con- to make solitary, i.e. alone, without help,
duct; to protect or cover about, of a Prov. 25, 2; to carry on in secret, הצע
shield; and so used in various ways. Is. 29, 15; to save, with 2 of a place
Deriv. And. 1470, "972, sino7, and 49, 2. The expression 0°35 ‘ot used of
God is a frequent one, to ‘hide the face,
the proper names nd ‘and sind.
Nif. "102 (fut. sn) 1. to be con- i. e. to withdraw ragard for Ps. 10, 11,
cealed, i. e. to be unknown, covered, of with 712 of the person; to be angry, die.
ig Jos 3, 23, with ya of the per- pleased Duut. 32,20; Ps. 13,2; to turn
son, who knows nothing 28, 21, or is away in anger from JoB 13, 24; to withnot concerned Is. 40, 27; with a ne- draw regard for 34, 29, also omitting 28
gative, to be known Pana 38, 10; Is. 57, 17 (a general antithesis to it is
anya We 2 Gun. 31, 49 one is hidden " פִיQD NiDI, DD TNT); once, to cause

from the other, i.i e. separated from him, to hide Is. 59, 2; סיאְטחְמ  םיִנָפTHON,

and withdrawn from his sight; 2°73 2 i.e. to forgive Ps.51, ‘11. Deriv. "non.
Hithp. Apa9T (part. '9n, fut. >) to
‘a Is. 65,16 to be concealed from the eyes
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hide oneself’, with DY (with) of a person
1 Sam. 23,19, or 3 of a place 26, 1; to

y

as Hebr. "nd to hide, to cover, to keep
secret.

keep oneself hidden‘, i. e. apart, of God| Pa. 1D to cover or ‘conceal strongly,
who executes his plans alone, without

what is secret; hence part. pl. def. אָתְרְפְסִמ

tect, enclose), Malt. satar. The organic

5, 12; metaphor. (modern Hebrew) to
 לhence ' סְתִירָהrefutation. In the

any one knowing them Is. 45, 15; to things which one strongly conceals, “secrets
be imperceptible 29, 14.
Day. 2, 22, coupled with np.
The stem ’D is in Aram. “nd (rare),
DD I. (with suf. 79170) Aram. tr.
sh (to veil, to keep secret, to protect);
woe
to cast ‘asunder, to denen, to reduce to
Ar.
(to cover, conceal, veil, pro- ruins, disjicere, destruere, a house Ezr.
root רַתְדֶס 18 also in ,רטדא N72, WY,

 סר,.1 דר, on, 1773, Im &e.

Targ. and Syr. the verb appears in
“NO (with suf. And, pl. (םיִרְתְסm other conjugation-forms also; hence

a veil, a covering Jos 22, 14; 099 % bao destruction. The stem nd, 54, is
Ps. 81, 8 the veil of the רי
Arab.
5
üsgregavit; and
Dap 'סa סמ 24,15 veil or covering of the
the organic root And exists also in רתב

face; “metaphor. what is secret, '2 "27
(to put into pieces, to divide in parts),
a secret JUDGES 3, 19, in the pl. secrecies
7373 (to scatter about), 7 II. (to cut
Prov. 9, 17, i. 6. what one has not acasunder), N15, TIT, Ann )= וי
7B), “27 TI, "רח"3 &e., as Ar. A=

quired openly; ‘Qa adv. in secret, secretly 108 13, 10; Prov. 21, 14; hence

a concealed place, of the mother’s womb
Ps. 139,15; a hiding-place 1 Sam. 19, 2;
25, 20; protection, shelter Ps. 32, 7;

91, 1.

IND I. (Pe. not used) Aram. tr. same

MIND fem. screen, protection DEuT.

32, 38.
"IND (from m3-4nd Jah is protection)
n. p. m. Ex. 6, 22.

y
Y, called 79, Ayin, as a letter of the as an abbreviation for םֶל,7127, 722,
alphabet denotes eye, if the origin of  עלָינֶם6.
our alphabetic writing be looked upon
As to the pronunciation of ‘dyin, it
as originating in images, and the names
represented 1. in the most ancient times

be taken from outward objects.

It is the vowel

0, of which

remnants

are

believed that the figure of an eye is still preserved in Hebrew, as לוב 87
represented by the shape of the letter bül, from לעב= ova (see aa L.), mov
in Phenician
(0, 0, ©, ~), old Hebrew
 וMocha, see (הכעמ ( רעבha
(©), Samaritan (7, ₪ and Aramaean which see) = Aram. רוב comp. in
~ נש, Y, Y). The Greek 0, which Palmyrene diabay, Yiayar | ~Bodog,
was formerly © (see Boeckh T.1. p.
31), corresponds to the Semitic ‘dyin; where bin is outofללב 201= bya;in
and as the simple sound only appears Phenic. xdia= nbya 1. 6. Béla, לעבישמ
as a name here, so also in Semitic the

name may have been selected merely

because of the initial sound. Ayin being
the seventh letter in the series of ten,
signifies as a numeral 70; in the old

alphabet it was pronounced “Ai and probably too ‘Oi. In Phenician it appears

= לעביטעמ ,  )תֶרּתַש( תרתשעostor-, ארעב
(7932) nora, רתלעב (n593) Bor.orns,
( עליםabe, leaves), Olim, אמענ רתשטע
(Nav Sms), Ostronome 0
where the ‘4yin was always pronounced

o. The LXX may have known of this
pronunciation, when they translate הכעמ

ע

11

by Maye, Moye, המענ by Nosuce, Noper
&e.; and Jerome tooreckons “Ayin among
the vowels. — 2. As a slender and
weak guttural it is stronger than x and
ה, and weaker than m; but it was
uttered in such a peculiar way, that it

has been represented in Greek like
Alef, i. e. sometimes by a spiritus lenis,
sometimes not at all, as’Eygwr (i752),

ע

“13 and “ty; br} and S19; 0m and
מס: 17 nd je"&e. b) with. n, as

ay and aan IL; כוח and 399; 539 and
San; my Phenic. עוצ )= nsw); רש (to
ao) and sum 6. 5 with 5, as בז I.
and 313; a and n>; poy and םַלּב
&e. 0 wii ‘5
inelining “to the ksound, as "29 and "2" I; way and
on Bei e) ‘with Ps as רוע and :רוק

Ava (729), לו (ema2), *"Qy (>).
 עצבand axp; הצע and Sup; Fur
Even this was lost in the middle of a
word, as Bn$aouod (na ne), "Touda RIAN and NPN way and paw; DWE
5'&c. — 4. As an aspirate
(vari), =1750600 Gi). Seldom has Arab.
letter Ayin had already at an early period
it been rendered=ה by a spiritus asper,
as רשע How, 05% ‘Hhau. Agreeably a connexion with the sibilants, which we
to this pronunciation Ayin is inter- see in the case of A in Semitic and
changed a) with ,א as by3 and לָאָּג 2; extra-Semitie languages (comp. 929 and

 זָאָבand 921; pre and INU; syn and
58h; IR and רז TaN and רק ibd
and רטא Yar and ya; DAN 5 Day;
ans and 239; DTN Aram. by; una

a7; בס and na; דָדָה and md; ללה
and Sb; 29 and Tas; N and
2;

i and sex; 2776 and septem ;

fonw ‘and serpo); hence a) its interchange
with 5, as רדע 11. and 79; 19
Samar. wy ke, ‘So too pisns is to be
explained from yo». (ל with 7, as ו לעand uid 86. b) with ש or ®, "as בז
Aram. and; yoy and ai 6. 9 with
Arab. 4 (to 7 93 Arab.
X, as py rend. pig; 3n2 and yn; 97
 טעגArab. ag»; 2377 aud ap 1 ke. and mE; 229 and PED, particularly
9 In this respect it was sometimes in relation to Aramaean, as ys Aram.
uttered as e, as is still the case in soo, bal; opy Aram. x97; 724
Jewish writing; hence in the LXX
ןאצ &e. In Ar.
dr

082 ,

yam 000008

הועוע

Rome, Yin bya Beeiusor, yay I wiped,

Aram. N; ןאצ “Aram.

this Tsade is a us (dh), but not always.

— 5. Another peculiarity of the Ayin

sau Zußet, 1939 ’Exgar, "923 ‘EBowios,
sound is its connexion with the r ריש1 oe Dages &e.;; N andה 
sound; several Arab. grammarians exrepresenting the vowels a and e in old pressing ע by 7 connected with a gut-

writing. — 3. It had already, at an
ancient period, the power of a harder

and stronger guttural, which the Ara-

tural. This explains the comparison of

29% IL, bso, with un; 923 with "23;

eo nyau 3) with
point,  קר3 with >n2; Yan
SER; רצ with
"with
‘DER
Ger);
"35
as 5 (different from &) which was ex-

bians marked

by a diacritic

 וצעand perhaps עקרק with "רקד
pressed sometimes as gh, sometimes with
This phenomenon is ustrated by the
the admixture of an r; yet it always
that nothing but the r of
came near the k-sound. Thus the LXX fact, either
the guttural has remained; or that the
pronounced: my Dale ( &), my youde syllable ar (for it is only in this that
( 2),הרמע  ויהayy 266% המכר the interchange takes place) was con( וfromthe stem py Ar.=5>), Sy tracted, like al, into 0, so that » in this

 בע104 bey case was prop. 6, comp. the Phenician
Zoyopa.( 2 5); » Dai,>
of "p>72"73; therethey even render  בעמלקרBomilcar, out
Poyovik; ee
originated from
tly
frequen
0
ie.
4
fore
‘PoBex.
it by k, as 3248 Aopax, 934
From this we can explain: a) its interchange in stem-building, with ,ג as

ar, as רצוצה from רצְרצח |0717 from
09771 which see); Aram. pin, from

y

“Ban, “piv from Spiel and this from
“peu &.
With relation to stem-building ‘Ayin
appears 1. already developed out of
the fundamental sound a, and has thus
furnished occasion for the elongation
of stems, as 372 I. and 5972; םמ IL. and

oy; 7n and on; ה and ד wa
and ו
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has sometimes

out of 77335; Phenic. aux7a,ְרְקֶלּמְדּב
nanuvTa out of aux 129, ָּתְרְקְלִמ Tay,
nam דב In Nen. 5, 1 we should read
pay for bad, since ¥ has obviously
fallen away. — But examples are found

where “Ayin as iheas ‘Alefis prefixed
to nouns,

e. g. in npoy,

( בעpl. Day, constr. “ay, with suff.
may; from =) common, prop. )8 par-
tieip. form) the veiling, covering; hence

a tendency to "become a first radical
sound from being a second, e. ₪. mn .1 darkness of clouds, darkness, with the
Sone or 8o1.1,7= היעט ,my; nyll. genit. py Ex. 19,9 or םיִקָחְָש Ps. 18,
out of 995; דימעה Ez. 29, 7 out of ;12 a thick cloud, which brings לט Is.
ya; HOY out of my = nee; war ,184 or Wipan Prov. 16, 15; also col-
out of Wya= Na; ay out of "Ws. This lect, JoB 20, 6 and 36, 29 as a figure
appears ey

the Arabic. —
mencement

when

we ‘compare

3. ‘dyin forms a com-

in making stems from or-

ganic roots, as 539= ;ל 79 = 783 0
Aram. אפס; wns and vn; 329 cognate

with -הm; רכשAram. R23; ‘aby and
 לטpoy ad pd.
"In nouns or proper names, more rarely in verbs, ע is elided: a) when a
vowelless consonant precedes, so that

of swift fight and of swiftness gener-

ally Is. 60, 8, as well as of speedy
evanescence 44, 22; Jos 30,15. Ideas
of veiling or covering are often trans-
ferred to darkness, obscurity, cloud;

. 5

comp. bby Ar. hic to be veiled, Al
to be concealed, whence >Dk, TDR; ;

nby = ond, Bb, whence הטל

Ten

prop. to ‘cover or veil around; pe to
cover, veil, whence 79 &. — 2. a

its vowel is given to the preceding conforest, thicket Jur. 4, 29, like the Targ.
sonant, or the elision is indicated by

Dagesh, as 53 out of 593; לב (in 17852)
out of bya; יבout of. “ya (according to
some); mina Ez. 19,7 (where לא-ויתונמ
is read for Tim) out of mon; bya
( מןNumid. 9. 11. 13. 25) out of 593
71972, comp. ךמ for yo in the cod. Sa-

mar. Num. 32, 38; 055% (ibid. 14) out
of 02237; Mp w. Au. 8, 8 out of TPR ;
9 proper name fem. out of my; יממ
proper name masc. out of wa; mau

proper name masc. out of mw = mw;

ay, Syr. «a8, Arab. Le, from the

idea of יה obscurity. — 3. (from
ay Il. =הַבָע to be thick) a threshold-like
projection, step before a door 1 8
7, 6, Targ. nnbipd; Ez. 41, 25; so too
ay, בע (pl. Day = Dam).
ay see ברל as a noun.
 עבsee any as a noun.
₪

 בֶבָעa stem incorrectly adopted for
neay; see the noun 219 (39).

 זָרָתout of nypT; vn perhaps out of
( רֶבָעpart. ,937 inf. constr.כָבָד 
own; הפס - 5 out of TIDY; םּומ “439, with suff. "122; fut. 749%) trans.
out ‘of Dan; b) when 2 itselfis ol: prop..to cut, to split, a field, ‘hence to

less, as לָאומְט out of לא ya; dant furrow, to plough = mB, Aram, mb»,
(which see) out of daa 51; ipa Mio,
Ar. Aus, whence 90 an axe, a sib

1, 10 out of לכעב (ion, = 439); mba

Jose. 19,3 out ofהלב

tock.

From

this

objective sense

has

6( at the be- been developed: 1. to plough, to till,
ginning, especially of proper names, as
mas, Prov. 12, 11; 77238, 329= TaN
92 (in the proper name ma m3) out of Grn. A, 5% מ 13, 5;"plur. Is. 30, %
may, ‚comp. Brdaßaod סא 1,28; 772 as in Nif,"of mip Eccrzs. 5, 8, and PON
out of 7722; W273 out of spray; ; היד Ez. 36, 34; omitting the accusative and

עבר
with 3 wherewith

Deur. 15, 19; sel-

domer of DID 28, 39, 73 Gun. 2,15;
to cultivate generally, רישby 8
or building Ezer. 48, 19, like colere
locum; to work a material of eloth, as

u'nds (linen) 18. 19,9. — 2. to perform
heavy work, as a slave or servant,
hence to serve (in this sense), with accus. of the person Gen. 15,13; 29,15;
Jos 39, 9, and also with 8008. of the
thing Gen. 30, 29; דבש  סמGun. 49, 15
socage of the labourer. i. e. one who
does

service

in socage,
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thing Ezer. 29, 20, for one or a
thing Gen. 29, 20, to serve in a thing
Nom. 4, 37; also to work by one, i. e. to
cause him to perform service JER. 22,
13; 34, 9; to impose service Ex. 1, 14;
Ley. 25, 39; with the accus. to serve, to
take care of with service Num. 8, 15; I
DY to serve with one GEN. 29, 25; to do
service before (especially hefare the

21, 3; to impose service (riar), with
a of the person Is, 14, 3.
Hif. 39 (inf. constr. wav, fut.
ay) to cause to work Ex. 1,₪1 6,5;
to weary with labour, to יא parallel
2°47; hence to oppress, to weary Is.
43, 23 24; to reduce to servitude JER.
17,4;

to impose service, labour Ez. 29,

18; to compel to labour 2 Cur. 34, 33.
Hof. Tayı

to be made

to serve Ex.

23,24, with the aceus. Devt. 5, 9; 13,3.
The fundamental ו
of the
stem is sufficiently attested by a com-

parison with mp, Aram. 5», Arab.
BOAR; and the organic root 72”Y is
also found in 2" (to be separated,
divided), 72 I. ‘(to separate, divide),
78, IB, sya &e. &e.
123, (m123,, 729, 17295 part. masc.
29, pl. yr, fem. NDI; inf. constr.
13913; fut. Tay) Aram. prop. tr. same

great) with > and "p> 2 Sam. 16, 19. as Hebrew 29 “(but commonly like the
Metaphorically of subdued and subject Hebrew ming) to make, D2% Dan. 3, a
peoples, of vassals &c. Jupazs 9, 28;
to set on foot, רִּבַּתְשֶא Ezr. 4, 15,
1 Sam. 11, 1; Jer. 27, 7; .פא 14, 4;
to be at the "service of, to be willing, carry on, AM Dan. 7,21, to make a
1Kınas 12,7. It is not a denom. from 5, 1, to perform, ןיִתֶא 6, 28, to commit
ay like servire from servus, Sovdeve 6, 23, to do, to carry on 4, 39; to do,
from 6092/08, but comes from the funda- with 3 (with) 4,32, Ezr. 7, 18, with py
mental signification to work. — 3. Fig. the same 6, 8; to worship ,God; to do
to worship, to serve, with the accus. God or keep, the law Ezr. 7, 26. Deriv. 333,
Ex. 3,12; Josu. 24,15; Ps. 22,31; but N22, Tayn.
"Ith. QIN to be made Ezr. 4, 19;
in this meaning the accus. is sometimes
with
the accus. to be made into Dan. 3,
omitted Jos 36, 11, or ’y is construed
with 5 Jupazs 2, 13; Jur. 44, 3; of 29; to be done Ezr. 5, 8.

idols Deur. 4, 19; יי 10, 10. Pro-

ceeding from the idea of worshipping it
means: to offer or present a nn, Nay
Ig. 19, 21, also omitting the object Ex.
3, 12, or with two accusatives 10, 26.
Derir: 122 הרבע , הב

NY722, ו Tay.

729 (in pause 739, with suf. "23,
pl. pera) m. 8 servant, a slave, Gen.
12, 16, Ex. 12,30, whether he has become so by captivity in war or by debt

or purchase (02 nıp7) Gun. 17, 12 27,
or whether

he has been born in the

73373, the proper names 23, "למ דב

house )תיּב 172%) 14,14; hence 'ע תדבע

 ולבדpos Jay, 8139, לאב 1,
939, "739, ליב

servile work Lev. 25, 39; pbis y an

everlasting (life-long) slave Daur. 15,17;

Nif. ( עברoma 7292, fut. 7297) to Day 'ע a servant of servants, 16 the
be cultivated , of a field, Ez. 36, 9 34; lowest servant Gen. 9, 25; Day na
Eccues.5,8 a king for a cultivated field, house of servants, of labour Ex. is 3, of
i. e. for an inhabited land; to apply, Egypt. Sometimes with 9 of the perprop. to labour i. e. to use Deur. 21, 4. son to whom one is a servant Gen. 41,
Puh. 123 to be worked, with 3 Devt. 12; 1Sam. 17, 8; hence 9 ‘yהיה to serve
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one as a slave, i. 6. to serve as not free

man; in Ethiop. Gebra-Christos (adherent

ae 47, 25, to become one’s servant 9, of Christ); in Greek ‘Epuddovios, in Ger; לָל m to become a slave, with 5 man Gott-Schalk 6.

2 the person 1 Sam. 8,17, like על mpd
Bas! 7122 (worshipper of למ (=דלל
> 2 Kınas 4, 1; 5 יעלau: Is. 44, 21; n. p. m. JER. 88,7; comp. Ar. Abd-elmetaphor. a willing dependent Devt. 6, malich, Phenic. Abadmelech.
2
21, one obedient, compliant 1 Kınas 12,
 דבעAram. m. same ag Hebrew 722
7; a willing instrument 1 Sam. 17, 8; a
court-servant Gun. 40, 20; 1 Sam.16,17; a servant , minister Ezr. 4,11; a wor1 Kines 1,47; military head 1 Sam. 29, shipper Dan. 6, 21.
3; military servant 2 Sam. 2,12; a subject Gen. 9, 26; a bondman, dependent,

132 Tay, (443 is according to Saadia
= לב worshipper of Nebo) n. p. m. in

even of na TN "47, 19 (see Judith 3, Babylon Dan. 1, 7; 2, 49; for which

4); doing service, of an animal Jos 40, 3, 29 has ni) Tay. (Itis possible that
28; very often 'ע is used in conversa- 19, 812 =, Venus).
tions with distinguished persons by the
122 (pl. with suff. (םהידבע m. work,
speaker, in the 34 person, as a sign of
devotion, the one addressed being called

ys Guy. 19, 2; 44,18; Dan. 2,4; and

deed, Eccuzs. 9, 1, prop. Aram. = 1yas,

so too in speaking to God 1 Sam. 3, 9,

Tay (worshipper, viz. of Jah) n. p.m.

hence it is applied to Abraham Ps. 105,

 (מאדיםie. the red, was a designation

in prayers 23,10, even when one speaks Rots 4, 17; 1Cur. 11,47; 2,17; 26,7;
of a third person to another Gen. 32,5; 2 Cur. 23, 1.
44,27. —2. When coupled with a deity,
DIN 729 (worshipper of Edom,i. e.
a servant, worshipper, devotee NEH.1,10; of Mars) n.p.m. 2 San. 6,10. pox (Talm.

6, Joshua Josu. 24, 29, Eliakim Is. 22, of Mars, like 1i99 among the Phenicians,
20, Zerubbabel Hac. 2, 24, Job Jos 1,8,
to whom the ass was sacred (int the
David Ps. 18,1; pl. in Daur. 32, 36 and
red). See Strabo 15, 2.
metaphor. of messengers or ambassadors
N72> (probably abridged from >y729)
of God, who execute his purposes, ap-

plied to the theocratic nucleus of the

n. p. m. 1 Kınas4, 6; Nex. 11, 17; for

people in exile Is. 49, 6, to Nebuchadnezzar JER. 25, 9, to Messiah the branch
Zucu. 3, 8; one beloved, chosen, hence
applied to angels 708 4,18, prophets
Am. 3, 7, Moses Duur. 34,5, Isaiah Is.
20, 3 &o. — 3. (abridged from 732
adherent of Jah) n. p. m. JUDGES 9,26;
Ezra 8, 6; comp. the proper names in

which 1 Cur. 9,16 has mad.

( לָאְדְבָעworshipper of El) n. p- m.
Jer. 36, 26.

may (constr. n723) fem. work, of a
husbandman Psarı 104, 23; husbandry
Nex. 10, 38, fully המראה  תדבע1 Cur.
27,26; hin, servile labour Lev. 25, 39,

Phenician "אדבע = byway Kit. 29, 2; or defining הכאָלְמ 23, 7; external, me7739
=717739 ib. 15,2; רֶסאְבְש- ib, 2, chanical work Exo. 39, 32, defining
t;; four ib.12,11; ara num. Kilik. pnb 35, 24; service, ministry Gen. 30,

1; Tea, Kit. 2, 3; Bones ib.1,2; 26; Ex. 1, 14; military service Ez.29,18,
72123. ibid. 12, 2; רנד ibid. 13, 1; 2 say Gan. 30, 26 to do service; 7
 בַדְסֶסֶםib. 2,1; wawyay Athen. 1, 2; jection 1 Cur. 26, 30; 2 Cur. 12,8; use,
 ַבַרְפָנֶתib.1,1; "139from ay J oseph. profit Ps. 104, 14: Implements Num. 3,
contra “Ap. 1, 21; Be Abdalonim 31; employment, performance Num. 4, 47,
Just, 10,10; namu2yay Abdastartus Jo- = nies, Is. 28, 21; fruit, use, result 32,
seph. contra Ap, 1,18; obxzay Abdelem 17; service of God, of the temple 1 Can.
25, 1; holy, divine service Num. 8, 11;
ib. 1 ‚21; ןמאָרְבַע Sheek ib. 1,18 &e,
thedoing of service8,25. ‚Ina N:
&e.; in Arabic "Abd-Alla, Abd-el-Rach- N33.
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may, (after the form 13:73) /. service, ‘prop. hand-service, concrete collect.

servants Gun. 26,14; 708 1, 3.

עבור

same organic root. The roots 131., mal,
 גב5, saanL, בָח &e. 6 may be
remotely ו
with it.

( ןרדבעworshipper, devotee, viz. of
May (only plur. niay; formed from
Jah) 1.2. p.m. Jupees 12,13, for which ay, i. % ay I) f. same as בל darkness
1 Sam. 19, 11 has 773 (out ‘of 7122= of clouds, 2 Sam. 23,4 niay N without
;)722 1 Cur. 8, 23 30; 2 Cur. 34, 20. clouds.
See 712. — 2. n. p. of a city in Acer,
may (plur. constr. "a2, as is read)
inhabited by Levites Josu. 21,30, 1 Car. prop. an adj. thick, firm, of earth, subst.
,6 ,59 prop. arising out of Jay (ford, thickness, 2 Cur. 4,17 in the thickness of
0-5 Josu. 19,28, with which it is the earth, i. e. in firm ground prepared
identical.
for a mould to cast in. 1Kınas 7, 46
MATID 7. servitude, bondage Ezr. 9, has 139% instead.
8; Neu. 9,17; Aram. ן2

( טובעfrom טבע ,after the form nix,
with
suff. לסלבע( m. a pledge Devt. 24,
"Tay (instead of 77733 worshipper of

Jah)n. p. m. Ear. 10, 26; 1 Cur. 6, 29; ;10-13 comp. San.
2 Cur. 29, 12.

ay (constr. רובע ,from “ay II.) m,
prop. ‘what is produced, brought forth,
hence 1. produce, fruit, of the earth,
1 CHR, 5,15.
proventus,
1. 0. grain Josa. 5, 11 12
( הָיְדְבְלworshipper of Jah; עבר in-
(Jeh. Carpentrasi), in the Targ. and
stead of say in compounds) 2. p. m. Peshito for 737 (from 737 to grow, to
1 Cur. 3, ai; 7, 3; 8,38 &.; the LXX bear fruit) and ‘bass (from "yan to sprout,
have sometimes read mea? 40808 or
to grow); comp. ‘Aram. ארבע foetus,
937 000.
surculus, Syr. Beas corn. — 2, only in
"TRARY see ap.
the construct state רובע and coupled

DN TDD (same as DNTAY) n. p. m.

PETRY see HRY.

with 3 (likewise from רבע I.) prop. in

way (= 7729) n. p. m. 1 Kines
18, 3.
may (only Kal) intr. to be fat, thick,
well-fed, of men Dsovr. 32,15, coupled
with yaw, wD; comp. Ethiop. רבע abeye
to be large, grown up, Ar. wes to be
large, thick, Aram. to be fat, obdurate,
of the heart; to swell up, then to be
strong 1 Kınas 12,10; to be closely or
straitly bound, of shield - bosses; to be

fruit, in consequence, and therefore different from 72? for the purpose of, in
order that (from pn out of 19); hence
a) a preposition snag (prop. followed

by a genitive, an ‘infin. or imperfect,
with swf. “aya, JI, ma, DAT &e.)
for, on account of, 6( followed. by an
infin. Ex. 20,20 in order to prove; 2 Sam.
14, 20 in under to alter, turn, prop. for

the sake of proving, turning; ) followed by a noun Gen. 5 21 on account

as a

of man; Ex. 9, 16 nNT’ ‚13,8 my 3,

mould for casting in; to be thick, strong,

where הז and MNT are to be regarded
as nouns; and this signif. should also

firmly trodden,

of earth, to serve

of things 6.

Metaphor. to be veiled,

sb concealed, for which the Ar. is be adopted in Am. 2,6 and 8, 2, where
but on ac& (to be covered, concealed); comp. the translation is, not for,
of a little
because
e.
i.
shoes,
of
count
> with mo». Deriv. may, רבע “a2,
or trifle. In the same sense ‘3 is
thing
myn.
to be taken with a suff. 1 Sam. 23, 10
\ "The organic root may is also in בע for my sake, Gun. 3,17 for thy sake, 12,
(ary IL), Aram. 29, =, "Ar.ou and 16 for her sake 60. — b) a conjunction,
the Arab. שי er Gat have the because, with the perf. Mic. 2,10, so that,

עבט
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 רבעmase. denseness, compactness JOB
in order that, ut, with the imperf. Gen.
27, 4; Ex. 9, 14; on the contrary, in 51, 62.
2 Sam, 12,21 we should read for it 333
"AD (with suf. i72¥) m. thickness, of
as long as (according to the Targ., Syr.,
a a thing 1 Kınas 7, 26; Jer. 52, 21.

Ar.); sometimes 5 is added 2 Sam. 17,
14, without altering the sense much.

( אָדיִבַעdef. NNPIP, constr. NI"32)

With respect to signif. 1. the Ara- Aram. f. same as "Hebr. הרבע work, la-
bour, service Ear. 4, 24; 5, 8; an em-
maecan ארבע foetus, Syr. Vans, רובע
ployment, an office Dan. 2 49; 3,12, like
corn, have been compared, and there-

fore 112 has been derived from “aylIl.

(which see).

On the other hand, "for

signif. 2. "ay I. has been ugually com-

pared, and for the subst. the meaning

mandn.
bay (not used) 1. trans. to strip off,
leaves; to bare, to make naked, trees;
2. intrans. to be bare, of a mountain, a

passing over, going away has been adoptrock; Arab. das. Yet bay might be
ed; though the translation fruit and
transposed from 359=abs, “meaning to
therefore consequence is more suitable. |
be bare, waste, as "belonging to 2354.
bay (inf. constr, Ay, fut. DAY) tr. Deriv. the proper names 539, לבי
same as nay, ny

to knot

together,

to

interlace, to interweave, to mix (see Pih.);

hence metaphor. to change, to exchange

( ץֶבָעnot used) intr. same

to shine, to glitter.

Metaphor.

(comp. any), to borrow, upon a pledge

distinguished,

given Devr. 15, 6, to pledge, for a debt
24,10; to lend, upon a pledge; comp.

shine afar; deriv. the proper name Var
comp. VaN, Yan.

ban. Deriv. טבע ,oD.

Pih. bay (fut. Bar) to change, to exchange, mk Jo. 2,7, i.e. to turn aside,
to come upon the way of another (LXX,

Vulg.).

Hif. 2°39

(inf. constr. טבעה

|

may") to lend, upon a pledge, with

noble;

as yar

a) to be

b) to be high, to

TY I. (part. "29, inf. absol. “by,
constr. “hoy, 3,

with suff. “32, fut.

23}) intr. prop. % go over a standing

place or resting point, to step beyond,

to rove beyond, to go beyond.

Hence

to pass over, with the accusat. m, to
cross, 0" Is. 23, 2; to go through, nin

accus. of the person Deur. 15, 6, and
dm, of fishes Ps. 8, 9, more rarely
aceus. of the thing 15, 8.
with
2 Is. 43, 2 Zeon. 10, 11, or Tina
As to the organic root vavy, the
Num.
33, 8; to go over a Sears רבעמ
same lies
also in nr,

nay,

SEN,

 צְֶפַדMB, MD“, דב - לרפnp2 us-5, Gen. 32,23, bm Devt. 2,13; to pass over,
absol. יה 9; over ו
which contain

together the fundaLe, toemigrate, with accus. of the place to
complicare, connectere; comp. also 249, bar, 175, pro- which Is. 23,6 12, Am. 6, 2, om ₪
ceeding from cognate. jaca, and Syr. 2,10, seldom with OR Non. 33, 7;
step over, חרא 208 19, 8; diay Ps. 104,
223 to iuterweave, whence a8 inter9; to tread over, e.g. captives, in token
mental

signification

laced, Ar. us a saddle.

0027 (after the form 140, TABU,

of their humiliation Is. 51,23. Fig. to
transgress, 7 »» Nom. 22, 18, nya Devr.

Yan) m. prop. obligatoriness, hence a 17, 2, nhin Is. 24, 5, man Esra. 3, 3,

pledging Has. 2, 6, Targ. pain nipn.

comp. Ara, "22, BA to sin, Nn,

no suitable sense, and is also linguisti-

Ps. 103, 16, with לע of Syn, ‘Now. 6,5;

According to the Gye ; Jerome, Jos. Talm. הרבע transgression. — oN "9 to
Kimchi, Ibn Esra and others it is said pass over to a person or thing 1 Sam.
to be ="טיס  בעthick dung, which yields 14,1; to pass over, of the wind, with 3
cally incorrect.

to pass 8

to. go Urengh, with ac-

עבר
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611884. 20,17, 1068
29, may the
pass Is. 10, 29; fig. to penetrate, meיפת
Lament. 3, 44, yet 2 is also put Grn.
12,6; 1 Kınas 22, 36; Ps. 42,5; of inanimate things, Ps.18,13 kai end fiery
coals passed through his clouds; also with

19; to pass in, to go through, with 2 of
the place Lev. 26, 6, Junges 9, 26, sel-

ins 108 15,19, Ez.9,4, a9pa Am.5,

the dart (into danger of death) nmwa 'ע

17; to pass between two things is expressed by TR ’y Gen. 15, 17; absol.
2 Kınas 4, 8; of NOD (money), to pass,
from one to another, to be current Gen.

23,16; 2 Kınas 12, 5 (Targ., LXX,
Vulg.). Farther to yo beyond, past (accus.)
a thing Jupaes 3, 26; to outrun, with

accusat. 2 Sam. 18, 23; 930 ’y to hasten on beyond the rocky ל

Is. 31, 9;

to pass by, with לע of the person Gen.
18, 5, or byn 18, 3, mp לע Ex. 34, 6,
Dh 2 Kınasä, 31, wii some modifications of the meaning; elsewhere "39% '

dom the accusat. Mic. 2, 13.

Expres-

sions belonging here: תיִרְּבַּב 423 to enter
into a covenant DEuT. 29, 11, comp. NB

mena; Mawa ’y Jos 33, 18 to run into
into the pit 33,28. Still farther mpd y to
pass on before Gen. 33, 3, to ‘go first
33, 14; ירחא  'צto follow 2 Sam. 20,13;
followed by ומor DNA to go away, de
part from Rura 2, 8, 1 Kines 22, 24,
hence [1727912 'Y to depart from the commandment, i. e. not to observe it Dur.
26, 13; 72 baun 'y right has departed From him, ie. he has not regarded.

the righteous cause 18. 40,27; לע  'עto

pass over to a person or thing Is. "45,
14, Ez. 48, 14, to come to one LAMENT.
4,21; to lay upon one as a burden Devt.

means to go before Josu. 3, 11; nnn 'y 24, 5; to come upon one, irruit in alito pass along under, Lev.27,32 of sheep, quem, invasit 708 9, 11; 13, 13; to
which pass under the crook that they mount and press upon a thing, i.e. to ride
may be numbered. Also to go, to travel, Hos. 10, 11 =ביִּכְרַהְנ to assail Nan. 3,
abs. Gen. 37,28, 0" )29 passers by Ps.129, 19; to fall upon Junazs 11, 29; to ad8, fully 73 "73? Ps.80, 18 = יכלה vance, of floods, coupled with 5spat Is.
to pass away, to disappear, of times, 8, 8; to overflow, of ףסש Nau.1, 8; .
days, dispositions Jur. 8, 20; 705 17, drive along, of v2 ont Has. 3, 10;
11; 30, 15; Ps. 90, 4; to pass away pour forth abundantly, of sk? Is. 23, 0

swiftly, of un, via Is. 29, 5, Jar. 13, with לע to pour out over a thing, to cause
24, 72 Jos 30,15, לצ Ps. 144, 4, oa to flood, as 119 m Is. 54, 9, O3 and
Jos 6 15, a figure of transitoriness; to naw Ps. 42,8, om 124,4; coupled

perish, to vanish away, of men Jos 34, with ףמֶש and Eke the latter ו to
20 or things, followed by ‘Jima Esta, troops, to inundate, to overwhelm Dan.

9,28. — לע  רבעto go over, to pass over

a thing, hence with sun to forgive Mic.
7,18, or without ya with the dative of
the person Am. 7,8; to go farther, to pass
on, to go forward "Gen. 18, 5, coupled

11,10, even when paid viv Is.
8
or על Nau. 2, 1 [1,15] mean so. Metaphor. a) to overpower, to overcome, of

772, with accus. of the object JER. 23, 9;

to overwhelm, of a multitude of sins Ps.
with pan (= 239) Sona or Soom. 5, 88,5, of wrath 88,17; to transgress, to
6; to come through, to pass under, of an exceed, of 235 niysyn=ninn 73, 7;
animal ridden Nenen. 2,14; to go off,
b) to flow out, to drop in tears, for which
of an animal 2 Sam. 18, 9; to pass on,
‚ hence a רמ Sona oF
the Ar. is
16,9; בו “ay prop. to go forward and
distilling myrrh,
eruding,
13
5
5,
Sou.
a
of
return, ive. to go hither and thither,
From the fun—
oraxın.
a,
97
=
Zucu.
7,
35,
Ez.
27,
32,
Ex.
wanderer
(the posiexceed
to
ation
7, 14, with לע or 3 of the way Prov. damental signific
whence
),
measure
original
the
taken,
tion
with
to,
on
pass
to
4,15; 2 Kınas 6, 26;
themselves as
accus. of the place where 2 Kınas 6, 9, all the meanings present
the sense not
Am. 5, 5, or as far as Num. 34, 4; with modifications, has arisen
to bubble forth;
out,
swell
to
Kal,
in
used
19,
Kınas
1
one
to
go
to
person
a
of
dy
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metaphor. to be agitated, of a stream; to Here belongs also 729723...7732,72 Sam.
be puffed up, haughty, overbearing, pro- 12,31 to lead through the long four-cornered
voked, irritated. Deriv. הרבע 1, 72373, projection (see 32772) at the entrance of
 מַעְבּרָה1 and 3, nyayn, 739, Ge
a palace, i. e. to burn; or we should

ing"to some ar 2, and the proper names

Manag, asp, "aa (in 43 na).

read with K'tib 42572=055% and 9for 3.
Hithp. "a9 (part. Say , fut. Say)

 "אש332" (Fu. )93 ‘to be passed to be provoked , irritated, ‘to fall into a
passion, to get wroth, by exceeding one’s
through, of a river Ez. 47, 5.

Pih. “ay (fut. 1327) to make go through,

previous state, Ps. 78, 21, and with a

i.e. to bolt, to close, with 2 of the thing Dr. 3, 26, py Ps. 89, 39 and לע of a
1 Kınas 6, 21, where תֶכְרָּפַההתֶא (ac- person Prov. 26,17; selon with accus.
cording to Chron. and Jos.) should be of the person 20, 2; to be haughty 14,
supplied; comp. Aram. x439 a bolt, 16; comp. 39.
“ax to bolt, Targ. 7129 =92.
( רבעKal not used) tr. prop. to
"if. ( העבירpart. an, inf. 0mad,
veil, 10 cover, to enwrap, identical in its
fut. San) causat. of Kal in all its moorganic root with that in אַדברי IL,אפר 
difications; hence to lead over, to trans&c. Hence metaphorically as in tab
port across, with accus. of the object
(see Wap 4) 1. to copulate, to impreg-
and an 80008. Gen. 32, 24 or 3 of the
river Ps. 136, 14; to conduct across nate, intrans. to be fructified, of corn-
2 Sam. 19,16; to remove, with 9 whither fruit; to be pregnant, of a woman (dif-
Gen. 47, 21, as in Kal b...n רבע ferent from הר to be big with young,
(2 Car. 30, 10); to convey, an inherit- of animals), Targ.( רבע Targ. J. I. and
ance, with 5to one Num. 27,7; to make
transgress, a law 1 Sam. 2, 24, if we
should not read DY77229; to pass a thing

II. on Gen. 16, 5; ‘Nom. 11, 12 &.);
comp. also Dy belonging to Ps.65,14,

wra> Mar. 2, 16. Fig. to yield as fruit
over, e. g. the hair of the head, i. e. to or produce. Derivat. mar 1 and 2. —

eut it off Ez. 5, 1; to cause or let pass .2 as in 129 (which see), poy (which see),
through, with 2 of the place Deur. 2, DER (to buns) the idea of covering around
30; Ez. 14, 15; Dip ‘PHI to make to be is transferred to that of encompassing,
a
Ex. 36, 6; “pi En to cause the enclosing, hedging about, out of which
trumpet to - through ‘Lev. 25,9; to arise the noun-conceptions; fence, side,
let pass or disappear, HNwn 2 Sam. 19 Fi wing, edge, bank, hedge &c., as has
13, ie. to forgives to bring before, -- been copiously developed under 123
 לידEx.13,12, i. e. to dedicate, = איִבָהנ (p. 674) by comparing the Aram. and
to cause to pass by, to shoot 1 Sam. '20, .barA .vireD  בר.marA( 227),  עברה2,
36; to carry away, to lead away 2 Cur. m3972 ,2 the proper names “ar ar
35, 23, i.e. to remove; to cast off, to put cording to some), םירבע , mia.
off,דג with 597 of the person Jon. 3,
Pih. "23 to fructify, to impregnate, to
6; to take of, with ₪1 of nyay Esre. cover, J OB 21,10 his ox covers and does
8, 2; to put away or destroy 2 Cr. 15, not reject (seed); Targ. JAN.
8; to turn away Ps. 119, 37; wNa שה
In Aram. "22 to be pregnant, fruitto lead through the fire, 1. 6. to cause to

ful, as also the Syr. =>, and the Targ.

commonly to burn Deur. 18, 10, which
was done to children in honour of ah,

like the Syr. in all conjugation--forms
and derivatives. Hence fig. in modern
Hebr. רבע fruitfulness, of the year, i.e.

‘be burned,

to purify Num. 31, 23, but

hence 72/2... "a9, >... ריבה Ez. intercalary year, 2 לוט  ארבעfruitful-

16, 21 (on comp. דול Bx, 13, 19)‘Ley. ness of a city, i.e. the part‘belonging to
18, 21; Jur. 32, 35; Ez. 16, 21; 23, 37, it, which the Talmud limits to 70?/, ells
sometimes with wes 2Kınas 23, 10, and
 הthe city; רובה MUND cross-ways,
interchanged with Una ףרט Jan, 7,31. going out of the boundary of the city.

עבר
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( רבעwith suff. 1932, plo 732, 0.232,

10, 24 25, as well as the progenitor of

with suf. וירבע ,; םֶהיִרְבָכfrom 2? IL.) a Hebrew stem 11,14 15; hence ’» "23
m. 1. a bank, a margin, like AS . Le, 10, 21 all the peoples descended ‘from
Heber (10, 25seq.; 11, 10seq.; 25, 1seq.),
°“.
02
(ora, 1108, latus fluvii); Bank land, but especially the ‘Abrahamites of ‘the line
Piver-land, i.e. which lies on a “m, of Isaac and Jacob, who are named D"7139,
followed by 5 of the genit. Is. 18, 1,of sometimes in the mouth of non-Israelites
Meroe, on the streams of Cush; so ‘too Gen. 89, 14 17; 41,12; Ex.1,16; 2,6;
Nun. 32 ‚19; perhaps 1 Sam. 14, i, "32, 1 Sam. 4,6 9; 14,11; 29,3; sometimes
 בהרAssyria and Egypt Is. 7, 20, "be- in that of Israelites, when they are speakcause that lies on the Euphrates, this ing to non-Israelites Gen. 40, 15; Ex.
on the Nile; hence םירבע coast--lands, 1,19; 2,7; 3,18; 5,3; 7,16; 9, 1
10, 3; Jon. 1, 9; and sometimes when
river-lands, ofdifferent countries 1Kınas
Israelites
are contrasted with non-Israe5,4, Jur. 49, 82, comp. M2972; bankdistrict, of the Euphrates "2 Sam. 10, 16 lites or distinguished from them Gen.
(not the other side), as far as which the 14,13; 43,32; Ex.1,15; 2,11 13; 21,
kingdom of Zobah stretched; "172 712372 2; Deut. 15, 19; 1Sam.13,3 7 19; 14,
1Kmes 14, 15 far from the coast-lands

of the Euphrates, i. e. beyond; "3372
nr) 2 Cur. 20, 2 from the (south-eastern)
bank-districts of the (Dead) Sea. — 2. like
 ככa side, flank, in which case the thing
specially meant is announced 1 Sam. 14,
1 4 40; Jur. 49, 32; 1 Kınas5, 4; or
is easily perceptible "from the context
1 Sam. 26,13. Hence is to be explained

the common phrase }77"3 732, which

is used for both sides of the Jordan:
for the other side Gen. 50,10 11, Dur.
8, 25, 1Sam. 31, 7, for this one JOSH.
1; 14; Jupazs 5, 17; and in both cases

21; Jur. 34,9 14. Accordingly רבע is

also a proper name of different persons
Nes. 12, 20; 1 Cur. 5, 13; 8, 12 22.
See "33. — Like חל father of the
first רב ’y must also afford explanation for a personal name, for which
there is an analogy in 129, i. 6. production, shoot, like .חלש
 רבע1 Aram. same as Hebr. "39 I
222 II. Aram. same as Hebr. "32 I.
Deriv. a,

( רבעfrom .32" II.) Aram. m. same as
Hebr. 3

bank-district , coast-district ;

' הרו
ya Junans 10, 8, or ara 13372 hence’ ארהנ y the (western) bank-district
7,35 is employed; for greater clearness of the “Euphrates Ezr. 4, 10; 5, 3 &c.
there 18
3 also added rn Joss. 18, 7, (comp. 1 Kinas 5, 4; New. 2,7).
 מִזָרְחָה שמש.rveD ,4 ,4‘  שמשapan
 עָבְרָה.lp( ,anin 6.  עבְרְוּתK’tib) .7
1 Cur. 6, 63, man 1088. 5, 1. m8
.1 (from. nay) a | ferry-boat 2 Sam. 19,
1 Cur. 26, 30, und אוב Dror. 11,"30. ,19 to which m9 refers, and therefore

—

4 preposition: on this side (Jordan)

Is. 8, 23, i.e. the eastern land of Jordan;

the LXX and J.osephus have duaßasıs.
— .2 (from רבע II.) border, margin; hence

Devt. 30, 13, by the side of Josu. 22,11,

the steppe 15, 28 K'tib, for which the
K’ri has na.

on the other side, רבע לאto the other Tara ninaya in the outermost sides of
side (of the sea), i. ‘e. over or beyond

towards the side Ex. 28, 26, םיִנָפ PEN
‚towards the fore side, i. 6. forwards Ez.

927 (c. ray, with suff. in7ay; pl.

1, 9, for which we have also 'ע"לע Ex. ninay, 6. תובע ‘and ni939; from nay)
25, 37. 9299 Is. 47, 15 to his ‘side, i.e. f- prop. an overflowing (of weath), overdirectly to his 4
Babylon being pouring, outbreak, outpouring; hence
"3272 from 1. wrath, fury, of God rete
island;
an
conceived of as
Is
beyond 1081, 19. — 4. n.p. ofa grand- coupled with py Ps. 78, 49, jinn

son of TUJEW, and consequently an off- 13, 9, and to which are applied nos (to
shoot of a Chaldean Semitic race GEN. take away) Ps. 85, 4, Tr (to pour out)
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Hos. 5, 10; elsewhere 5 תרבלoccurs
of the punitive wrath of God Is. 9,18;
13, 13, and 'ע pi is the
great divine
ו
ofof the
th heathen- and Israel
judgment-day
Zepu. 1,1518; Ez. 7,19; then the time of
judicial sentence Jos 21, 30; with ףא 40,
11; also punishment, suffering
09
11. — 2. haughtiness 7, 7; Is. 16, 6; 'ya
with haughtiness 14, 16, "3 baw rod of
haughtiness Prov. 22, 8.

TTB? see 7932.

עבת

the surname 11800006 (Strabo 12. p.537);
and the Mesopotamian Nisibis was de| scribed more exactly by é rq Ileoaoi« tf
| הספ tp Tiyonrı noraug (Steph. Byz. s. v.
NioiBis). That" 39 was used of the Israe| lites alone, not of other peoples coming
from Mesopotamia, is accounted for by
the fact that 1737 "129 gradually passed
into 77777 "a9 and became fixed; as
the east Jordan-land was called zö mega»
(Marra. 8, 18) or Hegaio (Joseph. Antt.
13, 2, 3); and its inhabitants 1190000
(Jos. Jewish Wars 2,20,4). Other de-

( הָנּורְבַעcoast-place, bank-place) n. p.
of a station of the Israelites not far from
rivations, as from ran
Ar. pe
“aa ji729 on the coast of the Red Sea
A 2 0 A 7 union, a mass of men, 6
‘Nom. 33, 34.
people,
nation, clan, “ar (Num. 26, 45)
 עִבָרְותseeברה .
being such a name; or from "2¥= 4
29 (from a, pl. commonly D139,

to denote, to explain, interpret, to speak

but also םיִָּרָבָע Ex. 3,18) Gent.m., 13923
(pl.n7929) f.aHebrew, male and female,

plainly, are too general and want suffi-

a simple and suitable name for the He-

ment to tradition.

cient basis, having no points of attach-

brew people Ex. 1,15; 2,13; 3,18; 1Sam.
DID (sides, edges; from "ay IL)
13,7; 14, 11, referred to an ancestor "32,
n.
p.
of a mountain on the other side
Gen. 10, 21 24 25. The appellation is
commonly used in Scripture only where of Jordan JEr. 22, 20 (not meaning opstrangers are introduced as speaking posite mountains); fully ar Num.
Gun. 39,14 17; 41,12; Ex. 1,16; 2,6, 27,12, Deur. 32, 49, or םירבעה ירח

or where Israelites speak of themselves
to strangers Gen. 40, 15; Ex. 1, 19;
_Jon. 1, 9, or where they are contrasted
with other peoples Gun. 43, 32; Ex. 1,
15.. Greek and Roman writers use this
appellation also (Pausanias, Tacitus,
Plutarch, Appian &e.). As to the mean-

‘ing of the name, its derivation from an

Num. 33, 47 48. To it belonged 133
(which see). ‘pt רע (hills of the Abarim) n. p. of a city or district at the

Abarim-mountain Num. 21, 11; 33, 44;
for which םרפע also stands by itself
33, 45. See .רש
\
Pay (ferry, ford) n. p. of a city

in Asher Jos. 19, 28, for which 3i72%

-ancestor Heber, as well as other similar
(which see) is oftener used.
ו
derivations, is to be rejected; as such
progenitors were assumed only after
way intr. to die, of seed which is
the land or people; and moreover, Jok- withered up by heat in the dry ground,
tanites, Ishmaelites, Edomites &e. are
also derived from Heber. Agreeably to Jo. 1, 17 = שיבה of war, Ar. |
an old tradition 1083. 24, 3 the appel- (to be dried up and shrunk); probably
lation appears to have been applied by ident. with the Aram. שפע (Ibn Gandch,
the Phenicians chiefly to Abraham and Kimchi); comp. aestu vanescere (Plin.
his horde, who immigrated a may. H.N. 14, 24) and avdecGa1 (Hesiod).

The LXX, Aquila and Jerome already

translate “ayby zeoarys, mepaizys, trans-

may (Kal unused) trans. to twist, a
rope, interlaced work; to interlace, inter-

itor. To this should be added, that רבע twine, interweave, intermix, of branches,
was also understood of Mesopotamia in fetters &.; ident. with vay and תש

particular Num. 24,24. Artemis that came
600069 1. 0. out of Mesopotamia had

(which see); Ar. sxe commiscere. Derivat. nay (fem. (ִהָתְב and nay.
!

עבת
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Pih. n33 (fut. May?) to twist together,
interweave Mic. 7, 3.

239 see 2379.
aa? see .בגי

nay adj. m., “nay, f. interwoven, inmaa (with suff. 77232) f. impure or
terlaced, of pre Luv. 23, 40; hence
unchaste love Ez. 23, 11 (Kimchi).
thick-leaved Nen. 8, 15; Ez. 6, 13; 20,
129 and may (pl. niay or nisy, from
.28; Syr. eS the same.
ay)
a round ‘cake, Gen. 18, 6, Ex. 12,
MAD (with suf. inay, pl. םיתבע and 39, baked on hot stones
1 Kinas 19, 6,
nindy) m. (fem. only Junens 15, 14)
which is turned Hos. 7, 8, Arab. xf;
1. prop. what is interwoven, hence a
rope Junges 15, 13 14; 16, 11 12; a comp. irn.
my (lengthened out of 4439, from
cord, a string Is. 5,18; a band Jos 39,
10; Graded work Ex. 28,24, fully ipsa “Wy = 493) masc. the name »f a bind of
nay wreathed work 28, 14; fetters: Ps. passage, coupled with “im and daD,
129, 4, hence לע  'ע7m} to fetter Ez. 3,25 which knows the time of its departure
‚and 4,8, i.e. fig. to hinder, to hold back. and coming Jer. 8,7; according to the
— 2. same as niay clouds Ez. 19,11; Targ., Syr., Saadia the crane (S227,

31,3 10 14 (LXX), prop. nothing but Wosas, io

; according to [bn Gandch

a different form, and not from nay.

the swallow. The LXX retained Ayove,
which was mutilated into 2
comp.
ar (part. ,בגל fut. 2392 instead of
grus, 7Egavog, from gruo, yeoéw, German
239”) intr. 1. to dote on, to love, espe- eran = to cry. In 18. 88, 14 the copucially impurely and lustfully, hence to lative Vau is wanting before Mur.

lust after, to be inflamed, with dx Ez.
23,12, לע 23,5 9 16 20 and a whereafter 23, 7 also to burn for; peaay lovers

Jzr. 4,30. Derivat. 339 (plur. 233),
71833. — 2. (not used) to be lovely, plear
sant, of sounds.

With

Deriv. בגוש (237, 239).

respect

to the fundamental

signification of the stem, we have to
compare for the organic root 237» that
in an IL, a7” א , באדיRn a —aN,

Soap (plur. 00932, from bay) m. an
ear-ring, a ring, Nom. 31, 50, Er.16,12,
cod. Samar. Ex. 35, 22; probably fom
its round shape.

bay (not used) intr. 1. same as >
to circle,

to turn

or wind about,

to be

round, of a thing; Syr. We tr. to roll,
to wind in a circle, Ar. A= the same

(in derivatives). Deriv. 549 (fem. 4239),
Syr. au oe love), Dray, dav, bay, proper names yay,
and ees with its manifold senses in  לתpba,  — לה2. like 53 to hasten
TER, Ausb, we

tr

ז

the Echkili-dialect. In other respects forward, to drive forward, to run, to go
the Aram. and Ar. have also the mean- along quickly; Syr. and Arab. the same.
ing “to be fleshy, thick, sensuous”, bor- Deriv. 1239. — 3. tr. to roll together,
to twist together, into a lump; cognate
rowed from sensuous love; comp. we
in sense with 053, hence applied to a
the hinder parts, Talm. n239 nates &c.
foetus. See bay, Tay.
23% (only plur. 0°939) mase. what is
bap adj. m., bay (pl. nib-) f. round,
lovely, well-arranged, in speech Ez. 33,
rounded, 1 Kian Te'23 31 35; opposite

31, where the LXX and Syr. omit wer

yay.

ows; םיבְנַע  רישa lovely song 33, 32
‘Tay (with suff. 7239, pl. 0222, constr.
for a lovelysinger, hence associated with
2 HR.
ריש is there same as ,רש bay) m. 1. a calf, named קב Lev.
San, comp. 2 Cur. 29, 28, and it ‘is 9,'2; hence coupled with a2 Lev. 9,
unnecessary to read Saw =" (Ewald). | 3 and with mau-j2 of a year old Mic.
6, 6, but this is usually absent Is. 11,
ı Comp. 339 2.
64*

עגלה
6; 27,10;

עגר
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a fatted calf 1 Sam. 28, 24;

car Gen. 45,19; Num. 7,3; specially a

An. 6, 4. To 53% are applied leaping threshing
-dray Is. 28, 27, a war- chariot
and beanie Ps. 29, 6, and the being

Ps. 46, 10.

‘untamed Jur. 31,18 (comp. 2,20; Hos.

bay (Vitulus) 1. 2. p. m. Jupeus3,
2. (circle, district; comp. 5397,
Phenic. 53972 name of the new city ‘Garkinds of peoples Ps. 68, 31, so that one thage) n. p. of a city in the plains of
‘is easily led to take the stem Day in Judah 1088. 10,3; 12,12.
‘the sense of, to run, to go along quickly,
may (either same as 57238 double
to hasten, to leap, like the Aram. >a»,
fountain, which appears also as the name
NS Arab. 0 (and transposed & of a place, or two calves so called from
See Fürst, Conc. 8. v. — 2. a calf-image, an unknown tradition) only in the x. p.
i. e. the figure of a calf or ox cast in  ל2 a locality at the northern point
metal that it may be worshipped as of the Dead Sea Ez. 47,10, in the neigha symbol of the deity; fully H2p2 '? bourhood of "45 7%; in Jerome O23 7'y.
Ex. 32,4 8, Devt. 9,16, Nex. 9,"18, or
no fring) n. p. of a place on the
4,16; Acts 26, 14); and therefore it is 12. —
‚a figure of wild mercenary troops of all

with the genitive of the material 1Kınas border of Moab, towards Edom, with
12, 28, 2 Car. 13,8; but also ל alone the epithet ri in Is. 15, 5 and Jur.
‘Hos. 8, 6; 13, 2.
48, 34, to distinguish it Komm two other

As to the original signification of ’Y, ’y; in the LXX Ayyehia Sahaoia; in Jo_the following may be adoptedin addi- sephus Ayadha.
tion to that which is here given: a) proDay (3 fem. 1339) intr. same as Dan
perly what is rolled or folded together,
a mass, a lump, same as 024 embryo, to be bowed , bent melancholy , grieved,
foetus, which is usual in Ethiopic; hence Jos 30, 25 my soul twas grieved for the
the young of a lion, stag, ass, and even distressed, 1. 6. felt compassion; Aram.
of man. b) from day to break through, 839, the same. For the organic root
hence a young tinue? comp. Aes to D3°Y, DA’R comp. Ar. 5 moeror, 5
bear an untimely offspring, JE ayoung
camel. But the meaning above given

‘is the most probable.

contristavit; while m
together.

means to press

jay (Kal not used) tr. to hedge about,
to enclose, to bar round about, conseq.

map (constr, n23¥, with suff. 1233;
pl. nibay) f. la calf, hence “pa תלנש perhaps same as 33% (which see), Ar.
Daur. 21, 3; 1 Sam. 16,2; especially a | IV. to shut up, Aram. 739, to debar,

- east-metal calf symbolising Apis Hos. to shut out, whence Targ. 8239, 2 =
10, 5, several of which stood at Bethel; Hebr. "3572. The organic root is 23,
commonly a young cow or heifer not yet being alsoin a
put to work Is.7,21; Deur.21,4 6; but
Nif. 432.2. (2 fem. pl. fut. 239m inshe is also called אש threshing Jer. 50, stead of Aa in pause like myn Is.
11 (where the LXX read Nw), Ab
60, 4) to shut oneself’ up, to keep oneself
trained to work Hos. 10, 11, ploughing debarred from, i. e. so as not to marry,
Jupaus 14, 18, and three years’ old Gun. Rur# 1,13. In the Talmud 739 is often
15,9. — 2. (young cow) n. p. f. 2 Sam.
used in the meaning of our Nifal; hence
3, 5; comp. the Latin proper names Da12739, a woman who is shut out from
malis (= juvenca), Bos, Juvencus, Vimen, ‘or who has been forsaken by her
tulus, Taurus, Taurinus, Taurillus, Tau- husband.

riscus &c.

See na».

“TAY (not used) mtr. to cry, of birds;

map (with suff. in59; plur. niowy,
to twitter, to utter a piping sound, cogn.
constr. nibay) fem. a rolling thing, a in sense with rex, connected with “25,

ער
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, ארקGreek ynove, yagvo, Latin garrio,

there, i. e. as long as. b) continued mo-

in its fundamental meaning; Ethiopic

vement

towards an object or the high-

est point, whether it be a movement in
the same; on the contrary, the Ar.
This use
is either connected with
„= or with space, time or circumstance.
of דע is most frequent: aa) of space, as
dé (529), and should not be compared עשפ עד ד הַנָהֶר.
,7 SIV
RET

here.

Deriv. 7139 (a noun).

Ps. 46,10; so bon -רע 2 Sam. 7, 18

( דעfrom my after the form of טר hitherto, and so also many Nun. 14,19,
from md, וז from may, 07 Ez. 19, 10 which may be taken in a local sense.
from ,7  לטfrom ar} abridged from Hence verbs denoting progress in space
my or my, ‘after Vau דע hence 337, in and arrival at an object are construed
the constr. state ofthe sing. רש like Sp, with ,דע as 932 JoB4,5, אצמ 11,7, a2
ON, which have -- רnot from the pl. but Junezs 9, 59, אב 2 Sam. 16, 5 end 23,
from הל; with suff. ידעו PW, MY, שריכם 19 to reach as far as; also subjectively,
Jos 32,12 for -43'; Bm 2’Kınas 9, as דע  ןנוּבתהJoB 32,12, ?ד prin Num.
18 for Em) m. (dom my I) progress, 23, 18. In order to express ‘the a
advance (in space), duration, perpetuitas,

-no out, there is used דע... a,

oftime, inasmuch as it expresses progress,

52)...

continuance; hence 1. eternity, perpe-
tuity, ןךכש דע Is. 57, 15 inhabitant of
,ytinrete .i 6 ;gnitsalreve  הררי עד6
everlasting hills Has. 3, 6, for which
.tveD ,33 51 sah .po 5; הוהי עד
Gun. ,49 26 = יריה דעwith a like mean-

2 Gem. 6,7, Lev. 13, 12, Ivo

17,52; Is. 31, 40. bb) of time, as דע
mt bin Gen. 26, 33, RT"? Junees
6, 31, ser רע Ta. 15, 5; poetically
a», Ps. 104, 23. Before particles,

ans 15, 5; seldom is 73 absent 1 Sam.

as Tas till when? how long? Ex.16,
ing to דע 17 (LXX), parallel with 28; am דע till now Gen.15,16, הכד
 םלועny33;" ד 2m from eternity, i. ©. until now (now expletive) Gen. 22, 5,
continuallylyes 20, 4 = bhiyn; 322 =  ערחמתיtill how long? 1 Sam. 16,1; הרע
noisy) Ps. 9,19, 9 “= "Doty דע Ps.  מהtill when? Psaum 74, 9, until Now.
;83,18 aטוב 
expression רע air 24, 22 &e.&e. cc) referring to circumappears in Is.45,17 eternities of ‘eternity,

וי

followed by an infin. and suff,

.1 .6 all eternity, or 197  םלרעfor ever

as Inu דע Gen. 33, 3, Jans דע Jup-

and ever Psaum 9, 6; 10, 16; Mio. 4, 5.
The meaning in 43  יבאIs. 9, 5 is
doubtful. The Targ. and ancients look
upon it as an epithet of God, translating
father of eternity; while others take it
to mean booty, which, however, is not
hecessary.— 2. A preposition: unto, us-

GES 6, 18, ira רע 2 Kines 10, 17;
ּא עד בְּאךף. ,91 ,22 ta a retal -ep

riod we have 2 דצ ל
as NAD דע
3050883, 3, בישַחְל  דעEz. 10, 11 c) an expression to give strength to an

idea, either before nouns, as 3? דק
even the shaft Num. 8, 4, i. e. even till

que ad, prop. continuance a) of an ac- the shaft; 192 דע ibid.;

tion, during, as long as, before nouns

mg =79 אל

Jupgzs 4,16 not as far as one, i, e. not
2 Kınas ,9 ,22 929  ידעJo 20, 5 as one, none; 72317779 even the vine, Haae.
long as a moment lasts; before the infin. 2, 19; or before particles, as 89772
Jupazs 3, 26 as long as their tarrying
0
Gen. 27, 33, for which aay
lasted; seldom followed by
and be-
Rn) 2 Cur. 16, 14 lea occurs; "I

fore a finite verb Sone or Sor. 1, 12.

Hence also same as 759 with which it
is interchanged Jos 1, 18; 8, 91; 1 Sam.
;14,19 without being a conjunction on’
that account
or expressing degree.

man very soon Ps. 147, 15; 23922 72.

even to a high degree, Ener.

“and

so before the negatives אדע Ps. 40,
13, PROP 2 Cur. 36, 16, vony Is.

5,8, “nba דעPs. 72,7. Also to denote.
till,
1 Kings 18, 45 during here . ana during the highest limit, as DAYS MD

Here

belongs also May].

. ADP
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how many times, 1. e. very many times 192773 till now Eze. 5, 16. — 2. A con1 Kınas 22, 16. —d) דע is used in com- junction: whilst that, followed by "3 Dan.

parisons to express the advance of one
to the same degree as another, as 1 Cur.
4,27 nor did all their territory increase
like (72) that of the children of Judah,
i. e. it did not reach to that of the chil-

dren of Judah; Nau. 1,10 like (72) thorns

6, 25; till that 4, 31; 7,22.
( עדfor
0
3-1 htiw .ffus
ועדי.lp‘ ,ysp .rtsnoc 97 dna ידיר,
 קwith

suf. Typ, Bm;
witness, i. €. anו 

from sy) m. 1. a
who strengthens

a saying Ex. 22, 12, Lev. 5,1, and is

are they interwoven hence a parallel isi therefore described by the genitives
>. — e) From expressing the idea “pw Ex. 20, 16, dam 23,1, x7 Deut.
more strongly arises the meaning even, 518, םינּומא Prov. 14, 5, nae 14, 25,
1 Sam. 2, 5 even the unfruitful; Jos 25,
 שִקְרִים19,5, “bya 19, 28, DAT? ibid.;
5 even the moon. — 3. A conjunction:

a) while, while yet, dum, before a per-

bert דע a witness without cause, 1-0

not lay such things to heart; 1 Sam. 20,

against one. — 3. confirmation, assurance,

fect 1 Sam. 14, 19, a partic. Nun. 7, 3 thoughtless witness 24, 28 (see bar);
8 fo eht noom ro eht
and a future Jos 8, 21; at a subsequent וע בָּמוחק
period -W דע Song סע Sot. 1,12; as for rainbow, if the reading here should not
 עד לֶא.vorP ,8 ,62 DN ,RUT  עד.snucoE be different; an דע a swift witness
12, 1 was - at a subsequent time. (after long delay) Mar. 3, 5; Dry ןמנ
b) until (of time), donec, followed by a to set forth witnesses Is. 43,9; Saneonleiis
perfect 108. 2, 22, 1 Sam. 20, 41, or witness for their God, i. e. attests his goda future Gen. 38,11, Hos. 10, 12; fully head Is. 44,8 9. — 2. abstract for con עד אשר.tueD,2 ,41 .soH ,5,61 draS crete, witness, proof, Gen. 31, 48 50 52;
Song or Sox. 3,4, נטע ,5,7  דע יבJosH. 22, 27 34; a piece of testimony
Gen. 26,13; 49, 10, DR דע Gen.24, 19, Devt. 31, 21; ap היה to be for a witON TEN. דע 28,15. 9 tillthat, so that, ness JoB 16, 0 i, e. to serve for proof
17
i.e. to the depres that, usque ad, adeo of guilt; 'ִּפ m םיִדָע wir ספ
to
bring
forth
new
witnesses
(plagues)
ut, ita ut, Is. 47, 7 so that thou didst

covenant, security Is. 55, 4. — 4. (from
14. — 4. (om mr IL.) booty Gen. 49, ‘T1¥; only in pl. DY) prop. a section
27, parall. to bow, "and therefore put to- of time, a definite time, especially the

41; Jos 14, 6; fully רשא  דעJosm. 17,

gether to intensify the idea Is. 33, 23;
comp. Aram. רד ,defin. NN, ארו
defin. 372, the same; cod. ו ידע
Gen. 49,"27 for nn 5 (from 779 IIL)

dress, ornament, only iin the propernames
DN, TMD, ATI. — 6.A collater-

al form of דע ₪ indeed this should
not be read instead) witness , testimony,
of God, Zepu. 3,8 on the day that I rise

time of the monthly purification of women;
hence metaphor. menstruation, issue of
blood; 079 Iya Is. 64, 5 cloth of menstruGa i.e. soiled, blood-stained ; Arab.

5 the same, and ne (VIIL) to menstruate; Talm. דע patches or tatters of
menstruation.

 דע12( times according to the Masora)
up for a witness (LXX, Targ., Syr.), see ‘THY.
NTy, see 9,
i. e. to punish (comp. Lauenr. 2, 13),
God attesting crime by punishment.
N'TY (=179 which see)n.p. m. 1 Kınas
To take it with Jerome as = 592 (Is. 4, 14; written elsewhere x79 2508. 1,

30, 8), or in signification 4, is unsuitable to the context.

 עד.marA emas sa .rbeH  עד52:

as

7; Bais, 1; 6, 14; Nex. 12,4 16.

( ררָעKal not used) trans. prop. to

a .soperp gnirud .naD ,6 ,8 ,litnu‘  עצדדsepar ‘ate from one another , to divide,
i its organic root דע with ,דג
SIN llit ta eht tsal .naD 5,4,  עד בתidentical in

 "לto the intent that 4,14 = rab 2, 30; nm

5

Metaphor. (asin 9°} I.)

ערר
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to number (comp. Arab. OS to number),
to limit, determine, establish (comp. oD,
29, 1279; cognate in sense 413), a ne,
a 7
season (see at to (דעומ
Aram.

rs, redupl. 1,3 a festival,-time,

in Arab. also =Hebrew ןיכה to prepare.

ערה

material, “19, 16,13; to adorn oneself,
with accus. ‘DER Jan. 31, 4; figurat. to
shew oneself,iin a thing, 6. ₪. 7237 7iN3
Jos 40, 10; comp. Ps. 104, 1. Deriv.
עדי, Ty (doubtful), 72% in the proper
names ידעמ  ד ; הידע5. in the proper

m, m;

Derivat. 79 4 (plur. pv) or 779, the

names לאי

proper names 179, NW (comp. the proper

proper names Ein, הד

besides the

11]. my see on הרע I. — Ez. 16,
names 5797, 13%), In the meaning to
continue, to be firm the Ar. de coincides 11 is not Hif. but Kal.
The fundamental signification of the
with the Hebrew my L, Ar. As.
stem lies in the organic root 4-79,
Po. 7759 see .דו
which is also in ה ָט- ,7373.
Pih. redupl. 27, see the proper
119 (from aay"TIL after the form
name TIP.
mu, game as ורע ornament, beauty) n.
Hithp. “Seng see TY.
Pf. Gen. 4, 19; 36,2 4; comp. 26, 24.
 דדעAram. trans. same as Hebr. a2.
TID fem. 1. ‘Gon דער 11. for 97
Deriv. 17.
| after the form mW, constr. תדע, with
MV I. (only perf.) intrans. to pass suff. "TD. ףסרש  וindy, DNW,, without
over, to pass by, to march along, with a plur.) an assembly, "association, con עלof the place 008 28, 8 = לע : רבgregation, comp. 33172, win 3 and 4,
a) specially of Israel Nun. 16,
to go forward, to edramı, to roll on, of pm;
time, hence to continue, to be constant, 2, ‘commonly 7127, construed with a
of time (= jn7y), of advancement iu femin. sing. Lev. 8, 4, or with a plur.
space, in an action, in ascending. De- masc. Lev. 9,5; 24, 14 16; 1068 21,
11786 79 1-3.
10; but also generally an assembly of

Hif. ( הערהpart. m. 7497) prop. to people, coupled with להק Prov. 5, 14.

cause to hasten forward, hence to put Of Israel there is in full לֶאְרְשְי תדע
of, 732, Prov. 25,20 he that puts off a Ex. 12, 3; or it stands as an apposition
garment on a cold day, (pours) vinegar to bap 12, 6; also Diya תדע 16,
on natron, and he that sings songs to a 1, seldom * תדע Num. 27, 17; 3 16,
sick heart, all three are preposterous; whieh God led Ps. 74, 2; while תדש
comp. ריבצה Jon. 3, 6.
 אל82,1 is the assembly of judges,
In Ar. {de for © agrees with this; summoned by God; comp. Syr. 12,
synagogue, church, properly congregaon the contrary „As belongs to |e IL,
tion, and so too >» or Ips=> to which
Hebrew "59 1.
the verb < to collect, to bind (see WiseTW II. (not used) trans. to take, to man, Horae Syriacae. See דער 11,(8180 beseize upon, identical in its organic root longs. b) an assembly of ‘people Prov.
with 777 1. and 37 111. (which see), 5, 14; Hos. 7,12. ce) a congregation in
cogn. in sense with mp metaph. to take a narrower sense, an association, a union

booty, like mp? to קל
"19, cod. Samar.

Deriv. דע 4, Ps. 1, 5 = dp 149, 1; an assembly, of

my II. (perf. 2 fem. תיִרְכ ,imper.
 עדה7 1792, apoc.2.)
ד tr. to veil,
10 cover peers to cover; hence like

wad to put on, o°2> Is. 61, 10, B72 Hos.
2, 15, ,ידע Ez. 16, 11, or giving the

Dyan 7,8. d) a Agusahold, family, that is,
all that halbuigs to a house in the widest
sense of it Jo 15,34;

16,7; in which

passages is not necessary with the LXX
and Syr. to read np.

e) a troop,

a

gang (in a bad sense) Num. 16, 5; Ps.
22,17; Jur. 6,18. f) a herd, of ani-

my
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mals Ps. 68, 31; ₪ swarm, of bees Jup-

not mean

ornament (Kimchi), but law,

ars 14,8. — 2)(from 79) a) 7. of דע a put on the head of the king symbolifemale witness Gen. 31, 52, if it should cally as a roll. — 2. only in the psalmnot be taken as an abstract like b) the inseriptions: nı72 ןוטוש Ps. 60, 1, 0m wid
1, perhaps like ou ש 45, 1
abstract testimony, same as n179 Gun. עדת
21, 30; 1088. 24,27. c) (only pi. nip, the name of a musical choir whose prewith suff יתדע , ( ריתלעsame as הדעה sident was called pwr or Wis= WW,
attestation, , announcement, prescription, and who was stationed in DB, (IcOSH.
law, determination, hence coupled with 15,36) in Judah, without anything more
 חקDeur. 4, 45; 6, 20, pvp Ps. 119, definite being known about the point.
168, mya 25, 10; comp. "תדע where
( ידעin pause “IY, with suf. 77,
the plural np is Intereliangeil with ,32 My, pl. 0m; from 749 IIL)
ni.
m. 1. ornament, which one puts on JER.
MTD (see הרע I. Hif.) fem. unveiling, 2, 23, 2 .maS ,1 ,42 .yap עדי
61,
only גin asien, which see,

9

7 mar beautiful ornaments; but see 3.
.2 the noblest, best, same as 123;
hence the heart, the soul Ps. 103, 5, the

(pl. 279) after the Arab. ide —

see רע4

same applying to wp? 107, 9; Is. 58, 11.

my and x79, (3 fem. תדע , fut. 79%, The meaning age (Targ.) is a mere
x) ‘Aram. intr, same aa Hebr. nay to conjecture. — 3. the cheek, so called
come upon (2) a thing Dan. 3,27; with ya from its beauty Ps. 103, 5 (én Esra,
to go from, to depart, to disappear, from

a person 4, 28 [31]; to be taken away from,
of a law 6,9; to be removed, a dominion

7,14; comp. Syr. Ips.

Kimchi); 32,9 (LXX).

To this has

been referred also py, ידע Ez. 16, 7
ornament of the cheeks, “which suits ₪8
context very well. But there is no

4 "PT (8 pl. rN, part. IVT, support for such meaning in the verb-
fut. Pen) same as Hebrew ריבה to idea.
take away,

to destroy, with ya ‘of the

PND

(El is ornament,

decoration)

person and accus. of the object Dax. 5, n.p. m. 1 Cur.
4, 36; 9,12; 27, 25.
30; to depose, ןיכלמ 21.
179 (the same) n. p. m. 2 Kinas
TD (= py from TI¥, one born on a 22, 1;"1 Car. 8,21; 9,12; Ezr. 10, 29;
feast- day; comp. Taw and Paschalis) 10, 39.
n. p.m. 203. 1,1; 1 Cur. 6,6; but it is

also interchanged with הידע"(which see).
See NV.

( ףהידעthe same) n. p. m. 2 09

1,32.

—

PIP 1. adj. m., 212, f. lururious,
soft, comfortable, of Babylon Is. 47, 8;

NUD see NV.
( תּודעfrom ,917 plur. ni72 together proceeding from the fundamental sigwith the Aramaean form ny, to dis- unification “to be flexible, pliant, wavertinguish it from the plur. of en) fem.
.1 prop. what is appointed, determined,

prescribed; hence the (divine) law coupled

ing, soft”. — 2. 7779 (a lururious, soft,
voluptuous one) n. p.m. Ezr. 2,15; Neu.
7, 20; see Jay and 7773.

with min Ps. 19, 8, ph, mew,מִצְנָה 
1772 (from 739 1 after the form mew;
1 Kınas 2, 3; Jur. 44, 23; a precept preparer of semual pleasure, pleasure-giver,
Ps. 78, 5; 81, 6; > ny precepts for rejoicer) masc. only in the proper name
,122 .4 Meaning law it is put in the przin 2 Kinas 14, 2 K’ri, for which

genitive with Jins Ex. 26, 29, mind 26, the K’tib has em.

,33 jan 38, 21, Sos Nom. 9, 15. Here

NID. (a luxurious, effeminate one) n.

lao belongs יש 9Kınas 11, 12, 2 Car. 2 of one of David’s heroes, designated as
,23 ,11 coupled with 973, which does xrw-ja and belonging to the tribe of

ערינו
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Reuben; who had with himself 30 other

tender, luxurious, voluptuous, cognate in

2p.

able, agreeable, satisfying, delightful;

heroes 1 Curon. 11, 42; comp. 7749 2, sense 439 and p28; to be lovely, pleasure-

to

( ףכידעabridged fromןלכיְדכ ,hence in go leisurely, to be weary, cognate in
the LXX Adıvow, 00800. identical in sense 2513, S03; to be dainty, of food; to

its appellative signification with 7719 2, be distinguished , of productions; to be
and X2"79,) 2. p. of one of the Tees dear, valuable, of children; metaphor.
in the union of the DW or mi to be pliant, flexible, of a rod, i.e. to be
tender. Deriv. 77791 (fem. Hr), 2
or D8") (which see), ‘the "body- guard( pl. 0973), 279, 1322 (pi. (םינדעמ
and field-officers of David; described in
yay (pi.m), and the proper names
2 Sam. 23, 8 after his family-name as
Shoda5 (Ki), or according to the LXX = 2, TR N29, ,הנדל NOTIZ, Wy,
as רנצעה6( Aswvaiog) i. 6. of the family rp 2.
"Pin. 719 (not used) to prepare luxury,
of וצל or yxy. The passage may have
pleasure,
voluptuousness, to cause delight,
been “originally in its complete form:
to make voluptuous. Deriv. the proper
a9 am (2259) “RIT 9772, PANN}
779 and 72 in im.
ְּ םַעַפYan min הָנמטלַע ann“ ny names
Hithp.  התערךto give oneself up to pleaDR; the first-mentioned hero being
sure, to live voluptuously Nun. 9, 25.
specified as head of the Sheloshim or
The stem 779 is the Ar. de and
Shalishim: -j2 (oy3W>) nawa 20)

 שאר ישלשה רָרּועדאּוהCynon)” Srl
 תָחֶאnypa dom"IRA” וטלוטלע nam

JA, Aram. ןדע , ws and ihe organic

root lies in we i be juicy), which is
perhaps
also in jr 1
sothat in 3 Sam. 1. c. compared “with
1 Cur. 11, 11 the accounts of two heroes
yw II. (not used)tr. transposed from
are moulded together.
329, which see. Deriv. 723972.
( םיתידעif from 79 I. same as

ִ) הָנְרְב33 n. p. of 8‘city in Judah

( ודעfrom ).197m.
7 .1 (onlypl. 2773.)

delight, pleasure, nor, Ps. 36, 9; the
Josz. 15, 36. According to Jerome
dearest, most precious, i. 6. tender ‘chil-
there was an 11779, at הז and anשרדית 
dren Jer. 51, 34, if we should not read
at Diospolis; but our +
agrees here 93372; costly things, distinguished
with neither of the two.
garments 2 Sam. 1,24. — 2. (only sing.;

bay (not used) intr. same as 54M to

land of delight) n. p. of a region in an

disappear, to vanish, to be inactive, weary,
indolent, to repose. The Ar. JAs “to

eastward direction (03772), in whose
garden (13) our first parents lived; fully

be just, equitable” has been compared.
Deriv. the proper names "572, 032.

 וג ודקGrn. 2, 15; 3, 23 24, but also
1 alone Gun. 4, 16 (the figure of a

gloriously blooming land generally Is.
,51 ;3 Ez. 28,13; 31, 7). Its situation
cannot be pointed out now, though it
( םלדעfrom Day with the formative is described in Gun. 2, 10-14. In any
syllable b-=; resting-place, station) n. p. respect it is different from yiy. It was
of a cityiinthe south of J udah, formerly also the pleasure-land of J ehovah 2,14.
the capital of a small Phenic. state Josu. East of it was the land of Nod in which
,12 ;15 ,15 ;35 known by the neigh- Cain settled 4,16. — 3. only with ma
pouring cave not far from Bethlehem in jyn"2 Am. 1,5, which is either the
1 Sam. 22,1; 2 Sam. 23, 13; comp. modern Bet el ganna not far from Da-
2 Mace. 12, 35 38. Gent. m. PD, Gen. mascus, or Ilag«ösıcos in the territory
38,1 .20 LXX ‘Ododrap.
of Laodicea (Ptol. V, 15. §. 20).
“oD (a weary, lax one) n. p.m. 1 Car.

27,29; comp. the proper name Bm.

19 I. (Kal not used) intr. to be soft,

77 )pleasure-place) n. p. of a locality

pi
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or district on the south coast of Arabia,

RT? (softness, tenderness) n. p. m.

now Aden (Ar..
wos), the Arabia Felix
of the ancientshe 27, 23, mentioned

Exr."10, 30.

along with 730 on the Arabian gulf,
12 stations south of Mecca (Assemani
3. 0. III, 2. p. 563), > on the south

20; 2 Cur. 17,14; comp. 8249, רנידע,
my 2.
TITY f. sexual pleasure Gen. 18, 12.

coast of Aue among the Greeks Koon
(Ptol. 6, 7, 10), which were places of
commercial intercourse between Saba
and Tyre. — 2. only in y197733, arising from "יב ='ynı2 (see m3 T.);
3. p. of a district mentioned with. m,
jan and ףצרך,nothing but Mesopotamian
territories 2Kines 19,12; Is.37,12; and

71219 (the same) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 20,

1372, (contracted from 137717) adv.
of time, same as 779 1008 4,2; comp.
may Num. 14, 19.
IPD (bordering, out of 29 from

73)" n. p. of a city in Judah Jose.
15, 22.

described more exactly as lying in רש

Ay (part. 279, pl. DDTY,fem. (תפרל

in order to distinguish it from 779 m3.
As this Beth- (Ben-, Bne-) Eden can
only, be in Mesopotamia or its neighbourhood by reason of its position in
the verse, it may be the district grove
(Assem. B. O. II, 242) in Mesopotamia;
rendered in the Targ. 2777 Adiabene.
119 see 779 and win.

tr. to overspread, to cover over, to overhang, i. e. out over a thing, of a curtain Ex.26,12 13; metaphor. to remain
over, of food 16, 23, to be more than
enough, of money Lev. 25, 27; to be a

surplus, of persons, followed by ‘byNum.

3, 46, or 2 3,48 49; comp. Arab. 335
to press forward, to strive before, to run
TID (def. אנד du. or the nearest before, AS to be or give in superfluity, to overhang &e.; Aram. ףדע to
plural 7977, “def. N77; from דדע to
be better, more distinguished.
The
reckon, to measure, to determine, to ap- organic root is )3-¥, which lies also in
point, with the noun-endingך-( Aram. the Aram. .אפס
m. time, present, ‘9 jat Dan. 2,8 to buy
Hif. ‘ העדיףto have an overplus, to
time, i.e. to gain, to have the mastery of
it, comp. Lat. emere tempus; 'ע NINN have more or some remaining Ex. 16, 18.
2, 9 the time is changed; יב NIE 3,5
VY L. (Kal not used) 1, intr. to se15 at the time when; coupled. "with var parate, of a person or thing; to with2, 21; 7, 12; a fixed measure of time,
draw, to remain behind, Ar.ak and pas
7 Year 4,13 20 22 29, i. e. 12 months
the
same; therefore like the cognates in
4, 26, like דעומ 12, 7 (LXX, Rashi,
Ihn Esra), consequently not a month sense “on, 33, to be wanting, to be de(Saadia). In this sense is to be taken m ficient, to be lessened, missed. Inasmuch

172 3391 PIV] one year and two years

as all these meanings proceed from the

objective conception “to be cut off,
abridged, lessened” (see "On, 93 , 3),

and half a year, which is translated in
12,7 12m םידעלמ ayia and given in 12,
11 as the sum of 1290 days, prop. 1278. and as it may be paraphrased iin reality
In the same manner John (REVELATION by “on, the fundamental signification
12, 14) resolves a time, two times and should be determined accordingly. See
half a time into 1260 days (11, 3), and Nif. and Pih. — 2. tr. to cut into, to
tear into, to hew into, to dig into, to
also into 42 months (11,2; 13, 5).

plough, vineyard-land; hence the Aram.
igs to plough. Deriv. 43972.
of time: tillnow 1300188. 4, 3;; comp. j112
two meanings of the verb may
in 7m» תטצא ,1 ,13  וקלJon 30, 94; be The
very well referred to one fundamental

112 (contracted from WW)

Talm. ןידע the same,

adverb

signification = "pm; and accordingly רג

ערר
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and “27 may be compared with it in the
EINS (El is Order) n. p.m. 1 Sam.
first instance. The organic root 2
18, 19; 2 Sam. 21, 6.
exists also in רד 11. and 8-7.
way (not used) intr. to be firm, hard,
Nif. 1393 (part. fem. nn; 5 fut,539")
1. to be wanting , lacking, laser] 1 Sax. Arab. yw, of hard grain, or in its
30,19, 2 Sam. 17,22, to remain behind organic root WII=W7 to pound or
Is. 34, 16, to be left behind, forsaken 59, bruise in pieces, like nip) from 45,
15, Ar. po (to take from, to lessen, to N; from b43=053, or to separate, to
betray), comp. in philosophical language divide, conseq. == 112, "199. Derivative
VT negatio, privatio, opposite to .הווה

muoTy (only 0 (םיוטלעf.lentiles Gun.

— 2. to be digged, ploughed, רה Is. 26 25, 34, Ez. 4, 9, sometimes miswritten
7, 25.
ny 2 Sam. 23, 11 comp. with 1 Cur.
Pih. 39 (fut. 1397) to let lack or be 11,13; Ar. whe the same. The verb
wanting 1 Kınas 5, 7, cognate in sense pd iis a denominat. there. That the
am.
sing. is not um or U is seen from
TY IL. (part. 79, inf. 6. (רלע tr. the Mishna.
to arrange, to put together in a row, to
( אועnot used) Aram.tr. same as Hebr.
heap together, to set in order 1 Cur. 12, my tobow, to bend. Deriv. (= אירע NY).
38, paraphrased in 3 mss. by "24? with
Ray (region, see Tay) n. p. ‘of a pro-
allusion to 12, 33 35 36; omitting the
vince
conquered by the Assyrians, like
object 729973 12, 33, without the verb
Daa,
nD,
man, Died, , לנהIPI,
being intrans. on that account, or without
there being any necessity to take it with  רצף6"2 Kınas ,71 ;42 .tnedi htiw שה
the LXX and Vulg. as = ,רז or to read 18, 34; 19, 13; Is. 37, ₪0 and in any
i the vieinity of Babylon.
“tz with 9 mss. The stem is con- case situated in:
nected with “70, and the organic root
ay (Kal unused) intr. same as 729
773 with that in רָּב OL, 93-9, 47 &e. to be thick, of a threshold, a projection;
Deriv. Sg and the" proper names "רד to be dense, of a wood, forest; to be veiled,
dark, obscure, of a thick cloud. Deriv.
2 berry.
ay 1-3 (pl. pay), may, בע or 2%.
7 (with suf. ITY, ploy, cI,
"Hit. ( הציבfut.an) to enwrap in clouds,
with suf.DPT; from רע II.)m. 1. prop.
to cover around, with cloudy darkness
a putting 0
8 heaping together;
Lament. 2, 1; hence the LXX have
hence a troop, a multitude, commonly a
syvoqacer, Syn Dad
herd, with genit. of the kind, as םיז
In the stem 39 are sited the ideas
Sone or 801.4,1, םיִלָחְר 6, 6, IN Gen.
of thickness, compass, density, to which
29,2, "pa Jo.1, 18; also without any
are annexed those of veiling, covering
fling more spenific a flock of sheep Jos (comp. wD and mo»), of being en24,2, in the fold Mic. 2,12 (according
wrapped iin clouds, of ‘gloominess, dark-

to some), in pasture Ps. 78, 52; which

is under a הער Is. 40, 11; Jar. 31,10;
fig. of Israel, as the flock of God 13,
17 20; Zecn. 10, 3. — 2. (perhaps

= רד bay) n. p. of a city in the south

ness, of cloudy obscurity (comp. 5Dx,
לט, TOT, pe under 39), whence itis
‘leak that the stems 7 -39, SE, ists

Syr. 56% (to veil around, to enwrap in

ל 1 and
np
ot Judah Josu. 15, 21. — 3. (perhaps clouds), Hebr. םע I. (or),
‘hang to6
moan
,
0
am
F
o
r
3
3
an,
.
2
3
,
C
a
np,
r
יע1 .
= (ְדְרִיאָל

gether. Com also Zab. and Syr. boas
 דרmad ees .273145
cloud.
( רדorder viz. El is, from 479 IL)
( בּגעonly pl. var; Dagesh instead.
.₪ p. m. 1 Cur. 8, 15.
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 דע סה.₪ ,65 ;24 from ‘ay after the

as בע 3 (1 Kmes 7, 6) a threshold-like

form Sip) m. prop. continuance, duration,

projection, an offset Ez. 41, 26, Targ.

repetition (from 79), iteratio (and there-

of the lengthened utterance)

NDP.

fore with noun-suffixes); but used only

( דברעone serving, worshipping, viz. as an adverb: a) a repetition of an ac-

Jah)n.p. m. Ruta 4,17; 1 Car. 2,37; 11, tion: again, once more (Ar. OLe, Maltese
74; 62, 7; 2 Cur. ,32 01 ees ,yas  לברdd), e. g. דע 977 Gen. 4, 25 to know
,niaga yT‘ yy ,42 ,02 yT הרה
33,
Do, Hay,
sig Dan 37, 9 and even after verbs of
( לבשkom bay; bare district) n. p.
repetition for the purpose of strengof a "region of the Ioktanite races, then
thening the idea, as דע 70° ,18 ,29 בוט
of a tribe dwelling there, coupled with
Naw and לזוא Gen. 10, 28; for which siy Jur. 3,1, and with negatives Gun.

bay stands in 1 Cur, 1, 22, which might

8, 21; Jos 7,10. דלע ND not again Gun.
9,11. — b) to express the continuance

also be pronounced Ghebal, coinciding
of an action: continuedly, continually, unperhaps with the Gebaniten (south of

naw) of the classical writers.
ay (not used) tr. same as zn to encircle,

to enclose,

to enchase round, to

interruptedly, 6. ₪. 719 133 Gun. 46, 29,
Ruts 1,14, דע bon Ps. 84, 5, here

it may be sometimes translated largely,

much &e. — e) the repetition of a like

period of time Gen. 7,4; 8,10; 29, 27,
or a farther, wider, advanced state or
to bend or crooken. Metaphorically to operation, 6. g. דרש NO) (to do) more,
crooken, to twist, of slanderers. Deriv. longer, further Gen. 37, 5; Is. 23, 12;
may, ,הג 999, and the denom. 319,  רועBan Prov. 9,9 to heeoma moreיי 
aiyn.
i.e. wiser; as an eaaition to what exists,
( בושi. e. Og = Ong out of a9 =poy and .6 .₪  חַאTy Gen. 43,6 another brother still
this = poy or נע long-necked, giant) n. p.( besides the well- known ones); 19, 12
of a giant- king ‘of Bashan Devr. 3, 11, whom hast thou here also (753), besides
Josu. 13, 12, whose possessions were thy household; הכה דיש to be smitten
taken by the Israelites under Moses, and still farther (inו 
place) 18.1,5.--
assigned to the tribe of Manasseh Num. d) a continuance of time or aetion: till
;21,33 Deur. 3,3; 1Kinas4,19. See now, i, 6. till the beginning of a new
 עבג1.
transaction, e. .₪  רהTiy does he live till
229 (once 239 Ps. 150, 4, in several now? Gun. 45,3; still, ever, still continued
mss. 239; from. aay to make a lovely ,29 ;7 ;31,14 nxn nip Is. 10, 25 still
sound) m. a flute; a ‘reed Gen. 4,21; 8 a little; pat דע ,65 24 still are they
21,12; 30,31; Ps. 150, 4, consequently speaking, i. e. while ‘they yet speak; ‘iy
a wind-“instrument; either an 8273 tibia coineiding in this head with רע (which
(Targ.), organum ₪ erome), or En. see). In this sense דלל appears “with the
form round, a cake, bread; Arab.

au

1379 (from 379) f. the original or- suffixes (like של 8), as 2719 108%.
thography of הגל May (which see) a 14,11, 7759 Gen. 46, 30, <ףרו 1 Kinas
rounded cake, = din which see); deriv. 1,14, 13719 Gen. 18, 22, 73719 8
339 (fut. syn, with suff. fem. 339) 1, 22, םדוע Ex. 4, 18, for which Dy דיע
denom. to bake an may, with 2 on Ez. is in Is. 65, 24. — Compounded with
3 it appears a) in ira meaning while
4,12.
yet Jos 29, 5, while still Jur. 15, 9,
 דוע12( times ;37 with suff. 79, 2 Sam. 12, 22, oppos. to םֶרָמְּב and then

, ילדו ידוע,179 הנד

mir [referred
as a pl. with suff, to py ‘Lament. 4, as a preposition during (a time)Gem.
40,13 during three days, “siya during
,17 for which the K’ri has 27759 as re-

Gre to men], 749, for which is once

me Ps. 104, 33, i. e. as long as I am,
without its having the signification of

"עור
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a noun on this account. b) with ומ in 2 Kines 17, 15; Non. 9,34; to adjure
i9R since, hence with suff. “T4912 since Ps. 50, 7; with the accus. of a person to
Tam Gen. 48, 15, הרש since thou art give an Jonouradle testimony, to strengthen
by proof Lament. 2,13 K’ri; but also
Nun. 22, 30.
with 59 of the person Jer. 6, 10; absol.
Tip Aram. the same Dan. 4, 28.
to take as witness Is. 8, 2. "2395 Jur.
“WY (Kal only the fut. 9x Lamenr. 49,19 and 50, 44 belongs to 97 1
"2,13 K'tib) 1. intr. same as דוא (which
Hof. 7277 to be defimitely announced,
see) to circle, to wind or turn in a circle, with a of the person Ex. 21, 29.
cogn. in sense with 33, לּוא L.,;לוח hence
Hithp. mn? to hold Oneeel firm i.e.
to repeat, to continue, of time or action; upright, to stand upright Ps.20,9 (LXX).
The fundamental signification of the
to increase, Ar. Ole the same. Deriv.
Ti. — 2. tr. to surround, to enwrap (in organic root ,דע which is also in 42-7 I.
Ethiopic), to collect about, this enlarge- and IL, is probably to bind together, to
ment of the fundamental signification interläne, to wind together, like the
existing in דא and לוח also. — 3. In verbs identical with it 7: IL, 73 IL, Ta"8,
its organic root דע same as דעדי I. and 31172, 72°8, 3279; from which the mean( עד73) to appoint , to establish, a sta- ings to surround, to encircle, to wind
tute, ‘law, command; to promise, to de- about, to put together, to unite, to coltermine beforehand, an occurrence; to
> strengthen, an expression, hence — 4. to

attest, i. e. to prove as being certain La-

lect, to make firm,

to determine,

have

proceeded, as may be seen from ,הוק
Dan, pin. Comp. also the Ethiop. דיוע

ment. 2,13 K'tib (LXX זו uaozvonoo

awid to surround, to go round, Ar. Oss
continuing, old.
_ stands; deriv. דע 6 =) ( דעin Zern. 3, 8,
TAY Aram. intr. same as Hebr. .דע
עד, ,yn  ודהmM.
— .5 ot tes ,pu Deriv. sy.

cot), but for which the Hifil usually

to raise Up

"one sinking; to give sta-

bility, to one falling (see Pih. II. and
“ Hithp.). — The 2. and 3. leading senses

of the stem belong together, and pro-

ceed from 1, as is easily seen from the
analogy of דוא 322, 39, m
קזחו

ad, Sam; and therefore’ 1-5 belong together.

Pih. I. 139 (= 129) to surround, to en-

compass, to ensnare Ps. 119, 61 (LXX,
Vulg.), for which is elsewhere 18,5 HEN.

It is to be explained by signif. 1 of Kal.
Pih. IL. 7759 (fut. 77199) to give a firm
position to, tomake firm, to set upright Ps.

146, 9; 147, 6; opposite dew.
the proper name 7339.

Deriv.

Hif. 97 (part. VIA, inf. abs. דקה

 'עדב > דדועone setting up, strength-

ening, viz. Jah is) n.p.m.
9,82.

2 Cur. 15,1;

my (3 fem. np, 1 pl. NP) trans.
1. to "bend, to curve (the way, the walk);
hence to act crookedly, perversely, coupled

with non, So

Dan. 9, 5, with or

of the ‘person Esre. 1, 16. Derir. ו
7179 and perhaps also 759 Zecu. 5, 6,
359 Hos. 10, 10 K'ri and 2 Ps. 73,7,
if it be not better to assume a stem
= iR for all these. — 2. to subvert,
to overturn, to destroy, places, eities, like
the Pih. Is. 24,1; cognate in sense ET.
— 3. to twist ו to pour together,
in a heap. Deriv. WY, .רעב —

4. to move

fut. 29, ap. TB? and 739) properly to in a circle, about a thing, applied to
of huts, conseq.
strengthen, a saying, to attest, pri... P2 circular tents, villages
name m3,
proper
the
Deriv.
111.
הָרָח
=
Mat. 2,14 to be a witness between two;
also רע out
perhaps
and
2,
of
out
ע
ר

‘a 9H to give testimony before one AM.
3,13, against one Devt. 31,28; to protest of >.
Nif. ) נה1 p. "2, part. 71732)
‚to Gen. 43, 3; to chastise, to punish, as a
be bent, "to writhe, ‘with pain; to be
to
testimony of guilt Nen. 3,15; to give a
command, admonition, promise, to one bent with grief, with ja because of, Is.

my

iw
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21, 3; fig. to be disturbed, of the mind
Ps. 38, 7; to be perverse, sinful, of the
heart Prov. 12,8; to be perverse
= bold,
of a woman 1 Sam. 20, 30, if we should
not with the LXX read תרענ for na

(see ja p. 213°).

18, 34, or with ,וזוג 790, DE

ןדעדינב

and ay 19,12 13, Is.37, 12 13; perhaps identical with N33; coupled with
baz and m» 2Kmas 17,24. In addition to these forms ל
my and Nay there
appears to have existed a third form

Pih. 1. הש 1. to subvert, to overturn, may, out of which comes the Gent.
champaigns, i
i.e. to turn them into empty
pi. my (see ny 3) 2 Kines 17, 31,
wastes Is. 24,1, comp. 757 1 Cur. 19,
the inhabitants of ‘Ava, ‘Ivah, Arch,
3; to turn 5
down, הָביִתְב Lament.
the Avites, who worshipped the gods
3, 9, i.e. to destroy, to make impas- ma» (1722, 1279), ppm (which see),

sable, subvertere (Vulg.); deriv. may. ( ִבְחַאסַרsee T7132). The situation of
2. same as Pih. II. my; deriv. the
this territory can hardly be discovered
proper names ,הנ ,או הנ

—

Pih. TL הע (= my) either to put or
make into a circle, to “round, or from my
meaning like 7 III. and mip to put
together, to bring together, to collect &e.;

deriv. the proper names 77:9, my, x,
Tey, may, Dray.

now;

but it cannot have lain far from

Cutha and Babylon, since the other
territories point to Mesopotamia.

7119 see 712.
TID see Ty.

NY (in Kal only the inf. ¢. rx = my
Pih. IL mya (contracted from 2;
ל
Is.
30, 2) intr. to flee, to hasten away, to
not used) to ‘disperse. Deriv. I.
Hif. HPF (inf. abs. 797, with suff. hasten , with 3 to, Is. 30, 2 to flee (to
inne) to make crooked, to bend, 73, betake themselves) to Pharaoh’s protec-

tion (parallel 1917), selected to have an
(the straight, the right) Jos 33, 97; ‘to assonance with. rivn (from m). For the
sin, coupled with עוטר 1 Kınas 8, 47; stem comp. Wan, 193, Ar. 5 (which is
 הענהFIND? to endeavour to sin Jur. 9, 4. also construed with \); perhaps also
For the explanation of the Hebrew wry I.
Bir. my (imp. 1277) 1. to transport in
stem compare Ar. 75 to wind, to turn,
haste, goods Is.10,31, like סינָה (JuDgEs
to act perversely, 65 to act crookedly,
i. e. to act perversely Jer. 3, 21, al

6,11; JeRr.4,2);
into safety, with
ruins, i. e. to pour or heap into one Ex. 9, 19. — 2.
another confusedly; and mix IIL. (to flee in haste Jur.
to err, Lis to destroy, to reduce to

wind or turn), naa IL, mp, haa, הפ

to save by fleeing, to bring
accusat. of the object
to go aed quickly, to
4, 6; 6,

ow I. (fut. ap. 99> after the form
with 7m III. (which see) Dp) tr. 1. same as nn I. to pierce into,

may be put along with it: it is also

connected

meaning to make a “thing iin a circular
form.
may f. destruction, overturning, Ez. 21,
32 [27] I will make it an overthrow,a
waste, and ruins (namely the priesthood
and kingdom, symbolised by תֶפנצִמ and

my).
TAY see 539 and oy.

to engrave,

to cut in, to hew into,

of a

stylus, as ns (NNN); to rush upon a
thing, to push into a thing, to storm, to

press, of a bird of prey, a beast of prey;
deriv. bY, 5%, the proper name DD.

— 2. Metaphor. to rush, to fall upon
or over prey, with by 1 Sam. 14, 32
K’ri; 15,19.

oy II. (Kal not used) intr. in its
139 (same as הָּגַה 1, man in an appellative sense) n. p. of a district con- organic root bY equivalent to VR» טק
quered by Assyria, named along with on” to feel loathing to have a disgust
‘NBM, IBIS, D1199d and ענָה 2 Kınas at; comp. Syr. QS in Ethpa. to feel
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loathing for one, 1-4- disgust, loathing,
Ar. Ll the same; hence
Hif. 0377 (fut. ap. LyN) to treat contemptuously, with 3 of the person 1Sam.
25,14 (Targ.2 yp}, LXX, Vulg., Syr.),

construed with a ‘like YR» טק
Ry. (= 819, from N19, Aram.= Hebr.

" הנwith ל Tm, EP
=
Aram. f.
perverseness, sin Dan.4
bop (only plur. OB, with suff.
mb"; from 59 IL.=) m. a child Jos
19, 18; 21, 11, ‘parallel םיִדָלְיגנ
and

1 ms.

locality between Petra and Elath (Steph.
Byz.) may be the same.
 לועI. (Kal not used) trans. to turn
away, to entangle, to distort, the straight;

to make perverse, to act perversely, cog-
nate in sense wR nay, לקו metaphor.
to sin, to commit wrong,

“AY see DY.

Vulg.

עול

of Kennicott ave

cognate in sense

yw . Accordingly the stem 18 = banL 3,

wheuse Dan 2, Syr. “es, Ar. Ale. intr.
to turn away, to depart or deviate from

the right way, dus to twist or knot,
a rope; and probably the same organic

root is in DR (to DN, name), Dw L,

Sam, bans, EN 1 UN, wilh, the fan,
damental seni feation to twist, to knot,

 אָרִילִיםincorrectly.
to wind together, so that one need not
Sup (from d19 I.) m. same as DIN, assume for IR, as is usually done, the
a perverse, unrighteous person JoB16, it, idea of to be slack.

Deriv. 5%, m2,

"12- may (2), my, DB.
"Pin. Spy (fut.ao) to act perversely,
Dy 1. = p- Gent. pl. of the primi-

coupled with 9g, and= לע ,919

to commit wrong, Is. 26,10 in the land
tive inhabitants in the hamlets as far
of uprighiness (in the holy land) he acts
as לדזע the most southerly border-point
53379 Ps. 71, 4 coupled with
wickedly;
of the Canaanites, whom those who had
 (חלמסdna = ;tw .ryS ’fsa‘ eht
immigrated out of “mpD are said to ) חומץ
same. Deriv. Day.
have destroyed Devt. 2,93; a thing that
took place perhaps but partially, since
 לועII. (not used) intr. same as bay,
they are enumerated at a subsequent which see. Deriv. SY =DY.
time as a special tribe along with the
ל39 (from day I.) masc. one perverse,
five Philistine circles 1083. 13, 3, and
JoR
a Benjamite city was even termed ony wicked, a sinner, coupled withעשר 
per-
who
judges
of
because
,29,17
;18,21 ;27,7
in addition to others, probably
the remains of this tribe dwelt there vert justice; וא = usb 31,3; Zupu. 3,5.
18, 23 (see ny 2). There was, thereap (constr. לר Ez. 28,18, with suff.
fore, a territory my (cirele, district) in 1; "from day.) m.perverseness, wickedPalestine, in addition to 7222, whose ness, dishonesty; hence ’y59» Jos 34, 32,
inhabitants were called 0719. — 2.n.p. - muy Ez. 3,20, ’y S30 Ps. 538, 2 to
of a city in Benjamin J osu. 18, 23, perunrighti
act badly (in a moral view), i.e.
haps abridged from םיִּנָעָה TR, be
judges Lev. 19,15, dishonestly,
of
eously,
cause remains of the Avites lived tenes of merchants Ez. 28, 18; concrete, disif 0°72 be not equivalent here to the honestly acquired gain Pa. 7, +
proper names BMY, N,

many, im. —

3. Gent. pl. of my = ה xiv 2 Kinas
17,31. See השי

=
=

bay (only part. fem. pl. nioy) intr.
1. to be wet, to draw in moisture, to suck,

TIL.; hut- village) to swallow, to drink, of calves, lambs or

my (from הע
children; hence to be young, fresh, juicy,
n. po of-an Edomite city in the east of
tender, of young sheep (see nity) GEN.
Moab Gen. 36, 35, 1 Cur. 1,46, where
ren (see xb); comp. Ar.
the K’tib m= pray, IV. "The series 33,13; of child
to suck in, hence
ow,
3 the east of LE to swall
of hills singe (Gtuwelta) in
. Xp} = Aram. עמto
(comp
k
Moab (Burckhardt, Syr. 638) or 40000 a a reed-ban

עול
BD, 5

עולם

1024

a valley of springs; comp.

also 5 to suck or drink repeatedly.
Deriv. לוע,5719, niby. — 2. Metaph. to

m. same as לקלל Jur. 6, 11; Lament.
4,4; Nag. 3, 10.

Ddiy (prop. abridged from pion
[which
see] part. Pik. of 29, like 15%,
be well fed, nich, fat,“of milk, flesh &e.;
“3k
Jos
3, 8, 1239
Is.57, 3 out of “non,
Ar. JLE to be thick, pregnant, JLe to

ר
ב
א
mn;
pl.
"םולללש
constr. bu,
nourish. — 3. trans. to suckle, ni29 ning
with suff.הילל
 סהילְללsee Fürst,
milch kine 1Sam.6,7 10.
Pih. I. 5359 (not used) to be very young, Concordance s. v.) m. same as לוע,לרוע
a child, both one very tender 2 Kınas
‘8,12, Is. 13,16, Hos. 14, 1, carried
ילל, מעלילtwhich see), ללעמ 2; "withon the arm Laxanr. 2, 20, "and the boy

tender, of children; deriv. לוע , Seien,
out any necessity for assuming a stem

>29 different in the least from by.
Pi. I. »»y (arising out of the re‘duplicated Yyby, fut. 9999) to swallow,
to drink greatly 708 39, 30; conseq. not

that plays on the street JER. 6, 11, goes
into captivity Lament. 1, 5, and asks
for bread 4, 4; hence coupled with

pir Ps. 8,3, Jo. 2, 16, Jar. 44,7,
but regarded

as

different

and

older

from 939.
1 Sam. 15, 3; 22,19; the plur. = pa
bap (with suff. F999; from (לדעm Ps. 17, 14.
a child, Is. 49, 15, coupled with on
a youngster,

in on"

middip see nibby.

Day a youngster

in days, i. e. in the "days of life, op- | nbsp (sometimes poy, from ney I.
posite nr 65, 20; comp. bw. Arab. after the form “in, with suff. aby,
Jule, Aram. ןגבש and as, bay and >, pl. omair, constr. 39) m. prop. the

veiled, concealed, dark, distant; of unlimitad time, רו
past or future,
 קולsee .35
and therefore 1. time past, Ps. 139, 24
nbay (fem. of by, poetically leng- in the way of the past, i. e. in which
thened by an accentless annoy Ez. ancestors walked; .א 6, 16; 18, 15;
 אר507 51,22 htap fo eht ,tsap .i .6
28, 15; Hos. 10, 3; Ps. 125, 3; comp. inח עיwhich
sinners went before; ‘9 727
mas, Any, anya, instr) 7.same
Am.
9,
11,
'ע  תרמיDeut. 32, 7 days of
as Say Jo 6,"29; Prov. 22, 28; Is. 59,
the same.

old, hans a genitive to לב Prov. 22,
2 "Bam, 3, 34, a perverse, bad, dishonest 28, "One Ps. 24, 7, nm 143, 3, oy Ez.
26, 20, where it may be rendered old,
man.
very old, former &e.; D349 of old, from

8; hence 272 Ps, 89, 23, eh 23

( הלועpoet. nbs Jon 5, 16; plur.

( תיללעfem.

1. same as m

ancient times Is. 42, 14 and. 57,11 witha

Is. 61, 8; retrospect at the close of the exile to
Jon ,5 ;61 .sP ,85 ;3 ;7,46 .pmoc  לוהthe beginning, like D>iy niayn 58, 12
ehT mets si erofereht  — עול2. (from and 61,4 the ruins since the fali ofJudah.
,29 plur. with suff. דיָתולְל( same as — 2. time future, hence eternity, ever1232" a step, staircase, stairs Ez, 40,42;

plur. 40, 26. —

3. (from 29) mean-

‘ing sacrifice, whole burnt- offering, see

ה

|

lasting times, perpetual duration, as תיִרּב

 ערלםGen. 17,7 covenant of eternity, i. %
standing for all future, and therefore a
genitive to minx, 17, 8, pm Ex. 12,14;

 עולםnow Jen. 51, 39 sleep of eternity,
ive.
for all future, viz. death; Do4y m3
a ata. stairs Ez. 40,40 (LXX, J erome),
100018.
12,5 the grave; bis יח Dan.
like תולע
26 and הלוע 40, 42.
12, 2 life after the resurrection. Hence
( לועafter the form pain, Duo; adverbially noiy> Ps. 104, 5, 100018.

pl. םילְלש with suff. bir; from Sy) 1,4, or merely pbiy Gen. 49, 26, Ez,

עום

5201

עון

Se
.
36, 2 for ever, to denote continuance,
Arab. ₪5 also existing, without being
in a stronger form םלועדדע 1 Sam. 2,
different from it.
30; 2 Sam. 7,16; 1 Cur. 17,12; Ps. 18,
Hof. 0277 (fut. (םעוי Lament. 4, 1
51. It is duration without end in Gen. see ony.
3,22; 708 7,16. Eternity of both past
 םּועII. (not used) intr. to glow, to
and future is expressed by 27 םלרעמ
‚os Ps. 90, 2. — 8. a time future con- burn, of the east wind; Ar. els to gape,
ditioned by the context or by the nature to thirst. Identical in its organic root
of the subject: a) duration of life, life- oy with on, On, Aram. DSN. Deriy.
time, from the present point of time py.
1m
onward, as ל 739 Deur. 15, 17; of

families, races, peoples 1 Sam. 2, 30;
13, 13; 2 Sam. 7, 16; also of animals

Jo» 40, 28. Here belongs also 0349-59
1 Sam. 1, 22; 2 Sam.3,28. b) continuance, duration Ps. 5, 12; 31, 2; 73,12;
 ליmmnty continual joy Is. 35, 10. 0 a
definite duration of time, a long time,
whose termination is sometimes specified
Is. 32, 14 15. — 4. eternity, i. e. without beginning and end, applied to God
alone Gen. 21, 33, Is. 40,28, Dan. 12,

7, and always to be rendered everlast-

ing. — 5. A rhetorical or poetical hyperbole, in wishing for long life or in
saluting kings 1 Kınas 1, 31; Ps. 45, 7;
61, 8; Nen. 2, 3. Other formulas of a
similar kind stand elsewhere Ps. 72,

py I. (not used) intr. same as x L

to breathe, to blow, therefore figur. 1. to
be empty, transient, null, cognate in sense

bam; 2. to be sinful, wicked, false; 3. to
be idolatrous, heathenish. All three meanings are closely connected, as may be
seen under ןוא I. and 52m; and for the
organic root 9 a Semitic and extraSemitic comparison is found in the
identical 78 I. (px), Tox L, Ww, קי

a ) (הון1 66. Deriv. Hy, הניע ,.2 ןיע
=  ענךand probably also m.
PYIL (not used) intr. 1. prop. to bend,
to settle; hence to dwell, to abide, of men

and of God; to have a lair, of animals;
metaphor. to find protection, refuge. In
its organic root 9 the stem is identical
5 17; 89, 87. — The plur. 07794» is with 7-37 I. (which see). Deriv. 1197,
also used in almost all the preceding
min and main, 7192 2, the proper
meanings: earlier (old) times i. e. time
names i972, Ji972, 79, PRs "34972.
of old Is. 51, 9; Dan. 9, 24; Eccuzs. 1,
— 2. to cohabit, to consummate mar10; later times, remote future Ps. 77, 6;
riage, which may lie very well in 7%
continuance Is. 26, 4, — 6. the world,
= הנע IL., 929. Farther ןנח L, TN D.

like tr (which see), Greek ₪00 only

in Eccues. 3, 11 (Vulg.), i. 6. worldli-

ness, like x0owog 1 Jomn 2,15, .תאמה

2,2, Talm. הזה  םלש,Ar. US3 (world,
worldiy-mindedness;

but this gives no

suitable sense (see therefore 029).
Diy I. (not used) trans. to cover,

66. may be also compared. Generally comp. םע as and לע 999. Deriv.
may 1:

wy III. (not used) intr. to run, to
flow, to spring, of water, Arab. ol,

metaph. to weep.

The identification of

this with 719 II. in the fundamental sigto veil round, to enwrap, connected nification “to bend, to bend in, to sink
with ,בע ry IL. or rather identical in” of the form of the eye and a spring,
with them, Syr. קבב to veil, enwrap in is sufficiently refuted by the clear meanclouds, to envelop in darkness; hence ing of the Arab. gle, as well as by
to darken round, e. g. what is shin- other linguistic analogies. Deriv. }12 1-3.
79; 7,2%, = 2 Yin 3;
ing; Arab. +5 to cover, to enclose, to and the denomin.
773, and this in "73 72;
darken, to make gloomy. Yet oy I. the proper name
rather used instead; the Aram. 0729,,  עּיןדגַפִּים,WIZ, un MITTE

is

עון

עוף
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sn, en ןיע nein 12, mba 1 | guilt 6 may very well come from this

 לגלTP,  רמוןTe; ung רע Dan ry verb-idea, yet the occurrence of ji¥
Syr.), הנוע Hos.
10,10
Kr,
and
77»
Ps.
7 ‘in a like
(Samar. version); 39, va».
sense,
and
the
fact
that
Hy
generally
py (seldom 7119 2 Kinas 7, 9, Ps. 51,

and mien 3

םיניע ay, 22

may Zecu. 5,6 (LXX,

7, constr. }1%,, seldom 7172, 1 Cur. 21, agrees with j18 (which see) almost com8, with suff. רבוע 2, 12279; 1 plur. pletely , favour our adoption of the

army, only with suff.my, WY, | 2 pl.

stem 9 1. = pr 1.

jy (part. 429 1 Sam. 18,9 K’tib) for
ָרְלֶת עלנלת, שhtiw .ffus ,han ep )ytin
m. 1. perverseness (comp. Aram. אדע ( 72, denomin. from 7:3; see 79.
hence metaphor. sin, guilt, crime, ‘of a

people or race Gen. 15, 16, Is. 27, 9,
1108. 7, 1, of an order. Lament. 4, 13;

coupled with sup Ex. 34, 7 and nn
Devt. 19, 15; increased in force ne,

nxt Ps. 32,5.

The forgiving or ex-

piating of sin is expressed by Niv2 Ex.
28,43, “p> Ps. 78, 38, may 2San.

“Pip (with suf. 0359) masc. sin, guilt,
symbolically filling the הָפיִא Zecu. 5,

6 (LXX, Syr.), for which, "however, וע
is commonly read.

mip (with suf. התכרע ,pl. with suff.
phi) fem. 1. (from yy II.) cohabitation, lying with, concubitus Ex. 21, 10,

comp. Sat and לובז Arab. ל nnpta,
32, 2, “21 > Is. 64,8, 5 Ry? אֶל‘Hos. — 2. same as 7, Tip sin, crime, metaph.
24, 10, nb Num. 14, 19, ? Sun אל Ps.

12, 9, ae Lev. 26, a1,by. m9 Neu.
3, 37, yamu JER. 33, 8,ומmp? Num.

an idol Hos. 10, 10 Kri, either a mere

5, 31, yp me Ps. 130, 8; and vice versa
to תמה sin or to יח one on ac-

rar (contracted from 11919, and
this areduplication of m; “only plur.

collateral form of719, or from py 1. -=ןּגֶא

count of sin is called 'ע " שיא לע81 Ps. be) mase. perverseness, "oonfuslon, of
14.
39, 12, 'y ריִּכָזַה Ez. 29, 16, “RB Num. spirit, thoughtlessness 18.
14, 18, Er Jer. 32, 18, a "yap ‘Ts. 53,
 ףוע1 (part. f. May, pl. niey; inf.

6. The supplementing genitive denotes
constr. MP, fut. ms, apoc, m7, in
either him who commits sin Ex. 20, 5,
pause
ny") intr. to ₪ of the eagle "Han,
‘or the object respecting which one sins
,1
,8
Prov.
23, 5, of pa} after the last
Num. 18,1, 1088. 22, 17, or the consequence brought about by it, as YP, skin Nau. 3, 16, cogn. in sense with 187
Ez, 21, 30, 295 705
29, ְםיִליִל (the (Deur. 28, 49), figur. of an enemy, "to
punishment of judges, condemnation) rush rapidly, with 2 to athing Is. 11, 14;
31,11 (comp. 1 Joux5, 16 duagria roög to come flying to, of nad 6, 6; metaph.
Hdvaron), effected by a thing 18. 57, 17; to fly, of the eyes to a thing, i. e. to
Ez. 7,19 a stumbling - block of sin. — look at directly Prov. 23, 5 K’tib (where
2. the oppression , suffering , misfortune, the K’ri has Hif.); of a book Zecn. 5,
arising from crime, Sp» 7, Ps. 49, 6 ,1 ie. to spread out; my TAIT Jos
the suffering by a supplanter or enemy; 5,7 to fly high, of שר 23" (which see);
pain 31,11, by which strength is weak- to float, to fly covering, of female birds
ened; misfortune, destruction, punishment, protecting their young 18.81, 5, coupled
as the consequence of sin Gen. 19, 15; with לע ,23 where לע is also to be sup-

Is. 5, 18; 1379 Hos. 10, 13 and non

Zuon. 14, 19, ‘Prov. 21,4 being so used
also. -—With regard to the derivation 179
has been commonly looked upon as the
stem, and the fundamental signification
twisting, perverseness has been

given to it; but though the idea of sin,

plied to niny (cogmate iin sense nN); of
the flight of clouds and doves 60, 8;
of God’s being borne upon Cherubim
2 Sam. 22, 11; to hasten away, of a
dream Jos 20, 8, of an arrow Ps. 91, 5;
to fly away, of life. Deriv. niy..
=

Pih. I. ףפוע (part. piv, infin. with
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suff. "PESy, fut. (ףפיכר 1. to fly repeat- 25, Ez. 31, 6, or the sing.. Gay, 1, 20,
edly, as a usual thing Gen. 1, 20; Is. Jon 12, 7; contrasted with שמר Gen.
6, 2; of nnd 14, 21; 30,6. 5 with 7,23, m0 Lay. 17, 13, 9732 1 46 (opby to swing above or before, to brandish, pos.); the inhabitants ofthe air or sky,
hence paw Hiv Gen. 1,30, 2 Sam. 21,
> ₪5 aan Ez. 32, 10.
Pik. IL. ny? (ant used) to flutter, to 10, Ps. 104, 12, Ecouzs. 10, 20, while
move to and "fro, of the eye-lashes, i. e. ite more exact "description by many
to open and close them repeatedly. De- winged fowl, alites, appears in Gen. + 21
rivat. nP>7.

and Ps. 78,27, as 923 “px is also used

Hif. 27377 (fut. 4°93) to make fly away,
Du, with 2t0 Pror. 23,5 K'ri.
"Hithp. pin (fut. -12) to fly away,
to vanish, disappear, ind Hos. 9,11.
The stem 4p also lies in the Ar. Ste

Devt. 4, 17; Ps. 148, 10; conseq. ‘yalone
is not to be translated the winged, alites.
 ע' הריםeht sdrib gnidliub rieht seirye no
high mountains Ps. 50, 11; also applied

to birds of prey 2 Sam. 21, 10, for which
 ערusually occurs.

(to float in the air), Aram. 42, ss,
( םרעdef. Npiv) Aram. m. the same
whence לפא,  ;בבכןand the fundamen- Dan. 2, 38; 7, 6.
tal signification seems to be, to be move“pip n. p. m. Jur. 40, 8 K'tib; see
able, lively, rapidly moving,

metaphor.

to glitter, glimmer, burn, after the analogy of np, Yoo ,ץג  הרבII. &e., so
that the organic root isalso found in
2972 (see nT Dan. 9, 21 and the noun
en and הוה I. (where the comparison is given at length).

“Dy.

yy I. (only imp. pl. 129) tr. same as
V2? (which see) prop. to fasten, to make
firm, to support; therefore figur. to determine firmly,

to decide,

to recommend,

 עצהJupaus 19, 30; Is. 8,10; Ar. ble

 עוףIL. (only 2 p. fut. sing. meyn= the same. Derly. the proper name ער
Hif. yp (fut. pry) to advise, to give
nr according to Kimchi) intr. 1. to be
advice,
with accus. of the person Ex.
covered, by obscurity, darkness Jos 11,
18,
19
(298)
cod. Samar. and Nun.
17, Syr. םב- trans.; but it is better to
deadhere with the Targ. and Pesh. הָפָכִת 24, 14 cod. Sam.
=Mpwn with the sense of 5177, nena,
yy II. (not used) a stem assumed for
 ליפהso that it is a noun. — 2. ‘(not the proper name 7719, where the Ar. Lui
used) tr. to cover about, to wrap, like to be sandy, soft, of the ground, or vols
ay which is ident. with it; metaphor.

to be thick, of the growth of a tree, is
to be gloomy, dark, ay (a noun), DER
compared.
(see a9), ,טל Tun proceeding from a
VAY (from pry IL) 1. ₪ p. of a son
like fundamental signification. Deriv.
ִיפָהL,
 קmya, ףץומ

מִעְפָה. —

3. (fut.

of Aram Gen. 10, 23, said like Aram

apoc. 72), to distinguish it from ng of to

be a descendant of Shem 1 Car.

1,17; then the name of an Aramaean
AL.) to be weary, weak, pining, perishing
tribe and region belonging to the Le1 Sam. 14, 28 31; Juans 4, 21; ident. banon- parts. This yay may be still prein its organic root with 1
ns, and
served in the district el-Ghutha (&b,5)
proceeding from the idea of veiling,
near Damascus. — 2. n. p. of a son of
covering, enwrapping, as in ,הס by,
"im Abraham’s brother Gen. 22, 21,
על. Syr.  בthe same, Ethpa. to pine and. conseq. of a Chaldean tribe and

away.
territory in the Euphrates-parts, after( ערfrom  ערI.) m. what flies, floats, wards incorporated with the Syrian Ara-

therefore a bird, collect. fowl, birds, vo-

maeans,

—

3. 7. p. of a son of Ywid,

100208, construed with the pl. Jer. 4, ancestor of the םירח u 36,28, 1 Cue.

py
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142, and 602800. of an Edomite tribe eyes of a judge with a bribe Ez. 23,
and distriet. — All three tribes (the Ho- 8; Dsur. 16, 19; Aram. רוע 3a the
rites, Edomites and Uzzites) gradually same.
intermingled, as they proceeded. from
of
For the fundamental 0
one mother-stem. Edom itself is poetiobveiled,
‘be
(to
=
cally named yy ys Lamenr. 4, 21, or the stem comp.
yy is adduced as Edomite along with scure, blind, II. and IV. to blind),5
Edom Jzr. 25, 20; and as the inhabitants of Uz are reckoned among the

Dap, "22 1. 6. those of Arabia Deserta

(to be dark, blind), where the idea of

blindness has proceeded from that of

8 covering, closing. The Ar. yes,25
1,3, Uz seems to have been the east of
the great Arabian desert that runs into means prop. to be blind, and then to be
the land of the Chaldeans, and in the one-eyed.
aD (pl. BP) adj. m., תר (pl.
south of Edom. The LXX writes Avoittc, Avoizas; and Ptol. (V, 19) places nin) fl. blind, i, 6. having the eyes
Aisizes in the Syrian desert not far closed or covered, then a noun LAMENT.
from the Euphrates.
214; a bodily defect like 19» Ley. 21,
py (Kal not used) tr. to press about,
to enclose, to encircle, metaphor. to oppress, comp. Pix; ident. in its organic
root PY with that in .הקל Deriv. ,הק

מה
Hif.. pro (part. יען

pry) to

wind about, to go round, of a threshing

den 31, 8. The oy "and Bros

were forbidden to come into the temple
(Acts 3,2; Joan 9,1); which prohibition
is referred to David 2Sam.5,6 8. Opposite 1%» (having open eyes, seeing)
Ex. 4, 11; therefore MpB to become seeing spain Is. 35, 5; 25, 7; Ps. 146, 8.
— 2. Figur. senseless “obstinate Is. 29,
18; 42, 19; helpless, not seeing one’s
way 42, 16; spiritually ‘blind 48, 8;
Aram. >, 2, 1.

machine (nb33), which was drawn ahout
on the threshing-floor (73}->y) full of
sheaves (my הל mbar) Am. 2, 13,
where rye ‘has either fallen out after
הנלה,or is included in the sentence;
WY I. (not used) tr. to hollow out, to
comp. "Ts. 28, 27, where 220 stands in- deepen, to dig out, a place for hiding,

stead; to aaibnats, to press about, to en- burying in &c.; ident. in the organic
-close, bona your standing-place Am. 2, root with "aI. (mp), 7-21, “D7,

13, comp. non 73d (Gen. 2, 21) to aloes
up in the place ‘of. We should not  קר1, "p72, WB &e.; Arch;je the
therefore read קיפ and PDR.
same, and to be deep, whence , a hole.
Wy (Kal not used) intr. prop. to be Deriv. 19973.
 רועI. (not used) tr. 1. to surround,
wrapped up, covered, veiled, of the eyes;

hence to be closed, to be blind, oppos. to

to encircle to enclose, a district; ident.

it should be put with “ay 11., “ax 1.
(which see), "DR IL, “py IL, in or-

in its organic root רע with > 11. (475),
רֶק-( הto הירק( or"perhaps with =>1.
(27), קר.I .)pna(“ .vireD  יר1,  ער1,

rm» to have (the ayes) open, i.e. to see.

ganic root and ‘fundamental signification.

 רע0 theproper names ,9"  רועin ‘god.

Sam., "ריon the contrary, the proper
Pih. "32 (fut. 9322) 1. (not used) to names ,73  רועיbelong to 2% from
be firmly closed, of the eyes; mental- ( רצהwhich N — 2. to draw about,
ly, to be closed up, obstinate; deriv. רצ
to cover, to clothe, of the skin, proceed-

(adj.), nT, TY. —

2. to make blind, ing from the fundamental signification

to blind 2דא 25, 7; Jur. 39, 7; 52, to enclose, and therefore connected with
11; figur. to bribe, i. e. to elose up the  ענך.yletomer .tavireD  עלר1. (#). —

עור
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3. Tike “ax I. to close in straitly, to enPih. TL. רערע (inf. abs. (רערע to jolt
close; deriv. wy 3, רע 2.
or push against one another, of a wall;
NY II. (only part. ,רע imp. mp, hence to scatter, Jur. 51, 58 the Grad
“9; fut.
2 K’ri Jos 41, 2 with the
meaning of ריִעְי K’tib) 1. intr. to be
awake, astir, to wake , oppos. U} (to be
lax, weary, to sleep) Song or Sou. 5, 2;
to awake, of God, i. e. to awake to ae
tion Ps. 44, 24 (comp. 78, 65); to be impelled, to a thing, to be aroused, imper.
as an exclamation, Up! age! Jupazs
5,12; Is. 51,9; to be encouraged, to action, of men 57,9; to assist actively, with

walls of Babylon shall i laid in utter
ruin.
Deriv. the proper names “yy,

“ivy, "VIMY; but see ml
Bh. II. “B49, רעע (eontracted from
ערער:fut. (רעלל do ery, 520 ARD (a ory
ofdestruction) Is. 15, 5. The ımeaning
is to be explained according to Kal 3.
Hif. 277, part. 1772, inf. VIA, with
aa preposition ריִעָּב Ps. 73,20, jut. v2,
ap. (רַעְר
to awake , out of a sleep.

 אֶלof the person 7, 7, to meet actively like state Zucu. 4, 1, to excite, to entice
59, 5; with לע to move against one in forth, mars Sona or ‘Sor. 2,7, mn Is.
0 hostile manner Zucu. 18,7, comp. ריצה
 עלIs. 13, 17. — 2. tr. to stir up, to excite,
with aceus. Jon 41 ‚2 K’ri, for which, however, the K’tib has more exactly wy.

(Hif.). —

3. to call upon, arising from

the idea of being excited and moved, or
being restless; hence m רע Mar. 2,
12 an invoker and answerer, a ל
expression for every living thing, like the
Arab. us,
tAl a caller and answerer (see vit Tim. 1, 108); comp.
Pih. III. רעוע and also Hifl. But in

42, 18, “coupled with "759; to rouse up
Is. 41, 2; Jo.4,9; to excite Is.41,25; 45,
13, commonly » ָחּוְרדתֶא the spirit of
one (to a thing) 2 Cur. 36, 22; Ezr. 1,
5; Haga. 1,14; to waken, the ear Is. 50,
4, i. e. to mals attentive, to cause to ob-

serve; to summon up, i. e. to make one
appear, with accus. whither Dan. 11, 2,

commonly with לע of the person against,
and the accus. of the object Jer. 50, 9: .
Is. 13,17; Dan. 11,25 and he will sum-

this sense רע may be= .כג Deriv. the

mon up his might and his spirit against
the king of the south; a "2:7 to order
from Jo. 4, 7; seldom לע97 to keep

proper names u

watch over ‘Jos 8,6==לע “pw (Jer. 31,

19, ירש

=

u) 3, TY, ארי

28); to guard, with accus. מס 32, 11;
 אזin (after the form Dip? for to raise Hos. 7, 4. — 2. intr. to ו

Dim, like bs for ללב; fut. i) to Ps. 35, 23, with ל to; ya by syncope

be raised up, to arise, with 72 of the from 3773 in awaking, in “order to judge
place whence 203. 2, 17 [13]; to be Ps. 73, 20, and so according to some
awaked, with 47, to awake Jos 14, 12;“ Iw יה to waken with the dawn 57, 9,
io be aroused: stirred up, to an ander- which, however, is better rendered ‘‘to
taking Jo. 4,12; Jun. 6,22; to rise, of awake the dawn” (Rashi).
a storm ,25 .32 " רשתHan. 3, 9 see
Hithp. 1. sion (part. nn, fut.
 רועIV.
“aiym) to stir up oneself’, to rouse onePih. I. air (imper. with accentless a self Is. 51, 17; to be zealous (to come

IN, fut. "397, 197) to excite, to put forth from torpidity) 64, 6; with by to
into motion, m (= m3 vum) Jos 3; 8, rebel against JoB17,8; to be " ncited, with
with 5 whither Is. 14, 9; to bring into joy, to ezult 31, 29.
Hithp. TL. Won to be jostled or
13; to excite, to stir up, love Sona oF dashed together "Ter. 51, 58.

rebellion, with לע against one ZECH. 9,
Sox. 2,7; 8,4; to put into a state of rest-

only an infin.-noun

 רועIV. (in Kal
leseness or confusion, nioms Is. 23, 13;
w na dedneppa sseltnecca 7- » ללה
i
t
h
to awake, out of sleep Sona or Sox. 8, 5;
,23 ,11 sa ,ewo )9311 nis era
Is.
metaphor. to brandish, nan 2 Sam. 23,
18, nid, with Sy against one Is. 10, 26. poetical none) intr. to be naked , bare,
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 רועand( רע with suff. ir, any,
of the pudenda; to be taken off, of skin,
leather, hide, dress, coupled with טשָּפ  ףנרוע,DID; pl. niniy, no¥, with suf.
Is. 32, 11; to be empty, open, of space; boty) masc. 1. the skin, of a man

to be taken off, peeled, of chaff.

Identi-

cal in its organic root "y, Arab. Le
(hence je nuditas), with 7-9, Arab.
Se) ( ערsee 59), remotely with
a

(which see). | Deriv. sig (ny, ac-

cording to some), רע
Nif. “592 (after the
irn) to be bared, of
being taken out of its

Aram. .רוע
form Dip2, fut.
a bow, by its
case Has. 3, 9

(see MY).
Pin. I. "my in Is. 23,13 see “ny 1.

Jos 10,11, of animals 40, 31, leather,
corium ‘Gan. 3, 21, Lev. 4, 11, either
with the genitive of the animal, asתְּחַש 

Nom. ,4 ,8  םיִליִאEx. 26, 14, “13 GEN
;27,16 or the genitive of the material,

as תֶנְחָּכ Gen. 3, 21, > Nom. 31, 20,
 תָכאְלְמLev. 13, 48, STR 2 Knsas 1,8
&e. To רגע are applied covering(הלפיש) 
Jos 10, 11, overlaying (DR) Ezux.
,37 6 of the flesh; hence D3 “iy 8

often used Lev. 13,9 8 +4 8 39, or
a sticking (72%) to the bones Lament.
Pih.IL רע גin Jer. 51,58 see onyIIL. ,4,8 a drawing off (ower, 513) from
Hithp. Sr in JER. ib. see רוע the body as a figure of complete plun-
NY V. fant used) intr. to be moist, dering Mic. 3, 2 3; it being also applied

to draw in moisture; hence to suck, of
young animals; ident. in its organic
root with 93 V. Deriv. iy 2 and ny I.
em); but see sy VL

to the gums of the teeth Jos 19, 20, and

the skin of the face Ex. 34, 29.

The

fundamental signification is coating ,co-
vering, from Ay IL, though it may also

be referred to רוע IV. (which see).

WY VI. (not used) intr. to glow, to Poetically = “wa, 1. 6. body 708 18, 8
be heated, to be hot, שש
boiling, bub- and 19, 20, in which sense occurs 6 old
bling up, Arab. ye and .¢5 the same; proverb “iy 192 Ty skin for skin. Phe-

ident. in its organic root with "3 IV.
and

with

those

in ,רח ‘Wa,

Ham

"mal. in its fundamental signification.

Metaphor. to run in a heat, quickly, Ar.
the same, comp. Pb7; to assail one
with fury or has, to attack as an enemy;

nie. noy the same. — 2. Only pl.שוָרִים 
Is. 30, 6 K’tib, same as vy 1 (which
see), therefore from “ny V. — 3. Per-

haps a ground-element in the pl. oy
dna =  עיר1.
yin mase. blindness, Devt. 28, 28;

metaphorically Zecn. 12, 4.

to be warm, angry; to be in distress;
Dy Is. 30,6 K’tib see .רֶיָש
ye and ro in their derivatives being
metaphorically applied in a similar way.
MVD fem. same as 7119 Luv. 22, 22,
Deriv. "22 and according to some רי 1.
Syr.
ן25+
But the ‘assumption of such a verb in
Hebrew is problematical, since the other
 שּועI. (only imper. plur. very) intr.
stems with their meanings are sufficient. to hasten, hurry up Jo. 4,11 (Ibn Sarük,
Hif. 9 (only part. (ריִעָמ to heat, Rashi), | to be identified with vn, mp,

calefacere Hos. 7, 4; but see רוע III.
“iY as a noun, see .ד

Ar. une.

 שּועII. (not used) intr. to put to-
gether, to collect, a meaning adopted by
the Targ., LXX, Tbn Esra, Kimchi for
Jo. 4, 11 also; cognate in sense P37;
Arab. ils and je to collect. Deriv.
Comp. waxds, ee
2
from try, wy (according to Kimchi), and the
%

"9 (def. 8399) Aram. m. chaff, of corn
Day. 2, 35, prop. husk, connected with
"IV. and denoting what iis peeled off,
separated; Syr. Bas, Arab. fe,
ole
the same.

peeling off, rubbing off.

proper names ww, uw,רוע .
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my (only inf. constr. with >, my)

prop. a bending of right Lamenr. 3, 59,

intr. prop. same as Way I. and wan (Devt.

comp. 3,36; Syr. [4255 dolus, fraus.

32, 35; Ps. 71, 12) to hasten up to, to

Ba (Fromm mm Jah is help; from
ray) m.p. m. Ezr. 8,14; 1 Ca».9,4.
1D (from 119, in pause 1; pl. OMY,
constr. >) 1. adj. m., 112 (pl. niyy) f-

succour,

succurrere;

hence

to help,

to

support, with a double accusative Is.
50,4 so that I know to support the weary

with words (of comfort). So Aquila, strong, of a lion Tepaud’ 14, 18, אל-זע
Vulgate. As > is necessary here in the
character of a preposition, and העל 8
a verb is unsuitable, תּועָל cannot be

derived from העל (Hitzig). As little
can my be equivalent to nny as a denomin. from ng (Ibn Ganäch), since no
regular meaning is educed in that way.
Ar. )שע (to hasten to, to help), whence

Sg

quick race, we help. Deriv.

proper name

"my.

weak Prov. 30, 25; powerful, of Dy Is.

25, 3, strict, of דל 19,4, coupled with
MER, PY; violent, of:man Prov. 21,
14, vehement, impetuous, irrepressible, of
mam Sone or Sor. 8, 6, rushing violently, of Dm Is. 43, 16; New. 9,11; strong,

of S933 Nom. 21, 24, where it is more
correct, however, with the LXX to
read “19% for 19; overpowering, of ףא
Gen. 49, 7, i. e. 0
all measure;
hard,

beid, shameless,

with DB

Dan.

my (Kal not used) tr. commonly to
knot together, to interlace, interweave,
like nay, 029, with which it is also
identical. But it may be also reckoned
an enlargement of 19 (which see),

greedy , insatiable Is. 56, 11. —

meaning to curve, to bend; or its organic

the strong Junens

root תנע is identical with that in 3-9,

haughty Ps. 59,4; on the contrary,in
Ez. 7, 24 for Dy should be read with
the LXX pry. Here also belongs ni7Y

nach."
Pih. 72 (inf. constr. ny, fut. may)
to bend, to make crooked, sun JoB 8,3,
Pix ibid.; to falsify, pa, with accus.
whereto An. 8,5; with aceus. of the
person, prop. to pervert the right of one
or to bend it aside, generally to subvert
Lament. 3, 36, to do injustice Jos 19,
6; to corrupt, to endanger, Ecoues. 7, 13
for who can make good that which he

8, 23; sometimes merely strengthening
the idea, as שפנ  דעstrong in greediness,

2. A

subst. same as y strength, power, might,

Gen. 49, 3, concrete fortress Am. 5, 9,
14, 14; םיזע tiolent,

harsh words Prov. 18, 23. — As a word
expressing state Ps. 18, 18 from mine
enemy, because he is too powerful an one
(see 119).
Pd (pl. םיִּזְע,with suff. 719) fem. a
goat, she-goat, or one that has already
got some strength and is not exactly
young; mentioned along with 22 Lev.

(God) has endangered, opposite 72,7; to 7, 23; 17, 3, לָחְר Gun. 31, 38, and as
injure Ps. 119, 78; to subvert, 2 777,
i.e. to lead into 1
Ps. 146, 9.
Deriv. 777.
Puh. my (part. nny?) pass. to be
crooked, curved, part. as a noun a thing
crooked, i.e. what is unjust or defective
(in the order of the world) Eccues.1,15.
Hithp.  הסשתto bend oneself, to sink
together, of the legs bearing the body

(ar "W3y) Eccizs. 12,3; comp. 2 Mace.
4, 5.

9 (from תש after the form 1752,
with “suff. rin). f. injustice, oppression,

belonging to small cattle 30, 32 33; "y

nubwr

15,9 a goat of three years’,

ar na Num.

15, 27 of one year,

3

Dy Jupaus 6,19; 13, 15, pl. Dy יד
Gen. 27, 9 little kids of the goats, ‘young
goats, for which 773 is also put alone .
(Ex. 23, 19); my my Devt. 14, 4 a
young one of the goats ; Duy yy Lev.
4,23 a buck of the goats, for which is
alee Duy תַריִעְט 4,28 906)  רייסmeh);
also pay ריפצ Dan. 8, 5 8; aus Son
divisions or ‘herds of goats i Kinos 20,

27. Metaphor. goats’ hair Ex. 35, 26,

עז

‚out of which were made "33 (which
seo) 1 Sam. 19,16, םיִדָנּב Jungzs 15,1,
or any thing else Now,31,20. — As to
he derivation, it may come from 119
(which see); ליאה ,38>  שָבּכpointing ‘to
a like origin.

It appears ‘to denote the

animal when

it has already become

somewhat

strong;

עזאזל
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as vice versa

"3,

times Deity generally; 1¥ niazn the
pillars of Deity, of the Den Ez. 26,11;

energy, 79 wa> Is. 51, 9 to arm oneealf

with energy; " splendour , fame, majesty,
victory, praise, as the concomitants of

power; hence coupled with n7y»n Ps.
96, 6, Tia 29, 1, 777 Prov. 31, 25,
napa Is. 45, 24, and "therefore applied

the tender and young. to "לon 1 Sam. 2, 10, םיָהלֶא Ps. 62,
In the Arch: ם n has merely arisen 12, Um 96, 6, לא 132, 8,like the
by resolving the double , (Kimchi). In Arab. $2; ל 3 instruments of praise,
Phenie. 19 (‘Oz) Mass. 7, pl. Doze (Ozzim, i. e. with which one praises God 2 Cur.
‘Ozim) is the same; hence the name of 80, 21. — 3. adv. courageously, powera goat’s-herb among the Carthaginians fully Junges 5, 21, elsewhere 1y3 Prov.
(Diose. 4, 50) םיֶּזָעדּוחַא 2404064, ?06- 24,5.
yıov, of which according to Steph. of
NIY (strength, might, viz. Jah is) n. p.
mon, mp 8

Byzantium

8. V. Aloros) the feminine

form is אדע ) Ozea, ‘Azza, Ala), Whether
the Sanskr. aga he-goat, agä goat, Greek

ait, aiy-ög, Gothic gaitsa, German
Geis be connected with it, is questionable.

TD (pl. pry) Aram. f. the same Ezr.
6,17.
TD see 13.
TY (rv only in Prov. 24,5 and 31,17,

m. 2 Sam. 6, 3, for which 6, 6 and 7 have
may; Eze, 2,49; 1 Cur. 8,7.

"Spey m. only in Lay. 16, 8 10 26
in describing the ritual of the day of
atonement, in which two goats were set
apart by lot for a sin- offering, the one

for Jehovah, the other >18195, whither
or to whom it was sent into the wilder-

ness (7727787 16, 10 21 or ץֶרָאְלֶא

mars 16, "99( As an antithesis to “>
itcan only be the name of an evil deWE, BI, HTP and AT, ODT, any and mon dwelling in the wilderness (originזה זה
;YID morf )m.m .1 ,thgim" ally a deity), to whom they sent a goat
strength, of God Jos 12, 16, of men as an expiation (Ibn Esra); Azazel being
Prov. 31, 17, of animals Jos’ 41,14; also found in the book of Enoch (8,
also reckless boldness, with the genitive 1; 10, 12; 13, 1 seq.; 15, 9), in Pirke
 פָּכִיםdefiance 1000788. 8, 1 (comp. 1977 R. Elieser (ch. 46), in the Nazarean
 פָנִיםDevt. 28, 50; Pror. 7,13), ina book : (1, 240), among the Gnosties
stronger form 13 83 pride of defiance (Epiph. Haer. 34) and in Jewish, ChristLev. 26,19; Ez. 30, 18;; violence, of rain ian, and Mobammedan tradition, as the
before Makkeph “iY, with suf. »19 and

Jos 37, 6;| power, of thunder (Sin) Ps.
68, 34, of anger 90, 11; courage, nam

a 1 to make one very

courageous "Ps.

iss, 3; firmness, of san Jupezs 9, 51,
 עירIs. 26, 1, mm Prov. 18, 19. —

2. ‘protecting power, » TY AD

name of a demon. Since one ms. apud
Kennicott, writes >8{Nt¥,, the Peshito
Nats, the Zabian SHB, the Arabs

0%

, it can only have come from

dx”T7>, (comp. (ַּלָאיִרְב,1. 6. power or
to lend might of God; or in a later sense, de-

strength to one Ps. 30, 8; protection 28, fiance to God. Mars in Hdessa was
8; refuge 62, 8, along with dina and called 339, or 719, the strong one (Julian.

Yon defence, יל

deliverance, ‘cover-

orat. p. "iso), ‘and the corresponding '
female deity xrt9, Alycie (Suid. s. Wi

ing &c. Jur. 16, 19, Is. 49, a used
especially of. God in relation to men;

which name זמ for Mars still exists in

il, man 110,.2 of God’s power, some-

in שאר-זזע Rus-Aziz, the name of a:

hence in. the genitive to sit Ps. 89, the proper name masc. t19-ba Bel-esys,

עוב

עוב
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promentory; so that זז here is obviously to be identified with him and
with Typhon who had his home in the
desert. The conception is of a destruction-bringing intermediate being; the
same mode of expiation appearing in
the case of T'yphon in Egypt (Plut. de
Iside ch. 73; Macrob. Sat. II, 7). The
explanations a goat to be sent, hircus
emissarius (Symm., Aq., Vulg.),=sin
name of a mighty and De pointed
mountain (Rashi, Saadia, Jer. Targ.,

Arabs Erp.) out of 1879,, Ar. =

locus

durus, asper, and לא,or from 519, Ar.
J; to avert, averruncare, after the form

2 Kines 9, 8; 14, 26) the shut up and
the let free, i. e. the bond and the free,
an alliteration,same as all. —

2. to let,

to omit, num Ezex. 23, 8; to intermit, 'ִּפדםִעַמ “on ‘Y to intermit favour to

one Gun. 24, 97; with accusat. of the
person “AN on "9 to withdraw favour
from one Junazs” 2, 20; to let go, to

grant, permit 2,8; with :of the person
to allow Neu. 3,34 [4,2]; to leave, a) a

place, 75 Jer. 25, 38, yas Ez. 8, 12,
figur. 777 Is. 55, 7, au DIT Prov.
2, 23; hence 13113, of a city, "the for09% one, deprived of its inhabitants,
Is. 6,12 and numerous be the depopulated ones, in Jer. 4, 29 more definitely

 הצוצרfor S1919,, i. 6. averter, deus

described by Ma בשוי PR, comp. 3192
averruncus (Josephus), Anonounaios, Is. 7, 16 of ץֶרא  רעשI na, 17,
Anorgonaiog (LXX), have little to fa- 2 the cities of Aroer re "ge. the whole
vour them, corresponding neither to territory east of Jordan) are depopulatetymology, nor to the connexion of the ed
6 the noun M3119, Is. 17,9), comp.
subject itself. The question relative to
to be desolated, depopulated. b) to
this idolatrous custom must be inter- = men, with accusat. of the person
preted by the fact that Mosaism retained Gen. 2, 24, Devt. 12, 19; to leave bemany things of the Egyptian worship, hind Junezs 2, 21; with aceus. of place
though with certain modifications.
in addition 2 Sam. 5,21; 2 Car. 28,14;
ay I. (part. pass. 2179, inf. absol. of God, to leave helpless Ps. 27, 9, to
" זבfut. 3792) tr. 1. to loosen, -bands, withdraw concern for 9, 11; man, for
fetters, to release, an animal bound, Ex. saken (by a man), oppos. to the married,
23, 5 ‘ay aiym sty thou shalt loosen hence figur. Is. 62,4. 6( to forsake God,
31, 16;
(the ass) with him, i. e. thou shalt help to turn aside from him Dsur.
to leave
thine enemy to loosen the girth of the Jupezs 2,12; Jur. 5,19. d)
e. to leave
i.
14
10,
Is.
Ds
things,
ass, by which the burden is bound to
him (Saadia);
in Drur. 22, 4 paraphrased eggs in a nest; to leave behind, i. e. to
by tay opm Op, as the LXX, Targ., entrust to, 7123 10, 3, with 'ִּפ 772 and
Vulg. ud Pesh. render the less usual accusat. of the abiest Gen. 39, 6 12;
expression here also, but which is as metaphor. to give up to 2 Cur. 12,5, to
little necessary as it is to read ı}ym 119; surrender, to one’s disposal, with accus.

Ar. רכש

the same; then to pour out free- of the object and 5 of the thing Ps. 16,

ly, without restraint, nw, with by of the

10, Jos 39, 14, seldom with לא 39, 11;

with לע of the person and without acperson Joz 10, 1 )לע  הas it is after
cus. to commit to one Ps.10,14. Figur.
Tan 30, 16, mas Ps. 42,6). D2 ‘9
18. 58,2, ney 1 Kınas 12,
to loosen or relax the (dark) nenne,

i. e. to cheer up Jos 9,27, opposite to

contract it; Arab. 5

 אֶלחיםpwn

8, 37 'PRov. 4, 6, רק ָּ "תיִרDan. 11,

‘the proper name
(to set free) the 30. Deriv. many, and

am.
same; hence same as nus to let go, to
 שא3192, (part. 3192, fut. sin) to
ary-N>
13;
set free, opposite >” 20,
en, of prs Ps. 37, 25; to be
not to let go, i.e. to hold fast En.'20, 8. be forsak
depopulated, of YaR Lav. 26;
ed,
desolat
To this belongs the phrase 2719) "XY
Is. 7, 16, ריִע Ez. 36, 4; Is.
"78
21;
43,
"91,
10;
14,
32, 36; 1 Kınas

(Dzvr.

עוב
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27,10; to be withdrawn from the care of According to others from "19= 6 ye to
God 62, 12, to be abandoned 18, 6.
console.
Puh. 319 to be made to cease Is. 32,
muy (fortress, from try, in Steph.

14; to be ‘forsaken JER. 49, 25 (aceording Byzant. fem. of 12 goat, according to
an old tradition) n. p. of one of the five
ay TL. (fut. a9) tr. 1. to knot, to leading cities of the Philistines at the

to some),

southern boundary of Palestine Gun. 10,
19; Deut. 2,23; Josu. 11,22; Jupazs
16, 1 91; 1Sam. 6,17; 2 Kınas 18, 8,
a2. Fig. to fit together, to fasten tosometimes with its own king and indegether, rents, אממ 3, 8 and they repaired
pendent 22803. 9,5, sometimes mentioned
Jerusalem even to the walls; comp. DAT,
along with Ashdod or Ascalon .מ 25,
ND. — 2. like ברע to exchange, to turn
20; Am. 1,67; 2828. 2, 4. It was
over in traffic, to interchange; comp. Pih. assigned to the tribe of Judah Josn.
Pith. 239 (not used) to exchange, to 15,47, and also conquered by that tribe
bind, to intertwine, to intermiz; ident. in
its organic root ary with that in 20-5,

interchange; deriv. Ya.

Puh. 239 to be erected, strengthened,

Jupexs 1,18; but it was afterwards re-

built up Jer. 49, 25 (according to some).

covered by the Philistines, and was occupied by various conquerors JER.47,1;

yinw (only in plural םינובָזע ,with
suff. Pay; from 219 II.) Hast, traffic,
commerce, like ברעמ "from 259; hence

comp. Curt. 4, 6; Jos. Antt. 13, 13, 3.
The LXX have it Tala. Gent. m. nm
1088. 13,3; Jupazs 16, 2.

wares

(exchanged),

a’

Im to reckon

my see אז

wares with Ez.27,16 19,like ב  ברעמm
nam 4 1 (from 219 I.) desolation,
27,13 17, with whieh it is interchanged: depopulation Is.6,12; abandonment 17,9;
27, 33 while thy wares come forth from see Wh. — 2. / free one; see 219 7)
the sea, i. e. the sea carried them to  גוו1 Kınas
22, 42; 1 Cur. 2, 18 19.
the nations; םינובזע iN] to pay wares
7779 (after the form ,דפ prpw, from
27,12 14 22; goods = im Ez. 27, 27.
119) m. a strong one, a hero Ps. 24, 8;
Praty (from par = Paw to unloose, to am abstract,
military power, coupled with
unbind, to set free, with > prefixed, as sm
18.483,17.

in לט 3412; freedom, emancipation)

n. p. m. Nen. 3,16; comp. the proper

names קבוש and paw:

But as ty ,

- (עָזappears in compound

names, זע

TAD (from the Kal of 119) m. might,
2
of war Is. 42, 25 or of God Ps.

78, 4, coupled with mind.

279 see רש
here may be also the same; and pra
(as is explicable from "Ra, Pran2 2,
ni f. pl. see 13.
mRaR2 and pra III.) may bare been a
ny (inf. constr. 1449 and according to
very old name of a deity giving forth
some also iy Is. 30, 2, which belongs,
‚a revelation.

‘Tat (from say =D

however, to 1 fut. 19> and 1499) intr.
to worship, to to become firm, strong, Binn nip the

pray to, with ע prefixed; worship, supplication) n. p.m. Ear. 2,12; Nua. 7,17.
But it may be also compounded of =

and דג (which see).

my (not used) tr. same as MEP to

fountains of the abyss, i. e. the great

water-masses of the deep Prov. 8, 28;
to be strong, to shew oneself strong Ps.
68, 29; to exert power 9, 20; to be firm,
stubborn, to trust perseveringly , with ב

decide, to judge, to determine , hence to 52, 9 (see 737); with די (power) to be
mighty, energetic 89, 14, with לע
the
rule. Derivat. 172 in IR, mn;
person,
to
be
strong
over
one
Jupass
3,
doubtful in לאיזה ‚ abridged לאיזע and
10 and 6, 2, i. e. to prevail over him;
Perrys
=) which may ie derived from וonI.
without לעto conquer Dan.11,12; to bea

ag
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power, Ecouns. 7,19 wisdom is a power

to the wise. Ar.%e, Syr. }S the same.

DINTY, with the meaning to remove, like
the Ar. 05 but see the word.

Derivat. 19 (fem. m9) adj., 12, 1, דע

ow (not used) tr. to bind, to tie, in
comp. Dr; metaphor. to
 ד זה לזא זה,DIN ,DW זר
cogitate, think, devise. Deriv. nn.
 זה הזיא זיל,a  שאל-rep
MVD 1. n. p. of a hero of David's
haps also prary,"ap, nam.
Nif. 1359 (for 1) Is. 33, 19 to prove in the Shalish-“corps, belonging to םחְָרּב
oneself hard, bold (Lare., Vulg., Syr., (Ra) or Dana (IN) 2 Sam. 23,
p. of
Kimchi); but דער .1 =  זעmay also be the 31; ‘i Cur. 11, 33; 12, 3. =o
son of oe", 1 ee 27,
stem; or better still w== 199 (which see). a ו
Pih. 139 (not used) to be very strong. 25. — 3. (as a genitive to na or 6
nyaty alone) n p. of a city in BenjaDeriv. 2
Hif. wo (3 fem. mp Prov. 7,13 with- min in the neighbourhood of Jerusaout doubling the ₪ to harden, the face, lem, named perhaps after the builder
i. e. to act impudently Prov. 7, In; also Asmaveth, NEH.7,28; 12,29; Ezr. 2, 24.
As to the derivation, the stem may
with 3 before םיִנָּפ 21, 29; Ar. je the be ty (which see), out of which arose
same; comp. 2.
 =( שמתM2173), counsel, sentiment; mm“
117 (a sirong one, a hero, viz. Jah is) is then changed into nya", like תֶנמְלצ
N. 2 למ 1 Car. 5, 8; compare
out of mia>x, from bby (which “see).
ATTY, (from ד and ףהרה the same) On the other hand, the name may be
n. p. m. 1 Chr. 15, 21; 27, "20; 2 Cur. compounded of זע and na= nn; Mat,
Möt (Mavet) being a name of the deity
31,13.
"79 (from הי
the same) n. p. m. of the lower world, of Pluto among the
1 Car. 5,31; 727; 9,8; Neu.
11, 22; old Semites (Sanch. p. 36), as nm en
(which see), תּרמ"רדא , Adramythos (Xan12,19.

ban (Hin), mm, and the proper names knots,"Ar. py>

RJD (same as DNTP) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
11, 44.

thus ap. Athen. 12. p. 515), תּוְמיִחְא are
obviously compounded with the same.

yy (not used) intr. to be sharp, of
Sey see DRIN.
the
power of seeing, ident. in its organic
bay (El is Might) n. p.m. Ex. 6,18;
root 7179 with ןז IL. (whence mir 2,
1
4,42; 7,7; 25,4; 2 Cur. 29,14; Aram. m, וטו & וצc. But this stem
Nex. 3, 8. Patrongm. ְיִלָאיז Nom. 3, 27.
Judith 8, 1 OL.

Also in may Jud.

6,18 ‘bing, DPT, ‘Odorrop 2 is 0.

7

Game as ben) n. p.m. 1 Cur.

6, 9,"for witch 6, 21 has הירש Ezr.10,
21; Nex. 11,4; then for any 2Kınas
15,13 30, for which is
3 ma, ‘in 14,21
and 15,1 7 17, or ay, "15, 6 8, with

may also be compared with TR (which
see), Aram. Wy to be strong, which is
likewise suitable. Derivative
TAITD fem. the name of a species of
eagle Lev. 11,13, Deur.14,12, so called
either from its sharp sight (comp. JoB

30, 29) or from its strength, like Vale-

ria a name for the black eagle (Plin.
‚a verbal allusion to רע9 Cun.26,7 15). 10, 3), from valere. The latter sense is
Wy (see my) n. p.m. 2 Kınas 15, preferable. Onkelos (8719), the Sam.
(7139) and Kimchi refer it to 13.
32; elsewhere m», הירזש ,975 1

27, "25.
NOD

(hero, among

the Syrians a

name of Mars) n. p. m. Ezr. 10, 27.

p( עדKal not used) tr. to chop, to

an through, to break through, to dig

through, a field, Arab. (35 in
( לועnot used) a stem assumed for Saadia already compares, whence |5לש

py
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a mattock), Maltese äzak the same;
metaphor. to engrave, in a signet-ring;
cognate in sense 920 L, Talm. pry the
same; cognate in its organic root "with

עוראל

against one, i.e. to get the victory over

one 1 088. 5, 20; רֶזָשָהְל N72 2 Cur.
26,15 he was 0
helped; רע
to obtain help Dan. 11, 34.-

Pih. 79 (mot used) to help, assist;
deriv. the proper name רז and רוז
17. Ay (part. plur. "םירזעמ ‘infin.
to make arable, a field 18. 5, 2.
constr.
with Lamed sry K'tib) to help,
( קדעmot used) Aram. the same. De-
support, absol. 2Sam. 18, 3 K’tib; or with

ro=>. Deriv. the proper name הק
"Pin. P12 (fut. pry) to dig up, 0;

rivat. NPT.
the accus. like Kal 2 Cur. 28, 23,
NID "(constr. תֶקָז with suf. HNP;
 רועII. (not used) tr. to enclose, to
En pry) Aram. 2 a signet-ring Dan. 6,
embrace, a space, cingere, cireumdare,
18; comp. nyan. Syr. RE.
to strengthen round about, to ‚hedge about,
rar (nen-Brazih) n. p. of a city in a place; ident. in its יש rootעזֶר 
the plainof Judah 7088. 10, 10; JER.
with that in sing, Arעו (to enwrap),
34, 7; in Eusebius’s time Exeka.
“rn (to ayn), “un, רָדַח &.; and it

WY I. (part. "13, pass. "19;inf. constr.

“Ps ty, with suffja; jut.רעו ,,רז

may “be also “connected with רע L, as
one can easily see from TWH, SIR. ‘De-

a) tr. 1. to sania to invigorate, rivat. 7919, and the proper ‘name .רזי
N) (weakness) Jos 26, 2, a people
ID (constr. (רזע m. a helper, absol.
Is. 41,10, coupled with or 41, 13
state only in
i the proper name “1958;
coupled with ’p 97727קיזחה;seldom intr.
on the contrary the constr. in the|proto exert power, might, ל 1,15 and
per names D'119,, S37, .הוה
they have exerted their power to destructions with oy of a person to hold or side

with one 1 Cur. 12, 21, like לע .קיזחה
Here

also may line Day

= pa;

Ez. 30, 8; 32,21, and mare “19 =
a

a3 1 Cur. 12, 1, like the Arab.

 שלIL, and also as monty, (which see)
is

 לwith זהל

— .2 ot -cus

cour, to help, to support, in war 1 Cur.

Wy (with suff. ירו ar, הרש
&e.; from ary IL) m. 1.“help, dentate:
Ps. "121, i ‘coupled with 4372 33, 20;

115, 9; a succour, along with dyin
profit Is. 30, 5; ya ל  הָיָהto have help
from Deur. 33, 7, by2 Fr to lay help
upon Ps. 89, 20, if we should not read
 זרconcrete = 19 Ps. 70, 6, coupled
with טלDDI; a helper Gen. 2, 18; Ez.12,
14. — "2. =
helper) n. p.m. Nen. 3,
19; 1 Cur. 4, 4, for which may is in

12,1, or otherwise Jon 26, 2; 29, 12;
absol. Is. 30,7; with accus. 4, 10; 49,
8, or ל of a person 50, 7 9, seldom with
4, 17; 12, 9.
by 1 Cur. 12, 21, 22 Cur. 20, 23;
Wy = a). n. p.m. Neu. 12, 42;
2 ירחא to follow one with help nos
1 7; "רע one protected Is. 31, 3; a 1 Cur. 7, 21; more frequently in the.
meaning "that has arisen from that of compound names SIAN, IR, N,
strengthening. Syr. 5,5 the same. Deriv. an, ,חלי "TI; ‘the construct state
“WR. THY, NITY, and the proper names - עזרי18 a in Span, Ep”.

Sp and 179 (helper) n. p.m. JER.
13, DP, ארז my, ירו the stat.
constr. רזש"from רז in לאש  הירש ו, 28, 1 Ez.11, 4; Nen. 10, 18.
UND; ay bis, pp, As,
NYP (help) n. p. m. Ezr. 7, 1 8eq.;
“TN, TR,
דלא PH; Ay in Nex.13, 1 33.
אֶלְְֶר
berry (El is Helper) n. p.m. Ezr.10,
 א2912, .fni( .rtsnoc הער
, fut.(יעזר 

to be helped, by God Ps. 28, 7, with by

41; Nwx. 11,13; 1088. 12, 6; 25,18;
27, 22: sce לאירש

:
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MTD (poet. lengthened by an accent-

‘Ps. 45,2; when intended for deception

less A, MINTY Ps. 44,27) 7. 1. same as termed  עט טקר.REJ ,8 .6
 שרhelp, Ps."46, 2; with genit.% for רל Dy
ROP (from, uy) =Hebr py) which
Junass 5, 23; the face of help, the seek- see) ‘Aram. 8 counsel, remonstrance, cogn.
ing of help, chareceiving of help, according in sense D290 (Hebr. Son); hence
ביתה
to the context Is. 10,3; 31,1; Lamenr. Dan. 2, 14 = nyt ביה Prov. 26, 16.

4,17, as the genitive also may be taken

variously; concrete helper Ps.27,9, and

also for the pl. Nau. 3,9. — 2. n. p.m.

MOY I. (only part. fem. many) intr.
same as 199 I. to march past, to march

along, to go‘along, cognate in sense 129;
1 Car. 4,17 for 7% 4, 4.
WHY (from רש IL) f. prop. an en- hence like 49 and “ay with > of the
closed“ space, “hence for the older רצח place Sone orSox. 1, 7 for why should
(court), the great court 2 Cur. 4, 9, I be as one wandering about by the flocks
which is called the lower court in Ez. of thy companions (Vulg.); and it is un43,14, in which a scaffold stood 2 Cur. necessary to take it (with the Peshito) as
6, 18; metaphor. a ledge.
or border, of =n עס (from 30 =rym), or as = .הימש

the altar Ez. 43,1417 20. In the Targ.
Roy, is frequently used for "En, and

toy

(part. my, inf. abs. “bY,

fut. עה0 tr. same as my IL. )= הֶָה 1.
dis Arab. x0, (court) is often trans- and m IIL.) to seize, "to lay hold "of;
osed from 8
taken from the Is. 22,"17 he lays hold of thee violently,
ו
"ל
in order to hurl thee away, which others
"WY (out of mp) n. p. m. 1 Cur. refer to 159 III; to seize, a land, i. e.
27, 26.
to plunder, make a prey of it, JER. 43,
bey (Elis help) n. p. m. Jer. 36, 12 and he will seize the land of Egypt

26; 1 Cur. 5, 24; 27,19.
( עזריָהJah is helper, supporter, from
 זר0  עזרfrom "19 L) n. p. m. 2 Cur.
which 21, 17 has Tri}; else22,‚6, for"
where SION or והר is used; i Cur.
6, 21, for which map stands in 6, 9;
2Kınas 14, 21 (15, 17 17), for ich
my (which see) or להלה stands. Elsewhere as a name JER. ‘43, 2; Dan. 1, 6;
Ezr.7,1 3; Neu. 3, 23 nd often besiden.

(make a prey of it), as a shepherd takes
his garment
(an animal's skin) for
himself (LXX).

MOY II. (part. may, with suf. so;
inf. abe. may; fut. Muy, ap. Dy) tr. to

cover, to wrap, with לע (like 7103) of

tke object, prop. to cover a thing, "Mic,

3, 7 and they will cover (59) the beard,

i. e. be unwilling to speak from shame
and vexation; hence a token of mourn-

ing Lev. 13, 45; Ez. 24, 17 22; to put
( ףהירזעthe same) n. p. m. 1 Kınas
| about, to put on, 8 garment JER. ‘43, 12,
4,2 &e. &e.
Siva 1 Sam. 28, 14, fig. mB, nab
DR (God is Helper; Dp, assistant, Ps. 71,13, ni>92 84,7 (see Hain), Sax
is a periphrasis of mn, in proper names, 104, 2, nua 109, 29, mrp Is. 59, 17;
as in DPI = main, םקיחא=MIR) to fold up, to crumple up, a person, i. 6.
.23; 5,38; 9, 44; to hurl him away afar Is. 22,17= ףנצ
n. p. m. 1 Cu3,
2 Car. 28, 7.
22, 18 (Saadia); to turn upside down,
NN f. same as maty Ps. 60, 13; to "change, a land Jer. 43, 12 = ףפה
108, "13.
(which see), hence the LXX po ergeel;
in the last passages the word is
הז
but
see
"EMD
better referred to הע 1.
up"(from um I.) m. prop. that which
Pu, "az, part. המ see 0921.and
19,
709
stilus
stylus,
, an (iron)
engraves

24, Jar. 17, 1, to inscribe (an?)in stone

or metal; «a writing-tool,

of the “pd

urn.

Bir. may to cover, fig. and with לע

rey

nDy (part. pass. ney, inf 6 Fr

Ps. 89, 46, on the contrary 84, 7 be-

longs to Kal. Deriv. .המעמ —

“Oy

‚1038
2371,

fut. nay") 1. tr. to cover, to ‘clothe, with
D2) see Day.
accus. of the thing wherewith (now,
The fundamental signifieation of the
dam) and ל the person, Ps. 73, 6 they

stem lies in the organic root 7-9,
which is also in 7-79 III. and farther
in 7372; "Ar. Lbé ‘to veil, to be dark,

clothe them (2) as with a garment, with

violence,

compare » הָּפְּכ (Is. 11, 9);

for ny see Prov. 7, 0. —

Aram. os, PAS for nalunzew.

3. ini. to

put on, to be covered, concealed, Jos 23, 9
Pe? (only pl. (םיִניטִע m. a sinew, ‘he puts on (hides himself) in the south,
vein, Jos 21, 24 his veins are full of juice and I see not; fig. a) to languish LAMENT.
2, 2 to be exhausted, fgint Ps. 61, 3;

(Ben-Seed), parall. oxy (full of marrow),

conseq. from JOY=WEN (which see), like

102, 1, proceeding from the idea of

of herds (after the Ar. ,. ©), though
against the parallelism; the LXX, Vulg.,

n29, sy IL, yy, where comparisons may be: found. Here too belongs

 גידfrom ( גדsee First, Concord. s. v.). being covered or veiled about, through
‘But Ibn Glandch translates resting-place the medium of the idea “to be darkened, to be put in gloom,” as in
a

unsuitably, side, entrails, from
to bend, incline.
 עסישהf. a sneezing, prop. a pushing
forth, a radiation Jos 41, 10; Arab.

Is. 57,16 for the spirit is weak before
me, i. a succumbs before me. b) to be
weak, feeble, of late-born cattle Gen.

30, 42, Targ. p>; hence nur =\-6
weak.

 אSyr. [2-4-26 ,Malt. atts, the same.

c) to copulate, fig. with the accus.

Ps. 65, 14, like wad (which see) the

buy (not used) an assumed stem for

same. Dery. Moby.
Nif. 293 (inf. ‘constr. with 2, ףסְּב
ab,DV (pl. םיפלמע (. זמthe name of a instead of Be) to languish, faint, to
bird that lives in the holes of old build- be exhausted LAMENT. 2,11.

( עטלםwhich see).

ings and is mentioned along withn son

|

Hif. 20277 (inf. 6. Nun) to bear what

Lav. 11,19, Is. 2,20; according to the is weak or feeble, of young cattle, i. e.
LXX and ל Esra, thebat; Phen. nppoy to bear late Gen. 30, 42.

08010068 (Diose. 2, 214) the same.
It is commonly derived (after Schultens) from buy, Ar. cbse, to be dark,

gloomy, and my fying, or from buy farther developed by 4 or \-5 (comp. ie 5
a cold wind from
), or from buy, Ar.
5%
naked. bare, on account of
the bareness of the under part of the
body and the feet. The stem appears
rather to be ףלט= למto be wrapped,
sovered, hence to be dark, Ar. wile

Hithp. ayn (fut. (ףמעַתְר to cover or

darken oneself’, of the m7 or wei, ie.
to be feeble,

insensible, from

exhaus-

tion, sorrow or pain Ps. 77, 4; 107,
5; to languish Lament. 2, 12; to be di

heartened, with לע Ps. 142, 4; Jon. 2,8.

For the stem comp. the Arab, Gabe

to fold together, to wrap up, to put on,
to clothe; Ar. Was to be black, dark,
obscure, ang the same; Syr. wads
to be clothed. The organic root )b-».
is also in AD (to bind about, to cover),

the same; » would be prefixed, redupl. Hy and ypin, Arab. GLb,
signification be m7 1. (perhaps also connected. with
 דוהI), and perhaps in 20 (which see)
jOY (not used) tr. same as TOR to Sone or Son. 5, 3 (parallel wa) with

and the fundamental
night-bird.

bind, to knot; cognate in sense דוג and
יתר. Deriv. 7'99, like דיג and nm ap-

plied to sinews, nerves.

Nün inserted.

“HY (part. “ay, fut. (רמעְר tr. same‘
as “N7D ()רטדַא to surround,to encircle,’

עטסרה
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of a chaplet, to protect, with a double
accus. Ps. 5, 13 (it is unnecessary to
read "INIA Hif.); to encompass, to

עיבל
ny,

see .הרס

woy

(not used) trans. prop. to ex-

surround, in a hostile manner, with pel; to "radiate, hence figur. to sneeze;
DN =לע (Targ. LXX) 1 Sam. 28, 26. Ar. „uuds, Maltese ätas, Aram. wo»,
Deriv. 1993 )6. nyu»), the proper names tS the same. The organic root וממה
lies also in Wb, ,שסדנ word. Deriv.
 סרהnay and ,רָּדַאדתורטע nina
Nima, paw nanny. The organic root טישה
Ay (perhaps contracted from רוע like
 ערlies also in 473, רד and רמ 1.
Pin. "wy (part. “ay, fut. =39%) to  חי1 Sa. 18,18 from רוח,conseq. from
encircle with a crown, to crown, with the stem m9 ident. with m IIL, either
two accus. Ps. 8, 6 and 103, 4, i. e. to sur- a circle of huts or tents , or union, heap,
round entirely; fig. = to distinguish, 65, comp. man) n.p. of a Canaanitish chief
12 thou hast distinguished the year of thy city, east of Bethel, and at the northern
goodness, i. e. afforded the most abundant boundary of Benjamin Jur. 49, 3; comproduce; to adorn with a chaplet, with monly with the article Gen. 12, 8 (in
2 of the person Sone or Sox. 3, 11.
the Samar. version 13° out of}הניע
Hif. ayy (part. f. 9027) to give Joseph. Antt.5,1,12 Aina); Gen, 13, 3;
crowns , to distribute crowns, of Tyre Joss. 7, 2. Feminine forms are Ney,
Is. 23, 8, since Tyre gave rulers to the may and my which see.
‘colonies and other Phenician
cities
( רעcontracted from רו; pl. O12 and
(Strabo 16. p. 754).
a9) m. 1. a heap, a waste mass thrown
MOD (¢. By, pl.ni992, from (רַמָע together; hence a heap of stones, 18:7 “2,

fi i "a crown, ‘of persons drinking ‘Is. Mic. 1, 6 = “3B mhn5y םיִלּג Hos. 12,
28, 1, of the newly-married Sone or Sou.
3, 11, of a ruler Ps. 21,4, Esra. 8, 15,
the highest token of dignity for a king
and high-priest Zeca. 6, 11 14; figur.
a crown of honour, an distinguished ornament Jos 19, 9; 31, 36; with a genit.
mayen Prov. 4, 9; 16, 31; the worthiest,

,12 dien ed Mic. ]
or oy alone
Ps. 79, 1; "incorrectly read wy by the
in Mic. 1, 6; 3, 12; Ps. 79, 1.
LXX
Fig. the destroyed body J 08 30, 24 (ac-
cording to some). Phenic. "y a heap. -
.2 only pl. ny (circles, districts) n. p. of
a eity in Judah Josu. 15, 29, and also
best, noblest 12, 4, 14, 24; 17,6, with of one on the mountains of nay; fully
the genit. »ax Is. 28,5, hence applied pyjasit רע Num. 21, 11 and 33, 44; for
to Zion with its splendid (palaces adorn- which. “pay alone is put in 33, 45.
ing Jerusalem like a diadem Is. 62, 3, Ez. Phenic. רע the same; hence yary . מp-
21,31; and to Samaria, which lies high of a city in Cilicia.
i "encircled with heights Is. 28,1
and is

— 2. (ornament) n. p. f. 1 Cur. 2, 26.

niqoy (crowns)n.p. of acity in Gad,

Ney (same as °P) n. p--of a city in

Benjamin, mentioned along. with 923,

 מִכָמָשand  בִּית אל,11.xzN ;13 ton .tnedi
coupled with רזעי and ya" Num. 32, with my 1 “Cur. 7, 28, but with my
cities of

3 34. But there were several
(which 'see) and ">.
this name, which were distinguished by
boy (bare stuns from 529 which
a
of
p.
adjuncts, as 1. ypiw nique x.
n. p. of the bare, barren, “northern
תר
רָּדַא
see)
an
35.
32,
Gad Num.
iny
cit
m-mountains; 5°13
n. p. of a city in Ephraim Josu. 16, 5; top of the Ephrai
one DEUT. 11, 29;
rn
southe
the
stands
being
18, 13, for which תורסע 0
in its appellative
cted
Conne
,30.
Josu.8
תורמצ
s
sim
3.
—
alone Josu. 16, 7.

with 5319 (which see), for
n. p. of a city in Judah 1 Cur. 2, 54. signification
in 1 Cur. 8, 22. LXX
put
is
it
which
Robins.
Comp. Atära and ‘Aeyaro.gc in
Teußah.
III. 297.

my
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עים

vid (same 88 (רע n. p. of a city north with p>y, as Don, םּוריִח were found
of Dow in Ephraim 1 Cur. 7,28, where together "with po, nn (which see).
my is incorrect (according to "Norzi), The Phenician Saturn, the symbol of
though it is the reading of the LXX,

time without a beginning, was termed

p>» Ovdlwpyds (Damascius, de principiis
in Wolf’s Anecd. graec. III. p. 259-60).
"Sy (ar, developed out of the
near NNMIN.
yep (same as *Y) n. p. of a fortified Pih. of הלל L; the most high, elevated, viz.
El is) n.'p. m. 1 Car. 11,29, for which
city in Naphtali, mentioned along with 2 Sam. 23,28 has inyy (corrupted per72, Magara Das, nina, Ten, WIR,
haps from IP).
&e. 1 Kınas 15,20; 2 Cur.16,4. It is
 םליע.1 n. p. of the eldest son of
conjectured that it lay in the present beautiful plain Merg “Ajün, which Shem and of an old Semitic race dwellVulg. and ל

According to Josua.

16, 6 and 17, 7 it seems to have lain

is connected with the plain of Hüleb to- ing perhaps east of the Tigris, where
wards the south by means of a narrow Semites mixed with Iranians Gen. 10,
entrance (Robins. 111. p. 611.887; Later 22.Asancestors ofthe Persians (Jos. Antt.

Bibl. Res. p. 492; v. d. Velde I. 88).
7979 1 Car. 1, 46 K’tib see muy.

Oy (not used) assumed for uy,
032), Dym1, Ow, see DAYI. and II.
uty (from ny I after the form mia,

©. 03) 3. prop. one rushing upon a pers.
or thing; hence a ravenous bird, as the
kite, eagle Is. 46,11, 708 28, 7, figure
of a warrior that rushes on in haste
Is. 1. c.; collect. birds of prey, of hawks
18, 6, "Gen. 15, 11, a symbol of the

1, 6,4) 23% stands for 075 along with
m

Is. 21, 2 and 22,6, or coupled with

533 which lay opposite on the west
side of the lower Tigris Gen. 14,1. The

name of the territory accordingly is
Elymais, 7377723 D2°Y, where the fortress (mp3), and royal city Susa ()ןשּוט
were situated at the river “DIN, 5 6
Euläus, surrounding Susa (Plin. H.N.

6, 31; Arr. exp. Alex. 7, 7) Dan.8, 2;
so that Elam means decidedly Persia,
or specially Susiana between Babylonia
Egyptians (Horapollo 1, 6); “ibe טי and Persis. Hence Saadia translates it
birds of prey among Dope Ez. 39, 4, Chuzistan (Gun. 10,22; 14,1; Is.11,11),
Chuz (Is. 21, 2; 22, 6) and Ahwaz, which
where (םיע however, may be taken iin
are names for Susiana; as in Peblevi
apposition to “Hpy; PIA OY a coloured Chuzistan is mentioned with <Airyama,
ravenous bird Gea ye 1 Jer. 12, 9 which is ident. with D>\y. As the name
(Targ., Jerome, Rashi), which is attacked of a people ’y is sometimes masc. Is. 22,

by others (Plin. H. N. 10, 19).

6, sometimes fem. 21, 2. —

2. n.

m.

Ezr. 2, 7, 1 Cur. 8, 24, and by way of
DOD (a lair of wild beasts) n. p. of distinction from this rs 02°? Eze. 2,
a city in Judah, not far from Dana 31, if it should not be taken for the
name of a place like 423.
DD see u.

and 24pm, in the mountains of 1udah,
where there were rocks and fissures
Jupgzs 15,8 11; 1Cur. 4,3 32; 3 Chr.
11,6. Robins. IL 167, 390; Later Bibl.

Res. p. 358.
oy

see .רע

PHD
see.
pidy

m. same as 0349 eternity 2 Car.

33, 7, expressed in the Phenician and

ony (from oy after the form DN,
from ban, where Yod is developed out
of the vowel--sound) m. heat, glow, Dy.
inn his hot wind, i. e. his hot, violent

eatin 18. 11,15; Ar. 5 glow, heat,
hence Saad. yy»; comp. Ex. 14, 21;
Hos. 13, 15; Jon. 4, 8. — The LXX,
Vulg., Rashi, Kimchi, Ibn Ezra either

read D&¥, or adopted the same mean-

vulgar form, where Dy existed along ing.

עין

11

עין
of eyes, 1. 6. humble Jos 22, 29 = baw;

Py see AY.

ed pay proud elevation of the eyes, i.e.

12 (in pause 79, with a of motion
239, constr. 2, with suff. "272, AZ &e.;
dual oy, constr. >, with suff. 22,
IPP ,& עיניףe.; pl. תוניע constr. (תניע
f. (mase. Song or Sox. 4,9 K'tib, where
it is better to read ns with the K’ri;

Jop 21,20; Zecn. 3, 9) 1. the eye, oculus, a) as the organ of sight Is. 64, 3;

a joyous, careless look Prov. 6,17; 21,
4, Dy" pa between the eyes, i. i the
middle of the forehead Ex. 13, 9; Dan.

8,5; the forehead Deur. 14, 1. But the

formulas 'ִפ  יניב,,232(  רנרעמare to be
specially observed: aa) 2 יניב in the
eyes of one, i.e. in the opinion, sight of one,
according to his view, before one, there-

Jos 10, 18; האר Prov. 20, 12, like fore after ןח  אָצִמGen. 6, 8, קחצ
nm of וא Its seeing is expressed רע
1 man"Bi, 35, בוט  ל10,19,
by. may Ps. 91,8, 27 Jos 13, 1, רוש Su) Nun. 23,"27, 7 my 32,13, השע
24, 15, שט
9; and to direct the eye “eo Devt. 19,13, Sa Josn. 3,7, won
to a person or thing (to fasten the look 2 Sam. 13, 2, 222 Is. 49,5 6. Rarely
upon) is denoted by לע 729 Y27 32,8, DIY does it stand inthe meaning open, vi על7% Jur. 24,6 or לא‘Ps. 33, 18 or a sible to Prov.1,17. bb) 'ִפ "2°99 before
‘Devt. 11,12 minor ina good sense, the eyes of one, i. e. in his presence, in
but also in a bad one Am.9,4 coupled conspectu alic., before one, after jn) GEN.

with m¥79, as elsewhere with הָבּטְלJER.
24,6. "by 72 dm to direct the eye pro-

23,11, sy Ex. 4, 30, 393 19, 11 &.
cc) 'ִּפ  יניעמaway from the eyes of one,

tectingly towards, j.e. to look with com- i.e. without his knowledge, behind one’s
passion Ez. 16,5; 20,17. 9 412 the eye back, especially after verbs of hiding,

“dwells, i. 6. looks calmly Jos 17,2. Of as bby Lev. 4,13, Jos 28, 21, “nd?
rare occurrence is 3 DIY the eyes are Is. 65, 16, may 1753 Gen 31, 40. —
directed to Jo» 7, 8, or "ל  ךיעan eye is 2. The eye as a fountain of tears, as
to one, i. e. he looks at ZecH. 9,1. Not
seeing, arising from weakness of the

9723 15772 JER. 8, 23, to which are ap-

29, Tina 15, 30, 7872 Eccrss. 6, 9,539

6, joa 1 Sam. 2, 32 in ion רצ an an--

plied mas Lament. 3, 49, om ma 1,
eyes 66. is expressed by 173 Zucu. 11, 16, mn may Jur. 13, 17, ָּ"הַפְלTor
17, wy Ps. 31,10, 287 "88, 10, DAR 16, 20, pn 290%. 14, 12; ‘like the
1 Kings 14, 4. b)Parts are sehe to Greek 2777 and the Persian u,
it as the organ of vision, such as 723
x= uniting the two ideas of fountain
(entrance, door, gate, apple) Zecu. 2, 12,
and ‘eye. — 3. a look, 5 ןיל ty? to
abridged na (= n33) in the constr. state
sharpen the look upon one, i. 6. to look
Lam. 2, 18, ןּושיא Deur. 89, 10; or im- piercingly at him Jos 16, 9, Sona or
perfections, as pan Lev. 21, 20; good Sou. 4, 9, where we should "read with
and bad qualities, as nibbon Prov. 23, the K'ri תַחַאְּב;comp. 12 I Prov. 23,
Gen. 29, 17; npe "Gen. 3, 7, nbs Nun. wious look, en 2.(which see). — 4. what
22,31, 7? Teer: 16,19, mow Is. 32, 3, presents itself to the sight: a phenome-

“pA Nom. 16,14, “pv Is. 3, 16 being also

non, appearance, sight, prospect Num.11,

18; but also an eye for an eye, i. e. one
for another Devt. 19, 21, for which 72

the aspect, = הָאְרַמְּכ , תיִמָדְּכEz. 1, 4;

appliedto it. 9 Phrases: 193 ךיע eye 7; Luv. 13,5; hence 7'93 with a genito eye, i.e. directly Num. 14, 14; Is. 52, tive following, like the appearance, like

 עיךMp usually occurs Ex. 21, 24. —
3 בוט ‘Prov. 22,9 looking friendly,

6

liberal, oppos. to + 34 23, 6 looking as-

 הערב ש בto be en‘hance, 1. 6. envious; ּב
9; poy my low
15,
DEUT.
against
vious

8, 2; 10, 9; Dan. 10, 6, ‘and therefore

same as anne of things, as PINT PZ
Ex. 10,5 and Nun. 22,5, i. e. the visible
surface. Here belongs also jy as a
designation of the outward appearance
I myself
of man, and so for ra
6

py
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עון שמש

onda TZ see Dia.
Dry ‘(fountain of gardens) n. p.
Prov. 23,31. — 6. (constr. j'2, with a 1. of a city in the plain of Judah Josn.
of motion °P, pl. nin, constr. ni) 15, 34; in Josephus Ivvaia, now Genin
a fountain, Gen. 16, 7; % 29; 2 Car. (Rob. 111. 386). — 2. A levitical city in
Jos 19, 27, 29 23m before me Is.1
16. — 5. the eye, bead or pearl, of wihe

32, 3; Ex. 15, 27, ‘connected with the

Issachar 19, 21 and 21, 29, for which

meaning eye, like the Greek myyn, Per- 1 Cur. 6, 58 has 029 (which see), as also
sian
pci; comp. 1972. In this sense  = עָנִיםpoy.
j2 is to be taken in the following
( ןיע ראהsee iy( 4 . מp. of a city
names of places compounded with it; and distriet in Manasseh Ps.83,11 com-
to which belong also םֶיָכיְע ,D2 and pared with Jupazs 4,6 7 14 15, called
PB 79%, Oy and py. Closely con- "Evöogov in Josephus (Antt. 6,14, 2) and
nected with this is — 7.וש as the proper four miles south of mount Tabor (Zus.),
name a) of a eity of Simeon, which lay whose ruins still exist (Burckh. II, 590);
within Judah and was also a Levitical now Endür (Robinson, Later Bibl. Res.
city Jos#.15,32; 19,7; 21,16 (perhaps p. 446).
we should read טל 10 4,32, where
wit 4 in Josn. 17, 11 and 1 Sam.
the writer did not at all wich to read 28, 7 is same as ראד 72.
7727 PR, since he specifies Rimmon,

and not till Nex. 11, 29 ןומר 2, was
made out of it. b) name of a locality

min  עיןsee MT.

[ רוצחPY (fountain at Chazor) n. p.
of
a city in Naphtali Jost. 19, 37, dif-
in the north-east of Palestine Num. 34,
11, according to Robinson N. Bibl. Res. p. ferent from Yiz in the same territory;
696 the source of the Orontes south-east comp. 1 Mace. 11, 67.
of Riblah. In all these seven meanings
THIN  עיןsee Ton.

the stem is jy 111. — 8. (with suf. 039

veWn re (fountain of judgment) n. p.
22808. 5, 6, 1n29= ay Ps. 73, 7, 2pl.
ג the wilderness 7789 bewith suff. םתלניע Hos. 10, 10 Kb; from of a ‘locality in
ye I. = TI) same as IR ו
vanity (= Yan), sin, a lie, and therefore
like that word (Is. 66, 3) concrete an

tween רוש and סדֶא at the south border
of the Hebrew land; distant 10 or 11

days’ journey from Sinai and ident. with

image, BAY md Hos. 10, 10 K’tib the wip Gey. 14,7. Both Dawn and WIP
two idols, i, e. the two golden calves (which see) appear to point to a reli(1 Kınas 12, 28); Bay mNt 2908. 5, 6 gious significance of this place, which

that is their guilt (LXX, Syr.); which is it may have had before Moses.
pibay  עיןsee DIDI.
something heavy (Is. 1, 4), which has

been made full like a sum or a mea-

sure (Gen. 15,16; Marta. 23, 32); Ps.

un ( עיןfountain of the fuller) n. p.
of a fountain on the border between

172 (part. (ךרלכ denom. to look at, only

rusalem, and at the south-east side of
it Jos. 15, 7; 18,16; 2 Sam. 17, 17;
1Kmes 1,9 (comp. Josephus, Antt. 7,

73,7 their sin ל
from an insensible
heart (227). But see 1, 319. — From
1. comes

in the secondary signification to look askance, to look envious 1 Sam. 18,9 Kri,
for which the K'tib has רע en Pp;

Ar. the same.
TEE

see "73 I.

TTIW}DYsee 73 1

VEIT or CTY see.

Judah and Benjamin, not far from Je-

14,4). The fuller’s field lay in the neighbourhood (2 Kınas 18, 17; Is. 7, 8; 36,
2). Comp. also the proper name D735.
( ןיע ןומרfountain dedicated to Rim-

mon) Nuu. 11 29, see Yin and 719 7, a.
( ןיע שמשfountain dedicated to the
sun) n. p. of a locality and fountain on

pon עין

עיר
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the border of Judah and Benjamin Josn. Is. 46,1, properly abridged from aa
15, 7, not far from En-rogel. But an me.
En-shemesh may have also been situated
ney (with a poetical accentless at the south-eastern border of Dan (Ro
ה
ָ
ת
ְ עְפfrom ry IL) /. 1. prop. a veiling
bins. Pal. III, 224 seq.).
or covering, hence darkness, obscurity Jon
rp) Ir.(with the article; snake- 10, 22; opposite “Nw, An. 4,13 turner
fountain) n. p. of a fountain near Jeru- of ihe morning into darkness; comp. 292%,
salem Nex. >,13.
ny, may. — 2. n. p. of an Arab-tribe
mpm rz (fountain at Tappuah) n. p. beside Midian, who dwelt on the east
of a locality iin the district men, which side of the Red Sea as far as Moab, and
belonged to Manasseh Josu. 17, 7 8; were a commercial medium of exchange
in gold and frankincense from Saba;
comp. Men nn.
my (ont of הניו ,from 19) n. p. then also the name of their abode Gen.
25,4; Is.60,6; 1 Cur.1,33.
A place

of a'city Gun. 12, '8, in the Samar. ver-

sion for רע of our text.

at

Pelusium

was

(Kamus p. 1211). —

also

termed

5

3. ₪. p. m. 1 Car.

( הָבְיָכonly plur. nizy) Hos. 10,10 12,47.
— 2 ₪ p.f. ib. 2,46.

see 28.

id, see FY רצח under nen.
27

(double fountain) n. p. of a

place in the plain of Judah on the
road to Timnah Gen. 38, 21, identical
with D3°y JosH. 15, 34, the dual-ending

( יִפיִעprotecting one) n. p. m. JER.
| 40, 8 K'ri, for which K’tib has "piv.
gr (with suf. Aw, pl. pn) Mm.
1. (from רוע V.) prop. the sucking one;
hence a young thing, like "13 from 3 =
“iy, but only the young of an ass, asel-

 ביטbeing contracted in other cases also lus Gen. 32, 16, Zecn. 9, 9, = Jins“7a

into -ם
229 see DID.

Gen. 49, 11; varcly of NOB Jes 11,12;
nstaphon: an ass, for riding JUDGES 10,
my (a Fountain-distributer, viz. El is) 4; 12,14, for bearing burdens Is. 30, 6
1. n. p.m. Num. 1,15; 2, 29; comp. "283. Kri, or for husbandry 30, 24 coupled
— 2. only in ןניע  רצחNom. 34,9 60 with S28; Arab. AS a wild or tame

Ez. 48, 1 (see ‘under (רצמ for wiih ass. — 2. (from רוש IL, only pl. 0°72.)
Ez. 47,17 has 719° רצח

a city Jupazs 10, 4, selected for alliteration to oy

young asses, especially as

' ( עָיף3 f. pry) intr. same as וע IL.  עירmay have sprung from yy, like

to be veiled, covered, figur. to a.

22) and the cognate in sense Muy, ףל
‘ny proceeding from a similar fundamen
tal signific. Metaph.to succumb powerless,
with 5 of the person Jmr. 4,31; to gape,
pant with thirst, to pine; to be weary,
tired; to be gloomy, dark (see u2¥). De-

rivat. 29 (fem. הפר(|on the contrary
mp and “D are derived from .ו
"sr (plur. (םיפיע adj. m., 71519, fem.
languid, coupled with 229 way 2 Sam.
17, 29; gaping, thirsting Ps. 63, 3; Jos

22, 7; weary, faint, Gen. 25, 29, coupled
with ג Deur.25,18; הפי vn a thirsty
soul, 2 e. one 0

Prov. 25, 25;

. ערפהלsubstantively a beast of burden

ny from iy. For a young ass there
is also רוע pl. ayy, Is. 30, 6 K'tib.

 ריִעas a verb, see 199 I-VI.
1") (perhaps instead of 129 from רו IT.
like Ps 1 Sam. 21,9 instead of TS, TS)
hence the pl. once O73. Jupazs 10,4
to have an assonance with 3121; the
common plural is n 9 from a אמ
"iy, as from םוי the 'plur. is on), the
ö passing into ‘3 but the sing. may
also have been "3, since this form likewise appears) fem. (mase. only in Num.
35,2 3; Jupaus 19,12) 1. an enclosed,
fenced place, proceeding from the verbidea “to fence round, encircle, enclose”;
66*

עיר
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עירר

hence a) a tower, a castle, Is. 1,8 like 2. (from רוק VL) heat, anger, wrath,
a tower of watch (see mn) = 33373 Hos. 11, 9 (Rashi); but ריִע may be
כְצְרִים,which is also called a) 2 Kings taken in the usual meaning there, I
17, 9; a place of encampment ‘Nom. 13, will not come (threatening and destroy-

19, designated more exactly by -םינחמ ing) into the city, because the men sink
b) @ city generally = הירק Is. 22, 2; under his fearful presence (1 Sam.5, 9-

but also a village, a hamlet , a תו
village or encampment Gun. 4,17; JosH.
ch. 15; a fortification, a fortified city
Neu. 9, 25; 2 Cur. 11, 5; Hos. 8, 14;
but for the latter meaning stand the fuller

12; Jur. 49, 38). In Ps.
0 ae .
0
Fon IR, and 79%

7, 4 is the part. Hif. of “ay II. — 23 ce
“iy 11, 3) = ריצ anguish, pain Jur. 15,
8 (LXX, Pesh. / like רע 2. same as רצ
forms 7172 419 Psaum 31, 22; 60, 11; (enemy); hence coupled’ with aa. —
2 Car. 8, 5, 237 vy 2 Kas 3, 19; 4. (a Watcher, viz. El is, from רוTI.)
17,9; Jun. 1,18, or with specific men- n. p.m. 1 CHR.7,12, for which 7, 7 has
tion המלח  ריקLay. 25, 29; nine רי un) (which see). — 5. on Hoty see
of Sidon Dan. 11,15; 097 רע Is. 19,

יר

18 see O47. The Heron name of a

men ( עירsalt-city, 1. 0. near DY
no) n. p. of a city in the desert of
Judah, near the Salt-Sea Jost. 15, 62.
om
(brass-city, perhaps oracle-

eity is sometimes paraphrased,

as 4%

ve Nem. 11, 1, םיהלַא  ריעPs. 46,5
of Jerusalem, and also Dam ריע Ez.

22, 2, DS תָכָפש Ty 22, ₪ ריעָה  ל23
‚or רע alone Is. 60, 6; also applied to

Nineveh Is. 32, 19; rin ~y Jzr. 49,

or magic- city, see vun) n. p. of 8 eity

otherwise unknown 1Car. 4,12.

( רי שמשcity of the sun) n. p. of a
eity inDan Is. 19, 41, so called from
the worship of the sun; see pw Py,
way ma.
mother towhom belong
Eon WWD (city of palms) n. p. for
hamlets like daughters various "places, 1. a name for im Jup1083. 15,45; Jupaus 11, aes 9, 13, 2 Cur. 28, 15, Devt. 84, 3,
how to go into the city Eo- so called from the palm- groves there
is an expression used in- (Plin. H. .א 5, 14; Tacit. hist. 5, 6). —

25 of Damascus,

and so in the most

various applications, as may be seen
from the context. In the genitive case
to na (constr. plur. ni33) ריק is considered as a
villages and
Nom. 21,25;

26. To know
cies. 10, 15

stead of, to know how to help oneself,

2. name of a place in the peninsula of

a city 1 Sam. 4, 13; Is. 14, 31; elsewhere

watchers of heaven (13, 11), holy watchers

to know how to find. c) of a part of Sinai, Phoenikon (Diod. Sic. III, 42;
a city, as 777 ריע of that part of Jeru- Strabo p. 776) in Arabia Jupers 1, 16.
salem on Zion 2 Sam. 5, 7; 6,10; ריצה
( ריעfrom “Ay TIL; pl. yyy) Aram.
mis’an of the middle pit of Jeru- m. a watcher , of archangels Dan. 4, 10
salem ל Kınas 20, 4; over ריע the lower 14 ;20 identical with שידק ,and parall.
city of הבר situated on a river 2 Sam. with it; hence Aq. and Symm. éyonyo-
12, 27; byan ma my the department of 008 and the LXX @yyelog generally.
 היtemple, and therefore nothing but In the book of Enoch both good angels
a part of the city of Samaria 2 Kınas ,12( 2 ;4 )92,16 and fallen ones (10,13;
10, 25. d) Metaphor. the inhabitants of ,12 )5 are called watchers, and there are

 ירappears in contrast with the in- ,15( ,)8 watching angels (20,1). Amshas-
habitants Jupcxs 1, 8; on Dra PY see pand proceeds from the same meaning.
ny. In this leading sense names of
NWP (a Watcher, viz. Jah is) n. p.
places are compounded with ,ריע as m. 2Sam. 20, 26; 23, 26 38; comp. as
me TY, wm ,ריע whys my, ריצ proper names ריש4, "9, am.
Dyan, which follow below: 1
in ordex TD (from ָדָר= )= . הp. of an

עירו
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antediluvian patriarch Gen. 4, 18, ident.

by the Arabians jist (the goats),as
the Capella is termed jal (goat); Syr.
originally perhaps (comp. 777) river)
|24 (the goat) Pesh., which appears
god of the water or the valley, some-

with 72, 5, 18 in the other narrator;

what similar to the Indian Varuna.
ANT (watch, see Aram. (ריל n. p.m.

1 Cur. "4, 15.
7 (from 1137%9 Jah is Watcher) n.
p.m. "1 Cur. 1,7; "for which the abridged
sy stands in 7,12.
ayy (city-district, from ריע with the
formative syllable (-ם n. p. of a lo-

cality in the territory of dom with
its

own

Pe

Gen.

36, 43;

עננת

in addition to .!ץב The derivation from
vs, Arab. aed ‚to lift up, to bear, is
to be rejected, in consideration of the

form which the nouns have. See wy.
My (out of the Pihel of my = my)

n.p."of a eity of Benjamin Is. 10, 28,
inhabited by Benjamites after the exile,
under the name of nay Neu. 11,31. It
is the old .רע
any I tuck used) tr. to intertwine,

mid, nm, pan, noe, me, "TPs interlace, interweave; identical in fundaan, רצבמ and. לאידנמ being there mental signification with apy I. The
names of ‘places. Perhaps fram in Jakut organic root 327» lies also in בח (27)
(Mosht. p. 20), the name of a moun- which see; Arab. the same, whence the
tain west

of Aila,

may

be compared

with it.

quadkiliteral yates to bind or knot
firmly. The same fundamental mean-

04° (only in Ez. 16, 7; 18, 7 16; ing is borne by apy I. (which see),
23, 29 phy after the form 271, Didy, except that its modifications are de-

veloped otherwise. The Aramaean and
modern Hebrew sense of 239, בכ to
from רע I.) adj. m. same as boy tol. stop, to tarry, to withhold, proceeds
pny), prop. taken off, stripped of, from the same fundamental signification
(see Ban, TON, “xy), as is shewn under
elothes; generally bare, naked Gen. 3,7
10 11, a figure of modesty; concrete apy 1. Deriv. w-322.
one naked, uncovered Ez. 18, 7 16, who
am II. (not used) ir. to nibble off,
is to be "clothed (332 D>); abstract to gnaw, to bite in pieces, of gnawing
a. collateral form after “iD, רומיק consequently made from Pih.;\ ‘pl 'םימְרי

nakedness, bareness 16, 7 22 39, coupled

with 573; nakedness, specified as a
misfortune, like 29%, 822 Deur. 28, 48.
wy (as well aswe, "which see; consequently, as to its form, from way II.,
according to Kimchi, Ibn Esra, Bashi)
femin. Jos 38, 32, properly a group

animals, rodentia; identical in its organic root 12-9 with that in yn IL,

am, Ad, An שו  לL; comp. the
(transposed
Arab. quadriliterum
-<%-

from 4 =) ‚to gnaw off, to strike off,
to cut off. Deriv. 4239 and
(of stars), a crowd (of stars), conTino (= 22 0
comp. Mus,
gregatio stellarum, either the tail of the Mus, Musculus "&e.., proper names among
Pleiades (Rashi), or the seven stars other nations) n. p. m. Gen. 36, 38;
(Ibn Esra), the great bear (27, 1939, 2 Kinas 22, 12; also called 1739 in an כִּכָבִיטMyIY), or some other pastels other place 2 Canon. 34, 20; Phenic.
lation; Targ. nat (Pleiades), conseq. “AD? a proper name. The ‘general usage
etymolog. like הָמיִּב Both forms, how- of naming persons and places from
ever, BP as well as wy, might be con- animals explains the appellation. Exnected with ,דע and the name be that amples of such usage are 59), buen

of the Capella (in the constellation of
the Wain), so that the םיִנְּב mean the
young of the goat, i. e. the 3 stars called

pid, am,

ארן צבעים

m

map, mist, Sin,

,nm ,mu ,2 ,
uS ,wn
wT

רכב הל2, ty, "הלל yay,

עכביש
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“pp (= py), Man, an, Moar, My,

129, you, Axt,"שולל " גלab, nigad,
mas, היא &e.
wIDy (out of 294 from 259 I. with

the very old noun- ending vr, see
 (חלמישm. one weaving, spinning; hence
0 spider ) 2 N73 a spider’s house, a spider’s
web, Jos 8, 14, a figure of fragility

(comp. Coran, Sur.29 ,41); 9 “1p threads
of the spider Is. 59, 5, a figure for intrigues; Targ. יבופע ‘def, Nn27>3 the

same, proceeding from 2939, 6 ie

( הָבָעnot used) see 53%.
May see 42.

SDD (abridged from 7129) n. p. of a
city situated on a gulf 250 feet north
of where the river Belus flows into the
Mediterranean Sea Jupaus 1, 31; as.
signed to the tribe of Asher, but in

‘Shalmanezer’s time still dependent on
Tyre (Joseph. Antt. 9, 14, 2), and usu-

ally reckoned by the Greeks (Strabo
and others) as belonging to the Phenicians. According to 1110. 1, 10 it ap-

(with n inserted) and in the collective pears to have been looked upon merely
form lies the same, and in the Coran as a Philistine town, and perhaps it
WAKE
after an Aramaean pattern; | never belonged to Israel, In addition to
Maltese änkabüt. It is obvious, there- the form >, in the time of the Crusades
fore,
that 15 alone, Aram. בכע |Ar. " Accon GFR), there was another 729,
=
2
Se, may be the stem, In favour Ar. 3 LK, Greek Yan instead of
of the fundamental רו
now Ayın; and dlao an old one, 59, Mic.

given is the Arab.

u

to bind » to l. e., Phenie. 79 (on coins); so that either

weave, to put together, Greek dodyvn,
Latin ara-nea (= arac-nea) a spider,

from 358 (which see), and the German
Spinne. "On the other hand, the Arab.

j29 or 199 may be adopted
asthe stem.
‘Jv ie. =, or My, has been wrongly”
compared by Simonis with the Ar. Js

(see 729) and ‘py translated arena fer(a spider) may have come first vens solis aestu, which does not at
from „KURS, and out of that the de- all suit ‘Akko on a gulf in whose vicinity
u

are swamps, and which was abundantly

nomin. pike to spin, to weave, of the

supplied with water.

7299 (pl. constr. יִרְּבְכַע, with suff.
0319353; from 299 IL with the noun-

side of Pp, הקע- is better suited to the
topographical situation of the place.
See 29.

spider.

ending Tc, as in 539) masc. prop. 8
gnawing animal; hence a mouse (along

To put it by the

JDP see j99 and see 9 p. 1002°.

 ןרפעsee ip.
( רכשsorrow-valley) n. p. of a valley
mouse; comp. Ar.
transposed from
ANS
to gnaw off, to draw off, to cut near Jericho, to the east, like ji in
off; Syr. laos, Samar. in Lev. 1. ₪ the west 0088. 15, 7 compared with

with (דלח Lev. 11, 29, Ar.

2 a field-

9249. The field-mouse was dedicated
and sacrificed to certain dark deities,
and its flesh consumed at sacrificial

7,25 ;26 Is.65,10; also mentioned on
account of its meaning in 1108. 2, 17,

like אָכְּבַה pay Ps.

7.

feasts (comp. Varro 3, 15) Is. 66, 17.
oY (not used) or 7159 tr. same as
To propitiate such deities in case of a
( עקPY), קה, to enclose, to encircle,
pestilence 600. (see mo), with which
the plague of field-mice was united, a "place, to make it habitable. Deriv.
the proper name j33 (ji5¥, 139, gin
99).
golden mice of this form were
presented
1Sam. 6,4 5 11 18. Mice were regarded by magicians as demoniacal animals

(Plat. Symp. 4, 5, 2).

A comparison with the Arab. Je to
be hot, sultry, of day, or to be burnt up,
of the ground, is unsuitable to the n. p..

עכן

על
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jay (not used) intr. commonly said

Nif. 4223 (part. m. "2932, f. n7223) to

to be the same as 93, an etymological

be disturbed, grieved "Ps. 39, 3; but
n22?2 Prov. 15, 6 is probably a noun

mythus identifying both Joss. 7, 1seq,,
1 Cur. 2,7, and I have explained the

meaning trouble, disturbance, = המּוהמ

proper name 739% (which see) accord-

15, 16.

ingly. But it may also mean to wind,
to twist (of a serpent) like the Talm.
129. Deriv. the proper names 43%, }39%.

ar} (troubler) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2, 7,
for 799 Jost. 7, 20.

129 (snake-charmer, from 72%; comp.
vos, Um, um) n. p. m. Jos. 7,1;
22, 20; but in 165. 2,7 for "2%.

woy (not used) intr. to be rolled to-

1999 (the same) ₪. p. m. Num. 1, 13.
gether, to be folded or wound,

of a ser-

pent; hence to join, to bind, to unite, to
Day (not used) 1. intr. to wind, to
attach; Ar. tr. yaks to bend together.
be rolled or twisted together, of a serpent; The stem is ident. with wox and 039
ident. with w2¥, ox (which see); Ar.
(which see); and the organic root Way,
the same, whence
a serעדכס, Wars also lies, according to its
pent. Deriv. the proper name 032. —
fundamental signification, in WI, Wp.
2. tr. to wind together, to knot together,
(wap), Up, ,שקע 09°. Deriv.
to twist together, to fetter. Deriv. 032,
TWIP Gm wey with the rare dewhence the denom. Pih. 02%.
rivative
syllable a, from W2¥, like
2 (pl. DOSY) m. a fetter, an ankle3298
from
לעוט=dyn; see 3) m. an
band, “made of silver, gold or ivory,a
sort of bracelet, fastened about the adder, serpent, viper, ‘prob. anasp, «sme,
ankles as a female ornament Is. 3, 18; Ps. 140, 4, for which wn stands elsegenerally a fetter, Ar. 5
(ankle- where. The derivation "from au» to
band), Prov. 7, 22 the fool is led to in- sting, to pierce, after the Arab. =
struction as if in fetters (i. e. slowly). us, us is the less necessary, inBut the Targ., LXX, Vulg. and the asmuch as there is also yaks and
ancients generally depart from one another in the explanation of this passage, uke (to intertwine); and &ozıs is so
and even the most superficial examina- called from the round form in which
tion may be allowed to conjecture a the adder lies.
defect in the verse. Deriv. the denom.
( לעout of 759 from הָכָע L, together
Pih. 029 to tinkle with anklets Is. 3,16, with "by Hos. 11, 7 after’ the formעד 
a sign of coquetry.
ID m. 1. most high, same as 1799, hence
noo (serpent) n. p. f. Josu. 15, 16. God, Hos. 11,7 they (the prophets) call

“DY (part. 929, fut. 92) tr. to

to God; hence לע ND = DT ONND no-god,

an idol, Hos. 0 16 they turn themselves

trouble, to bring into trouble, to disturb, (opr) to idols; and (to turn oneself)
to grieve, with accus. of the object nva is also construed with the accus. in Is.
Prov. 11, 29, "ww 11, 17, ץֶרֶא 1 Sam. 8,25. tIsi deilppa ot nem ni הֶקֶם על
14, 29; to ו
into trouble JosH. 2Sam. ,32 1 ot eb desiar pu no ,hgih ,detlaxe
4, 25; to affict Jupaus 11, 35; Ar. intr. famous; iby being so used likewise.
to be troubled. The organic root The LXX read incorrecty ppt(אַשָר) 

hoy lies also in "NDI. (Talm. I), by; Phenic. jioy the same. — 2. same
Aram. NID, “2, meaning to be turbid, as לשוב 2 the upper part, the height; hence
of water, to be disturbed, of the mind, >> same as Syn from above, oppos. to
to be sorrowful, of the spirit. Derir.
the proper names ,רוכ 22, 72%.

nnn Gen. 27, '39; 49, 25; above, i. ₪
in the height Ps. 50, 4.

על
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oP (abridged from הכל "2¥, from
may, like דע from ;.1הדע constr. by out
of ala, without being a pl, as ידע OR

speech; nva~>¥ above upon, whether upon
the extreme surface Is. 32, 13, or on
an elevated place 38, 20. Still farther:

are not plurals; with suff. "39 a, הינע in or upon, answering to the question
עליהם לינו, %6 )nama .m .1 ,tsehgih where? So in maya-b» Am. 7, 17, רלע
nings Ps. 49, 12, yas > 110, %
same as by,De Hos. 11, 7; see by. —

ngbri-by Is. 9, 6, DYER by 7, 2; of

2. A preposition: upon, over, above, Ent,
vmée, super, in the widest sense, partly clothing, of gold or silver | coverings,
expressing protecting, covering, press- e. ₪ לע  הרהto have on, to wear GEN.
ing, resting above upon, answering to 37, 23; Deovr. 7, 25; 1 Cur. 15, 27;

the question where? partly motion to- 28am. 13,18; and so should be explained

‘ward the upper surface of a thing, answering to the question whither? whether
the point of procedure be higher (down
upon), or lower (up on); partly the overtopping of other and lower objects, answering to the question where or whither?
partly mere local motion and direction
to, particularly a more distant agency
approaching or joining another; objec-

tively or subjectively, and therefore
sometimes interchanged with dx. Ac-

Jos 24, 9 2 59 what the poor has upon
him, i. e. his clothes (de Banolas). To
this is easily attached the expression of

abiding at a thing, to be translated
with, at, as pax "29 Ps. 131, 2 with his

mother , Sons

‘Jos 18, 10 at the

way, this at or with being at the same
time a local upon. Connected with the
latter is its figurat. use as dat. commodi

and incommodi, lying like a burden or
duty upon one: so "2y 7 2 Sam. 15,
uses may be 33; "29 ער 1000188. 2,17 and 6,1; Gen.

cordingly its numerous
reduced to the following classes: a) applied to the being above upon an ob-

ject, conseq. upon, super, &mi, e. ₪. "לע
nop 1Kınas2,12, yr>wit לע Ley. 24,6,
 עלההחומהIs. 36, 12, “wry by Jop 21,32
(on the heap of EN prbay-by (upon
the feet) 1 Cur. 28, 2, Zucu. 14, 12, לע
 הפיה2 Sam. 4,7. Hence after verbs of
protecting, sparing, as after סּוח Deur.
7, 16, Dan Jo. 2,18, Jos 20, 13, a7
Ps. 103, 13, of ו
and oppressing, 12> 2 Sam. 13, 25, 72377 Has. 2,

48, 7;"2 Sam. 18, 11; Prov. 7, 14; and
some verbs are construed with לעinstead

of the dat., as 23-59 ריט Prov. 25, 20
to sing to the heart, ab-by 227 Is. 40, 2
to speak to the heart. — b) it expresses
motion to the upper part or surface of
an

object,

answering

whither? to be
or up on, up
ri, sometimes
in, ad, and

to the

question

translated by upon, down
to; in Greek sometimes
xara, Lat. deorsum in,
sometimes interchanging

with by. לע stands in this meaning after
6, 7
Jupaxs 3, 10, ins הָיָה 28am,  הַשְלִיךPs. 60, 10, Ann Jon 38, 26,
15, 33, mH) היה
1 ;14  הבר"לעit is 7m Lev. 1,7, 7 "9 Sam. 15,20, pon
Raw upon Ecores. 6,1; 8, 6;‘after verbs 2 Kınas 25, 20, sia 2 Sam. 15, 4, mm
of covering, veiling, n> Lav. 4, 8, “BD Ex. 8,18, הל Gen. 38, 12, 258 Jupazs
4, 20, of resting, abiding, as after my 9, 34, הפ ‘Gun. 24,49, בישוה = ביש
GEN. 8,4, au Jur. 23,8, therefore after Hos. 11, 11 compared with 1 Kınas 20,
awin Hos. ti, 11, of sheltering, 723 43 &e. Itis interchanged with by after
Is.‘81, 5, 720 Ex. 40, 21 86 Here be- npw Is. 36,12, 592 Am. 3,5, Is. 24, 18,
longs ale ושלל >12 to bear slander an> Ex. 34, 1, je Is. 29, 11 12, ריגה
upon the tongue, i.e. to slander Ps. 15, 3; JoB 21,31 &e. Here belongs also לעmgd
>2 Nib? ib.; and as the mouth or lips Zecn. 7,14 to drive over to,-Ps הופה
are looked upon as the seat of speech, to bow down to Luv. 26, 1, by בג"Ez,
the expressions: הפ au)= at Ex. 23,5 to turn to losen as well as
23, 18, me-dy אנ to speak Ps. ‘50, 16,  עברHON to be gathered down into the
Fey bers Ecouns. 5,1 to be hasty swith pit Is. 24, 22, on-br “3D ib., because
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"is and “3572 were below ground and

or thing, that person or thing superadded being looked upon as overabove. — c) It denotes the overtop- topping the other and lower, translated
ping, of other lower or flat objects, an- by upon, to, as לע mp? Ley. 5, 16 to
swering to the question where or whither? add to a thing, by sum 2 Sam. 4, 2
and should be translated by upon, at, to be reckoned to; also without a ver,
over &e. So לע-ןיעה Gen. 16,7 at a as JER. 4, 20 breach upon breach, Jur.

the prisoners were thrown down from

fountain, םימדלע "Nom. 24, 6, Barby

32, 10 days upon or above a years "לע

1G) Gun. 28, 9 in addition to his (already
married) wives.
dd) The idea
mels) GEN. 24, 30; Das Dy over the crib
of
overtopping
&e.
may
be perceptible
Jos 39,9. So toa Tyg Prov. 23, 30
only from the context or from a turn
at the wine, ַָחָלַהְֶל 1
20,24 at the
in.the signification of the verb, though
meal, like ézi 75 66/7060, super coenam, the translation may be by, about. So

Ex. 14, 2, Dbnam-y (near the lying ca-

 חפ8079, where the food, wine &c. are

‘p לע au

1 Sam. 4, 20, ‘p לע MY

conceived of as beneath. Hence after 2 Sam. 1,9 to stand by one who ‘lies ‘or
verbs of administration and ruling, sits; hence by בשיחה Jos 1,6 to place
oversight &c., as after 72% Gun. 37, 8, iemselaes before the (sitting) ruler (God)
2 Kinas 11, 3, Sun Prov. 28, 15, m and receive his commands,as רידל 123

Jupezs 9, 9 (an obvious expression of 1 Kınas 22, 19, elsewhere 2 >¥7279 Is.
dominion over the trees), 175 2 Cur.

36, 23, דיִקְפַה Gun. 39, 5, וע חָקָּפJos
14, 3, ויש pry &e., so that even בalone
is sometimes ו

without a verb

1 Kinas4, 6; 16,9; Is. 22, 15. Figur.
it denotes a mental overtopping and

6, 2; but also generally in the sense of
by, aeonna Gun. 45, 1, 1 Sam. 22, 19;
upon, Gen. 45, 14 upon his neck (with-

out “nix 45, 15); a2 mipa->y Is.

60, 14 at the soles of thy feet, 1. e. lying
in the dust before thee; 7959. at the
bush. In this sense of by are formed

superiority to a lower thing, as in the
relation of the protector to the protected, the prepositions 1-03 at, by, prop. at
of the propitiating to the propitiated, of the side 28am. 15,2, pl. by at Num.
the intercessor, the fighter for &e., to be
- 3; may at the place Nom. 2,17

rendered by aa) for, pro, hence לעהיה
1 Sam. 25, 16, לע  םֶחְלְכJupaes 9, 17,

by ‘tay Dan. 12,1, oy "23 Lev. 19, 22,
 עלnoY 801 24, 8,  גָּדַר עלEz. ,31 ;1 plentifully, REP
bb)expressing a depressing, ruling over,

Lev. 5, 22 falsely,

 עלדְרְצוןIs. 60,‘7 pleasantly, willingly,
elsewhere yes; mapy"by Jur. 6, 14

it is super, above, over, hence לע 122
Jos 23, 2, לע win Ps. 89, 8; generally slightly , triflingly.
it is put with verbs of coming upon one,

of overpowering Gun. 34, 25; JupGESs

ee) meaning about,
1 Sam.
as לע "ad Ex. 14,3 = wa
Dif₪
—
&e.
15
3,
Am.
with
6,
1,

18, 27; Is. 10, 28; and mentally, over ferent other applications of ,לע deone = ofone 6. 8. לע“27 Junazs 9, 3, rived in substance from the fundamen1 Kmas5, 13, ’» לע עמGen. 41,15 to tal significations mentioned above, are

hear of one, לעpaws ‘Lev. 5, 22 [6, 3] aa) suitably to, according to,
secundum, because a thing
upon
confession to, לעSır Is. 1,1, לע NBN covers another is looked
ed
regulat
and
it
to
ding
respon
a
1Kmas 22,8 to prophesy over ‘one,

to swear to, by mai Ps. 32, 5 to make

juxta,
which
as cor- |
by it,

the name Gen. 48, 6,
boy Gun. 26, 21 to strive over a thing, as Dw->Y after
51 according to thein
12,
Ex.
-by
 ררע עלot evah eht egdelwonk fo a ;gniht pnisgu
תָרָבְּבדלָש after the
too
thus
and
,
posts
also besides, praeter (i.e. over or beyond)
bb) ₪Gen. 48, 22; of time, older Luv. 15, 26; manner, in the way of Ps.110,4;
10,
Jos
”
Arab
as
am,
quanqu
cc) expressing an addition to a person though,

by

10 9) 0
ra

7 though thou knowest , prop. over thy

knowledge; "nati DY 34,6 though I am
right; סמָחְאל  לע16, 17 though there be
no violence (ive. aprighiness) ini my hands.
This should always be considered a preposition, and resolved by by, over. In Is.
53,9 לע with this meaning is a conjunction. ce) dy for » JoB 22, 2; 33, 23 &e.
dd) before the names of a music choir
in the Psalms 8, 1; 45, 1 &e., showing
that one should not take those words
for the names of instruments. ee) on

account of, for the sake of, hence 7%
Ps. 44, 23 for thy sake, niawwn- oy on
account of answers Jos 34, '36, especially with the infin. constr. and a suff,
Jzr. 2,35; Jos 32,2; and in this sense

by

always stands in antithesis.

Especially

note-worthy are the phrases 5372 WI

"BD to search out of a book Is. ‘BA, 16;

“25 beg Nop Jur. 36, 11 to read from
a book; ילצמ away from me, i. 6. being
upon me no more, of the skin JoB
30, 17 30. b) from at, from near, de
.. juxta; away from the side of GEn.17,

22; 18, 3; 35, 13; Num. 16, 26. c) above,
upon, super, supra, opposite to 3 nnn,

as by means sometimes by itself. So
5 by above the Gun. 1, 7, above over,
Jon. 4,6. above at, 2 Cur. 26,19, with-

out 5 above Neu. 3, 28.

Here belongs

also Eccouns. 5,7 for a high one watches
above the high, i. e. stands over him.

( לעfrom Nb», 1 with suff. sTib2,
are to be explained the particles 1159,
עלדפן, עלהאודות,Hardy, ma-by; see  אָניִלTa, ןוהילע( Aram. the same:
m,

93, 3D and הז ‘After ‘the cathe upon Dax. 2,10; 3, 12, over 5, 23, on

ma, nT,

72D, paw, 123, ah mm,

pw, DIED פס um, סחר 6

account of Ezr. 4,15, or same as by to,

by is unto Dan. 7,16, against 3,29, or dative

used in this sense. 9 against, adversus,
contra; upon a thing, 002688 16, 12;
Ez. 5,8; Jo 16, 4; therefore after” DIP,
man, בבס aun be. gg) towards, in a
friendly sense 1 Sam. 20,8. hh) in the
meaning of דע Ps. 19,7, where 18 mss.

have .דע — On TUR, by, aa
see SUR, Ba, כ - Closer ל
are: 1. לעפ according as, sicut, secun-

;4,24 vhs see 4; 27-9 see 534.

על.fed(  עלאiio  על.II =‚עלאL)
Aram. m. same as Hebr. למ the height,
the upper; but commonly as a prepos,
only with 72 following above, over, Dan.

,6 ;3 comp. "by.
by (and diyNum. 19, 2; .מט
3;
Jer. 5, 5; with suf. Spy, 029; from

dum, Is. 63, 7 according to all that Je- boy L) masc. prop. & penta Taller: like
hovah has chewed us, i. 6. corresponding thing, specially a yoke, i. e. the round,
to it; its place supplied in the last bent cross-wood put on the neck of
member by a simple > 2 Cur. 32, 19 animals and fastened to the pole, so
as against the gods; 33... 593 accord- that the yoke is drawn and carried at
ing to... so, 59, 18 according to their the same time; hence Diva wr to draw
evil deeds (which’ the Babylonians did the yoke Daur. 21, 3, ' by"by mb¥ to
to the Israelites) will he repay. — 2. לע put the yoke upon, 3 yoke Non. 19, 2;
a) from upon, from above, according to 1 Sam. 6,7; along with 21 rope, halter
Hos. 11, 4, figur. servitude, dependence,
the different meanings of .לע So 6

92 5b? Gen. 24, 64 and 1 Sam.

8 to oppression,

in which

sense are used

fall down from, because NOD by, לע

5192 by Deur. 28, 48, 335 59 1 Kinas

&e. Hanes after verbs meaning to give

 עלım Jar. 98,14, yap 1 Kınas

Is. 9, 3. "Putting it on,
braun iis said by antithesis; and so after 12,11, "bab
with it, are called "b>
ZN 2 Sam. 11, 20, אָשנ Ex.1,19, vor and מ
Grn. 48, 17, nib 40,19, nba ג 7,11  עלNum. 19, 2, לע  סימה2 Cur. 10, 11,
way, to go away, to pull down, to put 12, 10, Dy mon 12, 4; breaking and
off, to remove (what is hard), to flee, casting it away are ban Is. 10, 27, saw
Juvexs 16,19 20; Gen. 13,11; 38, 14; Jer. 5, 5, byn pop Gen. 27, 40.
41, 42; Is. 20, 2; ‘Dave, 8, 4 ee לע metaphorical applications are:

Other
severe

עלא
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chastisement, heavy fate LAmenrt. 3,27; a
aby (out of Pihel) adj. m. stuttering,
burden, of o»yWa» 1,14. לע ninin Lav. stammering, speaking foolishly, then a
26, 13 the staves of the yoke, i. e. the substant. Is. 32,4; opposite ne.
crooked wood, for which לע or המומ

alone ood elsewhere (Jur. 28, 10).
Arab. 4 the same.
Roy see .הל

nby I. (part. 129, maiy, pl. bibs,
fem.  להplur. nid; Inf, absol. ny,
constr. “nidy,, riby; imper. 112%; fut.
 ינלהapoc. by) intrans. 1. to 0 high,
above, aloft, to be elevated, raised high,

 עלַאsee על.

as the nouns ,לע , לa3, a9, 372,

np (by with Aram. definit.; a burden) m. p- m. 1 Cur. 7, 39.
nby I. (not used) Aram. intr. same

my &e. shew; hence Prov. 36, 9 is
raisedin the hand; then to lie high, above,
of ©} Jos5, 26, i. e. a threshing-floor
which was always on a height; to be or

as Hebr. may I. Deriv. jiy5y, doubt- lie over a thing, as הָכְרַא over a wound

ful "9, תיל לע, לעwhich may be from

523, ins אלע 1
 אלעII.

used) Aram. intr. same

Jur. 8, 22; to be over, eg. “iva over
 ִָּיםand ns, Ez. 37,8; to be “above,
over a thing, of a garment; to be cover-

as Hebr. may IL. Deriv. spy, pl. 1109. ed, with לע of the person Luv. 19, 19;
apy fut used) intr. to be ashamed, comp. Arab. Ne altus, elatus fuit. —
prop. to become white, to turn pale, from
shame, proceeding from the fundamental
signification “to shine, to lighten”, con-

seq. transposed from 322, Targ. 29,

2. to go to a height, to ascend, to go up,
opposite דריגhence to shoot up, to shoot

forth, of ו

to sprout, to grow GEN.

40, 10; 41, 99; Deur. 29, 22; Am.7,1;

to ‘shoot out, of a horn Dan. 8 3; to
Arab. ove and identical mount up, advance, of a thunder-storm,
with the organic root in בלדה IL, 7-29, of God in thunder Jos 36, 33 comp.
Greek «Ay, Lat.alb, alp &e.;; comp. HO>, Has. 3, 16; to spring up, of the wind
Hos. 13, 15; to rise, of flame JupGEs
mn, wis. The Ar. wur to be strong, 13, 20; to ascend, to mount up, of smoke
belongs to another group. Deriv. ji). Gen. 19, 28; to rise, of vapour 2, 6.
yiady (not used; from 23¥) m. bright- — 3. to go or come up, ascendere, with
Syr. SS,

a clearness, an epithet of God, only ya of the place whence 088. 4, 17,
Sona or Sox. 4, 2, and with לע 14,
14, by Ex. 24, 13, > Is. 22,1, a of the
place “whither Ps. 24, 3; salden absol.
Gen. 44, 17; with לא of the person to
see) 8, 33 and 1 Sam. 9, 1. One may whom Ex. 19, 3. In particular it is apalso look upon i329 as arising from plied to going from a low to a higher
1799, but not (Ar. JE to be strong) region, as from Egypt to Canaan Gen.
13,1, Ex.1,10; from Assyria 2 Kınas
meaning strength = לא
17, 3, Is. 36, 1, Babylonia 2 Kınas 24,

in the proper name 'עדיבַא (Ad is splendour, clearness, i. e. majesty) 2 Sam. 23,
31, for which 1 Cur. 11, 32 has DER,
interehangen elsewhere with "3 (which

aby (not used) intr. transposed from
( גלwhich see) like 239 out of a,
to stammer,

stutter,

to “speak unintel-

1, Nur. 7, 6, or from other countries
to Palestine Hos. 1, 11; Zecn. 14, 16;

the reverse being denoted by דרי (which

8,9 does by stand
liyibly, foolishly, thoughtlessly; the special see); only in 1108.
mo iKines
(comp.
Assyria
to
development of the idea being given for going
‘(which isi
desert
a
into
going
Of
4).
17,
under a>. Arab.
to speak in a
foreign tongue,
a strange tongue.

one that speaks in
Derivative

always higher) Josu. 16, 1; 05

of pilgrimages

18;

or processions to holy

places (usually higher) Dur. 17, 8;
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Jupass 20, 3; 1 Sam.1,3; of going up

nby

away, of a cloud Num. 9, 17, of an army

to a place of judgment Num. 16, 12, Jur. 37,5; with ya of the place, to go
Jupess 4, 5, Ruts 4, 1, or to a king away from Nom. 16, 24. On the other
Gen. 46, 31, or generally to a higher one hand "97 Ez. 36, 3 belongs to 739 II.
46, 29; to ascend, with accusat. 2>¥79 = boy I.to go into.
Gen. 49,4; superare, to overcome Pror.
Hif. may (once may Han. 1, 15,
21,22, hence’ לע MY to go up against one
or 0
in a military way, in order
to subdue Nau. 2, 2; Jo.1,6; 1 8
15,17; 20, 22; with accus. of ‘the place
Is.0 1 or 3 7, 3 with 2» to go before,

in order to heht Mic. 2,13; to overtop,
with לע Deur. 28, 43; oo 31, 29.
Figur. to ascend, of God Gen. 35, 13, to
overflow, of a river Is. 8,7, to rise, of a
storm Hos. 13, 15, of the dawn Gen.
19, 15, to spread upwards, of a stench
Jo. 2,20, to lead up, of a way JUDGES
20, 31, of a border Josn. 15,15, to
come forth from, of a lot Lev. 16, 9,
to mount up Ps. 18, 9, to increase 1 Kınas
22,35, to prance Jur. 46, 4; to mount, to
spring upon, of the gendering of animals
Gen. 31,10; to cry out Jer. 14, 2; to
reach, השר Jon. 1, 2; 32759 ’Y to come
up to mind Is. 65, 17; Jur. 3, 16; to
graze upon the surface, of a razor JupGES 16,17; to reach, of a number, i. e.
to result 1 Cur. 27, 24, hence in Talm.
to amount to. — These numerous senses
of 'ע have a point of support in the Ar.
Me to be high, elevated, to ascend; XS

3 fem. nos and הָתְלַלַה 1 Sam. 2, 19;

2 pers. muy, muy1, תילעה &e.; nn,
m2, plur. “pry; inf. absol. הלנה
constr. תולה fut. הלעי ,apoc. dyn,to
be ‘distinguished from Kal by the context) caus. to make go up or come up,
i. e. to lead or bring up, with accusat.

Josn. 2, 6, לֶא 1 Kınas 17,19, לע 20, 33
whither, with ya of the place whence
Ps. 30, 4; Ez. 29, 4; hence causat. of
Kal, to לק to feat, e. g. out of Egypt
into the desert or to Palestine Grn. 50,
24; Jupcss 6, 8; out of other lands to
Palestine Jer. 27,22; 39,2; 2 Cur. 36,
17; metaph. to lead on or un, an enemy,

with לע against Jer. 50, 9; 51, 27; a

troop Ez. 16, 40; 26, 3; % bring forth
19, 13 (comp. on Kal Gen. 49, 9); to
make rise, a flood Ez. 26, 3; to draw
up, fishes with a hook Has. 1,15; with
mm, to ruminate Lev. 11, 4, prop. to
bring up what is chewed; to bring, tribute
2 Kines 17, 4 (on Kal see Hos. 8, 9),
the giver being conceived of as ra
than the receiver; mimi 18. 57, 6;
to shoot forth, to grow up, to rise in put up, lights, i. e. to kindle them 2
value, to be priceworthy ; Syr. in Pa. 25, 37; 40, 4, but see 159II. Hif.;
to celebrate, to praise, to offer; Coptic impose, סמ 1 Kıxas 5,27; ‘toapply, הצר
are to ascend, tr. EA to lead up; as well
 פד30, 17, i. ©. to heal (comp. Kal
as in numerous analogies. But a closer
ibid.
8, 22); to put on, lay on, pw, with
examination shews, that an m» I.

ל
ע
of
the member An. 8, 10; “D2 Ez.
and an 79 III. in themselves and as
.
37,
6;
to bring upon one Devr. 38, 61;
stems to ו
nouns must proceed
from entirely different fundamental ele- to cause no remainder to be left, of asum,
i.e. to be sufficient, to be enough, to amount
ments; and therefore they

are separately adduced. Deriv. by, >? (a noun), to, with 59 1 Kinas 10,17; to put upon,
23, THEY, 5592, הלוע Abn, לע with לע 2 Cur. 3,5 14; to reduce, with
ומעל, למעלתprepos. 39;Mıapropes names yo 1 Kras 9, 21; 2 Chr.8,8; to bring
 לדA», yoy, הילל 5»; doubtful up, 3359 into the mind Ez. 14, 3; comp.
in Jur. 7, 31 and 19, 5 the noun-ex לה2 "by, הל may.
pression for it m תלכמ Ez.11,5, and
"nf. Sbya (inf. constr. nm, fut. may 5759 20, 32 &e.ין 88 a causative
man) 1. to be high, ewalted, of God of Kal. Still farther: to make a prancing
Ps. 47, 10; with לע above others 97, 9. movement, i. e. to prance, of wap .אגא
—

2.0 lift up oneself, to rise up, to go

3, 3, like Kal Jur. 46,4.

Of frequent
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occurrence is the formula הלע  הללהto
nby IIL. (inf. constr. nib») tr. prop.
offer a burnt-offering Ley. 14, 20, with to turn,
 עלEx. 40, 29 or 2 of the place where circle; to wind, to make to move in a

Gen. 8,20, or with the accus. of that which
-one brings as a holocaust; הל 1 Sam.

hence 1.to handle, to practise, to
do often, to carry on, to treat, comp.

mop IL, לע .1 ( )ללעan (dam) 8.-- to
7,9 or M299 Gen. 22,2 heine put with it. drive
Here ma iis usually rendered offerre, wards, away, to roll away , to move onlike >a (553); hence nay תרלעל
to offer, ‘after the analogy of "372 ;הלה
dann Jos 36, 20 to drive away peoples
but as הלה only means to. sacrifice,
immediately (prop. in their place, i.e. on
to burn a whole offering Junges 13,19, the spot, comp. 40,12). — 3. to bring
2 Sam. 6,17, it is better to reckon it to home, to bring into the barn, to gather in,

may IL הלה Ps. 102, 25 belongs like wa Jos5,26. — 4. to make round or
 ה1 Jos 5,26 and Ay Ez. 36, 3 to circular; deriv. ,ילע 719, (pl. nidy).
הby II.
The idea of rolling, turning, moving
"Hof. may (for ays) to be offered, in a circle, making circular, passes into
as a holocaust, with by of the place

driving , rolling forward or away,

mo-

Jupazs 6, 28.
ving forward, gathering in; as may be
Hithp. Way (fut. .טקסס 239m) to lift seen from לג (953), > II. &e., and as
up oneself, to be elated, with ‘3 with a has been copiously treated under לע
thing Jer. 51, 3. Others derive it from (bby) 1
Nif. M232 (fut. 7991, 2 pl. m. 99H =
»n= 5
to stretch, to be extended
199m)
1.to move forward, of an army,
on “high; see DIN.
with 297 of place Jur. 37, 5 11 and they

nby IL. (fut. 799%)
intr. 1. same as marched away from Jerusalem. — 2. with
war

mp toglow, burn, of sacrifices; to blaze,  עלto enter into a thing, to come into, Ez.
of amb Jupezs 13, 20; figur. of ףא Ps. 36, 3 and ye enter into the speech of the
78, ai 31, marı 2 Sam. 11, 20; identical tongue and into the prattle of the people,
in its organic root לע-ה with לק (to i.e. ye come into their talk. ‘pp there

dan), לע 11. (to Day), לכ1. (to ָּליִל2), is = 1737 and yw) =") da. The dewhich see. As verbs having this primi- rivation from my I. is less suitable.
tive idea frequently pass into the meaning to lighten, to glitter, to shine, to
blossom, to sprout, to grow, so significations 2. to sprout, to grow, of 122 Gen.
40,10, םיִלָּבַש 41, 22, avy Deovr. 29,
22, win, סדה Is. 55, 13, wpb Am. 7, 1,

Hif.  הַעְלָהto drive away, to bring away;
hence to"destroy, to snatch away PsauM
102, 25.

( הלconstr. ,357 with suff. 9727;
pl. pry, constr.“ ול from my. which
see) m. prop. a sprout, usually a leaf of

nn} “18 is. 5, 6, no 34, 13, םינשמק 123 Is. 34, 4, mann Gen. 3,7, nm 8,11,
Prov. 24,"31, metaphor. IM. Dax. 8,3, yau-yy Neu. ,8 ,15  סדהand 2 ibid.;

and 3. to lighter to shine, of a Gun.
19,15, may belong here, and “not to
mby I. Deriv. 59, הלל
"Hf.  הלקהa ( הנלהfut.  (רעלהcaus.

comp. "23, 72, mp "of like meaning.
Asa thing sproutingַרָּפ . Prov. 11, 28,

to make burn; hence to kindle, set fire 2

ning Ex. 25, 37; 40, 4; Num. 8, 3;

,13 .25 The forms ey Is. 27, 3 and
Jer. 11,16, 29 Ez. ,17,7  רילָעמהProv.

offering Lav. 14, 20; to sacrifice, without

,14 14 are incorrectly "referred to this

consume, הלל ii.e. to offera whole ER

dai Jur. 8, 13, 4239 17, 8 are applied
to it.

am va leaf driven about Jos

 להwith 5 of the person 13,19, or with head.
may and x59 (not used) adj. 6.
 לפנ הר2 .maS .71,6 tuB eht gnidnetxe
as 192 one elevated, high, only in
same
of this meaning to Hif. and Hof. is still
name MN, 89”, which see.
the
proper
questionable.
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mbp (from לכ 1. Aram. to roll, to turn, Ar. 5
but perhaps cognate here
with Dox to be strong. On Ps. 90, 8
as Hebr. a9, 553; hence a circumstance, see Baby,

to wind) Aram. f. prop. a turning, same
concern,

occasion, pretext , a

Day.

br )(aHigh, Sublime one, of El, con-

6, 5 6; Syr. WSS, Arab. ike = Hebr.

seq.= יל n. p.m. of an Idumean Gen.
matin.
36, 23, for which 1 Curoy. 1, 40 has
 עלֶהand M42 (constr. ,תל with be.
mprbp (from קלע after the form
suff. nbd, any; plur. 499, nib) fem.
1. (from mar IL) a whole burnt--offering, roy) fem. prop. abstract @ sucking, a
i. e. a sacrifice to be entirely consumed,

swallowing , a greedy sort of drinking,

öAöxavoror (Philo, Vulg.), as Jerome (on especially of blood, concer. a blood-suckEz.ch.45) explains it “quod totum sa- ing monster, a figure of insatiableness
cro igne consumitur”; described in Lev. and greediness, like the vampire Prov.
1, 3-17; 6, 9-13. To bring an Mb» is 30,15 (comp. Targ. on Ps. 12,9); percalled הלה or 'ע mipy Lev. 5,10; Jup- haps a leech, as the LXX, Vulg., Kimchi
aes 13, 16; Ez. 45, 93. It is put with take it, the Aram. Np>y, Nprdy,, LASS,
mat Ex. 18, 12, Nun. 15, 3, Axon Ps. ‘pads, Ar. xäle ara fensame mean-

40,2 now Ex. 46,12 asa peculiar kind
of sacrifice. —

2. (a contracted

form

from 71779 which is from לרע(perversity,

wickedness, Is. 61, 8; Ps. 58, ‚3; 64, 7;

ing. Also a female demon or ghostly
being inhabiting deserts, which sucks
out human blood, belonging to the old

Jos 5,16; see הלוע 1.—3. from nby 5 Semitic mythology like the Ar. 5
Bye; conseq. a kind of ghoul. The
 עולה2.
Sanskrit galukd has an accidental alli" להa( erar ,noitamrof morf  לה11. teration with it..
only iin pl. mip») fem. prop. something
miby see My.
a step, an ascent Ezer. 40, 26 42, see

rounded, round-shaped; hence a vessel,
for sacrificial use, coupled with ni23

iby (inf. constr. דל ;imp. "15% and
 עלזףin 2 different forms; fut. לע and
2 Cur. .41,42 Seeלי .
ay (from Nd», II. , only in
i pl. 4729) roy) intr. same as Da», yey prop. to be

Aram. f. same as ‘Hebr. my 1. a whole
burnt-offering
zr. 6, 9, "in the Targ.

also אל ,def. nmby.
mop fem. 1, ל

from ma

(from $y) perversity , unrighteousness,

in lively , restless motion: hence to leap

up, to leap about, to hop about, and like
exsultare

to ezult,

to rejoice,

absol.

2 Sam. 1, 20; to give up oneself’ to exciting pleasure Is.23,12; in a good sense
Ps. 68,5; with 2 of the person or thing

of El; from 59 I) n.p.of an Edomite

in which one rejoices Has. 3, 18; Ps.
60, 8; a stronger form of expressing the

40; 1 Cur. 1, 51 K’ri, where the K’tib

yea, exult; then to make a noise, of the

Hos. 10,9, — 2. (Majesty, Sublimity, viz.
tribe לה an Edomite locality Gun. 36,

hag my.

Dad

(from םֶל after the

idea in rap JeR.50,11 yea, rejoice now,
drunken 51,39, of the merry 15,17; to
be petulant, wanton Ps. 94,8. From this

form
application there results for the funda זקָנִים בְתוּליםhtiw.ffus“ לומיף,
 (דמיו עmental signification to _be moved in a

m. "pl."youth, youthful time, youthful age,
of the Israelite people Is. 54,4, spoken

lively manner, Arab. „As to be excited,
of the time in Egypt; of an individual, restless, yads to spring, vals to be
fully רמי ' Psaum 89,46; Jos 33, 25; disquieted; 602806. not applied to a joyyouthful vigour, youthful ira 20, 11 ful shout, = 102600 (Gesen.), and not
.(Targ., LXX, Pesh.);. Targumic rab, = mt to lighten, to shine (Cone. 8. v.),

עלז
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עליון

but like .לג The organic root זק fem. 1. an upper room, loft, over a gate
עלס, ve? lies also in ץל L (which see). 2 Sam. 19,1, on the flat roof of a house
Deriv. mr.

or palace 2 Kınas 23,12, sometimes with

carelessly, to be seized with a joyous restlessness, of the noise of a city; to rejoice
petulantly, of the drunken; to be wanton,

11, built for luxurious ease Jr. 22,13
14, or for cooling Jupaus 3,20; to which
one got by a 17707 ib. 3, 23; of the
upper chambers of the temple between
the upper covering of the "24 and the
roof 1 Cur. 28,11; 2 Car. 3, 9; fig. the
upper chambers or rooms of God, i.e.
a ecuch of clouds Ps. 104, 8 13, for

Pih. Ty (not used) to make a noise windows and walls 2 Kınas 1, 2; 4,10

of those eager for fight. ‘Deriv. my.
3

m. one rejoicing noisily Is. 5,14.

nby (not used) intrans. to be veiled,
wrapped, covered; metaphor. a) to conceal, to cover, to keep secret; b) to be which Am. 9, 6 has M37; as vice versa

obscure, dark; the verbs >px (Ar. hic

759, in signif. 2. sends for M9972. —

damental signification.

5

to be covered), bef to be concealed, ,בע 2."ascent, stairs, way up 2 Cur. 9,4, for
ur &e. proceeding from the same Tun which 1 Kınas 10, 5 has .הלל Arab.

Ar. laté to be

dense; transp. (es to be obscure. The
organic root H2-¥ lies also in טל I,

abe the same.

windy (from 59 I.) adj. m., many
(pl. ni”) א 1. of"place: uppermost, of

ums IL, ond, bY, דמה -  טל1  סלGen. 40, 17, upper, of "28 8

Deriv.
moby, f. darkness, Gen. 15, 17; Ez.
12, 7 12.
by (out of a2 and this from

m” הללו Jah is Highness) n. p.m. 1 Sam.

15, 35, Tee, 20, 2, Ez. 9, 2, rn JER.
36,10, 7573 2 Kinas 18, 17, of Bethhoron Joss. 16,5, mau) Hz. 42,5; opposite to jinrm and an; metsphor, of
dignity and rank: elevated, renowned,

of the temple 1 Kınas 9, 8, eminent, of
by (after the form “2, from הל IIT.) persons, with לע Dur. 26,19; 28,1; an

1, 3, אא HM.

m. prop. a round, round-rolled_ "thing;

hence a pestle Prov. 27,22; comp. 2»

(pl. (תילע

"by (out of the Pa. of אל I. =Hebr.

adverb: loudly, after רז Ps. 7,18; 9, 3;
92, 2; high, great, dignified, alter pip
87,5. — 2. a subst. the Highest, the High,

theExalted, an apposition to > Gun. 14,
18, יי Ps. 7,18, םיהלַא 57, 3, and still

a, or from bay=אל def. myby, in oftener וי alone for God Nun. 24,16,
K'tib constantly after “the Syriac man עשפ32, 8, especially in the Pralma
ner 8°59, in Targ. pl. PREY, fem. ANP, 9, 3; 18, 14 86. Phenician Py “Eloy
def. 8759) Aram. adj. m. high, highest, (Sanch. p. 24) and y>>, plur. םנלע and
uppermost, elevated; hence ">¥ Md, def.
fem. plur. תנלע (Plaut. Poen.), besides
mye y NITON K’ri Dam. 3, 26 32; "5,18
Monum.) the same, ofmale
sy (Gesen.]
21 = Hebr. ‘yoy dy, for which Hoyby and
female gods, whence many proper
(which see) was used in the Moabitish

with the one form or other, e. g.
dialect; subst. Highest= God 4, 21 22 names
Yayıın, Megalius (Augustin), P2274,
29 31; 7, 25.
Givalfus (Acta ₪8866.( ןיִלָע ( "גMoreell.
by (out of Pih. of may I., or from Africa christ.), 7799”73, Gadalius (Harbby = moy L) adj. m., תיל tof nin>y) duin, Acta cone.), 0252-739, Abd-Alo9 upper, "above, of a eistern Josn. 15, nymus (Justin) 6. &e.
19; Jupezs 1, 15; opposite 'nrın.
yndy (only pl. pany; from אלע I}
aby see הול
Aram. pl. same as Hebr. ur} ofGod,
the most High, Dan. 7,18 22 25 27 the
( הילעernst. ny, with suf.לית 
of the most High, i.e. the Israelites
saints
pl. תילוwith suf.DER from "3 1(

poy
(comp. Ex. 19,6).
& קדשיםe.
-

bby
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The pl. is used like

( תּוציִלשfrom YR») f. joy, 61/0
Has. 3, 14.

hy (plur. BI”, constr. =) adj. m.,
mp (fem. of the mase. "59, from
by f. noisy, stirring, of cities Is. 22,  עלאI. or from ללע =  אלע₪ Aram. f.
2;; ZEPR. 2,15, along with 1197; of the same as Hebr. mn לעan upper room, loft,
denken Is.24,8; 7182 'ע 13,8 a haughty Dan. 6, 11.

petulant one. See לש ‘Pih.

bby (constr. 5°53, from b5y IL.) m.
a crucible, of a worker in metal, Ps. 12,
7 silver purified in a crucible of earth,
i.e. which is in the earth; in Targ.
translated by ">, from "> II. to glow,
to burn (which see),and cognate iin sense

with 1822, from Wad to glow, to burn.
A comparison of it with >» (Joseph.,
Kimchi), with "92 (de Wette), or as =

Talmudic לילעב manifesto (Rashi), or a
workshop (Rosenmüller), or lastly as =

bby I. (Kal not used) tr. prop. same
as 353 to roll, to turn, to move in a circle,
to make circular or round; hence 1. to
wrap round about, the head (see Pih.),
to encircle,

to enclose,

to surround,

an

enemy, cognate in sense with ,ףיקה בב

to make round, roller-shaped (see >¥). —
2. Metaphor. to act, do, carry on, to
perform, not applied to working off,

forming or doing a thing at once (my),
but to constant, repeated turning ‘and
moving

about in work or action ; the

( בְּהַעַלִילCone. 8. v.) is opposed to the same metaphor happening in "9° IL,
context and to etymology.
5531. SeePih., Puh. and Hithp.I. Deriv.

הָלי
( לעpl. nib»by,, with suff pnib-,

-

 ליה1 and 2, ילילע Mabıby, Yay 1,

22% L) fem. prop. busy working; ליל

hence ‘1. deed, doing, work, especially
of the wonderful and gracious deeds of
God Ps. 9, 12; 103, 7; Is. 12, 4; N
'y Ps.66,5 astonishing i
in ייל deeds,

with לע over, i. 6 -

4

ְִילִים

— .3 .giF )a ot od -er

peatedly, constantly, continuously, to exercise often, proceeding from the fundamental signification to turn, to roll, this
idea being still farther developed and

acting strengthened in the case of 55> I. and
m>> IL; used of the gleaning in a

nopu ro ,rev=
o עשה
nexion ,66 .3 — 0 ni a dab :esnes na
evil, sinful deed, of men; defined by
mn .HPEZ 3,7,  ילבו הַתַעיב1,41
(therefore ,53 2 -  לועinstead), or in
some other way by the context Zern.
;3,11 Ps.141,4; Ez. 24,14 &e. &e. Si-
milarly השעמ and man. On 1 84: 2,

gather in, to bring into the barn; or
intr. enter, comp. DDR, Aram. ללע I. and

occasions for speech Deut. 23° 14 17,

with that of turning, moving forward, as

mordy (from ילילע( fem. deed, Jur.
,32 19 and mighty in deed.

horn (i. 6. my head, Rn for ישאר Ps.
75,5 11) in the ieee; to ‘encircle, enclose,

vineyard, of the after struggle succeed-

ing a first slaughter. Derivat. nibbiy.
b) Like 230 to effect, to occasion, proceeding from the idea of turning. Deriv.

7992, 3, comp. Aram. my. —

4. to

3 see jom. “Comp. ללעממ ,1 Syn. —הל =  IIL (which see). The fundamental
.3 same as Aram. my ויש motive, signification to turn in, go in, enter, or
like 7120; cause, occasion, peasy mio, tr. to gather or bring in, is connected

 ערDW; conseq. from SL
may be still seen from M38, 229 6.
Pih. 5259 (fut. 92499) 1 to roll, to
 ילילעadj. m. ,  חלילf. seeלליה .
roll about, Jos 16, 15 and I rolled my

prbrby (from 559 1-( m. pl. same as surround, to beset in a hostile manner,
 הֶליְלל.2 an evil, sinful deed Zucu. 1, 4 with accus. of the object and 3 of the
K'tib, which should be readמעליליכס - place Jupaus 20, 45, to which the idea
of destroying is to be supplied from
bp see 79.
Don yw 20, 42. — 2. to do, to accom-

עלל
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plish, to act often and repeatedly, espe-

cially in evil, with 5 of the person LaMENT. 1, 22; 2,20; hence 3,51 mine eye
does evil to me (dar) =), i. e. vexes
me, pains me, viz. from weeping. —

עלם

.

n>>¥, part. pl. P22, K'tib 17957) Aram.
tr. ‘prop. same as Hebr. >27 (which see),
to roll, to turn, to turn in a circle; but
in use 1. to accomplish, occasion, like

the Hebr. 230, 553, deriv. my (which
see). — 2. to enter, to go into, a royal
ipa Jer. 6, 9; also hall Dan. 2, 16 24; 4, 4; 5, 8 10;
of

3. to glean, a vineyard, with accus., as

072 Lev. 19,10,
absol. Devt. 24,21; to overpower theremnant, to destroy what is behind Jur. 6,9.

Pu.  ערלto be done, practised es!
1, a

the sun, to go down, =xia; Arab. 5

the same. Deriv. byn.
Af. 29373 (with n inserted instead of

Hif. 2°29" (only inf. 6. 592 ='עָהְּב a reduplication, imp. >37, inf. TIT
Ps. 12, 7) to inflict‘punishment, to do evil, Dan. 5, 7 and M2927 4, 3) caus. to bring
in, with accus. Dan. 2, 24, or > of the
with 5 (Cone. s. v.); but see 5">3.
Hithp. I. Son (fut. לעת ) 1. to person 2, 25. war 2, 24 is irregular,
practise repeatedly , to do fully, to carry retaining no trace of reduplication.
Hof. ( העלafter the Hebrew manner)
out, with 2 of the person upon whom
Ex. 10, 2. — 2. to work about upon one, to be introduced Dan. 5, 18 15.
to execute i. e. to maltreat him; to cool
bby II. (not used) Aram. intr. same
one's spirit upon one Junges 19, 25;
1Sam. 31,4; Jer. 38,19. Both mean- as אלע I. Deriv. ,לע תיל
ings proceed from the fundamental signimiss» (c. mibby, from doy 1( f. pl.
fication to do repeatedly, continously.
gleanings, in corn Is.17,6 or vines 24,

Hithp. 11. 5359m% to employ oneself 13, what follows ריִצָּב Jupazs 8, 2;
repeatedly, i. e. to do, הָליִלע
4 a figure of a scanty remnant generally
The verb לע (23) I. is closely con- Jer. 49, 9; OB. 5; metaphor. gleaningnected in its organic root with לג (553), time, Mic. 7, 1 as gleaning-time in the
53 IL, >;

%,

harvest.

on, ל a

als, dr IL, sp IL, bol &c.; and
the development of the numerous senses
from the fundamental conception is sufficiently clear by their comparison from

one another.

a vineyard,

The Arab. de to glean

to drink repeatedly,

to

mi” seems to have originated

from Mm; as in nina, nian.
ndy I. (Kal not used) tr. to enwrap,
veil, metaphor. to hide, conceal, to remove
to an obscure or remote time; ident, with

p23 IL, 129 86. in fundamental signification.

Deriv. םימלע , poiy, Dia,

effect, to occasion &c. admits of the תצלמה, the proper names 7mb3, maby,
same development of the original con- uncertain nmby, ninby. סלעי belongs
to .לע
ception.
Nif. 059) (part. m. 0592, pl. םינלעב
bby II.

(not used)

intr.

same

as

as a noun, שמ (ְִ| הָמְלto be concealed,

ber) IT. to glow, to burn, comp. >2p to veiled, covered, unknown, with jn of a
the noun Dep, TOR, and moby IL. to person Lev. 5, 2, or followed by >) nn
 עלקה6. Deriv. Say,
4,13, part.0593 Ecor. 12,14 subst. some"bby III. (not used) intr. same as thing hidden, ca concealed action, where לע
stands for5; to be concealed= to hide
3 1. Deriv. (perhaps) יל
oneself Nau. 3, 11 i. e. to consign one-

bY IV. (not used) intr. same as by self to non-observation, comp. Is. 47, 5.

Deriv. 5337 2, bbivn, 9292 Ps. 26, 4 hidden men, i. e. cunning ones.
שיל, 5559 (perhaps), לול
Pih. 033 (not used) to hide much. Deriv.
by)
I. (3 p. perf. לכ fem. ,תחפש K’tib the proper name rape.
67
Oy) which see.
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Hif. 2°29 (more rarely םילעה ,fut. parate, metaphor. as in 12, Dan, "pm,
an, part. (םיִלְעַמ to hide, with ya of to be judicious, acute, intelligent; Ar.
„A
the person 2 Kınas 4, 27; ny ‘9 to the same; hence to know, to understand;
turn away the eyes, with ומof the thing ident. in its organic root

and funda-

Hz. 22, 26, or of the person Is. 1, 15, mental signification with 525 (to divide,
Lev. 20,A, i. e, not to observe; seldom separate &c.). Deriv. pbs.
without ya Prov. 28, 27, or without
Diy Ps. 10, 1; וזִא  ץָחto turn away
the ear, i.e. noe: to hear Lament. 3, 56;

DDD (def. x3b9, pl. rie, def. אמל

from pby) Aram, m. same as Hebr. ai
 עצהmoby 708 42, 3 to mistuhe, dhe the distant future, later time, of 15312 Dan.
(divine) counsel, comp. הצל run 38, 8, 33, iow 4,31; time past Ezr. 4, 15;
2 and ey

= 25h 28, 12.

The pas-

generally = aio,

N27 1) אלע ומ

sage 1 Sam. 12, 8 ja ory םיִלָעֶאְו 5 Dan. 2,20 = Hebrew -םללפ 127 ְםֶלושמ
 לְעָלְמין2, 4 = Hebrew. ,"םלעל so also
difficult, since die construction with a
is not natural; the LXX, therefore, read

 ְעְלְמַיָא9 44.

"aby (from bbYIH.) m. understanding,
6
apprehension (of. the divine
Hithp. ‘hymn (fut. “m, ap. (ִ"םֶלַעְת operations); hence 'ִּפ 253 029 yn2 Ec-

m

015337 ה

 יִתְחְקְלTa);

éomp. "Am. 0 6; 8, 6.

to hide or conceal oneself, to turn away,

CLES. 3,11 to put understanding :into the

with 73 of the person or thing’ Deur.

heart, like ‘paba aan jn? Ex. 36, 2,

22, 134; Is. 58, 7; Ps. 55, 2. The

and

so

it is unnecessary to read bby

construction with לע"Jor 6, 16 is pe- = Ar. ple. In Ben-Sira 6, 22 capi
culiar, where the translation is not alto- yoo nate To dvoua 00700 &e. it is congether appropriate: coming down upon jectured that wisdom
them (the snow) hides itself in them (the the Hebrew text by

was expressed in

025; which word

streams). It might be better to read any
might be put by the side of by to
apw-nbm (Hithp. from pom, whence cover, to conceal (Eichhorn).
,
-bbym) the snow rises like a hill| upon them.
aby (in pause >>; from סלעIL)m.
nby IL. (not used) intr, same as לע a youth 18am.20, 22, ‘for which in 20, 21
( )לעto be moistened, to suck, to ale" 22, in 20, 35 en רענ stand, prop. a
metaphor. to be young, juicy, conseq. as

strong one; Ar. es, peers Maltese
,224% Deva, לללע which denote youth; so hlym, Syr.FAR the same, whence.
the derivatives of by, viz. day, DY,

we have here סלע ,7339 brady. Thus denom. xaSszf, Targ. bby for Hebrew:
the stem םֶלָע would "be an ‘enlargment m.
of $y. But we might also adopt for the לע Aram. n. p. same as Hebr.ילט 
fundamental signification to be stout, hence theו 
pl. NR Hlamites
firm, strong, = DR, Dar L, Targ. Dox, Ezr. 4, 9.

poy, Ar. pho, so that "youth would be

named from invigoration or strenghten-
ing, in favour of which is also the use

maby (pl. ninby, from phy IL). /
amarriageable, ripe maiden (Aq, "Symm.;

of םימזלע 208 ,20 ,11 rendered by the Theod.), either unmarried Gen. 24, 43,'
Ex. 2,8, Sona or Sot. 6, 8, striking the
Targ. Sn (vigour). Ar, „Ä& the same. timbrels on solemn processions Ps. 68, 26,

On the "other hand, the meaning “to (elsewhere D°82 Ex. 15, 20; 2 Sam. i,
feel the sexual desire, to be hot,” is 5), or in sexual intercourse with a man

nothing but secondary. Comp. the Syr. Prov. 30, 19, comp. 30, 20; hence ap-;
SSL to become marriageable.
plied to a pregnant and bearing mother;
Isaiah’s wife (Kimchi) Is. 7, 14° (comp.
“DY III. (not used) ir. to divide, se- M733 8,3), consey. diferent from mibana

עלמון
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(In Gandch); Phenic. N22 a maiden
(Jerome), Arab. ME, "Tare. אָמְִמַלָע
It should not, therefore, be translated
panos with the LXX (on Is. 7, 4).

Day (fut. 0527) intr. same as 129,
V2%) prop. to hop or leap about; henee
to ezult, to rejoice, to be Joyful, absol.

Jo 20,18. Deriv. סילע in DDH.
Yindy (from Day L; hiding-place, hidNif. bye (fem. in pause 0532)
ל
to

den corner) n. p. 1 of a city in Benjamin Josu. 21,18, for which 1 Car. 6,45

has M23, now Almuth near ‘Anita (Robins., New Bibl. Res. p. 376). — 2. ofa
station of the Israelites in the Sinaitic

desert, more exactly defined by "7270227
Nom. 33, 46, perhaps iin the vicinity of

carry oneself joyfully,

to wave joyfully,

of the ostrich Jos 39,13, referring to
22.

" Hithp. Dey

(fut. ('ַעָתְר to rejoice,

with 3 at Prov. 7, 18.
yoy (Kal unused) intr. to suck up,

to sip up, arising from על according
to some; but see לע Pih. *
Pih. Boy (fut. 93) arising from the
mindy n. p. of a musical choir, dwell- reduplicated Spby. See day Pih. II.
ing perhaps in na», over whom was
yD (pl. Te Aram. f. same as
placed a 2m (Getter) Psaum 46, 1.
Hebr. poy a rib. The LXX render
Beth- Diblathaim in
i the plain of Moab

(Jur. 48, 22).

mez (1 Cur. 15, 21) and n2n are always construed with לע of the corps.

both by "ahevgoy. Dan. 7,5 and it (the
slain beast) had three ribs in its mouth,

See nina, תְּליִחְנ  תלחמוPOT, 78 symbolising the three cities Nineveh,
my. The expression mop "235 there Mispila and Larissa, which were deis connected with the following ריש and

was a peculiar inscription, as in Ps. 48.

In the same manner ninyy-by םיִלָבְנְּב

stroyed by the Medes (Xenoph. Exp.
Cyr. 3,4, 7 8 10; Herod. 1,106). See x.

( ףלעKal not used) tr. to wrap up,
) (לְנְצֶח1088. 15, 20 is to be understood
to ‘veil, to cover; metaphor. a) to conceal,
with harps over the corps “Alamoth (to to hides b) to pine, to be exhausted, like
direct it; 1235 to be supplied, as it ,209 TY, Hy &e. which are metaphor.
stands in
i 15, 21).

applied in a similar way; Ar. Like (to

mindy (from p29 I.) f. eternity, and

hide) the same, whence AA theca.
as an adv. to eternity , for ever and ever
Pu. 229 to be covered over, Sone OF
Ps. 48, 15, as םימָלת  דעwip דע Is. Sou. 5, 14 covered with sapphires, i. e.
26, 4; 45, 17; hence the LXX eis rove with sapphire- or Dutch- -blue; to be
faint Is. 51, 20. Here. too is referred

aidvas, Vulg. in secula, which suits the

context. One ms. reads niny‘y. But
the Masora reads nım-by=nm-by and

understands “beyond death”, ‘an inter-

maby Ez. 31, 15, either as = "pb, so
that the pl. is Gonstrued with a fem.
sing. (comp. Ez. 32, 13; 35, 12; .כס

pretation proceeding from a mere doc-

21, 7), or as a farther "development of

po mya are connected , being the name
of a musical choir (see 72 8).

the Aram. = as a peculiar Pael-form

trinal view. — In jab nva~>y Ps. 9, 1 nby, so that כ would correspond to
(comp. “al to estrange, ams to re-

pads (from םלָע 1-, with suf. 127922) veal); or lastly 159 should be read,
may also
m. a secret thing , “referring to the pre- with by about one. Yet mB by
be
a
noun
(which
see).
ceding mi3hy, secret sins Ps. 90, 8, like
Hithp. ( הסְעלףfut. nern) to veil
nino. 19, 18 referring to TINY.

> maby (from oby 1. youthfulness,
וק

re 7 m. 1 One. 7,8; 8, 36.

maby see .למל

wrap or cover oneself Gen. 38, 14; metaphor. to faint, from heat Jon. 4, 8,
be,
or from thirst Am. 8, 13.

BD 22 (formed from the simple form
67*
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עם

\

, םָלְלlike , הָתְטִפ, הָקְפָאma) from wR ny Is. 62, 12; or םע alone 42,6,
,awn ,NDS 1  מbam כ i.e. the|genuine, pious and "good people;
m. a wrapping, veiling; hence fig. mourn- py-N> Deur. 32, 21 being=533 743; of
ing, as 7149 (which see); ’p-by 'y Ez. 31, the Canaanites Drur. 1, 28, the Eeyptians Gen. 42, 6, Moabites Tax. 48, 16
15 the mourning for one.
60 The plur. 222 commonly denotes
yoy (infin. constr. P99, fut. 7922) different peoples, separated by bounintr. same as 129 (which see) to leap, to daries Gen. 17, 16; Is. 2, 3; 10,13; but
spring, to exult, to rejoice; absol. Prov.

11, 10; 28, 12; usually with 2 of the
person Ps. 5, 12; 9, 3, in addition to
map; with מ  ינפלto shew joy before
one 68, 4; also of mischievous joy 25,
2, where 6 beside »arir (my aneviies)
stands pleonastically asin 27,2, and V2
is not construed with 9. Deriv. ָתּוציִל
pby (not used) intrans. to suck, to
swallow, to gulp, of blood-sucking animals; cognate in its organic root לע

also one people merely , consisting of

species, stems and families Grn. 17, 14.
Metaphor. a) the human family, the inhabitants of the earth, mankind, considered as one community Is. 40, 7; 42,

5 ="Wwa->3; b) persons, 1. 6. the noblest
part of the people Jos 12, 2, like the
Arab.

pact, 8-45,

hence ny By,

the richest people Ps. 45,13;

e) many

men, like the Arab. Pr English people
Nun. 21, 6, or persons of a definite class
Joupexs 3,18, 1 Sam. 9, 24, generally a
multiplicity of individuals Ps. 18, 28,

with ,קל j2. Deriv. הקול Another
עלק, which does not ‘appear in old like “13 Gen. 20, 4; d) the population,

Hebrew, signifies to adhere, like the Ar.
and ele; and some have in-

inhabitants, of a city GEn.19, 4; 47, 21;
2 Car. 32, 16; Lament. 1, 1; or of a
correctly derived p1>y, from that.
country 2 Kınas 11, 18-20; e) counDY (with the article טעה constr. DY, try-men, those of the same district
which is also put with conjunctive ac- Gen. 23,11; Lammnr. 2, 11 (see na and
cents; with suff. “ay, tay &e.; pl. ney, yu); f) a troop, of animals, ie a
number of animals of one kind living
poetically ahridged m» Ps. 144, 2,

2 Sam. 22, 44, for which in Ps. 18,44
the collective םע stands, and pay is

read by the LXX

and many mss.;;

constr. “19; besides the Aramaeising resolved form םיִמָמְנ Nex. 9, 22, comp.

together Prov. 30, 25 26, like "43; hence
Ps. 74, 14 pee) oy the troop of the

beasts of the desert 6 is here a sign of
the genitive), where it is not necessary

to read by for DY;

g) the mass of the

people, oppos. to nipyye (leaders) JupaEs
צְלָלִים,  מִכָכִיםmorf ,aj ,nppo segnuJ 5, 2, oppin 5, 9, ַםיִריִּד 5, 13; Arab.

5, 15 from ph; constr. any Neu. 9, 24,
with suff. 471292, Jupezs 5, 14; from ole populace; h) a warlike people, an

oy I.) m. (fem. Ex. 5, 16; Junans 18, host 5,18; i) in contrast with the rich and

7; masc. and fem. at the same time
Jar. 8, 5) prop. union, association, community, congregation, company; hence
1. a people, constituting a union by
common language and descent Esra. 1,
22; 3, 12; Nuu. 13, 24, or by relation-

ship Gen. 34, 16; as a collective construed with the plur, Ex. 5, 5; Jupazs

noble Mic. 6,12, therefore also by itself,
the populace, the lower people Ez. 7, 27;

comp. Talm. PST סע used of an individual who is uncultivated or ignorant;.

k) a tribe, plur. ‘29 the Israelite tribes
Lev. 21, 1; Hos. 10, 14; Gen. 49, 10;
Da kindred, family-stock 2 Kınas 4, 13;

hence the phrases ay-5y YON? = “by

2,4; Is.9,1; (mb 8) 1Sam. 2,23. So of Tniay, (see HON); 2379 m3

Gen.

the Israelite people as a whole SyYin: Dy 17, 24 to be rooted out of his ‘kindred,
2 Sam, 18,7, 4 oy Ex.15, 16, סיהלאַה by called elsewhere nam nia Lev. 17, 4;
Jupaus 20, 2, יי  תלחנby Devr. 4, 20, Arab. 5 uncle, relation. — 2. The use

עם
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of by (in united words ">, "Dy) is peculiarin personal names (see Deby above),
where according to the most.appropriate
acceptation of the nature of Hebr. proper
names, it can only be a name or surname of God, an epithet of him; and may
perhaps have properly signified uniter,

or with expressions of participation and
communion, as pr} (to divide with one)
Prov. 29, 24, nia nn» Deur. 5, 2,

gatherer,

can be easily supplied Gen. 13, 1; 21,

binder together, family-founder,

interchanging with 28, 28, ,לי חא
as it appears to be also identical with
ox (which see). So in ped, DPN,
DIP,

קמס

ova),

Dyavn,

0337, Dyn,

? קדס קנטmuS ,DNU

am, sata, דה

‘Sa

5 doubt-

fulin Dy, “39Y.
Dy (def. אמ may, def. pl. N27,
in Targ. pl. Pan», constr. 23, Syr.

pl. ןבמצב |from pay, 1) Aram, zn. Kama
as Hebr. Dy people, along with ax and

753 Dan. 3, 29; 7,14; of the mass of
the people, the community Ezx. 7, 16;

27 Num. 11, 17, by 538 Gen. 19, 32
&e. , to which by “37 Jos 15,11 also
belongs. Here also is to be put the use
of םע with 7, or where the latter
22; or with 325 18, 16, 598 1 Sam. 9,
24, שבי 21,10. — 9.0 conjunction and
preposition, forming the bond of connexion between two adjectives 1 Sam.
16, 12; 17,42, or substantives Nag. 3,
12, Sona or Sou. 4, 13 14, where it
may be translated by and or also, and
is actually interchangeable with 1. Also,
together with Gen. 18, 23 25, comparable
with 108 3,14 15; as (comparison) 21,
8; equally with Ps. 73,5; 120,4; in like
manner as 15008. 2, 16; just as 7,11,
99 as well as thee 108 40, 15, PINOy
as well as ships 9, 26. As a particle
of time waw-ny as long as the sun

of the heathen 7, 25; of Israel 5, 12.
oy (a shorter form for Dy from bay 1. (shines) Ps. 72,5, comp. Dan. 3, 33 and
Ovid amor. 1, 15, 16 cum sole et luna

with suff. my, 729, Ta, 123, 3

semper Aratus erit; hence with >w123

pe, bay kögeihor with טה
"for Ps. 143, 7, Um 88, 5. Expressing
“29 occurs also “Tay, see 123) masc. nearness , conseq. “at, spud, prope, ad
communion , union, ‘conjunction then a Gen. 25, 11; 35, 4; Jupens9, 6, 1293
particle, with, cum, avy, beside, by, ex- Gen. 24, 25 with us, i. e. in our houses
pressing independent accompaniment or fully‘g maroy 1 Cur. 13,14; Jos 27,
attachment to, and different from 2 (see 11 יבמ “wr what is with the Alp.173 seq.) and תֶא 11. (mg which see); mighty , i. e. his doings, his mode of
or and, as a sign ‘of coordination. It is action; 129 10, 13 (determined) with
applied, therefore, 1. as a prepos., with thee; 3
as א"ע in the view of God
verbs, 6. ₪. DY 12 to assist, to helpin com- 9, 2; Hos. 12, 1; referring to place,
mon with 1 Cur. 12, 21, DY pin to shew near ‘to, as ONIENTDY 2 Sam. 13, 23 near
oneself’ courageous with one, i. e. to prove to (the city of) Ephraim (see Drag 2),
oneself a helper to one; then בוס  הסidentical with Yizr in Judah “(SeOSH.
by Gen. 26, 29, Dy ער my 31, 29, 15, 23); before, in presence of, Joz 1, 12
by on muy 24, 12, by ביטי 32, 10, before the face; in, JoB 6, 4 for the
Dy mr Ps. 50, 18, Schere by is 0 in- arrows of the Almighty are in me (LXX
terchanged with 2, prop. to deal well, ill, 8 עtH oodpoti “ov 8020), for which Ps.
graciously, beneficently, kindly with, i. e. 38, 3 has "2 nm; in or with (referring
towards one. Here belongs ם with Dan) to the mind), Jos 9,35 for not so am I
Ps. 18, 24, 722 78, 37, pow 1 Kınas in myself, i. 6. not 0 disposed iin mind;
the mind of,
15, 14. In like manner with verbs of in the consciousness of, in
to me, ie.
present
11
50,
Ps.
"729
as
0733
as
with,
striving
fighting and
737", Ar.
parallel
2 Kines 13, 12, pax? Gen. 32, 26, =, in my consciousness,
forwhich
mind,
my
to
according
‚se
Junpazs 11,25, or ‘where a verb of that

bY
sort is to be supplied Ps. 55,19; 94, 16, later Hebrew has "25 DY or "239
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Devt. 8, 5; Ps. 77, 7; Eccuns. 1, 16;
among , between, inter, in medio, apud,

werd. (comp. German mit from Mitte),
as לָדָח 72> DY Is. 38, 11 among the in-

generations of men, i. e. for ever; by, as

nyoa=oy 7,2 by night.

Tey I- (inf. absol. "iay, constr. דלל

fut. a2) intrans. properly to be exPs. 120, 5 among or in themidst’ of the tended, to be set up, of a pillar; hence
kobitanie of the ל

TR

יִלָחֶא  הpy

tents of ‘Kedar; notwithstanding, arising
out of with (see ,לע 2), as My-By notwithstanding this Nen. 5, 18. — Con-

nected with ya in oy, removal and departure from a condition are denoted
by oy; hence after verbs of going
away, separating from Gen. 19, 14; 26,
16, of dismissing Dur. 15, 12; hence,
away from, with nouns, as Tae םעִמ
Ex. 21, 14 away from the altar; from
near Ex. 8, 8; out of the possession of,
out of the power of &c., after verbs of
receiving 2 Sam. 3,15, taking Gen. 31,
31, demanding Ex. 22, 13, buying 2 San.
24, 21; from, as Horn from God1Kınas

2, 33; Ps. 121, 2 &e.; away from. the
mind of, 1 Sam. 16, 14; according to the
mind, 7312 in a way proceeding from
thy mind Jos 34, 33, in the mind of
being expressed by DY 27, 11; away
from between, Gun. 48, 12 from bernieen

1. to stand upright (opposite to lie, sit;

to be leaning), applied to men

Gem,

24, 30, to animals 41, 3, to things Dvr.
31,15; with 2 Ps.1,1, or more fre-

quently לע upon Ha. 2,1, Jur. 6, 16,
Beas He 3’y generally to stand מא
2,1;

to place or set oneself, with N

1 Sam. 17,51, > 1 Kınas 20, 38, the accusat. Has. 3, 11 or 2 Ez. 22, 30 of a

person or thing whither, and by of place
where 1 Kınas 20, 38, including the
secondary idea of assisting, protecting,
defending, giving help; with by 2 Sam.-1,

9 and Esru. 8, 11 (see by)’ it is used
like by om Jon 19, 25 to appear or
stand up for, ‘elsewhere with DY to be
set over Num. 7, 2, or to stand upon,
confide ini Ez, 33, 26, for which לא 8

in 31, 14 and = לע W202 (Is. "48, 2);
followed by 'ִפ ‘ רנפלGun. 18,22 or "MR

'ִ פָנֶר פ1
8 ,21 6 ot diats erofeb ,eno
ina
‘respectful,
6
ministering
4, 10.
position before the great, hence to serve,
| The acceptation of py in the first to wait upon Deur.1, 88, Dan. 1, 5, for
instance as a noun derived from nny L, which 2 alone with 3 of place stands
then as a preposition and conjunction in 1, 4. — 2. Figurat. to stand, absol.
his knees; away from the midst of Ruta

is unquestioned.

The Syr. ,לבב Arab.

Dan. 11, 25; to hold good Esın. 3,A; to
have steadiness, 1. 6. not to be subject
to change Ps. 102, 27, 180088. 1, 4, to
the Arab. dic, like 129 (which see), transitoriness Ps. 33, 11, to wearing out
transp. & - are the same word; but
is not of this stem,

as many have as-

Ex. 18, 23 (opposite 18, 18); of war-

use of

meaning “‘not-

riors, to stand firm, to erbte JER. 32,

withstanding, for all that”, and partieularly that of Aus agrees with the
various applications of by. But if py be
originally a noun, it can only be the
constr. state of a form Dy.
DY (from Day) Aram. a preposition,
together with Dan. 2,18, with2, 43; 6,

live Ex. 21,21; with ’p 1259 of a person

serted.

The

22; with the clouds of heaven 7, 13, = e.

14; Am. 2, 15; metaphor. to continue to
to stand before one Naz. 1 6, Dan. 8,7,
seldomer ’» 132 1000188. 4, 12, or’ San

Joss, 21, 42; 23, 9; with 2 of a thing
to per tet or וה

in Eccuzs. 8, 3,.

opposite 7577, 5772} (elsewhere Tay Jose.
10, 13; 1 Sam. 20, 38); on the contrary

in 2Kınas 23,3 we should read TRIAL

riding on a cloud (like God), [ח8 za» for רלמעיר and translate, and he made
vegelow (Marta. 24, 30; 26, 64); of the whole people enter into a covenant,
time, so long as, as long as, like, as as in 2Cur. 34, 31, and as may“ stands
m mar 3, 33 and4, 31 as long as the for ma דמכל or for sb (LXX)
iin-

עמר
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3, to stand still, to stop, to preserve, a city 1Kınas 15,4, a dyof the sun Josn. 10, 13, to endure, to nasty 2 Cur. 9, 8, a man Ex. 9,16; to
gontinue Ps. 102, 27; Jur. 48, 11; to establish, PR Prov. 29,4; to confirm =
abide Eccuns. 2, 9; to be calm, of the  קים1 Cur. 35, 2; to fulfil, yim, namely
sea Jon. 1,15; to stay, absol. Ex. 9, 28, the event Dan. 11,14; to settle, compose,
or with 2 of place 2 Kines 15, 20, or  פָּכִים2 Kings 8, il; to cause to appear

Hz. 17, 14. —

with "ns, לע of the person with whom one
stays Gem. 45, 1; 2 Sam. 20, 11; to remain like oneself, Dwain

apoearinba:

of 922 Lev. 13, 5; hence with 2 to stop
from, to desist, to cease GEN. 29, 35;

or arise, to stir up, Halle up Dan. 11,11;

אפ. 6,7; Ps.107,25. In 2Kinas 23, 3
the reading should be 79321 (see Kal 2);
and in Ez.17,14 we should read הדימעל

(inf. Hif.). — 2. A stronger mode of ex-

2 Kınas 4, 6; 13,18; Gen. 30, 9; 0 we pressing

main behind, Dan. 11,31 and arms shall
remain behind him (at his command);
figuratively to die, Dan. 11, 4 397293"

the Kal sense: to stand continuously, to keep oneself upright 2 Cur.
18, 34, for which the Hof. is used in

1 Kınas 22, 35.

|

 מלְכותawn and at his departure "his

Hof. 9277 (part. 7221, fut. ap) to
kingdom will be reduced to ruins. — 4. to be placed ‘Lev. 16,10; tocontinue tostand
stand up, to raise oneself, to speak upright 1 Kines 22, 35. Deriy. 372372.
2 Cur. 20, 5, to help Is. 47, 13; to apThe organic root 772-9 lies also. in
pear, of a new ruler Dan. 8, 23; to rise, ‘va ()דומ IL, 7-2, דמ ("19), ma (nm),
of the dead 12,1; to appear, with > of nm &e., where comparisons ‘may be
a person for one, Ezr. 10, 14 let our
rulers appear for the whole congregation found; Ar. Ass, and Syr. the same.
&e.; with > against a person or thing
my II. (Kal not used) intr. to waver,
1 Car. 21, 1, 2 Cur. 20, 23, Ezr. 10, transposed from 7372 (which see); hence
15, 'ִּפ  בלעry Lev. 19, 16 against the
11].  הצמירsame as T2725 0 make
Blood ‘(life) of one; to place oneself, with
waver,
to cause to shake, pwn, Ez. 29,
"25> of a woman, to give oneself up to
7;
comp.
Ps. 69, 24. It can be better
unnatural impurity Luv. 18, 23; figur.
referred to may I. and translated to make

to arise, to come, 1117, הלצה Esra. 4,

14; ara 1 Car. 20, 4. "Here too belongs a to arise, of the creation Ps. 33,
9. Deriv. a}, 179, W372.

Pih. 33 ‘(not used) to be strongly

rigid, to lame.

Woy TIL. (not used) intrans. to be inclined, to a thing, to lean , to a thing,
to turn, to one side; cogn. in sense .עלצ

extended, of a pillar, Arab. Oss the
same; to be set up, of a gallery. Deriv.

From this has arisen the noun-idea side,

‘say.

tical with the stem is M28 (which see),

as also the prepositional at, with.

Iden-

Hif.  העמידand ( העמידpart.  מעמידwhence has come rey, contracted תא
fut. RE) caus. 1. to set up, to erect,
(( )התַאprop. side, then with; Ar dis
pillars, 2 Cur. 99, 19, a house 24,13;
whence as, dis
to place, with 2 19, 8, לע of a vies to incline, to bend,

Ezr. 2, 68, and ne of a person GEN.

side, One with; comp. also EST to be

47, 7; to set Ez. "94, 11; to make firm,

flexible, +

doors Nex. 6,1; to appoint, to constitute,

in an office 1 Kınas 12, 32; 1 Cur. 6,
16; to appoint, to establish, with accus.
of the objeet and dative of the person
2 Cur. 30,5; 33,8; to impart Ps. 30, 8;
to set forth, "pnb for a law, with y of

to bend. Deriv.

‘ay (from my III.) m. side, then as
a preposition with (see DEN, ,(תֶא7 only

with the 40]. --ר in "7729 as another form
for “ay with its great variety of meanings: with me Gen. 21, 23; 31,5; Ps.
the person Ps. 105, 10, also with לע of 23,4; at my house GEN. 29, 19 27; ‘Lev.
against me GEN.
the person Ne#. 10, 33; to make stand, 25, 23; Devt. 5, 28 &e.;

עמר
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20, 9; Jos 6, 4; to me Gen. 3,12; 19 11, who are commonly called .iny נב
19 66; Ar. sie.
Jupaes 10,9 &e.; also standing for the
OD (only with suf. 123) m. a later land of the Ammonites Ez. 25, 2-5. The

race dwelt east of
word for Dip a stand, a place, Dan. 8,
DRvIT, north-east
17; Nen.8, 7; a platform 2 Cur. 30,16.
the rivers par and
Ty f. a domicile, Mic. 1,11.
Josu. 12, 2; Jupczs

the trans-jordanie

of Moab between
33298 Deur. 3, 16;
11,13. They lived
in
enmity
with
Israel,
oppressing at one
MY (not used) intr. to unite, to bind

time the Gileadites, at another all Israel
Jupezs 10, 9; 11, 12 seq. down to the
root ה  מעwith py (Day)1.Deriv. nay. latest times 1 Sam. ch. 11; 2 Sam. ch.10may (comiir: ney, with suff. Anna, 12; 2 Cur. ch. 20 and 27; 2 Kinas 24,
pny, pl. niey; from pay.) 7. 1. prop. 2; ZEPH. 2, 8; Jer. 27, 3; 40,14; Ez.
society, union,ו
companion- 25, 1 seq.; Neu. 4,1 seq.; and the proship, nearness, side; DER (which see), phets predicted misfortune to them Am.
and the modern Hebrew “op proceeding 1,13; Jer. 49, 1-6; Zepu. 2, 8; Ez, 25,
from a like fundamental signification. 1 &e. When they perished the Arabs
Constr. may as a particle of comparison (Saracens) took possession of their land
Ez. 1. 6. See 729. Gent. m. 219 Devt.
like as, similarly to, prop. in common
with, ... may-b> Eccues. 5, 15 alto- 23, 4, pl. םרכלומע = yay "23 2, 20, fem,
gether as.
a But ל commonly prefixed,: mg vay 1Kınas 14, 21, pl. nipziay 11,1
and stands before nouns in various and once K'ri nvzay Nes. 13, 23.
senses, as EZER. 40, 18 parallel to the
ciar (Bearer, Taker upon himself, viz.
length; 48, 13 reaching along with the
Jah is) n. p.m. Am. 1,1; 7, 8 seq.;
8, 2.
border; compared with 42,7; along pi
together,

to join, ident. in its organic

A derivation from the Coptic (Rosell. 1,
1 Cur. 24, 31; 26, 12; New. 12, 24;
194) must be rejected because of the
mine) וחיה 7 14 the one like = proper name 1770723.

other; ‘Bray like as they, i. e. at the

pinay (the Unfathomable, Incompresame time Hz. 1, 21; beside 2 Sam. 16,
13; nmy'9n near to 1 Kines 7, 90. — hensible viz. Jah is) n. p.m. New. 12,7 20.
2. lenin: kindred) n. p. of a Ineality in
Seay (“39 the stat. constr. of by;
i
Asher Josu. 19, 30.
El is an Uniter) n. p. m. Num. 13, 12;
Tay (from 479 1. Pih., pl. (םיָדּוּפע 2 Sam. 9, 4; 1 Caron. 3, 5, for which
m. prop. what is extended, set up; hence 2 Sam. 11, 3 has ny*y; 26,5. py in

1. a pillar Ex. 26, 32, Juveus 16, 25, of such ה

names is usually taken

 בַּרְזלJur. 1,18, as a ‘figure of strength; like the Greek 2608 or örjuog, which are
of the seven pillars of Wisdom’s house likewise put either as first or last member
Proy. 9,1, of those of heaven and earth of the name (Simonis); but the nature

Jos9, 6; 26,11; metaphor. of the pillar of old Hebrew proper names, according
of cloud’ and fire Ex. 13, 22; 33, 9.— to which they form nothing but conse2. an elevated platform 2 Kinas 11, 14; cration-exclamations and eulogies, ac23, 3 (Rashi), for which 2 Cur. 34, 31 cording to the very ancient Semitic view
has m»; perhaps a scaffolds mod. He- taken of God, leads us to assume, that

brew a column.

7129 (belonging to the people, a coun-

tryman =ay"}2 Gen.19, 38, out of which

it is said to have arisen; perhaps like

 עם4. the epithet of an associate deity)

py should be taken simply as an epithet
of God= rm, Dy (see oy 4).

7 rd "(not aplandid people, but as
in TED AN, TUTTI, ain God — as
uniter — is Raves n. 2 m. Num. 1,10;

n.p. of a son of Lot's Gen. 19, 30-38, 34, 20 28; 2 Sam. 13, 37 K’ri; 1 Car.
born in incestuous intercourse, and the 9, 4.

ancestor of the Ammonites 1 Sam. 11,

TRTmY
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DNTaT, Tarim: &e.) n. p. m. 1 Curon.
27, 6.

A129 (God is Nobility) n.p.m.2 Sam.
18, 37 K'tib; see "nr.

עמלק

subst. a labourer, workman Jupazs 5, 26;
Prov.16,26 the eagerness of the labourer
is reed for him; metaphor. one sorrowful, wretched Jos 3, 20; 20, 22 all the

ATID (God is the Noble one) n. p.m.
Exon. 6,23; 1 Cur. 6,7; 15,10; comp.

STAN, TTY de.

hands of the wretched Cy collect, and =
Ds 20,10) come upon him, in order to
revenge upon him the wrong they have
suffered.

( אָקיִמַעdef. pl. NOPD) Aram. fem.
something deep, unfathomable Dan. 2, 22.

bap (constr. Say, with suff. ְיִלַמ
on, frequent in Eccles.) mase. (fem.

( ריִמָעfrom “yay 1.( m. same as 723, Ecc. 10,15) 1. the act of labouring, toila bundle, heap of fallen grain, swath,
JER. 9,22 like heaps behind the harvest‚man; also a sheaf Am. 2,13; Zecu. 12,6.
“Tw ay (God is the Almighty one) n.

2. m. Num. 1,12; comp. "tw; Latin
Salvator, German Heiland, Hem Cott,
dıioxgaems.

may

(with suf. ins, 7m”, from

729) fem. 1. abstract: fellowship, ZECH.
13, 7 man of my fellowship, as a king
is called by God, He being also king
of Israel; parallel ער (to be read for

ph). —

2. concrete: ‘neighbour , fellow-

man Luv. 5, 21; 19, 15.

any (fut. לממכר(intr. prop. to work,
to bear a burden, to lift up heavily;
hence to toil, to Inbour, abs. Eccues. 5,

15; once bay ‘y to strengthen the idea

ing, working Eccues. 1, 3, work 2,10,
deed 2,11.— 2. what is gained by labour
2,18 19, the object of work 2, 21; Ps.
105,44. — 3. Metaph. anything wretched,
sorrowful; hence toil Gun. 41, 52; lifetoil, life-sorrow Jos 3, 10; suffering, Is.
53,11 far from his sufferings, i. e. free
from them; restlessness, disquiet Num.
23, 21; wickedness Is. 10,1=78; misfortune Ps. 73, 16, misery Deur. 26, 7;
Jos 5, 6 7; Ps. 25, 18, together with

ya, 2; sorrow JER. 20, 18 coupled
with לגל mischief Jos 4, 8; 7, 3; and
generally associated with jıx Ps. 10, 7,
NTO Jos 15, 35, OyD Ps. 10, 14; Kenge

bay ימחנכ 8 16, 2 sorrow- bringing
comforters, not =ban.
=
— 4. (one Bearing, viz. El is) n. p. m. 1 Car. 7, 35.

pony n. p. of a primitive Arabian

people, called pws תיִשאָר Num. 24, 20,
1, 3; with’ = of a thing to labour upon
in the ethnographical table of Gen. 10,
a thing 2, 21, to toil about a thing Jon. 22 probably contained in 13; since
4,10; Ps. 127, 1; followed by the inf. many Arabian writers look upon ‘Amconstr. and > to endeavour, Eccues.8,17 lak or Amlik as a primitive people
for this reason that (TUR Wa = Aram, coming through the medium of Laud,
7 573) he endeavours to search it out; which agrees neither with Ishmael nor
with 3 of the person to toil for one with Kachtan.
As an ancient Semitic
Prov. 16, 26. Deriv. Dy, למ
people they dwelt, according to the HeThe Arab. Jus “to Tboar to do, to brew accounts, from רוע before Egypt
strive, to toil” is to be compared with to mn 1 Sam. 15, 7, i. e. in Arabia
‘ מלand as the former means also to Petraea and Hegas in the Sinaitie penbe vigorous, to be alert, the fundamental insula, united themselves with the Moasignification can only relate to laborious, bites, Ammonites, Midianites and the
enduring work; and therefore ’y cannot sons of the East Jupees 3, 13; 6,3 33;
be put with Ya, למה Aram. Day, 7,12; and also settled with the Horites
on mount yy 1Car.4,43; from which
us the same.
mixture with the Horites Amalek is
bar adj. m. toiling, labouring, form- called a grandson of Esau Gen. 36, 12
ing with a personal pronoun the pre- 16; 1 Car.1,36. The Kenites and persent tense 100018. 2, 22; 4, 8; 9, 9; haps also the Kenisites belonged to them
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Gen.15,19; 1 Sam. 15,6. Besides, it is high for thee. Hence’ a variation|in
observable from many places that the

Holmes’s Sept. expresses ‘it by טס

0%
Amalekites: dwelt in Palestine also at and Ben-Sira’s (48, 13) 9
an early period. In the territory of Uneonoev avrov may have run thus in
This metEphraim a district and mountain were Hebrew הממ דמה האל
ealled pony Jupgzs 5,14; 12,15; and ‘aphorical application "proceeds from to
embrace, as megiéyerv Thue. 8,105 has the
the אא דname the ו
ו
 מעכה6
of Jordan 2 Sam. 10, 6 8
Amalek. Their history from Abraham s
time till that of Hezekiah is found in

same meaning; comp. le a covering
for the head, properly what overtopsa
thing. — 2. (not used) to enwrap, to
separate parts of Scripture Gen. 14, 7; darken, Aram. םעמע (redupl.), Ithpe.
Ex. 17, 8-16; Junges 3,13; 1 Sam. ch,
bayny the same.
15; 27, 8.

The entile m, יקלמע Gen.

14, T, Tundas 12,15, is a a

Hof. ( הועםfut. nya) to be darkened,
obscured, of the lustre of gold Lament.

As to the derivation, the Ar. Gus, 4, 1.
arising from (des, py, may be com םיממעpl. from םע which see.
pared with it in the first instance; and
it might signify perhaps inhabitant of
 ןיממַעsee Aram. Dy.
the valley. Thus out of py would arise

Pony and then pees. But the stem may

Snap (God with us).n. p. of a son

; Dy I. (not used) ir. same as DAN
to unite, to bind together, to associate to-

ony, part. pass. סמ fut. diay) tr. to lift

also be Pan, and ya letter prefixed; in of the prophet Isaiah, so called by his
which case it would be translated war- mother symbolically Is. 7, 15; 8, 8;
Greek ’Euuerovy) (Marta. 1 23).
rior.

‘gether, to join in one, to collect; intr. to
tome together, to forminto a community; Ar.
oe

pe the same (= el). The stems -n,

DAY (once tay Nxm. 4, 11; part.
up, a heavy stone, לת instead
coming obstacles; to bear, a
hence nowy 18. 46,1 a load,
and םיסמע 46, 3 those borne

of overburden,
of idols;
by God

mony, pa I (07s) Ar. es ו Dae Ar. (Hos. 11, 3), of Israel; לע dx without
‚n-„7 IL ‘(to on, nian, Rn 2 an object to lift a ind. .א ‘44, 13; Is.

46, 1; in a good sense with 5 of the
and 3, -arnaud ="ar in proper ine) person to lay upon, to give to, to bestow,
Roan (to san, RT, (האמחמ Dp ()םּוּפ Ps. 68, 20 God imparts salvation to us.
Ar, lShave the same organic root, and Deriv. 572373, the proper names Diy,
are to be viewed in relation to an extra- mony, with ש for D in אטמע ,Woy.
Semitic comparison. Deriv. םע and DY,
"Hi, Day to lift upon, to "bad, by
Dy, 7729, the proper name 7723, and py 125, with ‘by of the person 1 Kins
in proper names,
19, 11.

As to the organic root of this stem,

מ
 עדis identical with that in x-iD) (m inmany, (והממע tr. prop. to enwrap, to
terchanged with n). In the Arab. stems
enclose, to ‘embrace, megtéyew,

DAY. (Kal only in resolved forms

like the
Ar. 5 comp. ה מַה- I. to embrace, en-

close, Ar. Ws to protect round about,

to debar. Metaphor. 1. to be superior
to, to overtop, to surpass, Ez. 31, 8 the
tedars do not overtop him, i. e. are not
higher than he; 28, 3 all secrets have
not surpassed thee, i. e. nothing was too

connected with it the fig. meaning dif-

ficult

lies; hence ums to be difficult,

intricate, uncertain, aed to be diffi-

eult of comprehension.
mony

(from diay, 6. day, and m;

Jah is= Bearer) N. 2 m. 2 Car. 17, 16;
comp. din.

עמער
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71999 (perhaps from 723 with repe- plantations of trees, for flowers and: for
tition of the first radical, as in mrt? sowing on, or better a furrowed deep
from naT, 33 from un; a station, place, oppos. to ba Sona or Son. 2, 1.
a post) n. ps “of a. city in “Asher Josu. JoB39,10, parall. “2 Ps.65,14; adapted
also for drawing up an army in battle
19, 26,
Jos 39, 21; Num. 14, 25; fig. perhaps
je ploy (Kal rarely) intr. to be sunk, an army drawn out in a valley 1 Cur.
low, bent in, deep, of the ground; me- 12, 15, if we should not read [םיקנעה
taphor. to sink, of movement to a dis- for םיקמעה as is perceptible from 8, 13
tance, into the depth as it were of the (7, 21), and as one might also read
circle of vision, = to be wide; fig. to be apy with the LXX for 0979 in JER.
unsearchable, unintelligible, of language; AT,‘5, since there is an “allusion to
to be unfathomable, mysterious, concealed, ni, the home of the giant race (1 Sam.
of ideas Ps. 92, 6. Deriv. pay, pire 17, 4, 2 Sam. 21, 22), and the expres(fem. 7722), PP, pay, pay, the pro- sion appears adapted to Josn. 13, 12
per name pray:
and 2 Sam. 21, 2. — pox the plain
Hif. " המילpart. PAIR, imp. sing. Jur. 21,13 is a poetical periphrasis for
 (הנמקto make deep, serving merely to Jerusalem, as the rock of the plain is
define more preeisely the following verb applied to Zion, which is also termed
or noun, הָלֶאש  קמעהIs. 7, 11 make deep, a mountain in the field 17, 3. Certain
ask, i. 6 ask for a sign from beneath valleys or plains denoted by py, were
the ‘earth, oppos. to 77337; Naw קיימה called after localities in their vicinity,
Jer. 49, 8 30 to sit deep, ie "stooped or after known persons who acted
and concealed, so as not to be seen by there, or after natural objects or histothe enemy; fig. snd? prass Is. 29, 15 rical things worthy of notice. Such are:
to hide deep, i. e. to keep very secret; ibaa ‘y JosH.10,12, so called from the
 הרחיב27 30, 33 to make deep, broad, Levitical city in Dan, mont 'ע (oaki. e.stretched out very wide; md שה or terebinth-valley) 1 Sam. 17, 2 19; 21,
31, 6 to make the revolt deep, i. e.wide- 10, the name of a place in the neighbourhood of Bethlehem, called so perstretching.
The organic root מדע lies also in 73, haps from a sacred oak. אָבְּבַה ( 'עval‘TW only in another application of it. ley of the balsam-shrub) Ps. 84,7, name
of a valley not far from J erusalem,
Arab. Gee to be deep, wide, transp. through which the pilgrims had to pass
(S20; Aram. „tes the same.
(Jos. Antt. 7,4). "2732 (plain of the
gible,
pond;
372 = 5293, see הָכָרְּב 5 and
unintelli
m.
adj.
c."p729)
(pl.
pay
0
of new Is. 33, 19, = 723 DE win) 3), 1name of aplace not far from
son, now Bereiküt (Robins. Pal. II. 416)
782 Ez. 3,5 6, figuratively.
2 Car. 20, 26. 19232 2 (valley of Gi(pl.
הקמ
m.,
pay (pl. (םיִקְמ adj.
beon) Is. 28, 21, the name of a valley
rips)7 deep, ‘of a pit Boom, 22, 14; a mile to the north of Jerusalem and
23,27; of waters 18,4, a figure of what the valley of Rephaim, by no means
is difficult to be exhausted (see Eccuzs. to be identified with that of Ajalon
7, 24); low, sunk, of 933 Luv. 13, 3; (Josm. 10, 12). 7997 ‘py (king’s dale

fig. mysterious Jos 12, 22 (as a nouns Gen. 14,17, 2 Sam. 18, 18, also termed
unsearchable 11, 8; Ps. 64, 7.

( קמעwith suf.כ 

childless ‘Absalom set
It was
situated in the neighbourhood of Jerusalem (Joseph.), towards the Dead Sea
md,

where

D222, plur. up a monument to himself.

DPR, with suff. spe) m. a sunk
deep plain or wide space, a valley, into
which one descends (74,) Junges 1, 34( Gen. 1. c.), and may have been part
and assembles 2 Car. 20,26, da for of a valley through which the Kedron:

עמק
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flows into the Dead Sea; identical with

opwin .ל ( ןיִרְבָחְלvalley near Hebron)

wanwe, army.
Better, to oppress,
to maltreat ‘violently , to crush down, as

Grn. 37,14, on ‘which see Robinson, Pal. the Samar. 923. stands for the Hebrew
II. ₪ 370, III. p. 194. לאלי (plain vn Ar. intr.
to be hard, rough,
of Jezreel) see SRY. yep ’y (plain ak
to be hateful, hostile; iden-

of the border) Joss. ‘18, 21 is the name

of a city in Benjamin. nizd ‘y (plain tical in its organic root with that in
"87 intr. to be violent, excited, angry,
at Succoth) Ps. 60, 8, name ‘of a valley
transit.
to provoke, to stir up, רמ-ה 1,
in Gad beyond the Jordan, where for
ר
מ
(Na)
IL, where the fandamental
eign settlers came in after the exile.
 ע' רְפַאִיםyellav( fo eht )stnaig .usoJ ,51
8; "18, 16; 2Sam.5,18 22, the name of
a ‘vale iina north-western direction from
Jerusalem, see DNS.
ow ’Y see
pay. mewn? 2 ‘gee pewin? 0 2

my see ante) and uam.
see paar and uw.

signific. Dasace over into to injure, to treat
with harshness or violence, to maltreat.
Deriv. perhaps the proper name D799.

Hithp. ayn

(fut. EI.)

to shew

oneself harsh or rough, with 2 of the
person
against one Devt. 21, 14; 24,7
pny 2

(LXX).
my III. (not used) tr. to cut into,
pay m. depth, oppos. D1 Prov. 25,3.
metaphor. to measure out to, to distribute
 רַמָעI. (Kal not used) tr. 1. to knot, to; deriv. "729 2, and the proper names

to bind, to string together, sheaves; me- i may, "793.
taphor. to join, to collect, to heap to“ap a ground-form
gether; identical in its organic root a
name pay which see.

with that in “93, an TIL, Targ.
"2% (hence NIP, Rap, ip); Ar.
ל

rt prop. the same, whence the noun

to the proper

“ad (pl. Day) m. 1. (from “9 L)
a bundle of ears of corn, a sheaf Devt.

24, 19; Rura 2,7 15; ’y אב to carry
ph = a heap of waters, abyss, sheaves, in the service of the possessors
and also a mass of men, an army, a Jos 24, 10; and here belongs 'ע Lav.
heap of grain. Deriv. "nF 1 and BY. 23, 10- 15, "which was presented as a
ו

—

.2 to exchange, to negotiate, to traffic, heave:-offering;

as in the case of ary (to jia7s) and
any (to 24x 1) proceeding from the

fundamental signification to bind, by
which signification the Hithp. in Deu.
21,14 and 24, 7 is explained by Onkelos,
Peshito and Samar. — 3. (not used) to

Targ. 7219, Ar. pe

Gat the same (in the Arabic version
Ps. 199, 7; Hos. 8, 7), and the same is

ay (which see). Deriv. perhaps "732
(to Sn» L) as a denom. — 2. the name
of a measure of dry goods, the tenth

attach oneself to, to devote oneself to, a part of an הָפָא Ex. 16, 36, 6 ₪ for
religious worship; hence to worship. Ar. grain 16,16 22 32 33; alsewhere pres

y= the same.

Derivat. (perhaps) the( LXX youoe). This meaning may either

proper name “72.

be derived from “yay I. to join, to col-

Pih. 93 (part. Sn) to bind, sheaves, lect, to heap together, so that my would
Ps. 129, 7 and the sheaf--binder (fills) his be = "an (from may 111.( in its fundabosom.

or from

"739 to

measure or distribute to, whose

mental signification;

organic

Wy II. (Kal not used) tr. according root "7279 is ident. with that in weigto tradition and the old interpreters (Tal- em, -90ו-ICe, Latin mer-ere &e. (Fürst,

mud, Mose ha-Darshan, Saadia, Rashi, Cone. s. v.). Better from ‘way III. to
Kimehi and others) of the same meaning as deepen or hollow out, na, 4b, cr hav729, Aram. m8, to labour, to do service, ing proceeded from similar 1

80 “that the "Hithp. is explained by senses; and the organic root would be:

עמר
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“3”2, whence Ar. a cup. — 3. For
the proper name 7722, see the word itself.

NDAD (same as D139) x. p. m. 2 Sam.
17, 25; 2 Cur. 28, 12.

( רמעdef. Targ. x32) Aram, m. =

( ישמעsame as DinY) x. p. m. 1 Cur.

Hebr. "3% wool Dan. 7, 9; comp. "RN.

,6 ;10 ,15“ ;24 2 Cur. 29, 12.
‚Dun? (unaldsd together out of
ou שמע so that טבע is a stat. constr.
of ung aad "OW abstr. from: mDy, conseq.

may (rent,fissure, incision in the 2

from 9 IIL.) n. p. of one of the four
cities in the vale of Siddim, which was
submerged, the Dead Sea rising over

hero of the acquisition of booty, i. e. booty-

it Gun. 10, 19; 14, 2 8; Deur. 29, 22; making hero) n. p. m. Nun. 11, 13.
‚usually mentioned with םֶלָס Gen. 13,
229 (not used) intr. tobe thick, round,
10; 14, 10; 18, 20. The downfall of hill-shaped, arched, Ar. wis the same,
both Is. 1, 9 as well as their moral corruption Jer. 23, 14 stand forth as ex- hence „Us rotundus; ident. in its organic root 23Y with that in 93 IIL, Ar.
amples. LXX Topo spe.
"WP (abridged from 2739 Jah is; Ap- ob, m RL, mooTL, 33 IL, 7-2.
In like manner the Arab, a,
AD
portionment 6 Apportioner; => proberry, a
to proceed from the verb

bably from 29 IIL; comp. יקan from
SPIT with a like meaning; ee

ge we

with a similar fundamental

signification. Deriv. 329, 23%, the proper names 239, 329 and
(Mic. 6,16), LXX Jußeı; 1 Car. 7, 8;
222, (hill)n.Pp. ofa city in the moun9, 4; 27, 18.
tains of Judah Jos. 11, 21, for which
( םֶרָמַעeither from py 4 and 05, 15, 50 has 339; Ar. at the present day
conseq. appell. God [02] is the Elevated,„ Us (Robins. ID. 194. 195).
to others from 729 L, so that it denotes
worship of Jah) 2 p.m. 1 Kınas 16, 16

similar to םֶריִבַא ,0238 DIAN, DR,

239 (pl. 07329, 6. "239 with Dagesh

Dim, oo, oa, DN see page12; dirimens, with suf. 12339) m. a vipe
orfrom 23 I. with the formative syl- grape, 18. 5, 4, prop. a round berry Num.
lable b= Ruler, Compeller) n. p. m. Ex.
6, 18; “patr. 32 Num. 3, 27; Eze.
10, 34.

( שמעnot used) intr. to be firm, strong,

13, 20; which was eaten dried or fresh
Num. 6, 8, and out of which wine was
pressed. Am. 9,13, Neu. 13, 15 (called
also 0233, 04 Gen. 49, 11); or a pre-

pared liquor Num. 6, 3; or a sort of cake

powerful, vigorous, prepared to strike,
baked Hos. 3, 1; רב 2333, 9, 10
valiant; ident. with win, Arab. (o>
wild grapes; םיריזנ 29 Lev. 25, 5
Deriv. wry (¢. way).
uncut, untouched grapes, of a vinestock.
wy (not used) intr. same as סמ Targ. 233, also Talm. :1339, berries
(which see), which 006078 for it once
Neu. 4, 11. But the meaning to speak
in a way hard to be understood, to speak
2
intricately, obscurely, like the Ar. Yast,

may have already existed in the old
Hebrew, since tradition explains the
proper name סמ in that manner (Carp-

zov. introd. in V.T. IH. p. 314). Deriv.
NUN,

"wy.

‘wap ₪ay) m. one valiant, equipped,

a warrior , a hero; only in the proper
name au, which see.

generally; Arab. wis the same.
DDWY.

See

239 (only with suff. 09339) m. same
as בגו see DIV.

aay (Kal not used) intr. prop. to be
soft, flexible, pliant ;metaphor. to be tender, we

Ar.

languishing, pleasure-loving 5
to coquet, transp. o>

to be

ni:
ident. ‘in its organic root
32"y with that in ץנֶּפ  נדDerivat.
37, 27 גינה

aly
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Puh. 329 (part. 33973) to be delicate, to procure Eccues. 10,19, to accomplish
(a hope), i. e. to hear Hos. 2, 23, to
Hithp. san (fut. em), to delight comply with ib. (comp. Arab. wl»), of
oneself (in ‘copious enjoyment), to enjoy the earth by its springing forth. Accord-

tender, lucurious Jer. 6, 2.

in luxury, with 2 wherein Is. 55, 2; to ingly metaphor. to sing an alternate song
be delicate Duvt. 28, 56; to rejoice in or in alternate choir 1 Sam. 18, 7, Eze.
(>y), for example יט Jon 22, 26,  | ה3,11, to sing to, in alternate choir, with

Is. 58, 14, pibw בר Ps. 37,11; to ee 5 of the person 18am. 21,12; 29, 5; Ps.
merry over, with by Ts. 57, 4s to be nou- 147,7, but always to sing in reply, not
rished abundantly with, wale 72 66, 11. to sing merely ; though the Arab,
av adj. m., 71329, f. delicate, effemi-

nate, cognate

in ‘sense with ori Devt.

28, 54; Is. 47, 1.
312 masc. delight, pleasure, enjoyment,

satisfaction Is. 13, 22; joy 58, 13.

Syr. us, Targ. 729, is used of neue

penetally, and the Latin can- ere, old
high German han 66. may be ‘easily
compared. —

2. to begin to cry, to shout

Is. 13,22; לע ’Y to raise a cry over one

JER. 51, 14, ‘absol. Num. 21,17; to begin
to speak, with RR following as a suptr. to bind, to lace, with accusat. of the plement Deur. 21, 7; 26, 5; Jos 3, 2;

Ty (imper. with suff. D339, fut. 139)

object 108 31, 36, and לע of the place to announce Is. 21, 9; Zucn. 1 11. Comp.

Prov.6, 21; Talm. רבע the |same, whence on this meaning "generally Noy in Dathe’ noun "By, comp. 123 belonging to niel, and &roxgivoue: in the New Testa‘Tay, Ar. Ms to the prepos. die (with). ment. In Ethiopic also one verb is used
for answering and beginning (to speak).
The organie root ‘7272 is also ‘perhaps — 8. in judicial style, to testify, to atin D273, 7973 3.
test, bear witness, with 3 of a person

may I. (fut. 393) tr. prop. to turn; for one (doubtful) Gen. 30, 20, 1 Sam.
12, 8, or more frequently. against one
2
)= (הָשִיב,with accusat. of the thing| Sam. 1,16; Num. 35, 30; Deur.19,18;
1 Kınas 18, 21; Prov. 18, 23; Jur. 23, fully 2 דעmay Ex. 20,16 and generally
8
35; Mic. 6, 5; but also with the accus. the same as 2 דיִשָהָי  'ִפmD3 'ע

hence 1. to reply, answer,

a question

of the person, ’ whom one answers Sone

and םיִנָפדלֶא6 stronger, as 03 2,5 is

or Sox. 5, 6, Jer. 23, 37, especially if stronger than a 703; with accus. of the
the speaking to or calling upon be ex- object Dzur.19, 16 18. The fundamenpressed u "27 Prov. 1 c., nop Sone tal idea of this sense is clear from Ex.

or Sox.5,6,EN 218 JoB 30, 20, קעצ 23, 2, where 2°4-by 739 means to testify
אל
46, 7, a dew 1 Sam. 28,6. Else- in a cause, prop. to answer the judge.
where it is made fuller by ax Deur.

—

ther: to answer, with the accusat. Jos
40, 2; of God, to hear
2Sam. 22,42, Ps.
118, 21, once to hear and deliver, without an object Hos. 14,9; to reply to a

the idea of turning, as in 52». Deriv.
722 (if not from 79) 2), 7339, "pm, m»n,

4. (not used) like 220 to effect, to

21,7, 27 1 Kınas 12, 7. With‘ “ny II, aim at, to intend, to occasion, to cause,
3 ל see) in 7297 רע Mat. 2, 12 the proceeding from the fundamental signicaller and answerer, Le. all emis, Far- fication to turn. — 5. (not used) to transact, to do, to carry on, proceeding from

ענת,the proper names "305, הינו תנע

summons (to judgiment), iie. to appear,

12, "and perhaps also the Mont עי with
to present oneself (opposite Nop in jus its derivatives Br הנר

yocare) Jos 9,16; to announce, "to reveal,

333. , fut. m) to

by prophetic utterances Jer. 28, 35; be answer ל
to, ‘with accusat. of
Mic. 6, 3; to declare (as an answer), of the person Jסמ 11,2; to be heard 19,7;
God Gun. 41,16; 1Sam. 9,17; to make Prov. 21,13; to answer, coinciding with
a sentence, of a ndge Ex. 23, 2. Fig. Kal, with y of. the person Ez. 14, 4 7

ענת
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(LXX, Vulg.), analogous to um, אצמנ
"MY2; to agree to Is.
7
"Pin. may (imp. 1139, pl. 139) to strike
up, a singing match Ex. 32,18, to sing
alternately Is. 27,2. Deriv. perhaps ni.
Hif. ( הענהonly part. m»n, fut. m3)
to grant, “with 3 Eccuzs. 5,‚19 since God
grants him the Joy of his heart; but better
(like ’3 1139) since God witnesses to the
joy of his heart. הנני Eccres. 10, 19 is
Kal (which see). ‘See also MIR.
The fundamental signification of the
stem is to turn, to wind, to turn to, to
turn back, which is applied 1. to answering or replying, like 828, He (comp. m»)

fast; figur. in derivatives: to be humble,
piously-patient, meek, mild; to be miserable; suffering, unfortunate, helpless &e.;

Ar.
to be troubled about a thing,
to trouble oneself, to be troublesome;

Lis to be bowed down, oppressed. Derivat. ,ונע 9,

my,

MID, oy (fem.

=»), 1 המ  תינצת "תינעמperhaps the” proper names תלת
nop,
ענת

"Ny. m»3 (part. m. 1393, f. 7292, inf.
constr. mis, but with u nigy) to be
tormented, oppressed Is. 58, 7, m» Un
58,10 the bowed soul; to be afflicted Ps.

119, 107; reflexive to humble oneself’ Ex.

and .בישה Another development of the 10, 3.

fundament. signif. is — 2. to repeat, to
Pih. ( ענהpart. 733%, inf. abs. mar,
alternate, to respond; and the meanings to constr. תו fut. m9), to oppress, by
sing responsively or alternately, to attest,
imposing heavy labour, to treat hardly
to call in reply &e. attach themselves
Gen. 15,13, along with 739; with 92303
closely in the first instance to, to reply;
Ex. 1,11, or coupled with ming, ns

as in the Arab. le the meanings. to  עלnor  עשפ26, 6; generally to op-

hear, grant, correspond to, to pledge, are

developed out of to answer. Then belongs to.this head — 3. to aim at, intend, as in 220, "2B, בוש ,553  דואthe
fundamental ea
to turn is unfolded in the same direetion. Lastly—
4. the conception

to act, carry on, do,

press, ₪ tread down, of enemies Is. 60,
14; Zepu. 3, 19; to weaken, to make faint,

m» Ps. 102, 24; to maltreat LAMENT. 3,
33, to which what is related in 24- 36
belongs; metaphor. a) Wr ’y to humble,
to have intercourse with by force, a wo-

man Gen. 34,2; Ez.22,10 11; Lament.
proceeds from turning, as in >o¥ and
5,11; especially applied to whoredom.
mp2. In Arabic the corresponding stem
b)wp2 ’y, to afflict the soul, i.e. to chasis: it (to aim at, to declare &e.), but tise or punish oneself, hence to fast Lev.
for the meaning to sing &e.
A stands; 16, 29, Is. 58, 3, fully bixa שפנ %
so that one might be easily induced to Ps. 35, 13, as also in ‘Ben-Sira 2,17,
assume here an 1139 III. (see Pe).
Judith 4, 9. On the contrary 129 Ps.
does not belong here, but stands
. HY IL (inf. 0 ,תנע fut. 739) 88, 8
rather iin the sense of n7%, or we should
intr. "I. to be low, sunk, of the ground,
the latter instead es rawr). For
as is apparent from 12373 and 72372, — read

2. Transferred to persons: to be bowed

mayi-N> 70 37, 23 we should probably

Vulg. and mss.
down, oppressed; hence to be or become read with the LXX,
nopser, evig -ca
d
,
n
o
t
d
o
e
s
(
h
e
ל
א
ה
ר
ע
נ
ה

suppressed, of a triumphal song (NR?)
count). Is. 25, 5; to be faint-hearted, dispirited,
Puh. 29 (part. 739%, inf. constr. ,תש
with 79 on account of one 31, 4, parall. to
may) to be tormented, maltreated Is.
fut.
non; to be bowed, unfortunate, miserable
suffering) Ps.
2 53, 4, to be humbled (by
Ps. 116, 10; 119, 67; "397 20.
the being afni9
constr.
inf.
71;
they will lead a miserable life, as slaves, 119,
to fast Ley.
1
132,
toil
labour,
ficted,
comp. “29 (Is.48, 10); to be vewed, to be
in toil, to carry on.toilsomely Eccuxs. 23, 29.
Hif, ( הנהfut. m») to humble 1Kınas
712% (from

1,13, with an assonance to

mpy I). Also in derivatives: to grieve, to

8,35 (LXX, Vulg.); "2 Cur. 6,26; to op-

ענה

עני
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239 (a strong one; see 239) n. p. m.
trary 2379 Eccues. 5, 19 belongs to 1 Cur.’ 4, 8.
my I.
 הרעfem. .1 (from 93# IL.) humility,
"Hithp. magn (inf. mir, fut. mT) modesty, Prov. 15, 33; 18, 12, coupled
to be afflicted, to suffer, endure, 1 Kınas with רי ney 22,4 andi=p7% ZEPH. 2,
2,26, with 372 on account of a thing Ps. .3 — .2 (from may I.) hearing, granting,

press, enemies Ps. 55,Se on the con-

107,17; to bow or submit oneself, with

₪ np Dan. 10, 19 or '» 32 non Gen.
16, 0
The stem is connected with הכא IL,
mm I and »2>, 30, where the" same

‘fundamental signification appears.
 הנעor ,928 LI 3( fem. n39,, 3 plur.

help Ps. 18, 36, "perhaps mildness, cle-

mency; in 2 Sant. 22, 36 ny stands for
;YN ees  ענת2.
mi

2 the same Ps. 45, 5, where ı

copulative before p3x¥ has probably been
omitted.
 קונעm. same as נע a giant, JosH.

Ry, ‘part. my, pl. 722) Aram. intr. and ,21 .11 The progenitor of the giant-race
same as Hebrew may I. to answer Dan. may have been called ya4x= bya.
,2,710 to reply to, supplemented by
Mi2y (prop. inf. conde Kal of הנעI)
vas 5, 10, with 3 of the person 3, 9; f. 1. acry, alternate song, rejoicing, more
Syr. das,
exactly described by 74124, השולח Ex.
Jy or 029, IL. (part. pass. m. 29,

pl. יש ; inthe Targ. 71%) Aram. 2

32,18. — 2.4 hearing, granting, 2 Sam.
22,36, if we should not read 4n129.—

to bow, to oppress; part. pass. pl. Dan. 3. (perhaps from 29 IL; low country)
4,24 afflicted ones, same as pay; Syr. coupled only with ra, as a proper
name Josu. 15,59. See na.
1S the same.
mir (infin. Pih. of הנ 1(f. shouting
( הנעthe hearing, granting, viz. is with
Ex. 32, 18. niny> in the superscription
El; fromהנע 
)1 1.n.p.m. of a son of of Ps. 88,1 is difficult. The LXX and
Sy, and ‘hence of’an Edomite race Vulg. translate for answer (perhaps muGen. 36, 20 29. — 2.2. p.m. of a grand- tual singing); more correctly an alternate
son of "99, whose father was 92% song (comp. in? Ps. 100, 1 a song of

and his danghtee mass, who is also praise).
called Yiyar-na 36, 2 14, thus named
MAY (after the form nn}, constr.

after father and grand: father (the LXX
and Samar. read ja for na, to make the
verse plainer); then also the proper name
of a tribe 36, 24.

129 (once K'ri 129, like 797 from

‘ ענתfrom my) = solicitude, sorrow,
affiction, of the רבע Ps. 22, 25; not ery

(LXX, Vulg.).
( תנעprop. inf. Puh. of m» IL) =

737; "pl. ove», constr, mr; prop. part.

trouble, sorrow Ps. 132,1.

m;

12, ‘Phenic. דע (pl. 099), fem. אנ ,but

pass. of my iL developed out of y=

רבע and "29 sometimes interchang-

TY (mot used) a stem adopted for

no) m. an oppressed, suffering, wretched sis should be derived from 11 which
one Psaum 9, 13; 10,12; Prov. 3, 34; see
14, 21 (in 16,19 K'tib Day stands for
"39 (pl.0°233,, sometimes interchanged
it; the reverse is the case in Is. 32, 7,

Ps. 9, 19, so that both forms properly with םיִנָנ constr. >, with suf. 7739)
adj. m., m, (aecording to some) fem.
speaking interchange);
a pious, patient

one Ps, 22,27; 76,10; a humble one Num.
12, 3; in short in
i ‘allthe various signifi-

cations of the verb. Aram. 173, jy,
L248 the same.

oo

we

properly bowed, oppressed, thence poor,
helpless, as an adject. to wx Deur. 24,

12, 09 2 Sam. 22, 28, but commonly a
subst. a poor, needy , Törsakeh, ‚suffering

one Jos 24, 9, coupled with ji7ag Ps.

עני

ענמלך
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37,14, שר ,82 ,3  דלZern. 3,12, 43 Lev.

19, 10, 3x5 Ps. 69, 30, +n? (solitary)

722 (not used) intrans. same as כא
(which see) to be pointed, battlement-like,

25,16; a peaceful, meek. ‚patient one= רכש of a locality; according to others like
Zecu. 9, 9, an oppressed one Is. 3, 14, the Arab. Sus to be high, difficult of
a banished one 58, 7, a disquieted one 14,
access. Deriv. the proper name mn,
32, a pious, innocent one Ps. 22,25, along
> m and 422m; perhaps 22:
with mn ae}! Is. 66, 2; on

Bare Ps.

72,4, 9 299, 74, 19 spoken of Israel;

TRY see ד

used generally i
in all the various meanDay (not used) intr. to be hard, 5
ings of the verb. — As to 739, Is. 10,
30, we may either take it as a fem. of like par}, 03% (which see), Arab. ,
»» (Vulg.); or rather translate it with ( קנםto 1723p) &e.; comp. the ו
‘under nan. Deriv. 029 in
the Syr. to call in response, to re-echo, ו
which suits the parallelism >ip לחצו the proper name Tom, and perhaps

;היבaccordingly it should bewritten
 להas a participle feminine.

too Diy in DR,
py 1; entre

from D129 out of

( "רבעin pause 29, with suf. “29, yy IIL; double fountain; comp. Dy,
1 m. oppression, affliction, misery, Ex. 0%) n. p. of a eity in Issachar 1 Cur.
,37 ;17 servitude, bondage Gun. 16,11; 6, 58; for which Jose. 19, 21 and 21,29
,31 ;42 ‘suffering, misfortune JOB 10,15; has סיגן — 2. (constr. B>>,, in ‘the

,30 ;16 »» of? Deur. 16, 3 bread of compound proper name 7539) m. rock,
safe retreat, like 39 belonging to לאמנה
and לָמָנַח comp. Ton, and perhaps

poverty , ie. poor bread, of min; 92
29 Prov.31,5 = Dumas, the wretched.
“Dy (out of may 0
is with Jah)
n. 2 m. 1 Cur. 15, 18 20.
 עניהhaJ( si )reraeH .n .m.p  מא,4.
Way Nom. 12,3 K’ri for 99 which
see.

ְכָמִים

NON222 see 7222.

p37 (from the Aram. sing. D2,
or from pay; the cod. Samar. has pray;
the אא Fond Byma3>, or DDR, or
5°29 (from yay III; springs) n. p. of they have explained it 50) מ p. of an
a city” in Judah Joan, 15, 50; comp. Egyptian district, and also of a tribe
by and p77» whence this any has dwelling there ‘GEN. 10, 13; 1 Car. 1,
11. As a territory it has been understood
arisen.
of northern Egypt, in Egyptian tsa- or
129 (from 29I., constr. 7139, with
sanemhet, said to mean north country.
suff. 39739; only in Ecclesiastes) mase. This coineides pretty much with the
business, employment, work, Eccuzs. 1, orthography of it in the LXX.
13 a business of i) ee or nothing:

3222 (contracted from 03%, constr.
ness (97, afterwards explained by Mm?)
poy,
and 72%; Tan in proper ‘names is
m); travail 2, 26; activity 3, 10; =

Ry 5,2 a ה
of business, i. 6.
much ado, consisting of inconsiderate,
hasty speaking, parall. 2937 35; doing,
subject of doing, i.e. a thing , = muyn
in the widest sense 5, 13; 29 סע 3,
23 vexation is his לו

6

has nothing to do but to vex himself,
comp. Ps. 42, 4. In modern Hebrew

the applications of 7739 are very numerous, object,
‚statement &e.

contents,

signification,

a name of the supreme deity [see Ton]
and D39 means rock, safe retreat, like

3m; sothat 72'222, should be taken like
 המאלbyw? Jar or
(רּוצ m. p. of
one of the "highest deities of the Se-

pharites (0425) 2 Kies 17, 31, ‚like
TemTıS of the Sepharvites. The first
part of the name is also found iin the
proper name רסאמכש ’Evsusoodg Tos.

1, 2 13 15 16, “where “oy is a special
name of deity.
68
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( ןֶבָעKal not used) trans. 1. to cover Deriv. 0733979 and the proper name 4438

about, to veil around, of a thick cloud, Drag (see Top).
as any belonging to the noun בע pro-
 ענו.rtsnoc( כך
 הhtiw .ffus ך,
כככלכ
,
ceeds from the idea of covering; "Arab. pl. )9390 m. .1 a cloud, so called from
Le a cloud from eee to cover or wrap veiling, covering, and therefore 78» is

about, 5 acloud from _&& to cover.
Accordingly the stem is a aaa with

applied to it Ex. 24, 15; 40, 34; Nun.

longing to the proper name 5) to veil

Hos. 6, 4 the wopnéng-clouil as a figure

;9,15 ;17,7

a figure of darkness and

obscurity, coupled with wm Deur. 4,
723, Arab. os as to hedge about, to ,11 ,529 Jo. 2,2, or a figure of quick
protect or cover round about, 43 (be- disap peatance Jos 7, 9; hence “pa 423,
about. Deriv. 339, 39, denom. וש
— 2. Figur. to screen or protect round
about, as in the case of 733. Deriv. the
proper names 3%, 777329. — 3. to practise enchantment, prop. to act secretly,

of instability; of the might of an army

covering all Ez. 30, 18; 38, 9. God
appears in a cloud Jos 38, 9, Ex. 16,
,10 Lev. 16, 2, or rides upon clouds (Is.
,19 ;1 Psaum 104, 3); also to be inac-
covertly, stealthily (comp. 03> IL), or 00881016 Lament. 3, 44. As a sign of
the divine protection 739 m, a pillar of
to speak covertly, secretly, of soothsayers
and conjurers; without any reason for cloud, accompanied Israel in the wilder-
ness, Ex. 14, 19; 33,9 10. ixענן 
comparing 739 with the Arab. 5 (to a cloud pregnant with lightning J oB 37,
hum). Deriv. mad.
.11 Ar. גםאנ) the same. — 2. (a Pro-
Pih. 1. 722. see “By, of which it is a tector, Defender, viz. Jah is) n. p. m.
denominative.
Nen. 10, 27.

Pih. IL 3219 (part. 72'972 and without
Mem

py, pl. םיִנָנִָּמ and םיננו

fut.

Pih. 129 (infin. with suf. רכב instead
of 39) a denomin. to gather clouds, to

pi) generally to practise magic, to form ‘clouds Gun. 9, 14.
129, Aram. same as Hebrew 739. Deand bop Deur. 18, 10; a peenliar sort rivative
of soothsaying, which was reputed to be
123, (constr. plur. »339,) Aram. m. a
divine, along with om Lev. 19, 26, 182

heathenish,together with "pw יִאיִבְנ and

min Jur. 27, 9, and une ‘indigenous

among the Philistines, In the Talmud
it is put along with the modern Hebrew

259 time, and translated the selecting

cloud Dan. 7, 13, on which the son of
man moves along; comp. Emi av vepe גMarta. 24, 30; 26, 64.

1239 (fem. of 739 and collect. = 33)

of time or days: according to Ibn Esra, fem. a cloud J.סמ,3 ,5 ( סטוTheod.)
to view the clouds, a denom. from 17; along with Tun.
‚according to the Targ. and Vulg. from רוע
299 (derived from Pih. II. wiv) f.
either to look, see, spy, for signs, like soothsaying , sorcery; hence superstition,
augurari, or to look with evil eye, Ar. heathenism, Is. 57, 3 sons of heathenism,
i. 6. devoted to heathenism.
gb; or lastly to deceive the eyes

(Targ.),

i. e. to confuse the mind; according to

the LXX connected with הנעI. orrather
with the Ar. ..„£ (to hum, to whisper,

to utter sounds), Kherefare to practise
soothsaying by voice, tone and speech,
or to give oracles. But it is better to
‚set out with the fundamental significa-

"339. (from 729, Jah is Protector)

n. p. m. 1 Car. 3, 24.
229, (the same) 1.n.p. m. Nex.
3, 23; the Greek Avaviag is also mn.
— 2. n. p. of a city in Benjamin Neu.
11, 32.

Pay (not used) intrans. to sprout, to
tion to cover, to wrap up (see Kal). grow, prop. to break forth, to push forth,

nענ

way
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identical in its organic root 229 with

an ancestor of the giant-race,

son of

that in ףנ IV. and 22 1 (which see); vans (which see) Jost. 15, 13, for which

Aram. 239, is the same. Deriv. 529, prey, is used in 21, 11. The race of
giants is termed <קנ 2a Num. 13, 33,
nay and
my (constr. ףכ,pl. constr. "539 Lev. " הענק23 1088. 15, 14, Pan ra) Now.
23, 40 cod. Samar., with suff. 37529.) m. 13, 22, ‘or lastly D po, Devt. 2, 10 or
a branch Ez. 31,3, ‘9 mivy to put forth Dp, 22 9, 2; comp. Arab. Bic Rue
branches 17, 8, or 4 אש 17, 23 (ney neckedness, (SET long-necked,‚oe
and xiv? ibid. ‘being similarly used, in
the same. — 3. same as קבע a neck-orthe case of 2); collat. 31,3 with wy nament, see 2%.
as the constituent parts of a tree Mär.
Pay trans. denomin. to straighten up
3,19. לָאדיִזְרַא ַ ָהיִפָנPs. 80, 11 its
branches are (like) cedars of God, i.e.

large and splendid.

the neck,

to stretch out the neck,

from

pride, Ps. 73, 6 pride stretches out the

522 adj. m., 71539, fem. abounding in
branches or boughs, of j23 Ez.19,10.

neck and surrounds it.

pay (not used) trans. to nod, incline,
the neck, head; connected in its organic
root pry with the Latin nic-o, nic-to,
Greek vevew, German nick-en, neig-en
600. Hence the fundamental signification may have proceeded in the derivatives from the idea of being bent
or bowed. It is better, however, to
assume for the fundamental signification, to overtop a thing, to stand
forth above it; to be stretched, long; to

m. a neck-ornament,

Hif. pay (fut. pr2y>) to lay upon the

neck, to load (with gifts) Devt. 15, 14.
( םנעonly with suf. 09332) m. the Or according to the fundamental sigsame; hence ’y ןַתָב to put forth branches nification, to stretch forth, to reach to,
Ez. 36, 8; where the LXX read Dpa to hand over to, with > of the person;
(your grapes), from 239 = 233.
so that neither Hif. nor Kal need be
( םנעdef. ,2338 pl. with suff. Yrie2>) denomin.
py and poy, (pl. D°p2>, and nip2y)
Aram. m. a branch, Dan. 4,9 11 18.

be stretched

out;

which

suits the de-

rivatives (see p23,), and for which linguistic analogies testify. See ins. Derivat. P39,, denomin. p29, 737, phy.

a neck-lace,

Sona

 עסSox. 4, 9; Jupazs 8, 26; Prov. 1, 9.

PY) (not used) tr. 1. to push, to precipitate, to drive, same

as "22 IL, from

which it may be transposed. Derivat:
"29 the name of a place. — 2. intrans.
same as m III. to sprout, to grow;
deriv. "39 the name of a person.
Er (fom 29) 1. (sprout, descendant)
n. p. m. GEN. 14, 13; comp. 433. —
2; en -fall) n. p. of a Levitical eity
in Manasseh 1 Curon. 6, 55, elsewhere
22, if we should not read 729 (from
739) =

22.

pay m. 1. (not used) the neck, so called

way (inf. absol. wip», constr. WHY.)

hae its being stretched out and long,

trans. prop. to pierce, to sting, to injure,

wa xh neck, from jb to stretch out, identical in its organic root w2-¥ with
to stand forth el & the neck of a camel, that in סָנְַא,Aram. סָכדַא,if; hence
from

ל to be extended, stretched out;

Aram. קש RR), Ar. gis the same;
comp. (gine a country rising high and
rough. — 2. Probably same as קלע (comp-

metaph. to punish, to impose punishment,
with accusat. of the object and accusat.
wherewith Dru. 22, 19; in money 2 Cur.
36, 3, but also with > of the person
Prov. 17, 26; to chastise, absol.
1

“ox together with (רָסָא one who is The wine procured by the effect of
stretched, long, i.e.a giant; only n. p. of punishment is called םישונע ie Am. 2,
68*
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Derivat.

( סיסעconstr, סיס ,from DDy) m. the

“Nif. u», (fut. Ways) to be punished,

tuo-desserp eciuj fo 9277} enoS פס
2
or of grapes Jo. 1,5; fig. 4,18 the moun-

to suffer punishment , Ex. 21, 22; to pay
.for, suffer Prov. 22,3; 27, 19.
The stem שנע Mente with the Aram.

rious fruitfulness will prevail; cognate

8, which the judges drank.

wy.

tains shall drop with mead, 1. 6. a luxu-
in sense win.

‚OR, has been already compared with
IN; an intrans. signification of the stem

DOY (2 pers. pl. omiey) tr. prop.
to press, to squeeze,

then to tread, to

appears to lie in Wa-y L, wa and 02 1, stamp upon, 0°94 Mar. 3,21; to press
where are also farther comparisons. The out, grapes. Deriv. D7. The stem OF
signification to incline, to bend in the
is connected with -ה“iy(m 322), Aram.
Ar. (mis, is, is is in the Hebrew nov, Pa. "D2, modern Hebr.הס whence
MIN.

wap (not used) Aram. trans. same as 89, and with the Ar. uae, yas.

Hebrew why. Deriv. why.
wip m. BERN

( עָעַרto sy) see רוע ILL Pih. IH.

peers a fine;

NDP (not used) Aram. intr. same as
hence by ל m 2 Kınas 23, 33 to inflict Hebrew 93 (which see). Deriv. "sy.

punishment upon; '2 nba to suffer punishMEY -/ used) intr. to be green, to
ment Prov. 19, 19."
 נעAram. m. same as Hebrew נש sprout, to bloom, Aram. אפע, Les (Af.
to send out aha, Ar. \ the same;
Ezr. 7 ‚26.
in its organic root ה  פעit its connected

תנע

.1 (from may L after the form

with that in aN (228), Targ. 238, Syr.
(Pa. 253), עדס IL; conseg. it
does
not
proceed from the fundamental
m2 IL; low ground) only iin union with

non granting, hearing, viz. by Jah) n. p.
a
m.JUDGES 3,31, comp. תותנע ---..2 (from
ny as a proper name 1083. 19, 38; see

 תשm3.

NIP in ny? see nzy> (from ]9>) and
nye.
nina (prop. a plur. of ,תנע where

signification to cover, to be dense. Deriv.

"DY.

may see ma.

‘BY (pl. ooNDy; from My) m. twig,

branch, shoot. Ps. 104, 12, where the
LXX read DINDD (rocks) incorrectly.
the feminine termination nhasıו
"BY (from NBD; def. 0229, with suff.
as in niny7, nino>, nin) 1. (hear-

ing) n. p. ‘of a Benlamite race Nu. 10, mer) Aram. m. the same Dan. 4,9 11
20, 1 Cur. 7, 8, perhaps because they 18; Syr. 1505 bough, 1-55 bush.

dwelt in the "Benjamite city Anathoth.

boy(Kal not used) intr. to swell, to
become
tumid, turgescere, of a boil; to
priestly city in Benjamin JosH. 21, 18,
rise
up,
to be prominent, of a hill; A.
1 Kings 2, 26, Ezr. 2,23, Nun. 11, 32,
1 Cur. 6, 45, the birth-place of Jeremiah to be puffed up, to be high-minded; the
Jer. 1, 1,twenty stadia north of Jeru- opposite of all the meanings is "ws. Ar.
salem 6 osephus, Jerome); now a small dis the same, as well as „te (to
village, an hour and half north-north- mount up). Deriv. Spy.
cast of Jerusalem, called ‘Andtha (RoOne may perhaps assume as the funbinson);

— 2. (perhaps from הנע IL) ₪. p. of a

Gentile m. יִתְתְנַע 2 Sam. 23, 27;

JER. 29, 27.
mm

(hearings of Jah) n. p. m.

1 Chrox. 8, 24; compare nimy, and
ענת.
4

damental signification to be thick, dense,
large, capacious, so that it is possibly

connected with the Ar. Jus (the same),
as also with 325. The organic root
599 is also in oe (to be hill-shaped)

bay
ER
high)
be fat,
arched),
overtop)
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to Dip, 5973 I. (to be stretched
 לto 302, Arab. JU (to
thick, gross), damp IL. (to be
Ar. M-3 (to = prominent, to
6.

Pu. >29 to be inflated, of the soul,
to be lifted up Has. 2, 4, along with

עפר

1.0. born in Ophen or Gofna. A colony of

these Ophnites in the neighbourhood of
p¥ founded the place way WDD (hamlet
of the Ophnites) Josu. 18,24, where “ED
is omitted, as being easily supplied from
the preceding context.

TYED (only du. orpyoy, 0. "Byer,

14, Mic. 4, 8, identical with the earlier
sion (2 Sam. 5, 9), which became a
mounteinfort Cir 27,3; 33,14; called

with suff. AB", 787 6 formed from
the Pihel nyEy of may L) m. dual, eyelashes, prop. the fluttering ones, then
taken for the eyes, which weep JER. 9,17,
look straight forward Prov. 4, 25 or high
30, 13, and close in sleep Ps. 132, 4;
Prov. 0 4; fig. in רחש  יִפעַפע8 0 9
and 41,10 the eye-lashes of the dawn, 1.6.
the first rays of the sun, 11556 8
BAigpagor (Soph. Antig. 103). The same
figure is frequent in Arabic.

2 Kınas 5, 24, where

fine, to be broken in small pieces, of dust,

ws ND.
"if. ps (fut.5°227) to act proudly,
presumptuoicly Nun. 14, 44, for which
טפ.
1, 43 has 37755.

Spb ‘piu. only in signific. 2 p"25¥)
mase. 1. a hill, a tower,

a) upon Zion,

where was also a watch-tower Is. 32,

in Josephus (Jewish Wars 6, 6,3) Oghe
(Abby); b) a fortified hill at Samaria
the LXX

and

“BY I. (not used) intr. to be rubbed

Vulg. read oy incorrectly. — 2. (only of dry bruised earth, of rubbish &c.,

pl. and in K’tib, while the K’ri has ident. with "ax 1., %p">1. in its funda (טְחרְיםa hill-shaped rise; hence a boil mental signification. The organic root
Devr. 28, 27, 1 Sam. 5, 6 sq., which is here as there er, “ars, lying
‘the same, hence
was understood by many interpreters as a in "al Ar.
ir
Deriv. "BY, 7923.
used euphemistically for the hinder parts
(elunes), and to which has been referred
Pih. 753 see “D2, whose denom. it is.
sins Ps. 78, 66 on account of the fol“BY II. (not used) tr. 1. to string
lowing pm and so the K’ri has been

explained.

But the first explanation

appears to be more correct; comp. Ar.

has, slic
nbpp see dp 1

( ןֶפָעnot used) intr. either same as
;23 2 to be hill-shaped, uneven; or the

stem is ident. with bey. Deriv. the
proper name PP, Gentile BY.
PP (hills comp. >33, 953) n. p. of
a locality in Benjamin, Gofen or Gofna
in later writers, according to Eusebius
5 Roman miles from ¥24, and also not
far from bay n¥23 (Jos. Jewish Wars

together, to bind, to join, connected with

ּפַר11.,
ָ כnant. (belonging to the proper

name aa prop. hamlet), “px II. (to
TER). Deriv. the proper names my,
py, yimpy, 7729, the names ma,
aan proceding from a similar signification. — 2. Metaphor. to be strong,
vigorous , spirited, a metaphor. application which is especially prominent
in 423, 728 prop. to be dense, stout;
and in “wR, pin, "aa the idea of
strength also proceeds “from that of
being pressed together. Deriv. "p> and
the proper names “pP, bY 3, yee.

“EY TIL. (not used) intr. to grow white,
5, 2,1). This 1p? is expressed in
i Aragray,
"identical with Im, Targ. רוחו Syr.
maean NIDY, NY, NII, in Josephus
jd,
as also an Aram. רבא (to אָרְבִא
and Euseb. Togvt, Taim. mapas, NIDA
lead), Ar.
(to make hits),
or PEW}; deriv.
Ophnite,
the
(to
be
whitish).
Deriv. np}.
129,
from
m.
"Gent.
Dr
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BY (ec. רפע  ובsuff. ךֶרָפ Pd,
 ; פרםfrom. 23 IL) m. prop. a thing
ו
crushed ; hence 1. dust, a dry,
crushed part of earth, out of which the
body of the first man is said to have

2. (with ₪ of motion ny,

c. MBP)

n. p. of a city in Manasseh. To distinguish it from ‘Ofra of the Benjamites

it is named wir) WR 'ע Jupexs 6,11,
 אבי הנזֶריypan ,6 ;42 ro debircsed sa
been formed Gen. 2, 7; 3, 19 (hence Ya  שיר2 ל7. — 3, (from “py IL;
man himself is called ney 18, 27; Ps. strength, לש n. p. m. 1 CHR. 4, 14.
103, 14), to which the body turns again
TIDY see py.
after death Jos 10,9; 34,15; Ps. 146,
IPD (only PL 6. ni9pY) f. 1. a little
4; which the wind = Par blows away
Ps, 18, 43; dry earth,

for filling up

particle of dust, Jos 28,6 and little par-

Gen. 26, 15, as clay Lev. 14, 42, cast ticles of gold--dust are to it (sapphire),
upon the head as a sign of mourning i. e. the lapis lazuli has golden (ironJos
2,12; Lament. 2,10. This explains pyrites’) points. — 2. a heap, hill, wall,
the expression 5mans“ 72 DY Gen. 2,7, Prov. 8, 26 the mass of the hills (walls)
VAS רפע GEN. 15,16 &. To ’y are ap- of the globe, perhaps from “py II.
11799 (same as 1959) ה p. of a
plied nay Has. 1, 10, ype Lev. 14, 41,
no Ez. 26, 4 &e.; and it is looked upon south-western border-city of Benjamin
as“capable of being scattered Dur. 9, 2 Cur. 13, 19 K’tib (so LXX, Vulg.);

21, 2 Kines 28, 6 15, Ps. 18, 43, like also the name of a mountain there J OSH.
pas Der. 28, 24 and. “PN Nun. 19, 17. 15, 9. The K’ri has 77999 which see.

9EN Gun. 3,14 to eat or lick dust, of — 2. (a powerful, strong “one) n. p. m.

the serpent (according to an old opinion of a Hittite Gen. 23, 8.
[IHD (hamlet) n.p.of aBenjamite city
dust was its food 18.69, 25; Mic. 7 17).
To creep in the dust Mic, T, 17 is a sign 2 Cur. 13,19 K’ri, for which the K’tib
of lowness or humiliation Lamenr. 3,29. has ,ןוְרָפָע 2 Sam. 13, 23 DIES, "Eyoain
“by is also used for sand Jos 39, 14, or ’Eyesu Joun 11, 54. It lies near the
hence it is a figure of multitude Nu. wilderness of Jiudah, 8 miles from Je-

23,10; earth generally Jon 19, 25; 41, rusalem (Zus.) and near Bethel (Joseph.).
25; Weorave 20,11 and 21,26, for which

“py ms Dan. 12, 2, nm “py, Ps. 22,
16 are also used; | 3

earthly, tran-

sitory, of a corpse Ps. 30,10; Eccues.
12,8; Ar.

26 the same.

But see DPN.

ne (from “py IIL) 7. lead Ex.15,
10; Nom. 31,22; Jur. 6,29; JoB 19,24;
a figure of heaviness Zecn. 5,7
0 call-

ed from its grayish-white colour; Aram.

“EY (same as Hp). p. m.GEN, 25,6;

אבר, pol; Ar. sce gray, earth-colour.
1 Cum. 4,17; 5,24; Ar.
= "pd.
YP (after the form DW, wr from nyyl,
“DY (from “py IL; Ein: E23) m with suf. 129, הצע ;pl. ONY, with suff.
prop. a young, vigorous animal, e. g. of TRY, לכיצע retaining Tsere; on the other
 אלSone or Son. 2, 9, a young deer, hand the stat. constr. is (יצע m. a stick,
a young roe 4, 5; 7, 4; comp. DS, so called from its stiffness and firmness,

DIN, TDD, ba», which are called”„go and therefore coupled with bp Hos. 4,
12 (of divination by rods); shaft 2 Sax,
from  לייArab.
;

(calf, young goat &e.).oa 79 ee 21,19, 1 Cur. 20, 5, for which in 1 Sam.
17, 7 ‘the K'tib is m; a stake, palus,
TIDY 1. (from “DY IL; hamlet) n. p.
for fastening criminals to Gun. 40, 19;
of a city in Benjamin, - far from the Daur. 21, 22; a block, a log, as an idol
Philistine border 083. 18, 23; 1 Sam. Ha. 2, 19; JER. 2,27; py-nd Is.
858
13,17; called in Mic. 1, 10 maps) na a non-wooden-block, 1.0. a man; wood, as

6) sign of the genitive), to represent it

as an “bY and therefore written MIDI. —

a material, along with a8 Ex, 15, 25,
Is. 40, 20, hence as a genitive to denote
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the stuff a thing is made of Lev. 11, 32. proval of our men made cakes to her (to the
Metaphor. a tree, with the adjectives  השָמָיִםm22I2), in order to fashion her

 הענןDeur. 12,2, war Is. 56,3, חל Ez.

(the goddess" )image (Kimchi)? The םיִנָנּב

17, 24, with spared Ts. 40, 20; or with like the oeAyvaı of the Greeks had the
the genitives “8 Gen. 1,11, wn 2, 16, form of the goddess. — 2. to grieve, to
 הַשְרָהEx. 9, 25,| לכַאמ Lim 19. 23 dc offend Ps. 78,40. Deriv. -הבצעמ
Hithp. ( הסעצבfut. m?) to grieve onepl. םיצע 0 ae of wood Gun. 22, 3.
Arab. as

stick, staff.

239 (Kal in signifie. 1. not used) tr.

,

prop. to cut, to divide, to carve, ident.
withaxnL, בצק,2511; hence 1. to form,
work, fashion, hen the verbs just mentioned also signify in part; comp. besides 893, 4%, 913, רצ ( )רּוצIL, which
also transfer the fundamental signification “to divide or cut” to that of forming,

self, 327 EN to be grieved at heart Gun.
6, 6, to feel mortified 34, 7.
( בצעafter the form Jap, pl.שִצבִּים 
constr.ay)

m. an image, representation;

hence an idol, of gold and silver Ps.
,135 ,15 coupled with DYUNR 2 Cur. 24,
;18 ’yרובח 
7 leagued with idols;
5 m3 an idol-temple 1 Sam. 31, 9.

237 (pl. DANY, with suf. (ףיבצעm.

lia thing formed, of an earthen vessel
fashioning. The Aram. Sed, Ar. as
which
may be dashed in pieces, JER.
in the sense of to bind belongs to X IL,
aun, and has nothing in common wilt 22,28 fig. of Coniah. — 2. labour, pain,
this stem. Deriv. axy, בצע ,1  == בצלtravail, of a woman bearing Gen. 3,16;
exertion, hence the possession gained by
2. )8 pers. with suff. amp, part. f-הוצע
this Prov. 10, 22; ‘y-b> 14, 23 every
inf. with suff. (יבְצָע metaphor, to"pain,
efforts 'y “ay 15, 1% vexing (eutting)
to afflict, to grieve, with accus. of the word, Vulg. sermo durus, Aquila oxAn-

object 1 Kınas 1, 6; 1 Car. 4, 10 0925

005; ‘pl. toil, severe labour Ps. 127, 2,

"axy and that יי dost not grieve me, what is gained by toil Prov. 5, 10, pro-

where the apodosis is omitted, and must ceeding from signific. 2 of the verb.
be supplied (after Gen. 28, 20- 22; Num.
237 (only constr. pl. with suff. OFAN
21, 2); my תבוצע Is. 54, 6 of afflicted,
with Dagesh dirimens, because the - is
troubled spirit, where הבצע is intended
shortened from —, as in 1229 Devt. 39,
to have an assonance with many; in
derivatives to bring sorrow, trouble, mis-

32, niapy Ps. 77, 20 from 239, =p»)

fortune &e. Signific. 2 has come from m. a bondman, a יו Is. 58, 3 and
signific. 1, a similar metaphor being in all your bondmen press you (to work).
But the form may also be 227, like
 = כָּאָבSen. Deriv. בָצצ 2, axy 2.
Nif. ( נעצבfut. ayy) to hurt oneself,
with 2 of the instrument Eccues. 10,9;
hence to grieve oneself, to be afflicted Gan.
45,5, to be sorrowful Ne». 8, 10, with

Sy 1 Sam. 20, 34 or לע of the person

nat (Is. 57, 6) from pon, or בצע(223),

like niatpy, minds, ninwp from aus,
nop, תשק and the signification labour,
exertion.

239 (with suf. “a8, 7329) mase.

1. image, idol, Is. 48, 5, parallel bop,
2 Sam. 19, 3.
Pih. 229 (fut. 2893) 1. to make, form 193. — 2. compulsory service, toilsome
or fashion carefully, coupled with השע hard work 14, 3; labour, pain 1 Cur.
Jo8 10, 8 (LXX, Vulg.); deriv. תבצע EB 4,9; affliction, injury, which one causes
— 2. to pain, to grieve, WIP 174 Is. 63, Ps. 139, 24, according to the LXX =
10; to injure, with accus. 97 Ps. 56, 6 Um, hence avopias.
( בצעpart. pass. ax»), Aram. tr.
my cause. Deriv. naxy 2, piney.
Hif. 27237 (inf. 6. ביצעה fut. (ביצער same as Hebr. 3x7, only iin the mean-
1. to form, fashion, make, with accus., ing to injure, to afflict, to trouble Dan.
 תמ44,19 have we then without the ap- 6, 21,
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VIDED (constr.iaxy, with suf. 725229) wee  מעצתProv. 27, 9 (the sweet discourse of friendship) more than fragrant
severe work 5,29; pain, travail 2 16, wood; parallel רסקו yaw (Gesenius).
— 2. (from ץער constr. תצע,with suf.
like ax».
( תבעconstr. naxy, plur. constr." Ney, ings, and once SIDE, foe ףךיתוצש
niayy, with suff. na») fem. 1. same or more "correctly for Tn2>) purpose,
as בצע בצע an idol Ps. 16, 4 (Targ.), determination, plan, expedient, a) ‚which
which suits the connexion best (see ais) one takes Is.19,3, Jur. 18, 23, די תצע
and 19). — 2. affliction, Prov. 10, 10 the plan of God Is. 8,19, als הצע alone
causes afflictions sorrow 15, 13 = "23 Jos 38,2; 42,3, like הָמָכְתַה 38, 12 =
mm. — 3. an incision, wound Psat 0 mar. To conceive a" plan is called
'y yen Is. 14, 26; to execute one ילmy
741, 3.
m. sorrow, anxiety, distress, Gen. 3,17;

30, 1. 'ע  שיא46,11 is a man who ene-

( רַצָעnot used) ir. to split off, to cut cutes a ‘purpose. nixy ny to project,
of; identical with "on IL, Aram. חצד to make plans carefully Ps. 13, 3; hence
eile

 גmin, Arab. Las, a
also has the same meaning.

en

רweir
בל עצ.

rey I. (not used) intr. 1. to be hard,

the parallel is 7135. b) counsel which one
communicates 2 Sam. 16,20. The communication is expressed by’s
ל yz? 2Sam.

16, 23, ’y 2772 16, 20, 'ע  איִבַהTs. 16, 3;
and in this sense JUN Ps. 119, 24 is

firm, of wood, bones; to be stiff, of the a counsellor, — 3. Metaphor. old
spine; comp. ץע I. trans. to make firm, prudence Is. 11,2, Prov. 8, 14, prop. the
V2"? the same, ,דע 19°) L, Arab.
knowing how to advise oneself 108 12,
to be hard, firm, figur. to be refractory, 13; Prov. 21, 30; intelligence Jur. 32,
19, which is supplemented by: action
stubborn, yas to be hard, firm. Deriv.
proportioned to it; 1292 by deliberation
V2, הצע L, 729 and 71723 in the proper
Prov. 20, 18, Widely 1 Cur. 12, 19.
name. — 2. tr.“(not used) to determine
ney cae הצע I.) m. the spine, with
firmly, transferred from the fundamental
its
joints and points Lev. 3, 9; hence
signification as in ץע I. and yer, if
/ 0
my be not here =xp; hence to ‘judge, Targ. nmr, Arab. or
torule; comp. הָזָש 0 on). Deriv. the to Saadia the lowest joint of the backproper name ץעמ and PION,
bone, Arab. נב
in any case 'ע

MSY IL (part. med) tr. to shut, to seems to denote originally bones, comp.
draw together, to close, pry Prov. 16, Lias the bone of the leg, in the pl. the
30, a gesture of cunning calculation, bones of a bird’s wing.
Dixy (pl. (םרמוצע adj. m. strong,
elsewhere ney (Is. 29,10; 33, 15), so
that the organic root הצע is obvionsly powerful, of 43 פט 26, 5, "vb weak
synonymous with that in D2”y. The Prov. 30, 26, of waters Is. 8,7; mighty,
connexion of 1-29 II. with | m to en- extraordinary Am. 5,12; numerous Num.

close, vn, YH, Arab: uals, Se
3
(see 32, 1.
 עצומיםylno( htiw .ffus (צרמיר
 כdual
rn), -ה7 IL. (to הָזח 8, mary 21is elear
fem.
the
claws,
prop.
the
strong
ones
Ps.
from the fundamental signification.
10,10 (Ibn Esra); according to others
ney fem. 1. (fem. of V2, constr. (תצע it is a plur. abstract, strength.
collect. same as DZ? wood JER. 6, 6
yixy (fortress) n. p. of a locality
(LXX, Vulg., Syr.), after Deur. 20,
19, without any necessity for reading 2 Sam. 23, 8, according to the LXX same
muy there on that account, or for as 729. See 2742.
translating it by wood-work (Targ.);
“BA PSY (back-bone i. e. point of

עצל
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DINED see Mwy.

the giant, so called from the head of a
mountain that runs out into a point)
Oxy (3 pl. in pause maxy; inf. with
n.p. of a sea-port at the north-east
end of the Elanitic gulf of the Arabian suff. למצע ,fut. (םצער trans. prop. to fit
Sea, not far from nos (afterwards firmly to one another, to lace, knot, bind,
Berenice) Num. 33, 35, Deur. 2, 8, in enclose firmly to one another, Arab.
whose harbour Solomon built his Ophir- to tie up; hence 1. to press together, the
ships 1 Kınas 9, 26, 2 Cur. 8,17, and eyes Is. 33, 15. — 2. intr. (like other
where Jehoshaphat’s fleet suffered ship- verbs of closing and binding, comp.
wreck 1 Kınas 22, 49, 2 Cur. 20, 36. “WP, PIT, Is, >15) to be strong, powerThe name sıie (‘Akaba), combined with ful, of a ruler Dan. 8, 8, coupled with
Elath, denotes back; and this seems to >13; of enemies Ps. 38, 20; to get the
have differed from Ezion-geber only upper hand Dan. 11, 23; to have indialectically; according to which view fluence Gun. 26, 16. 13 this sense occurs
Elath and Ezion-geber lay near one an- once ind oxy Dan. 8, 24 his strength
other. There is in Arabic also the name was mighty, “selected because of the
, a place situated at the coast of apodosis .חכְבאָלְר3 Metaphor. to be
Wady el-merakh (see Rüppel, Reisen in numerous Ps. 38, 20, Is. 31,1, just like
an Jur. 15, 8; pone Arab.
to tie
Nubien, 1859. p. 252 seq.).

to be large. Debuy (Kal not used) intrans. prop. to up, a skin-bottle,
rivat.
D%Y
with
the
denom.
Dxy, Dixy,
incline, to lean, a manifestation of desire for rest; hence to be languid, idle, Dany, by», המצע  תמְצהand the
generally to be lazy. Deriv. 549, 1229, proper ‘names Dey, .ןומצע
עִצְלוּת,MY, or NDE.
Pih. ogy (fut. 289) 1. to close, the eyes
Nif. ( נעצלfut. S995) to yield oneself Ts.29, 10.—2. (not used) to make strong,

in the object to which the idea points.

to strengthens deriv. naxx. Another
ney Jer. 50,17 is a denom. from Der.
Hif. or» (fut. םיצע 1») to make strong
Ps. 105, 4
The organic root of the stem is manifestly ע-סצ ,and may) be identical with

In other respects the Arab. (ac means

that in DIN, DI", = (to put together),

up to sloth, Le. to be idle, with an infin.
following JupGzs 18, 9.
The stem and fundamental significa-

tion lies also in by (which see); and
it is connected with oom, Ar. Jos, only

to be at leisure, oe

to incline.

The

fundamental conception is not the want
of activity, but slothful abandonment

DO°S, bum, ia 5, Di, Dr ete. in the
primary conception.

DEP (with suf. 2; 1 pl. םימצע ,
to rest.
with “suff. "ey; 2 pl. תומצע , constr.
( לצעonly in Prov.) m. ₪ slothful one,  (עצמיתmasc. prop. the hard, the firm;
a sluggard (opposite a worker) Prov. hence 1. same as V2 and pl. םיִמְצִע=
,6 ;6 described in 6, 9; 13, 4; 15, 19;  עָצִיםEz. 24,5 a pile of wood (see רד

31,22.

== commonly 2. a bone, coupled with
“wa Gen. 2, 23, to which are applied
the
words saw Ex.12, 46, nr (to quake)
( הלor npxy) femin. only dual
Jer.
23, 9, “m Ps. 102, 4, TIENT 22,
pnb, the (two) lazy hands Eccues. 10,
18 "(Ion Esra), more exactly defined by 15, wa> Ez. 37, 11, 09 Now. 24, 8,
or( תּוְלַפַש opposite 1737 71) = TPT Ar Ez. 6,5 &e.; specially the bone of
a dead person Ez. 39, 15; in the plur.
(Jur. 47,3) and m paar.
bmx», Am. 6,10 or ninxy, Ex. 13,19;

 לבצע הfem. sloth Prov. 19, 15.

mbxy fem. "0 Prov. 31, 27.

 לתsce nay.

Josn. '24, 32. The bones cleave to tha
flesh Jos 19, 20 i. 6. are much emaciated;
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like Ps. 102, 6; the Bones are on fire 47, 9, therefore like Haya Nau. 3, 9,
Jos 30, 30 ie. elephantiasis has already parallel MERTS and we should not
attacked the bones. — 3. Generally the read with the versions .המצע
body, the bodily form, Lament. 4, 7; in
yiaxy (fort) n. p. of a city on the
the plur. Jos 7,15 so that my soul gives south border of Palestine Num. 34, 4;
the preference (Ma (רַהְּב to death over my
Josu. 15, 4.
living body; opposed to the soul Prov.
ninzy (from Pih.) fem. plur. a bul15, 30; 16,24; Jos 33,19 and the restlessness of his body is continuous.

As

the seat of strength and vigour; hence

wark, strong defence, like as,

figur.

a strengthening, a conjirmation, in causes;

strength, like 043. United with ba a corroboration, a proof, Is. 41, 21; comp.
consanguinity 2 Sam. 5, 1; Junass 9,3; Jos 13,12 (Rashi).
Is. 58, 11; then, a firm piece, of Dn
129 (not used) tr. to cut, to pierce,
Ez. 24, 4. "For the meaning body, comp.

Ecceues. 11,5 how a body ()םיִמְצָע i. ₪

of a:pointed weapon; to divide, separate,

(Ar.

originally the same, metathe fruit of the body, foetus, is in the
womb of the pregnant. Also a dead body, phor. 9 keep off); identical in its ora corpse, Ez. 32, 27 their clothing or ganic root 729 with that in jr” (to

i
coverings (aniniy to be read for (םתוכלע wk), וז IL, IE, 78, if not with ‘thatin

upon their bodies. — 4. self, prop. essence, body of a thing, res ipsa, entire-

eS. 1. j0°77, Ar. uf, öl, Spas,

ly like ,בל D3 and שפנ ,and therefore

Dow: the proper names Ji2y and

followed by a ‘genitive. So in the ae
mim Diem 'ע the self-same day Gun.7
13; 17, 23; Ex. 12, 17; man v2 Tou
21,23 in ba bodily תו
i.e in health
itself; byw oxy> Ex. 24, 10 as the
heaven itself, i.e. like the very heaven.
Here perhaps "מצע may also be taken
in this sense (I myself’) Jos 30, 30, רמְצש

, Targ. ךוטדע (to be hard; firm),
( עצןwith suf. לכצָע, after another
reading) masc.

a weapon for cutting or

piercing, a sword (LXX) or a spear=
man 2Sam.23,8, where some wish to read

BEINE Thy. Tt is better to take 723
(fortress) as the name

of a place, like

7129, and so 9297 would be a Gent. m.
(he himself) 2,5 = va; myya in me the Eznite, a family name of one of David’s heroes 2 Sam. 23,8 (LXX ey7).
Ps. 88, 4; ונימצע we ser 141, 7.
 עָצְמוְתַי29,18 see .הָמְצָע In Ar.
pa
(eye) stands for it, "but yet there is a
distinetion. — 5. (fortress) n. p. of a
city in Simeon 7088. 15, 29; 19, 3;
1 Cur. 4, 29.
Pih. oxy denomin. to break the bones,
like 043 ‘JER. 50, 17.
pyy (with suff. (ימצָע m. strength,
might, ‘with m same as 15 Deut. 8, 17;

See nV.
WY

06

(infin. constr. רצע|fut. רצער,

ַרצע- , also 129°) trans. prop. ‘to

enclose, to ‘pind about, to join, to bring
together, to heap together; identical
with “IN, OR, TER, ZH (to SEM),
Im רזע II. Hence 1. to close, with
“ya Gey. 20,18, with the accus. 16, 2,

Devt. 11, 17, or absol. Is. 66, 9; to enJos 30, 21; metaph. Ps. 139, 15 = bey close, to ל up in, to insarberate JER.
33,1; 36,5. And so according to some
body, in the sense of Doi.
the alliteration 2197 ‘Wey Deut. 32,
( המצעonly pl. with suff. nn»)
36; 1 Kınas 14, 10 26; 21, 21 (see
fem. act of overpowering, act of overcom-
any under 19 L); but as betes is
ing, violence, Ps. 22, 18 I relate all the
added, it might be better to explain
deeds of violence practised toward me.
with relation to the whole: the man who
( הָמְצְעfrom oxy) f. strength, might, is hindered and he who is his own master,
Is. 40, 29; but also as an infin. the being i. 6. he to whom participation in public
strong, the being numerous = multitude life is denied, and he to whom it is
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granted,i.e.the small and great. — 2. Me»
( הרצעonly stat. absol., commonly
taphor. to hold back, to hinder, Ar.
: |noes)’ f. 2Kınas 10, 20, Is. 1,13, Jo.

with "3572 of the person 1 Cur. 12, 1;
to hold together, Md, ie. to have arena,
courage, Dan. 10, 8 16; to manifest

strength, followed ‘by the infin, with 3
2 Car. 2,5; 13,20; 22, 9, and without
np 20, 37; ‘with by of a person fo have

,1 ,14 commonly assembly, festive as-

sembly Targ. NWD or xyvro, Pesh.
{recis, Vulg. coetus, collectio, LXX
a

novnyvois, Rashi MD'ON, Kimchi

SR, conseq. from “zy meaning to join,

to collect, = EN. But as it means in
Jo. Le. only an"appointed day of fasting
and repentance, and in 2 Kines and
to withhold, םיִלְמְּב (in discourse) Jos Is. Il. ec. a festival generally, it is bet-
4,2; 29,9; Ban 12,15 (in a flood); ter explained as דערמ = an appointed,
to deln, with accusat. of the person definite time. The assembling is then
JUDGES 13, 15 16, i. e. to hold captive the consequence of the fast- or feast-
2 Kınas 17, 4, seldom with ל 24; to day. It should therefore be derived
refuse, 1 Sam. 21,6 a woman has been from "29 to establish, to appoint.
refused us, where the LXX read mee
( תֶרצַשpl. with suff. (עִצְרְמִיכֶם fem.
12729; to hold back 1 Kınas 18, 44;
la feast- day, of the eighth day of the
Drau Devt. 11,17 and 2 Car. 7,13 5 mind feast Lev. 23, 36; Num. 29, 35;
withhold rain from heaven. — 3. Figur. Non. 8,18; 2Car.7,9; or of the seventh
to rule, prevail, prop. to tame, to keep in of the passover Devr. 16, 8 (where the
with a bridle, coércere imperio, dominare cod. Samar. has instead am). As in
(not from m» 29), therefore with 3 both cases it is just the closing feast,
1 Sam. 9,17, or absol. 2 Cur. 22,9. In the word 80610» (closing feast) of the
derivatives also, to be without, to suffer LXX is explained, without having re-
the want of, to be needy; to put up in a course to רצָע to determine. After-
string, to confine, hence to oppress, Ar. wards it was called NOTES, )2460000(
<<
oseph. "Antt.3,10,
; compare also the Aram. "2, to the feast of7
press, to press out, whence MX,
,)6 Ar. by 2. — 2.4 festival-sacrifice,
|25 (a wine-press). Deriv. "29,27, metaphor. like 35 and 7272, Am. 5,21.

power ו
one, i. e. to be able to
accomplish a thing 14,10; to keep back,

 לצרה, nix,

292,

Tier.

—

"Nit. ( צרpart. “292, inf. constr.
 הצרfut. a3) pass. to be shut up
1 Kınas 8, 35, to be restrained Num. 17,
13, metaphor, to stay, to remain behind,

with "2p of the person 1Sam. 21,8, i. e.

.3 covenant, league, statute, confederacy

(metaphor. like 7p‘), so DY13R '2 JER.
,9 i

1". same

as 33 1 toייל

% inter-

to be ‘present on account of a festival.
twine, to bind together; hence 1. to devise,
SY m. a keeping off, debarring, hin- to weave cunning, to lay wait, to deceive
dering, deprivation, need, cognate in sense
Hos. 12, 3, with an assonance to 791;

“ior; hence ‘y wir (viz. PR, to be

to cogitate plans, to forge devices Jur. 9,

dupalied from "the preceding

clause) 8, to deceive, to mislead GEN. 27,36; comp.
Jupers 18, 7 no one (had) need, i. e. 258 I, par, 213, up. Derivat. maps,
none suffered want, conseq. connected ap 5-5 ) רו to stop, to withwith 3395 ")>72 PH and “>> Tora TK hold, to interdict, to tarry, proceeding
Le from the idea of binding, as is clear
indigence.
727; comp. Ar 8

from Wan (Joz 28, 11), "OR, 29, Ar.
a 259 L. having the same meaning;
— 2. con-
7
Is. 53, 8; comp. Ar, wie to remain behind, to
tarıy. Deriv. Pih. apy. — 3. (not used)
הקוצמ

 רָצְעm. 0.1 shutting up, of the Dr},
i.e. barrenness Prov. 30, 16.

straint, oppression, suffering

Ps 107, 39; cognate in sense
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to bind about, to enfold, to enclose, there-

—

3. (from ap? I.) a persecutor or lier-

fore in Ethiop. to keep, to watch, to in-wait, Ps.41,10 the persecutor prevails
guard; metaphor. to make inaccessible, over me (29 (לידגה but see 533 Hif.;

unfathomable, to close up, to conceal, 29.  כון ל,94 6 eht ytiuqini fo .tiaw-ni-sreil

Derivat. apy adj. — 4. (not used) intr.
either cally to be behind, at the back,

apy 1. (after the form 5193, Win,

last; or referring to time, to be later, to fon apy L) adj. mase. inscrutable, unbe behind; in both cases connected chiefly fathomable, of the heart Jer. 17,9 (LXX),

with to tarry, to stay, as in "18 (which
in its organic root “ATR is related to
that in -"m 11. to bind about). Deriv.

without having to read play; comp. בל
ploy Ps. 64,7, “pH-PR Pov. 25, 3. —
2. (from ap? In)subst. a hill Is. 40, 4,
aoe:

apy, apy 1."and 2.

opposite niin, comp. Arab, 05

a
“Pin. Spy (fut. apy) 1. to keep back, mountain ridge, also wlis, Maltese
Jos 37, 4 and he does not hold them (the akba.
lightnings) back when his voice resounds
( בקעfrom apy I.) m. prop. the later,
(the suf. B= should have an assonance

later-following; hence the end, the last,

to D99%, though referred to לךלא it is as adv. even to the end, i. e. always Ps.
grammatically irregular). The Tare. has ,119 33 ;112 consequence, adv.להקב 
for it 29%, and many mss. read Dapp.
— 2. (aot used) to go behind, to follow
after, in a good sense, protectingly, from

apy 4. (which see). Deriv. the proper
name בוק

Ps. 40,16 or apy Is. 5, 23 on account of,
;esuaceb osla  אשר2 hsaC 81,22, "2 ל
2 Sam. ,21 ;01 dna9‘ enola .woN ,41 42

as a conjunction meaning “propterea
quod”;

reward,

as a consequence

of

apy I. (not used) intr. to be high, doing Ps. 19, 12; comp. Arab. läs,
hill-shaped; ident. in its organic root
ap"y with that in 9-23 ‚24, 733,939,
sa? &e.; Ar. ie. Deriv. apy 2. and

קנה

x ie reward, ic end, Greek hor
odyic reward, from 200006 6

( הבקעfrom apy 2) f. a mountain, a
hill, Hos. 6, 8 a hill of blood, of the

AEY (constr. ap»; with suff. לבקכ , pl. eity of Gilead, which lay on a mountain
 שקבים6 "apy and יבקש with Dagesh di- (Gen. 31, 47 54).
rimens, with ‘suff. יבקש ךיבקע( וm. 1. the
 הבקעfem. cunning, deceit 2 Kınas
heel, prop. the te part of the foot ,10 fa!
Gun. 3,15; 25,26; 49,17; the foot ge( הבקעonly pl. constr. niapy) fem.

nerally, which is caught in a snare

Jos 18, 9; ’y 72 Ps. 56, 7 to watch
the feet, in "order.to entangle them with

a net; 'ִפ "2p93 אצי Sone or Sox. 8
to folio at the heel (foot) of one, i. e.

footstep, track, Ps. 77, 20; 89, 52.
TRY I. (fut. TRI) tr. to bind, to lay

hold of, to knot together, of the binding
of a sacrifice Gun. 22, 9, Aram. mp2
close behind, like ‘p "2972 Jupaus 4, (which see); metaphor. to unite, to col10, and Jur. 13,22 thy feet are disgraced, lect. Deriv. דקל (a proper name).
by lifting up the train; the hoof, of a
The stem spy (Aram. דק, as, Ar.
horse Jupaus 5,22. — 2. the rear, GEN.
49,19 and he will wound the rear, i. e. She, Meltese ikad) is ident. in this
meaning with 738, TDN, TON, and in

eause a complete defeat, comp. a;
the rear of an army, Josu. 8,13, comp.

its organic root דקBr with thatin דגIL,

meaning Nll-shaped, hunched; so iat the

cut into, metaphor. to stripe, to variegate,

Ar. wt. This may come from apy I. Ar. ol, OLS
with the signif. 4; but also from בק>II. ₪7 II. (not used) ir. to notch, to

other senses have proceeded from heel. like רבָח Il. to רפרבח and mal to pa

עקר

of similar fundamental signification; the
organic root pP

is also in sp,

Ar.

ARS, bi, un, LS, “aL, דק Derivative
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|

Tp» (pl. םיְִקַע ,from Ipx IL) adj.
m. striped, banded, of sheep, properly
notched Gen. 30, 85 39 40; 31,8. According to the Tare. and. Saad. from

rindpy (from ה ( לקadj. m. crooked,
winding, tortuous, ofthe serpent; together
with 1793 Is. 27, 1, a figure of Babylon.
IrY (unused) intr. to wind, to twist,
of the serpent, or ir. to turn, to wind,

and ident. either with py, Aran: DR3,,
seas, or also with 522 (which see); me-

oF
 לקדlike mast (striped in the feet) taphor. like is to be acute, intellectual.

from
to bind; but Hebrew analogy points to spy O.

Deriv. Mo

ME

 = ןקעm?, 6 Sharp-sighted, Intel-
ligent one, viz. Jah is) n. p.m. Gun. 36,
 דקעm. either the binding of sheep,; 27 also of an Edomite race, perhaps
in order to shear them; or union, as- the race Axxnvös (Steph. Byz.), for which
sembly; only in the proper name בּית pn? stands elsewhere; but comp. 72%.
‘IRB (which see) or( תיּב 'ע םיערה which According to Eupolemus (Euseb. Pr. Ev.
)9,30 there was also an Arabian place
see).
"Ayvova MP)

Mypy (not used) tr. to contain, to en-

' 01086, ident. with py (pry),קצ (pry); Ar.

( רֶקָעunused) intr. 1. to be bound,

related, entangled, of plants or roots, as
WI to Ww also (comp. Aram. 177, Hebr.
s2 (from Pry) f. constraint, oppre
 (זרזרproceeds from a like fundamension Ps. 55, 4, elsewhere mp.
tal ‘signification. Metaphor. of the windapy @ Protecting one, viz. Jah is; ing of the sinews of the foot, of the

Lie, gle the same. Deir. הקש

comp. ₪9
successor) n. 9. m. EZR. 2, uterus of a woman, and the testicles of
a man.
Comp. Ethiop. רקע to wind
42 45; 1 Cur. 3, 24.
about; Arab.
to bind, to fetter. —
by (Kal not used) tr. to turn, to 2. to be rooted, naturalised. Deriv. "px
twist, to wind, to meander; connected (comp. Aram. רק denom. “py ₪
with ‘bay, and ident. in its organic root Nif. and Pih.), "and thence רק (with

ope with that in >a, ,לח Sn IL, ,לכ mapy,, NPY,); the proper names TR?)
; על ל.I .rohpatem ot ,trevrep ot ena קר
perverse, the conduct; comp. Aram. לק

"For the organic root רקע are to be
to bear
together, to ‘heap together), Aram. רגא,

the same, whence לוק whirlpool; Syr. compared "378 (to put ל

Nas the same; Ar. Je: to bind, fetter,

to entangle, fig,to be discreet, prudent. nf (to bargain for, properly to bind),
pp (which see), רג 1, 7373; as well
Deriv. הלקע and Tinypy,
to מ
‘to fetter, to
Pih. -(redupl.) not used, deriv. לקלק as the Arab.
hold
fast,
to
attach
to,
Ethiop.
to bind
Puh. 9p» (part. 9py7) to be perverted,

twisted, of.right Has. 1:4.

spy a ground-form to jin>py, which
see.

about, to enclose.
( רקעunused) Aram. the same; deriv.
“py (out of Pael) and denom.קר 

Spbpy (redupl. from >p¥) adj. m.,

 רקעmasc. prop. root, root-windings,

( שקלמלתpl. ni“) ! crooked , sloping,
of ways Jupazs 5, 6, opposite רשינ

like the Aram. “p23 hence metaphor.
.1 rooting in, aa
(in a land),
 רגnmeun 'ע Luv. 25,47 one implanted
from a foreign Hang, different from
mix. Derivat. the denominat. "py. —

subst. a crooked path, apostasy, departine,

_ from the true worship Ps. 125,5; Syr.
the same.
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2. (unused) the foot-sinews of animals;

deriv. Pih. denom. — 3. (naturalisation)

scourge 1Kınas12,11 14, prob. a thong
with sharp hooks; Ar. the same.

n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2, 27.
( רקעinf. constr. ירלקכ( denom. to pluck

VTP (maturalisation) n. p. of a Philistine tribe naturalised in Palestine;

up ae roots (1px), to root up, fully קר then of a Philistine territory in the
ying Eccues. 3, 2.
north of Philistia with metropolis of
'Nif. “P22 (fut. RN) to be destroyed the same name
088. 13, 3; assigned
from the ground, of a city ZEPH. 2, first to the tribe of Judah 15, 45, next
4; having an assonance to ‘Ekron, as to that of Dan 19, 43, though never oc-

Ashdod has to 710, Ashkalon to לוכש cupied by them 13, 3; Jupazs 1, 18;
and 179 to Manz,
Pih. Sp» (fut. ope?) 1. to cut the footsinews, 0 animals; ‘hence to lame, to
hough, of 05 1088. 11,6 9 or רוש Gen.

49,6. — 2. to döstroy, 229 (war-) cha-

ZEPH. 2, 4; Zecu. 9,2 Gent. m. py
JosH. 13, 3; 1Sam. 5,10.

woy (fut. Wpy2; Kal not used) tr.
prop. to knot, to twist, to wind, to inter-

lace; metaphor. to twist into each other,
to twist, to make crooked, opposite רושל
to pervert, to entangle; to be sly, cunPD adj. m., MIP¥, (constr. NPY) f. ning; ident. in its organic root un
prop. injured in the roots, i. e. in the with that in Wp-2, Wp-?, d274, wp.
testicles or uterus; hence barren Gun. The Ar. bX, eke belong here, in
11,30; Devt.7,11; coupled with nowy their secondary meaning to stop, to hold
Ex. 23,26; Tare. the same.
back, to be refractory, proceeding from
“Pp? (constr. “py, from רקע(Aram. the idea of binding; whereas to make
masc. that which Binds together, of שָרש crooked, to turn is (Ate, Yate. Jos
Dan. 4, 12 20 and the bond of his roots, 9,20 belongs to Hif. Deriv. wpyn.
Nif. un? to be perverted, perverse,
i. e. their stock (elsewhere “p¥ alone);
with 01077 ‘Prov. 28,18 to be perverted.
Syr. pas.
“py, (Peal not used) Aram. denom. to in two ways (i. e. of hesitating way).
Pih. ORY (fut. WY) to crook, to perroot up; hence to destroy.
Iihpe. קתר
ֶ אot eb deyortsed .naD vert, Ham Is. 59, 8, 773 Prov. 10, 9;
mas) Mic. 3, 9; to act perversely, cun?
( עקרבconstr. aR, pl. Dra IpyY) m ningly, crafty; dere. wp» and nawpy.
Hif. op (only fut. with suff. "wpe?
la scorpion, oxogntog Daur. 8,15, with
wre and ye (from 257 IL with the mean- for EPP) to regard as an Wp» Jos 9
ing to seize, to catch, to pierce); meta- 20, parallel Pd from .עושרה
Bor a scorpion -= hooked, and bent
riots 2 Sam. 8, 4; 1 Cur. is, 4 (LXX,
Aq.); Arab. Re the same.

wp» (before Makkeph -wpy, plur.

36 the scorpion - Lay ‘ofthe carved
cliffs stretching from the south end of
the Dead Sea with a bend towards the
east (Robins. III, p. 45 seq.); comp. Ar.
eats
w
curvus, inflexus. Axpaßazzın
1 Mace. 5, 2 18 the same name. — 2. The
name of a thorn with prickly branches;

rai, constr. רומק ( 1. adj. m. perverse,

perverted, with accus. חרא Prov. 2, 15,
177 28, 6 in walk; סע with ריד Dzvr,
32, 5, 335 Ps. 101, 4, i.e. corrupts subst.

one perverse, with the genitive בל Prov.
11, 20 and 17, 20, or םִיָתָפְט 19, 4, i.e.
with reference to the heart‚speech; along

in botany Onkoba (comp. Forsk. p. 103) with 5b). — 2. (a prudent
Ez, 2, 6, mentioned with 249 and io, 2 Sam. "93, 26.
where by stands for by. — 3. an instrumr BY fem. perverseness,
ment of torture in the|form of a scourge with Dine) Proy. 4, 24;
furnished with points, a knotted pointed lying speech, coupled with

one) n. p.m.
perversion,

6,12, ie.

mi.
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( רעfrom “np IL, with suff. 727; ac-

to be in confusion; Aram. ברע 6

cording to some plur. הםיִרָכ with suf. anny mixture and union, quadrilit. 3355
,3° which, however, may be the pl. to mix), Ar. Wyse
(to mix, to mingle;
of “iy after “the form piv) 1. same as metaph. to speak confusedly, impurely).
md a city. Only as a proper name of Egyptian oph to bind. Derivat. a1
the metropolis of the Moabite territory and 2, 399 3, 22259, Hithp. Swan. =
on the‘south bank of the Arnén Num. 2. to 0
to have intercourse, to carry

,21 15 (cod. Samar.| רע Daur. 2, 9; on traffic, proceeding from thefundament-

fully רע בָאומ Num. 21, 28; Is. 15, 1;
also called elsewhere ania רי Num. 29,
,36 from which the appellative meaning
clearly appears. It is named in Greek
47
Aquila andSymmachus trans-
late zölıs 21000. At the present day
the ruins, called Rabba, i.e. axin n27,

al signification of mutual union Ez. 27,
9 27, as also בזע I. (to 71219 27, 16);
comp. Da}. Deriv. בֶרעמ 1.-- 3.t0 pledge,
prop. to make obligatory, with accus.
of the object, Nea. 5, 3 we pledge our
fields,

our

vineyards,

and

our

houses.

Hence we should read Day omas, for

after the analogy of }in2y nay "(Burckh. may 'א in 5,2.

Fig. בלnN 9 JER.

II, 640; Robins. Pal. I, 123), are con- 30, 21 to pledge the heart ‘(spirit), i. e.
sidered the same; but they are not at

to stake, conseq. to risk, Arab. Wye II.
the Arnön. The Targ. renders itלְחָיּת 
or באל N12, with reference to the na- and IV. the same, a S to venture; to
or thing, 1.0. to
ture of the place; see may and mm. be surety for, a person
Three hours to the south-east of itwas
situated aia ריק or סָרָה MP, MIN VP
which see. — 2. (vom SI, but doubt-
ful), an enemy, רצ = 1 Sam. 28, 16, but

where 7975 may be read; pl. poy Is.
,14 ,21 where some would read as a
suitable antithesis DY, but better D249
(of the Chaldeans), since they are called

answer for them, with accusat. of that.
for which one is security Gen. 43, 9;
with 09% (from with) of the person, to
whom the security is given 44, 32.
st 249 Prov. 11,15 to give security for
a " stranger; ’p 3B many, ’y 17, 18 to
undertake security before i. ₪. ma one,
for which 5 of the person is also put

 יעשר ץֶרֶא.18,9 For 7799 Ps. 139, 20 6,1, here => np 9pm; 279 Jos 17, 3
it is more appropriate to read ףמש and be surety for me; Ps. 119 ‚123; generally,
to translate: they have uttered thy name
lyingly or falsely.
 רעAram, m. an enemy Dan. 4, 16;
comp. Hebrew ny 2.

take me under protection Is. 38,14. This.

meaning also proceeds, as Day and dant.

shew, from the fundamental signification
to bind; Aram. ברע,275, whence 2579
(a bailsman), 1359 (security), Arab. —
( רעfrom רוע TIL)m. 1.a caller (pro-
the same. Derivat, map, man acceeding from the idea of to be astir),
cording to some).
only in the formula) 129  רעMar. 2, 12

caller and answerer (see ‘page 1029). —
.2 (a Watcher, viz. Jah is) n. p. m. GEN.
,88 ;3 1 Car. 4, 21; comp. the proper
names , ריNY, WY,יהי .

 רעsee Thy.

NY (unused) Aram, see הרר (812).
a I. (part. 359, fut. 39>) 1. tr.
to interweave, to knot, to twist

Pih. ( ערבunused) to pledge (seeKal 3).

Deriv. a2.
Hithp. ( הסְערבfut. ayn?) to intermingle , with a among Psat 106, 85;
Prov. 14, 10; to associate with, with >
of a person Prov. 20,19; to have intercourse with, with DY of a person Prov.
24, 21.
The stem ’Y is ו
with ףרא

(unused)
(which see), Ar.ו to knot, \-5-5 the
together, of the weft of a web; to miz, to
men,
of
same, whence 5 hair-braid, a cord,
together,
flow
to
intr.
e;
intermingl

ערב
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o al the same, whence &3,! a knot, 258 |
I, Aram. 25 (to bind), whence ur

Arab. the same, whence ws 5 united,
a consort. Deriv. am.

a II. (not - intr. to be withered,
juncus. The organic root ary is also in
dry, therefore to be waste, desert, of
א- רפ1
countries, steppes &c.; 0
with
ay I. (inf. constr. 349) intr. 1. to
an
(which
see),
Arab.
o
.
Deriv.
be obscure, to become or be dark, of night
דן

ד

setting in;

Jupaus 19,9 the day (already)

 ערב2, 242 2, my,

2, many, 292,

"is obseure (MI) in ‘order to be dark, the. proper name ברע "ברעGent, יברע
Le. it is night; so that 'ע is not a de- ay.
nom. from 279, and does not, besides,
ay III. (unused) intr. prop. to drop,
mean to turn. "Figur. Is. 24, 11 all joy
to flow, to be wet, like 939, m; hence
- is dark, i.e. is obscured; to rejoice being
symbolised by to lighten (see TR, רחנ, to suck in moisture , to love moisture, of

bmw). Deriv. בלע ,1 2492 ,2 הברעמ
mass, 1. — 2. (not used) to be black, |
dark-coloured, of the raven; cognate in

sense Wn; Ar. Wye med. E the same.
Derivat. ברע 1 (according to some). 3. Fig. to be unknown, strange, i. e. to

plants growing on water; comp. the Ar.
Sr

>

pure water,

flow

le

of tears

a deep river;

or wine,

Wye

efflux and pasture; Aram. NIS, west
reeds, where the same fundament. signif.

should be adopted. The organic root 3°-¥

be low, common; Ten (to on) being is also in an to 693935. Deriv. may, 3

so used also; Arab. Wye
wander

I. II. IV. to

into the dark distance,

abroad; Wye

a stranger.

to go

Deriv. ac-

and 4, ברע 1.

( ברשPeal unused) Aram. tr. same as
Hebr. ay I. to mingle, to mix.

cording to some, 22 2, perhaps 299 3.
Pa. ay (only part. pass. 35973) to
Aif. 29H (inf. abe. (ברעה prop. to min, Dax. 0 43 mixed.
makeatevening, or todo at evening 1 Sam.
17,16, without being. a denom. from

I».

“The stem ברע in this sense is con-

nected with ny (to ,ףירע Deny), and
in its organic root 273 “with פַר-'ה II.

Abelonging to 799 pl. BRD 1).
Sm TU. (not used) tr. same as 2m

Iihpa. 25908 to be mized Dan. 2, 43;
comp. Targ. on 18. 1,22; Prov. 14, 10.

277 (pl. DANY, constr. 39) mase.
1. (from ay IIL.) the willow , salix, a
tree that likes the water and grows by

water-brooks (na "5a1"b9) Is. 44, 4;
Ps. 137, 2; hence fully m BP Luv.

23,40; Jos 40, 22; Arab. wo ; Talm.
רבה,Syr. Arabto.—2. (from 399 2.)
to consume , Ar. wrt = Ah (Kamös p.
a wilderness; hence Is. 15, 7 a brook of
125). Deriv. בר
the deserts, viz. the Wady which falls
a I. (fut. 3291) intr. to be plea- into the Dead Sea between Moab (Kerek)
sant, sweet, with 5 of the person, of and Edom (G’ebal), and is still called
Wady-el-Achsa (i. e. brook of the sandy
mad JER, 31,26; Prov.13,19 a wish fulplain);
Robinson II, pp. 488. 555. In
filled isi sweet to the soul; next, to be wellAm.
6,
14
73997 Dm stands for it.
‘pleasing, of m31 Hos. 9, 4, mn Man.
any (from בלע L) adj. masc. lovely,
3,4; seldom with לע of the person Ps.
104, 34; Ez.16,37. As in punI. and pleasant, Prov. "20, 17; sweet, of the
353 to cut in, to lay hold of, hence fig.

voice Sona or Sox. 2, 14.
ceeds from to hang upon, to be closely
22 (from ברע I) m. 1. prop. inser רצהthe fundamental signification pro-

-attached to, to incline to; and is therefore

but -the intrang.

form

of am 1

tion, intermixing; hence the weft of a web,
Lay. 13, 48-59. — 2. a mixture, a mined

ערב
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multitude, plebs promiscua,

a mixture

wolves of the wilderness, which are very

Vulg.), which is accordingly expressed

has mina, Nt, where miayy is parallel

of all sorts of people Ex. 12, 38 (LXX, ‘rapacious and fierce; for which JER. 5, 6

in Num. 11,4 by yopo%; and even ay to spo. "Hence ל cannot be translated
24 Ex. 1.0. may be 222%, (comp. Targ. there evening ; though Zern. |. c. may
on Num. 11,4; Sone or Sou. 1, 12). ‘By have thought of that, on account of

the word is "understood the promiscuous
multitude that joined the Israelites on

their departure from Egypt in order to
colonise Canaan.

With them are com-

‘pared the /Idugvioı of the Greek co-

Hence

the name

of the districts

of ו nomad.Bedouin tribes, being
natives of the Arabian desert (29),
and whose sheikhs are termed יכלמ
ap

Jer.25,24,

These Bedouins with

lonies, or the mixed people that recoltheir sheikhs are inhabitants of the deonised Palestine after the Babylonian
sert (Naq722 (םיִנָכַשַה Jur. 1. c.; where
-exile Neu. 13,3. The very explanation
foreigners (Targ. Onkelos) appears no- dwell also the tribes of the MND EIER
thing but a periphrasis of a mixed or 9,25 and other Arab peoples 3,2. By
promiscuous mass.
But the meaning the word is understood in particular
foreigners, common people may be re- that part of Arabia Deserta which bordered on the Israelite territory 18
ferred to 249 II.
10, 15, and since it was Arabia also, it
IP (in pause ,'ע dual 57272 which is rendered by 259, in 2 Cur. 9,14 (comp.

see) 7 (1 Sam. 20, 5) 1 (from. ay IL) Joseph., Vulg., Syr.).— 3. same as 29 2.
prop. a darkening, hence evening ‘Gen. foreigners, mob, mized multitude, a) among
1, 5 8 (opposite “pa); to denote the the Egyptian "people JER. 25, 20; 50,
clear day: 'ץדדע “pa-y2 Ex.18,14, and 37; Ez. 30, 5; referring to Ex. 12,38,
a full day: a
"ya Lev. 23,32; dif- constituting a peculiar part of the Egypferent from mars, which is opposed to tian population, and therefore always
bis. Besides: time of sunset or still earlier,
when the shadows begin to stretch JER.
6,4. ל nny the evening sacrifice Dan.
9, 21; Exr. ‘9, 4 5 (comp. Num. 28, 4),
conseq. not about the ninth hour of the
day (see oY27% and Acts 10, 3). Also,
twilight , fully bin 299 Prov. 7, 9, but
what is farther advanced than and different from nu}, which 20. 14,7 ex-

presses by ְהָלְיְכאל DTN.

IPR 2

Dax.8,14
is not a compound like voydipeoor, forming a single conception, but
should be translated evening and morning and with reference to 172m; so that
2300 of them there make but 1150 days.

 שיny) Gen. 8,11 at even-tide; ’9 ni)

Bat with םירצמ ,and so with Wid, ,טופ
ns, SND; b) among the
Babylonia, who served
troops JER. 50, 37, where
guage is applied to them
of warriors in 51, 30.

מ
in
as auxiliary
the same lanwhich is used

( ערבpl. Dray, 6. (יִבְרָע m. 1. ken
2% Ir) a raven, so called from

its

blackness Sona or Sou. 5, 11; Arab.
er 52
!כ Its preservation was ל
as nal Jos 38, 41 (Luxe 12, 24,

comp. Ps. 147, 9); and as a prophetic
bird, among the ancients (Aelian. H. A.
1,48; Plutarch, de Pyth. orac. 22) it is
adduced in the tradition about the flood
Gen. 8, 7, and appears in connexion with
the prophet Elijah 1 Kınas 17, 4 6, on

24, 63 at the turning of evening, i. e.
which compare Jerome (Acta Pauli Erewhen evening approaches and one goes
mitae). Because of its abiding in soliout (3, 8). As adverbs at evening, in

tary valleys, the expression 512 BR
Gen. 19,1, 299) 49,27 or the accus. ברע is employed Prov. 30, 17. Ar. ute
Ex.16,6. See 009, Hif. to 249 1. and Aram. 399, lö5cs, Malt. Arad, hrib the
am. — 2. (from a” IL.) a wilderness, same; on the other hand the assonantthe evening,

vesperi,

are

used apa

waste, ya“ANT Has; 1 8 and 28

extra-Semitic

names

(Sanskr. kärawa,

69
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ay I. and explained a mixed people.
rab-an, Rab-e) proceed from to croak, Or it is traced to ברע II. and so interto cry, or from the sound the bird is preted land of the evening ‚(Huetius).
supposed to make. — 2. (from 249II.) But the explanation given above is
a bird of the desert, concrete a bustard preferable.
Is. 84, 11, for which am stands in
DAY see 2149.
Lat. cor-vus, old high Germ. krab-an,

Zurn,2, 4 (= Ar. Wye5). --

2

of a Midianite (i. 6. Arabian) prince,

TDD (with suf. snz4y) fem. 1. a

wilderness, a waste, of the destroyed
who was smitten at ברע  רּוצin a famous environs of Jerusalem
Is. 51, 3. —
battle, and killed Jupezs 7 25; 8, 3; 2. (steppe-place) n. p. of a locality other-

Ps. 83, 12; a vietory. which is praised wise unknown, ident. perhaps with the
as the, york of God Is. 10,26. Phenic. later ברע in Galilee (see 259). Hence
pay n. p. m. — The place In, 0 Gent. m.. רָתְבְר 2 Sam. 98, 91; 1 Cm.
called from him J UDGES7,25, may have

lain not far from J יי

The may

mentioned in 1 Kinas 17,4 6 have been
also referred to this head.

 ברעand( ברע prop. a steppe, from

11, 32.

7122 (with a of motion na», Jose.
18, 18; pl. תוברע ,6. nass)" 2 1 (from
 ערבIL.) a thick, ‘dark cloud, on which
God moves along Ps. 68, 5, as he is

a IL) 1. n. 5 f. Arabia, the land of generally represented as riding on clouds

the Dedanites (in the neighbourhood of( 29, POW) or the heavens (om), Deur.
the Edomites), Kedarenes 600. Is. 21,13; 33, 26; Is. 19,1; Ps. 68, 34; "etymologi-

Jur. 25, 24. In Ez. 27,21 and 2 Car. 9, cally and in meaning identical with

14 it stands for ayy 2 ‘(which see); but pp ""y. The LXX have derived ni,
in Is. 1. ce. for ברעב we should perhaps from Ei 1, as many interpreters have
read 2392 (with the Targ.andLXX). Ar.
aes the same.

understood תוברע in Jer. 5,6, exDeriv. Gent. m. עבר plaining it the setting of the sun, whieh

.sI ,02,31 .nuJ ,2,3 ro "952 אא2, 91 gives no proper sense. — 2. (from
dna1,6 na ;naibarA .lp  ערְבים2 Cur.,12  ערבIL) a wilderness, of that between
;16 ,29 ;1 Nee. ,1,4 or Da 2 Cur. Babylon and Palestine Is. 35,1, of the
26,7 Kb, or finally Dy 2 CHR. Arabian wilderness JER. 2, 6, ‘ofthe de,17 ,11 of the nomadic Arabians ex-

tending as far as Babylon (comp. Strabo
16 p. 748), the robber Bedouins (comp.
Diod. Sie. 2, 48) &e. But it is also ap-
plied to single parts of Arabia the great,
and the Gentile to single Arab tribes,
as appears from Jer. 25, 24; Ez. 27, 21.

In the New Test. also (Gal. 1, 17;
)4,25 single regions in northern Arabia
bear the name. At alater period there
was a locality ברע in Galilee (J. Sab-
bath 122), which agrees perhaps with
the Biblical 7379 2 Sam. 23, 31 (1 Cur.
,)11,32 and which might be compared

in

its appellative

signification

with

stroyed Babylon 50, 12; 51, 43; ora
steppe generally JoB 24,5; 39,6. Spe-

cially applied to the waste ur
hood of the Dead Sea Ez.47,8, which
is called הברעה  טיDeor. 4, 49; JosH.
3,16; 2 Kınas 14,25; also to thewaste
places between דericho and Jordan

2 Kines 25, 5; Jur. 39, 5; 52, 8, for
which "3'797 תב standsin the. K’ri
2 Sam. 15, 28 and 17, 16, while the
K'tib has ninzy; to the wilderness
(Sin) about um (in the south-east of
Palestine not far from the Edomite

border), fully Bap niayy Deur. 33, 2,
as is to be read for wip ning, and for

. — תמשAs to the explanation of which W3p "aa stands in "Ps. 29, 8;
this name, any 1 has sometimes been lastly to the waste plains and tracts be-'
thought of, and so it is explained Odo- tween Moab and Edom, called in fall.
rifera (Plin. 5, ch, 2) „dgunaropögos ania nia Nom. 22, 1; 26, 3; Deur.:
(Strabo). Sometimes it jis derived from 34, 8. The plain is more exactly de-;

ערבת
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scribed by הברעה om Am. 6, 14 = dnp time when the sun declines to his set הערבים18. 15,7 (see 39). — 3. a richly ting (Joseph. Jewish Wars 6, 9, 3); Ar.
watered לר partieularly of the Jorthe little evening or when it de-

‘dan-mead,

the

luxuriant

Jordan-vale

elines to evening till the evening pro-

2 Sam. 2,29; 4,7; 15, 28; 17, 16 (comp. per (Greek dein dwia, Ar
Robins. III, 159); Jose. 4, 13; 12, 3;

full

18,18; 2Kinas 25, 5; Jur. 39, 5; Zach. evening) as the Pharisees have under14,10; ; called elsewhere 1772 “35 (GEN. stood it, so that ‘ym ya the time be13, 11), and more exactly described by tween these two points was that appointed for slaying and eating the
pn ms. It means the two plains passover-lamb Ex. 12, 6, Luv. 23, 5,
on both sides of the Jordan from the Num. 9, 3, and for offering the daily
sea of Cinnereth to the Dead Sea, now sacrifice Ex. 29, 39 41; Num. 28, 4.
called el-Ghur (tl), ii. 0. the plain. — But according to Duur. 16, 6 the first
4. same as ברע pasture, in may לחנ explanation is the more probable one.
Am. 6,14, the feminine form oceurring
A922 (from ay L) m. a miature,
in Talmudic, But see .ברע — 5. Fully a rabble, only in
i Ex. 12, 38, as one may
 הערבהna which see.
read according to the Targ. for בר 2%
TDD (with suff. ona, from 359 1.) and for which ףספסא stands inNom.
f. security , ' בר 0 give security, "with 11, 4.
CR Prov. 17, 18, coupled with spn
 יתברעsee Ta.
n», comp. 6,1. With this meaning is
also classed (Ibn Parchon, Kimchi in

ny I. (fut. 349%) intr. to desire, wish
for,
long for, a thing, with לא 1, 20
express quotations) pm תֶאְו-םֶתָבְרַנ
1Sam. 17,18 and thou shalt take a pledge or לע Ps. 42, 2 for DS, espec. like N

to have violent, eager desire for (LXX,
Vulg., Targ.); ident. in its organic root
329 with the Targ. גר (339) for the
interpreted Spnm on272-nN} (cum qui- Hebr. no», Tan and mas, Pa. 437 and
‚bus ordinati sunt, ‘disce); ‘the LXX 3949 &e. with its numerous derivatt., and
“pam onaw-ney (inguire after their ident. with the Syr. 435 80. (comp. Fürst,
in return from them,i.e. a token of their
happiness, which gives besides a tolerable sense. But the Vulg. has read and

wish, from’ ay to please). To neither of Cone. 8. v.).
these does the context
have recourse.

compel us to

According to the Arabic

version ap. Pococke (on Jo. 1.c.), as also
the Peshito and Kimchi, to call, to ery,

71279 (from the Pihel of 343 I.) m.

radically related to rug-ire, 6-gUy-ew,

Greeks, Romans (&g6«@ßoov, arrhabo) and
Egyptians (Coptic aprıb); Ar. wey
une the same; comp. TAI.

mW II. (not used) intr. to rise, to
ascend, of steps, garden-beds, Ar. ₪

é-ovy-ew &c., and ident. in its organic
a pledge, earnest, Gun. 38, 17- 20; Phenic.
root 49° with that in 379, Ar. pO).
a pledge to make a bargain secure. From
the Phenicians the word came to the But this explanation is not so suitable.

"DIY soo ב
"WD see .ברע

 עִַרְבְיאִיםsee 259.

the same, therefore

720 ascent, Ethiop.

the same; ident. in its organic root גר

with that in 3977, according to Kimchi
also with 77"2.

Deriv. manny.

may ‘(dual of 249 1, only in the
Ty (not used) intr. to retreat .formula ‘9 2) prop. thetwo evenings, to separate oneself, of the wild ass;t
i.e. either the time between sunset and
complete darkness (Samaritans and Ka- flees Ar. ,ספ 5 the same; li
raites), in the Talm. nung; or the ident. in its organic root 729 with that
69*"
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\

in TIM, On, Br 3, DB, conseq.
my II. (Kal unused) intr. to flow,
: procéeding from the same point of view
to run, ident. in its organic root רצ--ה
as the root of 8p, 723; deriv. tiny and
with that in 372 oo "372, Ayam,
TAD 1. (prop. „ na wie of fugitives;

"a73); ml, Arabı 5
‚comp. 7198) n. p. of a Canaanite royal
Nif. ( בערהfut may) to pour oneself
cityin southern Palestine Num. 21, 1;
33, 40; 7088. 12; 14; to the south of out, of the spirit Is. 32,15; comp. I.

Pih. ( ערהfut. 799°, ap. (רעיprop. to
which is the wilderness of Judah Junges
1,16. According to the Onomasticon (Zus. cause to flow or to run; hence fig. wea ל
8. v. 240000 see Jerome, Reland p. 481) to give up, to expose, the life Ps. 141, 8
“9 lies four geographical miles south of like "453 Jur. 18, 21 (and perhaps ףרח
Hebron; -and there is also a mountain viz. Nif. and Pih. 3 are to be referred
9 Js (Tel ‘Arad), 799, למ (Robins. to Man IL); to let down, 2, with לֶא
9 196 fugitive) n. p.m. 1Car. whither Gen. 24, 20; to empty, IS (the
(pl. def. אידְרע(Aram. m. same
as Hebr. tiny Dam. 5, 21.

chest) 2 Cur. 24, 11.
Hif.  הערהto pour out, 23, like Pihel
Is. 53, 13, i. e. to deliver up, for which

 חכףpou,  הגירstand elsewhere.
my I. (Kal not used) intr. to be naked,
Hithp. עתרה
הta‘ .sP ,73 53 ot daerps
bare,"bald (of the body, of a plain, of
out, of a tree; to pour out, to vomit, of
an empty open space), whence the trans.
Meaning would be to put off, to undress,

the drunken Lament. 4, 21; but this
belongs +0 749 1.; the former to Sy ITI.

to make bare; Ar. 6 = the same. Deriv.
my III. (not used) intr. to sprout
מער,  מערה.lp( (מעלות, ערוה, yM dna
thickly, to grow, to be green, same as
the proper name .תרעמ
“97 to 97, 493, iy. K’tib, and the
_ 2: הרכב (fut. 7339) see הרע II.

Pih. td (fut. my" ‚ap. רעו inf. abs. proper names "9", 9), 717%, Arab.
nw instead of ning; imp. pl. ףרע in- Sr“ and re Aram. n4% the same.

stead of WAY) to uncover, the pudenda Deriv. ni%9, 7992 and perhaps
(nb), ie. ‘to deflower Is. 3, 17 (comp.

proper name

the

M973.

13,16), as miny bs (Lev. ’20, 11) exHithp. Ann (part. m. =) to sprout,
presses; to ‘make bare a shield (ar), to grow Ps. 37, 35 (Kimchi).
i.e. to take off the leather coverings
and so hold oneself in readiness for an

air m. an animal mentioned in the

attack 22,6 (comp. Caes. Bell. Gall. 2,21; plagues ofEgypt, by which we must un-

Cie. Nat. Deor. 2,14); fig. to lay bare the derstand one scorpion-like and stinging

ground (7502), i.e. to destroy to the Ex. 8,17; Ps. 78,45; 105, 31; conseq.
ground, absol. Zupu. 2, 14 for he has from 339m. = בֶרָקIL, 253, Sam, and
destroyed (7TIN = הֶזְרָה from M14), he ident. with ndgapos ₪ am TI. and
Ar Ole edge, with 7 inserted
has laid bare (see another explanation aye); Ar.
under 18); with acc. tid) Has. 3,13, sera beetle, scarabaeus; and if the

for which Mc. 1, 6 has niba, comp. Ez. LXX
13,14; once with TION דעPs. 137,7.

Hif,  הערהto uncover, to make naked,

ip Luv. "20, 18, "NY 20, 19; comp.

m.

" Hithp. הרעפה (fut.sym) to make oneself naked or to uncover

oneself , of the

drunken Lamenr. 4,21;; comp. Gen. 9,21.
The organic root 7 -Siis also in רע

understand by it dog-Ay (kvvouvie),

they may have thought of this derivation. In another relation the ancient
expositors thought of ברע I, understand-

ing a heap, a swarm (Aquila, GraecoVenet., Jerome) of flies, or game (Saadia;
Ibn Esra, Rashi), but which is not so
suitable.

( הנורעconstr. nanny, pl. nanny, from

ערור
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 גרעIL) fem. a garden-bed, border-bed,

Is. 20, 2-4; metaphor. needy, poor JoB
so named from the earth being raised; 22,6, as yupsde; open, uncovered, i. e.
to which cheeks are compared, Sona well Known to, 26, 6.
or Sox. 5,13; 6,2; Ez.17,7 10; Vulg.
DANY (pl. םיִמּורע;from py II.) adj.
areola,
m. cunning , crafty, of the serpent Gen.

THD. prop. a fleet one, a swift-runner,

hence a wild ass Jos 39, 5, parallel

NJB (comp. Xenoph. An. 1, 5u Aram.
iy, NT, Bes, Arab. on
any  ייny, with ee iny,

3, 1 (comp. 49, 17; in the New Test.

Marra. 10, 16% subtle, of men 108 5,
12, where ‘the LXX read Dies (Bvodo- 15, 5; in a good sense, shrewd,
prudent Prov. 12,16 23; 13,16; subst.

a wise one, opposite to Seay 12, 16, »o3

from my IL) fem. nakedness, which one 12, 23, and "pp 22, 3; comp. bo,
covers Ex. 16, 8; bareness Hos. 2, 11; say.
generally the shame, the pudenda, of a IT it
DAY see oy, phy.
man Gen. 9, 22 or of a woman Lev.
18, 17, for which ’y wa Ez. 28, 42 is
 רעורעsee Why.

‘ הענused, “lence, thd expression m3

‘any Lev. ch.18 to uncover the parts
of shame, i.i e. to have carnal intercourse

with, in an impure, forbidden way, and
said of both sexes Ez. 16, 36; 22, 10;

stronger in 23, 29; metaph. to uncover
the nakedness Is. 47, 3, i. e. to give up
to disgrace, ignominy, to the violation
of all feeling of shame, and = TE;
to expose to mockery Ez. 16, 37. Figur.
the nakedness of the land Gan. 42,9 12,
i.e. the unoccupied, accessible and undefended places of the land, like yuuvododor (D. 12, 399) and nudari (Caes.
Bell. Gall. 7, 20), Arab. 5 = (Kor. 33,
13); the shame Is. 20,4; a hateful thing,
filthiness, with relation to the sexual act
Deur. 23,15; 24,1. ny nwa 1 Sam.
20, 30 seems to be a strengthened form,
like the reversed nya
Mic. 1, 11,
properly disgracefulness "= uncovering,
i. e. disgraceful uncovering, disgrace and

PAA (constr. ץורע ;from pay IL.) m.
a fissure, a gap, Jos 30, 6, = yr;
some mss. read ץורע  לis of like
meaning.

( ץורעafter the form bon, 2 m.
see P19.

niny (a sing. noun from moy IIL
after the form nin, ni) fem. 4 green

meadow, of the grass- and bushy-meadows
on the banks of the Nile Is. 19,7 (Ibn
Sarük, Kimchi, Saadia); hence the LXX
xAwoos.
0

"29 (from "249 Jah is Watcher) n. p.
m. GEN. 46, 16; comp. 2.
ms (from may 1) Tem. nakedness,
of a"bow, prop. an infin. (on the con-

trary רָעָּת is from “ay IV. = may 1)
Has. 3, 9; na” my Mic. 1,11 naked

ness (and) shame,’ ie. shameful naked-

ness, of a military captivity (the combination is as in py“-my Ps. 45, 5);
my (from NOY, = הָרָע I) fem a bareness, used adjectively with poy,
baring, figur. a complete emptying out,a 69°9 (nakedness) Ezer. 16, 7 22 39;

shame.

consumption (of money) Hz. 4, 14.

pin together with boy (pl. DR,
and םינורע from DI 1) adj. mase.,
m9, fen. ‘prop. drawn of, undressed,
bared, i. 6. with the upper garment cast
off 1 Sam. 19, 24; badly dressed Jon 24,
7, comp. Seneca, de benef. 5, 13 and
Arab. 3
; hence naked, bare, Jos

1, 21; 24,10, along with 4177, of captives

23, 29.
OMY

(pl. תיסיִר ,from ony) fem.

prop. " dough, mixed doug (perhaps bread
from it) Num. 15, 20 21; Neu. 10, 38;
Ez. 44, 80. The first of it was given

to the priest; it being a usual bread or
mess (comp. Arab. Rwy a mess made:
of cooked or boiled wheat &c.). All the.

ancient versions and interpreters have
this explanation, which is more pro-

עריף

14

ערל

a coarse meal, ac- to set a cause (self-defence) in order JoB
cording to a comparison with 043, שר 13, 18; 23, 4; לֶא- y 9 ’Y to prepare

28016 than groats,

(therefore = 73), Aram. 0°93, No,

RE,

words against one, i. e. to come forth

of which linguistic. tradition strongly with words 32, 14; omitting

knows nothing.

"2a and with "225 of a person 33, 5;

"Pony

15, 29), 6
i
outweigh then: to order=
to eeabliah , 2 Sam. 23, 5 established for

( ףירעonly pl. orp yy,, from Hay IL) to set over against, with > Is. 40,18 or
m. obscurity, darkness, gloominess (Vulg. ); an accus. 708 28, 17 19, i. e. to comhence the darkness of clouds, the dark pare with a thing or person Ps. 40, 6;
heavens Is.5,30 (Syr., Jerome), the figure to set an equal value upon, hence JoB
of a night of misfortune (comp. 8, 22; 36, 19 will (injustice) equal thy riches
.upuZ ;51,1 ,5.mA ;)81 .qesnoc = שרפל. (paws = yi Jos 34, 19, elsewhere bin
(instead of pray, pl. םיצירע

constr. רצירע ,from רע I. Pih.) adj. m. all time (LXX) and sure; then to dress,

prop. 8
spreading fear; hence a sacrifice Lev. 1, 12; to direct, ppm,
violent, tyrannical, and substantively a which is omitted, however, in Ps. 5, 4.
powerful one, of God or nations Is. 25, Deriv. TR, ,ךרעמ  הכרעמand nen.
3; Jur. 20,11; a violent man, a furious

person (stronger than 9W) 708 15, 20;

Af. ( העריףfut. aan) to value, to

estimate Lev. 27,8 12 14, i. e. to compare the value of a thing with its

Ps. 37, 35; a tyrant Is. 18. 11; 'ָע 9%
25, 4 the snorting of the sits "y RT price.
the triumphing of the tyrant; with ָםיִר
The stem ’y, which denotes not merely
29, 5.
to set in order, to place in a row, but
 ערירי.lp( ,YMB morf  עָרר1.( adj. also to set straight up, to set up, isidentim. prop. naked, bare, metaphor. solitary, cal in its organic root 74"Y with that
forsaken, childless Gen. 15,2; 20,20 21; in MTN, IS, JIN (perhaps), 3977;
without a successor JER. 22, 30.
and may be also connected by root with

PAY (imp. Thy, lengthened 249;

reg-o (to regula, rectus), rig-eo (to rigor),

fut. Te) tr. to place in a row, to set German Reige (= Reihe), Riege, recken.
in order, to put in order, with accus. of Arab. dys to prepare, and also to rub
the object and with by upon a thing, off= .קרח

as 159 Lev. 6, 5, םָחְל Tw Ex. 40, 23,
TIP. (with suf. i249, 72%) m. 1. a
py "Gen. 22,9; or with ‘p 128) Lev. row, series, pile, of “poh Ex. 40, 23;
24, 8, of the shewhresd (see man). equipment, of "333 J UDGES 17, 10, LXX
Inu ‘9 to prepare a table, i. e. to make Vat. 0700 iuoctiovy, 16 complete elothready banquets, feasts, Prov. 9,2, Is. ing, consequently not 417 (Targ.), Zeöyog

21, 5; of the lectisternia and meals,
with which the god ד was worshipped (LXX Al.); metaphor. Jos 41,4 frame
of the body, 70500 (Aquila, Symm.), —
in Babylon 65, 11 and figurat. Ps. 78,
19; 7227 'ע to prepare war, i. e. to 2. commonly value, price Jos 28, 13;
draw up an army Jungzs 20, 22, 1 Sam. estimation 2 Kınas 23, 35; hence 23

17, 8, with "nr Gen. 14, 8, תאָרְקל (and Ps. 55, 14 equally valued with me; ei
without (הָמָחְלִמ 2 Sam. 10, 10,We Jup- mate, 9 Kines 12, 5 the silver of the (indi68 20, 30 or > Jur. 50, 9 against a vidual) souls of his estimate, i. e. as each
person is valued, at the redemption of
person or thing; mae, Yan, may Im
the first-born Num. 18, 16; of what is
1 Cur. 12,8, Jur. 46, 3, i.e. to put them
in order, to use them dexterously; in vowed Lev. 27, 2 12, wists the suff.
refers to the person valued...

judicial style 2B to set forth to one (a
thing), i. e. to present it to him, to
Day (Kal unused) intrans. 1. to be.
bring it before him Is. 44, 7; Dew "y bare, naked, bared. It is a farther
de

ערל
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of my I. or רע IV., other

Ex. 12, 48; and the foreskin was Pe

verb-stems being” enlarged by the ad- ed as the "reproach of certain peoples
dition of liquids; hence equivalent

to

wwe to be stript, of clothing. The Aram.

1 Sam. 17, 26 36; Jupazs 14, 3; comp.
also nn. Derivative

yoy naked, bare, does not come,
by (denom. from >5Y) to look upon
however, from 59, but in the first in- the foreskin (99) as ‘profane and im₪

pure, of fruit not to be eaten Lev.
19, 23.

igs ce

 לרעm. prop. nakedness; hence unde-
— 2.יי
(asin (הָרָע to be nous
stained, disgraceful, shameful, full of im- votedness, of 32 Ez. 44, 9; concrete the
purity, to be unclean, of ears, heart, of state of being |
ibid.
the fruit 01" trees, of the lips (language),

and espec. of the foreskin (13797 (רֶטּב
Deriv. ,לרע S98, 9, denom. 5,
and the proper name "תור
Nif. 5392 (imp. 5995) ‘to uncover one-

many (constr. ny, with suff. ins;

pl. constr. nid y) ‘fem. 1. uncleanness,
undevotedness, of hard hearts Drur. 10,
16, Jer. 4, 4, which is also translated
the ו
of the heart, megitouy xagself, to "bare oneself, of the drunken diag (Rom. 2, 28). — 2. the prepuce
(Gen. 9,21). Ha». 2,16 drink thou and 1 Sam. 18, 25; 2 Sam. 3,14; fully wa
shew thy foreskin; hence Targ. 207908; ‘yt GEN. 17,11; Lev.12,3; prop. the uncomp. 2,15. The explanation of it as cleanness, lee re the LXX _ (om Lev.
a denom. from לרע (Rashi) or as transposed from 594 (LXX, Kimchi) is not 19, 23) have 600000000. Ar. SE, Syr.
admissible.
dap (constr. לרע:pl. םילְרְע , constr.

les,

( תולרשnakedness, bareness) n. p. of

 (ערליadj. Muy הלר 41 naked, stript, a hill (7333) near Gilgal Josa. 5, 3, but
unclothed, of those struck down in war,

whom the conquerors stript naked (1 Sam.
31, 8) and

allowed

where the writer gives it a velorenes to

me.

to lie unburied;

pay I. (unused) intrans. to be naked,

shalt die the death ‘of naked (defeated

bare, of the body; to be unclothed, Ar.
--<
-<ve the same, comp. ל to put off,

hence nn DB, "min Ez. 28, 10 thou
and slain) enemies, same as San nina
28, 8 (see ninn), as in 32, 19 Dip, ==
aan man 32, "20 25 28 29 30 32 or
37 bm

32, 26; comp. 32, 21 24

poy = םיללח 32, 25 (in the text of
the אא  םיִלָלַחstood often, instead
of py). — ‘2. unconsecrated, of the
ear, i. e. unfit to hear the truth Jzr.
6,10; unsensible, obstinate, of the heart

(to cut off), Hebr. patIL, pon.
Deriv. Diy, phy, סרי  לעand
עלס

DAY IL. (only infin. abs. DoY) trans.

1. to bind, to tie, a sheaf; to put together,
to mix together, into a heap, hence to
heap together, grain. — 2. Metaphor.
Lev. '26, 41, Ez. 44, 9, opposite to (as in 313, 38H, Dar) to spin, to devise,
 ערלי בשר.xE ,44 ;7 neddibrof sa ,doof cunning, i.e. to be cunning 1 Sam. 23,
unclean, ‘of fruits Lav. 19, 23; difficult, 22, coupled with Hifil; to connect ideas,
obscure, of speech Ex. 6, 12, i. e. stam- to combine ideas, hence to be prudent.
mering. — 3. Commonly uncircumcised, Deriv. poy, 0199, 999, המרע py.
i. e. still furnished with the foreskin
Nif. 0493, to be joined Josten to be
(3%), which was reckoned unclean
heaped, tobe heaped up Ex. 15, 8.
(Is. 59, 3), and by the taking away
Hif. ( העריםfut. 099) to act oraftily
of which one became consecräted and
clean Gen. 17,14. The right of the co- 1 Sam. 23,92, hence sD ‘yn Ps. 83, 4
venant was denied to the uncircumcised to make a cunning or crafty ‘plan, i, @e

ערם
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to devise cunning plans; in a good sense,
( רועְרעan enclosed or hedged about
to act prudently, discreetly Prov. 15, 5; place, like ריק ,1 .and 72 2, either
19, 25.
fromרע IL or Kon רע IL) ₪ p. of a
With the stem יל is connected the Ar. district-city , situated before Rabbah
ol (to join together), ey= (to be con- 7139( ,)2252 i. e. in the Ammonite ter-
‘before Rabbath- Ammon JUDGES
ea, to be cold, to unite, to heap |ritory
1
11,
26,
conseq. the same as רקרע (which
together, to mix with one another), Aram.
see) Jost. 13, 25, in the midst of the
; סרע3258 and the organic root 297 valley of the 1 abbok-river, which beappears to be also in pan IL (to bind,

longed to Gad 2 Sam. 24, 5 and was

to tie, whence םֶרָח .2 a net), ors I. built by that tribe Num. 32,34. Hence
(which see).
it is rightly distinguished from the cities
DAY III. (unused) intr. to be high, to at the side of the Arnon, to which an
project “upward, of trees; figurat. to be “piny belonged (Deur. 2, 36; Josm.
strong, firm; ident. in its org. root םרדע 12, 2).
7979 m. 1. (from ay I.) the naked,
with that in ork, 2, oN T., on”3,
Da), Dam Im. (to yan, Tan, um), the bare, hence

the unfortunate, poor,

Arab7
m ל &e. Deriv. nm. helpless Ps. 102, 18, according to which
 ערְערJer. 17, 6 and רעורע 48, 6 have
 עָרֶםsee poy.
been explained. as a helpless, naked
 םֶרָעand nity (pl. (םימּורָע adj. m., one in the wilderness ("27193, (הברעב
is still more helpless. But the ‘latter
Ma, fem., see DIY,
pap (only plur. pay) m. same as
ma. “heap of corn Jer. 50, 26.
"oy (from ow IL, only with suff.
Bam) m. -eunning, craftiness Jos 5, 13;
but it is better to refer Dig to המירע.;

passages belong to signific. 2, according
to the Targ., LXX, Vulg., Ibn Ganäch.

— 2. (from רבע IIL) the name of a tree
or shrub which grows miserably in
the wilderness Jur. 17,6, and therefore
it stands with 7393, for which 48, 6

like 779 Jos 11, 9, a3 708.4 2, "138 has רעררע (unnecessarily taken as an
Prov. 7,8, ome ומ 5,"14 to na, ms, Arabicus plur. fractus by some) with
"2792.

 ופהnp.

The LXX have 7 סוס

may (from boy II.) f. cunning, craft Symm. lov &uugnov, Vulg. myrice,
Ex. 21,14; Jost. 9, 4; prudence Prov. Targ. xn‘3i>9, and these are followed:
by the old interpreters, with more or
‚4.
less speciality, though tree or shrub

TVD, (constr. nn”, pl. תלמרע , from generally suits both passages very well.
oy I) fia heap, a heap of grain Sone
To the derivation from 19 = Ar. ye
or Sox. 7, 3, of sheaves Ruta 3, 7, of
to
come into the heath, so that 'ע would be
rubbish Nex, 3, 34;

see DI.

Comp.

one driven into the wilderness, suits nei-

Arab. eye multitude, oye heap, Syr.
ther 2 for x; nor 5, nor the etymolofie”
gically baseless signification.

“PAY, and רעורע 1. (same as Ti9y)
paw (from ny IIL) m. the planetree, maple, so called from projecting n. p. of a Moabite city on the northupward Gun. 30, 37; Ez. 31, 8.
side of the Arnon, first assigned to the
m (from 43; a Watcher, viz. Jah is) Sihon-territory, then to Moab and the
n. p. m. Num, 26, 36; patr. m.

DW

tribe of Reuben Deur. 2, 36; 3, 12; 4,

48; Josu. 12, 2; 13, 1820; Jar. 48,

(not used) intr. to be sticky, 19; now called sles Aral (Burckh.
Syria, p. 633). — 2. (the same) n. p..

viscous, soft, of dough; ident. in its org.
root with onl, want. Deriv. TON,

of an Ammonite district-city before Rab-

ערף
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bath-Ammon in the valley: of the Jab- 2 Car, 29, 6 = DR m» Jar, 2, 27,
bok, belonging to Gad Num. 32, 34, Fur Tone 7,12, ram JER. 48, 39,

Josn. 18, 25, Jupezs 11,33, and called
עַרְעורin 11,26. The Gadites are said
to "have founded it at first Nom. 1. c.
Both cities together, being the most
important of the east-Jordan cities, are
called by Isaiah רערע 9 Is. 17, 2,
which can only mean the cities of roar
— 3. same as רערע 2 a tree, a shrub
Jer. 48, 6. ze 7. p. of a eity
in Ju-

dah (Arab._

© juniper-tree) 1 Sam.

30, 28, Gent. m. phy 1 Cur. 11, 44.
In the east of Beersheba we find at the

ry Jon Josu. 7,8 to turn the back, i. e.

to flee: DR ’y m Ex. 23, 27 to flee 5
one. Here also belongs Gen. 49, 8 thy
hand is upon the neck of thine enemies,
1. 6. thou seizest the fleeing enemy. On

' קשה עees קשה.

.rA ey

eht ,epan

the Hdge ofa “mountain, a mane,

( ףרעfut. )>94 denom. tr. prop. to un-
neck to break the neck (of an animal),
.1 .6 to kill it, 299 Is. 66,3 (as a heathen

sacrifice)=Mat; may Devt. 21,4 6; fig.
to destroy, to drake down, mat Hos. 10,

present day a Wady “Ar’ara (yleye) ,2 i.e. to break off the horns of an altar.

Robinson’s Palest. II. 618.

mW

(youthful vigour, youthful fresh-

ry I. (fut. S92, pl. wIps) intr. ness, "from ףרע I. = ףֶרֶח IL; comp. the
prop. to flow, to run; hence 1. to pour proper name m) n. p. f. Rurw 1,4 14.
out, to drop down, of bu Duut. 33, 28;

be (from ףָרָע with the old nounfignr. of instruction 32,'2, along with
termination
in ,לכ from 99 IL) mase.
12. — 2. Metaphor. to he.juicy, fresh,
hence a dark
vigorous, youthful. 92% and 175 have the prop. darkness, ו
same meaning, so that the organic root cloud, along with 729 Ps. 97, 2, Deur.
is 17"9. Deriv. the proper name 73%. 5, 19 and Tun 4, ii, dark RR behind which God hides himself Jos 22,
an II. (not used) intr. same as 13; 38,9; 2Sam. 22, 10, as 739 is used
 ערב11. to be or become dark, obscure, ofa dense cloud of ו Jo. "9,2; also
ident. in its organie root A” with that a figure of spiritual darkness Is. 60, 2
as well as of God’s judgment, Jer. 13,
in 24°. Deriv. 299 and "לפרש
16 he will make it darkness. See ny.
 ףרעIII. (not used) intr. to incline,
To look upon it as compounded of my
to bend, to nod, of the neck, the nape and > (Gesenius) or formed from 11%
of the neck, of joints generally; hence to flow "(Gesenius) or from DEY (Meier),
ny, like תק 2% prop. joint-work, limb-
contradicts the spirit of Hebraism; 2
ו
‘vertebrated work, from =
of similar meaning, Aram. , קרפNPOB, denom. 348 to darken.

"pe the neck, the back; so too "ap

yy I. (fut. poy7) 1. to terrify, to

nape of the neck, connected in its ety- make to tremble or quake, with accus. of

molog. meaning with( דק TR) to bend, to the object Jos 13, 25,-of God's terrify-

ing judgment
Ps. 10, 18; Is. 2,19 21;
to fear, with 80008. of the object, as
therefore Gaye
(2
reed, sedge, so called  רבהYin Jos 31, 34. — 2. intr. to be
from its waving. The organic root is afraid, to fear, with nnn 7088. 1,9 and
IY, existing also in 47 (MY), whence. xp Deur. 1, 29, with Yan of the person
min, modern Hebr. 727.
Devr. 7, 21; 20, 3; comp. the German
EP (with suf. 99, 729%; from erschrecken, both tr. and intr., English
 ערףTIL.) m. prop. an inclining, nodding to De tr. ‘and intr.
f. yoy? (only part. 792) to be
thing; hence the neck, nape, of animals
Lev. 5,8, and of men Je0816,12. Phrases ia to be fearful, of God; hence ץרעג
;
are: לm to turn the back, i.e. to despise a terrible one Ps. 89, 8, = ארוכ
bow, a

RR: Ar. Gr the same,

ערץ
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Pih. 39 (not used) to terrify, to make

The organic root קרע is also in 577K,

ad Fw, TI II.’ Deriv.
( קרלafter the form שרק from ערק IL,
to manifest fear, towards God, with accus. pl. with suf. pP) m. a vein, sinew,
Is, 29, 23; to fear, to reverence, Nm cogn.in sense with 4, "nn, J0B30,17
 ייof reverence) 8, 12; to inspire and my sinews rest not (in the protasis
quake, to rage.

Deriv. yoy.

Hf. ( העריץpart. yn, fut. yy)

fear, reverence, of God 8, 13.
The fundamental signification of the
stem is tr. to move, to make to tremble
or quake, hence to terrify, to scare; intr.
to be movable,

to shake,

to quake,

to

move to and fro violently, from fear, Ar.

eye the same. The organic root 3-9
lies also in yo-p IL, 05, ,תר 399.

D’RYY are spoken of); LXX za vevoa,
and so Ibn Esra, Kimchi (who has com-
abe the Ar. Gays veins), Rashi, de
Banolas.
PM

n. p. of a Phenician eity, north

of Tripolis in Syria, belonging to the

Damascene kingdom at a later period;

yy D. (not used) tr. 1. to cut into, in Greek “oxy and “Aguas (Joseph. Antt.
to pierce, to press into, of a cutting in‚strument; deriv. yoy (incision, fissure)
m

.

and הצְרעמ (axe). —

.

2. Metaphor. to

violate, to enslave, to maltreat, like other
verbs of cutting; hence to be strong, firm,
bold. Deriv. yy.
This ’y is the Arab. uene to divide,

to cut in pieces, and is closely connected

with 14, Oly VaR) VL (ues),

oun IL, won, nan, na2&c. The organic
root Y"Y appears also in 04, ץב

py I. (part. poy) intr. to go away
in haste, to go away, to flee, with accus.

whither,

Jos 30,3 who flee into the wilder-

1, 6, 2; 8,

2

Steph. Byz. s. v.,

Ptol. 5 15), written ‘also Axn, Latin
Arce (Plin. 5, 16) or Caesarea Libani,

Syr. 1505, Ar. Ge

and |) e; at pre-

sent in ruins called Tel Arka. Travellers (Itin. Anton. and others) know it
under the name of Archas or Arcas
(Burckhardt, travels in Syria, p. 162);

and Robinson (Palest. III. App. p. 183)
adduces Arka as situated in the region
of Akkar, where is also an Arkaja. See
also Robinson, Later Bibl. Res. p. 754 seq.
Deriv. the Gentilem."p79, a tribe dwelling
about Ark Gen. 10, ‘17; 1 Car. 1, 15.
 ערקיsee רק

ness (to prolong life there), selected for
TY I. (in Kal only imp. with n= apa2 as an Aramaean and poetical word, pended 159, according to some) intr. 1.t0
numerous Aramaeisms being found in be bare, naked, like רע IV. and my L,
‘other parts of Job.

LXX

geuyorzeg,

Targ. TRY (from קרע to flee, elsewhere

Is. 32, 11 strip you and make you"bare
(i. 6. put off your fine garments) and

in Targ. ‘for dap and ra), and so Saadia, gird your loins (with the garments of
Kimchi. — The stem "y is ident. with mourning); the imp. masc. is used, though
the Aram. PB 8 (to flee), Arab. referring to the pl. fem., as in may ib.
<<<
GG
(to flee, to go away); and
‘the organic root PI" is also in mrs,
na.
The signification to gnaw in
ee
Jr is from >
Js (see Pam).

But it is better to refer m’ as an
infin. to רוע IV. (which see), — 2. to be
solitary , forsaken, childless ,unfortunate.
Deriv. WI.
Pih. 0 ai to lay bare, DIS, i.e.

pw II. (not used) tr. to tie, to bind, to destroy to the ground Is. 23, 13, which
cognate |in sense 4 II. (to 73); Aram.
PY, 2; the same, "Sihenak NPD, Lo;

a thong, girdle, lace, band; Ar. ye
the same,

therefore

א

lorum

6.

the other words M9513 המט suit. But
see “ay III.

Pik. I. “PY (inf. abs. EP) 1. to bare,
the foundation of a wall, i.e. to lay bare
Jer. 51, 58. But it may also come from

ערר

“ny III. to shake, toss, push together,
i. e. to reduce to ruins, a stronger form

of the idea to move,

עשת
struction 4, 19 and of frailty 27, 18;
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where

it is also

Gs,

Ps. 39, 12; Hos.5,12; Ar. xic the same,

adduced. — 2. (not used) to be very where the stem is oe, 5
solitary or forsaken. Deriv. "93 1.
Hithp. “25205 to be destroyed to the |. ( בשָעnot used) intr. prop. to shine,
to glitter , hence to grow, to be green,
grotad Jur. 51, 58.

of plants (First, Conc. s. v., and so
eee II. (not used) ir. same as “ay IT. Gesen. Thesaur.), as also a8 (to 347),
to surround, to encircle, a place. From Ar. Gaul the same. The organic root
its reduplicated form are taken the pro- lies also in BT, am TI, UW, ad
per names APY, רערע .()רעררע
(to the proper name Son), Ar, es
Ty III. (not used) intr. to sprout,
(hence |i 2 plant, herb, vegetable),
to be ¢green, of trees, comp. 79) (to 2,

mp2, V3), my (to niay and perhape 5-5 (hence pit vegetable).

 (מערהArab.

9£ (whence

el and 5
place)

5 forest-

eih ence iy thornthorn

Pih. (redupl.) 7279 the same; deriv.
ae 2.

wy (not used) intr. same as |

ay (with suf. Davy; plur. constr,
nine with Dagesh dirimens) m. prop.
vegetable, sprout, hence grass, herbage,

larger seed-growth Gen.1,11 12; 2, 5;
3,18; Ex. 10,12; Ps. 104, 14; with genit. Are Gun. l.Os pan Prov. 27, 25;

as fodder for animals Drur. 11,15; Ps.
106, 20; vegetables Jur. 14,6; a figure
of
transitoriness Ps. 72,16; 102, 5; Is.
Hif. ( ריטnot used) to cause to dwell,
to make a "homes derivat. the noun Wo" 37,27; Ar. wer Aram. 8203, pons
giver of a home or dwelling-place, only Maltese ushab the same. See Pw, Nw.
to settle down, to abide, to dwell.

in the proper name M3872".
( בשעdef. navy) Aram. m.
way (not used) tr. to bind, to unite, Day. 4,12 22 29 30; 5,21.

the same

to jit into one another, of astructure, like
 הֶשַעI. (part. act. m. "By, f. mies,
“wp Nex. 3, 38; Arab. abl, a firm pass. "vy, .7 ; הקמinf. abs. MDD, WY, 6.
building, prop. ligatio, comp. MAN; ( השעey and ni; fut.הכה ,1 apoc.
to arch, proceeding from the idea vw, yet‘the fall fon sometimes occurs
of fitting into one another. The organic ah Vau consec.) tr. 1. to feel, to touch
 עAram.סא ,
root שרד is also in Wa" IL, wa IL, ;12,32.zE ot ,sserp ekil ;ס
wre. ‘Still better as equivalent to wp, Ar. yas (ani, Pih.), with which it is
Dip ‘to be bellied, therefore שר Arab. connected in the org. root. Hence 2. to
5 a heightened seat, a bolster, roof, labour= to do, without an object Rutz

vie

covering.

Hence

,2,19 fully 12x57 ’y Ex. 20, 9 (opposite
m);  שר מְלָאבָהsreruobal ,21,11.xuN

ony (with suff. ivy, רכטר  גplur. seldom BES ’y 4,15; also with 2 of
nip) m. an arched bed, as 8 pleasure- the material in which Ex.31,4 or upon

couch Am. 8,12; 6,4; a bed of love, in
the open air Sone OF Sou. 1,16; a sick-

5, 9. Besides: to work, as a continual
agency; of God, to create JoB 23, 9,
bed Ps. 6,7; 41,4; probably from var LXX zoveiv; to put into action, 1x3 Is.
to be bellied. Aram. NOW, ROY.
mm JoB 5, 12;
30,1; to 0
wy m. 1. only Jon 9,9 same as os "32 9 Jupexs 11, 39 to"keep a vow, i.e.
which see. — 2. (from wwy) a moth, to execute it; םיִמָפְש Y Ez. 5, 837s
28, 18; Pr make,
prop. the gnawing, consuming, destroyer to execute wrath 1
of clothes Jos 13, 28, a figure of de- to form, fabricari, with accus. of the

עשת
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עשת

object, rapGen. 6,14, mata213,4,0932 10,13 he makes lightnings for rain, i. ₪
Ex.
6 nhin GEN. 3,7; to establish, they become his heralds; to carry on,
niga Ecczes. 2, 5 םימ  תיְכָרְּב,2 ;6 . אפ6 ₪. הָמַחְלַמ  'עGun. 14,2, Devr. 20,12,
3, 16; to build up, rea Grn. 33, 17, fig. with byor “Ay of the person; to establish
to maintain an abiding posterity 2 Sam. or make, bbw 'y to make peace with one;
7,11; to set up, py Estu. 5,14; to put,

nibas Prov. 22,28; to create, as a single

to emecute, accomplish, of God and men,

coupled with חיִלְצִה,without an object

Dan. 8, 24; Is. 10, 13; Ps. 52, 11; to
exert or practise, לוח Nun. 24, 18, Sit
Ps. 37,3 or 1333 Gun. 34, 7, often: with
‘p na to the ‘liking or dislike of a
the object and accusat, of the material person 1Kinas 11,38, Is. 38,3, Ps. 51,
out of Ex. 30, 25; 38, 3; Is. 46, 6, to 6, construed with py, > or ~My of the
which Dap also belongs Gen. 6,14, "the person Jupgzs 15, 3; Jan. 33,9; Psaum
accus. of the material as it were; sel- 15, 3. — 3. Metaphor. to keep, to celedom with >.of the object 27,3; Hos: 2, brate, naw Deur. 5,15, nop Ex. 12, 48,
10 and out of gold they - Boal; on  פוּרִיםEsra. 9,27; to live through or spend
the other hand constantly with> to Is. the time of life Ecor. 6, 12, comp. zoveiy
44,17. Next: to acquire= to make by 00909, hence Sin ’2 to spend life proact Gen. 1, 7; 2, 2; Ps. 96, 5, DY D to
make besides one Jos 40,15, הטל creator
Is.17,7; Hos. 8,14; Jos4, 17; to construct = רצר and 3an, with accusat, of

labour, to make, with accus. Dn Devt. sperously 3,12; to perform, to practise,
8,17, "2% 18. 19, 10, דיִבָּכ Gun. 31, 1, nipn Lev. 22, 22, 19 Deur. 15, 5; fo
wee 12, 5; Dy 11,4 to make a name, observe, to 0
Fig, "37 Ps.103,
i.e. to aba to farts to procure,. with 20 21, Spy, vert JER. 33, 15, לוח

5 of the person 2 Sane. 15,1, 1Kmas Nun. 24, 18, ain "Ps. 37, 3, as well as
1, 5, Eccuzs. 2, 8, comp. תם fa- the reverse be, ban 'ע 1. 53, 9, Ez.
cere, 7008 Biov, Engl. make money; 3, 20, הָלָבְנ "Gen. "34,=
4 to do,

without an object to acquire, to make
gain Prov. 31,13; to bring, to make, i. e.
to be of use 13008. 2, 2. Farther: to
make ready, to prepare, food, a feast
Gen. 8, 7 8, 002688 13, 15; therefore

generally "without an 6
good or
evil Gen.40,15, good alone 30, 30, Ex.
13,8; evil alans Gen. 19,8; 27, 45; or

generally Gen. 12,18; 20, 9, construed
with
> Ex. 14, 31, Dy טאצ ,2 ,19 תאto sacrifice,
to prepare, as it were, the
food of God, with the accus. “Ra Ps. 2,11, and the accusat. of the person Is.
66,15, was "Ex. 36, 41; to offer,” Anan 42, 16; to deal with, with > of the perNow. 15, 14; 2 Kınas 17,32 and they son Nom. 5, 30 and he shall deal with
offered for them, comp. 2906 gétew, Latin her, i. e. execute upon her, hence folsacra facere; Dew 'ָע 2 Sam. 19, 25 to lowed by an accus., the whole law, or
shorten the beard, to dress it; mba 2 with > of the person Lev. 4, 20; but
also a Is. 5, 4 and an accus. Lay. 16,

ib. to bathe the feet. Of the heart: to 15; usually, however, with 2 of the
devise, to resolve upon Is. 29, 11; 32, 6; person, with the accessory idea of pro37,26, like by. Also: to constitute, to ceeding arbitrarily Jer. 18, 23; Dan. 8,
appoint, constituere, to an office, םינהפ
4; 11,3 7 36; 939 הש 1 Car. A, 10
1 Kinas 12, 31, השמדתַא 1 Sam. 12,6 to do remote from evil, ie."graciously and

 אוב וְיְדְָנִים2 Kınas ;6,12 > ynp‘ ]6 kindly. — 5. Altogether generally to act,

to make one something, Cais 12,21 will agere, the how or the what resulting from
make thee a great nation, comp. JER. 37, the context Gen. 3,13 14; 6,22; 8, 21;

15, and without an accus. of object „ Is. 46, 4 (like now); or there isi no rer
Band 1Sam. 8,16 to make for work, ference at all to the special subject of
i.e. to use them for that purpose; rare- action 2 Sam. 12, 12; with an adverb
ly with a double accusative 1 Sam.  בְדָעַת9 Prov. 18, 16 to act considerate17,25; or > for a person or thing, Jur. ly; spud ‘y Jer. 8,6 to act falsely.

עשה
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United to other verbs ’Y appears merely
as an auxiliary, as 333) muy Gen. 31,
26; ריִקְפַהְו Ay 41,"34; Dew השע
1 a: 8 "32." The des of doing’ is
weakened in 1 Kınas 20, 40 and thy
servant was doing (busy) here and there,
i. 0. directing his attention hither and
thither. — 6. to bring forth out of oneself, to beget, therefore often = to have,

עשית

2,18; 2Cnr.17,8; Ezr.10,15. Written

 שמהאָלalso 1 Ge 2,16.
nny ‘(after the form 2:9, “yb; the

hairy, rough, from my IL; ; comp. So)

n. p. of a son of Isaac and Rebekah,
so called from his hairiness Gen. 25,25;
ancestor and founder of the Edomite
race 36, 1 which is poetically termed
vey 2A Devt. 2, 4, vey ma Os. 18, or
as abn יל to give milk, to have milk Is. 1Dy alone Jer. 49, 8; וש רה
9
7, 22, ma 'ע 108 15, 27 to make fat, 19 21 = .ריִעָט
i.e. to be Tat, comp. corpus facere (Justin.
( רשעaf
(after the
דו
pies
he 1formש op,
8rom
11,8); “1p ל Gen. 1, 11 to bear fruit,
comp. nor xagmor, 01609 0086| no 'ע

PwY) m. an oppressor, JER. 22, 3, inter-

to put forth shoots Ez.17,8, and so חמה „ changing with Py 21,12, as tiga 3,7
of a stalk Hos. 8, 7, Aa ” Han‘ 3, does with 343.
17, 09932,’ Is. 5,2 6

כלב

the proper names לאהשע הישע לאיש
יעשי,Derby, ,היטב 3 Tey,

( םיקושעfrom pwy) m. pl. oppression,

of 5 poor Am. 3, 9, violence 0

,4 1 (LXX, Targ.), Jos 35, 9. Some-

aN.

times, however, it is merely a part. pass.
‘Ni. ( נעטהfem.  כגַכָמְתָה.trap .ID
, plur. signifying the oppressed, oppressi
. פא,50 ;33 Ps. 103, 6.
pl. ppp? ,pl. f. תשע |
0 inf. 6% תלטעה
iy (from “iy ten) m. 1. the numfut. השי ap. BY>, once myn) commonly’ the passive of Kal in the most
varied applications: to be made 1 Kines
10, 20, to be created Ps. 33, 6, to be prepared Num. 6, 4, to be sacrijiced Luv.
7, 9; to be executed, of a plan 2 Sam.
17, 23, punishment Dan. 11, 36; to be
committed, a crime Deur.13,15; to be
celébrated, a festival 2Kınas 23,23; but

ber ten, "a decade, decas, ודע

espe-

cially ten days, a stronger expression
than o> (some days) Gen. 24, 55;
commonly the last day of the ten; but
also= dexac, the tenth day of the month

Ex. 12, 3, Lzv. 16, 29, comp. 914 hebdomas; Arab, pile oF )5(- the same.
— 2. the number ten of cords, a decachord,

also to become (a thing), to happen, to be | of 532 (veßie, which had twelve strings
Ecczes. 1, 9; 4, 3; Is. 26,18;

with > of the a

hence

to happen to one

according to a

and distinct from

Sie» 541 92,4, fully רשע 529 ten-

Ex. 2, 4; Is.3
stringed harp 33, 2; 144, 9.
.
Pih. iy to .- to squeeze, Duy,
( תועעfrom nwy I.) adj. m. prepared,
i. e. to handle immodestly Ez. 23,8; but
wrought, strengthened, of iron; hence

in 23, 3 we should perhaps read ring.
The infin. Kal is used in the same sense
23, 21, and there is no need to read
either niwy or pny.
Comp. 00879
facere, per-, conficere.
Puh. ivy to be made, created Ps.139,
15. See Pihel.
nivy II. (unused) intr. to be shaggy,
rough, ‘rough-haired , of men; probably

also of a rough, rugged forest-mountain;
Ar. ie the same.

Deriv. Toy.

 עַמַהחאָלseeהאל 

( לאהשעElis Formen) n. p.m. 2 Sam.

’y Sta Ez. 27,19 steel, iron prepared
for sword- Blades, steel (Kimchi), which
was made excellently iinbrnx (which see),

an Indian emporium in ‘Yemen.
Mwy (from nwy I; a stout, firm,
strong one, arising frosaתשע  נAr. Op

strong, from dust to twist together
firmly) ₪. p. m. 1 Cur. 7, 33.

Denny (same as DNR)
1 Cur. 4, 35.

n. p. m.

may Guhais Creator)n.p.m. 2Kınas

22, 12; 71 Cur.
4, 36; 6,15; 9, 5.

עשיר
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עשק

Hos. 13, 3. — 2. Fig. vapour of a snorting animal Jos 41, 12; spoken of vioman (opposite 4 Ex.; 10,15  שרor BNI lent anger Is. 65, 5; Ps. 18,9; Arab.
Prov. 22, 2; 28, 6; yay Ps, 4g, 3; To„ Us smoke, a thick, cloud-like mass
2 Sam. 13, 4), whe has wy Jer. 9,23, ₪ dust. — 3. in ןטעְהררְכ (a smoking
( רישpl. Dewy, constr.הרל , with
suff.היבש 
from Ay I) m. 1. a rich

 ןוהProv. 10, 15 and peony 14, 20; smelting furnace, comp. ney) n. p. of
a locality 1 Sam. 30, 30, for which yey

therefore םיִריִשַכ are the 0
the nobleםיִּבַר = 8
,10 ,6 opposite

alone occurs JosH. 15,42; 19,7; 1Cur.

Dap=D220; ‘thé influential, mighty, 10, 4,32; 6,44. But for 3 the stem may
=20 Day "io, 16. Hence one who rules be yey = UN (to be firm, strong)=
over the poor Prov. 22, 7, who is some- Aram. wy, Ar. hil, mau being also

times hard 18,23, and conceited 28,11; the name of a place.
also a violent man Mic. 6,12; a wicked
pay (fut. PBY>) trans. to press, to

man 108 27, 19,. Is. 53, 9, of the luxu-
rious and proud Babylonians (where squeeze; hence to oppress,- comprimere,
nay Ley. 5,21, "3 Ez. 22,29, 53 Prov.
“wy is not = piwy, noristhe Ar. X
14, 31, 3) Lev. 19,13; to subjugate Is.
to stumble to be compared), comp. MATTH. 52,4; to rob Mar. 3, 5, along with לב
,19 ;23 a similar metaphor happening
Daur. 28,29, 72728, 33; to burden (the

to Yan and "39, which are parallels to

conscience), with ‘blood-guiltiness Prov.
28,17; םיקווטכ the oppressed, the sufferiy, Mioneral ord. masc., "DP, ing Mecca 4,1, Ps.146,7, but see also
nos, 5% the tenth, Lav. 27, 32; Nom.  עשוקיםparticularly. Metaphor. to do vio7, 66; ‘elliptically the tenth month Gen. lence, of a river,i.e. to overflow and tear
8, 5 6 6. Tebet); fem. a tenth part Is. along in its course 10 40,18. Derivat.
6,13; Ex. 16, 36.
PIB, םיקושע PWP, Mpwy, הקו and
wy (fut. Turn) intrans. to smoke, to the proper name pur.
Puh. ( עטקpart. fem. mp2) to be
burn, to fume, to be vaporous, Ex.19,18;
pressed down, subdued; of a city, to be
figur. of wrath Deut. 29,19; Ps. 74,1;
conquered Is, 23, 12.

PIE and( רי As. 2, 6; Ps. 14, 6).

80,5. Deriv. 189, Wy, and ‘the“proper
name

yey “ip.

The stem "9(Arab. os) has 18%
for its organic root, which lies also in
i

the Aram. jn (am); but in the noun
ns the stem is תֶא (NNN= ששא to

The stem 'ע (Arab. öwe
|
to press,
to squeeze, to wound) has, likeל
muy,
the fundamental signification to press,
to urge; and the organic root Pwy is
also found in pt to compel, to fonce.

puy (Kal not used) tr. 1. to pierce,
to
penetrate
into, to cut into; cognate in
yw? (pl. 222) adj. m. smoking Ex.
sense M42 1., ףרח 1. &. The significa20, 15; Is. 7, 4.

burn).

wey (constr. (ןשע with suff. Uy,

tion of the Avan poy, is prop. to press
into a thing, to have to do with a

m) m. 1. smoke, vapour, ' nn Gen. thing strongly, and proceeds likewise
15, 17 a vapour- or smoking furnace, a from this fundamental signification. —

symbol of the luminous essence of God, 2. Metaphor. to strive, to quarrel; comp.
who appeared in a veil of clouds (Ex. 24,  נצהL, yan, 29. - Byr. ann to sting,
15; Ps. 18,9) and marched with Israel

in a pillar of cloud and fire Is. 4, 5; of prickly plants, ear a thorn, boas
6,4; caused also by a volcanic fire 34, cleft ground; Arab. me the same,
10; 2 nang 9,18 the lifting up of smoke; hence us a sort of thorn, roughness,
-<<

 לnition Sone or Soom. 3, 6 pillars

of smoke, of places set on fire Is. 14, es to pierce, whence 65 christ-thorn.
31; a figure of transitoriness Is. 51, 6; Deriv. the proper name .קמ

עשק
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Hithp. paar to strive or quarrel with
one another, with ny Gen. 24, 20.
poy (oppression , subjugation) n. p.

m. 1 Car. 8, 39.
( קטעquarrel) n. p. of a well near
5“ Gen. 26, 20.

ה

טיר

wR), “ON oo

see);

Ar.
the same, lente
a spouse,
an associate. Perhaps רש 1. and II.
are connected.

amp,

Deriv. תָרְתְש

namdy,

Mamas.

“wy (not used) 1.tr. same as “wy IT.

‘py m. grievance, hostility Is. 54,14;
to put together, to bind, to unite, into a
39,13; ‘oppression ECCuEs. 5, 7; property whole; to associate, to join together, of
got by "entortion, like van Eccuzs. 7,7; the married, companions, friends; Arab.
Ps. 62, 11; Luv. 5, 23; “what is vicious,
injurious , Ps. 73, 8; a wrong Is. 30, 12, rss whence 5 a spouse, ₪ coecoupled with ל terror 54, 14, coupled tus; it is connected accordingly with
 קשר, XY, MON. — 2. intr. to be brought
with Arm.
( הקשfem. of pwy) fem. properly together, united, bound, of a heap, conpressure; hence distress, Is.38,14 distress nected with רשע I. Deriv. רשע ,denom.

is upon me.
Wy I. (fut. swiy>) intr. to be large,

“ivy, may, ney, baby, רע ar,
 שורiD, hey, ny.

( רשעnot used) Aram. same as Hebr.
abundance, of goods, property, and so Joy (which see). Deriv. , רשעmoby,

to be ‘heaped together, brought together in
to be rich Hos. 12,9; Jos 15, 29. Comp.
Ar. IS to be abundant, ny II. to overflow, to be copious, heaped (whence many,

poy.

( רשעafter the form םקכ ,pun as a

subst.) 1m. ten, only in the numbers 11

and 4ny), In? (of space) to extend, ‘to to 19 compounded with one to 9; and
stretch afar, which again is connected
with “ns (which see), "1 II. to heap
up, to‘ accumulate. The’ organic root,
therefore, would be 1W-y, which is pro-

bably found in רוט “(to marwn) also;
Aram. “ny, the same; ו

abundant, copious.

his to be

Deriv. "Wy, TW.

Pih. 89 to make many, nis, 1. 6.

without Vau (like undecim, quindecim),
as “iby mu Ex. 26, 25 sivteen, W938.
ur ₪ 6"fourteen; in which the lesser
Shen precede, sometimes in the ab-
solute state as above, sometimes in the
construct, as “ibyדַחַא . א32,23 eleven;
" ער83 Nom. 7 3 ,evlewt yS חמשת
8
,8' 10 fifteen, Toy nah 20, 25

eighteen. Only iin the case of poz ‘did
to build’ many ships 1 Kınas 22, 49
the
language fluctuate between the ab-
K’tib; but it may be better to read,
with the K’ri and 2 0. 20, 36, ivy.

Hif. ( העטירpart. מעשיר,fut. “wD,

sol. Dw and the constr. state "20, 80
that it is often punctuated Dp ‘Gen.

By, with““suff. 2
ug) to ;17,20 ;25,16 .42,13 See may.
( רשעfrom “wy; without a constr.
make rich, with accusat, of the person
Gen. 14, 23; Ez. 27,33; with a double state) fem. prop. collect. union, associa-
accus. 1 San. 17, 25; absol. 2,7; Prov. tion, hence multitude, heap, multiplicity s
10, 4; to gain or acquire riches Ps. 49, but only as a card. number fem. ten
17; Zeca. 11, 5; also with the accusat. (comp. האמ ,jn), united to the plur.
“wy Dan. 11, 2.
,.mef sa N  ל.neG 54, 32, צנ'שים

Wy II. (not used) intrans. to be 2 Sam. ,51 ,61 aniT y‘ .xE ,62 ;61 0

united, joined, in a sexual relation; to nw Gen. 5, 4. ‘Where the emphasis

is not laid on the number but on the
ship and alliance; completely identical thing numbered, “wy stands after the
with “ws (belonging to the proper noun, as ’y DINY Josh. 15,57; when the
names Sein, (לאיִרְשַא ,Twa II. (to measure follows, it standsin the singular
be intimate, to be associated, of friend-

עשר

עשרים
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with 3, as mass y 1 ‘Kinas 7,24. —

ten (cor), "> having also to be supplied

Dp ’yis ten times Gen. 31,7; in Jos
19, 3 many .-as a round ו
See

before. iby, maby, ten apiece Num. 7,

maby, ney,

oes,

.רש

Hence

86. ’9,is Joined‘ to the sing. 291 Gen.
24,22, and dpw Ez. 45,12, when these

1 to tithe,1. 6. nouns denote” a weights or with colto take the tenth part of a thing (as a lectives, as םֶחָכ -1 Sam. 17, 17, 334
( רשעfut. )= a

tax), with accus. of the object as

 םֶרָּכ1 Sam. ,8,15 ךאפ
have alsoמ 

 זר2 Kines 18, 7. “The pl. ninivy, signifies

(the IXK

may for mipy 8,16).

Pih. “Wey (fut. רשע( בto give the tenth

a mass consisting of many tens, as in

divisions of bee Ex. 18, 21; Daum,

1,15. Arab. who

mar (for may, the femin. sailing
14, 22 and 5 of the person Gen. 28, 22; ה-- being sometimes weakened into ה
absol, Naw: 10, 38.
like the Arab. 8- into so comp. ar
‚Alf. 90377 (inf. constr. with ל or3 18. 59, 5 out of הוז part. pass. fem.,
excluding ‘the He “ipy2 and Sy) di “ANT? Mic. 6, 9 out of ANT infin. of

part, with accusat. of the object Deur.

same Dur. 26, 12; Neu. 10, 39.
 רשעm. riches Cam. 31, 16; Eccues.
;4,8 ‘strengthened 22% Pov. 22,1 or
 לע24 Ps. 52,9; sometimes 0
with

 אhence it is formed from. "op,
as is also (םיִרְשָע fem. same as רע

and joined only to fem. numbers from
1 to 9, to make up 11 to19, as 'y תחא

DD) Ecos. 5,18, 7133 2 Cur. 17, 5, 2 Kınas 9, 29 eleven, ’y a) Ez.“32, 1,
man ,9,22  ןוהPs. 112,3; opposite to  שלש ל,nuJ ,52 ,3 y’ av .zE ,04 .1
nu  סק03, 8.

As in the case of "Dy, DAW stands

“iby (from “wy) Aram, m. same as fluctuating between pnw and nu Gen.
5,8; 14,4.

Hebr. “wy, united to a fem. Dan. 7, 7

20 24; Ss, “an twelve 4, 26; Eze. 6,
17; Syr. pais, Arab.

( הרשformed in fh:first instance
perhaps from “wy, like 727) out of

may

Aram. fem. same as Hebrew.

‘ טָרָהand  עשרה, Joined to the masc.
Dan. 7 24; Syr. pms, Arab. sche

( ןורשעpl.(םיִברמָע m. ₪ tenth part,

a measure for grain or meal Ex. 29, 40;
כקס, hguoht ti yamesla emoc %5 שר,
ע

like “PTS from PIE; constr. nq») m. Lav. 14,21; Num. 15, 6; the tenth part:
of an Ephah (LXX, Vulg.), conseq. the
same as“be,
ten, wed a! with mase.

same as TD NT תיִריִש Nom. 5, 15.

Dialog, see Ma,

45, 23, DWN, Dis and put after, when
what is numbered i
is meant to be made

 עָטְרִים.rulp( morf ערה
= maby,
which is = maby, like D'nup ‘from

27,12; 38, 12. Very often the constr.
state noes is used, as ova" 9, Jer.

twenty, as O*HIN, '9 2 Sam. 3,20 twenty
men,
U ל twenty years Gun. 31, 41;

prominent, as’y, Dip Gen. 32,16, nap
sinwp; in like manner all the other
 ע'י1 Kınas 7,“43, "Which also Banpenz tens from 20 to 90 are formed out of the
if the noun ו with a suffix Ex. number in use for a femin.) comm. g.

42, 7, prope ₪ Luv, 27,5, Bea = where “emphasis is laid upon what:
a noun, is numbered, the number is put. after
and simply as a numeral, when it be-' Gen. 32, 15 16. Sometimes for the or-
longs to a larger number Ezr. 1, 10, dinal number the twentieth Num. 10, 11;
or when it stands in relation to another 1 Kınas 15, 9; 16, 10. — As to the
number Neg. 11, 1, or where the noun meaning of the plural form, one ex-
is to be inferred on the context Gen. pects, according to the analogy ofשלטשים 
18, 32, and Haga. 2,16 and he gives us
to Dywn, a multiplication of unity into
Ex. 34, 28. I occurs ל

עשרין
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tens, so that it must denote 100.

But

ed by the masc. By or the fem. may
archaically for רע“ams and muy rns;
the least eleven, whence the sing. or the plur.

as there was already a separate word

for 100 in the language,
multiplication of 10 is expressed by it,
twice 10, without ny being used for
that purpose.
pws Aram. plur. common, same as
Hebrew Braipy twenty Dan. 6, 2.

NAPE, soe mar,

may

follow Ex. 26, 7 8; 36, 14 15;

Nom. 7, 72; 29, 20; 2 Kınas 25, 2; Jar.
1,3; Er. 40, 49; sometimes for the ordinal number, the eleventh Duut. 1, 3;
Jer. 39, 2; Ez. 26, 1; 1 Cur. 12, 13;
Zecu. 1, 7. As to the derivation, Ibn
Ganäch "(soo Zachot of Ibn Esra ed.

 ששָע3( fem. “Buy, 3 pl. in pause Fürth 1827, 8. p, 41®) looks upon it
(רוטומָכintr. 1. to fall in pieces, to fall as arising from יתְשלָע (not "my, as

away, to grow old; hence to become dull, Gesenius has it in his Thesaur. ₪ 1089(
weak, of the eyes Ps. 6,8; 31,10 (else- an opinion already rejected by Ibn Esra,
because "282 must also have appeared.
where 173, Jos 17,7); to be dissolved,
According to Ibn Esra and Kimchi from
to decay, "of the bones 31,11; generally
D°Nwy, thoughts, so that ’Y my denotes
with 193. Arab. yee to pine, Las to what is thought of as additional to ten.
grow old, to wither. — 2. to gnaw in But perhaps from nwy 11. (=n 1.( to
i
6 pieces, to eat away, of a moth, Ar. Cac. incline, to bend, to lean to, so that
 ששְתִיםmeans a turning to, attachment,
Deriv. wy 2.
and 1 יִתְומַע prop. an attachment to ten.
 תשעI. (Kal unused) tr. 1. to tie, to
weave, to lace together; hence to be firmly

( תשעory, = no») Aram. same as

Hebrew muy I. to think, to think upon a
knotted or pressed together, to be strong,
derivat. the proper name n7wy (which thing, to purpose, Dan. 6, 4.
MAMwWY (after the form m1732; not
see); of iron, to be wrought ‘into steel,
whence niwy; figur. like awn to think, ninwy Kimchi and Norzi) fem. a thought,
to purpose, Her. תמש and ְתֶנּתִש opinion, Jos 12, 5 according to the thought,

comp. טז Ar. june the same; ident.

i. 6. opinion, of the prosperous one (Rashi,

Ibn Esra). Saadia less suitably, obdurain its organic root nr with that in
ey, from muy to be strong, fat.
m-nw IL — 2. to make by art, to form,
nımdy he nigmuy) fem. a thought,
like Sun. Deriv. mvp 1.
plan
‘Ps.146, 4.
Hithp.  התעשתto bethink oneself, to
TINY
see nynwy 2.
recollect, with 5 of the person Jon. 1,6;
Targ. nösns to excogitate, to think out.
 הָרְּתַשַעsame_as NITMWP n. p. of a
city;"deriv. Gentile m. TRY 1 Cur.
,11 44 of Ashterah.
 תשע3( pl. anwy) intr. to shine, of
( תֶרָחַשַשformed from nw» by in-
the skin Jur. 5, 28, read Wy by the serting n, from “WY to be united, bound
Targ. and LXX; modern Hebrew ww» together , of married people, friends;
the same, whence תשמש light. Deriv. only in plur. ninmyy, constr. NiVNwY,
(according to some) nwy 1.
like the plur. Piney, constr. nin
MY (pl. constr. Any) fem. (either Zecu. 4, 12; for ‘the sing. nam ap-
nz a femin. termination or contracted pears Amis) fem. 1. prop. one united,
from nnwy,, like nw from naw) amarried female companion, a wife, comp.
nwy TI. see nos 2.

1. (from nwy) a thing formed, “hence Arab.
artificial work Song or Sor. 5,14, Peshito

us conjux; hence Astarte, 7

24090070 , “the name of the goddess of
a. — 2. only pl. constr. "Hwy,follow- love and fruitfulness, the Venus of

עשתרת

hither. Asia, corresponding in part to
the Babylonian Mylitta )אָּתְדַל
(לב,whose
husband, the god of the productive
nature-power, was termed "9% (Osir) in
Phenician. This female divinity, called
 צרניםTOR

1 Kines

ny
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5,11 or

טקץ

 צידונים2 Kınas ,32 ,31 dah osla dnuof

3. (from “wy I.) multiplication, increase,
begetting, of er Deut. 7,13; 28,4 18

51, coupled with רגש (Ganäch, רוש
|

mimo

see nny.

 תל =תעto Any, my, and the proper
name Waid"which see.

access to the Israelites through the
ny (tists Makkeph ny, with suff.
Phenicians from the time of the judges
"ny,
ins, Dry, ,ףּתִש pl. pony and niny,
ibid.; and the pl. ni;mwy was in use
with
suff. יתתע from nny which ses)
on account of the different forms and
attributes under which the present comm. (mase. ה the n is radical;
nature-goddess was worshipped by the fem., many names of time being feniPhilistines, Phenicians and other races; nine, as 349, naw, (לבל prop. what is

comp. םיִלָעְּב and ninwy

(which see) bounded, defined, established, of time

Juvazs 2, 13; 10,6; 1 Sam. 7,3 4; 12,( asin the derivatives of 1977 1 ,רפס

.10 She had a temple iin Sidon (Lucian, 72, 00D), hence time generally, fol.
de Syr. dea §. 4), Tyre (ibid.), Ascalon lowed by a genitive, as 299 ny Joss.
(Herod. 1, 105) and elsewhere; and
came to Greece as Aphrodite. See par-
ticulars in Movers, Phönizien I, 601-
.27 In Phenician nymwy or manwy
was the name of the goddess mentioned
(Kit. 1, 3; Zid. 15,2; 18,10), to which
a male principle Any, Ostor, plur.
Dany also belonged, whence the Phe-

nician proper names תֶרּתְשַעְתַמַא Kit.
,2 ,5 ( תֶרתְשָעְדַבKarth. 5,2, ney yy
ibid. 5, 3, inn ny Kit. 30, mony tay
RE one Joe: ce. Ap. 1,18, ranean
Metuastartus, pinty(29) Syneell, page

8, 29 the time of evening, ריזה ny Sone
oF Sou. 2,12 the time of the song of
spring; 95 ny Ps. 37,19 time of misfortune; an ny JER. 51,6 time of re-

venge; with an infin, le

(regard-

ed as a noun) 103 39,1, or with a suff.

Jer. 8, 7, more rarely followed by a
finite verb as m7" MY the time of her
bringing forth Mic. 5, 2, aaa ny Jos 6,
17, or with an infin. ‘with5 following

Hac. 1,2. ny-dy nya 1 Cur. 9,25 from
one time to another, תעדדע nyn Ez. 4,

10 from time to time, 6 very often
,345 inanwy Joseph. le, SAWP“, , within a certain space of time. Used
Arieie, Aristus Liv. 34, 61, nonwz> ts specially of definite times in the year,
Bad- or Boliuordgros Jos. 1. c. 1, 21, as of xp Jer. 50, 16, ריִמָז Sone סע
רועta,Boddsrmg, Ovddarog, ְּלִיעַשתרֶת Sou. 2,12, pw, Eze.10, 13 (where ny

0
A head of Astarte struck is to be supplied); rarely ₪ year, as ny
off was found not long ago in rap (which  היהthe year becoming young again, resee) Porter, III. p. 106. In en
viving, new, Gun. 18,10 14; of human
inscriptions she is called Iastara or life, as youth Ez. 16,8; prosperous time
Ishtar. — 2. (for 'ע 3™ place of Astarte, Ps. 81,16; suitable, right time Deur.11,
so called from her worship there) n. p. 14; Ps.1 3; ny "> Hos.13,13 forat the

of a leading city in Bashan (153) Devr.
,1 ;4 once

DIP

ninnwy (the horned

right times ny Nba Eccu.7,17 at a time
not right, i.e."before the time; at an im-

Astartes) Gen. 14, 5, figured as a moon- proper time 10,17, = mi"n52 Jos 22,
goddess with horns (Kugvais 1 Mace. 5, 16; a time of punishment Is. 13, 22, JER.
43 is Br). According to Euseb. and 27, 7, along with bE) Eccrzs. 9,11; a
Jerome it lies 6 Roman miles from limited. time 3,117, “opposite Doty; a
Edrei, and seems to be the modem Tel final time, fens
time, 1. 0. time

of ל
Astereh (Robinson, later Bibl. Res.). Once ment 8, 6. Joined to prepositions:
תב
mamyya 208. 21,27 stands instead of Gen. 38,27, הב 21,22
at a time, tem~
it,"which is eontracted from ’yonıa. — pore; ny’ 8,11
at a time, also pleonas=

:

= עקתצין

7011

ynn

tically
1Cur. 12,22, where biva םלי  | תעלih. Sy (imp. HY) 1. (not used) to
= bapa DIP; MYD about the time Dan.9,|be very vigorous, firm, strong. — 2. to
21, on the contrary myD about this alma, make ready, prepare Prov.24, 27. Deriv.
now, 1.0. in our time Num. 23, 23, Jup- TAN.
Hithp. snynit to be destined, with d
058 13, 23, hence “Pa n> Ex. 9,18
about this time to morrow, הלה NYD about for a thing Jos 15, 28.
The stem ’y, Aram. n9,, INS, appears
this time of the new year; nen more than
about the time when
Ps. 4, 8, there- to be identical in its organic root דת
fore once for my now Ez. 27, 34 (LXX, with that in 1b, 70°), תש L; since this
Vulg.), like np in» 16,57 as now, thus, verb stands in"Targ. for בצו 129, PP;
comp.my 23, 43. ny 2 Kines 5,26 was nad.
it in 7
where the LXX read BIT.
any Aram, intr. same as Hebrew NY.
Plur. pony times = courses of time, 00- Deriv. “THY.
currences of time, determinations of time,

of astronomers and time - calculators
Esra. 1,13, 1 Cur. 12, 32, in the ex-

pressions DYnY 97, pony mas 97;

ny (not used) tr. to support, to help,
ident. in its organic root תָע-ה with

ny (mn), wlé. Deriv. the proper name

history 1 038. 29, 30; events Dan. 9, 38; Tony, (= 99).
relations of time,. Is. 33, 6 safety of thy

adverse times Jos 24, 1; ning
nny (from ny = ny with ה final
destiny, fate Ps.31, 16. Metaphor. times, ‘andan exceptional accentuation "of the
mia] D’MY many times Neu. 9, 28, like final syllable, but in pause m; selthe Aram. ןמז > and ]כ-ןב,English dom ny Ez. 23, 43, so read for ny 16,
times. See BY, mny, "ny, and the proper 57; 27, 34; ל Kınas 5, 26) adverb: now,
name "Hy. ‘Another ny, contracted from prop. at the time = at present, like "דע
my tl now, till the present GEN. 32, 5,
may, may be seen under PRR ny.
1
אי
in
As to the derivation, sometimes .רז opposite of the past
future
the
of
and
2,10,
Hos.
7,
48,
Is.
has been looked upon as the stem, somein boty Is. 9,6; used also of the future
times (19), and nz, (= Ar. dds, in the case of a prophet looking into
Elsewide, Aram. 739 time) as the original the fature Mic. 4, 9 10 11 14.
where ‘y stands like viv, as a VOform; sometimes "29 (so Kimchi) has cable of|exhortation, coupled with the

times;

been taken for the stem, and the noun
supposed to be from nıy (= הנרע Ex.

imper. or fut. meaning age, obsecro, well!

21,10=הנע in as Mishna, time, comp.

with 377 2 Kınas 18, 21; behold pote,

ms IIL, Ar. ol. But see nny.
 ןיצק72 (with a of motion קִ' m:
kindred of the border-territory 3 probably
ne is here contracted from my; Phenic.

ny the same, together with ray or m2)

n. p. of a city in Zebulon Josu. 19, 13.
my Ez. 23, 43; 27, 34; 2 Kınas 5,
26, "see mn».

TOY (Kal unused) intr. to be strong,
-9-

prepared, vigorous, of animals, Ar. Ac

the same. — 2. to be set, placed; to be
brought together, acquired, of property.
‚Deriv. 799, TINY, -הדוחע

Gen. 31,13; 2 Cur. 6, 41; Is. 30, 8; or

now then 1 Sam. 27,1; 1 Kıas 12,26;
in a short time, hen, Is.43,19; Hos. 10,
3; now certainly, certo, omnino, profecto
Is. 29, 22, Hos. 8, 8; therefore, on that
account Gun. 19, 9, Ex. 18, 19, introducing the elause "containing the consequence 2 Kinas 4, 26; already, now
Jupans 8, 6, followed by the imperfect
expressing the present Hos. 8,1013; Ps.
12,6; Dan. 10, 20; for, nam, 2 Kınas
18, 21; 2 Car. 2 15; although Neu. 5,5;
if now, i.e. in case Tupazs 13,12; but,
2 Kınas 18, 20; Jur. 14, 10; ומול
1 Kines 1, 18; Hos. 4,16; nt my just
now 2 Kavos 6,22; Ham my Jan. 27,
70*

עחוד
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16 as soon as possible, right early. It pévos nu2g0v (Sus.52); Syr. ןב
seldom stands for "my 2 Sam. 18, 3.

“AMD (pl. ovyany, K'tib) adj. m. ready,
prepared, same as 'ny Esta. 8, 13.
TAY (pl. oryıny, constr. 75 from

Pih. HY) Mm. prop. a vigorous one, hence
a he-goat Gen.31,10 12, mentioned with

029 Is. 1, 11, bax Jar. 51, 40, “pa Ps.

Ar.

gie" (not used) intr. to immigrate, to
turn in, to lodge, to dwell (as a stranger),
to settle, to encamp, cogn. in sense with

ns L, conseq. like the Ar. és to turn
in; ident. at its organic root 4n-» with

66,15, “2 Is. 34, 6; the leader-goat ‘Jer. mom, Ar. JE to lodge, nm 80. Phenic.
50, 8;; figuratively of princes that go be- 709 the same, in many local names.
fore their people (Ar. (xa the same), Derivative

Zecu. 10, 3; Is. 14, 9; Arab. Ogks the
same, dis a vigorous horse.

MND see TI.
"AD (from ny=ny; one born at an op-

nie (lodging, inn) n. p. of a city in
Judah 1 Sam. 30, 30; comp. Phenic.
NOY,

Motuca, the name of a Pheni-

cian place in southern Sicily, won»
Utika &. Perhaps written wrongly out
portune time) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2, 35; 12, of “ny (which see).
11; 2 Car. 11,20; comp. 779.
"My (from ny) adj. m. existing or ap-

bry (not used) tr. prop. to knot together, to tie together; metaphor. to be
condensed, vigorous, strong, able. With

pointed at a convenient time Lev. 16, 21;
ל
this stem should be compared 573, 52,
THD (pl. DPI.) adj. mase. ready, dom. Derivative
equipped, prepared Estu. 3, 14 and 8,
“ony (instead of 17503, which see)
13 like Tiny; practised, skilful, nen
n. 0 m. Eze. 10, 28.

Jos 3, 8.
mony (from ny, constr. לח ,and
 דיתעAram. adj. m. ready Dan. 3, 15.
m; Jahis the Strong one) 1. n. p. m. i Cun.
mpny (once K’tib הדותטע
8726; Ezr. 8, 7. — 2. n. p. f. 2 Kmes
pl. nit) 7. 1. the future mod. Hebrew 11, 1 for which 8,26 has
ony), future destiny, plur. as a collect.
amony see הָיָלַתְש

construed with a sing. masc. Deut. 32,
35; prop. the impending. — 2. what is
Ony (Kal unused) intr. to glow, to
acquired i. e. prepared for a later time; burn, “10 consume, Arab. @i&the same;
hence a treasure, riches, property, Is.
10,13 Kri, for which ‘ny, in K’tib perhaps secondarily from = I, Arab.
es, like 408 (which see) from 7%;
1 bn Koreish); Te Undoyovre.
larger stems and nouns being occasion( היתעJah is Helper) n. p.

m. Nun,
ally lengthened by the insertion of n
11, 4.
(see mynwy).
( קיתָעfrom pny II.) adj. m. splendid,
Nif. any) to be set on fire, consumed,
shining, of MED ‘(dothing) Is. 22, 18 of ץֶרֶא Is. 0 18 (LXX, Targ.). The
(Targ.); Ar. (Sie the same.
meaning to be darkened (Ibn ‘Ezra,
) or to fall
( קיתעpl.;םיִקיִתִ from pny L) adj. Kimchi, after the Arab.
m. old, of D7 1 Caron. 4, 22; taken into confusion (Syr. and en ., after the
away (of place), ‘hence taken off, weaned, Ar. pos) is unsuitable.
 מִשְדָיֶם18. 28, 9.
yoy (unused) intr. to be strict, rough,
pny (from poy) Aram. adj. m. old,. hard, violent, forcible (Ar. „ie the same
advanced, nah, in days, i. e. ancient

‚Dan. 7,9 13, of God; comp. zeruloın-

= his); whose organic root }n-¥ lies
also in 701, JON (to TS, as JOS

עתן
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has the meaning of violence and force).
Derivat. wy in the proper names "ny

and num).

ny (unused) masc. violent treatment,

force, whence the rope names m

phy IL. (unused) intr. to shine, glitter,
lighten, hence to be splendid , stately, of
dress; ident. in its organic root poy

with that in קז IL, mx. Deriv. pony.

poy (from pny I.) m. wantonness, pe-

and ;כָתְנִיאָלAr. opt violence, ut tulance, boldness 1 Sam. 2,3; Ps. 31,19;
a lion.
94, 4; ’y “Nix 75, 6 neck of impudence,
"QMD (out of הָיְבְתָכ ,Jah is Force) n. p. 16 impndently raised neck; Ar. jie
|
m. 1 Cun. 26, 7.
in a good sense, frankness.
rn? adj. m. prop. old, metaphor. solid,
( לָאיִנְמִעEl is Force) n. p.m. Josn.
;15,17 Greek Fodovm) (Jud. 6,15).

enduring, of im Prov. 8, 18.

phy I. (fut. PHY) intr. to be torn
away, to be removed, Snipa רוצ (a
rock from its place) by an earthquake
Jos 14, 18, a figure of the disarrangement of moral order in the world 18, 4;

Wy I. (unused) intr. to breathe, to
steam, to smell, of pleasant smells, hence
of sacrifices, Ar.
» Conseq. same as
 קסר1, Aram. "OD, RS, .רי Deriv.
sing
1.
ITT

hence metaphor. (see Hif. and the derivatives) and figurat. to be displaced, of
mountains;

to move on or go farther, of

nomads (by removing their tent); to be
taken off, removed, the child from its
mother’s breast; to be moved away, of
proverbs, i. e. transferred from one collection to another; to be taken away, of
words, discourses, i. e. to be silenced;
to be advanced, in years, i. e. to be old,
Jos 21, 7 they advance (in years), i. 6.
they become old and do not perish early;
to become old, i. e. dull, dim-sighted, of
the eyes Ps. 6, 8; to be released, free,

i. e. bold, licentious.

Deriv. pny, pny.

Thy IL. (fut. "m¥>) intr. prop. to look
attentively to one,

to look out, as

one

praying or asking; hence to pray, with

2 Gen. 25, 21 or by Ex. 8, 26 to one;
also to supplicate.

To consider prayer

as an offering of incense, and so to mix

together In?I. and “ny II. is destitute
of analogy, since no similar figure is pre-

sented in רי wpa, דו WIT; NW, PONT,
Shan, and לאman ‘agree with ny.
Deriv. any 2.
Nif. ( צרfut. “yr; inf. abs. Vin?
1 Car. 5,20 after the form Binm Esru.
8, 8, Jinn 9, 1) to let oneself be entreated,

Pih. py» (unused) to be entirely re- ith ? of. the person, i. e. to hear and
moved, the child from the mother’s answer Gun. 25, 21; 2 Sam. 21,14; 24,
breast; to be old, of narratives. Deriv. 25; Is. 19, 22.
תיק
Hf, ny (fut. Hy) to address
Hif. ( הָעמִיקpart. pınyn, fut. apoc. prayers or ‘requests to one, with לא
PE?) to take away, to displace, moun- 25 or 9 10,17; 'ִעֶה with 193 to pray for
tains Jos 9,5; to advance, to remove to one 8, 24.
another place, prop. Dak ‘Yi, but 'א is
The organic root “n-y I. is also
omitted Gun. 12, 8; 26, 29), to transfer, found in 7073 (which see), Sol; Phenic.
from old collections, hence to bring to- any the same.
gether Prov. 25,1 (Talm. to transfer
into another language, to copy); Dan ה

nv III. (Kal unused) intr. to run

to take away words, with מ of a per- over, to overflow, to exceed, measure; to
son, i. e. to reduce one to silence, JOB extend; ident. in its organic root with
 ידתרL; hence to be abundant. Deriv.
32,15 they took speech from them.
2
The organic root of pn-y lies also omy, nan.
“Nif. anya to be abundant, of deceitfulin pr-s (to PAN, PANN); por?1 Ar. gis,
kisses Prov. 27, 6.
and perhaps in
i קח JP.

עחר
„Ai. way to
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abundant,

דּבָרִים

“NY (riches, fulness, from “Ny I).
np. of a locality in Simeon 1088. 15,
42; 19, 7; comp. ny the name of a
Phenieian ‘place in Sicily.
nny, (from “ny IIL.) 7. fulness Jur.
33, 6.

Ez. 35, 13, Ar.7 gi e. to boast.
( עתרe.  (עסרm. 1. (from snl) sweet
smell,"scent Ez. 8, 11, Arab.
the
same, hence Targ. .רוסי — 2. (pl.with
suff. “any, from nny Tr) a suppliant,
worshipper, i. e. one who looks to God;
hence “Any="WR2n 289. 3, 10, of the

Any (not used) £r. prop. same as 173 >
to divide, to separate, therefore metaphor,
to number, determine, appoint, establish, :
atime, a feast, the same metaphor exist-

dispersed Taractites ()םיצּופ Keranding
to others from “ny I. a sacrifice, to be

rendered “from” beyond the rivers of ing in ,ספ 13, 272, "20 also, as דע 4Cush they shall bring my sacrifices,” comes from 11. "Deriv. ny, ny, nny,
which is less suitable. Phenic. “ny the HY, "my, and ‘the proper name "HY.
same; hence the .מ p. לָעַבְרַתִש,Arooßas.

D
D, called Np (same as 119), Pé, as a there may have been considerable uncerletter of the alphabet means mouth, if tainty in the pronunciation of the letter,
the origin of the Hebrew characters because they uttered with a soft sound
be derived from pietures and the 328 Palsy, Ware 9186 , TWDINAonames be therefore picture-representa- posed, myo יה pnwbs dbvkıorein,
tions. The Greek name ai (=) is DEB Dovori{h, “iy Dayo, רּוָצהַדִּפ
interpreted in the same manner.
But
 הלwhile the punctuators direct
-in old Hebrew coin-writing (4), in Phe- it to be hardened in these cases; but the
nician (, ), 2), in old Greck (7, 77), reverse seldom occurs, as aneby ZolSamaritan (I) 66. Pé has not the re- mud, םיִרְפַּכ Kannddoxes. In the time
motest similarity to the form of the of Eusebius and Jerome (Comment. on
mouth, and it should be assumed there- Isaiah and on Dan. 11, 45) 5 was pro-

fore, that the name was selected solely nounced only like /; the latter saying,on account of the initial sound. As a P literam sermo hebraeus non habet,
numeral, it denotes 80, being the eighth sed pro eo @ graeco utitur. The doubled
letter in the series of tens; and it is Pe was pronounced zp at the time of

pronounced in the old Semitic alphabet
Pé or Pi. When it stands at the end

of a word, the stroke bent at the right
is drawn into a perpendicular direction
2, as in 5, 9, &.

the LXX,

as mee

Zenpoga,

MER

Oungove, coupled. with the s-sounds vw,
as יִצָפָח-הב Awa,

which

took place

with.Da, x, wa also, as MP2) Po-

As to the vocal character of Pé, it panne, ran Muyoe, oh og “Pawahas, like the תכדגב letters, an inclina- ols, conseq. retaining the harder p-sound.
tion to an aspirate utterance by which By the twofold utterance of Pé we may

perhaps explain why the letter is repeated at the conclusion of alphabetical
tion remained constant), so that the poems (which have been defectively
punctuators represented the cases in preserved, it is true) Ps. 25, 22; 34, 23;

p passes gradually into /, Greek g, and
into v (in Arabic the softer pronunciawhich

the original and harder

sound

and the interchange

of 24 with the

remained, by Dagesh lene. The gram- weaker sounds ב and רג is decidedly
mars contain copius information on this explicable by that circumstance, as of
head. At the time of the 72 interpreters ai with na; “1p with qa; 9B, dite,

פא
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Ya with yea, bya, yak (see ); m
with הפ  ערwith yor; 773 with ma;
 גרwith” na (see 2); sometimes the Vau
becomes a vowel entirely. As a labial

IND

6 “DN; pl. mixe) f. prop. what blows,

the wind; hence 1. as mn the windquarter or district, the side, as םָי ’p Ex.
27, 12, jipy ’» 26, 20, 233 2 27,9,
in general Pé is interchanged with Mém, ‘ קדים9 Ez. ,84 ,2 fo sretrauq fo eht
as 759 with 7199 (to m7), op with ice the announcement of the side
mR; PEN with pny. With the neces- frequently following with - of direc-
sary reduplication of the p-sound, the tion, as 27 Ez. 48, 16, ars Josu.
first p accordingly isi sometimes changed ,15 ,5  הב,18" ,15 m7" Ex. "26, 18,
in pronunciation into m, the same being 72 TR. Nom. 35, 5, nan Ex. 38, 13.
the case with Béth also (see ,(מ as םיִפ meee at the side of the. . Ex. 38, 9, an
Mougiu, ya Meugıs, Hin zuunavor, דיִפל from the side of the.. Ez. 45,7; 0%» NB
 ג006 &c. The following are peculiar, Lev.13,41 from the side of the face, ie.
and hardly explicable by the character of before, the forehead. — 2. quarter, district,
the sound of Pé, 1. the interchange of
like m; hence mNp> pr Nex. 9, 22
 פdna ,> sa hm dna ,dM  פָּוּדand >17
to distribute into different quarters (of the
(which see), but the Greek presents ana-
logies to these. — 2. the interchange holy land). — 3. a corner, border, of a
field Lev. 19, 9, of the sacred table Ex.
of aspirated 5» with , as of hin with 25, 26, of a bed Am. 3, 12, and espetis, gon er dS withbds, cially שאר  תֶאָּפLev. 19, 27 corner of
to which there isare some analogy the hair of thehead, ןקָזַה  תֶאָּפ21,5 corner
in Russian.
of the beard, but the ‘specific and exact
ND adv. same as 35, ip (which see), meaning of these expressions is diffieult.
To eut off or to round the extremities
here, "hie Jos 38, 11.

ANB (Kal not used) intr. to breathe,
to blow, ident. in its organic root האפ

of the hair of the head (mp7), and to
shave off (mp3, (תיקְשה the corners of

the beard was strictly. forbidden to the Israelites Lev.19,27 and 21,5, in order to
sls, Syr. Ks; metaphor. to speak, ef- distinguish them by that means from
flavit verba; to snort, to hiss, to pant &c.; the corner-clipped (32 (רצרצק ,the Arabs
comp. Sanskrit bd, wa, Latin fa-ri, in the desert JER. 9,"25; 25, 23; 49, 32,
who shaved off the beard at the ears
Greek א-ש &e. Deriv. RD.
Hif. 8977 (fut. 1822) to ‘blow away, and temples (Herod. 3,8; comp. Niebuhr,
to disperse, to scatter about Drur. 32, 26 descr. de l’Ar. p.59). Hence to cut off
ogee I will scatter them, LXX 96 the extremities of the hair and beard
8
002009. The Vulg. reads Dr NbN was looked upon as a disgrace. nNB
ubinam sunt? the cod. Sam. סה“וDN; ania Jur. 48, 45 should be explained,
Onkelos understood MR» to mean ‘the by comparison with the original passage בָאומ "map Num. 24, 17 and with
same as ו (to pierce, to wound, to respect "to “PR, which the cod. Samar.
destroy), translating it "¥°y; the an- has also in Num. 1. 6. for RR]: the

with that in »o"s, ,הפ 7-99, Ar. 8

cients, as Ibn Gandch, Ibn Sarük, Kimchi

have taken it as a denom. from FNP,

corner

or the two corners

where the beard on

of the face,

the cheeks

grows,

and explained it as = RD? pen (Neu. Moab being here personified as not a
9, 22), like the Ar.
5 (to scatter on AND PIP (see Jer. 9, 25), but whose
all sides) from
3 (a district); but our
interpretation is more in harmony with

DIDNE, of which she boasted (hence:
RD a = תש ma; ny = תאָש from.

the character of the language..
MIND (from "Np after the form m2,

selected perhaps on account of PIR)

ing, PTA, TINS; ‘constr. תַאְּפְנ du. Dons,

by way of reproach.

.

mw), may have Den cut of (ym
The explanation

DND
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פארור

“parts” (Symm.) or = ,תחפ "MB princes glorify, to impart splendour to, B1p72 ipa
or leaders (LXX, Vulg., Targ.2 "Saadia), Is. 60, 13, * mg Eze. 7, 27; a people
Is. 55, 5; Ag By Ps. 149, 4,
cannot be justified by the context.
Hithp. “NED (fut. ’am) 1. to glorify
OND (not used) intr. to be thick, full,
corpulent, fat; tia = the same, coin-

eiding a

ras 1 ; the transitive

himself, to shew himself. glorious, Is. 60,

21; 61, 3; in a thing or person with 3
Is. 44, 23; 49, 3. —

2. to boast, to glory,

with by of a person, against one JupGEs
form is == pas to fill up, to stuff full, 7, 2; Is. 10, 15.
to fatten. For the organic root comp. D3
"NB Coat suf. FIND; pl. DIN, ₪
(pia) to be thick, capacious, to swell
out, hence to be high, ota and 473 to
be Hick swollen, Arab.

; all of

which proceed from the. same fundamental

signification;
but whether

the

ו
dress, sperially a fire, as part
of female dress Is. 3, 20, a head-dress,

as a sign of joy 61,3, the ornament of
a bridegroom 61, 10, consisting of a
sort of crown or chaplet, but not a turban

Sanskrit pina fat, Greek mıu-eAng, -ehy,
opim-us be connected with it, is ques- itself (72%); hence applied to the turbantionable. See Dip. Deriv. perhaps .היפ
like crown of priests ıyaın ‘p Ex. 39,
TNE I. (Kal unused) tr. to hollow out, 28; Ez. 44, 18.
MAND (contracted from AR, like
a vessel; to dig, a pit; to bore in, the
ground, to dig through; figur. to search ny, ry, ow from nyw, nxt, Ford; pl.
out, to oes

ident. in its organic root  פראת פארותsa eht arısaM ydaerla -er
with ps to dig or hore through, 5b marke, and in 2 mss. also תררואפ,especially before a suffix; from “83 IL.) fem..
to bury, ana, "3, 5 es Deriv. the branches, a leafy sapling, especiallya green
proper name 0
on the contrary and tender one Ez. 17, 6; 31,5 6 8
12 13; but not the ornament of a tree
mp belongs to Se.
"Hithp. RENT to explain oneself, to (Kimchi), and not from 995 (ba Chajjüg),
utter plainly or definitely, with לע of the or from “NB= Mp.
ANH ‘(from SANE, in 22 mss. conperson Ex. 8, 5; LXX 70500 zoög ue,

and so the Vulg. Comp. רָאְּב and 73 tracted FB) fem. ‘the same Is. 10, 33.
with .לע
ANNE ‘(contracted from רוראפ ,from
SB II. (Kal unused) intr. prop. to “ND Il., repeating the last consonant) m.
shine, to glitter, to lighten, ident. with
( בהר5, 302), and in its organic root

with thatin m

“Boy 111. (to no»),

the "red, the flaming, in the face, Jo. 2, 6
every face draws in (yap like HDS else-

where) redness of the cheeks, i. e. the

blood leaves their cheeks and they be“pun, 70 1. (to 20), EV, “po Su. come pale (Ibn Sarük, Ibn Esra), like TON
(to Sb). "Hence metaphor. 1. to glow, rma) 2,10; 4,15. An incorrect appeal
to burn, as in TS and 777; deriv. “AINE. has, been made in this phrase to "2
— 2.to be splendid, excellent, distinguished, pa Ts. 13,8, since the fiery, glowing
renowned; the same metaphor. applica-'
face in that. passage does not suit the
tion being in "58 and 77 also; espechilled and despairing, but should rather .
cially, to be beautiful, adorned, orna- be understood of the clear colour of the
mented; deriv. “82, הָרָאְפִּת nyyen. enemies’ face. Nor should it be put by
3. to bloom, to grow, to‘be green, ‘which .the side of sip (LXX, Jerome, Syr.):
ideas proceed from shining and glitter- soot, blackness; ‘or derived from oye 2
ing in other cases also; comp. ,חרפ
glow, to boil, and be translated, ‘every
ירק, Nat. Deriv. ,הראפ AND.
I | face assumes an agitated glow (from ,

7

“SRP (inf. .c. SEP, fut. RP)

to fear).

פארן
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( ןְראָּפcod. Sam.; ךארפ region abound-

פגע

Syr. pl), ByOqayyz, near the mount of

ing in caverns, from NP I.) n. p. of the

Olives Marrs. 21,1.

great desert (127%) south of Palestine

Dap (not used) tr. to stain, to soil,
cognate in sense with pw, ayn; to
make unclean, to render fetid; metaphor.
to reject, to abhor, to execrate; identical

and west of Edom, which reached west-
ward as far as 113, and southward to
the Elanitic gulf Gen. 21,21; Num. 10,
;12 ,13 3 ;26 Deur. 1, 1. From it
David sent messengers into southern
Canaan 1 Sam. 25, 1; through it the
way led from Tiyn to םִיִרְצְמ 1 Kınas
;11,18 and in it was found טדק Nom.
.13,26 In the neighbourhood of Akro-
batene and Edom a valley abounding

with the intrans. > (which see), Arab.
4-

כ

2--

whence Five imprecation, & hx;

=» om, chs? to make horrible, detestable,

food; but the organic root is לָגַפ,lying

also in 523 (>N3), 04

In ‘modem

Hebrew this verb is common.

in caverns was called Päran specially
Pih. 539 to make unclean, to reject, to
(Joseph. Jewish wars 4,9,4). The @a- abominate; deriv. 2538.
ouvir (Ptol. 5, 17, 3) inhabited the part
bran (pl. (םיִלַָּפ m. what is abominnear M28, where sp» bordered upon

m רה Has. 3, 3 or able, ‘unclean , rejected, forbidden, Lv.
7,18; 19,7; hence of unclean, disgusting
animals "Ex.4,14; of idols and idolthrough the entire south of this desert,
and representing like ןמיִּת in Edom sacrifices Is. 65, 4, like ppw.
(Jupezs 5, 4; Deut. 33, 2) the entire
YaB (fut. >39) tr. prop. to push, to
southern horizon in
i describing the divine strike, upon a person or thing; hence
appearance and march. ’p ליא Gen. 14, 1. to meet with, to light upon, with 2 of

Arabia (Istachri).

‘p ירה Devt. 33, 2 is a mountain, running

,6 with the addition sapere NUR, , the place where Gun. 28, 11; to border

is the name of a place or tract between upon, of places, with 3 1OSH. "16, 7; 17,
the Dead Sea and yw, where the 10, or d8 19, 11; to stumble upon die, to
Horites lived, and which is identical meet him, with 3 Gen. 32, 2, Num. 35,
with( הָליִא terebinth--forest of Paran).
19 21, sometimes with the accusat. of
1Sam.10,5; Am.
RD same as nr» Nom. 24, 17, see the person Ex. 23,4;
5,19; so also Is. 64, 4 thou mectest the
IRB.
joyful hence = DR to meet helpfully,
28 (i. 6. 3B; not used) intrans. to be to interest oneself1
in one, of the avenger,
thickly drawn together; to be weighty, i. e. to spare Is. 47, 3; to urge one Ruru
close, thick, hard, of unripe fruits; me- 1,16; to go to entreatingly, God, i. e. to
taphor. to be cold, ig aug Deriv. 73. pray ‘Jos 21,15, Jur. 7, 16, and with

 לof the person for whom one interThe stem 38 is the Ar.> to be raw,
cedes = to intercede for Gun. 23, 8. —
unripe, Syr. we; as also₪> to be thick, 2. to light upon one, with a of the person,

compact, whence the BEN ₪

sus, pinguis; metaphor. to be stiffened,
cold, as in “p-> and “Pp. The organic

root 3p is 0 perhaps in DPE.
mab (so is the sing. in modern Hebrew; pl. pap) fem. hard, unripe jig,
i. e. Greek ול

Latin grossus, not

merely winter figs Sone or Sou. 2,13; Ar.
‚sol

i. e. to be hard upon Ruts 1,16, to fall

cras- upon JosH. 2,16, to let loose, upon one,

the same; also in the name

ofthe place יִגאָפ  רגפ = )יָנאָּפ תיבis the

to attack him, hence to kill, to slay,
Junges8, 21; 15,12; 2Sam.1,15; once
with accus. of the person and a of the
thing wherewith Ex. 5, 3. Deriv. >»,
 כapn.

Hf. pre (part. עיגפמ fut. van)
1. with a ‘of the person to lay upon one,

to cause to fall upon one, Is. 53, 6 bus‘
Jehovah laid upon him the iniquity of us’

all; to make (the enemy) meet, one JER.’

פגע

פרחאל
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;15,11 3-459 an assailant, enemy Jos 36, |Ex. 4, 24. — 2. Metaphor. to light upon
,32 —

.2 same as Kal to press entreat- |₪ thing, to meet,

ingly, to intercede, 2743p an intercessor,

mediator, Is. 59,16; Jar. 36, 25; with

> of the person to intercede for one,

with 3 Prov. 17, 12,

an accus. Gen. 32, 18; to meet or come
together Is. 34, 14. The organic root
warp is also in Wa-2.

Is. 53, 19. Deriv. the noun yap (which

Nif, Wan) to light upon one another,
i. e. to live together Prov. 22,2; to meet
The organic root of the stem 9-53 one another Ps. 85, 11.
Pih. ‘O35 (fut. ei) to strike against,
with the fundamental signification “to
attack, to Breas upon” lies also in pp-o L., to attack, "with accus. Ton, i. e. to grope
about in Jos 5, 14.

see).

pe-t, Arab. id to stumble upon one,
and ‘perhaps in ,המעט German pochen.
DID m. incident, event, 000188. 9,11;
fate 1‘Kinas 5,18.

“IB
see jI2.
rt
rt
VIB (inf. absol. הָלְפ,constr. nip;

to sever, to
ַּ( לָאיֶעְנElis Fortune) n. p. m. Num. separate, to divide,. referring to space
(see m2); to release, to loose, hence
2 51; 72,2.
mpi (Kal unused) intr. prop. to be metaphor. to redeem, with accus. of the
object Ex. 13, 13; Lev. 27, 27; with 3
weary, weak, decaying ,spent; hence to of the price for ל Ex. 34, 20; gener-

be lazy, and in this meaning םיִריגּפַהְר
in 1 Sam. 30, 9 was read for Dani;
to be fallen, lifeless, of a body; Aram.
"ab, - to be idle, lazy, of alazy mass,

whence Ing a body; to be unemployed,
Talm. 439 to rest from work.

The org.

fut. 3p) trans. 5

ally to free, to deliver, to let go free,
with accus. of the object and 74 from,

as ova, man Deur. 7, 8, Mae -ban
2 Sam. 4,9, nya Jos 5, 20; or with
m7), 7772 from ‘violence Jun. 15, 21; 31,
11; Jos 6, 23, or 7a followed by an

root is "4-2 with the fundamental sig- infin. 33, 28, seldom without 712 Ps. 34,
nification to be weary, stretched out, to 23; 71, 25. In Ps. 49, 8 one must supply
rest,

to be at leisure,

cognate in sense

nye, ] we should not read mp.

It

with 5-3 (which see), and is also found

is to be taken like DNS to denote the
in =, a 7, ad 11. as well as in the act of delivering from Egypt and Bameaning ‘tobe restrained, lamed, hindered bylon 2 Sam. 7, 23; 1 Car. 17, 21; Is.
(1 Sam. 30, 10 21 according to the Targ.) 35, 10. — Deriv. ne, DIM, Ye,
in an (ar1) which see. Deriv. "35. "72, "279, and the proper names See,
Pih. "3® to be very slack, lazy, 07

“EMT, im, map, IMB, mob.

a 1 4. 80, 10 1 8
Theod.).
Ni. 722 (fut. a1) to be Ee
“BB (pl. DAB, constr. (יִרְבַפ m. ₪ Ley. 19, 20, to be freed Is. 1, 27.

ee

Hif. 77277 to cause to be תו
corpse, prop. a thing fallen, stretched,
cadaver (from cado), of men Is. 14, 21,8.

Ex.

19; Jur. 81, 40; 41, 9, and animals Gen.

Hof. 13377 (inf. absol. 1917) pass. of

15, 11, collect. 1 Sam. 17,46; Am.8, 3; Hif. Lev. 19, 20.
an inert mass, hence a body, mn ”
The stem '» (Arab. 185) is identical
2 Kmes 19,35 and Is.37,36 a dead body, in its arene root 7-72 with 72, ae N,

like the Syr.; figurat. fallen idol-blocks,

ovansa "ap Lev. 26, 30.

ok, aS, YB, =

( שופjut UN) tr. to strike against,
a person or thing; hence 1. to fall upon,

separate, to "aivide, to plough), whence

to attack, of bears, with accusat. of the

object Hos. 13, 8; figur. of God, to kill

with 2 (to

020 a bullock of the yoke.
Sante (Elis Deliverer) n. p.m. Num.

34, 28,

פרהצור
MED
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(God is Deliverer) n. p. m.

Nun. 1,10. See mE.
TB (pl. Em, constr. a2) m

(part. pass.) the redeemed, in pl.a
=
Is. 35,10; 51,11.

DB

(m
(only imper. with = om)

“ITB (after the form “2, pam, ir. same as 7179 (comp. עַפָי = Ms) to
only in pl. pg) masc. ransom, re- deliver, to rescue, to free, Jos 33, 24, in
demption Num. 3,46; 18, 16.
yp (deliverance, rescue)n.p.m. EzR.

2,44.

which sense 3p stands in 33, 28. But

as 9-12 does not appear elsewhere, one
may either read ap, סע with 5 mss.
AyD (see 922); as vice versa for 1199
in Prov. 4, 15 72 stands in 3 mss.

MD (from $199) fem. 1. division, interval, ‘space between, Ex. 8, 19, LXX
7
מ
intr. to be or become
 הIbn Esra wap. — 2. deliverance, rescue, redemption, Is. 50, 2; thick, 0-0 well-fed, Ar. as and do
Ps. 111, 9.
the same, whence.. & fat; it may there-

TTB (Jah is Deliverer) n. p.m. 2 Kings
23, 36; Nen. 3,25; 8,4; 11,7; 1 Cur.

3, 18.
WITH (the same) x. p. m. 1 CuRon.

27,20.
Dp

fore be connected with 183, WP &c. In
no case does the Arab. ‚As (to break
in pieces, to dissolve) belong to it, but
this Arab. stem has the meaning to be
fat, whence 708 a fat youth.

(from 172) masc. price of re-

demption Num. 3, 49, Avzgor.
yew} (and 4/78) masc. same as DIT
Ex. 21, 30; Ps. 49, 9.

78 (with suff. in) m. fat, grease,
Ley. 0 8 12; 8, 20 (Targ., LXX,
J erome).

ne (not used) intrans. to breathe, to

mi) (not used) intr. to stretch out, to Blows. the organic root in ה אָּפ- (which
extend, of flat surfaces; Arab. wos to see), YD"N, IE having the same fundastretch to a height, of a turret; SF com- mental signification. Metaph. to speak,
pass, i. e. to be thick, capacious; ident. the same metaphor. application being
in its organic root 77" with that in in fa-ri, pywi. Derivative
273, "ןח,» , ןַתדֶמjo”. On the conmp (prop. part. of 3, like iy from
me
which see; but the constr. state is
trary „idF a plough, 3ט a measure

of land, ae Hr the same, are to be ופי, not Mp after the form השט perhaps
derived from 3 (to divide, cut, plough),
as Bene) shews.
Pih. 733 (not used) stronger than Kal.
Derivative
172 (from 772 in Pih.; constr. 712,

el
from an old form > from
me = FIND = הפ with suff. ליפו 7»
 פידand  פיהוTB, 1°), DI, BIB,
cod. Samar. DB, poet. 7B; plur. meaning edges either םיִּפ out of Dp סע

nina from sing. היפ from me) m. 1. the

with a of motion 179) m. prop. ex- mouth, as a breathing organ, out of
tension; hence a flat, a plain, an open which the r177 proceeds Ps. 33, 6; 135,
field, only in the compound DIRT, 17; as an organ of breathing anger Jos
15, 30; the jaws, of an animal Ps. 22,
i
in order to denote the plain of Syria, inof the
cluding the desert west of the Euphra- 22, figurat. of רצ Jos 36, 16,
tes,

and in opposition to mountainous

jaws of the crocodile 41,11; the bill, of

Syria Gen. 31, 18; 33, 18; 35, 9; 46, birds Gen. 8, 11; Is. 10, 14. In like

15; for it Hos. 12, 13 hag the similar manner as an organ of consuming and
DIN, mal, once dropping poy, GEN. 48, devouring Gun. 25, 28, Is. 9, 11, of

פת
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פת

ing Jos 8, 21, and of speech Exon.

mp-by Eze. 0 11 from entrance to exit,
ie. throughout prop. from opening to

4, 11;

opening. —

kissing Sone or Sox. 1, 2, of laughNoms. "22, 28.

Phrases

are:

4. the edge, sharpness, of a

“ פהby a Nom. 12, 8 to one another di- sword; hence followed by 277 in the
rectly, and so Tp-DY 172 JER. 32, 4, 927

phrases a (PP הָּכַה 397, ping Gen.

pa 1 Kınas 8, 15; metaphor. apzsch, 34, 27; Jos. 6, 21; 8, 24, where, ל 6discourse Ps. 49,14, concrete a speaker
Ex. 4,16, for which 7,1 has N°32; tones,
sound, song, Am. 6, 5 who chant to the
tones of the harp (Vulg. , Ibn Ganäch,
see am); TAN mp 1 Kines 22,13 wäh
one mouth; next, "Tun voice JoB 19,16,
hence יִּפadv. loud Ps. 66,17; 'ִפ "pa pip
Ex. 4, 15, ‘p "pa jm) Devt. 18,‚18 to put

notes by. Hence the pl.orp edges 1 ‘Sam.
13, 21, for which ning | or תיְפיִּפ is
also mei, — 5 margin, bank, border,

of םי Prov. 8, 29 =5125 Ps. 104, 9; of
ak? "Is. 19, 7. — 6. Prop. a mouthful,
hence a portion, part (like 7 handful and
part), 0725 ‘» Deur. 21, 17 the portion

of two, which the first-born was to get;
accordingly in a spiritual sense 2Kmas
nicate to him what is to be spoken; 2, 9, i. e. double, in opposition to one;
pa המ 2 Sam. 17,5 what is in his but in opposition to a third, two thirds
mouth, i. e. what he says thereto; >D3 2013. 15,8.--- The stat. constr. »» united

(words) in ones mouth

i, 6. to commu-

or 9 ed 702 Nau. 8, 12, Mic. 3, 5 with prepositions forms the following
particles, when the subst. meaning is
not to be retained: a) "p> according to

to fall or give into one’s mon; 2 פל
2 Sam.13,32 according to the expressions
of one, where the Targ. take it as =),
Syr.= 1727, Aq., Symm. and the Vulg.

read NN; mandy דר orb to put the hand
on the mouth , i, e. to be silent JupaEs

18, 19, Jo 21, 5, also >

די Prov.

the command of 1 Cur. 12, 23 = 2273;
according to the measure, pro ratione ox,

16,21; Luv. 25,52; as, PPD Jon 33, 6
= gi», "DD 30,18 perhaps °=D; arcording as,"hans WR "PD prout Mar.

30, 32; 9 "B72 AND to write from the 2, 9 and so that Zecn. 2, 4 where TUR.
oral communication of one JER. 36, 4.-- is omitted. b) 2» according to, as, se2. Metaphor. a command, behest, prop. ut- cundum, an 101018010 expression Gen.
terance, especially in the formula say 47, 12; Ex. 12, 4; 16,16 18; Lev. 25,
"2 according to the command or prescrip- 16 51; in proportion to, 701 "spb Hos.
tion of a person Ex. 17,1, Lev. 24,12, 10,12 in proportion to your love; followed

for which ’2 ab
15,13,

seldom stands Josu.

or ’p ְיִפ 1 Cur. 12, 23 = "213

11, 3, and so in thephrases

by the infin. as soon as, simulatque JER.

29,10; Num. 9,17. 9 יפְִלָע = "DD acdanding to, secundum, pro ratione Lev.

דתֶא Sau
27,18; Num. 26, 56; hence “wr "p-by
Ca Boorns, 8,2,% יֶפתֶא ,23" הָרִמ
= 188 "p> Lev. 27, 8. See also "=,
&e.;; testimony, hence "py Devt. 17, 6
or sb Num. 35, 30 according to the tes- rap, mo. The Arabic forms are sa,
timony. — 3. (like #3, 07000( aperture, u, 55, where the He in construct
orifice, of a sack Gen. "42, 27, of a well state falls away, and fa, fi, fa remain.
29,2, of 135% 1Kınas 7,31, of acavern
np (a pronominal stem, either corJosn. 10, 18, of DRU Is. 5, 14, Ps.141, relative to m, or ident. with it by the

7, of a garment or coat of mail Ex. 39, passing of k into p, like zoios = xoios,
23, i. 6. the upper seam, the border, the once N» Jos 38,11, more frequently ip)
opening at the neck Ps. 133, 2, Jos an adv. of place: here, in this place, hic,

30,18, but different from mp (Border, hoe loco Gen. 19, 12; 22, 5; 40, 15;
wigs) Ex.28, 32; NIT יּפ the uppermost Josa. 18, 6; hilker, hac 1 San. 16,11;
opening ib.; then entrance (to a eity) or Ezr. 4, 2. Connected with יא interexit Prov. 8, 3. Here also belongs the rogative, as, which is also put for
formula Heb mp 2 Kings 10, 21 or men MON, as הַכיַא for DR (which see);

פו
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and jpg, Nips (which see) is the same;

2,17 and 4,6 the day fans, i.e. causes a
mb from here, for which also 4212 Ez. cooling, refreshing wind to blow (which
40, 21 26 34 37. It is clear from הפ takes place shortly before sunset); comp.
that this particle is compounded of‘:AB. Gen. 3, 8; Plin. H. N. II, ch. 47. Fig.
(in derivatives) to be fragrant, i. e. to
ip see .הפ
breathe out perfumes, Ar. 2 G; to be in

NIB see RIDN.

NI )1. 6. אפ =; not used) intr. to
breathe, to Blow, like N» which see.
Derivative
TMA (utterance, speech, viz. of El;
comp. Ar. 5% mouth) n. p.m. JUDGES
10,1; 1 Car. 7,1; see mp.
( גופfut. ,1212 ap. )%23 intrans. to be

motion, i. e. lively, of fire; to breathe out

= to utter; to drive, to press on (intr.),
i. e. to hasten, cognate in sense NW; to

snort or pant= to be angry, to rage;
to be scattered about, of dust, ashes.
Derivat. ne, mem and perhaps nen,
men. — The organic root NP is alsoin
mp", nam.

"if. man (fut. ,חיִפָי apoc. a) to
, to Bowe through, Sone
to blow up, to fan, the

cold, stiff, torpid, of the heart Gen. 45, breathe through
26 (opposite ,45 27  לחורm); ident. or Son. 4,16;
in its organic root ap with that in 32 fire of anger,
(see 339); metaphorically to be slack, to 21, 36; to put

with לע of a person Ez.

in motion, to excite, with
accusat. Prov. 29, 8; to breathe out, to
7
Has. 1, 4 the law is tonpid, 1% 18 re- speak, DYa13 Prov. 0 19, הנומא
=137;
to
press
or
dead
on,
with
ל
Han,
laxed, is not put in force; Arab. U,
be weak, to cease, Ps. 77, 3, main aan

Talm. 332 the same.

mye, .הנפה

2; 3 Gout see 1p); to puff at, with 3

See pre I. Dari, Ps. 10, 5 or > 13, 6.

"Nif.  וגto be benumbed, without vital
force and warmth Ps. 38, 9.
 הָנּוּפfem. הגפה = prop. a weakening,
hence interruption, ‘cessation, LAMENT.

from mn.

me

Is. 42, 22

\

DB (not used) intrans. according to
the Syr. Be to push away, to despise,
conseq. = 0¥a (which see); Talm. re-

dupl. טָּפְטִּפ (another טָפְמּפ is connected
Te (not used) tr. to pierce into a with Noa), with 2 = a ny. According
thing, to cut, to split or cut in pieces; to the Ar. BU to be dissolved, to die.
81,2.

metaphor. to hurt, injure, corrupt, ident.

But both derivations

do not suit the

with 12 (which see); comp. md and noun 0% in the proper name IN"U7P.
mb). The organic root 7B is also ac- Better therefore to shine, to glitter, to
cording to its first meaning in 3279, lighten, ident. in its organic root DB
7 Aram. דפ 8, Hebr. 02", Sanskrit bhid, with that in ofa, Arab. os, spb.
Lat. fid in findere, perhaps also in the Dexiv. Da» 2. in ‘the proper name END
Sanskrit pid (contristare, affligere). The (which see).
Ar. 0030 GIG to die is connected with

Die n. p. of a son of Ham, and so
whe, Deriv. .דיפ
like un and own the name of a
mp (not used) intr. same as 1X» to Hamite people of ‘antiquity Gen. 10, 6;
breathe, to blow; derivat. formed from 1Cur.1,8. Along with wi> and pb
Jer. 46, 9, or with wap, 719, 292, 312
Puh., the proper name
and naar ץֶרֶא 722 6 e. ‘p> comp.

TAD (= 2)

n. p. m. Gun. 46, 13,

for which 1 Car. 7,1 has my.

Dan. 11,28, Ps. 74, 20) Ez. 30, 5 the
Putians

are distinguished as warlike

ME (fut. (חוסי intr. to Brei, to )(נְְּרִים, bow-bearing (MUR, oh) auxiblow, to fan, 11193 Di Sone or Sox. liary troops of Egypt; and along with

פוטיאל
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Is.54,11, comp. 723; fully
759 jay 1 Cur.
29, 2, along with םהש jax, TOR? TN,
27,10. They appear also, with 04» mp? jas, שיש jax. Whether a bright
and wad, in the fearful army of the red or black stone is to be understood
si) and 079 (which see) as African

mercenaries in the army of the Tyrians
Scythian leader Gog 38,5. Not merely
the race however, but also the region

by it must remain undecided,

ovr in western Mauritania. It is usually

beauty (see לַחָּכ =  לַחָב( = לָכָחHence

though

by the analogy of 79) perhaps a kind
inhabited by them forming a part of of ruby is meant. — 2. lead-ore (stiLibya, was called ,טופ since the name bium, antimonium), which was used for
of Libya in Coptic is @asav; and clas- the purpose of giving to the eyes a
sical writers are acquainted with a river black shining border to heighten their
derived from the Coptic mrt or gst a the expression DY’y 7123 Dy 2 Kines

bow;

so

that Put

would

people of the bow. —

mean

the

9, 30 to set the eyes in stibium, i. e. to

2. (from tue) paint or colour them with it; 133 9

light, splendour, only in the proper name

By Jer. 4, 30 to part the eyes with
( לֶאיִטּופEl is Light, from wo) n. p. stibium (to make them wider), i. e. so
m. Ex. 6, 25.
to besmear the upper part of the eyeEDP (abridged from sog “Dip, lids with stibium, that a black edge forms
about them and they appear larger;
in the LXX [eregoie, Ilerrsgons, Ilev- comp. טה
0000000 (Josephus,
zegens, which is in Coptic nete-ppx, Jewish Wars 4, 9,10). — 3. only in ורק
i.e. belonging to the sun, like netamoon
1917 (horn or bow for eye-paint) n. p. f.
belonging to Amin &c.) n. p. of the head
Jos
42,14.
of the body-guard at the court of Pha( לופfrom »15 I.) masc. a bean, pea,
raoh Gen. 37,36; 39,1. See Champoilion,

Grammaire égypt. p. 310.
>» "Dip (the same) n. p. of a su-

collect. 2Sam. 17,28, along with nwyz,
"an; bean-meal, with pan, ody, Dw ,
9 (comp. Plin. H.
perior priest in Egypt, father-in-law to 1777 and ovae> Ez.
Joseph Gen. 41,45; 46, 20.

N.18,12); Targ. Nd ap, Ar. .( וpea-like

( רטדפfrom "DB after the form pit) grains).
m. a breaking out, of water Prov.17,14,

pa I. (i. e. 5B; not used) intr. 1. to

( ףּופnot used) intr. prop. to glow,

be swelling, capacious, hill-shaped, round
and thick, of beans; ident. in its organic

parallelראשית 

to burn, of burning coals; ident. in its root > with that in bp-y (to be hillorganic root 72 with that in P72; hence shaped), Arab. JG (to be fleshy, thick,
.1 to shine, to glitter, of a clear, red co-
round, fat), JLé (the same), 3-3 II. (to.
lour (see j22), of ruby or carbuncle, of

shining black (comp. 27, >73 with dna), be arched, bellied), bya (which see),
of a clear-shining coal, of lead-ore (sti- bevy I. (to be large, high-stretched,
bium, antimonium). — 2. to be painted, thick, strong, to Syed), לב 11. (see ban).
of the eye-brows and eye-lids. The It is possible, however, that only the
Aram. mp to paint, to colour, and con- idea of thickness or of tuberosity, lies in
seq. the Sanskrit pig &c., which I for-> , as in the Latin bull-a, Dutch hol,
merly compared, does not belong to peul, balle; and on the contrary that of
it. Deriv.

‘778 (from (ףופ m. 1. the name of a
bright-shining precious stone, serving
for the setting of other stones in order
to heighten their beauty; mentioned

strength and vigour may be looked for

in ל 111. Deriv. 51 and perhaps ben 2.
(dew-lap). — 2. Metaphor. to be strong,
vigorous; ideas of thickness, largeness,

capaciousness being so applied metaphor. in other cases. Deriv. the proper

with ,ריפס TR72, NARS POS, PE yas name >%5.

.
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DB IL (i. e. 5p; not used) intr. per- MEN) intr. to be cold, numb, wearied
 אמטPs.88,16 Iam torpid(Pesh.),
haps same as yo}1 (which see), which
if
it be ‘not better to read mar for
may be assumed for לפמ
&c.
this &na$ dey. The organic root = may
pals) III. (unused) intr. to be strong, be like that in 73" I. to be hard, stiff,
vigorous; ident. in its organic root 52 numb. Its derivation from 3p (Ibn Esra,
with that in 59°) L, 593, לב ; comp. Kimchi), or a comparison with m» (to
Sanskrit pil arcere, Latin val-ere 6. turn) or with Ar. \
[5ק.=DBR (to obscure)
Derivat. the proper names לּוּפ,59, 9B present no suitable meaning, but comin “ONDE, רֶסאָנְלַּפ ,and dp under ודארז pared with 1-39 and jb"x it may signify
bap 1. (from לופIIL.; ו vigorous to writhe (with "pain).
one, hero, comp. >¥3 lord, 5792 giant,
ye TI. (not used) tr. 1. to split, to
Sanskrit pilu, an glephant, prop. the divide, to separate, same as j12 (in its
strong, Persian des Sanskrit pala,
lord, Pers. bala) n. p. of an Assyrian

fundamental signification); hence metaphor. to be intelligent, to mark, to distin-

ruler, predecessor of Noxb» nbin, who guish; deriv. the proper name "715. —
first conquered Palestine (ri B. C.) 2. Fig. to break (in mining language),
2 Kines 15,19, 1 Car. 5, 26, and car- the same figure existing in the case of
ried away a number of Gileadites, to "22; deriv. the proper names 4795, 1772
which Is.8,23 refers. LXX Movi, Dovd, (mare iin the ancients).
Dove, 9

mis-written more or less.

See .לרפ — 2.2. p. of an African people,
mentioned with 37> Is. 66, 19, written
by the LXX

obs, Dodd, for which

uns (Jur. 46, 9, Ez. 27, 10) appears elsewhere (see um). If the word be not a

collateral form of ur, but an indepen-

dent Hamite stem, we may compare the
district hoAo or modo in Africa (see

Champollion, Gr. égypt. p. 159).

mie (corner= "123, which is once used
for it) only in הנפה “YW corner-gate
2 Cur. 25, 23, for which 2 Kınas 14,13
has הפה  רעשwhich latter the LXX,
Vulg. "and Targ. have also in 2 Cur. |
"JAD (out of היפ Jah is Intelligence,
from yw IL) =. 9 m. whose patr. "272
is out of *29 Num. 26, 23, but where
the simple proper name is m».
PD (ore-pit, from 12 IL) n. p. of
a city on the east side of Edom, be-

Dip (not used) intr. to be thick, full,
corpulent, fat, puffed “Ps Arab. in the
three formsx
א 45 the same; the tween 925 and “yx Num. 33, 42 43,
Ethiop. ano 0
to fill the mouth, where the cod. Sam., LXX - Peshito

read j%®. The church-fathers who call

and tr. „Gerz 5 to make full, to fill, it Dıvov, Dawes, knew it still as a
and ba (which see) may also be com- mining-place (Jerome de locis; Epiphan.
pared “with it; ident. in its organic root adv. haer. II, 719; Athanas. ep. ad Solit.
09 with that in the Sanskrit pina fat, ete.); and a ruined. place Phanon in Edom
Greek nyelyg, mınehn, Latin opimus. is known in modern times (Zach, mo-

As the simple root here is pa, so there

natl. Correspond. 1808p.137). Another

it is pi, whence the Sanskrit pjaj (to way of writing it is 7278, Dev.

increase), Greek ziag, ziov, Persian pi

fat &.; comp. DNB.

Deriv. me.

vip (not used) intr. same as ,פי

to glitter, hence to be beaut
238 {uot used) "Aram. tr. to fill, to mp7? toshine,
Deriv.
“pleasing.
ful.
3
fll in, to feed, by filling the mouth.
( העופgracefulness) n. p. f. Ex. 1,15.
Derivative
DAD see DE.
vB (imp. YR, part. pass. m. pl. with
PDL (ut. pp], with He optative suff. "29D, fut. 775) 1. intr. same as P52

פוץ
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to be reduced to dust, to be scattered about, from yon =nyp? (Is. 11, 4). Deriv.
of nations Gen. 11, 4, enemies Ps. 68,2; yen.
to disperse themselves 1Sam. 11,11; with| Hithp. ( התפוצץfut. ' (יְתפto be scatya of a place 2 Sam. 20, 22; hence to be tered as dust, to be broken in pieces, of
driven away from Ez. 46,18; fig. to over- mountains Has. 3, 5.
flow Zucu. 1,17; witha to disperse themThe organic root YP lies also iin ya},

selves among 1 Sam. 14, 34; to pour forth

Prov. 5, 16; to spread. יצופ 2.0
see BD as a noun = yp). Deriv. yr,

Ar.. job (to.overflow), des (to break

asunder), yas (to turn to dust), nb~2,
yon. — 2, (not used) tr. to break in mp, 09”3 &e.

ap m. dispersion, exile, like ץפנ
pieces, to strike asunder, to reduce to
ruins, to cast asunder &e.
(which see), or separate return, ZEPH.
Nif. yb) (part. m. 'yipz, pl. Ob, 3, 10 the whole (na) of my dispersed

fem. sing. ngb) 2 Sam. 18, 8 K’ri) inter- ones, i. e. either exiles or = םיִמָפּפ 8.
changed with Kal, to 38 dispersed, of 66, 19
an army 2 Kines 25, 3, of a people Ez.
PP I. (3 pl. pp) intr. to waver, to
11, 17; to be soattered, with 2 among

28, 25; to disperse themselves 34, 6, with
 בועלaway from Jur. 52,8; to extend, of
manbn 2 Sam. 18, 8.
"Pik. I. יץצופ (fut. ‘p) to break or dash

in pieces, עלס Jur. 23, 9.
Ph.D. (redupl. )YExD to dash to pieces,
a man 108 16, 12.
| Hif. ץיִפָה (part. yop; inf. 6. pres,

totter, of the drunken, Is. 28, 7 they
waver in (2 should be repeated) pronouncing judgment, viz. as the drunken,
parallel with 3; to totter, from exhaustion; to be tormented, by an evil

conscience.

Derivatives ,קיפ Mp. —

The organic root pp lies alsoin peo II.

(Is. 48, 26), as well as in the Aram.

with suff. 22°; fut. PP), ap. yp.) to P25 (to doubt), Arab. Js (to be exhausted, to waver); and the Sanskr. vah,
scatter, to disper:se, Tit 729, Jos 87,

to lead away, send into ‘exile, the inhabit
tants of a place Is. 24, 1; to put to flight,

to rout, an army Has. 3, 14; to cause the

Latin veh- o, Gothie

vig-an,

Latin

vac-illo, Sanskr. vig appear to be the
same root.

Hif. ( הפיfut. pr») to make ₪ motion,
dispersion (of a flock) Jer. 23,1 2; to
i.
e.
to waver (opposite, to stand firmly)
hurl, to throw forwards, םיצח (lightnings)
Ps. 18, 15 (according to the Masora and Jer. 10, 4.
2 Sam. 22,15); 144, 6; with acc. of the
pie I. (Kal unused) intr. to flow, to

place whither כ
30,3, Jur. 30, 11,
or with 3 among Deut. 4,27, JER. 9 15,
72 whence; from out Gun. 11,9; to brent
or dash in pieces, hence part. m. 'ץרפוב
Nau. 2,2 a hammer, like Prov. 25, 18,
but which may also mean one driving
away or leading into exile; to drive away,

pour out abundantly, ident. in its organic

root Pa with that in np-o IM, yp-w,
pore IL, -ה כוcognate in sense bn,
"33, nan 1

“Hf. pen (fut. PP}, ap. PB) either
to give out, to supply, with ? ofthe per-

put to flight 108 18,11; without an ob- son Is. 58, 10; or to cause to go forth,

ject, to scatter, to pour out, to pour forth,

to aim at, to get from, i. e. to obtain, to get,

who disperse themselves Ex. 5,12. As
to pa "nixion Jer. 25, 34 (as the Masora

succeed or get the ה
aim, Ps. 140, 9;
to deliver 144, 13; a similar metaphor

wer

which makes one stagger;

to spread, of the air 38, 24, of people man Prov. 3, 18, Jie) 8, 35; to let

reads),it is said by the Masora to stand being also found in 732, Dam and Dan.
= banixz"pn for “pH, an act being
( הקופfrom prsI.yf.a stumbling-block,
and n occurring elsewhere for

conscientious

 לHif.; but it is better to read with the anziety, along with לשכב 1 Sam. 25, 31,
LXX, Vulg., Rashi, Kimchi םכיתוצופת Targ. NB} sollicitudo,

פור
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NE I. (only inf. abs. 12) intr. to be
‘reduced to ruins, to be fallen in pieces,
‘of the earth; fig. to perish, of the Ba‚bylonian empire Is. 24, 19.
Pih. mie to divide, to break, ם Ps.
74,13, elsewhere >p2.
Hif. mE to break up, to destroy, N13

Ez, 17,19; to reject, 129 Ps. 33, 10. |
Hithp. Syien to be reduced to ruins,

yu Is. 24, 19.
The org. root "2 is in the first instance

="p (798), and one might even refer
Kal, Pih., Hif. and Hithp. to the latter,
so that = I. would fall away entirely;
it exists also iin mey1L, "ers 1 Arab.
sp P tr. the same.

sure for liquids 1146. 2, 16; היוו
to the LXX =na; ₪ wine-press Is. 63,3.

NAD

(old Persian) n. p. m. Esta.

9,8, one of Haman’s sons. As in other
Persian names אתה stands for Nn7~ (see
NIATS,

NDBDN, ann,

A432, NOI,

NOI, Rw), “the last’ eyllaßie of
this. proper name should probably be
considered = ddta or as an abridgment
of אָחְדִד;the last syllable being written
-309@ in the LXX. The first part x75
is either the old Persian pöuru, Sanskr.
puru (rich), or it should be compared,
according to the guga-, Bag-, pag- of

the LXX, with bahr, ber (fate), and
so translated one favoured by ae

( פוש3 .lp ,ein 2 .lp ewp=n חס

5 I. (not used) tr. to pierce or dig fut. wis) intr. / be ah, extended,
through, to hollow out, a tub, a hole; in space; hence to overflow (see 71579);
ident. in its organic root "2 with that in

to hasten or leap forwards , of OID

am, “pw IL, an IL, ap, TRE, Has. 1, 8, with which it is meant to
83, "2 talm.רַפL (whence ארי 4 pit), have assonance;

Arab.un

yp,

Tan

2

=

puss

06 Be. Deriv.

( רּופpl. םיֶרּופ( m. the name of a
J ewish festival celebrating the deliverance from Haman’s murderous designs,
on the 14 and 15 Adar Esın. 9, 28 31
32. It is a Persian word and is ex-

plained by D713 (lot) 3, 7; 9, 24. It is

the Persian1 HL pare, 5פ bära,5

bahr, %y@9 bahre, which
behre,
denotes ‘part lot, fate, ‘and which has

> and Syr.
also passed into the Ar.
הנכן-( כlot). But the festival may have

been originally a spring-feast which
was borrowed from Persia, to which also

the time points, and which is rendered

to leap about proudly,

wantonly, of pa "239 Mar. 3,20, may

57 Jur. 50, 1i (read iin the LXX nbay

Run); metaphor. to be proud; also per-
haps to be many, numerous.

Deriv. We

(=e) and the proper name 77579.
Nif. wir) (3 pl. wir) to be scattered
about, of sheep in pastures without the
oversight of a shepherd Nag. 3, 18.
The organic root vip is also in We",

09°3, YD72, Pp, Ar. pene (to step or
spring Cae gu (to leap along).
nip see MB.

Dip (not used) intr. to be open, to be
wide apart, of the female pudenda, of
a door-pan, Arab. SU to be open, to
stand apart from each other, hence wg

probable by comparison with nop (which the interval between two fingers; metaph.
see); so that we should have to ‘compare in general to be wide, open, of the mind,
the Pers. se spring, Sanskr. vihära i.e. to be harmless; to be manifest. Deriv.
spring. Later Persians called their spring- ne (nig), ,התפ and the proper names
feast, celebrated about the same time, m3, ye.
The organic root np is also in 1-nB,
Neurüz Gy) new day, i. e. first day
JoND, TB; likewise in the Latin patof the new year.
ere, "Greek mer- avvını.
NTID see NNDB.

( הֶרופfrom 21" II.) f. a vat, a mea-

“PAD (from man Jah is Revelation)
71
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n. p. m. andso the patron. m. 1 Cur.
Pih. 112 (part. 71273) to leap, to dance,
2, 53.
coupled with “293 (LXX, Vulg.) 2 Sam.
7D (commonly in pause and for 18, 6,16 and for which 1 Cur. 15,29 has.
as in the proper name זַפיִלֶא;from mpl)
5 (part. pass. fem. 3912) tr. to

1. adj. m. pure, broken (in ו

"de-

strew, to scatter about,

scribing D> (perhaps from םֶתָּכ =>)

to disperse,

to

lead astray, Jer. 50, 17, elsewhere acSona or Sor. 5, 11. — 2. subst. m. fine
cording to Pih. also to lavish, to shiver to
gold, broken in the mine or purified in
pieces, to do copiously. The organie root

the furnace Jos 28, 17; Ps. 21,4; Sone
“ip is also in t-a, 9-1 1, 9-97 L,
or SoL.5,15; along with am Ps."19, 11  רה1, Aram. nr, N” 37 רד,3 לע2,
and ץּורח Prov. 8,108 — 9 (annsed)
15, Arab. Jord

fig. riches; only in tp "28 which see.

2) (not used) ir, 1. to divide, to se‘parate,

metals,

i. e. to purify

them

|.

(₪

Nif. A123 to be ₪
about, of
 םימצע, the bones of the slain Ps. 141, 7.

Pin. “yp (fut. Q727) to scatter, "ER,
from base mixtures, especially gold; the
min» Ps. 147, 16, nines, 53,6; to pursue
Ar. yas to divide, whence yas silver, path 89,11; to disperse, send into exile
andlike>~y (which see) and the Ethio- Jo. ‘4, 2; to distribute largely Prov. 11,
pie ררב bärär silver, proceeding from a 24; to dissipate,37 (the worship of God)

similar fundamental signification. — JER. 3,1
2. in mining language, to break, brass,
Puh. = (part. rpn) to be or become
especially gold, which being found in dispersed ‘Esra. 3, =
grains or pieces yields the most pre-

cious metal; comp. 32 (to 13, "ya,

M (in pause m2; plur. (םיחפ 6.

xa, (רצבמ ye (to ig Ps. "68, 31), 1. (from mp ive. חַהָּפ 1( ₪ snare, net,
ain, 72 (in אָביִרָפ Na Kethub 67), trap-net , gin, for taking birds or wild

Ar. i= רַבְט (to
 פדcoincides

np.

WOR.

animals Am. 3, 5, Prov.7, 23, which
3* sold), so that the wip, up Hos. 9,8, Ps.91, 3, or

in its organic root with

Derivat. 1 and the proper name

uni 134, 7 ane usually to bateh ‘tha
fact, hence the expressions apy2 TOR

mp 708 18, 9, 'ִּפ 5399 np yan JER. 18,
Hof. ( הוּפזonly part. m. (דפומ to be 22; the laying of nets or a snare being
purified, purged from dross, refined, hence expressed by ל mp au Ps. 140, 6, ynz
 מופזatt 1 Kines 10, 18 purified, i. e.  לmp 119, 110, > np up 141,9. Figur.
ine gold, for which 2 Cur. 9, 17 has

 טהורamt. The reading of the Arab.
and“ Syr. ping originated in conjecture. See זפוא and 4573.
Ne Il. (fut. 153) intr. to be 9

pliant Gen. 49, 24, hence Saadia we xl
(become supple); generally to move to

and fro, to leap, to spring, Ar. 3 Talm.

danger, destruction Tae 23, 13, Is. 8,
14, a falling (cause of) Hos. 5, 1. In
this figur. sense is Ps. 69, 23 let what
they shall eat become to them destruction.
Then what causes destruction, in order
to express every sort of danger when

coupled with Tne and nm», Is. 24,17;
Jer. 51,25; Ar) 3, Syr. Las the same.
— 2. (from mp L, signif. 2) prop. what

To; identical accordingly in its OrERuNG
is bent, bowed, ו
root 15 with that in mn Ar, pam,

yon ‘Jos 40, 17, won “Ar. Yam;
YErRy in ד
Sins. The ex-

planation to 6 hoard,strong(Ibn Ganäch,
Kimchi) after the Syr. } is not neces-

sary for the Hebrew.

a 00,

4

7

to which au} belongs; comp. Ar. se

a bow. — 3. (from np 1. 6. np IL) prop,

hammered out broad, hence a plate Ex,
39, 3; Num. 17, 3. On tne Nex. 5,14
see הָחפ one Ps.11,6 see under Dre
(from ori).

פחא
NMP
we
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nm» and ma; also pl. 708 15, 21; sub-

see .החפ
*ןז

“5 I (fut. 997) intr. prop. to be
beaten, reduced to ruins, to be bruised, to
be terrified; hence to be afraid, to tremble,
to quake Is. 44, 8, with 199; to despair

19, 16 with 77, opposite ‘to moa 12,
2; to throb with jjoy 60, 5, along with
 לב319; commonly to be uneasy, to be
afraid, ‘Dzor. 28, 66, Prov. 3, 24, with
mon Is. 44, 8, שוב ,44 ,11 739  דא33,
9;"with ya of the person or thing of
whom one is afraid Ps. 27, 1, Jop 23,
15, Mic. 7,17, or „pn Is. 19, 16; in a
stronger form ma ’» to have wher of,
to quake with fear, Ps. 14,5; 53,6; Jos

jectively the state of being ‘frightened
Jos 4,14, Sone or Sot. 3, 8; a terroreatiting thing, Ps. 91,5; shuddering Prov.
3, 25; anguish Deut. 28, 67; fear, dislike Jos 21,9; 39, 16, opposite to mua;
the terror which one inspires, with a
genitive, as רי ma 1 Sam. 11, 7, Is. 2,
10, Im Jos 13, 11, 1 Cur. 14, 17, but

the genitive may also be trandlated be-

cause of, as OTN '» Ps. 86, 2, בא 'פ

64, 2, Dam 'p‘Esta, 8,17; object of
fear, a terrifying thing, Pe. 31, 12; but
also an object of holy fear, i. e. God

(comp. Nia, pray Is. 8, 13), hence

poy? ‘2 the God ofIsaac Gun. 31, 42

8, 25 (like nin, tan Gen. 40, 5); a 53; comp. Aram. 12-62 and Statius in
BEN fear comes upon one, i. e. seizes
him Is. 19,17; to hasten to one with joy-

Thebais 3, 661 primus in orbe deos

fecit timor. — 2. (only pl. with suff.
ful throbbing Hos. 3,5; Bryan שיא  'ּפana; from np II.) the testicles, the bind-

JER. 36, 16 to ו
fear to one an- ing“ofthe testicles, Jos 40,17 [12] (Targ.,
other. Deriv. na L, mane.
Pesh., Vulg., Ibn Esra, Rashi), after
Pih. 72 (part. nen, jut. 3122) to fear the Aram. ןידחפ, va pace, whence the
continually Is. 51, 13; to be always timid word may have been ‘taken; the Targ.
and cautious Prov. 28, 14, opposite naa and Peshito have also retained the word.
14, 16.
Better after the Arabic As loins, thighs,
Hif. Tram to make shudder or fear,
so called from their thiekness and firmto make tremble, Jos
4.
ness, which suits the preceding verse.
The stem 75 may be connected perMIMD fem. same as 12 1, Jer. 2,
haps with the Arab. ₪ (to beat in
19 the fear of me, comp. nig).
pieces, to reduce to ruins), os (the

same), os (the same), yas! (to break
in pieces), ergs (to be shocked, terrified); iin any case its organic root mini?)

is found also i
ing (npn), nal Sau),

Arab. 35, As.
he II. (not used) tr. 1. to tie, to

nme (from mp pachcha,

constr.

 תחפonce nn, with suff. TON one
= bam; pl. ning, constr. NiMNB after

the Addmasan manner, with suff.ping)
m. a governor, a stadtholder, the military
and civil head of a province, distinct from
Two, Esra. 8,9; 9, 3, 78 Jur. 51,

98 ,57 Ton 2 Our. 9,14. First used of

bind; "identical iin its organic root 12
Assyrian subordinate stadtholders and
with that in IS, T2"R, 727 I, 53°x.
generals, 2 Kinas 18, 24; Is.36,9; after-
— 2. Metaphor. to be firm,thick , strong wards transferred to the governors and

(comp. “wp, Te and1)55
יכל pin), Ar. |prefects of the Babylonian Jer. 51, 57,
AS, ahetica dst femur.
amp 2.

Derivat-

Ez. 23, 6 23, Median Jur. 51, 28 and

Persian empires Estu. 8, 9; 9, 3; applied especially to the Persian governors

( דחפwith suf. 7732, ar, DATE; on this side of the Euphrates and in
pl. pine) m. 1. (from snp L) terror, Judea Nen. 2, 7 9; 3, 7; Ezr. 8, 36;

fear, objectively to denote danger Is. Hase. 1, 1 14; Nehemiah Neg. 5, 14

24,17, Jer 48,43, Lament. 3, 47, with

18 and 12,26, and Zerubbabel Haaa.1.c.
71
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"being such. The word was transplanted mental signification lies, however, in
‘into Hebrew by early Assyrian in- 197} (which see), youn 1.
-fluence, and stands in the late-written
1 Kmas 10, 15 (2 Cur. 9, 14) for 283

(1 Kines 4, 7-19).

It is even used of

‘Syrian prefects 20, 24, or of any governor Mat. 1, 8.

As to the derivation, the word may
be compounded of pé 6 the hinder,
lower (from pd, Ly = 6k pai foot), and
sl¥ gah kingly office, conseq. pégah

 זחפm. a bubbling up, boiling over,
of water; hence fig. wantonness, excess,

and so Gen. 49, 4 wantonness
for concrete)

i. e. wanton

(abstr.

like water,

thou shalt not excel. The LXX, Symm.
and Vulg. have paraphrased it, without
reading mine as the Sam. cod. has it.
תרזה

fem. insecurity,

uncertainty,

to the king; to which the modern Per-

coupled with "pw Jur. 23, 32.
mia) I. Kal unused) tr. 1. to tie, to

sian sol

bind, to intertwine, a net, a snare (comp.

under-governor, i. e. he who rules next
paigäh

(the name

of a

dignity) presents an analogy. It is also wm 1. to my); Ar. 23 intr. to be bound
possible that the Assyrian Pakha (from
or fettered, hence figur. to be lame (comp.
the Sanskrit paksha, Prak. pakkha,
DaN,
WN), to sleep (a state in which
Zend. pakhsha or pasha) prop. signifies
the
senses
are bound), Syr. = the same.
friend, companion (of the king), adjutant,
then stadtholder (Stern, Monatsnamen
p- 196), whence also Pascha, Lak. In

any case, derivations from the Persian

wu

„AS

magnate (von Bohlen), Persian
pukhten to cook, to prepare,

The organic root mp is also in Tas,
722, 7a, 7277, Jaro. Derivat. mp 1.
— 2. to bend, to bow, like wap to MUR,
which is connected with wp». Deriv.
np 2.

Hif. 7377 (inf. constr. 127) to lay
(Ewald), Persian Sus paik satellite, at- snares, to keep bound, to fetter, Is. 42,
tendant (Gesenius), Turkish dy, dhe 22 one keeps them all fettered in prisongeneral (Frähn), and every derivation houses (in holes). So Kimchi. The LXX,
from the Semitic should be rejected.
Vulg. and Pesh. incorrectly. read es.
( תַחָּפane, constr, np, def. plur.
הפ
IL (not used) tr. to spread, : to
rt

NH) Aram. m. the same Ezr. 5, 3
;14 ;6,7 coupled with 39 Dan. 3, 2 and spread out, to extend, to beat out, a plate;
identical in its organic root np with
\
“aT 6, 8.
that in nerd IL, חַפדִמ ,. חַפְדֶצDeriv.
MMD (only constr. pl. nine, after np 3.
the form nity) m. same as החפ Eze. 8,
°F (after the form ww, from on»)

36; Nen.2,7 9.

aa

1B (part. m. pl. Dorm) intr. 1. same

m. a flame, lightning, parallel with ישאו

 גָפְרִית, nieybr m7, and therefore = Dn
Ps. 11, 6 (Rashi, Ibn Esra); lightnings
transposed from wn to drive to and fro, being called wx “ara elsewhere (Ps. 18,
hence to waver, to be insecure, uncertain, 13); Ar. pase (burning coal) the same.

as 772 to move to and fro, perhaps

of a characterless rabble Jupgzs 9, 4,
Also by tradition Prov. 22, 5, where
DR is referred to May.

LXX 060208 (i, 6. meticulosi, nebulones); of unsafe prophets Zeru. 3,4. —

2. (not used) to hasten, to run, to roam,
to enceed; figur. to be unbridled, proud,
boastful. Deriv. ms, DAB.

Compare for the stem 3 8
to exceed bounds, un

-Talm.

m» to overmatch;

to be proud,
to be haughty,

the funda-

DME
(not used) intrans. to glow, to
ct

burn, of burning coals; metaphor. to be
heated, burned, blackened; identical in

its organic root DI» with that in on,
Says

on, one), Aram. pom; Ar. r=) Syr.
some the same. Deriv. one, on.

פחם
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on} (formed from ome, from a Pihel

of ons; pl. modern Hebrew Damp)m

ED
(not used) intrans. to be pure,
rer
bright,

to glitter,

of a precious stone;

a oralen, by which the smith ‘works assumed as a stem for 159, and put
-Is.44,12, called also ‘p שא 54,16; the with ץב 12; but see muB.
burning , the kindling , of pen Prov.
TOD (constr. Drake) fem. the name
26, 21, figur.; Arab. = the same.
of a topaz of great valüe brought from

( רחָפnot used) Aram. tr. to fashion,

form, "make, ofa potter; cognate in sense

wap (Ethiopia) Jos 28, 19. Pliny also
(37, 8) mentions a topaz-island-in the

‘the Hebr. 7%) to "Y"-(a potter) and רצ Red Sea. It is mentioned along with
(form ofthe ‘limbs, structure of the body), pik One, רוהט. on, OW, "ED,
-Syr. pas the same, whence
finxit,  זכוּכיתnish, wa and Ba, and
to form in clay; Arab. _$the same (in dendered topaz, zonation , ‘by the old
derivatives), but in the meaning to be interpreters. It also stands with np4=
and םֶדֶא Ex. 28,17 &. It is a a
proud
3 is = 22. I have assumed parent yellow (Strabo 16, 770; Diod.
for the organic root "mp (Concordance
s.v.); fing-ere, fig- urare, fig- ulus, and

Sie. 3, 39) or green (Plin. 1 60 gem,
which was perhaps in Phenic. transthe Talm. mp (to point) appearing to posed 8750 or NPD, whence the Greek
be connected with it. It is more correct, zondtiov arose. Inasmuch as India is
‘however, to take “1172 as the root.
not specified as the native land of the

ANB (out of Am, which comes from
the Pa. of ne) Aram. m. a potter Dan.

topaz, it can scarcely come from the

Sanskrit pita yellow, then topaz (von
Bohlen); whereas it was rather a native
2,41, Syr. pes, Ar
the same. of Ethiopia. Every other derivation is
Ane (not used) tr. 1. to deepen, to unsatisfactory.
“AOD (plur. םיִרּוטְּפ ,constr. “OB;
dig ont, a pit; to dig through, to pierce,
with a spear. — 2. Metaphor. to take after the form (לּמּג m. prop. the loose,
away, to lessen, as "22, "07; Arab. free, moveable (from “ue 2); hence ₪

BS prop. to dig through, hence (comp. festoon, a garland, of DE (flowers)
pm) to examine, to search thorough- 1 Kines 6, 18 29 32 35, "Targ. POR;
ly; Aram. nme to lessen, Aus to bore
through. The organic root is תֶחֶפְו

2 .סא 3,5 having Kr it mw
chain).

6

The bursting of flowerbuds is

found also in nt}, תָחהֶש non. Deriv. unsuitable.
nn» and

“ADD (part. pass. from sw) adj. m,

MMB (pl. ony) m. (fem. only in free, vacant, unbound, of an employment
2 Sam. 17, 9, where n- is looked upon 19 33 Kri, for "which the K’tib has

AB; in the Mishna opposed to Sn.
‘as a fem. fermlaadon) a pit, a fissure,
OD m. see AOD.
of rocks 2 Sam. 17, 9; 18, 17; a figure
to
assonance
an
with
n,
of destructio
wae (from WH) m. a hammer, with
ne, mp Is.24, 7 Jer.48,43; Lament. which one smooths and makes even Is.
3,47; ‘Aram. fans the same.
41,7, or beats rocks in pieces JER. 23,
ay nnB (prefect of Moab) n. p. 29; fig. of Babylon, the hammer of the
m., "whose “family colonised Palestine whole earth, i. e. the desolator of all
under Zerubbabel Ezz. 2,6; 8,4; 10,30; kingdoms 50, 23.
Nou. 3,11; 7,11; 10, 15. See nm».
WOH (pl. with suff. ןח K'tib,
which the K'ri has ןיהישספ ( from
for
alto,
a
fem.
rm)
(om
name
made. by the. leprosy eating into a Wh») Aram. masc. a fine upper garment

ments. Lev. 13,‚55.

Dax. 8, 21, for which the Hebrew trans-

פטר
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lator has תיִנְתְּכְנ Syr. Hass under-garment. Herod. 1 195) dor modnvexns
Aiveos.

IE

פיח

woe with that Hebr. in won} (which
see), ‘which stands also for owe; so that
it is unnecessary to look upon it as

(fut. BP) intr, 1. (not used)

to break forth, to burst through, of buds,

transposed from nwa, Ar. Law. Perhaps iit belongs to the Ar. wos, whence
ur a cobweb, fine web, hence as a

blossoms; Arab.
3, figur. to cut teeth;
to burst out, through the DN, ie. to be  לa thin upper garment.
vum, woe.
born, Ar. ‚As to sprout, to ade on the
other hand "nip Prov. 17, 14 is a noun
of the form קריש Deriv. "up, 1408,
snip. — 2. Metaphor. to be loose, free,
unrestrained, of a loose, not firm festoon

6

une Aram. m. same as Wu» Dan.
3, 21 K'ri.

"8 (formed from 119 =,הפ "NB, and
contracted from “B) masc. same as הפו
(see 710»), prop. to be separated, to be used only in stat. constr. with suff, and

broken loose; hence to slip away, to de- in the pl. o"2; see 12. Another 9, the
part, to separate oneself, with "28/2 of a Egyptian article, see in
person 1Sam. 19,10 (Zin Ganäch), Aram.
ADA (written together תסביר
“EB, to depart, to get away, to die. i. e. dedicated to the goddess Bast or
- 0 tr. to separate, to let go free, to Basht) n. p. of the metropolis of lower
dismiss, with accus. of the object 2 Cur. Egypt, as also the name of a district;
23, 8; to set free, from employments. called among the Greeks and Romans
Deriv. “inp and "Hp.
Bovßaozos (LXX), BovBastig (Herod.),
Hif. ante (fut. 2) to cause to Bubastus, Ez. 30,17; Coptic norhact}.
break forth. to send forth, reproaches, nda, i. e. Bast, is obviously the Egypi
"Pasht, name of a deity,
words, pws (with the lip) Ps. 22, 8, tian gt 16
whom
the
Greeks
compared with Diana
conseq. not. = לע mpa wwe Jos 16, 10
or by הָּפ  ביִחְרַהPs. 35, 21; mod. He (Herod. 2,137. 156; Strabo 17 p. 805;
brew to"release, like the Tare. ER, Diod. Sic.16,51; Plin.5,9), and described
as having the form of a cat (Steph. Byz.).
whence prob. 74097, and "1573 = Daun "2, Coptic ns, is the mase. article, standamong the Sephardim.
ing here because the word had become
The organic root רמדָפ is ident. with the name of a city. See Quatremére,
that in "nm IL, -הSU, "Aram. -ארש
Mémoires sur PEgypt I, 98.
MDB m. ‘that 0 ‘Was broken ‘forth,
TE (not used) as a verb, see 2.
i. e. the first-born, with ony Ex. 13, 2;
דיפ
(from )511 m. prop. a hurt, like
34,19; Num. 3,12; Ez. 20, 26; seldom
;דיפ
hence
destruction, misfortune Prov.
without Im Ex. 13,12; 34, 20.
,24 ;29 Jos 31, 29. 30, 24 when one is
MOB /. the same Num. 8, 16.
in misfortune, is there not a cry for
WOR (not used) tr. to beat, to pound, pleh no taht ?tnuocca aY( = 27). לפיד
to reduce to pieces, ident. in its organic ma 807 5,21 rof enutrofsim si .tpmetnoc
root wove with that in vn, wn; Ar. See 72d.
mp (unused) to breathe, to blow, me3
the same, whence jun a hamtaphor.
to speak, conseq. a collateral form
mer; comp. Greek zatacow.
of
AND
and 73 (which see). Deriv. .היפ
Pih. wee to beat greatly, to bruise.

Pih. m» (unused) stronger than Kal.
Deriv. mp and the redupl. msn.
Wid (not used) Aram. intr. to spread,
m5 (after the form "22, Sen, from
to extend, of an upper garment (comp. m"3;“pl. nip) fem. edge, ‘JUDGES 3,16,
Hebr. (חפט ident. in its organic root where the plur. fem. may be very well

Deriv. um.
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coupled with the masc. "28, as the numbers from 3 to 10 being masc. are
to fem. nouns. It is unnecessary,
fore, to read "py with 27 mss.
also possible that nis» should
ferred to 3, after the analogy

joined
thereIt is
be reof ivy

( ןושיפfrom wrp; the freely-flowing,
unshackled, like Hyphasis, Sanskrit
vipaasa, prop. the fetterless, see Las-

sen’s Pentapotamia p. 9) n. p. of one of
the four rivers of Paradise, which issued

from Eden, flowed round the gold-land
from iD.
mar, where were the finest gold, the
m5 (from Pih. of ms; pl. nin) f. noha or Bdehiy övvS and the stoneשהם 
edge, of aa Prov. 5, 4, elsewhere Gen. 2,11; and so Ben-Sira 24, 25. By
the Fichon has been understood: 1. the

MDB.

Are א סי. .p fo na naitpygE Phasis of Xenophon, i. e. the Arazes
city on the northern border of the gulf

of Heröopolis, east of jipx bya Ex. 14,
2 9; Num. 33, 7; without =» 33, 8 —
=» is the article דש and nis Aniis the
Coptic aX I-pot, place of meadows, i16
where sedge grows (Jablonski).

( היfrom m2) m. ashes, dust Ex. 9,
018.
 פּיָלretfa( eht mrof "ח,
 מfrom ;925
the great, the strong one) n. p. of a Phi-
listine general Gen. 21, 22 36. If the
Philistine name be not Bamitic, we may
compare the name of the place Dıyohd
(Jos. Antt.12,4, 2) and ₪ץאגו//0 in the
land of the Pelasgians, and translate it
by tamarisk, Sanskrit pitshula, so
that it may be sometimes a personal
name likeהָלָא ,Wi42 (Bijewoos), some-
times a local name like men. But it

may be Semitic and come from >
(which see).
Sp see bp, De.

 שָנְליִּפsee wie.

(Karl v. Raumer); and by Havilah the
island-shaped Ural, where the Chvalissi
dwelt, and from whom the Caspian Sea
is called in Russian Chwalinskoye
More.
2. the Besynga (Irabatti) flow-
ing through the kingdoms of Pegu and
Ava (Buttmann).
3. the Indus (Schult-
hess), so that Havila should be com-
bined with India, whose western part is
surrounded by the Indus. The river
district of the upper Indus is the rich-
est gold-land (Herodotus, Megasthenes,
Arrian, Strabo and Pliny). 4. the Ganges
(Josephus, Eusebius, Jerome and others);
and

Havila

would

then

be

a

name

for the whole eastern part of the earth
(Bertheau).
5. the Ayphasis (Hane-
berg). 6. the Mile (Midrash, Saadia,
Rashi), for which, however, the Gihon is
taken. 7. the Goshap ,( )ףוקסאwhich

surrounds Kaffa in a spiral course (Sa-

mar.) and flows into the Indian ocean
towards the south-east (C. Ritter). But
nothing can be decided on the point.

DIMD see Die.

 פִימָהmorf( ,wb 1 .6 ID =  (פָּאָסf.

Vin (from np; a harmless one) n. p.
m. 1 Cur. 8, 85. — jin» in cod. Samar.
for on» which see.
‘tenance: but it
bine see DN».

fat, fatness Jos 15, 27.
( סָחְניִּפfrom 3710 from om =uml,
and 2: ‘oracle- mouth

may also have been "moulded together

er (from 422 which see)m. prop. anyfrom  נְפַנְחֶנְחָסsee mp) n. p. m. Ex. 6,
thing hollowed out, deepened, hence a
25; 1 Sam. 1, 3.
cruet, a flask, for oil San. 10,1; 2Kınas,
 פִּינֶןGen. ,63 14 ees .2
9,1 3; identical in root with PER) Papa,=

mD‘E (redupl. from 3; pl. ninpp)
f. edge, of the an, in the pl. two edges Syr. oa. The LXX have retained.
Ps. 149,6, but also many edges, hence it in Qpeax-og as Papa in Bix-os. In any"
:
 לב תלּיְפיּפIs.41,15 having many edges. case not from הָכָפ

( קיפfrom prs) m. a tottering, Nau.
11,2.

BD (Kal unused) intr. to flow, to
burst out, of water; ident. in its organic

פכך

פלא
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root 1-29 with that in 71-23, 8-53,

here. Deriv. 823, °N?2) nro, N2E, and
bp in the proper names Ab 2, Tbe.
" שא2ebn .fB(  נַפָלָאַת72. "לתה

( נדבףto  גבלAram. 33°72, 9272, "sa
71-93, Pa or par? (to pa), Ar. be.
fut. xbps) to
"Pi. הפ (part. pl. m. 0387) to let part. pl. 'םיאְלְפב mide;
flow out, ‘of pn Ezer. 47, 2. In form
pope may also come frostTB: verbs 39
and הלin other respects also interchang-

ing their forms, as "n7>3 )1 roll, comp.
Ps. 22,9; Prov. 16, 3) JER. 11,20 from

be distinguished, to be dud out; hence
to be great, extraordinary, 2 Sam. 1, 26;
with ya to be distinguished above, i. 6. to
be too great, too wonderful for Gun. 18,

;14 Jur. 32,17 27; Prov. 30,18; Nb}

ma to be extraordinary in one’s eyes,
>23, יצר Jos 20,10 from ye Arab. i. e. to be hard for one 201. 8, 6, to ap-
₪ like 3 to flow out freely. mop is pear wonderful Nex. 6, 16, whereיפל 

stands for ּאְלַפיַר The use of the part.
better.
is
that of a verb Deur. 30,11, Ps.139,
725 (unused) tr. to hollow out, to
,14 but in the pl. fem. nig? iis a noun:
0

of a cruise; ident. in its organic

extraordinary, superhuman thin 95, astonish-

root J2 with that in pa IL. (to Papa), ing deeds, miracles Mıc.7,15, Ex.34,10,
pas 1.(to PIER a 7
a pit),קמע along with no" Ps. 131,1, ‘and an adv.
 וnee). ‘Deriv. דפ
in Dan. 8,24, Jos 37,5, comp. nix}
>>) (unused) intr. to ‘be thick, capa- Ps.139,14; 7 ’» n too wonderful for
tious ,levee Ar. JS; metaphor. to be Jos 42, 3; of the wonders of creation
distinguished, honoured, comp.»93. Deriv. Ps. 9, 2; 26, 7; for the Jewish people
Ex. 34, 10; wondrous things, secrets Ps.
the proper name לכי
,119 ;18 metaphor. defiant things Dan.

228 (unused) tr. to bind, to fetter, 11, ’63.

Pin. no (inf. constr. (אפפ to distinto couple together, animals; metaphor. to
guish,
i. 6 to consecrate, רד (the offering
catch, to draw into, Syr. בפ the same

for the Targumic n»3; perhaps only a vowed), i. e. to pay it by ‘consecration
transposed form of a) I. (which see); Ley. 22,21; Num. 15, 3. Derivat. the
proper name iB.
it is better to adopt for the organic root
"2-2 compared with 12 I. Derivative
“mob (a binding, fettering,, catching,
from “22, only united with nam the
gazelles) .מ p.m. Ear. 2,57; Nen. 7,59.
bp see under JIN.

Hif. 009277 (twice אָכַפַה Deut. 28,595,

Is. 28, 29; inf. abs. Ras, constr. when; ו
fut. wo) 1. to make wonderful, u
or. dinary or to do wonderfully,

i. e. to

punish in an unusual way Is. 29, 14;
strengthened by אָקְפַה (inf. abs.) ibid.,

BD (from Sop I.) m. a judge, only in or adverbially defining a verb following,
as pv NDE to be helped in a wonthe proper name Bor =DDB.
op (prop. ליפו see (לּופ m. a strong derful manner 2 CHR. 26,15; תושעל אקפה
or powerful one, a hero, only in the Junges 13,19 he has done “naroelonaly
where it is unnecessary to take NDB?
proper name “D825, TONS.
as a noun (after the form: nome) ‘or
dp (Kal unused) tr. to split, divide, to point Nop; in a transposed form
separate, part, hence to secern, to se- by איִלְפַהְלTop Jo. 2,26; also followed
lect; metaphor. to distinguish, to make bya noun, as Ty Is. 28, 29, 4322 Deut.
extraordinary or wonderful;-ident. in- its 28,59, Jon Ps. 31,22. — 2. Metaphor.
organic root א לָפ- with that in bp, 7-5», to consecrate, to sanctify, "32 Lev. 27, 2,
 חה לבdus, Saw, darn; Aram.
EB, tle, Arab. YG, ה
‘phal the

Nom. 6, 2, like x». But this mening
may here come, as in Pihel, from to an-

sine, partly iin an extended form as it is nounce definitely or accurately, to explain

פלא

Gen. 10, 25, where IR stands for יבש

clearly; the same metaphor. ‘application

taking place in WB.
Hithp. syann to shew oneself great,
i. 6 mighty , with 2 against one
10, 16

פלגה
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NDB son FNDE.

אֶרֶץ.

Pih. 328 (imp. 399) to divide, myn,
i. e. to point out, ‚ determine Tas 38,"25;
_| fig. to split, ןישל i. e. to make disunited,
dissentient Ps. 55, 10.

NOB (with ouf NDB, pl. DWE) m.

abe II. (not used) intr.1.t0iis to

a wonder, a wonderful or extraordinary run, 0 flood, ident. with חלמ I., Arab:
thing, of God Ex. 15, 11; ’p miny to do
The organic root. is said (accord
a wonder Ps.77,15; mighty protection Is.
fing to Fürst’s Concord. s. v.) to liein
25,1; a marvellous works of deliverance

Ps. 77, 12; a wonderful doing 89, 6; pl.

adverb, in םיִאָלְּפ  דָרָיLament..1,

 לפ, למSanskrit plu, Latin. flu-ere,
fluc-tuare, fle-o, plu-o, Greek plv-o,

9 to BAc-wo. It seems more correct to me now

come down wonderfully s concrete an eatraordinary or wonderful one Is. 9, 5;
Phenic. XD» the same, hence Tb: יאלפ
0
“the name of a plant (Diose.
1,127).
“minds pl. f. astonishing occurrences,

to place the centre

in 4278, a root

also found in , חלran. Deriv. vn 1
and Mapp 2. — 2. (not used) to pour
out, of‘seed, hence to whore, to have illi-
cit intercourse with;
m (which see),
the Greek pores, prop. mejens, 27
Lay-vevew, Aoy-evew, German laich-en

judgments Dan. 12, 6.
Ep (from NB) adj. m., unbe f. proceeding from the same idea. Derivat.
wonderful Jupezs13,18 K'tib, for which

une.

( גלּפpl. ,8940 constr. ,953" with suf
the K’ri has 58 from יִלּפ (which see).
(דיִגְלְפ
m. 1. (from 428 IL) a river, a
For the K’tib map Ps. 139, 6 the K’ri
has הָאיִלּפ formed from the masc. 8°98, brook, commonly followed by the geni-
without distinction of meaning.
 פַּלְאִיseeפוא .
me (Jah is Distinction) n. p. m.
Nes.8, 7. nop is a noun.

tive bya Ps. 1, 3, Is. 32, 2, along with

Day 30, 25, or as a genitive to

2 Ps.

;46,5 fig. of rich blessing 65, 10;"of a
stream of tears 119,136; Lamanr. 3,48;
of aY JoB 29,6; Arab. . 3 the same;

~sondp (compounded of =לפ  ליפand Ethiop. 355 falag, river. — 2. (division,
 (אֶפָרn. p.m. of an Assyrian king, suc- separation, from 325 1.) n. p. m. Gen.

cessor ‘of bp (which see), fully nbn

10,.25; 11, 16- 18. —

3. the name of

“onde 2Kınas 15, 29; 16, 10, for which a Mesopotamian race and district. The
latter part are also written “oop 16, 7, place ®&Aya (Steph. Byz. ₪. v.; Isidor.

sonzbe 1 Cur. 5,6 and “p2bp 5,26. ‘As Charac. p. 248) in western Mesopotamia

to the meaning, |bp isi = Sap (which see) at the confluence of the Chaboras with
and “dx (also in (ַרָסֶאְנמְל i
is head, com- the Euphrates has this name Gun. 10, 25.
mander, and therefore "together mighty ; 3B (part. pass, m. 3758, f. 13°22)
leader; comp. sopra) 'Nebopolasar in Aram. tr. same as Hebrew Er] I. todiBabylonian history. Bee also nbyn, non. vide Dan. 2,41. Deriv. abe, NDP er).
3b (def. 839) Aram. m. ‘a ialDan.
abp I (Kal unused) ir. to cleave, to
7, 25; from abe.
divide, to separate;-ident. in its we
root גל with that in חל IL.,po", P2732, sis see Aram, mabe,
nb-3; Ar. 5 the same. _ Deriv.mabe
ל
1,
mop (pl. mish) f. 1. (from »>1)
299. הגל and the proper name גל only "ple a family-division, a kindred, of
; "אש abe} to be divided or 0
a tribe Jupazs 5, 15 16 (LXX, Pesh:,

פלגה
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Targ.), conseq.= 13591. — 2. (from
329 IL.) a brook, water, ‘an image of fulness (parallel +) Jos 20, 17.
MB (pl. ni3”, from 359 L) f. a di-

ganic root in Bn, טל קו
to others, to be hard, firm, of steel, Ar.
AG, pe the same, whence ‘OG hard
iron, steel. Better still = 195 or ident.

vision, ‘class 2 Car. 35, 5, ‘for which in its organic root 7272 with that in
nppnn or MADE elsewhere.
ums, THD, דל meaning ‘toglow, to flash
398 and sap (pl. with suf. 43537032) (Rashi, Kimchi). Deriv. the proper name
wae and
Aram. f division Ezr. 6, 18.
be (only pl. ni72») 7. commonly
wig) © (more frequently"2, with suff.
ware, iw-; pl. ,םישגלפ  "פוconstr. NÖ", | steel, hard iron, metaphor. weapons of

with suff. nu, Bm; from abe, גלי steel, proceeding from the idea of cutfrom 329 I, 2, with the termination ting or of being firm, hard; Syr. ipss, Ar.
 = כ7. prop. a prostitute, a whore, SSG, 59,3, Pers. 09,4 (steel). Bethence a concubine Gen. 22, 24; 25, 6; ter the act of flashing, Nau. 2,4 the cha-

35,22; Jupazs 8,31; fully "pney 19, 10 riots in flashing fire, i. e. quick (Kimchi),
pl. ‘peas םיִשָנ 2 Sam.15,16. — 2.a or (like DT) in the fire of 6
arfemale slave, of the jagitimata wife, a mour.

woman of the court 1 Kines 11,3; Sone or
Sox. 6,8 9. — 3. Metaph. a male courtier,
a court-officer Ez. 23, 20, like oo (which
see) elsewhere, conseq. not a puer mollis or eunuchus imbellis, though
Sm stands in the parallel passage 23,
5 9 16 and one might translate fornicator,

wrbD (out of שא T5B flame offire,

UN = שאו comp. nips, Greek and
Latin Lampis, Lampadion, Lychnos,
Phanion as proper names) ₪. p. m. GEN.

22, 22.

nbp (Kal unused) tr. to separate, to

lover. The Aram. (Rnp28, NAP" out of distinguish, to divide off, like ND® (which
np28, np») and Greek 7 (nd2dak, see). Deriv. 7139 to "yp.
nudhaxic, madi, Latin pellex, out of
Nif. 793 to be separated, distinguished
wae, ware, Mbp) originated through Ex. 33, 16, to be preferred Ps. 139, 14.

the medium of the Phenicians, since they
are without an obvious etymology in
those languages. The Phenicians may
have carried on a trade in female slaves
who were employed as concubines. The
spirit of the language forbids us to regard the word as compounded of לגט

Hif. 719977 (imp. map, fut. Abo) to
distinguish Ex. 8, 18 [22],= to favour,
of God Ps. 4, 4; 17, 7; to separate, to
divide, with 2a 9,4; 11, 7.
( אופa Distinguished one, viz. El is;

from xp) n. p.m. GEN. 46, 9; patronym.
and 359 (Hiller), or of mux and 128 (El. onde Nun. 26, 5.
Levita), or as derived from wap = Ar.
ibe (from 728) see "78.
ys (inivit puellam), ane (subegit
nde (part. 2%) tr. same as ıbp I.
puellam) with > inserted.
bp (unused) tr. prop. to divide, to

to divide, to cleave; hence to furrow Ps.
141, 7, to plow, to cultivate, the ground;

eut, ‘to cut or divide in pieces, like the

cognate in sense with 739 (which see);

Arab. di, in part also like the Arab.
ob, As, conseq. originally identical

worship;

in its organic root 7272 with that in

427-11 IL; therefore to throw out sparks,

like ak (whence JUS to be scattered,
OG a district, i. e. which lies apart);
and so it would be ident. with the or-

and then like the latter, to serve, to
Arab.

‚ Aram. ns, ws

the same. Deriv. “a and the proper
name אַחְלִּפ
Pih. nbs (fut. חל
E>) to cleave, the reins
Jos 16, 13, the liver Prov. 7, 23; to

cut in pieces, nype, with dx to slice into

פלח
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a thing 2 Kınas 4, 99 fig. to bring forth,
prop. to let break forth Jos 39, 3, like
>73, if we should not here read Mmubon

have

arisen from db,

according to

which the translation would be: according to the measure of their iniquity re-

compense to them. Deriv. ube.
for"Torben.
Hif. ( הפיטfut. mbes, ap. bop) to
nbp m. a part cut off, a piece, of
bring
into "safety Mic. 6,14; booty ‘Is. 5,
M227 1 Sam. 30, 12; the half, of ומר
Sone or Sot. 4,3; a ane hence 239 'פ 29. Deriv. the proper name pp’.
As to the organic root DJ» =uhr,
the upper mill-stone Jupaus 9,53, 28am.
the
fundamental signification "has been
11, 21, for which is also בכר alone (Devt.
24,
6); mnnn ‘p the lower mill-stone Jon
41,16; perhaps what is cut and fitted to.
Arab.

45 the same.

nbs (part. Mbp, pl. pre, > hp;
fut. nbp)) Aram. tr. same as Hebrew
m», only metaphor. to serve, to worship

sought in to penetrate, and therefore it

has been put along with that in דלי
Tan IL, 2; better to take the finde,

mental ה
as to withdraw, to
escape, SO binethe root belongs to that

in porn, yon.
ubp (pl. bubs) m. a 8

one

Dan. 3, 12 14 17 28; 6,17 21; 7,14 fleeing Jur. 44, 14; 50, 28; 51, 50; see
27; seldom to labour Eze. 7, 24. "Deriv.  פָּלִיט0 ליט

Ibe.

bbe Gino. inf. Pik.) m. deliverance,

( אָחָלְפworship, viz. belongs to El) freedom, Ps. 32, 7 thou surroundest me
n. p. "m. NEE. 10, 25.
with the joyous noise of deliverance
Nop (from 1129) Aram. m. service of (Rashi). But the words bp 34 are
God, worship Ezr. 7, 19; Targ. ןָחָלּוּפ suspicious, both on account of their separation from "22350n by Athnach, as
for 77523.
well as on account of the strange constr.
 טל3( plur. )8321 intr. prop. same state of the plur.”39, for which reason the

as ube to glide away,

to slip away,

LXX read "ube 24 (thou, my rejoicing,

to go away in haste, hence to flee, deliver me!). nbp Ps. 56,8 is = סָלַפ
to get off, to escape Ez. 7,16, Arab.
ube see whe.
ws, Aram. obp, Syr. „Ds the same.
ube 0
freedom, refuge, viz.
Deriv. 029 (urs), , טיִלַּפMDE (DB),
ubpn, and the proper names ube, Sud, is with El) 1. n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2, 47;
12, 3; also in "obs, לָאיִטְלּפ  טפיל" לאלob, be, ame.
2.
(ol in ube na, place of deliverance)
"Pik. ube (part.ubon; imp.. before Makkeph -u5B, with הabe; fut. bib) 1. to
let escape, to let disappear, i. e. to free,
to deliver, with accus. of the object Ps.
37,40; 82,4; 91,14, and 71 of the person 17, 13, or with ‘p m 71, 4; also
with 7 of the thing 18, 44; to rescue
Mic. 6, 14; sometimes the accus. WE) is

n. p. of a city in the south of Judah

Josn. 15,27; comp. 42 proper name
of a Syrian ety, Gent. m. 9527 2 Sam.
23, 26.
0muss (only three times, elsewhere
map; 6 nd“) f. deliverance, preservation dan. 45, 7, escape 32,6; hence the

omitted Jos 23, 7, as in bby 20, 20, phrases ל m הָיָה Jo. 2, 3, 5 ‘> TN?
without its being intrans, on that account. — 2. Fig. to bring forth easily,

2 Cur. 30,6, >’. m) Ezr. 9, 13, by Te

um Is. 34,15; Ar. ab, Syr. as to

10, 20; 15, 9; 37, 3; concrete same as

2 Car. 20,24 or a> Gen. 32,9; 45, 7;

i.e. to let slip forth (the fruit of the remnant, the part saved from רו
body), of a miscarriage 108 21, 10, as ment, of the Jewish people Is. 4, 2;

bear. — 3. Only the imp. vp Ps. 56,8 pbs the dann. the 8
with> of the person, but which may: 21; Jer. 50, 29.

Ez. 14,

פלטי
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"BoD (from (טָכַפ 1. (abridged from
mene
:
Jah is Deliverance) n. p.m. Nom.
13, 9, 1Sam. 25, 44, for which 2 Sam.

פלל

m. a judge, a decider, Ex. 21,22; Deur.

82, 31; hence Jos 31, 11 ware וע
 בשafter many mss. ‘and editions) a

8, 15 1 לָאיטְלּפ — 2. Gent. from תיב crime before the Judges, i.i e. for them to

ube 2 Sam. 23, 26; see .טלפ

punish GR has arisen from war Pe
31, 28).-

( יַטְלּפabridged from טל and), Jah
ל
הָליִלְּפ
(from bp I.) fem. judgment
is Deliverance) n. p. m. Nex. 12, 17,
( לֶאיִטְלּפEl is deliverance) n. p. m. Is. 16, 3. :
2 Sam. 3,15, for which 293 (which -
sab adj. m., md bp fem. judicial,
is elsewhere.
» IY a sin to be punished before the
mubB (the same) ₪. p. m. 1 Cur. 3, judges (comp. >») Jo 31, 11. The
21; 4, 42; comp. mp.
femin. Is. 28, 7 is a noun, Samen; and
Amubp (the samc) n. p. m. Ez, 11, 3 to be supplied.
3.
aba) (not used) trans. to separate,
 יִלָפan alleged K’ri Junezs 13, 8

to cut off, to divide, to single out, from
a whole; hence of the dividing of a dis=) Kor m» after the form >, in trict, of a piece of tree, as a staff, stick,
pause be) m. & wonder, a wonderful distaff; Ar. SUS the same, particularly

Bee whe and

thing Juvexs 13, 18 K’ri, not "bp; the of the breasts becoming prominent, of

K’tib has yp.

a hill rounded &c., rere to distinguish;

 פָּלִיאmok )BDN .jda ,.m  | פְּלִיאָהidentical in its organic root with that
wonderful Jupaes 13,18, but for:which in 3272 L, n2-B, חל IL, pon L, PER
the K'tib has y5» and the K’ri “9; Derivative
Ps. 139, 6 Ki, for which the Ktib. is | 2B (with suff. 1299) m. 1. a circuit,
mee

ee
divided off from a whole Nex.
3, 9- 18; hence ‘2 רט the ruler of a
m. 1 Chr. 3, 24; comp. Phenic. RDB circuit 3,14; commonly 'ִפ  רט יצחthe.
620356 name of a Tyrian king (Joseph. ruler of half a circuit 3,9 i2 15; Aram.
contra Ap. 1,18), wo» Philaen name 23 province, modern Hebrew soe (pl.

m be (contracted from (הָיאָלַּפ 2. p.

of a Carthaginian (Sall. Jug. 79), ןאָלּפ
and Arab. 3 heavenly orb,
ideon.p. m., לעבד xbpFallaba name ope)
ere
of a place in Mauritania, הָדֶָשדיֶאְלִּפ
province. — 2. a staff, crutch, prop.

01260008 n. p. of an herb (Diose. 1, a thing cut off 2Sam. 3,29 (LXX).—
127).
3. a distaff, a spindle Prov. 31, 19;
( טיִלּפonly. pl.(םימיכִמ m. a courier Aram. TB, Arab. RG the same.

Is. 66,19; a fugitive Num.21,29; ; conseq.
bop I. (Kal unused) trans. same as
=ubp, from which טיִלָּפ comes.
ָ( טיִלplur. constr. de, with suff. mp, bp prop. to cleave, to divide, to
separate; hence to judge, to decide, bepone, Tor, borate) m. same as tween parties (see Hithp. and Pih.) like

B28, tbe a fugitive, one escaped, from 1, Jon, DOW; ב to think. The
dlanghter "An. 9, 1; the escaped, Gen.
,14 ,13 followed by a genitive out of, organic root לפ (Ar. JS to break asunder)

from Jupazs 12, 5; Jur. 44, 28; Ez. 6, is identical with that in -ה קלפיRobe,
comp, Sanskrit phal findi;” onthe, con;8 coupled. with my JER. 42, 17
msde see הטלפ

trary the Syr. \s in Saks to mix, to.

mingle, to roll about, to soil, is con-:
bbe (only pl. פיליפ from 558 I.). nected
with ba 1. Deriv. Shp, MDB, !

.פלל
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( יִליִלָּפfemin. ,)»°5 and the proper
mbt=D (Jah is Judge; 529 constr.
names Doe, mNabe, Shan, bp in dove. state of dbp) n. p. m. Neu. 11,12.
Pih. dep(fut. bop») to decide, i. e. to
O28 (unused) trans. 1. to conceal, to
Den Ps. 106, 30, but where it is
better to render to break through with
‚reference to Num. 25, 7; to judge 1 Sam.
2, 25, but which is better referred to
Shp IL; to adjudge to, with > of the
person Er. 16, 52 therefore bear thine
one shame, thou that hast adjudged to
thy sisters, i. e. thou hast surpassed
them by thy heavier sin and so justified

the lighter (parallel pyx); to think, sup-

pose Gen. 48, 11.

shut up, to lock up; metaphor. to make
solitary, to individualise; identical in its

organic root with that in -םל IL, oa-yL;
Talmudie bop the same, ו 'םינבא
mney covered (mysterious) stones;

6

aA to separate, to shut off, to

debar. — 2. intr. to be shut up, isiknown,
indefinite. Derivative

( יִנמְלַּפan adjective formation from
 סלlike mob from pbx which see)

bbB I. (Kal not used) intr. prop.

m. prop. enclosed, solitary, "therefore in-

to fall down, to sink down, to cast oneself down, to bow, metaphor. to pray, to

definite , unknown, and so a certain one,

God; 337, Aram. אָלְצ also proceeding
from the same fundamental signification. The organic root 2B is identical

,6 4 Seu Dan. 8, 13.

It may have

been originally ptonounced together with
“gia for the sake of assonance, and

have been thence abridged “ye.

with that in 55-9.

1B (not used) see 2.
DB (prop. an adject. from 7'529 from
Ps. 106, 30, i. e. to appease the wrath

ה
ָ
ל
ָ פto distinguish) adj. m. 1. a certain
of God by prayer (LXX, Vulg.), if it
be not better referred to 53» 1; with one, one distinct, i. e. not known by
Pih. 53 (fut.“bppn) to pray, absol.

bx to the person and 9 for the אממ
one prays 1 Sam. 2, 25, where we should

read bg

ib Bob with the LXX,

name, 6, 7 dea, constantly joined with

or (which see), 1Sam. 21,3, 2 Kinas
6, 8; also in an address Ruts 4, 1;

Vulg. and Syr., as in 14, 45 the LXX Aram. 22, Arab. SS the same. —
It is uncertain whether 9 be the stem
read לע bpp) for “my 17D.
Hithp. hans (part. Sheng, fut. of it, and if it be not rather abridged
Shan, before” Makkeph dem) prop. ea "ya; or whether we should not
to bow, to cast oneself down; hence to adopt a stem 759 for it = pop, so that
pray to God, coupled with ann
1 Kinas8,33, 723 Dan. 9, 20, ox "Nex.

‘g is prop. the concealed , the indefinite

one, like 599 from pe. — 2. Only
1,4, nad Is. 44, 17, ’o "22 wpa Gent.m. mon 1 One. 11,37, arising from
§ 1 Cur.
2 Cup. 7,14, either absol. 1 Sam. 2, aie wog iin 2 Sam. 23, 26, and in
11,
36
from
ינלָּגַה
2
Sam.
23,
34.
2 Cur. 7,14, or with לא Sam. 1, 26, y
Dan. 9, 4, לע 1 .84 1,10 = ( לֶאLXX);
obB (Kal not used) tr. 1. to tear or
"PD of the person 1 Kınas 8, 28 to cut into, to tear.asunder, to cut asunder,
whom, with 193 Gen. 20,7, לע Ton 42, e.g. of lightning which rends the clouds

8,2 1Sam. 2,"25 of the person for whom (see שָלפִמ = WH); to cut through, to
one prays; seldom with dy of the place break through, a path (see Pih.). — 2.
prayed for 1 Kınas 8, 30; to bow down

Metaphor. to determine firmly (see “13,

reverentially, with by, before idols Is. nn), to make firm, a way; figurat. to
44,17; 45,20; before the priestly people weigh, as also Wy I: to weigh (prop.
of Israel 44, 14. Deriv. Men.
ident.
=
to determine, to establish, =)
ןז 1.
with
el)
‘from
signification
is;
El
viz.
fundamental
in
bop (a Judge,
to cut into, to tear into), "ED, 0D and
n. p. m. Neu. 3, 28; see 7559.

-
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 הכמhave the same transference of idea.

פלשתי

43,18; Jo» 30, 14), a custom in mourn-

ing; sometimes without “ENS JER. 25,
Deriv. oe, ben.
Pih. ( פלסpart. בפַלָס,future (ספפר 34; or “ey stands in the aceus. Mic. 1,

1. to break through, am, with > of the 10, where the following "29 is eansed
thing for Ps. 78, 50; 5 cause to press
or break through, םרדי Dan, 58, 8. —

by it. Derivative

027» is identical with that in you II

21; 2 Kınas 8, 2 3; in Herodotus (1,
105; 2, 104) and Josephus (Ant. 1, 6,
2; 2,16, 2) IIeAauozivn, Palestine, but it

nuse (in pause nubs) n. p. of a
2. to make fast, לגב Prov. 4, 26, coupled coast district. in the south -east of the
with 7192; Is. 26, 7, oppos. to om} (Jos holy land on the Mediterranean Sea,
30, 13); to FR firmly, םיּוַח  חראPhilistia Ex. 15, 14; Is. 14,29 31; Ps.
1 6 oppos. to 2%; to determine, mogyn 60, 10; 83, 8; 87, 4; 108,10; in prose
pnwbs ץֶרא (land "of the Philistines)
1.
,
The stem is connected with 053, woe ; stands for it Gun. 21, 32 33; Ex. 13,
P22 (which see); and the organic root 17; 1 Sam. 27,1 7; 29, 11; 1 Kınas 4,
chp m. prop. establishment, determinations hence a balance Prov. 16, 11; Is. denotes all Palestinian Syria or the whole
Jewish land (Josephus 1.6. 8, 4), as also
40,12; Arab, yas,

yp (Kal unused) intr. to be broken

in the Talmud and in Arabic. Deriv.
מ. Gent. "R528 (which see). — As to the

in pieces, to be reduced to fragments, derivation, the word
cognate in sense nnn; hence to be amazed, either as arising by
terrified; the same transition of idea pw (Redslob), since
existing in non, Taw (Jos 41,17), Ar. land ‘is called TbaU;

has been regarded
transposition from

5; accordingly the stem may

the Philistine lowor as coming from
an older form גל and as identical

be united with obs. Ar. oJ the same,
and yas to save. Derivat. nyben,

with Ilelcoyoi (Hitzig after Fourmont,
reflexions critiques sur les histoires des

Gr)

MEN.

anciens peuples II, 254 seq.). But the
derivation from W>= (which see) is more

mixbe fem. terror, horror, Is. 21,4;
Ez. 18, 7.

Gentile mase. (from nwbe) a Philistine,

Pih. Y'2» (not used) to quake greatly,
correct, meaning migration, emigration
to terrify. Deriv. nıshe.
(after the Ethiopic), and then concretely
Hithp. yoann (fut.poem) to burst, the emigrants; a designation that passed
to crack Jos 9, 6; comp. ap 1 Kines over to the land, comp. ’EAevois.
1, 40; prop. rumpi.

שלפ
toשלפמ 
see ody.
rt
att
ef

“mada (pl. o-nw28, seldom (םיּיְמַשָלִּפ

Philistaeus Gen. 26,1; Jupazs 10, 6;
1 Sam. 4,1; 17, 4. The Philistines belonged to the Semitic race דוק and are

wp (Kal unused) prop. tr. to break also mentioned with the Hamites (Gen.
through (see 028), hence= “ay to go 10, 14). At an earlier period they
through, to walk or penetrate through, dwelt in the distriet of the Egyptian
Syr. Ss to break or press into, like Kasluchim, from which they emigrated
into the holy land, as they did also
the Hebrew »pa, Talm. wo» to break
from Crete under the appellation of
through, to open up, a way; Eithiop. וטלפ
nn > Au. 9,7; 758. 47,4. Sometimes
181888 to pass on = "2%, 302, hence
they “are mentioned separately Ez. 25,
falläsi, a wanderer, stranger.
16; Zurn. 2, 5. After the Maccabean
Hithp. weeny (fut. when) to go period they amalgamated with the other
through, to press through, Sansa JER. 6, peoples of Palestine (Ben-Sira 50, 20)
26, Ezux. 27, 30, i.e. to roll oneself, and. perished accordingly as a distinet
identical in object with bahn (Gen. race.  פִּלְשְתִּיםPOR see mB. — bt
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Binde the Philistine Sea, i. e. the Me-

. diterranean Ex. 23, 31; comp. "N22.

פנת
In this sense "9 stands after the verbs

np Gey. 31, 31, mu

31, 24, yaw:

JuDans 15, 12, expressing the maak to
omubp see “"Hw2B.
avoid a thing. — 2. At the beginning
nbp (unused) intrans. to flee, to flee of a clause, like the Latin ne, denoting
away, to escape, after eke, Hebr. טלפ the fear of misfortune and wish to
avoid it, that not, lest, expressing fear

(which see). Derivative
nop (from n>p; haste, flight) n. p. m.
Nun. 16, 1;1 Cur. 2,33. It is possible

and prohibition Gen. 3, 22, dissuading

Is. 36, 18, cautiously prohibiting Jos
32,13, fearing Gun. 44, 34, putting the
that nbp is from be, as na from verb in a clearer light, comp. Latin ne
m2.
mittat. — 3. Followed by a perfect
"MDB (formed perhaps from ne, after expressing fear of a fact perhaps already
the form יִתָרָּכ from תַרָּכ conseq. from done, that may not 2 Sam. 20, 6; 2 Kınas
the stem nos which see) adj. m. (and 2,16. — 4. that not, to increase the
power of N», putting the necessary conso the name of a state) couriership, besequence as aim Prov. 5, 6, and not conlonging to the royal body-guard like
nected with bx. — Another ip assumed
the "n> 1 Kınas 1,44; 1 Car. 18,17;
for 5139 and p°2p see under M38.
2 Sam. 8,18; 15,18; 20, 7;; coupled with
> (which see) 20, 23 "Krib; hence
בנש
(not used) intr. same asק rt
 פנto
vt
De} along with "3 is used for it at a be soft, tender, savoury, sweet, connected
later time to denote the whole of the in its org. root 43-8 with 33-9. Deriv.

‘body-guard 2 Kines 11, 4, supplying
32D (from 238)m. ‘only Ez.27,17 prop.
the place of the former “nh and "2b.
something
savoury, sweet (see 428), hence
But the explanation of “Tbe can only
be regulated by that of n> and "3. the name of a cake sweet as honey (Ibn
Parchén), Targ. איל i. e. »olia the
And as "n> (which see). obviously
means Cretans (in 1 Sam. 30, 14 it has an
ethnographical signification, and in Ez.
25,16 and Zern. 2,5 nn > is a race)

same; according to ‘he Vulg. balsam.
But no trace of such an exported ware
is found elsewhere. According to the
LXX cassia, HEP, from =,

and “2 (which see) denotes the valiant
Carian’ mercenaries in the royal body- to rub off, to shave off, like הֶָעיִצְח =
guard (in 2 Cur. 23, 20 םיִריִּדַא 8
zp; 3 mss. have 335 =a2. According to
for it), ‘2 can only be arace of people;
and as the form is selected for the sake
of assonance with "N23, it may have

the Peshito millet. Modern interpreters
have compared the Sanskrit pannaga,
name of a fragrant wood which was
used in therapeuties for cooling and
arisen from "nW>2.
strengthening. All these explanations
Aram.
map)
DB and om ‘(with suff.
have
arisen either from the endeavour
m. the mouth Dan. 4, 28; 6, "93; 7, 5;

figur. edge 6, 18. It appears to "bede- to get a suitable product for exporta-

rived not from Dip, but from bp = tion without being able to give it an
| etymological foundation, or from an
3 to fill.
easy but inappropriate comparison with
2 (from "22 from 775 L, only constr. pip. It is better to take it, with קת

state 32) m. prop. a removing , only as Melech, like nn

(whence the best

1. intro-

wheat was brought), for the name of a

ceding action, Gen. 11, 4 that we may

MAD I. (part. pis, "yb, plur. un,

a conjunct. that not, lest, ne,

dueing the apodosis, connected with the place; identical perhaps with *39 (out
imperf., which apodosis expresses the of »339)in the Mishna (Parah 8, 10), on
thing that is to be avoided by a pre- the road from Damascus to Baalbeck.
not be scattered; 19, 15 lest thou perish.

,
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Pih.  פהProp. to cause to turn; hence
away, to drive away Zurn. 3,15.
hunt
ap. ip}, on the contrary, in other to

pl. f. m2B; inf. Mab, constr. mina; fut.

m),
persons WPS, JED, 722) 1. intr. to turn,
i.e. to leave a position, direction,

or

situation; with the accus. whither, JOB

The meaning to elear, to lighten belongs

to m» from 32 II.
Hf. mp (part. mop, inf. with suff.

24,18 he turneth not to the way of the inden, fut. ap. 72) toturn, Sarg It
vineyards; then to repair to Prov. 17,8; Jupazs 15, 4, םכפ Sam. 10, 9; to turn
to betake oneself 1 Sam.13,18, with> Is. to, 19, i. e. to flee Jer. 48, 39; some53, 6; 56, 11, or לא whither Jupars 24, times 0°95 Nan.2,9, JER.46, Sand 47,3,

49, Is,13, 14, seldom with לע for ON or 9 46, 21 and 49, 24 is to be supGun. 24, 49 or 2 of the place 1Sam.14, plied; conseq. ?129:7 is not intr.
47; with bx of a person to turn to one,
Hof. mp7 (3 plur. 7) with Om
to God Is. 45, 22, to angels 703 5, 1, (whither) "to be directed or turned En.
to idols Lev. 19,4, to sooth-sayers 20, 9, 2.
6, withbx of a ‘thing Jos 36,21. From | "The fundamental signification is prothis meaning comes that of to direct the perly to wind, roll or twist, accordingly
attention to, to look, to behold, with accus.

Ex. 2, 12, followed by mie Eccuss.

to turn;

and

it is ident. in its organic

root 7-52 with that in J2-N, ןָבֶא II.
2,12, or with לא
16, 10;‘a. 708 6,
 הפI. (in Kal perhaps only infin.
28, ara 6) Is. 8,21 to turn “upwards,
constr. nie) intr. to shine, to appear, to

i.e. to direct the looks upwards; 'ּפ
a
? | be or become visible; hence “pa nis) at
ame he looked behind him Jupczs 20,
the appearing of the morning Ex. 14, 27,
40; ‘of God or a king, to turn graciously Jupaes 19,26, 249 ni59 at the appear- ‘to 25am. 9,8; Ps. 25,16; 3 ’2 to turn ‘ing of the evening , GEN. 24, 63; perhaps '

away from Gen. 18, 29, ani סע ’» the nn of God, to make himself visible —
same Dur. 29,17; alee without Dy or 2 Kinas 13, 23, Ps. 25,16, like the op’a 2, when it may be readily supplied posite DB ריִתְסַה Deriv. mia, DMB,
80, 17; 'ִפ  'ָפ ירחאto turn in order to 12, "22 (pl. DB), 29, BD ant "2
follow, i. e. to follow Ez. 29,16. With in"the. proper names EN and EN
verbs of motion, as 97 Gen. 18, 22, and the proper name am.
 יצאEx. 7, 23, xia 32, 15, 302 .מט
Pih. 138 1. to make visible, to lighten,
1,7 it gives them the 0
of a covered. space; hence to clear, to clear
beginning to move by leaving the former out, a house Gen. 24, 31; a country Ps.

state. Fig. pi ‘p Jer.6,4 and Ps.90,9

the day turns, 6 declinas; “part'ִפ6
morning turns to Jupges 19, 26, 22 ‘2
the evening turns to Gun. 24, 63, ie.
approaches; hence nig followed by a
genitive towards Ex. 14, 27; Deut. 23,

- (but see הָכָפ IL); to turn to, look to,

of inanimate thin 8,

specta

7,25; Bz. 8,3; 2Cun4.4, ee

tion of a boundary Josx. 15, 2.— 2. tr.

80, 10, where p78 is to be supplied;
especially 777, therefore = 18) Is. 40,
3; 57, 14; Mau. 3, 1. — 2. (not used)
to be ‘visible afar offs to be prominent.
Deriv. "25, m».

Puh. mp (fut. mp»). Deriv. the proper name "mer

The org. root is 71-29, ident. with that
in 79", Aram. jR”>, =a (to hunger, to

only in the phrase apd m» to turn the thirst), prop. to glow; also with that in

neck, to the pursuing, i. e. to flee Josu.
7,12; Jur. 2,27; elsewhere mpm. Derivat. j and anorg to the usual ac-

ceptation me (plur. (םיִנָפ,, םיִנָּפap,

2B,

and the proper names bene,

bye, mois.

7279 11. (comp. 197); comp. also paiv-ev.

( הָבָּפan unused

sing.-form from

m» IL, for which in proper names are

Sn aad 17) see DDB.
( הָּפפfrom the Pihel of Mp IT. after

the form “BR; constr, NIB, "with sufs

פנה
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m», pl. nips, with suf. rnd, DNibP) fore part, front, "28> to the front vant
0 ‘prop. what is prominent afar off,‘what i. e. before 727 1 Kınas 6,17.
is shining, projecting, visible afar; hence
5 (only il.םיִנפK’tib; from 439 IL.)
the projecting corner, pinnacle, of a wall;
m.
red corals, so called kom their shining
a turret Zepu.1,16; 3,6; 2 Cur. 26,15;
colour
Prov. 3,15 K’tib, for which the
the corner, of a house Jop 1,19, of a
K'ri has the usual םיִכיִכָּפ (see 9728).
street Prov. 7, 8, of a roof 21, 9, of
( לֶאיִנּפfrom ns from mp II. and
“xn Ez. 43, 20; = JAN a corner-stone,
as the firm support of a building Jos  לאBEN) ln. p. of a city Jupezs
38, 6, which sustains the whole Is. 28, ,12 .20 — .2 n. p.m. 1 Cur. 8, 25 K’tib.
16; ’5 WN Ps. 118, 22 the head cornerO° (from a sing. "25, constr. "28,
stone; ‘om “YW the corner-gate, at the

north-west corner of Jerusalem 2 Car.
26, 9; Jer. 31, 38 (2 Cur. 25, 23 yw
 הפנהinstead); fig. a pillar, column, of
the state Is. 19,13, plur. the chiefs, in
Dan nis Junezs 20, 2, 1Sam. 14, 38,
Targ. um, Ya — For the ל

with suff."2B, IID, FID = from 9 IL)
m. pl. (fem.only iin Ez. 21 12) prop. the
visible, external side; hence 1. the upper
surface, of a thing, superficies, of the
earth Gen. 1, 29, of a field Is. 28, 25,

of water JoB 38, 30, Lin ye the sur-

face of the covering Is. 25, 7, i. e. the
tion comp. nf (from mm), jan; סנ 0 external covering; covering, "ofwrad (this
proceeds from the same fundamental poet. for skin), i.e. coat of mail Jos 41,
signification. — "5p Prov. 7, 8 and ;5 outside, of MDD (= NBD) 26, 9; the
5%» Zucu. 14, 10 see under
aspect, of the earth Ps. 104, 30, of sheep
Prov.
27, 23. Here belongs "2B as a
nab (only with suff. mae, pl. DNB;
preposition followed by a genitive: -אֶל
out of the Pihel of m» after the form
"3p upon the surface of Lev.14, 53, Ez.
TID, 183) mase. same a8 m» a corner
5,61, 952 revo eht ecafrus .i( 6. יי
Prov. 7, 8, ope pw ZEcu."14,10 gate
of the earth Gen. 6, 1, the water 1, 2,
of the corner-turrets, '2 Chr. 26,9; JER. a valley Ez. 37, 2, or also as with by
31,38; called 2Kmas 14,13 men רעומ
upon the surface Luv. 14,7; Am. 5, 8;
and 2 Cur. 25,23 mie Ww, the name out upon the surface GEN. 11,0 Is. 18,2.
of a gate in Jerusalem.
— .2 the face, i. e. the visible part (in
bene (from miyp from yp IL, and Echkili fene), as a collective idea (Greek

by; the vision, i. e. visibleness of El) 70 modcwrn), construed sometimes with

1. n. p. of a city on the north side of the plural Jos 38,30, Dan.1,10, some-
רבק, some distance from 7792 and from times with the singular Lamenr. 4, 16;

nipo Jupazs8, 8; 1Kınas 12,25. The

Prov. 15,14; but the plural also de-

reason of the appellation is given in

;18 for which( םיִנָפִלָּ every face) Jo.

Gen. 32, 31.
@avovyd.

A

notes

faces Ezexr. 1, 6; 10, 21; +

In Josephus (Ant. 1, 19) ,2 6 is not to be taken.
Phenician

promontory,

which Strabo (16 p. 754 seq.) calls Oeot
0000709, may have also been so called.
— 2.n.p.
m. 1 Can. 4, 4; 8, 25, for

which the K’tib has by.

Also of the.
face of animals Ez. 10, 14; Jos 41, 6.
To this meaning belong the phrases:

 םיִנָּפִֶלָאDae Gun. 32,31 face to face, i.e.
directly, for which also םיִנָּפ םיִנָפְּב Devt.
;5,4 ne? םיִנָּפ Prov. 97, 19 face to-

78 (unused) intr. same as P22 to be wards face, reflected in water; Cu
tender,"soft, Ar
$, whence perhaps, in the sight of one, i. e. without any re-
with the 2
d-, the proper name
0728 (the mild).
"1B (in pause “38, from mp II. after
the ‘form וי mp = "20, sub) masc. the

serve, openly, boldly, defiantly, describing

more definitely the ideas in the verbs
aa Jos 1,11, 747 21, 31, dp27 Is,
,65 ;3 so too 743, Moin and -byטלס 
’p "2p Jos 2, 5; 13, 15; Devt. 7; 10,
27

פנים
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without meaning on that account immediately, without delay. "> יבָפַב m» to
testify in the face of one Jo 16, 8; ‘Hos.
5, 5; elsewhere 3 my. — 3. the front,
of a ‘thing, pars ‘anterior, frons rei, of
 סירJer. 1,13; the van Jo. 2, 20 (op-

posite ףוס the ל

 םיִקָליִהyp

פנים
2 Sam. 11,71 thou goest;

 דו38" ‘LAMENT. 4,16 the presence of God;
 ףינְפny at the time of thy presence Ps.
,21 ;10 Ta "N22 in thy protection 31,
;21 " 'ִפ2B ups to seek the presence or

favour of one knees 10, 24, and so in
hence as an ad- ‘pope aay, 72 BOM, We 'ָפ ADT;

verb before, a fronte Ez. 2, 10, 1 Car.

DRE תועושי the salvation proceeding ‘from

19,10, opposite Tiny; ppb forwards, the ;person (of God) Ps. 42, 6, or salva-
prorsus Jer. 7, 24 ו (ְ רוחֶאְלbut tion for the person 43, 5, just as the ge-
also of time before, of old, olim Devr. nitive is to be taken.
5%» is applied frequently and in a
2,10; Jupgzs 1,10; םיִנָפְלִמ from before,
from of old Is. 41, 26; םיִנָפִמ before, in
front, of the ו
2 San. 10,9. Fig.
edge, of a sword Ez. 21, 21, Eccuzs. 10,
10, as its face or front. — 4 that which
is visible in front: direction, point of
view, look; hence the phrases: DB Diy
followed by an accus. to take the direction of, to aim at Gun. 31, 21, followed

variety of ways in combination with bx,

"ny, nya, 2, > &e. instead of prepositions and particles: a) macbg in the
presence of 2 Cur. 19, 3; before. Lev. 9,
5; in the sight of Ex. 23, 17; upon the

surface Luv. 14,53.—b)’p ינָּפתֶא at the

countenance, 1. 6. before, coram Gen. 19,
13; present before Este.1,10; hence the
by an infin. with > Jar. 42, 15, comp. Formula: דו Bang AND 1 Saar. 1, 22,

Luxe 9, 51 and the Syr. satel San; for which occurs alsoBEN ma Ex.
3 D:D Did to fix the look upon a thing

23,17, to appear before God, i.e. in the

or person, and with 7935 Jer. 44, 10, sanctuary; before, referring to place Grn.
main? N Ay 21, 10, = to be angıy 33,18; "32 nn away from before 27,

at a person or thine: also without such

30, from “the forepart 2 Kınas 16, 14.

appendage Luv. 20, 5; so too 2 op 722 | — 6("253 before,in presence of one, ante
17, 3; also =p» angry look Ps. 34, 17, and coram, a later phrase for "3 Devt.
but  בin opposition to יל in a good 7,24; Esra. 9,2; Ez. 42,12. — 9 >)
sense 34,16; Dx 'ִפ nis to look (freely) (with suff. “25, לנפל  ונפלBnd,
upon one Jos 29, 26, and so לֶא  םיִרה 'ִּפ (לְפְנְיהָםin sight of, before ל  גin
Ezr. 9, 7; ’p יִנפ IR to look upon one presence of, before Num. 8, 22, 2 Kınas
i.e. to beiin intercourse with him, Gen. 4, 38, at, as "2°92 Dan. 1, 9, 1Kınas
32, 21; 46, 30, to come before the eyes 8,50, hence "pb an interchanged with
of one 48, 11, to have access to 2Kınas ya 2b) (see ap). Quite peculiar are

25,19, to enjoy the presence of God, i.e.
to rejoice in his favour 703 33, 26, also
" רר2p  חזהPs. 17,15; to turn to God

the applications: aa) before, of place,
ante 1Cur.6,17, east of Gen. 23,17;
before, prae, ה
4, 16 (see Re,

Gen. 33, 10; Is. 1, 12. Metaphor. the xia), from before Is. 8, 4 Amos 9,en
Gen. 31, 2, hence os 19 Deur. 28, 30; bb) referring to time before 1, 1, =
TEP before the harvest Is. 18, 5% ו
 'רוא םיִכָּפserenity, cheerfulness Jos 29,
than’, Per) before I (came) Gen. 80, 30,
24;  פָכִים רעיa ,das lufterf neim .neG
mn "pb Neu. 13, 4 before this, antehac,
mien, ‚look, visible expression of a person

40, 7, ‘for which 0%» alone occurs in
especially so followed by an infin. be-

1 Sam.1, 18; generally that in which
nwa Ps. 44, 6, 71922 69, 8, ןילק 7

fore Gun. 13,10; Deur. 33, 1. cp) re
ferring to preference, like ante, prae,
are ‘expressed. — 5. the presence, visibi- as לד mp more than the poor 108 34,
lity of a thing or person, i. e. person ge- 19. ad) referring to method and mannerally, then for the personal pronoun, ner, in modum, ad instar, but always
as ובקר
 רנפ1gear, will go Ex. 33, 14, with the gradation before, as Wy. “2S

פנים
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or

sooner

than
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prae, for, by reason of, as Tun man

4,19, and sicut (Vulg.), ayz0¢ zeönov Jos 37, 19 by reason of darkness “(of
(LXX), not quite = the Latin ad fa- understanding), “WN 2572 because that,
ciem (Plaut.); 'ִפ "28> yn? 1
6 quia, Ex. 19, 18; Jer. 44,23. In Lev.
to make as...

ne.‘for one.

verbs construed with 1359,

In many

19, 32 and Tae 1, 13 72572 belongs to

has pro- pop, and has nothing of the mean-

perly one of the meanings given, but ing of a particle. g) "yp-by stands
these must be taken in a wider and
aa) personally, before, prop. before a
more extended import while they define
person, = "35? GEN. 32, 22, 9-59 JoB
the verbs more exactly. So’) 129 Gun.
4, 15 before me, Dane 6, 28 before
18, 22 to serve, to wait upon (see =>),
you, 1. e.in your presenee; hence "35-5973
Nau.1,6 to stand before one; "> הָוַחְּפְשַה
= bb Gen. 23, 3 in the presence GEN.
to pray before (see nw), for which also

11, 98.

bb) referring to space, before,

 לִיom 1 Kınas 12, 30 ‘stands, and so it ante, in fronte rei, 1 Kınas 6, 3 before
modifies 132 (see naa), Bar Jonens 4,

the breadth of the house; or in the front

15, 52) 1 Sam. 14, 13, vr "2 Sam. 5, 20, of 2 Cur. 3,17, east of, ab oriente, east-

non Jen. 1,17, 33 2 Kınas 4, 43, ברע ward over against Gun. 16,12, 1 Kınas
Prov. 17, 18, 129 2 Sam. 3, 31. —

11, 7, Deur. 32, 49, 1Sam. 15, 6, but
before, over against appears to be the
‘Gun. 23,3 4; 41,46; Luv. 9,24; hence prevailing idea, while D372 Zucu. 14,4,
after the verbs bn 1 Cur. 19, 18, win
 השמטran Num.21 7 man Josu. 15,
2 Cur. 20, 7, ארי 1 Sam. 18, 12, dm 8, zer) 18, 14 sometimes complete the
Ps. 97, 5, ban 114, 7,92 Esra. 7, 6, sense; on the other hand it stands alone
seldom ae per 1 Sam."8, 18, >» Juveus 16,3; 18am. 24,3. ce) in sight of,

e) non from. before, i.e. away from

1Kımes 21, 29, where it appears to be before, prae, to denote preference Deut.
= ,כפל as it als stands for it Eccuzs. 21,16. dd) towards Gun. 18,16; Ps. 21,
1, 16, once for "2879 on account of 1 Car. 13.— As belonging to 0°28, npn by sig16, 33. — f) non means in the first in- nifies aa) upon the surface Gen. 1,2 29,

stance away from before, Ex. 14, 19 and of motion on the surface ‘Amos 5,8,
away from before .them, after verbs of Ley. 14, 7, Ez. 32, 4, over the surface

departing, fleeing Hos. 11,2, Gen. 7, 7, Gen. 1, 8; to this belongs ינפדלעמ
Is. 20, 6, of seeking help 19, 20, of away from ‘the surface 1 Sam. 20, 15;

Am. 9,8. bb) above, i.e. except, Ex. 20,
3 except me, Targ. 7972 .רב
For the Hebrew De is used the Ar.
hiding Jos 23,17, and such like. Here
belongs also "2573 An) to retreat before KD and with many modifications the

fearing (ses N

non), of reverencing,

humbling oneself 2 Kınas 22, 19, of

one (from. fear) JOB 39, 22, 72672 TaN Aram, PPX, el.
to perish before one (fleeing) Ps. 9, vis
DB (after the form ליעמ, א ליל, from
 מפכר572 to totter before one (retreating)
DB; therefore with = peed in1 Oomph;
Junezs 5,5 and so after other verbs,
ה
m. prop. a thing
where the secondary idea of fearing, with a of motionmap)
covered,
concealed,
hidden;
hence the infleeing &e. is to be supplied Jos 9, 21;
Is. 17, 9; 1 Coron. 12,1. Then, be- ner (opposite yin and cognate in sense
cause of, expressing the efficient cause, ma), 0°25? to within, prapb from within
as םֶהיִנָפִמ Gen. 6, 13 because of them,

1 6 ‘proceeding from them, from them

(LXX ar wizayr); on account of, propter,

1 Kınas 6, 29, המיִנָּפ to‘within, into the
interior Lev. 10, 18, within 2 Kınas 7;
11 (into the house); alsoiin answer to the

question where? within 1 Kınas 6, 18;
Devt. 28, 20; Hos. 10, 15; Jar. 9, 6; Ps. 45, 15; הָמיִנְפָל prop. to within, but
and when a hindrance is spoken of, also inside 1 Kınas6, 30, opposite PN:
72*
denoting the more remote cause 47, 13;

פנימה

inward Ez. 41,3, 900. 29,16, inwardly
to Ez. 40,16, היפ from within 1Kınas

6, 19 21. —

פסג
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‘A derivation of it from

es and &

are used in Arabic; the

organie root is קנפו being also in a.

Pih. p22 (part. (קפפוב to fondle Prov.
29,
21
justified, would give the opposite meanO® (pl. Drop, from doe I.) m. prop.
ing the external. The -םי here is only
an apparent plural which is also wholly extension, of the feet, striding (from ספ
unsuitable.
= pp); hence 1. the step, i. 6. where it
begins, viz. with the ankle, םיִספ nin
AND see OD.
NND (out of 2°35;pl. pa») adj.m., Gen. 37,3 and 2 Sam. 13,18 a “garment
mp (pl. nie) f. inner, of ma reaching to the ankles, an ankle-tunte, also
with sleeves down to the hands, a sleeve1 Kınas 6, 27, רע‘Ez. 40, 15, Sen 40, garment (Joseph. Antt. 7,8,1; LXX on
bp,

even

if the form could then be

19, לָכיַה 1, 15 Sn 1 Cur. 28, 11, op- Samuel, Syr. on Genesis, Symm. on both

posite, yao Ez. 41, 17.

places;

Vulg. tunica talaris on GEN.

PIB (from 713» 11. after the form ןיצָס 37,23 and on Samuel), worn

over the

usual tunica, and also called ליעמ
a shining thing, hence coral, of a red 2 Sam. 13,18; it is therefore confrom Mp; only the pl. 7372p) m. prop.

colour, to which Dux is applied, and to nected with Drops Ez. 47, 3. —

2. the

which is compared the dark red colour

wrist, whence. the palm of the hand

(Boote, Michaelis). In preciousness like

Dep

gems Prov. 3, 15 K’ri; 8,11; 20,15;
31,10; JoB 28,18.
The ancient a
terpreters understood either a red gem,

2 Sam.l.c. The old translators either
fluctuate between land 2, or unite them

of the skin of orientals Lament.4, 7 with the fingers spreads out, therefore

or a red pearl, unsuitably.
The

Greek

with it.

תֶכְתְּכ tunica manicata Gen. 1. ₪

both, and the latter may be adopted;

See 2.

zivwe has nothing

comp. Aram. 05. — 3. the speckled, vato do riegated, striped, of a garment, from the

fundamental signification “to distribute,

DIB (not used) tr. to conceal, celare, to sprinkle”, hence the LXX in Gen. 1 c.
oceulere, ‘ident. in its organic root נפ-ם

with that in ןפדס 1., yp-% (Cone. ₪. vs

yırov 03108 Vulg. tunica polymita,
and so Jerus. Targ. and Ibn Gandch.

( פסfrom 008) Aram. m. wrist, of the
enlarged into a stem by means of m,
hand,,
whence the palm with the fingers
and assumed for םיִנָפ and M7228, "2728,
as a reference of it to DB does not spreads out; conseq. the whole of that
part. of the hand itself Dan. 5, 5 24,
hold good. See these words.

{28 (unused) a stem adopted for Bi

with אדי or אָדְיְדיִּד;Targ. for 45.

Da DB (extension or fulness of
brooks, ie. abounding in brooks; on OB

TRB»  נהand compared with the Ar. .(to’ mix, to divide, separate &c.); er see
these words.
1298 (out of 13138, as some mss. ac-

comp. 198; 0% comes from the Pihel

tually read it; a ₪
14

between לכש and mpry 1 Cur. 11, 13

n. p. f. 1 Sam.

of 5727 L. to flow) n. p. of a localityin

the western part of the tribe of Judah,

(1 Sam. 17, 1 has for it 097 bp); in
ple (Kal unused) intr. to be soft, 2 Sam. ch. 23 it has fallen out.
tender, delightful, fondled, the Ar. S43,
DE (Kal unused) tr. to split, to cut
Aram. p28, „als and P22 in their varied in pieces, to separate, to divide, Aram.
applications going back to this funda- 08 for Hebr. na; it may be connected
mental signification; metaphor. to pine, with nos, PD,ER poe 6 The
to be slack, weak, decaying, for which organic “root is 07D, FO"B, “which exists
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also in הכס ,1 כשה- 1, no“, gen. 73, and absol. Is.31,5, for which 30,18

Deriv. the proper name הגס
has 325. — 3. Metaph. to totter from side
Pih. 393 (imp. pl. 102), to mark off, to side, of the gait; hence the old sayto fix the limits of, nm, i, 6. to re- ing of Elijah’s time םיִּפעְס ‘pw->y nde
view all over Ps. 48, 14; according to 1 Kınas 18, 21 to waver upon two kneethe LXX and Vulg. to divide, to walk
through, like the Ar. ו to cut and
to walk through. According to Rashi
and Kimchi, to furnish with pinnacles or
turrets, as a denom. from MOD.

ROB (prop. a piece, part, like the
Aram. N30, hence a point, a mountain-

peak) n. p. of a mountain ridgein Moab,
south of Sihon,

bends (see n90), i.e.
i
to bend sometimes
the one and sometimes the other, comp.
Diad 15, 280 seq.; to halt (see Pih.).
Deriv. ,הספ and the proper names nopn,
no».
דה

The

explanation

of the

stem now

given is explained by the Ar. 425 to
be snatched away, of a thing, Zus to dis-

of which 423 forms a

eats, hence to limp, to totter, to be lame,
shadit through, to break, a cove27; 4,49; the,ancient interpreters render
it 1934,
nant,
5 to break through, of light, Syr.

part Num. 21, 20; 23, 14; Devr. 3,17

( הספmot used) ir. same as Mvp (Ar. wage to protect, to spare; and ’» is also
Léa, per NOB) to spread out, to ex- identical in form with nye, 208, dB,
tend, of superabundance and fulness; Aram. pp». The organie root is no",
deriv. according to some 19», which,
however, may better be derived from
 נָפָסֶסthe proper name 1305 is to be

derived from .הספ
OB (c. nop, om bop IL.) f. prop. expansion, hence superabundance, Ps. 72,

which exists also in M972, YO", 30 ">, mt.

For extra-Semitic comparisons see "Pott,
Etymol. Forschungen I. p. 268.
Nif. mp2 (fut. 199°) to become lame
2 Sam. 4, 4.

Pih. ne» (fut. 782)) prop. to totter

16 superabundance of corn (Rashi), Aram, very much, of the Bacchanalian sacrifi7179», conse. like DY of men, 779 of cial daneing ofthe priests of Baall Kınas
18,26 (Targ.), alluding to 18, 21.

fluids, MND of fruit, "PED of riches.

NOS 4 pl. m. םיִחְסֶפ inf. abs.
min», fut. 109°) intr. prop. to move away
from, to move forward from, to move over,
from one object to another; cognate in
sense with the tr. pm}, POY, PON, and

like these proceeding from the funda-

MOB (pl. (םיִחְסֶּפ m. prop. stepping
over, sparing; hence 1. an exemptionsacrifice, in memory of the sparing of

Israel Ex. 12, 27, fully mop may Ex.l.e.,

commonly ’9 alone in ’p rat Devr. 16,

2, ‘et DoN 2 Cur. 30, 18, "פה umd 30,

15,vp my Ex. 12, 48; pl. the paschal
mental signification to split off, to tear fara 2 Cur. 30, 17. — 2. the passoveraway, conseq. ident. with 358 in fun- feast, i. e. the passover-meal on the

damental signification.
through,

to pass

Hence 1. to go evening of the 14 Nisan; the follow-

through,

a river,

ing seven days as a festival being termed

like "29 (which see) to pass through  הפצותan Lev. 23,5 6, and so in none
a level" expanse, comp. Wl> to cut nos Nom. 33, 3; yet at a later period
asunder and to go pass or go through.

these were alsotermed ’», explained by

Perhaps m (=113), MIL. (as mb 1)  יָמִיםnivay an Ez. 45, 21; fully'פה ar
is to be referred to a like fundamental Ex."34,25.
signification. — 2. with לע to go or pass
The "Greek translators and Hellenists
over a thing, i..e. to spare , like לע  רבhave translated ’pin the sense here given,
(Symm.),
Ex. 12, 13 23 27; generally to spare, as üneoßaoıs (Ag.- 7
to deliver, coupled with ,ליה ORT, dmegBaoia (Joseph.), daBarqore (Philo),
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Ayo (Graeco-Ven.). Only the LXX corrupt, modern Hebrew 5309, opposite
(gas, ndoya = Aram. (אַהְסַפ the of “Wa; תָלְסֶּפ = Aram. אל
Syr. )-5( and Arab. (% 3) ‘retain the
bop (with suf. "992; for plur. see
Hebrew word. Perhaps no» may have bpp) 2 prop. a hewn, prepared stone;
originally denoted the breaking through hence an image of stone Ex. 20, 4; Deut.
of the spring-sun, or the new sprouting

of nature or spring; which is justified
by analogy. A historical allusion may
have originated with the exodus from
Egypt.
MO® (perhaps from nd; one born at the
passover; comp. Paschalis) ₪. p. m. Ezr.
2,49; Nzn.3,6; 1 Cur. 4, 12.

4, 16; but also a molten image ‘Ts. 40,
19; 44,10; one of wood 44,15 17; 45,
20; generally a likeness, image, of הָרָטַא

2 Kines 21, 7, of a למס 2 Cur. 33,7
(see Ez. 8,3), of sip, 1. e. bound with
an Ephod Jupgss 18, 14 18; elsewhere
coupled with "37 17, 4, opon 18,
14 20, 702 Is. 48, 5; an filolakeous image

MOB )זק.פְסְחִים, without Dagesh) adj. Ps. 97, 7.
m. lame, limping Lev. 21,18, Deur. 15,

21, 7249 "AW ‘2 Sam. 9, 13 lame in or yan) pene m. eo
a
ל
ment like a lyre סע harp Dan. 3, 5 7

both feet, i.e. going on crutches; pl.
fig. of idols (see Ps. 115,5 7) 2Sam. 5,
6 8, which were placed on the walls
for the protection of the Jebusites; elsewhere the lame Is. 33, 23.

SOB (only pl. pxp
OB, 6. “2”, with

suff. Bm, from 505) m. 1. a cut, cast
or carved image, of idols Is. 42,8; Jur.

50, 38; Hos. 11, 2; no2’p Is. 30, 22
idols ofsilver, — 2. a quarry Jupans
3, 19 (Targ.),n. p. of a place in the
neighbourhood of Gilgal.

10 15.

It is the Greek wakzigıov (A

changed into 5), standing in the LXX
for the Hebrew 122, >22 and mm.
The termination -ı0v is the Aramaean

TH
DD» I. (3 pl. 18») intr. to disappear,
to cease, to be lost Ps.12,2, parallel to
“723, conseq. identical in its organic root
with that in .ספא

DOD II. (unused) intrans. to unfold,

108 (unused) tr. same as 308 to se- spread out, extend, to diffuse, of the sole
parate,
PO; or
is more
vative.

to divide, to cut through, Aram.
= MDB to totter, to waver, which
probable according to the deriDeriv.

gie) (same as MDa) n. p. m. 1 Cur.

7, 33,

of the foot or palm of the hand,

see), mp, Mp, where also a comparison
is found.

DOB (fut. 559%) tr. 1. to hew, stones;

i. e.

where the foot expands with its toes
or the palm with its fingers; metaph. to
expand, of fulness, to be manifold &e.
The stem is connected with עפ (which
See mo», .ספ

DOD Aram. see Aram. Da.

to carve, of stone-cutters, by smoothing

71508 (contracted from 189», from
MOB = MB; expansion) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
paring them in any manner Ex. 34,
7, 38
1; 1 Kınas 5, 32; more than azn. —
ny 5 (fut. MYDN) to breathe, to blow,
2. to cut, wood, especially for an image

stones, making them square, or by pre-

Has. 2, 18. —

4. Metaphor. to form,

fashion, of a worker in metal, especially
in bon, op. The organic root Sd-B
is identieal with that in son, b¥-p;
Aram. 599 the same, metaph. to destroy,

like 89, PDS, לדפ,where still other

comparisons may be found; metaph. to
pant violently, to gasp, of the groaning
of a woman in travail Is, 42,14, of the

bleating of herds (Aram. xy», igs), of

to corrupt, whence NDIOD what is bad, | 416 hissing of the serpent "Ges MIEN

פעו
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if it be from mp»), of the panting of an | | The stem ’p =הַט iis likewise found
angry man (comp. nwa, new Is. 42, 14), in the other Semitic Halsela (Ar. de,
Arab. es to yawn, to open, the throat, Aram. 592, Ss, Phenic. »y», whence
of a yawning abyss. Deriv. the proper the infin. Soph and a form ִלַעְפfor Kal
names 5 and
AD (in pause 793, from 19», a yawning deep; or from a=
Son, conseq.
= pr) ₪ p. of a city. in Idumea Gen.
36, 39, for which 1 Cur. 1,50 has רע

Plaut. Poen. 1,6 13); the organic root
means to cut into, to divide, then to
form,

to create,

to make,

as in Na,

moy, 2% the usual significations proceed from the same fundamental one;

in pause ‘p. The LXX translate it conseq. identical with >p.
Spb (with suf. bye, Toy, Dodye,
by Hye, Doyo , meaning hiatus or
but also Sub; pl. pbye) m. work, busi‚opening.
“DB (from 799; an opening, gaping) ness Psaım "104, 23; JOB 24, 5; doing,

acting Jer. 25, 14; Prov. 24, 12; a work,
m. prop. the opening of the maiden’s hydeed Jos 34,11; fully םיפּפ 2 Ps. 9,
men, then 1. the name of a Moabite 17; dan ‘pa deed of violence Is. 59, 6;
deity, in whose honour virgins prostinighisdeed, in ppye-ay = Dim שיא or
tuted themselves Num. 23, 28; 31, 16;

408%. 22, 17; fully ixp bys Nom. 25,  חיwx, the peculiarity of one rapa
35; Deur.4,3 4; Ps. 106,28; Hos.9, 2 Sam. 23, 20; 1 Car. 11, 22; an evil
deed Jos 36, 9 = השעמ "33, 17 and
10; comp. Jerome on Hos. 4, "14:
colentibus maxime feminis Beelphegor sam Maya 0018. 4, 3, Ar. ו
ob obscoeni magnitudinem, quem nos a work ‘accomplished, creation Duut. 33,
Priapum possumus appellare, and on 11, of Israel, as the creation of God
9,10, as well as in Jovin. 1,12: Phegor Is."45, 11; a punitive work, of God Is.
in lingua Hebraea Priapus appellatur. 5, 12; acquisition, property Prov. 21,6;
— 2.the name of a mountain in Moab wages Jon 7,2, like 71593; comp. mus
Num. 23, 28, so called from the worship and 4070.
of Baal-peor. The mountain itself was
 פִּעְלָה,rtsnoc( ,»93n htiw .ffus ָּלָתִי,
ַפ

afterwards worshipped as a god (Hi- pny) fem. the doing, of a thing, labour

lary, Comment. on Ps. 133).
"vB see 199.

byp (part. >95, fut. dyer, Jos 35,

Prov. 10, 16; Is. 61, 8; exertion Ps. 17,
;4 a mighty deed 28, 1 a great work
Jur. 40,10; wages, remand 49, 4.

6 before Makkeph yon) 2 poet. for

“bye (abridged from nay2, Jah

a pit Ps. 7, 16; to create, hence לעפ =

DYp (inf. with suff. (רמעפ tr. prop.

iby to make (of an iron-smith) Is. 44, practises mighty acts) n. p. m. 1 CHRON.
12; to fashion, an idol 44, 15; to form, 26, 5.
MY» creator Jos 36, 3; to put in order, 1. to beat, to strike, of a hammer; of
prepare Ex. 15, 17, ב
by the striking or beating of the feet, i. e.
my Is. 41,4, like 2743, 7; to practise, to tread; to knock, of clock- or ‘bell nibiy Ps. 58, 3, PIE 15, 2, לע 8 work; figur. to impel, to drive or urge
34, 32, 1279 36, 23, 18 Prov. 30, 20, on, of the spirit Jupgzs 13, 25, incor הרעMic. 31; to 0
Devt. 32, rectly taken by Ibn Glanäch as a de27; to do ‘Jos 11, 8; always with the nomin. from DY» (times). Deriv. OB,

accusat. of the object Devt. |. c.; also
absol. to work Is. 44,12; with > to make
into Ps. 7, 14, or with 5 of a person
Jos 22, 17; seldom with 3 of the person.
Jos 35, 6. Deriv. byb, may», לעַפִמ
159»7, and the proper name hnhya.

פעניה,ave. — 2. to stop, i. e. to make

fast, to bar, to cause to stagnate; proceeding from the idea of beating (see

Nif. 2).
Nif. 0927 (fut. nye)

1. to be moved

hither and thither , ‘to be driven. to and
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fro, i. e. to be restless, of mm Gen. 4, a ip end ¢once, 8 2 the same, 2550 a
8; Dan. 2,3. — 2. to stop, i, e. not to stroke and once 6.

speak; to be RR
in words Ps.
( המעפplur. with suff. (מעמתיו fem.
77, 5.
same
a8 By» 2, but only of artificial
Hithp. byanT (fut. byan)) same as
feet Ex. 25, 12; 1 Kınas 7,30.
Nif. in signification 1. Dan. 2,1.
( ןמעפpl. םינמעפ( m. prop. a strik-
DyB (dual 6233; pl. DAY», constr.
" פעמיwith ""ג9B, TR,

T7222,

132) m. (in signif. 1 and 2) prop. a
stroke, tread, ictus, hence 1. the instrument on which one hammers,

an anvil,

ing to and fro, a clock, a bell Ex. 28,
33 43; 52,93 62.

Mave (not used) a Pihel-form adopted for 1292 תכפצ (which see), meaning

incus Is. 41, 7, for which 44, 12 hae to discover, to ‘reveal, to unveil, with the
pp = .ספ Here some (Ibn Sarük) insertion of an ¥, as is often the case
refer 738 Ps. 74, 3 remove thy blows in Arab. (see Abhandlungen fiir semifrom uninterrupted desolations.
Plur. tische Wortforschung p. 312), from m2
chariot-wheels Jupaus 5, 28. — 2. foot- = m» II. to be luminous, open, clear, in
step, tread, pace, poet. step, Ps. 17, 5; Pih. to make clear or light, to brighten
119, 185, and =9 Is. 26, 6; nave np up, what is dark; to discover. So Onk.,
2 Kines 19, 24=p% 94 1D; comp. Phenic. Pesh., Joseph., Philo, Samar., Saad.
byD = 2) for thecommon b34 foot Derivative

MB seo TED map

explains “pont ‘hous ae en
lion,i. e. 79995; in Echkili the same.

WE. (only perf.) trans. to open, to

gape "with, mp 18. 5, 14, Ps. 119, 131,
— 3. commonly fem. (mase. Jupazs 16, seldom with.3 and לע of the person
28; 2 Sam. 23, 8) tread, pace, therefore Jos 16,10, as’a gesture of scorn; elselike לגב time, once, usually nny 092 where = nests29, 23; metaph. to uncover,
once, una vice, semel Josn. 6, 3"11 14, the pudenda, ii. e. to give oneself up to;
, Aram. 2», Se the same.
with ordinal numbers תיִשיִמח ’p the Arab.
fifth time Nuu. 6, 5, תיִעיִבְשַה  ַּפthe Deriv. the.proper names "99 and

seventh time 0088. 6, 16; or in the "plur.
( לout of mm we revélation of
with the cardinal numbers preceding, Jah) n. p.m. 2 Sam. 33, 35, which is
wow Ex. 23,17, say Lev. 4, 6, רש
ו
by sp in 1 Car. 11 37.

Nom. 14, 22, ni 2 Sam. 24, 3, ףלא
Devr. 1, 11; gensrally nia] םיִמָצַפ many

MND (part. myb, fut. ep!) tr. to
tear asunder,

to rend, to cut in pieces;
times Ecouns, 7, 22; in the question,
 פַּעָמִיםMaa 1 Kings 22,16 how many hence 1. to open ide, mp, to eat Ez,
times? pnw ‘2 Nen. 13, 20 once and 2, 8; to utter a vow Jupaxs 11, 36;
again; oT thistime Gun. 2, 23; 30,20, Pa. 66, 14; to twitter, said of birds Is.

10, 14 = eps; to express mischievous

‘Bo 78 “only once 18, 32, BT NY now
at last 29,34; DYE. a now... now,

joy, with byPs. 22,14; Lament. 2, 16;

another, nunc ut antea JuDgzs 16, 20;

separate, therefore to deliver Ps. 144, 7

 הבלm ‘a!to prattle foolishly Jos 35,
16; figur.‘of the earth, to swallow Gun.
this time as every time, i. e. one time like 4, 11; Num. 16, 30, 7
to cut off, to

modo .. „ modo Prov. 7,12; ספ DYDD

1 Sam. 20, 25; dual DIP twice Gun.
10 11 = mp and like the Arab. es .
27, 36; wow םימעפ

Jos "33, 29 twice,
Aram. Rye. "The organic root צפ-ה
3
is,
thrice (aia 1
is to be taken ike pnw 40,
5), and itis unnecessary to read, with the in YB"3, ye, ya, Arab. yas.
versions, WoW nays. Comp. Ar. =
PE (fut. ner) tr. same as הָצָפ
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prop. to break asunder, bones (see Pih.); absol. Yi%®) tr. prop. to cut, to cut in
only figur. to break forth, to break out, pieces, to cleave wood, then to wound
into joy, with ma) Is. 14, 7; 44, 23; 1 Kınas 20, 37; Sona’ or Sou. 5, 7; to
coupled with 737 "52, 9; Ar. 5
, crush, to brake, the testicles, strengthened
also of the breaking forth of dawn (see by 23 Deur. 23,2. Aram. >23 to cut,

mop); comp. (gue to break and to wood; to cleave, the brain; to press
out, clives. 929 is connected ‘with 2x2,
ery aloud, edb to break and to an- Aram, >23, עזב as also with TED;
nounce loudly, Greek é7yrup gary, Arab.
3 to crush. Derivative
Latin erumpere gaudium etc.
Pih. 112» to break in pieces, nie,

xD

(with suf. wx»; plur. Dye,

constr."229, with suff."yx) m. @ wound,
Mic. 3, 3.
PSB (from wp) fem. a notch, in- Prov. 23,‚29; 27,6; a stronger word is
dentation, gap, in cutting instruments, man, Is. 1,6, or the present is a

1 Sam. 13, 21 and there was bluntness
in the edges (i. e. the notched edges,
 פְּצִירַהדְפִּיםforming a single conception)
viz. in nie, Ding, jw, wow,

DBT IP and mn

Se, so that this

verse only describes more exactly what
precedes. Others (Targ., Rashi, Kimchi)

general expression Prov. 20, 30; Gen.

4,24.

ץצָּפ
(unused) tr. to reduce to ruins,
rr

to break in pieces; metaph. to disperse, to
scatter; identical in its organic root 72

with ya (re), 723; Ar. yas. Deriv.

for sharpening (win>>). But this passage

es) (= Yp3, dispersion, exile) n. p.
m. 1 Cur. 24, 15; with the article on

does not speak of a sharpening tool,

account of its appellative meaning.

translate a file with edges, an instrument

which had been already mentioned before
more briefly; nor can iR Woy, ביצה
ja777 be correct. The old translators
hade‘clearly another text; and therefore

225 (fut. 329°) tr. 1. prop. to cut
into, to notch, a thing; to rend, Ar.

(of notched, hacked edges), whence 5
(a knife full of notches), therefore to
‘2] and translate and there be a sharpen- sharpen; metaph. to urge one, instare,
ing of the edges (VEST = ,הָרְצְפַה WET, urgere; to press vehemently, upon one,
from "£2, where this meaning is ‘shewn), with = of the person Gen. 19, 8 9; 33,
The noun would be an infin. Hif.-form, 11; 2Kinas 2,17; 5,16, like 273
(which see). Deriv. HMB.
to which לך is essential.
it is better to read Deo ROT

ANT

DED (Kal not used) tr. to cut off, to

11. ( הַפְצִירonly inf. Suen as a noun)

1. to act in‘an urgent, incessant, pressing

peel off’ Syr. Sys dissecuit, Arab. 35 way; hence to be obstinate, obtuse, stubto separate; see Sn. Der. mp2.
born, according to which is explained
Pih. 388 to strip ofbark Guy. 30,37. 38. "297 1 Sam. 15, 23 ="9n rebelliousness,
nbsp (only pl. nipxe) fem. a peeling, a striping, of rods by peeling them

Gan. 30, 37.

— 2. to sharpen, after the fundament.
signif. Deriv. 1°297=4297. See! mee.

We (fut. 1pb%) tr. prop. to divide,

DNB tr. to split, to rend, the earth to split asunder, for the purpose of
by an earth--quake (Ur) Ps. 60, 4; judging or examining (see yva), Arab,
Arab.

was » pbs, Aram. by» the same;

Shi: the same, AA to open, i.e. to

cleave asunder; to cut into, to press into,
hence
1. to chastise, scourge, punish, abthat in 04773, ,םֶזָּג DO°3, "טד (to
solut. Jos 31,14; 35,15; Is. 26,14; or
DM).
with accusat. of the object, as JUD Ps.

identical in its orginic root p¥-p with

DED (part. sn», constr. PED; inf. 89, 33, nun Hos. 8, 13, 717 Lament.
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4, 22, 9% Is. 18, 11, 94 Jur. 23, 2; another 2 Kınas 5, 24. This meaning
sometimes the accusative lies in a whole is connected with the second, as apclause 1 Sam. 15, 2; often with לע the pointing, giving the oversight of, setting
person on wbon. a chastisément comes over, is only meant to express comEx. 20, 5; 32, 34; 34, 7; Num. 14, 18; mittal to one’s strict care and inspecAu. 3, 2; " without an accus. of the ob- tion. Deriv. ,םיִדּוקְּפ TPP, MIB, PTIPB,

ject, with לעJER. 9,24 25; 44,13; Hos. appa, and the proper name "pp. ו
"Nif. ur (inf. constr. 17,877, fut. pP”)
12, 3, dx Jur. 46, 25; 50, 18 or 3 of
the person 9, 8, according to the way 1. to be 0
punished, with Dy by
in which the idea of punishment is mo- whom Is. 29, 6; with accusat. by what
dified. Comp. nypa (from “p2) mean- Prov. 19, 23, with לע of the person on
ing chastisement. —

2. to prove, to ew- whom hassen is inflicted Num.16,
amine Ps.17, 3, to consider carefully Jos 29; on the contrary Is. 24, 22 is to be
7,18, to pico, to muster, to number,a taken in signif. 2. — 2. to lack, to be
people, army, Num. 1, 44; 3, 39, either missed, with a of the person Nom. 31,
in order to take a census 2 Sam. 24, 4, 49, or absol. 18am. 20,18 25; also with
or to make a sally 1 Kınas 20,15; to 5 of the person 25, 7; the same signif.
inspect JoB 5,24; to count off, therefore existing in Kal also (Is.34, 16); comp.
ops the counted, numbered Num. 1, 44, “on, with which it is font in fundaEx. 38, 21, and the phrase "לע nay mental signification. — 3. to be set over,
DRE to pass over to the numbered, appointed Neu. 7, 1; 12, 44.
i. e. to belong to them Ex. 30,13; 38,
Pih. 752 (part. RER) to muster, to
26. To this head belong: a) to have an set in array, Ray Is. 13,4. Also acurgent care for one, to direct the attention
cording to the derivatives to establish,
to one, generally to think of, to interest
to determine; cognate in sense with קח
oneself’ in one, with accus. of the object
Gen. 21, 2; 50,24; Ex.3,16; 4,31; 13, (PR m) to consign to the care or keeping of.
19; sometimes ‘with the additional idea: Derivat. TPB, TPS.
Puh. 4p 1. to be established, arranged
to think of at last, to think of again Is.
23,17; 26,16, for which the Elohist Ex. 38, 21. — 2. to be without, to be
uses nor (of like fundamental mean- lessened by, to want, Is. 38, 10 1 want
ing). Gey. 8, 1; 19, 29; 30, 22. b) to the residue of my years; conseq. = 01.
11. ( הַפִירfut. WPb2, ap. 3Pd?) 1. to
look out, for a person or thing, to
give close heed to, with םלוַמְל (referring appoint, set over a thing, to make overto the welfare of) 1 Sam. 17 18, like seer of, with accus. of a person and >y

a DIDW-nyY 84 (which see); iin a bad

Gen. 39, 5, Is. 69, 6, > 1 Kınas 11, 28

sense 2 Kımas 9, 34; to visit, with 2 of and 3 of a thing Jar. 40, 5; 41, 18;
the object one takes with him Jupazs also absol. 2 Kınas 25, 23, anilfig. Lav.
15,1. In all these meanings “pa is 26,16. — 2. to commit. to the care of one,

cognate in sense, and proceeds from a with ’» די  לע2 Cur. 12, 10, 'ִּפ 722 Ps.

similar radical signification. — 38. to set
over, to appoint, to give the oversight of,
with accus. of the person and oy (over)
of a person or thing whom one is set
over Num. 4, 27; 27,16; Jur. 51, 27;

fig. 15, 3; without לע Nun. 3,10; מטע

31,6; “with SIR to entrust or deposit with

Jer. 40, 7; 41,10; with 80008. of the
person and a of the thing to give over
to the care of in 37,21; with accus. of
the place, to lay up, to place Is.

10, 28.

20, 9; with "AN to set with, tojoin to
Hof. "27 (part. pl. (םיִדְקֶפִמ 1. to be
Gen. 40,4; to enjoin upon, to charge with, chastised, “punished Jer. 6, ‘6. — 2 to be

with 59 of the person Ezr. 1,2, 2 Car. appointed, set over 2Kınas 12,12; 22,5.
36,23, to entrust JoB 34,13, toprescribe —

38. to be given over to, entrastatl with,

36, 23, i. 0. to give over to ‘the care of; with "mx with one Lev. 5, 23,
to ו
of, to commit to the care of
Hithp. parts (fut. 12) to be mustered,
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examined, numbered, Jupses 20,15 17

21,9 (Ran for Ren).
Hothpa. Spent to be mustered, num-

bered, Num. 147; 2, 33; 26, 62.
As to the verb RB, the fundamental
signification is sufficiently established

by comparison of the analogous” TR)

Tipe n. p. of the whole land of
Chaldea or a part of it; hence ‘pair

JER. 50, 21 its inhabitants, selected to

have an assonance with m» (to punish)

50,18, Mapp 50, 27 31. "In a similar
way it stands associated in Ezer. 28,

23 with baz, ,םיְִּטַּכ Yi, vp, all

“on &, as well as by,the Ar. yaks (to which

must

have ‘boca designations

Irak through) and és (to open). The of lands and peoples. In the Talmud,
organic root דק דפcan therefore be iden- as among the Gaonim (e. g. Sherira)
tical only. with that in דק (3p), דג 1 a city Tipp") in Babylonia is men-

(733), m (737).

tioned, whence the Amoreans and Gaonim came forth, where there was a high
school in the Talmudic time (J. Ne-

PD (after the form 1973, constr.
na, ih suff. OMI", plur. nigps) fem. darim 10°), and whose inhabitants were
1."visitation, chastisement, punishment Is. characterised by Rad in a ryhmed sen10,3 = ;האש Jur. 10,15; 11, 23; Hos. tence (Chullin127*). Comp. Fürst’s LB.

9,7; Mic. 7,4; commonly ised also d. Or. 1850 ch. 2; Kultur- and Literaturin Ez. 9,1, but which is better referred geschichte der Juden in Asien p. 189.
to 2. nimpai na, a house of punish- 263. 264. 297. It seems to have dement, a prison קר 52,11, where ןחוט noted at first the distriet and race of
(comp. Jupgzs 16, 21) has probably the Pactyians, whom Herodotus (3, 93;
7, 67) puts with the Armenians and
fallen out before it; hence the LXX
Caspians, and of whom a branch may
have eis oixiay uuldvog. — 2. official
have settled in Babylonia.

class 1 Cur. 23,11; 24, 3; generally

equivalent to “ttn, noite watch,
watch-post, service, prop. a ‘firm and definite commission or position of service,

munus,praefectura Num.4,16;1Cur.

TAPH (only pl. ov ApH, םיִדָקִּפ constr.
7) m. precepts, orders, commands, Ps.
19, 9; 103,18; especially in Ps. 119, of
the law.

24,19; 26, 30; 7997 ’@ the jurisdiction,
TAPH (only pl. םיִריקְּפ ,constr. “ape,
office, service ofthe king 2 Cur. 24,11;
with yn IPB} prop. ‘part. pass.) Mm.
overseership, headship of overseers, heads

(abstract for concrete) Is.60,17, parallel
nwa2, and so too Hz. 9, 1, ‘where On,

stands = וברק 7

ל

ically «a thing laid up, carefully kept,
hence substance, goods, property Is. 15,
7, Psaum 109, 8 (comp. 49,11), if iia
meaning be not as in צב taken from
the fundamental signification, denoting
prop. what is snatched away to oneself,
acquired. — 3. a muster, enumeration
=ge 17,14; hence strict care Jon 10,
2; office of overseer 2 Kınas 11, 18

1. the mustered, numbered, as a people

or army Num. 1,46; 2, 9; perhaps abstract a numbering, mustering Ex. 30, 13

in the phrase ’s:7"59 .רבע — 2. the head,
of an army 2Kınas 11,15, one set over

Nou. 31, 48, = דיפ

( הֶקֶּפpart. np, inf. np», constr.
MPP, imp. NPS, fut. Mp5?) tr. prop. to
split, to break asunder, to divide; hence
to open, the eyes, to see 2 Kınas 4, 35;

,19 ,16 with 59 of the person; in a bad

es 12,12; Jer. 20, 1), as Sau is sense JoB 14, 3; to exercise watchfulness
over one JER. 32,19; to have a protect-
used.
yitpS m. something laid up, goods de-

ing eye Zec#.12,4, comp. על J1yשום .

Fig. (not used) to be open-eyed, 1. ©. to

posited, depositum Gen. 41, 36; Lev. 5, be prudent (see Pih.); to have open eyes,
21 23.
i.e. to be watchful, opposite to be sleepy,
_llazy Prov. 20, 13; » ws 'ָפ to open
FATED see nv pe.
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one’s eyes, i.e. to make him see, of God (NT 2) 2Cur. 24, 12, of the Levites
2 Kınas6,17, hence רגל'ִפto make the Nun. 11, 22, of the temple )"ל( תיּבJar.
blind see Ps. 146, 8; to make one see
Gen. 21,19; of the eara, to give to hear
(the law, admonitions), Is. 42, 20 he has
opened his ears, and he heeded it not;
usually in a subjective sense. Deriv.

29,26; a chief overseer GEN. 41, 34; a

magistrate Junges 9, 28. In 32 דיפ
Jer. 20, 1, 'ִפis more exactly defined by
342, ie. a a who belongs to the "9733

(see 2 Caron. 35,8); comp. Dan. 9, 25,
פָקַח,TBB.
where two nouns also stand together.
( חָקפִנ אשfut. mpe?) to be opened, of
MAP (prop. nape) f. the office
the eyes, i. e. to attain to understand-
of
a דיק office, oversight JER. 37, 13.
ing Gen. 3, 5 7; entirely in a spiritual
sense Is. 35,5.

ypp I. (not used) tr. same as קב

Pih. I. npp (unused) to open well, the
eyes, i. e. to see well; figur. to be intel- mm» (which see), to cleave, to divide;
ligent, prudent, wise.

Deriv. rıp».

Pih. I. (redupl.) npnpe to open, ie.
to unfetter, to set free. Deriv. Tp Mp.

intr. to split, to burst asunder, of the wild

cucumber, which bursts at the slightest
touch, if it be ripe. Deriv. PRP. .

The stem ‘p is closely connected with | «Upp II. (unused) intrans. to be
1 >23, Aram. 22, 9p. The Arab. drawn together, to be firm, hard, of a
to open, of the rose, ‘to open sud- harsh and bitter plant pumpkin-shaped
denly, the eyes,
«X; II. to cut in pieces, and lump-like, colocynth; Aram, ds
(32 to divide, to separate, are the
same stem. The organic root is N—pp,

since ) 5 (to divide) has the same
RE

the same, whence Kaas an unripe fig,

grossus.
Pih. 9p (unused) stronger than Kal,
Deriv. .הק

npB (watchfulness, oversight) n. p. m.

DPB (only plur. wp, from ype 1.(
of a king of Samaria 2 Kınas 15, 25; m. an egg-shaped, pointed or wild cucumIs. 7, 1; 2 Car. 28, 6.
ber, whose shape was imitated artifinpB ‘Goon Pih.; pl. D’rmp2) adj. m. cially and applied as an architectural
ia, oppos. to “39, also a ‘subst. Ex.
4,11; fig. intelligent 23, 8; mod. Hebr.
a wise, prudent one.

( היקסJahis Watchfulness) n. p. m.
2 Kies 15, 22.

mip-mpp (after the form “nny,

Sb,

ornament

PRB .תרּוצ

1 Kinas 6,18; 7, 24; Targ.

MPPH (pl. niz-, from ype IL.) fem.
bitter ל ay ’» 2 Kinas 4, 39 wild

gourds (LXX, "Vulg. , Arab.), a sort of
pumpkin, so called from its harsh bitter

made from the eduplicatad taste (comp. NUR); it is possible that

form TNE, conseq.= 1pT1p>) m. prop.

 פקע0

an opening, hence an ו
deliverance, liberatio Is. 61, 1, like nop
14,17, or with the LXX 0
‘(a
making to see), so far as the DIOR
sit in darkness, Vulg. apertio. — ‘Jos.
Kimchi takes nip to mean a prison, like
the Talm. mip fetter, so that Mip-npp

=D (in pause "p, and also with the
article "87, 83, pa; pl. 0148 instead
of np, "with “suff. TB; from 1)
m. prop. the burst forth, the cast forth,
the born, the young; specially 1. a young

belongs here.

bullock, juvencus,

especially for sacri-

fice, coupled with >18 Num. 23, 2; also
together would likewise be ee
but the common explanation (Vulg., a figure of a powerful enemy, and symbolising, like the lion dog and old
Pesh.) is more suitable.
bullock Ps. 22, 13 the great, the disTPB (constr. pp, ‘with. suff. FIRB; tinguished Jar. 50, 27 (Rashi), if this
pl. 07) m. an officer, of the high priest passage should not be otherwise .ex-
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plained; in the pl. along with ban

Aram. (in Talm.) 858, Arab.
3
(grown up bullocks) Is. 34, 7. Often de- to 806, to be fleeting; cognate in sense
fined more exactly by "pa-ja Num. 8, a9 to .דוְרָע Deriv. the proper name
8; Lev. 16,3; 2 Cur. 13°9; seldom of pep and.

one seven years old and fattened Jup-

—

SB (pl. םיִאְרַּפ from pap IL) m. prop.
aes 6,25. It also stands unconnected,
swift-runner,
a fleeting one; hence wild
after Tiwi Ps. 69, 32, or “78 follows in
the genitive Junges I. c., but a young
bullock is always meant. — 2. Fig. young
and vigorous manhood, manly youth Jur.
50,27=םיִרּוחַּב W372 48,15.
8

ass, onager, a figure of roughness, wild-

ness and irrationality

Jop11,12, moving

about in troops in solitary places 24, 5,
Is. 32,14, so called from its extraordinary Hestness; DIN ‘p a wild ass of a
op mabe is difficult. The man, i.e. one like
awild ass Gun. 16,12;

DD
old interpreters "(Targ. , Kimchi) trans- Ar. 15, sl, the same.
late: and we will pay bullocks with our
confession, 1. e. the confession will supply
the place of sacrificial bullocks; the
LXX have: we will pay with the fruit

See TB.

ON (one roving about, a free one)
n. p. 'm. JOSH. 10,3.
 תאְרפ.7 pl. seeפארה .
(98) of our lips, i. e. with the confes"398 and 479 (ul. (םיִרָנְרַפ m. name
sion of sin; comp. by O27 rm». But
of a "place situated west of the templesee DOB.
building, and surrounded by a wall
The noun map is a feminine form of 1 Cur, 26,18, for which 2 Kines 23, 11

“p, and the same word may lie in the
Arab,
ל3 (the young of sheep, a goat),
“(a young wild cow) and a rije
(the same), Greek 00706 (metaphor. a
‘young woman), German Farr, feminine
Farse.

hası73, and Ez. 41,12 15 723. Itis said
to mean an open summer-house, after the
Persian Farwär. In Aram. ’p is suburb.

12 (part. pass. f. pl. ni728) 1. tr.
same as usp to separate, to divide, to
sunder ; metaphor. to insulate, of grains,

ND I. (Kal unused) tr. same as cognate in sense »13; hence nis gone
asunder, separated Ex. 1,11; ; comp.- Aram,
mp 3 “ne I. to urge or drive forth; to
TB, 2, Ar. 1 whence ö
טיי days
cause to break forth, to bear; to bear,

fruits; ident. in its organic root N-2
with "2 and 8, Ar. sp to cut through,

separated: alone, single, 0 5 single; in
grammar 795) DW ‘a noun absolute. De-

to break through, comp. u» to break

rivat. 7798 ‘and the proper names 83778,

forth or through, belonging to sup, Ar.
 לto sprout, to. grow; on the contrary,
the organic root has no connection with
the Sanskrit bhri, fer-o, pé-0.

onwards separately; Syr. 242 to flee or

Hif. sap

(fut. (ִאיִרְפ to bear or

bring forth ‘fruit Hos. 13, 15, alluding to

NT. - 2. intr. to separate oneself’, to
walk, run, draw by oneself’, to move
fly forwards. Deriv. TB, 17».
Nif. 923 (part. 7B, inf, 6 mer,

₪

fut. 2) to be parted, of rivers

Gen. 2,10, to be divided, i. e. to be derived
from 10, 5 82; to separate oneself
plains איִרְפַה as a denom. from np, and
4,11; to proceed from Gen. 25,
Jupess
translates and he is wild (i. ₪ nop)
23, always with y2 of the person 13, 9
among his brethren, i. e. the wildest. 11; to be separated, from a friend Prov.
Others take it as a denom. from האפ
19,40 IB] one going his own way, i. ₪
meaning to be distinguished for powerful who olodes his mind to admonition 18,

DDR (see NN = MR). "Ibn Gandch ex-

branches, ּאיִרְפַה= תוראפ.חפש

1; to be divided, dispersed Nen. 4, 13.
Pih. ar (fut.72) to take a separate
i. e. to go aside Hos. 4, 14.
walk,
ass;
wild
the
of
flee,
to
‘to run ‘swiftly,

RIB IL face) intr. same as ma II.

i>)
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its origin. It cannot be referred to the
old Persian, since the word is not preserved there; though writers speak ofthe
Hip. map (part. ‘pn, inf. 6 TOT, 006080004 of Persian kings (Xenoph.,
fut. Ta) to separate, to divide, DIS "23, Diodor.). There only remain 1. the Zend.
i.e. to disperse them; with ןיב (between), pairidaéza, an enclosure of earth or wall,
a place hedged round (Haug); 2. the
of persons or things 2 Kinas 2, 11;
Armenian pardez, a garden surroundRuta 1,17; to cause a dispute or quarrel

1% ( פררpart. 1797) to be scattered,
ie. separated from one another, conseq.
% , =p Esra. 3, 8.

ing a house, a delightful place of trees,
fruits, flowers, surrounded by a ditch
Hithp. non (fut. ’21%) to be dispersed, or wall; 3. the Sanskrit paradega a rei.e, to go singly, by ‘self Ps. 92, 10; gion of surpassing beauty; or 4. we
Jos 4, 11; to be separated 41, 9 117]; may assume a Semitic derivation from
to separate 0
of תומצע (theextremi- 572 (to extend, to spread out), meaning
ties), i.e. to refuse service Ps. 22,15.
a flat, a plain. But all these attempts to
Prov. 18, 18; to remove 16, 28; 17, 9.

TID (with suf. 792; pl. oI, with
suff. bir») m. a mule, mulus, an animal used by commanders and Rings to
ride upon, 2Sam. 13, 29; 18,9; 1 Kinas

explain the origin of the word have
In the Talmud
and modern Hebrew ‘2 is never used
for the abode of the blessed, but IB.
18,5, kept in the royal stable with the or ‘9 ja is employed for it; on the conOD 1 Kınas 10, 25; 18, 5, and applied trary it was figuratively applied to meto the carrying

of goods Is. 66, 20;

2 Kınas 5,17, but which had first to be
broken in and subjugated Ps. 32, 9. —

‚something uncertain.

taphysical speculation.

MIDI. (omas, 29; part. m. mb,

It is commonly derived from 725, be- 2 הופ nab; imp. MB; fut. TAB?) intr.
cause

the mule lives isolated without

1. to break "through, to burst forth, of the

copulation (dja), or because it is quick fruit of the body, therefore to bear,
and vigorous (comp: 2-2 equus velox), coupled with 137 to bear often Gun. 8,
17; Jer. 23, 3; 8 16 )הַבֶר 8 ו
or meaning separation, metaphor. halfzieltin this sense Gen. 26,22; Ex, 23,
ass, as in the Greek; but better = NP.

30), to cast forth, of animals in
i bearing
Gen. 1, 22. — 2. of plants, to bring forth
1,33.
[fruit Is. 11,1; Deut. 29, 17. map is
TIA (pl. ni") f. seed-corn Jo.1,17, another Form of the part. fem. fruitful,
explained iin Ibn Esra by "393 (in the of 33 Ps.128,3, Is. 32,12, but also a

TB

(c. ns") f. the same 1 Kınas

‘Mishna "°393), prop. the. solitary, se‘parated; comp. bsp.

DIB

(pl. b>)

Syr. 12:75 corn.

subst. for nu 17, 6 oran ו
(like
np there) Ez. 19,10. Another feminine

form is nab Gen. 49, 22 the fruitful.

m. a park- or Figur. of עשו 18.45, 8. Deriv. ™p, the

garden-ground, covered with small plants

proper names Das 1,FIND and an

and in Greek (rag«ödsıcos), and as the

el

‘and flowers, coupled with 43 1800188. 2, perhaps also תר
5, or planted with pomegranates Song or
The organic root 7-2, Aram. 8-48,
Sor. 4,13, used of the pleasure-parks of
et (which see) isi clear from '
=B,
the Persian kings New. 2,8. As the word lie, -א
occurs very often in the Targ., Talm. Ar. 6 go cut through); and any conwith gée-w,

fer-o, Germ. ge-

latter is used elsewhere by the LXX bären, English to bear, is inadmissible.
for j3 (Gun. 2,8; 3,1) and הגג(Is.1,30),
Hif. 797 (part. הרפמ ,fut. a2, ap.
as well as in the apoeryphal books
(Ben-Sira 24, 31; 40, 19 30; Sus. 4, 8  (ְיַפַרto make fruitful Cen, 41, 52, Ps.
15 17), there can be no doubt about 105, 24, coupled with 1127.
its meaning, though there may be of
ANDI. (unused) =N8IT. Deriv.1B.
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a>) III. (unused) tr. to bear, to lift planted from India to Arabia. Partiup; deriv. yim, with ® prefixed ‘oe cular details respecting the word are
not yet brought to light.
(which see); connected with géo-«, fero.
mp (with suff. inp, pl. niqp, from

“IB see “ap.

378 (from “op IIL) m. prop. somear TIL) 4
heifer, young cow Gen.
thing
deepened, hence a pot, a kettle
4, 2; Num. 19, 2; of one that gives
milk "and bears young Jos 21, 10,
1 Sam. 6, 7, that undergoes the yoke
Hos. 4, 16; 2:7 nin Am. 4,1 the heifers of Bashan, i. e. fat, hence unruly,
a figure of Samaria’s females. See "2.
— 2. (connected with 78, NB; wild-

town) n. p. of a city in Benjamin Joss.
18, 23.
 הָרָפm. same as NP, only in JER.
,2 24 and cod, Sam. Gen. 16, 12. See

Nom. 11,8; Jupazs 6,19; 1 Sam. 2,14;
not connected with “7982 ‘(Targ., LXX,

Vulg., Pesh.).

MIE I (mot used) tr. to separate, to
cut, divide, cleave, metaphor. to decide, to
Judge, cognate in sense with "13, Dew,
hence also to lead, to rule; Arab. x
the same. The organic root 17» is also

in 173 which see.

Deriv. 19 1, i778.

Me II. (not used) tr. same as WB IL.,
moe זזן1.
18 (only pl. nie, from “ap IL.) f. wae, va II. to extend ‚to jueves to
a pit, hole; only in ninp רפח
written separately, but where
should be read ,רפח so that
periphrasis for a burrowing
comp. Talm. אָריִפ a pit. But see

Is. 2, 20
for "bn,
on is a
‘animal;
np 79M.

BD (from | MAND; splendour, Bau,
ornament) n. Dp. m. "Junezs 7,10 11.
NTN (isolation, separation) n. p. m.
Eze."2, 55; see NT.

 זוְרֶּפbelonging to
( יִזורָּפpl. םיזה( K’tib, see "178.

abe even, flat, level, Ar. 51. the same.
The organic root is 19°8. Deriv. 4178,
m 2 and Ti, whence “5p and יור
with the Gentile noun aa "(from me).
( זרפpl. with suff. 72) m. 1, (from
זֶרֶּפI) a decider, a judge; hence a ruler,

a chief Ha. 3, 14 (LXX, Pesh.), like
xp (Rashi, "Targ.). Vulg. bellator,
from mp =)? to appear for fight, to
fight, to which has also been referred
jirge Jupezs 5,11, which is not so
well founded étymologically. — 2. (from

ID (increase, viz. by Jiah) n. p. m.
tp IL) a ground-form to יִזְרֶּפ which
1 Kınas 4, 17.
see.
|
m» see “TB.
IB (only pl. D1192) n. p. of a goldregion whence Solomon iis said to have
ame (only pl. nit; from top II.)
fetched gold for the temple 2 Cur. 3, f. an"extended, level‘ ‚place, a plain, hence
6; tpax (Dan. 10, 5) or pin (Ps. 45, nize יָרָכ Est. 9,19 cities of the cham-

10)‘standing aldewhare: Sometimes it pagne-country in opposition to the meis compared with “50 (which see) in tropolis 9, 18 (Idn Gandch); coupled
the south-west corner of Arabia, which
the old translators render nY179”d, and

from which the Gent. m. pl. is called
in 2Kınas 17,31 םיִרָפְס K’tib or DYNO

with POS ₪ fotland, Ez. 38, 11 open

country; Ar. ע a plain, a flat land.
ne (with suf. i9ir2B; from Tp I)

“PIN; some- m. dominion, concrete a ruler, leader,
times with the Sanskrit 8
(eas- Jupgzs 5, 7 the leaders in Israel were

Krri;

spose

with

tern) or rather with paru, a mountain, idle (LXX, Vulg.); 5, 11 the righteous
conseq. 01178 diöyuaogn, Ptolemy (Geogr. acts of his rule.
‘795 (formed from 779 2) m. an in6, 7,11) addueing such in Arabia. Achabitant
of the flat or level land, a councordingly D2772 must be a colony trans-.
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closely connected in its organie root
(from Tine = 192 2); mvp with that in mya, my. Deriv.

tryman Hstu. 9,19 K’ri, for which the

K’tib has ia

“eT יל the cities of the countryman,
6 country towns; ‘5 "23 a country

פבחת.

ordinate tribe driven out by the Judeans

ornament Ex. 25, 31-34; 1 Kınas 7, 26.

Mb (with suf. mB, DB; plur.
village 1Sam. 6,18, opposite ran ריש on, with suff ne) m. a sprout,
"78 (from Typ; a סו a, Gel out of vun
5, 24; a blossom 8, 5; verm. the. name of a Canaanitish but sub- dure Nan. 1, 4; metaph. blossom-shaped
and Ephraimites Gen. 15, 20; Ex. 3, 8;
Jupazs 3,5. They dwelt in the middle

West-jordan part of Palestine

Josn.

17, 15.

AND

see .חה

MB (also nit32, reduplicated from

np L;a different reading is m7)m.

( לזרפdef. )2918 Aram. m. same as a young brood, knaves Jox 30, 12 (Kimchi);
Hebr. לזר iron, Dan. 2,33 34 41 42 45.

ap =I. (fut. map.) intrans. to break

a suitable designation of the rabble,
aceording to 30, 1 and 2. Arab.

pullus. “192 may have also the same
hence 1. (unused) to be born, to origi- meaning.
mob (from mp 11.; pl. ning) fem.
nate, Arab. ₪ 5, whence = >> pullus.
the
flying, a bird; Ez. 13, 20 and T drive
Deriv. 742% and (according to some)
away
the people (niussg” ny), whose
nip. — 2. to sprout forth, to put forth,
souls
(ONIWSI"NE
.. . TER, as is to be
of branches, leaves, blossoms Gen. 40,
read
for
םיִשָפְכדתֶא
. ay) ye lie in
10; Nom. 17, 20; Han. 9, 17; Song oF
through, to burst forth,of a young brood;

Sor.6,11, like +

55; to be sabaradd with wait for, as if they were eilike Jos 39,
16) birds, 1. 6. I let them fly, The bird

blossoming plants Is. 35,2; fig. to thrive,

to prosper, of individuals, of peoples

is a figure of the soul (Ps. 11, 1; 124,

7). תיִחְרֶפָל pw (to be read for nw) ibid.

and states Hos. 10,4; 14,6; Prov. 11, means I make
28; Is.66,14. Deriv. m5 and the proDD (only
per name 48. — 3. to break through,
prop.
same as
to come forth, of leprosy, sores Ex. 9,9
break asunder;
10; Luv. 13, 12; 14, 4.

to depart.

part. m. pl. 0°78) trans.
345, to divide, separate,
hence 1. to)sunder, to in-

As to the fundamental signification, sulate; Aram. 048, Ar. E55 the same.

the same is also in 47 (which see) — 2. to break forth, to break out, in a
cognate in sense with Yo (Gen. 38, ery, like 1x» proceeding from a similar
29), in Arab.
‚and in nz, with fundamental “signification. So Am. 6, 5
the same metaphor. application "of the they who sing there to the tone of the harp

The organic root is (Vulg., Ibn G’anäch, comp. m mie)
or they who strike there &c. Derivative
"Hf, THT (fut. 1B") to make blosDNB m. prop. the single, separated;

radical meaning.
nave.

som, רז is. 17,11 (figur.) Bar yy Ez. hence a single berry, which falls off in the
17, 24 gar); without an “object to vintage Lev.19 ‚10(Targ., Pesh., LXX);

blossom Jos 14, 9; metaph. ov wr ba Ibn Gandch has therefore pr for it.
Prov.14,11, to Aourish Ps. 92,14. TIER |
in cod. an Gen. 40, 10 is a noun | 73 (in pause 4p, with suf. 4p,

We: “ap, mB yO, PIB, also MB,
|  ריפum,  ּפּרִיחָןfrom map L; pl.
me II. (unused) intr. to flee, to fy
‘only in modern Hebrew תורפ and a?)
forward, to hasten; Aram. MR wis 7
m. prop. what has brokenME‘forth, pe)
what
= m

the same (hence NH“, Naja a bird); has burst forth; hence 1. fruit, either

פרירא
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of the earth, with POX, 278, i. e. its (hence 71%» =Hebr. wg, 2 =Ua);
produce Num. 13, 26, Deur. 1,25, of a figur. to oppress, Arab. oe the same.
field Gen. 4, 3, np alone Ps. 72,16, or Derivative
of a tree (Vz) Gen. 1, 29; Ex. 10, 15.
2
m. oppression, prop. bruising,
As a genitive to 2 Guy. 1,11 or PN crushing; adv. hardly, strongly, fearfully,
Ps. 107, 34 an adject. fruitful, bearing oppressively Ex.1,13 14; Luv. 25, 43.
fruit; and ‘pgmipy Gen. 1, 11, ’p xiv? Ez.
MIB (according to Ibn Esra תכרפ
17, 8, ® 2 Lev. 25, 19 to bear fruit,
Milra) fem. what keeps off, debars, thereto give fruit. Metaphor. applied to livfore the curtain, before the holy of
ing beings, fruit, i. e. what is born, beholies Ex. 26, 31; 27, 22; 35, 12; 36,
gotten, of animals Is. 14, 29, or men
35; Talm. pl. nino, elsewhere Ta
Ps. 21,11, like 97, fully ןמב ‘p Devt.
instead.
7,13; 28, 4, and alo in this sense !muy
DIE (fut. typ?) tr. prop. to cleave,
‘> 9 Kas 19, 30; Hos. 9, 16; comp.
therefore
1. to rend, ara Lev. 10, 6;
Arab. 8543 fruit, a child. — 2. Figur.
the fruit = result,

consequence,

of an

action Is. 3, 10; hence atonement, as the
fruit of sin being removed Is. 27, 9; a
reward, as a consequence Ps. 58, 12,
puniskment JER. 6, Bi:gain, what is obtained, profit Prov. 8 ‚19; Is.10,12;
remnant, what is left, of the Israelite
people Is. 4, 2, parallel * rma; of the
clouds, of rain, conceived of as ירּפ

 מעשה ור.sP ,401 31 .)ihcmiK(
KIND (same as (אָדּורּפ 2. p.m. NEH.
7,57.

O°" (instead of 5"), from psp) m.
the wide opening, of new, i. 6. the unpremeditated letting out of speech, Hos.
14, 3 and we will pay the inconsiderateness of our lips; comp. 122 of speech
(Ps. 22, 8).

13, 45; Aram. DB, 5 "ES same.

—

2. ‘Got used) to ‘open wide, the mouth,
i. e. to speak inconsiderately. The organic root D572 lies also in DIN 1

Deriv. םיִרָּפ (from Pihel).
NOUN (from the old Persian Nn,
which also stands in other Persian names
for any” data, -dada, see אָתְרְיּפ ;and
une which is in old Persian peramash =perama the highest, the highest being, Sanskrit param6shtha a
name of the highest being, but where
the last syllable is taken from other
elements) n. p. m. Esra. 9,9.

ye see ‘5279.

m» (7 appears to be a termination,

as in 7770 &e. see _; and j» may be
connected with 3 which see, but withyp
(constr. ץירפ plur. DEB,
constr, EB, as if from ye = (ץיִרפ out any thing certain being found out for
the signific.) n. p. m. Num. 34, 25. To
m. one rapacious, violent, i. e. wild, of
s
 ירתIs. 35, 9 and the wildest of beasts, put it beside the Pers. UL, Pharnace
i. e. the wildest beast; an oppressor, (a glorious one), as Hamaker thought,
robber Dan. 11, 14; שר 7, 11; ara is to be rejected, since the name already
Ez. 18, 10 the same; in Ps. 17, 4 73 is appears in Numbers.
wanting after 72; on the other hand,
DAB. (inf. absol. oop, fut. php?)
in Ez. 7, 22 ukrı should be read for tr. to “Braid asunder, to divide; therefore
 פָּרִיצִיםaccording to the LXX.
> pnd ’p Is.58,7 to break bread to one,
ie. to impart of it to him. The caketo
separate,
to
1.
tr.
or: (unused)
formed bread was not cut but broken.
break off, to divide off, hence to debar,
Without n> Jur. 16, 7. Comp. Syr.
to keep off, deriv. n379; identical in
2.
fundamental signification with vy PR: Ikea the host. Deriv. dB
Omen, fem.
m.
(part.
ה
ַ
פ
ְ
ר
ִ
י
ס

Hif.
to
crush,
to
pieces,
in
— 2. to break
הסרפ (the
grind, to bruise, like the Aram. [72 noa23) to "leave, to divide,
73
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hoof), i. 6. to have a cloven hoof Lev.
8-7 26, Duur. 14, 7, along with

DOW.

"978

(plur. תיְסְרּפ ,constr. niow,

with ‘suff.Jno) fem.prop. the pointed,
the sharp, therefore a hoof (not merely

DIB U. (unused) intr. to be pointed,

a divided one), a claw (comp. 795%,

sharp, of a nail, claw; cognate in sense

 (אנףEx. 10, 26; Lev. 11,3 7 26; Deovr.
14,6; Mic. 4, 13. Henee

Tas, "2% (belonging to 75%). Deriv.

oy 1, MOB, denom. DpH.
DIB

(in pause

099) .מ p. of an

( סיִרָפַהpark, סיִרְפַב( denomin. to be
furnished with a hoof Ps. 69, 32, like

 ןירקמfrom 77, ibid., םיִּכְשמ from TUR.
"078 (from >) Gentile m. a Persian
tioned with “ta, a Persian, Persia, for
Nea.
12, 22.
which םלרע seems to have been employed
"OD
(def. אָאָסְרַּפ or NOW) Aram.
at an older period Dan. 8, 20; 16, 1;
Aryan land and people, usually men-

Estu. 1, 3. Sallust (Jug. 18) knew of Gentile m. the same Dax. 6, 29.
Persians who had settled in Africa at
 ערֶּפI. (fut. 992) tr. same

a very early time.

Such were

the

as Pop

African mercenaries 07 with: דולin the (see Y and ¥) and 728, to tear off, to
army of the Tyrians Ez,27, 10. But they separate from, to loosen, to untie (see
may also be understood to be the Pharu- Hif.); therefore 1. to make bare, to un-
sians. Arab. שי  וכוG, old Persian
Paraga, Pärag the same. — It has been

cover, WX

Num. 5, 18, Lev. 13, 45

(prop. to take away the head-covering),

so also 10,6 and 21,10 an act against
the priestly dignity, like Jaa D2; comp.
Ar. 5 to make empty, bare, a vessel.
— .2 Figur. to absolve, to loosen, to de-
liver, Ez. 24, 14 I will not absolve and
I will not spare; then to unbridle, to make
DER,
יכתְסְרַפִא .
licentious, unrestrained, with accusat. of
DID Arm the same Dan. 5, 28; the object Ex. 32, 25 for they were licen-
tious, as Aaron had given them the reins
6, 9.
(the cod. Sam. has in this sense 32, 22
OH m. 1. (only pl. with suff. (ןהיסְרפ
2 for 943), comp. Arab. 1
to be
same as 02 hoof, claw Zucu. 11, 16.
free
from
work;
to
reject,
to
despise,
to
— 2. prop. breaker, a species of eagle,
08166 by Pliny (H. N. 10, 3; 30, 7) abandon, TOT Prov. 18, 18 and 15, 32,
bone- breaker, ossifragus, ossifraga Lev. my 1, 5 "absol. 8,‚33; with 777 4,15;

derived from the Zend. pärs pure, shining, or from Uys (a horse), or from the
Zend. parasha, as it is found in the
proper name Perasha-éstra; but these
derivations are unsatisfactory. See “DER,

11, 13; Deur. 14,12; Arab.
!מ

ב

wf or

Tvench orfraye.

OD (part. pass. bap = DB, with
personal suffice (תַסיִרָפ Aram. tr. same
as Hebrew oe T. to tear away, snatch
away, booty, ‘like the Arab, uns (diripuit); -hence Dan. 5, 28 thy kingdom is
snatched away, and given to the Medes
(not divided, Vulg., Saadia). Deriv.

comp. Aram. 998, Se to loose, meaning

to settle, to pay, to requite, like the Hebr.

pew, . לבtherefore to satisfy, to fulfil
(an obligation’), to redeem, a vow; to
revenge, as the redemption of a crime;
Ar. £53 to conclude, to bring to an end.

— .3 (not used) to cut off, to separate,
of the hair; like the Aram. תיִניִּב hair,
from 12 to divide; “yi from ayy I. to
split off. Deriv. yon.

OB (only pl. 7072) Aram. m. pl.
Nif. >22 (fut. Dp) to be iil
a snatching away, of ash Dan. 5, 25, Prov. 29, 18.
prop. = 38, with an assonance to
Hif. so (fut. 2°18") to cause to
DB; on the contrary O75 5, 28 is= be unbridled, to make unvuly 2 Cur. 28,
Dp.
19; to separate, with ya of a thing, >
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to dismiss from Ex. 5, 4, where the cod.
Samar. has 3795".

novpo, signifies king.

This interpreta-

tion is followed by Jablonski (Opusc.)

yp II. (inf. constr. 99) intr. to pro-

and Kosegarten (de prisca Aegyptiorum

So Jupgzs 5, 2 when the leaders
led the way in Israel, and when the people

more advisable to refer it thereto, as
Rosellini and Lepsius have done, who
have taken for the basis -ps the sun.

literatura p.17); and the Semitie mo
ject, to stand forth prominently, of a top, (which see)
may also be compared with
point, head; hence figur. to go before, it. But as
the simpler form DP appears
to lead, to stand at the head, used of
already in #99 ""o2 (which see), it is
princes, generals and nobles; Arab.

willingly assembled (for battle), this song
was sung (LXX in cod. Alex., Theod.).
is a designation of the point of time.

The explanations according to op I.
to punish,

to revenge

Arab. Sigh’) (with the initial sound

(in oriental’ ver- weakened),

sions) do not suit. Deriv. 193 and the
proper name

( שָעְרַפfrom »¥ with the derivative
syllable w-) m. 1.a flea, 1 Sam. 24,15;

m.

Syr. (transp.) Lis2503,

As

#78 is a verb-stem here, it may either
mean the pricking one, from yn =PB,

or the ying, leaping one, from Er IM.
2B (from 355 1) m. 1. the hair, of = Ar. FE to fly, like Floh, wvda-os, pal- ex
₪ Nazarite Num. 6, 5, which the priests (Sanskrit sphul dissilire). — 2. (a fuwere not allowed to let grow Ez. 44, gitive) n. p. m. Ezr.10, 25; Neu. 3, 25.
20; Aram. y192, Arab.
“5 the same.
VMIWw (from 799=1197e with the
— 2. (from >» IL.) only pl. nipp see termination 7i-; peak, top) n. p. of a
eityin Ephraim, situated on Pan רה
פַרְעה. — 34] in Hape which see.
„m IH, to טעְרפ which see,

( הָעְרַפafter the form 37; plur.( a part of DER

m) Jupaus 12,15;

nivyp, constr. niyyp, from yop IL) Greek Dagadar a Mace. 9, 50). This
place was again called nye at a later
fem. prop. supremacy, concrete a prince,
time,
and still exists in the modern
leader, Jupezs 5,2 when the princes led
Ferata
(Robinson’s New Bibl. Res. p.
in Israel (LXX, Theod.; it stands there-
175). Gentile m. yiny’y» Jupazs 12, 13.
fore besideםיִבְּדִנְתִמ ,as D°ppin in 5, 9).
295 (the swift river; from "np IV.)
So also Devr. 32, 42 from ‘the head of

the princes of the enemy (LXX).
mye (Egyptian) x. p. m. prop.a
title of the native Egyptian kings till
the time of the Persians, but only met

2. p. ‘of the Nahr el-Sibardni descending
from the great Yin in a steep bed,
and flowing past Damascus 2 Kınas 5,
12; but not the little river at the vil-

lage el-Faigah, which falls into the Burada. According to others the Awag,
In the n. p. 900 Herod. 2,111 7992 which descends from eastern Hermon
(Robinson’s New Bibl.’ Res. p. 583), and
seems to lie. It is the proper name of which is also called in Arabic Barbar
the king, both alone Gen. 12, 15 and 37, =" (see Kiepert’s map of Lebanon).
36, and with the addition of poe on
y2 (part. yb, inf. abs. yp ,constr.
1Kmas 3, 1; 9,16. Rarely is the actual
name added, as 793 2 Kınas 23, 33, ye» fut. yp?) tr. properly to cut or
soon Jur. 44, 30. "It also stands for pierce into a thing, to break in; hence
with among the Hebrews and the writers
that follow them (Josephus, Eusebius).

Egypt generally Sone or 802. 1,9. As

1. to break through, the mother’s womb,

to the etymology, Josephus (and after Gen. 38,29 what dost thou break through?
him Eusebius and others) has already i.e. why dost thou press forward? Comrendered it king, since the Coptic ospo,

monly to break, to rend, i. e. to tear down,

€ppo, eppa, with the masculine article

173 18. 5,5, המלח Nus.3,13, nya 20
73*
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24,7, with 2 to make a breach in a thing

place, so called from a certain occur-

2Kınas 14,13, and soל
MED a Prov.

rence there 2 Sam. 6, 8; 1 Cur. 13,11.

25,28 a city i ee walls are broken down,
i, e. an open city; “PW ’p Mic. 2,13 to
break through the gate, opposite to 22
Eccres. 3, 3; to rend asunder, to scatter,
with ה , as Drain 2 Sam. 5, 20,
where the Vulg. reads pope for P23;

13, 5 ye did not mount (ony, Nb) into
the breach, i. e. ye did not keep off the
storming rush of the enemy or danger
(May for ay Hz. 22, 30; Ps. 106, 23).

See nz.
nye (pl. mip) f. a breach, Ez.

’ to break a shaft through Jos 28,
DSB masc. pl. prop. incisions, i. 6.
4; “pap Mic. 2,13 the leading ram, who
clefts,
only 1. in the proper name רה
bursts open the fold-door and breaks
out first, a figure of a king who goes

before his people. Fig. with 2 to break
in upon one, irruit, i.e. to rush upon one
with violence and might, of God’s strokes
Ex. 19,22, 2 Sam. 6, 8, of the plague
Ps. 106, 29; to break through same as to
exceed beyond measure Hos. 4, 2; in a

good sense, to press strongly upon one,
to urge importunately, with 2 of a person 1 Sam. 28,23; 2 Sam. 13,25. Here

belongs 1 Cur. 13, 2 we will send pressingly (hastily, in haste). — 2. Metaphor.
to spread, to increase, Gun.30,30, along

Dep

name

of a mountain in the val-

ley DRE) Is. 28, 21, where a mighty
deed ofJehovah’s once took place. —
2. in the n. p. םיִצְרַפ >92 (Baal of Perazim-mount), a mountain --city, where
David smote the Philistines 2 Sam. 5,
20; 1 Cur. 14,11. Dep was at an
 לולperiod, like nn "and ip, 8
place where the worship of Baal ‘was
established.

PAD (part. ,קרפ fut. pop.) tr. 1. to
break off, to separate from, to part from,

with 739 Ex.1,12, with accus. of ‚place to unloose, לל (a yoke put on), with ללמ
whither Is. 54, 3; to overflow, to be abundant Prov. 3, 10; fig. to be known, spread

of the person Gun. 27,40; to lacerate, of

Dee,

away, from danger; to deliver, with ‘ya

a wild beast Ps. 7, 3 (elsewhere PP),
abroad 2 Cur. 31,5. Deriv. yop, YB, cognate in sense 190; Arab. | 5,5 (to
מפרֶץ, 183, and the proper names 773, divide, separate). — 2. Figur. to tear

Ni. Vapi (part. 722 to be known, Ps. 136, 24; Lament. 5, 8; Aram. pr,
to appear 18am. 3, 1.

Puh. ( פרץיpart. f. תצ ( ךפלבto be broken
down, of min Nes. 1, 3.

Hithp. ( הַחְפָרֶץpart. pl. DEN)

to

042 the same, for the ל
לא
mp, yin. Deriv. pap, PIB, תֶקָרפַמ
"Pin. PP (part. pa, imp. pl. "PB,

fut. me) to break in pieces, to tear off,
break through, to break away, of slaves
DDB (the hoofs), by driving animals
1 Sam. 25, 10.
in'a bad road Zecn. 11,16; to rend in
yw (pl. meq, with suf. 72%)
m. 1. a fissure, Jupaus 21, 15; stroke,
death 2 Sam.6, 8; breach, in a wall
1 Kings 11,27; 2 Sa Is.58,12 a mason
of the breach, ie. a restorer of ruins;
a rent, Amos 4, 3 and ye shall go out
through rents ; also a wall full of breaches

Is. 30,13;

fig. violent pressure, forcible

penetration into Jon 30,14; Dv ‘2 1 Cur.
14,11 a breaking forth or rending made

by:water. — 2. (a bursting through, birth)
n. p.m. GEN. 38, 29; 46,12 (comp. 141);
Patronym. יצרּפ Now. 26,20. — 3. only
in iy vB ‘(stroke of Urea) n. p. of a

pieces, םירה 1Kinas 19, 11; fig. to tear

off, to take ‘away, בחזה Sarg Ex. 32, 2.
Hithp. ( הפרfut. Pen) to be ל
off, to be torn of,of ai Ezex. 19, 12,
where the LXX

read היד for MB;

to put off, with accus. of the thing Ex,
32,3 24.
As to the stem, pa, 5 (which see)
are to be compared “with it in the first
instance; perhaps also Er} I. The organic root קרפ 8 alsoin ,גרדה Ar.
Js (to bore through), Eine!IL, גרד ג
in the extra-Semitic departinent is to
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be compared the Sanskrit prah (to break),
Lat. frango, Germ. brechen, Engl. break.

Ley, 26,44; Jur. 14,21; to violate, despise,

main Ps. 119, 126, men

Nom.

Pe (constr. pp) m. same as קר 15, 31, הצע 2 Sam. 15, 34, Saure JoB
broth, prop. pieces of flesh bruised small, 5,12, pew Gaghicousnsss) Jos “40, 8;
and moistened with

liquids Is. 65, 4 to 0

to annihilate, הָאְרִי )6 foar

K'tib (LXX, Vulg., Targ.), where the of God) Jon 15, 4; ’p DY סע Sam Ps.
K’ri has pa. But as i722 there does 85, 5 to annul the anger that one has
not suit, Ae also קרפ from PR may be

against a person, comp. 'ּפ ov, Ton Ton

more correctly taken as = PB, it is 89,34; to frustrate Is.44, 25; to "annul,
better to translate: (sacrificial) pieces
of abominations (idols) are their (sooth-

saying) vessels, i. e. they seek to divine

a vow "Nun. 30, 9.

On "pm Ecouzs.

12,5 see under 237 2.
Hof. ( הפרfut. Ser) to be dissolved,

the future from them; comp. Diod. 2,  בָּרִיתJun. 33, 21; to be despised, הצע
29 on hieroscopy in Babylonia. Or, Is. 8, 10; to cease Zuon. 11,11.
 פָרָק= פָּרֶק.sO( )41 dluohs eb :detalsnart
Hithp. “EMT to be shaken, to be rent
their vessels are an abomination at the asunder, of ץֶרֶא Is. 24, 19.
cross-ways; comp. Propert. 4, 1, 23.
"2 (mp). is ident. with the „org. root
PIB m. 1. prop. a tearing in pieces, "B, which is also in “p°7,
35
>

by lions (see Ps. 7, 3), then applied to  אפר1., "p-2 I.
men: murder Nau. 3, 1, coupled with

A ₪

up!» II. (unused) tr. same as NII.
Ün2. — 2. a cross-way or fork Oz. 14;
elsewhere D227 (Jur. 3, 2), prop. struc- to bore, to hollow out, to deepen; for
ture of the limbs, joint, comp. תֶקְרְפמ; meaning and comparison see “1 II.
Aram. Np‘7® (limb-structure);
ArSys Deriv. 392.
( וז ררפnot used) trans. to break
ו
the parting of ways.

pap (imp. (רפ Aram. tr. to deliver,
5

Dan. 4, "24, with 2 with; comp.

forth, to break through, to bear, to bring
forth, of animals; Ar.

7

the same, as

Aram. pe.

is sufficiently obvious from the deriva-
"2 I. (Kal not used) tr. =" I. to tives „IE pullus ovis, ry pullus vac-

cae &c.; cognate in sense with “ip (to
break
throngh), whence "0B, abe birth.
to rub into dust, to crush; figur. to destroy, to overthrow. It is possible that Deriv. "5, 5p.
the infin. abs. "ie Is. 24,19, united with
2 IV. (unused) intrans. same as
break in pieces, to reduce to fragments,

Hithp. is =" and belongs here.

Pih. I. a to divide, to cleave, םי nop IL, mp to run swiftly, to run, to
Ps. 74, 13, elsewhere .עקב See Tp I. de Ar. a ; the same; then to flow swiftly.
Pih.D. ‘@edupt) “2 (fut. sep") to
Pih. (redupl.) 4255 the same. Deriv.
shake to pieces, to crush, Jo8 16,12; Ar. the proper name "E78.
24

‚Aram. ae) the same. See 'רופ 1.
WL (inf. constr. we) tr. 1.= wpI.
27 ( הפרin pause "or Gen. 17, 14, (not used) to sting, to cut, to bite, of a
with suff. םרפה | part. "DR, inf. רפה serpent; Aram. WB, 172, Arab. &=
97, with suff. Does Lev. 26, 15, but
which did not come probably from the same, hence Byr. Wis a sting.

stroy, to break, no, of man with man

Hif. — 2. to cleave, to divide, to cut
asunder, hence to separate, to split of,
to disjoin, of sectaries; Aram. u» ‚is,

Is. 33, 8, Ez.17, 16, of man with God
Gen. 17, 14, Is.24, 5, of God with man

Pharisee, prop. separatus, singalaris; to

pate, but from Da ET; fut. רפי ,ap.

=D,“with suff. Ben) to 0%

to de-

therefore mod. Hebrew vB, "Le

8
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scatter, an army (see Pih.). put right, with ₪ fork Mic. 3, 3; hence
Metaphor. a) to secrete, to separate, of perhaps 497 to 108 36, 29. — 0 (un-

disperse,

ezerements, whence W75, Aram. np,

used) to divide, to disperse, to scatter, 8

25 Ar. &; (ל fens to distinguish, is seen from Nif. and Pih.
Nif. 0792 (fut. wp?) to be dispersed,
to specify, to declare distinctly; the same
metaphor. application being found in scattered, with חּוְרְדלָכְל Ez.17,21; ident.
ap2 (Gen. 30, 28; Is. 62,2), 227, and with wp 34, 12.
Pih. ep (inf. constr. B®) to disperse,
in the Ar. d=, dS. So Lav. 24, 12
to declare distinctly to them (to give an to scatter, with accusat. of the object
answer to them) according to the mind
of the Lord.
c) to explain, i. e. to represent accurately and definitely, which
idea proceeds from the idea of cutting,
as in the case of "Na; Aram. and Sam.
the same. Deriv. Mo I.
Nif. ( בַפרטיpart. pl.7 mw D2) to be
separated, ‘insulated , dispersed, ‘of Ny,

2808. 2,10; Ps. 68, 15.

WDIL(part. yin; fut. dD, Dopx,
Alpes) tr. to spread out, to extend, as
use IL; therefore with the accus. ny

Tikes, 1,13, nyb>n Is. 19, 8, נב
Jur. 48, 40; also figur. Rots 3, 9;733

Nom. 4, 6, man Deur. 22, 17, with by

in order to be hele: inspected Ez. 34, of a person or thing Ez. 17, 20, with

before Lament. 1, 13 or to Ps, 140, 6, or
with accus. whither 1 Kınas 8, 54; also
Pin. I. wp (at Ps. 68, 15; Zeon. 2, absol. Deut. 32, 11; to stretch out, ד
Lament. 1,10, 52 1 Kas 8, 38, with
10) to disperse, scatter; see רפי
12; where some mss. and editions have

niloyen.

DN 2 Cur. 6, 29 or 5 to Prov. 31, 20;
Pih. 11. 1)» see We II.
Puh. ( פרטיpart. wrbr) to be definitely to unfold, כ 33, 23; prip4b> 1 Cur.
or distinctly declared Nun. 15,34; Targ.
wrens the same; שרפמ Non. 8, 8 distinctly declared, definite, plain, like vn
Ezr. 4, 18, opposite to quick, hasty, iin-

distinct, unintelligible (Vulg., Pesh.);

28,18 stands for יפה that spread out the

wings (LXX); 'ִפ 325"  'ִּפto spread out
before one 2 Kınas 19, 14. Deriv. Don
according to the common assumption.

Pih. DIB (inf. with suff. 0948, fut.

traditionally, with explanation, after a wap) to "spread out, 077 Is. 25, 11;
later application of 78; but this is un- seldom with 2 of the object instead of
necessary.
the accus. Lament. 1,17; with לא the
Hif. Grey (fut. WD) to sting, to person to spread out the hand to one Ps.
wound, of the serpent, prop. to cut into 143,6; generally in the meanings of Kal.
Prov. 23, 32.
wp (with suff. joe, mo”, nw-, of

Une TI. (unused) tr. same as oe I.
to spread out,

to extend,

wp 1) m. 1. prop. a thing al

expandere,

hence excrement, dung, of animals Ex.

which

29, 14; Luv. 4, 11; 16, 27; Man. 2, 3

to explain, to enlarge, to illustrate may

(of the animals used in sacrifice), i. ₪.

whence

the quadriliteral Sa

see, and whence perhaps the meaning
be derived, so that the Puhal ws would
belong here. Deriv. mu 2.

Pih. ( פרטודbut onlyi
in the Aramaean
Paél-Form rie) to spread out, with לע
upon a thing Jos 26, 9.

and I scatter upon your faces the dung
they should be cast out of the camp

like this dung (Ex. 29,14); Ar. שש
Aram. אָתְרַפ 12; the same. — 2.
(Wondrousness, Extraordinariness, viz. Jah

is,

like הָיאָלַּפ;comp. Aram. שרפ for xbP)

vn I, (fut. D4) = שרר tr. =tp 1. n. p. m. i Cun. 7,16.
1. to 7 יי Dr, with > of the
wp (from WB; 6. wp Ez. 26, 10,
person to reach or present to, bread (a2) but doubtful; pl. mp, with suff. Sp)
Lament. 4, 4; hence to put asunder, to m. 1. ahorse; hence DUB mx Is. 31,7

פרש

a draught of pairs of horses, i. e. trains
(234 coll.) of horses in pairs; 21,9 with
 איש297; especially a horse for riding,

with DD (a chariot-horse) Ez. 27, 14, an
article of commerce
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in which ו

us is taken by the LXX, Vulg., Peshito
and others.

As to the derivation, Ibn Gandch, who
renders it א (transcript, copy), ap-

pears to have thought of sup = גט=
( פשוקto transfer, to translate, to paraIs. 22,6 with dranghts ‘of men (and) phrase, generally =b3m), comp. Aram.
horses, i. e. with horsemen and their PwE; so that the simple stem 3p is
steeds in pairs 1 Kinas 20, 20; ₪ war-

dealt; 1 Kınas 5, 6; םיִשְרּפ DIN 2542

horse Hos. 1, 7, Nan. 3, 3, who rung

connected with

the Ar, ,

-

RE
me

swiftly Jo. 2,"4, and is
i also applied to the

(Talm. nd3). But like mW} (which see)
turning of a threshing-machine Is. 28, 28. it may be of old Persian origin, and
— 2. a rider, eques, fully Bp dya 2 Sane. both Oppert (Journ. Asiat. XVII, 1851
1, 6, or wath סוס  בכורEz. 23, 6 12;

p. 278) and Gildemeister (Zeitschr. für
K. des Morgenlandes IV. p. 208-12)
JER. 4, 29, Begnenily with = Gen. have already tried to find an explana50,9; a rider as escort, with = "(state- tion for it from the non-Semitic, 5
dhariat) 1 Kings 1,5 or bin יִרְטNex. is said to be the old Persian fra and
2,9, a figure of supreme power "2Kinas  שגךis ganghana, meaning command,
edict, diploma. The Zend root gengh,
2,12. Arab. mb» Aram. 804, ן
gangh, may have been already converted
the same; | 2-5 equus.
into shaghn at the time of writing.
As to the derivation, if the Semitie
UN (unused) tr. to stretch the feet
wap be assumed as the stem, the word
apart;
to cleave, like the Arab. 35
can only be translated the vigorous, swift
a warrior on horseback, with non, המר

(see 010), from wip to break through,
to press or leap forward, ident. with
b>, va and perhaps with 748 to 78,
Ar. 3 equus velox. To put it with
bap, the land whence it is alleged the
horse was brought (see Pott, Etymol.
Forschungen), is unsafe.

and hs 3; conseq. prop. nothing more

than a farther development of wo II.
=8, with ד for a terminating sound,
as in 997 to 599, Aram. np to
& פרקדוe. Deriv. מ
to some

770% (which see).
FTW ID (with a of motion 137°; from

HB) m. only Jupaus 3, 22, which the
Targ. translates his food was rejected
Pa. un (part. pass. ven as an adv.) or cast out, as if compounded of WB and
which Jerome follows.
But
to make veryplain, to make detailed, e. g. nu;
the 7 local (after 87) makes it probable,
reading Ezr. 4, 18.
according to Ibn Gandch and Tanchim,
pws m. a copy, of a royal man- that it is the name of a place and
date, a transcript, coupled with 17327, should be translated: and it (the sword)
Ezr. 7, 11, copy of the mandate which went out between the legs; if it be not
was a out, Aram. the same; united better to take 17527 N¥21 as a mere
to NMN 4, 11 and 5, 6, zim. 4,23, interpretation of the immediately sucand for which uns, united to ana ceeding הָכּוְרְּדְסִפַה NEN.
or N33 203, stands in Esra. 3,14; 4,8.
nos ₪ nvi-) f. 1. a determination,
In the Tare. it stands for 7287 Dau appointment Esta. 4,7. — 2. explanation,
17,18, 1088. 8, 32, om>3 Ps. “60, 1; in copious announcement 10, 2.
like manner in the Peshito and ל
 זשרפsee Wo II. Pih.

WB (Pe. not used) Aram. to explain,

to enlarge, to make plain.

profane writers Laps iis a transcript,
copy; in which sense the word before

NAD

(old Persian) n. p. of one
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of Haman’s sons 10811. 9,7. As an is derivation from «5 to be weak, soft,

already known sufficiently from other
Persian names,

it only remains to ex-

plain jw 78, and for this end the Zend

-9-

rs

to be sweet (hence wlr3 sweet

water) is inappropriate, a) the Arabic
verbs being denominative; b) the deriva-

and old Persian point out the way very tion having to be looked for only in Ara-

easily. Fresheme, Fresho, Frasnö,
Perasha already ‘form names in the

Zend (Kleuker I, 129; II, 231. 260):
frashö, fragna, frashna
means
prayer; so that frashnadata is = given

by prayer. The proper name 11600008y¢ (Diod. I, 33) seems to be the same.
PVD
(not used) intr. to break through,
rt

maean; and c) the Euphrates-water in its
natural state being muddy and undrinkable. The derivation from the Zend
frathé
breadth (Benfey and Stern),
Sanskrit pratha = zAarvs,

should be

rejected for Semites, because the name
plainly originated in an Aramaean land
only.

Comp. Oppert in Journal Asiat.

1851 p. 425. — 2. same as NTN (see
signific. 4), like yoty =y51, selected to
same; conseq. same as va This stem have an assonance with the river-name
is assumed for the proper name np, nap Jer. 19, 5, with a of motion An
It denotes Bethlehem lying
V7» being thought of Prov. 3, 10, and 13,467.
 פָרֶץ28am.5,20. The Semites tive at upon a hill, with the clefts of rocks in
to break forth, to be precipitated of a
rushing stream, Aram. תר 2;2 the

the Euphrates thought indeed of aSemitic
derivation, but that does not exclude
the supposition that the Aryans who
formerly gave the name, did not think

of a Semitic verb-stem. See nop.
MAD (a bursting or rapid " stream)

its vicinity, ‘where the prophet Jeremiah

performed symbolical acts.

MB see mp.
DAB (only pl. Damp)m.prop. the
foremost

first; hence a noble, a prince,

among the old Persians Esta. 1, 2;
and accordingly among the J ews Dan.
1,3. Itis the Zend. frath&ma, Sanskr.

n. D. "1. of the largest river in western
‘Asia, which, rising in the Armenian
mountains, flows from north to south,
prathama (superlative of pra before),
has the same course as the Tigris, and
Pehlevipardom, Latin pri-mus, Greek
falls into the Persian gulf: the Eumea-tog &e.
phrates; fully רַהְכ-תַרָּפ Gem. 2, 14, a

WP (from wal.) m. only Jon 35, 15,
river of Paradise; "the symbol of ו
or Babylon Jer. 2, 18 (comp. 46, 7; taken by the LXX and Vulg. as =ua
Is. 8, 7), as far as "which the northern (comp. Talm. בש for 92%), and by the
boundary of Palestine was to extend old Jewish interpreters as meaning mulGen. 15, 18; Deur. 1, 7; 11, 24; also

np mn 1 Cur. 5, 9, or merely 3
Is. 7, 20; 8, 7; Ps. 72, 8; Jur. 2, 18
 לשא הִנָהרyyyoe .xE ,32 13 dna u
 גחל.rueD ;7,1 .ryS ,272 .rA .%9

titude or extravagance,

degeneracy from

wre (which see); the Peshito reads ws}
for waa. Better from wwe to be weakminded, foolish; hence folly, silliness, sin,
metaphor. mischief, and 3.39=דתֶא עדי

Ballon sls. The Greek name Figod- to be translated accordingly : and he dots
zn is either from NEN =NND, as vice not at all consider mischief.

versa op Jer. 13, 467
mee

elands for

or from the "Persian pronuncia-

tion ifrat, ufrat (in cuneiform inscriptions), ev being used to give the word
a native sound. As to the etymology,

=ָּרַת
 פָּרֶץ פshould

IWE (not used) tr. adopted for ןגטְרפ

(which | see).
nwa (inf. abs. Tip», fut. miyp)) intn. -

to extend, to spread, of a2 Lay. 13, 5,
be adopted as the pn 13,36, nopda 13, 8, תָרָהּב 13, 28,

stem, which is very suitable for the

always of sores, ieee. comp. trans.

name of a river (comp. ir3); for the 08; on the contrary the Arab. Las,

פשח

פשע
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Aram. NDB, lie are general.

The or- DIY 22, 6 to take off the clothes of
ganic root -הinp is also in be, up 2; the needy, to keep them in pledge; on
DB), 7972, PB,"but not in עפ ps, the other hand ‚0292 ‘os Hos. 2,5 to
strip naked, i.e. even to 0
nip.
(er
rt
is here an adverb); to flay, the victim for
nwe (Kal unused) tr. 1.to split,burst, sacrifice
2 Car. 29, 34; 35, 11; Lev. 1,
tear asunder, Aram. nwe, aaa for the 6; with 597 of the
person as a figure
Hebr. rım, nad, now, ,קרפ Talm. in of uncovering Mic. 3, 3.
Nifal Mey; comp. the Aramaean nouns

Hithp. ( הספיטfut. "a?) to strip one-

awe, ‘pm a broken-off date-stalk.
Arab. Ems the same. Accordingly the

self 1 Sam. 18, 4.

no» (which see), 709 Typ, DEB, and
the organic root MU-. lies alsoin no=>,

absol. of 7773 Hos. 7, 1, commonly with
announcement of ihe plas) the tribe,

Owe II. (fut. ities) intr. to spread
stem is connected with 309 (Aram. 303
for the Hebrew “n3), pp (Aram. pos), out, to extend, to roam about, for plunder,

om, m->81 86 —

2. (not used) to or the object where by by Jupaus 9, 33

liberate, make free, by such a metaphor

44, 1Sam. 23, 27, Jos 1, 17, for which

by גis also used, i. e. to move against a

as in TIP, ,קרפ .לצנ
Pih. mip (fut. mp.) to tear in pieces person or thing ‘Juans 20, 37, 1 Sam.
27, 8 and 30, 1 (read also לע by the Targ.
Lament. 3, 11.
no

see TANWE.

- LXX), aad so we should read with
the LXX and Vulg. in 27, 10 mar

Arme fom müs out of mus, with nnwwe, as לע and לֶא lan in the anthe derivative syllable ,-רו 6 the Ar. swer. Also 30, 14 we should read with
4 > from >; yet from LU; the Targ. and LXX 233-5 mbyp, since
 עלfollows. With a ofthe place where,
see,-ר Iz, 1- under(ר I.n. p. ofa
priestand דיג pp JER. 20, 3. The
meaning of the name must have been
freedom, liberation, redemption (conseq.

from m» 2, which see), whose opposite
‚is designated by the prophet 197. —
2. n.p. m. JER. 21,1; Ezr. 2, 38.

to spread 1 Our. 14, 9 13; 2 Cur. 25,

13; 28, 18.

As to the signification, the Ar. laws
and the Aram. owe have, it is true, the
same meaning, but as the Aram. whe (to

the nouns Wo», woe) is synonymous,

the organic root may be wu», lying in
vn also. If the organic root be Du",
put of, pull of, oa Lev. 6,4; 16,23, it would be also in nö. (to spread),
nim> Sona or Sou. 8, 3, apposite ad; Arab. Liu.
" לקמהyaa Ez. 26, 16; hence the noun
ahh) (with ah of motion hue; from
nie (which see), with,ah of motion Is. owe L) m. the putting off, unclothing, Is.
32, ‘11; metaphor. to strip off, the skin, 32,"11 to the stripping! i. e. make you
of >, therefore to cast the skin Nan. bare! comp. nay Ps. 44, 27 to oe
help!
3, 16; comp. Pih. and Hif.
Pih. ( פמטinf. c. wwe) iterative: to
( עַטָסfut. עומְפִר( intr. prop. same as

OWE 1. (fut. unser and user) tr. to

strip, to ‘plunder , bon 1Sam. 31, 8,
absol. Duo) 2 Sam. 23, 10 in order to
plunder (the slain).
Hif. ung (fut. wg) to strip, with
80008. 133 ‘and accus. of the person Ez.
16, 39; 23, 26; with accus. of the object
to pull“offnay Mic. 2, 8, S123, and with

Aram. poe, pvp, to separate, from one;
hence to be rebellious, faithless, withב 

against one, commonly against God Is.
,1 ;2 ,43 ;27 ,59 ,13 generally of reli-
gious . פת,3 ,13 Am. 4, 4, or political
rebellion Hos. 7, 13; to transgress, to

sin, with 3 of the person and accus.
dy of the person Jos 19, 9; “773 8A (ax) of the thing whereby Zurn. 3, 11;

פשע
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“WH (inf. Win) Aram. tr. to explain,
to apostatise, to sin, absol. Am. 4, 4,
where ראב should be supplied to bab:גה interpret, visions in dreams, appearances
Lament. 3, 42; with לע of the thing to Dan. 5,16, frequent in Targumic; Syr.
sin. for the wake of Prov. 28, 21, and to pao, Ar. 22.3 (to uncover, what is contransgress against one Hos. 8,1. Part.
WS, pl. D-Yw, idol-worshippers Is. 46, cealed; to explain). Derivative
 רַשְּפ.6)  רַטֶּפ,def. ng», twice MWe
8, transgessors Hos. 14, 10.

Dax. 2, 7 and 5,12, where it is better
to | TWD 5 with suff. 72, three
separates (from another), is worse than times; אָרְטּפ 4,15 ;1,6 ,5 ,8 here the
Vulg. and Theod. read awe, which
a strong city, i, e. more inaccessible.
Nif. 9353 (part. WE?) to be separated,
by Dumm, Prov. 18, 19 a brother who

ywe (fut. wer, 1 pers. mypeEn as if
from yipy) ir. prop. to spread apart,
same as pee (which see); hence to stride,
with 3 of a person to rush against or
upon one Is. 27, 4. Deriv. myer, vp.

DWE (with suf. we, 4-2, Dy", %
py we, 6 (רָעועּפ m. in general, a transgression, fault Prov. 10, 19; 17, 9, sin
28, 24, coupled with 7)», Run Ex. 34,
T, Nun. 14, 18, 29 1 San."24, 12; dejection, corruption "Mic. 1, 5; metaphor
sin-offering 6, 7; an idol-image, the object of transgression Dan. 8, 13, heathen

worship, = yrpw 8,12, political rebellion

Prov. 28, 2; punishment

of sin Jos

34, 37.
DWH (from vive) masc. step, 1 Sam.
20, 3.

is better;

pl. ןיִרָשָּפ( m. eplanalian,

interpretation, of bn Dan. 4, 3, unan
,5 ,15 xen 7, 16; pqwe “we to give
explanations ,5 .61 nI eht snoisrev ִּשְרָא
and mus run into one another.
~
wie I. (not used) intr. prop. to be
stupid, unfeeling, dull; hence to iheweakב

Ge

minded, foolish, silly; Arab. ya, Yd
the same, therefore pws to be weakminded, tend and ulin’ fatuus; in
its organic root it is connected with

that in WD"u (see Ps. 119, 70, like yaw
Is. 6, 10), Aram. wenn (Pa. wen), ‘by
a transition as in bop. Deriv. WB.
wwe I. (not used} trans. to gallor
separate or tear asunder; hence to card,
flax or wool; to make loose and slack,

to break retinas connected in its or-

pee (part. piyie) tr. to divide, to a

part asunder, tinpw, 1. e. to speak with
thoughtlessness Prov. 13,5, comp. Aram.
poe, Hebrew sip, nwp, Talm. xpbe
=:gap.
k

%

root We with pp 2, yp72, Arab.

41 to card, to make loose, |
5-5

to

pull asunder, Syr. -«= the same, whence
Was a carding; Targ. weve, modern

Pih. ( פשקfut. PWD?) to spread out,
, םילנרi. e. to give oneself up to whore-

Hebrew una to examine, to search, prop.

"N32, "DD to divide, to cut in pieces, to

hence flaz, a material for cloth like
72% Hos. 2, 7 11, which before it is

to break through, rimari.

Deriv.

dom Ez. 16, 25.
( פשתafter the form muy, only with
suff.
"muB, usually plur. pnwe, constr.
WE (not used) tr. prop. same as

י
ִ
ת
ְ
ש
ַ
 (פfem. prop. what is fibrous, carded};
‘ne (which is usual in Hebrew) and

separate into parts;

hence

to interpret,

mannfuctaned flies asındansin fire Jupintricate speech, like “aw (Jovars 7, Ges 15, 14, fully nip םיִתשפ 19,
15). The organic root isur, nn, 9 combed or heckled far; ‘generally linen,
hence ’g Sn» Ez. 40, 3 a line of flax,
5°» which see. Derivative
to explain (comp. 82), to unravel,

an

up masc. explanation, interpretation
800188. 8, 1, elsewhere inne.

Chart 44, 17 linen garments, which the

priests had to wear (12 Lev. 16,4, wy
Ex. 39, 28), also used of םיִרָאָּפ and
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 םִיָסנְכְמ,44 ;18 opposite to צמר Devt. fare Dan. 1, 5 8 13 15; also without

,23 ל

Y27 nude 108. 2, 6 flax of 32%) where the meaning is obvious of

the stalk, stalks of flax, Awoxodopy
(LXX), stipulae lini (Vulg.). The Punic
name for linen, Zegaqoi¢ aPate

itself 1,16; 11,26. The word has got
into the book of Daniel from the Persian, and under Persian influence (Ibn
(Diose.) is nay, Arab. Wye, but not Koreish); whence it has come into the
from wp on. Whether tits is also Syriac Mars, where it has the same
to be understood by it cannot be ascer- meaning by itself as the 7977 Jan» of
Äccordtained. That the n-. feminine is oc- Daniel, then fare patievall
casionally looked upon as radical is a ingly the derivation can only be looked
thing that happens in other cases also. forin Aryan. Ibn Koreish considers גב as

the Pers. „U bag, sls food, i. 6. Sanskr.

nm fem. collect. flax, growing in
the field Ex. 9, 31; a wick made from bhag the primitive root of bhakshja
food, Greek gay, comp. Sanskrit bakhs,
it Is. 42, 3.

TIAWH see nvyp.
nb (with suf. na, FN; pl. D’nB;

gayeiv; and Ibn Gandch and Kimchi also

found this גב in Ez. 25,7, rendering it

by DON. np pat is sicher the old Per-

from. fe) fem. a bit, crumb, piece, with sian שב pat idol (Lorsbach) or OL pad
on Gun. 18, 5, Jupgzs 19, 5, 1 Sam. father, king (v. Bohlen), or the Sanskrit
2,36, and without nry2, a piece of bread paiti lord (Benfey); so that the whole

Prov. 17, 1; food gennally 23,8; Jos

word

31, 17; 2 din 12, 3 (modern Hobrew

food, which explains the Syriac signification dainties, delicate food. But as the
idea of “kingly, delicate” is determined

bread); plur. pieces, whether of bread

Lav. 2,6 or hail Ps. 147,17; Ar. old

means

royal,

divine food,

lordly

by 7297 only, and תפ in jayn» is
manifestly the old Persian pati-, modern
bane and yawns.
Persian pei-, it is better with GildeMB (from mp which see; with suf. meister to take 43 as = the Sankrit

the same. — See another np under ana,

Yane) m. prop. an opening, 8 hole; hence bhaga a part, and ne = the old Perthe ‘female pudenda Is. 3, 17 (Ibn Garde, sian pati, modern Persian pei, Sanskrit
Kimchi), the uncovering of which was prati, Greek g0g (toward, to); so
looked upon as the highest disgrace. that 4an2 is the old Persian pati-bäg
The meaning 772 = JINN the hair of |=_ the Sanskrit prati-bhäga allotment,

their head, parallel with RR
is less suitable. See .הת

OND

pl. of na which see.

(Vulg.),

prop. attributum, Greek rozißadıs (only
ap. Athenaeus), the thing assigned, i. e.
food; comp. Aram. 272, Syr. |,
old Persian pati--kara (Nakshi Rustam

( םאָחּפfrom »n», with the adverbial
Lu peiker,
termination b~7 adv. prop. in the open- line 41), modern Persian
ing of an eye; hence suddenly, in a an image, a statue, = the Sanskrit prati-

moment 103 5, 3; Prov. 6, 15; also in kara. See Dans.
the genitive wich a noun 3,25; okm>3
Ina (not used) tr. to tie around, to
2 Cur. 29, 36 is the same; combined, cover about, an upper garment; ident. in
with sn53 "Nun. 6, 9, ¥NB? Is. 29,5 to the organic root 3n-» with that in an
strengthen the Bes: ‘ops also follows( to amp), mr 1 ₪ rm Is. 23, 10 =
.30,13 See np.

ana), pt L, puna, Tu;» IL, non.

JOND and sane (with suf. nen», According to others = the Ken, 108,
23202) m. food, as ‘opposed to vagetabla |ys
„ala(prop. to divide, to burst), hence
diet (en), united with 73% royal or to be variegated, sprinkled. But as in
dainty food; hence prineipally animal Aram. in» (pl. j\anp) appears with the

פתגם

meaning covering, the first assumption

is more correct.
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Deriv. .ליִגיִתָּפ

Pih. Tins (ND, "NHB; part. MHP;

inf. constr. ning; fut. D2)

prop. to

make wide, the Heat, the mind; to make
accessible, susceptible, hence to persuade,
to entice Jer. 20,7; to persuade, to mis-

Dane (from the eee only in
Esther and Ecclesiastes) m. same as
Hebrew “2 word, sentence 1000188. 8,
lead 1 Kinas 22, 20 22; Hos. 2, 16;
11; 4 command, declaration, edict asic to deceive Ps. 78, 36. ְתיִתְפַה Prov
1, 20; in the Tare. often with all the
24, 28 is said to stand for DEM,
various senses of "23, so too the Syr.
meaning and thou makest broad, 6
4s. As to the derivation, ns is= thou betrayest (a secret).

np Sanskrit prati = gos (Doric ‘noti),

Puh. inp (fut. 1723) to be persuaded,

.old Persian pati, modern Persian pei, misled, to "let oneself be 00000000 Jur. 20,
 ישand 53 gam means going, Sanskrit 10; Ex. 14,9.

gama;

consequently together pat(i)

gama, what comes to one, or is issued
to him, i.e. a thing sent, a message,
command, account;

neun

patkam,

Persian paigham = pratigam (Gilde-

Bir. ( הַפְתָהfut. apoc. mp») to make
wide or roomy , with > of the person
Gen. 9, 27, like
a7 (Gan. 26, 22).
See Pihel.
,

from

As to the stem, the meaning of it is

parison of it with the Greek gdeyna
Michaelis, Eichhorn) is untenable.
Dane (def. (אָמָּגְתַּפ Aram. m. a rescript, message Ezr. 4, 17; 5, 7; 6, 11;
a command, decree Dan. 4, 14; מ Sing
Ezr. 5,11 to give an answer =the Hebr.

The organic root is "—np, which also
exists in תפ (see map); eal eo (in

meister).

A

Semitic

derivation

ane to utter, to decide, =Aram. pnp, clear from the Aramaean Nnp, Tnp to
pop (Coreordance s. v.), or from Lis to
t make broad, wide, open, Syr. ie; and
answer (Schulthess, Simonis), or a com- from its being compared with »n®, rınB.
a good sense) to be free-minded,
suspicious, youthful, noble.

un-

The root is

also connected with zercéo, patere.
mn (from mp; only pl. nin’) fem.

"37 Son, like ‘2 mw Ezr. 4, 17= the hole, in which de hinge of a door

 ִּבָרִיםrow (Prov. 26, 6). See the He- moves
brew ‘Dans.
/( פּתָהpart. "nb, fut. MIND), 6

npr).tr. 1, to part asunder, to open, to

1 Kines 7, 50, for which the
Chronist has ADB; in ‘the Mishna mine
is the same.

HIND (only pl. constr. "np, from mine)

expand, dine Prov. 20, 19, i. e. to m. a wide district Num. 24, 17, where
prattle, for which pw stands in 13, 3; the cod. Sam. reads "pe for “DNB; so
too Symm.
but also without pine Jos 5, 2; (not

used) to extend widely, to sprecd Bilt, a
district, opposite to narrow or toconfine

(see np’). —

2. Figurat. to make wide,

( הָחּפnot used) Aram. tr. prop. to

tear asunder, hence to decide, to judge;

identical in its organic root 7-„DB with
that in the Hebrew טפט Arab --
without an ל and in an intransitive the same. Deriv. "MDR.
sense, to be open, susceptible, accessible
DRAM (El is Taverns) n. p. m.
to seduction Duut. 11,16; to be befooled
Jos 31, 27; mn simple Hos. 7,11. De- Jo.1, 1, if it does not stand for .לאות
rivat. "ne, mene, the proper name np?
TAME (with suf. ADB, pl. DIMA,
and 7
also ‘byane.
constr. min», with suf. pe, out of
Nif. mp3 (fut. ‘apoc. MEN) to open the Pihel of nn) masc. engraving, in
oneself’, to shew oneself easily persuaded
stone; sculpture 2 Cur, 2, 13, in a seal
accessible, ,בל opposite to close; hence

Jer. 20, 7; with לע of the person Jo
31,9 to be enticed to one.

Ex. 39, 30, perhaps also in wood Ps, 74,
6; where we may perhaps read פיחות

פתור
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nine (with a of motion Mmying; ex-

nnD

tive of the person follows Sone or Sox.

5, 2; or the expression is abridged, as
snp IL to spread out) n. p. of a city “2 'ָפ Am. 8, 5 to open the grain, i. e.
in Mesopotamia on the Euphrates Num. the granaries, comp. Jar. 50,25. Deriv.
nn, Mop, TNs, np, and the proper
22,5; Daur. 23, 5.
names
nme, nos, לֶאדחַמָפָי
MIMD (pl. constr. “ping, from nne)
Nif. ( החnf. constr. mem; fut.
fem. same as np Ez. 13, 19, but generally pay; we should not read pinine.  יַפֶתַחin’ pause MIND?) to be opened, of
byw Ez. 1, 1, nian Gen. 7,11, Wy
nn» (part. rin, inf. nine, constr. Neu. 7, 3; Us EN Ys. 35, 5 the ear is
nhe, with suff. ns; fut. nae) trans. made to kaum next, to be made accessible
prop. same as mn, one, also identical Nau. 2,7; to unfold, to begin Jur. 1,14,
with Mpe (comp. הָמּט and mpw) to where ‘the LXX read mpm (shall Boil,
open, תל 2 Kınas 9,3, figurat. ּרַתְל spout, fume); to open up, of “pia ZEOH.
oy Ps. 78, 23, רעש Ex. 46,12, yon 13,1; to be set free, Is. 51, 14 the op2 Kınas 13, 17, pay (franary, store- pressed one will hasten to be set free,
chamber) ₪ 50, 26, רצוא 50, 25 comp. Jos 12, 14; ner Nb 1 32, 19

tension, ‘enlargement, stretching out,from

(figur.), ap, Ez. 37,13; tothrow open,

the wine is not ne,

i. 6 1 is shut

up in the bag. Deriv. the proper name
ma Is. 14, 17, i. e. to let go, from
mmp2, but not the name Th).
captivity, opposite to nd; of the master
'Pih. nae (part. mon, inf constr. nmB,
of a house, hence 22, "99 he opens and
fut.
MAD), in pause m) 1. to open, to
shuts not, i. e. he walks about free;
keep
open, mw, for ingress and ee
ay ‘2 50,5 to open the ear i. e. to make
11 (the plural stands for the in60,
Is.
it capable of hearing, susceptible of

revelations; 473, Wa '» 41,18 to open

definite one or they); fig. םיִנָפ "23 JoB

a stream, a spring , i, e. to cause it to

41,6, i.e. to uncover; then to“loose, to set

21, 33; mB ’» Ps. 38, 14, Prov. 31, 26

39, 5, nn} (a rope) 30, 11, with ? for

spring forth; 1% ‘2 Ps. 105, 41 to open free, with accusat. niaxn Is. 58, 6, a
a rock, i, e. the spring there; 25% ’2 girdle 1 Kınas 20,11, oppos. to “an; to
37, 14 to draw the sword, comp. "Ez. loosen, רסרמ= רסאמTon 12,18, תורסל

the aceus. Ps. 116,16, or sach accus. of
speak, but Ez. 3, 2 to begin to eat; the person and 73 of the fetters Jur.
‘ אֶלִידְמָיֶם2 JoB 29, 19 to open to the 40, 4; transferred to captives Ps. 105,
water, ‘of woe, i. e. to make itself ac- 20, or to what is girded Gen. 24, 32;
Ps. 102, 21; to
cessible to the waters; Om) ‘p GEN. 29, generally to make free
Is."20,
_garments)
(mourningpw
off,
put
31 to open the womb, i. e. to cause to
ear
the
8
48,
Is.
ome
ik
intr.
bear; 7} ’z Ps. 104, 28 to open the hand, 2. — 2.
to
hears;
and
perceives
it
e.
i.
open,
is
i. e. to give abundantly; to open, of the
7,13.
Sor.
OF
Sona
1799
of
itself,
open
Is.
earth, i. e. to cause to spring forth
45, 8; םֶיָביֶע  'ִּפ1Kınas 8, 29, for which — 3. to engrave, with aceus. of he obstone Ex. 28, 9 36;
also RB; to open up or lead off, i. e. to ject and »y of the
3, 7; to plough, to
Cur.
2
by
without
begin Ps. 49, 5; to open, of 72, + 6
Is 28,24, proground
the
through,
dig
11;
20,
Devt.
the gates; to תוקפני
"significafundamental
the
from
ceeding
2
generally ’2

to open

the’ mouth,

i. e. to begin to

2 Kinas 15, 16. Speaking
split, to divide, as in of, which
is used in the most various applications, tion to
into to open; also ‘to carve,
over
passed
like the Arab. 3.3 (to open, to free, to wood 1Kınas 7, 36; to hew, stones ZECH.

conquer a city, to begin), Aram. nn8, 3,9. Deriv. mine, jinm®.
Puh. ( פהpart. Han) to be engraved
As, But the accus. of the object is
Ex.
39, 6.
dathe
or
22,
22,
Is.
omitted
sometimes

nnD
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Hif. ( דפְתיחnot used) to open. Deriv.

np.

פתיל

Egyptians) n. p. m. Ezr. 10, 23; .אא
11, 24; 1 Cur. 24, 16.

"Hithp. nmenm to loose oneself, with

"MB (in pause "np, frequently also
without pause Prov. 9, 416; 14, 15;
MDR m. an opening, revelation Ps. 119, pl. pnp 22,3, Dan» 1, 22 32, usually

aceus. of fetters Is. 52, 2.

130, from nm meaning to illuminate, to

DONDB, like פיאט  םיִאָבְצfrom ho,

give insight, to explain; Syr. and Ar. " צְבִיfrom  פָּחָהm. prop. openness, of
hearts undisguisedness , opposite to slythe same.
ness,
cunning; hence 1. folly, a) abstract
MDB (in pause rn», with a of motion Hone, with suff. Anne; pl. one, like תּוְליִסְּכ,mM Prov. 1, 22; plur.
constr. Anne) m. 1. an opening, entrance, want ofunderstanding, like mane (9,13)
with the genitive Sak Gen. 18, 3,
nat 19,11, yawn Ex. 40, 6, רצחה
Nom. 3, 26, Saar Jupgzs 9, 52, ריעה
18 17, 10, may 19, 13, mann
Gen. 6, 16.

Bug" ” Gun. 38, 14 at

9,6; commonly b) coner. a simple onel,4,

like‘boon12,16, ליִסְּכ
23, opposite to
ny, ‘coupled with ץל 1, 22, and yet
again different from it 9, 6- 9; a fool,
to whom May is wanting 8, 5, who is

the entrance to Dy. Narr! denotes the credulous 14, 15, whose possession. is
noise 14,18, who sins from simplicity Ez.
gate by which the nnp is closed.) After 45,20, poupled with הגש an inoffensive
verbs of motion is used 'a-bg Lev. 1, 3 one Ps. 116,6.— 2.a youth (without under-

or הָחְתַּפַה Gen. 19, 6. — 2. Metaphor. standing), whosis easily alive to impresdoor, like תֶכָּד Pub. 17,19, 1 Kines sions, along with “33 Prov. 7,7; Talm.
7, 5, especially with prepositions, חַתַפּב snp a boy, Arab. ec to be young.
9 Kıras 4,15 in the gate, nine? at the

door Gun. 4, 7, mng->y the same Jos

"MB (def. sone, with suf. mane; from
NDB, nme, (יתפ Aram. m. prop. width

31, 9; or as an adverbial accusat. nos
(see Hebrew mn), hence breadth, cogGun. 18, 1; mop xx. 705 31, 34 to go
nate
in sense with Hebr. an5 Day. 3, 1;
before the Ba ora gate ="9 Is. 3,
Ezr.
6, 3; Syr. Letts the same.
26, hence

0559 rn» Ps. 24,7 9 of the

outer gates of the temple. nop is to be
taken in a non-figurative sense Hos.

MD see ליִגיִתַּפ

und (ened from גיִתָּפ with the

2, 17, as the valley of Achor is said termination ,-לי 6 b> from 643
to be ‘changed into a gate of hope (into with 5°; the stem is ane which see
a pleasant district). Figur. of the lips m. @ covering, a mantle, a festive garment
Mic. 7, 5; so too 5, 5 in its gates (the
land’s), i.i e. in its approaches, 275 is Is. 3, 24 (Saadia, Ibn Gandch, Kimchi),
opposite to קט mam; Aram. an,
only apparently parallel, and Aquila,
Lets 8 mantle, a variegated garment.
Ibn Ezra, Kimchi
have allowed themMIND (formed from ns) f. simpliselves to be misled in explaining it by
city, folly, Prov. 9, 13 as a predicate
a drawn sword,
An» Aram. tr. same as Hebr. nnp, foolish.

hence part. pass. Pe. MN» opened Dan.
6,11; 7,10.
Vinh (constr, inne) m. the opening,
of the mouth Ez. 16,63; 29, 21.
at (Jah is mine i. e. causing to
bear, Producer, like nes, Synapı, El

( הָחיִתָּפpl. nin) fa sword Ps. 55,
22 1bnSardk), perhaps not so much from

rn» meaning to draw, as from its funda-

mental signification to cut into. Old in-
terpreters have also incorrectly referred
to this head ann» Ps. ,37 ,14  הָחּותַּפEz.

,21 33 and יִתְתַּפ Is. 13,2 (Ibn Sarük

or Jah conceived of as the creative and Ibn Ganäch), myn
world -power; comp. Phtah among the

Mic. 5, 5.

( ליִתַּפconstr. DnB, ‘ph pene, from,

bmp

פתר
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dp) m. 1. prop. what is twisted, wound;

(2, 158) and by Steph. Byz. after him

hence a thread, cord, by which a signet-

IIatovuos Aoaßias (later 0090, see

ring (enin) hangs "Gen. 38,18 25; 'ּפ Itin. Ant. p. 163 ed, Wessel.), and said to
Dina
2. 40, 3 a line of iiss, to mea- be on the way to Heröopolis, 24 miles
sure ‘large distances, as the rod was for from it. The Coptic translator at Gen. 46
smaller ones; M22 'ַפ a purple blue puts neewa for Heroopolis (7%5), from
thread Ex. 28,37; na ’» Jupass 16, 9 the vicinity of the two. — 2. another
a thread of tow, which iis easily broken; city of this name in upper Egypt, disgold threads, which were artificially tant three days’ journey from Kahira,

wrought into blue purple Exop. 39, 3. called at a later period Fayydm (er.
Arab. Juss, Aram. ann, jure the Saadia whose birth-place it was, ה who
was called in Hebrew ימלתיּפה , thinks

same; Talm. mans a wick. — 2. same
as bane bound to Num. 19, 15.

(at Gen. 46) that such was the place.

As to the derivation, 0 with the arbmp (in Kal only in part. pass. ticle ms signifies a narrow mountain-pass,
which suits Pithom in upper Egypt (Chambone =Yan) trans. to knot, to twist, to pollion 1, 179; II, 58 seq.). The Egyptwine, to spin, a rope or Ihren: hence tian name of the city is said by Brugsch

to bind to Num. 19, 15, where Sp is (Geogr. Aegypt. I, 260) to be Prehtmu.
= dane. Metaphor. to ‘struggle, wrestle
179 (not used) intr. to wind, to twist,
with one, prop. to fold about, to intertwine (comp. pax II. = pan). Fig. to to bend, of the serpent, conseq. ="nB;
be discreet, prudent

crooked, cunning,

better = jnn to stretch, to extend; to be

comp. >p¥. Deriv. the noun "np.
stretched, ‘extended, connected with jn,
Nif. bmp) (part. m. 5#) prop. “to be 7m) in the organic root; metaphor. to be
knotted ortwisted together, hence to be strong , firm, like the organic root in
perverse, crooked, i.e. cunning; part. with Is (to 19; Aram. jnB, Ns, Arab.

wp» (contortus, perversus) Prov. 8, 8,
a Jos 5,13; comp. >py, Arab. die
torsit, and
versutia; metaphor. to

 =שupto the same. Deriv. jn272 and
{OH (pl. OM) m. an adder Is. 11,

wrestle, to struggle (see Kal) Gen. 30, 8, 8, prop. what stretches or extends itself.
Ar. JA> to twist together and wrestle. It has poison (91572 or UNI) Jos 20,

Deriv. Simp2, and the proper name "2m»). 14 16, cannot be tamed (by charm),

and stands with bmw as a figure of
Pih. (redupl.) Inne see yrbne.
‘dangers arising from cunning Ps. 91,
Hithp. ( הספסלfut. bmn) toshew one13; Aram. jn», NIB, Lins, Ar. urs

self crooked or cunning Ps.‘18, 27, which
some mss. have also in 2 Sam. 22, 27.

the same.

( עחֶּפnot used) tr. same as MMB to
denn 2 Sam. 1. c. the usual reading, is
said by Kimchi to stand for "men burst open, to open, of the eyes; Samar.
(->penn), to have an assonance with yng. Deriv. ohne and
ann; ‘but it may be referred to ben
vB m. the opening of the eyes; as a
(which see).
designation of time: ₪ moment, only adbindinp (after the form “nnd, from verbiallyin a moment, suddenly Prov. 6,
bne Pih.) adj. m. twisted, crafty , per- 15; 29,1; Has. 2, 7; ‘pa unexpectedly,
ran

verse DEUT. 32, 5, with wp.

Now. 35, 29; strengthened by

ohne (= bye) 6, 9; ¥np> the same,
one (also
in mss. bint», DNB, JIN; where bine sometimes precedes Is. 30,
Egyptian) n.p. 1. of a city fortified 13, sometimes follows 29,5. See ttn.
by the Israelites (by Pharaoh’s orders)
in lower Egypt

or Goshen,

east of

the Nile Ex. 1,11, called by Herodotus

AB I. (inf. constr. “ine, fut. AmB°,

ap. ~4ep%) tr. to break through, to open,

פחר
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Y

raim Is. 11,11; as in classical writers
Thebais is-mentioned along with Aegyp-

ident. with SW», "He (which see); metaphor. to interpret, explain, declare GEN.
40,16 22; 41, 8 12 13; comp. "na.

tus (Plin. H. N.18,47). As to the derivation and meaning, the orthography
of the LXX and Vulg. Hasovens, Da-

Deriv. 71978.
“AB I. (not used) tr. to spread out,

תס, Phethures, Phatures leads to Thebais or upper Egypt, which natovpre
is termed; hence a nome in Thebais was

same as Aram. "m2; hence xing = the
Hebr. ey from .חלש The same fun-

dament. signification appears to lie in also called nomos Phaturites (Plin.
the Hebrew 473. Derivat. the proper H.N. 5,9, 47); comp. IIedvgizns in the
Greek-Egyptian papyrus. The word dename ‘ing.
notes the southern, from m-et-pxc that
which is southern, like the Ar. m

ine (from "ne with the termination 73”) mase. interpretation, explanation

Gen. 40,5 12 18;

i. e. upper Egypt and Nubia, from
Ma-pHc locus meridiei. Hence Saadia

1

DNB (Egyptian) n. p. of the fifth translates one of Yemen, i. e. one dwellson of Mizraim, i. 6. of an Egyptian ing in the south, the Jer. Targ. "903,

race and land, viz. upper Egypt; de- i. e. na-siout, those of Siout or Lycopolis,
signated as the land of the origin of which belonged to Thebais.

the Egyptians Ez.29,14, as Thebais was
reckoned the oldest district of Egypt,
by the ancients (Herod. 2, 2 and 15;
Diod. Sic. 1,10 22 50; 3, 3). The Gent.
pl. םיִסְרְתַּפ only occurs Gen. 10, 14, 6.
Egyptians of upper Egypt in Thebais.
Pathros is adduced along with lower
and central Egypt Jur. 44, 1 15, Ez.
30, 14, and also separately with Miz-

{MOND only in Esru. 3,14 and 4,8
for 198. See jguiye and pane.
ANB (inf. abs. ning) tr. to break in
pieces, to break, Luy. 2, 6, Ar. was the

same, whence wld frustulum; the organic root is also in דב L, דבַא ,1-2

&e. Deriv. mp, nine.

y
¥, called IE (LXX: toadi), Tzade,

as a letter of the alphabet denotes

reaping hook, fishing-hook (from NIE =
12 to lay hold of, to seize), if the origin
of writing be found in pictures, so
that the names of the letters resemble outward things. Accordingly
it is believed by some that the figure

of a hook is perceptible in the Phenician (u, , ©), Etruscan and Umbrian
)+(, old Hebrew (X, +1) &c. But we
should follow the analogy of the other

of a word the right stroke which is
bent below is straightened, viz. 7, as
in 5, 3, D.

As to the phonetic character of Tzade,
it is primarily the strongest sibilant,
which may gradually change into the
softer 1,8, 0, .שט But it has also a connection with the flat and firm linguals
 ות וד,0 dna si semitemos detrevnoc etni

them, partly in Hebrew itself, partly in
the Semitic dialects compared with Hebrew. The double pronunciation of

names of letters in assuming that the

Teade, i. e. sometimes a mere sibilant
sound, sometimes a flattened one mixed

count of the initial sound; and as the

with a ¢-sound, was fully recognised

may stand for “1 (fem. ry). Asa
numeral צ denotes 90, being the ninth

since certain verb-stems have separated
their meanings by this expedient only,

present name was chosen solely on ac-

letter was pronounced 726, 17% or X

letter in the series of tens. At the end

while the language was a living one;

as ınay be seen from SbX I. and IL. &e.

3
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The Arabs have set apart jo Sad for

In addition to these characteristics
of Tzade, which are clear and obvious, a
6; so too in Ethiopic the one letter is deeper insight into it shews 1. a condivided into & Zadai and Q Tzappa.
|;nexion with the k-sounds, as the Sanskrit
The LXX abided by the pronunciation 3 is intimately allied to such sounds,

the former, for the latter \ 8 often =

of their time, rendering Tzade merely
by 6, as FEN Aogar, TET Dadaocove, mm רצח (Gen. 10, 26) קל

צִלְפְחָד

 ילeem ,0000052 -les

dom by 6, as ץוע (Gen. 10, 23) Ovg,
perhaps because the Greeks could not
at all apply the letter in their alphabet

being found to represent the Greek x
and Latin 6.

Thus צ is interchanged

a) with ,ק as IX, on; ,צב ב
mar, man; Wx, ae =2p; לצו

 לm8, Am; comp. poy, Aram.

' ארקאb) with ,כ as 32%, 939; mE,
"22 (Arab.
/
ו Hay, n b>;
which they adopted from the Pheni- 9 ‘with 4, nen and 553; pny, Aram.
cians. In consequence of this double 773; comp. the Zend. z, which occupies
character of Tsade it is converted I. into the place of the Banskritggs d) with »(as
softer sibilants, viz. a) into the mild a k-sound), as ,קצ py; ME, MY; DE,
liquid 1, as ,קעצ PRI; WY, WT; WP,  עול,oY .marA ) לעa .marA“ 3321"
a; PR» :דג NI, 295 “sg, Sm 6 Dy,  ועטINS, Aram. IND; 2, Ayam.
which holds good of the Semitic dia-  ערעin any; 749535 Spy, Spy; ny,
lects also with relation to one another,

as 17% Syr. 1961, pre 21, Moy Aram.

nat, Ar. 6 pry Ar. (55) &c.; b) into

 רגcommon in ss:
e) with n,
as ,קנצ pam. — As an s-sound צ is
also interchanged with initial gutturals, as is frequently found in the

the dull, simple sibilant ,ס als yni,
case of 0 (which see), and as appears
ON2; IPE, 129; VE2, 002; Wwe, דַעָס‘(to also in extra-Semitic tongues. ‘Thus
yon); Yad, Daw; 9 into ,'ש as PIE, e. g. Aram. ,אָבְצ Hebrew mas, yee

pro; mx, רש ay, na; 9 into W, and YDN.
as Pu, "org; Dr, 2B; pix Aram. pay;
aay, 38 be, —

II. into harder and

flatter ones, a) into the guttural and
aspirated t- sound » which the Greeks
represent by #, as ,בצח Au; 2,

"oI; רהצ “mo; חפצו rau; “By,
na. In Arabic it coincides sometimes

 אצto NERY see NW and NY).
NS see NEN.
NE Junges 9, 29 see NE.
a (from ANE, 6. NE, with suf.
‘ וצצfrom  (יצאa of- going, of-seraping, hence excrement, Devt. 23, 14, used
also for fuel, in heaps Ez. 4, 12; comp.

with b, as 123, ei buy, dbs; py,
lb; dx tinnivit, 1 by, - some- Pliny H. N. 36, 59.

nex (also MRIS; 6. MNS, with suf.
times with b, as nz,
; לצ obBn; from Nx?) f. ordure, same
toy,
umbrare, db; bar, „ib. With regaril
as HRS, "Ts, 4, 4, supplementing NR,
to Aramaean compare Hebr. 829, Aram.

filth 38, 8; 36, 12 K’ri; also fig. Prov.
 וצנָאNE, סף, add S4; עלצ  עמ30, 12.
b)into 7, as ay, =; Ww, Tas; SE,
TINS see Wx.
Aramaean,

33, especially iin Arabic and

as "er, טו

ype, =

ne,

ea

nie, -

vay, Aram. 9a.

c) into

( יאצfrom x), only in pl.(צאים 

adj. m. dirty, filthy , soiled, of 33
.203 3,3 ,4 a figure of sin.

n, as 2%, nan; ba, una EB); m
INS Sone or Sor. 3, 11, on acnn; צו “ann; "bon,pees ben; ,חל count of הָניִאְר,see NE).
Alam nbn. "But the interchange of b,
and c. is rare.

ONY (not used) tr. to pierce, to cut
74
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in, of thorns; ident. in its organic root

SS

along with 52 (a herd of cows, large

with do IIL. (to io, ,(ןיִלְס 7,59 IL cattle) 12, 16;"20, 14; 21, 27. Belong:

)= (ץֶעָב,Aram. "pp, xpd, Ha (to 8790 ing to the jr were Dr Gen. 38, 17

and pya2 Lev. 1, 10; 22, 21 (comp.
a thorn, [2-3 point), Aram. 59 (whenee verse 19); as it is sometimes described
bid a goad of wood), Ar.dls (whence more exactly by nyy "239 0%W32 20%.
 לmimosa nilotica),
(to tear, to 35,7, oy being separately ‘mentioned
split); but especially לצ (to »X3%2 Jos but seldom 1 Sam. 25,2; like the Arab.
„le, while wid is employed in the
40, 31) is identical with it. Deriv.
( לאonly pl. םיקאצ for DIARY; from usual sense. Being a collective noun
it is never applied to one animal, for
EN) m. the prickly, "wild lotus, lotus which my stands Ex. 21, 37, but ‘only

silvestris, Jos 40, 21 he lies under the
lotus trees, of the Nile-horse; soמל 
Gandéch, Saadia, who compare the Ar.
Jle (lotus silvestris). ‘This lotus is a
kind of prickly, wild tree, which grows

in the neighbourhood of the Nile (Herod.
2, 92) and serves

as a lair for wild

to two Is. 7, 21, and also to לבר8, Ban,

mn Ez. 45, 15; 1 Sam. 25, 18; "1 Kines
5,Bs Jos 1,3.

Sometimes 'צ ו

in

the genitive to 279 Gen. 29, 2, mann
96, 14; or לכַאמ Ps. 44,12, er jae
23,1 follow to mark the genitive more

closely. See הנצ and nox.
animals; parallel dm 3%.
INS (from wx; the rich in people or
( ןֶאְצnot used) tr. to bring together, flocks) n. p. of a city in Judah Mic. 1,
to heap, to collect, to crowd together, to 11, in the neighbourhood of the Ephraimjoin, or intr. to be crowded or heaped to- border, like ,השדה which
gether,

to be collected,

to be numerous,

many, to be in a heap, spoken of sheep,
herds of goats, of masses, troops &c.;

des to be|

to be bound, to be

collected; Us,
4 to be numerous,
to be or have many in number. The
organic

root

82

nected

with that in BON,

won, om
₪

PN

appears to be con-

Aram.

=-(ש 86

Arabic

ee,

ST;

Derivat. ,ןאצ mık,

np, the proper names PRE, Pe

INT (from ןאְצ,once ךלאצ

follows in

Josu. 15, 37 (Reland, Pal. p. 701). For
' צJosu. ‘Le. has 7%, which bears the
same relation to ןנאצ as NY to .הנצ
RENE (only pl. DIR”, c. 87, with
suff. ריאד> PS from אצי or NY) m.
pl. issues, of ban Is. 34, 1 i..e. theinhabitants (IX, Targ.) or plants; produce, of ץֶרֶא 42, 5; children, fully 'צ
nw 48, 19, ו
 'צalone 22, 24,

61, 9.
ax (after the form by, pl. (םיבצ ₪
1. prop. a tent for shelter, a roof (from

39 23% I. to cover, to roof); hence a covered

 ;דwith suff. “ANY, WINE, MINE &e.,

from (ואצ f. (mase. if rams he referred
to Grn. 30, 39, but usually of female
sheep 30, 38 41; 33, 13) coll. prop. a
heap, a herd, a mass; hence 1. a troop,
of men, fully םֶדָא  ןאצa flock of men

or roofed litter, a sedan, a palanquin
with a cover (a covered conveyance),
lectica, for persons of distinction,

plaustra tecta (Vulg.) Is. 66, 20; fully
ax n239 Nom. 7, 3 (Vulg., LXX, Aq.;
Targ. ‘has אָביִצ=Nae Is. 49, 22 for
Ez.36,37 38; ; comp. Mic. 2,12; Ps.119,  הצןand Ned"Nan. 2,8 for 287, read176; of Israel Mic. 7,14, interchanged ing 2x7). — 2. (only sing.) the name
with bY Ps.
7 compared with 79,13, of a species of lizard, prob. the Libyan
in which sense the Proper name ןנאצ Ley. 11,29, Ar. Ss, Sd, from 12% I:
is to be taken; but commonly 2. small to wind together, to bend. The Arabs
cattle, sheep and goats (in Homer puja) speak in their proverbs of the long life

Gun. 4, 2; 30, 36, without a pl. and
/

and cunning of this lizard.

Comp. the

צבא

11

Aram.  חֶרָיאa serpent, from =אוח Hebr.
 חנהILL. to twist.

צבא

i. e. to march forth to war;

'צ ליח

strength of an army 2 Cur. 26, 13, i. e. a

corps (‘X having its meaning increased

Noy L (3 pl. ax, part. Rak, pl. by Sm). — 2. Figuratively and fully
DRI, /- MIND; inf. 6 NIN, fut. NB?) DUI NIX the host of heaven, i.e. a) the
intr. prop. same as NDD, Max L, to join angels standing round the throne of God
together, to be assembled, to flock together, 1 Kines 22,19, Ps. 103,21, for which
to be united, into a crowd, for the pur- a8 is in JosH. 5,14, the angels conpose of service Ex. 38, 8, with accus. of ceived of as God’s army, comp. Luxe
the place 1 Sam. 2, 22, and therefore 2, 13; b) the host of stars, which was
ident. with many, say Nom. 4, 23, as if thought of as fastened to the tent of
a militia sacra; with לע to collect about heaven, and which the Israelites somea person or thing with hostile intent, to times worshipped Is. 34,4; 40,26 (where
besiege or attack Num. 31,7; Is. 29,7 8. D- refers to, DaB); 45,12; 2 Kınas 17,
Metaphor. to fight (in troops) Is. 31, 4; 16; 21, 3; if mo, שמש Deur. 17,3 or
nay Sto do military service Num. 4, 23.— .| orazia 4,19 be mentioned particularly,
In its organic root N-A¥, it is connected  םימשהNaxx is to be understood gener-
with that in FO-N, O°}, and also with ally of all the inhabitants of heaven
222 I, 2. Deriv. ,אָבְצ 783% 1 and 2, together, like na ליה Dan. 4, 32,
)= T אבצמ
the stars and angels, conceived of as
proper name היבצמ
the see).
and
ב
וד
wees
(which
heavenly beings. pian’ Is. 24, 21
Hif. ( הַצבָּאpart. Natta) to muster, are the guardian deities of ‘single lands
to levy for military service 2Kınas 25,19. and kingdoms, which were sometimes
represented as &yyeloı, sometimes as
Nay II. (not used) intr. same as Sayortor, and were thought to form

maxx 11. (which see); Ar. Lo to flash God’s host. — 3. military service, war-

up, of the sun.

Deriv. 3%

3.

NDS ( Nay, with suff. “NF AN

fare, metaphor. hard service, calamity
Jos 7,1; a campaign, a service, war
Dan. 8, 12; the temple-service, worship

ig, SINT, ONT, on the contrary ריִאָבצ 8, 31.
with suff. of the pl. ,ְםיִאָבְצ but usually
NIS (1 perf. may, part. Na%, inf.
pl. nixax from MND) m. (fem. Is. 40,
as, fut.
2; Dan. 8, 12) assembly, multitude, as Nair, but only with suf.
 צִבָא הב.sP 21,86 a taerg ,edutitlum fo Naw?) Aram. intr. prop. to lean to, to
to
 ג מְבַשָרְוּתeht ,ssenluf eht ,ssam ecneh bend to, to turn to; hence to wish,
21;
5,19
32;
4,14
Dan.
will
to
to
desire,
belongs
what
the appurtenance of,
ax),
(heaven), same as Nb?) Gen. 2,1; Nex. 7,19; also in the Targ. "a2, fut.
nay.
Deriv.
.
meaning
same
the
with
9,6; a host, hostile, hence nay} npn
As to the development of the signiJos 10,17 changes and host, i.e. changusually
the Hebrew 2x (which see)
but
fication,
ngs;
sufferi
of
hosts,
ing
8;
19,
Cur.
1
to bend oneself, to incline, to lean to,
1. an army 2 Sam. 10, 7;
19,
8;
2,
Sam.
2
host
a
to desire, to wish, 718 I. (which see)
of
captain
4 “ip
14; 1 Kıas 16, 16; “x "BR men of the to lean to, an object, = ‚53! (to bend, to
host, i. e. warriors 1 Cur. 12, 8; Nom. incline), ya (which see) to lean to, to
31,21 58; ‘xm DP the same 31,32. Ac- bend or incline to, to desire, to will,
ions:

cordingly we meet with the express
' צyıbrı one equipped for the army Num.

31,5 and 32, 27, i. e. armed, ident. with

yon Is. 15, 4 or mag) yıcm Num.

Ar. yaas, and the circumstance that

nay and 2% stand in the Targ. for הבא
shew that to will, to wish
‚and yen
Pr?

NX? Nom. 1, 3, gan! 31, have proceeded here from to lean, and
32, 29;
to swell high (TAX).
36, yo NE? 31, 27 to go into the army, not from to overtop,
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צבאת

In form too it seems to be connected
with the Hebrew max, MS, since stems
commencing

with’ "א are often

inter-

changed with the sibilant- (or ¢-) initial

ei

צבת
have =

it as = 227, Arab.

Ss to flow, Ss to pour out, and referred to it Hof. בצה Nau. 2, 8 = 3473

sounds (comp. הָנָא II. and mn, JIN (there); but see aun as a noun. This
and jan, TOs and ma, non ad TAN meaning does not suit בצ 1 and 2.
&e.), as בט and’ of, ne and 2, see
223 II. (unused) intr. to be affable,
page 962.
a collateral form ‘of 223 (which see).
NIS (only pl. nigay, 6. nina, Derivative

with suf. “pax, wD", D2"N-, (םתד f.

( הָבָבִצappellative, and therefore
1. same as ‘Nae an army Dar. 20, 9; with the article, the affable one) n. p. f.

of all Israel asGod’s host Ex. 7,4; 12, 1 Car. 4, 8.
41; ’ nine Nx? to go out wtih the

nay I. (part. (הבצ intr. 1. same as
hosts of one, i. e. to help Ps. 44, 10;
אָבְצ
I. to flock together, to draw together
60,12; niga 7a" 68,13 king of armies,
1 6 their leader. — 2. Fig. heavenly in troops, in order to war, with accus.
host, i. 0. host of angels or stars, like of the person Is. 29, 7, like om) and
NaX; hence God (especially in 1 and
2 Sam., 1 and 2 Kines, Cur., Ps., Is.,
JEREM., Zecu., Hos., Mat., Am., Mic.,
Nau., Has., Zero., Haa.) is called “4

( בירon the contrary אבצ is construed

with 2). Derivat. mat 6 noun). —
.2 Metaphor. to heap up, to grow, of a
mass;

hence

to swell,

intumescere,

of

nino 1 Sam. 1,3 11; 4,4, 'צ pel ₪  ןָמָּבNum. 5, 27, like pea of . םילְגרThe

Ps. 80, 5; 84,9, 'צ abe 4 89, 9, > א idea of self-"extension has arisen from

 תואָבְצַהAn. ,31,3 ‘to “flescribe: iin as signif. 1; as np 11. (= px IL.) isi con-
ruling over angels aud the hosts of stars; nected with the organic "root in Do”,
LXX 000
5  'צ סעis literally .7-20 Deriv. max (may).
translated övvanıs,ל 
though o«-
"Hf. mays (inf.constr. with iis nia
Baus, cußßane, 2012, is also retained'צהל( =  |to cause to swell Num. 5, 22.

as a proper name. — 3. (from Nay II.)

nay II. (not used) intr. 1. same as
mirwT (= 11); hence to shine, to glitter,
Jer. 3, 19, ="38 1. — 4. same as may
Ar.
(pers and Lud, Syr. Ley, and to be
(from max TIL) and only pl. nina,
only 6. pl. nina ezcelleney, splendour

but seeבר 
mings see RAY and "3x.

splendid, excellent, shining. Deriv. 3% 1,
NIE 3. — 2. to celebrate, to praise,

comp. 5371. Deriv. 3% 2.
O"NIS see אָבַצ (a noun) and Er
may II. (not used) intr. to hasten,
 םיִאבְצCine as DAN, which oc-
to
go" quickly , to run, proceeding procurs as the name of a pla probably
bably
from the idea of shining, glitterderived from 'צ na, a wild place; see
ing; the same transition being found
 עבצIL) n. p. of one of the five cities
in Yi, 8X2, Y2, 02. Derivat. "3% 3,
in the valley D°7iD, mentioned elsewhere
may 4, may, and the proper names

with mas, Dip, הרמע ,#22 Hos. 11,
,8 for which pide or pay is
| also put
Gen. 10, 19; 14, 2; Deur. 29, 22,

23 I. (not used) 1. tr. to join, to

Nay, ra.

Max (from mar I) m. = Nay army,
march, of enemies, hence mane e '277)

Zecu. 9,8 against the march of themy
 אtogether, to bend together, to close; or against hostile troops (Ibn Esra,
hence to arch, a litter, a sedan. Deriv. Kimchi). ‘a is to be taken as meaning
.2.1 — .2 intr. to wind or bend to-
against. The acceptation as if it were=
gether. Deriv. 2% 2. The old inter- ( מצָבהLXX) a protecting post, a mili-

may
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tary guard, or the reading 7372=a,
=
is unsuitable.

צבע

was called PWS יבצ Hz. 25,9

='צ

:א

so also Tyre ()רצ in the difficult pasmax (from sax I, 2) adj. m, max sage Ez. 26, 20 mn ץֶרָאְב ar יִתְמְני
fem. ‘swelling Nom. 5, 21.
and I will make splendour 6 6 Tyre)
39% (from the Aram. אָבְצ= max, dwell in the land of terror (mnm should
2% to be inclined, willing) “Aram. fem. be read for on). By wip יבצ  רהDan.
prop. inclination, willingness , hence =
Hebrew yer matter, thing, medypo, Dan.
6, 18 that there might not be any thing
else with Daniel, i. e. that there might
be no alteration with respect to him;

Syr. ad, the same; Arab. Luo= >,
( ָעּובצfrom ¥ax I. prop. part. pass.)
m. party-coloured, variegated , speckled,
of wy, Jur. 12, 9 is my possession a
spechisd bird? J erome, Syr.,Targ., Rashi,

Kimchi), i. e. is Israel a speckled bird,
that is commonly attacked by all others?
(see Pliny H. N. 10, 19; Tacit. annal.
6, 28). An explanation derived from

yax 11. (LXX) is unsuitable.
vias see Pax.

DIN (fut. weer, ~waxr) tr. to bind,

11,45 is usually מ

the temple-

mountain (at Jerusalem), so that WR ’x is
the holy land. But as the passage speaks

of an expedition רחל D%22 Ja, it should
be understood of the mount of the temple
of Nanea, between the Caspian sea and
the Persian gulf, where Antiochus
waged war last. "9. "ax Ez. 7, 20
splendour of ornament, ie. splendid ornament. Comp. 183%3, Aram. 102%,
ANI. — 2. glorification, glory, praise
Is. 24, 16, from max II. to praise, to
celebrate. — 3. (pl.a
1 Cur. 12, 8,
and also םֶיְבַצ 2 Sam. 0 18, םייבצ .אמא
7,59, from ‘Tay TIL) a gazelle, an antilope, hart, and generally all that belongs
to the hart-family , so called from its
swiftness 2Sam. 2, 18; 1 Cur. 12, 8;
Prov. 6,5; comp. Ben 818 27, 22;
Sone or Sor. 2, 9; 4, 5; 7, 4; a figure
of loveliness and pleasure on account
of its swift-footedness, Sone oF Sot. 2,
7; 3,5. The gazelle 18 described as

to bind are, to fasten together, "on
(for "pp “2aU) parched corn, Rut ₪0
14 and they bound together for her
parched ears of corn (in bundles), LXX
&Bovvıcer, without reading 2271; Ar. shy Is. 13, 14; its flesh is eaten as a
2
=
fox to put together, das to bind, dainty Deur. 12, 15; 14, 5; 15, 22;
Hebrew nax the same. The meaning 1 Kines 4, 28. In the same manner we
should understand nixax Sone or Sox.
to reach out ‘to, after the Targ. "Win,
2,7; 3,5, which is either to be derived
is merely conjectural.
from "ax or from RX = ‘ay. Aram.
"ax (in pause once "3% Dam. 8, 9,

elsewhere always (יבצ mase.

1. (from

 איב יבמKal, Ar.

 כthe same.

N23 (hart) n. p. m. 1 Car. 8, 9.

max II.) splendour, ornament, glory, of
a "state Is. 4, 2, together with 123;
( היבצgazelle) n. p. f. 2 Kinas 12, 2,
a surname of ‘lis temple of Hercules
23> (fem. of) יִבצ 3 fem. a female
in new Tyre 23, 9; beauty, of flowers,
gazelle
Sone or Sot. 4, 5.
figur. of the people, i. e. the nobles 28,
DIE see םיאבצ from = אָבְצ yay 1.
1 4; heroes 2 Sam. 1, 19; as a genitive
to nny, full of ornament Is. 28,5. The
owas see "ax 3.

city of Babylon was called miss 'צ
18. 18, 19, because the Chaldean empire

212% sec "3% 3.

consisted of many subjected kingdoms;
DIE seeצְבאִים .
Palestine was termed "3% תלחנ Jur.
yoy I. (part. pass. m. Ya%) trans.
3,19, nie "3% Ez. 20,6, יבצה ץֶרא
Dan. 11, 16 41, like man VIR ZECH. commonly same as 930 I. to dip in, to
7,14, once יבשה alone Dan. 8, 9; Moab immerse (Amharic the ‘same); hence to

צבע

צר
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dip in colour, to dye; yaa Jer. 12, 9 wild animal, wild lair) n. p. of a Bencoloured, of Diy, ie. variegated, speckled, jamite city New. 11, 34, near which a
bright- coloured; Jerome discolor, Targ. valley called םיעבצה  יגlay, in a south-

“Jan 1. 6. coloratus. But the explana- eastern direction towards the wilderness
tion is not given correctly at yan 1; of Judah 1 Sam. 19, 18, and where was
for the organic root בצ-ע may be 'con- also a place םיעבצ ( רהChalla 2, 10).
nected with that in a34 (Aram. 25, Aquila and the Targ. have already
-5(, בז, ףז,1 , ףצne, nes, nD (to understood the appellative signification
nD), Or generally with ya, you, in this manner; Arab. end a hyena.
Nad; accordingly the fundamental sig- See .םיִאבְצ
nifeation would be to moisten, to wet,

yay ‘(a wild one, a robber, i. e. a

like the Aram. yay, then to colour; wild and inhospitable race; from 92% IT.)
comp. weve) what is poured out, juice, n. p. of an ancestor of die Horites Gen.
36, 2 20 24 29.
₪ to flow. Deriv. .עבצ
D"YIS see yoy.
yay II. (unused) tr. to lay hold of,
to take, seize, catch (see Yas); hence

223 (fut. (רֶבְצִר tr. to heap up, “a

to rob, rapuit; .2 attack, of a wild Gen. 41, 35 49; to collect, to bring toanimal, Arab. ou to lay hold of, to gether, 02 Zeon. 9, 3; Jos 27, 16;
to accumulate, "BI, i. e. to make a
seize,
to seize, of a wild beast, 5
rampart of attack Han. 1, 10, an alluto seize "and prey upon; YaxN a finger,
sion to the preceding 423; Targ. רבצ
from 93% IL, like finger “from fangen,
for Hebrew up», whence may an asto take hold en Derivat. yaxs, VAX,

5 to
the proper sembly, a congregation; Arab.
eollect,
to
put
together.
The
organic
names DAY, ןיעְבצ and probably also
according to some az,

root is “a-%, which is also found in

צבאים.

92% (Peal not used) Aram. tr. same
as Hebrew

עבצ I. to moisten,

to be-

‘sprinkle, Syr. to baptize.
Pa. vax (part. pl. PPB) to water,
to moisten Dan. 4, 22; in the Targ.
to dye.

Tthpa. 93038 (fut. ('טצר to be moistened
Dan. 4, 12 20 30; 5, 21.
YIN (plur. םיעָבְצְנ from yas I) m.
prop.

colour,

but commonly’ conerete

nan, רב (Arab. =

to contract),

 אברDerivative
“2S (pl. (םיִרָּבִצ m. a heap 2 Kines
10, 8.

Day (not used) tr. to bind together,
to put together, a sheaf, to knot; Aram.
nax and nig, Arab.
ו Ao the
same; connected in its” Organe root
na”x with that in Davy, 19”2. Deriv.

max (pl. a) masc. a sheaf,a
dyed, party-coloured stuff; pl. dyed garments Jupgzs 5, 30; also without a bundle, Rurs 2,16; Talm. the same.
copula beside the synonymous 279
( דצwith a of motion 77%, with suff.
ibid., as in 5, 13 DIS and by ‘are
 הצוMM; pl. DM, constr, “at, with

put with דיִרְשָנ or the sing. עבצ is put
suff. pom, VIS, IN; from 8) m.
beside the dual pimp for ‘poetical
.1 prop. a turning , aל 
i. e. the
amplification

like oma

and

strengthening ibid.,

om ibid.

side turned away (opposite to Ta,לְכַח 

It is also pos- ecneh ,edis fo qnW2j .xE 62, 31; מני
sible that המסר (variegated, embroider םיּדצboth sides 30, 4; of main 25, 32,
ed, woven 0
is merely intended man Gen. 6, 16; 123 in the side of 2 San.
to "determine עבצ more exactly.

za

,2;16 the flank oe. 3,16; 12, 9; me-
(only pl. myax, from vax IL, be
taphor. the arm, being at a man’s "side,
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hence 72-53 upon the arm Is. 60,4; 66, 1. e. purposely Dan. 3,14= Hebr. mays
12; the side horns, of a ram Ez. 34, 21, Nom. 35, 20; comp. Ly (a looking” at,

like nnd. — 2. an adversary, an enemy, a sharp look after a person
or thing),
p> Jupaes 2, 3 to enemies, LXX The versions and old translators have
 ?לVulg. hostes, Targ. jp’yn, rendered it truth, certainty.
conseq. also from the fundamental sig-

THY (not used) intr. to turn from or
nification to turn aside, comp. oD, הסש
and yow. According to Ibn erandch away, from a person; to be or go aside,
same as DS from 12 meaning a net, opposed to 733 (which see), of men or
a trap. Modern interpreters read bar), countries; metaphorically to turn aside
because 4% Num. 33,55 so appears; "and or remove from one; to be inimical,
in JER. 52,5 “ix is translated ovvoyn. disinclined; to be sloping, Arab. duo
But the explanation given above agrees and dé the same. Derivat. רצ (plur.
with the context.
(צָדִּים, the proper names םיִּדצ and
3X Aram. m. the same; hence דצמ

TIX (only with a of motion הָדְדְצנ
on the side, a parte Dan. 6, 5, דצל a sloping place) n. p. of a northern eity
against, prop. in latus 7, 5 ) which of Palestine near man Num. 34, 8, Hz.

in Hebrew 1332), only used euphemistically; Targ. ,דיצ Syr. *ז the same.

47, 15, perhaps the modern ddus between Hems and Palmyra now in ruins
NTS (not used) Aram. intr. prop. to (see Ibn Challikan n. 182, II. p. 85);
comp. Robinson, Palestine TI. p. 461.
look sharply or attentively, at a person ‘The Greek translators and the cod. Sam.
or thing; to direct the eyes (sharply),
have "75x from TAX.

Syr.1?,, with the collateral idea of envy,
evil-mindedness, scorn (comp. 3 X);

hence to aspire to, to look after, to look

my (part. (הדצ tr. prop. to separate,
split, divide, Aram. NIE, 133;hence 1.(not

to; to have a person or thing in view, to used) to destroy, to split or rend asunder
seek zealously, Hebr. הדצ to lie in wait, (see Nif.). — 2. intr. to look sharply at
or to intend, purpose, "Syr. for םיִלָעֶה (with an evil mind or contempt), to look
a ony 1 Sam. 12, 3 to direct the eyes after, to search for, with accusat. vs
ws (i. e. with attention) to one (from to lie in wait for the life 1 Sam. 24, 12
poy IIL), to give great attention to = Up? Una; to lie in wait abs. Ex. 21,
one; for 97) to attend to a thing Prov. 13. Dein MITTE.
9,18;

for 3 Dy

PP

23, 5 to cause,

the eyes to ‘rove upon one; or for 1X
23, 31. The fundamental signification
seems to be to split, divide, separate,
which, as in Mim, is sometimes transferred to the idea of looking sharply
(comp. cernere, iöeiv, videre and dividere), sometimes to that of determining,
deciding (see in), like other verbs
of dividing. The organic root N-7%,
Hebrew 7-72 is identical with that in
27, Aram. en, om IL Deriv.

Nif. 7323 (pl.723) to be cut to pieces,

divided, destroyed, of ny Zeru. 3, 6,

parall. pw2; comp. |mel = ye L, "0
הרס, spa; it is unnecessary to read

"Em,

MTS see .הָדיִצ

pins (just, viz. El or Jah is, comp.

mp HPT, Prem, prey, PRA,

PIEag, PIE Dba, as also in Phenician the father of the Cabiri [0432] is
called Sadux, Svdex, Svdun, Leder, i. 6.

PIE and pisy, the deity exercising right)

NTX (from (אָדְצ Aram. m. a design  מ2. of a high priest 2 8am.13,17. His
{evil-minded), intention (with respect to posterity are termed px "23 Ez. 40,
@ person or thing), with He interrogative 46. According to an old opinion one

 הצרתis it with (an evil-minded) purpose! ? PiTE is said to have been the founder of
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the sect of the 880000008, the members

accus.;  צ' סאל2,9 ot evorppa fleseno

being called םיֶקּודְצ from the sing. pTTE.
( הָיְדְצfrom the mase. "1%; from ny)
tha looking to one, purpose,‚ design Nun.
35,20 22 (see the letter x).
07% (only with the article: planks,
mountain-sides) n. p. of a city in Naph-

before God; הר apd ’2 to appear just before God Ps. 143, 2; L 2 'צ to be just

tali Jos. 19, 35.

names, and Fin (which see).

( קידצpl. op"; from Pih. of (צדק m.

with or over against one J OB 4,17 (a
like Num. 32, 22) or to be more righteous
than GEN. 38, 26; to be justified Ez. 16,

52. Deriv. pre, pT; PIE (to ERTE,
#727) and PIE (in Pen, -im)iin proper
Nif.  בצto be established, טרק the

(adj. and subst.) 1. just, righteous, of a sanctuary Dan. 8, 14, i. 6. the daily saruler 2 Sam. 23, 3, of God Jos 34, 17, 0118068, worship, and purity will be rewho rewards righteously Ps. 112, 4, and stored (LXX, Vulg., Theod.), which took
‘punishes Lament. 1, 18, who keeps his place on the 25th Kislew 164 B. C.
promise Nen. 9, 8, and as the reliable,
Pih. ( צרfut. pre, inf. constr. py
Just one is called קילצה Is. 24,16. The
and ARTE Ez. 16, 52) to justify, to make
opposite is עושר Ex. 9, 27.— 2. a truth- appear "just, Ez. 16, 51 52; to declare
speaker, the attribute of a righteous
Just 108 32, 2 = p7277 27, Be ART 33,
man; hence adverbially Is. 41, 26, like
 תמא,43 ;9 one honest, right, i. e. prac- 32 thy justification, ‘omitting הפ with
tising right Prov. 29,7; pious, religious, wp? and suffix of the 1° person to juskeeping the divine laws, consequently tify oneself Jur. 3,11. Deriv. pyr.
Hif. prey (inf. constr. prays, part.
= probus, honestus, pius, integer Grn.
;6,9 ,7,1 united to Bar JoB12,4, to pry, fut. pray.) to give right , of a
m Ex. 23,7. To the קידצ are asmihed judge, i. e. to absolve Ex. 23, 7; Deur.
goodness and generosity’ ‚Psaım 37, 21, 25,1; to approve of, an assertion J0827,
Prov. 12, 10, moderation and sobriety 5; to make righteous, 13.53, 11 in his salu,13 ,25 calmness 15, 28, love of truth tary knowledge, the righteous one, my ser31, 5, wisdom ,9 ;9 dna erofereht ' צvant, makes many righteous, i. 6. he makes
stands for Don Eccuzs, 7, 20, with re- them what he is himself (Dan. 12, 3);

ference to 7, 16. Rarely: a strong, power-

hence םיִּבַר  יִקיְּדְצַמib. = Dre

ful one, a tyrant, after the fundamental

pious, teachers, servants of God.

the

Hithp. PIO (fut. Pros?) to justify
signification (see PI%), hence = py
Is. 49, 24 (see 49, 25 Lax , Vulg., Syr.), oneself Gen. 44, 16.
without our having to read yr.
The development of the meaning is
sufficiently clear from the Aram. קח
mts from mir, see .ינודיצ
pis (fut. PIs>) intrans. prop. to be

firm, hard, of a thing; hence

1. to be

strong, powerful, authoritative, to conquer,

of God Ps. 51, 6 that thou mayest over-

«231 to be firm, to be established, whence

rer] a statute, 0600091 Ar.

sdvo to be

firm, strong, hard; to be reliable, faithful,

true, loyal, proved, whence ee firm-

come in thy utterance, parall. to 97 with ness, strength, robur, power, might, viea like meaning (see קיִּדַצ 2), cognate tory, (5
so hard, of a spear, וש

in sense with yy, comp. py¥ and PTS;
to be established, determined, of ו

(seePIE, mp’); — but commonly 2.

what i established (a ‘gift, present),
sd

the same, spoken of tax, impost;

be verified, ‘of דר "HE wi Ps. 19, 10; 0 | 393 (after the Syriac) to be upright,
be reliable, faithful, true, upright, inno- aay righteous. The organic root is
cent, Jo 9,15; 10,15; 13,18; to be in צדדָק,and may be ident. with that in
the right, porcine right 22,3; Is.43,9; to PI I, prom, הז IL, os, pun 1 and

be right Jos 33,12, where nNTis the pun, in fundamental signification.
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PIs (with suf. "pT, ip”) m. prop.
power; hence authority, victory Is. 41,2;
might, 41,10 with the right hand of my
might, espec. so the feminine form 97%

(Jupaus 5,11; Mic. 6, 5; Ps. 71, 215
1619); faithfulness, constancy, Theres like

PIE spoken of God Is. 61, 3, where
Pian “as is parallel to יי Yun; rest,
security“Ps. 23, 3, parallel nnn. Usually justness, of ja8, JI, MON, , Dan

29; Nen. 2,20; metaph. mildness, goodness Ps.11,7; 24,5; ; liberality Prov.10,

2, Aenuoovvn (LXX), Ar. 850.0 (alms);
parallel to "or Hos.10,12; pious deeds

(= religion) Devr. 6, 25; salvation Is.
45,8; blessing Ps. 24‚5, parallel 7992.

PT

(Jah is Might; see (קֶרצְהינלא

N. p. m. 1 Kinas

22,11; Neu. 10, 2.

WEP TS (the same) n. p. 1. of a king

Lev. 19, 36; legality , suitableness, of of Selah 2 Kines 24, 17, who was preJ eremiah (23, 6)
naz Ps. 4,6; 51,21; the right, the just, viously called m.
explains”
as
a
good
omen
by P"3¥ חַמְצ
justice, enperiallg in
i "the phrases 'צ oa
and
TE
דיג
perhaps
PIE
is here
Ps. 15, 2, 'צ muy 45, 8, 'צ  טפטIs. 11,
20, oie with baw Ps. ‘89,15; justi- = ןָּתַמ (if), so that both names are
fication Ps. 4, 2; truth 52,5; honesty Is. alike. — 2. Jer. 29,21; 36,12; 2 Car.
1, 21; religious ‘life or conduct Ps. 7, 9; 18, 10.
mpry only in Ez. 16, 52 prop. inf.
18, 21; frequently with עומר and Ay
meaning salvation, prosperity , blessing, constr. with a fem. form for pax; see
as a consequence of righteousness JER. pas Pih.

33, 16, Ps. 132, 9, parallel to nibw,
7573.

PIE is also found in the pro-

per names PIER, PIE San, PIE?
which see.
pis Aram. intrans. same as Hebrew

pix. Deriv. 4px.
( הָקְדצdef. Nap) Aram. f. beneficence,
alms Dan. 4, 24; Samar. 7px,

Syr.

IXor], Ar. 8502 the same.
TS

(constr. ny, with suff. "NRW

‘plur. Mine,

constr. nips, with suff.

any (Kal not used) intr. to shine,
to glitter, like 2:77 which see; Ar. goDeriv. Anz.
Hof. Saye (part. az) to be shining
Ezr. 8, 27.

AN adj. mase. shining, gold-coloured
Lev. 13, 30, of “ip.

nny (not ied

intr. same

a8 החצ
ny

to glow, to burn; hence to be ary, arid,

to thirst, of a country; Syr. Ing, Arab.
<<

. Derivat. according to some ¥,
POP
I) fem. 1. power, mighty deed, of
God or generals, especially in the pl. max, "2%, the proper name jin2. But

Jungzs 5, 11; supremacy, victory Mic.
6, 5, might Ps. 71, 2, = nywön 71,15,
parallel nis 71, 16 or atl 71,18;

all these should be referred more correctly to 7% Il. See 12 IL, mx II,

omnipotence 71,19= nipty (great huge,

bry (imp. f. "yn, pl. ‘He, with

parallel to 941 (arm, might) Is. 59,16,

NIE I.

=fer. — because of הל fut. baw) intr.
and = U} "59, 17; metaphor. applied prop. to shine, to glitter, to lightens hence
to things, fulness, copiousness, of main fig. 1. to be cheerful, glad, coupled with
(early rain) Jo. 2, 28. — 2. right, Jus- mat Estu. 8,15 (see Hif. ).— 2. to sound,
tice, in a state, coupled with new Is. to shout in clear tones, to cry, to huzza,
9, 6; 32,16, in consequence of which to ezult, Dr from the sea Is. 24, 14,
 טלס השקטdna aum liaverp ,23 ;71 coupled with 27 12,6 or m nx
60, 17; applied to God, not only in pu- 54, 1, or with the additional idea to
nishing 5, 16, together with bEw and cry for help; with 2 on account of 24,
also equivalent to 7175» 10, 22,"put also 14, with accusat. of the instrument Sin
in rewarding Ps. 24, 5; security, certainty with the voice 10, 30; metaphor. to neigh
Is. 33,15; claim, to a "thing, 2 Sam. 19, of a horse JER. 50,11; to neigh with lust,
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applied to men 5, 8; Arab, des, Syr. To march up and attack at noon, spoken
of enemies, i.e. either restlessly, suddenly,
Na, the same. Desi. mmEn.
Hif. 727 (infin. constr. ("ליָהְצַה to or in clear day Jur. 6,4; 20,16. Fig.
make to shine, םיִנָּפ Psarm 104, 15, like
IT, TNT, Targ. ae
The stem is connected in its organic

noon-brightness = the high point of pro-

sperity 108 11,17, Is. 58, 10, „opposed
to Mana; ו , רהט רהיט₪ Ar.

root and ulterior development with "7%, 5 eb the same, whence the de“115, ii (which see); and the metanom. eb to do at noon.
phor. application of the fundament. signification to shine is as in ללָה (which
"x (from myx 1. after the form of 1p
see). Signif. 2. is also in לצby) 1 from mp; in pause 1%, so too with the
and in לצ (see Dn).
prefix לו
ל as in ,רה Po) m. 1. prop. a
thing
set
forth, same as yes (JeR. 31,
Wy (Kal unused) intrans. prop. to
glow, then to shine, to glitter, to lighten,

21) a way-„mark, a guide, ‘metaphor. a

statute, commandment, with the secondary
= "HT, HD (to WD moon), “MY (or idea of what is ungodly, objectionable;
mo); metaphor. to appear, to break Hos. 5,11 for he determined to follow the
forth, Ar.
> the same, ~elo
to be way-mark (which was set forth), i.e. the
pure. The organic root is also found (idolatrous) statute. Better perhaps here
f ,dion
in רצה (metaphor. fo clang, to blaom), צוא = צו,  צראה,htlif ,trid .gi=

ם
י
צ
ו
ק
ט
f
o
‘
,
s
l
o
d
i
d
n
a

ל
י
א
ל
m
o
r
f sab ,I
"27 (to be green, to sprout), _&...
Derivat. Sm), WIE, OT, according or En to which the translation would
be: for he has followed, in a foolish (sin-

to some ny, ‘and the proper names my,
MEN

ful) way, filthy idolatry. The LXX, Vulg.,
Targ. and Syr. appear to have thought

"Hif. ( הַצְהירfut.  (נצהירto make. or of this meaning. Possibly רצ may be an
press out oil, Joz 24,11 between the walls Ephraimite orthography for" רוע (JoB 15,
(of the olive-- gardens) they must press 31) = N78 (see אּוָצ LIT). — "2. a preout oil (Targ., Ibn Ezra, Kimchi), con- cept, = mn, Is. 28, 10 for (there is
800. 8 denomin. from men. Better, to
there) precept upon precept, rule upon
be exposed to the heat of‘the sun, like rule, i.e. he adds direction to
direction,

ab (Vu).

to censure. The LXX read רצ )028/6(
“IX m. prop. light, splendour, then f. Theodot. takes it as Nix, mix, and

(like other words with this idea, MaaR,

mm,

ip)

meaning place of light,

opening for light, window Gen. 6, 16, for

which yo stands in 8,6; comp. Greek

gag light and window; Targ. im. The
pl. can only have been םירָהצ pares,
contracted O° x (see nz), which the
Syr. read for D> in Ez, 4, 2.
( םירָהצdual of TE) fem. properly
double light, i. 6. intermediate between
the increasing and waning light, like
Day, ony with a similar meaning;
hence noon Gen. 43, 16, Deur. 28, 29,
2 Sam. 4, 5, mentioned together with
227“ ,21% to denote the three times of

therefore = xp.

NAZI. (i.e. אצ

=NX>; not used) intr.

to go away, to go out, of excrements,
whence הָאוצ “NE, Nix, "NE, which
may, however, be referred toNY); 6

Syr. Pa. Il;4” (to soil), Arab. aa (to be
unclean) should be taken as denominatives.,

NY II. (not used) intr. same as 1 II.
prop. to glow, to burn; hence to be‘arid,
dry, waste, of a country.

Deriv. אצומ

for xı2n (wilderness) Ez. 47, 8.

אּוצII. (unused) intr.same as שוּא IL
prop. to beiinsecure, slippery, of districts;
hence to be waste or desolate; of men,

the ‘day a which prayers were offered
up in the post-exile period, Ps. 55, 18. to be uncertain or wavering,
to err. De-
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rivat. perhaps רצ (= Ny) after the form
( שרJos 15, 31) = .אוט
nix to יאוצ see יאש

be ‚from the same stem, the Greek o7g0-

evs a vertebra of the neck, and oredgry a socket of the neck and of a

door, present an analogy. As this meaning suits neck and nape, and other words
 וי ראָּוצ/- to some from “Nix, in Semitic unite both (see Dietrich,
after the form “x58, conseq. from ops Abhandlungen für die semitische Wort.
= "Y¥, or 8 primitive form from the forschung p. 156 sq.), the idea of carrying which this stem has in Ethiopic,
Pih. of רוצ to twist, and for "1, which might be a denomin. signifying perhaps
is more probable because of the form to burden the nape. Another derivation
yz which is similar in meaning; is from "1% II. to divide, to separate, to
constr. “NI, with suf. , יִראָּנַצonce perforate, and “xix would be a split,
oz , או5 omitting Alef quiescent; cleft, opening, then the gullet, the throat,
pl. 'םיראָּוצonly constr. ראְּנצ ,renoun- gula, like fau-ces, yaö-vog, i. e. split,
eing the d, with suff. DE, (צִנְּארִיהָם cleaving. Another derivation is from
masc. prop. the uppermost part of the  צררי1. to straiten. But the one first given
trunk, embracing the neck and nape, is the most probable.
‘eonseq. 1. the neck, fore and hind parts
“Wis Aram. m. same as Hebr. SNe
together Gen. 27, 16; 41,42; Sona oF Dan. 5, 7 16; Syr. Bog.
Sou.; 1,10  'צ3“ Is. 0 8 as ‘far as the
MINAS (pl.with suff. DOYnAR?2) fem.
neck; רע 'צ ren '30, 28 to break through
even to the neck; figurat. the upper the same Mic. 2, 3.
story of a house Has. 3, 13, asראש 
a8 (i. e. 2%; not used) tr. to plant,
(gable) ibid. The plural means either to found, to occupy, of colonists; its ornecks JuDGES 8, 21 26, or merely neck ganic root is like that in 227), ax”.
NIT see .האצ

ni eht sesarhp"9 ְפַל על צוָּארִי,
 נ22

‘Deriv. the proper names N2i¥,
הבוצו
IT
וד
Gen.33,4 to fall upon one’s neck, ‘46, 29 to Raw.
embrace the neck weeping. — 2. the nape,
where a burden is borne or a yoke put} > ( צובא2 Sam. ,01 ,6 ylnommoc ,ziam
on Gen. 27, 40, Deut. 28,48, Hos. 10,  הבצ,93" ;36 prop. plantation, establish-
11, including the neck JUDGES 5, 30; ment, sakilemeni, from 31%) n. p. of a
of the nape of the neck of the horse Syrian province, fully הבוצ DAS, 2 Sam.
Jos 39,19, of the crocodile 41,14. To ,10 6 ,8 Ps. 60, 2, mi merely 1 Sam.

signif. 1. belong the expressions: pny 'צ
Ps. 75, 6 neck of boldness, i. 6. elevated;

‘23 Jos 15,26 prop. with erect neck, as
an adv. proudly.
As to the etymology, one might assume for the original meaning of the
stem 1% III. to incline, to bend, to nod,
\ judging’ by the occasional like use of
ny (which see); so that it 18 cogn. in

sense with 729 111-, p2¥ (which see), and
"NZ means prop. speaking the bending,
the nodding ; with which the Arab. je

,14 ;47

.23
north

2 Sam. 8, 3 5 12; 1 Kınas 11,

It should
or

be looked for on the

north-east

of Damascus

in

Syria, since it bordered on man, 1 Cur.
;18,3 hence הבוצ nan, 2 Cur. 8,3. It
is adduced in£ addition to םירהנ DAN Ps.
,60 ,2 distinct from Aramaea on the
other side of the Euphrates 2 Sam. 10,
,16 described as near to Ammon, Damas-
cus and northern Palestine, and ruled
over by kings of its own. Saul 1 Sam.
,14 ,27 David 2 Sam. 8,3 and Solomon

to turn to, to lean to,
to be inclined 2 Our. 8,3 waged war ‘with Zoba; and
the inhabitanits of it were temporarily
to before. may be compared. To this confederated with Ammon and Damas-

signific. would then be attached that of cus 2 Sam.8,5; 10,6. But if the Zoba-
turning or winding about, as in „Le; territory was originally situated to the
cand since ריצ a door-hinge appears to north-east of Damascus and south of
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Hamath, it may have embraced at times

port, to strengthen, cogn. in sense with

ער
hence to nourish, to feed; Aram.
and Euphrates 2 Sam. 8, 5 9; 1 Kınas  ונר20], Arab. Oy) the same. Deriv.
the whole territory between the Orontes

11,23. The identification of אבלצ with

TE 9, mp 5

29/98 )ןיביצנ ,au) in the north of
my L (Kal not used) trans. prop. to
Mesopotamia — (Syr.), or with Aleppo
(Jewish interpreters) cannot be correct, establish, to erect, to set up, proceeding
according to the passages of the Bible from the fundamental signification to
join firmly together, to put closely torelating to it.
gether (into one), to close or wind together; closely connected in its organic

 צובהseeצובא .

( גוצnot used) tr. assumed for 47253, root M—1¥ with בצ (22%) 1, noax I,
compared with
aos, see ax).
א- צב0 farther with es- (to knot,
twist
or ran together), sen TL, 20-5,
WS I. (part. רצ infin. absol. 75x,
constr. 9%; imper. 11%, with ah optat.

aI7D, ,ףס

27 (to 824), הוד lence

1 (not used)" to erect , set up, “a monu-

myx; fut. 3) tr. 1. to lay hold of,
toseize or catch, cogn. in sense with 12; ment of stone, Syr. Ic3 (at Ezex. 39, 15
hence to obtain by hunting, of a bin,
with accus. of the object, as moe GEN.

27, 8, ריצ ,27,5 וא- ףועmo TE Lev.
17, 13, ANY Jos 38, 39 (conseq. not =

for the Hebrew >),

oo

sys the
t

same, therefore we have 852 , Syr. Lec0
a monument, cippus. — 2. (not used)
to settle, to appoint, to constitute, to give

to hunt, but to get by hunting); of לחוט, definite directions , to arrange; identical
which seizes with violence Jos 10, 16.
— 2. For the purpose of taking, to
beset, to besiege, of an enemy Lament.
4, 18; to lay snares for birds 3, 52; 'צ
vn Prov, 6, 26 to take the life; with a
double accusat., Mic. 7, 2 one seizes the
other

like

a devoted possession

(Dam;

figur. Ps. 140, 12 misfortune lay’s hold
of him with תיל
strokes. Derivat.
 ציד1, eI (IE), Tze L, men 2,
men 2, 'דוצ (to the pl. Da according
to some).

in its organic root with that in 2272,

Aram, בצדי (which see), 273, Aram.
2872 (to ‘be firm, strong), בצ 7
to point out, for performance,

a statute.

Pih. 2

hence

to settle,

Deriv. ,וצ En.

(with er mE,

1 pers.

 צוּיתיand. "NS; part.‘ men; inf. constr.

rag, with suff. ‘ny; imper. ME, apoc.

 וצוin mss. also רצ ;fut. me», ap. (רצי
1. to make firm, to strengthen , i. e. to
impart force to Ex. 18, 23 (LXX xatacyvew), in opposition to 18, 18, and
inf. constr. therefore דמע M2377 follows; with the

Pih. ( צודדpart. 134%,
. צודדfut. mie) to catch, lay hold of,
nis,

of lying prophets Ez. 13, 18

(the nes are compared to birds, ni»,
which are caught 13, 20).
Hithp,  הצטורnenn, from 77% 2.

accus.

and “by ‘it ‘means to give power

over 1 Cur. 22, 12 (LXX xaracyvewv);
to establish, the host of heaven Is. 45,

12, Targ. לבש and coupled with my,
moa, הנו to appoint Ps. 33, 9, like 8,

 דּוצI. (not used) intr. to rise up, 4 Bi; ‘to resolve firmly 71, 3, like: yz?
to go up on high, of a fortress, a high( 2 Sam. 17, 15); to constitute, expressly

land, bulwarks; identical in its organic and firmly, as TY (a peculiar power)
root 7% with that in 71-73 L, 3373, 110 Ps. 68, 29, טפט (judgment) 7, 7; to
(which see), Tzade passing into. Gindl, command. 42, 9;‘1 Kines 17, 4 9; over
Deriv. ,123  הָדְצִמ,men 1, Tix 2, one with byIs. 45, 11, with oN of the
TIER, man 1 (men), and dh proper person for’ whom one appoints Ex. 6,
13; to point out to, definitely Am. 9, 3,
name Py.
to arrange definitely Ps. 91, 11, to declare
WS IIL. (not used) tr. prop. to sup- definitely JoB 38, 12, parallel 911; to set,

,
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with the accusat. of the person and לע should also compare 12") (which see).
over 1 Sam. 13, 14; to establish, na
Pg. 111, 9. — 2. to ‘commend, to Gare,
with 80008. of the person א 26, 11;
44, 1; Num. 36, 2, like jubere aliquem:
with accus. of him who is commanded
Gen. 47,11; with a double accus. 6, 22;

Derivative
TUTIX (constr. nm}, with
fem. a shout of joy, at the
24,11; a cry of sorrow,
Jer. 14, 2, Ps. 144,14, like
of scorn Jar. 46, 12.

suf. ame)
vintage Is.
lamentation
MRIT @ ory

of statutes, doctrines, precepts, so mi

Diy I. (not used) intrans. to roar, to
1 Kınas 13, 21, op Num. 30, 17, main
Josu. 1,7, TR» Ps. “119, 4; or an infin. rush, of floods, cognate in sense Dim IL;
constr. with , for the secant follows identical in its organic root לצ wich

Gen. 50, 2; Jur. 26, 8; or the object ( לצob)I.and bit (to sound). 4 Je
follows as a finite verb Gen. 42, 25; to rage, to be furious, of men; to tear
Ex. 36, 6. With accus. of the object away, of a camel; Aram, Dam. "Derivat.

and לכ to lay a charge upon, and with

2 of the subject in addition, meaning
against JoB 36, 32; to command concern-

one, Maw 1 (abe), moin.
לּוצI. (not used) tr. to overshadow,

ing Gen. 12, 20, or לֶא to Ex. 6, 13, 9 to cover or protect around; identical in
Ps. 91,11; to instruct, teach, shew, with its organic root לצ with( לצ b2%) I.
 עלGen. 2,16, לֶא Gan. 50, 16, > Ex.1, (which see). Deriv. men 2.
Marz (from Sax 1) fem. a roaring
22; followed by m or יִתְלבְל to forbid
Gun. 3, 11; Jur. 35, 8; Is. 5, 6.
Puh. mx (fut. a) to be commanded
or ordered Gen. 45, ‘19; Ez. 12,7; with
a by one Nom. 36, 2.

river-depth, of the deep Euphrates Is.

44, 27, like הָלּוצְב of the deep Nile
(ZecH. 10, 11); altogether
(from pin) in sense.

like Bien

( םּוצi. 6 OM; inf. - Dix; fut.
burn, hence to be arid or withered, of a Die), in pause DIN), apoc. Di) intrans.

my II. (not used) intr. to glow, to

country; comp. Aram. Nix, fey 1to ary

prop.

to

be

twisted or wreathed

to-

gether, of the entrails; hence to fast, to
up or wither; Arab. po and Ss to hunger, from melancholy 2 Sam. 12, 21
be dried up. The organic root 1-12 is 22 or for repentance Is. 58, 3; united
identical with that in ,וז 1-1, AUS, with prayer Neu. 1, 4. םּוצ is "derived
am, a, 10°. Deriv. perhaps yey, from the drawing together of the entrails, as fasten, darben in German from
re, X See neo.
fest, derb; Aram. אוט (which see;
may TIT. (not used) to רצ see אּוצ 1. thence the noun (תוט to be laced or
twisted together, hence to fast; Arab.
my (not used) intr, same as MON sb ane same =Hebrew 110; and the
(which see). Derivat. the proper name verbs
3,
5 mean 0 to be laced
NIE.
together and to fast. Thus םצ is = DY

my (fut. 11222) intrans. to call aloud,
to shout exultingly Is. 42, 11 (according
to the derivative applied to a, shout of
sorrow also); Aram. mix, no, for the

(see Dx),

identical

with the well-

known organic root in DETR, DEP, Di.

The meaning to hinder, to "keep of, to

bind, together with that of fasting in
from the same
Hebrew PIE, and also for to complain; the Arab. pe, proceeds
Derivative
signification.
fundamental
to
modern Hebrew like xp to call,
ninix) m.
pl.
bank,
suf.
(with
root
DIS
organic
The”
name; Phenic. 9%.
t
fasting
,
belonging
to.
mourning
and
Sanskri
comp.
מכ
"חב
in
ns is also
commemin
or
16,
12,
Sam.
2
penitence
we
s
perhap
aud
are;
vocLatin
wad,
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oration of a day of misfortune 208. to take from, same as 4,7 Il., cognate
8, 19; coupled with יִבְּב,1297) Jo. 2, in sense 9NW. Deriv. the proper names
12, Esra, 4, 3, or MER) pi "Dan. 9,3;  צוּף2, mE.
whose true sense is in Is. 58, 5 6. map
( םוצpl. םיִפּוצ( m. .1 (from x I.)
‘x Jur. 36,9, or 'צ wap Jo. 1,14 to con- prop. a reed, same as 110 (so called from
secrate a fast.
sucking in water), applied to that which
contains Way Prov. 16, 24 or mp} Ps.
73 (not used) see ןיצי
,19 ,11 i. "6. what has a kind of sweet

v 18 (not used) tr. to form or fabrieate, juice (see mp3). The LXX and Vulg.
of sculpture, especially of artificial understood honey-comb, a thick mass of
figures made of the wild olive tree juice, the Targ. and Kimchi a cake
(comp. 2 Car. 3, 10 with 1 Kınas 6, 23); (Ta, D5); but both are unsuitable to
Arab. gla to fabricate or form gener- way and ‘rd. See mpypy. — 2. (from
ally, then applied to the trade of a ד צוף, ecneh eht reporp eman = צוּף
goldsmith. The fundamental significa-  לאשcomp. the n. p. m. ףיז( n. p. m.
tion of עצ is to cut, to form, to fashion, 1 San. 1,1 and 1 Car. 6, 20 in Kri,

as in RIB, ,קח “w> (which see); and while the K’tib has nx. — 3. (from
the stem’ may "be connected with ,צב rx IL, prop. a moistened, bedewed
92, zo IL, 72, הרכס, ,1 הרsul, thing, i. 6. fruitful, of ץֶרֶא( n. p. of a
district in Benjamin, in which lay oınn4
no-2. Deriv. DESY.
or
729, fully me YS 18am. 9, 5. The
apis (Gen. 19, 22 30) see “yk.
pl. of it םיָפוצ is also used 1 Sau. 1,1,
( רצlittleness, from “yy after the without any reason for supposing a verb

form’ ערלם, 0 changed into 9 .תק
Nom. 1, 8.

 ףּוצI. (not used) intr. to draw water,
to sip, to suck in, ofsedges and bulrushes;
conseq. identical in its organic rootצף 

with( ףס mb) II. (which see). Deriv.
 ףוצ1 6 noun), and perhapsל
MRD.
FAN II. (8 pl. WD) intr. 1. to flow,
to overflow, of py, with oy over LAMENT.
3, 54; connected with 3, ni, ףסדש
2p) in the organic roots the ו

mpx; and from it( יפלצ from Zuph) may
have arisen 1 Cur. 6, 11.
rik see ףּוצ 3 a noun.

‘pix 1 Cur. 6,11 see ףּוצ 3 a noun.

 צופים1 84. 1, 1 seen 3 a noun.
( רפוצprop. same as "p¥ the shaggy
or rough, comp. ty) n. 2 ‘of an Edo-
mite from "7292 in Edom 708 2, 11.7

yy (3 pers. sing. yx) intr. 1. (not used)
to shine, to glitter, to sparkle,

cognate

tap, Latin sap, German saf in Saft in sense 1a =חצ (to m); hence to
may perhaps be referred to the same;

shine forth, to stand forth, to be visible,

comp Aram. ny, 40, “24 to flow out. of a frontlet made of tin, men also
— 2. (not used) metaphor. to swim, as proceeding from the same fundamental
in Aramaean, and like mo to tear away
from, in Aram. Nn, and the Hebr. nny
to swim to and fro, to bathe. Derivat.

mp ,and (according to some) the proper

signification; comp. הפי 2 to Ez. 31,7;
2p to 27p?, nop, “nypin; סנ
mp II. to DMB and m». Derir. ץיצ 1

and the proper name ae — 2. Meta-

phor. to bloom, to sprout forth, of blosnames rx, opie, Patron. "Dir.
Hif. ( הציףfut. MEI, ap. ny) 1. to soms, fig. of mon =904 min Ez. 7, 10,
cause to flow, D9; with לע of a person to chastise with; parallel nop. A like
to overwhelm Dur. 11, 4. — 2. to cause
to swim or float 2 Kınas 6,6.

 ףוצIII. (not used) intr. to borrow,

transition from to shine, to ghit
tier, to the

idea of blooming, sprouting, is found in

נצץ,"1 (which see), ,רז mir to NOR;
V2 Deriv. ys 2, Tey. om (not

צוק
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used) to move quickly forward, to flee, to with 5 of the person, (according to some)
Autter, by a metaphor. transference as Ps. 41, 9 destruction presses upon him,
in ya, 02, ya, mp, N¥2, m) IL. but according to Ibn Esra from קצי 1.,
Deriv. תיציצ (ץיצ )תֶציצ3. Be according to Rashi from px 1 ו
sides these three meanings preserved see). The stems pry, m_p2, Ar. gle
in Hebrew derivatives there was also
in 'צ 4. the idea of to glance, to look (to be narrow), ₪ (whence ch cirforth, transferred from that of glittering, cus), ab (whence Geb a ring) the
shining, as in םזוט=( ףדועto shine forth same. Deriv. pik, ,הקּוצ pix, Mp.
and to look), “23 (to shine, to blossom
Hif. קיצה Cae PRR, fut. pe) to
and to look), רַצָב to glitter, whence straiten, to press upon Jer. 19,9, to pre“za, to burn, whence הֶרְצְּב and re pare oppression Is. 29, 2; to beleaguer
to see, to look (see Hif. 2).

29, 7 with >. Part. pen an oppressor

As to the nature of this stem, it is to
be regarded as a reduplication of the
root, a complete reduplication, like

51,13.

other monosyllabic

JuDGES

equiliterals, since presseth me, comp. Virg. Aen. VI, 48. 77.

a verb-root consisting of two similar
consonants exists neither in Semitic
nor Indo-Germanic, whether it has
arisen from abridgment and corruption,
or to represent ideas objectively and

by onomatopoeia. Thus 212 (from a),
34 (from Na), 77 and 77 (from אד IL

and
and
nv),
»),

With accus. to urge one

14, 17, also with 5 16,16; fig. Jos 32,
18 the spirit in my breast (that fills me)
Hof. קצוה (part. pxva) to be pressed,
Jos 36, 16 a wide space not straitened

(am), where קצומ is pointed for pean,
But the word may be a noun from Hof.

(comp. 87, 10; Is. 8,23). See pura 2.
pis II. (3 pers. perf. pl. according to

m, זוזI. I. and II. (from RT, ar some pe Is. 26, 16; fut. prx>) tr. same
m), חוה (from X), NORD (from as px I. to pour out, to shed forth; שחל
טוס (from mo I. and II. , לול (from whispered prayers Is. 26, 16, comp. fundere preces, 1 DW Ps. 102,1 (Saadia,
om (from (אמ originated in mere

Ibn Ganäch, Ibn Chiquitilla). According
to Kimchi רצ stands for ,וקצר
from px? I. “But neither the’ abridged
form nor the irregular shifting of the
see) to daD, whence ,סיס "and a“pelong- accent shews a stem Pix, and it may be
ing to זז
better to assume for it Mpx (which see)
Hf. ( חציץpart. ya, fut. yrs?) 1. to meaning to make fluid, to ‘melt. With a
put forth blossoms, i.e.
i
to bloom; to bring double 86008. Jos 28, 2 and they melt
forth flowers Num. 17, 23; Ps. 90, 6; fig. stone into brass. Also to pour out, 29, 6
of peoples and nations, i. e. to form a and the rock pours out rivers of oil to me
flourishing state Is. 27, 6; to arise, to (1729).

reduplication. The simple root here is
 צרsame as 77 111. (which see); whence
come mY belonging to Mra, 19 (which

begin to bloom, of populations Ps. 72,
16. —

2. to look forth, proceeding from

 קּוצIIL.(fut. prs) intr. same aspx? 1.
to be firm, pressed, hard, 108 41, 15 it

the idea of glittering, glancing Sona oF
Sox. 2, 9, parallel 177337; to become or is solid upon him, viz. the flesh (nies),
be visible Ps, 132, 18;; comp. Talm. ץיצח comp. p¥72 11, 15; to be hard, thick,
,41 16 his heart is hard as stone, to.
denote courageousness; of the hardness
of the under millstone 41,16. Here

to look, Arab. was 3 and 00
the
same.
pis I. (fut. pr} according to some)

too is referred by some prt? Ps. 41, 9,

tr. prop. to lace,

who translate:

bind or fasten about,

corruption cleaves fast to

But all these passages may be
referred to pe? I. and pix II. also.

ident. with קז I. and nt II. (which see) him.
in organic root; hence to conjine, to enclose, fig. to press hard upon, to oppress,

Hif. pen (jut. (קיצנ see pe: OL

1

2

pry
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Hof. ( הוצקpart. PER
=pwr) to be- besiege thee with military posts; also with
 אלfor  עלDeur. 20, 19, seldom absol.
Jos 11,15; per as a subst. 38,38 when Is. 21, 9; to straiten, to urge on, with
the dust thickens (from px;
=pr 111.( accus. JupGEs 9,31; Esta. 8,14; 1 Cur.
into a firm mass, parallel לד ‘metal, 20, 1; comp. "X-’3 (where the comparifrom its firmness; hence קצומ  יִאְר7 sons may be found) belonging to the
18 a metal mirror. Elsewhere pen noun a; רצדי I. (fut. (רצי Deriv.
1 Kines7, 16 23 33 37; 2 Cur. 4, 2) siz 1 "and perhaps 3; רּוצמ er
is to be derived either from pix IL. or (ain) 1. — Attached to the ast meanpx. I. to pour. קצומ Jos 36, 16 and ing is 3. to be hard, thick, firm, of the
come firm, thick, strong; part. firm, strong

hoofs of horses, of a fortification; to be
strong, of persons, as in pin (which see)
. py IV. (notused) intr. to project, to be
the idea of strength proceeding from that
prominent, of a pillar; comp. the Talm. of “being wound together, pressed toig anotch, 8 crag. Deriv. pax (1 Sam. gether.” (Comp. too "we, iR, (.לּוח
37,"10 straitness from pix 1

2,8; 14, 5).
Deriv. 921.2,
x 1, רצIs. 5,8 רצ
pix (from pax I.) m. oppression, dis- and the proper names רוצ (and ‘bara,
tress, of the times Dan. 9, 25.
אֶלִיצוּר,IB ‚Ep, .רצ Though
 הקiS (from px) 7. oppression, along the 34 meaning is connected with the
hciw  צרח.vorP ,1 ;72 ,hsiugna ' צ37999 fundamental signification, it may neverdarkness of api, i. e. distressing dark:

theless be put along with "5% meaning

ness Is. 8, 22, coupled with MAX 30, 6, to attack, to hurt, to injure; asthe forms
in Daur. 2,9 19, 1 Kines8,37, 2 Cur.
from rR.

6, 28 may be equally well referred to

 צורseeצר .

We.

 רּוצI. (perf. nox, "NIE; part.;צר 
fut. an, NE), ap. Sen for 12) tr. 1. to
collect, to bring together, colligere, noe,
with ain Deur. 14, 25; 2 Kinas 5, 23;
without 2 and supplemented by mm
,12 11 and they brought together and
counted (where it is unnecessary to read
with the Vulgate ףקצלר ,or with 2 Cur.
,24 11 .)359 The fundamental signi-
fication lies also in Nun to bring to-
gether, to arrange (Phenician), to heap
0%
hence man fulness, a heap,
Ar.
p> to collect; in
i 2322 to join, to
bring together, hence הרצע an assembly,

Hy. "27 (after the form 2871; fut.
SE, ap. 429; part. m. IX, fem. (הָרְשִמ
see say.

צור

.tuf( ,39“ .pa צַ=ר32 )יtr.

.1 (not used) to cut

secare,

like the

organic root in 72”) II. (which see),

, רצה, לצדקWen,רז 
and see— ראו 

Deriv. 123

.2 to “form, fabricate,

make, with ‘such metaphor. transference
as takes place in N43 and 17; hence
TPES Jer. 1, 5 K'tib I formed thee, for

which the Kri is JTEN; comp. Arab.

. In this sense the LXX, Onk., Sam.
and
Valg. took Ex. 32,4, where to pour
translated by the ancients MOON, DAR,
is = to form in metal, and oy must be
Run, NPD; in EIER to bring al
to “heap up, tienes the proper name צר the vessel, and it would not be necessary to ‘read ףרצי 1Kmas 7, 15

union, “58 (which see), Ar.

to 0( LXX)

also belongs here, and pin

bound or walled whence
A = con- should not be read. Deriv. x 2 (acjux. — 2. to enclose, to close around, to cording to some) and 4, ריצ 1, na 2.

straiten, to besiege, a city, with by Davr.
WY II. (not used) intr. to turn, in;20,12 2 Kınas 6,25; 24,11; Jar. 32, cline, ‘cognate in sense 22; metaphor.
;2 also of persons Jar.21,4, with accus. 1. to turn, move round, of a door-hinge;
of the instrument Is. 29, 3 and I will to writhe, twist, with pain. Deriv. 722

צור
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sam ' צPs. 89,44 the edge of the sword,
and so vice versa me nian 1083. 5,
also existing in "77, .רד In its organic 23 may be explained knives of edges
root רצ is connected ‘with mo, רז I, same as sharp knives; with a like meaning רצ Ex. 4, 25 may be taken, put for
 טרie " Deriv. ריצ 4. See ראָּוצ
 חרב צרhguoht ni lla eseht segassap
( "רצpl. Dyn) m. (from צר L) .1 a
 צר = צרera nekat yb emos ni eht
stone, a rock, so called from its hard-

and 3, ,רצ TINIE, MONIE, ie. -2. to go, to wander, the same transition

ness, poet. for 920 Ps. 78, 20; 105, 41; sense of stone (LXX, Vulg. and others).
— 4. (from 92 IL) form, shape Ps. 49,
Is. 2, 10; Diva "x Is. 8, 14 stone of 15 K’ri, comp. ma 2, 32p, and הֶרוצ
stumbling pdm‘ 'צ Jos 29,24 stones of here. In French 8 from tailler. —
the brooks; pe x Jos 29, 6 the rock 5. (a rock, i. e. God) n. p. m. Num. 25,
pours forth un 'צ Deur. 8,15 rock 15; 1 Car. 8, 30; comp. .לֶאיִרּוצ —
of fünt, i. e. flinty rock, also vice versa 6. malein names af places Deen pon
 'צWa) Devr.32,13; hence it is a figure 2 Sam. 2,16. It is commonly need
of theה 

rile of the world

baldness of the rocks, rock-baldness (see

Jos 18,4; rock of the plain Jer. 21,13 under (הָקָלֶח ,or with Aq., Symm. and
i.e. Zion, also called mountain in the held Vulg. field of strength (see mpm), ie. of
,17 ;3  'ִצַּבax Jos 19, 27 to grave in stubbornness, steadfastness; or with the

the rock, i. e. to make enduring; par LXX it should be pointed ,םיִרצַה and
 'צ,24 8 to embrace the rock, i. e. to re-

gard it as the only covering. ‘x served
for a place of sacrifice Jupazs 6, 21,
interchanged withלס 
,20 for the

translated zo» 670000.
aS Neu. 3, 5 see “Nix.

TiS
as an. p. Ez. 26,15; 27,8 32;

bed of one hanged 2Sam. 21,10. Some- 28, 12; Hos. 9,13; Zucu. 9, 3; Ps. 83,
times it signifies mountain ‘Nom. 23, 9 8; 87, 4; see רצ
(parallel 222), like the Aram. “aD,
TS (omsin, nay, with suf. int,
jaz, Ar. ype a flatter form of Ax. — pl. nis) f. 1. (from רּוצ 2 4) ₪ rock,
2. Fig. of God as a rock which gives stone, Jo 28,10 through stones he breaks
safety, protection, refuge Deur. 32, 18 canals, i. e. wet passages. — 2. (from
37; coupled with םיה
 לא1 Sam. 2, 2;  צוּרII.) form, shape, of a house, with
Ps. 18, 32; hence were used bynes = mE, ,תיִנָכִּמ  הָנּוכְּמEz. 43,11. For

Is. 30, 29, pyabiy 'צ
4 {or 'צ 17,  צורתיib. the LXX read “np Ty.
( ןירּוצpl. xy, constr. sry; from
יש89,27,
הקושי
1,
95,
Ps.
'צ
10, ser

mom 'צ% ,22 'צ בבל73, 26, in ahs: Tae ראָוצ=with. the termination bad
places absol. Drur. 32, 4, or with other like na from שיא J? from m),
attributes of God Ps. 19, 15. This ac- yinaw from naw) m. "neck, Sona or Sot.
ceptation of "2, to which yop, Tix 4, 4, 9. tIsi ton detcennoc htiw  ג6
mania 2 and S30n present “analogies, bracelet; nor is it a denom.
is unknown to the ancient versions and
Sage (El is a rock) n. p. m. Num.

interpreters. The LXX have translated
צר

,7/0706

גח, or =P"7S and

3, 3D.

TEL (Shaddai is a rock) n. p.m.
the interpreters have taken it as = ay Nom. 1, 6.
creator, former (from "2 IL). But our
mis I. (Kal not used) intr. prop. to
sense of it is more suitable. Comp. the
to burn, hence to be dried up,
blaze,
WEY,
proper names 32, ,לֶאיִרּוְצ
TB, where רּוצ is a pri- parched, of fields, plantations; ident. in

MER,

mitive ‘epithet of deity, having the conception of firmness and strength. —

3. (from "1% IL) an edge, sharpness,

its organic root תצ with that in NE},
myn 2, ‘Ty sip, nie.

“Hit. L תיצָה (fut. nen, with suff
75.

צות
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NEN) to kindle, to set on fire, to consume Is.27,4; in like manner we should

bright, clear, calm, of heat; to be strong,
violent, of wind; to lighten, to illuminate

Hif. IL תיִצָה with תיצוה see nx).

Deriv. ny, nin ()תלחצ ME, .הָחיִחְצ

my H. (not used) ir. to call, only

waste or desolate; Aram. ngny to make
shining or clear, whence rm. Deriv.

read according to the K’ri 2 Sam. 14, &c. — 2. Metaph. to be white and shining
Lament. 4,7, like הצ Sone or Sox. 5, 10.
30 MINE, TST.

according to the LXX the Nif. niz2
Jar. 46,19 to be called; Arab. Lo to
call (comp. nx).

Pih. (redupl.) MENS to be very‚dry,

צמְצְחָה.

( חיהafter the form 2735, constr.

nS (from mnx which see) adj. m., wre) m. nakedness, of a rock (prop.
ane (pl. nine) " shining, light, clear, dryness, parchedness) Ez. 24,7 8; 26,4
serene, of oh, i. 6. calm, not sultry Is. .14 Rashi: smoothness, like חוצחצ in
18, 4; metaphor. sharp, violent, of חור Aramaean; Kimchi: a projecting point,
Im, 4,11, for which Hos. 8, 7 has "p10; agreeably to the metaphor. transference
conseq. = 7 N22 4,12, opposed to a in 02, 927; both unsuitable.
 הָחיַחְצf. a sun-burnt, parched land
restrained, קיי  ייwind: white and
shining, of colour Sona or Sot. 5, 10, Ps. 68, 7=mz ץֶרָא ,63 ;2 cognate in
more than 42), and with Dix denoting sense םיִרָרַח JER. 17, 6.
a natural flesh colour. nin Is. 32, 4
"TIS (pl. 9927, K’tib) masc. places
is a noun, like ne Jur. 4, 11,
open and exposed to the sun, or waste
NIE see NIE.
places Nun. 4, 7.
nny (not used) intrans. to glow, to
jay (not used) int». prop. to ferment;
bine hence to be bright, clear; Arab. to be or become dirty, unclean, foul, stink\
er to be clear, serene, of the ing; Targ. jn, Syr. >, Arab. trans-

sky; Syr. Me, dry, withered;

Arab. posed , “ee 4

— Le; metaphor. to gape, to be thirsty,
arg. xy.

The organic root NY

is

---

nected with mi.

; but it is not con-

Derivative

mans f. stench, a bad smell Jo. 2,20.

also in חצ (me), ME (nme), Pr IL “(in
( החצהצplur. mim“, from צח Pih.)
Pr 2) to glow, to blaze, Pr, Targ. pt
and PT (to Np lightning), ‘perhaps too f. a dry, waste country, a wilderness Is.
58,11 (Ibn Esra and Kimchi).
in pony to 5%
2% Ans (not used) to gape with great
dryness. ‘Derivative

pny (fut. קחצר ,before Makkeph
"PIEN) intr. prop. to be bright, serene;

nos (constr. mys) adj. m. dry, with

to utter clear and joyful sounds, hence

aceus. Nae with thirst Is. 5, 13.
to laugh (to express doubts of a thing)
mins (or ning, from mx) fem. pl. Gen. 18,12-13; to jest, about a thing
(prop. an adj.) something clear, bright; 17,17. Derivat. pimz, and the proper
name PIE.
applied to speech: something plain, clear,
Pih. poe (part. pen, fut. (קחצי to
rational Is. 32, 4.
jest repeatedly, to laugh, to be joyful Gen.
Any (3 pl. (רחצ intr. 1. (not used) 21, 9; toying to kiss, ludere 26, 8; to
same as NY (which see), MMi, to glow, make sport, to make merry, with mob of
to burn, metaphor. to be dry, ‘waste, de- a person 0208 16, 25; to shout with
solate, of steppes and deserts; to be dry, joy, to be of joyful mind Ex. 32,6; with
naked, i. e. exposed to the sun’s heat, 3 of a person Gen. 89, 14 7.
of rocks; or to be bright, open; to be
As to the stem, pn» (which see)is
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a collateral form; and the Ar. Iss, to arch, pl. (םיצ prop. a thing fitted toAram. 973, pany (x interchanged with gether, arched or bent: hence a ship, רצ
3, =, a8 T is with 4, comp. 13 Ez. 25, van 18. 33, 21 a strong ship, parallel
"28; pl. ships Nom. 24, 24 (according to
7 for 12, 3 47,13 for הזו or coming
the "Dare. an army !); Ez.30,9; see mx,
through the medium of 9) iis ident. with me 2, רצ 3.

it. The fundamental signification ap-

"In its derivation from mix I the
pears to be: to be bright , to shine, to
nouns
"27°29 (from bd IL) prop. a thing
illuminate, to shout in clear tones, as in
bent, fitted, arched, thence a ship, and
bem (which see), Ar. dss to lighten, "aN, mas, main a ship, from May 1.
toלilluminate, to appear, then to be bright, = my IL, 3 prop. something ‘bent,
clear, to jest, to laugh; Sanskrit div to hollowed, en.
shine, to be clear, to be serene or joy( אביבfrom ;%13 plantation, establish-
ful, to play. The organic root appears
to be PIT"X, since the Aramaean N, ment) n. p. m. 2 Sam. 9, 2.
yw» has the same meaning; but whether
the Sanskrit kakh, Greek xay- alo,
Latin cach-innor is to be regarded as
belonging to it, is questionable.

TX (to pl. nye) see רצ and DAX.
( דיconstr. דרצ ,with suff“x, IT,

pt") m. 1. (from דוצ I.) the chase, ‘Gan.
,10 ;9 ,25 ;27 metaphor. what is taken

PMS m. laughter, i. e. an object of in hunting, game, venison 27,5 7 19 25
0
Gen. 21, 6; coupled with 39% ;33 Prov. 12,27. — 2. (from 72 IIL),
prop. support, strengthening (comp. D3
Ex. 23, 32.
any (not used) intr. prop. to glow,
to burn, therefore to be illuminating, white

or red, Ar.

the same, comp. Ar.

(sybs© a wilderness; metaphor. to be
distinguished, comp. .רח

Deriv. “nx,

“nz, and the proper name any.
Anz m. what is shining, white, candor, of wool, i. e. the best or finest Ez.

27,18(Jerome). The LXX have omitted

hence nourishment Jos 38,41, Nen. 13,

,15 Ps. 132,15, especially provision for

a journey Josn. 9,5 14; Aram. 717 the
same. Deriv. the denomin.
Hithp.  הצמפרto provide oneself with

provisions Le.with ריצ (food) Jos. 9,
12, Aram. 17718, 7 Ar. 5
( דיצpl. Dy) m. a hunter, a fisher,

prop. a catcher JER. 16, 16.
ms

and 12

(fem. ot TE 2) f.

' צbecause of its assonance with "2%.

0% nourishment, which is prepared
ans (nobility, distinction) n. p.m. Ga, Josu. 1,11, or otherwise Jupazs 7, 8;

23, 8 and 46,10, for which Nun. 26, 20,10; living, of manna Ps.78, 25; provision for travelling Gun. 42, 25; 45, 1
13 has "2%; 1 Car, 4, 7.
venison Gun. 27, 3 K’tib.

MS (after the form bi73) adj. m.,
ViPS and jx (from דּוצ IL; ₪ formany (pl. nin) / reddish-white, white tress, a castle, a tower, a ו
and red interspersed, of asses JUDGES comp. ,דצְמ MI, mn 1, Tike 2,
5,10; Ar.ws

sense

the same, and in this

_=S| and =

TIER, Man 1 n. Dp m. of the rat
born of Canaan Gen. 10, 15, i. e. the

first colony and city founded by the
( רצout of יִיִצ from mx IL. after the Phenicians on the Mediterranean (Justin.
form ,‘ יִרצ יִרּפmase. 1."prop. dryness, 18, 3; Curt. Alex. 4, 1, 15; 4, 4,15), and
aridity, the state of being burnt; hence called because of its importance 7121 'צ
a waste land, a steppe, adesert.

Deriv.

the great Sidon Josu. 11,8; 19,28. To

rex (fem. of 2) and "x. — 2. (con- the Sidon- district also belonged MET
tracted from my, after the form > from( which see) 1Kmas 17, 9, Ornithopo,9" from me I. to close up together, lis (1899 אָלּיְנְרַמ Jer. Targ. on Num.
75*
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34, 9 10; Plin. 4,19), and at times it
extended southwards as far as ba
Guy. 49, 18 and “83 Dorus (Strabo 16.
p.753). It was allotted to the tribe of
Asher 1088. 19,28, Junezs 1, 31, but
so far from Zebulon or Asher conquering
the Sidonians they continued to dwell
among them; sometimes even subject
to their dominion 008 3, 3; 2 Sam.
24,6. Eastward it bordered on the ter-

mu

wilderness. Derivat. max 1 (pl. (םיִיָצ
ro 1 (pl. nine) and the proper name
ye (according to some).
my III. (not used) intrans. to glitter
afar, io shine, hence to be conspicuous,
of a tower or fortress &c.; ident. in its

organic root with that in 712, רזIII. 6.

and wy) (7) not

It may, however, coincide with mx 1.
Derivat. mx (according to some); “and
the proper name .ןיצ

far from the sources of the Jordan belonged to it Josa.13,6; Jupezs18,7 28.

maxX (pl. ning) 7. 1. (from mx IL)
dryness, aridity, a stronger expression

ritory of Damascus;

With Tyre it formed one kingdom Jo.
4,4; Jur. 25, 22; 27,3; 2508. 9,2; and

of the same idea being nh Jos 24,19;
hence a wilderness 30, 3 (opposite ץֶרא

is used for Phenicia generally Is. 23, 2 inhabited land 80, 8(, fully 'צ  ץראPs.
4, Deut. 3, 9, Ez. 32, 30, the LXX 63, 2, Is. 53, 2, coupled with mad
translating it so. If Ethbaal be called Jun. 2, 6, "at 50,12, ma, 51,43;
the king of the Sidonians 1 K1nas 11,1,
Tyre is meant (Menander apud Jos. a dry, desolate waste Jo. 2, 20, Zura,
Antigg. 8,13, 2). Gent. m. רנדיצ Jupeus 2,13, poet. for 127% Ps. 78, 17, for

3, 3, pl. םיִנדיִצ,OT 1 Cnr. 22, 4, mich the pl. ning "105, 41 die land
Ear. 3, 7, pas 1 Kınas 11,33, at f. — 2. (from the masc. יצ 2. from mx L)

 צְדְנְיִת11
1, in some mss. תַכְדְצ only in pl. תויצ rafts, boats Am. 41 2,
s
ni or תיִנְרצ (after the form תו which some read for mipy.
m2X (only in the pl. pe) m. (from
Nen. 13, 23 Ki); Phenician ןדצ (Gent.

235%) the same. See on the modern
Saida (Sidon) Robinson’s Palestine III, p.
415 seq. Van der Velde, Travels I, 62 seq.
vrs Gent. m., fem. MY TE see ןוְדיצ

mx IL) a wilderness, 18. 23,13 (Ewald)

Ashur has made it a wilderness; but 19°

contradicts this explanation. According

to the Targ., Rashi and Kimehi ox is the
pl. of 2 (from יצ 2) a sea-faring man,
my I. (not used) tr. same as 2 I. a sailor, ‘whence we ought to translate:
(stem-verb to (רצ to establish, to set up, Ashur has, founded it against sea-farers,
hence to erect, a monument. The inter- which is also unsuitable. Better from

change of verbs רע and דע is frequent

mx IIL, so that m= (pl. nx) means

elsewhere,

a יה
a castle; and then the passage must be rendered: Behold, the

particularly in derivatives

(comp. "75 I. and 147, 5713 II. and N,

737 and. 73 L); see the’ ‘comparison "of people of the Chaldeans (either ץרא
the organic root under my I.
Dry» should be so taken, or the read-

Pih. 3% (not used) to found, to ap- ing should be םיִּדָשַּכ bY) — this people
point, to set up (see max). Deriv. pre, that did not exist before — Assyria dethe proper name Jin (according to some). signed them for fortresses. They (the
IMS II. (not used) intr. same as mell. Phenicians) set up their watch-towers;
but they (the Chaldeans) destroyed their
(see the comparison there) to glow, to palaces, and brought them to ruins.
burn, hence to be dry, arid, of a district;
to be dried up, sun- burnt, of a wilder-

PPS (from 2 IT.) m. a dry, parched
ness; אּוָצ (to New= xiwa Ez. 47, 8) district, a waste, 1s.25,5; 32,2.
likewise belonging to this head. Deriv.
VieX (from mx IIL; tower, fortress,
 צר1 (out of x), Fire.
fort) n. p. f. Zion, Zur, Sion, the name
20. in (not used) to be dried up, of the south-western hill (Joseph. Jewish
to be burnt, to gape from dryness, of a Wars Book 6) of Jerusalem, the older
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and higher part of the eity; fully 'צ רה

desert, weed a cat, awild cat, a marten,

Is. 8,18; 18, 7; 29,8, for which also
' צna  הר10, 32, and later 777 “TY scho horn-owl, from co = Hebrew
were used 2 Sam. 5,7,1 Kınas“ 8, 1 mx; on which account Saadia, Ibn Gabecause David conquered this men näch and Jizchaki have sought some spe2 Car. 5,2. Thenceforward it was “de- cial meaning for pes. — 3. (from יצ 9(
scribed as Up רה Psaum 2,6, as the a sea-farer, as Kimchi takes it in Ps.
74,14, and in part 72,9. So too some
resting - place of Jehovah 9, 12; 14, 7;
render Is. 23, 13.
once OND? WTP 'ִצ Zion of the holy
1°% (in mss. a common orthography,
One of Israel Is. 60, 14. The special hill

mh (which see) was naturally reckoned but usually ןצ with a of motion הָנצ
to it. jx is universally used by poets Nom. 34, 4; from Pe ie. [R= נצ 922,
and prophets for Jerusalem, Is. 10, 24; a low land, flat. land, plain; comp.‘Talm.
33,20, or for its inhabitants 1, 27; 49,  ציךa low palm tree) n. p. of a wilder14 (for the latter we have also ys by ness in the south of Palestine, and west
30,19, ןויצ “2a Ps. 149, 2, ןייצ na Is. of Edom Nom. 13, 21; 20, 1; 27, 14;
52,2, 'צ nay 12,6), or for the Jewish
exiles Zecn. 0 11 14. 'צ nipg Is. 6
and Sone סע Son. 8,11 are the females
of Jerusalem.
As to the origin of the name, the

Syr. and Ar. write it eng, wre)

with a of motion 34, 4; Jose. 15, 3.
See 2473 um.

pS (after the form “Bp, wap,
from pix Pih.) m. usually enclosure,
confinement, hence a prison JER. 29, 26;

but as naara ib. must imply an in-

strument of “punishment and that too
as if the stem were 7% (which see),
a block for confining the hands and feet,
whence 349% would mean a bare, barren ' צappears to mean here a block for the
mountain. But mie IN. might be= "3, neck, in the form of a collar (Joseph
since the Ar. 3,90 means a ד
Kimchi), comp. Arab. by a collar,

PRS (from may = הֶנצ L) m. a pil- Gay a strap, 6% a fetter.
lar, prop. a thing set up, whether it be
am (smallness or straitness) n. p. of
a way-mark Jer, 31, 21, a sepulchral
a
locality
iin Judah 10813. 15, 54; comp.
monument Ez.39,15, or any stone erected
2 Kines 23, 17.

"8% (derived from "x, only pl. br)

“yk, men.

ans ‘Game as םּוצ 2, from rw 111.(

m. 1. (from יצ 1) inhabitants of the de- n. p. m. 1 Cur. 6, 20 Eri; comp. 27,

sert or of steppes, i. e. Nomads, Arabs,
Bedouins Ps.72,9 (Ibn Gandch, Kimchi),
but where the Peshito reads Dok. Some
interpreters translate sea-faring men (from

DNB.

 ץיצas a noun, see X.

( ץיצfrom pry, pl. oes and(צצִים 
m. 1. prop. a shining forth; hence a pro-

 צר2). Perhaps we might read םיִרָצ for jecting plate on the forehead, a diadem
pn on account of םיביא in the parallel Ex. 28,36, coupled with 73 Lev. 8, 9,
member.

In Is. 23, 13 inhabitants of the

steppes, applied to the Chaldeans. —
2. animals of the desert or of the steppes

Is. 13, 21 (LXX Ingin, Vulg. bestiae),
coupled with ,םיחא according to the
Targ. 91727 (apes), associated with DAN
34, 14 "and from these places in Jun.
50,39, where, however, 0°28 is translated

islands (LXX) or the reading is DV.
Comp. Arab. Bye a wild beast, of the

comp. N¥2.

—

2. a blossom,

a flower

Is. 40, 7, Jon 14,2, fully yw’ Ps.
,103 ,15 parall. na2 Num. 17, 23; fig.
flower-festoons or wreaths, an architec-
tural ornament 1 Kinas 6, 18 29 35

(in 2 Car. 3,5 ninww is used instead).
— .3 a wing, a feather Jer. 48,9, and
therefore Rashi and Kimchi render it
r22; comp. Targ. ץיצ for 522 on Ps.

,139 ,9 Talm. ץיצ a fin. — 4 (a pro-
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Jecting place) n. p. of a locality 2 Cur.

see). — 4. form, shape Ps. 49, 15 K’tib;
an image Is. 45, 16 same

20,16, with the article.

as mx

2

MEX (c. ,הצר from yrs) f. a flower, (which see).
Hithp. 2277 (denom. from "x 3) to
Das 2 Is. 28, 4a flower of fading,i. e.

betake oneself’ to the way, to set of, a
stronger
expression than 725 (Kimchi)
subst. and not an adjective to mer, if
a fading flower.

a5 seems

to be a

we should not read air ץיצ after Jost. 9, 4 Many mss. and versions
read 3770271 as in 9,12, which is more
28, 1.
appropriate.
 ציציתylnommoc(  (צִיצת/. 1. formed
( לבnot used) m. same as לצ a shadow,
from ,327 a lock, a forelock, proceed-
only
iin the proper names bybys (which
ing from the idea of wing, Targ. "9. —
see),
222%, and according ‘to some in
.2 a fringe, a tassel, worn on upper
garments Num. 15, 38 39, where theצַלְמָנֶת 
cod. Samar. has Ang.

Targ. REISE,

by (with suff. "p%, Tax, jp% together

ys the same; yet the Greek 006- with the resolved form ;רללצ . עזbrady,
7 ne in 77735992 is used there 6 "bo; from dbx I.) m. lot fem. even

for signific.2
 תציצsee rg.

in 2 Kıncs 20, 11, since שמשה has

IPs and s5p% (from לקצ with
the termination 453 a winding, bending)

n. p. of a Philistine city, which שיבא

fallen out here after THN, as appears
from Is. 38, 8 and the oriental versions)
1. a shadow, so called from covering,
veiling, applied to םיִרָה Jupazs 9, 36,

gave to David 18am. 27,6; 30,1; 28am.
1,1; 1 Cur. 4,30. Formerly it belonged
to Judah 1088. 15, 31, then to Simeon

723 929 Is. 32, 2, mp Gen. 19, 8; by
en) Ps. 102,12 (cou 109, 23) an entended or long shadow, which happens

19,5, and was also inhabited by Judeans

towards evening, and therefore stands
for the declining day; a figure of intangibleness or leanness Jos 17, 7, of
the transitoriness and fleeting nature of

after the exile New. 11, 28.

In Greek

it was called Sixela (Steph. Byz.) or 3i-

xella (Josephus), which would be לק.צ
On the final letter ג comp. Ar.

,5

crooked-boned, from des crooked.
WS as a verb, see IE.

life 8,9; Ps. 102,12; 144,4. — 2. protection, covering, hence הָרּו  לצ.א
19, 8 protection of the house, prop. shadow of the beams; so 435 לצ Ps. 17, 8,

au לצ 91,1, neon לצ and nos by

ws (pl. Dye, 6. (יביצ m. 1. the
Eccues. 7,12, 8 רי לצTs. 51,16, also
hinge of a door Prov. 26, 14; Aram. wy,

f2pey, Ar.
to turn,

 צלalone Num. 14,9; Junans 9,15; Ps.

the same; from רצ IIL. 121, 5; comp. Aram. su, UST, Ar. Ab

to “revolve, go

ina

ek

Saad. = Hebr. 7 (a round handle). —

2. writhing pain, of a woman in labour,

the same.

On the plur. םילאצ see לֶאְצ

xby (Peal not used) Aram. intr. to

prop. writhings, tormentum, as man incline, to bend, in the Targ. for m2,
and ליה proceed from a similar funda- ident. in its organic root and fundamenmental. signification, 1 Sam. 4,19; THN tal signification with that in the Hebr.
‘pS pain seizes one Is. 21, 8, Day. 10,
yo, d¥-y, Syr. ii, Ar. Wo the same;
16, as also "1x III. to twist, with pain, comp. EN and the analogies there.
Ar, „Lo. - 0 (from רּוצ IIL.) ₪ mesPa. NN (part. m. Nex, pl. ךילצְמ as
senger Is. 18, 2; 57, 9; a herald Os. 1; if from ar, a3) prop. to make an
but ריצ seems ‘aio to have had the inclination of the knee, a bow; hence
meaning wandering, Journey,
to pray Dan. 6, 11; Ezr. 6, 10; Targ.

abstract

course, whence the denom. max (which

DE prayer.
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nbyı (inf. 6. nix; fut. Hx) tr.
prop. to prepare by seething, cooking
&c., metaphor. to roast, “wa 1 Sam. 2,
15, Is. 44,19, "be 44, 16; ‘connected in
its organic root לצ-ה with that in Sw-a;
Arab. Yoo and Ja the same. Deriv.
mr

absol. to procure luck, to bring pr oaperity
Ps. 118, 25; to make succeed, with accus.
of the thing 2 Car. 7, 11; to make proceed prosperously, לָרדJ OSH. 1,8, may
Dan. 8, 25. — 2. to have progress, 80
that it coincides with Kal, of דרב
Juness 18, 5; 1 Kınas 22, 12; 1 CHR.

22, 18; with

nbyn. (not used) intr. same as Aram.
 צְלָאto"incline, hence to pray. Derivat.

mby and m°b% in the proper names
moka and תיִלְצַּב(which see).

of the person by whom

something proceeds JER. 2, 37.

nby I. (fut. nx) tr. 1. (not used)
to Bivide, to cut, Aram. nam, חלצ u
for "13 (Ps. 136, 13); the organic root

na” wis also in nb-p, pam, more, הל
is; from ללצ
1( =. p. f. Gen. 4, 19 22. Metaph. to cut out, to ‘deepen, a dish, a
(לולc. ,%995 from 255 III.) m. prop. bowl, ₪ kettle; 0 hollow out=D5n belonging to ,טירח HIM 2. החלק belonging to
a thing "round or circular, hence a round
cake, fully on) לּוָלַצ Junges 7, 13 = nnobp (which see), the At. 5 to be holnbs (a protection, screen,

viz. God

ny? >21 Ex. ,92 ,32 ekil >p“ dna צלול

lowed out, whence ג 5 a hollow reed,

proceeding from a ul
signification, and ea

and ,A&, whence ,

same.

fundamental
suiting the

This explanation is already in the same verbs.

the LXX, Symm., Aq., Vulg. and Targ.,
and is etymologically established under

= inlet, bay, are

Der may, moby,

nob. — 2. Fig. to cut into one, ie.
to press violently upon him, of רי mm,

Dox III. The meanings clatter from with לע of a person Junges 14, 6 19;
boy II. (Kimchi, de Banoles) or bundle, 15, 14; 1 Sam. 10, 10; seldom with by
from =לצ dm (Böttcher) must be re- for oy 16, 13; 18, 10. Here belongs,
jected.

nby I. (in Pause max, fut. n>)
intr. prop. to move forward,

to flow 6

Aram. 121; hence 1. same as ‘720, ךלה
to go, with accus. 177 2 Sam. 19, 18

through the Jordan; Ton with the accus.
being so used; comp. peragrare locum.
—

2. to roll on, to flow on, to get on;

hence to make progress, to thrive, יו yeu

according to Kimeht Am. 5, 6 ‘x “with
the accus., like Na with the accus., but

see max IIT.

nby II. (fut. n>) tr. same
as a2.
to burn, with accus. of the object "Am.

5, 6 (Rashi); hence Targ. Pb.
nes (Peal unused) Aram. intr. same
as Hebr. max I. to proceed, to prosper,

in the Targ. Tax = Hebrew mx II. is
Is. 53, 10; to prosper, "53 (a weapon) more frequent. '
54,17; to be unopposed, of 7271 JER.
Af. max (for us, part. mx, pl.
12,1; tothrive, of plants, Ez.17,9 10;  (מצלְחִיןsame as Hebr. חיִלצַה to cause

to Fan good success Ps. 45,5; Jer. 22,
to ‘succeed, to make prosperous, with ac30; to succeed Dan. 11, 27, consequently
cus. of the person Dan. 3, 30; to accomwith 5 to suit a thing, to be fit for, to plish prosperously, with scons. of a
be beneficial Jur. 13, 7 10; Ez. 15, 4; thing Ezr. 6, 14; intr. to have promotion,
16, 13.
to be prospered Dan. 6, 29; to succeed
> Hif. חיִלְצַה (part. rose, fut. (חילצנ Ezz. 5, 8.
1.to make useful, from ‘Kal 2, hence to

nnbs (pl. ninby, from mx IL) =
a
dish,
a bowl, prop. what is deepened
41; to bless 24, 56; with accus. of the
person to prosper, to favour 2 Cur. 26, out 2 Curon. 35,3; Aram. “bx, Syr.
5, also with 5 of the person Nen. 1, 11; ua, Pu, a cruet, a cup; comp.
conduct to a (good) end, 373 Gen. 24,

צלחית
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Greek ox&pn, 000א0 a bowl, a dish,
from oxdnto.
 תיִחְלִצf. the same 2 Kınas 2, 20.

MODY /. a dish 2 Kınas 21,13; me-

צלם

to resound, of a flood, = לוצ I. — 759%
Nen. 13, 19 belongs to boy L Deriv.
men, nbyn (which see), לולצ and לילצ
0
to some.
Pih. (redupl.) 232 see .לצלצ
The organic root by (Arab. de to

taphor. bosom, lap Prov. 26, 13.
nox (constr, 9%, from הלצ
1.)m. the resound, to rush, to. whirr, tinnire,
roasted, fully wy 'צ Ex. 12, 89.
ite the rushing of water; Syr. SG:
 לילצ.6 bby, from 552 IIL) m. a is also in 9% (which see), and may be
round cake J upezs 7,13 Kr, for which connected with .לה
K’tib has Sx.
bby L (3 pl. (רללצ tr. 1. same as
 ללטIL. to overshadow, to cover, of a
shadow; to veil, to conceal; metaphor.
to protect, to screen. Deriv. ,¥> ( לצin
the proper names לֶאְלִצְּב sabe, per-
haps in nm); by (in then. p-(צלצח 
( ללצperhaps in sbby, py, soy);
sonra 26 mbit); the proper names

bby IT. (38 pl. 3%) intr. same as
Dba to roll, to tumble, to turn; hence
1. 'to be round or circular, of bread,

comp. 29; of vessels, >}, הפ Deriv.
Die, לילצ — 2. to roll forward, to
drive away, generally to drive, Da2 into
the water, i.e. to sink Ex. 15, 10, Samar.

;אִצְטלְצלelsewhere (15, 5) ְּהָלּוצְמ m
Pih. (redupl.) S¥>% see buby.
“ לצו הpbs, bye. — 2. to give a
ipdar (protedtion of de,presence,
shade, to 0 6 ‘shade, Neu. 13,19 when viz. of God; >22 a collateral form of
the gates of Jerusalem made a shadow,
צלin a resolved state, and ip =mie
i.e. when it became evening (Kimchi);
= mp» to םיִנָפ,conseg. = DB רֶתְס Ps.
Arab. dt the same.
31, 21) N. 2 "m. 1 Cur. 4, 3, used with
the article.
Pih. (redupl.) S¥>% see .לצָלצ
Hf. I. Dien (part. (לצמ to give a shaDby (not used) intrans. to be shady,
dow, of vn Ez. 31, 3. But לצמ may dark (Jos. Kimchi), Ethiop. םלצ zalema
be a noun after ihe, form nin, 302,
to be shady, Ar.
Ab to be dark; aplike ,ףנע  המרקin the passage; in which
parently
a farther development of לצ 1
case for won the adj. construct won
must be read and the translation be: But as the fundamental signification is
to cover, to veil (asin my, ,טל Tun),
and wooded (i. e. thick) in foliage.

Hif. I. ליקצה assumed by some to the organic root may be pbx, which
exists also in DIR, ba 3, Boy I De

 ; הצללפיניbut’ see “2B Ddy.

rivat. םלצ nyaby = "תומלצ ‘and the

bby D. (3 pl. sx; fut. I. לצי after proper names Febr, הגומלצ and perthe form DAY, 71275 3 pl. fem. mba; haps san.
fut. IL לצו after ‘the form pr, 8 ple f
bby (with suff. 122%, Wy; plur.
mn, ‘another ל
form) intr, bby, constr. “aby, with cuff. (וימֶלצ

to sound, clang, of a bell; to twitter, of
a bird; to clatter, of arms; to resound,
of musical instruments; to chirp, of an
animal; hence to tremble, of the Denby
Has. 3, 16, ie by chattering of the
teeth; to tingle, of the Dr, hence the

proverb 1 Sam. 3, 11 both ears of every

mase. a shade, phantom, which quickly

perishes; hence= לבה Ps. 39, 7, else-

where רבלע by (Ps. 144, 4) or by (Jos

14, 2); seeming ewistence or being Ps.
73, 20; metaphor. an image, a likeness,
Greek oxiaoue, of a son having the like-.
ness of his father Gen. 5, 3, also men-

one that hears will tingle 2Kınas 21, 12% tally 1,27, coupled with. nn;
an idol

Jar. 19, 3; and probably also to’ rush, 2 Kınas 11,18; Am.
5,26; generally an.

צלם
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image 1 Sam. 6,5; painted images Ez. 23,

one denied protection, i. e. abandoned) n.

14; “91 "gb 16, 17 phallus- bangen p. m. Jupezs 8, 5. It is also possible
that "5x has arisen from המָלִצ and ומ
comp. Greek oxıd, oxiacne; Arab.
because
of the following מ is elided,
= pro, Syr. denomin. say (to form).

nd¥ Aram, m. Dan. 3,5 7 10 12 14
18 for the usual Dar as 8 noun.
nbs (unused) En Aram. the same.

Deriv. “pbx and
pox (def. (אָמְלַצ Aram. m. = Hebr.
pby Dan. 2, 31; 3, 115

19.

( ךןימלצfrom D3% with the termina-

tion וך-( m.

1. prop. same

as םלצ a

shade, “obscurity , darkness, Ps. 68, 15
(Targ. , Kimchi) when the ‘Almighty
scatters kings in this (land), thou makest
it (the land) clear in the darkness, i. e.
freest it from distress (see ;(גיִלַשַה but
the LXX and Vulg. have taken 'צ in

with the same meaning.

yoy (part. 92%) intr. to turn, incline,
bend, to one side; hence to limp, Guy.
32, 32 and he halted in his hip (cod.

Samar. aN); comp. Aram. ¥>¥, to pale
Ar.

Asto incline, to be createed,

ָ

to fap Deriv. yax, 92%, העלצ,myby,
and the proper name yx.

( עלwith suff by, war, plur.
pbx) fem. (mase. only 1 Kınas 6, 34)
.1 a leaning, halting; metaphor. a fall,
overthrow, Ps. 38, 18 for I am destined

even to my falling; 35, 15 and they rejoice
at my falls probably belongs here also
signif. 2. — 2. (perhaps from pb = Jur. 20, 10 who have aimed (see “yaw
D2, Dam; a terrace-like thing, an ascent) Ps. 71, 10) at my fall. — 2. the side,
n. 0 of a mountain in Samaria, near slope, of a mountain 2 Sam. 16,13; the
now Junazs 9, 48; according to the flank, of the tabernacle Ex. 26, 26, as
LXX and Vulg. an Ps. 68, 15. Per- myx is of the altar 27, 7; of ‘the ark

haps from לצ =  לצand jim 2, ןיעמ
‘conseq. place of shadow. According to
the Talmud (Jebamoth 122) and Tosifta (Parah ch. 8) a . is mentioned near
Diospolis. — 3. ₪. p. m. 2 Sam. 18, 28,

for which "9% aa in 1 Car. 11, 29,

of the covenant

25, 12; si direction

,26 ;35 specially the leaf of the wing
of a door 1 Kınas 6, 34, for which also

ny>p ibid. (LXX) is used. The funda-
el
ing,

signification is a turning, bend-
hence

too

a

wing,

rib;

see

23

page 675 and nn» page 710.

73 למלצ (the same) n.p.ofan encamp צלעretfa( eht mrof "32, 6. (צלעfem.
ment--place in the wilderness Num. 33,
41. It is possible that it is compounded prop.‚something bent, hence Larib , costa,

of minby, and that mpin is =vn;
hence as appellative, place of shadow.

mmbz fem. darkness, obscurity, along

Gen. 2,22; comp. Ar.
bent) a rib, like sl

«Aö (from being
a rib, from in-

clining (Hebr. 737). —

2. the side, like

with Tun Jos 3, 5, oppos. to Six 12, 22; vor; collect. side- chambers, a series of
hence applied to the dark לאש 10, 21; side apartments 1 Kınas 6, 8; Ez. 41,5
38, 17; 28, 3, to the night of the eyes 9 .11 — .3 (also yox, slope) n. p. or

16,16; improperly in
i opposition to “pa a city in Benjamin, coupled with yon
24,17, "and an image of terror ibid.; of’a (Zucu. 9,7 dp) and( יִסּובְי Jupaus 19,
dark prison Ps.107,10 14; of the cheer10 baa), the burial-place of Saul 2 Sant.
less wilderness Jur. 2, 6. " Accordingly

nyadx isnm
=
as IbnGandch already
asserts, Ar. 3 though LXX, Symm.,
Aqu., Theod., Vulg., Targ. and Saadia
take it as a ‘compound from ny and

 = צלby,

zbms" morf(  צל =צלdna = מכ

,21 ".14 See ron +
Er see vox.

nbs (after the form "292; plur.
 לתconstr, niy>x) fem. 1. same as
say aa ‘ribGen. 2,21. — 2. side, flank,
of Tx Ex. 25, 14, nam 27, 7; 30, 4;

צלעה
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pl. metaphor. side-chambers 1 Kinas 6, Targ., Kimchi), which suits the second
5; a side-building Ez. 41, 6-9, enclosing

member.

But our explanation is more

the bor and "az 1 Kınas 6, 5. —

agreeable to the usus loquendi. —
3. beams or joists, of a house; ₪ scaffold 2. (from 55% II.) the whirring, hence a
1 Kınas 6,15 6.
cricket Deut. 28,42; conseq. not rubigo
( העלצprop. part. fem. sing.) fem. the( LXX and Vulg.). In Syr. and Ar.
halt, ihe lame, of a flock; figur. of the is changed into r, Bess, Bass, Dy vd.
weak, weary Israelites Mıc.4,6 7; ZEPn. — 3. a harpoon, with which large fishes
3, 91.
are pierced Jos 40, 31, from 5>¥ =לאצ
Arby (not used) trans. same as ףרצ which see. — 4. (from ללצ IL) ‘only iin
(which see) to smelt, metals; metaphor.
to cleanse or purify, in a moral sense.

Deriv. the proper names 57x and

plur. prop. whirring and elanging instruments, cymbala, hence cymbals, casta-

nets 2 Sam. 6,5; Ps. 150, 5; Syr. Byes,

( פלצpurification,ל 
n. p. m. ths, Arab. Boat comp. םיּחְלְצִמ
Nua. 3, 30; comp. the proper name יפרצ
pou (not used) tr. to split, to break
(= mpi Jah is Purification).
asunder, in Talm. applied to nuts. It
ִ( דַחְפְלfrom Hb = by and חד is connected with nox IL, Aram. non,
same as דג the name of a god, like max, and in relation to its org. root pa”
mn = ma; purification by Gad) n. p. with that in pam, 327B, M278, 4 "9,
P2732. Derivative
m.Num. 96, 33.
( חֶצֶלַצfrom לצ = לצ protection, and
pbx (split, rent) n. p. m. 2 Sam,
ne =

5 the sun; protection from the

sun, perhaps protection of the sun-god)

0 37.
“nbs (from mane Jah is Protection;

1 Sam.

from  (צלהn. p. " m. 1 Caron. 8, 20;
12, 20.

as in all tropical lands, the shadow
falls sometimes to the north, sometimes
to the south, and therefore the inhabitants are called double- shadowed,

living inte Ex. 17,3; Junges 15, 18;
along with 235 Is. 49, 10; also in derivatives to be dry, waste, of districts.
Figurat. to bg for, with ? Ps. 42, 3;

n. p. of a city in Benjamin

10, 2.
ox see Dx.
bxby (from a redupl. Pih.-form לצלצ
after the form 7198; in pause לצלצ
NY (without א in na Jungzs 4,
Deur. 28, 42; constr. bubs; pl. prbyby,
19,
ma Ruta 2,9, as if fom הלו fut.
constr. (ילצלצ m. 1. (from ללצ I) a
was)
intr. prop. to glow, to burn, like
shadow, a manifold one, different from
 וצלhenee an attribute of Meroé, where, mmNr, 1%; hence to gape, to thirst, of

aupioxiot (Strabo 2. p. 133), Is. 18,1

the land of the shadows

of both idles

(21232), as Aquila and Symm. render;
comp. on the peculiarity of the shadow

Plinius H. N. 2, 75; Lucan. 10, 300.
Saadia and Ibn Gandch also have taken

‘2 to mean shadow, though they understood by it that of the two mountain-

chains

of Egypt.

Others

derive

the

word from 55% III. to go along rapidly,

63,2; Ar. eb the same.
NOY, “NAS,

Deriv. NEN,

NDS.

Pik. Nox (not used) to gape from dryness; deriv. Tyree.

The organic root X-nY appears ident.
with that in וצ-ה I.

NDS (after the form 299, with suff.
NN, brn) m. thirst, sitis Ex. 17, 3,

to be ‘quenched with water Nen. 9, 15
20; increased by vinegar Ps. 69, 22; asphrase would be land of the vessels of sociated with בצר Deur. 28, 48, 2 Cur.
wings, i. e. of winged boats (LXX, 32,11 asa plague;
ya nm Junazs 15,
and translate ‘vessel, ship; so that the

צמא
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18 to perish with thirst; "ga תרמה to kill
with thirst Ex. 17, 3; 'ִצ Say to quench

the thirst Ps. 104, 11; with בthirst for ₪

as the measure of a burden carried by
a pair of mules

2 Kmas5, 17.

MAX (with suf. qn;

from bar)

thing Am. 8, 11, fig. למס also drought,
dryness, wasiendss, = חּיצ Ez.19,13.

fem. a covering, veil, Sona or Sor. 4,1
and 6,7 behind thy vel (5337)is related
NOX (pl. oye) adject. m. thirsty, to Ya 8 nımn to nnn), and so the
thirsting, then subst. Is. 29, 8; 55, 1; LEX, Symn., "Peshito, Ibn Gandch; Is.
coupled with 394 and my 2 Sam. 17, 47, 2 put off thy veil, as a sign of re29; dry, desert, of a country Is. 44, 3; proach.
The meaning locks, tresses (Rashi,
comp. Pliny 11. .א 10, 73.
Kimchi),
though etymologically possible,
MNDX (prop. adject. fem., but then an
is inapposite.
abstr.) fem. thirst, desire, Deur. 29, 18
pray (pl. ,םיִקּומצ from pox Pih.)
so that satiety increases thirst; = Nay.
m. dried grapes formed into cakes, which
MINDS fem. prop. thirst, hence parol
were counted 1 Sam. 25, 18; 30, 12;
ing, of the throat Jur. 2, 25.
2Sam. 16,1; 1 Cur. 12, 40; conseg. not
yinax (formed from Pih.) m. a gap- single pieces of a kind of fruit סע
ing, thirsty, parched land, Dur. 8, 15; (Syr., Arab.), but cakes of raisins pres-

opposite Ov "9327 Is. 35, 7, o% יאצל sed together (Targ., Kimchi).
Ps. 107, 33.
Mos (part. maiz, fut. mag?) intr. to
“Woe (Kal not used) tr. to bind to- sprout forth, to grow up, of plants,
17,
gether, toknot together, Ar. dy, Aram. opaw Gen. 41, 6, aby 2,5, רז
6,
‘Ve
Ex.
10,
5;
of
Hair
Luv.
13,
37;
צמד, 3; the organic root 772-¥ lies
alsoin 1”3. Deriv. n%, דימצ
Nif. M3 (fut. ig) to attach oneself to, with 9 hence to be devoted to,
to serve, to dedicate to Num. 25, 3 5;

Ps. 106, 28 (Targ.).
Puh. ( צרpart. Wax) to be firmly
bound to, of a sword, “with oy 2 Sam.
20, 8.
Hif. mer (fut. (דימצי to knot, to
weave,

figurat. to contrive, aa

Ps.

50, 19.
TOS (with suf. iWax; plur. DYn®,

figur to arise anew, to grow up, of men

Jos 8,19 (see 8,16); to prosper, become
strong, of a people Is. 44, 4; Zeon. 6,
12; to arise, to be developed, of events

Is.42, 9; 43,19; 58, 8, as also אצי 1
5; metaphor, of למע Jos 5, 6, DEN Ps.

85, 12. Here belongs חמוצ as an intr.
Ecouzs. 2,6 (a wood) growing up in trees,
where םיִצָכ is not the accus. of the object. Deriv. may.

Pih. 178% (in ‘pause Max, inf. constr.
px,

fut. maxı) a stronger expression

of Kal: to sprout, to grow, of the beard
constr. (יִדְמָצ m. prop. union, joining 2Sam. 10, 5, of the hair Jupazs 16, 22,
together; hence 1. a pair, a yoke, of of the pubes Ez. 16,7, as םילגב רעמ
 חְמרֶיםJupazs 19,10, "pa 1 Sam. 11,7, Is. 7,20 is probably to be taken also.
Dre "2 Kınas 5, 17; collect. pairs, Is.
Hif. ( הצמורחfut. 3) to cause to sprout,
21, 7 pairs of Bomann; pe 09353 en Ps. 104, 14, אשד  אצמJoB 38, 27,
2 Kinas 9, 25 riding in pairs; absol.  זרועיםIs. 61, 11, with a double accus.
Jer. 51, 23 the ploughman and his yoke. Ps. 147, 8, or the accusat. is omitted
— 2. as much land as a yoke of oxen Devt. 29, 22; to bring forth, omitting
can plough in a day, a yoke, jugum, the accusat. of the plants Is. 55, 10;
jugerum, 1 Kınas 19, 19 twelve yokes fig. of ןְרֶק Ez. 29,21, Ps. 132, 17, ie.
were before him, i. e. were ploughed; to cause to become powerful or mighty ;

 צ' דה1 .maS 41,41 a ekoy fo ,dnal sa rmx Jer. 33, 15, i. e. to give offspring;

a measure (but the LXX read 17187 רצ

also to cause to appear, }
mp te Is.61,11,

Is. 5, 10 ten yoke of vine-land; "metaph. var 2 Sam. 23, 5.

צמח

The Aram. max, ude, Nasor. ל
to shine, appears to point to the fundamental signification; whence metaphor.
to sprout,

to grow.
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The

organic root

cover, of a veil; ident. with Dar.

The

organic root םצ is also in bO-n, D¥-N,

px" IL; Ar. כ

Bird, Be,

5

braid or ‘Gast together; Aram. םצמצ to

- 799” is ident. with that in "2s mg “5
knot, to enclose. Deriv. rmx.
5 to
(which see), aD. The Ar.
Pih. De a stronger expression than
besmear, anoint, is ident. in its Organic Kal, whence Dar.
root with 1-2 I.

ploy (part. pl. m. D’pn’2) intr. to be

max (with ‘suff (ּהָחְמְצ m. a sprout,
dry, to dry up, of the pony Hos. 9,14;
collect. with הָמָדא Gen. 19, 25, ya Is.
61,11 and הדט Ez. 16, 7; 'צ  יפְרִמEz.
17, 9 sprouting leaves; 'צ na, 17,10
beds of growth; fruit Hos. 8,"7; figur.
 צ' וי2,4.sI eht tuorps fo ,havoheJ 61
the ‘remnant of the people purified and
made holy, comp. Joan 1,13 yeyevınuevog &% tov 0800[ of a descendant of the

to press

together

into

a cake, raisins.
-.-

Deriv. out of Pik. pimx. Arab. (wo
to gape with thirst; Talm. to shrink
together.

The organic root קמ"צ may

coincide with 72, קמ (PRR)“WB (not used) intr. to shoot forth,

Davidic dynasty, especially of Messiah, to sprout forth, of the branches of a
fully קידצ  'צJur. 23,5, Mp Te ’2 33,15, tree getting leaves; to spring forth, of
wool; to project, to be prominent, of the
' עבד צ.807 ,3 ,8 ”ylluf yaj'איש צ
tops and points of trees; to rise up, of
6 12.
forests. The organic root “727% is also
TS (pl. (םיִדיִמְצ m. 1. a bracelets in 727 (to stick out, of hairs, ‘bristles;

hence at לע Gen. ‘24, 22 30 47, sel- to be bristly, rugged); perhaps in "727
dom with” UN Ez. 23, 42; arm: clasp (to "nt Gen. 43, 11) to bring forth,
Num. 31, 50, so called from being attached to. or embracing. — 2. a cover, produce, RR 6 (ריִמָא ,Aram. רמדא
(to Tax), in ar, m. "Deriv. “2%, ‘and
for a vessel Num. 19,15, Ar. oles the

the proper names DIM, mE, Gent. m.
“ya. The Ar.
10 to veil, to cover,
from
to hide, is connected with the Aram.
br) m. a noose, gin, JoB 18,9 the gin
"au; but not with the Hebr. "nY.

same. See .ליִתָפ
( םימצafter the form prs,

takes hold of him (pin with by which see)," Pik mr (not used) to: shoot * forth
parall. to mp (ns, haat, ban, mypo7 greatly , of the top of a tree. Derivat.
also stand there); 5 5 and the gin‚ snatcheth nyx.
at their substance. The translation robber.
ing lock, tress (Kimchi), or thea
accepta-

any (with suff. “72%) mase. wool of
sheep Ex, 27, 18, woollen stuff, in op-

tion mE = D "Nae same as DN,

position to pnwe Lev. 13, 47, Deur.

(Targ.), or a comparison with 12% mean-
pa-

rall. to בער and relating to AS (LXX, 22,11, the two ‘together constituting =
‘lastly the collective materials of clothing Hos. 2
7; Prov. 31,13; not suited for sacred.
sense of the Ar. wis a hard, parched garments as having belonged to an aniland (Ibn Gandeh), are to be rejected.
mal and causing perspiration Ez.44,17;

Vulg., Pesh., Saad. 7

סע

MANS (from nix) f. prop. destruc-

a figure of white colour Is. 1, 18; Ps.

tion, “ewtinction (cognate in
i sense m9),

147, 16; a woollen garment Is. 51, 8.

but only as an adverb 'צל entirely, for Aram. "129, Syr. IS,
ever (cognate in meaning b>iy>) Lev.
“ax ו
25, 23 30.

from "nr to be

prominent) n. p. of a Phenician .locality:

DIDS (not used) tr. to braid, to bind, at the Eleutherus, mentioned by Strabo
the hair; to entwine, to bind about, to (XVI, 753), Ptol. (5,15) under the name
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of Siuien, Ziuvgos, in Arabic by
(Assem. I, 504), and whose ruins are

spoken of by Shaw as found at the western foot of Lebanon under the name
Sumra (Travels p. 269); Gent. m. ררמצ

because of the parallelism (more than
my bones).
 תַתְמְּצsee NAME.

(‘ןצonly pias, px, from ןנצ I.) m.
properly a thorn, a prick, then a hook;
coupled with mp Prov. 22,5 (see max 3);

Gen. 10, 18.
( םִיָרְמְבdouble-mount forest; seeםיִּפצְמדְלֶא (צמר 

2 .1 of a eity in Benjamin, named
along with Bethel 1083. 18, 22, situated
on the northern boundary. — 2. fully
 רה סָיִרְמִצ.= p. of a mountain, belong-
ing ‘to the mountains of Ephraim 2 Cur.

8 5,5 even out of the thorns,

i.e. from places surrounded with thorn-

hedges; where דע=לא is a climax (even).

But many mss. read מִצָנִּים orמְצִינִים 
which would refer to ןוצ= py II., mean-
ing an enclosed place, a granary and
,13 ;4 not connected with the city ‘x. have to be rendered: and he takes it
( תֶרָמַצwith suf. inyax, DAY ey, into the granaries.
1% (with a of motion 73%) see px.
from "רמצ( f. prop.ג לא 18 greatly ‘pro-
jecting, hence the top of a tree, a high
Nay (not used) a stem assumed for
branch, e. g. of the cedar Ez.17,3 22;
 צנאNom. ,23 ,42 htiw eht gninaem fo
denifed dna deterpretni yb ”?pn4 ראש
,17 4 (Rashi and Kimchi), made stronger IR; but the ale may have arisen
by may 17, 22, and the figure of a from =הנאצ אנאצ from ןאצ ,as the cod.
Samar. has it.
king;"Ez. 31,3 - its (the cedar’s) top
nox fem. same as ןאצ Num. 32, 24;
is between clouds (e'na3, for 22); 31,
comp.
הנצ Ps. 8, 8 and see NIE and
01 41.

IBY.

Dine (3 pl. (רתמצ tr. 1. to destroy,
may (constr. max, pl. ni2x) f. 1. (from
to extirpate, to cut off, Lament. 3, 53, py I) a thorn, prick; perhaps a sing.
Ethiop. the same; not connected in its to the plur. 0%2% (see }%); metaphor. a
organic root with 2%, 752, but with
hook, a hook for fishing An. 4,2; parallel

that of 19”. — 2. Fig. ‘(not used) to nino and comp. min; a battlement, see

cause to dry up or disappear, of waters;  — צר2. (from 2% IL) a shield, coverto cut off, to drive away, with "2872 of ing the whole man, so called perhaps
a thing; to ruin; then to complete, to from its being fitted together with
finish, to conclude, like m». Derivat. braided work; different therefore from
( צמִיתַתwhich see).
732 1 Kinas 10,16 17, and along with
Nif. nya (1 pers. יח to be cut off; the latter forming a complete accoutreJos 23, 17 oh that I might not be cut off ment Ezex. 23, 24; 38,4; 39,9. Also
by misfortune! fig. to become extinct or coupled with חַמְר 2 Cur. 14, 7, הָרָתְס
be dried up 6,17.
Ps. 91, 4, תיִנַח 1 Cur. 12, 34. Wipurat,
Pih, I. ny to destroy, to consume, of protection, defence Ps. 5, 13; 91, 4 —
RR Ps. 119, 139.
3. (from px IV.) the cold, of Br Prov.
"Pih. I. nnax (3 plur. “pinniax from 25, 13, and also according to "tradition
 צמְּתְתוּנִיand Saar 6 compounded the pl. D%2x Prov. 22,5; opposite םיחפ

of Pih. 1. and II.)to extirpate, of DM

(from pn).
2% Ps. 8, 8, arising from הנאצכ
Hif. ( הצמיתpart. np, fut. ne?) same as ןאצ (hich see). See also Nox.
to destroy, ‘to etirpate, - מ Mair-ba
FAIS (constr. nm) m. a band, a ie
(every apostate) Ps. 73, 27; to root out,
ban,
same as IX Ts. 62,3 K’tib.
YW Ws 101, 8, ory 18,41, bak
ir (pl. with suff. ajax; from (רנצ
143, 12. Tnstand of רַתיִמְצִמ 69, 5 we
should read with the Syr. “nie ney m. prop. something hollowed, deepened out,
Ps. 88, 17.
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hollow, bent (see “2%); hence a hollow

jas II. (not used) tr. same as 733,

passage, an aqueduct, a water-pipe; usu-

729 to hedge about, to surround, to en-

ally 1. @ gutter 2 Sam. 5, 8 (Joseph., close; hence to protect, to defend, of a
Vulg.), where, however, the LXX and shield, armour. Deriv. "2% 2, ןצמ (pl.
Symm. read nip’, understanding it to
pena) according to the vending of some.
mean fortification, bulwark. — 2.a canal,

water- conduit, metaphorically a cloud  סְהָרָה2, "io (Ps. 35, 3) according to
Ps, 42,8, where the LXX, Symm. and the Tare.; the Aram. buy and especially
Aqu. understand generally water-spout, 4272 proceed also from this fundamental
sluice. Comp. Arab. §)Lio ear, handle, signification. See 42% III.
prop. a thing bent; Aram. xy12% a hook,
123 III. (not used) intrans. to fit into
NDS a canal; see name.

one another, to knot, to weave; ident. in

its organic root with thatiinRED TER,
or away from, to let oneself down, from 2, Aram. א , נצAr.
(toweave,
a thing, with byn Jupazs 1,14; Josu. whence 6% a backed), aus Deriv.
15,18 (Targ. nn); to sink, ‘with 5 into (according to some) max 2.
a dang) i.3 e. to penetrate Jupass 4, 21.
Pih. redupl. 722% (not used) to plait,
May (fut. n2%2) intr. to turn aside

The organic root m2-¥ is closely con-

a basket, assumed for the noun .תֶנצְנצ

nected with that in we
123 IV. (not used) intr. to be drawn
PIS (only plur. Dax, from 42% 1.
= pw) m. a thorn, a prickle, spina; pl. tightly together, by cold, to stiffen, to
Nom. 33, 55, Josu. 23, 13, ident. with freeze (cognate in sense "po, 2, NDR);
Dur (which iis the reading of the cod. Aram. 7% (in }20%8) die,same,"whence
Samar. ), so called from pricking; comp. NBM. In its fundamental signific. it may
Talm. }i2% ₪ radish, from its sharpness. be connected with TE (32) DIL Ar.
EPPS (constr. 1X; from nox) m. a
thing wound about the head, a tiara, tur-

ban, of kings Is. 62, 3 Kri (see (םּונצ
and nobles Jos 29, 14, or of priests

2013. 3, 5.

the same,
mx 3.

whence yo cold.

Derivat.

"a2 see PNY.

yay (part. pass. 249%) intr. to sink,

( הָפיִנצonly pl. תרפה( fem. same as
mar, my, a turban or diadem, of wo-

men Is. 3, 23.

to bend a collateral form of >33; hence
to be humble, modest Prov. 11, 0 opposite 17; Aram. נצ the same, "AL נצא

Day (only part. pass. f. pl. (תלמנצ tolay down, to set down. max, the Aram.
intr. to be hard, of bread, stones;

to be N23 and the Ar.

dry, of ears of grain Gun. 41, 23; comp.

ne while

er?

8

to submit are cög-

is not connected with

Aram. 02% to be withered or dry to be the word. er
hard, pont a rock, Syr. io, Samar.
Hif. 9277 (infin. absol. 3327) to act
for the Hebrew war]. Metaphor. to be humbly or “modestly; infin. abs. Mro. 6, 8,
lean, Comp. נח and -םנק
as an adv. humbly, modestly.

128 I. (unused) intr. same as 420 to

( ףנצinf. ףונצ fut. Air) tr. to en-

be pointed or sharp, of thorns, daggers,
pinnacles, battlements; Talm. to be sharp,

wrap, to roll or wind around, Luv.16,4,
to cover, of a turban, veil; to roll to-
gether, a ball of thread, with a double

of the taste; ident. in its organic root

 צןwith that in 2-7 (to yun), Arab.
wro->, Aram. wh5(to NONE an axe),
ws, וז 1 Derivat. Pr (pl. BUN),
We (pl. ar), max 1 (pl.nie).

accusative Is. 22,18; also (asin the ra-
dically cognate „>, 1 Targ. 723) to
bend or make crooked, as is apparent from
the Arab. is (inflexit), ib (to be

צנפה

צער
19
crooked), Lite (to enclose), Syr. «a,
WI. (inf. with suff. 719%; fut. ee)

the same; and that these two meanings

are connected is clear from r3> (see intr. to march on, to pace, Arab. Ars;
page 674).

The organic root Mpx is

also contained in 52-3, MT, MD
(which see); perhaps alsoin m2 I. De-

rivat. NN, NIE, HW, MPAWw.
MBI f. a ball Is. 22, 18.

to step forward,

to mount up,

with לע

Gen. 49, 22 her branches (daughters)
mount

up )תרעצ for pl. vx)

over the

wall (Vulg.3 Saadia); to march along, to

move in procession, with ja of the place
whence Jupaus 5,4 or 2 through Ps. 68,

MINIS (from the Pih. of ןנצ IIL.) 7. 8, of the stately march of Jehovah;

a thing woven, a basket Ex. 16, 33. Ac- with the accus. PN as a measure of
cording to the Targ., Vulg., Saad. and Lon the way, i. e. to march over Has. 3,12;
Ganäch, a vase or vessel; comp. the Aram. to go, with accus. na 71 the way fo
Nix a basket, Arseee perplexae arbores. the house Prov. 7, 8; Jun. 10,5; metaphor.
to make a step or pace, 2 Sam. 6,13 and
pay (not used) tr. to enclose, to con- when the bearers of the ark of God (refine; ident. in its organic root קנ"צ with lieving one another) had made six paces,
that in כא (to be straitened, one), there being six choirs (LXX, Vulg.);
ER (which see and (קנָא
,PI, Py, in derivatives to go after, to follow, to
choose a way (see 9X); also YD stands
‘Aver,paw; Ar. Ko to be narrow.
once for it in “9072 “which see. Deriv.
Pih. ( צנnot used) to enclose. Deriv.
צעד, WI and "perhaps MAIE.
PIE.

Hif. “Pye (fut. (דיעצנ "to cause to

( רֶנָצnot used) tr. to hollow, to deepen, descend or drive slowly, with > to Jos

of a channel or water-course, tubes, 18, 14.
sluices; to make bowl-shaped or hollow,
We II. (not used) tr. to bring toof a vessel; to make crooked or bent, of
gether,
to join, to bind, to close together,
hooks, handles; conseq. ident. with "22,
Arab. yo
» perhaps also with of a troop; a clasp, a fetter. The or;20"

comp.

Aram.

 אָרנִצa channel,

ganic root is also in 39-1 1., 3 (779),
Aram. 8-70, in 7% &e.; Ar. ‘Jue and

Sard a hook, Arab. 3,Lue a hook, a as the same. Deriv. perhaps DIVER

handle. In Arabic this stem has also the
subjective sense “to close”, the hand,
hence to be covetous, Ar. 6 greedy.

Pih. I. רפצ (not used) intensive of

(Dan. 11, 43 troops), 729% 2, Mayr 2
and EN.

172 (with suff. Ir; pl. DIDS, >
9%, with suf. 19%, 22) m. 1.a
step, pace, 'צ ‘ ביהto walk along well

Kal. Deriv. ix.
Pik. 11. 93% (with ת inserted) to make
Prov. 30, 29; יצar Ps. 18, 37 to
hollow throughout, to deepen, whence
enlarge the step, not to hinder flight;
nAm%; comp. spwy 1. (from Br IL.)

and muy Ho. (from url) belonging

' נצר צmorf( "x" )LI .vorP ,4 ;21 soJ

18, 7 the step” is straitened, not free;
' צpoo Jer. 10, 23 to direct the steps;
MAIS (from, Pih. IIL.An22, which ' צam Prov. 5, 5 to take a firm hold of;
Bee; only iin pl. 0. תוְרְפְנצ after the form '" צBD Jos 14, 16 to number the steps,

to nop.

niinwy) f. a tube Zucn. 4,12, mentioned
before as תקצומ 4, 2, in the plur. con-

ie. to watch closely; 'ִצ “BOA THA

31, 37 to report exactly the steps, ie
to give an account of the conduct;
cause they typify Sana Su. Ac- 'x ng Lament. 4, 18 to hunt the steps.
cording to the EXX beak, according to — 2. a march, procession, and so per-

strued as a mase. (RES),

be-

Jerome and the Syr. nose, ‘which amount
to the same thing.

haps a definite distance which has been
left behind, a station 2 Sam. 6, 13; but

צערה
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according to the LXX and Vulg. a choir,
i. e. a united troop, who could relieve
one another in bearing the ark; conseq.
from 722 1.
ys fem. 1. (from "9% I.) a going,

adj. m., 99% f. 1. small, subst. a small
one, oppos. 25; a younger one 43,33, op-

posite 1°23, "הר 29,26 or רוכב 33;
young, pts Jos 30,1, with yayounger,
for which 29, 8 has 522; ב TPE the young-

marching 2 Sam. 5, 24; 1 Car. 14,15 the est in Junges 6,15; the mean, * petty JER,
rush of a going through the tops of the 14, 3, opposite רידא parallel 71733 Ps.
(balsamic) baca-trees (mulberry trees). 119, 141; weak, powerless, ןאָצַה רבועצ
Perhaps the LXX read 7490, Targ. Jer. 49, 20 the weak of the sheep an
and Syr. (on Caron.) mE, but our ex- epithet of the tribe of Benjamin, on
planation is the most suitable, agreeing account of its few numbers Ps. 68, 28.

with the Syr. (on 2 Sam.). — 2. (from
92 II.) prop. what is bent together,

— 2. (only with a of motion M7 yx)
n. p. of a place in Edom 2 Kmas 8, 21,

enclosing; hence a bracelet, an arm-clasp which cannot, however, be the same as
Is. 3, 20 (LXX), where a step-chain,a the Moabite "wx (Jur. 48, 34); but it

foot-ornament does not suit the context;

comp. 928, Ar. 0-0 arm, ו

appears to stand for 72%, the mountainous district of Edom (LXX, Vulg.);

in 2 Car. 21,9 even Tab םע stands instead of it.
 צעָה.trap( .m ,xym .lp ,sya 7. (צעה
MYDS f. youth, late birth Gun. 43, 33,
tr. .1 to bend downwards, a vessel, i. 6. opposite mba. — mawan Dan. 8,9 is
to pour it out, to empty it, Jur. 48, 12
and I will send to him (Moab) the em- a fem. mixed form from en and ריעצ

clasp.

ptiers (of vessels), i. e. the depopulators
of cities (LXX, Rashi), parallel toהריק 
conseq. ident. with 297 705 38, 37,
which is also used of" pouring out a
full vessel; Ar. Lixo intr. to be inclined
or bent down,
| to pour out (a

(see Myx), and does not belong here.

v3 (fut. 122?) tr. to load, beasts of
burden, spoken of nomads; generally
intr. to migrate, Is. 33, 20 a tent that

does not remove,i. e. is stationary; conseq.
ident. with yu 11.; Ar. ype the same,

vessel), to incline the ear, Ar.
to opposite ols. To take the fut. pe
bend; farther, to stretch or lay down, i.e. to as a noun (Kimchi), or to derive it from
conquer or subject Is. 63,1, like IT.
WE =902 (Gesen., Commentar über den
2. intr. to lie down, ad bonenbituns to 1esaia), should be rejected. Deriv. the
be stretched out, extended on a bed, of a proper name DIE.
si Jer. 2, 20, comp. >>; to fiacast
Pih. 928 (not. used) to migrate, live
down, henes MP one cast dan, i. e. as a nomad. Deriv. the proper name
the oppressed, dejected ones Is. 51,14.
Pih. 19% to turn sideways, to incline,
 ןעצn. p. of the metropolis of lower
a vessel, ie. to pour out Jur. 48, 12.
Egypt,
and at the same time the oldest
Probably ident.

aa.

in its organic root

"1-92 with that in DE, PET.

eity of the country as well as the abode

of its kings Num. 13, 21, the nearest dis“sips (pl. םיִרּוצ ‘with suffDyes, trict of which was called 'צ my Ps. 78,
yy; from nye) mm. small, ee
12 43. It lay on the east bank of the
ד. 14, 3; 48, 4 K’tib; elsewhere pe. Tanitic arm of the Nile, which received
DPX (with suf. mwe, from nes) its name from it, and was the seat of
a dynasty down to the time of Psamm. a veil (of a woman), about the head
metichus
Is.19,11 13; 30, 4; Ez. 30,14,
Gun. 24, 65; 38, 14.

quoted by Manetho as the 21* and 234.
( ריעצfrom ;22 with suff. yx; pl. The LXX and Targ. render it Tene,
 םיִריִעְצc. 197, with suf. ye, DIDI) Saadia by the Arabic form „be: The
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Tanis of classical writers and 'צ is the the subject Ps. 9,13 the ery of the poor,
Coptic zarın, xamr, zaarte, i e. low
region; whence the Hebrew and Arabic

or of the object against whom the cry
is raised (Jer. 48, 5) Gun. 18, 21; so
also 19, 13.

forms originated. ןעצ has nothing to
do with the Semitic stem Pr.
Wy (fut.ry בערintr. prop. to be enclosed,
( ברבdouble migratory tent) n. p. of straitened, pressed together, ident. with
a place of the Kenites near wp in ( צרto be 0
strait) and "yy (which
Naphtali Jupezs 4,11 K’tib, for which

Josx. 19, 33 has .םיפנעצ

As a conse-

crated oak was at this "place (see (ןלַא
 אֶלֶךor Tbs is joined to it.
DY2IIS see Dy.
MN (not used) tr. to cover, to veil,
to envelop, Ar. 224

to be weak, infirm.

The organic root lies in }u-y (which
see). Deriv. n’yx.
DEDE (pl. 0%”, from (עוצm. sculpnar work, ל Cm, 3, 10; Arab. gfe.
gold-work; see 91x.

exe

pyy (inf. abs. pYS, c. PS, fut. PP?)
intr, same as pyt (Ar. g20 and ds) )

see), Ar
to be little; hanes: fig. to be
ER or low Jos 14, 21, opposite
723 (to be honoured); to be lessened, to
be small Jur. 30, 19; to be poor, and
like "29 applied to the faithful Zacu.
13, 7; “elsewhere ןאצה “pee Jer. 49,

20, or DENT 14, 3 = םילנעה According to the derivatives “3% has also the
meaning to be young, io be born after
or late born. Deriv. TYE, TiP2 or
 צעורTYPE, “Wen, moyen, and the
proper names nye, רוצו “nx, DEE,
WEN.

“vt (and, רעוצ Gen. 19,20 30, with
a of motion: ToD; smallness,
tiveness,

diminu-.

little ie) n. p. of a city at

to cry out, from pain and sorrow Ge. the southern extremity of the Dead Sea,
27, 34; 2 Kinas 4,40; to complain aloud,
to lament Devt. 22, 24; Ps. 34, 18; to
cry aloud, in a boastful and magniloquent manner Is. 42, 2; with x of the
person to cry to, to implore, God Ex.
8,8, Lament. 2,18, a king or prophet
Gen. 41, 55, 1 Kınas 20, 39, or also

with5 of the person 2 Car.13,14; with
the accus. of the object to ery complain-

which was preserved amid the destruction of the cities in the vale of Siddim

Gen. 13, 10; 14, 2 8; 19, 20 seq.

It

belonged afterwards to Moab Is. 15, 5;
Jer. 48, 34. The LXX write Zuyog,
25090 , ללה elsewhere also Zoaga.
The Arabs write py See Robinson’s
Pal. II, 480. 648.

ingly about a thing JoB19,7; fig. of the
TDy intr. to adhere to, to cleave to,
heart Lament. 2, 18, of blood Gen. 4, to be attached to, of "iv, with > to
10. Deriv. “p>x.
Lament. 4, 8. The stem is connected
Nif. ( בצעלfe. PPE) to be called to- with Dak, ,תבצ m%; and the organic
gether Jupass 7, 23, for which PRT? 6- root רָפדצ is also in “22 (which see);
curs in 6, 35; 10,17; with ירחא "1
Ar. Bis (to bind or twist together, to
13,4 to be valled to Polo:
fetter) the same.
Pih. pR% (part. (קָעְצִמ to call aloud
FDS I. (part. mei, pl. orp, with
2 Kınas 2, 12.
suff. Be, part. f. my, pl. nie; part.
17 present (fut. PII22, ap. py?) to pass. "2% for "PS; jut. mer, ap. ne)
call together 1 Sam. 10, 17, elsewhere intr. prop. to be bright, sshining, to lighten;

Pye.

hence metaphorically to look at, to view,
TTpy
X(constr. MPH”, with suff. NPI
to observe, with the accus. Prov. 15, 3
nr (which gee); to oversee, nish
like
on) f. cry, from pain Gen. 27, 34; ל

prophetically, with
for help Is. 5,7; shriek JER. 48,5, elss- ma BT, 27; to view,
to look forth, of a
8;
9,
Hos,
beside,
by
of
genitive
with
5;
"15,
Is.
"p31
where
76
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distant view Sona or Son. 7, 5; הפצ 8, 6; commonly with a double accusat.
a seer, prophet 18. 52, 8 and 56, 10, Ez. Ex. 25, 11; 26, 29; 27, 2, rarely with
3,17, also mex" Is. 21,6 or "730 62, 6, accus. of the material only 1K1nes6, 15,
or a watchman, ona watch tower, a scout once with a ib. Deriv. "Bx.
Puh. max (part. max, ‘plur. Bern)
2 Sam. 13, 34; 18, 24; to look out for, to

select, hence ברח by ופצ (= "PY, like to be overlaid, covered, Ex. 26, 30; Prov.
 עשיJos 41, 25 = "Dy) Jos 15,"22 selected for the (enemy’ 9 sword; to look

26, 23.

The organic root of 19% is not connected with nmpx, since that of the
2 ‘x to look among (per- latter, nD-¥, is ו
with the root in

sharply, of God, with ‘» ya and p31

Gun. 31,49;
sons),i.e. to haves sharp look Ps. 66, 7. np IL, neo
IL, new; but
it(m—py)is
Deriv. 79291, n°9% (according to some), one with פס IL (belonging to mad);
the proper names ney, Mp¥(MNDE), VDE comp. 0087000 to cover, 008 a cover.
(according to some), Ex 2,reign, ןיפצ
MDX (with suf. ane; from 21% IL)
PX and “px.

fem. what flows out, efflux, moisture;
Pin. 3 (part. 3x9, pl. op, fut.
metaphor. blood, Ez. 32, 6 and I wilt
IBS») to look out, to view, of watchmen,
soak the earth with (a double accusat.)
prophets Mic. 7,4; to watch, with 2 for thy blood on the mountains, van (for
7, 7; followed by the infinitive nix the accusat. 72) seems to be a mere
Has. 2,1; to look about, for help Ps. gloss upon mnDX; which suits well 32,
5, 4; with accus. 77 for the way Nau.
5 (see nm). The Targ. takes Mpx as
2,2; 1Sam. 4,13; היִּפְצְב mee to watch
an adjective to PN, meaning inundaton the watch for Thun! 4 17 (Targ.).
ing, fruitful, covered with slime, to
Deriv. mer.

denote Egypt; which is less approAs to the organic root, הפצ- may be priate.
ident. in the first instance with the root
Ex (watch, watch-tower; from mex 1)
in ary, which lies also in 3-8, Arab.
n.
p.
of an Edomite progenitor Gen. 36,
lu, mi (to be dry), wd (to

be visible), hw (to look sharply). The

11 15; for which form 1 Cur. 1,36 has
"py. With the word is compared the

organic root and fundamental significaplace xsLo at the southern end of the
tion should be judged by ara, 207,
aL", amt, Wy a.
5 comparison Dead Sea (Robins. Pal. III. p- 31).
with 0%87-00 , 7

Latin specio,

specto, German _spähen, is questionable; Arab. sho to shine, to be clear,

bright.

NOS IL. (inf. abs. MX) tr. 1. to ex-

“BX (from הל II. Pih.) m. an over-

laying, coat, covering, of metal Ex. 38,

17; Nom. 17, 13; of no» Is. 30, 22,
parallel TDN.
yipx "(after the form ‘tind, constr.
צפרן,with a of motion הָניִפצ,6. M7ipy,

tend, to spread, a cloth, a carpet, in but which often indicates ‘only a "very
order to eat off it Is. 21, 5, which suits remote idea of motion or direction to)

mo nd; Ion Gändch, to arrange, fem. (Is. 43, 6; Sone or Sox. 4, 16)
generally like 779. Deriv. .תיִפְצ — 1. (from (ןפצ prop. a distriet covered,
2. (not used) metaphor. to cover over, to dark, obscure, then the north, which
overlay, with stone slabs or wooden was conceived of as veiled in obseurity,
tablets, with gold or silver; Talm. NDE with high mountains and masses of,
and ףצ the same, whence ףיצ and Ne rock, in contrast with the light and’
(def. NN) a mat, a covering.
clear south (8577, 23, m); comp.
Pih. Max (fut.227) to cover, to over- moog Copov in Homer,
i Ue {(land
lay, walls with wooden planks 1 Kines of darkness for the north) in Zbn“Batuta. ;
6, 15, with gold 6, 22, stones 2 Cur, Hence a genitive to map Ex. 26,.20,

צפון
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 גָבוּל.nuN 43, 7,  מוער.zE 04, 53,  צלע1Sam.10,19-24; 1 Macc.3,46) 2 Kınas
.xE 62, 53,  רוחEz. ,24 71 ;ylrehtron 16, 14, for which 16, 15 has “pa? (to
‘on? 1 ,41 31 eht emertxe sedis fo the fae of judgment), which הָפְצִמ was.
the north, 1. 6. in the extreme corner or — 4. (from Mex II.) a cover, a ‘carpet
point of the north, applied to Yinהר , figur. vault of ‘heaven JOB 26, 7.
the mountain of the (gods’) ent,
yes (prop. the dark, wintry hemisupposed to be in the farthest north and
sphere, the dark region, represented by
reaching up to heaven, or to the utter-
a deity) 1.n. p. of an Egyptian deity
most northern part of Togarmah Ez.
Gr), adopted from Aram and Phenicia
.38,6 Figurat. applied to יצרה as
(see Hom. Il. 8, 782; Hes. Theog. 329),
the Jewish divine mountain Ps. 48, 3;
and representing the dark, cold region
 יצPTW to Assyria Jur. 3,18 (comp. 3,
(Jablonsky p. 178; Seyffarth, Systema
;)12 to the land of the Chaldeans 6, etc. p. 124), where the sun and stars
;22 ,10 ;22 to Babylon 2808. 2, 10; also are extinguished and the light of heaven
’z alone to Syria and Israel Is. 14, 31, is swallowed up (Eusebius Praep. Ev.

hence 'ִצה 9279 Dan. 11,6 7 8 11 mean- III, 12); in an astral respect the cold
ing Seleucus and his posterity, opposed star (Virg. Georg. 1,336; Plinius H. N.
to 2327 27 (the Ptolemies); to Media 2, 8) Typhon, and probably connected

and Persia Is. 41,25; Zupu. 2,13. The with ype. See another explanation
manifestation of God is described as under }yo%. Derivat. the name of the
proceeding from the north Ezer. 1, 4. city 'צ bya Ex. 14, 2 in Egypt, ident.
The same quarter is the mysterious gold-

land Jos 37, 22 (comp. Herod. 3, 116;

with ןופצ 2, jipx in Palestine. — 2. n. p.

m. Num. % 15, for which ןְיִפצ stands
Plinius H. N. 6, 11; 33, 4); and the
in Gen. 46, 16.
north wind brings rain Prov. 25, 23.
"DS (from ןְפצ,Typhon) m. coming
Metaphor. the north wind Sone or Sou.
from
the Typhon-region, spoken of an
4, 16, and the north land Jur. 46, 20.
army
of locusts, which came out of the
» yinym north of Jose. 8, 11, also jipxn
5 Ez.8,5 and yips7 alone Josu. 11,2; wilderness, from the region ruled over
mips northward Gun. 18, 14 (opposite by jinx Jo. 2, 20. But it may be
73.23), fully x תֶאְפַל . ספ18, 12; yon translated general the destroyer, 6
TUPOVLAOS (Acts 27,14). — 2. A patro'ִ צfrom the north JER. 1,13, - also nym. from ןרפצ in signification 2. Num.
situated toward the north 1,15; in answer 26, 15.
to the question where? 23, 8. nein 33372
DADE (from YS¥, constr. pl. (יעופצ
Ez. 21, 3 from south to north, i. e. the
entire length; but also jipx 33379 21, 9. m. dung, excrements Ez.4,15 16

' אֶלההצ8, 14 to the north, in the month,
 לעיon the north side 1 Cur. 26, 17. —
2. (a concealed , inaccessible place) n. p.

Br.

ips (pl. 092%, from רפצ IV.) fem.

(mase. only in Ps. 102, 8; 104, 17) +.

of a city in Gad 1088. 13, 27; but pro- prop. the chirping, twittering, singing;
bably the name of the god (593) Ty- hence a bird Lev. 14, 4 49; collect.
phon, so that Jip’= jipy as the name
of a place is dedicated to (Baal-) Zephon;

aba Tipe-b> Gen. 7,14, "הפעל

22 Devt. 4, 17, mp2 Tix Ps. 148, 10,

as the full name jinx »ya (which see)  דכנsip Ez. 39, 17 all the fowl, and
is that of a place. See yy, “gis. — also 'צ alone Am. 3,5, coupled with
3. (from Mp I. mountain-watch) == mayn „ia (which see) Ps. 84,4, Prov. 26, 2,
the name of a place Jupezs 11, 1 though the same with it; of birds of
Hence

הָנַּפִצ to הָּפצִמ 8

12, 1, prey Ez. 39, 4, of female birds Is. 31,

where J epthah lived 1i,34; or it means a 5. Figur. the ‘timid, or pious Psanat
consecrated place, place forpraying (comp. 11, 1, where the versions read ‘a> רד
76*

צפח
"2; comp. (a bird), ,
by the ae
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“ex ,1-25, Arab. pie

1'DS (prop. part. pass.) masc. what is

(a sparrow). Phenic.
2. (Bird) n. p. m.

kept, laid up, therefore a treasure, riches,

goods Ps. 17, 14 K’tib, elsewhere 19%;
"|plur. JOB 20, 26. See pe.
Num. 4, 10.
IND (only pl. ory Hy, constr. Yow,
MBS I. (not used) trans. to bend, to
from Dy L) m. same as PIX, prop.
—

make crooked , of a vessel, cup, bowl;
what is" pushed or forced out, i. % dung,
identical in its organic root no”x with
na I. (belonging to mp 2 meaning a how excrements Ez. 4, 15 K’ri; Arab.
the same.
oC

Ps. 124, 7);; Aram. חפס us; Arab.ש.
the same, Sa

bow, 0

ASS.

Pih. 2% (not used) a stronger form
of Kal.

‘Deriv. תַחּפְצ

my ps (from 99% I.)fem. prop. what
has "gone forth or out; hence shoot,
sprout; figur.a child, only of the ignoble

members of a family Is. 22, 24, like

nos I. (not uud) tr. to spread out,
to draw out, to extend, hence to make
flat or broad, of a cake, a pancake;

identical in its organic root חפ"צ with

NINE
DE (constr. Px, pl. constr. “Dy,
from “py IL) m. prop. the sages, the

hairy; ‘hence a he-goat, designated like
that in me-y, np IL, n2°0 to תַחָּפְסִמ 2; en from its hairiness; with the geni-<-l
Ar.
the same, spoken of the ham- tive DY a he-goat Dan, 8,5 8, 2 Car.

mering out of tin or iron plates;

-9-

to be broad; 2 5 to spread out. Deriv.
the proper name חפרצ (= mpi).

Pih. rıax (not used) to ‘spread out
largely, to make flat. Deriv. nope.
( הפצin our text , הפוצafter the

29, 21, a figure of the Greco:Macedonian Nonne Dan. 8, 21; comp. “pix.
The derivation from רפצ 1 to wind, to
turn, to move in a circle, to spring, with
reference to Is. 13, 21 (Gesenius); or
from "Dr, Arab.
to wind, to plait

(Scheid), must be rejected in consideraform “pdt, from mp IL; expansion, tion of yi.
breadth) תי p.m 1 Cur. 7,35 36.
Ds (ei. constr. "22, from (רפצ
MOPS (from nx 1-( fem. a cruise,a Aram. ın. the same Ezx. 6,17; Targ.“for

flask, for water 1 Sam. 26,12, 1 Kinas
19, 6, or for oil 17, 12, Targ. HED; Syr.

es} a dish, a platter.
"BX see ipy.

PBX

(from max I. Pih.) fem. same

TED, also the fem. אָריִפְצ Syn. las
“2, for the 012008 6.
TPH )6. (צְפִירָתfem. 1. (from רפצ I.)
prop. what is circular, round; therefore

a crown, tiara, diadem Is. 28, 5 (Targ.,
Kimchi); Talm. 72°2% enclosure, margin.
(Targ., Syr.); comp. ןופצ Jur. 6, 1.
— 2. (from "By == aes to contract, to
( ןויפצeither a looking out, from wind into one “another, to intertwine, to
mips L; = סע Yi9DX ₪ serpent, which has alternate) prop. a change of fortune, fate,
also been adopted for }ip&; or finally mishap, Hz. 7, 7 10, for which 7,5 has
=  ןופצwhich see) n. p. m. ‘Gen. 46, 16, nny M94 as 8 gloss; comp. Talm. הפירצ
the name of the goddess of fate at
for which Nun. 26,15 has jinx.
mS
(from nex 11. Pih.) fem. Ascalon, prop. fate, catastrophes Arab.

as mewn a watch- tower, Lament. 4, 17

x5)Lo fortune, change of fortune. The
16, 31; comp. Italian fladone honey- derivation from the Aramaean “PY =
cake, old high German Preiting cake, Hebrew “Za, or from "Ex to move in
‘from preit=breit; Greek 2100000, Latin a circle, conseq. signifying a circle (Ibn
‘placenta from alo = flat.
Gänäch) does not suit.

a pancake, a cake, prop. a flat cake Ex.

צפית

צפע
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( תיִפְצfrom mpy. IL) fem. prop. a
thing spread out, hence a covering, carpet,

Nif. 1222 to be hidden, to be concealed,
Dn, with ךמ of a person from Jos 24,

mat, then, a table; as ןָחָלַש is prop. a 1, ‘or absol. Jar. 16, 17, with > of the
thing Bere a mat, a table. ‘ary mx person Jos 15, 20.
Is. 21, 5 they spread out the mat, 1 6

Hif. ( הצפיןinf. constr. suff. 227,

arrange the table, parallel with 742 fut. (ןיפצנ to hide, conceal, with accus.
mE; comp.( הפס carpet) 2 Sam. 17, Ex. 2, 3; Jos 14, 13.
98 = ,2272 in which sense Ibn Glandch
IPE (constr. 72%) see ןפצילא and
has paraphrased the passage. The ex-
DS (Jahis night or darkness; see
planation (from px L, Targ., Peshito,
yey
"and px) x. p. m. Zuru.1,1; Jur.
Vulg.) “keep watch”, or “the watch
spies” is less suitable.

21,1; elsewhere also mar 37, 3;
Zecn. 6,10; 1 Car.6,21 (comp. een),

1232 (fut. 52%) tr. same as pd I,
for which is DETAN in 6, 9.
yp, yay (Aram. say, Ar. rd: prop.
to cover about closely, to cover over, to
close up, to enclose; hence 1. to conceal

= to protect Ps. 27, 5, parallel Ind;

WS

see 12D.

29» MISS (Egyptian) a surname
of Joseph, ‘which he received from

with 3 of the place ara 31, 21; MON Pharaoh when he entered upon the service of the state Gun. 41, 45; and which
was probably a high-sounding honorary
title. According to Jewish translators
and interpreters (Targ., Peshito, Jothe shepherd (LXX ,יי without sephus, Philo, and after them Chrysost.,
reading 3p8); to keep a strict watch or Saadia, Kimchi) n2p¥ is 8 noun from
oversight of, naar Hos. 13,12; to trea- 722 meaning what is ‘hidden, concealed
(Targ. nnd, Pesh. jams),i.e. concealed
sure up, TI PRov. 10, 14; to rau
or keep,
"ir Jos 21, 19, si Song future; and my» stands for myon reor Son. 7, 14, a1 Ps. 31, 20, mon vealing (see my»), this word” being so

“4 88, 4 those protected by God, the concealed ones, spoken of Israel; jıpx Ez.
7,22 a protegé, i. e. the object of
guardianship and care, as a herd is
i of

Prov. 2, 7; abs to keep in the heart,
i. e. to oneself, ‘yan Ps. 119, 11, “bx
Jos 10,13, mp Sa 23,12 (where the
LXX read יִקָחְּבfor ma); also “MN 'צ
with this meaning Prov. 2,1; to keep
back, restrain 27, 16, with m of the
thing from, to conceal, hide, Jon 17, 4;
metaphor. to act secretly, privately, with
4 against one, i, e. to lie in wait for

used in mod.

Hebrew. But it is better to

adopt the Egyptian origin of the words,
in the orthography of the LXX who
knew the language 7
wouFouporny, poroupant (= nip), explain-

ing them וס 00000 ‘saviour of the
world, which is the Egyptian cwr or

cwre (salus) and enec (world), while 5 or

nm with sont and enech is the article,
om (in the LXX) the sign of the genitive,

Prov. 1, 11 18; without > Ps. 56, 7 or we should read cwnt (preserver).

Kri; comp. dents V2, > to conceal,
and lie in wait for. — 2. Only bs?
Ps. 10,8, either for 71927, or PX here
has the meaning of mee 37, 32. — Besides these significations we have also
to assume in consequence of the derivat.

According to Brugsch it is made up of
p-so-nto-p-ench, i. e. prince of the life
of the world.

YES I. (not used) tr. to thrust out,

to take away, to protrude, to extrude, to
push out, of excrements; to come forth,
to push,
to be inaccessible. Deriv. PPE, DBAS (as of sprouts; Ar. 2 and
nouns, see above }D¥), "275%, Pee, Ex", see 5 cacavit. Deriv. YYEX, PIPE, Py.
to be covered, veiled, dark, of a country;

jiex 1, ips, and the proper names JPY,

Wing, (PY (in DE OR, TN, RD, הוד,

II. (not used) intr. same as YES.
YY
rt

צפע
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-

„e-

Ge

What a sparrow, Late „a piping;
hiss, of adders and vipers. The inter- abridged and altered Syr. se, and wo,
change of the initial sound צ and the to pipe, Samar. pax and ץיצ, a young
aspirates is also in Nax¥ = Hebr. mas,
“a and ix, pr I. and py, Do and bird, prop. piping; Ar. 12905 to pipe.
As to the organic root ףצ,it is found
Dy I. as in ‘pier languages. The orto breathe,

to blow,

to snort;

hence to

ganic toot is 99"%, which lies also in
DON, 17-98, mp. "Derivat. YON, PES,
"a5, and perhaps the proper names

צפיון, YPM, spy, "ee.

also in NW"N, WD, .בשק

FBS IL. (not used) intr. to flow, to be
wet, watered; ident. in its organic root
 צףwith that in ףצ (m2) IL, ,בז ar 2

DEX (from ype IL.) m. the name of 20-4, which may be easily perceived
a serpent, cerastes (LXX), basilisk (Aq. from the noun nx 1 and 3, ,הָפְצ BI,
and Vulg.) or viper (Targ.), according the proper name 17, 110; comp. YD.
to the etymology the little viper a span
Pih, (redupl.)}¥5¥ to water, to moisten;
long which is a native of Africa, whose
very hissing was

reckoned

dangerous

(Isidori Orig. XII, 4) Is. 14,29, a figure
of the Assyrian power.

to be very moist or fresh.

MDXOX (from bx

Derivative

to yD¥ IL.) >: 4

brook-plant, a river-shrub, a bank-plant,

ax

(not used; after the form 7977, a willow Ez.17,5; hence applied to the
whence "395% which see) m. same as vay. vine which requires a well-watered soil
The name ing (which see) orthe Egyp- in hot countries; Arab. 0
and
tian Typhon, representing the injurious
and destructive element and resembling

lake water-willow, osier. Amharic
Zafzof salix (Isenberg, dict. p. 62). The
meaning “willow” in 725%, 4. and ברע

Ahriman, is perhaps 992; since the Cilician -Phenician Typhon was regarded
proceeds from ברע IIT. having a similar
as a huge serpent (Strabo XVI. 2 p.
386), and the Egyptian one was also fundamental signification.
represented as a serpent (Plut. de Is.
“PS I. (fut. (רֶפְצִר intr. to turn, to
ch. 50). The river Orontes called after

Typkon and dedicated to him, ap. Malala (p. 197), where we 1000: 8
moranod tov yori 2500800 "Ogértov,
00708 Tupar xat Oicys xodeiror con-

twist;

hence

1. to move

in a circle, to

wind, to be round about, of a crown or

diadem. —

2. Metaphor. to turn about,,

to turn back, turning to go away JUDGES

firms this derivation. Accordingly ינופצ 7, 3, like the Nif. 202 (which see); in
from nor,

the proper names

jee =

which sense the LXX, Vulg. and Pesh.

Ee, Spe = POY, WX =Wwe might be take it, comp. Ar. 2 in the secondary

meaning to run, to run or go forward,
to flees identical in its organic root:
( יִנָעְפִצpl. םיִנָפצ( m. the same Is.
Br with that in א רָּפ- II. and ה רָפ- IL,
,11 ;8 ,59 ;5 Prov. 23, 32; Jur. 8,17.

referred to yee.

ar I. (Kal unused) intr. to chirp,
to pipe, to twitter, to coo, of birds; to
whisper, to murmur, of soothsayers; to
ery out painfully, to mutter, to speak in
whispering tones; Targ. nx-2, Talm. ny,
Ar. io.
Pih. 222% (redupl., part. Nps, fut.

Ar.
5

Deriv. EIN 1.

“BY II. (not used) intr. to 0 shaggy,
hairy ,bristly, rough, of goats; -prop. to
stick forth; ident. perhaps with the stem

"720, 72% (which see). Derivat. Tax,
and ‘the proper name “pix.

רַפַּצIII. (not used) tr. to pierce, to cut
 (יְצְפְצָףan intensive form of Kal Is. 8, into, with the point of a nail, a style;

19; 10,14; 29,4; 38,14; Ar. and Talm.
the same, whence ףּוצְפצ a twittering,

cognate in sense with 438; ident. in its

org. root ME"Y with that of 2 ()רּופ IL,

צפר
en, San, eV, ו
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Gr. xod$, croak (Aristoph.), Lat. Coaware,

(to ur); recs “pu, Arab. rt ‘the to croak, Germ. quaken, Ar. 3a {rog,
same. Deriv. -ןֶרְפצ
called so from its noise, like the Syr.

 רפצIV. (not used) intr. to pipe, to Bora, Talm. NPN, Phenic. sap: the
twitter, okbirds (cognateiin sense ףצ I), etymology now given is the only pro(from
Arab.
, Aram. “px, = the same; bable one. The Aram. xy
metaphor. io croak, of frogs. Derivat. sm) may be formed from’ עדרוא if
=ipx (from Pihel), the proper name  אורis = "2% (comp. עלצ Aram. 5x),
or דא is a “prefix to עדר a morass.
Tipe, צפרה besidesצפַרְדָע 

“BY V. (not used) intr. transposed

mobs (a little bird) n. p. f. Ex. 2, 21,
 אא0
128 (from "ex IIL; pl. with suff.

from’ ףרצ II. to be mutually intertwined,
to be twisted together, bound up with one
another, of events; hence to change, to  (צפרניהmase. prop. a thing pointed or
piercing; hence a nail Deur. 21, 12,
90: Ar. ro
Deriv. mp2 2.

Aram. “py (a nail, claw), 1724, 1p20d,

“PS I. (unused) Aram. intrans. to be
Ar.
Af ; metaphor. the point of a style,
‘shaggy, bristly; Hebr. “px II. Derivat.
a
diamond-pointed
tool, for graving JER.
Ox.
17,1; comp. Plin. H. N. 37,15.

“BY II. (not used) Aram. intrans. to

twitter, to pipe, of birds. Deriv. "BY.
“Bx (from "ex IL, only pl. Prey,
constr. ירפצ def. (אירפצ Aram. comm.
a bird, probably, from. “pz Dan. 4, 9
11 18 30; Syr. is, def. ie the same.
DIDS

m. (collect. fem.) a frog Ex.

7,28; '8, 3-9; Ps. 78,45; 105,30. The
small frogs well known as the plague
of Egypt are meant, which give forth
a sound like two hard pieces of wood
struck upon one another (Hasselquist,
Reise nach Pal. p. 68. 254 seq. 304;

MEY (not used) tr. to enclose, to encircle, to adorn, to wind about, a pillar,
especially of a round capital resembling
a crown; cognate in sense "n>. The organic root np-y is also in na-®, ,דַפדֶא
3274; comp. “Aram, nay, 24 25, prop.
to ca together, to ‘fittogether, hence
to arrange, to adorn.

Derivative

MDS (from npy) m. prop. a binding,
a thing wound about; hence a chapiter,
capital 2 Cur. 8,15, for which 1 Kinas

7,16 has nq; Syr. en the same.

Seetzen, Reisen III. p. 245. 350. 364.

MDE (also in pause, from mpx L;
mountain-watch
see TDS, rs) 2.
490). The Arab. eos and edit,
of
a
Canaanitish
eity, the capital of a
abridged from the Hebrew primitive
form, expressly denotes this small spe- kingdom, lying at the south border of
cies of Egyptian frog. It is compounded Edom and in Judah; afterwards allotted
of the noun “px croaker (from "PX IV.), to Simeon Junges 1,17. It was sub-

and 234, Aral, eldy, Aram. a4 (def.
‘ לצאJ swamp, Br 1 consequently what

croaks in a morass.
Considering that
the ancients were fond of naming ani-

sequently called 29h (which see). The

pass el-Safah, forming a steep ascent to
the mountains from Wady Fikrah, and
lying before the mountains of Judah,
may have its name from this. Robinson,

mals after their cry, and that m2, the Palest. II. p. 592. 616.
name of a Syrian frog (Lev. 11, 30), ig
rey (with a of motion ,הָתַפְצ the
probably derived from 115 to croak (Ar. same) n. p. of a valley (8) leading to
2 ihe noise of frog), as also the ( צפתwhich see), through which the way
Ar. 3 to eroak (whence ₪ a frog), conducts to muy 2 Cur. 14,9; conseq.

צפתה
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( רצfrom רַרְצ( adj. m., TE f. nar-
like the latter it is in the plain (59%)
of Judah, into which the Zephath-valley row, “of Dip Nom. 22, 26, a Prov.
projected; it may be the beautiful valley ;13,17 rad enclosed, of pnin JoB
spoken of by Robinson, Pal. II. p. 365. 41,7 ;]15[ pressing, violent, of. 32 Is.
MHDS see ny.
VS see pry.

 צציםsee( ציץ pl.(צְצִים 

;59,19 narrow, straitened, ofל al 28,
20 ‘which, however, is better taken as 3a
person perf., according to the accent);

limited Prov. 24, 10, of md. Here be-
longs also 1 Sam. ,2 32  רצ ןועמof a

boy (not used) tr. to tie, to wind,
fearful look = 79 ( ערProv. 23, 6),as
same as bp», ay (which see); hence to one might explain it.
make entangled or twisted. Derivat. the

proper name 327%, 327°.
Pin.  צקלare forTan, which see.
 צקלseeציקְלג .
xpbs ees ציקלג-

( רצrock, from

“a2;

comp. Ar.”

silex) n. p. of a city in Naphtali J:OSH.
91, 53.
 רצm. .1 stone, rock, so called from

sti ssendrah .zE ,3 ,9 .qesnoc =  צר3.
( מבfrom Spx Pih.; with suffix( Is. 5, 28), like דש; = רש so too perhaps
eons) masc. a sack, bag, prog. a thing ררצ 9 Sam. 17, 13 (LXX, Vulg.). —
.2 (from ררצ IL.) the edge Ex. 4, 25, for
wound 2 Kınas4, 42.
רצ
,397 like ayy Ty 28.89,44, niaqn
( רצwith suff. 1%, with a distinctive
accent רצו pl. OS, constr. "2, with
suff. aa 2)ay ,7  ךירצDar, DT;

py Jae 5,2. "See .רצ — רּוצ.8 (to-
gether with ix which see; rock, rock-

city, comp. Rupella, la Rochelle) N. Dp.
from רבצ( m.1. coner. (prop. a| part.m) of the very old seaport Tyre in Pheni-
an adversary , enemy, prop. an oppres- cia, centre of the Phenician mother-state

sor, straitener Jos 6, 23; 16,9; Ps. 44, Josx. 19,29; 2 Sam. 24, 7; 1Kmas 7,

;11 ;74,10 ,78 ,61 coupled with; אויב 13 ;9,11 Is. 23, 1-7; Jur. 25,22. As
4,12, Ps. 27, 2, or a fortress the city was called “xanעיר 
am 119, 158. Regularly only in
i poetry“ x 1083. 19, 29 or" רצ x72 2 Sam. 24,
for , ביאto which Gen. 14, 20, Num. 10, 7; asa ssertrof-aes ישבת עמְבאָות יס
,9 2Sam. 24,13 and the late books (Esrn. Ex. ,2,72 D37 19m Is."23, 4. “Tyre had
Esra. 7, 6, ln

7,4 ;6 Nan. 4,5; 9,27) form the sole

exception. —

2. ‘Abstract (as an infin.

Exsellenk buildings Ez. 27, 4, was called

~p) תַליִלָּכ ,27 ,3 had great docks 27,
)mrof ,ssentiarts gnola htiw מצוּקה
8
;15,24 a strait, an exigency 36, 16, dis- 21- 52, "AM, ,1 ,9 dna saw deman צר
ssert ,83 ,32 dna os htiw  מצוק9  הַפעטירֶהIs. ,32,8 roF eht yrotsih fo
,143 ya Is. 30, 20; danger, Am. 3,11 the Tyrian kingdom the reader may
danger round about the land, i. 6. on all compare, in addition to 2 Sam. 5, 11,
1 Kines 9, 11 seq. and 16, 31 seq., espe-
sides; trouble, of mn 705
11 =

(a subst.); especially with ל of a per- cially Is. ch. 23 and Ezux. chs, 26-28.
,nos sa ">  צר.sP ,81 ,7 tsp  צר6 Gent. m. ררצ a Tyrian 1 Kınas 7,14, pl.
44, D1  צר2 .ruC 41  צר לDevr. ,4 sp 1.raC .14,22 — .marA ,ni צור,
the same; on the contrary the
,30 i. .©distress to me, to them &e. — Ar.2
.3 same asרצ 
(pl. ,( םירּוצTE (pl. Greek Tveo¢ has obviously originated
( תּורּוצa rock, a stone; 23 like the in . רוסIn the classical writers there

rock, i. e. hard as rock Is. 5, 28; comp.
( רצaccording to some); see shy. -

was also a form Sarra.

278 (mot used) intrans. to glow, to

.4 (from ,רָהְצ
contracted from burn, = 350, rw; to be burnt (intr.), of
( רהצlight, clearness, the sun Is. 5, 30, the BB; ‘to burn, of wounds, ulcers,’
united to “ix (by the accent).
fig. of "hot kisses, Targ. to exterminate;-

רכ

צרח
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metaphor. to pierce, like ד (which see), fore coupled with 7135 Ps. 116, 3, הקּוצ
of wounds; Syr. 0 prick (of angen Prov. 1, 27, moun Is. 8 22, הקוצמ

whence 1503; black thistle; Ar. to pierce, to strike, to which ey? also
belongs.
Nif. 3322 to be scorched or to burn

Ez. 21, 3 [20, 47].
Pih. ( צרבnot used) intensive of Kal.
Deriv. 29%, -תָבְרצ
273 (instead ‘of 2782) adj. m., NAW
f- scorching, burning, of שא Prov. 16, 27.

MAIS (instead of name) f. @ burn,

Zepu. 1,15, all to m Ten, 15,11;
a genitive to Di) 2 Kınas 19, 3, ny Ps.
37,39; the pain, or anguish, of a woman in labour Jzr.4, 31, coupled with

dary 49, 24.

nz, also 17% (prop. part. pass.
2 mar; what has flown forth or dropped
out, Hanse balsam; comp. 721) n. p. f.

of the mother

of three

heroes ant,

uray and byiipy 2 Sam. 2, 18; 3, 39;

8, 16; 16, 9 10; 17, 25; 19, 21 29;
1 Car. 2, 16.
Lev. 13, 23 28; perhaps same as 933.
( העורבsame as Er?5 full-breasted,
TW (not used) tr. same as 7, IT. fom,  צרעIL) n. p. f. 1 Kines 11, 26.
to fit "together; hence to build, % ach, Perhaps העּורְצ as a female proper name
to strengthen; comp. AN. Deriv.
is = הָיּורצ (» interchanged with °).
wound * ecrused by fire,

an inflammation

nny (with a of motion Ann,
}
also

wins (also Thx, pl. nx)m. 1. (from

with the article;
MINE; fortress, tower)
ge L) what is packed together, a little
n. p. of a city on mount Ephraim,
packet, a bundle, of 902 Gen. 42, 35, or
Jeroboam’s birth place, from which the
whole district was called “77¥ PIN in which »wWe, 1. e. condenmutions is
sealed up as unalterable Joz 14, 17;
1 Kınas 11, 26 (if we restore the verse
ap) ’2 Haa. 1, 6 a holed bag, ie. wages
after the Greek 12, 2 in the following
that
disappear quickly; Prov. 7. 20;
manner: הֶמלַש  םִעְבְרִי לכ תַמYa 1
a bundle, a bunch, of "in Sone OF Sou.
" טלמהEID m3 רשא peng wy אּוהְו 1,13; an enclosure, enclosed place 1 Sam.
 ויבאא לערnwaD avu " רשבne 25, 99. — 2. (from ררצ II.) a little stone
DES Ama רשא IE vr); 2 Car. 2 Sam. 17, 8 (LXX, "Targ.); hence a
4, 17. ‘But the reading mae also ap- kernel Am. 9, 9. “4% Prov. 26,8 is the

pears in Jupass 7, 22. See 1.
infin. constr. of noeI.
my (not used) intrans. to flow out,
ms I. (part. me) intr. to call, to

to drop out, to trickle, of resin, balsam (Ar. (5,4 the same); connected in
its organic root with 7%. Deriv. יל

ery, to ery aloud, stronger than 193
Zupu. 1,14, with the adverb. “ya, as in
the case of 192 Is. 33, 7; Ar. שתל
;
the
same.
The organic root 7"2 may exist also
in 3yY1. (Kimchi) , m, Ar.
(+ in

“8, the proper name 1392. Ar. se
to cut into, to cut off; bat the Syr. 04 ‘to
scratch” corresponds to the Hebr. ערצ I.
rug-ire, @-@uy-7; comp. too Dr vo, >
IIS (from EL; > nos, with suf.
(239), Sanskrit rag. Deriv. ine
“HIN; “ple nits, “with suf. anny) 1
to
some) pq.
1. ‘coner. a female enemy , therefore a
mh (fut. 7922) to raise a warif.
rival 1 Sam. 1, 6 (LXX, Vulg.), comp.
Is.
ery,
42, 13, coupled with 9".
Ley. 18, 18 "5x2; Syr. 12,5 uxor alms II. (not used) tr. to bend, to
tera, where > is interchanged with . —
2. (with a of motion (הָתְרְצ an abstract:
distress,

affliction,

straits , misfortune,

1 Sam. 26, 24; 2 Sam. 4, 9; it is there-

make "crooked, to curve, ident. in its organic root

with Erich or meaning

fo

bore, to hollow, a pit, with that in גררה

צרי

Aram. 3973; Ar. or the same, whence
6 ye a pit. Deriv.

צרעה
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mx.

yoy I. (in Kal only part. pass. yx)
tr. to sting, of wasps, hornets; to eat in,

of stains in clothes, of mould, of injury
"Em 1. a collateral form of ירצ to houses done by saltpetre (leprosy);
see .רצ — 2. n.p. m. 1 Car. 25, 3, to push, to strike, to plague (cognate in
for which, however, the fuller “92? is sense 932); hence 217% is properly one
in 25,11.
struck, then generally a leper Lev. 13,
"9X (in pause "4%, after Vau of union 44; 14, 3; 22,4; Num. 5,2, as 3933 Is.
"a; from a2) m. prop. an efflux, out- 58, 4 is = REN man. Leprosy was
dropping; hence balsam, exported by considered a "punishment from God.
the Hebrews to Phenicia and Egypt
‘Gen. 37, 25; 43, 11; Ez. 27, 17; com-

monly planted about Jericho (Joseph.
Antt. 14, 4,1; 15, 4, 2; Jewish Wars
1, 6,6), as it is at this day in the gar-

There

is the same transition

in ma,

naz. Arab. 2 (to smite, to push, to
scourge), whence ere epilepsy, Gr?
a scourge.

Probably

the Aram.

"30

dens about Tiberias (Burckh. VI. p. 564). should also be taken in the sense of
That of Gilead was the best for healing to cut (comp. 930). Deriv. my4x, and the
external injuries Jur. 8, 22; 46, 11; proper name my yy (according to some).
51,8. ררצ is mentioned in Gen. 43, 11
as the most precious product of the land

of the Hebrews (7185 1721).

Pih. 9% (not used) the same.

ny ox.

Deriv.

Puh. ( צרעonly part. m. yk, ]. ny 4)
prop. to be scourged, smitten, by God;
mx (from naz IL; pl. py) m hence to be leprous Ex.4,6; Luv. 14,2;
Num. 12, 10; 2 Sam. 3, 29; put along
a pit, a cellar, a role, for en
1Sam. 13,6 (Vulg., Targ.), coupled with with 93) 2 Kınas 15, 5.
IS

see NE.

Sin, without there being any necessity
yy IL. (unused) intr. to be prominent,
for reading Donne, still less for reading to stand out, of the breasts; to project,
ony (codd. de.Rossi) or םיִכְּבָס (LXX),
In the temple of n4a by == nya ya of a district; Ar. 5 ~ the same. Deriv.
was a deep place, 1. 6. an inner, covered the proper names העורצ and Myx.

 ערsee ny yy.
space Jupezs 9, 46, on which it was
easy to put wood 9, 49; Ethiop. for
( הָעְרַצfrom( רצ .1 fem. prop. the
Sam (Ps.5,8). The meaning projecting
stinging thing; hence a wasp, a hornet,
object , tower, palace (Tanchüm), like
collect. Ex. 23, 28; comp. Wispom 12, 8.
the Arab. 6 תעלו from nae
=גרד IL, As a swarm of bees was taken for a
figure of wicked enemies (Ps. 118, 12;
is unsuitable.
Deur. 1,44); so in a higher degree may
OPS
(from nae IL) m. pl. con- a swarm of hornets be considered the
tinual groaning, Is. 43,14 a reading in- type of a plague (Saadia, Ibn Esra) or
stead of םיִחיִרָּב (Ewald).
of terror sent upon enemies Drvt. 7,20,
3 ₪ used) intr. prop. to desire Josn:24,12, since the literal sense (Rashi)
ur wish for vehemently , to strive, to strive

after; ident. in its organic root yay
with that in a9°9 L, Aram. ,גר hence

is improbable here.

The Ar. translates

Get! fear, for which is 12% in Ex. 23,

27, conseg. = DTN non Gen. 35, 5;
(like mag = הָוָאto Ya) to Ge needy, Ayam, WY, PTR (from 309, IN =
mistapher, to a poor, needy, Ar. Dye; yay) the same, rendered. קו
Aram. for yen. Deriv.

8
--

(with suff. DIE) m. need, ne2 Car. 2, 15.

 גbee; modern 11602. pl. mpl,
ngs.

993 (either instead of ‘x m3 place

צרעת

צרר
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of wasps or hornets, where:t= mys,

lying between Sidon and Tyre, but

or from 942 II.= Ar.

belonging to the former 1. Kınas 17, 9
10; also the name of a distant land

to be.pro-

minent, and "therefore 'צ is =3°5" which

‚which

has

been

combined

with

Gaul

see) n. p. of a city in "the plain of Ju- |462008017 to tradition in Os. 20 (see
dah, belonging to Dan and not far from 29).
For the Sidonian Zarephath
Dkmwy (now Zar’ah, Ke, >) Josn. 15,» | compare the present village and pro33; 19, 41; Junges 13, 2 25; 18,2 8 | montory Surafend (Miro), see Robins.
11. It still existed after the exile Nen. II. p. 413. 414.
11,29 (Robins. Palest. 11, 339. 343. 365).
8 I. (3 perf. 1%, commonly “x,
Gent. m. 97% 1 Cur. 2, 54, from a masc.
fem..
as, 3 pl. my; part. ררצ and
form Y= my, asially יִתָעְרַצ 2,53;

ר
צ
ו
part. pass. aN; inf. abs. SIE,
4, 2.
6
ar;
imp. ,רצ Ti; fut. sign together
MPS (after the form ns, Mx;
with suff. ingoy) fem. prop. stroke,
plague, like 32, spec. leprosy (white),
in man Lev. 13, 2, 2 Kines 5, 3, with
AWD; a saltpetre injury or leprosy , in
houses 14, 34-57; mould, stains, in garments 13, 47- 59.
FIST. (fut. ףרצה;part. ףרצ;inf. abs.
nine, 6. 97%, ("ףֶרְצ prop. intr. to glow,
to burn, then tr. to smelt, gold or silver;
 צרףםa smelter, goldsmith Junges 17, 4;
Is. 40, 19; 41, 7, coupled with 0
to purify, by fire 1, 25; Ps. 12, 7;
refine 2201. 13, 9. Fig. to make ae

or bright (ax) דו nay Ps. 18, 31;
Prov. 30, 5; to prove, "along with m3,
with the accus. Jer. 9, 6 and retaining

the figure Ps. 66, 10, Ts. 48,10, coupled
with ja2, 173 Dan. 11, 35, or without
‘them Ps. 1%, 3; 26, 2. Derir. the proper names

“Die, תפרצי

Nif. ( נצרףfut. ne?) to be cleansed,
purified Dan. 12, 10.

with 2) 1. tr. same as רצ ()רּוצI. prop. to

collect, to press together, to bring together;

hence to drive together, to a place, of
man Hos. 4,19; to bind to, astone to the
sling Prov. 26, 8; to bind in, to shut in,
pv 30, 4; Jos 26, 8; fig. to bind firmly
together, Syn and main Is.8,16, along
with Onn; "to keep, ₪ Hos. 13, 12, like
pon Jos 14, 17; to roll up, Mw Ex.
12, 34; to Tone in, i. e. to make calm,
secure 1 Sam. 25, 29; to shut up, seclude,
i.e. to make solitary ‘and forsaken 2 San.
20, 3. — 2. to straiten, to enclose; hence
to press upon, to compass as an enemy
Is. 11, 13, parallel nap (to be zealous);
senerally to persecute Num.10,9; 25,17;
33, 55; also of the rivalry of two wives
(see ny); part, ררצ an enemy, pl. 6
 צרריwith suff. "ור are Is. 11, 135°
Ps. 6,8; 7, 7; 23, ₪0 coupled with רצו
pl. םירצ(which dee); These senses to join,
to bind, to make firm, to enclose &c. also

belong ‘together iin other verbs. — 3. intr.
to be straitened, pressed, i. e. to be in
Pih. ( צרףpart. yy) to purify, to distress or necessity, espec. in the contracted form רצ 102028 11, 7; 2 Sam.
smelt , along with רהס Mat. 3, 2 3.
1, 26; to be narrow, of man Is. 28, 20.
Hif. (not used); deriv. Amen.

The fut.is 72) (after the form opts om),
AS II. (not used) tr. to draw to- ap. mE) Gen. 32,7; JUDGES2, 15; Prov.
gether, to bind, to tie together, only by 4,12; "with ל of the person Is. 49,20;
transpos. רפצ to הָריִפְצ which see.
with by to be anzious for or about. De‘pis (from ףרצ ‘ionwith the article; rivat. ,רצ Tr ()ריְרְצ ,( רצ הֶרֶצadj.),
a smelter purifier) n. p. m. Nua. 3, 31. me (adj.).

 צְרְפִיםis the name ooa corporation of
"Puh. ( צררpart.  (מצררto be bound togoldsmiths Neu. 3,8 32.
gether Josh. 9, 4.
if. ( הצר1 pers. "OEM; part. fem.
( תַפְרּצfrom ףרצ .1 with a of motion
inf. e. רצחו fut. En ap. ,רצו
En;
city
a
of
p.
n.
0
mop;

צרר
pl. 382) to press upon,

p
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to persecute,

(in Manasseh, between yyw תיב and לבא
with accusat. Deur. 2, 9; to oppress, min) Junges 7, 22, which appears to
distress 1 Kines 8, 37; Nun. 9, 27; to be merely a collateral form of הדרצ
besiege Deut. 28, 52; Jur. 10, 18; to (which see) 1 Kınas 11, 26. Both mss.
have pains, of a woman in childbirth
and versions read the latter here.

Jun. 48,41; 49,22. Deriv. .רצמ

To the stem רצ corresponds the Ar.

my (contracted from NIE; splen-

yo (to bind together, to tie together,
to surround), »4 (to straiten, to press

dour, brightness, viz. is with J.ah) n. p.m.
1 Cur. 4, 7.

 רחשהMINE (light of the early dawn)
n. p. of a city in Reuben, situated on
 רה קמעהJos. 13,19; perhaps because
the first appearance of the morning
dawn was seen from it.
1773 (with a of motion 3%) x. p.

upon; to be hostile, jealous), Syr. ig|
ident. with רצ ( )רּוצI. (which see).
IE I. (not used) intr. to be firm,
hard, of rocks; perhaps like pın, WR,
ip,

of like signification with ררצ 1

Deriv. “2, the proper names ,רצ רצ
and perhaps 199%.
"5X see Hinz.
97% (with ₪ of motion הָתְרְרְצ ;for-

of a city near ww ma 1 Kinas 4, 12,
and mizd 7,46 in Manasseh Josu. 3,16.

It may either have lain in the neighbourhood of הָרְרָצ or have been the same

tress) n. p. of a place near mau na

place.

:

%
p> called ip or better np (Ar. cae
or Kad , Aram. np, defin. nap) Koph,
as a letter of the alphabet denotes the
ear (of an axe or needle), or the back of

the head (Ar. 83); the neighbourhood
of שיר (= wr) favours the latter mean-

bet, % alone being sufficient, and was
retained only as a numeral (Ezioyuor
Konna) on different occasions (see
Schol. to Aristoph. Nub. 23; Eckhel IV.
p- 390).

From ancient Greek, 00

passed early into the Latin Q, which
suppressed Keane. vice versa (Quintil.

ing. According to the usual assump1,4, 9). — As a numeral Koph denotes
tion that Hebrew writing arose out
100,
being the first letter in the series
pictures, and that the names of letters
are the likenesses of outward objects, of hundreds. In the old Semitic alphait has been thought, that the form of bet Koph was pronounced as Ko.
As to the sound of Koph, it is a
an ear or the back of the head may
be traced in the forms of this letter in rough, hard, guttural k-sound, somethe Phenician (7, P, p), old Hebrew what like the Sanskrit £, and when

(4, N), Samaritan (2), old Aramaean

(N, MP), and so in old Greek (N, and

aspirated it stands in contrast with n

E or » 9. Hence we represent it exactly

Etrurian (4). But the analogy of the by qs as the Latins have retained the
other alphabetical names makes it more same sound in g. The transition of the
probable that the name was selected older hard sound (P) into the softer
merely on account of the initial sound.

The form and name (Kézma) passed
into the Greek alphabet, and is found
with the shape 9 on old coins of Syracuse and Corinth (see Mazocchi on the
Heraclean table p. 122). Afterwards
Kénn« was excluded from the alpha-

and cognate

ones

(5, 3), and of the

hard, guttural (p, £, g) into the less
hard, but aspirated (m &, » 5) explains
the usual changes existing in stems
and words.

Thus there originated from

ק: 1.3, as 953 out of Yap, 773 out of

TAR» Wg out of MEP; 2. >, as Yap out

קא

קבב
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of Yan, 229 out of apy, MTD out of tion for (-ה fem. the pelican , abiding
San; 9 חו as Bon out of יד Sun with the andy» and 757 in swamps of
out of Sun, nen out of MER; 4. 'y, the desert Is. 34, 11, Zen. 2,14, Ps.
as 229 out of בצק  הצעout of TER, 102, 7, and forbidden to be eaten, as
Aram. yaw out of paw. In certain unclean Lev. 11, 18; Devr. 14, 17. The
Arabian and Ethiopic dialects Koph is usual assumption is that it derives its
likewise interchanged with
5; and in name from vomiting the shells it has
swallowed (Bochart, Hieroz. III. p. 40

‘Aramaean this is more frequent, as Op,
seq.). Talmudic PR» PR, pelican. The
„aan Hebrew Yeo RPS = BIS, pa
Aram. NPP, leo, Arab. ög3 are re-

= עב There is another softening of
Koph, the guttural k-sound becoming
milder by an intermixture of the 2
sound with it; just as the Sanskrit 8
arose out of the k-sound or is allied to
it, and is found contrasted with the
Greek x. In many districts of Arabia
(see Niebuhr, Beschreibung von Arabien
p. 83) the | 5 is softened into tsh (¢),

en

of the simple stem.

See

mp, Rp and ji.
( בקpl. modern Hebrew bap, from

 בבק₪ m. prop. the hollowed out, the
a:

hence the name of a measure

for dry goods, */,* of 8 xd (Josephus)

2 Kines 6, 25; where one fourth of a
cab is about a ‘pint. Josephus (Antigg.
like ש into sh (de Sacy, Anthol. page ,9 ,4 )4 translates as if a cab were =
64), and > into g, ash. Yod is also a four zests (S¢ory¢); and so eighteen cabs
are = 72 zests i. e. one ephah, which
similarly softened &-sound, arising as is also the sixth part of a mNd. Phenic.
it were from g, dsh (comp. Persian
ה בקwhich passed into the Greek xaßos
guvdn, Sanskrit juvan young); whence
= yoni, Hesych.); comp. Coptic nas
we might explain the connexion of ק
vessel, lamp, Latin cupa. See nyap.
with צג ©, > &., as 1. ,הָכְצ >22,
AR I. (perf. ap, with suff. rap =
mx, mix with mp, ב mR, mR;
2. By}, “on, I. ‘with ww, רטָקI jap, map; inf. Han and constr. ap;
From "the essential nature of Kup imper. 3p, with a opt. “Map, with suff.
seems to have arisen its occasional inter- DIR, where > is inserted; a ap.) tr.
change with n; as appears from rıp» = 1.to cut into or through, to dig through, ofa
nine, הקש = Ans, הַתְר =  חקרEi,“ch. husbandman; to split, to cut off, wooden
24; the same relationship being found tables; to hollow out, to cut out, to
in = and m for the second person, and deepen, a vessel. Deriv. בק and perin the Greek (comp. xOmtO
= TURTO, Tis haps Map, Map. — 2. igen to curse,
and quis, 0/00908א and tugarvos, qua- to revile, to blaspheme, with accus. Num.
tuor and zerzages) &e.
22,1117; 23, 8 11 13 25 27, as in
- gan L; the same metaphor spe קאseeקוא 
cially existing in p72 3. The organic
XP. (from np) m. same as N’, vo- root בק is identical with that in ap
mit Prov. 26, 11.
and קה,21 בָּג- א1,231 (to 3);

AXP (unused) tr. same as NP (817) Aram. בו(to33).
to spue, to vomit, assumed for ASP, MNP.
222 I. (not used) intr. to be bent
But the root war also mean to ‘ery ‘out round, to be vaulted, arched; identical
(Ar. 53

to cluck, ts to cry), whence

in its org. root ap. with that in בג (233,

would be designated the

to be hill: shaped arched, bent, whence

12 adopts.
MRP and nNPp (constr. MNP, from

3, Bou, ףג 1
a hill), 7-24, 9-23, ie
(9), Y=a; Ar SE the same, Aram,
aan to build an arch. Deriv. map.

ONP ל

123 a bow, a felloe,
erier; which idea Ephrem on Devt. 14,  גבback, hill, vault,

ARR} תב or n= is a feminine termina-

קבה

קבל
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AR (not used) tr. same as 237 1; net; Arab. Ks to join, to bind, to assee on map.

Map (modern Hebrew ap, constr.
nam; from ap = ap 1) fem. the rough
 לwith folds (ofanimals that chew
the cud), echinus Dur. 18, 3 (Targ.,

Vulg., Saadia); prop. a thing hollowed
out or deepened, Arab. us Ge 5)
the same; but also Rus from
5 with
the same meaning, so that even in Hebr.
map may be the stem (Jin G'andch).

Map (with suf. snap; from בק [297]
=( קבio L) f. genitalia muliebria (comp.

map) Nom. 25, 8 (LXX, Vulg., Kimchi);
according to the Talm. from Map? the

backside, according to Onk., Symm.,
Aqu. = map; but the first is more probable.

Map (from =3p IL) fem. a vaulted
tent, a pleasure-apartment,

prop. what

is rounded, arched Num. 25, 8; Aram.

sociate with, whence Aus stem, kindred,
heap. — 2. to tie about, to cover about,
to veil, to fold around, proceeding from

signification 1; hence figurat. to become
dark or obscure, Aram. 537; “TUT (comp.

perl); DER (Arab. Age to be veiled),
לט1 ny IL proceeding from this fundamental signification.

—

3. intrans. to

be strong, stout, condensed, prop. to be
wound

together; the

same

metaphor

existing in prn, 7p, WW, Din; hence
to be fat, thick, solid an לוא a verb
“to be thick or tight”, same as TOR L to
m8 clunes), applied to the belly or
back, and then as in the cognate 523
to an arched, thick mass. Deriv. dap,
Dap, 2p, and the denomin. San
Pih. Sap (fut. Sap) to receive 1 Car.
12, 18; to take, with 5 of the person,
1. e. to select from the proposed 21,11;
for np» JoB 2,10; to adopt, a doctrine,
law en 9, 23 27; Prov. 19, 20; to
receive, with the infin. (in order to)2 Cur.

NDDP (the vault of heaven, a pleasurechamber), jZ505 (a tent, an arch, an 29,16. Modern Hebrew map doctrines
arched tent, a cupola); Arab. 5 (a received.
pleasure-tent = : לָחְא,an arched tent);
Dap (with suf. “bap, ipap, after the
comp. cuppa, cuppola, German Kuppel, form JOP, mon 1 Kies 12, 10, i275
which may be of like origin. From
from לע u the better mss. have
weil) (el-Kubba) comes the Spanish Al- Sa"; מק with ל and כ doubled after
cova, and our alcove.
ö, in order to support the vowel) mase.
( ץובקpl. םיצוּבק , from yap) m. a prop. a projecting, standing thickly
heap, mass, throng, troop Is. 57,13.
map
(constr. naap, with suff.

forward, hill-shaped thing; hence 1. the

Thus the stem 54% would be connected

before,

belly, from Dap 3 (which see), like bax,

 כרְתה ברל.mef ,erutlupeg aP‘ )nak belly, 732 prop. fore-head, breast, face,
2°25
field of burial 2 Cr. 26, 23; Ecouzs.  חַכְנbelly, body; comp. Arab. us
6, 3; interment Is. 14, 20; 0
6 belly. Metaphor. an (iron) battering-
ram = "2 (Ez. 21, 27), as a projecting
grave Grn. 35, 20; 47, 30.
thing, Ez. 26, 9 - he shall direct the
bap (Kal not used) trans. 1. to lay stroke of his wall- batterer. — 2. (not
hold of, to seize, to catch (cognate in used) a preposition: before, over against,
sense Ts, וטרי 11-( ,prop. perhaps to against; as in 7125 (and 123), 732, 0°35
wind together; hence to take, to receive. (which see) the force of a preposition
against,

over against,

proceeds

with ban 1, 533, SapL, 523. The org. from a subst. denoting the fore part,
root bap iis perhaps alain dba I, so far the belly, the body, pars antica (see
as the Le of mixing has arisen from
that of laying hold of one another. Aram.

ax I.and IL). Comp. , םלואapp.
Hif. Harz (part. ליב denomin. to

>2R the same, hence לוק from לינק a stand over against Ex. 26,De

ee
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dap (pronounce köbal, abridged from

to overreach, with accus. Prov. 22, 23,
with an adverbial accus. us even to

bap or hp, after the Aramaean form
DIR) m. same as bap 2: before, in pre- the life; to disappoint Man. 3, 8 9; mod.
sence of; nY~>ap 2 Kınas 15,10 before Hebrew 3p a deceiver. The developthe people, openly;

where

the LXX

ment

from’ the fundamental

signifiea-

have incorrectly taken it for a proper tion is plainly given by am 1, ont,
213, .קי The meaning to ל
to
name.
restrain. to withdraw, has arisen from
bap (in Targ. ליבק  הalso with ל

band ead of bap, the guttural p

that just given, as is seen from apy I.

yap IL. (not used) intr, to be rounded,
causing the — , Syr.San, and - is
absorbed by the preceding 2 Aram. m. bent, cupola-shaped, of a helmet, anO
prop. what stands forward, what is identical with 935, 983; Arab. «48 the

rounded, i. e. face, breast, body, or
merely like םיִכָּפ , facies, but only 1. with
? a preposition: : before Dan. 3, 3, in presence of 5, 1, over against 5, 5, on account of, Bedause of, = Hebrew "רנפמ 5,

same. Alike signific. belongs to 55-y 1.
being the stem for apy 2. 0 Maps,

(which see), and to reewis nz
“or

א

and wars the ridge of a moun-

10; 7737 Dans for that very readin Ban. tain); and so the organic root with its

4, 16," with 4 following for this reason

comparisons becomes clear. Deriv.קלב ,

that 6,13. — 2. in the group "7 bap->2

yap.

0
that, although 5 Hebrew
 (בַּכֶלדזְאַתDan. 2,8, granted that 2, 12,
since 2,24, 0
5,12 22, entirely as

Puh. yap (not used) to be rounded,
arched, bent, of a bowl. Derivative

Ezr. q;Ar.

Is. 51,17 22; Greek xcdv§; Ar. 5
the same. I 9 Ganäch, dregs, from yap

( תַעָבְקfrom yap 11. Puh.) f. a bowl,
2, 40; 6, 11, like the Hebrew "2D; a large cup; fully did nyap, to dis-
m7 bap- b> for this reason hela tinguish it from the calix. of flowers,

bap sce bap
bap (Pe. not used) Aram. tr. same

as Hebrew ap prop. to wind or bind
together; hence ‘1. metaphor. to seize 6.
— 2. to knot around,
hence to become N

thick, tight;

hence

to veil, to cover;
— 3. intr. to be

to be hill-shaped,

humped. Deriv. bap, bar and Dar;

to settle (= 1728), which is less suitable.
( ץבקpart. yap, fut. Yapı) trans. to
grasp, with the hand; to carry or bring
together; hence to collect, with accus. of

the object Ez. ,22,19  לוח1Kınas 20,
,1 53% Deur. ,13 ,17  לאGen. 41,48;

19919 Dan. 6, 1; 7, 18;; with D7%,"72 from

to assemble, to call together, ppt Jo. 2,
,16  םיְרחNam. ,7 ,5  םיִאיִבְּנַה1 Kınas
,18,20  טעה2 Sam. 2, 30, DASH 2 CHR.

one 2, 6.

,25 ,5 with by of the person for Devt.

Pael Dap (fut. Sap") to take, 0%

bap (with suff. לבל only with the

prepos. 5) m. Aram. = bap; but only
a preposition, before; a
fore thee Dan. 2, 1.

TaR? be-

,18 ,17 also , לProv. 28, 8 he gathers
in ‘order to shew love for the poor; to.
accumulate, x Ps. 41, 7, with ip to.
himself; by ’n to collect upon the
hand, i. e. "by handfuls, gradually Prov.

yap IL (part. sap, plur. DvP; fut. ;13,11 with >x of the place to Ezr. 8,
15 (for voy of a person we have once

yap?) tr. same as Ap"Yl. (LXX) prop.

to intertwine, to plait into each other, to way 1 Kings 11, 24). Derivat. n¥ap,
bind together, to spin, as is observable  ץבקto the proper name D237.

from 233 I. (which see); hence to plan

Nif. papa (inf. yap, fut. yap") to be

a cunning device, to deceive, to defraud,

gathered, heaped together Ez. 29, 5; to be

YP
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assembled, of men Gen. 49, 2, Is. 43, 9,

קדר
Puh. “27 to be buried Gen. 25,10.

and animals Is. 34, 15; with לא 088.
By comparing the word with "ar we
10, 6 or by of a person 2 Cur. 13, 7; cannot be in doubt about the funda-

organ} the gathered, the exiles retumed
he ‘Is. 56, 8.

mental signification of ap,

especially

as >
moaned grave. A comparison
Pih. yap (part. papa, inf. constr. yap,
 צ750 (to heap up, for the
fut. yar) to embrace, opposite 219 Is. with =בר
Greek
‘cagedoo
Rom. 12, 20) is the less
54,7; to take up 40,11; to assume, ָּרּוְרא

admissible, because the graves of the
Jo.2,6; Nan.2,11; to gather in, to bring
Hebrews
were holes in the earth or
home, grapes, sheaves 18. 62, 9; Mic. 4,
rocks.
12; to heap up, to cause to collect, water
22 (in pause SR with suf. “3p,
Is. 22,.9; to lead together 34,16; to col-

lect, a scared flock 13,14, especially the 4937; en םירָבְק constr. (ירבק m. grave,
dispersed Israelites 11,12; 56,8; Hos. sepulchre, Ih in earth or rock, where
9, 6, with 972 whence Hos. le, Devt. the dead were laid Gen. 28, 9, "Ex. 14,
30, 3,with לעto Is. 56, 8 or against one 11, Num. 11, 34; hence (seo under RR
Ez. 16, 37. Deriv. yiap, and the pro- at {he end) mina ‘p Ps. 5, 10, Jer. ₪
16 and (rock- 0
Is. 22, 16. The
per name S8¥ap>.
Puh. ₪ to be gathered, led together
Ez. 38,8

Hithp. Yard

(fut. “mY) to gather

themselves together, to join together Is.
44,11; Jur. 49, 14.

The stem is ident. with pan (which
see), Aram. yan, soe, Ar. ans, yous,

pl. stands either for graves Ex. 14, 11,
hence Behe au? to sit in grave-voults

Is. 65, 4, i. 0. to seek declarations about
the future in
i the abode of demons; or
it means place of graves, grave-yard
Jop 17,1. Ar. 5, Aram. "37, 125,
Phenician “ap the same.

( הֶרְבְקonly pl. ni yap, constr. ninap)
dois, Zab. „=>; and the organic root
va may be connected with that in f. pl. en graves, sepulchres Ez. 32, 22 25
 דפס1 פַת-ֶּכ.

Yap only in
( קְבְצְאֶלEl is Gatherer i. e. of an
established congregation) n. p. of a city

in the south of Judah Josu. 15, 21,
2 Sam. 23, 20, elsewhere ONEIP? (which

see).

LAP f- a gathering, heap Ez. 22,20.

,26 grave-chambers 2 Cur. 16, 14; but
also place of grave-chambers, grave-yard

Jon 21, 32.— 2. in 718917 NMP (graves
of lust) n. p. of a place in
i the wilder-
ness, whose appellative meaning is ex-
plained in Num. 11, 34; elsewhere 33,
;16 Deut. 9, 22.°

 ררקtr. .1 (not used) to divide, to

cut, to split off, to peel off, sweet-smell-
( םִיצְבְקdouble congregation) n. p. of ing barks; cogn. in sense with 927, Ar.
a eity in Ephraim 1083.
22.
OS, Aram. m 5 the same; ident. in

aR (fut. ap) tr. same as Nom to its organic root 5 that in 73 (73)L,

7-93 IL, 7-73, 13, Aram. -אAn, "and
dig, to dig through, to hollow out, to dig htiw taht jni ,nv 5,ns“ >,D2 “ קד12;
out, commonly to bury Jupans 2, 9; comp. also x8d- a0, “len, 7 “itor De-
16,31; 1Sam. 31,13; Ez. 39,12. Deriv. rivat. . — הדק.2 (fut. 7m), 3 pl. 1p")
an

ְְהָרְב ap.

“ אapa (fut. בק to be buried Gun.
;15,15 ,35;810 ; Jupens12,7; JER.8,2.

prop. to break, to crack, the body, i. e.
to bend, to incline, to stoop, with accus.
of the object םיִּפַא 1 Sam. 24,9; 28,14;

Pih. “aR (onlypart, “aR, pl. Bap, 1 Kines 1,31; 2 Cur. 20,18; commonly
inf. constr. “aR, fut. רק to bury? (re- without an object 1 Cur. 29, 20, 2 Cur.
peatedly or many) Nun. 33,4; 1 Kınas ,29 ,30 without being intransitive on
11,15; Jun. 14, 16,
39, 14.
that account; weaker than nam,

np
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which follows Gen. 24,26; 43,28; Ex. the ideas of purity and holiness coin34, 8; Num. 22, 31; Neu. 8, 6; comp. cide (also among the Parsees), holy: 1. of
 וThe taking ‘of this meaning as God, sacred (in a religious sense) Is. 6,
a denom. from pp (Kimchi) is to be 3, because nothing unclean or sinful

rejected, both because DER only is the durst approach Him (8, 13). Accordobject, as in the case of Ei (2 Car. 7, 3) ingly wisp (Jop 6,10; 18. 40, 25; Han.
and mn
(Gen. 19, 2 but never 8, 2) ox לאב um (Is.1,4; 10, 17; Ps.
" ודקרand the verb IR, ‚> or דק in 78, 41) is used as an epithet of God;
Aram. which is a farther development
of דק has always the general meaning
to heed the knee, to fall upon the knees.
Pih. (vedupl.) 4p 3p (not used) to incline, to nod, ud for TRIR-

MR (not used). an alleged root for
the proper name by’); but see ph.

also the pl. םישדק Jose. 24, 19; Hos.
12,1; Prov. 9, 10; 30, 3; conseq. it is

= יהא Ps. 22,4,89% 99,3. For intensifying ‘the idea wimp is repeated three
times Is. 6, 3; comp. ‘the toonyiov APOC.
4,8. —

2. of priests as servants dedi-

cated to God: “> winp Lev. 21,6 7 8,
 ויwin of Aaron Ps. 106, 16, ל

Mp (from 4p) fem. prop. what is as i had to avoid impurity and defilepeeled off, or split off; hence the rind of |
a fragrant tree, which was an article of
Arabian commerce Ex. 30, 24; Ez. 27,
19; specially according to the Targ.,
Syr. and Vulg.=19%x7 cassia, so called

ment. — 3. of angels Dan. 8,13, Aram.
un 4,10; in other places pl. םיִשדק
Gane 14,5; Ps.89,6 8; Jos5, 1; 15,
1a. of the Nazarites Num. 6,5 or
of other pious, sanctified men Is. 4, 3;

from its reeds being split (Theophr. hist. hence of the Israelite people Lrv. 11,
plant. 9,5; Pliny 12,19); according to 44-45; 19,2; Daur. 7, 6; the pl. םיטדק
Saadia, Ar. Erp. costus; according to is also occasionally put for such Dan

8, 24. —
others amber or stacte. Diose. (1, 12) calls 33, 3; Ps.16,3; 34,10; Dan.
a palm-like sort of cassia 007700 the 5. of sacred, consecrated places Ex. 29,
south-Arabian Keura was termed ecole 31, Lev. 6,19, or days Neu. 8, 10 11.
— 6. A’subst. the holy place, the sancIt is difficult to decide on the point.
tuary Is. 57,15; 58, 13; Ps. 46, 5 the
( םיִָמּרדְקafter the form D>», holy place of the dwelling ()םיִנָכִשִמ of
ara; from op IL) m. pl. (to denote the most High; 65,5.
an age) afore tines, ancient days, prior

np (part. חרק infin. constr. 4p)
plain of ancient time, ie. selebrated for intrans. 1. to glow, to burn, to kindle, of
old heroie deeds performed on it, applied wy Deur. 32, 22; Jur. 15,14; also tr.
to the( ןושיק LXX cod. Vat., Targ. ), with accus. of the object to set fire to,

age; hence ‘7 bm Jupass 5, 21 a low

that valley having been the battle-field to burn, oro Is. 64, 1, שָא (a fire) 50,
of Palestine from the remotest times.

Thus ' is somewhat different from D7.
Devr. 33, 15; comp. Ar. pos old, ever-
lasting. According to Ibn Gandch from
np 11. (which see), to cut, to divide;
Hanes DAT

11; fig. to ‘cause destruction to raise a
fiveof wrath Jer. 17,4; in derivat. of

fever heat. Derivat. map. — 2. (not
used) to sparkle, to shine, to be brightcoloured.

Deriv. קא

The organie root of the stem (Arab.

battle.

witp or U (constr. ,טדwith suff. 05

Aram. map, wpe) isn—4p, which

wm; pl. pip, with suf. 1°) adj. exists also in np", 32 1.
m. clean, physically and morally, 6
fresh, unstained, unsoiled (see Bp), from

avoiding

unclean meats,

debauchery,

MMT (from the Pik. of np) fem. the
burning ל of fever Lev. 26,16,Devt.

incest, idolatry Luv. 11,43 44 45; 19, 28, 22, cogn. in sense with md", comp.
2; 20, 26; Deur. 23, 15; and so far as Aum, NPN ae ET fire,

קדים
naar, NAV

fever, from nz ="mi

to"burn (comp. Naya 8 coal); Greek
zugerög, mupétiov, Latin febris from
fervere, Gothic brinno
brinnan to burn.

קדם
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fever,

from

nose, horn- tip, beak), ₪

the same,

the same, whence IE (a hill).

Comp. Ar. pas (to go before, to step
forward, to be advanced in
i time, to be

OTP (with a of motion הָמ "IR from old), Aram. DIR» לק the same, in the
DR 1)m. prop. what is before, anterior; most various Spplioations, Deriv. op,
höniee the east, as a quarter Hz. 43, 17; DR: המרק  ןומדק המרקap, DD,
44,1; 46,1 12; fully “RP m east region Sim, "and the proper names map,
48,
40,
43,
40,

1 2 6-8 16; commonly with ןופצ nin, OR RPih. Dap Gut DR?) to go before Ps.
23 and Sliewheres east side 42, 9;
2, a word to define 777 40, 10, רט 68, 26, opposite aay to be up early,
Ad; 'R 79 east wind Ex.10,13; 14, ( בשin the dawn of morning) 119,

21; Ez.17, 10; 19,12; 27, 26, frequently 147; to anticipate, with the accusative

2 alone Gan.41, 6 23, and since such niqawn 119,148; ’p "28 "2 to come bewind is commonly violent, it means ge- fore “one’s person, with 3 of the thing,
nerally stormy wind Jos 27, 21; 88, 24; hence to offer Ps. 95, 2; to walk before
Ps. 48, 8; Is. 27, 8; rarely (and only one 89,15; in a hostile sense, to meet
poet.) like m9, a figure of nothingness 17,13; with the accus. to attack Is. 37,
and vanity 08 15, 9; 1108. 19, 9. -- 33; elsewhere with a double accus. to
Map towards the east Ez.11,1, in the come to meet one with Sor Ps. 59, 11,
east ‘(in answer to the question where)  בחמים79, 8; also followed by the inf
47,1, also the east simply 47, 18, east- constr. in an adverbial sense, early, bewards Haz. 1, 9.
fore, in good time, with haste, as DIR
WTP (pl. wap, constr. (ישידק Aram. 7727 Jon. 4, 2 to flee in haste; with
adj. m. same as ‘Hebrew win pure, holy, the accusat. of the person whom one
of 28 Dan. 4, 5; 5, 11, of angels; meets Ps. 18,19; Jog 30, 27.

subst. an angel, along 9

רי (watcher)

4,10 14 20 (in Enoch 20, 1 of the three

Hif. wap (fut. np?) to give before,

to do by anticipation, with accus. of the

well- known archangels); of the pious Is- person Jos 41, 3, a correlative to bbw

raelites, the saints of the most High 7,18 to repay; also, to meet before, deu , with
22 25 27, or merely pep 7, 21 22; 22 (round about) Am. 9, 10.

comp. 70 onéoua 90 äyıov (3 Ezr. 8, 70).
 שידקm.in the cod.Sam. for op Devt.

,23 ,18 with the same meaning as Um.
 השידקfem. in 000. Sam. for mu
Gen. 38, 31 22.

DIR I. (Kal not used) intrans. to go

DIR I. (not used) tr. 1. to cut, to
hew, to split, to fell, same as Hebrew

Ds (perhaps to 5973), bra, Arab. pas

(to 3

an axe), bs, 3

pas,

Aram. np. The organic root is DIR,
which is also found in הקמ 827 2,

before, to be before, to spring forward,
to come before, from the fundamental Aram. הדדם,Arab. 20-25, — 2. same
signification to press forward, to strive as DOP prop. to decide, then to practise
forwards; more correctly to project, to
ה
or enchantment; like DER pro-

stand forward, cogn. in sense with 722 (to ceeding from the fundamental ‘senifibe prominent, to swell forth, to stand cation to divide. Derivat. Dap, DT
before, to lead on, to go before), and (according to some).
perhaps M23 (to be before); so that the
Pih. DAI (with Resh inserted, as in
organic root 877 is ident. with that in 095, Syn; not used) an intensive of
non (to oof, hang the denom. nun), Kal. Deriv. DI.
Arab, pbs, whence pas (tip of the
DFP (not used) Aram. intr. same as.

קדם
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bapT I. in Hebrew.

Deriv. םדק
,המדק
, dom adv. aforetime, early Ps. 74,2,
:דד
wes
Jur. 30,20, Lament. 5,21, like םיִנפל
DIP (pl. constr. TR; from DR) m. mon, סע ₪ prepos., ל Prov. 8,22

ap.

prop. לש is before, pars antica, cog- before his works. — 5. (perhaps high
nate in sense with m>3 and 532 and land) n. p. of the Arabian land osu
equivalent to םיִנָּפ probably at first a (high land), with which it is ident. in
part of the human body that stands original meaning, and so m, רה Gun.
forward; hence 1. the east, because the 10, 30 is applied to the mountain surHebrews determined the quarter of the rounding or passing through Negd

heavens by directing the face to the (Fresnell); comp. Ar. pos.
east Is. 9,11 (opposite Tiny west), Ps.
OTP, (with a of motion 7272) m. the
139, 5, together with ja} ‘south, לאמש
same, the east;

AR,

towards the east

north Jos 23, 8. DIpR after verbs of
Gen. 13, 14; 25, 6; sometimes the exmotion means from the‘east, i.e. towards
planatory Amar "Num. 2,3; 34,15) or
the east, eastward Gen. 11, 2; 13, 11,
like pr (Is. 17, 13), Pina (22, 4; Wwe mara (seosu. 19,12) is added; also
after verbs of rest in the east (see ya) in the east Ex. 27,13; 38,13; Ez. 45,7,
Gun. 2, 8. 5 D4p7 from the east to, i.e. as "IP, 122, ring are used, in
on the east side of 3,24; Nun. 34,11.— answer to the question where.
DTP (once before suff. nIp, Syr. po
2. the regions east of Palestine, such
as Arabia, including Amalek, Midian, Dan. % 13; only pl. with ‘suff. MIR,
Kedar, the wilderness of Syria, Naba- Pa TR: “TTR, FIR. PRI, 4
thea, Syria and Mesopotamia Is. 9, 11; PAR, in the Targ.) 0 m. prop. the
Nom. 23,7; Gen. 29,1; fully on, ץֶרא fore part, then a prepos. before, after
Gen. 25, 6; ‘p22 PIS 29, 1 of north-  אמרDan. 2, 9, ay (to answer) 2, 10,
western Mesopotamia, whose mountains

were called ‘p "77 Num. 23, 7, whose
inhabitants were the R22) and who
were the eastern panied of the wilder-

NTN (to thank) 6,11, NP (to read) Eze.
4, 18, to denote the lative of person;

ap, = Hebr. 2°32 to me Dan. 3, 32,

after verbs of motion 2,24; 3,13; 4,3;
ness-part of this territory Junges 6, 3 DIP" ya = Hebr. pvp, an, after the
33; 7,12; 8,10; Jo 1,3; 'ק 92 also the verbs Dap Dan. 2, 6, nya 0 18, לַחְּד

2 generally Is.11,14, ‘who pitched
their tents beyond the Euphrates JER.
49, 26. —

3. things of the east, i. e. what

is carried on there, poet. sorcery Is. 2,6,

6, 27, mow5, 24; comp. Ar. eld.
sap (from ae 6. MTR, with suff.

if it be not better to read DM" (from nonin) fi unr Hen state Ts.
DR IL.) or nop, or to take Dip = םידק 23, 7, earlier condition Ez. 16, 55; pl.
(Jos 15, 2). — 4. Referring to time, early time Ez. 36, 11; st. 0. np asa
former times, the past, poet. = םלרע Ps. prepos. before Ps. 129, 6, which. shout
44,2; 78, 2; hence ’p יִכְלַמ Is. 19, 11 be followed by the relative WR.
kings of old, p12 Jos 29,2, 7, a
map Aram, f. the same, ‘but only
Ps. 44, 2; pop from ancient days, ie.
as a prepos. before, in 17 תַמְדְק V2 6of old Mic. 5, 1 elsewhere ’p. a” 7, 20;
fore, formerly Dan.6,11, ‘for which Ezr.
Is. 23, 7; 37, 26, Ar. eos ‘old time, 5, 11 has ııynapn.

Leas formerly; then everlasting time,

ATP (only constr. (תמרק /. merely as

eternity, in ’7, oe Deut. 33, a 7 יִמש a prep. before, Gun. 2, 14 before Assyria,
which to a writer in Palestine is = west,
Ps. 55,20 aneis ₪
om eternity; the Tigris forming the western boundary

once st. c. pl. men = wr Prov. 8, of Assyria; east of 4,16; south east of
1 Sam. 13, 5.
77*

23 from of old, since the beginning ; sel-
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MTP (east) n. p. of an Arabian race
in the ‘and east of Jordan Gen. 25, 15,
different from the other Arabs, from the
Amalekites, Midianites, and Kedarenes;
comp. Segax7voi, Saracens, from Sy
the east.
yatp adj. m., man f. eastern, Ez.
47,8 into the east regions, i.e. lying east
of Jerusalem, towards the Dead Sea.

whereas on the contrary Theod. in
Jer. 1. c. reads pp}. Ar. die part
of the head from the vertex to the neck
behind.

 רדקI. (Kal without fut.) intr. prop.
to be covered, veiled, enfolded, proceeding
from the fundamental signification 0

tie or bind about; hence 1. to be dark,
gloomy, of Din (day of judgment) Mac.
NMiNTP (east district) n. p. of a desert ,3 6 (Am. 5, 18 yun די ,)07% elsewhere
in Hahn Deut. 2, 26, and also of a Ton (Ez. 30,18); of WW, mar to be ob-
city there Josm. 13, 18; 1 Cur. 6, 64. scured Jo. 2,10; of mad, as mourning
am (def. 827, 0 Rap and Jer. 4, 28, parallel box. — 2. Fig. to
ET, after the "Syrian mode NvoTR) mourn, to i. troubled Jan. 8, 21; "TTP.
Aram. adj. m, האמדק (def. NOD TP and Yard 14, 2 they lie mourning on the
קדמיתא,def. pl. Nor) 2 going befor 2 ground, where perhaps ףחומ has fallen
an ancient, ofpb, i, e, the Chal- out, comp. Ps. 35, 14, parallel aR;
dean empire Dan. T,4; earlier 7,8, first “3p ,2  ךלהוspans to walk along
gloomy or mourning Jos 30, 28; Ps. 38,
7, 24.
( לָאיִמְדְקEl of primeval time, prime-

; 43, 2; PTR

mourners Jon 5, 11,

Ar. OS, os the same, metaphor. to

val El; see DIR) 2. p. m. Ezr. 3, 9.
 יָנָמְדְקand minp (pl. HAM) adj. be sorrowful, dark, foul, unclean, יג
My( תינטדק pl. nina tp) f. eastern, of the same; Aram. "mp. Deriv. תּורְדק
D) Ez, 47, 18, Jo. 2, 20, 2808. 14, 8, nm, and the proper name wR
Hif. “PIR (fut. RE) to darken, to
.e.i eht daeD ;aeS fo שער
01, 91;

,11 ;1 old, coming from an sation obscure, םיִבָכיִּכ Ez. 7 7, Te ירא
time 1 Sam. 24, 14; former, ancient, of 32, 8; to cause to mourn 31, 15, with
"avo .zE 83, 71,  טנים.raM 3, 4;  קְדְמנים עלof ‘the person.
,
forefathers JOB 18, 20, with relation to " Hithp. “pM to be darkened, of Dy
םינרחא

(posterity, epigoni) contempo-

(by clouds drawn over) 1 Kınas 18, 45.

raries; ninhTn Is. 43, 18 former mighty
The original signification of this stem
deeds , 0
Hebrew antiquities; old is to be folded around, covered, veiled,
histories.
so that "IP in its organic root is in-

“JO
TP (primitive stem) n. p. of a Phe-

timately connected with Sn IL, spp 1.

nician race, formerly constituting a portion of the Hivites Gen. 15, 19.

73 IL, Ar. ps רטָא 2;‘the transition
to “the meaning to be dark or obscure

( דקדקwith suff. Wee» MPI or is as in box (Arab. Ne to be veiled),
sme from MIR belonging to sap) m. uy, 2, 3 Ten.
prop.ה
work, like my, npNon,
THR IL. (part. 477) intr. to be from m to incline oneself, to ar to
stoop = 29% III), hence crown of the strong, mighty, able, Ar. 505; hence of
head Grn. 49, 26; Deur. 33,16 20; Is. p.m}, which thicken aa become stiff
,3 ;17 “py Shap Ps. 68, 22 the crown with cold Jos 6,16. But this meaning
of hair, ive.
3
0 ‘hairy crown, 1. 6. the hair may be also related to SR IL, after the

by which the heads of hated enemies

are laid hold of, parallel wx. For
PIR} Nun. 24, 17 we should read after

the cod. Sam. Lad Jer. 48, 45 RR

analogy of pin, Mp, WP.

Deri, the

proper name m:

Ip (a powerful one, from “7p IL)
n. p. of a.son of Ishmael Gen. 25, 13,"then

קררון
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of a most powerful nomadic race asso-

ciated with the Nabatheans (ni723) Gen.
le; Is.60, 7 (comp. Plin. 5, 12); )10s

the altar of burnt-offering Ex. 29, 37,

the vessels of the tabernacle 30, 29,
conseq. = WIP ;הָיָה to be sanctified, set
apart
to a sacred -use, of things Num.
and ws being Ishmael’s eldest 6 in
17,2; Ex. 29, 21; ofa tent Ex. 29, 43;
Arabian genealog. tradition also (Ibn
to be ‘sanctified, son by the based, the
Kuteiba p.18.30; Abulfeda hist. antéisl.
instrument
1 Sam. 21, 6; to be forfeited
p.192). The Targ. on Ez. 27,21 even
puts 022 for "3p. The Kedarenes, רדק to the sanctuary, as a Wip, which is
or? 33 Is. 91, 17, are described as devoted Duur. 22,9. 4 *mw3p Is. 65,5

eo archers Is. l. c., as a people of
herds and tents 60,7, Jer. 49,28, Ez.
27, 21, Sone or Son. 1, 5, who dwelt
more easterly than the Nabatheans in
a regio solitudinis (Jerome on JER. 2,
-10; Is. and Ez. 11. ee.) or regio inhabitabilis (Jerome on Is. 42,11), 1. 6. in the
desert between Arabia Petraea and Babylonia Is. 42,11. Yet they came even
to Babylonia Ps. 120, 5. The Targ.
explains Kedar by Arabians, since they
were aleading tribe of this people (Targ.
on Is. 21,16 17; 42,11). In the modern

appears to be transitive, I dedicate thee,

i.e. by contact with me thou wilt be

ee better perhaps, I am holy for
thee. Ar. od the same, but the Syr.
 ככto be vowed is a secondary sense.
Deriv. Up, un, Um Em), Bap,
Umn, andthe proper names wap, U
and um.
Nif. wap? (inf. with suf. "SIP, fut.

wap) to 0 regarded as holyiive. as high

and glorious Lev. 10, 3, coupled. with
7272; 22,32; to be looked upon as WR
Hebr. רדק ןרשלis the Arabic language. Ez. 20, 41; to shew oneself holy, by beIn Pliny ₪ N. 5, 11) the Kedarenes stowing favours 28, 25, or by punishment 28, 22, by mp 3% Is. 5, 16; to be
are adduced under the name Cedrei.
sonseonatel, of a tent Ex. 29, 43.
( ןורדקhe turbid; from "ap I.) n. p.
Pih BIN (part. Wap, inf. c. WIP ,fut.
of a turbid brook, and a valley between wap) to consecrate, priests Ex. יה 41;
Jerusalem and the mount of Olives,
29, I, an altar, the temple 29, 36; Lav.
which flows into the Dead Sea 2 Sam.
8, 15, the first-born Ex. 3,2, ‘the "Terae,15 ;23 1 Kınas 2,37; 15, 13; 2 8
lite people 19,10, the finished temple
;23,4 Jur. 31,40; LXX 9000
Nes. 3,1, Sinai by hedging it round
( תּגְרְדַקfrom 3p I.) f. darkness, ob- and making it inaccessible Ex. 19, 23;
scurity Is. 50, 3.
to keep holy, the sabbath 20, 8; to deMIITR (after the form m2 thy, from dicate , naw Gen. 2, 3; to appoint for
"IR L with the termination of -Üt, ex- consecration Lev. 20,8; to institute a holy
pressing the way and manner) adv. in transaction, Dix, coupled with ארק Jo.
1,14; 2,15; generally, to call together,
a mourning mood, mournfully, i. e. in

bap, coupled with NDR 2, 16; 2 Kines
10,20; to set in order, San, by de( שרקonce in pause Syn Num. 17,2; diesting the army JER. 6,"4s‘with = of
fut. SR) intr. prop. to be fresh, new,
the person 1110. 3, 5. Arab. as to
young, of things; to be pure, shining,
purify,
to dedicate. Deriv. שידק , .השד
bright, of persons and things; ident. in
Puh.
Sp (part. Wapm) to be conseits organic root 83-7 with that in won,
NW, hence wapnt = רהטה and win crated, of things 2 Cur. 26, 18; 31, 6,
of דו „in Ezr. 3,5, of priests Ez.48,
= imo. 0
to this fundamental
signification it is commonly= to be holy, 11; metaphor. Dun consecrated ones,
consecrated (comp. Coptic ovah, ovnh i.e. warriors, Is. 13, 3 (see under Pihel).
black garments Mat. 3, 14.

pure and holy), by contact with sacred
objects Luv. 6,11, the sin-offering 6, 20,

Hif. op

(part. Wrap;

הקלש, 6 ve;

inf. abs.

fut. wap) to regard

קרש
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as holy, to honour as holy Is. 8, 13; to already apprehended the nature of the
hallow the name of God, i. e. to worship wip correctly, speaking sometimes of
29,23; to dedicate = to design Jur. 1,5, his initiation into the mysteries (LXX),

coupled with 939; to devote to God sometimes of his lewdness (‘Targumim,
Jungzs 17, 3; 2 Sam. 8, 11; to hallow Peshito, Vulg.) and love of boys. —
for himself, i. e. to appropriate a dedi- — 2. wap (with a of motion TUR; a
cated thing to oneself Num. 3,13; 8,17; holy ל fully 2372 U (see 3399)
1Kmas9,8. Deriv. Un.
n. p. of a place in the wilderness of
Hithp. yon (fut. um) 1. to pu- jan» Num. 13, 26, between רוש and
rify oneself, y7n©n, by ablutions 2 Sam. DIR, or better in the north-western part
11, 4, along with man Is. 66, 17; to of the Paran-desert, which is specially
regard themselves as pure, of priests and called 72”7272 27, 14; 33, 36; Deut.
Levites Ex. 19, 22; 1 Car. 15, 12. —
2. to sanctify oneself by moral purity

and conduct conformed to the law Lrv.

32,51; forming the south korder of the

land of the Hebrews and the western

one of Edom Nom. 20,16; 34,4; Josu.
11,44; 20,7; to shew oneself’ holy, i. - 15,3. From this place Moses sent forth
exalted and renowned Ex. 38, 23; 9 |spies Num. 13, 21; 32, 8; Josn. 14, 7;
keep or celebrate, 20 Is. 30, 29. — 8 5 and from it the conquest of Canaan
set oneself apart Num. 11, 18; 1088. 3, was to begin Deur. 9,23. The nearest

5; 7, 13.
desert to it was termed wap Taya Ps.
um (after the form }p1, plur. (םיּשָדָק 29, 8 = j¥ Ham. Kadesh was called
m. 1.a pure, consecrated one, in the service at an earlier period, because of a foun-

of Astarte or another heathen deity in tain flowing there, Dp

TP (spring of

Phenicia and Syria, consequently like judgment) Gen. 14, 7, ‘and was already a
the Levites or priests of the Hebrews place of worship before Moses, and there1 Kines 14, 24; 15, 12; 22,47. The fore had not that name on account of
Israelites were forbidden to act as a the occurrences related in Num. 20,
w3p Deur. 23, 18. The Drum either 13. Afterwards it was הבירמ m Nun.
went about as catamites ל
alms
20,13 14; Daur. 33, 8; Ps. 81, 8; 106,
for the deity (Apul. Met. 7111. ;Augustin,
32; fully um na" "3 Nom. 27, 14,
De 610. Dei VII, 26), the females
Dzor.
32, 51, ‘for which the pl. nianya
sitting by the ways and giving themstands
in Ezex. 47,19 and 48, 28 (for
selves up to prostitution for money Gen.
38,14, comp. 21,22; Jur. 3,2; or they wip man Deur. 33, 2 we should read
lived at spots where worship was es- um nam). About four or five hours
tablished, in order to practise lewdness to the south east of ha O82 (which
for wages Hos. 4, 14.

The

hire for

belonged to the temple-treasury, was

see) or Hagar’s well, between 3 and
vun, now lies a place 0
with a fountain (Ritter, Erdk. XIV. p. 1088), which
the Bedouins put at the distance of 11
days from Sinai, agreeing with Dkuvr.

IT.-p. 1162. As an appellative noun Un

1, 2 (comp. Robinson, Palestine II. p.
139. 170 seq.; Williams, the holy city
p.488 seq.; Tuch, Zeitschrift der deutsch-

abandoning themselves to lust acquired
by female devotees, like the redemption
of gifts which would otherwise have

interdieted among the Israelites Dur.
23, 19; comp. Jerome on Hosea Tom.

also eomprehends female priestesses 'or morgenliindischen Gesellsch. 1, 69 seq.).
um see WIP.

prostitutes 1 Kınas 14, 24 and 22, 47,
who had their own D°n3 where they
dwelt as weavers for הָרָשַא2 Kınas 23,7
(if we should not read here םישדק with
the Targ.); 1 Kınas 15, 12. Figur. and
poet. (plur.) boys abused, dying before their
time Jos 36,14. The ancient translators

um (sanctuary, seat of worship, like
vum x with a of motion TU, Junges
4,10 or um, 4, 9 as if from vum)
₪ p. 1. of a “eity in Naphtali, fully

mp2 Wyp Jupaes 4, 6 or boa wap
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Josn. 21, 32, Kaöns 4 &v cy 1 גוגוש

Nom. 5, 9, 1 Kınas 15, 15, or of the
1 Macc. 11, 63 or both united Kvdıs person, to whom they are consecrated
tig 6004 é ci Dadtlaig Ton. 1, 2. Lev. 5,15; once wapa for wap 3. Nom.
Thus it lay in םיִיגַה ( ליִלָגIs. 8, 23) or 18, 29. — 4. the sanctuary Ex. 28, 29;

in ליִלָּגַה pos (1 Kinas 9,11) andis the Lev. 6, 23; Ps. 20, 3; 150,1; Dax. 8,
still extant hamlet Ration: west of the

lake Da in a populous district (Robinson,
Palest. ‘II, 622; New Bibl. Res. p. 481
seq.). — 2. of a city in Issachar 1 Cur.
6, 57, for which ןוישק stands in Josm.
19, 20; 21, 28. an p. of a cityin
the southern part of Judah 1083. 15, 23.

WIP see Wim.
un

(Dan. 11, 30 Urin; with suff.

14; An. 4, 2, sometimes translated by
the Targ. wap ma; specially of the
dow Kınas 08;2 ‘Car. 29,7; different
from םיִטָדְק Wyp, or for it Ez. 41, 23.

The expression op. wip is used of
holy things, as of the frankincense Ex.
30, 36, of the sacred vessels 30, 29, of
the altar 29, 37, of the parts of ‘the

sacrifices designed for the priests Lrv.

2, 3, of what was devoted to God with
wip, ב
TOT, plur. םיִשָדָק or a curse Lev. 27, 28, of the priests 1 Cur.
Dun. kodashim, constr. “oR ‘with 23, 13, of holy places Num. 18, 10,
suf. "um, TON. MIP, perp) m specially of "723 and the sacred taber1. purity, by ablution me um Ex.| nacle Exon. 26, "88, Num. 4, 4, of the
22, 30; 2 Cur. 31,18; sinlessness Is. 6, temple and of the most holy place 1Kies
13; hence holiness, put after a noun in 6, 16; 8, 6; Dan. 9, 24; fully wap תיּב
the genitive, to supply the place of the
adjective holy, as ‘RP mays Ex. 3, 5,  הַתָדָשִים2 Car. 3, 8 10; Arab. dS
‘prt Dina Lev. 10, 17, > רה Ps. 2,6, holiness and the holy city Jerusalem.

. m bi,13, rarely with DIR 1 Cur.

MOITP (plur. niwyy) fem. prop. the

22, 19, dedicated to God, godly , as OY pure,2 consecrated one; hence applied
Lay. 20, 3, ta nah» 16,4, "12 Ex. 29, to female ecclesiastics and impure priest6, הָחְשִמ Yan 30, 25, לקט 30,18, 2 esses of Astarte Gen. 38,21 22; Deut.
28, 2, ™ Is. 63, 10, ריש 48, 2, Din 23, 19; Num. 25, 1; Hos. 4, 14; see
wap 2
Nun. 10, 32, naw 9, 14, “wa oe 11,
15. p ai holy princes, i. e. the chief
( ההקfut. MARY) intr. same as THD
priests Is. 43, 28; 1 Cur. 24,5; 'ִק WAN to be feeble, weak, dull, blunt; of the
Lament. 4, 1 jigures of the noblest ‘of teeth, to become blunt Jan. 31, 29 30;
the people; wp oy of Israel who had Ex. 18,2; Aram. אהה joo the same.
remained faithful Dan. 12, 7; 7 na
Pih. קההto blunt, to make dull, לזרבה
Judaism 11, 28. — 2. ל
as the (eutting fon) 1000188. 10, 10, for which
highest attribute of God, by which He
4 mss. read 772.
swears Ps. 60, 8; 89, 36; 108, 8; Am.
4, 2, which the Targ. paraphrases. —
( להקKal not used) tr. prop. to sweep
3. a consecrated or holy thing, opposed up together, to wind together, to crowd
to לח Ex. 29, 33; Lzv. 12,4; Prov. 20, together, to take together, to draw to-
25; sometimes wich ,דלל of the sabbath, gether, cogn. in sense with Ox, hence
the Israelites, priests 80. Ex. 28, 36; 31, to collect, to join in a heap; identical in
15; Luv. 27, 10; Jur. 2,3; Eze. 8,28; its organic root with on (belonging to

for which is also used Eon Lev. 21, , לוח( ליחto heap, לא 9 ba,( לכ to the
7, 7755 Num. 6, 20 or 2 ‘of the person noun a); while 5p (orp) belongs to an
Lev. 25, 12, once the genitive 19, 8. entirely different group having another
Hence the plur. Dw IP, consecrated gifts
fundamental signification; Syr. ‘ovo the
Ex. 28, 38, Lev. 21, 23, 2 Kies 12, 5,
1 Car. 26, 20, either with the genitive same (Pe. and Pa.), though this stem
“2 (to cry,
of the person consecrating Ley. 22, 15, is interchanged there with
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to call). Deriv. SR, Tarp, and the  בקרof the Jewish church Deur.
33, 4.
proper names rom, "תלה
Nif. 373 ₪4 constr. להקה; fut. SR)
( תֶלָהְקshe that collects about her
to assemble, of a multitude of people, those desirous of learning and hearing,
with the accus. Josu. 1,18 and 22, 12, 5x i. e. wisdom, comp. Prov. 1, 20 seq.;.
Lay. 8, 4, Jupans 20, 1, or > of the 8, 1 seq.; 9, 1 seq.; Solomon "being replace in which 2 Cur. 20, 26, ‘with לע presented as the teacher of such wisdom,
of the person against or about Ex. 33, ‘Wispom 9, 7 8; 7, 1 seq.) n. p. of the
1; Num. 16, 3; 17, 7; 20, 2; Ez. 88,7; (newly established) wisdom, and there-

with by of the person with, at 1 6

fore of its teacher, Solomon, who ex8, 2; Jer. 26, 9; also absol. Esra. 9, celled others in wisdom (1 Kines 2, 9;
8, 12 28; 5, 9-13). Accordingly it is
215.

Hif. Sap (inf. constr. Sap, fut. always mase. (even in 1000188. 7, 7
SIR apoc. DEIR?) to convoke, with an where we should read תֶָלָהְקַה TaN, as
accus. San Ez. 38, 13, my Nom. 1,18, in 12,8) Eccuus. 1,1 2 ‘12; 7, 27; 12,
Dy Deovr. “4, 10, to be witness of an 8-10. Since the author of the “book of
accusation or a 8
Jog 11, Ecclesiastes speaks of Koheleth personi10; with לָא of the person as a dative fied 12,10 11 as of a person belonging
Deur. 31, 28, with לע of the person to history, describes him as having been
against one Num. 16, 19; omitting the king 1, 12 and notices his posterity as
accus. 705

10. Deriv. DOR, הָלַהְקִמ

and the proper name none.
amp (constr. להק sith: suff. WIR,

+H, Dam) m. 1. a festive convocation
1 Kınas 8,65; an assembly or convocation of the people, for sacred objects, =
העדה, hence applied to the whole con-

though they were not Solomon’s 2, 12

19, it is apparent that a later person must have written the book,

and

chosen Solomon merely as a type of
wisdom.

( תהקfut. nam cod. Sam.) intr. to
assemble,

to be joined together, Talm.

gregation of Israel, Sy io} Dap Lev. 16, Nip. The cod. Sam. on Gen. 49, 10 reads

27, dete? 2a na, tap Nom. 14, 5,  ותקand translates to flow or run to-
byt" nay, להק Ex. 12,6, % להק Num. gether, as the Targ. too may have under-
16,3, פיהלאה  להקNew. 13, 1 or: להקה stood the passage; but see mp), m’
Ex. 16, 1 generally an הפ

2 Cur,

20, 14, with the adjectives bi73 1 Kınas

and map). If ת be an enlargement ₪
the organic rootהק 
=  דק,this stem can

be explainedל 

and would

8, 65, בר Ez. 38, 4; an union of races be adopted if not for Gen. 49, 10, at
aiidpeoples, a 00
of peoples, להק least for the proper names np,
תת

puis Gen. 35, 11, םימַע Sap 28, 3; 48,

הוקְהַת

4; a crowd of mercenaries Eun. 16, 40;
( תקקassembly, gathering or church;
an army 38,4 15; 17,17; a multitude
pace
from np) n. p. of a Levitical
JER. 31, 8; an assembly of the pious
leading
family
Gen. 46, 11; Ex. 6, 16;
Ps. 149, 1, or of the unrighteous 26, 3,
of angels 89,6, of the shades Prov. 21, Patron. napıı Num. 3, 27; hrOSH. 21, 4.
( וקabridged from 9p, from קוה to
16. — 2. the act of assembling Dur. 9,

10; 10,4; 18, 16.
wind together) m. prop. a line, hence a
nbsp (an assembly of people, with a measuring-line 2 Cur.4,2 (elsewhere var;

1 Kines 7,15); Ezex. "47, 3; Is. 34,173
figur. rule of conduct, norm 28, 17, direc-
tion, instruction 28, 10, coupled with 2.
man fem. assembly of the people, to See mpm 1, Mp.

of motion Na) n. p. of a station in
the wilderness Nun. 33, 22.

(“ וקfrom AR = mp; with suf. om)
sit in judgment, New. 5, 7 and I institute against them an assembly; nam Mm. \ same as רק a line, a measuring-
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used in tearing the same; see the Hebrew 117. Deriv.
is meant to be "PR om magn and Selena ale RR.
Kınas 21, 13;
2. Figur. ‘intr. to be firmly bound, to
Aram. דק - = stretched, hence to be firm, strong,
plur. AR, u the same; Arab. 5% valiant; just as in Sin 4, Arab. dis,
sinew, fibre.’— 2. sound, clang, Ps. 19, pin (= pil, mI, purm, purr, Ture),
5 their sound goes forth over the abhols 3 [m I. (being classed with Am 1)
earth (LXX 990Yyos, Symm. jyos, Vulg. the idea of strength, tightness, proceeds
sonus; parall. Man), of the continuance from the fundamental signification to
of sound, since Pp = zeivo, tendo, binds compare Arab. Se to be strong,
70906 string and tone; so that it is un- se to overpower; Sanskrit kf fo be
necessary to read DS. Kimchi: archimighty, whence kavi a valiant one, a
tectural measuring-line or an extended
king, Persian the same, whence kai a
measure generally, and so over the whole
king, mod. Persian kaw valiant, warlike.
earth immeasurably; but in that case we
line Is. 44,13; Jos 38,5;
down, as far as that act
done with regularity 2
Is. 34, 11; Lament. 2,8;

must read oxy for Dan.

On MR

Deriv. דקדוק (see Pihel 2). — 3. Prop.

to hold fast, to hold out; hence to wait,
to endure, to hope, only in the part. with
( אּוקonly 3 fem. הָאְק for np) ir. accusat. of the person Ps. 25, 3; 37,9;
same as MNP, MP to spue, to vomit, 49, 23; 69,7; Is. 40, 30; Lament. 3,25;
figurat. to thrust out, to reject Luv. 18, like לוח 5, Sen. Deriv. mapa, TIA 2.
— 4. to draw together, collect, a ו
,28 comp. Arab. sl¥ vomuit, Zab.קוא 
tude, especially of water. Just so in
to feel disgust for; having for its organic
ban the same fundamental signification
root NP conseq. same as OP, YP» with
is ‘transferred to, to heap up, collect.
the fundamental signification “to push Deriv. RR, R72

see the word.

away, to reject”, 2 being intermediate
between & and x; comp. P17. Derivat.
NB.קִיא .
Hif. ( חקא2 pers. with suff. Inn;
fut. SP, apoe. NR) to spue out, a meal

Nif. mR (fut. mp?) to be gathered
together, in one place, of water Gen. 1

9; figur. of peoples, to be united Jur.
3,17. Comp. the Arabic verbs dot,
wis and Aus, where the meaning to
be gathered together proceeds from that

Jon. 2,11; figur. 0 reject, to drive away
Lev. 18, 25 28; 20, 22; לוח (riches),
of, to bind.
i. e. to restore or give back Jos 20, 15;
Pih.I. map (inf. abs. TIP, constr. MAP;
comp. the Latin devoratam evomere pe- fut. TAR, ap. m) to enpect, to wait for,

cuniam (Cie. Pis. 37).
 קואseeמִקְנָא 

to hope, ‘with the accus. Jos 30,26, dx

Ps. 27,14; 37, 34, or 5 Jur. 8, 15; 14,
19; or it is followed by an infin,‘with
to
I.
בק
as
same
ir.
( בוקnot used)

deepen.

Deriv. "372, ap (whieh, see). 5 Is. 5,7. Hence the phrases *-nx הק
Ps. 25, 5, ba ap 27,14, and > map

 קובעmorf( pi

= כובע

constr.

Is.8, 17, without distinction of meaning.

33D as a segolate form) m. a helmet, Also to endeavour for a person or thing,
1 Sam. 17, 88; Ez. 23, 24; see vap II. to lie in wait for, with > Ps. 119, 95, or

Syriac a hat, also singularily for the the accus. 56, 7.
Hebrew 7.
Pih. D. (cedupl.) "BIR (not used) to
MR (inKal only the part. ,הנק pl. be very strong, edlient, robust; Ar. 3,5
BIP, constr. ,רוק with suf. "1p, TIP, might. Deriv. pp.

mp (a ground--form for 1p, constr.
mp, which may be reckoned, however,
bind,
to
Ip; from Mp) m. same as Pp ₪ measurto Pihel, like 43° to an ir. 1.
to bind igen, Arab. Se) Aram. "7 ing-line or cord Zecn. 1, 16, 1 Kınas 7,

mp
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23, elsewhere טוח 7,15, fully S372 Mp
Hithp. ( התקרסטfut. רתקלמט,in pause
Jan. 31, 39. In allthese passages the myn) to be 0
with" 2 with Ps.
Kri has m

 הוקsee pm.

139, 21, also absol. 119, 158.

Dip (not used) Aram. tr. same as

NR (not used) trans. same as 1p to Hebrew ירק , דדto cut off, to pluck, fruit;
bind, to attach. Deriv. "PR
to reap; Ar. ye the same. Deriv. op.

mp (not used) tr. to bind, to knot,
to enfold, to enclose , hence to fetter, to
shut in, of a prison; adopted only for
the noun mip in mip-npp Is. 61, 1

(Kimchi). The organic root mp. is perhaps with that in n> (m9) ל
to firmness, strength, "and is then ident.

with that in קח (pin), Arab. ‚te (to
embrace, to enfold), JE (to weave, to

join together, to be firm). Thus the
one form is transposed from the other.
Derivative

( לּוקnot used) intr. to call, to make
a loud noise, to speak loud (Ar. JU the
same; Ethiop. of the loud crashing of

thunder); ident. in its organic rootקל 

with that in Dn-w 1, comp. Sanskrit
cal, Greek xah-éo, Latin cal-o (in
calendae), English to call. Deriv. bip
(>R), and the proper name 7774p.
bap (not used) Aram. intr. same as
the Hainer .לוק Deriv. >p.
 לוקand( לק with suff. ip, pl. nip,
from Sap) masc. prop. a rushing noise;

Mp (from mp) m. a prison, prop. a
thing’enclosing; hence Sippe Is.61,1 hence 1. the voice, of the most various

human feelings, as of "22 Gen. 45, 2,
Ps. 6, 9, mas ,102 ,6  הנר,42,5 nl
.sI ,7 ,43 ep 1 7 41,4, רועה
Din (3 perf. up according to some, ,4,6 of a raging multitude 4, 14, "of a
lovely singer Ez. 33, 32, of alternate
fut. Op) intrans. same as YP (yap L),
song Ex. 32,18; the rush, of a mass of
un”ı to feel loathing, to have a disgust men 1 Kinas 1, 41; the voice of speakers
offwith 2 whereat Ps. 95, 10. un Ez. Gen. 27, 22, 1Sam.26,17, of God speak-
16, 47 does not belong here, since the ing Deut. 4, 33; the sound, of speech
sense does not suit, and טק cannot be 1 Kings 19, 13, Daur. 1, 34, of prayer
taken for nun; see "dheretors op. The Ps. 28, 2; Sona or Sou. 2, 8; Is. 13, 4;
form Dip) ‘Jos 8, 14, for Be some speech "Eccuzs. 5,2; report Gen. 45, 16.
mss. read ,קי can only be a noun, if Adverbially bins Sips 1 Sam. 28, 12 or
we judge by"the context, from wip; ni .succa 3415 piS .ruD 91,5, 90 קול72,
parallel to wa na, meaning a thing
41 ,duola atla ;ecov  אֶחָדdip 3 Car. ,5
objectionable, contemptible a thing to be
13
unitedly; poet. לק las with loud
cast away, cogn. in sense with ON; but
the Opening of the prison, ie freedom

(Jos. Kimchi); comp. Talm. mip a fetter.
But see Tipo np.

if it be a verb, 595 wap means tonen

voice, as “Dip Ps. ,3 ,5  ךלוקIs. 10, 30.

— .2 the voice or ory of animals, as
away hope (Kimchi), or = Arab, ye to bleating 1 Sam. 15,14, lowing Jer. 9, 9,
make a breach, to destroy (see wip).
roaring (of the lion) Jos 4,10, neighing
Nif. op (2 plur. anbp2) to feel a ,8,16 chirping Eccuszs. 19, 4. — 8. the
loathing, with on of the person Ez. 20, sound, noise, rattle, crack, crash, of in-
43; 36, 31. ap) Ez. 6, 9, likewise with animate things, as of רפש Ex. 19, 19,
Yan of the person in a similar sense, =i9> Ez. 26, 13, java Ex. 28, 35, by

was already found by Ibn Ohajjüg without .sP ,7,401 mo .xE,i 42, המין הנש
a Dagesh in 0; but though the Masora 1Kines ,81 ;14 ecneh %pid rednuht .sP

and many mss. have Dagesh (mp2), it

need not be taken from nop on that
account. On mup2 Jos 10, 1 see טק

92, 3, Is. ,03 ,03 .lp  קלוחKr ,32,9 or

ESTER nop 9,28; fig. Gas: 4,10.— As
the verb of Sip,viz. SR, is not available,

קוליה
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m Niv2 is used for to weep Gun. 27, 38, to keep its hold, of a a Jos 41, 13
to cry"Jupeus 9, 7, to shout for joy Is. [26]; to remain, wa mm Josu. 2,11,

24,14; so does לק 703 mean to lift up  אַלהים227 Is. 40, 8,with > of the perthe 0% in weeping Gen. 45, 2, erying son Lay. 25, 30, by of the thing; to
Lament. 2, 7, calling Prov. 1, 20, to stand to a ding Ta, 32,8; with 5 of the

proclaim 2 Cur. 24, 9, to sing, of birds person, to be with one, % help Ps. 94,
Ps. 104,12, to roar, of lions Am. 3, 4 16; metaphor. to be brought about, of a

(also bapa m Jzr. 12, 8), to thunder

purchase Gen. 23,17, a valuation Lev.

Ps. 46, 7: 2 bap w77B is to give one a 27,14, a plan Jos 22, 28; to come to
hearing א A, 28, Is.28,23, to listen to pass, of a prediction Jar. 44, 28, oppoNom. 20, 16, for which is also used site >; to be firm, decided, of a testiDp TINT Jon 9, 16; ‘> dips Yaw to mony Dap: 19,15; to hold good, of a
give ear to one’s voice Gun. 27, 8, to obey vow Num.30,5; to be fixed, of the ,םיכיע
22,18; so too 'ִּפDip מש 3,17, Ex.15, i. e. to be blind with cataract 1 Sam. 4,
26, and >) לוקלֶא  מטto listen to Gen. 15; ‘p Dw-Sy DP to stand at the name
21,17; לוק  ריבהis to make known Ex. of one, i. 6. in his name Deur. 25, 6.-36,6. Aston, >, 2 Ar. Js the voice, 2. to stand up, PINT) 1 Sam. 28, 23,
also utterance, on.

sau by 2 Sam. a 2; to rise, of the

moin (Jah is Announcer) n. p. m.
u "29, 21; Neu. 11, 7.

falling Prov. 24, 16, kneeling 1 Kınas
8, 54, sitting Junans 3, 20; to get up,
in the morning Ps. 127, 2, fig. mpm
Eze. 9, 5, in which sense itis differently
constrned and applied, as with "2579 Gen.

Dip =p (2 Kines 16,7), see Dip.

 קוּם.frep( po, ecno

קאם

4

part. op, but in 2 Kines 16,7 Dip; fut.
DIP, bP? Gen. 27,31, ap. op}, 1 person
Dap Nen. 2,12, opr 1 Kınas 3, 21)
intr. prop. same as 7» to be, to stand
in a place, to stand fast (a farther de-
velopment may be op belonging to the
nouns D7 [constr. םקר[ and np [constr.
ap] in ‘the formation of proper names,

or also map for jap and by3an); hence
1.to live, to exist, like the Samar. DIP,

81, 85 or mNap> of the person 19, 1,
i. e. from reverence and esteem; to rise
up against one (in a hostile manner),

with לע Jupcus 9,43, לֶא Gen. 4, 8, 3
Mic. 7,6, “2b? of the person Num. 16, 2;
hence Dep ‘Ps. 92,12 or םימוק 2 Kınas
16, 7 enemies; a DAP to appear against
one (as a witness) J oB 16,8, like 3 הנ
fig. of ןיאש Hos. 10,14, sox Nag. 1,"9,

with לע of the person, of Aaron Ps,
27, 3; to arise, appear, um "or Ex.

comp. the noun Dp (see Pih.); to stand, 1, 8, םֶא Junges5,7, איִבָנ Devt. 18, 2,
7921  עלno eht sgel 2 saniK 81, 12;  עלgenorally of a new time Gen. 41, 30;

N at the right hand, i. e. to accuse
Jos 30, 12, because the accuser stood
there; "29 by in the arena, for defence

Jupezs 2, 10; with mon of a person
to succeed Nun. 32, 14; 1 Kınas 8, 20;
to rise, out of misfortune Jer. 51, 64;

,19 ;25 "of waters, coupled with 7729 to arise, of רלא,327) Jos 11,17; to start
Josu. 3,16; with a negative not to stand up Prov. 28, 12; ‘to prepare, of God,
=y2}, i. to be thrown about Is. 27,9; baum) Ps. 76, 10, or followed by an
to abide, with 2 of a place Ps. 24, 3; infin,.;; Opposite 238, both together re(like yy) to stand fast, to subsist, to presenting the entire human agency
have continuance, n227772 1 Sam. 24, 21, Deut. 6, 7; Ps.139,2. In this signif.
and nahnn לע pn 2 "Car. 21,4 to Be it is prefixed, adverbially, to the verbs
over a “kingdom , i.e. to rule it (like ar Gen. 22, 3, moa 1Sam. 21, 11, 39
an), before (3) the judgment Ps.1,5, 26°
‚2, and Gun. 21,32, my Deur. 17,8,
before (323) enemies 7083. 7, 12, else: to give emphasis, decision and direction
where "ob m; to endure 10 15, 29; to the agency; also before 13:7 2 Sam.

קום
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28, 10, גרה Junazs 8, 21, tax 2 Kınas

and with לע of the person mz) 2 Sam,

DIP, Dip, mph, bip= bp, the pro-

םיִטפש נט

11, 1. Derivat. map, ,םיִק , המקTa,

12, 11; to cause

per names yon, Erb, Dp in op nN,
DP WIN, ap,

oyna.

to arise

or appear,

,2 ,18  נְבִיאִיםJER. 29,

15, ְפיִנַה 1Sam. 2,35; to make to spring

up Ex. 34, 29; > PIL DIP to make a

and perhaps also in

seed arise to, i. e. to “create a posterity

Gen. 38, 8, and so > oY op Deur.
25,7; to erect, Yan ‘Ex. 26, 30, arm
life Ps. 119, 28, in the Targ. for mm Daur. 16, 22, םינבַא 1088. 4, 9, Bas
mm, but commonly to confirm, to 1 Kınas 7, 21, nam 16, 32, pana Is.
establish Rura 4,7, Esta. 9, 29; with 23,13; ferns: to restore, to erect again,
 עלof the person to bind one Arınly toa  יקבa Is. 49, 6, תיִרָּב Gen. 6, 18.
thing, to impose an obligation upon 9,21 Derivat. the proper names pop Go: in
31, reflexive 199 Dp to take firmly upon DR, opr, opr), op (after
oneself 9, 27 31; to keep fast, an oath the ee
'form) like pr.
Pik. 1. 2:7 (inf. constr. op, fut. קר

only in fies writings) to preserve in

Ps. 119, 106; to make come to pass, to

> Hof. opin to be reared, set up, an

fulfil, a ’ prophecy Ez. 13, 6.
Ex. 40, 17; to be established Jun. 35,14; i
Pih. IL. םמלק (only fut. pip) an in- to be appointed 2 Sam. 23, 1 (in mss.
tensive of Kal: to set oneself against, in bpm, the LXX לע (םיִקָה
a hostile sense, here and there, in all
" Hithp. DripmT (part. bigipig) to stand

places Mic. 2, 8 (comp. 1 Sam. 22, 18);
to set up, to rebuild niaon Is. 44, 26, up, to be an enemy; part. an adversary

Ps.17,7; 59,2; Jop27,7; ; with > against
pda 58, 19, תלממְש 61,4. Derivat. one JeOB "20,27.
 קטmann.

DAP (parr. ONP, pl. ןימאמ and ןימיק,

"Hi. mph lone. BIER, inf.
2 ,םיקה
constr. טיקה fut. Dp, ap. DP, BP) def. plur. אימא ;fut. DAP, bp) Aram.
intrans. same as Dp in Hebrew to stand

causative of Kal; ee to make revive,
to awaken to life the dead Hos. 6, 2 Dan. 2, 31; to anti, remain 2, 44; to
arise, to appear 2, 39; to rise up 3, 24;
and like the Hebrew adverbially before
usually toles, עלסהלע Ps. 40, 3; to other verbs 7,5; Ezr.5,2. Deriv. DM.

lift up, mx, with by of the person Ex.
Pa. Dp (inf. 0 (המיק to establish, :
26, 8; toset up or appoint, 72» Devr.
to appoint Dam. 6, 8. Deriv. Dap.

28, 36, םיִרָמִַש Jupazs 7,19, םיפצ Jer.
6, 17, םיעל 23, 4; to EN
byDeur.
28, 9, ץֶרא "apa Prov. 30, 4; to give a

14; 6 cause to hapnen: to fulfil, to con-

Af.  חקיםand opr (3 fem. NEM,
2 perf. m. ART, 0 pert. nip; part.
DPA; inf. constr. amp; fut. Dp" and
Des) like the Hebrew bps to set up,
a statue Dan. 3, 1; to appoint, a king
2,21, a governor 5, 31; to cause to arise,

9,2, fig. the bowed down and troubled

hence 1. the

firm position io, to make firm, NOD 2 Sam.
3,10; to keep, VR “ON nysw Nun. 30,

firm, a prophecy Is. 44, 26, a promise
a kingdom 2,44; to set,with לע (over)
Deur. 9, 5, תיִרָּבַה 9997 Jer. 34, 18; 4,14; to confirm 6, 9 16.
to perfor, nie 23, 20; fig. to mike
Hof. (asin Hebr.) DRM or DP (3 perf.
still, to calm, my Ps.107, 29; to raise f. MER) to stand ee 7, 4.
up, those who lie 2 Sam. 12, 17, the
MP (constr. nip, with suf. imap)
fallen Deur. 22, 4, the sitting 2 Kinas
f. prop. an upright positions

Jos 4,4; to raise up (in a hostile sense), stature, of a man Sone or Sot. 7, 8,
to. excite, a hostile people Han. 1, 6, without implying height, which is ‘de.
mu. 1Kinas 11,14, with לע of the per- noted by 743 1 Sam. 16, 7; Ar. ls,

son against Mio. 5, 4; to stir up, an

animal in its lair א "49, 9; metaphor.

els the same; המלק Nbr 28, 20 the

Viole length of his"stature; ל קלevery-

קוממיות
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stature, whether high or low Ez. 13, 18;
‘Pa 123 to rise up high 31, 10 14; of
plants 17, 6; 31, 3; ‘p יִמָר Is. 10, 33
heights of Hatura, i.e. ‘all trees; height,
of DTN 87, 24. — 2. height, as a measure 1 Kies 7, 35; Ex. 27, 18.
manip (cod. Sam. nnnp) fem.
prop. an upright position, but only adv.
uprightly, with great security Lev. 26,13,
comp. 199 722.

fr I. (Kal unused) intr. prop. to
sound, to rustle, hence to sing or complain; ident. in its organic root jp with
that in ןח 11. (to groan, to sigh, whence
mign 709 19,17), Ar. =ש O72 (which

(to >), Arab. eG to penetrate (of a hecamel for breeding); either softened in
its organic root »p from רק (comp. עצב
= "23, >pa and Sp, EP and sp);
or „mis equivalent to In II. to cut into;u
the latter being more probable, specially >
as another root »p in»p~2 agrees with the

meaning of ץק Crp) L;; comp. שקדי I.
Pih. ( הצקלredupl.; not used) to stick
into, to dig into, to burn in, the skin;
used in the Talmud with other applications. Deriv. »p»p.

 עוקn. p. of a people and land men-

tioned along with 532 and םיִּדְשַּכ adduced beside Tip» and עוט (which see)
see), and perhaps also with that in 727, in Ez. 23, 23. Like min and אלק (see
77 (to lament, to whimper) belonging
to nis, Ar. BC -הsl (to complain,

to mourn), 4s (Ar. a the same). De-

on pA, אָנְקִמ,MIR? 3) it is the name
ofa territory between Egypt and Syria,
and רק ( דרקwhich see) is the name of a
region near Ethiopia. This appears of

pa also in another way (Jur. 50, 21).
Pih. BP (ars, f. pl. mappa, fut. Such is the meaning already attached

rivat, הניק i .םיניק

RP, 3 pl. fem. 7325p) to mourn, of to Yip by the LXX, Symm., Theod.,
the death-chant Ez. 32, 16, which was ‘Pare and Peshito, and it suits the conthe business of mourning women JER. text well as an apposition to לבב נב

9, 16, fully הניק  'ק2Sam.1,17, with ְכַּשדִּים- ְכָלAccording to Aquila and.
 על9 Cur. 35, 25 or dx of the person ‘Jerome, לק  ערשTipp are three different
over 2 Sam. 3, 33; comp. Aram. אניק ranks of chief persons and rulers: דלקפ
being = 1p (Rashi, Kimchi) or = the
Has a song, Arab. zus a songstress.
Sanskrit bhagavat and then = bha-

, IR II. (not used) ir. 1. prop. to cut, vän, bhavat (lord), an honourable title
metal; to forge, to beat, iron; to pierce, of persons (Hitzig); לרוע in the Hebrew
to. bores ident. in its organic root pn meaning nobleman (Rashi, Kimchi), or same
with that in aon II. (to (תיִנח Arab. .as the Assyrian רט (ruler), in Gorgestan

> (tobore, to cut, to forge); |(Ls; 0 in» arising from ar (Hitzig),
0% Sanskrit khan fodere, Pers. ken- see ¥; lastly Sin paraphrased by רש
den, Greek xé»-c-e1v to pierce. — 2. Me- oT (Kimchi) = my (Rashi), after
38, Syr.

taphor. to form, to create, to prepare, to
fabricate, to make; the same metaphori-

the Arab. meaning stallion, he-camel for
breeding, metaphor. a noble, a prince, the
same metaphor being found elsewhere

cal transference existing in Wn, N73,
‘in Arabic (see Michael. Suppl. p. 2175),
comp. Ar. -,L3 to form, to create, to or = the Sanskrit kara (9 0 = ar) lord,
prepare. Deriv.77, and the proper names ruler (Hitzig). But this explanation neiTR, Gent.-2°p,, ap, and ap, הניק5,PR. ther suits the connexion, nor is it well
ip see ip 1

Di to Dip see ODP.

founded linguistically.
Aip (Kal not used) intr. to go or
move in a circle, ident. in its organio
Derivat.

vip (unused) tr. to pierce, to engrave, root with that in קי an
to - to bore into, cogn. in sense with כ

MEI.
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( ףוקIndian; pl. קדּפים and (קפים m
an ape 1 Kınas 10, 22,

2 Cur. 9, 21

YıR III. (Kal not used) ir. to cut off,

to pluck off, to tear off, a branch; hence
to reap, comp. Arab. ys (med. 9) to

(LXX, Vulg., Ibn Gandch, Kimchi),
brought by sea-farers to Ophir; Sanskr. break to pieces, to burst, med. .¢ to be
kapi (prop. agile, from kap, to move
about), Greek xfmocg, 0006, xeiBos, broken, ZU to cut off; PR (YER) the
north German and English ape (reject- same. Deriv. y1p and denom. YnHif. Yo (fut. with suff. 272) prop.
ing the &), Egyptian kaf, Persian kepi.
to cut off round about; hence to beleaguer,

 ץוקL (part. yp; fut. , ץקרap. PRs to enclose, a city; by which Is.7,6 and
YR) intr. same as UP , Up” to feel loath- Ez. 7, 6 (Pesh.) are explained, if it is
ing, to have disgust, with 2 at, for Gen.
,27 ;46 Num. 21, 5; to stand off from,

to turn away from (see >72), to feel a

not better to take it as = Map7%).

( ץוקnot used) tr. to roll together, to

horror of, with "2272 Ex.1, 12; Nom. 22,3; fold together, to intertwine, of grape-
Aram. yp the same, in theTarg. for OR. clusters, then of bushy hair or locks;
comp. Talm. 7p to be curled, entwined,
 ץוקII. (Kal not used) intr. 1. to stir, rolled up, of hair, Ar. vans to be conto move, to be restless, hence to awake, tracted, to be entwined or rolled together.

opposite to we (to be at rest, inactive, It may be put therefore with pap, Yan.
asleep); ident. in its organic root PP. Deriv, ER, השיק
with that in yp-? (Arab. Lis), except
( ץוקak DEP, 60. Lip) m. 1. collect.
that this is only used in Kal, and the a thorn-bush, thorns, weeds (see yapIL),

former merely in Hifil. — 2. to be liv- cogn. in sense with יח .2 Gun. 3,18; also
ing, of thorns, bushes, grasses, i. e. to pl. Ex. 22, 5; JER. 12, 13; a pricking
continue to grow exuberant, to grow after, briar Ez. 28, 24, coupled with avd Is.

spoken of weeds difficult to be rooted
out; comp. רה Ps. 58, 10 (thorn-bushes)

am a= rn, and Gern, Quecke (after-

growth” of gree) from quik, alive, and
see Theophr. 4,11 14, where plants that
continue to luxuriate are= living. Deriv.

,32 13 and "393 Gen. 3, 18; Jupaxs
,8 ;7 2Sam. 23, 6. — 2. G nimbie one;
from yp IL) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 4, 8, with
the artiele ya 24, 10.
( הצְוקalso in mss. Sep,קוצה 
which 7

be a correct passive ‘form

yin (yet this has also been derived from from 1p, whilst the present ortho-
77 ILL. to pierce, which is also suitable);
graphy’ must be referred to a masc.
n.p. Vip.
Vip; two mss. have השק which see; pl.
Hi.
if ץיקח (DER,

יתוציקה &e., inf. np) f. prop. a thing ‘twisted, rolled,

6. PORT, imp, mer, fut. os) to be curled; hence a lock, a ringlet, a cue,
agile, to perform or "do actively ; hence Sone or Sox. 5,2 11, as (= לָּמְלַמ S191),

to awake, from sleep Is. 29, 8; Prov. i, e. entwined, whilst N alone. though not
6, 22; Ps. 3, 6; 17, 5, from a dream smooth hair isיי 
not synony-
73, 20, from ‘the dead, of “by 225 Is.
mous with םיֶלזלדנ comp. Böozevyos with
26,19, "py תַמְדַא u Dan. 12, 26
,06070099 mean a ringlet, lock, from

rising again, returning to life, along ‘with
mm, 099; of the drunken, to become nam IL. to twist, Syr. 12x&2 the same.
sober Jo. 1,5; to awake, in the morning, According to Ibn Ganäch tt denotes the
i. e. to rise Prov. 23, 35; fig. to awake forelock , capillus frontis, antiae,
i.e. the hair at the margin (comp. 7p),
i.e. to be active, spoken of God, in
and so it would be from VER if we
order

to help Ps. 35, 23; 44, 24; Has.
2, 19; to appear Ez. 7, 6 (LXX), but read TER, as the Arab. 5 (forelock)
according to the Peshito transposed is also from yas; but this meaning is
from PEt.

unsuitable,

קוק
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Pip (not used; arising from redupli- ‘ipig (according to some) prop. a split
fess,רּוָק IL); ריק 1.
Pih. ( קרקר3 p. perf. pn for mr,
comp. 1 1. reduplicated 0
אזו Dy
part.
Ay)sp for %%,”) 1. prop. to break or
from הט or NH) ir. to spue, to “vomit;
cation of the organic root in Np, S=NP,

stick eh; 9 to lay in ruins, to
break down, to destroy, only in the two
following places, in רק Rn Is. 22, 5
tree, whose seeds of a ‚bitter, sharp, they lay the walls in ruins (but it is
biting taste produce purging (according better to take 7-722 as 8 noun, and
to Diose.); Talm. pp 2% (Sab. ch. 2) a denomin. - ריק meaning over
Castor-oil; Egyptian ו (Herod. 2,94; throw of the walls, or "2 = Arab.”
Diose. 4, 164) or roskı (see Kircher, a ee, and "pp as a noun from
to purge, another sort of evacuation.

Hence the derivative form pp, IR
would be suitable to denote the ricinus

scala p. 185) the same.

Yet the mean-

ing may be secondary, and the first be
to sting, to be bitter, biting, pungent,
sharp, of the ricinus seeds, which by
that very quality cause vomiting or
purging. The organic root NP or הק
would then lie also in „@ to be sharp,

“p> ,5 0 set forth, to bring together,
and then the translation would be, the
setting forth of the chariots);

next

in

 נְהִרְקֶרNum. 24,17 and he has uprooted
(= RM) as the LXX, Vulg. and Onk.
have. But we should read with the
cod. Samar. and according to Jur. 48,
45 pn}, to which reading Ps. 68, 22
points,“though Theod. also reads “p37.

bitter, sour, Aram. ארק in xn}R (sharpness). Deriv. TPR
Rn (= "BP after the form רערע
- the redupl. Pih. "BP belonging to in Jur. 1. 6. translating it 4590609060. —

15. p. 686); comp. Ar. 558 might. The

2. to deepen out, to make deep, like “wp.
Deriv. the proper name “pp and perhaps also pp =).
Hif. RT, only 3 pers. fem. SPM
and inf. constr. pt Jer. 6,7; but both,
mp7 after the form הָּבַסַה=SaoH, and
 הָקִירas an extension of RT are better
taken as Hif. of “7p.

ancient versions (LXX, Aq., Vulg.)
have taken ’n to mean hope, expectation,

to trickles deriv. “R72

mp) m. great power, prop. double power,
ince m “ig Is.18,2 7 a people of great
might, ued of the violent, never sub-

dued Ethiopians (Diod. 3,2; Plin. H. N.
6, 35), whose king pn '(Tearka) iis
adduced as a conqueror along with
Sesostris

and Hepa

zZ (Strabo

 רּוקIL. (not -

intr. to ooze forth,
water

trickling

or in whom hope is put (see pn); the through, then a spring , fountain.

Targ. and Syr. have taken it to signify
writhing pain, torment, 1. 6. maltreatment;

but these senses, like those of שמ

haps ident. in its ו
that in "379.

Perroot רק with

 רוקII. (not used) tr. 1. to bind, to
Dan, have arisen from an imperfect
fit in to each other, to chain or link to-
view of the whole.
 רּוקI. 1( pers. np) tr. to dig, to gether, of beams (cognate in sense 73%);
hence to arch, for binding (comp. STR,
dig up again, choked up wells 2 Kines
,19 ,24 Is. 37, 25, i.e. I can easily have Am. 9, 6, wp Nen. 3, 38, Arab. xbl,
water in abundance; to divide, to cleave a building, arch); to surround, to oncivels,
asunder, to make deep; ident. in its or- to enclose, a district or space; ident. in
ganic root רק with that in ,378"  לnal, its organic root רק with that in רע IL,
“pI, “OP,3  קב לקלה דוSpt
₪ Mm. — 2. to knot together, to interlace,
173
7 עד1
שוto רה henes t weave; Ar. „Eu to wind (of the

 רחiL to רוח 3 in fundamental signifi- serpent). Deriv. p 2 4, nip, and
sation; Arab; 6 (to eut out). Deriv. the proper name ריק in BIN TP, ריק

קור
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 בָאּומ,nr yp, farther( רק pl. op),

but a little thing, i. e. it was

mip and map, ‘and nach the denom.

small thing; Arab. 5 only, tantum.

SR and ph.
( רוקfrom "npIIL; pl. c. ap) m. a web,

only a

( בטקnot used) tr. to cut in pieces,

to divide, to cut into; metaphorically
of spiders Is. 59,5; a fine thread 59, 6; to kill, to murder, to destroy; identical
Talm. 7 like twig (of the palm); in its stem with aby, azn 1, xp.
Arab. 1 a wound rope, 8 line. The The organic root Su°R is alsoinח"טף" 
Creek’xaioos is not related to it.
nm, ALR; Arab. a the same.
NYip see NIP.
Deriv. SDR, 257 and

 הרוקand mp (from רק IIL, after

( במקin pause 2p) m. iin

the form mip, with suff. Ana, plur. 8
₪ “yp a storm of destruc-
ninp) fem. a beam, prop. an interlacing tion, i. 6. bringing destruction Is. 28, 2;
2 Kinas 6, 2; a joist 6, 5; fully ninp metaphor. pestilence, plague, Ps. 91,6=
na the Henne oF the fous Sone OF Ser,; 27" with the adj. יִריִרַמ Deur. 32, 24,
,1,17 but also alone for a protecting of ‘hunger, where the ‘cod. Sam. reads
Fouse Gen. 19,8, as in Greek 40000. app.
%
Deriv. according to some the denomin.
 בסקadj. m. destructive Deur. 32, 4
Pih. map and Hif. 797, which may be
cod. Sam.
found underרה 
( שוקfrom Un; Arab. >) m. a
bow, same as nwyp; metaphor. might,
strength, fortification; hence the proper
name( אוקל which see), Gentile "UPN,
of which wpb, "SPN are collateral
forms.

wip (not used) intrans. to be bent,
crooked, of a bow, Ar. us url the
same; to wind, to be crooked, of a river;
to be ל
intertwined, of a snare,
a net; hence to be caught, to be snared,

( בקwith suf. 7307, pronounce ko-
 ורconseg. not from abp) m. prop.
destruction, hence plague, pestilence Hos.

13,14 (parallel o23 from 434, not
from N).
( הֶרוטקfrom "op I) fem. same as
nabp incense Devt. 33, 10.
( טקהדיfragrance, sweet savour, from

"ER I) n. p.of a second wife Gen. 25,1
or coneubine of Abraham 25,6, 1 Cur.
,1 ,32 then the progenitress of an Ara-

Opposite .רשי —  ןושקיIs. 29, 21 is the
34 person perf. plur. of un (which bian tribe Ines, 5which dwelt with the
>) in the district of
see) Jr. 50, 24, with Nun appended. race Gurham (
The organie "root שק is also in up, Mecca (Ibn Kuteiba p. 14). From her
,

un, 02-4, Wp-2, where farther com: marriage with Abraham arose the tribes
parisons may be Fond. Deriv. non, mat, TURD. 179, ,ןידמ path, חוש
סיִרּושַא םיִאְל םישּוטל
 קשתthe Proper names wrp (in mu), Nay, 7

 טקle ti NER for mon), rai , הפילTY, HM, Mae and Sy

( שקBp and up) in DPN (EN,
wpdn).
wap m. same as שלק ,only in

WING (Jah is Might) n. p.m.1 Cur.

15, 17, which is WR גג

29.

Gun. 25,3- 4.

Oo)? trans, to cut off, to separate;
metaphor. to restrain, to limit. Only the

fut. wip Jos

8, 14 for op) (comp. זרע

Dan. 11, 12 for 19); which, however,
is better referred to DP» especially as

( טקin pause bp, from up) m. prop. some mss. read 057%; or since wasy m3
the ne cut off, “the being separated; is parallel, it is sun more appropriate
hence restraint , Limitations as an ado. to take it as a
noun (see om). ORS
only, טק nya Ez. 16, 47 as if it were
Jos 10, 1 see under ana; 1079 ד

קטל
6,9, ‘onda
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20, 43. see under Um.

Dery, ב

tina, n. p. of a city founded by the
Phenicians in Sicily; op Kothon, Ka-

bap (fut.,לסקר before Makkeph thon, the name of a small island near
Cythera in the Aegean sea; elsewhere
 ממwith 5 (רִבְמּבְַר trans. to kill, to the name of a small, inner haven.
/

massacre, only poet. as an Aramaeism

on (1 pers. "mR, fut. WOR?) intr.

Ps. 139,19; Joe 13,15; 24,14; Aram.

DOR, So, Nasir. bos, Ar. and Eihiop. prop. to be cropt, abridged, cut off, to
which belonged also a transitive form

with Tau JA (but also. (a3) to cut of. THR (see SUR) meaning to cut off, to
The organic root לט (not >—
OR) is also
in j9°p, Aram. DETR, sake, and in a
modified sense in “Orie, לצ (belonging
to לצָלְצ 3), with an interchange of x
and &. Derivative
sup m. murder, slaughter (with the

sword) Ob. 9.
( לטקpart. act. m. SYP, part. pass.

m. ליטל and with a pers. suf. mb
Dan. 7,11) Aram. tr. same as Hebrew
SER to massacre Dan. 5,19 30; 7,11.

Ithpe. DERN

(inf. constr. (הָקמְקִפַה

shorten, identical with the Aram. .סמק
After the analogy of &yn I, nn, “23,
"on, 903 metaphor. to be ‘yal, little

(see on); figur. to be little esteemed , to
be unworthy Gen. 32, 11; 2 Sam. 7, 19.

Deriv. JOR, THR, סל and the proper
names

JOP, NER.

28].  הקסיןto make small, MER Am.
’

Hof. TERT adopted only for the proper

name wR (which see).
( ןסקafter the form 5143, but always

defective; constr. HR) adj. m. and subst.
same as : ןמקsmall, smaller Gen. 1,
Pa. 3p (= YR, inf. constr. mp)
;16 de 42, 34; short, of time Is.
to kill often or several persons (as in
,54 ;7 small, poor (in resources) Am.
Syr. and Arab.); but also a mere in- ,7 ;2 despised Os. 2; generally in. all
tensive of Peal Dan. 2, 14; 3, 22.
the senses of un.

to be 0

Dan. 2, 13.

Ithpa. apne (part. m. plur. Ep)

to be killed Dan. 2,13.

( ןטקwith suff. ompR, plur. DUP,
constr. Ur) adj. m., mane (plur. ni)
fem. 1. little, also a ne a little one
1 Kınas 11, 17; 2 Kinas2, 23; 5, 2;
not marriageable, immature Sone OF Sor.
,8 ;8 young, younger Gen. 9, 24; 27,
;15 with the article the youngest i San.
;17,14 of animals, as M232 2 Sam. 12,

( ןטקafter the form ja, with suf.
"On, or "202 pronounce kothonni, the se-
ndsö being an echo of the first, and the

doubling of the > [3] in some mss. being

merely intended to retain the short
sound) m. prop. smallness, concrete the
little finger 1 Kınas 12, 10; 2 Cur. 10,10.

( ףסקpart. plur. םיפמְל ,fut. HR)
n
Deur.
‘tr. to tear off, to pluck off,non

,3 be Sona or Sou. 2,15; of ‘hing, ,23 ,26 ram Jos 30, 4; fig. nm UNS
as עירEccuzs. 9, 14, 534 1 Sait.20, 2, Ez.17,4, 7 (for za pair 17, 22); cod.
“inn "Gun. 1, 16, nba 1 Kınas 2, 20; Sam. םיִריִרְב HEP Deut. 32, 24 forקמב 
small, in number, of peoples 1 Sam. 9, my. == The stem nop (Arab. „las,
21; in power, estimation Is. 36, 9; a Aram. NOR, ake, Coptic rerg, Rw
subst. poet. smallness, IR 29 Is.22, with a similar meaning) = nom, An;
24 vessels of smallness, 1.6. small people; and the organic root is NO.
Nif. nom (fut. nun?) to be plucked
fem. plur. small things, הרמה Di, ZEcH.
4, 10 day of small things, i. e. of small, off Jos 8, 12, like now Ps. 129, 6.
insignificant beginnings and advance רסקI. (Kal not used) intr. to breathe,
ments. — 2 (the little one, with the
sweet
article) n. p. m. Eze. 8,12; comp. Phe- to exhale, to give fragrance, of
nic. RIOR vane or Katone, oR Ka-

scents; to smoke;

identical with any I.
78
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“OP (not used) Aram. tr. same as
(which see), Aram. רע , רמי,> (Targ.
 רומיscent = “ny L), Arab.
» pb Hebrew „ep IL (which see). Deriv.
. Derivat. nabn, mo, TERM)
"DR (ab ןירטק ,constr, um) Aram.
non", and the proper name MOP.
m. prop. knots, hence Joints, of the loins
"Din. "ER (part. “api, inf. abs. and Dan. 5, 6; comp. Syr. Wis joints of
constr. "BD; fut. sp") 9 burn incense, the hand; figur. knots = riddles, knotty
to kindle incense; commonly and gener- questions 5, 12 16.
ally to sacrifice,

to offer sacrifice,

to

( ןורסקprop.

a shortened

or small

worship, with > of the deity: so םיִהלא
אפ.
12, bya 7,9, bmw non 44, thing , from "OP רצק( = n. p. of a city
17, םיִרָחא  פיחלא44, 8; with 2 1Kınas in Zebulon bene 1,30, which place

is not mentioned in Jose. 19, 15; but
22, 44, the accus. 2 Kınas 23,8, and לע
nup (from aan) stands for it with a
of the place Is. 65, 7; JER. 19, 13; but
like
appellative meaning. The LXX
also absol. 1 Kınas 22, 44 or with the
read
XeBoow
or K&ögov, which is simply
800118. of the thing sacrificed 1 Sam. 2,
a mistake in orthography.
16; Am. 4, 5; to diffuse a sweet ל

nop (with suf’. "OP, from “yp 1.)
Puh. “UP (part. fem. ern) to be fem. incense, of spices Ex. 30, 7 or some

2 Cur. 30, 14. Deriv. רשק and inp.

scented, to be filled with incense or sweet other fragrant materials

fragrances Sone or Sot. 3, 6.
if, op (part. ריטקמ inf. absol.

ERS,

constr. ORT,

fut. TOR) to

burn incense, with 5 1 'Kınas 11, ‘8, or
absol. 3,3; to kindle, with accus. ‘of‘the
incense Ex. 30,7, of the sacrifice or fat

as a mixture
30, 35; 'קה ran altar of incense 30,
27; 31, 8:a ms a strange 1. 0. not pre בoffering of incense 30,9; ָּדיִמ 'ק
a
i. e. daily--offered incense 30;
8; also of profane incense Prov. 27, 9.
The offering of it is represented by

Lay. 1,9; 3, 11;; coupled with חּבְזִּנַהְדל eR HAM Ex. 40, 27, לע ’p םיִש Ley.
9,13 or snares 1, 13, mama 6,8; 10, 1, by 2 ya Nom. 16, 17, “pa ap
with > for and accusat. of the object Num. 16, 35. "Metaphor. the parts of the
(midy, wR) Ex. 80, 20; 2 Cur. 13, 11; sacrifice which were to be burned, the
sometimes the accus. is omitted 26, 18, sacrificial flesh, Ps. 66, 15; Bz. 16, 18;
or sypb 18 put 1 Cur. 23, 13.
prayer is compared to noise Peart
Hof, ( הֶקטרpart. “pia; fut. Ip) 141, 2.
to be offered, to be burnt Tom. 6, 15;
P (contracted from תַנְמַק = MIP
part. “Api as a noun, incense, along
or ar nun; the little one) N. 2. of a
with הָחְנִמ a meat-offering (Jer. 33, 18)
city in Zebulon Jost. 19, 15, which is
Mat. 1 71.
called elsewhere i707 (which see) JUD רסקII. (part. pass. fem. pl. (קְמַרְית aus 1, 30. The LXX read Karavad (i.e.
ir. to bind, to attach to, to bridge over; no), and this eity is called in the
connected with “wR, 73; hence nen Talmud (Jer. Megillo 1, comp. Tosifta
ninop Ez. 46, 99 courts bridged over Sotha 15) maup,

[תינטק it not only

(Kirsch); conseq. not from "yp1.(Talm. ezisted still in the Talmudie period, but
Midd, 2, 8); nor from "op = “ER to be the Biblical תק is expressly explained
small (LXX, Syr.). — For the stem, by it. But as ןורסק even then was
comp. the Aram. רסק 2 to bind, fo different from nun (Bereshith rabba ch.
; |8), the two should not be identified.
join; Ar. 43the same, whence 8
bridge; Ethiop. “np katera, to close.
( קיאfrom  קואafter the form Pr
The organic root is “HP.
 ריש יסgnola htiw px ekil רק, ;aw
( רשקafter the form bd) m. incense, with suff. ANY) m. vomit Is. 19, 14; 28,
the burning of incense Jur. 44, 21.
8; Jer. 48, 26.
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mp (only imper. plur. 17) intrans.
er as INR,= Np (NP) to spue Jur.

Ar. 6,2, smith, Syr. L&I42), hencen.p.
of the inventor of sharp iron tools and

smith-work, which is aseribed historically
to the tribe of the Cainites Gen. 4,
( סטיקfrom orp, like the Hebr. yın

22; but as the people Sam or ban (Gen.
from ץיח( Aram. m. same as Hebr. קיֶץ 10, 2; Is. 66, 19; Ez. 27, 13; 32, 26;
ged harvest, fruit-time, summer Dan. 38, 2 '3; 39, 2( carried on mainly the
2, 35.
trade of brass- and iron-workers, this
( רוסיקlengthened from “tp, from word is added (comp. the Pers. Ks
"ER to NER I) m. smoke, of the earth, scoria ferri, brass). See barn. — 3. (somei. e. ascending earth-smoke Gen. 19, 28, thing brought forth, creature, iLe. R= PR

of a furnace (jW2>) ibid.; imps אד Ps. 104, 24, from jıp IL) n. p. of the

Ps. 119, 83 a bottle in the smoke, ie first- born of Adam (the derivative is
dried up and wrinkled, because empty associated with 2p Gen. 4, 1; comp.
skin bags were dried in the smoke; a mist, |4.
U to the founder of husan ascending vapour 148, 8, incorrectly
bate
4,2.
From
his tribe the Cairendered ice by the LXX and Syr.
nites , proceeded the east Asiatic races

( םיקfrom Dip after the formריק 
with uf WAR as a rare pause- -form
for 2a) m. hostile appearance against
one (see Dip), enmity, opposition JoB 22,
.20

The adoption of a concrete sense

=  םקis unnecessary, if it be not better
to readקמינ 

which roamed about in the steppes without a fixed dwelling 4,12. After the
Cainites had wandered from their ori-

ginal seat Eden, they went eastward

and formed the Chinese stem 4, 16,
called by the writer 742 (flight). See

Knobel, Gen. p. 58. — 4. (in pause TR)
n. p. of a nomadic

tribe camping in

Dep (formed from Pael bp) Aram. southern Palestine and belonging to the

adj. m., map fem. abiding, continuing,
enduring Dax. 6, 27, of God, coupled

with 17; of 1599 4, 23; Syr. wes the
same.
Dip (from Dip) Aram. m. a statute,

Amalekites, conseq. to the primitive
Arabian races south of Canaan, of whom
a part went subsequently into Canaan
Num. 24, 22; Junges 4,11. Deriv. the
Gent. m. SP, Sn which see. — 5. only

with the als ויקה (a smithy) n. p. of

appointment, hence command Dan.6,8 16, a city in Judah, coupled with may and
coupled with D>p; „Targ. for ,קח m3; manm Jos. 15,57.

Sam. DAR, Syr.במ covenant, statute,
compact.

a (from pip) f. the breaking forth,
of enemies, as naw is their consessus

Lamenr. 3, 63; comp. D°p.
 יק ומsee wip.

( הניקfrom ןּק I; pl. once in Ezek.
mM, ee
ni) 1. f. a song of
complaint or mourning, an elegy, 2 Sam.
;1,17 ~ nba to take up a mournful song,

Le to ae

complain, with לע of the

person JER. 9, 9; Ez. 26,17; seldom

with >x for לע ,19;1 a collection of ele-

 קיןton( )desu demussa rof ין,
 קינה קgies, ©. g. upon והאי 2 Car. 35, 25.
eht reporp seman 274, קינה, perhaps — .2 (smithy) n. p."of a city in Judah
Josu. 15, 22, different from a7 15,57,

pp, noun Gent. "2°2,, WR, "RRs see
קון

though of the same meaning.
TR (with suff. 1379) m. 1. (from }ıp II.)  קיני1 Cur. ,2 55 ees .no
prop. a thing pointed, the iron point of
pn. Gent. m. from ךרק 4, the name
a lance 2 Sam. 21,16, ferrum hastae of an Amalekite or primitive Arabian
(Vulg.), conseq. not the shaft; Ar. 8\ | race, which, however, separated from

(Jos. Kimehi). —

2. smith-work (comp. Amalek, and settled first in the south
ך8*

Pr

of Canaan, the protegee and ally of the
Israelites, like the םיָלָאְמַחְרְי,but they
‘soon marched in nomad fashion northwards Gen.15,19; Num.24,21; Jupars

1,16; 4,11 17; 1 Sam. 15, 6; 27,10;
30, 29; 1 Cur. 2,55.
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These passages

clearly shew the relation of this tribe

PR. 3. perf. yp) denomin.; to abide
during summer,

to pass the summer Is.

18, 6, like nur from nh; Ar. LU.
( ןוציקfrom pap II. after the form
 ןּוציחfrom pan) adj. m., הנוציק f. the
last, the extreme Ex.26, 410; 36.1117.

to the Israelites.

Along with רניק we
( ןריקיקin the first instance >
find also »p 1 Sam. 1. c. and m lan. (' יקיקm. palma Christi, ricinus Jon.
le. The Kenites are also brought into 6-10, a small tree in whose shade To
0connexion with sw; hence in the
Targum on Gen. 6 "2"? is rendered

nah sat; sonamed from the bitter, sharp

taste of its seeds, which cause a dispo“wndy. אָמְלַט was the second son of sition to vomit; Ar. Eye. See pap.
.‘ חורand grandson of 333 1 Cur, 2,19
 ןילקיקm. ignominy, shame Hap, 2,
51. Asa peculiar separate Calebite stem
,16
same as jiop, which stands in the
they inhabited Dora mg, Mpiny (1 Cur.
first,
hemistich, conseq. from ap. The
9,16; 2 Sam. 23, 28 29; 2Kınas 25,23;
syllable
 רקprefixed arose either from a
Ex, 2‚22), ayn ma תור no יצח
mistake in orthography, or it
(see nm) and voy. Besides, the asso(Vulg.)
and yipn itselfהאוצ = 
ciation of the p™pin, who inhabited
,)8
or
it
stands for Teper from
Yav2, belonged to the Calebite Salmano case is there an assonance
stem, as also the three corporations
קיקיין.
Dn, Dnyaw and ons. To these

associations "belonged also the םיניק
(Kenites) descended from nn, the ancestor of the Rechabites 1 Cur. 2, 55.
( ןכיקsame as 977 3, conseq. from

is =N

(Is. 28,
Man; iin
in it to

( ריקpl. ninp) m. 1. (from ap L)

depth."of walls Joss. 2,15, defined more

‚exactly by המרחב  במיto dwell on the
wall. — 2. (from “pp LIL) prop. a thing

which embraces or encloses; hence a
wp IL; a child, one begotten) n. p.m. of wall, about a city, ריעה Num. 35, 4,

an antediluvian patriarch, Gen. 5, 9; Ez.12,5 7 19, and fig.13, 12 14 15;
-1 Car. 1, 2,
2 Sam. 0 11 one preparing stones for a
( ץיקwith suf. Jp; from pop IL) wall, i. e. stone-cutter; Pa jas a
m. fruit- or vine-harvest, proceeding from

stone out of the wall Ha». 2, 11; stone

.1 summer, the warm time of the year,
the time of fruit-harvest; the dry summer

8,7 8; the wall, of a house, mary Ez.

re 3,154 summer-house, suai

within 1 Sam. 20, 25, or from without

the idea of cutting off, like( ריִצָק from wall Lev. 14, 37, with mo Ps. 62, 4,
58 12; ident. with ל
( המוחwhich
‘RR to cut off) ofל 
Is. 16, פפל
;9; fig-harvest time 28, 4; metaphorically see); the circumvallation, of a court Ez.
al, 5 6, youn 4, 9, mar 41,12; of
time, oppos. to ah Gen. 8, 22; Ps, 74, the ds, surrounded by’:a wall 2Kings
;17 Prov.; 6,8 ,10 ;5 ;26,1 ;  ץיקהna 4, 10; mo awin a seat by the wall, from
pai

as there was a na ma (Jur. 36, 22); 25,22; 1Kınas14, 10; of 733 Num. 22,
7  ינפרחPs. 32, 4 the heats of summer. 25. For ריק Dar Is. 25, 4 ‘it is better
— !2 the fruit of summer, or fruit gath- to read ip Dot ‘a wintry storm (amp.
ered, sometimes translated gs, some- Ps. 147, 10, In main ריק Jose.2
times poma 2 Sam. 16, 1;- Mic. 7, 1; 15,  קירis to be taken in significat 1.
Am. 8, 1 2, verbally alluding to YR: From the idea of a place enclosed, hedged
Jer. 40, 10 12; comp. Ar. 5, 5 about it comes to mean generally, a
(the height of summer), Aram. um, city, like ריק mn. So ania ריק n.p.
of a strong’ Moabite city "three hours
Rum, LS the same. Derivative
south east of באלמ ( רעib.)or רע (Num

קירס
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91,15( or Nina ריק (22,36), and in mean“wp (from היָשיק = wap which
ing just the same Is.15,1. This strong- see) n. 2. m. 1 Car. 6
hold was perhaps early called in the
( קִיתַרְסonly: in Kb, while the
Moab. dialect: ‘72 (which see),i. 6. tower,
K'ri has ano) m. a harp, Dan. 3, 5 7

fortress; and so it may have arisen that

the Targ. put for it 28727 NDID, 2Macc.
12,17 yeouxa, the Greeks |yagax-MaBo.

10 K’tib, the Greek xiGaou, but here
still in the original form xidagosg

(Steph. Byz.), the Ar. JS, and that (chest); Saad. je and press.
at present it is still known by the name

Kerek (Robinson, Palest. II, 569).

On

wan ריק and תשרח  ריקsee un and

ence, near bb1 viz. the district lying on
the river Kur : (Kigos, ריק 153), Gulistan
or the modern Georgia Is. 22,6. There

the Assyrians transplanted the inhabitants

of Damascus

and the Israelites

2 Kines 16,9; Am. 1,5. An offshoot
of the Aramaeans is said to have come
thence 9, 7. On account of various
difficulties some understand the place
Kaoivy, between Media, Elam (Susiana)
and Assyria (Ptol., Isidor.), or Kurin,
a Median locality; but these opinions

( לסfrom ה L; pl. DvP) adj. m.,
‘ הלfem. ight-footed, and as a subst. a
light-footed one, a runner Amos 2, 14;

.1000188 ;9,11 swift, Is. 18, 2, fully bp:

pian 2 Sam. 2,18; Am. 2, 18: Is. 6,
;26 OR בע a light steed 19,1; poet. and
conerete a fleet runner,

a fleet horse 30,

;16 a fugitive Jur.46,6; a fugitive Even,
about Jos 21, 18; aisle, of 422 JER.

;2,23 adv. or לק rapidly Jo. 4, 4.
Can Ayam. Sop swift, quick, and xélne,
celer.

( לסfrom לק Aram. m. same as He-
brew dip Dan. 3, 5.
( לקas infinit.-noun from >5p 1.

are inadmissible. — 4. (only pl. :תלריק “tor the form , קח( דעm. lightness, in-
from “39 III.) beams, beams of the 0% considerateness JER. 8,9 (Targ., Jerome),

which suits when compared with 1 Kines
6,15; 6,16 (LXX); 2 Cur. 3,7; it is ,16 ;31 the meaning = ibn reproach is
and 92 Greek doxös, = manip 1 Kines

unnecessary to change it into ninip.

not appropriate.

 קmeaning voice, call Gen. 27, 22;
=} סֶרָק02 a strong or powerful one, ₪ 45,16; Ex. 4, 8; 19,16; see bin.
2 n. p.m. Neu. 7, 47, for which
( אלקnot used) intr. same as 27 I.
Ezr. ,2 44 sah קרס

( סריקafter the formקימש , from

wp (from wip; a bow, fig. power)
on 1 Sam. 9,1; 1 Car.
8, 30; 23,
;21 2 Cur. 29,12; Esra. 2, 5.

( ןושיקfrom wap; the winding, mean-
dering one) n. p. of a brook (m) or river
,)732( rising in mount Tabor and flow-

Deriv. app.

mon (Kal not used) tr. same as להק
to collect, only

Nif. 273 (3 fut. pl. map) to be col-

lected 2 Sam. 20,14 K’ tib,“for which the

K’ri reads with many mss. pn.

ing through the plain Say, the great
nep I. (3 perf. with suff. Opp, part.
battle-field of the country (hence called pass.gen tr. to roast, to parch, grain,

retfa eht XXL  נְחַל קְדוּמִים880202 4, same as mba I. (which see), 99 IL;.

7; 5, 12; Ps. ,38 ;)01 gnillaf otni eht also generally to burn JER. 29, 22,en

gulf of apy close by the foot of 5292 an assonance to op and m, as
6 Kınas 18, 40) which rises 582 feet  קלאstands in the Marg. for ףדט and
above the Mediterranean. Later writers  יבשbp dried, roasted, of 2°38 Luv.
name it( אָפִיַח Kheifa), Ar. Lu> re 2, 14; hae. parched ears of corn JosH.
(aan 3). Now it is: el-Makutta (Ro- 5,11. Deriv. “dp.
Nif. 7272 (not used, only part. m.
binson, Palest. III. p- 228 seq.).

קלה
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II. (be272) to be scorched, to be burning with only a collateral form of חלצ
fever; the part. Top} as a subst. Ps. 38, 8 longing to תַחַלַצ=; תחלconseq. not
fever-heat, inflammation.
2
to flow, after the Aram. neh still less _
The organic root 1-5p (Arab. eh, =np. Comp. Ar.
to be holAram. xpp, He, also for and, war), low, whence & a aloe reed, ==
also found in 53 (which see), Ar. de,
an inlet, a hollow.
Sid (= pm), may be connected with
Pih. חלק (mot used) intens. of Kal.
thatin cal-ere, unk-eiv.

Derivative

nop I. (not used) tr. to despise, to

( קלחתfrom 2p Pih.) f. a kettle,

esteem lightly, to value lightly, to attack, pot 1 Sam. 2,14; Mic. 3, 3.
to asperse, defame, Ar.
5; it is clobp (not used) tr. 1. to

cantract, to

sely connected with the intr. bap IL,
lessen, to abridge, to make shrink, e. g.
cognate in sense with HAT. Deriv. Top,
a member of the body, to shorten; Ar.
and the proper names nibpn, man.
yas (intr.) to be contracted, shrunk;
Nif. apa (part. m. Mon) to be small
or deat

to decay, 33 Is. 16, 14;

M2p2 poor, despised 3, 5, oppos. to 123,
8
with שר 1Sam. 18,23, oppos.to
sazn Prov. 12, 9; to יי despicable

Daur. 25, 3. The old expositors took
2p? Ps. 38, 8 in this sense; but it is
better sternal to mapI
Hif. ( הלהpart.  (מקלהto make light
of, to an DN] aN (parents) Deur.
27,16 (Targ.). ‘According to others to
beat, to injure, to wound, like the Arab.

DIS to be short, little, crippled. Deriv.

urbp and the proper name NOR. — 2.10
draw in, to gather in, to receive, a fugi-

tive, Aram. ;טלק cognate in sense NON.
₪

טלRn.

( קליtrom mop I. after the form PB)
--

grain (fully wea “PR ביִבָא Lev.

2, 14) or roasted ears, “serving the easterns for food Lay. 23, 14, 2 Sam. 17,
28, once איִלְק (from Nop = Pp L)
1Sam. 17, 17; ‘roasted or ‘parched peas,

2 Sam. 17, 28, along
io, as 27, 24 25; Ex. 21,15; but this Isaiah
de Trani).
meaning is not in the Hebrew.
Pih. (vedupl.) 3737 see TR.
( טולקfrom udp) m. prop. one les-
sened, shortened, diminished, i. e. curtailed

in a member, opposite to עְִּרַש Luv. 22,
23 (Targ. or,

Saad.יי 

diminu-

tus), 0 that one foot is shorter than

with

DW.
\
( ליabridged from הילד;Splendour

or Light is Jah; comp. “bbp) n. p. m.
אפ. 12, 20.

 קליאsee San
m( קלfrommp poverty from Mp IL.,
and ל
=) n. p. m. EZR. 10, 23, for rich

the other (Kimchi); comp. LS smal- Nexem. in 8,7 has
ness of stature, gals or bYG a dwarf.

( אטיִלְקlittleness, poverty) n. p. m.

( ןרלקconstr. Yon, with suff TBR; Ezr."10,23, who is also called 15%,
from bP IL.) m. shame, Prov. 3, 35,( from MP IL) Nex. 8,7, almost in "the

parallel" Man 6, 33; disgrace 9, 7; dis same sense.
regard ,11₪ ו
ia? Hos. 4, 7;
bon I. (Kal not used) intr. 1. same
Ha», 2, 16; affront Prov. 12, 16; small
as
RI. to glow, to burn; hence to
esteem, ‘along with טיב 5 ;18 reproach
be
luminous,
shining, of brass, in which
;22,10 degradation Hos. 4,₪ : dishonour

Ps. 83,17.

meaning the LXX, Theod., Targ., Pesh.,
Vulg. have taken the stem bar to the

( חלקnot used) tr. to cut out, to noun daR. Besides the verbs fatepal
u or hollow out, a vessel or kettle; under הלL, we have still to compare

קלל

with the organic root >p those in לג
(to shine,

to glitter, ‘to illuminate),

 הלL, perhaps also 1-53 to jinba, bon
ו

קלל
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see), the ka ne; (to roast,

to dry), >> IL, by II. (belonging to
( לילעArab, ie (to glow, to burn),
( העto ,)957 Arab.
(to shine, to
elitter), whence Als (shining, distin-
guished). Derivat. ללק and the proper
name . — "לק.2 (not used) tr. to pierce,
bore, cut into; hence to wound, to injure,

to curse, execrate; cognate in sense
gant, 33. This meaning proceeded

1Sam. 17, 43; cursing 8
by annihilation and destruction 2Kıngs 2,24;

Deur. 23, 5. — n5pn p> JER. 15,
10 K’tib, may either have arisen from

bon bobs or from a mixture of "253773
and “bp.
Pik.
 קְלְקָלor Dp>p (redupl.) 1. an
intensive of Kal 4. to move violently to
and fro, to shake, Dena with arrows,
which was a way of casting lots Ez.

21,26; Ar. Kl the same.

After the

old Arabie and Greek custom arrows
were put into a helmet and shaken, in
divination. — 2. an intensive of Kal3.

from that of to glow, to burn, the same to sharpen, to point (opposite PR),
metaphor. transference being found in with the accus. םיִכָפ (edge) Eccuus. "10,
 דפ.11 em), ,33 , רח39% (see Pih. 10 (85 should be regarded as existing

and Puh.). Deriv.= הלל 

(not used) before RR).
Puh. Sp (fut. 2p?) 1. to be smitten

tr. to sharpen, to point, proceeding from

the idea of cutting into as in the verb

with a curse Is. 65, 20; to be cursed
2. to pass away quickly,
hasten, to run, spoken of the swift gal- of possessions Jos 24, 18, coupled
lop of horses and the rapid flight of with .לק
the eagle 2 Sam. 1, 23, Haz. 1, 8, of a
Hithp. Dp 2M to reel to and fro, of
weaver’s shuttle Jog 7, 6, of messengers niga; JER. ‘4, 24 (Kimchi).

 דג = דח.)133( See Pih. IL pop. — 4. to Ps. 37, 22. —

,9 ;25 to subside, of am Gen. 8,811;

fig. applied to the fleeting days of life

bbp IL. (perf. Dion, np, fut. dp2,

Jos 1.c., to enemies hastening forward pl.  (כקפרintr. same as Typ 11. to be ious,

Haz. ]. c., to the swiftness of heroes
2Sam.lc. As PR is used in this sense
along with לדה Has. 1, 8, the idea of
swiftness seems to be sonnel with
that of sharpness, and the latter with
that of glimmering, glittering; comp.
V2. ץב to glitter and to rush forward in

small, in power, honour and dignity
008 40, 4; to be too light Nau.1, 14
(comp. Dan. 5, 27); with 'ִפ993 to Be
lightly esteemed in one’s eyes "GEN. 16,
45; to be despised, coupled with ™3

1 Sane. 2, 30. — In the derivative Op)

and in Nif. and Hif. the meaning to be
haste (see d2=02, = ץנ 92 Lamenr. 4, light still appears, arising from the fun,)15 nop (which er comp. also sap. damental signification of swiftness and
movability , as levis in Latin, &Aagos
Deriv. >.

in Greek identify the two ideas, conseq.
Pih.1. “bop (part. Sopra, inf. c. Sep, from 557 I.; metaphor. to be few, Arab.
fut. Sep) an intensive of Kal 2. to abuse,
N, to be insignificant, Aram. ,לק No,
to revile, with the accus. DYN Ex.
so that >>p II. might be umilied asia
23, 27,4 mw 2 Sam. 19, 22, Ten
peculiar stem. But if we put together
Eocızs. 10, 20, Bs) ax Lev. 20, 9, as the meanings of the stem, such as those
27, 773 are used (see Kal 2); éeldom of being low, in honour and dignity, of
with 3 of the object 18. 8, 21 or with ל being little esteemed, despised, in repu1 Sam. 3, 13 (where, however: the LXX tation, of coming down, of starving, of
read פיֶהְלא for ob). With a stronger being bad, contemptible, with reference
meaning, to curse, "10 ewecrate GEN. 12,3,

to meats, of being put to shame,

cor-

coupled with “as, opposite 713; Jos rupted &e., we may readily perceive,

3,1; with 4 bya "2Kınas 2,24, among that there is the nearest relationship
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between sap 1. and mbp II.

Deriv. 44,8,  שַמָה44, 22, may 24,9, poy
‘Op (Jur. 3, 9).
25, 18, san 49,13; injury, wrong =
Nif.  לseldom p> like 093 Ez. 16,12; Prov. 27, 14; commonly impre21,12 in a sense father impersonal ‘cation, cursing, oppos. to 7192 Gun. 27,
(bp, np; the fut.OR Is. 30,16 be- 12; Deur. 11, 26; 30, i Le. a curse

longs to לפס1 and is a fut. Kal like uttered, or what amounts to that; ‘p
Ten, bn, on account of its intrans. nya] a violent curse 1 Kines 2, 8;
signific. for Pi: part. f. mp2) to be concrete one accursed, by God Daun.
little, small, an easy thing, insignificant,

21, 23.

with dof the person Prov. 14,6, also with

( סלקKal not used) intr. to cry aloud,
to 2 (Targ. d2p for the Hebr. Nop

> of the thing 2 Kınas 20, 10, but the

verb that follows >p2 and supplements
Jer. Targ. Gen. 41, 45; Esr. 6, 9 11);
it stands with ya Is. 49, 6, Ez. 8, 17,
metaphor. to mock, scorn, deride, like
meaning to be too light, too small (see prs; Aram. and modern Hebr. to praise
72); with 'ִפ 92 to. be small in one’s
aloud, to celebrate. Hence it is not coneyes 2Kines 3, 18; 1 Sam. 18, 23; -by nected with 7, 29, P29, in which an-

mon} prop. upon a ‘anal or insignificant

other fundamental “signification exists.

thing, but only as an adv. heedlessly, Deriv. dbp.
slightly Jur. 6,14; 8,11. Lastly, to be
Pih. ( קלסinf. e. OR) 1. to mock, scoff
‘despised 2 Sam. 6, 29, opposite 7353.
at,
PON a. 16, 31, i. e. to esteem a
Pih. RAR GedupL, not used) an inharlot’s
hire lightly, to scoff at it. But
tensive ofKal, to be mean, bad, con‘temptible, of meats; Aram. >p>p to put as the text speaks of a harlot who does
not take but give BAS (16, 33); we
to shame, to טס Deriv. ,לסלק
Hif. >pH CIDER, RT; inf.e. לקח may here take סלק in the fundamental
fat. Sp) 1. to make easy, light, i. e. to signific. translating, and thou art not like a
lighten, to lessen, to diminish, די 1Sam.

harlot in order to lay. claim to a harlot’s

hire. The reading owp'> (= ששק( לin
6, 5, with למ of the person 1 8
order to gather in, is an unnecessary
12, 10, where לע should be supplied; conjecture. Deriv. .הסל
 ייto lighten Ex. 18, 22, Jon. 1, 5,
Hithp. ( המקפסfut.‘obpn) to shew
seldom with 7a of the thing 1 Kınas

12, 4 to lighten from of. — 2. to bring oneself scornful or derisive, with 5 of the
into contempt Is. 8,23, opposite T7353; person over Ezer. 22, 5; Has. 1, 10;
to despise, to esteem lightly 2Sam. 19, 44; 2 Kings 2, 23.
 סלקm. scorn, derision, coupled with
to act contemptibly, with 2 of the person
to one Ez. 22, 7.
 גָעַמbs 44, 14 and 97 Jzr. 20, 8.

( ללקfrom >2p I. = bp I. after the
formSr, yon, "3, after which are the
fem. forms הלל m, AR)m. some-

 הסלקf. the same Ex. 22, 4.

עלקI. (only part. yap) prop. tr. of
Dop
L; hence to move gui, to put in
thing light, ee ₪ num Ez. 1,7,
aotodatav yodxde (LXX, "Theod., Gr Er to swing, to sling, 283 with a
stone Jupces 20, 16; to expel , drive

Ven., Trg., Pesch., Vulg.), or glowing,
the two together fine brass, like yaAxo-
Jußavos (Reaver. 1,15; 2,18); unquestion-
ably ident. with Sau a, 4 27; 8,2) or
aay num Eze. 8, 27.
moyp (c. M2>R, with suff. inddp, pl.
nn a Bp IL.) f. reproach, revil-

ing, aspersion, cal with mp3 Jer.

away, inhabitants, Jer. 10, 18. The
meaning of the verb to piybp (curtains):

is said to belong to this indem
signification, agreeably to the analogy.

of 3°97; but this is better derived from
;
sur IL‘ Dede. yop 1.
The stem is closely connected with’
>53 (to hurl or drive forth), 7-53 IL,

קלע
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553, Dar 1., Sanskrit kal, Greek -931א/
bp (from 357 I.) m. a slinger 2Kınas
av, Lat. ‘eell-eresAram. yon and par (to 3, 25.
throw); Arab.
5 (intr.) to move to
bp oP (from Sp2p, from לקלק to
and fro, to shake, to totter; Ar. Bs

bar fr,‘after the form 4349. from “WTP,

the vowel being pushed forward and
Nif. 9273 (fut. Jap?) to be hurled, to lengthened; the case of 9720 and לצְלצ

the same.

\

be shaken about, adopted for 1 Sam. 25, is similar) m. badness, meanness, worthlessness, of food Num. 21, 5.
29, where the reading iis M292pN.

Pih. var (fut. sap) to "ling, בא
1 Sam. 17, 49; 25, 29 (see Nif.). Deriv.

קלע

( שלקnot used) tr. to pierce, to prick,
of pointed instruments,

more

or less

related in its organic root w2-p to that

yon I. (not used) ir. to plait, to in 022 (to scratch into), u = ma),
a covering, a curtain; ya, 54-9 (to eut in, to split), so,
Aram. Yon the same, whence אָעיִלְק yond; the “Aram. verb Wop is merely a
i קלשון
plaits of | Hair, plaited work, יעלק the harder form of won 2, though in
same, ¥2P covering of a tent, tent- (sting, thorn or pointed instrument) ‘the
cloth; Arab.
3 perhaps the same, stem Won exists in this sense. Arab.
AE
to pierce. Deriv.
therefore
5 a curtain, a flag, Kel|;
knot, to weave,

= Hebrew MIN 8 fortifieation.

Deriv.

 הלל2.

woe (prop. }iW>R) m. a point, tooth,

only in ’p Wo 1Sam.13, 21 a triad of

prongs (Kimold), i, e. a three-pronged fork,
Miw yr. as
an
instrument
to
be
0
Targ.
make deep, to deepen, to engrave, of
figures which have deep-cut outlines, (on 1000188. 12, 11) a thing pointed, a

yop II. (only perf.) tr. to cut in, to mentioned with ny, DIP,

with the accus. nivapn 1 Kines 6, 32, thorn. The LXX read ya on wow.
mains 6, 35; ident. in its organic root
( המקmot used) trans. 0-0 to
pp 1
with that in br, Dr) (to nom),
the Arab. 3 to collect; assumed for
“קלx, Aram. לק (hence bap a basin),
mp), ,םעמקי DVR? DOR; but as
Latin cael-are, "Greek 011-009. Deriv.
DP. is “lenethened: into pp" (which see)
nybpn.

 קלעhtiw( .fus ,now .lp סְלָשִים5|"ה

inthe first three proper names, it may
 מthe last be lengthened into המק

( רעלקm. .1 (from sp I) a sling 1 Sam. and the meaning be accordingly to con-

,17,40 beside the bag for holding smooth sist, to endure.
stones; ‘pm AP 25,29 the dish or hollow
( המקconstr. map,plur. nip, from
of a sling; "p
R DIS sling-stones Jos 41,
nap) a standing grain, corn standing
,20 a figure of the heathen Zmcu. 9, 15, in the stalk Ex. 22,5; Deur. 16,9; 23,
while the Israelites are called "13 Has;
62; 880201 51, 5.
also pl. oY 2p "228 2 Cup. 26, 14; “Aram.
( לאּומקEl has continual ewistence;

 אעלהre ae the same. — 2. (from see map) n. p.m, Gun. 22, 21; Num.
son
2 IL.) a covering, cloth, hanging, curtain, ,34 ;24 1 Can. 27,17.

of ie tabernacle Ex. 27, 9; 35, 17;
( ןומקstanding place; from dp after
Nun. 3, 26, like 70n from a like fun-
form ji¥>) n. p. of a place in
the
damental signification; Aram. SYP,
Jupezs 10, 8.
Gilead
 אָעיִלְקa flag, tent-cover; Aram.לֶא 
(once wip Hos. 9, 6 with
wiap
lated work. — 3. only the pl.ל 
1 Kines 6, 34, a collateral

form

myx, and with the same meaning.

of

Dagesh resolved; from the Pih. of wap)
m. a thorn, thorn-bushes, a thistle, coupled

nop

with mim Is. 34, 13; generally a weed
Hos. 9, 6. ןישימק is the same (which
see).

NER (not used) tr. to rub in pieces,
to grind into meal, e. g. grain; cognate
in its organic root ma"? with that in

nme, הָרחְמ IL, 1 mi comp. Ar.
5to praise; thence «+5 dust; Aram.

mmp the same.

A stronger use of the

same meaning is in n5d (which see); and

“29, par, nad proceed from the same
fundamental signification. In Arab. and
Ethiop. this stem seems to have had
the same meaning as 172%; hence the

Ar.

IP
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5 grain, wheat, 'Ethiop. kamah

gether, to close, the hand; to take hold
of, with the hand; to take a handful
Lev. 2, 2; 5, 12; Num. 5, 26; conseg.
identical with YaRı VaR, bp in form

and original signification; modern Hebrew (in the Mishna) to collect, to join,
to close, the mouth, the eyes, to be
parsimonious. Deriv. yap and

Yop (only plur. weap) m. the full
closed hand, pl. D>xn7? Gen. 41,47 adv.
to full hands, i. 0 very abundantly
ae Rashi has yanıy yap; Arab.

2 a bundle. Grammatically Yan, is
re name of the vowel o (a), meaning
the closing of the mouth.

( ץמקwith suf. np) m. a gripe of
the
hand, a handful Lev. 6, 8; but Non
pulse.
is
usually
with it 2, 2; 5, 12; Targ.
Map (in pause ('ק m. prop. what is
Vip, modern Hebrew 12722 a miser,

crushed or bruised; hence meal Junezs 6, ְ תּוְנָצִמcovetousness.
19, 1Sam. 1,24, with the genit. of the sort
winp (not used) tr. to pierce, to prick
of grain, as םירעש Num. 5, 15, just as

of a thorn; probably at
the expression pwn nad is used (Ex. pungere,
29, 2); in nad man, Gen. 18, 6 ’0 is in first to burn, like Ya to SA and jon
apposition, for the purpose of character-

(according to some), and identical with

5 “to rake
ising ’p, more exactly; Aram. nmap the wa, טָבָּכ 1. The Arab.
same.
up together” should be referred to yap.
Pih. tip (not used) an intensive of
Oi)? (fut. viapr; with suf. nase)
trans. same as PRP to press together, to Kal. Dein, wip, שומיק and .ןּושמק
lay hold of; hence to seize, to take, poet.for

( ןושמקonly ‘ple0027) m. same a8

522 Jos 16, 8 (LXX); comp. Prov. 5, wip (which see) Prov. 24, 31; Targ.
22, where the Targ. venders 332 by חורל
1. (constr. yp, with suf. “2p, TaR,
op; Aram. DIR, as, Ar. is the
same.

The meaning to make wrinkled

(Vulg.), which the verb has in Aram.
and Talm., does not suit.

BR, MR, plur. op; from. eR) m. a
cell, a habitation, a hand Gen. 6,14;

of ninby, Has. 2,9 (comp. Jur. 22, 13),

Puh. bap to be laid hold of, to be a dwelling Jos 29, 18; metaph. a nest,
seized, i, ©.to be snatched away, to be of birds Is. 10, 14, especially with the
carried off, Jos 22, 16.
young 16, 2; Deur. 52,11; Aram. Rap,

( למקin pause Spp, pl. Yon) intr. WS; Arab. aid the same.
to die away, to inition, to pine, of plants

Derivat. the

dena:

Pih. ( קפךfut. I3p?) to nestle, of םירָפצ
Is. 19, 6, of 73% and MD; 33, 9 of 9423.
Ps.
104, 17, םָיִמְטַה ni? Ez. 31, 6,"of
The organic root daR is identical with

ה
נ
ו
י
Jur. 48, 28; to dwell, of the arrowthat in( לא aller a farther com-
parison is given). Syr. metaphor, \sco

to be sick, weak. Comp. Ar. a3 to be
withered or dry.

snake Is, 34, 15; Syr. "the same,

in

Af l.
Puh. 329 (part. femin. mpn Kri,
“22772 K’tib) to nestle, to Zn ‘with 3

( ץמקwithout future) tr. to press to- upon “JER. 22, 23.

קנא
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קנה

Rn (Kal not used) intr. to glow, to or Sox. 8,6, to which השק (inexorable)
burn, to fire, cognate in sense with is applied; ardourIs. 42, 15, for revenge
man IL; metaph. to be angry, to be ex- 59, 17, parallel 0p3; jealousy, e. g. of
cited, jealous; the fundamental signifi- God against idols Ez. 8, 3, or the image
cation in ma (IL) having also passed which excites His ardour and jealousy
into these meanings, comp. the Coptic (see 72772) 8, 5; of a husband against rixoc (to be jealous, envious) with Xac vals in love Num. 5, 14 15 29; enmity,

hostility, Is. 11,13; Eccues.9, 6, coupled
(flame), Arab. ts to become very red, with “3B; with a genit. either of the
prop. to glow. map 1. (to mapa Ez. 8, 3, object as Is. 26, 11 zeal for the people,
 מקנהJos 36, 33) has the same sense.

Ps. 69, 10 zeal for the house, or of the

subject Is. 37, 32; indignation, coupled
Deriv. TNIP.
Pih. NIP (part. Napa, fut. NIP») to with py Ez. 35, 11, man 36, 6, 793%,
glow, to be zealous, with 4 of the person 38, 19, compared to fire Dave, 29, 19;
Nom. 11, 29; 25, 13; Zeom. 1, 14; to Ez.36,5; Zepn.1,18.
stand up zealously, with > for "Ex.39,
 הנקI. (not used) intr. same as NIP
25; Jo. 2,18; to be zealously active (which see); deriv. mp1 Ez. 8, 3, הנ
1 Kmes 19, 10 14, with an adverbial (which see) Jos 36, 33, and the proper

accus. Ban man, MNP Zucu. 8, 2; to

be excited or displeased , with 3 of a
person with Gun. 30, 1; to be envious,

with 2 Nom. 5, 14; to smite envy, with

3 against Daur. 32,21; 1 Kinas 14, 22;
to be envious at Ps. 37,1; to envy 73,3;
to look enviously, with 3 of a person

106,16. Deriv. nop, אלק
Hif. ( הַקְנִיאonly fut. RVR accord-

name "77277.

 הנקI. 3( perf. with suf. "2p,קנך 
mn; part. mp, constr. 2p, plur. with
suff. maps inf. absol. TR, DR, inf.
.rtsnoc ,ROT ;PDM .repmi ;לBM .tuf וקנה
י

apoe. m trans.

1. same 0 ma» I:0

bring to ‘oneself, to procure, a wife Ruta
,4 ;9 to appropriate or get, המכה and

ing to some mss. part. NIP as a subst.)
|mora
ל Prov. 4,7, בל 15, 32; of ‘God, רה
Ps, 78, 54, םע (the
to provoke to jealousy, to make angry, tho holy ל
with 2 by Ps. 78, 58; Dur. 32, 16. people of Israel) Exon. 15, 16, by remap Ezex. 8, 3 is a part. noun from demption from captivity מטע 28, 68
or slavery Is. 11, 11; to get by purmp)
;
I. =n3p, if we do not read xp
chase, to buy, a) Ges, 25, 10, 1278

(Targ).

The organic root אלק is identical
with that in jn-3, ןח en, 0173;
Targ. ןֶק
NIP Asta tr. same as Hebr. mp I.

to acquire Ezz. 7,17.

Nap (from N2p) m. jealous, spoken
of God, i.e. against idolatry Ex. 20,5;

47, 19, דבש Ex. 21, 2, 023 2 Sam."12,
3, sometimes with no22 Is. 43, 24 and

with nya Lev. 27, 24, 172 25, 14 and
 מָעםof the person 2 Sam. 24, 21 from

whom; mp a buyer Prov. 20, 14, opposite 137 Is. 24,2. — 2. to possess, to

rule over, by appropriation, by bringing
forth; hence applied to God, Possessor
34, 14; Deur. 4, 24; Targ. nop and of heaven and earth Gun. 14, 19, of man
WIR:
Deur. 32, 6, of mon Prov. 8, 22
(Vulg.),
of nin22 as the seat of the
FINIP (constr. NI, with suff. "תש

plur. "תואנמ fem. falling into a passion, feelings and propensities of men Ps.
parallel y> Jos 5, 2; anger Prov. 6, 139, 13; mp the master, of a house
34, explained by המח also coupled Lev. 25, 30, ‘of a flock Zecu. 11,5, parall.
with Gan Ez. 16, 38; " Zucn. 8, 2; pas- 28 Is. 1,3. Deriv. mpn, mann 2 and
sion, passionate excitement Prov. 14,30, 3, IDR» and the proper "names ra, הנק
;
opposite אפ  מ3); violent affection Sona 2 and 3,

mp
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up

if. “ap (fut. T12p2) to bebought JER. from India and was used not only for
incense but medicinally (Diose. 1, 17;
32, 15 43,
Hif. ( הקנהwith suff. Want) to buy, Plinius H. N. 18), 2); Aram. PR (def.
as 709 nop, i. e. bond-men for field- SD), Ko (def. L422), Ar. 85, ‘Greck
labour Zucu. 13, 5; conseq. = הנק in 207, navy, xevve the same.
Kal, like mm37 (Gun. 24, 48) = : Fg
mp 1. (from mn II. place of reeds).
(24, 27). Map Ez. 8, 3 see the noun N. 2 "of a brook on the confines of
aired
Ephraim and Manasseh Josx. 16,8; now
 הנקIII. (not used) intr. to overtop, Wady Kénah. — 2. (possession, “fon
mp IL) n. p. of a city in Asher Jose.
to mount up, to rise up, to be set up
straight or stiff, to be grown,
of a
,10008 lance, Arab. Se » whence 5
a mountain-peak, so too is (Kamus 1
;)1973 cognate with "w+, and ident. in

19,"28; also m2}. — 3. (possessor, from

map I. 0 only in the proper name mase.
apn. — 4. only plur. nizp, same as
mp ‘shaft, arm, of the sacred candelabra,

Ex. 25, 36; 37, 22.
its organie root with rr) (which see);
NDP (from the Pihel of 2p) adj. m.
Arab. and Aram. the same. Derivat.
mR, הנק and the proper name הנק 1

mp

 וmp, with suf. man, pl.

same 88 אפקהwith a substantive meaning Joss. 24,19; Nag. 1, 2.

DR, “constr. Py from הנק I) mase.

( תונקor nizp) same as nap, see N27.

prop. -what stands up straight; hence

( זקnot used) tr. same as( נק ac-

lia measuring-stick, a rod, a reed used

4

to
for measuring (177, denne) Ez. 40; 7; ‘| cording to some); Arab. yard,
fally 97 הנק 40,3 5. Six ells hunt, with the meaning of na ut we
(mins) and a non give a full measur- may also compare the Arab.: = to ining-reed Cpt (ללמ 41, 8; like the Greek cline, to bend, Hebrew max; conseg. it
nehopos (comp. Raven. 11, 1( 8 measure would be cogn. in sense with עָלָצ so that
of 62], ells.
Also the Ar. as is the noun derived from it, "WR, may
a reed and the name of a measure of mean prop. a bend, turn, side, declivity,
length. — 2. a stalk, 0.0000, xaldum flank; which suits the name of a place,
Gun. 41,5 22. — 3. the stiff, straight like 92%, 54x. Derivative
arm-bone, the upper bone of the arm Jos
np (see vp) 1. ₪ p. of a son of
31, 22; the reed or hollow shaft of a
eändelabrum, whether a leading or se-

DON Gen. 36, 11, i. e. of anEdomite

condary shaft Ex. 25, 31; 37, 17; the tribe and a locality of the same name
beam of a balance Is. 46, 6. — 4. a 36, 15, 42. In the latter respect the
(Robinson, Palest. III, 860),
staff of reed, for support (ray tha) Ez. fort 8
29, 6; henes a broken reed Care 7) is north-east of Petra, has been compared.
a es of the oppressed 2 Kınas 18,
21; Is. 36,6. — 5. a reed or cane grow-

Among the Canaanite tribes to be sub-

dued by the Hebrews, between "כ"ק and
ing in הצב Jos 40, 21, coupled with iat, the "2p are enumerated, who
 סוףIs. 19, 6 and Na} 35,7; ap mn are obviously ident. with Tap. — 2. n. 2
beast of te reeds Ps. "68, 31 =i
74,
7 of an ancestor (not father) of Caleb, who
14, i. e. the crocodile, an image of the bears the surname "73777 on that account
rulers of Egypt. — 6. Metaphor. sweet Nom. 32,12; Josn. 14, 6 14. Probably.

cane Is. 43, 24; Ez. 27, 19; Sone or the Yan had penetrated into Caleb's
Sox. 4, 14 (with an assonance to the tribe. Phe younger brother of Othniel
verb map); fully Da mn Ex. 30, 23 or is called a son of 127 0088. 15, 17;
sin הנק JER. 6, 20. It is the 8
Jupeus 1, 18; 3,9 11. A descendant
0
the Greeks, which came of Caleb’s also pore the name 137 1 Cari

קנזי

קסם
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4, 15. — Hence both applications are
closely connected.
“TIP see Tan.

catch, to seize, to lay hold of, cognate in
‚sense with דצ L., 7233 Arab. )
אבגל the

‚same, en

 קנ1 Sam. 01,72 see קִיני m

יה

8 66ם

The fun-

‘damental signification appears to be to

IP (constr. OR, with suff. WIR, bind, to fetter, to seize upon, as in שרי IT.
קנרכר,from Map IL) m. acquisition, pur- (to mW); metaphor. to compel, to force,
comp. ppt I. Hence the organic root
y2n may be connected with that in
DIS. Derivative

chase Lev. 23, 11; Prov. 4, 7; hence
possession, substance Gen. 36, 6; Ps.105,
21; domestics, slaves, flocks, the riches

of ‘antiquity , coupled with map Gen.

v2 (only constr. pl. 237) m. a noose,

34, 23; Ez, 38, 12 13; property or goods
Ps. 104, 24, not a creature (LXX),
which even the Aram,‘WAR does not mean;
Ar. ys

for catching; fig. perversion, contortion,

of words (775); hence Jos 18, 2 how
long will ye (Job and his party). make
a perversion of words (> for the genitive),

and “Ja the same.

i. e, speak. perversely?

Dir (not used) intr. same as נצ

The ancients

(Targ., Saad., Ibn Chiquitilla) refer ER

ann to be hard, firm, strong, of 0

to "2p, and translate limit, end (see16, 3);

hail; Aram. pop the same, whence םנוק but ‘he antithesis “take heed, and after= Oxy (firm substance); comp. סנּוצ a wards we will speak”, and the strangerock.

ness of the plur. give the preference to

Pih. 037 (not used) to be very hard, -our explanation.

‘to be dried up.

Derivative

( תֶנקfrom i137 IL; possession) n. p.
of a city in Manasseh in the Hauran
Nun. 32, 42; 1088. 2, 23; in Josephus

Yinap (from on a Pihel-form of

ER, with the termination i"; constr.

‚state before Makkeph jan) masc..the

(Jewish wars 1,19,2) Kavade, in
i Steph.

hard, dried bark of the cinnamon tree,

Byz. and Ptol.או 
(np), on coins
mentioned with map, a, BED, TR, Koved (Eckhel, D.N. 3, 357). It is re-
Sms Prov. 7, 17; ל or Sot. 4, 14; cognised again in the present Kunawät
sometimes with pia Ex. 30, 23, to dis- (Burckhard’s Travels in Syria p. 83).
tinguish the genuine, sweet-smelling ‚Comp. the Phenician bxpip, Kavdydy,

cinnamon from the pevdoxwapapor, Su- n. p. of a Numidian town, from DN MIP.

"Aoxıvauouor; in Aram. the simple form
NOP (not used) trans. to receive, to
ap the same. The Phenicians in הthis production and other keep, of hollowed vessels; ident. in its
spices, as an article of commerce; and organic root הס with that in שְק-ה
from them the word came as xwvdpoo- D2 (to dip, D3), n>; the Aram. "yop

pov (old German cynnamet, whence the 3 NDOP, igs (pitcher) arose perhaps,
. German Zimmt) to the Greeks; Maltese
like "the Ethiop. kasüt (water-cruet)
‘Kainamanis.
from the derivative nop.

ieR-(not used) tr. same as 4323 2. to |

prepare,

to create,

to set up, to jit 7

gether, e.g. a nest, a habitation; Ar. +

‚Better perhaps equivalent to 723 (722)
‘to fence in, to enclose (whence the Pheonic. ךנא tent, house), which is wi in
Arabic. Derivat. ₪ the denomin. Pih,
m and Puh. נק
ign
(not used) trans. same as 13
to
r]r
er

QO? (part. DOP, םסלק, inf. constr.
קָלֶם,before Makkeph -nop; imp. Diop,
fem. DR or "non; fut. BERN) tr. prop.
to eut, to ‘divide; denk with Bra, DD»,
a4.

O73, DIP (to DSP); as the Arab. ps

(to divide, to cut in pieces, then to
cast lots, to determine, to divine) still
shews. Hence metaphor. 1. to decide, by
utterance (at a tribunal), to express firmly

קסם

קפא
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(see nop Prov.16,10), comp. "13, Ton;

NP (from mop, after the form n24,

to diving by arrows, Ez. 21, 26 Ti] in nd2 ee 57, ab) f. @ cup, a vessel,
order to divine,i.e. to shake arrows like a dish; hence רפסה ’p, prop. a scribe's
lots, and to decide accordingly 21, 27. vessel, i. e. an hire: Ez. 9, 2 3 11.
— 2. generally, to prophesy, with the The Aram, NbOP may have sprung from
accusat. 115 Hz. 13,9; 22,28, xyw 21,

nop by changing n into , as in Has
28, or with *“pw arn Zuon. 10,2; "absol. a how:
to practise divination (epoken of false

prophets and necromancers) Daur. 18,

m>yp (fortress, citadel,

or an en-

10; to practise enchantment 18,14; Josz. closed ed n. p. of a city in Judah,
13,‚22 (on the other hand Na} is usually in the plain, in the western part of the
applied to true prophets Mic. 3, 7; 1Sam. tribe, near the Philistine border Joss.
6, 2); to practise idolatry 2K nas 17,17. 15,44; 1Sam. 23,1; 1Cur. 4,19. After
the exile its inhabitants helped to reDeriv. DOR, BORN.
The ordnen] signification of the build the walls of Jerusalem Nen. 3,
stem is clear from the Talmudic םסיק 17 18.
chip, festuca, NDR what is split of;
byp (not
and the transition is as in gan, Wa; Yon, Arab.

the Syr. לכ is used for idolatrous sooth- fast, to
-saying.
fortress.
DOP (pl. pop) m. 1. decision, irreYYP
versible sentence, of a king Prov.16,10;
oracle, of a heathen deity; hence = ןיזח adopted
“pw, Dk, a2 nom Jer. 14, 14, con- Im.
seq. a lying revelation, jugglery, fully
31> pn, Ez. 13,6; as "72 against God
18a 15,23. — 2. divination, a soothsaying oracle, omen, same 8 um Nom.

.23, 23; Deur.18, 10; 2 Kınas 17, 17;
-lot Ez.21,27; Ar.
3 opinion, counsel,
prop. dsternimarion, Plur. oop Nom.
-22,7 reward of divination (Sam. Nagid,
David Kimchi), or divining vessels, di-

vining instruments, or omens (Talm.).
DER (not used) tr. same as PEP to
cut off, to lop off, fruits (Rashi, Kimcht).
Pih. 00 %p (fut. 'p>) the same Ez. 17,9.
AQP (not used) tr. same as bien to
divide, to cleave; metaphor. 1. to divide,

AIR

0) tr. transposed from
‚ to strengthen, to make

enclose, m

(not used) trans. same as PP,
for the noun »pyp; but see
see YAP.

( עקעקfromלק 
cision,

kes a citadel,

Deriv. "797.

in the skin,

to Vp) m. an in-
a stigma,

mark;

spoken of signs of sorrow, which con-
sisted of certain symbolical characters
(mand), סע memorial sentences Lev.
91, 82.
We (not used) tr. to deepen, to hollow, vessels, dishes; Ar. “35 intr. to be

deep. The organic root is also in "p72,
“p77, 92 L, 7-92, "8; comp. רע (to

79%), Arab. ₪5 to be deep, רח &e.;
mod. Hebrew “yp to make deep; ap
the same, whence rn

hollowed out;

see np. Deriv. הר
to measure off, to weighs Arab. Laws,
Schifl [i. e. Hifil]'“ype (doubling
Aram. nop the same, connected with
the
last letter; not used) to make deep.
"Dun also.— 2. to hollow or deepen, as

in רע (to may), TP (to Nd, 445). But
as this fundamental signification does

' Deriv. 7

ש

sAR קו  תרעק, pl. AYP, constr.

not suit the noun nop well, and the קערת,with suff. (ויִתְלְעק fia dish, bowl
nouns Mop, Mvp are obviously related Now. 7,13 84 85; Ex. 25, 29; Ar. a
both in etymology and meaning, it seems scutella, ‚ ילטa deep dish.
more appropriate to assume "OP (which
NAR (part. m. pl. DNR; fut. KERN)
see) for the stem. See nop.

קפאון
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קפו

intr. to be contracted, thickened, spoken
of wine left on its ieee which thickens
into a syrup; fig. to be obdurate Zuru.
1,12, along with ups; to be congealed,
united, of niinn ee 15, 8; to be con-

Aram. pn, ‚as, Arab. 0025 the same;
to shrink up, of the skin, to fall away 3
fig. to be powerless, contracted, in hands
and feet. In this sense 15p is ‘connected
with 722; see also TER, PDR. The mod.
tracted, drawn in, of nie? (bright stars) Hebrew sense to be "short-tempered, imZECH. 14, 6 K’tib, comp. “AN. ‚ But if patient, like "Xp, also belongs here,
ninp? be taken in the meaning of mp whence 127 the passionate. Deriv. 27
(Nau. 3,17), 18972, if such be the read- (according to some).
Pih. “pp (mot used) an intensive of
ing, must be translated, they congeal to ice.
Nif. Bp? (only 3 fut. pl. NDP, if Kal. 3-ה TER.
such be the reading) to be drawn in,
IEP (with suf. 71797, ה being withwithdrawn, of bright stars (Miqp2), or out Mappik, because the accent is drawn
to be congealed Zecu. 14,6, just as the back, comp. 173% Am. 1,11 instead

passage is taken.
of mad; from "ER I.) m. destruction,
Pih. ( קפאnot used) an intensive of same as nbs Ez. 7,25 (Kimchi), Targ.
Kal: to ה of ice. 12011786. .אפק
NIDPNN. ‘According to others from
Hif. SDR (fut. NDP?) to make to coagulate, the semen into an embryo mass

SER IL; hence shrinking, terror, horror,

(ob5 Ps. 139, 16) Jo 10, 10; an image fear (comp, Ar. .pr> to shrink and be
taken from the curdling of milk into afraid); or after the Syr. „ao to stand

up, to be erect, of hair, bristles; as a
cheese. The stat RDP is iene with naa IL, noun, horror.
"BR and דופק m. an animal that
mas, Targ. Nai, ir
23 (to 923), Ray IL,
Van in fundamental signification. An inhabits marshes, mentioned with others
that lodge in swamps and ruins, as MNP,
was, Aram. = the same.
1122, 299 (see any 9. = 29h Zero. 2,14)
 ןואָפקm. congelation, thickening, into
and sn Is. 14, 23; 34,11; Zurn. 2,14.
ice Zecu. 14, 6; taken and translated as
TheLXX andVulg. ‘understand the hedgea noun by some interpreters only.
hog, ericius, porcupine, so called perhaps
PP I. (Kal not used) tr. to make from being :shrunk “pn,like the Aram. דפוק,
ready, complete, to conclude, cognate in Syr. כ Ar. ג and Re Rashi

sense with םיִלשֶהְנ then like p> to also renders it ןוצירה (i.e. the French)
extirpate, to destroy (Kimchi). Ar. as herisson (ericius), the Arüch explains it
127 i.e. (Italian) riecio. Jos. Kimchi alone
the same; comp. a5 » y's to die. The
organic root 12"p may have the same

fundamental signification as that in 7
(to cut off), Arab. 6G,

die), 7-79 &c.

3

=שש (to

Deriv. TER.

Pih. "( קפonly "MER Is. 38, 12, for

translates it incorrectly, 837050 i.e. tortogus, Prov.tortoga, French tortue, tortoise.
 הָדָפְקsee DP.

 דופקsee TER.
Hop (from Pih. of Top) m. arrow-

0 anguis jaculus, a native of Africa
plete, ann, i. e. to put an end to, Is. and Arabia Is. 34,15. We should not
read Tipp (with the LXX, Targ., Vulg.).

which TEP may be mendei) to com-

38, 12 thou (God) hast completed my

life as a weaver does (his web); he has
separated me from the thrum; parallel

Arab. 8Ser arrow-snake.

or rolled together, to be folded together;

its fundamental signification and form

( פקnot used) intr. to jump or spring
pip wry, as YD? (to break off)is parallel
forward, to dart forward, of the arrow
to Ea (to separate).
or rattle-snake; prop. to move on, to roll
“EP II. (not used) intr. to be drawn forwards, in order to spring; ident. in

rep

קצה
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with YER var, ץמק Ar.ze5(to spring, limit; ya» דלה 12,13 to go to the end,
i. e. to close; PRE rıpı Han. 2,3 press-

to leap, to shoot forward), VAR, | 55
eri
we
=
 וva, Yass the same in very

varied applications. Comp. algo Aram.
 מצבgrasshopper. Deriv.קפלד 

( ץפקfut. YER?) tr. prop. to draw to-

ing toward the end, ‘i. e. to fulfilment.
Next, destruction, death Gun. 6,13; Ps.
39, 5; 77.119, Ez. 21, 30 iniquity bringing
destruction; 35, 5 a fearful catastrophe
7,26.
Here ‘belong the phrases: TR

gether (comp. VaR, YAR, DP and apIL.); 2 Vp there is no end to, i. e. it remains
hence

to shut, i. 6. lat,

=, ‘from

covetousness Deut, 15, 7. (irk, Fetal
m», i.e. to be dumb Ps. 107, 42, Jos

5,16 = הפ

 דיpry 21,5; to be as-

0 otni ecnelis .sI 25,51; ק' החמים
Ps. 01,77 to shut up compassion, Le. to
withhold it. — The fundamental signi-
fication is clear from the Arab. yass
=  אפקN34 to contract, to be drawn to-
gether, from cold; and 2 the Syr.

“mas,
Nif. YEP? (3 fut. pl. VPP?) to draw
oneself together, to collect oneself; hence

perpetual Is. 9, 6, is limitless, numberlegs

1000188. 4, 16, also without ל

12;

YR at the end of, i. e. after the lapse

of (see 3) Gen. 8, 6; 16, 3, for which
later writings have ype 2 Car. 18, 2;
Neu. 13, 6. — 2. a point, a hill, a top
2 Kines 19,23; 18.37, 24; distance, van
from the far distance, i. e. from the extreme point Jur. 50, 26 = השק  גthe

limit Jos 28, 3. On "gan see ar.
( אצקnot used) dam, tr, same as
Hebr. Hep. “Deriv.

קצת

( בצקfut. RN, ap. Sn) tr. 1. same

like ףסאנ 3 (Num. 20, 26) or 17232 HON

as 229 to cut, éo‘divide, Vz 2 Kwas 6,6,
(Gan. 49, 33), Ar. ye and nr. to be Arab. wat (to cut in pieces, to cut
drawn up, to die Jos 24, 24; Syr. wade off, a vine), conseq. ident. with azn 2

the same. It is possible that eiis=Yap3

sum, 207. Deriv. ayp 1. -- 2. Meta-

Ez. 29, 5 meaning to be interred.

phor. to cut, shape, form, especially to
epahs ;yllufituaeb ecneh  הקצוּבות%7
gnoS  עסSou. ,4 2 a dreh fo yllufituaeb

Pth. YER (part. YER) prop. to leap
forward; hence to spring, to dart, with

formed, evenly grown( םיִלָחְר Gr. Ven.,

 עלof place, Sone or So. 2, 8; see TDR.
VR. (with suf. “xp, isp, min; pur.
constr. "3p 0
to some; from
YR) m. prop. place or time at which
a thing is cut off, brought to a limit or
end; hence 1. end, close, of the year
2 Cm. 21,19, of words Jos 16, 3, of

a ekil rohpatem ni(  עצב עצב1922,1);
comp. N12, רצי ,nu."According to the
Vulg: and Pesh. to shear, which the Ar.
was also means; it would then refer

(still remaining) days of life12,18; Nex.

end; hence of mountains, the roots (Targ.)
or the innermost part (Pesh.) Jon. 2, 7;

war Dan. 9, 26, of ninpe i.e. “ofjudicial punialenents, of astonishing events
Dan. 12, 6; the end of days, i.e. the last

13,6. In apocalyptic discourse: the last
historical development, the close, as ny

Ibn Ezra, Kimchi); בצע being used with

to the whiteness of the teeth,

Deriv.

EP. 2.

( בצקpl. e. "A%p) m. 1. the extreme

ident. with 17 (which some mss. have),
though this may also mean the highest
VR. Dan. 8,17, yp דעימ 8,19, by which
the seer understands his own time as top; the Ar. \ abs the pole, is from a
cognate stem. — 2. cut, shape, = mm
that of the fulfilment of the ancient
oracles, as the true םיִמָּיַה mony, in

1 Kings 6, 25; 7, 37.

the beginning of the 00002806 car ovor-

YER, DEP to cut of, to divide;

which the close of the old times and

NER (inf. 6. DIR) tr. same as mem,

vov seemed to present itself, conseq. the 1. (not 0
last epoch 11, 40; 12,4; the (appointed) to reach the

hanes

to cease, to close, to ends
limit or end; to be full, en-

קצה
tire, of numbers.
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Deriv. MEP (pl.misp);

קצין

MER, En, mixp, nen, "BR, תַצְקִמ

i. 6. wholly, altogether, Jur. 51, 81 from
all sides; the extent, the whole Is.56, 11,

see), and to supply > from 739. —

extremity, of YIN Ex. 16, 35, רה Jose.

 קצוה תותeht reporp eman RET .2 belonging to DPD; the whole number, pi.
268, (not nad) to divide, hence to share, Denn from all their number Ez. 33, 2,
like nn. Deriv. n2pn2.— 3. to destroy, sing. Gun. 47,2 (in both cases the vowelto annihilate Has. 2, 10, if it be not bet- less p stands ‘without Dagesh, and הצקמ
ter to take nix? there as a noun (which is not to be taken for a noun); the jordin
18,16, the edge, shore, of p Joss. 13,
27, elkoirhere of nıyun 1 UDGES 6, 21,
Pih. 727 (part. Ep, inf. c. nixp) mama 2 Kınas 7, 5, myn Is. 7, 3, 779
1. to cut, to cut of; by Prov. 26, 6 Gen. 23,9, my Ex. 36, 12, “21m
whoever cuts off his feet (and so deprives Nun. 33, 6; "of time, the lapse Gan. 8,3;
himself of attaining his end) &c., who- Ez. 3, 16.
ER (after the form “pb, as "OD is
ever sends things by the hand of a fool,
i. 6. both are equally foolish acts. To found after the form or) pe end Is. 2,
adopt a meaning to be abridged, to be 7; Naw. 2,10; 3,3 9.
mutilated, and read accordingly E77
127 (after the form ונח Ind, 172 and
or also MER, is inadmissible. — 2. to

4. as in "35, DT to decide, to judge, metaphor. to rule. Deriv. pep i.

conseq. from TER; pl. "constr. (ינצק m.
end Is. 26, 15; "Ps. 48, 11; 65, %
MAP (fem. of 1p; only pl. with suff.
quests 2 Kines 10, 32, where the Targ:
 (קצותיוf. same as NER the extreme end
and Ar. read -ףוצקל

cut into, to make incisions, fig. to injlict
wounds, with 2 in, hanes to make con-

11]. הצקה (inf. 6. תּצְקַה for ,תוצקה

.

Ex. 37,8 and 39,4 ד for which the

like yon "for yen, ריִנְסַה Lev. 14, 46 K'tib has TER.
( תוצקafter the form ning, MIET,
for 47397) to scrape of, the clay from
a wall Lev. 14,.41 43; comp. IX.

from הצל only 6. mip) f. edge, ex-

( הצקpl. niep, 6 MRP, with suff. treme line Tor 26, 14.
vn) f. (in the pl. constr. commonly

mixp (with suf. ריתרצק K’tib, K’ri

masc., and only exceptionally fem.) the vnizp) see MEP.
end, the extreme point, the border (of a
( חַצֶקnot used) tr. to cut, to pierces
thing) Bx. ,25,19  הצבat the extremity,

at the edge 26,4; pl. constr. ends, with the fig. to press into, to pierce into; hence
,18 yon 28, 24, with to be bitter, sharp, harsh, of cumin, comp.
genitiveתֶרָפפ 
28, 25 and 2258 yD 1. to 722 (which see), DM to pierce
m
or
23

mu 28,

,27 A; the whole, i. e. the whole compass,
 ץֶרָאָהnixp Is. 40, 28 the compass of the
,htrae eht elohw htrae 801 82, 42; 'ק
 הַשָמִיִםJer. ,94 63 eht sdne eau
of the heavens;

collect. end,

and to be harsh to the Phenic. San
(Diose.), =
a sort of bitter herb,
3319 (vulgar) = Dam to pierce, whence.

an mustard, "19 to be stinging, biting,
ona.
Accordingly it is connected withְּסַח 

Ps. 19, 7 of taste, whence Ham,הררמ 

and its circuit (stretches) even to (en =
Wy) the end of heaven; תצא from the( which see); the Ar. cr is a denomi-
ends Is. 41, 9; also the point, of ana native. Deriv.
1 Kinas 6, 24. See nixp and nizpn
 הצקm. black cumin, nigella, pedav-
(formed like nz).
Sov I, 28, 25 27, Vulg. gith, i. e. 235
( הצקe. m¥R, with suf. "MER, pl. Targ. קְצְחָא,Arab. c ל

with ‘suff. Een) m. an end, of place
TOR aa from one end to the other

PSP (from mer with the termination
ple
Ex. 26, 28; “p12 from the extreme point, p>, asin poy, PB, PEA; 6. TER,
79

+
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e. en, with suff. 7227) m. 1. prop.
a decider,

determiner;

BP
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hence

a judge,

213, PER, I-13, צק-ה ,ATI. to hew,
to cut of, of corners, angles, edges,

Kadhi (SU); set over DY, a head of‘ which cut off a thing; to carve round

about, i.e. to form by cutting; to strip off,
the people, a ruler Is.1,10; 3, 6; overled and 5
seer, superintendant 22, 3; Prov. 6, 7 the rind; Aram. sun, Ar.
(comp. 73% 30, 27); a prince 25, 15, the same. Deriv. ny-ep, PIE.
along with שאר Junszs 11, 11; general,
Hif. ( הקציעfut. sp) to scrape of,
consul Dan. 11, 18 (of the consul Lu- a wall Lev. 14,41, = epi in the same
cius Scipio). — 2. (border-territory) only place; in the deriv, also to carve, to cut,

in the proper name j"y7 ny (which see), of a plane or cooper’s knife. Derivat.
a city in Zebulon 108.
13.
MIERn.
( העיצקpl. תְעיצְס( f. cassia, Ps.
"Bun. EP (part. yep) to be angled
,45 9 (EX, Vulg.; Arab. אבל the or cornered, i. e. to form or have angles
same), so called from being stript off; or corners Ex. 26, 23; 36, 28. But

Ar. su

cassia, from 6 to strip niyepa may be also a noun.

off. See mp.
( ץיצקBorder, comp. yp) only in
the proper name Y°SR Pax, which see.
ER

See

מִקָצְעָה

"Hof. (הקצעonly part. vepiva, pl. f.

nipsepra) same as Puh. to have angles

or corners Ez. 46, 22; but it is better to
)> xP, with suff. “RP, pl. take it as a noun= meeps or to read

with suf. 27) m. prop. cutting, mowing, reaping; hence 1. harvest, of grain
Gan. 45, 6, coupled with oon plough-

myinn.

ing; Is. 17,11; 18,5; different from YR

snufflie, storm; hence fig. to be angry or

alone Ex. 34, "21; Prov. 6, 8; as a section of time in "the revolution of the
year along with ערז Gun. 8, 22. Harvest-time began with םיִרְָט TER 284%

from the same verb (Zeca. 8, 2; Jon. 1,
10 ;16 ,4 )6 .290% ,1 ,15 for which
oN and man stand in Dzvr. 9,19; often
absol. Is. "BT, 17; 64, 4; Deur. 0 34.
Derivat. ףצק ,1 ( " הָפְצָקaccording to
some).

+( ףצקfut. HER?) intr. prop. to snort,

16, 9 and no Ex. 23, 16; especially wroth, with לע of the person Gen. 41,
harvest-time , fully 'קה ny Jun. 50, 16; ,10 Nom. 16, 22, once bx Josu. 22, 18;
51, 33; and so ’p wa" Gen. 30,14, 'ִק bin and, as takes place in later writings,
Prov. 25, 13, But for the most part . strengthened by the accus. of a noun

21,9, and ended with Deh SER Gen.

30,14, which was followed by the feast
of pentecost as ריִצקַה 45. Sometimes it
also stands for 23 harvest of grapes
Jer. 18,5; 16,9; Jo. 4,13. — 2. grain,
crop Ley. "19, 9; Jos 5, 5; HR) TER
harvest of the Nile-valley 1 8 6

Hif. ( הקציףinf. c. DIRT, fut. HP?)
to provoke to anger, to irritate, God, in
the accus. Deut. 9, 7 8 22, Zeca. 8, 14,

i, e. to cause him to turn away; abs.
Ps. 106, 32, as 106, 7 29.
Hithp. תיף
קצ
 הot llaf otni a ,egar ot

the produce of the overflow of the ‘Nile.
— 3. concrete a harvest-man Is. 17, 5, fret oneself, with DPR to curse furiously
as in MR, 797, הכילה the concrete Is. 8, 21.
With zp is to be compared in the
arises out of the

abstract. — 4. Figur.
mowing, destruction Jur. 51, 33; Hos.
6, 11. — 5. a cutting, broken offbranches

Is. 27,11; also generally branch, bough

JoB14,9; 29, 19; vine-branch Ps. 80,12;
fig. for posterity Jor 18, 16.

DED (Kal not used) tr. same as 3,

first instance the Aram. ףצח (which see),
whose fundamental signification is to

rage, to be angry, as also the Arab.

> ( בto rush along furiously, of a
home), Las (to go along furiously),
Ws (to be enraged); but the organic
root is ףצהק ,ident. with that in ףּוס 1.

AEP
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(to mono), yy 1. (Targ. net for “Wd),

nu, 207, "אש Similar.is nyt.

Pih. YER and ץצק (fut. YErY) to cut
up, into phone Ex. 39, 3; to cut of, mus,

 ףצקII. (not used) tr. to break off, Ps. 129, 4 the +

Jupgzs 1, 6,
the hands 2 Sam. 4, 12; to cut loose
to Al in pieces, to crack off, a dry 2 Kınas 16, 17; 18, 16; to break in
branch; prop. onlya collateral form of pieces, na Ps. 46, 10.
2p, 20% (which see). Arab. Kaas to
Puh. y=? to be cut off 100088 1, 7.
reduce to ruins, to break out or off.

( ץצקPe. unused) Aram. tr. same as

.vireD ,nyn 2, צְפָה

Xp, (with suf. "exp, ABER, הפצה

Hebr. Y&R; in the Targ. for the Hebr.
nie; ER, a7, Im.

 (קצפףm. 1. (from yep I.) anger, wrath,
Pa. קצץ8 pl.(וצצק to cut off, branches
fury, especially of God Num. 1, 53; Dan. 4, 11; in the Targ. it also occurs
18,5, coupled with 4x, man Devt. 29, in other conjugations.
27, 09 Ps. 102,11; pn, new effusion of

wrath Is. 54, 8 ng
=
now Prov. 27, 4;
veration, soreness Eccuns. 5, 16; sin

altercation Esta. 1, 18. — 2. (from
nxp IL) a piece of wood, splinter, chip,
Firm along on water Hos.10,7, comp.
"23 Is. 14,19 (Ldn Esra); LXX Yoryavor. According to the Targ., Rashi,
Kimchi, foam, spuma, from ypIL,which
is less suitable.
 םףצקAram. intr. to be angry, wroth
Dan. 2,12. Deriv.
ASP Aram. m. anger Ezr. 7, 23.

( רצקin pause “Zp, part. קצר inf.

constr. “ER, with suff. TIER, OPN;

fut. nip?) ir. 1. same as we) (which 'see)
to cut of, to reap, grain “Luv. 19, 9;

,25,5  םיִלְּבַש,18.17,5 op Jur. 12,‚13,
especially with the object ven 1 Sam.
,8,12 also absol. Mic. 6, 15; to harvest,
contrasted with עַרָז 2 Kınas 19, 29,
naw .mA ,9 ;31.gif " עולה8011. 01, 31,

IR "Prov. 22, 8, Mod Hos. 8, 7, bay
Jos 4,8
ה

—

2. to"lessen, to crop, to

MER shortened, lessened, of cells

Ez, 42, 5. ‘Deriv. DER.
MPEP (from ףצק
I.)f. same as 927,2,
Hif. ( הקצירfut. ER) to reap Jos
prop. a thing broken off, cracked off; 24, 6 K'tib, where the K’ri and best
hence a bough broken off J0.1,7 (LXX mss. have Kal. Ps. 89, 46 belongs to “xp.
ovyxAcouös); but many interpreters comWe I. (fut. "pt; once הנרצקה
pare it with n¥p 1. since the parallel is
Prov. 10,97 for spn) intrans. to be
maw.
short, of a covering Is. 28, 20; hence
 ץצק2( pers. nn; part. pass. (קצוץ' the figurative expressions ‘p די TIER,
tr. to cut off, to jew of, 42 Dur. 25, the hand of a person is short, i. "e. he is
;12 to clip or shave 0], TIN, + e. the powerless Num. 11, 23, Is. 50, 2, follow-

beard at the ears and temples.

As the ed by ja and the ‘infin, 59,1, a figure

latter was an Arabian custom (Herod.
,3 ;8 Niebuhr, Deser. de l’Ar. p. 59), the
Arabs were termed MRD "EIER (cropped
at the corners) Jur. 9, 25; 25, 23; 49,
.32 The Israelites were forbidden to do
this (Lev. 19, 27). Also in derivatives
to separate, tofie the limits of (see YR»

used among the Arabs, ו
and
others, as vice versa long hand denotes
strength; 'ִפ op) ep Num. 21, 4 or
' חצרה רוח פsoJ‘ 3 4 eh si -trohs
spirited, impatient, 7 ‘a on account of
a thing Jupezs 10,16, 208. 11, 8, opposite DIEN JIN; also to be short, of the
YER), to make an end of, to arrive at days of life Prov. 10,27. Deriv. “ER,

the 0 e
Arab. yas
Deriv. pp,
the proper

point. Syr. = to shear off; צר
Pih.  צרto shorten Ps. 102, 24.
to cut (the nails or locks).
if.  הַתְצִירto shorten, as in Pih. Ps.
ig (according to some),
89, 46.
names ץקמ ,PER:
79*
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The two stems רצק and רצק I. belong
together, and the different vocalisation

was caused merely by the separation
between the transitive and intransitive
nn
Fae
meaning; Arab. re and re

קרא

constr. Np, once Nixsp JUDGES 8, 1,
as if from ribs fut. RIP", with suf.
 יִתְרְאלfor RR! JER. 23, 6) intr. 1. to
ery, to raise ‘the voice loud, of animals

(see Ip). or men, like py, Gun. 39,

and I cried with a loud voice; 39,15;
 רצקII. (not used) intr, same as חצר to14 call
45,1; to ery out 41, 43; to raise

(which see) to sprout, to grow,
for 727 5, but not necessary.

ה

the voice, introductory to Star Ex. 9, lor
9812 Sam. 18,28 or Sam 2 Kınas 18,
( רצקconstr. TER, plur. constr. (קצרי 28; to call to, withoN of a pers. Is. 6, 3,
adj. m. short, only in the combinations followed by ian 1 Sam. 26, 14, or gtk")
:6 “xp Is. 37, 27 short in the hands, 18,8 (the construction with > of a pers.
i. e. confined in power, powerless, im- Is. 34, 14 belongs to NIP Ib); ירחא 'ָק
potent (comp. Num. 11, 23); mA “Pp to cry after one 1 Sam. % 37; to roar,
Prov.14,29 or Diesרצק 
7 pee
tempered, impatient,‘passionate םיִמָי 4p
Jos 14,1 short-lived.
“Sp m. shortness, mm m Ex. 6, 9
impatience.
( תצקfrom ep, after the form n3>,
ran;
MER after the form nha,

,722 so that in the pl. before the termina-
tion Oth the third radical appears again
as a semivowel and the 4 is established
before it; for the plur. with a suff. the
K’tib has ויתוצק , which perhaps may
be referred to a feminine form MER,
masc. 7X), fem. end, of time; before
nouns a part of, some, Meanings for

to rage Ps. 42, 8, like the Aram, RoR,
lo of the sounding of a horn, of the
crowing of a cock.— 2. Meanings where,

though an object-accus. seems necessary it is usually wanting, according
to the nature of ’n, are a) to call upon,
to implore, God, kon an accus. Ps,
4, 2; 22,3; 34, 7; 69, 4; followed by

 אל4, 4 or BEN

57, 3; with לע

of the person on ‘account of whom one

calls Deur.15,9. The accus. of the ob-

ject is put but seldom Ps. 14, 4; 17,6;
b) to proclaim, announce, preach, like
xnoVoosı Prov. 1, 21; 8, 1; but more

commonly in this case with the objectaccus., as "or 20, 6, “it Jur. 34, 8,

which np (which see) is used. Only Dix 36, 9, or the accusat. follows in a
in the plur. with the sense of, remotest mole clause Is. 40, 6; 44, 7; Zeca. 1,

ends, extremities, is this word employed | 1
6( to praise, to deliberate. aloud, to
Ex. 38, 5; Ps. 65, 9; then with a suff. ene with 2 of the obj., and not with
 קצלתיו, rof hcihw eht ir’K sah ;ציתיד
 קan accusat., as '» Dw. pn to celebrate
but this is better placed under hyp the name of one (oy expresses proper

(which see).
DEP (constr. np, from NER) Aram.

fem. 0 אימי  תצקלDan. 4, 31 at the
end of days; the sum, R m 2,42 of the
whole, i. e. a part, parallel man.

“Pp (from “ap; plur. np) adj. m.

personality) Is. 44,5; Ps. 49, 12; to call
upon, for help 1 Kınas 18, 24; to entreat,
to pray to, 'ִּפ Dw 'ִק Gen. 4, 26; 12,8;
2 Kmas5, 11; Is. 64, 6, like bya mar

4; seldom without 3 Devt. 49, 8. —
3. Transitive meanings:

a) to call to,

‘cold, of bya Jun. 18, 14; Prov. 25, 25; oy Rua 4, 11 i. e. to acquire; to call
figurat. cool, quiet, of חור 17,27 K'tib, to ‘oneself Gun. 27,1, Exon. 2, 8, yet

where the K’ri reads ur (see m).
“Ip 15.22,5 see .ריק

we have oftener in this case 5 Gan. 20,
9, לֶא 3, 9; Ex. 3, 4; reflexive 2 Sax.
1B, 2; to name, ? ny ” to name a name

( קרfrom 4p) m. cold Gen. 8, 22; to one Gen. 26, 18, 1. e. to assign a
comp. the noun map.

name; Ps. 147, 4. With this meaning
a double accus. is also associated, viz.

SIP (3 fem. תאָרְק Is. 7, 14; inf. the object I name and the name "itself

קרא

קרא
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Nom. 32, 41; Is. 60, 18; nw may also
is in the accus. Gen. 1, 5; 1 Sam. 4, 21.

him 68, 19; Deur. 28,10; generally, to
be called after one 2 Sam. 13, 28, of the
Israelite people Jer. 14, 9, of the temple
1Kınas 8, 43, of Jerusalem Dan. 9, 18,

— b) to call together Gen. 41, 8, moxy

and of the prophets Jer. 15,16; seldom

Jo. 1, 14; hence הדעה symp Nom. 1

does 3 stand for by Gem. 48, 16; to be,

be the object Gen. 4, 25. But what is

to be named has also 5, and the name

16 those Book to an eg

(to a announcing what shall be Is. 1, 26; 9, 5,

festival or some other thing); ¢o invite, 1. 0. one will be so called, because he will
to table 1 Sam. 9, 13; 1 1108 1, 9; be so in reality, comp. xexdijodo.
compare the Latin “ vocare ad coenam”,
Puh. 8p to be called, chosen Is. 48,
Greek xadsiv ént Seizvov; absol. Prov. 12; to benamed 65, 1; oftener with >
9, 3; also with לֶא of the object, and ל of the person 48, 8; 58, 12.
wherein one is invited, Deut. 20, 0
The organic root is Np, Arab. reand

thou

shalt

invite

than to peace;

nw also stands in the accus. Junges
21, 13; to summon, for defence Jos 13,
22; to call before a tribunal 5,1, comp.
Greek xaeiv eig dixnv, Lat. in jus vocare;
to call back, from the lower world 14,
15; to call forth, to appoint Is. 13, 3;
to call into existence, of God 41, 4; to

dupl.

3,3 to cry; comp. Syr. 1;-2300,

Greek

xodlo,

French crier, English

to ery.

NR TL. (897, "8R; part. fem. pl.
MRAP; fut. NIP?) trans. same as an I.
prop. to strike upon or hit against a
thing, cognate in sense with wap, :לג

choose (="n2) 42, 6, also with y of the hence to meet, to happen, to befall, wich

object 22, 20. — 4. to read aloud, to a double accusat. e. ₪. 7» 708 4, 14,
declaim , with accus. of the object Ex.
ox Gen. 42, 38, הצרה Daur. 31, 29,
24, 7; Jost. 8, 34; 2 Kınas 23, 2; but

sometimes 092 only isi put Nau. 8, 8, Manor Ex. 1, 10. — "תֶאְרְל part. fem.

תמה. 36, 14, as in Arabic the corre- plur. as a noun, occurrences Is. 51, 19.
sponding verb appears to be construed Deriv. 7897 (see np).
Nif. Napa (1 pers. nam; inf. NOP
with ©; there are also added ’p ın2
fut.
NIP) ‘to go or come to one, to hit
Ex. 24,7 or’ 733 Deur. 31,11; generally
to read, Duur. 17, 19; Is. 29,11. De- upon ‘or encounter a person, with לע
rivat. אלל NR, ארק Rp, NIP. Ex. 5, 3 (comp. 3, 18); to be met with
Nif. 8373 (fut. Nop?) passive of Kal: (accidentally) 2 Sam. 1,6; 20,1; of
things Deur. 22, 6; to "meet by "chance,

to be called Esra. . 12; to be celebrated,

with 995 18,9; to happen, of רבש Jur.

‘p ם Jur. 44, 26; to be named, with a 4, 20."

dative of the person or thing Gen. 2,

Hif. SPH (fut. apoc. NIP) to cause

23, 1 Sam. 9, 9, or with a double noto happen or befall, misfortune JER.
minat. Is. 54, 5; 56, 7; 2208. 8, 3; or
32, 23.
with Dy in the accusat. ” Gan. 17, 5; 35,
In Arab. IE, I correspond to this
10; to be read, recited Esta. 6,1, ‘with
a of the book אפו 13,1. Phrases are: meaning, whence 5 = Hebrew 333.

= nua 2 to be called by one’s name,
i. e. to be reckoned as entirely belong-

ing to him Is. 43, 7, merely with 3

( אָרְקfrom RI L) m.

1. prop. the

crier, caller, specially a partridge 1 Sam.

Gan. 21, 12; יִּפ py by m 48, 6 to be ;26,20 Jur. 17,11) Arab. ul: The
called upon or "after the name

of one,

LXX

translate

vuxzixdgaké, horn-owl,
its nest on mountains,
to derive the name from, i. e. to call while the partridge does so only on
themselves after a person or thing Is. plains and in fields (in Jer. 1. c. they

i. e. to belong wholly to him; a ‘R2 which makes

48, 2; 'ִפ'ִּפ לעDW 'R2 one’s name is called render "93 partridge). —
upon a “person Is. 4 1, i. e belongs to p. m. 1 Cur. 9,19.

2. (caller) n.

קרא
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NP (part. Kan, part. pass. “Ip 5inf.  מולDeur. ,2 .91 netfO .losba ot ward
 מקרא2 Non? and mop, 8 pl.m?) near ;11,52 Is. .5,14 Specially, a) Rn
‘a לֶא to dat near to one with
Aram. intr. same as the Hebrew NR א
will
1 Kines 2, 7; with help, spoken of
to call Dan. 3, 4; 4, 11; to read. 5,
God Ps. 69, 19. b) to draw near to =
817.
Ithpa. “ANN (fut. anm) to be called to devote oneself’ especially to God, to
appear before Him, to perform service in
Dan. 5,12.°
His presence, as ” „23 ’n Hx. 16,9 to
ANP (an infin.-noun from אָרְק IL,
come before God, spoken “of those who
onlyin constr. asp, but with}, Pan serve before him "Lay. 16,1; Ez. 44, 15;
‘out of MNP) fem. prop. encounter, meet- generally, to apply to God hopefully and
ing; constr. ‘state with 5 as a preposi- piously Zurn. 3,2; Ps. 32,9. e) ~>& ‘R
tion, to meet, obviam, as םיה  לאmb to meet mR (euphemiat,) to cohabit with a woman
God, Am. 4, 12; often before, coram Gen. 20,4, Ez. 18,6, Greek חן
Ps. 59, 5; Is. 14, 9; with respect to JosH. so too of a woman הָמָחּבלא map Lev.
11, 20; טס מה
Gen. 15, 10; in a
hostile sense 1 Sam. 17,21. After verbs

of motion, as 757, N), 1199, to meet,
in a friendly or hostile manner Josu.
8,14; Jupgzs 7, 24; 1 Sam. 4,1; sometimes without the verb of motion, when

another has preceded, as Dn I> npr
Gen. 19, 1, רֶתאָרְקִל  חמשינ8
3, and so 1 Bax 16 47

20, 16 to haveiimpure ‘connexion with

a beast. d) to approach in a hostile
sense, with tm222 Devt. 20, 2, “x

yr 20, 10; "also with לע Ps. 27, 2.
The peculiar expression TOR ar Is.
65, 5 is to be explained come near to
thyself i. e. keep to thyself, far from

19, me.

Metaphorically applied to time,
to approach, לבא "2° Gen. 27 41, yp

I,
( תארקprop. part. fem. pl.) fem. pl. Lament. 4, 18. Reais 2 and op

occurrences Is. 51, 19, from np 1.

AIR I. (not used) ir. to lay hold of,

also 25.

Deriv. 297, iR, AR,

man

to seize, to take, applied not only to
Nip. am?
=
to come near, to approach,
birds of prey (see 253), but to hostile like Kal Ex. 22,7; Josu. 7, 14.
men; to pierce, to kurt, identical with
Pih. 5p (fut. Sp) to bring forward,
am L, 393, where also the organic
root is copiously investigated and com-

pared. Deriv. 347, בלק 4, Map
( עקרבwhich see).

1 and

AR II. (in pause 25p, part. 2p;
inf. constr. ברק ,before Makkeph "37,

ריב, ie. "to propose Is. 41, 21; to cause
to Come near, 777% 46, 13, i. e. to bring

into manifestation; 2) (the heart) Hos.
7, 6; to admit, Ps. 65, 5; to allow to
come to, with accus. of the person Jos

31, 37, with 1732 ‘1a (as a prince), i. 6.

with suff. Das Deut. 20, 2, but also without fear. Also, to bring near to one
another Ez. 37, 17, or to be very near
am) with ‘suff. DN2IR; imper. ברק
36, 8.
ma; fut. 297%) intr. prop. to join ‘a
Hif. ap (inf. constr, AR; fut.
dling, to stick to, to cling to, to ap- 2972) 1. caus. of Kal, to bring ae to
proach, as ©, >22, 09% IL; hence to
bring forward, to command to approach
draw near, to approach, with לא of a Ex. 28, 1; Num. 8, 9; to bring on, time
person or thing Gen. 37,18; 2 Sam. 20, Ez. 22, 4; to give access Jur. 30, 21; to
zZi Eee, 5,8; or with by 2 Kinas 16, bring together, of things Is. 5, 8; to bring
5 Jos 33, 22. Also like other verbs before one, a cause Deur. 1,17. — 2. com"4Homing and advancing, with a of monly to offer, a gift, present Jupazs 3,
place Jupazs 19, 13, and slightly alter- 18; 5, 25; Ps. 72,10; Maz. 1,8; partiing the sense, with דע 2 Sam. 20, 16, cularly, to bring sacrificial gifts, with the
 לְקְרָאת1 Sam. 17, 48, “p> 0 17,4, accus. jan Nom. 7, 19, תולע Ezr. 8, 35,
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 קְמָרֶתNum. ,61 ;53 ro ap fo eht tcejbo known to me Ps. 75, 2; fig. Jur. 12, 2.
of the sacrifice is מ with it Lev. 1,’ 2 Ip Prov. 27, 10 is merely intensive.
;14 ,3 .3 en
to sacrifice, also Here belongs also Jos 17, 12 light is
with % 22) Lev.3, 12 or דיל 2 Cur. near (say the friends) before darkness
.35,12 See Jar. — 3. to be near, doing en! "372 here like 37,19), i.e. though
a thing, followed by. the infin. constr. it is darkness. — 2. of time, immediate,
and 9, as M29 ‘Fr Is. 26, 17, iad impending or approaching, of 4 ni Is.
Gen. 12, 11; without ninb Ex. 14, 10. 13, 6, p7% 51,5, yw Ps. 85, 10, max
In the passage 2 8
16, 14, where 22, 12, fully rind”‘ap ₪. 13, 22;

ya of a place stands after ‘pT, pn does similar isל Ez. 11,3 DAR mba Eure} אל

not. mean to bring away, to remove, but

to bring close to each other, i. e. remov-

it is not near to build’ houses (Targ. ),
comp. 1146. 1, 2 (other versions take

ing them from (72) their former places. Nb unnecessarily = Nom). בורק a) from
a near time onward, 1. e. soon, shortly
AR II. (not used) ir. to fold up or Ez.7,8; b) from nearness, i. e. not long
wind together, applied to certain
of the body, which are conceived
folded together on account of
sheaths and covers; cognate in

parts
to be
their
sense

ago, from the nearest time JER. 23, 23,

opposite ping;
j
6( for a very short time,

le. continuing but a short time Jos 20,
5, like the following 937""72,; d) lately,

22> I. (to 32), 32-7 (to 327 Ps. 17, 10 newly Deut. 32, 17, to wtih ning

= 3b), The fundamental ו

would

be an ל

—

3. of rela-

lies also in בֶלָּכ -, nom II. Deriv. 3p. tionship, with 5x Lev. 21, 2 or > of a
aa (not used) Aram. trans. same as person Nex. 13, 4; with ya of compaHebrew aan I. Deriv. ברק
ar a pers. nae, 3 plur. WIR, inf.
sam) Aram. introns: same as Hebrew
aR IE. to draw near, to approach, Dan.

rison nearer than Rura 3, 12; also a
subst. a kinsman Ex. 32, 27, pl. iR

my kinsmen Ps. 38, 12; Jos 19, 14. —
4. (from 25 I.) warlike, a quality of

the MER "33 Ez. 23, 5 12 (Arnheim),
which versions and interpreters , think6, 21.
ing of the usual meaning of 3254p, have
Pa. 2% (fut. 297%) to offer,= Hebr.
misunderstood.
 הקריבof sacrifices Ezr. 7,17.
ap, (in pause Ip; with suf. ap,
Af. SRT (part. pl. Ya) to bring,
2”,
a, 727 Da”, man; pl. with
to cause to come Dan. 7 13; usually to
suff. only”“2p Ps. 103,1; "from ברק IL)
offer, gifts, sacrifices Ezr. 6,10 17.

3, 8 26, with לע of a person 7, 16 or 5

m. prop. (like 22) what is folded to( ברקpl. pap) adj. m. (prop. part. gether or wound up, consisting of covers

Kal) drawing-near, aproaching 1 Sam. and sheaths; hence 1. in sacrificial en,17 ;41 Deur. 20, 3; Ez. 40, 46; else- actments, the bowels, intestines, the mewhere SR. It is better to take ‘it al- senteries Lev. 1, 9 13; 3,3 9 14; 4,8
ways as a participle.
‘}11; 7,3; 8,16 21 25; 9,14, which ap-

 ברקor( ביר pl. םיברק( adj. m., קרבה pear in the sacrificial rites of the Greeks

(pl. mia) i הו place, near,

neigh- and Romans

also (the hirae or fen-

bouring, with dy of a person Gen. 45, dicae, lactes were offered to the gods,
Pers. Sat. 2, 29). The LXX render it
,10 > Ps. 34, 19, with the accus. for
,148 ;14‘ absol. JER. 12, 2; with DEN 9980000 xothia, Eynollın, Josephus te
near to Josua. 9, 16; 1 Kınas 21, 2; xara vnövv. Elsewhere also the belly
standing near to, related to 2 Sam. 19,
;42 of God who is near to men, i. e.
assists them Ps. 34, 19, and so of a
people near to God, i. e. pious Lev.
,10 ;3 Ez. 42,13; yw’n thy name is

Gen. 41,21, the womb 25, 22, the heart
1 Kines 17,21, as the seat of life; the
innermost part, as the seat of feeling, of

the בל Ps. 39,4; 55,5, ןיִכָנ 177 Ps. 51,
12, of Date naan 1 Kınas 3, 28, of

קרב
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laughter Gen. 18, 12, of cursing Ps.
62, 5 &e. like the ‘22, and in Jzr. 31,
33 ’p is parallel to >. — Dan Ps.
49, Ta should be read with the LXX
(of100006 draw), Targ. and Pesh. 0427

mp

once D3"229P Lev.7,38 for-anp, which
latter some mss. really have) | m. prop.

offering (see 277), LXX 86009 usually
a sacrifice, a sacrificial gift, referring to

bloody or unbloody oblations, occurring

orbAaR. — 2. Metaphor. theinner part, in Lev. and Noms. and only in Ez. 20,
the middle, of a thing; hence with 3, 28 and 40, 43 besides; a dedicatory gift, of
2722 8 preposition in the midst of, among, nx» for the temple-service Neu. 10,35;

in, as Tin? Gun. 24, 3; 45,6; nien ‘pa 13, 31. Targ. the same, Arab. sy,
Is. 5,25 in the streets; םיִליסְּכ72 ‘Prov. Syr. as of the holy wafer. »0oß&v
14, 33 among fools, i. e. in their circle, in Marx 7, 11 is taken in a wider sense.

like 15, 31; wae‘pa Ps. 138, 7 in the In modern Hebrew הבדרק pl. nizinp
midst of dieses: "with reference to is used of the liturgical hymns which
time, within Ha». 3, 2; after verbs of come in place of the temple-sacrifices.
motion into the midst 1 OSE. 1,11; 1Kınas
jap see jaM20,39. 272% prop. away from the midst,
i. e. out of, after verbs of taking away,
 קררsee DUTP.
removing, extirpating, like N73, "077,
ap (with suff. MIR; pl. DIRT,
“ya Ex. 31,14; Lev. 17,4; Daur. 13, 6.
nine,
and nia" without Dagesh; from
To ‚understand a we should compare

ys öbelly, or jhypochondrinun; Talm.
Tae
TP the maw.

2? (after the form ans, from SR L.)

Dap IL. Pih.) m. an ace JUDGES 9, 48;
18am. 13,20 21; Jer.46,22; Ps. 74,5;

Arab. 3 and a form still nearer to

m. prop. (hostile) seizure or laying hold Hebrew mys
of, commonly

encounter,

battle,

war,

Aramaeising and poetical for many
284m. 17,11; Ps.144,1.

‘p Din 78,9,

‘R722 דה 9, 17, also ‘along with
 מִלְחָמָהJos 38, 23, jab San and his
heart is war Ps. 55, 22. לד2577 55,19
from the battle in which I ‘(ind myself).
( ברקfrom SR) Aram. m. same as
Hebr. ER) Dan. 7, 21, in the Targ. for

מְלְחָנָה.

Besides the above de-

rivation another is possible from 7%
(cognate with n3, nan, ©, pon) to
cut, like 4195 from:I, so that Br would

be a noun-ending, which became also
an adverbial termination.

MR I. (part. f. pl. nop; fut. Ip,
once ap? Dan. 10, 14, ap. pn) intr.
same as RR II. to meet, to encounter
one, in a hostile sense, with the aceus.

of the person Dur. 25, 18; to happen,

 הברק-6) na,pl.ming)/.1. (from

to befall, of good or bad fortune and
accidents, with accusat. of the person

am iysame as am strife, war Pg. 68,
.31 — .2 (from 2p II.) nearness, ap- Gun. 42, 29; 44,29; of 938, ny Eccuzs.
9,11; 2,14; to occur, in "he. future Is.
proach Is. 58, 2; Ps. 73, 28.
a1, 22; to come to pass, of destinies

( קרבןalso 2 Neu. ,01 ,53 retfa Dan. 10, 14; with 5 of the person Num.
the form TH2Y, 0, ₪ after the 2
11, 23; with הָרְקִמ to come upon accimanner for 3

in pause וברק , only In
i

dentally Rura 2; 3.

Deriv. TR

IR»

Ez. 40, 43 after the type ‘of IT, ie. MIR.
the closed syllable at the beginning iis
"Ni. map (fut. Ip, ap. RN to fall
given up here, as it is there [Kimchi], a fact in with one, to come to one, to light upon,
said to be indicated in some mss. by Me- one, with לעEx. 3, 18 (5, 3 xp), with,
theg left out [Norzi], p being also read DN of the person Non.
23, 4"16, with,
with Kametz- -Chathuph [Ibn Ganäch], np 23,3; to come by those, with
.2 ,727% with suff. Bam, pl. with suff 2 of a pines 2
Sam. 1, 6 (with nop).

mp
Hif. RT
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(imp. Map) to cause to

meet or come io, to let happen, to one,
with 'ִפ 125) Gen. 24,12; 27,20. map
Nom. 35,11 belongs to ann IL.

 חרק2 Gimp. f. ans fut. map) ir.
to shear off, to cut of,the hair; specif.

to make bald (along with 73) Mic. 1,16,
fully Sp

‘p Lev. 21, 5, different feo
MP I. (Kal not used) tr. same as pon I. Deriv. An, NOW, and the
: רק (mp) IIL to fit or pin together, beams, proper names MB, mp Crisp).
Nif. 1p? (fut.np) to be made smooth
to bind, to connect; hence 1. to build (see
Pih.). — 2. to join to one another, to or bald, "with 2 of a person for Jur. 16,
put together in a series, huts or houses 6, which was a sign of mourning.
to villages and cities. Deriv. perhaps
Pih. ( קרחnot used) like Kal. Deriv.

 קורהor ( קרהafter the form Mbis, ,םלרע  קרח, MIR.

yi), הירו np, and the proper names

DIN, DIR, התרת ךתְרק

Pih. an, (part. 793, inf. 6. NII)
1. to beam, to arch Nen. 3, 3, generally
2,8; to build, build up 2 Car. 34, 11;
Ps. 104,3. Deriv. pn.
Hif. 3377 (2 pl. m. ppp) to erect,
Day Nun. 35, 11.
The fundamental signification of the
stem is sufficiently clear from רק IIL,

Arab. 3 (to twine together), and from
the analogy of 38 (to bind) to MR

Hif. map to make bald, like Kal

Ex. 27, 31.
Hof. WIR (part. (הֶרקִמ to be made
bald Ez. 29,₪
The Punttermental signification of the
stem is not that of smoothness and baldness, which is only secondary, but that
of cutting or shaving off, as in 943 1.

(which see) connected with it; Greek
xeig-o, Latin car-ere, Arab. ey3 (intr.)
to be bald, Kas 5 baldness; Syr. wi
to be without horns, spoken of animals.

a building, arching, “WP (to knot) to
build up (Nuu. 8,38), Ar. "Rly a bind-

mR II. (not used) intr. same as רק

as

mp (bald-head)

)(רירto be contracted (by frost), to freeze,
ing and building; Aram. 7 ond RoR, to ‘stiffen (comp. NDP); conseq. enlarged
Ar. sy the same. 7 “3 I. (as wall from רק (OP). See .רקהי Deriv. np.
the organic

root in aD,

רכס

Aram. 4378) has also the same fanda- 25, 3°
mental signification. The same meaning

must belong to ,רוע whence ריע (99),
and not that of to enclose, to hedge
about, since ריש means also a village or

hamlet; Arab. By the same.
san (out of ap, from 7p) f. cold
Prov. 25, 20; see לק

n. p. m. 2 Kınas

map (in pause ‘p, with suf. imp;
from ma II.) m. cold, as it is in the East

at night Gen. 31, 40, Jer. 36, 30 (opposite 24h), by which rivers are frozen
Jos 6, 16; hence also ice 37, 10 (compare xovog ice and cold), but yet=

ap 87, 9, coupled with “ip> (rime)
38,"29; hail Ps. 147, 17, where many

map 6. ap, from map I.) m. aceident, only in the phrase mo הרקמ

mss. read TR;

Devr. 23, 11 on account of an accident
in the night, an euphemism for involun-

account of its resemblance to ice; comp.

tary emission of semen (pollution; mo-

dern Hebrew ap); hap, chance, “Ip
1 Sam. 20, 26 ‘(to be read perhaps “for

mapa) by accident ; 80 too 6, 9.
pP see הריק

AIPUT see 3p.
0

metaphor. crystal Ez.

1, 22, like ‘the Greek

xgvorahhos,

on

was hail and crystal, prop. what is
contracted or thickened.

( חרקfrom Pih. after the form 33)
m. a bald-head (at the back of the head)

Lev. 13, 40, 2 Kines 2, 23, while Nay
is used of baldness in the fore parts
Targ. TIP, TR, MR, חרק the same.:
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{A special explanation of ‘7 may be ceptions. Jerusalem is called sometimes
mass 'ק .18 ,1 ,21 77753  'ק22, 2, nn
seen in Talm. Bechor. 43°.)
( חרקbaldness, from mp I; see m) 17 man 29,1, win DR 33, 20, somen. p.m. Gen. 36, 5 16; Ex. 6,21; 1Car. times Ann 24, 10, ‘sometimes הירק

;2,43 mop 92 the Korahites, a Levitical alone Mic. 4,10; Ha». 2,8 12. Babylon
familyin the time of David, to whom is called me. הירק Is. 25 ‚2, masta לק
eleven psalms are ascribed in the Psalter 26,5. Syr.ול , ואזLido; Ay, 55,

;42-49( .84 .85 .87 .)88 On Ps. 147,„ 5 the same, also a village. Compounds
17 see NIP.
of ‘p to express names of cities are:
NTP f. same as SNIP (which see).
PAIN NP (city of Arba{al]) see ברא
FAR (from mp1. with suf. JOT IP) and aan; ‘also termed JAIN ';.
f. baldness (of the hinder head), a sign
bya nop (city of Baal) n. 2 "ofa city
of mourning Lev. 21,5; Is. 3, 24; 15,2; in the mountainous part of Judah, after22, 12; Ez. 27, 31; once equivalent to wards called ny ’2 7088. 15, 60; 18,

nas, applied to baldness in the fore-

14; comp. d¥a nina Nom. 22, 41. See

לה

head .כט

"mp (pl. ow") Patr. from ap, i.e.

nien mop (city of the steppes) n. p.

 ילתEx. 6, 24; Nom. 26, 58; also of a city inMoab, near bya nina Nom.
applied to a Korahite family in David’ 8 22, 39.
ps MIR see רעו
time 1 Cur.12,6; 21,1; pl. 9,19.
Dey " קיתEzr. 2, 25, see 2".
MOP (for תַחְרְק;with suf. inp)

mo ( קרִיתcity of instruction or wriLev. 13, 42; a bare spot (on
ting; see הס n. p. of a city in Judah,
cloth) 13, 55.
( ירקin pause “92; from map I.) m. south of Hebron Josu. 15, 49, so called

7 ל

.1 prop. meeting, encounter (comp. 17),
commonly a hostile encounter, opposition;

probably, because at a very early time
the sacred books of the Phenicians were

written and preserved there. Hence it
ny van om Lev. 26, 21 to walk (act) was also termed “ED תירק (see ED)
contrary to one, i. e. to oppose his will, Jupazs 1,11 or wat (which see) JOSH.
elsewhere also ana 525 26, 24; 7 15, 15, high have the same meaning.
ap Mama 26, 28 to - against in anger.

The LXX render

zolıs

youppatéor,

In modern Hebr. = ma mp. — 2. the Targ. "298 תירס (city of archives).
masculine

see).

of ninR "and AR

(which

( אירקprop. part. pass. of nap L) m.
called, chosen, selected Nom. 1, 16 K’tib;

,16 ;2 elsewhere xı7R (see x).
RMP and mm (from ארק = Hebr.

FR "נז def. אתי2) Aram. גcity Ezr.

4,To 12 13 15. למ Targ. the plur. is

In

like manner ‘Zinpeige. or Hipparenum

(Ptol. 5,18; Plin. 6,30) was the city of
the sacred books of the Chaldeans. The
travellers Brocad, Fabri and others describe it as situated one hour west of

Hebron, on a steep mountain; and 6.
Rosen went to see the ruins called Dewirbdn (WAT).

mip (hamlets; from ap) n. p. 1.a
city in Judah Joss. 15, 25, LXX א
( הָאיִרְסfrom nap) f. a calling, pro- eid (nis). From this arose the surclamation Jon. 3, 2.
name nip wry, “Toxagritys. — 2. a
TWP (from a mase. "ap, from 9p IL.) city of Moab Jun. 48,24, Am. 2, 2, on
f. prop. a connected row, of houses, like account of the appellative meaning 'קה
‘ny, then a city, poet. for ריק (and PR) Jer. 48, 41; now Kureiät.
Nom. 21, 28; Mic. 4, 10. Devr. 2, 36
Mp Jose. 18, 28 stands for map
and 1 Kins’ 1, 41 45 are the only” ex- יְעָרִים,because Oy follows it.
PIP and TTR

קריתים

PP
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DIT (double city) n. p. 1. of a city what has sprouted forth, is projecting;
in Reuben Num. 32, 37; Josu. 13, 19. commonly 1. a horn, of לא Gen. 22,13,
Da, O8 and Siw Deut. 33, 17, Ps. 22,
22, ריִפַצ Dan. 8, 5; mean, a a point,
5, but whose territory stretched farther. of iron, put upon the head like a horn,
At the time of the prophets it belonged for a symbolical purpose 1 Kınas 22,
to Moab .פא 48,1 23; Ez. 25,9. Ac- 11; b) horn, an instrument for blowing
cording to Euseb. and Jerome it lay upon and giving signals Josu. 6, 5;
four miles west of .אָבְדיִמ — 2. a city Aram. ,אָכְרְק Latin cornu; c) ivory,
in Naphtali 1 Car. 6,‘61, which may only in וס mip Ez. 27, 15 properly
be ident. with jpop.
horn-like (Glophants teeth, like the LaDr (fut. DIP?) trans. to overlay, to tin cornua elephanti (Plin.); d) projecting points, horn-like corners, of the
cover, with a skin; with לע of a person may Ex. 29,12, always put to the four
Ez. 37, 6; intr. Ez. 37, 8. Aram. טרק the corners of the altar Ex. 27, 2; 30,2 3;
same, whence DIT.
38, 2, in the first instance perhaps as
Im (not gs intr. to be prominent, ornamental (Josephus in Jewish Wars 5,
to stretch forth upwards, of a horn; ident. 5, 6 yaviaı negarosıdeis), but receiving
in its organic 2006 רק with that in a higher significance by the propitiatory
blood Lev. 4,7 18 25, so that criminals
jae to overtop, spoken of the cedar,
could save themselves by laying hold
Talm. of the mast of 8 ship; with the Ar. of the horns of the altar 1 Kınas 1, 50
₪ (שto stretch forth, the ears; with ןרה 51; 2,28. Hence they formed the most
(in the proper name Tar ma, for which important part of the altar Am. 3, 14;
Dan m3 also occurs) to rise "high, of a Ps. 118,27. Other ancient nations too
hill;with 7779 (to 19 nobleman, prince); had altars with horns, 9006006 Boos
 וalso with that in dan IL, (Nonn. Dionys. 44,97). e) a peaked hill,
or and oyy II. To bring it Into the summit of a mountain Is. 5, 1; like
Formerly it belonged to "the DS, the
primitive inhabitants of Moab Gen. 14,

connection with 772 I. and xp 11. meaning to push must be rejected, because

the Ar. 5

German

Greek xéoas, Latin cornu,

in Schreckhorn,

Wetterhorn,

1. the } here manifestly belongs to the Aarhorn, Buchhorn, English in Cornwall.
verb-formation, and 2. because the idea

of pushing is never associated with horn

either in Semitic or in the so-called Indogermanic, but that of shooting forth,
rising high or projecting; hence 0°97,

RX

are applied to it in Hebrew, and

it is‘metaph, used for tooth, point, summit, projecting corner. Deriv.} 77, denom.
TAR» the proper names 79:7 In. DU.

Here also belongs the expression 7,
 יטע2 Sam. 22, 3, Ps. 18, 3, height, mountain of salvation (deliver ance), coupled

with בֶגֶשִמ,92d, TIAL. — 2. Figurat.
a) ray ₪ lightning Has. 3, 4, where
the dual is chosen, because DAR was

originally used of the first sun-rays (as

also in mod. Hebrew), and the sun is
conceived ofas an no: (Arab. ll;
12% (in pause jap, with suf. 1 Arab. (yy? the same (Hariri Comm. p.
OR, WII, Man; dual DIP Dan. 8, 301). b) might, strength, power; horns
36 20; if only two be really spoken forming the strength of animals having
of; on the contrary the dual form 57292 them. In this sense are used the exis 8 for the pl. in a figur. sense Am. pressions ’p, םיִרָה 1 Sam. 2,10; Ps. 75,
6,13; Ha». 3, 4; 1 pl. 0%7, but only 5; 7 max 132, 17; 12 Jer. 48,
constr. ,ינרק with suff. ויגרק ‘and IR, 25; 30) Dan. 8, 8; the dual intenDarm; "9 pl. תְכָרק constr. תרנרק , with sive inAm. 6, 13. Poetically for UN
suff. Insyp; from aD) fem. nee Ne? as the most prominent part of the huDan. 8,"9,as in 1Sam. 25, 27 and 1Kınas man body Jos 16, 15 (contrasted with
22, 36, because the verb precedes) prop. ‘R, IT). Hence 07297 Dan. 8, 3 5 7

De

קרע
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is used symbolically for Persia and Me-

street; tip of a mantle;

chiefs in an

dia, which cast down other kingdoms, army &c.
( ןרקnot used) Aram. intr. same as
but were again destroyed by 772,8,5 8,

i. 6. Alexander of Macedonia. The four the Hebrew iR. Deriv.
horns 8, 8 symbolise Macedonia (Cas“TIBI Ip (paint-bow,
sander), Syria (Seleucus), Asia (Lysiits
horn-like form) x. p.
machus) and Egypt (Ptolemy). The
( םינרקhorns, of the
little horn 8, 9 is Antiochus Epiphanes.
In like manner in the Aramaean portion 7, 20 the ten horns are: Alexander;
Seleucus I. Nicator; Antiochus I. Soter;
Antiochus II. Theus; Seleucus II. Callinieus; Seleucus 111. Ceraunus; Antiochus

III. the great (Epiphanes); Heliodorus;
Demetrius I.; Seleucus, brother of Antiochus. In apocalyptic literature the
symbolising of horns is carried out still
farther.
In the Semitic languages, ’p, is represented in all the meanings (Ar. vr
horn, projecting point of a sword or
spear, summit of a mountain, corner,

7, AM).
so called from
f. Jo» 42, 14.
moon goddess

rope) n. p. of a city in what was once

the territory of Bashan, 1 Mace. 5, 43
Kagvair, for which

'ק nines

ו

in the Bible.

DAR (8 pl. 107% part. Dp) intr. to
bend, to bend down,

to kneel down,

to

sink, to collapse Is. 46, 1 2 (parallel 272,
be} having a stronger meaning; Kimchi
renders it NPD); to be bent, bowed, of
hooks, bracelets; to be flexible, pliant;
figur. to be bowed down. Derivat. סרק

b54R, the proper name סלק (0477).
( סרקonly pl. DOR,

constr. "OR,

ray, power; Aram. ארק 13,5); on the with uf. VOI) m. a “hook, tache, broock
contrary, in the Sanskrit garnis, Latin Ex. 26, 6 11 33; also a ground-form to
cornu, Gothic haurn, German Horn,n PR
is not radical but belongs-to the for( סרקout of Oop, Pih. of DAR; a bent,
mation of the noun, as is seen from bowed one) n. p.m. Eur. 2,44, for which
the Sanskrit gir-as, Greek xéo-a¢; the
אפ. 74,7 hasקילס .
central point lies in kar, though havYonp (only dat DOIN, with suff.
ing the same meaning as in 71"p. De“BOI, from סרק with the old nounrivative
( ןרקdenom.) intrans. to emit rays, to
shine, of the skin Ex. 34, 29 30 35 (LXX,
Targ., Pesh., Ar., Sam. and so Saad. and
Ibn Ganäch); on the contrary Aq., Vulg.
and Chäwi el-Balkhi render incorrectly

ending >=) m. prop. a crook, bend; the
joint of the lower leg, i. e. the ankle

2 Sam. 22,37 (LXX); Ps. 18, 37; therefore in the Targ. for 01233 (Luv. 11,
21); but it must also have meant joints

to be horned or hard like horn).
(Syr. }imas), since the Targ. puts it for
ee JIRA to have or shew horns Ps. ( אִפְסִיִםEz. 47, 3), ni (Jupges 1,6);
‚23.
and the Aramaean לוצרק Tyce has
ip (Targ. jap; def. xp, du. and likewise a more extended Sense. Arab.
pl. ap, Targ. 32, def."som ; from 53 to bend together; JS to walk with

 (קבןAram. f. same as Hebrew In a a ankles.
4
horn Dan. 7,20, a wind-instrument 5 5;
AR (fut. 9m) tr. 1.to rend asunder,
fig. for king 7,7; Targ. also fem. NOP,
pl. ER ,constr. תנרק , def. MIR. In the to tear in pieces, with the accusat. 132
Talmud 2 also means: the pointed 2 Kines 5, 8, Num. 14, 6, 5.979 Eze. ‘9,

5, ‘72 1 Sam. 4, 12, nym 2 Sam. 15, 32,
Sn Josn. 7, 6; to tear of, תַחָפְסמ
colour; the highest point or meridian (the covering of the lying prophets =
of the sun; a capital; corner of a modern Hebrew (תילט with sr לעמ

handle of a barrow; a drinking-horn,
a horn-shaped

vessel; a bright clear

קרע

ap
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potter, who nips off a piece of.clay to
with 7 before saa Lev.13,56 (opposite make a vessel out of it; transferred to
“en Ecouzs. 3, N; sometimes with the the formation of a man, my 10,9.
 קרm. destruction, extirpation JER.
adverbial accusat. םיִשָרְת 1 Kınas a
30, or with op 2 Kines 2, 12;
46, 20° others (Coeceius, Schultens) uncut in pieces,iba,
ה
with רפפה “yn jum necessarily, the piercing one, the gadfly

Ez.13,20;

to separate, to cut out, 322,

36, 23; to rend, “ab Sid, of לוט 35 (comp. Is. 7,18)= Arab. 0,5; comp.
Hos. 13, 8; Bm 2 Is. 63, 19 to open

צרְעה

put on. For 957 2 Kınas 17, 21 meaning to rend we “should read 2p? with

nem; Arab. Us 7 | to eat one’ss flesh,

the heavens and’ them); metaph. בל ‘2 yap (not used) Aram. trans. same as
to open the heart, to repentance J 0 2, Hebrew YAR to cut off; then fig. to slan13; to slit, to break through, Mn, der; Ar. \ 5 the same. 12071786. the
in walls Jer. 22,14; to widen, py, noun
putting stibium on ‘the inside of’ the
m (def. 272, pl. PEI, with suf.
eyelids Jur. 4,30. — 2. Figur. to tear TER, ep) Aram. m. what is torn
away, to withdraw, take away, ni3212"2 or cut off, a pieces hence Ti IRDON
1 Sam. 15, 28, 3597972 1 Kings 11, 11" 13, ‘p “J to eat the pieces of one, i. 6. "to
with bya 1 Sa ib. or 3 1 Kinas 11, slander him, to inform against him Dan.
12 or m of the person 14, 8, because 8,8 and 6,25, like the Latin mordere,
the dignity of ruler is conceived of as dente carpere, dente rodere, rodere carthe versions. — 3. to slander, calumniate, for to calumniate, then simply J
and
proceeding, like 14, from the funda- the noun lS}| (slander); Syr. (ro the
mental meaning to tear in pieces Ps. es same.
15, metaphor. applied like the Ar.
( עקרקfrom “p [mp] I) m. 1. soil,
The Fundamental signification lies in Pay, pavement, of the jp Num. 5,
ע- = קרAr. ie (RP, cognate per- ,17 of the temple 1Kınas % 15 6 (op.

haps with 800-9606, cer- “nere) and רק 1 posite MIR =ninip) 30; on the con-

trary in 7,7 we should read for IRETE
עקרקההדע
with the Vulg. and Syr.m
Nif. ya (fut. Yap) to be rent, of a
from the floor to the rafters;
garment 1Sax15, 37; Ex. 28, 32; to be lee
torn in pieces, of Mar 1 8
13,35. also bottom, of the sea Au. 9,3. — 2. (deep

Deriv. Im.

ground) n. p. of a city in the south of
( ערקonly pl. DIR) m. a thing torn Judah 1088. 15, 5. — As to the etymo-
of, a Con a tatter, 1Kınas 11, 30; pl. logy of the word, ערק has been taken
rags, torn garments Prov. 23, 21.

for a derivative fren mn

)-=ובר,

MR (part. yop, fut. yop?) tr. prop. like 4p =ER, 22 =ra, see above
to tear asunder, to tear in pieces (comp.
--.
Aram. yop, Ar. yo 3), conseq. same as

2 1001 by, aיי 
ofרק 
(to
deepen, or to be deep) = “PRS ail com-

yap; hence 1. (not used) to destroy, to pared. with the Ar. = ₪
extinpate. Deriv. yp. —

2. to open up,

tag flat

soil, whence the abridged Sr ground,

D2", a gesture of the malicious, of soil; Talm. “PIP, mn the underfalsehood, like winking and blinking most thing, the ground "(see above page
Prov. 10, 10, Ps. 35, 19, once D293 12315).

Prov. 6,13; to open wide, pine, a
gesture of scorn like mp “38, ‘Prov.

 קרקרsee

קר

I.; deep ground)n.p.

( רקרקfromרוק 
16, 30.
torn
be
to
a city Jupaus 8,10, a day’s journey
off,
of
nipped
be
to
vor
Puh.
a
from »58 according to Eusebius and
from, arm Jos 33, 6, applied to

קרר

קשא
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read either PR

city, comp. the Hebr. jnqp; MYIn mop

(so Jerome) or pp (so Eusebiun),
TR I. (not used) intr. to be drawn

(New town, Neapolis), ‘Carth-ada(s), an

of the Arab.

lon Josu, 21, 34.

Jerome.

The LXX

old name for Carthage;

also in names

like Medinégdog (Philo Bybl.), i. e.
closely together; hence 1. to stiffen, with ּ =( מַלְקְרְתmp”jan), the name of Hercold; to be cool, cold, to freeze; ident. in
cules among the Phenicians. For np
its organic root and fundamental signific. with רק( היsee above p. 600 בse appears also the masculine form רק =
map. This nap has passed from os
and רק Il. (which see);; Arab.
maean into the“Armenian, as the cities
same; comp. 73%, Arab. 8
cold, not Tigranocerta,Cercathiocerta, Arwo
to draw ‘together, to bind. — 2. to tasigarta shew; and Hesych. says eXbe calm, reserved, considerate; Arab. to pressly Keora, nods Uno ‘Aousviov.
mp (city) n. p. of a city in Zebube calm, persevering, firm. The meaning
“5 to be shrunk, to be lean

(see LER) proceeds from the same fun-

( ןתְרקan old dual-form for 42m)

damental signification (and also the Ar. n. p. of a city in Naphtali Jos. 21,
ו על
dna yb ot ,nekciht ot eb ;32 identical with םִיַתְיְרִק 1 Cur. 6, 61.
( שקfrom wwp I. = Sain) masc. dry
thick
> the back must be explained.
 לכstubble, coupled with von, Is.
Derivat. ,רק “PR, TaR,
Mahn.
wt
ww;
,33 .11 Straw is easily burnt "By 14,
IR DI. (not used) tr. to arrange or Jo. 2,5, Os. 18, and readily carried
bring together, assumed for "RR Is. 22, away ‘by the wind Is. 40,24; Ps. 83,14;
,27  שק רבועIs. 41, 2 and "Jar. 13,24
5; see ap I.
fying stubble, chaff; sometimes fully wp

un (not used) trans. to split off, to  יבשJos ,31 52 dna .uaN ,01,1 a spf
divide, a plate, board, table, plank, of the worthless and eontempuble Jos

which are split off a whole thing (Ar.
“2

;13,25 41,20 .21 Arab. (45 the same,

Uhr the same); conseg. connected in
also for the Greek povyava; Urls,
fundamental signification with wan,
YaR, 19; comp. mb from 195 II. with URS chaff, refuse. The verb WW,
a like meaning; בג from ay I. to split Pih. שוק ,Hithp. ששוקתה is not a de-
off. The Aram. wp, wie means to draw
together. Derivative

un

(with suff. TER) m. a plank,

a boar, for covering the tabernacle
Ex. 26, 15; 36, 20 39; 40, 18; collect.
tables, Panehwork Ez. 27,6;‘perhaps like

“tabula” benches for rowing,
MP (from map IL, after the form
no2, Thy) fem. same as הירק a city,
Prov.8, 3; 9,3 14; 11,11; J0529, 7. In
Phenician, nn, is "frequent iin simple or
compound names, as 081%116(, Damp

nomin.; see under Bwp 1.

NUR (not used) intr. same as TUR
to be thick, full, of gourds and cucumbers; identical with mv», 109» (which

see), Arab. bs (to be thick,tight),
lbs (to be fleshy), os and ₪

(to

be tight, intertwined), <5(to be full);
cognate in sense with SpE (which see);
Aram. on, Io, Live the same.
Pih. ( קפואnot used) tobe very
massive. pp, (ee

9

(city of El) n. p. of a Mauritanian
town; Cirta, mp (city) n. p. of the

NWP (from אש Pih.; only pl. Rw,
cod. Sam, (םוושק a 0
a gourd,
metropolis of Mauritania; map, Car- so called from its lump-shape Nom. 11,
teya (city of Jah) n. p. of a Bhenieian 5, as "YP proceeds from the same funeity in Iberia

(Strabo);

Cartenna,

PER (= ep) n. p. of a Mauritanian

מה

signification;

Phenic.

אשק

Talm. השק (pl. niwp), Aram. יטק (def.

קשב

Non), who, Lge, Arab. Us, cucumis

Chate (Linsen) the same.

קשה
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Whether

oıxvög be transposed from it is uncertain.

Pih. ( קשהfut. apoc. wp) to have
hard ene nya2 in bearing Gun. 35,
16;

for

which "Hif, stands

elsewhere

35, 17.
13]. ( הקשהpart. לקשה,inf. constr.
, םִיְָדאְכto listen to a person or thing; MOP; fut. TUR, apoc. Upr) to make
hence to hearken to, to listen, to attend, difficulty i. e. to refuse obstinately,
Is. ,23 ;3 lacitnedi sa a mets htiw  קצבnw Ex. 13, 15; to make difficult (of
in its fundamental signification; the Är. attainment), bk> (of getting by asking)
id has also the ground-meaning to 2 Kinas 2, 10; to make oppressive, >¥
sharpen, a sword, to polish. Deriv. SUR. 1 Kınas 12, 4; to harden, to make obPih. SUR (not used) intensive of Kal. durate, 22 Ex. 7, 3; Prov. 28, 14; to
have hard labour, mba Gen. 35, 17,
Deriv. בשק בשק

( בשקfut. SURY) tr. prop. to point,

Hif. ( הקשיבfut. 2p) prop. to prick, like Pih.; most commonly iin the phrase
ahs Ps. 10, 17; with 5 to attend to a ny mips to make the neck stiff, i. e.
thing Prov.2,2. ךזא is commonly omitted
and ‘RT means

to give heed, to listen to

to offer defiance,

to set oneself against,

absol. Jer. 19, 15, Prov. 29, 1, Neu.

a person or thing, with by Is. 51,4, לע 9,29, or with by of a person, "and withJer. 6, 19, > Prov. 4,20, an accus. of out my Jos 9, 4.
the person or thing Jos 13, 6; also ab השקD. (not used) tr. to make firm,
sol. Is. 10, 30; with ’s dips Ps, 5, 3, to twist or turn together; metaph. to curl,

‘p Dips Ps. 66,19; or ‘there follows by the Ati, comp. pi, ‘Wp, dan, Arab.

way oF supplement 37% Mat. 3,16; to
5 to twist (a cord). Derivat map
hearken, of God Ps. 5 3; 17,1; to bes,
and wp 1.
of men 1 Sam. 15, 22; Is. 48, 18.
( קשהplur.  (קטורתf. something hard,
( בשקfrom Bp Pih) adj. m.קשְבָת 
fem. hearing, perceiving, attentive Nun. 1 Sam. 20, 10, strict 1 Kinas 12,13, unfortunate 14, 6; Ps. 60,5; pl. something
6,1 11
( בשקfrom Pih.) adj. m., miawp fem. hard, harsh, Gen. 42, 7.
( השקnot used) trans. to receive, to
plur. "thesame Pg. 130, 2; 2 Car. 6,40;
51,7.
keep, of a hollow vessel; identical in
( בשקin pause ’p) m. an intelligible its org. root with D> (015) belonging to
sound % Kınas 18, 29 and so 2 Kınas did, np to תוכי FOR (which see) be-
;4,31 attention Is. 21, 7 in ’2. SUR.
longing to nop is the same. Derivat.
 השקI. (fut. BRI, 0006. Wp») intr. קשת 4
 השקor( הושק plur. constr. nivp,
to be hard, violent, of words 2 Sam. 19,
;44 to be heavy, oppressive, in the mode with suf.; ריתשק from mvp) fem. a jug,
of speaking ‘p לע To הָמַשְק 1 Sam. 5, 7; a can, for wine Ex. 25, 29; Nom. 4, 7;
to be difficult, of causes. Dur. 1, 17; Talm. ארסק a bowl, a wine- howl (Aruch).
,15 ;18 to be horrible,ו 
of Seeקת .
Hay Gun. 49, 7. In derivatives this
( השקconstr. MBP; pl. DUR, constr.
idea is still more widely applied, to be
Sp)
en. Muy MR (constr. np) fem.
hard, of the ground; to be thick, dense,
fleshy, of gourds.
Deriv. "OR map hard, difficult, of הדב Ex.1,14; 1 Kınas
of
("Wp), Twp 2, and the proper name ,12 ;4 of 937 Ex. ,18 ;26 ל
373 andה 
;2,19 rigid, of
72₪

הוטקב./עו ת
)
(לדוטקב- to be oppressed,

pty, Is. 19, 4; hard- haavted, unfeeling

maltreated, i.e. to be harshly dealt with

,48 4+ 1 Sam. 25, 3; violent, of Mar
2 Saxe,; 2,17  וייהbringing mis~

Is. 8, 21; comp. bien.

קשוט

קשקשת
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fortune, oppressive, of nar Is. 21, 2, of
DWP (from DW) m. prop. firmness;
bin JoB 30, 25; hard, i. 2, sdhomalesy, of hence fidelity, faithful attachment, Ps.
De = mn Ez. 2,4; without feeling, of 60, 6 thou hast given thy pious ones a
the'בל3,7;; powerful, distinguished 9 Sam. banner, that it may shine afar, because
3, 39; van, of m5 Is. 27, 8; also of their faithfulness (udn en). Thus
with man melancholy , sorrowful 1 Sam. uw? here would be = שק Prov. 22,21
1, 15; most frequently connected with and=Aram, Din, אטו and opin
my (may mon or WP ny) Deur. 31, is as in ₪. 9 16. But the versions
27; Ex. 32, 9; see HP.
(Targ., LXX, Symm., Peshito) have
( טושקfrom the verb Dur) Aram. m. taken DUP =NWP. or read טשק =nwp,
prop. en probity; hence truth (comp. and therefore they must refer. opin
TAN, from ar), ’R jn adv. Dam. 2, 47 to 0% translating, to flee before the bow.
truly, comp. ביצר 2 2,8 certainly; next, But though ם and n are often. interrighteousness, like P7%, proceeding from changed (see nnY and ou, Dam and
a similar fundamental signification (see nan, mn and“ myn, An and nem)
pı2) 4,34; elsewhere for PIE, 77 and and the ‘Arabians ie w for b> (comp.

Ls bon, BR, eee ube,|
Ory
neti. See Dun.
upw),
the
change
here
is
unnecessary.
 קשורylno( .rulp קשרים, from(קשר 
Quip (the ground-form to (טשק m. the
m. a Gunde, an ornament ‘of brides Jur.
,2 32 or of women

3, 02.

of distinction Is. same, ae 22, 21.

DwP (not used) Aram. tr. same as
nwp (Kal not used) intr. same as Hebrew .טק Deriv. niwp.
( ישקfrom mW p) m. hardness of heart
up (interchanging
and ח in the
final letter, comp. 9x II. _and nex IL) %79, 72.
EN 45
5
( ןוישקhard ground) n. p. of a locali-
to be hard, figur.; / ie
the same.
65 =
a
ty in ehe, 0083. 19, 20, for which
Hif. von (fut. Mor) to harden, 1 Cur. 6,57 has wp.
22, i.e. to make obdurate Is. 63, 17
mo wP (from (טשק femin. a thing
(comp. 48,4); to treat harshly or cruelly weighed, I so the name of a stamped
Jos 39, 16,where
we should read חישה silver-piece of a certain value, like
(infin.) or Un.
=», >pw, Gen. 33, 19; Josm. 24, 32;

Dun (not used) tr. 1. to make firm, Jos 42,2. By comparing Gen. 33, 19

to establish, cogn. in sense with a8, PAS; with 23, 16 it has been concluded that
metaphor. intr. to hold fast by, to ad- a’n contained four >pw. Tradition and
here faithfully to a thing; _ to be certain, the versions explain it as a coin with
a lamb’s figure, such as the Cyprian
tried, true, just (Arab. DSL, Aram. coins were, or as = הצמ which is
Dun, ao, Aus the same); allied in
i said to have been called Ann among
its organic root uw-p to that in ny I. the Carthaginians (Rosh tesSt 26°),
Deriv. nwp and up.
= 737, davcxy (an obolus of the Perdan),
but nothing certain can be as( טשקnot used) tr. to divide, to part,

to separate (comp. ,); ספ1% hence to
measure, to measure out to, to weigh, to

weigh out tos Ar. Im:5 II. to measure,
to weigh, whence ws measure, weight,
a thing allotted, a portion.

טיה

Derivat.

certained.

( תשקשקfrom Pih.שק 

from bpp;

plur. mip, with suff. PHivpwp;
on the contrary plur. םישקשק of arti-

ficial metal scales) fem. prop. wat covers
or protects; hence the scale, of a fish,
squama Lev.11,9, Deur. 14, 9, of the

0
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scaly hide of the crocodile Ez. 29, 4, semble, to collect themselves Zepn. 2, 1;
for which 703 41, 7 has bre} "OER; Ar. yes and 5.
metaphor. of the scaly plates of a Timo
Pih. GBip to collect or bring together,
18am. 17, 5.
straw Ex. 5, 7, wood Num. 15, 32; not

( רשקfut. NR?) tr. 1. to tie, to bind,

to be regarded as a denom. Front wR.

Hithp.  הפקוששto shew oneself a man
member, as לע די Devt. 6, 8, na > Zern. 2,1, with the imperat. of Kal. for
emphasis.

with accus. of the place and לע of the

Prov.3, ,3 לעבל,6,21 922 לע7 ;3‚ with
3 to bind to Jos 39, 10 [13]; with >of the

person for (by way of play); fig. to bind,
wp to (2) the we of another, i. e. to

vun (not used) ir. to cover, to veil;
connected with 7-0» in the organic
root.

Pih. (redupl.) שק  שקan intensive of
have intimate friendship with Gun. 44,
;30 Prov. 22,15. — 2. to conspire, ab- Kal. Deriv. nop vp.
sol. Nex. 4, 2, with לע against one
non (with suff. "Mon, möp; plur.
1 Sam. 22, 8; Au, 7, 10; fully “8p. R rind. constr. ninwp, with suff. PONS;
1 Kines 16, 20; 2 Kınas 15, 15; part. from טק or from השק = wap) f- ‘(mase.
bau 2 San. 15, 31 conspirators; comp.
only in 2 San. 1,22 Ad Ez.1,28) 1. 4

Arab. die to bind, to enter into a cove- bow for shooting, so called from its
nant, to conspire. — 3. to be firmly tied, bent form; coupled with aa Hos. 1,7,
to be strong, powerful, the same meta- yn (arrow) Is. 7, 24. To “shoot with a
phor being also in pin; whence קשוּר bow is called nwp2 min 1Sam. 31, 3,
strong, powerful Gun. 30, 42, Ar. 8)gw
to bend it is ’p, TUR Is. 66,19, or ךשמ

strong. The Ar.

3 “to compel” pro-‘ pa 1 Kınas 22, 34; ₪ won Zecn. 9,13

ceeds from the same fundamental sig-
nification as
. Deriv. Sp.
Nif. ( נקְטירfut. “Wp?) to be fitted or
bound together, of main, i, e. to be repaired Neu. 3, 38; ‘fig. to be intimately
united to 1 Sant 18, 1.

to fill a bow, is to furnish it with arrows,

if it should not be taken as meaning

the same thing with pa 7} Nb” 2 Kınas
9, 24 to fill the hand with the bow, i. >.

to hold it fast (p vem Am. 2, 15); comp.
too po,

nm,

733, ERED AD.

non,

Pih. ( קשרfut. pr) to bind firmly,

m7) "Ps. 78, 57 and Hos. 7, 16 a slack

the bands of the Pleiades, i.i e. to unite
the single stars into a group Jos 38,
31; to bind about, a girdle Is. 49, 18.
Deriv. .רּושק
Puh. “ap (part. f. pl. nine) to be
strong, powerful Gen. 30, 41.
Hithp. Yöpn to bind themselves to-

(not ‘bent, that misses the mark) bows
na Jos 41, 20 an arrow (comp. ws).
5 other places abridged for np שיא

gether, to conspire, with לא 2 Kinas
9,14.

WP

(with suf. +p) m. a conspi-

racy 2 Sam. 15,12; 2 Kınas 11, 14; a
covenant, Is. 8, 12.

DWP see Ww.

an archer Is. 21,17, perhaps also 92, 3;
comp. TER. — 2. Fig. strength, power,
might, or the martial, valiant and warlike Hos. 1, 5; Jur. 49, 35; Is. 21, 17,.

with 12, “awa, to continue the figures.

also same as ‘ind (fame) Jos 29, 20,

or a figure of the lying tongue JER.
9,2. — 3. the rainbow, iris, 7050 GEN.
2Sam. 1,
9,1416, as 9D 9,13. — nun,
18 has scene peculiar explanations.
Sometimes ‘2 הָדּוהְי A is said to
archers of

stand for nam 2 "23 (the
von I. (not used) intr. to be dried
Judah); sometimes m is said to mean
up,| to be sapless, same as Ww; Arab. |the song of the bow, denoting David's
3 Deriv. .שק
elegy; or it iseven translated a metrical.
the same. Since n= was
 ששהI. oo pl. np) intr. to as- poem. Ar.

u
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pl. mvp, like nen, nina; from (השק
fem. same as the noun nip Ex. 37, 16;

looked. upon as radical, ' became a
masc., and תשק has been formed from
it. In Aramaean the Tau passed into
Teth, whence it was | regarded wholly as
radical; and so cs, acd,
( תשקformed from nyp) m. a bow-

₪

1 Car. 28,17;

+'ןז

.

=

re (not used) assumed
for לאתר
but see np".

21,20.

bs

Aram. RIOR, niep the

same.

 סוְרֶמקsee Din.

mip (after the form תצק ,  ככhence
int

ר

 ןד:

ר

, רcalled)שאר שיר 
=we, LXX pronounced mips
‘Prys in the Lamentations of Jeremiah), said in praise of
Resh, means, as a letter of the alpha- in ריזנה ןב הדוהי
bet, head (WN), if the names be taken alone understood
from the figures of outward things.

and תושּוגצנ so it is

the Jews of Tiberias

 ילע, תרבחמthat they
the twofold pronun-

It ciation of Resh (Dav. Kimchi in Michlol

has been supposed that the form of the 26°), Accordingly Resh is interchanged,
letter in Phenician (4, 9, N), old Hebrew 1. because of its similarity to the letters
,)4( Samaritan (4), old Aramaean (4, ) ר35 3, 2) with Daleth, as 73:72 and
,)4 and Palmyrene () resembles a head.
But we must assume, agreeably to the mana Is.14,4; 89 2 Sam. 92, 11 and
analogy of the other letters, that the  דָּאַחPs.18,11;  בלהEz. 6,14=37;
appellation was selected solely on ac- ne") and ne"; pnts and 097%; an
count of the initial sound, the letter and 7727; דדחon Sn; me and רש
being pronounced Re. From the Se- LXX Tadodv for 2
(iva), 1%
mites the character and name passed to 808 and ,דרי 777 WB Ez. 27, 15 and
the Greeks, the former inverted because viol Podiov. This is more frequent in
i
of their inverted orthography iin general

4 i.e. P, P, Pa from ‘Pac, wr), to Arabie, as > and peo companion,
the Etrurians (9) and the Romans (R). friend ; (=ש and p20} 675( +0 6
In all the alphabets here referred to, moved, and 0-20 to move violently;
down to the Hebrew square character,
yy and yee coivit cum aliqua; u
and the later Syriac writing, the figures
of Daleth and,Resh are so similar that and u; ao) and ye to utter sounds,
interchanges of them are easily ex- to ery; x) and ro to glow; dso

plained.

As a numeral, 4 denotes 200,

being the second in the series of hundreds.
With respect to the sound of Resh,
it is next to Lamed a liquid, and so it
is interchanged with the latter (see more
above, page 713); then it is connected

with the weak and liquid Nén (see page
890); but it had in speech, judging from

wen.

and 3,3)

to move the wings; Le, and

Leo to cry, to call; and thus too we

may

explain in Hebrew pou =p,

poy I. =np3, קבָר. =קבָּלA=, קר

= דָּק. -- 2. with Lamed, as TÜR, from

 אלSer and Yen; Swe mod. Hebrew’ nua; ‘Talm. poe and POET:

different signs, a softness reaching down ; ל גרְעיני5992" wI“ dna ;nuY
to a vowel (as in Sanskrit), or it at- see more above, page 713. — 3. with
tached itself firmly to the ‚gutturals, a Nan, as mst Aram. 137; 322 and 9933,

fact which shewed itself in aspiration poy and Pay; 2 Aram. "3; mod. He(th, 6). In the book Jezira, Resh is brew anny “for mana) (Midd. 3, 8). —
counted among those letters which were As to the writing “of Hebrew worda by

ר
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the LXX we have to observe: a) that out of bad; Aram. 5395 (to veil, to
they aspirate the Yod ‚preceding Resh, cover) for Sap from bad == Hebrew למ
as Iegenias, Tegoßoay, Ieoıyo, while in  סרעףout of 129 = ned. Here belong
other places: it is only the simple i. also nouns formed from the intensive
b) they have ¢@ for 4, when ה - follows, verb-form, as 3573 ו ,ּ לָזְר72890, 70,
as Lagoa (Mm), ד

(rnp), Ae-

Bogda (aa), Boao goa. (m3).
Of other peculiarities of Resh it may

Days, Dap, pean, הפרס

,ערש

Aram. 3, NTI @ ‘aa = 738),
1. the connexion of the Soy,  גלa Arab. Ose (strong),

be remarked
Resh-sound with that of Ayin, i. e. ori-

from Aus; ds, ם from Oke; bans5 from

ginally with 0 (rho), then with » ge- 45. — 4. the abridgment of quadrilinerally; several Arabian and Hebrew
grammarians expressing Ayin by r with
a guttural sound. On this account there
arises from 'ר- (ar) the vowel 6, expressed
by 4, as Ayien from MEET; “paw in
the first instance from spiny (comp.
the mod. Hebrew rypipw) and that

terals, which have Resh for their final
letter, as Aram. 77 out of 791; Hebrew
‘JID out of "22 "(from ap) IL); שרש
out of u" (from 418). — 5. Like
the other liquids and. aspirates, Resh
also appears as a very old noun-appendage, or as we might call it a derivafrom "Bau; הָרְצְצַח from הרצרצחו tives a fact which the lexicographers
D277, from au (Jer. Targ. Gen. 10, have not perceived. Thus, for example,
4 and Targ. on 1 Cur. 1, 7); Wd? Is. in 1729 (vine-blossom, bulb) from ‘1720,
15,6 from "2797 (comp. (רערל ‘Aram. Arab. As (to be tied together, to be
 חטוטרfrom חטרטר. More frequently, hard); 23% (a mouse) from 259 1.
however, the vowel 6 which arose out (which see); 7229 (fin) from re out
of ar is expressed by ¥, which formed of 130 (which see); "mp3 I. from nbd
the vowel 0 originally. To illustrate this, =npy, Aram. mp1; the proper name
the stems ,עצב Ypa, Yay (to nyau 3), “mga (which see); comp. Arab.
 תצעhave been ה with m3, 23,

a fon from rs to lay hold of; ee
"av (“P¥), ER as examples, whose pri- mpd reddish, from ping.

mitive ‘pronunciation »— must have been
( הֶאְרpart. act. , הארonce “N45,
= 0. Once even ra was represented by 6,
as D9% 11. out of ©". But this inter- constr. רְאָהJo 10,15; part. pass. יואל
change is more certain in Phenician, as only pl. ‘fem. nega in the common HeBomilkar, רקלמעב ,from “pda. — brew way Esta. 2,9, doubling the last
2. the assimilation of Resh to the fol- radical sound, as in some adjective
lowing letters, denoted by Dagesh forte, forms; inf. abs. X and in, once nik
as 22 out of 4243; NOD, 793 out of Is. 42, 20 K’ri, constr הֶאְר and min,
RDS (from DoD); - with Dagesh forte once 18 after the form na IN; fut.
following for Su); Aram. fo out of AN}, ap.RT, NM, 828, withVan contyes (82717); or the Resh is written, vers. xP, sidan 77 1Sam.17, 42;
and pronounced as if it were assimilated, 2 Kınas 5, 21) prop. 1.intrans. to see, io

as 1242 (batto), Hebrew n> and n°,

look, to view, ש-006 (like 977, 1. 6. 971,

a according to the LXX Gen. 10,"10 is connected with 9-68 out of F-ıd-ew,
TDN instead of 7978 :4060. Rarely ‘the a ground-form to oda, vid-ere, Gothic
Resh is elided without assimilation, as vit-an to see, 032) Ps. 40, 13, though

ryt out of HT. — 3. the insertion here meaning to perceive (parallel בלה
Ps. 35,
of Resh in Pihel-forms to supply the 'ִּ אַתפ319); with py» 705
place of ‚Dagesh forte, whence quadrili- 91.-- Commonly 3. tr. to see, with the
terals arise, as DOD out of DBD (Aram.

accus. 1 Sam. 9,17, Ps. 50, 18, seldom

nop); 2973 out ‘of 399 (= 5255); ane with 2 64, 6 or with a double accusat.
80*
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13, 5; to look to for help, with לֶא Is.
17, 7, or לע Ex.5, 21; to look upon as
or the ac- (3) Jupazs 9, 36 (coup: 3902); 729
Gen. 1, 4; to see (and learn) from 7,17; to regard
of the ob- Gen. 90, 10. — d) Metaphor. like 97),
of a verb with which it is coupled (Lav. 5, 7),

Gen. 7, 1; most frequently a whole sentence follows, introduced by "> Jupazs
20, 41 or ma} Luv. 13, 13,

cusative precedes the sentence
with לע Ez. 3, 23 or 2 10,15

jects or it enlarges the idea
following Ps. 40, 4 many will fear as

and like 60&», videre, to learn, by the

they see. Specially: a) to see, of the hearing Gen. 2,19, by the taste 3, 6,
prophets, like 111, i. e. to have revela- by feeling Is. 44, 16; to perceive, expetions;

also to invent, of false prophets

rience, i. @ to have, ‘as nm "7 Ps. 89,

Ts. 30,10; Jur. 24, 1 האר (which see) 49 to die, nun "I Ecouzs. "9, '9 to live,
a seer, a עס

Is, 30,10; 1Sam. 9, 9 my "9 8,16 to sleep; generally to know

(comp. 1892). — b) to see, Si Ps. 49, from experience , 297, 97 Jur. 5, 12,
20 (comp. Jos 8, 16; ir =pen רוא ain Ps. 34, 13, ms Prov. 27, 12, also

33,30), Way 1800. 7,11 for to live, like
the Greek Beret or 606» aos or Cody
alone, Latin diem videre; also for mn
generally, Gen.16,13 do I ‘then live here

MEI) after the vision (the divine manifestation). — c) to view, to inspect, to
look for, i. e. examining, trying; with
the accus. Gen. 11, 5; 37, 14; 2 34, 1.
So Ezux. 21, 26 he inspects the liver,a
custom of ancient nations (Chaldeans,
Etrurians), who tried to discover the
future from the condition of the liver
(Cie. de divin. 2,13); Eccuus. 11, 4 to
look to the clouds. Still farther: to look
on Junges 16,27; ’» "9 to look how Is.

18, 3; to take a look at Eccuzs. '3, 22;

with = 1300188. 2, 1; Os. 13; to perceive,

to learn, coupled with > 1 Sam. 24,
12, as man Eccres. 1, 16; 220
distinguish "Mar. 3,18. Deriv. האר Nh

(according to some), 187, me, וארו
 ראיms,

 ִרְאָה, nN,

האר

the

proper names HET", NN, m9 "a,
and according to some הר
Nif. 8% (part. 89 iit, ce. ART and

min, imp. TNT, "Tut. TNT, ap.N)
pass. “of Kal, to be seen JER. 13, 26;

Dan. 1, 15; "commonly to let oneself be
seen, to shew oneself, to appear, of men
and things Gen. 1, 9; 8, 5; 9, 14; to
shew oneself openly 2 Sam. 17, 17, with

to ‘look through 12, 3; 949 'ִר Jar. 18, De of the person Lev. 13, 19, more
17 to look at one with the back, 16 to rarely > Jer. 31, 3; % ינָפדתֶא MR
turn the back; to look at a person or 1 Sam. 1, 22 to appear before God, 16
thing with satisfaction or joy, with the in the sanctuary, same as Tb ig

accus. Is. 53, 2, Prov. 23,31, frequently

also with a Ps. 106, 5; to feast the eyes
upon one with malicious joy 54, 9; 112,
8; 118, 7; to look at with pain or emotion, with Pi Ex. 2, 11; Gen. 21, 16; to
look at with disdain Jon 41, 26; to look
at with curiosity Sone OF Sot. 1, 6; to
have respect to, to consider, with the accus. or 2 Gen. 39,23; Ps. 9,14; Eccuks.
7,14; Is. 26, 10; to ‘look to with prayer
or trust Is. 22, 11; to look after, to take
care of, GEN. 39, 23; 1 Kinas 12,16; to
observe, to look to... Ps. 37, 37; to
look out for, to choose, to appoint Gun.

22,8 14, with an assonance to ma;

Ex. 23, 17 (see 0°35); to appear, "of
God or an angel Ex. 16, 10, 1 Sam. 3, 21,
with לָא or לof a person; of a prophetic
vision Dan. 8, 1; to be shewn 2 Sam. 3,
1; to be provided for Gen. 22, 14, with

an assonance to mh.
Puh. 189 (only3 pl.38) to be seen,
with a negative to disappear, to be in-

visible Jos 33, 21. Dagesh or Mappik
is in 8, to pronounce it harder as standing between

like y.

two vowels,

i. e. almost

This appears besides only in

Gen. 43, 26; Lev. 23,17; Ezr. 8, 18.

Hif. ANT and ANN (part. Ay;

Deo. 33, 21; x Esım. 2, 9 selected, inf. c. ninth; fut. rat, ap. ארי"like
chosen, like öpär and Aramasan Nm; to Kal 2 Kınas 1 ,9 causat. to let or make
examine, with accus. Gen. 37, 14; 2Sam, one see Deut. 1, 33; hence to shew, with
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accus. of the thing Is. 30, 30, or also
with 86608. of the person Ex. 25, 9,
Num. 8,4, also in a dream Gun. 41, 28,
or a vision 2 Kines 8, 13; sometimes
the object follows in a clause intro-

duced by 2 8,10; to cause to look upon,

ראישון

1088. 13,15 seq.

Patron. "29584 (with

Aleph quiescent) 1 Cur. id, 42; commonly collect. Reubenites Devt. 8, 12;
4,43; Josu. 1,12. — As to the etymology, that just given seems the most
suitable (2 384), since the interpreta-

with a mischievous pleasure, with 3 tion 22 ּואְר= 93 may), or 2 mary
Ps. 59, 11; to cause one to feel or ex- (sight of” a " son), "cannot be justified
perience, good or evil, with a twofold linguistically. Besides the orthography
accusative
Has. 1, 3; Ps,60, 5; to enjoy prs) (LXX Povßrv) there was also

Eccuss. 2, 24, with accus. of the person ( רְאוּבָלJoseph. PoußnAos, Pesh. Na2o},

and 5 of the thing Ps. 50, 23.
Arab. ו (+ which the Jewish hisHof. mith (part. m. הא ( רבto be shown
Ex. 25, 40; with accus. of the person torian (Antt.1,19,7) explains לאב “Nh.
STAN (prop. inf. Kal of הֶאְר after
to whom shown Lav. 13, 49.
Hithp. 8197 (fut. nym) to look upon the form mam) = the act of looking
one another (helplessly) Ex. 42,1; mean upon one with satisfaction Ez. 28, 17.
n°» to look one another in the face, ie.
MAIN”) (same as MN? pearl or coral,
to measure themselves with one another comp.05) n. p. fe Gan. 22, 24,

2 Kwes 14,8 11; 2 Car. 25, 17.

TAN = sight, seeing 1000188. 5, 10
 הֶאְרf- the name of a bird of prey
Kri, for which the K’tib has my’).
Daur. 14, 13, probably for 187 (cod.
"N m. a mirror, same as EN (2)
Sam. - Lay. 11, 14), interchanging
Jos
37, 18.
sand 4. But many look upon 9 as
original, and think that the bird was 80
( יִאָרin pause "N4) m. 1. the being
named from its keen sight.
seen GEN. 16,13, of לא where however,
IN (after the form 12, WP; constr. we should read "34 for N, since it is in
m; prop. an old ash) adj. m. pause; the vision, sight, of God, Gen.
seeing, 129 MN) JoB 10, 15 seeing my ,16 13 do I then still live )יֶתיַאְר( after
humiliation; comp. Dip .השק
the vision? ("forיאְ( ,i.e. after seeing
( הֶארprop. part., pl. . (ראיםm. .1 a God. In this sense we have to explain
seer, prophet, acommon word (in 1 Sam. the proper name of the well of Hagar
9,9 the LXX read oy for bin!) for 823 between Kadesh and Bered Gun. 16,14,
1 Sam. 9, 9; Samuel in particular is so fully יהל יאר Wa, ie. the rock-fountain
named 9, 9 19; 1 Cur. 9, 22; 26, 28; of vision, viz. where God was seen; "112

seldom other prophets are so 2 Cur. 16, is =" 2 (which see), as in 2 Sam. 23,
;710 pl. Is. 30,10 . — =םיזח.2 abstr. 11 rab stands for 39M or isלְחִיְה= 
(like הזח 2 Kinas 17, 13 K’tib) a reve- and יאר stands for as, as in the’‘pre-

prop. a ceding verse. — 2. sight, same as Na
vision Is. 28, 7, same as "$9. — 3. (the 1 Sam. ,16 ;19  יִאְרַמ597 Jos 33, 21 is
_All-seeing, i. e. God) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2, vanished from sight, i. e. is lost to sight.
52, for which 4,2 mn".
— .3 a spectacle, a warning example,
lation, "oracle, prophetic word,

DIN (see! a son, i. 6 God has fa- magaderyua Nau. 3,6, comp. Sw.
IN (from הָי 9 Jah is a Seeing
voured me with a son, and looked upon
-my misery Gun. 29, 32) n. p. m. of the one) n. p . Me Eze. 2, “AT, 1 Car. 4, 2,
oldest son of J:acob by Leah Gen. 29, for which is elsewhere (2, 52) myo;
82; 37, 21 seq., then the name of the 5, 5.
tribe descended from him Now. 1, 20;
 רְאִיםsee DR".

32, 7, respecting whose habitation information isi given in Num. 32, 33 seq.;

 ראישוןsee NUN“.
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bolically for enemies Ps. 22, 22, supplying the place of the np 22, 13;
young buffaloes (0987-72) are parallel
ON an assumed stem for the name
with the >39 29, 6. Its horns tower
of a place ma (Jose. 18, 27); but
majestically and proudly Ps. 92, 11;
APN is obviously a fem. form of DR, as Devt. 33, 17; parallel .רוש — In the
inthe proper names a8} (which see), Targ. the word appears in the form
Many (out of הלא m9); “n stands N27], Nana, NN, and since it
for SDR (which see).
stands for" Fe Devt. 14, 5, it must
DN) I. (only max Zeon. 14, 10 ac- have meant that large species of antecording to some) intr. same as 19% I, lope, like the Arab.
a3), which is merely
BAR, D4, DAL (see ory, 029) to behgh compared to the buffalo, as does also
to lift itself’ on high, to be prominent, of BovBadog. The meaning unicorn (LXX,
a height; max) 1. 1. and it (Jerusalem) Vulg.), or rhinoceros (Aq.), has no founshall remain inits high position (accord- dation.
ing to some); but see mano. Deriv.
TON“ )0.רָאמַת, זע. רָאמת.(7 .1 morf(
man 1; O84, םיִאְר my, Dy (accord- oN4 L) fig. something high, unreachable,
ing to ה proper names ninNY, only in
i the pl. Prov. 24, 7, comp. 23;
MR

f. same as תואר 10008.

10

סי

Many, aN.

commonly concrete a height, hill; thence

O87 II. (not used) intr. to ery, to as the name of a place a) nian, nina
rage, to bustle, to roar, of a wild beast, (hill-town) n. p. of a city in 3 Deovr.
conseq. same as 139 (which see). Deriv. 4,43, where cod. Sam. has na; JosH.
DNN, DS, 0, Df.
20, 8; 1 Car. 6, 65; but also written
nina ‘Jose. 21, 36, or תמר 1 Kinas 4,
ON) Hl. (not used) intr. to be red,
13; "not ident. with Maya nn“ Josm.
= Arab.
to be blood-red="1794 II. 13,26 near y53 reign ‘Jupars | 11, 29.
<belonging to תמר Ez. 32,5); metaphor. It may be looked for on a projection
applied to red coral. Deriv. הָמאָר 2. of the mountain-block G'ibl Gilad. —

and the proper name .הָמּואְר

DN (also םיִאְר Ps. 92, 11, םיר Jos

b) תּומאָר (heights) n. p. of a city in Issachar 1 Cur. 6, 58, ident. with mvt:

(which see) Josn. 21, 29, but not with
from oy IL) m. prop. same as ma 19, 21. — ¢) 933 תַמאַר (height of the

39, 9, סרin the pl.Ps. 22 ‚22; dk DAN,

Du;

EN a roaring ‘wild animal, the buffalo or

south) n. p. of a city in Simeon Joss.

Ferach p..175), comp. 33-used of bullocks JoB6,5. It is mentioned along with
tha animals for sacrifice םיִרָּכ DE,
שָתוּדָים,פָּרִים, oan Is. 4 6 7 though

(comp. 23357 491 Ez. 21,3; prop. the south
generally; see 233) and named along
with Down, Zon. 14, 16 like the plain

wild oz (so Saadia on Is. wos}, ,סומג 19,8, where in later editions ‘3 תַמָר
1 Sam. 30, 27 232 nin.
which Héja already explainsi
in his dic- ו
tionary רבה  רש7-1; see Kaphtor va- d) המאר for הָמאָר ₪. p. ‘Of a city in

₪ was not to be offered up. The sacri-

J udah, suiting the general 232 in Judea

of Jordanshall Jerusalem and " be fruit-

fice is rather to be understood in a
figurative sense, in which way also mn
40, 16 and 4y""inın Ps. 50, 10 are to be
reckoned beasts for sacrifice. It is described as untameable, and incapable of
being used for harrowing and plowing
Jo 39,9 10, and rushing with its horns

ful and inhabited (in 7, 7 expressed by
25>). That is to say, ANY is here
identical with 232 "7 (see c), and may
have been aconsiderable town in Zechariah’s time. According to the accents,

) (קרניםat men, whence it stands sym-

Kimchi),

itis true, it should be taken otherwise. —

2. (from oxy IIL.) red coral (Parchon,
described as a valuable

and

ראש

ראש
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costly thing, mentioned with ,טיב 799, turbance which poison effects in the
7572 and equivalent to 073729 Tr. 27, body. Deriv. שאר 3, win.
16; Jos 28, 18.
URN (not used) Aram, same as Hebr.
NT
I. Deriv. WN.
WS I. (not used) tr. same as שער
( שארinstead of wie), with suff.וראשי 
(Fürst, “Cone. s. v. and so Maurer and
Gesenius) to move to and fro, to swing, pow; pl. םיִשאָר instead of pws,

to shake, especially the head (WN), like presupposing a sing. UN; constr.וראשי 
the Arab.

Yat),

YS);

and

as 91)

with suff. SR,

once וישאר Is. 15,2;

2 Kınas 19, 21, Is. 37, 22, Ps. 22, 8, from טָאָר L) m. 1. prop. " skulls hence
Jos 16, 4 and דו Ps. "44,15 are ap- head, of men or animals Gun. 3, 15;
plied to the noun שאר the latter might ,28 ;18 with n> 1 Sam. 5,4, N) and
be so called from its shaking motion. by of a person to take off one’ shead,
But we may also adopt as the fun- i. e. to decapitate him Gen. 40, 19;
damental signification of the stem to be 2

hard, firm,

ident.

in its organic root

way with that in ro-y (Ar. uch ya)

Jer. ,37 ;22  טירהPs. 110, 7; fig.
a ‘single person, an individual , a man,

like 2393, Latin caput Junazs5,30;
vos (to YAS terra ‘firma, oppos. to D172; 1Cur. 12° 23; the life Dan. 1,10, 1

Ar. 08); 17
mn (which see), וטָרְֶת or

( בשto u, Ar.WY (to be firm,
durable),2-3 למ6 befirm, hard),
“Oe

Lay (to be firm), (של (the same), eye)
(to make firm), Ley (the same). Hence
the noun UN“ BR have meant originally skull, so "called from its hardness

(of the brain-pan) and strength;

as

ngdvor, xoavioy are connected with ng0vaog hard. Deriv. שאר ,1 , שאר,השאר

ראשה, NORA, TUR (")ךצשיר

"DN,

( רָאשִיתMu), ( מַרְאשַתpl. 6. niweya),

munya.
שָאְרII. (not used) tr. same as ירט IT.
to seize,lay hold of,take into possession,

to conquer; Arab.ob (to snatch, to
snatch away), u) (to seize, lay hold

off).

Deriv. the oe name MER

and TUR (MERa, הָשאְר MERTa).

 שָאְרIII. (not used) tr. to excite mor-
tally, to cause restlessness , to excite a
corporeal tumult, of poison; connected
with wan, Ar. UAE); Aram. סרדא the
the same, whence 0578 poison, ‘modern
Hebrew DAR. The sense of poisoning
arises either from the fundamental signi-
fication to breathe out a penetrating, sharp
scent, applying to poisonous plants and

,12,19 like wed; self, ipse, like wea Jo.
,4,4 Ps. 7, 17, parall. with “PIR. -
.2 Metaphor. of things, the point, summit,
ofa mountain Gen. 8,5, of a tower 11,4;
the capital, of pillars 1 Kınas 7, 19;
covering or canopy, of a throne 10, 19;
point, of an ear of grain Jos 24, 24, of
ertpecsa ;2,5.utsE eht ,tsehgih  כרכבים6
Jos 21,22 the highest stars; a mountain
Is. 28, 1; the upper part, of a muna,
comp. ‘nue. Gen. 47, 31; hence once
of place, above Jon 29, 25. Of eities
and lands, the first, Jose. 11, 10; Is.
,7 .8 Fig. a) transferred to things and
feelings, in order to express the princi-
pal, the highest, as of Dina Sone OF
Sor. 4 14, comp. שאר u; of
Ps. 137, 6 and Deur. 33, 15 parallel
.2 b) of men, a prince, king JUDGES
,10 ;18 1 Sam. 15, 17; one having pre-
cedance, a principal person, opposite 32%
Devt. 28, 13; Is. 9,13; top, head,.of the
niax ma Ex. 6, 14 or abridged תובא
6, 25; lord, ruler, Lament. 1,5;; supreme,
first, of We 2 Cur. 19, 11, also טאְרַה

alone 24, 6, opposite Mw.
the full 6%

c) the sum,

Lev. 5, 24, collected sum,

multitude Ps. 139,17," xD} to take the

sum Ex. 30, 22; hence generally multitude, sum total, of warriors JUDGES 7,
16; 1Sam. 11, 11; the mass Prov. 8,26.
d) the foremost, first, beginning, of place
mixtures (see 0739, O72), or to the dis- at the head of, before, in fronte Deut.
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15) visions of the head, i. e. dream-visions,
= ,אָמְלַח and joined to it as a cognate
opposite 115 Eccuus. 3,11; of time, the word by the copula; head, of an image
20,9, Jer.31,7, Mic. 2,13, hence ap-

plied to the source of a river Gen. 2,10,
beginning, commencement, of naw Ez.40,1,

2, 32, where before "7 the constr. state

win Ex. 12,2, nous JuDass 7, 19;  האשis to be repeated. Targ. .טיר
una from the beginning Is. 40, 21. —
UN“ see WN, .ןושאר
3. (from wx IIL), once wi Deur. 32,
 ראשהtuo( fo eht elpmis mrof ;אש
ר
32 ‘(the cod. Sam. has wR) poison, 32,32
only
pl.
with
suff.
DION)
f.
earlier
ein
poisonous berries, 32,33 poison of asps;
Ps. 69, 22 they gave poison for my food; cumstances Hz. 36, 11;| parallel pon.
coupled with wormwood Lamant. 3, 19,
( השארfrom wx) fem. same asראש 

and

distress,

3,5;

שאְר  יִמpoisoned

top, head, chief thing, an apposition to

water Jur. 8, 14; ie, viciousness Am. 6, jan the foundation- stone, corner- stone
12; Hos. 10, 4. Targ. .סיר

ZEcu. 4, 7, of Zerubbabel as conductor

 שארn. p. of a people belonging of the building. It is unnecessary to
to the ‘Scythian king 453 (which see) take השאר as an adject. fem. and to
Ez. 38,2 3; 39,1, who had their abode

read WN

after the form ofקדשה -

in the ‘high north ")ןיפצ na) 38, 15;
PRON (formed from שאר = שאָר
;39,2 mentioned with Ww (which - with the termination }1-; twice in K’tib
and bain, i. e. with the Méoyo. and רְאישון, רְאישנה08. 21, 10 and Jos
Tıßagmvoi
Caucasus,

(the former south of the
the latter near the Black

Sea, see 525m). They are also brought
into connection with

the Cimmerians

)35( and Armenians (man) 38, 6.—
By wx, Pos, ‘Pos (LXX, Symm.,
Theod.), is Um)» Was understood the
Russians, whom ‘classical writers since

the second century before Christ have
found in the mixed 601

15, 7 ‘from שיאְר = UND; once

JI)

Jos8, 8; plur. (םינשאר adh m., הנשאר
(pl. (תינשאר fem. 1.08 place, Ars,oremost, Gen. 32, 18; the fem. הנשאָר as an
adv. ל
at ‘the head 38, 2, Num.
2,9, for which there is also ra Is.
60, 9; in the first place, supreme Esrn.
1, 14.— 2. With reference to rank and

dignity, first, with "28, "8720 &e. GEN.

32,18, Ex. 12, 15, or contrasted with
dwelling between the T'anais and Bo-  אחרון4 8; hence. God calls Himself
rysthenes (Dnieper) and designated Scy-
ans ןושאר Is. 44,6, or with a perithians (Strabo, Pliny, Tacitus, Ptolemy).
phrasis
41, 4; chief, most distinguished
So too the Byzantine writers (Leo

Diac., Sim. Logotheta, Georg. monachus, 1 Car. 18, 17, of םיִרָש Day. 10, 13;
Tzetzes) not only assign the people of comp. Aram. jw", ey a chief. —
Pös to the Seythians but also to the 3. Referring to time in manifold ways:
same abodes on the Dnieper (Borysthe- a) the first, in succession of time, of

nes), Don, Wolga (Arab. (St), at the ny Ex. 12, 15, W740, 2, hence ןישארב
Black Sea &.
for ירה wana Gen. 8, 13; fem. MON
 ראשot eht .rulp רָאשִים

6 ראש.

 שארfor שר meaning poor see we.
oe Pray. 30,8 for un which.see;

then as a ground-form to mann,

as an adverb first 38, 28, also “a 2'Sam.
20,18. b) earlier, Formen, preceding,
in opposition to later; of םיִאיִבָב ZecH.

1,4, ny Is. 8, 23, om» Devr. 4, 32,
bon, Ps. 89, 50, mpg Gun. 40, 13,

( ראשdef. TUR] = NUR“, with suff. nnd Ex. 34, 1, na (temple) Hase. 2,3,
7
with suff." Hebraised םהיטאב  וfrom (שאר on sooner, opposite to spans (later,
Aram. m. head, Dan. 3, 97, of animals hereafter); before-time, formerly 2 Sam.
"ראשי, Fwy,  ראשהYimasy; זע- ראשין מלףNom. 21,26; הָנטאָרְּב Zecu.

‘7,6; wing

rn (2, 28; 4,2.7 10; 7,1

7,10; UNS?

Ts.1,26 as at the firsts
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so too “> Deur. 9, 18, for which also

רב

may) adject. m., Ma (constr. nay, an

old form “a4, plur. nia) fem. many,
this is connected the-meaning oldest numerous: a) following nouns, 6. g. after
Jos 15, 7; Is. 43, 27 thy oldest fore- ( לרבa mixed people, i. e. Egyptians,

 לְרָאשנֶהstands in Gun. 28, 19. With

father, i. e. Adam; the fem. the first Arabians, or remains of the Hyksos;
(Ex.12,38, pn Num.
time Gun. 13, 4. םינשאר is used as a elsewhere ףַסַּפַסַא
noun, earlier acts 2 CHR. 9,29, forefathers 32,1, 9 Deur. 28, 38, am “1 Kınas
Deur. 19, 14, Is. 61, 4, הנשאר earlier 10, 2, Sy 2 Sam. 3, 22; plur. m. 0127
things 65, 18; תרנשאר former mighty acts
סל
to oy Num. 20,
um»
43,18, former prophecies 42,9.
Gen. 21, 34; fem. sing. הבר to הדבש
26, 14, nam 1 Cur. 18, 8, plur. mia
 באשותseeאמות 
 תיִנשאְרadject. fem. for רשנה JER.
,25 ,1 the femin. termination’ -" הbeing
also alvewhare interchanged withית 
( תישאָרonce mw Daur. 11, 12 =

aaa from שאב or wo;

to םיִשָנ 1 UDGES 8, 30. b) seldomer prefixed to the noun, as םיִלָלַח Da] Prov.
7,26, awp-a5 Is. 21, 7,‘pay a4 Ps.
89, 51; coupled with Dixy Ex. 1, 9; Jo.

with suff. 2, 2. 9 the adjective being regulated
in gender and number by what pre-

inva, once תשאר JoB 2, 12, which

should probably be read ףתשאה( fem.

cedes, but yet appearing in the genitive, like a noun, in consequence of its

prop. what is at the head, ‘beginning, being followed by a noun, as M223 בר
commencement, of רב Ecouns. 7,8, op- Prov. 14, 29; ova may 1 Sam. 2, 5;
posite MINN; of im Prov. 17, 14; py na) Lament. 1 1.— 2. Metaphor
np" Jur. 26, 1; the first, in opposi- great, extended, of Din Gen. 7, 11, wide
tion to a second Gen. 10, 10 and 10,
Esta. 1, 20, long, of 2 1 Kınas 19, 7,
11 ;12 the first beginning of all, Gen.
violent, of המ Num. 11, 33, grievous
,1,1 like oyn, prineipium of the clas-
sel, writers; origin, of naar Mic. 1,13; Ps. 19, 14, strong Prov. 14, 29 &e. —the first time, of ripe figs Hos. 9, 10; 3. As an adverb, much, in great number
‘former state Jos 8, 7, earlier time Is. Ex. 19,21, oppos. to ny Num. 26, 56,
,46 ,10 opposite תירחאָג the chief, of emphasiged by דא Josn. 11,4; enough
und Am. 6, 6, Don 1 Sam. 15, 21; Gen. 45, 28, הת 7 enough newt 2 Sam.
by כרבJoB ,40;19  יגAx. 6, 1; the 24, 16; strongly, aböve measure Ps. 123,

3; ‘hence also with a plur. of the noun,

oldest Num. 24, 20; the choice Dax. 11,
;41 JER.49, 35 the choice of their heroes as Ps. 18,15 lightnings much (according
(ona; = pe piag like Is. 3, 25); the to some); Devt. 33, 7 let his hands be
mighty (23) to him; Ecouns. 6, 3 and the
,tsehgih nekops‘ .fo ton .vorP 1, 7, הכמה
days of his years will be many. So also the
,A ;7 ,gniltsrif fo RES .veL 32, 01,גד
femin. 13°) much, especially 108 31, 33;
.rueD 81, 4, "2 62, 01,  מְּבוּאֶהProv. Ps. 62, 3; abundantly 78,15; very much
,3,9 hones: ם am an oblation of the 89, 8, especially nal 65,10 richlys long
first fruits Lev, 2, 12, 0-933] the first enough 120, 6; much 129, 1. 34 is to
of the earliest ripe fruits Ex. 23, 19; be taken in this sense particularly when

poet. in 2 the first-born GEN. 49, 3; 4 of the person follows and the verb to
 דו72 of the divine man Prov. 8, be should be supplied, as in Da 29
,22 comp. Revet. 3, 14; the ‘best, 6

best part of the land Daur. 33, 21.
MON (from muy}; only pl. constr.

Nom. 16, 3, 75 24 Deur. 3, 26, 6 5
33,7. — 4. Subst. a great one, םיִלְּפבר
a great one in deeds, a quality ascribed

 (באשלתיfem. same as mung (which to 32 2 Sam. 23, 20 (see >¥b);a
see) side or place of the head, ‘ive. at the mighty one 2 Cur. 14, 10, opposite "X
the head 1 Sam. 26, 12.
1D; pl. the mighty, JOB 35, 9; a violent
a 1. (from 222 L, in pause 35, pl. one Is. 53, 12, parallel Dany .; oldest

a
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one, Gen. 25, 23, oppos. to רישָצ,with

ness Eccuzs. 1, 18; Is. 63, 1. 349 is

the additional iden of wisdom Joz 32, used adverbially, in multitude Jupaus 6,
9, LXX rzoAvyeorıos, and like “rap 15, 5, 1 Kines 1,19, increased in force by
10, parallel םינקז |a chief, a head, inter- kn 2 Cur. 4,18; 30,13, or made clear

changed with רש (which see), as בר by a comparison Deur. 1, 10; Junges
 מַבָּחִיםchief or commander of the bodyguard Jar. 39, 9 (see mat); 3% 29 head
of the magi Ton. 39, 3; ma 2 head or
president of the onsen ל
Esta.
1, 8; םיִסיִרָפ  ברchief of the eunuchs
Dan.1, 3 or chamberlain 2 Kınas 20, 18.
See also DY9D”27 as a proper name. 24

6,5; 2Sam.17,11; in fulness Jop 26, 3.

a2 for multitude Gen. 16, 10; on ac-count of long continuance Josu. 9,13. In

32 Hos. 10,1 34 should be translated
as an infinitive, in proportion as (the

number of the people) increased; “a
8, 12 K’ri stands for 35, but the Ktib
 החבלshipmaster Jon. 1, 6. — Pl. prin- reads 424 (which see) expressing a mul-

cipal persons, judges, Sone or Sou. 7, 5; titude generally.
 בֶרsee a.
hence the gate where the judges sat
was called םיבר ma; noblemen, along
N24 see 124.

with םיִמָלִש Nag. 1, 12, Here belongs
the meaning fulness Ps. 145, 7; Is. 63,

7; plur. crowds, masses JER. 11,15. —
5. (from 229 IIL) archer Jur. 50, 29,
so too in van Jos 16,13. םיִּבַר Nex.
5,2 is a mere abridgment of pray.
27 as an adjective to the name of 8

227 I. (3 plur. 124, in pause 225,
infin. 34) trans. prop. to bind, to join,
hence to bring together, to fit together,
to heap together; intr. to be heaped, increased, to be many, abundant, 1 Sam.
25, 10; Ps. 3, 2; ya בר to be more than
69, 5; ‘Tne, 46, 23: infin. 25> Hos. 10,

city, or as the name of a city itself,
see under 729. 24 in a proper name 1, En Gen. 6, 1. Perhaps also = and
see pwWa.
 רבהin many places belong here, and
a4 (def. 82, without a plur.; from possibly Is.9,6 in ma Ob. Deriv. 25
227) Aram. adject. m., אבר (def. (אָתְּבַר (subst. and 0 al 724,239, תב
fem. great, in the wide sense, of Ton jan, Nis, and perhaps too >“ = ‘5
Dan. 2, 10, םֶלָצ ,2 ,31  רּומ,2,35  הָכָא2 Cur. 24, 27 K’ri; the proper "names
2, 45, defin. אבר na 7, 2, Na apON may, הקשב ara (out of a4»),
Ban. 5 8, fem. defin."Dan. 4,27.

0

I (twice 215, before Makkeph "24,
with ‘suff. 2227, 039; plur. constr. "34
Kri; from בבכ LI) m. multitude, mass,

in number, followed by a genitive in
the plur. as םיִנָש Lev. 25, 16, םיִחְבְז
Is. 1, 11, םיִדְסַה Ps. 106, 7, nian
Prov. 14, 4, or the sing. eolleet, 797 Gun.
27, 28, bo Prov. 13, 23, bon Nam. 3, 3,

am.

Puh. 334 to be multiplied by myriads

Ps. 144, 13, perhaps a denomin. from

mann.

"The fundamental signification here
given rests upon the Ar. - to collect,
to join together, to make great, and
wh a league, an association. But apart
from the fact that in Arab. also these

nn 2 Cur. 24, 27 K'tib, os Ps. 52,
9;"spread Ps.37,11; great quantity Eccu.
1,"18; forming along with the following
word. 8 single idea, as p37 בר multitude of words Jos 11, 2; "ַחְלבֶר all

much, great, numerous, accumulated; the
idea of being enlarged, many, proceeds
from that of to overflow, to be abundant,
as in sa, whence MEW a multitude,

of might 23, 6; on

the the org. root in -ה14, ar Tl, nt,

meanings may be traced back to to be

powerfulness 30, 18 = sib; fulness troop, band; so that 334 is related to
fulness “ofgrace

Ps. 69, 14; totality, = 55 Jos
4,14 like as also 237 (which see) testifies (Fürst,
33,19 ron (but see an = 3"); great- Concordance s. v.).
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 בָבְרIL (perf. doubtful 25 Ps.18,15,

Ps. 16, 4; 139,18; to be long, of a way
Daur. 14, 24; to be abundant, na 333
certainly a4, with o like 5 Ps. 58, 4,
Ps. 49,17; to grow up, to become large,

and 55, on, Say, רי un uns, coupled with 573 108 39, 4; Ez. 16,7;
sin, win, ir, ראו 8 pl. 324; on the to be great Gun. 43, 34, to be mighty Jos
contrary the ‘part, 24, pl. p24, with 33, 12. Derivat. 99, man, maya,

suff. , ויברpresupposes a perf. a,

but

Gen. 21, 20 is perhaps to be accented
ah, so ‘that 34 is the part.) tr. to cast,
to sling , to shoot, msn, of Den 2
Gen.; 49,2 םיִקָרְּב.א8 Ps.18,15 (Kimchi),

comp. DEN חלש ,144 ;6 p21 archers

maya, mann, natn.

Pih. may (imp. הבר for ma) to increase JUDGES 9, 29; to get “much Ps.
44, 13; to bring up Ez. 19, 2; Lament.
2, 22.

Hif. 127 (2 perf. f. once יִתיִּבָרִה for

JER. 50, 29, va Jos 16, 13. The or-
ma“ Jun. 46, 11; part. m. man, fem.
ganic root , "בלבבis said to be ident.
 מִרְבּהinf. abs. הָבְרַה [Gen.3, 16;“16,10;
with that in המר I. 6% , Greek )7- 23, 17] and mas, 0. Nias, once K'tib
tew, Aram. mn See 7239 1.
and twice for the infin. absol. matt
( אָבְבְרonly pl. 39) Aram. f. same Am. 4,9; Prov. 25, 27; imp. sing. nat
as Hebr. 7334 Daw. 7,10 K’ri, where and ברה fut. 7292, ap. 27) to increase,
in number Gen. 16, 10, strength 3,16;
the K’tib has ey) (from 424).
with5 instead of the accus. Hos. 10, 1;
227 (pl. תיִבָבְר,constr. תיבבר and usually followed by a verb in the infin,
nina, with suff. pay; from 335 I) constr. and, in which case ma as an
7. same as jan prop. “multitude, manifold- adv. much precedes 1Sam. 1, 12, 2 Sam.
ness, 8 very high number Gen. 24, 60; 18, 8, or a finite verb follows 1 Sam.
Sone or Sou. 5,10; Ps. 91,7; commonly 2, 3; Ps.51,4; to give much, with accus.
ten thousand, a myriad Lav. 26,8, Jupazs of the object and dative of the person
20, 10, pl. ten thousands, myriads 1 Sam. Hos. 2,10, or without a dative Ex. 30,
18,8; 1224 Ez.16,7 adv. to myriads, i.e. 15, opposite טיִעְמה הto get much, with
increased “extraordinarily. For naa" 5 refl. Deut. 17, 16; to take much Jur.

wp Deur.33,2 we should probably read 2,22; to have much, corel Lev. 11, 42,
wap nary (see (הַביִרְמ וAr. x) the  יָמִיםTos 29, 18, absol. 1 Cur. 4, 27,
same, 9

2

where םיִנָּב 8 left out; to impose -

thousand.

upon one, with לע Gay. 34,12; to make

I. tr. same as 14) to spread, to great 1 Cur. 4, 10; to make 0

of
words Jos 34, 37. The infin. absolute
 הַרְבהis chiefly used as an adverb, like
aa.
 השבmeaning much 1 Sam. 26, 21, di727 II. (not used) tr. to bind, to ligently 2 Kines 10, 18; also after nouns
bind "about, ident. in its organic root in the pl. or after ‘collect. Eccuzs. 5, 6;
2
with that in TD"S, TD”%; Arab. 12, 12; 2 Sam. 12, 2; more rarely pre&, and tas, the same, ‘Aram, דבּור fixed to the noun Ps. 131,7; very much
000188. 7, 16; ma) == 237 2 Cur,
a juncture ofstones. Deriv. 773%.
a) I. (inf. 6. nin; fut. m2, ap. 16, 8. ו 2 2 Cur. 21, 27 Kri,
once 71247 JER. 42, 2.
stretch out, wg Prov. 7, 16.

Deriv.

37 and ap; 8 ingerf. pl. 727), wy

ma II. (only part. 134) tr. same as
Gy to practise usury) to increase, to  רמהLi cast, to hurl, only in Gen.

intr. same as 239 I. (Aram. N24, Arab.

multiply Ex. 1,10; Deur. 8,1; Ezn. 9,6,
coupled with הָרּפGen. 1, 22; = " one
has much Devt. 8, 13; to be numerous

21, 20 תשק a4, which compared with
non, המר  ל4,29, may mean archer,

at תק would have to be read for

רבה
mip.

רבך
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But it may also be translated,

 גבר.6 Ma, def. אָתּובְר ,with suff.

grown up as an archer.
qm from 29) Aram. 2 greatness,
 רבהf. of 32, conse. the great, the ewaltation Dan. 4,19 33; 5, 18;. Talm.
principal one, as a noun, to which ריע preference.

should be supplied, head of a kingdom,
metropolis, Syr. 1X23; accordingly we
have 1. (with a of motion mn2 2 Sam.
12, 29) n. p. of the metropolis of the
Ammonites Josn. 13, 25, 2Sam. 11, 1,

ND see לָּבְר
9327) see 92% under YIN.

 העּובְרsee %39 under ya.

 רְבּות7. see .434

called הָכּולָּמַה  ריעin 2 Sam. 12, 26,
24 (after the form "99, from 7391;
especially the acropolis, while the part with suff. aD) m (only in the cod.
of the city lying on the river (now Sam. Deur. 33, 25 for NIT) same as
Mayet or Nahr Amman) was named 727 Aram. greatness, majesty.
Dv ריע 2 Sam. 12, 27; it was called
325 (only pl. (םיִביִבְר m. prop. an
in full yay "23 nay Deur. 3, 11; Jur.
overflow;
hence rain, only poet. Deur.
49, 2; but among classical waiters:some32,2;
abundant
showers Ps.65,11; Mic.
times "Paßosduara (Polyb. 5,7,4), sometimes Philadelphia (Joseph. Jewish Wars 5, 6. "The derivation from בבד in the

1, 6, 3; Ptol. 5, 15; Plin. 5, 16) from sense of to be much (Ibn Esra) or from
227 Il. (Rashi) should be rejected.
Ptolemy Philadelphus; now „US, but
Arab.
wo copious water.
only ruins of it exist (Burckhardt II.

612 seq.). |הבר nips the daughters of
Rabbah sometimes mean the smaller
towns round about Jur. 49, 2, some-

times their inhabitants 49, 3. --

2.

77) (from 329 IL) m. a collar Gen.
41, 49;"Ex. 16, il.

927

and °734 (from 929 = ya4N,

of the metropolis of Moab, elsewhere as a numeral; pl. D973) an1ordinal M.,
ער, still existing only in the name of its  רְבִיצִיתf. fourth, of pis Gen. 1,19, “m
cu, and written fully axin na (see 2, 14, רי 15, 16, nix "ncn. 8,19, un
9). — 3. ₪ p. of a city inJudah Jos. Jer. 52, 6; withont bis 1 Car. 27,2 or

15, 60.

win Ez. 1, 1 fourth day or month; "=

( הברTarg. nas, 8 = na; 2 pers.
ma, for which "the Kri has na, 0
that ai is contracted into e) Aram. intr. to
become great Dan. 4, 8 19. In Targ.

 רַבָעִים2 Kınas 10, 30 children of the
fourth generation, i. e. children in the
fifth degree; fem. תייִבְר belonging to
mw Lev. 19, 24, הָבּכְרִמ 2803. 6, 3,
also a subst. a fourth part, of Dir Nex.

part. m. "39 a boy, fem. איבר a maiden,

9,3, the fourth part, of the aA
Deriv. ,2"  וברto 12.
Pa.  ביto make great, to elevate Dan. | 48, 20; of the 777 Lev. 23, 13.
2, 48.

i249 (for nia4, also Nia9, N24; du.

boning, pl. mixta, תואּבְר from 2341)
f. prop. multitude, manifoldness, more
definitely a myriad 1 Car. 29, 7; commonly like numerals in the sing. on
account of its proper signification Jon.
4, 11, Ezr. 2,64, seldom in the pl. Dan.
11, 12; Eze. 2, 69; in Neu. 7, 71 72

Ez.

( יִעיִבְרdef. SND. and 899739; pl.
in the Targ. pes and PS) Aram,
an ordinal m., BE and San (def.
Nn3a

and אתיעיבַ( f. the "fourth, of

1b Dan. 2, 40, Hrn 7,7, 12 3, 25.
22 (great town; from 239 L) n. 2of a city in Issachar Josu. 19, 20.

27 (Kal not used) tr. to miz, to
niny is = אוָּבְר and to be taken for a
mingle, to dip into, oil; Arab. 2
sing.; comp. Ar, X, puguic, Syr. 253, Aram. 727 the same, 83°39 ‘Aram.
=
 רבלto 9217 seeרבבא .
Ar. יי food dipped in
i oil. The or1

2

ITs

Tt

Ss

רבל
ganic root is connected
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with

that in

Km), xvBos, cubus, after which the number four is said to have been formed;
Hof. 7277 (part. f. nz22‘y2 as a noun) 4. compared with the Sanskrit catwäras, Zend. catwara, Greek zeoongsg,
pass., see תָמָּבְרִמ
Latin quatuor. But all these explana( לכהnot ל intr. to be abundant, tions are unsatisfactory. Deriv. sa,
fruitful, after the Arab. dy) , adopted for  רבע2, 924, 234, 2'372, denom. עבר

סב אכ

the proper name 122%; oe perhaps
in its organic

724 (with suf. יעברו pl. with suff.

root fequivalent to Day

339, MI) m. 1 (from עַבָר 1.) a
to be naked, bare, » and ר being con- couch, along with חרא (way) Ps. 139, 3;
nected (see .(ר Deriv.
so in other places עבר nyay2. —
moat (bare place) n. p. of a city in 2. (from 924, the ground-form toYa)
the northern part of Bikea on the Orontes fourth part, of a yt Ex. 29, 40, Spe
2 Kmas 23, 33; 25, 6; .אסא 34, 11; 1Sam.9,8; fourth side of a fours’ 5
now Ribléh, Robins. III, p. 461, App.; ject Ez. % 17; 43,16 17. — 3. (sprout,
= הבר
to sprout, to
New Biblical Res. p.708.710. The name ‚ descendant, from עבר
וש 3
wt
time of sprouting or
is interchanged with 7337 (which see). grow; Arab.
OOD] np. m. of an Assyriau spring; many understand ya to mean
like Rabshakeh and Tartan 2 Kınas 18, posterity) n. p. m. Num. 81, 8.
92% (only pl. 2239, from 38) m
17, or of an Chaldean Jer. 29, 3; prop.
a mere title. See 29 and .סירס
a great grand-child, along with wu Ex.
YIIL (inf. 6. 924, with suf. 5235; 20,5; 34,7; Num. 14,18; prop. the fourth
from ‘the original stock.
also 32) קול fo conch down, to lies
224 m. a fourth, fourth part, of a
hence to lie with, i. e. to copulate, with
a2;
as a measure 2 Kinas6,25; Arab.
the accus. Ley. 18, 23; 20, 16, espe>, Aram. NY, 1205, Here has been
cially of unnatural copulation; to lie, to
encamp generally (see 924), conseq. same

as 73 (which see); Arab.
, Aram.
»2% the same.
Derivat. עבד - (according to some), y2'a and nya‘ (cod.
Sam. Num. 23, 10 for 934).
‘|

iso referred Sy = Num. 23,10 fourth
part of Israel, ive. as far as it belonged

= a Dat (Targ.); comp. 70 zerugrov TIS

yüs (Raver. 6, 8). But Jewish interpreters (Saadia, Rashi) and the cod. Sam.
Hif. ( רבילfut. 29292) prop. to cause have explained it here otherwise, some
translating offspring, from עבר = ,הבר
to gender, two animals Luv. 19, 19.
some after the Aramaean manner generayo II. as a denom. from Sa or ‚tions, seed, from בר L., and therefore the

2, "rhenes pra, 8 also Puh. לבר see

cod. Sam.

under ya (p. 144).

Aram. nyaya eonenbitus, "אם  בפuterus.

has ִעבְר

nyaya after the

( עברnot used) is a ground-form to
len (fut.V2 7) intr. to lie, to lie down,
the numeral 92%, to explain which latter especially of four-footed creatures Gen.
many attempts have been made. 1. It has 29,2; 49,9; Ex. 23,5; of a, "13, לג
been associated with 278 which may Is. 11, 6; 97, 10; by way of rest Gan.
have meant originally four-winged, and 49, 9; in the folds 49, 14; of birds, to
so is said to represent the number four; hatch ‘Der. 22, 6; of monsters of the

2. derived from 939 1. = ya, and ap- deep Ez. 29, 3; metaphor. of men, to

plied to the lying of four-footed things,
compared with xvßos, cubus, from xvatw
and cumbo, cubo; 3. as originally denoting a four-cornered tile or stone, like

settle down cally , securely or comfortably, to rest Jos 11, 19; Is. 14, 30; of
things, as wells, springs, " which lie deep

down Gen. 49,25; Dur. 33, 13; figur.

רבץ
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with 2 of a person to be with one, of as Hebrew םיִקְשַמַה "iD; hence it does

TER 29, 19.

Deriv. Ya ya, ya.

not appear to be a proper name, but to

"uf. prays (fut. yay) to cause to have been a title; Syr. 14.4 55) n. p. of
lie down, ןאצ Jer. 33, 12; omitting the an Assyrian poreral 2 Kınas 18, 17; Is.
object Sone or Sot. 1 7, Is. 13, 20;
transferred to men Ps. 23, 2; Ez. 34,15;

fig. to lay, stones, with 3 into Is. 54,11.
The stem is connected with yay 1;
Arab. van, whence was) couch, ER
var a herd lying at rest,» van to lie

36,2. See mu.
May see mal.

247 (not used) tr. to heap, to heap

in wait.

together, clods or stones; connected with
839; identical in its organic root 232
with that in 23 IL, s-23 IL, m.

place, of herds or animals Is. 35,7; Jer.
;50,6 metaphor. resting "place, habitation,

a noun with a of motion) intrans. prop.

( ץמרprop. part. m.) subst. a lier in Deriv. the proper namie 3358 and
237 (only plur. 09939, constr. (יבגר
wait, Gun. 4, 7 sin is a croucher at the
m.
₪ clod Jon 21, 33; 38, 38; prop. a
door, after the fig. meaning of the verb
to crouch; comp.( תאטח which see) and lump.
Ps. 37, 8.
17 (fut. 1372, imper. fem. plur. ma
( ץֶבָרwith suff. יִצָבְר( m. a resting- Is. 32, 11 fon ™273°) according to Ibn
Esra - Kimchi, "but better taken as

pa? (not used) tr. to fasten, bind or
fetter together, to couple together (Arab.

same as ,שגר Wy to rage, to roar, to
tremble, to quake; hence to be restless,
to be moved 2 Sam. 7,10; Is. 14,9; to be
angry, wroth Prov. 29, 9, Is. 28, 21

Gt
%
bind, whence CF Kap) arope,
a noose; Talm. p37 the same); but ac-

(Syr. the same), with 5 against one Ez.
16, 43; to be excited, with grief 2 Sam.

of men Prov. 24,15; Ar.

>) the same.

cording to Jewish interpreters to fatten,
a meaning which the verbmay have had,

i. e. to tie up, for fattening (Tanchtm).
gi קָּבְרַמ and the proper name

mp2 (fettering , by beauty) x. p. f.
- 28, 23; 24,15; Rebekkah according to the writing of the LXX.

a2

a reduplicated form of the

Aram. a5 in the meaning to be great,
mighty ; deriv. j2722 and

18, 33, fear Ps. 4,5; with "2512 because
of a thing Deut. 2, 25; Is. 64, 1; to be
moved with Joy Jer. 33, 9; to quake, to
tremble, of inanimate nature Jo. 2,10;

Is. 5, 25; a 137 Mic. 7,17 like ya sn

(Ps. 18, 46),\ja mar to flee from, with

0

Arab. = -) to tremble,;

to crash; Aram. 137, be the same. De
rivat. 125, m, רו on the contrary

TAS does not ‘belong here.
Pih. 737 (mot used) an intensive of

2322 (plur. 739) Aram. adj. m., Kal; deriv. nn.
82997 (plur. 17772, def. (אָתְבְרְבַר fem.
Hif. ret (fut. 739%) to move, to
great, eatraordinary, of PR Dan. 3,33; disquiet, with aceus. of the person 1 Sam.
nlur. fem. abundant, of ya 2,48; תש
of 71° 7, 8 17; also plur. great things
,

28, 15; to put in fear, with 2 for the
accus. Tur. 50, 34; to make angry, pro-

voke, לא JoB 12, 6; to make tremble Is.
12729 (only plur. 7722929, with suf. 14, 16, “also of ד things 13,13;

"23937, 72999 se)

Aram. m. JoB 9, 6 who maketh the earth to shake

a great one, a noble Dax. 4, 33; 5, 23;

out of its place.

Hithp. 3379053 (only inf. constr. with
frequent in the Targ.; Syr. with 0 insuff. aos). to rage, with לֶא of a
stead of 2,
person; to be refractory 2 Kınas 19, 27
MPWI (Aram., chief cupbearer, same 28; Is. 37, 28; cod. Sam. Gun. 45,
24

129
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רגל

Hithp. for Kal, to be excited one against
another, i. e. to strive; elsewhere in the

( לגבin pause 535, with suf. "534,
dual סילגב constr. 55, also for plur.;
is
Samar. version for nen (Deur. 1, 37); in another sense plur. Er) common,

Aram. 1-3
21 the same.
The Sanskrit rag to move and räga
= 1
German regen, are connected
with 5גי .עצר

the foot, of men

and beasts Ez. 1,7;

;29,11 denoting with שאר the two ex-

tremities of the human body Lev. 13,
;12 1" 92 sole of the foot Dur. 28, 35,

 זכר0-5 m. trembling, timid, of לב ean ao dv soJ 81, 72; אֶצְבּע
0
 פט,28 ;65 also in modern Hebrew p39 2 ‘Sam. ,12 02 ,eot eki
a substantive.

 יבma Ex. 29, 20 the great toes "1 122
an urine Is. 36,
,12 enphemistically for BU, comp.

139 (with suff. 7739) m. motion, rest- lame 2 Sam. 4, 4;

lessness,

tumult

Jos 3, 17; excitement,

Syr. 1457 Lis the same; so too euphem.
Is. 7, 20;
Has. 3, 2; disquiet, coupled with בצע  'רiD hair of the 2
alarm 3, 26, a figure of trouble; anger,

Is. 14, 3; noise, raging, with שער Jos  'רgo to ease oneself 10208 3, 24;
’ Dina standing- or dwelling-place, of
39,24; arsch of thunder 37, 2.
737 (after the form an>; with a of Freien Is. ,60 ,13  יי4 biz, of the
motion Ma) m. a trembling, Is. 32, 11 temple Ez. 43, 7; metaphor. step Gen.
,33 ,14 and in cartain phrases 1 Sam.
to trembling. See nw .
,23 ;22 2 Kines 21, 8; journey Is. 23, 7;
m7 (Peal not used) Aram. intr. same marek 52, 7; tread, m4 הקשה to water
as Hebrew 129. Deriv. Ta.
by the (of water-machines or
Af. 1393 to make angry, to excite to wheels) Deur.11,10; tread, step 1 Kines
wrath Ezr. 5, 12.
,14 ;6 guidance,ל 
Gen. 30,
72 Aram. masc. anger Dan. 3, 13, ;30 track, of the footsteps 1 Sam. 25,

;27 hence the expression ‘9 D349 in
one’s steps 25,42; 10379 at his footstep,
 הָזְבֶרfem. trembling, trepidation Ez.
i.e. at every step Is.41, 2; 15322 where

coupled with aan,

,12 ,18“along with 7387.

he sets his foot Jos 18, 11,"sometimes

bn intr. 1. (only figur. and in the with its opposite 11299 Has. 3,5. Dayo
proper name (לגר to go along, to walk

along, like ללה Syr. DR to How, then
like 599 to go about, to walk about,
Arab. deo to wunder (a and 7 interchanged); figur. like 539 to slander, to
carry slander, לטל by Ps. 15, 3. Derivat. 5349, "234, nbs. — 2. to tread,

monde Gen. 33, 4 according to “the
pace ₪ the flocks, i. e. as they are able

to travel; 19x97 business, property and
08 = .2772M sesarhP" :era צמד על רְגְלִים

to stand upon the feet, to stand upright

to stamp, to full, wash; hence the proper

Ez. 2,1, like לע 'ִר orp 2 Kinas 13, 21;
לע ולנריִפDBD to fall at one’s feet 1 San.
,35 ;24 but the phrase "1 "35 is also

to slander, with 2 2 Sam. 19, 28;
search, to spy out, with aceus. 1OSH. 2

his feet Gas, 49, 10, which is sometimes
understood of the sceptre, sometimes of

ad Esra. 8, 3; DBD, ריּבְדַה nw
names ,לגר 07245.
‘pba
nnn to 0
Ps, 8,7; 47, 4;
Pih. ( רלpart. 53972; inf. constr. 533;
9
Sam.
22,
39;
1532
pan
from Between
fut. EEE to go about frequently, in order

7; Jupazs 18, 2; S34 a spy Gen. 42, offspring. Plur. 0'939 prop. steps, then
times, like D228 Ex. 23, 14; Num. 22,
9; 1Sam. 26, 4.
:
Aif. yon (instead of 5347) to lead, 28 ;32 modern "Habrew, pilgrimage to

guide, to ‘lead like a child, Hos. 11, 3; a festival,

Syr. \Qy4 to lead; mod. Hebr. Sam
to get accustomed.

Dah (fuller, washer, from 535) only
in bah TY (fuller’s fountain) n. p. of a

הנל
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03. has been adopted for the old Hebrew:
15,7; 18, 16; near which lay the fuller’s and Phenician 72248. But as ‘35% defield Is. 7,3. Comp. לגר 2.
notes fiery-coloured, red purple, in-op537 (def. 8532, dual roe, def.x7994, position to n22n (blue purple), the:idea
with suff. satay, mba) Aram. comm. of glowing, burning, bright red must
fountain not far from Jerusalem

the lower part of the human body, also

lie in the verb-root.

The organic root

applied to inanimate things “Dan.2,33, bay) seems identical with that in on,
opposite Pw 2, 41; also dual for plur. on, Ar. p>- t, +כ-<ןי  המסIL, br“20
DI}.
TAT.
7 Deriv. 73378, Aram. 71358.
( יִלגרformed from 539; plur.(רַגְלִים 
Da} III. (not used) intrans. same as
m. a footman, in a military sense foot- omy to be inclined to, to loves to be
soldier, comp. Arab. de), del); but friendly, united with; Ar.
the same, .
not after the Ar. dey a coe Ex. 12, 37, with meaning similar to that of‘ <x
cod. Sam. 2537; with יא added Jup- Deriv. the proper names 099, 72/2 ba".
GES 20, 2; plur. JER. 12, 5.
04 IV. (not used) tr. prop. to pierce,
are (fullers’ place) n. p. of a loto engrave, to inscribe, letters; 6
cality iin Gilead 2 Sam. 17, 27; 19,32. sometimes as in the case of “Wa to write,
by see "34.
as also yodqew signifies originally to
2) I. (inf. absol. D194, constr. Dia;

engrave;

sometimes to explain,

up (comp. 3).

to clear

Manifestly therefore

fut. 257) trans. to heap Basti, to pie the stem is = 822, which originally
up, to collect, stones; hence with the

accus. jax and לע of the person to heap
stones upon one, i. e. to stone Ez. 23,
47; commonly with the accusat. of the
person without jax Lev. 24,14; Devr.
21, 21; but jaya Ez. 16, 40 or jax

2 Car.24, 21 are added by way of explanation; seldom with 2 of the person
Lev. 24, 16, 2 Cur. 10,18, with a modification of the sense. Derivat. 7249
and 734772.
As to the stem, the Arab. >) (to
heap together stones, i. e. to stone),
NS (to bring together), whence lS (a

means to pierce, to inscribe, to make an

incision (Ar. „„®) to write, et point).
Deriv. 238, Aram. 7138.

Pih. on (a quadriliteral from םגר
IV.; not used) properly to arrange, ‘to
ו

interpret, especially a foreign

language by.explanation, translation &c.
like the Ar.

>, ‚and also the Ethiopie;

generally to translate.

Deriv. modern

Hebrew 54351.
Puh. pan (part. Bin) to be inter-preted, translated Ezr. &, 7. Hence in

Targ. yaa and Tap for the Hebr.

heap), Aram. 035 for p34 and pp (but yon, הפו x, and in the Talmud in
also with the additional idea of 6
ing stones”), and its connexion with

232 discover the fundamental significa-

tion with sufficient clearness, The organic root 53° is identical with that

in DD, Dis, 23 (my) I.

Don II. (not used) tr. same as DR
to make party-coloured, to make spotted

a still widen: acceptation; and so the
₪

ER

Arab. and Persian whi, em
-5 =>

whence come Dragoman,
Drogeman,
French trucheman, Italian turcimanno.

DAN (prop. friendship, association, from
039 IIL) n. p. m. 1 Cur.2, 47; Ar. p>)
a friend.

nd can (Melek, i.e. Jah, is a friend;

or streaked (with figures, flowers), to
see 722) n. p. m. Zeon. 7, 2.
embroider; comp. Ar. oh party-coloured,
M7237) (with suff. om7239, from a4 1.)
pS) variegated marble. This meaning fem. a throng, assembly Psaum 68, 28

רגן

ררר

1

3 has fallen out be- .28, 65; but also with the accus. to procure rest JER. 50, 34. — 2. to extend, to
‘establish,
= ? m, as it has been ex1272 (part. m. plur. 0°234) intrans. to
plained for דסי in Is. 51, 4 and =
murmur, to make a tumult, to rage, me50, 34 compared with 18. 51, 16; but in
‘taphor. to be rebellious Is. 29, 24 (LXX,
‚this
meaning 939 = עקר
‚Vulg.). — The stem seems to be enlarged
ו
by >, since 9472 I. (whence 73) has
2 (plur. constr. 399) m. a quiet, still
the same meaning; and its organic root i. e. pious one Ps. 35,20.
is connected with that in 39-9, 379,

(Ibn. Gandch); —
fore it.

937 (plur. 04; from 33% I.) ‘mase.

mys; Ar. (>) to reproach, to de
"Nif. ER (fat. 2

prop. opening, Breaking open, “of the eye;

to murmur rebel-.|' a wink, i. e. a moment, like momentum
from armen un Ex. 33, 5; commonly

iously, to.shew oneself discontented Deut.

A, 27; Ps. 106, 25.

an adv. suddenly,

quickly, momentarily,

wn I (part. 935) trans. 1. to set in soon Jos 34, 20; Ps. 6, 11; 30, 6; Is.

54, 8; “1 דע JoB 20, 5 for a moment,
0
to excite, םי Is. 51,15; Jer. 31,
i. e. a short time;
in? in a wink La35; Jos 26,12; not intr. ikke the Arah,
MENT. 4, 6; ל
is. "DR 2 in a very
+»(to tremble, to quake), and not
short time Ts, 54,7; En) "suddenly, quick-

- as 493 (LXX), since a trans. mean-

ly Num..16, 21; pea at moments, every

ing alone suits. The organic root לר ‘moment Is. 27, 3; Jos 7, 18. m. En
is identical with that in the Arab.2, in JER. 18,79 "ליי take like Wt time,
ji. e. once . . again; but it is better to
(to move, to excite), and in 34" )= ,גר translate suddenly .. 5 suddenly.
way). — 2. to burst open, to break up,
way intr. to come together ini heaps or
to crack, "iv Jos 7, 5 (Ibn Chiquitilla,
Ibn Esra), so that ON) = 019) merely masses, to combine in a mass, connected

carries the idea further. — 3. (not used) with 039, w>4 in fundamental signifi-

to open, the eyes or eyelids; to wink.
Deriv. 935.

Hif. ( הרגיעfut. volunt. yA)

meaning to rage, to

cation, Ps. 2,רך
be. tumultuous

like

the

Aram.

,שגר

to ws, Arab. Br

and connected with
give a wink, Prov. 12, 19. till I wink, wy4, 739, is not proved in Hebrew.
i. e. for a moment; hencs IS
is a Deriv. um, mon.
kind of adverb to the verb following
wy 7m. a heap or crowd Ps. 55,15;
Jur. 49,19; 50,44; opposite 7y5.. Zbn
Ar.
us).
Gandch har also 4
DIN Ts. 51,
( שגרPe. not used) Aram. intrans. to
4 to this head, translating 'T make my
judgment in a moment to be the light of assemble, in & crowd.
the peoples.
Af. W377 to come together in a crowd,

ya IL (Kal not used) intr. prop. to with by of the person Dan. ₪ 7; with-

retreat , to turn away from a thing, in out a Preposition 6,12.16.
Wu)” f. crowd, multitude Ps. 64, 3;
order to rest; hence to be calm, still;
mir
,
Targumie
אועּוגְרְתֶא a mass, multitude.
be rethe Arab. o>

and ש should

ferred to the same fundamental signifi-

Ni. ya

|:

7 I. (only part. 175 and inf. constr.
 רדlike83 Jar. ,5 )62 .rt .porp ot worht

(imper. Te oy). to be down, to lay low; hence to tread down,
to subdue (see 62>), with accus. of the
object, and "Bb of the person Is. 45, 1,
Peshito rightly „ae; a non a 17) to
“81

quiet, Jur. ‘47, 6, coupled with 07.
Hif. ( הרגישfut. 2) 1. to make torest
or repose, Is. 34, 14; to find rest Devt.

ררר
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subdue one to another Ps. 144, 2. Deriv.

the proper name "77.
The organic root 72 is connected
with that in 747), -ה דדI; Targ. 9,
Ar. Sy the same.

ATI IL (fut. 79) tr. prop. to lay
hold of, to seize, to catch, with accusat.

of the object and 72 to take away JUDGES
14, 9, with לֶא whither (into the hand),
and he took it (the honey) in his hands

ib. Targ: 109.

mp> proceeds from a

“TTT IL (Kal not used) tr. to spread similar deal signification. Aram.

over, to stretch over, to overlay, whether

relating to overlaying, or to covering
and veiling; cognate in sense with nny;
Targ. 735, |
3 for Hebrew ros; Arab.
BLL

{d,. Deriv. דיִדָב

x77, mod. Hebrew 75 the same.
Ty (from m Tideis Subduer; from

say 1) = 2. m. 1 0

2,14.

TTT (with ₪]. יִריִדְרג plur. BINT;
from "7 IL) mase. a veil; a light, ‘loose

Hif. arm (fut. ap. 317) to spread out, garment, Is. 3, 23; Sona or 802. 5, 7;
with aceus. of the object and with oe Targ. 8°77 for Hebrew rps; Syr. "the
over, 1Kınas 6, 32 and he spread gold same; Arab. eld) a covering.
over the Cherubim, i.e.
i
he overlaid them
( םֶדָרKal not used) intr. to be law,
weary, 7
Ar. Gos( כto be loose,
nM I. (part. ,הדר pl. Dora, infin. weary); in Nif. (Jupaus 4, 21) along

with it; in Targ. for 999; and "77 the
noun is a broad plate of tin,

‘constr. ni; fut. 739%, ap. m) trans.
same as רדר I. to lay ‘low, to overthrow,
to tread down; hence to ‘subdue, with
the accusat. Is. 14, 6 who subdues the
peoples with warlike fury; to keep down
Ez. 34, 4, part. with suff. ns" Ps. 68,
28 their ruler; to tread, in the na Jo.
4,13[3,13]; to have dominion, we
with 2 Lev. 26, 17, Is. 14,2, Gun. 1
28, as other verbs. of ruling are con-

with n275 metaphor. to sleep deeply or
soundly, from exhaustion and weariness,

an intensive of > (which see); comp.
+

Arab. (ו sleepiness; to be benumbed,
unconscious, in an extatic state; to be
motionless.

The organic root D3-) appears to lie
also in 7-27 III. (to be still, to rest),

a II. (tobe exhausted, inactive. The

strued with a (129, dui, (שנָכ ; Kings

Ar. 29) (to buzz) is quite another stem.
Deriv. mn.

םיחדע ,72 ;8  לייה77 Jar. 5, 31

be weary ‘Jupazs 4,ai,‘along with 291;
to be inactive Prov. 10, 5; to be motion-

5, 4 of stewards and overseers 5, 30;
generally םיביא ap Ps. 110, 2; bon

will walk after their (leaders’) יו

Nif. ba (part. 03%, fut. DI) to

less Jon. 1, 6; peye-by : to fall upon
which the Targ. explains improperly to
the face לת
Dan. 8,18; 10,9; to be
support, after the Ar. lo(1 Ar. sd) the
same; Lament. 1,13 is Hif, Derivat.

ms.

senseless, stupified Ps. 76, T.
2 (not used) is incorreetly assumed

"Din 3) (fut. ap. 193) to make rule for 7772 (which see).
r,

to cause to rule, Jupans 5, 18 (Vulg.,
Ibn Ganäch); but דרי an Aramaeising

DIN only in 1 Cur. 1,7, and also

in Gen. 10,4 according to the cod. Saform for 777 (he hastened down) suits the mar. and LXX; see 07374.
context better (LXX), with reference
DIN only Ez. 27, 15 for om 77 ac-

to דרי

1.

Hif hn (fut. ap. 991) to subdue, to cording" to the LXX; see DM.
subjugate, םיִכָלמ Is. 41, 2. Here belongs
FT] (part. nah, inf. constr. 79, with
77 Lament. 1,13 for 71 and he suff.  רְִרְפַריand "pin, with ja nn; fut.
caused it (the fire)to become master.
an, once nan or in mss. no "Py. 7,

am
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6, which is obviously a mixed form;

a

many mss. for 2119); to importune, 24

before Makkeph (םֶּדְרִר- tr. to thrust, to Prov. 6, 3; to be outrageous, with 3
drive, to scare, to chase; ident. in its against one ‚Is.3,5, parall. to ,שנ conorganic root 47” with that in 7-27, seq. like ram. Deriy. am, 39 1 הד
Hif.  הַרְהיבto put into la or fear,
 הדדףand particularly in
i n7"3. Also intr.
Hence 1. to drive or chase away Luv. Sone or Sox. 6, 5; to stir up, to excite,
26, 36; to follow after, with the accus., Ps. 138, 3 thou excitest me strongly in
in a good sense Ps. 23, 6; to pursue, my soul. Derivat. according to some
strive after, righteousness Prov. 21, 21, mamya.
peace Ps. 34,15 (comp. Is. 5, 11; Hos. "As to the stem, "| is connected with
12, 2; Deut. 16, 20); to chase, pursue the Ar. oS) (to be ‘sfenid), ol (to be
after Gen. 14,15, D’a'k Lev. 26, 7; folconfused, a
restless), 5 (to

lowed by an infin. and לHos. 6, 3; ‘wath
> Jon 19,28 or dx of the person Jupazs be terrified), Syr. 205 to rage; Beh
7, 25 to pursue one; 32") to drive tumultuously as far as. . Gen. 14, 14
without the accus. of object; poet. absol. Ex. 15, 9; םיִפְרְר persecutors Josu.
2,7; 2
יִפSR ’3 prop. to hunt
after, to follow after ‘Gen. 31, 23; Ex.
14, 4; to follow, JupaEs 3, 28 follow
me. —.2. trop. to pursue Jos 30, 15.
Deriv. 972 =97°72.
Nif. na (part. 12) to be pursued,
changed into an impersonal active LaMENT. 5,5 they pursue us_over our neck,

also with the Latin rab-ere.
2377 (plur. (םיִבָהְר m. violent, proud
Ps. 40, 5.

past.

2. Egypt itself receives the name

a7 (in pause (יר m. 1. the tumultuousness, raging, noisy violence, of a
multitude, Jos 9,13 the tumultuous helpers (or such as assail in a raging multitude), so Targ. and Symm.; but most

prefer to take 'ר here in the 2a signif.;
Is. 30, 7 their violent pressing after
(een for nary, as should be read

for Ds Sam). especially after Egyptian
ie they sit upon our neck as it were; aid, ceases (maw for naw). After this
77% Eccuus. 3,15, prop. what is chased passage, where nvr) is accidentally
away, put to fight (of. time), i. e. the contrasted with בהר ‘for the first time,
of

Pih. 937 (part. nn, fut. HII? be- Rahab in later books, typifying tumulfore Makkeph 9) to pursue strongly tuous violence 51,9 (Targ.), especially
or violently, with accus. Prov. 13, 21; as it was called elsewhere Sigg DAN
Nan. 1, 8; in a sense not hostile, to Ez. 29, 3, mp nım Ps. 68, 31; so with
pursue, strive after, as after Mp'1% Prov. bas Ps, 87,4; also 89,11. In 705 26,
15, 9; elsewhere also םיִקיַר 12, is, m4 12° by his understanding he has smitten
11, 19, םיִבהאְמ Hos. 2, 9. Prov. 19,7 Rahab, the writer need not have thought
וטל

afterpromises (omas, from RS,

of a sea-monster (as LXX), but of Egypt

comp. Ps. 77, 9), ie. trusting to the generally, in allusion to the destruction
promises of friends.
Puh. 277 to be driven away, of the
chaff of the mountains Is. 17,13; figur.
to be pushed away with violence.
Hif. ( הַרְדִּיִףan intensive of Kal) to
pursue Jupazs 20, 43, i. e. to reach by
chasing.

am) (fut. 3774.) to rage, to be furious, to bustle, and so to be terrified, or

tr. to terrify; also to be afraid, of the

of Pharaoh in the Red Sea. To regard

it as a derivative of the Coptic, or an
older form for 375 (comp. 0°2!72), is
unsatisfactory.
3534 (only with suf. part) m. vehemence, restlessness, amid which years

move on Pg. 90, 10.

37) (not used) intr. to cry out, to
has, a noise, Ar. 65 ; probably ident.

225 to tremble, with joy Is. 60, 5 (in in its organic root with that in ayy I.
81*
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(which see), rugire, b-ovy-eu. Derivat.
the proper name
713777 (outcry, alarm) n. p.m. 1 Car.
7, 34‘Kn, for which the K’tib is marin.

( רְוּבperf. ,42 man, ;929 part. ,42
inf. constr. בר or ;942 fut. Sam K’tib)
intr. to strive, contend, quarrel, construed

with by (with) of a person Jupczs 11,
;25 to ‘argue with Jos 40, 2; with “ny

MAI (only assumed for vn Is. RR) Is. 45, 9; Num. 20, 13; withאל 

44, 8,ich others refer to 73) intr.

to be afraid, to fear, coupled with m
Is.44,8; prop. to tremble; comp. the Är.
sh (to be moved), 578) (to glitter), 5%
6 be moved, to VEN

MM) IL or 79 assumed for 9; see

m9, mm.
wT

om (not used) intr. to be collected,
to draw together, of water into a mass,
Ar. £9) the same; to be folded together,
to curl, of locks. Hence it is not connected with the Aram. 879, 40. Derivat. 0:79 land 2; on the contrary, we
should read םיָחְר in Sone or Sox.
7.

om (pl. ptt) m. 1. the watering
troughs , where water is collected Gen.
30, 38; Ex. 2,16; Aram. ui the same.
— 2. תו hate or locks, Sona or Sox.

7, 6.

047) see ONT).

07 (not used) tr. to heap together,
to bring together, into a heap; ident. with

237 L, Ar. pi, wey, 5

to carry on a dispute with one Jupaes
,21 22 K’tib; with לע of a thing, to dis-
pute about a thing Gen. 26, 22; with
the accus. to conduct a cause (before a
tribunal), 1 Sam. 25, 39 who has con-
ducted my cause with respect to my re-
proach from the hand of Nabal; Lament.
3,58 thou, Lord, pleadest my cause that
snrecnoc eht ;efil .ruJ 15, 63; רב
91,
20 a defender, deliverer, coupled with

. ערשרמHere also may belong (~>y)
» = )17 Deut. 33,7 be a pleader for
him at his side.

Deriv. 354 2. andירב 

in the proper names לעברו na.
Hif. 297, only in the abridged form
a) (2 perf. mia]; part. pl. constr.
 מריביinf. absol. and constr. 29; fut.

253, apoc. 23°, 237, before Makkeph
a; so too ‘Dy, Ts, ng, ,ןיק ריש
are “abridged Hifil--forms) °prop. to stir
up contention or strife, but commonly
like Kal, with the accus., to contend with
Hos. 4, 4; Mic. 6,1; to strive, to plead,

with תֶא Rs) Jur. 0 9, py .אא 5
25, Prov. 3, 30, oN Jos 33,13, 2 Gen.
31,36; with > of the person for whom

With the we strive Jungss 6, 31; with לע of

organic root D}7" see other comparisons under OF. Scripture already com-

the thing about which strife is
i Gen. 26,

21; to punish, to chastiseIs.3,18, coupled

pares the organic root On-4 with that
in מַה-ה (Gen. 17, 5). Derivative
am (not used) m. multitude, only in
the proper name םָהָרְבַא (which see),
Arab. pls), and interchanging r and d
5 the same.
1") (out of RI
=AN: with suf. הורג

with main Hos. 4, 4; to conduct a cause,
with aceus. of the person for Is. 1, 17,
or 2") is added in the accus. Prov. 22,

,35 ;9 Esra. 10, 3; see a7 9. same
as 35 strife, in the bones, i. e. fever-
heat Jos 33,19 K’ri, where the K’tib
has am.

root 39 with

23. Deriv. 2%), 279), 729, the proper names an (in"עב ( בידמa,

73°), 1299, 2m and Harn (in תבילמ

om), nina K'tib.
“The fundamental signification of the
Targ. def. אור plur. ‘constr. 9 abstr. stem is prop. (as in Mx3 I.) to pluck, to
377) Aram. m.ie look, aspect Dan. 3,25. pull, to tear, Latin rapere, hence to re בּור.10080 .1 for = from 922 I. Jos proach, to revile; ident. in its organic
that in 213,

Hon 1

nn B, Ara3; Ar. Of, to be disputable,
to strive against, referring to fate; Aram.
=, 25 the same.

רוג
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 גורan assumed stem ‘for בגל see
Fürst, Cone. 8. v.

Ww (3 perf. 73, 1 pl. 1279) intr. to
move to and fro, to ramble about

hence

‚JER. 2, 31 we rove freely bouts DP דר

 אלHos. 12, 1 he rambled about beside
God, ie.

leaving God

aside;

Targ.

dubwx; Arab. Sty, Of, the same, especially of the free running about of animals, and so also AsVs As, IV. VILL,

Ethiop. 119 rawid.

Identical in its or-

רוח

nett Prov. 5,19; to moisten, with double
accus. in IPN Is. 16, 9 I moisten thee
with my tears. The form has arisen
from a fusion of 3°) and 554, or there
was a quadriliteral form m.
Hif. ( הררהpart. Ba) to water ¢opiously, Yan Is. 55, 10; to moisten, to
refresh, 123, Up? JER. 31, 25; to revive
Prov. 11, 25 (see Nif.); to dreh,
satiate, with הנעל Lament. 3, 15, nat
Is. 43, 24.
As to the stem, it is also in the

He- Arab. Sa) a? Aram. 814, Ic; and
‘brew interpreters (Kimchi, Ibn Esra) the organie root mm lies also in בר 10
have sometimes compared this stem mail, 377 Ehe4 see MA or m9
ganic root with 794, 9°, 792.

‘with 35, and sometimes given it the
 שרto m.
meaning to lament, but without founTI) adj. m., 79 f. copiously watered
dation. Derivat. the proper name 3778
Is.
58,11; JER. 31,12;; fem. subst. satiety
(which see); on the contrary 3171 "beDevt.
29,‚18, opposite ‘hires (which see).
longs to m.
main
see 377.
Hif. ( הָרִידfut. 793) to ramble, to go
about wild and restless, Gen. 27, 40 when
ie (not used) Aram. tr. to hide, to
thou rovest about at large,

i. e. makest

thyself free; Ps. 55, 3 I will wander
about in my complaining.

A) Gut. 92, 8 pl. p77 like pay
Devt. 8, 13) intr. prop. to overflow, to
stream over, cognate in sense sad, עפ

hence to drink abundantly, to lap up,
with ya, as D372, of the blood-drinking

conceal Syr. 1°5 the same, Af. 12515; Ar.
„5 to be hidden, y-l to hide oneself, Us tr.to conceal. Deriv. rn.
AN (fut. mı9Y) intr. to be entended,
a, broad, =307, opposite x; figur.
to be well, unrestrained , alleviated JOB

32, 20 (Targ., Pesh. ,חור 03); to be
Deriv.
mg and N.
Puh. nn (part. mp2) to be roomy,
spacious, ‘of apartments Jer. 22, 14.
The fundamental signification of the
stem is in the Ar. 2 » to be extended,
5to grow up, to increase,
wide, ee) 2)

sword Jar. 46, 10, yw Ps. 36, 9; else- easy, refreshed 1 Sam. 16, 23.

where only the accusat. Figur. to enjoy
richly, sensual love (0°35) Prov. 7, 18;

in other places of wine (Sone oF Son.
1,2). According to derivatives also, to
be copiously watered, of a garden; to
overflow, of a cup; to drench, of rain.
Deriv. 979, 779, יִר (according to some)

out of m.
Syr. wos, Targ. may to be wide, roomy,
| Nif. mm (only fut. ma, NI, for whence the noun ny suburb; Sam. r117,
which is RI) to be =
Prov. 11, may to be well, easy. The charac25; see ma} IH.

Pih.  רגה7

teristic of this meaning lies in the con-

min, 3 pl. with suff. sonantal utterance of the Vau, and
327) an intensive of Kal, to be drunk, therefore Beth is sometimes put for it.
intoxicated; fig. of 297 Is. 34,5, comp.
ma (from ni) m. room, roominess

Daovr. 32, 42 of םיצחנ to be 097 of

Gan. 32, 14, Ar. 5לכי Syr. 5-05 the
pay 18.94,7 (fig.); also causat. to satiate,
with the fat of sacrifices Jer. 31, 14; to same; fig. enlargement, freedom, hence
water, nom Ps. 65,11; fig. of bey == deliverance Esta. 4, 14.
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חּוְר. I. (Kal unused) intr. to breathe, storm Gen. 8,1, Is.7,2, a violent wind
to blow, of wind; to smell, of plants and Jos 30, 15, often with 53 1, 19,
scents (cognate in sense Tp,שָפָכ ,Iw, ap 8, 2, השק Is. 27,8; also with a
nu, DW); hence sometimes to
 לgenitive dee the thing more closely,
to draw "breath, generally to live and  קָדִיםEx. 10,13, 1399 Ps.107,25, nipybr
move, sometimes to draw in the air; also ih,6, ype Prov."25, 23. Phrases’ are:
to smell at a thing, i.e. fig. to have or feel ie אט to catch at the wind Jur. 2, 24;
pleasure in it (comp. TR, YRU), to per- m to the wind Ez. 5, 2, "4 bob the
ceive, to smell; Ar.
/ to blow, of the same 12, 14; poet. 9 “BID Ps. 18, 11;
seldom is the wind called* mal Kınas

wind, to snuff, to snuff up, prop. to 18,12.
fetch breath, to take breath, to rest;

Aram. m3, -=5 the same; the German
riechen, Rauch, ruhen may be conWw

m

Metaphor. like yp (which see)

quarter, region, district Jur. 49, 32; Ez.

5, 10 12; 12, 14; 17, 21; side 42, 19;

nimm בְרא JER. 49, 36 the four quarters
nected with it. Deriv. mA, חי nm. of the heavens; m1 52, 23 to the quarHif. 217 (inf. constr. ms, with לר ters of the heavens, since here m9 is colIm; fut. ma ap. m, with Vau lect. — 2. the breath, hence a) with nx
consec. ma)
to smell, ive. to take iIn scent, anger, panting, applied to divine wrath
דך
with 2 at a thing; fig. to enjoy the odour Ps. 18, 16; 108 4, 9; 15, 13; Prov.
Ex. 30, 38, of na sweet smells Ley. 16, 32; sometimes also mp ™ ‘Jon 15,
26, 31; dar 5, 21; "with accus. to lick, 30. b) with Donp, הפ “breath of the
prop. to breathe, of flames Junges 16, mouth (see mo), sometimes a word Ps.
9; to smell, sandy, of a horse; to scent, 33, 6, an oracle Is. 11, 4; sometimes
ma Gen. 8, 21, mn i Bam. 26, 19; Breathe of life, fally Den 1 Gem. 6, 17.
seldom abso. of the sense of smell c) = לבה quick vanishing breath Jos 7,7;
Deut. 4, 28; Aram. u, mor, חרא hence like לבה nothing, vanity Mio. 2,

the same. Deriv. the proper name mn
ne).
 חּורI. (not used) intr. to go, to wan-
der; adoptad for 172), 1191, and the proper
name 1759) (wanderer), Aram. קי ident.

11, and so “"תב 108 15, 2, 9 437

16, 8, 'ר m4 to associate with nothing-

ness Hos. 13, 2, comp. | תּוְשְר Eccuzs.
1,14; 9 in 0
i. e. in vain 5,
15. —

3. Like וטפכ breath of life, i. e.

animal life, anima; ; applied to men and
in its organic root with that in MAIS. animals 1000188. 3,"19 21, especially to
But m3) (which see). may also be the men Jos 12, 10. ‘Of the dead or idols
stem.
it is said 3 a ןיא Ez. 37, 8; Jer. 10,
779 (from ma L, with suff. m, 14; also of people ‘who almost lose their

with a of motion 174; plur. life through terror 1 Kınas 10, 6. But
aan Gun. 45, 27 the spirit lives again,
 נאrefers to D’7p, and not in Ps. 51, i, e. "returns; commonly ) maw Jupgzs
is tautological;
12 ‘where 7122 is a subst.; but only in 15,19. ‘4 רח ,38 16ג

bar;

 (רוּחותf. (notmase. in Ex. 10, 19, where

Eccuss. 1,6 and Jos 41, 8; on the con- elsewhere Dan 108 6, 4; 17, 1. Here
trary the gender changes 1Kmas19 ‚11) belongs also’ ER 'ר ו
4,20 our

1. the blowing, bin 'ך GEn.3,8 the Blow life,i.e. our king, the life of the state,
ing of the day, ive.
i
the cooling wind to- As proceeding from God, life is also
ward evening (see Sona or Sot. 2, 17; called px "7 708 27, 3, ‘with relation

Pliny H. .א 2, 42; hence the Ar. ae to GEN. 2,—_ Metaphor. every moving
force of a thing Ez. 10,17; Zecu. 5,9;
to do toward evening; Coptic powce the sensuous feelings, the epirit, the pasevening); the air, wind, either a little sions, to which are attributed taming

wind or breeze, aura 708 41, 8, or a
Prov. 25, 28, restlessness Gen. 41,8, de-
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pression Jos 19, 17, ‘impatience Ex. 6, 9, Is. 44, 3. 3,
patience Eccuzs. 7, 8, pride Prov.16, 18,

humility Is. 57, 15, embitterment GEN.
26, 35, grief Ps. 34,19.

In this sense

are also used 352 11) Ps.51,12, m
VaNz, Prov. il, 1S wens Generally, en
direction of life, of individuals or masses,
expressed by the genitive n°312} Hos.

4,12, 09% Is. 19, 14, Tann 29, 10,
AIR Nom. 5, 14; imparted by God Is.

11, 2; 28, 6; 32,15; will, plan. Ez. 1,
12; 10 5,"26;‘and. so the expressions:
2 nm 102 ₪ impart a direction of the

will to one 2 Kınas 19, 7, ַחּוְר  לע753

Ez. 20,32=33 לע ;129  הבד חור'ִפEx.
35,21; then idea 1Ome. 28, 12;" understanding, insight Num. 27, 18, Is. 29, 24,
or in this sense are used mash ie Ex.
28,3, and 4 my Is. 40, 13; courage Nom.
27, 18; a higher insight, genius Jos 32,
8; Is. 19, 3; of the moral sense Mat. 2,
15.— 4. Metaphor. and generally spirit,
spiritus (comp. Sanskrit atman= Athem,
Pers. dem, Greek zvetpo), so חורה Hos.
9,7; of the spirit that pervades the universe Ps. 139, 2, that fills it with life

רום
„>, Im the earthly

ה
are the contrast to חור 6
divine or spiritual Is. 31, 3; ZECH. 4, 6.
TIAN (not used) Aram. intr, same as
the Hebrew verb -ַתּור Derivat. m

and rm.

==

rm (def. nian; with suff החור ; pl.
constr. me) An, f. same as Hebrew
rm in all meanings: the wind Dan. 2,35,
quarter of the heavens 7,2, like eb) mind
5,20, for the Hebrew שפכ 7, 15, spirit,
as the source of understanding 5, 12;
6, 4; especially the divine spirit 4, 5 6
15; 5, 14.
( הָחָנְרfrom )911 f. freedom, respite
Ex. 8,1; Lamen. 3,56.
7 7. prop. overflow; hence abundance, “fulness Ps. 23,5; 66, 12.
 םּור3( fem. according to someראה 
ZECH. 14, 10; part. D4, usually an gn

ject. which see; inf. constr? Din, with suf.

niin; fut. pay, DA, ap. bos, after Vau
consee. םֶרָי once un Ex. 16, 20) intr. to
be high, of םיִבָבוְּכ EN“ JoB 29, 12, אפ
Gen. 1, 2, being God’s power JoB 26, Is. 6, 1, hence to be raised high, of bog
13 parallel ₪ 7, commonly לא ַּגְר
49, 11, to be grown high, of Dy מטע
88, 4, ּהיְלֶא 27, 3, coupled with תמש
9,2,rou looking, of D22"2 Prov. 30,13,
"18 33, 4; hates used for the word
haughty, of 23 Deur. 8, 14, ewalted, of
or promise ‘of God 18. 63,14; wip 9 >
God Ps. 99, 2, too exalted, 08 high, of
holy spirit Ps. 51,13. Mom this.spirit God, ie. not helping men Is. 30, 18,
of God the Hebrew derived the extracomp. Dim Ps. 10, 5; to be mighty of
ordinary powers and gifts of men, such
 יד26, 1, IR. 1 Sam. 2,1; to become
asthe gift of artificial work Ex. 31,3, of
high,
i.e. powerful Mic. 5,8; Non. 24,7;
the interpretation of dreams Grn. 41,38,
of prophecy Num. 24,2, hence a prophet to be glorious Ps. 18, 47, with by of a
person over Ps. 13, 3; to be raised, even
is called ַחּוְרַה ושל שיא
0
of inanimate things, and tharsfore with
0006 in Hos. 9,7 (LXX). The going of
 מלof a place Hz. 10,4 16; to raise up
the spirit of God into men is expressed
by לע mip 'ָא  'ְרJunars 16, 6, 'ִא 4 or exalt oneself Is. 30, 18; to advance,
to prosper, of NIP. Prov. 11,11, oppo-

mab 6,34, 298 13,25, לע Sins אm

in Ex.
Num. 24, 2, לעAm 'א  'ר11, 25; but site DM); to erawi forth, of םיִעָל
this spirit can also work m9 1Sant.16, 16, 20, "thinking perhaps of m;

to
shew meee mighty Ps. 21, 14. ‘Deriv.
14, nt Zucu. 13, 2, רקט 1 Kinas 22,
( רֶםadj., subst.), 099, Di, 327, nin,
21 seq. in men. The same spirit passes
from one man to another. For example,  רמותthe proper names D4 724, ,המור
that of'Moses passed to the 70 elders pone, nina, pia, nia", ‘especially

Nom. 11, 17, that of Elijah to Elisha

the numerous5 compounds oftD4 (in Das,
Doon, סָריִכְלַמ

2 Kines 2,15. In the Messianic age it DSN, DIN, D2,
is to be imparted to all men Jo. 3, 1; Dan; ‘see DTN).
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Pih. ( רומםpart. Dim, jut.pains) to to offer.a sacrificial gift ()המורמ Num.
15, 19; 31,52; Ex. 35, 24; generally
of "presents or gifts 2 Cur. 30,24; to

make high, to raise, “pba Ps. 107, "25;
to erect, a house 1023. 9,9; to make Goo
up or grow, plants. Ez. 31, 4 3 to bring
up, children Is.1,2; to set on high, i. e.
to make secure= Sah Ps. 27, 5, with
ya from Ps. 18, 49; ‘to help up, one low
37, 34; to make to conquer Jos 17, 4; to
celebrate, praise, extol Ex. 15,2; to strive

take away, lift up, remove, with a wider

application

Jose. 4,5;

with ya and

accus. of the object Lav. 2,9; to liftup,
take up 2 Kınas 6, 7, if it be not better
to translate it take away; also to bear or

carry away, Prov. 3,35 and shame carries

Deriv. "279m, an.
high Hos. 11,7. Deriv. םמלר , 01979 (adj.),
Hof.

ם
ֶ
ר
ּ
ו
ה
(fut. Dar) pass. Ex. 29, 27.
man, nah, and the proper name
In Dan.'8, 11 the reading fluctuates
a "Ah (according to some).
between פיִרַה and ba.
Puh. ( רלפpart. pain, (םמררי.] to
Hithp. paint (fut. prinm, 1 pers.
be or become exalted Ps. 75, 11, part.
elevated Nuu. 9, 5.

Fif.0-95(2 perf. Dina, ,הסה NAIA;

away fools.

nin Is. 33, 10 for “aX ie. pein or

pain) to shew oneself elevated; Dan.
11, 36 to exalt oneself,1.0. to look down

part. Dn, pl. c. ימירמו with suff. Para;
inf. 6 Dn, with ‘suff. ימירה once also
infin. absol. Ex. 21,31; imp.3°93, Don,

upon a person or thing with pride and

ous meanings of Kal, to make high, a nest

high one, 1. 6. man), in DI"N (to DAN),

contempt Is. 33, 10.

As to the organic root, 03 (Aram. DA,
before monosyllables סרה fut.oD, ap. 33) is also in Coptic pea to be high
Da By) prop. causative of the numer(whence pama height, pwme the upright,

Jos 39, 27; to exalt Ps. 75,8, opposite
eur; to liftup, from a low condition, Arab. ₪ to be high, bey)I, סרה
with ya 1 Kınas 14, 7; fig. to elevate Arab, m? (to lifeoneself), whence ל
the head Ps. 3,4, the right hand 89, 43,

the horn of one, 0 e. to impart distine- a pyramid, ga (to be set up), whence

tion, might and strength; to set up,a rl a stone set
monument Gen. 31, 45, a banner Is. see). See nn.

up; in םֶרְַה 111. (which

49, 22, fig. max PRov. 14,29; to raise,
min (Pe. ‘only part. pass. (םֶר Aram.
a thing lying on the earth 2 Kınas 2, intrans. to be lifted up, Dan.5, 20. De13; to lift up, המ Ex.14,16, with 3
rivat. 599.
instead of the accus. 7, 20; די 5 to
Pael  רימטto extol, to celebrate Dan.
lift up the hand, in swearing Ex 17, 11, 4, 34.
0

 אָל יר.neG ,41 ,29 = ,)X1 no eht

contrary with 3 to liftup the hand against
one 1 Kinas 11, 26; to lift up the feet,
i. e. to go Ps. 74, 3; to lift up hands
and feet,i. e. to be astive Gen. 41, 44;

Tthpa. nian (7) to lift up oneself,
with לע of a person, against, Dan. 5, 23.
4f.'( אַרִיםpart. pV) to raise, out
of the dust Dan. 5, 19.

on (after the form sin, dip) mase.
 פלאDB ’m to look freely at one Eze.
,9 ;6  יד לוקto raise a cry Gen. 39,15, height, only as an adverb for mai) on
seldom Sips 1 Cur. 15, 16, with 4 of high Has. 3, 10.
299 (or D4) m. height, of Dw Prov.
the person to call to Is. 13,2, withעל 
of the person to lift up the voice against 25, 3; 'figurat. pride Is. 2, 14 17, some-

one 2 Kınas 19, 22, in other places
there are put to modify >iR the adjuncts
apna Eze, 3,12, nijgizna 2 Cur.
,5;13‚  ורק77 to cause the horn to sound

times coupled with בל Jer. 48, 29, together with 83; DIY םּור ‘pride of
look, as a sign ‘of haughtiness Is. 10,
12, or a free, careless look Prov. 21, 4.

DAN (with suff. rain) Aram. m. height,
loudly 1 Chr.25,5; to receive, a tax Num.
,31 ;28 to set forth, food 1 Sam. 9, 24; Dan. 3, 1; 4,17; Ezr. 6, 3.
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 "המירfem. aaliation pride; as an
Hithp. ( הרעfut. 995%) to shout for
joy Ps. 65, 14, coupled ‘with רישנ to
adverb, proudly Mic. 2,3.
( המורheight) n. p. of a locality in raise a cry of rioters, with לע of the
the neighbourhood of Day 2 Kines 23, person 60, 10; see >34, to which many

;36 identical with( המורא Jupans 9, forms belong that look as if they sprung

,)41 as Josephus han Aodyin(CHokornt), from 39%.
interchanging 0 and
 ףּור1 (Kal not used) tr. to throw
DRIN m. praise Ps. 66, 17.
to and 'fro, to move; Aram. «23 to tremble,
mann (plur. constr. ninnin) fem. redupl. 7929 to move, to make flutter,
mpinns to shake, to totter:
praise, exaltation Ps. 149, 6.

mini (after the form mbyi7; with
suff. Ry

Pin. ( רופףfut. Hin) to tremble, to

fem. height, majesty Is. quake, of pa

“ya Jos 26, 11; else-

where penn.

,

 רוןto 1997 Prov. ,92 ,6 ees ;997 os
too inna Ps. 78, 65 belongs here,

ale U. (not used) tr. to bruise or

rub in pieces, grain, to grind; cognate

in sense with vn 093, ony, Arab.
-.-.
is, and Wid, to rub in pieces, to
roar, to make a noise, especially to
make fine or small; identical in its orpierce with loud tones, with the voice;

( עורKal not used) intr. to ery out, to

identical in the organic root 94 (rägh)

ganie root up! with that in 4 de an L,
2973, ףרדח Ty 277. Deriv. m.

with that in גרר L, max, pom 3 379
but especially idl 34 (hich see);
 ףּורIII. (not used) trans. same as
then with the Sanskrit rac, Latin rug- אָפְר I. to heal, to which also 5% I.
ire, Greek 6-ovy-e; Arab. Le, Deriv. belongs; see am. Deriv. mar.

 ער.1 (not belonging to »¥4).

"Bel. ( רעעfut. vpn) to be shouted forth

with joy, to be sounded forth Is. 16, 10,
coupled with 425.
Af.  הרי8 plur. once 3947 for
ay 1 Sam. 17, 20; part. plur. Een;
inf.constr. 9A; fut. ar apoc. >)
causative of Kal, to raise a war-shout
Is. 42, 13, coupled with חירצה  גwith

yn (part. Ya, plur. once 9°; inf.

constr, prt; fut. yyy, in pause Yan,
0206. Ya) intr. (same. as the Sam. u",

oy, Aram. טָחְר 45) prop. to flow
or run off, to precipitate (see 7474, DI");
hence

to run,

of men

Num. 11,97,

Prov. 4, 12, of horses Jo.2,4; to risk

along, of locusts 2,9; with dx of the

 עלof the person against or over one (a person to run to one Gan. 18,7; with לא
conquered enemy) Jer. 50, 15; to com- of the place, the same 24, 20; with
plain aloud, to lament Is. 15, 4; to  לִקְרָאַת18, 2, and ירחא 2 Kinas 5,20 in
shout joyfully Jupgzs 15,14; to shout in a tied sense; ‘with 4 to hasten to
triumph Zucn. 9, 9; with 2 or men of a Is. 59, 7; with “nN Jur. 12,5 to run with
person to shout for joy in “honour of one one in a race; with accus. of place to
Ps. 47, 2; 81,2; 95,2; 98,6; to ery run through, חרא Ps. 19,6; to hasten to
after, with לע of a person, in order to 1 Sam. 20, 6; absol. to hunt (after a
frighten Jos 30,5; especially to make thing) Jar. 23, 21; to come down swiftly
a noise, with trumpets Jo. 2, 1; some- Ps. 147, 15; to run through, quickly
times with תורצצהפ Nom. 10, 9, either i. e. to read currently Has. 2,2; to rush,
to stir up or to give a signal 1088. 6, upon a person or thing, with” by JoB
10 16, or as a sign of breaking up 15, 26, לע 16, 14, accus. Ps. 18, 30;
encampment Num. 10, 5, distinct from with 3 to hasten to one, i.e. to ו
spa 10, 7; aan עיִרָה also stands for proteetion from one Prov. 18, 10. —
 ץרprop. part. a) a courier 108 9, 25,
it Josn. 6,"20° Deriv. MBIA.

רוק

for which 7, 6 has 348 ₪ weaver’s shuttle,
comp. Coptic ns aphwt a runner and a

weavers shuttle.
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b) only in plur. the

clean; comp. רב from “Aa. Deriv. קיר

היק, Pay DRM.

|

Hf, ( הריקpart. plur. DR,

inf.

footmen who accompany state- chariots constr. קירה fut. a) to leave empty,
1 Kines 1, 5; 2 Kınas 11, 13; 2 Sam. 222 vun Is. 32,6, i. e. not to feed; to
15,1; royal messengers 2 Kınas 10, 25; empty, Don Has. 1, 17, םיִלָּכ Jur. 48,
hence the riders belonging to Persian
12; to make bare, 39, i. e. to draw,

kings Esta. 3, 13; 8, 14; perhaps also
like na (which 'see) applied to the
royal ‘body- guard,

since

it is inter-

to dais out clean Lev. 26, 33, Ez. 28, 7,
 חניתPs. 35, 3.

changed with .םיִצָר — Many forms of
קּורIII. (Kal not used) intr. same
YE (which see) are conjugated after as קוד to be dissolved, to be scattered as
yn, see Px. — Derivat. pity and dust, interchanging ד and " (see ").
 מרוצה1 (on the contrary 1232 2 from
Hif. pr to rub in pieces, to crush

vED.

Psatu 18, 43,

Pih. ( רוצץfut.  (ירוצץan intensive

of Kal, to run hither and thither in manifold ways, of the zig-zag motion of
lightnings Nau. 2, 5.

Hf. ( הריץfut.  (נריץto lead up hastily,
with 72 Gen. 41, 14; to bring quickly
1 Sam. 17, 17; to cause to run, to chase

for which

43 has טקדא = DRIN,

EN

2 Sam. 22,

explained by

ur (3 perf. AA) intr. to be slimy, to
flow toughly, to spit out slimy matter,

with the accus. ait Lev. 15, 3, of corporeal slimy

effusions.

The ‘form is

away Jer. 49,19, with 7 50, 44. Ps. reduplicated from the simple root ra,
68, 32 is difficult, perhaps: Cush lets rn (which should be assumed perhaps
herhands hasten to God, i. e. raises her to- Jos 37,11 moisture), and is con2 I. (which see),
hands hastily in prayer to God, or in nected with 9
bringing offerings.
man OL, Aga, 59 (to suppurate),
g
to run, Sanskrit ri to go,=
Py} I. (Kal not used) intrans. to be Greek dee,
poured out, to flow out, to be emptied;

sri, sru to flow, Latin riv-us, Persian

prop. to be juicy, wet, fluid (comp. rn rü- 4 river, Himyar. ruru sea. From
the yeduplicated form ריר comes the Ar.
and (קֶרָי
5
,
(to be slimy), then 00and eh, with
Hy, ( הריקfut. יריק, 0206. Pay) to

usual interchange
pour out, Dus, spoken of the clouds, |the
5
with לע upon Ecouzs. 11, 3; of oil-pipes Deriv. a.

{see NIE) Zucu. 4, 12; en to pour
out abundantly, >23, ie. to distribute

Mar. 3, 10; to cause to pour themselves
forth i. e. to draw out in a mass, pon

of consonants,

in poppy Devt. 32, 32 see שאָר 3.
 שור3( plur. רשרנ part. w4, four

times שאר 2 Sam. 12,1 4; Prov. 10,4;

Gen. 14, 14; on the contrary man Pn, ,13 )23 intr. prop. to be ee,ו 
down, humbled, wretched; ₪
to be
pe, Dds, 32) Un, 35h, on belong small, insignificant, cogn. in sense with
to.m

u.

Hof. pant to be poured out, of fermented wine, from one vessel into an-

other Jur. 48, 11; but קרות Sona סע
Sor. 1, 8 is a noun, which 'see.

N27) 727, 927; to be poor Ps. 34, 11,

part.‘ שר poor, "needy, along withלה 
1Sam. 18, 23, opposite "Hy 2 Sam. ‘12,

.1 For the characteristics of שר see
Prov. 10, 4; 13, 8; 14,20; 18, 23; 19,
 קרII. (Kal not used) intr. prop. 1722; 28,36; 29,13; Ar. Uily trans.
to benaked, bare, cognate infomנקה 
to weaken, to bring down, ,שש
be
hence to be empty, Arab. |515 (med."Ye), bruised, to be brought down; conseq. '7
and like ™p2 metaph. to i pure, bright, is connected with ץר (yx). The same
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meaning is borne by שרל to the Nif. Wi or grief (Arab. oD the same); identical
(Gen. 45, 11; Prov. 20,13; 23,21; 30, in its organic root 1-7 with that in
9) and to the Hif. win 6 Sam. 2,7),
which does not therefore belong to UI.
Deriv. ,שיָר ,שאב שיָר

PHT, PRE, an.

Deriv. mn.

77 (from mr, after the form IR,

Pih. ( רושמFur. WW) to crush, to )רב5 M. consumption; hence destruction, Is.
destroy, hence to depopulate Jzr. 5,17. 24, 16 destruction to me! i. e. woe to
Puh. ( רושט1 pers. plur. www, for me! The LXX and Vulg. take it unwhich is IB) to be brought ‘low; of suitably from 19 a secret.
DON) (fut. of9%, 3 עא yayyn)intr.
cities, to be wasted Mat. 1,4.
Hithp. Sinn to represent oneself to move to and fro, of the eyes, to roll,
as a sign of anger Jop 15, 12, where
poor, to feign poverty, Prov. 13, 7.
may (from my) = היער a female

some mss. read 17%) (see mm); then

friend, viz. of God; or, "EI or Jah is to wink, as a gesture of insolence, hence
Friendship, comp. 38394, 9; Peshito 729 in the Targ. for yop; Arab. לילי
2035).מp. f. Ruts 1,4; 2,2.
Aram. 4) ps3 the same. Thus we

 רז.fed( רזא, 91; tar,רזין , def. should not compare the Arab. »4°
 הזfrom )9 Aram. m. 0 secret, a
( ןורonly part. 34) intr. to be heavy,

slingconcealed Dan. 12, 18 19 29 47; weighty, in repute and dignity; hence
4, 6; ni eht .graT rof ,bn" 20,  וחרטm honoured, distinguished, then a prince

Syr. 15T and 13 the same, whenee eit Jos 5,3; Ps. 2,2; Prov. 8,15; in other
to keep secret.
places parallel "with" טפש on; Arab.
nn

trans. to lessen, to make thin or

lean; figur. to take away,

to make dis-

appear, yRa ug Zero. 2,11; Arab.

5)) to lessen, SS) intr. to be wasted.
The organic root is also in 1973. Deriv.
3,7, TTD +

"Nif. Am (ut. (הָדְרִר to waste away,
to become lean Is. 17,4 (of flesh).
7) adj. m., 7 fem. lean, of lambs
Ez. 34, 20; unfruitful, of the soil Num.

18,20; Zab. 171.

 סליhence

2
ty= weighty; the organic

root is 172.

A comparison with 729,

709, Arab. סלי GM)כ would give for
Fo the meaning to hola together, to arrange, which is also suitable. Derivat.
yy 2.

 רזןseeו 
AM intr. to be wide, roomy, extensive, broad; therefore to widen, of chambers Ezex. 41, 7; to enlarge, of the 22,

with joy Is. 60, 5; to be opened, of the

| ןוֶזְר m. 1. (from 47 after the form mouth, i. e. to speak freely
TiIEI) leanness, a figure of distress and
misery Is. 10, 16; Ps. 106, 15; scantiness, consumption, of Fp N, i. e. smallness, diminutiveness Mic. 6,10 .— 2. (from

 (רְזןa prince, a noble PRov. 14, 28 =
1, comp. Piwy = .<קשו
in (an important, leading one, from
119) n. p. of the founder of the kingdom
of Damascus 1 Kınas 11, 23; comp.

727 from 729= It}

(opposite,

to be dumb) 1Sam. 2, 1; according to

the derivatives, to be comprehensive, to
be wide and broad, to be puffed up. Deriv.
an, 305, 274, 379, 3792, the pro-

per names 72 (also in Ham, am;
ya), 3m, niziny.
Nif. ar (part. SH) to be wide,
entensive Is. 30, 23.
if. ( הרְחיבpart; apa, inf. constr.

a7, fut.an) to make wide, broad
(in length and "breadth) Mio. 1,16; to

an (not used) intr. to cry out, to enlarge, a tent Is. 54, 2, a couch 57,8,
call, to halloo, spoken of a cry of joy may 30, 33, Ex. 34, 24, borders Ex.

am
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34, 24; Deur. 33, 20; to make wide for
Gun. 26, 22; to make place for, i. e. to
give access to Prov.18,16; to make free,
i. e. to rescue from oppréssion Ps. 4, 2;

before the temple Ezr. 10,9, the marketplace of. orientals, see pre. —

2. (ex-

tension, of a place) x. p. of a Levitical
city in Asher Num. 13, 21, Jose. 19, 28
mpRoe
“1 to open wide the mouth, with by
- 30 (there seem to have existed two cities
of a person, i. e. to scorn Ps. 81,
of this name). — 3. Fully Sinn ma
‘ נפש17 to make the desire wide, i. 6. to (roomy place) n. p. of a city near 3

be very greedy Is. 5, 14; to make sus- to which an קמ (plain, valley) belonged;
ceptible, 22 Psaum 119, 32, to free from viz. the plain Huleh (Robins. ITI, 611 seq.)
anguish 25, 17.

Jupgzs 18, 28.

fication 2777 seems to be an enlarge-

other Si. — 4.n. p. of a part of Syria

The Poof, 4 Roman

According to the fundamental signi- miles from ’ Seythopolis (Onom.), is an-

ment of m-“34,
which means in Ethiop. (DIR), for which the Chronist has DAR,
ir
to extend; חור also (which see)_may be  נהרים, and which has been identified
. ..
connected with it. In Ar. >
>)
with ma many 2 Sam. 10, 6, for
are the same.

which Sim alone stands in 10, 8 —

am (constr. a7, pl. constr. (יבחב 5. )

viz. is with Jah) n. p. m.

adj. m., nam (constr. nam) fem. wide אפ. 10,12[ 2 Sam. 8, 3,
and Broad roomy , of a land Ex. 3, 8,
nam f. freedom, prosperity PsaLm
fully oy ar Ps. 104, 25, 075 nah 119, "45.
Gen. 34, 21; large in aa, ₪

a cup Ex. 23,32; broad Jos 30,14, op-

: ( רחבותwide places, spaces, i. e. ex-

posite long 11, 9: thick, of a wall New. tension) 1. n. p. of a well Gen. 26, 22,
3, 8; figur. broad, of a law, i. e. far- ident. perhaps with the place Ruchaibah,
reaching, not to be comprehended Ps. three hours south of Elusa (Robins. 1

119, 96; 23D בָחְר 101, 5 puffed up, 324 seq.). — 2. רי niahy n. p. of an
haughty, like wp) am Prov. 28, 25; Assyrian city founded by Nimrod Gen.

10,11, mentioned along with 272 and
also a subst. pride.
 ;לחifit be Semitic, it stands for רי
279 (freedom, viz. is with Jah) n.p. f.

Josm. 2, 1; comp. mar.
277 (pl. constr. (יבחר m. breadth, a

.תלבחר — 3.9277 ( רְחבותRehoboth on
the river) 2. of an Edomite city Gen.
36, 37, which is mentioned elsewhere

wide place Jos 36, 16, explained by (Notit. dignitt. I, p. 78. 346) by the
ָא מוצק,
 לdna deurtsnocni eht .mef ekil name KRaboto along with Edomite loca מִקִים,02 ;9

.lp ,shtdaerb.i .6 tnetxe lities,

and

which

Eusebius

and

Je-

rome adduce as situated in Gebalene.
38,18.
An} (with suf. an, 7279) mase. LXX Powfi9, Vulg. Rohoboth; the
breadth, opposite AR Gen. 6,15; 13,17; Arabians mention a Rasy on the EuDevt. 3,11; extent, cireumfenence, ie:son phrates, not far from Circesium, and
Is. 8, 8 Anes of extent, i. e. the great- one opposite Bagdad &e.
est extent; בל  בָחְר1 Kınas 5, 9 [4, 29]
MAT (Jah is a Deliverer) n. p. m.

width of ל
hensive understanding.

1.6. a compre-

1 Cur. 23, 17; for which is 147309 in
24, 21.

ABM) see am

am and Sim (with suff. mans;
pl. nish, with suff (וניתבחר f. 1.toh
DVI (the Family-founder is a Delim. ZRH. 8, 5) a roomy place, a wide verer, i. e. God is such; see DY) n. p.
space, in a city; hence a street, Gun.
m. 1 Kınas 11, 43; LXX Poßoon, so
19, 2, like wlareia; a large, open place,
that ח and » appear as the vowel o.
forum, vestibule, at the gate 2 Cur. 32, 6,

where the people assembled Nex. 8, 1,

zen] (not used) tr. to rub, to crush; -

רחה
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ident. in its organic root חְר-ה with
that in P3772, Pad, man; Arab. 6 y
Deriv. on.

DTT) dual (from the sing. הָחְר;from

19) a hand-mill,
8

consisting of two

Ex.11, 5;As. 47,2; Ar. ls)

the same, dual obs ‚ whence the ae
a 2.
( םּוחרfiom the Pihel of pny) adj. nom. le, to turn 2
mm

see DIT).

masc. merciful, compassionate , of God,
rae with yo Ex. 34,6; Jo. 2,13;

Ar. aye and acy
( םּוחְרcompassion, love) n. p.m. Eze.
,4 ;8 Neu. 3,17; 10, 26, for which 7, 7

mn see Din.

( קיחרfrom ₪ Pahel of (רְחַק vain,

ee m. (pl. ךיקה( same as Hebr. ping
distant Ear. 6, 6; Targ. p74, pm}.

om (not used) intr. to suck, to draw

has pin} (compassion); also om 12, 3,
for which 12, 15 has dan, "probably in, of Jamba; Ar. dé, to suck, whence
transposed. for oor.

aly a lamb; also ae whence de;
a lamb, which is eel with =

pity and py (plur. oping; after
the form 2147) ‘adj. masc., pin (pl. to wander (Hebrew 539). The org. oe:
nen) > 1. ‘of place, far, wide, remote, or is ident. with thatin לע (ony), Ar.
far away, of countries Dur. 29, 21, of JE (to lap up, suck in). Derivative
journeys, ways Num. 9,10; glans afar
Om (pl. won, with suff yon) 7.
Jo. 4, 8; Prov.27,10; ya "I remote or 1. prop. the sucking one, a sucking lamb
far from Deur. 13, 8; metaphor. and fig. Gen. 31, 38; 32,15; also an ewe, giving
mp ten "2 Is.46, 12, "Rama Eccı.7,23; suck. — 2. "(lamb) n. p. f. Gun. 29,16;
far ‘of, said of God, ve refusing hale 30, 22; LXX Payya.
Pg. 22,2. Subst. far space, distance Josu.
on) I. (fut. omg, only 1 pers. with
3, 4; farness, in pint from far, afar

off Gun. 22,4; Ex. 20,“18; pina? from suff. ratty) intr, 1. prop. to be attached
afar Jos 36, 3,172 דע to a distance Neu.

to, friendly, united with; hence poet. after

12,43. Before Makkeph “pity; see DIR. the Aramaean signif. to love Ps. 18, 2
— 2. of time:

a) future, םיקחר pny

(Aram. DI, (45ל , and 5 is unneces-

Ez. 12,27 times far off; pina ‘to dis- sary to re 72 TN Ar.=>)
a and azo
tant (future) times 2 Sam. 7, 19; b) long
ago, as ping ל
mom Jur. 23, 23 God the same (see 034), and 0 ays Po
from of old, i. e. who is of old time; a friend, a companion. — 2. to be tenPinya from past times Jer. 22, 11. —
3. ‘unattainable, hard Devt. 30, 11; valuable, precious Prov. 31, 10.

der, mild, soft; metaphor. to be tender,

gracious,

compassionate,

merciful

(see

Pih.). Derivat. ,םימחר on and mano
(according to some), ןמחב whence
om (not used) trans. to hew out, to "272132; the proper names on 2, DIN,
work, with the axe, of a carpenter; Ar. Dr.
,

transposed bb. and also w=. Deriv.

Pih. ( רחסpart. oma,

infin. constr.

om) (which see) and
om; fut. on) to interest oneself in a
on (only pl. םיִמָחְר cod. Sam.) m. person with love and fondness, to have
a wooden channel Ex. 2, 16, so called

from the act of cutting out or deepenin
( טיחרpl. Da) m. carved beams,

compassion upon, the weak, the unfortunate, with the accusat. Is. 9, 16; 13,
18; 49,15, opposite "ATS; commonly

applied to God 14, 1; '30, 18; seldom

with לע for the accusat. Ps.103,13, or
so called from cutting Sone or Sot. 1,
17 K’tib; see םיִהְרְה and compare also absol. LAMEnr. 8, 32; once referring to
things Jer. 30,18. Aram. em, yom?
mon.

רחם
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the same. Deriv. pint, and the proper open (rn). prt from birth, from earnames NA, pn.
liest youth Jer. 1, 5.
Puh. arm(fut Er) to find mercy or
Or} (mot used) Aram. same as Hebr.
compassion Hos. 14, 4; Prov. 28, 8.

Deriv. the proper name br"; symbol.

many, man ND.

on II. (not used) intrans. same as

ony I. Deriv. Jam.
( המחרonly du. ormar) = a maid,

a woman; dual, two damsels Jovazs 5,
30 (after the Hebrew exegesis).

an ‘to tarry over a thing, to foster a
aye) a see DAN.
thing, to cherish; hence to brood, incumam (pl. of Da, pl. constr. (ימחב
bare, fovere, Ar.
Deriv. 609 1, masc. pl. compassion, pity, sympathy, for
DM, המחר
phy
one’s kindred Gen. 43, 30, towards the
on III. (not used) intrans. same as
bay IL, np, to be variegated; Ar. p>)
the same; “deriv. on, ann.

unfortunate Amos

1, 11, the poor and

afflicted Gen. 43,14, used especially of

the merey of God Ps. 25, 6; 40,12; with
piping Is. 54, 7, םיבַר " ו119, 156,

On} (from om TIL) m. the name of coupled with on Hos. 2, 21. Phrases
9 402 Devr. 13, 18, 2 'ר  םושIs.
a sort of vulture Ley. 11,18 (cod. Sam. are:
47, 6, AR jr miby Zecn. 7, 9 to shew
many), like the Ar.
a vulture of
the size of a raven, white in the body
and neck, and black in the tips of the

wings; conseg. named from its spotted
appearance, and not from its fondness
for its young; Tete NPT the party-

coloured comp. rst spotted, of a horse,

like 455,1variegated. Daur. 14,17 a.
279 (in pause ’S, from om II) m.

1. prop. that which hatches, produces,
or the place of hatching, and so the

mercy to one; on the contrary ’D? "2 4D3

"35> Gen. 43, 14 or meh mb 2 m
1 Kınas 8, 50 means to commend one
to the favour of a person. Metaphor. the
heart, i. e. the seat of feeling Prov. 12,
10, without denoting the uterus, like

pI.
( ןימחהfrom םֶחְר( Aram. masc. plur.
same as Hebrew pam Dan. 2,18; Syr.
au),

ar

(mot used) adj. 10086. compas-

mother’s womb, uterus, a figure of birth; sionate, merciful; Aram. the same, Ar.
am Is. 46, 3 from birth, like or wha!(5 derivative
(Ps. 22, 11); 9 “ey ל
of the

mother’s body Prov. 30,16; coupled with

Yan adj. m., nyana (pl. nz") f.

merciful Lament. 0 10.

nw a figure of fruitfulness Gen. 49,
25; "poet. a maiden, a woman, Indass
m (not used) tr. to bend, to incline,
5,30, like Horace’s cunnus (Sat. 1, 3, to let down, Aram. PD Arab. yi
107); Ar. = the womb. — 2. (from ident. in its organic root with 32.

ba L; love, fondness) n. p. m. 1 Cur. Deriv. the proper name urn.
9, 4
FIT) I. (Kal not used) tr. prop. to
Ory’) (in pause A, with suff. mars) cover, to protect; hence to foster, to
m. (fem. JER. 20, 17) same as D4 the cherish or protect a thing lying over or
5

womb, matrix, uterus JoB 10,

covering it; to brood over a thing. Aram.

18; 24,20, applied to animals also Ex. nn, “au to lie over a thing, in order

13,12; 4 “tp the opening of the mother’s
won. i.e. the first birth Nom. 3, 12.
To close the womb (see 29, 130) is to

to animate,

protect, cherish it; Pael

used of the laying on of the hand in
ordination, to descend upon a thing.
make barren, and the opposite is to The organic root nr” lies also in qn 1

am

רחש
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Pih. ( רחףpart.  מרחףfut. Po) to

MEM 7. a bath, washing-place Sona
2.

lie quickening or brooding , with by over, oF 80.
of the םיהלא 111), brooding over ‘chaos,

“iT? seo Pin}.

to impart vital power to it Gen. 1, 2
pm (inf. constr. pry and הק  ; חהfut.
(LXX, Vulg.); to hover over, of the
eagle protecting her young Devt. 32, po) intr. to separate, from a person or
11. In both places, the signification to thing; to remove from, to be away from,
sink, to settle down is not applicable.
with ja of a person Jos 30,10, Prov.

ATI IL (only 3 pl. nen) intr. to 19, 7, opposite pan 1000188. 3, 5; with
bya of a person Ez. 8, 6, in the Targ.
hover, to fly to and fro, to wave, to loom,
as the Targ. and Saad. explain it also tr. for the Hebr. ON, 39m; to be far,

in Gun. 1,2 and Deur.32,11; intensive, of place Devr. 12, 1 or time Mic. 7,
to quake Jur. 23, 9. The Ar. iby is 11; of God, not to be at hand to help,
opposite 257 Ps. 22,12; of men, to be
only a collateral form of «5, like the
remote from safety 108 5, 4. Derivat.

Syr. au.
PIT, pins (also as a subst.), pry, and
ym (inf.e. prry and 72779; imp. PO; the proper name Pr.
Nif. pn (fut. Pon K’tib) to be refut. POI) prop. intr. to bubble up, to
where K’ri
flow, to pour out, to swell, conseq. only moved ECcuEs. 12, 6 יל
a collateral form of ons to overflow,
Arab. Ua» to perspire "much. Then
1. like ich tr. to let water flow over a
thing, to rinse, to wash, with the accus.

Gen. 18,4; 43,31; the body (nwa) Lev.

has pry (see pn); ead.bymany PI".
(to be torn), Arab. (5
Pih. pr (fut. קמבל to ite far away,
with 72 Is. 29, 13; to carry far away, ta
spread far, PIS WEP 26, 15.
Hi. Pay (nf. abs. ,קחְרה >. PAYS;
fut. (קיחְרב to put far away, with the
accus. TS Jos 11, 14, and n Ps. 88, 19

14, 9; to wath, persons Ex. 29, 4, the
sacrificial flesh Lev. 1, 9; fig. the heart
Is. 4, 4, the hand Ps. 26,6, hence as
a symbolical action Dsur. 21, 6. In or by of the person Jos 13, 21, also
Arabic to wash clothes also, for which with Syn .of place Jo. 4, 6, with a of
the Hebr. 02> (which see) is used. — the place to which one takes Ez. 11, 16;
2. intr. to wash oneself, to bathe Bx. 2, 5, fig. Prov. 4, 24. ‘9 stands adverbially,
Lev. 14,8, with 2 of the fluid in which when it is followed by the infin. constr.
Sone סע Son. 5,12, seldom with the with >, as n>5b "7 he is gone far away

accus. Ex. 30, 20, and with ja of the

vessel out of which 40, 31. Deriv. yn,
רחצה-

"Puh. ying to be washed, cleansed, D792
Ez. 16, 4.
, pee ץחרמה to wash oneself JoB

ym (with suff. "2r79) m. a washing,
"1 דיס a wash-basin Pa.60,10.

Ex. 8, 24 [28]; yet the infin. is often
omitted Gen. 44, 1 Josu. 8,4. Inf. abs.
 דַרְחָקas an adv. far, distant Gen. 21,

16; Ex. 33,7; Josn. 3,16.
By an interchange of ר and ד (see =)
pry is connected with the Targ. pnt,
Arab. Geo to remove far away, to
drive away.

rm) (pl. DYpTY) m. one departing far,

ym (Peal unused) Aram. tr. to catch, i. e. going far from God Ps. 73, 27.

to seize, ident. in its organic root 1"
pity (mot used) Aram. intr. same as
with that in the Hebr. THR, סכר fig.
Hebr. pry. Deriv. from Pa. pm.
to trust firmly, in the Targ. for Hebr. mus.

vn (only Kal) intr. 1. to boil up
176. '( אִסְרְחֶץ8 pl. (ּוצָחְרְתַה to trust,
over, to flow, connected with pnt
or
with לע of a person Dan. 3, 28; Targ.
see); fig. to boil over, of the בל
(which
deriv. RETIN.

רחת

ar)

16

which overflows with sin "253 Ps. 45, 2,  יִנָמְרִי8 ,16 ,11 compared in its or-
prop. to move, like the ‘Aram. um for ganic root with TES, : אbut see
the Hebrew

-טָמָר —

2. to bubble up,

to boil up; deriv. nur. — The fundamental signification iis to flow, to drip,
also in Ethiopic; and out of it has arisen
the meaning to boil or bubble up, to
bubble forth; the Arab. ud) to move
away, to hasten away (proceeding from
to flow), vas) to bubble up, belong

here. In its organic root wn

it is

ident. with that in wn (Targ. wh), Pers.

güsh-iden (agitari). The LXX and Vulg.
assume for nwry2 a stem שחר= סכר,

 טריand 94.

Am (not used) intr. same as 204
(which see) tto be moist, fresh, juicy. From

it by adding w comes the quadriliteral
Pih. (not used) Wan to make moist,
fresh, juicy, to freshen. The formation

of quadriliterals by ש at „the end is
frequent in Arab., 6. ₪.- yusys
 סעsnatch away) from >
Ure (to
(to:
be hard) from eye: A comparison with
the Arab. )
is incorrect, since it

us, translating the former craticula, comes from yaib = wey
> Puh. denn to be frond or juicy JoB
éoyaou (grate), which is unnecessary,
( תהרfrom mn, like nm from 159) 33, 25, “Tare. WANN (to be tender). .
f.ventilabrum, a fan, a winnowing shovel,
vn (Kal not used). tr. to Break,
Is. 30, 24, prop. what tosses or moves
to and fro, from 194to blow.

207 *(fut. 38°) intr. to be moist, wet,
with רז Jos 24, 8; metaphor. to be

smite עלERBE:in pieces; Aram. ,שטר ads
Ar. ub, the same. ‘The organic root
 החמשis Enein שמ wn, worl, .של

7% wr (fut. wets) to dash in
i pieces,

juicy , fresh, of Plants, whence 34 (an  שְְלָלִים2 Kınas 8, 12° (cognate in sense
adject.); Ar. wb, to be moist or green, ya) Ps. 137, 9); to dash to the ground
Targ. a4, Af. 3598 to make wet, to Is. 13, 18.
moisten, 0 from it the deriv. ,ביטר
Puh. wa (fut. Un) to be dashed to
רטיב, Sing, רוטב, Syr.
5 fable the ground Is. 13,16; Hos. 10,14; Neu,

ture). The organic root 3074 is also

in 3772, O72, AB, ףצ comp. Ar.As)
to pour.

202 adj. m. juicy, fresh Jo» 8, 6.

( הסרonly fut. with suff. wT ac-
cording. to some) ir. to push forth, to
throw out, to cast forth, with ’p ידי לע

3, 10.
\
 יורm. (fromהָר 
= הָנְרto flow over)
an overflow, a watering Jos 37,11, Ar.
(5 the same; but it may also stand
for ללב from my. See “2 and nb.
 בירas a verb, see 37%.
am ‘(and 2) Ex. 23, 2; Jos 13, 0

Jos 16, 11 (LXX, Symm., ‘Vulg., Rashi,
29, 16; 31, 13; Prov. 25, 8; with suf,
de Banoles); Arab. 6 to push forth, "379, 72, pony; 1 pl. = "39; 2 pl.
nis; from =”) m. strife, quarrel, disalmost ident. with 2
But see om.
union Gas, 13, 7; Daur. 25,1; Jer. 18;
OD) (not used) oe same as nn 10; maltreatment, of servants Ts. 98, 4 N
to tremble, to quake, to be terrified, Aram, EN שיא an adversary 41,11, an 4
bn); ident. in its organic root ba with 08 31,35. Also in other places a casthat in 721, 79m. Deriv.
tigation, reproach 13, 6; feud, dispute,
057 in. Aare as an) terror, tremPs. 18, 44 from the feuds of the peoples
bling Jer. 49, 14; Aram. טמר (nt) the fig. in םימצע  בירJos 33, 19 K'tib strife
in the bones,
16 foren: heat, infestsame, where are alba Pa. and Ithpa.
ing the bones; the K’ri reads ain, either
0) (not used) a stem assumed for = 3% or as meaning all, full, which isi
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suitable. Besides, a cause, suit same verse; Aram. ,קיר MI; Has
Is. 1, 23; 41, 21, coupled with upun the same.
2Sam. 15, 4; " py 2 279 to have asuit
PN) (from pry) m. emptiness, of “2

1688

with one Mio. 6, 2: un 72") dangerous Jan, 51, 34; metaphor. nothingness , vatransactions Laure, 3, 58; activity Is. nity, == לבה וה2,1; as an adv. in vain,
34, 8.
to no purpose, 73, 13, coupled with לבה
"2" (from הר 3") Jah is Agency) n. p. Is. 30,7, fully pe 65‚23, py? 49, +
m. 2 Sam. 23, 29, see 1379), בירי
 בָּדִי ריק.saH ,2 31 lina .ruJ ,15 85
my (Kal not used) intr. same as 179 prop.“for the satisfaction of nethingnues,
i. e. in vain.
which see.
 םֶקיִר.6 6  קיִרwith the termination
Pih. 737 see Pih. of 15.
bo, "as in Ba) adv. emptily, of "53
 חיִרas a verb, see 11.
Jen. 14,3; with. empty hands Rural, 21;
7 (with suf. inva; from 1114) m . |vainly, without effect 2 Sam. 1,22; = פח
prop. the exhalation, of a scent; hence in vain, without cause, frist, Ps.25,3;
scent, smell Gun. 27, 27; Sone oF Sou. 7, 5 (if op 9 "age be not = Dan wald
21,12; 58 היה 7,9 smell of the nose, 6. 69, 5).

breath; but EN may also mean mouth
(see AR pag. 132 2), so that it should be

 רירas a stem, see 1%.
( רירfrom )9 m. spittle, slaver 1Sam.

translated breath of the mouth; ov")
;21,14 the white of an egg JoB 6, 6 (see
Jos 14, 9 the smell i. e. the scent of
( תּומָלַחor anything slimy, curdled milk.

water; ‘commonly coupled with rm,
see nm.

™

Aram. m. same as Hebrew 174

Dan. 3, 27.
| םיִר see EN".
9) a neighbour 108 6,27 see 2.

157 (see Wav) m. poverty Prov.28,19.
( טירfrom wan) poverty, neediness
Prov. 10, 15.

 רישוןseeראשון ja (from 729; pl. (םיִּכַר adj. m., 739

Mp") (from (םּור f. pl. pounded corn (pl. nip’) f- tender, of children Prov.

4,3; Gen. 33 ‚13; young, of cattle 18, 7;
soft, mild, of the id) Prov. 25, 25; mesh
15,1; nips an adv. mildly, friendly Jos
 תפירn. p. of a son of 134, 1. e. of 40, 27; then delicate, coupled with 359
a Cimmerian tribe Gen. 10, 3, by whom Daur. 28, 54; dull, weak, of רביע Gen.
are understood the Celts who marched 29, 17, LXX aoteveic, opposite D3;
across the Riphaean mountains (de
desirable, of situation 2Sam.3,39; timid,

or grain, grits 2 Sam. 17, 19; Prov.
27, 22.

‘Pinai«), i. e. the Carpathians, into the
farthest regions of Europe.

 קירas a stem, seeרוק 

faint-hearted, with 23° Devr. 20, 8; 7

subst. a tender twig Ez. 17, 22, = pains

Targ. 792, Ar. Us,
Sy.
 קירand
( קרpl. op, DM) adj. m.,
a (after the form pr}, from 727) m.
( הקבpl. nips) 2 empty, of sia Gun. softness DEur. 28, 56.
,37 ,24 ar Junazs 7, 16, "22 2 Kines
2271. or 295 (part. 294, inf. constr.
,4 ;3 enpited, bared Nex. 5,"13; vain,

void, of 923 Deur. 32, 47; hungry, of 354, imp. בכר fut. 337) intr. prop. to
we Is. ,29₪ , םיקְרsubst. empty, i. e. lie upon, to ‘be bent, on a thing, Arab.
wanton, loose permis. rabble Jupass 9, 55
2 כ (to bend or stoop), Aram. 334) the

;4 ;11,3 Prov. 12, 11 (not with Symm.
and Vulg. an abstract, inaction), but same (deriv. 2354, Na1278, x the

nip? Gem. 41, 27 stands =nip72 in the

knee; see 773 1); connected in
1 its org.

|
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root 3374 with that in 29” (see Fürst, Sone or Son. 1, 9 the war-chariots of
רכב

Cone. 8. לג Hence 1. to ride, Latin
vehi, with לע of the animal, as ins
Nom. 22,22, 792 2Sam. 18,9, 010 Zecn.
1,8, רומח 1 Sam. 25, 20, ₪ Junezs
10, 4, oni Gen. 24, 61; it is said of
God that, he rides along לק ay לע Is.
19, 1, an9>-b> Ps. 18, 11. For לע isi

Pharaoh,

i. e. the best, because they

were fetched from Egypt; "1 "29 cities
appointed to keep the war-chariots 1 Kınas
9,19; 10,26; also including the men
belonging to them, over whom םיִרש
were set 1 Kinas 22, 31, or including

the horses 2 Sam. 8, 4; 10, 18; though
elsewhere the D°D30 are separated from

sometimes put the accus. J unans 5, 10,
2 Kınas 9,18, therefore God is said to the 254 Jos. 11, 8; 1 Kines 20, 25;
be םֶיָמָש  בכרDeur. 33, 26; seldom comp. Greek &oun, Lat. currus; kom.
s Jan. 17, 25; .פא
12; of God Ps. a defence 2 Kınas 2, 12; of the fiery

68,34. — 2. to proceed א with ,לע
of 23°72, Luv. 15,9; with 3 Jur. 17,25,
the accus. 1146. 2, 22, or absol. 1 Kınas
18, 45. Derivat. 329 1 and 2, 4239,
337,

3273, mas.

Pi. 334 (not. used) an intensive of
Kal; deriv. 334.

chariot 2,11 or the DON. ’= Ps. 68, 18,

which accompanies God in his ו
— 2. the upper millstone, Lat. lapis vector,

the runner Dzur. 24, 6, called also m>2
324 702688 9, 53 (see nbp). — 3. (from
235 II.) prop. union, and so a team, a.
draught, Is. 21, 7 and he saw a team,a
draught of הייל a team of asses, a

Hif. 22 imp. 2347, fut. 23392) to team of camels; or a troop, ÖW "9 troops
cause to ride or proceed, probe. Esra. of men 21,9, Dow ") 22, 6 troops of
6, 9, elsewhere with by Ex. 4,20, Devt. men or of nila Bond 334 "2 2 Kınas

32, 13, and the aceusat. of the object

without לע Esra. 6,11; with > Ps. 66,
12 thou lettest men ride upon our heads
i.e. they rule over us, as the rider
does the horse; Jos 30, 22 thou liftest
me up on the stormy wind, and causest

me to ride there (as upon an animal);

7,14 two teams of horses.
337 (from Pih. of the stem 254 I.)
m. a rider 2 Kınas 9, 17 = סוס  בכל9,
19; a charioteer 1 Kinas 22, 34.

255 (from 254 IL.; companionship)

n. p. 1. of the father ofaKenitenomadic
generally to subdue, to tame Hos.10,11; race
devoted to that sort of life
metaphor. nYp}7 לע 71 27947 to Let the 2 Kines 10,15; Jur. 35, 2 seq.; 1 Cur.
hand sit upon the bow, i.e. to grasp it 2,55; patron. Dan the Rechabites Jur.
2 Kinas 13, 16.
lc. — 2.n.p. m. 2 Sam. 4, 2; Neu.

227 II. (not used) to fit together, to 3, 14.
jit i. to bind, unite, into a troop; hence
in modern Hebrew to put together, to
inoculate, to cram; Aram. 329, Arab.
oy the same.

Deriv. 327 3 ‘and the

Toner name 35").

299 (in pause 327, with suf. "259;
pl. constr. aa) m . (fem. only in Nag.
2,5) 1. (from 224 1) a wagon, an easy
chariot 1 Kınas1,5; commonly a war-

227

fem. a riding Ez. 27, 20, but

perhaps a chariot (LXX, Targ.).

( הָכְרfrom 77 after the form mW;
declivity) n. p. of a place otherwise un-
known 1 Car. 4, 12.
2397 m. same as 13°) 1 a chariot Ps.
104, 3; comp. 3272.

AD or שכר(with suf. 025; from

os I) m. prop. what is brought tochariot Ex.14,7, 1Kınas 10,26, coupled gether, collected; hence possessions,
with Ws the rider who accompanies goods, property, particularly moveable
the בכר Is. 22, 7, along with 324 the property Gun. 14, 11 16 21; 15, 14;

charioteer Jar. 51, 21; dy42 9 chariots coupled with ast, mama, nD» Ez. 1
covered with iron (and therafite strong) 4 6; with nia "and Sy Daw. 11, 24;
Jost. 17,18; Junans1,19; הץרפ 9359 shen 2 Cur. 35, 7'the king’ s private

רכיל
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property, over which overseers ()םיִרט to bind); comp. שכר L, Arab, lS a
were placed 1 Cur. 27, 31.
rope. Deriv. 024,|ְסָכ
:
 רכילmorf( )455 .csam 1.
יו
( סָכְרonly plur. 29) m. prop. a
intercourse, 4 "WIN "Ex. 22,9 merchants.

— .2 slander; hence en.or to slander
‘Lay. 19,16; Prov. 11, 13; 20,19; Jer.
9, 2.
2 (3 pers. a, 3 plur. 129; fut.
im after the form =} intr. prop. same
as pp, and identical with JI, 8-29,
דכה, 1, PI (see 4) to be soft, weak;
hence to be bland Ps. 55,22, faint-hearted

thing heaped up, a heap; hence a hill,

a mountain (comp. or) from burn I.) Is.

,40 ,4 opposite Hypa; Targ. Pra na

place of heaps (fromT== Hebr. 33 I. /
Rashi, a chain of mountains, from the
same fundamental signification.
( סכרonly plur. constr. BI) m. a
crowd, troop, band,- Ps. 81, 21, Targ.
 דרcomp. Arab. ול a crowd, Hebr.

Devt. 28, 56, timid 20,3; Is.7,4; the Ar. wah, mu. According to others a con-
©

I, ₪
3 proceed from the same
signification.

Derivat. 74,

Erin!

vr)

spiracy, "like TOR.
vn I. trans. to bring together, to
collect, goods, property; hence to acquire,

Puh. Er to be softened,
wounds Is. 1, 6.

soothed, of was) Gen. 12,5; 31,18; comp. 059;
identical in its organic root,שכר with
Hif. a1 to make faint or timid, בל that in wp IL, Arab. us, 8. Deady

Jos 23, 16.

was.

( לכonly part. m. לכר ,fem. n2>4)
 שכרII. (not used) intrans. same as
intr. same as >39, 1. to go about as a( שגר wi) to rush along, to run quickly,
trader, cogn. in ‘sense with "79; to trade,

to וק

Arab. ya) and was, of the

 לכלa trader Neu. 3, 31 32; 13, 20; swift pace of the horse. Deriv.
 רי םיִלְכלcity of merehantd, i, e. com-
( שָכְרin pause 94, from רְכָש IL)
mercial city, of Babylon Ezer. 17, 4; m. a racer, a swift horse, a courser,
oftenest

used

journeys

97, 8 18

of traffic

and trading Esra. 8, 10 14 for sending royal mes-
22-24;
sages by; a steed, even one yoked to
dah תֶקְבַא Sona oF Sot. 9, 6 powder of a chariot Mic. 1, 13; the LXX read
15 17 20

icmerchant. Arab. dS) to go, whence wey for( שכר Gan. 14, 11 16 21);
Joysfoot. Deriv. 594 /הָלְכְר מִרְכָּלֶת Aram. xD, ‘NBD, Syr. Ks,
the proper name bo. — 2.10 tread

ae i. e. to slander, ‘comp. ban. Derivat. 924 2.
539 (placa of traffic) n. p. of a city
in Judah 1 Sam. 30, 29, for which the

LXX read 57343 (perhaps = (לָכְרִמ
 רְכַלָהhtiw( .ffus ,2203 morf  כל2(
fem. trade, traffic Ez. 28, 5 16; ‘what
is gained by trade, goods, wares 26, 12.

Do") (fut. ob?) tr. to tie together,
to unite, into a mass, and so to heap up,
to make up into a hill-shaped thing; also
cognate in sense with "Wp, aN, hence

to bind on or to Ex. 28, 28;| 39, 91; Zab.
as; (to contract), Ar. 5 (to fetter,

 רכשsee u.

pol.(plur. p24) adj. m., המר (plur.
nia) femin. nad, of the 7 as a
threatening gesture Is. 26, 11, or as a
sign of free, open agency Ex. 14,8, or
of presumption Num. 15, 30, opposite
maswa; once Sit for - Jos 38, 15;
high, prominent, of things Daun. 12, 2,
Is. 6, 1, or of men Deur. 1, 28; plur. of
the heights of heaven Joz 21,29; figur.
loud, of the voice Deur. 27,14; powerfule32, 27; proud, of the looks (02)
Prov. 6,17; plur. fem. as a noun 24, 7,

where nine stands (which see).
SAH. (TheHigh one viz. Elis) n. p. m.
ofan Aramaean family Er 22,21, prob.

רם

רמת
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identical with םֶר Jos 32, 2, abridged

107 (after the form a7, from םּוְר

from DAN; Rute 4, 19, ichs is written with “suff. mas; plur. with ‘suff (ףופמב
in Marre. 1,5 Agau; 1 Car. 2,25. 09 fem. 1. an “elevated place, a height, for

is also an epithet of God in many idolatrous purposes (like a3) Ez. 16,
names, as in DIAN,
DASS, 25 31 39, which is also applied me-

proper

מִלְכִּירֶם,O72, DAN, Dan; see DSN. taphorically to a forum, oixyua, mog-

vırov. — 2. (with the article, the height)
n. p. of a city in Benjamin 7088. 8

Er see כ 2.
N

see הנר

25, half an hour west of 323, and to

 המרI. (part. m. 1735, constr. mah, the left of it, as one goes from םָחָל תיִּב
‘constr. plur. in) trans, 1. to cast into, to mount Ephraim Junges 19, 13; preserved in the modern village el--Räm,
precipitate , with 2 into Ex. 15,1; to
whence we see that it lay upon a conishoot, with the accusat.

nwp,

hence

cal mountain

(Robinson II, 321), two

non mm an archer Jur. 4, 29; plur. hours north of Jerusalem, which Joconstr. Ps. 78, 9. — 2. to cause to fall, sephus (Antt. 8, 12, 3) gives at 40 stadia,
to bring to ruin, to make stumble; hence calling the place yinny. — 3. (with
to deceive, to disappoint, to betray, in de-
a of motion (הָתְמְר n. p. of the native
rivatives. Deriv. mya 1, man, MAN,
eity and dwelling place of Samuel, in
navn, mn 1:
the vieinity of which was a prophetie

Pih. ( רמהinf. constr. nim) to cast
down Lament. 1, 19; hence to deceive,
to. betray, with the accus. Gen. 29, 25;
JosH. 9, 22; to act with cunning, followed
by sz) for mine enemies, i. e. to deliver ‘me to them, or before mine enemies
1 Car. 12,17; comp. opadio with the
Latin fallo.
As to the stem, the Aram. אמר 1,
Kö}, Arab. _0, have the same meaning;
and the organic root 1-29 is also in

ay

IL, -ב IL

school
1 Sam. 1,19; 2,11; 7,17; 19,18;
different, as it seams , frame pin,

which ay ini םּוצ poy (1 Sam. 9, 5) or
 צופים1Sam. 1,1, though Eusebius and

Jerome identify them.

Jt was

near

Bethel Jur. 31, 15; Hos. 5, 8. — 4. 2.

p. of a city in Naphtali Josn. 19, 36,
and in Asher 19,29. Robinson has inves-

tigated both (Later Bibl. Res. pp. 81 and
100). — 5. 2 Kınas 8, 29 for next n99
(which see) in Gilead or in Gad. — For
ma

an adj. fem. of םֶר and then a

ma I. Got used) intr. same as D4 subst. see nal — Gent. m. na 1 Car.

to be high, elevated; of a building, to 27,27 belongs to 29 2. — " Combined
be set high, to be firm, of places; of with המר

men, to be strong. Deriv. the proper
names ya} (out of m May), 9729;
man 2,mn, ,תמר nimm.

ea

m2) (see TEx) n. p. of a

locality in
i Gad Josn. 13, 26; identical

with 7993 1229 Jupars 1, 29.

m ( רָמַתin pause "112; craggy height)
 המרIII. (not used) intr. to be sunk, n.p. ‘of 8 "locality in the mountains of
bowed; hence metaph. to be weary, slack; Judah, afterwards marked by Samson's
= |history Jupges 15, 15-19 and 15, 9
a collateral form of 799 IL, Arab.
the same, and so applied to WE, 23, 14 9.
332 na (height of the south) n. p.
nun. Deriv. mn 2.
of a city in Simeon Josn. 19, 8. For.
mney IV.
ee used) intr. to be red, it we have also 233 nia, or תַמאָר

38 (since 128166 is inter- (which see) for na“.
Resh), conseq. identical
; המר829( 3 6 va) and 799;
with 797 1 (see nay). םֶר ( )םּוְרII has 1 perf. * plur. Na; inf. constr.(מרְמא 
‘the same. meaning. ‘Deriv. .תומר
Aram. tr. 1. to cast, to hurl, with ל of
‘Aven.

changed 2

רמת
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the object whereto Dan. 3, 20 21 24; a) of a eity in Simeon on the southern
6,17; therefore like the Hebr. m L— border of Palestine Josu. 15, 32; 19,7;
2. Like the Hebrew 717} to set, to"place, 2908. 14, 10; out of which came ךיצ

1 New. 11,29; Eusethrones Dan. 7,9; in the Targ. for m 29 (which see) in
np> (Jur. 1, 15); Sy. in Af.; comp. too bius writes ’Eogußow. b) of a city in

Zebulon Jose. 19, 13; identical with
5127 (a mistake for 71724) 1 Cur. 6, 62.
tax Ezr. 7,24; comp. Arab. > intrans. The name is still preserved in Rumto stand.
mäneh, north of Nazareth (Robinson, New
Tthpa. ( אִתְרְמָאfut. Nam?) to be cast Bibl. Researches p. 142). ce) of a rock
near 933 Jupazs 20, 45; now RumDan. 3, 6 15.
mön (Robinson, Palest. II. p. 113; New
( המרfrom pry III.) fem. a worm,
Bibl. Researches p. 380). d) Ye ןימר N.
collect. worms, prop. what crawls or p. of a station of the Israelites Num. 33,
creeps Exop. 16, 24; Jos 7, 5 (not 19. In all these names, “9 is originally
mould or mouldering store); 24, 20; as the appellation of a god. See too na
a figure of mean men 25, 6; Is. 14, 11; ia, ןויטרדלה, pate.
RevaL. 4,2 800909 Exsıro; . impose, a

Arab. אל a worm and putridity, Syr.
sod putredo.

19729 see 7724 4, b.

Min (heights) n. p. 1. of a city in
( ןומרwith suff. 9}; plur. רמינים Gilead 083. 21, 36; 1 Kınas 4, 13 (see
once "je as a plur. Sona or Sox. 8, (רָאמוּת. — 2. of a city in Simeon, in

,2 where many mss. have 0737794), constr.  גבnn 1Sam. 30, 27, for which Josa.
spiny; from D724 IL.) m. 1. ‘prop. bright- 19, 8 has 232 DANN.
red, shining; ‘hence a pomegranate tree
mn (from 74 IV.) fem. the blood
or fruit, so called from the red rind,
Ez.
32, 5.
blossoms, and purple fruit; mentioned |
nm (not used) tr. to pierce, to pewith “yan and mem Jo. 1, 12, na ץ
Haae. ₪0 19, 323 and הָנָאָּפ Nom. 20, 5 netrate, to beat, to strike, connected in
 הריm» ‘Sone oF Sou. 4 3 the half i.e. its organic root ma” with חמ-ה II.
the one side of a pomegranate apple, In Arabic 69 may have oe had the
where a beautiful red colour plays. In
same meaning, whence
=) a lance
Coptic קאפח is the same. — 2. Metaphor. pomegranate- shaped balls, made for pushing and piereing; but there too
of violet, red purple and crimson threads, a stem
= Hebr. 7241. exists. Dean ornament on the high-priest’s dress rivative
Exon. 28, 34; 39, 24; artificial pome712" see mh.
granates, in architecture 1 Kınas 7, 18

( חמְרplur. םיִחְמְר from ny, with
20 42; 2 One.4, 13. — 3,2, p. of a
Syrian deity 2 א 5, 18, whose suff. pera) m. a ‘lance, a spear, be-
worship seems to have been indigenous longing to the heavy-armed; coupled
used espe-
in Palestine also; representing a certain with max 1 Cur. 12, 8
aspect of Adonis. ‘Coupled with דדה cially of the point Jur. 46,4; Jo. 4,10.
which is also a name of the supreme

9

(Jah is exalted; 09 is either

Syrian god (1 Kinas 11,17 25), 9 de- abridged from D4, or should be referred

notes

Adonis,

of whose worship the

funeral lament has been handed down
to us (Ez. 8, 14) Zeca. 12, 11. There

was a temple of Rimmon in Damascus
2 Kinas 5, 18; and the kings of Da-

mascus had also ja9 in their names
(see in 720), as well as 117. — 1

to the stem 724I. =)

n. p. m. EZR.

10, 25.

790 (after the form 5703, mp)

41 "(from m9 I.) deceit, fraud, decep-

tion; hence Q "37 Jo813,7= 5% 127;
nam 27, 4; “ muy Ps. 52, & to prac-

רמים
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tise deceit;

A של a deceitful tongue

120, 2. —

2. (from m7) III) laziness,

Nif. 0: (fut. םֶרָי for no, 3 pl. min;
imp. pl. nn) to “lift up oneself Nom.

slackness, sloth, as 'ר rep a slack bow 17,10; Ez. '10, 15 17 19.
Hithp. pain (1 pers. fut. DRIN)
Hos. 7, 16, Ps. 78, 57, rnna a slothful
hand Prov. 10, 4; for rn Um a lazy see ov I.
man, a sluggard, 12, 24 27; 19, 15; as
on II. (not used) intrans. same as
an adv. remissly Jer. 48, 10.
mn IV. prop. to glow, to burn; hence
ova" 2 Cur. 22, 5, see DEM,
to
"be of 4 or blood-red colour; Arab.

72 (not used) tr. to bring forth, 0  ךand SF the same. Deriv. 7197 (Ar.
mares, to whelp, after the Arab.
| yr, ). The organic root 04 is also in
bear, of a wild animal, var, the same,

to which „de, also may be added,
whence

xX0, a mare.

na 1

Du II. (fut. ap. 097, inf. constr.

This

stem is  (רםintrans. to creep, to sneiik along, of
adopted by Ibn Esra and Jos. Kimchi worms, Ex. 16,20 and worms crept forth,
for 727977 "23 Esra. 8, 10, and as it i. ©. it ewarmed with them; Targ. שחר,
serves merely as an explanation of the Vulg. scatere; to creep about, Ps. 12, 9
Persian D°2N WON (a mule, arising from as they creep about (03>=םּמְרּכ Kimchi).
the union of a horse with an ass) it Others refer it to Di. Deriv. המר

may be assented to. Derivative
3727 (pl. 09%) 7. a mare, by which
the םיִנָרְְשַחַא were raised, and which

moa see "772/24.
“porn

(height ‘1. 6. greatness of

help; "= from mg) n. p. m. 1 Cron.

are called for that reason DORT יב 25, 4.
Esra. 8,10 (Zön Esra, Kimchi, see TR).

The Syr. ta? a herd, a troop, of horses
or camels, is the Persian &, a crowd,

mia n. p. of a place in Zebulon,
ident. with ןומר Josx. 21,35, but where
7777 stands for הנמר which latter should

a multitude, and therefore does not be-

be read.

long here; on the contrary the mean-

02" (part. סמר,fut. Day‘, before

ing “mare” is found in Ephrem II, 470,
lin. 2. Another explanation may be seen Makkeph - (יִרְמַס0 to trend, with the
in Stern and Benfey, Ueber die Monats- feet; with the accus. un Jur. 41, 25, or

namen der alten Vélker &c. p. 190.
m (not used) tr. to heap, metaph.
to increase, Arab. Jed to heap (see ").
Derivative

with a in "pits Naz. 3, 14; poetically
or otherwise with pias Ez. 34,18; to
tread down, men, with the accus. 2 Kınas

7,17 20; 9,33; with yo} to the ground

Ps. 7, 6; to cast down 91, 13; to con למלsee .427577"
quer 0 63, 3, the oppressor 16, 4; to proaba (Jah is Increaser) n. p. m. fane, with the accus. 1,12. Deriv. Dam.
Nif. 02} to be תי down Is. 28, 3.
2 Kınas 15,25; the LXX read .ְּוהָיְלַמ

( שמרpart. m. ‘wh, f. nigh) intr.
to
move, to crawl, to creep, Pan by
mss. have wait; part. f.
mn) intrans.
same as D149 (comp. 729 IL) to be high, Gun. 1,26, with the accus. of that upon

027 I. (3 plur. 195 and 37%, most

to be elevated, JoB 22, 12; 24, 24; Ps.
118,16. Fut. ap. boy Ex. 16, 20 is referred by the LXX to this; but accord-

which one creeps 9, 2; of larger water-
and land-animals, or reptiles Gey. 1,21;

;7,21 nearly same as pow; Ar. למ to
ing to the Targ., Syr. and Vulg. it be- be very movable, u to touch, de-
longs to 224 III. Derivat. the proper rived from the idea of “creeping”. De-

name Ammann.

rivative

רמש

wy m. prop. a creeping, crawling
thing; hence reptiles Gun. 1, 25; 6, 7;
7, 14, more exactly dacnbed as 'ב
 האדמהwhat creep upon the earth 1, 25;
but also applied to aquatic reptiles Ps,
104, 25; generally to animals crawling

on the land Gen. 9, 3. —

רנן
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Lament. 2, 19. — 3. (power, strength,
from 42) IL.) n. p. m. 1 Car. 4, 20.
2 I. (infin. constr. 1, before Makkeph “15 imp. fem. sing. “3%, in pause

"24; fut. 192 instead of m, 3 plur. m.

As to the 25, fem. nn) intr. prop. to sound, to

derivation, perhaps even ₪- might be -pustle, to whize ; hence 1. to rejoice, to
considered a very old noun-ending, as shout for joy, Luv. 9, 24, coupled with

in Ugh, Bap, Una, wrady (see (ט
and the stem accordingly “would be
oa 111. (=rap, Sanskrit s-rip, Latin
8-“erpere, Eor-sw, rep-ere &c.).
may (from המר

ny Ps. 35,27, לי ,15.49 ,13 להצ

%

to cry: etl 24, 14; figur. of inanimate
nature 44, 23; ‘seldom with accusat. of
the object (like Pihel) to rejoice in Is.

61,7, or 2 24,14; with > of the person

height) n. p. of for oo 31, 7. — 2. to wail, to lament
a city in Issachar Josu. 19, 21.
aloud LAMENT. 2,19; to rush, of a river

7) (only constr. pl. °34; prop. infin. (see 45258). Derivat. 77, 734 1 and 2,
7139, 0°22', and the proper name m.

of 439 L) m. pl. rejoicing, same as 11229;
hence טָפַפדיִָר shouts of joy for décor

"Pih. ( רגוinf. constr. 732, fut. am) to

ance Ps, .32, 7; in mod. Hebrew ןר is a

rejoice greatly , to shout “greatly for Joy,

noun frequently used, though not in with 2 of the object Jur. 31,12, with
 עלover 51, 48; to sing praise to, with
the pl. constr.
237 (not used) intr. to run, to rove,

"of a person Ps. 95, 1 or לֶא 84, 3;
with accusat. of the object, to "shout or

currere, adopted by Ibn Gandch in his sing aloud one’s praise Ps. 51, 16; 59,
17; 145, 7, for which 3 (in or over a person or thing) is also used 20, 6; 33, 1;
krit gaga from gag, to spring); existing in 92, 5; of inanimate objects 96,12; to
its organic root 22-4 also in 3377, 7270, praise 71,23. Deriv. 525.
Dictionary of roots as a stem for M3298

(prop. runner, comp. German Hase, Sans-

m2 Am. (see farther comparisonshere);

Hif. YH (fut. rp to cause to shout

for joy, 1. e. to rejoice 708 29,13; Ps.
of ד and N) to bend, to turn aside (see 65, 9; to sound forth loud praise Devt.
32, 43; Ps. 32,11; 81, 2.
231). Deriv. .תַבָכְרַא
Ar.

50 (with the usual interchange

Puh. 729 ) ור to have shouts of
7197 (fut. 2°57, 2m) intr. same as joy given Is. 16, 10.
 רו4 (see 2) to whizz, of arms and
Hithp. an see I.
missiles; to send forth stridulous sounds,
As to the original meaning of the
JoB > 23, where "2°88 is put for D’EN. stem, the Ar. ., ) to sound, ב GiinAr.  יש5 the same. But see um
a noun.

8 terchanging with 0) to make a rushing

noise, 6 tinnivit, and }34, 727 give

13% (from 429 1; with suff. om25) = it sufficient support; but this significa1. rejoicing , eaultation , a shout “of joy tion proceeds again from to extend, to
Prov.11,10; Is. 35, 10 (to shout for joy stretch (see jn), as may be perceived
is 7 nee 14, 7; 55,12); a loud ery or

from דק

exulting voice Is. 48, 20; loud praying,

}22 II. (not used) intrans. to be firm,
hard, hence to be strong, powerful; ident.
in its organic root with that in IN

announcement 1 Kınas 22, 36; 37 לק
coupled with mon 1 Kınas 8,28; Ps.

17,1; 61,2; 142, 7; JeR.14,12; a song (to ₪ TP
AAR, jy in smi) 5
of praise 2 Cur. '20, 22. — 2. mailing,
Jamentation Is.43, 14, comp. the verb Ar.¢)7 oO) the same. Derivat. the

רנן
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proper names הכר , ןכרא,( ןָכְרֶאaccording ness and strength proceeds in other Hebrew words from that of binding.
to some); but see also jan.
JO (with suf 4295) masc. 1. (from
799 (out of Pihel) mase. a ery of joy,
DI L) a halter, bridle, curb, Is. 30, 28;
coupled with 193 Is. 35, 2.

an see an

Ps. 32,9; '» ינפמ  'בnw JoB 30,11 to

729 (constr. 7229, pl. mp2) fem. a
shout, a ery of joy 108 3, 7; 20, 5; a
song of praise, loud praise, of God Ps.
100, 2; pl. songs of praise 63, 6.

cast off the ‘bridle before one, i. e. to act

licentiously. —

2. what holds in the

bridle, i. e. the teeth Jos 41, 5; compare Greek 1020004 -- 3. (from :סר
fortress) n.p.of a city founded by Nun

( םיִנָנְרfrom a sing. 429, which is rod between M22 and 113% Gen. 10,
still in mod. Hebrew; pl. to denote the 12; identified with Xenophon’ 8 Mespila
abstract) m. prop. a crying or wailing,( bau low region; Anab. 3, 4, 7 10),
poet. ostrich-hen, so called from its which is the modern Kuyyundshik. Resen
wailing cry Jos 39,13 (Vulg.); comp. was very strong, since it was not pos הנערostrich, prop.ahowl; 9% a howling sible to take it either by force or
animal of the desert (Kimchi); Sam. time, according to Xenophon 1.6. The
nny, the same, from אנ to howl; same name appears as Piowa, Péowa
in Mesopotamia (Ptol. 5, 18, 10; 2
 םינלhowlers, i.e. ostriches ‘Lament. 4, 3
bit’K ees( ;)234 .marA נעמא, עמיתא,
כ
pass, Ar. plas and ae
male eh,

from i

ostrich, fe-

to utter melan-

choly cries; Ar. yey a female ostrich,
from ia) (Mar) to sing, to utter loud

Byz. under ‘Péc.).

DD I. (not used) tr. to reduce to
ruins, to break in pieces, ident. with
Yx7; Aram. 094, 03, Ar. ee The
organic root is ‚alkofound in 09°7. Derivat. 009 1.

sounds.

DD IL. (infin. constr. 4) trans. to
07 (from 00% IL; heaps of ruins) moisten, wet, bedew Ez. 46,14; Aram.

n.p. of a station of the Israelites in the
desert Num. 33, 21.

54,

whence

ןיִסיִסְר for the Hebrew

 נְרְבִיבִיםAr.  נשident. in its organie.

( סיִסְרonly pl. 0909, constr.(רְסִיפִי 
root 04 with that in the Sanskrit w-rish,

m. 1. ‘(from dD 1) breach, rent, gap,
Am. 6,11, parallel עקב heiter; ruins,

188-8.

Deriv. סיִסָר 2.

II. (from 294, already with a slight
which suits the fundamental significa-
pause,
i. e. after distinctive accents ער
tion of the stem, and is an intensive of
.2°73 — .2 (from 004 IL) dew-drops with the article ערה and 945 in ערה
m3, with Vau 21, in pause” 935 pls,
Boas or Son. 5, 2.
29) adj. m., 794 (constr. nv, with
07 I. (not used) tr. to bind, to fet- suff."N94; pl. nig), with suff. Dayne)
ter, then 00bridle, to curb, Arab. om: 7 bad, “unpleasant; expressing what is
hence ew 2a rope, halter; the organic

unsalutary either by its internal unfitness and worthlessness, or injuriousness.
with relation to use; hence 1. ill-favoured,

197 II. (unused) intrans. to be firm,
strong, of a place, Arab.
yo, ו
39 3. It is possible that 729 1 and IT,
belong together, since the idea of firm-

of עצב Has. 2,9; evil, infamous, of by
Devt. 22,19; malignant, of ןיחש 28, 35;

root is 79°, and is also in ןצ 111. (Ar.
3), 8772, ,ךמדֶא TET comp. bn. of 82 Gen. 41, 21; envious, of אש
Bari ‘WR 1 and 2.
Prov. 23, 6, a flue of ill-will; wicked,
"an 28, 59,vAurtful, of 435 2Kınas 4,41,
of by 2 Kısas 2,19; troubled, of um.
Gen. 40, 7; לו

of Da) Prov. 15,,

רע

רעב
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15; wild, of mn Gun. 37, 20; evil, of
7137 37, 2; unpleasant Ex. 21,8; evil, of
mm, spirit, i.e. sad 1Sam.16,14; painful
Eccres. 2,17 — and so in the greatest
variety of applications; opposite .במ —
2. in a moral sense: evil, of "2 GEN.
8, 21, 1. 6. sinful; of חרא
1
23 Prov. 2,12, בלJER. 16, 12.— 3.as
an "adject. in peculiar phrases, as 39
'ִ" פ2993 to be displeasing in one’s eyes
Gen. 38, 7, Num. 22,34, for which occurs also ob Nen. 2, 1 יִפ na עב
Nom. 11,1. Without a noun Prov. 20,
14 bad, bad! also as an adv. Nuu. 2,1.
— As a subst. (like ait) see ער 1.

with  אהבPs. 88, 19, 7j7 Sone or Sox.
5,16, EN 1 Kınas 16, 11, ny Ps. 122,
8.

Fig. and poet. one like or resembling,

with ל Jos 30, 29; one beloved, amicus

Sona or Sox. 5,16; see .היער — 3 a
neighbour, fellow, 6 miyoiov, especially
in a moral sense Ex. 20, 17; 22, 25;
Ley. 19, 13; hence another 1
8
spec. as contrasted with ,שיא as 94)... שיא
one ... another Gen. 11,3; ‘Jupazs 6, 29;
1 Sam. 10, 11; 2 Kınas 3, 23; also ap-

plied to animals and things (see wry).
The connection between the two is

made by 8, 9, “AN, 72, ,לע as the
sentence

may)...

requires;

TTB.

comp.

my. . שיאו

Sometimes "ihe noun

 ערI. (pl. Dy) m. 1. abstr. a evil, stands for שיא Is. 34, 14. — 4. (from
6 ‘a) the evil, that one does, opposed  רצעהIL, pl. with suff. (ףיקב thought, de-

to בוט Gen. 24, 50; Lav. 27, 10; mis- sirePs. 139,2 17; comp. 71722, n79 2.
deed Is. 59, 7, hens ער MDD 1 Baar.29,
Ele (seldom 9475; from »97) m. bad,7 92599 Mic. 2,1 to do evil, ער 573 to
ness,
of fruit Jar. 24, 2, in a moral
requite evil Ps. 7,5; what is spoken in evil

;41,6 b) 0
calamity, misfortune sense of 052972 Is. 1, 16 = sinfulness;
Jan. 7, 6; an oracle or announcement of leanness GEN. 41, 19, melancholy, of 33
 ינ1 saniK ,22 ;8 .lp רל= רְשִים, Neu. 2,2; fretfulness, moroseness, of the
7, 3.
כה,
 רpim ,enutrofsim ecneh Po מלְאָכר פּנִים8

Ps. ,87 74 slegna fo ,enutrofsim .ei ohw
execute evil; c) ina moral sense, wicked-
ness, viciousness, sin, רב 770 705
to
depart from evil; 99 ney ' Prov. 8,13
to hate evil, where it is better to real
ANID; Dewy ער the evil of the wicked
Ps. ל 10 " ערstands in the genitive to
denote what is morally bad in the pre-
ceding noun, as 4 un Prov. 28, 5,
 תשא לר,6 ,24  תצע ערEz. 11, 2. —
!2 coner. an evil one, ‘a sinner 108 21,
;30 ;35,12 Ha».2,9; Ps.10,15 coupled
htiw ;uS .vorP,84" ;3 tub ואיש רע
”> DIN are used as often,

ralm. 1. (from 995 with suf. m4,

"בלnoise, noise of war Ex. 32,17; cry
ofgrief Mic. 4,9; the rolling, of ו

Jos 36,33. — 2. (from 2

IL, abridged

from 194, with suff. יער 499, 072)
-once ער Tan. 6, 21; Jo 6, 27 039
for poy; pl. Bry"), constr. :קר with‘suff.
רעי,  רעיףdna .tcefed 4m goJ ,24 01
and 1 Sam. 30, 26 instead of wy) m

a friend, companion 2 Sam. 13,3, enupled

xy I. (not used) Aram. tr. same as
Hebrew M7 to will, to wish, to desire;
hence in the Targ. for 729, "03, yen,
in which sense interpreters have also
taken many passages in Hebrew; Syr.
185 the same.

Deriv. יער

NY I. (not used) Aram. tr. to think,
to 0-2 same as Hebr. 79% II. Deriv.

whys

ar (fut. 397) intr. prop. to pant
for, to desire, to strive, after a thing;
hence to hunger Is. 8, 21, Prov. 6, 30,
to suffer hunger Gen. 41, 55, coupled
with ng Is. 49,10 or שור Ps. 34,11,
with ל to hunger for a thing Jer. 42, 14.
Deriv. 294, 324, yay.
Hif. ( הריבfut. ayo) to cause to
hunger, to let famish Deur. 8, 3, coupled
with 739; Prov. 10, 3.
The ‘en is the Arab. we5) to pant
for, desire, hunger (therefore with (.po
to will), os) desire; comp,
or 5,

רעב
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רעת

Gothic huggre, German Hunger, prop.

pascere, with the accus. ןאצ Gen. 30, 36,

appetitus, Ethiop. בחר rachabe, to hun-

“72, Is. 40, 11, map Gen. 13, 7,03

ger.

The Arab. 5

(to be wide) is Sone or Sox. 1, 7 rarely with 2 Grn.

connected with the Hebrew 274.

37,2; to carry away, of the nm which

drives away Jer. 22,22, but where for

29" (after the form אמצ ,bu, DER; Er we should read ליער with Jerome;
with suff.Day) m. hunger, je ninatodie  עהa shepherd, followed by an accus.

of hunger Jer. 11, 22; fig. desire, with

Gen. 30, 36 or 3 of the flock 1

16,

4 for a thing Am. 8,11; “9 1172 (see 172) 11, oftener absol. Num. 27, 17, with the
Deur. 32,24 en at hunger (-elothes), genitive of the herd Gen. 4, 2 or the
i.e. without the necessaries of life, and

master of the herd 26, 20; הע a shep-

probably also "9 nn Is. 5,13; “9 nipyor herdess 29, 9. —

2. Metaphor. a) to

Lament. 5, 10 heat “of Hunger: but com- lead, to guide, a people, i. e. to rule,
monly scarcity Gun. 12, 10; 26, 1; 41, govern, care for them, with the accus.
30, as a plague coupled with “34 Ez. Ez. 34,13 28, seldom with 3 instead of
7,15, aan Jer. 14, 15, טיפש 2 Cur. 20, the accus. Ps. 78,71; hence הצר a shep9, 724 rn Ez. 14, 21. Extreme scar- herd, i. e. a prince or king Jur. 2, 8;
city is"expressed by pin Gen. 41, 57, 3, 15; Zeca. 10, 3, spoken of God Ps.

23,1, of Cyrus Is. 44,28; good or bad
( בערpl. םיִבָעְר( adj. m., רְעָבָה fem. rulers being generally called shepherds

322 47, 13.

hungry 2 Sam. 17,29, coupled with 29, Ez. 34,7; JER.2,8; 50,6; Zeca. 11,5;
comp. zoéveg גש in Homer. b) to
Nm; said of the un Prov. 27,7; subst.
teach , to instruct, Prov. 10, 2, hence
a ‘hungry one Ig. 32, 6; 58, 7; fig. Jos 18, mp4 teacher, instructor Eocrzs. "12, 11,
12 hungry is his mischief, i.e. mischief
where we should not read my (pashungers after him; famished = enfeebled,
ture).
e) of nya, which being” fig. reand so coupled with ִחְּכןןיא Is. 44, 12.

presented as a “shepherd rules the flock
TID? (constr. 45299) m. hunger Gen. Ps.
49, 15, i. e. destroys them; of 775

42, 31; scarcity, ' 725 days of scarcity
Ps. 37, 19; = “20 grain for famine G. e.

and 27%, which nourish Hos. 9, 2. —

3. intr. to feed, of cattle Is. 5,17; 11,7;

for need) Gen. 49,33.
65, 25, i. e. to go about in their pasWI (fut. 127%) intr. to be shaken, to ture, and therefore to rest comfortably,
quake, of the earth Ps. 104, 32; to fear, or to lie down quietly (comp. Arab. 0
tremble, cognate in sense with N; to to lie down, to rest), coupled with ץבר
shudder; Ar. Os) the same.
The or- 14, 30; 27, 10; with the accus. of the
place, where the pasture is, as a 42
ganic root of this stem is also in m
ba, 73; comp. old German rid--an to 30, 23; Jer. 6, 3 iTYnR in his“ place;
tremble, upper Germ. rad-en, räd-en. 50, 19 to feed on Carmel; so too Ez.
34, 14 (with a4) 18 19, or with לע
Deriv. may and
Is.
49, 9, 2 Gem. 41, 2; מrae
to
 דערm. trembling, fear Ex. 15, 15;
feed
at
one’s
side
Jou
1,
14
—
Jar.
2,
Ps. 55, 6.

119) f. the same Jon4,14, coupled
with.ne, holy awe Ps. 2,11.

16, Mic. 5,5, 108 20, 26 and 24, 21

belong to הלר II; another group to
99 1. Deriv. 7125, ya, .תיצרמ

2 L (1 p. perf. with suff. םיִתיִצְר
"Hf. my (fut.הלר with suff. py)
part. mon, 6 19%, with suff. m, inf. 6 to bring to‘feed Ps. 78, 72.
The stem") is in Arab.
(to
nip, with suff. ind; fut. on, ap.
Im according to some instead of >)

feed, to guard, to have a care for, to

1. tr. prop. to lead, conduct, cattle, ap- rule), whence ss) pabulum; Aram. the
plied to nomadic peoples hence to feed, sama

רעה

97 IL (part. ny, fut. mg’y) 1.intr.
to unite, with one, to associate with one,
with the accus., Prov. 13, 20 whoever

associates with fools (Vulg.), parallel
“my ZIM; 28,7 whoever associates with

spendthrifts; 29, 3; hence to be friendly
with one or to a thing, i. e. to like, תֶלְּגִא

Prov. 15,14, הנומא Ps. 37, 3, חור Hos.

12,2.

רעי
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Deriv. a ‘(out of ny), ער 2

and 3, m, my, ,היכר 14, my 1
and 2, the proper names 299, ,לאור
רעי,  — רות.2 .rt ).gif( ot ,kniht -demot
itate, proceeding from the idea of unit-

ing (ideas), as in auf, Of, TIN, 219,
Aram. 894, 534, 9 the same; hence
 רוחm3 Hos. 19 2 to meditate upon
vanity. ‘Deriv. 24, 799 2, 19%.

Pih. YQ to be a friend to, with 2 of
the person Jupazs 14, 20.

Neu. 1, 3; Ex. 32, 12; in which sense
the pl. ny also is used (see >AIL). Often
in a moral |
sense, what is bad "religiously
speaking, wickedness, vice, as a deed,
sin Gun. 6, 5; 39, 9; also concrete the
wicked Jupans 20, 18. pane) nz
Hos. 10, 15 is an intensive expression,
stronger than הבר 719% Jos 22, 5.
97 (pl. תיל from myo IL) f. a
female companion or friend Ps. 45, 2;
Junges 11, 37 K’ri, for which the K’tib
has °°) from 1779) (which see).
my (a grodnd-forai to 24, > הקר
with ‘suff. ףיער Prov. 6, 3, which is
i not
a pl; from 499 IL) m. a friend 2 Sam.
15, 37; 16, 16; 1 Kinas 4, 5, where
mss. and editions have the construct
state 12").

 רהProv. ,52 91 si spahrep eht .mef

Hithp. ( הסרהfut. ap. 94m) to have of a part. m. Kal 9, from the intr. 939,

friendship or to hold intercourse with, meaning friable; comp. Is. 24, 19. Bee
however 93.
with “mx of a person Prov. 22, 4.
7 (from my) IL, abridged from
The organic root 7-99 in this signification is connected with that in JR, ray; ‘friendship, companionship) n. p. m.
Gax. 11, 18, ‘Payot Lux. 3, 35.
aa, md, cpa וו
yy II. (fut. 127%, ap. ריו part.

397 (e.m79, def. Nw, from 941)

 (לעהtr. to reduce to ruins, to Bat in Aram. T. will, desire, "wish Ear. 5, 17;
pieces, with accus. of the object Mic. 7,18; in the Targ. 8199, 8,9".
( לאורEl is Friendship; see m. 197)
5,5, with 2973; to shatter, Iptp JER.
2, 16 (Targ.); to destroy Ton 3 26; n. p. m. Gun. 36, 4; Ex. 2,18; Nun. 2,
fig.to oppress 24,21. The organic root ,14 for which 1, 14 has( ואל seeד 
is ident. with ער =( ץצרwhich see).
if both have not originated in one pri-
97 (constr. m4, with suff. "N39; pl. mitive form ST (see 1).
nips, with suff. mnie; from 394) 2
mp4 (with suff. ring, pl. perhaps
ney Jupezs 11,37 K°tib;; from my IL.)
f. 1: coner. a female companion or friend,
same as 49 Jupaus 11, 37 K'tib; elsewhere another Esra. 1, 19, Dina
are with TUR Ex. 11, 2; Jur. 9,
19 the one... the other; also of animals
Is. 34,15. — 2. abstract attachment, adself to,
in > הָעְר miby Ps. 15, 3, with oy Gen. herence, prop. the attaching ofadherence
formula ni n79)
the
in
only
26,29, or דתֶא Juans 11,27; nm) םלש
1, 14 and 2, 11, comp.
 טוּבהnop Gen. 44, 4; לע בya Is. 7, to vanity Ecoues. "Hos. 12, 2, if it be
799
rm
the verb
1. adj. f. of ער I. (which see) bad, of
127 Gen. 37, 2; evil, of 199 1Sam. 16,
16, ny Ps. 37, 19, my Wa 112, 7; wild,
of mn Gen. 37, 20 &c. like ער ‘which
see. — 2. subst. ill, evil, badness, opposite הבלט Jer. 21, 10; 39, 16; 44, 11,
either the evil that one does to another,

5;3 | Mb Ps. 21, 12; or the evil, the

₪ "that is inflicted upon one, hence
anfang, destruction, ruin Gen. 19, 19,

Jer. 2, 8, Ps. 71,13, affliction, misery,

not equivalent to ra inv] (Eccues.
4, 16 17) vain meditation.

( יערafter the form 27 “1, from

רעי

רעמה
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my L) m. pasture, 9% רְָב 00106 of the
oy") (fut. 099%) intr. to rage, to toss,
pasture 1 Kies 5, 3. “| stands in ap- to be agitated , of the sea Ps. 96, 11,
position.

"9 (from 97, Jah is Friend) n. p.
m. 1 Kines 1, 8.

cognate in sense with 1; to be excited,

i. e. troubled, of the םיִנָפ Ez. 27, 35,
like Dy7) and npr, parallel “yy (to

 (רעה =) רעיm. ₪ shepherd .81 ,83 ;21 shudder); to be violently moved=to be
Zecu. ,11 .71

angry; Arab.

, cognate in sense with

7% (pl. with suf. n'y K’tib, from 139; to crash, of thunder; Aram. D2
mp4 "IL) fem. a female friend Juvans to murmur, to complain; — identicalin
11,"87, one beloved Sone or Sou. 1, 9; its organic root with ox II. Derivat.
comp. I).

Dyn, 7299 1, the proper name FRI.

Hif. ( הרְעיםfut. 0000. 824°) i pro11192 (from 5799 IL.) m. meditation,
thinking, cognate in sense nam, main; voke to anger, to offend 1 Sam. 1, 6,
hence 3) "2 the meditation of the heart where mna"y7 has Dagesh in Resh;
Eccuzs. 2,22; חור  'רvain thoughts 1,17; to thunder, to cause to crash, with משב
4, 16. The meaning desire, striving is Ps. 18, 14, ִֶמ-םֶיַמש 2 Sam. 22, 14; Opa
not applicable here.
D473 1 Baar. 7,"10, which Josephus ate

inz >ipa
( ןויערonly pl. c. , רבwith suff.הכר , stands of an earthquake;
with
a
majestic
crash
Jos
37,
4; bins
 ףינה, |
from Nv IL) Aram. m.
thought, cogitation Dan. 2, 29 30; 5, 6 alone 40, 9, or without an apposition
01; 7, 82; ni eht .graT rof  ספיט לבPs. 29, 3; to send terror, 1 Sam. 2, 10
niat, where is also the noun "van with the most High 122 should be read for
the K’tib (רלע in the heavens sends
like meaning.
by (Kal not used) intr. to tremble,
to quake, to reel (Ibn Gandch, Jos. Kimchi,

Ibn Esra), ident. with 195 (7 and ל
interchanged); hence the Tare. לער for

the Hebrew Sw> to stumble, Syr. 1

terror.

( םַעְרwith suff. 7299) m. the crash-
ing of ‘thunder Jur. 29, 6, with a paro-

nomasia to WY; fully 29% Dip Ps. 77,
;19 |“ "ND 81, 8 the cloud-cover of
Meiners 'ב הרוב mighty thunder Jos

the same; to reels to totter, of the drun,26 ,14 opposite av; a loud call (of
ken; to be in tremulous motion, of a veil;
commanders)
39,25= ya.
metaphor. to hang down, of the slope of

a district; Arab. ds; to quiver, of a
spear, to hang mt of a veil; comp.

IID)
7, 7.

(see may) .מ p. m. New.

99 fem. 1. a trembling, shudder5531. Deriv. Er mon, mb34, and
ing, poet. the quivering mane of the horse
the proper names "הילר nb.
Hof. 27 to be "put in motion, to Jos 39, 19 (LXX, Ibn Esra), comp.
tremble, to ‘quake , of wins I. (a spear)
Nan. 2, 4.
 לערm. a reeling, i.e. drink causing
hcusnesaB 8082. 2,21, = הַרְעָלָה

poBy the mane with goßos. The meanings neighing (Symm., Gersoni) or terror

(Rashi) are unsuitable. — 2, n. p. m. of

a Cushite and therefore of a Cushite
tribe which was dark-coloured Gen. 10,
( הָלָעְרonly plur. nox) fen. a veil 7, and supplied the Phenicians with
(seeלער( Is. 8, 19; Arab. 05( the same; spices, precious stones and gold Ez. 27,
modern Hebrew by a denom. to cover 22. By the noun is generally understood a race in south eastern Arabia
with a veil.
dwelling in the modern Oman, where
mon (Jah [appears in] trembling) we still find a town Regma, ‘Peyuc
N. p. m. Ear. 2, 2, for which Neu. 7, 7 (LXX and Vulg. write 391 so) tohas the almost synonymous 797.
gether with a bay on the Persian gulf.

רעמסס
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 רעמססdna(  רַעָמְסָסGem. ,74 ;11 0000 גthe Arab. 55is only a colEgyptian) n. p. of one ‘of the Egyptian lateral form of de,
eriv. 722
leading cities in the land of 745 (which

see) Gen. 47, 11 compared with 45, 10,
after which the whole province was
called A ץֶרֶא 47, 11. The Israelites
as feudal servants were obliged to

127 800 yon

127 (mot used) Aram. intr. same as
Hater 72% Deriv. 994.

( ןנערplur. ;4930 from wt with
fortify it as well as Pithöm Ex. 1, 11. the termination %2 aah m., 29 fem,
It was from this city they went forth
under Moses 12,37; Num. 33,3 5. The
following views have been expressed as
to the locality of the city: 1. Raamses
is identified with Heliopolis (Jos. Antt. 2,
7,6; Saadia, the Arabian version); but

the latteris termed wk (which see) and
the LXX put Heliopolis beside Raamses. 2. Raamses is identical with Heroopolis which is said to have lain at the
modern Abu Reisheib or Turbet Jehiidi (Hengstenberg, Lengerke, Ewald),
especially as the LXX explain mwW3
by xa? ‘Hoowr moAw sis piv Pausson;
but this only proves that Heroopolis
lay in the land of Raamses or Goshen.
3. Raamses should be looked for at the
site of the modern Belbeis, a day’s
journey north-east of Cairo, on the
Syro-Egyptian road (Stickel); the metropolis of the province Scharkyyah
(Abulfeda). Belbeis is the old 'Ovio» (in
Ptolemy 4, 5, 53), built by Onias out

of the ruins of the temple Bovßaoreos

ayotas (Jos. Antiqq. 13, 3, 11), and
Makrizi identifies it with the ancient
Raamses. The Jerus. Targ. translates

it Paso

1.3 6. Pelusium, as Belbeis was

called in old time (Wilhelm of Tyre

green,

sprouting fresh,ו 

vigor-

ously, of ץע Devt. 12, 2, nor Ps. 52, 10,
927 .REJ ,71 ,8 niw ’soH 41, 9, כָּפָּה

(palm- twig) Tos 15,‚32, MAIS (atree
not transplanted) Ps. 37, "35;"metaphor.
fresh, of 2% Ps. 92, 12, 2 figure of
prosperity 92, 15; 4 Frealiegresn, of Boy.
Sona or Son. 1; 16.
1291 Aram. adj. m. prosperous, fortunate, of persons Dan. 4, 1 [4].

yy (perf. 99; 3 plur. 5 Tar. 11,
16, Mic.5,5, which, however, may also
belong to 599 II; an intr. form is in
the perf. ל duper. plur. 194 Is. 8, 9;
infin. absol. in an intrans. sipnifiealion
 רעProv. 11,15, according to some like
zu JER. 5, 26, רמו ,2 , רצbut which

is a noun Dekan, but ya Jer. 7, 6
may be taken as an infin.; on the contrary הָעְר Is. 24, 19 is an infin. absol.
from ה ‘like 25 Nom. 23, 25, length-

ened by 7; part. m. in an intrans. sense
24, with an accentless m= הָעְר Prov.
25, 19; fut. 949, 94m, with suff. oghn,
in an intrans. sense ya after the form

dp») 1. trans. same as YX to break in

pieces, to dash in pieces, to shatter Ps.
13, 13; 20, 5). The last explanation 2. 9; to destroy Jos 34, 24; Mic. 5, 5;
is "the most probable. As the name to N
Jer.15,12 shall iron ech. the
Raamses appears as a royal name, the tron of the north? infin. as an intensive
city and province may have been called to yn Is. 24, 19; perhaps also ער
from it; and then it should be ex- Prov. 11, 15 (see Nif.). — 2. intrans. to
plained by the Coptic pr-mcc (son of be broken, to be rotten, of
Prov. 25,

the sun), Rosellini, monum. II, 258 seq. 19; to be crushed, of ni") Jur. 11,16;

v7 (not used) intrans. to be green, to be destroyed Jos 20, 26, where ערי

fresh, juicy, of plants;

to sprout,

to refers to 3. —

grow; metaphor. to prosper, to be for-

3. Metaphor. intrans.

to rage, to storm, cogn. in sense with nn

tunate, of men; to be fresh, of oil; Syr. Is. 8, 9 (194); to be restless = bad, 6
= the same, hence piss; mallow, so injurious 2 Sam. 19, 8; to be disagreeable,
called from its tenderness and soft- with 'ִפ "2°73 Num. 22, 34, Ex. 21,8, or

ness like modcyy

(mallow) from ue- with > of the person who is displeased

רעע
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רעש

Gen. 21, 11, Neu. 13, 8, with לע respect- my IL. som> Ps. 15, 4 is taken by
ing Gen. 21,12; 1 Cur. 21,7; ‘strength- some as an " abridged form instead of
ened by nbiny הר Nex. 2, 10; of 72 ay) is Soma (Lev. 5, 4); others
to be envious, jealous , with 2 of the translate it to one’s own hart better to
person Deut. 28, 54; of םיִנּפ to be sor- take it = 95 (to the bad) i. 6. a prorowful, vexed NEn. 2,0 18 7,3, of mise, even "though it be false. Deriv.
sh; Devt. 15, 10. Deriv. ער (an’adj.); an.
רע

גו, ,92 ;9917 .nym

“Ni. oy (only fut. 292) 1. to be re-

Hithp. in
1. to be reduced to
ruins, to be broken to pieces, of ץֶרֶא Is.
24, 19, i. e. of the Babylonian empire;
34 there is the infin. Kal. — 2. to

duced to ruins, to be dashed to pieces,
to perish. Prov. 11,15 he that gives security for a stranger, goes to ruin entirely prove oneself bad (i. e. unreliable, un(Ibn Esra); viz. 99 as the infin. of Kal faithful), Prov. 18, 24 a man of (many)
and עורי as Nifal. But 94 may also be friends, i. e. a friend to all the world,
a noun meaning an evil-doer. — 2. to must prove himself bad, cannot continue
be evil, bad, foolish, Prov. 13,20 he that faithful. The similar עעורתַה (Ps. 60,

is a friend of fools (see 39), becomes
foolish; opposite Dam\.
Hif. ( הרעabridged IT
ni,
ni,
יערה ony; part. mM. 272,
in pause m2, plur. Down; inf. absol.

10; 65, 14; 108, 10) can ‘only be derived

from ,עור as far as its signification is
concerned.

The ground-form of the stem 99 lies
also in the Aram. 99, 3 (to break in
i

2
on, constr. ya and ערה fut. pieces, to reduce to ‘ruins, in Arab.
 ירעan >) 1. to break in pieces, to Ey redupl. Ex*) intr. (to be shaken,
destroy , Ps. 74, 3 all that (= (רַשאלָּפ moved), with Fn 5 redupl. 0-0
the enemy has destroyed in the sanctuary; (to move violently) is connected, by
also to drive away, to scatter (oan) 44, 3,

interchanging , and 2.
DY (i. 6. 99; fut. B42) Aram. trans.
31,28, coupled with pn), סרה TANT.
same
as Hebrew ערב to put in ruins, to
— 2. to make bad, evil, ‘destructive,

parallel B45; to annihilate Ein) JER.
 מעלקיםMic. 3,4; to do evil, expressing

crush, coupled with pz Dan. 2, 40.
Pa. 994 (from [עער part. צער to

with 297 the oral agency of man
generally ‘Lav. 5, 4, Is. 41, 23, Zepu. 1,
12, Jur. 4,22, i. e. to do good or evil
to one; also an adv. to by, which is
either in the infin. constr. 1 Kinas 14, 9,
or follows as a finite verb Gun. 44, 5;
yet it stands oftenest without ל
my meaning to do evil, to act wickedly or viciously

drop;

whom evil or wickedness isi done stands

in its organic root with that of ה ור- L,

16, 15, by 1 Krvas 17, 20, 0% Gen. 31,

"Hf. 127 to cause to drop Is. 45, 8.

Gen. 19, 7; Is. 1,16.

break in ‘pieces Dan. 2,40.

AY (fut. NY) intrans. to flow, to
to overflow,

to drip,

with the-

accus. לט Prov. 3, 20, שד Ps. 65,12;
also absol. to be fat, fruitful 65, 13;

with, לע Jos 36, 28 they distil upon many
The person to men; Arab. Wis, the same. Identical

with ל Ex. 5,22, the accus. (ns) Num.

7,21 Cur. 16, 22, with slight modifications of the meaning. — Part. m. 2m
(plur. (םיעְרמ an evil-doer Jon 8, 20;
Ps. 22, 17; Is.1,4; 9,16, coupled with
227; on the other "hand or) is a noun
after the form TER meaning viciousness,
badness, discord, Prov. 17, 4; Dan. 11,

27. Another yy (which see) is from

mao L, yoy 1

( ץַעְרfut. ץערר( trans. same asרצ 
,324 to break or dash in pieces; metaph.

to destroy , arin Ex. 15, 6; to oppress,
to torment Junges 10, 8, coupled with
YE2, prop. to crush; Arab. vos, the
same; comp. Yıy I.

wy (fut. Wy) intrans. to quake, to

רעש
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tremble, of pus 268ט1 5,4; Ps. 18, 8; pardon Jur. 3, 22; 2 Cur. 30, 20; to
with map to tremble from its plate comfort (comp. Ps. 103, 3; Jun, 6, 14;
Is. 13, 13; of nyw Jo. 2,10 and4, 16, 8, 11); Dar אפר 8 13, 4 an onpty
 הָרִיםJun.4, 24, Ps. 46, 4, pr Ez. 26,

comforter; comp. Arab. ul (to heal and
15, ץֶרֶא  יִדְסּוְמTs.24, 18, ninin Ez. 26,
10, םיִּפָס Am. 9,1; with m of a person comfort), Les (to heal and forgive). De-

before ‘one, i. e. on account of Jur. 10,
10, or with 13972 Ez. 38, 20; of the
motion of fruit on the stalk Ps, 72,16;
elsewhere coupled with ,טעג 137; Arab.
ur): ur) the same. Deriv. .שער
Nif. 8272 to quake, of the ץֶרא Tur,
50, 46..

Hif. og

rivat. 859, MARS, אָּפְרַמ1,the proper

names לאפר  יפרו הSup.
Nif. RB" (infin, constr, NBT; fut.

NBD?) to be healed, of pr2 Lev. 13, 37,
 גנ14, 3, md 13,18; to become sound,
of" vn 2 Kinas 2, 22, i. e. to become
drinkable or sweet Ex.47,8, which does

(part. wyya, fut. wy>>) not take place by חלמ 47, 11, but

to cause to quake, vs "Ps. 60, 4, to
shake (as a prognostic of destruction),
paw Haga. 2, 6 ; to put in terror, תלכליבוב
Is. 14, 16; to oe in motion, Ds Hace.
2,7; far to cause to leap or ‘spring, of
mas &e. 105 39, 20; comp. .שכר

by a miracle

2 Kinas 1. 6; : figurat.

 לNBD to be healing to one Is. 53, 5;

to be ‘restored, i. e. forgiven Deut. 28,
27; metaphor. to become whole, of a
pot Jer. 19, 11.
Pih. BBY (inf, abs. אָּפַר,fut. NBT?) to
heal, a wound Jar. 6, 14, a wounded
on masc. a noise, by the move- person 208. 11, 16; to make drinkable
ment of the % ia» Ez. 8, 12 13; an or sweet, DA 2 Kınas 2,21; to take meaearthquake 37, 7; 38, 19, LXX osıouög sures for a cure Ex.21,19; fig. to repair,
(comp. Marra. 27, 51); Aap 1,1; Zecu. a thing broken down 1Kınas 18,30; to
14, 5; war- terror Ez. 12, 18; military comfort Jur. 8, 11.
Hithp. San to let oneself be healed
uproar, of an army JER. 10, 22; the
2
Kines
8, 29;2 Cur. 22, 6.
noise of horses’ hoofs striking the ground
47, 3, of those calling to one another
 אָפְרII. (not used) intr. to be meek,
18.9, 4, or of ji77> Jos 41,21; rushing

noise, Sonplei with 099, dip Ts.29, 6;

mild, "calm, peaceful;

only in xp

2.

a stamping Jos 39, 24, ith דגל

Comp. Ar. tr. 6 to still, to calm, to
bring to rest, to be mild, to flatter,

 אָפְרL (part. xp4; inf. absol. np",
constr.  רפיאwith suf. "NDI; fut. NBN) Sh intr. to be calm, still, 1 to be
trans. prop. to bind about, to bind, a gracious, mild.
wound, hence to put on a bandage, to
RB IH. (not used) tr. to make to
heal, pashan Ps. 103, 3, 22 ץחמ Is.
quake
, to excite fear, applied to terror30, 26; opposite yn Deur."82, 39, 72
raising
forms, to giants, who are hence
Is. 19, 22, no Hos. 6, 1; generally to
heal a round man Ecouns. 3, 3; with called .םיִמיִא Derivat. xpd, and the
accusat. of the person Gen. 20, 17, or proper name NP.
NDS (from אָפְר 111. = np) TL) m.
(like the Latin mederi) with the dative
Nom. 12,13; אפר healer of wounds Ex. properly a fearful one; hence a giant
15,26, a physician generally JEr. 8, 22. (Targ., Syr., Ar.), with the article the
Figur. to bring into better circumstances proper name of the founder of a race
Is. 6, 10; to restore 19, 22; 57, 19;9 of giants belonging to the primitive inYıS to make the land to bloom again habitants of Palestine 1 Cur. 20,4 6 8,
2 Cur. 7, 14; to help, men Hos. 5, 13; individual families of whom lived among
to heal the wounds of a state Jur. 17, 14; the Philistines; “77 יִדיִלְי the descendants
Deut. 32, 39; Hos. 6, 1; to forgive, to of the giant 1 Cur. 20, 4 (by archai-
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cally for ja). The pl. םיִאָפְר should be
referred to the sing. 199 I. FINED (from
 רְפָאIIL.) is the name "of a city at DR
1"Maccas. 5, 37; ‘Pago (apud Pliny
Raphana).
AND (pl. nis“, from אָפָר L) fem.
medicament , medicine, JER. 30, 12; 46,

Pih. 27 (3 fut. plur. 9877) same as
kb) from Np I. Jur. 8, 11.

 הַפְרI. (only Kal) intr. to darken,
to be or become dark, Jupazs 19, 9 the

day already darkens (np), 80 as to be
obscure (2493); ident. in its organie
root 7-59 with that in 23-9 IL, Ay.

11; oe 302 coupled with Sonn pits (to ney and >).
Derivat. 9 1.
Ez. 30, 3
(pl. DR2Y).
es 6
אָפְר 1.) fem. healing
ne III. (not used) trans. to excite
Prov. 3, 8.
"ND to OND,

‚shuddering or fear, of giants; connected

see 7D IL

UND" (from Nb‘ after the form Dan,

and ,לא El is Healer) n. p.m. 1 Car.
26,7; ‘afterwards the name of an angel
Tor. 0 5, ‘Pagani.
727 (fut. 7297) tr. same as 725 I.
(whence 12m) intrans. 1. to eatend, to
spread, of a couch; to spread out, Jos
41, 22 [20] a pointed threshing-roller (the
scaly belly) spreads out upon the slime;
generally to lie down, to stretch oneself
out; to cover over, of a bed-cover; comp.

in its organic root with 43 ("7"). Deriv.
mp4 II, 2, 7129, the proper name אפר

MD IV. (fut. 291, apoe. (ףֶרכ intr.
prop. to be loose, to be unbound, opposite ptm; hence to be slack, of חור (= NR)
Jupaes 8, 3; to be feeble, weak JER.49,
24; to let go, with ja of the person Ex.
4, 26, oppos. to hold fast; 79 "99 the
hands are slack, i. e. lazy, inactive, 2 Cur.
15,7, from fear Jer. 50, 43, 2 Sam. 4,
1, Is.13,7, hence to be spiritless; with
 מofa thing to desist from activity; lastly,
to become loose, i. e. to be dissolved, broken,

Ar. As) to spread out, whence sol,
a cover spread out, צא a pillow. De- of stubble by fire Is. 5, 24.
rivat. 77754, the propér 1 names םיִדיִפְר

SEAN (Beesminie to some). —

2. (not

used) to lean, to be supported, connected
with signif. 1, like Jad, an with the
Aram. 757 (to stretch oneself out, to

lie), and like NW to rest stretched out,
comfortably , with Ww to lean.
Pih.

See

Pih. ( רפד1 pers. 'n29) 1. to spread

99 I. (fem. 99), Ti.
 "אאm

Derivat.

(part. enDe) to be re

miss, idle Ex. 5, 8.

Pih. ( רפהpart. 27%, plur. םיפרמ ,
once RET JER. 38, 4) to loosen, to unbind, mm Jos 12, 21; with or to
slacken, the hands, i. e. to discourage
JER. 38, 4; Ezr. 4, 4; to let down, to
sink, D1D33 "Ex. 1, 24.
Hif. Meat ae ap. 2; fut. TB,
ap. HN) to slacken, 72 2 Sam. 24, 16, 4

out, עוצר for convenience JoB 17,13. —
2. to support, to make firm, to strengthen,
and so like 39D to give food to, to refresh Sona oF Sot. 2, 5, parallel 7293
Ar. 0-5( to support, to help.

person Josu. 10,6, also without 7}, and

 הָפְרI. (imp. ma, 3 fut. fem. plur.

merely with 13 of the person or"fing
Jupgazs 11, 37; to let alone Deut. 9,14,

God,

to avert punishment ; with va of

a person,

to withdraw the hand from a

( הָניִפַרַפir. same as NDS I. to heal Ps. JUDGES 11,37, also with 5 of the per-

06, 4 201 81,5. .tavireלD מִרְפָה4 son 1 Sam. 11,3; 2 Kınas 4, 27; absol.
the proper name Mb‘.
1 Sam. 15, 16; to let go, opposite זַחֶא
Nif. 22 8 perf.baFIND; inf. constr, Sona OF Sor. 3, 4; Jos 7, 19; to for הרפה3 fut. plur. BB) same as N» sake, with am Dam. 4,31; to "leave of
from 824 I. JeR.19, 11; 51,9; 2 Kınas Neu. 6, 3.

2,22

197 (from הָפְר 111.( m. 1. same as

רפה
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Nb, appell. a giant, then the n. p. of
the founder of a race of giants dwelling among the Philistines 2 Sam. 21,16
18 20 22. — 2. (from MEY; a Healing
one, viz. Jah is) n. p. m."1 Cun. 8, 37,
for which 9, 43 has 24.

רפס

P22, 1792 (seep22) also belonged to them.
From the PONDS a valley north-west of
Jerusalem was called םיִאָפְר pay 084.
15, 8; 18,16; 2 Sam. 5, 22, for which
 עמקalone stands in
i the Chronicles, As
to the etymology, the name םיִמיָא sup-

Mp I. (constr. הפר from 29 IV.) plies the right key; BarRT, DM,
adj. m.., הפר (pl. (תּופר 8 weak, “slack, ‘pray, 0'939, (which see) proceed from
loose, opposite pin (prop. firmly laced other views of this primitive people.
or pressed) Num. "13, 18, coupled with
NBD (the Feared, viz. Jah is; from
0172 slack-handed, i. 6. inactive 2 Sam. xp IIL)
x. p. m. Num. 13, 9.
17,2, coupled with 93%; spiritless, faintne} (not used) trans. same as PD
hearted, powerless Jos 4, 3; Is. 35, 3.
(which
see) to stay, to lean upon; “henca
mp) 1. (subst.) m. 1. (from 799 I.
to support. Derivative

after the form Mad, 799, m; only pl.
רְפָאִים, 6 D ND), birdy) ‘a shadow,

ME" (support, help, viz. is with J ah)

a shadowy being (of the ‘nightly, dark n. p. m. 1 Chr. 7,25.
MTD" (from 797) /. a couch, a couchform of the inhabitants of the region of
death, a figure similar to that in the covering Song oF Sot. 3,10 (Pesh. ); Ar.
Germ. Schatten). They are stirred up out $ol5, the same. The meaning backof their rest Is. 14, 9, but do not rise
26, 14 (coupled with Dn); 26,14 (with support (LXX) is not proved.
( םיִדיִפְרplains, from 7B to spread
Dra); only at the resurrection does
the earth bear (ae) i. e. call them out) n. p. of a station near "ברח Ex. 17,
to life 26,19; parallel nya Prov. 2,18, ;1 ;19,2 Num.33,14. It may be ident.

Dw 39 9, 18. DR ‘assembly ofthe with the plain el-Racha (xf, ), which
shades, ie. ‘the region of shadows 21, has the same meaning (see Robinson I,

16, whose inhabitants feel the ad- p. 178).
ministrative agency of God 008 26, 5.
m» (Jah is a Healing one; from
— The interpretation slack, powerless,
1 Cur. 9, 43, elsewhere
weak ones is less suitable; and its being m (אפר n. p.m.
mp) (from 85" II;
Another
2.
Dy
mixed with significat. 2. (Vulg., LXX,
the n. 2 of a city
was
giants)
of
place
Theod., Pesh., Targ. , Saad., Symm.)
seems to have arisen solely on account near 119 3 Macc. 1, 1; ‘Paia, Pape.
( ןליפרfrom 791 IV.) m. slackness,
of the Greek tradition about the Titans.
— 2. (from 19 III.) only plur. םיִאָפְר remissness, JER. 47,"3.
prop. the formidable, hence giants, a geDB) (Kal unused) intrans. perhaps
neral name of the gigantic primitive
to
inhabitants of Palestine and the east- same as שמר ( prop. to be movable,
hasten,
to
hence
forward,
move.
to
move,
Jordan regions. They dwelt in niynwy
on; to go or walk to; to drive,
 קִרְִיִםGen. 14, 5; and in the time of to hasten

to pass along, of a raft (see Rd;
Moses ay, king of Wa, belonged to the

a raft,
remnant of them Drur. 3,11; Josx.12, Ar. nny the same, hence E01
4; 13,12; in the land of ‘Ammon the a ship (comp. n73%); connected in its
remnant were called Daran Devt. 2, organic root DD” ‘and also in its funda19-21 =םיזוז Gun.14,5; in the Moabite en signification with that in 1 IL,
distriet they were termed םיִמיִא Deut. Ar. $3, 107, Ar. (iS (to drive to
2,10, dwelling in na R 385 Gen. 14,
and fro), Yo (in 08 40, 17),won

5, the well-known “Moabite ‘city JER.

48, 1 23; Ez. 25,9; the D’p>Y,, p29, רכב

וש

(to flow alone or haste), Ar. yi->
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(to pour out without limit), wp (to nection with 094; Ar. x5) prop. the
“hasten forward). Deriv. n7697.
same, שי a rope. Deriv. wem.
= Hithp. ספרתה (part. penn) to speed,
Nif. 82% to be muddy, of a spring
to hasten; Prov. 6,3 go, "make haste and
Prov. 25, 26.
importune thy friend (Vulg.), in order to
WE (from (שפר m. slime, along with
obtain a postponement of harsh measures; ‘Targ. to stir up or move (354);  מיםIs. 57,20, that which the pH) טי
Ps. 68, 31 hastening with bars of silver, throws up.

( תפרnot used) tr. to carry together,

as gifts; comp. 68, 32.

DEN) (part. fem. 1905) Aram. tr. to
trample, to tread in pieces. Dax. 7, 7;

comp. Hebrew 0729, Syr. us}; Aush,
[05

2 the same;

pis) to thrust

(with the feet).
(> תֶדְסַפַרfrom

490 with the termi-

to collect, to accumulate, in a granary,
trough, crib; cognate in sense with סבא

(which see).

The same

fundamental
---4-

signification is in the Ar. en), Uy»
a3), which mean “to go together, to

be mixed, to bind”.

Derivative

79 (pl. one) m. a place where the
nation ד comp. aba; from 057; pl.
fodder’ ‘of cattle is collected, a stall for
( תודוספרfem. a float, prop. what drives fodder Has. 3,17; mod. Hebrew the same;
or goes along 2 Cur. 2,15, for which the LXX and Vale. have crib, from the
1Kmas5, 23 has mas of scaled mean- same fundamental signification.

ing; Ar. nny the same (Ibn Gandch).

FEY a stem assumed for np see
nD9.

On ףפור see qm.

 ץֶרm. a runner, see 7.

( ץרplur. constr. "29; from Yx) m.
prop. a thing broken off, a piece; hence
a bar, of 793 Ps.68,31, Kimchi;חתיכים 

pel (Kal not used) intr. same as comp. 123. |
 רפחto lean upon, to rest on, to attach
to, to associate; ident. in its organic

837 (inf. abs. 8525) intr. to run away

root קפה with that in Pav}, P28 IL, Ez. 1,14, a farther development of זרי

pan, Aram. 3 7; Ar. GG (to lean, Ar. U2): Others read Nix? יִתאְצְר Ez.
43, 27 is = יִתיִצְר fromל
ne.
to support), 59 (tobe united); Ethiop.
PP rafeka accubuit; Ar. ye

cubitus.

( רַצְרKal not used) intr. to spring

Hithp. paar) like Kal to lean or rest up, tostart up; conseq. a collateral form
upon, with by‘of a person Sone or SoL. of TB) 80 that the Pih. isin Ps.
1

,68 17 is = PIP

Ps. 29, 6; 114, 4 6

(Targ., Ibn Sarak), an explanation that
vo) (not used) intr. to be soft, vis- suits best. According to Hdya same as
---

cous, "ough, slimy, cognate in sense with

As, to observe sharply, to look for, or

 מהI. (belonging to DR); connected in
to lurk, to spy, a8 in Talmudic.
i
its organic root שפדר with thati
in wen,
Pih. 327 (fut. 7223) to quake Ps. 68,
wan.

‚Deriv. un.

17 (Targ., Ibn Sarük); but interpreters

van (fut. DEIN) trans. to muddy, to following the Ar. render it 258, IV.
roll together, of 33 Ez. 32, 2, by the

ms (1 pers. perf. רתאצְר for me;
casting up of slime, with the Dana part. "m. ,הצר pass. לוצר, constr. 22;
94, 18. The fundamental conception inf. constr. mir; imp. mE; fut. met,

seems to lie not so much in to tread as to ap. Yy) 1. intr, same as ל
my II. ₪"Join
to2jumble together, as in the Arab. or associate with; with ny to be a friend”
mix,
9
>
Zu,  שלbut without having any con- to one 008 34, 9; Ps. 50, 18; with 3 to
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רצח

have pleasure in one Is. 42, 1 (in should good will, favour, of God, and so of
. be supplied); 1 Cur. 28, 4; also with 3 nis Is. 58,»5, MU 61,2, 696 ןּוצְרל.
7,
of the thing Ps. 147, 10; 327 pimps ee "לע 60, 7 graciously; grace, kindness
49,14 they have pleasure in their words; Ps. 5 18; 145, 16; for רי  'ךProv. 11,
with accusat. to like Prov. 3,12; with 27 and 14,9 the favour = blessing of God
accus. of the thing Ps. 85, 2, יוצר %- Devt. 33, 23; what is acceptable or pleasloved, pleasing (elected), with 5 Esra. ing Prov. 10, 32; an acceptable and will10, 3, or followed by a genitive Dzur. ingly given present Mau.2,13; metaphor.
33, 24; to esteem, with the accusative inclination, will, wish Ps. 145, 19; Prov.

Jos 14,6;

to love Psatm 102, 15; 14, 35; ּןצְלֶכ 2 Cur. 15, 15 with the

to like, BYP 62, 5, Dan

1 Car. 29, entire will, i. e. “with all the heart; הע
to do according to the pleasure “of
gracious, with accus. ‘of the person 2 Cur. one Dan. 8, 4; arbitrariness, wantonness,
10,7; to be kind Ps. 44,4; Jos 33, 26; self-will Gan. "49, 6; 2 iz >by Nex.
to approve, with accusat. ‘of the thing 9, 24 to act מ
towards ‘one.
Devr. 33,11; Am. 5, 22; followed by an
ny
(part.
חצר
;
inf.
abs. M7; fut.
infin. Ps. 40,14 be gracious to save me;

17, mip "Ps. 51, 18; to be ‘favourable or p>

also to receive graciously or kindly Gen.

ME). tr. prop. to cut in pieces, to cut

33,10; with 2 whereby Ez.20,41.

through, topierce, to crush, like 929;

All

these meanings proceed from the in-

Ae

Arab Karl em

Bass

a’

(ay hanes

transitive idea. — 2. ir. to appease, to
pacify; hence to pay off, a debt, figur. to kill, to murder (by cutting instruLay. 26, 34 43; 2 Cur. 36, 21; in other ments), with object-accusative Drur. 4,
to kill the life 22, 26, like
cases the Hif. has this sense. Derivat. 42; wer
3x9, 227 (cod. Sam.), and the proper wey >)Tor; commonly absol. Ex. 20,13;
Daur. 5,"17; חצר a murderer Nun. 35,
names ron, Noe".
Nif. me (fut.mgs) to be well-pleas- 16. — The organic root is חצה which
ing, to be ‘agreeable, ‘of sacrifices Lav. exists also in no->, To", הכַש, (to

7,18; 22, 23 = 45x72 הָיָה 22, 20; with yp). Deriv. meh.
 אשne (fut. nem) to be slain JuDaES
the datiy. commodi 1, 4; metaphor. to
be appeased, satisfied, paid of, of 139 Is.

,20 ;4 Prov. 22, 13.

Pih. ( רצחpart. 129;
40,2.
Pih. ( רצהfut. 1273) to conciliate, to intensive of Kal, to van
appease, pba Jos 20, 10, i.e. by restor- murderer, to destroy Ps.
murderer 2 Kınas 6,32;
ing possessions taken by robbery.

fut. m7) an
a to act as a
94, 6; part. a
Is. 1,21. Ben
Hif. ( הרצה3 perf. f. oe instead Asher refers here wen Ps. 62, 4, as
of ne). to appease, to pay of, Lev. he also takes Annie in the first mem26, 34 and (the land) shall pay off its ber for Pih.
Puh. 124 (=n), only ּוחְצְרִּת Ps.
sabbaths (i. e. those that it owes).
62, 4 according to Ben Naphtali, ‘whence
Hithp. man (fut. =m2) to shew one- we must likewise take inninn as a
self pleasing ,with bx 1 Sam. 29, 4.
passive.
The stem -הֶצְר  הקרIL is connected
nxt m. destruction, death, and so a
with the Arab. U2) (to unite), yo 4
breaking in pieces Ps, 42, 11, with the
(to Join firmly),
@o, (to attach NER, meaning of ap (Prov. 124), "and there-

fore we a read r24> with Symm.
6) (to shew oneself disposed to).
and some mss. ;₪ breaking into, breach, of
AX (instead of wz) after the form walls, Ez. 21, פד in order to open a hole
bp, ‘from me) m. favour, acceptance (ma MnP?) by a breach (273); comp.
Lav. 22, 29 cod. Sam. for yi.
 עלpe ony 4, 2, consequently not =
1127 (from 129; with suf. spi) m  חרצasthe "LXX render )001(
38*

רציא

רצץ
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NOX" (instead of היצר= הָיָצְרJah ₪ only pl. (םיִפְצְר prop. flame, what is on
fire; hence ‘burning coals, DPS] may gracious) n. p.m. 1 Car. 7, 39.
5

psy (after the form 2742, 1723, from
4 holding together, arrangement,

hence dominion) N. P- IM. Is. 7, 1; Ezk.
2,48.

1Kines 19,6 a cake backed on “hot coals

or stones (de Banoles); comp. Ar. Wis,
Wid
a hot stone; see 1327 2.

 הָפְצְרfe ns) 7. 1. (from 484 1(

Ar. של firmus.

a stone pavement Er. 40,17, 2 Cur. 7,3,

2) (not used) tr. same as 799, to like nx

bind or hold together, i. e. to arrange,
hence metaphor. to rule, perhaps connected with 419; Ar. Cpe, to hold fast
together, to bind, ene ‘
firm.
The organic root 72” is alsoin ןצ IIL,
מכ א. .vireD eht reporp eman רציו
yyy tr. prop. same as ee 0 pierce,

to home, yh Ex. 21,6; Ar.
224 the same.

5( ‚"Aram.

Deriv. Ey.

 ףצְרI. (part. pass. םּוצָר( tr. prop.
to bind, to fit together, variegated stones
into a pavement or floor; to range be-
side one anöther; to lay out artificially,
a stone-floor, Sone or Sot. 3, 10 its

(which see), i.e. a floor laid
out with ‘variegated stones Esra. 1, 6,
— .2 (from ףצר IL) coal Is. 6 (LXX),
which suits 737%; the meaning hot stone

(Vulg.) does not suit here. — 3. (from
na I; arrangement, order, variegated
dress) n. p. f. 2 Sam. 3, 7.
D"HE see HED.
( ץצרperf. nie,

ne;

part.

m.

PEN, f. pl. nize, pass, YX, constr.

PIED, pl. DALI; fut. PIM, PIB, PIR

according to some for yo, van, yas,
verbs 39 sometimes borrowing their

forms from 9) tr. prop. to dash against
one another, to push, to break, and so
.1 to crack, map Is. 42,3; 36,6; to break

(the palanquin’s) middle (38) is laid through, דוד 2 Sam. 29,30 (see Id;
out or paved (see 4x4 IT.) with love,i.e.

adorned
with his darling; comp. Arab.
4-7

Lo, and Ww, to be jirm or close together (proceeding from the idea of binding), metaphor. to adorn; to be com-

once intr. to be broken, she] Ecouss.
,12 ,6 to be distinguished from 42. —
.2 Fig. to oppress, to practise violence,

coupled with pwy 1 Sam. 19, 4, Deut.
,28 ,33 with the accus. yay Am. 4,1;

pared with 1% II, transposed .רפצ to injure, upUn yx} Hos. 5, 11 injured

down, ot
Deriv. תפצרמ ,  המצר1, and the proper in judgment; intr. to be 0
the mind, the heart, coupled with 173
names ףצר TENE.

AMY IL. (part. pass. 2324) intr. same
as m to glow, to burn, to which one
may refer Sona or Sox. 3, 10 (Rashi);
Arab. Wi) the same; ident. in its or-

Is. 42,4; Ar. Us) the same. — pens
Jer. 50, 44 K’tib seeץור 

,ay  מרוצה2.

Deriv.

 אvr (fut. Pi) to be bruised, to

be broken in pieces, of 23% Econ. 12, 6;
ganic root 129 with that in 2B (to to be destroyed Ez. 29,7; parallel Ha}.
SW), 937, tn. Deriv. ףצר2,mex 2.
Pik. I. pe (fut. yen) to break in
AI m. 1. (from 224 L) thedene, pieces, UN Ps. 74,14; to oppress, DX)
the firm; hence a stronghold, n. p. of a Jos 20, 19; to chastise, Dy m (some ‘of
city, named along with an ₪ Wa the people) 2 Cur. 16, 10. Some refer
Is. 37,12. By it is usually under- here 7271 708 20,10 = WET.
stood a place in east--Syrian PalPih, Th PEN (fut. (ץצורי to
8 oppress
myrene, apud Ptolemy ‘Pyoaga, Arab. Jungzs 10, 8,
lo), on the road between Racca and
Hif. 3 (3 fut. ap. pp} to distinguish
Emesa. According to Jakut there are it from yanı belonging to 774) to break
9 cities so called. — 2. (from yo IL; in pieces, moths Jupaus9, 53.

רק

רקח
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Hihp. ' הסרוצץto dash against one
another, to struggle Gun. 25, 22.

m. (inf. e. 77; fut. TR) intr. prop.
to move

to and fro, to hasten , to run;

( קרfrom
pp I.) 1. adj. m., mp (pl. hence to leap, to spring, forj
joy Eccuzs.

nips) f. prop. same asל קד 

crushed, 3, 4, opposite 720; to start, to leap up,

reduced, and then thin’ lean, withered,

Gen. 41, 19 20 27, interchanged with
Pa, coupled with .99 — .2  קבa subst.
prop. leanness , hence fig. limitation, as
a limiting adv., only, except 108 1,15;
but, as an adversative Gen. 19, 8; 24, 8;
strengthening other particles, as JS pa
"a7 not the smallest Num. 20, 19; after
4 "negative nothing but 2 Chr. 5 10;
sometimes closely attached to nouns,
mere, 18. 28,19 mere vexation, or to ad-

from fear Ps.114, 4 6, comp. שער “m.

2%. 93 Bar 129, fut. aR) to

leap about joyfully, of ְםיִדְל Jos 31, 11;
to dance 1 Cur. 15, 29, for which 2 San,
6, 16 has 172; to leap about wildly, of
pyyy Is. 13, 21; to drive about rapidly,
of הָבָּכְרִמ Nau. 3, 2; to run swiftly
Jo. 2,5

23]. ( הרקירfut. 79) to make leap
or skip, mountains, Ps. 29, 6; comp.
uw.

jectives, as קר ער mere evil Gun. 6, 5;
The Aram. m 2 Ar. yas,
wholly , entirely , Deur. 4, 6 a people
are
ident. with "9. In the Targ. it A
thoroughly wise; generally = 78, with
for
112,
and Im for the Hebr. ys; the
this difference, that קר limits what is
meaning
to tremble, to fear, to sorrow,
previously said, and EN refers to the
following word; DR קר ifonly; stronger

8 pa Num. 12, a

in Syn. rol, seems merely metaphorical
as in ba. The organic root "p74 ap-

pears alsoin nn.
( הקרwith suff inp; from pp II.)
( קרwith suff. יִקְרָנ from pp IL) m. f. prop. what pulsates or beats, and so
spittle Is. 50, 6; JoB
9 (see ya>).
the temples Jupaus 4,21 22; 5, 26; in-
227 (fut. p92) intr. to be carious, cluding the upper cheeks Sone or Sot.
4, 3; 6, 7.
rotten, putrid, of py» Is. 40, 20; fig. to
( ןוקרbank-distriet, a place well wa-
decay or perish quickly, of DW Brow. 10,
tered;
from pp II.) x. p. of a place in
7, but perhaps (see ap) to be unse.
Dan on the Mediterranean Sea Jos.
The organic root age is also in ap,
91, 64.
3272, 29°, 9772, א
Sal, 231 (to the
AR? (part. 77,59, fut. NPI) tr. prop.
noun =). Deriv. בקר
Pih. 23 (not nsod):intensive of Kal; to beat or pound together, to mix, to prepare by mixing, to spice, to make unguent,
deriv. aR.
essences being extracted from spices and
ap (c. AR) m. caries, rottenness, mixed with oil, used also for incense
of תומצע. ‚ applied to the eating away Ex. 30, 25 35; 37, 29; mpin a maker of
of joints and the consuming of bones unguents, a perfumer Eccuss. 10, 1. DeProv. 12, 4; 14, 30, a figure of the riv. ,חקר  חקרוmm “2, mp2; nop .רב
breaking up of the body Has. 3, 16;
Pih. me (not ua) to mix oil with
metaphor. an object seized with rotten spices, to prepare unguents. Deriv. np,
 רקseeהיק 

ness or caries,

parallel wy Jos 13, 28,

Hos. 5, 12, without its signifying ik
same as ons or oxoané on ‘that account,

as the LXX interpret; Aram. Rap,
 רַקְבּוּבִיthe same.
( ןובקרfrom the Pih. of 39) m. same
as 279 Jos 41, 19.

רקח, TOR

"Puh. ran (part. rpm) to be mined,
nop 3 0 aromatic “spicing) 2 Caron.
16, ‘14.

Hf. Mpts (imp. np 7, a Babylonian
reading gone to Ibn Gandch, on the
contrary the Palestinian one is (חַקְרַה

רקח

רקמה
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to mie aromatic essences, Ez. 24, 10 brew
the spiced mixture.

Hof. np see Hif.

The Ar. oS)= „Lot (Hariri p. 57)

has also the fundamental signification
of our stem, used of an artificial mix-

pillars (2 Sam. 22, 8; Jon 26, 11). Arab.
fey Aram. 9°p) (def. xy m).
PR (constr. PRI, pl. c. pn; from.
peal):m. prop. 8 thing extended, broad,
and so a thin cake, a wafer Ex. 29, 2
23, Luv. 2, 4, of the form of the 7

ture, whether it be brewed, boiled, or in
its cool state. Oil (jaw) and wine (3) Nom. 6, 15; Ar. U, the same; comp.
were spiced with aromatic substances.
To bring the word into connection with

MITBN.

op} (part. pp4) tr. same as D345 II.

nny (like mp Wand mW, nn and nps) and IV., prop. to
is inapplicable, since its fundamental stitch, to embroider,
signification is to miz. The organic root  הלותto variegate,
npn? is connected with m (mp).
Ex. 35, 35; 38, 23,

pierce, and so to
to put in variegated

in N22M or AIR
and 50 םקל mom

MPN m. spice, made by the mixing of the work ofthe embroiderer 26, 36; "38,

aromatic substances Sone or Sot. 8, 2. 18; Ar.

to puncture, to do striped

 הפוneedle-work, whence
 חקרm. a spiced mixture, Ex. 30, 25 or
08
as a spiced mixture of perfumed oil ₪ | party-coloured, spotted; pie va
(; )תַחְקְרִמ₪ perfume 30, 35.
4
woollen stuff, .»#) to engrave,
np) (plur. pn") m. a mixer of ointto write. Out of this arose the Spanish
nd belonging to a peculiar corpora- recamare, Italian ricamare, French

tion like the ,םיִפְרְרַצ Neu. 3, 8 ₪ son
(3) i. @ an associate of the piloted:
if we should not read Va.

recamer, to embroider. Deriv. ,המסר
and the proper name טקְר
Puh. Dp? to be formed or wrought, pro-

RN (pl. DI“) m. the anointing, of perly to be: curiously shaped, of the emthe Day Is. 57, 9.
bryo in the womb Ps. 139, 15; Targ.
127 7. a female unguent-mizer, ser- “oer; Talm. 5p of the formation of

vants” having been employed in that
work 1 Sam. 8,13 (LXX, Vulg., Targ.);
but the Syr. and Arab. read תיְגְרֶאְל
(weavers).
DPD (constr. 297) m. prop. a thing
spread out or extended, and so ky a
the expanse of heaven, i. e. heaven's arch

Gen. 1,14 15 17 20; but commonly "4

the foetus,

Opa 1. (either a variegated garden,
oO,

like the Arab. x43,, or same as Day a

heap of stones) n. p. of a city in Benjamin Joss. 18, 27. — 2. (perhaps same
as םֶגְר friendship) n. p. m. Num. 31, 8;

1 Cur. 2,43; 7,16.
( המקרwith suf. DAR", du. DNA,

alone 1, 6 7; heaven Ps. 19, 2, parallel plur. nvapy) fem. an embroidered .dress,
bay; generally an extended surface,
collect. variegated garments Ez. 16, 10;
either a pavement, a floor Ez. 1, 22, or Junges 5, 30, where “9 is to be sup-
an upper vaulted arch 1,23 25 26. The plied before you,
coupled withצבצים 
 רקילwas conceived to "be solid; hence (coloured stuffs);
dual ibid. to strengthen

the LXX, Aqu., Symm. and Theod. ore-

the expression, like;םִיִתְמַחְר fully 732
™ Ez. 16, 18; coupled with the names
of stuffs www,ישב 
,13 pra 27,16;
The Greeks also call the arch of heaven a kind of wy in oa wy 27,Gs Cray)
cıöngeov (Od. 15, 328), yddxeor (D. 17, variegated stones 1
CuRon. 29, 2, With
425). Scripture represents "as a solid FP mas. May
Ps. ,45 15 =  "בin
cast metal-mirror (Jon 37, 18), borne variegated garments
up by the highest mountains as its  לְהַדָרַת2 Cur. 20, 21).(on > there comp.
gEmua, the Vulg. /irmamentum, Saadia
dds, Luther Veste, i. e. firm vault.

רקס

רשם
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DP? (not used) intr. tobe variegated,

confine (see קב identical in its organic

party-coloured, Arab. u) the same; root with thatin Pi (see 4), 9-P9, Ar.
derivat. the proper name 04773 (which a9 to be thin, tender), Aram. ,קר wo.
0 out of DipI"72 (a variegated one). Derivat. pp}, pa, Ap (according to
some),
\
YP} (part. yin, קרב inf. constr.
176 ( הרfut.  (ירקto break in pieces,
22, with suff. OR; imper. ער fut. to stamp to powder, to beat fine Ps. 18,
op) trans. 1. to smite, to stamp , the 43, where DORIS, = OPIN.

earth, with Daya, also without an ob-

ject--accusative, ‘as a gesture of dislike

PR? IL. (fut. p42) intrans. to flow, to

Ezer. 6, 11, of mischievous j
joy 25, 6; run, to flow out; trans. to spit, with 3 to
coupled "with די  אָקַמ,993 797. Com- spit upon Luv. 15, 8; the organic root
monly to beat out. thin, to expand by  בקis also in pov (whieh 500), PI), PI L,
beating, a plate (see nie II); to extend, pa IL, Pr? i pat; Aram. קר wo.
to spread out, YN, which is conceived Deriv. ,קר ‘and the proper names np‘,
to be a disc resting on pillars Is. 42,
5; 44, 24; Ps. 136, 6; to arch, of the
vault of heaven; to spread out over a

רקיו

PR? III. (not used) intrans. to knock,

surface, of a pavement (see ¥"p5); to to beat, of the pulsation of the arteries;
perhaps ident. with pp 1. Deriv. man
tread down, to stamp 2 Sam. 22, 43. —
( תקרfrom PR= D.; bank-place, Aram.
2. (not used) to make firm or strong, to

found, prop. used of the flattening of a Nor Arab. Sy a bank) n. p. of a city

solid thing by hammering it out; both

in Naphtali, said by tradition to be the

meanings also uniting in Bun. Deriv. site of the later Tiberias Josu. 19, 35.

Wp

Pih. 929 (fut. 9527) to beat out, םיִחּפ

un poor, see ,שור .שאר

ren (not used) intrans. 1. prop. to
Num. 17, 4; to overlay, to cover over, be firms, strong, Arab. La,(to stand fast);
i.e. to spread out Is. 40, 19. Deriv. 334. nearly allied in its organic root השר
Puh. ( רקעpart. Dp) to be beaten to that in שָרְדַּב I. (to wins 2 and the
out, JER. 10, 9 a beaten ‘silver-plate.
proper name yo which see), ng72 (to
Hif. „pa (fut. Bp) to stretch out, nina), pon Il. = Aram, np, to be
to give extension to, ppm = PPR dense, strong; proceeding perhaps from
Jo 37, 18, where ay should be setulae the idea of binding or knotting, so that
vr I., שרד 3, DIS, BID in the
ed like Em.
Hof. »pt (not used) to be spread root also belong to it, — 2 Metaphor.
out; deriv. >77) in the proper name to be in a position to, to be able, to have
leave; Aram. NY the same, Af. “IN
yp.

Ex. 39, Ei“py into a thin plate-covering

The organic root 9—p4 (with its fundamental signification to stretch, to extend, to spread out, to beat out) may
be allied to that in Jay; and pa 1
should be particularly compared ıwith it.
Dp (plur. constr. N) m. a plate,
prop. what is beaten out Num. 17, 3.
- PR I. (Kal unused) trans. to beat

to give power, to empower, to permit;

deriv. 15) might, full power, modern
Hebrew ns. Deriv.
yrs m. authorization, permission
Ezz. 3, 7.

 רְשִיתseeרָאשִית .

pu (part. pass.n"5') tr. to engrave,

to Insoribe, to write, Dan. 10, 21 written
out thin, and so to extend, to spread out, in a book of truth, i. e. a book in which
of a cake; to be or make thin, tender, the future fates of nations and indifine, of the sides of the skull; figur. to, viduals are recorded (Psarm 139, 16;

רשם

רשף
|
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Raver. 5,1). As to the meaning of א

the ees 307, 23 means to stir
up, to excite. But, in opposition to ptt

stem, the Aram. BUN, .עב Arab.
rm. present the right key; but the organic root is pw-4, which exists also

it is better to adopt as the fundamen-

gumic "tor Pam

sition).

tal signification to be dispersed,

slack,

in המַש- (to Dy), בס (to 792), BD wavering, and 80 to be oblique, crooked;
Arab. aw
’
(to Ya).
von
I
adj.
m.,
mw
fem.
godless,
bu (2 pers. RW; part. pass. DSI;
fut. pu) Aram. trans. same as Hebrew sinful Ez. 3, 18 19, of 777, if we do
Dw to record, to write,א
Nana» Dan. 5, not read העשרה Jon 20, 29; 27,13;
24 25; 6,9; NON 6, 10, an ‘edict; Tar- Prov. 11, 7 ‘(but it may be an appo-

Yo. (pl. 0'957, constr. "984) m.an
yoy (fut. yw?) intrans. to make a
unrighteous,
guilty, dishonest one Ex. 23,
wilful mistake, to sin, to be godless,
coupled with nun, הרעה 1Kınas8, 47; 7; Deur. 25,1; 1 Krnas 8, 32; a guilty
Dan. 9, 15; to ‘be held as guilty Jos 9, one, in a cause Ex. 2,13; תל ִרguilty of

29, opposite p3e; to be guilty 10, 7; to death Num. 35,31; an evil-doer, a sinner,
be mischievous , May 209 to be very a godless person 108 9,24; Ps.9,6 17,
mischievous 180018. 7, 17; מ 7 (se- plur. םיעשר 1,1; 3, 8; specially one
parating) from one to be ERSTE ie. who lies in wait, an oppressor, an into apostatisé Ps. 18, 22. Derivat. wy Jurious man, opposite P"1% or 272 Jos
(adj. and subst.), sun, mew, raum. 34, 18, bm 9, 22; also an enemy, ‘of the
Hif. ( הרטיעpart. iT, inf. constr.
 הרשועfut.yep) to act slated Dan.

9, 5,"Ps, 106, 6, interchanged with 84
(which see); to declare guilty or punishable, the »w Deur. 25, 1, opposite
PTET; to condemn, pry Prov. 17, 15;
of a judge Ex, 22,8; Jon 9, 20; ya

Jewish people Is. 13,11; 14,5, spoken
of the Babylonians; comp. of &vonot

the heathen 1 Macc. 2, 44; 3,5.

DW) (in pause 94, with suf. ,לעשר

plur, Dyes Jos 34, 26) unrighteousnzes,
Jos 34, 10; plur. bad actions 34, 26;
what is anrighteously acquired Mic. 6,
maa Dan. 11, 32 Andere of the 10; injustice, of putNnn 6, 11; lies, deceit
covenant (sign), i. e. accusers of cir- Prov. 8, 7, opposite nay; sinfulness,
cumcision (see 1 Macc. 1, 11 15); me- vice Ps. 5,5, opposite PIE 45, 8; Ay
taphor. to make one to be in the wrong, to act wickedly Prov. 16, 12; = N =
i, e. to overcome, to conquer him, Is. 54,  רְשָעִיםJos 34, 8; also יי עמר
17 and every tongue that raises itself to
conerete for rn Ps. 84, 11.
contend against thee, thou overcomest;
myo (with ‘suf’ inyw) fem. same
generally to conquer 1 Sam. 14,47 (Vulg.
superare), hence the Targ. aan to op- as עשב wickedness, an evil mind Is,9,17;
press 18. 50, 9; ,עשרה like So, Mau. 3, 15; lies, deceit Prov. 13, 6; a
forming the fullidea with תישעל follow wicked dead Deut. 25,2.

ing to act wickedly or viciously 2 Cur.

20, 35; commonly 27WI alone.
As to the fundamental signification,
Kimchi has adopted that of wy, ie.
to rage, to frighten, to storm, "as the
clearest manifestation of a
wicked

 םִיִתְצִַשְרJungzs 8,3 see yer.

( ףשְרnot used) intr. same as nen II.
to glow, to burn; identical in its organic

root HwW-4 with that in ףצדר  לבDerivative

0

one, 9% being compared with un Bs AN (plur. DIA, constr. spun, with
Is. 57,"20, who 2%" אלapt "ibid. suff. (יקיפשר m. prop.‘glow, flame, burns
with whom is
3 135:Jos 8,17, and ee ing; hence fever, pestilence, a pestilential
being the opposite of טיקשה 34,29; be- fever, coupled with "24 Has. 3,
5;.Ps.,

רשש
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רתמים

78, 48 (here for a3 the reading is ee
a net-like grating Ex. 27,
3; Dror. 32, 24, with Sun; plur.
vehemence, violence, of הֶאְנְס Sona OF
pina (from Pik.) m. a chain, to fetter
Sot. 8, 6, but also= nam flame ibid.; prisoners, Ez. 7,23 prepare a chain, for
"23 Jos 5,7 sons of fire, i. ©. יי
(Targ. , fbn Esra, Kimchi), where the

LXX and Aqu. misled by ry translate

which others read PAN? or 3nd.
 רתוקה/ משa ,niahc rof gnidnib

1 Kings 6, 21 K’ri, for which the K’tib
birds; Non, "pw Ps. 76,4 lightnings of
has הָקיִּפַר
the bow, i. e. arrows (Kimehi); better
perhaps from MW to hasten rapidly,
( חַתְרKal not used) intr. to boil, to
nun is therefore arrow. — 2. (haste, secthe, ‘tobubble up, of fluids; Aram.
violence) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 7, 25.
no, 23 the same; also of anger, of
vv I. (Kal not used) trans. same the foaming of wine, but not a 1
as PR to destroy, to break in pieces, lateral form of mp4. The organic root
to. reduce to ruins, connected perhaps rn“ appears to be identical with that
in 107, np. Deriv. ron.
with שרו ‘Syr. 45 the same.
Pih. vo

(fut. (וטוטררל to desolate,

“372 רע JER. 5, 17, Targ. "3B; see

m.

Pih. ( רפחimp. mm) tomake seethe
or boil, Donny (see nn) Ez. 24,5; parallel Sula,

Puh. mY to boil, to be violently exPuh. ww to be wasted, destroyed, of
cited, of DR: Jos 30, 27; comp. "aut.
cities Mar. 1,4 (LXX, Vulg.); perhaps
Hif. ma (fut. =) to make boil,
for ששטור from .שור
Jos 41, 23.
 ששרII. (not used) intrans. to be
rm (only plur. anny) m. a boiled

hard, firm, assumed for the proper name

piece Ez. 24, 5, since the explanation
boiling water does not suit. It is still
with that in 77-09, Ar. Um, Wy;7 TIN, better to read mm} for 'ִתְר
Ax, yf, 5
7 Ny oh 7 3עד
TRAM) see .הקּותְר

Sa;

identical in its organic root

(which see), תַרדָּבנ but see Wan.
MO (with suf. *myq, ER;

from

wn IL) fem. a net, so called from the
intertwining of the meshes, or catching
Ps. 25, 15; “4 now 35, 7 a trap of the
net,

i. ©. in“which

one

is ensnared;

"Ja TUR to draw into the net 10,9 (but

Dom) (only imp. pin) trans. prop. to
bind, ‘to fasten, to tame, and so to bind
on, to make fast, Mic. 1,13, specially
of the rod- like branches of the broom;

Ay. 5 the same. Ident. in its organic
root with that in bu” m, Bon.

Deriv.

jaya may be an infin. with suff. and  רְתָם, pan}, and the proper name Tan.
DM see DAN.
a "gloss upon i>wi2); 9 שרפ to spread
a net, with Dy of the place where Hos.
pm m. (f. according to the K'tib)
5,1, or with > in Daya דיל at the side broom, genista retem (Forskal), a
of the way Ps. 140, 6; with לע of a shrub of the desert, growing also in
person, to throw the net over one Ez. 12, water-beds and valleys (Robinson I, 336)
13; 17, 20; with םיִמָעְּפ  לעover the 1 Kinas 19,4 5; Ar. x5, the same.

steps, i. 6 in cause one to fall Prov.
n. p. of a station in
man 0
29, 5; so too with 'ִּפ 5392 Lament. 1,
Num.33,18 19.
desert
Arabian
the
13; לןיִכָה ב
,57,7  כ "לype 31,5
( םיִמָתְרfrom the sing. pny) m. pl.
to lay a net for one; ’Q ara Prov. 1,
17 the net is spread (see Ba IL); Jos broom, :  ישרשbroom-root, as food JoB
18, 8 for he fell into the net with his ,30 ;4 2  לחגbroom-coals Ps.120,4. >

רתק
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py (Kal not used) to bind, to fet-

Pih. py (not used) an intensive of
Kal.

Deriv. pind, הקיתב ,pm.

ter, to tie - עא Arab. 5 (to bind,
Puh. pn (3 pl. ape) to be bound toto join), 5 (to close); identical in its gether Nag. 3, 10.
organic root pn with that in the
mpm (plur. nip-) fem. a chain, for
Aram. PIE eg for 722, pay). De- fastening Is. 40, 19.
rivat. pm.

Nif. pay (fut. pryn) to be unchained,
loosed (pony) Eccuns. 12,6 K’ri, better
taken as a collateral form of pm.
Others read par (from >) to be
broken to pieces.

An (not used) intr. same as DD
to quake, to tremble, to fear. Derivative
nm

m. terror Hos. 13,1 = ons.

ש ש
W, called ןיש (= py), LXX Xoév noted by a point placed either at the
(in Lament.) or 2 (cod. A), as a letter right )תיִנָמְי 778) or left )תיִלאָמְש yr).
of the alphabet signifies tooth, prong,
if the names generally be considered
representations of objects. In the form

This distinction, however, is no reason

for considering Shin and Sin as separate letters in the lexical arrangement

which the letter has in Phenieian (LY, of the alphabet. Phenician and AraW, /\), old Hebrew (w, w), Samaritan maean are unacquainted with the dis(U), Aramaean WW), Palmyrene (U, /), tinction, 5 being put for D, as ,רכט
and therefore in old Greek (M, 44),
Etrurian (M); the likeness of a tooth or Aram. סכר, ar. Asan abbreviation
prong has been discerned; but this is w denoted in Phenician iv, pw, and
no reason for assuming that the name  שתmeant mw, which may perhaps
was selected merely on account of the
shape. According to the analogy of the

be adopted. in the written Hebrew occasionally. As a numeral Shin being.

other alphabetical names ךרוע seems to the third letter in the series of hundreds signifies 800. The oldest sound

have been chosen only because of the
initial sound, and as the letter was pronounced shi, 1 has been changed into
yu. In the Ethiopie appellations Saut

As to the pronunciation, ש is the
liquid, broad, sibilant and obscure sh

(W) and Sdt (fj) other words were
chosen on account of the initial sound.

responding mute n, for which reasonוט

of the sign was shi and si.

(French ch), whose ground is the cor-

From the Semites the alphabetical is connected with the t-sound, like the
figure passed over to the Greeks, Etru- other sibilants 1,0, .צ The LXX have
rians and Romans, with this exception, this pronunciation of the Shin in their
that the name was pronounced 209 in Xoév (= ,מש compare Prys = Pyoy),
Greek and was called Sav 00010 be- though they could only express it by o,
cause of its rough, broader and more in transference, agreeably to the nature
sibilant sound (Pind. ap. Athen. 11, 5 of the Greek language. Such original

 ו467); but afterwards no more than sound of \ was frequently resolved into
the Ziyua was retained which the
Ionians had from the beginning. —

the clear, slender s fluctuating between

sh and s ( and 9), or vice versa (comp
 מִשְאָרֶתfrom sky, רורעט from PD),
nunciation of the ש there was also a which was denoted by ®. The modern
softer and lisping one expressed by Himyaritic presents an analagy to this
the same sign; and the distinction particular (see. Fresnel in the Journal
between them was subsequently de- Asiat. 1838. T. VI. p. 84. 548 seq.). And
Besides

the broad and sibilant pro-

ש

ש
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as it borders closely upon D or s, 0 is of the nature of sounds, others occur
sometimes written for it (12> Ezr. 4,5

which give a deep insight into the na-

brew sibilants, and that the Arab. | ₪

of the gently sibilant s-sound, which

for aD), or is interchanged with it ture of the letters in question. Thus
(mbaip]Eccuzs.1,17, elsewhere (תְּלְכְס 8. it is interchanged with Yod, a
Comparing Hebrew with Arabic as re- softly uttered g (dsh), French j, being
spects the sibilants, we ebserve that the related to a sibilant, as an and am;
lisping pronunciation of the t-sound in Dew and np); Aram. אצְט —= N 9. wis
Arab. (®, &, 5) respresents the He- a dental poutine. Lea Precursor
usually corresponds to the ₪, | ₪ or & the Greeks express by a prefixed 6 66

to the ₪ (comp. "wiv, a ya,

|

TOD, las; Say, sd, 355);
seldom does the 2
sound stand,
ie. W and |, ₪ and (pw, and seldomer both sounds, i.e. | and (w, for
 עס ש.₪ nI naeamarA eht noitaler si
different, since the flat t-sound is preferred for W, where the sibilant is ob-

05), but usually exchange for

the spiritus asper, as 85, 8090, 9
חס
 כ,08 ג, nitaL ,xes ,metpes -lus

cus, serpo, sus, silva. From this results
a) a connection with the aspirates and
a mutual exchange with them, as 7777

and 70; a2 and 3393; comp. 72 9
and To; בס and NR; un and Sog;

stead "af Sau; frequent in "Aramasan,
as mh Arann, ‘yan, גָלַש and aan, בּוש

a4 and גרא or b) the s-sound in its
capacity of a dental spiritus is put before a word beginning with a firm or
double consonant, as in the Latin scribo,
sculpo, strideo, Greek oréyoo, park
compared with 7000000, 300, ToiLo,
tego, falle. Perhaps we may Br
in this manner "3 from 3, aay
from 33. — We have still to note the
peculiarity that ,-שי wz, U seems to
be preserved in a ו
of"words, as
if it were a very old noun-ending, as

and an, שו and MR, Sau and nan.
2. a transition to Sin and vice versa,
as רָאָט and רַאש II. Thus there is an
interchange of Shin or Sin with the
other flat t-sounds and the sibilants,
viz. 3. with 5, as of רט with 37; הגט

 וfrom " רגlike 071008 from

viously original, as NWI Aram. transposed 132 (organic root("שד In stem-

or root-building we have the following
phenomena: 1. an occasional interchange

of Shin and Tau, owing perhaps to Aramaean influences, especially in northern

Palestine, as ni42 Soma or Sox.
7
instead of Wina; nam Ex. 32,16 instead
of Ban; Ine instead: of HE; dan I. in-

 חַלָמִישfrom bar; Wat (= WR”) from
07; way om בכ (from 399 L),
wide from “ae (from xe I, 9), the
proper name une from TB; comp. too
way, Aram. wa, Kar (couch, bed,

with 177. 4. with ,ם as of bau and 098080. This noun- ending was someSul; "mo Ethiop. חרוט wR Aram. times retained in verb-building, as
“UR. 5 with 1, as WN (to ey) Aram.
NIN; aby and ar; my and הז 1Sam.

17, "34; Se and ar; nad and 251;
pao and rT aay and פק wan and
m; pun “and PIN; “op and am.
6. with’ סו as גיטה Jos 24, 2 and גישה
yD and O72; “sat and md; ‘bm And
DB;

ai)

8

70;

Ami

7. with x, as un ‘and ra

and .רַהְס

wen out of wen (from =ףסר 204);

comp. Arab. pews from

>

to take

thing, mere to be hard,
In Arabic this termination
iin weer Urn Usher un
wicked, from ‚ei une
fleshy ass,
a rock, from py&;Ur

away every
from "ל
is preserved
as dus

pw and
also & stands
5 2
Pr; ברט and בר Aram. pe and קנצו from
ean.
Arama
in
n
as
it,
ai) and a8; “pip and pry. —'Th for
w,
addition to "these “changes arising out
D, W see w.
L

ש
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שאב

 לכwith Dagesh forte following (which — On the ₪ in ןולש Jon 19,29 K'ri,
is „omitted before gutturals 1000188. 2, prs K'tib, see 717 and nd, Pro. On
;18 seldom w followed by Dagesh forte the Yin bya, ְלֶאָשּות Vin a see
Jupans 5, 7; before gutturals u 6,17, the words themselves; on paws see .גש
seldom. "Eccuss. 2,22; 3, 18; ‘arising
₪ see w.

perhaps from by or‘ רש and therefore a

compound pronominal stem) 1.a relative |

pronoun (without gender and number)
who, which, = "TER Ps. 124, 8; Eccues.
2,18; including a demonstrative pre-

 אשI. (Kal not used) trans. same as
( השMB), ND (to ,( אָפאָס91 I. (which
see), to drive, to push away, to expel,
and so to lead away; so also 75 I. (which

ceding, he who, that which, what, Econ. see) to 7777; see 90°), YD ii, no”).
1,11; w-ny him whom Sone or Sot. 3,
Pih. avy Geodupl from אש like NORD
3; ce. with ow 1200088. 1, 7, Ps. from nd,7 from 77; 1 Ders. (יִתאשש
122, 4, or 5 Sone or 801. 3, 7 the relation of a proposition or of a genitive.

to drive away, to lead, "En.89,21 allure

thee (prop. I make thee tum aside from
From ל ¥ has arisen לו (which see),
thy country, I carry thee off) and lead
Aram. ליל Naz, —
0 ו conjunc- thee, and cause thee to come up from the
tion, like sun, that, after the verbs extreme north (Vulg.); conseq. = איצלה
aN 1300188. 2, 13, עדי 1,17, 323 997 38,4. Targ. 73908 (from vn) 7 cause
2,"15, nin by Jobers 6, 17. which thes to wander , Ethiopic ושוט 9008000
require a supplement; he that Eccuzs.
2,12; just as 5,15; W Am? ₪ remains

contracted söseva to go along, 40
hence the trans. signif. to lead along. The

(to say) that, except that, 1000188. 12, 9; derivation from wy “six” (Jos. Kimchi)
Boyd Sona or Sox. 3, 4 scarcely that; and the meaning “to lead astray” are
only conjectural.
w דעtill that Junans 5,7; Una
for the reason that Eooras. 7, 14; then

 אשII. (not used) to make a tumult,

Sone or Sou. 1, 7. With propositions to rage, to rush, like the enlarged form
“a=W because Eccuns. 2, 16, "3  הָאַשI. (which see); and from this the
= Sup in consequence of that =
as nouns mg 1. (=nyU, nxw) tumult, and
5,14; a particle of time: at the time when

9, 12; 10, 3; see Wx and by. Respect-

ing the atymologieal ‘explanation of this

relative vocable, the pronominal stem %

Pew 1. may perhaps be derived; though.

yeht yam sa llew emoc morf  שאה1

 אשIII. (not used) intrans. same as

is obviously connected with הז  וזbeing MS II. (which see), to be desert, waste,
of similar meaning in poetry (vain, in whose organic root it constitutes. Deriv.
NW, TN 2, and the proper name
flat, low pronunciation 7, “I, 2); and

though it coincides entirely with רשא

pew. Comp. או IL (to Fai, Miwa).

(which see), where x is non-essential
( אשnot used) trans. same as nvm?
and the Dagesh forte followingw might (which see). Deriv. perhaps איט nip,
easily be a compensation for I, it is שְאֶת,and the proper name The.

more probable that ₪ is an original
 שאב.trap( .m שאב, =  ;שאבתinf.
pronominal stem. This ¥ is frequently
used in Phenician (in the Poenulus of constr. Sku; fut. ash) tr. prop. to draw
Plaut. I, 1. 4. 6. 8.11.
13. IT, 56. 63. to oneself’, to lay hold of, to draw near

II, 22), along with wy (ib. I, 0 6.13.

seilles lin, 1.5.13. 14. 16. 18. 20. 21; the

to, to take, and so to draw, with the
accusat. D172 Gun. 24,13; Deur. 29,10;
083. 9, 21; seldom abeol. Gen. 24, 11;

of TWN being found there,

The drawing of water at the time of

15. II, 23; in the inseription of Mar-

Sidonian inscription 4,2; 7, 3.8, 14; 9, with > of the person 24,19 20 and m
11; 10, 8.11; 17,1. 13; 19,7. 10) with of the source from which
2 Sam. 23, 16.
out a trace

AIRY

evening for domestic purposes was an
employment of maidens Gen. 24, 11;
1Sam. 9, 11 (Robins. Pal. II, 385. 519.
628), or of domestic slaves Deur.29,10;

Jose. 9, 21.

שאות
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To draw water with joy,

NW III. to be waste or desolate, of םירע

Is. 6, 11, i.e. to be destroyed; connected

in its organic root האש- with that in
2-3 I, since this is also used of py

(fan. 4,7), orbs (Is. 37,26) like האט

is a figure of prosperity Is. 12, 3. Draw- comp. Xx I.
(xn, which see), mg IL,
ing and pouring out before God was a
me IL; ; conseq. the fundamental|signisymbol of the heart unburdening itself
(Ps. 22,15; Lament. 2,19) 1
7, 6. fection appears to be the same. Derivat.
TRY2, nNwg, RD, ANI 2, mein,
Deriv. ath.
72 (according ‘to some), and the
PIN
The fundamental signification of "W
is in modern Hebrew (nays iB proper name N” (according to some).
a magnet) to draw to self, Arab. See אש 1.
Nif. may (fut. MW) to be laid waste,
aw ae to seize, to take, Su to swal- desolated, with the aceus. Man to wastelow; the organic root is alsoin nig-n IL. ness Is. 6, 11, if “wn should not be
( גנאשinf. abs. ah; fut. ay) intr. read for tn.

Hif. ( השאהinf. ₪ with 9: תּואְשַהְל
contracted
(ְתּושָה to lay waste, with
Be
also in 111-7, Ar. 1 elsewhere 5 the accus. םיִלּג to desert heaps 2 Kınas
‘to bleat” belongs to it) to roar, of "AR, 19, 25; Is. ST, 26.

same as PRT, PLY (the organic root is

ms Ps. 22,14,
2, 15; mein
of the crash of
threaten, of God

Ez, 22,25, p> Jer.
 האשIH. (Kal not used) intr. same
of an enemy Ps.74,4; as ny (which see), of which it is a
thunder 708 37, 4; to softer form, to see, to look upon, to view;
Jo. 4,16; Am.1, 2, of hence the
the tumult of war Jer. 25, 30; to groan,
Hithp. sm
(part. on) to shew
to lament aloud Ps. 38,9, where we
oneself looking at, i. e. to contemplate,
should perhaps read wap for 29. De- to behold with attention, with > of a perrivat. NW,
son Gen. 24, 21 (LXX, Vulg., Targ.);

BEN: 6 ,תנא with suf. man; pl. 80 the Hithp. mynwy of mW is used,
with. suff. ran) fem. the roaring, of a to look about viz. timidly |ds. 41, 10
23). The meaning to shudder, to be
lion Is. 5 ‚29; groaning Jos 3, 24.
amazed, to be astonished (like DRU),
ANY 1 (Kal not used) inér. same as
which is referred sometimes to aN 11
 אפto make a noise, to rage, to rush,( to rush, to rage), sometimes to האָטIL,
cognate in sense 17273, applied to the so that the Hithp. signifies to be he
tumult of a mass of "people or an army, turbed, to be put into confusion, from
to the rushing of mighty waters, to the astonishment (Jon Esra, Rashi), is less
noise of a drinking bout; to crash, by suitable.
The cod. Sam. has mW
falling in;
i
to rage, of a,‘storm. Deriv.( from nd 11., which see) for TIN.
ANT, mann (like manta from ma),
ney (not used) an adopted stem for
 האש1 (after the form Mais), perhaps
 יאש,1 ny )= , תאnew.
Nif. mu) (fut. Faw, ‘pl. yiNw>) like
Kal, to rash, to rage, ‘to roar, ofomas,
 פַּבִּירִיםDa Is. 17,12 13.

Pih. MIR (not need) to storm or rage
greatlyYs ‘whence the noun TIN. The
form is like nw.
ANY I. (3 pl. 8)

intr. same

as

 שהgee my (= אצ to NEN).
 שאהseeשאה .

N

(from2. PNW. — like mr?

= mis), mine, mn from הָאְנ md,
 — טחָהafter the form my) 0 a tempest y storm Prov. 1, 27 K'tib (parallel

mp0), like RW
1, 15.

(which see) ZEPH.

שאול

שאל
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( לאטseldom לא ,with ₪ of motion |= 71277; the noise, of a joyful drinking
ְ הָליִאfrom‘ לאט which see)m. (Jon |party 24, 8; wantonness, insolence, of
26, 6) and f- ₪ 5,14; 14,9) prop. what ny 25, 5 the rage, rush, of waters Is.
x II.
is למל deep, bent iin; ‘hence depth, cleft, 17,12 13; Ps. 65, 8. — 2. (from
ravine, abyss, under-~world, place of the

shades, where the D°x»4 (which see) and
departed souls abide Ps. 30, 4; 86, 13;
89,49; Prov. 23, 14. dines, for which
 ממ אבדוןsm ) לees erew osla desu
poetically, was conceived to be a place
under the earth, in the depths below Jos

or האש IL) desolation, destruction, ruin

JER. '25, 31 (according to some); a symbolical name of px

46, 17; Ps. 40,

3 iR Sinn from the pit of ל
=" nen (Is. 38, 17), so that ‘wv is

N

Ps. 35,8.

See אוש IL

EN (not used) tr. to tread away,
to
push
away, and so metaphor. to condeep fissures or * grottoes Prov. 9, 18,
which were thought of as doors Copa temn, to despise, to undervalue, to slight;
ding = nia “yw Jos 38, 17) and en- comp. O¥2 and the stem nr I. identi11,8 )לאָשִמ p29), Devt. 32, 22, with

trances Is. ‘38, 10, that could be bolted | cal with it. Deriv.

) (בַּדִּיםJos ,71 61 .pmoc( .noJ .)7,2 rO
OND (from ERW after the form ברק
5" was also supposed to be dark places 333; "with suff. (ףסאט m. contempt, couJos 10, 21 22, into which he that de- pled with שפנב Ex. 25,615 or wm
parts Kom life deseondi (Mew 7"), and
36, 5, prop. with the soul, with passion,

whither also the living that do wickedly
go down through opened abysses Num.

i.e. hearty.

,1 ;12 ,27 ,20 its severity Sonaעס 
Sox. 8, 7 and devouring Ps. 18, 6, are
transferred to "5; and ' also stands for
the inhabitants Jer. 38, 18; Ps. 6, 6.
Many images are taken from the grot-
toes and caves in which Palestine

ap) f desolation, ruins, rubbish, Is.

,16 ;30 Ez. 31,15 17; Jos 7,9; Ps. 55,
.16 The insatiability of death Prov.

abounded.

Aram. Sind, ליש Nas

the under- world, purgatory, the grave;

UNS part. = ow Ez. 16, 57; see טו
( הָיִאְטfrom האט IL, after the form
24, 12 and the gate is smitten to destruction, i. e. is laid in ruins.

ON (and byw Gun. 82, 18; Juans

4, 20; 1 pers. ith suff. VIN, והיתה ;
3 pl. yw and יִנִּלָאְש 2 pl DEDNW;
inf. abs. Siew, לאט aad mba accord-

Ethiop. siol hell; comp.שאל .
ing to some; fut. END) intr. 1. prop.
( לואשasked, from God; comp. 1 Sam. toLeere, a person or thing, Arab.
,1 ,20 where also Kimchi makesשמוּאָל 
arise from Syn DINW) n. p. m. 1 Sam. JG, and so to press upon one (with
,9,2 whence the appellation of the place‚ words), to ask pressingly, to urge, absol.
( תביטwhich see) Guy. 36,37; 46,10; Devt. 13,15, coupled with 47, “pn;
patr. “oan Nom. 26, 13; 1 Cun. 6, 9. with the accus. of a person, and ‘followed
For the etymology comp. אַלְיאֶל by a question, introduced by “ax Guy.
24,47; 32,18, or with some other sup-

שַלְתִיאָל
N

(c. iR, with suff. MIND) m.

1. )סמ  ) סצהאשת אוnoise, loud ostentation, and'so ir “ya of Moab Jur. 48,
45, for which Nom. 24,17 has nu;
tumult, of an army Is.13, 4, of hostile peoples 17,12; noise of war Axt. 2,2 alluding to ןואט "99by alliteration; loud roar,
of the thunder-voice of God Is. 66, 6;
₪ noisy crowd, the tumult of men 5, 14

plement Daun. 32,7; with > of a person
2 Kınas 8, 6; with by of the person or
thing after wiom one asks, i.e.
i
to inquire

Nex. 1, 2, 10008. 7,10, also with 5
Gen. 43,7,JUDGES 13, 18, or the aceus.,
JER. 50, 5 they will inquire for Zion;
with a double accusative (of a person

and of a thing) 38, 14; to consult, with
the 80008. בלא Daur. 18, 11, commonly
with 2, God or idols, the ו JUDGES

שאל
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1,1; 2Sam. 16, 23; Ez. 21, 26; with ל

שאלא
Pik. 23% for NW (fut. Sywr) to ask

for one 1Sam. 22,10; to ask, with לof frequently, to be accustomed to ask, with
a person of one and ל of a thing as to, 2, 2Sam. 20,18 they were accustomed of

in Dias ‘D> “U (which is also=0 greet, old (Targ., LXX, Vulg.) to speak thus,
Syr. the same) ‘Gen. 43, 27; Ex. 18, 7; they may ask of Abel, the Abelites being
Jupezs 18,15; also vice versa לכשל  ישknown as prudent; to beg, without om

‘p> Jur. 15, 5; seldom with the omis- Ps. 109, 10, like .שרב Arab. the same,
sion of the person to be asked 2 Sam. whence Aal a beppar:
11,7, or with the accus. to Ps, 122, 6.
Hif. ( השאלfut. Sy) to lend, prop.

— 2. to ask for 1 Kinas 3, 5 (see Ps. to let ask= to offer willingly, with > of

2,8); to require 2 Kınas 2, 9, with םעמ

the person 1Sam.1, 28; to loan Ex.12;36.

or (like aizeiy zwd, poscere aliquem ae

( לאשafter theform an, 297, with

of the person and accus. of the object
Tthpe. Seman (not gait) same as Kal,
Is. 7,11; abs. 7,12; to demand urgently,
to
ask, to ‘penetrate, to sink, whence the
with accus. p> Lament. 4, 4; with ya
proper
name Sknwy (which see).
Ps.2,8 or nya of a person 1 San. 8, 10
a ofmotion הָלָאַש( m. 1. same as Sing
Is. 58, 2, coupled with pon and oo; the depth Is. 7, 11 (Aq., Symm., Theod.),
Ps. 137, 3; with > reflexively for onaely opposite nbs; but see the verbשאל 
quid) with two accusatives Dzur. 14,26,

1 Sam. 12,‘17 19, for which we? Deur.
14, 26 or Duy ‘with a suffix’ is also

used Eccrzs. 2, 10; hence the expres-

sions nm) Nun יטto require his soul

(from God) to die 1 Kınas 19, 4; Jon.
4,8; moms ‘p we? ‘BY Jos 31, '30 to require ones ‘life with cursing, i. e. to curse

where it is rouanied as an imperative.
— 2. (request, desire, i. e. from N;

comp. (לָאיִּתְלַאְש n. p. m. Hzr. 10, 28.
bya (1 pl. SING, part. yw; fut.
dew, ‘with suff. (ךיכנלאשל Aram. intr.
same as Hebrew EN to ask, to request,
with two 80608. Ezr.7,21; to interrogate,

the life; M>xw past Is. 7, 11 request with ל of the person 5, 9, and ace. of the
(a sign) from‘the depth, prop. make deep thing 5,10; Dan. 2,27; to consult, with
to request (see DNW); to beg very ur- > of the person and accus. of the thing
gently with the accus. of the thing Jup- 2,10. The meaning in the Syr. Ethp.

cus 5,20 and jn 8, 24, myn 2 Sam. 3, to abstain from, avoid, imootéllecdar
13 or nyn of the person Devr. 10, 12; (Acts 20, 27), goes back to this fundaib'ִ טto ‘ask for oneself 2 Cur. 1, ו mental signification; see Hebrew Nif.
3. Metaphor. to ask a loan, to borrow, Deriv. אָלָאְש U, DU (according to
with accus. of the object and A of the some) Dan. 3, 29.
person Ex. 3,22; 11, 2; לאט borrowed,
NORD (in the Targ. NED, לישו ליש
with > for 1 Sam. 1, 28, 2 Kınas 6, 5,

also “what is lent”, as in German born def. NOON, according to mss. also דא

gen is = entlehnen and leihen; to from EN") "Aram. fem. prop. an object of
beg Prov. 20, 4. — 4. (not used) to go desire, and so concern, business, thing,
down deep, to sink, of a fissure, ravine, like the Hebr. yoy 2 (which see), Aram.
similar to Sy (see oy, dou), Deriv. 12% (Dan. 6, 18) ‘from Nat to will, i. ₪
TONY, mw, Siw (Seu), לאש nENUn, that which one strives after or ntands,

the proper names לאט לֶאיְִלַאְט "לאט
or לָאיִתְלומ (from (תלאש EN) (contracted yon); see also Semin.
Nif. byw (inf. abs. Siwy) to ask for
oneself, leave, with 72 of a person, and

with the inf. constr. and » of the thing
one asks leave to do 1 Sam. 20, 6 28;
with a finite verb Nena. 13, 6.

Only in the old formula in decrees nı132
NIP Pa
 שְאֶלְתָאPOA WN

Dan. 4, 14 the account is by"the determination of the watchers (of heaven, i. e..
the angels), and the thing at the command.
of the holy ones. The seven 71? and
up are the counsellors of the most
high God, archangels like the seven,

שאלה
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Amshaspands (Tos. 12,15; Rever. 8,2;

curity or unconcerned Am. 6,1; figurat.
4, 5), and in edicts the seven counsel- the haughty, the oppressors Ps, 123, 4;
lors of the king (in the Persian period) abstract, pride 2 Kınas 19, 28; Is.
may have been 6
with them. 'ש 37, 29.

ONY (only part. oy, pl. with suff.
יתְלאש ENB) לtrans. same as OW, סט (which
 שְאֶלְְדand (טאלְתם שלסף.f“ emas sa see) to plunder, to rob J:ER,"30, 16 K’tib,
MÜR> request; hence gy אש to make a where the K’ri has ךיסש (comp. 50,11).
request = to ask 1 ppazs 8, 24; 1 Kınas The form is enlarged from ,סט ‘like
2, 16; "8 4n2 to grant @ request Esra. Os» 111. out of om.
5, 8; "oa un mam the life is given
ANY (part. ni, plur. םיפאש ;inf.
hrongh a petition 7,“8; "gy Na the peabsol. ZN; fut. xv?) ו to enuf,
may also be = I.

(quaestio, causa).

TON ‘(with suff. “NaN,

tition is granted Jon 6 8; a ‘thing lent,
with the accus. 117% ‘(the air), from ima loan 1 Sam. 2, 20.

petuosity JER. 2, 24, or because of the

 תָלֶאְטf.same as ;שְאָכָה seeשְאַלְפִיאָל . heat of the sun 14, 6; of the violent

( לאיִתְלַאְטfrom rbyts = noxwr and breathing of dolphins (29m) JER. ibid.;
 לאrequest from El) n. p. m. Exr. 8,2; to pant for, the shade Jos 7, 2, bob

Hic, 1,1, for which 1, 12 14 and 2,2 for the night (of death) 36, 20; to snort,

have nu.

IND)(Kal not used) intr. to rest, comfortably; to be careless, secure, inactive;

of one inflamed with anger Is. 42, 14,
coupled with DW); to strive for, ‘with

the accus. 517 Jos 5,5, with לע Am. 2,
7; to overthrow with panting haste Ps,

ident. in its organic root su with that 57,4; to be greedy in efforts 56, 2; to
in ,שדי 78 1 (mW). The fundamental desire 119, 131, coupled with mp “98;
signification

appears to be as in חב to do hastily or speedily Eccuzs. 1 5.-(see 7”) to sit down, to bend down, The organic root is also in au, ףשדנ ,
or as in 7) and Myo I. to lie down at but is also connected with -ה
IN, TER,
ease, proceeding from to lean upon, to be ann (by an interchange of the dental
supported, and so ident. with yw; Syr. and “guttural breathing). Ethiopic the
tise rest. Deriv. the proper name INU,
same; Ar. ig to pant for, to yearn,

contracted jw, .ןש
Pih. SW (for "8, 3 pl. MIRWB) to Live Lids to love violently, weed and של
to be greedy, 3Lu to persecute stormiquietly , peacefully ,ל
coupled
with ops Jer. 30,10; 48, 11; with 7a ly, to: hunt.
by Prov. 1, 33; to be peaceful without
NY I. (Kal only 8%) intr. to be
137 Jos 3, 18. Deriv. RW.
left, to remain, to continue behind 1 Sam.
IN) (from IRB) m. tranguillity, rest,
“fe
security, only in the proper name תב 16, 11, Arab. ₪ to let remain,
i8W (which see), for which 78 ma,"| to be left, also with Yod in Aramaean.
ae ap

The fundamental signification appears
 טוna are also put.
to be to remain, i. e. to be separated
( ןנאשwith suff.טאננה : pl.(טאנים 
from a collection or mass, and to remain
adj. m., “BING (pl. nips) fem. quiet,
india of m2 Is. 33, 20;; peaceful,
secure, of nine 32, 18; at ease, uncon-

behind. Deriv. RU, MOND.
Nif. sd) (part, mase. oywe, Femin,
TIN, na), fut. "N82) tobe left over,

cerned, of Dry 32, 9 and without a toremain, Guan. 7, 23;
42, 38; with אָל

noun 11,23 coupled withפסה , of גוים ns Ex. 8, 27, STN" רע 18 nothing at
Zecn. 1, 15; subst. a prosperous one all; also with UN. . אל1088. 8, 17;
Jon 12 bs pl. D°22NW those in proud se- with > of
a person Zuon. 9,7, with 2 of
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the object 18. 17, 6; part. what remains,
the remnant Is. 37, 31, plur. Gen. 14, 10;
spec. to remain, Jos 21, 34 and as for your
answers, there remains only wickedness.
The anomalous form "NWN? Ez. 9, 8

“NW (with suff. RB, yw, from
oyu IL.) m. poet. flesh, prop. that which

is thick, swollen, grown,

1. the flesh

of the living body Prov. 11, 17, coupled

with wp; the body, Jur. 51, 35 an
“NWA ו
done to me, and violence
“ru, and each form by itself is suit- done to my body (“yw dam), parallel
able in the sentence. Talmudic ra) D7; a more exact ezplanation of “ba
crumbs left.
2
Prov. 5, 11, since this also means boiled
Hif. ar (fut. yw.) to let remain
flesh; the אא have therefore read
Devt. 28, 51; to leave Os. vs. 5; Tay  שארfor mu» Mic. 3, 3 incorrectly;
Jose. 10, 28; ‘with 5 of a person 8, 22; in contrast with mings, רוע Mic. 3, 2
also intrans. ‘to be left 1088. 8, 22; with 3. — 2. flesh for eating Ps. 78, 20 27;
the dative 2 Kınas 17, 3, or absol. Am. generally food, victuals, nourishment Ex.
5, 3.

has arisen from “NWN and the part.

21,10, like the Ar. „2 flesh and food.

 ראשI. (not used) intrans. to swell, — 3. Metaphor. blood-relationship Lev.
to be thick, of the growth of full 18, 12 13; concrete, a blood-relation,
flesh, Arab. BE to swell, to be puffed fully awa "318, 6 and 25,49 a kinsman
up; identical in its organic root with of the jlesh. For the etymology comp.
ko in “io“a III. (which see), Arab. ןשי body, and vu thick. Phe-
x (to ewell up, of fulness of body). nician רֶאְט the same.
Derivat. “NW, TINW, and the proper
skip (from Rip) m. leaven, Ex. 12,
name mony.
15 19; Devt. 16, 4; Aram. "XO, Latin
 ראשII. (not used) intr. same as fermentum.
( הראשfrom “yw IL) fem. blood-
RD 0 Terment, to swell up, of dough;
relationship Lev. 18, 17.
Ary
KE; the same, also applied to anger.
MANS (same as 4NW) 2. p. f. 1 CHR.

Ded. MIN.

( ראשnot used) intr. same as “NW III.

7, 24.

( תיִרָאְטonce na 1 Cur. 12, 38;
(which 280); Aram. "80; comp. "73. with suf’. TOW; from saw 1( -
Deriv. “kW.
remainder of a whole Jer. 39, 3; the
ND (not used) Aram. same as Hebr. remaining half Is. 44, 17 coupled with
ant) I. to be left, to remain. Deriv. “NW. "En; what is left, survivors, like mad,
ANG (after the formans, from "Nw L) mabe Jer. 40, 15; Am. 1,8; hence the
masc. 1. remainder, remnant, in later expressions yo nin Iar. 44,7 to

writings for תיִרָאַש Is. 10, 20; var "a leave a remnant to one; also 2 wow
‘Zupu. 1, 4 the remnant of Baal, 1 6 Gun. 45, 7; coupled with og (fame)
what is still addicted to idolatry. — 2 Sam. 14, 7. ning 'ö Ps. 76, 11 is
2. in
1 yw (a remnant returns) n. difficult: the remnant of hostile "wrath,
p. m. used symbolically by Isaiah 7, 3 and so referring to Israel, like byt? 8;
in one of his leading prophecies (6, 13; but probably we should here take man
10, 21), for a sign to the people (comp. in signification 2, as in the first member

7,11; 8,18).
ay (constr. “NW, once “NW 1028.

(see ma); and for Sinn the LXX have

the better reading Er aim or Mann,
parallel Tin.

7, 18; with suf. TINY; from RU)
PNG (out of naU; from אט II. or
Iran, m. same as the Hebrew a] the
‘remainder Dan. 7, 7 17; Ezr. 4,9 10; RW IL) fem. destruction, desolation, de-

6,16; 7,18 20.

vastation, coupled ee

Lament.

שאת
3, 47; compare
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MY.

See

ried on a caravan trade. —

3. n. p. of

a Joktanite tribe Gun. 10, 28, along
( תֶאְטfrom ny, also written ny with man, in south-western ‘Arabia,
Jop 41, 17, from אטדַכ( = אש fem. 1. a with its metropolis naw, ie. Mariaba
lifting up, of the head, i. e. unrestrained( Mareb), 3 days’ journey from Szanaa.
looking about, cheerfulness Gen. 4, 7, It is to this ‘3 that the reference is in
opposite םיִנָפ 98d; exaltation, i. e. pre- 1 Kınas 10, 2 10, Jur. 6,20, Ps. 72, 15,
cedence in rank or power 49, 3; Ps. and perhaps also iin Ez. 27, 23 together
;62,5 DS nN respect to Prov. 18,5, with nö and 1293 (which see). Gent.pl.
prop. high position, high esteem; en-  שְבְאִיםJo. 1,8. The mountain 40000
too ny.

durance, patience of, 37} Jur. 15, 15; on the coast of the present Oman, and
elevation Jos 13, 11; " majesty 31, 23; the Beni as-Sab there have still preheroie ‚spirit (prop. self-elevation) 41, served traces of the name.

;17 might, =99

( דיDevt. 32, 27)

Has. 1, 7, coupled with Daun Gales
ment); in other instances commonly the
infin. constr. of . — אנ.2 Metaphor. a
scab, prop. what rises on the skin Lev.
,13 ;2 of an old leprosy 13, 10, of a
scabbed sore 13, 19, and of a wound
by burning 13, 28; of scab in the head

31, 34.

 אבש1.n. p. of a son of the Cushite

aayı. (not used) intrans. same as
may 1 / glow, to burn, to kindle, Arab.
8 also trans. to set fire to, to kindle,
Aram. בש , an, as to burn, Ar.
,5
the same; פו in its organic root
with that in ףצהֶר IL, -ְר-ףש Derivat.
טבִיב.

בבש. II. (Kal not used) tr. to cut or
break in pieces; Aram. 23% the same,

may, coupled with 777 Gen. 10, 7, i. 6. especially Pah., whence Nay = Hebrew
a "dack- coloured race. By it is underUs
stood the race that inhabited the northern sau; Ar. os ae same, 0
=
בבש
;
-identical
in
its
organic
root
part of Ethiopia, the well-known Meroé,
since Meroé was also called אבש (Jo- with that in y¥-p IL,
sephus), and a city Saba ()אַבְש lay Deriv. 230.

a¥-R,

בס

Pih. Sa (part, ברש= rain, fem.
on the Arabian gulf. It would therefore be identical with 83, which is nagivia) to break in pieces, to ‘redlites
adduced along with pa sa שופ Is. to fragments; hence figur. to humble, to
43, 3; 45,14. In addition to m9, destroy, to be hostile Ez. 38, 4; 39, 2;

38, 8; Mic. 2, 4 (Ibn Gandch, Kimchi);
but see an.
and gold at Tyre Ezex. 27, 22. — 2.
235 (only pl. ;םיִבָבְּמ from 338 IL)
₪ p. of a son of JOP? and grandson m. a fragment, ruins Hos. 8, 6.
er is mention’ as a commercial tribe
that traded in spices, precious stones

of Abraham, and therefore belonging to

225 (not used) Aram. intr. same as
the Abrahamite Arabian tribes Gen. 25,
3; Ez. 38,13. It is true that this tribe Hebrew asöl Deriv. .ביִבְט
is likewise coupled with 777, but it is
ze)” I. (not used) intrans. same as
especially with Nan Jos 6, 19, the  טבI. to burn, to glow; hence to shine,
neighbour of the 'Nebathoans (Strabo to glitter, of precious stones; metaphor.
16. p. 779); consequently it should be to be prominent or projecting, of a dislooked for near Edom, where there also

trict; to be famed, distinguished.

 ערבand Kon Jar. 25,23; it also car-

suf. ORY;

Deriv.

appears a 977 along with אמית and 7a שבל, and the proper names ,"בט Be,
(Jur. 25, 23). This race in the vicinity  שבולmawn, maw.
of Syria and Edom formed robber
hordes Jos 1, 15, and is adduced with
naw IL (part. ,הבש plur. םיבש with

part. pass. plur. יובש

שבו
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nina; inf. constr. ning; fut. "Bw, comp. ;עשרwith p72" Dan. 10, 2, proapoc. 32) trans. to drag away, toead bably like nivay 9, 24 a week of years;
away, to drive away, mann 1 Caron. ‘ean a festival of (seven) weeks Ex.

5,21, ןאְצ 2 Cur. 14, 14; to carry off, 34, 22, Devr. 16, 9, fully יש 22 on,

 רכוש1, 17, especially applied to men, Ayla std ווא Tos. 2, 1; on the
to carry away captive Num. 21, 1; Is. contrary DAN nivay) an Ez. 45,124is the
14, 2; to take captive Gun. 34, 29; Hau passover continuing seven days.— 2. seven
"aw to lead away the captives זו
UDGES years, a week of years, Dan. 9, 24.
5, 12; Ps. 68, 19; with ja partitive
 הָעּובְשsee Maw.

Nom. 21, 1. In ‘this sense הברוט is a con-

MAG (from nay IL; with suff.
queror, an enemy Ps. 137, a 1 Kınas 6,
pony;
plur. with "suff. סביב fem.
46, םיבש PIN enemies’ ‘land 8, 47;
1.
prop.
captivity,
in the formula and
vn Is. 14, 2, like maw = 1m ibid.;
20 nad Can. 31,26" captives momen)
of"the sword, i. e. prisoners of war;

maw to turn the captivity, i. e. to remove

it .לפס 30,3, Am. 9,14, of the taking
paw the Jewish exiles Is. 61,1, as הבט away of the exile-state Ps. 14,7; 53,7;
85, 2; Jur. 30, 3; also 'ש " ביִשָהwith a
means to exile, to carry off Nun. 24, 22.
Derivat. "ay, maw, may, maw, similar meaning In 33, 7 11; 49, 6;

Ez. 39, 25. — 2. Generally misery ‘de-

man.

rived from exile; hence 'ש  במto turn
misery (woe), 1. 6. to remove it, Jos
14,14; to be held captive, with 2 of the 42, 10; used perhaps in this general
place 1 Kınas 8,47; to be driven away, sense throughout Ezekiel. For maw
of "72, Jur. 13, 17.
Ez. 16, 53 we should read with ‘the
The Aram. Naw, tos, Arab. eer LXX *mav}, or it ought to be pointed
have also the usual meaning of our stem; maw (from Sm). The reading is interbut it is connected in its organic root changed with the form maw of like
"1-20 with aw II. to tear away, to tear meaning Jos 42, 10; Ps. 85, 2; JER.
of, as it also lies in jen L, no”, 49,6 39; Ez. 16,53; "39, 25.

"Ni. mau to be carried off captive Gen.

FOTN, no (MB).
בש

maw (from a1) fem. return home,

(from הַבְט I.) m. the name of adopted iin Ezex. 16, 53; also in other

a bright precious ‘stone, agate (LXX, places it may be read for maa.
Vulg.) or sapphire (438, Targ.) Ex.
naw (Kal not used) intr. to raise
91,82; 93, 21.

the voice, to speak, to call, connected in
its organic root with 117%; metaphor. to
and לאו EI is Renown) n. p. m. 1 Car. praise, to laud, and so the mod. Hebrew

( לאבout of תּוָבַש from maw I,

,23 16 and 25,4, for which 24,20 and

maw laudation; in the Targ. for San,
,25 2 have Sear,
 רגDeriv. the proper name .בטי
bans (only constr. plur. (רלובשm
Pih, ( שבחpart. ;טַ"= מב
ִ מ.tuf )wan

a way, "path, Jar. 18, 15 K'tib, ae

1. to praise aloud, to laud, מ

8,

15, especially God and his works Ps.
where Saw.
4; 118, 1; 147, 12; with > of the
63,
via (constr. 220 Gun. 29, 27 28,
person and accus. of the object 145,4;
where net iis a genit.; dual pryay; plur.
 טבעיםand nivaw, on the other hand
in the state constr. plur. only nivaw,
with suf. po*nivaw; from x28 which
see) m. 0 seven, a ל
seven; hence

to praise highly Eccues. 4, 2. — 2. prop.
to speak to, to exhort, metaphor. to pacify, soothe, ops Ps.89, 10, anger Prov.
(to
or ;
29,11. The ‘Arab.

1. a sennight = a week, &ßdonas, septi-

spread, to be quiet, to aes does not

mana, of the nuptial week Gen. 29, 27,

belong

8

to it.

84*
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Hif. maw to still, to calm, Ps. 65,
8, like Pih. 2.
Hithp. names to laud oneself, with 3
of a thing Ps. "106, 47; 1 Cur. 16, 35.

naw (Peal not 0
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Aram. intrans.

same as Hebrew naw.

2. Fig. a tribe, a stem, a mode of speak-

ing borrowed from a tree, where the
stem or stock forms the chief‚part. So
of the whole Jewish people * nom 'ט
stem of the possession of God Ps. 74, 2

=% noms "yaw Is. 68, 17, comp. Jur.
10, 16; "51, 19; leading division, 88 8

Pa. nae (part. naa) to praise, to caste or nome Is. 19,13, applied in par-

laud, God Dan. 2, 23; 4,31 34; or idols
5, 4. > stands for the accus.

an Jose. 7, 16, Deut. 18,1, in com-

baw (not used) tr. to strike, Talm.
and Aram. to beat out, to card; conseq.

 יְשְרְאָלad 24, 4,_ poet. m Baw "Ps.

tieular to the twelve J wish tribes, like
bination "joy Ay Exon. 28, 21, or

ident. in its organic root במ with 122, 4. Though alsowhers different from
that in ban (whence אטבחל ,a stick), mp2, a part of “Y, Deur. 29, 17,
especially as a sibilant stands in Ethio- Jupens 18,19, yet it is sometimes put
compare the Ar. wuS to be Arm, durable,
‚rs to make firm, to strengthen, Lu

for smaller ‘divisions Num. 4,18; Jupazs
18, 1. — 3. a comet, 0 called from its
resemblance to a rod Num. 24, 17, pa
rallel 3553; in the Mishna naw.

to be flat, extended, Syr. hoe to extend,
which is less appropriate.

Hebrew baw.

‚pie for .ח Deriv. טבש and nay. Others

Daw (not used) Aram. tr. same as
Derivative

Daw, or perhaps DAY, in pause baw

 סבָשGE constr. רמבומ( Aram. m. a
(with suff. 7228, מב plur. mba, tribe, a stem Ez. 6, 17.
constr. "133, with suf. TRUG; tion
baw m. name of the eleventh month
 (שְבטMm.ao in
3 Ez. 21,15, since an

is addressed, as the LXX take it) 1. a of the Jewish year, from the new moon

of February till the next new moon
The name came
figure of oppression; mag יט the chas- to the Israelites for the first time in
tising rod of God Jos 9, 34; 21,9, called their exile (see Stern and Benfey, die

stick, for striking and chastising Ex. 21,

10; Is. 10, 15 24; 14,
5 29; 30, 31, a 2208. 1, 7 (Jerome).

also “pn 'ש Prov. 22, 15; יי  יס ףאthe Monatsnamen &e. p. 159 seq.); and it

rod of God’s anger, His ו instrument 18.10, 5; דל  'ִטיִּפthe rod of God’s
utterance, i. 6, ו smites the unrighteous; a stick for beating out or thresh-

may

is ban; Talm. bau=Hebrew van. Metaphor. a staff, for support Ps. 23, 4; a
shepherd’s crook Luv. 27, 32; Ez. 20,
37; a sceptre Mic. 7, 14, Gen. 49, 10,
Nom. 24,17, Zecu. 10, 11, and so a
king is called paw jan An. 1,5 8,

m. 1, abstract, captivity Daur. 21, 13;

ing, a» Is. 28, 27, the verb to which

have

been

originally the name

of a deity, judging by the analogy of

tan, לולא &e.

"a0 Gin pause "28, with suf. ליבש

; שביה שביהnaraD morf yan )LI
"28 PIN land of captivity; awa "ללה
to go into captivity Am. 9, 4, once Joe

"5 Lament. 1, 5; oa mpd ‘to take into
captivity, JER. 48, 46; mi m to deliver
into captivity Ps. 78, 615 a carrying off,

in this sense coupled ‘with רּושיִמ Ps. of םיִסּוס Amos 4, 10; metaphor. booty,
45,7, 283 123, 3, לרב 9 to denote PIS "5 booty torn away from the mighty
the ode, ‘of governing; perhaps ימבט (see (קילצ Is. 49, 24, like רג  יִבָש9,
2 Sam. 7,7 is shepherds’ staffs = shep- 25 (thusקידצis interchanged with ץירצ
herds, rulers, so that it is unnecessary to and “123, as "aU is with .(ַחיָקְלַמ —
read "np with 1 Caron. 17, 6. — In

2 Sam. 18, 14 םימבש appears to have
arisen bon םיִחְלט keno Targ.). —

2. concrete, captives, as הליגה  יטEzr.

2, 1, Dawn 'ש 20, 4, Baum 4) Jur.

59, 2; here also belone "3 maw Num.

שבי
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21,1, 'ִ שnos Han. 1, 9, ‘wh nipdna weave, of a trellis, a net, like 720, Ar.
booty of the captives Now. 31, 26.
Js; ident. in the organie root ER
( יבשfrom Faw I; ₪ Glorious one, with that in :דב PS 727 RT

viz. Jah is) n. 2. m. Ezr. 2, 42.

Er Deriv. ךבוט (= jab), הָכְבְש a

 יבש( (= יבשn. p. m. 2 Sam. 17, 27. qe
SIG (constr. ;ָביִבְש from 3251.) m.
iy Tos 18,5; Arch. les ה
6

Ja (only pl. (םיָכְבמ m. lattice-work
1 Kınas 7,17; Targ. NPD.
 אָכְּבַשsee NO20.

man (pl. misst) f. a net, a trap,
aa (pl. (-ךיב Aram. m. the same
a figure of danger Jos 18, 8, coupled
Dan. 7, 9.
mad (fame of Jah, from maw 1) with ny; lattices, balusters, an ornan. p. m. 1 CHR. 8,10; most read mad

ment of "pillars 1 Kınas 7, 18 20 42;

which see.
maß (from maw II) fem. captivity,
concrete captives 2 Coron. 28,5; Neu.

1, 2.

lattice-enclosure,

of a window 2 Kinas

baw (not used) intr. 1. to bubble up,

to flow, to pour, of rain, a river; meta8, 36.
( הָיְבְטfrom aw IL.) = prop. cap- phor. to flow strongly, to suppurate, of
tivity, concrete captives Is. 52, 2, with sores (see לבר Sam); to be slimy, visan assonance to the imper. a ib. ‘(from cous, to dissolve, ‘of a snail; fig. to become juicy, to sprout, to grow. See Pihel.

aye).

— 2. Metaph. to go, to walk (comp. לבי
Deriv. ליִבָש and
poy; from >3W) m. a way, path, Ps. baa, — 38. to wave to and fro, to move

ar (pl. constr. "2°28, with suf. DIN), to move along.

77,20; JeR.18, 15, where the K’tib has
Sad; Aram. the same, Arab. Aus;

mod. Hebrew ליִבְְְּב on account of.
Dw (only gi. םיִסיִבְטְנ from DaW)
m. little suns, an ornament of metal Is.
3, 18, corresponding to non (little
moons); Ar, er
aécording to the
LXX net-work, reticulum, comparing
the stem with yaw.
es) (formed from Ya) num. ord.
Mey yaw f. the seventh, of Di Gen.

in an undulating manner, of twigs, ears

of grain, of a train. Deriv. .לבש The
stem is the Arab. uw (to indulete, to
flow, whence ו rain; to flow down,
of a long dress, whence us a flowing
garment; to move or go along, whence

Ju path) and the.Aram. לבש Nu
in numerous applications.

The organic

root bar is also in damn, ,לב לב

ידבל, day (which see), proceeding
from the same fundamental

significa-

2, 2, wah ‘Lev. 16, 29, לרלג Josu. 19, tion. The proper name Saux (which
see) does not belong here. Deriv. the
40, הנשLav. 25,4, 098 Josu. 6, 16.
mt (from Ta IL, with suffixes proper name .לבלוט

Pih. 1. daw (not used) 1. to flow, to
ma, PMI, טיב Taw) fem. run, whence nbaw 1; fig. to sprout, to
captivity Nom. oi, 29, in ‘other cases grow, derivat. Thaw. — 2. to wave, to

usually interchanged with na Ez. 16, fluctuate, of ears ofggrain. Deriv. np aw 2,
53; Zepu. 2,7; Ps.126,4. | '
שִבּלִים.
gr” (not used) tr. only a collateral
Pih. I. boaw same as bay in Kal,
form of 2 to pour out, hence to spread; meaning to dissolve; deriv. Say.
ur
Ar. Juw the same. Deriv. the proper
( לבשfrom daw 8( m. the train, of a
name בוט
robe, rs non to tuck “2 the train, Is.
gr” (not used) ir. prop. to bind, to 47, 2; comp. Ar. saat the ends, bor[

שבלול
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vn ‘Hebrew 51. The explanations
jaw (not used) intr. same as Saw to
river=ni (Midrash) or= pry thigh, sprout, to grow; Ar. Aus and paw to
prop. roller(Rashi, Kimchi), or flowing be tender, of plants, to be young, strong,
hair, locks (Ibn Chiquitilla, Ibn Ganäch) of men. Deriv. the proper names 8238,
are less suitable.
ad, A.W.

aba) (from Pih. II. 5534 after the

form ףופאנ , 1292) m. commonly rendered a snail, which in creeping leaves
moisture behind it (Targ. and mod. He-

brew 5537, comp. devas) Psaum 58, 9;
LXX war, for which, however, 377
stands in Hebrew; according to others

 "אנבש0
vigour) and 2%
N. P. 'm. Is. 22,15, compared with 36,0
2 Kines 18, 18.

maw see NII.
a
(Jah is powerful) n..p. m. Nen.

=npaw. Better perhaps a strongly sup-

9, 4;"10, 5; for which 12,3 has mw,
and 1Cur. 24,11 has WINDY; Neu. 10,

purating sore (comp. לפי connected with

11; 1 Cur. 15, 24.

Dean, whence we should translate, like
a festering sore, which dissolves.

daw (not used) intr. to be shining
or bright, to lighten, Ar.

wre the same,

o> ai (as if from a sing. n23w, conseq. ident. with wry in fundamental
only in
i the c. (ילבש f. prop. a sprout, signification. Deriv. סיִבְש (which see).

and so a twig, of pny Zecu. 4,12, according to Kimchi from its resemblance
to an ear of grain, but probably from

signif. 3. of the stem Daw.
mbau see DAW.

yaw (not used) may be possibly assumed as a stem to Yaw.

See yay.

yaw (in pause Yap; inf. abs. dia,

maw (from bay, out of Pib. L;

constr. ih
intr, same

Lamed “gated; fut. vain)
as 2DU, R39 ‘to overflow , to

pl. baw, constr. Sau) f. 1. a stream, run over, a sign “of fulness, coupled with
Psarm 69, 3 16, Is. 27, 12, pronounced m1) Jer. 46, 10, and so 1. to swallow
n2a9 by the Ephraimites, — 2. an ear abundantly, to denk (like 175), with the
ofwa Jos 24, 24; Gen. 4,15; טנא accus. םימ Am. 4, 8; of var Prov. 30,

; Is. 17, 5; Aram. אוט לבוש

no ins, Ar. dam; 3

ni re-

solving Dagesh by Nun IR

fundamental signification
have been sprout.

16; Ps. 104, 16; commonly to be filled,
full,satiated Hos. 4,10, as a consequence

of Dox Deur. 6, ו  קניIs. 66, 11; fig.
to as the result of AN (to consider with
interest) 53, 11. Maltese shobé, Egyp-

The

appears

ony (not used) intrans. transposed
from'tpa to smell, to be fragrant; deriv.

tian sbo, Archarie sabe to be satiated.

It is usually joined to the accus. ofa
thing Exop. 16,12, Prov. 12,11, but

the proper names maa, aay and
sometimes also to 2 Psaum 104,
naw (balsam: place) N. 2. of a city, Prov.14,14, to a Psaum 65, 5, or to an
once a Moabite then an Ammonite place,
which subsequently belonged to Reuben

Num. 32, 3, cod. Sam. may.
also called may

It was

Num. 32, 38; Jos.

13,19; Is. 16,8 9; Jur. 48, 32. "mal
was 500 paces from pawn and the centre of the Moabite vineyards (Jerome on

Nom. 32, 38 and Is. 1. e.).

infin. with 5 80088. 1,8. —

2. Fig. of

the eye, to look with satisfaction Prov.
27,20; 100018. 1,8; to have abundance
of, 992 5, 9; to practise abundantly,
nam Ez. 16, 28; to partake of abundanily, with 3, as se Lament. 3,30,

or with 72, as niga ‘Prov. 1,31; in
a subjective sense Is. 53, 11; Prov. 18,

20.— 3. to be surfeited, with scene: of the
MID see hai.
thing wherewith Prov. 25,16; hence to
many cod, Sam. Num. 32, 3, see Dat. be tired, weary, satiated 25,17; Jon 7, 4;
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1 Cur. 23,1; 2 Cur. 24,15; a designa- 23,18, " אַלָפִים5 Num. 3,22, niyo יש
tion of pride Prov. 30, 9; Hosea 13, 6. 8, 2, nimaren '
4 13 'ִש 1 Sam.
Deriv. yaw, ya,

sad, ‚ya, mai.

Nif. ya} to be sated J 0 31, 31.
Pih. sa to satiate, with accusat. of
the person Ez. 7, 19, and aceusat. of
the thing fig. Ps. "90,14.
Hif. 273977 (inf. constr. pra; fut.
Y3b)) to "satiate, to satisfy, Is. 58,11;
Jos 38,27; with a double accusat. Ps.

16, 10,Druin "dB 2Sam. 21,6,Dome 'ש
Esra, 1,30, e) put wie the noun
which stands either in the abs. state, as

' מעלות ש.zE ,04 ,22 jvaym "vo .neG
7  שיun 46,25, יטPEN 2 Cur. 13,

9, or precedes in ‘the constr. state, as
yay nou 2 Kınas 12, 1, in which case
the numeral may be taken as an ordinal.
132, 15, seldom with ya Ez. 32,4 or 3 — 2. yay as an adv. seven times, i. ₪
of the וש Ps. 103, 5, and still sel- often, repeatedly Luv. 26,18; Prov. 24,
domer with 9 of a person and an accus. 16; Ps. 119, 164; comp. nox ‘once, םִיִּמש

of the thing Ps.145,16; fig. Ps. 91, 16. twice. — 3. as a round number, either
with nya (seventy) Guy. 4,24, or withThe stem "® (Aram. 335, Ar.
out it Jun. 15,9; Ez.3,15. To express
with significations like che Hebrew) ie the idea of manifoldness more strongly,
for its organic root בש-< which exists

wy is added to ,'ש in order to denote
an increase of number
08 5, 19,
comp. Am. 1, 3. Also pya¥y seventy is
(to flow), eo (to
often used for a ronnd number Gen.
50,3, Ex. 15,27, and the seventy years

also in -ע
Pw, ApIL,De

nol, ה- שפL, 6
pour out).

ss, ur

pap (after the form 297, Nx) m -{in
satiety, superabundance

prophecy

may be so taken also Is.

Eccuss. 5, 11,

23,15 17; Jer. 25,11 12; 29,10; Dan.
where 5 (see 1 Sam. 14, 16) denotes the 9,2 24; 208. 1, 19. — 4. In combinagenitive; fulness, superfluity Gun.41,
29, tion with “iby and maby, 92% is put
in the constr. state sau “Gun. 37, 2, but
Proy. 3, 10, opposite 227.

saß (constr. 32%; pl. nya) adj. m., ya in the abs. Nun. 7,42; mau ya
mya 2 prop. overflowing, overrunning;
hence full, satiated, of dp} Prov. 27,7;
wanting nothing 1 Sam. 2,5; Prov. 19,
23; elsewhere fig. 0°39 "D sated with
life, i. e. weary of life Gen. 35, 29, also
ya alone 25, 8; rich, in ןוצְר Duvr.

33,23, Top2 Jos 10, 15, 134 14,1.

VIY (constr, vai; with suf. opyay
2 San. 21, 9 Kr, for which the Krb

has pny 335;pl.o-y38 taken as a tenth)
1. num. card. fs mya (constr. naw, du.

ponyaw) m. seven, a) though’ a nounform, yet in the abs. state before a noun,

as םיִלּבִש  'שGen. 41, 24, na 'ַש Ex.
2, 16, nisyin "8 Prov. 26, 25; Ayau

Dam Jungzs 16, 8, maw 'ש 0
18, 2 —

b) in the conan "state, before 8

noun, Ya only before הָרָשע Gun. 37,2,
and before ning Jupers. 20, 15, but
nya not onlyi
inthe common O%3* nal

by sevens Gen. 7, 2. — 5. ‘the number
seven is sacred in worship,e.g. in sacrifices Lev. 23,18; Num. 23,1414 29; 28,
11 19 27; 29,2 8 12 36, and in the
case of the golden candelabrum Ex. 25,
37; 37, 23, which idea of sacredness
may have been derived from the seven
planets or the quarters of the moon lasting seven days. — 6. (from 928 belonging to Y3W}) an oath, same as הכבש
hence a) the name of a place עבטEN
(well of the oath, where a compact was
sworn to) Gen. 21,31. But it is better
to translate seven springs, to which the
seven lambs there allude, 922 being
also connected with yaw seven. The eity
 שָבַע783, mentioned in Gen. 11, 31;
26, "83; Jost. 15, 28; 19, 2; Am. 5, 5,
i J udah, "but belonged.
was originally in
to Simeon afterwards, and was subsequently notorious for the worship of
idols; it lay (according to Eusebius and

Gun. 8, 10, but also in םיִטָבַּכ  'טLuv. Jerome) 8 hours south of Hebron, and,
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appears to be the present Bir el-Saba

(emul עת lion-well).

Comp. Robins.

Pal. III, 812. See nya. — 7. n. p. ofa
place, mentioned with yay רָאְּב JosH.
19,2, but perhaps merely ‘the name of
a well at Beersheba, like mya (which
see). — 8. (a nly viz. Jah or El
is) n. p. m. 1 Sam. 20, 1; 1 Cur.
5, 13;

שבע

i.e. who had taken oaths of fidelity to the
Chaldeans (Kimchi). But as ’¥ only occurs in Nif. and neither many had sworn
nor to: the Chaldeans,

the words have

been rendered weeks upon weeks (Ewald),
or the reading mipyay "ymiö has been
adopted. Deriv. myst, Sau 6-8.
Nif. yaw? (part. Sach; inf.abs. 3357,
yaw, 6 לבשה fut. ‘yah, יִשָא ög)

comp. SU (which see), תביא
to swear GEN. 21, 24, with pub toa
(after the form Luxe 1, 7), sayin,
falsehood
Luv. 5, 24, הָמְרְמְל to deceit
nyawin (2 Cur. 22, 11), עבות (na
370) and prucna. Deriv. a, my Iw,
IV, בט (pl. Dvaw, ("תלע denom.

 שְבְעָה בעeht‘ reporp seman‘ yay osla(
in יְהושבַע אליטבע, שָבע- (בתuyn
(in readin, As), Apa,
As to the origin of עבט which is
229, ‘ie in Aram. and in Ar. ₪
it has been considered so ancient, that a
Semitie root for it should not be adopted,
as in the numbers from 1 to 7 in general;
and this because of its remarkable agree-

ment with the corresponding term in extra-Semitic languages (Sanskrit sap-tan,

Zend. hap-ta, Persian hef-t, Greek 47-76,
Latin sep-tem, English sev-en, German
sieb-en, Coptic caıyy, yanıy). Yet one
might assume a Semitic verb-stem sau,

Ps. 24, 4, i. e. to swear falsely , [rivol-

ously Ecorns. 9,2, opposite 1912) NI,
comp. Marrs. 5,37; with the formula of
an oath following 1 Sam. 19, 6 or in-

troduced by "79871 1Sam. 20, 5 or Yan,
Num. 32, 10; to confirm by oath a pro-

mise or a statement Gun. 22, 16, followed by "2 that 2 Sam. 19, 8 or by the
infin. constr. with > Lzy. 5, 4; to promise with an oath, with Pp that a thing

will not happen "Junazs 15, 12, also
with n before the infin. Is. 54, 9, or
"29 ‘with an infin, following Devr. 4,
21 in the same sense.

Elsewhere yaa

is construed a) with > of a person or
thing by whom one swears,as םיה לאב
Gen. 21,23, 198 7722 31,53, יבJose.

2, 12, סלטה "13 Dan. 12, 7, יי owas

and that too a) with the meaning to be Lav. 19,12)| לבב Jer. 12,16, which
clear, to shine, to lighten, ident. in its or-

ganic root with 281, 71-22 IL, x-ay IL

sometimes means too to worship "God or
idols Dnvt.6,13; Am.8,14. God swears

(which see); or b):3 =“IDB N see) by Himself, and so we find “a Is. 45, 23,
to bemuch or many. "Äccording to a) בש  בּימִינל62,8, iwIpa (by his holiness) An.

would be in the first instance a luminous group of stars, and next the seven
planets (Ar. 4 2; whence the sacredness of the number seven would be ex-

plained; according to b) it would mean

a group and then the pleiades, the seven
stars, and hence a figure for the num-

4,2, Sean ישב 6

jars Am.

6, 8,בלי yirıa 8,7. Rarely with 20f
a person meaning to use a person for a
formula of cursing or imprecation, to swear

by Ps.102, 9 (comp. Num. 5, 21 27); Is.
65, 15. — b) with 5 of the person to

whom one swears, to swear to Gun. 24,
7; 2 Sam. 19, 24; also with accus. of the
ber seven generally (comp. ma»).
thing which one swears to a person Gun.
‚9235 (denom. from עבומ according to 50, 24; Ex.13,5; to swear to God, ie
Guy. 21, 31; see Ibn Esra Zachot 41, to assure him of one’s allegiance 2 Cur.

on Zoch. 4,10; only part. m. pl. 0. au) 0 14; 18. 19, 18; seldom with 3 Zura.
intr. prop. to protest or confirm by. sa- 1, 5. -9 with "לע of a thing about
cred things, and so to swear, Ez. 21,28 which one swears LEv. 5, 24.
and that is in their (the Jews’) eyes
Hif. 2257 (part. yaw; inf. abs.
like an empty divination, who were Daw, ₪ ליבשה fut. au) to cause to
Sworn with oaths to them (the Chaldeans), swear, to bind with an oath 2 Cur. 36,
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13, introduced by רֶמאָל Gen. 50, 5, form IR, with an accentless final syl-

Ex. 13,19, or in the infin. constr. Neu.
5,12, or with WR Gen. 24,3; to adjure,
one, i. e. to charge solemnly 1 Sam. 20,
17; Jur. 5,7; Sone
or Son. 2, 7.
yaw Aram. num. card. f., 230 6.

lable) num. card. m. seven Jo 42, 13,
comp. 1, 2.

2%) m. seven, absol. before ey Dan.

Game as Ya in names), only in the
proper name nyauirm 2 Cur. 22, 11,

4, 13 20, or in the construct state before
8 noun Eze. 7, 14, 1933 דה
Dan. 3, 19.
vain m. satiety, abundance Devt. 23,

npaw (from Yaw after the form na

Ps. 61, 1, men 74,19, nyEw 2 Kınas 9,
17, תק Ez. 28, 13, EP

which

is interchanged

a covenant

with עבה

2 Kınas 11, 2; so too nyaw>y "Ehicd=
Bec Luxe 1,7 for yawn.

25, "tw? to the full, i.e. abundantly Lev.
( ץבשKal not used) tr. to interweave,
26, 5,“and so in b> bay Ex. 16, 3,
to
knot,
then to weave net- or checker-work,
ao יט Dax Prov. 13, 25; fig. fulness
to work (stone-flowers) in gold tissues

Ps. 16, 11%

my (with suff. In92%)/.satiety Ez.

fig. to be confused, contracted, cramped,
attacked with convulsions; Aram. Yau,

39, 19; Is. 56, 11.

soe to mix, Ar. van to be entangled,

MPIw 1. num. card. m. from Et]
(which see). — 2. (oath = myaw) n. p.
of a well at ya “ya Gen. 96, '33, so
called from the: swearing to a compact,
as ya) 21,31 is also to be taken.

interwoven, שש to weave, Aram,שבש 
to work or weave into one another. .The
organic root is מג ץבד which lies also
in var, narz, IHN, Aram. nıY.

 הָעְבְש-6) ( תעהf. fulness Ez. 16, 49.

Pih. yad to weave, to work, different
from בשח and pp) Ex. 28,39 (se Fürst,

nya,

seldomer

mad

(e. nyaw,

with "suf. Tray; pl. תב from denomin. p28) f. an oath Gen. 24,8; Josn.
2, 17 20; a sure promise Gun. 26, 3;
serious threatening or serious command
Junazs 21, 5; 1 Sam. 14, 26; same as

by

a curse Nun. 5, 21, fully nyay

Deriv. P23, ngaun, Yaun.
Cone. 8.v.); espec. to BR checker-work
from a white stuff. Comp. Braun de vest.
sacerd. p. 294.
Pu. yaw to be inwrought, inwoven, of
stone-flowers wrought into stuff of gold
thread Ex. 28, 20.

VR m. prop. confusion, as a disease,
like
the Latin perplexio, spasm, tetanus
covenant wit with an oath 2 Sam. 21, 7,
hence 9 'ש  רלעב6 leagued with one 2 Sam. 1, 9.
Ne». 6, 18; OR "dor 4 יס an oath
paw (not used) tr. to tear asunder,

Sb 5, 21; Is. 65, 15; Dan. 9, 11; a

by God Ex. 22, 10; Ecctzs. 8,2; +) say)
to take an oath Gan. 26, 3. Ta nya
map npr Jer. 5, 24 "y is to be taken

to reduce to fragments, ident. with the

Aram. קבוע (which see), and so to loosen,

to unbind, intr. to rove unrestrained (comp.

asa constr. state pl. of לובש and the ary L); see praty.

translation is, the weeks of the appointments of harvest. “ak nit niyaw Has.
3, 9 the threatenings (by God) ofthe chastisements of announcement, i.e. the sworn,

Deriv. the proper

names paw, paw.

paw (inf. paun, imp. paw; Targ. fut.
paws) ‘Aram, tr. prop. (like ary I.) to

announced judgments. Ez. 21,28 ("22
¥) loose, to unbind, to set free; hence to
see Yay (Kal).

leave behind Dan. 4,12 20 23, Targ. to
remit, sin; to forsake, and so Marra. 27,
46 00000090, 1. e. IRI; Syr. oy

 םיִעְבְשseventy see YOU.
 שבעןsee
signification
the same. The |
IPI (from a noun 492% after the is to drive asunder, to break in pieces,
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ident. in its organic root "קב with that should be read "nyse after the exin the Hebrew pal, pa L, pa“xi
ample of the LXX, "and was probably
Ithpa.  אשמבto be left, forsaken Dan. caused by the preceding 123; it should
2, 44.
be translated while I satiate thelr whorish
 רבשI. (part. pass. “AAW; inf. constr. heart, so that they may feel disgust.
Pih. "2% (part. “gw; infin. absol.
sind and רב with suf. “30; fut.

“awh, au) tr. 1. to break in pieces,
to reduce to “Fragments, by man’s hand,

au; fut. sau) to shiver, max Deut.
12, 3, the ‘tables of stone Ex. 34, 1,
the teeth Ps. 3, 8, bones Is. 38, 13,

papa Jur. 19, 10, השמ and vay Is. 14, rocks 1 Kınas 19,11; intensive of Kal.
5, mas. Am. 1,5, nby Gun. 19, 9, ar) Deriv. .ןוְרָּבְש
Fovans 7, 20, bey Ex. 12, 46 (stronger
Hif. awry (fut. aw?) to cause to
thanys Is.42,3)3 by a storm Ps. 29,4; break forth, a child, i. e. to open the
to destroy Ez. 27, 26; with ב to remove mother’s womb by the breaking forth
with destruction from "Hos. 2, '20; to tear of the foetus Is. 66,9. Deriv. “aur.

in pieces, of 78

1 Kinas 13, 26, like.

Hof. Hau to be broken, of the heart

the Latin frangere, Ar.
(to break JER. 8, 2i.
and to tear in pieces); of the breaking
on
to Bi stem 'מ is the
of ships Ez. 27, 26; of a fracture in the
5 to break,
5 to destroy, 6
74
limbs, hence רּובוַמ having a limb broken, Arab.
an imperfection Luy. 22,22. — 2. Fig. the same, Aram. nah, 22; and the orto break, "p tn or now to break one’s ganic root רבו iis also in "2, 8 L,
staff, i.e. to destroy his hard dominion 27 L, “2 1.
Is. 14, 5; ‘9 דע jing מ Lev. 26, 19 to
weaken or destroy the “high power of a

 רבII. (not used) trans. to press

person; OND Tun "U to break the support out, to put forth, fruit; and so intrans,
of bread, i. e. to take away the food; to sprout, to grow; Arab. 3 (Hebrew
non, מ to destroy a military people Hos. “van and ‘Wt to 7721); to bear or put
1,5 to sweep away, to extirpate, NER

Is.14, 25, ayia JER. 48,38 (the Arab.
ac and
are metaphor. applied in
the same way); Nox "8 Ps. 104, 11 to
quench thirst; בל  ישto break the heart,
i.e. to grieve
Ps.69,21; בל יִרּובש
8

the broken-hearted; pn ישto break of a
limit,i.e. =" to appoint (Kimchi).
(
Deriv.
naw 1, 2,

םירבש

“awn.

 רב אשes m.רב au fem. no;
infin. constr. un; jut. sur) to be
broken,ר 23 Lev. 6,21, man oy Is. 14,
;29 to be torn in pieces, mp Ps. 124, 7;
to 9 wrecked 2 CHRon. 20, 37; to 0
snatched away Is. 8, 15; to be injured

(in limbs), of cattle Ex. 22, 9, and so
nyawy Ez. 34, 4 (comp. naa Lev. 22,
;)22 ° to be torn Ps. 124, 7; to be extir-
pated Dan. 11, 22; to perish JER. 48, 4;
of 32, to be broken, בל 7209" Is. 61, 1

forth fruit, ‘of corn; identical in its or-
ganic root "a" with that in xoו 
mp 1., 8 T, . רבThe fündamentel
signification seems to proceed from break-

ing forth or breaking through (see NBT),
as in "59; Arab. oe to 2 to grow,
nop 1 and >, Arab. sy
to break
through. It would then have to be re-
ferred to "a I. The old word "2 or

“a for grain, corn (even on the stalk
Ps, 65,14), the Arab. „> (wheat), Latin
far, are connected Sith this organic.
root. Deriv. רבש 2, the denom. Sau
(and Tau).

( רבשpart. Sa) trans. same as the
Aram. "a0 (which see) prop. to press or
cut into; hence 1. to consider, to look
upon, to mark, with a Neu. 2, 13 15
and I viewed thewalls Wales cognate

those Broken, penitent in heart Ps. 51, 19 in sense 12, Arab.
to examine (a
[17]. au) Ez. 6, 9 with the accus. wound), Aram. "35
to distinguish; to

שבר
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divide, to suppose, proceeding from the
same fundamental signification. — 2.
prop. to fasten the looks upon a thing, to
hold fast a thing, and so to wait for, to
trust, to hopes the same development of
ideas appearing to be also in nua IL,

dr and mp. Deriv. nai.

also with the accus. Dok Der. 2, 28,
 שָבָרAm. 8,5; 43 לָּפַמ 8,6 darnel. This

method of ו

8 denomin, is also

found in other instances, comp. oes
(129) to sell straw, from WS straw.
Mes

(from the Pih. of “av I,

Pi. say (fut. nat?) to look out for, constr. 4372) m. a breaking, a
rupture,
a thing, ‘and so to wait, with דע Ror noma (of the hips), taking
away the

1,13; to hope, with by of the person strength of the body Ez. 21,11, a figure
Ps. 104, 27 or 2 119, 166; to expect, to of the sharpest pains; destruction, ruin
wait for, Is. 88, 18 they do not wait for Jur. 17, 18.
thy faithfulness , because they have no
( םיִרָבְשwith the article; ruins of

more to hope for )עידלה 38, 19 is only
walls) 2 p. of a place near יע Josu.
a periphrasis of this).
The organic root is also in רב 1
(which see).

128 (from “23 I.) m. a breaking in
pieces, a shattering Is. 30, 14.

ane (with suf. “aw, Sav, from
naib) m. hope, expectation, Ps. 119, 116;
146, 5.
25 (with suf. “30; plur. in the
first meaning (םיִרָבַש m. 1. (from רַבָש 1.(
a fracture, a breaking of the limbs Lev.
21,19; figur. a wound in the state, mis-

fortune, corruption, injury Lament. 2,
13; Ps.60,4; downfall, of persons Prov.
16, 18; Is. 1,"28; coupled with דש
7

(healing is expressed by 29 and 45
Jur. 30, 12; Ps. 60, 4); ms 'שsorrow,
affliction Is. 65, 14, also mas רב Prov.
15,4; plur. DASW faint-heartedness JOB
41,17 [25]; solution, interpretation Jupcus 7, 15, comp. "28 in modern Hebrew.

—

2. (from “aw IL.) prop. what has

,7 5 (Vulg., Arab., Kimchi), not to be
taken as an appellative (with LXX;

Targ.).

way (Pe. not used) Aram. trans. to
interweave,

to entwine,

to intermiz,

to

twist together; hence way = Hebrew

329 an interweaving, a "branch, Syr.
Xeno», The stem, like all others with
a similar beginning and termination
(comp. Hebrew ww), is abridged from
292 (which appears in the Targ. on
Je08 14, 7), such as way,
out of
ונפוג, i.e. out of the reduiplication of
the simple root, and like 77> out of
"292; way out of רָשְרְט , rat out of
 וזרזרand from the original’ form we
have stillin the language of the Mishna
m2W2w (interwoven branches). The organic root בט with the fundamental
signific. “to attach to” or “bind” lies
also in au (which see), in
i the Aram.

שב, ‚as ‘(whence 152. neighbour), out

sprouted or is put forth; hence corn
(from bearing) Gen. 42,1 2; 43, 2; ofwhich arise both waw (whence Kaas
' שno» 44, 2 corn-money; ישnv to pur- intimacy), and avid (whence awry a
chase corn 47,14; 'ש ratty the same, friend).
Am. 8,5. From the 24 meaning
Pah, ( טבשnot or to interweave,
“23 (denom. from “aw 2; fut. Jar) to confound, Arab. je the same; in
trans. 1. to buy grain Gen. 41, 57; 42; mod. Hebrew to err, to En whence
generally to buy bread or food Is. 55, 1, wraw error. Puh. vd pass.
commonly with the 80008. "2 Gen. 42,
Ithpa. Wann to ‘be perplexed, to be
3, "gW 47, 14, Sok 42,7. — 2. to sell in troubled agitation, Day. 5, 9; elsecorn Gun. 41, 56.
where way, Arab. כ
Hif. 27 (part. awa, fut. aw)
( תבשfut. nsw; and naw) intr. to
to sell grain Gen. 42, 6, Deor. 11, 26,
הן

T

.+

:
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desist, to leave off, with ya from a thing
Gen. 2,2 3; to cease, with ya before an

infin. Jer. 31, 36; 108 32, 1; to cease
from, without ya Hos. 7, 4; to come to
an end, 7 and ya Prov. 22, 10;
win Is.24,8, parallel Dam; to rest, to

שבת

to desist from, to cease from a thing,

after the primitive idea of separating
from, dividing off from (cognate in sense
with mb), so that the organic root
nay may be identical with that in
nna, na IL, na-2, as, Jal, m4,

keep ‘holy-day Ex. 31, 17, Lament. 5, 14, ע-“ פדsu 1
maw ‘(eon maw, with — for —, as
celebrating the sabbath Ex. 16, 30, with if itwere a shorter form of road’ [dr
naw Lev. 23, 32; of the land 26, 34, Esra, Kimchi], and so once absol. naw

of חַרֶא  רבע₪. 33, 8; especially of

i. e. to remain untilled; to celebrate the 1 Cur. 9, 32; comp. nox, NYP out of

year of jubilee 25, 2.

Derivat. nay 1,

naw (plur. pps).

MINN, MIP; with suff. Ina, min au
[irregularly doubling the nl, bamay;

 אnaw) to cease, of "22%, i. e. to
plur. nina, constr. nina’, with uf.
be destroyed Is. 17, 3; to be ‘extirpated,
nhay; from the Pihel of nw) fem.,

‘probs Ez. 6,6; 19 ya 30,18; 33, 28.

seldom mase., perhaps prop. an adject.

Pin. naw (not used) an intensive of
(in form) to Din a solemn, quiet day, but
Kal, to celebrate a festival. Deriv. naw,
commonly 1. in the genitive to Dir Ex.
yinaw, and the proper name “naw.

Hif. rear (2 pers. nad,

1 pers.

"Haw; part. maw; inf.constr. mau,

31, 15, the designation of a returning

holy time, of a sacred rest every seventh
day, the sabbath, dies Saturni Ex. 16,

but with > maus; fut. maw, apoe. 25 26 29; 20, 10 11, fully naw ofr

naw) to let rest, with accus. of a person Ex. 31, 15, in the cad: Sam. Ex. 16, 29
and ja of the work Ex.5,5; to bring to for 9287 Di7, on which every kind of
rest, to still, ain Ps. 8, 3; to make or work was to be laid aside Drvr. 5, 12let cease, with the aceusat. of a person 15, which was to be regarded as vn
and 72 before the infin. Ez. 34, 10; Ex. 31, 14 and as an nix Lev. 23, 3, and

min 16, 41 = 'ז ning; with “nba the desecration (a7) of which was to
and the infin, Jose. 23, "35; metaphor.
to bring to an end, to let or cause to
cease, הָכאָלְמ 9 Can. 16, 5, mat Dan.9
27, wie “Hos. 2,13; to make ל

with accus. of the object and 572 Lev.
2, 13 or 2 of a person or thing Roura
4, 14; to take away (cognate in sense
 (הַסִירwith 8008. of the object and ja
of the place Ex. 12,15; Is. 30, 11; Jur.
7, 34; also with 5 of the person and

be punished Ex. 31, 14 15; 35,2; Num.

15,"32. Doubled, Hau Din naw on
Lev. 24, 8 or naw nag 1 Cur. 9, 32
means every sabbath; "שה namen Lev.
23,11 on the day after the sabbath, i. e.

on Sunday,

as this expression

was

taken in former times (Lightfoot, horae
hebr. on Lues 6,1), espec. by the Sadducees (Menachoth 65); whereas, on the
contrary, the LXX, Josephus, Philo

accus. of the thing Jer. 48, 35; gener- (de septenario p. 1131) and the Talally to destroy, to annihilate Am. 8, 4; mud understand naw of the first passover-day, = moan nan Josu. 5, 11.
Devr. 32, 26.
The stem’ is the Aram. nad, doe ' בְּאִי השro PEW esoht gniog htrof no
(to rest, to keep a holy-day, Syr. Afel the sabbath to the watch, or those released
from the watch 2 Kınas 11,5 7 9. ףסּומ
the same), Arab. u (to rest, to sleep;  דמחa covered hall for the subbath-servind
also to keep the sabbath). The funda- or the sabbath 2 Kınas 16, 18. naw
mental signification seems not to be =
yinaw a strong expression, a great sabthe Arab. wuS to be firm, to endure, bath, a sabbath of sabbaths, a very high

not=במי to keep firmly to a place, and festival Ex. 31,15, Lev. 16, 31, applied
not = MEW to set, to lay, or = by, but to-the day of atonement. — 2. a week,

שבת
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i.e, the seven days ending with the sab"NW (from הרתבומ Jah is Saturn,
bath Lev. 23,15; 25,8; so too naw in i. e. he who is worshipped as Saturn;
the Talmud, 000
i
in the New Test. but perhaps sabbath-born, like Pascha(Marts. 28,1; Manx 16,2; Luxe 18, 12); lis, Numenius, org) n. p. m. ₪

perhaps prop. seventh, so that "מ should 10,15.
be understood as if it from nyaw. —

38 (from 433) m. 1. one wandering,
going about, and so an epithet of the
year succeeding six years of work, in Semitic deities, the wanderings of races
which husbandry and planting were being conceived of as the wandering
to cease Lev. 25, 2 4; 26, 34 43; fully journeys of the gods. Only in the
 טָניםmaw 25,4 8; or the cycle of n. p. 38°38, (which see), comp. xy. —

3. a sabbatical year, i. e. every seventh

seven years, a week of years, sometimes

called }inaw nw Luv. 25, 5, or naw
YRT 25, 6. — Aram. naw (def. at

and 7318) together with the abridged
form Naw.
 זו-

2. abstract, a wandering, an error; see
under baw.
Naw (not used) intr. same as הגש L.,
4a, prop. to totter, to wander, to stray

naw 1. (from naw) m. rest, cessa- about; hence to go astray, to transgress.
Deriv. N73, n. p. .אנט
tion of work Ex. 21, 19 (Targ., LXX,
Philo, Talm., Rashi, "Ton Esra); ceasing,
Naw (Kal not used) intrans. same as
disappearing , Is. 30, 7 their vehement mad (Aram. NO, he, "3D, 910) to grow
pressing on (O39 = 53779, as the up, to become large; eomiacted in its
reading should ‘be for Dy Sm) is vain, organic root NW with that in 1-83
i. e. ceases, where perhaps we should (see ©); probably גַש-א is the organic
read naw for nay (see 279); 2 Sam. 23, root, and so nd I, ri I (mb, (חוס
7 they ‘shall be burnt with an end (of the are to be compared with it.

extirpation), i.e. when they (the thorns)

are completely torn out of the ground
(de Banoles); Prov. 20, 3 the cessation

Hif. 8307 (part. yon; fut. ain?)

1 Sam. 2 2; see au — 3. only in ‘the

to impart "growth, with 5 to a person
108 19, 23; fig. to laud, to praise 36, 24.
Pih. xv (not used) to magnify, to
praise; deriv. rat.
( אָגְטfut. nid) Aram, intr. same as
Hebrew nay to become great, to increase,

n. Dp. nova בטי "(one dwelling in the

as Dow Dan. ,3 ;31  אלבהEzr. 4, 22;

people’s habitation) 2 Sam. 23, 8, for which
1 Cnr. 11,11 has pyaw> (= peat).

Targ. RIO.

of strife (Ibn G’anäch), comp. "3 N37)
22, 10. — 2. (from air) fem. prop. an
infin. constr. a sitting, ‘abiding Ps. 27, 4;
127, 2; 133,1; a dwelling Deur. 1, 6;

yinaw (from naw with the termina-

Pa. HD (not used) same as Hebrew
naib. Deriv. naib.

NI (an erring one, a wanderer; see
in. p. m. 1 Car. 11, 34.
xy)
great festival, then = naw spoken of
feast-days devoted to rest, such as the
ah] prop. trans. 1. same as npT to
tion Ti-, strengthening the idea) m. a

first and eighth days of the feast of
tabernacles Luv. 23, 39, of the feast of death: to raise, to make prominent, a wall,
to
trumpets 23, 24; sometimes in a stronger tower, fortress; but commonly intr.
form na naw of the great day of overtop, of high land Deur. 2,36; deriv.
strung, firm,
atonement Lev. 16, 31; 23, 32, of the aan. — 2. Fig. intr. to be
by which,
thing
the
of
accus.
the
with
sabbatical year 25, 4, which is also

called jinaw na 25,5, and even of the as 907 Jos 5,11. Derivat. the proper
usual sabbaths Ex. 35, 2; Lev. 23, 3; names an, .ביִגְש
Nif. ER? (part. m. 33%2, fem. 7237)
always applied to the festivals of "the
Mosaic legislation.

to be high, strong, of המוח Prov. 18,‚11,

wait?
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ma

הירק₪ ,26,5 a figure of security and( Kimchi, Ibn Esra), which suits the paof firmness in the constitution of the rallel יִחיִרָפִמ
state. Fig. to be protected Prov.18,10;
STAI (with suff. ingywy, En”) 7. mis-

to be elevated, great, mighty, of God Is. take, error, Eccuzs. 5 5, and so used
2,11 ;17 ;33,5 to be unsearchable, in- of unconseious transgressions of the dicomprehensible Ps. 139, 6.
vine law Lay. 4, 22 27; 5,18, of sins
‚Pih. 230 (fut. Say) to raise on high, unknown to the congregation Nun. 15,
i. e. to protect, to save, with accusat. of 28, of an error arising from negligence
the object Ps. 20, 2; 69, 30; with ” or weakness Lev. 5,15, from accident
from or against what 59, 2; 107, 41;
Num. 35,11; generally unintentional sin
furnish with power, with accusat. of ‘ts Now. 15, 27-31, opposite 3733; commonly
object and לע of the person Is. 9, 10.
a blunder ד
10, 5; aaa is an
Puh. ( טגבfut.  טגבto be powerful, adverb. inadvertently.
to be protected Prov. '29, 25.
Maw I. (part. 38, plur. ora; inf.
Hif. 213197 (fut. 21399) to afford proconstr. nis; fut. au) intr. game as
tection, to "make powerful JoB 36, 22.
טוג, prop. to waver; hence to wander, to
The stem ’id has for its fundamental go about, of a flock Ex. 34, 6, with ‘ya
signification, like ART, the idea of setting to nana from, to deviate prom, in a
up, raising high, erecting, since in Aram. fig. sense Prov. 19,27; Psaum 119, 21;
pi stands for the Hebrew nbz, 757 to wander GEN. 37, 15: to reel, of the

(see ART); the meaning to stnengtben, "10 drunken, with 2 by (wine) Is. 28, 7,

support, to make strong, to establish, is parallel "yn; to transgress through inbeing a figure taken advertence 1 San. 26, 21; Jos 6, 24;
from the high walls of a fortress; also hence aw along with ne Ez. 45,20.

but secondary,

Anm (which see) belongs here. The or- Deriv. maui.
Nif. ( השגהpart. man; fut. mus)
 וגב723, sa.
to lead astray, to seduce, רש Devr. 28,
Bla) (3 perf. 33%3, part. 320) intrans. 18, ov Prov. 28, 10; absol. Jon 12,
16, coupled with ;כבש with a to lead
prop. same as MAW, Naw, ,גש גַש-< to
ganic root 23- is ident. with that in

totter to and fro,"towander, spec.to err,
to do wrong, to sin, to transgress, with

Hon or away, to sin Ps. 119, 10; Prov.

28, 10.
On the stem compare ad, NAW, גש
the accusat. 33 Lev. 5,18; Num. 15,
EB),
Aram. N38, ee, whence the noun
28, opposite im. mann גנט 108 12,
16 the erring and the seducer, a proverb
to denote all kinds of sinful men, comp.

similar proverbs in Deur. 32, 36; Mat.
2,13; generally to sin Ps. 119, 67. Infin.

 טגin baw which see.

Comp. the Ar.

ו, to hesitate, to doubt, Maltese to

rove; Aram. ay, Lew the same.

De-

sivat, Magy, גט ‘Gn the proper name

A IL. (fut. 7337) tr. prop. to stick
into, to press into, a thing; ident. in its

organic root 4-3 with that in קטע
(which see), Aram. po-y; hence intrans.
to have to do with a thing strongly,t
be constantly occupied with, with 2 Paov.

5,19 20, perhaps also 20,1. This signi-

fication is already in Zldad el-Däni and
Ibn Koreish; it is also adduced by Ibn
a (Kal not used) intrans. same as Gandch (Kimchi) and David (ben Abr.)
Nay, May to grow, to become large, ca- el-Fäsi (in his Lexicon). It seems to
pacious; "comp. חש I; Ethiop. to be have been traditional.
thick, full. See גוט IL
maw II. (not used) intrans. to call
Pih. (vedupl.) apap (fut. "W*) to bring aloud, to sing, ident. in its organic root
up large, to cause to grow Is. 17, 11 18 with that in mi-4, NW; Syr. Pa.
ua), Day), and perhaps also .הגוש

שגה
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aw to praise, to celebrate, hence [hao
a song; comp. Arab. LK
proceeding from the same

signification; the Hebrew
is the same organic root.
Pih.) jingu.

שגע

metaph. to sleep with, to lie with, with

the accus. Dzur. 28, 50 a9 was alto complain,
ways put for it by the Masora, euphefundamental
חש 11. (mip) mistically. Deriv. .לגש
Nif. Sad} (fut. bats) to be lain with
Deriv. (from
Is. 13, 16, ZECH. 14, 2, ie. to be ravished.

Puh. 53% to be lain with, of a prostinaw (fut. giv) intr, same as Nail
to grow up, to become large, to shootup tute Jur. 3, 2.
Jos 8, 7 11; Ps. 92, 13.
The fundamental signification is to
an (might, protection) n. p.m. 1 Car. be determined by the organic root

שגלin the same way as that of bn3,
ה-- קל,I .barA sed etangoc(ni esnes
maw (Kal not used) intr. same as om). The Arab. A “to pour out, to
hang over, to be pregnant” should not
MPD, MDW to look, to view, to gaze fimedly be brought into connexion with it,
2, 21; 1 Kınas 16, 34 K’tib, for which
the Rr has 2%.

ata rg eae
fix, Arab.

ו Aram. nay to
to lean to a thing in

order to see; > view carefully.
17: Hey (part. "ön; fut. 52) to see,

to view, tolook, with EN at Is. 14, 16,
Ps. 33, 14, with a of the place one:

Sone OF Sot. 2, 9 looking from the win-

( לגשafter the form Sax, 239) fem.
prop. a subst. concupiscence, cohabitation,
then a paramour Jupezs 5, 30, where

>a must be read for d5w; but "applied
also to the principal wife-of a king Ps.

01,54; אפא. 2, 6.

 לגשor( לגש pl. with suff. BND

or

)2 “Aram, / same as Hebrewלגש Dan.
dows, parallel ץיצח Aram. niwe the
5,23 ,23 coupled withלְחָנָא .

same,

and providere, modern Hebrew

 הַשִנָחָהprovidence.
"soap (from the Pih. of xaiv) adj. m.

Sau (not used) Aram. same as He-

brew לגש Deriv. לגש and .לגש
 שלsee שגל reas

great, mighty, Jos 36, 26; Si;23.
Daw (from גומ with the adverbial terna (fem. plur. sb) Aram. adj.
great, mighty, much Dan. 2, ag 4, 9; mination De, as in DIRN) adv. respectalso adverbially, much 2,12; 5,
ing misleading or erring, with 3 in re\ RIND (plur. nis”; from oS fem. gard to erring Gen.6,3. To take it as
transgression, error, Ps.19, 13,"parallel compounded of שב = רשאבand םג =

nina? =pay, (90, 8).
Sid same as az.
yaw (from maw 111. after the form
97; plur. (תרנלגיש mase. prop. a hymn,

in that (Targ. 7 boa, LXX, Arab.,

Saadia, Rashi) does not suit on account

of ₪ for Wand ba for D3; and also the
construction that it is an מו  גטwith
suff. -ם is unsuitable, because of the

poem, song, Ps. 7, 1 as an inscription,
LXX woduds; Ibn Sarük, a musical in-

following ארה (see Fürst, Cone. 8. v.).

have been the name of a sort of ode;

along stormily; Arab.
to rave, of a
camel, metaphor. to be Spirited, valiant;

YI (Kal not used) intr. same as 33%,
strument (from הגש I. and equivalent
גוש
‘and maw I. to wander about; hence
to 93939); Ibn Esra, a melody; but we
see from ninyd לע Han. 3, 1, presented to rave, to be fanatical, cognate in sense
in the manner of the ad, that it must Baht; to be timid, of horses to hasten
what, is uncertain.

See 33

1.

( לשfut. )%825 prop. intr. to burn, , x & to snort; comp. mod. Hebrewטסה 
to belecherous (comp. pn Pih.); hence to rave, whence המלט one raving.

שר
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שגעון

Pih. sa (not used) an intensive of
Kal; deriv. od.
Puh. 933 (only part. (לגטמ to be
frenzied, to rave, of false prophets JER.
29, 26, Hos. 9, 7, comp. pave from

12 is a sign of mourning (comp. Nau.
2,8). Also the bosom, "B 2 7°) to
abide on the bosom Sona or Sou. 1, 13.

paivopos; to be in "haste 2 Kines 9, 11;

The word is in Aram. דה 2, Ar. X
(sometimes applied to the male breast),
and the stem is ma I. to moisten, to

about like a madman 1 Sam. 21,15 16.

teat,

28; mad haste 2 Kinas 9, 20.

mental signification.

to be mad Deur. 28, 34; 1 Sam. 21, 16. give drink (which "see). The nouns
Hithp. samör] to be insane, to rove tizoy, old German tutta, English
German

Zitze,

Malay

déda,

breast, proceed from the same funda{DEW m. madness, insanity Deut. 28,

Tw (only pl. םיִדָשנ from דּגָש= (דָרְש
( רנשnot used) tr. prop. to send off, Mm. prop. a destroyer, extirpator, a vioשגר,

to send forth, to send away, Aram.
Pa. רגט the same, mod. Hebrew ‘the
same, ‘and to hasten or run along, whence
“31 ,tnerruc uz“ thgilf ,ot  שַגְרִיר8
messenger. Metaphor. to cast =to bear,

lent one; hence metaphor. a mischievous
demon Deur. 32,17; Ps. 106, 37 (LXX).

The fundamental signification doubtless
proceeds from the use of דש
91,6,
and so does the meaning lord==לע

"2737
of animals, comp. 89/9 Is. 34,15,
225
Aram. שיד, WIE the same. The Arab.
to
Is. 66, 7, 523, 113; Arab.
0 pour
Gl, ven (lord) is the same word.
along, to send along, to cast, =
to
pour out. The organic root "3"W lies
also in 9472 (Aram. רג are I. Derivative

‘Ti (from 17 IL; only pl. py) m

a wide- stretching plain, a tract of land,
prop. an extension; hence the pl. poy

(open fields, plains), in
i the proper name
abs (also constr. Exon. 13, 12, com-  השָבִיםpay (valley of the open fields)
monly “ay, like 977, Yan, "nd, 903 Gey. 14, 3 8 10, a name of the broad
from רז 1: snd, ya) m. properly plains, where the Dead Sea was afterwhat is cast, "sent forth, and so a young wards; hence the Targ. renders 1873
one, the foetus, of animals Exop. 13,12;
seapn; Arab. du, Aw a rocky plain

Devt. 7, 13; Ar. AS

the young.

Te (abridged from "7B, like 51 Ez.
19, 10, yr Ps. 144, 13, לט 9 Sam. 6, 7
from 724, mr, So; du, DIT, constr.
"355 with suff.’יד ad, mi, md,
fon הָדָש ( m. the breast of a woman,

(Wady).

The readings םיִרְש (Saadia),

or oY =א (Symm., Theod.) are to
be rejected. — Another iy, from 130 1.
may have meant a ל

whence per-

haps the Pih. 771 denom. comes.
TU mase. 1. (or mV, from m L)
for giving suck, mamma, uber JoB3, same as רוט a breast, only figur. of ful12; Jo. 2,16; hence Dad pr ₪ suck- ness that pours itself out Is. 60,16; 66,
ling Sona סע ‘Sor. 8, 1,"armen PNY ₪ 11, parallel .זיז Here is also "referred
weaned 001
9 ; and as Diane סי pins Tin nora) Jos 24, 9 they tear the
1108. 9,14 is a curse, so is םיִרְט nna

orphan from the breast, to take him for

Gen. 49, 25 a blessing. Seldom used of a pledge (LXX), which the Targ. and
the breast of animals Lament. 3,4.

It Jerome inappropriately refer to דש 2.

is not developed till in full ripeness Ez.
16,7; Sone or Sox. 8,8; in the language
of love it is compared to Drapy ינט
Sona or Son. 4, 5 and ופנה תיִלְּכִשַא
7, 9 or תְלְדְנְמ 8 10, and is an instrument of lust Ez, 23, 3; Hos. 2,4. 29

— 2. (once דש Jos 5, 21, from 178)
severity, hardness, violence, Prov. 24, 3;

“1a Tw 18. 13, 6 and Jo.

5 like

violence from the Almighty, i. 0. an un-

usual violence; an act of violence Is. 16,
4, coupled with oan Has. 1,3, JaR.6,
'ע- כלto smite upon the Breasts Is. 32, 7, 212 (a lying pretence) Hos. 12, 2;

שרר
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m9,  שרPs. 12, 6 violence to the poor;

5

and  הדII. (Arab. of) by interchanging

generally destruction, desolation, Hos. 9, w- and an initial aspirate; and the Ar.
6 from destruction they go to Egypt, which
ov to be strong, firm, hard, whence
gathers them; hence with רבמט
אפ. 48, 3, 297 Is. 51, 19, ja» Jos 5, 0-20 to make hard, strong, also to
make firm, to stop firmly, to strengthen,
22; desolation, wasting, by a storm Jos
5, 21; nina דש Has. 2,17 wasting by to harden, to oppress, to attack with violence, proceeds from the same fundam.
( דsee nina); ba רש
7 signification. The org. root may lie also
13 destruction to them!
in 0-5 ' 5
(to be firm, to make
 ררש8) p.ְרְדַש - עזand;רדומ part. act. fast), Man דָזַא (which see).
70, 78, pass. TTB; inf. abs. TTB,
THY I. (Kal not used) tr. to divide,
constr. די and רש Hos. 10, 14; fut.

perhaps די =  דשPs. 91, 6, with suff.

to separate, to break asunder (clods), to

harrow; ident. in its organic root Tu
os" Prov.“41, 3 and py7w Jur. 5, 6) with that in 12°, רַסַח I., Aram.
intr. to be violent, strong, mighty , of a
Deriv. per“god (see "18); to be firm, invincible, of een, ,דטדח Ar. De
haps
sip
‘(a
harrow).
a fortress (see Tor); commonly ir. to
Pih. sae (fut. 1709) to push or strike
practise violence, to destroy, Den iy
(see Jin; 2) Ez. 32,12; to treat "with vio- in pieces, to break, clods; hence to harlence Ps. 17,9; to rob, to plunder, to lay row Hos. 10, 11; Jos 39,"10; perhaps a
waste, id a spoiler Is. 16, 4; 21, 2; denom. from דפ

un” II. (not used) intr. to be even,
33,1, pl.tar) Jur. 12, 12, mb ידְרש
night-robbers Os. 5, הָדּודְשַה  לָבְּב"תַּבthe straight, smooth, plain, cognate in sense
daughter of Babylon overtaken by violence
Ps. 137, 8; to destroy Jur. 47,4; 49, 28;
of an animal of prey 5, 6; to fall upon
Prov.11,3 (where the K'tib DS} from

the noun רש = m20 yields no sense).
Derivat. 1, "718 (also in the proper

names יי

( יָּדַמיִרּוצ, Pro, pry,

with ,רש

ident. in its organic root

with the Ar. A

Deriv. דש (pl. 07).

It is possible that the idea of harrowing
may have originated in the fundamental
signification to make plain or level.

un”) I. (not used) tr. to moisten,

to bedew; hence to give drink to, to
mo, and the proper name TUN.
 "אשsw. 1) p. pl. und instead of suckle, a child; ident. in its organic
root 43 with that in ur, ד
u,
(ְ ּכְלוַמto be laid waste, "desolated Mic.
nowy; " Aram, N-“TH, WR, 3 (to
2, 4.

Pih. L 170 (part. 1339; fut. 309) pour out), Arab. 3 (to bedew), so

to oppress greatly, with the accus. Prov. (to moisten, to besprinkle), eos the
19, 26; to fall upon with robber-like same. Deriv. 1H, דש 1.
violence 24, 15.
un”) II. (not used) ir. to cast, to
Pih. II. דרש (fut. Ty) to destroy,

shoot, to send off, to hurl, Aram. ,ארט
niayn Hos. 10, 2.
Puh. wi, and nd (Nam. 3,7), to be Ira the same. Deriv. the proper name
laid waste,* destroyed, of cities Is. 15, 1
and 23, 1, countries Jur. 4, 20 and 48,
15, of fields and fruits Jo. 1,10,
11,3, of men Jun. 4, 19; 49,10; figur.
2808. 11, 3; Is. 23, 14.
Hof. urn (fut. (דשוי to be laid waste
Is. 33,1; "Hos. 10, 14.
The stem 78 is ident, with דא (IR)

ANT TW.

my (not used) intr. to extend, to
spread out, of plain and wide flat surfaces; to stretch afar, of fields, Ar. {dus
the same; ident. in its organic root perhaps with maT, הָדי IV. Deriv. 13%,

vy.

85
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הש Sou. 7,7 of sexual pleasure); the com-

bination of sing. and plur. may have been
occasioned by nis) Dw. Lbn Esra unnin, with suf ne, Dan“, un; from derstands wives taken captive or as booty
 דהin Phenieian mip frequently oc- (from 75 to rob). It has also been decurs in the names of plants) m. prop. & rived from ww (breast) and regarded as
wide stretch, a plain, an expanse, and put for woman as in Arab., comp. 803
has been asso 1. a field, opposed to a city, village, (Rosenmüller), or w
camp Gun. 24, 63; 29, 2; 1 Sam. 20,5; sumed as the stem (meaning to supas an adv. ala Gan. 4, 8 'שח mer port, to ascend), so that “8 properly
Nom. 19,16 in"the open feld Lav. 14,7;; denotes bolster, cushion, metaphor. ap17,5. In the genitive to בשע Gen. 2,5, plied to a wife like (ils and déos.
my 2,5, py, Num. 22,4 it denotes being But we may abide by the signification
in the open field, i, e. belonging to the ‘of 770. The explanation watering-pot
land; of animals, wild, untamed, of m
from rag = Aram. אדש (Aq., Vulg.) or
Gen. 2, 20, Matta 1 Sam. 17, 44, הלא female cupbearer (LXX, Syr.) or stringed
Song or Sox. 2, 7. דבענ Tip Eoouus. instrument after the Ar. |O& (Kimchi)
5, 8 a cultivated field, opposed. to a waste. appear to be mere guesses, and neglect
Of the fields generally Gun. 37, 7; 47, the context.
24; Jur. 26, 18; of a sown 8618 Gan.
am, mu; tpl. e.%, with suf. נידש
 סדיל9 pi.nity as iffrom הרש constr.

33, 19, of olive "plantations Ex. 22, 5,
of pastures Ex. 9,3, of levels on moun-

tains planted with trees Jupazs 9, 32

To

see pw.

( ידשa poet. form for mb, 1.6. "= lor
- הas in the Arab. ss) m. a field, Ps.

compared with 9, 36, 1 Sam. 14,25, of ,96 ,12 as a genitive to mt Ps. 50, 11,
a hamlet not surrounded with a wall img Is. ,56,9  תומהבPs. 8, 8, niin
Lav. 25, 31; מ  שיאGen. 25,27 a man Lamenr. 4,9, abn Hos. 10, 4.
of the feld or roaming through the fields,

( ידטin pause nd, from 7% with the
i, 6. a hunter (oppos. םילָהֶא 284"); also
adjective
termination יכ m "prop. the
in opposition to enclosed vineyards Ex.
22,5. — 2. Metaphor. the field surround- powerful, the mighty one, used only of
ing a city, the district or territory of a God, commonly 73"  לאin the mouth of
city Gun. 41, 48, and generally the open God (Gun. 17,1; 35, 11; Ex. 6, 3), or of
country belonging to a city Ps. 78, 12, the patriarchs (Gan."28,3; 48, ₪0 else-
also’ in opposition to the metropolis,
hence ma say 1 Sam. 27, 5 country-

where "U alone Gen. 49,25; Num. 24,
;416  תסנא,1 20 ;21 in addition to

the case of Tyre of the cities on the
shore Ezex. 26, 6 8; generally, the entire territory belonging to a people, to

There

towns, used of dependent boroughs, in this יט as a premosaic term with לא is
employed 31 times in the book of Job,
is a paronomasia

in ron 103

Is. 13,6 and Jo. 1, 15 as violence from
p22 Gun. 14, 7, םיִּתְשָלִּפ 1 Sam. 6, 1, the Almighty. As to the derivation, the

 מואבRours 1,6, aie pl. 1,1; besides, assonance with , דשand also the ac-
ceptation of the LXX, Aq., Vulg., Syr.,
5
nan Hos. 12, 13, for which Day| דפ Ibn Esra, Kimchi, besides the comparison
with “3X, THY, a3, בקעי which are
Gun. 31, 18.
( הָדמpl. Kind; from 78 to Ab to applied to God, lead to "nd as the
govern): f. a mistress, = the Hebr. nips root, especially as T78 and רדה are also
in opposition to mouniain-land in TY

= ee
and Ar. &x; for spouse, wife, 80

used for names of gods. The assump

tion that it is compounded of w=אשר 

domina, 1000188. 2, 8 a wife and wives, and( יד Aq., Symm., Theod., Hesych.,
i. e. wives in abundance, described as Saad., Rashi after Talm. Chag. 12b)

DAN "22 תכנת (comp. D°42%n Sona oF must be rejected. See nö, VI.

שריאור
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( רּאיִדְבsender forth of a revelation ; put in a row, to set in ranks, ident. with
see ST I. and) רּוא 3 n. p. m. Nom. 710 (which see). Deriv. Tab.
6,1
mW (Peal not used) Aram. intrans.
DD see TY.
to strive, to be zealous, to exert oneself,
for a thing, elsewhere 51; to wrestle
DIT see .דש
(Targum on Gen. 89, 24 '25), Pa. לט
> "Re (ow with the termination 1)
m. a powerful or mighty one, JoB

“Nye to strive onwards, to be zealously
inclined to; “md, ip to chase away, to

9

(K'tib) that ye may know the Almighty;

with a similar mean- send off, Ar. yo to be zealous; ident.
ing. To derive it from W="WwWix and in its organie root 93" with that in
77 or 777 is less suitable.
0
 דרI. and also in the fundamental sigow (not used) intr. probably same nification to turn in a circle, to twist

the K’ri has 7

round, with that in "I-n, my; Hebr.

as DIR (to ma) to be connected, united,
of the soil, the field, which is a fundamental feature in arable land. The inter-

38 the same; deriv. the proper name

3%

Ithpa. ( אִטַמַבָּרpart. "mun) to strive

change of initial א and w appears elsewhere also.

after,

The Arab. pow (to shut

up) is = ono. Deriv.
TAT (pl. nays, 6. ninyW) f. same

become yellow, blight in corn (from DTW

= ra).

to do a thing,

= damuiy (Saad.), Lose 13, 24 dyani-

a field Jur. 31, 40 (K’ri);
as N
2 Kinas 23, 4; a field of fruits and fruits
of the field, hence grain Is. 16, 8; Has.
3, 17; a vineyard Dur. 32, 32; young
seed, before it shoots up into stalks
(map) Is. 37, 27. It never means grain

In 2 Kınas 19, 26 הפרט ob-

viously stands for MJY,

to exert oneself,

followed by the infin. and > Dan. 6, 15,
Leodaı. Deriv. MDR (prop. wrestling,
contending, then rebellion).

( הָרְדְשpl. mia”) f. arow, pl. a double
row, of a body-guard arranged in double
ranks 2Kınas11,8 15; of stories 1Kines
,6 .9 Stem “si.

ro

(from “18; probably same as

an Zeca. 9,1, where the LXX have

as may be Sedody; prop. circular path of the sun,

then the name of the Syrian sun-god,
see more under 17; according to
( ףרשonly part. pass. pl.(טדופְית 
others a royal one, from khatra and
tr. to scorch, to blast, of blight in corn suff, ka) n. p. m. of one of Daniel’s, comGen. 41, 6 23 27 (LXX, Vulg.); Aram. panions at the Babylonian court Dan.
naw, Arab. Lim (to be withered), 1, 7; 2, 49; 3, 12.
nts, wats (to be dried up or
( שרשnot used) adopted as a stem
shrunk together), dw (to be black);
 ששmuy, because in
ident. in its organic root 93-W with for the numeral
the different forms of this word in Arab.
that in ףת .1 Deriv. mad.
ww appears as the stem,
Pih. 275 (not used) an intensive of and Ethiop.

seen from Is.

7

0 ehtwdmu htxis ,trap סי
as\
Kal. Deriv. פט

sextus; but nothing can be determined
 שְדְפָה2 Kınas 19, 26 see הָמָרְש
from
form
the
of
n
origi
the
about
r
eithe
YDTO m. a blight, of corn, a blasting, the redupl. W178, or about the signi-

caused by the east wind Am. 4,9, Hae.

2,17, coupled with }ipy, Daur. 28, 22;
1 Kinas 8, 37; Targ. Nord.

un”) (not used) see HTW.
( ררשnot used) tr. to arrange,

fication.

nw (not used) tr. to stretch or reach
or exto, to attain to, prop. to spread
22,
with
sense
in
ate
tend to, cogn
ident. in its orto moo, maAT I, art IL; 85*
MT

שה

שוא
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ganic root הש with that in my-2 OL,
 םהשm. .1 the leek-green beryl, 6 m
 נדשאIV. in their fundamental’ signifi dos 6 nedowos (LXX), a precious stone,
cation. Metaphor. to reach forth, a gift; Sp) D8, Jos 28, 16) Gen. 2, 12, Ex.
to give away. Deriv. רוט 6) (יִשיִבַא
,25 ,7 coupled with won and Sad
( שהnot used) intr. prop. to break ,39 ;13 Ez. 28, 13. This explanation
forth (cognate in
i sense "HP, שחי,79°, is already given by-Onk., the Jer.
Targ., LXX, Vulg., Saadia, Ibn Gandch,
nba, Uap, Mpa, nbe) to push ‘forth or Kimchi. Pliny, H. . א,37 ,5 ,20 says of
out, to be born, of lambs, as the synonym- the beryl: ‘‘probatissimi sunt ex iis
ous verbs are used of sproutlings. Ident.
(Beryllis), qui viriditatem puri maris

in its organic root הש with אצ (to NEN,
imitantur etc. Vicinum genus huic est
of plants and children). Originally, it
pallidius, et a quibusdam proprii generis
may be connected with אש I., where
the same fundamental idea seems to be, existimatur vocaturque Chrysoprasus
so that mip comes in the first instance
through the medium of mw. Deriv.

MW (prop. part. of nip like הפ of
m; 6 my Deur. 14, 4; with suff. So,

etc.” — 2. n. p. m. 1 Cur. 24, 27; comp.
Beryllus, Adamas as proper names; Ar.
n. p. we prop. hyacinth.

saw (not used) intr. same as “HID,

wm see Tb) comm. prop. the young, of na, oy to shine, to glitter,

sheep and goats (as ךאצis used of sheep 7, Arab. ree the same.
and goats) Gun. 30, 32, therefore הש
Sala and Dory mip 22, 7,‘and mip enume-

ree

Deriv.

( ןורהשformed from “7B; pl. 0%”)

rated with רוט 1 Sam. 15,3, Juness 6, m. prop. a little moon, hence a moon-

4; commonly a lamb or young goat Lev. shaped ornament of metal, worn about the
5, 7; 27, 26; collect. only in Is. 7, 25; neck by men, women and camels, only

elsewhere ee (which see)is used for it; plur. Is.3,18; Junazs8,21 26; LXX
Ar. 8L3, 8

ו

the same,

ay (not used) tr. same ag vd to
establish, to confirm, to assure; hence
metaphor. to testify, to strengthen (by
an utterance), like 7173 (= 99 1-( which
proceeded from a similar fundamental
signification ; Aram.

Ogi,

m;

vw, Arab.

Deriv. mb.

Vulg. lunulae.

( ושfrom an) II.) m. what is insecure,
wavering;

hence what

is vain, empty,

base, Jos. 15, 31 K’tib, arising out of
gw (K'ri there), like רצ Hos. 5, 11

(so we should probably ‘read for(צו 
from( אָרְצ from אּוצ IIL).
 אושI. (not used) intrans. same as
 אטi (to mB 1, yixw) and myw L., to

To (with suf. nl) m. a testifier, make a tumultuous noise, to
rage , "of
a witness, poet. for דע Jos 16, 19, enemies; to roar, of ; םיִריִפָּכ conseq.
Aram. ‘HO, Ar. יור
cognate in sense with המה an. De-

Tw 0 used) Aram. tr. same as riv.( אלש plur. האוט םיאש( 1 Fann,

Hebrew mW.

Deriv. IT.

Il (fom Tr; def. (ְאָתּורַה Aram.

testimony, an attestation ‘Gan. 31, 47;
Hebrew nı79.

meu.

 אושII. (not used) intrans. same as
 אּוצIM. (to רצ( to be insecure, slippery,
of regions; to waver, to wander, of things

onw (not used) intr. to be pale, pale and men; metaphor. to be vain, idle,
empty , false, lying, bad. The organic
green, Ar. zaw
to be pale, of the face

root
NW is identical with that in NO.

(comp. DY IL); hence to be of a leek- (to err, to be insecure,
to waver, of ly-
ee colour, applied to a precious stone. ing, deceit) to TN, yw (which
eriv.
may be also derived from אּוש IL);

שוא

7,3; Is. 30, 28;
Deriv.  שרmisfortune, calamity, Jos
"gS הרה to be unfortunate Hos. 12, 12;

Arab. ela to be vain, evil.

av.
+ זו

שוב
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0

also=pn.
 אושIII. (not used) intrans. same as
ayia (constr. (תאש fem. 1. (from
RU IL (which see) to be waste, desert;
ng 1) a crashing or roaring Jos 30,
identical in its organic root NW with
14; a storm, Ez. 38,9; Prov. 1,27 K’ri,
that in xy 111. Deriv. TNT 2, atin, parallel הפס py an: 3, 25 a storm
and perhaps the proper name irn.
for the Welchen; Ps. 35, 8 let a tempest
( אושnot used) intrans. same as מא fall upon him; Aya ibid. in the storm,
i.e. suddenly; comp. maw. — 2. (from
to ascend, to rise. Deriv. wild,טיא .

NZ (not used) intrans. same as 71%) iw IIL) desert Jos 30, 3, parall. to

to be enough in oneself.
proper name

Derivat.

NW.

ma, strengthened by “Nit (desolathe tion), but we may read vos instead of

 אָוְשAram. nee md.

| Bay; 38, 27, parallel "ata, “Nd ץֶרא
UN; Zepu, 1, 15; destruction Is. 10, 3,

nye (from moe Jah is Self-satisfy- where Din is to be supplied; metaphor.
ing)"n. p. m. 2Sam. 20, 25 K’ri, for misfortune Is. 47,11, coupled with הכר
which the K’tib has nu with like mean- min; 'שָל Ps. 63, 10 to misfortune, to
ing; elsewhere 5177 (which see) stands
for it 2 Sam. 8, 17. The names NUNG

destruction; comp. RUN.

ay 6. 6 בש 3 fem. 12%, once

and nur (which see), which are also Put naw} for maw) Fux. 46,17, as naIR
for it, ‘proceed from another signification.
 עטמ32, 36;"part. m. 2%, plur. Day,
( אוטonly plur. with suf. DIR; constr. יבש part. pass. בוש inf. absol.
from אוט I.) m. plur. a roaring, Ps. 35, aid, 3, constr. and, au, once בש
17 deliver my soul from their roaring;
0.
to םיִריִפְּכ in the second hemistich we

should then have to supply rane or
in.

2, 16; imper. 318, au, with a

optative M278 and Sand, according to

the Masora [Kimchi] "sy, fem. plur.
maw; fut. and, 207, son, apoc. 118%,
(from Nie) m. a lifting up, of sun, also before ‚ Mälkeph- = 1. intr.

אש
op Ps. 89,10; comp.שיא .

prop. to turn Ps. 9, 18, with9to a place;

St (from the noun אש from אש ; 73, 10 Ki, with the accus.; with מ
to turn away from Hos. 14, 5; of in1. insecurity, and therefore lying, 0% animate things, to turn, to aoloe, to
hood, 18412] 12, 8; 41, 7, used in the go along, of border lines Josu. 19, 12;
Gen.
genitive as an adjective, as +) דע a to come back or revert to, of 02
7,
1Sam.
oY
24,
27,
Luv.
mid
precarious witness Drur. 5, 17; 8 עמ 43,18,
restorbe
to
26;
13,
Kmas
1
הָכָלְממ
14,
Ex. 23, 1 a false report; "של 20, 7 to
falsehood, i.e. in the service of false- ed, of py Ez. 35, 9 Kr, of a dried
hood; ‘8 niby Hos. 10, 4 false oaths. up member 1 Kınas 13, 6, of conditions
— 2. Metaphor. nothingness, emptiness, Ex. 4,7; to return קיר 2,22; JupGEs
14,8; to remain behind, after one wishvanity, of myitin Ps. 60, 13; ar
to go forward 19, 7; to return home
ing
89,48 on what emptiness, i. 6. “on what
of the place
a vain foundation; hence in the genitive 2 Sam. 6, 20, with
72 and the
with
or
1,22,
Ruts
to 67537, idols 31, 7, also alone idols whence
infinit. GEN. 14, 17; 2 ירחא - to turn

Vau a consonant as in nya, 1m) m

199. 18, 15 = לבה adverbially, in vain,

uselessly Mar. 3,"14, Ps. 127, 1, for

about (from flight) and follow one 2 SAM.

Jos 11, 11, ‘aan Is. 5, 18; destruction,

to return to one GEN. 8, 12; toreturn to

which is also אשל Jer. 2, 30. - "Fig. 23, 10; ’p ירחאמ  יטto turn from followבוש
sin, iniquity, evil, as an adjective to "nn ing Rom, 16; 2 Sam. 2, 26; aba

שוב

שוב
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an earlier state 3, 19; Eccuus. 12, 7; tion the second time Josu. 5, 2, or Tit
with the accusat. nye to bring back to besides, in addition is appended Ez. 8, 6.
death Jos 30, 23, i. e."to change; also of

place Ex. 33, 11, for which

there is

e) a verb in the infin. with > follows

Eccues. 1,7; Hos.11,9; Jos 7,7. For

commonly 2 Gen. 18, 33 or the accus.

this meaning comp. the Aram. ךפה

with a of motion Gun. 50, 14, or without the accus. 2 Sam. 15, 34; % awa
vies Is. 52, 8 when Yahoryalı returns to
Zion; next, to be converted into, with ל

3

modern Hebrew “tn; Aram. בות

an adverb, again, abridzed am (Talm.).

— A, trans. to lead or bring back, to
restore, an) Ps. 85,5 restore us again,
Is. 29,17 = > הָיָה to become 32,15 or = ונבישה 80,4; with the 80608. of the
> 727 (which see); to go back, to be object, as בקנה  אNag. 2,3. In this
retrogressive, of God’s utterances Is. 44, transit. sense the. ‘language often fluc-

23, cogn. in sense with 523 (which see), tuates between Kal and Hijil, which is
opposite to Dip, Nia; to be calmed, of expressed by K’ri and K’tib Jo. 4, 1;
anger Gen. 27, 44, with ‘ya of the person Jur. 33, 26; 49, 39; Prov. 12,14; Ps.
from whom it departs 2 Cur. 12, 12; 54, 7; Jos 39, 12. On the formula
. דפ,2 ;35 a8) רבע he that passes out maw Sn Devr. 30, 3 and Au.9,14=
(to plunder), and he that returns Ez. 35, naw Ss

Jar. 33, 7 11, see under

7; Zucu. 7,14; 9,8; to return, to revert, nam, It is also assumed that mans
Ex. 8
the ‘seller does not return to Num. 10, 36, 218 Jer. 42, 10, "nat
(x) what is sold; also with > to Lev. Ps. 23, 6 are forms from ans, having,

25,10. —

2. subjectively or mentally:

however, the signification of Su; but

DE ברע to turn to God, i. e. to be con- this is uncertain. Deriv. maß, “Hann,
0 ot ,)emos
verted, to repent 1Sam. 7,3; 1Kmas 8, משוּבה, טוּבה, wa
33; Jur. 4,1 if thou returnest, O I»  שובdna eht reporp seman 98172 .nortap(
rD ,ra ,wayo  ישוּב,UR
 לreturn to me; but for 5X there is בי
also used לע 2 Cur. 30,9, דצ 9, 12; perhaps EN
:
on the contrary 2 am is to return Pih. PEN) (masio, nah, nah;
by one Hos. 12, 7; absol. to return, JER. part. בָבישמ and בבוש inf. constr. בב
3,12 14, and so םיבוט 18. 1, 27 the return- with suff. saat; fut. (בבושָי to "lead
ing ones or converts, בוש רטthe remnant back, with the accus. of the object Jur.
returns Is. 10, 21; ומ רעto turn from 50, 19 = awry, and 5x of the place to
to

which; Ez. 39, 27; with EN of the person

leave off Jur. 4,28; 1 Kinas 18, 33; Ez.

Is. 49, 5; to תא return, to entice to re-

in Sun יבש Ts. 59, 20 they that forsake
iniquity ; מ  בוש ירחאמto turn from
following one TER. 32, 40, i. e. to give
up following; ’» לע  = בושyo and Ez.
14, 6. — 3.0 repeat, commonly ‘with

i. e. to make to be again inhabited Is. 58,
12; figur. to turn away, to lead, to mislead, to seduce Is. 47, 10, comp. המה

one or a thing, i. e. to cease from,

8,19; 18, 24; without Va in the genitive turn Ez. 38, 4; 39, 2; to restore, nian,

Jer. 50, 6 K'ri, coupled with men;
to make a turn, i. e. to fall away ‘JER. 5

another verb in order to express the 8,5, with the accus. הברשמ to heighten.
idea of repetition: a) both being finite the ו hence 234 "(instead of WR).
verbs connected by 1, as חלשה awa} as a subst. an apostate, a heathen Mio.
2 Kanes 1, 11, mya) an 20,5, Sun 2, 4; to render, with 9 of a person Ps.
"an Gen. 26, 18, Amps בש Jan. 60, 3; metaphor. to refresh, um 23, 3.
18,4; on the contrary 18 in Hos, 2, To ו this form to 12 IL, “though
11 [9] has merely the idea of back, the latter stem exists, seems és bein"AN? any T will take back (gifts). correct. Deriv. 2350, 2278, and the
b) without copulative Vau Gen. 30, 31, proper names sain, nai.
or nm is added by way of explanaPuh. ( טורבבpart. fem. raat) to be

שוב

שוב
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turned away, בָרָחַבהi. 6. not to expect
war Ez.38, 8.
Hif. ( הַשִיבaww, an, API;

good Ex. 21, 34; to requite, Prov. 17,

13;

to reward, 2 Sam. 16, 12,

also

with לע of the person Ps. 94, 23, or
part. m. בישמ plur. constr. un, fem. 2 Jorn 4, 4; but למ  םיללעמbp?
are also added 28 7

to rg back

constr. nati; inf. absol. aon, ‘constr.
am; fut. בישו apoc. בטי su) 1. to
turn, mad JER. 33, 7 11 = nine בט
(see mau); to turn about, ra Prov.

= to convert, % by 2 Caron. 24, 19;
“ אלְדְעְפַרWht to bring again to dust, ie.
3

Dan. 11, ‚18 ‘K'tib, for which the K’ri

restore, to a former state Gun. 40, 13,
to take back 14, 16; to give back, 2 Kınas

to cause to die Jon 10, 9, once N33 =

20, 26; ל np ביטָה to turn ‘the face to “py and דע for Dx Ps. 90, 3.— 3. to

has Dip?) like 11,17;

11, 19 = oy

5 DB; with ya or לע 10 til away Ez.

14, 22, to bring back 18. 1, 26; Ps. 80,4;

on “ כפטוWit to restore the (comfortless) soul,
 עלto turn the hand upon one, i. "e. to i. e. to refresh Lament. 1,11 19, hence
like an intr. חור “Ory the spirit of life
attack Is. 1, 25, Am. 1, 8, Ps. 81, 15,
somewhat different from nm (Is. 5, returns , i. e. to live again, to breathe
again 1 Sam. 30,12; 108 9,18; 8
25) and 77 na (11, 15), but also to 15,19; m 'ִּפ un ni to call back one’s
14, 6, without DD 18, 30 32;

protect,

to turn the hand for protection

Zecn. 13, 7; with 2 to cause to stretch
forth 2 Sam. 8,3, where
1 Cur.18,3, LXX,

Symm. and Vulg. have 2°2:75 for ביטָהְל

life / of Ps. 35, 17; to cause to rise
2 Sam. 12,23. — 4. to give words back
or again, i.e. to answer, 137 Prov.18,

13; also to bring back an answer 1 Kınas
4 nan, on to turn away the anger of 2, 30, fully 933 in) aw 2 Sam. 24,
God, with ya or 599 of a person Num. 13, with the accus. of the ‘person 8, 11,
25, 11; Ezr. 10, ‘14; of God Himself 1 Kınas 12, 6, as 139 is construed; בשה
SBN יִשָחto turn away his anger Jos 9, alone 2 Cun. 10, 16,"and ao, Jon 13,
13, Ps. 78, 38, also with Dy of a 22 answer me; to cause to answer 20, 2;
person Prov. 24, 18; to turn = to change,  הטויב אָמָרִיםhtiw 9 fo eht .srep .vorP
Is. 66, 15 to change his anger into fury, 22,21, or pen awn Jos 35, 4 the same;
where the giving vent to it is simply  שיב סעםot nruter ro evig a tnedurp -gduj

to be supplied. — 2. to drive back, Is. ment Prov. 26, 16; comp. Aram. NOY,
nan. ane. — 5. Metaph. בֶלַלָא בישח

28, 6 to drive war back to the gate, i. e.
to beat back attacks even to the gates
of the enemy; to make to give way, 23
’p Ig. 36,9; 1 Kınas2, 16, oppos. to ND?
'p "2; to withhold, to hinder JER. 2, 24:
Jos 9,12; to draw back, =" (the ponish-

ing hand of God) Is. 14,27; to withdraw, 17 Gen. 38, 29, with by to Ex.
4, 7, whether ya? or די denote a protecting or punishing hand Lament. 2,3
8; Ez. 20, 22; to lead back, with accus.

a) to recall to mind, with the accusat.
of a thing Lament. 3,21; b) to repent,
to take to heart Drvrt. 4, 39, also AS

 עלדלבIs. 46, 8, comp. בלא Dip; to
take back, to Peoola Esta. 8,5; Num. 23,
20; Au.1,3; to bring repeatedly, tribute
2 Kanes 17, 3 (which is expressed peri-

phrastically 17,4), sacrifice Num. 18, 9.
Derivatives the proper names בישר and
 נְאָלְיְשִיבon the contrary magi be-

of the person, and >x to Gen. 48, 21, longs to aw.
with 2 where Is. 37, 29, with לע or y
Hof. ( הושבfut.  (ררמובto be brought

whither 2 Sam. 16, 3; Jer. 24, 6; to bring
back, ףסּכ Gen. 43, 12; with the accus.
of the thing and 2 of the person Devt.
28, 60; to give back, with accus. of the
thing and dative of the person Ex. 22,
25; 2 Sam. 9, 7; to restore, to relate
Lav. 5, 23 (6, 4]; Devt. 22,1; to make

back, Ex. 10, 8, of things Jer. 27, 16;

to be given back Gen. 42,28. בשות Is.
44, 26 see under aw. Deriv. the proper name

"871 Sun.

The stem Su (Aram. an, wad, Ar.

SU the same, but commonly the Syr..

שוב
yea, Arab. ole,

שות
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, are used for it)

is ident. in its organic root בש with
that in AN, AB 30. That it has also
had the meaning to wind, to wind around,
is to be seen from the Ar. op, Aram.

min dress.
DD (1 pers. nv, part. m. ap) intr.

( קבושfrom paw; a free one, like
paw) n. p. m. Neu. 10, 25.

( גושnot used) intr. same as 338,
may, to wave to and fro, to go astray.
Deriv. mann.

 גושI. (Kal not used) intr. same as

prop. to be white or a whitish grey, of  גס1 ‘to give way, to yield, to go away;
the hair of an old man; hence to become deriv. arp.

Nif.  שג2 Sam. 1, 22 for 3503 (which
grey, coupled with nt 1 Sam. 12, 2; 2B
an old man, coupled ‘with שישי JOB 15, see).
10. Deriv. ,ביט map.

The stem בט Aram. 372, 2D, oly,
Sam. 275, ad, Arab. Su the same,
lies alsoin its organic root in ָּכ-ףס 2
₪

Ar. wo.
Daan (arising by a mistake in orthography from 872, which see; it
is also possible that בּוש= 29>, which

is likewise a proper name) n.
24, 20; 25, 20.

p.m. 1 CHR.

 בבוש,, )='שמprop. part.; pl.(שרבבים 

 גושII. (Kal not used) tr. same as
32D IL to hedge in, to enclose, Ar. ₪5

to crown

about; but according to the

parallel 745 ‚probably the fundamental
signification is =הגמ (Kimchi, Ibn Esra)
to sprout, to grow.

Pih. (redupl.) siggy (fut. saw) to

cause to bloom or grow Is. 17, 11. "See

 שודגJos

,5 12 ees שד.

( רושfut. )289 intr. same as TI

.1 adj. m. turned away, apostate, 18. 57,( which see) 1. to be powerful; hence to

17 and he walks rebellious (against God)
in the way of his heart; םיִבָבּוש Da rule, to be mighty, Ar. Oliv; deriv.שד .
5 |--- 2. to practise violence, to destroy, to
rebellious or apostate sons Jur. 3,14 22;
hurry off Ps. 91, 6, of anp. Deriv. per-

 םיִרָה םיבבוש,50 6 (K’tib) mountains

turned away, remote; comp. mann. —

.2 (one returned home, set free) n. p. m.
2 Sam. 5,14; 1 Cur. 2,18; 3, 5.
( בכושinstead of "Un, prop. a part.)
adj. Mey הבבוש .7 apostate, turned away
(from God), i.i e. heathen Mic. 2, 4; an
apostate daughter Jer. 31, 22; of "the

(heathen) Ammonite people 49, 4,
TANG (from a8) f. a turning from,
desisting from,

the carrying on of war

haps .דוש
( רּושnot used) intr. to cook, to seethe,
to boil, to ferment, especially of: lime;
ident. with 12; (where the comparison
is; besides comp. sz IV. and perhaps
“ay TIL, Arab. su of the burning of
anger). Derivat. דיש =) רג,which see)
and the denom. דש

 השI. (part. הָנש; fut. maw, muy)

intr. prop. to be smooth, without height
Is. 30,15, coupled with nm (rest); but or hollow; comp. Aram. לש to be
it may also be derived from 15) (meansmooth; hence 1. (unused) to be plain,
ing, to sit in rest and inactivity).
even, of a land-surface, a tract; comp.
( ףבושfrom‘=ףבָש JEU; expansion) N78 to the proper name NI. Derivat.
n. p.'m. 2 Sam. 10, 16, for which 1 Cun. the proper name "yw. — 2%. Metaphor.
61,91 שופף.
to be like, to be equal to, with 3, in
ai (from Jay=120) mase. thick value Prov. 3,15; 8,11, in folly, with
5 of the person 26, 4; to be compared,
branches (= 726) 2 Sam. 18, 9,
with by Is. 40, 25, coupled with 7797;
( לבושfrom baw; a wandering) n. p. to render the like, according to desert,
mm. GEN. 36,20; 1 Cur.2, 50.
i. e. to recompense righteously Jos 33,

mw
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27; to correspond to, to satisfy, with ל
MN. (not used) intr. (an enlarged
of a person Esra. 5, 13, with 2 7, 4;
form |of אש [x] IL or for mw L) to
to be fit, serviceable, with > 3, 8. In
make a noise, to rage, to make a crash,
Hos. 10, 1 we should read md and whence
"74m (Jos 30, 22 K’tib)=mui

translate: fruit is suited to him (to 2)
Deriv. the proper names "1, mys.

(36, 29) from אש ;6

parallel with

m, as MBA (PRov. 1, 27) is parallel
Pih. ( שגהfut. 1382) to make even, to with .האט See mw.
level, TTS "28 Is. 28, 25; fig. wea ie.
( הוטa plain, dale; from שרד L) .1 n.
to compose or calm, coupled with paint
2
of a place near Don“P (which see),
Psatm 131, 2, without טפכ Is. 38, 13 1
quieted (my mind) till the morning (Saad.), belonging to Reuben (Now. 32,37; JosH.
i.e. 1 endured, quietly waiting for (Vulg., )13,19 Guy.14,5, and where the DEN
Hieron.). The rendering of 47 as = dwelt. — 2. n. p. ‘ofa valley, fully Pay,

yaw (Targ.) and referring it to "ראב is  שָנֶה.neG ,71,41 dellac osla 7724 מק

less appropriate. The reading matin ‘Jos

30, 22 for ~23¥m (Syr.) does not suit
well; it is better to read mam or man.
Aif. ( השרהfut. 782) to"ken, 10eompare, with the accusat. and ל Is. 46,5;
Lament. 2,13, coupled with BT.
Nithpa. nV) (a mixed form made
up of Nif. and ‘Hithp., therefore the ר

'2 Sam. .81,81 It lay near Jerusalem
(Josephus) towards the Dead Sea (see

pay).

 הָוְשand NY (part. pass. "%5) Aram
intr. same as the Hebrew md I, Dan.
,5 21 K'tib and his heart "was "like a
benz, but where the K’ri reads "98 or

,178 referring to לא אה as the subject.

"Pah. “18 see Pe., frequent iin the Targ.
Ithpa. “RUBE (fut. mmW) to be made
27, 15 continual dropping in a day of
strong rain and a contentious woman are like to, to become Dan. 3,29.
alike. m
is not the 3 pers. perf. 5
( זושnot used) intr. after the Ar. ji
(Gesenius "Thes. ), but a partieiple neuto be fond, to be excited by love; but
ter, a thing alike.
better same as Wri to be white, shin-
me II. (Kal not used) trans. to put, ing, luminous, metaphor. to be moveable,
set, place, cognate in sense DI; to spread quick, swift (as in pax, DO), so that
out, to arrange, cognate in sense >; the n. p. אָזיִש may agree ‘with NIT,
identical in its organic root הו with NOW. Deriv. the n. p.שיזא 

is without Dagesh) to be alike, Prov.

that in ,בצדי ax-3, 20-2, Tax IL,

 חוש3( p. fem. NW; fut. ress) intr.

NE; Aram,’ Si) the same, hence Pa.
same as my, nw, prop. to be sunk, deep,
“0 "for the Hebrew pip, ny, Sam.
of a pit, grave, cistern, abyss (see mW,
"8, av.
now 1, srw); hence to sink, tosink
Pih. md (fut. Wr) to put, to set,
down, to settle down, NINE (to death)
Ps. 16, 8 I have set Jehovah before me
always (54, 5 on); 18, 34 he made my Prov. 2,18, where 1m is to be referred
feet like the hinds’ (in swiftness), comp. to mia (to refer it to. mat men 2, 17
[Targ. ‚Ibn Esra], or to ‘read. ‘an, is

Haspax. 3,19 ;()םּוְט  טָּפָשִמmaw Ps.

119, 30 to set right before one, i. e. to

unnecessary).

Fig. to be bowed down,

“Dy? to the dust Ps.
observe it carefully, where "71339 ig beaten down, sunk,
of a person in nn
לע
with
26;
44,
omitted, as is the case with ni also;
20 (K’ri) my soul
 לmaui "9p Hos. 10,1 he prepares fruit "Wb? “by Lament. 3,
so too ney
me;
within
down
Bowed
is
for him (but see 118 L); with לע of a
(which see). Deriv. החוש הָחיש, ning1,

person and the aceus. of the object to

lay a thing upon one, i.e. to bestow upon,
e. g. 32, Ps. 89, 20.

the proper

name

חוש

min (from Pr).

Rad,

Dn,

שוח

14

שוחם

Hif. ( השיחfut. 2) to bring de- and similarly 3 727 Duvr. 6, 7. תֶאְו-
pression, with לע of a person Lamenr.  ישוחָחa “ דורוTs.53,8 and none of his
3,20 K’ri, where the K’tib has Kal.

Hithp.

bowed, humbled y struck down, of the

spirit, with לע Ps. 42,6 7 12; 43,5.

The stem חש (maw) is the Ar. La;
33 (to:sink, in dirt; to sink into, wa-

ter), 5

contemporaries gives an account of it, i.e.

( השתוחחfut.  (ישתוחחto be none of them talks of that mournful

(to be deep or sunk), Aram.

crisis in the life of God’s servant; but

that phenomenon, on the contrary, passes
by quite unheeded (see 53,1 3). On
2 see 2 5; on 17 see the word.

Hif. my (abridged from 97, like
172 from Pam inf. constr. mi; imper.
my, ;וחיש fut. my, MER, (הָחיִטָא

‘mY, MB, NW; and its organic root lies
alsoin "חשה
:
see), espec. in ¥_pw. 1. to speak, with >=hy to address Jon

12, 8, coupled with byw 12, 7 to ask;

 חושI. Got used) intr. to sprout, to with accusat. of the person to speak to
sprout ' forth, to grow, to shoot forth; = to instruct Prov. 6, 22 (LXX); with
ident. in its organic root my with a II.,  בto speak of one (in a bad sense) Ps.

nai, moa, md (mb) L; Ar. Zt (to 69,13; with the accusat. to declare, to
be great, rich, יה Aram. חש ca
to sprout, to bloom, Af. to send out

sprouts, Laas bushes.

Deriv. np 1.

me II. (inf. constr. חרש intr. prop.
to speak, to say, from the fundamental
signification to utter sounds, to speak intelligibly, cognate in sense Mat I.; hence
metaphor. 1. to lament, to beseech, topray.
— 2. to think, suppose, as internal whispering, the same metaphor being also
in 33m, mart. Here is to be referred
bs "חּושל Gen. 24, 63, which is explained sometimes in order to meditate
{LXX, Vulg.) like my (which see),
sometimes to pray (Targ., Sam., Arab.,
Saad., Rashi), or to confer th תו

relate, Paar 145,5, like a and "Bo
145, 6, also with 2 105, 2, = yin

105, 1. — 2. Metaph. to complain aloud
Jos 7, 11, parallel a coupled with
 המהPs. 55,18; to sing, to praise, absol.
Jupazs 5, 10; to muse, Ps. 77,4 7, with
2 of a thing upon 77,13.

As to the organic root חש (Talm.
Mo), it is ident. with that in הגש II.

(which see) and in a7, Hoan 2
( שוחdepression, humility ; as the
name of a place low region, valley) n. p.

of a son of Keturah, and then of an
Arabian tribe, from whom, being settled
there near Edom, the locality has its

name Gen. 25, 2; Gent. m. rn Jos 2,
11; 8, 1; 18, 1; 25, 1.

It has been

(Ag. Symm. ), or to walk about (Pesh., Ibn Adentifled, athe Seale eastward of Ba-

Esra, Kimchi); the last meaning being
adopted on the ground that the reading

tanea (Ptol. 5,15); with Schichan in the

in Gen. 24, 65, or that may should be

know is, that Shuah is to be looked for

should be nu», according to 2 Sam. land of Moab (Abulf. ed. Kohler p. 91);
with the race Siajcha east of Aila
24,2 8, Jos 1,7, as 72'7 stands for it
(Burckh. Syr. p. 945) &e.; but all we

regarded as a denomin, from חיט (Ibn near Edom.
Esra) meaning to walk among the bushes,
SIT (from maw) 1. fem. a cleft or
comp. 1 to go into a thicket of reeds, depth, 'ש yay Jur. 2, 6 of the wilder
i clefts, coupled with
ILE to get into thorns. Better, in ness abounding in
order to lament,

turbed

i. e. to mourn

for the death

undis-

of his mother;

|רבהa pit, to take animals in 18, 21
Ki; "הקמע  רט₪ deep pit Prov. 22,14;
23, 2 Aram. אָחּוש, חרש,m8 the same.

comp. 24,67. Deriv. mb, mi 2, .הָחיִט
20% nn (fut. mn) to ipa, to — 2. dert "sorrowiy 2 7. m. 1 Car.
relate, with 2 of a thing ‘Ps, 143, 5; in 4,11, for which 4, 4 has mom.
like manner 2 הגה in the same passage,
( םחּושfrom mw; humility or sorrow)

שופ
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n. p. m. Num. 26, 42, for which Gen.

46, 23 has .םיִשח
iw I. (part. m. pl. םימאט  =הpl.

swings, 8 figure of a hostile army Is.
10, 26; ףמרש  'ש28, 18 (K’ri) an over0
scourge; or a whip Prov. 26,3,

"Ö Sip the noise of a whip Nau. 3, 2;
min) trans. same as und to tread or a cutting instrument, fig. of i>, i. 6

push away; metaphor. to ‘contemn, to despise Hz. 16,57; 28, 24 26. The par-

slander Jo5,21 =177 297 Ps. 57,5,
an 64, 4; stroke, punishment, suffering
Jon 9, 23, like bay 37,13; comp. Aram.

ticipial form טאו 1is formed in the Aramaean manner like -םאק
 טומאKee the same,
Od IL. (part. masc. טוט fut. a>) Kar, uno a rod.
1. tr. prop. to move forward, to tow, to

make go on, a ship, and so to steer,
with the accus. Ez. 27,26; o°nw pilots

27,8; cognate in sense 5amIIl. Deriv.
vita, ow, טיט 1. —

2. intr. to rove

about, to go to and fro, to run hither and

ב

by

 טסושsee Bid.

Maris see Hib.
( ףושnot used) intr. same as Ta to
let down, Ar. JK. the same; deriv. the

thither, especially to inspect, with 3 of proper name .הכּוש
: וש2( p.n>B; part. ף( tr. same
a place
Jos
1,7; 2, 2; 2 Sam. 24, 8;
with ‘3 among 2 Saw. 24, 2; also absol. as aid II. to 0 in or about, to enclose
Nom. 11,8; Aram. 1 vagari.
(cognate iin sense 473), with 793 to hedge
Pih. ppt (partic. ‘plural penn, round about Jos 1, 10, i.e. to protect,
nines; fut veiw) to run to and ro, comp. “173 Lament. 3,7; TTS pe
with 3 or absol. followed by an infin. Hos. 2, 8 to hedge the way about, i.e. to
(to search out) Jer. 5,1; Am. 8, 12; shut in, to straiten; Ar. SLE. Deriv.
Zecu. 4,10; fig. to read through ea mostly, perhaps mann.
a book, DAN. 12, 4.
as

Hithp. vpn

not to

(for must, in order

spy 1 (Kal unused) itr, same

e, of a
allow three t-sounds to meet) to 370 I. to intertwine, to interweav
Detogether.
twisted
be
to
dge;
thorn-he
Jur.
place
a
of
2
with
and fro,
rivat. Tw, mai, the proper names
:
stem OY (ums) with this mean- ini, הֶכוש Hay; perhaps 73709

run to
49, 3.
The
(which see).
ing is the Ar. LL (to run, to go quickly,
Pih. F270 (fut. (ףכרוטי to weave, of
swim,
to
rove,
to
to gallop), Aram. 073
embryo’ s formation Jos 10, 11, like
the
Ethiop. to act (comp. mp).
sense (Targ.
so Ps. 139,13 in the same

iw II. (unused) prop. to pierce, to nur).

strike, to push, of a scourge, stick, rod,

io (with suf. mar = ity, from
cognate in sense D2 (which see); ident. qb IL) m. a bundle of twigs interwoven,
ud with that in mv 1.

in its organic root
(to mW), Ton I. ‘(which see), רצה1
with slight ‘modifications of the meaning; Aram. DY, + the same, Arab.
Lo same as Hebr. הכהה whence by

= .הָכַמ Deriv. viv, und 2, .טמש

a bough Jupezs 9,49, for which הכוט
stands in 9, 48; Ära. io and Ti,

Syn. ןפבש the same.
 הכושf. see iD.

om

(from וש=2%, settlement)

מ. p- “of a locality in Judah, along with
unto
ס
ו
ט
as
same
intr.
used)
(not
טוש
man and mens, which are all three
ִםי
תָכּוש
pl.
a=  לטה סמהknown. Deriv. the patr. m.
nrut ,edisa ot llaf ,yaw=
the
with
along
d
merely assumed for DW.
the Shuhites, who forme
and Shimeah the
( שוטfrom 870 IL;; pl. (שומים m. inhabitants of Tirah
ninewr 1 Car. 2, 55.
same as naw a scourge, which one oid

שוכת

16

שו

( שוקהJos. ,51 84 ,bit'K  שיכלK'ri, now called Sélam ₪ u). It would be
likewise ,51 53 dna 1 .maS ,71 ,1

0 ident. with band (which see), a city in

mi 1 Kınas ,4 ,01 ,sehsub a ;tekciht Issachar (Joss. 19, 18), on ynd3, the
from 77 IL) x. p. 1. a city in the plain northern part of the mountain which

of Judah 083. 15, 35, 1 Sam. 17, 1, goes down from Lebanon through all
Euseb. Zovyo, said to lie between Eleu- Palestine, if Robinson’s description be

theropolis and Jerusalem (Robins. Pal. correct (Pal. III, 402).
II, 605-6). — 2. a city in the moun-
tains

of Judah

083. 15, 48

K’tib,

Euseb. 20160 (i. 6. Marin, pl. nip”),
the Suwéka found by Robinson (U, 195).
ii

108%. 15, 48 K'ri see iD.

( לושnot used) intr. to hang down,
to trail behind, of a garment, Ar. 0

(to hang down, of the belly), Mile ‘(to
flow down), 6

(to trail); ident. in its

nad (with the article, conseq. not.

a personal name) noun Gent. f. (like
no "wy 1 Kınas 1, 3), belonging to a
place pba (which 3 ident. with םנוש
Sone or Sot. 7,1.
 םּושI (only 3 p. perf. DW) tr. to value,
to taz, like 07 in modern Hebrew and
the Mishna, with >, to institute an ex-
amination of a thing, whether it be good
or bad; hence 100018. 3, 17 and every

organic root DW with that in דל L,זל 
deed he estimates, i.e. he proves,=Daw
perhaps not to be compared with bau,
in
the same verse. Deriv. the proper
since the root of it is .לב Derivative
names AB (patron. יִתָמְש( and Tiny.
( לושonly pl. 6. “298, with suf. Trond,
 םושIL.(unused) intr. either likeשוהם 
, וילושmad) m. pi. the flowing skirts, to be pale green, of plants; or after the

of a robe worn by persons of distinction
Is. 6, 1, including the border Lament.

Ar. 1 Hebr. DU}, Aram. Dur, youd
to have a strong smell, to scent. Deriv.
,3 ,5 dm ,13 ,22  ='שnn Jer. 13, 26, the noun paw.
as a disgrace, comp. 47,2; conseq.=a,
=
 םוש8) p. perf. nv, 2p. f. mniy, once
Ar. is; the lower edge or hem, Ez. יִּתְמִמ Rute 3, 3; Dart, m. DD, pl. ny;
52, 62; 82, 33 53; 93, 42.
part. pass. f. "a7 28am. 18,‚32 K'ri,but
( לוטafter the formbis,sa, from commonly regarded as a noun; inf. abs.

,1 ;9  הב 'שto uncover the skirts Nau.

av Ti put off) adj. m. bare-footed, nite, 6. DD; fut. pater) ir. 1. to set (like
coupled with Diny Mic. 1,8 K’ri (LXX, Bw“y=nam), and so to plant, trees, ponere
Syr., Kimchi), a sign of ditions 2 Sam.
,15 30 (in Is. 20, 2 the prose word am

arborem, Is.41,19; Ez.17,4; to set up,
to erect, a monument Nau. 1,14; to build,

stands for it); the K’tib has( לכיש which a nest Num. 24, 21; to put up, “itn
see). WW ףיקלה to lead captive, Dx, Mic. 4, 14; fig. to establish, תיִרָּב 2 Sam.
 םינהּפJos 12, 17 19, ie. stripped, bare- 23,5='3  סיקהto appoint (Amharic the
Bante); Ton Dar, ,17,14  שאְרHos. 2,2,
foot, ‘to make to go along
in the form
of captives. According to Rashi "3 is
= "wha prop. raving , mad, hence wavering, tottering, erring, from Soy 11. =
 הללI. (which see), to which bon IL.

(to">bin) is said to belong, but which
is less suitable in Mican 6
( םלּושfrom =םלוע DW; uneven place)
np. of a locality, hich Euseb. and

Dion 1 Sam. 8, 1, sometimes with a
twofold accus. Ps. 105, 21 or an accus.

and > Gen. 45, 9; with an accus. and
 לעto set over, 2 Sam. 17, 25. — 2. to
set forth, to array, warriors,

with two

accus. 1 Sam. 11, 11, absol. 15,2 (comp.
I, ny); to set, troops Jos 1,17; to

set in array, “sol. and with לע 1 Kinas
,20 ;12 to appoint, with an accus. 2Kies

Jerome found five miles south of “ian ,10,24 an ambush 7083.
8, 2, the foot
under the name Sovdyu, and which is on the neck of one, i. e. fo "subjugate

שום
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Josn. 10, 24; to set up, do Deur. 27, with the accus. and > elothes,
15, "327 Gay. 28,12, we Ex. 26, 35, ornaments Rurn 3, 3; Ez. 16, 14; a
a throne JER. 43, 10; to put in, a dor roller 30, 21, but also with 3 Gen. 37,
Gen. 6, 16; to erect, Ex. 40, 18, a 34; to lay upon, to do a thing Ex. 5, 8;
tent Ps. 19, 5; to hang up, the curtain to afflict with, with 2 15, 26; to impute,
40, 5, elsewhere m. Fig. main 'ט to with לע Junges 9, 24, לDaun. 22, 8,
establish a law Ps. 78, 5, with the accus. and 3 Jos 4, 18; 4 py’b to give one a

of the object and 9 to Gen. 47, 26; to

name Dan.

1, ay ones. 8, 31, with 5

1 05 38, 33; to ‘appoint, Num. 6, 27; 3330 “D to set a thing before
 חקProv. 8, 29, Diag Ps. 104, 9, ipa one’s eyes, i. e. to take a resolution 54,
2 Sam. 7, 10. — לע "D to set upon a 5; to put or lay down, a pledge Jos
thing, sometimes without the accusat. 17, 3; 'ִּפֶלֶא 937  טסto commit a cause
2 Kinas 10, 3; with a double accusat. to one Jos 5, 8; לכט 'D to explain the
 כַּלָאma 'ִ טto thrust into the prison sense Nua, 8, 8; ne יט to cherish wrath
2 Car. 18, 26; to put into, Gen. 2, 8, (against God) 1OB 36, 13, where p23
seldom with bg of a place Jon 20, 4 ot or 2722 may be supplied, comp. תּוש
arrange, wa

 ל11; Song or Sox. 6, 12 my longing

Ps. 13, 3; Prov. 26, 24. a2~>y “ prop.

Soul set me in the chariots of Amminadab ; to lay to.heart, i. e. to take heed to Is.

with by to put upon Ex. 29, 6; 28, 12;
to gird on, anoy 347 38, 27; wwith a
to put into, the hand Is. 37, 29, with
 עלto stick in Gun. 24, 47, absol. pa

47, 7, and in this sense also 327>x 'ס
2Sam. 19, 20, ab2tb Jos 22, 22, ‘followed by the infin, constr. and > Mat.
2,2 or אָל Ww Dan. 1, 8, with the omisNom. 4,6; to found, to create Jos 34, 13; sion of בלby in 777 ow Ps. 50, 23

to cause to arise Is. 42, 4; 44, 7; to introduce, DW Deur. 12, 0% i.e. to erect

the seat of worship, comp. DW j2) Deur.
12, 11; ja ore to put between JuDGES

to take heed to the walk; "also to cast,
to throw into, na na

Ez. 26, 12; to

pour out, to shed, of pa Jupass 6,19,
097 1 Kines 2,5, with a Jupazs 6,19

15, 4; ‘by!'ט to lay upon Gun. 22, 9; or לע of the place Ez. 24,7, hence fig.
non יט0 lay under 24,2; with לע of a > mn "od Nom. 11, 17 = DW, also with
person to lay upon 21, 14, also with >  ְּקְרָב מ.sI ,36 .11 — .4 ot ,tcerid ot

of a thing 9, 23; Lav. 24,6.

7 'ש turn, 3m

with 3 against one JUDGES

mp~>y 02688 18, 19 or הפלא 1 Sam. 7,22; by 1 'ש to direct the eye upon a
19, 18 or m) Jon 20,9 or mp ab 40, 4 thing Jer. 24, 6, also with dy Ps. 33,18
to be silent ordumb; EN 128 'טHas. or a Deur. 11, 12; 009’ to set the face
2,15 to lay one stone upon another, i.e.
to build; 3B to put into Gen. 44,1;
Jos 13, 27; with a 722 to give into one’s
hand Ja, 51, 23; to "take into the hand

upon, to have a design for Gen. 31, 21;

one’s life into one’s hand 1 Sam. 19, 5;
 פִי92 ODT ’D to put words into one’s
mouth Ex. a. 15; 7 b’nah כ to give
wonders into the hand of ‘one, i. e. to
furnish him with miraculous power 4,
21; D “2a “iD to read before one 17, 14;

to make, with a simple accus. into a thing,

 ' בלto set the mind upon, to attend to
Is. 41, 22, without בל ,41 ,20 generally
ot redisnoc soJ ,43 ,32 htiw  על8,1, אל
Jupass 4, 21. Fig. 22
ל Up’ to put 2, 3, > Deur. ,23 64 dna 3 noJ ,32 ;6

as into Ob Ex. 4, 11, into p> Ez. 19,
5; with a double accus. Ps. 39, 9, with

an 80008. and > Gun. 21, 13; Seb D to
turn into nothing Jon 24, 25 (inIs. 25, 2
we may read 97 for Te; with an

web יטto"put or lay before 1 Sam. 9, 24, accus. and 3 to "make as or like Gun.
also =כ 2 Sam. 12,20, absol. Gen. 43, 32, 12; to make= to produce, prepare,

with

3, or with the accus. of the place Gen. aOR Devr. 14,1, 23 Is. 43,19;
28,11. — 3. to put to, Uy 1Kınas1B8, 2)in or among Ex. 10, 2; to do, ‘Num.
"this; םיִנָּב ‘
23, with לע to a thing, as DD Ez. 4, 2; 24, 23 when God doeth

שום
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Ezr. 10, 44 to beget children; 9 הצר 'ט
Ps. 109, 5 to do evil to; to make nen

 םּושII. (not used) intr. prop. to be
veiled (in its organic root =D1, D& &e. /

1 Kınas 20, 34, with > of a person for; hence like nby, ףק , ףיש הסII. to
to prepare Ex. 8, 8; 5 m יל to put an be obscured, darkened, metaphor. to be

end to a thing Jou 28, 3; ar)nw 'ט to impotent, weak, fig. to be on the left, the

make oneself a name 28am. 7, 23; >a 0 left side being regarded as the weak
to give posterity to one 18a. 2,"20;
one; the left district as the obscured,
2 O77 to give place to one 2 Kınas ir
16; | לט 'D to give peace to one Nom. concealed one (see ji22); Arab. 4
(see DR).
6, 26; לia? לכ to give honour to one
Hif. Brot (only imper. fem. ao)

Josu. 7, 19; ל Der "w to shew compassion to one Is. 47,‘6.

The passage

Is. 61, 3 is peculiar, where nrip is sup-

plemented by n> in the next hemi-

stich, so that the translation is, to ap-

point (nrv>) for those that mourn for
Zion that one should give them (nm}).
Deriv. mprivn, המוש ,mai.
Hif. Bir (abridged Do;; part. DW;
inf. 6 Dp, imp. םיש rary and ימישה

to turn to the left, viz. the םיִנּפ Ez. 21,

21, explained by "ni,

as in the

strong. ie. the Heil side) is explained

by YAM.
mie (ob, mad, an, mew, mb,
and also the abridged " Afel-form pty
from ove, belongs here; nny Dan. 6,
13 is a “part. pass. = םיט with a per-

fut. pr, Dips, ap. bi, nips) like sonal suffix; imper. (םיט Aram. trans.
Kal, to Which, it is commonly referred, same as Hebrew Drid to issue, to set forth,
for which reason it is also treated under nyt (an edict, decree) Dan. 3, 10 29;
Kal. The following require special ex- with לע of a person 3, 12; Dy nw to
planation: vb an without one re- give a name 5, 12; by לב פסto take
garding it J 05 4, 20; m» piyı Dan. 11, consideration about Dan. 6,15.
17 18 (Kyi) and ia will turn his face,
Ithpe. Dims (part. oni, fut. Dom‘)
for which the K’tib 11, 18 has a")
with the same meaning as in 11, 19;
Nam) Jos 17, 3 lay down now, i. e.
a pledge; “avis Hz. 21,21 turn, where
2» should be Applied (see m), but
see םוש II. The reading fluctuates between Kal and Hifil 2 Sam. 14,7, or

prop. to be set, put, and: so to be put in
Ez. 5, 8; to be made Dan. 2, 5; to be
issued Eze. 4,21.

ONS (from ony IL; only plur. pny)
m. garlic, so called 6 from its pale
green colour or its strong smell Num.
11,5,

Dw (which see) Junges 12, 3. DeArab.
rivative pry in the proper name

used

as

seasoning

for meats;

„.?,Aram. naan, 1202 the same,
Talm. nyand garlic.

bya"

miata (from nie) fem. an arrangeHof. Dion (fut. (םומרר to be put or set,
with "ph to be set before Gun. 24, 33 ment, plan, determination, 2 Sax. 13, 32
Kri, ‘while the 1005 has piv (from (K’ri) for at the command of Absalom it
pi
= or). In 50, 26 is pin from was an arrangement; Targ. 8373 (elsewhere for mar); K’tib mW.
nips.
"As to the stem, the Aram. Bi, ory,

say, Arab.

aly are similar, in their

manifold meanings.

For the significa-

and

see TB.
ל

 ןושI. (not used) intr. to rest, to be
careless, inactive, identical in its organic

tion to plant the Ar. has was, for to root U with Nw (which see). Deriv.
appoint
ag. The organic root is also the proper names ינוש and jinwy. |
in Bw; but nO-s does not belong to
 ןושזזu) intr. to make water, to
this group of roots.
piss, Syr. the same (part.|
{2 pissing,

שוני

שועה

19

call, for help, with לא of a person Ps.
28, 2; 30, 3; for which p2t is in 18,7
(in
2 Sam. 22,7 NIP), Lassen, 3,8, and
fundamental signification is to pour out,

= yaya, Pa. 2 to urine much, Hez,
MEZ urine), ier in Ethiopic. The

to flow out, to pour; and it is connected to which 378 to hear belongs Ps. 22, 25.
¥ שוI. (not used) intr. same as עוט
with the Arab. pw (to cause to pour

out or flow). Deriv. ID.
1%: Ya

which BBE. Deriv. ערש 1 and the OU

(a form arising from the

insertion of n, for pw; part. (ןיּתָשמ

rg 1.

yyw II. (i. e. 9%; not used) intr. to

prop. to cause to flow out; hence to
be wide, Arab.
nws, cognate in sense
make water, to piss, ריִקּב nun 1 Sam.
rn,
374,
opposite
;רצ hence metaph.
25, 22 34 one pissing against the wall,
i.e a dog (Ibn Koreish, Ibn Glandich, 1. to be free, fortunate, unconfined, delivered; wide standing elsewhere for
and as is perceptible from ‘Sbראד למ
prosperous,
free. — 2.to be distinguished,
but in 1 Kmas 14, 10; 21, 21; 2 Kınas
9,8 it appears to mean the lowest class rich, noble, taken from the meaning
ofmen. The insertion of n is also found fre, unrestrained. Deriv. רש 2, madn,

in ony from py II. (039), in the nouns  שרע2, the proper names 4 אקרט
nope, namdy, many, NMI, Änp>2Il and parts of 2757, 95H), PWT, עטיה
(which 2 boy and Us. Ind as a PIO IN, pe, Surak, Sana,
new verb appears

too in the Mishna

 עוטm. 1. (from לוט L= )07> a cry

and Talmud, and according to Ibn for help Is. 22, 5. — 2. (from ns TL.)
Koreish very oftenin the תוטופר IBD of a rich one, then a noble, free one, oppos.
 הַירחוניnox. See yw.
 כִּילִיIs. 5,23 or 35 Jon ,91,43 likeשיר 
,37 19 in a similar sense. — 3. n. p.. ‘of
a small Chaldean people, coupled with
2. m. GEN. 46, 16; patr. רכט (from Tina and Yin (which see) Ez. 23, 23,
 (שויכרNun. 26, 15.
without any farther information about
DINO (after the form ,ןזָא=ןזרא DW; them being attainable.
from nsw which see, uneven place) nN. p.
paw (with suf. 7230) m. 1. (from
of a locality in Issachar, on a steep ) עּוט1 a cry for help; JoB 30, 24 when
slope of y553 2088. 19, 18; 1 Sam. 28, one is in misfortune, does not the cry
4; 2 Kinas 4,8. It may be identified for help resound on that account? (Ibn
Ind (from 415 I.; fortunate one) n.

with band (which see); Robinson, Pal.

Chajjüg, Ibn Gandch).— 2. (from וש II.)

II, 402. Deriv. the Gent. fem. 278
belonging to Shunem 1 Kmas 1,3 ; 2,17
21 22; 2 Kınas 4, 12 25 36; in the

riches, property, 108 36, 19 will thy
riches then be an equivalent for it (the

same way as nevabays is derived from

pene.
MAIN see band.

ִיפָה

Deriv. daw

,88 2 ,12 elsewhere

as a constituent

part of ya, prin, PDT),אַבישוּע 
and poy, “grab. —4, donteactad from
 ערשand this for yaw, only in the x. p.

( סושnot used) tr. to plunder, same
as pow and "ow.

guilt)? i. e. will they outweigh thy
uit? (see "%3), or the translation may
be, does he value thy riches? — 3. (pro-
sperity, salvation, like 98+) n. p.m. GEN.

1 Car. 3, 5 for sauna.
( עושKal unused) intr. prop. same f. Sauna
DG (with suff. VID; on yyw) m.
as ( צנחnaw, Aram. mi) to cry out, to
a ory For help Ps.5, 3; comp.טעה 

call, for help; to implore, to pray. Deriv.

sn, my TB.

אעוש

(prosperity,

salvation; from

7, 32.
> Pih. לט (part. pra; inf. with suff.  לועIL) n. p.m, 1 Cur.
suff. pny 135
with
myn,
.
(constr
mpw
wry; fut. sau, va) to ery out, to
-p)

שועל
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from 9118) fem. a ery for help 1 Sam. 5, sumed for Gen. l. 0. Deriv. the proper

*ny70> Lament. 3, 56 names Dan, DIEW.
יִתָחְובְל from הָחָנְר (uc
rw IL. (fut. nus) trans. to cover, to
32, 13) sighing, if we veil around, Ps. 189, 11 darkness shall
sn}; parallel px} cover me (protectingly) — Symmachus.
Ex.2,23 24.
The org. root ףוש is identical with that
 שועל.lp(  שוּעָלִיםdna  ש;ְעָלִיםfrom in צו 9977; it is therefore unnecesbow IL) 1. mase. prop. a reddish, fire- sary to read wann.
coloured , yellowish-red one; hence a fox
( ףפוטsame as ףבוש extension) n. p.
Lament. 5, 18, a jackal, canis aureus m. 1.Chr. 19,16. See 72W.
JUDGES ,51 ;4 .sP ,36 ;11 RoyD שעלים
( םפושa serpent, from ףיש I.) n. p.
Song or Sox."9,15 a smaller species “of
12; Jur. 8, 19;
as a gloss upon
cording to Jos
should not read

jackal called Adive, The existence of m. Nun. 26,39, as mss., the cod. Sam.,
jackals in Syria and Palestine is attested LXX., Vulg. and Syr. read forשפוּפם 
by most travellers (Tobler, Denkblätter

p-116). Aram. x39, tisZ, Arab. שב
3

the same,

Persian hed,

I,

but see םיָפְמְנ patron. wann) 26, "30 =
DA.
:

 רפושand( רפש from “Bw I. after

the form םללש , or according to R. Nis-
also Ks shagal, Turkish Jüs, and sim abridged from "92, which again
thence in European languages. A de- comes from BE); constr. spi; plur.
rivation from > I. is less suitable.  תּוְרָפִיְט, constr. תלרפלש( masc. a horn,
See byw, A290. — 2. (fox, as a proper trumpet Ex. 19, 16, so called from its
name, like the German Fuchs, English being hollowed, like לילה and the Aram.
Fox, French Renard, Arab. Le) N. ps ,2128 but different from Marien, which
m. 1 Cur. 7, 36. — 3. לעוש YR (land is named from its clear sound.הביר 
of the Jackal) n. p. of a district in Ben-  נעto cause the horn to pass throughi
ie
jamin, on the way to Ophrah 1 Sam. to sound Lev.25,9; 'ט spm to blow the
13, 17; identical perhaps with PON trumpet Is. 18, 3; Am. 3, 6; Eine)
 שעלים9,4; on לעּוש ( רצחjackal-village) Hos.8,1 (to put) the trumpet to the mouth;
Josu. 15,28 seenem
 ררב "מas often as the trumpet sounds
( רעוטa dena froin רַעְומ( a porter, JoB 39, 25; interchanged with 9, 108.
,6 ,5, compared with 6,4 6 813; Arab.
see Sy.
ai,
Talm. 1154 the same; Greek
 ףושI. (fut. םועי( trans. .1 same as 7
oaamıyE.
NEW to pierce, to wound (see (ןְפיֶפש
to bite, with accus. of the object, and
also of the member, Gen. 3, 15 and thou

pw I. (Kal unused) intr. to depend

firmly upon, to cleave to, to stick close
to; identical in its organic root with
Saadia, Pers., Jer. Targ.); comp. Aram, that in
i pu-n L, po, Arab. Bw,
 שְפָאto pierce, NNWDW a stab. — 2. to
bruise, to crush, Gay, 3,15 he will bruise wis; henpe to hang upon, to have an
thy head (LXX, Vulg. ; Sr); comp. inclination for or pleasure in a person
Aram. yu, 22; NEW, 1B, „a4; Arab. or thing; to have a desire. Derivat.

wilt bite him on the heel (Syr., Sam.,

mp ren.

uh, Lin, where the same funda"Pin. PR (fut. (קקרשטי intensive, to
mental signification is transferred to
have
a desire or longing for a thing; of
rubbing off, bruising, sawing off, for
vr Ps.107,9; Is. 29, 8.
the Hebrew |M27, Pw, nD; generally,
For the organic root pw comp. As
to rub in pieces , to destroy JoB 9, 17,

conseq. not = NW, as some have as-

to hang upon, to lean to, a thing, Gs

pw
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‘to desire, to long after a thing, GE the et to the Press Lev. 10, 15; comp. Pw,
same, | 5 &=the Hebr. m. שת ; Talm.

PRinwy the same.

4ב

Arab. al

ile.
 קושne bee like Dans, from

 קושII. (Kal not used) intrans. 1. to - IL) m. a street, prop. a way, path,

flow, to run, to stream; identical in its coupled with בוחר Prov. 7,8; Eccuzs.
‘organic root pw with that in nnd, 12,4 5; Sone or ‚Bor. 3,2; Mesias pry,
-הPO. — .2 ו
to go, to’"Tun, Leow, Reali ew the same.

to be in haste, a similar metaphor being
found also in >12 (comp. with dis), 725,

( רושfrom רוש V.; with suff.שורה 
| plur. once DW) m. prop. a bullock or

"m; Arab. as. Deriv. pit, pri, ow for ploughing, like רֶקָּב and the Latin

and perhaps למ (see pp).

armentum; commonly one of neat cattle,

Pih. pps (fut. pps) to cause to without respect to age or sex; hence
overflow, PR, i.e. to give a rich pro- Lev. 22, 27 = 539 Ps. 106, 20 (as a
duce Ps. 65, 10; metaphor. to run, to figure), a cow Ex. 34, 19; different from
rush along, with 2 to a place Is. 33, 4 "23, which is collect, Ex. 21,28; Luv.
(see Ppw and the noun Pwr); absol. to 7, "93; therefore we find דַחֶא  רושNe».
run about, to run to and fro, of 27 Prov. 5, 18 and רוש alone, if it is intended
to specialise “ps Num. 7, 3. רוש is
28, 15.
Hif. pro (3 p. plur. (רקיטה prop. to but seldom used collect. Ge 32, 6;
let overflow, i. e. to overflow , with the 1 Sam. 22,19. “vit רפ a bullock of the
accusat. wherewith, 6. ₪. WINN, רַהְצָי herd Juans 6, 25, for which En
Jo 2,24, also without the accus. 4, 13; occurs elsewhere; and perhaps. "p רט
Talm. קיש the same; Kimchi explains is to be so taken Ps. 69, 32. רוש רוכב
a first-born ox Devt. 33, 17, figur. the
our pun by xm.
Hithp. pupnw (from the reduplic. head of a mighty tribe (Ephraim);
PUR) to drive quickly, to rage, of a comp. 3 (Jer. 50, 27); Ar. Pr Maltese
military chariot Nan. 2, 5. Comp. the taur, Aram. "in, Greek 709006, Latin
taurus, Gothic’ stiur, German Stier,
proper name pww.
( קוטnot used) Aram. intr. same as Pehl. tora.
the Hebrew קוש Il.

Deriv. pw.

 רושI. (perf. 13; part. m. 18, plur.

( קושdual DRG, constr. "pis, with זו םירש fem. nid; inf. constr.שור 
suff.;ריק ₪ from presIL.) fem. prop. a 1 Baar. 18, 6 K’tib; fut. mn, abridged
running, a runner (Cana Lauf of the ,)= .0006 > nd of Sun, „un)
lower part of the thigh or shank of the intr. to buzz, to make a noise, and so to
hare), the leg, commonly the lower con-
tinuation of the 77}, i. e. the leg from
the knee downwards, Sona or Sot. 5,
;15 Ir קוש לע Junges 15, 8 leg -

;gnis htiw eht .succa dan .sP 1,7; 'ט

 עלחסבot gnis ot eht traeh htiw( של
Prov. ,52 ;02 .pmoc 95-22 72 .sI( ,04
2); ,erpyb  יָשרJos ,33 72 eh sgnis

thigh, ie. utterly; Wert
iw the (swift) to men, i. e. before men, openly,=Sana
teef fo a nam .sP 01,74=
1  קל בְּרַנְלְיָםa4; of a song of victory Jupans 5, 1;
.mA( ,2 ,)51 lellarap  בול הסוסthe commonly the part. ninwy OW male
feet, which the ne. cannot use, Prov.
,26 ;7 in the case of animals enume-
rated in the laws concerning sacrifices,

and female singers, at tables of rejoicing

ae

ney Ez. 40, 44 (Targ., 6 Vulg:) we

2 Sam. 19, 36, Ecores. 2, 8 (comp. Is.
,5 ;12 Au. 6, 5), of the temple- singers

the hind leg, shin-bone, Greek xvnun, but 2 Car. 9, 11; of songs of mourning
also the fore-leg or shoulder Ex. 29, 22 ,35 ,25 at "solemn processions Ps. 68, 26,
;27 Lav. 7, 32; any קוש 6 heave coupled with 0239 or Day 87, 7. For
ive. what was to = offered asa
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should read with the LXX DimW. De-

rivat. ,ריש many. In the proper names
 אָבִישָּרand Se, רוש and רש 6
out of as and רו
Pih. anit (3 p. pl.a; part. רררושמ;
fut. soit) to resound, 2 Cur. 29, 28 and
the song AB) resounds; to howl, of ani-

mals in the desert a4h and dip מ

35,5; to see 24,15; 7,8; 17,15; to observe, 33,14; to interest oneself in, with
the accus. 35, 13, as a sign of pleasure

in Hos. 14, 9, coupled with "39; to behold, of Dip (fem.) 105 20, 9; to look
down, תבע Num. 23,9; to have a vision, in the prophetic spirit 24, 17,

coupled with 189. — 2. to look sharply

2,14 (see 34m); to sing, to praise, to at a person or thing, i. e. to lie in wait
0
Jos 36, 24 which men praise; for, Hos. 13,7 and like a leopard by the
commonly the part. רֶרושמ,pl. om wn, way I will lie in wait (mör), where
f. nin
yw of the temple-singers 1 Cur. the LXX, Jerome and Syr. ‘read NBN;
9, 33; to play, with the accompaniment Jer. 5, 26 he lies in wait ()רושי like ‘the
of ריט 123 15,16. The ‘w7 are adduced stooping of bird- catchers, where Symm.

and Jerome incorrectly take “nr for
the name of a place. Deriv. רוש 1.
Pih. ררוש (part. 1948 for sith) to
Hif. ( שירabridged from "Bit, inf.
constr. ריש fut. 87) to sing, with the look around, to lie in wait for; hence

along with the םירעוש as serving in the
temple Ezr. 2, 70.

 מט'= מיורֶרa ,yps a ,rekrul na ymene
accusat. Ex. 15, 1, רי  רישPs. 187, 4; to
Ps. 5,9; 27,11; 54,7; 56,3; 59, 11.
praise, to celebrate, a nay 21,14, along

 רושIV. (not used) tr. to surround,
with “pr,
nam 106, 12, ל
to
enclose, to strengthen round about, of
with ללה Jar. 20, 13, na Ps. 96, 2,

spinon 65, 14; with 2 of the thing a wall (cognate in sense man 1., 773,
 רקIIL), identical withרוד 7  רוטi,
praised 138, 5.
Hof. ( המורfut. 83) to be sung, of 1m; Ar. WW the same, .- vom a
 שירIs. 26, 1.
wall, Aram. ,רש ;&. Derivat. nd 2,
 רושII. (fut. A183) intrans. to go, to שגרה,Ta וש to some).
‚repair to, Is. 57, 9 and thou wentest to
( צי רושnot used) to plough, to cul-
the king, anointed. with oil (yaw); of the
tivate
(like5 Koran 2, 66), to which
wanderings of a harlot (Kimchi); to draw
is
referred
"iW, as “pa isto "pa. Others
near, to approach, Sona or Sou. 4, 8
thou approachest from the top of Amanah derive "iu from ong רוט= 38“ to break
(LXX, Syr., Kimchi), parallel ya ;בוא through, of the fruit of animals: or from
to bring forward, offer, present, gifts, Ar. רוש ,Aram. רוש ss to leap, to spring;
ye (to bring to), like ya (Ps. 68, but the former is too general, and the
,)32 deriv. awn; to travel, to journey, latter appears to be a denom. Maltese

of travelling” processions and caravans,

tavvar to plough.

cognate in sense with mas, deriv. ma
(according to some).
The stem U is in its organie root
also in IB" I, “ns, Im and the Ar,

1% (not used) Aram. trans. same as
the Hebrew "18 IV. Deriv. .רש

whence 8 su, %u

read aid ‘on that account. — 2. (from
 רגשIV.) a garden-wall, over which
branches (ni32) mount up or stretch

zu (to wander, to journey, to convey,
a caravan), Aram.

"m and רש a
אריש (caravan),
 וPalmyrene Kom; comp. Sanskrit sri, to go, to travel.

( רגשpl. with suff. avi) m. 1. (from
 רגשIL.) a lier in wait, a lurker, Ps.
92,12 = “mid, without our having to

Gen. 49, 22, of the walls of forts 2 Sam.

,22 ;30 Ps. 18, 30.

— 3. n.p. of a de-

 רושII. (fut. ררוטכ( tr. .1 to view, sert tract east of Egypt, as far as which
10 look at, with the accus., mpnw Jos the Amalekites and Ishmaelites dwelt

שוש
שור
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Gen. 25,18; 1Sam.15,7; 27,8. Israel
MIND (plur. with suff. onda; from

reached רש 427% when they had passed

through the Red Sea Ex. 15, 22, comp.
Nom. 33, 8. Hagar fled into this terri-

 טורIV.) f. same as רוש 2. a wall, of
olive--plantations and vineyards, =m
Jos 24,11, where, as the suffix is unsuitable, many mss. and Parchon read

tory Gun. 16,7. The Arabs call it y=
(Gafar).
panty = .םיַממּוח
35 (pl. def. אירע ,73”, from Aram.
PTW see .קרט
18) masc. a wall. To the completion
( שושnot used) intr. same as WW}
of its erection are applied DIS and
re

Ezr. 4,12 13 16.

to shine, to glitter, to lighten; hence 1. to

shining or white, of flowers, marble;
 רּושI, (inf. constr. with suff. (בְשוּרי be
to be gray, of hair. Deriv. , שישwy 1,

intr. to turn away, same as רגס L, with , ןשוטpwr, mawiw. — 2. Figur. to he
ya of a person Hos. 9, 12. "But it is distinguished, noble, hence to be free,
better to read’ DR saa from "a II.
arising from signif. 1; the same metaph.
(when I look away from them), with the noitacilppa gnieb ni  חוּר1. (= 1).
meaning of העט Gem. 4, 5.

Derivat. the proper names "wy, wy,
 רושIL (fut. ap. Er) tr. 1. to saw, NBT, NU, Pw.

serrare; to cut in pieces 1 Cur. 20, 3,
"The stem ‘8 has arisen from a repeand 2 Sam. 12, 31, where pips) should tition of the root, like all verbs with a
be changed into "Ww. The organic similar beginning and end (see 1%);
root lies also in רט Aram. "073 (for and the original organic root is 15, ident.

the Hebrew 5b», sun), =, no"an "0 with 11 (which see)="="1, Arab. ls,
(to TB); Arab. redupl. 5 (to cut a simple root to TAT Im. , “and with וצ
in pieces), ge שי ye the same;

(=xx IL,

now II)

to pay; it is va-

hence עי ee = xp (form, shape). riously modified in ma, aay, 257;
Derivat. perhaps 17 "(whieh see). — Ar. 3 to, lighten, to glitter; Aram.
2. (not used) to divide, to measure, whence wu, as,

Maren; see "ion.

boy. (perf. wy, migip, Nolb; part.

Si ım.6 6. iw; fut. apoc. sive) we; infin. absol. wie, constr. win; fut.
intr. sama as ,רט mad to rule, to govern;

with לע of a person to rule over JUDGES
9, 22, with dx of a person to overcome,
overpower Hos. 12, 5.
Hf. ro to make to rule, to make
princes Hos. 8, 4.

pie) intr. prop. to move in a circle (see

bib). with joy; to ezult, to rejoice (cog-

nate in sense ba3), coupled with my
Ps. 40,16, ליג Is. 65, 18, strengthened
by mea Ps. 68, 4; with לע of a thing

at Daur. 28, 63; 30,9, or 3 Jos 39, 21,

 רושIV. (not used) ir. to put in a Ps. 35, 9, but never with’ the accusat.,
row, to arrange, ident. with רח (to Sin), since Divine Is. 35, 1 stands for pviny
Ps.
דר, טר, detpoda rof eht nuon ( ;שורהIbn Esra). Ha "p to rejoice in God an
40,17. Sometimes it is followed by

Ar ale the same.

infin. 19, 6 or "> Jos 3, 22, or a verb
united with Vau Is. 64, 4
as an adverbial accusat. in rows Is. 28,
13]. ( טיטinstead of ;שישה fut. wb?)
25 (Rashi, Hieron., Ibn Koreish), parallel to rejoice, to exult, like Kal (which see).

mie (from רוט IV.) f.a row, range,

729) and 7223; comp. the Arab. =
a "line or row, a layer, Talm. .הרט To
take the derivation from ont = 70,
and הרוט instead of הָרּוהְט meaning a

thing hedged about, is inadmissible.

The passage Bzex. 21, 15 [10] ws is

"23 naw is difficult, prop. or we "shall
rejoice over the chastising rod of my son,
which meaning, however, does not suit

(see

וטשטשכ

II).

-
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 שושII. (Kal not used) tr. to guide, — 3. Wr (also (ןשוש ₪. p. of a Perto lead, a herd; metaph. to rule; comp. sian city )ןשוש ='y) Esre. 3,15, where
at the same time was the tower of Susa

Ar. (lu, lence uglw rector, admi- ) (שוטון הַבִּירַה,2,1 ,1,1.meN tnereffid

nistrator; Copt. ıywc a shepherd.
Hif. ( המירמfut. wry») to guide, to lead,
only in Ez. 21,15 wry ix or we shall
lead her that has despised the rod (we

from the city of Susa. Shushan was the
seat of the Persian government Estu,
3,15; 8, 15, lying in poy Dam. 8, 2,
and is said to have been surrounded by
should read nia with the LXX for 93). the river "23" Dan. 1. c., Plin. H.N. 6,
See wip.
31, Arr. exp. Al. 7, 7; on the contrary,
NWIW (nobility, splendour, dominion; the Choaspes flows by Susa, according
from (עוש n. p. m. 1 Cur. 18, 16, for to Her. 1,188; 5,49; Strabo’ 15, 7 28.
which איש or my

occurs elsewhere.

These

differing

statements

are to be

reconciled by the fact, that the second
( ןוטוטpl. orpwiw; from WW) mase. source of the 548 in Susiana (Ptol. 6,
.1 a white lily, growing wild in Pa- 3, 2) is meant.’ On the Choaspes (now
lestine, and therefore a flower of the field Kerkah, Kerrah) lies a village Uw
(comp. Hos. 14,6) Sona or Son. 2,16; or Uy in the province Chusistan or
,4 5 (Marta. 6, 28), so called from its Hus, which has been identified with
white colour; the ancient interpreters
incorrectly take it for the rose (Kimchi). ywaw, while others find it in Schustar
— .2 a red, bright lily (Pliny H.N.( Schusser) on the Karin. The name
,21 )5 Sona or Souom. 5,13, to which comes from lily (Steph. Byz.).
maw iw (constr. n27) fem. 1. a lily,
the lips are compared; comp. the Ar.
יש

וש

 ושPers. ,70805

single Sone or Sox. 2,1, Hos. 14, 6;

and so too in Coptic, Phenician, Arme-‚ also a rose Sona or Sox. 2,2; an arti-

nian, Afghan, Turkish, Greek 009009

ficial lily in architecture 2 Cur. 4, 5,

occasionally. — 3. lily-work in the: ca-
pitals of columns or elsewhere, an archi-

odvve, LXX on Dan. ch.13, also a name

‚(Diose. 3, 116), with a little alteration
tectural expression 1 Kinas 7, 22 96, —

.4 only pl. םינוטוש ,the name of a mu-
sical choir Ps. 46, 1; 69, 1; 80, 1; ident.

with und 60,1 (which see).
YONG (from wri with the termina-

like .ןוטוש — 2. n. p.f. Zwodvve, Sovelsewhere (Diod. Sic. 2, 6).

DW

see ןשושט

 ךבשושn. p. of a province of As-
syria, whence colonists were transplanted

to Samaria; hence a Gent. noun ud,
tion (-ך m. 1. same as Twi a white lily, plur. def. איָכְבמהְש Ezr.4,9. Adduced
the lily- shaped lotus, 'ש ivy 1 Kınas with the territories 77, nN, >28,
7, 19 lotus-work, an ‘ornament of the
capitals of columns; probably after an
 קשושonly in 1 Kings 15, 25 K'tib,
Egyptian type, since imitations of the
for
which the K’ri has pwr (which see).
lotus-flower appear on Egyptian monu-

RD ,NIP" ּבָל,
ְ ב37, כ

ments; comp. 7,24. — 2. in תדע pens
(Ps. 60, 1, for which 80, 1 has םינַמּוש
niyy, and
0 Brasil alone) x. p. of
one of the 24 music-choirs (1 Cur. ch.
25) left by David (nin .אמא 12, 31)

Ps. 60, 1, so called from a master pow

ANDI. (perf. my, ng, npg, “ny,

an); inf. abs. nd; without a future) tr.

1. to set, hence to set fast, ans Ex. 23,
31; to make into a thing, Ps.88,9; Hos.
2, 5; with 2 of a person to put in one

(comp. the proper name www 1 Curon.

Ps. 73, 28;to set out or forth, with >
90, 8, without it 84,4; to prepare Hos.

been stationed in 72 =D ny, (Joss.
15, 36). See n779 2. and comp. mm.

“AN DI, Gun. 4,25, with לע to add to,
to put with 30,40; 2 בס naw to set the

2, 31), which musical guild may have

6,11; to appoint in place of, to replace,

mw
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heart upon Ex. 7, 23. — 2. to set, a post 4 to lay the hand upon the eyes of one,.

Is. 22,7 (without the object); with לע 1. 0. to close the eyes of one, the last
service in this life; "sony 8 Ex.23, >
to join with one; in "31379 תיט Jos 10, 20
8; 7 thou hast put all under his feet. — bay סע  דיis left out, and ישshould be
3. to put on, with the accusat. “99, and rendered to put aside. b) 3 'ש to lay or
 עלof a person Ex. 33, 4; to lay, Drop put in, as nixy Ps. 13, 3, ogy Prov.
Ps. 140, 6; with 3 to - in a thing 88, 26, 24.
Hof. ( הוטותfut. mw») to be laid upon,
7; Jos 38, 36. Deriv. תש or nw, ny,
of a person Ps. 3, 7, where Tara should

be supplied;

non nnd to put under,

ny (sing), the proper name תש and with לע Ex. 21, 30.
The organic root תש is also in
 שותin mann.
Hy. ( שיתabridged from nd; only nd II, now 1, in the Phenic. ny,
the imp. rey, Rad, ny, me; inf.
c. תישנ fut. mus, ap. mus, rs) with
the meanings of Kal: 1. to“set, to put in
a different place, to make into a thing,
with a double accus., Is. 5,.6; 26, 1 he
sets salvation as walls and ditches; more

rarely with the
with the 80008.
absol. with the
to do Ex. 10,1,

mw II. (not used) tr. to weave, to
spin,
to mie, of a dress, a veil, and of
accus. and > Is. 16, 3,
and > Jer. 2, 15, or branches, bushes; ident. in its organic
sense of muy 6 make, root תש with that in ה תש.1 .תש
for which טוט 18 ‘usual; Deriv. And and ny (according to some).

to set, אְָבְכ on a throne Ps. 132, 11;
with the accus. main (instruction) Ps.
9,21=to give; to set upon, תרמסע
to put, Mary Gen. 3, 15; to constitute,
with a double accus. 1 Kinas 11, 34;

with an accus. of the person and 4 Ps.
45,17; with לע to set over Gen. 41,33;
to ו

the Am: ni, 2 (hence Aus, Me
fundamentum); and it may be 8
with the Sanskrit sad (to sit), Latin
sed-ere, as also with ioznnı.

1 Sam. 2, 8, elsewhere Di; to

nor (from nbn ni = the setting

i. e. the son of Telach; תּוש = my asa

name, and ran is a proper name elsewhere) 2. p. m. Nom. 26, 35; patr. m.

mon 1 Car. 7, 21.
( בושnot used) intr. same as Aram.
Sry ‘which see); hence from the Pael

the part. m. aw
appoint, establish, קח (a limit) J OB 14, to set free, to deliver,

proper
in
the
DNaT’Un.
name
13, without pit 38, 11; to transplant,
intr. prop.
Aram.
used)
not
( בושPeal
with 2 of the object wither Ps. 73, 18,

fig. yon 12, 6; to reckon to, to Burn.
among, “with 2 2 Sam. 19,29; Jur. 3, 19.
— 2. to place, with bY, i. e. to associate

to forsake, a place;

to remove,

person or thing; to go away,

from a

hence to

go about freely, to pour out without re-

Jos 30,1; 'ִּפ 325  ישto set before one straint, to withdraw; ident. with the
Ps. 90,8. To this belongs the signific. Ar. Säs (tr. to withdraw, to remove,
to direct, to turn, dirigere, in the phrases: to separate from); Syr. כן
. בthe same.
be DB mw to turn the face to Num. 24, It is ident. in its organic root with that
1; Dy ישto direct the eyes, to spy out in the Hebr. 3179. Others treat ay
Ps. 14. 11; בל "wb to direct the mind 62,
as a Shafel- form of am, Arab. O55 to
11, with bxJos”, 17, or 5 Ex. 7,23.—
then to glide or flow away, which
3. to lay, “opy-by (on the ground) Jos flow,
is
suitable.
less
22, 24, elsewhere piv (Ez. 26,12); with
Pa. 21 (or ary instead of ayy, ד
a to lay into a thing Rura 4, 16. — Other

ed as a guttural, which is
phrases are: a) '» לע  יט דרto lay the being treat with צ in N¥W to keep
case
the
also
hand upon one, to bless Gen. 48,17, or
sibilants better apart; ‘also writto protect Ps. 139, 5, or to do violence the two
to Jos 9, 33; 9 myby any Gen. 46,

ten amd; part. run; inf. ¢. amd; fut.,

‚nz
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278) to deliver, to set free, with accus. injustice Jos 15, 34; Aramaean mV,

of the object and 47 from Dan. 3,15 17 ljeaa, Talm. and Zab. NND, Bas,
28; 6, 15 17 21 28; Targ. for ליצה
( הֶחשimp. f. יחְש( intr. .1 to bend
לט
oneself, to bow down, 13.51,23 bow down,
 ףוש8) p. f. with suf. nord, MDT) and we will go over (thee); comp. the
.1 intr. to glow, to burn; tr. to singe, to verbs , חושMW, Aram. א . — חש.2 to
blacken, of wig} Sona or Sox. 1, 6 (Syr. sink down, to ‘be deep, like "חושDeriv.
Ag. Theod.);_ conseq. =H78 (comp. 727 mand, nd (comp. החוש nny).
= PD. - 2. Metaphor. to look upon,
Hif. Amon (fut. mrt) to make bow
to scan 108 20,9; 28,7. The applica- down, to depress , TaN, Prov. 12, 25.
tion of the fundamental signification in with sorrow in the heart of a man, one
this way is also found in other Hebrew may depress him.
verbs.
Hithp. mınmd7 (arising from a har-

( רושKal not used) tr. to spin, to dening and. doubling of the third raditwist threads, to twine together, Ar.
the same, Aram. 77, hence PUNY PRN
spun threads; prob. from the fundam ental
signification to mix, to spin, to intertwine,

to bind together (cognate in sense 3),
to twist;

md

connected

in its organic root

cal; part. mnmdn; inf. 6 TAME; fut.

mann, pl. sometimes a", in pause
amd), sometimes arin) to bow down,
to fail prostrate,

as a sign of honour,

noosxuvely Gun. 22,5, 1Sam. 24, 9, with

> Gen. 23, 7, "359 23, 12, לא Is. 45, 14,

with that of “a I. and IL, by of the person Lav. 26, 1, also with

nig OL,
17 The form seems 6 MEAN DIER or TER TEND Gen. 19, 1,
have arisen from a reduplication of the 2 Sam. 14, 33, 1 Kınas 1, 28, before
simple root, like "Ww from ww (which kings and princes 2 Sam. 9, 8 and 14, 22,
before equals Gun. 23, 7, especially besee).
fore God; absol. Gen. 22, 5, Ex. 24, 1
Hof. "da (part. m. (רדשמב to be spun,
or with y Ex. 20,5 or oh of a person
to be artificially woven, "of שש Ex. 26,
Devr. 96, 10; with > Ps.99, 9 or dx of
1 31; 27,9 18; in Targ. Peal instead.

the place towards Ps. 5, 8; fe. to yield

( חשfrom nm) adj. m. sunk, of the obedience Ps.45, 12. The: form apn

yrp soJ ,22 ,92 .1 .e ,desserped = טשפל. Ez. 8, 16 is either a conjugation-species

ni (from חוש IL, with the suff. ii) | of the participle as in Aramaean,
m. same as my יה
4, 13.

meditation Am.

( רחשimp. pl. nym; fut. Wr, hence
2 p. f."1M)

intr. prop. to allot or mea-

sure out; hence

to make

a present,

to

should

be considered

a mistake

or
for

punmwn. See the Analytical appendix.
Deriv. man.

nny Cara md, inf. 6. minty) intr.

to swim Is. 25, 11, Aram. xD, han

give, for the purpose of bribing, with the same, prop. to flow or roll along,
the accus. Ez. 16, 33; ‘p Wa 'W to give hence also to wash, comp. Arab. ₪ to
for one, i. e. to bribe. Jo 6,92. Aram.
pour out water, 6 to let flow, 6
md, pad Pael to make many = fre-

quent presents; Ar. OX.

The organic to flow. Derivat. and.

root 77” is ident. with that in דג דק

and prop. means to allot.

Deriv.

11. nor (fut. sins) to make flow,

to inundate, fig. Ps. 6, 7,

( ףחשfor mid, from mo) a swim-
Ex, ;8,32 Dzvr. ;71,01 a bribe, rn שי ming , .|  יִמwater that one can pass
a secret bribe Prov. 21,14; price of re- through only by swimming Ez. 47, 5.
demption 18.45, 18, coupled with ריחמ
rine (from mime, after the form
 דחשm. a gift, to bribe Prov. 17, 8;

שחוק
min) m. submission, bending;
in submission Is. 60, 14.

שחיטת
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an adv.

Pim (and pity) m. laughter Eoouzs.
2, 0 parall. mmmip; wantonness

Band; fut. (טַחשְי tr. prop. to cut in
pieces, to bore into (with violence),

7, 3,

oppos. 093; eaultation Jon 8,21, coupled

to

pierce, of an arrow, .פת 9, 7 K’tib
umid YI a piercing arrow, but according to the K'ri Bam

om

amd IL.

(which see); commonly 1. to slaughter,
with העור
ל
derision, scorn 12, 4; Is. cattle, with the accusat. Gen. 37, 31,
20, 7 = 492; jest Prov. 10, 23.
1 Sam. 14, 32, especially for 8
Lev. 1, 5; 3, 2; 4, 4, applied to men
 רוחשsee MU.
זרַחְט( רוחט8) m. blackness, nigror, also Gen. 22, 10; Is. 57,5. — 2. to
slaughter, to kill, to massacre JUDGES

soot (LXX), black coals (Vulg., Rashi,

Kimchi) Lament. 4, 6.

 חורseeשחר 

12, 6, 1 Kınas 18, 40, with 5x of the
place into which the blood is “poured
Jer. 41,7, comp. 1 Macc. 7,19; gener-

mm (with suf. inanw, after the ally to destroy, to cause to peril Num.
14, 16. — 3. Figur. to mix, to adulteform תל from MB) /. prop. a deep rate, wine, Ar. ב bin also being
place, and therefore a pit Prov. 28, 10,
comp. החוש my, now 1.

nn} (3 perf. ,חטא =הַחְטהָחְט1perf.

so applied; hence to be deceptive, per-

haps of ץֶח Jer. 9, 7 K’ri, to which

nang amy (1 Kines 10, 16) has also
 תי3 pl. nw and וחחש jut. Sn, been referred; but see טחש IV. Deriv.
mon Lamant. 3,20 K’ri ate the form שְחִיטָה.
nix), “ian, while the K’tib has חישִמ
“Nif. umd: (fut. ures) to be slaughtered
from md; pl. ams; the fut. mar be- Lev. 6, 25; Nun. 12, 22.
longs to 'Nif,, the Nif. and Kal coinThe stem ‘8 is the Aram. Dnw,
eiding in signification in the case of
the
Arab. ij and &&;

and

many verbs doubling the same radical)

wen,

(asbording to some) or 5 towards Ps.

as sn to make a present, to bribe, pow,

lies also in 73, m.
intr. to be bowed or struck down Is. 2, organic root one
11 17; to sink, with ba Prov. 2, 18
( טחשנצonly inf. .6 ( הטחומtr. same
44, 26; absol. Has. 3, 6; to walk along
bowed, as רדק
14; to crouch, of one

Hos. 5, 2 and the bribery of those that
turn aside from right (of judges without
lying in wait 10, 10,"eonpled with 197 conscience) they have extended (see p73).
(to be depressed) or similar verbs Jo 38, The reference of it to nm because of 9,9
40 [39, 2]; to be brought low Ps.107,39, after the Syriac meaning is less suitable.
coupled with ny (to be diminished);
nw IIL. (part. pass. wang) tr. to
to be na depressed position Prov. 14,
19; to submit oneself Jos 9,13. Deriv. point,‚to sharpen, hence Ding yy} JER.
my, minw.
9,7 K’ri a pointed arrow (Targ., Syr.);
 אmh (only the fut. my?) to be bowed Aram. md, modern Hebr. 17%, Arab.
l  אמְרָהAs the same, of a knife.
nwod .sI 0₪ ;9 ot eb thguorb wo,
to chirp
voice,
low
a
in
,29 ;4 to sing
 שחטIV. (part. pass. (טּוחוַמ tr. same
Ecouzs. 12, 4.
as new 6 spread out, to beat thin, gold
iif. mon to bring low, 23072, i. e. to
(LXX, Kimchi),

destroy Is. 25, 12, coupled with eur;

to make low, to humble 26, 5.
Hithp. mim (fut. ’möN) to be cast
down, of the soul Ps. 42,7; 43,5.

plate 1Kınas 10,16 17

i. e. beaten.

pny (fut, uno) tr. to press out Gen.

40, 11; “Aram. und the same.
now (from um I.) f. a slaughter,
pnw I. (part. m. 13350; inf. abs.onw,
in aneritiee 2 Cur. 30, 17.
0 bine, but also ums, hence with suff. of the victims

שחין
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PINS (from yw) m. prop. an inflammation;

hence a burning sore, an ulcer

שחץ

marinus gives the virtue to scented stuffs

(Oken, Naturgeschichte
V, 1. p. 484 seq. );

2 Kınas 20, 7, Is. 38, 21, leprosy Jos 2, and is still used in the East for per7, Deur. 28, 35, with ער(evil), of leg fumes (Forskal, descr. anim. p. 143).
and knee disuse Deur. 28, 27; pustules,

nw
(not used) intr. to glow, to ל
דר

Ley. 13, 18, with mop (to break out) to be hot; ident. in its organic root ןֶחש
Lev. 13, 20; commonly elephantiasis in
with that in א ; לקAram. ןֶחש us, Ar.
which the feet and legs swell, resembling
92
2% ore oF the same, hence ב
those of elephants.
O1 (from (סחומ mase. after-growth fever. Deriv. mW.
ס( שחהnot used) intr. same as tnd
Is. 37, 30 (Ibn Gandch), for which שיחס
stands in 2 Kınas 19, 29.

See wend.

(which see) to sprout, to grow, to shoot

( ףיחשconstr. md; from nim) m . |after; comp. wns and the analogies
a thin board, a thin table of wood Ez, under und. Deriv. OTD.
,41 ,16 giving the full idea with 2.
( ףחשnot used) intr. to be stripped
MMe (only pl. nimmd; from (הָחְש off, to be lessened or made thin, hence to
2 same as mad 0 pit, for catching iin be cut thin, of wood for tables; to be
Ps. 107, 20; fig. Lament. 4, 20.
 תתnot radicali
is retained.

The

dal

lean, of the sea-mew; Arab. 2

trans.

to cut off (hair), south Arab. ts to

MMS (from now; def. mad, dif- draw off (the skin); _4* to be thin or
ferent from the part. 0 Ama) m. wicked- lean; in its organic root now is found
ness Dan. 6, 5.

also in yp IL, am,

Ind I. (not used) intr. to roar, to

ne, yo, name.

חסd.

Derivati

 ףסשm. prop. leanness, then applied
bray, to howl, of a lion, Arab. A& to
bray, of an ass (comp. “93 of a lion to an unclean bird Lv. 11, 16, Deur.
Jer. 51, 38, Aram. of the ass); Aram. ,14,15 by which the sea-mew is under-
 שְחַלthe same; comp. too de} to lift stood (LXX, Vulg.), since the funda-
mental signification suits this bird
up‘the voice. The organic a לחדש (Bochart, Hieroz. II. ch. 18; 111. p. 1).
is also in לה 1. signific. 3, Sanskrit 1
MDM (from the Pih. of rw) fem.
Greek א 2-0 Latin cal-o. Deriv. לַחְט
bry II. (not used) tr. same as van
to peel of, to cut off, Ar. AS (to plane
off, to file off); generally to take off
what covers a thing, and so applied to
the crust, shell or cover. Deriv. npnw.
bri (from bt I.) m. prop. the roarer,
and so a lion, coupled with 198 Jos
4, 10, and pow-y2 28, 8; ‚of God in

consumption, leanness Luv. 26, 16; Deut.
28, 22; Targ. nnamd; Arab. 3) the
same.
|

ynw (not used) intr. to swell out; to
become thick, large, corpulent ; to be firm,
strong; metaph. to rise, to step forward;
-95

Arab. yas to swell, to rise, vas to

be large, thick, _ whence yaad (thick,
punishing 10, 16; Hos. 9 14; 13, 7;1 corpulent), yas (thickness, body, pera wild beast with iB Ps. 91, 13.
son = Dx¥¥); Talm. YY to be proud.

nom (from לחש IL) f. prop. a per- Deriv. ץחומ the proper names berg,
fume-muscle (comp. nbpn), and so the Deny.
ya m. prop. corpulence, ‘strength,
005 or perfume-crab, Tike the covering
of a muscle,

and found both in the

largeness, only in +) "23 sons of strength,

seas of India and the Red Sea Ex. 30, i. e. large four-footed animals
(camels,
94 (LXX, Vulg. Targ.). The onyx horses, bullocks) Jos 41, 26 [25], con-

שחצום
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trasted with }n712; 28, 8; according to with 72 1 Car. 15, 29; to play, to deothers lions (Targ.) or wild beasts (Syr.,
Arab., Saadia).

light Prov. 8, 30; to rejoice 8, 31; of
loud sport Jer. 15, 17; 2 my to play
psn (from POW; hills, heights; with one Jos 40, 29; Ps. ‘104, 36.
Hif. pen (part. m. porivyg) to mock,
a stands for 71, interchanged as a

plur. with (-םי . מp. of a place in Is- with by at 2 Cur. 30, 10.
sachar Josu. 19, 39 K’tib, with a ‘of |
( קסשpl. ORG in 918186. 2)m. 1. a
motion samen; ויצו .פיצח

DSM

thing small or insignificant, which has no
weight; hence ine dust Is. 40, 15. —

(the same) see םּוצְחט

.2 thinness, a thin vapour, a thin cloud, Jos

pry (fut. prs») tr. 1. to press into, ,38 ,37 parallel םִימִש 7223 (Ow is the
to engrave, to cut into; hence to hollow out
Jos 14,19. — 2. to wear out, to reduce,
and therefore to make thin, fine, small

ו
parallel Is. ,45,8  סט,33 ,16 or
 םיִקָחְשstands generally for p28 Ps. 18,
,)12“The D°pMw are the seat of the angels
(comp. prrw), of a thin covering, a fine .sP ,98 7 ,83 dna“ fo doG טפ. 33, 62;
dress, a thin cloud, a worn-out garment; from them come dew and rain Jos 36,28,
identical in its organic root pn-w with Prov. 3,20, manna Ps. 78,23 and thun-
that in PO, ה  קחoj - 3. Generally der 77,18. The word is put for a clear
to rub or beat in pieces, such as spices (Jos 37, 21) or a clouded sky (37, 18),
for scented powder Ex. 30, 36; figur. to generally = 299. Aram. Pre (pm,
destroy 2 Sam. 22, 43, by which Ps. 18, md, יא
Arab, Be the same;
48 is to be corrected. We perceive the
Sim pene
connection with signification 1 from
pris see Pin.
“py I., which is related to 497, u I.
- IL; Arab. Ge to be thin, Gs

a thin cloud; Aram. prow, us

 רחשI. (only 3 p. perf.m.) intr. 1. (not

the used) to burn, to lighten, to shine; ident.

same; the Arabic meaning “to extend, to in its organic root “7”

with רח ,1 4h;

streteh out, to remove” is connected iin

used of the dawn and figur. of early

its organic root with that in pn, and

youth.

Derivat. "78, nad,

nun,

has nothing to do with our pow. De- “mun, and “md in the proper name
rivat. POW.
ann, Ine in pong, ond. —
.2
to be black, of the skin (in ele-
pre.)
fut.
priv,
pny (inf. constr.
phantiasis), Jos 30, 30 my skin is black
to
intr. same as pot (which see) prop.
and comes off me; generally to be dark,
be clear, serene, therefore to laugh Ec-

of coal, soot; to be browned, of colour,

cuzs. 3, 4, opposite 23; with DN to comp. DIL, O77, Aram. ano. Deriv.
smile upon Jos 29, 24; "with לע of the Sims, TW.
person to laugh at 30, 1; with 2 of a
Pih. L Sm (not used) to be very
thing to laugh at, to scorn 5, 22; "89,7;
or black, metaphor. to be slimy,

muddy
e. g. of the Nile, Rhinocorura, of the
fortune Prov. 1,26, for which is also לע slimy stream Belus 80. Derivat. the
Lament. 1,7; to sport, to dance (united proper name hy (mW, aw), רחיש
41, 21; with 2 to rejoice at one’s mis-

with singing and playing) Jupazs 16, 332.
27; comp. the Aram. 7113, Zab. nu
"Pi. IL “IB (mot used) to be dark,
6 rejoice). Deriv. pine priya, the swarthy. Deriv. nme.

proper name pp".
Pih. pry (part. plan;

inf. constr.

„The stem "מ is in Aramaean md,

pau (to be black, whence Yin, “iy
“pr; fut. (קחשי to jest Prov. 26, 19, coal, ink, {pout blackness, coal,ביי
‘parallel ron; to dance (of the re= the same, whence
ligious dance) 2 Sam. 6, 5 21, coupled a blackbird; Ar.

שחר
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the
 בa blackbird; comp. also FE to be‘ הלפאו Tw Dis; comp. Arab.
dark.
dawn and 0
blackness. — 3. (from
 רחשIL. (part. רחט( trans. prop. to" md =Arab.
to enchant, connected
with
"md
IL)
a
charming
away, Is. 47,
split, to cut through, to break through,
cognate in sense( קב which see); hence 11 thou dost not know how to charm it
.1 to divide, to separate, to prove, to ex- away, comp. 75» ibid. and oman,
amine, to seek after a thing, to desire, to םיִפְעְּכ ,47 .9 But mo may be. alee
strive after Prov. 11, 27; comp.

 רשtaken here with the meaning of 1. the

Wea, Kv, won with a similar metaph. dawn, prosperity recommencing. — 4,
ו
-- .9 to charm (see DEP).( from "m II.) same as “ph a searching
Deriv. “m 3 and 4.

out, examination, Is. 8, 20 “To the doc-
trine and to the law”’! Behold they speak
mon; inf. constr. רחש; fut. men) to truly such an utterance, like one that is
seek zealously, of which ihe consequence incomprehensible, i. e. that cannot be at-
is NY"; with an accus. after a thing or tained to (comp. piay). — 5. only in
person Pror. 1,28; 7,15; "om jan mer nba hind of the dawn, i. e. the
13, 24 seeks it, the ל
some- quick, early light, poet. for md simply

Pih. ngs (with suf. tomy; part.

times with > Jos 24,5 and dx 8, 5; (see p98); and so in Ps. 22, 1 the
to wish, to desire Ps. 63, 2; Is. 26, 9; name of a lost poem, which began
to turn i. e. to seek what had been left, with “wit nass (bn Esra). More cor-
Hos. 5,15; Aram. ini] the same.
רחש

(with suff. הָרְחּומ( mase. prop.

.1 the shining (from “nw I) or the break-
ing forth, of light, comp. “pa (from
“mw IL); hence the early light, the dawn,
aurora Aw. 4, 13, opposite 19°y; Jos
,38,12 where the K’ri has רַחְשַהְ m»
"dr the dawn arises, i.e. becomes visible
Gen. 19, 15; 1088. 6,15. The break-

ing forth of light(nix spa)i. e. of the sun
of prosperity, is compared to the morn-

ing Is. 58, 8; its going forth is called
 אצומin Hos. .6,3 " רחשBYDY the eye-
lashes of the den, i.e. the first beams
Jox; 3,9 ;41,10 " 'שBID Ps. 139, 8 the
wings of the dam: so called Som its

swift spreading; יריעה to awake the

rectly and analogous with the other
inscriptions, perhaps the name of a city,
identical with “mut myx (which see),

because having nearly the same mean-
ing; in which a musical choir may have

been stationed. Ar. ra the dawn, i
the same,
to enchant.

“iw see Ting.
“ATW see Timm.
 רַחָשand Yin (pl. pnw) adj. m.,
main (pl. nisin) fem. Black, of hair
Lev. 18, 31 37; of horses 2808. 6, 2,

which point to a famine (REVEL. 6, 5);
of a raven, Sone or Sox. 5, 11; swarthy,
of the skin 1, 5.

many fem. the dawn, figur. youth
dawn, with a song of praise Ps. 57, 9;
Eccrxs.
11, 10 = n9751; comp. man,
"S-ja son of the dawn Is. 14,12, of the
Talmudic nen.
Recording toJos.
ton (lucifer), figurat. of aו 
Kimchi Sinn ‘Lament. 4,8 is a noun=

earthly king, comp. the myth of Venus
or of Lucifer as the son of Aurora.

 ללא 'טIs. 8, 20 there is no dawn to

kim, 1.e.
i
a new, commencing prosperity;

but better perhaps in signification 4. —
Fig. a beginning or first time of rule Hos.

,10 .15 — .2 blackness, and therefore
darkness, obscurity, Jo.2,2 as darkness
spreads on the mountains, which suits

splendour.

'

AIG

(after the form Iran) adj.

 רזnaan

fem. dark, swarthy Sone

or Sox. 1,6. The תה
expresses
resemblance to the colour in
question; comp. DAS,

PARI.

my
(from הי “nw; Jah is the
Shining one) n. p. m. 1 Chr. 8, 26.

שחרים
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( םירחשmorning and evening dawn;
comp. “Day, םירהצ( 2 p.m. 1 Cur.

to endanger, of 8

Jur. 2, 30; X5%7

naar of a destroying al 2 Sam.
,8 ;8 comp. the Latin Lucius, dovxıos,; שו 16 also nme alone Ex. 12, 23,
Aovxäg, Manius (from mane); comp. or mr ny JER. 51,1; non mm

OAL, HYPE, In = oF; in arme.

to destroy his life Prov. 6,32: 772. יפה

nnw (Kal unused) tr. prop. to crush, Gen. 6, 12 or M279, ישה Tew 3,7 to
walk perversely, also תיִחְשה alone Devt.
to reduce to ruins, to injure, hence to 4, 16; with ןמ to walk more perversely
destroy, to ruin, to corrupt, Arab. aes than Ez.16, 47. In the Sam. cod. (Gen.
the same, Aram. use and dus in Pa. 6,17; 9, 15; 19,13 19) Hif. stands for
to corrupt, to violate, in Peal to be rusty, Pihel. — nin לin Psalm-inseriptions
IKuca rusts Ethiop. to disfigure, to vio- Ps. 57. 58.59.75 is the commencing
late, Maltese to overthrow. The organic phrase of a lost poem, put here by way
root nn is identical with that innnL, of air, Deriv. mori 1, nmon.
Hof. nes (pare, nin) to be cor
nn (which see)=2U, and cannot ihererupted
, troubled, of “ip ‘Prov. 25, 26;
fore be compared with rng, Sw. Depart. fem. nmi out ofnow (conip,
rivat. nmön, nm 2.
Nif. nm (fut. nm&r) to be marred, nw = Ann) Mat. 1, 14 a bad thing,
of TTS Jun. 13,7, "23 18, 4; to be cor- i.e. a bad sacrificial animal, Derivat.
rupted, of תלי Ez. 20, 44; = to sin, nmun (a defect).
to commit iniquity ‘Gun. 6, 11; to be desolated Ex. 8, 20.

Pih. nö (with suff. gnmö, 2 pers.
amd, 2 p. plur. Dany; inf. constr. nr)

‘now (only part. pass. fem. (הָתיִחְש

Aram. same as the Hebrew nw to be
corrupt or lying, of xp" Dan. 2,9. Derivat. the noun mow.

toact corruptly i. 6 wickedly Ex. 32, 7,
 תחש.1 (from mo, like nm from
Hos. 9, 9, elsewhere the Hif.; to destroy, mm, nm from 1199; with suff. pany Ez.
Gen. 6,17; 13, 10; 123% LAMENT. 2,5 ,19 4 )8 fem. prop. a sinking; "hence a
(coupled with 93), דעמ 1.6. DR 19.7 pit, for catching animals in; figurat.
the temple 2, 6, and so PR 2) main, ambush, Ez. 19, 4 8; Prov. 26, 27; Ps.
sometimes with ל of the object 1 Sam. ,7 ;16 nd mow a "pie provided with a
23, 10; met (24%) "§ to destroy to net 35, 7; a slimy pit Jos 9, 31, comp.
the ground "Gan. 38, 9, ive. to cause Ps. 40, 3;ba "Is. 38, 17 pit of destruc-

to fall to ground, the seed; םימחר 'ש

tion, i. e. the grave, also nw alone inיָרַד 

Am. 1,11 to quench feeling; mas 'ט to
cause Wisin to degenerate Ez. ‘98, 17;

 יטJon 33, 24; Ps. 30, 10; Ez. 28, 8,

ground; Core "8 to lose words Prov.
23,8; ma 'שto break a covenant, Mau.
2,8; man to violate an oath Devt.

Jos 17, 14, especially in the phrase

comp. sia (which see); של nm to die
Hos. 13, 9 it has destroyed thee to the (and come) to the grave Is. 51,14; death

32, 5

now הָאְר Ps. 16,10 and 49,10= 87
rm 89,"49 ; butיט may come here from
now and mean destruction , corruption.
— .2 m. (from now) destruction, ruin
Jos 33, 18 22 (parallel םיִתְּב avenging

Hif. my (part. תיחשב inf. absol.
nines, constr. PTT; fut.‘mom, apoc.
nen) to destroy, a wall LAMENT. 2, 8, angel) = angel of destruction (1 Car.

a house Jur. 6, 5, a city Gun. 19, 13; ,21 ;)15 ,33 ;30 ‘wa 72% to go to destruc-

to remove, a kingdom Jer. 51, 11; to
fell, a tree Devt. 20,19; to kill Gen. 6,
13; to lay low, TEN Junens 20, 21,
enemies 2 Sam. ו 1 to injure, Prov.
11, 9; to cut off, Ipt aN Ley. 19, 27;

tion 33, 28; hence now na Ps. 55, 24

pit of destruction, i. e. the grave, LXX

Lets peéxg 000200068

compare Acts2,

27 and 13, 35 where we have a trans-

lation of nrg.

שט
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vip (only plur. nny; sing. perhaps elsewhere applied to a net.
“ob; see MO) m. an apostate (from the mown, nimm.
right path), one who has turned aside;
hence an unjust judge Hos. 5, 2, elsewhere 0°29 Ps. 101, 3. Sinee טוס 06curs as a verb Ps. 40, 5, ob is to be
referred to Kain.

ney (fut. ,המשי ap. viv) intr. to
turn aside, to deviate, from a person or

thing, with ya Prov. 4,15; with לֶא to

"Pih. mt ‘to stretch out, the hands in

prayer Ps. 88, 10.
The stem new is in Aram. ,חמש
la, Ar.
wu(to spread or stretch
out), whence

12 19 20 29, comp. non m; Aram.
, אסHo, Arab. (bi; comp. besides
um,
ob. va; in Targ.איטס 
3 ,,300: TOON,
?

a plain (mod. Hebr.

mw); in Ethiop. the verb now sathecha
is the same.

turn to 7, 25; of a woman, to be or be- in
come faithless, with שיאה non Nom. 5,

Derivat.

The org. root mad is also

Bony
L, חַמָּב
L; Ar. *

eft ex:

‘analy, Leib (to stretch out), eb the
same.
Dow (from ung TIL) masc. same as
mint aa scourge, Hanns goad, Josx. 23,13,
coupled with 772%, as "2% stands for it

in Num. 33, 55.

TOW see ui.

( המpl. WW; from Hw) f.prop. a

oy (fut. hir) tr. to attack, to

point; hence 1. the (thorny) ‘acacia, Egyp- lie in "wait for, to hate, with an accus.
tian thorny acacia, 18. 41,19; &xavdog,
Lat. spina and acacia, spina Aegyp-

Gen. 27,41; 50,15; to persecute
49, 23;

tabernacle, the ark of the covenant 6.

The fundamental signification is to

Jos 16, 9; 30,21 (where mss. have une).
tia. The wood of it was used in the Deriv. nani.

Ex. 25, 5 10 13; 26, 26; 27,1 6, be- enclose, to shut up, to fetter, like the
cause it is durable, incorruptible in water,

Aram. 089 (to enclose), ed (to fetter,

and afterwards becomes black like ebony
(Plin.18,9; Jerome on Is. 41,19); hence[ aga foot- iron), Arab.

(to shut

in the pl. acacia-wood; Ar. bis, is up), whence the signification “to liein
the same. — 2. only in the plur. nay wait, to persecute” has arisen; comp. ne
(acacias) n. p. of a place in the plains parallel to .הָמָמֶשַמ The organic root
of Moab, east of the Dead Sea Nom. is also in סמ "Dur 7, Bond, Dom.
;25,1 ,33 ;49 Mic. 6, 5, whence Joshua
pow (part. ab, infin. constr, with
sent forth spies and reached the Jordan
Jose.; 2,1 .3,1  םיִטָשַהbm Jo. 4, 18 suf. mob; fut. jolw?) tr. same as bow
is a valley near J!erusalem; in 7 osephus to attack, to hate, ‘with the accus. Ps.
0009/0050 adder is the supposed Tere- 38, 21; to persecute, 'p WE, 71, 19 =
binth-valley, now Wady es-Sent (Robins.‘ p WE? wpa; םינסש persecutors Psat

Pal. II. 605. 607). For pawn Dax Num.

33,49 see Dax 2.

109, 20; to accuse, Zecu. 8, 1, i. e. to

appear as an accuser; Aram. 129, Ar.
The etymology ba. Deriv. mn and

maw mg Junazs

7, 22 see under ne.
see under 02.

ow masc. same as ןמש (Ps. 71, 13,

109, 20 29) an adversary, opponent, in

now (part. חמש ;inf. absol. mind;
war 1 Sam. 29, 4 (Vulg.); an enemy
fut. neun) tr. to spread out, to וה 1 Kines 5,18; a rebel 11,14 23 25; an
in space, with 9 of a person (=> mm) accuser, before a tribunal Ps. 109, 6;
to make ample room for JoB 12, 23, i.e. 2808. 3, 1; generally one who appears
to extend dominion; with לע to spread against Num. 22, 22 32; Satan, i. e. an
upon a thing, e. ₪. nipy 2 Sam. 17,19; accuser before God Zeca. 3, 1 2. (Radead bones Jur. 8, 2, i. 6. not to inter; veLAT. 12, 10), appearing before God

naw
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along with the םיקלאה 22 and accusing men Jos 1, 6-12, 2, 1-7. The
view of an intermediate agent of evil
between God and men arose at the time
when the Zoroastrian doctrine became
known among the Hebrews.
In later
Judaism and the New Testament 'ש
appears as a prince of evil spirits, the
opponent of the kingdom of God, and

pow m. a flood, "B2 ='ִט
=
ng? at the
time of flood Ps. 32, 6 (figuratively).

( רטשnot used) tr. to cut into, to
bore in, to engrave; hence

1. to write,

prop. in wood-, stone- or metal-tables

(cogn. in sense=בַתָּכ ,( בטָחcomp. ?06-
ge, Lat. seribere. — 2. Metaphor. to
administer, the art of writing being used
consequently as a copy of Ahriman and in ancient times almost exelusively for
‚his Dews, in opposition to Ormuzd. In legislation and judicial processes; to en-
the Revelation (12, 10) ‘w is rendered rol, in military lists; to enter,i.e. to issue,
6 Horm yore (mod. Hebrew .(רוגטק Aram. a punitive decree, comp. 30>, Bas
wl
a scribe and a judge, w
yep, namo, Has, Ar. שמש
.
sentence;
further metaph. to oversee, in-
main f. 1. ER
letter of acspect, to arrange, to direct, to conduct, of
eusation Ezr. 4, 6. — 2. (well of strife)
officers, overseers, magistrates; the A
n. p. of a well ‘Gan. 26, 21.
being so applied metaphor. Deriv.
( שמףpart. ;שמףfut. yew?) intr. to “gw, nw, the proper name "NU.
"flow, to stream, figur. of Mp 3% meaning
The fundamental signification of the
to come in as a flood Is. 10, 22, to pour stem J is sufficiently clear from the
out (abundantly)= to overflow, of Sn? Arab.
to cut in pieces, to lacerate
Is. 30, 28, nw; Ez.13,11; to flow along,
‘of םיִריִּבַּכ D7 Ts. 28, 2; ir. with accus. (el. a butcher = the mod. Hebrew
an incised
of the object to 0
43, 2; JER.  על בצקa knife,
47,2; Sone or Sox. 8,7; to wash ries line, a row, 8
0 a level), bps to
’

“ane 18. 98, 17, םיִחיִפְס Jos 14, 19;

cut in =

=

o-

.

Hebrew

vo,

A &

to

cut

sweep over a ing. of armies Is. 8, 5
& to divide (in halves,
coupled with 129; Dan. 11, 26; of Did asunder,
. Is. 28,18; to rinse, to wash, 075" Lev. hence pes a half, a part). The transi15,11; 1 Kıas 22,38. Deriv. Aw, now. tion to the meaning to write, to en-

Nif. rows (fut. (ףסשי to be ‘washed

Lay. 15,12, to be overwhelmed , of a

hostile army, with "> "259 Dan. 11,22.
Puh. new to be rinsed Lev. 6, 21.

The stem 'ִטon wiht to wash,
ahi VII. to ‘flow; T arg. ףמש for the

grave (hence ya

seriptus), | to go-

© the
vern, to administer (whence a
office of an overseer) is also there;
Aram. "u the same, whence the noun
“Hw a writing, a contract,

Syr. ₪

‘Hebrew YR) is also in EW (which BR, the same, רמש in the Peshito Ira».

‘see), and has for its organic root ףסה שוThe organic root “07 lies also in “iN-1.
which exists also in 27 (to which in Is.
( רסשplur. ao, constr. “7, with
"48,21 AOU isi parallel), qi, 77-37, Aram. suff’. “pats; prop. "part. of MOV) m. one
HB, “a, Arab. 3, Hebrew ,ףסדנ set over a thing, an overseer, an arranger,
an administrator, prop. a decider, deter-
a8 1
/

pow m. an outpouring, a rain-gush
Jos 38, 25; an overwhelming flood, of an
army Nan. 1, 8; generally war, prop.
the overflowing of war, Dan.11,22 and
the arms (warlike peoples) of a flood;

EN "ישProv. 27, 4 anger is an outpouring;

mows Dan. 9, 26 is an adverb, suddenly.

miner (comp. PY, T7113) Ex. 5, 6 10,
coupled with was; 5, 14 15 19, but not

a scribe, since pep stands with it
2 Cur. 34, 13. The Ent are men-
tioned together with the’ may RT
Daur. ,31 ,28  םיִמפש,16 ,18 ppt
dna pnp .esoJ 8, 35,  רָאשִים89, ₪

שטר
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along with "xp and לועמ Prov. 6, 7; to flow out freely (Arab. Bam flowing
milk) — are to be rejected. יש in the
proper name "W°3N, WN is from wo;

they were chosen out of the elders Num.
11,16. They had to make commands
known to the people Josu.1,10, to conduct the levies of soldiers Deur. 20, 5;

they were officers in cities 1 Cur. 23, 4;

on the other hand. הש 18 =  ישin the
proper name

nun.

( שיאeither from אש=NY"), or from
26,29, and sometimes they filled higher

א
ּ
ו
 (שm. elevation, greatness Jon 20, 6
dignities
2Cur. 26,11. They also re-

= אש Ps. 89, 10, and nxiy which see.
gulated affairs in the camp Josn. 8, 33.
( שיאוןfrom NwIII. or אושILL; heap
In the cod. Samar. Dur. 21, 2 רמש
stands for .טפש The translation 0% of ruins) n. p. of a“city in Issachar 7OSH.

(LXX, Symm.) or Ira» (Syr.) 19,19, north of Tabor (Euseb., Jerome);
whose ruins are a
>.
( רטטnot used) Aram. trans. same
( ןאישfrom Nw or;ארוס the projecting)

7

does not suit .רטש

as Hebrew “ww which see. Deriv. “Ow. n. p. of the summit chain ofHermon Devt.

( רטשaot used) Aram. intr. to turn, ,4,48 of which it seems to be an older

to incline, cognate in sense with the name; perhaps originally only the name
Hebr. y5x, 77%, hence the verb-idea of a top, just as in all probabilityשניר 
for side, loki, ‘flank, rib; elsewhere and }}y (which see) were at first the
"bo, Zab. in "AE. “HON to turn to the names of parts.
side. Deriv. the noun "ob.
 בישas a verb seeטוב .

"Do (from the verb (רטש Aram. m.
same as the Hebr. saw ‘dominion, administration, Dan. 7,5 and it set up
dominion. But 26 mss., several editions
and the old interpreters have not this

reading, and the context requires
“QW Aram. m. the side (of a thing),
and then like the Hebrew 7x (Ps. 91, 7,

( ביטfrom )032 m. old age 1 Kınas
41, 4.
TAD (from rip; constr. nay, with
suff. na, 107, in”) fem. prop. what is
gray, gray hair Hos. 7,9; metaphor. old
age Ps.92,15; הבוט  הביטGen.15,15 a
good old age; conerete a old man, יתביש

my old age 1.6.1 as an old oneGen. 42,38;

opposite (ךרומר the left side, hence eis} 44,29 31, fully הביש  שיאDeur. 32,15.
 דח תַמיקָהDan. 5,7 and it stood leaning
(  סיקהto the left side, i. 6. inclining

to fall (comp. Hebrew ,(עלצ verging
toward destruction.

maw fem. 1. (eon Sur; with suff.
spar) sitting, abiding, and so dwelling,
stay 2 Sam. 19, 32, if we should not

“OW (= הָיְרְסּומ Jah is a Decider) read with many mss. and the old versions
inqwa. — 2. (constr. nad; from 31%)
n. p. m. 1 Cur. 27,29 K'tib (the K’ri
return, return home, concr. those returning
 שרְמִיhas the same meaning).
( ומfrom 4 which see, like מר from
 "ד המfrom 73; in pause יש( m. what
is offered, and so a gift, a present, only

Ps.126,1, which the LXX, Vulg., Targ.

and Syr. read may (from naw) == naw.
aD (from גוטI) m. a withdrawing,&

in the combination רש  ליבוהto bring a going away (to do his need)1Kınas18,27.
gift Paaum 68, 30; 76, 12, comp. ליבלה
 רישas a verb, see iD.
mm; pass. יט  לבוהIs. 18, 7, hence
( דישfrom ip) m. lime, plaster, prop.
Targ. PR, Kan. The nmel m
what is burnt to chalk Devr. 27, 2 4;
derivations: 1. from wy

= Arab. _

Is. 33,12; Am. 2,1; Aram. RT,

Is;

(whence <li) to will, put along with Arab. Aus. Derivative

27), 2. from RAU=Ar. ar to desire,

 דוטa denom. to plaster Dzur. 27, 2
3. Kom md to equalise, 4, from אָיש ;4 Ar. öLä.

mw
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שילה

(after the form ,היה  הָיָה7,13;  שיח על912 ot tel tnialpmoc eb

fut. en, ap. "82, “wm, in pause von) poured forth freely 10, 1; 'ש an rebeltr. prop. to leave von of the memory),
to dismiss; hence to forget, “1% Deut.
32,18, parallel now (LXX, Vulg.); Ar.

Leu to forget, to leave behind )הע and
 ערinterchange,

comp. 72% and 2),

lion of complaint, i. e. rebellious complaint 23, 2; prayer, song Ps. 104, 34;
"wa ‘THT to wander about in complaint
55, 3, and generally in the numerous
meanings of the verb.

( שִיחָהfrom  ;שוחpl. ninw) 7. a pit,
om the same. The organic root lies
for catching in Ps.57,7; 119,85; Jar.
also in Nw~3 111. (Ar. ee) הנ 1. 18, 22 K’tib, = .החוש
(along with vo), m here being only
nw (from my IL.) /. same as mp 2

an enlargement. -- "רש Ps. 55,16 K’ri
prayer, devotion Jos 15, 4; meditation,
see under Nw? IV.
reflection Ps. 119, 97 99.

mW I. (not used) intrans. same as

" טָוָהto make a tumult, to crash, to rage.

Derivat. mun (Jos 30, 22 Kr).
my IH. faot used) intrans. same as
N19 to be satisfied with self. Deriv. the

( שיחורalso “iw Is. 23, 3, רחש
JER. 2,18; if Semitic, it is formed from
ר
חו
 שretfa eht mrof  טחgninaem eht -rut
bid, slimy river, comp. MeA«s, Melas, the
name of many rivers) n. p. of the Nile,

hence םִיִרְצְמ “iow 1 Car. 13, 5, or
proper name
pra mo-by רשא  'ִמJose. 19, 3, denee (Jahis the Self-satisfying one) n. scribed as the southern limit of Pa. M2."9 Sam. 20, 25 K’tib, for which the

K’ri has RD; comp. M77, MI, SN?
my (not used) intrans. an enlarged

form of ry (which see) to be born. Derivative

( הָישonly with the suf. iy, at)

lestine, like םִיָרְצְמ “m

Gen. 15, 18;

though elsewhere only pun m Nom.
34, 5, or om alone Ez. 47, 19, i.e. Wady
al-Arish or '‘Rhinocorura, is given as the
southern boundary; parallel ky Is. 23,
3. jing is also a name of ‘the Nile

(Ben--Sira 24, 27) which the LXX put

comm. same as המ a young one, of sheep ||
for im in Jur. 2,18.
and goats; hence a lamb Duvt. 22, 1;
nat ( שיחרglass-river; see M322)
1 Sam. 14, 34.
n.
p.
"of a small slimy brook in the south
DY a verb to the proper name הזיט
of Asher, from the sands of which the
see rm.
Phenicians first made glass JosH. 19,26;
( אזיטנsplendour) n. p. m. 1 Caron. comp. Plin. 36, 26.

11, 24.

am see ar.
TI" a verb to MW see חוש

 טישm. .1 (from ow IL) a rudder,
prop. the steering Is. 88, 21, same as

piu, min. — 2. (from nu IIL.) same
as טוט 0 ‘scourge Is, 28, 15 K'rtib, fie.

my 1. and II. a verb see
rn I.and II. a -- army.
( חיטwith suf. mo) m. 1. (from
( לישfrom TAW IL, after the form
mi 1) a shrub, bush, bushes GEN. 2,5; u ַחְלש written. also mov, iw,
,21;15 mip by at the bushes Jos 30, soo; resting-slate) 12 08 eity of
;4 comp. Aram. as virgultum. —
.2 (from mw II.) meditation, reflection,
care Prov. 23, 19; grief 1 Sam. 1, 16,
coupled with 093; earnest contemplation
1Kımnas 18, 27, LXX adoAsoyia; speech,
discourse 2 Kınas 9, 11; complaint Jos

Ephraim 1083. 18, 1, north +
east of the road kom Bethel to DaV,
10 or 12 Roman miles distant from it

(Euseb., Jerome), and south of mia

Jupexus 21, 19. Under Joshua, after
the camp at Gilgal was removed, it was

שילת

a central city (Jost. 18,9; 19,51; 1
2; 22, 9 12) and also the seat of the
tabernacle from Joshua till Samuel
Josa. 18,1 8; 19, 51; 002098 18, 31;
1 Sam. 1, 3 9 24; 2, 14; 3, 21; 4, 3;
14, 3; Ps. 78, 60; Jnr. 7, 12. At a
later time Shiloh was still an important

eity of the kingdom of Israel 1 Kınas
11,29; 12,15; 14,2 4, which suffered
much, it is true, at the downfall of the
kingdom Jur. 7, 12 14; 26, 6 9, but
was still in existence during the exile
41, 5. — Jerome (on Zuru. 1, 15) found

merely the foundation-stones of an altar;
in the fourteenth

century (ap. Estori

ha-Parchi) there was on the spot a dome
called Kuba el-Schechina (arch of God’s

dwelling), and now there is a decayed
hamlet |.

שיר
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(Robins. III. p. 308 seq.).

that Judah took the precedence of all
the other tribes at the beginning in
leading warlike marches, till the ark

came to Shiloh in Ephraim, and the
obedience of the Canaanite peoples was
effected; after which the old leadership

ceased. — 3. same as הקש (x. p. m.),
only in the patron. oe; see Th.
mt

see Tw.

לליש. (from Su I.) adj. m. bare-foot,
hare "Mie. 1,8 K'tib, for which the K'ri
hasשולל .

 שילֶניseeשִילָה 
las (from וע 1. trier, valuer)n.p.
m. 1 Cur. 4, 20.

 ןישas a verb, see ךוש .11 and jnW.

The orthography of the LXX is S710,
 גSido, Zvi, that of Joseph. S100,

725 (from ןוש IL, only pl. ,םיִניש with
suff. DW) urine, 2 Kınas 18,27; Is.

Zılovv, that of the Ar.

36, 12 K’tib, for which

, with-

the Kr Tas

out the necessity of explaining mou Diba mn.

as arising from 71>. Derivat. Gentile
mase. "9°95 (1 Kinas 11, 29; 12, 15)
and wow Nex. 11, 5, like יל ומ
גָלָה. ‘Another לעיis Som nou = mo
(which see). — ₪0 ‘only in
i Gen. 49, 10,
where

the cod. Samar.

and also mss.

ROY Aram. see NEU,

,

 רישa verb to ריש ,Ta, seeשור L
SS (from רוש 1.0 with suf. יריש

 ;שירplur. brand, יי pos) m.

a song, poem, which is recited (727)

have הלוע and ‘bw, which is explained
 פס5, 12; naa nn "a a song at
a) the same as Sy = לל wx (Ez. 21, the dadicotion of “the temple Ps. 30, 1,
32) in the Targ., J erus. Tarp. , Saad., which was probably the inscription of

Rashi, Sam., Syr., LXX, Aq., Symm.,
Theod., and. "referred to Solomon or the

Messiah; b) it is derived by Ibn Gandch,
Kimchi, "Bathya from לש = the Talm.
ae Ar. וא Feta, filius, so that
= bei= imu, and so the Messiah,
oi is called’ 723 “yt (Jerus. Targ.);
9 it is taken. as = הֶיְלִט and cognate
in sense with nidw, meaning peace, rest,

referring, according to some, to David,
who governed the nation powerfully, till
he brought about a condition of secure
peace by the subjugation of the peoples;
according to others to Solomon, the

another poem; vn "da new song of
praise 33, 3; חֶדיִרְי "5 45,1 a poem of

friendship ; applied to religious poems
Ps. 40, 4, seldom to profane ones Is.
23, 16; 24, 9; a joyous song Ecoues.

7, 5 0

הניק Am. 8,3 10); sing-

ing and playing at foasts 6, 5; song

generally, e. g. at taking leave Gen.
31, 27, or to cheer a sick heart Prov.
25, 20; poems that were only written

1 Kıas 5,12; םיִריִשה  ריועSone or Sox.
1,1 song ofsongs, i, e. the most ex-

cellent song, Canticles (comp. on the
form 1 Kınas 8,27); רישַה niga Eccues.

ma שיא (1 Cur. 22, 9); and according 12, 4 the daughters of song, i.e. the
toothers to the bby aw Is. 9, 5, 5 ₪. singing ones, of n° px (which is fem.),
Messiah. But it is better to 0 by in modern Hebr. the‘muses 3 mr

the first signific. of הקרע as the name of 1 Cur. 6, 16 [32] for singing ; ‘concrete
a place, and to take the verse to mean,

a singer, "Ex. 33,32 as a singer of love-

rw
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22

songs, coupled with 732 2073, conseq.
=  שרAida; collect. singers 2 Cur.
29, 28; playing on musical instruments

masc. a thornhedge, thorns, coupled with
a Is. 5, 6, covering the fields 7,23;
fig. 27, 4.
29, 27, hence ריש 123 7, 6 instruments
( תישfrom mw I.) m. covering, dress;
of music; ponds” Sa Nen. 12, 27 hence "J ףסכ to cast a garment about
with the playing ‘of cymbals. — In psalm- Ps. ,73 ;6  הנוזny the veil of an harlot
inscriptions ריש stands alone Ps. 46, 1; Prov. 7, 10; so called from putting on.

in ריש .5 .66' .83 .88

רמז

 שיר67. 68. 87. 92; both expressions
are separated iin 65. 75. 76; in Ps. 8

Spina is added.

In all these places

the precise meaning is difficult.
ma (e. nad; pl. NIN") f. ₪ song,

To a

infin, of 2%) m. the act

of stooping or crouching,

of Wp. Jur.

5, 26.
We (only pl. nD; from WPL) Mm.

a thorn Num..33, 55, Ar. Jess

com

,
Soils to that at the Red Sea Ex. 15,1; map I. and ma.
to the well-song and hymn of triumph
( ףשwith suff ip; from 3B II.) m.
Nun. 21,17 seq.; to the dying song of same as JO 6 hut, a tents hence ‘Jip 733
Moses Deut. 31, 19; 32, 1; to David’s
Psalm of victory 2 Sam. 22,1 (Ps. 18);
to a rhythmical parable Is. 5, 1; תריש
 הזרכה23, 15 the song of an harlot. of
which a fragment follows 23, 16 seq.
— For הָריש
42, 9 we should pro-

Lament. 2, 6 like the garden of a tent, i.e.
the terraced fore-courts of the temple.
DIY. (2 p. perf. f. רתבכש Ruts3,4;
part. m. בקש naw =, ה abs. 258,

> 29%, with suff. maou Gen. 19, 33,

bably read .הָריִט

and abu with su/f. Tas; imp. 33%,
( שיטfrom wrvs) m. white marble, same with ah optative 330; fut. (בָשי
as un 1, fully שיט jax 1 Car. 29, 2; intr. 1. prop. to bend oneself, to lie down
Nom. 24,9, coupled with 993 and=739;
Aram. ג the same.
hence to lie stiff, of one destroyed Jup שישI. and II. see שוש I and II.

aus 5, 27, as the result of 949, 252;

Neue (from ww; distinction, nobility, Is. 51,20; Lament. 2,21; to rest, to te.
viz. Jah is) n. p. m. 1 Kinas 4, 3, for Am. 6,4; fig. with ב to past upon 2 Sam.
which occur also NW} and 577) (which 12,3; with 5 of a thing to lie in Is. 50,
11, i. e. to dwell with it; with לע of a
see).
person to lie upon one 1 Kinas 3, 19;

( קשישonce puns 2 Kınas 14, 25 to lay oneself, רצהלע  'טEz. 4,4 lay thyקש
K'tib) n. p. of an Egyptian king who self on thy (left) side. — Commonly to
gave refuge to the hunted עברי 8
11, 40, and afterwards invaded Judea

with an army under D92177, took the 19
nimen in Judea (see "9 Car. 11, 5-An,

and even Jerusalem, and plundered the
temple as well as

the

king’s

palace

1 Kinas 14, 25; 2 Car. 12,2-9. Shishak
is Sesonchis L, the first king of the 224
Bubastic dynasty, called by Julius Afri-

canus Zeooyyıs, by, Euseb. Secdyyoors,
by Diod. Sic. Saovyys. See Bunsen’s
Aegypten’s Stelle 3, 133.

lie down, to sleep Gun. 19,4; 28,11, or

to rest

2Sam. 4,5; to sleep, "with לעof

the place Gen. 28, 13; to sleep quietly
Eccues. 2, 23; fig. to rest or find rest
Jos 30, 17; to sink down = to die JoB
3,13, coupled with bpw= ןשי with 7};
20, 11; to lie dead Is. 14, 8; nap 'ִט Ps.
88, 6 to lie in the grave, i. e. to be
buried. Here belongs the expression

NID
=
niaxn? 230 Gen.47,30=תיבָאדלָא
(Jupezs
ףסאג
(Gen. 15, 15) or MAAN

2, 10), which cannot mean ‘merely to

 תישI. and II. as a verb, see nnd I. die, since >» and mya are frequently

and II.

( שיתwith suf. Ind; from תש I.)

added Gen. 25, 8 17, nor to be buried,
since "2p is put with .ל9; but it

23%
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denotes the coming into b&w, where those
belonging together on earth are found.

— 2. to lie with (sexually), commonly
spoken of a man lying with a woman,

cording to the Targ. a fall, layer , bed,
which is less suitable; or an emission of
97, conseq. effusio, effluvium Lev.15,

16 17 32; 22, 4 (Ibn Koreish);

with

with םע of a person Gen. 30, 15; 39, 7, two acensatives IN, Nap TERNE 228
or with “ny 1:87. 19, 20; 20,11; also tr. to lie with a woman with the emission of
with an accus. to ie with Davr. 28, 30 semen Lev. 15, 18; Num. 5, 13; Aram.

K’ri, for which occur also Say (which N215U the same.
see), and ¥24 applied to animals; also
nabu (after the form nah; with
vice versa spoken of a woman lying with

imasU, 79390) fen. effusion, of semen;
a man Gen. 19, 32-35, 2 Sam. 1
hence
Num. 5, 20 to put an efflux of
and of two men Lev.18,22;, or of a
man with a beast Ex. 22, 18; Dawn. 27, semen into a woman, i. e. to impregnate
her; of beasts Ley. 18, 28; with dx and
21. Deriv. saUn.

Nif. 225) (fut. 29%) to be lain with,
of a woman Is. 13, 16, Zeca. 14,2, for

which euphemistically Dawa.
Pu. 138 the same Jer. 3, 2, for which

the K’ri has לגש
1%/. ( הִשַבִּיבfut. 2°32) to lay down,
to place 1 Kınas 17, 19, with 3 in 3,20;
to prostrate, MEIN 2 San. 8, 2

Hof. 2205 or “spun os Maar)

to be laid low Ez, 82, 19:32; apwin laid
2 Kinas 4, 32.

As to the stem ‘U, the Aram. 328,
ads coincides withi
it. The ל
signification is to bend, to bow, to bow
down; and the organic root 227 exists
also in 35-4 L, Ar. wo כ ₪ bend oneself, to stoop seas m2, A =, Ar. wey
(to bend); xunzw, cubo, טס
are the

same.
22 II. (Kal not used) tr. to pour
out, perhaps transposed from ףךבש=ךפש
Ar.

the same.

The signification

“to lie with” in 228 I. may perhaps

have been originally’ to moisten, with

semen,

= 191.

Deriv. הבכש

.תָבְכש

yor 18, 20.

now I. (Kal not used) intrans. commonly to rove about, to roam,

conseq.

same as mW; Maltese schekk (TB),
Arab.
"to go astray; hence to rave,
with lust; but see Braun.

1%]. 1207 (only the part. pl. (םיִּבטַמ
to be mad, with lust, of םיסּוס JER. 5 8;
but the Targ., Aqu., Theod. and Jerome
read D’SWn, and so it might either
be Gandlated draught-horses,

or after

the Arab. Aus (to be strong) powerful. Kimchi derives n°2wW from the n. P‘Twn, the land of good ‘horses; but it is
better to take it as = םיִכְשֶאְמ , from

TUR (which see).

 הכבשTl. (not used) trans. to point
out, ir accuse,

to

denounce,

to

at-

test, Arab. LX& the same (Ethiop. ,יכומ
sakaja like הכט 1.( prop. to utter sounds,
to speak; identical in its organic root
7-20 with that in IND, PRI, PPE, nw
(which see). Derivat. the proper name
MDW

or mw.

Hif. Sau (fut. arp) to pour out,

now I. (not used) tr. same as mao 1;
vessels filled with a fluid; figur. ולב
hence 1 to cut, to cut away or of;
n728 208 38,37, i.e. to cause the clouds

to rain down (Ibn Koreish, Kimchi).
23 (not used) Aram. same as Hebr.

identical in its organic root with that
in no->, jenm. — 2. to pierce, to stick
into, ‘connected with DI ()ךכש zo IL,

Deriv. 3257.
70 (which see). Deriv. ‘pow.
Mas (only 6. (תַבְכש f- @ pouring
naw U. (not used) intrans. same as
out, effusion, of לט Ex. 16,13 14, hence 728 se (to mada
for 190n Ez. 28, 13;
Saad. Kult ב (essen of dew); ac- and to the
proper name 130) 1. to Took
aw

שכח
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mow

adject. and subst. m. drunk, intoxicated
1 Sam. 25, 36; "8 nl to drink oneself
drunk 1 Kınas 16, 9; 20, 16; 'ש  שיאa
drunkard Jer. 23, 9; commonly stow
mm. — 2. to look out,
=tohope, figur. alone 19, 14; applied to debauchery
to imagine, to think, to have insight, to and immorality generally Is. 28, 1 3.
understand. Comp. Aram. "120 a spy, See .הָרפְט
a looker out, 159, "29 a watch, "130 a
now I. (once in pause buat) Prov.
cock, i. e. a looker out, an announcer 2,17, with suf. “nu, "NY &e.;

at, to see, to view, Aram.N30 for the Hebr.
uvam, Mpx; to look at closely, to consider, to examine. The stem in the org.
root is connected with that of naw,

(of the dawn), Samar. 130 (constr. 2),

20, WO the eye. The fundamental
signification seems to be, as in 032 and
mim, to divide, to separate, cernere,

part. m. סט |plur. constr. na; inf.
absol. TID; fut. nw.) tr. prop. to intermit, to neglect;

to leave,

to release,

to

leave behind; cognate in sense Nw IIL.,
videre (in dividere), then to pierce a rw) II. and coupled with woz; Arab.

thing with the eye; so that Maw II. is
2. Hence 1. of men, to forsake, to
connected with Soe I. Derivat. “Db,
leave unheeded, God .כט 6,12; 8,11;
maz or mow, naiya, the proper
Junazs 3, 7; Jer. 23, 27 their fathers
name "1p.
forsaken my name for Baal, i.e. for
have
naw (from כט L) fem. a pointed
the sake of Baal; to disregard, the law
weapon, a dart, Jos 40,31; Arab. ו
Hos. 4, 6; Ps.2,17; not to care, of God
comp. 7D..
Pg. 10, 12; Is. 49, 14; to withdraw favour

( ףכשfrom maß IL, like any from Ps. 77, 10; לא naw to be unmindful of
m; watch, watch-place) n. p. of a God, i. e. ungodly Jos 8,13. — 2. Generlocality near Dyna ny on a height ally to forget Deut. 25,19; Jos 39,15;
1 Sam. 19,22; Aram. 750 the same; the with an accus. Gen. 27, 45; Ps. 9, 13;

without an object 137, 5 if I forget thee,
LXX read "su (a hill).
let my right hand forget—
"als (from map IL, by a peculiar O Jerusalem!
or play on an instruduty,
its
do
to
formation from 19% after the form nd) ment (Kimchi), which is better than to

m. prop. an abstract, insight, imagination; assume an intr. meaning to refuse ser03 38, 36
concrete the mind, animus,
vice; jr U forgetting to leave off Ps. 102,
or who has put understanding (273) 5; Prov. 4, 5, coupled with ja MD.
into the mind? (Targ., Ibn Esra, Kimchi); Deriv. na.
Ethiop. the same, where the verb means
Nif. nad} (part.m. nad, fem. תחפש
to imagine, to think; parallel ning reins

(Targ., Vulg., Kimchi).

in pause mw) to
According to Mmauı; ful. matt,
language
nce be forsaken Ps. 9, 19; in the

others, phenomenon, meteor, appeara

in the air, coupled with nim cloudforms.

\

( לוכשfrom dw I.) m. childlessness,

figur. depopulation Is. 47, 8 9; coupled

with 2% widowhood Ps. 35, 12.

bapw (or bau) adj. m., MRpw (pl.

of miners Jos 28, 4 to be forsaken by
the foot, i. e. to let oneself down by
ropes into pits, and not to employ the

service of the feet; with a .מט

fall
21; not to be known Is. 23, 16; to

into forgetfulness Gun. 41, 30, of ar
1000188. 9, 5.

Pih.  מהto cause to be forgotten,
nibpw) fem. bereaved, of young 2 Sam.
2, 6.
17,8; Hos. 13, 8; forsaken, childless festival and sabbath Lament.
aalliter
) to
an
maui
g
Sona or Sou. 4, 2 (havin
Hif. war (inf. constr.
t.
accusa
e
6.
doubl
6,
a
;
beDw)
with
tion to
cause to forget,
JER, 23, 27.
Sapa see bau.
Hithp.  השפחsee n2w 1
mine and “Bw (pl. םיִרלּכש,6. mioW)
ו

:
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nly II. (Kal not used) tr. to find, Ex. 22,14; Lev. 19,13; "9 רמי the days

of a hivéting, 16
3
the time of work 25,

Aram. Hau, «ana; hence
Hithp. nam 0 be found, i. e. to
exist, Eccuns. 8, 10 and they are found
in the city, i. e. their memory

is pre-

served in the city; the LXX and Vulg.
have read nam".

mw

(only plur. DTIDW, constr. 128)

adj. m. forgetting, renouncing, with accus.

50, the figure of a laborious life Jon

7,1,’ רכט the years of a hireling, i. 6.
exact, measured years Is. 16, 14; a hired
soldier JER.46, 21.
maw (from “piv) femin. hired or
mercenary troops Is. 7, 20, perhaps an
adj. fem.; see on In.

of the object Is. 65,11; Ps. 9, 18.

mae see MDW.

mow (Peal not מ trans. same as
Hebrew mow IL, to find, Targ. infin.

 שְכִיתseeטְכְיָּה .

new, fut.Han; mow found, existing;
commonly’

pl] (3 p. fem. in pause 7230 Esta.
7,10; inf. absol. 75, fut. 72>, pl. (רפשי

Ithpe. mann (3 p. fem. (תַחְבְּפַשַה to intr. same as "JW ()ףוש to stoop down,
be found, with a in Dan. 5, 12; 6, 24;

to crouch, to sink down,

with 3 2,35 or לע of a person 6,5.

(see TB); to be allayed, calmed, appeased,

of a fowler

Af. now (maus7, INDWII, Nana; of man Esta. 2,1; 7,10; to subside, of
inf. constr הָחָּכִשַה fut. nui) ₪ find, water, i. e. to run "of 0%. 8,1; comp.

723 Dan. 2, 25, with לfor the accus. 6,6 Arab. Js to sink or let down, Rabbin.
12; with לע of a person to discover in ‘j20 in Pih. to appease. Identical in
₪

one 6,6; to ‘find out, with = of the place
Br Ezz. 4,15; to get =Hebrew NY

. organic root with that in no, ,חש

>-p%. Deriv. Fw.
"Ai. ‘Sui (1 pers. ‘perf. (יִתְלְשַה to still,
Dw (in mss. תִיָכְש,from הָכְש IL,
to calm, a sedition, with bya against
attestation, announcement) 2. p. m. 1 Uhr. one Num. 17, 20 [5].
8,10.
 ףכשI. (not used) tr. same as שה I.
maß or nal (only plur. nad,
7,16.

from. mai IL.) fem. show-work, sculpture, (which see) to cut, to cut into, of a knife;
= mi (costly vessels, idols), gener- to pierce, to prick, of thorns, pointed
ally precious things, introduced by com- weapons, Arab. SLi; identical in its
merce Is. 2,16 (Vulg.)=man 23. — organic root with that in no-2, u.
Better perhaps things visible ‘afar, 6
Derivat. Tip, mob, pov 2
to
flags, which were formerly highly or- some).
namented (Ez. 27, 7), conseq..= 02, as in
8 I. (not used) tr. same as rv I.
Samar. "95 stands for 02 (Num. 21, 8),
to fence in, to embrace, to enclose, cogn.
which suits the parallel.
in sense 113; to hedge about, cognate in
72 only in cod. Sam. Daur. 1, 7 for
sense 723; "identical in its organic root
4
with גס Deriv. ךש,mano, and perab (from the Pih. of mov L) m. haps Ta.
a knife Prov. 23, 2, Aram. 12, Arab.
boy)I. (only for the fut. 5209; on the
ke, uk. The termination 7
contrary the perf. is 5>¥, 1 pers. n>Sw,
is also in PER from Ep.
in pause (יִּתְלַכַש intr, prop. to cease, to
aß (from "aid; constr. Tab, with be annihilated; and so to lose,
םיִנָּב .א

suf. Trab; plur. poy,

pe)

with suff.

m. a day- labourer, a hireling,

i. e. who hires himself out for wages

27, 45; absol. to be childless 43, 14 =

738 Riera. 4,16; part. fem. הלוכש Is.
49, 21 childless, forsaken, along with

שכל
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 הָדוְלַבְהgenerally, to be made solitary Said Ps. 36,4. — 2. to be intelligent,
or desolate. Deriv. Sind.
prosperous, prosperity being regarded

Pih. va) (part. fem. Haaun, n>2w;

fut. dou) to make childless, with accus.
of the person Gun. 42,36; DR» 'ִּפתֶא 'ש
Hos. 9,12 to make one shies. so that
there is nobody; 1 Sam.15, 33; generally,
to snatch away, coupled ‘with say JER.
15,7; to desolate, coupled with p28 Hz.
14,15; to destroy, by ıy 0 5, 17,
san Fam; 1, 20; different from “Re?
Ex. 23, 26; to cause to lose young, ‘of
 עזִּיםGen. 31, 38; to cause frequent abor-

as the result of wise conduct.

dew, Spe.

Deriv.

Pin.  טלonly in Gen. 48,14 he laid
his hands prudently (i. e. with intelligent
purpose), i. e. he laid them with design.
But according to the LXX and Vulg.

from לָכְש II. (which see).
Hif. Ya (part. לרפטמ ,inf. absol.
 השפלconstr. Dabs; fut. Spin, apoc.
dpi) to look at, ‘to behold GEN. 3, 6,

LXX xaravoso, elsewhere for RI,
Dia, Pat; hence to understand Dax.
2,19; to make unwholesome, hence to ex- 9, 25, with an aceusat. Dur. 32, 29,
tinpate, a population, of ץֶרָא Ez. 36,12 coupled with Dam; to comprehend Ps,
13 14 15; also metaphor. of the 723 64, 10; to attend to, with לע Prov. 16,
Mat. 3, 11, i. e. to be barren, to become 20, DR Nex. 8,13, 5 Prov. 21,12, ב of
( בְּאְשִיםcomp. Pliny H. N. 12, 2,6; 18, a person Ps. 101, 2; or = follows in
17, dd). Deriv. nsaUn (a aan), לט the next clause Is. 41,20; to be attentive
to one Ps. 41, 2, i. e. to take an interest
Sau.
” Hit.Sau (only part. (ליּבּוטמ to bring in him; to have intelligence, to get intelinto the world dead children, ‘Hos. 9, 14 ligence Ps. 2,10, with 2 of the thing in
give them a miscarrying womb;
; rawr Ting which Dan. 1,417; to act prudently
Jer. 50,9 a hero making ‘childless i. e. a Jer. 20, 11; to understand, dp Sawn
victorious one (Vulg.); but the LXX,  מוב2 Cur. 30,22 to have a good knowSymm. and many mss. have Wan with ledge (of playing and music); to be prosperous, successful 1088. 1,7, 1
18,
tions, to be injurious to births 2 Kınas

the meaning of n*)¥2 (Syr. 7
comp. 2 Kınas 18, 7;, Prov. 17, 8.

5 = mar;

to make wise, הפ bao

to speak prudently Prov. 16, 23; with

As to the stem, the Aram. b>n, >2n, two accusatives Dan. 9, 22; with 2 of
Arab. IS are the same; but the or- the person Prov. 21,11; to ‘give success
ganic root appears also in 7-5» mean-

ing to be destroyed.

Deut. 29, 8; to teach 1 Car. 28, 19;

San

(plur. (םיִליִּכְשַמ prop. one intel-

ligent, 16 having perception, a teacher,

boy II. (not used) tr. to interweave, a pious man, contrasted with the faithto tie or twist together, Arab. RCS to less Dan. 11, 35; 12, 3; fully oy 2°22
hak see dyin. The
be twisted around, II. to bind, Aram. 11, 33, 12, 10;
Jer. 3, 15, dan JoB
bein
520; commonly adopted for bau (which infinitives
34, 35 are nouns, meaning intelligence,

see), especially as the Ar. Jycif Aram.

wisdom, coupled with .תַעָד — > "32
530 seem to point to a stom of that in the inscriptions of psalms 32.42.44.

kind; but see Tw and DpwN.
 לכשsee Dev.

boy I. intr. prop. to look at, to be-

45. 52-55. 74. 78. 88. 89. 142, which

is combined in part with ריש Tina

and Men, is still explained unsatisfactorily, as the interpretations didactic

poem (Gesenius), melodious poem (Ewald)
hold, to view, intuitus est (see Hif.); are unsuitable. Perhaps from doe to
metaphor. 1. to act prudently, circumthe voice, to sing, Ar. de} (comm
spectly, with jn of a person to be more lift up
that Dawn is eine ,ריש
so
circumspect than 1 Sam. 18, 30; comp. DIY),

שכל
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DIN

and thus it means a peculiar

Sous Aram. Shaf. of 322, Ishtaf.
boomin; see 552.
The stem 'D is the Aram. 520 (to
pndpin (from Doty; def. (אָמונְתְלַכַש
look), Ithpa. Sands, in the Targ. for
Aram. fem. intelligence Dan. 5, 11 12,
vis and Mp (to turn to), Syr, San; coupled with "72, 77937, Sam.
but as to look, to see proceeds from the
( םכשKal not used) intr. to bend, to
idea of giving light, burning (see AU),

kind of poem.

the Arab. 8

(to be flaming or red),

whence Kal (brown, reddish), Ars
(to shine clearly), of colour, (to kindle),
may be compared with it.
bow II. (Kal not used) tr. to interweave,

to knot

together,

to

intertwine,

incline oneself, in the neck and back;
to be bent, bowed, of a shoulder bearing
a burden; containing the verb-idea for
the nouns D2W, "228, and so like ny

(neck, back) from” ny II. (which see)
to bend, to incline oneself, to bow, Aram.

IM (the neck), from the organic root
(‘דקwhich see) to incline, to bow, Ar,

Ar. JUGS; comp. pow 11. (belonging to
RR the shoulder, from X to bend
>dwy).
Pih. Sal to twist, to lay cross-wise, oneself, _.S, the neck, from 5) =
DIR Gen. 48,14 (LXX, Vulg.). See Hebrew 13" in its fundamental signi-

doi 1

fication.

bow (Peal not eat) Aram. tr. same
as the Hebr. day I. Deriv. nodW.
Ithpa. Boa to consider, with 3‘Dan.
7, 8.
( לכשfrom; לָכְש .1 with suff. iow)
.m ecnaraepp,
a

 לecneh סכל סוב

Prov. ,3 4 doog tcepser ro etuper = );1

The stem b2¥ is connected with pu
(to bow down), "Ar. u (to go along
bowed), rs to settle down; the organic root is D3"W, j2"W, also existing

in 933, 7-7 1. onlay see). Derivat.
pow, Dou, aß, and the proper names

Dow, סכש

7

,13 ;15 metaphor. intelligence, coupled
Hif. Drau see DW a denom. from
with na 1 Cur. 22,12, hence prudence Dew.
Prov. 19, 11; instruction 23,.9; cunning
pow (with suf. “av, mau, Drau;
Dan. 8, 25, for which is also used a2;

from pow) Mm. properly what is bent or
bowed (comp. 23) 1. the back, which is
ber) 3 in pause) m. same as לכש inclined (193) ‘for carrying a burden
appearance, hence Dey תבגט 1Sam. 25,
(620) Gun. "49, 15, including neck and

Aram. Er (def. ,( לכס אָלְכַטdaD.

3 = הָאְרַמ natn; metaphor. intelligence shoulder , where a burden (526, >,
JoB 17, 4; the sense, "כ Did to give the  (משאlies on men and beasts Jos 31 ‚36;
sense Nom. 8,8; ‘wa yen 1 Cur. 26,14
Is. 10, 27; 14,25; Ps.81,7; Josn. 4,5;
a counsellor with circumspectness; iy שיא " עלpry to lay on the neck, to load
a man of knowledge Ezr. 8, 18. לכשה JUDGES 9,48; Gen. 9,23; 21,14. Fig.

Eccuzs. 10, 6 belongs to לכס

 כל6₪ טכּול

 לשBee Sinn

mibsiy f a ndliateral Yorn of תּוְלְכַס

of the duties of ruling considered as a
burden, of man Is. 9, 5; ma np

777 22, 22; Arab. - prop. onustus.
Here also belongs דָחא Daw Zepu. 3, 9

with one back, i. e. "pearing an equal
folly Ecouzs. 1, 17; conseg. from Ss
yoke (of God), of one mind, Targ. nD

= 590.

Da
Day;

10, Syr. bed. p=; comp. ny mp (1Kınas

plur. (as in Dympt, ON, 22 ,18(. — 2. ‚Figur. as the part of the
from 528 L) m. “ple childless- body which is struck, in 'ש man the

ness; fig. depopulation Is. 49, 20,

stick that strikes the back, i. e. a hard,

שכם
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abusive dominion. Is. 9, 3;

'ִש mon

שכן

translated as an adverb early, zealously,

1 84%. 10, 9 = 1 men (Jur, ‘48, 39) as nm mau Zurn. 3,7, סָּתִמַּפְשַהְר
to turn the back, i. e to go away. —  הְהלְכְתָסGen. 19, 2; the other verb too

3. Metaphor. the ridge of a hill, a mountain-tract, like n> with a similar mean-

may follow in
i the sat Ps. 137, 2, or

participle Hos. 6, 4; often both are in

ing (Num. 34, 11; 7088. 15, 8; Is. 11, the infin, as en bau JER.7,13 speak14); hence ‘p-by "ms Dow a mountain. ing every morning early, nuh pawn 7,
tract more

than, i. 6 8 greater portion

of land Gen. 48, 22 (Ibn Ganäch), with
an allusion to the proper signification.

25 sending every morning early, pawn

357 11, 7, 967 pow 32, 33, and so

the Masora has also taken a7]

Dw
The meaning portion (Vulg., Syr., Saad.) 25,3. In Sone
ספ 7, 13 ‘the second
is merely conjectured from the context. verb (perhapsn2>>
) appears to be left out.
— 4. (mountain-ridge-city,
a designation

ofaterritoryasn> Is.11,14; Ar. we,
with a of motion 1398) n. p. of a city
among the mountains of Ephraim Josu.
20,7, upon םיִּזָרְּג and לבי Junges 9,7,

The infin. absol. D2wi is also used as an
mere adverb early Pror. 27,14; coupled

with 2497 7066

6. For Daun

JER. 5, 8 see under Daw, Mw ‘and
Tür. — Many have assumed |"as the
and belonging to the tribe of Ephraim fundamental signification of DY9U7 to
Josu. 21,21. The city existed in early carry on earnestly or
0 r zealously, appealtimes. and was a centre of worship Gen. ing to the Ar.
; but the meaning

12, 6, was dedicated by the patriarchs

to Jehovah 12, 7; 33, 20, and was a
free city as well as a Levitical one under Joshua Josu. 20,7; 21,21. In the
period of the Judges it was at times
the seat of dominion Jupezs ch. 9; and
when the kingdom was divided, it was
at first the residence of the kings of
Israel or the ten tribes 1 Kines 12, 25.
During the exile it still stood Jer. 41,
5, and after that it became the chief
seat of the Samaritan worship Jos. Antt.
11,8,6. LXX Svyéu and Sua. Un-

in Ar. is only derivative.
to carry, to load.

Ethiop. םכש

Dw (with a of motion RW) masc.
1. the back, same as D2; hence nn
to make one turn the ל  נא21,13
= oy .הנפה — 2. n. p. of a priestly
city (J OSH. 21, 21), and a place of asylum (20, 7), same as D5W; hence 777
. 23 Hos. 6, 9 on the way to DaW
(thegenitive separated from the governing noun); patron. 220 Nom. 26, 31.
 הָמְכִטf., same as naw Jos 31, 22,

der the Romans Neapolis (now Nablus,
contrasted with the nn» (shoulder) and
ute) took the place of Daw. — 5. n. map (upper bone of the ‘arm), specially
p. m. Gen. 33, 19; 34, 2 seq., perhaps shoulder-blade.

an inhabitant of pow. Derivative
je (in pause ]9%; part. mase. act.
DSU, whence only
Hif. ( הֶשָכִּיםa denom. from D3;  שכןpass. U; inf. constr. U, with
part. Braun; inf. abs. bau, pwn, suf. ינכש and accor ding to some HI;
according to the Masora Jen. 25, 3 imp. U, “JOU; fut. Ja, “Dw, af
DDwN; fut. DDWI, ap. DAWN) prop. to plur. MmSun) intr. to sink, to let oneself
load. upon the back (the shoulders), i.i e. down, to abide, of the pillar of cloud
camels or beasts of burden for the com- Ex. 24,16; Ps. 55,7 oh that I might fly
mencement of a journey, which is done away, and abide (elsewhere); to lie down,

by nomads early in the morning (comp.

to rest at ease, of beasts Deut. 33, 20

12% to load up, to put on luggage, hence

or men Num. 24, 2; of הנ =Tun with

to travel; opposite the Aramaean ארש

 עלupon Jos 3, bs with 3of a place in

א

metaphor. to rise early 18am.

Prov.7, 11; . tnlerprated by 2 (to sleep),

or mt

nites. Jost. 6,15, aad to be

to dwell, with a of place Gen. 9, 27;

29,11, with "pas (Gen. 19, 27; 20, 8) and strengthened Nau. 3,18. Generally,

שכן

14
sometimes <a, Ar. ₪

14,13, of animals Jo» 37, 8;
the part. pass. expresses an ‘intransitive

שכר
the same; in mod. He-

brew 71273 the presence of God, and

idea Jupaus 8,11; to inhabit, with the  מִשכְּיןdepositum, belong here.

accus. םימררמ Is. 33, 16, YRS, to live
Pw (constr. 28, with suff. i220; pl.
securely ‘and quietly in it Ps. 37, 3;

ם
י
 שכנwith suff. (ינכש adj. m., mau
ץרא
without
Prov. 2, 21; 10, 30, also
Ps. 102, 29, or with pox 37, 27, רעל (with suff. FINIDW, as if from nad;;pl.
37,29, naa or חַטָבְל 16,9; Prov.1, 33.  (שכנותfem. only a subst. a dweller, Is.
Of Ged, it is said in this sense, that he 33, 24; with the genitive of a place

ט' ער.sI 51,7=
5= ; הררי עדÖ" anin 'ט

Hos. 10, 5; one dwelling near, a neigh-

33, 5; 57,15; md "i פס "33, 16; . bour, בורח "85a near 1. e. help-bringing
 רולפPs. 135, 21; also with 3 of neighbour Prov. 27,10, coupled with 24

place Nom. 5, 3. non 'ָש 2 Sam. 7, 10 to Jer. 6, 21; a neighbouring city or state
50, 40; 49, 18; Ps. 44,14. Targ. jo%,
dwell quietly in a place, as 8 sign ofabiding prosperity. Besides: to abide, to stay, Ar. yy. the same.

to be found (continuously), of "ix JoB
38,19; to be set up, of pwn Josu. 22,19;
to repair industriously to, the sanctuary

128 (with suf. IV) m. a dwelling
Devr.12,5 (Syr.). Perhaps merely an
infin.

Ps. 65,5, Ar.
the same; to be or beei (fut. j2tr, 3 p. pl. f. בבני Aram.
come inhabited Jur. 33,16= בטי 3 to dwell, to abide Dan. 4, 18, = Hebr.
20; to begin to bloom, by being peopled ype. Deriv. pwn.
Jun. 46, 26; fig. my יט Prov. 8, 12
Pa. 2 to cause to dwell, ּהָמְמ Ezr.
] inhabit prudence, 1. 6. it belongs to me 6, 19, = Hebrew 4218.

as a possession, parallel xy; accordMI see jw.
ing to Ibn ‘Esra equivalent to 120 to
mW (Jah is a Familiar or Present
carry on, to make, or like the Ar.
to be friendly, familiar, which, however: one) n. p- m.1 Cur. 3, 21; Nuu. 3, 29; 6,
are unsuitable. Part. pass. You JUDGES 18; 12,3; Ezr. 10,2; 8, 3 5. See היבש

8,11 has an intrans. meaning, and not

a passive one, dwelling, with 3, so that

( ףהַיִנָכְטthe same) n. p. m. 2‘Can.

the French logé should not be compared 13, 51.
with it. Deriv. ןָכָש (cod. Sam. (ןיָכְש
12U, pw, and the proper names Mol,
ma.

Pin. BW (inf. constr. yaw; fut. 120)
to cause to dwell, with an accusat. a
person, and 3 of place Jer. 7,37;
set up, dk Ps. 78, 60, in Hif. Le
18,1; fig. of God mo - to cause His
name to dwell (in a place) Devr.12,11,
Nena. 1, 9, Jur. 7, 12, ie. to havea
special regard for; comp. my pin,

n&

see nV.

 רכשI. (part. pass. f. constr.שוכרת 
inf. constr, MIU; fut. רומי intr. prop.
to. drink one’s “all.> to drink to satisfac-

tion, to drink abundantly, deeply, an in-

tensive of nV, as yap is an intens. of

box Haa. 1, % 0

=»

Gen. 43,

,34 Sona or Sor. 5, 1, and therefore
applied in the first instance to wine
that excites cheerfulness; to be drunk
or intoxicated, with ךרי Gun. 9, 21; to be

110. pow (fut. paws, ap. 128") to drunk, with the accusat. of the material,
jm Is. 29, 9, 099 49, 26, seldom with

cause to dwell Grn. 3, 24; fig. to cause
to set up a habitation IOB Ar, 14; with

ya 51,21. Fig. to be obscured, darkened,

“By?=nya רפעל Ps. 7, 6 to lay in the of the mind; to be giddy Is. 29, 9, along

dusti.e. the grave, or to press into the

dust, to cause to dwell there.

with 993; to be full, of the divine anger

;51,21 ‘Jur. 25, 27; then as a result to

The organic root {2"W lies also in be ‘eoposed to mockery Nag. 3, 11 (comp.
9,7, 959 (which see); Aram. ןכש Has. 2,16), and to be bared Lament. Ay

שכר
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שכר

Hithp. “anv (part. ‘niva) to hire
" המלkr.
(to be drunk, to reel, oneself out, ‘for wages Hac. 2 2
The stem "מis the Ar.
to be senseless), Aram. ,רכש ps,
& (to re21. maw drunken Is. 51, 21, with God’s

Malt. syker the same.

Derivat. ,רכט

 אֶשְבָּר2.

"Pin. “pw (part. fem. NRW; inf. abs.
 טכרHas. 2,15, which, however, may

be the part. =pn, M2072; fut. =)
1. to make drunk, to intoxicate 2 Sam.

11,13; fig. to make drunk, a people (to
give them up to scorn and destruction)
Is. 63,6; Jur. 51, 7 ; Has. 2,15 (see the
noun ZW). — 2. (not used) to be rich,
fruitful, of a place. Deriv. idw, TDW,
yew, “pw, the proper name i4>W.

|

ריִכְשַה .%₪]) ( ריִּכעַיsame as רכט

to make

‘drunk or intoxicate;

figurat.

Jur. 48, 26; 51,39 57; to satiate, with
the accus. Den and jn Deur. 32, 42;
comp. 1.

Hithpa. "are to shew oneself drunken
1Sam. 1,14.
The fundamental signification of the
stem seems to be, as in m, עַפַט to
overflow , to moisten plentifully, and the

Ar. “Sow

or tr.

may have likewise

proceeded from it; the idea of drinking
deeply being a mere extension of the
same.
The organic root “S"W is also

ward, to thank); the organic root DB

is also found in

7-2 II. em

Aram. "378, Sanskrit kri = kar.

IL),

“2 (¢. ">, with suff. ab, mob,
 (שכרוm. 1. hire, for service Gen. 30,
28, payment Ex. 2, 9; recompense Guy,
30, 28 32; blessing, prosperity 15, 1;
fare Jon. 1 3; support Num. 18, 31; reward Ez. 29, 18 19. — 2. (one working
for pay)n.p. m. 1 Cur. 11, 35, for which
2 Sam. 23, 33 has au; 1 Car. 26, 4.
( רכשfrom "SW I.) m. commonly an
intowicating drink, ‘temetum (Targ.רנר 

Lev. 10, 9), forbidden along with וי to
the priests during their time of service
in the sanctuary Lev. 10,9 (Ex. 29, 40
»7 alone). The Magi (Clem. Al. Strom.

IM. p. 446), the Egyptian priests (Plut.
Isid. 6), and the Pythagoreans (Jambl.
vit. Pyth. ep. 16. 24) were also obliged

to abstain from wine. Coupled with 977
Nom. 6,3, Deur.29,5, Jupazs 13, 4 7
,14 1 San. 1,15, and parallel to it Mic.
,2 H. "au was a drink of topers and
debauchees 18. 5,11; merry songs were

sung under its influence 24, 9, Ps. 69,
perhaps in "3 (775) I, 3. But see .רכש ,13 and it caused a reeling motion Is.
,28 ;7 ,29 .9 It is used for jx Num.
 רכשI. (not used) tr. same as "2B
28,7 (Targ. Vulg.). "U N20 to drink a>)
(which ‘see) to hire, to purchase, Araki to full intoxication Is. 56, 12; "en 5,
-.-

WE ident. in its organic root רכדט

with that in

22 to mix strong drink (arith spices), to

1D (which see). Deriv. make it fiery (Pliny H. N. 14, 19), by

which means it becomes 799. — Accor-
ding to Jerome it was prepared from
רכש. (part. , רכטonce "2b Ezr. 4, grain, grapes or honey; according to
;5 inf.abs.mist, הוא io; fut. (יְשְפר Kimchi from fruits; according to Ibn
trans. same as "רֶבֶש II. to hire, with the Esra from wheat, honey or palms (the
accus. nix Is. 46, 6, troops 2 Sam. 10, Ar. „X is chiefly palm-wine). In any
,6 2 Kınas 7, 6, wp Jupess 18, 4; to case it was different from j71, as |paw is
“DWE 1.

 לעGen. 30, 16; 1 Car. 19,7; to Brida
from Is. Whether a peculiar stem
.vorP ,62,01 pD szapuJ 9, 4, בּלְעם
eV to boil, to brew (connected with
Deur. 23, 5, with לע against one. Deriv.
ques-

)>= ‘should be assumed for it is
tionable.
the proper names “sin, sat.
ib m. hire, wages, for work, 'ט הסצ
Nif. 73% to hire oneself out, to be
work for wages, "B הע a hired lato
hired; 3 for 1 Sam. 2, 5.
 רכט, spy, Tod, ya,

n bv, and

שבר

שלג

16

bourer Is. 19, 10 (where the LXX and
Syr. read "a%); Prov. 11, 18.
“DW see Mia.
"DW (from the Pih. of WL) m.

bind together, to pin into one another; Aram.

border of Judah, with a of motion
mia, for which mss. and the Targ.

jan tobe fitted to one another, by a

שלבin Pa. to bind, whence 2") and
paby the steps (of a ladder); Ar. wu
(Arabs Erp.), hence a (step, clasp,
the act of making drunk, intoxication, rope-ladder), „Lo (to fasten). The orHas. 2,15 filling thy bottle full, and also ganie root 2 Wis also in nb=m IL
making drunk.
(which see), Arab, als, a1
 הֶרפשf. a drunken woman1Sam.1,13.( which see), בל I. ()בלדַח ,7-9, no.
VINDW m. 1. drunkenness Ez. 23, 33, Deriv. 228. —A reference: "to
;
coupled with 7133, where we should per- was adhaesit, gives the same meanhaps read ji42; 39, 19. — 2. (fruitful- ing.
Pu. ( טשפבpart. f. pl. naw) to be
ness) n. p. of a city on the northern

ledge, spoken of tenons (ni71) Ex. 26,
read yews Josa. 15, 11.
17; 36, 22; comp. םיִּבַלש ledges. The
( לשfrom 8127 IIT. after the form שד explanation to be opposite to (Targ.
 וז7 (from AB, mr, m) m. prop. LXX) is unsuitable.
SW (only pl. (םיִּבְלּומ m. joint-ledges,
the act of wandering, wavering; hence
a fault, sin, 2 Sam. 6, 7 for the crime so called from fastening together (not
(LXX, Vulg. Targ.), which 1 Car. 13, from piercing into) 1 Kınas 7, 28 29;
01 snialpxe yb  על71)  על אשַרדשָלחTarg. 29%, Vulg. junctura, comp. Ar
77787 on account of the strangeness of
step, rope; see Z2UN.
the expression.
= (from ש-=TR and >, conseg.= Er (Kal not used) intr. to shine, to
5 רשא a late word) a particle, denoting glitter, to be white, of snow; Ar.
the on. either of two nouns to one
another and so marking the genitive,
or two statements; but without a preposition it is used only in modern Hebrew
and Phenician. In Hebrew we have

only לטָּב= ל, רשאבeg. ~abwa because

to shine, of a blade, Syr. eed to make
white or shining. The organic root Ay”
lies also in 35-3, P2749; 6 signification to break ‘through seems

connected

with it, as appears from 353 (which see).

It is not related to the Arab. 67 (to

of whom, or on account of whose guilt
break).
Jon. 1,7, conseq. =) 792, and in
8

explained by m swing; י מב
on
my account (Aram. a,
a). The
expression TUR ba Eccuzs. 8,17 is
difficult, where the LXX , Vulg. and Syr.
read nas-b53; but one may take it as
=the Aram. 5"ליד because that, whilst

Deriv. aw.
11]. 325 (fut. ap. 32%") to make

white, to cause to bleach, the bones of
the fallen, Ps. 68, 15 whilst thou, the
Almighty, scatterest kings in it, thou makest

them bleach on Zalmön (LKX, Vulg.). The
allusion is to a victory gained by Israel
at ןומלצ ( רהJunens 9,48), not far from
that, eo quod.
Dew, where the leaders of the vanquished
Now Aram. see mow IL.
) ִלכִיםsee 52) were scattered, and
and adj. m. same as PND tranquil, the bones of the fallen lay bleaching;

undisturbed, prosperous JOB 21, 23. The though it has not been ascertained to
what event the reference is. See -ןימלצ
> has arisen either from the neighbour- |
ing "2¥, or by union with it; but it is
vow m. snow, 80 called from its white-

better to consider it a simple b-insertion.

ness Ex, 4,6 and shining Lament. 4, 7;
an image ‘of purity of soul Ps. 51, 9;
( בלשKal not used) tr. to attach or prop.
Jos 6,16, together with חַרָה for

שלה

שלהבת
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winter generally Prov. 31, 21, fully may and now; Syr.wSs, Ar. Wi. The

Sour םוי 2 Sam. 23, 20; 2 ne Prov.

organic root a DU is ל

with

that in Du>. Deriv. ,לט 28 9, Hy 2
Ar. (from ולו =  הָלטTIL).

25, 13 cooling by snow, ae eshing JER.

18, 14; Aram. 327, NIDA, 4
» Malt. פק the same.

Nif." נש לה.taf(
2 Cur. 29, 11.

ze. (fut. ap. ,לוטר abridged from
Sau, as ja), N) are from mp3, mgt)

)Wm ot og yartsa

Hif. nbuin (fut. 72%) to lead astray
2 Kınas4, 28 = 333 4, 16.

tr. to tear from, to draw from, to draw
no IV. (not Ber intr. to draw after,
away, to draw forth, with the accus. of the after-birth; the organic root 7ek]
vn, Jos 27,9 when God draws out (of is = that in לט ns), Aram. "2, ‘bp;
the. body as the sheath Dan. 7, 15 or
vessel of the soul Is. 53, 12) his soul; Ar. MG. Deriv. mw.
rightly given by the Targ. “ma, Syr.
mow (from the Ayan: mow IL.) Aram.

Ne, The acceptation of Su a5 = ow
from DW} or as a contraction of לאש
is unnecessary.
The organic root T-DW is also in
dur, Aram. ,יל whence the part. “Dw
in אנוכ oa ‘cormorant, prop. drawing
forth fishes, אָיָלָשְמ a flesh-hook, Syr.
Wa to draw forth.
no. (8 perf. pl.Y9%; fut. pl. with

f. error, sin Dan. 3, 29 K'tib for Dw;
better perhaps to 8 mu (= ney

=).

ד דן

( הלשnot used) intr. to be thick, fat,
cogn."in sense with 2, of birds; ident.
in its organic root mb

with that in

a slight pause for the sake of emphasis

072 (to be thick, flashy;fat); Ar. da,
Ayam. ip, 129 the same. Deriv. Pb,
mb.
“sow 1. (contracted from (הָכָאְש ]

de tranquil, at peace, "Secure, of SIR JoB

2. (from "BW IL; peace, rest, prosperity)

wow, poet. for pr, with Yod as the a petition 1Sam.1,17. Many adopt this
third ratlival, as in mom ma?) intr. to reading in Dan. 3, 29 1810 also. —
12,6, םיִבָהְא Ps. 122, 6, where one ms.

n. p.m. Gen. 38,5, whence patr. m. (ir-

has ara; to be cheerful, to enjoy se- regular) "228 Nom. 26, 20, as if the
cure rest, of םיִבְיְא Lament. 1,5; ₪
ground-‘form were Ya; in 1 Car. 9, 5
in
mi;
wpe,
sense
we have even יעל from mow = הכט
12,1; le in
.
instead
occur
128
and
You
other De
mou (nenne, rest; from Sul) 1.n.
Derivat. יִלְש the proper names 19, p.m, same as 12% 2; hence patr. m. 975
mW2, mon (together with mw, ou, 1 Cur. 9,5. — "2, n. p. of a place, comjb).
monly So which see.
The stem is the Aram. ,אלט 2%,
mau 1 )= (אָלְוַע Aram. intr. same as
ude, Ar. YUL (to be tranquil). The the Hebrew nb ‘TI. to be peaceful, at
fundamental signification seems to be rest, fortunate; "part. pass. MU =ילש
either to stretch,

to extend (cognate in

sense M1) and nbz 1) which is trans-

Dan. 4,1 prosperous, coupled with wm

= IL. or אלו (not used) Aram. intr.
II. Deriv.
or as in yw and m3 (m) to lean, to lie same as the Hebrew mp

ferred to that of being secure or tranquil,

at rest.

In the latter case, the organic

md would coineide with that in

y- (which see).

ie III. (not used) intr. to waver,
a

Tau, Pw.
“pan (from Hif. syU=ביהְלַה of

the stem en which see) . a. flame, bright

ness JOB 15, 30; Ez.21,3; mm? (one
oF
word according to Ben-Asher) Sone

stumble, to err, to commit
t
hence to
6 the flame of Jah, i. e. kindled
fault; Aram. N28, 728, 28, Targ. for Sot. 8,

שלו
by God.

שלום
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The LXX seem to have read

( ושnot used) Aram. intr. same as
the Hebrew ww. Deriv. spy.

 שלוand %21 1( .p .frep )Wm .rtni

( אָוְלְטwith suf. Tw) Arms rest,
security Dan. 4, 24.

THe.

.1 same as Sb II. to be at rest, without
care, contented, prosperous Jos 3, 26;

parallel to opw and 13. The final letter
of the stem 7 for 4 must have been
in the dialects also, as is clear from

derivatives, and is to be explained as
in the Hithpael of “mw. Deriv. the
adj. By (an2w), the nounssy, pw and
A7/7 maby, לש mW. — . לsame as

mow IM. Deriv.
by see pw.
be (after the

Jos 21, 23; pl. >

mais see wb.

 הָולש.6 maby,pl. with suff. 709%)
1 "(from be) f. peace, rest Prov. 17,
1; Ps. ,221 ;7 yzal ,tser

ו

Prov. ,1 ,23 deifisnetni inu wpin .zE
,16 49= pride (comp. Ps 30, 2; "ia in
the careless security (of people), i.1 e. sud-
denly Dan. 8, 25= awpin  מס51, 12
bo 2,32.
(comp. Targ. איל N) a for Hebr.
pip); with confidence חטוב = Dan. 11,
form RI, once Tau .21 — .2 (from = bw II.) crimes,
2%) adj. m. abe errors JER. 22, 21; but'it may also be

f., 1. prosperous, happy Jos 16, 12; ‘free taken here in the same sense as in Prov.
1, 23.
from care, peaceful 21, 23, coupled. with
mde (prop. part. pass.) m. one sent
 שלאנןsecure, untouched, of cities ZECH.

7, 7 and a land 1 Cur. 4, 40, coupled 1 101868 14, 6; Targ. 1», comp. mowith non; odiy ow Ps. 73, 12 who dern Hebrew ma.
live always secure. — 2, (from לט 2)
( חלשonly pl.pmb and pnw) m.
godless, wicked Ez. 23,42; but the’ LXX pl. a "sending away or home of a wife
have read רוט (they ‘edlebrated), which Ex. 18, 2; a dismission, from union with
suits the context better.

 ולשm. same as 12% rest, peace,

the state, ₪ renunciation, in "Ö (02 Mic.
,1 ,14 to give a divorce-bill being ex-

pressed by. np> 2D jr.

prosperity JoB 20, 20.

rl (with suff. “2W) m. rest, prosperity, ease Ps. 30, 7.

spp (from m3, after the form and
from mn, also רילש Kri; pl. (םיִנָלִט

Metaphor.

a dowry, with which a daughter is sent

away 1 Kınas 9, 16; comp. nw Jupezs
21, 9.

( םולשfrom םֶלש after the form 5373,
plur.
( םימללט.1 adj. m. well, in good
comm. aל
or collect. quails Ex. 16,
13; Num. 11, 32; Ps. 105, 40; pl. Er health, ‘integer, in formulas of salutation
or ilies cases Gen. 43, 27; sound, safe
Nox. 11, 31, Derkans from BB
Arab. En

1 Sam. 25,6; 2 Sam. 17, 3; 20, 9; unhurt
As this bird is alo in Jon 5, 24; spared 2 Sam. 17,3; in good
(the fat one), ib, mb, condition 0 41, 3; secure, tranguil Jon

Arab.al
1, «cS and the Sam. "bo have ,21 ;9 plur. סימלט as a subst. friends,
certainly this fundamental signification persons seeking peace, pious ones Ps. 55,
only (Rashi). LXX ögzu& and ögzuyo- ,21 secure ones 69, 23; as an adv. fully
(parallel mip, see Am. 1,6 9) Jur. 13,
סו, Vulg. coturnix.

;19 comp. Daum. — 2. a substant.
nou) (from לש IL, def. NEY in a)
soholeness, health Ps. 38, 4, parallel
Targ.) Aram. fem.
error, mistake, trans-

gression, coupled with nm

Dan. 6,5;

pina;

b) welfare, good Deu. 29, 18;

success, prosperity 1 Kınas 2, 33; bbws
' שVax 3,29 K'ri; יט  רבעEzr. 4, 22.
 ףארב2,13 is thy coming for woodsPie.
See bw.
ו
thou good? also ni>wn alone
iby +see MOND.
2 Kınas ,5 ;21 >  םיִלָשה₪ he well? a

שלום
formula

of asking after another
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Gen.

7, 13, for which Dew stands in Gen.

29, 6, to which the answer is bibw 46, 24,
2 Kınas 4, 26, but > nibw also stands
ob

(also סל plur. DANS)m

for it 2 Sant18,29; also” progress 11, requital, Hos.
9, 7, in the plur. Is. 34,
7; security, rest te 32,17 = קשה and 8; reciprocal service Mio. 7, 8,
different
 בחcomfort 39, 8, coupled wich NEN, from םיִנִמָלט

(security), opposite 94 (misfortune) 45,
7; = בוט 52, 7, pry Ps. 85,11.

Here

bus (from 22W; deliverance, prop. a

belong ‘the nie nibw > DRY to drawing forth) n. p. m. Neu, 3, 15.
 שולשsee wow.
ask one after his welfare Gry. 43, 27 =
to salute, or ‘D2 םֶלָשָל NW Jur. 15, 5,
without ‘p> 2 Sam. 1 7, or with an 8008.
after, Ps. 122, 6; ’p pibui-ny 8 to see

 שלותseeלו 

( חלשpart. act. m. 12%, pass.שלח 
mibw, constr. חלש
which are also used n4> > 'ִּפ np» 1 Sam. once חַלַש Is. "58, 9 like a noun; imper.
17, 18, 'ִּפ biaueng 7 Esra. 2, 11, plur. ao, in pause וחלש wath suff.
ellipt, 2 לשל 2 Kings 10, 13. Forms “32; fut. mw) tr. prop. to stretch
after the 0

of one Gun. 37, 14, for inf. abaol. mpw,

of wishing ‘well to one departing are:

or extend far of; hence 1. to send, with
32, 4,
nia > 2 Sam. 15, 9, comp. טל eis with a dat. Sonne Nine, 13,2; with
( הזחMarx 5, 34). Forms of ad- 2 instead of the accus. 2 Cur. 17, 7;
dress: > "U Jupans 6, 23, 72 ‘19, 20, Jer. 16, 16; with the accusative of

pibw> >55 1 Sam. 1,17, 0) TR 20, 42, an accus. Gun. 42,4; 43, 8, 5

no) 'ט Gen. 43, 23, along with pny;

place whither 1 Sam. 4,4; 1 Kines 5, 28;

exclamations, ab 28aum.18, 28, 'ִש  'ִשseldom with דע 2 Kınas 2,2; with an

ל
2 18, comp. 3S for 6
(Marrs. 26, ‘49). In a spiritual sense,

accus. of the person and » of the thing

Jer. 14, 3, or followed by an infin. with
salvation , oracle of salvation Ps. 85, 9. 5 Nom. 13, 16; 14,36; 16,28; with an
— 3. peace, as a state of rest Lav. 26, accusat. of the person and by to whom

6; Junazs4,17, opposite aan Daur. Gun. 37,13; 46,28, sometimes לע JER.
20,‚11; Ps.120, 1 hence the expressions 26, 15; .אפ 6, 3; with 5x of the ‘person
? ‘gb ארק to invite to peace, to offer to whom, and > of the thing on account

peace * Jupezs 21, 18; ‘p-my "U Map to of which 1 Kınas 20, 7, or with an
accept peace from one ‘Devt. "20, 11; infin. and » Num. 22, 37; ‘p ירחא "U to
> "ַש my to grant peace to Josu. 9 15. send after one, with an accus. of the
 טר טי.sI 5,9 ecnirp fo ecaep snaem eht
great descendant of David, the Messiah,
when he shall restore peace by overcoming his enemies; also D1>W alone
Mic. 5,4. 'ִש יִכאָלְמ
33, 7 messengers
of peace (sent by"Hezekiah). Metaphor.
love: of: peace, same as piety, virtue,
hence: vo "שיא Ps. 37, 87 = pn, 12;
ידה
things friendly or peaceful 35, 20; friend
ship, vo שיא a friend 41,10; "ָש wiry,

person 2 Sam. 3, 26; 2 Kinas 7, 14; to

send generally, with accus. of the thing
Gen. 38, 23; 45, 27, especially םיִרָפִס

Esra. 1, 22, 558 Neu. 6, 5, mn
2 Kınas "90,12; ‘with on Tae 29, 1, or
4 of the person Gun. 45, 23; with 73
of the person 1 Sam. 16, 20, 1Kınas 2,

25, i. e. to execute a commission by one
Ex. 4, 13; with 7, of place to send for
out of 2 Saat 15, 12; absol. to send Gun.
38,17; Ps.59, 1; supplemented by anJER. 20, 10 = v "WIN 38, 22.
other verb 1 Kınas 18,19; 2 Kinas 11,
ob (from פל a recompenser or 4. To this general signification belong:

retribution, written also pw) n. p. m.
2 Kinas 15, 10-15; 22, 14;Jer. 22, 11;

0927 'ִטto execute things, prop. to send

words Prov. 26, 6; to cause to be sent

alone
אלע. 7, 2; Neu. 3, 12; 1 Cur. 2, 40; or said JUDGES 11,%8 also n>w

שלח
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Nom. 22, 10; 1 Sam. 20, 21; followed

accus. of the person Gun. 19, 13; 28, 5,

an accus. 1 Kınas 5, 22; with an accus.
of the place whither 5, 28 to commission,
with a double accus. 2 Sam. 11, 22; to
grant or offer, help Ps. 20, 3, favour 57,
4, promises 147,15, signs and wonders
135, 9; to inflict, calamity Ex. 9, 14. —
2. to send away, to let go, with accus.

by Jur. 27, 3, ous 2 Cur. 24, 23, some-

by רֶמאָל Gen. 38, 25; elsewhere with or thing 38, 17, with לע 2 Car. 32, 31,
times with na in ‘addition, by one, Jur.
27,3; to send ‘forth, of God, e. g. wrath

Ex. 15, 7, punishments, with 3 Duvr.7,
20, Jo. 2, 25, dx Ez, 14,19, “by 5, 17,
2 of a person Jur. 48, 12; with “ITN
of the person and time Jupazs 11, 38; to send after JER. 9, 15; ומ "₪ Prov.
me 'W to let the mouth loose, i. 6. to 6, 14 to send strife, i. e. to excite con-

give the tongue free scope Ps. 50, 19; tention, .םיִחַאהְןיִּב — 2. to send away,
a2»  מ" רדot wardhtiw eht dnah morf‘ opposite to withhold Gen. 24, 54; 30,
a person ‘| Kixes 13,4; with 72 Sone סע 25; to send home, the sacred ark 1 Sam.
Son. 5, 4 to put in or through

3;to set

6,2; to send out, to move freely about,
to let go free Is. 32, 20; Jos 21,11; to
send forth, "22, i. e. to pasture Ex.
22, 4; to set free, captives ZECH. 9, 11,
a slave Jer. 34, 9, followed by "wn;

free, hence mw roaming freely Gen.
49, 21 (see TOR). — 3. to stretch forth,
man TER 1 Sa. 14, 27, Ty mtg Ps.
110, 2; למ to put in the sickle, in
i TEP to let loose, pidgin Jupgzs 15, 1 to
Jo. 4, 13; 32 "U to put out the hand, 'to give ha send away Lev. 16,10;

to let

take a hing! Grn. 3, 22, to punish Jos Ay 14,7; to let flow Ez. 31, 4; =) an] 'ש
1, 11; with > and ‘the infin. to do a to send ‘forth empty Gen. 31, 2; "ש
thing 1 Sam. 22, 17; with לע of a thing meant to set out, na, i. e. to give in
upon 1 Kınas 13, 4; ‘with EN of a person marriage Junans 12, 9 (comp. (םיִחּולַש

to do violence to Gan. 22,12; with 2 of
a thing to lay hand upon a thing Ex.
22,7; Esra. 9,16; of a person upon one
Gen. '37, 22; to punish Nen. 13, 21;
without  ידPs. 18, 17; to touch a thing,
i. e. to have to do ich it Ps. 125, 3;

to accompany Gun. 18,16; 31,27; to go
with 2 Sam. 19, 32, where the reading

should be yr ink mbw> to conduct
him over the Jordan (LXX, Vulg., Targ.);
72 "מ to let be carried off by the hand
Jos 8, 4, comp. Levır. 16, 21; to let

with  אֶלa thing 2 Sam. 6, 6 or 3 Os. down, into "ia, by ropes Jer. 38, 6; to
13; ANN mau Is. 58, 9 the stretching let grow long, 2 Ez. 44, 20, comp.
out of the finger, a gesture of one who
despises the poor (comp. Plaut. Pseud. Arab. 0 the same (proceeding from
4, 7, 45; Mart. 2, 28, 2; Juven. 10, 53), the idea de sending forth). — 3. in a

see חלו N

Ahr ‘ Ez. 8,17 to stronger sense, to cast, to shoot, DN,

put the branch to the nose, as in the sunworship of the Persians

with הָרָשַמְל 1 Sane 20, 20; wis 6 throw

(see mit);

fire) to"put into the fire Ane 1, 4, also

sickle to the nose, i. e. to injure oneself.

Eccuss. 11, 1; to cast down, om with
Ban JoB 30,ii: to push away, DM
30,"12, i. e. to allan them no rest; ₪

but it may also be rendered to put the wea 'ִש Ps. 74, 7; to cast forth, one

Deriv. may, ,חלש amy, WS, Mw,
nw, Andy, ‘bie, the proper names

ny, Woy, ‘pnb.

Nif. ( לחonly inf. absol. iu)
to be sent Esru. 3,13.

 חַבָלִיםto cast away the pains, i. e. to

work off the after--pains in birth 39,3;
to reject 1 Kınas 9, 7, for which 2 Car.
7, 20 has ;יקשה to drive away, cast.
out, = Ws (Ex. 11,1) Gen. 3, 23, Ley.

Pih. rip (3 p. perf. in pause וחלש
part, חלש inf. absol. and constr. nba
18, 24, utterly Jun.
and mu; / ,חפשי in pause ribwh) a woman, to separate 28, 16; especially
from her, to put
1. like Tea, but more common, to send her away, repudiare
feminam Gen. 21,
away, without an object 18. 49, 14; with 14; Deur. 21, 14 (comp. Mar.
2, 16).
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See orm. — 4. Like Kal to stretch

neu (prop. inf. Pih.) m. the putting

out, 7 Prov. 31, 19 20; to spread out,

away, of a wife Mar. 2,16, which God

branches Is. 17, 8; Ex. 17, 6, comp.
nina; to evtend or spread, a people
by enlarging their territory Ps. 44, 3;
to pour out, to make spring forth (see
row) Ps. 104, 10. Deriv. now, mbw,
the proper name 11>w (nibow),
Puh. ( שפחpart. nbn, fut. MPS)
to be sent, ריצ Os. 1,for which Jen.
49,14 has חול to be let go Gun. 44,

does not look upon with satisfaction
(Marra. 5,22; Mark 10, 11), though it

was permitted (Dsur. 24,1).

( חלשin pause ‘8, with suf. indw;
plur. with suff. poy) m. 1. a weapon,
missile (consequently from the significat.

to throw) 2 Cur. 23,10; 32, 5 (LXX,
,).gluV ,ryS ;]4 .weN 4, 11 החזיק
mus; a figure of Amminent danger iis
3; to be dismissed, figur. Is. 50,1; to be

free, unrestrained, of a 93 Prov. 29,
15; to be hunted, scared away, of 4P. Is.
16, 2; mbt m 27, 10 a habitation
forsaken by‘its ל
= 3133; to be
led or precipitated into Jos 18,% to be

“ "שבay Jos 38, 18 and 36,12 to run
upon the weapon, = nwa “ay 33, 28;
compare Jo. 2, 8. In ‘Nun. 4, 17 we

should read 3 mV איש forאיש 
Dvn iw. Compare Arab.
A and

driven down Jupazs 5,15.
oh weapon. — 2. a sprout, shoot
Hif. ( הִשַלִיחpart. mow, inf. constr.
(comp. anew Gen. 49, 21 according to
 (הַשְלִיחto send, punishments, mis- some; now Ps. 80, 12) properly what
fortune, with a of a person or object
iratehes forth of itself Sona or Sou.
Lav. 26, 22; Ezux. 14,13; an enemy 4,13, and perhaps also Ez. 31, 5, where
2 Kıas 15, 37.
the reading should be rue, a gloss
The stem 'ש is the Aram. n2w (for upon Y'n5yd3; comp. תחל Coptic
which “7% was used later), RN (com- wag, waeg, ,ספ — 8. same as MOV,
the name of a pool (71272) at the king’ 8
monly ye), especially in אָחיִלְש ב
(a messenger, apostle),
Ar.
w (also garden, and conseq. on the south side
-

~ meaning to put off, skin, garment),

w (see
ne
hes
 (שלחcommonly kayl. The organic root
especially in the noun

is ns, lying also in 482, J27W-

of the city of Jerusalem Nun. 3, 15;
Vulg. Silo. — 4. (sprout, child, or
missile;

perhaps

a

sending

away,

a

wandering, colony) n. p. m. Gun. 10, 24,
and of a tribe of the Chaldeans in the
extreme north-eastern part of Mesopotamia 11,12, where we also meet with a

 לש3( plur. ana; 2 plur. paw; place „ww (Assemani Bibl. Orient. I,
1 ek nny; part. pass. TAG; fut. 495; II, 115. 351).
naw) Aram. tr. same as Hebrew now
now (with the art, mn», formed
to send, followed by a verb finite or “an
Pih. with the omission of Dagesh;
from
injin. Exr. 4, 14; Dan. 3, 2; with the
in mss. nib", after the form
also
accusat. Nb 8, 28; 6, 23; with the
@ bursting forth, comp. mau Ps.
mind;
accusat. of the ing: oud "by of the
104, 10 and םיִחָלְשַה ng in the Mishna;

person to Ezr. 4, 11; 5, 6; to issue,
Nand

4,17;

to stretch out, 72 or NOD

RT "רד Dan. 5, 24, with > towards a
thing, i. e. to attempt a thing Ezr. 6,
21, .graT אושיט יד.
( חלשprop. inf. Kal) m. the stretch-

Coptic wAez water, which is conducted

in little rivulets) n. p. of a fountain

rising in the southern part of the valley

of the Tyropoeum between the upper

and lower city of Jerusalem, from which
a little brook flowed past Zion and Moriah
8, 6; comp. Josephus B. J. 5, 4,1;
Is.
of
ing out (of the fingers), a gesture
Robinson, Pal. I, 493; New Bibl. Res. p.
contempt Is. 58, 9.

שלח
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320. The little brook flowing gouthward out of the fountain is lost in the

sanctuary Ex. 25, 23; 26, 35, as well

king’s

1,7 12 and Ez. 41, 22 is the’ altar,

as in the temple of Belus (Herod. 1,
gardens south of 529; comp. Is. 32, 14; 181.183; Diod. 2, 9); and before AescuRobinson1.6. — חלשה.  תַכָרְּבNeu. 3, 15 lapius in ’ Syracuse there stood a conseis the pool of Siloah (Shelach) at the crated table (Athen. 15, 48). ab Max,
garden

where

was

the spring

Rogel (Jose. 15, 7; 18, 16); comp. Jo- and ל U joy Is. 65, 11 means to sacriseph. Ant. 7, 14, 4.

There

is also a fice. Figur. a lucurious meal Ps. 69, 23,

hamlet ny, besides a pool and spring which the Psalmist by way of imprecaJoseph. B. J. 6,7,2; 8, 5; Luxe 13, 4; tion wishes to see converted into a rp.

Joan 9,7 11. The spring ןוחינ (which
see) on the west side of mount Zion
1 Kınas 1, 33 is different from .חלש

The Targ. and Syr. have interchanged
them. Comp. also Tobler, die SiloahQuelle &e. (S* Gallen 1852).
mow see mW.

+( טלשinf. constr. Daw; fut. bir)
intr.. prop. to lead, to conduct, to guide;
commonly toל 
to rule, to have
dominion, with 2 of a thing Eccuss. 2,

;19 ,8 ;9 with לע Nen. 5,15 or 2 ofa

person Esra. 9,1. Deriv. yindw.
Pih. ( טפטnot used) an intensive of
Kal. Deriv. aby, nobw.
 הsee mau.
Hif. ( השליטfut. wrbth) == לישמַה to
( הָחְלְּמonly plur. nina) fem. a
permit, to give power Eccrzs. 5, 18; to
put into a position, for doing 6, 2; to
Dab) (one furnished with missiles,a let rule, with a Ps. 119, 133.

shoot, sprout, twig Is. 16, 8.

warrior, or = (הָּיָחְלַש n. p. m. 1 8

The organic root טלה appears to
be ident. with that in ,טלפ ( טלדַמto
bei (fountains, from חלו 3) n. p. glide forth); if we do not assume after
of a city in Judah Josn. 15, 32.
the Arab. EL, for the fundamental
Wow (constr. ey, with suff. mad; significat. to divide, separate, split, and
plur. (תיִכָחְלַמ m. prop. what is יתומה therefore 0 decide, to ‘be powerful, to
22, 42.

out, a mat (see nw, mau and mer),
to put food upon, comp. Tovey TOKE

Cav (Od. 10, 370);. generally, a table,

rule. The Ar. name gle,

isi derived

from this verb.

then a meal 1Sam. 20,29 34; 1 Kınas

toby) IL. (not used) tr. to protect, to

dogs had to gather their food under the

cover round; ident. in its organie root
 טָלטand in fundamental signification

5, 7; 10, 5. Conquered enemies and

table Jupaes 1, 27; comp. Marru. 15, with that in טל 1, ord, דלדח ,1 ,ָע-טל

27. ‘© Im to set forth or prepare a  קֶדלֶט1, om IL; alm. bw, Aram.
table,= to feed or nourish Ps, 23,5; 78,  טרdie same; ‘comp: Talm. "לש a

19; "rag aw to sit at table 1Kısas veiling (of the head). Derivative
13, 20 (comp. “Oba by a>); דלע Dox
( טלonly pl. bbw, constr.לי 
'p be to eat at one’s table, i. @. to be
with
suff. DD? w; from now II.) mase,
one’s guest 2 Sam. 9, 11 13; 'ִּפ  'שak
prop.
what protects round about; hence
to be the guests i. e. palette of a "person
2 Sam. 19,29, comp. 'ּפ ond Dok Ps. 41, armour, including the ; ןגמ also an or-
10. םיִנָּפַה "WS or one pnd יטNum. 4, 7 nament for the neck Sone or Sox. 4, 4,
Vulg. armatura (equipment); Ez. 27, 1
table ofthe
2 Cur.
16, or
en
bread.

shew- bread, also no" Ü
they hung their accoutrements on thy walls

29,18, or נה nen 1 On. 28,
as’ wo ‘Lev. 24, 6, or merely
Ex.30, 37, symbolising the daily
It was a necessary article in the

round about, generalising 437 and ¥342
,27,10

where

the LXX read badly

a; espec. a shield, 2 Kınas 11, 10,.
along with man, as protective, and so

bw
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= 2 (1 Kınas 14, 26) 1 Caron. 18, 7, | m5 (with a suffix ANDY; nr
but also different from 719 2 Cur. 23, rw IV.) fem. prop. what panel down,

9. םיטלשה ana JER. 51, 11 fll (the what draws itself after, and so the afterhands) with the ‘shields, i. 6. lay hold of birth, secundae Deur. 28, 57, perhaps
them; comp. Zecu. 9,13 with 2 Kınas also peuietally abortus, hanes
parallel
9,24, Aram. ןיטכוט a shield-shaped spot yg; Aram.
Nu, nd, ג the same,
(Targ. on JER. 13, 23), אָיְטְלִמ = the
Ar, YW (Ibn Koreish).
Hebrew nxn >w.
uw (3 p.‚pl. Www, fut. nw) Aram,

intr.’ same as Hebrew naw I to rule,
with a over Dan. 2, 39; "B, 7; to have

power over Dan. 3, 27, comp. Hehr. Sun

ou) Jon 91, 23 see hu,

snot m. same as רכש Jur.
0.
vb K'ri see mi.
( טילשpl. ab; from tpt)m.one

to be competent Exon. 21,8; to fall upon
having power, a ‘ruler, Eccrzs. 10,5; a
Dan. 6, 25, Targ. for 939; Syr. de, hero 7,19; 1m42 טילוט one who has power
Deriv. yes, (Hw.
over the wind 8, 8, i. e. able to control
Pa. ( טפטnot. used) same as Hebr. it; comp. moon mg:MON 72 PrRov.30,4.
und. Deriv. bw.
bu (def.bY, pl. (ןיטילט Aram.
"Ar ( השלטwith suff. 702, (היטְלַשה
adj. m. ‘mighty, of a king, coupled with
to make ruler, to let bear ‘rule, with the
 רבDan. 2, 10; of God 4,14; 5, 21;
accusat. of a person, and 2 of a thing
subst. a ruler 5:29; a יי wi
Dan. 2, 38 48.
the genitive 2,15; a satrap Ezr. 4, 20.

robe m. power, of yo 27 300188.

8, 4; with 2 to have power over 8, 8;

 שילשand why (with suf. ray;

pl. ruby, with suf.www)m.1. (from
comp. Ar. ght dominion, concrete why) the name of a measure for dry
a ruler.
goods, either the third of a whole, per-

( ןיטלשonly plur. constr. (ממְטיבָר haps of an ps, ueroov (LXX), or a

Aram. m. the same.
Concrete a ruler measure consisting of three parts; a
Dan. 3, 2.
measure generally Is.40,12, Targ. 82°27,
be (constr. 0, def. אנסה with Saad. JLo (mod. Hebrew Up Wa third
suff. ,ךכמה 397, FPIO™ 5,pl. def.9)
part, like ud , also umpire, third man).
Aram. m. dominion, power, 'ט am "to give
In the 8000886. as a determinative Ps.
power Dan. 7,6 14; empire % 33; 4,19;
,80 6 by measure, i.e, abundantly (LXX,

6,27; 7,14; 7 yee 6,27 sei Vulg)). — 2. (from wow) the name of
ofa ו different Gon non 7, 27; a musical instrument, mentioned along

concrete dominions 7, 27.
n> (from bw, after the form
nay), f prop. rule, licentiousness, hence

with bien and mai (3) 1Sam. 18, 6,
as again Pay") is ‘coupled with 7133,

nn, רפוש SR,( ריש Gen. 31,27; 2 Cur.

,23 ;18 2 6 6 .)12‚ It has heen un-
derstood to mean a sort of triangle or
impudent woman, Vulg. impudens; Ar. trichord, as “ivy (which see) means a
ten-stringed instrument; the aneient in-
ko, a woman without shame.
terpreters render it sistrum or cym-
sus (from mbw IL; in pause 2%) balum. — .3 morf( eht brev (טכש
m. rest, quiet, ;4 in „quiet, undisturbed properly a warrior, hero, coupled with
2 San. 3,27, Syr.ud} yal; the LEX ing, hence the head of the warriors
and Vulg. take it in the sense of לש and chariot-fighters Ex. 14, 7. In the
Solomon as well
<onseg. as an adv. cum dolo, which time of David and
uished class
disting
a
meant
it
later,
as
18 unnecessary.

an "apposition to mir Ez. 16, 30, con-

crete an imperious mistress , a licentious,

שלישי
of warriors,

שלך
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a superior division of the as the third (rank) Nom. 2, 24. An archi-

גְבְּרִים, a sort of elite guard of the
prince 2 Sam. 23, 8, 2 Kınas 10, 25,
from which kings chose their adjutants
and the higher military officers 7, 2 17
19; 9, 25; 15,25; the gradations gener-

ally being the following: first "WIN
am
(common men), then Dera
(military officials), םיִרָש and lastly
( שְלִישיס1 Kinas 9, 22). They also appear with the םיִצְר 2 Kınes 10, 25.

Generally knights Ez, 23,15, mentioned

with nim and םיִאּורק 23,23. For ww,

tectural expression is obs Ez. 42,3
with the third (story-chambers), i. e. put

over one another threefold, after the
manner in Gen. 6, 16, where it refers
to pap. In 2 Kınas 1, 13 we should

read pith the LXX and Vulg. --.ישיִלַש
Fem. הישיש Is. 19, 24 a third part,
i. e. the third people in the league; the
third part, Ezex. 5, 2 12; Zecu. 13, 8;
third, as a measure or weight, of Yard

Nez. 10,33, 43 Num.15,6. For תל
mög see bay. With the termination
35 mindy Ez, 21,19 an adv., for the

plur. ruby, occurs frequently mu,
 שלשים,whence itis probable that Ural third time. *
is not at all connected with wow.

See

wy 2, םיִשלָש 2, wrdw, the" proper
names whys and הפלט The usual assumption that a) 3.has the signification

mu

see .יִשיִלש

 טלִישיתsee שְלִישִי.

abu) (Kal not used) tr. prop. same

TOLOTATNS, tristata, i.e.
i
a charriot-warrior,

as nw

so called because each chariot had but
three persons, one of whom fought, with
a reference to Ex.14, 7 and 15,4, and because it is united with 23) mb 1 Kınas
9, 22, must be renounced because of

rive and 6
to throw, to stretch
forth; also intrans. to plunge, of the

the usage elsewhere. — For םישילש
Prov. 22, 20 see .םיִשָלש
 )ריטְלמ( יטילשm. one who belongs to
the association of the pw, a member
of the Shalish-class, hence ‘wows UN“
2 Sam. 23,8 head of the Shalish-class, ap-
plied to the hero nawa a> of han.
In another division Wray was the head

to send

away,

to cast, Arab.

pelican. The organic root 2-W lies
also in 785 (which see). Deriv. bv.
Pih. 720 (not used) to overthrow, to
fell, trees; to cast off, leaves; to cast

out, rubbish. Deriv. naw, the proper
name n2>w.
Hif. Tun (part. 7aWn; inf. absol.
as a noun un JER. 22,19 and 36, 23,
inf. constr. Tour; fut. pth, ap. (ףלשנ
1. to cast, to throw, with the accus. of

the person or thing "Gan. 21,15; Ex. 7,

( )שאר.23,18
1 Cur. 11,11 and 12,18 10; to cast off, mu, of the olive- tree
 םישילשהWN K'ri, פישולשה wey K'tib Jos 15, 33; to cast’ away, םילפ Kınas
andin 11, 20 m
UN“ are used foriit, 7, 15, opposite רַמָש (to keep) Eccrzs.

which amount in substance to the same

thing, because ישילש may also mean
eht .sproc-hsilahS eeS‘  שלשה2,  שָלשִים2.
 ישילשor "DW (pl. שי from
wow) num. ord. m., ruby (maw)
and תיִשיִלש 0 " תילwith suff.
( ּךיִתְשלשf. the third, of pi Gun. 1,13,
 רודDeut. 23, 9, m

Gen. 2,14, Un

3,6, or 022 3, 5; to cast into, with ac-

- of the place, as MER Ex. 4, 3,
mat Gen. 37, 24, הָרְאּיַה"Ex. 1, 22;
seldom with be Gen. 37,22or2ofa
place 37,20, but the latter occurs oftener
Exon. 32, 24; 2 Kines 2, 16; Is. 19, 8;

with 5 2 ‘Car. 24, 10; with Ya to cast

out כט 29, 27, 7379 ‘ais to cast out of

the hand Jupaus 15,17; den שאְרִמ 'שה

Ex.,19,1  רוט,28,19 how 1Kınas 18, i to throw down fom the point
of a rock
 הָבָּכְרַמ08 ,6 ,3 ay 1 San. 20,5, ny 2 Cur. 25, 12; Dw “we to tear out of

,2012 (the day ee to morrow); לי the teeth Jos 29,17; with DN of a per= ' השWiha Ez. 81, 1; ow>y 1 Sam. son to throw to 1Kınas 19,19; with oy
19,21 thethird messengers (>84); also of a person to cast upon Now, 35, 20;

שלך
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to shoot at one Jon 27, 22; with לע of
the thing 10 pour or scatter upon’ Ez.
48, 24; 2 Kinas 23, 6; to throw over

2 Sam. 20, 12; 5 yous "to throw to Ex.

mabw (prop. inf. Pik.) f. 1. the felling (of trees) Is. 6,13, perhaps the casting off (of leaves). — 2 (the casting out,

of rubbish) with “yw n. p. of a gate

22, 30; with 72 or לע of a person to which led upwards to the temple 1 Cur.
ge trois מט 29, 27; Ez.18, 31; Ps. 26,16, the way being designated הלמה

2,3. Here belong the phrases bats 'שה  הלהSee Robinson’s New Bibl. Retocast the lot Josu.18,8 10 =ban "On searches.

 בְּגוּרָלMic. 2, 5; You "or to destroy
a habitation Jen. 9, 18; פג "or to cast

DOW 1. (8p. pl. toby, part. bis, inf.

away the vine, i. e. to look upon it as constr. ‘bows, the contested nen
unfit for use Jo.1,7. Fig. ing» 'ִּפ 'שהnia; inf. abs. DB, fut. win, yw)
his own counsel casts him down Jos 18, tr. to draw out, stalks of grain, with ja
7.— 2. Metaph. in the formulas pon
G

an TW] to cast away his life direct,
i. 8. to expose it to the greatest danger
Junges 9,17, where 33% is the accus.
of direction straight before; comp. the
Greek mogaBehhecd cu zyv woyny (D. 9,
322). ane 127 "Wr Ps. 50,17 to at
a word behind one, i. e. to despise, contemn, for which is also used רג oe
1Kines 14, 9; Nena. 9, 26; of God,

Ruts 2,16; comp. Ar. Aw to draw out

(a sword from the sheath), Aram. אל
ta and Hebr. .לוב Commonly to plunder, to rob, with the accus. Sn Ez. 26,
12; with accusat. of the person 39, 10;
Znon. 2,12; to seize, the 220 Is. 10, 6;
Ezex. 38, 13, Also in derivatives 0
bare, to make naked; to draw forth = to

deliver. Deriv. ללש ,1 טילל ללוש, the
proper
name pow.
cast sins felted His hash. i. e. not 0
Nif. 982 (only fut. (לוטר to fall off, of
regard or punish them Is. 38,17. "84
fast by to cast one’s burden on God, ony Devr. 28, 40, which may be reie. to commit it to Him Ps. 55, 23, ferred, however, to wz (Kal).
comp. 773 7-52 da 37,5. םיִנּפ Yo שה Hithp. Sind (part. nun) to be plunto drive or reject from his presence 2Kınas dered Is. 59, 15 (Vulg. Saad.), parallel
13,23; 17,20, and also simply Tau 1792; Ps. 76, 6 »bbimux (an Aramaean
Ps. 71,9. — nase in Amos 4, 3 form “for m) to be spoiled (of armour)
should. be read” לפה ‘(to be cast) after or to become booty. See bw I.
the LXX, Symm., “Hieron., Syr. and
bby II. (not used) intrans. same as
mss.; but see .ןומרה

bby IL.(see W) prop. to wander to and

Hof, Tobi and שה (part. Town; fut.
fro; hence 1. to rave, to rove, to be mad.
Tau) to be thrown Jer. 22, 38," to be 2. to waver, to be unsteady. 34 TR

cast out, with 47a of a place Is. 14,19;

with 2 or x of place whither 2 Sam. 20,
21; 1 Kinas 13, 25; with pod to be
Home down Ez. 19,12; with 5 to JER.
36, 30; fig. to be destroyed Dan. 8, 11;
metaph. לע “wry Ps.22,11 to be cast upon

Jo 12,17, parallel 5345; comp. Is.44,

25, parallel 530. Yon II. (which see)is
the same. Deriv. (according to some)

שולל, Sw.

” Hithp. Spine (part. "ב to be con-

sidered mad Is. 59, 15 (Rashi); to waver,
one, i.e. to be committed to the care of. to wander to and ro Ps. 76, 6.

 גשm. a species of pelican, which,

i wait upon high crags, precipi-
lying in
tates itself into the water after fishLev.
;11,17 Devur. 14,17; LXX xareganıns,

 ללשIII. (not used) intrans. same
as obo II. (which see) to intertwine,
to interweave, hence to weave,

to spin,

web, texture;
Vulg. mergulus, Targ.( אנוכילוט fish- to bind together, of a
the same, hence
לכַש
w
Hebre
n
moder
Al-
he
biblisc
catcher). See Rosenmiiller,

terthumskunde IV, 2. p. 308 seq.

Sau embryo el, Jump), Arab.

שלם
09,

Talm. Sy ovary.
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שלם

Derivat. fut. Dow) to keep untouched or 0

dou 2.

 שלל.c(  שלhtiw .fus  טְלָלַף,(שללכם

m. .1(from Sow) prop. what is drawn
from, torn from‘(an enemy); hence booty,
spolium, exuviae Gen, 49, 27, parallel

with the aceus. m Jos 8, 6, comp. in
this sense bibs of bok 5 24; to complete, תיבה 1Kinas9, 25; but commonly
to make full or entire,= to restore,

to

give back, to make good, 0°28 Jo. 2, 25;
Ex. 21, 36; to repay, "02 5 Kınas 4,T;

sz (see דע ,4 from my 11), coupled
metaphor. to pay, vows 2 Sam. 15, 7,
with mipba Nom. 31,11, orשבי 

expressions of praise Hos. 14, 3 [2]; to
the driving away (of sale), "what is console Is.57,18; to requite, by goodness
driven off 1 Sam. 15, 19 21; 30, 20; 1Sam. 24, 20,Rura 2,12, or punishment

 ביאDa booty taken from the enemy
Deur. 20, 14; dow למוט to take the spoil
Is. 10, 6; a
2 Sam. 3, 22, om
Daur. ,3 7  אניט2 Car. 14, 12 the
same; לפח 'ִש to divide the spoil GEN.
,49 ;27 ‘fig. Sau) ins ‘a> nw Jur.
21,9 his life is unto one for a booty, i.e.

he.escapes with his life. In bow a2)

Gen. 44, 1 with b) of the person Dzur.

7,10 and accus. of the thing Is. 65, 6;
in other places we usually findלshang '₪
Is. 59, 18, or with לע of a person Jo.
4,4; 5עפ "3 Jon 34, 11; pups 'ִפְל 'ט
 עסTs? ‚ob "dB to al one according to his works 2 Sam. 3, 39; .נפת 25,
14; Ps. 62,13; with a double accus. (of

Junges 5, 30 we may conjecture that a person and a thing) 85, 19; Prov. 13,

bw should be read for >35, which suits 21. Deriv. pbw, םּילש (eee), המלש
and the proper names ob, ‘babys (abe);
of the LXX bau waa) or the accep- nwa, והיה;ninbun, nm.
noitat ni eht otihseP = eb איש. — "Pu. Bb (part. abun, fut. pew) to

the context still better than the reading

.2 gain by labour, profit Prov. 31, 11.

be repaid,* rewarded Prov. 11, 31; 13,

Arab.
booty and gain. Better still 13; to be performed, of "2, Ps. 65, 2;
from doesIIL. texture, weaving, web.
to he recompensed JER. 18, "20; also, according to the usual assumption, like

 םלשI. or D2 (part. bow, part. pass. Hof., to be brought into a state of frienda; jut. pbuh) intr. to be whole, un- ahtp, hence bbw Is. 52, 19 a friend;

incor, entire (opposite "am); hence to be better after the Ar.
IV. to submit, to
completed, N22 1 Kınas 7,51, הֶמלחה render obedience or subjection, hence pew
Neu. 6,15; to be at an end, bax a Is. is parallel to רי  רבעservant of Jehovah.
60, 20; " remain uninjured, i. 6 un- Deriv. the proper names pew, Mw
punished Jos 9, 4; to remain in peace
HAif. od (fut. Drau, ap. pow) to
22, 21; to be well-disposed, friendly,
complete,
to execute, carry out Is. “44, 28,
peaceful, hence םלש Ps. 7, 5 a friend,

= niu wry 41, 10, if םלש be not= a plan (Mey) 44, 26, the will Jos 23,
obun, as רבל isi = ,ִרָּבַל in which case 14; to make an end of, to carry off Is.

38, 12; to conciliate, with accus. of the
the genit. suff. supplies ‘the place of an
person and "nx (with) Prov.16,7; to make
accusat. of person; Dow, 6 pl. "2918,
peace, with "mx (with) Jose. 10, 1, 03
2 Sam. 20,19 the faithful , the friends of
Devt. 20, 12; to submit or subject oneself,
Israel, 3 it be not better to derive it

IV,
from Di5W, or to take it in the sense of with DR Josn. 11,19; comp.
denen to God, religion,
complete (ee now). Deriv. סלט ,( )המלשhence m
now ,()םיִמְלש ( סולטow), Dow, Tobi,
a believer.
the proper names bbw (also incan),
Hof. DAWN to be united to, a friend of,
had, יִמָלַט  תומלש ימלש,  תיִמלּטJos 5, 23.
טלס פולמיחר יאל.
The stem 'שis the Aram. DoW, Dow,
Pik, By (abe; part. pbwra; inf. פל yoSa, Ar. 1 and the organic root

שלם

is commonly found in ה לֶש- 128; but
it is more probably in abu, and also
in pxd, Do-ML, so that the fundamental
significationis to be united or bound together in self, i.e. to be entire,

שלם
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oppos.

DM

19, 10, hence יִסּובּיַה 179 19, 11 or ְיִסּוב
alone 200.

9, 7, “and then as a name

for the metropolis of the 12871016 king-

dom bbw) (which see), out of which
arose DYSWTN), Hwan (which see) from
the idea of a double ‘city. Originally
Dow was merely a topographical designa-

Dow II. (not used) intr. to be high, tion of a high situation; afterwards bow

rough, of a camel’s hump or a district;

seems to have been taken in the mean-

Arab. pe = wi ~ the same. Derivat. ing of bi>w, since Josephus writes
the proper names םלוש (=n), Daw, ZöAvue, and Latin writers Solyma, Ar.
Yu. —

neand.

2. ₪ p. of a supposed city

Sadeiu, 8 Roman miles south of Scy( םלשnot used) tr. 1. to cover about, thopolis (Jerome ep. 73, 7) Gun. 14,

to bind about, to tie around, to clothe, of

18, ident. with 20066 Jo. 3, 23; but
this would have been 5°3¥ in Hebrew,
and moreover it is not specified as a
po-b exists also in ,םֶלֶא Dura, 0272. cultus-city or a priestly abode. — 3. n. p.

a garment. — 2. Metaphor. to be intertwined, firm, strong. The organic root

Deriv. "bi, the proper names nn,

Tipe, המלט "BPD.

|

ndui (pl. nade) adj. m., המלש (pl.

ningw) f. complete, whole, full, of a8
(a weight) or spy Deur. 25, 15; un-

of a place near D2 Gen. 33, 18 (LXX,

Syr., Vulg.), preserved in the modern
village whe, east of Nablus (Robinson,
Pal. IH, 102). But it is better to take
' here as an adject. or adverb.

touched, unprepared, unhewn, of stones
bet) see DIDW.
for building Deur. 27,6, Josu. 8, 31,
( םֶלשc. pl. "ZW; prop. part. pass.)
comp. Ex. 20, 25; but in 1 Kınas 6, 7
commonly a faithful one, a friend,
m.
dressed
entirely
e.
i.
completed, ready,
and
(LXX); whole in number, of nip3 Am. 2 Sam. 20, 19 I am of the faithful

" = "מלטans. Perhaps
1,6, comp. םיִמלַש nba (Jer. 13, 19); friends of Israel;
may be 'וכו mau TUR,
full, spoken of the measure of one’s sin the reading
ion arises: what the
translat
the
15, 16, comp. om (Day. 8, 23); and so

Gen.
peaceful, friendly, with "mx of a person
Gen. 34, 21; devoted to, with ny 1Kınas
15, 14; in full force, unweakened, of an
army Nau. 1,12; whole, unharmed GEN.

faithful of Israel have preserved intact.

obvi (commonly pl. aus, > "22,

with suf. ab, WRT, ,וימר OB,

;ַוּלְמִיהָםfrom bu I.) m. prop. requital,
pidw),
Sam.
(cod.
21
38, 18 = pibw 28,
thanks, to God, hence in the pl. as a
freMost
name.
ve to ma} or NIT ₪ thank-offering
‘proper
geniti
a
3
see DIU
quently an adj. to 32 or בבל devoted Lev.3,1 8 6 9; 4,10 26 31 35; 7,11;
tion to D’IAT
to God, pious, sometimes with רי  םעor Da» stands in apposi

also pa>w alone
1 Kınas 15,3 and 8,61, sometimes with- Ex. 24, 5, for which
is used Ex. 20, 24; 32, 6; Daur. 27,7;
out it 2 Kınas 20, 3.
 פס8, 31; rarely the sing. boy Am.
pow (hill-place, summit, from Dow IL;
In this fundamental signification
5,22.
comp. Dew) 1. =. p. f. of the city Je- (Josephus, Antt. 3, 9, 2 Yvoia yagıorngia),
rusalem (Josephus, Targ., Ibn Esra and as a thank-offering to God or as a supKimchi), conseg. in the south of Pa- plicatory offering of those who expect
lestine, designated as a royal residence, to be heard (Junazs 20, 26; 21,4; 1Sam.
and a place where monotheistic worship 18, 5; 2 Sam. 24, 25), it is to be taken
was established Gen. 14, 18; Ps. 76, 3. as the same kind of sacrifice with m3}
To this very ancient name succeeded
22, 29; Ps.107,22; 116,17)

the later one 0127 (which see) JUDGES

Amin (Lav.

שלם
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or min alone (JR. 17, 26; 33,11; Am.
4, 5;” Ps. 56, 13), or fully nsin nal

שלמי
ob see Down.

nous (from biby) see לָאיִמְְש
amd Lay. 7,13 15; but not as a safety
rads (strength, firmness; Be bb)
(Philo LXX סל or peace-offering (Aq., Symm., Theod., Vulg., some- N. p. m. 1 Car.2,51 54; another 2, 11.

times the LXX). The Shelamim were
not esteemed so highly as other sacri-

mab (from D2, 6. ma>iv, with suf.
arb; pl. nindiy, with suff. mins)

fices; the priests’ portions were merely
holy (not most holy), they might be f. ‘La garment, dress, to which nny
consumed by those belonging to the
priests, and were not connected inseparately with holy places Lay. 7,31; 10,
14; 23, 20. They were prescribed for
the feast of weeks and the end of the
Nazirate Lev. 23, 19, Num. 6, 14, at
the induction of Aaron and his sons
Lev. 8, 23, Ex. 29, 19, at the dedication
of the tabernacle Lev. 9,4 18, Num. 7,
17, of the-temple 1 Kınas 8, 64, often

Ps. 104, 2 or הָסַּבְתַה 1 Kines 11, 29 are
applied: especially an upper garment
Ex. 22, 25, Daur. 24, 13; a splendid

garment Mic. 2,8; coupled with pur

1 Kınes 10, 25, = "2D 2 Car. 9, 4
The form bri comes from >a with
the same meaning. — 2. (strength) 2.
m. Ruta 4, 20, for which

4, 21 has

attached to the nib» Ez. 43, 27, at the

insb, and 1 Our. 2,11 N
( הָמְלַשfrom ody 1) f. repeals pu-

8,31. Phenic. pdv5 the same.
proper name arab.

thet of the supreme God, to be taken

conclusion of a covenant Ex. 24, 5, at nishment Ps. 91, 8.
the setting up of the ark 2 Sam. 6, 17,
mindy (from DibW 1 Cur. 22,9, and
at festivals Num. 10, 10, or after pro- m=
, hence too sn שיא 1 Cur.
sperous undertakings. Devr. 27,7; Jost. l. c., comp. Irenaeus, Pacificus, Fried-

See the rich; but originally it is only an epi-

pbwi (after the Tora "ER, 227 Jur.
5, 13, from the Pih. of pba I.) rm,1. re-

like biSW in Dipwray) .מ p. m. 2 Sam.
3,5 and 1 Cur. 3,5, the third Hebrew

quital, coupled with op? Devr. 32, 35. king, celebrated fe his magnificence,
— 2. (Recompense, viz. Jah is, i. e. he riches and wisdom, throughout the East
is a Recompenser; comp. nina Un, nn”, 1 Kinas ch. 2-11; 1 Cur. ch. 23. 28. 29;
ma WÜn)n. p.m. Gen. 46, 24, forwkich 2 Car. ch. 1-9; Sona or Sox. 1, 1; EcNew Test,
1 Cur. 7,13 has Drau; patr. ab Num. cuss. 1, 1. LXX 20
Zohonaw,
Greek
Venet.
Sehouc,
Arab.
26, 49.
Suleiman, Syr. Schlemün.
 טַלֶםseeשלָּם 
( ןומלשa strong, mighty one) see
 םלשsee iby,
abi 2.
poy (def. mabe, with suff. ןיכמלש; "mbes (peacefulness, welfare) see
from‘abu)) Aram. m. same as Hebr. םולש שלמית.

peace, prosperity Dan. 3, 31; 6, 96 Ex.

nad (the same) see תמש
5,7.
mb (from mn; Jah is RecomDow (only part. pase. (םיקש Aram.
tr. same as Hebrew םֶלָש
pense)
n. p.m Ezr. 2,46 K’ri, for which
to ‘complete,
DAY complete Ezr.5, 16; ו to be Neu, 7, 48 has "aby (which see); the
at rest or peace; Targ. ל Ban. Deriv. K'tib is “yaw, which see.
now, and pow in a proper name.
vobib (out of nrabiy Jah is Might)
"Af. D2 ws (Con, with suff. mau) to n. p. m. Nen. 7, 48, for which Ezr. 2,
complete, to make ready, to look ‚upon as 46 has ~2>w.
complete, וכלב Dan. 5, 26; to give back,
) ל ימ
(out of mm, Jah is Peace)

restore Ean, 7,19; Syr. ]לבב

n. p. m. Num. 34, 27; comp. DN.

שלמיאל
ESP

שלש
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(El is Peace) n. p. m. Num.

draw out, to pluck out, 377, with 2

Junges 8,20; 9, 54; “ym 1 Sam. 17,
1, 6.
( ףהימלשJah is Recompense, i. e. a 51; 27 mbit prop. a מ
|i.e.

recompenser) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 26, 14, for an Pe

man, one ready for war, Jup-

which 9, 21 has 1myWn (= Hab), Ges8,10; 20,2, plur. ברח Sa 20, 25;
26,1 nab (the same).
next, to drop of,= Rure4, 7 8; 0
שלמִית
 אווwelfare) .1 n. out, of an arrow sticking in the body

Jos 20, 25, coupled with NE); to pull,
27 Lev. 26, 11; 1 Car. 3,19. — 2. ₪.
pluck up, grass, Ps. 129, 6 Before one
3 m. 1028. 8, 10; 1 Car.23,9 K’ri, for
which the K'tib has nia Sy; 23, 18, plucks it (LXX, Vulg. Rashi); according
to others (Aq. Symm.) with the meanfor which 24, 22 has nina; 26, 26 ing of nz to sprout, to grow, to be
K’ri, where the K’tib has תמש 9 Gee ripe.
11, 20.
The stem "מ also lies in the Aram.

ab) (Assyrian) n. p. of an Assyin "king, who laid waste לאָּבְרַאתיִּב
i. 6ךג6.2400 in the vicinity of Gaugamela; a destruction that acquired his-

torical importance

Hos. 10, 14.

As

rw, ay (Sam. ), ae (to draw or tear
out), Arab, a
and the fundamental
signification appears to be to draw of;

to draw away, whence the Arab. Gia

Shalmaneser never appears elsewhere in to draw off, il the skin, as Tun
an abridged state Shalman; as the As- Rabbin. skin, from Tun to draw off. In
syrians never carried on a proper war its organic root na” מ it is closely conof extermination with Israel; and as nected with that in na", since the
Shalmaneser did not destroy Samaria meaning to hasten forward, to pass by,
till 40 years after (this mention in to proceed (see 427 L.) is only an ulterior
Hosea): an old Assyrian king before development of the signification; Arab.

1p can only be meant, and not לאּבְרא

CL,

to remove.

in upper Galilee.
The signification of the name has been looked for
 ףלשn. p. of a son of Joktan, then
either in the Persian שש & having of aJoktanite tribe Gen. 10, 26; 1 Cur.
reverence, viz. of a deity (von Bohlen); 1,20. The tribe of the Sahannyo! (Ptol.
or in the Sanskrit garman prosperity, 6, 7,8 23), and the place pls (Chafame (Philox. Luzzatto). Rawlinson gives labin) on the west border of nme,
another explanation, viz. from Sallam have been compared with it.
anu i. e. like the deity Anu. All are
( שלשnot used) intrans. to be stout,
conjectures.
( ןָמְלשonly plur. ou;
from firm, strong, of warriors and heroes;

Dow I.) m. reward, bribe Is. 1, 23.

abridged from the redupl. לַשָלַש the
organic root of which is = לש , רטex-

רֶסֶאְנִמְלש- (Assyrian) n. p. of an isting also in , לַשֶאdur (which see),
Assyrian king who reigned after >4n 59-3 (to ליִסְּכ 3a ac comp. the or-
“onde (730-716 before Christ), and ganic root in‘oyna L, S172. Derivat.
carried away the Israelite king שילש הושץ ,3 "ww, "ibe ,2 'םישלש,5 and
with the ten tribes (721-27 before Christ) the proper names wy,טלשה 
into exile 2 Kinas 17, 3; 18, 8. The
wow (plur. pry) see u.
first part of the name also occurs by
itself (see yaw), the other “ON in
( שלשmore rarely Win, constr.
( רֶסָאָלִּפwhich see) having also the form
wy, before Makkeph wb) num. card.
“ON ‘in 777708 (which see).
 הושלמהconstr.

fem.,( השל more rarely

( ףלשpart. nbs, fut. Hows) tr. to nöd, “with suff. סֶּתְשְלט( סֶכְּתשֶלִש Me

שלש

שלש
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as

masculine nouns Num. 29, 14 (see “iby,

 שָנִיםwow Gen. 11,13, 0939 wow Ex.
23, 14, 03 השלט Gan, 6, 10, ‘sry

99); and it is sometimes put either

three;

sometimes prefixed to nouns,

Doug 18, 2; sometimes put after nouns
like ו
though less frequently,

before or after the noun, as an ordinal, the thirteenth Esıe. 3, 12; 9,1

17. — Thei
increase of ' by tens, ‘shinty,

as Woy oy Josm. 21, 32, widw niza is given by the plur. 'םישלש without

1 Car. 25,5 5, השלש om 1 Sam. 1, 24, distinction of gender, which is set bemb םיִמָי 1 Cur. 30, 12. Sametime fore the noun Gen. 11, 17, Ex. 21, 32,
the numeral is locked upon as a sub- or put after it JupaEs 10, 4; 12, 9; 14,
stantive

and connected with nouns

in

19.

It is also sometimes

an ordinal

the construct state, as DWD Wow Gen. 1 Kmes 16,23 29. Deriv. the denom.
18, 6, our wow 1 Sam. 2,13 ‚bp a) why, wow; שלט ,( )םיִשפַשwow, ww
13, 21, םיִנשַה  שלשLev. 25, 21, תשלט (wy), החשש pussy (Divide), ob,
na) Gen. "30, 36, םיִלָקִש a) tay 27, 6, the proper names השלט mob bya.
oftener with the masc. than the fein,
The latter is constantly done before

As to the origin of this numeral, we

may look upon slo-s as a reduplica-

ming (Gen. 5, 22; 6,15) and may (17, tion of slo, and the latter to be of
25), the former before םיִפלַא Nom. 4,44, similar origin with the Sanskrit tri,
Jupgzs 15, 11, once before wa Dax.
10,3. It "א stands for a neuter, three,
three things, three days &c., in the fem.
form, either in the constr. state, e. g. to
mpy Ex. 21, 11, סע absol. also in the
masculine Serie Prov. 30,18; in which

sense we are to understand vous 2 Sam.
24,12, 1 Cur. 21,10, Prov. 30, 15 21,

why Deu. 19, 9 השלט Prov. 30, 29,
1 Sam. 80, 13. ‘After maus or in other
cases, wy appears also as an ordinal,
the third 1Kınas 15, 28, 2 Kinas 18, 1,
as upon Maccabean coins. As an ad-

Greek ?08/0, Lat. tres; since the other
numbers 1-7 too seem to have such a connection. Yet a derivation from a verbal

stem may be also adopted, as was tried
in the case of עּבְרַא (see 937), בש

wan (which see), considering it as an
abbreviated reduplication from לשלש
to bind in three members,

or לָתְלִּפto

heap, though this is Precarious. Arab.
13, Aram. nbn, AS2, Pehl. ,אתלת
Maltese tlyta the same.
Pih. w>w (a denom. from wow; fut.
ww) to ‘divide (a land) into three parts,

jective to nouns, in the case of whuj to separate in three Deu. 19, 3; to do
and ww as well as in the numbers for the third time, 1 Kınas 18, 34; to do
3-10 generally, the reverse takes place on the third day, as an adverb to another
with respect to the gender-form, i. e. the
feminine form is coupled with a mas-

verb 1 Sam. 20, 19, where the original

reading appears to "have been תיִשָלְטּו
euline noun, and the masculine with a Ra men; in verse 20 the LXX ‘read
feminine, without the ground of this Sau for nubwr. whi is lastly =

fact being clear. Exceptions are: תשלש

DW) Gen. 7, 13, םֶהיִתְיְיִחַא no Jos

Tare. nbn, Ar. ad, Maltese tellet.

Puh. by (part. masc. wr, fem.
mubuna,
plur. niwb> wr) to be Wives years
nipy> Ex.7, 2K°tib. — DayD why three
old
Can.
15,9; to be.spun threefold (i. e.
times Ex. 23, 17, but also wy "alone
of three threads), of
1, Le‚comp. םֶיָביָע  הבט0

,3 ,9תַעבְרַא

nan 10008.
12,
after bias Jos 33, 29, like nny, םֶיָּתַט
of three stories
40, 5. — "The combination ‘with the comp. Ar. יב to consist
number 10, which is formed into an Ez. 42, 6.6
almost inseparable word (and so with( טלטonly plur. nw, after the

out copulative Vau) runs thus שלש form vn) m. a. descendant
in the third
may thirteen, coupled with feminine generation, i. e.
a grand-child, with 224
nouns Josn. 21 ‚19, and “ey השלש with a great grand- child
Ex. 20,5,

an ap-

שלש

‚position to 22 "33 34, 7; proverbially

Num. 14, 18; "Devr. 5, 9; comp. Hom.

Il. 20, 308. סיטלש "23 Gen. 50, 23 =
myay

great

שם
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grand- children.

In Ex.

34, 7 the cod. Sam. reads Dry

Diaby.

times, threefold, ie. often; sometimes of

three kinds, i. e. the law, prophets, and

hagiographa. But we might derive <)
from WoW, and render important, weighty

for = pe 8,6.

See neu.

prides m. plur.

1. thirty, plur. of

wes (from ww; might, heroism) n. wou (which see). — 2. same as םישילְט
p. m. 1 Cur. 7, 35. See .םשָלְט

an association of heroes, same as השלט (2)

mus (same as W2W) x. p.m. 1 Cur.
7, 37.

2 Sam. 23,13 23; 1 Car. 11, 11 Krb

 טלשהsemitemos(  (עלוטוה1. ₪ car-
dinal numb. m. formed from wy (which

see). Also meaning three days 1 Sam.
,30 ;13 the three mentioned 1 Cur. 2,3;

three things Prov. 30,18.

(interchanged with ישילוט 2 Sam. 23 ‚8;
11,15 25 42; 12,4 18 K’tib.

 טלשיתseeשְלִישִי .

 סלטand piw>y (from why with
an adverbial termination (-ם adverb, the

Comp. woe, day before yesterday, coupled with Shan
Gen. 31, 2, Deur. 19,6, סע  ללמתַא1 Sam.

— .2 (from שלש( prop. heroism, then
an association of distinguished warriors
and heroes, forming the uppermost divi-
sion of the D243 equestrian order. Hence
1 Car. 11, 20 and 2 Sam. 23,18 K’ri

19, 7; before, ות 2 Kınas 13, 5;
long ago 2Sam. 5,2. The K’tib in Prov,

22, 20 has also pide (opposite Di),

for which the K’ri reads Dw,

and

(K'tib ibys or םיִשלמ( a head of the as appears, in another sense.
ms )השולש( and had renown (ow)
( לאיִפְלשfrom na תֶלאַש = and dx)
in'the Shelosha- company; 2 Sam. 23, 19
23 he (nm should be the reading for seeאלאל 

 רכהafter the Targ. and Syr.) was highly
ow (with 7- of rest, the remnant
esteemed among the Shelosha, and was
of
an old case, 198) adv. 1. of place,
like a "Wm to them. But neither Abishai
there,
ibi, tum; there where, in that
nor Benaiah was inferior to the above-
mentioned heroes 23, 8-17; 1 Cur. 11, place, eo loco Gun. 2, 8 12; 11, 2 31,

.11-18 ‘tj in2Sau. 23,9 22 and 1 Cur. opposite D>; with the relative TR.

,11 12 23 is interchanged with 24423 nw Geparated by one or more word),
and put beside it, instead of בשלושה where Gun. 13,3, 2Sam. 15, 21, seldom
without intervening words Ex. 20, 18;
or n7i232 only.
Dw. ‚DB here... there, hic. Als Is.
( הטלשthird-ground, third-land) n. 28, 10; "after vente of inter. thither
2 of a district near the mountains of 1 Sam. 0 14, and therefore OW ... TÜR
Ephraim 1 Sam. 9,4, where was also a whither 1 Kines 18, 10. Somewhere
₪0 "WoW bya, not far from DADA stronger is הממ in that same place JER.
2 Kinas 4, 42, and probably ident. with 18, 2; Ps. 122,"Bs also thither Gen. 19,
mubw-ms, 15 Roman miles north of 20. Both also ‘with “wr, where 20, 13,
Diospolis ‘(Lydda), as Eusebius and Je- and whither Ex. 29, 43, — 2. of time,
rome fix it.
then, at that time, eo tempore, tum Ps.
14,5; Jupeus 5, 11. — 3. of a thing,
migidui see םשָלש
therein, ea in re Hos. 6, 7. — םָשְּמ 0
occurs in the same three uses, ₪ of a
place, thence, from the place Gun. 2,10;
Nah (plur. newizw) see יִשיִלש
11,8; Dun. . NN, whence, unde Dsvr.
mda see "DW.
9, 28; b) of time, since Hos. 2, 17;
puss (or HWW) only in Prov. 9 of a thing, thence 1 Kınas 17, 13;
22, 20 Kri: sometimes translated three Gen. 3,23; hence in Lav. 2,2 for pus

 ילseo ra

שם
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the cod. Sam. has man.
=
Here too should 8, praised Psarm 113, 3 (see xp, ,ללה
be put by» Gen. 49, 24, referring to 073°. , דרבmar, TBO, VOT, min), ae
The 8
vocable py is as DIOR יל Dur. 28,58, And because
moulded together from w = Arab. we (= the manifestation of the divine essence
sy, רז 2, and D- or המ just as the may be manifold, יל pyj-b> all names of
Homeric |zijuoe, anvtxce, Dorie cyvet, Jehovah is also used oecasionally Ps.138,
.2 In this sense we have to explain 2 Sam.
Latin tune, tum, Gothic than, German
dann, are referrible to demonstrative vo5

GF

5

cables; Ar. = Ks, Pr wu,

2

we,

Aram. Ten, Jen, wed the same.
םס, (constr. nw, before Makkeph
“Dy, as well as before accented syllables
Gen. 16, 15; 21, 3; with suf. au,
mau, pon, au, au; plur. nin,
constr. תמש with suff. pnw;

,6 2 upon which(the ark) the name, the name
of Jehovah of hosts was called. The repe-

tition of DW is intensive (comp. Ps. 68,
34) and stands for 4; in 1 Cur. 13,6 %
is invoked as DU; “aed wry Is. 48, 9=
58. — ₪ fame, ‘renown, Yama, an
honourable name (comp. Grove, nomen,

name) 2 Sam. 23, 18; 1 Kinas 5, 11;

ny i> muy (er) to make oneself’ 0
from name, to get renown Nex. 9, 10; 2 Sam.

mw I.) m. (also in Sone or Sot. 1, 3, 7, 23; opi» DW everlasting renown, Is.
see pan) 1. a sign, a memorial,
 מ63, 12; py ישנא Gen. 6, 4, ning ישא
with nix Is. 55,13; a token Gen. 11,4,
hence the following that we be not scat-

tered abroad;

same

as די a monument,

1 Car. 0 24 men of renown , hence eou-

pled with Mom 299%. 3, 19; םשדיִלְּב
of no name, Tamelessness, 6

meanness

though fig. 1s.56,5. Commonly a mark, Jos 30,8; םש "DON Gen. 9, 27 tents of
and therefore a name (comp. Sanskrit renown, i. e. a renowned dwelling-place,

naman from gna noscere) Gen. 3, 20; with an alliteration to the proper name
,19 .22 'W NP to call the name Gun. i 6 DY; a good name, with an assonance to
with > ofa person to give one a name Is. 78 Eccuzs. 7,1 good fame is better than,
,62 ;2 also with 5 of the thing Esre. sweet scent; Prov. 22,1; with ער ₪ bad
,9 .26 Du“ nN and to inscribe the name, name, bad reputation, Deut. 29, 14,
i. e. to mark Ez. 24, 2. Bong 297 Nea. 6,13, without ער Ez. 23, 10; meto change one’s name, with an accus. into mory, coupled with ראש Is. 14, 22, “34
2 Kines 23, 34. ninwa by names Num. Jos 18,17, hence posterity Deu. 25, T=
.1,17 ‘p owa in the name or authority YI; name after death Deut. 9,14; 19am.
of one 1 Kınas 21, 8; Jur. 11, 21; 44, 24, 22. In the proper names לאומש

.16 For the phrases’ a nwa sa, N sand, nva4y"aw the syllables מט and
Dy, ‘p ow-by or פִ' oa נקרא see קרא  טמיare abridged from 9a and pay,
pws map see 1339 Pih. — 3. Metaphor. and do not belong here. With relation to
a) the internal "essence, as far as it is
the fundamental signific. comp. the Ar.
outwardly revealed and known as oper-
ative; hence of God, who is worshipped

Ex. 20, 24; of לאל who went before
Israel

as

Em rej a sign; and for the meaning
“name”
Ay
ו eo commonly pul,

a pillar of cloud and fire Aram. Dw (")אָמש — 89
p. of the
oldest son of Noah Gen. 5, 32, and so

32,34 and 33,2, symbolising the visible
protection of God 23, 21, also designated

₪ .22" ₪ py is God, as far as He is
apprehended as mighty Is. 30, 27; ex-
isting Ex. 6,3, a holy Being 0, 7, or

of the first race of men afer the flood,

BAR Gen. 10 ai 22, and till faras far as He shews Himself present in ther 21 peoples 10, 93- 30. From enuthe temple 1Kınas 3, 2; 8,17 29 (comp. merating the Semites in the table of
‘aw ad, ory), helps. men Ps, 54, 3, the nations the same writer passes to
the same Being who is invoked Grn. 12, the genealogy from Shem to Abraham

שם
11, 10-26; besides 1 Car. 1, 17-29.

שמאל
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On

region, opposed to the 1729 (which see),
the bright south; metaphor. to be on
Bochart, Geographia sacra s. Phaleg ete. the left, the face being directed to the
I. Franef. 1674. 8; J. D. Michaelis, spi- east,
i Shea a figure of misfortune; Arab.
cilegium geographiae Hebraeorum ete.

the Semite peoples and territory see Sam.

+ the same. Deriv. לאְמַש, Sw,
2 partt. Gott. 1769. 4; A. Feldhoff, die
the
denom. aid, לאמה Sa.
Völkertafel der Genesis ete. Elberf. 1837.

8; W. Krücke, Erklärung der Völker- See the comparisons under |orp m
tafel im 1. Buch Moses, Bonn 1837. 8;
Now I. (not used) Aram. tr. same as
Aug. Knobel, die Völkertafel der Gene- the Hebrew maw I. Deriv. oy and py
sis, Giessen 1850. 8. — As to the de- (mad, Ama).

rivation of the name, it may be taken
as an appellative a) meaning name, re-

Now IL. (not used) Aram. intr. same
as
Hebrew maw 1. Deriv. xv.
nown, which suits the age and fame of
the Semites, as the name Aryans denotes
naw fcontnacted from N¥72W, comp.
prop. the distinguished or honourable, the proper names NY, המט mau,
comp. Franks i.e. the free, Slaves, from שמעת,"32H ete.;fame, wo N. ,ו m.
slava fame; b) from mW 11. meaning 1 ‘Cu. 7, 37.
highlands, i. e. either hither and central

Asia (like םח 10% land =Africa,np} broad

land applied to Northern Asia and Eu-

noo see Nib.

Nau) see TaN.

rope), or = DAN as the centre of the

 רָבֶאְמְט₪  אָמְָשfrom Nw and
“ay ריִבָא = from EN 1 splendour of
and Samothrace may have been named heroism) n. p. m. Gen. 14, 2.
TN (from אלע;splendour) n. p.m.
(Bochart). Strabo says Eneıöav dos
exdhovy z& vun; Eustathius Samos pact 1 Cur. 8, 32, for whieh 9, 38 has DRAW.
za dm.
Snip see .לאְמְש
Ow (used along with py in the coe7
Syne (from bite, from אָמְט and
with “suff. ray from nw; pl. 3728,
family territory; comp. Greek oauos
height, after which the islands Samos

na or תהמש with suff. pani as
if from mau, arהלמוט;from (המש ‘Aram.
m. a name Dan. 2, 20 26; 4, 5; 5, 12;
Ezz. 5,1 4 10 14 and they were delivered

the termination ל frequently לואְמְש
from isn,

Ase; SE;

with =

Tonn, 4, 05) 7. (like 4p, 7729)
prop. 1. the veiled, dark region, the north,

Jos 23, 9 when He creates in the north,
coupled with ןימָי (south), DIR (east),
 שמאton( )desu .rtni ot eb ,thgirb ot mim (west); 'ט ya to spread to the
, to glitter, Ar.
%, with which north Is. 54, 3 (see ye and ad;
to

ו

 ווesohw eman saw .08

has been compared the verb "73 II. to  מהשמאולfrom the north Ez. 1, 10;
the proper name bY (perhaps) "or Daw 5 Yan north of Gen. 14, 15; bain
(which see). The organic root -אEr from ‘ts (the temple) north side 1 Kınas
is also in the redupl. שמש (from Dy) 7, 39 (Josephus). — 2. what is turned

belonging to Und, Himyatitie 1
whence ₪55 the sun. Deriv. the proper

to the north,

the left side Ez. 16, 46,

opposite ja) 2 Cur. 18, 18, after Fb}

Num. 20, 17, "nd Deur. 5, 29 to the left;
also DNA די left side Ez.39,3. — 3. the
same
intr.
steal)
hand Gen. 48, 14; Jungzs 16, 29;
(not
left
mi
or
אמש
oF Sot. 2,6. "Hence the denominat.
Sone
a
of
dark,
veiled,
asפט IL. (ori) to be
Hif. ( הטִמְטִּילpart. RR UR, infin. 6
distriet, cognate in sense with ןפצ to

names הָאְמְש,DRAW, NY in “anny.

Danis, hence
yx (which see), and so applied to the  השמילimp. Sr, fut.
8)

north veiled in obscurity, to the winter-

sometimes with the elimination of

שמאלי

mow
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to turn to the left Gun. 13, 9; 2 Sam.
14,19; to use the left hand 1 Cur. 12,2;

Ta (Pe. not used) Aram. tr. = Hebr.

mW. |

explaining םּוש II. Ez. 21,21; the Ar.
Af. Ta (inf. constr. awh) to dedat is also a denominative.
stroy, annihilate Dan. 7, 26, coupled with
Corresponding to ' is the Ar. JU
הובדה.
(left, north, north-side) and the numer תמשI. (not used) tr. to engrave, to
ous forms derived from it; (J is also a
termination in Amis a strong camel,

ww; ident. in its organie root Mou
with that in DD (030), 17-0 (which see),
to be left, forms the  ן, מסowns. "Derivat. סט and perhaps

from wis to ule strong.
land (Syria), »5
groundform.

inscribe, of a memorial-sign or mark, Ar.

pbs north-

the ‘proper "name DW.
“nip (from Den) adj. m., תיִלאָמש
ze”) I. (not used) intr. to be high,
7 left, left side, on the left Luv. 14,15
to
project, of mountains; metaphor. to
16 26 27; 1 Kings7, 21; Ez. 4, 4.
be elevated, to be visible afar, to shine
DNA (from אמש with the termi-

nation )=ם
- n. p. m. "1 Caron. 9, 38 (see

afar; Arab. Lew, seldom Us, Pe]
=
the

myn).

same. The org. root ה  מט8 alo!in ow
(nr), en
un (which see),
Arab.
to be eleraied, Us to be

 רגמשn. p. of a judge and hero Jup-
GES 3,81, of whom a traditional story
continual to the time of Deborah 5, 6:
‘Whether the name be ident. with and

in 92) 13729 (which see), or „whether it
be derived from the Ar.
5 to flee, |
ye to dilute (milk), is uncertain.
ey) (Kal not used) tr. to destroy,

visible. Derivat. םִימָש (mV), perhaps
the proper names סט and Hana.
mau (from DW) see Dw.
Mow (valuation, judgment; from
oT) n. p.m. Deriv. the pair. “ny
1 Cur. 2, 53.

to annihilate, to extirpate, connected with

 הל.1 (from baw) f. desolation,
nax (which see); Aram. mV; on the wasting , ruin, of countries and cities
contrary the Arab. 0 to support, to
stand still (from astonishment) should

Is. 5, 9; coupled with ING

be laid waste, desolated, of nina Hos.
10, 8, “tr Jur. 48, 8; to be destroyed,

horror, stupor, ‘coupled ‘withשערוּרֶה 
Jer. ,5 ;30  'ש הָקיזִתַה 'ִפhorror’ seizes

4, 26.
Hif. a7

tonished 19, 8, coupled with mpi 25,

24, 12;

ation "o> oa or “wd תיש to lay 6
late ,13 ;9  ער,2 ;15 nd ao to be

be associated with my.
Nif. mau (fut. Tan; inf. (רמשה to desolated 25, 38; of men, ‘astonishment,

of men and peoples Gun. 34, 30; .פס

(inf. 6. 7337, also with

one 8, 21; an object at which one is as-

,9 728 Ez, ,23 ,35  הָלָלְק2 Kinas 22,

2 Taw, with suff sawn, Brad; fut. ,19 Sn Devr. 28, 37, TOR Jer. 44, 12,
sw,

ap. MEN) to destroy, to waste,

ma "49, 13; stripping” of leaves,

of

nina Ley. 26, 30, man Is. 23, 11, 323‘Jo. 1, 7; pl. ninW figur. same as
yy Mic. 5,13, sb Au. 9, 8; com- Dia 0 Yang exciting astonishment, or
monly to יי

to extinpate,

men or

wonderful Ps. 46, 9. In new) nie Ez.

peoples .כעס 1, 27; 2, 12; 4, 3, bya 36,3 nina is the infin. Kal of Daw I.

2 Kınas 10, 28; to Bestia one’s name, = ow) to pant after, ףאְט = and con-
i. e. to consign it to oblivion 1 Sam. 24, nected like Is. 42,14. — 5 rma (from
22. To this belongs the noun Tw
yw, conseq. for Mynw; fame, renown)

(prop. an infin.) Is. 14, 23 destruction.

n. 2. m. Gen. 36, 13; 1 Sam. 16, 9, for

שמת

שמח
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and

plied not only to calm joy Jupazs 9,

33; 23, 25, for which 1 Cur. 11, 27
has nnd (=niynW), and 27,18 na

feasts 1 Kınas 4, 20; 1000188. 8, 15.

which

2 Sam. 13,3

has

"yu,

2 Cur. 2,13 nyavj; 2Sam. 23,11; 23, 19, Eccues. 3, 22, but to loud mirth at
= miynw
ma
mas
Im

(the same).
I. see Naw I.
II. see DY and אמש 1.
see DW.

\

 תּוהְמשsee mad.

yw
Daa

“p> may to rejoice before God, by
partaking of sacrificial meals Lev. 23,
40; Deur. 12, 7; to rejoice, at the celebration of harvest Is. 9, 2 (comp. Ps.
4, 8); with songs Jos 21,12. i252 'ש
Ex. 4, 14 to rejoice in his heart, i. 6
heartily, and as joy is ascribed to the

heart Ps. 16, 9, so it is poetically to

see DW.

the heavens also 96, 11, and to mount

(according to 1 Sam. 1, 20

Zion

48, 12.

With

2 to have joy in

or at 1 Sam. 2,1; with 59 to rejoice

from dig במ heard byEl, originally per- over Is. 9, 16; with 47 to get joy from
haps El is the Renowned, comp. 58373); Prov. 5,18; Eccuss. 2,10 out of all my
Kimehis explanation from לאב Saw is labour; also followed by an infin. constr.

artificial; the derivation from Dx DY is and » 18am. 6,13, or "> in the apodosis
Ps. 58, 11; > "מ to have mischievous joy
judge and prophet of the Hebrews be- against one 35,19; 38,17; more rarely
longing to םיפוצ 07029, whose history with 2 in this sense Prov. 24, 17; 'ִש
is related in 1 Sam. ch. 1-25, and of a to enjoy the divine help Ps. 9, 3;
whom two very copious family registers 2 NNTP? "DW to meet joyfully JuDGEs 19,
are found in 1 Car. 6, 7-13 and 19-23; 3. Deriv. may, ane.
א ו
eT +
Num. 34, 20; 1 Cur. 7, 2. See Fürst,
20. rate (part. maivia; inf. constr.

also possible) x. p. m. of the famous

Concordance p. 1174.
DAW see .לָאּומש
DAW (Renowned, viz. El is) n. p. m.

2 Sam. 5, 14, for which אָצִּמּמ (fame)

\
occurs in 1 Car. 3,5.
008.
( העּומשseldom In;

mip; fut. mW?) to make rejoice, to gladden, with the accus. Deur.16,15, Prov.

10, 1, especially בל Ps. 19, 9, pz 86,
4; to let rejoice (with mischievous delight), with לע over Lamenr. 2,17; also

with > of a person Ps. 30, 2; with 74

of a person to make to feel a mischievous
with suff. NPI; pl. nigra) f. report, joy over 2 Cur. 20, 27.
Hif. nor] same as the Pih. to gladrumour, rumor 1 Sam. 2, 24; 1 Kınas 10,
;7 news, with main Prov. 15,30, or 19° den Ps. 89, 43.
The fundamental signification of the
Ps.112,7; a promise Is.28,9, or a di-
(prop.
vine announcement of punishment 28,19; stem "מ is that of the Ar.
am account 37,7; a message of salvation
is apas
to be shining, clear, serene),
,53 ;1 a disquieting report Dan. 11, 44,
orthe
and
9;
13,
Prov.
parent from
See AU.
ganic root mvp is also in 173-%, Aram.
Aw (approved, from RW) n. p. m.
97279.

us, (to shine), Hebrew

1 Cur. 24,24 K’tib, for which K’ri 720.
mg (pl. array, constr. “ay, used
miaw see maw.
along with mi) adj. masc., pm (in
nied,
6
inf.
pause mb) fem. cheerful, glad, of the
naw (in pause mW;
 לבProv.15,13; 17, 22, coupled with

to
mind; imp. ra; fut. rip?) intr.

ain Esta. 5, 9; rejoicing DEUT. 16,
shine, to glitter, to lighten, to be clear, of לב
Esra. 5, 14, 1 Kies 4,
six Prov. 13, 9, opposite 727; fig. to 15, at a feastwith >it Esra. 8,15;. reed
coupl
20,
be cheerful or joyful, the same metaphor

ng mischievously, With »Prov. 17,5,
taking place in bmx (which see), "11 joici
,13 in a thing of nought,
{to Is. 60, 5), and .רוא

Hence it is ap-

 לְלְאדְבַרAm.6

שמחה

i, e. wi 227; also with an accus. Ps.
35,2

nats (c. תַחְמְש,with suf. nn;

pl. nimi) f- 1.joy, gladness Ps. 4 8,

coupled 'with jw Esru. 8,17, ליג Jur.
48, 33, 3a) בומ Devr. 28, 17, main
Esru.8,16, Du Is.55,12; Hn mai
main 1Cur. 29,"9 to rejoice exceedingly;
 ראש שיdaeh ro timmus fo yoj ;6,731.sP
also shouts of rejoicing, songs, at a festival dismission Gen. 31, 27, or on other

occasions; coupled with
18, myınm Eze. 3, 12,
praise ‘aloud with joy, i.
ened joy 2 Cur. 29, 30

שמים
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ריש 2 Cur. 23,
“yd דע bar to
6. with height(comp. 1 Cur.

The stem "מ is the Arab. Yas to

push or drive on, 444 to release, to
draw out, the sword, Aram. םמש to
leave, to ‘leave off, to hurry away; in
no case is the Ar. lw “to polish” to
be compared with it. The organic root
is wa"W, which is also in ממ IL, טעמ
(to split off, to separate).
mow (from ta) /. remission, of
a debt Devr. 15, 1, suspension, of agriculture, which took place every seventh
year (‘wht mow) 15, 9; 31,10, which
year was termed nai and nad; Targ.
שְמְמַתָא.

 "מטsee DEM.
"28 foontrasted from Wr; a cele34, intensified לוגnrmtp Ps.43,4. Plur,
nina the same "16, 11, opposite הגות brated one) n. p.m. 1 CHR. 2, 28; 4,17;
Prov. 14, 13, ג Esra. 9, 22; of har- comp. "pw 2, nivaw, א Rabbin.
vest-joy Is. 9, qo
festivity festive "NAD, mu.
banquet, Jupans 16, 23, hence 'ש my
er (from Nw IL; only def. pl.)
15,16);“w Sip the voice of joy Jur. 7,

אפ. 8, 12 and 'ש na 1000188. 7, 4; Aram, m. heaven Dan. 2,38; Jer.10,11;
mischievous joy Is. 66, Bs Ez. 35,15. — the heavenly inhabitants Dan. 4, 23; God
3. the name of a musical instrument, so is called אמש הלא
8
called from its clear tone 1 Sam. 18, 6.
prin (from 947 and עיִמְְמ fame of
DAY (inf. abs. vind; fut. (טמשי tr.
1. to cast, to hurl; hanes with the accus.

to hurl down, to fling down (from a window) 2Kıngs 9, 33; omitting the accus.
2 Sam. 6, 6; 1 Cur. 13,9 for the oxen
cast it (the ark) down (so the LXX,

Vulg., Targ.), if we should not read
mund, eee 16; in Targ. sometimes
BR, "sometimes ya to cast. — 2. Fig.
to let lie, to leave, TR (arable land) Ex.
23,11, i. e. to let it lie untilled; with
2 to desizt from, Jur. 17, 4 and thou
shalt discontinue, even by thyself, thine
heritage, i. e. while thou shalt be carried away, thine heritage will keep a
year of remission of itself; to remit, a
debt Daur. 15, 2.
Nif. uam) tobe cast down, to be hurled,

the knowing or wise one; - is an epi-

thet of God in the proper names לריו
var, הוקי in, (הלָעְב ₪ p.m. Num.
26, 32, patr. ישָדיִמְט ib.
maw (from sa) f. a carpet, covering Junges 4, 18. See Fürst, Conc.

8. v. Comp. Syr. HS» couch, bed.
nu (from the sing. a, with a
of motion may Gun. 15, 5, for which
occurs also Drau 1 Sam. 5,12; constr.

“gw, with suff.Tau, band, 17%)m
plur. properly height, high district (Gon

mV IL) same as pita (which see),
or the shining one,

the light-producer,

what is visible afar (from vow IL, see
 (מִיפעת, comp. ovgaros from "oo (to be
prominent), and so the circular heaven

with 3 of the place, as 259 712 (see which is spread out (3) like a thin
ה
Jos 9, 8;
74) Ps. 141, 6 their rulers have been covering (79) or likemys?
hurled forward on pointed rocks.
22,14; Ps. 40, 22; 104, ₪ stretching to
Aif. agwr (fut. ap. URWN) to release,
 ודLe. to release the hand from a

the four quarters of the world Jar. 49,

36, resting on pillars 2 Sam. 22, 8 (see
debtor, and conseq. to remit the debt 2p) and from which rain, frost, dew
Duct. 15, 3.
and manna drop down Ps. 78, 23; hence

שמיני

שמלי
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‘Oa "on Deur.11,11, ‘wt לט Gen. 27, lm, Aram. אָריִמְש [  צג+, also for
8, .) =b> Jos 38, 29, 'ִּטpr, a7 Ps. the Hebrew שילח — 3. (thorn-hedge,
78, 24; ‘105, 40.

It is also used as a

thorn-bush) n. p. ‘of a city in
i Judah Josz.
15,48, and of another in Ephraim JupGES 10, 1.— 4. (an approved one) n. p.m.
28,17 and nsdn i 11, they are the 1 Car. "24, 24 K’ri, for which the K'tib
seat of God and. the angels Ps. 2, 4; has "a (which see).
Gen. 22,11; ‘W also stands for angels
na
(from nn YW fame of
Jos 15, 15, parallel ,םיִשדק and God is the height, i. e. of God; comp. D4) n. p.
termed םִיָמָשַה "TR Gan. 24, 7, espe- m. 1 Cur. 15,18, The name Semiramis,
ciallyin writers after the exile Neu. 1, written in the Talmud nau, may
5; 2,4; Ezr. 1, 2, comp. 0/0806 0 be the same, since tradition traces her
ovearod "Ton. 10, 12; at a later period birth to Phenicia.
it occurs for God Himself (see אָיַמְש

figure of height Gen. 11,4, and of pride
Jos 20,6. The םִיַמְט have p90 Gen.

( ףמשnot used) tr. same as nd,
nm Pirke Abot 4,12; Marrs. 4,"17),
an
(Aram. 757, y%?) to support, lean,
as even Zeig and asus are prop. the

Sanskrit djaus = heaven. ‘wry-by Ex.
9, 23 heavenward; "טה nnn Eccrs. 1,
13 under heaven, i. 6 upon earth; non
"wa JoB 28, 24 on the whole earth;
on "מט 18
8, 27 heaven in its
greatest extent; also’ wo יִמְשּו  "ָע2088.
6,18; PINT} er Gen. 1, 1 the universe.

Comp. Arab. u

put or lay upon, whence has been derived לTomb bolster, quilt, mattrass; but
that suits the fundamental signification
badly. Better, to stretch, spread out,
cognate in sense with 792; Aram. yaa
and

]=בצב
 שHebr. man.

Dery: mop.

( למשnot used) ir. transposed from

pl. ol, Ethiop. Dow (which see) to requite, to pay. De-

saw samdi, Aram. New, Phenic. Daw

and j2U in pawbya.
( טְמִינִיfrom (שמנה adj. ,.% na
fem. the eighth, of bir Ex. 22, 29, un
1Kmas6,38, "38 Lev. 25, 22; nam
1 Car. 15, 21 over the eighth וו to

rivat. the proper name "Int.

( למשnot used) trans. to veil, cover,
elothe, Arab, ett;

to conceal, hide, as-

sumed as the ground-form of לאלו but
incorrectly. The stem is connected with
San, which

means

sometimes

to tie or

lead (comp. 1 Cur. 23, 6; Ezr. 6, 13), knot together, sometimes to be strong or
in which sense "U is "also to be taken powerful (see ba, diam, >vany); and

Ps.12,1; shorter ‘6,1.

To’

supplied |Bin, mabe, mpd.

may be the organie root bat)למד n) lies also
in by» (which see), and for Dan also

bal) BT: see עדי . תומָריִמטin סלע I, םֶלדֶא -  םלזDerivat. Font
San (with suff. 72, from wer) מ and the proper "name Moni.
mast. “a, a thorn, thistle, so called from
man (e. none, with suf. 51272,
pricking; coll. a thorn-bush, along with
pl. non, with suff. (ְךְיִתְלמְמ
spb;
or pip 32,
nnd Is. 5, 6; 7, 23; 10,17,
13; fig. a gases army Ig.10,17, enemies

fem. same

as הָמְלַט a garment,

mantle,

especially a wide, ‘outer garment (GEN. 9,
23; Junges 8, 25) of men and women
Devr. 22,5, in which persons wrapped

27,+ For this signif. Samp. the Ar.
mimosa unjuncus spinosus,
| themselves at night Deur. 22,17; a miguis cati, 84“ arbor spinosa,
in “onoma
lance. — 2.°a prick, a nail; hence a litary cloak Is.9,4; generally,
diamond -point,

for

engraving,

fully

"₪ yobs Jer. 17, 1, a stronger expression than an iron ו

a figure of

hardness Ez. 3, 9; Zece. 7, 12; Arab.

3,7; Ar. 6

the same.

nonin (garment) n. p.m. Gan. 36, 36.

‘bow )= ימְלּוַמאJah is Recompenser)

שמם
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n. p.m. Ezr. 2,46 K’tib, for which the inf. abs. DAT from Dw;

fut. Dips,

K'ri is 1290; in Neu. 7, 48 nat stands with suff. pews, DAWN; pw. JER. 49,
for it, which may be written by mis-

20 is to be 0

take "for nd.

after the form 37217, 927 with a similar fundamental signification, as also

ony I. (also naw, 3 p. 7. in pause

to ‘the Hif. of puss

the fut. Kal ow;, own, nun may be
 ממה8pl. "72728, in pause Tan; part.
referred thereto; םישנ Nom. 21, 30 is a
Date, םמש pl.aan, מב 7  הָמָמיְשfut. Hif. of ig = a) and stands for

plur. ninnt, constr. nin; imp. םש
fut, Divs [pt belongs to Nif ] and intr.
pwr after the form ,רצו 99%, extended
put Kz. 6, 6 or pun, but see pw,

DEI we destroy. them) "1. same as Kal:

to be astonished, with לע at Jur. 49, 20,
to which perhaps belongs also Ps. 55,
16, written םישי (see Dw); Mio. 6,13;

puss) intr, 1. to be atonal with לע to be stunned, benumbed Ezex. 3,15. —
at Luv. 26, 32; Is. 52,14; Ez. 27, 35; 2. commonly to make astonished, with לע
figur. of the Era Jun. 2, 12, coupled Ez. 32, 10; 20, 26. — 3. to lay waste,
VRR Lev. 26, 32, m Ps. 79, 7; to rewith “yy and >: also with ar
(to effervesce, to rebel) 08 17, 9; Ps. duce to auge, mm (a Bauechold)
40, 16 let them be astonished for their 108 16, 7; to let grow "wild, 2}, OR
shame, — 2. to be laid waste or made Hos. 2, 14; to destroy 1 Sam.5, 6, which
desolate, of mm Ez. 35,15, Is. 49, 8, the LXX incorreetly read מיט
nt 33, 28, רע Lancer, 1,4, תוברח
Hif. LI, Bad see Hif I

Ez. 36, 4, coupled with 3199; in thein-

trans. form of RR, Gen. 47, 19, yR
Ez. 12, 19, nina "6, 6; metaphor, to be
depopulated LaMar. 1 4, forsaken Is.
54,1, solitary 2 Sam. 13, 20. Derivat.
( שמתIs. 49, 19; 61, 4; Dan. 9, 18

Hof. Du

(in many mss. BUT; infin.

with suff. Spawn without Mappik, like
Ex.2,3; maus Lev. 26, 43 for Tara;
plur. awry) to be waste, to lie denk
Lev.26, '34 35; to become waste 26, 43;
to be astonished Jo 21,5 (Ibn Ganächz

26), םמש  )םֶמיש, = up), Daw (adj0 others, e. g. Kimchi, take a = a,
ממה ממה
am ,1 .iuam
imp. Hif.).
"Nip, pw (perf. "raw, Bas;; part. f.
Hihp. ( הַשְתּמָםalso ogi; fut.
mau, ple nvaw; fut.a) is Kal: Draimw>) to be surprised, with יִּכfollow1. to be astonishell. with or without >
at 1 Kines 9, 8, Jur. 19, 8, coupled
with Pad; EN awa ‘posterity are

astonished Jon 18, 20; ‘along with 95
wea JeR.18,16. — 2.to be laid waste,

of ץרא JER. 12, 11, nibon Is. 33, 8,
 אצרות1,17, nize Zaun. 3,6, a0

Ps. 69, 26, ריע ₪. 54, 3; the part. / sing.
mau ana plur. niaw2 is a noun waste
places Ezex. 36, 35 36; of persons, to
languish Lamunr. 4, 5.
Pih. 1. aig (not used) to be greatly
astonished. Deriv. neu.

ing Is. 59, 16; to look about in astonish-

ment 68, 5; to be amazed, with לע at
Dan. 8, 97; to be dispirited Ps. 143,
4; to ruin or destroy oneself Eccouks.

7, 16.
The organic ZootDw lies also in bw-x,

own. Arab. = nm Aram. myn,
mın; and the fundamental signification
appears to be motionless, filled with dread,

i, e. restrained in speech and motion,
to stand still (= 04).

DAY I. (inf. nieW as a noun, and

Pih. I. םמרוט (only |
part. (םמלשמ to formed like mien,
niar, nibo accordbe benumbed, "stunned Ezr. 9, 3 4; also
ing
to
#5)
intr.
same
as Du“ to snort,
in deriv. to excite astonishment. Deriv.
coupled
with
yinw
to
gasp
for Ez. 36, 3,
משמם, Briten.
Hif. L by (perf. nad, neun, like Is. 42,14, where DU} is the stem.
your}, on the contrary part. םימש
Day (not used) intr. to be poisonous,

שמם
hurtful, Ar. m trans. to poison,
a poisonous wind. Deriv. nnai.
Daw adj. m., Mad

שמן
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fem. 0

’»-

of poisonous lizard, with leper-like
spots Prov. 30, 28; Dx xahaparye,

de- Vulg. stellio, Arab. ala in the Targ.

solate, of wap we 9,17, "9 Lament.
5, 18; fem. the waste lanl Jnr. 12, 11,
where it is unnecessary to read sant
(Ben Israel) or המימוש (Targ.).
nw (once ppt, from naw 1. after
the form D249) m. an object of astonishment (like בעתמ Is. 49,7 an object of

for AND, Sara. for PAR, Many mss.
read naw with a like meaning.

JW (per. mew, saw; fut. Your)

intr. to be thick, fat, corpulent, coupled.
with May and >; figur. to be rich,
Devt. 32, 15; coupled with mgy (which
aversion), ie. an idol- image, or 8 see) to shine, with fatness Jer. 5, 28,
heathen altar, as an apposition to עפה i.e. to pamper themselves, in consequence
Dan. 8, 13, and yapw 12, 1 (comp. of which the skin becomes stretched
and shining (Phaedr. fab. 3, 7); Arab.
PIE apy Ps. 45, 5), but also alone 9,
Aram. ,023 <“s, Maltese sy-
27; commonly apnlied to the ווא ו
(1 Mace. 6, 7) or 00
gonpdcens men the same The org. root isן -שמ
(ibid. 1, 54) or 00006 (ibid. 1, 59), i. e. which lies also in Dw-n (which see), so
a
small heathen altar. In general, that the fundamental signification isi to
heathen worship, which was to an Is- be shining, glittering, bright. Dexiv. RU,
raelite an object of horror (1 Macc. 2, ad, Ww (plur.םיִּפַבַש( ,yaw, un,
24). For םמש ,9, 27 and 11, 31 have TOUR (according to some), the proper

naib with a Tike meaning, as 349%
occurs together with 5349.

name m2 2.

Hif. ads (inf. absol. a; fut.
Daw (Pe. not used) Aram. intr. same aD) to pamper oneself, to become fat
as Hebrew םמש 1
אפ. 9, 25; coupled with 719077, prop.
Ithpa. DINE to be astonished, be- to ake = me הס ;figur. to make
numbed Dan. 4, 16.
unfeeling, callous, of בלTe. 6,10, comp.
maw (a form without analogy) Ps. un 70, and mays, pinguis; Arab.
fem. desolation Ez. 35, 7; which, how- coal trans. and intrans.
ever, may be read an, as 35, 0 33,
Tau (only plur. pra) m. fat, fat
28 29.
part, of the ץֶרֶא,i.e. fruitful soil, GEN.
 (שממלתfem. astonishment, horror Ez. 7, 27, 28 vss nun of the fat parts of

man

(plur. constr.

nimm

and

27; commonly wasteness, desolation, of the earth.

13 is here decidedly from 712

yas Is. 1, 7, a8, 6, i םיִרָע Jen. 9, (Dagesh in Shin is omitted), since bin
is the parallel word, and 7/2 stands partitively ; but ja is also used of distance
in the meaning remote from 27, 39.
vow adj. m., "719% fem. juicy, nourishing, of oa Te. 30, 23, along with 157;
yin ‘(from Pih.) m. astonishment, lucurious, excellent Gen. 49,20; fruitful,
of the ץֶרֶא Nem. 9, 35, 7278, 9, 25,
benumbing pain Ez. 4,16; 12,19.
men
Ez. 34, 14; fat, well--fed, en ןאצ
‘minnw fem. plur. destroyed or wasterich in eal Has. 1, 16; of
16;
34,
lying places Is. 49,19; 61,4; ruins Dan.
לוח שיא
9,18; of Jerusalem, = nian 9, 2; persons, powerful, along with
comp.
warrior,
powerful
a
3,29
Jungzs
ning nx qn 9, 26 a decree Doing
„mem
Ar.
16;
10,
Is.
nrpawig warriors
desolate places.
the same.
mow
(from DRip) fem. a species Acs, yay, 9
89
10; in a stronger "Form הָמַמש Sam 12,
10, 'ִש  םלועSm 7088. 8, ,ל 'ש הש
Ez. 6, 14, יש mad 28, 33; 'W 7, pip
to lay waste ‘Jer. 6, 8; 9, 10; a waste
heap, of םיּבצש Mic. 1,0

שמן
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ya (with suff. nV, mn; plur.
und, with suff ad, 7238) mase.
1. "fatness, coner. fat meat, DW mw
a banquet of fat food Is. 25, 6, i. 6. sum-

שמע

find a verb-stem for it, or any probable
etymology.

 הָנמשand ind (from a ground-
form au; constr. prop. mA, but al-

ptuous, elsewhere ועד (55, 2), pop ways! rie) num. card. fem., mod and
(Neu. 8,10), 2317 (Ps. 63 ,6)3 also fruitful- ma (constr. mind) m. eight; of Dw
ness, of N73 Is."28, 1: yadııa WR 5 1 Juvazs ,3 ,8  תולצממEz. 40, 34, Bm?
a esas ie. a high projecting mountain, 2 Car. 29, 17, put before or after the
son of lucurious fertility, i. e. a fertile noun Nun. 29, 29. mpiaw. frequently
of an ox, fatness, strength, stands before nouns, in the construct
10,27 and the yoke is shaken offthe face state Gen. 17, 12; Num. 7,8; as an or-
dinal, when the noun in ‘the construct
(head). of the strong 02. Ar. ew; Aram.
state precedes 2 Kines 24, 12; 2 Cur.
NND, pias, Maltese semen, semel the .29,17 In combination with tens,טמנָה 
same. — 2. Prop. the juice, fat of may is eighteen fem., Sy na mas-
pressed fruit, or like "727 the shining, culine Jupexs 3,14, 2 Sam. 8, 13, also
i.e. oil, for burning )רלאל iR) sometimes “iby aioe) Eze. 8, 18; as an
Ex. 25, 6; 85, 14; nr 'ט olive oil 27, ordinal 2 Kınas 5 1; 2 Can 35, 19.
20, also nına '₪ oil ‘ofpounded olives The plur. oma is eighty, joined to a
29, 40; now - oil of anointing, spiced fem. JER. 41, 5 or a masculine 2 Kınas
oil Ex. 25, 6, for dedieating and con- ,10 .24 Aram. Yan, "an, 87270, hx2,
secrating monuments Gen. 28, 18, the
Maltese tmynja,
tabernacle Ex. 30, 26 and its firnikire Arab led, 5
40, 9, for anointing a ruler 1 Sam. 16, 1, Pehl. Nomen, Coptic wymosı, aan the
as well as parts of the body at enter- same. Deriv. mW.
tainments and nuptials Ps. 23, 5, Am.
DAW see הָנמש
6, 6, Ez. 16, 9; or when persons of
yoy I. (in pause QW; 2 perf. fem.
distinction were either visited Ruta
once
nye Jer. 4, 19; ‘part. m. 37215,
3,3 or received. Ointment was reckoned
mid,
fem. nyt; inf. absol. 2B,
among the needful things 2 Cur. 28, 15,
constr.
vin
and sing, also > 27%) Ts.
among the valuable possessions Prov.
27, 9, Ps. 92, 11; and the custom of 30, 19; imper. sau, ya and und;
using it was intermitted only during fut. Sach) intr. 1. to give ear to, to “hear,
times of mourning 2 Sam. 14,2. Oil for absol. Grn. 18,10; Yin 'מ to hear conanointing priests Ex. 40, 15 and pro- tinually Is. 6, 9; Selb an gceuss Sin Gen.
phets. 1 Kines 19, 16 was a symbol 3, 10, 0937 24, 52, mn Ex. 6 9;
of the 9 mn 0
1 Sam. 10,
מ
with an accus. of the chars
1; Is. 61, 1 'ש a5» Jos 29, 6 is a Jos 13, 1, or of the person speaking
fieure of overflowing fulness, as is 'ש GEN. 27, 6; 37,17; with "> in the clause
alone Deur. 32, 13;
an image of following 14, 14; 29, 33; with לע of
gentle flowing Ez. 32, 14 and of smooth- a person respecting one Al, 15; to hear
ness Prov. 5,3; Ps. 55, 22. 'ש ma the absol. 1 Sam. 3,9, Jon 15, 8,with accus.
fragrance of Denken Sona or Sox. 1 3. of the person Gen. 23, 8, with dy 49,

mountain;

For קרות  'עsee .קרות  ץע 'שis the 2, > Ps. 81,12, 2 of a person ל
wild olive-tree, ae Non.8 15, while
 זרתis the noble one. “W יצע 1 Kınas
6, 23 is
1 wood of the wild olive. ₪ 88 a

medicinal thing Is. 1, 6.

4

12,18; but a sau commonly means to
be an 0
Gey. 27,5, 1Sam. 17,
28, or to hear with pleasure 2 Sam. 19,
36; to hear, of God, with accus. of the

person Gen. 17, 20, with bx of the

BL a ground-form to the following thing 16, 11, commonly with the accus.
ma, ad, ea.

It is difficult to din Daun. 33, 7, ליקדלֶא Gen. 21, 17,

שמע
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שמעא

and '» Sina 30, 6; with > before an ob- 45, 21, also with the accusat. of the
jeet 17, 20. Besides, to ‘obey, to follow, person 44, 8; to call together 1 Kınas
absol. Is. 1,19; 65, 12; with an accus. 15, 22, like Pih. Deriv. maw.
of the thing Ex. 24, 7, and with >x
The stem 'ִּט 18 6 ah:
and
Gen. 28, 7, 5 Nex. 9, 29, seldom לע of -<- (to hear, to obey, to sing, hence
a person 2 Kınas 20, 13; but. in "this Ce.
a female singer, gli music),
sense 'ּ פDina " מGun. 22, 18 or nom א
3,17 are also used. — 2. Metaphor. to Aram. RS, Saas, u yd, Coptic
understand, maw (speech) Gen. 11, 7, eae, But the Fandamanealו 
may
id) Deur. 28, 49, nang Jar. 5, 15, be ‘to perceive by audible sounds or
marks”, espec. as 92%, 972% point to this.
hence of intelligent, judicial ו
2 Sam. 14, 17; 15,3; to be intelligent
 עמשII. (not used) intrans. prop. to
1 Kınas 3, 9; "to be attentive Prov. 21,
shine,
28, where, however, others read may oo to be high, same as a IL, Arab.
Derivat. the proper names 3720,
“ig. — 8.to get knowledge of, to heara
call, espec. in derivatives. Deriv. שמש viamwy (with the verb-conjunctive ris),
שמע, way, העְמש ()העומש
מש
together with mianwy, MPI 2.
ny, the proper names מט למוט
( עַממa Hearer, viz. El is) n. pı m
 ממאmad,
 טעה, “979, yyw, 1 Car. 11, 44, comp. WW ON; Yaw 8
 ימיהAma,  יְשְמַעיָה ישְמַעאלalso in mW.
mye,

מע

שמת

,ex ממה

yaw (with suff. רעב ,FIG, DID)

nia, md, "nam, למ in לָאּמְט m. the "hearing, fully. is יט Jos 42, 5;

ya

iım עריש

hearsay Ps. 18, 45; report, ו

Nif. San (part. עַמָשָכ,fem. תשמש ; Is. 23, 5; fame "Nun. 14, 15; 1 Kınas

inf. constr. yaw, fut. (למשי to be heard,

10, 1; an account, NIB +) Ex. 23, 1a
false account; announcement ל
 סוּסִיטJer. 8, 16, יה 9,18; with y of oracle Hos.7,12,='ynV. In the proper
8 person to be heard by one New. 6,1 7; names "3725, No, yew, yy lies
to be listened to = followed Eocrzs. 9, at the basis of them.
16; to be heard, by God Dan. 10, 12;
( עמשin pause S28) m. 1. a clear,
to show oneself ‘obedient to obey, ‘with
 ילצלצclear- sounding

of din Gen. 45, 16, Ear. 3, 13, nam

>of a person Ps. 18, 45; to be understood 19, 4.

Pih. Sau (fut. 9er) to make hear,
to announce aloud, with accusat. of the

person 1 Sam. 15, 4; 23, 8; elsewhere
send. Also to be very famous. Deriv.
the proper name 9772.
Hif. PVA (part. Yan, inf. constr.
yaw; fut. yous) to cause to hear,

to let be heard, Sap 1088. 6, 10, m?1

Jar. 48, 4, with a ‘double aceus. פשע

4, 10 36, or with dx of a person Ez.
36, 15; to announce Is. 45, 21; to pro-

mise 48, 6; dips “wrt to call aloud, to
ery Ps. 26, 7, Ez. 27, 30= Sina jn3; to
sing Neu. 12, 42; to make to nn 2 Cur.

5,13; to play loud 1 Cur. 15, 19, 09233
15, 28, םֶיָתְלְצֶמִּב 16 5, comp. Bhs] (Ps.
150, 5); to announce, to make known Is.

audible sound, ₪"
cymbals Ps. 150, 5 (perhaps from

טמ

— .2 (fame, repute) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 2,
;43 ;5,8 ;8,13 Nen.
8, 4.
yaw (with suff. Va) masc. fame,
rumour JOSH. 6, 27; Jer. 6, 24.

 עמְס1) perf. non; part. m. plur.

yyy; ‘fut. yas") "Aram. intr. to hear,

xn Dan. ,6,15 ; לק3,10 with לע of

one "5, 14 16.
Ithpa. YRMEN (fut. yom?) to obey,
Dan. 7, 27; Syr. wsikaf to shew oneself
obedient.
IL; height)
pale) (from RW 1.=n
15, 26;
JOSH,
h
p. of a city in Juda
name
the
as
see)
h
(whic
R
ShmU
cnn
of a place.
( אָעְמְשfame, rumour) n.aem. 1 CHR. 2,

89

שמעה

13, for which 2 Sam.13,3 has 973 and
1 Sam. 16,9 mad; 1 Cur. 3, 5, for which

2 Sam. 5, 14 has yr;

שמר
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1 Cun, 6,15 24.

MPN (same as NNW)

mew f. a whispering, such as scornful or malicious remarks, with 2 among
Ex. 32, 25.

 רמשI. (part. m. ma, Mid, pass.

1. x. p. m.

2 Sam. 13,8, elsewhere wen. —

2. (a Sau, Sau; inf. abs. mW,

6. TB,

high-lying place, from my I.) n. p. of Sind, with suff.Arab, ia; imp. “i,
a locality in Judah, coupled with Maw a and 730; fut. si) ir. 1. (not
and 19m; hence patr. m. plur. Dns

used) to pierce, infigere,

of sharp

1 Cur. 2, 55, along with ִּםיִתְעְר ‘and thorns or diamond points, Arab. 0

 שגּכָתִים, which

formed

the nimm

סְפְרִים

ni

De-

2. (not used)

(fame; with the article) n. p. metaphor. ‘to press into; hence to have

m. 1Our. 12, 3.
yivaw (hearing, or a famous one) n. p.
m. 1. Guy. 29,33, the founder of a tribe
46, 10, and alse. the name of a district
in Palestine 0088. 19, 1-9; Greek 3

pov and Sumer; patr. a
14. —

(to pierce or put out, the eye).

rivat. 1728 1 and 2. —

Nom. 25,

2. 1028. 10, 31.

"POW (from ya;

a penetrating, sharp, biting , harsh smell
or a pungent taste, of spices (see NEP,
„u

yap IL, ,(םֶרָח Syr. „is, Arab. ve
the same, whence raw, Arab.
fennel; comp. also for the er 1.

f a lance, Syr. 129056 an incisor. —
3. Metaphor. to be nimble or active, and

Jah is Fame) n. so

. m. Ex. 6, 17; 2 Sam. 16, 5; 1Kınas

1 8; Esr. 2,5; patr. yaw amd)
Nom. 3, 21.
( הָיָשְִמְִמJah is Fame)n.p.m. 1 Kınas
,12 ;22 Jer. 29, 31.

( ףהיעבשthe same) n. p. m. JER.

02,62. °—

nynw (fame) n. p. f. 2 Kınas 12,22.

to

act

quickly,

nimbly

or

walke-

fully, to be awake; compare Arab. yew
quick, expert,
nightly watch, Syr.
1
a lizard, so called from its nimbleness, Latin vigere and vigilare.
This meaning is related to the idea of
sharpness and penetration, and therefore

to signific. 2. (comp. קדח,pynand Spa;
7m).

—

Hence 4. to keep, to aan

( ץמשnot used) tr. prop. to thrust, a "garden Gen. 2,15, a city 2 Kinas9,

14, a house Eccuss. 1i,3 (fig.), a flock
Gem. 30, 31; absol. Hos. 12, 13, and
and so to whisper, to mutter, to hum, a with 2 to watch for. “QB a watehnan,
gesture of scorn; to press, to drive, to keeper, vigil Gen. 4, 9; a city-watch,
drive on; intr. to hasten, to press on, in explained by ריִשָּב 235 ‘Sona oF Sot.
speaking; Arab. אבל
)
the same; prob- 3, 8; New 1 Sam. 17, 22 a shepherd;
ably connected in its organic root rad “tiv 'ט ₪ field-keeper Jer. 4,17, and so
to thrust forth, to hurl, hasty sayings,

with that in ya (pa, to thrust). Deriv.

pw 'ט Est. 2,3, oo 3m 'ש 18am. 17,
99 Das 'ט פ2 Kınas 22, 14, 9817 'ש

yo Ga many mss. 721) m. quickness, rapidity, of 437, Jos 26, 14 and

12, 10. A watcher at night, used fig.
of the prophets Is. 21, 11, for which
 צפהand "px (spy) are also employed.
— Still farther metaphor. 5. to keep,
to protect, with the accus. 1 Sam. 25, 21;
1 Kines 20, 39; Prov. 13, 3; also with

YR, Mew.

how fleeting a word is heard of him?
i, e. small and insignificant is the transient word which we hear of the wonders of God, in comparison with the
duration of his power! hence a small,
little thing, as Saadia, Ibn Ganäch, Kimehi
take the word; Talm. yaw the same;
also without 434 4, 12.

 עלProv. 6, 22, 'ב2 Sam. 18, 12, and לא
of the person 1San. 26,15; fig. 7D שו
 טַו' פהot peek eht eugnot ro eht htuom ,12

23, 1. 0. to be careful about one’s speech;

,

שמר
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 "מ אצומ םֶיַתַפְשto keep what is uttered
Dvr. 23,"24; WED "8 to protect his life,
i.e. to spare J:OB 2, 6; also to keep one-
self, to be cautious Prov. 16,17, with-

שמר

19, 12 or yp 34, 12 to beware of doing
a thing , to ‘refrain, to keep oneself from
1 Sam. 21,5, in which sense the imper.
is used very frequently, and commonly

out Up? Josu. 6,18; with m ‘of a thing with 7) Deur. 12,30 or 095 11,16 for

to preserve from Ps. 121, 7, or = to de emphasis’ sake; in urgent warnings it
sist from Josn. 6, 18; with 7 following is combined with oo°niwe2> Daur. 4,
Deut. 4,9. — 6. to give heed to, to ob- 15 or ‘p22 Jer. 17, 21, i.e. by your life
serve, in order to keep, with an accus. or body, for which pants is once used
nusin Prov. 13,18; to regard Jos 39, Mat. 2, 15 16; followed by an infin.
;1 1Sam.1,12; to attend to strictly Prov. constr. and >) to do or observe carefully,
,2,20 like Sur, especially in the phrases diligently Deur. 24, 8.
Pih. a (part. שמ to worship, .
* nya טי Gm: ,5,62 nyaunשִ' 
roT am 2 1א1א86 11, 5, aynno  טיregard highly, אָוט ar Jon. 2, 9;
mu .nuN 82,3, כְּהַנָּה- טִ' אֶתBy 01ie. celebrate, comp. "ryt. Da
to ‘perform strictly or exactly; next, to keep mb.
‘Hithp. Mama (fut. mw) prop. to obdiligently, to observe, 27312 ”» Eccuxs. 8,
,2 n° 2 Gen. 17, 9, of God Devr. 7, 9, serve carefully, ii.e. to keep strictly Mic.
Ton 1 Kınas 3, 6; farther naw Lav. 6, 16; to take heed to oneself, with 2
,19,30‚ and so nen, קח 4 Dew, nin, 2 Sam. 22,24; Ps. 18, 24.
 ריTAN, particularly oaths Mic. a 5,
al II. (not used) intr. to draw toDevt. 23, 24, sometimes with the a gether or contract; of a fluid mass, to
<<<
dition nity Deut. ,6,25  תֶכָלָכ2 Kınas thicken; Arab.
« the same,
to
,10 ,31 nat Nom. 23, 12, or also fol-
contract, to withhold, to refuse, to be
lowed by העDevt. 4, 6; fig. to wor-
covetous (comp. modern Hebrew VER)
ship Hos. 4, 10; Ps. 31,7; Prov. 27, 18,
The organic root is Yaw. Deriv. Tal.
for which Se "stands in J on. 2, 0
al) (only pl. Dey, from au TL)
.7 to keep oneself from, beware 2 ca-
vere ab Ps. 17,4. — 8. in a bad sense, m. prop. what draws itself together or
to watch are, to spy out, speculari, thickens (comp. Engl. sediment, lees,
quAdırew 103 13,27; to lie in wait for, French lie, from to subside, to thicken),
insidiari Ps. 56, 7; to watch for Jos grounds, bottom, deposit; hence 1. dregs
;24,15 to besiege, to blockade, sy 2 Sam.( of wine), DVaW->y¥ UPW to rest upon
,11 16 = ;82 to watch over, ‘with על the lees JER. 48, ‘11, ie. to be undisThe
05
.16 Deriv. רמש ,)7725( mw, turbed (728) and unhindered.
ִשמָר,
ְמִשְמָרֶת מ
המרה
 רתfigure is taken from wine, which, being
,uar eht reporp seman שמר,  ושְמֶרleft on its lees and not drawn off, be רומיad, ad, yon, a, comes thick. With ya¥ 11. and טק  ישin
Zepu.1,12, NBp to thicken is exchanged.
my,  היהוnad, nam, au.
 כוסa mn "to drink of wine even to
"if. Ma Cap “2, once nun
the lees Ps. 75, 9. — 2. Metaphor. wine,
Is. 7, 4 according to some a denomin.
with oopRM i. e. purified by being
from the noun "72w; fut. mW) pass. of
poured off several times Is. 25, 6, formKal, to be kept Ps. 37, 28, ‘where יט
ing an alliteration to םיִנָמש
ain is to be supplied; to be guarded,
"ar (denom. from “y2w) to be unfed Hos. 12, 14; to be on one’s guard,
unfettered 18. 7, ‘4. But it may
disturbed,
to take care of 2 Kınas 6,10 (by setting

a troop to watch), with, a of the per- also be referred to “Way 8
WA (watch; from “aw I.) n. p. m.
son or thing Deur. 23, 10, Jupazs 13,
13, also with sen Ex. 23, 21, or a 1 Kins 16, 24, whence the mountain and
2 Saxe 20, 10; followed by an infin. Ex. city ןירמש are said to get their name;

שסר

שמרית
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1 Car. 6, 31; 7,34, for which 7,32 has
mid; 8, 12.

city Au. 6,1; Mic.1,6.

The history of

this city till the time of its being co-

 רָמשand( רמוש prop. a part. of lonised by foreign peoples is narrated in
2 Kines 6, 24; 17,5 24; 18,9; Jer. 16,
av 1) m. 1.a watch, a keeper, see
 רמטI. — 2. (same as 72% watch)
a)n. p. m. 1 Cur. 7, 32, for which 7,34
has any. ל( .= p. f. 2 Kınas 12, 9
for which תירמוט stands in 2 Cur. 94,26.
Va a nun: -form to 3B, ןוְרְמש
which see.
aw (only pl. Day; from au 1.
Pih.)' masc. calebration, ו
of a
festival Ex. 12, 42, comp. naw and
maw Ww (tokeep the sabbath).

9; Ezr. 4,10. After the exile, Samaria
was still a fortified city, and fell into
the hands of John Hyrcanus after the

siege of a year (Joseph. Antt. 13, 10, 2;
B.J.1, 2,7). Pompey assigned it to the
province of Syria (Antt. 14, 4, 4); Herod
the great embellished it, and gave it
the name Sebaste (2
SeGdory i
1. 0. Augusta;
Antt. 15, 8, 5), in honour of the emperor Caesar Augustus; by which name

Pliny (5, 14) and Ptolemy (5, 16, 6) quote
it. The neighbouring םכש afterwards

( הָרַמְטonly pl. niyzw) fem. eye-lid reduced it; and a small village Sebus(commonly from רמט I., Aram. “1218 to
watch, LXXו 
but perhaps from
U 1 meaning to move quickly, to flut-
ter, conseq. = YE in fundamental sig-
nification), Ps. 77, 5 thou holdest the lids
of mine eyes, i. 6. thon keepest me awake;
according to some in this meaning also

maus 119,148. Targ. a.m, Pan,
a2, also for nye».

MAG

(from the mase. wy) fem.

watch, guard Ps. 141, 3.

( ןרְרָמְשformed from "mV; watch)

tieh with some ruins now marks the
site (Robins. 111, 365 seq.) — 2. ₪ p.

of the metropolis, and then also of the
whole territory of central Palestine.
Hence mention is made 01 'ש "49 2 Kınas
17, 24 and 'ש  ירהJur. 31, 5,‘to which

belong also the passages 1 Kinas 13,
32 and Am. 3, 9; once the district is
called 'שmay Opa. 19. Afterwards it
became the name of the province of central Palestine 1 Macc. 10, 30; 11, 28;
Joseph. Antt. 9, 8, 4; 18, 2, 3; B. 0 2
3,1; Luxe 17,11; Jony 4,457. The
Greek name for mountain and city is

.1 .2 p. m. Gun. 46,13; patr. ya) Nun. 200608006, for the Province Zauageizs,
.26,24 — .2 n. p. of the chief place in Zanugis and 20000600, Aram. IV,
a small Canaanite district Jose. 11, 1,
Deriv. Gent. m. plur. Bin
afterwards belonging to Zebulon 19, 15; us,
also combined with Faye (199 which the Samaritans, i. e. the inhabitants of
Samaria 2 Kınas 17, 29, Zunogeiraı,
see) 12, 20.

Tia (from "ni with the termination ;-1ן watch-place, watch) 1. n. p. f.
of a considerable mountain in central
Palestine, called ni "3, having received its name, as is alleged, from an
earlier possessor “723-1 Kınas 16, 24.
On this hill or mountain the Israelite
king Omri build a residence, which was
at different times a seat of the Ephraimite Baal-worship 16,32, comp. 2Kınas
10,17 and Jer. 23, 13, ‘and the metropolis of the kingdom consisting of the
ten tribes or Ephraim Ez. 16,46; Hos.
7,1; 8,5; Mic. 1,1 5. Because of its
situation rs רח was also applied to the

2000066 (Josephus, Euseb. ), Samaritae

(Curt. 44, 9,9), Talm. D°nAD (see ma).

“Vow (from הָּיָרְמִש Tal is Watch)
n. p. m. 1 Cur, 4, 37; 11, 45; 26, 10;
2 Cur. 29, 13.
mw
(Jah is Watcher) n. p. m.
2 Cur. 11,19; Ezr. 10, 32; 10, 41.

Aa

(the same) n. p. m. 1 Cur.

19, 5.
 ןירמוסAram. f. the name of the eity

Samaria (73%) Ezr. 4, 10 17, Syr.
as,
common

0000800.
in the names

The dual foun is
|
of cities.

( שְמָרִיתguard, watch) n. p. f. 2 Car.

שמרת
24,26,

for which 2 Kınas 12, 22 has

“Wr  מבראZecu. 8, 7 the west; 'שח non

(the same) n. p. m. 1 Cur.

book); 'ש 39) in the pate of the sun, i. 6
in the sun’s glow Jos 8, 16, or also

sit.

na
8 21.

( שמשnot used) intrans.

1. to be

bright, to lighten, to shine, of the light or

sun; a collateral form is 028 (which
see), Ar. Qua. Deriv. wy, “the pro-

per names "Siw, add. —

2. Meta-

phor. to be shining, distinguished,

noble

(comp. "ar, 1311); to be strong, powerful.
Deriv. the proper name

jiwaw.

The

verb ww, like all others with a similar

commencing and concluding letter, is
abridged from a doubled form of bw,
conseq. from DUnY, like wow from
“wy; and theל 
organic root DU
isalso in Dun (which see), San Dw n,

Himyar. alt (whence prt the sun),
in Wn, Ar. ©
and in ou"). —
This root is enlarged in

מש--ה (to nm),

Ar. uw, Low, hence 35Mes the visible
form of a’ thing,6 un prop. lightether; «u

שמשי
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to be clear.

wow (with suf. שמש mund, pl.
with suff. J1nw2w, from the pl. nnd;
from W728) comm. (in Jer. 15,9 the K’tib
looks upon it as fem., the Ki as masc.,

on the earth 100018. 1, 9 (only 1in that

under the eyes of the sun Ps. 72,17, ie.
as long as the sun appears (comp. םע-

WW, nn 225 72,5), for which is also
used יש ,89 37 = ," סללSR to see
the sun i. e. to live Eccuxs. 6, 5;7 11;
11, 7, Greek 006 géos; also 'ט הזה

Ps. 58, 9. SE, Pw. Tem is applied
to the darberine of the sun Jo. 2,10;
3,4. It was divinely adored in many
ways, even by the Israelites Deur. 4,
19; 17,3; 2 Kınas 23,5 11; Ez.8,16;
and the names of places ww m3
Jose 15,10, way ry 19, 41, “Arab.
mt
prc, as “well as 'שַה man
Boah 23,11 refer to sun-worship. 2. Metaphor. in the pl. the sun’s rays,
and fig. battlements, notches of walls Is.
54, 12. — In Aramaean it is NUN,
besos Ar. 7
Malt. he
in
ה
sürja (sun) is the shining one;
the German Sonne comes from the
Gothic skainan, scheinen, prop. to
burn.

( שמשPe. not used) Aram. intr. to
-

to do service, prop. to regulate, to

administer, to do diligently, like the He-

brew nö of the same meaning; then
to be busy , diligent, hence the Aram.
 אָבְמַשְמְַמan ant, prop. the busy one.
The stem is reduplicated from WR.
8, 2, Deut. 17, 3, and nimm 2 Kınas
Pa. wpe (fut. wr?) to do service, to
body by day
23, 4 being a ד
with accus. of the person Dan. 7,
serve,
heat
Jer. 31, 35, Is.60,19, and diffusing
Targ. for the Hebrew תר,773,
in
Ex. 16, 21, Nex. 7,3, hence the sun’s 10,
Wew, more rarely yeh
;29
ונפל
heat Is. 49, 10; a figure of grace Saran
elsewhere masc. Ps. 104, 19, fem. Gen.
15,17) prop. the light-giving or shining;
hence 1. the sun, coupled with 174} JER.

with 732) Ps. 84, 12 comp. Is. 60,2 isa servant of the temple, wraw service.

of righteousness Mar. 3, 20. Thus in Syr. SE ministrare.
the Test. Jud. ch. 24 the Messiah is
end (the distinguished, the hero;
termed og qliog 00000006. Heaven from שמוע 2, comp. Sanskrit svar lightis the tent of the sun, and its course is ether, ‘heaven, whence cura = 0
described Ps. 19, 5. The rising of the
heros, and the Persian „> sun, in
sun is represented by mat Nau. 3, 17, Orth 9) n. p. m. JuDGES 13, 24 seq.
2 Sam. 23, 4, Gen. 32, 32, or 8) 19,23;
The explanation isyvoös in Josephus
its setting by xia 28, 11, also TON?,
(Antt. 5, 8, 4) is therefore correct.
whence the nouns nam and sian Ps.
on
(from mind; Jah is Splen- 118, 3, and for the latter also Ein)?
.
17.
Is. 45, 6; ‘SB arm the east Devt. 4,"47, dour) n. p. m. Eze. 4, 8

שמשרי
SO

שנא
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(from und with the ter- Ps. 45, 9, uma Am. 3, 15, i. e. furnished with ivory; Aram. DEV, Lie,

mination בג WW is formed from Und

with the li: "-, like ;a5fa sea- Ar. Mil pw the same; comp. Drama 0
Sanskrit haurtdantn; nägaman from 8S] a ship, "pino reddish, (which
from pia, see 1; the ל 2. DP. Me danta and gagadanta i. e. elephant’s tooth,
1 Cnr. 8, 26.
also in Syr. Wo; (os eleph.). e) point,
7 aw see mad.

of a fork 1 Sam. 2,13,

Ar. שש tooth

we “abridged from WB (which see) ofacomb, point of a feather. — 3. (peak)
n. p. of a place situated on a rock, near
in WW ma 18am. 31, 10 12.
 ןש8
2 Sam. 21,12.

from

SW in שן m2

15 (from 328; constr. 18, before Makkeph "73 and "7W, with suf. in; du.
Brad, constr. SU, with suff. u, TV,

3

Dad, Hanau) m . (also iin Prov.

25, 19, where my is a part. m. ער with
accentless ל Te from 294, and 1Sam. 14,
5, where it is to be connected with TON;
beetin the dialects as well as Jer.31, "99
and E2.18,2 itis fem.) prop. the pointed;
hence

1. a tooth, of men Exon.
21, 24,

mp

1Sam. 7, 12, where the LXX read

yo. or ןשי na (Syr., Ar.), ie. old Mizpeh. Comp. ‘also “ENID, םיִּבַחְנְֶש,aNIw.
Ww (with suf. m, dual Tau, with

suff. 728) Aram. comm. same as the
Hebrew 18 Dan. 7,5 7.

NW I. (fut. 8232) intrans. same as
maw I. (which see) 1. to change; of gold,
to become black, i. 6. to alter for the worse,
parallel 0935 Lament. 4,1. 2. (not used)
to repeat, to be many times doubled. De-

rivat. ]82 (according to some).

Pih. 3% to change, to alter, clothes
2 Kınas 25, 29.
4,10, united to 712 (to bite) Mic. 3, 5,
Pu. 835 to be disfigured, of םיִנָּפ Ecלin 0238 2 2808. 9,7; Num. CLES. 8, 1; comp. ma Jos 14, 20.
11,33. ‘pr>y pan Dad to gosh one’s
 אנשI. (not sed) intrans. same as
teeth against a person, as a mark of
rage Ps.37,12, or of scorn 35,16, of maw 11. (which see) to shine, to glitter,
or beasts Daur. 32, 24, an instrument
with which they destroy Jo. 1, 6, Jos

attack Jos 16, 9, borrowed from beasts to. lighten; metaphor. (as in own to
of prey. In JoB 41,6 [14] the circles  למשה,aun) to be distinguished, noble,
of his (the crocodile’ 8)teeth are terrors, excellent; hence of angels (comp. 6
i. e. his rows of teeth are terrible; com- ,104 ,)4 like 5» from row =Ar.
pared to miagn Prov. 30, 14, Den, to be high, to be prominent, excellent,

man Ps. 57, 5. םֶיָנַש ipa boon to and according

escape with the skin of the teeth Jos 19,

20, i. e. the gums being almost taken

to tradition dawn an

angel. Deriv. ¥2W (according to some);
perhaps too N28, N28 in the proper

away. Ow wa RDI to carry his names INIW, WENT.
flesh in his teeth, i. e. to save his life
( אנשnet, with suf. , אמNw &e.;
408 13,14.
"U ip) bareness of the

- teeth, a ‘figure of hunger Am. 4,6, ~y25

part.אנט 

"TIP a seat covered with sory, 1 Kınas
10,18; jy nity Am. 6, 4, qu Bar

angr ily to persist in a thing,

אנוש

part. pass. אנט pl.

DI2W white in the teeth, ie. a superfluity constr. sa; inf. abs. ND, constr. Noy
of milk, — 2. Metaphor. a) a sharp and na; once maz Ez. 35,11; fut.
rock, the point of a rock 1 Sam. 14, 5, nz») tr. to hate, ‘Opposite a5, "with
fully v8 70, = yo 16 4; Jon 39, 28; the accus. of the person Devt. 22,13,
Jupexs 14,16, Mat. 1, 3, or of the thing,
Syr. —, Ar. שש and lm
b) tooth sa  מוסר,sP ,05 ,71 epa  ארח401,
of the elephant, ivory, ebur; hence Nb> "בצעProv. ,82 ,61 pu oJ ,43 ;71
to

thirst

after Ez. 35, 6; seldom with > of a per-

שנא
son Deur.19,4 6 11;
up} to denote self, a
a “14, or as meaning
Ni a hater, i. e. an
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שנב

08%. 20,5; with
NIUW a year, see mad.
“wei I myself Is.
Now f. same as 43 (from Ts) sleep
life 2 Cur. 1, 11;
Ps. 127, 2.
enemy, with the

accusat. Prov. 13, 24 or > of a ‚person

NI Aram. see mW.

Devt. 19, 11. Deriv. wd, RD.
Nif. s2w2 (fut. Ro) to be hated,

Nip (part. sid, pl. with suff. PR)

Prov. 14,17 20.

Pih. xx (poet., only part. xxiv) to

Aram. ‘tr. same as Hebrew אנש Dan. 4,
16; Targ. also NID to hate.

 בָאְנִשn. p. m. ‘of a Canaanite king
Gey.
14, 2. as has been compared either
44,8; 55,13; 83, 3.
with the Arab. Wl a serpent (Hitzig),
The stem - (Aram. nov, N20, Lin;
or with May (which see), Sanskrit ibha

hate much or constantly, of enemies Ps.

Ar. te) may have meant ie

vir

to (elephant), so that ‘Bis -=בֶהְנָט

But

be hateful, repulsive (intr.),= Ar.
Ay. aim, it is better to take aN, as is ‘usual in
Ä ai as Germ. hässlich comes from hassen. proper names, for an epithet of God,
and to derive "I from Nw (splendour,
I have regarded the ir. to pierce, hence fame, majesty), root naw IL, so thatט' 
to hurt, intr. to be injurious, hated (Fürst, is = , םּיָבַאDan) (which see),
Cone. 8. v.) as its fundamental significa(הֶאְנִשconst. ny, with suf. inyzy)
tion, and combined it in its organic root
with 79 IL, 8-20, 7-30. Others have fem. 1. inf. c. as a subst. the (act of) hating
53,
adopted as its fund. signif. the idea of .tveD ;72,1 ,9 ;82 ab יִשַנְאָתִי
separating from, stopping against a thing. 11 from thy Eating them (for Da should
be read ons, and the Yod inל
" יָתshould
NY (3 p. plur. 138, with suff. “7578; be regarded as a mere sign of the ex-

part. m. pl. mas, ₪ אנט pl. pry; fut. tension of =, comp. JNM Ps. 9, 15).
N22) Aram. intr. same as Hebrew ל
Tal.
to alter, to darken, of bright- coloured
garments Dan. 3, 27; to change colour,

— .2 hatred 2 Sam. 13,15; Ps. 109, 5;
Eccuss. 9, 1, opposite Haas; adverb.
 הָאְנֶשֶּבNum. 35, 20; Ez. 23, 29.
of pt (a fair human face) 5, 6; with
Iso (mod. Hebrew pl. (םיִּנַאְנִש m.
 עלof a person 5, 9; comp. לע 52732  דיהcommonly (from אנוש I. כrepetition; hence
10, 8, Ar. Je; ya Naw to be different ' אַלְפַי ש.sP ,86 81 sdnasuoht fo -iteper
from 7, 3 19 24, to be otherwise than tion, i. 6. many thousands (Jerome, Lon
7, 23; to be frustrated 6,18. Derivat. Esra). The LXX take it as = pw,
NW, IW a year.
Symm. = ji, which merely proves the
Pa. ( טי3 pl. 138; part. f. הינשמ 5 insecurity of the meaning. Tradition
3 p. pl. "ut. Pw) to transgress, ron interpreted it angels, which the word
 מַלְכָּאDan. 3, 28, Ar. SLE with gi actually denotes in the Midrasch, Talto change, 4, 13 to make his conscious- mud and mod. Hebrew (conseq. from
ness different from a human one; with now II, which see).
So n. p.m. 1Cur. 3, 18. “EN
ya 7, 7 to be different from.

Ithpa. mög (fut. Ramw?, pl. Ugh

to be altered in colour, of 797 Dan.7

(also ,רצה 20) may be the Sanskrit

tshara, guide, leader, סע ="ON (which

28, “Hips םכצ 3,19; to be altered, of see); 72 proceeds from אנט (from
 טנאII.) splendour.
"Ar. nzwy (part. nam, inf. constr.
( בנשnot used) tr. same as טלב to

292,9.

ma, Kr; ‘fut. som) to change, to
or bind together, to pin together, to
alter, times Dan. 2,21, a festival-time knot
, whence 23°08, which the Targ.
lattice
and a law 7, 25; to recall, a royal mandate 6, 9 16.

represents by ףלח4 "Tanchum by Jun,

naw
i. e. a latticed window.

naw
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The Ar. As

(to be cool) seems to be transposed from
wee.) (aw2), and cannot be compared
here.

especially of a fiery red colour; Arab.
Lin the same, metaphor. to be beautiful,
distinguished, excellent. Deriv. "2.

712% (constr. mow; du. Dip; 1 pl.

Maw I. (part. הנש
,pl. orgs,pl. f. Daw, constr. רכש "with suff. ma, וינש

1. tr. same as NIU1  שניהפ2 pl. mind, constr. nad, with
properly to fold together two things,2; suf. iy; from mw L) 7. Prop. a repetition, a return, of the sun’s circuit,
double (comp. D205, mWn, Arab.
or of similar natural phenomena; hence
which has numerous derivatives); hence a year, Exon. 23,16, and so ‘8 תירחא
to %
to do again, iterare Nen.13, Devt. 11,12, wt תאצ ,23 ,16 תפוקת
wr 34, 22, "שח navn 1Kines 20, 26,
after ‘another's speech Jos 29, 22, i. e.
not to keep a modest silence; with 5 of  ראor “WHI תיִשאָר Devt. 11, 12; Ez.

nig; jut. mw)

a person to do a second time 1 Sam. 26,
8; 2 Sam. 20,10; 4972 יס to return with
dives Prov. 17, 9;“nba מ to come
again with folly, i. e. to repeat it 26,11.
— 2. intr. to be changeable, to change,
of God Mat. 3, 6; to be fickle, i. e. fond
of novelty, unreliable Prov. 24, 21
(comp. the Rabbin. Naw to have another
opinion); hence the Targ. renders it by
( שטאto be foolish); to be otherwise, different, with ya Esra.1,7; 3, 8; in deriva-

40, 1 mw m8 Devr.15 ‚20, ri] mu

yearly Lev. 25 ‚53; maw) ma“ 552 every
year Estu. 9, 21; mus mu יבמ from

year to year 1Sam. 7,16; mya "Ex. 23,
14 yearly 5 ‘wa תחא once in ayear 30,10;

' אחרי שeo‘raey retfa ,raey ylevisseccus
N

21, 1; ‘Wa... Wa in one year ...in

another year דER. 51,46. With numbers,

"Üstands in the construct state with the
cardinal number, which is taken as an
ordinal, 6. ₪. Domw mwa 1 Kines 15,
tives, to return, to be repeated; to copy: of 25, הנ nwa 2 Kınas 24,12; and’ Ö
time, to run a circuit. Deriv. m2, mn, is sometimes repeated in
i the absol. state
DW, and according to some "RU.
after the numeral Gen. 7,16. Metaph.
 שאmaw? (inf. constr. (תנָשַה to be in the pl. the years of life Is. 38,10 is:
Ps. 31,11; also םיִנָט “729 Ecorzs. 6, 0
repeated, ‘of a bio Gen. 41, 32.
20. mad )part. man, nf. constr. or nd 2 Ps. 90,"10. םינש is some
na; fut. maw) to ‘change, to alter, years 0 18, 2, as D9" is some days;
garments Jur. 52, 33, 7272,36 i.e. also produce ofthe year ‘Jo. 2, 25; after
the political direction; to pervert, יד nono is sometimes put םיִמָי (time)
i.e. to overstep Prov. 31,5; to disfigure, pleonastically 2 Sam. 13, 23; Jur. 28, 3.
op Jos 14, 20; to Inanafer, to another — On this noun comp. "the Aram. ark]
place, with לof the place 1981. 2, 9; (def. NM; plur. Ya, constr. mw), ‘On
comp. the Syr. Ka to change, to aller coins and in Phenician nV, nw, Ar.

the place, wie transfer (locally). 'ש  | אגאAssyrian schanaath.
 אַתדטעםto change the understanding, i.e.
0 שנהand ( ונאconstr. mW; plur.
=to be mad 1 Sam. 21,14; Ps. 34,1;  שניןTarg. 2B) Aram. fem. same as
the Hebrew md Dan. 6,1; 7,1; Ear.
comp. Syr. Ha to be En 0
4, 25.
Pa. with הצב
smw (for הכי ,from 1, once אָנָש
Hithpa. Mm (2 perf. f. 02) prop.
to change one’s garments, and so to dis- which see; constr. mw, with suff. Ad,
guise oneself 1Kinas 14, 2; Syr. NAT, ImV) = sleep, a figure of laziness
Prov. 6,4; 20,13, and of rest Eccuzs.
Talm. mW the same.
8,16, of refreshing after labour 5,11,
maw II. (not used) intrans. same as or as a pleasant thing Jur. 31, 26;
20 I. to shine, to glitter, to lighten,  עללםmow 51, 39 a long- enduring sleep:

שנה
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insg in) Dan.2,1 his sleep was gone.

duo

שני
Cine 44, 27; 1 Sam. 11, 11; op-

Also sleep of death, Ps. 76,6 they extend posite I7§ Eoorxs. 4,9, or לש 4 12.
their death-sleep (sea 133). ‘Figurat. a Bud is ‘also used as a sila "I. the two
dreamy, torpid thing Ps. 90, 5. Plur. ning Eocuss. 1. c., Dan by two Num. 13, 23,
Prov. 6,10 and 24,33 = nay, perhaps "Wa among - 1 Cur. 11,21, De in
a collateral form of maw.
two parts, in two 1 ןח 3, 25; ‘JER.

 הנשor NI (from 78; with suf. 34,18. It is used a) in the Sal. state

before plural nouns, as םיִשדָח om
1 Kınas 5, 28, own, םינט "2, 10.
b) after them, as Dy pony 2 Gan,
mani m. plur. only in 1 Kınas
4,12. ₪ after collectives in the sing.,
10, 22 and 2 0. 9, 21, commonly as Dw We» Gen. 46, 27, Dw pa
translated ivory, LXX 0869780 sheqarzıroı, Targ. 5°57 1, Vulg. dentes 616- Num. - 17. gi in the const state before a noun in the plur., as םינָב נט
phantorum, ‘ebur; so that WB would
Gen. 10, 25, םישנא "28 Ex. 2, 13; bebe =} and 0737 (see May) a name for
fore the ל as oT ינש Song OF Bor.
the elephant. Many take םיּבָה as origia collective, as 259 “28
4,5, or 8
nating from 5°51 (see >=, Sip), as the
2 Kinga 7,19. e) in the form םינט beJer. Targ. has (Gen. 50, 1) PER =
fore “wy Gen. 17, 20; Nom. 1 44.
DBI"; or abridged from Op from
f) Combined with other numbers En
the ‘Sanskrit kalabha an elephant; or
stands sometimes before them, as on
from 072%) (Lybians).
But the best
 רְֶעָשְרִיםNum. 3, 39, sometimes after, as:
view is, ‘that it has been put together
Dawn םיר רשע2 Sam. 8,5. — 2. a pair,
from (םיִנָבַה)ְר TG, since this combinaא. 6, 19 20; 7,2; DW Oy two and
tion also occurs in Ezer. 27, 15 (Roetwo,
i. e. by pairs 2 9 15; the double
diger).
Ex. 22, 3 [4], hence on יּפ prop. a part
MG see mW.
of two 2 Kınas 2, 9 6 m» 6); two
( סנשnot used) intr. to be prickly, thirds Zecu. 13, 8; both, hence ףכרנש
pointed, of the acacia; Ar. bin, bio both of us 1 Sam. 20, 42, Bau both of
them Gen. 2, 25; a fen, as םיצע Di
the same; perhaps in the Greek dxar-
vos; deriv. muy (from MOB), pl. Dw. 1 Kmas 17, 12; alka השלש ow 2 Kings
The Egyptian wonTe (thorn), want 9, 32; Is. 17, % For the fem. pny
and wont the same, may come from( from mW), constr. Nw and "nw see
under "AB.
the Semitic. Seeשטה .

( התְנשAram. Tem. same as the Hebrew
mo sleep Dan. 6, 19.

We may with confidence assume for
from mad L; dual pw, in pause Die, the ground-form of DW (Arab. gust
"26 (after the form "17, Ind for 1nd,

constr, state םיִנש only in combination
with “iby to denote the number twelve

in the mase., which perhaps was an old

vulgar etnein, tnein, Maltese tnejn,
Phenie. 7, Are,Al) <2) u, from
mW 1, Arab.
— Shnai, tnai, trai
are not connected with duo, Sanskrit

Aramaean form for the absol. = "An,
only in Ex. 28, 21; Num. 7, 3; Josu. 3, gvas, two.
12; 1 Kınas7, 25; Ex. 32, 1; elsewhere
( ינשfrom ma IL; constr. U; plur.
“ivy "28 occurs 47, 13; in 2 Kınas 17,
Dy) m. prop. the shining, light-giving
16 the reading Huetuates between םינט
thing, spoken of a colour (Aram. “ant,
and u; usually the constr. state ot)

Syr. [Xa5ou], 000008, from);רה 1 hence

is employed, with suf. 1°20, סכינש
os the coccus-insect
DW) m. prop. a thing folded, doubled, crimson, obtained
or „stell 0,0,
repeated, and so the dual (as in D159>) (nybin, Arab. ;
In the genimeans the doubled, as a number two, 0000118 111018; see BR

שני
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jaw
 ריִנָשor SW

(either a projecting

tive to Dim Sone or Sox. 4, 3, nıpn
pan ₪. 2,18, nipm 2, 21, i.e. threads

mountain-peak or a snow mountain) n. pe

and cords coloured with crimson, for
which 738 also stands alone Gen. 38,

of jin among the Amorites,
called jr Deur. 3, 9; 4, 48.

also
The

28 30. The full expression for ‘Ö is Sidonians named it Pw or PN coat

 תולעת שָנִי.xE .hc .52 .62 .82 .83 ;93 of mail (a coat of snow as it were) 3,9,
when coupled with שש and yaaS, 0
noting a crimson stuff, as "3D by itself
does 2 Sam. 1,24; Jur. 4, 30. It is but

seldom used in the genitive to 733 Num.
4, 8; also vice versa תעלות Ber Lev.
14, 4 6 signifies a crimson piece of
cloth, to enfold 47% and cedar-wood.
The plur, Dw denotes figur. splendid
garments Prov. 31, 21. Besides, DYW

comp. Oaeas; Arab.
~ 101168. When
coupled with bene»
27,5, or with 1325,
mone and 717297 Song or Sox. 4, 8, or
 רהןיִמְרַחד1 Car. 5, 23, we ınust assume
that 7277 is the western ridge of Le-
banon,

which branches

off from Gibl

el-Sheich (Robinson, Palest. III. page
;)610 that M328 is the eastern line,
which bears the highest points of An-

because of its red colour symbolises tilibanus opposite to Zebedani; and that
oecasionally mortal sins Is. 1, 18. Comp. 72“ lies between 72728 and a7,

for WU ylapie אסא (Marra. 27, 28)
= 900 Aaunga (Lues 23, 11) cocein-

itor (Plin.), eocco fulget (Mart.).
u

(plur. D223;

from

WW) num.

ord. m. . may fem. 1. the second, the

other, e. 8. Bin Gen. 1, 8, j2 30,7, opposite MS Eccuzs. 4, 8; nV 7
Pk) Gen. 47, 18. may is "algo an adv.
for "the BR = deinde autem 2 Sam.
16, 19, or again,

iterum,

altera vice

Gen. 22, 15; m2y man and this again
Mat. 2, 13. on second, viz. DI, 1 6.
middle GEN. 6, 16, between Bann and
D"YIW; as the sevontt Nom. 2, 16, along

with En

2, 24 31; Pehl. רנת alter.

— 2. Only mu Juans 6, 25 of the
second rank, of the second birth (regarded
as excellent), of "2, like םיִנָשִמ 1 Sam.
15, 9 (Tanchum, Kimchi), The deriva-

tion from "3 II. meaning splendens,
pinguis is improbable.
N

adj. m., RD

Devr. 21, 15 ee,

fem. the hated,

usually .האנט

DW, DyW see “28.
DW see “yw.

conseq. north-east of Jordan (Ibn Esra).
33" may have been the northern
part, which was still known in the time

of Abulfeda

₪0‚68) „by the name

of

Gibl Sunir (A 3 due). When tradi-
tion and the Targ. call it the snow-
mountain, the Arabs aged mountain be-
cause its head is encircled with snow,

the idea may have proceeded from a
derivation from "25 to be white (which
see).
DW

(not used) intr. to be high, un-

even, ae a district; Arab. vi the same,
identical with by II. Deriv. the proper
name D2 and NAD.
jaw (3 p. pl. 225; part. pass. WU;
the ‘contracted formi
in "ipw) trans. to
sharpen, to point, with an accus., e. ₪. m
 חָרָבDeur. 32, 41, oxen Ps. 45,6; 120,
4;; Ägur. of iw, in order to calumniate

140,4;; compared to a an 64, 4. Deriv.
78, m, the proper name yes, and
Daw.

Pih. 32 to inculcate, impress, teach
Deut. 6,7; hence in ‚Ealmallıe to teach

II (from 42) fem. a pointed say- repeatedly, to repeat; Arab. eee to preing, “mockery , coupled with 557 Jur. scribe in teaching; comp. m3 and the
24, 9, and לשמ Deur. 28, 37; accord- Aram. "29 for av.
Hithp. pines to be pierced, wounded,
ing 6 the ancient interpreters (Targ.,
Kimchi, Ibn Esra) a subject of talk, like
20 Devt. 6,7, hence Targ. יעוש

parallel yannn Ps. 73, 21 (Rashi, Ibn

Esra), or to be vexed (from pain).

שנס

שסע
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The organic root of the stem 7 is white, which suits ar well as a snowy
also in ןצ I._Aintr.), PET, TN; Targ. mountain (839% =D), or as an aged mounye, Arab.
the same; comp. too tain (Gibl el--Scheich). Deriv. au.
7-81, אפ ( ןס22).
mw (after the form nt, תרז
( סנשKal not used) to press, to Kun72>) fem. same as הנש sleepPs.
force, to press together, whose organic
root is = that in D3"; Aram, Ya the
now (part. m. mow, plur. pow,
same, whence 773 ‘shoe-strap.
constr, “Did; part. pass. ou; fut. now)
Pih. ( טנסfut. Opus) to gird, to com- tr. same as ONW, DOW to rob, to plunder,
press, the loins 1 Kınas 18, 46.
to spoil, with an accusat., ni993 1 Sam.
Ya n. p. of a land ()ץֶרָא,where 21,9, רצוא 13, 151 pare a robber

Nimrod first set up his rule, and in Jupena. 0 14; 2 Kınas 17, 20; of a

which lay >33, JIN, 728 and m3>> plundering army Is. 17, 14, coupled

(which see) Gen. 10, 10; conseq. instead with 172 42, 22; without an accus. only
of 'ִש pos, 7722 PIS Mic. 5,5were also with the dat. commodi to plunder Ps.
used. It is different from reece ()רּושַא 44,11.
Mic. 1. 0. and Is. 11, 11, as also from

Pih. Tei

(in mss. TOW,

arising

 כִילֶםGen. 14, 1; und it belongs nei- from whe Pin. ססוש like הצר 108 20,
ther to Susiana nor to Assyria. Besides, it is enumerated by Barhebraeus

10 from 7x9, oy JER. 11, 20 from

Dba) to plunder, rap, Is. 10, 13; it is

(Chron. syr. page 93. 256. 529. 565) possible, however, ‘that mB, My = ND
along with Syria and Mesopotamia. For should be taken here as meaning to carry

these reasons we have no resource left off; comp. .אָפאְס
but to understand it of the Babylonia
 ססש3( p. pl. with suff. ושפהוּ part.
of classical writers, Babyl. in its widest
extent, which agrees with Gen. 11, 2;  ספ = סאשfut. סשי ,plur. וסט trans.
14,1; Is. 11, 11; 2508. 5, 11; Dan. 6, 2; same as Hau, to plunder, to rob , with
where the LXX, Onk., the Jer. Targ. the accus. of the thing הנחמ 1 Sam. 17,
I. and O., the Syr. and Arab. versions ,53 or of the person Ps.89, 42; JER.
so take it. At a later time it was ,30 16 K’tib, where the Ki isטסיל" .
translated Irak (the Arab. on Dan. 1, 2) Deriv. mow.
or Bagdad (Arabs Erp. on Gen. 11, 2;
Nif. bub 8 p. pl. 3802; fut. ow, pl.

14,1); and perhaps it may have reached

ow?) to be plundered, my nna Is. 13,

beyond southern Mesopotamia, since
16; 20.
2.
Tagrit, between Bagdad and Mosul, was
yow (part. m. עס ,BOB, fem. NYDd;
reckoned to it (Barhebraeus). Josephus
and Eusebius put Xevvace (LXX) into part. pass. 90V, den (העוסט trans. to

the territory of the Babylonians; and its
limitation to Singara (Ziyyage, pis)

in Mesopotamia (Bar Ali) should be rejected.

 רנשor “3p (not used) intr. to pro-

cut into, to split, to tear asunder,

to

divide, with an accus. mo» Lev. 11,7
or תֶסָרּפ 11, 3 the hoofs, i. e. to - 6
cloven hoof; strenethened by vow (cleft)
6; mod mone 14,7 a cloven
עטמ.
hoof, comp. HOP סיִרפַה ander m;

ject, "to be prominent, to be rugged, of a
Bogen
mountain-peak; cognate in sense with Arab. redupl. plied a
DeY27.
or
with
Nw?
nm,
cognate
to
ng
also
is
belongi
it
tus;
nan 111.
 אוטto xD; and so identical with Snx, rivat. VOW.
has( רַמָאto 17798), interchanging 72 and
Pih. Dow (inf constr. ya; fut. vows)
"After another explanation “gy might to make a cleft, i. e. to split, with a Lev.
(Aram. pr, Arab. 59 to be 1,17; different from to separate EST);

€ =e

שסע

שעטה
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22, 42, where רלדלֶא in the second hemistich belongs to it, and rd) should
be read as in Ps. 18, 42; with DR to
look upon, i. e. to - waapect to Gen.
| YOU m. cleft, fissure Lev. 11, 3 7; 4,4 5; with a. to look (perseveringly)

to tear in pieces, 3, הֶיְרַא Jupaus 14,

6. Figurat. to chide or upbraid (Vulg.),
1 Sam. 24, 8; yet we should perhaps
aa here yawn (as 15, 4).
Deur. 14, 6.

( ףסשKal not used) trans. prop. to
cut in pieces (comp. ,173  ףצק,-11 Arab.
305 to divide asunder), commonly
only in Pihel OW to slaughter (LXX),
and therefore to sacrifice 1 Sam. 15, 33,

coupled with" רי 2B? (i. e. at Gilgal);
Targ. mua, Syr. ale,

עט
tunate
proper
עמ

(prop. part. of עו IL) m. a for-
one or deliverer, only in the
name Yan.
(from yaw IL.) mase. deliverance,

to a thing, to observe, e.g. DAT, ie. to

search diligently Ps.119,117; to regard
Exon. 5, 9; with by or ‘by io took to a
person or thing as if for help Is. 17,7

8; 31,1; with po or >¥1 to look away
Jovi 1 . to let alone 22,4; Jos 7,19;

14, 6.
if. ( השועהonly imp. ap. sw, prop.
mew, for עמה after the form ot,

 הרבas if from (עע to look away from,
with ya, i. e. to turn a threatening
look away from Ps. 39, 14.

Hithp. ya (1 fut.pl. mama, ap.
ymw>) to look round (anxious and timid),
good fortune, only in the proper name -coupled with n° Is.41,10; to look upon
השע
one another 41, "23, coupled with האר
( עטfrom yaw II.) m. same as 23 2. comp. הָאְּתְשַה (kom U IIL) with a

good. fortune, safety, only in the proper
name עשוהי

similar meaning.

 הֶעָשI. (fut. הָניִכשַת( intr. same as
( אעשnot used) Aram. intr. same as IB I. to be smeared; of the eyes, to be

Hebrew eV. T;; NY“) III. to see, to look, closedi. 0. blinded Is. 32,3; Targ. nye
to look around, / behold; Ar. ‚st prop.
to shut; Aram. xy, iSa, trans, to be-
to look about, in order to calumniate or
smear, to stroke, to 0
Targ. md
obtain. Derivative

for the Hebrew mo, pass. suing (whence
NOW and xvw, MIW (defin. any,  ערשwhitewash, “yy, nyo wax); Ar.
‘ תאpl. in Targ. pee and }3w) Aram. .375 Derivat. perhaps yun (which

f. prop. a look; hence a moment; a glance,
Targ. for the Hebrew >, obtutus oculorum; metaphor. a definite, short time,
 בַהדשַעְתָאor ' טma Dan. 3,6 15 immediately; 4, 30; 5, ₪ NIM MYWD in a
short time, a -- 4, 16, Tare. for

2472 or 939 88 an adv..; comp. Targ.

 הַשְתָאnow, “contracted from אָּתְעִש NT,

see).

719% a noun Aram, see NOW.
( טעשnot used) intr. either to tread,
to stamp, to push, with the feet (comp.
DNW tr. and on I to tread away, to
push away, to despise), so that המעט
the derivative _Prop. means a stamping,

Syr. ise, def. ]גבש an hour, ו and after the Ar. 5 to push, to stamp;
a now; Ar. ו  וpew, FEINE Malt. or with „the meaning of naw II. to run,
sya, yssa the same. At a later time Syr. Sa ‚(to run, creep, swim, fly along,
the word took the meaning of hour.
Syr. Pass for mypy), Ar. bLE to run,
 הֶעשI. (imp. H2W, www; fut. mews, to gallop. Derivative
MOPW (constr. noyw) f. the stampwith a optat. nay Ps. 119, 117 for
PIP WR, ap. עטי( intr. same as 5 III, ing, of pay no» Jar. 47,3, or the
nop IL, M50 IL. (Aram. N30), haw dg race, Syr. Ma}; Kimchi explains it by

see,“to 10, "to look about, absol. 2 Sam.

Hart.

|
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( ונטעשSamar. )"37+ ana cloth made
of 1100 kinds, a garment woven from
woollen and linen threads, an apposition

be appeased by divine worship. Hence
the LXX have daınövın, the Targ. and

Pesh. 778, BL&; and Jerome describes

to םִיָאְלְּכ 332 Lev. 19,19, or 433 is to them “vel ל

vel satyros vel

be supplied, and explained by a, silvestres quosdam homines &c.” This
wan binden Deur. 22,11 (see אָלּכ0 superstition was probably derived from
Egypt, where a goat (Josephus contra
toDNS); the LXX ו
.i. e. adulterated, spurious, Aquila avzıStaxeipevoy, i.e. of different sorts; and

the other versions explain the word as
a heterogeneous, dijferent- coloured thing.
Since the Hebrews got their knowledge
of weaving from Egypt, the home of
that craft, it may be explained by the

Coptic cagt a web and novg (73) false,
not genuine; or by ZOCH = xiBdyhog
(not genuine, bad); iin any case it is of
Egyptian origin, because the Semitic
presents no etymology.
 ריִעָטand “wip (constr. 12; plur.

prvi, constr. pe)

1. (from sy 1

or W) adj. m., main (constr.ירת 
plur.תר yo) 7. oh hairy, hirsutus, pi-

losus GEN. 27,11, of the o737 27,23; on

Ap. 2,7) or Pan who was depicted with.
a goat’s head and feet (Herod. 2, 46.
145;

Strabo 17. page 802),

was

wor-

shipped. The latter symbolised the procreative and male power (Steph. Byz.s.v.
11090 aéhig; Horap. 1, 48). — 4. (from
“vip IL; only pl. 09%) m. pl. showers
of rain, ‘parallel טיִביִבְר‘Devt. 32, 2.
( ריעשprop. same as "YB the rough,
of a rough forest-mountain; ‘comp.(עטו 
.1 n. p. of the thickly-00
rough,
mountainous district stretching from the
Dead Sea to the Elanitic gulf; fully
 רה 'ַשGen. 14,6; Devr.1, 2; 2,1. At
first the Horites fnhnbited iis territory
.rorD ,21,2 neht eht setiuasE )" עשר32
Gen. ;4,23 41,33 ;61 ,63 ,)8 dnayltsal"
the Edomites (Nom. 24, 8; Deut. 2, 4;

the other hand ריִעָש in Dan. 8,21 is
i gully Is. 24, 4); hence ריש is parallel toפה 
an ee
to,the more ‘Aram. 2 Dig 702088 5, 4. The inhabitants were
Arab.
7 Aram. 79,2, as also called ריעש ya 2 Cnr. 25,11, and
that reason a progenitor "₪ was as-
the same. — 2. (from ul or IV.) a for
sumed Gen. 36, 20-30; 1 Car. 1, 38. —
subst. the shaggy, hairy’ one (like px .2 n. p. of a mountain in Judah JosH.
from “px IL); hence a buck (as hircus 15,10 (properly ıwooded territory, like
is connected with hirtus and hirsuthe Ar. „us je: arboretum, comp..

tus), specially a he-goat, Lev. 4, 24;

16, 9, fully oY YY Gun. 37, 31; ‘Lev. may 1).
Amy 1. (with a of motion ANT";
4,23. It is usually understood to mean
was
which
he-goat
older
the somewhat
wooded country) n. p. of a district. in
used as a sin-offering for the prince mount Ephraim 102688 3, 26. — 2. ]
(Num. 7, 16), for the people on high fes- of the mase. "2B a she-goat Lev. 4, 23;
tival seasons (Lev. 16, 9; 23,19), at the 5,6. — In Grn. 27, 23 m9 is an ae
dedication of the tabernacle 9,3;10,16), fem. from ID.
or on occasion of transgressions against

the divine commands Num. 15,24, while
my denotes the young he-goat, "which

byw (not used) intr. to bend, to sink,

of an inlet, cleft, narrow pass; to be
deep, bent, hollow, jethe mouth, throat,
ing. — 3. a goat-shaped deity, which was hollow hand; Ar. _*5 the same, whence
idolatrously worshipped beside the nin2
an inlet, a narrow pass, the mouth,
and 0'539, a thing which was strictly fora sinking, a cleft, Aram.
35 8
bidden the Israelites Luv.17,7; 2 Cur.
hostile
such
that
11,15. It was believed
the same, and therefore לע

was applied for a burnt- and thank-offer-

beings inhabited the deserts and woods
(Is.13,21; 34, 14), and that they must

Sys,La
es = the Hebrew 2%; comp. לאט

שעל
(to (שאל

Saum.

Derivat.
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על,  טעל1. and

m. "2399 2 Sam. 23, 89; 1 Cnr. 11, 33.

Perhaps =pabyy.

Sy) II. (not used) intr. to be red,
reddish yellow, fiery-coloured, of jackals,

popu see לעט 2,

oye
(not used) intr. to hasten storror

comp. the German Fuchs, prop. the red mily along, to roam, cognate in sense

31%; hence to rave, to be mad. Ar.
one; Ar. des ir. to kindle, to set fire with
<<<
to go swiftly, of a camel; to flow
0;
8 to be brown, reddish; Aram.
rapidly,
of a river; Aram. טעו to rave,
sis Ar. Ar} the same. Deriv. Bund,
Talm.
םומעוט
madness, raving. Deriv.
the proper names ללוש (FAR, (רצח
the proper name D2 wr.
 טעליםFR)  ַלְבִיםyabyı, oy

yew (Kal not ssi) intrans. to lean

in the Gent. "mabye,

Sow m. 1. ect Dow, ‘constr. ילעש

upon, to support, hence to rest comfor-

from byw L) same as Sys the hollow “of tably, Arab. #20 to support; otherwise
connected with Nw, jw->. Deriv. jy wn,
the hand; metaphor. a handful 1 8
nw, the proper name PBR.
“Nif. ps (inf. constr. qe; fut. WEN)
a ln the same. — 2. (from byesIL; to be supported , to lean, with ב upon,
a jackal, a fox) n.p.of a district on iin also fig., on תינח 2 Sam. 1, 6, “> Is. 10,
way from Philistia to Ophrah; fully 20, jan 2 Car. 16, 7; selon with by
 טעליםpos 1Sam. 9,4, called in 13, Prov. 3,5 for by; with a Is. 50, 10, or
17 לעּוש yous. The meaning deep valley absol. I08 24, 33; of a country, to ad20,10; as a measure for םירעש Ez.13,

Join, with 9 Nou, 21,15. ’p “by pw >
(after לעש and Sun) is unsuitable.
( לעשit suff. 72%; from שַעל I.) to lean upon one’s cöoperation, of kings
m. the hollow of the hand, a span Is. 40, 2 Kings 5,18; 7, 2. Without a prepos.
to recline (at a meal) Gen. 18, 4.
,12 according to Rashi ‘the name of a
Hif. yy only in cod. Sam. Gen. 18,
hollow measure.
abu m. a fox, jackal, in Hebrew

only in proper names.

4, which, however, may be better taken

as Nif.; "otherwise Hif. may have had
It is a form of the trans. signif. to support. Derivat.

 על2. enlarged by a-; Arab. \ peek;

ww, Mapua.

= לעוש comp. &öy, to strangle, from

Yyw 1. (i. 6. SW; pl. imp. (רעש 1. tr.

dy} a noose, Aram: 2773 a locust from

to overspread, to smear, e. g. a wall;
fig. to overspread the eyes, i. e. to make
blind or blear Is. 29,9, where Dry should

m».

madre (properly "na place of be
supplied (see Hif. and sunt). On
tioned with 77528, on the slope of mount the stem comp. הש IL, Ayam, עעומ
Ephraim Jupaes 1, 35; 1 Kınas 4, 9. (8), to stroke, to oh: to pol-

jackals) n. p. of a city in Dan, men-

Jerome in his Comment. on Ezex. 18, ish, fig. to flatter, whence ערעוע smooth,
24 seq. calls it Selebi, now Silbit;  טעwhitewash, sw wax; Now, עט =
Euseb. found a village Salaba on the  עAr.
„the same, ene: the. re-

borders of Sebaste; but the locality can-

not now be exactly determined.

duplicated א

to besmear (hair).

Hif. ( הטעimp. 207, a shorter form
propa (the same) n. p. of a city in
for yun) to close, to overspread, םיניע
Dan Josu.19,42, in meaning =.םיבלעט
i.e. to blind Is. 6,10, like Kal.
ru (jackal-place) n. p. of a lo:
Hof. UI (from the redupl. sua;
cality otherwise unknown, whence came fut. super) to be soothed, caressed, “of a

Narııas, one of David’s heroes.

Gent.

child, with םֶיָּכְרְבדללפ 66, 12,

שעע

שער
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Hithp. SEIENST (imp. pl. wuörnvdn)

used) to split, to divide, to tear asunder,

to shew oneself ‘blind, an intensive of same as "ym (which see), Ar pe (to
Kal Is. 29, 9. The meaning to take
one’s pleasure, to rejoice, is unsuitable. cut or break in pieces), hence - (diyyw IL.(i.e. 9; Kal not used) intr. vision, interval); Aram. 949, “52 = Hebrew pap, whence 824m =Hebrew YR.
prop. "to shine, to glitter; hence figur. to
be cheerful or "joyful, as nae, “AN, 972 Deriv. “yw 1, the denom. רעש (pi),
proceed from a similar Fundamental the proper name D198. — 2. Metaph.
meaning; it is therefore connected with (as in “13, jn) to ‘decide, to determine,
the organic root in האט IIL, -ה>UL, to fix, the price, value; to estimate, to
which mean to shine, to liter: then appraise, Prov. 23,7 for as he estimates
MW) in his heart, so is he, i. e. other-

to see, to look.

Pih. ( מועמולredupl.; fut. yw) to
amuse oneself, to play Is. 11,8; also with
the accus. of that in which one rejoices
Ps. 119,70; also trans. to delight, with
accus. of the pers. 94,19. Deriv. -עוטעומ
Hithp. 82005 (fut. “mur to delight

wise than he>speaks (Gr. Ven., Symm.);
come Ar. po to determine the oe

a the same, fees fixed price;

-

to judge, to perceive, pe knowledge;
Aram. y the same, Talm. רעומ a tax,
oneself, to “rejoice , with 2 in Ps. 119, Aw a definite measure, pensum; Aram.
5
Ryan price. Deriv. “y 2, the proper
16 47.

yy (not used) tr. to bind, to knot,
‘fig. to imagine, to think, the organic root
being also in au-n; perhaps too like
the latter it means intrans. to be united,

name ma.

 רעשII. (not used) intr., commonly
=  שערto shudder, to be amazed, or to
excite a shuddering or horror, Ar.

related (see בטח ;Arab. Grin to bring the same, hence
together, to complete,

ind

to double.

x; painful, dolorous;

metaphor. to be rough, harsh, of figs;
to be repulsive, horrible. Derivat. רעש

Deriv. the proper name 2W. See .יט
(adj.) perhaps from Pih. mad, “hs,
(ףָעָשnot used) tr. to bind, to unite, md, ירירעמ
cognate in sense with 28-7, npw, fig.
spy I. (not used) tr. same as “yw I.
to meditate, to think, the same metaphor.

transference taking place in awn; Ar.
a0-

Liew, comp. xe to bring ו
to collect. To bring it into connection

with 4 11. is less proper as the ana-

to split, divide,

cut, separate,

of ihe

hair, comp. 99 I, 3 belonging to v2 1,
Aram. תיניִּב the hair, from 12 to ₪
vide, Ar 2 5 the same, whence
Dei. “yp, רטט1 הרעש
hair.

logy of an) I. does not agree, since
it is not used for to think, and חיש 2.
( רעשfut. iv?) intr. same as “YQ
prop. belongs to mip 1. Derivat. nzD
to be stormy, to rage, to be quickly mine,
(pl. bier).
away,
to tear or snatch
Pih. np ye (with Resh inserted; not commonly ir. of the object Ps. 58, 10.
.
aceusat
with
, while 5270

used) to think, to meditate
means only to sprout. Deriv. 27.

( םעטunion, friendship) n. p.m. 1 Car.
74,2 94.

de) (from xB; only pl. Digest) m.

a thought, Jo» 20, 2; 4,13 in thoughts
from nocturnal visions.

Deriv. "ip2, my, iD 4.
Nif. “yD? to storm, to ‘rage Ps. 50, 3,

of nim 104, 4 or m0 177 148, 8 as
servants of God.

Pih. yo (fut. piv? or רָעְַמְי(to sweep
away, with ya of place Jos 27, 21.

on,
Hithp. "way (fut. "mipN) to rush

Dan. 11, 40.
 רַעְשI. (only 3 p. perf.) tr. 1. (not with לע of aperson against

שער
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try, entrances, at the border JER. 15,7;
 רעשII. 3( perf. pl.»72%, with suff. Nag. 3,13. Fig. םימשה  רעשGen. 28, 17,
pny; imp. pl. ררעט fut. 7) intr. Ding a2 Is. 38, "10, nn יש 05 38,

to shudder, to be sloshed, strengthened
by the addition of the noun “yw Ez.

17; nen

רעש Nam. 2,7 the>gate of

,27 ,35 coupled with oyJ, DRG; with rivers, i. 0. the slutees, like ze. Of
 לעof a person at one 32, 10, like Draw the gates in Jerusalem are mentioned:
 לעabsol. to condense, of a clouded sky, yin" .אפו 2, 14, so called from the
coupled with 397 to dry, i. e. to be im- fountain Tod; oven 'ט 3,26, moons 5
movable (fluid is“movable) Jer. 2, 12; Jer. 19, 2, nEURH 5 Neu. 2, i.
o
hence generally, to fear, to wor nahin, nny 2, 13, men "3 2 Kınas 14, 1b or
ט' הַפָנִים
0 ,41 01 ro sim
2 Cur. 25, 23, aa '₪ JER. "ST, 1
רעש
IV. (not used) intr. to be bristly,
- ד
077 'ט Nea. 3, 2 rainy יט ,3 ,6 'ִט
rough, to stand stiff, of the hair, of points.

gods Dgur. 32,17.

Deriv. “3B 3.

Derivat. 3B (fem. (הָריִעְש adj., rip
(anoun), may, the proper names רי
Dad, perhaps apy

1.

Av (in pause "38, with a of mo-

 הראשין3082. 41, 01,  טיהצא.noN 8

1 etc. See too הֶרָפִמ  תֶכָלַשand
a
רוס
4.
On the gates comp. Robins. Palest. I,

p- 471 seq.; Thenius, Bücher der Könige,
app. p. 6 seq.; Tobler, Topogr. von Je-

tion הרעש . עזomy, constr. 98, with
suff. ,יט  ילm. (fem. only Is. 14,
31, in the cod. ‘Samar. Deur. 15,7; 16,
5; 17,2; 18,6; 23,16) 1. (from ae 5
prop. cleft, aperture, and so a gate, of

rusalem I, 162-179; on the present
gates the same p. 144 seq. — 2. (from
“yw, 2) a measure, Gun. 26, 12 a hun-

26, of the temple Jur. 7, 2, of the sacred fore-court Ex. 35, 16, of a palace
Esra. 2, 19, and for the palace itself
3, 2; of the gate uniting the citadel
with the lower city 2 Kinas 23, 8; the
door, of a small tent Prov. 14,19. The

tive

dred measures, i. e. hundredfold (Targ.
Sam.); the LXX and Syr. incorrectly

a city Gun. 23, 10, of a camp Ex. 32, read ov“Yip.

Derivat.

the denomina-

“ww (only part. רעש or Wi, plur.
 ריט6 9°) to keep the gate, to keep
watch at the gate; part. a city-watch, a
gate-watch 2 Kınas 7,10; 7,11, applied
particularly to the gate-keepers of the

gate was often a gate-building, "with a 43 temple, a very old institution 1 Cur. 9,
2 Sam. 18, 24 and הילע 19, 1, ‚with: 17 18 24 26; Nen. 7, 45 73; 11, 19;
opening (re) JosH. 8,29, nindy Jup- 12, 45 47.
aus 16, 3, and an open place (ain) . we m. 1. (from “pv 1.( same as
2 Curon. 32, 6; it was the place of  שערthe hair, with Da the hair of the

justice Prov. 22, 22, conseq. forum,

pudenda Is. 7, 20, 1. ‘e. all males, also

ings, where שנ were held and matters of business transacted Ruta 3, 11;

— .2 (from “yw IL) a storm, a stormy

where strangers or guests were expected Guy. 19, 1, the place of meet-

4,111.

 רעשalone Ez. 16, 7, Ar. seh, 4
wind Is. 28, 2, also. 490, M30.

—

It was generally a place of
“amaze-
public resort Prov. 31, 23 81, and ac- .3 (from “vip Im.) ne
ment Ez. 27, 35; 32,10; Jos 18, 20.
cordingly people met there in

social
pi see .רעש
converse Lament. 5,14, Ps. 69,13, for
which reason Tau פטי
12,
( רעשc. “VY, with suf. ער THD;
7
דַחֶאְּב stand for the eity itself, from. Spin ז( m. hair, prop. what is “di-

and instead of ייִרְעְש  ץֶראְּב1 Kınas 8, vided off, especially of the hair of the
37 we should probably read with the head, with שאר Junges 16, 22, 2 Sam,

Vulg. ya MN» in one of his cities.
IB"ירעט the passes leading to the coun-

14, 26, seldom ‘without it Bone: oF Sot.’

4, 2,mostly collect.; of hair on the body

שער
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שפת

Lay. 13,3; 'ש naıs ₪ hair-mantle, i. 6. Hos. 6, 10 K’ri, for which the K’tib has
of fur or akin Grn. 25,25, Zecu. 13, 4, ID.

hence רעש  לעבone cladina hairy mantle
2 Kınas 1, 8.

pated (from רעש and הי,Jah is Decider; from sul) N. D. m. 1 Our. 8,38.

( רעשprobably from; רעשמ pl. Day;
DS
(dovite cleft; from “Wü 1.)
from. “Ww IL.) m. harsh, rough, of DNA n. p. of a city in Judah 7083. 15, 36,
Jar. 29,17, elsewhere niy 24, 8, Targ. where Simeonites also settled 1 Car.
wa, prop. exciting aversion. But the 4,31. In 1Sam. 17,52 the LXX read
Arab. has rendered it by rn. & which Daye ‚understanding by the word the
inner and outer eity-gates of Gath.
means malus, improbus,
urus, so
ain (from "pin 111. fear, distress,
that "YW may be = 178 (see OND =
hence "worship) N. 2. m. 1 Cur. 24, 8.
“yin (not used) Aram. = Hebr. רעש I.
 שערִירִיָהsee mm.
Derivative
mae f. 0
7
or abo( רעשe. py) Aram. m. the hair, ט' minable JER. 18,13.
 ארhair of the head Dan. 3,27; 7,9.
mara see eb.

opie).

with suf. in79D; pl.

( הרעשe. mayb,
ui (Persian) ₪. p. of a Persian
6 nes; from 3 L)f. ahair, a ‘single
eunuch and keeper of the harem Esru.
one as the aim of” good shooters, hence 2,14. The etymology is obscure.
Juncus

"gabs to a hair 1. 6. closely
,20 ;16 also collect. and pl. Ps. 40,13;

pope (only pl. 09”, with suff. 12,

the hair of the head, with שאר as some- ae ‘from עומעומ to עט IL.) m. pleasant
thing small 1 Sam. 14, 45, '2 Sam. 14, play, of דל then delight, enjoyment JER.
;11 also applied to the hair on other 31, 20; in המכה Prov. 8, 30 31, couparts of the body 708 4, 15.
pled with קח the pleasure, ich, the
as
same
min and my Ps. 119, 24 77 143 or
mip (from "pin II.) fem.

 טעgive Is. 5, 7.
3.
1,
Naz.
mad a storm Jos 9, 17;
new I. (not used) ir. to take, to remb (pl. םיִרְעְש;from pin II. or
or
ly
brist
,
rough
i
is
what
to contain (in self), capere, reciprop.
7
IV.
projecting upwards; hence barley, used pere, of vessels and reservoirs; ident.
in the sing. of what is in the stalk Ex. in its organic root 7-DU with ףס (mpd) 1
9,31, Deur. 8,8, Jos 31, 40; in the pl. mp; cognate in "sense with EN (to
of the grain (comp. mer and Dam); tong a reservoir), לכה,22 (59>). Deriv.
hence as a genitive to ah Ley. 27, 16, mewn 1. The stem of. MEW), pwr ;
rap, Num. 5, 15, 0m Junazs 7, 13, may  פהpw 8 nu} which see.
Ez. 4, 12; seldom ‘alone 2 Sam. 17, 28.
nay II. (not used) tr. 1. to mia,
 טעריםTER barley-harvest Ruta 1, 22,
coader-
2, 23 ‘(forming the beginning of harvest,  תוto heap together, to collect, eaps,
dung-h
to
d
applie
שש
In
ally
especi
first).
vare,
ripens
parley
because
in its org. root

pyip Rura 3,15, 180 or TPS is want-

rubbish etc.; connected

in 7-28 (Hif.), NOS,
ing, if "p be not the pl.of avy =WB 2. - לשהwith that
2 ‘(only pl. neun),
mau
nor Deriv.
a measure.
e). — 2. Me-
ninsw
"pl.
ney;
(=
(prop. fem. of “1938, from np we
mY
thicken, of milk;
to
e,
curdl
to
or.
taph
U Im.; but a subst.) f. something horsame a8 2 2.
hence to turn into cheese,
rible, coupled with mW JER. 5, 30; Deriy. the noun DV.
something repulsive 23, 14, LXX goınzos.
1. to be
na ILL. (Kal unused) intr.
( הירגרעfrom ירורעוט( f. the same
iret

-1
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bare, bald, of mountains; to be smooth, ig) Ez. 36, 3 to come up into the talk
level, of an unfruitful plain; metaphor. of the tongue, parall. 127. It is the orto be bared, stripped, of bones. — 2. Fig. gan of sinful speech Jos 2,10, of loud

to be even, equable, of the mind, comp.

maw used of שָפָכ,Aram. and modern

thanks Ps.45,3; 'w לרע one ‘ofuncircumcisedi.e. obere speech Ex. 6, 12; 99
mp Is. 33, 19 those of unfathomable

Hebrew to be quiet, gentle. The fundamental signification seems to be, to be speech = wit 23.
abraded, smoothed, a similar transference

Toy as meaning
speech are applied MER Prov. 12, 19,
"29 10, 18, 438 17, 4, png 16, 22,

taking place in tr. HIP, Dan. Ident.
in its organic root withAr 73, Aram.
 ְּרוּרָהZus. 3, 9, nao Is. 6, 5.
8
NDW, las, wae; Ar.
to be naked, also meant to express inconsiderate, lightof rocks. Day, “pw, the proper names minded speech Is. 29, 13; 36, 5; Prov.
“Dw, רפש and perhaps mau".

14, 23; hence pine שיא ₪ babbler Jos

Nif. "au (part. m. mew) to be bald,
bare, of רה Is. 13,2, see "Dw.

Puh, mew (3 p. ce 15) to be bared,
loosened, of ningy, ie. to be without

11,2; DIR a prating fool Prov. 10,8.
Generally the language of a people Is.
19, 18. — 2. Metaphor. the edge, of a

din 1 Kınas 7, 26, the border, of dyn

flesh and skin Jos 33, 21 K’ri 1 bn Ex. 28, 32, 9") 26,4; the shane Gen.
‘Esra), where the K’tib reads "BW giving 22,27; a1,3; a boundary Jupass 7, 22.
a similar meaning. Targ. (rnb), Ibn On the word comp. the Aram. NED,
Gandch, Saadia, Kimchi explain it after NDDO, {dew , Ar. Kid.
the Aram. NbY to rub in pieces, to
jDU (same as "pw 2) .מ p. m. Gen.
crush.

new (not used) tr. same as pw 1

36, 23; otherwise "Bw.
DEW (plur. Erna; from DEV) m.

to hold, receive, contain, of a receptive judgment, punitive judgment,

organ, as the mouth, lip, like DW of a

coupled

with a9 and = mney 2 Cur. 20, 9;
quiver, nD of ails: cups ete.; "also of
an entrance--space which serves to re- LXX ,סולו Syr. EVER pl. punishments,

ceive those who come in; Aram. אָפְס, Ezer. 23, 10
upon her.
Ar. וי the same. Deriv. mp.

and

inflicted punishment

DDNDU (from MPU; serpent) n. p. m.
MDD (from mw IL; pl. ₪ ("תּופש % Nom. 26, 39; also opi (which see),

cheese 2 Sam. 17, 29,
Peshito jason.

Targ.

2375,

whence the patr. wat 26, 39; comp.

PID, Ow.

pen Gen. 46, 21 may

( הפשטafter the form mV, from Fey; be read perhaps Dew.
6 now, with suf. inpy; “du. pinpiy, 6
( ןפופשthe
- n. p. m. 1 ₪
nal, rich suff. THE, נ; היתה but the 8, 5.
pl. 6. nine, with suff. ning, from

mew (not used) intr. to be attached
ney= mob) f. prop. what takes or re-
to,
to associate, of the members of a
ceives, comp. 17193”; hence 1. Lip, mouth,

throat, of men Gal beasts Is. 37, 29; family and of domestics; to be related,
Sone or Sou. 4, 8 11: 5, 13; as the same as MPO I, where "79 is parallel
organ of speech in ‘en “ner Ps. 22,8( Jeh. Karpentrasi). The“ organic root

(see tx); du. of the upper and under lip. no” is also in the Sanskrit pag, Latin

)is enin ot kaeps soJ 11, 5, '“ פney פּ' pang, Greek zıy-vuu. The Ethiop. naw

.sP ,15 71 ot esuac eno ot ;kaeps ' ש358 safacha (to spread out) is to be put with
mp2. Deriv. הָחָּפָשִמ and הָחָפְש

,40 10 not to speak, prop. to shut the

lips; speech is 'שלע ,16,4 seldom non
nat (Kal not used) trans. same as
 'ש,140 .4 Also talk in npip- by mbH med III. (which see) to pour out, to

שפחת
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שפט

shed, blood; figurat. to break out, of with accus. of the person, as pin Is.
1,

pustules, leprosy. Deriv. mit.

17; Ps. 10, 18; 26, 1; with ‘p"טפשמ

Pih. ney to make break’ “out, PIR, Jun. 5,28; with » mn or ja to
deliver
i. e. to cover with leprosy Is. 3, i7; by right fain 1 Sam. 24, 16; 2
Sam. 18,
perhaps to make empty, since mpd and 19; Ps. 43, 1 (see m. — 8. to condem
n,
no may also have this meaning.
to punish, Arab.
, 18am. 3, 13; Ez.
nai (cstr. MNDW, with suff. FOND, 7,3;
Dip being also applied to munich
innod; plur. תקפו with suff. ויִתּוחְפש; meat —
4, Generally to govern, to rule

from mew) fem. prop. she that belongs Junges 16, 31, 1 Sam. 8, 5, of
a למ or

to, she that is attached to a house or  = טפטor. The part. LEW is therefore
family; hence a maid, a female servant,
applied to the princes of the people in
famula, serva, especially of a ְהָריִב
the period between Joshua and Samuel
Gen. 16, 1 8; 29,23, Jay being attached Junges3, 10; 4, 4; 10, 2, and is also elseto the יי both together 20, 14; where An. 2, aa TR 1,15; Is.16,5;
32,6; a ו
16,2; a maid טו
40, 23; Ps. 2, 10. In Phoenician the
who ‘does the lowest wate Ex. 11, 5 head of the state is termed טפט (Latin

(see 5), and therefore a figure of sufes, pl. sufetes Liv. 28,37; 30,7),
meanness;

women

used

in the

addresses

of which word appears also in proper names,

to their superiors, as 122 is in

as לעבְטפש (comp. 1u2W). Deriv. טפט

the case of men 1 Sam. 1, 18; 25, 27; (only the plur. (טיִמפְט  טיפשnew,
elsewhere mx 25, 28, which, however, the proper names טפט (also in newb,
is looked upon as an hononvatile title Daw, טפשוהי  והיטפש( היטפש.ןטפש

1 Sam. 25, 41.

Nif. 0283 (inf. constr. (טפָשַה to be
judged Ps. 9, 20; 37,33; to be condemned
 שפיטconstr. bby, with suff. לנטפש 109, 7; to go to law or ‘plead Prov. 29,
imp. Dw, “DB, with -ה opt. הְָפָט 9, with py Jo. 4, 2, “my Ez. 17, 20 or
Dew

(part. up, U_IW; inf. absol.

plur. nD; fut. Bbw) trans. prop. to Sofa person Jer. 25, 31; also with the
separate, divide, split‘of, and like other

4000886. of a thing about "which 1 Sam.

verbs of dividing (see “15, 407, 522 1( 12, 7, or with accus. of the person and
transferred to deciding or judging; hence  עלof the thing Jer. 2, 35, where תא

1. to judge, absol. to act the part of may stand for "nX; of God, to take into
judge Gun. 19, 9; to pronounce sentence judgment, to punish one Is. 66, 16; Ez.
Is. 11, 3, fally up wh "S 1 Kives 3, 28, 38, 22
Pih, ( שלפטafter the form pyi>; part.
and with it the genit. BEN 280. 7, 9,
לט ,8 ,16  כְאַפְיתEz. 16,38, but com- pp iwi) ‘to pronounce judgment, part.
monly with the accusat. of the person right-pronouncer == judge 105 9,15, conupon whom one pronounces sentence seq. = Op; Arab. po (conj. IIT.) to
Ez. 18, 22 26, Deur. 16, 18, or for accuse before a judge.
whom one is judge 1 Sam. 7, 16 17 or
The stem How is in Aram. npn (which

acts judicially Ps. 67,5; with accus. of see), whence "men;;
and the organic root

the thing which one judges Ex. 18, 26;
with adverbs, p3% Prov. 31, 9, pwn

Ps. 75, 3, לש 82, 2. Pa.

Gen. 16,5, y

is DIV, Arab. sot5(to decide, judge).
DEw (a Judge, viz. Jah is) n. p. m.
Te "gy

. ya 'ט 31,53, or ag

to judge 0
Part. טפט a judge in
the widest sense of the word Ex. 2, 14;

Nom. 13, 5; 1 Kınas

19, 16; 1 Car. 3,

22; 5, 12.

DEU (only part. m. plur. ןיטפט
Devr. 16, 18; used especially of ‘God from (טפש Aram. trans. same as Hebr.
who judges individuals and all mannew Ezr. 7,25.
kind Gen. 18, 25; Is. 33,22; Ps. 7,12.
( טפשonly plur. vos, with suff.
— 2. to procure right, to defend right,

שפסית

שפך
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DW) m. a judgment, a stroke Ex. 6, 6; as the context requires Mic. 1,11; cer7 4; punishment Prov. 19, 29; the es tainly the "2% on mount Ephraim
vine will, with 34, to which belong Jupazs 10, 1, "Josn. 15, 48, which the
war, Paintin 606. Ez. 14, 21; commonly LXX and Euseb. render by Zageip:
3 DIME w המ to do judgment upon or to Jerome understands a localityin Judah,
inflict ‘punishment Ex. 12, 12; Num. 33, now el-Savafır ( Newt, Robinson, Pa4; Ez. 5,10.
lest. IL. p. 370), which does not suit.

( הָיִסָפשJah is Judge; 0BW constr.
state of np) תי p.m. 2 Sam. 2 ‚4; Jer.
,38 ;1 Ezr. 2,4; 8,8; Nan. 7, 9; 11,4.

WHOS w (the -

n. p. m. 1 CHR.

12, 5;27, 16; 2 Cur. 21, 2.

‘wb (a Judge, viz. Jah is) n. p. m.
Now. 34, 24,
"BU (in pause pw; plur, DOW, DSW,
also DAD, like DnB

from. "nb; from

me TIL) ‘A. m. prop.“bareness; hence a
steppe, a bare plain Is. 49, 9; Jur. 12,
12; a bare hill Is. 41,18, opposite Hyp;
3, 9 21; 4,11; comp. Syr. Yasa a bare
plain, Ar. Kio a naked rock. — 2. dissolution, separation, as an adv. (in the
aceusat.) to 27, alone Num. 23, 3. —

"BW

(from the Pa. of H2W) Aram.

adj. m. beautiful, lovely, fair Dan. 4 ‚9 18.
( ּךפשinf. constr. Jw, "j2W, with

suff. A225; fut. DW) trans. 1. to pour,
to pour out, as Da Ex. 4, 9, PR, JupGEs
,6 ,20 703 (libamen) Is. ,57 ;6 " דוgp? "
to make a libation before God 1 Sam, % 6

(where 0779 is left out), symbolising
lowly subjection (comp. Ps. 22,15; La-
MENT. 2,19); to shed, 04, of slaughtered
anirsala Deut. 12, 16 34, of sacrifieial
victims Ex. 29, 12; especially of men
and therefore = to murder Gen. 9, 6;
,37 ;22 Luv. 17,4. Figurat. שפנ v to
pour out the soul Ps. 42,5, i. e. to give

free vent to the feelings; "ש בל Lament.
2,19 to pour out one’s soul in complaints,

3. (unconcernedness) ₪ p. m. 1 Cur. 1, htiw  >> ד1 .maS ,1 ;51 nim ' ש6
same Ps. 102, 1; tp-by ma יש to.pour
40, elsewhere ipw.
contempt upon one JoB 21, 21; with a

DD

see “Bu.

ES

(from the sing. nw a serpent,

ekil erugif  ש' רוח עלJo. ,3,1 yb yram 'ִט
Is. ,24 52 dna NE rof“ yb ,sP ,97 ,6 3

stem nw; comp. }p"5w) .מ p. m. 1 Cnr.  עלryp ,96 ,52 yam  טי8011. 5, 01 to
7, 12 15; 26, 16; see DPW,

DD,

empty,( הָרָרִמ gall) 3i. e. to give a fatal

;שפוּפֶןcomp. the proper names Braco, wound toJos ,16 ,13  'ַש םיעמ2 Sam.
Basiliscus, old German Hotterus, Otterus,

,20,10 by slitting up the belly; TDD of

from Otter; among the Orientals Os- blood Ps, 79, 10 fig. of wrath Ez. 20, 33.

man, Alnachas.

— .2 of things dry, as fy Lev. 14, 41,

coer) (from 128) m. a horned ser- ,757 see JEW; 11295 to cast up a mound,
pent, the cerastes (Jewish tradition, Je- with by 2 Kınas 19, 32 or De 2 Sam.
rome, Saadia) Gen. 49, 17, described
as cunning, lying in ruts and dangerous
to passers by (comp. Oken, Naturge-

.20,15 Deriv. JEW, Mopw.
Nif. ( נשפףinf. constr. Jun; fu.
Pw?) to be shed, of blood Gen. 9, 6;
schichte VI. p. 544). The tribe of Dan to be poured out, of ashes 1 Kınas 13, 3;
is compared toit, comp. Jupazs 18, 27.
Da» IEW to be poured out like water, &
Ar. tw, in a speckled serpent with figure of despondency Ps.22,15. Fig. to
black and white spots. The explanation lavish, Nr} (the shame), i. e. to practise
(Targ. , Syr.) basilisk Gap, 115%.4( great whoredom Ez. 16, 36 = nam Tau
16,15, comp. כ Tor. 4,18.
is merely conjectural.
Puh. Tau (3 p. pl. 1DDW) to be poured
VEO (naw L; beautiful town, if it out,
of blood Nun. 35, 33; to slip, of
be not

= mV, 8% -hedge) n. p. of a  אָשוּרִיםPs. 73,2, comp. Latin fundi for
place in, the ‘Kingdom of the ten tribes, prosterni.

שפך
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Hithpa. amd (inf. constr. FEN; when they humble and bow (an indefin.
fut. 'möN) to be poured out round about subject expressed by the 3 p. plur.); to
Lament. 4, 1, especially of the vun to make low or deep, the seat (naw left
expire, to die 2, 12; to pour oneself |
out out) Is. 57, 9; combined with a0 the
adverb low is denoted Jur. 13,18.
in complaints JoB 30, 16.
On the stem comp. the Arab. dis,
The stem 8 (Aram. Rd, ב com-

monly TUR, Ae,Tin, Jit) is closely

hua (to be low or bad), ha (to rest,

connected ‘with mob, peo IL, no IIL; to settle), Aram. לפש,Ns; the organic
and the organic root jo"Ü ies also in root is DOW, which is slag in 5B"8,

7-59 (which see), 7-23, 12 (to 32), Demy IL, לפ6%) 1
Aram. sa.
er (constr. Sau, with the final
Ew

m. the pouring out, of ashes,

place of pouring out Luv. 4,12.

letter 5 maw Ez. 21, 32, as a neuter;

plur. pbew) adj.m., bau (constr, (תַלָפְש

 הָכָּפָשfem. urethra, through which

fem. low, ‘of the המק of the 123 Ez.

the urine is poured off Daur. 23, 2, 17, 6, of px 17, 24; sunk, ofa leprous

conseq. not testicle (FEN); comp. mod. spot Lev. 13, 20;de insignificant 2 Sam.
Hebrew eu canal, שופף pail, שְפּףּ 6, 22, subst. something low Jos 5, 11;
ofmsbnn Ez. 17,14, coupled with m3
funnel.
2, 9; מ with חור of humble
Mat.
bE (fut. Dew, inf. constr. לפיט after
spirit, lowly Prov. 29, 23, coupled with
the form 2%) intr. to sink, of רח  סעnoi Is. 57, 15; pressed down, bowed,
 גְבְעָהIs. 40, ‘4; to be felled, of high ibid. and Prov. 16,19, where n> לפש
trees 10, 33, elsswhere m (82, 18); is not an infin.
figurat. to be made low, of רע 32, 19;
Sau adj. m. same as Dew Ez. 17, 24,
to be humbled, bowed down, of proud, according to old mss.
haughty men 2, 9 11 12 17; 5, 15,
,
coupled with nm; to be suffocated, of eu (with suff. 125w) m. lowness
.טס
23;
136,
speech 29, 4, of the clapper of a mill a low condition Ps.
Eccuzs. 12, 4 In derivatives and the 10, 6.
dialects, to be sunk, deep, of the ground;
Dew (Pe. not used) Aram. intr. same
to settle, to lie, of dregs; to be under, as the Hebrew bpw in the senses to
figurat. to be low, deep, humble, mean,
be low, weary, weak, tired; especially
ignominous. Derivat. לפשט (“2_w), לפשט so in Syriac. Deriv. bu,

Sew, Mew, ManU, wood, and the
Af. ( השפלpart. devin; inf. constr.
proper ‚names msDU, mbpun.
nde; fut. Sean) to make low, to
Hif. Ya (part. Sewn, inf. constr.
Dan. 4, 34; 5, 19; 7, 24; to
aus; fut. Saws) to make low, the
high (a3) Jos 40, 11, coupled with
yy Ez. 17,
237 40, 12; to me
24, opposite 72377; to cast down = to
destroy, MR Is. 26,5; to humble, 83
13, 11; 25,‘11; to bring down, opposite
 רומם1 Sam. 2, 6, םיִרָה Ps. 75, 8, or
aa Ez. 21, 31; to let sink, תומר DIY
Psat 18, 28, which is paraphrased
in 2 Sam. 22, 28 thou lettest thy looks

cast down
humble, 2% 5,22.
baw (from the verb pw) Aram. m.
one, in rank or esteem Dan. 4,14;
low
a
combined with םיִשָנַא=WIR 22 7,13.
mop

fem. lowness,

ל

Is.

32,19.

nopw (with suff. mingpw) fem. deed
pression, plain or sunk country coupl
.
Aram
fat,
or
slope
;
11,16
.
Jose
רה
with
sink upon the haughty; "2 29 ‘wry to
parti
but commonly the
make

low before one Prov. 25, 7, ie.

to put low, opposite may;

8 22, 29

Say, Nasa;
far
cular plain stretching from je) as

שפלות
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as 179, or even to Egypt 9,1; 12,8, in
which many cities were citnated 15, 33
seq., mentioned along with "3 and 233

MIND (fruitful place) n. p. of a city

in Judah 1 Sau. 30, 28, = 2p.
 יִמָפשsee Dpw.

10, 40; always with the article 1 Kınas
( ןפשnot used) tr. 1. to gnaw, of
10, 27; Os. 9. The tract of the tribe
of Judah was divided into 47, 333 rodentia, cognate in sense 299 II. (to

and |W

20268 1, 9, to which

last .)239 — .2 to rub off, to polish; figur.

belong the Philistine cities of the coast.

to act slyly, prudently, cunningly, the
idea of slyness or prudence being con-
Seyydce, which subsequently became a nected in other words with that of
proper name (LXX on .מ and Os.; polish and fineness (comp. םרע I, with
1 Mace. 12, 38; Euseb. in Onom. s. v.). poy I, 2); Ar. (pw to gnaw, to rub
The city Mespila, now Kuyyundshick,

This

tract was

called by the LXX

off,4

was called Maw = הָלַפְש

polished or fine, figuratively

 תּולפשFR a 7
with Dim a sly, prudent; 8 the same, whence-
ws
callidus. The organie root is
figure’ of remissness Ecouzs. 10, 18.
jpW.
Derivat.
ypu, the proper names
DAY (not used) intr. same as jaw
Py,
ןפוש
,
ןפש
and perhaps pW}.
ד דן

to sprout, to grow;

fig. to be young,

to

be strong, of persons; to be fertile, of
( ןפשpart. pass. m. pl. 6. Di) ir.
districts; comp. np”. Deriv. the proper same as jDD I. to cover, to hide Drur.
names DDW, ספט nina; on the con- ,33,7 if םיֶכָפַש be not a subst. meaning
trary ppt (which see) belongs to mW treasures, prop. a thing kept, =072720,
(rd)=ףוש (HEY).
to which it stands in apposition.
ney (not used) intr. to sprout, to
Pw (plur. םיִּנַפָש like DP out of
grow, of the hair, cognate in sense with ap; from yw) m. 1. prop. a general,
rt (which see); applied especially to term, one of the rodentia-genus, which

the beard; Ar. ui (to sprout forth, chews the cud Lay. 11, 5, has its
of plants; to grow, of men, i. e. to be dwelling among rocks and in fissures
young, strong); comp. .ןבט Derivat. Ps. 104, 18, living in flocks and cunםitt
שְפ.
ning Prov. 30,26 (comp. 30, 24). The
Daw (a youthful, vigorous one, from LXX at Lev. 11, 5 interpret it specially
of the hare (daovmovs, rough-foot), Aq.
new) =. p. m. 1 Cur. 5, 12.
hayoos, but it is distinguished from
DOW (from pep, with suf. apiy)m  אַרְנבתin Deur. 14,7. Saadia, Ar. and
the beard, פשה muy to cover the Sam. translate it 49(Vabr) i. e. Ayraz
beard, a sign ‘of mourning, also of a Syriacus, smaller an the hare, of the
leper ‘Lav. 13,45; Mic. 3,7; Ez. 24,17 size of a rabbit, found on mount Le22; 'שה my to tein the beard 2 Sam. banon and in the Jordan territory, so
19, 25. From _ Sprouting are also derived
called from its rough skin and bristles
₪0 Greek yeveıov, yévog, xovves, Latin
|
ie) pilosus fuit), comp. eps pellis
gena, German Kinn.
Dpw (with a of motion maw; fruit- aspera.

Hence the LXX

translate in

Devt. 14,7 yoıwoygvAAıog bristly animal,
ful place) n. p. of a locality in the east
Himyaritic
ered the same. The Targ.
of Palestine at the north point between
points
to
the
same animal when it’
Wy ,רצח 537 and py, east of דםָי

translates אזפט NTID, NODU (leaper),
n22 Nom. 34, 10 1.
since the Vabr goes "by leaps (Oken, Nanew (= pew) n. p. of a locality in turgesch. VII, 2. p. 887 seq.). The Vulg..

Judah, = minpw; deriv. the Gent. m.
 טַפְמֶר1 Car. 7 פד

on the Ps., ‘and the Greek Venet. on
Ley. understand hedgehog. Jewish tras.

שפן
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dition supposes the rabbit, probably an (which see) to strike together, 293, with
animal like the Vabr (Ibn Gandch),  עלof a person at, a gesture of dislike
which is also the view of the Peshito or maliciousj
joy Jon 27, 23.
)14-( and the Targ. on Prov. 30, 6
11. pa (fut. "w>) to strike the
(nan). This interpretation is suitable, hands together, in concluding bargains;
because in Phenician J2U must have hence to enter into a covenant, to have
had the same meaning, "Spain being intercourse with, with 2 of a person
named by the Phenicians from the mul- Is. 2, 6.
titude of its rabbits. — 2. (sly or prudent
pay U. (fut. pap.) intr. same as

one)n.p. m. 2 Kixnas 22,3; Jun. 36, 24.
PEO II. to overflow, to flood, to be abun שפןerom( yltcerroc |;טולפן
8 dant; hence to suffice, to be enough, with
bareness) n. p. of a locality in Gad, » for 1 Kies 20, 10. Deriv.
wbich occurs only as a genitive to
pp (with suf. Sppiv; from pe IL)
nig? Nom. 32, 35. See .תור
DIDI see yy and jun.
paw (not used) intr. to flood, to overflow; to be abundant,

titude

to be ל

in fulness or mul-

Aram. YEW,

m. ee fulness, J 08 20, 22 when his
riches are gone (see N27), he shall be in
straits (Targ. Non). See ppp.
pw (from poy IL.) m. same as poy
Jon 36, 18; see ped.

א-=בthe same, Ar. 22%(to supplement,
“pw I. (not used) tr. same as "20 I.
to stand security, to club money); the and “py I. (which see), prop. to pierce
org. root 2 פש- lies also in בֶט-< , א,בס
Aram. >--“ay. "Deriv. עפ ְתעפ הָעְפ
the proper ‘name EW.
 טפע₪ 0
Devt. ,33" .91

riches, fulness,

nypw (e. (תַעָפְש f. multitude, of na

into, then to deepen, to hollow, in order
to insert a thing; also to arch. A
farther development of this meaning
may be found under 429 1. Deriv. רפוש
“BUN, Dw.

"Pi. I. “nu to make hollow, i.e. arched,

of a tent, the heaven, JoB 26, 13 by his
Jos 22, 11, pbs Is. 60,6, 0070 Ex. spirit
his hand (477 is to be supplied
26, 10; a ne array, a mukisude of
from the preceding hemistich) has arched
people 2 Kısas 9,17, which nypw also
the heavens. S195 stands for הָרָּפַש the
means there in all ‘probability, with Targ. having’ "also taken it as Pih.,
the supplementing NY.
though from “pw II.
“ybw (from ypu, Jah is Fulness)
Pih. II. oop (not used) to arch. Deriv.

n. p. m. 1 CHR. 4, 37.

 שפָעת2 Kınas ,9 71 ees טִפֶקָה

ad,

sp.

 רַפָשII. 3( p. perf. fem. pW) intr.

( ףפשnot used) tr. 1. same as 4 I. Same as “po 1. (which see) to shine, to

to be beauti-
to pierce, to wound, to bite, of serpents, glitter, to lighten; metaphor.
withעל 
ble,
agreea
,
nt
pleasa
Aram. RDU to sting, ROVE a sting, ful, lovely,
6, like the Aram.
16,
Ps.
person
a
of
2
Arab. (is to pierce, whence
 רפשDam. 4, 24. For comparison see
prothe
,
ןְליִפְע
Deriv.
cold.
,
piercing
20“ II. Deriv. "28, mau (according
per names םפּופְט, ou, Daw (from to Some), the proper names רפשו I,
25), see van. — 2. to rub in ‘pieces, to ow.
rub off, to make lean, thin, fine, the same
sed (from "5 II.)m.1. beauty, "AR
transference existing in ףוש 1, Ar. ns  טיGen. 49, 21 beautiful, bright words,
the same, of a thin dress, of 1
a song of victory JUDGES ch. 5.

i. e.
 קפשI. (fut. phys) tr. same as ped I. See a8. — 2. (beautiful mountain) n. P«

שפר
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of a mountain in the Arabian
Nom. 33,23 24.

desert

on them .קמא 40, 43.

The dual may

be explained by their two-pronged fork-

"Bw (fut. "BB3) Aram. intr. same as form. m הפס is the measure of what
Hebr. “pw to be beautiful, shining; me- projects, ‘and 330 2°20 095172 suits the
taphor. to be acceptable, placere, with sense; comp. Targ. Ren “por and
 קָדֶםDan. 3,32 and 6,2, or לע of a pers. Kimchi nija5p3 02 pon pv m.
פט
4,"24; in Targ. are derived from it “DW, Aquila has the derivation also from1
in
87/07009/8.
The
LXX,
Symm.,
Theod.,
“end, .ּוְריִפְש Deriv. רַפְרפְש
( הָרפְשfrom “DU IL) fem. 1. beauty, Syr. and Vulg. incorrectly read DINU,

— 2. םִיָּתַפְש same as םִיַתָּפְשִמ a "fold
brightness, JOB 26, 13 the heaven is bright.
Ps.
68, 14, where the labouring ass
Better to take it as the Pih. of “Bw I.

lies down comfortably Gen. 49,14, the
spoil was divided among the victors Ps.
 שפרורJur. ,34 01 bit'K ees .wE“ 68, 14, and people yielded themselves
“Ew (with suff. ,לר from רפש 1. up to rest, DIA NIPTW viow2 Junges
ive. Pih. I. SAP) m. prop. arching, an 5, 16.
mpi see Tp.
arched roof, a canopy, stretched over
) על92) the throne of a king Jur. 43,
Mw see above pw as a noun.
— ,2 (beauty) n. p. ].

1, 15.

10 K'ri (the K’tib has רּוְרֶפַש — Rashi,
( אצשPe. not used) Aram. tr. to put
Kimchi); the throne itself’ (NOD) stood
upon a flooring. The meaning leather an end to, to destroy; connected in fundamental signification and derivation
covering ,tapestry lacks probability.
( טְפַרְפָרdef. ;"18 from (שַפר Aram. with x2p (which see), in form with
m. the dawn; hence "a early Dan. 6,20; = Rn, " interchanging Yod and Shin

Targ. for m,

4

for the Helnew

md; comp. Spy, fe,

(comp. w).
Pa.

 טיצאor NED

(from NEU to

keep the two sibilants apart; see rw)

DD (imp. nbw, fut. nbw») tr.toset,

to destroy, annihilate Eza. 6, 15.

bring to the grave, conseq. not => nny,

lateral form of now to overflow;

Deriv.

lay, ‘puts hanes to put to, as ריס to Targ. 20, WEY, VEY and the Ithpa.
the fire 2 Kınas 4, 38, Talm. Sam "DB; RE'NUR.
to lay, na רפעל Ps. 22, 16, ie bb
( ףצשnot used) intrans. only a col-

but to 2 maw (88, 7); fig. bbws Is. wrath.
26, 12 to set ‘salvation, i. e. to ordain it,
to giveit permanently; in derivatives per-

haps also to place, a fold or summer-

Deriv.
 פצשm. an outpouring,

fig. of

of קצף Is,

,54,8 like ףַא NW Prov. 27, 4; comp.

stall (like stabula from stare), to Ener av Hos. 5, 11. According to
stick fast, of the hooks of butchers, of In Sarük from now= Arab. Liles to
border stakes. Deriv. np (du. DInDw), be hard, rough, so that "w denotes vionew (du. DinsWn); on the contrary lence; according to Ibn ‘Labrath, Ibn
maus (to ninswe) and nw (to the pl. 6. ‘Esra, Parchon, Kimchi = ףסט (Aram.
nip) come from הָפְט I. and IL; but and Talm.) to hasten, whence יט hastily,
the latter is like the noun MEW (which in a short time, conseq. = JQP ענר Both
see).
unsatisfactory.
The organic root is manifestly nad,
Pw (from וש = Hebr. paw IL, plur.
which is perhaps also in 45-4, בק הT. with suff. “tipw) Aram. f. the leg, Dan.
TDG (after the form ול from now; 2,33; = Hebr. piw.
only “du. Dimpw) m. 1. hooks, in ale
pw (with suf. ip, pl. pip, with
for hanging up slaughtered animals suf. םהיק
; ישfrom ppv) m. prop. what

שקר
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is knotted together, net-shaped, what
is coarsely woven (comp. PRI L); hence
a coarse upper garment,

a hairy mantle

(9B M738), a penitential and mourning
garment 2 Kınas 6, 30, Jon 16, 15, put
on the bare body 1 Kınas 21, 17, JoB
16,15; probably a prophetic dress also

Nif. 7232 in many mss. Lament. 1,
14, see Tp.

Puh. spy see the noun 7 ,ומ of which
itisa aeg

( רקשKal not used) tr. same asקד 
(interchanging > and ,ש comp. my I.

20,2 (comp. Rever. 11, 3), which was at and םרוט IT. Ps.139,11) to bind, to twist
a later period the costume of pilgrims
and ascetics (Ethiop.); united to as)
a sign of complete mourning Esra. 4, 1.
Commonly a sack, for grain Gen. 42,
25 27 35, JosH. 9, 4, used also for a
covering by night 1 Kines 21, 22; Jo.
1, 13; Ethiop. sak, a hair-dress, saksak, lattice-work, Greek 00/06, Latin
saccus, Aram. Pd, Coptic cox, cwr the

together (Kimchi); ident, in its organic

root ni with that in In, TAN.
 אשspiny to be twisted. together, of a

yoke by thongs, Lament. 1, 14 (Kimchi).
Others compare the Talmudic TRO to
pierce (Rashi, Ibn Esra, Häja), whence
p72, stimulus, which is less appro-
priate.

pw (pl. Op;

from MU) m. prop.

same. Besides, 0 @y-17»7 a large fish-net,
00-08, sag-um a coarse mantle, oay- the watchful; hence 1. the almond-tree,
a a covering, a coarse overcoat, are because it blooms already in January,
while vegetation still lies in the sleep
said to be connected with pip.

of winter (Plin. H. .א 66, 25; Kimchi in

( רקשpart. m;

inf. 6 Ra; fut. Lex.), to which meaning there is an

RUN) intr. prop. to be awake, active,
nimble; cognate in sense iy III, like

allusion in Jur. 1, 19. — 2. the almondnut, coupled with p22

Gen. 43, 11;

 לעpw Jur. 31,28  =לעSr Jon 8, 6. Nom. 17, 98. —

3. Metaphorically the
glans, glana virilis (the male orHence to watch, to keep "watch, my, cou-
gan of generation), taken in a double
pled withרמש ריע 
1 commonly sense like 331 and 72°38 100018. 12,
with לע to stand watching or keeping at, 5. The verb standing with it is written
nindy Prov. 8, 34; comp. in the Mishna purposely 737, which may apply partly
min baby nV. Without an object as 727 (to the almond- tree), partly as
and united with aw Ezr. 8, 29. Also ya? ‘(to the glans virilis), as "pm =
to be watchful, active, "wakeful Ps.102,8; myem is also said of mas; so that
wrgby 'ִמ to watch at the tomb (see impotent sexual life is presented iin the
wn). Figur.רַבְדִה 
 "מ לעto keep watch figurative language of plants under a
over a word Jur. 1 12; to lie in wait veiled form. — For the word „gomp. the
for, of 733 5, 6; to be watchful for, Aram. 338, pl. 7798, Syr. Ipc. Deriv.

which may eisher be my or לטובה the denominative
;44,27 to watch over 31, 28. usקרי 
Puh. 37% (part. plur. n1pw, from
Is. 29, 20 watchers of iniquity, 1. 6. per- MU) to be almond-shaped, almond- blossons who carefully and sedulously pro- som-formed (Kimchi), or almond-nutmote what 18 bad. — For the stem formed (LXX, Saad.), spoken of 0'233
comp. the Targ. mW to watch, to be Ex. 25, 33 34; 37,19 20. According
awake, elsewhere also "nd, Zab. plac to others it comes directly from TRY
a watcher; Ar. Ake to direct the eye meaning to be opened, i.e. awake, since
to, שו a wolf, prop. lurking and
watching, Ogee to watch; modern Hebr.

a

bud is called opdadpos.

( הקשKal not used) intr. to drink,

of men and beasts; to be watered, of a
to be juicy, fresh,
root m lies perhaps in דה to hasten, |field or garden; fig.
marrowy; Ar. („am is trans. to give to
to run; put not in 3479.
TR to be nimble, ie

The organic
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drink, like the Hebrew Hif.; Aram. "pe 2 Kines 23, 24, niayin Ez. 11, 21. See

the same. הקש is ו
= nu (like TD

taken to be

= mm»), by interchang-

RE

 תוקשf. in the cod. Samar. Gen. 24,

ing > and n; but a comparison with

20 a 80, 38 for np (which see).
mal is better. Derivat. np, nipw,
( טקשpart. opie; fut. pwr) intrans.
שקה.
“Nif. mp2 Am. 8, 8 is only a softened prop. same as M20 to rest, to be quiet
or still, and so ‘coupled with wn Is.
mode of uttering nypus (see ¥pw).
Pih. PY (not ae an intensive of 69, 1, 097 Jur. 47, 6; generally to be
Kal, to bevery juicy, freshened, quickened.

Deriv. BY, “pw.
Puh. pw (futMp2) to be freshened,
strengthened, of the marrow of the bones

Jo 21,24; comp. "pw Prov. 3, 8 and

yor 17,22.

undisturbed: mayb Jos. 11, 23; 14,
15; to be unmolested, not euer or
excited Jupaes 18,7 27; Ez. 16, 42; to
rest, to be aes, of God, i. e. not to
help. Ps. 83,2; to lie at rest or comfort-

ably, coupled ‘with PY JoB

3, 26, nua

Jupa@ss 18,7; an intensive of 238 OB
 נ שקה.tuf ,ypa .pa )2077 .1 ot ,retaw 3,13; to astile, on the lees, of wine JER.
with the aceus. Gun. 2,
6 10; Jo. 4,18; 48, 11; a supplement to D253 to look
to make fruitful, by moistening Is. 27, 3; on calinly Is. 18, 4. Deriv. op.
15]. ( השקיטinf. constr. םיִקשַהְה on
daa Mpwr to water by treading (the
the
contrary טקWi is 8 noun; fut.mph)
water- an) Devt. 11, 10. — 2. to
give to drink, to let Ark, cattle Gen. to quiet, opposite עושרה (to terrify)JoB
29,2 3 7; men, with accus. of the pers. 34, 29, as 59% אֶלnpwin is said of
Gen. 21,19; 24,14; to set the cup be-  רשעIs. 57, 20 (see way); to calm, ביר
fore, with aceus. of a person and thing Prov. 15,18; to keep quiet, with Spur
19,32; 24,43, or also with a Sone or (to be awake] Is.7,4; of the air, tobe
Son. 8,2 or a of a thing (in a poetical sultry, when no cooling wind blows Jos
sense) Ps.80,6; also with 2 of the vessel 37,17; to render tranquil, with ja from
Ps.94,18. The infin. op wr is a noun
Gen. 24, 43; Esrz. 1,7. Deriv. pw
(a noun).
meaning the keeping quiet, with nua Is.
"pw (only pl. with suff. “PU; from 32,17; rest 57,20; with mnba 30, 15;
in a טו
form טקשה nibw unconape = pe) m. drink, Ps. 102,10.
cerned
rest
Ez.
16, ₪
“pw (pl. DMPB) m. drink, delicate
The fundamental signification of the
Hos. 2, 7, coupled with jw; juice, marstem may be also connected with »pw
row, hence refreshment Prov. 3, 8.
(9= צ = ( םmeaning to settle, to lay down,
Hif. ( השקהinf. constr. תרָקשַה ,part.

RU (also VRB; pl. םיִצקִמ ,constr.
הצר, also defect.;“from ypu Pih.) mase.

prop. an abomination, disgust , aversion,

i. e. what excites this feeling; hence
applied to unclean, nauseous food Zucu.
9,7, i.e. to flesh offered to idols; a disgust, of men, Hos. 9, 10 and they were

whence the Arab. Sak, to fall down;
Aram. טל Aas the same, also to lay

down, Woda lees. The organic root is
not connected with pnw or with Jw,
220.
 סקשm. rest 1 Car. 22, 9.

a disgust like their favourite; then, dirt,
( קשpart.; לקט infin. absol.טקל ,
carrion, as an object of disgust Nau. 3,6;
constr.
; ללקטfut. Sony; 1 person bp
used specially as a designation of idols,

6. g. Wind 1 Kines 11,7, pdb 11, 5, from Spey Jer. 32,0 TORUR Exr. 0

nynwy 2 Kınas 23,13, and.of idolatrous 25 K'ri, Dipwry K'tib) prop." intrans. to
altars with heathen oi Dan. 9, 27; be heavy, weighty (like bpd, see Fürst,
11, 31; 12,11. Commonly idols in the Cone. 8. v.); but commonly tr. to heave,

widest sense,

coupled

with

Dibrsz

to lift up (a burden, load), to weigh, with

שקל
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 סלפIs.40,12; to weigh after, tribute 33,
הָמָק
( בקטso the sing. is in the Mishna;
;18 to pay, tribute 55, 2; to weigh to, the in Hebrew only the pl. DvapW occurs,
idol-maker 46, 6, money for a sale Ex. once niapw, 6. niapw Ps. 7
,47) fi a
.22,16 Fig.טעּכ and 73:7 (17) Jos 6, 2 sycamore =ee, lange’ numbers
of which
=t0 try 31,6. Deriv. Yon, Spiny , dint, grew in the valley from Joppa to
Egypt
naRUR, nbpuin, the proper name popu 1 Kings 10, 27. 7 fruit ahah isine
from a ground --form >pwe (and may digestible and unwholesome (Diose. 1,
mean, if founded by Sortiten, projecting ,)182 must be nipped or scratched to

place, high town), in which case >pw is bring it to maturity

(see dba and

to be taken in the same sense as ND, Theophr. Plant. 4,2). The fruitis food
;20 Ethiop. לקו sakala to raise up,on for poor shepherds Am.7,14; and houses
were built of the wood 1 Kines 10, 27;
a Valance, hence to weigh.
Nif. >pxiz to be weighed Jos 6, 2; Is. 9, 9. Wild fig-trees or fig-like mul-
berry trees, which are frequent in Egypt,
Eze. 8, a3:
were also called niiapw Ps. 78,47 (Al-
boas (pl. DRG, constr. Yan) mase. pinus, de plant. Aeg. 'p. 23). From the
Re 6 weight, burden, heavy thing, Semites the name came through the
mostly a definite weight, of bread Ez. Phenicians to ‚the Greeks, ovxdpogos,
4,10, hair 2 Sam. 14, 20, of unstamped ovxopogéa, 00000900. Aram. ןימְקט Ar.
gold, silver, brass, iron Exon. 38, 24; Szu Num. 7,13; 1 Sam. 17, 5; sometimes Pr
Yew (fut. ¥pw>) intrans. to sink, to
omitted Gen. 24,22; Num. 7,13. Most
frequently it denotes definite pieces of sink down, to subside, of לבב (by the Eusilver passing current, perhaps with phrates) Jur. 51, 64, which was symbothe weight marked; and so with 203 lised by the sinking of the threatening
Gen. 23,16, Ex. 21,32, but also with- book; to be overflowed Am. 9,5; to burn
out ספ 2 Kinas 7, 1 16 18, Am. 8,5, down, of fire Num. 11, 2, i. e. to stop,
and vice versa 52 alone Grn. 20, 16; like 199 Is. 5, 24; Talm. to go down,
37, 28; Drur. 22,19. Representing the of the sun; ident. in organic root with
smaller coins we find ‘ea mum Ex. that in HMB, my (nw). Deriv. pwr.
Nif. sau} (ap. fem. my pw. Kr, for
30,13, ‘wit תיִשיִלְש Nex. 10,33, יט939
1 Sam. 9, 8. According to Scripture the which the K’tib is apt) ‘to sibside,
' שhas twenty 193 Ex. 30,13; Luv. 27, Am. 8, 8, comp. IRB 9,5. On the

25; but the vn 'ש and the joe 'ט disappearance of ¥ ‘see"ya.

were of different values 2 Ba 14, 26;

Hif. „nor (fut. (יקשי to cause to

Ex. 30,13 24; Lev.5,15. In the Mac- subside, water, i.e. make it be taken away
cabean times the "ij was already marked

Ez. 32, 14; to sink into, the tongue into

with the impression Sy Ww? >RW in old a hook, 86 that the animal bites it Jos

Hebrew characters as a ‘silver-coin whose 40, 25.
MAID Pw (only pl. ni9”) f. ₪ holweight was about 270-274 Paris grains,
1.0. nearly the same as the diögeyne of low, ‘a Ea: a sunken place Lev.
Aegina (in the LXX), or nearly corre- 14, 37, explained by ya Saw; formed
sponding to two thirds of a Prussian from an old Shafel-form of “2p, by reThaler (2 Shillings). In the LXX, there- duplicating the third letter; "Targumie
fore, oixlog is interchanged with dideny- פחתא.
 = זוa
ua, See Cavedoni, Biblische Numismatik.
to cover,to

 ףקשI. (not used) tr.

( םקשnot used) intr. perhaps to be put beams or
firm, durable, of a species of wood, like
to cover with
an to Im) “wks IL to “WN, TON
to TN and so perhaps connected in its over, 6 a
lintel; Aram.
stem "with ¢nen. Derivative

an arch over; Ar.יוו 

a roof, AL to lay beams
roof, way 2 upper beams,
ףקס the same, whence

Apu
 אָפוקְסbeam,

שקר
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NDpW moulding.

The

ident. in its organic root pp-w with

0
signification proceeds from that in pp L, mp, up; Arab.
LE,
the idea to be bent. ‘The organic root intr. to be u
repugnant, loathnp7w is also in np» 1., mPa, aD (292) some, of dirt, refuse; tr. to abominate,
which see. Deriv. new, HR,מש 
Deriv. RD.
Pith. YRw (inf. absol. PRB: fut. RS)
 ףקשII. (Kal unused) intr. to see,
to defile, to make unclean, פנה DE (oneto
to behold, Aram. pw the same;
self), with = by Luv. 11, 43; "20, 25; to
cognate in its organic root An
with
that in me

L, ש-ףז

where the fun-

damental | signification ‚may also be
looked for; the Latin spic-io, spec-io,
spec-to, Greek oxém-towot may belong

reject, to abhor, ץרט nbs Tiny. 11, 11,

unclean ו

4, 1, idols Daun 7,

26; figur. to despise Ps. 22, 25, coupled

with ma. Deriv. papw (FEB).

ptt m. prop. abomination, detestation,
Nif. ypwa (part. npwa) to be visible, and so of unclean fishes Ley. 11,10 12,
to be seen (afar) Sone or Son. 6,10; to birds 11, 13 20 23 and other animals
see, Vion 92 Jupaus 5, 28, i. e. to 11, 41; also of dogs, cats, which were
look out through the window; with ja of sacred in Egypt Ez. 8,10, an apposition
a place to look down from Ps. 85, 12; to 12772; sometimes united to NAD Lev.
fig. to be visible, of 197 Jen. 6,1, to be 7, ai.
 ץמשsee prpw.
seen, with לע Num. ai,‘20.
to it.

Hif. ( השקיףfut. DRS, 0006. NRW)
to look down, with 732 of place Devt.
26,15; Ps. 14, 2; absol. coupled with
 רְאָהLament. 3, 50; with 793 to look

pew (part. ppiu, fut. pws, pl. ypsr)
intr. same as pw 11. (see pr) to run, to

run along, of Da (locusts) or enemies
thirsting
for booty Jo. 2, 9; Is. 33, 4;
through 2 Kınas 9, 30; with pp to
look towards the visible side (of a dis- to range, of 13 Prov. 28, 15; on the
trict) Gen. 18,16; 19, 28; with De of a contrary "RR in Is. 29, 8 belongs to

person to look at 2 Kas 9, 32; Exon.
14, 24.

the Pih. קוט ‘of קוש I. The fundamental signification may be to flow,

metaphor. applied as in bis, 7, 707,

( פקשfrom קמ I.) mase. a layer of
and so the organie root is ‘alsoin;n-Po.
beams, as a covering of the Dn and Deriv. קשמ ,on the contrary porn and
( תרזחמas we should read with the LXX pw belong to pwr.
for nm) 1Kımes 7, 5, here adverbially,
Hithpa. ( הטקשfrom the reduplibeamed over, opposite to arched; comp.
cated PERL) to run along, to run about,

npn.

( םקשonly pi. BIER) m. same as
 םקושframe-work, of cross pieces of wood,
or small firm beams with which the
windows of the temple were furnished,
and so closed )םיִמ un), without obstruet-
ing the light or air 1Kinas 6, 4. The
 םימסאDPW were different fromארבּות 

and 'san. ‘Applied also to the frame-

work

coverings of the three galleries

running over each other 7, 4.

Syr.

Prüf, 0

( שקץKal not used) intr. to feel disgust, to have a horror or aversion

to;

of chariots Nan. 2, 5, see pra IL; comp.
the proper name pu.
( קקשnot used) trans. same as part
(which see) to tie, to bind, to interweave,
of latticed or net- work; Aram. pp;

Coptic con, cwr the same. Deriv. pe.
( רקשfut. Spur) 1. trans. to Bene
to colour; Aram. TRE», pan, Arab. ib

to be red, whence 8 & paint and a lie.
— .2 intrans. to lie, with ל of a person
Gan. 21, 23; Aram. "py, pow, Arab.
,

ו

"pw.

Pih “pw (fut. npr) to deceive, to
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lie, to act faithlessly or falsely 1 Sam. tering cattle Gen. 24,20; 30, 88; Targ.
15, 29; Is. 63, 8; coupled with wy  טיאmz, Saadia Eli.
Lev. 19, 11; with 2 of a thing to act as
 רשonly in רָצֶאְרַש which see.
a liar in a sida, e. ₪. naa Ps. 44, 18,
 בּאמונה89, 34, i. e. to "break a cove( רשfrom 7B; with suff. DEB; pl.
nant, to be false to one’s faith.
DD, er, which is also to be read in
( רקשKal not used) intrans. to blink, Jupezs ,551" rof ,pi“ htiw .fus שרִיכו
to wink, with the eyes, prop. to look, to Tab, )032 m. a ruler, prefect, master,

look about (Targ., Ibn Sarük), like the
el,

chief, like בב in later Hebrew;

hence

rau (to squint), Arab. 5) coupled with טפש Ex. 2,14, bi73 2 Sam.

,3 ,38 Tan Hos. 3,4, UN 1 Cur. 11, 6,
20 Ezr. 9,2, jn1 10,8, ye 8,25; the
principal
or most 7
person in
to let the eyes look about, to ogle, En
a
country
JoB
29,
8,
a
little
king as it
Is. 3, 16, of the impudent looks of imwere Is.19,11; 23,8; also followed by
pure women.
a genitive, as( רש אבצ leader of an
The fundamental signification may
,ymra )lareneg .yeG 12, 22, ש' הַמַבָּחִים
also be to shine, to lighten, as Saadia,
,37
,86 Wom
a 'ש ,39 ,21 pw zy
Ibn Ganäch have taken it; in which
case Ip» would be = “mw L; in the ,40 ,2 “ פיפאw 40, 16, en ‘pJunezs
9,30 (praefectus urbis), "מ לוחַה 2 Sam.
other = “nw II. 6 pie.
 סקרni( } esuap ,GW‘ .rulp רִים,
 קwith 42, 2, 3777 ‘2 1 seiK 11, 42, טש" מחצית
2255 (captain of half the chariots) 16, 9,
suff. )5-1 m. a lie, opposite PIE,

Pih. “pw (part. fem. plur. (תרקטמ

dna os '“ ש7 .xE 32, 7, ' ש799 5, 1

yn ; דּבר21,7.ciM ypa  ברPs. ;7,101
falsehood, of ןושל Prov. ,71,6 mw Ps.
,31,19 myaw Zecu. ,8,17  דעDeut. 19,

;18 combined with seibs (to lie, to be
false, to act falsely) in
bau (see Deu),
"gymy Deut. 19, 18, gb sad) Lav.5,
24 or "poy 5, 22, W R32) Jur. 29, 21
or "WD 27,15 or “pws ,6.31  חור 'ַשa
lying spirit 1 Kınas 22, 22 „oppos. * m;
something false
2 Kinas 9,12; Jur. 37, 14;
deceit, deception, Jur. 6, 13, "and soעל 
 הָטָכ 'ש,8 ;10 Hos. ,7 ;1  יטon? bread
deriuqca ylluftieced .vorP 02, 71; עה טי
'ִ פuna 2 Sam. ,81 31 ot tca ylluftieced
against one’s life, i. e. to lie in wait for
the life; an unreliable, vain thing, almost
an adv. "Pa. 33,17; 119,118; Prov. 31,

;30 “we 1 Sam. 25,21, or ap Ps. 119,

po 3
yA .xeN ,41,3 ro poT חצי

 ש61;

plur.מ 
courtiers GEN. 12, 15.
 םיִרָרּוְסIs. 1, 23 is a paronomasia to.
pe, comp. Hos. 9,15. God is termed
Ray in Dan. 8, 11 after“ תיאְבְצ TON,
sometimes also םיִרָש Tp 8, 25. In Da-
niel especially we meet with “ty guardian-
angel, e.g. of Persia 10,13 20, Greece 10,
,20 Israel 10, 21 (x5"), and the latter
osla deman 33745  השר1,21, אחד הַשְרִים
 םינשארָה,10 ,13 ‘because there were
classes of guardian - angels; comp. for
this Is. 24, 21, 7yovpevos (= Tv) Ben-
Sirach 17,17, and LXX in Deur. 32,
,8 where they translate: he appointed the
territories of the nations according to the
number of the angels of God. SR “iv Is.
43,28 are distinguished priests, as 1 Car.
24,5 = bu ln 2 Cur. 36,14; sel-

mod sbp  טָרִי.nC1 42, 5. שר הפשא

esuac =  חס83, 02; the master ‘of song 1 Cur. 15, 27, comp.
eterenoc a rail 4,71.vorP ="₪ איש.
15,22 (LXX). Phenician רט the same in
 תקשsee NEW.
the proper names “ONO, 73°70 &e.; on
ry the Assyrian words "ON,
npis (from p 8, like nd» from 7193, the contra
TER do not belong

87 ni ,niav

8

TEN, ,רצ

MON,
plur. constr. ning, from a singular
here.
form np) fem. a watering-trough, a
ai) = “wt in “WN, which see.
fountains for wawater-tank, put around

שר

שרג
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( רשfrom 3H L; with suf. md,

( רצארשAssyrian) n. p. of the son

ad with Dagesh iin Resh, in a resolved of Sennacherib Is. 37, 38, 2 Kınas 19,
form ,9777 without coming from שרֶר ,37 and also of an Israelite Zeon. 7,2;

on that account; comp. , לג,לצ( רהm it also forms part of the name (see
a nerve, sinew;ו 
the navel-cord Ex. רַצֶאְרַש D2) of a head magician and
,16 ,4 the navel; Arab. “ow, ₪ Syr. high’ cup-bearer at the Babylonian

lie. Being a physiologically important court Jer. ,39 3 .18  רָצֶאis = "ER in

Ends, END, SER Tann, and is
body, coupled with ninzy, Prov. 3, 8 either=to the Sanskrit tschara leader
or = "ON, WON in Assyrian names;שר 

part of the body, it stands for the whole
(Ibn Esra;

the LXX and Syr. read

here 79 and understand it as similar

may perhaps be identical with the Zend

to FINwW thy flesh, comp. Mic. 3,2; which

cara prince; and then the entire name

OT. Maltese sarra. Comparison with
the Arab. re (bosom, pudenda) is without analogy.

burn, identical with a5, 290, Hae,
ste; Aram. 298, whence 210 (glow,

would be leader of a prince or the prince
is unnecessary); Song or Son. 7,9 רש
is likewise the navel, compared to aN is leader.

NW + (part. pass. ,ירש pl. 729;
inf. san) Aram. trans. to loose, knots,
bands, "Targ. for Mp2; hence to make
loose, vacant, free; au part. pass. plur.
loosed, unbound, free ‘Dan. 3,25. Figur.
to unravel, 5, 16.

Pael 83S, "and ירש (3 p. pl. va;

a

I. (not used) intr. to glow, to

heat) for the Hebrew 29h; Syr. Ope
to be dried up; the Hebrew ברח may
also belong here.

Deriv. .ברש

aw II. (not used) intrans. same as
a

IL to sprout,

to grow,

arise; Syr. “25% the same.

hence to

Deriv. ברש

in the proper name Ma.

ad (from sa 13 m. prop. heat,
part. noua) 1.to loose, ןירטק knalıs
figurat. to ‘unravel Dan. 5, 12. — 2. to coupled with pina Is. 35, 7 or Un
begin, prop. to open, Ezr. 5, 2, like 49,10, commonly’ the mirage, a peculiar
g-%3; comp.

phenomenon in the sandy deserts of

vee to begin, WW, וירש Lisaw a beginning.

mes the appearance of a waving and
trembling expanse of water, in which

>on 1. (Hif.) and the Arab.

the east, in which

the horizon

assu-

Tthpa. NAmas (part. plur. IHW) mountains are mirrored. Hence the
to be loosed, men ירטק the joints of‘his passage means: the mirage shall become
loins Dan. 5, 6.
a pool. Arab. ol ‚Malt. 8182, sröb,
NY I. and אָרְש (part. x) Aram.

Targ. 82598, Syr. ER Coptic wapha,

intrans. ‘to settle, 0 dwell, to abide (Sy
Dan. 2, 23 is perhaps a form originating

Ss "(from 278 IL) m. sprout, origin,
only in

in NYY and a0), in Targ. for SV,
m and mn; Syr. i to dwell, to encamp, Anus, NTU, INe5ass a couch.

Eze. 8, 18.

loose and to settle, zazaAyua a lodging.

knot; figurat. to be strong, firm; Aram.

MIND

(origin is with Jah) n. p. m,

 שַרְבִיטhtiw( ב, sa ni ַרְבַדִּים,
 מby

According to the analogy of 77 (to the influence of aspirated 4; from may
turn in a circle, to move, se convertere, with “ inserted) m. same as paw 3
a
divertere, versari) the fundamental sig- sceptre Estu. 4, 11; 5, 2; 8, 4; Targ.
nification has been assumed to be, to for טָבְשנ Coptic bar and waphor a
turn; others have Compared it with stick, ‘staff, rod, sceptre.
Sal) I, since xacadvew, 5 signify to
( גרשKal unused) trans. to twist, to

Re
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‘9 to make net-shaped; mod. Hebrew
Tw (from Ti II.) masc. a stylus,
to bind, to lattice; identical with גרא graver, for sketching Is. 44,13 (Aqu.);

(see ©, ®), comp. ni; Arab. ov ‘to
bind or mix together; Targ. גירש twisted
or lattice work, 13°40, RID a thing
which is net-shaped. Dad. ab, and
‘the proper name ib.
Puh. 370 (fut. (גבשי to be interwoven,
twisted together, i, e. to be strong Jos
‘40,17.
Hithpa. ( המרגfut. aan.) to interweave themselves , for firmness LAMenr.
1,14.

or a cutting instrument

for fashioning

a block of wood (Rashi); according to
others a red- pencil.
( דרשfrom %7 I) m. ₪ species of
cloth made like a ‘coat of mail, worked or
twisted out of different kinds of threads,

for sacred upper garments or other pur-
poses Ex. 31,10; 35,19; 39,1 41. The
cod. Samar. and LXX have incorrectly
interchanged it with nw.
nw I. (fut. su, with suff. 3183)

trans. prop. same as the Aram. ad;

THY I. (not used) trans. to sew or hence 1. to loose, solvere, metanher.
together; hence to net, a coat of to let loose, to send forth, לוק (thunder)

weave

‘mail; to work variegated things, clothes,
tapestry, specially used of the garments
‘of the high priest while serving in the
sanctuary, made of purple and crimson
threads; Arab. Or to weave together,
to string or net; Aram. 745 to twist, to
variegate, to weave, whence ae woven

Jos 37, 3, to which 158) Gu his lightning) should be supplied (Ibn Esra).
Against the acceptation of it as Pih.
of Su (Targ., de Banoles) are the want
of Dagesh, and the fact that lightnings
do not run in a straight line. — 2. to

work, 729 cloth, tapestry ; Opus netted,
of a coat of mail, Opw
a coat of mail
woven of iron wire; Samar. 170 a
garment of variegated embroidery. The
organic root is awk; comp. Sanskrit
grath, Latin ret in ret-e. Deriv. .דרש
Ww II. (not used) tr. to pierce,t°
perforate (Aqu., Rashi), a collateral form

3. to loose

to separate, then to escape, to disappear,

Ow suit (to sew). The org. root רש-ה

loosen, i. e. to make fluid or soft; Talm.

mw the same, whence mau

"2.--

or set frees see Pih. and

comp. m». Deriv. הָרְשִמ  תּורוטK'tib,
and the ‘proper name Sow.

Pih. ( טרה1 person ‘with suff. ףסירש

K’ri) to loose, fetters, i. e. to free, to
make free; Jer. 15,11 surely I will make
thee free (by loosing thy bands) for6
|good end (Ibn Librath); and the fulfilment is given in 40, 4 “ja DINT ףיּתתִתּפ
of nie; hence applied to a pencil, DYRINT. Ibn Sarük, Rashi, Kimchi have
and
ndOl an taken תירש 98 = nNRU, and so too the
 וcomp. Arab. 5
ad
is not so suitable. Accord לnecare, Vulg.;1 which
awl, a bodkin, 0 to cut,
ing to the K’tib we may read nny
to kill; deriv. 17%. According to others (deliverance) in this sense.
(Sand, Ibn Gandch, Ibn Esra, Kimchi)
me U. (not used) trans. same as
intr. to be red, identical in its organic
to connect, to
root with the Sanskrit rudh, Latin Sau L, a9 (which see)
one another
to
fit  וto attach
rut-ilum esse, Greek 8-0090-6
of mail;
coat
a
r,
togethe
weave
to
firmly,
Ww II. (3 p. plur. 77%) intr. prop.
from
mail)
of
(coat
9
like the Arab.

with Va away from Josua. 10, 20; Arab.
oy, Aram. 72% the same; also to rove
about, to separate oneself timidly , comp.

lies also in Sum, “usIL, u, nun,

רזIL, רזIL; Aram. No
 שרIL, pure

or sau the same, whence yy, ie
ןיירש and the
with that in 7a, TY, TI. Deriv. Derivat. mad, mm,
roper
name
.ירש
od, and the proper name sb.
prop
0
91
 נ סרדlacitnedi‘ ini sti cinagro toor )”ee
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 תרשII. (not used) intr. to project woman) n. p. of the progenitress Sarah
upward, to be prominent, to rise up, to
stand high up, rigidum esse, of the
palm; cognate in sense with “am to
"an; metaphor. of a mast. The organic
root 81-7 lies also in "> toכִּישוּר 
and dialectically in I" = II. Derivat.

the noun 4% (plur. ni).

Gen. 18, 6; 20, 2, formerly called ירש

(which see); also ‘another woman Num.

26, 46.
( הרשfor ad, only pl. nin; from
gr) L or Ta IL) f. prop. a thing fitted
together, twisted together; hencea chain,
a bracelet 18. 3,19, Targ. 8377  רישar-
millae, also for the Hebr. Tax ‘(bracelet-

 הָרָשIV. (not used) intr. same as buckle), IYER (arm-ornament) ; comp.
the Aram. NS II. to encamp, to dwell. Ar. ל
 ל.marA  שיר,dnaR morf

Deriv. nay ‘in the proper name mW.

aD, which might also be ndopiad for

 הרשI. 2( person nv) intrans. to  שָרָהSee mod, ww.
strive, to contend, with by Gen. 32, 29( "גורש strength, firmness, from 370)
or mN of a person Hos. 12, 4; Ar. td n. p. of a Mesopotamian, then of a tribe
in the territory and city Serug (Bat-
the same. The verb “ (Hos. 12, 5) iis
nae of the classical writers), a day’s
chosen because of mb, | but it has only journey north of Haran Gen. 11, 20.
the sense of Mv II.’Deriv. the proper Cod. Sam. Gen. 14, 23 for qi.

name xD? (from לֶא malen).

 הרשII. (not used) intr. to rule, to
goers, same, as ip 111. and ap, not
proceeding from the idea of arranging,
setting in a row (see "WIV.), but from
the fundamental signification to be noble,
distinguished, manly, Ar. Sr the same.
Deriv. myion, and the proper names

mo, mo 2, medi, וחוה

5 on mow IIL; pl. nid, with
suf. ךיסורש , ( היתורשf 1. the palm,
prop. tree standing up stiff, Jer. 5, 10
go up on the palm and destroy (it); honca
in the apodosis ל
 ָהיָמּושיִמְנwom. The

TS

(perhaps from nyu dwelling

from 75 IV.= Aram. sq IL and 77
= ןח conseq. habitation ofpleasure) 2.

of a city in Simeon 7088. 19, 6.
into (from Tai) m. latchet, thong,

with which sandals were firmly laced,
and the untorn state of which was a

mark of vigour Is. 5, 27; proverb. not
from a thread to a shoe-latchet, 1. 6. no-

thing Gen. 14,23; Ar. Of the same.
 שר רןdegdirba( morf  יריוfrom )181
.m a ,nialp a ,talf debircsed sa נה צאן

Is. ,56 ,01 r=
o %37 )ssenredliw( ,9,33
0

with(לָמְרַ fruitful field) 35, 2.

palm is a symbol of Israel and also a Commonly n. p. of a plain in Palestine,

figure of the high and noble. The explanation wall (LXX, Targ.), or the
reading nit, or a reference of the
word to רוט IV. is unsuitable. — 2. the
mast of a ship, Ez. 27, 25 the ships of
Tarshish, thy masts, conduct thy commerce.
The interpretation caravan (Kimchi) after
the Aram. NW, or its derivation from
 שורID. (which see) are unsuitable.
 הרט,7.1 (prop. adj. f. ofשר , conseq.

from רכש Princess, noble lady 1 Kınas

comprehending

the whole level coast-

district from Caesarea to Joppa, cele-
brated for its rich pastures Is. 65, 10,
1 Cur. 27, 29, and vegetation Sona OF
Sor. 2, 1. In the middle of this plain,
between the modern Lydda and Arsuf,

lay a city( ןוְרָש now a hamlet,

see

Marit, Reise p. 350, comp. Acts9, 35),

which is said to be meant in Josu. 12,

.18 Eusebius refers to a Saronas in
north Palestine between Tabor and the

sea of Tiberias.

Another }/>¥ seems

,11 ;3 Is. 49, 23; Junges 5, 29; Esra. to have been in Gad on the other
side
,1 ;18 fig. of lands, noble land Lamayr. of Jordan 1Cur.5,16.
Gent. m. yng
.1,1 — .2 (from: mw IL; princess, noble 1 Cur. 27, 29.

שרוף
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=

Ruler; from mid IL.) x. p. of the progenitress Sarah Gun. 11,29 30 31, after-

 קורעto the pl. םיִזּורְט see Phi.
wards named AD (which see) 17, 15.
TPIS (from poy) f. pl. hissings, The orthography 6
in the LXX

scorn Jur. 18, 16 K'tib, comp. mp
,19 ;8 the Ki has np.
mas seeטורוּחן .

has its ground in -ה following (see
above p. 1267*), and does not prove an
original reduplication; for "they write
(‘ תּורשfrom Pih. of TS 1( ]. free- Stiga. The explanation contentious or
princess must be rejected because the
dom, redemption JEr. 15, 11 K'tib, for analogy of name-giving is against both.
which the K’ri has nw (which see);
( גירשpl. םיִגיְרְמ( m. shoot of a vine,
the meaning beginning also suits the
prop.
a bundle Gun. 40, 10 12; Jo. 1,
stem.

my (not used) intr. same as הֶרָס I.
to spread, to extend.

Deriv.

;7 Aram. yay, THY Ar. wey) and
ji

TD (pl. ,םיִריִרְט > ip, with
TTD (extension by Jah) n. p. m. GEN.
suff. rye, from soe IIL)’ m. 1. prop.
46, 17.
the separated. hence “remnant , what is
DW (not used) tr. same as DID, left Num. 21, 35, Deut. 3,3, a survivor
 רטושprop. to cut into, to engrave; hence Jos 18,19; EN nothing at all 20, 21;
order, preside over, what remains 20, 26; a separated part,

to write, to arrange,

decide; comp.( רטוש which see). Deriv.
the proper name Sand.ו 

pyyyN> “wy the part of the people among

the nobles JUDGES 5, 13; one escaped,

coupled with טיל Jur. 43,17; Lament.

nw (inf. abs. tainty; fut. woiyr) tr. 2, 22; an ii the לו

to cut or tear, into thie skin; to make
incisions, as a sign of mourning, which

from the
 אJer. nie 2; a fugitive Jo. 3,5 =

nde Joss. 8, 22, pl. = םיִסיִלּפ Is.45,
was forbidden (Lev. 19,28) Lav. 21,5; 20. — 2. (rafuge-place) n. p. “of a city in
Zecn. 12, 3; conse. same as טרש “28, Zebulon Jose. 19, 10.
Ar. bye and bo , Aram. ‘oh. ‘and
mm (from mau IL; after the form
DId, ev the same. The organic root  רת7 prop. what is fitted together,
ae is also in D-H, MIT.

Derivat.

nip.

Nip. mina (fut. nvr) to lacerate one-

self; fig. to hurt oneself’, to injure one-

self 20. 12, 3.

Pih. ( שרטnot used) intensive; deriv.

שרטת.

 סרטan incision Lev. 19, 28; Targ.
um, “Talm. De, abstr. 30770.
 "הטרשf. cod. Sam. Lev. 21,5.

and so a coat of mail Jos 41,18, abridged
from 479 )םיִקֶּתis to be supplied from

the preceding hemistich).

mw (Jah is a Ruler or Noble one)
n. p. "m. 2 Sam. 8, 17, for which 20, 25
has nnd, 1 Kınas 4,3 nvr, 1 Car.
18, 16 und; 2 Kınas 25, 18; Eze.
7, 1

( הירשthe same)₪.p.m. Jur. 36, 26.
 ןיירשand ןיְרש also an, סד which

IL.) 7.
( יטרשmene Jah is Decider) n. p. see (pl. םינד and ni"; from5הרט

m. 1 Car. 27, 29 K’ri; see “IHW.
nos (from Pih.) f. an incision Luv.

21,5.

Jah

.1 @ coat of mail 1 Sam. 17,5 38; Ne».
;4,10 2 Car. 26, 14. — 2. n. p. ‘of the
mountain-chain of Hermon among the

Sidonians Deur. 3,8, like jx and 13%

(which see); Ps. 29, 6; perhaps only
is Deliverer) n. 0 m. te 10, 40.
a part of it. So called from the resem-
is
( ירשabridged from mW; Jah is blance to a breast-plato, as Oagak
un

(from mad I, from my

שרין
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the proper name of a mountain near

K’tib; the K’ri reads mat, which led

Magnesia.

Aq. mal others to translate it unsui-

PW see ןּויִרש

tably a field. But in the parallel passage
2 Kınas 23, 4 niayw stands; and
{EPS (from ra) IL.) m. same as ןליִרש
as in Jeremiah

1 Kings 22, 34.

( תוקירשfrom PD) = pl. a hissing,
scorn, ‘derision Jer. 18, 16 K'ri, the K’tib
having; תוקורש pipings, on reeds Jun-
ass 5, 16, where iz = רָדָל  שיא8
0 shepherd.

pin

(from pawl) f. pl. the heck-

ling, combing, concr. heckled fax, an apposition to םיִּתְומַּפ Is. 19, 9.

too

many

mss.

and

editions read “JW, we may abide by
72 Tw.

DDO

(from “iy head and םיִכָס =

pre "eunuchs) masc. plur. chief of ‘the
eunuchs , head eunuch Jur. 39, 3, for

which 0°99 25 usually occurs 39, 13;
the proper. name was jaTWi3}. See 2.

yw (not used) intr. same as »2 II.

IB (from ררש 1; pl. 6. (יָריִרַש m. to project, to be prominent, of a district,
sinew, muscle, so called from its firm- Arab. &y 5; derivat. the proper name
ness

and

Comp: רש
>

being knotted
Aram.

רירש

1 OB 40, 16, 27472 in the Gentile .יִעְרַשִמ
za

firm,

a rina,

yw (only part. pass. 337%) tr. to
stretch forth or out, to extend, partieu-

many and mayne (from SSL) ₪ larly of lengthened limbs in men and
hardness, obduracy, coupled with בל or beasts; oppos. Ban Lay. 21,18, or טל
ch
 לב רע,eviD ,92 ;91 .sP ,18 ;31 netfo 22,23; Aram. שש the same, Ar. er
in 18. as 3,17 &.; Aram. er firm- to stretch (a spear, the neck), eis

ness, truth, Syr. Be
elongated panicle neck,, 8 8 a
mye m. freedom, redemption Jur.
ed sinew, 7 0
ident. in its
15, 11 K’ri, for the K’tib maw. The
organic
root
with
that
in
N,
NIS,
ancients take it as =.תיִרָאְש See mw I.

yw (Kal not used) tr. same as גרש
to tie together, to interweave, to twist 0
gether, of laces; Ar.JE
4
the same, also
to join, to take part in, to hang on;
Aram. 729, ye to ל on, to lay
crosswise, to act in an intricate, twisted

way; comp. nd, J1 above p. 997.
Deriv. Tin.

ITS.

Hithp. Knoll, to stretch oneself out
Is. 28, 20.

( ףעְרשonly pl. oper, with suf.
“e272; from the Pih. ney of yyy
which see) m. a thought Ps. 139, 23;
meditation, metaphor. cares 94,19; ; comp.
Day. The 4 inserted is also seen in
MEDD.

Pih. FW (part. Tor) to cross, לכלי
 ףרשI: (part. m.; ףרט inf. abs,טַף 
i.e. to take a direction sometimes to 6 na; fut. ףלשי( tr. to burn up, with
the right, sometimes to the left Jur. 2,
the aceus.‘ םיצע Is. 44, 16, 732 Ley. 13,
23,

like D> (Gun. 48, 14) of the Bm.
Dy (not used) intr. to burn, to glow;

,52 =D ,4,12  "רעJUDGES 18, 27, IWR,
 מטע,12 ,3 wp Is. 47, 14, selddmer

to be ‘parched , dry; ident. with 399 I. DAN (nah basis), Tem 51, 32; chil-

(Talm. 279), 21%, Ar. rye (to burs dren (in the worship of idols) 2Kias 17,
,31 Jur. ,1,7 sometimes withלַאלְהַיהָפ 
Derivative
Daur. 12, 31; frequently supplemented

( הָמְרְשonly plur. nn) f. the burnt
place, i.i e. the burnt city of Zion with

yb anu .yaL 0 71,  בְּמוּאָש81. 44, 61,

dna ni eht .trap .ssapyb"  אשIs. ,1 .7
the temple and royal palace Jar. 31, 40  לynp 'ָ( ט2 Cur. ,61 ;41 ;91,12 .reJ

.שרף
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34,5) to kindle a burning for one, i. €. to
set fire to precious spices, a custom practised at the funerals of great men; comp.
Josephus Jewish Wars 1,33,9; הפרשל'ש

שרץ
24), or the stinging one (see trv 1, then

a sort of poisonous serpent, coupled
with ברקע and wm Deur. 8,15, as an
adjective to um Num. 21,6, and alone

Gen. 11,3 to burn by a burning, toharden
21,8, especially a flying serpent, a dragon,
bricks by means of fire (ib is a sort hence
combined with npiva Is. 14, 29,
of adv. urendo,

ustione).

In deri-

vatives, to boil, water for salt; to smelt

and associated with ION 30, 6 =um
13 (which see); an artificial serpent, ‘of

glass, to burn limes to burn, to be fiery,
of the poison or breath of a serpent; brass Num. 21,8; fig. applied to a dangerperhaps also to pierce, with a venomous ous power Is.14,29. The usual derivation
from to burn is already in the LXX,
bite, comp. 379, "al, aay, Ar. ws;
Graeco-Ven., Onkelos (ar 42°), Sam.,
Aram. «23, to burn and sting. Deriv.
and expressly adopted by 172%
mene, np yin, ףרש ,1 ( ףרְרשcod. Sam.), and Kimchi; comp. xaöoog a serpent,
and the proper name Dia .תַפְרַשִמ
from a similar etymology; Sam. ning

Nif. ( נשרףFut. gar) to be burned, of the same. — 2. (from no II.) prop. the

men Gen. 38, 24, sacrificial gifts Luv. high or noble one, hence in the plur. higher
4,12, thorns 2 Sam. 23,7 (see naw 1); beings having a human form, angels,
with ws Lev. 7, 17 19.
i
who stand around God’s throne Is. 6, 2
Pu.  שרףto be burned Lev. 10, 16.
6. The prophet thought of the Seraph
The stem appears in Hebrew in very as standing, turned to the divine throne
various forms, as in 279, 39¥, 970 and overtopping it, of gigantic form
(Pih. according to some), 298, Ha¥ 1 and with formidable voice, furnished
Besides the general meaning of ףרש it with six wings, two of which covered
also had
a) the signification to the upper and two the lower part of
the body as a sign of reverence, the
swallow, to drink, originally ident. with
two middle ones were for flying. Like
aur, sor 1, Aram. pe sorbere, the Cherub (Ez. 10, 8 21) he had under
modern Hebr. yn»; b) the meaning to his wings a man’s hands, and he could
creep, Aram. -2;-0 serpere, comp. the also praise in the manner of man with
Sanskrit srip, Greek &ozew. But the the exclamation holy thrice repeated.
attempt to apply both senses has no From this description of Is. 1. e we
see, that the Seraph neither had the
proper foundation.
form of a serpent, nor symbolised a ser ףרשII. (not used) intr. to be high, pent-worship; that he is not connected
to project, of localities; to overtop, of with the Serapis or Sphinx of the
pinnacles and the points of walls; fig. Egyptians. Targ. 94% the same and
to be prominent, distinguished, renowned; angel generally. — 3. (from yo IL;
-.-.
-2+
Arab. yi Sy, _- &, whence a noble, distinguished one) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
4, 22.

pi
 כa height, öl“= towering, high,

MDW

(constr. ne", from ip L) f.

a burning, of precious spices at funerals
2 Cur. 16,14; 21,19; the being burnt,
nd noble (sherif); Coptic wopr the as a divine punishment 197. 10, 0 ; Num.
first, the chiefest (Rosellini II, 3. p. 460); 17, 2; the baking, of bricks Gen. 11, 3;
the organic root 7" is also in 2974 IL, the burning, of sacrifices Num. 19, 6 17,
Kal battlement, 3.

nobility, fame,

Dam II,

bay.

ons,

DIR,

Deriv.

na 2, and the proper name iD.

and (pl. Ep) m. 1. (from nov 1.(
properly the burning, kindling one, by a
venomous bite (comp. mary Devr. 32,

of military arms Is. 9, 4, of the temple

64,10, with WN; 'ש  רֶהJer. 51,25 ₪
burning mountain, i. 6. a burnt out volcano (see 47).
( ץרשpart. yas; fut. ps2) intr. to

שרץ

become full or many, scatere; to swarm,
to greatly increase,

שרקה
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to creep in swarms,

paw I. (not used) tr. to comb, to heckle

or break (flax), to card, to curry; Aram.
of the smaller land animals (Gen. 7, 21;
Lev. 5, 2; 11,20) and for ;שמר with by  סרק0; to comb out, 15 Leojmse
of the ee where GEN. 7, 21; 11, 29, a comb, mod. Hebrew pia; Ar. Cyan
seldom with dy for לע Ez. 47, 9; with to tear asunder. The organic root is
accus. of place (FAR or Dun, Th, um) Pa, which lies also in 1-9, Pa,
Gun. 1,20 21; Ex. 7,28. Iti
is applied |nom. Deriv. nipyy.

to land- and to water-animals Lev. 11,
29 41; Ps. 105, 30; of men, to multiply,
coupled with 199 Ex. 1,7. Deriv. ץרש
The fundamental ו
is to
multiply in masses, pullulare (Ethiopie. pw saraza of plants), and it is
used of many-footed creeping animals,

comp.-u_ Wr“ multipeda, 0%,
יש

Kin,

pay IL. (not used) intr. to shine, to
be bright, to lighten, ident. with nor,
Aram. 33; metaphor. to be of a bright
red or fiery colour, of horses; to be reden of grapes; Ar. ל transposed

, Aram. PAY, PI and "nd; mod.
 וP29 to colour red, קרס to paint,

a crab; a secondary significa-" ple an oriental, a Saracen.

tion is to creep, to crawl, Syr. are The

organic root is the Aram. 'ץר to creep,
to creep forth, whence nern.
 רשm. collect. worms, reptiles Gen.
4, 20; "Lav. 5,2; 22,5; iy
winged
reptiles , laying fos feet, ‘able to fly,
and multiplying in great numbers Ley.
11,20 21 23; Deur.14,19; of the small
water animals Gen. 1, 20, fully Da 'ש
Lev. 11, 10.
( קרשfut. PY) intrans. to hiss, to
whistle, to entice bees; hence to entice,
to call forth, with> of a person 18. 7,
;18 of men 5,26; Zucu. 10, 8; to pipe,

of ‘shepherds סמ 8

(see RB).

Coupled with ow, קרש means to blow
or breathe, a gesture of astonishment
1 Kines 9, 8; Juz. 19,8; coupled with

Derivat.
pie, קרש 1, mpi, the proper names

;משְרְקהpov 2.

pa (pl. api) adj. masc. 1. (from
pre IL) to be red, of a 6

red fox Zeon. 1, 8, Ar.

ofa

תו different

from  אָדֶםred-brown i.e. dun. — 2. Only
pl. opty for Op ip Is. 16, 8 same as
( שרקwhich see), a noble vine, so called
Poin its dark red colour. The orthography looks as if it were from paid,
but it is really from pov.
paw masc. 1. a reddish or dark-red
grape producing red wine, then a precious

vine Is. 5, 2; Jur. 2, 21; Ar. Gays
Bays sy, red grapes. — 2. (vine-

yard- plantation) n. p. of a valley between Ascalon and 19 Jupezs 16, 4,
To pan Lamont. ,2 ,16  שארyap 2,15,
comp. “piv. But i
in our editions and
7 הכ
2,15 to hiss in scorn, a
the most iss. there is paid, which might
sign of mischiavans joy and of wonder,
with לע over Jur. 49, 17; 50,13; Ez. be a valley in that distriet, where the
family of Samson lived (16, 31), viz.
,27 ;36 with 2 to Kane forth, i. e. to where is the locality Swoyx beside

drive out with scornful hisses 708 27,
Dknwsy (Reland, Pal. p. 288).
.23 Deriv. mp yy, POTS, TE.
Pau (not used) Aram. intr. same as
For the stem comp. ‘Asam, PI, Paw,

op,

also applied to the hissing of a

Hebrew PIO.

Deriv. "pine.

pw fem. a vine-stock Gun. 49, 11,
serpent. In its organic root pr ש it is
connected with that in na, a7; parallel 723.
comp. ovoilo, svgiccn. According to
FIPS (from (קרט F. the hissing of a

the Arabic the essence isin ,קדר comp.
rere to sound, ere scorn.

person, scorn, derision, coupled with ל
mau

Jur. 19,8, Md>op 25,18, ma 29, 18,

שרקים
DPW

שרש
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see poy 2.

22,  טבשand others whose initial
and final letters are similar. Derivat.
TW I. (i. e. רט not used) tr. 1. to vn,
mod, the proper name vw.
twist, to wind together, to knot together,
Pin. L way (fut. way.) privative, to
a verb-idea to denote a muscle, sinew, root
out, to eatinpate Jos 31,12 fig.; the
cord, lace, chain; to arrange with one
Targ. has another stem, won, for it.
another, to put together in a row, to put
in order;

ident. in its organic

root רש

Pih. TI. wy (fut. wnt) to take root,

with that in "W-p, Tr. Derivat. רש to strike roots Is. 40, 24,
Puh.  שרטיto be rooted out Joz 31, 8,
ATS), aD, ו ( הרטinstead of
as the pass. of Pih. L;; fig. to be rooted,
mau). — 2.Metaphor. to be firm, hard, coupled with מכ Jur. 12,2, as the pass.
prop. to be knotted together; hence to be of Pih. II.
obdurate, Aram. - רט the same, Pa.
Hif. ( השרישpart. ww, fut. apoc.
to strengthen, Jaren pera definite, as an indicative way.) ‘figur. to strike
true, 15 truth. Derivat. תּוְריִרַש and roots, to sprout, coupled with pax, MB
Is. 27, 6; to spread lucuriant, of plants
the proper name .'רָרְש

Pih. (redupl.) רשרש (not used) to in- Jos 5,3, with DWI to strengthen the

terlace, interweave, knot together, abridged

idea Ps. 0 10.

( מרוunion, family-association) n. p.
in רש (which see); Aram. the same,
m.
1 Cr. 7, 11.
whence the Talm. אָרּושיש (out of SW),
ww (with suf. "Wow, WwW; plur.
and also ypu (2 for מ and so in Araru, constr. "BU, with suff.(וישרט
bie. Deriv. made.
 ררשI. Gast 8) trans. same as m. ‘prop. a binding, a cord, and so a

root, to which are applied 525 Jos 8,
nr 1 to confine, to enclose, and so to
17, pr 14, 8; 'ש mow Jur. 17, 8,
press, to beleaguer, to afflict; part.טרר 
' טHa Hos. 14,0 “5 nD? 2 Kines 19,
an enemy
Ps. 5,9; 27,11; 54,7; 56, 3;
,59 ,11 but this may be 8 part. 'Pih. of 30 to send forth, uri or spread roots.
 רוש.111 (which see) ="Un, meaning a Figur. and poet. the kernel, the essential
part, the basis Is. 5, 24, Hos. 9,16, what

spy, one lying in wait.

has become, like "49 (which see); race,

Ww (only part. רש ;fut. iB?) intr. genus Is. 14, 30, Jos 18,16, a family
same as map II to rule, to administer,
with 3 of the place where Estu. 1, 22,
with 5 conformably to Is. 32,1; to reign,
of mob Prov. 8, 16. Deriv. רש my 1.
Hithp. ( השְפְרָרfut. mp) to make one-

Devt. 29, 18; of things, the ground, the
lowermost por, as the foot of a mountain Jop 28, 9, the sole of the foot 13,
27, comp. planta pedis; the bottom of
the sea 36, 30; settled abode, dwelling

self a ruler, ‘with לע over Num. 16, 13. Junges 5, 14; place of origin, descent
Is. 14, 29; ground, of 427 Jos 19, 28;
url) (from ררט L; a strong one) n. p. seldom a shoot from the root Is. 53, 2,

m. 2 Sam. 23, 33, for which 1 Car. 11, and so it is cognate in sense with %35 has u.
11, 10 in or ws (comp. ila Aaßid
0
5 see .רש
Revet. 5, 5), or with sun; 'ש רצנ
11, 7. Comp. the Aram.
Dan.
occurs
( שרשnot used) intr. same as "WY, Les, es nwqw, Phenic. wy, Greek
out ofwhich it is reduplicated, to be knot-

ted or twisted, to take root, applied to the oveis (Diose. 2, am

Arab. Ui to-

complication of roots as a sort ofERBE,

gether with hel.

comp. aval a root, from er (Hebrew

( שרשnot used) Aram. intrans. same
as Hebrew um. Derivat. שרש nö,

DER), Js; to bind, to be firm.
|

4

Such

reduplications are found in

שרשי.

שרש

שש
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UND (with suf. (יִהְרְשְרִש Aram, m. mui besides its participial meaning
same as Hebrew Peal) Dan. 4, 12 20 23. (1Sam. 2,11 18; 1Kınas 1,15) has also
MOT (only pl. constr. ni; from that of a noun, ₪ servant Prov. 29,12,

Ex. 24,13, fem. non 1Kınes 1, 15,
ums) f. a chain, a lace, of gold thread
especially in the sanctuary Is. 61, 6;
Ex. 28, 22.
Ez. 44,11; also called * nw Jo. 1,
 ףשרטAram. fem. a rooting out, i. 6. 9, nam nun 1,13. Deriv. ne.
expulsion , banishment Ezr. 7, 26 K'tib,
A (not used) trans. to engrave, to
where the K’ri hasשרשי .
deepen; “Aram. m0, connected with DA,
 שרשיseeשרשּ 

way 11. map may have had the same
se (not nad, only plural
meaning in "Hebrew, whence no Ez.
nina; from nu Liin the redupl. Pih.) 20, 37, as we should read for nabn,

f.a ‚chain, a lace, Sm "yj Ex. 28,14 a gold-

chain, of gold threads; תתבעה  "מibid.
anlage chains; nena ny 39, 15 braided
chains; then wreathed garlantts, as ornaments on walls 2 Cur. 3, 5; lattice-work
1Kınas7,17. The LXX retain 090080000
in 2 Car. 3,16, because they did not know
that it is = 193%. Comp. the Hebrew

שרשה,  ושרהeht .marA

,a ,wrwoN

( אלטenbuin), Ar. Balu:

= .רּוּכ Deriv. maa (a pan).
mye m. ל

or temple-service, of

pbs Nun. 4, 12; 2 Cur, 24, 14.
( טשbefore Makkeph

~ww) num.

card. f., WW (constr. muy) m. six, put
before nouns Ex. 21, 2, or after them
1 Cur. 4, 27; 20, 6; so too הָפַש Gen.

,30 ;20 Ex. 96, 22; 1 Car. 26, 17; in
 טש" טִערִיםaruR 3, 51

 סָאִים8 %6
mw (Kal not used) trans. either to out. The constr. state nu is frequently
desu erofeb 92770 .noxE 61, 62, חדשִים
regulate, minister, like Oy. ‚and so to
1 seiK 11, 61, " אַלְפִים1 Cur. ,21,42
serve, to do service, in ‘an honourable
 כָּבָטִּיםEzex. ,64 ,6 yr gnieb dekobl
manner; or equivalent to 770, Oy to upon as a substantive, "Combined with
step back timidly.
ten we have הָרְטָש wy sixteen, fem.,ששה 
Pih.n (part. m. naw, pl. ow,
“BY mase. Gen. 46, 18; Nom. 31,40, As
sing. f. now abridged ‘from nny; ‘inf. an ordinal it is found in שט maus in
constr. תרש fut. nö) to wait "upon, the sixth year 2 Kinas 18 06 ‘ העDa
to serve, ל
‘with accusat. of “WwY on the sixteenth day. The pl. Duy
the person Gen. 39, 4, Num. 3, 6, seldenotes sirty, and is used without dis-
dom with > 4,9, espec. before kings or
distinguished persons. Hence it is dif- tinction for masc. and fem., as wyש' 
sizty cities Daur. 3, 4, may 'ִט Sixty
ferent from

72 (which see), as pnw
is from םידבע 1 Kınas 10, 5. Spoken heroes Sone oF Sot. 3, 7; it is prefixed
to a noun 1 Kies 6, 2, or put after it
even

of near relations 2 Chr. 22,8. Then
to administer, to conduct Gen. 39, 4 22.
Applied particularly to the service of
the priests and Levites, with an accus.
 אֶתדייDevr.17,12, 18am. 2,11, or with

2 Cur. 3, 3. The noun also follows
sometimes in the sing. 2 Kines 25, 19,
sometimes in the plur. 1 Kinas 4, 13.
Deriv. "yw, and the denom. Pih.טשה 

for (holy) service Is. 60,7.

Dagesh in the second ₪
would be explained. But since the ety-

As to the origin, WS (which see)
 ללד2 Our. 13, 10, יי  יִנָפתֶא1 Sam. 2,
has been adopted as the stem, because
18; also frequently used absol. to perin Arab. and Ethiopic the Daleth apform holy service Ex.28,43; 29, 30, once
pears in the numeral and its derivatives,.
of idolatrous service En. 20,32; or to be and thus
the
As the call

of God belonged to the sacred service, mology
from WW is doubtful

and, bethe phrase “4 nya nie Deur. 18, 5 7
sides, the numbers from 1 to 7 are
=
Da RR, 3 was employed, very like those of the Indo-Germanic.

שש
family,

it is better to compare the

Sanskrit schasch, Zend. ¢svas, Greek
85, Latin sex, German sechs, English
w

6

₪

sin; Ar. caw, iw, together with um,

Maltese sytta, Ayam. ny and ny, ny

(nny), due, Aus, Pehl. NEw the same
-

without a perceptible verb-stem.

See Und.
Pih. ( ששהcommonly considered a
denomin. from Ww) to make into six, to
give a sivth part, only in Ez. 45, 13;
but as the form does not occur again,
it is better to read both times תישש
MD NT, as the versions seem to have
actually done.

( שסfrom wavs) m.

ששק
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1. same asטיש 

white marble, for pillars Esru. 1, 6;
Sone or Sox. 5, 15; coupled with 572
(alabaster) Esta. 1,6. Aram. Lens, —
.2 (from wrw) fine white linen, Egyptian
11.N. 19,
byssus (LXX), linen (see Pliny

,)3 which was brought to Tyre Ez. 27, 7;

in other places ra (which see), winch
prop. means only the Syrian byssus;
also cotton. Out of wy had to be made
nun Ex. 28, 39, ran? 39, 28, “OND
 תֶלְּבְנִנַהibid. and the clothes of ‘the
priests generally. Persons of distinction
Gen. 41, 42 and noble women Prov.
,31 22 had also garments of . ששFor
the tabernacle was used שט רֶזְשִמ fine-
woven linen Ex. 26, 1 31 36; 27, 9 16
;18 ,36 .8 mapa oy Ez. 27, Vis dyssus
linen.
with broidered work orו 

( הששnot used) intrans. same asשש 
( )שּושI. which see. Deriv. ip.
 הששPih. denom. see Wy sin.
yo

(from moi after oe form rn

from nin; constr, jibe) m. joy, coupled
with Ara Is. 22, 13; 35, 10, רקEsta.

8, 16, “opposite bay Jun. 31, 13; ןושש
 רמועjoy for help Ps. 51, 14; בלןושש
heart-joy 119, 111; bi 7% oil of joy
45, 8, ‘wherewith to anoint at festive
banquets = to give joy.
"ww (from ww; a noble, free one) n.
2. m. Ear. 10, 40; comp. KURS, .אָשיש
"ww (from wr; noble one) n. Dp. m.
Nom. 13, 22.
"Uw Ez. 16, 18 =wy and chosen on
account of its alliteration to "Wr.
( יששfrom ww six) num. “ord. M.,
ny fem. the sizth Gen. 1, 81, 6
,1 ,1 also masc. the sixth none Ex.8,1;
 יש106-5105 year Ez. 8, 1; the sivth
part, the sixth 4,12; 45, 13; 46,14.

 ששף.n .p  בָּבָל שלJer. ,15 ,14 noT
"5 25, 26, which explanation of Babylon
is in the Targ. and all ancient interpreters. Jewish expositors and after
them Jerome explain it according to
the canon wank,

i. 6. after the alpha-

bet put in an inverted order, where א =

 ות2=W, conseg. b=77, so that WW
is =baa; but granting that this secret

word was then in use, and that an occasion for it existed through fear of

it
The Syr. 1&2 “white cotton” may be giving’ the real name, it is against
word,
the
nies
accompa
always
532
that
(byssus)
compared. The Coptic usenc
rederived from the Semitic. even in the same verse. Michaelis

appears to be

 אששPih, Ez. 39,2 see wy I.
way

(Persian) n. p. of Zerub-

hatersin Persia Ezr. 1,8, as he is also
termed with relation to his office some-

times mm

NT,

sometimes MMB.

' שhas been derived from ww, Persian
„Uuu> worshipper, and. רצא Persian

9 fire, i. e. worshipper of fire (von
Bohlen); or from the Sanskrit gägvigar

a great, distinguished one (Ph. Luzzatto).

gards ךוטש as reduplicated from FWY,
from 7%, Arab. ILS (to be strong, firm)
or

(to be lined with iron, of gates),

so that " = yaAnozvlos, as Abydenus
(Euseb. Pr. Ev. 9, 41) calls Babylon.
According to Rawlinson ‘jis the name
of an Assyrian god after whom Babylon
was named; but this is uncertain.
www (from ww; noble one) n. p. m.
1 Cur. 2,31.

pow (abridged from pupw, from

ששר

שתה
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Pew =pw [prs] IL; assaulter, runner)
n. DP. m. 1 Car. 8, 14.
( רששnot used) intrans. to be red or

reddish, arising from the reduplicated

warriors,

enemies,

which

the LXX,

Vulg., Peshito and Sam. incorrectly take
for the proper name of an Arabian
king; in any case it is different from
 שאתLament. 3, 47.

form NUT) fon 18
iB(comp, “2D, 777,
( שתEze. ,6 )51 dna n .naD( ,3 )1
eet); "Arab.
5 the same, whence Aram. num. card. fem. same as Hebrew
ל
red-tail (a bird),
 כthe wy siz Dan. 3,1; Ear. 6,15; as an or-
name

of a lion, from its fe colour.

The simple root is רש = Sanskrit har,

dinal Ezr. 1. 6. Pur. paw stoty Dan.
;3,1 ;6,1 Ezr.6,3. Targ. תיש femin.

whence hari fulvus, Pers. zar &e. (see (def.naw), Nmw masc., Syr. Me, Dun,
Fürst, Lehrgebäude $. 160). Deriv.

we (in pause Ww) m. red colour,
explained vermilion (Kimchi), cinnabar
(Rashi) or ruddle, red ochre Jur. 22,14;
,%

Ez, 23, 14; comp. the Arab. yl red.

je andא 

Pehl. אָּתַש the same.

( תשfrom nx which see, fromשא 
= ni) fem. heroic spirit Jos 41, 17,
prop. self-elevation.

NG and Snw (part. nV, plur.
aD; fut. 3 p. pl. Nw; oe perf. pl.
minw, with suf. pnw, from nw IL)  אִשְתָּיוDan. 5,3 4 with א prosthetic, in
m. a pillar, column, figur. of the state, Targ. still farther extended "pwr, "nx,
i. e. a noble, a prince Ps. 11, 3, of the whaf for N) to drink, with the arena.
mighty and high estates of Egypt Is. Naar Dan. 5,1; with 3 of the vessel 5,
,19,10 oppos. רכש 99 (hired labourers); 2 5 23. ה Un (which see), Syr.
comp. Latin columen, columna, Greek Nas,
( תשor NW in the sing.; only plur.

,070206 Arab. Os, Aus, Syr. sass,
Pers. pleut with a like metaphor. Others
take nw (after the form mW) as a

( הָתשpart. mn, fem. nt Jos
,6 2 fin, absol. nny,

iny,

nim,

singular form from mow 11. = naw 1. constr. ind, nnd; ‘fit. Tag), apoc.
, 3p. pl. ma Ps. 78, 44) intrans.
meaning a weaver Is. 19, 10, metaphor.
devices, plans, Ps. 1. c. (Boorda, Kopp, 0 to swallow, to suck in, to draw
in, moisture (Ethiopic = x}, whence
Rosenmüller), but improbably.
no 1. (from mad DI. after the form the name of the papyrus is 0
Dy from mV; ‚ plur. ninw, constr. nin, and so to drink; applied to men and
with suff. cyeniny) fem. the buttock, the beasts Gen. 24, 22; 30,38 (comp. ur)

parts of shame generally, whose un-

covering was reckoned disgraceful 2Sam.
10, 4 (for which myiven is in 1 Cur.
19, 4), Is. 20, 4, elsewhere my; Arab.

in Hif. for nny); absol. along with
Don Is. 29, 8; Jos 1,4; commonly with
the accus. 6. ₪. DR Ex.2 21, 728 Lav.

10, 9, 77 Junens 13, 4, and.m יתש
winedrinkers Jo. 1, 5; with 3 of the
woud, Ku, Syr. 12-41 the same. — 2.

(from nw L, according to Gun. 4, 25
compensation; 3 Originally perhaps a set,
a sprout; according to others, seat,
dwelling -place, since the period of habitation is said to be denoted by it) n. 2.
m. GEN. 4, 25 26, whose race, the Sethites, are adduesd i
in 5,36. — 3. (from
האָט 1 =  שא11.( for ONY= תֶאְוַמ tumult,
warlike alarm; and so תש "a Nom. 24,

drink, to drink with ni
Prov. 9,
5; with 3 of the vessel out of which one

drinks Am, 6, 6. Figur. m

05 15,

16, 325 34,7, man 6, 4, dan Prov. 26,

6 6 e. to suffer) to take in greedily, comp.
Ben-Sirach 24, 29 (21) to drink wisdom

Joun 4, 14; also with ya

005 21, 20;

elsewhere to drink out, to drink off, Dip

Is. 51, 17; Jur. 49, 12 (men is inten17= ןוֶאְָש 9a Jer, 48, 45, ‘tumultuous sive). Metaphor. to revel,
to banquet, to

שתח

שתם
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feast Esra. 7, 1; so too the Aram. .אתוט

Deriv. nia, no L, man.

_

18, 31, in the sing. 16, 23, Ex. 24,4, or

plur. Josm. 4, 9; once aweny 4, 8

Nif. 12 (fut. FInws) to be drunk, of occurs. In pinta Jon. 4, 11 Dagesh
forte in the ש and in "nun Jupaus 16,
mpwe Lev. 11, 34,
nnd I. (not used) trans. same as 28 Dagesh lene in n have been omitted.
On the contrary in md" Zucu. 4, 12
( שתan) II. to spin, to weave, to mia, the Dagesh lene remains in n after
to twist; Ar. oe) sow, Aram. NN, "mn. Dim is also used after miu as an
wits (Coptic ytıT a weaver) the same, ordinal second 1 Kinas 15, 25 , 80 too
mony ony 2 Kinas 8,25. Besides, םיִּתש
and extended the Ar. 8 to weave.
signifies two different things Jos 13, 20,
Deriv. "ny 2.
twice Ps. 62, 12; two things Prov. 30, 7.

gie)” II. (not used) trans. same as
nnd I. (which see) to set, to erect, to

Comp. Arab. ysl,

PER

yes, Aram.

to set up, of columns, pillars;
TT (from nw 1.( fem. a drinking
modern Hebrew of bases, hence nm
Esra. 1, 8; modern Hebrew foundation
a base, Syr. {Xf foundation, root, basis, (from nw 111.(
metaphor. buttock. Derivat. (perhaps)
Sema (plur. constr. (רָליִתּומ masc. a
ny or nw (plur. ninw, constr. ninw),
shoot, a young twig Ps. 128, 3.
my I.

place,

DME see "AW.

me Aram. see NNW.

QRS

bow (fut. day, with suff.
Min see nw as a noun.
Ez. 17, 23) trans. prop. to set, to puts
 ימשas a verb Aram. see NNW.
poetically to plant Ez. 17, 22, for 902
a
prop.
1.)
nw
sale) m. 1. (from
in prose; לּותוע planted, with לע at Ps.

drinking, commonly including eating = 1, 3, Jur. 17, 8, Ez. 19, 10, also with
17,
carousing, like nn, debauchery gener- 2 Ps. 92, 14; Hos. 9, 13; figur. Ez.
IL)
23. Deriv. S*nw.
_ally 10018. 10, 17.— 2. (from An
The stem is the Aram. לתש, Nas,
web, woven stuff, coupled with ברש Lev.
the
to
ng
accordi
59;
58
56
13, 48 52
whence npn a plant, Ar. hiss, espeLXX and others the warp of weavers. cially in derivatives; but whether the

Aram. יָת nang, Now, jade, Ar. organic root be also in oz£Al-eı, oma,

or in תש 1. or לחדש is questionable.
ony (only part. pass. 6. org) tr. to
( יִתשfrom ,29" from mu 1. only

xu the same.

dual Sm), in pause DINw, constr. state
“My, before may the old and properly
absolute form םיּתש with suf. DN,

break open, to open, Oppos. ond; hence

and put in the absol. form before nouns
1 Kines 3, 16, 2 Kınas 2, 24, JER. 2,
,13 Ez. 40, 9, or put after them Josa.
;15,60 1Kinas 7,41; but the state constr.
Im usually stands before nouns Gen.

Hebrew. According to others = onwv,
seeing
ano meaning of closed eye, i. 6.

727 um? opened of eye i.e.with open eyes
Nom. 24,3 15 = 02% vipa 24, 4, and so

HU) num. card. du. fem. two, like טנים the Targ., Syr., Saadia, Rashi, [bn Esra,
pnw in mod.
the masc.; applied to םיִרָכ ,D782 &e., Kimchi, the latter comparing

;4,19 ,19 ;8 ,31 .33

With

may,

or
merely with the inner eye (Hupfeld),
be uninto
opp
=
omy
from
sight,
sure

of
jured, true, sure, Ar. pro:

s. same as DMD to close,

ony tran
mar pony fem. twelve, with which the
-
to hem in, to hinder, the penetrat
ו
44.
3,
.
nouns are either prefixed Nom. 7; 84,
comp
3,8;
15; ing, of mpm LAMENT.
Joan. 18, 24, or put after 1 Kınas 7,

שתן
ow to Hif. jm

N
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see ןוש IL; on

the other hand the proper name masc.
yinwx comes from ךוש 1. from a form

ra “ny n. p. of a Persian high
officer 3 ö,1 6, 6. any is the Pers.

2

developed by “ny.

Liw a star (see An), and. "rin, which

appears also in the Pers. proper name Mı-

pow (fut. prs) intr. to cease, to SooBovlarys, means splendour, from gb
stop, to rest, of 179 Prov. 26, 20; to splendor, with the abstract-ending 64 =
be at rest, still, of the sea Jon. 1,11 12; "2; comp. Oppert, Journ. As. 1851. p.400.
to be appeased, of the waves Ps. 107,
30, commonly to be silent; Aram. pow,

POD, os with numerous derivatives;
the organic root is PO-W.
sn

(Kal not used) trans. same as

now I. 6.6. my, only 3 p. pl. any) tr.
same assol. to set, to put, to lay, Ps.49,
15 like sheep they are put into the lower

world, and death feeds upon them (2 stands
for 3 88,7, D’w=n7a, and a is im-

Aram. An II. (see the comparisons there) personal eal the object of 5297 is to be

supplied); 73, 9 they set their (boastful):

to throw asunder, to reduce to fragments,
><
speech against the heavens (viz. 2 == לע
to break in pieces, disjicere, Ar.
the following hemistich being, ‘only’ a
Nif. snivy (fut. (רָחְטְי to break out, continuation). The stem תש is a colto break forth, of plague-boils, carbun- lateral form of my (nd), as דע often pass
cles ()םיִלָפַע 1 Sam. 5, 9.
over into על ; mod. Hebrew תש in naw,
new,  משְתִיתis the same; comp.
( רחשPers. „in, 89, a star, or
also Syr. ₪ stabilire, fundare.
Zend. schäthräo commander) n. p. of
תתש
IL to my.
see muy.
a Persian prince Esra. 1, 14.
ct
rt
rr

N
N, called ın, as a letter means a the Greeks represented it by = in words*
cross, either to serve for a sign Ez. 9, borrowed from the Phenician at an
6, or a signature Jos 31; 35. As the early period, as jn> yızav, the names

name of a letter Ezekiel 1. c. (Theod.)

may have been already acquainted with
it, perhaps an abridgment of nya. The
Greeks retained the name in Tad (av
= av, like 1 in Bai), and put it after
Sd». The form of the cross has been
found to be in Phenician +, +, +, X,

old Hebrew +, X, Samar. 7, Aram.
PR, P, h, 4, Ethiopic +, old Greek
T, Etrurian + and Roman
out our having to assume

7; withon that ac-

count, that the name was selected merely
for the sake of the form, and not of the

initial sound, after the analogy of the
other letters. As a numeral Tau is 400,

being the fourth in the series of hun-

of the letters Byra, 106% Zito, "Ace,

60

1070,

Tod from ana, אָתְלד

an,

NAT,

אָתיִמ ,

7

an,

sin @ iu) לול

N,

“m

naw odp-

Bator. But by degrees the -‚simple tsound was uttered harder, obscurer and
aspirated, like the Greek 0 (elsewhere
= (ם or th, t, whence an interchange
with
arose, or also with p an aspirated
k-sound. This aspirated t, as a 4, th,

was also pronounced at a later period
lispingly and softly, especially after a
preceding vowel-sound whose aspiration
influenced the following consonant, so
that the punctuators expressed the originally hard pronunciation by the sign of

dreds, ‘The oldest sound of it was ta.
hardening (Dag. lene). Nearest to the
With regard to the character of Tau, t-sound are the sibilants whose base it
it is originally a simple hard z, since is, and so in Arabic it is divided into

N
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w and שע (see ©, d, 1, ((צ from which
results an interchange with the sibilants
which is partly dialectic and partly
in the Hebrew itself. From this character of the sound we have the following results: 1. an interchange with
the aspirated 1 (which see), as myn,

תא

MSIL; von and tay; man and Mas; Jan

and 128; jan and as; "an and Ans;
dan IL an
SU, daR. —3 In many
stems ת appears as a sort of prosthetic
letter to form new verbs, as ayn 1 from
Mas; DRM from DR (Drs), IN] I. from
207, 09, “am along with myn, non,  ;אהjon from 12MB); yon I. from >,

mp4, “aD. In adopted foreign words 5; and likewise "an, ban, jan, “on.

the orthopeaphy sometimes fluctuates be- After developing ie observations in
my Concordance, Roediger has adopted
tween Mm and 0, as Pe and 7703208.
them in Gesenius® Thesaur. p. 1344, —
The interchange is often merely dia3. Tau is inserted as a medial in monolectic, as Sup Ar. has, sop Ar. RE. - |syllabic stems, agreeably, as it appears,
In the LXX, soning to the pronun- to an old conjugation-form, as {OW from
ciation of their day,n is commonly 6, 78 (MW), Dny from oy IL, and also iin inas np) Jagéd, NAD 260606, mwa
tensive forms, as “ny FR רצ "muy
MeugiBoods, nib ‘Sonya, MEN Oun- from רשע I. and "ד which passed into
govs, חתְפָנ 8
man 900006 rarely nouns. — 4. Aupivated nis perhaps
simple 2 as Unn- Toyos, “na Daréo, interchanged with p, as is Sow with
D’mdbe ו
— 2as a simple mpw, noe with nps. — 5. n, originally
t-sound it is interchanged with Daleth, a pronominal root, ‘forms certain classes
of nouns, as in the Indo-Germanic lanas Ind and "39, am and 757.
Rendered shake it is interchanged guages, by being prefixed, as Daan,
3. with ,ש perhaps under Aramaean Pan, nyahn, oinn, man, mon,
influence, and so chiefly in northern Franpn, bon, main, en, and so from
Palestine, as ninja for wina, non for all kinds of stems. — 6. It is postwom,

most of all in relation to the

Aramaean, as 210 Aram. ,בות  רבשand
an, seldom the reverse "ns Aram.
sue. Hence 4. arises the interchange
with ,צ as Nam and "2%, Dna and bea,
np and pn, pon and Bey; "5. with d,
as Don and 559; 6. with 1, as bahn
and or, mPa 0 net, na Is. 5,13
= 12 “Devt. 32, 24. — Some peculiarities of Tau in forming Hebrew stems
and nouns as well as in other respects
are these: 1. n strongly aspirated or mo-

derately lisped, like the English th, is
interehanged at the beginning of numerous stems, either with the gentle aspiration א or with s initial, or with both

together, as a8 (398) to Din =בב (to
an, בבי standing for the proper name
au, a), בט (which see), Ar. of

ie. Mt redire, see an, 237 IL, Aram.

fixed to form abstracts from nouns,
ית- in ראשית, MAND,

nn,

as

or A

in n735, TAO", "nad, an, and
at a later period the infinitives of derived verb-stems also, as miqannn,
 גְהַשְמָעוּתsometimes ni”, as nis,

היללות

ninan, nia9, so that ni- is

not a plural here.
ae (abridged from man, pl. ON,
8B, with suf. TRA and ‘according to.
-- mss. NM [perhaps we should read
inn]; from האמ I.) m. prop. a marking
off, a separation, seclusion (see 147);
hence a chamber, room, for םיִצְר 1 Kines
14, 28, 2 Cur. 12,11, Vulg. armamentarium; then a side chamber, iin a gate-building, for the Levites keeping watch Ez.
40,7 10, furnished with 45 40,13; also
a watch-post 40, 12 16 36; comp. Aram.

nin and yin, Syr. 2 (from 81m, jo2=

an; mn I. (to setile, to turn in, to Smn). The LXX leave Sig)0
dwell) = max I. (tothe noun יא IV.), Ar. Aquila renders it למל Symm. zails sin II. (to measure off, to mark)= eaorades.

תאב

DNN
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ANA II. (not used) intr. same as Nn
(san ‘which see), 1-9M, 7-90, to wanhence to desire, long after, with 5, Ps. der or roam about, spoken “of a wild
119, 40 174; Aram, ann, ann the Ana dwelling in the wilderness; Ar.
same, ה the nouns Sinn, TiaNp.
CE; to run quickly. Deriv. inn.
Deriv. הבאה
ANA (only pl. nix) f. same as את
The stem is enlarged by the initial
n from 7-28, comp. ןָאְּת
=, הָנָאSam= chamber room, Hz. 40, 12; Syr. sz
123 (see Fürst, Cone. s. ד In a simi- 4.
larway are formed other stems with
IND (from Rn IL) m. a wild goat,
initial m out of
and Nb, as is obann I (1 p. perf. "na9) intr. prop.
to incline or turn to, a person or thing;

servable from ba, 2pm, 720, MEN.

antelope, mountain goat, a native of the
deserts of Africa Daur. 14,5, LXX

 באחII. (Kal not used) tr. same as Bout, Vulg. iber, Syr. e+? According
to Onk. אָלְּבְרּת face Challin 80°), Jer.
337 is developed out of בע II. (see Hif. Targ. satin (i. e. modern Hebrew רוש
29m to contemn, to despise, to reject. As

ay Lament. 2, 1, rendered ץוק by Jam) a ‘wild-ox, buffalo, Samar. םיִאְר

the Targ.); so here also the stem is far- Graeco-Ven. &ygıößovs, which leads to
ther developed by initial ת from ax the same derivation.
(a8) 11. as a ground-form to S38, may.
TINA )6. חרא with suf. nn, On“)
Arab. ck to offend, was to sya f. 1. "(from oN 1) a longing desire, wish
whence eet turpitudo.

Pih. ayn (only part. ax) to despise,
to abominate Amos 6, 8, parallel Nav.

HANH (from ann). a 9 ge
sire, “pb adv. with longing, full of longing
Px. 119, 20 (see 2).
AXA I. (Kal not used) tr. same as
min
IL. prop. to mark, to determine, to

Ps.10,17; Prov. 11,23; 13,12 18; with

32 what the heart desires Ps.21,8, heart’s
wish (also without 25) 88, 10; in a bad
sense, lust, longing, “appetite, especially
of the objects of it Num. 11,4; Ps. 78,

29 30; 106, 14, and accordingly the
n. 2. Men“ ninap Nom. 11, 34 35;

33, 16 17; Devr. 9, 22; fig. with un
Ps. 10, 3, but also in a good sense
longing of the soul 18. 26, 8; farther me-

measure, locally to determine the limits
of, to mark out, a district; to enclose, to taphor. satisfaction Prov. 18,1; delicate,
mark round about, cognate in sense with dainty, of 52812 Jos 33, 20; "the desi“amt (to (רֶדָח Detivat, NA, Sun, (per- rable, pleasant Gen. 3, 6; cha Prov.

haps) הוא 2.

19, 22. —

„Pih. FINN (only. fut. Am, 2 p. plur.
ann) to mark off, to fix the limits, with an

bound, limit Gun. 49, 26.

2. (from men I. or mr IL)

 הַתְאַנִּיתֶם34, 10 with a similar fundamental signification, from mix II or

figure of similarity

DIRM and bin (only plur. םיִמאָּמ
accus. or 9 of the object to Num. 34,7 8, bin, ‘constr. “pina; from ONM) m. pl.
rendered ern and 2 by the Targ. prop. the double, twofold; hence twins
and Syrian, “bas by Kimchi; comp. Gun. 25,24; 38, 27; Sone or Sot. 4,5, a

min 1
"The stem mynI.= san
IL. is only a
farther development of AIR I. meaning

the form is = ‘ayn

(see DNM). The proper name Omnäs=
Aldunog iis NaNn, Syr. bot 2,
Syn see MIRn.

noyn (with suff. 179°; from mon 2(
“to measure or mark off”, to which is
assigned the Hithpa. many Nom. 34, fia curse, imprecation LAMENT. 3,65;

10 and, the noun men Guy. 49, 36. perhaps from >xr from Sox.
DNN (only part. plur. (מימאל intr.

Ar. a to mark, to 8

חאם
prop. to be joined,
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חאנה

belonging to; hence

ja II. (not used) tr. prop. to turn,
to be twofold, two-legged, double Ex. 26,
to
wind,
to circle; then like 230, 553,
24; 36,39; in its derivatives also to be
paired. Deriv. kn (Diem), Dan, oem. 128 to occasion, to effect, to cause. BEN fit
Hif. an (part. fem. pl. תמי has the same meaning (in Pih. and
to bear twins Sone or Sot. 4,2; 6, 6, of Hithp.), so that 87 seems to be nothing
sheep; hence d:dvpozdxor, as often oc- but an enlargement of it by means of n.
curs in Egypt; applied metaphor. to a Derivat. mı8n, Sm 2. in the proper
name mow INA.
double row of teeth.
For the stem comp. 5 Aram. DONNA,
AINA (rom NO IL, or perhaps from
yel2 the same, whence Bm, Dim, wiz TIN iL;; with suff. anon)
ח
f. prop. the act
ofbendins down, ofthe copulation of ani(enlarged by n), which is also in DR, mals Jer. 2, 24. Tf from jxn 1-, the noun

a twin; the organic root ‘eine aa

may mean lust. — 2. see הֶלְט MINH.
OND (only plur. nan, contracted of
MIND (from sn IL, with suf. nn;
Rn) m. pl. things added coupled, as & pl. DR, constr. 28M, with suff. EEE)
MON, -ה2

oy I

whole Ex. 26,24; 36,29 (LXX, Onk.);
cod. Sam. has םיִמָאְלת The derivation
from ban (Vulg., Graeco-Ven.) iis to be
rejected.
eig) and Dix (pl. Dank, contracted
min Gen. 25,24; 6 Spin) see DINN.

ash (only pl. e. SR) twins Sona
or Sot. 7, 4.

8a I. (not used) intr. same as ms I.

f. 1. the fig-tree, which is industriously
reared in Palestine Prov. 27,18, and
with 724 is mentioned as the principal
product there Num. 13, 24; Deur. 8, 8;
Jer. 8,13. Under its rich shade (Plin.
17, 8) persons gave themselves up to
comfortable rest 1Kınas 5,5; Mıc.4,4;
Zzca. 3,10. To sit under one’s vine and
fig-tree is the designation of a peaceful
condition 2 Kines 18,31; Is. 36,16. In
the middle of March the ap ‘(unripe
fig) begins to redden (see vom):and ripen
Sone oF Sox. 2, 13, to which in June,
or still earlier, the fullripeness sueceeds

to pant, respirare; hence either to toil,
to work, to strive, or to groan, sigh,
complain; a metaphor appearing in other
cases also. The stem is enlarged by n as Marrs. 31,18 seq. — 2. the fig, a fa24,1 seq.
it is in other instances; and the organic vourite food 1Sam. 80, 19,
root of WA I. is not only in נָא-ה 1. a) the early fig, 3923 (praecox, m@6but also in אI. (where we have treated 000608( , which falls off with a slight
at length of the fundamental significa- shake Nau. 3,12, and is esteemed as a
source of refreshment Is. 28, 4; Jur.
tion, comp. 53), 7 I. Deriv. ANN.
24, 2. b) the summer-jig, yp, which
ala II. (not used) intrans. same as ripens in August 2 Sam. 16,1. It is
max II. 1. to be crookened, to be bent, of commonly dried and formed into round
the stem of a fig-tree; adopted for msn, or four-sided cakes, that it may be betwhose stem grows crooked; comp. פג ter kept 1 Sam. 25,18; 30,12; 2 Kınas
from 723 with a similar fundamental
signification, sm being often united
with 23. — 2. to copulate, lie with, prop.
to bow down, to let down, as bY 228,

> על49, but applied only to the copulation. of animals;

conseq.

with jy II. belonging

connected

to ,הניע and

also with 1-37 L, my IL, 39D. Deriv.

aan, הנס 1

20, 7; Is. 38, 21 (see en). This fig
was alse used for putting upon boils

and carbuncles 2 Kinas 20,7; Is. 38,21;
the ancients being acquainted with it
generally as a medium of healing (Plin.
32, 62; Diose. 1, 184). — 3. plantain,
banana (ap. Plin. 12,12 pala, among
theMalabars bala, Portuguese figueira),

the large leaves of which were used for
covering huts, and which the first hu-

Ne)
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תבואת

man beings are said to have applied as

SAND (fight; from IN = an, Py,

sion, design, object Junans 14, 4; comp.

EN Er. 27, 6, after the analogy of

aprons to cover the pudenda Gen. 3, 7. which | see) n. De m. 1 Curow. 8 35, for
Aram. §2°Nn, 82°, faaiz, WIZ the which 9,41 has yArın.
TNT
(from sux II. to be firm,
same.
MINH (only pl. Dan, comp. םיִלּותְּב dense, ‘ enduring) m. same as Tun (plur.
from "Abana; from iS) L) f. pl. labour, DYqWR) the sherbin- cedar (Targ. , Syr.)
toil Ez. 24,12; perhaps from 8 I.
or any other sort of cedar (LXX), so
man (for 18m from a mase. ISH; called from its durability like “7m Is.
from en II. orfrom may TIL) f. occa- 41,19; 60,13. It is better to sad “na
ad.

Na (from a8 I.) fem. sorrow, lamentation, ו
Is. 29, 2; Lament.

2, 5, coupled with 38.

 םיִנָאָתsee TINA.
aba ( תאנתeinels of Shiloh; 'm from
82 IIL) = p. of a city on the borders
of Ephraim Josu. 16, 6.
TNH (only perf.) intr. to go about,

“han a u intr. enlarged from
 = אבהEN (a8), to be bellied or hollowed
out,“of a ‘reservoir, chest, ship, like aN of
a bag. ‘a8 belonging to the noun ay,

applied to a reed, reed-boat, Ar. ul,
8<| |כcane, seems to be of a similar
fundamental meaning. This connection
with May to May and with ax or the

to surround, to turn, of Drag, with ןמ Aram. EN (belonging to 278), as well
of place from which and EN of place to as its derivative man in Arab,, Ethiop,,

which Joss. 15,9, or with the accusat. Maltese and Aram. for Tas, makes it
of place whither 15,10 11, coupled with probable that an is of Semitic origin,
20) and with > 18, 14, also with אצי and that it first "penetrated into Egypt;
and the accusat. 18, 17 (Targ. SHnOR, especially as no clear etymology for it
Rashi 239, so that 'n as a stem is con- exists in Egyptian.
nected with ain I, Sn); Aram. "8h,
TAM (constr. nan; from man) fem. a
312 to be sah
marked around, chest or box Ex. 2, 5, made from Ni
hence to be determindd, Deriv. anh.
2,3; a ship, ark, Gen. ch. 6. 7. 8. 9,
Pih. Am (only fut. IND, arising made of "23 "29, 6,14, probably also
from Rn») to mark out, ‘delineate, de- a Nile-boat or reed- boat, for which הבא
scribere Is. 44, 13.
or ax occurs in JoB 9, 26 = אָמְג 2
Puh. ( תארpart.  (מְתאֶרto be turned, Is. 18, 2; ‚Targ. אָתּוביִמ for גרא Ar.
directed, with accusat. whither Josu. 19, wl, 5 8 “colin: Malt.tybat,
13, Targ. snnon, Rashi ON 39173; the
tebüt; the LXX retaining it, as if it
line is described from 797 to m, both
were an Egyptian word, have for it
in Zebulon; see 7194.
either 00809. 010, or zıBmros (= ıßwros);
Nh (with suff. DARM, IR and once Coptic Tashe, Tarts, Tache, Oache,
Sn; from Nm) m. prop. outlines hence 00601 a chest, especially a sarcophagus;
form, aspect, ‘of the body 1 Sam. 28, 14, hence the name of the Egyptian Thebes
Lament. 4, 8, parallel האְרַמ Is. 52, 14, (Thebae), because of the royal graves
in the genit. to Mp: Gen. 39, 6 or np? there.
Nam (from Nia; 6. nya, with
29,17, with an adj. בוט 18
1, 6,
or 94 Gun. 41, 19; also of beasts 4, suff. TON; .עז  תראהwith suff.(םָכיִתֶאּובְּפ
18; without any addition, a good figure, fem, prop. what comes in, as ‘produce,
like formosus from forma, JeR.11, 16, gain, increase, fruit; generally procoupled with 95 Is. 53, ₪ m שוא a duce, proventus, of the ץֶרא Lev. 23,
handsome man 1Sam. 16, 18.
|
39, 17 2 Kınas 8, 6, םֶרּכ Devr. 22,9,

yan
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3h Num. 18,30, ap, ib.; corn Luv. 25, east of Zebulon Josu. 19,22, 1 Cur. 6,
22, Josu. 5,12, also BT mean 2 Cur. 62, fully ’n nibo> Josm.19,12, and
32, 28; increase, of what is sown Deut. called 20D alone in Jerome’s time. —
14, 22; Prov. 16, 8; in-bringing, i. e. 3. only in Ham jibr (oak of Deborah, ia
harvest Is. 23, 3; 'n "28 Lev. 25, 15 conseq. “12m =!9925, or oak of sorrow, |
years of harvests, i. e. the harvests they from “an 11. = 42) n.p. of a place near
‚bring. Figur. acquisition Prov. 10, 16, Bethel, where stood a holy oak (dedifruit of wisdom 8,19, creation, of the cated perhaps to Tabor) 1 Sam. 10, 3;
lips, 1. 6. the words, and what is aimed ident. with 79123 an Jupass 4, 5 and
at by them 18, 20, gain 3, 14, profit napa Jia Gun. 35,8, perhaps in meanEccues. 5, 9, support Jos 31,12.
ing too with the latter.
pan Hos. 13, 2 see ™2AAn.
ban I. (not used) intr. same as לב
man (from 712; with suf. na9an, (552) L to mix with (carnally), to have unHos. 13, 2 oyıan for on”,

as in 7779

408 11, 9, 72% 5,13, 7x2 Gen. 40,10,
maiz PsaLm 49, 16, man 55, 16, הפ
Prov.7,8, “12 Neu. 5,14 in the suffix
state the fem. termination is elided,

natural intercourse with (beasts), and so
to be polluted by such impurity; Aram.

baba (Targ.), 12a. infamous copulation. The stem is enlarged from >a
a

by n; Arab. JG; Talm. dan a mixture
though in most of the passages a masof spices, dvan, ןיִלְבַהה Deriv. לָבָח
(תינּובְּמ
pl.
culine may be also adopted;
ban II. (not used) intr. to be fruitf. skill in arts Hos.13,2, insight, prudence, perception,

coupled with המכה

ful, prop. to grow, to be green, to sprout,

Prov. 21, 30, ny1 2,6; also pl. collect. proceeding from the fundamental signif.
11,12 and 28,16, intelligent words Jos 32, to flow, to be moist or wet. The stem
2 (the is an enlargement of ba (523) IL, and
11. In the K’ri ingain 70
root, in ,לבא
K’tib has ~1am) m23n (structure, mode exists also in its organic

Deriv. 2an,
of building) may have been thought of. dul, 52 (1a), ,לבד avy.
name Daan
proper
the
perhaps
bean,
moran (from 012) f. a treading down,
in 972 Dann.
fig. destruction 2 Cur. 22, 7.
II.) f. prop. the fruitban (from ban

( ררבזהmountain-height, mountain-top ;
comp. Tau, Phen. 420) 1. (from "39 L)
n. p. of a mountain of the form of a
truncated cone; called ’m 'ּת סע רה merely
Jer. 46, 18; Hos. 5, 1; Ps. 89, 13; situated on the border of Zebulon and
Naphtali Josn. 19, 22, Jupass 4, 6 12
14, between the plain of Jezreel and
Scythopolis (Josephus, J ewish Wars 4,

ful; hence an inhabited, fruitful land,

of the Israelite war Junges l. c. Munk

course, pollution, profanation Lxv. 18, 23;
somewhat different from 7233 which see.

oixovpérn, oppos. to 7277 Is. 14,17, usually appended to ץֶרֶא Ps. 90, 2, or for
earth, the world 1Sam. 2, 8;
r  ארthe

Ps.18,16; 93, 1; 96,10; seldom >an
yw

for pS

alone Prov.8, 31; JoB

37, 12; metaphor. for ‘n "avi? Ps. 9,95.

96,13. Specifically the Babylonian emIs. 13,11 or the kingdom of Israel
pire
1, 8), in the midst of Galilee; in
Many derive the word from a?
whose forests wild beasts and winged 24,4.
which is possible.
bax,
animals had their abodes Hos. 5, 1. This or
history
the
in
ed
dam (from San I.) m. carnal intermountain is also mention

(Palaest., Tab. 1) has a picture of it. In

Greek it is called "IzaBvguov (LXX, Jo-

seph.) or ‘Ataf. (Polyb.), i. 6 רָבָתַא , a
mountain near Rhodes and in Sicily bemg
‘so named in Phenician; Ar.’n = (slo. See
. אזניתabove. -- 2. n. p. of a city in the

dam see לבוה

(from ba) f. destruction, con53M
Care)
ו

from
sumption 18.10, 25, 00800. = תיִלְּכַת

which some mss. and29editions have.
m»,
ד ד
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תגלת פלאסר

ddan (formed from Sand. by redu- Is.44,13. It is distinguished from תו
plication) m. suppuration, ‘dropping , of by denoting an exact copy in the relathe eye Lav. 21, 20 (LXX, Targ.), con- tions to which it is applied.
seq. like 552% from Saw, comp. 53"
7220 (a denom. from “ya cattle;
and Aram. Shan. According to the Syr. place” of cattle) n. p. of a place in the
and Vulg. white spots or ו con- Arabian desert Num. 11, 3.
seq. from Dan I.
yan (not used) intrans. same as Day
pial I. - used) intrans. to be dry, (which see) to shine, to lighten, to be
sapless, hard, of stalks; cognate in sense visible afar of; comp. van. Of a like
 קששto קש, Wun to טשח The stem meaning is Ya (712). — Hence
may be conned with TaN I, 27
Van (after the form ban; place seen
UMS un! (Fürst, Cone. s. Y.). Deriv. afar) n. p. of a city between םכש and
122, Izy. A derivation from jan to NW ma Junges 9, 50; 2 Sam. 2, 21;
divide, to cut off, whence jan cuttings, now the village Unley bs, four iene
of grasses, rushes, is less probable.
north of םכוש (Robinson, Palest. 111, 158;
2 II. (not used) intr. same as }a and Jater Bibl. Res. p. 400).
to see into, to understand, to observe, to
 רֶבִּמI. (not used) intr. same as 730
know, Ar.
(pad, „mb
|.
the same; con- (which "see) to be high, prominent, comp.

seq. enlarge HE72(ma), in
i the fade
mental signification "to separate”. De-

rivat. הנכות and the proper name an.

"nad, Phenic. "hy; the fundamental
signification isi to heap up, to accumu-

late (see 42%). Deriv. the proper name

Jam m. prop. a dry, withered stalk; sian 1 and 2.
hence straw, as food for cattle Is.11,7
son II. (not used) trans. same

as
and 65, 25, or as provender, coupled with
( שברAram. “an which see) to trouble,
nipda ‘Gen. 24, 25 32, Jupans 19, 19,
to afflict. Derivat. the proper name
as chopped straw JER. 23,28, for mixing
nian 3.
with clay for bricks Ex. 5, 7 10 12, oppos. "3 Jur. 1. c.; chaff Jon 21, 18; geIan II. (Kal unused) tr. prop. to
nerally = שק 41, 19; 21, 18; Arab. sunder, to separate; hence to cleanse,
uns

straw,

ner,

Aramacan NN,

grain, metaphor. to refine, to prove; an

"23M (from jan IL; an Intelligent one,

to shew oneself pure, clean, innocent
2 Sam. 22, 27, with an assonance to 722,
if it does not arise from MIenn.

צן2,
 שMalt.tyben, denom. oss Talm. enlargement of "2,
BOT.

viz. Jah is) n. p. m. 1 Kınas 16, 21;
comp. m3.

mon (with suf. 23m, Dn”; from

ma) fem. pattern, model ‘px. 25, 9 40,
properly formation; hence copy, of רכז

Hithp. naar - nant, same as Jann7)

an (part. pass. "an, fem. man)

Arm, tr. same as Hebren ad; hones
322 Deur. 4, 16, mana 4, 17, nayee an broken in pieces, brittle Dan. 2, 42.
18, van Ez. 8, 10; outline, plan 1 ‘Cur.
( תלת רָסֶאְלַּפalso "ob nban

28, 11; "emblem Jose. 22,28, in the accus. in bong man Ps. 144, 12 as figures

(caryatides) on a palace; alin similitude,
representation Ps. 106, 20, adverbially

2 Kinas 16, 7; Sowsbs nbn 1 Car. 5,6,

2 Car. 28, 20, S355 Zn ‘1 Car. 5, 26)
n. p. of an Assyrian king, who followed

like to Ezux. 10, 8; tnd (accusat.) model D9, conquered north Palestine and
Damascus, and transported the inhabi1 Cur. 28, 18 (where 5 is put, because
the verb m is too remote 28,11); ‘n> tants to ריק 2 Kinas 15, 29; 16, 7 10;
1 Cur. 5, 1 26; 2 Car. 28,20. He was
 אישafter the figure of a (stately) man contemp
orary with the king of Judah

תגמול

חרמר

19

The LXX read the name 13379, המרה
been incorrectly identified with ןיגרס Sn — As to its derivation, חמד
or רָסאְבַמְלַמ (Rawlinson). As an Assy- ma, is place, land, Sanskrit mahö, maht

Ahaz about 742 before Christ, and has

rian word, non, transposed mabm (LXX

earth,

Coptic ma

place, whence

the

Oadyed, Oayicd), arises from the Sanskr. proper name of the people may have
tiglat acer, fortis (from tig acuere, and been only Torg or Togr.
suff. lat =vat); dp from pil arcere; ON
“ITH (from 47) m. prop. a strong,

from gira prince; and therefore together,
head in the capacity of mighty defender

durable tree, like toy, TWN in the
original signification; then the name of
(Philox. Luzzatto); or m23n is = NbI7 a particular tree growing on Lebanon
the Tigris (see da), and the whole Is. 41, 19; 60, 13; explained by some
then is, mighty prince of the Tigris. elm (Aqu., Symm., Vulg.), by others
"oN2, 102 for WON has been looked upon plane (Targ. 72, Saadia
La), by

as
an Assyrian deity ='3102.
See Mow>»,
mORDde, npowbe.
:
2 ₪ t

Sanam (only pl. with suf. beam,

others fir (LXX Is. 60, 13). €
NM (from Aram. 17) Aram. fem.
continuance,

duration;

'Na

adverbially,

in theAramaean manner) m. same as 57724 constantly, always Dan. 6, 17 21=Hebr.
recompense, reward, benefit Ps. 116, 12. an; mod. Hebrew "1m, secondarily

“A (not used) intrans. prop. to be ant, like Tann.
7"

angry, zealous, hence to strive, to attack;
Aram. 3m, Talm. San, modern Hebr.
"an strife, In quarrelsome. An enlargement of 773 I. Deriv.

Ih n. p. of a city in the Syrian
desert, between Damascus and the
Euphrates, founded by Solomon 1 Kınas
9,18 K’ri, 2 Car. 8,4, while the K’tib

Ps. 39, 11,

IIviwec,

1 Kings 1. c. has van or iam (which gee).
( הָרְבּתfrom Ham or mas 1; constr.
and Jerome understand by it
Josephus
naan) fem. strife, dispute; hence enmity
city Palmyra (IIeAuvgd,
well-known
the
= 2%) 31, 21. Aram. the
Palmira),

so that Palmyra

same.
would be a mere translation of m. In
 המYan (in the later Scriptures ‘31m; Arab. it is called 203 or psi} and
in some mss. 34m) n. p. of a people Palma in Spain is translated pao in
descended from the Cimmerians and
On Palmyrene inscriptions,
remotely from Japhet, enumerated Arabic. "nn 8180 appears. Translators,
or
„jan
TDN
and
np")
of
among the peoples
of the
and forming one leading race in the
ethnographical catalogue Gen. 10, 3;
1 Car. 1, 6. main ma, i.e. the na-
tional race Togarmah, are mentioned with
their swarms of mercenary troops Ez.
,38 ,6 as belonging to the extreme
north (jizx ne) and part of the army
of ,554 together withראש , TUR,תיבל 
and a3, and the associated military

interpreters and the traditions
city itself follow this old explanation;
which suits the combination with nan.

It lies in the north-east, on the great

highway of traffic between the coasts
of Palestine and Thapsacus on the Euphrates, and is mentioned by the ancients
as an important city and a station for
commerce in the countries of hither Asia.
The fundamental form may have been
multitudes (see D"Ba8,). They are also iam (place of palms); the Aramaean
described as rich in horses for chariots" hm arising from this at a later period.
and riding, and in mules; trading in

The LXX have 060/00, thinking persuch articles with the Tyrians Ez. 27, haps of 77240 (which see) or Tan
Togarmah scems to be Ar-

.14 Hence
menia, derived from one Thorgom and

rockin Arabia Petraea, where are great

Scholion on Ez. 1. 6. represent. See DAN.

and an.
;

rich in horses; as tradition and a Greek

buildings.

See the proper names

92*
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Spam (from bey = b37 to shine, to

nis) and lastly the ocean Gen. 7, 4;
‘lighten; conseq. splendor, renown) N. P.M. 8,2; 49,25; Jos 38,16; 41, 24; Prov.
Gen. 14,1. It is possible that the name 8, 28; the deep Jos 28, 14, also with
the genitive PIs Ps. 71, 20; the ocean,
is not Semitic.

commonly 29 Dirn Am. 7, 4; Gen. 7,
nan (not used) intrans. to be waste,
11; figur. Ps. 36, 7 (on the other hand
desert; metaph. like nrw to shudder, to הבר ,28 15 =  רפתadv. abundantly); the
be amazed, astonished; to be destroyed, to

ocean of heaven ‘Prov. 8, 27 28; of the

be confused; Aram. Nim and mp (forthe thunder- giving clouds Has. 3, 10; conHebrew 5), ןח Arab. „a5and 3. fused flood (see "43%) Ps. 42, 8; 104, 6;
The stem is connected with 8% IL, Ez. 26, 19; Aram. xpina, pede the
nw, 7273 IL; and the fundamental sig- same.
nification may be seen from אצ (ni) L,
mix IL, sx IL.

DAM (not used) intr. to stumble, to

Deriv. 1h.

a, to‘mistake, enlarged from לה (529)
 (= ףהתmn after the form “2, comp.
= by IL, om IL (see Son), -הby;
)73 m. 1. desolateness, applied especi-
ally to primitive chaos whence the earth

emerged Gen. 1, 2, = 73; tropically,
nothingness , emptinees (cognate iin sense
,)7:8 Aqu. and Theod. ovdé, Vulg.

ג

ACH to err, to stumble, heiss

As; error.

Deriv. Tyan.

mann (from 557 I. after the form
Man; with suff. wnSen, indi; plur.
nom) fem. 1. prop. a sounding, resound-

vacua, Onk. and Samar. “2p; com-
znonily a desert place, a waste, Is. 45, ing; hence praise, song of praise, coupled

,18 coupled with aq,

a:

Devr. with 739 2 Car. 20, 12, parallel Min;
a hymn, song Ps. 147, 1, coupled with
 שיר40, 4, or without it 29, 26, Is. 60,
6, ‘originally a specific kind Ps. 145,1,

,32 ;10 a waterless Jos 6, 18, pathless
wilderness 12, 24; Ps. 107, 40; Is. 29,
;21 in the genitive to דק Is.34, 11; to
mp 24,10, becoming a waste. — 2. a
vain, worthless thing,

cognate in sense

then generally any kind of religious or
ecclesiastical song; at a later period in

‚with 537, 738, 778, 1779, and so coupled the plural-form
with אוט Is. ,59 ,4  וואOps and my

םיִלָהְּת (on,

Pen)

vwarrygıov, psalms, in contradistinction

,41 ;29 "applied to idols 44, 9; 1 Sam. from nibin. — 2. praise Ps. 34, 2;
,21 ;21 nothing Is. 40,17, coupled with 106, 12; plur. 78, 4; renown, sanpled
TR and OPN; asan adverb in vain, frustra

Is. 45, 18, smh 49,4; Ar. 5% Persian
we waste, empty, redupl. xls no-

thing; 845 a desert, especially that between Egypt and Palestine.
Dinm or Dim (after the form םללח,
 שחר שכוּל,iS morf ,naD ecnis a
noun-formation of this sort from דל does
not occur; pl. ninm) mase. (Jon 28, 14;

with ny Ps. 48, 11; the fame, which one
enjoys ‘Is. 42, 8,nnהמעמ 61,3 covering
of fame, i. e. witness of fame; metaph.
object of renown or praise Jar, 17, 14,

of Jerusalem Is. 62, 7, Babylon ‘TER.
51, 4, coupled with = and תֶרָאְּפִת
Daur. 26,19; in a bad sense, self--boasting JER. 48, 2.

nba (mase. SR; from Sm) fem.
error,

mistake,

opposite

to moral

per-

Ps. 42,8 &c.), seldomer fem. a primitive fection Jos 4,18, like ,לוט Aram. 52,
word for chaos, with its prevailing waterDw; it is therefore unnecessary to read
contents Gen. 1, 2, then the first mateSon
(24, 12). The ancients (Saadia,
rial of the world, preceded only by the
wisdom of God Prov. 8, 24, cognate in Kimchi) assumed לכל as the stem, which
sense Ih; the chaotic mass of water in cannot be entirely justified linguistically.
the depths of the earth, out of which
nahm (from 72:7) fem. walk, proarise springs, fountains, rivers (nin,

cession Nu. 12, 31.

תהללות
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reis (from ללה I.) fem. plur. renown, praise, laudes. In Duur. 32,10

Ezr. 5, 5, jun 6, 5; with a double

him in high praises.

constantly united with 75n (except in
Is. 66, 19), forming with aa, 94372,

there is for jai: bar wna in ‘the
cod. Samar. mai nidsanas he set
DAN) (not used) intr. same as םה (of

accus. Han, 5, 11.

bain (also bam) x. p. of a people

m,

3; on

and van the Japhetic

which it is an enlargement), -ה
ְָּח- םה
to rage, to roar, of floods; to be confused, mixed iaether, disorderly, of
chaos. Deriv. the old word Dinn.

group of nations Gen. 10,2. In the Sey-

cross-shaped

30 seq.), subsequently in Bithynia too
(wm, Targ. on Gen. 10,2 and 1 Car.

thian march

under 343, in the seventh

century before Christ we meet with them
in that formidable army Ez. 38,2 3 and
MIP (only pl.nisenn, Eom a; 39,1 together with שאר and TUR; subfor the most part an albeteart form that sequently they served as a warning
occurs only in Proverbs) fem. pl. per- example 32,26. Together with 71) and
verseness, evil doing, evil words Prov. Un they carried on a slave trade with
2, 12; with ער 2, 14 as an intensive the Tyrians, and made exchanges with
-- = 95 qo "6, 14; viciousness ibid.; things of brass, of which metal they
‘np 8, "13 = 3) ria 10, 31 of False had a great quantity 27, 13. These
speech; also intrigues, in ‘A שי
28, particulars point to the Tibarenes, TiBaomvoi or 1100000 (from a ground-form
'n 957 Deur. 32, 20.
7m (with suf. “in; from mm L) m. 0000 = Daan, 1 and r being interprop. an incision, notch; hence 1. a sign, changed), who are also placed along
specially in the form of a cross, made with Meshek in Herodotus (7, 74) and
on the forehead, in order to have a Strabo (12. p. 572), and dwelt on the
south side of the Euxine Sea, between
person spared Ez. 9, 4 6; Arab. 21,3 a Trapezunt and Sinope (Diod. Sic. 14,

sign burnt upon horses

and camels in their hips or neck. The
letter 1M is said to get its name thence

1, 5). They ultimately constituted the

(see n). — 2. the eross-shaped sign of Iberians, east of the Black Sea and
the subscription X, instead of a name west of Colchis, whence they emigrated
(parallel 459) Jo 31, 35. Accusation to Spain, Sicily &. They seem to be
and defence were also made in writing

mentioned in Is. 66, 19 as Iberians in

in Egypt (Diod. Sic. 1, 75). Aram. ın, western

NID, NTP.

nin Is. 51, 20 same as inn (which

Europe; and
points to this people.

Josephus

also

 לבבות ויקn. p. of a son of ab, re-
ferred to as the inventor of smith-work
and iron instruments for agriculture,

see), from Nin = INN.
( אותnot used) intr. same as myn IT. hunting and war Gey. 4,22. 539m may
to wander or roam about,

Deriv. Sin.

ah) (fut. am) Aram. intr. same as
Hebrew SW to turn, and so to return, to

come again, 972%, with לע Dan. 4, 31

88, 71 4, 33; Syr. od, Ar. ob, mG

have been the people previously named
who delivered brazen implements to the
Phenicians (Ez. 27, 13); and jp may

have been added in order to ascribe
this invention

to the Cainites.

The

Persian dy 5 (täpal) iron-dross cannot

Af. an (3 perf. with suff. אָנּוביִפַה be safely applied in explaining the name.
inf. constr. ,ובתה with swf. ךסובתהנ
32357 (after the form ig, conseg.
fut. ביתי nm) to answer, return
al form of man after the type
collater
a
speech, אמע Dan. 2, 14, = Hebrew בישה
המצע and so from jan IL,
FIND,
of
(Prov. 26, 16); Dans 0 word) 3,16; to
to be intelligent, which is
ons
Arab.
give back, return answer by letter, nam

תוגה

תוח
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enlarged from 7a) /. same as ran in- Vulg. read, however, n> (from Ham),
and translate he struck against, which
sight JoB 26,12 .יג
the insane better.
mm (from 1137 I. Hif,, constr. naan) |suits
ל
Hif.
771 to make a mark, aa)Ez. 9,4.
f- same as Yin sorrow , grief Prov. 14,
13; 17,21; Ps. 119, 28.
min II. (Kal not used) intr. prop.
same as Aram. m to be astonished at

Papa see Muh.
MTA

6. nn, pl. nisin, from mm I.

Hif.) fem. 1. confession, avowal, of guilt;
hence > ’n 02 to make confession to one

a thing; hence metaphor. to be veued,
grieved;

to feel vexation or repentance;

Aram. Non, 162, We2, 1252 repentJoss. 7,19, Exe. 10,11, comp. לע 345; ance.
Hif. nr) to make one astonished, i. 6
Aram. «02 the same; metaphor. ‘Gece

 רדהI. Hif.) praise, thanksgiving, renown, to afflict or grieve Ps. 78, 41, comp. 2
glorification, by hymn and song, tenes in 1 Sam. 24, 8 for the Hebrew you

'n bin Ps. 26, 7; Jon. 2, 10 (coupled
with ment dip Ts. 51, 8, "a4 Dip Ps.

בְּדְבָרִים

( התonly Peal) Aram. intr. to be

42 5); aHhanb-offerkıg, a
by astonished, terrified Dan. 3, 24, Targ.
musical instruments (together with (ריש for Hebrew Tan, 102, chiefly = Hebrew

Nen. 12, 27, which may have been of
a peculiar kind; loud thanks Ps. 69, 31,

parall. הָלַהִּמ 100, 4.

Accordingly a

[gHan; Arab. 36.

ia (Kal not used) ir. to strike off,

praise- offering Jer. 17, 26; 33, 11; Am.
hew or cut off, branches, Arab. 5 the
4, 5; Ps. 56, 13; 2 Cur. 29, 31; ‘tally
ain mat Lev. 7,12; 22, 29; Ps. 107, same, hence +Us short, like רצק prop.
22, 116, I, 2.a ‘ne of singers,a cut off, Talm. 11m to strike or cut off.
musical choir Neu. 12, 31 38 40, elseHif. vn (in pause ty from HI =

where Tapp, תֶרָמְשִמ ,np ona; nimm my, like pom =pret from pay, nen
Nun. 12,46 coupled with לפח 1 Cur. in pause Gen. 17, 14 instead of po ==
25, 3. mint Nex. 19, 8 and "ann 11,  הָפִירfrom 8) to cut away, nis,
17 appear to have icant the same. As as a supplement to ar, and parallel
to the etymology, min if from mm 1 to nap Is. 18, 5; accordingly Saadia,
would mean in the first instance song, Ibn Koreish an Tin Ganäch render it

playing,

then concrete

and playing.

But

a choir of song

the stem

may

be

12 = 7173 I. to divide, to separate, so
that it would be =map, תקְלחמ division, though Nehemia. thought. of min.

= Rashi and Kimchi n>, ץצק ,LXX
a70-, xataxowel.
mn I. (not used) tr. same as m to
split, to divide, to separate,

Ar., 333

mn I. (Kal not used) tr. same as
and therefore it furnishes a verb-idea.

mun I. to mark, determine, 0

in-

for the name

of a cutting instrument,

seribe, comp. 18 II., Arab. äh the like 3 for 3793, SW for Sp.
Pin. redupl. mann, contracted nin,
stem appears to"be only an ulterior
de-

velopment by n prosthetic. Arab. 3
(to dwell) is to be put with ms. Derivat. m.

Pih. man (fut. mm), ap. 10) to make

an intensive of Kal.

Deriv. nnin.

mn DL. (not used) intr. same as חוש
(which see) to sink, to settle, to incline,
to be sunk, deep; fig. to be struck down,

marks, to scratch, with pe of the thing bowed, humbled; Ar. „5 or 5 the
upon 1 Sam. 21, 14, Targ. ud, Rashi same, Aram.
ane, de תל

bw.

The LXX and

besides

mn to nin the same; but
also Non to ninn with like,

תוח
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meaning, as the Hebrew ran is = mn
belonging to the proper "name anh.
Deriv. nn, "Anna, nya (minnn) and
the proper name nin.

should read for 7%) Ez. 28,16 the All-

ing of thy midst. Itis used as a prepos.
in the stat. constr. to a noun following
in the genitive,

as לחנה Jin within the

(not used) sane intr. same as river Deut. 3,16, in Josn. 12, 2; com-

the Hebrew main II.

monly united with other prepositions,

Deriv. non.

mim (from mim II.; depression, humility) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 6, 19, for which
6,11 has nm and 1 Sam. 1, 1 mn.

nonin (with suf. moin, im”; from
m) ₪ hope, enpectation Prov. 10, 28;
11, 7; 108 41, 1; the LXX read once

monn and once Son.

( ותnot used) tr. to split, to divide,

as ‘Jin->y into Ex. 14, 23; Num. 17,

12; Jur. 41, 7; gim=419 even into 2 Sam.
4, 6; most frequently Jina in, prop. in
the niet of 1 Kınas 6, 19, Nun. 4, 16,
in answer to, the question ‘where? Guy.
2,9 and 37, 7, or when? 1 Kinas 3, 20,
and so it is often not different from a
Gen. 9, 21; 18, 24; through, after רב
Nom. 33, 8; Ez. 9, 4; with relation to
many, Between, inter Nun. 1, 49, Gun.
35, 2 = 77a Ex. 39, 25, dividing between
Gen. 1, 6; among Ex. 5 8; ane out of
the midlet pe= out of Ex. 3,2

into two halves, cognate in sense with
mern, and like the latter having the fun-
damental signification to cut, to divide,
in Ps. 72, 14 see a.
comp. 42 to cut into, to damage. If
the fundamental signification is clear
amain (from n>? Hif.; pl. ninzin)
from analogy with mn, the organic f. prop. correction, chastisement, blame
root m 8 indubitable from its com-( see Hif. 2), commonly invective, deparison with that in am nn, po-a, spising, rejection Is. 37, 3; punishment
po 21, pn-2. The Syr. 2 to bedeficient, Hos. 5, 9; plur. judicial punishments Ps.
jue defect, loss, and the Ar. JG to eut, 149, 7.
to cut off, belong to this root.

Deriv.

JIM, constr. Jin, Ion (M>’n).
( ומfrom in, constr. Tin; with suff.
Hin, 227, 797; pl. with suf. ףיכת Ez.
,28 13 א
m. the point of separation,

תחכות

(from no. Hif; with suf.

sanDin, in7; pl. nimsin, 6. nin>in)
f.justification, defence Jos 23, 4; plur.
proofs, of innocence,

i. e. justifications

Ps. 38,15; blame 108 19, 6, LXX éhey-
;105 correction Prov.1, 23 2 30; a warn-
the middle, space between, centre Num.
ing 10, 17; reproof 15, 5 0 31: chas-
,35 ,5 between two things Junges 15, 4, tisement 12, 1; 13, 18 (intensified by
na in the midst Gun. 15, 10, so that two
„on 6, 23); 3,11; 99 15, coupled with
halves arise, conseg. like "er (which Dow; contradtaston, objection Prov. 29,1

see); ‘NT “3179 Jupaus 16, 29 the pil-

6 6 opposition to correction); punishment

lars inthe middle (of the Hana) שער Ps. 39,12; 73,14; man nin punish-
‘nia Jer. 39, 3 the middle gate, in the ments in anger Ex. 5, 15 and 25, 17, ive.

intermediate wall which separated the violent ones; sentence,
Acropolis from the lower city; also the fell upon me = BWI.

inner space of idol-gardens (n}33), where
the idolatrous Iustrations and dedica-

tions took place Is. 66, 17 (see under
TWIN); the back of a settle, between
side-rails Sone or So. ,3 ;10 ריעַה
‘Ez. 11, 23 the middle of the % 6
‘salem), ii. e. the temple, because the
stretehed north and south beyond
temple. Generally, the interior, of

the
pA
eru-
city
the
"EN

DM

Has. 2, 1 du

2 Cnr. 9, 21 see Dn.

(לּותnot used) intr. same as In
(which see) to jest, to laugh; metaphör.

to mock, to scorn, to deceive, Ar. Ab.

Deriv. the proper names 41237, Ton.

4m (from 7b) m. p. 1. ofaPhe-

nician and Babylonian god, symbolisthe generative principle, among the
ing
we
(as
on
ךכלת
also
34 Kınos 8, 64,

חולדת
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Greeks 002070= תדָלתו ,Phenic. תללמ, nybin (abs. and constr., with suf.
n7ain, 1070 Mvinze (Bmanıı 0 50). bnysim) fem. same as לכלת a worm,
—"2, of a city in Simeon 1 Cur. 4, 29 which gnaws grapes and other plants
(Jos. 19, 4 Tina), 80 called fin the Deut. 28,39, Jon. 4, 7, and eats corpses
Phenician god, like ya (Mba) and Is. 66, 24; a figure of lowness Ps. 22,
"sin.
7; Is. 41, 14; commonly the coccus worm
nipin (modern Hebr. הָדָלּוִת ,only and the colour prepared from it, a genipl. 6 ni>in, with suff. ויחד um) fem. tive to mW Luv. 14, 4 6 49 51 52; or
wrod

vice versa “38 stands in the genitive

prop. generation, creation; ‘commonly an

account, a history (of the ‘rise, development of a thing), such as that of heaven
and earth Gen. 2, 4, of the genealogical
table consisting of ten members and
reaching from Adam to Noah 5, 1, of
Noah and the flood 6, 9-9 29, especially in this sense in Genesis where it
occurs 11 times; sometimes 'ת רפס
1
as a peculiar writing; originally family,

race Gen. 10, 32; 25, 13; Ex. 6, 16,

Ex. 28,5 6; 35, 25.
Din Prov. 10, 9 see on.
|

Dim belonging to the Hif. ony Is.
33,1, see van.

aim (for 79”, after the form ביס
2 Kınas 8, 21, from aM) m. possession
Ps. 16,5, ehEnate in sense with MIR,

so that רג  הלחְנ= יתIan

a genealogical history, like um and the

min

see DRM.

Syr. 15;* Gen. 37, 2; the history of

yin n. p. Gun. 36,15 K’tib see am.

the ancients consisting mainly of ge-

MAyIM (after the form My>in from
ayn; ₪ nayin; pl. miayin, 9 niasin,
yan (from Sim; mockery, scorn) n. p. wath, suf. ןיתה , VD, 03m) fem. an

nealogical accounts.

m. 1 Cur. 4, 20 K’tib, for which the

K'ri has yib'n.
( ללותonly pl. with suff.;ילינ 
from. Dem IIL) m. a robber, a nr
Ps. ,731 3 ,.graT( ,)XXL .llarap טלבה.
The derivation of it from 55}is incorrect.
yin (after the form biלע from yonL.;
pl. Dyin) m. 1. prop. an eating away,

abominable thing, an abomination, of
deeds, things or persons which are disagreeable Gen. 43, 32; Prov. 3, 32; 6,
16; 11,1 20; with genitive of the person to whom something is an abomination Gen. 46, 34; Deut. 7, 26; Prov.
16, 12; seldom with 5 before the geni-

tive 24,9, or with a genit. of the person

from which it proceeds Ez.20,4; 2 Car.
a lieking; hence
a worm, pl.worms, ver- 36, 14; abominable thoughts, 353 Prov.
min, arising from corruption Ex. 16,20, 26, 25; perverse action, i.e. sin Ez. 6, 9,
specially the coccus worm, then the erimson idolatrous 8, 6 13 15,
intensified by
got from it, and crimson cloth Lament. 4, רות
9; idolatry idole Devt. 32, 16,
5, a figure of deadly sins Is. 1,18; comp. coupled with papw JER. 16,18; the conpor (from p> or ee a
(perhaps
sequence of abomination, 1. 6. mischief, evil,
from Yon 11.= Ar.
wb
to rise, = nips Ez. 6, 11; something disgusting,
to 07 aloft) x. p. m. Gun. 46, 13; loathing, unclean, of food Deur. 14, 3.

Jupazs 10,1. Patr.-y>in Num. 26,23.
ngin (from MyM) f. error, perversePuh. Yon (part. pl. oyna, denom. ness, i. e. irreligious, perverse words Is.
from ללה 1) to be clad in crimson, of 32, 6, coupled with 77933 and 42h; mewarriors Nau. 2,4. The military dress taph.perturbation, confusion Nen.4,2[8].
was of a blood-colour Is. 9, 4; comp.
nayim (only pl. nieyin, 6. nieyin;
Val. Max. 2, 6.
nydin (from Y5m I.) fem. same

sein a worm Is. 14,11; Jos 25, 6.

as

from non or I

IT. to glitter, to be

high, to appear afar off) f. pl. splendour,
glitter, 'n 793 JoB 22,25 glittering silver,

תוף
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parallel ( בְצְרִיםfrom (בצר, and opposite it springs; of a city Ez. 48, 30, i.e. the
to TEIN am); things glittering afar,
i.e. heights, high points, of the םיִרָה Ps.
95, 4, שר ie RR, hence the

LXX have z& dun, Syr. ec, comp.
the proper names
from 95", yan,
horns of the oN
elsewhere סינרק

extreme ends; the boundaries 1 Cur. 5,
16, commonly geographical in Nomenrs
and Josuva, extremities Num. 34,4; Josu.
15, 4. Fig. deliverances, Ps. 68,21 for
death there are deliverances; comp. NE)
Ecouzs. 7, 18.

Sp, MID, תעפומ
02 ‘from 003; fig. the
MAL (perf. nn, an, byw; part.
Nom. 23, 22 nd 24,8,
pl.
Dan; inf. constr. AM; "fut.am) intr.
(Devr. 88, 17 Ps. 92,
same as רוש 1. (comp. ns) “to go,
11), a figure of might and ה
The translation strength in the Vulg., wander or travel about, in order to get
Onk., Syr. and Arab. is general, with- knowledge or transact business; cognate
out any reason for supposing that they in sense with “nd, 547, לכ Hence
took 59m =npn; and the meaning swift- 1. to spy out, with the accusat. VR
ness , speed, which is perhaps possible peragrare terram = explorare Num. 13,
21 25 31 32; 14,6 7 34 36
after the fundamental signification, does 21617
38; to look out for, with dat. of the pernot suit the context.
son Ez. 20, 6; to search out, max Nun.
 ףותI. (not used) tr. to spit out, eject, 10, 33, Dip "Dam. 1,33; fig:to search
spittle, phlegm, Ethiop. the same; cog- diligently ‘an intensive of ©7, with 3
nate in sense pp 11.; Aram. and Talm. wherewith Eocu.1,13; to search, coupled.
An to spit, prop. to kam, to make froth with 93" 7, 25, 353 2,3 with understand(like the Ar. #5), modern Hebrew nN, ing; ירחא  רותto go after, to follow Num.
15, 39. — 2.'to go about as a merchant,
hence the Talm. NDR foam; Ar. is
to trade; hence םיִרָּת =םיִלְכְרand םירחס
only fig. to despise, to curse, along with
1 Kuss 10, 15; '2 Caron. 9, 14 (but
GT, Coptic tagq spittle. Deriv. nen 1. the contributions Bram "Wann do not
The fundamental signification appears to suit here, since they” are already conbe as in קר II. to flow, to drop, Aram. tained in the following םיִלכְרַה ;רַחְסִמ
HD (to NED); and the organic root may hence perhaps it is better to read with
also be ident, with that in yore, ףסדש the LXX and Syr. םיודרה "82979 of the
contributions of the subjugated). On DDR
 זף1. ye, ass 1
Num. 21, 1 see the word. Deriv. Sum
ale II. (not used) tr. to burn, corpses, (a noun).
Hif. yy (fut. ,ריִתָי ap. 12) 1. to
human sacrifices; to bake, cakes, Aram.
spn; hence 75m a hearth; ident. in its cause to spy out, 16 to let reconnoitre,
organic root nn‘with that in nel) Aram. with 2 in, as in the case of 87 and
RT; Jupazs 1,23 (Tanchum). 2.0
AU, Ar. a
in דרי ףצדר
רז
make go about, to lead about, רוב Prov.

 בט,1 Ar. wat and wee (see Fürst, 12, 26 (Syr.), Aram. "27 (from. an) the
Cone. s. v. ), comp. Pers. tof-ten (to kindle, same, whence יָת Targ. a guide. (Öthers
to burn), Greek zug-. Derivat. npn 2, read 17292 and translate: the pious man

, הָּמְפְמPPA.

reconnoitres his pasture, i. e. his path).

yn (not used) intrans. to spread, to 2 Sam. 22, 33 5297 Dam N22 and he
stretch, of a place; ident. in its organic guides his way unhurt ‘where for am
not
root with that in Wo 1 Derivat. the should be read 1971, if we should
the
which
33,
18,
Ps.
in
as
m)
read
proper name ית

MRZIM (only plur. mixin,

constr.

Syr. and Targ. have hare.

 רותII. (not used) tr. to set in rows,
 אתwith suf. on-, ויד from Nx")
place in
7 pl. issues, of life Prov. 4, 23, whence to arrange, like “77 III. (to

תור
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rows, belonging to "7 2. and 1177), mon ( תורתeleven times) 1 Kınas 2,3, |
and ‘an 111. (to the noun 430 2. a row, 2 Kınas 23, 25, my» main "ED (four
rank); Talm. sw =Hebrew רוש whence times) Jost. 8, 31, 2 Kınas 14, 6, nin
 = שורהHebrew הרוש (which 'see), and ( ירsixteen times) Ps. 19, 8; 37, 31, “pp
like the organic root in “1-0. Deriv. ₪ nmim 2 Car.17,9, Die תרית “DR
“in 1. (on) and main 2.
Jos. 24, 26, הֶרוּתַה =D פשע 28, 61,
 רותIII. (not u intr. to coo, of a different from DpH Nex. 9,14, men
(‘nm consists of many now) 7osu. 22,5,
dere: comp. Arab.
5 to utter sounds,

upon Num.15,16; the Jewish nähen,
Malt. tartir a sound, tartar to mur-
Judaism
Is. 42,4; 'ת Nb> 2 Cur. 15, 8
mur, to whiz; here assumed for “in 2.
no
law,
>
למ bringing into promiBut Sin might also be referred to San 1

nence the noun combined with Nb, as
 רותand( רת with suf. 741m; plur.
in 1 Car. 29,6 )יִרָשְלּו ( =יִבָשְנGeneryin; constr. “im) m. 1. (from “on IL)

a row, order, in rows; with the genitive

the turn of Est. 2,12 15; comp. Arab.
zu to repeat,

8jG una

vice,

ally, instruction JoB 22, 22, doctrine Prov.
4, 2; 6, 23; 18,14; directions with re-

spect to conduct Is. 8,16, coupled with

once;

 תעדה8, 20 attestation respecting the
future. — 2. (from (רּות same as Yin (1)
Sone OF Bor. 1,10 11, comp. 490. Fig. arrangement, series 2 San. 4,19, where
1 Car. 17,17 and thou hast caused me to M2922 is omitted, because sin has
see (we should read (יִנָתיִאְרִהְר as it were been taken in the usual sense.
concrete, a row of pearls, parall. 197

a succession of men mounting up,

ea

 קרות.₪ p. of a province in Pales-
line stretching from David in unbroken
succession till the remote future (in tine, where excellent oil was got Sona
2 Sam. 7, 19 we have instead the syn- oF Sou. 1, 3 (Ibn Ezra), probably the

onymous }syn, and M2919 is left out). province Hoss mentioned in the Targ.
— 2. a turile- dove, turile, turtur Gen.
15,9; Lev.1,14; 5,7 11; whose cooing
is heard at the beginning of the mild
breezes Sone or Sox. 2,12, parall. at;

a bird of passage mentioned with סוס
) (סִיסand 19 Jur. 8, 7; figur. the
innocent, weak people of מ Ps. 74,
19, elsewhere, m2; Sam. a (Aram.
PRB, le, Arab.
i). The

ie. Toayawizis, which was traditionally
distinguished for the culture of the olive.

Its derivation as a Hofal from pp 1
meaning what is poured out (ein
to 779), or as a Hofal from קרי with a

like meaning (LXX), must. be rejected,
because the idea of flowing out =flowing

round about is not in pain, oil poured
out cannot be applied to an odour dif-
fused,
and ןמש as a masc. cannot be
stem may be “3m I. to goGe Jer. 1. e.)
combined with pain. The Targ. renders
or Yan 1. (comp. mp).
2348 (which see) by ןוכרמ the former
ain (plur. yim) Aram. m. same as being preserved in the Trans-jordanic

Hebrew רוש an ox, a heifer, Dan. 4, 22
29 30, 'ת "3 calves Ezr. 6, 9.

min 0

nin, with suf. nin,

in ‚10%; pl. תלרלה with suff. ְיַת ("רית

)23° (Reland 8, 3), where an abundant
cultivation of olives was likewise car-

ried on (Tosiphta on Menach. ch. 6).

vn (not used) tr. to push, of horned
beasts; ident. in its organic root wn
with 5for, as
Lev. 7 37, עָננְלכל with that in wy (of the striking of birds
of
un”, wo, van, vun->;
14, 54, also followed by רשא Num. 19; eet
AL. (from ma Hif.)direction, regulation,
legal Ex. 12,‚49; Num. 15,29; precept,

2; statute Hos.8,12. Commonly the whole Ar. wi, Aram. un, 2 "Deriv. um.
Tan Ps. 78, 5; Is. 51,7; Ps.40,9; ur
( תושבconstr. תושוב,with 9: הבָשותו

Soyny mainz Devr. 1,5; 4,8 44; “fully pl. pawin, constr. רבות from 23) m.

un
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prop. the dweller, i. 0. he who remains

carry on much fornication 16, 25 26; 23,

a settler in Israel, a sojourner, coupled

19; oy 'n ןַתָב to whore ash one, i. 6

with ‘4 one that temporarily lives there. to יל intercourse or trade with 23,7,
But avin רג Lay. 25, 47, or avin} 43 comp. 23, 8 11 14; ’n ms to unvell
i
to carry it on publicly;
Gen. 23, 4 and Luv. 25, 35 47 ‘usually whoredom, i.e.
constitute a single idea )ריִכָש a hire-

nm

ling, who works among the Hebrews as

constantly.

8 רג or בושות is also only a lower kind

NAN (not used) Aram. intr. to sink,
to indlina; hence to be deep = mm 1.
Derivat. ninn.

of בשות Ex. 12,45; Lev.25,40).

The

oppositeiis MAIS (which see). The 'ת had
usually no landed property Gen. 23, 4,
Lev. 25,40, was excluded from the passover Ex. 12, 45, and was not allowed to
partake of the sacred gifts Luv. 22,10,
but he participated in all gifts of beneficence 25, 6 35 47. Fig. 1 Cur. 29,15.
( הישותfrom הַמֶא = השי ,after the
form. הנה from הגל with the termina-

tion m as in הָינאמ( fem. prop. what
is firm, supporting, “actual; hence sup-
port, help Jos 6, 13, paraliel rite

power, ability 12,16 =1¥; safety Prov.
,2,7 parallel 4373; insight, wisdom, 11, 6

23, 43 to commit whoredom, i. 6.

mann and ana” (only in pl. ,תל
with "suf om, from Dan IIL.) f. pl. (on
abstract form) prop. a steering, and so
guidance, management, Jos 37,12 and it
(the cloud) turns in circles according to
his guidance; then regulation, conduct, of
war, government Prov. 11,14; 20, 18;
24,6; counsel, measures 1, 5; 19,5.

nin (not used) intr. same as man IL,
and so “fig. to be humble, modest. Deriv.
the proper name .חה
qn iA (from ma;

humility, modesty)

doublein wisdom (i. 6. manifold), parallel n. p.m. 18am. 1, i ‘elsewhere min 1 Cur.
;772313 ;26,3 counsel, prudent regulation, 6,19, or nm (which see) of like meaning.
( תוחתwith suff. pl. sinirn; from
ie. wild, loan. coupled withעצה 
Non
=an) Aram. f. same as non de-
Is. 28, 29, Prov. 8, 14, "72172 3, 21, pa-
rallel 273, 79923; 8
right or pression, settlement ; as a preposition un-
prudent ‘counsel, 18,1. As( שי from the der, Na a) under the heavens Dan. 7,
same stem) stands for it in Prov. 8, 21,; 27 Jur. 10, 11; rin“ under him Dan.
translated essential, enduring possession ,4 9 ;18 Syr. Lade
(Ibn Esra), the fundamental significa-
yaann (an intelligent, knowing ones
tion of ’n can

only be true

ewistence,

from pn) n. p.m. same as na; patr.
actual being, opposite 78, and help, in-
Yan ל Sam. 23,8, for which 1 Car.
telligence are in this case but a secon-
11,
11 has han.
men,
dary idea. — For Jos 30, 22 see
“aan see yoann.
mn.
Nie and אלה (only plur. DRS”,
Anm (either from rn}, or it stands
for nara, from mn. 1.( m. a club, battle- הלאי, constr. "N", with suff. PN", "23875
axe, bludgeon Jos 4, 21; LXX 6906 from אָלָחon after the form pan)

TI) to מה see THN.

Mm. sickness, disease Deu. 29, 21; Ps.
103, 3; ’n nor death ‚from different dism (ram ze after the form תמרת ;
eases Tie 16, 4; 279 'n diseases by famwith suff. qn on ; pl. oman, with ine 14, 18.
uf
N73 onlyiin Ezex.) f. whoredom, figur. apostasy, unfaithfulness, but

also intercourse,
prop.

relating

the pl. as an abstract,

to

single

transactions;

nba (constr. nmin; from Ser] I) 7.

a beginning Prov. 9,10; Hos. 1,2; na
in the beginning,

1. ©. Before, formerly

Is.1, 26; earlier, at
also idolatry Ez. 23,17, coupled with Gen. 19, 3; 41,21;
Dan. 81 —
הנשר
=
time
earlier
an
to
may
‘n
22;
mar 23, 99, הבעות 16,

= תחלוא

החש
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 מחלואseeהלא 
oann (from ben). the name ofaviolent and unclean bird Lev. 11,16, Dvr.
14,15, by which some (LXX, Vulg.)

and Jur. 2,16 K’tib dann; Egyptian)
n. p. of a Vanier asa ‘of‘Egypt on the
Nile, near Pelusium (Herod. 2, 30. 107),
on the southern extremity of Palestine,
which was large and strong like "np,

 מלthe owl (from Dat = Ye
we, Na, 770, 47 and nda Ez. 30,
unguibus vulneravit faciem, like a>
18; rendered by the LXX Tagen or
owl from 3Le to be unjust); others (Jer. Tagvaı, the Daphne of classical writers,
Targ.xn'ou7, Onk.ny’2=0°0 JER.8,7,
Ar. ul hirundo) the swallow; others

with relation to 30, 13-17.

the eggs of the foster-parents out of the
nest (Arist. hist. anim. 6, 7. 9,29). The
assumption that it means the male

took Jeremiah and Baruch with them

cuckoo, because it throwsthe young and

ostrich, called in Arabic

„al

(from

„Ab = ,סמ must be rejected, because
29" na precedes.
won (from man = m; graciousness)
n. p. m. Num. 26,35; 1 Cur. 7,25; patronym. "271m Num. 1. 6.
mann (constr, mann, with suf. 13”,
pl. nips, from 737 L and II.) fem. same
as ןונחת entreaty, prayer, coupled with

men 1 Kinas 8, 38 54; mon yw to
hear prayer 8, 30; Psaım 6,10; and so

Bang

To protect

themselves against the Chaldeans a Jewish colony emigrated

to Tahpanhes,

against their wills, and had a threatening oracle revealed to them there Jar.
43, 7-9; 44,1; and the destruction of
the city was announced 44,14. Though
the proper place of residence was Sais
(Herod. 2, 163), yet the king (m4)
had here a great palace with a throne

on which he sometimes held judgment
43, 9. The original name is explained
(by Jablonski) after T-ace-emeg extremity of the land (of Egypt), ene being
also found in 1319. Others understand
by the place, Damiat.

DYENN n.p.of an Egyptian queen

119,170, ‘D "pb" n ber

1 Kınas 11, 19 20, perhaps the name
Jer. ‘87,20; metaphor. favour Josn. 11, of an Egyptian goddess also (Rosellini,
20; Ezr. 9, 8.
Mon. II, p. 74).

KAMM and xann (from son I.) m. a
PIN (only
pl.0%”, with suf. NN,
"Ex, 28, 32
once תולה 86, 6; ‘from pol and IL) linen coat of - 00
mase. prayer, ו

coupled with

and 39, 23 like the hole of an habergeon.

mon Dam. 9,3 17, espec. Ps. 28, 2 6; Such garments were made in Egypt
and 31,23 ’9 Dip; coupled with ןח a (Herod. 2, 182; 3,47); and the Greeks
ZECH. 12,10 the spirit of self-- humiliation too had them (Iliad. 2, 529. 830).
(see ןנח if),1. 6. of supplication; |n may
to make much supplication Jos 40, oT
[41, 3];”m 27 Prov. 18, 23 to speak en-

treatingly; ' ns מרבלה to lead through supplication, i. e. while they entreat א

31, 9.

"Ine see IN.

Am

Pih see הרה 1.

mann emulation, strife, see

YAM

7 Pih.

(fight; from sa which see)

n. p. m. 1 Car. 9,41; comp. 248m.

( שחnot used) see wn.
won (in pause won, plur. (םיִשָחּמ

rnin (from mm) f. pl. encampment m. the name of an animal whose hide
2 Kınas 6,8, i.e. a camp; but some (TiP) was used for the outermost coverread 1nn3nm with reference to Anm 6, 9, ing of the tabernacle (Ex. 25, 5;
14;
translating ye shall settle down (:
(in am- 36,19; 39,34; Num. 4, 25), and for the
bush). It is not at all necessary to read

ANID instead.

DAEAN (once orenn Ez. 30,18

same purpose in the holy vessels on
the march of the Israelites (4, 6), as well
as for sandals Ez.16,10.

The plur. is

put when several hides were sewed to-

תחת

Ann

19

gether. If the word be taken as the
name of an animal, it is said to be according to the Talmud (Sabb. 28) won
RR a marten; according to- Rashi a
badger, a sea-dog or dolphin, since the
Arab. (ws, יו denotes dolphin and
the sea-dog- or shark-species generally,
of which animals there are numbers
on the coasts of the ancient Midian
(Burckhardt p. 860); the Latin taxus,
taxo (Ital. tasso, Spanish tasago, French
taisson) for badger, having come from
the East. Accordingly Knobel understands the sea-cow belonging to the

23 K’tib in his stead;

Ps. 18, 37 thou

makest my steps wide in my place; next,
position, place, Zecu.6,12 out of his ‘lates

Ex. 16,29 abide every man in his place;
Mann in its place, i. e. where Jos 36,
is, referring to an) = DiRR, which is
feminine. — 2.4 preposition, ‘instead of,
after המשט and mat Hz. 23, 5; Num. 5,
19; for=in place of, in
i 8
restitution Ex. 21, 26; Gun. 4, 25; 22, 13;
Ex. 21, 23; under "Gen. 2 19; 18, 4;
below, at the foot of Ex. 24, 4;. between,
inter Jos 30, 7, hence the phrase

ob

‘mn Ps. 10, 7, םִיַתָפְש ‘nm 140, 4

genus dolphin and found in the Red in the mouth; ו under=at or with
Sea, whose skin is used for sandals Jos 30, 14, commonly an accusat. of
(Rüppel, Nubien p. 187. 196; Abyss. I. place, in the place where, where 34, 24
p. 248). Lebrecht (Berliner Jahrbücher 26; 36, 16; 40,12. Joined to verbs it
1842. p. 79) understands a larger kind gives to them the idea below, deep, as
'n P27 to lie deep Gun. 49, 25, and so
of hyena, called in Yemen yas and the with’ קיעָה (which see) Am. 2, 13, mad
skin of which is similarly applied Gen. 2, 21; ‘p aw? Ex. 16, 29. -- "A
(Botta, relation d’un voyage d’ans !’Ye- conjunction , for that, because, eo quod,
men, Paris 1841). Against this current quia Deut. 21, 14; 2 Kinas 22, 17; for
assumption that the word represents an which are also used » nm Daur. 4,
animal, are the LXX, Aqu., Symm., 37 or ‘A with an infinitive Is. 60, 15. —
Jerome, Targ., Syr., Sam. and Saadia, To these meanings belongs ’n with prewho explain it of the colour of leather; positions prefixed, as a) non away
the LXX rendering vaxivOwa dark-red, under, from under Prov. 22, 27, Ez. 47,
Aqu., Symm. and Jerome iavdıva, ian- 1; םֶיָמְשַה 'nn Daur. 9, 14 away under
thina, violet, the Targ. and Syr. version
the heavens; seldom=nnn under Am. 2,
825390 hysginum, i. e. reddish, Saadia
 וכ שלof

black leather. To this may

9, opposite 37272; Jos 18,16, properly

speaking depending on the worl 1897;
be added that the Arabian Jews call nm? and under Devt. 33, 27, after
the red-dyed hide of the ram שחְת (Nie- the verbs yw 2 Kines8,20, 21 Hos.
buhr p. 177), and that the stem warb 4,12, for which occurs also non "alone;
> mon under the Gen. 1, 7; 35, 8;
means to be dark- coloured, So to be
1 Kinas 4, 12; 7, 29; > ‘mma under 2
reddish.

oon

(from mn II., after the form

32. b) ימלא ia enden Jide. 3,6; Zecn.

חוש ; 3,10;>5 ‘pre the same Ex.10,2; 1 Sam.
21, 4. eo) SUR, niin instead of Devt.
suffiz
verba
with
only
,
in ‘pause ‘nnn
mann, mann, as in 293; in the pl. 28, 62, for that, because 21, 14, for
mn which "2 nnn also occurs 4, 37.2
ann, PANN, ו-םכי Yann, pran
the sinking, depression, valley) n. p. of
from
,
pnnn
form
r
shorte
and the
station of the Israelites in the wildere
sion,
depres
a
"Li
constr. state "AN) fem.
ness Num. 33, 26. — 5. (humility, modesty)
part,
under
the
deep,
sinking, or the
n.
p. m. 1 Cur. 6,9; 7, 20.
a
h
whic
and so a base, a support on
ed
ron
(from mn = NOH; with suf.
wick
the
h
crus
and
12
i Jon 40,
thing is;
"OG", Min) Aram. fem. the same, Dan. 4, 4
in their place, i.e. where they are;
founda- from under him=Hebrew ANN ;elseHas. 3, 16 at my feet, i.e. at my
Sam. 2, where ninr.
2
inn
d;
stan
I
h
tion on whic
nm, nm, now, from m7, 1,
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תימן

Nam and non (from ,אמי to be
inn (from nnn with the termination Ji-) adj. m., Mair, mann (plur. clear, warm, =n" L; sunburnt province,
nigh) fem., the lower, inferior, infimus waste; comp. ְןיִמ5, yarn, Arab. lens,
Josn. 18, 13; of עצי (fem.) 1 Kınas BLAS, oped wildemnae) 1. n. p. of a
6, 6, mana Is. 22, 9, הָּפְצַר Ez. 40, 18, tract in the north of the Arabian de( שערfem.) 40,19, soe (fem.) 1 Kınas sert on the borders of the Syrian one,
6, 8 (as the LXX and Targ. already where traffic was carried on from the
read for mon), and minnnT alone Persian gulf to the Mediterranean by
Ez. 41, 7, ‘opposite mir >» (where jan caravans (nimx) Is. 21, 14; Jer. 25,
‚should be read for me XX); Arab. 23; Jos 6, 19; also the people of this
tract. There was also another city of the
name, three days’ journey from Syria
"ana (only plur. pantim) adj. m., (Istachri ed. Mordtmann p. 11), —
mama or mann (plur. nme) fem. the 2. n. p. of a tract on the Persian gulf,
lower, lowest; of nbp (fem. since 128 where a people called 600000 or zpos
„is (Banu Teim;
should be supplied) Jos 41, 16, nba (Ptol. 6, 7,17) or „435
1088. 15,19; deep, of dinw Ps. 86, 13; Jakut, Moscht. p. 310. 352. 413) dwell,
Devt. 32, 22, The fem. mnnn stands | descended from Ishmael Gen. 25, 15. —
as a alt, the lowest part, the foot, of The LXX identify it with jon, which
 הרEx. 19,17; the depth, of ys Ez. 31, is etymologically right, but not ethno14, plur. Anm

the depths, a genitive

graphically.

Wark) (with a of motion mya"; from
to "ia Lamenr. 3, 55, ץֶרֶא Hz. 26, 20;
Wa? = ba, ,אמי  המי1.( m. 4 prop. the
or yaR is a genitive to it Is. 44, 23.
DIATIM n. p. of a tract in the north light, clear quarter "of the world, or the
day-side, i. e. the south, south-~ district,
of Palestine, mentioned with 79% if
and yi7% (which see), and standing in
i
the genitive to yS 2 Sam. 24,6. The
city or lake "un (which N is said

to be in it.

As 'ִ was entirely un-

known, it has been resolved into D nnn,

south- side, opposite }ipx Josn. 13, 4;

Ex. 26,18 35; 27,9; noon-side, as that
of heat Jos 39, 26; nen 9, 9 the
chambers of the ae
i. e.the veiled
regions of the southern hemisphere;
m ץֶרֶא land of the south, i. e. Egypt

"Br looked upon as a surname of tmp3, Zecu. 6, 6 (see Dan. 11, 5), also ‘m alone
and רפי as = 7'917; but no certainty "has Is. 43, 6; as the land of storms Zucu.
been attained in the matter.
9,14; ; metaph: the south-wind (117is left
out), hence fem. Ps. 78, 26; Sona or

 ןיsee rin.

Sou. 4,16. yg 1. (Ps. 89, 13; Jos 23,

1H) see Jiom.

9; Is. 54, 3) has the same meaning, from

yon, also 75°m (formed from a the same stem. — 2. (desert- district)
noun 7m, from Tun) adj. m., mio, n. p. of a tract north-east of Edom and
to it Jer. 49, 20; Am.1,12;
man (plur. niyio'n) fem. 0 msde en
of.ma Ex. 26, 28, “zn Ez. 47, 16 Has. 3, 3; celebrated for its wise men
(En should be ale read for 7 in JER. 49, 7 (Bar. 3, 22 seq.), and the

2 Kines 20, 4), »>¥ 1 Kınas 6,8 (written home of the intelligent Eliphaz Jos 2,
by mistake for minnn, LXX, Targ.), 11. In Ez. 25, 13 for 3771 parm should
 אַשמְרֶתJunges 7"19 מ

the morn-

be read m

nn from "Teman to Dedan,

177 forming’ the south--point of Edom.
ing and evening watch), 1%? 1 18
Pliny (H.N. 6,32) unites the Thimanaei
6,6 (along with nw).
with the Nabatheans in
i Petra. — 3. n.
( ןוליתfrom Dim; mockery, scorn) n. p. of a city OB. 9 (perhaps
also Am.
. m. 1 CHR, 4, 20 Ki, for which the 1,12), where the 473 "ga (1 Macc. 5, 4)
Kubi is ןילות which see.
 הi. e. where Edomite wisdom had
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its home. Euseb. and Jerome (Onom.)
mention a city called Ocxıudv six hours
from Petra. Patron. “nn Gen. 36, 34;
on the contrary Yan 1Chr. 4, 6 is perhaps a patr. from an unknown place yan.
yan (from ja}; prosperity) only iin
Wan (the fortunate) n. p. m. 1 Cur.

תכי

and therefore of that ancient and great
people who dwelt between Haemus and

the Aegean Sea, whence they
into the continent and islands of
as well as Asia Minor; and from
the Getae and Dacians branched

spread
Greece
whom
off on

both sides of the Ister. The name Ogg

nin; arising out of Man = ofan,

arises from Og&s, so that Oous (on)
is the stem; and this people are connected with the Ovgoor, conseq. with the
Scythians.

prominent, projecting thing; hence poet.

vn (pl. awn) m. a he-goat, a buck,
Gen. 30, 35; 32, 15; Prov. 30, 31;
either from wm to but, conseq. prop.

‚6.

YAM

(only plur. nian,

constr.

from San, as the reading” nian may
also be referred to Tan) fem. prop. a
a pillar, of yy, which goes before
caravans to point out the way, or rises
up at the burning of cities Jo. 3, 3;
figurat. of a sedan Song or Sot. 3, 6;
comp. 152 7999 (Jungns 20, 40). Talm,

mann (without 78») a pillar of smoke
(of ‘the nop) and "an a verb, to mount
as a pillar, elsewhere

mem

emersion

the butter,

or from wan = wan to be

strong, like aries prop. ‘the strong one
(First, Concord. s. v.); Aram. vum, Ar.

Us (a he-goat or hart).
qh (from 2m; once Tin Ps. 72, 14)
m. prop. biting, injury; hence usury =
do) Ps. 55,12, LXX 76x05; generally

of Man or mıab. A reference of the oppression, ל 10,12 his mouth is
word to “2? I. = "an, or the assump- full of (threatens) extortion, LXX ddhos;

tion of myan as a singul. is less pro- coupled with dian 72, 14, as it is in
other places with a9; "Aram, Non,
bable.
yn (from yım extension) n. p. of a 2 ןdamnum, muleta,
place; deriv. the Gentile “en 1 Cur.
Inon .- not u
intrans, same as
11, 45.
Bin and שרית (with suf. wn,
gain, Bun; ‘from שרי IL.)m.prop. camping ₪9the ו
at ‘the foot of
what is got' from grapes or“fruits; hence
mead, symbolising, in conjunction with Sinai; Ar. 6% the same, which is con17 fulness and blessing Hos. 7, 14, nected with 5 (see n). The organie
Gen. 27, 28 37, Deur. 33, 28, coupled root כַּמ-ה is also in nm (mm) II.
also with 3%) 28, 51; unfermented wine
Puh."an (3 p. pl. 197) to be encamped,
Mic. 6, 15, different kom 772 Hos. 4,
Devt. 33, '3 and: ‚they ‘are encamped at
sweet mead 208. 9, 17, of which persons thy feet (at Sinai).
had to give the first portion and the
( הָנּוכְּתwith suf. inzan) f 1. (from
tenth Devr. 18, 4; Num. 18, 12; Nen.
)772
a place, dwelling, 108 23, 3; Ibn
10, 38; 13,5; juice of the grape Is. 65,
Esra therefore gives it Dipn, 00900. =

8; comp. Syr. 184555 the same, from the .192 — .2 (from j2m which see) prop. a
same stem.

symmetrical forming or modelling;

hence

( איריתfrom xy 1. = 9} 1; founda- form, fashioning, coupled with 1x Ez.
tion,"place, same as 34)= nats in D973, ,48 ,11 perhaps = n35n 28, 12;" beauti-
Baum) n. p. m. 1 Cur. 4, 16.

fully formed or costly furniture N AH. 2,10.

ig (only plur. pn, ’»ın) masc. a
OF) n. p. of the group of the Thracian ‘peoples (Josephus, Jerome, Jer. Beacock, 1 Kınas 10, 29, 2 Cur. 9, 21,
Targ. I. and IL), Og&xes, Gen. 10, 2, brought from ריפוא by way of exchange;

תכך
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Sanskrit gikhi, in the Dakhan pronun- bright red, clear blue or violet colour;
ciation tikki, Malabar togei. The Per- hence violet purple, purple blue, spoken
sian appellation um Au passed into the of yarn Ex. 26,4, stuff 26, 31, threads
Greek 70006, Aram. bans, and is likewise (ae) 28, 28; coupled with yas
(red purple), ינש ( תעלותcrimson) 28, 6,
foreign.
 כִַּרָמִיל2 Cur. 2,6, v3 2,13, רּוח Esra.
ur (not used) tr. prop. same as 1, 6; m 53 Ex. 28, 31 allof violet
Eier) I. to pierce, to cut in; hence to in- Be

flict injury, to oppress (see 72);

"Also, violet pigment Ez. 27, 24

to (see Domiba). — As to the derivation,
practise usury; cognate in sense with we might ‘look upon n22m as arising
puy, 513, >23; ident. in its organic from Mon, like תשא from Mon, so that
root ta) ‘with thatin 70-3, mo; Arab.

b> II.would be the stem, “especially

as box (Ez. 23, 12; 38, 4) and bban
(27,
24)are = nban; in no case can it
JES; Syr. y2 to injure, also for vn.
mean
a muscle. Targ. Noon the same,
Deriv. 3m, on.
Js to reduce to fragments,

redupl.

Bria (only pl. םיִכָבּמ ,which is not

the pl. of 3m) m. oppression, usury, Prov.
29,13 a creditor or man of usury,

op-

Saadia ..)

ut anything azure-colour-

ed; LXX, Aq.,Symm.,Theod.zopguvooor,
 הלווThe shell-fish from which this
colour was got was called rau (Targ.,

posite שר (LXX); elsewhere "wy 22,2. Talm.), Popas, o>
bon (not used) intrans. same as >

(222) IL. prop. to lighten, glitter, metaphor. as usual to be bright-coloured,
particularly of blue and violet purple
colour, conseq. not connected with Ime.
Earlier interpreters (see Fürst, Cone.
s. v.) assumed as the fundamental signification to enclose, and so applied it to

the shell of animals, as = 539 (which
see). This explanation should be rejected.

Derivat. תָלָכִּמ

2

(only part. (ךכות tr. prop. en-

larged from 7» (712), 2 (72); hence
1. to establish, determine, create, prepare,

nim (spirits) Prov. 16,2, nip 21,2,
i, e. to appoint their direction. — 2. to
form symmetrically or beautifully, to shape
according to settled proportions, preserved

only in derivatives. Deriv. jm, nj5m2,
מִכָנִית, 332m 2, the proper name }Dh.
 אYon (fut. pm?) to be established,

determined,תל 

.1 1Sam. 2,3 and to

man (fromל
mbpIL =db91.to make him (49) Ki) his wondrous finds are

complete) fem. game as Soon perfection,

Ps. 119, 96 to all perfection I saw a
limit (but thy command is limitless).

established , 1 6. man

can do nothing

against him (LXX); according to ‘the
K'tib, and his grounds (see m2» 2) are
Others derive it from b>m with the not (x) defined. Of the יי 77 (the con-
meaning of the Aram. ban, N22 to duct of God toward sinners), to be right,
hope, to trust, so that הלon would mean firm, measured, i. e. according to the guilt
hope. mon in 1 Kınas 17,14 stands Ez. 18, 25 29, 33, 17; also of the con-
duct of men 18,25 29; 38,17.
for אָלְכִּתand is 3 pers. fem. impf.
Pih. jan to direct, to prove, to weigh,
moon (from 53 IL.) f. completeness,
perfection, of “ng rm Jos 11, 7; 4 mA Is. 40, 18, i. 6. to direct; to de26, 10 even to completeness , 16

termine by measure and extent, Drau 40,

3; ANID 'n Ps. 139, 22 extreme hatred;
also the end Nun. 3, 21 i1. 6. issue, opposite

Jou 28, 25; to adjust, pny Ps. 75,4.

‘my

to the finest hair; 'm~>' most strictly 28, 12, hence coupled with 777, pu; om
rın3 (entrance).
ndom (from >on which see) f. prop.

Puh. jam (part. yar) to be weighed
out, of money 2 Kınas 12,12.
pn

m.

1. a determinate

number

or

תכנית
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measure Ez.45,11; a task measured out
Ex. 5, 18. — 2. (establishment, firmness,
but see the proper name 493) n. p. of
a city in Simeon 1 Cur. 4, 32, which
has fallen out between “ny and yey in
Josa. 19, 7.
man (formed from 75h) f. contrivance, "draught, plan of a building, Ez.
43,10, where perhaps we should read
 סכנas in 43, 11; proportion, fashioning, inthe genitive to amin (signet-ring of
symmetry), as an adjective 28,12 a symmetrical, i. e. beautifully formed signetring. פתוח JER.22,24 is a figure of the
king, who is firmly closed in God’s hand.

תלבשת

as  תָכָהto hang up, with accus. 2 Sam.
21, 12; םיִאָלָּת Deur. 28, 66 suspended,
of Dn, i.e. in fluctuation, in danger;
intr. and fig. to hang after, to be bent
upon, with 2, Hos.11,7 and my people
are bent upon defection from me.
nom II. (not used) = yon IL, see
mon 2.
son (from הָאָל like myn 2 from
may)” 0 1. travail, distress Ex. 18, 8;
Nom. 20, 14; Targ. wb. To this be:

longs gecondine to Ibn Esra myn

Mat. 1,13 = ‘m-+na what trouble ₪ eat
it), ehich the Targ., however, takes as
“> (from 77?) masc. a mantle,a = האל בsomewhat of trouble, i. e. somewide robe, stola talaris Estu. 8,15, mo- what distressing (comp. 472 3, 0(. It may
dern Hebrew a covering of the dead.
also come from 5n3 = bu} (which see)

on (with suf’. Tan, Dan; from bon1.) meaning burden, and be translated: and
m. prop. a mound, to build upon; hence
Josa. 11, 13 which stand still on their
mound, i. 6. are not pulled down; JzEr.
30,18 the town is rebuilt on its mound;
commonly a heap of rubbish Devt. 13,17,

behold, it is burdensome!

Jer. 49, 2; Arab. Wy, Arm, ₪ 2

context.

—

2. (from

nbn 11. = yon IL, ym to dig through)

a ‘trench, Lamenr. 3,5 he has surrounded
me with fortifieations (wit, see UNI. )and
a trench. This explanation, though difJosn. 8, 28, sometimes with הָמַמִש also, ferent from the ordinary one, suits the

( הָבּואְלִּתfrom aN?) f. thirst, drought,
SZ, Coptic tad, ear, eed. Often
the genitive to PS, of a wilderness
in
combined with names of lacs (as also
in the names of Babylonian and Syrian Hos. 13,5; comp. "x.
cities, see Assemani B. Or. III, 2. p. 784;
Sax (as 0 רָשַלְמ Is. 37, 12,
Jakut, Muschtarik ed. W. p. 88 s. v. IS), also in mss. "ean) n. p. of a Mesopoand perhaps iin un (Hua). In
tamian province and eity, inhabited by
Dar on (hill of.grass--land, see (ביִבָא the 772 "22, and formerly subject to
n. p. ‘of a "place on the Chaboras, where Assyria Is.'37, 12; 2 Kınas 19,12. It
was a colony of exiles, and where the has been identified with Theleda, Theprophet Ezekiel stayed for a week Ez. lesa on the Peutinger tables (XI, ce),
3,15. Thiluta, Thilsaphata ap. Amm. south cast of Racca, near Palmyra,
Mare. (24,2; 25,,8( have been compared; where ruins still exist. The Jer. Targ..
but this is uncertain.
on Gen. 14,1, and the Syriac take "won

nw ( הזלhill of the magus, comp. nur

as the name of a place) n. p. of a locality likewise on the Chaboras, where
there was a colony of Jewish exiles
Ezr. 2,59; Nen. 7, 61.

as= "0>§ (and o>n, "Ban, piss) in

the territory of Artemia, which was
also called 0.0000 (i.e. Tadacdg) and
which lay in southern Assyria, north
of Babylonia (Ptol. 6, 1, 6; Strab. 16.
i. .6 rock-salt-Aill) n. p. p. 744). Others take it to be = 709,
ו למ חלמ
of a place on the Chaboras, near Tel now Kileh Shirgal. The word has arisen
Charsha Ezr. 2,59; Nex. 7, 61.
from m and “WX=DR.
ysabm (fom wad) f. a garment Is,
won I. (only 8 p. pl. with suf. Dixon
59,
17.
Krri; ל pass. DSTO, ONDA) tr. same
93
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on (not used) Aram. intr, same as
Hebrew aw. Deriv.
som Avian: m. snow Dan.7, 9.

sonidp man, "0298 ’n, see nein.

“bn Aram. num. ord. the third Dan.

2, 39, from nbn, together with "nbn.
bbn I. (only part. pass. ללה trans.
1. same as DBO L, Sn. IL, to tower, to
pile up, heap up, aeoumniilatey hence to

nbn (part. הכח ,pass. "om, inf. c. ‘heighten, and intr. to be high, to be heighnom; jut.mans) tr. to hang up, suspend, tened, of רה Ez. 17, 22, coupled with
on a stake (ye), a capital punishment 7124; comp. "Aram. bn to make high, to
among the Israelites Devr. 21,22, 2Sam.

lead upwards, |fins erected, ליִלּפa

4,12, 7083. 10, 26, Egyptians Gen. 20, wall; Arab. ds the same. Deriv. bn
19, 29 and Persians Esta. 8, 7; 1
metaphor. to hang up, ni7133 Ps. 137,2 and the proper names (“WN2M, Ss)
yom Han Sone or Sor. ‘4, 4; to ל

aay ,למ  אָשְרַה, למmon Sn.

‘upon "m Ez. 15, 3, the Bash upon

 קחII. (not used) intrans. same as

man, ie. to וש it suspended JoB
26,7; fig. intr. to adhere to, with לע Is.
22, 24. Deriv. om and mon.
Nif. Ton (fut. Ham) to be hanged,
with לע upon Esra. 2,23; Lament. 5, 12.
Pih. ‘som to hang, wath לע Ez. 27,11,

SW I, 5577.II. (see ה and ₪( to wander to he fro, and so to be mad, to
rave, deriv. 524m, which, ו
is
better referred to San ID. = לש 1

As to the stem, it is connected with

Son III. (not used) tr. same as 520 I.
(which08) to take booty, to rob, plunder.
Deriv. Shin.

npn, לז (br), לד 1  לסIV., so that

bonIV. (Kal unused) intr. same as

or 3 27, 10.

the Fundamental signification iis to float;
Greek rid-0, whence 7000709 a weight;
Aram. Non, fiz,

mbm and Hy (from 43 IL, only

oom, m I, prop. to jest, to laugh,
cognate in sense with pox, Arab. Js;
hence to mock.

Hif. >97 (with tone drawn back br
the pl. nizv>m) a a murmuring, rebellion Gen. 31, 7; 2 pers. monty for Hann,
Ex. 16, 7- 9 12; Num. 14, 27.

renouneing the doubling, or as if from

nbn (not used) tr. prop. a farther on}; inf. on; fut. למהר retaining the
development of חל (m9) II. to split, to = of Hifil for om, pl. on Jos 13, 9,
in pause Yon) ‘JER. 9, 4; on the other
separate; Aram. nbn and yon, Ar. 5
But

for the 0

proper

name

hand,

bam is Pih. of לפה 88 0

 הפל₪ bonn] and תְלָתַהְמ are to be
ran seems to suit better, being a far- referred to bom) to mock, to deride, with
ther ‚development of 12 (which see), 2 of a person 1 Kines 18, 27; 1705 13,
meaning to be fresh, vigorous.

Deriv.

9; Junges 16, 10 13 15; generally: to

mon (vital vigour) n. p. masc. 1 Car. deceive, to cheat Gen. 31, 7; Ex. 8, 25.
7,25.
See more under bnz and comp. bn 1
"om (with suf. Mon; from mon 1)
m. prop. what hangs from one, a 6

bbn v. (not aed) tr. to wind, to
wind 0/0 to roll together,e. g. locks;

suspended from the shoulder or girdle
Gen. 27,3 (LXX, Vulg., J. Targ. na conseq. ident. with >>> IL. לא (to

md in Esra, Kimchi);

according to DIAN Ez. 27, 19 Rashi), Ares, “on,

Onk. a sword (X2*0), followed by the bry (see 3201). Derivat. the redupl
babe.
Syr. and Ibn Ganäch.
nbn I. (not used) intr. to be heaped
mon (from an) = cod. Sam. Guy.
27, 3 for sph.
up, ‘accumulated, of mounds (Kimchi,

חלם

‘nbn
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Bottcher); it is closely connected with

ous derivatives. Deriv. the proper name

n2W IT. (to be high, rugged), Ar. pw. yin.

The organic root is D5“n. Deriv. non ‘Abn (not used) to be high, projecting
(which see).
upward, to be slender-pointed upwards,
abn U. (not used) intr. to be bold, conseq. a collateral form of pom 1. Accourageous , spirited; ident. with O20 to cording to Ibn Ganäch a farther develpractise violence (to the proper name opment of HOR, meaning to instruct, to
teach, to point out the way, so that the
71996), Aram. 7 phn, Arab. pb. noun n’»5m prop. denotes a pharos or
Deriv. man.
watch-tower. According to the Talmud,
oon (from non L; pl. c. yom, with followed by Saadia and others, the noun
suff. sb) m. a hilly, cloddy ‘bed, along is compounded of bm (=bn) and nitp
with ‘the furrow; hence the place on (edges), and therefore means hill of
which a thing grows, ridge, Jos 31, 38; blades. According to Salomo 6. Jehuda
Hos. 10, 4 and heaps of stones (>33) lig (see Sephat Jeter 28) the verb signifies

upon (23)the ridges

12,12; Jos 39, 10

to distinguish,

to make

wonderful,

but

canst thou bind the buffalo, so thathis drawline is upon the ridge, in making furrows
the left rope being always on the ridge

without establishing this meaning etymologically; according to others it is

upon its earthy a
73 =17m 1); Arab.

explanation we have given suits better.

like p>, NP? with the meaning of 22%,
of the bed; opposite D’p3, (furrows) ; so that the noun would be a step, and
Ps. 65, 11 water its ridges, rain down ninabmb adv. terrace-shaped. But the
em
from
, Aram. bon,

msn (only pl. nme, from non

which see) fem. height, top, a thing projecting upwards, nip
2m adv. prominent,
high, Sona OF Sox. 4, 4 like the tower
of David (i. e. slender) is thy neck, built
Bagup high; Symm. vy.

Coptic eAom, TAom (not Akt),
aan (from Don IL; bold, spirited
one) n. p. m. 2 Sam.3,3; Junazs 1,10;
600040006 Joseph. Antt. 14, 8,1.

9000006 Matra. 10, 3 is mamma.
Tan

(from 723) masc. a disciple

ipbm see רֶשאַלְמ

1 Cnr. 25,8; Arab., Syr. and mod. Hebrew the same.

nbn (same as Hebrew Wow) Aram.
num. card. fem., nom, אתה (with suf.
yon I. (not used) tr. to eat away, to מִלְתְהין, = Hebrew aww) masc. three,
consume, to lick, of worms and insects; pee Dan. 7, 5, also put after the noun
enlarged from yb (yao) 1 by rn; the 3, 24; 6, 3; “nn anf three times, 6,
same organic root existing in לבו 11 14; also for an ordinal number, as
3-3 IL, pon? also; Aram. Santo cleave, non + the third day Ezr. 6,15; pl.
to dig through. Derivat. עלות and its non thirty Dan. 6, 8. Derivat. man,
denomin. Puh. yon, as well as my pin “nbn, יִתיִלְּמ
and .תעלת
ַּ אתְלsee non.
Pih. yon (not used) to bite away, to
De9n2.
transp.
destroy, of the teeth;
non (only definit. mm, abridged
rivat. 3192.
from mann) num. ord. masc. Aram. the
Puh. son ‘denom. see Yun.
third, in rank Dan. 5, 16 29; formed
5
 עbn II.(not used) intr. to be stretched, from non.
extended, to be stretched out at full length;

Ar.

5 and

‘nbn Aram.

ord. m.

num.

same

as

to be stretched high, ron (which see) the third Dan. 5, 7.

to be long-necked, especially in numer-

- ‘is Hebraistie for a

" 93*
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( לתלonly pl. ‘arb, from bn V.) Jos 2, 9; 27,5; 31,6; simplicity Prov.
m. prop. a thing twisted; hence twisted

11,3, opposite ףל
₪

locks, like clusters of grapes, explaining
MON (3 pl. in pause Tan; fut. am)
( הצקwhich see) more definitely, Sone intr. prop. to be motionless, horrified , to
סעbr, 5, 11, comp. Boozevyos with Bo- be astonished, amazed;

ident. in its or-

zus, Bad a lock from nam II. to ganic root מָת-ה with that in nw (on),
twist; Ar, 5

a basket, from Js to

interweave, like אָנְט to ,אָנַט 550 1.
to db.

DU,

Dur" and DI, 797 IL; hence

to be in consternation Ps.48, 6; “oy wy
wy) Is. 13,8 they looked with astonishment at one gids

on Aram. adv. same as Hebrew bw,
with 5‘= appended an =Hebrew mau) to be ו

or to stand in mute

Jen 4,9; to i el

there Er. 5, 17; 7, 12; many thence Jos 26, 11, with yp of'swith לע to won6,6; Targ. and Syn. yen, 4

Talm.

der at a thingEcouzs. 5,7; ‘Aram. man,

on enlarged by a pronominal stem J mn, ,2ב acz the same; the ו
at the beginning.
fe it is 0 (m?) to be amazed, to
on (from DRM) adj. m., man (with

suff. Sman) / prop. whole, complete, ready,
perfect; hence pious, as a subst. a pious
man Ps. 37,37; 108 1,1 8; 2, 3, coupled
with 93; innocent 8,20, opposite wR;
9, 20 21, Opposite IW 9, 22; quiet,

placid, mild Gun. 25, 27, of shepherds,
opposite wild, rough, of hunters; “nan

stand motionless.

Pih. sm (not used) an intensive of
Kal. Deriv. Yiren.
Hihp. "an (out of 'anm) to be as-

tonished, joined to Kal to strengthen the
idea Has. 1,

man - ₪ Aram. intr. same as
mn, Hebrew man.

Deriv. the noun
my pure, innocent one Sone oF Sot. 5,
mam (only 0 van, def. wan,
2 and 6, 9, a flattering address to a
with ‘suff. Time) Aram. m. an astonishmaiden, or a beloved one.
on (from Dan; once Dim Prov. 10, ment, miracle, coupled with my Dan. 3,
9; before Makkeph “DA; with suf. an, 32 33; 4, 8.
yam (from man Pih.; ¢. irn)
nn, Din; pl. see andes Dan) m. wholeness, entireness; ann? according to their m. timidity, astonishment, fear Zucu. 12,
completeness Is. 44, 6
completely ; 4; with 335 Deur. 28, 28.
soundness, welfare ₪ 08 21, 23 = niby
nan (after the form sway, 9s from

(comp. ping) Ps. 38, 4; simplicity, ben} mn; with the artiele a) n. p. 1. of a
in their simplicity 2 Sam. 15,11, jan *in Syrian and Phenician God, whose vio-

his simplicity 1 Kınas 22, 34; ל

lent death was lamented by women

at

innocence, with the genitive 23) Gen. the gate of the temple, sitting on the
20, 5 6, Ps. 101, 2, coupled with רשי ground according to the custom of
1 Kies 9, 4; without 2a) Ps. 25, 21; mourners Ez. 8,14. Tammuz is none other

bin a7 Prov. 2,7; bing pn 10, 9 or than Adonis to whom a funeral solemnity

tana 128,6 to - blamelessly, piously;
71 on 10,29 or 7377 On 13,6 integrity
of walk, concrete innocent one; coupled

7, 9.
with קדצ
Nam Jos 6,19 see ann.
am

Aram. adv. see On.

man (from Dan; constr. nian, with
suff: nian) Tem. innocence, blamelessness

was set apart every year in July on ac-

count of his unhappy death by the boar
of Mars, as Jerome and Cyril (on Is.
18) rightly observe, and as the Vulgate
renders ’'n by Adonis. A copious description of the Adonia (Adama, “Ade2800 may be found in Movers (Phin. I.
pag. 200 seq.). The worship of Adonis
arose generally in Phenicia or Syria (see

7178). It came to the Ephremites from

תמול
Syria 2008. 19, 11.
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Comp. Chwolson,

תמים
Ala (not used) intr. to be powerful,

Sabäer II. p. 27 and 201. 459. 606.— strong, victorious, tr. to overpower, to
2. month of the Adonis festival, accord- destroy; cognate in sense with דה IL,
ing to Jerome June, but more correctly
שד, and connected with max, RU;
July.
comp. Ar. yo. Deriv. from 'Pih. Tan.
‘ The word is usually derived from
( חמּמnot used) tr. to strike, to com-
‘a Arab. Lo to separate, to divide, so
that ’m would be the separation, disap- bat; a farther development of Mn 1.
pearance of Adonis, égavicuoe ‘Adaridog (belonging to Sy9"179). Derivative
(Lucian). It is more probable that it
nan (combat, viz. El is a Striving one)
should be taken, like most names of N. ps m. Bar, 2, 53.

deities (ITS, לע 777) in the signi-

fieation powerful, mighty one, from mn
which see.

"man Jur. 18,23 in pause for man,

see Ann.
Ton (from 3m II.) m. prop. eatenSinn and »hm (for which we have
also Yan, dean, Sinny) an adv. be- sion or continuance oftime; hence 1. conTore, long ago Is.30, 33; commonly yes- tinuance, in the genitive a periphrasis
terday, heri 2 Sam. 5, 0 especially in for the adjective continual, as 'n M29 a

combination with פלט 1 Sam. 14, 21; continual (i. e. for all times) burnt offer-

19,7; also as an adj. (to air) belonging ing Ex. 29, 42, ‘mn nabr 30, 8, 'n שא
25, 30,
to yesterday Ps. 90, 4. Sinn is used Lev. 6, 6, 'n תַחּורַא 9 8
apmen
WIN
'n
2,3,
Cur.
nnswn2
oftener than Sinn in the sense of yesterday , especially | with nsw Ex. 5, 8 pointed for a continuance Ex. 39, 14; also
‘daily
14, 2 Sam. 3, 17, also in “Shane Gen. by itself applied to the standing or
ch. 28, hence TR Yin
Num.
sacrifices
.31,2 5 and Yan 1088. 3, 4; a short
Dan. 8,13; vor
time ago JoB 8, 9, perhaps for S'nnn; the oracle about the daily
11, 31; 12, 11.
daily
the
abolish
to
‘nia
before, formerly i Sam. 20,27. See diane,
continually, ever "Ex. 25, 30;
adv.
2.
—
I
Dyan, “mx. — As to the derivation,
27, 20; 28, 38; with a negative never
formerly looked upon it as compounded Is. 62, 6.

of ba mx, after the example of Ibn

oan (constr. DRM; plur. DAMM,
Ganäch’s (Fürst, Cone. s. v. 572m), which
view was followed by Gesenius (under constr. רמה from ben) adj. m., הי
bam); but I have already abandoned it (pl. na”) f. whole, entire Luv. 3, 9;may.
under לב (page 783), considering it  מְמִימָהa whole year 25, 30; 'm Din ‘an
more correct to assume a stem AN entire day Josu.10,13; free - blemish,
sound, of sacrifices Ex. 12,5; 29,1, oc(which see).
Om (e mama, with suff. 72779; eurring often in Leviticus in sacrificial
blameless, innocent,
fromyma) fem. properly anything formed, prescriptions. Fig.
9; 17, 1; subst.
6,
Gen.
pious
upright,
with
coupled
image,
an
fashioned; hence
upright
coupled with
4
one
12,
Jos
509 Ex. 20,4; form Jos 4,6; Num. 12,
Prov. 1,12; 2, 21, and pl. aan
צ
ד
י
ק

8; "Ps. 17, 15.
= Dann; perfect, of the
mayan (with suf. 37°; from m) 501 11,20
סעד nan Jos 37, 16
19,8;
Ps.
min
2 exchange, in buying and selling, like
on the contrary
perfect in ill,
( גְאוּלָהpayment) Rura 4, 7; Jon 28, niy7 on 36,4 upright in thought; DAN
27,
Lav.
17; concrete the thing eadhanged
barby Devr.18,13 upright towards God;
10 33; Jos 15, 31; figur. compensation,
2 om Ps. 15,2, ‘na or 84,12, 425
retribution 20, 18.
172 101,6= ana לח to walk blamen
man (from nm) f. death, dyings

ma "a mortal Ps. 79, 11; 102, 21, diffe-

rent from naja.

lesslys also true, hence ‘pat Am. 5,10..
pam 1 Sam. 14, 41 see pan.
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pon
can

contracted

from E’axm

see

DRM.

DAN
OR) (part. qpin; yin Ps. 16, 5

is a noun; inf. absol. Siam, constr. Tan;

‘evan (with suf. "7m, a plural form fut. ‘tian, before Makkeph am) tr.
of bin)לm. pl. prop. perfection, innocence; same as 7730 (which see) to support,
under the influence of the Egyptian Ps. 17, 5 support my steps in thy paths,
emus veritas (Bunsen, Aegypten’s Stelle where Tan (as elsewhere) is an imperaI. p. 572) truth; hence the LXX 6210600. tive (Targ.); to hold, with the accusat.
The plural as an abstract is used with  ידGem. 48, 17; nay an Am. 1, 5 8
nan (which see) of the figures attached a sceptre- Kalder, i. 0. a king, comp.
to the yur, which symbolised revelation oxnatovyos 20011806 (Homer); of God,
) (אוּרִיםand truth (nam), and consti- to support, to help, with 2 Ps. 63,9 or
tuted the high priest's. right to give the accus. 16, 5; figur. Prov. 5, 5 her
judicial decisions, and directions rela- steps hold Sheol fast, i. e. they abide detive to the divine law, as well as his eidedly in it; also with 2 like verbs
authority to be medium of the divine of holding 28, 17; Ps. 41, 18; to hold
counsels Ex. 28, 30; Lav. 8, 8; Deur. fast, with the accus., as 723 Prov. 11,
88, 8. Sometimes the phrase is abridged 16; 29, 23; to take, to lay hold of, Er
and pean alone used, as in םירואפ לאש
31, 19; 4,4 let thy heart lay hold of my
1 San. 28, 6 or ‘NAT טָפָשִמְּב " לאשNum. words. Absol. Jos 36, 17 and yet thou
27, 21. Amon the Egyptians the high art entirely filled ()ָתאַלְמ with the judg-

priest, as president of the court of jus- ment of an (unrighteous) enemy (i. e.
tice, had an &yalua of sapphire stones with the opinion that an unjust one
suspended from his neck, called ₪080
judges); a righteous transaction and a
(Ael. V. H. 14, 34; Diod. Sie. 1, 48. 75); righteous sentence hold together (Tun).
and from them the Hebrews borrowed
their Urim and Thummim; comp. Philo,

vita Mos. (ed. Hösch.) II. p. 670, de
Monarchia II. p. 824. But in the time
of the Babylonish exile those oracular
little images were already unknown, so
that decisions were postponed for the
priest of the future who should preside
over the Urim and Thummim Ezr. 2,
63; Neu. 7,65. The two figures of precious stones so called were at an earlier
period a kind of lots, and so the ex-

pressions 3%... 7732 לרַּפַה and 795) were
applied to them as in the case of Sy;

and for םירּואה Deuna Sew (Num. 27,
21) was also used EN ES: 1 San,

Deriv. min.

Nif. yanı (fut. yan) to be held, to
be laid hold of, with 2 Prov. 5, 22.

bon (not used) tr. same as but to
tie or knot together,

to tie peau, ead

so metaph. to be strong, powerful (comp.
IR, ,לוח Wp); of time, to be long,
enduring. Deriv. the noun Diam after
the form 5439, with א prosthetic Sing,
Aram. S27 and Dann. See more under

din.

Yan see sinn.

DON (3 p. perf. on, pl. wm, with

nn
agreeably to the reading of the LXX, Lament. 3, 22; Ps. 64,7; 1 p. perf. pl.
where there was after Sy i> the fol- wan for ashen Nom. 17, 28; Jur. 44,18;
14, 37.

According

lowing: San 7

to 1 Sam. 14, 41,

yy

3 ya

bien 4 “desis מב N)

Dagesh resolved supplied by כ

DR inf.om, before Makkeph “on, with ‘uff

םיִרּוא an; fat. bin, 3 p. fem. onm Hz, 24, 11,

(so we should read for Dan) ‘each of in ‘an intrans. signification on?, plur.
these figures had the particular meaning van), in pause ym, first person DN
yes or no, innocence or guilt, prosperity or Ps. 19, 14 = bmx, as if from um) tr.
misfortune, just as the one or other came

forth; if none appeared, the meaning
was, God does not answer.

1. to make whole, perfect, ready, and so
to complete, with accus. Ps. 64,7; with
accus. of a person and ’p ma to deliver

DAN

DAN
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wholly Jur. 27, 8; commonly followed mss. after 22, 9 and the Vulgate read.
by an infin. and 4 meaning to have 7m], the Targ. jenn (after 12, 12),.
completed to, as an adv. wholly, readily

the LXX BAM;

but the ה

Josa.
3, 17; 4, 1; 5, 8; Daur.
2, 16. that he may put all the money together,

But the trans. ו
frequently
passes into the intrans., the object being
left out,

and thus the meaning

to be

is sufficient.
jan see jan.

mm (from 37; with a of motion
ann; prop. a thing allotted,
a posDana the same Devr. 2, 15, i. e. en- session) n. p. 1. of a city on the mountirely ; or followed by a verb, as on tains of Judah (situated on the northern
na22 Joss. 3, 16 to be entirely divided. boundary of that tribe), and therefore
— 2. to be finished, ended, of mW Gen. 753 is applied to it Gun.38,12; coupled
47, 18; Ps. 102, 28; of 0437 ספ 31, with max Jose. 15,57; comp. Boßinzön,
40, comp. moe (Ps. 72,20); to be spent, Palest. II. p- 343. — 2. of a city in
Dan, lying low, and therefore 15° is
of nd Jun.6, 29, where many mss.
to it 10883. 19, 43. — Jupaus
incorrectly refer on toUy reading OMWN; applied
14,1 2 5 written Amen with the same
to cease, of 4» Ez. 47, 12, of 902 ‘GEN.
meaning; 1 Macc. 9,“BO Oauva$a, which
complete, to be finished originated 1 Kınas
7, 22; Dm=V

6, 22 even to completion;

47, 18; coupled with סָפֶא and mp Is. is probably the modern Tibne (Robinson

16, 4; to be consumed, to be used up JER. 1. c.), south west of 92. Centile m.
37, 21; Gen. 47, 15; to be wholly gone, „nam Jupgns 15, 6, as iffrom Man.
of md Lev. 26, 20; to perish, like 42>
non see IRM.
2 Kınas 7,13, ו “NWI; to be complete or whole in number 1 Ska 16, 11.
— 3. Figur. to be blameless, pious, in"JOM see AM.
nocent Ps. 19, 14; especially so in derivatives. Deriv. on, om, Tan, Dion,
San (from 3273; keeping, holding off,
on, oan.
viz. Jahi
is, comp. ya) n. p. fem. GEN,
Hf. ( חתפperf. nen, Tan; inf. 36, 12; afterwards the name of an
ont, with suf. PNT = pane Is. 33, Edomite tribe 36, 40.
1; fut. DM) causative, to make ready, to
on man (possession of the sun;
prepare, flesh Ez. 24, 10; to finish Is. also mp m, i. e. of the the sun-god
33, 1 (coupled with m3); to cause to JOSH. 19, 50; 24, 30; חרס for dan) x. p
cease, with ja Ez. 22, 15; without an of a city on the mountains of Ephraim,
object Dan. 8, 23 a
the ו
north of wys "7, a hereditary posses) הַפּשעִים1. 6. who put עשפ Day.
2 sion of Joshua’ s, and the place of his
into operation, conseq. the heathen; the burial 1083. 19,50; 24,30; 102688 2,
translators read Dy WET incorrectly) 9. At the time of Eusebius the grave
complete (the measure of their sins); of Joshua was still pointed out in Oapning ont; Dan. 9, 24 K’ri and to 2070006 (Onom. s. v.), near the vilfll up the measure of sin (LXX, Vulg., lage Oapveé (Onom. s. v. Gaas), on the
Aqu., Syr.), parallel Nb, where the northern part of the mountain שו
K'tib was occasioned by the following which Jerome also knew. It is the
Din); figur. 23 ONT to make the walk Oauvd& which appears as a toparchy
blameless, i. e. to live piously Jon 22, 3. (Josephus, Jewish Wars 3, 3, 5).
MID MAN see DAN mann.
The words »an j21 2 Sam. 20, 18 (and

om see 1D.

so they brought it about) are difficult,

which being part of an old saying are
not altogether intelligible. Farther om>]

הַכָסְף- אֶת2 Kınas 22, 4, where many

man

see IHM

Onn (from dd%2; a rare abstract for-

mation) m. a melting away, a flowing off,

חמר

חמר
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the southern border stretches as far as Meriboth- Kadesh (on the Edomite border),
alas (not used) intr. to stand forth a still more southerly point Ez. 47,19;

metaphor. a passing away in slime; as an
adverb in slime Ps.58,9. See Dap aw.

48,28. It has been understood to mean
tall, ‘to project aloft, = the palm, a the city Oopage, mentioned by Eusebius
pillar, a tower, Ar.
3; identical with (s. v. Acacavoude), a day’s journey
the root in 7279, ,רַמדֶא  רמיTalm. from 77371, on the way from the latter
van the same. Deriv. Tan, Win, Tan, to the sea-port nox (ni), whose
ruins were found by Robinson (Pal. D.
the proper name "an, also in .רמתיִא

Pih. 1. em an intensive of Kal, of = 616. 622) in the ruins of Kurnub (see

a pillar.

mann.

Derivat. “ian, Tan, man,

"Pik. IL. “yam (redupl.) an intensive
of Kal. Deriv. am 2.

"an (plur. Ban; from Yan) mase.
1. prop. 6 slender, tall tree, specially
the date-palm, once indigenous in Pa-

lestine Jo. 1,12, Nen. 8, 15, especially
about in? (see Dane (רי Josephus
Antigg. 15, 4, 2, at יוגהry Solin. 38,
12, in the |
of the o>

ri2%t 12100. Sic. 2, 48, at the mp סי

np). This Yan, as the K’tib in 1 Kınas

9ts reads for ion, is said to be one
of the strong places built by Solomon;
so that after the secure holds in northern
and middle Palestine are mentioned in
the passage, a strong place in the extreme south would also be adduced;
hence the addition in the wilderness
(Judah), in the land, i. e. in Palestine
proper. At the time of Eusebius a garrison lay in Oopaga, and a fort put
there must really have commanded the
pass through which people went from
Edom to Jerusalem. — 4. (a column;

Josephus Jewish Wars 3, 10, 8, ‘and a
symbol of Palestine on Jewish coins comp. 72m) in nm >92, the name of

(Froehlich, ann. syr. tab. 18). Its ever-

green leaves Ps. 92,13 and its slender,
straight growth Sone oF Sot. 7, 8 served
for comparisons in poetry. The slender,

bow-shaped branches )םיִרָמִּת nip> Lev.
23, 40, LXX xdlavycoa) were waved
at ‘the ‘feast of tabernacles as well as

at the solemn reception of princes and
generals as an expression of joy 1 Macc.

13,51; Joun 19, 19. In the Wady Ghurundel (bby) the Israelites found seventy
palm-trees beside twelve fountains Ex.
15, 27; Num. 33, 9. םיִרָמְּפַה ( ריעcity
of palm) Deut. 34, 3, ‘Tupaxs 3, 13,
2 Cur. 28, 15 is an epithet of ir or
rather of the district about Jericho, so
called from its numerous groves of

palms. — 2. only in 70688 1, 16 the
name of the old home of the Kenite
tribe, whence they wandered forth to
Palestine and arrived there with the
Israelites. According to Le Clere it is
the name of the famous palm- district
in Arabia, which Diod. Sic. 3, 42 calls
Dowixey, and Strabo describes (p. 776).
-- 3. (palm- plantation) n. p. of a city
on the south border of Palestine, whence

a deity (bya), who was worshipped in
the form of a priapus-column; called
also Demarus,

Thamyras.

From

this

san >92 (see under by2) a city not far
from 33 in a northerly direction got
its name JUDGES 20, 33, called an m3
in Eusebius, in whose day it was a
small village. In this application of

the word, ‘m may perhaps have denoted
E_o

the phallus, like Ar. Gt to stand up

straight, of the membrum virile. — 5. in
"Ran ןצצה which is spoken of at length
below ןוצצח — 6. (the slender) n. p. f.
Gen. 38, 6; 2 Sam. 13, 1; 14, 27. —

7. in Sans )= (ַרָמָחיִב n. p.m Ex.
6, 23.

Yan see un.
“iam (only plur. pian, with suff.
von = yan, from "nm Pih.) m. a
slender palm, engraved in
i wood or stone
Ez. 40, 16 22 31 34; 41,18, as an ornament; LXX לב

 רמתm. .1 a palm, same as "an;
hence maby ‘m (Deborah’s palm) the name
of a palm- tree under which

Deborah’

תמרה

חנה
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abode and sat in judgment 70208 4,
5. — 2. a pillar, especially a priapuspillar, which was set up in cucumber
fields to scare away birds Jer. 10, 5;

nised by its howling and dwelling in

waste places (see (לעוש _Targ. 83597,
Syr. 120; (from לר 22 to howl, to

wail), explained by Bar Bahlül Ss! wnt
(howler, jackal), which Tanchum also
letter of Jeremiah verse 70.
gives. Comp. Ar. ys a wolf, prop.
man (from the masc. "an; plur.
howler. Saadia (a sea-animal, seaconstr. nian, for which many mss. serpent), Ibn Gandch, LXX (dgaxortes,
have nian or nian) fem. ₪ pillar, of aeonves, éyivor) and Vulg. interchange it
ned Song or Sox. 3,6, Jo.3,3, simi- less correctly with pan. D°3m Jur. 14,
larly 93; Talm. ‘vam together with 6; Ez. 29,3 (which see).
Mann, the same.

to be compared with the apocryphal

gah) (not used) Aram. trans. same
as Hebr. MW I. to repeat, iterare, prop.

man (plur. niyten) fem. same as
"um 1 Kınas 6, 29 32 35; 7, 36; Ez.
41, 19. Along with other sculptured

to double. "Deriv. yan, num.

emblem of Palestine and to represent
a thing elevated.
man (from קרימ ;only pl. op yan,
constr. "230, with suff. spon) m
1. an eave. a rubbing in, with salve
and oil; a purification or cleansing of
the in Esta. 2, 12; concrete, ointment
2,3 9. — 2. Figur. a remedy Prov. 20,

hence coupled with ללה Prov. 31, 31;
Ps. 8, 2 which (viz. all the earth, -b5

things palms were used, both as an

30 K’ri, for which the K’tib has Pan

nah I. (Kal only according to some
in on "Prov. 31,31 and in mm Aram.
for man Ps. 8, 2) intr. same as “pA (L),
1. to all, to praise, to announce aloud,

 (סְאָרֶץpraises aloud (mn = (ִהָנ thy
majesty; in the Talm. to teach and to
learn,

i. e. to recite aloud

aloud;

Targ. in Pah.

or to teach

to relate aloud,

with the same meaning; comp. D pnt. to announce, for the Hebrew 3733, BD.
Yan (only plur. (םיִרּורְמַת mase. — 2. to complain loudly, to lament, to
mourn.
1. (from 272) bitterness, a genitive to
Pih. 73m (infin. constr. niga; fut. pl.
29% JER. % 36, "22 31,15; as an ad- npn?) 1. 10 praise aloud, to laud JupaEs

verb (see ars) bitterly, sharply, in- 5, 11, cognate in sense maw, לפה 9

juriously Hos. 12, 15.— 2. (from “yan1. (to lift up the voice, to call);Aram. en,
Pih.) a way-pillar, an indicator of the 12 the same, Arab. JS U. Iv. to

road Jur, 31,21, parallel DY>2, Arab.
u, pals.
ran

see man.

praise. —

2. to complain aloud, to mourn

with loud lament Jupezs 11,40, with ל
of a person for; but nizm may be also

the infin. of jm 1

in (plur. 0%30, once 72 Lament. 4,
man II. (fut. 39%) tr. properly to
3 K'tib; Bom pA I.) m. prop. howler,
then a howling ‘animal of the desert Is. hand, 0 offer, to reach, hence to give,
absol. to distribute, Hos. 8, 10
13, 22, parallel ~~ (which see), or along ל
though
they
distribute presents among the
20,
43,
Is.
see)
(which
with 32 1473
nations (to make them well disposed toanwhich
29,
30,
708
8,
Mic. 1,
wards them), yet now I gather them (the
nouneed itself by terrible howlings.
pris, i. 6. the Assyrian army) into a
The desert was called b’yn bi772 Ps. mass (it is unnecessary, to take נתי
44, 20, DBD v7 JER. 9, 10, pan mn
5217); also to reward, to hire. Derivat.
Is. 34, 13. It is understood to mean
mans, the proper name "nN )= הגג -).
the jackal, which suits Lament. 4, 3
man to give, to bestow , to give
they draw out the breast and give suck "Hif.
1108. 8, 9; also in a good
סיִבָחַא
up,
recogalso
is
which

to their young,

חנה
sense,

hence
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the proper name Dam

(from the noun 42m).
The organic root A=כת is ident. with
that in 773 II. (see m Ez. 16, 33 gift),
1072. The objective sense to stretch,

bant, porricere dicebant, and there-

fore the dedicated pieces were called
porriciae. —

2. a moving, tumult Is.

19, 16, hence maun ninran

30, 32

battles of moving, of tumult, ‘full of tu-

multuous ones. — 3. (from ak IV.) fruit
Devr. 32,13 cod. Sam., as in ‘the Samar
arose, is also in }2m 111. and 4n-%.
ritan 2% lands for רז Gen. 1, 11; 8,
naa III. (not used) intr. to rest, to 15; 4,25; 7,3; 15,318,
encamp ,to dwell, שי from 183 1.
( רותfrom:.177" after the form 1992;
by prefixing n; Ar. ts the same. De- pl. by", a7) m. (fem. only Hos. 7,4,

eatend, from which to stretch to, to reach

rivat. mn.

tub erehw spahrep ew dluohs daer ערה2)

mn (pi. nign, from mm IIL) fem. prop. a hearth, furnace, especially of God
a dwelling, abode (of a shepherd), Mat. in Jerusalem, "hence an altar, a place of
1,3 4272 nün="2n ning (JER. 9, 9) sacrifice Is. 31, 9, parallel 1X (comp.
of pastures (UXX, Sr); comp. Arab. ORTE scoarding to some; Aram.ניר 
sls dwelling,

from G.

Rashi and

fire);‘also an oven Lev. 2, 4, coupled

with םֶיריִּכ ,11 35 (pots for roasting or
Kimchi: jackals, same as jp, and ni7n> boiling); an oven for baking 26, 26, a
“ata for jackals of the desert;
Dam 7972, conseq. from pal

comp.

NAIM (from 8% I.) f. removal, alienation, i. e. the withdrawal of oneself

from a person or thing, and so meta-

figure of men heated with wine or lust
Hos. 7, 4 6 7, of fever-heat Lamenr.
,5,10 or of the last day Mat. 3,19, fully
' שאn Ps. 21,10, a figure of total de-
struction; 'ת מע an oven covered with

smoke, coupled with wx 795 Gen. 15,
17 a figure of the presence of God as
MAM (constr. na”, with suf. ,יתבד a fiery Being of light. םיִרּוכַפַה bayn

phor. enmity Num. 14, 34; Jos 33, 10.

pl. nis, from 333 1) fem. fruit, of the Nes. 3,11 and 12, 38 is the name of a
field Dvr. 32, 13; Ez. 36, 30; produce tower on the walls of Jerusalem, where

Jupgzs 9,11, fig.Is.27,6. In "LAMENT. ovens were.
4,9 the Vale. has translated תיָבָאְלַּתְמ
Others read n329>n myn

a suitable sense. "
IH

2

Ay

Aram. Nim, |14, Ar.

to bring out  עיZend. tanura, though TION seems

(only constr. 3725, from an or

to have been

more

used in Aramaean.

( םּיִחְנִמonly pl. Ban,

with suf.

7% 1-( m. the pointed; with hs the tip of m, הימה from bry) m. pl. pity, com-

the ear Ex. 29, 20; Ley. 8, 23.

arm

(pl. rin”, from 632) f. same

passionPs. 94,19; consolation Jun. 16,7.

The sing. ’n became afterwards a proper

as rian slumber, ‘sleepiness Ps. 132, 4; name.,

Prov. 6,4; also pl: Jon 33, 15, coupled
arm (only plur. ,תלמד with suff.
with nig "Prov. 6, 10.
Pe) f. consolation, a word of com( הָפּונconstr. npn,ישוק . nips;
from 41) f. 1. ₪ waving, moving to and
fro of sacrifices , the parts being raised
and waved as a sign of dedication and
offering. This was done in the case of
the thank-offering with the breast and

the right shoulder Ley. 9, 21; 10, 15,

fort Jos 15,11; 21,2.
nan ee
n. p. f. (not mase.,
as the mother’s name often follows "72

in genealogical tables) 2 Kınas 25, 23;
Jur. 40, 8.

DM

1. plur. from jm which see. —

in the case of the meat- offering of the 2. sing. for 72m which see.
Nazarite Num. 6,20; comp. Varro (de
( ןינתfrom NM) Aram. num. ord. toy
re rustica 1, 29): Exta deis cum da- marin f., the second Dan. 7, 5.

pn >
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ayn

72H) (from pm 11. or IL; twice bom transferred to time, to continue, to be
Ez. 29,3; Jer.14,6; pl. Den) mase. enduring, firm; comp. Jas, jan. — 2. tr.
either an animal which winds or twists to stretch forth, to reach out, to give, to
itself or which stretches itself along, bestow. Deriv. }2n& (m), PRA accordhence a great water-animal Gen. 1, 21, ing to some, perhaps ‘also the proper
a sea-serpent Ex. 7, 9 10 12, to which name 43n).

poison (ram) is ascribed Drur. 32, 33,
parallel Deine; the crocodile, a טל

2 (not used) Aram. intr. to smoke;

of Egypt Is. 51, 9; Ez. 29, 3; Ps. 74, but also to burn, Aram. 2 8A GE)
13; a sea-monster Jos 7,12, a figure of whence Nam, NORA smoke; ident. in its
a dangerous enemy, and symbol of the organic root with that in Nor. From
all-devouring Babylonian empire ₪.
51,34, consequently equivalent to jn7>
(which see); a dolphin, which fetches
its breath heavily 14, 6. Comp. Syr.

Wi, Arab.

43, also (4 % 8 tunny-

fish, Greek Be - Compounded with
'ִח, PRE ur (serpent-fountain) is the n. p.
of a spring near Jerusalem Nex. 2, 13.

this verb have been derived tlthe Aram.

JAM oven, Syr. 136 21, and thence the Ar.
aE
( בוa lime-kiln, a smelting furnace),
Persian „99, but these are to be re-

ferred to MON (me). See jy.

matin (from nwe) /. 1. the chameleon Luv. 11, 30, so ‘called from its frequent inspirations of the air, so that it
rman (prop. stat. constr. of Ban
was believed to live upon air (Pliny H.
repetition) Aram. adv. repeatedly, a se- N.8,51; Oken, Naturgesch. VI, 647 seq.);
cond time Dan. 2, 7.
according to the Jer. Targ. I. the salaEra) (not used) intr. to be pointed, mander; according to the LXX and Vulg.
enlarged from 728; the organic root is talpa. — 2. the name of a species of
also in Targumic a
See 7 I. De- owl, perhaps the screech-owl, strix stridula or striz otus, which

rivat. han.

{2% I. (mot used) intr. prop. same as
mam I. to sound, to call, to ery, to comlady Arab. 5 tinnire, vocem edere,

redupl. Gib ssonare, 5 susurrum

sends forth a

rustling, blowing sort of noise Lev. 11,
18. Onkelos אהב = Ar. 3) horn-owl,
Jer. Targ. I. ms, ₪706, and NX
bubo; Syr. 42205 the night-owl, ameaning followed by Rashi and Kimchi.

It seems to

ayn (Kal not used) intr. to be ob-

be onomatopoeic like >¥>¥,
ל
Deriv. n.
je II. (not used) intr. to wind, to
twist, of serpents (comp. 7n175 from 172)

jectionable, despicable, detestable, injurious,

edidit, (OOS to murmur.

adverse; a farther nn
of ay
(any to 2°95 Lamenr. 2, 1, which the
Targ. renders (ץוק by ת prefixed;| comp.
5
35 to reject, to abominate, ws tur;
crocodile
the
of
imals,
water-an
great
or
pitudo, ole to offend. From ax II. (to
proceeding from the fundamental signi (איבayn is developed. Deriv. "הב
fication to bind, to fasten to; Arab. שו
Nif. Im (part. 39”) to be abominable,
whence os an associate. For the orga- corrupt, ‘coupled with nbxy 05
nic root JH comp. that in JO7N, אס to be rejected, cast away Ts. 14,19; to
ad, jD° n, 97, yO". Derivat. PRA be despised 1 Cur. 21, 6.
Pih, ( מעבpart. ayn, inf. ;בעמ fut.
(vun).
 זהIIL (not used) 1. intr. to stretch, 29m), also ayn) to abhor, with the ac-

cusative Jos 19, 19; 30, 10, bok Ps.
of long, slender water-
to beלח
animals and serpents; according to some 107,18; to inte, Bow: Mic. a ₪ to
163,
a fundamental signification for 7°24; put away from one, רקט Ps. 119,

חעה
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תעלול

coupled with na; to refuse, DYan רבל of wild animals), i. e. a violent bridle;
Am. 5,10; to asperse, insult, ימלא ar to seduce Is.19,13 14; with the accus.
and 473 to cause to stray from, i. e. to
Deur. 23, 8; to reject, with ץֶהט 7,6
to disfigure, 57 Ezex. 16, 25 (by pro- send into strange parts Grn. 20,13, or
to lead from the right way Is. 63, 17;

fessional adultery); to repel, ar Ps.
fig. to lead astray, into crime and vice
106, 40; to soil, i. e. to make repulsive Hossa 4,12, Mrcau 3, 5, into idolatry
Jos 9, 31. aynn (properly a part.) Is. 2 Kınas 21, 9; 2 Cur. 33,9. — 2. Like
49,7 isa noun object of aversion, as Kal to err, Tur. 42, 20 Kri (omy)
"mon 53, 3 is a noun.
ye err (from the way of salvation) at
Hif. aa (fut. ap. ayn?) to do abominably or ‘shamefully , with 2°)» fol-

the cost of your life.

The

K’tib has

here unsuitably םיִתָשַתַה ,the LXX read
lowing Ps. 14, 1, coupled with תיִחְשה opin. To escape‘the unusual Kal53, 2, or followed by an infin. and E meaning in Hifil it is better perhaps to
1 Kınas 21, 26; 9 apn to act more
abominably shan Ex. 16, 52; comp. 21.

read the Hithp. .םֶתיִִתִה
wh (error, erroneous way; from nym)
AYA (part. העת,pl. constr. "WR; inf. N. p. m. 1 Cur. 18, 9, for which 2 Sa.
constr. nivn; jut. myn), ap. YN) intr. 8, 9 has wn.
same as mob (which see) to vacillate, in
Im (from 7) f. prop. attestation,
act, walk or speech; hence to reel, "282, hence assurance, i.e. a divine announce“sun Is. 28, 7; to be giddy.” con- ment (see 72:7) Is. 8, 16; generally =
fused , of 32) 21, A. Ps. 95,10; to be  תורה6 pr ecept of God 18. 8,20; an old
erring, blinded, of am Is. 29, 24, to custom, an attested usage Rura 4, 7.
wander about Ps. 107, 4; 119, 176; Is.
( עתfrom yay 11-, lengthened by
53,6; Gen. 37, 15; to go into the pathan 8600201088 ah Kos) masc. darkness,
less desert Is.16,8; with> to wander to
47,15, with 72 to wander from Ps. 119, obscurity Jos 11,17, conseq. =N1?7 and
;22 Targ., Rashi and some mas. read
110, Prov. 21, 16, Ez. 44, 10, also with
urn Ez. 14, di; also without nm to ( הפותafter the form 39m) with the
wander from the mark Prov. 14, 22, if same ‘meaning.
DAY see miyn.
-it be not = ax; specially to "wanes
from God, i. e. to practise idolatry, to
"IH see עת
sin Ez.44,10, to which the Aram. Ne,
byn I. (not used) intrans. same as
the noun 790, and the Arab. w AU
idol, point. ‘Derivat. הערת ,the proper byw I. to bend inward, to sink; hence to
be deep, hollow, of channels and trenches.
names wh, wh.
Nif. nym} (inf.constr. תרמה (to stagger Deriv. myn.
about, to"reel, of io Is. 19, 14; to be
לret
 תעII. see mby
I. in Hithpa.
IT
deceived, IN} רעב Jos 15, 31 who is
non f. 1. (from by 1.after the form
deceived by "vanity. (sin), if we should
not read 297%, and refer it to .ןמאי On no, constr. nen; pl. nibym) a ditch,
a channel 1 Kines 18, 32 3; npn
wn Jos 4,10 see 9m.
 דMIN (part.ל
myn, pl. oyna; 122377 the channel of the pool, of the
fut. nym, ap. 22) 1. causative, to cause Gihon 2 Kınas 18,17; 20, 20; Is. 7, 3,
to sacs wna Jop 12, 24; Ps. 107, which has two outlets, ‘canal as it were,
;40 to make totter or reel, as JoB an upper and a lower one Ez. 31, 4. —
;12,25 to lead astray Jur. 50, 6; to mis- 2. (from M2¥) prop. something put upon,
lead Prov. 10,17, omitting the accus.; ; i ea bandage, a plaster Jur. 30, 13;
so too Is. 3, 12; 9, 15; Mona 709 30, 46,11; comp. 5378 הקלה under הל
28 a bridle aang aurea) (in the case
bs
som (only2 Dds; from bby1.}

תעלם

masc. pl. prop. windings, turnings, like
mad, Ds (which see); hence mishap,
misfortune, Is. 66, 4 I have also pleasure
in their

persons

=’.

misfortune;

that cause

concrete

AD
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enemies,

adversity 3, 4, not

To compare

it with m-»n

yields no

good sense.
Pih. (redupl.) ynyn (part. YnYMa) to
mock, to scoff Gen. 27,12; comp. Arab.
55.

Deriv. ynyn.

Hithp. EVEN (part. Yaynn) to shew
from

oneself a mocker, to mimic, to mock, with

ny ₪ m. a hidden thing, i. e. treasures
(of gold mines) 105
1.

phon (only with suff. 7;

2 of a person 2 Cur. 36, 16, coupled
with ay dF.
mazyn (only plur. ninxyn, from

mabyn

(only plur. nee;

from

ney ₪ fem. plur. what is hid or secret, Der)" fan, power, might, coupled with
of on Jos 11, 6, בכ Ps. 44, 22, i. e. 1) Ps. 68, 36.
what is "deep, inward.
IPH and גננת (plur. ovary, with
suff. ךרכוכעת ,Taw; from 329) m. good
cheer, voluptuousness Prov. 19, 10; plur.

WH I. (not used) trans. same as רעש
to separate,

to cut off, to cut away,

shave of; Arab.

to

Deriv. sn 1.

WH II. (not used) trans. same as

delight, pleasure, Mic. 1, 16 םיננעה 23
= םיעומעט "23 (Jur. 31, 20); tenderness,  (ער) ער.I morf( hcihw ti si degralne yb
tender "care for 2,9; seaual pleasure  (תot ,nepeed slessev .c& sA  ערsi mets
to 9972, IN to MAND (hole), so is
Sone or Son. 7, 2

1997 (only plur. niy22m, from 239) sgn 11. to "ym 2.
“DE m. 1. (from “Ym I.) prop. an
fem. "plur. delight, of the enjoyment of
love 1000188. 2, 8, like םינונעמ Sone or
Sou. 7, 7 and 939 (which 'see).

mI

(from my IL; with a suffie

Anm) 7 self-affliction, pw Ezz. 9,5,
common in the Mishna; old Hebr. pax.
 הנעתand 329m (from 739; battle-
ment -like place) n. p. of a Phenician
royal city, coupled with i742 and na

NW, allotted to Manasseh , but within

abstract,

cutting;

commonly

concrete,

a razor, ‘ghar‘p knife, of 253 (which see)
Ez. 5, 1 (where the LXX thought of
A 2), for cutting off hair Num. 6, 5;
8, 7; the figure of a slanderous tongue
Ps. 52, 4; “pdt ‘mn JER. 36,23 a knife
to sharpen the calamus; a sword Is. 7,
20. — 2. (from “9m 11. or from 749 =
 ערL, with suff. ב may) the sheath,
vagina, of a sword 1 Sam. 17,51; Ez.
21, 8 10.

the boundaries of Issachar Jos. 12, 21;
Junges 1, 27; 5,19; 1 Kinas4, 12. It
927 (from 3% L; plur. (תרברעמ
lay on the slope of ‘the western moun- fem. plur. ‘suretyship, security hence "33
tains which bounded the plain of xp"‘ pit hostages 2 Kınas 14, 14; 2 Cyron.
over against . בלבAt the present “day
25, 24.
it is but a small village with ruins,
onon (only plur. pynen, from Syn
called Ta‘anik, south of el-Lejjun on a
Pih.)
m. plur. mockery, scorn, 'n sina
hill at the south end of the plain of
work
i.e.
result of scorn Jur. 10, 15 and
Bibl.
later
156;
III,
Esdraelon (Robinson
51, 18, instead of its being muy
Res. p. 152).
intrans. peppy (see 2 Cur. 3, 10).

yyn (i. e. 9m; Kal not used)

to stammer ; to speak |foolishly , or senselessly; Ar. (redupl.) es = 5

un (pl. Dem, with suf. FEN, Ten;

from ten) m. a (hand-) drum (consist
ing of a broad hoop with a stretched
with the same meaning, then trans. to hide, the margin furnished with bells
mock at, scorn, metaph. as in גש(כTarg.); or rattles of metal) coupled with Yi:>,
Phenic.-Numid. inscription VI. the same. and beaten at solemn partings Gen. 31,

תפארה

27, victory-festivals Ex. 15, 20, entertainments Is. 5, 12, and religious processions Ps. 149, 3, usually by women

Jupezs 11, 34.

pen
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The expressions were

ed up, heightened like a hill; henee
1. an apple, Sona or Sot. 2, 5, a7 ’n
an orange or apricot Prov. 25,11; com-

monly apple-tree Sona or Son. 2,3; 8,
used: to take the drum or timbrel into 5, coupled with “ph as an excellent
the hand Ex.15,20, and, also הרע to put: tree Jo. 1,12; Ar. 3 the same, The
on Jur. 31,4. Arab. Ss, whonte the derivation from 172 is too general. Hence
Spanish adufe. Ez.28,13 TEND aan
ja Pak? Pep and golden was the work
of thy Den and DYap2 with thee; from

it is better to take it from na} or man

to swell up, to be hill- shaped, "like the
Ar. ,
(comp. the proper name Mp3)

the day ‘of thy origin they (the ban
and 6373) were made. After saying, and Talm. nan. — 2. (hill-place) n. 2
thy carving (N22 =ָתּכְשמ ,In Dw) of a city in Judah Joss. 12,17, now in
gid (see Robinson IL p. 428);
was of pure precious stones, where- Arab.
upon three times three are mentioned,

there

follows

a description

and of another city on the confines of

of the Ephraim and Manasseh 16, 8. — 3. (thick
costly Dem and D’ap3, in which the one)n. p. m. 1
2, 43.
preceding ban (LXX), not belong( הצפתfrom yrs, only plur. with
ing to the nine precious stones, gives
suff.
( סָכיִתְְצּופְמfem. same as( הצפנ Is.
the material out of which they were
partly made.
b’en may be tabrets ,11 )12 dispersion, plur. dispersed flocks;
whose rim together with the rattles in
the margin were of gold; and Dae

Jan. 25, 34 and as for your dispersions,

hollow in which a gem is set, bezel; or

rendered, and I dash you in pieces.

to read with the LXX ףיכת ₪ treasures) or 2M (thy stamps).
NON (from “Np IL.) fem. splendour,
ornament, of py Is. 28, 5, Spr Jur.
48,17.
MANDM (absol. and constr.; with suff.

to be thick, of flesh; to be hill-shaped,
capacious, of an earth-heap; Talm. nen
to grow, to swell, of things, opposite

"HIND,

earth.

ye shall fall (Aqu., Symm., Theod.,
(comp. (םיִליִלָה flutes, whose chasings Jerome, Rashi, Kimchi). So read many
and keys were also golden. Hence it editions and mss.; but the Masora has
is unnecessary to interpret the word ‘ = םֶכיִמּוְציִפִתpr (see yrs); because a
with Jerome as meaning the drum or verb is expected, and then it should be

,ּךֶּפְרַאְפִפ

innen,

DARIN;

non (not used) intrans. to swell out,

pay, טעמ,PID; hence the Talm. הָחיִפ
a ‘swelling, tumour, men a hill of heaped
12) has also the same meaning.

from ANB IL) fem. ornament Is. 3, 18, Derivat. men, and the proper name
beauty, a genitive to 33a 52,1, bs Ex. aH.

16, 17; figur. fame Prov. 19, 11; object
ren (only pl. constr. FernWEIN;
of parithon Is. 20, 5; pride, haughtiness
from
41m II. with the termination
10, 12; glory, majesty, coupled with

> Ps, 96, 6, me2 1 Cur. 29, 11, Dy
Dror. 26, 19, in» Ex. 28, 2, Yin) Is.
4,2, Sn Jur. 13, 11; a genitive to
n93, Ex. 16, 12; henee, applied to the
ark of the covenant Ps. 78, 61, the
temple Is. 60, 7, Israel 46, 13; honour
Jupazs 4, 9.
TBR (plur. omen, constr. men,
commonly derived from mp, better Brom
me} or MDM) m. properly a thing swell-

m. something dried, baked, of a cake for
sacrifice, Luv. 6, 14 [21] ne shalt thou
offer it, it shall be baked in pieces like

the meat-offering, after it has been properly mixed with oil and prepared in a
pan, it shall be cooked in pieces like
the meat-offering (Rashi, Samuel ben
Meir, after the Talm.). According to
Ibn Esra, with the form of a head-dress,

the strues of the Romans having also a
peculiar form; conseq. from mpm, Arab.

ben

nDan
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3 (whence 8,231 head-dress). Accor‘ding to Jeshua ben Jehuda (in his Commentary on the Pentateuch) it is a cake

los. — 2. (lie, prop. whitewashing) in the

baked in the form of a four-sided claydialect of Tabaristan Las983 orT gtatys;

is unseasoned, insipid, only figurat. absurdity, folly, invective Jos 1, 22 (oppos.
7132, 19); 24, 12 he does - heed (see

and so also does Sahl explain it, Ac-

De "Ps. 50, 23, to which ia) לע should

or gypsum-brick, called in the Arabic

proper name Denny which see.
nopnm (from bon II.) fem. prop. what

cording to Saadia and Ibn G’andeh it is be supplied) absurdity , reviling (the
compounded of הפאת and "3 =N3, i. 6. Peshito and many mss. have less apnot baked completely through "(after propriately the reading yon); of false
the Talm.). But all-these and similar prophets Jer. 23,13, as is immediately
etymologies are destitute of definite explained there.
‘etymological views.

mbm (constr. non, with suf.nyon;

as plur. non; from bbe IL) fem. prayer,
 לפסprop. to fasten to or upon; hence to coupled ‘with mann 1 Kınas 8, 38, 2")
spread on, to whitewash, Ar. hab. The Jar. 7, 16; ’n NH to pray 2 Kınas 19,
noun 66002708 (asphalt, hard earth) 4; Is. 37, 4 יָתSaw to hear prayer Ps.
may have come to the Greeks through 4,2; 65, 3; 'n mann to pray much Is. 1,
bon I. (not used) trans.

same

the Phenicians and been npn. De- 15; 'n יִנאָו Ps. 109, 4 but I am ₪
rivat. bon 1, the proper name bon and prayer; 80, 5 thou art angry )= ףא jwy)

Spiny.

with the prayer of thy people, 1. 6. notwithstanding their praying. 'n תיב was

ben II. (not used) intr, to be viscous,
afterwards a name for the temple Is. 56,
tough, slimy, of spittle, froth, the white 7; 'n wpa Dan. 9, 8 and’n> הדוה Nom.
of an egg, purslain sauce; hence to be 11, 17 mean to pray. ’n is also a peadverse, disgusting, tasteless, insipid. Ar. anil kind of song in the Psalter Ps.

₪ to be tasteless, insipid, to have a
bad smell; A&3 spittle, denom. (\&5 to
spit. Dans; Den 2, הָלְפִמ
pen m. 1. (from ben I.) whitewash,
plaster, for spreading (m) upon walls

Ez. 13, 10-13; 22, 28; a figure of hy-

17,1; 86,1; 90, 1; 102,1 (with a
longer periphrasis); 142, 1 with ליִּכָשַמ

The first two books of the Psalter Ps.
1-72,20 are termed in the subseription
niben, probably because they contain
supplications for the most part. But ’n

also means

a song of praise, a hymn

pocrisy, comp. Marra. 23, 27; 8
23,3; Aram. ליִפְמ clay, plaster, = Hebr.

Has. 3,1, in accordance with the sense
of the verb 1 Sam. 2, 1.

sn;

nxbpn (with a suf. YaXbon; from
ype) fem. commonly terror, fear, Jer.

Maltese tafel loam, Arab. נטע

the same. — 2. (from ben I.) anything
slimy , of the white of an ege and
viscous purslain broth; hence unsavoury,
unseasoned, insipid Jos 6, 6; in Talm.
the opposite of men; Agur. unbecoming,

foolish, false LAMENT. 2,14; comp. MPN.
bem (from ben I.; plaster, sion

n. p- of a locality in
i ite Sinaitic wilderness, over against IND, so called probably from the chalk beds there Devt.

1,1; now AuäbJ| (Tüfileh); Robinson

TI, pp. 570. 600.

In Maltese Rds yt-

tafal, means a place in the island Gau-

49, 16 terror over thee (in the parallel
passage OB. vs. 3 it is omitted); but

prob. = nyben to denote an Edomite
idol in the form of a phallus-image.

mopn (passage, ford; from (הַסָּפ
1. of a border-place of Solomon’s
p.
n.
kingdom towards the east 1 Kınss 5,4 =
[4, 24]. It has been understood of Thapsacus on the west bank of the Euphrates, where was a place for the crossing
of an army, and for landing and shipping goods coming and going on the

non
river.
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From the time of Seleucus Ni-

חתפת

times with accus. of the object and 3

cator it was called Amphipolis (Plin. whereon Gun. 39, 12;.to take in war,
5,21), Syr. po 54 (Thur Meda), in y20 2 Kinas 14, 7, py Jar. 40, 10;
Steph. Byz. s. v. Jugimolis. Probably Jos. 8, 8; to hold, with the additional
nopm comes from the Phenieians, the idea of using, to handle, >, 23% Gen.
name frequently appearing in Phenician 4,21, 531 Jur. 50, 16, We 46, 9, טושמ
colonies; for example, the river Thap- Ez. 27, 29, nian 38, 4, nun, ‘Au.2
sacus and the place Timpsacum in Phe- 15, main In 2, 8 (of the: "priests),
nicia, the localities Thapsus, Thapsipo-  מְלְחָמָהippm Num. 81,27 ='ִמ WR those
lis, Thapsa and the river Thapsus in taking the war; farther, to lay hold upon,
Carthag. Africa, Tipusa in Numidia and i, e. to do violence to, with the accus.
Mauritania, Tapsus in Sicily. — 2. of  ודny Prov.30, 9; to make fast in, overa city on the Jordan, where was a lay, with aceus. 2:77, 702 Has. 2, 19,
ford 2 Kınas 15,16. It has been con- comp. IMS; Aram. den the same.
jectured that it is the city man (Josm.
Nif. vom (inf. e. wann; fut. am)
17, 7 8). In Phenician appear non,
to
be taken, seized Num. 0 13, in an ‘acts
MOSK, moon.
to be captured Ez. 21, 28, with 2a 21,

Ja (Kal unused) trans. to push, to 29, 173 JER. 38, 23; with 2 of the place

strike, pulsare, a musical instrument,
the breast; ident. in its organic root

Ex. 19, 4 8 prop. ‘for, nos,

12, 13,

nintaa Ps. 10,2; to be conquered, bay
np with that in 7-27, 30, Wo, qa, Jer. 50, 46, nine 48, 41 (joined toa
 לידA 2 ‘Banckeeit tap, Greek singular), ning 51, 32, yw 51, 41.
Pih. ‘03h (fut. wen) to lay hold rezur in taro, ruunavov, Maltese taptab, tef-tef is the same root.

Deri-

peatedly, ‘of the nag Prov. 30, 28.

nen (not used) Aram. tr. to decide,
Pih. ( היפpart. fem. pl. תרפפרתמ ,in to judge, ident. in its organic root non
pause nippin="in’a) to smite, with לע with that in Do" (which see); Arab.
vat. In.

 לבבon the breast, as a sign of mourning

ee the same,

ל

יא

(Mufti)

Naz. 2,8, comp. pugnis caedere pectus
a judge. But for "mem we may also
(Juven. 13, 167); to beat a drum or
tabret, of תל Ps. 68, 26, without its assume a verb .את "Deriv. MEN.
mph fem. 1. (rom mal, after the
being a denom. from an.

“en (inf. 6. “4pm, fut. "bm) tr. to form na) spittle; hence fig. in םיִנָפָל ’n

object spit upon or one whose face is spit
tie or sew together, plantain-leaves Gen. on, 1.0. an aversion, an abomination Jos
3, 7, opposite Yan 100088. 3, 7; fig. to 17,6, comp. axa Marru. 5, 22, if it be
put on closely, קט Jo 16, 15. The or- " רקאand come from p24. — 2. (from
ganic root רפה A is also in “an I, nam IL.) an altar-place, especially of the

spon IL, "2-3 IL.
worship of Moloch; hence the name of
Pih. 4m (part. f. pl. ni9enn) to put a spot in the‘ valley of Ben-Hinnom,

on firmly, nino. Ez. 13, 18, of phylac-

where in times of general danger chil-

teries and the mantle of prayer (LXX).

dren were sacrificed on the niv3 of
Moloch Jer. 7, 31, and it is also men-

von (part. wen, pl. c. “woh; part.

tioned along ‘with D432 ry 7, 32.
pass. ben; inf. abs. wen, c. bon; fut. Tophet was considered an unclean place
vem) tr. to lay hold a to seize, with in the valley of Hinnom where the saaccus. of the object i. e. to hold by crificed and slain were buried 19,6 11
force Devt. 22,28; 708. 8,23; 1 Kens 13 14; 7, 32. Hence Jeremiah pro18,40; 20,18; to hold fast, with 2 Devt. phesies in 19, 12, that Jerusalem would

9, 17; bs. 3, Gs 1 Kınas 11, 30; some-

be like Tophet, i.e. a burial field. The

תפתה
‚Jewish derivation

תקיף

19

from 4m (according

freedom. —

3. (a strong one, hero; see

to a tradition of the Moloch-worship), or Mp) n. p. m. 2 Kınas 22, 14; for which
‚from np (to be wide, of a plain, Je- 2'Cur. 34, 22 has napn, K'tib map in.
rome) have nothing more than a hagadic
sap (from yp in 8 Hifil-sense, like
value.
all such formations, Ibn Esra) f. power

AMD (a farther development of nah, of standing Luv. 26, 37; Targ. ‘3370.
like Awe of mus from שופ, האof wR)
comm. “place of burning same as nah 2,

especially that in which the fallen As
syrians were to be burned; a suitable
spot for burning the impure heathen
-Is. 30, 88. The LXX read unintel-

ligibly "nen,

wala) (from non or NND; def. איִתְפִת

( םמדקתpl. with suff. 57g725pH) m. an

adversary, enemy Ps. 139,21, either=pnn

Hithp. or a word particularly formed.
yipm (after the form “iy, jing,
from »pm) m. a wind-instrument, a trumpet

Ez. 7,14 (LXX), though there is a verbal assonance to Jnr. 6, 1; elsewhere

pl. mn or Syr. Km”) Aram. m. a judge “piv is used.
Dan. 3,2 3, the name of a high official
Dipn (with a of motion myipm 2 Sam.
among the "Babylonians. A derivation 14, 9; firm settlement, from spn) N. De»
from the old Persian, from atipaiti
supreme master (Stern, die Monatsnamen

p. 196) — the Vulg. has praefectus —
is too general.

Non and pm (not used) intr. same
as nan| (which see) to settle, to encamp.
Deriv. Rn, Npm in the proper name
ORBAN or mm א
 הקמsee NPA.

of a fortified city on the borders of
Judah 2 Car. 11, 6, south of Jerusalem
JER. 6, 1, from which it is 12 Roman

miles distant, six miles from םֶחְלתיִּב
on a height (Jerome). Here a large
desert adapted for the pasture of cattle
but otherwise unfruitful, Yipm 27a
2 Cur. 20, 20, 7 Zoywos Oencod 1 Maco.
9, 33, commenced. 'ִת was the home of

the prophet Amos, where he lived as a
keeper

of cattle.

At a later period

mph (not used) ir. same as IP = “ITN appears as possessor (ax) of ’n
an, enlarged by n, to knot, to bind
fast, then to be firm or strong, if תק
(which see) be not the stem. Deriv. the
proper names תקרת and
napn (from RB; firmness, strength)
n. p. m. 2 Cur. 34, 22 K’ri, for which
the K’tib has nn, and the parallel

1 Car. 2,24; 4,5.

The ruins of this

eity are still preserved (Robinson II.

p. 182) under the name ofg es (Teku‘a).
Gent. "pm 2 Sam. 23, 26, fem. MPP
14, 4, pl. m. Ov ipm NER. 3,5.
map (e. mp-, with suff. inp-; pl.

 תקופתfrom mp which see) 0 a cirplace 2 Kınas 22, 14 spn.
cuit of the sun Ps. 19, 7; the lapse, of
RN (ce. magn, with suf.nm, DR’; the year 2 Cur. 24, 23, without 5 Ex.
34,22; םיִמּיה mpypnd 1 Sam. 1, 20 after
from MR) f. 1. a cord, made of twisted
the
epee of the days (of pregnancy);
—
threads Joss. 2,18 21; comp. mp.
5, modern Hebrew return of the year.

2. endurance, ל from 77 (3) Jos

( םיקתfrom pA Pih.) m. the strong,
16; 14,7; 'ִּת 0282 7,6 and kage: then
mighty
one, Eccuss. 6, 10 who is stronger
14,7; m תירחא Jer. 29,
a 0 תו
(RMV)
than he, for which the K’tib
hope,
11 the future and Ln, i. e. future
has n’pn7 with the article, definitely,
rhan
and
1595
with
sense
cognate in
asif referring to God. Perhaps the K’tib
Jos4, 6; the one in whom we hope, ‘Ve.
should
be read םףיקְתַהְט to pass for
Jos
for
hoped
thing
‘God Ps. 71, 5; the
6, 8; RNS "O8 2808. 9, 12 pri- mighty (comp. "33 ‘Ps. 12, 5), though
soners of hope, i. e. exiles hoping for the Hifil does not occur elsewhere.
94

תקיף
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(pl. 179”) Aram. adj. m., TERM

(82°) f. mighty, strong, of God Dan. 3
33, hard 2,40; 2,42. Syr. the rs
bon (only part. pass. pn = pn,
chosen perhaps on account of 139, with
a pronominal suffie אְָלְקהthou hast been
weighed) Aram. tr. same as Hebr. RU
Dan. 5,25 27; in Targ. the deriv. son,

RR, "opin.

rel (inf. c. Rm) intr. same as pm
to be straight, right, Eccues. 1, 15 the

crooked (in the world’s arrangements)
cannot be made straight, i. e. we can
alter nothing in it. According to modern Hebrew, to which the Aram. also
attaches itself in part, it is the same as
712 2 to create, to direct, which suits
well. Derivat. pm in the proper name

TRAD.

Pih. pm (fut. WB) to set to rights,
to put in order icons. 7,13; to arrange,

ground) Gen. 31, 20, Jur. 6, 3, Arab,
Wd; also spm alone Guy. 31, 20.
"2 2pm to clap or strike the hands, as a

sign of joy Psaum 47, 2, of mocking,
with לע at one Naz. 3, 19, of surety
Prov. Ir 18, with > for one 6, 1, and
without ףּכ 11, 15. — 2. to strike up,

a wind-instrument, i.e. to blow it, רפלשב
1083. 6,4, Jupaus 3, 27, 1 Sau. 13, 3,

mona Nom. 10, 3; 2 Kınas 11, 14:
2 Car. '23, 13; seldom with the accus.

 תִ'שלפר.sI ,81 ;3 .soH ,5 ;8 ;1,2.oJ ro
with 2 ‘in sipma Ex.7, 14; leo fs)alone
Nom. 10, 7, or the ב is myn 10,
5. סמ IRA, ,עָקֶת and the proper
name Sinn.

Nif. som (fut. קמ in pause 92m")
1. to ane. ,דיל
to be security jor
[ מס17, 3; comp. above 2 9pm. —
2. to be Blown, “pa Is. 27, 13, or “api
Am. 3, 6.
The organic root עת is also in עק

₪27, 9p. Em), IR} 5 and the stem
Daun, i. e. to compose 12, 9.
IR (Peal unused) Aram. tr. same as appears to be enlarged from the simple
the Hebrew pm to put in order, to root, by means of n.

YAM m. a blast, with the genit. "Div
Ps.
150, 3.
for the Hebrew jan, 77277, and fig. for
 המיבwhence the nouns PRE, PRD
apa (fut. Arm?) ir. to overpower, to
restore;

Targ. also Pa. ,וקח 4f ROS

Syr. — to stand fast.
compel, to assail with violence, with the
Hof. 37.05 (in the Hebrew mode) to accus. JoB 14, 20; to oppress 15, 24; to
be restored , to be set upright Dan. 4, prevail against Ecouus. 4, 12; Aram.
33 [36]. We might also read תַנקּפִה intr. HPA, Anm, Arab. 5 the same.

(Ittaf.).
The stem is also in n>s, consequently
( וקחfrom TRE) m. firmness, founda- it is a farther development of .אפ Detion, and like the proper name 415 the rivat. npn.
er
of a god; only in the proper
Pih. opm (not used) intensive of Kal.
name .מלא
Deriv. 97pH.
iif. pn only in Ecoues.6,10K’tib,
YPM (part. vpn, pl. orypin, 6. יעד
p. pass. f. “DpH; inf. abs. vpn, 6 yon; according to some; but see יקח

„ ARM מס Gp. /.nepn, 92.

fut. >pmY) ir. 1. to stick into, to strike
into, 1% Jupaus4,21, (fig.) Is. 22, 23, Aram. intr. to be strong, powerful, of a
277 into 753 Junans 3,21, םיִסְבַש into tree Dan. 4, 8, to be mighty, of a king
"לב2 Sam. 18, 14; to fasten, to fiw by 4,19, to be obstinate, hardened, of nt
driving, ma 1 Sam. 31, 10, naps 5,20; Targ. often; Syr. the same. De1 Cur. 10,"10, with 3 or "the accusat. riv. npn, AR.
Pa. 278 (inf. TERN) to make strong,
‘whereon; to thrust forcibly, to cast, with
the accusat. into Ex. 10,19. bm ’n to confirm, רסא Dan. 0 8. Deriv. pee.

pitch a tent (by pins driven into the

Sp (with suf. Sepm; from Hp) m

תקף

11

תרומם

might, authority Esım. 9, 29; 10,2; Dan.
 המּורּת6 niin, na, with suf.
11,17 in order to come with the might of
Inn“,
on", pani, pl. , תלמדwith suff.
his whole

kingdom (spoken of Antiochus).

Apm see npn.
apn (e. 997, for which many mss.
read npm or Mn; def. NORM) Aram. m.

might, power Dan. 2,37; 4,27, coupled

Ban; Gon סור in Hifi) f. an obla-
tion, ie.

a gift ‘taken from a whole,

which one brings to God (%%b) Lay. 7,
,14 or to the priest (7752) 7, 32. Such
a arm

appears,

consisting of meat-,

with  חַסְכָאand RIP; Targ. Nipm, NPRM sin- ‘and. guilt-offerings Luv. 7,14, Num.
,18 ,8 of the (heave-) shoulder in a
the same.
thank-offering Lev. 7, 34; 10, 14; Ex.
an a turtle-dove, see "in.
,29 ,27 of the first-born, firstlings, tithes,
NM (mot used) intr. to be strong, of the banished and the part of the
booty that was God’s Num. 15,19; 18,
powerful, Courageous,=NON L, verbs אפ ;11 ,31,41 of holy gifts generally
often passing into mp. Dari: the pro- ‘Lev. 22,12, Num. 5,9, of the voluntary
per name הָלַאְרִמ
contributions for erecting and adorning
bean ae
FANT, ANP; the tabernacle Ex. 25, 2; 30,13; 35,5;
power ofEl; from sp) n. p. of a , place 36,3 6. םיִרָה with hb, i. e. to raise a
heave-offering to God, is used with the
in Benjamin Jos. 18, 27.
same latitude Lev. 23,15; Num. 15,19;
MDI (from ma) f. increase, so- 28, 19; 31, 28; Ez. 45, 1; 48, 9; with
boles, ‘put commonly herd (in contempt), ya from a whole Luv. 2,9; 4,8. The
brood Nom. 32, 14.
heave-offerings or gifts also consisted
m°27M (from 7129) 7. the same, com- of free contributions to the temple Ezr.
8, 25; 2 Cur. 31, 10; of gifts from the
monly specific. interest, usury Ly. 25,
threshing-floor and wine-press Num. 15,
36; Prov. 28, 8; Ez. 18,8; coupled with
20 21; of the tenth of the tithe 18, 26;
 ; עוcomp. תיִּבְרַמ and modern Hebrew of specific lands Ez. 45, 1; 48, 8-10.
na.
The genitive of the person to whom
the gift is offered follows the word
 תרְגִּילsee .43>
Ex. 30, 14; Neu. 13,5; or the genitive
Dam see DIN.
of the thing of which the heave- offerarm (e. mam; from 674) f. a deep, ing consists, as 737 10, 40, ףסּכ
35,
sound sleep Gen. 2, 21; 15, 12; 'n 523 24, pont Ez. 48, 12, Un Ex. 36, 6.
deep sleep falls (with (לע Jos 4, 13; ge "ה heave-offering of the hand, i. e.
33, 15; fig. stupidity, insensibility 18.29, brought with one’s own hand Deut. 12,
10, inactivity Prov. 19, 15.
11; but this is commonly expressed by
Amen alone. Metaphorically pl. gifts,
( הקהְרּמEthiopie) n. p. of a king
cognate in sense with Inn, En, Prov.
of Ethiopia and Thebais 2 Kınas 19, 9, 29, 4 a man of gifts, i. 6 ‘of bribery;
Is. 37, 9, ident. with 700006 (Vulg. and encellency, 'n ‘tty excellent or fertile fields
 ולTharaka, Syr. Tarhak) of Ma-
2 Sam. 1,21, where Theod. reads יההָו ילש
netho, the third and last king of the
nn, felds ye mountains of death
20% Ethiopic dynasty, and successor of

ann (formed from ahh, like
Sevechus. Strabo (KV, 1,6) calls Teag-
xov the greatest conqueror of the an- van, 738) from 735", Mann) adj. m.,
cient world. On inscriptions of old Stn ‘fem. oblation- like, i. e. offered
Thebes and on mount Barkel in Ethio- like a heave--offering Ez. 48, 12.
pia this king’s name has also been
ONE see .יִמּורְמ
found (see Wilkinson, Manners and Cus-
painn (from Din) mase. elevation,
_toms &e. I. p. 140 seq.; Lepsius, Briefe
aus Egypten, p. 238 seq.).

amelioration Jos 17,4.
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( הערתfrom 559 Hif.; constr. npa4n)
fem. prop. shouting - noise; hence
.1 shouts of joy, song of rejoicing JOB
,8 ;21 ,33 ;26 ’m עיר to break out into
she of joy 1 Sam. 4,51 Ezr.3,11 13;

out of max (which see), to go, to wander,
prop. to turns the Aram. man to hold

back, to delay, also belongs here. Deriv.
the proper name
mn (turning, duration, or wandering)

jan 'n the shouting for a king, i. e. joy- n. p. 1. of a station in the wilderness
ful acclamations of welcome Num. 23, 21; of Sinai Num. 33, 27. — 2. of Abraa war-cry Am. 1, 14, Jon 39, 25, fully ham’s father Gen. 11,24, LXX 006

mama

nyann "Jur. 4,19. — 2. loud

clang, of a horn or trumpet, announcing

the year of jubilee or thenew year. Hence
'n רפוש Lev. 25, 9 a trumpet of loud

Odeo, Vulg. Thare.
mom
(from 719; condescension,
kindness) n. p. m. 1 Car. 2,48.

clangor, ii. e. an alarm- or signal-trumpet;

unis (contracted from ויה = mn,

‘n ninxn, Num. 31, 6, to call together

sorte: 9h) Aram. num. card. tus Yan

warriors &e.;in ילצלצ Ps. 150, 5 clang- fem. two Dan. 4, 26; Ezr. 6, 17; fem. |
ing cymbals, in the temple-service; on Dan. 6, 1; Ezr. 4 24.
 'ִתa day of the sound of the laze or
Shan (see hm) n. p. of a city
trumpet, the feast-day of the new moon
built
by Solomon 1 Kınas 9, 18, 2 Cur.
of the seventh month (Tishri), which
8, 4, according to the reading of the
was announced by myi5m Num. 29, 1-6;
LXX (Oeouad for Ozguct). Hence the
hence it is also called m VDT a me- LXX understood the tim of the Talmorial of blowing of trumpets Lay. 23,
mud, which was a city near NSM
;24  'ִתmat Ps. 27, 6 sacrificial gifts
(Steph. Byz. s. v.); Solomon’s kingdom

offered with theשו 
of trumpets;חק 
reaching as far as it. Mention is made
m to sound an alarm Num. 10, 5. In of the Tarmudeans Gittin 57°; Sabbath

modern Hebrew the mann caused by 21°; and the city was also named sian,
yen, and that by pH (mp), differ the inhabitants Tamudeans (Jebamoth

in sound from one another.

17°).

Pliny H. N. 6, 28 knows

the

MBM (from ףְּר .111 = אָפְר
to Thamudaei; and the Periplus of Agawhich "4 I. also belongs; but the Sam tharchides speaks of them.
am (from המר I, 2) fem. fraud,
may be Ane IL.) fem. healing, sanatio,
Ez. 47, 12, LXX vyein, Raven. 22, 2
Separeia.

deceit Junens 9, s1.

Nam

(from 7794 I) fem. the same

mA (not used) intr. to behardFirm, JER. 14,‚14 K'tib.
mM (from המר L) fem. the same
ofa "species of tree; Arab. } י  לכthe
same, whence yy hardnessso too the
Aram. yon, 4, Arab. vor 5; identical
in its organic root in with that in .זרד
Deriv.

ans (from Tam) fem. prop. firmness;
hence like robur the name of a firm

JER. 8,5; 14,14 Kr; 23,26.

nn (not used) intr. same as Jay to
be slender, וי

out, to project up-

ward; Arab. a5 to be slender, of the

chamois. Deriv. man and
yw (with suff. Dom; from jan) m.
tree by which is understood the holm- the mast of a ship Is. 33, 23; Ez. 27,5;
oak, ilex, &ygioßalavos Is. 44, 14; dif- a signal-pole on the mountains Is, 30,
forent from JPR quercus; the Targ. 17; Talm. 7% a mast, Aram. mn.
retaing mm. According to Saadia and
An (from jan) m. a lance, ‘spear,
Ibn Gandch pe a species of pine.
generally a missile; Jo 39,23 the missile, (and) quiver are directed against him.
AM (not used) intrans. developed But
see הנד

הרע

DF) (not used) intr. same as Aram.
24m.

Deriv. the proper name myn.

( עַרּפnot used) Aram. trans. to split,

to cut or break asunder,

תרש
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to open, equi-

valent to the Hebrew =, I, Targ. for
yap; Syr. “32, Arab. ro Deriv. san,
san.

ats) (def. 22) Aram. m. prop. a
cleft, an opening; hence 1.a gate, Hebr.

"yw, na, as upon ’m Dam. 2, 49 =
 שער המל.i .e eht layor :ecila ekil

along with persons when they fled Gan.

31, 19 34 35; as Aeneas carried the
Penates with him out of Troy (Virg.

Aen. 3, 148).

In the period of the

Judges, the Danites took them away
from the house of Micah, in order that
they might use them for themselves
Junges 18,17 18 20. They appear to
have been of wood and of human shape
1 Sam. 19,13-16. Though this sort of
idolatry was much practised in houses,
yet their worship was considered 8
transgression (718) 1 Sam. 15, 23 (where
according to Symm. and the Vulg. we
should read םיִפְרְתַה TRY); accordingly

the Ar. wh, Persian 50, Turkish
Kapü for court, comp. dia Porte. —
2. entrance, door, of a furnace Dan. 3, they are put "along with םיִלָלְג and
Peppy 2 Kınas 23, 24. Together with
26; Arab. ₪53 the same.

ער

(from yam) Aram. m. a door-

keeper, porter Ezr. 7, 24.

“iDN (Junezs 17,5; 18,14) they were
also used as /

city otherwise unknown;

1 Cur. 2,55.

hence Gentile

( הָלְעְרַתfrom )795 femin. drunken-

i. %. which intoxicates

Ps. 60,5; myn Dia cup of reeling Is.51,

as

Aramaean oracles Ez. 21,26. Such gods
were called in Greek Oéoanse, because
they support and nourish men (Xeno-

ness, "reeling,‘ לר = hence myn 7% phon).
wine of reeling,

upon

Hos. 3, 4, athing

8 08 10, 2.
MPI (fissure; from YIM) n. p. of a Nebuchadnezzar too consulted them as

m. 2m

looked

See Chwolson, Sabäer II. page

154 seq.
DEAN

see HAN.

,17
6 the drinking of which causes
Sm (with a of motion ,ִּהָתְצְר
intoxication and helplessness, figur. of fromהצר delight) n. p. 1. of a place
the divine wrath.
in the Kingdom of Israel, which was
ana I. (not used) intr. to heal, same its capital for a long time 1 Kınas 14,
as NBO, Mp7 I, out of which it is de- 17; 15, 21. It lay on this side ae
veloped by n; many stems תפ coincid- Jordan towards the north; was the
residence of the ,אש and one of the
ing with .הל Deriv. mpann which see.
cities of Manasseh Jose. 12, 24; 17,11;
ana IL (not - trans. same as celebrated for its pleasant situation Sone
 ףרסI. to satiate, to nourish, to give or Sox. 6,4. The ancients (Euseb. and
food tos se trip, Greek zg&p-ew, Jerome) knew nothing more about it.
The moderns (Brocard, Breydenbach)
Arab. 3 intrans. to be richly fed, to have found it in Tersa, a place on a

enjoy richly,= Hebrew yaiv; hence
to live well. Derivat. 95m (in"the plur.
ppt).
Am (only plur. ְםיִפָרְמ from nn IL)

high mountain three hours east of Sa-

maria. Whether it be Taluza north of
Nablus and east of Samaria (Robinson,

later Bibl. Res. p. 397) is doubtful. —

2. (delight) n. p. f. Num. 26, 33.
masc. plur. prop. maintainer, nourisher,
household-gods,
of
kind
a
then
fosterer,
un I. (not used) intr. same as ar
Penates, who may have been looked to be "hard, firm, Aram. yan; Arabs,
upon as the maintainers and nourishers u ₪5 u the same, but mod
ified
of the family. The idea probably came
in
uni
way
s.
mpo
Aramaeans.
rta
the
from
nt
to the Israelites

As tutelary deities they were taken

Pih. on (with redupl. ;וש not used)

wan

תרשיש
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either intrans. an intensive of Kal to be

Gades; by Seneca the whole of the

very firm, to be strengthened,
trict, to be hard, of stones, to
of men; or trans. to establish,
or also to have a firm soil, of

western district on the Atlantic ocean.
— 3. certain colonial coast-districts in

opposition to sea.

of a disbe strong,
a colony,
coasts, in

Derivat. the proper

north Africa to which Solomon’s ships
sailed accompanied by the Tyrians, and
whence they brought gold, silver, ivory,

peacocks

name Syn.

and

apes

2 Curon. 9, 21

) מַרְשִישeen oe nin), compared
won II. (not used) trans. to fear, to

reverence;

Persian

tarasiden the same.

Deriv. Nnwnm and perhaps Wp.
Un (Persian, strictness, Pers. ee
or fom the Pers. = fear, ₪
n. p. of an eunuch at the Persian court

Esta. 2, 21; 6,2; comp. Now on.
 תרשישom  רששa reduyil Pihel
of whe I. which see;7 a of motion
Mund) np. 1. of a Pelasgian- Hellenic sea- faring race,

mentioned with

with 1 Kınas 10, 22 for the king had a
navy of Tarshish on the (Mediterranean)

sea, (sailing) with the fleet of Hiram.
Tunis also was called ww n according
to Not. and Extr. XII. 489. 494. The

LXX understand an African Tarshish,
especially Carthage, in Is. 23,1 10 14;

Ez. 27, 12; 38,13; the Vulgate in Ez.
27,12 and Targ. 1 Kinas 22, 49 and
Jer. 10,9 understand Africa generally;

though only the Spanish one can be
meant in all these passage except 1 Kinas

71, WN, OD and 07274 (which see) 22, 49. — 4. certain emporiums and
-districts of southern Arabia to
in the "ethnographical table. They are coast
understood to be the people Tyrseni and which persons got in ships built at
Etrurians who were a branch of the “24 71729, and in such as sailed chiefly
Pelasgians and formed a state in Italy on the ףוס O2, whose special destination
stretching from the Po to the Alps, was ריפוא 2 Car, 20, 36 37 (in 1 Kmas
i. e. western Italy once called Tyr- 9, 27- 28 הָריִפּוא stands for won).
rhenia Gen. 10, 4, perhaps also Is. 66, This Tarshish-- Ophir was subsequently
19. In 1 Cur. 1,7 termed mn.
taken for the whole of the Indian coastThe early people of the Etrurians ‘or territory. m mv ships of Tarshish,
Tyrseni who were addicted to a sea- i. e. large ships suited for sea voyages
faring life, before the time of the Ro- (Is. 2,15; 23,1 14; 60, 9), are translated
mans are also taken for a people of by the LXX, Targ., Vulg., Saadia ships
Italy. The original name of the race generally. — 5. the name of a precious
was Tark, Tarch, and therefore their stone of the lustre of gold, the chrysolite
first settlement was called Tagxoric, of the ancients(LXX, Joseph., Vulg.), the
Tegxavıov (Tarquinium); from x, x arose topaz of the moderns, which was bartered

sk (a transposition that

on the coasts of Spain (Plin. 37, 42 seq.),

often occurs), so that Tarsh, Tars,
Turs may pass for the ground-element.
— 2. Tartessus, the district of the river
Baetis, or the territory Baetica or Turdetania, conseq. all south-western Spain
from the pillars of Hercules to the river

the Semitic

Arabia, India and Ethiopia, and which
has its name from the numerous local
designations of Tarshish Ex. 28, 20;
39, 13; Ez.1,16; 10,9; Sone or Sox.

Anas; an important Phenician or Tyrian
settlement (‘m na Is. 23, 10), whence

the Phenicians fetched

5, 14; Dan. 10, 6. As the ruby was
termed Carchedonius after the place
it was brought from, so may ‘mn be also
named.

According

to others, it: was

silver-plates, called from the colour of the sea, since’n

>p,a NOD JER.10, 9, iron, tin and lead

En.“27, 12, with gold 38, 13. Among
the ancients this Tartessus was under-

stood by Martial to be the province
Baetica; by Avienus the country about

often means the sea (see above) after the
Sanskrit tarischa sea; in which case
'n would mean generally sea-coasts. —

6. (from won IL, compare wp) ₪. p.
of a Persian prince Esta. 1 14 —

הרשתא
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T. (foundation, firmness) n. p. m. 1 Cur.
7,10.

NWN

(lengthened by accentless

N- from man, and with the article,
because it had an appellative meaning;
from Wan IL) /. fear, reverence, esteem,
and then the title of a mn Nex. 8, 9;
10, 2; interchanged with Ama 12, 26.
It is given to the governor "Nehemiah
(8,9; 10,2) sometimes as a title, while
at other times he is so called Ezr. 2,
63, as was Zerubbabel also Neu. 7, 65
70. Stern (Monatsnamen p. 196) derives it from the Zend. thvereg to arrange,

rule,

and

thvaresta

prefect,

תשיעי

Josephus. This ’n is described by the
Pseudo-Epiphanius as lying beyond the

Jordan, &x züs 440000. — 2. a city in
Galilee, belonging to the tribe of Naph-

thali, whose situation is given in Tos.
1,2 (Oui). —

Gent. m. ‘am (from

navn 1) 1 Kıas 17, 1; 21,17.
"un see Maun.

yaun (om ץבש m. texture, checkerwork, 'n MIND a tunic of checker-work,

of the priest’ Ex, 28, 4; comp. yaw
28, 39.

Taw and Man (c. na”, with suff.
ins; plur. nia", "with suff. םֶכיִתְרּושּת ;

from (בוש = a return, a recurrence, of
7A (Assyrian) n. p. of an Assy- mu, with 5 of the date 2 Sam. 11, 1,
1 Kınas 20, 22, seldom with aceusat.
rian general both under 41379 Is. 20, 1, 1 Car. 20, 1 return home 1 Sam. 7, 17
and a 9720 2 Kines 18, 17. Secon contradiction 1 oB 21, 24, reply 34,36;
ordered him to advance into Philistia in modern Hebrew, change, repentance.
just when dissensions were prevailing
men (from my IIL.) fem. crashing,
in Egypt; and Sennacherib sent him to
storm
JOB 30, 22 K'tib, comp. NUN.
Jerusalem to besiege and take it. The
min
(from 75 IL.) = oral, storm
name is said to be derived from the
Persian tar summit and tan person, i. e. JoB 30, 22 K'ri.
high personage, or from the Persian
mann (constr. and before Makkeph
tara, Sanskrit tara a star, and tan,
תמו
from nip) /. a thing deposited,
conseq. star-form; according to others it
is said to be a version of n’nau בב with דוGn the hand) i.i e. given in pledge,
governor; etymologically improbable.

(head of the body-guard), which ‘has not different from ןידקפ (a deposit) Lav.
5, 11.
the smallest probability.

 קמְרּתn. p. of a deity of the pry

;( תְּשוּעהfrom 394 11. or 989; 6. (תעד

f. prop. unconstraint, freedom; hence de2 Kmmes 17, 31, the inhabitants of the liverance 1 Sam. 11, 9 13; 19, 5; salvaterritory 19. In Pehlevi tarthakh tion Ps.144, 10; freedom 2 Kınas 13,17;
is said to mean hero of darkness, i. e. victory Ps. 33, 17; Prov. 21, 31; and
of the lower world.
generally in the various meanings of
NON (emprün, 6. תֶא plur. nis", the verb.
from."AR I, like mantra from ,הגש or
( הָקּושְּתwith suf. 79°, in-; from
from אוטiT) f. pl. noise, tumult, “of a pr L) f. desire, longing, inclination Gen.
multitude Jer. 22, 2, of an ass-driver ,3 ;16 ;4,7 with לע Sone or Sor. 7, 11.
Jos 39, 7; crash, thunder, 36, 29 the
crash of Is tabernacle, i. e. of hie thun-

der-cloud.
man (from aw L.; projecting place)
n. p- "1. ofa eity in253, to which the
prophet Elijah belonged, and therefore
he was named "awn the Tishbite 1 Kines
17,1, where we should read 194 mawnn

for ay „urn,

( הֶרּושְתfrom sw IL) fem. offering,

presentation; hence a gift, present 1 Sam.

,9 ,7 for which is 12123 Dan. 2,6; 5,17.

Won (from sun) num. ord. masc.,
 תָטיעִיתf. the ninth, of piv Nom. 7, 60,
un 1 Cur, 27, 12, which was specially

termed 20> Zucu. 7,1; also wn alone
after the LXX and means the ninth month. mW stands be-

תשע

תחני
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fore the ordinal number in the constr.
state 2 Kinas 17,6 and 25,1, or the abs.
Lev. 25, 22.

with mpwn, and maipy with the constr.

state sun denotes nineteen Gun. 11, 25;
J osu. ig, 38; 2 Sam. 2,30. The plur.

( עשמe. עטָמ( num. card. f., ששה mywn is ninety Gen. 17, 6 17; Ez. 4,5.
The etymology of this ל
is
(e. nywin) m. nine, put before the noun
obseure;
and
it
cannot
be
compared
Gen. 11,19, Deur. 3, 11; or after it
with extra-Semitic.
Josua. 15, 44. aun also stands for the
ordinal number, as vun nw: the ninth

year 2 Kınas 18, 10.

A

(Persian) n. p. of a Persian

nyo is put be-

governor Ezr. 5, 3; 6, 6. For the ety-

fore the noun in the constr. state Nun.
34,13; 1088. 18, 7. — “wy combined

mology the Persian dadnai gift has
been adduced.

Grammatical and analytical appendix.
The following appendix gives those grammatical forms whose roots persons
not well versed in Hebrew are unable to find with ease in the Lexicon. They are
arranged alphabetically and explained.
In like manner, forms of words or words
themselves whose analysis, irrespective of their grammatical exposition, is difficult or

doubtful, are here adduced in alphabetical order for the benefit of students.

The pre-

positions םל"כב and ָךmeaning and or in its capacity of so-called Vau conversive in both
tenses of the verb are constantly separated, and therefore the forms should be looked
for by themselves in alphabetical order. In the difficult forms of the imperfect or future

adduced, the third person is for the most part the regulator; if the irregularity does not

consist in the combination of the prefixes with the verb itself. No reference has been
made to any special grammar, because the necessary information may be found in the

Lexicon itself, at the proper place.

N
man) Ez. 28, 16, from ’axıy“) in the as Prov. 8,17, from a8, 1 fut. Kal
"of a8. In the Lexic. p.30. See ony.
“Syriac indie nme); is the first
pers. fut. Pih. of 738. Elsewhere the  בהאMar. 1, 2, from , בהאאwith suf’
Dank Hos. 14, 5; but Fak 2 Car.
cal form occurs 18. 45, 5.
TWIN, MIN Aram. pl. of AN; see בא 4.
,20 7 is part. Kal en suff.
TON Is."28, 12, an ומ for ar is Ps. 28,7, from רפדלא,1 p. fut. Hif.
‘of mm 1 with suff. comp. mT.
from mas. Many mss. have aN.
wink, wisn, טובי see WraI. In the  יהאsee Sen in the Lexicon p. 32; "but
also 1 2 .tuf .pa fo stam morf היה.
Lexicon pages '189. 190.
‘ax 1 Kinas 21, 29, Mic. 1, 15, from mans Ps. 77, 4, from N changing
“the radical He into Yod. "Comp. Pan,
NaN of ,אוב 1 jut. Hif.; comp. "27
from 4772539.
from איבה ,5a) from N37.
mpak Jur. 48, 8 from ORR, 1 fut. Hif. Darrin Jer. 4, 19 K’tib, monin K'ri,
“the former the 1 p- fut. Kal with He
‘of sax. In the Lexicon page 5.
volunt. from dim, the latter 1 p. fut.
EN Is. 63, 3, from “Hand, 1 p. perf.
Hif. of m7. In the Lexicon p. 426.
252
p.
n
Hi,of D3. In the Lexico
But some read .הָלּוחָא
given.
are
s
example
where several
ליִכוא
Hos. ,4,11 not from DORN; not
Hithp.
fut.
p.
1
the
is
,
38,15
Is.
FIR

"= “amy) of 37 Pih. from 1177, 8
reduplication of ra L See הד and

דהה

a noun לא = but an Aram. form
for og, 1 p. fut. Hif. of DID, asהְכִיל 
Ez. 21, 33 belongs to Yan. In the

Lexicon page 84.
ees 7777, דה
Dain
Ps. 50, 12, from Dok, 1 p. fut. Kal.
fut.
p.
1
the
22, 43, is
MER” Nea.13,13, from ,הָריִצוא 1 fut.
-- קוד= קהIn the
“Hf. of ER for ‘ENN in the Aram.
321
way. SER in Kal, א and if. is a
fut.
1p.
the
is
14,
14,
Is.
BIN: (ns)
denom. from .רצוא In the Lexie. p. 42.
“Hithp. of 3 IL
va Ez. 14, 0 "from ‘art, inf. abs. Nif. mis Dan. 3, 22,"from MIN, part. pase.
“Aram. of RIN.
/
of vr. In dhs Lexicon page 340.

 אלד.sP ,94 5
2 Sam.
N
Hi. with suff.
Lexicon page

pes
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אשר-[

pry Jos 32, 11, from ןיזאא 1 pers. fut. ITS from S38, 97) from 37), sa
"from כד Dagesh forte being resolved
Hif. of Fit.
in them all by 3. See 21) Aram.
mar
=
Maik
for
11,
maw Mic. 6,

box 2808. 7,14, from nyo for "yon,

“In the Lexicon page 1.

by Ezr. 5, 15, for לד Aram. Imperat.

‘Peal of לזא In the Lexicon p. 50.
mo Jos 23,"8, is the 1 p. fut. ap. Kal
in pause from TON for TINS =MN.
Stem Fin.
MEN see ‘yon Pih. in the Lexicon.

a 'p. fut. ₪ of ID.
mpok Mic. 4, 6, see HON Kal.
pO 1 Sam. 15, 6 (I will hurry thee

"away) 1 fut. Kal with suff. from MON 2;
on the contrary 2 Kies 22, 20 is
the part. Kal with suff. See no"
DROR Hos. 10, 10 from “dN, fut.Kal

nin, many "see ning in the Lexicon.
“(b2) with suf.,
dr Ex. 39, 7, from Gr (I will deseם
ֶ
 אַפְאִיהDeur. ,23
will
(I
crate), dintinguiched ‘from לָחֶא
begin) Dzur. 2, 25; so too 5m Num.  אפEx. ,61 81 ni
FEN.
30, 3 different Brom md unans 13, 5.
rps "Jar. 20,7, is
See למ in
it the Lexicon.

from =D
,62 ees pe .fH

,esuap ’rof  אפfrom

the 1 p. fut. ap. Nif.
"of
Tne.
“ns Gay. 32,5, for “ne,
" אַצִינָהPs. ,931 ,8 si eht .p1 .tuf .fiH fo
comp. IN.
"sen, with M= voluntative.
TOR Junazs 5, 26, is the 3p. perf. pl.
Pin. from vans, from “AS Pih.
pn see py? L
TEN Jur. 4, 5 Kyi, from "iR. from
nny Eze. 5, 15 see nm Aram. Af.
 יָצַר1. The K'tib ךרוצא should be
MAR Jur. 17,18, is the 1 p. fut. Kal of
read TN, from Vey. — But the
non (which 560),
same word in Is. 42, 6 should be reSETS "Jer. 1,17, is the 1 p. fut. Hif. of
ferred to “X2.
non with suf.
Mp see mp.
“הְָּּוַאsee "x Lexicon page 68.
Eng‘Hos. 11, 4, is the 1 p. fut. ap. Hif. ORs Is. 56, 12, in mss. MAP, is the
T p. fut. Kal of mpd (which see).
"for TON from 02; comp. 02, .טה

fut. Kal;

 ליליאsee Sa Hif.
 הָליִליִאsee Mb Hif.
may Mio. 1,8, from man; see Ta)

maps 1 Sam. 28, 15,"from Nope with
iR” for ה eolmiative.

Ey 18. 88, 7; see לָאְרֶא and NIN.

ony Ps. 19, 14;in pause, ‘from DON =
TR (ora). Nun. 22, 6 from ראו imper.
"one, 1 fut. Kal of tan. But see on.
Kal of “as; comp. Map, from בב
nis 1 pers. fut. Kal of.nnd; the third DRINK Is. 33,‚10, from FR = IDS, “ity
pers. future is nD".
"from nin Hithp.
 אכלEz. ,34 ,8 si eht 1 nosrep .tuf .copa Ts Is. 16, 9, is the first pers. fut. Pih,
Pih. of nbs.
with suff., arising from a fusion of
128 Ex. 33,3, from TPON, 1 p. fut. Pih.
m and 7.

of abo.

TRIN Mic. 7,15, from ART from האר

"See Tesison p. 252° under DNS Hy.
nay Mic. 6, 6, is the first person fut.
rs Zepu. 2, 14, from 7 from mm.
Nif. of כ 2 arising out of FON.
"See Lex. p. 252° under ES: Hif.
‘28 Hos. 3, 2, is the 1 p. fut. Kal of
"Ap. I. (which see).

pay JeR.25,3, from ."שה Lex. p. 2528.

ARONIR Hos. 4, 6, from ָהְסָאְמַא 1 p. fut. MIUN Psauu 119, 117, abridged from
TUR, is the ‚first person fut. Kal of
Kal with suff.8 marked in mss. “"'m"),
or also for FNONTN, where א is to be
eu with m= voluntative.

regarded as a vowel-letter retained.
HTN

see TIN.

TaN Dan. 4, 9,"from Fras from 38 Aram.

ראדו
5  איגis sometimes read
( רשאוand I sau), sometimes "WT
(and who); the K’ri has sy.

אשתיו

הושכותים

19

nos Dan. 5, 8 = nV, 3 p. perf. pl. of
7
ais Aram. The x is prosthetic.
ERS ‘1 p. fut. Hithp. of עדר (which see). 1193 Ps. 30, 2, Prov. 26, 7, for Ne
‘imp. pl. Pih. of, a7. It cannot
TOS “from TDR, imper. Kal of FINN.
referred to 547.
DAN, TINO 8 ‘the 1p. pl. perf. of NDS
 כsee IM.

= nny.

"אהJar. ,22 ,42 dedluom rehtegot  עהProv. ,42 41 rof ,791 .repmi ,laK
from REN - הָנקְסֶאְא
1 p. fut. of pmI.

from PAN

ב
 בודאםNen. ,6 ,8 tuo fo ,RiTND .trap
Kal of N73 with suff.

pom 2 Cur. 1,4, from Pats, comp.
pen 2 Cur. 29, 36. ‘See p> Aif.

"where me is attenuated fom ה See

 רדע1
 העדEx. ,4,2 infin. constr. for n91 from
"ID.

un Ezr.10,16, out of WiNT (infin.
constr. of vum hy an orthographical
mistake.

Lexicon p. 339.

ה

Lexicon page 643.

Wy Is. 19, 6, a Zifil, formed from
‘the adj. m. mats (which see), conse ברגEzzx. ,62 ,51 morf 39593 ,37"=
|
quently not arising from math. Lex.
.nifni .fiN fo הרג.
page
30.
Mara,
of
out
43,
26,
Lev.
Awa
3:77.
"inf. Hof. with prefie 3 and suf. a = , בה,7727 ,127  ובהsee the stem
wa";
from
wan
of
out
,5
,30
.18
וטיאבה
for which -ה is put. ‘See paw I. in
according to others same as west,
the Lexicon, page 408%.
Hif. of x3.
noowia Am. 5, 11 for ‘od42, inf. Pih.

‘bra see Ibn.

“of baa; ש standing dialectically for d. ral Gar) Hos. 4, 18, commonly taken

12 ZEcH. + 10, dialectically for ta from
73.

poinpasPs. 45,10, out of ‘p12 from
map? The תק forte in p is euphonic.
mama pl. constr. of ma (which see).
na Ez. 16, 31, for 703, inf. constr.

28 coming from 27378 (from A
which see) after the form רַהְרַחְס only
that the doubling is separated. ‘Comp.
also 27377.
pian inf.אש of pp2l.
"a Rura 3, 15, out of איבה ,inf. Hif.
of N13.

San inf. Hif. of "73.
Kal niga from ma.
 ויִמאצְּבfor“דיִתְצְּב from ma (which וגה inf. Po. ofהגה 

19,"abridged from 79377,

see).

naar 5%

"Kal of‘43 with suff.

שי

,25,10 inf. Nif. "of wis (which

mwa

Is. 34, 6, 3 p. perf. fem. Hothp. of

Da in pa29 Eccuzs. 8, 8, is the infin.
“>a from לט which see, and under w.

ג

"3 pers. fem. Hof. of ma.

see

107, consequently instead of 17.

main Aram. inf. Af. of 43%.
ba imperat. Kal of 523, Psaum 119, 22; asin 'Hf, see הדי 1
“ elsewhere for mba, "imperat. Pih.
non Ez.16, 4, or nr infin. Hof. of
ne infin. constr. Kal of sa.
“bs, for "פה ‘
mus is the imperat. Kal of

, “Wa,
a, “pl. וע
“ גתinfin. constr. Kal of vn.

sbban Pa. 78, 63, "קץ Puh. of db I,

‘not Hof. of bbs
Zeor 10,6, 1 p. perf. Hif. with
oniawin
in
ng
or
rs
also
40,
2,
nas 1 Kinas
a supfia fro au and 218 with similar
6 “mss.; see .תג

הוחל

meaning, consequently arising from
 הושבתיםand  השיבתִיםtogether.

 היחלHof. ‘of Den 1

is

 הזדהDan. 5, 20, infin. Af. of 717 Aram.

pepe

הרת

1500

from 27171, Zihpa. I. from

vat; the K'tib ןמזה is Ithpa. II.

.

‘pit see ללה
pant eiDy) Ez. 7,11, is the noun
‘OT (fulness) from mm, after the
form ny, abridged Dit, with a suff.
pat = a see A".
 הפיכJos ,42 ,42 tuo fo  המכלfrom

So ‘Lament. 1, 8, Hif. from לוז = DBT
;729 comp. An?) for Ina?" from nn.
(comp. ma).
 סגהinfin. Nif. from von.
3217 18. 1,16, for 19107, imper. Hithp.  הַמסִיוJose. ,41 ,9 tuo fo 77203 morf
pl. of I.
\
mon.
pani Ezex, 6, 8, inf. Nif. (nit) pnt Jos 17, 2, is the inf. Zif. with
"with a suff., for טסה ni” being re- | " suff.> with Dagsch dirimens in Mem.
garded as plural. See notI. Lexicon waz JER. 23,13, out of ‘an; so too
_page 404.
DNB fom ann.
הַחָבְּאָתָה,in pause IHN” (comp. ANN}D?  חנהsee m in Hif.
2 Sam. 1 , 26), 3 fem.perf.Hif.” arising mon see m in HAif.

from a mixture of אל and הל (mar ma Hof. of rn) which see.
and Nam).
 לענהAram. Af. of 559 I, arising from
by with Ayin
ה
Teens p- 420.
 הלנהAram, infin. Af. of 529 I. See

 יסתה2 Kinas

,6,31 for NOT;

החסי

. מ,32 35 for איטחה om
Lexicon p. 434.

Rum.

"הנע.
 הלהDan. 5, 7, see ללע I. Af.

DH with suf. iby Ez. 20, 2, inf. Nif.  ינלעהsee .955 I. Af.
from bar. (which see) after the form  הנפהIs. ,03 ,82 si na nuon-.nifni morf
om.

 טהis the imperat. Hif. ofבה .
 הטתוProv. ,7 ,12 3 .mef .frep .fiH htiw
a suff, from man.
Nun Devt. 24,4, Hothp. of .אממ
‘ מיהAram, Af. of yan.

"the Hif. of m 1
 סהpl. רפה see Pih. ofהסה .
 הסגIs. ,95 ,41 si lafoH fo 304 dna ton
"kom and.

mor Hif. ‘IL. of mid; mor is Hif. I.

 לעהimperat. ap. Hif. out of הכלה from
May u.
purpose of having an alliteration with Mor for may, Hif. of may.
RT.
 הלהfor הלה Hof. ofלה 

 יִכיִליַהEx. ,2,9  לI. of 22, for the

on Dan. 5, 3, Aram. Af. of NON.
poten Lev. 26, 15, is infin.Hf. of "2
 ויתיַה8 2 pl, MANN infin. Af. of NDR.
‘with a suff, not from D2 Ps but from
Sn
out of nm, Aram. Of. (pass.);
be 32.
mow 8 fem. abe 3 p. pl. See .אתא er Hithp. denom. from “Ie 2.

ort Ex. 2, 3, probably arising from
. 21, 33, is not from DORT,

to the Hif. of .ל

m

"Air. of ny comp. ri

on.

 הַקְצוּתLay. ,41 ,34 si .nifni .rtsnoc .fiH

for nize, like 1307 ibid. 14, 46
for 7305; comp. pon for yn.
a imperat. ap. Hif. out of mat from

72.

 הַלְאֶתEz. 24, 12 for m

WELT; bat see Ewald §. 92. c.
DpH 2 Sam, 23, 1 for op, is Hof. of

nen.
ה 3 fem. perf.

aan, May, niayz see Hif. of m.

mH Gen. 14,10, out of הָלַה fromer

הרמו

by
1501
ah Num. 17, 10, imper. pl. Nif. from  רתולפזPs.17,3, from nit a noun (which
nay I=

an.

 פרהimperat. apoc. Hif. from mes IV.

NEWT see na4T above.

.

see), diferent from anit, 1 pers. perf.
Kal of Dat.

sun Is. 42,"2, imperat. Hif. in pause

A

"for au Sani amd.

mr

“or mm” Amos 4,3, out of “an Is. 26, 20, out of הבח (comp. Yin

for mim), imperat. sing. mase. of man.
In
Jupaus 5, 7, 1Sam. 2, 5, for 47,
the oldest interpreters to stand for

Tessun,

and ‘the latter is ‘nid by

MIT, like nme Is. 48, 8 for
nine. But the "Hi. may be also
taken as intr. (to be cast), like mms
to stand open.
ow Hof. of Dw, out of Eur, in the
“other forms of Hof. without Dagesh

with ל donbled after an accented

vowel, asis also in uns Ez. 27, 19.

See Ya.

Ink see Im.

‘pin "Prov. 8, 29, ‘extended out of pn
(from pin).
 לסחand nXon, inf. constr. Kal of Nun.
in WU.
vu Ps. 39,14, out of עשה , עשהas man ı Ex. 1, 16, out of mani, the reו
dienppensing,  הפשאexan imper. ap. Hif. of My des comp.
amples of which are adduced under
 לעהam.
Another imperative Hif.
m.
 עשהis abridged from , עשהand be-
in
an archaic stat. constr. of 71, for
sgnol ot  טע1
the
later mn.
nad Neue. 3, 13, contracted from

nBusn; N Aiskppesring, after '7 has an Hos. 6, 9, see m (from Tom).
 חלותיPs.,77 ,11 si morf nuoneht ,nbin
 הas a peculiar syllable.
prop. an infin."Pik. of san, like nit,
 הוחפשהsee Hithp. to mW.

ninw. See man to mom.

suymuH see 22 Hithp.
yan Dan. 3. 16, Aram. inf. Af. with
suff. from an.
mm Hithp. of mm.

Anian Jos 19,17, from na with 1

ban 2 Sam. 13, 5, is the imperative
"apoc. Hithp. in pause, of man.

the stem is ןנח II.
ip Prov. 8, 27, out of. am; see .לקוח

"pen Is. 57, 6, isa stat."constr. pl. of

Pat (which see) and not from קלח

WHT see TINS Hif.

yonn Is. 33, 1, out of Hann, inf. Hif.
of oan with ZUR

ont (enn, Bm, SIM, infin. constr,

nm) “Pin. I. of bn, where the n
was regarded as a “guttural; together
with this occurs also Pih. D., viz.

dm and dnt? But along with the
stem לַתַה there occurs also Dm (comp.

Erin) and 72); and to it belongs the
Hof. Doin. See om and DOT.

mans i Sam. 10, 6, out of Man,

but looked upon as arising from ל
hence also the inf. niaan for Naar.

"Puh. of mat

sah nesira

my Is. 44,18,
“mss, also in
mi, 3 pers.
nyy inf. constr,

and according to some
Luv. 14, 42, from na =
perf. Kal.
Kal of .ענב
+)

nis), Ming, with ah volunt. minix2, is
fut. Kal of תוא IL, like שובי fom was.

Deen) 1 Sam. 14, 24, is fut. apoe. Hif,
arising out of max", which is from
myn? (of TOR L); not from the Hif.

 הואילbelonging to 283. — In other

}
 זונהEz. ,61 ,43

ca)

places, as לֶאי Jos 6, 9, Dh 17,11,

morf ram

1 Sam. 17, 39, ON may be the stem,

See bar IL Hf.

NN”

nn Is. 41, 25, fut. ap. Kal of MON,
abridged from TAN.
iarı 1 Kines 12, 13 K'tib, for Na,
jut. Kal of sia; so also 2 Kınas 3
24 K’tib; and both times it stands
for ana. The K’ri 3927 does not
suit..

win) fut. Kal of wa. See there.
an
Nag. 1, 4, contracted from
San 1

ודיחן
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3, 33, Gow Han, fut.

ap. Pik. of 2%.

gana fut. ap. Hf. of הפי

- strued’ with 72, 602800. for 18597,
fut. Hof. of אל (signifie. 2), or “of
‘bar NBD. it is therefore unnecessary to read לצי (from (לָצָא|
pgp

Ecouss. 9,12, part.

of.pl. out

afםישקימ from Up.
12 Ki
ml

13, 17, fut. apoc. Hif. of

nis Gen. 16,11, Jupaus 13,5 7, for

| ay.

See דל

Na Prov. 11, 25, for SAN
=Tan, fut.
"Hof. of 7193 IIL; but it may ‘also be

fut. Nif. and stand for mann.
an Lev. 11, 7, either intr, and hence m Is. 63, 3, 127) 2 Kinas9,"33, fut. ap.
the fut. Kal of sai L, or Nif. of the
Hif. of הז
same stem. Lexicon Ale 298.
vat) GEN. 11, 6, fut. Kal out of va}
 ידאPs. ,81 ,11 si .tuf .pa laK fo .xm
from Dit, as by Junazs 5, 5

In the parallel passage 2 Sam. 22, 1

from 52 7

Non stands with a like meaning, in-
730 Ps. "94, 20, a Pih.-form as 8 deterchanging ד and N (which see). .
nom. from "ar meaning to be an asni 2 Kines 17, 21 K’tib, is the fut.
sociate. See "at and Yan. in Pik.
0206. Hif. of אד
= הד1 The Kri
nı=ı Ex. 18,9, fut. apoc. "Kal of mm
has 191, fut. apoe. Hif. of 1733.
on the contrary 7) 708 3, 6 apmm Lamenr. 3,53, out of יוד fut.
pears to be out of sn from IM.
Pih. of 72 IT. To this also belongs
m (in pause m) Prov. 27, 17, "ut.
7 Jo. 4,Be Os. 11, .אגא 3,10 out
apoc. Hif. out of הלחי conseq. naither
of 7722, conseq. not from TI
from 33" for m, nor from an
DST, Rn, out of "7°, from די(which
meaning ‘the same as tin. Seeל
m.
ca
am,  בהיחרfut. apoc. Kal ‘of mn.
B77, pl. 3977, abridged var, fut. Nif. of
nm ‘Has. 2, 17 see min ae or from
"2m; also as fut. 1. intr. Kal of the
non in Hif.
same stem. The fut. 1. Kal is om.

sain? (in Targ. 13%) Aram. fut. ‘Af.
of .דבא

mim fut. 2% of m L, for main.
Kim Ececzes. 11, 9, "out of אוהי from

( הָוָאwhich seo); to this belongs also
the imper. ארה Jos 37, 6.

77 fut. apoc. Kal of הרה (which see).

tte Is. 52, 5, fut. Hif., for aan,
from 4b» (which see).
gm Aro

. ft. Pe. of 757, a collateral

"form of
o qm) (which see). The infin.

era 8 likewise from ir
Sm Is. 13, 20;.out of Dm, fut. Hif.

“of Day 1 (which see).

 לחיsee DES above, and the stem bh.
es3 pers. perf. pl. Pih. in pause from
m (which see).
prey fut. apoc. Kal out of om and bn?

em) from Dan; the pl. van is also
the fut. Kal of Dvn.
mnm Gen. 30, 38, out of mamm

or

“in 3 fem. pl. fut. Kal of om" (= ban),
only ‘ stands here for n, “according
to an old interchange.
mm, Gen. 30, 39, out of mann, pert.

Pin. (af?) from Di}; comp. vom outof ּורַחֶא
man Ps. 51, 7, out of an: 3 fem.
‘perf, Pih. of om.

nm fut. Lif. of dan. See לפח
mar Gen. 30, 41, infin. Pih. (0133) with
 לכיBan, in six mag, KENN) Ez. 42,
a ‘suff. from om.
,5 for ‘they are separated from, con- 77371 fut. 6
Kal of man, out of 40",

יחנך

יצתו
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without our having to assume a stem

Im=mnL

om Gen. 43, 29, Is. 80, 19, arising out

939" Aram, fut. Pe., out of 93° from .עדי
“7 Ps. 141, 5, out of 872",,fut. Hif. “of
" נאI

of am fom im, conseq. 3 pers. fut. mn fut. Hif. of m.
Kal with suff. frou am.
EN fut. Nif. of 230.
"pn? Jos 19, 23, fut. Hof. in pause, out 29° fut. Hif. (an Aramaean form) of 130,
of app from קח
"besides 2°.
“m fut. ap. Kal of”mn.
po? Ps. 139, 8, fut. Kal of po2 (which

nm (ann, nme), pl. ann, see nnn.

see), not from p20.

 טיfut. ap. Hif..of mon.
sm fut. Kal of 93" (which gee).
aan fut. Hif. of בטי (which see).

2927] 2 Kinas 17 13, fut. ap. Hif. of
7, out of Tp. On the contrary
 ברbelongs to wil
um“) and טעה may ‘be fut. apoe. Kat
yon fut. Hif. of bby (which see).
a Ez. 31, 7, fut.’ ap. Kal of ,הפי out
of may 1 or fut. apoc. Hif. of ary 1.
‘of mon.
may ‘Dan. 8, 22, is the 3 p. fut. f.pl.,
 ףיfut. ap. Hif. of 5133.
conseg. for In.
rar Ps. 50, 23, "Fut. Pih. with suff. ayo Is. 15, 5 from רעש >, fut.
in pause, from דָבָּכ with Nun epen‘Pik, II. of say 1.
thetic.
nyn-ı Junazs 4, 21, fut. apoc. Kal of
werd Jos 31,15, for 12375), 3 p. fut. Kal
oy IL; on the contrary 49271 fut.
“mar from 73) with suff., not from
Kal of ו 1
1293159 fut. Pih. In the mss. the forms 2273 1146. 1, 14, Dan. 11, 25, fut. ap.
fluctuate between po), 99315) and
Hi. of רע Im.
3255).

22) "bon, Aram, fut. of 22, 53%, out
of bom.
92) "Ex. 15,5, fut. Pih. of 03,

‘suf, ףמ =  למpoet. for a.

with

The form

3” for 3” is frequent in .ז"ל
 הההכְתודםNom.

,54,41 Deur. ,1 ,44 .tuf

.fiH fo ,dnn .qesnoc tuo fo
na), ‘ ימתוfut. Hof. of nn2,
om

nam.

amb? see .זול

wipe? Puh. redupl. from Mp).
“הפהAp. see ON.

BO" Ps. 105, "24, fut. ap. Hif. of mel
7782 fut. Hif. with suf. of Tp I.
mp? Gen. 9, 27, out of mn? from “ne,
"fut. apoc. Hif.

yas? Aram. fut. Ithp. of Ya.
Josn. 9,4, Hithp. denom. of ,ריצ
arising annie
"but for ich many mss. read oe
(from 3% 2).

בת

peri 1 Kinas 22, 35, out of Pu,
fut. 1 ap. out of px? (after the form
“ing men (out of mer) takes it as
722, 1a) from קצָי1
the fut. Nif. of ma, which it acis fut.

man fut. ap. Kal from rn.

The read-

pe, plur. "ps" 1 Kınas 18, 34,
IL. of py L
rb: Jos 8, 21, for son from NDR.
(ie,N) fut. IIL of יצל I.
קצי
ac-
men;
of
 רצינוPs. 73, 10, fut.תק 
Jos 41, 16 (hardened) , part pass.
mız)
cording to the LXX from NER".

tually is in Ps. 109, 13.

“yan (after the form on}, nm from |pan,
non), fut. Kal of an: II. (which see).

of pyr IL; on the other hand that
in Ps.41,9 belongs to px? 1
„2171 Gen. 2, 9, from רצ (a2), fut. IE

gan: Ps. 139, 20, ‘out of 'nN) from
apoc. of רָצָי AL
AR, fut. Kal.
ni
(HER, WIEN), jut. 1 Kal of רצי I.
ya) Evers. 12, 5, either out of x22, ny), ap. "7 En En), from ny 1
from
conseq. fut. ap. Hif. of 82; or
 רצEx. ,4,93 fut. ap. Kal of צור IE
pet, fut. Kal. Perhaps extended from any? Ig. 33,12, fut. Kal of nxt.
eh (from re). See ץאָנ and Sa.

ודיקד

כלנת
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a1, pl. דמי fut. Kal of TR.

"NID Le. 'naW" Jur. 29, 23, Ez. 27,3
3
"Ktib, is the same as nase. See au.
25 (pn) Gen. "32, 26, Ez. 23, 18, is nos Ps. 91,6, out of 107, fut. Kal of
“the jut.Kal of עקר I. Lexic. p.599.
sau.
VR? 1 Kines3, 15 (after the form 8), pw ‘from Tr, see under 1%.
out of ץֶקר
= yp, fut. Kal of rR. ame Ecctzs. 12, 4 is the jut. Nif. of
mi Sam. 28, 10, for TR is the
שָחַח
fut. Kal with ‘suff of map, with Da-  ישי.sP ,55 ,61 rof ,iw .tuf .fiH fo
“Rw? IV
gesh euphonic in p.
Wr? 2 Sam. 19, 44, fut. ap. Kal of wp. "יָשיםTur. 49, 20, is the fut. Zif. of Bun
un fut. apoc. Lif. of .השק
= מש
Nt NY: fut. apoc. Kal of N.
so Jos 27, 8, is the fut. 0200. Kal of
 אריout of INT, dmperat. of.RD, with
" שלחI.
‘Aleph quiescent; comp. ane Ez.47,8. pw is the fut. Nif. of Dive.
boxy Joss. 4, 24, out of OHR. Les. N Eccuzs. 8,1, fut. Puh. of Rau.
con page 603.
 ישנsee יש
, אריNaN fut. Kal of NN.
 רשוע.tuf .eopa laK fo .wm
wT (Chirek long) out of 381 from man 1 Sam. 6, 12, moulded together
8; on the other hand oh ‘(Chirek
"out of w= דרשו and myön, from
short) is
i fut. Kal of TN. :
un.
לראר-[ 2 .maS ,11 42 ,bit'K tuo fo |ַלרף
 ר שמחוout of mW", fut. ₪06. Hithp.
fut. Hif. of 53. Lexicon p. 606.
of rw.
Sam fut. ap. Hf. “of .בר
p.1284. Prunny Nau. 2,5, fut. Hithp. of ppw.
"But 2772 1 Sam. 15,5 is contracted RD? Deur. 33, 21 see MEN, NON.
nam Mic. 6, 2, fut. Hithp. in "pause, of
from a8”, fut. if. of 35K.
an.
2 Jupazs 5,13, Aram. for דרי once
pin “Aram. fut. Ithpe. of 7.
11 JUDGES 19,21.

mp2 fut. Kal, po fut. Hof. ofnp.

 ילפPs. 7, 6, out of 979) and םדרי  ימחלin pause baum 2 Sam. 13, 6, fut.
(comp. Dr; both readings are supported by mss.
N47? 2 Cur. 26,15 for 7 with א final

0000. Hithp. of nbn.
Dan, in pause ban’, ut. Hithp. of 792.

bin (nmin) fut. 1"Kal, pn? (plur. Man,
appended, or for mi; the infin. of 19".
am), fut. 11. Kal of Den.
Dn? fut. Zif. of bon.
yim) Prov. 29, 6 for an from 42°.
yin Prov. 11, 15, fut. Nif. (>) of Dom Aram. fut. Ithpe. of .םּוש
39 (which see)
( ירעohn, Dy"n) is the fut. Kal trans.
a of 324 (which see).
 ירעfut. Kal intrans. of 339; on the con-

trary ערי Jos 20, 26 belongs to 799

(fut. apoe.).

5
“IND Ps. 22,17, is either to be taken
asthe constr. state plur, = ראפ ,or as
the 3 pers. perf. pl. 83 from EN IL
=». See also the Lex. under ירא

2 2998. 1,12, 99973 1181868 16, 25,
yams "for yn Ecouns. 2, 13, putting
is fut. apro, Bir. of 299 (which aa
the vowel: ‘forward.
yr Is. 42, 4, and rH, "poy for po
 כָלָהַם2 Sam. ,32 ,6 rof .sbn ehT .ffus

86. of Ph.

8

 גרוץfut. Nif. of yxy.
ar. (after the form m), fut. Kal of et
 ירמףEz. 10, 15, from סרי out of ph,

fut. Nif. of סמר 1

+
%

Dab» stands far Dab, "and -the word
arises from a mixture of jener and

n>.

mb ‘Gen. 42, 36, lengthened from „>
"(see >>).

כלהנה
mm»

מחא
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1 Kınas 7, 37, extended from

ns, Pe

niax5 Nun. 5, 22, out of תיבְצַהְל infin.
Hf. of may 1

nop? Gen. 30, 15, out of nnd; 2 pers.
Bee fem. Kal of np.
Hif. nix frou הָלָנ (which see) with
 לרא1Sam. ,81 ,92 tuo fo bon
= ,2758
> and suff.

nib Is.33; 1, out of 2D, inf. constr,

morf‘ eht .ia ,rtsnoc laK ילא
3923 Is. 23, 8, is the plur. with suff. of
> (which 168), regularly inflected Aw Is. 23, 11, out of mu, infin.
constr. Hif. of saw.
after "32.

5

( תלin nos) 1 Sam. 4, 19, infin. constr.
"Kal for n72 from ילד comp.אחת 
out of DIE.

 לְאָדיב1 Sam. ,2 ,33 tuo fo ,Na .fnI nn» see ו
constr. Hif. of a1, comp. wa,

 איטחל,mind, mu.
sind "Jos 33, 30, for ראָהְל inf. Nif.

מ

 מבי2 Sam. ,5 ,2 rof ,naYN .trap .fiH
of “AN:
of maa.
איבְל. Jur. 89, 7, for איִבָהְל ,inf. constr.
Tran 1 Sam, 16,15, from nyan, part.
Hif. of N15.
Pin. fem. contracted from Anyan;
na? Ex. 3, 2, commonly regarded as
comp. naWa 1 Kines 1, 15 out of
arising out ofnam = na; Agit
nn yw.
may also come from mab IL.
 לבבIL, with the same ב as mains 1 Cur. 15, 13, out of המ and
" ברcompare EN םהמ "ri,
sm.
pobn.
a
= si, ןיוהל= , היm
=o
‘Aram. fut. Peal of a The ל is a  מדיןJupans ,5 ,01 .rulp fo 317 hcihw(

prefix of the 3 person=Yod, as Nün
in Syriac.

| 'see) for o°772, but not from"372.
am Aram. part, pass. Af. of Tan.

niwiq2 2 Kınas 19, 25, out of תֶּאְשַהְל Pan Aram. part. Af. (MMS and (תחא
‘of. nm.
(Is. 37, 26), inf. Hif. of RU.
\
 איטחל.190088 ,5 ,5 out of ‘wont, an Aran. infin. Pe. of in; comp. 77
neva (plur. (םיאצּומ Ez. 47, 8, 4
\ inf. constr. Hif. of Nun.
"posed from אּוצִמ (which = from
para Is. 47, 14, inf. constr. Kal םמח
NIE = Rix, rv.
"a collateral form of en, with" 5

ibid. 30, 18 from the nipnoya from mont from .לַתַה
pia עטמ. 32, 5 is הממ (from.i797 IL.)
tiny) 2 Gur. 31, 7, inf. Kal for tid") "with suff.
man part. Hof. of nım.
(Is. 51, 16), Bonn on.
np Paor. 30,17, out of niap?> from 3597 part. Hof. of 230.
comp. ba»
infin. pn.“

Amen The stem is .הקר On‘the Dagesh iin p see the. Lexicon there.
 ףלimperat. Kal of Tr

7 same as ">>, imperat. Kal of br.
 הכלimperat. Kal. withה - voluntative,

ny Prov. 25, 19, out of npan,
“part, Puh. of 372; not for din
part. Kal; comp. an out of anna.
Brain 1 Cur. 21, 13, is the plur. "of
aan, 602800. = Dayim.

"from Tr
Nm = RIND (with suff.zB) Dan. 3, 19,
 תכלinfin. constr. of Tr.
Aram. infin. Peal of NIN.
nig Is. 3, 8, out of תיְרָּמַהְל , infin. mm out of 712 see המ
constr. Hf. of mn.
ra Prov. 17, 4, out of TIN, part.
m» 2908. 5, 4, shortened out of m»,
iif. of In, a denom. from TIR.
“from 49, 8 pers, perf. fem. Kal.
 מַחָאDan. 5 ,91 .marA .trap .fA fo *חיא
95

מחן

נוסרו
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conseq. from 871712; another אָחַמ is
the perf. Pa. of N12.

ya Dan. 4, 24, Aram. ‘infin. Peal of .ןח
 רצצחמsee Pih. IV. of sen.
“man “Lav. 14, 4, part. Hithp. of "30,
"for ann.

is better, however, to take it as a mixed
form of nmmw
and טמיוהּתשה ,

though the aad does not suit this.
nn 2 pers. perf. Kal of nm.
x

Dan. 3, 2, Aram. infin. Pe. of NNN.

monn Jar. 22, 15, part. arising from

a Pihel-form mann, which has itself
mm constr. plur. of pa (which see).
sprung
out of 8 noun min. 6
na>n 1 Kınas 5, 25, contracted from
stan IL.
" מאללתfrom box.
מִלָאכִים2 San.,11,1 rof מְלְכִים
J
wr Ez. 28,16, for wha, perf. Kal of
Non; another ּולמ Josn. 5,5 7 is the minz Gen. 34, 15, is a fut. Kal of may IL
zur Kal of למ
spt an anomalous form. Ez. 9, 8,
Tee Ex. 16, 8, part. Hif. of vor (fut.
arising from U) (part. m. Kal) and
“pe, from 99 IL
NUR (fut. Nif./from “Nw (which see).
 מלפנףJo ,53 ,11 si .trap .hiP )(מלף
Mss. read one or other, “edd. “NWN.
htiw ,.ffus morf ,saH tuo fo  מלmya; 1 Sam. 14, 36, out of el from
excluding Aleph after the Aramaean
"TB, fut. Kal weil -ה voluntative,
mode.

omitting the Dagesh.

non Jos 32, 18, for יִתאָלַמ from Non. ִ ָתיִּבJER.26, ,9 out of na}, perf. Nif.

Tan, jan see 12.
of N32.
ara Nau. 3, 17, see ‘93972 and “172 II. Daan) Is. 64,5, either stands for 522-3,
mn part. Hof. of 1% (which see).
as fut. Pik. of לבב L, or it is fut. Hif.
man part. Hif. of mn.
of Dia= 239 I.
Tan Is. 23, 11, out of yy from are Ge. 11,7, out of 953, fut. Kal

a (which sec), resolving "Dagesh
"of Dba. See the following.
by the following Nun.
ma Ts. 19, 3, out of mph, perf. Nif.
2272 out of jn and ;לע see .לע
‘of pee L; comp. 112, Topp, 7292,
py out of a and Dy.
aan, הלב where “the accent and
vn Aram., infin. Pe. of Dod; see byn.
form changed after the reduplication
 מצאכטGun. ,23 ,02 tuo fo‘ ,nERaD
was laid aside.
.nifni“ laK fo מצא.
on} Is.59,3, Lament. 4,14, a mixed
“2329p Jer. 15, 10, out of “op and
form moulded out of the Nif. לֶאְנִנ
bop, as a ו form. Some refer
and Pual ,לא with an Aramaean
the ta to mp2 and o>. Others read
sense. See Sus.
"2222p. But the explanation of it ma Jur. 8, 14, "out of man, fut. Nif.
as a mixed form is the most suitable,
"on, Dan, op) of 097.
"22777 JER. 22, 23 K’tib, 122772 K'ri,
is the part. fem. Pual of the ‘denom. PR

 והָּנ,5 plur. fut. apoc. Kal ofהָיָה .
1392 Zupx. 3,18, out of ai, ‘part. m.
"2.722 Is. 22,5 is a noun (which see);
plur. constr. א of mn ‘I 4 stands
see also ap L
for 4.
nywn 1 Kınas 1, 15, contracted from nigao Lament. 1, 4, out of mia, part.
“nna, from nig.
fen. plur. Nif. of mn I.
onninw Ez. 8, 16, commonly taken 79% 1 Cur. 3, 5 and 20, 8, is the 3 pers.
“for "part. Hithp. of "md, with the
pl.perf. Nif., arising om the fluctuapersonal suffice om for DAN in the
tion between Nif. 19943 and Hof.

Aramaean manner, especially as this

Tom.

writer has often Aramaean forms. It ao Ez. 23, 48, out of p1n2, a Nithpa,

נחל

ערנה
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of 0%, like 293) (which see); if we
should not rather read "073.

“ir,

comp. Ding for Din), if the

stem be bin.

om, plur. רלחב ,Nif. of ללה ‘after the ( הָמֶאְלַפִבin many mss. 78922) 2 Sam,
= ,26 lengthened out “Of mbes by
form “m2, nm; the fut. ‘ts bm. An הComp.הֶחְבְּאַתָה .
other Sm is ‘the Pik. of Sm" 1
em 8 sometimes the Nif., sometimes Sona, Ez. 28, 23, a sort of Pihel-form

arising for the doubling of the last
the Pik. of om.
radical; for which the simple 523
pam Is. 57, 5, “out of Dam, part. pl.
stands in 30,4. See 553.
Nif. of ban. The fut. is om.
prox.
Gen. 44,16, fut. Hithp. in pause
"mm JER. 29,23, for nam, 2 p. perf.
"from
pry.
"fem. Nif. of ‘py 1. sn is an older
form for n. To regard it as arising max Ps. 141, 3, for 7942, imperat. Kal
from Am,

for חנא , is not at all

necessary.

„m Ps. 69, 4, plur. m3 Sona or Sox.
1,6, perf Nif. of 7.
nm perf. Nif. of nnn; but also the
"perf. Pih. and Nif. roe Am.
ni Ps. 74, 8, is the 1 p. pl. fut. Kal of
m3" with suff. -ם See man.
py")Nun. 21, 30, ‘Lp. pl. fut. mm).
= ms 1. ‘with suff. See under" um
the translation of the whole verse.
32) Deur. 2, 33, is the 1 pers. pl. fut.
apoc. Hif. of 21.
2222 Gen. 37, 21, is the 1 p. plur. fut.
“Hif. of: 33 with suff.
nnzs Gen. ‘20, 16, does not stand for
Ana (3 fem. nie sing. Nif.), but
it is a regular part. fem. Nif. See
nor Nif.
2 Deu. 21, 8, out of "Bam, perf.
" Nithpa. of רַפָּב
כַמִבָזָה.1 Sam. ,51 ,9 a dexim mrof morf
“Aran and 71733; or from 77722 and
m3.

>) with ah voluntative, and Dagesh
euphonie iin צי

pz Ez. 21,12, for 5p2, after the form
022, Cor ₪2 of Son II.

Hop), nea, Wif. of Sop I.
nny 2 Sam. 19, 43, is a noun formed
from the part. fem. Nif. of .אב But
it is also perf. fem. Nif. Zecn. 5, 7,
or part. Nif. 1 Cur. 14, 2.
npn Ez. 39, 26 and א Ps. 139, 20,
contracted from aN.
“ipa Ps. 32,1, out of NAD, part. pass.

Kal of x, but ל

as ג הלו

to make itTe the "1D that accompanies it.

 נָשִים.muN ,12 ,08 si .tuf .fiH fo נשה
=
my, for DL (we lay them waste),
consequently not from 0728. Lexicon,
_ page 1408°.
mnw2 Prov. 27, 15, a mixed form from
 אand Hithp. of 1; a part. without Dagesh in Van.'

ımnm Junazs 20, 32, out of "2703,
1 pers. plur. perf. Kal of pn, with Dagesh euphonic in p.

bing, pl. vor, ‚part. םיללפב Gen. 17, 26
and 34, 22, is the Nif. of ללמ II. with
the meaning of Dap, its form arising
from a combination of % and yy.

BN}, “HP? see Ip.

pnb? Gen. 17, 11, out of םתלַמְכ ,perf.
"Nif. of san = bmp.

 סביב2 Kınas,8 ,12 emas sa סבב,

D
‘Kal of 2320.

"22 JER. 48,11, either 3 p. perf. of "732 1220 see ab; perhaps from ‘jad = 'd

"(which see), or Nif. of “7a (which see) #35 from 525 or 530 (which Fr

or 172. But see 22.
mab? Ez. 41,7, out of הבס perf. Nif.
y
"of:320; if it be not better to read הָפְסְי
712, Eccuus. 4, 3, contracted from "2.
MB Ps.4, 7, imperat. Kal of 03 I.
92 Zuon. 0 17, Nif. of רוש IIL, for ay, Ecct.4, 2, contracted from mar“ .רע
95*

my

רש
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 דעout of m, imperat. Kal of tty,
"with ah voluntative.

 תתמצמand therefore for "INNS,

or

₪ mixture of NEE and “nA.
71339 Ez. 31, 15, either for Moby, perf. px 2 Kinas 4, 41 imperat. Kal of Pen
fem. Puh.; or a farther development np Jos 38, 38, inf. constr. Kal of pit.

of iby, where - הcorresponds to the

Aram: —„as a peculiar definitive form;

orit is a noun after the type of:MBER.
 םאקHos.10,14,
See 429.

p

for op, 3 pers. perf.
Kal, after the Aral ‘orthography.
in 3, see .בנש
DNP Aram. part. Pe. of Dan.
 שננרGen, ,9 ,41 tuo fo ,832“ .nifni .hiP  בק3
and infin. Kal of pl:
“ rith הו from ועו a denom. from map, jap is the 3 pers. perf. Kal(2)
129 (which see).
"of 227 1. with suff.
my, joy and (תוסע infin. constr. Kal “ap iar,22,11, imper. Kal (ap) with
_ of rie.
ah voluntative of aan I; comp. "IR

"a out of 7239, with Dagesh dirimens

mod, Ex. 18,18, infin. constr, Kal (mivy)

from “5.

with suff., of .הש
DOR Lay. 23, 13, imper. Kal (ap) with
avy 708 41, 25, "for “iby, part. pass.
‘suff. and Nun epenthetie, See 237 1
"Kal of mus. ‘Blsewhere 3 pers. perf. ‘bap see Sap; comp. sun from jap,
pl. Kal.
with 5 doubled and כ after8, to supnby Lav. 25, 21, for mney, as a shorter
port the vowel.
form.
np. imperat. Kal of np».
niny and םיִּתַע see ny.
np Ez. 17,5, for np out of mpd, 3 pers.

“perf Kal with Kamez, to distinguish

5
RB,

it from the imperative.

DBIND see AND.

 הָרּופin mss. for MOND which see.

nib see .הראפ

ו

Comp. דר for

Im, man for mand.
pnp Hos. 11,3, out of pnp, 3 pers, perf.

"Kal with suff.
nop, once nop 2 Kinas 12, 9; infin.

 תרפsee mB.
constr. Kal ‘ofnpe.
map Is. 32, 11, is not imperative Kal, INR Ez. 2, 20, contracted from 97
"but the noun nw» (which see).
(Rural, '20), imperat. fem..pl. Kal of:
mop Ezex. 22, 20, infin. constr. Kal of
nop 1
mpd.

aby r1,31, for j59», from byb (which
see).

ר

ons Mar.3,20, out of BAUS from wre.  הארEzux. ,71,82 infin. constr..Kal of
DS) after the form TAM. The third

y

radical He frequently, passes ‘into ı.

zi! As. 45,1, infin. constr. Kal of mI
NY imperat. Kal of NEN
"after the Morm TU Jur. 5,26 of 72.
TNE see NEN.
But דב JupcEs 19, 11 is a shorter
RE Sona or Sox. 3,11, imperat. fem.
form of m.
"pi.‘Kal of N2), to male it have an 1, 739, imperat. Kal of m.
assonance with .הָניִאְר
an) Gen. ‘46,3, infin. Kal of לר
 תאצout of nxy, infin. constr. Kal of סדר Ps.68,28, part. Kal -“ )הֶררruler) of
RED.
my I, with suf.ם TERTE Ez.16,52, inf. constr. Pik. (Mpa Mara "Hos, 1,6, out of manga, part.

with pay) with suf., from PIE.

"Puh. fem. of om; comp. nasan.

Spanne Ps, 88,17, either from Pih. II.  שבand שר imperat. Kal of u II.

רשת

תומיך
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( תועהtogether with wh) inf. constr. Kal moun Jos 20,25, out of ּוהָלְכאָמ=
of שרי IL
"SER, fut. Kal of ya, with suff.
 תאריIs. ,25 ,41 daetsnifo‘ ,ns morf

ש,ש

“Nh; comp. sbye.

xan Prov. 1, 10, ‘out of man = ,הבאת
 אמimperat. Kal ofנא 
 שאטEz. ,61 ,75 rof ,yo ,trap laK fo "ut, Kal of man.
moan Ps. 45, 16, is the 3 fem. pl. fut.
שוט
"Kal of nia.
 איט אושוnouns from . אשSee Lex.
( הָתאָרּמalso moxian) Deut. 33, 16,
 סאשpart. Kal for opi; see dow.
"lengthened from man; the Ba has
 תֶאְלinfin. constr. Kal of nia.
passed into Tax. It is the 3 fem. fut.
ney which see.
Kal, with the enlargement - הThis
 ואטsee RU I.
form with suf. is found inביא 
ngs stat, constr. of הארש (which see),
JoB 22, 22.
 סָהיִאשsee RWW.
sian Ez. 22, 4, a shorter form for yan.
Bau Ps. 23, 6, for mau, if it do
not stand for ‘naw, ‘infin. constr. of neon 1Sam. 25, 34 K’ri = תֶאְרּמ ימת
K'tib, arising out of msn (out ‘of
שב
an). See אוב
35,  שבmay, imperat. Kal of .בש
סאב
see NAA. The readings 7nNian,
nov as a noun from naw; and also as
AOS
IAN
are "found; and interpreters
“the infin. constr. of בטי
have either considered it as formed
Daw Gem. 6, 3 seo haw as an adverb
from the fut. Kal 8am, san, or as
"from au.
a mixture of WNBA "and" SN , or
 אוטinfin. Kal of x2, for nib.
finally as coming from the noun
 שובJER, ,24 ,01 rof,hta‘ .fni .sba laK
man.
of ביג as vice versa aw. 2 Sam. Tan Fur. ap. Kal of 753.
,15 8 Kr, for בוש from and,
23m Hz. 16, 50, after the manner
 השוש1s.10,,31 out of moi, Pin, see
"of ת"ל for mm23n, in order to have
‘how.

Py ‘Devt. 22, 1, m

1 Sam. 14, 34,

from my = mip.

pry imperat. and infin. Hif. abbreviated,

ays as is frequent in the "ל verbs,
and retaining the accent.

from orp.

poy

an alliteration ‘ders to .הניטעמ
joan 108 19, 2, for asin, ‘fut.“Hf. of
Fan I, the original |ae passing into

Ezex. 35, 11, for zn”, with an

irregular full orthography.

Dan) 2 pers. fut. apoc. Nif. of 53, else" where man.

Maid Jur. 51,13 K’tib, is mal for
na, conseq. part. fem. Kal.

man Is. "40, 25, for nn, fut. Pih.
with suff., where in like manner Yod
presses into the form from the third
a, "ab see לש under w.
radical.
niet seethe noun maw, and also inf.
“an, in pause “m, fut. ap. Kal of .היה
Kal of paw 11.= pws (Ez. 36, 3).
Map MicAH 0 12, for man =
Dany see Lexicon.
Ayan, 3 fem. pl. fut.Kal of Dam IT,
pon ‘dual of mw.
nyse passing into me.
 שת,gar ,dam um ees  שות1.

pinw see יט ont of (יִפְנַש

N

Oban Ps. 9,16, for»Jo, with the rare
designation of — by a vowel-letter;
comp. THN.

nm fut. ‘of Pih. IL. of om.
on.

But see

 ףבהאמProv.1,22, either out of MIND,
as the fut. Kal, or for AINA as ‘the min Ps.16,5, is a noun for ףמלת after
2 pers. pl. fut. Pin.
the form 2°31, arising out of a part.z

חומים

והתראנה
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meaning possession. The stem is 77am
(which see); and the derivation from

‘7722 should be rejected.
 םימותsee ON.

then — becomes —, as לכאי 105
12 = Sox.

en 2 Sam. 17,16, is the fut. apoc. Hif.

of »L

man Nun. 3,14, fut. ap. Hif. of mn.
Orman JER. 18,23 in pause, out of mina 2
nbin Prov. 30, 6, fut. ap. Hif. of no.
pers. m. fut. Hif. of 9 (which see),
 תזליJar. ,2 ,63 detcaeinoc morf ,nib“
drawing back the tone in the jussive.
like am, Ins from SANS; hence it
 דfor Mz is also in "aim.
is the fut. Kal of DIN.
"RA Lamenr. 3, 22, Ps. 64,7, 3 p. pl.
“ain Jer. 3, 6, out of ram, 3 fem. fut.
‘perf. Kal of ban, conseq. for Tan,
‘Kal; comp. "wah.
with the reduplication resolved by
am 2 Sam. 22, "40, contracted from
Nun, as in 3731972 = 492. Another
yin see on.

"( תארנPs. 18‚40), fut. Pih. of .רזא

mA, mn“ 1 2Sanm. 20,9, contracted from
TNE, 3 fem. fut. Kal of TH.
m

fut. ap. Kal of mm.

bon Lav. 21,9, fut. Ni. of San, formed
from brn in the regular way. Along
with bn 1 ) there was also a form
om, as is seen from the infin. Sm.

See more in San.

am Nom. 17,28 stands for wen,
+ pers. pl. perf. Kal.
dnm“ı Ps. 39,12, fut. ap. Hif. of mon.
"an Ex. 23, 21, for “an, in the Aramaean manner, |
"Bir. of רַרָמ 1.
(which see).
Ian

2 Sam. 19, 14,

contracted

from

jean, fut. Kal of “728.

in, ran, imper. Kal of Im (which see).

wpm? 70 31, 5, “fut. ap. Kal of tan, An, Yan see IT.
on account of the middle guttural non contracted from non, fut. Kal of
for שתו ,comp. nym? 1 Sam. 15, 19,
ON.
29 14, 32 K'ri, from u.
a Rura 1,13, out of 29, omitnon “Prov. 17, 10, exceptionally for
“ting the doubling of the Nun ו
non, fut. Kal of nm.
But it may
of the pause, 2 p. pl. fem. fut. Nif. of
jay; comp. mann Is. 60, 4 for m”,
also be the fut. Kal ‘of non.
un fut. ap. Kal of 73, abridged from sin Has. 3, 9,‘fut.Nif. of ap IV.
my.
Dyn 1 1Sam. 15,19, out of usm”, fut.
ap. Kal of ny; see חת
hm Is. 65, 14, fut. Hif. of bar.
mien Ex. 25, 31, arising out of moyn  דלעתHz. 36, 3, out of יל fut. Nif.
by king che = with a vowelKal of הל IM. =o» I. If from
letter. Many editions have miyyn
,522 it is the fut. Kal ל in a form
correctly.
which appears in Aramaean.
„on Ez. 16,13, is the 2 fem. sing. fut.  ותפהי1 Sam. ,82 ,42 .tuf laK fo ,RE
Kal of man.
out ofהו IDNMTI.
anחחfut. ap. Kal, out of 35m
v7 from Ba’nizien  אפ25, 34, see pre Hif.,

"where this singular form is explained
in various ways.
mo».
moun Jer. 19,3, fut. I. Kal (52) of
mBon "Prov. 26, 26, out of TBann, fut.
“thy IL, comp. 7727, om. Fut. I. is
dan fut. apoc. Pik. out of Mb2n from

“Hithp. of 793.

 יצלalter the form EM , and accord-

ִַ ּהָלָתGen. ,31,74 fut. ap. Kal of mas,
ingly the 3 fem. pl. fut."Kal is mben.
alter the form דל דלג conseq. not 2pH fut. Kal of .עי
from 172.
 והתראנה1 Sam. ,4172" ,bit’K dluohs eb

jpn J uDGES 19, 20, formed from am for
the pause, fut. ap. Hif. of 7 I. The

usual fut. ךרקרis changed into 9) and

read 187m1 meaning and his eyes
saw. The Kri read mm), which
suits 48 verse 29.

an

תחצב

1511

Sn” fut. ap. Kal of .הבר
ya Ez.29,7, is fut. Nif. of .ץצר

yan 1800188. 12, 6, out of yon, fut. Kal

ram 28am.22,41, abridged from an2,
‘as in Ps. 18, 4, ‚eonsequently from

Im.

"of PE.

snnn fut. apoc. Hithp., out of mann
"from man
men Jer. 9, 17, out of men from
man
 אפ12, 5, a fut. from the Pih.
"RD, fut. Kal.
"Tann of mam, perhaps developed
"un Baur. 32,18 in pause, fut. ap. Kal
from the noun mann. See an.
of mip 1 after the form “Tn, יהי
ban Ez. 24, 11, out of tin, fut. Kal of
from’m.

 םֶמשְּמ8

,7 ,16 out of npinwn

“(opiuinn), fut. Hithpa. of Dia.
nw fut. ap. Kal of nw.
 ּוחַּפְשהfut. ap. Hithpa. of mw.

smn (in many mss. מט "Is. 41,10,
"fut. ap. Hithpa. of העט 1

Dan.

nm 1 Kınas 17, 14 K’tib, a peculiar
infin. constr. Kal, arising from the
doubling of jm (whence the feminine

form na, ra). See 7m.
>on Prov. 4,25, 2np} Gun. 21,14, fut.
ap. Kal of mn.

nn infin. constr, Kal of Im.
benm 2 Sam. 22, 27 in pause, out of
[ann 2Sam. 22,27, fut. Hithp. ofan,
"from "ang="annT, with an asso“Snenn, fut. Hithp. of bn; but it may
nance 0 "22. According to others
also be referred to bon.
for Mann, as it stands in Ps. 18, a¥nn Ex. 2,4, out of בצי fut. Hithp.
27, conseq. from "73.
of a2) (whieh see).
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